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GIVE  YOUR  OPP 

STIFF  ARM . . . 

and  gallop  to  a   box  office  victory  with 

Paramount’s"  TOUCH  DOWN,  ARMY 



What  America  needs  this  week  is  flood 
control. 

Such  crying  over  “Boys  Town.” 
Exhibitors  tell  us  the  folks  stay  for  a 

second  and  third  cry. 

But  there’s  no  weeping  when  the  receipts are  counted. 

Leo  is  very  proud  of  “Boys  Town” 
because  it’s  a   great  box-office  success 
that  also  has  won  additional  friends, 

new  praise  for  the  industry. 

Doing  sensational  business  everywhere, 

held  in  practically  every  situation  for  ex- 
tra weeks,  extra  days.  And  doing  as  well 

in  its  2nd  week  as  a   normal  first  week! 

Please  keep  your  release  schedule  very 

elastic,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  because  Leo’s  on 
an  extended-run  rampage:  “Marie 
Antoinette,”  “Boys  Town,”  “Too  Hot 
To  Handle”  —   one  after  another.  (And 
Technicolor  “Sweethearts”  MacDonald- 
Eddy,  just  previewed!  Terrific!) 

In  fact  Mr.  Exhibitor  here’s  our  tip: 
HOLD  EVERYTHING! 

★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

HOLDING  “MARIE”! 
“Marie  Antoinette,”  at  N.Y.’s  Astor,  is 

packing  ’em  in  at  $2  (fancy)  prices,  5th 
week!  On  other  Broadways  it’s  a   happy 
hold-over  at  pop  prices:  4th  week 
Chicago;  3rd  week  Detroit,  Pittsburgh, 
Cleveland,  SaltLake;  2nd  week  Portland, 

Boston  (day — date  State  &c  Orpheum) 

St.  Louis,  Toledo,  Columbus,  ’Frisco, 
Atlanta,  Denver,  Baltimore,  Cincinnati, 

Washington,  Louisville,  etc.,  etc. 

★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

‘BOYS  TOWN’  STARTS! 
Spencer  Tracy,  Mickey  Rooney  keep  ’em 
coming  3rd  week  Capitol, N.Y.;  2nd  week 

Atlanta,  Reading,  Harrisburg,  Wilming- 
ton, Houston,  New  Orleans,  Omaha,  Salt 

Lake,  Portland,  Bridgeport,  Cleveland, 

Columbus,  Dayton,  New  Haven, 
Norfolk,  Providence.  Richmond, 

Washington,  D.  C.,  Louisville  and  more 

hold-overs  every  minute! 

★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

EYES  ON  NEWSREEL! 
Leo’s  very  proud  of  the  new  streamlined 
issues  of  his  “NEWS  OF  THE  DAY.” 
John  B.  Kennedy,  famed  radio  voice 

speeds  the  news  across  in  “The  Front 

Page”;  Bill  Stern,  N.B.C.  sports  author- 

ity covers  “The  Sports  Page”;  and 
Adelaide  Hawley  enlivens  “The  Wo- 

man’s Page.”  Snappy  newsreel!  Largest 
world  wide  coverage.  Better  than  ever! 

“Sweetheart  of  the  day!” 

WE  HAVE  JUST  SEEN 
A   GREAT  PICTURE! 
They  ought  to  wire  the  seats  for  sound 

in  M-G-M’s  projection  room!  If  those 

chairs  could  talk,  what  an  earful  you’d 

get  about  the  screening  of  “The  Citadel.” 
A   great  motion  picture  has  come  to  your 

midst,  gents,  and  from  now  until  release 

jn  November  you’re  going  to  hear  a 
great  deal  about  it,  in  the  press,  on  the 

air,  by  word-of-mouth.  Ten  million 
people  have  read  this  best  seller  of  a 

young  doctor’s  dramatic  fight  for  his 
ideals,  of  his  surrender  to  the  luxuries 

of  a   society  doctor’s  life,  of  the  girl  who 
brought  him  back  to  the  battle  of  human- 

ity. Memorable  scenes:  heroism  in  the 

depths  of  a   mine;  the  birth  and  almost 

death  of  a   miner’s  baby;  a   society  doctor 
and  the  women  he  knows.  Powerful, 

tender,  exciting  .   .   .   it’s  got  the  mixture 
that  accelerates  the  box-office!  But 

you’ll  soon  know  for  yourself.  Watch 
for  NATIONWIDE  TRADE  SCREEN- 

INGS OF  “THE  CITADEL.”  (A  bow 
to  the  stars  Robert  Donat,  Rosalind 

Russell;  and  to  the  director,  King  Vidor.) 

TOUCHDOWN,  LEO! 
A   smart  idea  in  shorts.  Reviewing  8 

gridiron  classics  of  last  year  so  that 
alumni  in  every  territory  will  flock  to  see 

their  college  team.  It’s  Pete  Smith’s 
“Football  Thrills.”  Another  Pete  Smith 

subject  “Grid  Rules”  and  Robert 

Benchley’s  “How  To  Watch  Football” 
launch  the  Fall  Season.  Book  ’em  while 

they’re  hot!  (Aside  to  Leo,  Jr.:  “Gee  whiz, 
kid,  you  sure  make  swell  shorts !) 

★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

THANKS,  KIND  SIR! 
“A  Letter  to  Leo” 

Dear  Leo:  That  man’s  here  again  for  the  15th 
time.  It’s  the  same  story,  coming  for  your  prod- 

uct, the  only  product  which  spells  continued 

success  for  me.  I   am  grateful  for  the  years'it  has 
been  my  pleasure  to  show  M-G-M  pictures,  for 

they  have  been  years  of  success,  not  only  financi- 
ally but  also  years  of  cordial  and  square  business 

relations.  Sincerely  yours,  August  llg,  Ohio  Theatre, 

Lorain,  Ohio. 

KING  AND  QUEEN 
OF  THE  SCREEN! 
Leo  of  M-G-M  takes  this  MOTION 

PICTURES’  GREATEST  YEAR  cam- 

paign very  seriously.  Here’s  another  for the  Big  Drive! 

“Too  Hot  To  Handle”  flamed  into  fame 
this  week  with  Clark  Gable  and  Myrna 

Loy  delighting  record-breaking  openings 

everywhere.  It’s  topping  “Test  Pilot.” And  that’s  nice  topping! 

The  trade  press  told  you  in  advance. 
Those  lads  know  their  stuff.  (Read  the 

trade  papers!  Advt.)  For  instance:  Film 

Daily  said:  “A  smash  at  the  box-office.” 
M.  P.  Daily  said:  “Better  than  any  of 

the  stars’  six  preceding  pictures.”  M.  P. 
Herald:  “A  natural.  Lines  in  front  of 

the  box-office.”  Daily  Variety:  “Sure-fire 
big-money  show.”  Hollywood  Reporter: 
“One  of  the  financial  stand-outs  of 

M.P.  A.Y.  G.E.  campaign.”  Showmen’s 
Trade  Review:  “Cinch  box-office.”  The 
Exhibitor:  “SRO  attraction.”  Box-Office: 

“As  torrid  as  its  title  at  the  turnstiles.” 

The  only  complaint  we  anticipate  is 

“too  many  to  handle!” 
★   *   ★   ★   ★ 

IT  ALL 
HELPS  THE 

BOX- 
OFFICE! 

Screenland’s  Honor 

Page  for  “Marie 

Antoinette.”  Few 
films  have  received  so 

many  tributes.  They 

keep  coming! 

★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

Here’s  a   line  that  has  become  familiar 
in  the  trade  press. 

In  fact  we’re  quoting  it  this  time  from 

the  PHILADELPHIA  EXHIBITOR’S 

review  of  “Boys  Town,”  as  follows: 

“M-G-M  made  the  picture,  but  it  is  a 
show  of  which  the  whole  industry  may 

be  proud.” 

America  said  that  editorially  (and  at  the 

box-office)  about  “Marie  Antoinette.” 

They’ll  say  it  again  about  “The  Citadel.” 

M-G-M  is  the  one  company  that  con- 

sistently makes  pictures  “of  which  the 
whole  industry”  may  be  proud. 

How  fitting  that  as  Motion  Pictures’ Greatest  Year  Campaign  sweeps  the 
country  with  an  appraising  press  giving 

editorial  support,  it  is  M-C-M  which 
delivers  pictures  of  stature  to  merit  such 

support. 

May  we  be  so  bold  as  to  say  again: 

ALWAYS  THE  LEADER! 
-cCetr 
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BIGOTRY  STALKS  THE  BOXOFFICE 

THIS  discussion  actually  begins  on  page  5.  We  ask  that  you  turn  there,  note  the  contents and  return  here. 

The  pamphlet,  insignificantly  reduced  in  size,  is  being  circulated  in  quantities  unknown  in 

the  vicinity  of  theatres  of  the  Middle  Western  belt.  In  the  interest  of  complete  accuracy,  it  must 

also  be  reported  available  data  is  lacking  on  what  theatres,  where  located  and  how  many.  That 

information  would  be  invaluable,  of  course,  and  the  possibility  is  not  entirely  hopeless  it  may 
be  unearthed. 

By  the  same  token,  the  missing  links  are  not  necessarily  vital.  What  is  vital  is  that  this 

piece  of  lying  and  inflammatory  literature  is  being  printed  through  funds  mysterious  as  to 
source  and  amount.  By  the  very  printing,  however,  distribution,  at  once,  becomes  prima  facie 
evidence. 

As  this  sort  of  rabble-rousing  enterprise  conducts  itself,  the  job  of  running  down  the  de- 
tractor or  detractors  will  not  be  easy.  Yet,  it  can  be  made  easier  if,  by  throwing  a   blazing 

searchlight  on  a   thing  so  scurrilous,  the  consciousness  of  all  those  in  this  industry  might  be 
awakened. 

We  view  the  vilification  in  two  lights.  Either  is  cause  sufficient  for  indignation  and,  far  more 

significantly,  action. 

Firstly  and  because  it  is  the  broad  approach,  a   democracy  that  fits  the  definition  has  no 

room  for  religious  bigotry.  This,  of  itself,  is  enough  to  precipitate  the  elimination  of  the  bigotry. 

As  the  second  part  of  the  initial  approach,  the  charges  not  only  are  vile,  but,  it  is  entirely 

unnecessary  to  point  out,  completely  false. 

As  the  subsequent  analysis,  and  he  who  reads  may  elect  to  put  it  first  if  he  wants  to,  this 

circumstance  constitutes  a   commercial  stab  by  a   stiletto  inherently  sharp  enough  and  long 

enough  to  dessicate  the  vitals  of  the  business. 

It  is  extremely  unfortunate  pieces  of  the  picture  are  missing.  There  is  no  manner  of  know- 
ing how  widespread  or  otherwise  this  baiting  has  gone.  Also,  there  is  no  manner  of  knowing 

how  susceptible  have  been  those  who  have  seen  it.  But  definitely  known  is  the  ease  by  which 

the  public  opinion  of  the  uninformed  and  the  gullible  may  be  formulated.  Therein  lies  the 

danger. 

We  ought  to  point  out,  as  well,  that  we  anticipate  criticism  for  the  course  determined 

upon  by  BOXOFFICE.  We  can  readily  imagine  there  will  be  some,  perhaps  many,  who  would 

argue  the  fires  are  being  further  stirred.  The  answer  to  that  is  merely  this:  The  Ku  Klux  Klan 

died  when  the  New  York  World  exposed  it.  The  Black  Legion  met  its  eclipse  when  the  public 

investigating  arm  marched  in.  The  German- American  bunds  ran  to  cover  when  their  activities 
were  detailed  in  the  press. 

Daylight,  plenty  and  strong,  has  demonstrated  itself  a   cleanser  which  poison,  let  loose 

from  the  underground,  cannot  withstand. 

Frankly,  we  have  no  idea  what  may  come  from  all  of  this.  We  do  not  know  what  the 

organized  industry  will  do.  But  it  is  our  contention  and  our  conviction  that  here  is  a   job  which 

is  no  one  man's  job,  but  a   vigilante  duty  confronting  a   whole  industry. 

This  being  so,  any  information,  or  scrap  of  information,  from  any  source  is  essential.  For 

this  purpose,  moreover,  BOXOFFICE  is  establishing  itself  as  a   clearing  house.  It  will  under- 

take to  follow  the  clues,  by  itself  or  in  conjunction  with  others — and  there  are  others. 

This  publication  will  convert  itself  into  a   detective  agency  for  causes  such  as  this  any  time. 



DISTRIBUTORS,  EN  MASSE,  ASSERT  FORCING 

OF  SHORTS  WITH  FEATURES  IS  NON-EXISTENT 
N°t  a   New  Policy,  Some  Shorts-Feature  Divorce  Plan Sales  Heads  Declare 

in  Amplification  Js  Retroactive,  Says  Rodgers 
New  York — Sales  managers,  to  a   man, 

assert  exhibitors  are  not  compelled  to  buy 
shorts  to  get  features.  Several,  however, 
make  it  clear  theatremen  are  expected,  and 
in  some  instances  are  required,  to  give 

shorts  the  same  percentage  of  their  play- 
ing time  as  they  contract  for  features  sold 

by  the  same  distributor. 

The  attitude  maintains  that  the  exhibi- 
tor whose  policy  provides  for  inclusion  of 

shorts  invariably  contracts  for  his  needs; 
rarely,  if  ever,  more  than  that.  Where 
shorts  are  not  an  established  theatre 

policy  sales  heads  say  they  do  not  require 
or  expect  such  representation.  In  fact, 
some  sales  heads  declare  their  position  is 
not  a   new  one.  Others  maintain  the  same 

conditional  attitude  taken  about  two  years 
ago  in  response  to  inquiries  from  the 
MPTOA,  which  Boxoffice  has  unearthed. 

Minimize  Allied  “Credit” 
In  light  of  their  declared  policies  made 

as  far  back  as  November,  1936,  sales  heads 
minimize  the  attitude  taken  by  Max 
Cohen,  head  of  Allied  of  New  York,  before 
whose  organization  a   letter  from  William 

F.  Rodgers  caused  Cohen  to  remark  Al- 

lied had  secured  “the  first  milestone  in  the 

elimination  of  abusive  trade  practices.” 
Rodgers’  letter  said  M-G-M  does  “not 
make  it  conditional  that  short  subjects  be 
leased  in  order  to  secure  our  feature  at- 

tractions.” 
Neil  F.  Agnew,  head  of  Paramount  sales, 

tells  Boxoffice  he  sees  no  reason  for  re- 

stating his  company’s  position  relative  to 
its  shorts  selling  policy. 

“It  is  possible  that  this  has  never  before 
been  printed  in  the  trade  papers,”  he  said. 
“But,”  he  added,  “Paramount’s  policy  is 
clear.  We  sell  shorts  wherever  we  can. 
Nobody  is  forced  to  buy  them.  Such  a 

procedure  has  never  been  feasible  or  prac- 
tical. I   believe  most  exhibitors  make  fair 

deals.  We  do  not  force  them  to  buy  shorts 

where  they  cannot  use  them.” 
On  February  6,  1937,  Agnew  wrote  the 

MPTOA  on  the  matter  of  a   proposal  em- 

bracing “forcing  excess  and  unwanted 

short  subjects  with  feature  picture  sales:” 
“Paramount’s  policy  is  to  negotiate  with 

its  customers  for  the  use  of  its  short  sub- 

jects according  to  its  customers’  needs. 
We,  of  course,  expect  our  customers,  ac- 

cording to  their  requirements,  to  take  at 

least  the  same  proportion  of  our  short  sub- 

jects as  they  do  of  our  features.” 
William  A.  Scully,  Universal’s  sales  head, 

informs  Boxoffice:  “Our  representatives 
are  instructed  to  advise  exhibitors  as  to 

the  quality  of  our  short  product  and  to 
prevail  upon  them  to  purchase  as  many  of 
these  shorts  as  their  requirements  permit. 
We  force  no  one  to  buy  our  shorts  in  order 

to  buy  our  features.” 
Universal’s  present  position  is  unaltered 

since  Nov.  6,  1936,  when  R.  H.  Cochrane, 
the  then  president,  wrote  the  MPTOA: 

“Regarding  the  forcing  of  shorts  with  fea- 
tures, Universal  has  never  indulged  in  this 

practice  and  I   have  so  stated  many  times 

in  the  past.” From  a   20th  Century-Fox  spokesman,  in 
the  absence  of  Herman  Wobber,  it  was 

said  the  company’s  position  is  identical  as 
two  years  ago,  when  Kent  wrote  the 
MPTOA: 

Forcing  Not  20th-Fox  Policy 

“It  has  never  been  the  practice  of  this 
company  to  force  shorts  with  features. 
As  a   practical  matter  of  distribution  they 

are  sold  at  the  same  time  but  under  sepa- 
rate agreements.  We  do  feel  that  if  our 

feature  product  is  desired  by  an  exhibitor 
we  are  justified  in  insisting  upon  the  same 
percentage  of  his  short  subject  playing 
time  as  we  receive  of  his  feature  playing 

time.” 

This  spokesman  added:  “All  we  can  do 
is  repeat  that  policy.  It  is  significant  that 
we  have  cut  our  short  subject  output  by 

almost  50  per  cent.” 
Columbia’s  position  is  stated  in  a   letter 

(Continued  on  page  9) 

New  York — M-G-M  not  only  does  not 

make  it  conditional  for  exhibitors  to  buy 
shorts  to  get  its  features — but  the  policy 
works  retroactively,  William  F.  Rodgers, 
general  sales  manager  of  the  company, 
states  to  Boxoffice. 

The  question  arose  over  the  fact  his 
letter  expounding  the  policy  to  Max 
Cohen,  president  of  Allied  of  New  York, 
was  dated  September  20,  thereby  creating 

the  impression  this  represented  the  effec- 
tive date.  Rodgers  has,  or  will,  send  a 

copy  of  the  letter  to  Cohen,  or  one  cover- 
ing the  identical  ground,  to  every  M-G-M 

district  and  branch  manager  in  the country. 

In  one  instance  Rodgers  was  commended 

for  wording  his  letter  “very  shrewdly.”  In 
another  the  M-G-M  sales  head  was  taken 

to  task  for  “bellowing”  about  a   course  that 
all  companies  say  they  follow  and  which 
allegedly  has  been  an  accepted  policy  for 
many  years. 

“Strangely  enough,”  a   sales  executive 
tells  Boxoffice,  “the  peculiar  effect  of  the 
Rodgers’  letter  has  put  myself  and  pos- 

sibly others  in  a   light  that  recently  has 

become  unhealthy  in  the  eyes  of  the  fed- 
eral government.  In  order  to  clarify  our 

position — which  is  now  a   well-established 
fact — regarding  the  sale  of  shorts,  I   and 

other  major  sales  heads  will  naturally  re- 
peat our  policy  of  long  standing.  This,  if 

construed  in  the  manner  I   hope  it  isn’t, 
could  conceivably  make  the  government 
believe  that  all  conclusions  regarding  sales 

policies  and  general  trade  practices  are 

the  result  of  collusion  among  the  majors.” 
Letters  to  MPTOA  Cited 

In  this  connection,  the  record  of  cor- 
respondence between  A1  Lichtman,  then 

executive  assistant  to  Nicholas  M.  Schenck, 

M-G-M  president,  and  the  MPTOA,  is 
interesting.  Lichtman,  on  Dec.  30,  1936, 
wrote: 

“It  has  been  our  desire  to  provide  for 

balanced  programs,  realizing  that  a   sub- 
stantial percentage  of  the  theatres  requires 

short  subjects.  We  are  certain  that  you 
desire  that  short  subjects  shall  be  provided 
so  that  the  remaining  theatres  shall  not 

be  compelled  to  go  to  double  features  in 

order  to  provide  an  evening’s  program.  The 
short  subjects,  of  course,  will  have  to  be 

supported,  if  produced.  We  have  adjusted 
our  short  reel  product  to  meet,  not  only 
the  requirements  of  the  theatres  using  only 
single  features,  but  to  those  using  double 

features  as  well.” This  brought  the  following  response 
from  Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA  president: 

“I  am  not  quite  sure  whether  I   understand 

your  position  with  respect  to  forcing  ex- 
( Continued  on  page  9) 

May  Extend  Industry  Drive 
New  York — The  "Motion  Pictures'  Greatest  Year"  drive  may  be  ex- 

tended beyond  its  present  December  31  deadline. 

While  the  committee,  headed  by  George  I.  Schaefer,  has  thus  far 

reached  no  decision,  the  idea  is  being  seriously  pondered  and  is  be- 
lieved traceable  to  a   desire  to  permit  hundreds  of  subsequent  runs 

which  are  not  now  in  the  running  an  opportunity  to  play  some,  if  not 

many,  of  the  pictures  eligible  in  the  Movie  Quiz  contest. 

The  extension,  if  made,  would  run  an  additional  month  and, 

perhaps,  two. 
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POISON  GUNS  ARE  BARKING 

BUY GENTILE 

EMPLOY 

GENTILE 

VOTE 

GENTILE 

HOLLYWOOD  is  the  Sodom  and  Gomorrha 
WHERE 

INTERNATIONAL  JEWRY 
CONTROLS 

VICE  -   DOPE  -   GAMBLING 
wh  ere 

YOUNG  GENTILE  GIRLS  ARE  RAPED 

bY 

IEWISH  PRODUCERS,  DIRECTORS,  CASTING  DIRECTORS 
WHO  GO  UNPUNISHED 

THE  IEWISH  HOLLYWOOD  ANTI-NAZI  LEAGUE  CONTROLS 

COMMUNISM 
IN  THE  MOTION  PICTURE  INDUSTRY 

STARS,  WRITERS  AND  ARTISTS  ARE  COMPELLED  TO  PAY  FOR  COMMUNISTIC 

ACTIVITIES 

Reproduction,  slightly  reduced,  ol  a   pamphlet  discovered  in  circulation  in  the  vicinity  of  theatres  in 

the  Middle  West.  See  page  3   for  "Bigotry  Stalks  the  Boxoffice,"  an  Editorial. 
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Publication  Offices:  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo.  Telephone  Chestnut  7777. 

Other  Associated  Publications:  Boxoffice 
BAROMETER,  published  annually;  Box- 
office  PICTURE  GUIDE;  THE  MODERN 

THEATRE,  published  monthly  as  a   sec- 
tion of  Boxoffice. 

ALBANY — City  Savings  Bank  Bg.,  B.  G.  Herman. 

ATLANTA — 148%  Walton  St.,  N.  W.,  Lee  Fuhrman, 
Southeastern  editor.  Telephone  Walnut  7171. 

BOSTON — 14  Piedmont  St.,  Brad  Angier,  New 
England  editor.  Telephone  Liberty  9305. 

BUFFALO — The  Courier-Express,  W.  E.  J.  Martin. 
CHARLOTTE — The  Observer,  Mary  B.  Parham. 

CHICAGO — 332  S.  Michigan  Ave.,  Eugene  D.  Rich, 
Central  editor.  Telephone  Wabash  4575. 

CINCINNATI — 127  Tremont  St.,  Ft.  Thomas,  ICy., 
Clara  Hyde.  Telephone  Highland  1057. 

CLEVELAND — 12805  Cedar  Road,  Cleveland 
Heights,  Elsie  Loeb.  Telephone  Fairmount  0046. 

DALLAS — 210  S.  Harwood,  V.  W.  Crisp,  South- 
western editor.  Telephone  7-3553. 

DENVER — 1020  Clarkson  St.,  J.  A.  Rose. 

DES  MOINES — 2050  Capitol  St.,  Rene  McClusky. 

DETROIT — 424  Book  Bldg.,  H.  F.  Reves.  Tele- 
phone Cadillac  9085. 

HOLLYWOOD — 6404  Hollywood  Blvd.,  Ivan  Spear, 
Western  editor.  Telephone  GLadstone  1180. 

INDIANAPOLIS — Route  5,  Box  271,  Howard  N. 
Rudeaux.  Telephone  Drexel  3339. 

KANSAS  CITY — 4704  East  Ninth  St.,  Jesse  Shlyen, 
Midwest  editor.  Telephone  CHestnut  7777. 

LITTLE  ROCK — P.  O.  Box  253,  Lynn  Hubbard. 
Telephone  3-0156. 

MEMPHIS — Commercial  Appeal,  Annie  Mae  Day. 
MILWAUKEE — 210  East  Michigan  St.,  H.  C. 
Brunner.  Telephone  Kilbourn  6670-J. 

MINNEAPOLIS — 507  Essex  Bldg.,  Maurice  Wolff. 
NEW  HAVEN — 42  Church  St.,  Suite  915,  Gertrude 

Pearson.  Telephone  6-4149. 

NEW  ORLEANS— 1509  Bodenger  Blvd.,  J.  W. 
Leigh.  Telephone  Algiers  1495. 

NEW  YORK  CITY — 9   Rockefeller  Plaza,  William 
Ornstein,  Eastern  editor.  Telephone  Columbus 

5-6370,  5-6371,  5-6372. 

OKLAHOMA  CITY — P.  O.  Box  4547,  E.  W.  Fair. 
Telephone  7-1038. 

OMAHA — 4677  Marcy  St.,  Monte  Davis. 
PHILADELPHIA— Philadelphia  Record,  Broad  & 
Wood  Sts.,  Si  Shaltz. 

PITTSBURGH — 1701  Blvd.  of  the  Allies,  R.  F. 
Klingensmith.  Telephone  Atlantic  4858. 

PORTLAND,  ORE. — The  News-Telegram,  D.  W. 
Polivka. 

ST.  LOUIS — 5149  Rosa  Ave.,  David  F.  Barrett. 
Telephone  Flanders  3727. 

SALT  LAKE  CITY— 605  Utah  Savings  &   Trust 
Bldg.,  Viola  B.  Hutton.  Telephone  Hyland  4359. 

SAN  FRANCISCO— 5   Kimball  Place.  Phil  Stone. 

SEATTLE — 2417  Second  Ave.,  Joe  Cooper.  Tele- 
phone Elliott  8678. 

WASHINGTON — 1426  G.  St.,  Earle  A.  Dyer. 

IN  CANADA 

CALGARY,  ALBERTA  —   The  Albertan,  William 
Campbell. 

EDMONTON,  ALBERTA  —   The  Bulletin,  W.  A. 
DeGraves. 

HAMILTON,  ONTARIO — 20  Holton  Ave.,  North, 
Hugh  Millar. 

LONDON,  ONTARIO — London  Free  Press,  Charles 
E.  Carruthers. 

MONTREAL,  QUEBEC — 4330  Wilson  Ave.,  N.  D. 
G..  Roy  Carmichael.  Telephone  Walnut  5519. 

OTTAWA,  ONTARIO— 1146  Bank  St.,  Milton  Gal- 
braith. 

REGINA,  SASKATCHEWAN— The  Star,  Andy 
McDermott. 

ST.  JOHN,  NEW  BRUNSWICK— 34  Cranston  Ave., 
Stuart  Trueman. 

TORONTO.  ONTARIO — 16  Buller  Ave.,  Walter  G. 
Fessey.  Telephone  Howard  0158. 

VANCOUVER,  B.  C.— 615  Hastings  St.,  C.  P. 
Rutty. 

VICTORIA,  B.  C.— -350  Robertson  St.,  Tom  Merri- 
man. 

WINNIPEG,  MANITOBA — 709  Selkirk  Ave.,  Ben 
Lepkin. 

IT'S  A   CASE  of  more  than  appears on  the  surface.  And  there's 
plenty  now  on  the  surface. 
When  Allied  of  New  York  learned 

by  letter  from  William  F.  Rodgers, 

general  sales  manager  of  Metro, 

that  exhibitors  did  not  have  to  buy 

shorts  to  get  features,  the  hubbub 

that  followed  at  the  Hotel  Astor  de- 

veloped into  a   considerable  affair. 

Either  it  was  the  first  time  any 

major  distributor  had  made  his  pol- 

icy clear,  or  this  department  is  com- 
pletely misinformed.  In  the  doing, 

Rodgers,  however,  took  no  drastic 

step.  Neither  did  he  publicly  sound 

a   new  and  at  all  startling  departure 

for  his  company.  Actually,  what  he 

did,  and  all  that  he  did,  was  to  set 
forth  for  the  record  which  until  now 

has  never  had  it  an  exposition  of  a 

plan  long  in  effect  at  M-G-M. 
In  the  news  columns,  for  that  is 

where  it  belongs,  you  may  find  spe- 

cifically more  about  the  develop- 
ment. Here,  the  idea  is  to  sneak  up 

on  it  somewhat  differently  and  to 

endeavor  to  point  out  without  undue 
stress  on  reading  time  the  impact 
and  what  it  denotes. 

The  forcing  of  shorts  sales  with 

features  is  a   long-standing  exhibitor 
complaint.  Showmen  have  been 

beefing  about  it  for  years.  The  prac- 

tice is  included  in  Ed  Kuykendall's 
rapidly-ageing  ten  point  program. 

Looking  for  "Red" 
Atlanta — A   man  known  only  as  “Red” 

this  week  shot  up  the  Lincoln  Theatre, 
colored  house  at  405  Whitehill  St.,  with 

firecrackers  while  the  “Law  of  the  Plains” 
was  being  shown — and  then  took  the  law 
into  his  own  hands  and  the  gun  away 
from  a   city  detective  sent  to  quell  the  dis- 
turbance. 

Witnesses  said  “Red”  was  sitting  in  the 
balcony,  peaceably  enough,  when  he  left 
his  seat  and  began  to  toss  firecrackers  into 
the  projection  booth.  The  show  went  on, 
but  the  operator  in  the  booth  found  him- 

self living  in  a   reality  that  the  film  did not  convey. 

The  manager  called  police.  When  the 

detective  arrived,  “Red”  grappled  with  the 
law,  took  away  his  service  pistol,  pushed 
him  down  a   short  flight  of  stairs  and  ran 
out  of  the  building. 

The  detective  is  seeking  “Red.” 

We  hate  firecrackers. 
We  distrust  guns. 

We  don't  push  people  down  stairs. 
We  don't  run,  we  walk  because 

the  fire  commissioner  always  urges 

that.  Besides,  it  must  be  another 

guy.  We  can  prove  we  were  in  New 
York  all  of  last  week. 

To  regard  it  as  No.  1   Public  Enemy 

in  theatremen's  eyes,  at  the  same 
time,  would  be  going  exceedingly 

(Continued  on  page  21) 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

HE  WANTS  TO  KNOW 

New  York — I   am  an  exhibitor  in  the 

metropolitan  area,  operating  a   750-seat 
“grind  house.”  My  opposition  consists  of 
a   couple  of  affiliated  circuit  theatres  and 
a   couple  of  independent  circuit  houses. 
( Needless  to  say,  I   am  last  run  in  the  zone) . 
I   give  you  this  background  so  that  you 
might  better  appreciate  my  dilemma. 

I   have  been  reading  with  a   great  deal 

of  interest  all  the  material  your  publica- 
tion has  printed  on  the  government  mo- 

nopoly suit  against  the  producers  and  dis- 
tributors. I   have  even  read  the  digest 

of  the  petition  filed  by  the  government 
and  have  tried  to  glean  as  much  from  it 

as  is  possible  for  a   layman  to  under- 
stand. 

With  due  deference  to  your  publication 
and  the  capable  manner  in  which  it  has 

presented  all  the  available  fact  and  opin- 
ion, I   fail  to  see  where  I,  the  independ- 

ent exhibitor,  whom  “all  the  shootin’s  for,” 
will  benefit.  Assuming  that  the  govern- 

ment is  successful  in  breaking  up  what  it 
considers  a   monopoly,  exactly  what  do 
I   gain?  My  affiliated  circuit  competitor 
will  be  compelled  to  divest  itself  of  its 

theatres  by  the  process  of  selling  or  leas- 
ing them  to  some  independent.  In  all 

likelihood,  my  independent  circuit  com- 
petitor will  be  the  logical  buyer  as  he  has 

the  money  and  backing  with  which  to 
negotiate  such  a   deal.  If  that  happens, 
then,  where  am  I   benefited? 
The  government  has  won  its  suit;  my 

■producer-distributor  competitor  has  dis- 
posed of  its  theatres  to  my  independent 

circuit  competitor;  the  latter  now  operates 
all  four  opposition  theatres  in  my  zone. 
Will  I   be  able  to  get  pictures  any  earlier 
and  will  I   be  able  to  buy  them  any  cheap- 

er? I   fear  that  I   cannot  quite  see  any 
(Continued  on  page  21) 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 
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DETAILS,  MAJOR  AND  MINOR,  ENCOMPASSED  IN 

GOV'T  CHECK  INTO  TRADE  ASS'N  ACTIVITIES 
Hays  Groups  and  Perhaps 

Exhibitors  Units  Are 

Included 

Distributors  Assert  Enforced 

Shorts  Sales  Do  Not  Prevail 
By  EARLE  A.  DYER 

Washington — Trade  associations  are  re- 

quired to  divulge  their  innermost  workings 
for  ultimate  scanning  by  the  administra- 

tion monopoly  committee,  the  question- 
naire prepared  by  the  department  of  com- 

merce, as  agent  for  the  monopoly  invest- 
igation, reveals.  Copies  are  on  their  way 

to  2,300  trade  groups  throughout  the 
country.  The  MPPDA  in  New  York,  and 

the  M.  P.  Producers’  Ass’n  in  Hollywood 
obviously  are  included  and  probably  the 
MPTOA,  Allied  and  various  state  exhibitor 
groups  as  well. 
The  inquiry  continues  to  be  described 

here  as  a   “fact  finding”  study  without 
connection  with  the  department  of  justice 
activities  in  this  or  any  other  industry. 

Seeks  Affiliation  Data 

The  questionnaire  seeks  to  ascertain 
affiliations  with  other  groups,  whether 
national  or  state,  and  asks  a   definition 

of  “the  industry  or  group  which  this  as- 
sociation represents.”  It  asks  what  per- 

centage of  total  income  “during  the  last 
complete  fiscal  year  came  from  its  four 

largest  contributors,”  to  what  extent  are 
the  results  of  the  association’s  work  avail- 

able to  non-members,  to  what  extent  non- 
members are  permitted  to  participate  in 

the  activities  and  then  qualifies  this  latter 

question  with  a   “be  specific.” 
In  Section  5,  devoted  to  “Finance,”  dues 

and  assessments  and  total  income  for  1929, 
1932,  1935  and  the  last  fiscal  year  are 
sought.  Wages  and  salaries,  rent  and 
travel  expenses  for  a   like  period  are  en- 

compassed. Question  29  reads:  “Describe 
the  present  system  of  regular  dues  and  as- 

sessments used  for  the  various  classes  of 

membership;  state  minimum  and  maxi- 

mum actually  received  for  each  class.” 
It  further  elicits  information  on  special 
assessments  levied  during  the  last  com- 

pleted fiscal  year. 
Wants  Litigation  Record 

Section  6,  labeled  “General  Information,” 
inquires  “the  legal  experiences  of  this  as- 

sociation since  1920  pertaining  to  federal 
and  state  anti-trust  laws,  including  not 
only  formal  government  actions  (federal 
and  state)  but  all  informal  investigations 
of  and  civil  suits  against  this  associa- 

tion.” 
In  propounding  Question  32  the  forward 

states,  “The  following  four  questions  are 
asked  with  the  expectation  that  the  trade 
association  executive  will  use  his  best  per- 

sonal judgment  in  his  replies.”  The  ques- 
tions : 

“What  do  you  feel  have  been  the  signifi- 
cant contributions  of  this  trade  association 

(Continued  from  page  4) 

from  Abe  Montague,  as  follows:  “In  an- 
swer to  your  request  as  to  how  Columbia 

stands  relative  to  selling  short  subjects,  I 

believe  I   can  best  express  Columbia’s  posi- 
tion as  regards  this  subject  by  quoting  a 

letter  I   sent  to  Ed  Kuykendall  of  the 
MPTOA,  dated  Jan.  29,  1937: 

“   ‘It  has  never  been  the  intention  or 

the  practice  of  this  company  to  “force” shorts  with  features,  as  the  expression  is 
commonly  used  by  exhibitors.  Because  of 
economic  operation,  it  is  absolutely  neces- 

sary to  license  short  subjects  at  the  same 
time  that  features  are  licensed.  The  num- 

ber of  short  subjects  licensed  by  an  ex- 
hibitor becomes  a   part  of  the  individual 

sale  and  we  believe  that  where  we  do 
license  features  we  should  have  an  equal 

opportunity  to  license  the  account  a   rea- 
sonable number  of  short  subjects  propor- 

tionate to  the  number  of  features  we  sup- 

ply as  against  the  exhibitor’s  total  feature 
requirements.  This  was  my  suggestion  at 
the  time  of  the  NRA  discussion  at  Wash- 

ington and  I   still  believe  it  the  most  equit- 
able manner  of  handling  the  matter  of 

short  subject  sales.’ 
“It  has  been,  as  stated  above,  Columbia’s 

policy  to  sell  its  accounts  always  keeping 
in  mind  what  can  truthfully  be  described 
as  fair  trade  practices,  and  at  no  time  will 

it  be  Columbia’s  policy  to  insist  on  an  ac- 
count buying  short  subjects  if  the  particu- 

lar account  in  question  does  not  use  short 

subjects  as  a   part  of  the  regular  program.” 
Cites  UA  Status 

George  J.  Schaefer,  UA’s  sales  head,  has 
this  to  say:  “We  haven’t  got  50  or  60  fea- 

tures or  102  shorts.  The  sale  of  features 

has  nothing  to  do  with  shorts  here.” 
On  Dec.  4,  1936,  Schaefer  wrote  the 

MPTOA:  “Our  corporation  does  not  dis- 
tribute a   large  number  of  shorts.  We  only 

have  the  Disney  cartoons  and  these  are 
sold  separate  and  distinct  and  are  not 

made  a   part  of  our  'feature  sale.” 
Vitagraph,  distributor  arm  for  Warner, 

to  your  industry?” 
“Under  existing  law,  what  other  impor- 

tant contributions  do  you  feel  are  possible 

in  the  future?” 
“If  there  were  no  legal  limitations  or 

area  of  doubt,  what  additional  activity  or 
activities  would  you  endeavor  to  develop 

with  the  expectation  that  they  would  sig- 

nificantly benefit  your  membership?” 
“What  activities  engaged  in  by  some  as- 

sociations do  you  feel  are  contrary  to  the 

public  interest?  (Association  names  un- 

necessary) .” In  addition,  each  trade  association  is  re- 

takes the  position  offered  by  President 

Gradwell  L.  Sears:  “We  are  a   selling  or- 
ganization and  we  sell  what  our  studios, 

west  and  east,  produce.” Warner  made  no  committment  on  the 

MPTOA  proposal  of  two  year’s  standing, 
the  only  company  unaccounted  for. 

RKO’s  position  was  contained  in  a   let- 
ter by  Ned  E.  Depinet,  president,  who,  on 

Jan.  7,  1937,  wrote:  “Short  subjects  we  re- 
gard as  an  important  part  of  an  exhibi- 
tor’s program.  With  this  in  view  we  are 

producing  and  are  distributing  for  other 
producers  short  product  of  outstanding 
quality  and  merit.  We  believe  that  this 
product  is  entitled  to  a   reasonable  part  of 

the  exhibitors’  playing  time.  We  feel  that 
we  must  strive  to  obtain  such  fair  repre- 

sentation among  our  customers.” Grand  National,  with  a   large  lineup  of 
one  and  two  reelers  for  release  in  about  a 
month,  under  no  circumstances  will  make 
it  conditional  that  shorts  be  bought  to 
obtain  features,  according  to  Earle  W. 
Hammons,  president. 

“We  will  have  special  salesmen  for 
shorts,”  he  states.  “I  never  have  believed 
in  forcing  shorts;  it  never  has  been  a 
sound  policy.  Shorts  and  features  will  both 

stand  on  their  own  merits  here.” 

Metro's  Shorts -Feature 
Divorce  Is  Retroactive 

(Continued  from  page  4) 

cess  shorts  with  features.  If  you  mean 
that  your  company,  as  a   matter  of  policy, 
will  not  require  an  exhibitor  to  license 
more  short  subjects  than  would  reasonably 
be  required  to  fill  out  the  program  at  his 
theatre  with  the  feature  pictures  licensed 

from  Metro,  then  your  statement  is  per- 

fectly satisfactory.” On  March  1,  1937,  Lichtman  replied  to 

Kuykendall:  “Your  understanding  of  our 
last  paragraph  in  regard  to  shorts  is  as 

we  intended.” 

quested  to  furnish  its  latest  letterhead,  a 

copy  of  its  constitution  and  bylaws,  copies 
of  its  last  financial  statement,  publications 
distributed  to  members,  including  samples 

of  the  association’s  mimeographed  news 
letters,  bulletins,  etc.  Likewise,  copies  of 

the  last  four  annual  reports,  including  re- 

ports of  the  president,  secretary  and  treas- 
urer, the  proceedings  of  the  last  four  an- 

nual meetings,  list  of  members  and  “any 
additional  material  which  you  believe 
would  be  helpful  to  an  understanding  of 

activities  of  this  association.” 
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REGULAR  "FLESH"  POLICY  IN  ONLY  21  MAJOR 
CIRCUIT  HOUSES;  NO  NATIONAL  TREND  SEEN 

Important  Film  "Names" Demanded;  Price  Is 

Termed  High 

New  York — Only  21  theatres  of  the  five 

major  circuits  either  have  vaudeville  or 
stage  shows  on  regular  policy  and  there 
is  no  general  movement  on  foot  to  in- 

crease “flesh”  entertainment  to  propor- 
tions indicating  a   national  renaissance,  a 

checkup  by  Boxoffice  reveals.  There  are 
plans  for  adding  10  houses  to  the  current 
number,  but  only  one  theatre  is  definite 
at  this  time.  It  is  the  Shubert  in  Cin- 

cinnati which  begins  a   vaudeville  policy 
November  4. 

Houses  showing  stage  presentations, 
bands  or  vaudeville  occasionally  total  31 

in  the  major  circuit  lineup.  National  The- 
atres have  10  in  this  division,  RKO,  seven; 

Paramount,  10;  and  Warner,  four.  On 
steady  policies.  National  has  three,  RKO. 
four  with  three  more  pending,  including 

the  Cincinnati  unit;  Loew’s,  three;  Para- 
mount, three  with  plans  in  the  air  for 

inaugurating  the  idea  in  an  Atlanta  the- 
atre; Warner,  eight,  with  six  additional 

theatres  likely  to  adopt  vaudeville  in  the 
next  few  weeks. 

Important  film  names  are  desired  above 
everything  else  by  the  circuits,  it  is  stated. 
Some  bookers  look  upon  band  and  orches- 

tra personalities  with  great  favor,  but 

these  are  usually  dated  on  a   “catch-as- 
catch-can”  basis.  Most  band  and  orches- 

tra leaders  tour  the  country  regularly  and 

are  spotted  into  circuit  theatres  as  fill-in 
bookings. 

A   Few  Road  Companies 

Paramount  and  National  Theatres  have 

on  recent  occasions  lined  up  road  com- 
panies of  Broadway  shows,  either  for  one 

or  two  days  or  full  weeks  where  theatres 

permit.  Onetime  film  “names”  have  been 
offered  to  circuit  bookers,  but  in  most  in- 

stances they  mean  very  little,  it  is  said, 
because  the  trend  of  popularity  has  passed 
them. 

Another  serious  matter  which  confronts 

bookers  is  agents’  demands  on  behalf  of 
film  stars  and  band  names.  The  prices 
for  playing  cities  other  than  New  York 
and  Chicago  are  generally  viewed  as  out  of 
proportion  to  the  grossing  power  of  the 
key  city  theatres.  Nevertheless,  stars 
and  band  personalities  have  been  in  the 
habit  of  asking  the  same  terms  as  they 
receive  for  Broadway  or  Loop  engagements. 
Sometimes  these  demands  are  overcome  by 
giving  the  acts  a   percentage  of  the  gross 
from  the  first  dollar.  Otherwise,  flat  de- 

mands are  reduced  to  meet  the  individual 
theatre  ability  to  pay. 

Negotiations  are  reported  under  way  in 
Detroit  for  four  theatres  to  reinstate 

vaudeville  and  stage  presentations.  Lo- 
cally, independent  exhibitors  do  not  look 

UA  List  Cut 

Down  to  25 

New  York — UA  salesmen  are  now  selling 
25  features  instead  of  the  30  scheduled 
originally  at  the  regional  sales  meetings. 
Samuel  Goldwyn,  who  had  planned  five 
several  months  ago,  will  make  four.  David 
O.  Selznick  will  deliver  only  two  and, 
although  his  contract  provides  he  has  the 
option  of  making  an  extra  two,  the  pro- 

ducer will  devote  all  his  time  to  produc- 
ing “Gone  With  the  Wind”  after  he  fin- 

ishes the  second. 

A   change  in  Hal  E.  Roach’s  plans  also 
has  been  made  since  the  sales  sessions. 
Promising  to  make  four  Laurel  and  Hardys 

originally,  the  producer  ran  into  difficul- 
ties with  Stan  Laurel  and  instead  teamed 

Harry  Langdon  with  Oliver  Hardy.  In- 
stead of  four  four-reelers,  Roach  will  make 

two  full-length  features  with  the  new 
team.  He  will  deliver  four  other  features. 

upon  “flesh”  specialties  as  helpful  at  the 
boxoffice  and,  with  probably  one  or  two 

exceptions,  there  is  no  vaudeville  in  Great- 
er New  York  houses.  Union  demands 

stymied  the  Brandt  Bros,  intention  of  in- 
stalling vaudeville  in  four  to  12  units. 

Si  Fabian  recently  adopted  a   policy  of 

stock  shows  six  days  a   week  at  the  Har- 
manus  Bleecker  Hall  in  Albany.  On  Sun- 

days, he  books  bands.  The  only  Feiber  & 
Shea  house  regularly  featuring  vaudeville 
is  the  Auditorium,  Newark,  Ohio.  Occa- 

sionally, when  a   spot  act  or  show  comes 
along,  bookers  find  openings  at  the  Weller, 

Zanesville,  Ohio;  Union,  North  Philadel- 
phia, Ohio;  State,  Cambridge,  Ohio;  Pal- 
ace, Ashtabula,  Ohio,  and  the  Strand, 

Manchester,  N.  H.  About  15  shows  a   year 

play  the  Zanesville  and  North  Philadel- 
phia theatres  while  in  Cambridge  the  fig- 

ure runs  to  10.  In  Ashtabula  the  total  runs 
to  about  eight,  while  at  Manchester  acts 
are  booked  Saturdays  and  Sundays  as  they 
are  available. 

Three  in  National  Circuit 

The  three  National  Theatres’  units  fea- 
turing stage  and  film  shows  on  a   consistent 

policy  are  the  Denver,  Denver;  Tower, 
Kansas  City,  and  the  Palace,  Milwaukee. 
Two- day  bookings  are  the  rule  at  the 
Orpheum,  Green  Bay,  and  Orpheum,  Madi- 

son, Wis.  Single  day  attractions  are  the 
rule  at  the  Jayhawk,  Topeka;  Orpheum, 
Wichita;  Fox,  Hutchinson;  Fox,  Salina,  in 
Kansas;  the  Wausau,  Wausau,  and  Fond 
du  Lac,  Fond  du  Lac,  in  Wisconsin;  the 
Braumary,  Iron  Mountain,  Mich.,  and 
Lincoln,  Cheyenne,  Wyo. 

Glen  Gray  and  his  Casa  Loma  orches- 

While  Plans  Include  Ten 

More,  Only  One  Is 
Now  Definite 

tra  open  for  a   two-day  engagement,  Octo- 
ber 4,  at  the  Orpheum,  Wichita,  and  then 

go  into  the  Tower,  Kansas  City,  for  the 
week  of  October  7.  Veloz  &   Yolanda,  the 

dance  team,  begin  a   week’s  engagement 
October  7   at  the  Palace,  Milwaukee,  then 
go  into  the  Orpheum,  Madison,  October 
14-15,  and  finally  into  the  Tower,  Kansas 
City,  for  the  week  of  October  21.  Benny 
Goodman,  who  broke  the  Tower,  Kansas 

City,  house  record  two  weeks  ago,  on  Oc- 
tober 14  starts  at  the  Palace,  Milwaukee, 

for  a   week.  Gene  Krupa  and  his  or- 
chestra follow  into  this  house  for  a   seven- 

day  engagement.  Orin  Tucker  and  his 
music  makers  open  at  the  Tower,  Kansas 
City,  the  week  of  October  14. 

RKO's  full  week  stands  are  the  Palace, 
Cleveland;  Palace,  Chicago,  where  Bert 
Wheeler  and  his  act  are  current;  Golden 
Gate,  San  Francisco;  Colonial,  Dayton,  and 
then  the  Shubert,  Cincinnati,  starting 

November  4.  Pending  are  the  Proctor’s, 
Troy,  and  Proctor’s,  Schenectady,  N.  Y. 
Occasional  bookings  are  available  at  the 
Palace,  Columbus;  Orpheum,  Minneapolis; 
Orpheum,  St.  Paul;  Albee,  Providence; 
Iowa,  Cedar  Rapids;  Orpheum,  Sioux  City; 
and  the  Orpheum,  Davenport. 

The  Loew  triumvirate  includes  the  State 
on  Broadway;  Capitol,  Washington,  and 
the  Century,  Baltimore.  In  the  latter 

theatre  one  or  two  acts  augment  the  40- 
piece  orchestra,  which  is  the  feature  at- 

traction. The  policy  was  recently  inaugu- rated. 

Spot  Booking  Units 

Regular  stage  show  houses  in  the  Para- 
mount circuit  are  the  Paramount,  on 

Broadway  in  New  York;  Capitol,  Atlanta, 
and  the  Chicago,  Chicago.  Detroit  has 
not  had  many  shows  this  year  because  of 
unsettled  conditions  but,  if  things  pick 

up,  the  policy  may  be  set  in  again  on  a 
week-to-week  plan. 

Theatres  spotting  booking  acts  and  bands 

and  legitimate  shows  include  the  New- 
man, Kansas  City;  Majestic,  Dallas;  Ma- 
jestic, Houston;  Buffalo,  Buffalo;  Majes- 

tic, San  Antonio;  Worth,  Fort  Worth;  Car- 
olina, Charlotte;  Orpheum,  Omaha;  Utah, 

Salt  Lake  City;  and  Paramount,  Spring- 
field,  Mass. 

In  the  Warner  setup,  the  Astor,  Read- 
ing, and  Queen,  Wilmington,  are  on  split 

weeks.  The  Fox,  Philadelphia;  Earle,  Phil- 
adelphia; Earle,  Washington;  Strand,  New 

York;  Strand,  Brooklyn;  Stanley,  Pitts- 
burgh, are  all  year  round  users  of  bands 

and  vaudeville.  Occasionally  the  Mans- 
field, Lima  and  Steubenville  units  in  Ohio 

will  feature  “flesh.”  The  circuit’s  Cam- 
den, N.  J.,  house  also  is  in  this  category. 
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FBI  WILL  SCODR  KEY  CITIES  IN  CHECK-DP 

ON  INDEPENDENT  PLAINTS  AGAINST  MAJORS 

Seeks  "Coercive  Tactics" 
Where  Coupled  With 

Building  Threats 

New  Washington  Parleys  Due; 

Theatre  Stand  Is  Unchanged 

New  York — A   thorough  checkup  on  in- 
dependent exhibitor  complaints  against 

major  distributors  and  affiliated  circuits 
will  get  under  way  in  key  cities  in  the  next 
few  days,  Boxoffice  learns.  FBI  men  are 
understood  to  have  left  Washington  over 

the  weekend  for  various  parts  of  the  coun- 
try where  complaints  have  been  received 

by  the  department  of  justice. 
Theatre  owners  who  have  sent  letters  to 

the  justice  department  have  been  in- 
formed to  be  prepared  to  meet  federal  in- 

vestigators assigned  to  make  a   complete 

study  of  alleged  abuses  on  part  of  cir- 
cuits and  distributors.  The  department 

is  only  after  valid  complaints  to  which  ex- 
hibitors will  sign  affidavits. 

Primarily,  FBI  men  will  seek  factual  in- 
formation regarding  operating  agreements 

by  major  companies  and  independent  cir- 

cuits where  “coercive  tactics”  have  been 
coupled  with  threats  to  build  and  also 
conditions  making  operation  difficult  or 

impossible,  such  as  an  exhibitor’s  inabil- 
ity to  secure  sufficient  product  or  to 

lighten  unreasonable  clearance  and  zoning. 

May  Probe  Prefect  Plaint 

In  addition  to  checking  with  local  Al- 
lied interests  here,  FBI  men  will  most  like- 

ly visit  Bill  Brown  and  Clarence  D.  Loewe 

of  Prefect  Theatres  in  regard  to  their  com- 
plaint against  Skouras  protection  at  Port 

Chester.  The  Prefect  house  involved  is  in 
Greenwich  and  has  to  wait  from  60  to  120 

days  after  Port  Chester,  which  is  served  by 
New  York  exchanges  while  Greenwich  is 
handled  out  of  New  Haven. 

Three  major  companies  are  reportedly 
involved  in  a   complaint  by  an  independent 
exhibitor  in  these  parts  and  which  only 
came  to  light  a   few  days  ago.  The  charges 
are  being  turned  over  directly  to  the  FBI 
agents. 

In  one  instance,  a   salesman  is  said  to 
have  approached  a   real  estate  man  to 

build  in  the  exhibitor’s  town  because  he 
was  unable  to  get  together  on  a   deal.  In 
the  second  instance,  another  salesman  is 
alleged  to  have  demanded  a   big  increase 
in  rentals,  having  received  higher  terms  in 
previous  years.  The  salesman  presumably 

threatened  to  give  a   five-year  franchise 
to  a   theatre  builder  who  would  go  into  the 
town  which  already  has  a   closed  theatre 

and  which  the  community  probably  can- 

not support.  A   third  film  company’s 
representative  was  told  by  the  theatre 
owner  there  was  no  room  for  his  product. 

The  salesman,  it  is  said,  approached  an- 

other circuit  operator  either  to  rebuild  the 
dark  house  or  invade  the  town  with  a   new 
project. 

Peculiarly  enough,  the  home  offices  of 
the  three  companies  are  said  to  have  been 

informed  of  the  threats  by  their  repre- 

On  Anti-Trust  Cases 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

William  Savage  of  RKO,  Leonard 
Picker  of  Schwartz  and  Frohlich  and 

Louis  Phillips  of  Paramount — lawyers 
all — who  have  been  checking  into  Al- 

lied's anti-trust  suit  against  the 
B&K  and  the  majors  in  Chicago.  The 
Gary  case  is  another. 

sentatives  and  no  action  has  been  taken 

by  any  of  them,  it  is  alleged. 
While  it  is  believed  some  complaints 

cannot  be  settled  unless  brought  to  the 
attention  of  the  department  of  justice, 
certain  Allied  leaders  are  understood  en- 

deavoring to  amicably  adjust  unfair  situ- 
ations when  brought  to  their  attention  by 

members.  That  a   number  have  been  dis- 
posed of  in  this  manner  is  well  known, 

particularly  two  cases  in  New  Jersey  and 
at  least  a   handful  in  New  York.  Only  the 
other  day,  Sidney  Samuelson,  former 
head  of  Allied  of  New  Jersey,  met  with  Joe 
Bernhard  and  Don  Jacocks  on  a   matter 

concerning  a   small  operator  across  the 
Hudson.  Samuelson  naturally  would  not 
discuss  the  problem,  declaring  it  interested 

only  four  parties,  it  was  “private  and  per- 
sonal” and  not  for  the  industry  at  large. 

RKO  in  Algiers 
Paris — RKO  has  opened  an  office  at 

Algiers  with  Maurice  Grima  in  charge. 
Paris  will  supervise. 

New  York — Returning  from  Washing- 

ton after  a   meeting  with  Thurman  Ar- 
nold and  Paul  Williams,  counsel  for  major 

companies  declined  to  discuss  what  oc- 
curred. One  attorney,  however,  told  Box- 

office  there  was  no  agreement  not  to 

talk,  but  that  he  felt  any  statement  to  be 
made  should  come  from  the  department 

of  justice. 
Further  talks  are  scheduled,  it  is 

learned.  At  the  first  session,  attorneys 
discussed  a   clarification  of  various  phases 

of  the  government’s  stand  in  the  anti- 
trust suit.  At  the  same  time,  legal  heads 

are  understood  to  have  informed  Arnold 

and  Williams  they  are  not  in  accord  with 
the  government  on  precluding  further 
theatre  expansion. 
Another  attorney  stated  it  is  too  early 

to  tell  at  this  time  whether  another  ad- 
journment beyond  November  1   will  be 

sought.  The  indication  now  is  that  the 
answers  will  be  ready  on  the  agreed  date. 
Among  those  who  conferred  with  the 

government  men  were  Col.  William  Dono- 
van and  William  Mallard,  representing 

RKO;  Austin  C.  Keough  and  Former  Judge 
Thomas  D.  Thacher,  for  Paramount;  J. 

Robert  Rubin,  for  Loew’s;  Robert  W.  Per- 
kins, for  Warner;  Ralph  Harris  and  John 

Kaskey,  for  20th-Fox.  Legal  representa- 
tives for  UA,  Universal  and  Columbia  did 

not  attend.  These  companies  do  not  have 
theatre  interests  and,  with  the  exception 
of  Universal,  have  not  participated  in  the 
Hays  meetings  on  the  suit. 
Department  of  justice  officials,  after 

the  conclave,  said  “there  will  be  further 
meetings”  with  film  counsel  in  an  effort 
to  settle  the  suit.  Except  for  revealing  the 

names  of  the  men  attending,  the  govern- 
ment spokesman  would  not  leave  himself 

open  to  questions  on  the  topics  aired. 

Want  Final  Definition 

Film  and  theatre  interests  are  far  from 
amenable  to  a   settlement  of  the  suit  and 
are  understood  anxious  to  have  the  courts 
determine  once  and  for  all  the  legal  status 
of  the  conduct  of  the  business.  If  any 
agreement  were  to  be  reached  with  the 
government,  it  is  said,  this  would  put  the 

department  of  justice  and  the  anti-trust 
division  in  the  position  of  holding  the  whip 
over  the  industry. 

Legal  minds  state  that  to  condescend  to 
any  agreement  not  to  expand  theatre 
holdings  would  seriously  jeopardize  the 

major  circuits’  future  as  well  as  stymye 
natural  developments  which  should  take 

place  in  the  ordinary  course  of  any  busi- 
ness. Further,  it  is  said,  proof  can  be 

given  that  many  of  the  charges  of  the 
government  can  be  proved  to  have  no 

(Continued  on  page  20-B) 
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Actual  Impetus  of 
Drive  Not  Yet  Felt 

New  York — Actual  effect  of  the  industry 

drive  has  not  yet  been  felt,  according  to  a 
number  of  major  and  independent  circuit 

operators  contacted  by  Boxoffice.  De- 
spite statements  that  business  has  jumped 

30  per  cent  since  the  drive  started  theatre 
operators,  the  men  who  run  theatres  in  all 
sections  of  the  country,  variously  view  the 
situation. 

All  theatremen  hold  the  lapse  in  news- 
paper advertising  since  the  first  series 

broke  is  partially  responsible  for  a   lacka- 
daisical attitude  on  part  of  some  of  the 

public.  With  some  circuits,  natural  sea- 
sonal upswings  have  taken  place,  but  not 

to  an  extent  where  a   noticeable  rise  can 

be  attributed  to  the  Movie  Quiz  contest. 
Some  exhibitors  declare  the  demand  for 

books  has  diminished  to  a   point  where  it 

will  be  unnecessary  to  re-order. 
Generally  speaking,  there  is  unanimity 

of  opinion  that  the  picture  is  the  thing. 
During  the  past  few  weeks,  exhibitors  have 

been  banking  on  “Alexander’s  Ragtime 
Band,”  “Four  Daughters,”  “My  Lucky 

Star”  and  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy”  and 
the  returns  are  very  favorable. 
One  circuit  operator  said  his  business 

was  behind  last  year,  another  said  the 

theatres  in  his  string  were  on  a   par  with 

last  season  and  others  contend  “it  is  pre- 
mature for  anything  concrete  at  this 

time.” 
Newspapers  are  showing  attitude  in  co- 

operating, according  to  results  from  many 

large  and  small  cities.  Parades,  proclama- 
tions, special  stunts  continue  on  all  fronts. 

With  a   new  series  of  newspaper  ads 

about  to  break,  theatre  heads  are  expect- 
ing a   revived  interest  in  the  drive.  How- 

ever, exhibitors  maintain,  a   consistent 

campaign  in  newspapers  is  required  to  keep 
the  public  pulse  alive  to  what  is  going  on. 
Demand  for  exhibit  posters  on  the 

growth  of  the  film  business  is  encouraging 
to  the  committee. 

Philadelphia — Gov.  George  H.  Earle  is- 

sued a   proclamation  on  Wednesday  call- 
ing upon  Pennsylvania  theatre  patrons  to 

join  in  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year 
campaign. 

On  September  1,  Mayor  S.  Davis  Wil- 
son of  this  city  issued  a   like  proclamation. 

The  second  phase  of  the  industry  drive’s 
nationwide  newspaper  campaign  gets  un- 

der way,  Tuesday,  when  six  advertise- 
ments devoted  exclusively  to  the  $250,000 

Movie  Quiz  contests  break  in  this  country 
and  Canada.  The  original  newspaper  cam- 

paign to  herald  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year  was  of  an  institutional  nature. 

The  new  series  will  run  on  October  4,  5 
and  6.  They  will  be  concentrated  in  cities 
and  towns  where  theatres  are  pledged  to 
the  drive.  This,  in  particular  consideration 
of  those  subsequent  runs  that  are  only 
now  beginning  to  show  quiz  pictures. 

The  ads  run  from  three  to  four  columns, 
and  from  450  to  700  lines.  One  ad  will  ap- 

pear in  each  paper,  the  six  following  for 

From  New  Series  of  Drive  Ads 

Here's  your  chance  to  See  a   Movie,  Play  a   Game  and  Win  a 

in  this  Exciting,  Fun-packed,  FREE  Prize  Contest  offering 

in  Cash  Awards  including  a   First  Prize  of  $50,000.00 

and  5403  other  cash  prizes.  ANYONE  CAN  WIN  THE 

MOVIE  QUIZ 
Contest.  It’s  EASY,  it’s  FUN,  it’s  FREE- no  box  tops  or 
labels-  nothing  to  buy.  Get  Contest  Booklet  at  local  theatre 

32-Page  Movie  Quiz  Contest 

Booklet  contains  complete  in- 

formation about  the  $250,000 

Movie  Quiz  Cash  Prize  Con- 

test PLUS  all  the  news  of  forth- 

coming hits — pictures  of  your 

favorite  stars — a   contest  entry 

blank.  Just  ask  for  it  —   IT’S 
FREE  —   at  your  local  theatre. 

IMPORTANT  NOTICE-Due  to  the  fact  that  the  Movie  Quiz  Contest  booklets  were  printed 
before  final  details  regarding  certain  pictures  were  known,  they  contain  five  unavoidable  errors. 

Therefore  the  contest  judges  have  agreed  that  no  matter  which  answer  is  submitted  by  a   contestant 

in  connection  with  the  pictures  ''GATEWAY  ',  "THE  TEXANS",  "THE  CROWD  ROARS", 

"GIRLS  ON  PARADE"  and  "GIVE  ME  A   SAILOR",  all  answers  will  be  accepted  as  correct.  Just 
check  any  one  of  the  answers  listed  for  each  of  these  pictures,  state  the  name  of  the  theatre  where 

you  saw  it  and  your  answer  will  count  as  a   perfect  score  for  that  particular  picture. 

MOTION  PICTURES  ARE  YOUR  BEST  ENTERTAINMENT 

the  placing  of  different  copy  in  towns 
which  have  more  than  one  newspaper . 

Ad  slogans  read:  “A  Fortune  Awaits  You 
— See  a   Movie,  Play  a   Game,  Win  Big 

Money;”  ‘‘Pleasure — Treasure — $250,000 ;   ” 

“ There’s  Still  Time  to  Enter  This  Easy, 

Fun-Packed  Free  Contest;”  ‘‘Everybody — 
Fortune  —   $250,000  —   Movie  Quiz  —   Free;” 
“ Enter  the  Movie  Quiz  Today  .   .   .   Nothing 

to  Buy — It’s  Easy — It’s  Fun — It’s  Free.” 
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RKO  REORGANIZATION  PLAN  BEING  SPEEDED 

FOR  77B  WASHUP  BY  THE  END  OF  THE  YEAR 
Consideration  Given  To 

Debenture  Holders 

Argument 

New  York  —   Minor  changes  in  the 
amended  reorganization  plan  by  Federal 

Judge  William  O.  Bondy  and  emergence 

by  RKO  from  77B  by  the  end  of  the  year, 

were  indicated  over  the  weekend  as  hear- 
ings resume  Monday  on  the  fairness  and 

feasibility  of  the  plan.  After  listening- 
all  day  Thursday  to  pros  and  cons  of  the 

amended  plan  approved  by  Special  Mas- 

ter George  W.  Alger,  Judge  Bondy  ad- 

journed the  hearing  until  Monday  morn- 
ing for  the  windup. 

During  the  initial  hearing,  the  court 

intimated  that  certain  arguments  pre- 
sented by  counsel  for  debenture  holders, 

secured  creditors  and  stockholders  should 

be  taken  into  consideration  before  the 

plan  was  finally  passed  upon  by  him. 

H.  C.  Rickaby,  counsel  for  Atlas  Co., 

one  of  the  proponents  of  the  new  plan, 

asked  for  confirmation  of  Alger’s  amend- 
ed report  and  also  confirmation  of  the  re- 

organization formula.  He  informed  the 

court  that  only  25  shares  had  withdrawn 

consents  to  the  plan  and  also  one  deben- 
ture holder  who  was  replaced  by  another. 

He  also  stated  80  per  cent  of  consents  by 

secured  claims  had  been  filed. 

Urges  Chandler  Act  Rein 

H.  William  Ihrig,  representing  Ernest 

W.  Stirn  of  Milwaukee,  gave  a   lengthy  dis- 
sertation why  the  Chandler  Act,  which 

went  into  effect  September  22,  should  ap- 
ply. He  asked  that  the  approval  of  the 

plan  be  indefinitely  postponed,  that  the 

trustee,  Irving  Trust  Co.  be  directed  to 

draft  a   new  plan  and  that  SEC  be  in- 
vited into  the  matter.  His  contention  was 

that  Rickaby  had  made  no  provisions  as 

set  forth  by  the  Chandler  Act. 

Judge  Bondy  took  exception  to  Ihrig’s 
request  for  the  SEC  entering,  stating  he 

did  not  need  an  administrative  organiza- 
tion to  interpret  the  law  for  him  and  that 

he  regarded  Alger’s  legal  ability  to  be 

“extraordinary.”  Judge  Bondy  further 
added  he  did  not  have  as  much  confi- 

dence in  SEC  as  he  had  in  the  special 
master. 

Rickaby  also  defended  Alger’s  report. 

He  declared,  “We’ve  been  here  five  years. 
Why  take  another  year  because  the  real 

people  to  suffer  will  be  the  stockholders. 

If  the  plan  is  held  up  another  year,”  he 

asserted,  “it  would  probably  wipe  out  the 
stockholders.” 

ferry  Levine,  counsel  for  Laura  L.  Albee, 

asked  for  a   clarification  of  his  client’s 
claims  and  was  assured  this  would  be 

worked  out  after  the  plan  was  approved. 

Nathan  Rosenberg,  representing  Cas- 

sell &   Co.,  went  into  lengthy  arguments 

why  bondholders  were  not  being  given 

adequate  consideration.  He  spent  con- 

He Still  Insists  on 
The  $2 

New  York — Home  office  executives  of 

a   major  circuit  are  getting  a   laugh  from 

the  demands  from  one  of  their  em- 

ployes in  the  middle  west.  He  is  a 

sound  engineer  in  charge  of  a   group 

of  theatres  and  wants  $2  increase  or 

threatens  to  go  out  on  strike. 

The  kick  of  the  story  develops  when 

the  home  office  learned  the  employe 

earns  $56  a   week,  is  head  of  the  union 

in  his  town  and  also  owns  an  oil  well 

which  nets  him  $400  a   week. 

siderable  time  parrying  with  Judge  Bondy 

and  presented  a   100-page  printed  brief.  To 
which  the  judge  replied  if  everyone  did 

the  same  thing  “he  wondered  how  long 

he  would  live.” 
In  essence,  Rosenberg  argued  the  de- 

bentures were  owned  by  large  groups 

which  controlled  the  voting  power  which 

may  prove  prejudicial  to  the  smaller  de- 
benture groups.  He  also  said  the  deben- 

ture holders’  equitable  position  would  be 
reduced  by  the  conversion  of  stock  and 

that,  if  the  dividend  were  passed  for  a   con- 
secutive period,  the  preferred  could  elect 

one  third  of  the  board,  which  virtually 

means  nothing.  Rosenberg  ended  by  say- 
ing the  plan  was  not  fair  and  can  be 

worked  out,  to  which  Judge  Bondy  re- 

sponded: “You’ve  had  five  years  to  work 

it  out.” 
David  Stock,  representing  a   group  of 

bondholders  in  the  same  class  with  Rosen- 

berg, attacked  the  plan  stating  the  secured 

position  of  debenture  holders  was  being 

taken  away  from  them.  He  also  took  is- 
sue with  the  stock  dividend  clause  and  also 

the  right  of  the  board  to  give  stock  op- 
tions at  no  listed  price. 

Seek  Lease  Guarantor 

C.  Frank  Reavis,  attorney  for  landlords 

who  leased  theatres  to  Proctor  in  Al- 

bany and  Schenectady,  asked  that  the  new 

company  be  made  guarantor  to  the  leases 

and  also  to  provide  three  years  rent  in 
the  event  of  default.  He  said  he  had  taken 

the  matter  up  at  the  hearings  before 

Alger,  but  none  of  his  recommendations 

was  included  in  the  amended  plan. 

Joseph  Cohen,  representing  3,275  stock- 
holders owning  140,000  common  shares, 

said  that  77B  should  apply  to  the  re- 

organization and  added  SEC  couldn’t  do 
anything  for  the  plan  that  had  not  al- 

ready been  considered. 

He  argued  debenture  holders  get  too 

much  under  the  plan  and  stockholders  too 
little.  He  then  went  into  details  of  the 

reorganization  committee’s  writing  down 
property  evaluations  and  asked  for  pre- 

servation of  common  stockholders’  inter- 
ests. He  will  resume  Monday.  Following 

him  will  be  John  Stover,  local  counsel  for 

(Continued  on  page  20) 

Fields  Afar 

Losing  Lure 
New  York — Hal  E.  Roach  says  he  has 

definitely  washed  his  hands  of  foreign 

production.  “After  that  Mussolini  affair 
I’m  through,”  is  his  succinct  disclaimer  of 
any  further  interest  abroad. 

Roach  is  here  to  attend  the  premiere  of 

his  initial  venture  as  a   producer  under  the 

UA  banner,  “There '   Goes  My  Heart”  at 
the  Music  Hall,  October  13.  In  the  mean- 

time, he  is  seeing  all  the  shows  he  can 

possibly  attend  with  an  eye  to  future  pro- 

perties. After  making  pictures  for  24  years. 

Roach  intends  to  pattern  the  Harry  Lang- 
don-Oliver  Hardy  series,  of  which  the 

first  is  “They  Call  It  Love,”  along  the 
lines  of  a   male  counterpart  of  the  Marie 

Dressler-Polly  Moran  series.  The  Lang- 

don-Hardy  pictures,  according  to  Roach, 
will  evolve  from  the  family  comedy  idea. 

In  his  other  pictures,  he  says,  “bigger 

and  better”  names  will  grace  the  player’s 
list  and  the  comedies  will  have  more  im- 

portant stories.  He  designates  Carole 

Lombard,  Fredric  March  and  Gary  Coo- 
per as  the  leading  players  of  comedy  roles 

because  “they  surround  their  parts  with 

an  air  of  credibility.” 
Roach  has  discarded  his  plans  to  pro- 

duce four-reel  comedies  because  of  the 

split  up  of  the  Laurel  and  Hardy  team.  He 
thinks  it  still  is  a   good  idea  for  some 

producer. 

Trade  Treaty  Aid  Object 

Ot  Reported  Capital  Talk 
Washington — Although  closest  secrecy 

is  being  maintained,  official  circles  here 

assert  that  Will  H.  Hays’  discussion  with 
Secretary  of  State  Hull  centered  about  an 

attempt  to  “bolster  the  industry’s  end”  of the  conferences  over  a   reciprocal  trade 

treaty  with  Great  Britain. 

European  Situation  Delays 
Italian  Edict  Conferences 

New  York — Foreign  managers  of  major 

companies  have  informed  their  home  of- 
fices that  in  view  of  the  European  situa- 
tion they  do  not  plan  to  leave  Paris  for 

Rome  to  attempt  to  negotiate  for  a   revi- 
sion of  the  recent  Italian  decree  that  bars 

distribution  of  American  product  as  well 

as  that  from  other  countries. 
All  American  contracts  were  absorbed 

by  the  government  controlled  ENIC. 

Columbia  to  Meet 

New  York — Columbia  will  hold  its  an- 

nual meeting  in  a   few  days.  Dr.  A.  H.  Gian- 
nini,  a   trustee,  will  attend. 
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War  Clouds  Affect 

Ocean  Trips  of  3 
New  York — War  clouds  over  Europe  cut 

short  Alexander  Korda’s  visit  on  the  coast 
and  also  are  responsible  for  Arthur  Loew 
and  J.  Cheever  Cowdin  cancelling  proposed 
trips  to  the  other  side. 

Interviewed  on  the  Normandie,  Korda 
said  he  was  greatly  concerned  over  war 

conditions.  He  had  planned  to  sail  Wed- 
nesday on  the  Queen  Mary,  he  added,  but 

felt  uncertainty  of  European  affairs  de- 
manded his  immediate  return.  While  in 

Hollywood,  Korda  said  he  did  a   lot  of 

“fishing.”  He  brought  back  with  him  the 
signed  contract  for  Jon  Hall  to  play  the 

lead  in  “Thief  of  Bagdad.” 
Meanwhile,  Steven  Pallos,  general  mana- 

ger of  London  Films,  will  remain  about 
another  fortnight.  Sabu,  the  Indian  lad 

who  appears  in  “Drums,”  continues  to  be 
feted  on  all  sides  during  his  stay  in  Amer- 

ica. He  attended  the  opening  of  the  pic- 
ture at  the  Music  Hall.  Korda  missed  it, 

his  boat  sailing  at  noon  the  day  before 
the  theatre  opened. 

Cowdin  changed  his  mind  the  last  min- 
ute. He  was  advised  to  remain  here  until 

the  charged  air  in  Europe  had  cleared 
sufficiently  to  make  the  crossing  without 
fear  of  internment.  It  is  understood  he 

Passing  of  War  Crisis  a 
Welcome  Echo  in  Trade 

New  York — Settlement  of  the  Sudeten 

problem  by  the  Powers  meeting  at  Munich, 
thereby  relegating  into  the  background 
danger  of  another  immediate  World  War, 
unwound  a   tense  executive  fraternity  in 
New  York. 

Much  concern  had  been  expressed  over 

the  fate  of  American  product  in  a   war-torn 
Europe.  Circuit  operators  and  distributors 
alike  also  learned  what  an  open  conflict 

might  mean  to  grosses  in  this  country. 
Since  the  European  crisis  had  become  more 

acute,  grosses  have  been  sliding  and  not 
even  the  more  important  attractions  were 
strong  enough  to  resist  what  appeared  to 
be  an  almost  nation-wide  concentration  on 

ladios  to  learn  each  development  as  broad- 
cast from  overseas. 

had  planned  to  talk  with  British  inter- 
ests as  a   result  of  the  drop  in  sterling. 

Loew  left  Thursday  for  Miami  where  he 

took  a   plane  for  Mexico  and  Cuba.  He 

intends  to  visit  all  South  American  coun- 
tries on  his  first  trip  in  more  than  a   year 

and  a   half.  He  is  making  a   general  sur- 
vey and  no  further  theatre  building  on  the 

part  of  Loew’s  in  the  Latin  American 
countries  is  planned  at  this  time. 

Louis  Chatain,  advertising  executive  and 

a   director  of  the  M-G-M  French  company, 
however,  sailed  on  the  Normandie.  He  had 
been  here  several  weeks. 

A   Convenience  Any 
Which  Way 

Los  Angeles — Spectators  at  the  Uni- 

versity oi  Caliiornia  stadium  were 

slightly  aghast  at  the  sight  of  Joe  E. 

Brown  rolling  up  to  the  Los  Angeles- 

Iowa  U.  football  game  in  an  ambu- 

lance. 

There  were  mixed  reactions.  Firstly, 

Joe  jr.,  was  playing  his  first  game  for 

UCLA.  Second,  Joe  sr.,  is  recovering 

from  an  operation. 

Arbitration  Cases 

Dwindling  in  East 
New  York — Arbitration  between  exhibi- 

tor and  distributor  here  has  been  reduced 
to  a   minimum  and,  within  the  past  few 
months,  not  one  case  has  been  tried.  Many 
have  been  scheduled  on  the  calendar  and 

without  exception  each  was  settled  before 

arbitrators  could  meet  to  hear  the  com- 

plaints. 
All  contracts  have  special  clauses  pro- 

viding for  arbitration  of  disputes  and  it  is 

usually  the  exchange  which  files  the  com- 
plaint. With  minor  exceptions,  charges 

concern  failure  to  lift  dated  pictures  on 

time.  Shorts,  as  well  as  features,  are  em- 
braced in  the  films  not  picked  up. 

Privilege  of  cancellation  in  contracts 
is  one  of  the  prime  factors  in  reducing 
the  number  of  cases  filed  with  the  Film 

Board.  However,  it  is  pointed  out,  there 

are  exhibitors  who  have  a   habit  of  hold- 
ing off  playdates  until  exchanges  are 

forced  to  make  them  available  under  the 

contract,  which,  in  most  cases,  is  the  prime 
reason  for  the  arbitration  proceeding. 
Now  that  the  summer  is  over,  monthly 

meetings  of  Film  Board  members  will  be 
discarded  for  the  regular  plan  of  gathering 

every  other  week.  The  first  autumn  meet- 
ing, scheduled  for  September  21,  had  to 

be  cancelled  due  to  the  hurricane  which 

hit  these  parts  with  a   jolting  wallop. 

Hilgers  Named  as  Special 

Republic  Sales  Contact 
New  York — Clair  Hilgers,  who  recently 

resigned  as  Universal  branch  manager  in 
Oklahoma  City  after 

being  with  the  com- 
pany six  months,  is 

now  with  Republic 

as  special  sales  con- 
tact with  headquar- 
ters here.  He  will 

work  with  James  R. 

Grainger,  president, 

in  keeping  close  con- 
tacts with  franchise 

holders. 

clair  hilgers  Prior  to  joining 

Universal,  Hilgers  was  associated  with 
RKO  for  two  years  in  Paris  and  before 

that  managed  the  20th  Century-Fox 
branches  in  Dallas  and  Kansas  City. 

And  So  a   Crisis  Is  Ended 

New  York — As  seen  by  the  well-known  H.  I.  Phillips  in  his  Sun  Dial  column  in 
the  Sun : 

Extra!  Grave  Crisis  Ends! 

“All  issues,  crises  and  major  problems  of  living,  it  would  appear,  have  been  swept 
aside  in  American  public  interest  by  the  news  that  Bette  Davis  has  been  chosen 

to  play  Scarlett  O’Hara  in  the  movie  version  of  ‘Gone  With  the  Wind.’  Heavy  fight- 
ing over  the  choice  was  reported  in  many  homes.  Skirmishes  between  Davis  fans 

and  critics  were  reported,  elsewhere. 
*   *   * 

Opinions  From  Noted  Americans 

“ President  Roosevelt — I   am  glad  that  this  grave  problem  which  has  so  long 
affected  the  happiness  and  peace  of  this  country  has  been  settled  at  last,  and  I   be- 

lieve further  bloodshed  has  been  avoided.  My  Administration  has  been  behind 

Bette  from  the  start,  and  only  the  Tories  and  foes  of  progress  wanted  anybody  else. 

“General  Pershing — This  was  no  time  for  another  war.  Other  selections  might 
have  been  made,  but  the  army,  navy  and  air  forces  are  not  yet  up  to  the  strength 
required  to  enforce  them. 

“Nicholas  Murray  Butler — Bette  is  all  right  with  me.  I   knew  her  father,  Jeff 
Davis,  and  her  brother,  Bob  Davis. 

“Mayor  Fiorello  La  Guardia — You  know  how  I   have  stood  from  the  very  first 
through  this  great  battle.  Rosa  Ponselle  was  always  my  choice.  I   shall  not,  how- 

ever, encourage  the  farmers  of  this  country  to  revolt. 

“Alf  Landon — I   am  glad  that  the  crisis  has  been  passed  without  a   sectional  issue. 
The  important  thing  in  all  matters  of  this  kind  is  to  keep  America  united.  It  may 
be  a   distinct  help  to  recovery.  I   do  not  know  Miss  Davis,  but  I   have  met  her 
brother,  John  W.  Davis. 

“ Alfred  Sloan  jr. — I   think  Bette  should  do  O.  K.  We  of  General  Motors  are  quite 
well  satisfied. 

“Henry  Ford — They’ll  never  go  through  with  it.  I’ve  seen  too  many  girls  picked 

to  play  Scarlett  O’Hara  in  my  time.  If  the  international  bankers  would  keep  their 
hands  off  we  might  get  somewhere  with  that  role.  Year  from  now  there  will  be  no 

difficulty  finding  a   movie  star  to  play  any  part.  They  will  be  made  to  fit  any  part 
from  potato  peelings  to  a   new  oat  with  which  I   am  experimenting. 

“Senator  Hattie  Caraway — I   am  for  anything  that  will  get  this  picture  screened 
and  over  with.” 
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Two  Kinds  of  Art  for  Grade 

New  York — Gracie  Allen,  the  George  Burns  menace,  is  an  old  hand  now  at  ap- 
pearing in  pictures. 

However,  it  appears  now  Miss  Allen  makes,  as  well  as  appears  in,  pictures.  She 

says  they  are  “surrealistic,”  but  anyway  the  exhibit  is  on  canvas  and  currently  on 
display  at  the  Julian  Levy  gallery  for  the  benefit  of  the  China  Aid  Council  of  the 
American  League  for  Peace  and  Democracy. 

Gracie  has  a   way  of  explaining  how  it  came  about  and  here  it  is: 

“Now,  of  course,  a   lot  of  people  are  going  to  ask  how  I   happened  to  become  an 
artist,  so  I   think  it’s  best  just  to  tell  the  truth.  There’s  no  use  hiding  one’s  extra- 

ordinary talent  under  a   bushel  basket  even  though  George  says  that’s  where  we 
should  hide  the  pictures. 

“I  just  decided  I   wanted  to  paint  one  day — and  so  I   painted.  Really,  I   was 
terribly  surprised  though  when  I   discovered  the  paintings  were  surrealistic.  I   onlj 

painted  what  popped  into  my  head.  I   guess  that’s  all,  only  don’t  let  anybody  steal 
the  pictures.  Somebody  did  take  two  once,  you  know,  but  they  brought  them  back 

the  next  day.  George  says  they  must  have  seen  them  in  the  light,  but  I   think  he’s 
just  mad  because  he  cannot  be  surrealistic  like  me.” 

Anyhow,  the  pictures  have  titles  and  they  go  like  this: 
Man  With  Mike  Fright  Moons  Over  Manicurist. 

Dogs  Gather  on  Street  Corner  to  Watch  Man-Fight. 

Toothless  Mouth  Munching  on  Tuneless  Melody. 

Keg-Lined  Can  Sinking  a   Couple  of  Hard  Putts  in  No-Trump. 

Behind  the  Before  Yet  Under  the  Vast  Above  the  World  Is  in  Tears, 

and  Tomorrow  Is  Tuesday. 

Man  Builds  Better  Mouse  Trap  and  Buys  Mohair  Toupe. 

Gravity  Gets  Body  Scissors  on  Virtue  as  Night  Falls  Upside  Down. 

Eyes  Adrift  as  Sardines  Wrench  at  Your  Heart  Strings. 

New  Jersey  Allied 
In  Convention  Bid 

New  York — Allied  of  New  Jersey  has 

made  a   bid  for  the  national  Allied  con- 
vention to  be  held  in  Atlantic  City  next 

May.  In  seeking  the  meeting,  the  Allied 

unit  points  out  the  World’s  Fair  will  be 
on  at  that  time  so  that  members  coming 

in  for  the  session  can  take  in  the  sights. 
It  is  also  pointed  out  Allied  of  New  York, 

sister  organization  of  the  Jersey  group,  is 

making  marked  strides  with  major  dis- 
tributors which  are  now  reported  turning 

a   friendly  eye  to  the  various  units. 

With  several  national  directors  sched- 
uled to  attend  the  New  Jersey  convention 

in  Atlantic  City,  October  19-21,  they  will 
be  sounded  out  on  the  idea. 

New  York  Allied  Sets 

More  One-Day  Meetings 
Syracuse-— In  a   move  to  coordinate  ac- 

tivities of  all  exhibitors  in  the  state,  Allied 

of  New  York  will  hold  one-day  meetings 
here,  in  Utica  and  Buffalo  after  the  an- 

nual Allied  of  New  Jersey  convention  in 
Atlantic  City. 

Although  the  New  York  unit  is  joining 
the  New  Jersey  group  in  its  first  annual 

convention  this  year,  the  plan  under  way 
is  to  hold  its  own  first  convention  in  New 

York  the  latter  part  of  next  September. 

Yonkers  Broadway  Lease 

Given  Up  by  RKO  Circuit 
New  York — RKO  has  dropped  the  Broad- 

way, Yonkers,  second  local  theatre  in  re- 

cent weeks.  Bert  Kulick,  local  independ- 
ent film  exchange  operator,  is  now  owner 

of  the  lease  formerly  held  by  RKO. 
Previously,  the  major  circuit  turned 

over  its  lease  on  the  Costello,  on  upper 
Broadway,  to  Louis  Meyers,  formerly  with 
the  Leff-Meyers  circuit.  Charles  Gold- 
reyer  is  managing.  The  Yonkers  house 
has  been  closed  since  last  June  and  after 
alterations  will  be  reopened  by  Kulick  to- 

ward the  end  of  the  year. 

Consolidated  Changes 
New  York — Tom  Hall  has  resigned  from 

Consolidated’s  Surrey  and  has  been  re- 
placed by  M.  O’Camp  from  the  Mosholu. 

M.  Wallach  is  now  at  the  Luxor. 

Edison  Patrons  Don't 
Know  Art 

New  York— The  Strand  may  have  a 
tidy  bill  to  pay  the  Hotel  Edison  al- 

though the  nearby  hostelry  rendered 
no  service  to  the  theatre. 

It  seems  that  “Scat"  Davis  was  teach- 
ing Wayne  Morris  to  play  the  saxo- 

phone between  shows.  The  rehearsing 

was  done  where  Edison  guests  couldn't 
escape  the  racket.  A   number  of  them 
moved  out. 

Empress  Pictures  Quits 

Plan  for  a   Showwindow 

New  York — Empress  Pictures,  of  which 

B.  S.  Moss  and  Paul  Graetz  are  operators, 

has  abandoned  plans  for  taking  a   Broad- 
way theatre  as  a   showwindow  for  its  line- 

up of  foreign  pictures.  The  newly  formed 

distributing  company  will  instead  sell  di- 
rect to  established  firm  runs  in  key  cities, 

with  independent  exchanges  handling  the 

product  for  subsequent  runs  in  all  terri- 
tories. 

“Life  Dances  On,”  initial  release  of  six 
for  the  new  season,  is  currently  showing 

at  the  Little  Carnegie,  is  booked  to  follow 
at  the  Ascot,  Bronx,  as  well  as  first  runs 
in  Baltimore,  Washington,  Los  Angeles,  San 

Francisco,  Cleveland,  Buffalo,  Seattle,  Phil- 
adelphia and  Portland. 

Irving  Gumberg  is  handling  sales  for  the 
metropolitan  area,  while  Ben  Rogers  is 

in  charge  of  out-of-town  deals.  Charles 
Moss  is  dividing  his  time  between  Em- 

press and  management  of  the  Criterion. 

Around  100  RKO  Officials 

To  Attend  O'Connor  Fete 
New  York — About  100  RKO  executives, 

managers  and  home  office  personnel  will 
be  on  hand  at  the  Astor  Hotel,  Monday 
night  for  the  dinner  being  tendered  John 

J.  O’Connor,  vice-president  and  general 
manager  of  the  circuit.  This  will  be  the 

first  tribute  to  O’Connor  since  succeeding 
Nate  J.  Blumberg,  now  president  of  Uni- 
versal. 

Legit-Film  Harmony 
Endorsed  by  Actors 

New  York — Nearly  700  members  of 

Actors’  Equity  Ass’n,  assembled  for  the 

lirst  quarterly  meeting  of  the  present  sea- 
son at  the  Hotel  Astor,  enthusiastically 

endorsed  a   suggestion  presented  by  Paul 

Dulizell,  executive  secretary,  urging  that 

American  Theatre  Council  appoint  a   com- 
mittee to  bring  about  closer  cooperation 

between  the  legitimate  theatre  and  the 

film  industry.  As  one  aspect  of  that  co- 

operation, Dulizell  suggested  motion  pic- 
tures assist  in  the  organization  of  stock 

companies  at  strategic  points  by  releasing 

theatres  they  control  at  such  points  and 

by  contributing  stars  and  featured  players 

for  personal  appearances  in  those  pro- 
ductions. 

Endorse  Pact  Reports 

The  meeting  also  endorsed  reports  con- 
veying information  relative  to  the  basic 

agreement  entered  into  between  Equity  and 

the  League  of  New  York  Theatres;  the  code 
of  fair  practices  for  the  control  of  the 

sale  of  and  speculation  in  theatre  tick- 

ets; and  Equity’s  work  on  behalf  of  its 
members  in  the  Federal  Theatre  Project 
of  the  WPA  in  which,  the  meeting  heard, 

conditions  were  steadily  improving,  as  in- 

dicated by  the  reinstatement  of  those  act- 
ors who  were  transferred  some  months  ago 

to  other  projects. 
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Love  Will  Find  a   Way 

M.  Mouse  was  10  years  old  the  other  day.  There  were  lots  of  wires,  cables 

and  birthday  cards.  But,  proving  the  old  one  about  love,  Walt  Disney  gave 

Mickey  a   real  birthday  present.  He  united  him  with  Minnie  in  “The  Brave 
Little  Tailor.” 

QJ.RETA  GARBO,  who  has  been  in  Eu- 
rope since  December,  docks  on  the 

Swedish-American  liner  Kungsholm,  Fri- 
day. Also  on  board  is  Mrs.  Warner  Oland, 

widow  of  Warner  Oland  ...  At  Jacks, 

Arthur  Byron,  stage  and  screen  star,  din- 
ing with  his  wife,  demonstrates  how  his 

collie  can  say  “Oh  My,  Mom,”  and  for 
that  the  dog  is  awarded  a   cube  of  cheese. 

Looking  on  were  Alec  Moss,  George  Ross, 

and  Stan  Spier,  Billy  Rose’s  publicist. 

The  industry  drive  staff  was  unexpect- 
edly treated  to  lunch  by  Paul  Gulick  the 

other  day.  Gulick,  who  received  $5  for  ap- 

pearing on  NBC’s  “ True  and  False”  pro- 

gram, felt  he  really  didn’t  earn  the  money. 

Therefore,  the  treat  .   .   .   RKO’s  General 
Sales  Manager  Jules  Levy  is  in  Chicago 

talking  product  deals  with  B&K  and  the 

Essaness  circuits  .   .   .   Maurice  L.  Ahearn, 

formerly  of  20 th  Century-Fox,  now  is  pub- 
licity director  of  Fordham  University  .   .   . 

George  J.  Schaefer  addressed  the  UMPTO 

of  Philadelphia  at  an  organization  meet- 
ing Thursday  .   .   .   Roy  Disney  is  back  from 

a   visit  to  the  coast  .   .   .   Alfonso  Rivas 

Bustamente,  who  produced  the  Mexican 

hit,  “Rancho  Grande,”  is  in  town  for  a 
few  days  before  proceeding  to  Mexico  City 

He  has  returned  from  Italy  where  he  was 

awarded  the  Gold  Medal  in  the  Spanish 

language  division  of  the  Italian  Film 

Exposition. 

Ben  Shlyen,  publisher  of  Boxoffice,  is 

in  New  York  from  Kansas  City  .   .   .   Clin- 
ton M.  White,  assistant  general  manager 

at  GB,  has  finished  a   tour  of  midwestern 

exchanges  and  now  heads  into  the  south. 

He’ll  be  back  in  two  weeks  .   .   .   Dr.  A.  H. 
Giannini,  former  UA  president,  is  here 

from  Hollywood  again  .   .   .   Nate  Spingold 

has  returned  from  California  and  the  Co- 
lumbia studio  .   .   .   Although  there  was  talk 

Frank  Capra  would  visit,  it  appears  now 

he  will  do  no  such  thing  ...  A.  Margolies 

has  finally  moved  his  family  back  into 

town.  Away  for  the  summer,  of  course. 

Walter  Reade  jr.,  is  in  the  throes  of  in- 
stalling six  gold  inlays  where  that  many 

common  silver  fillings  have  outlived  their 

usefulness  .   .   .   Abe  Montague  is  looking  at 

a   55 -foot  cruiser.  His  present  W-footer  is 
getting  too  small  .   .   .   Monroe  Greenthal 

had  plenty  buckos,  at  6   to  5,  for  alma 
mater  Columbia  to  take  Yale  .   .   .   Phil 

Reisman  is  aboard  the  Kungsholm,  due 

Friday  .   .   .   Sammy  Cohen  is  let  down  no 
end  over  the  turn  of  events  in  Europe.  He 
had  his  World  War  sailor  suit  all  laid  out 

and  his  farewell  speech  prepared  .   .   .   Wil- 
liam Wellman  gets  in  from  the  coast, 

Thursday,  and  sails  for  a   Bermuda  holi- 
day on  the  Monarch  of  Bermuda,  Saturday 

.   .   .   The  Yacht  Club  Boys,  having  com- 

pleted roles  in  “Artists  and  Models 
Abroad,”  open  at  the  Versailles,  Thursday 
.   .   .   Jean  Lenauer  was  interviewed  by 

Frank  S.  Nugent,  film  critic  of  the  Times, 
on  the  National  Board  of  Review  program 

over  WNYC. 

Among  Our  Scriveneers :   Frederick  James 

Smith  is  back  on  Liberty  in  charge  of  film 

reviews.  He  continues  special  stints  for 

This  Week,  Sunday  supplement  of  the 
Herald  Tribune  .   .   .   Abel  Green  is  writing 

a   book  on  the  history  of  Variety  .   .   .   Tom 

Waller  continues  to  get  full-page  breaks 

from  Kings  Features  on  Paramount  puffs 

.   .   .   Wilson  Hicks,  brother  of  John  W., 

Paramount  foreign  chief,  is  associate  edi- 
tor of  Life.  He  spent  some  years  with  the 

Kansas  City  Star  and  Associated  Press  be- 
fore moving  over  to  the  Time  and  Life 

Bldg.  .   .   .   Hal  Horne,  official  quipper  for 

Walt  Disney,  says  “Our  exit  doors  are 

always  open  to  you,”  which  is  his  own 

way  of  saying  “Scram!” 
Irwin  Zeltner,  former  Loew  newspaper 

contact  locally,  has  opened  his  own  office 

on  the  coast,  satisfying  an  ambition  he 

has  nursed  for  years  .   .   .   Oscar  Doob  has 

gone  in  for  corn  cobs,  the  hick.  He’s 
pretty  good  at  making  rings  when  smok- 
ing  a   pipe.  When  visiting  friends  recently 

in  Wilmington,  he  tried  to  show  a   woman 

how  it  was  done  and  she  certainly  smoked 

rings  around  him.  Which  all  goes  to 

prove  he  is  not  the  champ  .   .   .   Howard 

Dietz  and  Arthur  Schwartz  have  another 

show  on  the  boards  .   .   .   Arthur  Hirsch- 
man  recently  went  to  Pike,  N.  H.,  for  a 

vacation  to  get  away  from  the  film  busi- 

ness and,  of  all  things,  the  only  enter- 
tainment during  his  stay  was  picture 

shows. 

Arthur  Brilant  is  back  in  the  film  busi- 

ness again,  after  a   crack  at  radio.  He’s 
handling  publicity  for  the  Broadway  com- 

mittee for  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year 
.   .   .   Budd  Schulberg,  who  started  as  a 

publicity  man  in  Hollywood,  is  selling  more 
fiction  to  national  magazines  than  many 

more  seasoned  writers  on  the  coast  .   .   . 

Halsey  Raines  dug  up  an  “angel”  for  his 
fashion  show  business,  after  all  these  years 

.   .   .   John  Ball  has  been  reappointed  di- 
rector of  publicity  for  the  Drake  and  Lyric 

at  Oil  City,  Pa. 

Ralph  Branton,  Bob  O'Donnell  and  A.  H. 
Blank  are  among  Paramount  theatre  part- 

ners here  and  busying  themselves  with 

product  deals  .   .   .   Bernard  Sobel  of  the 

Ziegfeld  Sobels  is  listed  among  “Who’s 
Who,”  as  well  as  Metro’s  publicity  staff 
.   .   .   Cresson  Smith  lunching  at  Mayan 

Restaurant  .   .   .   C.  K.  Stern,  Loew’s  assist- 
ant treasurer,  arrived  on  the  Manhattan 

from  Europe  .   .   .   Earle  Hammons  is  con- 
sidering switching  dentists.  He  suffered 

for  two  days  while  his  favorite  molar 

puller  observed  Rosh  Hashonah  .   .   .   Sec- 
ond floor  scene:  Abe  Montague,  Louis 

Weinberg  and  Jerry  Safron  holding  court 

with  Fred  Meyers,  Max  Fellerman  and 

Bob  Wolff  over  a   Lindy  luncheon  table  .   .   . 

Edward  B.  Barison,  former  assistant  of- 
fice manager  at  the  Warner  exchange, 

has  joined  World  Pictures  as  salesman. 

Bob  Reinhardt,  former  Variety  mugg,  is 

sporting  a   “van  dyke”  and  has  turned  to 
the  jewelry  business  for  the  present.  He 

used  to  handle  the  “Literati”  section  .   .   . 
Mrs.  Florence  Marston,  eastern  secretary 

of  the  SAG  and  the  advisory  council,  was 

among  those  present  at  the  dinner  for 

Edward  McGrady  at  the  Hotel  Astor.  Har- 

riet Reynolds  of  the  same  office  is  vaca- 
tioning with  her  folks  in  Florida  .   .   . 

Robert  Donat  returned  to  London  on  the 

Holland-American  liner  Nieuw  Amster- 

dam. He  expects  to  be  back  for  the  pre- 

miere of  “The  Citadel.” 

Among  those  docking  on  the  Rex  Thurs- 
day were  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Alfred  Weiss, 
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Beniamino  Gigli,  Ezio  Pinza  and  Elizabeth 

Rethberg  .   .   .   Director  James  Whale  ar- 
rived in  New  York  and  sailed  three  hours 

later  on  the  Normandie  for  a   European 
vacation — which  is  some  time  to  take  one 

.   .   .   Paramount’s  manager  in  Cuba,  Jas- 
per D.  Rapoport,  is  on  his  way  to  Havana 

with  Mrs.  Rapoport  .   .   .   L.  W.  Conrow, 

president,  and  G.  L.  Carrington,  vice-presi- 
dent and  general  manager  of  Altec,  are 

back  at  their  desks  after  a   sales  trip. 

Jack  L.  Warner  here  from  the  coast  .   .   . 
Arthur  Loew  and  the  missues  did  not  go  to 

Europe  as  planned  because  of  the  troubled 
situation  on  the  other  side  .   .   .   Ditto  Lili 

Damita,  who  also  gave  as  her  reason  for 

cancelling  Normandie  reservations,  the  ill- 
ness of  her  husband,  Errol  Flynn  .   .   .   Radie 

Harris,  Sidney  Fox,  Regina  Crewe,  Grace 
Menken,  Jack  Cohn,  Sam  Dembow,  Grad 

Sears,  Ned  Depinet,  Willard  McKay,  Ar- 
thur Lee,  Charles  Paine  and  Louis  Barbano 

among  the  luncheoneers  at  “21.” 

John  Balaban  returned  to  Chicago  the 

middle  of  the  week.  Walter  Immerman 
and  Joe  Kaufman  preceded  him  by  four 

days.  By  the  by,  Kaufman’s  father,  Abe, 
in  charge  of  B&K  bookings,  is  on  the 
mend  and  will  be  back  on  the  job  shortly 

.   .   .   Joe  Hornstein  was  in  the  Windy  City 

over  the  weekend  .   .   .   “lzzy”  Levinson’s 
wife  has  been  discharged  from  Mt.  Sinai 

Hospital  after  an  appendectomy  .   .   .   Mau- 
rine  Watkins  is  on  the  Continent,  having 
sailed  on  the  Conte  di  Savoia  .   .   .   Oscar 

Morgan,  Paramount  district  manager  with 

headquarters  in  Atlanta,  was  a   home  of- 
fice visitor. 

A1  Herman,  Universal  district  manager, 
was  marooned  in  New  England  during  the 

floods  .   .   .   Harry  Gold  experienced  some 
bad  experiences  because  of  the  hurricane. 
Ditto  Nat  Beier  .   .   .   Lou  Smith  has  gone 
back  to  the  Paramount  studios  .   .   .   Rufe 

Blair  of  Paramount  has  left  for  Chicago, 

Omaha  and  San  Francisco  .   .   .   Moe  Strei- 

mer’s  daughter,  Faybelle,  is  on  her  feet 
again  after  being  laid  up  almost  two  weeks 
with  a   bad  cold. 

Cherries  Moss  was  at  the  receiving  end 
of  a   party  tendered  to  him  at  the  Hotel 
St.  Regis  by  the  aunt  of  his  fiance  .   .   . 
It  took  Billy  Ferguson  four  hours  to  get 
a   phone  call  through  Ogunquit,  Me.,  but 
it  was  worth  it.  The  report  was  that  there 
was  no  damage  to  his  summer  home  .   .   . 

Eddie  Carrier  is  on  the  coast  arranging 

for  new  material  for  M-G-M’s  mobile 
Marionette  Moviette  show. 

Barney  Balaban  didn’t  spend  the  Jew- 
ish holidays  in  Chicago  this  year,  his 

brother,  John,  being  in  town  for  services 
here  .   .   .   Charles  Mendelson,  cashier  at 

the  20th-Fox  exchange  in  Washington, 
spent  the  holidays  with  his  fiance  in 
Rochester  .   .   .   E.  Thornton  Kelly  was  a 

Philadelphia  visitor  during  the  week  on 

Allied  convention  matters  .   .   .   Moe  Kri- 
del  has  turned  over  the  Palace,  Orange, 
to  Warners  as  part  of  the  settlement  in 
the  $1,000,000  suit  he  instituted  several 
years  ago  against  the  circuit  and  major 

companies  .   .   .   Lew  Lehr  and  Bob  Gill- 
ham  have  gone  in  for  Tyrolean  hats,  the 
former  green  and  the  latter  a   mauve. 

Tom  Connors  visited  Boston  and  New 

Haven  .   .   .   Maurice  D.  Seidlitz,  Loew  dis- 
trict manager,  received  many  telegrams 

when  his  boy,  Max,  was  Bar  Mitzvahed  at 

the  Congregation  B’Nai  Jesliurun  last  Sat- 
urday with  a   luncheon  afterwards  at  the 

Hotel  Cromwell  .   .   .   Marvin  Schenck  and 

Jerry  Safron  have  started  a   new  fashion 

craze  with  their  maroon-colored  jackets 

.   .   .   Sam  Rosen,  Si  Fabian,  Ted  O’Shea, 
Jack  Bowen,  Johnny  Murphy  and  Tom 

Connors  were  on  the  golf  links  when  In- 
dian summer  broke  out  in  a   rash  last 

Saturday  .   .   .   Eugene  Picker  and  Harry 
Bernstein  went  to  the  races. 

Monroe  Greenthal’s  phone  rang  a   few 
minutes  past  nine  Sunday  morning.  It 
was  Steven  Pallos  seeking  a   tennis  game. 

He  got  it,  even  though  Greenthal  had  been 
out  late  the  night  before.  The  suspicion 
is  Monroe  got  in  his  revenge  by  licking 
Pallos  on  the  court. 

J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  chairman  of  the 

Universal  board,  postponed  his  London  trip 
because  of  the  war  scare  .   .   .   R.  K. 
Hazokinson,  who  handles  Latin  America 
and  the  Far  East  for  RKO,  is  en  route 
to  Panama.  His  itinerary  also  includes 
Mexico  and  Cuba  .   .   .   Lynn  Farnol  has 
returned  from  the  coast  .   .   .   Bob  Gillham 
still  likes  to  work  Saturdays.  Gives  him 
a   chance  to  clean  up  without  too  many 
interruptions  .   .   .   Fred  Meyers  will  spend 
10  days  at  Coronado  Beach,  then  tour  all 
RKO  theatres  between  the  west  and  east 

coasts.  He  expects  to  be  gone  about  four 
weeks. 

Jerry  Safron,  Columbia  western  division 

manager,  leaves  for  Los  Angeles  Monday 

.   .   .   Phil  Dunas,  midwest  district  mana- 
ger, returned  to  Chicago  after  a   short 

visit  to  the  home  office  .   .   .   Hal  E.  Roacn, 

accompanied  by  the  missus,  are  in  town 

for  the  opening  of  “There  Goes  My  Heart” 
at  the  Music  Hall,  October  14.  They  took 
the  train  as  far  as  Detroit,  bought  a   new 
Buick,  and  drove  in  the  rest  of  the  way 
via  Montreal  and  New  England  .   .   .   Al 
Lichtman  and  Ben  Goetz  are  in  town  from 

the  coast,  the  former  for  a   conference 
with  Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  and  the  latter 
to  return  Wednesday  on  the  Queen  Mary 
for  home. 

George  F.  Dembow,  back  from  Dallas  and 
Denver,  plans  a   coast  trip  in  a   fortnight 
.   .   .   Mike  Rudin,  the  exhibitor,  visited 
Filmrow  the  other  day  and  within  an  hour 
three  people  told  him  he  was  putting  on 

weight  which  he  denies  .   .   .   Marc  Lach- 

mann  has  joined  the  exploitation  depart- 
ment of  20th-Fox  as  national  director  and 

will  make  his  headquarters  here  with 
periodic  trips  to  the  studios  .   .   .   Anne 

Shirley,  RKO  player,  is  contemplating  a 

trip  to  Virginia  to  meet  her  husband’s 
family.  The  actress  married  John  Payne 
a   little  over  a   year  ago  and  has  been  too 

busy  to  meet  the  in-laws. 

Bill  White  and  John  Benas  are  now  en- 
sconced in  new  offices  at  the  Skouras 

circuit  in  the  Paramount  Bldg.  .   .   .   Har- 
old Orlob  invited  the  press  to  meet  Syl- 
via Sidney,  Leif  Erickson,  Dudley  Mur- 

phy and  Oliver  H.  P.  Garrett,  all  inter- 
ested in  the  making  of  “.  .   .   one  third  of 

a   nation”  for  Paramount  at  Astoria  .   .   . 

Col.  Fred  Levy  of  Louisville  has  been  vis- 
iting these  parts  on  business  .   .   .   John 

E.  Otterson  and  Harry  Brandt  were  seen 

at  the  20th-Fox  home  office  the  other  day. 

Ed  Finney’s  friends  here  are  intrigued 
to  learn  the  former  advertising  man  is 

extending  production  activities  with  a 

series  of  dramatic  features  for  distribu- 

(Continued  on  page  20-B) 

Not  An  Actor ,   But  a   Producer 

The  handsome  chap  is  Lou  Smith,  once  a   press  agent  and  now  an  associate 
producer  for  Paramount.  The  girl,  Ellen  Drew,  prominent  in  the  cast  of 

“If  I   Were  King.”  The  occasion:  a   cocktail  party  for  her  and  Basil  Rath- 
bone  at  the  Waldorf. 
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Paramount  Circuit 

Plans  Name  Bands 

New  York — Paramount  has  “no  more 

plans  in  the  direction  of  flesh  shows” 
than  it  normally  has,  which  is  confined 

to  sporadic  bookings  of  name  bands,  ac- 

cording to  Leon  Netter,  executive  assist- 

ant to  Y.  Prank  Freeman,  head  of  the- 
atre operations.  The  circuit  probably  will 

try  the  bands  in  Minneapolis,  St.  Paul 
and  Buffalo. 

A   meeting  of  Paramount  theatre  part- 
ners is  tentatively  set  for  New  Orleans  in 

March.  It  may  be  moved  up,  depending 

on  the  turn  of  general  conditions  after 

the  first  of  the  year. 

Among  Paramount  partners  expected 

here  during  the  next  few  days  on  product 

deals  and  theatre  operation  matters  are 

John  J.  Friedl,  Minneapolis;  Han*y  David, 
Salt  Lake  City;  George  W.  Trendle,  De- 

troit, and  Vincent  McFaul,  Buffalo. 

CBS  Spending  $650,000 

On  Television  Equipment 
New  York — CBS  is  spending  $650,000  to 

install  a   television  transmitter  in  the 

Chrysler  Tower  to  inaugurate  a   regular 

schedule  of  televised  programs  early  in 
1939. 

The  equipment  will  occupy  the  72nd  and 

73rd  floors  of  the  skyscraper  and  calls  for 

the  construction  of  a   coaxial  cable  con- 

necting the  transmitter  with  the  CBS  tele- 

vision studios  in  the  Grand  Central  Ter- 
minal Building. 

The  new  station  will  send  out  images 

of  441 -line  definition,  as  compared  with 

a   60 -line  transmission  of  recent  years. 

About  40  miles  of  metropolitan  territory 

will  be  served  when  the  programs  get  un- 
der way.  The  station  will  have  call  letters 

W2XAX.  CBS  first  began  television  ex- 
periments in  1931. 

Nat  Furst  With  Broidy 

And  Welansky  in  Boston 
Boston — Nat  Furst  has  taken  a   new 

post  in  association  with  Steve  Broidy  and 

Een  Welansky  at  Monogram’s  exchange. 
The  deal  was  closed  with  George  W.  Weeks, 

sales  manager,  in  New  York. 

Furst  was  Warner  branch  manager  in 

New  Haven  and  Boston  for  10  years.  He 

recently  resigned.  At  one  time,  he  was 

RKO  exchange  manager  and  served  21 

years  as  Fox  home  office  official. 

Circuits  Await  Definite 

Date  on  Union  Dickering 
New  York — Projectionists  Local  306  has 

not  yet  advised  major  or  independent  cir- 

cuits on  a   definite  date  for  resuming  ne- 

gotiations on  a   revised  wage  scale  for  the 

next  two  years  as  provided  under  the  terms 

of  the  ten-year  master  contracts.  Both 

major  and  independent  circuit  heads  are 

ready  to  sit  down  when  meetings  are  to 
be  called. 

Wait'll  Luce  Hears 

New  York — “Snow  White”  had  “Whistle 

While  You  Work,”  Russia  has  “The  Volga 

Boatman”  and  the  Industry  has  “You’re 

My  Movie  Show.” With  words  by  Music  Hall  Lyricist  A1 

Stillman  and  original  musical  by  Para- 
mount Organist  Don  Baker  it  runs: 

You’re  my  movie  show 

My  big  scenario 
When  you  say  the  love  you  feel 

Darling,  you’re  my  good-news  reel. 

You  cheer  up  the  house 

Much  more  than  Mickey  Mouse 

When  we  walk  the  Road  of  Dreams 

You’re  my  Travelogue,  it  seems. 

Since  I   metcha 

I   forgot  what  clouds  and  rain  meant 

You  can  betcha 

You’re  the  World’s  Best  Entertainment. 

You’re  my  song  and  dance 
My  only  big  romance 

When  you’re  with  me,  darling,  I’m 
Unmoved  by  the  March  of  Time. 

My  five-star-feature 
Beautiful  creature 

You’re  my  Movie  Show. 

RKO  Revamp  Plan 

For  Early  Washup 
(Continued  from  page  15) 

E.  W.  Stirn,  A.  K.  Weber,  Richard  Hunt. 

Rickaby,  in  addition  to  his  oral  rebut- 
tal, will  file  briefs  answering  opponents. 

A.  H.  MacCausland,  Irving  Trust  repre- 

sentative, returned  a   day  before  the  hear- 
ing from  the  coast  where  he  conferred 

with  Pandro  Berman  on  production  plans. 

After  court  adjourned,  he  filed  a   six 

months’  financial  report  of  RKO  opera- 
tions which  showed  a   consolidated  net  loss 

of  $480,176  for  26  weeks  ended  July  2. 

This  was  before  dividends  of  $3.50  on  the 

cumulative  preferred  and  before  an  accru- 
ing interest  of  $383,388,  the  latter  figure 

to  be  eliminated  upon  reorganization. 

The  theatre  companies  reported  a   net 

profit  of  $416,478  for  the  26  weeks,  after 

income  and  accrued  interest  of  $115,368, 

which  compares  with  a   net  profit  of  $751,- 
595  for  the  same  period  in  1937,  when 
taxes  and  accrued  interest  amounted  to 

$180,838. 
Operations  of  the  producing  and  dis- 

tributing units  resulted  in  a   net  loss  of 

$1,135,522,  after  all  charges,  as  compared 

with  a   net  profit  of  $476,491  for  a   similar 

period  the  year  before.  For  the  13  weeks 

ended  April  2,  1938,  the  net  loss  was  $709,- 
987.  For  the  13  weeks  ended  July  2,  this 

year,  the  net  loss  was  $425,534.  For  11 
weeks  ended  September  17,  the  last  three 

weeks  being  an  estimate,  the  loss  is  $214,- 
683.  Pathe  News  show  a   net  profit  of 

$117,574  for  the  26  weeks,  after  all  charges, 

as  compared  with  a   net  profit  of  $2,080 

for  the  same  period  in  1937. 

Universal  Shows 

Approach  to  Black 
New  York — Universal  will  approach  the 

black  by  the  end  of  the  year,  it  is  learned 

from  authoritative  sources  closely  identi- 
fied with  the  company. 

For  the  13  weeks  ended  July  30,  the  net 

loss  after  taxes  and  other  charges  amount- 
ed to  $184,963.  This  compares  with  a   net 

loss  of  $627,933  for  the  same  period  last 
year.  For  the  39  weeks  ended  July  30,  the 

loss  was  $773,248  against  a   net  loss  of 

$1,136,968  for  the  same  period  in  1937. 
Business  since  the  new  administration  took 

over  operations  is  way  ahead  of  last  year 

with  a   greater  number  of  contracts  signed 

to  date  than  for  any  previous  year  at  the 
same  time. 

Bon  Voyage  Dinner  for 

/.  E.  Robin  on  Trip  Eve 
New  York — Surprising  him  with  a   bon 

voyage  gesture  on  the  eve  of  his  depar- 
ture for  a   six-month  business  trip  through 

Central  and  South  America,  friends  of  J. 

E.  Robin,  president  of  J.  E.  Robin,  Inc., 

gave  a   dinner  for  him  at  the  Pennsylvania 
Hotel.  Present  were: 

Oscar  F.  Neu,  Edwin  T.  Neu  and  Lee  E. 

Jones,  Neumade  Products  Corp.;  John 

Keating,  attorney;  George  F.  Reid,  Milton 
Brause  and  Albert  Hurley,  Hurley  Screen 

Co.;  Clarence  Ashcraft,  C.  S.  Ashcraft 

Mfg.  Corp.;  Ray  Gallo,  George  Schutz, 

and  H.  Alban-Mestanza  of  Quigley  Publi- 
cations; James  Elderkin  and  Ray  Duport, 

Forest  Mfg.  Co.;  Charles  Thomas  and  Lou 

Francis,  Hey  wood- Wakefield  Co.;  George 
Smith  and  John  Hearty,  Imperial  Electric 

Co.;  Herbert  Griffin,  International  Pro- 
jector Co.;  Charles  Schatten,  Albert  Frank, 

Guenther  Law  Co.;  Frank  Cahil,  Warners; 

Charles  Happel,  Jerry  Shaw,  Charles 

Shultz,  Heyer-Shultz  Co.;  Samuel  Harper, 

The  Ballantyne  Co.;  John  Hughes  and 

E.  Van  Pelt,  Continental  Bank  &   Trust 

Co.;  Frank  Ryan,  Allen  Williford,  Na- 
tional Carbon  Co.,  Inc.;  Oscar  Holmes, 

Holmes  Projector  Co.;  Joseph  Kleckner, 

Motiograph,  Inc.;  William  Linden,  United 

Projector  &   Film  Corp.;  Jack  Norling, 

Loucks  &   Norling;  Nate  D.  Golden,  Motion 

Picture  Division,  Dept,  of  Commerce;  Wil- 
liam Gedris,  Ideal  Seating  Co.,  and  James 

Finn,  International  Projectionist. 

Sloane  Joins  UA 
Buffalo — Hal  Sloane,  former  eastern 

representative  for  Walt  Disney,  has  joined 

the  local  UA  sales  force.  He  had  been 

at  the  New  York  exchange  for  a   week 

breaking  in  before  coming  here.  Sloane 
succeeds  Jack  Zurich,  resigned  to  go  with 
another  major  company. 

Coster  Export  Manager 
Chicago — Victor  B.  Coster  is  now  export 

manager  of  Motiograph,  Inc.  He  was  with 

the  foreign  department  of  Erpi  since  1927 

and  for  the  past  six  years  manager  in 
Argentina  and  Uruguay. 
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No  Universal  "A" 

Limit,  Sags  Scully 

New  York— “There  is  no  limit  to  the 

number  of  ‘A’  pictures  New  Universal 
will  deliver  in  1938-39,’’  William  A.  Scully, 
general  sales  manager,  told  Boxoffice  at 

the  conclusion  of  a   two-day  eastern  and 
southern  regional  meeting  here. 

“We  are  striving  for  as  many  ‘A’  films 
as  we  can  make,”  he  added,  listing  among 
the  top  pictures  to  be  distributed  during 

the  season  the  following:  “Youth  Takes  a 
Fling,”  “Destry  Rides  Again,”  with  James 
Stewart:  “Service  De  Luxe,”  with  Con- 

stance Bennett,  Vincent  Price,  Charles 

Ruggles  and  Mischa  Auer;  “Little  Tough 
Guys  in  Society,”  with  the  “Dead  End” 
kids;  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an  Honest  Man,” 
with  W.  C.  Fields,  Charles  McCarthy  and 

Edgar  Bergen;  “The  Storm;”  “Newsboys’ 

Home,”  with  Jackie  Cooper  and  the  “Dead 

End”  kids;  three  Deanna  Durbins,  one 
Bing  Crosby,  two  Danielle  Darrieux,  one 
John  Stahl  production  starring  Irene 

Dunne,  two  Joe  Pasternak  productions, 
and  one  Margaret  Sullavan. 

The  program  of  40  continues  without 
change  in  number.  There  also  has  been 

Korda  Frowns  Upon 

Reciprocal  Deals 
Hollywood— -Alexander  Korda  is  not 

in  favor  of  making  reciprocal  deals  on 

talent  with  American  companies. 

"I  always  lose  money  on  them,"  he 

says,  claiming  he  gets  the  “short  end" of  such  deals. 

no  alteration  in  the  short  subject  sched- 

ule, but  Graham  McNamee  has  been  add- 

ed to  the  “Going  Places”  series  for  nar- 
ration. 

During  the  sessions  here,  Scully  in- 
formed district  and  branch  managers  of 

the  new  personalities  lined  up  since  the 
sales  convention.  Vincent  Price  is  looked 

upon  as  a   comer.  He  has  appeared  with 

Helen  Hayes  in  “Victoria  Regina”  and  also 
played  opposite  Katharine  Cornell  on  the 
stage. 

Discussing  the  revised  lineup,  Scully 

stated  that  “our  flexible  policy  allows  us 
to  obtain  different  personalities  to  make 

one  or  two  pictures  and  this  is  reflected  in 
the  signing  of  Crosby,  Fields,  Price  and 
several  others. 

Commenting  on  M-G-M’s  policy  on 

shorts,  Scully  declared  that  “we  do  not 
insist  on  anybody  buying  our  shorts.  Our 

salesmen  have  been  instructed  to  impress 

upon  the  exhibitor  the  quality  of  our  sub- 
jects and  to  purchase  as  many  as  his  re- 

quirements allow.  We  have  an  open  door 

policy  on  shorts.” 
The  first  day’s  session  was  held  at  the 

Astor  Hotel  where  Nate  J.  Blumberg,  pres- 
ident; Scully,  J.  H.  Seidelman,  foreign 

head;  F.  J.  A.  McCarthy,  eastern  division 

sales  manager,  and  W.  J.  Heineman,  west- 
ern division  head,  spoke.  Matthew  J.  Fox, 

aide  to  Blumberg,  departed  for  the  coast 
before  the  meeting  got  under  way.  The 

second  day’s  meeting  was  held  at  the  home 
office.  A   general  conference  preceded  the 

screening  of  “Youth  Takes  a   Fling”  and 
“Dark  Rapture.”  Individual  meetings  with 
branch  managers  were  held  later. 

Among  those  who  attended  in  addition 

to  the  speakers  were:  Clair  Hague,  Can- 
ada; Dave  Miller,  Cleveland;  A1  Herman, 

New  York;  Harry  Graham,  Atlanta,  dis- 
trict managers,  and  the  following  branch 

heads:  Leo  Abrams  and  Max  Cohen,  New 

York;  Sig  Wittman,  Philadelphia;  John 
Scully.  Buffalo;  William  Kelly,  Boston; 
Morris  Joseph,  New  Haven;  W.  M.  (Snake) 
Richardson,  Charlotte;  John  Ezell,  Atlanta; 

Nate  Sauber,  Washington;  Joe  Kaufman, 
Pittsburgh;  Joseph  Engel,  Cleveland;  Louis 
Kreiger,  Cincinnati;  Jerry  Leary,  Albany: 
James  Prichard,  Memphis;  James  Hobbs, 
Oklahoma  City;  Edward  Olsmith,  Dallas, 
and  Paul  Tessier,  New  Orleans. 

"U”  Holds  a   Meeting           

At  Universal’s  New  York  sales  meet- 

ing. Left  to  right:  Paul  Krieger,  Cin- 

cinnati manager;  Joe  Engel,  Cleve- 

land; J.  R.  Kauffman,  Pittsburgh;  Al 

Herman,  eastern  district  manager;  Sig 

Wittman,  Philadelphia;  Leo  Abrams, 

Big  U;  Max  Cohen,  sales  manager, 

Big  U;  Dave  Miller,  middle  eastern 

district  manager,  and  W.  P.  Kelly, 

Boston. 

And  here,  also  left  to  right:  Clair  Hague,  Canadian  district  manager;  Joseph  H.  Seidelman,  foreign  sales  manager;  Nate 

J.  Blumberg,  president;  W.  A.  Scully,  general  sales  manager;  Frank  J.  A.  McCarthy ,   eastern  sales  manager;  Willia?n  J. 

Heineman,  western  sales  manager ;   Tom  Murray,  home  office  contract  representative ;   Harry  Graham,  southern  district 

manager ;   John  Scully,  Buffalo  manager ;   Morris  Joseph,  New  Haven;  A.  J.  Leary,  Albany;  John  Ezell,  Atlanta;  Paul 

Tessier,  New  Orleans;  W.  M.  Richardson,  Charlotte,  and  Edward  Olsmith,  Dallas.  —Photos  by  Cosmo-sneo 
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GN  Plans  Before 

Western  Delegates 
Chicago— An  outline  of  Grand  Na- 

tional’s plans  for  the  coming  year  was 
detailed  by  E.  L.  Alperson,  vice-chairman 
and  general  sales  manager,  to  a   delegation 

of  western  branch  managers  and  sales- 
men at  a   two-day  regional  meeting  here. 

Following  the  sessions,  Alperson  left  for 
New  York  where  he  was  scheduled  to  hold 

similar  meetings  Saturday  and  Sunday. 

Plans  for  increasing  the  sales  force  and 

the  appointment  of  four  district  man- 
agers were  also  divulged.  Alperson  has 

had  such  moves  in  mind  for  some  time,  but 

was  forced  to  withhold  action  because  of 

the  bankruptcy  action  taken  about  a   year 
ago. 

Earle  W.  Hammons  has  in  mind  a   trip 

to  England  to  confer  with  representatives 
of  Associated  British  Film  Distributors. 

The  GN  deal  with  the  English  company 

expired  recently  and  although  Hammons 

has  been  discussing  a   releasing  plan  with 

Louis  Jackson  of  Anglo-American  Films,  it 

is  most  likely  he  may  continue  the  ar- 
rangement with  ABFD  on  a   new  basis. 

Third  Week  Skouras  Drive 

Winners  Are  Announced 
New  York — Winners  for  the  third  week 

of  the  Skouras  circuit  efficiency  drive  re- 
sulted in  three  New  York  houses  and  two 

New  Jersey  units  walking  off  with  cash 

awards.  The  fourth  week  has  just  been 

concluded  and  the  drive  has  six  more  weeks 

to  go.  Managers  have  been  dividing  the 

awards  to  theatre  personnel  participating. 

Benny  Katz,  manager  of  the  State,  Jer- 
sey City,  took  first  with  a   $175  award; 

Mort  Green  of  the  Crotona,  second,  $125; 

Paul  Hamilton,  Blenheim,  third,  $100;  M. 

Shepard,  Symphony,  fourth,  $60;  Meyer 

Phillips,  Englewood,  Englewood,  N.  J„ 

fifth,  $40. 

Shapiro  and  Robinson 

Start  Circuit  With  Two 
New  York — The  Waldorf  here  and  Bel- 

asco,  Washington,  are  the  first  two  units 

to  be  acquired  by  a   group  headed  by  Irvin 

Shapiro  and  Myron  Robinson  in  setting  up 

a   new  circuit  in  eastern  key  cities.  Plans 

are  for  the  operation  of  six  houses  by  the 

end  of  the  year. 

The  Waldorf,  after  alterations,  will  be- 
come a   first  run.  The  house  is  in  the 

Radio  City  area.  The  Belasco  is  a   foreign 
first  run. 

Shapiro  will  supervise  bookings  for  the 

new  group;  Oliver  Sayler  will  be  in  charge 

of  publicity,  and  A.  S.  Rossbach,  former 

independent  producer,  will  handle  theatre 

management. 

Trade  to  Halt 
New  York — Another  lull  in  the  industry 

will  occur  when  Yom  Kippur,  the  Jewish 

Day  of  Atonement,  will  be  observed  for  24 

hours  starting  Tuesday  at  sundown. 

(Continued  from  page  19) 

tion  not  yet  set  ..  .   Pat  Casey,  producers’ 
labor  contact,  has  returned  to  the  coast, 

but  he’ll  be  back  soon  .   .   .   Ben  Washer 
likes  stout      and  champagne;  also  its 

kick  .   .   .   While  Alexander  Korda  has 

sailed  for  London,  Steven  Pallos  will  be 

around  for  a   while.  He  was  Arthur  W. 

Kelly’s  luncheon  guest  at  “21”  the  other 
day  .   .   .   Mrs.  Herman  Robbins  back  from 

an  extended  stay  on  the  Continent  .   .   . 

Charlie  Moskowitz  appearing  at  the  Tav- 
ern without  the  white  carnation  .   .   .   S.  R. 

Kent  is  back  from  a   short  Hollywood  trip. 

The  motion  picture  contingent  of  the 

New  York  press  turned  out  at  “21”  to 
do  honor  to  Lou  Smith,  ex-press  agent 
and  more  recently  associate  producer  for 

Frank  Lloyd.  Smith  got  a   luncheon  and 

an  engraved  cigarette  case.  The  “gang” 
got  a   load  of  “If  I   Were  King.”  Howard 
Barnes,  Frank  Nugent,  Ben  Crisler,  Kate 

Cameron,  Wanda  Hale,  Bill  Boehnel,  Bland 

Johaneson,  Irene  Thirer  and  Leo  Mishkin 

were  there  .   .   .   J.  E.  Robin,  factory  repre- 
sentative for  foreign  theatre  equipment 

manufacturers,  found  himself  surrounded 

by  a   host  of  friends  and  a   surprise  send- 
off  party  before  boarding  a   plane  for  a 

six-month  business  trip  to  Central  and 
South  America.  The  party,  arranged  by 

Oscar  Neu,  was  held  at  the  Salle  Moderne 

Room  on  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania  roof. 

It  included  Oscar  and  Edwin  Neu,  John 

Keating,  Milton  Brause,  Albert  Hurley, 

George  Reid,  Ray  Duport,  James  Elder- 
kin,  Clarence  Ashcraft,  Lou  Francis, 

Charles  Thomas,  Albert  Frank,  Charles 

Schutz,  John  Hughes,  John  Hearty  and 

Oscar  Holmes,  among  others. 

Late  arrivals  to  the  biggest  city  were 

Stuart  Erwin  and  George  Raft  and  the 

family  of  Herman  Wobber,  20 th-Fox  gen- 
eral sales  manager. 

More  Washington  Talks 

Over  Expansion  Snag 

(Continued  from  page  13) 

foundation  without  going  to  court,  par- 
ticularly the  rivalry  among  all  companies 

for  talent  and  story  properties. 

Meanwhile,  the  government  plans  an- 
other get-together  in  a   few  weeks  when 

it  will  have  available  certified  complaints 

by  independent  exhibitors  of  certain  al- 

leged abuses  by  major  circuits  and  dis- 
tributors. Whether  these  complaints  will 

be  presented  to  counsel  for  the  film  and 

theatre  companies  for  immediate  rectifica- 

tion is  not  known,  but  one  thing  is  cer- 
tain: The  government  will  use  the  batch 

of  independent  exhibitor  affidavits  at  a 

hearing  for  a   temporary  injunction  in 

New  York.  The  date  for  this  hearing  is 

contingent  upon  filing  of  the  answers  to 
the  suit. 

Depositions  are  scheduled  to  be  taken  by 

George  Ryan,  counsel  for  Morse  &   Rothen- 
berg,  Boston  independents,  from  major 

company  executives  next  week.  The 

Adelphi  case  against  B&K  in  Chicago  has 

been  adjourned  until  Wednesday  and 

nothing  definite  has  been  set  on  the  Gary, 

Ind.,  complaint. 

Product  Retarded 

Is  Fried's  Charge 
Philadelphia — Harry  Fried,  operator  of 

the  Suburban  Theatre,  Ardmore;  the  Se- 

ville Theatre,  Bryn  Mawr,  and  the  An- 
thony Wayne  Theatre,  Wayne,  Pa.,  asked 

U.  S.  district  court  for  an  injunction 

against  nine  major  film  distributing  com- 

panies. 
Fried  asserted  in  his  petition  that  he 

could  not  get  films  for  his  Suburban  The- 
atre until  30  days  after  the  rival  Ardmore, 

a   Warner  house,  had  accepted  or  rejected 

them,  and  not  for  seven  days  later  at  his 
other  two  houses. 

Fried  averred  that  he  showed  350  fea- 

tures a   year  at  his  three  theatres,  com- 
pared to  the  180  features  shown  yearly  by 

the  Ardmore  Theatre. 

Report  Lockwood  Buying 

Out  Connecticut  Partner 
New  York — Arthur  Lockwood,  who,  with 

his  partner,  M.  Ordono,  operated  three 
theatres  in  Middletown,  Conn.,  before  they 

were  tin-own  into  receivership,  is  under- 

stood buying  out  Ordono’s  interest  in  a 
move  to  reorganize  the  company  and  op- 

erate the  houses  on  his  own. 

Sam  Weiss,  who  has  the  Stamford, 

Stamford,  is  building  a   new  800-seat  the- 
atre in  the  town,  to  be  ready  January  1. 

Technicolor  Subsidiary 

Nearly  Doubles  Profit 
New  York  —   Technicolor  Motion  Pic- 

tures Corp.,  a   subsidiary  of  Technicolor, 

Inc.,  reports  net  earnings  of  $862,612  for 

the  eight  months  ended  August  31,  accord- 
ing to  Dr.  H.  T.  Kalmus,  president.  This 

represents  a   substantial  increase  in  earn- 
ings for  the  same  period  last  year  which 

totaled  $451,258. 

IECA  Awards  Paramount 

Prize  for  Best  Cartoon 
New  York  —   International  Exhibition 

of  Cinematographic  Art  in  Venice  has 

awarded  Paramount  a   prize  for  best  ani- 

mated cartoon,  choosing  “Popeye  the  Sailor 

Meets  Ali  Baba’s  Forty  Thieves.”  Barney 
Balaban,  president  of  Paramount,  will  be 

awarded  a   plaque  now  en  route  to  the 
Italian  Embassy  in  Washington. 

Joseph  B .   Morgan  Signs 

Trailer-Made  Franchise 
New  York — Joseph  B.  Morgan,  former- 

ly a   partner  with  Harry  Crandall  in  the 
Crandall  circuit  in  Washington,  has  signed 

with  Trailer-Made  for  a   ten-year  fran- 
chise covering  Maryland,  Virginia,  District 

of  Columbia,  North  and  South  Carolina. 

Offices  have  been  opened  in  Washington. 
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SAG  Closes  Ranks 
After  October  15 

New  York — Membership  in  the  eastern 

Screen  Actors  Guild  will  be  closed  Octo- 

ber 15,  according  to  Mrs.  Florence  Mars- 

ton,  executive  secretary.  The  ruling,  ap- 

plying only  to  extra  players,  goes  into  af- 
fect following  approval  of  the  senior 

board  which  met  on  the  coast  to  consider 

the  recommendation  of  the  advisory 
council. 

The  senior  board  also  approved  the  in- 

crease in  dues  from  $10  to  $25  a   year.  Ap- 

plicants whose  name  are  on  file  by  Octo- 
ber 1   will  be  allowed  the  former  rate  if 

they  pay  dues  and  initiation  fees  by 
November  1. 

Rapid  growth  in  membership  of  the 

eastern  SAG,  which  is  a   little  more  than  a 

year  old,  is  the  reason  for  the  step  taken 

by  the  advisory  council.  The  situation 

has  come  to  the  point  where  there  is  an 

insufficient  amount  of  work  hours  to  as- 

sure members  any  form  of  steady  employ- 
ment. Applicants  are  expected  to  swell 

the  ranks  close  to  the  thousand  mark  be- 
fore the  deadline. 

The  closing  of  books  to  further  mem- 
bership, according  to  Mrs.  Marston,  in  no 

way  bars  young  new  talent  or  veterans  in 

need  of  such  work.  A   special  admittance 

committee  composed  of  senior  SAG  mem- 
bers residing  here  will  be  formed  to  pass 

on  those  desiring  entrance. 

It  is  expected  prominent  players  like 

Dudley  Digges  and  Jean  Muir  will  be  asked 

to  serve.  There  is  every  reason  to  believe, 

Mrs.  Marston  points  out,  the  committee 

will  be  generous  in  waiving  the  rule  when 

necessary. 

With  production  booming  in  the  east, 

the  ruling  is  expected  to  remove  one  of 

the  thorns  in  the  side  of  the  professional 

player.  The  thorn,  appears  to  be  the 

casual  player  who  has  no  desire  of  mak- 
ing films  his  or  her  career. 

Further  protection  has  been  accorded 

the  rank  and  file  membership  in  the  rul- 

ing which  prevents  bit  players  from  ac- 
cepting extra  work. 

Harmony  was  the  keynote  of  the  reso- 
lutions forwarded  to  the  senior  board  fol- 
lowing the  initial  meeting  of  the  advisory 

council  here.  A   resolution  was  unani- 

mously adopted  praising  the  skilful  ad- 
ministration of  the  eastern  chapter  during 

the  last  year. 

Florence  Marston  4-A's 
Delegate  to  AFL  Conclave 

New  York  —   Mrs.  Florence  Marston, 

eastern  secretary  of  the  Screen  Actors 

Guild,  will  substitute  for  Ken  Thomson 

as  one  of  the  delegates  representing  the 

Associated  Actors  and  Artistes  of  Amer- 
ica at  the  American  Federation  of  Labor 

convention. 

Press  of  business  on  the  coast  has  caused 

Thomson  to  withdraw.  Mrs.  Marston  will 

leave  here  Monday  night  by  plane  while 

other  4- A   delegates,  Frank  Gillmore,  presi- 
dent; Leo  Fischer  of  the  American  Guild 

of  Musical  Artists,  and  Ralph  Whitehead 

of  the  American  Federation  of  Actors, 
boarded  a   train  over  the  weekend  for 

Houston. 

PHILADELPHIA  exhibitors — particularly 
those  in  the  southern  section  of  the  city 

— are  debating  whether  the  new  South 

Broad  Street  situation  is  a   blessing  or  a 

curse  for  their  business  .   .   .   Some  argue 

that  it  will  make  the  South  Philly  houses 

more  accessible  for  prospective  customers, 

while  others  maintain  that  it  will  make 

transportation  to  the  Central  city  thea- 

tres more  easy  and  thus  wean  away  South 

Philadelphia  patrons  ...  El  Brendel  jr„ 

son  of  the  film  comedian,  is  back  in  town 

after  summering  at  Eagle’s  Mere. 

Dave  Lodge,  “ billboard  king,”  is  ready- 
ing a   new  game  for  theatre  consumptioii. 

It’s  called  cameragraph  and  snaps  candid 
shots  of  patrons  as  they  pay  their  admis- 

sion at  the  boxoffice.  Once  a   week  the 

exhibitor  will  show  a   selected  number  of 

photos  on  the  screen.  A   patron  present 

when  his  likeness  is  flashed  will  receive  a 

prize  .   .   .   The  Gayety  Theatre,  dark  for 

nearly  a   year,  opened  Monday  with  a   co?i- 
tinuous  burlesque  policy. 

They’re  calling  Jim  Clark,  “On-Again- 

Off-Again”  Clark,  these  days  .   .   .   He’s 
just  been  renamed  to  the  Delaware  River 

bridge  commission  by  Governor  Earle  .   .   . 

Jim  was  removed  by  the  courts  a   couple  of 

months  ago  and  got  the  job  back  through 

an  act  of  the  state  legislature. 

After  only  a   month  the  vaude-film  pol- 
icy at  the  Fox  Theatre  is  being  canceled 

.   .   .   Lack  of  support  from  the  public  is 

blamed  .   .   .   The  Earle  will  continue  with 

the  film  plus  flesh  type  shows  .   .   .   Leon- 
ard Schlessinger  will  be  given  a   bache- 

lors’ dinner  at  Benny -the- Bum’s  on  Co- 

lumbus Day  as  a   prelude  to  his  taking  the 

vows  with  the  lovely  Rose  Veronica  Coyle, 

who  was  “Miss  America”  in  1936. 

Calvin  Core,  executive  secretary  of  the 

censor  board,  has  been  drafted  as  a   speak- 
er for  the  Democratic  city  committee  .   .   . 

Mrs.  A.  Mitchell  Palmer,  board  chief,  is 

back  at  her  desk  following  an  extensive 

vacation  .   .   .   Jeff  Keen,  managing  editor 

and  film  critic  of  the  Daily  News,  is  re- 

cuperating of  injuries  suffered  in  a   recent 

automobile  accident  ...  A   number  of  lo- 
cal projectionists  are  taking  a   course  in 

television  with  an  eye  to  the  future  pos- 

sibility that  “tele”  will  replace  motion  pic- tures. 

The  social  season  at  the  Variety  Club 

is  in  full  swing  here.  It  opened  with  a 

bang  with  Barker  Jack  Beresin’s  birthday 
party  on  September  24.  The  first  screen- 

ing was  held  on  Saturday  night  with 

“Hold  That  Co-Ed.”  Friday  night  a   gen- 
eral membership  meeting  was  held.  The 

banquet  sub-committees  also  are  getting 

set  for  the  big  annual  jamboree  .   .   .   The 

Variety  auxiliary  also  got  started  last  week 
with  the  election  of  new  officers.  They 

are  Mrs.  Sam  Stiefel,  president;  Mrs.  Ir- 

win Charlap,  vice-president;  Mrs.  Ben 
Fertel,  treasurer,  and  Mrs.  Jack  Engel, 
secretary. 

Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA  prexy,  was  in 

town  last  week  ...  He  played  in  the 

Variety  Club-Exhibitor  golf  tournament .   . . 

Ellen  Drew,  who  appeared  in  “Sing  You 
Sinners,”  was  in  town  last  week  visiting 
the  home  folks.  She  was  feted  at  a   din- 

ner at  the  Warwick  Hotel. 

SH0ULD6R -   TO- SH0ULD6R 
One  of  the  solid  stones  in  Cinecolor's 

pyramid  of  progress  is  the  keen,  prac- 

tical spirit  of  co-operation  afforded 

producers  who  want  consistent,  life- 
like color  with  ECONOMY,  SPEED 

and  FLEXIBILITY. 
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60  Yearly,  With  52 
Releases,  Metro  Aim 
New  York — M-G-M  is  striving  to  pro- 

duce 60  features  with  the  hope  of  releasing 

52  annually,  A1  Lichtman,  vice-president  of 

Loew’s,  Inc.,  revealed  on  his  arrival  from 
the  coast.  Under  the  plan,  he  said,  the 

company  always  will  be  ahead  of  schedule 
for  the  new  season. 

Hugh  Harman  and  Rudolph  Ising  signed 

seven-year  contracts  over  the  weekend  to 
make  nine  cartoons  each  annually  in 

charge  of  Metro  animations.  Their  Har- 
man-Ising  company  is  being  liquidated. 
Lichtman  plans  to  remain  here  two 

weeks  for  home  office  conferences. 

Ben  Goetz,  head  of  Metro  British  pro- 
duction, plans  to  sail  Wednesday  to  start 

“Goodbye  Mr.  Chips.”  A   leading  lady  for 
Robert  Donat  and  a   director  for  the  film 

will  be  set  in  a   few  days. 

Brief  Illness  Fatal  to 

George  R .   Batcheller 
New  York — Burial  services  were  held  in 

Pelham  for  George  Randall  Batcheller, 
president  of  Chesterfield,  who  died  at  46 
after  a   brief  illness.  He  is  survived  by 
his  widow  and  six  children.  A   son,  George 
jr.,  is  with  Republic  on  the  coast. 

Batcheller  was  born  in  Providence,  R.  I. 
and  was  graduated  from  Dartmouth  in 
1910.  He  was  a   member  of  Chi  Phi 
fraternity. 

Dr.  William  E.  McKenzie 

New  York  —   Word  has  been  received 

here  of  the  death  in  Pasadena  of  Dr.  Wil- 
liam E.  McKenzie,  father  of  Maurice  Mc- 

Kenzie, executive  assistant  to  Will  H.  Hays. 

Dr.  McKenzie  received  a   doctor’s  de- 
gree from  DePauw  University,  first  taught 

school  and  later  became  Methodist  minis- 

ter. For  13  years  he  was  district  superin- 
tendent for  the  Methodist  Church  in  the 

Crawfordsville,  Lafayette  and  South  Bend 
districts.  He  was  born  in  Zionsville,  Ind. 

Loew  Attorney  Continues 

Taking  of  Depositions 
New  York — Taking  of  depositions  of 

Loew  executives  will  be  continued  next 

week  by  Emil  K.  Ellis,  attorney  for  minor- 
ity stockholders.  Arthur  Loew,  foreign 

head,  was  interrogated  before  leaving  for 
South  America.  A   hearing  was  slated  for 
Friday,  but  adjourned  until  next  week. 

Throwback  for  Howard 

New  York — William  K.  Howard,  former 
film  salesman  and  now  long  established 
as  a   director,  and  general  sales  managers 

were  invited  to  attend  the  M.  P.  Asso- 

ciates’ meeting  at  the  Astor  Saturday.  The 
idea  now  is  to  hold  regular  sessions  Sat- 

urdays when  the  men  have  more  time  to 
discuss  business. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
ARKANSAS  TRAVELER,  THE  (Para)— Bob 

Bums  abandons  his  vaudevillian  humor 

for  a   homespun  and  quaintly  amusing  role 

as  an  itinerant  printer  in  a   deftly  produced 

and  directed  vehicle  that  will  hit  the  mark 

for  solid  acclaim,  especially  with  small- 

town audiences.  Jean  Parker  and  John 

Beal  are  excellent  in  the  romantic  leads. 

George  Arthur  produced.  Alfred  Santell 
directed. 

KING  OF  ALCATRAZ  (Para) — Exciting  gang- 

ster yarn  featuring  thrilling  prison  break, 

piracy  on  high  seas,  plenty  of  gunplay  and 

all  the  elements  that  go  to  make  up  a 

first-rate  action  melodrama.  Lloyd  Nolan 

and  Gail  Patrick  okay  in  leads.  William 

Thomas  produced.  Robert  Florey  directed. 

LAST  EXPRESS,  THE  (Univ)— Overly-compli- 

cated Crime  Club  mystery  which  only  the 

most  rabid  detective-melodrama  fans  will 

find  to  their  liking.  Plot  is  far  too  involved 

to  appeal  to  general  celluloid  tastes  al- 

though acting,  especially  work  of  Kent  Tay- 

lor, is  good.  Irving  Starr  produced.  Otis 
Garnett  directed. 

MAN  TO  REMEMBER,  A   (RKO)— Down-to- 

earth  drama  of  a   country  doctor  which  has 

universal  appeal.  Edward  Ellis  is  thespic 

standout  in  capable  cast  headed  by  Anne 

Shirley.  Feature  will  bear  its  share  of  the 

boxoffice  burden  in  all  situations.  Robert 

Sisk  produced.  Garson  Kanin  directed. 

MR.  WONG.  DETECTIVE  (Mono)— First  rate 

murder  mystery  which  will  rank  high 

among  this  company's  product  for  the  sea- 
son and  which  stacks  up  well  with  program 

product  from  any  studio.  Boris  Karloff  is 

flawless  in  title  role  while  supporting  cast, 

screenplay  and  production  are  above  criti- 

cism. William  T.  Lackey  produced.  Wil- 

liam Nigh  directed. 

THAT  CERTAIN  AGE  (Univ)— Deanna  Dur- 

bin falls  in  love  for  the  first  time  in  a   gay 

and  tuneful  comedy  abounding  in  youth- 
ful zest.  In  this  sure  boxoffice  smash,  the 

golden-voiced  starlet  is  ably  supported  by 

a   splendid  cast  headed  by  Melvyn  Doug- 

las and  Jackie  Cooper.  The  film,  lavishly 

mounted,  can  safely  be  tabbed  among  the 

season's  best.  Joe  Pasternak  produced. 
Edward  Ludwig  directed. 

VACATION  FROM  LOVE  (M-G-M)— A   rowdy, 

romantic  farce  well  up  to  Leo's  program 

standard  providing  plenty  of  fast-moving 

entertainment.  Dennis  O'Keefe,  co-featured 
with  Florence  Rice,  turns  in  an  engaging 

performance.  Orville  O.  Dull  produced. 

George  Fitzmaurice  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Frank  Talk  Quiets 

Philadelphia  Row 
Philadelphia — George  J.  Schaefer,  gen- 

eral manager  of  United  Artists,  poured 

the  oil  upon  the  troubled  waters  at  an 
UMPTO  protest  meeting  Thursday,  and 

nipped  an  impending  exhibitor  revolt  in 
the  well-known  bud. 

Schaefer  assured  the  assembled  inde- 
pendents that  his  company  would  treat 

each  one  equitably  in  the  matter  of  next 
year’s  contract. 
The  exhibitors  present  agreed  that 

Schaefer’s  frank  discussion  prevented  a 
difficult  situation. 

Lewen  Pizor,  UMPTO  president,  was 
also  praised  for  his  act  in  arranging  the 
meeting  with  Schaefer. 

^pJESDAY  was  another  busy  day  for  Loew Chief  Carter  Barron  and  the  critics, 

Carter  (aided  by  UA’s  Fred  Rohr)  feting 
Sabu  at  luncheon  at  the  Washington 

Hotel,  shortly  afterward  holding  cocktail 
hour  shindig  at  Variety  Club  for  Director 

Sam  Wood.  Sabu,  accompanied  by  Mor- 
ris Helprin  and  Lynn  Farnol,  in  town  for 

flying  visit  to  the  White  House,  much  im- 
pressed by  fact  Mrs.  Roosevelt  knows 

more  about  elephants  than  he  does.  Wood 

here  to  see  his  daughter  Gloria  (Katha- 

rine Stevens)  make  stage  debut  in  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  .   .   .   Belasco  has 
reopened  as  foreign  film  outlet,  first 

Paderewski  in  “Moonlight  Sonata”  .   .   . 
Ben  Bernie,  here  for  personal  appearance, 

says  he  and  Walter  Winchell  may  do  a   re- 
make of  “Blessed  Event,”  first  done  with Lee  Tracy. 

Europe  being  what  it  is,  theatres  are 

cutting  down  scenes  of  Hitler  and  Musso- 
lini. Hisses  and  boos  have  the  boys  scared 

the  war  will  start  in  the  balcony  instead 

of  the  Sudeten  mountains  .   .   .   Helen 

Claire,  in  new  Clare  Booth  play,  “Kiss  the 
Boys  Good-bye,”  lamped  opening  night  by 
Hollywood  scout  .   .   .   Lew  and  Mrs.  Lehr 
weekend  visitors  at  the  Tony  Muto  manse. 

Daughter  Gloria  Lehr,  student  at  National 
Park  Seminary  .   .   .   Adelaide  Finch  of  RKO 

Pathe  News,  was  here  arranging  for  film- 
ing of  new  short  dealing  with  the  post 

office  department. 

Variety  Club  is  getting  set  for  great  do- 
ings November  19,  date  of  annual  banquet. 

Club,  incidentally,  had  to  turn  down  sug- 
gestion of  Bill  Strickland,  local  baton 

waver,  for  fund  raising  stunt.  Music 
maker  wanted  to  arrange  one  of  those 

“jitterbug  jamborees,”  such  as  New  York 
and  Chicago  have  seen,  but  only  available 
place  for  it  was  Griffith  Stadium,  the  ball 

park,  and  Varieteers  were  afraid  to  de- 
pend on  Washington’s  October  weather. 

So  now  it  won’t  rain  till  November. 

Opening  Postponed 

Hudson,  N.  Y. — Walter  Reade  has  post- 
poned to  October  14  the  opening  of  the 

Warren,  which  was  acquired  in  the  early 

stages  of  construction  from  S.  D.  Cocalis. 
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LETTERS 

(Continued  from  page  6) 

ray  of  sunshine  on  that  score. 

I   don’t  question  Thurman  Arnold’s  in- 
tegrity and  honesty  of  purpose  for  a   mo- 
ment, but  I’m  afraid  that  even  if  his 

prosecution  is  successful,  the  victory  will  be 

an  empty  one.  Frankly,  I   don’t  think 
that  the  courts  and  the  anti-trust  laws  can 
help  the  independent  single  theatre  op- 

erator much.  Anti-trust  suits,  theatre  di- 
vorce laws  and  such  will  merely  have  the 

effect  of  changing  the  name  of  my  oppo- 
sition but  not  the  character.  It  occurs  to 

me  that,  if  there  is  a   solution,  it  is  by 
way  of  state  legislation  similar  to  that  in 
force  in  many  states  against  the  chain 
stores.  The  plight  of  the  independent  is 
created  by  chain  operation,  whether  af- 

filiated or  independent  chains,  and  it  is 
this  phase  of  the  industry  which  should 
be  regulated. 

If,  by  taxation  by  the  various  states,  it 
is  made  uneconomical  for  a   chain  to  exist 

as  a   large  scale  operator,  then  the  inde- 
pendent theatre  market  will  be  truly 

thrown  open.  Whereas,  for  example,  the 
number  of  stores  which  have  been  closed 
by  the  A   &   P   because  the  smaller  units 

can’t  stand  the  chain  store  tax  burden.  It 
is  interesting  to  note  that,  where  the  chain 
stores  have  closed  a   unit,  an  independent 
store  has  opened  in  its  place.  A   single 
operator  could  make  the  store  pay  with- 

out the  chain  store  tax  whereas  the  chain 
found  it  uneconomic  to  operate. 

It  might  well  be  that  the  whole  picture 
of  the  present  monopoly  suit  eludes  me  and 

if  anyone  can  show  me  where  I’ll  benefit 
by  it,  I   wish  you  would  open  your  columns 

for  such  explanation.  If  you’ve  read  this 
far,  I   thank  you  for  your  patience;  if  you 
will  print  this  letter  so  that  a   reply  might 
be  forthcoming  from  some  authoritative 
source,  I   will  indeed  be  grateful. 

With  all  good  wishes  to  the  continued 
success  of  your  excellent  publication. — 
JOHN  LASTRUN. 

Editor’s  Note — John  Lastrun,  whose 
real  name  is  withheld  at  his  request, 

has  Boxoffice’s  assurance  that,  now 
as  always,  its  columns  are  open  to  this 
and  to  any  other  discussion  of  trade 
problems. 

  o   

“THIS  IS  SPLENDID” 

Denver — I   note  with  pleasure  the  pub- 

licity you  are  giving  “Movies  Are  Your  Best 
Entertainment.”  This  is  splendid  and  I 
hope  you  continue  to  give  space  to  this 
subject.  We  have  suffered  so  much  dur- 

ing the  past  year  because  of  internal  dif- 
ficulties in  the  industry  and  every  radio 

commentator  has  blasted  the  producers  on 
the  quality  of  the  product.  The  pictures 
are  no  better  or  worse  than  they  were  a 
year  ago,  but  we  have  put  that  thought  in 

the  public’s  mind  and  the  only  way  it  can 
be  overcome  is  by  a   campaign  of  this  na- 

ture.— RICK  RICKETSON,  Fox  Inter- 
Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

AN  EXHIBITOR  SPEAKS 

Columbia  City,  Ind. — Here  is  one  that  is 

(Continued  from  page  6) 

far.  For  there  are  other  current 

practices  which  they  consistently 
maintain  are  far  more  onerous. 

Overbuying  for  the  one.  Unreason- 
able protection  for  a   second. 

With  nothing  but  praise  which  we 

endow  upon  Rodgers  for  his  clean- 
cut  declaration  in  writing  where  it 
can  be  forevermore  turned  to  in  the 

event  the  memory  reveals  lapses,  it 
is  essential  to  note  how  the  word 

was  received  and  what  the  recep- 
tion indicates.  The  Allied  men  dis- 

played unveiled  enthusiasm — we 
read  that  in  BOXOFFICE.  There  were 

a   couple  of  dubious  fellows  who,  no 

doubt,  have  gotten  that  way  through 
justification.  But,  by  and  large,  one 

might  think  a   new  sort  of  heaven 

had  opened  for  these  men  of  exhibi- 
tion, so  pleased  and  so  surprised 

were  they  at  the  break  which  had 
come  their  way. 

It  seems  to  us  that,  if  the  reac- 
tion turned  out  to  be  so  definite 

where  the  issue  is  not  so  life-and- 

death-like,  how  much  greater  the 
goodwill  and  the  equity  will  be 

when  more  far-reaching  concessions 
are  granted.  Also,  how  pressing 

the  need  impresses  itself  to  be  that 

such  far-reaching  steps  are  matters 
of  moment. 

There  is  a   wide  variety  of  rea- 

sons why  self-regulation  has  been 
stumbling  for  so  long  a   time.  Those 

reasons  have  been  duly  reported  is- 
sue after  issue.  The  effort,  repor- 

torially,  has  been  made  to  point  out 

that  a   limited  number  of  important 
executives  in  sales  is  aware  of  the 

justice  in  reformation  and  anxious 
to  see  it  come  about.  Not  all  sales 

managers,  on  the  other  hand,  see 

the  issue  so  clearly  as  do  these  first 

few  and  that  explains  why  it  has 

been  difficult  to  arrive  at  an  industry 

program.  If  it  is  to  be  an  industry 

program,  all  of  the  old-line  com- 
panies, not  merely  some  of  them, 

obviously  must  come  to  an  under- standing. 

The  time  has  arrived  when  it  is 

largely  speculation  to  forecast  how 
the  diligent  effort  thus  far  applied 

will  work  out.  There  is  the  govern- 

ment suit,  the  industry's  prime  men- 
ace these  days.  There  is  the  persist- 

ence in  some  quarters  to  view  the 

general  problem  through  individual 

company  eyes,  rather  than  through 
broader-gauged  industry  eyes. 

These  varying  points  of  view  must 

be  resolved  into  the  one  if  an  over- 

all program  can  hope  to  be  evolved. 

However,  the  chief  proponents  of 

liberalism  in  exhibitor-distributor  re- 
lationships are  quite  firm  in  their 

convictions.  These  men,  we  are 

thoroughly  sold,  are  sincere  and 

honest  in  their  enterprise.  Believ- 
ing, as  they  do,  that  something 

should  be  done,  therefore,  can 

easily  prove  to  be  not  many  steps 

removed  from  the  doing.  Not,  per- 

haps, on  so  wide  a   scale  as  it  is 
desirable,  but  maybe  in  a   narrow 

sphere  and  confined  to  one  or  two 

of  the  large  companies  on  the  theory 

the  others  will  be  persuaded  to  fol- 
low in  because  it  would  become 

good  business  to  do  so. 

Writes  Ali  Gaga — 
"Aside  to  Ed  Sullivan — I   am  a 

constant  reader  of  your  column  and 

am  duly  impressed  with  the  discov- 
eries you  have  made  during  your 

career. 

"A  gentle  word  of  caution,  Ed. 
Lay  off  the  Pacific  Ocean.  Balboa 

saw  it  first." 

not  going  to  the  Wailing  Wall  with  the 
producers.  If  they  had  shown  the  sense 
that  God  endowed  them  with,  they  would 
have  come  to  a   liberal  cancellation  a   long 
time  ago.  Instead  of  that,  they  hedged 
what  little  they  conceded  with  restrictions 
that  made  it  almost  impossible  to  get  out 

from  under  the  “klucks”  that  they  have 
produced  in  the  last  two  seasons. 

I   don’t  think  that  there  is  an  exhibitor 
that  wants  the  government  messing  in  on 
the  cinema  business.  The  Lord  knows 
that  they  have  made  a   mess  of  the  last  six 

years  and  what  they  will  do  to  this  busi- 
ness is  problematical. 

If  the  producer  had  given  an  out-and- 
out  cancellation  of,  say  20  per  cent,  that 
would  have  been  an  out  where  no  one 
would  have  been  hurt.  Now  they  will  spend 

a   lot  more  than  that  in  lawyer  fees. — 
A.  E.  HANCOCK,  Columbia  Theatre. 

NOW  AVAILABLE 
Gentile,  early  forties,  as  district  mgr., 

supervisor  or  manager.  Well  versed  in  stage 

productions.  Formerly  6   years  with  Keith; 

3   years  Fox;  3   years  large  independent  cir- 

cuit. Also  managed  one  of  Broadway’s finest  downtown  theatres. 

Address  MANAGER 
4019  218th  St.,  Bayside,  L.  I.,  N.  Y. 
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The  Drive — In  the  New  York  Mode 
New  York  —   Neighborhood  theatre  patrons  know 

something's  going  on  when  this  circus  of  floats,  music, 

girls,  banners  and  ushers  makes  its  way  through  town. 

They  know  there's  a   Movie  Quiz  contest  under  way. 

The  stunt  is  being  conducted  under  the  auspices  of 

the  community  committees  set  up  by  the  general 

theatre  group.  There  is  a   minimum  of  five  elaborate 

floats,  a   big  band,  no  less  than  50  ushers,  innumer- 

able banners  and  10  pretty  girls  in  the  lead.  The 

parade  is  open  for  all  theatres  to  participate.  It  has 

traveled  most  of  Brooklyn  and  will  visit  Washington 

Heights,  midtown  New  York,  Bronx,  Jamaica,  Astoria 

and  Mt.  Vernon,  before  making  another  grand  tour  of 

all  communities. 
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p   H   ACT  I   C   A   L   IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOW  ME  N 

Selling  Seat* 
Agents  Score  With 

"Letter"  Ad  Tieup 
Springfield,  III. — In  connection  with 

the  showing  of  Universal’s  “Letter  of  In- 
troduction,” starring  Edgar  Bergen  and 

Charlie  McCarthy,  at  the  Roxy,  two  of 

the  theatre’s  enterprising  agents  scouted 
the  city  and  sold  a   full  page  of  news- 

paper advertising  in  the  form  of  a   direct 
tieup  with  the  picture  at  the  theatre. 

Ten  local  merchants  were  represented 
on  the  page.  Each  individual  ad  contained 
a   picture  of  McCarthy  as  well  as  some 
wisecrack  of  his  regarding  their  product. 
At  the  top  of  the  page  were  a   theatre  ad, 
rules  of  the  contest,  and  a   picture  of 

Charlie  talking  to  Springfield’s  Mayor 
Kapp.  The  mayor  was  saying,  “Welcome 

to  Springfield,  Charlie,  we’re  happy  to 
have  you  and  I   know  you’ll  enjoy  your 
stay  at  the  Roxy.”  Charlie  was  saying, 
“Thank  you,  Mayor  Kapp,  I     ” 
(Here  a   wisecrack  was  supposed  to  be 
inserted  by  the  contestants.) 

The  rules  said:  “What  is  Charlie’s  an- 
swer to  Mayor  Kapp?  Win  a   free  pair  of 

tickets  to  see  Charlie  in  his  brand  new 

picture,  ‘Letter  of  Introduction,’  starting 
at  the  Roxy  tomorrow.  For  the  20  best 

original,  wisecracking  replies  we  will  give 
two  tickets  each.  You  have  heard  him 

wisecrack  on  the  air,  so  sit  right  down 

and  drop  us  a   post  card  with  your  con- 

ception of  his  reply.” 

Arizona  Exhibitor  Plans 

"Bargain  Week"  Idea 
Casa  Grande,  Ariz. — Reopening  his 

Paramount  Theatre  here  after  a   summer 

shutdown,  Bill  Cox  laid  plans  for  a 

“Bargain  Week”  beginning  September  25, 
at  which  patrons  purchased  tickets 

good  for  an  entire  week’s  showing  for  98 
cents.  During  the  period,  he  plans  to 
change  the  program  every  day,  holding 

for  two  days  only  on  Friday  and  Satur- 
day. Theatregoers  thus  will  be  able  to  see 

six  shows  at  approximately  16  cents  each, 

as  compared  to  the  theatre’s  customary 
admission  price  of  35  cents. 

The  Paramount  is  the  only  theatre  in 
town. 

Ice  Stunt  Draws 

New  Haven — Nat  Rubin,  Loew-Poli  as- 
sistant manager,  froze  large  heads  of  Sonja 

Henie  cut  out  of  one-sheets,  and  ten  passes 

to  “My  Lucky  Star,”  in  two  300-pounds 
cakes  of  ice.  Police  had  to  scatter  the 

crowd  which  gathered  waiting  for  the  ice  to 
melt. 

Do  Your  Share 

Particularly  timely  in  view  of  the 

storm  distress  in  the  east  is  co- 

operation with  the  American  Red 

Cross.  Showmen  are  expected  by 

all  responsible  elements  to  extend 

their  usual  good  activity  in  behalf 

of  this  worthy  organization. 

Survey  Leads  Way  to 

Saving  on  Advertising 
Boston — George  Kraska,  operator  of  the 

Fine  Arts,  informs  Boxoffice  that  a   ques- 
tionnaire survey  of  patrons  has  enabled 

him  to  save  hundreds  of  dollars  in  ad- 
vertising expenditures.  Improved  business, 

too,  is  the  result  of  the  research,  the  the- 
atre operator  states. 

Whereas  Kraska  formerly  divided  his 
advertising  among  nine  local  newspapers, 

cards  turned  in  by  his  patrons  informing 

him  of  the  media  of  advertising  influ- 
encing their  theatre  tastes,  indicated  that 

at  least  five  of  these  dailies  were  dead- 

wood.  He  has  eliminated  them,  concen- 
trating with  bigger  copy,  he  says,  where 

it  does  the  most  good. 

Houston  Auctions 

Appeal  to  Patrons 
Houston — Upside  down  auctions  are  the 

newest  wrinkle  in  enticing  patrons  to  spe- 
cial shows  at  Houston  theatres.  And  many 

are  the  usages  of  the  stunt — even  to  ruses 

by  local  politicians. 
The  procedure  at  the  regular  Monday 

night  Dr.  I.  Q.  program  at  the  Metropoli- 
tan Theatre  broadcast  from  KTRH,  is  for 

Dr.  I.  Q.  to  buy  articles  from  patrons  in- 
stead of  auctioning  off  articles  to  patrons. 

For  instance,  the  Doctor  says,  “I  will 
pay  $7.50  for  the  stocking  from  the  right 
le —   ah,  er,  limb — of  any  young  lady  under 
19.  Who  wants  to  sell  her  right  stocking 

for  $7.50?” 
At  a   recent  clinic  of  the  doctor’s  (who 

is  Ted  Nabors,  popular  announcer  for 
KTRH)  former  Mayor  Oscar  Holcombe 
sold  his  red  garters  for  60  cents. 

“Which  makes  me  believe  Mr.  Holcombe 
will  be  in  the  running  for  mayor  again 

in  November,”  said  one  theatre  manager, 
echoing  the  thought  in  the  minds  of  hun- 

dreds of  patrons  and  thousands  of  radio 
listeners. 

The  Majestic  is  also  featuring  upside 
down  auctions  at  Saturday  midnight  shows. 

The  stunt  goes  over  big,  both  in  the  thea- 
tre and  on  the  air. 

Spanish- American  War 

Tieup  Sells  "Chickens" Harrisburg — With  the  locale  of  “Mother 

Carey’s  Chickens”  laid  in  the  Spanish- 
American  war  period,  it  was  natural  that 

the  Senate  should  capitalize  on  this  ex- 
ploitation possibility. 

The  next  move  was  for  25  members  of 

the  local  Spanish-American  Camp  to  re- 
ceive invitations  to  the  opening  night.  But 

the  arrangements  also  provided  for  the 
veterans,  in  uniform  and  accompanied  by 

a   troop  of  boy  scouts,  to  stage  a   parade 
on  the  way  to  the  theatre.  The  stunt 
brought  considerable  newspaper  space. 

CAUTION  TO  EXHIBITORS 
It  has  come  to  our  attention  that  electrically  operated  slides,  in  imita- 

tion oi  our  electrically  operated  projector  slides,  are  being  offered  to 
theatres.  These  slides,  in  our  opinion,  are  infringements  of  the  Patent 
rights  held  by  us  and  we  will  enforce  the  same  to  the  full  extent  of  the 
law.  Exhibitors  are  warned  against  such  infringing  acts. 

Hollywood  electrical  projector  slides  are  protected  by  U.  S.  Letters 
Patents  No.  2042604  and  No.  2069304.  Before  using  any  electrically  op- 

erated projector  slides,  we  urge  your  careful  investigation. 

HOLLYWOOD  AMUSEMENT  CO.,  Inc.,  031  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  III 
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^hott  Subject  T^eriewl, 
Stranger  Than  Fiction 

No.  54 

Universal  (Educational)  9%  Minutes 

All  of  the  items  are  so  intriguing  it 
would  be  unfair  to  single  one  out  as  tops. 

You  can’t  miss  with  these.  Owen  Lowry, 
an  inventor,  has  a   mechanical  slingshot 
which  he  demonstrates  at  Los  Angeles. 
New  Orleans  and  some  of  the  famous 

crypts,  mausoleums  and  vaults  before 

burial  became  an  underground  habit.  Jos- 
eph Nagel  of  Dayton  shows  how  to  spin 

and  weave  metal  into  any  type  of  design. 
The  mobile  orange  grove  at  the  Palace 
of  Varsailles  where  trees  are  moved  to 

sunny  courtyards  from  the  greenhouse. 

William  Clark  demonstrates  what  he  be- 
lieves will  be  the  car  of  the  future  at 

Enid,  Okla.  It  can  make  90  miles  an  hour 

and  turn  completely  around  on  a   dime. 

Buttons  to  Mrs.  Kenneth  Browne  of  Kan- 

sas City  mean  everything — as  a   hobby. 
Her  display  of  costumes,  designs  and  but- 

tons is  something  to  look  at.  When  a 
squirrel  becomes  friendly  with  man  so  that 
he  eats  out  of  his  hand  or  mouth,  it  is 

something.  Victor  Kuhn,  a   trooper  at  Key 

Large,  Fla.,  actually  has  the  nimble  ani- 
mal trained  and  the  squirrel  seems  to  get 

as  much  pleasure  out  of  the  friendship 
as  the  trooper. 

Fashion  Forecast 

20 th-Fox  (Fashions  in  Color)  11  Minutes 

Vyvyan  Donner  launches  herself  as  a 

director  auspiciously  with  “Fashion  Fore- 
cast,” first  of  a   series  of  Technicolor  shorts 

to  appear  in  advance  of  each  of  the  four 

seasons.  She  has  assembled  a   bevy  of  well- 

known  models.  They’re  something  to  look 
at  and  so  are  the  lavish  clothes  for  which 

they  serve  as  mannequins.  Men,  certainly, 
will  wonder  at  the  winter  styles.  For  that 
matter,  some  women  probably  will,  too. 
But  the  fashion  decrees  are  in,  inviolate 

as  always.  Ilka  Chase  furnishes  the  off- 
screen narrative.  The  technique  is  a   happy 

one.  She  indulges  in  gentle  kidding  and 
pokes  fun  in  a   nice  sort  of  way  at  models 
and  trappings  as  she  and  they  go.  This 
subject  looks  interesting  and  potentially 
is  boxoffice.  Production  values  are  su- 

perior in  all  departments. 

Party  Fever 

M-G-M  (Our  Gang  Comedy)  10  Minutes 

Amusing  make-believe  for  all  kind  of 
audiences.  The  fun  evolves  around  rhe 
efforts  of  Alfalfa  and  Butch  who  are  out 

to  snare  the  mayorality  plum  which  is 

the  feature  of  Boys’  Week.  As  usual,  fickle 
Darla  is  the  reason  for  the  strife  between 
the  contestants  because  the  winner  will  be 

able  to  take  her  to  the  strawberry  festi- 
val. But  Waldo  is  the  dark  horse  who 

gets  the  nomination  and  Butch  and  Al- 
falfa are  left  out  in  the  cold. 

^HORT i   OF  THE  WEEK 

Cairo.  City  of  Contrast 
M-G-M  (FitzPatrick  Traveltalk)  9   Minutes 

One  of  the  best,  if  not  the  best,  trav- 

elogue produced  by  James  A.  FitzPat- 

rick. It's  the  first  of  his  new  series  and 
an  outstanding  subject  both  in  content 

and  Technicolor.  Again  the  producer 

proves  he  has  little  competition,  for  his 

work  is  far  above  comparison.  In  this 

treat  is  the  famous  Nile  over  which  a 

modern  bridge  bears  the  traffic  of  all 

classes,  the  royal  gardens  and  its  pic- 

turesque servants,  the  new  University 

of  Cairo  with  its  spacious  grounds  and 

stately  buildings,  the  attractive  swim- 

ming pool  on  the  outskirts  of  the  desert 

and  many  other  sights.  There  are  300 

mosques  in  Egypt,  some  of  which  are 

encompassed  by  the  camera,  and  then 

there  is  the  inevitable  Sphynx.  A   col- 

orful pastel  is  the  scene  of  the  pyra- 

mids as  tourists  on  camels  pass  by  in 

the  desert.  A   subject  enjoyable  on  any 

program. 

Styles  and  Smiles 
RKO  (Nu- Atlas  Musicals)  11  Minutes 

This  is  about  as  entertaining  as  four 
mediocre  variety  acts  could  be,  Virginia 
Verrill  and  Charles  King  notwithstanding. 
Unfortunately  for  Miss  Verrill  and  King, 
their  talents  are  merely  sandwiched  in 
between  an  idea  that  is  unoriginal.  Their 
material  is  in  kind.  Miss  Verrill  sings  an 

unattractve  song;  King  tries  to  tie  in 

the  styles  in  furs,  background  of  the  reel 
with  notes;  Marion  Daniels  performs  an 
acrobatic  dance  turn  and  Harrison  and 
Fisher  do  a   ball  room  routine. 

The  Early  Bird 

Columbia  (Scrappy  Cartoon)  6l/2  Minutes 

It’s  a   battle  of  wits  between  the  bird 

and  a   worm  as  Scrappy  preaches  “It’s  the 
early  bird  that  catches  the  worm.”  As  a 
matter  of  fact,  it  turns  out  to  be  just 
the  opposite  with  the  worm  making  it 
pretty  uncomfortable  for  the  early  bird,  a 

pet  of  Scrappy’s.  The  music  is  good  and 
children  will  find  it  amusing  and  en- 
tertaining. 

They're  Always  Caught 
M-G-M  (Crime  Does  Not  Pay)  22  Minutes 

No  greater  tribute  can  be  paid  to  those 
who  are  responsible  for  turning  out  these 

excellent  cinematic  capsules  than  to  ob- 
serve there  is  more  surefire  dramatic  en- 

tertainment crammed  into  this  two-reeler 
than  many  a   picture  of  regulation  length. 

It’s  a   big  league  job  in  all  respects.  There 
is  a   compact  story  illustrating  the  im- 

portance and  marvels  of  scientific  crime 
detection;  some  fine  performances  by 
Stanley  Ridges,  Charles  Waldron,  and 

John  Eldredge;  and  Harold  S.  Bucquet’s 
direction  displays  a   deft  and  authoritative 
touch.  The  story  shows  how  modern 

crimonology  is  responsible  for  the  appre- 
hension of  the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of 

a   large  city  who  has  been  weeding  out 

the  rackets.  Most  interesting  is  the  man- 
ner in  which  science  is  employed  to  seek 

out  the  clues  after  the  bombing  has  oc- 
curred. Items  of  fragmentary  nature  are 

unearthed  to  be  made  tangible  by  the 
magic  of  the  microscope.  Subjects  of 
this  type  are  effective  antidotes  for  the 
double  feature  problem. 

The  Man  on  the  Rock 

M-G-M  (Historical  Mystery)  11  Minutes 

Did  Napoleon  die  on  St.  Helena,  May  5, 

1821?  This  question,  posed  by  Carey  Wil- 
son, explodes  on  the  screen  with  the  force 

of  a   bombshell.  Metro  has  unearthed  a 
number  of  historical  facts  which  should 

be  the  subject  for  many  a   torrid  discus- 
sion. The  evidence  Wilson  presents  tends 

to  show  Napoleon  did  not  die  on  St. 
Helena  but  it  was  his  double,  a   farmer 

boy,  Robeaud,  who  was  used  to  imper- 
sonate the  Emperor.  It  also  goes  on  to 

reveal  the  man  who  might  have  been 
Napoleon  was  killed  in  1823  trying  to  scale 
the  walls  of  the  Schonbrun  Palace  where 

Napoleon’s  son,  the  Duke  of  Reichstadt, 
was  confined.  Wilson  points  out  Napo- 

leon’s great  desire  was  to  see  his  son. 
Other  significant  factors  are  reenacted  in 
skilful  manner.  All  of  which  go  a   long 

way  to  establish  doubt  in  the  accepted  his- 
torical version.  Exhibitors  can  make  capi- 

tal of  this  short  by  tieups  with  history 
departments  of  local  high  schools  and 
colleges.  Herman  Boxer  did  the  script 

and  Edward  Cahn  directed.  Edward  Ra- 
quello  plays  Napoleon. 

Football  Giants 

Columbia  (Sports)  10 V2  Minutes 

It  won’t  be  long  before  football  stars 
will  be  on  display  again  and  this  subject 
is  timely  for  the  season.  With  narration 
by  Jack  Kofoed  and  description  by  Ford 
Bond,  the  New  York  Giants  go  through 
their  paces.  Every  phase  of  the  sport  is 
covered  and  it  is  interesting  to  note  just 
what  it  takes  to  make  a   pigskin  player. 

Led  by  Captain  Mel  Hein,  the  team  is 

composed  of  Tilly  Manton  of  Texas  Chris- 
(Continued  on  page  27) 
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OPINIONS  ON  CURRENT  FEATURE  PRODUCTIONS & eviewi 
United  Artists  (   )   81  Minutes  Rel.  Oct.  15,  '38 

Bright,  romantic  comedy  with  moments  of  entertainment 

for  any  and  all  tastes,  it  is  Producer  Hal  Roach’s  first  for 
release  under  the  UA  banner  and,  incidentally,  his  first 

million-dollar  picture,  reflecting  in  production  values  this 
open-handed  expenditure.  Fredric  March  is  impressive  in 
the  male  lead,  while  Patsy  Kelly  romps  home  with  the 
comedy  honors  in  a   characteristic  rowdyish  role  into  which 

has  been  written  the  film’s  choicest  laugh-gamering  bits. 
The  story  concerns  a   bored  heiress,  portrayed  by  pulchri- 

tudinous Virginia  Bruce,  who  in  an  effort  to  “get  away 
from  it  all”  finds  employment  in  a   department  store  owned 
by  her  grandfather,  and  her  romance  with  a   newspaperman 
turned  loose  on  the  story.  Norman  Z.  McLeod  directed. 

Fredric  March,  Virginia  Bruce,  Patsy  Kelly,  Alan  Mowbray, 

j   Nancy  Carroll,  Eugene  Pallette,  Claude  Gillingwater. 

There  Goes  My  Heart  F   c„medI 

Paramount  (   )   69  Minutes  Rel.    

A   gripping  football  story  unfolded  against  a   West  Point 
background  makes  this  a   very  commendable  contribution 

to  this  season’s  crop  of  gridiron  features;  stacking  up  as 
prime  entertainment  for  all  audiences.  No  small  part  of 

the  picture’s  merit  is  attributable  to  several  shots  of  the 
service  school,  its  historic  buildings,  precision  drills  and 
traditions.  John  Howard  is  a   cocky  fledgling  who  breaks 

every  known  rule  by  falling  for  an  upper  classman’s  girl. 
However,  he  is  a   powerhouse  with  the  pigskin.  Just  before 
the  big  game  he  is  accused  of  cheating  in  an  examination 

and,  until  the  last  minute,  is  kept  out  of  action.  Exonera- 
tion comes  just  in  time  to  shove  him  into  the  fray  to  win 

the  game  and  the  girl.  Kurt  Neumann  directed. 

John  Howard,  Mary  Carlisle,  Robert  Cummings,  William 
Frawley,  Owen  Davis  jr.,  Benny  Baker,  Raymond  Hatton. 

Touchdown.  Army  F   CZ"Z 
RKO  Radio  (803)  63  Minutes  Rel.  Sept.  24,  '38 

Hollywood  on  parade  in  general  and,  in  particular,  what 
a   stooge  in  one  of  the  studios  has  to  do  for  a   living.  This 

probably  will  rate  better  in  small  towns  where  the  glamor 
of  Hollywood  is  a   fetish  with  the  habitues.  Here  is  the  story 
of  boy  and  girl,  the  former  acting  as  stooge  for  a   star  in 

the  hope  of  getting  a   break  before  the  camera.  The  girl 
is  a   publicity  writer  with  ideas  she  is  in  love  with  said 

stooge  and  that  he  could  do  better  operating  a   hamburger 

stand.  At  a   party  at  a   desert  roadhouse,  Tenwright,  who 

has  been  tiffing  with  his  ace  star,  is  murdered.  The  stooge 
focuses  suspicion  on  himself  when  he  escapes  in  a   raid  on 

the  roadhouse.  The  guilty  party  turns  out  to  be  the  stooge’s 
boss.  Les  Goodwins  directed. 

Frank  Albertson,  Eleanor  Lynn,  Allen  Lane,  Bradley  Page, 
Adrienne  Ames,  Jonathan  Hale,  Russell  Hicks. 

Fugitives  for  a   Night  F 

20th  Century-Fox  (911)  68  Minutes  Rel.  Sept.  30,  '38 
Its  title  notwithstanding,  the  odds  are  not  in  favor  of 

this  Ritz  Brothers  effort.  The  boys  just  don’t  have  the 
weight  to  carry  this  film,  while  the  stilted  romantics  of 
Richard  Arlen  and  Phyllis  Brooks  and  the  disappointing 

Damon  Runyon  story  fail  to  ’take  up  the  slack.  Divided  into 
two  equal  parts — from  which  one  reel  each  could  be  lopped 

of  romance  and  Ritz  Brothers,  the  piece  skips  unconcerned- 
ly from  one  side  to  the  other  until  it  has  run  its  course. 

Ethel  Merman  sings  two  undistinguished  songs.  It  takes 

the  Ritzes  from  a   pony  ride  concession  to  owners  of  a   third- 
rate  horse  who  wins  the  big  race  in  a   riotous  finish— the 
kind  the  earlier  footage  could  have  used  to  advantage. 
David  Butler  directed. 

Ritz  Brothers,  Richard  Arlen,  Ethel  Merman,  Phyllis 

Brooks,  George  Barbier,  Paul  Hurst. 

Straight  Place  and  Show  F   Comedy 

Columbia  (   )   71  Minutes  Rel. 

Presented  herein  is  a   sound  and  solid  piece  of  sentimental 
entertainment,  so  adroitly  revealing  the  joys,  sorrows,  am- 

bitions and  despairs  of  the  American  girl  that  it  is  sure  to 
find  feminine  handkerchiefs  aflutter  wherever  shown. 
Carrying  first  quality  rating  in  every  respect,  it  is  studded 
with  a   score  of  fine  performances,  is  tastefully  produced, 
and  has  been  skillfully  directed  by  John  Brahm.  Also  of 
benefit  is  an  unusually  intelligent  and  understanding 
screenplay.  Story  deals  with  the  enmity  between  two  girls 
attending  an  exclusive  private  school — one,  Nan  Grey,  the 
spoiled  daughter  of  wealthy  parents;  the  other,  Anne 
Shirley,  a   scholarship  winner  who  is  generally  looked  down 
upon  because  she  is  poor. 

Anne  Shirley,  Nan  Grey,  Ralph  Bellamy,  Gloria  Holden, 
Cecil  Cunningham,  Noah  Beery  jr.,  Pierre  Watkin. 

Girls'  School  F 
Drama 

Republic  (   )   63  Minutes  Rel.    

A   fast  moving  newspaper  yarn  is  combined  with  a   re- 
vival of  the  rum-running  racket  to  emerge  as  an  action 

laden  thriller  sure  to  be  favorably  received  by  audiences 

of  all  ages.  Robert  Livingston,  as  the  apple-eating  re- 
porter, takes  thespic  honors,  and  June  Travis,  as  the 

publisher’s  daughter  who  keeps  herself  busy  keeping  Liv- 

ington’s  job  for  him,  is  thoroughly  at  home  in  her  role. 
Roland  L.  Got,  the  reporter’s  young  Chinese  pal,  provides 
a   number  of  comic  highlights  to  the  story  which  deals  with 

Livingston’s  attempts  to  avenge  the  gangster  murder  of  a 
customs  inspector  friend.  Sidney  Salkow,  making  his  di- 

rectorial bow,  takes  credit  for  turning  out  a   well-knit, 
workmanlike  entertainment  unit. 

Robert  Livingston,  June  Travis,  Robert  Armstrong,  Ben 
Welden,  Lucien  Littlefield,  Joseph  Downing,  Roland  L.  Got. 

The  Night  Hawk  F   M,loa,oim, 

Universal  (   )   78  Minutes  Rel. 

This  has  its  quota  of  entertainment.  Not  so  much  as  it 
might,  but  pleasantly  enough  to  please  the  rank-and-file. 

It  is  unfortunate  the  story  content  is  so  shallow  and,  be- 
cause it  is  shallow,  has  to  be  stretched  far  beyond  its  basic 

worth.  This  makes  for  the  prime  difficulty  in  another  girl- 
gets-boy  formula  worn  pretty  thin  by  now.  Paucity  of 
essential  situations  leaves  a   definite  mark.  McCrea  plays 
a   Kansas  wheat-belt  youth  with  an  unaccountable  urge 
to  go  to  sea.  He  gives  up  his  farm  work,  goes  to  New 
York  to  try  for  a   maritime  job,  and  winds  up  as  a 
truck  driver,  at  the  same  time  meeting  and  falling  in  love 
with  Andrea  Leeds.  She  wins  McCrea  away  from  the  water 
when  he  gets  seasick.  Archie  Mayo  directed. 

Andrea  Leeds,  Joel  McCrea,  Frank  Jenks,  Dorothea  Kent, 
Isabel  Jeans,  Virginia  Grey,  Grant  Mitchell. 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling  F   K“ T 

Monogram  (   )   61  Minutes  Rel.    

This  packs  enough  rough-and-tumble  entertainment  of 

the  gangster-melodrama  variety  to  warrant  satisfactory 
reception  among  action  fans,  particularly  the  kids  who  list 
Frankie  Darro  among  their  favorites.  Young  Darro  stands 

head  and  shoulders  above  the  supporting  cast  as  a   little 

tough  guy,  just  out  of  high  school,  who  becomes  innocently 

involved  in  the  car-stealing  racket  and  adds  a   number  of 

grey  hairs  to  his  benevolent  mother’s  head  before  he  comes 
clean  and  goes  straight.  Cowed  by  the  gangsters’  threats, 
he  is  afraid  to  quit  the  racket  until  his  mother  breaks  down 
his  resistance  and  calls  in  Robert  Kent,  a   cop  who  is  in 

love  with  Frankie’s  sister,  Evalyn  Knapp.  Howard  Brether- 
ton  directed. 

Frankie  Darro,  Lillian  Elliott,  Robert  Kent,  Evalyn  Knapp, 

Matty  Fain,  Thelma  White,  Willy  Castello. 

Wanted  by  the  Police  F   Meloar„„, 
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SUGGESTIONS  FOR  SELLING  THE  PICTURE AD  AIDS £.x.ploltlpi 
SELLING  ANGLES:  "Touchdown,  Army" 

Splendid  exploitation  angles  can  be  found  in  the 

picturesque  West  Point  background.  As  the  army 
mascot  is  a   mule,  try  to  obtain  one,  banner  him 

with  “Touchdown,  Army’’  signs  and  parade  him 
around  the  streets.  Use  all  the  regular  football 

ballyhoo  angles — distribute  paper  megaphones  with 
picture  plugs  on  them  to  fans  at  local  football 
games;  dress  the  help  in  West  Point  uniforms. 

Promote  a   score-guessing  contest  on  the  season’s 
Army-Navy  game. 

CATCHLINES: 

He  Was  a   West  Point  Half-Back  .   .   .   This  Cocky 

Youngster  .   .   .   Who  Couldn’t  Stay  Out  of  Trouble 
...  Or  Love. 

The  Score  Tied  ...  A   Minute  to  Play  .   .   .   And 

Army’s  Star  Half-Back  Does  His  Stuff  .   .   .   Under Arrest. 

SELLING  ANGLES:  “There  Goes  My  Heart" 
Sell  Fredric  March,  Virginia  Bruce  and  the  all- 

comedy supporting  cast  including  Patsy  Kelly  and 
Alan  Mowbray.  Print  throwsheets  as  heart-shaped 
folders.  Tie  in  with  the  department  store  se- 

quences, invite  salesgirls  from  your  local  shops  to 
a   special  early-morning  showing,  serving  them 
coffee  and  doughnuts,  a   stunt  which  should  rate 
newspaper  comment. 

CATCHLINES: 

A   New  Romantic  Team  .   .   .   Fredric  March  and 
Virginia  Bruce  ...  in  the  Fastest,  Funniest  Mixup 
of  the  Year. 

The  Richest  Girl  in  the  World  .   .   .   Has  a   Fling 
in  the  Big  City  .   .   .   and  Winds  Up  in  the  Arms 
of  a   Crazy,  Penniless  Reporter. 

SELLING  ANGLES:  "Straight,  Place  and  Show" 

A   streamlined,  wacky  campaign  will  do  as  much 
as  anything  to  get  them  in.  The  names  of  the  Ritzes, 

Runyon,  Arlen  and  Miss  Merman,  of  course,  aren’t 
to  be  overlooked.  Dress  three  comics  on  as  many 

broken-down  ponies,  with  imprints  on  blankets. 

Put  a   “talking  horse”  in  your  lobby  or  a   bus  ter- 
minal— in  the  latter  he  could  answer  questions  on 

arrivals  and  departures.  You  can  dress  up  your 
lobby  with  a   bale  of  hay  and  cutouts  of  the  Ritzes 
riding  horses  backwards. 

CATCHLINES: 

Ride  With  the  Ritzes  .   .   .   Who  Don’t  Know 
Witz  End  is  Witz. 

It’s  Bedlam  Leading  by  a   Nose  .   .   .   And  the  Ritzes 
Up — But  Not  For  Long. 

SELLING  ANGLES:  "Fugitives  for  a   Night" 

Have  a   young  couple  in  a   car  with  a   banner 

saying,  “We  Are  Fugitives  for  a   Night.  We  Are 
Headed  for   Theatre.”  A   five-minute 
broadcast  of  highlights  of  the  picture  dramatically 
told,  a   la  Floyd  Gibbons  fashion,  should  get  the 
curious  to  the  theatre.  Teaser  throwaways  or  a 
sandwich  man  parading  the  streets  with  catchlines 
will  create  interest.  Dress  up  your  lobby,  if  you 
have  one  big  enough,  with  a   car,  providing  you 

can  get  one,  and  have  a   sign  on  it  saying,  “Fugitives 
for  a   Night  Used  a   Car  Like  This  to  Make  Their 

Getaway.” CATCHLINES: 

Is  a   Hollywood  Stooge  a   New  Type  of  Slave?  .   .   . 
Would  You  Rather  Be  a   Valet  to  a   Screen  Star  or 
Own  Your  Own  Hamburger  Stand? 

SELLING  ANGLES:  "The  Night  Hawk" 

Livingston,  Armstrong  and  June  Travis  should 

rate  marquee  credits.  As  a   title  tieup,  hold  a   “Night 
Hawk”  show  starting  at  midnight,  promoting  re- 

freshments from  an  “open  all  night”  cafe  as  an 
added  attraction.  Plant  stills,  showing  Livingston 
munching  apples,  with  local  grocers  and  fruit 
stands.  Tie  up  with  magazine  dealers  to  stuff 
heralds  in  their  pulp  detective  magazines. 

CATCHLINES: 

A   Newshawk,  Determined  to  Avenge  the  Death 

of  His  Best  Pal,  Fights  Two  Rival  Gangs  to  the 
Finish. 

Excitement  Along  the  Waterfront  As  Gang  Bul- 
lets Fly  Between  Two  Rival  Gangs  of  Liquor 

Smugglers. 

SELLING  ANGLES:  “Girls'  School" 

Dress  attendants  in  cap-and-gown  and,  as 

throwsheets,  print  up  “enrollment  cards”  to  be 
turned  in  at  the  boxoffice.  Tie  in  with  dress  shops 
and  sporting  goods  stores  on  clothing  and  equip- 

ment at  special  prices  for  girls  who  are  planning 

to  go  away  to  school.  If  there  is  a   private  girls’ 
school  in  your  community,  invite  the  students  to 
attend  in  a   group  at  specially  reduced  admission 

prices. 

CATCHLINES: 

Shunned  by  Her  School  Mates  Becauses  She  Was 

Poor,  This  Girl  Won  Their  Ultimate  Respect  by 
Placing  Friendship  Above  Money. 

Laughter  and  Tears  .   .   .   Romantic  Interludes 
and  Hopeless  Despair  ...  All  Tenderly  Wrought 

into  This  Masterful  Insight  Into  a   Girl’s  Heart. 

SELLING  ANGLES:  "Wanted  by  the  Police" 

Frankie  Darro’s  name  on  the  marquee  should 
draw  in  the  action  addicts.  Print  throwsheets  as 

“subpoenas”  requesting  patrons  to  appear  at  the 
theatre  when  the  picture  opens.  Tie  in  with  used 

car  dealers  on  the  “hot  car”  angle  with  such 
slogans  as  “you  don’t  have  to  steal  a   car  to  get 
one  cheap.  Check  our  bargains!”  Plug  the  pic- 

ture via  heralds  stuffed  in  pulp  detective  maga- 
zines. Dig  up  figures  on  the  car-stealing  racket  to 

be  used  in  a   lobby  display. 

CATCHLINES: 

Caught  in  the  Toils  of  Crime,  a   Rough-and- 
Ready  Youngster  Fought  His  Way  Out  .   .   .   Be- 

cause He  Found  It  Didn’t  Pay. 

A   Little  Tough  Guy  With  a   Yen  for  Quick  Money 

Finds  It’s  Slower,  But  Safer,  to  Work  for  It. 

SELLING  ANGLES:  “Youth  Takes  a   Fling" 

Use  Miss  Leeds  and  McCrea  as  your  marquee 

bait.  Conduct  a   letter'  writing  contest  in  which 
entrants  confess  their  secret  ambitions,  perhaps 

tying  up  with  a   newspaper  on  the  stunt.  Use  the 
title  in  tieups  on  sport  clothes,  with  beauty  parlors, 
groceries  on  health  foods,  and  in  other  obvious 

ways.  Print  throwaways  as  “certificates”  guaran- 
teeing to  remove  ten  years  from  the  lives  of  those 

who  see  the  picture. 

CATCHLINES: 

The  Spirit  of  Restless  Youth  ...  A   Boy  and  a 

Girl  Who  Couldn’t  Choose  Between  Love  and 
Ambition. 

It’s  Got  That  Certain  Something  That  Will  Make 
You  Young  Again. 

ARE  YOU  USING  THE  PICTURE  GUIDE  FOR  HANDY  FILING  OF  THESE  REVIEWS? 
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Skott  Subject  /Reviews 
(Continued  from  page  24) 

tian,  Ward  Cuff  from  Marquette,  Willie 
Walls  of  Texas  Christian,  Ed  Danowski  of 
Fordham,  Jim  Poole  of  Arkansas,  Ox  Parry 
of  Baylor,  Orville  Tuttle  from  Oklahoma, 
Ed  Widseth  of  Minnesota,  Nello  Falaschi 
from  Santa  Clara,  and  Tuffy  Leemans  of 

George  Washington  University  in  Wash- 
ington, D.  C.  If  there  are  any  home  town 

favorites  in  the  group  this  subject  is  valu- 
able. 

Sue  My  Lawyer 
Columbia  (Langdon  Comedy)  17  Minutes 

Not  one  of  Harry  Langdon’s  best,  but 
he  works  hard  and  takes  a   lot  of  pun- 

ishment before  convincing  the  district  at- 
torney he  has  what  it  takes  to  make  an 

able  assistant.  The  comic  is  a   lawyer 
turned  down  by  the  D.  A.  when  applying 
for  a   job.  The  D.  A.  is  trying  to  convict 

a   notorious  murderer,  but  lacks  the  evi- 
dence. Langdon  promises  to  get  it,  but 

how  the  comedian  comes  through  is  more 

than  he  can  understand.  Langdon’s  an- 
tics will  probably  garner  a   good  quota 

of  laughs.  He  has  already  graduated  from 
the  short  subject  division  and  is  now  a 
partner  of  Oliver  Hardy.  Supporting  cast 
includes  Ann  Doran,  Monte  Collins,  Bud 
Jamison,  Vernon  Dent,  Don  Brody  and  Cy 
Schindell. 

College  Songs 
Columbia  (Community  Sing)  10y2  Minutes 

Community  sing  shorts  continue  their 
popularity  and  this  one  can  be  rated 

among  the  best.  What  with  schools  re- 
opening and  the  football  season  hard  by 

college  songs  will  be  in  the  air  again. 
Gene  Morgan  and  the  Columbians  provide 
the  music  and  song  in  a   setting  which 

shows  Columbia  (the  producer)  is  cer- 
tainly going  to  town.  Songs  and  colleges 

for  audiences  to  join  in  are:  “Red  and 
Blue”  (Pennsylvania),  “Come  Join  the 
Band”  (Stanford),  “Far  Above  Cayuga’s 
Waters”  (Cornell),  “Washington  and  Lee” 
(Washington  and  Lee),  and  “Notre  Dame 
Victory  Song”  and  “Bingo.”  A   knockout 
for  college  towns. 

The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

Columbia  (Scrappy  Cartoon)  7   Minutes 

Another  outstanding  short  with  gor- 
geous coloring,  cheerful  music  accompani- 
ment and  fun  for  the  kiddies.  Mother  has 

the  same  old  problem  with  her  youngster 
who  stubbornly  refuses  to  eat  his  spinach. 
The  ringmaster  of  the  animal  crackers 
comes  to  life  and  promises  to  put  on  a 
circus  revue  if  laddy  will  eat  his  cooked 

grass.  And  so  he  does  as  clowns,  bare- 
back  riders,  lions,  horses,  etc.,  cavort. 
Laddy  falls  asleep  before  the  show  is  over 

and  a   great  time  is  had  by  all.  Don’t  miss 
this  one  as  a   special  treat  for  juvenile 

patronage.  And  don’t  overlook  the  adults 
for  they  are  bound  to  like  it,  too. 

Jaipur ,   the  Pink  City 
M-G-M  (FitzPatrick  Traveltalk)  9   Minutes 

There  have  been  travelogues  about  In- 
dia, but  this  one  is  in  a   class  by  itself. 

The  magnificent  homes  of  the  wealthy — 
modernistic  affairs — are  pictured  in  sharp 
contrast  to  the  ways  and  habits  of  the 
less  fortunate  classes.  With  fine  color 
tones  bringing  out  the  pink  hue  which 

mark  Jaipur’s  buildings,  the  producer  cen- 
ters his  camera  chiefly  on  the  market 

place  where  cows  amble  down  the  main 
street  with  the  same  regard  as  any  other 

citizen.  Men  mostly  specialize  in  em- 
broidering and  some  of  their  specimens 

are  shown.  Tourists  astride  elephants  on 
the  five-mile  ride  from  Amber  and  the 
market  place  where  natives  display  their 
wares  are  colorful  scenes.  This  is  the  third 

of  the  new  season’s  series. 

Sea  Melody 
RKO  (Headliner)  19  Minutes 

This  might  be  stretching  one  good  reel 
to  two  fair  ones,  but  it  largely  depends 

on  the  local  popularity  of  Bandmaster 

Ted  Fio  Rito  and  his  very  competent  mu- 
sicians. It’s  about  half  Fio  Rito  and  half 

“story.”  The  latter  doesn’t  exactly  intrude, 
but  it  reduces  the  volume  of  swell  dance 

and  novelty  tunes.  While  on  a   nationwide 
tour  the  guitarist  leaves  the  band  to  get 

married.  Unknown  to  the  boys,  the  knot- 
ting never  comes  off;  the  prospective 

bride’s  mother  having  a   singing  count  in 
mind.  The  band  somehow  gets  stranded 

on  a   Honolulu-bound  boat,  also  carrying 
the  count,  mother  and  girl.  The  boys 

ruin  the  count’s  song  recital  with  alum, 
put  on  their  own  show  and  bring  the  happy 
couple  together. 

How  to  Read 
M-G-M  (Robert  Benchley)  9   Minutes 

Another  droll  dissertation  by  that  very 
funny  man,  Robert  Benchley.  Although 

not  as  hilarious  as  some  of  his  out- 
standing efforts,  it  is  still  far  above  the 

average  comedy.  Benchley  can  invest  the 
slightest  situation  with  more  pure  humor 
than  any  other  comedian  on  the  screen 
today.  He  does  it  as  he  goes  through  his 

various  maneuvers  in  showing  the  audi- 
ence what  the  proper  position  for  read- 

ing it.  Other  examples  are  trying  to  read 
in  your  club,  in  a   subway  and  listening  to 
your  wife  read.  A   splendid  asset  to  any 

program. 

"Lights  Out" 
Vitaphone  (Varieties)  21  Minutes 

A   darn  good  musical  subject  with  Pat 
Rooney  as  limber  as  ever  with  his  legs.  A 

slight  yarn  is  threaded  through  the  musi- 
cal interpolations  and  has  to  do  with  a 

chorine  wanting  to  go  on  the  stage  and 
Rooney  hankering  for  a   good  corned  beef 
sandwich.  As  it  turns  out,  the  girl 
chucks  her  stage  ambitions  overboard  and 
opens  a   sandwich  shop  adjacent  to 

Rooney’s  night  club.  Both  are  successful. 
There  is  no  stinting  on  sets  and  the  music, 

plus  Rooney’s  tap  dancing  combine  for  a 
pleasing  “between  features”  release. 

Beaux  and  Errors 

RKO  (Edgar  Kennedy)  18  Minutes 

Edgar  Kennedy  is  back  with  a   face  full 
of  the  sort  of  characteristic  humor  that 

has  recently  made  him  a   favorite  in  fea- 

ture length  films.  He  hits  a   bull’s  eye, 
too.  While  the  laughs  don’t  come  with 
machine-gun  rapidity  they  are  present  in 

very  large  doses.  It  seems  Edgar  is  neglect- 
ing his  personal  tidiness  to  the  irritation 

of  wife  Vivian  Oakland.  To  prove  his 

superiority  over  a   pre-marital  rival,  Ed- 
gar, at  the  suggestion  of  father-in-law, 

invites  him  for  the  weekend.  The  old 

flame,  pa-in-law  says,  has  grown  fat  and 
flabby.  But  the  invited  guest  turns  out 
to  be  an  Adonis.  It  seems,  further,  that 

pa-in-law  mistook  Doolan  for  Dugan. 
Of  course  things  complicate  themselves 
beautifully,  with  Edgar  coming  off  second 

best  all  around.  It’s  sure-fire  fun  for  those 
who  want  to  laugh. 

Football  Thrills 

M-G-M  (Pete  Smith  Specialty)  10  Minutes 

Pete  Smith  is  right  on  time  with  this 
corking  sport  short.  He  has  selected  eight 
of  the  most  outstanding  football  games 
of  1937  and  presented  the  highlights  of 
each.  This  collection  of  action  shots  will 
stir  the  blood  and  awaken  warm  memories 

among  football  fans.  Last  year’s  All- 
American  Clint  Frank  figures  in  a   major 
portion  of  the  short.  His  gridiron  feats 

are  already  history  and  the  thrilling  ex- 
cerpts of  the  Dartmouth-Yale  game  have 

yet  to  be  surpassed  on  the  screen.  Other 
teams  that  figure  in  the  short  are  Purdue, 
Northwestern,  U.  S.  C.,  UCLA,  Fordham, 
Harvard,  Princeton,  Cornell,  Army  and 

Texas  Christian.  It’s  a   darb  for  exploi- 
tation and  showmen  should  consult  the 

football  schedules  for  tieups. 

Submarine  Circus 
RKO  (Reelisms)  10  Minutes 

One  of  the  swellest  novelty  subjects  to 

hit  a   projection  room  screen  in  months. 
With  the  exception  of  a   few  introductory 
and  closing  frames,  the  entire  reel  is 
taken  under  water  in  a   crystal  clear  stream 

in  Silver  Springs,  Fla.  It’s  not  just  a 
conglomeration  of  below  level  shots  but 
an  adroitly  conceived  stunt  that  serves  as 
a   pastime  for  expert  swimmers.  A   group 
of  about  20  or  25  build  and  anchor  on 
the  bottom  of  the  stream  an  attractive 
set  of  booths  that  constitute  a   circus 
front.  Then  the  show  starts  and  it  is  an 

arresting  sight  to  see  tight-rope  walkers, 
hot  dog  munchers  and  lemonade  sippers 
perform  under  water.  To  round  it  out 
the  camera  shows  how  the  shots  are  taken. 
Bound  to  please. 
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"BOYS  TOWN"  AGAIN  HAS  TOP  SPOT  OF  WEEK BOSTON 

Fenway — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para) ;   Safety 

in  Numbers  (20th-Fox)      70 
Memorial — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox);  Meet 

the  Girls  (20th-Fox)    110 

Metropolitan — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB) ;   Sons  of 
the  Legion  (Para)      90 

Orpheum — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M) ; 
The  Chaser  (M-G-M)    115 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway     75 
State — Same  as  Orpheum   105 

CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — Mr.  Moto  Takes  a   Chance  (20th- 
Fox),  1st  half    .   ..100 

Broadway — Freshman  Year  (TJniv),  2nd  half. .   85 
Imperial — Carefree  (RKO)    110 
State — Trail  of  Vengeance  (Rep).  1st  half....  90 

State — Highway  Patrol  (Col),  2nd  half   100 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th-Fox) 
5th  loop  wk     90 

Chicago — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para),  Ed 
Sullivan  on  stage      85 

Garrick — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox)    110 
Palace — Room  Service  (RKO),  stage  show,  held 

2nd  wk   150 

Roosevelt — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)    110 

(Moved  to  Apollo  for  2nd  loop  wk.) 
State-Lake — Slander  House  (Progressive), 

stage  show        100 

United  Artists — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M). 
5th  wk     95 

CINCINNATI 
Albee — Four  Daughters  (FN),  held  over   120 

Capitol — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.. 
held    U° 

Grand — Carefree  (RKO),  4th  wk   100 

Keith's — Give  Me  a   Sailor  (Para)   100 
Lyric — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox).  2nd  wk   110 
Palace — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M) 
held    11® 

Shubert — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th- 

Fox),  5th  wk.,  held  over   115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   125 
Hippodrome — Four  Daughters  (FN)    120 
Palace — The  Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  stage 

Zasu  Pitts  and  vaudeville    105 

State — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    140 
Stillman — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para),  2nd  wk.  .100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox),  1st  half.  ...  85 
Capitol — Prison  Break  (Univ),  2nd  half   100 
Majestic — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)    125 
Melba — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)      90 
Palace — Four  Daughters  (FN)    100 

Tower — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk.  ..100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
wk.  at  the  Denver    100 

Broadway — Carefree  (RKO);  Smashing  Rackets 

(RwO)',  both  after  a   wk.  at  the  Orpheum.. 110 Denham — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para),  2nd  wk.  .120 

Denver — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB),  plus  stage 
show    115 

Orpheum — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M) ; 
Fugitives  for  a   Night  (RKO)    125 

Paramount — The  Lady  Objects  (Col);  Reform- 
atory (Col)      90 

Rialto — Letter  of  Introduction  (Univ),  after  a 

wk.  at  each  the  Denver  and  Aladdin;  High- 
way Patrol  (Col)      90 

DETROIT 

Adams — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th-Fox) 
5th  wk. ;   Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox)      85 

Cinema — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar)      60 

Fox — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage 
show      80 

Michigan. — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M); 
Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M)      85 

Palms-State — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO); 
Painted  Desert  (RKO)      70 

United  Artists- — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)      95 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Alamo — Renegade  Ranger  (RKO),  1st  half....  80 
Alamo — Hollywood  Stadium  Mystery  (Rep), 
2nd  half      50 

Apollo — Racket  Busters  (WB)      70 
Circle — Carefree  (RKO)      90 

Loew’s — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)      90 

Lyric — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB),  plus  stage 
show    120 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Boys  Town — Pittsburgh   260 

Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl — Minne- 
apolis (stage  show)   250 

Boys  Town  (dual) — Los 

Angeles    180 

Boys  Town — Kansas  City,  New 

Haven    150 

Room  Service  (2nd  wk)  — 
Chicago    150 

Sing,  You  Sinners  (dual)  — 
New  Haven    145 

Spawn  of  the  North — New 
Orleans    145 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Alexander’s  Ragtime  Hand,  7th  wk.,  Port- 
land, Ore.;  6th  wk.,  Kansas  City;  5th  wk., 

Chicago;  5th  wk.,  Cincinnati;  4th  wk., 
New  Orleans. 

Marie  Antoinette,  5th  wk.,  Chicago;  4th 

wk.,  New  York  City. 

Carefree,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati. 

Boys  Town,  3rd  wk.,  Omaha,  Portland, 

Ore. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  3rd  wk.. 
New  York  City. 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Letter  of  Introduction  (Univ), 
holdover    fair 

Midland — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Banger  on 
the  Air  (Univ)    150 

Newman — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB)      70 
Orpheum — Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse  (FN)...good 
Tower — Freshman  Year  (Univ);  Benny  Good- 

man on  stage    300 

Uptown — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th- 
Fox),  6th  wk     85 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Speed  to  Burn 
(20th-Fox)    150 

Downtown — Four  Daughters  (FN),  2nd  wk     80 

Four  Star — Algiers  (UA),  11th  wk     60 
Hillstreet — I   Am  the  Law  (Col) ;   The  Lady 

Objects  (Col)    125 
Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown     80 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet   125 

Paramount — Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para),  Mar- 
tha Raye,  Stroud  Twins  and  guest  stars  on 

stage    120 
State — Same  as  Chinese    180 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para);  Give 
Me  a   Sailor  (Para)    135 

Riverside — Freshman  Year  (Univ),  vaudeville ..  110 
Strand — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)    100 
Warner — Carefree  (RKO);  Smashing  the 
Rackets  (RKO)    100 

Wisconsin — Boys  Town  (M-G-M) ;   Speed  to 

Burn  (20th-Fox)    140 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Keep  Smiling  (20th-Fox);  Old 
Mexico  (Para)    100 

Century — Give  Me  a   Sailor  (Para)     80 

Orpheum — Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M), 
plus  stage  show    250 

State — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)    100 
World — South  Riding  (UA)      80 

NEW  HAVEN 

College— Breaking  the  lee  (RKO);  Night  Spot 
(RKO)      75 

Loew-Poli — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Safety  in 

Numbers  (20th-Fox),  moved  to  College  for 
2nd  wk   150 

Paramount — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para);  Booloo 
(Para),  held  6   extra  days    145 

Roger  Sherman — Algiers  (UA1;  This  Marriage 
Business  (RKO)    115 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — Little  Miss  Thoroughbred  (WB)     85 

Globe — Tropic  Holiday  (Para)      75 

Liberty — King  Kong  (RKO),  reissue    100 

Loew’s  State — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  ..100 
Orpheum — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB)    110 
Saenger — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)    145 

Tudor — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th-Fox) 
4th  subsequent  wk     85 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  4th  wk 
of  roadshow   100 

Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   120 
Criterion — Come  On,  Leathernecks  (Rep)     75 
Paramount — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para),  2nd 
wk.  plus  stage  show   120 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — Yon  Can’t  Take  It 
With  Yon  (Col),  3rd  wk.  plus  stage  show.... 125 

Rialto — Painted  Desert  (RKO)      75 

Roxy— My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk. 
plus  stage  show      90 

Strand — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB),  2nd  wk. 

plus  stage  show    100 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)   105 
Liberty — Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M);  Prison 
Break  (Univ),  4   days    110 

Liberty — When  Were  You  Born?  (FN); 

Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox),  3   days   100 
Midwest--Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    135 
State — A   Star  Is  Born  (UA) ;   Come  On 
Leathernecks  (Rep)      75 

Tower — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  move  over 
from  Criterion    110 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — -Four  Daughters  (FN) ;   I’m  From 
the  City  (RKO),  2nd  wk   120 

Omaha — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   110 
Orpheum — Give  Me  a   Sailor  (Para);  Stage: 
Horace  Heidt    130 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — The  Gladiator  (Col);  Reformatory 
(Col)      80 

Barry — Convicted  (Col);  King  of  the  Sierras 
(Col)      90 

Fulton — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox)      95 
Penn — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    260 
Stanley — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB) ;   Jan  Gar- 

ber stage  show    110 
Warner — Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M); 

Booloo  (Para)      80 

PORTLAND,  ME. 

State — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB) ;   The  Chaser 
(M-G-M)    100 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Garden  of  the  Moon  (WB) ;   Gangs 
of  New  York  (Rep)    100 

Mayfair — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th- 
Fox),  7th  wk     90 

Orpheum — I   Am  the  Law  (Col);  Affairs  of 
Annabel  (RKO)      90 

Paramount — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB);  Highway 
Patrol  (Col)    110 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Fresh- 
man Year  (Univ),  3rd  wk   100 

PROVIDENCE 

All  first-run  operation  suspended  because 
of  storm. 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Always  Goodbye  (20th-Fox);  Smash- 
ing the  Rackets  (RKO),  plus  stage  show.... 105 

Centre — Algiers  (UA)    105 
Mario — Sing  Yon  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  wk   105 
Paramount — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   100 

Studio — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   110 
Utah — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox)      95 
Victory — Boots  and  Saddles  (Rep);  Hunted 

Men  (Para)    105 
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SAG  AND  PRODUCERS  FIND  PATH  TO  PEACE 
Union  Under  Autonomy  Setup 

As  I   A   TSE  Clash  Is  Postponed 

An  Eight- Year  Guild  Shop 
Contract  Is  Signed 

By  Principals 

While  three  locals  of  the  International 

Alliance  of  Theatrical  Employes  com- 
pleted election  of  officers  and  threw  off 

the  IATSE  cloak  under  terms  of  the  recent 

order  by  which  the  IA  granted  them  com- 
plete autonomy,  airing  of  charges  that  the 

IATSE  is  a   “company  controlled  union” 
was  indefinitely  postponed  at  national 
labor  relations  board  headquarters  here. 
The  temporary  armistice  in  what  is 

looked  upon  as  a   potentially  stormy  hear- 
ing was  granted  by  Dr.  Towne  Nylander, 

NLRB  regional  director,  upon  the  request 

of  attorneys  for  the  major  production  com- 
panies which  were  accused  by  Jeff  Kibre, 

self-claimed  head  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Technicians  Committee  and  former  mem- 

ber of  Local  37,  IATSE  of  paying  William 

Bioff,  IA  executive,  $100,000  for  “selling 
the  union  down  the  river.” 
Producer  attorneys  pleaded  that  the 

current  Screen  Directors  Guild  hearing  is 
claiming  so  much  of  their  time  that  they 
have  been  unable  to  prepare  properly  for 
the  new  session. 

Meantime,  the  Photographers  Local,  659; 
Technicians  Local,  37,  and  Laboratory 
Workers  Local,  683,  chose  officers  and 
board  members  in  balloting  sessions  and 

prepared  to  begin  operations  as  autono- 
mous unions.  The  photographers  chose 

Hal  Mohr  as  president;  Herbert  Aller, 
business  manager;  Leon  Shamroy,  Lucien 

Ballard  and  William  Skall,  vice-presi- 
dents; James  King,  secretary,  and  Len 

Powers,  sergeant-at-arms,  as  well  as  three 
trustees  and  nine  board  members. 

Laboratory  workers  elected  Thomas  C. 
Bryan,  president  and  business  manager; 

Joseph  Pruett,  vice-president;  David  G. 

"Jesse  James"  Troupe 
Returning  to  Studios 

Virtually  all  of  the  cast  and  crew  of 

20th  Century-Fox’s  “Jesse  James,”  head- 
ed by  Director  Henry  King  and  cast-top- 

pers Tyrone  Power  and  Henry  Fonda, 
were  expected  back  at  the  studios  early 
this  week  after  spending  several  weeks  on 
location  in  Pineville,  Mo. 

Lory,  secretary-treasurer,  and  William 
Kislingbury,  recording  secretary. 

Most  spirited  of  the  elections  was  that 
of  Technicians  Local,  37,  where  Lew  C.  G. 

Blix  won  out  for  the  hotly-contested  posi- 
tion of  business  manager.  Approximately 

4,000  ballots  were  cast. 
Meantime  the  NLRB  and  its  director, 

Dr.  Nylander,  recorded  their  usual  busy 
week.  Nylander  hosted  Donald  Wakefield 
Smith,  an  NLRB  executive,  who  arrived 

for  a   one-day  tour  of  inspection  and  left 
for  San  Diego  after  discussing  pending 
film  cases  and  other  business  in  the  local 

office.  Nylander  also  announced  post- 
ponement of  the  hearing  on  the  recogni- 

tional  petition  of  the  Screen  Publicists 
Guild  until  the  SDG  hearing  has  been 

wound  up,  and  disclosed  that  he  will  set 
a   date  for  an  election  of  studio  scenic 
artists  some  time  next  week.  Balloting 
will  be  resorted  to  to  settle  a   jurisdictional 

dispute  between  the  Motion  Picture  Paint- 
ers Local,  644,  and  the  Scenic  Artists 

Guild. 

Among  other  labor  activities  was  a 

membership  meeting  of  the  Musicians  Pro- 

tective Ass’n,  Local  47,  of  the  American 
Federation  of  Musicians,  at  which  several 
constitutional  amendments  were  voted 

upon;  the  departure  of  Joseph  Marshall, 
vice-president  of  the  Studio  Utility  Em- 

ployes for  Houston,  Tex.,  to  attend  the 
American  Federation  of  Labor  convention 

there,  and  the  return  to  Hollywood  of  Pat. 

Casey,  producer-labor  contact,  after  spend- 
ing some  time  in  New  York  conferring 

with  union  leaders  on  the  federal  wage- 
hour  law  which  goes  into  effect  in 
October. 

P.  /.  Wolf  son  Gets  RKO 

Producer-Director  Pact 
P.  J.  Wolfson  has  been  handed  a   pro- 

ducer-director pact  at  RKO.  First  as- 

signment under  the  new  deal  will  be  “The 
Pure  in  Mind,”  scheduled  for  an  early 
October  start,  for  which  Wolfson  has 
signed  James  McCallion,  Walter  Ward  and 
Charles  Powers,  New  York  stage  actors. 

Coming  as  a   startling  contrast  to  the 
entangled  recognitional  campaigns  of  its 

two  running  mates — the  Screen  Directors 
and  Screen  Writers  Guilds — and  construed 

in  some  quarters  as  indicating  that  a   gen- 
eral armistice  in  the  Guild-producer  bat- 

tles may  be  declared,  is  the  disclosure  that 
the  Screen  Actors  Guild  and  the  producers 

have  effected  a   new  eight-year  Guild  shop 

contract,  replacing  the  ten-year  pact  sign- 
ed a   little  more  than  a   year  ago. 

Ratification  of  the  new  pact,  which  will 
become  effective  November  1,  will  obviate 
the  necessity  for  resorting  to  arbitration 

to  break  the  deadlock  in  which  the  produc- 
ers and  actors  found  themselves  during 

their  recent  negotiations  for  amendments 

to  the  now-scrapped  contract.  The  arbi- 
tration board  which  had  been  set  up  to 

settle  the  dispute,  and  which  had  held  one 
preliminary  meeting,  will  be  disbanded. 

Chief  points  of  the  new  agreement  in- 
clude a   maximum  hour  regulation,  pro- 

viding for  a   48-hour  week,  time  and  a   half 
for  overtime  for  freelance  and  contract 

players  receiving  $500  weekly  or  less,  and 
a   minimum  12-hour  rest  period  for  all 

players  receiving  $1,000  weekly  or  less. 
Also  provided  for  is  the  setting  up  of  a 

permanent  committee  of  three — one  se- 
lected by  the  SAG,  one  by  the  producers 

and  the  third  chosen  jointly  by  the  two— 

and  the  granting  to  it  of  powers  to  arbi- 
trate any  and  all  disputes  which  may 

spring  up  in  the  employment  of  extras  and 

bit  players.  The  committee  will  be  author- 
ized to  thoroughly  investigate  the  extra 

problem.  Included  is  an  improved  pro- 
cedure for  granting  of  waivers  by  the 

Guild  for  the  employment  of  extras  when 
such  waivers  are  considered  necessary  to 

expedite  production  or  cut  unnecessary 
expense. 

Signatories  to  the  pact  include  Hal 
Roach,  RKO  Radio,  Paramount,  Warner, 

20th  Century-Fox,  Loew’s,  Inc.,  Universal, 
Walter  Wanger,  Selznick  International, 

Columbia,  Samuel  Goldwyn,  and  “such 
other  parties  who  are  producer  signa- 

tories to  the  producer-Screen  Actors  Guild 

basic  minimum  contract  of  1937” — com- 
prising scores  of  independent  film-makers. 
(Continued  on  page  33) 
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Independent  Ranks  Grow  Strong 
As  Film  Stars  Establish  Firms 

Indicative  of  the  growing  trend  toward 
the  establishment  of  production  units  by 
film  stars,  and  at  the  same  time  giving 
additional  strength  to  the  independent 

film-making  scene  for  the  1938-39  sea- 
son, was  the  incorporation  in  Sacramento 

of  the  Mae  West  Empire  Pictures  Corp., 

with  the  curvaceous  star  at  its  head,  fi- 
nanced to  the  extent  of  $5,000,000. 

Reported,  several  weeks  ago,  as  being 
on  the  verge  of  realization,  the  formation 
of  the  West  company  was  accomplished 

by  Miss  West,  Louis  Lurie,  a   San  Fran- 
cisco financier,  Ralph  Pincus,  a   Bay  City 

theatre  operator,  and  James  Timony,  Miss 

West’s  business  manager.  Under  present 
plans,  four  films  will  be  made  yearly, 

with  “Catherine  the  Great”  to  be  the  ini- 
tialer.  Miss  West  will  appear  in  two  of 

them,  including  "Catherine,”  while  the 
other  pair  will  be  made  under  her  super- 
vision. 

Lurie  Is  President 

Lurie  draws  the  title  of  president,  with 

Miss  West  as  vice-president.  Negotiations 
are  now  underway  for  studio  space  here, 
as  well  as  for  release  of  the  films,  first  of 
which  is  to  start  in  December. 

Meantime,  another  similar  setup,  the 
Ernst  Lubitsch  Productions,  which  was 
formed  by  Lubitsch  in  partnership  with 
his  agent,  Myron  Selznick,  took  space  at 
Selznick  International  studios  during  the 
week,  with  plans  to  launch  production  of 

its  first  film  offering,  “The  Shop  Around 
the  Corner,”  early  in  October.  Release 
channels  for  the  Lubitsch  product  are  be- 

ing worked  out  in  New  York  by  Henry 
Henigson,  general  manager. 

Other  independent  activity  found  Stan- 
dard Pictures  planning  a   September  29 

start  on  the  first  of  its  “Headley  Family” 
series.  Shooting  at  Grand  National,  Stan- 

dard’s initialer  is  titled  “The  Headley 
Family  at  Home,”  and  was  to  be  directed 
by  Chris  Beute.  Ralph  Morgan  and  Eve- 

lyn Venable  head  the  cast.  Initialer  in 

the  company’s  second  series,  based  on  the 
“20,000,000  Witnesses”  detective  thrillers, 
goes  before  the  cameras  October  10  under 

the  title  “The  Keyhole  Kerry.” 
B.  W.  Richards,  president  of  Standard, 

left  for  the  east  over  the  weekend  on  a 

talent  hunt,  accompanied  by  George  E. 

Trainer,  a   member  of  Standard’s  board 
of  directors. 

Symphonic  at  General 

Preparing  to  launch  production  of  three 

musical  featurettes  for  Paramount,  Sym- 
phonic Films  has  taken  space  at  General 

Service  studios.  The  National  Symphonic 

orchestra,  under  the  direction  of  Fred- 
erick Feher,  is  to  be  featured  in  the 

briefies,  of  which  several  have  already 
been  made  for  Paramount  release. 

Majestic  Pictures  has  finished  “Masked 
Phantom,”  first  of  a   series  of  eight  west- 

erns which  it  will  make  for  Bennie  F. 

Zeidman’s  Malcolm  Browne  Productions 
on  the  1938-39  slate. 
Branching  out  from  his  production 

(Continued  on  page  34) 

For  "King"  Premiere 

Here’s  Ellen  Drew,  Paramount’s  new 
starlet,  boarding  the  train  which  car- 

ried her  to  Chicago,  to  visit  old  friends, 
and  on  to  New  York  to  appear  as 
guest  of  honor  at  the  premiere  of 

Frank  Lloyd’s  “If  I   Were  King,’’  in 
which  she  has  the  second  feminine 
lead. 

Active  Production 
Slows  P.  A.  Tours 

The  increase  in  production  activity  and 

the  expectancy  of  an  even  greater  boom 

during  the  next  few  weeks  evidently  play- 
ed their  part  in  curbing  the  trend  toward 

personal  appearance  tours  on  the  part  of 
Hollywood  screen  folk,  many  of  whom  in 
the  past  several  months  have  resorted  to 

p.a.  treks  to  fill  in  the  time  between  pic- 
ture engagements. 

Freddie  Bartholomew’s  projected  jaunt, 
v/hich  had  already  been  postponed  once, 

was  once  again  set  back — this  time  be- 
cause of  the  flood  and  hurricane  in  New 

England.  The  Metro  moppet,  who  had 

been  scheduled  to  open  in  Providence,  Oc- 
tober 6,  skips  that  city  as  the  opener, 

going  instead  to  New  York  October  13. 

He  moves  thence  to  Philadelphia,  Pitts- 
burgh and  then  to  Providence,  hitting  the 

latter  city  November  4.  Freddie’s  tour 
was  disrupted  a   few  weeks  ago  when 

“Listen,  Darling,”  his  current  Metro  pic- 
ture, was  delayed  by  the  injuries  received 

by  Mary  Astor,  featured  in  the  cast. 

To  Direct  Corrigan 

Leigh  Jason  will  direct  “Born  to  Fly,” 
starring  Douglas  (Wrong  Way)  Corrigan. 

Avert  Split 
In  Academy 

The  threat  of  a   complete  blowup  of  the 

Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and  Sci- 
ences and  its  efforts  to  reorganize  as 

a   “cultural  clearing  house” — divorcing  it- 
self from  the  economic  and  political  rami- 

fications of  the  industry — was  set  back 
indefinitely  when,  meeting  quickly  to  avert 

the  schism,  the  organization’s  board  of  di- 
rectors refused  to  accept  the  resignations 

of  Frank  Capra,  W.  S.  Van  Dyke  and 
Howard  Estabrook. 

It  was  this  trio  of  directors  who  tossed 

the  bomb  into  the  Academy’s  reorganiza- 
tion plans  a   few  days  earlier  by  demand- 
ing that  the  producers  resign  from  the 

Academy  “as  a   manifestation  of  good  faith” 
and  charging  that  reorganization  was  im- 

possible so  long  as  the  producers  were 
members  of  the  body. 

The  Academy  board  likewise  refused  the 
resignations  of  Darryl  F.  Zanuck,  E.  J. 

Mannix  and  David  O.  Selznick,  the  pro- 
ducers who  were  on  the  reorganization 

committee. 

The  announced  postponement  of  the  re- 
organization plan  means  that  the  several 

cultural  and  educational  projects  which 

had  been  planned,  including  the  estab- 
lishment of  a   clubhouse,  scholarships  in 

the  industry  for  promising  university 

graduates,  and  a   projected  radio  program, 
will  be  dropped. 

“The  board  felt  that  the  future  of  the 
Academy  is  too  important  to  the  industry 

to  be  jeopardized  by  any  individual  resig- 

nations at  this  time,”  was  the  official  com- 
ment from  the  Academy  directorate.  “The 

board  decided  to  continue  on  its  present 

basis  until  existing  differences  are  ad- 
justed and  a   more  harmonious  condition 

shall  exist  in  the  industry.” 

Lucy  Gilman  Gets  Lead 

Opposite  Jackie  Cooper 
Lucy  Gilman  has  been  given  the  lead 

opposite  Jackie  Cooper  in  “Eagle  Scout,” 
the  serial  which  Universal  was  to  get  be- 

fore the  cameras  this  week.  The  15-year- 
old  actress  played  opposite  Cooper  in 
“Gangster’s  Boy”  at  Monogram,  which 

film  went  into  the  cutting-rooms  over  the 
weekend.  She  had  been  with  the  Colum- 

bia Network’s  stock  company  in  Chicago 
for  the  past  ten  years. 

Bill  Cody  jr.,  Jason  Robards,  Frank 
Coughlan  jr.,  Sydney  Miller  and  Ralph 

Dunn  draw  supporting  roles  in  the  chap- ter play. 

Metro  Making  "Power" “Power,”  third  of  M-G-M’s  “Romance 
of  Celluloid”  reels,  has  gone  into  produc- 

tion with  Frank  Whitbeck  producing. 

The  film,  which  will  point  out  the  im- 
portance of  electrical  power  in  picture- 

making, also  will  reveal  the  important 

films  scheduled  for  release  by  Metro  dur- 
ing the  next  few  months. 
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Production  Rainbow  Bright  With 

43  Working  and  11  Readg  to  Go 

Launch  Two 

Radio  Shows 

Launching  of  two  more  airshows  and 
the  unofficial  opening  of  the  National 

Broadcasting  Co.’s  new  Hollywood  studios 
kept  Radio  Row  activities  moving  apace 

during  the  week,  with  the  local  broad- 
casting scene  gradually  coming  to  life  af- 

ter an  inert  summer. 

The  new  Bob  Hope  variety  show  got  the 

go  signal  on  Tuesday  as  a   weekly  offer- 
ing via  NBC.  First  guest  star  was  Con- 

stance Bennett,  with  Olivia  deHavilland 
set  to  follow  next  week.  Resuming  his 
transcontinental  airings  after  a   summer 

lull  was  George  Fischer,  film  gossip  com- 
mentator, over  the  Don  Lee-Mutual  net- 

work. Joan  Blondell  was  to  be  his  guest 
on  the  initialer. 

Although  formal  dedication  of  the  new 
NBC  studios  is  not  scheduled  until  late 

in  October,  the  Signal  Carnival,  a   weekly 
show,  will  move  into  the  plant  on  Sunday, 

forced  to  transfer  from  the  old  NBC  out- 
let because  of  the  return  to  the  airlanes 

of  Jack  Benny  on  that  date.  By  the  end 

of  October  approximately  25  employes  of 
the  network  who  are  now  housed  in  San 

Francisco  will  be  transferred  here  to  com- 
plete the  occupation  of  the  new  quarters. 

In  a   move  toward  local  expansion  of  its 

radio  activities,  the  Rockwell-O’Keefe  Ad- 
vertising agency  transferred  Ralph  Won- 

ders to  Hollywood  to  head  the  agency’s 
offices  here.  Wonders  at  one  time  was 
head  of  Columbia  Artists  Bureau  in  New 

York.  Another  agency  representative, 
George  McGarrett  of  Lord  and  Thomas, 
arrived  on  Sunday  to  handle  the  W.  C. 

Fields  appearances  on  the  Lucky  Strike 
Hit  Parade. 

"Tailspin  Tommy "   Rights 
Acquired  by  Monogram 

Screen  rights  to  “Tailspin  Tommy,” 
comic  strip,  have  been  garnered  by  Mono- 

gram from  its  creator,  Hal  Forrest,  and  a 

deal  has  been  signed  with  the  recently- 
formed  Paul  Malvern  Productions  where- 

by the  latter  will  film  six  features  for 
Monogram  release. 

Malvern  has  booked  John  Trent,  for- 
mer transcontinental  airline  pilot  who  ap- 

peared in  several  B.  P.  Schulberg  pictures, 
for  the  title  role.  Initialer  in  the  series  is 
expected  to  get  into  work  about  December 

1   at  Talisman  Studios,  Monogram  head- 
quarters, after  Malvern  has  completed  the 

balance  of  the  Bob  Baker  westerns  on 

which  he  is  associate  producer  for  Trem 
Carr  at  Universal. 

Goldwyn  Borrows  LeBorg 
Samuel  Goldwyn  has  borrowed  Reginald 

LeBorg  from  Universal’s  music  depart- 
ment to  act  as  musical  director  on  scenes 

in  “The  Restless  Age”  which  involve  Jas- 
cha Heifetz,  noted  violinist.  Director  Wil- 

liam Wyler  has  started  shooting  musical 
sequences. 

Mayor  in  Hollywood 

Taking  time  out  from  his  activities  as 
an  American  Legion  conventionite, 
Mayor  Fiorello  La  Guardia  of  New 

York  City  drops  in  on  the  set  of  Sam- 

uel Goldwyn’s  ‘The  Restless  Age”  to 
discuss  politics  and  pictures  with 

Goldwyn,  on  the  right,  and  Walter 

Wanger,  center.  Wanger  was  a   war- 
time comrade  of  the  fiery  civic  leader. 

An  Industry  Short 
For  National  Push 

Timed  to  give  the  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  business  drive  new  impetus 
just  when  executive  committee  heads  feel 

it  will  be  needed  most,  Hollywood’s  prin- 
cipal contribution — the  all-industry  short 

subject,  “The  World  Is  Yours,”  will  be 
ready  for  distribution  to  the  nation’s  17,- 
000  theatres  about  October  15,  according 
to  Frank  Whitbeck,  Metro  advertising 
executive  who  is  producing  the  film. 

Coincident  with  the  announcement  from 

New  York  by  Howard  Dietz,  promotion 
chairman,  that  a   substantial  increase  in 
theatre  patronage  has  already  been  noted 
as  a   result  of  the  $1,000,000  drive,  local 
committee  members  turned  their  efforts 

toward  cooperating  with  Whitbeck  in 
rushing  the  short  subject  to  completion. 

David  Snell  of  Metro’s  music  department, 
is  well  under  way  with  the  music  scoring 
chore  and  the  film  is  now  being  edited  by 
Basil  Wrangell,  who  directed. 

Adapts  London  Yarns 

“Under  Northern  Lights,”  adapted  from 

Jack  London’s  “Wolf  Call,”  and  “Star  Re- 
porter,” by  A1  Block,  have  been  lined  up 

as  starring  vehicles  for  John  Carroll  at 
Monogram. 

Showing  a   definite  gain  over  last  week 
and  promising  still  further  increases,  the 

production  index  hit  the  43-picture  mark 
with  an  additional  11  features  on  the  start- 

ing line  awaiting  the  nod. 

Indicating  that  it  means  business,  as 

evidenced  in  the  sensational  spurt  regis- 
tered last  week,  Universal  continued  to 

head  the  list  as  most  active  studio,  by 

launching  two  more  films — one  feature 
and  a   serial — to  keep  its  sound  stages 
crowded  with  nine  productions.  Getting 

the  gun  were  “Eagle  Scout,”  the  Jackie 
Cooper  chapter  play,  and  “Little  Tough 
Guys  in  Society,”  with  Erie  Kenton  direct- 

ing and  Max  Golden  as  producer.  Six 
more  will  roll  before  mid-October,  includ- 

ing the  Danielle  Darrieux  vehicle,  “Rio;” 
W.  C.  Fields  in  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an  Hon- 

est Man;”  “Three  Smart  Girls  Grow  Up;” 

and  “Black  Fleet.” 
Number  two  in  point  of  activity  was 

Paramount,  which  gunned  “Riders  of  the 
Range,” — a   “Hopalong  Cassidy”  western 
and  “Ambush,”  the  Gladys  Swarthout 
starrer,  to  boost  its  total  from  six  to  eight. 
The  Marathon  St.  plant  will  have  a   busy 
October  schedule,  with  nine  already  lined 

up,  including  such  high-budget  offerings 

as  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific;”  “The 
Lady’s  From  Kentucky,”  starring  George 

Raft;  “Hotel  Imperial,”  debuting  Isa  Mi- 
randa; “Grade  Allen  Murder  Case”  and others. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  also  registered 

eight  in  work,  starting  Shirley  Temple’s 
“Little  Princess”  and  “Tailspin,”  with 
Alice  Faye  and  Constance  Bennett,  and 

recording  a   two-picture  gain  over  last 

week.  The  Zanuck  plant  has  “The  Three 
Musketeers,”  “Thanks  for  Everything,”  “A 
Bundle  of  Joy,”  a   re-make  of  “The  Cisco 
Kid,”  and  “He  Married  His  Wife”  on  late 
October  schedules. 

Warner  planned  to  launch  “Juarez,” with  Paul  Muni,  as  the  week  progressed, 

giving  it  a   seven-picture  total.  Windup 

of  three  productions  over  the  week-end 

dragged  the  studio’s  pace  down  from  the 
nine  pictures  being  filmed  last  week.  Com- 

ing up  are  “The  Desert  Song,”  “Brother 
Orchid,”  starring  Edward  G.  Robinson, 

and  “Each  Dawn  I   Die.” 

Metro,  launching  “The  Ice  Follies,” 
“Stand  Up  and  Fight,”  and  “Spring 
Dance,”  had  seven  pictures  on  the  sound 

stages,  with  “New  York  Cinderella,”  the 
next  Hedy  Lamarr  vehicle,  up  for  pro- 

duction early  next  week.  Columbia  spurt- 

ed by  starting  “That  Woman’s  Here 
Again,”  and  an  untitled  Buck  Jones  west- 

ern, being  produced  by  Coronet  Pictures, 
the  plant  thus  listing  four  features  and 
a   serial  in  work.  An  early  October  start 

is  planned  for  “Trail  of  the  Tumbleweed,” 
a   Charles  Starrett  western. 

Republic  was  to  gun  “Sam  Houston,” 
with  George  Nicholls  jr„  directing,  later 

this  week  as  one  of  its  1938-39  specials. 

Facing  the  cameras  on  Monday  was  “Rodeo 
(Continued  on  page  34) 
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THE  “COLOR”  SITUATION 
By  A.  L.  McCORMICK 

President,  Cinecolor,  Inc. 

J^VAILABLE  statistics  reveal  that  over  35 

substantially  financed  color  film  com- 

panies have  been  organized  during  the 

past  20  years.  A   conservative  estimate 

would  put  the  money  invested  in  these 

enterprises  at  around  $30,000,000.  This 

money  was  promoted  from  private  inves- 

tors, through  stock  flotations  on  Wall 

Street,  from  banks  and  the  other  usual 

sources.  Many  of  the  companies  were 

out  and  out  rackets,  run  by  glib  pro- 

moters. Others  were  legitimate  in  that 

they  tried  to  develop  a   practical  color 

process.  But  all  ended  up  the  same  way 

— broke,  and  with  nothing  to  show  their 
investors. 

A   surprising  amount  of  trade  paper 

space  has  been  devoted  recently  to 

stories  on  the  formation  of  new  color  com- 

panies and  their  elaborate  plans  for  vol- 

ume production — yet  nothing  tangible  to 

show  in  the  nature  of  a   product.  There's 
no  doubt  that  this  kind  of  news  makes 

fascinating  reading,  for  the  future  of  pic- 

tures lies  with  color,  and  the  producer 

knows  it. 

But  if  the  members  of  the  trade  believe 

that  there  are,  or  will  be  soon,  a   dozen 

or  so  color  processes  from  which  to  pick 

and  choose,  at  prices  running  anywhere 

from  ten  per  cent  to  30  per  cent  lower  than 

present  costs — they  are  doomed  to  disap- 

pointment. The  simple  truth  concerning 

the  "color  kaleidoscope"  today  is  that 
there  are  actually  only  two  proved,  per- 

fected processes  available — that  have 

found  general  release  —   TECHNICOLOR 
and  CINECOLOR.  Cinecolor  has  over 

30,000,000  feet  of  film  now  being  shown 

throughout  the  world.  Technicolor  has 

many  times  that  amount. 

The  difference  of  technique  between 

these  two  processes  is  well  known  to  the 

film  industry.  Technicolor  uses  a   three- 

color  method,  its  manner  of  printing  giv- 

ing every  color  in  the  spectrum.  Cine- 

color, to  date,  is  a   so-called  two-color 

process.  The  comparison  between  T 

nicolor  and  Cinecolor  has  been  likened  to 

that  between  a   Cadillac  and  a   Buick.  One 

is  a   high  priced,  magnificently  uphol- 

stered job,  the  other,  reasonable  in 

handsome,  a   fine,  all  purpose  vehicle. 

There  is  definitely  no  rivalry  between 

Cinecolor  and  Technicolor.  The  latter  or- 

ganization, with  Doctor  and  Mrs.  Herbert 

Kalmus  at  its  head,  has  pioneered  the 

color  road,  starting  more  than  20  years 

ago.  Cinecolor  is  still  a   youngster,  only 

six  years  of  age,  yet  strong  and  lusty 

and  growing  fast.  Each  has  its  own  busi- 
ness, its  own  clients. 

At  this  point,  someone  invariably  asks. 

"But,  what  about  Cinemachrome  and 

Cosmocolor?"  These  two  are  not  color  pro- 
cesses, but  methods  of  color  photography. 

Cosmocolor's  patents  cover  the  double 
frame  camera.  Cinemachrome  uses  the 

alternate  frame.  Both  differ  from  Bi-pack 

film  which,  incidentally,  provides  97  pe 

cent  of  Cinecolor's  business,  is  ackno 

ledged  an  excellent  product,  but  it  ca: 

not  be  used  for  motion  pictures  at  present, 

because  of  the  obvious  impractibility  of 

making  copies. 

At  the  time  ground  was  broken  for 

Cinecolor's  new  $250,000  plant  in  Burbank, 
we  made  three  rather  startling  announce- 

ments. One,  that  the  building  would  have 

immediate  facilities  to  turn  out  ONE  MIL- 

LION FEET  OF  FILM  A   WEEK!  Second, 

that  a   new  three-color  process  would  be 

available  to  Cinecolor  clients. 

(Continued  on 



SAG  and  Producers 

Find  Peace  Path 

(Continued  on  page  29) 

Both  Ralph  Morgan,  newly-elected  pres- 
ident of  the  SAG,  and  Joseph  Schenck, 

president  of  the  producers  association,  ex- 
pressed gratification  at  the  peaceful  and 

harmonious  manner  in  which  the  SAG- 
producer  differences  were  worked  out. 

“We  feel  that  the  provisions  of  the 
agreement  set  up  a   foundation  for  future 
friendly  relations  between  the  players  and 

the  producers,”  Morgan  said,  “and  that 
they  chart  the  path  for  a   satisfactory  ad- 

justment of  differences  not  only  in  this 

industry  but  in  others  as  well.” 

“Frank  recognition  of  each  other’s 
problems,  and  mutual  willingness  to  make 
concessions  for  the  benefit  of  all,  made 

possible  this  constructive  achievement,” 
Schenck  commented.  “The  producers  feel 
these  and  similar  provisions” — referring  to 
the  phases  of  the  new  pact — “establish  a 
firm  foundation  for  friendly  relations  be- 

tween all  groups  in  our  business,  and  point 
the  way  for  other  branches  of  the  indus- 

try toward  a   sensible  and  satisfactory  ad- 
justment of  existing  differences.” 

Robert  Montgomery,  retiring  president 
of  the  SAG;  Kenneth  Thomson,  executive 
secretary;  and  Laurence  Beilenson,  coun- 

sel for  the  Guild,  represented  the  actors 
in  drawing  up  the  new  contract,  while 
Darryl  Zanuck,  E.  J.  Mannix  and  Edwin 
J.  Loeb  sat  in  for  the  producers. 

Agents  Are  Next 

Thus  the  SAG  surmounts  one  of  the 

hurdles  which  had  been  on  its  “things  to 
do”  calendar  for  the  month.  Next  item 
of  business  to  which  the  Guild  will  turn  its 
attention  will  be  enforcement  of  the  re- 

cently adopted  amendment  whereby  rela- 
tions between  actors  and  their  talent 

agents  are  to  be  more  stringently  scrutin- 
ized. A   meeting  between  the  SAG  and  the 

Artists  Managers  Guild,  representing  some 
dozen  top  talent  agencies,  was  scheduled 
to  be  held  late  this  week,  at  which  at- 

tempts were  to  be  made  to  iron  out  the 
details  of  the  plan,  under  which  the  ten- 
percenters  will  be  franchised  along  lines 
first  adopted  by  Actors  Equity. 

Meantime  the  Junior  SAG  met  to  con- 
sider the  resignation  of  Jack  Grant  as 

vice-president  and  to  take  steps  to  fill 
vacancies  in  the  council  which  were  creat- 

ed by  the  resignations  of  Mel  Forrester 
and  Neil  Hart  some  weeks  ago. 

Notwithstanding  the  harmonious  man- 
ner in  which  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  set- 
tled its  differences  with  the  producers  and 

gained  a   new  eight-year  contract,  two 
other  labor  organizations — the  Screen  Di- 

rectors and  Screen  Writers  Guilds — seem 
destined,  through  developments  this  week, 
to  continue  their  respective  tooth-and- 
nail  battles  with  the  major  production 
companies  for  recognition. 

The  SWG  added  another  chapter  to  its 
two-year-old  fight  when,  spurred  by  the 
enthusiastic  support  and  acclaim  of  its 
members  at  a   general  meeting,  Counsel 
Leonard  Janofsky  filed  formal  complaints 

against  ten  major  studios  with  the  na- 
tional labor  relations  board,  charging  the 

defendants  with  refusing  to  bargain  for  a 
working  contract. 

That  the  SWG-producer  fight  will  de- 
velop into  a   lengthy  legal  battle  seemed 

certain  as  Dr.  Towne  Nylander,  regional 
director  of  the  NLRB,  indicated  he  would 
immediately  call  a   conference  of  the  pro- 

ducer-defendants to  determine  whether 

the  SWG’s  charges  are  warranted.  Should 
he  so  decide,  formal  complaints  ordering 
a   new  NLRB  hearing  will  be  issued,  and 
should  the  producers  lose  out  at  that  time, 
they  will  with  little  doubt  appeal  the 
ruling  to  the  United  States  circuit  court 
of  appeals  and  carry  it  on  and  up  via 
every  legal  means. 

Recent  SWG-producer  peace  negotia- 
tions were  abandoned  when  the  producers 

refused  to  bargain  with  the  SWG  as  an  ex- 
clusive representative  for  film  scriveners. 

The  mass  meeting  also  voted  to  hold  the 

SWG’s  general  election  on  November  9, 
while  President  Dudley  Nichols  appointed 
a   nominating  committee,  comprising  Mary 
McCall  jr.,  Don  Harman,  Gordon  Kahn, 
Curtis  Kenyon,  Jack  Natteford,  Maurice 
Rapf,  Fred  Rinaldo,  Dore  Schary  and 
Tristram  Tupper  to  draw  up  a   slate  of 
candidates. 

Prolong  SDG  Hearing 

Meantime  the  SDG  hearing,  in  which 
the  megaphonists  charge  the  producers 
with  unfair  labor  practices,  entered  its 
fifth  week  before  NLRB  examiners.  The 
Guild  having  concluded  its  examination  of 
witnesses,  producer  attorneys  went  into 
action  by  calling  George  Bagnall,  Tenney 

Wright,  Sid  Roge'll  and  V.  L.  McFadden, studio  managers  at  Paramount,  Warners, 

RKO  Radio  and  20th  Century-Fox  re- 
spectively, to  the  stand  to  testify  as  to 

the  duties  of  assistant  directors  and  unit 
managers.  Darryl  Zanuck,  Hal  Wallis 
and  Harry  Joe  Brown  also  offered  testi- 

mony in  support  of  the  producers’  stand 
that  assistants  and  unit  men  do  not  pro- 

perly belong  within  the  directorial  sphere 
and,  consequently,  should  not  be  listed  as 
members  of  the  SDG. 

The  SDG  board  of  directors  met  to  dis- 
cuss plans  for  a   general  membership  meet- 
ing, which  it  will  call  upon  conclusion  of 

the  current  NLRB  hearing,  while  earlier 
in  the  week  the  Junior  SWG  board  of  di- 

rectors met  to  receive  a   report  on  the 
progress  of  the  hearing. 

Juveniles  to  Be  Lesser's 
Production  Bill  of  Fare 

Sol  Lesser  has  decided  to  confine  his  fu- 
ture production  activities  to  child  pictures, 

abandoning  his  plans  to  make  westerns 
and  action  films.  Seven  vehicles  with  juv- 

enile stars  have  been  lined  up  for  his  1938- 
39  program,  including  three  Bobby  Breen 
starrers  for  RKO  Radio  release;  two 

“Peck’s  Bad  Boy”  films  and  a   third  as  yet 
unannounced,  starring  Tommy  Kelly,  on 
loan  from  Selznick  International;  and  one 
starring  Irene  Dare,  six-year-old  ice skater. 

The  first  Breen  picture  will  be  “Fisher- 
man’s Wharf,”  starting  in  about  three 

three  weeks,  to  be  followed  by  “Streets  of 
New  York.”  The  Dare  assignment  is  “The 

Silver  Skates.” 

Grand  National  in 

Two  Sales  Meetings 

The  spotlight  which  has  been  focused 
on  the  Grand  National-Educational  mer- 

ger and  conjectures  as  to  the  new  com- 
pany’s product  lineup  and  distribution  set- 

up for  the  1938-39  season  shifted  east- 
ward again  this  week — this  time  to  Chi- 

cago— when  Earle  W.  Hammons,  president 
of  the  New  Grand  National,  trained  out 

for  the  east  after  completing  final  de- 
tails for  the  amalgamation  here. 

His  expected  announcement  as  to  prod- 
uct and  sales  organization,  however,  was 

withheld,  with  studio  attaches  announcing 
that  two  conventions  were  to  be  sched- 

uled. First  of  them  is  to  be  in  Chicago 
on  Saturday,  October  1,  the  second  in 
New  York  a   week  later.  The  new  com- 

pany’s 1938-39  schedule  will  be  announced 
to  district  managers  and  salesmen  in  the 

Windy  City  by  Edward  Alperson,  vice- 
president  and  sales  chief. 
Jack  Skirball,  whose  post  as  general 

production  manager  has  been  generally 
accepted  but  not  formally  ratified,  will 
attend  the  second  convention  in  New York. 

Hammons,  it  was  also  announced,  will 
embark  for  London  after  the  New  York 
meeting  to  confer  with  financiers  there 
on  a   possible  monetary  transaction  and 
product  deal.  While  here  he  turned  over 
$150,000,  as  per  agreement,  to  Alperson 
for  use  in  effecting  a   settlement  of  cred- 

itors’ claims  for  those  who  are  unwilling 
to  accept  stock  in  the  new  company. 

Standard  Status  Soon 

Expected  to  be  answered  at  the  Chi- 
cago meeting  was  the  outcome  of  nego- 

tiations with  B.  W.  Richards’  Standard 
Pictures,  which  has  launched  a   16-pic- 

ture independent  production  program  and 
which,  it  has  been  reported,  may  release 
through  GN.  First  of  the  Standard  quota 
was  to  get  underway  on  the  GN  lot  late 
this  week,  the  company  having  signed  a 
72-day  lease  for  shooting  and  office  space. 
Meantime,  with  GN  finally  out  of  its 

77B  status,  attention  was  turned  on  Har- 
man-Ising  Pictures,  Inc.,  the  cartoon-pro- 

ducing organization  which  went  into  bank- 
ruptcy last  July.  A   federal  court  hearing 

was  set  on  H-I’s  petition  to  sell  three 
partially-completed  cartoons  to  Harry 
Wurtzel,  local  agent  and  financier,  for 
$25,000 — which  sum,  the  company  asserts, 
will  enable  it  to  settle  its  obligations  and 
remove  the  77B  cloak. 

H-I  has  also  requested  federal  court 
for  permission  to  assign  its  lease  bn  some 
studio  property  to  Walt  Disney  Produc- 

tions and  to  rent  its  equipment  to  the 
Disney  organization. 

Megs  Fields'  Next Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  loaned  Di- 
rector George  Marshall  to  Universal  to 

wield  the  megaphone  on  “You  Can’t  Cheat 
an  Honest  Man,”  the  W.  C.  Fields-Edgar 
Bergen-Charlie  McCarthy  comedy,  which 
gets  before  the  cameras  shortly. 
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Grainger  Huddling 

With  M.  J.  Siegel 
Headlined  by  the  arrival  at  Republic 

of  James  R.  Grainger  sales  chieftain,  to 
confer  with  M.  J.  Siegel  on  current  and 
future  production  schedules  at  the  North 

Hollywood  plant,  the  film  capital’s  vari- 
ous studios  were  prepared  to  do  the  hon- 
ors in  either  welcoming  or  bidding  good- 
bye to  their  traveling  executives, 

Grainger  came  west  from  New  York 

about  ten  days  ago,  stopping  first  in  San 
Francisco  to  huddle  with  franchise  hold- 

ers there.  After  spending  a   few  days  with 

Siegel,  he  will  visit  exchanges  in  Port- 
land, Seattle,  Denver,  Salt  Lake  City  and 

Minneapolis  before  returning  to  the  east 
October  15. 

Another  arrival  was  Matty  Fox,  aide  to 
Cliff  Work,  studio  production  manager  at 
Universal.  He  spent  two  weeks  in  New 
York,  attended  a   sales  meeting  of  western 
branch  managers  in  Chicago  last  week 
and  a   similar  session  in  New  York  last 

Saturday.  Checking  in  at  M-G-M  was 
Production  Chief  Louis  B.  Mayer,  return- 

ing from  a   week  in  Louisville,  Ky.,  on 
business  connected  with  his  racing  stable. 
Also  returning  to  his  Metro  desk,  after 

a   six-week  trip  abroad,  was  Ben  Thau.  . 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  was  set  for  a 

heavy  exodus  of  eastern  visitors.  Charles 

McCarthy,  publicity-advertising  chief  lor 
the  company,  was  to  leave  Wednesday  af- 

ter huddling  with  Darryl  Zanuck  and  Sid- 

ney R.  Kent,  whom  he  accompanied  west- 
ward, on  new  films  nearly  ready  for  re- 
lease. Kent,  however,  will  remain  several 

days  longer.  Also  heading  back  to  the 

homeoflice  this  week  was  Joseph  Mosko- 
witz,  who  participated  in  the  conferences. 

Columbia  bid  goodbye  to  Nate  Spin- 

gold,  vice-president,  who  spent  two  weeks 
here  conferring  on  production  and  business 

matters  with  Harry  Cohn,  while  an  out- 
going train  bore  Dr.  Herbert  Meyer,  of 

Agfa  Ansco,  to  New  York.  During  his 

stay  here,  Dr.  Meyer  accepted  the  resig- 
nation of  C.  King  Chamey  as  coast  dis- 

tributor for  Agfa  raw  stock,  and  an- 
nounced plans  to  set  up  a   new  local  dis- 
tribution branch  for  the  product. 

Independent  Producers 

Ranks  Swelled  by  Stars 

(Continued  from  page  30) 

berth  on  the  Tex  Ritter  musical  westerns 

at  Monogram,  Edward  Finney  has  an- 
nounced plans  to  produce  a   series  of  dra- 

matic features,  to  be  filmed  and  financed 

independently  for  an  as  yet  unset  re- 
lease. 

Finney  has  signed  Betty  Laidlaw  and 

Robert  Lively  to  script  “Little  Miss  Fix-It,” 
first  of  the  group,  which  will  star  6-year- 
old  Mary  Ruth.  Production  is  set  to  start 
in  four  weeks  with  Marshall  Neilan  di- 
recting. 

The  Spanish-language  market  rose  a 
notch  when  Frank  Z.  Clemente,  Argentine 
producer,  took  shooting  space  at  General 

The  Color  Situation 

(Continued  from  page  32) 

that  the  plant  would  possess  a   large  de- 

partment to  process  16  mm.  prints  in  color. 

The  lull  impact  of  these  statements  has 

focussed  keen  attention  on  Cinecolor. 

Those  familiar  with  our  conservative 

operations  and  past  history  know  that  this 

is  not  fanciful  prophecy,  but  concrete  facts 

based  on  careful  calculations.  The  his- 

tory of  our  organization,  which  was  built 

slowly,  step  by  step,  is  an  interesting  one. 

Six  and  a   half  years  ago,  the  writer, 

then  a   Detroit  automobile  distributor,  had 

occasion  to  investigate  a   company  in 

New  York  called  "Colorfilm,"  in  which  his 
father-in-law,  a   Louisville  banker,  had 

invested  several  hundred  thousands  of 

dollars.  Finding  the  structure  of  the  or- 

ganization to  be  but  a   hollow  shell,  it 

was  obviously  apparent  that  the  best 

thing  for  my  relative  to  do,  was  to  dissolve 
the  company. 

It  was  at  this  point  that  I   was  intro- 

duced to  Mr.  W.  T.  Crespinel,  a   pioneer 

color  man,  who  had  been  vice-president 

of  Howard  Hughes'  recently  defunct  Multi- 
color Company.  Coming  to  the  West 

Coast,  I   was  joined  by  Mr.  Crespinel,  and 

immediately  proceeded  to  found  Cinecolor, 

Inc.  Three  more  of  Multicolor's  capable 
staff  soon  joined  us.  They  were  Mr.  A. 

L.  Gundlefinger,  Mr.  William  Prynne,  and 

Mr.  Frank  Heacock.  Today,  after  six 

years,  with  the  valuable  addition  of  Mr. 

Howard  C.  Brown,  we  are  still  together. 

Mr.  Crespinel  now  is  vice-president  in 

charge  of  research;  Mr.  Gundlefinger  is 

vice-president  and  technical  director;  Mr. 

Prynne  is  secretary;  Mr.  Brown  is  vice- 
president  and  sales  manager  in  charge  of 

our  industrial  division.  On  September  1, 

Mr.  J.  Henry  Kruse  joined  our  family  in 

the  capacity  of  sales  manager,  handling 

our  studio  department. 

Although  Cinecolor  has  contracts  with 

most  of  the  major  film  companies,  it  also 

does  a   considerable  business  with  pro- 

ducers of  commercial  pictures.  Its  volume 

in  that  direction,  already  considerable,  is 

growing  by  leaps  and  bounds. 

If  any  outstanding  reasons  exist  as  to 

why  Cinecolor  has  prospered,  where  so 

many  other  companies  have  failed,  they 

can  be  summed  up  significantly  enough 

in  our  policy  to  run  our  organization  like 

a   business,  rather  than  a   studio,  plus  the 

fact  that  our  executive  group  has  absolute 

confidence  in  our  process  and  in  each 
other. 

Service  studios  to  film  “Cantaclaro,”  a 
story  by  Romulo  Gallegos,  which  Clemente 

acquired  from  20th  Century-Fox. 

Fine  Arts  has  announced  it  will  begin 

shooting  within  a   few  weeks  on  “Wonder 
World,”  the  story  of  pre-historic  days, 
with  Howard  Higgin  having  made  final 
revisions  in  the  script.  Franklyn  Warner, 
president  of  FA,  also  disclosed  that  George 

Houston,  who  appeared  in  “Frontier 
Scout”  for  the  company,  had  been  hand- 

ed a   five-year  contract.  His  next  assign- 
ment will  be  a   story  of  the  French  and 

Indian  War,  from  an  original  by  Fred 

Myton. 

Sheehan-Metro  Tie 

Highlights  Changes 
Formal  announcement  by  M-G-M  that 

Winfield  Sheehan,  once  production  chief- 
tain of  the  Fox  Film 

Corp.,  had  been  signed 

to  a   production  con- tract— rumors  to  that 
effect  having  been 
current  in  the  film 

capital  for  several 

weeks  past — highlight- 
ed the  ever-changing 

panorama  of  execu- 
tive and  creative  tal- 

ent within  the  studios. 

Sheehan,  whose  re- 
turn to  production  had 

been  predicted  many  times  in  the  past 

few  years,  has  selected  “Florian,”  a   novel 
by  Felix  Salten,  as  his  first  film  under 
the  contract,  and  has  started  preparatory 
work  on  the  feature. 
RKO  Radio  reported  the  signing  of 

Joseph  H.  Steele  as  production  aide  to  Leo 

McCarey.  Steele  starts  to  work  immedi- 

ately on  “Love  Match,”  first  production- 
direction  effort  for  McCarey  under  his 
RKO  Radio  contract. 

The  same  studio,  however,  failed  to  pick 

up  its  option  on  Ann  Miller,  terpsichorean 

actress,  who  appeared  last  in  “Miracle 
Racket.”  She  was  to  check  off  the  lot 
this  week. 

At  20th  Century-Fox,  Sidney  Blackmer’s 
contract  as  a   featured  played  expired  and 
was  not  renewed.  He  will  freelance  for 
the  time  being.  Warner  Bros,  dropped 
Anita  Louise  from  its  contract  list  and  also 

granted  the  request  of  Director  John  Far- 
row that  he  be  relieved  of  his  long-term 

contract.  Farrow,  currently  on  “Women 
in  the  Wind,”  with  Kay  Francis  leaves 
the  lot  upon  completion  of  the  picture. 

Production  Bright  With 

43  in  Work;  11  Waiting 

(Continued  from  page  31) 

Busters,”  a   Gene  Autry  western,  while 
“Headin’  for  Texas”  was  on  schedule  to 

start  next  week  as  a   starrer  for  Roy  Rog- 
ers. RKO  Radio  drew  a   blank  and  its  in- 

dex dropped  from  five,  last  week,  to  four. 
Important  pictures  due  for  early  starts 

include  “The  Castles,”  co-starring  Astaire 

and  Rogers,  and  “Love  Match.” Monogram  was  idle,  having  wound  up 

“Gangster’s  Boy.”  Next  week  “Gun 
Packer,”  starring  Jack  Randall,  will  break 

the  silence,  to  be  followed  by  “Roll,  Wag- 
ons, Roll,”  a   Tex  Ritter  western,  and  E.  B. 

Derr’s  “Gang  Bullets.” 

United  Artists’  pace  dropped  off,  Walter 

Wanger  having  sent  “Trade  Winds”  into 
the  cutting  rooms.  Samuel  Goldwyn,  still 

trying  to  clean  up  “The  Cowboy  and  the 
Lady,”  began  to  record  musical  sequences 
for  “The  Reckless  Age,”  but  has  schedul- 

ed no  actual  camera  work,  while  Selznick 

International  continued  filming  “Made  for 
Each  Other”  and  Edward  Small  was  well 

underway  with  “The  Duke  of  West  Point.” 

W.  SHEEHAN 
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Plays   Possibilities 

“ Missouri  Legend” 
New  York — Second  play  to  inaugurate 

the  season  here  was  “Missouri  Legend” 
which  opened  at  the  Empire  September  19. 
This  is  a   comedy  by  Elizabeth  B.  Ginty, 

produced  by  Guthrie  McClintic  in  associ- 
ation with  Max  Gordon.  The  cast  includes 

Dean  Jagger,  Mildred  Natwick,  Clare 
Woodbury,  Jose  Ferrer,  Richard  Bishop, 
Russell  Collins,  Karl  Madden,  Dan  Duryea, 
Dorothy  Gish,  Ben  Roberts  and  Joseph 
Sweeney. 

Critical  consensus: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror —   ...  a 

spellbinding  saga  about  Jesse  James  .   .   . 

from  robust  pencil  of  a   historian  named 

E.  B.  Ginty,  plus  the  exciting  direction  of 

Guthrie  McClintic  and  is  played  by  a   tal- 
ented cast  .   .   .   Dean  Jagger  is  seen  as 

Jesse  James  .   .   .   was  superb.  Honors  .   .   . 
were  decisively  won  by  Mildred  Natwick, 

who,  as  Widow  Weeks,  gave  so  compelling 

a   performance  you  want  to  yell  bravo. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (two  stars 

plus) — .   .   .   spotty  in  entertainment  value 
and  frankly  superficial  as  drama  .   .   .   The 

strength  of  “Missouri  Legend”  is  in  the 
casting  and  direction. 

John  Anderson,  Evening  Journal — It 
combines  a   hearty  sense  of  humor  with 
an  easy  knack  for  squeezing  the  furtive 

tear  and  while  the  play’s  ending  is  weak 
to  the  point  of  anaemia,  it  makes  up  an 

entertaining  evening  as  bright,  as  old-fash- 
ioned, and  sometimes  as  jerky  as  a   stere- 

optican  .   .   .   Jagger  is  superb  .   .   .   Miss 

Gish  as  the  distracted  Mrs.  James,  light- 
ens two  of  the  tenderer  scenes  with  the 

sort  of  luminous  comedy  which  reveals 
her  at  her  best  when  she  has  a   part  that 
is  worth  it  and  Miss  Natwick  adds  another 

sketch  to  an  ever-growing  gallery  of  bril- 
liantly etched  characters  that  becomes  un- 

forgettable in  the  sharpness  and  larity 
of  her  delineation. 

Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   . 
good,  rousing  romantic  western  melodrama, 
filled  with  the  crusading  spirit  of  the 
noble  outlaw  who  robbed  the  rich  to  give 

to  the  poor  .   .   .   Attractively  acted,  par- 
ticularly by  Dean  Jagger  in  the  leading 

role,  “Missouri  Legend”  is  the  first  en- 
tertaining new  show  of  the  season  .   .   . 

Other  players  are  excellent,  too. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Evening  Post — But, 
clumsy  as  it  is,  and  lamentable  as  is  its 

final  scene  after  Jesse’s  murder,  its  first 
two  acts  are  brightened  by  the  many 

speeches  which  are  written  with  vigor  .   .   . 
Jagger  is  an  admirable  Jesse  ...  As 
Frank  James,  Richard  Bishop  comes  closer 
to  what  was  probably  historic  fact  than 
any  of  the  others  do.  Dorothy  Gish  is 
less  fortunate  in  the  poorly  written  part 

of  Jesse’s  wife  ,   .   .   Mildred  Natwick  pro- 
vides a   rich  and  lusty  performance  .   .   . 

Richard  Lockridge,  the  Sun — All  this  is 
not,  I   faintly  feel,  of  much  moment  as  a 
contribution  to  American  folklore.  But  it 

is  jolly  and  amiable  playwriting  and  salty 
entertainment.  Jesse  rides  at  the  Empire, 

not  grimly  through  blood  tmd  dust,  but 
at  a   spanking  theatrical  pace. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  the  Times — Guthrie 

McClintic  .   .   .   has  treated  “Missouri  Le- 
gend” to  a   racy  production  with  Dean 

Jagger  conveying  the  gusto  of  the  im- 
mortal bandit  in  the  principal  part.  In 

form,  Miss  Ginty’s  play  is  a   picaresque  pro- 
cession of  scenes,  some  of  them  being 

unavoidably  better  than  others.  But  in 
spirit  it  is  romantically  humorous,  written 
with  a   salty  tongue  in  the  cheek;  and  the 
best  of  it  is  shrewd  theatre.  Let  us  say 
the  new  season  has  opened. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
.   .   .   an  amusing,  if  exaggerated,  comedy 
humanizing  and  in  a   sense  glorifying  a 

notorious  character  .   .   .   There  is  no  ques- 
tion about  the  appeal  to  the  imagination 

and  even  affection  that  the  bandit  can 

summon  to  his  aid  in  this  play  .   .   .   The 

two  performances  in  which  I   was  most 
interested,  however,  were  those  of  Mildred 

Natwick  as  the  lady  hill-billy  and  Joe 
Ferrer  as  Billy  Gashade,  poet  laureate 
and  ballad  master  of  the  James  gang. 

This  is  the  second  publication  of 

“boildown”  reviews  of  New  York  stage 
plays.  Boxoffice,  for  this  purpose, 
becomes  merely  a   rewrite  man,  offers 

no  opinions,  but  condenses  the  drama 
analyses  of  the  Broadway  critics. 

Covered  in  this  issue  are  “Missouri 

Legend,”  “You  Never  Know,”  “Hell- 
zapoppin,”  “Sing  Out  the  News,” 
“ Dame  Nature”  and  “Thanks  for  the 

Memory.” 

“You  Never  Know” 
Third  new  play,  “You  Never  Know,” 

opened  at  the  Winter  Garden  September 
21.  This  is  a   musical  comedy  with  music 
by  Cole  Porter  and  Robert  Katscher  and 

lyrics  by  Porter,  book  adapted  by  Rowland 
Leigh  and  George  Abbott  with  additional 

lyrics  by  Leigh.  Adapted  from  an  original 
musical  by  Katscher,  Siegfried  Geyer  and 

Karl  Farkas  and  drawn  from  Geyer’s  com- 
edy, “By  Candelight.”  Staged  by  Leigh 

and  Abbott;  settings  by  Albert  Johnson 
and  Watson  Barratt;  dances  arranged  by 
Robert  Alton;  produced  by  the  Shuberts. 

Cast  includes:  Clifton  Webb,  Rex  O’Mal- 
ley, Eddie  Gale,  Toby  Wing,  Lupe  Velez, 

Libby  Holman,  the  Hartmans,  June  Preis- 
ser. 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror — Its  (“By 
Candelight ’s”)  marriage  to  Mr.  Porter’s 
melodies  and  Mr.  Leighs  direction  .   .   .   ap- 

peared to  be  an  unhappy  one  last  eve- 
ning except  during  those  enjoyable  mo- 

ments when  Lupe  Velez  was  offering  de- 
vastating mimicry  of  Vera  Zorina,  Dolores 

Del  Rio,  Katharine  Hepburn  and  Shirley 

Temple,  when  the  Hartmans  were  belit- 
tling the  adagioists,  Libby  Holman  was 

thrushing  and  Clifton  Webb  was  executing 
his  familiar  soft  shoe  ballets.  Cole  Por- 

ter’s words  and  music  .   .   .   are  not  su- 
perior to  his  previous  offerings.  But  Mr. 

Porter  is  never  second-rate.  There  are  at 

least  three  that  stay  in  the  ear.  “At  Long 
Last  Love,”  “What  Is  That  Tune”  and 
“Maria”  being  most  tuneful. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (three  stars) 

— .   .   .   when  the  plot — it  is  the  one  about 

the  gentleman’s  gentleman  who  pretended 
to  be  his  master  and  (you’ll  die  at  this) 
the  lady's  maid  who  pretends  to  be  her 
mistress — whenever  this  plot  ran  aground 
and  seemed  to  stick,  Miss  Velez  came  on 

with  exuberant  imitations,  or  Miss  Hol- 
man entered  with  song,  or  Mr.  Webb 

glided  smoothly  and  with  becoming  grace 
into  one  of  those  characteristic  dances 

.   .   .   but  always  in  perfect  rhythm. 

John  Anderson,  Evening  Journal — .   .   .   it 

could  stand  a   little  taking  in  and  con- 
siderable tightening  up,  and  when  that  is 

done,  as  it  probably  will  .   .   .   you  will  have 
a   very  elaborate  musical  version  of  our 

old  friend,  “By  Candelight”  .   .   .   Mr.  Webb 
is  as  bright  and  chipper  as  ever  .   .   .   and 
Miss  Velez  is  a   coiffeured  hurricane  who 

subsides  long  enough  to  do  some  very 
amusing  and  deadly  impersonations  .   .   . 

Miss  Holman  .   .   .   chants  with  her  well- 

remembered  torch-works  .   .   .   Mr.  Porter’s 
score  is  not  all  of  the  same  quality,  but 

much  of  it  is  delightful  and  slyly  amus- 

ing. 

Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — The 
first  musical  show  of  the  new  season  hard- 

ly adds  distinction  .   .   .   the  music  is  out 

of  the  distinguished  Cole  Porter’s  middle 
drawer  .   .   .   suffers  from  plot  feebleness 
and  anaemia  of  jokes  and  ends  as  a   pretty 
routine  sort  of  show. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Evening  Post — Mr. 

Porter’s  usual  invention  is  missing.  His 
orchestrations  are — for  him — thin  and 

tame  .   .   .   The  real  pity  is  that  “You  Never 
Know”  has  so  little  entertainment  to  of- 

fer. Although  it  means  to  be  amusing, 
the  evening  it  offers  is  grim,  very  grim, 
indeed. 

Richard  Lockridge,  the  Sun — .   .   .   a   great 
deal  of  plot  by  a   good  many  people,  is 
handsome  and  pleasant  enough,  and  now 

and  then  almost  gay.  But  it  isn’t,  by 
and  large,  really  stimulating;  somebody 
has  neglected  to  turn  on  the  electricity 
and  everybody  has  forgotten  to  turn  off 
the  plot. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  the  Times — Only  Clif- 
ton Webb  and  those  comically  distracted 

dancers,  the  Hartmans,  give  it  the  look 
and  sound  of  stage  entertainment.  Mr. 
Webb  has  a   whole  bookcase  stacked  against 
him.  The  librettists  have  tossed  handfuls 

of  bad  jokes  at  his  part  and  inserted  their 

innuendoes  with  the  delicacy  of  an  ele- 
phant stampede  .   .   .   But  you  never  know 

how  these  rummage  sales  are  going  to  turn 
cut  in  the  theatre. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
.   .   .   the  Shuberts  offer  a   large  quantity 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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of  entertainment  .   .   .   The  general  quality 
of  it,  however,  may  be  challenged.  On 
the  credit  side  there  is  a   pleasant  but 
not  extraordinary  score  by  Cole  Porter 
and  some  gorgeous  settings  by  Albert  John- 

son and  Watson  Barratt  .   .   .Lupe  Velez 
.   .   .   Clifton  Webb  .   .   .   There  are  plenty  of 
debits,  however,  the  first  of  which  is  that 
the  whole  theme  is  old-fashioned,  unexcit- 

ing and  prodigiously  dull. 

“Hellzapoppin” 
Second  musical  and  fourth  new  play  of 

the  season,  opened  at  46th  Street  Theatre 

September  22.  Described  as  a   “screamlined 
revue,”  it  is  in  two  acts  and  25  scenes 
and  dialogue  by  an  author  unnamed. 

Sammy  Fain,  Charles  Tobias,  Earl  Robin- 
son, Alfred  Hayes,  Paul  Mann  and  Ste- 
phen Weiss  wrote  the  songs.  Ole  Olsen 

and  Chic  Johnson  produced  and  E.  B. 
Dowling  staged  for  the  Shuberts.  Cast, 

and  a   long  one,  includes  Olsen  and  John- 
son, Barto  and  Mann,  Radio  Rogues,  Hal 

Sherman,  Ray  Kinney  and  Aloha  Maids, 
Bettymae  and  Beverly  Crane,  The  Char- 

ioteers, Theo  Harden,  Walter  Nilsson,  The 
Starlings,  Reed,  Dean  and  Reed,  Shirley 

Wayne,  Whitey’s  Steppers,  Berg  and  Moore, 
Roberta  and  Ray  and  Billy  Adams.  And 
now  the  critics: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror — The 
slapstickiest  and  slaphappiest  troupe  of 
maniacs  ever  assembled  on  any  stage  .   .   . 
The  first  audience  rocked,  roared  and 

ached  all  over  from  the  spasms  of  laugh- 
ter which  seemed  endless  ...  By  all  means 

go  to  the  46th  Street  and  see  this  new 
circus  with  songs,  dances,  hokum,  ice,  rab- 

bits, balloons,  trees,  shrubbery,  snakes, 
confetti  girls  and  entertainment. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (two  stars)  — 
.   .   .   results  are  no  better  than  fair  .   .   . 
old-time  variety  with  a   touch  of  burlesque, 
a   dozen  Grade  B   Orpheum  acts  routed 
over  the  Columbia  wheel.  A   noisy  and 
irresponsible  riot. 

John  Anderson,  Evening  Journal — I   do 
not  know  how  to  review  a   show  that  does 
everything  to  the  audience  except  drag 
it  up  on  the  stage  and  spit  in  its  eye. 
It  is  out  of  bounds,  out  of  range  and  out, 

I   should  say,  of  some  asylum.  It’s  in- 
dividual numbers  are  pretty  rank  and  it 

tries  to  make  up  in  noise  what  it  lacks 
in  cleverness.  The  best  parts  of  it  were 
the  songs  by  the  Charioteers  and  a   few 
of  the  rather  prolonged  imitations  by  the 
Radio  Rogues. 

Richard  Watts  jr„  Herald-Tribune — 
When  it  shows  you  newsreels  of  Hitler  and 
Mussolini,  with  the  former  talking  in  Jew- 

ish accents  and  the  latter  in  deep  Har- 
lem tones,  it  is  nothing  short  of  marvel- 
ous. But  when  it  goes  in  for  some  of  its 

vaudeville  sketches,  it  is  merely  depress- 
ing. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Evening  Post — 
“Hellzapoppin!”  For  the  hilarious  half 
hour  last  night  it  seemed  as  if  this  were 

really  true  .   .   .   Then  suddenly  “Hellza- 
poppin” went  dead  and  died  a   terrible 

death.  It  died  young  and  in  painful  con- 
vulsions, the  victim  of  its  own  energy  .   .   . 

Olsen  and  Johnson  seem  to  be  better  gag 
men  than  comics.  The  Charioteers  possess 
fine  voices.  The  Radio  Rogues  are  clever 

mimics.  Little  Billy  Adams  is  a   droll  Ne- 
gro stepper.  Hal  Sherman  can  pantomime 

amusingly.  Shirley  Wayne  handles  a   fid- 
dler entertainingly.  Walter  Nilsson  is  an 

astonishing  cyclist.  Hardeen,  Houdini’s 
brother,  has  inherited  some  good  tricks. 
Barto  and  Mann  are  certainly  of  different 
sizes.  And  Bettymae  and  Beverly  Crane 
are  charming  dancers. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun — It  does,  how- 
ever, provide  a   good  bit  of  pretty  hys- 

terical fun  and  a   fair  share  of  good  vaude- 
ville acts.  There  is  no  way  I   can  think 

of  to  sum  it  up — it  is  rowdy  and  confused 
and  uneven  and  does  produce,  particularly 
at  first,  excited  merriment.  It  is  cheer- 

fully free  of  revue  stateliness;  the  music 
is  just  a   pleasanter  noise  and  the  sketches 
have  more  dash  than  wit.  It  is  an  agree- 

able enough  hurly-burly,  but  no  place  to 
take  jumpy  nerves. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — But  this  is 
mainly  a   helter-skelter  assembly  of  low 
comedy  gags  to  an  ear-splitting  sound  ac- 

companiment— some  of  it  ugly,  all  of  it 
fast  ...  a   good  part  of  it  is  loud,  low  and 
funny. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
The  general  tone  and  humor  of  the  pro- 

duction, however,  is  about  the  level  of 

burlesque  and  some  of  the  broader  ex- 
ploits of  the  principals  and  in  particular 

those  of  an  otherwise  amusing  team,  Barto 
and  Mann,  should  be  eliminated  at  once. 

“ Sing  Out  the  News" 
Third  musical  and  fifth  play  made  its 

bow  at  the  Music  Box  September  24.  A 
revue  in  two  acts  and  21  scenes,  the  lyrics 
and  music  are  by  Harold  J.  Rome  while 

the  show  was  directed  by  Charles  Fried- 
man. Joe  Mielziner  did  the  settings,  Dave 

Gould  and  Ned  McGum  directed  the 
dances.  John  Hambleton  did  the  costumes. 
Max  Gordon  produced  in  association  with 
George  J.  Kaufman  and  Moss  Hart.  Cast 
includes  Philip  Loeb,  Hiram  Sherman,  Will 
Geer,  Michael  Loring,  Mary  Jane  Walsh, 
Joey  Faye.  The  critics  again: 

W.  W„  Daily  Mirror — .   .   .   carried  away 
by  the  excellence  of  a   number  called 

“Franklin  D.  Roosevelt  Jones”  .   .   .   Har- 
old J.  Rome  .   .   .   clinched  his  right  to  be 

listed  among  the  gifted  composers  with 
that  classic.  You  can  never  forget  the 
beauty  of  it.  The  lampooning  of  the 

world’s  better  known  leaders,  citizens  and 
news  headliners,  is  almost  always  good 

.   .   .   The  very  amusing  “Sing  Ho  for 
Private  Enterprise”  is  a   high  spot  which 
belittles  the  Uppah  Classes  ...  A   higher 
spot,  perhaps,  is  the  lovely  number  named 

“My  Heart  Is  Unemployed,”  sung  by  Mary 
Jane  Walsh  and  Michael  Loring,  and 
danced  by  Dorothy  Fox.  It  is  something 
to  embrace. 

B.  M„  Daily  News  (three  stars)  ...  in 

effect,  is  another  “Pins  and  Needles,”  only 
not  quite  so  original  in  ideas  nor  as 

satisfying  in  novelty  .   .   .   written  and  com- 
posed by  the  same  Harold  Rome  and 

Charles  Friedman  who  composed  and 

staged  the  Labor  Stage  show.  They  natu- 
rally enough  have  drawn  upon  the  same 

sources  of  inspiration  that  appealed  to 
them  in  their  first  show.  On  the  other 
hand,  or  more  encouraging,  they  have 
strung  together  a   series  of  satirical  and 
political  sketches  that  have  timeliness  and 
a   certain  topical  pungency  to  recommend 
them  ...  Of  the  principals,  Hiram 
Sherman  seemed  to  me  to  have  consider- 

able advantage  in  intelligence,  taste,  comic 
gifts  and  general  fitness  for  his  job  .   .   . 
Mary  Jane  Walsh  served  pleasantly  and 
effectively  as  a   singer  of  the  principal songs. 

J.  A.,  Evening  Journal —   .   .   .   but  instead 
of  the  bright  and  friendly,  if  semi-ama- 

teur informality  of  the  Labor  Stage  show, 
they  have  a   slicked  up  Broadway  revue, 

weakened  by  an  evasive  viewpoint,  a   te- 
dious and  rather  dull  echo  of  a   clever 

original  celebrating,  I   suspect,  nothing 
sharper  than  safety  pins  and  knitting 

needles.  Except  for  Harold  J.  Rome’s 
music  and  one  or  two  of  the  generally 
overworked  sketches,  it  is  pretty  feeble 
fun;  unable,  probably,  to  sit  up  and  take 
notice  ...  Of  the  10  numbers  on  the  first 

part  of  the  program  four  measure  vague- 

ly up  to  standard,  the  “Up  Fiorello,” 
“Just  An  Ordinary  Guy,”  a   very  pleasant 

piece;  “Peace  and  the  Diplomat,”  a   neat, 

though  obvious,  ballet  and  “Cafe  Society” .   .   .   This  makes  seven  out  of  a   possible 
21,  which  on  my  score  card  is  not  enough. 

R.  W„  Herald-Tribune — “Sing  Out  the 
News,”  lacks  a   good  part  of  the  bite  and 
the  humor  of  “Pins  and  Needles;”  its 
music,  whole  attractive,  is  less  striking 
and  several  of  its  numbers  fail  pretty  com- 

pletely. It  has,  nevertheless,  suffered  no 
loss  of  its  hearty,  emphatic  New  Deal 
point  of  view  in  its  change  to  capitalistic 

management  and  it  has  its  say  with  en- 
thusiasm and  vigor.  Despite  lapses,  it  is 

an  excellent  show  .   .   .   The  first  musical 
hit  of  the  season. 

J.  M.  B.,  Evening  Post — I   have  no  other 
choice  than  to  mention  “Pins  and  Needles” 
at  some  length  today  because  on  Satur- 

day night  an  often  uproarious  sequel  to  it, 

called  “Sing  Out  the  News,”  was  issued 
in  edition  de  luxe  form  .   .   .   The  parallels 
between  the  two  shows  are  many.  Yet 
continuous  as  they  are,  they  in  no  way 

interfere  with  the  pleasures  of  “Sing  Out 
the  News”  ...  it  is  a   gay,  impudent,  vital, 
intelligent  and  often  convulsing  show 
which  should  find  its  way  onto  the  list 
of  all  self-indulgent  theatregoers  .   .   .   Joey 
Faye  must  be  saluted  as  the  uncommon 
comic  “find”  he  really  is. 

R.  L.,  Sun — .   .   .   pointed,  intelligent, 
rather  Leftist,  always  interesting.  And, 
for  some  reason,  the  evening  seems  still 
a   little  thin;  satire  without  feathers  is, 

perhaps,  rather  meagre  fare  for  a   full- 
dress  revue.  Perhaps  the  musical  stage, 

except  in  such  very  special  cases  as  “Pins 
and  Needles,”  cries  out  for  a   broader  meth- 

od. Satiric  intelligence,  unadorned,  may- 
be isn’t  enough.  And  possibly,  as  seems 
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probable  to  me,  the  authors  have  this 

time  a   little  pulled  their  punches,  tem- 
pering the  wind  of  their  crusade  to  the 

Persian  lamb  of  their  audience  .   .   .   (Philip) 
Loeb  and  (Will)  Geer,  especially,  are  great 
fun. 

B.  A   ,   Times — It  is  a   neatly  written  and 
attractively  produced  satirical  revue  about 

current  persons — briskly  in  pace  and  New 
Deal  in  philosophy;  and  the  cast  is  young, 
quick  and  altogether  winning.  Although 
Mr.  Rome  and  Mr.  Friedman  work  for  the 
bourgeoisie  with  somewhat  more  restraint 

than  for  the  working  class,  they  still 

have  a   fancy  way  with  the  forces  of  re- 
action and  compassion  for  the  submerged 

nine-tenths  of  our  population.  “Sing  Out 
the  News”  is  “Pins  and  Needles”  in  a 

Broadway  tailor’s  dress  suit  .   .   .   When  the 

white  man’s  ideology  begins  to  get  anemic, 
it  is  a   good  thing  to  fall  back  on  the 

Negroes.  They  do  “Sing  Out  the  News,” 
two  roaring  services  at  times  when  it  needs 

gusto  and  size.  “One  of  These  Fine  Days” 
for  Negro  voices  is  one  of  Mr.  Rome’s 
finest  songs;  and  the  christening  song  and 

dance,  entitled  “Man  of  the  Year.”  is 
both  a   masterpiece  of  stagecraft  and  the 
high  point  of  the  show. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram — it  moves 

swiftly  and  gaily  .   .   .   “Man  of  the  Year” 
...  is  moving  and  exciting,  so  terrifical- 

ly exciting,  in  fact,  that  at  Saturday 

night’s  opening  it  brought  the  longest 
outburst  of  real,  spontaneous  cheering  I 
have  ever  heard  in  a   theatre. 

“ Dame  Nature" 

Sixth  play,  “Dame  Nature”  opened  at 
the  Booth,  September  26.  First  Theatre 
Guild  play,  this  is  a   comedy  in  three  acts 
by  Andre  Birabeau,  drawn  from  the 

French  by  Patricia  Collinge.  Staged  by 
Worthington  Miner,  settings  are  by  Nor- 

ris Houghton  while  production  auspices  in- 
clude Theresa  Helburn,  Lawrence  Lang- 

ner  and  Miner.  Cast  includes  Thomas 
Coffin  Cooke,  Montgomery  Clift,  Charles 
Beilin,  Edwin  Mills,  Frederick  Bradlee,  Lois 
Hall,  Morgan  James,  Jessie  Royce  Landis 
and  Onslow  Stevens.  The  critics  now: 

W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror — A   peaceful  little 
play,  earnest  and  sincere  .   .   .   revealed  only 
an  excellent  cast  and  a   few  fleeting  mo- 

ments that  were  enjoyable  in  the  third  act. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus) — This 
is  a   biological  comedy,  having  to  do  with 
the  surprise  experience  of  a   lad  in  knicker- 

bockers who  just  naturally  drifted  into 
parenthood  before  either  he  or  the  mother 

of  his  child  could  say  Kraft-Ebbing  .   .   . 
Has  the  advantage  of  gathering  interest 
as  it  progresses.  The  performances  are  ex- 

cellent. Lois  Hall  and  Montgomery  Clift 
manage  to  hurdle  the  embarrassments  of 
artificial  drama  simply  by  ignoring  them. 

J.  A.,  Evening  Journal —   ...  a   tear- 

strewn  little  comedy  .   .   .   The  play’s 
poignancy  lies,  not  in  the  fact  itself,  but 
in  the  bewilderment  of  two  youngsters 
faced  with  an  adult  world  at  once  sus- 

picious and  unfriendly  .   .   .   (Miss  Hall  and 

preceding  page)  —       

Clift)  are  both  sensitive  and  simple  in 
very  long  and  exacting  scenes. 

R.  W.  jr .—Herald-Tribune — Some  of  it 
is  touchingly  and  sensitively  written  and 

other  parts  are  nothing  short  of  embarras- 

sing .   .   .   But  “Dame  Nature”  is  a   disap- 
pointment. 

J.  M.  B„  Evening  Post —   .   .   .   technically 
it  does  not  deal  innocently  with  innocence. 
Had  the  writing  throughout  possessed  the 
dewy  radiance  and  lovely  youthfulness  of 

Lois  Hall’s  playing  of  the  young  girl  .   .   . 
this  report  .   .   .   would  have  been  radically 
different. 

R.  L.,  Sun — It  is  hardly  a   story,  as 
stories  go  ...  As  the  girl,  Lois  Hall  brings 
a   tremulous  youthfulness  to  the  role  which 
is  very  touching. 

B.  A.,  Times —   ...  is  a   bit  malnourished 
around  the  second  act  midriff  and  a   bit 
bizarre  in  theme  .   .   .   endowed  .   .   .   with 
dainty  acting. 

" Thanks  for  Tomorrow" 
Seventh  play  of  the  season  took  its  bow 

at  the  Bayes,  September  27.  “Thanks  for 
Tomorrow”  is  a   melodrama  in  three  acts 
by  Le  Roy  Bailey  with  incidental  music  by 
Jewel  Bennett,  Beatrice  Roderick  and 
Raymond  Curtis.  Staged  and  produced 
by  Walter  Brooks.  Cast  includes  Robert 
Williams,  Mary  Drayton,  May  Vokes, 

Francis  De  Sales,  Adelynn  Owens,  Elea- 
nor Wells,  Ralph  Holmes,  Frederick  Man- 

att,  Del  Cleveland  and  Scott  Moore.  The 
verdict: 

W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror — An  inconsequen- 

tial melodrama  .   .   .   There  is  a   considerable 

amount  of  nothing  in  its  first  two  acts  and 

four  scenes,  excepting  the  sincere  perform- 
ance of  a   girl  named  Mary  Drayton. 

Daily  News  did  not  review. 

J.  A.,  Evening  Journal —   .   .   .   after  the 
second  act  the  critics  retired  in  good  order 

.   .   .   Mr.  Bailey’s  offering  has  to  do  with 
a   young  man  whose  unhappy  early  life  in 
New  England  led  him  to  a   cruel  and  rather 

desperate  career  among  the  night  lifers 

on  Manhattan.  His  racketeering  was  suc- 
cessful, though  dangerous,  and  when  he 

brought  his  blind  sister  to  live  with  him, 
and  deceived  her  as  to  the  nature  of  his 

enterprise  he  found  himself  in  the  middle 

of  a   second  act  climax  in  which  his  sister, 
her  sight  restored,  saw  him  shoot  the  boss 
gangster  of  his  racket. 

R.  W.  jr. — Herald-Tribune —   ...  it 
seems  unlikely  we  will  encounter  anything 
worse  the  rest  of  the  year. 

J.  M.  B.,  Evening  Post — So  inept, 

though  earnest,  is  Mr.  Bailey’s  writing 
that  one  leaves  his  play  (early,  it  must  be 
confessed)  giving  thanks  for  tomorrow indeed. 

R.  L.,  Sun — The  Bayes  standard  of  au- 
thorship is  still  unchanged  .   .   .   indignant 

and  incomprehensible  characters  still  dart 
in  all  directions,  doing  bewildering  things 

in  the  most  unlikely  manner  and  explo- 
sively emitting  speeches  which  darkly  baf- 

fle the  imagination. 

B.  A.,  Times  —   Thanks  for  tomorrow, 
thanks  for  last  week,  thanks  for  next 

Friday — in  fact,  thanks  for  everything  ex- 
cept last  night. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram — The  play  is 
a   wordy,  unreal,  banal  story. 

SHOULDER- TO- SHOULDER 
One  of  the  solid  stones  in  Cinecolor's 

pyramid  of  progress  is  the  keen,  prac- 

tical spirit  of  co-operation  afforded 

producers  who  want  consistent,  life- 
like color  with  ECONOMY,  SPEED 

and  FLEXIBILITY. 

CINECOLOR 
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(2lnem.at.lc5 
Gail  Patrick  was  hostess  at  a   cocktail 

party  at  the  Brown  Derby  last  week,  with 
Dorothy  Lamour,  Herbie  Kaye,  Herbert 
Marshall,  Lee  Russell  and  Edgar  Bergen 
as  her  guests. 

* 

Re-public  Studio  Club’s  new  board  of 
governors,  as  selected  at  a   recent  ballot- 

ing session,  includes  Marian  Williams, 

Hinda  Means,  Sid  Martin,  Hy  Glick,  How- 
ard Lydecker  and  Eddie  White. 

* 

Following  completion  of  her  next  ve- 
hicle for  20th  Century-Fox,  Jane  Withers 

will  embark  on  a   12-week  vacation  tour  to 
South  America.  Her  mother  and  a   tutor 

will  accompany  the  child  star. 
* 

Sam  Wood,  Metro  director,  left  for  New 

York  last  week  for  a   two-week  vacation. 
He  planned  to  stop  off  in  Washington,  D. 
C.,  en  route. 

* 

Louise  Campbell,  Paramount  featured 
player,  is  on  her  way  to  Chicago,  where 
she  will  be  married  to  Horace  MacMahon, 
film  actor,  late  in  October.  She  is  due 
back  here  in  April. 

★ 

John  Carradine  and  J.  Edward  Brom- 

berg, 20 th  Century-Fox  players,  have  re- 
turned from  extensive  vacations  in  New 

York. 
k 

Universal  was  playing  host  this  week  to 

Irving  Crump,  editor  of  Boys’  Life  Maga- 
zine, who  arrived  to  act  as  technical  ad- 
visor on  the  Boy  Scout  serial  which  went 

into  production  with  Jackie  Cooper  in  the 
lead. 

•k 

Joan  Crawford  and  Director  Frank 

Borzage  at  M-G-M  unofficially  launched 
the  local  football  season  last  week  when 
they  entertained  the  University  of  Iowa 

team  at  the  studio  prior  to  the  Iowa- 
UCLA  game. 

* 

A   Hollywood  visitor  is  Mafaldo  Patino, 

18-year-old  Mexican  film  actress,  who  is 
vacationing  here  briefly. 

Humberstone  Directing 

" Samson "   for  20th-Fox 
H.  Bruce  Humberstone  has  replaced  Jos- 

eph Santley  in  the  directorial  chair  on 

“Samson  and  the  Ladies”  at  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox, while  a   change  in  camera  as- 

signments, with  Charles  Clark  substitut- 
ing for  Edward  Cronjager,  was  also  ef- 

fected. No  reason  was  given  for  the 
switches. 

Benchley  on  "Lunch" Robert  Benchley  has  started  the  second 
of  a   series  of  five  short  subjects  he  is 

making  at  M-G-M.  Titled  “How  to  Spend 
Your  Lunch  Hour,”  it  follows  “How  to 
Watch  a   Football  Game,”  which  just  hit 
the  cutting  rooms. 

Sabu  in  Hollywood 

Paying  his  first  visit  to  Hollywood, 

Sabu,  15-year-old  Hindu  actor,  stopped 

off  at  Selznick  International  studios 

to  visit  Carole  Lombard.  The  gentle- 

men in  the  background  are  Sabu’s  two 
black-bearded  Sikh  bodyguards,  which 

went  Mickey  Rooney  and  his  valet  one 
better. 

Funeral  services  were  held  Saturday  for 

Kate  Corbaley,  story  editor  at  Metro  for 
more  than  ten  years,  who  died  after  a 

brief  siege  with  pneumonia.  Four  daugh- 
ters, a   brother  and  two  sisters  survive. 

Mrs.  Corbaley  was  60  years  of  age. 

* 

George  Raft  is  on  his  way  to  New  York 

for  the  World’s  Series,  due  to  return  to 
Paramount  early  in  October  for  a   picture 

assignment. 

New  Shorts  Series 
A   new  series  of  short  subjects  is  due  to 

be  launched  at  Columbia  by  Jules  White, 
in  charge  of  the  brief  films  for  the  studio. 
With  a   Hollywood  background,  they  lead 

off  with  “Behind  the  Eight  Ball.”  Series 
is  titled  Hollywood  Merry-Go-Round. 

20th-F ox  Borrows  Loy 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  borrowed 

Myrna  Loy  from  M-G-M  to  appear  op- 

posite Warner  Baxter  in  “He  Married  His 
Wife.”  Picture  rolls  early  in  November 
with  Sidney  Lanfield  directing. 

Derr  Signs  Hillyer 

E.  B.  Derr  has  signed  Lambert  Hillyer 

to  direct  “Gang  Bullets,”  Derr’s  next  for 
Monogram.  Anne  Nagel  has  the  top  role. 

Visiting  Hollywood  for  the  first  time 
this  week  was  Sabu,  the  Hindu  boy  actor, 
with  United  Artists  executives  as  his  hosts. 
He  will  spend  several  days  in  the  film 
capital  before  returning  east. 

k 

Clark  Gable  pulled  out  for  a   Canadian 

hunting  trip,  heading  for  Winnipeg,  Mani- 
toba over  the  weekend. 

* 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Hal  Roach  have  trained 

out  to  Detroit  to  pick  up  a   new  automo- 
bile. They  plan  to  drive  to  New  York  for 

the  World’s  Series  and  return  here  imme- 
diately afterward. 

* 

Producer  Harry  Sherman  and  Sidney 
Toler,  member  of  the  cast,  planed  out  for 

Tucson,  Ariz.,  last  week  to  catch  the  pre- 

miere of  “The  Mysterious  Rider,”  Sher- 
man’s latest  Paramount  picture. 

* 

James  Kevin  McGuinness,  Metro  writer, 
is  vacationing  in  New  York  for  a   short 
time. 

k 

To  undergo  an  operation,  Mary  Mayer  of 

Metro’s  publicity  department,  checked  in 
at  the  Hollywood  Hospital  last  week. 

★ 

A   bo, by  daughter  was  born  this  week  to 

Mrs.  Vincent  Sherman,  wife  of  the  War- 

ner writer,  at  the  Good  Samaritan  Hos- 

pital. 
* 

Barrett  Kiesling,  Metro’s  traveling  pub- 
licist, has  returned  from  a   three-week 

fishing  trip  to  British  Columbia. 
* 

Winding  up  a   month’s  vacation  at  his 
farm  on  Cape  Cod,  Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kal- 
mus,  president  of  Technicolor,  Inc.,  has 
returned  to  Hollywood. 

* 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Stuart  Erwin — June  Coll- 
yer — left  for  New  York  this  week,  where 
Erwin  will  begin  work  in  a   picture  being 
made  there. 

k 

Beulah  Bondi  leaves  Monday  for  a   vaca- 
tion in  New  York. 

MPRF  Move  to  Mitigate 

Work  Plight  of  Extras 
Spurred  by  reports  from  Central  Cast- 

ing Corp.  that  the  number  of  extra  and 

bit-player  placements  for  the  month  of 
September  will  hit  a   new  low  for  the 
year,  several  thousand  under  August,  the 

Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund  called  a   spe- 
cial meeting  of  its  board  of  directors  for 

Thursday  night  to  expedite  the  Fund’s 
recently-announced  plans  to  survey  the 
film  unemployment  situation. 

A   special  committee,  headed  by  Edward 
Arnold,  was  to  plunge  into  the  task  of 

taking  a   census,  in  which  it  has  been  as- 
sured the  full  cooperation  and  aid  of  the 

Screen  Actors  Guild,  the  latter  organiza- 
tion having  just  signed  an  eight-year  pact 

with  producers.  One  clause  promises  al- 

leviation of  the  “extra”  situation. 
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Firm  Czech  Stand 

Urged  for  "Peace" 
Running  the  gamut  from  international, 

national  and  state  politics  down  to  relief 

work  for  Spanish  loyalists,  Hollywood’s 
progressive,  anti-Fascist  organizations  had 
geared  their  schedules  to  a   busy  week. 

Probably  the  most  active  single  Holly- 
woodian  was  Donald  Ogden  Stewart,  screen 
writer  and  chairman  of  the  Anti-Nazi 
League.  First  he  joined  Alan  Campbell, 

secretary,  and  Marian  Spitzer,  vice-chair- 
man, in  sending  a   telegram  to  President 

Roosevelt  urging  the  nation’s  leader  to 
“call  for  united  action  in  the  interests  of 
peace”  in  the  current  Czecho-Slovakian 
crisis,  and  forwarding  copies  to  diplomatic 
leaders  in  Great  Britain,  France  and 

Czecho-Slovakia.  Stewart’s  date  book  also 
carried  October  3   as  the  day  on  which 
he  will  make  a   trans-continental  radio 
talk,  via  the  National  Radio  Forum,  to  re- 

fute the  assertions  of  Representative  Mar- 
tin Dies  and  his  investigating  committee 

that  the  League  had  refused  to  appear  be- 
fore the  probers  at  the  time  they  charged 

Hollywood  to  be  “rife  with  communism.” 
Then,  on  October  7,  the  Anti-Nazi  League 
will  hold  its  annual  membership  meeting 
to  review  the  work  of  the  past  year,  with 
Stewart  presiding  and  presenting  the 

facts  and  figures  of  League  accomplish- 
ments. Speakers  will  include  Cedric  Bel- 

frage  and,  possibly,  Dorothy  Parker. 

In  a   mass  protest  against  the  Czecho- 
Slovakian  situation,  sponsored  by  the 

American  League  for  Peace  and  Demo- 
cracy and  set  to  take  place  Wednesday, 

Samuel  Ornitz,  scenarist,  and  Irving 

Pichel,  actor-director-writer,  were  listed 
as  speakers. 

Their  activities  in  behalf  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Democratic  committee  have  won 

for  Gloria  Stuart,  Helen  Gahagan  and 

Philip  Dunne  appointments  as  represen- 
tatives of  the  Democratic  State  Central 

Committee,  it  was  announced  this  week  at 
the  DSCC  convention  in  Sacramento.  Two 

other  members  of  the  MPDC,  Robert  Tak- 
ser  and  Allen  Matthews,  are  on  the  co- 
ordinanting  committee  for  Senator  Cul- 
bert  Olson,  Democratic  nominee  for  gov- 
ernor. 

One  of  the  most  elaborate  affairs  of  its 

fall  calendar  will  be  held  Sunday  by  the 
Motion  Picture  Artists  Committee  when  it 

stages  its  “Circus  Party,”  with  proceeds 
to  go  to  Loyalist  Spain.  John  Garfield, 
Fred  Keating  and  other  film  players  are 
scheduled  as  entertainers,  the  affair  to  be 
held  at  the  home  of  Mrs.  Ira  Gershwin. 

" Maginot  Line "   Subject 
Of  Edward  Small  Film 

Taking  advantage  of  the  current  Euro- 
pean crisis,  Producer  Edward  Small  has 

announced  plans  for  the  immediate  film- 
ing of  an  original  story  by  George  Bruce, 

staff  writer,  titled  “The  Maginot  Line.” 
Bruce,  a   World  War  veteran,  wrote  the 

story  around  the  underground  fortress  ex- 

tending the  length  of  France  from  Swit- 
zerland to  the  sea. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  * 
ARKANSAS  TRAVELER,  THE  (Para)— Bob 

Bums  abandons  his  vaudevillian  humor  for 

a   homespun  and  quaintly  amusing  role  as 

an  itinerant  printer  in  a   deftly  produced 

and  directed  vehicle  that  will  hit  the  mark 

for  solid  acclaim,  especially  with  small- 

town audiences.  lean  Parker  and  John 

Beal  are  excellent  in  the  romantic  leads. 

George  Arthur  produced.  Alfred  Santell 
directed. 

KING  OF  ALCATRAZ  (Para) — Exciting  gang- 

ster yarn  featuring  thrilling  prison  break, 

piracy  on  high  seas,  plenty  of  gunplay  and 

all  the  elements  that  go  to  make  up  a 

first-rate  action  melodrama.  Lloyd  Nolan 

and  Gail  Patrick  okay  in  leads.  William 

Thomas  produced.  Robert  Florey  directed. 

LAST  EXPRESS,  THE  (Univ)— Overly-compli- 

cated Crime  Club  mystery  which  only  the 

most  rabid  detective-melodrama  fans  will 

find  to  their  liking.  Plot  is  far  too  involved 

to  appeal  to  general  celluloid  tastes  al- 

though acting,  especially  work  of  Kent  Tay- 

lor, is  good.  Irving  Starr  produced.  Otis 
Garnett  directed. 

MAN  TO  REMEMBER.  A   (RKO)— Down-to- 

earth  drama  of  a   country  doctor  which  has 

universal  appeal.  Edward  Ellis  is  thespic 

standout  in  capable  cast  headed  by  Anne 

Shirley.  Feature  will  bear  its  share  of  the 

boxoffice  burden  in  all  situations.  Robert 

Sisk  produced.  Garson  Kanin  directed. 

MR.  WONG,  DETECTIVE  (Mono)— First  rate 

murder  mystery  which  will  rank  high 

among  this  company's  product  for  the  sea- 
son and  which  stacks  up  well  with  program 

product  from  any  studio.  Boris  Karloff  is 

flawless  in  title  role  while  supporting  cast, 

screenplay  and  production  are  above  criti- 

cism. William  T.  Lackey  produced.  Wil- 

liam Nigh  directed. 

THAT  CERTAIN  AGE  (Univ)— Deanna  Dur- 

bin falls  in  love  for  the  first  time  in  a   gay 

and  tuneful  comedy  abounding  in  youth- 
ful zest.  In  this  sure  boxoffice  smash,  the 

golden-voiced  starlet  is  ably  supported  by 

a   splendid  cast  headed  by  Melvyn  Doug- 

las and  Jackie  Cooper.  The  film,  lavishly 

mounted,  can  safely  be  tabbed  among  the 

season's  best.  Joe  Pasternak  produced. 
Edward  Ludwig  directed. 

VACATION  FROM  LOVE  (M-G-M)— A   rowdy, 

romantic  farce  well  up  to  Leo's  program 

standard  providing  plenty  of  fast-moving 

entertainment.  Dennis  O'Keefe,  co-featured 
with  Florence  Rice,  turns  in  an  engaging 

performance.  Orville  O.  Dull  produced. 

George  Fitzmaurice  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

New  Selznick  Pact 

Halts  Change  Talk 
Rumors  which  had  been  current  in  cer- 

tain film  circles  concerning  possible 

changes  in  the  produc- 
tion and  executive  set- 

up at  Selznick  Interna- tional, particularly  as 

to  the  present  and  fu- 
ture status  of  David  O. 

Selznick,  were  com- 
pletely and  irrefutably 

answered  via  an  official 
statement  from  John 

Hay  Whitney,  chairman 
of  the  S-I  board,  an- 

nouncing that  Selznick 
DAVID  selznick  had  been  signed  to  a 

new  term  contract  to  continue  as  presi- 
dent and  executive  producer. 

Whitney’s  announcement  pointed  out 

that  not  a   single  change  in  the  company’s 
executive  personnel,  membership  on  its 
board  of  directors,  or  list  of  stockholders 
had  been  effected  since  its  inception. 

Maintaining  their  positions  on  the  board, 
in  addition  to  Whitney  and  Selznick,  are 
Dr.  A.  H.  Giannini,  Robert  Lehman,  Myron 

Selznick,  C.  V.  Whitney  and  Loyd  Wright. 
Stockholders  include  Whitney,  David  and 

Myron  Selznick,  Norma  Shearer,  Robert 
Lehman,  representing  Lehman  Brothers, 
Mrs.  Charles  S.  Payson,  Mrs.  Flora  Miller, 
Barlie  Henry,  Pioneer  Pictures,  Inc.,  and 

interests  represented  by  John  Hertz.  Of- 
ficers of  the  company  are  David  O.  Selz- 
nick, president;  Henry  Ginsberg,  vice- 

president  and  general  manager;  Daniel  T. 

O’Shea,  secretary;  Loyd  Wright,  assist- 
ant secretary;  E.  L.  Scanlon,  assistant 

treasurer,  and  L.  F.  Altstock,  comptroller. 

Monogram  Sets  Release 
Dates  on  Eleven  Films 

Monogram  has  set  release  dates  on  11 

features  of  its  1938-39  program  for  the 
remainder  of  the  year.  With  four  already 

in  release,  the  studio  will  have  one-third 
of  its  quota  completed  by  December  1. 

“Mr.  Wong,  Detective,”  “Sweetheart  of 

Sigma  Chi” — a   reissue — and  “Where  the 
Buffalo  Roam”  hit  the  exchanges  in  Octo- 

ber. In  November  “Gangster’s  Boy,” 
“Gunpacker,”  “Gang  Bullets”  and  “Roll, 

Wagons,  Roll,”  will  be  released.  December 

will  see  “I  Am  a   Criminal,”  “Mother  O’ 
Mine,”  “The  Last  Outlaw”  and  “Midnight 
Patrol”  in  the  exchanges. 

Set  Three  Adult  Roles 

In  " Tough  Guys "   Latest 
Mary  Boland,  Edward  Everett  Horton 

and  Mischa  Auer  draw  the  adult  leads  in 

Universal’s  “Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society,” 

first  of  the  studio’s  projected  series  fea- 
turing a   lineup  of  moppet  Thespians.  The 

“Little  Tough  Guys”  comprise  Frankie 
Thomas,  Hally  Chester,  Harris  Berger, 
Charles  Duncan,  David  Grocey,  Lester  Jay. 
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SCRIPTERS 

— Columbia 
WILLIAM  RANKIN  and  ELEANORE  GRIFFIN 

to  an  untitled  story  which  Howard  Hawks  will 
produce  and  direct. 

— Metro 

KATHERINE  BRUSH  to  “High  School,"  a   Hunt 
Stromberg  production  in  which  Mickey  Rooney, 

Judy  Garland,  Gene  Reynolds,  Freddie  Bartholo- 
mew and  other  juvenile  actors  will  appear. 

SIDNEY  HOWARD  completes  “The  Unvan- 

quished," which  will  be  a   Mervyn  LeRoy  produc- 
tion. 

— Paramount 
MARTIN  MOONEY  and  JONATHAN  LATIMER 

to  “Men  Without  a   Country,"  an  original  story 
idea  by  Fritz  Lang,  who  will  produce  and  direct 
it. 

— RKO  Radio 

ALBERT  BETN  to  adapt  “Pure  in  Mind,"  his 
own  original,  for  Producer  P.  J.  Wolfson. 

JOSEPH  PAGANO  to  an  untitled  original  for 
Producer  Robert  Sisk. 

OLIVER  DRAKE  to  “Arizona  Legion.”  Bert 
Gilroy  will  produce. 

CHARLES  KAUFMAN  to  “The  Saint  in  Lon- 

don." Bernie  Fineman  draws  the  production  chore. 
FRANKLYN  ADREON,  SOL  SCHORR  and  REX 

TAYLOR  to  “Daredevils  of  Red  Circle,"  a   chap- 
ter-play. 

— Republic 

NORMAN  S.  HALL  to  “Yankee  Doodle  Cow- 

boy," a   forthcoming  Gene  Autry  western. 

— Edward  Small 

GEORGE  BRUCE  to  “The  Man  in  the  Iron 

Mask." 

— 20th  Century-Fox 
PETER  MILNE  to  an  untitled  original  for  Pro- 

ducer John  Stone. 

— Universal 

NORTON  S.  PARKER  to  “Young  Victory," 
which  Ken  Goldsmith  will  produce. 

ALEX  GOTTLIEB  to  “Lady  Luck." 

GEORGE  BECK  to  “Destry  Rides  Again,"  star- 
ring James  Stewart,  w'hich  Joseph  Pasternak  will 

produce.  Beck  collaborates  with  HAROLD  SHU- 
MATE. 

— Walter  Manger 

JOHN  FORD  and  DUDLEY  NICHOLS  polishing 

“Stage  Coach,”  which  Ford  will  direct.  Tentative 
starting  date  is  October  20. 

— Warner  Bros. 

SCOTT  LITTLETON  to  an  untitled  story  for  the 

“Torchy  Blane"  series.  Glenda  Farrell,'  Barton MacLane  and  Tom  Kennedy  will  have  the  leads. 

OPTIONS 

— Metro 

CHRISTINA  WELLS,  singer,  given  long-term 
contract. 

WALTER  REISCH  and  ELAINE  RYAN,  script- 
ing team,  handed  new  contracts. 

MARGARET  BOOTH,  film  editor,  held  for  an- 
other term. 

LYNNE  CARVER  given  new  acting  termer. 

— Paramount 

AL  PARMENTER  joins  trailer  department,  mov- 
ing over  from  the  National  Screen  Service. 

— Republic 

WELLYN  TOTMAN  signs  writing  deal. 
CHESTER  GUNNELS  signed  as  comedy  foil  for 

the  Roy  Rogers  western  series,  replacing  Smiley 
Burnette,  who  has  been  assigned  exclusively  for 
the  Gene  Autry  pictures. 

Shorts  Director  Bucquet 
Gets  Chance  at  Feature 

After  a   number  of  “Crime  Does  Not  Pay” 
shorts,  Harry  Bucquet  has  been  given  the 
chance  at  feature  direction  for  M-G-M, 

his  first  assignment  to  be  “Young  Dr.  Kil- 
gare.”  This  is  the  first  in  a   series  of 

“Dr.  Kilgare”  stories  featuring  Lew  Ayres. 
Lionel  Barrymore  draws  a   supporting 

role,  the  screen  play  having  been  com- 
pleted by  Willis  Goldbeck  and  Harry  Rus- 

kin. 

Jones  to  Paramount 
His  six-picture  contract  with  Coronet 

having  wound  up,  Buck  Jones  has  moved 
over  to  Paramount  on  a   term  deal  under 

which  he  will  combine  his  familiar  west- 
ern roles  with  straight  action  drama.  First 

assignment  for  him  is  “Vice  Squad.” 

Lawsuits  Pile  Up 
On  Screen  Colony 

Everything  from  traffic  tangles  to  al- 
legedly faulty  income  tax  returns  brought 

Hollywood  film  notables  into  court  during 

the  week  as  the  number  of  lawsuits  in- 
volving the  screen  colony  showed  no  signs 

of  abating. 

Superior  court  listed  a   $22,441  damage 
action  against  Screen-Radio  Crooner  Bing 
Crosby  and  Albert  Johnson,  former  jockey 

now  employed  by  Crosby  as  a   horse  train- 
er. The  suit,  filed  by  Bernard,  Carmen 

and  Leo  Schootz  and  Carmen  Arvisa,  al- 
leged a   car  owned  by  Crosby  and  driven 

by  Johnson  collided  with  their  vehicle 
last  July  1   and  inflicted  bodily  injuries 
on  the  defendants. 

Target  of  Uncle  Sam’s  income  tax  col- 
lectors was  B.  P.  Schulberg,  whom  Nat 

Rogan,  collector  of  internal  revenue,  al- 
leged in  a   lien  filed  with  federal  court, 

owes  $9,741  on  his  1935  earnings.  Other 
film  notables  listed  include  Helen  Mack. 

$442  for  1935,  and  Cecilia  Parker,  $109  for 
1937. 

Freddie  Bartholomew,  indirectly,  was 

involved  in  another  action  when  superior 

court  cited  his  parents,  Cecil  and  Lillian 

May  Bartholomew,  and  his  guardian,  Milli- 
cent  Bartholomew,  to  appear  on  Monday. 

The  moppet’s  parents,  it  is  charged,  have 
failed  to  pay  a   $7,887  judgment  incurred 

last  year  in  a   legal  battle  to  wrest  cus- 
tody of  the  child  star  from  his  guardian. 

Attorney  Leonard  J.  Mayberg,  who  repre- 
sented the  couple,  filed  the  complaint. 

An  actor-agent  tangle  found  its  way  into 

superior  court  when  Edward  Allen,  a   ta1- 
ent  agent,  filed  suit  to  collect  $13,125  al- 

legedly due  him  in  commissions  from  Philip 
McMahon,  screen  and  radio  actor  and 
charging  McMahon  with  illegally  voiding 

an  eight-year  managerial  contract. 

Of  a   slightly  different  nature  was  the 
filing  by  Billy  Gilbert  of  a   complaint 
against  Vinton  Freedley,  stage  producer, 

charging  breach  of  contract.  Comedian 
Gilbert  lodged  his  charges  with  Actors 

Equity,  alleging  Freedley  persuaded  him  to 
cancel  an  RKO  acting  contract  in  order 

to  appear  in  a   legitimate  show,  which 
production  never  materialized,  Gilbert 
alleged. 

Income  Tax  Sleuth  Rogan  also  filed 

liens  against  Alice  Brady,  seeking  $7,119 
on  her  1937  income;  Karen  Morley,  $926 
for  1937;  Charles  Kenyon,  scenarist,  $1,081 
for  1937;  Harold  Hurley,  $4,943  for  1937; 
Travis  Banton,  $5,925  for  1937;  Thomas 
Mitchell,  $1,642  for  1937;  and  Edmund 

Gwenn,  screen  writer,  $1,532  for  1935-36. 

" Blondie "   for  Strayer 
Speeding  preparations  for  an  early  jump 

aboard  the  series  bandwagon,  Columbia 
has  signed  Frank  Strayer  to  direct 

“Blondie,”  first  in  the  new  picture  group 
which  the  studio  will  produce  from  the 

Chic  Young  comic  strip.  Richard  Flour- 
noy is  doing  the  script. 

STORY  BUYS 

“The  Love  Machine,"  a   comedy  by  Nard  Jones, to  Metro. 

“The  Long  Shot,"  a   racetrack  story  by  Harry 
Beresford  and  George  Callaghan,  to  Fine  Arts 

Pictures.  Ewart  Adamson  is  scripting  for  imme- 

diate production,  with  Charles  Lamont  to  pro- duce and  direct. 

“That  Fatal  Fascination,"  by  Harold  Wilson  and 

Leon  Ware,  to  Paramount  as  a   vehicle  for  Clau- dette Colbert. 

“Here  I   Am  a   Stranger,"  by  Gordon  Malherbe 
Hillman,  to  20th  Century-Fox.  Hillman  has  signed to  adapt. 

“The  Housekeeper’s  Daughter,"  by  Donald  Hen- 
derson Clarke,  to  Hal  Roach.  A.  Edward  Suther- land will  direct. 

“She  Wanted  Danger,”  by  Leslie  Bain,  to  Co- 
lumbia. The  author  will  script. 

“Wings  of  Tomorrow,"  by  W.  Anthony  Rowland, 
to  Sol  Lesser  as  a   starrer  for  Tommy  Kelly.  Gil- 

bert Harrison  is  scripting.  Story  deals  with  the 
model  airplane-builder  hobby. 

“Flight  South,”  by  Nathaniel  West  and  Gor- 
don Kahn,  to  Metro. 

“Heart  Interest,"  a   magazine  serial  by  George 
Bradshaw,  to  20th  Century-Fox. 

“Lady  Luck,”  by  G.  Carleton  Brown,  and  “Call 
Me  a   Liar,"  by  Jerry  Sackheim  and  Jerry  Hor- 
win,  to  General  Films  as  Crime  Club  mysteries 
for  Universal  release. 

“I  Love  That  Man,"  by  John  Francis  Larkin 
and  Jerry  Horwin,  to  20th  Century-Fox  as  a   ve- 

hicle for  Alice  Faye. 

“When  Men  Are  Twelve,"  by  Budd  Schulberg, 
to  Metro  as  a   vehicle  for  Freddie  Bartholomew. 

“A  Cargo  of  Innocence,”  by  Eric  Andrew  Sim- 
son,  to  M-G-M.  It  is  a   factual  article  concerning 
the  Spanish  rebellion. 

“Hollywood  Number  Seven,"  by  George  Brad- 
shaw, to  20th  Century-Fox  as  a   Sonja  Henie starrer. 

“Surprise  Marriage."  by  Dale  Unson,  to  Para- 
mount. Harold  Hurley  will  produce. 

“Castle  Sinister,"  by  J.  P.  Marquand,  to  Metro. 

“I  Married  an  Angel,”  the  Broadway  musical 

hit,  to  M-G-M. 

“Prairie  Buckaroo,"  by  Walker  K.  Tompkins, 
to  Republic  as  a   vehicle  for  Roy  Rogers.  Charles 
E.  Ford  will  produce. 

“The  Key  Woman,"  by  Joseph  H.  Steele,  to 
Universal  as  a   Burt  Kelly  production. 

“The  Lost  World,"  by  Robert  Arthur,  to  Met- 
ro. The  author  will  script  possibly  as  one  of 

the  studio’s  English  quota  pictures. 

“Rebecca,"  by  Daphne  Du  Maurier,  to  Selz- 
nick  International  as  a   vehicle  for  Carole  Lom- bard. 

“Miss  Streamline,”  by  Clarence  Marks  and  Rob- 
ert Wyler,  to  Republic.  Marks  will  script. 

“Red  Gardenias,"  a   magazine  serial,  to  Gen- 
eral Films  as  a   Crime  Club  feature  starring 

Preston  Foster  for  Universal  release. 

Berke  to  Produce 

Republic  is  giving  William  Berke  a   fling 

at  producing  feature  assignments  in  ad- 
dition to  his  chores  as  producer  of  the 

Three  Mesquiteers  westerns.  Berke’s  first 

standard  picture  will  be  “Missing  Men,” from  an  original  by  him. 

An  Autry  tor  Sherman 
George  Sherman  draws  the  directorial 

assignment  on  the  next  Gene  Autry  sage- 

brusher  at  Republic,  “Rodeo  Buster,”  which 
will  wind  up  the  1937-38  quota.  Harry 
Grey  is  the  producer. 

To  Direct  Sten 

Otis  Garrett  has  been  signed  by  Dr.  Eu- 
gene Frenke  to  direct  the  first  of  two  Anna 

Sten  pictures  which  Frenke  will  produce 
for  Grand  National. 
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obtained  from  a   survey  of  first  and  sub- 

sequent runs,  the  success  story  of  all  fea- 

ture productions  released  during  the 

1937-1938  Season;  the  boxoffice  ratings 

of  Stars,  Producers,  Directors,  Writers 

and  Companies  who  played  a   part  in  the 

making  of  those  productions. 

TWO  DOLLARS  THE  COPY 
PUBLISHED  BY  THE 

PUBLISHERS  OF 
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Nearly  Two  Million  Quiz  Booklets 
Given  Out  in  Southern  California 

Los  Angeles  —   With  sales  picking  up 
again  after  a   two-week  lull,  the  number 

of  “Movie  Quiz’’  booklets  distributed  to 
southern  California  showmen  in  connec- 

tion with  the  “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 

Year”  have  soared  to  1,919,000  and  should 
pass  the  two-million  mark  within  a   few 
days. 

Theatremen  are  busily  replenishing  their 

supplies  of  the  booklets  and  other  acces- 
sories, according  to  Carroll  Peacock,  man- 

ager of  the  Paramount  exchange,  which 
is  handling  distribution  of  the  items  for 
this  region.  To  date,  Peacock  reported, 
approximately  $13,000  has  been  expended 
by  local  showmen  on  the  accessories. 

Meantime,  Robert  Poole,  general  secre- 
tary of  the  Independent  Theatre  Owners 

of  Southern  California,  took  a   flying  trip 
down  to  San  Diego  over  the  weekend  to 
lend  a   hand  in  speeding  the  progress  of 
the  campaign  among  exhibitors  there. 
Poole  huddled  with  Jerry  Gallagher,  Fox 
West  Coast  city  manager,  and  independent 

showmen  discussing  the  drive,  and  re- 
ported upon  his  return  that  the  southern 

city  is  showing  considerable  enthusiasm. 

First  authenticated  reports  as  to  the  ef- 
fect— if  any — on  local  boxoffice  grosses  as 

a   result  of  the  campaign  will  be  released 
by  Poole  some  time  next  week.  The  ITO 

has  been  compiling  data  from  question- 
naires distributed  to  theatremen  in  an  ef- 

fort to  gainer  concrete  figures  on  the  re- 
sults, to  date,  of  the  drive. 

He  Went  Forty  Miles 

For  His  Booklet 

Banning,  Cal. — A   prospector,  Mike  Ford, 

made  a   40-mile  trip  across  desert  wastes 
with  his  burro  to  this  foothill  town  near 

Palms  Springs  resort  to  get  his  Quiz  book- 

let for  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year. 

Asked  how  he  could  see  30  pictures  be- 
tween now  and  January  1   out  on  the 

desert,  Ford  explained  he  spends  winter 

and  fall  prospecting  near  Superstition 
Mountain  in  the  Imperial  Valley. 

“It’s  only  a   hike  of  20  miles  to  El  Cen- 
tro, and  I   can  see  four  pictures  at  a   crack 

there,”  he  added. 

Draws  Metro  Contract 

After  Campaign  Short 

Hollywood — Johnny  Walsh,  13,  appear- 
ing in  a   short  subject  advertising  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year,  has  drawn  a   long- 
term contract  at  M-G-M  for  his  work. 

It’s  not  hard  to  understand  Johnny’s 
flair  for  flickers  when  one  knows  that 

his  father,  Jack  Walsh,  was  once  with 
George  M.  Cohan,  Sam  Harris  and  Flo 
Ziegfeld,  and  his  mother  is  a   former 
Ziegfeld  Follies  dancer. 

CJAMMY  SIEGEL  of  United  Artists  is  on 
Portland’s  film  front,  this  time  beating 

the  drum  for  “Drums”  .   .   .   Guy  Navarre, 
another  UA  representative,  was  in  from 
Seattle  .   .   .   Eddie  Lewis  of  Salem  waited 
a   long  10  minutes  to  see  Tom  Shearer  at 
the  B.  F.  Shearer  office  .   .   .   Junior  Mercy, 
another  visitor  from  the  Puget  Sound 
area,  made  the  rounds. 

Jack  Kloepper,  Portland’s  UA  manager, 
is  back  from  an  extended  trip  through  the 
eastern  Oregon  territory  .   .   .   Ken  Cocker- 

line of  Portland’s  Moreland  Theatre  was 
on  the  Row  picking  up  press  sheets  .   .   . 
Edgar  Mercy,  this  one  from  Camas,  was 
another  visitor  ...  So  was  Johnny  Collins 
of  Vernonia  and  Guy  Garretson  of  St. 
Helens. 

Lou  Stang,  Paramount  booker,  reminds 
us  that  the  Pine  Theatre  at  Pineville  had 

its  grand  opening  last  week  .   .   .   F.  S.  Mc- 
Keown,  branch  manager  of  Ross  Federal 

Service  here,  reports  he’s  just  returned 
from  a   fishing  trip  through  Eugene,  Cor- 

vallis and  Albany.  In  Corvallis  he  saw  the 

Idaho-Oregon  State  football  game. 

Bill  Duggan,  assistant  booker  at  Para- 
mount, has  resigned  and  his  place  is  being 

filled  by  Ed  Lord,  former  head  of  Para- 

mount’s shipping  department  .   .   .   “Rip” 
Ripley  of  Longview  telling  us  he  met  Ben 
Shlyen  in  Miami  .   .   .   Art  Kolstad  in  from 

Hood  River  .   .   .   George  Gould  represent- 
ing Dallas  .   .   .   Tracy  Poorman  plugging 

for  Woodburn  .   .   .   Other  visitors  on  the 
Row  included  Ross  Nelson  of  Independ- 

ence, Al  Adams  of  Silverton,  Loving 
Schmidt  of  Salem  and  S.  D.  Myers  and 
son  from  Beverton. 

Gordon  Craddock  of  Universal  has  the 

war  situation  all  figured  out  and  was  seen 

explaining  it  to  Johnny  Harvey  .   .   .   “Dude” 
Smith  from  Tillamook  on  the  Row  ...  So 

was  Ray  Henderson  from  Albany  .   .   .   And 
George  Whiteside  of  Corvallis  .   .   .   Most 
tragic  news  on  the  Row  this  week  was 
the  death  of  Al  F.  Mielke,  head  of  the 
United  Ticket  Co.  here. 

Conference  Plans  Made ; 

Skouras  Returns  East 

Los  Angeles  —   Completing  his  confer- 
ences with  Fox  West  Coast  executives  on 

the  current  second  annual  National  The- 
atres drive,  Spyros  Skouras,  NT  president, 

has  returned  to  New  York.  His  secretary, 
John  Haley,  accompanied. 

While  here  Skouras  also  conferred  with 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th  Century- 
Fox,  who  is  currently  visiting  the  studio. 

Other  Pact 

Parley  Set 
Los  Angeles — Officials  of  Projectionists 

Local,  50,  IATSE,  will  meet  with  the  man- 
agers of  local  first-run  theatres  again 

October  4,  at  which  time  it  is  expected  an 
amicable  compromise  will  be  reached  in 

the  current  discussions  anent  new  con- 

tracts for  the  coming  year  for  the  booth- men. 

The  Stagehands  Local,  33,  IATSE,  also 

is  expected  to  cinch  a   new  working  agree- 
ment within  the  next  ten  days  with  Fox 

West  Coast. 

Projectionists  are  conferring  with  opera- 
tors of  the  Paramount,  Pantages,  Hill- 

street,  Hollywood,  Downtown,  State  and 

Chinese  theatres,  while  the  stagehands’ 
negotiations  will  affect  all  FWC  houses. 

Darkening  of  Four  Star 

Halts  Run  of  " Algiers " Los  Angeles — The  Four  Star  Theatre 
went  dark  suddenly  on  Tuesday,  with 

“Algiers,”  the  United  Artists  production, 

moving  out  of  the  house  after  a   record- 
shattering  11-week  run.  Picture  had 
originally  been  scheduled  to  run  another 
week,  but  instead  was  shifted  by  Fox  West 
Coast  to  the  United  Artists  and  Wilshire 

theatres  as  a   running-mate  to  “Hold  That 
Coed,”  which  moved  over  from  the  State 
and  Chinese  on  a   continued  first-run. 

The  Four  Star  reopens  October  5   with 

“Drums,”  the  Alexander  Korda  production. 

FWC  Ettects  Deal  tor 

San  Bernardino  House 
Los  Angeles — A   deal  has  been  nego- 

tiated by  Fox  West  Coast  to  purchase  the 
California  Theatre,  San  Bernardino,  which 

it  has  operated  under  lease  since  the 
house  was  constructed  in  1927.  Property 

has  been  placed  in  escrow. 

FWC  is  reputed  to  have  paid  in  excess 

of  $125,000  to  the  Santa  Fe  Federal  Sav- 
ings and  Loan  Ass’n  for  the  1,854-seat 

house  and  property.  The  theatre  has  been 

operated  by  an  FWC  subsidiary,  California- 
San  Bernardino  Theatres  Corp. 

Buys  Simplex  4-Star 
Denver — The  first  installation  in  this 

territory  of  the  new  sound  equipment  is 
being  made  by  National  Theatre  Supply 

Co.  in  the  new  theatre  being  built  at  Sterl- 

ing, Colo.,  by  Fox.  The  house  is  sched- 
uled for  a   November  15  opening.  The  same 

company  also  is  supplying  950  new  seats 
for  the  house. 

"Antoinette"  Alone 

Los  Angeles — M-G-M’s  “Marie  Antoin- 
ette” will  be  single  billed  when  it  opens 

at  Loew’s  State  and  Chinese  theatres  here 
October  12. 
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“pRANKENSTEIN”  and  “Dracula”  are being  sold  at  the  first-run  Rialto  on 
the  basis  of  “we  dare  you  to  see  both  of 
them,”  and  the  fans  are  taking  the  dare. 
Long  lines  and  repeated  standouts  caused 
the  films  to  be  held  a   second  week. 

A   county  jury  of  12,  after  looking  at  the 

nudist  film  “Unashamed,”  declared  it  was 
not  lewd,  and  set  aside  a   fine  of  $100 
levied  in  police  court  recently.  The  film 
went  hack  on  the  screen  at  the  Tivoli, 
where  it  ran  only  one  day  before  being 
ordered  off  by  the  city  vice  squad,  with  the 
fine  resulting.  The  film,  which  had  been 
confiscated,  was  ordered  returned  to  the 
theatre.  No  evidence  was  introduced  aside 

fiom  the  film  itself. 

Nat  Wolfe  has  engaged  the  Bideawee 

Theatre  for  a   run  for  “Dybbuk,”  a   Jewish 
all-talkie  film  with  English  titles  .   .   .   The 

Golder  Roadshow  company  is  now  oper- 
ating theatres  in  Deertrail  and  Byers, 

Colo.,  State  Theatre  reopened  after  a   fire 
in  the  booth  in  which  the  manager,  John 
Lucas  was  burned  seriously.  He  is  still  in 
the  hospital  in  serious  condition. 

Dave  Cockrill  has  sold  the  Park  Theatre, 

Denver,  to  George  Hilding,  former  mining 
professor  at  the  Colorado  School  of 
Mines,  and  a   retired  naval  officer  .   .   . 

Oscar  Oldknow,  district  manager  of  Na- 
tional Theatre  Supply,  visited  the  Denver 

branch  and  conferred  with  J.  J.  (Jap) 

Morgan,  manager,  for  two  days  .   .   .   James 

VerMullen,  American  Seating  Co.  repre- 
sentative, was  here  headquartering  at  the 

National  Theatre  Supply  agency,  demon- 
strating his  product. 

C.  L.  Wheaton  is  back  as  office  manager 

and  booker  of  the  Grand  National  ex- 
change, after  being  out  for  a   short  time. 

Martin  Morris,  shipper,  has  been  dropped, 
and  his  job  consolidated  with  others  .   .   . 
The  Film  Exchange  union  held  its  annual 
picnic  atop  Lookout  Mountain  with  over 
175  present.  Usual  picnic  games  with 
eats  were  enjoyed  during  the  day,  and 
dancing  in  the  evening.  The  exchange 

managers  gave  the  union  three  Toastmas- 
ters, which  were  used  as  prizes. 

H.  Bradley  Fish,  manager  of  the  Den- 
ver and  Salt  Lake  Grand  National  ex- 

changes, is  spending  some  time  in  the 

Utah  city  .   .   .   Nat  Wolfe’s  exchange  is 
sporting  a   new  diamond  effect  floor  .   .   . 
Bert  Turgeon,  Cooper  Enterprise  (Publix) 
booker,  has  been  transferred  to  Oklahoma 
City,  and  his  job  is  being  done  by  Frank 
Roberts,  purchasing  agent. 

Newspapers  Prize  Story 

May  Become  Film  Yarn 
Salt  Lake  City — The  Salt  Lake  City 

Tribune  reveals  that  a   major  motion  pic- 
ture studio  has  made  a   request  for  the 

top  three  stories  in  the  newspaper’s  ama- 
teur story  contest  conducted  for  the  past 

year.  The  manager  of  the  story  depart- 
ment of  the  studio  will  study  the  stories 

for  motion  picture  adaptability. 
The  Tribune  is  again  conducting  a   simi- 

lar story  contest. 

Testimony  Offered 

In  Gift  Night  Suit 
Portland,  Ore. — Circuit  Judge  Robert 

Tucker  this  week  heard  arguments  on  a 

defense  demurrer  to  the  complaint  in  the 
action  brought  by  Carl  R.  McFadden,  owner 
of  the  Laurelhurst  Theatre  here,  seeking 

a   declaratory  judgment  that  the  giving 
of  coupons  with  stubs  attached  and  the 

holding  of  drawings  for  prizes  do  not  vio- 
late the  state  lottery  statute. 

District  Attorney  James  R.  Bain  and 
Sheriff  Martin  T.  Pratt,  defendants  in  the 

case,  contend  that  the  plan,  known  as  gift 
night,  constitutes  a   lottery. 

The  suit  was  instituted  on  behalf  of 

about  a   dozen  community  theatres  distrib- 
uting free  coupons  for  prize  drawings. 

The  operators  of  these  theatres  assert 

the  giving  of  coupons  does  not  violate  the 
law  but  aids  in  stimulating  business. 

45  Denver  Area  Houses 

Showing  Spanish  Films 
Denver — Forty-five  theatres  in  the  ter- 

ritory, outside  Denver,  are  showing  Span- 
ish films  from  one  to  five  days  a   week. 

Four  of  the  theatres  in  Albuquerque,  the 
Mission,  Mesa,  Sandia  and  Coronado,  are 
showing  Spanish  and  Mexican  films  a 
total  of  ten  days  weekly,  according  to 

Albert  Coppel,  distributor.  Coppel  also  op- 
erates two  Denver  houses,  the  Bideawee 

and  Mexico. 

Spanish  films  are  used  in  both  of  these 

houses  every  day,  with  a   Spanish  film  and 
an  American  film  making  up  the  bill. 
These  theatres  lost  money  for  previous 

owners,  but  Coppel  says  they  now  are 
showing  a   profit. 

Takes  Port  Chicago 
San  Francisco — The  Port  Chicago  The- 

atre in  Port  Chicago,  near  here,  has  been 

acquired  by  F.  J.  Malone,  veteran  ex- 
hibitor who  has  been  with  Publix  and 

Fox  West  Coast.  He  plans  extensive  re- 
modeling and  modernizing. 

§>A\IUr  LAKE 
pACKED  houses  attended  the  personal 

appearance  of  Roy  Rogers,  singing 

cowboy,  here  at  the  Capitol  in  conjunc- 

tion with  the  showing  of  Republic’s  “Billy 
the  Kid  Returns”  ...  A   special  showing  of 
Metro’s  “Boys  Town”  for  inmates  of 
Kearns-St.  Anne’s  orphanage  was  held 
here  at  the  studio. 

Maurice  Saffle,  local  Metro  exchange 

manager,  is  calling  on  Montana  theatre- 

men  in  the  interests  of  his  company’s 
product. 

Ben  Murdock  of  the  Ideal  Theatre,  He- 

ber  City,  Utah,  was  a   local  Filmrow  visi- 
tor .   .   .   Ditto  Earl  Steele  of  the  Venice, 

Nephi. 

S   IE  A   T   T   1IL  IE 
J^LL  interest  here  is  now  centered  on 

football.  While  the  Huskies  of  Wash- 
ington were  getting  their  ears  pinned 

back  by  Minnesota  in  their  first  game  of 
the  season,  a   special  football  buffet  lunch 
was  being  served  in  the  quarters  of  the 
Northwest  Film  Club.  The  broadcast  was 

heard  and  a   special  chart  was  supplied  by 
Ben  Shearer  enabling  listeners  to  keep 
track  of  all  the  plays  (mostly  fumbles) 
that  each  team  made.  Committee  in 

charge  of  the  affair  consisted  of  Shearer, 
Dwight  Spracher  and  Keith  Beckwith. 
The  football  buffet  lunches  will  be  held 
whenever  the  Huskies  are  away  from  home. 

Another  goodbye  party  will  be  held  with- 

in the  next  few  days.  This  time  it’s  for 
Rex  Stevenson.  Rex  will  locate  in  San 

Francisco.  The  party  will  be  held  at  the 
home  of  Tony  Filigno.  His  mother  will 
serve  a   real  Italian  dinner.  Rex,  for- 

merly a   theatre  manager,  has  been  head 
booker  for  Sterling  theatres  the  past  few 
years  .   .   .   Mrs.  Lee  Mote,  head  of  the 

Spanish  War  Veterans  Auxiliary  of  River- 
ton, Wyo.,  was  in  town  a   couple  of  days  on 

her  way  to  Portland  to  attend  a   conven- 
tion. She  visited  with  J.  T.  Sheffield  while 

here.  Mrs.  Mote  owns  the  Acme  Theatre 
in  Riverton. 

Death  has  claimed  one  of  the  North- 

west’s leading  columnists,  Art  Shannon, 
writer  of  the  “Home  Brew”  column  for 
Scripps  papers,  after  a   long  illness.  A 

grand  guy,  he’ll  always  be  remembered 
for  his  helping  hand  to  exploitation  men 
of  show  business  .   .   .   N.  E.  Huff  and  his 
wife  are  here  on  their  annual  buying  trip 

from  Couer  d’Alene,  Ida.  Both  looking 

fine  .   .   .   The  University  of  Washington’s 
new  Showboat  Theatre,  anchored  on  Lake 
Washington,  opened. 

This  time  it  is  John  “Carefree”  McGee- 
han  of  the  New  York  office  of  RKO.  John 
up  and  married  Ruth  Tappan,  daughter 

of  the  New  York  publisher,  George  Tap- 
pan  Bacheller.  Miss  Tappan  came  from 
New  York  to  Seattle  for  the  ceremony  .   .   . 
Word  has  reached  the  Row  of  the  death  of 
Mrs.  George  Hunt.  George,  head  of  the 

circuit  bearing  his  name,  headquarters  in 

Medford,  Ore.  .   .   .   Al  O’Keefe,  district 
manager  for  Universal,  flew  in  from  Port- 

land for  a   visit  at  the  local  exchange  .   .   . 
Carrol  Barney  will  be  breaking  ground 
soon  for  his  new  theatre  in  Arlington  .   .   . 

Joe  Rosenfield,  city  manager  for  Ever- 
green in  Spokane,  is  in  New  York  on  a 

business  trip. 

Paul  Carlson,  protege  of  Bjarne  Moe, 
took  the  state  examination  for  achitects 
and  was  one  of  two  in  the  class  of  17  who 

passed.  Bjarne  specializes  in  theatre  work 
.   .   .   Word  from  sunny  California  has  it 
that  Homer  Gill,  a   circuit  executive  for 

FWC,  is  recovering  from  an  appendect- 
(Continued  on  next  page) 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN”  Facts 

Any  film  salesman,  over  a   hundred  Exhi- 

bitors, in  Washington,  Idaho  or  Montana, 

“Can  tell  you  about  a   Burch” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 
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J^L  GALSTON,  who  recently  took  over  the 

Vernon  Theatre  from  D.  B.  Irvine,  plans 
to  remodel  it  and  change  its  name  to  the 

Casino.  A   10-cent  house  now,  in  all  prob- 
ability admissions  will  be  boosted  to  15 

cents.  Galston,  who  owns  several  other 

local  theatres,  is  also  president  of  the  In- 

dependent Theatre  Owners  Ass’n. 

On  booking  expeditions:  Dick  Darst, 
manager  of  the  Strand,  Phoenix,  Ariz.  .   .   . 

Herb  Dunn,  who  operates  Harry  L.  Nace’s 
Rialto  Theatre,  in  Tucson,  same  state  .   .   . 

Irma  Bellam  of  the  Metro  exchange’s  in- 
spection department,  and  Gene  Buerman, 

a   booker  there,  sneaked  off  to  Santa  Ana 
last  week  and  were  married  .   .   .   R.  A. 
Hooker,  assistant  to  Charlie  Alden  at  the 
Globe  Theatre  in  Globe,  Ariz.,  headed 

homeward  over  the  weekend  after  attend- 
ing the  American  Legion  convention  last 

week. 

In  for  a   short  holiday  was  Guy  Cameron, 
owner  of  the  Peak  Theatre  in  Dallas,  Tex. 
.   .   .   Roy  Evans  was  expected  to  check  in 
some  time  this  week  from  Texas,  where 
he  has  been  visiting  his  family.  Evans  is 
the  manager  of  the  Fox  Highland  Theatre 
here. 

The  feminine  influence  is  making  itself 

felt  at  Jimmy  Edwards’  Elysian  Theatre 
these  days.  Edwards  has  just  appointed 
Isabell  Knapp  as  manager  of  the  house 
.   .   .   Arthur  Unger,  who  handles  Coulter 
Premiums  in  San  Francisco,  dropped  in  on 
Bill  Quinn  for  a   short  visit  last  week. 

Russell  Hoss,  salesman  for  All-Star  and 
Trailer-Made,  suffered  a   recurrence  of  a 
blood-poisoning  attack  in  his  right  arm. 
After  responding  to  treatment,  he  was 
again  expected  back  on  the  Row  by  the 
end  of  the  week. 

Closed  for  more  than  two  years,  the 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 

1969  So.  Vermont  RE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“Theatre  Equipment  Specialists” 
Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 
1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

Liberty  Theatre,  at  Blythe,  Ariz.,  is  being 
reopened  by  George  Hallahan,  who  was  on 
the  Row  buying  product  for  his  new  ven- 

ture .   .   .   Eddie  Shanberg  has  purchased 
the  Riviera  Theatre,  in  Los  Angeles,  from 
George  Browne. 

Bill  Riter,  head  of  the  local  Grand 
National  exchange,  planed  to  Chicago  for 
conferences  on  the  new  GN  setup.  He 
expected  to  be  back  within  a   week  or  ten 
days. 

RKO’s  office  manager,  Frank  Schiend- 
ler,  has  a   new  secretary  in  the  person  of 

Ethel  Sussman.  The  exchange’s  other  Ethel 
(Simpson)  is  back  cashiering  after  spend- 

ing a   quiet  vacation  at  home. 

Ollie  Wog,  Universal  salesman,  is  off  on 
another  selling  tour  of  Blythe  and  other 

hot  spots.  A1  O’Keefe,  district  manager, 
spent  the  week  in  Seattle. 

Art  Brick,  who  operates  the  Palace  The- 
atre in  Las  Vegas,  Nev.,  was  on  the  Row 

booking. 

Mary  Spengler,  demure  blonde  secre- 

tary at  Exhibitors’  Service,  spent  the  first 
of  the  week  battling  with  the  flu. 

Nick  Dimos  of  the  Dimos  Amusement 

Co.,  which  operates  theatres  in  Douglas, 
Bisby,  Nogales,  Tucson,  and  Phoenix.  Ariz., 
xvas  visiting  on  the  Row  accompanied  by 
his  brother,  George,  who  has  just  returned 

from  a   four-month  European  trip. 

On  the  Row:  J.  W.  Bace,  Roxy  Theatre, 

Ford  City;  George  Bromley,  Victoria,  Los 

Angeles  (first  time  since  his  recent  ill- 
ness) ;   L.  A.  Williams,  booker  for  the 

Meralta,  Downey;  Mason  Siler,  Ritz,  Bal- 
boa; Fred  Siegal,  Margo  and  Palomar, 

Oceanside. 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

"Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 

1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

"LOVE  LIFE  OF  A   GORILLA" 

"CHILDREN  OF  LONELINESS" 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

Review  of  Previews 

A   Trade  Privilege 

Los  Angeles — Maintaining  that  reviews 

of  previews  should  be  the  exclusive  pro- 
vince of  motion  picture  trade  publications, 

a   committee  of  local  exhibitors  has  ef- 
fected an  agreement  with  metropolitan 

daily  newspapers  whereby  the  latter, 
henceforth,  will  review  films  only  when 

they  open  their  first-runs  here. 

Also  going  into  the  discard  will  be 

formal  reviews  of  “B’’  pictures  which  are 

booked  in  conjunction  with  “A”  offerings. 
Film  gossip  columnists  writing  for  the 
metropolitan  newspapers,  however,  will  be 

permitted  to  comment  editorially  on  pic- 
tures previewed,  although  they  will  not 

write  formal  critiques. 

The  only  newspaper  not  affected  by  the 

ruling  is  the  Hollywood  Citizen-News, 
chiefly  because,  it  was  pointed  out,  it  cir- 

culates principally  in  the  film  capital  and 
appeals  more  specifically  to  members  of 
the  film  industry. 

The  decision  to  drop  preview  reviews 

came  through  the  efforts  of  Rodney  Pan- 
tages  and  Jack  Gross,  representing  the 

Pantages  and  Hillstreet  theatres;  Thorn- 

ton Sargent,  representing  Fox  West  Coast’s 
Chinese  and  Loew’s  State;  Ben  Wallen- 

stein of  Warner’s  Hollywood  and  Down- 
town, and  Harry  Wallin,  manager  of  the 

Paramount.  All  are  first-run  houses. 

SEATTLE 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

omy.  Homer,  formerly  Northwest  division 
manager  for  RKO  Orpheum  circuit,  is 
well  liked  in  these  parts  .   .   .   The  John 
Hamricks  joined  the  Ben  Shearers  at  the 

Pendleton  Round-up  and  the  Grover  Cur- 
leys came  from  St.  Louis  to  enjoy  the 

show  with  them.  There  will  be  no  ball  in 
connection  with  the  MPTO  convention 

this  year.  A   midnight  variety  show  will 
take  its  place.  Negotiations  are  now  under 

way  for  a   top-notch  Hollywood  star  to  act 
as  master  of  ceremonies. 

Don  Beckman  and  Ray  Felker  to  Mis- 
soula, Mont.,  and  back.  They  installed  a 

new  display  front  on  the  Wilma  Theatre 
.   .   .   Betty  McLaughlin  has  replaced  Wilma 
McNett  in  the  auditing  department  of 

Hamrick-Evergreen  offices  .   .   .   W.  B.  Mc- 
Donald has  set  forward  his  annual  cruise 

to  the  middle  of  October.  Every  year  Mac 

takes  a   few  of  local  filmdom  on  a   week- 
end cruise  of  beauty  spots  in  the  North- 

west .   .   .   Dorothy  Greenslade  has  joined 

the  office  force  of  the  Paramount  ex- 
change .   .   .   Sammy  Siegel,  getting  a   tele- 

gram from  Harry  Mills  telling  of  the  pass- 
ing of  Eddie  Hitchcock  in  Los  Angeles  .   .   . 

L.  J.  McGinley  and  Gordon  Craddock  (of 
Tillie  fame),  office  managers  of  Seattle 

and  Portland  for  Universal,  flew  to  Chi- 
cago and  back  for  a   sales  conference  .   .   . 

Herman  Wobber’s  San  Francisco  secretary, 
Ray  Telfer  Jorgensen,  was  here  for  a   spell 
on  a   vacation  cruise  with  her  new  hubby. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
-   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  - 
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Week's  Postponement  of  Hearing 
In  Chicago  Suit  Over  Clearance 

Strike  Call 
Affects  120 

Chicago — Approximately  120  theatres  in 
Chicago  were  being  picketed  this  week  as 

Boxoffice  goes  to  press,  as  the  Interna- 
tional Union  of  Operating  Engineers,  Local 

399,  went  on  strike  at  midnight  Wednes- 
day. The  houses  affected  were  B&K, 

Warner,  Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer,  and 
the  RKO  Palace  Theatres  in  the  Chicago 
area. 

Engineers,  operating  the  heating  and 

air-conditioning  plants  in  all  of  the  houses, 
were  pulled  off  the  job  by  Richard  Wren, 
head  of  the  union.  The  engineers  seek 
return  of  a   ten  per  cent  cut  which  they 

granted  during  the  ten-week  summer 
period.  Their  regular  salary  of  $46.00  per 

week  is  sought.  Maurice  Leonard,  presi- 

dent of  the  Exhibitors’  Association,  has 
been  conferring  with  the  union,  but  this 
week  said  that  the  exhibitors  cannot  stand 
for  the  return  of  the  ten  per  cent  slash. 

Negro  Demand  for  More 

Work  Representation 

Chicago- — Negro  union  members  of  the 

Chicago  operators’  union  this  week  were 
picketing  several  theatres  on  the  south 
side  in  the  harlem  sections  of  the  city. 
The  Negro  members  demanded  more  work 
representation  among  the  theatres  whose 

patronage  is  colored.  The  matter  was  ex- 
pected to  be  settled  late  this  week. 

Fitzgerald  and  Graas 

Address  Fox  Managers 
Green  Bay,  Wis. — Managers  of  north- 

ern Wisconsin  and  upper  Michigan  Fox 

and  affiliated  theatres  held  a   two-day  ses- 
sion at  the  Northland  Hotel  here.  Speak- 

ers included  H.  J.  Fitzgerald,  Milwaukee, 

general  manager  of  the  circuit,  and  Cir- 
cuit Judge  Henry  A.  Graas,  Green  Bay, 

who  declared  that  theatres  are  a   great 
educational  factor. 

“You,  gentlemen,  have  a   great  oppor- 
tunity to  develop  the  character  of  the 

young  moviegoer.  To  do  this — and  I   think 
most  of  you  will — you  must  use  those  three 
great  elements  of  character:  honesty,  loy- 

alty and  courtesy,”  Judge  Graas  declared. 
Among  those  attending  the  sessions  were : 

W.  V.  Geehan,  V.  T.  Touchett,  George 
Brown,  John  Bergant,  Joseph  Strother,  L. 

Roy  Pierce,  all  of  Milwaukee;  Elmer  Bren- 
nan, Foster  Norton  and  Joe  Baisch,  Green 

Bay;  Harold  Knudson,  Beaver  Dam;  Wil- 

liam S.  Ryan,  Calumet,  Mich.;  L.  A.  Kel- 
ley, Verne  Rounds,  Cudahy;  Charles  Phar- 

ris,  Robert  Van  Gilder,  Harold  Toilette, 
Fond  du  Lac;  James  Zanias,  Janesville; 
Arthur  Goddard,  Hugh  Flannery,  John 
Scharnberg,  Madison;  K.  A.  Butterfield, 

Marinette;  Ed  Heister,  Manitowoc;  Gil- 
bert Courshon,  Neenah-Menasha;  Lou 

Welsch,  Oshkosh;  John  Ferger,  Racine; 
M.  A.  Neuman,  Stevens  Point;  Lawrence 

Beltz,  Wausau;  E.  J.  Hickey,  Russ  Mc- 
Namee,  Iron  Mountain,  Mich.;  Clarence 
Wall,  Menominee,  Mich.,  and  Nick  Rajacic, 
Laurium,  Mich. 

"Just  Another  Suit" 
Says  Balahan 

New  York — Asked  by  BOXOFFICE  to 

comment  on  the  suit  filed  by  indepen- 

dents in  Chicago  against  B&K  and  ma- 

jor companies,  John  Balaban  replied: 

“What  is  there  to  say?  It's  just  an- 

other suit." 

Majors  Partition 
Land  Is  Charge 

Chicago — The  independents’  bill  of  com- 
plaint filed  against  B&K  and  the  major 

distributors,  in  giving  a   history  of  the 

industry,  also  charges  that  theatre  acqui- 
sitions by  the  Paramount,  Loew,  Fox, 

Warner  and  RKO  theatre  groups,  have 

been  equally  divided  into  sections  in  the 

U.  S„  so  that  none  are  in  direct  compe- 
tition with  each  other,  but  only  with  inde- 

pendent exhibitors. 

It  also  details  means  of  how  B&K  “se- 
cretly” conspired  to  discourage  erection  of 

competitive  theatres  in  Chicago. 

In  another  section  B&K  is  directly  ac- 

cused of  “owning  and  dominating”  the 
H.  and  E.  Balaban  Corp.,  which  operates 
the  Esquire  and  other  Chicago  theatres. 
John  Balaban  has  repeatedly  denied  that 

either  B&K  or  Paramount  have  any  inter- 
est in  the  H.  &   E.  Balaban  concern,  oper- 

ated by  Hairy  and  Elmer  Balaban,  brothers 
of  John  and  Barney. 

Independents'  Attorney 
A   Trade  Authority 

Chicago — Joseph  Rosenberg,  head  of  the 

firm  of  Rosenberg,  Stein  &   Rosenberg, 
who  filed  the  suit  for  the  independents 
against  B&K  and  the  major  distributors, 
is  regarded  as  one  of  the  best  informed 

legal  personalities  on  exhibition  and  dis- 
tribution in  the  country.  Associated  with 

him  is  the  younger  Aaron  Stein,  who  has 

worked  with  Rosenberg  on  several  indus- 
try cases  in  the  past.  They  have  several 

victories  to  their  credit. 

Contests  Compete 
Chicago — Two  endurance  contests,  both 

of  which  started  last  week,  are  getting 

plenty  of  play  away  from  local  theatres. 

One  is  the  walkathon  of  “champions,”  at 
Rainbo  Gardens,  and  the  other  is  the 

Roller  Derby,  at  the  Coliseum.  Due  to  the 
proximity  of  the  Coliseum  to  Filmrow,  it 

is  even  getting  a   lot  of  film  folk  in  at- 
tendance. 

Chicago — Upon  the  request  of  B&K  and 
major  company  attorneys,  the  hearing  for 
a   temporary  injunction  in  the  clearance 

and  double  feature  suit  filed  by  the  inde- 
pendent Chicago  exhibitors  was  postponed 

this  week  until  next  Thursday,  October  6. 
B&K  attorneys  in  the  case  are  Kirkland, 

Fleming,  Green,  Martin  and  Ellis,  with 

Joseph  Fleming  and  T.  M.  Thomas  handl- 
ing the  case  for  the  firm.  Here  during  the 

past  week  to  confer  with  B&K  and  the 
attorneys  were  the  following  lawyers  from 
the  New  York  offices  of  several  majors; 

Leonard  Picker  of  Columbia;  Louis  Phil- 
lips of  Paramount;  Howard  Levinson  of 

Warners,  and  William  Savage  of  RKO. 
Meanwhile,  answers  to  the  100  questions 

filed  by  the  plaintiffs  in  the  Gary  The- 
atre Co.  action  against  B&K-Warner  The- 

atres, and  the  majors,  were  expected  in 
federal  court  this  week.  The  filing  date 

was  Friday,  September  30,  a   date  which 
had  been  extended  twice  from  its  original 
time.  Next  Tuesday,  October  4,  is  the  date 
set  for  hearing  arguments  for  striking  out 
M-G-M  Distributing  Corp.,  as  one  of  the 
defendant  companies,  on  the  grounds  that 
M-G-M  Distributing  Corp.,  had  not  been 
in  business  in  Illinois  since  1936. 

Grand  National  Regional 

To  Discuss  Product  Plans 

Chicago — Product  plans  for  the  remain- 
der of  the  season  were  to  be  discussed  to- 
day (Saturday,  October  1)  at  the  regional 

meeting  of  the  New  Grand  National  Pic- 
tures at  the  Stevens  Hotel.  Eddie  Alper- 

son,  vice-president,  was  due  in  from  the 
west  coast  with  Morris  Safier  to  discuss 
the  situation. 

Others  expected  here  were:  Ben  Ben- 
jamin, Chicago;  Thomas  Tobin,  St.  Louis; 

Peter  Rosian,  Cleveland;  Russell  Borg, 
Kansas  City;  Lou  Levy,  Des  Moines;  Lou 

Patz,  Milwaukee;  Glen  Gregory,  Minne- 
apolis; Bill  Crystal,  Omaha;  A1  Mertz, 

Dallas;  Ralph  Kinsler,  Cincinnati;  H.  H. 

Hull,  Indianapolis;  Ralph  Peckham,  De- 
troit; Bradley  Fish,  Salt  Lake  City;  Bill 

Riter,  Los  Angeles;  Cleve  Adams,  New 
Orleans;  Hymie  Novitsky,  Denver,  and 
James  Winn,  San  Francisco. 

New  Paramount  Theatre , 

Ft.  Wayne ,   Opening  Oct.  1 
Ft.  Wayne,  Ind. — An  earlier  opening 

date  than  that  previously  announced  is 

planned  for  the  Paramount  Theatre,  ac- 
cording to  Mannie  Marcus,  manager. 

The  date  has  been  set  for  Saturday, 

October  1,  with  a   gala  program  to  be  ar- 
ranged for  the  opening. 

Stage  shows  will  be  presented  as  a   regu- 
lar feature  of  the  billings  seven  days  a 

week.  The  stage  is  being  remodeled  and 

enlarged  to  better  accommodate  vaude- 
ville shows. 
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Exchange  Managers  and  Salesmen 

Rally  for  "Greatest  Year"  Drive 
By  DAVE  BARRETT 

St.  Louis — A   final  pep  ’em  up  meeting 
for  local  exchange  managers  and  their 
salesmen  in  connection  with  the  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign,  was 
held  at  the  Fox  Screening  Room  at  11 

a.  m.  with  Benny  B.  Reingold,  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox manager;  C.  D.  Hill,  Columbia 

Pictures,  manager;  Fred  Wehrenberg,  pres- 
ident MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  E.  Mo.  and  So. 

111.,  as  the  principal  pepper  slingers. 

Prior  to  the  gathering,  the  St.  Louis 

district  was  setting  a   pace  for  public  par- 
ticipation in  the  $250,000  Quiz  contest, 

far  above  the  national  average.  So  great 
has  been  the  cash  customer  demand  for 

the  quiz  booklets,  the  few  exhibitors  who 

held  back  were  virtually  swept  into  par- 
ticipation by  their  own  patrons. 

It  is  estimated  that  already  about  150,- 
000  of  the  booklets  have  been  distributed 

through  local  houses. 

A   total  of  500,000  of  the  booklets  are 

available  here  and  it  is  expected  that  be- 
fore December  31  rolls  around  this  big 

supply  will  be  exhausted. 

With  St.  Louis  proper  now  practically 
100  per  cent  for  the  big  campaign  the 
film  salesmen  are  to  concentrate  their  ex- 

ploitation efforts  on  the  smaller  cities  in 
this  area. 

John  Balaban  Praises 

Conduct  of  Drive 

Chicago — In  a   letter  to  George  J.  Schaef- 

er, chairman  of  the  motion  picture  in- 
dustry drive,  John  Balaban  of  Balaban  & 

Katz,  offers  his  praise  to  those  in  charge 

of  the  campaign,  and  expresses  the  opin- 
ion that  business  has  been  stimulated  by 

the  Movie  Quiz  contest. 

The  letter  reads: 

“Now  that  the  Movie  Quiz  Contest  has 
been  under  way  for  some  days,  and  know- 

ing how  much  of  your  time  has  been  given 
to  it  (also  knowing  how  thankless  these 
jobs  usually  are),  I   felt  you  would  like  to 
have  an  expression  from  someone  out  in 

the  ‘sticks’. 

“I  told  Barney  this  morning  that  I   am 
sorry  he  has  not  been  in  Chicago  this  past 
week,  as  I   know  he  would  be  proud,  not 
only  of  the  tremendous  amount  of  activity 
that  has  been  put  into  the  campaign,  but 
also  how  intelligently,  in  my  opinion,  it 

has  been  handled — and  it  is  that  thought 
I   wanted  to  relate  to  you. 

“While  the  benefit  accruing  to  our  box- 
office  because  of  the  Movie  Quiz  is  in- 

tangible, as  you  know,  I   am  happy  to  say 
that  not  a   few  of  our  managers  are  of  the 
opinion  that  the  contest  has  stimulated 
their  business. 

“Thanks  to  you  and  all  those  that  gave 
their  time  to  the  Movie  Quiz  contest,  and 

also  my  kindest  personal  regards.” 

Newspaper  Adds  to 

Quiz  Prize 
Chicago — Plans  were  to  be  com- 

pleted this  week  whereby  the  Chicago 

Herald  &   Examiner  is  to  offer  $2,500  in 

prizes  to  local  winners  in  the  national 

Quiz  contest.  Details  were  worked  out 

with  Harold  Waller,  amusement  adver- 

tising manager  of  the  Hearst  paper,  and 

Larry  Stein  of  Warner  theatres;  Eddie 

Solomon  of  B&K  and  Herb  Elisburg  of 

Essaness  Theatres. 

Wisconsin  Mayors 
Endorse  Campaign 

Milwaukee — In  connection  with  the  in- 

dustry’s national  advertising  campaign, 
exhibitors  in  various  Wisconsin  cities  have 

secured  the  endorsement  of  their  mayors 
lauding  the  drive. 

At  Merrill,  Mayor  W.  H.  AuBuchon  pro- 

claimed September  25  as  Movie  Day  “for 
special  observance  by  the  citizens  of  Mer- 

rill in  celebrating  the  motion  pictures’ 
greatest  year,  and  I   do  also  urge  the  citi- 

zens of  Merrill  to  participate  to  the  full- 

est measure  in -this  fall  celebration.” 
Delbert  Miller,  mayor  of  West  Allis, 

proclaimed  September  22  “the  beginning 
of  the  campaign  in  West  Allis  to  make 
this  year  the  greatest  in  the  history  of 

moving  pictures  and  humbly  ask  the  citi- 
zens of  West  Allis  to  consider  the  eco- 

nomic, social  and  civic  value  of  these  en- 

tertainment institutions.” 
Albert  J.  Rosenthal,  mayor  of  Fond  du 

Lac,  in  his  proclamation  declared  that 

“Whereas,  the  motion  picture  industry  has 
throughout  the  years  been  increasingly 
cognizant  of  the  public  desires  for  better 
motion  pictures,  the  pictures  to  be  shown 
during  the  coming  season  are  splendid 
examples  of  the  industry  to  meet  these 
demands.  I   hereby  venture  to  say  that 
this  present  season  will  be  one  of  the 

greatest  picture  years  in  their  history.” 

Nap- Ad  Head  Appoints 
Distributor  in  Chicago 

Chicago — Victor  Cornelius,  head  of  the 

Cornelius  Nap-Ad  Co.,  this  week  appointed 
the  Photoplay  Advertising  Co.  as  Chicago 

and  St.  Louis  distributors  for  his  promo- 
tion plan  of  advertising  for  theatres  in 

restaurants.  The  Nap-Ad  Co.  has  repre- 
sentatives in  32  states  throughout  the  south 

and  west.  The  home  office  is  Eastland, 
Texas. 

Quiz  Boners 
Get  Plugs 

Chicago — The  Chicago  American’s  Doro- 
thy Deere  gave  plenty  of  space  to  the  five 

boners  in  the  Movie  Quiz  Contest,  or  “free 
rides”  as  she  termed  them,  in  a   recent 
column. 

Writing  that  instead  of  covering  up 

“their  confusion  by  representing  these  dis- 

crepancies as  intended  ‘catchers,’  they 
have  taken  the  hard  way  out  and  con- 

fessed them  as  unavoidable  mistakes,”  the 
film  critic  reviewed  the  five  pictures  to 

which  wrong  answers  are  listed  in  the  con- 
test booklets. 

Clark  Rodenbach,  Daily  News  film  critic, 

gave  some  space  to  common  questions  be- 
ing asked  of  theatre  managers  in  regard 

to  the  contest,  and  gave  the  answers. 
Aside  from  the  ordinary  questions  being 

asked,  he  included  these: 

“Q. — How  much,  if  I   win,  will  Uncle 
Sam  want  in  taxes? 

“A. — You  take  that  question  up  with 
Uncle  Sam. 

“Q. — Can  I   spend  it  right  away? 

“A. — You’re  darn’  right.  Anything 

to  stimulate  buying.” 

Wagner's  Maintenance 
Service  by  Tom  Flannery 

Chicago — Tom  Flannery,  president  of 
Whiteway  Electric  Sign  and  Maintenance 

Co.,  announces  that  his  firm  has  purchas- 
ed the  maintenance  and  manufacturing 

end  of  Wagner  Sign  Service  in  Chicago, 
Cook  and  adjoining  counties. 

The  rise  of  Tom  Flannery  to  top  post 

in  the  sign  and  marquee  business  in  Chi- 
cago is  well  known  to  Windy  City  exhibi- 
tors. Hard-working  and  energetic,  Flan- 

nery has  been  in  the  maintenance  end  of 
the  industry  since  1912,  when  he  was  with 
the  old  Thomas  Cusack  Co.  For  the  last 

14  years  he  has  had  his  own  company, 
Whiteway,  and  has  steadily  built  it  up  till 
he  now  employes  40  persons.  The  only 
time  he  was  out  of  the  business  was 

30  months  during  the  war  when  he  served 

as  a   master  signal  electrician  and  com- 
missioned officer  with  the  army. 

The  United  Artists  modernized  vertical 

sign,  recently  remodeled  by  Whiteway,  is 
said  to  be  the  largest  in  the  middle  west. 

The  company  just  completed  a   new  modern 
marquee  and  sign  for  the  Goodman  and 
Harrison  Douglas  Theatre,  and  is  now 

working  on  marquees  for  the  Capitol  and 

Jeffery  theatres. 
A   firm  believer  in  new  ideas,  Flannery 

has  announced  that  henceforth  all  of  his 

marquees  will  be  built  of  stainless  steel 

and  porcelain  enamel. — G.  R. 

"Roller  Derby" 
Chicago — A   new  show  business  is  Leo 

Seltzer’s  “Roller  Derby”  currently  at  the 
Coliseum  at  15th  and  Wabash  here.  Sam 

Ward,  local  publicity  maestro,  is  handling 
the  news  contacts  on  the  derby. 
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Jurg  Absolves  Theatre  Manager 

Of  Bank  Night  Lotterg  Charge 

"Boys  Town"  Gross 
Hits  High 

Appleton,  Wis. — "Boys  Town"  at  the 
Rio  Theatre  here  grossed  the  largest 

for  the  house  in  the  past  five  and  a 

half  years,  according  to  Stanley  Gross, 

manager  of  the  theatre.  The  film 

showed  four  days  at  the  Rio  and  was 

then  shifted  to  the  Appleton  for  an- 

other four  days.  Both  houses  are 

operated  by  Jack  Silliman,  Milwaukee. 

Dual  Bills  Wedge 

Into  the  Esquire 
Chicago — It  had  to  come  sooner  or  later, 

and  with  the  Esquire  Theatre  it  was  later. 
Meaning,  of  course,  the  capitulation  of 

the  Harry  and  Elmer  Balaban  exclusive 

North  Side  show  palace  from  single  fea- 
tures to  duals.  After  holding  on  tena- 

ciously for  seven  months,  since  its  open- 
ing back  in  February,  the  Esquire  first 

double  bill  was  M-G-M’s  “Love  Finds  Andy 
Hardy,”  and  20th  Century-Fox’s  “Little 
Miss  Broadway.” 

How  was  business?  The  answer  from  all: 

“Practically  sensational.” 
The  house  did  much  better  on  this  dou- 

ble feature  bill  than  for  many  weeks  dur- 
ing the  last  couple  months  as  a   single- 

feature house.  However,  it  was  definitely 
said  this  week  that  the  house  will  not 

become  a   double-feature  theatre  entirely, 
but  that  outstanding  product  will  be  run 
singly  with  the  now  familiar  and  appealing 

“Esquire  Hour,”  consisting  of  short  sub- 
jects and  newsreels. 

“South  Riding,”  an  English  production 
being  released  in  this  country  by  United 
Artists,  will  be  single  featured  by  the 
house  this  week. 

Rename  Carbondale  House 

Carbondale,  III. — The  Gem  Theatre  has 
been  renamed  the  Rodgers. 

Dishes  at  the  Rosenblatt  and  Welt  Or- 
pheum  in  Jersey  City  have  given  way  to 
a   colored  stage  show  once  a   week. 

A   Pennsylvania  supreme  court  decision 
on  the  legality  of  Bingo,  Banko  and  other 
cash  games  in  the  state  will  be  made  the 

fourth  Monday  in  November.  Five  Bingo 

operators  were  recently  exonerated  of  lot- 
tery charges  by  a   Berks  county  jury,  a   fact 

which  may  influence  the  high  court’s  final 
decision. 

Numerous  circuits  are  signing  for  “Magic 

Eye,”  new  boxoffice  stimulant,  reports 
Claude  Ezell,  general  sales  manager.  Most 
recent  chains  to  sign  are  the  Sparks, 
Interstate,  Fox  Midwest,  John  Harris,  B&K, 
M.  A.  Lightman  and  Dixie  Amusement,  a 
Saenger  affiliate.  Also  ten  RKO  houses 

"Boys  Town"  Wins  High 
Praise  From  Catholics 

Indianapolis — Representatives  and  lead- 
ers of  the  Roman  Catholic  faith  in  this 

city  were  more  than  pleased  with  the 

photoplay  “Boys  Town,”  and  of  the  por- 
trayal of  Father  Flanagan. 

After  seeing  the  picture  at  a   private 
screening  for  the  Catholic  clergy  of  the 

city,  the  Rev.  Henry  F.  Dugan,  chancellor 

of  the  Indianapolis  diocese  highly  recom- 
mended the  picture,  as  well  as  the  editor 

of  the  Cable,  and  the  chairman  of  the 
Legion  of  Decency  in  Indiana. 

Representatives  of  other  sects,  too,  have 
praised  the  photoplay. 

Sack  Amusement  Handles 

"Racketeers"  in  Chicago 
Chicago — “Religious  Racketeers,”  Fan- 

chon  Royer’s  exploitation  special  featuring 
Mrs.  Harry  Houdini,  widow  of  the  late 

magician,  will  be  distributed  in  the  Chi- 
cago, Milwaukee,  and  St.  Louis  territories 

by  Sack  Amusement  Enterprises  of  this city. 

The  Sack  exchange  was  opened  in  early 

September  with  Saul  Goldman  as  branch 
manager. 

Robertson  Promoted 
Bedford,  Ind. — O.  H.  Robertson,  former 

manager  of  the  Indiana  Theatre  in  Salem, 
and  the  Indiana  and  Liberty  theatres  in 

Washington,  Ind.,  has  been  named  exploi- 
tation head  for  the  McCarroll  circuit  in 

Bedford. 

in  New  York  City  have  adopted  the  stimu- 
lant and  the  Lieberman  circuit  in  New 

England  is  testing  it  in  Brockton,  Mass. 

“Wahoo,”  a   dart-throwing  game  for 
which  participants  are  picked  through  a 
keno  game,  lost  a   restrainer  order  it  had 
obtained,  when  a   Detroit  circuit  court 
ruled  the  game  a   lottery,  and  dissolved 
the  injunction  halting  police  interference. 

A   new  giveaway  plan  in  the  field  pro- 
vides a   set  of  43  classic  works,  and  two 

reference  books  as  free  gifts  to  theatre 

patrons.  Newly  appointed  distributors  in 
Ohio  are  Harry  Lande  and  Nate  Gerson. 

A   petition  bearing  approximately  300,- 
000  signatures  asks  the  lifting  of  the  ban 
on  Bingo  in  Bridgeport,  Conn. 

La  Crosse,  Wis. — A   six-man  jury  in 

county  court  here  found  Ted  Bolnick,  man- 

ager of  Welworth’s  Hollywood  theatre,  not 
guilty  of  conducting  a   lottery  at  the  house 
in  connection  with  the  operation  of  Bank 

Night. 

The  jury’s  decision  resulted  in  dismissal 
of  a   similar  action  against  William  Friese, 
manager  of  the  Rivoli  Theatre  and  the  La 
Crosse  Theatres  Co.,  and  the  return  of 

Bank  Night  equipment  seized  by  the  po- 
lice, to  both  houses. 

The  defense  contended  that  purchase  of 
an  admission  ticket  to  the  theatre  was  no 

“consideration”  paid  for  the  prize  award. 
Quiet  applause  from  the  audience  greeted 
the  verbal  attacks  of  District  Attorney 

William  H.  Stevenson  upon  the  institu- 
tion of  Bank  Night  and  its  evils. 

Miller  Is  Building 

Waterloo,  Wis. — Henry  Miller  has  start- 

ed work  on  a   new  air-conditioned  300- 
seat  house  here.  The  theatre  is  expected 

to  be  ready  for  opening  about  Thanks- 
giving. 

A   Real  Crowd-Getter  for 

that  Dull  In-between 

Season  from  Thanks- 

giving to  Xmas! 
Beautiful  Christmas  Cards — 10  to 

a   box — Free  to  Your  Patrons 

Just  the  thing  for  the  ailing  boxoffice 
that  time  of  year. 

And  ONLY  7c  per  box.  Think  of  only 

a   short-time  deal  for  only  7c  per  person. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  left  without  it. 
Outstanding  card  designs  by  one  of 

America's  biggest  manufacturers. 
PHONE,  WRITE,  OR  WIRE  TODAY 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  CO. 
1243  South  Wabash,  Chicago,  Illinois 

Phone:  CALumet  7660 

Along  the  Games-Giveaway  Front 
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Chicago  Greets  Sabu 

Greeted  at  the  Chicago  city  airport  by  exhibitors  and  members  of  the  local 
United  Artists  exchange,  Sabu  is  shown  here,  as  he  landed  on  his  Chicago 

lap  of  the  tour  via  United  Airlines  on  behalf  of  “Drums.”  Flanking  the 
group  are  the  two  Sikh  bodyguards  of  the  star.  Others  are,  left  to  right: 
Jim  Booth,  Essajiess;  Irving  Schlank,  U A   branch  manager ;   Sabu;  Jerry  Shin- 
bach,  Granada  Theatre,  South  Bend,  Ind.;  Morris  Helprin,  press  repre- 

sentative for  Alexander  Korda  in  New  York;  and  Lynn  Farnol,  UA  adver- 
tising and  publicity  director. 

One  of  the  few  pictures  of  Chicago’s  critics,  even  a   part  of  them,  is  this  one 
taken  with  Sabu,  when  he  came  through  Chicago  last  week.  Left  to  right: 

Dorothy  Day,  Herald  and  Examiner;  Sabu;  Dorothy  Deere,  Evening  Amer- 
ican; a?id  Clark  Rodenbach,  Daily  News. 

Sabu  Bitten  by 
Chicago  Monkeg 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — Alexander  Korda’s  Sabu — even 

the  youngster  wouldn’t  attempt  to  pro- 
nounce his  last  name  himself  for  us — 

saw  a   lot  more  of  western  civilization 

during  a   day’s  stop-off  in  the  Windy  City 
last  week  as  a   part  of  his  nation-wide 

tour  in  behalf  of  UA’s  “Drums.” 
And  during  the  coarse  of  the  reception 

at  the  city  airport,  where  he  landed  on 

a   United  Airlines’  Mainliner,  Sabu  proved 
that  a   star  does  not  have  to  be  endowed 

with  so-called  “temperament,”  even  if  he 
is  bitten  by  a   monkey. 

One  of  the  gags  arranged  for  press  pic- 
tures was  that  Sabu  was  to  pose  with  a 

monkey,  appropriated  by  Art  Catlin  from 

one  of  Chicago’s  many  organ-grinders. 
(Aside  to  other  publicists — or  press  agents, 
if  you  must — the  monkey  cost  $5.00  for 

the  afternoon) .   All  went  well  until  some- 

one decided  that  Sabu  would  not  be  greet- 
ing a   civilized  monkey  all  dressed  up.  So, 

to  make  him  appear  in  the  state  of  wild 

life,  the  monkey’s  hat  and  clothes  were 

removed.  Evidently,  the  monk  didn’t  like 
the  idea  for  the  minute  he  got  next  to 

Sabu,  he  showed  his  modesty  was  hurt  by 
biting  a   hunk  out  of  his  left  thumb. 

Instead  of  ranting  about  that  he  was 

dying,  the  star  said:  “Oh,  it’s  nothing,  I’ve 
gotten  much  worse  from  elephants  and 

tigers  in  India.”  However,  Morns  Hel- 
prin, Alexander  Korda’s  American  press 

representative,  who  was  along  to  see  that 

nothing  happened  to  a   million-dollar  prop- 

erty that  the  English  producer  won’t  even 
loan  to  his  American  co-producers  in  Uni- 

ted Artists,  was  insistent  that  Sabu  be 

taken  to  a   doctor.  And  Lynn  Farnol,  UA’s 
advertising  chief,  loudly  seconded  the  idea. 

Possibly  they  were  so  used  to  tempera- 
mental stars  that  they  thought  the  young- 

ster was  out  of  his  head  when  he  said  it 

didn’t  hurt  him. 

After  having  the  wound  cauterized  with- 
out flinching  one  bit,  Sabu  was  ready  for 

the  rounds  that  Catlin  had  prepared  for 

his  valuable  charge.  These  included  taking 
of  natural  color  photographs,  under  Eddie 

Johnson’s  tutelage  at  the  Chicago  Tri- 
bune; a   visit  with  Columnist  Ed  Sullivan 

at  the  Chicago  Theatre;  a   trip  about 

Chicago’s  loop;  dinner  at  the  Tavern  Club 
with  the  daily  and  trade  press;  and  a 
wild  drive  to  the  city  airport  to  get  there 

before  the  plane  left  for  the  coast. 

Permanent  Exploitation 

Staff  Idea  Still  Boils 

Chicago — Lynn  Farnol,  advertising  di- 
rector for  United  Artists,  while  here  last 

week,  said  that  plans  were  still  up  in  the 

air  as  to  developing  a   permanent  exploi- 
tation staff  in  the  various  territories. 

“As  soon  as  we  know  more  about  the 
way  our  product  will  come  through  we  can 
do  more  toward  setting  our  men  up  on  a 

permanent  basis,”  Farnol  told  Boxoffice. 

Morris  Helprin,  Korda’s  press  represen- 
tative in  New  York,  said  that  “we  are 

spending  only  a   couple  days  in  Hollywood 
with  Sabu,  in  order  to  avoid  refusing  too 

many  producers  a   chance  of  borrowing 

the  star  of  ‘Drums.’  Korda  definitely  has 
determined  that  the  young  Sabu  will  make 

pictures  for  him  only.” 

Michael  Todd  Gives  Show 

With  " Kute  Kris  Kringle" 
Chicago — It  may  be  only  100  days  to 

Christmas  but  Michael  Todd  has  come 
home  to  Chicago  from  Broadway  to  give 

Windy  City  exhibitors  and  those  in  the 
nation  at  large  a   real  Christmas  present 
for  their  theatres. 

It’s  “Kute  Kris  Kringle,”  and  to  use 

Mike’s  own  words:  “He’s  three  inches  tall 
in  his  stocking  feet,  he  walks,  he  talks, 

he  breathes.”  And  that’s  all  you’ll  hear 
Mike  Todd  saying  these  days,  wherever  he 
may  be. 

Kute  Kris  Kringle  has  taken  exhibitors 
by  storm  all  over  the  country,  and  here 
is  being  exhibited  in  the  Todd  offices  on 
Randolph  St. 

The  deal  he  is  offering  exhibitors  with 
his  miniature  Santa  Claus  is  for  the 

period  from  Thanksgiving  Day  to  Christ- 
mas. All  hours  of  the  day  you  can  find 

exhibitors  in  this  territory  spending  time 

watching  Kute  Kris  Kringle  and  his  antics 
in  the  brilliantly  lighted  miniature  model 
house,  surrounded  with  toys,  and  always 

rarin’  to  talk  with  you  on  the  miniature 

French  telephone  to  learn  “what  you  want 

for  Christmas.” 

Kunstmann  Is  Reelected 

Stage  Ass'n  President 
Sheboygan,  Wis. — John  Kunstmann  jr„ 

president  of  the  Wisconsin  Ass’n  of  Stage 
Employes  and  Projectionists,  was  re-elect- 

ed to  that  office  at  the  group’s  annual 
meeting  here  in  connection  with  the  con- 

vention of  the  State  Federation  of  Labor. 

Kunstmann  served  as  arrangements  chair- 
man of  the  state  convention. 

The  following  officers  of  the  associ- 
ation were  re-elected:  Ralph  Percifield, 

Beaver  Dam,  vice-president;  S.  J.  Thomas, 
Racine,  secretary,  and  Stanley  Przlomski, 
Kenosha,  treasurer. 
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Extended  Newsreel 

Program  at  Woods 
Chicago — With  the  Woods  Theatre  using 

two  complete  newsreels  at  each  change 
of  program  beginning  this  week,  there  was 
speculation  along  Randolph  St.  as  to  what 
is  up  the  showmanship  sleeve  of  Herb 
Elisburg,  who  is  managing  the  house  for 
Essaness. 

It  is  understood  that  product  is  be- 
coming more  scarce  weekly  for  the  loop 

house.  However,  every  newsreel  in  the 
business  is  available  to  the  house  and 

Elisburg  has  not  been  wasting  any  space 
in  telling  his  patrons  about  the  complete 

“uncensored”  newsreel  coverage  the  Woods 
is  offering. 

It  is  said  that  the  “Esses” — Silverman, 
Spiegel  and  Stern — are  huddling  with 

Elisburg  over  the  possibility  of  enlarg- 
ing the  scope  of  the  newsreel  offerings 

still  farther  and  presenting  about  thirty 
minutes  of  news  in  celluloid  plus  one 
feature. 

Then,  there  is  always  the  possibility,  too, 
that  the  house  might  be  turned  into  a   grind 
newsreel  theatre,  since  its  location  at 
Randolph  and  Dearborn  is  as  ideal  as  any 
spot  in  the  city  for  such  a   venture. 

B&K  Garrick  Starts 

Policy  Featuring  Newsreels 
Chicago — While  the  Woods  Theatre  has 

been  featuring  its  newsreel  activity  for 
three  weeks  and  this  week  went  to  two 

newsreel  issues  at  each  showing,  the  Gar- 
rick Theatre,  B&K  house  next  door  to 

it,  this  week  began  featuring  its  news- 
reel showings.  A   similar  newsreel  ballyhoo 

board  to  the  one  the  Woods  uses,  has  been 
set  out  in  front  of  the  Garrick. 

This  presages  a   possible  newsreel  war 
between  the  Essaness  Woods  and  the 

B&K  Garrick,  since  B&K  some  months 
ago  announced  that  they  would  turn  the 
Garrick  into  an  exclusive  newsreel  house. 

Alteration  Contract  lor 

Jacksonville  House  Let 
Jacksonville,  III.  —   The  Fox  Midwest 

Agency  Corp.,  owners  of  the  Illinois  The- 
atre, have  awarded  the  general  contract  for 

alterations  and  improvements  to  that 

1,039-seater  to  Smirl  &   Gibson  of  Jack- 
sonville. 

The  theatre  will  be  given  a   new  front. 
It  measures  70  by  188  feet.  Plans  for  the 
improvements  were  prepared  by  R.  O. 
Boiler  of  Kansas  City. 

A&S  Amusement  Acquires 

Sheboygan  Falls  Theatre 
Sheboygan  Falls,  Wis. — Michael  Len- 

cione,  operator  of  the  Falls  Theatre  here, 
has  sold  the  house  to  the  A&S  Amusement 
Co.  of  Milwaukee.  The  latter  were  to  take 

possession  September  24. 

Lencione,  who  has  operated  in  Sheboy- 
gan Falls  for  the  past  five  years  plans  to 

re-enter  exhibition  at  Kenosha  following 
a   vacation  trip  to  Florida. 

1 E.  (DOC)  BANFORD,  M-G-M  mana- 
ger here,  was  huddled  with  Fernand 

Gravet,  star  of  “The  Great  Waltz,”  when 
he  was  here  recently,  trying  to  get  some 
of  the  lowdown  on  Paris,  where  Doc  will 

go  with  19  other  international  Leo  win- 
ners during  October  .   .   .   Jack  Shumow, 

M-G-M  sales  manager,  was  out  in  the 

territory  last  week.  News,  he  calls  it,  and 
news  it  is.  Ditto  for  Dave  Moskowitz,  in 

charge  of  bookers  for  the  local  office. 

We  got  a   laugh  out  of  Clark  Roden- 
bach’s  remark  at  the  Sabu  dinner  party 
the  other  night.  Said  the  Daily  News 

film  heckler:  “It’s  funny,  but  why  is  it 
that  at  all  of  these  press  parties,  the 

press  talks  to  everybody  but  the  guest  of 

honor”  .   .   .   Evelyn  Young,  formerly  with 
Photoplay  Advertising ,   was  the  charming 
visitor  there  last  week. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

George  Bums  and  Gracie  Allen  were 
here  last  week  en  route  from  Kansas 

City,  where  they  appeared  at  the  Jubi- 
lesta,  to  New  York.  They  stopped  at 
the  Blackstone  Hotel  .   .   .   Also  at  the 
Blackstone  were  Mrs.  Charles  Boyer 

(Pat  Paterson),  en  route  back  to  the 
coast,  and  Irene  Rich,  who  stayed  over 
the  weekend  .   .   .   George  Raft  was 
here  for  some  time  this  week,  coming 
from  the  coast  on  the  Santa  Fe  Super 
Chief. 

Our  secret  service  operative  ( sh-sh-it’s 
Dick  Sachsel)  tells  us  that  Oscar  Bern- 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

stein  erred  a   little  in  his  report  about  the 

dish-washing  episode.  It  should  be  Oscar 
himself,  with  apron  and  all,  vows  Dick. 

It  looks  like  B&K  took  advantage  of 

the  Jewish  holidays  right  in  the  bookings 
for  the  Garrick  Theatre.  First  there  was 

“Hold  That  Coed,”  during  Rosh  Hashonah, 

and  this  week  it’s  to  be  “Touchdown 
Army,”  for  Yom  Kippur.  Two  pigskin  pic- 

tures for  the  Yiddish  film  fans! 

Joe  McMahon,  formerly  of  the  Milwau- 
kee office,  is  now  northern  Illinois  sales- 
man for  M-G-M  out  of  Chicago,  succeed- 

ing Max  Brodsky,  who  resigned  .   .   .   De- 
spite the  fact  that  Herb  Elisburg  offers 

his  liard-of-hearing  patrons  at  the  Woods 
Theatre  ear-phones  without  the  necessity 
of  their  having  to  give  a   deposit  or  sign 
a   slip,  there  never  has  been  a   set  stolen. 

Simplex  lor  F&M 
St.  Louis — Fanchon  &   Marco  have  re- 

cently purchased  Simplex  sound  equip- 
ment for  the  Aubert,  Kingsland,  Lafayette 

and  Manchester  theatres.  Similar  equip- 

ment is  being  installed  in  the  McNair  The- 
atre operated  by  Walter  A.  Thimmig  and 

in  the  new  Longwood  Theatre  on  South 
Broadway  which  opened  recently. 

Improve  at  Litchfield 
Litchfield,  III. — The  marquee  of  the 

725-seat  Capitol,  operated  by  the  Frisina 
Amusement  Co.,  is  being  reconstructed. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters 

from  one  source — 50%  saving — one 
weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 
banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 

least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  331 1-A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
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Make  a   Concession 

In  Lexington  Suit 
St.  Louis — By  leave  of  the  court,  Cir- 

cuit Judge  William  S.  Connor,  presiding, 
Joseph  Boxer  man  was  permitted  to  enter 
his  appearance  as  attorney  for  the  defense 
in  the  suit  brought  by  Lewis  Eaton  and 

Mrs.  Eva  Colonna,  co-partners  in  the 
operation  of  the  Lexington  Theatre,  to 
restrain  Constable  Langston  Harrison,  of 
the  fourth  district,  from  interfering  with 
the  operation  of  the  house. 

By  consent  of  counsel  the  case  was  con- 
tinued before  Judge  Connor  to  October  6 

at  10  a.  m.  The  defendant  was  granted 
until  that  time  to  file  its  return.  In  the 

meantime  the  temporary  restraining  order 
against  Constable  Harrison  will  continue 
in  force  until  the  court  can  consider  the 
case  on  its  merits. 

Harrison,  acting  under  an  execution  is- 
sued in  favor  of  the  20th  Century-Fox 

Film  Corp.  on  a   $750  judgment  against  an 
employe  of  the  Lexington  Theatre,  levied 
against  the  theatre  receipts  a   few  weeks 
ago  and  sought  to  impound  the  boxoffice 
receipts  from  day  to  day.  To  combat  this 
action  Eaton  and  Mrs.  Colonna  filed  the 
action  in  the  circuit  court. 

At  the  hearing  to  be  held  on  October  6, 
Constable  Harrison  must  show  cause  why 

he  should  not  be  enjoined  from  interfering 
with  the  operation  of  the  theatre. 

" Jesse  James "   Location 
Crew  Finishing  Chore 

Pineville,  Mo. — The  local  work  on  20th 

Century-Fox’s  “Jesse  James”  has  virtual- 
ly been  completed  and  the  directors  and 

stars  et  al  will  leave  soon  for  the  coast. 

Two  companies  were  working  last  week. 

Otto  Brower  had  a   new  crew  doing  back- 
grounds for  the  film. 

Casualties  continue  as  the  film  folk  tried 
to  be  as  hardboiled  as  those  old  terrors 

of  these  parts,  Jesse  and  Frank  James 

and  the  Younger  Boys.  Henry  Fonda  do- 

ing “Frank  James”  suffered  a   bruise  and 
powder  burns  on  his  right  leg  several  days 
ago  when  an  old  style  pistol  discharged 
accidentally.  Fonda  resumed  work  after 
first  aid  treatment. 

Gordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 

Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 

Radio  Nets  Have 

Him  Worried 

Chicago — One  independent  exhibitor 

here,  forgetting  momentarily  ''clear- 
ance'' grievances  in  favor  of  the  play- 

by-play  description  by  radio  nets  on 
the  troubled  European  situation,  is 

plainly  worried  about  possible  conse- 
quences at  the  boxoffice  in  event  of 

an  honest-to-goodness  war. 

Final  Distribution 

Of  Assets  Granted 

Ft.  Wayne,  Ind. — Judge  Fay  W.  Leas,  in 

superior  court  No.  1,  has  authorized  Hugh 

G.  Keegan,  receiver  of  the  Orpheum  Thea- 
tre Co.,  to  make  a   final  six  per  cent  dis- 

tribution of  remaining  assets  of  the  re- 
ceivership, to  holders  of  approved  claims. 

The  court  ordered  the  receiver  to  submit 

a   final  report  after  the  last  distribution 
of  assets  has  been  completed. 

After  Keegan  was  appointed  receiver  of 

the  company  Feb.  22,  1933,  claims  aggre- 
gating $3,372,000  were  filed  against  the 

receivership. 

Earlier  this  month  Judge  Leas  had  au- 
thorized the  receiver  to  enter  into  a   set- 

tlement and  release  plan  with  general  cred- 
itors resident  in  New  York  state,  and  the 

release  of  these  creditors  was  filed  in  court 

September  22. 
The  last  current  report  of  the  receiver 

was  filed  Sept.  16,  1936,  and  revealed  total 

remaining  assets  of  $14,500.26.  These  as- 
sets included  $5,617.12  cash  on  hand, 

$1,464.37  in  an  impounded  account  with 
the  Old  First  National  Bank  and  Trust 

Co.;  an  impounded  account  of  $2,418.77  in 
the  American  Trust  Co.,  of  South  Bend; 

and  $5,000  in  the  Irving  Trust  Co.  of  New 

York  City,  total  impounded  assets  amount- 
ing to  $8,883.14. 

Since  the  filing  of  this  current  report, 

Keegan  charges  himself  with  receipts  of 

$6,035.50,  including  balance  of  cash  on 
hand  from  former  current  report,  $5,617.12, 

and  a   ten  per  cent  cash  liquidation  divi- 
dend from  the  Old  First  National  Bank 

&   Trust  Co.  on  $4,183.89,  amounting  to 

$418.38. 
Total  disbursements  during  the  period 

since  the  last  current  report  amount  to 

$4,353.49,  leaving  a   balance  of  $1,682.01, 

less  $35  for  court  costs  and  costs  of  pub- 
lication on  final  report,  or  a   final  balance 

of  $1,647.01.  The  report  submitted  to  the 

court  shows  that  claims  aggregating  $27,- 
561.80  are  now  on  file  with  the  receiver. 

Tire  largest  of  this  is  one  for  $23,577.38 
of  the  Fox  Realty  Co. 

The  receiver  reported  to  the  court  that 

he  had  paid  attorneys  for  the  receivership, 
$600,  and  that  he  allowed  himself  $1,250 

for  receiver  fees,  for  service,  covering  man- 

agement of  the  receivership  for  approxi- 
mately 80  months,  dining  which  he  states 

he  was  compelled  to  make  many  trips  to 

New  York  City  and  elsewhere  in  the  in- 
terest' of  the  receivership. 

"Moviettes"  to  14 

Towns  in  Illinois 

Chicago — M-G-M’s  traveling  “Marion- 

ette Moviettes”  unit  will  tour  14  towns  in 
Illinois  this  coming  week  as  advance  pro- 

motion for  “Marie  Antoinette.”  All  of  the 
theatres  to  be  visited  will  be  Great  States 

houses,  except  the  Illinois  Theatre,  Ma- 
comb, which  is  a   part  of  the  Hainline  cir- cuit. 

With  the  unit  is  Capt.  Volney  Phifer, 
who  has  been  in  charge  of  numerous 
M-G-M  cross-country  tours  in  the  past. 

All  advance  press  arrangements  were  made 

this  week  by  Bill  Bishop,  M-G-M  ex- 
ploiteer  out  of  Chicago. 

The  Marionettes  used  in  the  show  are 
costumed  similar  to  the  characters  in 

“Marie  Antoinette,”  and  actual  excerpts 
from  the  sound  track  of  the  film  are  re- 

corded on  records  and  used  with  the  action 

of  the  Marionettes. 
Towns  and  theatres  to  be  visited  include ; 

Fischer  Theatre  at  Danville,  and  Virginia 

at  Champaign,  today,  October  1;  Lincoln 
at  Decatur,  Irvin  at  Bloomington,  Plumb 

at  Streator,  on  Monday,  October  3;  Para- 
mount at  Aurora  and  Crocker  at  Elgin, 

Tuesday,  October  4;  Coronado  at  Rock- 
ford and  Rialto  at  Joliet,  Wednesday, 

October  5;  Paramount  at  Kankakee  and 
Majestic  at  LaSalle,  Thursday,  October  6; 
Peerless  at  Kewanee  and  Orpheum  at 

Galesburg,  Friday,  October  7;  and  Illinois 
at  Macomb,  Saturday,  October  8. 

NTS  Furnishes  Vincennes 

Theatre  With  Equipment 
Indianapolis  —   The  Pantheon  Theatre 

Co.,  Vincennes,  Ind.,  has  purchased  com- 
plete equipment  for  their  Fort  Sackville 

Theatre  from  the  National  Theatre  Sup- 

ply Co.,  including  sound  and  mechanisms, 
with  lamps  and  copper  oxide  rectifiers. 

The  projection  room  equipment  makes  the 
new  theatre  booth  one  of  the  finest  in  the 

state.  A   sound  screen  and  an  electric  tick- 
et register  were  bought  for  the  boxoffice. 
The  Indiana  Theatre,  Bloomington;  the 

Alhambra  Theatre,  Rockport,  and  the 

Capital  Theatre,  Ft.  Wayne,  have  installed 
new  screens.  The  Princeton  Theatre, 

Princeton,  has  installed  new  lamps,  gen- 
erator and  rear  shutter  projectors.  Na- 

tional also  is  equipping  the  Colonial  The- 
atre, Anderson,  with  new  box  spring  seat 

bottoms. 

Nichols  in  Racine 
Racine — Don  Nichols,  formerly  manager 

of  the  Rex  at  Sheboygan,  has  been  named 

manager  of  the  Venetian  Theatre  here. 
Before  his  transfer  to  Wisconsin,  Nichols 

managed  the  Warner  Broadway  Theatre 
in  Charlotte,  N.  C.,  for  seven  years. 

Warm  Weather  a   Brake  on  Takes 

Chicago — Business  in  Chicago  was  some- 

what below  par  this  week  due  to  the  warm 
weather  of  the  Indian  summer  season. 
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All  Illinois  Locals 

Attend  Conference 

Peoria,  III. — Every  local  in  the  state 

was  represented  at  a   meeting  of  the  Illi- 
nois state  conference  of  moving  picture 

machine  operators  at  a   dinner  at  the  Pere 
Marquette  Hotel  here. 

David  McClugage  was  given  a   gold  watch 
and  chain  in  appreciation  for  favorable 
legislation  while  he  was  a   member  of  the 
legislature  at  Springfield. 

Roger  Kennedy,  Detroit,  international 

vice-president,  presided.  Len  Worley,  city 
manager  of  Public-Great  States  Theatres, 
Gus  and  George  Kerasotes,  Springfield, 
and  other  exhibitors  attended. 

Prank  Strickling,  Elgin,  is  secretary  of 
the  state  conference  and  John  H.  Wald, 

Peoria;  Fred  E.  Shoup,  and  Charles  E. 
Horn,  Springfield,  business  agent  of  the 

Springfield  operator’s  local,  Ray  McNickle 
and  Stickling  are  members  of  the  legisla- 

tive executive  board. 

Municipal  Theatre  Will 

Take  Construction  Bids 
St.  Louis — The  St.  Louis  board  of  pub- 

lic service  and  the  Municipal  Theatre 

Ass’n  will  take  bids  at  noon  on  October 
25  on  the  general  contract  for  the  con- 

struction of  pergolas  or  shelters  Nos.  A, 
B   and  D   at  the  Municipal  Theatre  in 
Forest  Park,  electric  work  and  fixtures. 

The  improvements  have  been  estimated 

to  cost  $200,000  and  are  to  be  financed  in 
part  by  a   PWA  grant  of  $90,000.  The 
architects  in  charge  of  the  plans  are 

Joseph  D.  Murphy  and  Kenneth  E.  Wisch- 
meyer  of  Washington  University. 

Fred  Mauck  to  Naperville 

From  Oklahoma  City  Post 
Naperville,  III. — Fred  Mauck.  formerly 

manager  of  the  Yale  Theatre,  Oklahoma 
City,  Okla.,  has  been  named  manager  of 

the  Naper  Theatre  here.  Robert  F.  Grif- 
fith, who  was  temporarily  in  charge  here, 

is  managing  the  Miller  Theatre  for  the 
Anderson  circuit,  Woodstock,  111. 

Weekends  at  Nauvoo 
Nauvoo,  III. — Francis  David,  operator  of 

the  Pictureplay  Theatre  in  Hamilton,  has 
opened  the  old  Nauvoo  opera  house  here 

as  a   motion  picture  theatre,  and  is  of- 
fering film  attractions  on  Saturdays  and 

Sundays. 

Burgett  at  Pierceton 
Pierceton,  III. — A.  L.  Burgett  of  Hunt- 

invton  is  the  new  manager  and  operator 
of  the  Liberty  Theatre  here,  which  has 
newly  remodeled,  including  installation  of 
new  seats,  new  screen  and  latest  sound 
equipment. 

^HE  Frisina  Amusement  Co.,  with  offices 
here,  has  started  an  extensive  remod- 

eling program  on  the  Strand  Theatre  at 

St.  Charles,  Mo.,  which  it  recently  ac- 
quired from  Robert  Stemple.  Costing  $35,- 

000,  the  improvements  will  include  a   new 

marquee,  carpets  and  lounges,  and  installa- 
tion of  air  conditioning. 

Pete  Napote,  popular  manager  of  the 
F&K  Esquire  in  Springfield,  is  visiting 

Chicago  during  his  vacation. 

Dominic  Frisina  and  J.  B.  Giachetto, 

president  and  general  manager  respective- 
ly of  the  Frisina  Amusement  Co.,  have 

returned  from  Chicago  where  they  closed 
an  M-G-M  deal  for  their  entire  circuit. 

Bernie  McCarthy,  manager  of  the  St. 
Louis  RKO  exchange,  was  in  Springfield 

several  days  last  week,  arranging  sched- 
ules. 

Max  Tschauder,  city  manager  of  Frisina 
theatres,  is  busy  getting  established  in  the 
new  home  at  1508  South  Douglas  Ave., 
which  he  has  just  purchased. 

Cero  Perducci,  vice-president,  and  Dom- 

inic Giachetto,  district  manager  and  treas- 
urer of  the  Frisina  Amusement  Co.,  are 

making  a   periodic  inspection  tour  of  the 
entire  Frisina  circuit  which  consists  of 

more  than  40  theatres. 

Joseph  Napote,  nephew  of  J.  B.  and 

Dominic  Giachetto  of  the  Frisina  thea- 
tres, has  begun  his  duties  in  the  auditing 

department  of  the  Frisina  home  office 
here. 

Joe  Perducci,  son  of  Cero  Perducci,  vice- 
president  of  the  Frisina  Amusement  Co., 
has  returned  to  Notre  Dame  University  to 
resume  his  studies. 

“Bill”  Pyle  of  the  M-G-M  publicity  de- 
partment was  in  Springfield  last  week 

assisting  with  a   campaign  for  “Boys 
Town,”  which  was  scheduled  for  a   week’s 
run  October  2-8  at  the  Orpheum  Theatre. 

Herman  Tanner,  popular  young  theatre 
operator  of  Vandalia,  has  been  busy 
bringing  in  new  oil  wells.  He  now  has  five 

in  production. 

Joe  Hewitt,  operator  of  the  Strand  and 
Lincoln  theatres  at  Robinson,  111.,  has 

returned  from  a   four-week  vacation  in  the 
east. 

Tom  Price,  owner  of  the  Home  Theatre, 

Oblong,  III.,  is  away  on  a   two-week  vaca- 
tion to  Hot  Springs,  Ark. 

K.  W.  Rought,  operator  of  the  Star,  New- 
ton, la.,  is  the  father  of  a   new  baby  girl. 

Elvin  H.  Wiecks  of  the  Temple  Theatre, 

Staunton,  III.,  is  away  on  a   three-week 
trip  to  the  Atlantic  coast. 

Mark  Helling,  manager  of  the  Avalon 

Theatre,  Lawrenceville,  111.,  has  been  trans- 
ferred to  St.  Charles,  Mo.,  where  he  will 

manage  the  Strand  Theatre,  there,  re- 
cently acquired  by  the  Frisina  Co.  H.  E. 

Stevens,  manager  of  the  Lyric  at  Green- 

ville, will  fill  the  post  vacated  by  Helling 
at  Lawrenceville. 

Jack  Thoma,  midwest  publicity  director 

for  Columbia,  has  been  in  Springfield  lin- 

ing up  a   campaign  for  “ You  Can’t  Take  It 
With  You”  with  Dave  Jones,  advertising 
manager  of  Kerasotes  Senate. 

George  Kerasotes,  general  manager  of 
the  Kerasotes  circuit,  was  a   recent  visitor 
to  Filmrow  in  Chicago. 

Sharing  equal  sorrow  are  Robert  Dehen, 

doorman  at  the  Strand,  and  Tom  Fern- 
andes, doorman  at  the  Pantheon,  because 

of  the  death  of  their  fathers  within  a   week 

of  each  other. 

Miss  Mary  Willa  Moore,  cashier  at  the 
Pantheon  Theatre,  was  injured  in  an  auto 
accident  north  of  Springfield  and  had  to 
remain  in  the  hospital  for  several  days. 

George  Barber  is  remodeling  the  Em- 
pire at  Chrisman,  III. 

John  Marlow  is  opening  the  second  small 
house  in  Herrin,  111.,  which  will  operate 
until  the  Hippodrome  Theatre,  recently 

destroyed  by  fire,  can  be  reconstructed. 

Clarence  Denney  has  his  State  Theatre 

at  Roodhouse  ready  to  open  after  re- modeling. 

A.  H.  Keuss  has  completed  remodeling 
and  reseating  his  Community  Theatre  at 
New  Athens,  111. 

Paul  Brands  is  drawhig  up  plans  for  a 

new  front  on  the  Elmo  Theatre  at  St. 
Elmo,  III. 

Guy  Faul  and  Jesse  Overton  have  com- 
pleted the  new  front  on  their  Lyric  at 

Winchester,  111. 

F.  A.  Barnes,  manager  of  the  Strand  at 
Carmi,  111.,  and  H.  L.  Pitner,  manager  of 

the  Strand  at  Fairfield,  III.,  are  on  an  ex- 

tended fishing  trip  to  Lake-of-the-Woods, 
Canada. 

J.  W.  Hayton,  operator  of  the  Hayton  at 
Carterville,  111.,  is  making  plans  for  a   new 
theatre  there. 

The  Roxy  of  the  Jarodsky  Enterprises, 
at  Paris,  III.,  has  closed  temporarily . 

E.  H.  Hays  of  the  Grand,  Sullivan,  111., 
has  returned  from  an  extensive  trip 
through  the  east. 

A.  R.  Zimmer,  manager  of  the  Fox-Lin- 
coln,  Springfield,  announced  that  business 
has  returned  to  normal  following  com- 

pletion of  the  new  front  for  the  theatre. 

The  first  stage  show  of  the  fall  season 
was  held  at  the  Orpheum  Theatre  this 

week. 

M.  E.  Berman,  manager  of  the  Orpheum 

Theatre,  is  reported  to  be  having  a   “won- 
derful” time  while  on  a   vacation  with  his 

wife  to  the  West  Indies. 

“Letter  of  Introduction,”  which  played  a 
week  at  the  Roxy  Theatre,  was  held  over 
for  a   continued  run  at  the  Tivoli. 
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sir,  louis 
^LTHOUGH  St.  Louis  has  a   goodly  per- 

centage of  persons  of  German  birth 

or  extraction  the  efforts  of  Hitler  to  im- 

pose his  will  on  Czecho-Slovakia  appar- 

ently isn’t  very  popular  in  this  port.  When 
a   newsreel,  “Prelude  to  Conquest,”  was 
flashed  on  the  screen  at  the  Fox  Theatre 

there  were  hisses  for  Hitler  and  applause 

for  Benes,  president  of  the  Czechs.  The 
film  showed  glimpses  of  Hitler  making  a 
radio  speech,  Czech  troops  on  the  march 
and  shots  of  the  famous  Skoda  munitions 

plant. 

State  Senator  Jack  Shea,  who  formerly 

operated  and  managed  various  local  mo- 
tion picture  theatres,  has  been  commis- 

sioned to  attend  the  fall  horse  sales  at 

Lexington,  Ky.,  to  buy  some  likely  looking 
colts  for  some  local  gents  with  a   yen  to 
be  successful  race  horse  men. 

The  local  radio  stations  are  to  furnish 

gratis  the  entertainment  for  a   one-hour 
free  show  to  be  presented  in  the  Municipal 

Plaza  the  night  of  October  11  in  connec- 
tion with  the  annual  visit  of  The  Veiled 

Prophet  to  the  city.  This  radio  show  is 

the  substitute  for  the  three-day  cele- 
bration that  had  been  planned  for  the 

Municipal  Auditorium  in  which  it  had  been 

hoped  Charlie  McCarthy  and  Edgar  Ber- 
gen and  Tyrone  Power  would  be  among  the 

headliners. 

If  sufficient  big  screen  and  radio  stars 
come  here  for  the  first  national  AFRA 
convention  scheduled  for  November,  Don 

Phillips,  prexy  of  the  St.  Louis  chapter, 
will  arrange  an  international  hookup  to 

be  aired  via  CBS,  NBC  and  Mutual  net- 
works. But  to  date  Eddie  Cantor,  national 

president  of  AFRA  is  the  only  big  timer 
who  has  definitely  indicated  he  will  be 
here. 

The  local  exchange  workers  union,  af- 
filiate of  the  IATSE,  has  worked  out  a 

new  agreement  with  the  major  distribu- 
tors to  carry  through  to  Nov.  30,  1939. 

As  usual,  the  independents  will  go  along. 
The  exchange  workers  here  have  been 
organized  for  about  15  years  and  some 
months  ago  passed  under  the  jurisdiction 
of  IATSE. 

Johnny  Mednikow  of  Chicago  has  add- 
ed the  St.  Louis  territory  to  the  area  he 

serves  for  Trailer-Made,  Inc.  He  also  has 
Chicago  and  Milwaukee. 

Tommy  Tobin,  recently  appointed  local 

manager  for  Grand  National,  is  very  en- 
thusiastic about  the  outlook  for  his  com- 

pany during  the  1938-39  season,  just  get- 
ting under  way.  It  will  be  recalled  that 

Tommy  opened  the  local  Grand  National 
office  two  years  ago.  Later  he  went  with 
United  Artists  as  a   salesman.  Bill  Guinan, 

whom  he  replaced  as  Grand  National  man- 
ager, continues  with  the  company  as  a 

salesman. 

The  St.  Louis  Variety  Club  recently  gave 
a   farewell  dinner  at  its  headquarters  in 
the  Roosevelt  Hotel  to  its  secretary,  Percy 
Barr,  St.  Louis  manager  for  National  Screen 
Service,  who  has  been  transferred  to  a 
similar  post  in  Chicago. 

Boomer  to  Distribute 

Motiograph  Equipment 
St.  Lotus — Leroy  R.  Boomer  has  been 

appointed  Motiograph  distributor  in  this 
territory. 

Connected  with  show  business  most  of 

his  life,  Boomer  entered  the  equipment 
field  in  1933,  becoming  general  manager 
of  Joe  Goldberg  Co.,  Chicago.  He  left  this 

company  to  take  over  the  Motiograph 
agency  in  St.  Louis. 

Coster  Export  Manager 

Chicago — Victor  B.  Coster  is  now  export 
manager  of  Motiograph,  Inc.  He  was  with 
the  foreign  department  of  Erpi  since  1927 
and  for  the  past  six  years  manager  in 
Argentina  and  Uruguay. 

Xmas  Giveaway 

Chicago — A   Christmas  giveaway  for  the- 
atres announced  by  Photoplay  Advertising 

Co.  consists  of  a   box  of  ten  attractive 
holiday  cards. 

Contract  Conferences  Continue 

Chicago  —   More  conferences  were  due 

this  week  on  the  exhibitor-operator  con- 
tract differences,  with  nothing  new  on  the 

situation  as  Boxoffice  goes  to  press. 

QJ.ROUND  has  been  broken  for  the  new 
theatre  in  Terre  Haute,  Ind.,  being 

erected  by  Garber  and  Renekind.  at  the 
corner  of  Seventh  and  Hulman  Sts. 

Larry  Shubnell,  Columbia  Pictures,  is 

spending  his  vacation  in  Detroit,  Mich. 

The  Swan  Theatre,  Edmonton,  Ky.,  has 

been  reopened  by  Swartz  and  Goldman. 

The  local  Variety  Club  will  feature  one 
of  the  exchanges  on  Saturday  night.  The 
exchange  will  furnish  the  entertainment 
for  the  evening  and  invite  their  exhibitor 
friends. 

The  Greencastle  (Ind.)  superintendent 

of  schools  was  the  host  to  70  school  teach- 

ers at  the  showing  of  “Spawn  of  the 
North”  at  the  Von  Castle  Theatre,  shown 
there  during  the  past  week.  The  opening 
of  the  photoplay  started  with  a   midnight 
show. 

Harvey  Cocks,  general  manager,  Quimby 
Circuit,  returned  from  a   business  trip  to 
New  York  City  last  week. 

The  Quimby  Circuit,  Ft.  Wayne,  has 
purchased  a   tract  of  land  on  Calhoun 

St.,  just  five  city  blocks  from  the  Rialto 
Theatre,  in  the  suburbs  of  the  city. 

The  Indiana  Indorsers  of  Photoplays 

will  open  their  fall  and  winter  activities 

with  a   president’s  luncheon  in  the  Clay- 
pool  Hotel,  October  4.  Mrs.  David  Ross, 

president  of  the  organizatio-n,  will  pre- 
side, and  Trueman  Rembusch,  Indiana 

circuit  operator,  will  be  the  principal 
speaker. 

gTANLEY  SEGELBAUM,  who  several 
years  back  was  district  supervisor  for 

Fox  Midwesco  here,  has  returned  as  mana- 

ger of  Fox’s  Miller,  downtown  house. 

Frank  Klapinski,  assistant  manager  of 

the  Campus  Theatre  in  Ripon,  was  mar- 
ried here  last  week  to  Miss  Anita  Hui- zenga. 

H.  J.  Mirisch,  manager  of  the  Oriental 
and  Tower  theatres  here,  was  host  to  some 

1,000  News-Sentinel  carrier  boys  last  week 

to  see  the  current  episode  of  “The  Lone 

Ranger.” 
Articles  of  incorporation  have  been  filed 

here  by  the  Towne  Theatres,  Inc.,  with 

Mark  A.  Morgan,  Ann  Morgan  and  Horace 
Fredrickson  as  incorporators. 

Don  Nickols  and  Floyd  E.  Wesp  have 

switched  managerial  posts  on  the  Warner 
circuit  with  the  latter  named  manager  of 

the  circuit’s  Rex  in  Sheboygan  and  the 
former  succeeding  Wesp  at  the  Venetian 
in  Racine. 

William  C.  Troutman,  known  to  hun- 
dreds of  Madisonians  as  director  of  the 

University  of  Wisconsin  Theatre  from  1928 

to  1934,  has  been  named  as  assistant  di- 
rector by  M-G-M  in  Hollywood. 

Gilbert  Courshon  has  announced  re- 

opening of  the  Embassy  Theatre  at  Nee- 
nah,  September  29,  after  being  dark  for 
several  months. 

A.  C.  Gutenberg  again  is  operating  his 
Grand,  local  neighborhood  house,  seven 
days  a   week  since  widening  and  repaving 

work  in  front  of  his  house  has  been  com- 

pleted. 

Stanford  S.  Kolhberg,  new  operator  of 
the  Falls  Theatre  at  Sheboygan  Falls,  has 

announced  plans  for  extensive  remodeling 
of  the  theatre. 

Mermac  Theatre  at  New  London  is  un- 
dergoing extensive  improvements  including 

a   new  projection  booth,  screen  and  air- 
conditioning  system.  New  projection 

equipment  is  being  installed  in  the  Grand 
Theatre  in  that  city  and  former  equip- 

ment will  be  shifted  into  the  Mermac. 

Milwaukee  has  three  holdovers  this  week 

in  “Spawn  of  the  North”  and  “Give  Me 

a   Sailor”  at  Fox’s  Palace;  “Boys  Town” 

and  “Speed  to  Burn”  at  the  circuit’s  Wis- 
consin, and  “Moonlight  Sonata”  at  the 

Pabst. 

Jake  Eskin’s  Rialto  Theatre  at  Kaukauna 
is  having  its  marquee  prettied  up. 

Warner-Saxe  Parkway  here  is  offering 
a   Buck  Nite  amateur  show  on  the  stage 

each  Friday.  Auditions  are  held  in  the 
afternoon  from  3   to  5:30  and  winners 
are  awarded  cash  prizes. 

Griever  at  Head  of  Theatre 

Chicago — Si  Griever  heads  the  corpora- 
tion which  has  reopened  the  Louis  Theatre, 

Negro  house,  on  East  35th  St.  It  seats 

600  persons. 
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MINNEAPOLIS  TRADE  AREA  ENCOURAGED  GY 

BUSINESS  INCREASE  OVER  PRECEDING  YEAR 

Really  Gets  Pants 
Knocked  OH 

Keota,  la. — Exhibitor  Carl  Parsons 

was  adjusting  the  tan  in  his  cooling 

equipment.  A   set-screw  on  the  blades, 

traveling  at  1,200  revolutions  per  min- 

ute, caught  the  seat  of  Carl's  pants, 
ripped  them  off  and  sucked  them  into 

the  blower. 

Unhurt,  Parsons  sent  a   passerby  after 

another  pair  of  pants! 

131  Independents 

Signed  for  Drive 
Omaha — A   total  of  131  independent  ex- 

hibitors in  the  Omaha  district  signed 

pledges  in  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year  campaign,  according  to  final  reports 

compiled  by  D.  V.  McLucas,  Omaha  cam- 
paign headquarters  manager. 

Independents  pledged  a   total  of  $4,007. 
This  figure  does  not  include  pledges  by  the 
45  circuit  houses  in  the  Omaha  trade  area. 

Pledges  reported  this  week  include:  R. 

R.  Bailey,  Royal  Theatre  at  Ainsworth, 
Neb.;  O.  W.  Frederickson,  Pine,  Long  Pine, 
Neb.;  Harold  Schroder,  Lake  View,  Lake 

View,  la.;  L.  A.  Bramson,  State,  Elk  Point, 
S.  D. 

Minneapolis  Awaits 

Aggressive  Ad  Campaign 

Minneapolis — Theatre  interests  in  this 

territory  are  awaiting  eagerly  a   more  ag- 
gressive advertising  campaign  to  plug  the 

$250,000  movie  contest  that  features  the 

“Greatest  Year”  drive.  It’s  generally  felt 
that  such  a   campaign  is  necessary  to 

stimulate  public  interest  to  a   higher  de- 
gree. 

While  most  exhibitors  feel  that  the  drive 

has  accomplished  considerable  good  thus 

far,  it’s  believed  that  much  more  boxoffice 
goodwill  accrue  from  renewed  advertising 
efforts.  Also,  the  theatre  men  say,  there 
are  indications  that  interest  has  started  to 

lag  in  the  contest. 

Exhibitors  generally  have  lined  up  with 

the  drive  and  there  has  been  a   commend- 
able degree  of  cooperation,  according  to 

W.  A.  Steffes,  chairman  for  the  district. 
Books  and  advertising  accessories  have 
been  in  heavy  demand,  he  reports. 

Opens  Bancroft  Model 

Bancroft,  Neb. — The  Model  Theatre  has 
been  opened  by  Jerry  Horacek. 

Spurt  Started  Two  Months 

Ago  Due  to  Extensive 

Quality  Films 

Minneapolis — The  trade  here  is  much 

encouraged  by  the  fact  that  business  in 
most  spots  now  is  running  ahead  of  the 
corresponding  period  a   year  ago  for  the 
first  time.  The  gains  are  most  in  evidence 
in  downtown  Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul  and 
in  other  of  the  larger  cities. 

Business  started  its  spurt  about  two 
months  ago.  Previous  to  that,  there  were 

declines  for  the  most  part  from  the  cor- 
responding 1937  periods. 

In  Minneapolis,  credit  for  the  marked 
improvement  is  given  to  the  unusually 

large  number  of  quality  and  boxoffice  pic- 
tures that  have  been  released  this  fall; 

the  desire  of  the  public  for  stage  enter- 
tainment and  its  willingness  and  ability 

to  pay  for  it;  increased  employment  and 
generally  better  business  conditions,  in  the 
opinion  of  John  J.  Friedl,  general  manager 
of  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 

The  development  has  led  Friedl  to  re- 
open Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  theatres 

here  that  have  been  closed.  Two  neigh- 
borhood houses,  dark  throughout  the  sum- 

mer, have  been  relighted  in  recent  weeks. 
The  Granada  was  the  first  and  now  the 
American  is  in  operation  again. 

Friedl  is  of  the  opinion  that  business 
will  continue  at  a   high  level  if  the  present 
high  quality  of  film  releases  is  maintained. 

Eight  More  Independents 

Sign  Up  ior  MPGY  Drive 
Kansas  City — Eight  more  independent 

exhibitors  in  the  Kansas  City  area  signed 

during  the  past  week  for  the  Motion  Pic- 
tures’ Greatest  Year  campaign,  according 

to  Clarence  Schultz  of  Commonwealth 

Amusement  Corp.,  committeeman  for 
MPGY  in  this  area. 

Additional  exhibitors  are: 

C

.

 

 

W.  Shattuck,  
Midway,  

Protection, 

Kas.;  

C.  
A.  
Botkin,  

Harper,  

Harper,  

Kas.; 

M.  
D.  
Buxton,  

Garden,  

McCracken,  

Kas.; 

D.  E.  Burnett,  State,  Larned,  Kas.;  Harry 
E.  Newton,  Turon,  Turon,  Kas.;  C.  E.  Cook, 
Tivoli,  Marysville,  Kas.;  M.  B.  Baker,  Ritz, 

Ashland,  Kas.;  C.  Brooks,  Ritz,  Marsh- 
field, Mo. 

Bakers  Buy  Shaler 
Kansas  City  —   George  Baker  and  his 

father,  A.  F.  “Peck”  Baker,  have  taken 
over  the  Shafer  Theatre  at  Edgerton,  Mo., 
from  Abe  Shafer  III,  effective  October  1. 
Don  Martin,  who  managed  the  Rustic, 
West  Yellowstone,  Mont.,  the  last  two 
tourist  seasons,  will  manage  the  house  at 
Edgerton. 

Only  Three  Women  to 
See  Clark  Gable 

Des  Moines — Clark  Gable  was  in 

Des  Moines  last  week  and  as  nearly 

as  can  be  determined,  only  three  local 

women  were  on  hand  to  worship. 

The  three  young  ladies  saw  Mr. 

Gable  at  1   p.  m.,  when  the  Rocket,  on 

which  he  was  riding,  paused  here  en 

route  to  Minneapolis.  They  knew  ahead 

of  time  that  he  would  be  on  board. 

650  at  Opening  of 
Des  Moines  House 

Des  Moines — A   capacity  crowd  of  650 

saw  the  ceremony  marking  the  opening  of 
the  new  Hiland  Theatre  here. 

Highlight  of  the  program  was  presenta- 

tion of  a   large  “key”  to  the  theatre  to 
Highland  Park  community  leaders  by  A. 

G.  Stolte,  district  manager  for  the  Tri- 
States  Theatres  Corp. 

A   film  showing  various  stages  in  the 
construction  of  the  new  theatre  was  part 

of  the  screen  program.  “Three  Blind 
Mice”  was  the  picture.  Flowers  from  local 
business  firms  and  clubs  banked  the  lobby. 

Scores  of  patrons  were  waiting  at  the 

boxoffice  an  hour  before  the  theatre’s 
opening  program  was  scheduled  to  begin. 
Features  of  the  building  drawing  special 
attention  include  its  modernistic  design, 

indirect  lighting,  mirrored  ceilings,  cush- 
ioned seats,  modern  sound  equipment,  and 

air-conditioning  and  heating  units  built 
into  the  tower  rather  than  under  the 
theatre. 

Placing  Maurice  Crew,  former  manager 
of  the  Uptown,  as  manager  of  the  new 
Hiland  necessitated  two  other  changes  in 

Tri-States’  management.  Robert  Leonard, 
former  manager  of  the  Garden  Theatre, 
will  take  over  the  Uptown;  Henry  Plude, 

manager  of  the  old  Hiland,  will  now  man- 
age the  Garden. 

Fite  Bros,  Annex  Harris 

House ,   Making  Total  of  5 
Kansas  City — W.  D.  Fite  is  taking  over 

the  Delharco  Theatre,  Concordia,  Kas., 

from  Delmar  Harris,  effective  October  5. 
Fite  is  renaming  the  house  the  Strand. 
Harris  has  other  business  interests  in 

Concordia. 

This  gives  Fite  five  theatres:  The  Kan- 
sas, Kansas  City,  Kas.;  Deray,  Joplin,  Mo.; 

Royal,  Salina,  Kas.,  and  Eris,  operated  in 
partnership  with  his  brother,  R.  F.  Fite  at 
Eldorado,  Kas. 
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Cl  m   A   HI  A Profitable  Season  Ahead  for  Omaha 

Theatres  Despite  Stiff  Competition 
Omaha — Despite  interference  fi'om  vari- 

ous angles,  exhibitors  in  the  Omaha  area 
report  boxoffice  figures  now  generally  in 
the  black  with  indications  pointing  to  a 
profitable  fall  and  winter  season. 

Crop  conditions  have  been  dishearten- 
ing in  various  sections  of  Nebraska  and 

western  Iowa,  while  exhibitors  in  Omaha 
proper  are  having  plenty  of  competition 

from  all  sorts  of  enterprises.  Ak-Sar-Ben, 
Nebraska  booster  organization  with  most 

of  its  membership  in  Omaha,  has  spon- 
sored several  entertainments  during  the 

past  month. 

Roller  Skating  Draws  Many 

Stiffest  competition  to  neighborhood 
exhibitors  in  Omaha  during  September 

was  a   roller  derby  at  Ak-Sar-Ben  Coli- 
seum, sponsored  by  the  Ak  organization. 

This  nightly  roller  skate  show  drew  an 
average  attendance  of  over  4,000  per  night 
for  25  days. 

While  general  admission  at  the  derby 
was  40  cents,  most  patrons  used  a   coupon 
in  the  local  newspapers  for  admissions 
running  from  15  to  25  cents,  right  in  the 

suburbans’  class. 
Omaha’s  annual  food  show  drew  close 

to  25,000  for  six  days,  ending  October  1. 

Rudy  Vallee  and  his  show,  in  a   one-night 
stand  at  Ak-Sar-Ben  Coliseum,  drew  over 
5,000  persons  at  80  cents  per  person. 
With  softball  about  on  the  wane,  Joe 

Louis  and  his  Brown  Bombers  played  an 
exhibition  game  here  this  week  to  several 
thousand  patrons. 
From  outstate  Nebraska  and  western 

Iowa  come  reports  that  business  is  “spot- 
ted,” depending  largely  on  crop  situations 

in  nearby  farm  communities.  The  com 

crop  in  this  area,  backbone  of  the  farm 
industry,  will  be  about  50  per  cent  of 

normal  and  just  about  half  what  was  pre- 
dicted two  months  ago. 

Softball  and  Free  Shows 

Softball  and  free  shows,  two  major 
headaches  for  small  town  exhibitors  this 

summer,  have  given  way  to  night  football 
and  other  winter  sports.  Several  16  mm 

“free”  circuits  are  expected  to  spring  up 
in  the  Omaha  area  this  winter,  according 
to  advance  information. 

A   Chicago  firm  already  is  advertising  in 
Omaha  nwespapers  for  men  to  operate 

“free”  circuits  during  the  next  six  months. 
According  to  reports,  promoters  will  lease 
equipment,  rent  cheap  film  and  proceed 
on  the  same  basis  as  promoters  of  free 
shows  did  this  summer  in  over  100  com- 

munities in  Nebraska  and  western  Iowa. 

The  entire  situation  is  favorable,  de- 
spite these  exhibitor  problems,  however, 

since  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year 
campaign  is  scheduled  to  boost  boxoffice 

takes  and  exceptional  product,  quoting 

one  exhibitor,  “is  bound  to  bring  in  the 
customers  regardless  of  general  business 

conditions.” 

Apparently  Inured 
To  Horror 

Des  Moines — Bookings  in  seven  Iowa 

cities,  including  Des  Moines,  of  the 

"nightmare  duo"  of  "Dracula"  and 
"Frankenstein"  are  reported  by  the 
Universal  exchange  here.  Theatremen 

in  Marshalltown,  Cedar  Rapids,  Mt. 

Pleasant,  Ft.  Madison,  Osceola,  and 

Casey  have  also  booked  the  "horror" 
combination  for  early  showing. 

In  Kansas  City,  the  reissues,  playing 

together,  are  thriving  at  the  Uptown,  a 

Fox  link. 

Minneapolis  Feels 
A   Faith  in  Future 

Minneapolis — The  red-hot  scrap  at  St. 

Louis  Park,  Minneapolis  suburb,  for  a   the- 
atre permit  is  believed  in  local  trade  cir- 
cles to  reflect  the  optimism  with  which 

interests  view  the  near-term  outlook  for 
the  show  business  hereabouts. 

Although  it  has  a   population  of  5,000. 
St.  Louis  Park  never  has  had  a   theatre  of 

its  own.  Now  there  are  four  different  in- 

dividuals or  groups  anxious  to  build  show- 
houses  there. 

Those  who  apparently  have  the  upper 
edge  in  the  fight  thus  far  are  Harold  Field, 
owner  of  a   large  circuit  of  Iowa  theatres 
and  who  resides  in  the  Twin  Cities,  and 
Ben  Friedman,  who  has  two  showhouses  at 

another  Minneapolis  suburb  and  who  also 
operates  a   theatre  at  Albert  Lea,  Minn. 

The  St.  Louis  Park  city  council  the  past 

week  held  a   hearing  on  the  Field  applica- 
tion. It  deferred  action,  pending  a   hear- 

ing next  week  on  the  Friedman  permit. 
Strangely  enough,  the  same  architect 

drew  plans  for  both  the  Field  and  Fried- 
man proposed  theatres.  If  Field  obtains 

the  license,  he  will  make  a   gift  of  con- 
siderable property  to  the  city  for  a   recrea- 

tion center. 

Charlie  Winchell,  associated  with  the 
Minnesota  Amusement  Co.,  had  obtained 
a   permit  for  a   theatre,  but  allowed  it  to 

lapse.  Stanley  Cohen,  owner  of  the  Up- 
town Theatre,  Minneapolis,  leased  by  the 

Minnesota  Amusement  Co.,  also  is  en- 
deavoring to  obtain  a   license. 

Seeks  Radio  Permit 
Minneapolis — W.  A.  Steffes,  president 

of  Northwest  Allied  States  and  indepen- 
dent exhibitor,  is  en  route  to  Washington 

to  wage  a   fight  to  obtain  a   permit  for  a 
Twin  City  radio  station  which  he  hopes 
to  establish.  Before  returning,  he  will  stop 
over  briefly  in  New  York  on  picture  deals 
for  his  World  Theatre  here. 

ROY  PALMQUIST  had  a   birthday  last 
week  .   .   .   Carl  Reese,  20th-Fox  sales- 

man, has  recovered  enough  from  a   broken 
arm  to  go  back  on  the  road  .   .   .   Lou  Kozal, 
Tri-States  ad  artist,  and  Eddie  Forester, 
Omaha  manager,  and  their  families  went 
to  Hastings  .   .   .   The  Hastings  boys,  Orville 
Rennie,  city  manager,  and  Jimmie  Pickett, 
Strand  manager,  reciprocated  by  coming 
to  Omaha. 

Hymie  Novitsky,  former  Republic  ex- 
change manager  and  co-franchise  holder, 

will  go  with  Grand  National  but  he  hasn’t 
been  assigned  a   post  as  yet  .   .   .   Bill  Ruth- 
hart,  M-G-M  booker,  is  vacationing  in 
Chicago,  his  home  town. 

Omaha’s  the  entertainment  center  de 
luxe  this  week  with  Horace  Heidt  on  the 

Orpheum  stage,  Rudy  Vallee  and  his  band 
at  Ak-Sar-Ben  one  night,  Irene  Rich  here 
two  days  to  open  a   food  show  and  Carl 

“Deacon”  Moore  playing  the  show  all  week. 

Don  McLucas  had  a   late  screening  of 

“Drums”  the  other  night  and  afterwards 
the  crowd,  including  the  writer,  went  to 

the  airport  to  see  Sabu,  the  picture’s  star, 
who  stopped  here  for  a   few  minutes  en 
route  to  Hollywood  .   .   .   Everybody  was 

impressed  with  both  the  picture  and  Sabu 
.   .   .   Sabu  was  awake  ( it  was  midnight), 
but  his  bodyguards  were  asleep! 

A.  P.  Sorenson,  Barrymore  Theatre,  Al- 
cester,  S.  D„  was  on  Filmrow  showing  off 
his  new  bride  .   .   .   Danny  McCarthy,  UA 

salesman,  also  a   benedict  .   .   .   Harris  Kunt- 
zelman,  former  booker  at  Film  Transport, 

is  the  new  assistant  shipper  at  20th-Fox. 

John  Wangberg,  RKO  office  manager  at 
Kansas  City,  was  here  on  his  way  home 

from  a   vacation  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Henry 
Hower  of  Worthington,  Minn.,  were  in 

town.  Hower  is  taking  it  easy  under  doc- 
tor’s orders. 

Jack  Rachman,  film  critic  and  news- 
paperman well  known  to  the  industry,  is 

now  doing  a   chatter  column  for  the  Oma- 
ha World-Herald  .   .   .   George  Siders  was 

declared  winner  of  the  Omaha  Theatre 

ping  pong  tourney.  He  edged  out  Box- 
office  in  a   special  challenge  match. 

Ted  Emerson  compiled  14  complete  cam- 
paigns of  tear  sheets,  publicity  and  pictures 

on  “Boys  Town.”  They  went  all  over  the 
country  ...  A   couple  of  bouquets  for  the 

handling  of  the  “Boys  Town”  premiere  to 
Evert  Cummings,  Bill  Miskell,  Eddie  For- 

ester and  Emerson. 

A   very  rare  visitor  to  Filmrow  was  Roy 
Reichard,  Orpheum  Theatre,  Mapleton, 
la.  .   .   .   Also  on  the  Row  were  P.  E.  Haeker, 
Parrot  Theatre,  Alma,  Neb.;  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
C.  C.  Goodrich,  Rialto,  Stromsburg,  Neb.; 

Joe  Steeg,  Time,  Primghar,  la.;  E.  H. 
Robertson,  Schribner,  Neb.;  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Bob  Pennington,  Rialto,  Villisca,  la.;  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  A.  W.  Lathrop  and  daughter, 
Iowa,  Manilla,  la. 

Attending  the  Minnesota  game  were  Ike 
Rubin,  Frank  Hannon,  B.  A.  Tomte,  Earle 
Perkins,  Ralph  Olson,  Bill  Foley,  Fay 

Dressell,  Al  Hill,  Walt  Green,  Elmer 
Huhnke,  Roy  Palmquist  and  Glenn  Rogers. 
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piLMROW  talkie  of  the  week:  D.  C. 
Kennedy  of  M-G-M  and  H.  P.  Wolfberg, 

district  manager,  gloating  verbosely  over 

continued  success  of  “Boys  Town.” 

He  should  have  called  it  “Two  Loves 
Has  A.  G.  Stolte.”  The  Tri-States  district 
manager  has  two  hobbies,  fishing  and  film- 

ing, always  struggling  for  dominance.  His 
great  ambition  is  to  land  a   huge  muskie, 

and  this  summer  he  triumphantly  re- 
turned from  Canada  with  a   swell  movie 

of  his  fishing  companions  pulling  ’em  in! 

John  Russell,  five,  child  film  star,  romp- 
ed all  over  20th  Century-Fox  office  here 

Monday  to  the  staff’s  delight  .   .   .   Stan- 
ley J.  Mayer,  manager,  ordered  a   Jano 

Withers  picture  shown  in  the  screen  room 

at  Johnny’s  request.  Johnny  is  on  his  way 
to  Hollywood  from  the  “Jesse  James”  set 
in  Missouri.  He  plays  the  part  of  the 
bandit  as  a   child. 

E.  W.  Kerr  of  Council  Bluffs  visited 
here  last  week  .   .   .   P.  T.  Dana,  Universal 

district  manager  at  Kansas  City,  and  Jerry 
Standau,  local  branch  manager,  got  their 
heads  together  Monday  and  Tuesday. 

An  item  in  the  Des  Moines  Tribune  in- 
formed all  Iowa  this  week  how  Carl  Par- 

sons, theatre  owner  at  Keota,  lost  his 

trousers  in  the  air-conditioning  fan  .   .   . 

Paul  Fine  at  RKO  wasn’t  hurt  when  a 
blow-out  made  his  car  jump  the  curb  .   .   . 
Ollie  Reese  and  Thelma  Washburn  have 

the  season’s  first  sniffles  .   .   .   Office  force 
is  pop-eyed  with  expectation  of  Xmas 

bonuses  in  RKO’s  liquidation  contest  .   .   . 
Filmrow  gossip  has  it  that  Emil  Franke, 
Orpheum  manager,  and  his  brother-in- 
law,  Morgan  Ames,  picked  winners  at  the 

race  track  in  Chi  on  Emil’s  vacation. 

L.  C.  “Chick”  Fredman,  national  Screen, 
brought  some  new  material  on  accessory 
business  back  from  the  regional  meeting 

in  Denver  .   .   .   Frankie  Ruble,  vice-presi- 
dent of  the  Pioneer  Circuit,  was  called  to 

Minneapolis  on  business  last  week.  Could 

he  help  it  if  they  were  playing  the  Minne- 
sota-W asliington  game  there  at  the  time? 

Mel  Evidon,  Columbia  branch  manager, 
spent  the  weekend  in  Chicago  .   .   .   Alice 
Hill  went  to  California  .   .   .   Mildred  Coburn 

took  her  place  .   .   .   Lester  Martin,  former 
Allied  leader,  was  here  last  week  .   .   .   Avis 
June  Heki  left  National  Screen  for  Cali- 

fornia .   .   .   Frank  Greenland,  office  man- 
ager, is  just  back  from  Sturgeon  Bay,  Wis. 

.   .   .   Lou  Levy  fishes  for  crappies  while 

waiting  for  announcement  of  Grand  Na- 

tional’s new  merger. 

Lou  Elman  of  RKO  has  a   new  farm  and 
a   new  daughter,  so  he  spends  all  his  time 
looking  at  tractors  and  baby  buggies  .   .   . 
Elmer  Tilton,  Republic  manager,  is  in  New 

York  .   .   .   Lee  Henry  of  Stuart  was  a   Film- 
row  visitor. 

Behind  scenes  at  the  Hiland  opening: 

A.  G.  Stolte,  Tri-States’  district  manager, 
and  Ken  Clayton,  Register  and  Tribune 
amusements  editor,  standing  on  roof  .   .   . 
Stolte,  in  reminiscent  mood,  pointing  out 
apartment  down  the  street  which  was  his 
first  Des  Moines  home  19  years  ago. 

Kaycee  Scouts  Welcome  Sabu 

Kansas  City — Lynn  Farnol,  advertising 

manager  for  United  Artists,  and  Morris 

Helprin,  personal  representative  of  Alex- 
ander Korda  in  this  country,  brought  Sabu, 

young  Indian  actor  and  star  of  “Elephant 
Boy”  and  “Drums”  to  town  Sunday  morn- 

ing by  plane. 
Sabu,  who  was  accompanied  by  two 

Sikh  guards,  liked  the  police  sirens  best 

of  all,  and  after  a   ride  on  a   police  motor- 
cycle, wanted  to  take  it,  policeman  and 

all,  to  New  York  with  him. 

John  McManus,  manager  of  Loew’s  Mid- land, and  W.  P.  Bernfield,  UA  exploiteer, 

arranged  a   reception  of  boy  scouts,  news- 
paper men  and  others,  for  the  party. 

Boy  Scouts  are  shown  above  welcoming 

the  youthful  actor  on  his  arrival. 

White  Pleased  With 

A   Paramount  Honor 
Minneapolis  Area 

Hit  by  War  Scare 
Emporia,  Kas. — William  Allen  White,  at- 

tending a   special  showing  at  the  Granada 

Theatre  here  of  Paramount’s  “The  Arkan- 
sas Traveler,”  dedicated  to  the  life  of  the 

widely-known  country  editor,  called  the 

film,  starring  Bob  Burns,  “the  first  news- 

paper picture  I’ve  ever  seen  that  isn’t 
either  tough  or  hick”  and  one  with 
“veracity  in  dialogue,  clothes  and  action.” 
The  film  was  brought  here  for  the 

screening  by  George  M.  Arthur,  producer, 
who  explained  that  the  story,  while  in  no 
sense  biographic,  was  inspired  by  White 

“who  is  recognized  as  reflecting  the  tra- 
ditional virtues  of  small -town  American 

life.” 

Emerging  from  the  Granada  accom- 
panied by  his  wife  following  the  screening, 

White  commented,  “There  were  no  hard- 
boiled  reporters  punishing  desks  and  tele- 

phones and  no  drunks.  Small  town  folks 
were  shown  as  unaffected,  but  not  hicks 
and  hayseeds.  I   was  surprised  and 

pleased.  It’s  an  honor  to  have  my  name 

connected  with  a   story  of  that  sort.” 

Another  Chain  Airs 
Lincoln  —   General  Manager  Howard 

Federer,  for  the  Nebraska  Theatres,  Inc., 
has  signed  for  a   nightly  broadcast  via 
KFOR,  featuring  Mrs.  Ed  Cuniff  at  the 
organ.  This  puts  both  theatre  circuits 
here  on  the  radio,  the  Lincoln  Theatres 

recently  renewing  Barney  Oldfield’s  chat- ter. 

Minneapolis — The  European  war  scare 

is  having  its  repercussions  in  local  the- 
atres and  showhouses  throughout  the  ter- 

ritory, a   survey  shows. 

A   drop  in  business  the  past  week  is  at- 
tributed by  theatre  interests  in  part  to  war 

developments.  The  situation  is  keeping 

many  people,  who  otherwise  might  attend 
the  showhouses,  glued  to  their  radios  at 

home  to  learn  the  latest  happenings,  the- 
atre owners  declare. 

Hitler  in  one  newsreel  and  mention  of 
him  in  another  were  hissed  and  hooted 

by  audiences  at  loop  theatres,  house  man- 
agers report. 

W.  A.  Steffes,  in  his  newspaper  ads  for 

“Charm  of  La  Boheme”  at  the  World  The- 

atre, stated:  “Made  in  Vienna — Before 
Hitler.”  The  reason,  it  was  explained,  is 
because  of  increasing  anti-German  feeling. 

30  TO  50%  MORE  LIGHT 

‘DUO  LIGHT-MASTER' 
Super  Low  Intensity 

Projection  Lamp 

14-Inch  Reflector 

More  light  at  no  in- crease in  operating  cost 
— Clearer  and  sharper 

black  and  white  pic- 
tures— Truer  and  bet- 

ter quality  color  pic- 
ture projection. 
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Commonwealth  Circuit  Managers 

Talk  Business  Drive  at  Meeting 
Kansas  City — Managers  and  executives 

of  the  Commonwealth  Amusement  Corp., 
representing  over  40  theatres  in  Missouri, 
Kansas,  Arkansas  and  Iowa,  met  at  Osage 

Beach,  Lake  of  the  Ozarks,  Mo.,  Septem- 
ber 21  and  22  to  discuss  the  new  fall  cam- 

paign for  business,  advertising,  and  pro- 
motional ideas. 

The  fall  campaign  will  take  the  form  of 

a^'football  game  between  two  teams,  one 
1   leaded  by  Robert  Shelton,  Warrensburg, 
Mo.,  winner  of  the  summer  King  of  the 
Sun  contest,  and  the  other  by  M.  B. 

Smith,  Garden  City,  Kas.,  runner-up  in 
the  summer  campaign.  Shelton  selected 

as  his  quarterback,  Rex  Barrett,  Colum- 
bia, Mo.,  and  Smith  picked  Stanley 

Schwan,  Lawrence,  Kas.  The  captains  and 

quarterbacks  then  selected  two  very  even- 

ly matched  teams:  Shelton’s  Fighting 
Inch,  and  Smith’s  Redskins.  Selection  of 
the  teams  the  first  day  of  the  Common- 

wealth convention  immediately  estab- 
lished a   strong  spirit  of  competition  among 

managers,  and  the  members  of  each  team 
began  at  once  to  work  out  ideas. 

Top  Prizes  $25  to  $100 

An  all-Commonwealth  team  will  be  se- 
lected at  the  end  of  the  contest  from  both 

teams,  and  the  seven  best  men  on  this 
aggregation  will  get  prizes  ranging  from 
$25  to  $100.  In  addition  there  will  be 
prizes  for  special  accomplishments,  and 
a   special  prize  for  the  best  man  on  each 
team. 

The  contest  began  September  25,  ends 
December  31.  The  Fighting  Irish  have 

arranged  with  the  Redskins  that  the  los- 
ing managers  push  winning  managers 

through  Filmrow  on  rubber-tired  wheel- 

barrows at  the  end  of  the  contest.  This 
notion  developed  spontaneously  among 
managers  themselves,  who  also  thought  of 
having  the  barrows  rubber  tired  so  that 

the  ride  for  the  riders  won’t  be  so  rough. 
The  new  Commonwealth-Republic  build- 

ing at  211  West  18th  St.,  will  be  completed 
by  the  time  the  contest  is  over,  and  the 

“ride”  will  take  place  at  the  meeting  of 
managers  which  will  be  held  in  the  new 
offices  in  January. 

Pledge  MPGY  Support 

Commonwealth  managers  went  very 

thoroughly  into  the  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  campaign,  and  all  pledged 
full  cooperation.  In  connection  with 

MPGY  and  with  the  circuit’s  own  contest, 
Commonwealth  has  increased  its  adver- 

tising budget  materially,  Clarence  Schultz, 
executive  head  of  the  group,  commented. 

The  annual  feature  of  all  Common- 
wealth meetings,  an  exchange  of  boxoffice 

ideas,  developed  32  different  promotions 
last  week. 

Captains  of  the  two  football  teams  will 

be  provided  with  a   secretary  by  Common- 
wealth to  handle  correspondence  and 

otherwise  help  Shelton  and  Smith  keep 
in  touch  with  their  teammates  from  their 

own  theatres  during  the  period.  Each 
team  is  working  out  its  own  promotions. 
Copies  of  correspondence  from  captains  to 
their  men  will  go  through  the  home  office 
of  Commonwealth  here,  but  will  be  held 

confidential  until  the  last  four  weeks.  Dur- 
ing December  the  best  ideas  developed  by 

each  team  during  the  preceding  weeks  of 
the  contest  will  be  exchanged,  and  each 
team  will  see  whether  it  can  do  more  with 

the  other  team’s  ideas  than  it  did  itself. 

Photo-Pay-Nite  Premiere 

At  the  Emporia  Granada 
Emporia,  Kas. — Premiere  of  Photo-Pay- 

Nite  in  the  Kansas  City  territory  was  held 
at  the  Fox  Granada  (Ray  McLain)  here 

September  21  to  a   full  house.  Approxi- 

mately 1,000  passed  through  the  “aisle  of 
fortune”  during  the  evening.  Business 
showed  a   substantial  increase,  according 
to  McLain. 

When  the  pictures  were  returned  from 
Kansas  City  (Norris  B.  Cresswell  Photo 
Service)  for  showing,  Granada  employes 
discovered  that  one  of  them  was  that  of 
J.  A.  McClure,  father  of  Harry  McClure, 

district  manager  for  Fox  Midwest.  An- 
other picture  was  substituted. 

Among  those  who  attended  the  show- 
ing were  R.  W.  McEwan  and  Ormand  P. 

Hill,  Photo-Pay-Nite  distributors,  Kansas 

City;  W.  R.  Rowell,  Fox  manager  at  El- 
dorado, Kas.;  Glen  W.  Dickinson  jr.,  man- 

ager of  the  Glen  W.  Dickinson  Theatres, 
Inc.,  in  Manhattan,  Kas.;  K.  H.  Gaston, 
Florence,  Kas.;  B.  V.  Kimber,  Dickinson 
manager,  Herington,  Kas.;  E.  E.  Webber 
sr.,  and  Robert  Blond,  Colonial,  Kansas 

City,  and  other  exhibitors  from  the  sur- 
rounding territory. 

Negotiations  are  being  conducted  by  Mc- 
Ewan and  Hill  for  installation  of  Photo- 

Pay-Nite  in  other  Fox  houses,  as  well  as 
with  Commonwealth  Amusement  Corp.  for 
some  of  their  houses,  and  with  several 
independents  in  Kansas  City,  McEwan 
said. 

Kansas  City — F.  L.  “Doc”  Lowe  will 
start  Photo-Pay-Nite  in  his  Star  Theatre, 
Hays,  Kas.,  October  12,  and  is  planning  to 
install  the  equipment  in  other  of  his 
houses  soon. 

" Toy  Gun "   Bandits  Get 
$215  in  Omaha  Holdup 

Omaha — E.  A.  Harms,  theatre  supply 

salesman,  and  Dale  R.  Goldie,  Cherokee, 

la.,  exhibitor,  lost  a   total  of  $215  to  rob- 

bers who  used  a   “toy  gun.”  The  two  were 
seated  in  Harm’s  car  on  Filmrow  just  after 
the  Variety  Club  party. 

The  stickup  men  ordered  Gus  to  drive 
to  a   sideroad,  took  $15  from  Harms  and 
$200  from  Goldie.  Then  the  victims  were 
ordered  from  the  car. 

Later  another  victim  turned  on  the  rob- 
bers and  beat  them  off  with  his  crutches 

when  he  saw  they  had  a   toy  gun.  They 

dropped  $2  belonging  to  Goldie  but  the 
rest  was  not  recovered. 

New  Republic  Deals 
Minneapolis  —   Gilbert  Nathanson,  Re- 

public branch  manager,  announces  that 
he  has  closed  first-run  deals  for  his  1938- 
39  product  with  the  Granada,  Duluth,  and 
Beacon,  Superior. 

Amoses  Take  Over  Roanoke 

Kansas  City — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank  Amos 

are  operating  the  Roanoke,  suburban 
house  here.  They  have  the  theatre  leased 
from  E.  S.  Young  of  the  Central. 

Commonwealth  Opens  Wareham 

— Photo  by  Cresswell 

A   portion  of  the  crowd  from  Kansas  City  on  the  train  en  route  to  Manhattan, 

Kas.,  for  the  opening  of  the  Commonwealth  Circuit’s  Wareham  Theatre  un- 
der the  management  of  Harry  Wareham. 
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K   A   Y   C   IE  IE 

Bank  Night's  Case  Is  Taken  Under 
Advisement  bg  Missouri  High  Court 

jyjARTIN  FTNKELSTEIN,  former  Fox 
Midwest  district  manager,  now  Holly- 

wood producer  and  distributor,  was  on 
Filmrow  early  this  week. 

Russ  Borg,  branch  manager  of  Grand 
National,  left  Friday  for  a   general  sales 
meeting  of  Grand  National  executives  in 
Chicago,  Saturday,  October  1. 

Credit  the  Elms  Hotel,  Excelsior  Springs, 
Mo.,  with  the  bright  line  of  the  week. 

Currently  the  hotel’s  24  sheets  in  Kansas 
City  read:  Come  to  the  Elms  for  “the  rest 
of  your  life.” 

Rube  Melcher  was  on  Filmrow  this  week 

to  report  that  he  is  still  among  those  pres- 
ent, and  still  is  pushing  the  sales  of  Pop- 

matic,  automatic  popcorn  machine. 

Mrs.  R.  W.  McEwan,  wife  of  the  Photo- 
Pay-Nite  distributor,  was  rushed  to  Re- 

search Hospital  last  weekend  for  observa- 
tion. She  went  home  this  week  with  a 

very  good  report  card  from  the  doctors. 

The  RKO  Orpheum,  downtown  first  run 

under  Bob  Haley,  tried  the  “sneak  pre- 
view” idea  Tuesday  night. 

Filmrow  visitors: 

Tom  Edwards,  Eldon,  Mo.,  who  broke 
his  hose  connection  on  the  way  in;  Art 
Pugh,  Fredonia,  Kas.;  Ensley  Barbour, 
Springfield,  Mo. ;   Larry  Larsen,  Webb  City, 
Mo.;  Dale  Danielson,  Russell,  Kas.;  Virgil 

Harbison,  Tarkio,  Mo.;  Harry  Blake,  Or- 
pheum and  Electric,  Joplin,  Mo.;  John 

Tarr  jr„  Best,  Independence,  Kas.;  Ralph 
Menefee,  Hoxie,  Kas.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  N. 
Welty,  Hill  City,  Kas.;  M.  B.  Pressley, 
Savannah,  Mo. 

Curbstone  kibitzers  on  Filmrow  can 

thank  Commonwealth- Republic  for  amuse- 
ment during  their  leisure  hours.  The  ki- 

bitzers are  helping  to  build  the  new  Com- 
monwealth-Republic building  at  211  West 

18 th  St. 

The  Metro  “Marionette  Movies”  truck 
touring  the  country  has  4-star  Simplex 
sound  equipment,  notes  Francis  Keilhack 
of  National  Theatre  Supply. 

Commonwealth  Amusement  Corp.  houses 
in  Carrollton,  Monett,  Harrisonville,  and 
Kansas  City,  Mo.  (the  Ashland) ,   are  using 

Metro  Premium’s  “Sunburst”  tableware 
premiums.  Stanley  Goldberg  is  local  man- 

ager for  Metro. 

Bill  Kubitzki,  son  of  Gus,  and  himself 
widely  known  on  Filmrow,  returned  to 
Kansas  City  this  week  after  six  months  in 

Texas  .   .   .   Bill  Weintraub  of  Majestic  is 
in  California  on  vacation  .   .   .   Virgil  Green 
of  LaPlata,  Mo.,  was  an  early-in-the-week 

Filmrow  visitor,  along  with  F.  L.  “Doc” 
Lowe  of  Sterling,  Kas.  Others  on  the  Row 

were  Glen  Newbold,  Yates  Center,  Kan.; 
F.  O.  Litsch,  Hopkins,  Mo.;  E.  I.  Lewellyn, 
Rosendale,  Mo. 

The  new  Dickinson  Theatre  which  Glen 
W.  Dickinson  Theatres  are  building  in 
Mission  Hills  Acres  near  Kansas  City  will 
be  opened  October  20.  Like  the  new  Carl- 

ton in  Manhattan,  Kas.,  the  house  is  of  re- 
inforced concrete.  It  will  seat  800,  cost 

$53,000.  There  will  be  a   “Dickinson”  in 
(Continued  on  page  20) 

Derive  Pleasure ,   Income 

From  A.  H.  Blank  Gift 

Des  Moines — A   projection  machine  se- 

cured sometime  ago  through  the  coopera- 
tion of  A.  H.  Blank  of  Tri-States,  has  been 

the  source  of  much  enjoyment  to  people 

at  the  Roadside  Settlement,  a   welfare  or- 
ganization in  southeast  Des  Moines. 

Motion  pictures  are  shown  twice  weekly, 

one  evening  being  for  Negroes  exclusive- 
ly. Anyone  paying  the  50  cents  yearly 

membership  fee  is  entitled  to  attend.  The 
films  are  donated  by  Grand  National 

Fox,  M-G-M,  Republic,  Vitagraph,  Colum- 
bia, Universal,  Paramount,  and  RKO. 

The  organization  also  secures  some  in- 
come by  renting  the  projector  to  the 

Southside  and  Jewish  community  centers 
in  Des  Moines  twice  each  week. 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 

W.L.  126  W.  18th  St.  W.P. 

Norris  HA  4783  Humston 

Kansas  City  —   The  Missouri  supreme 

court,  en  banc,  has  taken  under  advise- 
ment the  Bank  Night  case  of  Missouri  vs. 

R.  W.  McEwan,  Bank  Night  distributor. 
The  suit  was  orally  argued  before  the 

whole  court  by  Charles  M.  Miller,  Mc- 
Ewan’s  attorney,  after  Division  2   had 
handed  down  an  opinion  some  months 

ago  that  the  giveaway  constitutes  a   lot- 

tery. 

Mr.  Miller  made  the  point  that  Bank 
Night  is  advertising,  and  that  the  Missouri 

statute  governing  lotteries  prohibits  “the 
sale  of  tickets”  in  connection  with  a lottery. 

Move  Picnic  Indoors 

Des  Moines — Film  Transportation  picnic 

was  frozen  out  of  the  water  works’  park 
last  week  and  into  Bill  Morgan’s  house. 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 
2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone” 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  HUand  2694 

TICKET  REGISTER  SERVICE 

Gold  Seal — Simplex  Model  "H” 
Factory  Mechanics  —   Genuine  Parts  Used 

Loaner  Service  Machines  Supplied 

GENERAL  REGISTER  CORPORATION 

1018  South  Wabash  Avenue  —   Chicago 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS  ~ Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES SOUND  ENGINEER 
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Record  Kagcee  Aggregation  Set 

For  Variety  Club's  First  Golf  Fete 
Kansas  City — The  biggest  aggregation 

of  golf  and  card  enthusiasts  in  the  history 

of  Filmrow  will  go  to  Old  Mission,  Mon- 
day, October  3,  for  an  exercise  of  their 

skills  when  Variety  Club’s  first  annual 
golf  tourney  (and  relaxation  competition) 

gets  under  way  at  noon. 

The  number  of  golfers  will  be  exceeded 

only  by  the  number  of  prizes.  The  golf 

committee,  composed  of  Frank  Ritter, 

George  Baker,  Tom  Baldwin,  Finton  Jones, 

E.  E.  Webber  jr„  and  Charley  Shafer,  has 

promoted  more  prizes  than  a   dub  has 

score.  Boxoffice  has  contributed  a   hand- 

some trophy,  which,  with  the  winner’s 
name  each  year,  will  be  on  permanent  dis- 

play at  Variety  Club  rooms.  Robert  F. 

Withers  of  Republic-Midwest  has  given  a 

runner-up  prize  trophy,  very  beautiful,  and 
there  are  a   number  of  other  prizes,  which 

are  given  below. 

Jules  Levy  and  Tommy  Thompson  of 

RKO  Radio,  an  all  leather  golf  bag; 

George  Schaefer  and  Bill  Truog  of  United 

Artists,  a   fine  golf  bag;  Harris  Wolfberg 

and  Frank  Hensler  of  Metro,  duffle  bag; 

R.  C.  LiBeau  and  Joe  Manfre,  a   de  luxe, 

illuminated  shaving  mirror;  Peter  Dana 

of  Universal,  golf  bag;  Russ  Borg,  Grand 

National,  golf  stick;  E.  F.  Burgan,  Kansas 

City,  Kas.,  exhibitor,  gabardine  sport 

shirt;  Reube  Finkelstein,  a   Feld  Chevro- 
let defroster  fan;  Ed  Rol^ky  of  the  St. 

John  and  National,  a   set  of  hood  covers 

for  woods;  Eddie  Mansfield,  Regent,  a   set 

of  hood  covers;  Dr.  Van  C.  Medcalf,  three 

Hol-Hi  golf  balls;  Jack  Shriner,  Gem  The- 
atre, golf  putter;  Louis  Kopulos  Sutter, 

Record  Number  of 

Stage  Bands  Set 
Minneapolis  —   The  Minnesota  Amuse- 

ment Co.  is  booking  a   record  number  of 

big  name  stage  bands  into  the  Orpheum 

here  as  a   result  of  the  tremendous  busi- 
ness done  recently  by  those  that  have  been 

playing  the  house. 

Benny  Goodman,  currently,  is  shatter- 
ing the  house  record  broken  a   few  weeks 

back  by  Horace  Heidt.  Previously,  Rudy 

Vallee,  in  five  days,  had  done  the  biggest 

business  for  any  similar  period  in  the  the- 

atre’s history. 
The  voracious  public  appetite  for  this 

sort  of  flesh-and-blood  fare  has  John  J. 
Friedl  and  Mort  H.  Singer,  who  control 

the  local  loop  theatres,  using  herculean 

efforts  to  line  up  all  the  best  available. 

They’ve  been  successful,  too. 
Present  underlines  are  Jimmy  Dorsey, 

together  with  the  Andrew  Sisters,  Minne- 
apolis radio  stars,  the  week  of  October  14; 

Glen  Gray  and  his  Casa  Loma  band, 

November  4,  and  Hal  Kemp  and  his  or- 
chestra November  18. 

The  Gayety  (Harry  Hirsch’s  stock  bur- 

Castle  Theatre,  half  dozen  golf  balls;  Ed- 
die Green,  Metro,  three  golf  balls;  Bev 

Miller,  a   universal  dictionary;  Cresswell 

Photo  Service,  eight  $5  portraits;  Homer 

Blackwell,  Independent  Poster  Exchange, 

necktie;  the  golf  committee,  a   dozen  golf 

balls;  National  Theatre  Supply,  electric 

waffle  griddle;  Screenland,  two  auto- 
matic cocktail  shakers  for  lazy  drinkers; 

Fox  Midwest  Theatres,  Inc.,  RCA  Victor 

radio;  Jack  Gregory,  pint  of  stuff,  and 

Altec  (again  Jack  Gregory),  Silex  coffee 

maker;  Frank  Hensler,  quart  of  stuff  and 

three  golf  balls  extra  for  some  reason  or 

other;  George  Fuller  of  20th-Fox,  a   quart 

of  stuff;  Ward  Scott,  20th-Fox,  a   quart 
of  stuff;  Stan  Goldberg,  Metro  Premiums, 

Festival  ware ;   Roy  Miller  of  Universal,  a 

“Deanna  Durbin”  golf  umbrella;  Don 
Davis,  quart  of  stuff;  Stebbins  Theatre 

Equipment  Co.,  quart  of  stuff;  Schooley’s 
Stationery,  Sheaf fer  pen;  Les  Durland, 

Monogram,  oil  silk  golf  raincoat;  Ben 

Marcus,  Columbia,  Byrd  cloth  golf  jacket; 

Nat  Hechtman,  Hollywood  Advertising, 

cash;  Cowie  Electric,  defroster  fan;  Com- 
monwealth Amusement  Corp.,  $10  worth  of 

golf  merchandise;  E.  C.  Leeves,  Central 

Theatre  Equipment,  half  dozen  golf  balls; 

Leo  Finkelstein,  Keystone  Press,  merchan- 

dise, and  a   three  months’  pass  from  each 
of  the  following  theatres; 

John  McManus,  Loew’s  Midland;  R.  J. 
Haley,  Orpheum;  Stanley  Chambers, 

Tower;  Jerry  Zigmond,  Newman,  and 

Jimmy  Long,  Plaza. 

Film  Delivery  is  announcing  its  prize  at 

the  tournament.  There  are  other  prizes. 

lesque)  also  continues  to  do  record  busi- 

ness. Huge  crowds  also  have  been  attend- 
ing the  opening  Minnesota  football  games. 

At  $2.75  per  ticket,  the  Washington  con- 
test drew  50,000  and  the  Nebraska  clash 

today  will  pull  53,000  or  more. 

Manager  Leo  Murray’s  legit  roadshow 
season  at  the  Lyceum  gets  under  way 

October  6   with  ‘‘Pins  and  Needles.”  Other 
definite  bookings  include  Fontanne  & 

Lunt,  Ed  Wynn,  “Shadow  and  Substance,” 
“Golden  Boy,”  “Susan  and  God,”  Fred 

Stone  in  “Lightnin’,”  Ethel  Barrymore  and 

a   return  engagement  of  “You  Can’t  Take 

It  With  You.” 
The  present  popularity  of  stage  shows 

has  amazed  local  theatre  interests.  A 

few  months  ago  even  such  attractions  as 

Eddie  Duchin,  who  drew  sensational  trade 

on  his  first  visit  to  Minneapolis,  couldn’t 
even  attract  profitable  trade  to  the  Or- 

pheum. It  is  believed  that  generally  im- 
proved economic  conditions  are  a   factor 

in  the  current  sharp  upturn. 

Lumsden  Buys  House 
Des  Moines — Ray  J.  Lumsden  is  redec- 

orating and  improving  his  newly  acquired 
Pastime  Theatre  at  Iowa  City.  Some 

20  years  ago  Lumsden  worked  in  the  very 
same  theatre  first  as  an  usher  and  then 

as  projectionist. 

IL  I   ICO  IL  N 
^AST  minute  switch  found  Howard 

Federer  throwing  in  “Four  Daughters” 
for  the  opening  of  the  Varsity  under  new 

steam,  Thursday  evening.  Was  previously 

committed  for  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 

You”  .   .   .   Cool  nights  have  forced  most  of 
the  “busy”  execs  off  the  curbstones  and 
into  the  poolrooms  again.  Bob  Livingston 

says  with  business  in  the  present  state, 

nobody  could  give  the  country  back  to  the 
Indians  without  giving  them  the  advantage 

of  a   ten  per  cent  cancellation  clause. 

George  F.  Monroe  is  watching  develop- 
ments in  Ft.  Collins,  Colo.,  where  he  may 

open  a   theatre  soon,  to  operate  on  the 

same  action  and  low-price  policy  as  is 

practiced  by  his  father,  George  O.  Monroe, 
here  in  the  Colonial. 

T.  B.  Noble  jr.  bounced  in  from  New 

York  to  help  pick  out  the  paint  for  the 
interior  of  the  Varsity  .   .   .   Everybody  calls 

Alvin  Hendricks,  “Miss  Hendricks”  now 
that  he’s  moved  from  hotel  to  apartment 
and  is  trying  to  cook  .   .   .   Harold  Hellerich 

is  still  the  town’s  pony  express  manager, 
watching  the  Liberty  and  the  Orpheum. 

Louis  J.  Finske  in  from  Denver  again, 
talked  business  with  Bob  Huffman  .   .   . 

Expectancy  on  J.  H.  Cooper  is  now  around 

November  1   .   .   .   With  the  legislature  com- 

ing up,  belief  is  that  the  theatre  business 

will  have  some  anxious  moments  consider- 

ing tone  of  some  of  the  comments  from 

prospective  laivmakers. 

Governor  Cochran  is  using  screen  ads  for 

the  fall  campaign  .   .   .   Chick  Boyes  Players 

will  pull  stakes  on  their  tent  and  head 
out  of  town  soon  .   .   .   Harvey  Traylor  is 

reported  to  have  written  John  Cherry  for 

his  recipe  in  resigning  a   job,  getting  mar- 
ried and  living  happily  ever  after. 

Proof  that  you  guys  are  in  the  wrong 

business:  Coach  Roy  “Link”  Lyman,  as- 
sistant to  Nebraska’s  Biff  Jones,  was  signed 

for  18  broadcasts  via  WOW  and  KFOR  to 

talk  football.  Is  being  paid  $2,400  for  it. 

That’s  probably  the  highest  priced  hookup 
on  record. 

The  Verdigree  Empress 

Purchased  by  Marshall 
Verdigree,  Neb. — L.  D.  Marshall  has  pur- 

chased the  Empress  Theatre  from  Anton 

Jociminek  and  has  redecorated  the  200- 
seat  house,  installing  all  new  equipment. 

The  theatre  was  reopened  September  25. 

Installation  of  Duo  Soundmaster  sound 

and  projection  and  Duo  Lightmaster  was 

handled  by  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha. 

"Dead  March"  Revived 
Kansas  City — The  threat  of  war  in  Eu- 

rope and  the  wide  public  interest  in  cur- 
rent European  news  by  Americans  has  re- 

vived a   keen  interest  on  the  part  of  ex- 
hibitors in  the  Bud  Pollard  production, 

“The  Dead  March,”  which  features  Boake 

Carter.  The  picture  is  distributed  in  the 

Kansas  City  area  by  Homer  Blackwell’s 
Independent  Film  Exchange. 
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Humston  Buys  Out 
Norris  in  American 

Kansas  City  —   W.  L.  Norris,  who  has 

been  actively  identified  with  the  manage- 
ment and  ownership  of  independent  film 

exchanges  on  Filmrow  here  the  last  five 

or  six  years,  has  sold  his  interest  in 

American  Films,  Inc.,  to  Paul  Humston,  his 

partner  during  the  period  he  has  been  in 
the  film  business. 

“I’ve  enjoyed  my  experience  on  Filmrow 

and  in  the  territory  very  much,”  Norris 
commented,  “and  appreciate  the  friend- 

ships and  favors  of  those  with  whom  I 
have  dealt  in  the  industry  during  the  past 

few  years.” 
Norris,  who  was  first  with  Consolidated, 

then  Monogram,  and  finally  American, 

hasn’t  any  definite  plans  for  the  imme- 
diate future. 

Beverly  Miller  Opens  New 
Office  for  Book  Treasures 
Kansas  City — Beverly  Miller,  familiar 

figure  on  Filmrow,  has  opened  new  of- 
fices at  111  West  18th  St.,  for  the  distribu- 
tion of  the  Book  Treasures  premiums  in 

western  Missouri  and  Kansas. 

The  premiums  are  issued  by  the  Con- 
solidated Publishing  Co.  (Cuneo  Press), 

Chicago,  and  consist  of  three  groups  of 
books  in  attractive  bindings.  The  first 

group  contains  popular  but  enduring 

books  such  as  Vanity  Fair,  Robinson  Cru- 
soe, etc.;  the  second,  encyclopedias,  and 

the  third,  the  University  of  Knowledge 

series  edited  by  Glenn  Frank. 

Parking  Lot  Fate  of 

Des  Moines  Majestic 
Des  Moines — A   tax  valuation  reduction 

from  $84,743  to  $19,260  on  the  old  original 

Majestic  (alias  Orpheum,  Garrick,  Presi- 
dent) Theatre  site  in  Des  Moines  this  week 

was  a   sorry  finale  for  the  last  curtain  cal! 

of  a   show  once  featuring  such  headliners 

as  Eva  Tanguay,  Bert  Williams,  Colonel 

Jack  George,  Charlie  Withers,  the  Duncan 

Sisters,  the  Four  Martins,  Walter  Kelley, 

Ian  Keith,  Mai'jorie  Rambeau,  and  Fred 
Astaire. 

The  ground  is  to  be  converted  into  a 

parking  lot. 

C.  M.  White  Pleased  With 

GB  Gain  in  Minnesota 
Minneapolis  —   Clinton  M.  White,  GB 

sales  manager,  here  over  the  weekend,  ex- 

pressed himself  as  pleased  with  the  pro- 
gress that  his  company  is  making  in  this 

territory.  For  the  first  time,  he  pointed 

out,  GB  has  a   product  commitment  with 

the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.,  covering 

several  pictures  and  situations. 

Buys  Mound  City  Aladdin 

Mound  City,  Kas. — Roy  Williamson  has 
taken  over  the  Aladdin  here  from  Lauck 

&   Moody. 

gENNIE  BERGER  right  on  football  again. 
He  backed  up  his  confidence  in  Minne- 

sota with  real  coin  of  the  realm  at  two 

to  one  odds  in  the  Washington  opening 

game  and  the  Gophers,  of  course,  emerged 

victorious.  Bennie  has  planked  down 

plenty  at  even  money  that  Minnesota  will 
not  lose  two  games  this  season.  If  you 

want  to  get  the  low-down  on  gridiron 
dope,  just  contact  Bennie.  In  case  he 

ever  gives  up  his  theatre  circuit  he  has  a 
future  as  a   football  prognosticator. 

Twin  City  Variety  Club  held  open  house 

following  the  Minnesota-Washington  foot- 
ball game.  There  was  to  be  open  house 

there  again  after  the  Minnesota-Nebraska 

clash,  Saturday.  There’s  music  and  danc- 
ing and  a   good  time  for  all  at  these  open- 

house  events  which  will  continue  for  the 

rest  of  the  winter.  The  beautiful  new  club 

quarters  still  are  evoking  admiration. 

George  Baker,  owner  of  the  Strand 

Theatre,  Britton,  S.  D.,  has  just  opened 

a   de  luxe  tourist  court  at  Santa  Monica, 

Cal.  Tommy  Charek,  who  visited  it  on  a 

recent  trip  to  the  west  coast,  confides  it’s 
a   honey.  George’s  son.  Bob,  is  managing 

it  and  will  welcome  all  his  dad’s  many 
friends  in  the  trade  .   .   .   Lester  Coleman, 

Paramount  home  office  booking  depart- 
ment representative,  a   visitor  .   .   .   Ted 

Mans,  St.  Paul  independent  exhibitor,  is 

driving  a   new  car  ...  A.  Selby  Carr,  head 

of  the  Paramount  advertising  department, 
has  started  work  on  his  new  home  .   .   . 

Charles  Fogel,  M-G-M  home  office  main- 
tenance department  representative,  in 

town. 

Maury  Abrams,  M-G-M  exploiteer,  in 

Eau  Claire,  Wis.,  helping  to  sell  “Boys 

Town”  to  the  populace  .   .   .   “Snoop,”  Para- 
mount publication,  going  big  in  this  terri- 

tory. About  65  per  cent  of  the  exhibitors 

playing  Paramount  pictures  use  it,  accord- 

ing to  A.  Selby  Carr,  Paramount  advertis- 
ing department  head. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 

included  Ben  Ashe,  Fergus  Falls,  Minn.; 

Tom  Hall,  Buhl,  Minn.;  George  Wester- 
man,  Milaca,  Minn.;  C.  Widmer,  Belle 

Plain,  Minn.;  Jack  Heywood,  New  Rich- 
mond, Wis.;  Don  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls, 

Minn,,  and  L.  L.  Deveraux,  Rockford,  N. 

D.  .   .   .   United  Artists’  stand-out  picture, 
“Drums,”  is  going  into  the  World  for  an 

extended  engagement  following  “La 
Boheme”  .   .   .   M-G-M  office  brightening 
up  with  new  lighting  system.  Redecorating 
also  in  prospect. 

Jack  Goldhar,  United  Artists  district 

manager,  in  town  ,   .   .   All  sorts  of  rumors 

in  the  air  regarding  the  future  of  the 

4,200 -seat  Minnesota  Theatre.  The  Minne- 
sota Amusement  Co.  has  it  under  lease 

until  January  31  and  will  keep  it  dark  the 

entire  period  until  then  .   .   .   Park  Agnew  of 

the  M-G-M  home  office  auditing  depart- 
ment is  here. 

W.  H.  Workman,  M-G-M  branch  man- 
ager, is  preparing  to  sail  for  France,  but 

if  war  is  declared  the  trip  which  he  won 

in  his  company’s  sales  contest  will  have 
to  be  declared  off,  however  .   .   .   Para- 

mount’s “Spawn  of  the  North”  hitting  a 
boxoffice  high  in  this  territory.  It  packed 

’em  in  at  the  Leb,  Cloquet,  Minn.,  with 

“Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band”  as  opposition. 
Picture  set  up  a   near  boxoffice  record  in 
Brainerd,  Minn.,  doing  about  33  1/3  more 

business  than  “Wells  Fargo”  which  also 
was  an  exceptionally  big  grosser. 

Ralph  Cramblet,  United  Artists  branch 

manager,  is  visiting  northern  Minnesota 
accounts  .   .   .   Ann  Foley,  former  Warner 

Bros.’  cashier,  who  resigned  two  years  ago 

to  move  to  Seattle,  here  on  visit  .   .   .   Don- 
ald Guttmann  welcomed  back  to  his  home 

town.  He  resigned  from  the  Columbia 

sales  staff,  Omaha,  to  become  Universal 

city  salesman,  succeeding  Harold  Johnson, 

who  was  promoted  to  branch  manager.  He 

formerly  was  with  GB  and  GN  here. 

Frank  Mantzke,  who  was  transferred 

from  Minneapolis  to  Milwauke  as  Uni- 
versal branch  manager  and  who  is  a 

red-hot  Minnesota  football  fan,  came  up 

to  see  the  Gophers  play  Washington  .   .   . 

Peck  Gomersall,  Universal  district  man- 
ager, spent  two  and  a   half  days  here, 

negotiating  a   deal  with  the  Minnesota 

Amusement  Co.  .   .   .   “Nickey”  Goldham- 
mer,  RKO  branch  manager,  under  the 
weather.  Nothing  serious. 

Fred  Rieger,  Universal  home  office 

traveling  auditor,  a   visitor  .   .   .   Louie 

Blumberg,  veteran  Minneapolis  film  sales- 
man, on  leave  of  absence,  is  returning  to 

the  California  desert  near  Palm  Beach  for 

his  health.  He  will  spend  the  winter  there 
and  expects  to  be  back  in  the  spring  fully 

cured  .   .   .   Ted  Husing  here  to  broadcast 

the  Minnesota-Washington  football  game 

...  A   large  delegation  of  Canadian  the- 

atre men  will  attend  the  “Friendship  Din- 
ner” which  W.  A.  Steffes  and  other  local 

film  men  will  give  for  Eddie  Golden,  Mono- 

gram vice-president,  at  the  Nicollet  hotel, 
October  14. 

15  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  Sept.  29,  1923) 

■QNIONS  again  are  making  demands  of Kaycee  exhibitors,  this  time  asking  for 
union  musicians  in  suburban  theatres  at  a 

much  higher  wage  scale  .   .   .   Being  picketed 

is  Jay  Means’  Murray  Theatre  for  failure 
to  accede  to  union  overtures  for  a   piano 

player  at  $30  per  week  .   .   .   An  organiza- 
tion has  been  formed  by  local  exhibitors 

for  purpose  of  equitably  adjusting  labor 
problems  and  fighting  any  adverse 
measures. 

Claire  Windsor  and  Lew  Cody,  Goldwyn 

stars,  and  Emmett  J.  Flynn,  Goldwyn  di- 
rector, were  in  Kaycee  last  week  for  a 

few  hours  before  departing  for  the  coast 

.   .   .   F.  F.  Nine  and  W.  C.  Ansell  have  been 

added  to  Selznick’s  sales  force  .   .   .   H.  E. 
Schiller  has  resigned  as  Kansas  City 

branch  manager  for  Preferred  Pictures Corp. 

William  “Benny”  Benjamin  is  now  a 
special  representative  for  FBO  .   .   .   Mark 
C.  Read  has  taken  over  the  Jefferson  at 

Coffeyville,  Kas.,  which  he  will  convert 
from  a   road  show  to  an  exclusive  motion 

picture  house  .   .   .   The  Liberty  at  Sedalia 

has  opened  under  the  management  of  Jack 

Truitt. 
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Then  .   .   .   and  Now 

Kansas  City — Ye  15  Years  Ago  editor, 
while  browsing  through  dusty  files,  came 
upon  the  following  ditty,  proferred  on  the 
entertainment  program  after  a   dinner 

given  by  the  Kaycee  Woman's  City  Club 
on  September  14,  1923: 

MR.  BEN  SHLYEN 

All  the  news  of  film-land, 
Is  gathered  by  Mr.  Shlyen, 

With  a   weather  eye  on  censors, 
Of  a   legislative  kind. 

He  gossips  with  exhibitors, 
Producers  and  stars,  too. 

In  fact,  with  any  one  at  all. 
Who  will  tell  him  something  new. 

Plans  Tax  Exemption 

Bill  to  Foster  Legit 
Minneapolis — Congressman  Dewey  John- 

son of  this  city  will  introduce  a   bill  in  the 

next  Congress  to  eliminate  the  theatre  ad- 
mission tax  for  all  theatres  playing 

straight  flesh-and-blood  entertainment. 
The  purpose,  he  says,  is  to  encourage 

stage  presentations  as  a   means  of  increas- 
ing employment. 

Johnson  figures  that  the  loss  in  direct 

tax  revenue  will  be  more  than  off-set  in 

gains  from  taxes  paid  individually  by  in- 
corporated or  individually  owned  theatres 

and  by  individuals  put  to  work  and  ele- 
vated to  the  income  tax  paying  classes. 

It  is  expected  efforts  will  be  made  to 
have  Johnson  also  exempt  film  theatres 
when  they  play  stage  shows  in  his  bill. 

Four  Films  Clicking 
Minneapolis  —   The  continued  strong 

product  that  is  being  released  still  is 

proving  a   boxoffice  stimulus  in  the  terri- 
tory. Most  recent  pictures  to  click  in  a 

big  way  in  the  Twin  Cities  have  been 

“Marie  Antoinette,”  “Boys  Town”  (cur- 

rently), “My  Lucky  Star”  and  “Algiers.” 

Wichita  Fire  Damage 
Wichita,  Kas. — Fire  broke  out  in  the 

Novelty,  Mrs.  C.  A.  Bull’s  theatre  here,  and 
did  considerable  damage  to  the  booth  and 
booth  equipment.  The  operator  suffered 
severe  burns.  The  house  is  being  repaired 
for  immediate  reopening. 

Western  Sells  Rapp 
Omaha — F.  A.  Van  Husan  of  Western 

Theatre  Supply  Co.,  reports  sale  of  com- 
plete booth  and  sound  equipment  to  Cy 

Rapp  of  Station  KMA,  Shenandoah,  la., 
for  the  Mayfair  Theatre  at  Shenandoah. 

Meets  Clark  Gable 

Des  Moines  —   Charles  Wagner  of  Des 

Moines  didn’t  need  to  be  introduced  to  his 
traveling  companion  with  whom  he  con- 

versed all  the  way  from  Kansas  City, 
Thursday.  Clark  Gable  was  an  his  way  to 
Winnipeg  on  a   fishing  trip. 

Runs  Osborne  House 

Osborne,  Kas. — Bill  Blair  now  is  per- 
sonally operating  the  Blair  Theatre  here. 

Bill  formerly  was  at  Mankato,  Kas. 

Football  Victories 

Costly  to  Theatres 
Minneapolis — High  school  football  vic- 

tory celebrators  are  proving  a   problem  for 
loop  theatre  managers. 

They  got  out  of  hand  last  Saturday  and, 
rushing  the  Orpheum  lobby  and  entrance, 

tore  down  canopy  signs,  stole  lobby  pic- 
tures and  tried  to  crash  into  the  theatre. 

Manager  Bill  Sears,  trying  to  repulse 
the  rowdies,  was  kicked  in  the  stomach 
and  painfully  injured.  With  the  help  of 
ushers,  however,  he  finally  succeeded  in 
dispersing  the  invaders. 

The  police  department  is  promising  that 
the  high  school  gangs  will  be  dealt  with 
severely  the  next  time.  Police  will  be 

posted  at  all  the  theatres  on  ensuing  Fri- 
day nights. 

Incorporation  Articles 

From  Cedar  Rapids  Firm 
Des  Moines — Articles  of  incorporation 

were  filed  with  the  secretary  of  state 

here  by  the  G-G-S  Amusement  Co.,  Inc.,  of 
Cedar  Rapids.  C.  F.  Castle,  president,  and 
E.  J.  Sedlacek,  secretary,  are  both  of 
Marion,  Iowa.  A   capital  stock  of  $10,000 

was  declared  for  operation  of  amusements, 
theatres,  etc. 

Clinton  Exhibition  Co. 

Des  Moines — Articles  of  incorporation 

have  been  filed  with  Secretary  of  State 

Robert  E.  O’Brien  here  by  the  Clinton 
Exhibition  Co.,  Inc.,  of  Clinton,  la.  A 
capital  stock  of  $10,000  was  declared,  and 
general  amusements  given  as  the  business. 
William  H.  Terry,  New  York  City,  is  the 

president,  and  Henry  DeBerry,  New  York 
City,  secretary. 

BOWLING 
Kansas  City — The  Barkers,  beating  back 

Cinema  Club  in  their  first  three  tilts,  and 
Don  Davis,  doing  likewise  to  National 
Screen,  are  tied  for  first  place  in  the  film 
bowling  league  race. 

RESULTS LAST MONDAY 
M-G-M    

750 888 

961 2599 2 1 
Finton  Jones    .884 

859 

042 

2685 

1 2 
Barkers    .845 784 

892 

2521 3 0 
Cinema  Club 

.764 
780 758 2302 0 3 

National  Screen  .   .   . 
(ifil 

778 

697 2136 0 3 
Don  Davis    

.727 

818 

759 
2304 

3 0 

Film  Delivery    

804 

781 2444 1 2 
Cresswell    

.612 
812 

798 

2222 2 1 

TEAM STANDINGS 

VV. L. 

,   8 

0 

3 0 
Cresswell  Photos .   2 1 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 2 1 
Film  Delivery  .   .   .   . 1 2 
Finton  Jones    1 2 
Cinema  Club    0 3 
National  Screen  .   .   . 0 3 

INDIV  IDUAL.  HIGH  SCORES 

High  30:  Frank  Lambader,  581;  Jimmie 

Lewis,  579;  Frank  Hensler,  557;  Harlan 
Everett,  556.  High  10:  Frank  Hensler,  224; 
Harlan  Everett,  223;  Charles  Potter,  218; 

Jimmie  Lewis,  215;  Norris  Cresswell,  213;  VV. 
Pritchett,  211;  Frank  Lambader,  209. 

NEXT  WEEK’S  SCHEDULE 
Alleys 

Cresswell  Photos  vs.  Don  Davis   11  and  12 

Film  Delivery  vs  National  Screen.  .   .   .13  and  14 
Finton  Jones  vs.  Cinema  Club   15  and  16 

M-G-M  vs.  Barkers    17  and  18 

No  Time  for  Films 

Des  Moines — It  took  Miss  M.  T.  Moore, 

English  geography  teacher,  just  four  days 
visiting  Des  Moines  school  and  adult  edu- 

cation classes  to  decide  that  England’s 

schools  are  superior  to  Iowa’s. 
In  England,  parents  of  offsprings  able 

to  keep  up  with  competitive  exams  are 
granted  bonuses  of  $60  and  $85  each  year 
per  child  attaining  age  11.  This  is  why 
homework  is  so  popular  in  England,  Miss 
Moore  says. 

“We  think  homework  has  the  additional 
advantage  of  keeping  the  children  away 

from  the  films — even  American  films,”  she continued. 

KAYCEE 
(Continued  from  page  17) 

two-foot  high  letters  on  each  side  of  the 
house  at  the  front  which  can  he  seen  for 

over  a   mile  along  the  well  traveled  John- 
son County  highway. 

The  Colonial  <E.  E.  Webber  sr.)  is  ad- 
vertising its  midweek  dime  nights  as  the 

“Great  Mid-Week  Sale  of  Motion  Pic- 

tures!— 50  Per  Cent  Reduction  in  Prices!” 

Sam  Abend  of  Film  Delivery  got  his 

name  and  picture  in  the  Journal-Post  the 

other  day.  He  was  the  subject  of  a   “Candid 
‘Shots’  With  a   Typewriter”  by  John  Came- 

ron Swayze  of  the  Post.  It  reviews  Sam’s 
experience  in  the  film  business,  and  his 

successful  efforts  to  bring  over  from  Po- 
land, members  of  his  family. 

K.  P.  Blanding,  Barnard,  Kas.,  has 

opened  a   house  there  with  new  RCA  sound 
and  AA  Electric  booth  equipment  .   .   . 
Genial  Cecil  Maberry  of  Monogram  was  in 

Monday  through  Wednesday  to  talk  with 
L.  F.  Durland  at  the  local  exchange. 

Francis  W.  KeilhacJc  of  National  Theatre 

Supply  is  waking  up  these  mornings  with 
a   headache.  Last  week  one  evening  about 

ten,  he  was  driving  from  Salisbury  to  Car- 
rollton, Mo.  On  a   detour  he  stopped  to  in- 

vestigate when  he  found  two  men  lying 
in  the  road.  One  of  them  started  a   fight, 
the  other  socked  him  on  the  head  with  a 

black  jack.  He  was  out  half  an  hour.  A 
passing  motorist  brought  him  round,  when 
he  found  that  the  man  had  taken  nothing. 

Ben  Marcus,  branch  manager,  and  L.  E. 

Royster  of  Columbia,  took  “You  Can’t 
Take  It  With  You”  to  Wichita,  Monday 
afternoon,  for  a   screening  at  the  Civic 
there  .   .   .   Louis  Griefe,  Windsor,  Mo.,  was 

in  town  to  sell  Jim  Foland  a   “beauty- 
rest”  mattress.  Louis  thinks  Jim  needs  it, 
with  his  arm  in  a   cast.  Anyway  Louis  has 
them  for  sale  at  his  furniture  store  in 
Windsor. 

New  Premium  Soon 

Kansas  City — Irving  Zussman,  presi- 
dent of  Metro  Premiums,  Chicago,  has 

notified  Stanley  Goldberg,  Metro  branch 

representative  here,  that  the  new  “Sweet- 
heart Beauty-Ware”  deals  will  be  ready 

for  exhibitors  October  15. 
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Interest  in  Movie  Quiz  Bounds 

Forward,  Reports  Northern  Ohio 

More  Join 
Film  Drive 

Detroit — Twenty-six  theatres  have  been 
added  to  the  list  originally  reported  by 

M.  Richey,  Michigan  chairman  of  the 
Movie  Quiz  drive,  making  a   total  of  184 

theatres  now  participating  in  the  drive — 
68  in  Detroit  and  116  upstate,  including 
the  entire  Butterfield  circuit. 

New  participants  include  the  following: 

Booth,  Julius  London;  Grande  and  Lan- 
caster, Lancaster  circuit;  Oakman,  J.  M. 

Krass;  Washington  (at  Royal  Oak),  L. 
Kimmel,  all  in  Detroit. 

Upstate  operators  include  R.  P.  Wash- 
ington, Bay  City,  R.  P.  Leahy;  Belleville, 

Belleville,  Mrs.  Anna  Kirchner;  Bridgman, 

Bridgman,  O.  A.  Baldwin;  Hollywood,  Bu- 
chanan, E.  C.  Hoffman;  Ideal,  Clare,  James 

Olson;  Rowena,  Fenton,  J.  C.  Peck;  Pal- 

ace, Petoskey,  John  A.  Galster;  Penniman- 
Allen,  Plymouth,  Harry  R.  Lush;  Roseville, 
Roseville,  Jeff  Williams;  Our,  Standish, 
Herman  A.  Bird;  Rialto,  Wyandotte,  Frank 
Wadlow;  Majestic,  Wyandotte,  George 
Wilbur;  and  New,  New  Baltimore,  S.  F. 
Hunt. 

Cleveland  Maps  Local 

Drive  Ad  Campaign 

Cleveland — M.  B.  Horwitz,  industry  drive 

chairman,  held  a   meeting  in  the  assembly 
room  of  the  Cleveland  Motion  Picture  Ex- 

hibitors Ass’n  of  all  Cleveland  exhibitors 
who  have  signed  pledges  to  support  the 
drive.  Purpose  of  the  meeting  was  to  map 
out  a   more  extensive  local  advertising  and 

publicity  campaign  to  keep  the  public  in- 
terest high. 

Pledges  have  been  signed  by  30  inde- 
pendent Cleveland  houses  and  also  by  all 

of  the  local  affiliated  houses,  Horwitz 
reports. 

Cleveland  Drive  Unit 

Sets  Newspaper  Tieup 
Cleveland — A   contest  linked  with  the 

Movie  Quiz  has  been  arranged  with  local 
newspapers  by  a   drive  committee  formed 
recently  and  consisting  of  Sid  Dannenberg 

of  Warner  Theatres;  Milt  Harris  of  Loew’s 
Theatres,  and  Mr.  Pope  of  RKO  Theatres. 

Newspapers  are  offering  prizes  for  the 

best  50-word  statement  in  answer  to 

“What  will  you  do  if  you  win  the  first 
prize  of  $50,000  in  the  $250,000  Movie  Quiz 
contest  now  being  sponsored  by  the  mo- 

tion picture  industry?” 

Goring  Resigns 
Pittsburgh — John  P.  Goring,  manager 

of  the  local  Fulton  Theatre  for  several 
years,  this  week  notified  the  Hyde  & 
Behman  and  Mort  Shea  interests  of  New 
York,  of  his  resignation.  He  will  leave 

his  post  as  soon  as  a   successor  is  ap- 
pointed and  is  familiar  with  the  duties  in 

connection  with  the  management  of  the 
Fulton. 

Cleveland  —   Over  700,000  Movie  Quiz 

booklets  have  been  distributed  to  north- 
ern Ohio  exhibitors  through  the  local 

M-G-M  exchange,  headquarters  for  quiz 
accessories.  The  largest  share  of  the  books 
have  gone  out  within  the  past  ten  days. 
M.  B.  Horwitz,  local  drive  chairman, 

states  that  interest,  which  was  lukewarm 
at  first,  is  growing  with  the  showing  of 
contest  pictures  in  the  neighborhood 

houses.  “Now  that  we  are  getting  a   steady 
stream  of  quiz  pictures  in  our  subsequent 

run  theatres,  we  can  see  the  public  in- 

terest in  the  quiz  mounting  daily,”  Hor- 
witz stated  in  response  to  an  inquiry  as 

to  the  progress  the  contest  is  making  in 
this  territory. 

“Whether  the  contest  is  making  money 

for  us  right  now  is  difficult  to  determine,” 
Horwitz  said.  “Business  is  slightly  im- 

proved, of  that  there  is  no  doubt.  But  this 
can  be  accounted  for  by  natural  causes, 
such  as  cool  evenings,  as  well  as  better 
pictures.  There  is  no  doubt  in  my  mind, 

however,”  stated  Horwitz,  “that  the  con- 
test provides  the  added  push  to  those 

favorable  conditions  necessary  to  put  the 

industry  over  the  goal.” 
Everett  Steinbuck,  manager  of  Loew’s 

A   Two-Month  Span 
Shows  21  Changes 

Detroit — Bi-monthly  report  of  theatre 

transactions,  released  by  Allied  Theatres 
of  Michigan,  discloses  21  changes  taking 

place  in  the  two-month  period.  Most  en- 
couraging sign  is  the  opening  of  three 

new  theatres,  none  of  which  are  in  De- 
troit, and  reopening  of  four,  just  off- 

setting the  closing  of  four — largely  sea- 
sonal transactions. 

In  addition,  nine  theatres  changed  hands, 

including  the  five  of  the  Jacob  Schrei- 
ber  circuit.  All  the  closings,  incidental- 

ly, were  in  Detroit  with  only  one  of  the 
three  reopenings  in  the  city. 

One  change  on  existing  lists  was  made, 

transferring  the  Vandale  Theatre,  of  the 
William  Schulte  circuit,  from  Detroit  to 
the  town  of  Van  Dyke,  the  suburb  in 
which  it  is  located. 

Cambridge ,   Ohio ,   Will 

Vote  on  Sunday  Shows 
Cambridge,  Ohio — Petitions  favoring  the 

showing  of  motion  pictures  in  Cambridge 
on  Sunday,  bearing  the  signatures  of  794 
registered  voters  of  the  city,  have  been 
filed  with  the  county  board  of  elections 

and  the  issue  will  be  voted  on  at  the  gen- 
eral election,  November  8. 

State  Theatre,  also  reports  favorably  on 

the  progress  of  the  quiz  contest  at  the 

first-run  houses.  “Requests  for  booklets 
during  the  first  two  weeks  following  an- 

nouncements of  the  contest  were  slow,” 
said  Steinbuck.  Then  we  introduced  a 

short  explanatory  trailer  on  our  screens. 

The  result  was  almost  instantaneous.  Re- 
quests began  to  multiply.  We  are  very 

well  pleased  with  the  situation  and  foresee 
direct  boxoffice  benefits  from  the  quiz 

contest.” Huge  Interior  Sign  Plugs 
“Greatest  Year"  Campaign 

Detroit — United  Detroit  Theatres  is  ad- 

vertising the  Movie  Quiz  with  a   huge 
electric  sign,  about  ten  feet  across,  in  the 

lobby  of  the  Michigan  Theatre.  In  addi- 
tion to  the  usual  special  banners  and 

posters,  the  management  has  erected  a 
large  arch  through  the  principal  passage 
at  the  back  of  the  lobby,  clearly  visible 

from  all  parts.  Details  of  the  contest  are 

given  on  the  sides  of  the  arch,  while  let- 
ters nearly  a   foot  high,  in  yellow  and 

orange  lectric  lights,  call  attention  to 

“$250,000  MOVIE  QUIZ  CONTEST.” 

Mansfield  Opening 

Draws  Over  2,500 
Mansfield,  Ohio — More  than  2,500  peo- 

ple turned  out  for  the  gala  opening  of  the 
new  Park  Theatre,  ninth  house  in  the 
independent  circuit  owned  and  operated 

by  A.  G.  Constant  and  his  associates  with 
headquarters  in  Steubenville. 

The  expectant  crowd  lined  two  sides  of 
adjoining  streets  and  every  one  of  the  1,300 
seats  was  occupied  soon  after  Mayor 

Claude  Hunter  cut  the  ribbon  which  of- 
ficially opened  the  theatre. 

T.  J.  Carroll  of  Akron  acted  as  master 
of  ceremonies  and  directed  the  taking  of 

pictures  of  the  opening  ceremony.  An- 
other of  his  duties  was  to  introduce  to  the 

people  of  Mansfield,  A.  G.  Constant,  who 
made  the  theatre  possible,  George  A.  Delis, 
district  manager  of  the  Constant  circuit, 
and  Ralph  H.  Shaffer,  manager  of  the 
Park  Theatre. 

Following  the  first  show  a   reception  and 
luncheon  was  held  in  the  ballroom  of  the 

Mansfield-Leland  Hotel  for  guests,  the- 
atre and  city  officials  attended  by  more 

than  150. 

“Elephant  Boy"  in  Demand 

Cleveland — Repeat  bookings  on  “Ele- 
phant Boy”  are  swamping  the  United 

Artists  exchanges  with  the  arrival  in  this 

country  of  Sabu,  Bert  Stearn,  UA  dis- 
trict manager  announces. 
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And  Everybody  Had 
A   Good  Time 

Pittsburgh — The  Nixon  Theatre,  open- 

ing its  new  season,  advertised  Moss 

Hart  and  George  S.  Kaufman's  "You 

Can't  Take  It  With  You"  with  special 

announcements  that  it  “is  not  a   movie." 

Harris  Alvin,  opening  the  Frank 

Capra  film  version  of  the  play,  came 

right  back  in  advertisements:  "This  is 

not  a   stage  show!" 

Mt.  Clemens  Paper 
Greets  New  House 

Detroit — One  of  the  finest  newspaper 
sendoffs  given  a   new  theatre  in  this  state 
in  a   long  time  greeted  the  opening  of  the 
Jewel  Theatre  at  Mt.  Clemens  last  Wed- 

nesday, by  Robert  G.  Peltier,  and  W.  M. 
Trombley.  Practically  three  full  pages  of 
articles  and  pictures  were  devoted  to  it  by 
the  Daily  Leader  of  Mt.  Clemens. 

A   detailed  history  of  Peltier’s  career  as 
a   showman  was  presented.  Incidentally, 
Peltier  claims  the  title  of  the  oldest  active 

showman  in  Michigan.  His  career  dates 
back  to  the  opening  of  the  first  Mt. 

Clemens  motion  picture  house,  April  6, 
1906. 

The  lobby  is  finished  in  an  attractive 
blue  tone,  and  there  is  an  inner  foyer  as 
well  as  the  lobby.  Dark  red  drapes  cover 
the  stage  and  front  walls. 

The  service  staff  of  the  house  in- 

cludes :   Daniel  Def enbaugh  and  Harry  But- 
zler,  chief  operators;  Fred  Devantier,  as- 

sistant operator;  A1  Lardie,  engineer;  Carl 
Grassi,  assistant;  Lucille  Peltier,  cashier. 

The  Jewel  will  get  first  run  films,  with 
second  runs  going  to  the  Macomb,  also 
run  by  Peltier. 

Butterfield  Is  Reopening 

Remodeled  Saginaw  Link 
Detroit — Butterfield  circuit  was  to  open 

the  remodeled  Regent  at  Saginaw,  Mich., 
on  Wednesday,  September  28. 

A   third-run  policy  •   will  be  followed. 
Special  promotions  for  the  reopening  were 
directed  personally  by  J.  O.  Brooks,  head 
booker  of  the  circuit. 

The  circuit  has  named  L.  H.  Warner  to 

manage  the  Rialto,  recently  taken  over 
from  Associated  Theatres,  at  Three  Rivers, 
Mich.  Warner  has  been  manager  of  the 
Riviera  at  Three  Rivers,  only  other  house 

in  town,  and  will  now  manage  both  the- 
atres. 

Duncan  Will  Build 
Millersburg,  Ohio  — .   Carl  Duncan  has 

announced  plans  for  the  erection  of  a 
modern  theatre  at  E.  Front  and  N.  Main 
street  at  nearby  Killbuck.  Work  will  start 
as  soon  as  the  site  is  cleared.  New  house 

is  expected  to  be  ready  for  opening  around 
January  1. 

^HE  Pennsylvania  graft  investigating 
committee  at  Harrisburg,  listened  to 

more  allegations  this  week  with  the  Sun- 
day film  law  of  1935  continuing  in  the 

headlines.  Former  Atty.-Gen.  Charles  J. 
Margiotti  elaborated  his  charge  that  this 

piece  of  legislation  was  held  up  in  com- 
mittee and  finally  sold  for  $100,000.  He 

charged  that  Rep.  Charles  Melchiorre, 
Philadelphia,  chairman  of  the  committee 
which  had  charge  of  the  bill,  told  him 

that  the  “sale”  was  made  and  that  he  ac- 
cepted $5,000  for  his  part  of  the  spoils. 

Melchiorre  categorically  denied  accepting 
any  cash  bribes  or  knowing  of  any  cash 
bribes. 

In  connection  with  Margiotti’s  allega- 
tions relative  to  the  Sunday  film  legisla- 
tion, the  committee  issued  subpoenas  for 

records  in  the  Tradesmen’s  National  Bank 
and  Trust  Co.,  Philadelphia;  stock  records 
of  Warner  Bros.;  records  of  the  Stern 

newspapers ;   records  of  Albert  M.  Green- 
field, Philadelphia  real  estate  broker;  also 

the  records  of  who  received  the  Warner 
Bros,  insurance  business  before  and  after 
the  passage  of  the  film  bill. 

Newspapers  throughout  the  state  report 

the  investigation  is  a   “whitewash.”  The 
inquiry  is  being  stalled  awaiting  a   deci- 

sion of  the  state  supreme  court  on  the 
constitutionality  of  the  recent  laws  passed 
by  the  special  session  of  the  legislature 
designed  to  prevent  a   court  inquiry  into 
the  full  charges  aimed  at  Governor  Earle 
and  more  than  a   dozen  other  leading 
Democrats.  The  legislature  was  in  its 
eighth  week  with  another  recess  expected 
until  after  the  November  8   election. 

Decision  on  the  legality  of  Bingo,  Banko 
arid  other  cash  games  will  be  announced 
by  the  Pennsylvania  supreme  court  on  the 
fourth  Monday  in  November.  There  is  no 
case  involving  Bank  Night  .   .   .   There 

should  be  a   decision  soon  from  the  state’s 
high  court  on  the  constitutionality  of  the 
chain  store  and  theatre  tax. 

John  J.  Maloney,  M-G-M  district  man- 
ager, with  headquarters  here,  and  Burt 

Bishop,  local  branch  manager,  will  depart 

with  seven  other  domestic  M-G-M  sales 
winners  on  the  Conte  di  Savoia,  October 

22  for  a   visit  in  England  and  France,  re- 
turning on  the  Queen  Mary,  November  2, 

depending  on  the  European  situation.  If 
everything  goes  well  and  the  trip,  which 
they  won,  is  made,  they  will  meet  winners 
of  the  international  sales  force  in  Paris. 

Bishop’s  award  was  for  his  sales  duties 
while  manager  at  Charlotte  before  his 
promotion  to  the  local  office. 

Clare  McLaughlin,  veteran  theatrical 

agent,  is  celebrating  his  30 th  anniversary 
as  an  agent.  He  has  booked  more  than 

6,000  single  shows  .   .   .   Paul  S.  Krume- 
nacker,  office  manager  for  Warners,  who 
was  promoted  to  the  position  as  Albany 
branch  manager,  was  presented  with  a   fine 
traveling  bag  as  a   gift  from  members  of 
the  local  exchange  staff. 

Miss  Mabel  Sessi,  secretary  to  George 

Lefko,  RKO  manager,  has  set  December 
24  as  the  date  for  her  marriage  to  Ian 
Buchannan  Packman  of  Mt.  Vernon,  N.  Y. 

.   .   .   Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 

October  2;  Fabian  Wright,  Sunday;  Co- 
lumbia Day,  Monday;  Elmer  Ecker,  Tues- 

day; Ray  Downey,  Wednesday;  Mike  Gal- 
lagher, Thursday;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Joseph 

Gins,  Friday;  Jake  Soltz,  Saturday.  Week 
of  October  9:  Dave  Kimelman,  Sunday; 

Larry  Katz  and  Ben  Brown  (Election 
Day),  Monday;  John  H.  Harris,  Tuesday; 
John  O.  Hooley,  Wednesday;  Ken  Hoel, 

Thursday;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Burtus  Bishop 
jr.,  Friday;  Harry  Feldman,  Saturday  .   .   . 
Ira  H.  Cohn  and  members  of  his  local 

20th-Fox  exchange  are  working  especially 
hard  on  a   date  drive  for  the  week  of 

October  16-22,  the  occasion  honoring  Bill 
Sussman,  division  manager. 

Frank  Capra’s  film  version  of  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You’’  opened  Thurs- 

day at  the  Harris  Alvin  and  the  stage 

play,  the  Pulitzer  prize  winner  of  last  sea- 
son, returned  here  to  open  the  Nixon 

season,  October  3   .   .   .   Joseph  R.  Kauffman, 
Universal  manager,  attended  an  eastern 

managers’  meeting  in  New  York  last  week- 
end .   .   .   George  Jaffe’s  Casino  Theatre, 

Diamond  St.,  reopened  with  a   midnight 
show  last  Sunday,  offering  burlesque  from 
the  lzzy  Hirst  wheel  with  specialty  acts 
and  short  subject  films. 

Ferd  Midelberg’s  new  theatre  at  Logan, 
W.  Va.,  seating  1,200,  will  be  opened  with- 

in the  next  few  weeks  .   .   .   Work  on  the 

Grant  Theatre,  Millvale,  Pa.,  is  progress- 
ing without  loss  of  playing  time,  according 

to  Floyd  Bender,  manager  .   .   .   Billy  ZeVan, 
decorator,  is  establishing  a   new  Filmrow 

office  where  Don  D’Carlo,  theatrical 
booker,  now  presides  .   .   .   Bill  Zeilor,  Alvin 
manager,  is  vacationing  in  New  York  and 
his  home  town,  Romney,  W.  Va. 

Variety  Club  this  week  published  its 
schedule  of  chairmen  up  to  and  including 
March  4,  at  the  same  time  suspending  a 

dozen  members  for  non-payment  of  dues. 
Annual  election  is  scheduled  for  October 

10.  All  tickets  for  the  tenth  annual  ban- 
quet, October  30,  have  been  sold.  Family 

( Friday j   Nite  party  fee  has  been  increased 

to  $1.50. 

Bob  Caskey,  Paramount  sales  represen- 
tative, was  back  on  the  job  this  week  after 

a   siege  of  pneumonia  which  laid  him  low 

for  three  weeks  .   .   .   Bob  Higgins,  man- 
ager of  the  Palace  Theatre,  Charleroi,  Pa., 

opened  a   new  restaurant  across  from  the 
theatre  about  a   month  ago  and  he  is 

prospering. 

Pennsylvania  College  for  Women  has  es- 
tablished a   film  rental  library  directed  by 

Dr.  James  S.  Kinder,  head  of  the  depart- 
ment of  education.  PCW  library  will  serve 

the  needs  of  schools  and  educational 
agencies  in  the  tri-state  area,  supplying 

instructive  films  .   .   .Jim  Alexander,  Re- 
public manager,  is  campaign  director  in 

the  YMCA  enrollment  drive  for  the  South 
Hills  branch  .   .   .   Third  annual  Dapper 

Dan  Charity  Banquet  has  been  set  for 

Sunday,  November  20.  Dr.  Larry  G.  Bein- 
hauer,  president,  and  Al  Abrams,  organi- 

zer, are  in  charge  of  distribution  of 
tickets. 

Jake  Richman,  now  remodeling  his  Pearl 
( Continued  on  page  66) 
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JOSEPH  STOIA  of  the  Midway,  Circle, 

and  other  houses,  and  John  Tatu  of 

the  Nortown,  with  their  respective  fami- 
lies, returned  this  week  from  a   trip  to  Ru- 

mania. They  were  gone  about  three 
months,  visiting  their  native  country,  and 
returning  just  about  one  jump  ahead  of 
the  big  guns,  judging  by  headlines. 

Favorite  indoor  sport  in  local  filmdom — 

formerly  listening  in  to  the  Tigers’  games 
— is  listening  to  European  broadcasts, 
these  troubled  days.  Irving  Belinsky,  How- 

ard Craven,  and  others,  are  hosts  to  a 
goodly  crowd  of  the  boys  these  days,  with 
radios  all  hooked  up. 

Charles  Collins  and  his  Hollywood  Kid- 
dies returned  from  an  engagement  at 

both  the  Soos — Canadian  and  American, 
and  Sudbury.  Collins  proudly  reports  that 

three  of  his  proteges — the  three  Brodell 
Sisters,  Mary,  Jane,  and  Betty — are  all 
now  in  the  films. 

Charles  Garner,  roadshow  distributor, 
was  in  Cleveland  last  week  on  personal 

business  .   .   .   Eddie  Murphy  reports  busi- 

ness good  upstate  on  “The  Birth  of  a 
Baby,”  which  he  is  distributing,  with  a 
Detroit  break  on  the  film  to  come  soon. 

Harold  Sandelman,  M-G-M  city  sales- 
man, is  spending  his  days  promoting  the 

waltz  as  a   successor  to  the  plague  of  jit- 

terbugs. It’s  all  business  for  “The  Great 

Waltz”  .   .   .   Ruth  McGregor,  personable 
steno  for  National  Theatre  Supply,  re- 

turned to  work  Monday  after  a   week’s  ill- 
ness caused  by  a   throat  infection. 

Marian  Shelby,  soloist  at  the  Fox  The- 
atre, has  fust  returned  from  a   business 

trip  to  New  York,  where  she  saw  “Ameri- 
can Angel”  and  “Our  Town,”  raving  about 

the  first  .   .   .   W.  J.  Turnbull,  National 
Theatre  Supply  manager,  is  doing  such  a 
good  carpet  selling  job  these  days  that 
some  of  his  customers  are  buying  them 
for  their  own  homes. 

Freddie  Bartholomew,  booked  for  the 
Fox  Theatre  week  of  November  11,  has 

been  postponed,  on  account  of  film  pro- 
duction schedules.  Phil  Spitalny  and  his 

Howard  Roth  Is  Named 

Legion  Post  Commander 
Cleveland  —   Howard  Roth,  Paramount 

booker,  has  been  elected  commander  of 
Variety  Post  313  of  the  American  Legion 
for  the  coming  year  to  succeed  Harry  H. 
Goldstein,  Paramount  district  manager. 
Roth  was  one  of  the  founders  of  the  Post 
and  has  been  active  in  its  programs  since 
its  organization. 

Other  officers  elected  are:  First  vice- 

commander, John  Himmelein;  second  vice- 
commander, Holbrook  C.  Bissell;  finance 

officer,  Nat  Barach;  adjutant,  Dr.  A.  Bu- 
bis;  first  sergeant-at-arms,  Jack  Sogg; 
second  sergeant-at-arms,  Joe  Swee;  chap- 

lain, Aaron  Wayne. 

Meeting  of  the  Variety  Post  this  year 

will  be  held  in  the  Legion  Post  headquart- 
ers in  the  Arena  Bldg. 

Hour  of  Charm  Girls  come  in  October  7 
for  their  first  stand  in  this  house.  They 
are  an  old  favorite  at  the  Michigan  .   .   . 
Norman  E.  Schram  is  forming  the  Theatre 
Management  Co. 

Jack  Ferentz,  business  agent  of  the  Mu- 
sicians  Local,  is  busy  renovating  head- 

quarters this  month  .   .   .   Bob  Zerke,  pianist 
with  the  Bob  Crosby  Orchestra,  was  in 
town  Tuesday. 

C.  R.  Ballard  is  rejoining  the  Jam 

Handy  Picture  Service  and  will  specialize 
in  commercial  film  production  for  school 
use. 

H.  M.  Richey  had  a   busy  midweek  last 

week,  flying  over  to  Muskegon  on  Tues- 
day, unexpectedly ,   to  stay  till  Wednes- 

day aiid  being  forced  to  cancel  a   speech 
he  had  scheduled  at  the  Kiwanis  Club,  Mt. 
Clemens. 

L.  H.  Gardner,  UDT  executive,  cele- 
brated his  11th  birthday  last  Tuesday 

with  a   special  birthday  cake  presented  to 
him  at  the  Statler  Hotel  by  Earl  Hudson. 
Gardner  brought  it  back  to  the  office  and 
distributed  it  among  the  staff. 

Irving  Belinsky,  manager  of  the  Film 
Exchange  Drug  Store,  remodeled  this  week, 
is  putting  in  glass  bricks  for  the  wall 
back  of  the  soda  fountain. 

No-Sag  Spring  Co.,  manufacturers  of 
springs  for  theatre  chairs,  is  working  on 
an  experimental  development  in  this  field, 

and  will  probably  have  a   general  an- 
nouncement ready  in  a   few  months.  De- 

tails are  being  worked  out  with  a   large 
seating  manufacturer  whose  identity  has 
not  been  disclosed. 

Over  100  boys  from  the  Ford  Republic 
at  Farmington,  northwest  of  Detroit,  were 
guests  of  the  United  Artists  Theatre  last 

week  to  see  “Boys  Town.”  The  Detroit 
organization  is  very  similar  in  general 

plans  to  the  Omaha  project  which  is  the 

subject  of  the  film,  and  antidates  its  es- 
tablishment by  six  years. 

Chargot  Reopens  Chopin 

As  Outlet  lor  Foreigns 
Detroit  —   Michael  J.  Chargot,  circuit 

owner,  has  completed  remodeling  the 

Chopin  Theatre,  west  side  house,  reopen- 
ing it  September  25. 

Under  the  new  policy,  the  theatre  will 
be  devoted  primarily  to  Polish  films,  with 
Russian  and  Ukrainian  films  when  avail- 

able. No  English  pictures  are  planned 
for  the  house,  Chargot  said. 

Adcaster  Expands 
Detroit — Adcaster  Service,  Inc.,  here, 

has  taken  over  the  business  and  equip- 
ment of  Adcaster  Service,  Inc.,  Chicago. 

James  Lindsay,  former  superintendent,  is 
in  charge  here.  Equipment  is  being 
shipped  here  from  Chicago. 

All-Time  Record  by 

" Boys  Town" 
Cleveland — "Boys  Town"  established 

a   new  all-time  Sunday  attendance 

record  at  Loew's  State  Theatre.  “More 
than  7,000  paid  admissions  were 

counted,"  Manager  Everett  Steinbuck 
reports.  The  weekend  business,  says 

Steinbuck,  was  30  per  cent  over  the 

average  business  for  an  entire  week. 

The  picture  moved  to  the  Stillman. 

Cooperative  Makes 
Deals  for  Thirty 

Cleveland — Milton  A.  Mooney,  who  re- 

cently organized  Co-operative  Theatres  of 
Ohio  to  buy  and  book  product  for  a   group 
of  theatres,  announces  that  he  has  closed 

contracts  with  Warner  and  with  Para- 

mount for  their  1938-39  product.  Con- 
tracts involve  approximately  30  theatres. 

These  are  the  first  product  contracts 

negotiated  by  Co-operative  Theatres  of 
Ohio.  A   booking  service  for  the  group  of 

theatres  has  been  in  operation  since  Sep- 
tember 1. 

Schader's  Team  Turns  in 

$114  lor  Shut-In  Campaign 
Detroit — First  complete  returns  in  the 

Variety  Club  Knife  Drive  for  funds  to 

provide  shows  for  shut-ins,  were  turned 
in  by  the  publicity  team,  captained  by 
Fred  Schader.  Schader  himself  rates 
credit  for  all  but  one  of  the  92  sales  made 

by  the  team,  setting  something  of  a   record 
for  individual  initiative.  Besides  the  high 

prices  paid  for  knives  by  Orchestra  Lead- 
ers Lombardo,  Kyser,  and  Buddy  Rogers, 

tops  for  the  team  went  to  Variety  Barker 
Robert  Lohmar  of  the  Hennies  Brothers 

Shows,  who  chipped  in  to  the  tune  of 

$12.00.  In  all,  Schader’s  team  turned  in 

$114.00. 

Party  lor  Alexander 
Pittsburgh — James  H.  Alexander,  man- 

ager of  Republic  Pictures  Corp.  of  Pitts- 
burgh, was  honored  by  150  friends  and 

neighbors  at  a   surprise  birthday  party  at 

the  South  Hills’  Y.  M.  C.  A.,  Monday evening. 

Build  Up  Poor  Nights  with 

Ask  Us  About  It 
MOVIE  SWEEPSTAKES,  INC. 

FILM  EXCHANGE  BLDG.  CLEVELAND,  O. 
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J ̂   RECORD  crowd  attended  Paramount’s seventh  birthday  party,  September  23, 
at  the  theatre  lobby.  Dan  M.  Myers  was 
chairman  and  Dr.  Harry  Gradison  Hill, 
Col.  Arthur  Frudenfeld,  Anthony  M.  Sauer, 
Henry  Von  Unruh,  Stanley  Jacques  and 

Cincy’s  Mayor  James  G.  Stewart  were  the 
reception  committee  .   .   .   Public  theatre 

receptions  were  popular  all  over  the  ter- 
ritory. The  inaugural  performance  of  the 

new  Miami-Western  Theatre,  Oxford,  was 
attended  by  many  film  folks,  including 

Monogram’s  Mr.  and  Mrs.  William  Onie, 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Milt  Gurien,  Phil  Chakeres 
of  Springfield,  Moe  Wilchens  and  Jack 

Mervis  of  Cincinnati.  Hundreds  of  tele- 
grams and  beautiful  flowers,  marked  the 

official  opening. 

Roy  Wells  also  held  a   gala  opening  for 
his  St.  Paul  Theatre,  at  Dayton,  receiving 

many  congratulatory  messages  and  bou- 
quets in  honor  of  the  occasion  .   .   .   Lenore 

Schmidt  is  visiting  the  Phil  Chakeres’  at 
Springfield  .   .   .   Fire  destroyed  J.  D. 

Hughes’  Rhodell  Theatre,  Rhodell,  W.  Va. 
.   .   .   Fred  Wheeler  jr.,  Gallipolis,  Art  Mil- 

ler, Uhrling  &   Davis  circuit  and  Harry 
Thompson,  new  district  booker  for 

Schine’s,  visited  Filmrow  this  week. 

Mrs.  Ludy  Childers  (Ruth  Burnete)  for- 
mer secretary  to  J.  J.  Grady,  was  the  re- 

cipient of  the  following:  “Congratulations! 
Delay  in  production  necessitated  setting 

back  release  date.  Zanuck  suggests  a   re- 
take. We  understand  you  were  on  the 

verge  of  a   missout  but  delivery  was  made, 
in  time  to  prevent  a   dark  house.  All  the 
boys  are  anxious  to  date  new  release. 

Advise  availability.  Also  advise  if  all  ex- 
ploitation angles  were  covered  and  send 

schedule  of  future  releases.  Best  wishes 

from  THE  GANG.”  It’s  an  8^ -pound 
baby  girl. 

Filmrow  suffered  a   loss  in  the  death  of 

Catherine  "Mom”  Luebke,  who  conducted 
Filmrow  restaurant  for  many  years  .   .   . 

M-G-M  "Pep”  club  will  hold  a   Victory 
dinner  to  celebrate  their  victory  in  the  re- 

cent Tom  Conners  drive  at  the  Lookout 

House,  Dixie  Highway  .   .   .   Timothy  Joseph 

Cleary  of  M-G-M’s  home  office  is  here 
vacationing . 

Warner  Club  entertained  with  a   party 
at  the  exchange  with  Martin  Friedman  of 
the  home  office  as  guest  of  honor  .   .   . 

Universal’s  Col.  Paul  Krieger  is  attending 
a   sales  conference  in  New  York  .   .   .   Lowell 

Thomas,  son  of  Henry  Thomas,  Liberty  at 
Oak  Hill,  is  matriculating  at  Ohio  U, 

Athens  .   .   .   Queen  City  Variety  Club  is  ex- 
panding its  headquarters  in  the  Nether- 

land  Plaza  Hotel.  Additional  rooms  being 
added  to  the  lounge  will  be  ready  for 
formal  opening,  November  1. 

Sound  Service  Change 
Detroit — National  Sound  Co.,  located 

at  14018  Woodward  Ave.,  Highland  Park, 
northend  suburb  of  Detroit,  has  been  taken 
over  by  Raymond  Schroeder,  an  employe 
of  the  company  under  the  former  owner, 
John  Fill.  The  firm  specializes  in  sound 
equipment  and  servicing  of  public  address 
equipment  in  theatres. 

SMPE  Convention 

Plans  Progressing 
Detroit  —   Arrangements  for  the  fall 

convention  of  the  Society  of  Motion  Pic- 
ture Engineers,  to  be  held  here  in  October, 

are  progressing  rapidly,  according  to  Karl 
Brenkert  of  Detroit,  who  is  chairman  of 

the  local  arrangements  and  reception  com- 
mittee. 

The  group  will  convene  at  10  a.  m. 
Monday,  October  31.  The  first  three  days 
will  be  devoted  entirely  to  business  ses- 

sions. On  November  3   a   number  of  en- 
tertaining events  will  be  provided. 

Speakers  announced  are  John  Strickler 
of  Jam  Handy  Pictures  Service  and  Dr. 
Kettering  of  General  Motors. 

On  Tuesday  evening,  November  1,  the 
newly  elected  officers  and  honor  guests 
will  be  introduced  at  a   banquet  and  dance. 

Robert  L .   Madigan  Dies 

Of  Cerebral  Hemorrhage 
Lisbon,  Ohio — Robert  L.  Madigan,  44, 

manager  of  the  New  Lincoln  Theatre  for 

the  past  12  years,  died  here  suddenly  on 
Friday  of  a   cerebral  hemorrhage. 

Before  going  to  Lisbon,  Madigan  had 
been  manager  of  the  Standard  Theatre  in 
Cleveland. 

He  entered  the  industry  in  1918  upon 
his  return  from  World  War  service  in 

France  as  sergeant  major  in  the  infantry. 
He  was  a   member  of  the  American  Legion 
and  the  Kiwanis  Club  of  Lima. 

Surviving  are  his  father,  John  F.  of 

Lakewood;  two  brothers,  Joseph  V.,  circu- 
lation director  of  the  News  and  Plain 

Dealer  and  Rev.  John  F.,  assistant  pastor 

of  St.  Aquinas’  Catholic  Church  and  a   sis- 
ter, Mrs.  Margaret  Markee. 

Father  Madigan  celebrated  a   solemn 
high  mass  at  funeral  services  which  were 
held  Monday,  September  26  at  St.  Rose 

of  Lima’s  Catholic  Church. 

Architects  Taking  Bids 

On  Alma  Remodel  Job 
Detroit  —   Bennett  and  Straight,  the- 

atrical architects  of  Dearborn,  Mich.,  are 
taking  bids  for  the  remodeling  of  the 
Strand  Theatre  for  William  A.  Cassidy 
circuit  at  Alma,  Mich.  New  marquee, 

front,  and  lobby,  as  well  as  other  altera- 
tions, are  planned. 

The  same  firm  is  working  on  Ben  Cohn’s 
new  Crystal  Theatre  on  Michigan  Ave. 
here,  construction  having  started  this 
week. 

Russell  to  Canton 
Canton.  Ohio — W.  R.  Russell  of  Park- 

ersburg, W.  Va.,  has  been  named  manager 
of  the  Palace  Theatre  here  by  George  A. 

Delis,  district  manager  of  Inter-State 
Theatres,  Inc.,  which  operates  the  house. 

He  succeeds  Ralph  H.  Shaffer  who  re- 
cently became  manager  of  the  new  Park 

at  Mansfield  under  the  same  ownership. 

Picnic  Items 

Cleveland  —   Orchids  were  voted  un- 

animously by  the  Paramount  gang  as- 
sembled at  Silver  Springs  Park  for  the 

office  picnic  to  William  Pullen,  Columbus 

exhibitor  and  home-town  Variety  Club 
president,  on  the  success  of  his  personally 

engineered  steak  roast,  with  Branch  Man- 
ager Duke  Clark  as  first  assistant. 

Harry  Goldstein’s  name  has  been  handed 
in  to  the  Indians,  just  in  case  Cleveland 
needs  a   good  third  baseman  next  season. 

Which  proves  that  being  a   district  man- 
ager does  not  in  any  way  interfere  with  a 

fellow’s  baseball  prowess. 
Bill  Brooks,  booker,  announces  himself 

as  a   candidate  for  the  next  hog  calling 

contest.  He  gained  his  experience  call- 
ing out  the  Bingo  numbers. 

Jack  Gaynor  of  the  poster  department 

took  home  a   set  of  dishes  he  didn’t  have 
when  the  picnic  started.  He  won  it 

legitimately  in  one  of  the  games’  contests. 
Mrs.  Max  Greenwald  enjoyed  the  picnic 

very  much.  And  why  not?  She  won  an 
electric  percolator  set  with  sugar  and 
creamer  included. 

Harry  Stieber,  custodian  of  the  Para- 
mount building,  was  the  Number  One  prize 

winner.  He  took  home  the  card  table 
with  matching  chairs. 

The  boys  walked  off  with  the  games 

prizes  but  it  was  girls  who  took  top  hon- 
ors when  it  came  to  staging  the  entertain- 

ment. Maybe  the  Paramount  talent  scouts 
are  overlooking  a   couple  of  bets  by  not 

seeing  Laveme  Rasor  and  Rose  Sudman 

stage  a   “trucking”  exhibition. 
The  whole  affair,  under  the  personal 

guidance  of  Duke  Clark,  went  off  without 
a   hitch  and  it  looks  as  if  Clark  has  mapped 
out  an  annual  job  for  himself. 

Cleveland  RKO  Palace 

Again  Has  Stage  Shows 
Cleveland  —   The  RKO  Palace,  which 

interrupted  its  regular  vaudefilm  policy 
over  the  summer  in  favor  of  pictures  only, 
is  again  offering  stage  shows  together  with 

first-run  pictures.  Nat  Holt,  RKO  Great 
Lakes  division  manager,  announces  six 
weeks  of  stage  show  bookings. 

Bookings  announced  at  this  time  fol- 
lowing Zasu  Pitts  who  offered  the  first 

stage  show  of  the  season  are:  Chester 
Morris  and  Bert  Wheeler,  the  Stroud 

Twins,  the  All-American  Ice  Carnival, 

Duke  Ellington’s  orchestra,  Jan  Garber’s 
orchestra,  Wayne  Morris,  Warner  star  and 
Gene  Autry,  Republic  singing  star. 

Carter  to  Reopen 

Cleveland  —   The  Carter  Theatre,  East 

Ninth  St.,  which  has  been  closed  all  sum- 
mer, will  reopen  October  1   with  a   straight 

picture  policy.  The  Carter  belongs  to  the 
Community  Circuit  Theatres  operated  by 
Max  Lefkowich  and  Henry  Greenberger. 

Arco  Being  Remodeled 

Burgettstown,  Pa. — The  Arco  Theatre 
is  undergoing  extensive  remodeling  and  is 

being  decorated.  The  house  will  be  re- 
seated within  a   few  weeks,  according  to 

George  Clair,  owner. 
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Height  of  Service 

New  Castle,  Pa. — The  height  of  service 

to  patrons  was  reached  in  a   recent  experi- 

ence of  M.  D.  Cohn,  manager  of  Monarch’s 
Penn  Theatre  here. 

An  expectant  father  was  viewing  “Boys 
Town”  when  the  hurry  call  came  from  his 
wife.  Cohn  located  the  patron  and  dis- 

covered the  distracted  fellow  didn’t  have 
his  car  handy.  Taking  his  own  car,  Cohn 
rushed  the  man  to  his  home,  picking  up 
the  expectant  mother  and  rushed  her  to 
a   local  hospital  two  jumps  ahead  of  the 
stork.  As  Cohn  tells  it  to  Charlie  Baron, 

M-G-M  exploiteer  and  press  representa- 
tive, he  could  hear  the  flapping  of  the 

stork’s  wings  as  he  went  through  stop 
lights  and  under  the  nose  of  a   coming 
freight  train. 

The  story  has  an  “un-Hollywood  end- 
ing” as  the  baby  was  a   girl.  The  grateful 

parents  wanted  to  name  the  baby  in  honor 

of  the  picture  “Boys  Town,”  but  Cohn 
couldn’t  find  a   girl’s  name  in  the  entire 
cast  of  the  picture.  Mother  and  daughter 
are  doing  well,  and  the  picture  continued 
on  to  a   new  house  record  at  the  Penn. 

This  is  Gospel  truth,  not  a   press  agent’s 
yarn.  We  have  Charlie  Baron’s  word 
for  it. 

Madison  Theatre  Opening 

Is  Moved  Back  by  UDT 
Detroit — Delay  in  deciding  the  fate  of 

the  Madison  Theatre  by  United  Detroit 
circuit  got  public  recognition  when  signs 
on  the  house  announcing  a   September 
opening  were  changed  to  October.  No 
definite  date  has  been  made,  and  earlier 

reports  of  a   probable  closing  of  the  Broad- 
way-Capitol  remain  unconfirmed.  It  is  as- 

sumed that  the  Madison  would  take  over 

the  Capitol  pictures  in  that  event. 

Ray  Schreiber  Starts 

"Flesh"  at  the  Colonial 
Detroit  —   The  rumored  “flesh”  policy 

went  into  Ray  Schreiber’s  Colonial  this 
week,  opening  big  with  Fifi  Dorsay  as  the 
headliner. 

Buddy  Lester  is  emceeing,  coming  to  the 
Colonial  following  his  stand  at  the  popular 
Saks  Bar. 

Embassy  Opening  Near 
Cleveland  —   With  the  opening  of  the 

Embassy  Theatre  (formerly  the  Cameo) 

under  the  Community  Circuit  Theatres’ 
banner  tentatively  set  for  October  15,  the 
final  work  of  equipment  installation  is 
now  being  made  by  the  Oliver  Theatre 
Supply  Co.  under  the  supervision  of  L.  P. 
Langford,  president.  The  Embassy  will 
have  1,500  seats  all  on  one  floor. 

Art  Cinema  Opens  Season 

Pittsburgh — Following  an  extended  en- 

gagement of  “Lucrezia  Borgia,”  the  Art 
Cinema  opened  its  fall  season  this  week 

with  the  Yiddish  film,  “The  Dybbuk.” 
Gabe  Rubin  is  operator  of  the  Liberty  Ave. 
theatre. 

West  Virginia  ITO 
Directors  in  Meet 

Pittsburgh — The  executive  committee  of 

the  newly  organized  Independent  Theatre 
Owners  of  West  Virginia  held  a   meeting  at 
Lumberport  this  week  for  the  purpose  of 

preparing  a   constitution  and  by-laws. 
A   membership  drive  will  be  started  at 

once. 

The  new  organization  will  cooperate 

with  the  West  Virginia  Managers’  Ass’n. 

Associated ,   Community 

Circuits  Hold  Clam  Bake 
Cleveland — The  Associated  and  Com- 

munity circuits  buried  their  competitive 
hatchets  to  hold  a   joint  clam  bake  at 

Regnatz’  on  the  West  Side.  The  big  event 
of  the  day,  outside  of  the  clam  bake  itself, 

was  the  East-Side-West  Side  ball  game 

which,  according  to  the  East  Siders,  end- 
ed with  a   score  of  29  to  13  in  their  favor. 

This  puts  the  two  teams  on  an  equality 
inasmuch  as  the  series  of  four  games 
which  they  have  played  to  date,  they  each 
have  won  two  games. 

In  addition  to  officials  and  personnel  of 
the  two  independent  theatre  circuits,  the 
guest  list  also  included  the  local  branch 
managers  and  bookers. 

Pleads  Guilty  of  Taking 

Kramer  Theatre  Receipts 
Detroit — Joseph  Bush  pleaded  guilty  in 

recorder’s  court  to  taking  $42  from  the 
boxoffice  of  Ben  Cohn’s  Kramer  Theatre 
on  December  19.  He  was  placed  under 
$10,000  bond  by  Judge  John  V.  Brennan. 

There  have  been  an  extraordinary  num- 
ber of  attempts  to  get  money  from  theatres 

in  the  past  year,  most  of  them  by  em- 
ployes, but  in  practically  all  cases  they 

have  been  apprehended  and  the  prosecu- 
tion has  been  uniformly  successful. 

Marionette  Theatre  to 

Make  Pittsburgh  Debut 
Pittsburgh  —   A   new  theatre  will  open 

within  a   few  weeks  at  3710  Forbes  St.,  ac- 
cording to  Charles  F.  Danver,  Pittsburgh- 

esque  columnist  of  the  Post-Gazette. 
The  enterprise  will  be  a   marionette  the- 

atre, operated  by  Carmen  Carnevale.  The 

puppet  theatre  will  operate  on  a   subscrip- 
tion basis  with  a   musical  version  of  “Ali 

Baba  and  the  Forty  Thieves”  being  an- 
nounced as  the  initial  attraction. 

Grand  Shuts  Down 
Pittsburgh  —   The  Grand  Theatre, 

Moundsville,  W.  Va.,  operated  by  the 
George  C.  Davis  circuit,  and  booked  by 
Dick  Jennings,  has  closed.  There  is  a 

“closed  for  remodeling’*  sign  at  the  the- 
atre, but  reports  have  it  that  the  house 

will  not  be  reopened  under  the  same 
operating  management. 

CLEVELAND 
^L  GREGG,  formerly  in  command  of  the 

RKO  theatre  publicity  here,  has  been 

signed  up  by  Nat  L.  Lefton  to  handle  Re- 
public exploitation  in  Ohio.  Gregg  will 

commute  between  the  Cleveland  and  Cin- 
cinnati offices. 

J.  S.  Jossey’s  new  Miami-Western  The- 
atre at  Oxford,  Ohio,  opened  its  doors  for 

the  first  time,  Friday,  September  23,  to  an 
invited  audience  .   .   .   Stuart  Cagney  is  back 
with  us  again  and  once  more  steering  the 

destiny  of  the  Windameer  Theatre  where 
he  held  forth  before  enlisting  with  the 
Schine  forces  in  Gloversville. 

For  interesting  news  of  the  foreign  situa- 

tion, see  Charlie  Gottlob  of  the  Milo  The- 

atre, who  just  returned  from  a   six  weeks’ 
journey  through  Russia,  Poland  and 
Czecho-Slovakia  .   .   .   Paul  Gusdanovic  has 

added  “Wahoo,”  sold  locally  by  Jack 
Greenbaum,  at  his  Regent  Theatre  .   .   . 
Mildred  Harris,  screen  star  of  silent  days, 

was  last  week’s  headline  attraction  at  the 

Roxy,  Cleveland’s  only  burlesque  house 
.   .   .   Harry  Thomas  was  in  town  last  week 
looking  for  an  independent  distributor  to 

handle  “Monastery.” 

Gregory  Vogae,  Columbia  booker,  was 
glad  to  get  back  from  his  vacation  in  the 
Adirondack  and  White  Mountains  where 

he  was  rained  on  every  day  .   .   .   “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You’’  made  its  north- 

ern Ohio  debut,  September  29,  at  the  Pal- 
ace, Akron  and  the  Palace,  Canton. 

Dave  Miller  and  Joe  Engel,  Universal 

district  and  branch  managers,  respective- 
ly, were  in  New  York  over  the  weekend 

getting  the  latest  dope  on  the  forthcom- 
ing “U”  product  and  policies  .   .   .   J.  J. 

Maloney,  M-G-M  district  manager,  was  in 
town  during  the  week  in  earnest  session 
with  Branch  Manager  Frank  Drew. 

Rain  all  week  kept  most  of  the  out-of- 
town  regulars  at  home,  but  among  the 
cxhibs  spotted  along  Filmrow  were  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Loren  Solether  of  Chagrin  Falls; 
George  Delis  of  the  Manos  circuit,  and 
Max  Federhar  of  Akron. 

Sid  Dannenberg  celebrated  his  birthday 
last  week  by  returning  home  from  a   New 
York  hospital. 

PERMANENT  construction  that  means lowest  upkeep  cost  at  a   surprisingly  low 
first  cost. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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Pittsburgh  Meeting 

Strictlg  Business 
Pittsburgh — No  special  preparations  are 

being  made  for  the  annual  convention  of 
MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  which  will  be 
strictly  a   business  session  this  year. 

All  independent  exhibitors  are  invited 

to  attend,  according  to  officers  and  di- 
rectors. The  convention  is  a   one-day  af- 

fair this  year,  the  date  being  Monday, 
October  24. 

Yesterday 
    PITTSBURGH    

Turning  Back  Our  Pages 

10  Years  Ago 

^RT  GOLDSMITH  replaces  Bob  Mochrie 
as  local  Pathe  manager,  the  latter  be- 
ing advanced  to  the  Philadelphia  office  . . . 

Joe  Skirboll  appointed  general  sales  mana- 
ger for  World  Wide  Pictures  .   .   .   Proposed 

new  division  of  fire  prevention  ordinance 

for  Pittsburgh,  involving  considerable  ad- 
ditional expense  on  the  part  of  the  exhibi- 

tor, declared  unreasonable  by  Fred  J.  Her- 
rington, MPTO  secretary  .   .   .   Local  court 

continues  preliminary  injunction  which 
forbids  the  cessation  of  film  service  to  H. 

E.  Hammond’s  Lyric  Theatre,  Erie,  Pa. 
The  exhibitor  brought  suit  against  various 

distributing  companies  following  a   dis- 
pute wherein  he  refused  to  abide  by  an 

award  of  the  board  of  arbitration  .   .   . 

Newspaper  contest  announced  for  the 
naming  of  the  new  East  Liberty  Theatre 
(the  Enright)  .   .   .   Mort  England  opens  a 
sound  equipment  office  on  Forbes  street 

.   .   .   Charles  Freeman,  New  Castle  exhibi- 
tor, incorporates  new  amusement  com- 
pany and  announces  plans  for  expansion, 

as  does  Harry  Hendel,  Pittsburgh  show- 
man: Thompson  and  Richelieu  also  in  the 

news  with  announcement  of  a   new  house 
for  Clearfield  .   .   .   UFA  exchange  opened 
here  by  Jack  Cohen,  with  Jack  Leary  as 

salesman  .   .   .   Loew’s  Penn  inaugurates  new 
sound  equipment  with  Emil  Jannings  in 

“The  Patriot;”  Grand  opens  with  sound, 
playing  “Lilac  Time;”  Aldine  and  Stanley 
are  fully  equipped  and  four  Harris  houses 
are  being  wired;  Olympic  reopens  with 
sound  pictures;  only  unwired  theatre 

downtown,  the  Davis,  reopens  with  con- 
tinuous vaudeville  and  silent  pictures  .   .   . 

Warner  Bros,  secure  control  of  First  Na- 
tional .   .   .   Hits  of  the  week  at  downtown 

theatres  are  “Four  Sons,”  (Fox) ;   “Two 
Lovers”  (UA),  and  “Wings”  (Para),  in 
its  regular  first-run  engagement. 

Mrs.  Yetta  Steel 
Cleveland — Funeral  services  were  held 

Wednesday  for  Mrs.  Yetta  Steel,  mother  of 
Jerry  Steel  of  the  Apollo  Theatre,  Oberlin, 

Ohio,  who  died  Tuesday  after  a   long  ill- 
ness. Burial  was  in  Glenville  cemetery. 

Karns  to  Freelance 

Hollywood — Roscoe  Karns  will  free- 

lance after  his  assignment  in  “King  of 
Chinatown”  for  Paramount. 

Detroit  Film  Bowling 

Team  Lineup  Complete 
Detroit — Lineup  of  teams  for  the  Film 

Bowling  League  is  complete  according  to 
Secretary  Frank  Jones  of  Vitagraph.  The 
season  opened  September  30. 

Eight  teams  are  competing  as  usual,  with 

five  men  to  a   team,  plus  a   “spare”  man 
for  each  team.  The  spares  are  newer 
bowlers,  and  in  most  cases  the  records  do 
not  yet  indicate  their  first  names. 

Members  of  each  team,  and  their  stand- 
ings for  last  year — except  for  the  spare 

men — are  given  as  follows: 
1.  Film  Truck  Service:  Bob  Misch,  captain,  169; 

Gene  Alexander,  159;  Stanley  Malinowski  160;  Art 

Koskie,  151;  Frank  Jones,  177;  Andy  Anderson, 
spare;  team  average,  816. 

2.  Twentieth  Century-Fox:  Art  Knapp  .captain, 

174;  Walter  Goryl,  176;  A1  Beyer,  163;  Jay  Con- 
over, 157;  A1  Champaign,  152;  Strum  jr.,  spare; 

team  average,  822. 

3.  Monogram:  Joe  Decker,  captain,  166;  Jack 
Saxe,  163;  Emil  Beck,  162;  Max  Blumenthal,  160; 

Ed  Loye,  163;  Baker,  spare;  team  average,  814. 
4.  Republic:  Irwin  Pollard,  captain,  176;  Jack 

Susami,  174;  Sam  Seplowin,  166;  Freddie  Sturgess, 

155;  Joe  Tracy,  146;  Save  Kaplan,  spare;  team 
average,  817. 

5.  United  Artists:  Bert  Holmes,  captain,  164; 
Lou  Metzger,  183;  Otto  Gruenwald,  167;  Moe 

Dudelson,  152;  Syd  Bowman,  149;  Earl  Hoffman, 
spare;  team  average,  815. 

6.  Amusement  Supply:  Barney  Adair,  captain, 

182;  Wade  Allen,  164;  Cliff  White,  164;  Ralph 
Ruben,  156;  Sam  Merson,  158;  Adler,  spare;  team 
average,  824. 

7.  Cooperative  Theatres:  Jake  Sullivan,  captain, 

163;  Jerry  Schneider,  187;  Cully  Buermele,  170; 
Jack  Stewart,  142;  B.  G.  Currie,  152;  Thompson, 
spare;  team  average  815. 

8.  Film  Drug:  Milt  Cohen,  captain,  169;  A1  Ru- 
pert, 173;  Ray  Cloud,  159;  Claire  Townsend,  165; 

Irving  Belinsky,  155;  Studebaker,  spare;  team 
average,  821. 

Pittsburgh  —   Filmrow  Bowling  League 

season  got  under  way  last  Friday  evening 
with  eight  teams  in  the  field  and  44 
bowlers  participating.  Stepping  into  the 

lead  with  three  games  won  was  20th-Fox; 
Monarch,  Republic  and  Superior  tied  for 
second  honors. 

High  individual  score  for  one  game, 
which  carries  a   $1  award,  was  222,  rolled 

by  Louie  Michael.  Joe  Scholl  was  second 
with  a   204  game.  For  high  score  for  three 
games,  Scholl  was  first  with  534  and 

Michael  was  close  behind  with  510.  Mon- 
arch, with  743,  won  the  high  team  score. 

STANDINGS  OF  THE  TEAMS 

U   .   Xj. 
20th-Fox      3   0 
Monarch      2   1 
Republic      2   1 
Superior      2   1 
Columbia      1   2 
Universal      1   2 
Paramount      1   2 

M-G-M      0   3 

SCHEDULE  OCT.  7 Alleys 

Superior  vs.  Universal     1   and  2 

Columbia  vs.  20th-Fox      3   and  4 
M-G-M  vs.  Monarch      5   and  6 

Republic  vs.  Paramount      7   and  8 

All  games  rolled  at  New  Club  Alleys,  Fri- 

day evenings,  at  8:30  o’clock.  All  hecklers invited. 

Cleveland  —   Scores  resulting  from  the 
second  tilt  of  the  Cleveland  Film  Bowling 
League  which  meets  every  Tuesday  are  as 
follows: 

Won  Lost Pet. 
Messengers    

.833 

Columbia    
.833 National  Supply 
.500 Central  Shippers     2   4 
.333 

KKO 

    2   4 

.333 

Metro        1   5 

.167 
Team  High  Single Team  High  Three 

National  Supply .844 
Columbia    . .2377 

Messengers    .811 Messengers    . .2317 
Columbia    .807 Metro    

. .2294 

High  Single 
• 

High  Three 
Baird    .233 Baird    .   .   584 

Individual  Scores 

Baird,  182;  White,  167;  Fosbender,  167;  Koteles, 
160;  E.  Gross,  158;  Gallupe,  157;  Swee,  155;  W. 

"Hardy"  Film  Pegs 
Grosses  for  UDT 

Detroit — Exceptional  business  over  last 
weekend  was  reported  from  suburban 

houses  of  the  United  Detroit  circuit,  repre- 

senting a   15  to  20  per  cent  increase.  Prin- 
cipal credit  for  the  situation  went  to  the 

film.  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy,”  which 

broke  simultaneously  at  UDT’s  Broadway- 
Capitol,  Riviera,  Cinderella,  and  Fisher, 
and  was  responsible  for  bringing  most  of 
the  trade  into  the  theatres,  in  the  opinion 
of  UDT  executives. 

PITTSBURGH 
(Continued  from  page  62) 

Theatre,  departed  with  his  tonsils  last 

week  .   .   .   Harris-Palace  stepped  out  Satur- 

day with  the  “dare  you  see”  double-chill- 

ing program,  “Frankenstein”  and  “Drac- 
ula”  .   .   .   Frederick  Burleigh  has  returned 
as  director  of  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse 
and  has  set  October  24  as  the  opening 

date  for  the  initial  attraction,  “It  Can’t 

Happen  Here.” 
John  Panopoulos,  former  New  Cumber- 

land, W.  Va.,  exhibitor,  was  a   Filmrow 
booker  the  other  day,  reporting  that  he 
has  opened  at  his  new  stand,  the  old 
Grand,  at  Belington,  W.  Va.,  which  he  has 
named  the  Belington  .   .   .   Louis  Michael, 
veteran  south  side  exhibitor,  says  that  he 

hopes  to  conclude  negotiations  within  the 
next  few  days  whereby  he  and  his  brother, 
Christ  Michael,  will  retain  their  Liberty 
and  Strand  Theatres  which  were  sold  by 
the  sheriff  two  weeks  ago. 

Joseph  P.  Morrow,  45,  father  of  Jackie 
Morrow,  Pittsburgh  juvenile  movie  actor, 

died  last  week  in  Hollywood.  He  was  for- 
merly employed  by  Service  Engraving  Co. 

here  .   .   .   Melvin  Leonard  Alderman,  son  of 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Peter  Alderman,  has  en- 
tered Duquesne  University  .   .   .   Danny 

Davis,  Lumberport,  secretary  of  the  new 

W.  Va.  exhibitor  organization,  was  a   re- 
cent visitor  on  the  celluloid  market  .   .   . 

M.  A.  Rosenberg  and  Fred  J.  Herrington, 
president  and  secretary  respectively  of  the 

MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  will  attend  Allied’s 
eastern  regional  convention  at  Atlantic 

City,  October  19-21. 

Jerry  Roth,  son  of  I.  Roth,  operator 
of  the  Penn  Theatre,  is  located  in  New 
York  as  booker  for  14  New  Jersey  theatres 

.   .   .   Don  D’Carlo,  theatrical  booker  with 
Filmrow  headquarters,  and  Jake  Soltz  of 

the  Rhumba  circuit,  were  the  winners  of 
season  tickets  for  the  Pitt  grad  games 

.   .   .   George  Gore  of  Johnstown  has  re- 
signed as  cameraman  for  Atlantic  Screen 

Service  .   .   .   Frieda  Brog  is  in  charge  of 

Atlantic’s  new  Filmrow  depot. 

Gross,  155;  Miller,  154;  Sharp,  154;  Hoobler,  152; 

Brooks,  151;  Mross,  151;  Huber,  151;  Schmertz, 
150;  H.  Fleming,  148;  Krupka,  147;  E.  Fleming, 

146;  B.  Andrews,  143;  Sodenberg,  141;  Dowdell, 
139;  Stefions,  137;  Watts,  135;  S.  Andrews,  128; 
Sabot,  125;  Bernstein,  119;  .lenks,  116;  Braeunig, 
115;  Walters,  96;  EftGrow,  94. 
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Display  First  Projector 

For  a   Sesqui-Centennial 
Pittsburgh — In  connection  with  Alle- 

gheny county’s  Sesqui-Centennial  celebra- 
tion, the  original  S.  Lubin  Motion  Picture 

Machine,  manufactured  in  1903,  was  dis- 
played in  store  windows  here. 

This  machine  was  the  first  projector 

used  at  the  Nickelodeon,  first  motion  pic- 
ture theatre  opened  on  Smithfield  St.  in 

June,  1905,  by  Harry  Davis  and  John  P. 
Harris.  The  old  wooden  projector,  along 

with  other  historical  displays,  was  attract- 
ing considerable  attention  last  week. 

Poster  No.  4,  in  the  set  of  one-sheets 

advertising  “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year,’’  shows  the  front  of  the  original 
Nickelodeon. 

Modernizes 
Detroit — Continuing  an  extensive  pro- 

gram of  theatre  rebuilding,  including  the 
New  Crystal  Theatre  now  being  built,  Ben 

Cohn  is  installing  a   new  ventilating  sys- 
tem in  the  Kramer  Theatre.  Contract 

was  awarded  to  Spitzley  Rettemier  Sheet 
Metal  Co.,  at  a   cost  of  about  $7,000. 

Lights  for  Majestic 
Columbus,  Ohio — The  Majestic,  RKO 

unit,  dark  for  several  months,  has  been 

reopened.  The  house  will  retain  its  for- 
mer policy  of  double  bills,  with  program 

changes  Saturday  and  Wednesday. 

The  Best  Market 

Pittsburgh  —   Four  months  on  the  job 

here  as  southern  territorial  sales  repre- 
sentative for  New  Universal  and  William 

Satori  is  leading  the  country  in  sales  for 

the  1938-39  product. 
That’s  doing  a   grand  job. 

But  that’s  only  part  of  the  story. 
Satori  was  unfamiliar  with  the  do- 

mestic market  when  he  came  here.  He 

was  unfamiliar  with  the  Pittsburgh  terri- 
tory and  the  American  exhibitor.  But  he 

knew  his  product. 

He  came  to  the  United  States  when  Ger- 
many took  over  Austria,  necessitating  the 

liquidation  of  the  Universal  office  there 
with  which  Satori  was  connected. — R.  F.  K. 

Study  Aluminum 
Detroit  —   Jam  Handy  Picture  Service 

has  just  completed  production  and  is  re- 

leasing “Aluminum — Mine  to  Metal,”  an 
educational  sound  film  featuring  the  story 
of  aluminum  from  the  clay  source  to  the 
finished  product. 

Helms  Ambridge 
Ambridge,  Pa. — Harry  Kendrick,  onetime 

manager  of  the  Enright  Theatre  in  Pitts- 
burgh, has  been  named  manager  of  the 

Ambridge  here,  replacing  William  Gold- 
man. 

Ex-Censor  Baker  Turns 

To  One-Reeler  Writing 
Detroit — Lieutenant  Royal  A.  Baker, 

who  retired  as  police  censor  three  years 
ago,  after  a   quarter  century  of  censoring 
films  for  this  territory,  was  an  exchange 
visitor  last  Thursday.  He  disclosed  that 
he  is  going  to  San  Mateo,  Calif.,  in  a   few 

weeks,  to  prepare  the  script  for  a   series  of 
52  one-reelers  to  be  produced  by  Park 
Brothers,  on  astronomy  and  astrology. 

Baker  is  also  the  author  of  a   52-unit 

series,  “The  Evolution  of  Things,”  of  which 
eight  have  been  completed,  and  the  bal- 

ance are  practically  finished,  he  stated. 

He  is  living  at  Bass  Lake,  near  Stock- 
bridge,  Mich.,  and  the  fish  are  so  good 
out  there  that  he  displayed  marks  where 

a   fish  bit  him  the  other  day — no  kidding. 

New  Detroit  Firm 
Detroit — A   new  company  to  build  and 

operate  the  projected  Esquire  Theatre  on 

the  east  side  of  Detroit  has  been  incor- 
porated as  the  Esquire  Theatre  Corp. 

Capitalization  is  $100,000.  Stockholders 

are  Charles  E.  Trombley,  Andrew  F.  Mus- 
etti  jr.,  and  Frank  E.  Foster  of  Detroit 
and  Grosse  Pointe. 

RKO  Signs  Huish 
New  York — The  Huish  circuit  of  Utah 

and  Nevada  has  closed  with  RKO  for 
1938-39  product. 

How  to  operate  motion  picture  theatres 

profitably 
Here  is  a   new  book  full  of  HOW  TO  DO  IT  information,  written  by  a   man 

who  believes  that  the  first  objective  of  theatre  management  is  to  make  money. 

In  this  book  he  covers  motion  picture  theatre  management  from  A   to  Z, 

giving  the  best  results  of  years  of  experience  as  a   guide  in  establishing 

successful  policies,  building  profitable  business,  and  efficiently  operating  any 
size  theatre. 

The  Management  of 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 

By  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON,  Jr. 

Get  This  Great  Aid  to  Theatre  President,  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Management!  GET  IT  TODAY!!  375  pages,  6x9,  illustrated,  $3.50 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  4704  East  Ninth  Street,  Kansas  City,  Missouri 
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fOMTIOn  BUREAU 
Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied  • 
with  details  promptly. 

    MT517  Air  filters 

ADVERTISING  MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 
MT519  Cooling  coils 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT48  4   Signs,  travel  word 

MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT516  Motors,  constant  speed 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT529  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 

MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 

MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED,  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 
UNDER  "REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE  1 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave.  I 

Chicago,  111.  10-1-38  I 
I 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following  ̂  
items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks:. 

Name   

Theatre   

City     State. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

MT555  Spotlight  lamps 
MT556  Sign  lamps 

MT557  Dimmers 

MT558  Ultra  violet  lighting 

MT559  Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 

MT560  Flashed  opal  glass 

MT56X  Pot  metal  opal  glass 

MT562  Fuses,  indicator  type 

MT563  Fuses,  cartridge 

MT564  Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 
MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 

MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 

MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 

MT657  Toilet  seats 

MT569  Expansion  Bolts 

MT570  Chair  fastening  cement 

MT571  Chair  refinishing  materials 

MT572  Upholstering  materials 

MT573  Seat  patching  kits 

MT574  Seat  decking  materials 

MT575  Floor  surfacing  materials 

MT576  Carpet  cleaning  systems 

MT577  Floor  waxes 

MT578  Matting,  rubber 

MT579  Paint,  screen 

MT580  Paint,  plastic 

MT581  Paint,  aluminum 
MT582  Polish,  metal 

MT583  Polish,  furniture 

MT584  Fireproofing  compounds 
MT585  Fire  extinguishers 
MT586  Ladders,  safety 

MT587  Uniforms,  staff 

MT588  Screen  cleaning  tools 

MT589  Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 

MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 

MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 
MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 

MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MTB78  Acoustical  materials 

MT591  Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
MT592  Projectors,  standard 

MT593  Projectors,  semi-portable 
MT594  Projector  pedestals 
MT595  Projector  parts 
MT596  Lamps,  suprex  type 

MT597  Lamps,  reflector  arc 
MT598  Lamps,  high  intensity 

MT599  Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
MT600  Arc  regulators 
MT601  Arc  controls 
MT602  Control  panels 

MT603  Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
MT604  Rectifiers,  tube  type 

MT605  Bulbs,  rectifier 
MT606  Rheostats,  projection 

MT607  Motor-generators 
MT608  Lenses,  projection 

MT609  Lenses,  condenser 
MT610  Current  changers 
MT611  Mirror  reflectors 

MT612  Carbons,  projector 

MT613  Carbon  savers 
MT614  Reels 

MT615  Reel  alarms 

MT616  Rewinders,  automatic 

MT617  Change-over  devices 
MT618  Slide,  projection 

MT619  Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
MT620  Take-ups,  film 
MT621  Film  safety  controls 

MT622  Fire  prevention  devices 
MT623  Fire  shutters,  porthole 
MT624  Film  scales 
MT625  Film  scrapers 

MT626  Film  splicers 

MT627  Film  cleaners 
MT628  Air  gun  (cleaner) 

MT629  Tool  kits 
MT630  Film  cabinets 

MT631  Film  cabinet  stands 
MT632  Effect  projectors 

MT633  Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 

sulphide 

SANITATION 

MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MTt>85  Screens,  moving  picture 
MTB86  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MTB88  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glass.es 

MT701  Insulation  materials 
MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 

MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 

MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 

MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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Almost  Film  Golf 

Meet  in  Portland 
Portland — The  golf  bug  is  biting  rather 

hard  at  filmites  these  days.  Spotted  on 

the  Riverside  course  Saturday  and  Sun- 
day were  two  State  Theatre  ushers,  Delma 

Galbraith,  dramatic  critic  on  the  Port- 

land Evening  Express;  Walter  Dyer,  as- 
sistant-booker at  the  Paramount  ex- 

change; two  theatre  managers,  one  assist- 
ant, and  your  correspondent.  Honors  for 

efficiency,  love  of  the  game  and  persist- 
ence among  Filmrow  players  must,  of 

necessity,  go  to  Walter  Dyer,  who,  in  spite 

of  a   steady  rain  last  Sunday  played  36 

holes.  Walter  modestly  admits  that  he 

doesn’t  consider  he  has  a   decent  score 
unless  he  cards  a   42  or  under. 

Latest  recruit  is  Billy  Romanoff,  chief- 

of-service  at  the  State  Theatre,  who 
played  for  the  first  time  in  his  life,  one 

day  this  week.  Incidentally,  Billy  has  just 

purchased  that  new  sedan  he’s  been  talk- 

ing so  much  about — a   ’31  Ford.  At  least 
it’s  new  to  him. 

Holiday  Greetings  for 

Jews  in  Massachusetts 
Boston  —   Extending  greetings  to  the 

250,000  Jewish  people  of  Massachusetts  on 

the  occasion  of  the  Jewish  New  Year,  Gov- 

ernor Hurley  last  week  declared  that  “we 
in  America  will  ever  delight  in  affording 

our  Jewish  citizens  an  equal  opportunity 

for  service  in  the  greater  good  of  city,  state, 

and  nation.” 
The  governor  expressed  the  hope  that 

Jewry’s  distress  in-  Europe  not  only  will 
evoke  universal  sympathy,  but  arouse  the 
world  to  its  sense  of  social  and  moral 

justice. 

Boston  Film  Circles 

Hit  by  Appendicitis 
Boston — John  Carroll,  manager  of  the 

Paramount,  has  been  confined  to  the  Baker 

Memorial  Hospital  with  appendicitis. 

Norma  Boone,  formerly  of  the  Elida 

Ballet  at  the  Metropolitan,  has  been  ill 

at  home  with  appendicitis. 

Patricia  Smart,  formerly  of  the  Fine 

Arts,  has  been  at  the  Charlesgate  Hospital 

on  Memorial  Drive  following  an  appendi- 
citis operation. 

New  Transcript  Critic 
Boston — Mordaunt  Hall  is  replaced  as 

drama  editor  on  the  Boston  Transcript 

by  John  Hutchens.  Hutchens  was  assist- 
ant to  Brooks  Atkinson  of  the  New  York 

Times  for  eight  years.  The  Transcript  is 

at  present  in  receivership. 

Girl  to  Darby 

Boston — James  Darby,  manager  of  the 
Modern  in  Boston  for  the  M&P  Theatres 

Corp.,  again  is  a   father.  His  first  was 

a   boy  weighing  12  pounds  six  ounces.  His 

present  is  a   girl  weighing  12  pounds  one 
ounce. 

And  Then  Came  the 

Hurricane 

Boston — A   smiling  exhibitor  was  seen 
in  the  district  Monday. 

"You  seem  happy,"  someone  re- 
marked. 

“I  am,"  he  grinned.  'Tve  been  hav- 
ing trouble  making  deals.  Percentage 

pictures  have  taken  all  my  profits.  Bank 

Night  isn't  what  it  used  to  be.  A   wom- 
an fell  in  my  lobby  and  is  suing  the 

corporation.  My  equipment's  getting 
old.  The  hurricane  blew  my  theatre 

down  Wednesday,  and  now  I   have  no 

more  worries." 

Furst  Resigns  Post 
For  Warner  in  Hub 

Boston  — <   Nathan  Furst  resigned  last 

week  as  Boston  branch  manager  for  War- 

ner Bros.  Norman  Ayers  has  been  trans- 
ferred from  Albany  to  replace  Furst. 

Furst  came  to  Boston  from  the  Warner 

branch  in  New  Haven  about  18  months 

ago  succeeding  Thomas  B.  Spry.  Spry, 

one  of  the  original  First  National  fran- 

chise owners  in  New  England  who  man- 
aged the  exchange  for  nearly  20  years, 

joined  United  Artists  here  as  district 
manager. 

Daylight  Saving  for  Four 

States  in  New  England 
Boston — Daylight  saving  time  was  gen- 

erally extended  throughout  this  week  in 

Massachusetts,  Connecticut,  Rhode  Island, 

and  Maine.  The  move  was  taken  largely 

because  of  the  fact  that  millions  of  homes 

in  this  territory  were  still  without  elec- 
tricity early  this  week. 

Those  theatres  still  operating  generally 

abided  by  the  extension.  Radio  stations, 

because  of  interstate  schedules,  went  on 

E.  S.  T.  at  2   a.  m.  Sunday,  however.  Rail- 
road and  steamship  lines  were  also  forced 

on  eastern  standard  time. 

Kraska  Takes  Role  of 

Guard  After  Hurricane 
Boston  —   Leonard  Kraska,  assistant 

manager  of  the  Fine  Arts,  went  downtown 

Wednesday  evening  to  see  the  after-ef- 
fects of  the  hurricane.  Kraska,  who  is  a 

special  police  officer,  was  handed  a   gun 

and  a   billy  and  detailed  to  stand  guard 

on  Washington  St.  where  plate  glass  win- 
dows had  been  blown  out  of  Bond  Cloth- 

ing Co. 

Ansin  in  Cast 

Boston — Edward  Ansin,  Interstate  The- 

atres partner,  is  in  a   cast  that  extends 
from  ankle  to  chest.  The  cast  will  be 

removed  next  week,  it  is  expected,  after 

Ansin  has  been  confined  three  days  on 

his  back.  He  has  been  troubled  with  a 

hip  ailment. 

Hypo  for  Campaign 

In  "Movie  Week" 
New  Haven  —   The  Motion  Pictures’ 

Greatest  Year  campaign  and  Movie  Quiz 

received  renewed  impetus  in  the  form  of  a 

“Go  to  the  Movies”  week  in  New  Haven. 

All  newspaper  advertising  of  the  down- 

towns plugged  the  “week”  and  cooperation 
of  department  and  other  stores  was  ob- 

tained in  this  respect  also.  Other  Con- 
necticut towns  are  also  planning  such  a 

week.  The  independents  participating  in 

the  quiz  contest  now  number  over  40,  the 

latest  to  join  including  the  Seymour  Thea- 

tre, Seymour;  Finn’s,  Jewett  City;  Capi- 
tol, Milford;  Strand,  Plain  ville;  Stam- 
ford, Stamford;  Essex  Square,  Essex; 

Cameo  and  Alhambra,  Waterbury;  Colo- 
nial, Canaan,  and  Carroll,  Waterbury. 

Tlie  New  Haven  Advertising  Club  de- 
voted its  weekly  meeting  at  the  Hotel 

Taft  to  a   discussion  of  the  motion  picture 

industry,  with  Ernest  Emerling  and  Ed- 

ward Dowden  of  the  New  York  Loew’s, 
Inc.,  office  as  guest  speakers.  Front  and 

inside  pages  of  the  bulletin  of  the  club 

hailed  the  industry  as  “a  million  dollar 
advertiser”  and  the  speakers  described 
its  conduct  on  a   national  scale,  and  the 

the  organization  of  the  present  campaign, 

and  the  relationship  of  theatre  and  other 

business.  Proclamation  of  the  mayor  of 

New  Haven  with  regard  to  “Go  to  the 

Movies  Week”  appeared  in  the  local  press. 
First  reports  indicate  that  approximate  y 

60,000  Quiz  booklets  have  been  distributed 

in  New  Haven  and  first-runs  state  that 

queries  of  patrons  are  on  the  increase. 

Smaller  Houses  Join 

Industry  Campaign 

Eoston — Smaller  New  England  theatres 

were  joining  the  Motion  Pictures’  Great- 
est Year  campaign  at  a   much  greater 

speed,  Max  L.  Levenson,  regional  chairman, 

told  this  publication  last  week.  He  based 

his  report  on  the  situation  before  the  hur- 
ricane. 

Smaller  exhibitors  seem  to  be  getting 

increasing  demands  for  booklets,  Levenson 
said. 

", Spaghetti "   111 
Boston — The  name  of  an  Italian  em- 

ploye at  the  Merrimack  Park  Auto  Thea- 
tre in  Methuen  is  so  hard  to  pronounce 

that  the  individual  is  known  to  his  con- 

federates as  “Spaghetti.”  He  is  now  on 
the  hospital  danger  list  following  injuries 

received  when  the  outdoor  theatre  was  de- 
molished. Tlie  name  on  the  danger  list  is 

“Spaghetti.” 

Horgan  Loses  Sloop 
Boston — Tom  Horgan,  A.  P.  man  here 

who  has  been  entertaining  local  film  crit- 
ics and  others  aboard  an  auxiliary  sloop 

this  summer,  lost  his  craft  in  the  hurri- 

cane. It  had  been  anchored  off  the  Bos- 
ton Yacht  Club. 
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FDLL  COUNT  OF  HURRICANE  DAMAGE  MUST 

AWAIT  COMPLETE  REPORTS  FROM  TERRITORY 

Flood  waters  and  Power  Operations  Resumed  As Failure  Take  Toll 

of  Theatres  Trade  Rallies  From  Blow 
Boston — A   hurricane,  without  special 

permission  of  Sam  Goldwyn,  smashed 

across  New  England  late  Wednesday  af- 
ternoon at  a   clip  that  reached  186  miles 

an  hour  in  spots.  It  relegated  an  already 
severe  flood  to  second  billing. 

The  hurricane,  first  in  the  history  of 
New  England,  was  the  worst  catastrophe 
ever  to  strike  this  section.  With  entire 

districts  excommunicado  late  last  week,  it 
was  impossible  to  form  an  early  estimate 
of  accrued  damage. 

Mere  than  700  were  known  to  be  dead. 

Close  to  100,000  w^ere  homeless.  Damage 
approximating  $700,000,000  had  been  re- 
ported. 

Early  efforts  by  Boxoffice  to  compile  a 
detailed  report  on  theatre  damage  in  the 
New  England  states  were  stymied  by  the 
fact  that  not  even  circuits  headquartering 
in  Boston  had  established  contacts  with 

all  their  theatres  by  Saturday. 

Low  Roofs  Help 

It  was  even  more  impossible  to  get  in 
communication  with  scattered  exhibitors. 

As  reports  poured  in,  it  became  increas- 
ingly evidence  that  the  wind  and  deluge 

had  effected  the  widest  and  most  devas- 

tating losses  ever  experienced  by  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  in  New  England. 

The  low-roofed  and  compact  film  dis- 
trict was  affected  only  slightly  by  the 

winds  and  rain.  The  National  Theatre 

Supply  Co.  sign  blew  down,  smashing  a 
plate  glass  window.  The  sign  of  the  Thea- 

tre Service  and  Supply  toppled.  Awnings 
were  ripped  away  at  the  Coulter  Premium 
Co.  offices,  where  a   plate  glass  window 
was  also  shattered. 

Myer  Ruttenberg  brother  of  the  M-G-M 
cameraman,  reported  that  two  sets  of 
dishes  were  broken  as  a   result  of  the  Coul- 

ter accident.  There  was  also  some  loot- 
ing at  this  property,  he  reported. 

The  sign  atop  the  towering  Gas  Build- 
ing at  one  corner  of  the  district  sagged 

and  threatened  to  fall.  Parts  of  Aldington 
St.  and  Stuart  St.  were  roped  off  because 
of  the  danger. 

Drive-in  theatres  were  perhaps  the  most 
severely  hit.  The  Merrimack  Park  Auto 

Theatre,  recently  erected  by  Joe  Cifre  and 

Special  Equipment 
Necessary 

Boston — Films  were  among  the  three 

best  retail  items  in  New  England  this 

week  and  last.  The  other  two  were 

axes  and  flashlights. 

Boston — The  film  industry  has  answered 

the  hurricane  and  flood  havoc  with  re- 
source and  fortitude.  A   last  minute  Box- 

office  survey  before  press  time  showed 

that  although  practically  no  theatre  in 

New  England  passed  through  the  situa- 
tion unscathed,  all  but  a   few  were  operat- 

ing by  Wednesday. 

The  Maine  and  New  Hampshire  The- 
atres Co.  have  reroofed  the  Playhouse  in 

Montpelier,  Vt.,  their  most  badly  injured 

house,  and  were  in  full  operation.  Inter- 
state and  Levenson  circuits,  too,  have 

rallied,  and  are  operating.  The  latter 
circuit  sustained  roof  damages  to  several 
of  its  houses,  four  of  which  were  only 
to  be  communicated  with  by  short  wave 
radio  for  a   time.  All  of  the  E.  M.  Loew 

houses  are  going  with  the  exception  of  the 
Colonial  in  Newport,  R.  I. 

The  condition  of  Irving  Finn,  employe 

of  the  Merrimack  Park  Auto  Theatre,  in- 
jured when  the  screen  house  toppled,  was 

reported  favorable  following  an  emergency 

operation. 
The  survey  of  damages  sustained  by 

the  M&P  houses  is  still  incomplete,  with 
John  Loftus  and  others  making  a   personal 
checkup.  Practically  all  of  the  M&P 

George  Swartz,  was  practically  a   total 
loss.  Three  men  were  injured  when  the 
screen  house  fell. 

Irving  Finn,  brother  of  Dan  Finn  of 
Warner  and  Max  Finn  of  the  E.  M.  Loew 

circuit,  underwent  an  operation  Friday 
afternoon  because  of  injuries  centering 
around  a   fractured  and  disjointed  left  hip. 

Doctors’  reports  were  favorable  following 

the  operation,  but  Finn’s  name  was  left  on 
the  danger  list. 

Billboards  Down 

Another  Merrimack  Park  Auto  Theatre 

employe’s  name  was  also  on  the  danger  list. 
He  suffered  a   compound  fracture  of  the 
same  bone.  The  man  was  reported  to  be 
resting  comfortably. 

Flood  waters  from  the  adjoining  Merri- 
mac  River  inundated  the  land.  Cifre  told 

Boxoffice  that  nothing  could  be  done  to 

the  theatre  until  spring,  when  it  would 
probably  be  rebuilt.  The  Merrimack  Park 
Auto  Theatre  had  been  open  only  a   few 
weeks. 

Heavy  loss  as  a   result  of  the  leveling  of 
the  Merrimack  Park  Auto  Theatre  was  not 

the  only  headache  that  confronted  Joe 
Cifre,  veteran  equipment  man.  Several 

hundred  billboards  of  the  Eagle  Advertis- 
ing Co.,  which  Cifre  owns,  were  pancaked 

by  the  blow.  Signs  put  out  by  Cifre’s  Eagle 

houses  are  damaged  to  some  degree,  it 
was  stated. 

Film  deliveries  are  still  a   headache  with 

railway  lines  and  roads  remaining  clogged 
in  many  places. 

Loss  in  Maine 

Comparatively  Slight 

Portland — Maine  was  the  luckiest  of 

the  New  England  states  this  week  when 

the  tropical  hurricane  merely  side-swiped 
the  territory,  leaving  comparatively  little 
damage  in  its  wake.  Although  it  leveled 
some  23,000,000  feet  of  pine  timber,  tore 

up  power  lines  and  temporarily  paralyzed 

communication  in  certain  towns  through- 
out the  state,  the  havoc  it  wrought  was 

so  slight  in  comparison  with  other  states, 
as  to  be  considered  negligible.  The  effect 
on  theatres  was  that  business  at  almost 
all  houses  was  cut  into  deeply,  many  were 

shut  down  for  a   period  of  20  minutes  or 
a   half  hour  at  the  height  of  the  storm 

Wednesday  night  and  in  a   few  scattered 

instances  houses  were  closed  for  the  eve- 
ning. Emergency  batteries  prevented  panic, 

providing  ample  light  for  patrons  to  be 
able  to  see. 

Sign  Co.  were  down  by  the  dozens. 

E.  M.  Loew’s  Drive-In  Theatre  in  Lynn 
was  closed  by  the  hurricane  which  blew 

strips  of  fence  across  the  marshes  and 
generally  demolished  the  ozone  plant. 
Workers  were  at  once  rushed  onto  the 

scene  in  an  effort  to  have  the '   theatre 
reopen  as  soon  as  possible. 

Power  failure  put  E.  M.  Loew’s  open-air 
spot  in  Providence  on  the  dark  list.  The 
theatre  suffered  less  damage  than  that  in 
Lynn  because  of  protecting  hills. 

The  Drive-In  situation  in  Shrewsbury 

was  flat.  The  Drive-In  Theatre  in  Wey- 
mouth, the  first  such  structure  in  this 

territory,  was  less  damaged.  The  screen 
building  was  ripped  apart  in  places  by 
the  wind,  and  fences  were  down. 

The  Drive-In  in  Sangus,  third  of  the 
DiMaura-Guarino  ozone  spots,  suffered.  It 
has  been  under  construction  these  past 
few  weeks. 

Piano  Missing 

Charles  Hodgdon,  circuit  owner  living  in 

Marion,  lost  his  piano  and  most  of  his 
first-floor  furniture  when  the  front  of  his 

house  was  ripped  away.  The  bedrooms  on 

the  second  floor  were  reported  to  be  un- 
touched. Early  news  from  Marion  indi- 

cated that  Hodgdon’s  home  was  probably 
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AIRLINES  PROVE  TRANSPORTATION  SAVIOR; 

CHAIN  HEADS  SCATTER  TO  SURVEY  PROPERTY 

Disaster  Severely  Tolls  Reports  on  Disaster  Pile 
Costs  Higher  and 

Theatres  in  Connecticut  Higher 

New  Haven — With  flooded  cellars,  dam- 

aged equipment,  torn  roofs  and  loss  of 

shows  and  attendance,  Connecticut  the- 

atres’ early  estimates  of  the  toll  of  the 
hurricane  and  flood  ran  into  hundreds  of 
thousands  of  dollars.  Immediate  loss  of 

power  and  light  in  New  Haven’s  neigh- 
borhoods caused  suspension  of  shows  from 

one  to  four  days,  varying  with  the  section 
of  the  city. 
Downtown  operation  in  this  city,  as 

well  as  in  Bridgeport  and  Hart- 
ford was  uninterrupted,  however.  The 

Palace,  Norwich,  and  the  Harris  Brothers 
State  Theatre,  Hartford,  suffered  the 
worst  damage,  early  reports  revealed,  and 
first  estimates  of  the  loss  was  placed  at 
$5,000  in  each,  orchestras  of  both  being 

inundated.  Warner’s  Capitol,  Springfield, 
was  damaged  to  approximately  the  same 
amount.  Circle,  South  Manchester,  was 
also  flooded,  as  were  cellars  of  numerous 

other  houses  in  Madison,  Saybrook,  Guil- 
ford, Hartford,  East  Hartford,  Norwich, 

New  London,  Springfield,  Meriden,  West- 
port  and  other  towns.  As  fall  of  the  weak- 

ened Colt  dyke  was  predicted,  Hartford 

theatres  feared  further  flood  ravage.  How- 

the  only  one  standing  in  the  neighborhood. 

Harry  Segal,  head  of  Imperial  Pictures 

of  New  England,  was  headed  toward  Bos- 
ton on  the  New  York  train  when  the  hur- 

ricane reached  its  peak.  It  took  six  hours 
for  the  train  to  reach  New  Haven  from 

New  York,  a   run  generally  taking  about  a 

third  of  that  time.  Segal  drove  into  Bos- 
ton from  New  Haven  Thursday  morning 

with  Joseph  Levine. 

The  Segal-Levine  automobile  was  said  to 
be  the  first  vehicle  through  to  Boston 
from  New  Haven.  Where  fallen  trees  and 

other  debris  blocked  the  highways,  Le- 
vine had  to  cross  ditches  and  fields  be- 

fore he  could  regain  the  road. 
Segal  told  this  publication  that  it  was 

the  first  time  in  his  life  that  he  ever  saw 

a   boat  and  a   train  in  collision.  The  inci- 

dent took  place  in  Stonington,  Connecti- 
cut, where  a   ship  was  swept  onto  the 

railroad  tracks  by  tidal  wave. 
Paul  Morris,  Fairhaven  exhibitor,  had 

to  swim  from  his  home  to  safety.  When 
he  returned,  so  he  told  Boxoffice,  nothing 
remained  of  the  house  but  a   bathtub.  A 

yacht  was  near  where  the  house  should 
have  been,  notwithstanding  the  fact  that 
Morris  lived  seven  miles  from  the  water. 

Morris  came  to  the  film  district  Friday 

after  working  48  hours  under  martial  law, 
removing  injured  and  dead.  At  the  time 

ever,  as  Boxoffice  went  to  press,  report 
came  that  the  waters  were  subsiding.  Eli 
Porter  and  H.  H.  Moskowitz  of  the  New 
York  Loew  office,  together  with  Harry  F. 

Shaw,  division  manager  of  the  Poli  houses, 

made  a   survey  of  the  theatres  by  circui- 
tous routes  to  determine  the  extent  of 

the  damage. 

Rockville,  one  of  the  most  severely  af- 
fected towns,  Willimantic  and  Stafford 

Springs,  were  completely  cut  off  from  tele- 
phone communication  or  transportation  for 

days  following  the  onset  of  the  hurricane, 
and  it  was  impossible  to  estimate  what 
loss  had  been  incurred. 

Sam  Rosen  of  Rosen’s  Film  Deliveries 

and  Larry  Decker  of  Decker’s  both  had 
harrowing  experiences  and  hazardous  trav- 

els on  roundabout  routes. 

Finn’s,  Jewett  City,  was  believed  to  be 
badly  damaged,  but  no  definite  informa- 

tion could  be  obtained  over  the  weekend 

following  the  occurrence  of  the  hurricane. 

The  same  was  true  of  the  Princess,  Rock- 

ville. Meantime,  Norwich  and  New  Lon- 
don remained  for  more  than  a   week  under 

martial  law  with  an  8:30  curfew. 

he  left,  he  said,  over  100  had  been  lodged 
temporarily  in  a   Fairhaven  school  house. 

Jimmy  O’Brien,  sales  representative  in 
New  England  for  the  International  Seat 
Co.,  was  relegated  to  the  injured  list  by 

the  hurricane.  O’Brien  was  trying  to  tie 
up  a   balky  screen  door.  The  wind  jerked 
the  door  out  of  his  grasp.  The  string 

ripped  a   deep  gash  in  one  finger. 

William  Hawkins,  Capitol  Theatre  Sup- 

ply Co.  salesman,  was  marooned  in  Provi- 
dence by  the  flood.  Hawkins  was  driving 

through  the  city  when  a   gust  of  wind 
turned  over  a   Railway  Express  Co.  truck 
directly  in  front  of  him. 
Hawkins  thought  it  was  about  time  to 

head  toward  home,  but  flood  waters  caught 

him  before  he  could  get  away.  He  locked 
the  car  door  and  rushed  to  a   building 

near  the  Hotel  Biltmore.  From  a   second- 

floor  vantage  point,  he  watched  the  ma- 
chine which  disappeared  gradually  until 

nothing  but  its  radio-  mast  was  visible. 
Also  on  the  Providence  front  was  Vaughn 

R.  O’Neill,  assistant  manager  at  Loew’s 
State  in  Boston.  O’Neill  drove  to  the  city 
Thursday  afternoon  with  Walter  Kessler, 

Loew’s  Orpheum  assistant.  Kessler  return- 
ed, leaving  O’Neill  to  search  the  city  for 

his  parents.  O’Neill  was  not  heard  of 
until  late  Friday  afternoon  when  word 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

By  BRAD  ANGIER 

Boston — Additional  flood  and  hurricane 

news  became  available  to  Boston  film  dis- 

trict Saturday,  putting  an  ever-darkening 
aspect  on  the  situation  throughout  New 
England. 

Reports  from  Peterboro,  where  Warren 

Nichols’  theatre  was  inundated,  placed 
damage  in  the  small  New  Hampshire  town 
at  above  $1,000,000. 

Circuit  heads,  in  many  instances  unable 
to  contact  all  their  outlying  theatres,  left 

by  automobile  and  plane  to  survey  dam- 

age. Joseph  Vogel,  Loew’s  executive,  ar- 
rived in  Boston  by  New  York  plane  Sat- 

urday and  proceeded  over  the  road  to 
Providence.  He  left  later  in  the  day  by 

plane  to  New  York. 

Loew’s  State  in  Providence  was  flooded 
by  the  combined  efforts  of  the  hurricane, 
river  floods,  and  a   tidal  wave.  A   man 
seeking  shelter  in  an  automobile  parked 
in  the  rear  of  the  theatre  was  crushed 

to  death  by  falling  bricks  from  an  adjoin- 
ing building. 

E.  C.  Erkman  of  Loew’s  construction 
department  arrived  in  Providence  Satur- 

day and  was  still  there  Sunday.  H.  M. 

Addison,  Loew’s  northeastern  divisional 
manager  who  reached  Providence  by  plane 
and  car  from  Rochester,  N.  Y„  was  still 

supervising  salvaging  efforts  early  this 
week. 

Used  Abandoned  Trestle 

The  fact  that  at  least  25,000  miles  of 

New  England  Telephone  and  Telegraph 
Co.  wires  were  still  down  Sunday  made  it 
impossible  for  theatremen  to  communicate 
with  dozens  of  outlying  theatres. 

Herman  Konnis,  Universal  salesman  and 

president  of  the  local  Motion  Picture  Sales- 
mens Club,  reached  Boston  Saturday.  He 

had  not  been  able  to  contact  either  his 
home  or  his  office  since  Wednesday. 

Konnis  was  temporarily-  marooned  in 
Bethel,  Vt.  He  managed  to  leave  this  town 
by  driving  over  an  abandoned  railroad 

trestle.  He  was  blocked  again  about  three- 
quarters  of  a   mile  outside  of  Montpelier. 

Konnis  and  several  other  motorists  tried 

(Continued  on  page  73) 

At  Least  186  Miles 

To  Fly  Back 
Boston — The  hurricane  accomplished 

at  least  one  good.  The  green  lice  that 

have  been  infesting  the  film  district 

of  late  were  blown  elsewhere. 
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came  that  both  he  and  his  parents  were 
safe. 

O'Neill  and  Walter  Murphy,  assistant 
treasurer  at  Loew’s  State,  returned  to 

Boston  Friday  in  H.  M.  Addison’s  car. 

Murphy  had  previously  driven  the  Loew’s 
northeastern  division  manager  to  Provi- 

dence from  Boston  airport  where  the  lat- 
ter landed  Friday  from  New  York.  Addi- 
son had  hurried  to  the  latter  spot  from 

Rochester  N.  Y. 

Loew’s  State  in  Providence  was  report- 
ed Friday  to  be  inundated  by  flood  waters 

reaching  the  screen.  Two  men  from  Loew’s 
construction  department  in  New  York  were 
with  Addison,  surveying  the  damage. 

Roofs  Gone 

Interstate  Theatres  told  Boxoffice  that 

they  had  36  houses  operating  Tuesday 
night  and  none  Wednesday  night. 

A   penthouse  and  a   24-sheet  board  were 
blown  off  the  Revere  Theatre.  Interstate 

said  that  failure  of  lights  was  the  pri- 
mary reason  for  the  majority  of  the  clos- 
ings. Many  Interstate  houses  were  again 

operating  on  Friday,  although  not  always 
with  the  picture  originally  booked. 

Tire  roof  of  Max  and  Joseph  Levenson’s 
Metropolitan  Theatre  in  Leominster  was 
tom  off  by  the  wind.  The  penthouse  of 
the  Quincy  Theatre  in  Quincy  was  also 
wafted  away. 

Max  Levenson,  head  of  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture’s Greatest  Year  Campaign,  told  Eox- 
office  that  he  resorted  to  short  wave 

amateur  radio  communication  to  get  in 

touch  with  Martha’s  Vineyard  where  the 
circuit  operates  four  houses.  Word  was 
that  the  quartet  were  doing  business 
Friday. 

Elsewhere  along  the  Levenson  front,  a 
water  tower  was  blown  off  of  the  roof  of 

the  Coolidge  Comer  Theatre  in  Brook- 
line, while  a   part  of  the  roof  of  the  new 

Village  Theatre  in  Brookline  is  missing. 
Vermont  Unreported 

J.  J.  Ford,  head  of  Maine  and  New 

Hampshire  Theatres  Co.,  informed  Box- 
office  Friday  that  the  circuit  had  been 

unable  to  form  any  estimate  of  theatre 

We  Repair  Flood  Damage 

WILLIAM  S.  KOSTER 

■SEAT  RENOVATION  | 

12  Piedmont  St.  —   LIBerty  3803  —   Boston 

It's  All  in  the 

Viewpoint 
Boston — “First  it  was  the  Democratic 

administration,"  a   local  exhibitor 

quipped  here  this  week.  “Now  it's 

nature." 

damage.  Vermont,  where  the  affiliated 

chain  operates  a   number  of  houses  re- 
mained unreported  Friday. 

The  majority  of  known  losses  to  the 

Maine  and  New  Hampshire  Theatre  situ- 
ations seemed  to  be  slight,  Ford  said. 

Marquee  damage  was  foremost. 

Metal  and  brick  finishing  atop  the  Ham- 
ilton Theatre  in  Dorchester  was  swirled 

elsewhere  by  the  hurricane.  A   display 
frame  was  also  damaged  at  the  Frank 

Lydon  house. 
The  Capitol  Theatre  in  Springfield  was 

temporarily  closed  late  last  week  because 
of  lack  of  power.  Flood  also  prevailed 
there. 

Power  failure  put  numerous  other  New 

England  situations  out  of  business.  In- 
cluded in  this  list  were  such  Metropoli- 

tan Boston  theatres  as  those  in  Brook- 

line, Acton,  Farmingham,  Natick,  May- 
nard, Concord,  Winchester,  Arlington, 

Needham,  Mills,  Dedham,  Watertown, 
Chelsea  and  Walpole. 

Richard  Cohen,  operator  of  the  State 

in  Saugus,  considered  operating  his  the- 
atre by  means  of  a   storage-battery  hook- 
up. He  later  abandoned  the  idea  as  be- 

ing too  expensive  in  comparison  with  the 
number  of  potential  patrons. 

Warren  Nichols  Flooded 

Newsreels  on  the  hurricane  and  flood 

were  rushed  to  the  Trans  Lux  by  plane 
at  the  urgent  request  of  Manager  A1 
Lauder. 

The  hurricane,  which  resulted  in  in- 
creased business  for  the  newly  opened 

Trans  Lux  link,  broke  a   skylight  on  the 
Washington  St.  house.  It  bent  a   two  and 

a   half  inch  iron  angle  on  the  roof  al- 
most double.  Plate  glass  windows  across 

the  street  on  the  Bond  Clothing  store 
broke  and  threatened  the  theatre. 

The  Gem  Theatre  in  Peterboro,  N.  H„ 
became  an  island  under  the  influence  of 

flood  waters.  Warren  Nichols  wasn’t  quite 
sure  whether  he  was  fortunate  or  not. 

Fire  swept  through  much  of  the  remainder 
of  the  town. 

Aaron  Rosenberg,  theatre  insurance 

man,  said  that  communication  with  Phila- 
delphia had  assured  him  that  his  house 

there  had  not  been  in  danger.  Rosenberg 
had  other  worries,  though.  A   truck  line, 
which  he  took  over  about  six  months  ago, 

was  undergoing  plenty  of  trouble.  Latest 
reports  are  that  all  the  vehicles  were  safe. 
Someone  asked  Jack  Sharpels,  film 

transportation  man,  if  his  New  Bedford 
home  was  damaged. 

“I  don’t  know,”  Sharpels  is  reported  to 

have  answered.  “I  haven’t  been  able  to 

find  it  yet.”  Sharpel’s  wife  escaped  from 
the  house  before  it  was  washed  out  to  sea. 

Frank  Perry,  operator  of  the  Orpheum 
in  Foxboro,  told  Boxoffice  that  the  only 

damage  to  his  theatre  was  to  a   French 
door.  The  double  door  was  caught  by  the 
wind.  A   check  held  it  at  the  top,  so  that 
it  broke  from  the  butt.  Nothing  but  the 
casing  was  left. 

Perry  reported  that  the  buses  on  his 
transportation  line  were  safe  after  minor 
mishaps.  Most  of  the  gas  pumps  in  the 

locality,  being  electrically  motorized,  were 
not  working  after  the  power  cessation. 
Perry  had  one  hand  pump,  however,  and 
sold  thousands  of  gallons  of  gas. 

Martha  W.  Ferris,  for  years  secretary  of 
the  Film  Board  of  Trade,  went  home 

Wednesday  night  to  find  a   tree  resting  on 
her  house. 

Les  Bendslev  reported  that  the  Com- 

munity Theatre  in  Wellesley  was  unharm- 
ed. In  addition,  electric  lines  to  the  the- 
atre were  not  broken. 

Gives  Up  a   Seat 

One  of  Les  Bendslev’s  main  difficulties 
as  a   result  of  the  deluge  was  in  reaching 
New  York  on  film  business  Thursday. 

With  the  aid  of  Arthur  K.  Howard,  busi- 

ness manager  of  the  Independent  Exhibi- 
tors, Inc.,  he  managed  to  get  a   plane. 

He  reached  New  York  before  Howard  was 
able  to  contact  his  destination  by  phone. 

TWA,  United,  Eastern,  and  American 

Airlines  carried  approximately  2,000  pas- 

sengers from  Boston  to  New  York  Thurs- 
day. Other  thousands  were  unable  to  make 

reservations.  Private  planes  took  still  oth- 
ers at  prices  upwards  to,  and  from,  $33.00 

apiece. 
William  S.  Koster,  the  seat  renovation 

expert,  was  among  those  maneuvering  a 
plane  reservation  Thursday.  The  earliest 
accommodation  he  could  get  was  on  the 

ship  leaving  the  East  Boston  airport  at 

8:30  p.  m.  D.S.T.  Koster  was  at  the  air- 
port to  catch  the  plane,  only  to  turn  over 

•his  reservation  to  a   stranger  who  had  a 
seriously  ill  child  near  New  York. 

“My  business  was  urgent,”  Koster  said, 
“but  not  as  urgent  as  that.” 
The  Orpheum  in  Somerville  was  rele- 

gated to  the  ozone  list  when  its  roof  caved 

in.  Wilbur  Peterson  has  sent  out  can- 

FLOOD! 

HURRICANE! NOW’S  THE  TIME  TO 
SERVICE SPEED ECONOMY 
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cellation  notices  to  distributors  and  supply 

houses,  informing  them  that  the  Or- 
pheum  will  be  closed  for  repairs  for  a 
period  approximating  three  months. 
The  roof  of  the  Waldorf  Theatre  in 

Lynn,  recently  rejuvenated  by  Warner  at 

a   cost  close  to  $20,000,  was  reported  de- 
molished. 

Trees  were  uprooted  by  the  thousands. 

Palling  timber  damaged  the  rear  of  the 
Capitol  in  Arlington.  Early  unconfirmed 

reports  were  that  houses  in  Montpelier, 
Vt.,  were  also  damaged  by  trees. 

The  attorney  general’s  office  in  Massa- 
chusetts ruled  that  “cities  and  towns  are 

responsible  for  the  removal  of  trees  orig- 
inally planted  in  the  so-called  highway 

layer.  They  are  not  responsible  for  fallen 

trees  on  private  property.  No  private  land- 
owner  is  responsible  for  damage  done  by 

his  own  trees.” 
The  Fenway  was  perhaps  the  hardest  hit 

of  theatres  in  Boston  proper.  A   section 
of  Massachusetts  Ave.  was  roped  off  for  a 
time  because  of  the  danger  from  the  huge 

Fenway  Theatre  vertical  electrical  sign 
which  toppled.  The  mishap  aided  in 

spraying  a   considerable  section  of  Mas- 
sachusetts Ave.  with  broken  glass.  All 

that  remained  of  the  sign  Thursday  night 

was  “AY.”  This  was  gone  Friday. 
Tidal  Wave 

The  hurricane  which  raked  the  entire 

New  England  section,  was  Boston’s  first 
hurricane.  It  was  the  worst  storm  ever  to 

whip  over  this  part  of  the  country.  New 

England  is  not  likely  to  experience  an- 
other such  storm,  according  to  the  United 

States  Weather  Bureau. 

The  wind  reached  a   velocity  of  186 
miles  an  hour,  according  to  Harvard 
Meterological  Observatory.  A   tidal  wave 
struck  Cape  Cod  at  approximately  3:45 
p.  m.  Wednesday,  isolating  the  section. 

Charles  Brent,  Oklahoman  now  con- 
nected with  Specialty  Pictures  here,  watch- 

ed the  influx  of  water  while  parked  on 

a   pier  at  Onset.  He  drove  from  the  pier 
when  water  started  to  cover  it.  He  parked 
again  on  a   knoll  and  continued  to  view 
the  heightening  tide. 
Brent,  together  with  Mrs.  Brent, 

reached  Boston  Friday  afternoon  after 
managing  to  circumvent  submerged  roads 

which  turned  more  than  a   few  automo- 
biles into  submarines. 

Brent  reported  that  power  failure  closed 

the  Onset  Theatre,  A1  Worrall’s  house  in 
the  Cape  Cod  community  of  the  same 
name. 

The  water  was  nine  feet  deep  at  one 
time  in  the  Warr  Theatre  in  Wareham, 

this  publication  was  told.  A   theatre  in 
Buzzards  Bay  was  also  flooded  by  the  tide. 

Floods  were  being  awaited  Friday  at  the 
Victory  Theatre  in  Holyoke.  River  floods 
two  years  ago  reached  the  marquee  of  the 

The  Right  Kind 
Of  Policy 

Boston — Among  the  happiest  New 

England  theatre  men  this  week  is  one 

who  has  discovered  that  his  insurance 

policy  contains  a   hurricane  clause. 

house,  recently  taken  over  by  Pat  Magee 
and  Roy  E.  Heffner  for  opening  this  fall. 
Seats  had  been  removed  from  the  theatre 

Friday.  The  only  damage  then  was  the 

backing  of  sewerage  water  into  the  base- 
ment. 

The  wind  tore  the  coping  from  the  roof 
of  the  Arlington  St.  building  housing  the 
accessories  branch  of  the  National  Screen 

Service.  Workmen  were  replacing  it  Fri- day. 

The  Dirigol,  Graphic  Theatre  circuit 
house  in  Ellsworth,  Maine,  closed  because 
of  lack  of  power. 

The  Keith  in  Fairhaven  was  out  with  no 

screen  or  power.  The  house  was  said  to 
be  severely  damaged. 

Deliveries  Stymied 

With  many  sections  of  New  England 

entirely  cut  off,  film  deliveries  became  a 
practically  insurmountable  problem  in 

many  instances.  In  addition,  several  ex- 
changes were  reported  to  be  short  on 

positives  because  of  lack  of  train  service 
from  New  York. 

Decker’s  Film  Exchange  Transport  and 
other  delivery  services  were  picking  up 

film  shipments  last  week  for  delivery  when 

possible. 
Early  reports  were  that  all  trunk  lines 

in  Maine  were  open  to  traffic.  New  Hamp- 
shire was  badly  hit  between  the  Merrimac 

and  Connecticut  Rivers,  practically  all 
roads  in  that  area  being  blocked.  Traffic 
could  move  as  far  north  as  Concord  by 

going  through  Lawrence,  but  the  easterly 
section  was  blocked  at  Ossipee. 

Salesmen  Make  Deliveries 

Cape  Cod  was  entirely  cut  out  from  the 
mainland  until  Friday.  Vermont  could  not 
be  reached  up  to  Friday.  Central  and 

eastern  Massachusetts  were  generally  iso- 
lated. Only  certain  sections  of  Rhode 

Island  and  Connecticut  could  be  contacted 

from  Boston  and  these  only  laboriously. 
Distributors  had  to  rely  on  air  travel  to 

reach  many  points  throughout  the  terri- 
tory. American  Airlines  lifted  its  fran- 

( Continued  on  next  page) 
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to  circumvent  a   fallen  tree  by  going 

through  a   cemetery.  Konnis  missed  the 
cemetery  exit.  His  car  was  caught  in  a 
ditch  when  he  tried  to  back  up,  so  he 
climbed  in  with  another  motorist  and  rode 

into  the  Vermont  capital. 
When  he  returned  to  the  cemetery  the 

next  morning  with  a   wrecker,  he  found 
that  34  trees  had  fallen  in  the  place.  Not 

one  injured  his  machine. 
William  Horan,  Paramount  salesman, 

was  another  film  man  who  had  a   narrow 

escape.  Horan  was  caught  in  Providence 

by  the  flood.  He  managed  to  reach  the 
Biltmore,  but  was  nearly  exhausted  in 
swimming  across  to  the  Narragansett  where 
he  had  a   room. 

The  Scenic  Theatre  in  Keene,  N.  H., 

Fred  Sharby  house,  was  reported  damaged 

by  falling  trees.  Observers  stated  that  the 
sidewalks  were  lying  up  against  the  front 
of  the  building. 

Duffy  Lewis  told  this  publication  that 
his  Provincetown  Theatre  at  the  tip  of 

Cape  Cod  was  flooded.  Lewis’s  new  auto- mobile which  he  won  a   few  weeks  ago  at 

a   drawing  at  Suffolk  Downs,  was  in  a 

garage  during  the  height  of  the  storm. 
The  back  of  the  building  went  and  the 
windows  in  the  machine  were  broken  and 

the  body  was  severely  scratched. 

Washed  to  Sea 

There  were  unconfirmed  rumors  Satur- 

day that  the  Casino  Theatre  at  Narra- 
gansett Pier  in  Rhode  Island  had  been 

washed  to  sea. 

The  Lyric  in  Riverside,  Mass.,  was  said 

to  be  partially  submerged.  Si  Goff  oper- 
ates the  house.  The  Strand,  Archie  Sil- 

verman theatre  in  Providence,  was  also 
under  water. 

Indications  that  flood  conditions  in 
northern  New  England  were  going  back  to 
normal  was  indicated  by  the  report  from 
Pat  Magee  that  water  in  the  basement  of 
the  Victory  Theatre  in  Lowell  was  down 
to  three  feet  Saturday.  This  represented 

a   five-foot  drop  from  the  day  before. 
The  Bradley  in  Putnam,  Conn.,  was  out 

with  no  power. 

Theatres  in  Manchester,  N.  H.,  having 
70  hours  of  darkness  recorded  for  them 
were  the  Vitaphone,  Empire,  Granite 

Square,  Lyric,  Globe,  Modern,  Palace  and 
State.  Four  of  these  houses  are  links  in 
the  M.  A.  Shea  chain. 

Morris  Pouzzner’s  Central,  Lyric  and 
(Continued  on  next  page) 

CAPIT0LIZE’ DEPENDABILITY 

CAPITOL  THEATRE  SUPPLY  COMPANY 
NEW  ENGLAND  ORGANIZATION  FOR 

NEW  ENGLAND  EXHIBITORS 

28-30  PIEDMONT  STREET  •   BOSTON.  MASS. 
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United  in  Westerly,  R.  I.,  were  reported 

under  water.  Known  dead  in  the  Wester- 

ly region  alone  had  kited  to  104  by  Sat- 
urday. Many  people  were  still  missing. 

Decker  Maintains  Service 

Train  service  between  New  York  and 

Boston  was  resumed  Saturday  when  buses 

were  employed  to  bridge  areas  where 
tracks  were  demolished.  It  took  from  eight 

to  nine  hom-s  to  travel  the  route  which 
is  ordinarily  run  in  five  hours. 

Planes  set  an  all-time  international  rec- 
ord for  air  traffic  between  two  cities, 

when  Thursday  and  Friday,  3,500  passen- 
gers were  transported  between  New  York 

and  Boston  in  100  flights. 
With  transportation  facilities  close  to  a 

standstill,  Decker’s  Film  Exchange  Trans- 
fer trucks  continued  on  24-hour-a-day 

schedules  to  keep  pickups  and  deliveries 
moving  throughout  the  territory.  Every 

haul  went  through,  Decker  told  Boxof- 
fice.  No  trucks  had  been  reported  lost  up 

to  Saturday. 

Open-Air  Pancaked 

A1  Herman,  Universal  divisional  mana- 
ger, was  marooned  on  the  train  27  hours 

on  attempting  to  proceed  here  from  New 
York. 

A   tree  fell  in  front  of  the  Opera  House 
in  Lebanon,  N.  H. 

The  Capitol  in  Springfield  was  report- 
ed flooded  to  the  seventh  row.  A   make- 

shift open-air  theatre  in  Springfield  was 
pancaked. 

Early  information  from  Montpelier,  Vt., 
was  to  the  effect  that  the  roof  of  the 

Playhouse  had  been  severely  damaged. 

This  theatre  is  operated  by  the  Maine 
and  New  Hampshire  Theatres  Co. 

Meyer  Rosen,  film  district  poster  man, 

was  on  his  way  from  Providence  to  Bos- 
ton Wednesday.  He  encountered  Lew 

Frey,  operator  of  the  Roosevelt  in  Val- 
ley Falls,  Rhode  Island,  working  with 

others  trying  to  push  trees  off  the  road. 

“Give  Me  a   Sailor” 

The  ladies  and  men’s  room  in  the  Bijou 
at  Springfield  were  filled  to  the  ceiling 
with  water.  A1  Anders  recently  put  in 

the  quarters  at  a   cost  approximating 
$7,000. 

Raymond  Title’s  Art  in  Springfield  was 
reached  by  flood  waters.  The  Jefferson, 
Louis  Cohen  house,  was  flooded. 

Flood  waters  immersed  the  York  and 

the  Capitol  in  Athol.  Both  theatres  are 
operated  by  Abe  Garbose.  The  York  was 

playing,  appropriately  enough,  “Give  Me 
a   Sailor.” 

The  Town  Hall  in  Orange,  Phil  Markell 

He  Would  Have 

Come  Back 

Boston — And  there's  the  instance  of 
the  cautious  exhibitor  who  decided  not 

to  go  to  Florida  until  the  hurricane 
season  was  over. 

house,  was  flooded.  The  Athol-Orange  dis- 
trict was  one  of  the  hardest  hit  in  Mas- 

sachusetts. A   100-mile-an-hour  wind  and 
rushing  flood  waters  cut  it  off  from  the 
outside  world  for  three  days.  The  only 
communication  was  by  amateur  short  wave. 

Jerry  Tabb  of  the  Theatre  Service  and 

Supply  Co.  was  standing  outside  the  film 
district  equipment  shop  during  the  height 
of  the  hurricane.  Tabb  was  watching  the 
wind  bend  the  sign  atop  the  nearby  Gas 
Building.  Edward  Comi  yelled  at  him  from 
across  the  street.  The  next  instant  the 

Theatre  and  Service  Supply  Co.  sign 
dropped  a   few  inches  behind  Tabb. 

George  Beede,  Westboro  Theatre  own- 
er, suffered  roof  damage  at  both  his  home 

and  at  the  Strand.  Failure  of  power 
handicapped  restoration  efforts.  The 
Strand  will  probably  be  closed  two  weeks. 

Providence  Flood  High 

Martial  law  became  widely  spread 

throughout  New  England  over  the  week- 
end. Damaged  areas  were  closed,  to  sight- 

seers, as  highways  were  opened.  Fire  dan- 
ger increased  among  the  wreckage.  Loot- 
ers were  shot  in  some  instances. 

As  additional  reports  reached  the  weath- 
er bureau,  the  department  reported  that 

wind  velocity  a   100  miles  or  more  from 
the  center  of  the  hurricane  was  greater 
than  at  the  center.  This  high  speed  raked 
increased  danger. 

In  Providence,  water  reached  the  three 
globes  which  take  the  place  of  a   marquee 

outside  of  Fay’s  Theatre,  Edward  Fay 
house.  An  air-conditioner  was  blown  off 
the  roof  of  the  Majestic,  another  Fay 
house.  Carpets  of  the  Carlton,  recently 

taken  over  from  Fay  by  Loew’s,  Inc.,  were 
out  drying  late  last  week.  Water  reached 
the  arcades  of  the  Empire. 

(Because  of  conditions,  it  was  impossible 
for  this  publication  to  check  many  of  the 

above  reports  before  they  were  rushed  to 
Kansas  City  to  meet  publication  deadlines.) 

Portland  Visitors 
Portland  —   Filmrow  visitors:  Harvey 

Bragdon,  who  operates  Odeon  Hall  at 
Bethel,  Me.;  Roland  Stanley  of  Kezar 
Falls,  and  a   Mr.  Bamberger,  formerly  of 
the  Paramount  Theatre,  Springfield,  Mass. 

19th  lor  "Sonata" Boston — It’s  the  regular  story  at  the 
Fine  Arts.  The  George  Kraska  house  has 

again  held  over  “Moonlight  Sonata.”  The 
Ignatz  Paderewski  vehicle  is  now  in  its 
19th  week. 

Guaranteed  Seat  Salvage Why  Buy  New? 
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Hurricane's  Full 
Damage  Unknown 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

chise  for  24  hours,  inviting  all  lines  with 

equipment  at  Newark,  N.  J.,  to  operate 
between  there  and  Boston. 

Arthur  Sharby,  northern  New  England 

circuit  owner,  was  marooned  in  the  dis- 
trict Thursday  and  asking  incoming 

truckmen  for  news  regarding  his  outlying 

theatres. 

Staffs  Make  Deliveries 

Tom  Bailey  and  Edward  X.  Callahan  at 

20th-Fox  detailed  poster  boys  and  salesmen 
to  deliver  film  in  private  automobiles. 
Other  exchanges  followed  suit. 

James  O’Brien,  business  manager  of 
Theatrical  Stage  Employes,  told  Boxof- 
fice  that  local  stagehands  had  not  been 

called  upon  to  alter  their  routines  be- 
cause of  the  storm. 

Philip  Lavine,  general  manager  in  New 
England  for  the  Philip  Smith  circuit,  told 

Boxoffice  that  damages  to  Smith’s  New 
England  houses  were  nil.  The  Strand  and 

Broadway  in  South  Boston  were  kept 
closed  Wednesday  evening,  mainly  as  a 

precautionary  measure.  Both  the  Strand 
in  Ipswich  and  the  Greenwich  in  East 
Greenwich,  R.  I.,  were  darkened  because 

of  power  failure.  The  Greenwich  was  still 
closed  Friday. 

Probably  the  most  severely  damaged 
theatre  in  the  E.  M.  Loew  circuit,  with  the 

exception  of  the  independent  tycoon’s 
open-air  theatres  in  Lynn  and  Providence, 
was  the  Colonial  in  Newport.  Early  in- 

formation received  at  the  Tremont  St. 
offices  of  the  chain  was  that  the  roof  of 

the  Newport  situation  was  torn  off. 

The  Capitol  in  Providence  was  closed 
because  of  lack  of  power,  the  Loew  office 
told  Boxoffice.  The  Ware  in  Beverly  was 
out  for  the  same  reason.  So  were  the 

Liberty  and  State  in  Webster.  E.  M. 

Loew’s  Capitol  in  Pawtucket  was  said  to 
be  the  only  theatre  running  in  the  Rhode 
Island  city  late  last  week. 

Skylights  of  two  local  E.  M.  Loew  houses, 
the  Gayety  and  the  National,  were  broken 

by  the  hurricane. 
Power  Dislocates  Many 

Much  of  the  Western  Massachusetts 

Theatres  circuit  of  Nathan  and  Sam  Gold- 
stein was  temporarily  darkened  by  the 

catastrophe.  On  the  closed  list,  because  of 

lack  of  power,  were  the  Strand  and  Vic- 
tory in  Holyoke,  the  Strand  in  Westfield, 

and  the  Paramount,  Broadway,  and  Ar- 
cade in  Springfield. 

John  Glazier,  Western  Massachusetts 

Theatres,  Inc.,  Boston  executive,  told  this 

publication  Friday  that  he  had  been  un- 
able to  contact  the  Calvin  and  Plaza  in 

Northampton.  The  theatres  were  believed 
closed.  David  Fessenden  Perkins,  stage 

and  theatre  veteran  and  manager  in  the 
isolated  college  town  for  the  Goldstein 
interests,  had  not  been  heard  from. 

The  Herman  Rifkin  office  also  reported 
Friday  that  it  had  been  unable  to  get  in 

communication  with  Rifkin ’s  Academy 
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Theatre  in  Northampton.  Flood  conditions 
were  believed  to  be  severe  there. 

Water  flooded  the  basement  of  the  RKO 

Keith’s  in  Lowell  last  week  but  did  not 
put  the  house  out  of  commission. 

Exclusive  Boxoffice  Survey 

This  publication  launched  an  extensive 

survey  of  Greater  Boston  theatres  follow- 
ing hurricane  damage.  Although  theatres 

in  the  city  suffered  little  damage  compared 

to  that  incurred  elsewhere  in  New  Eng- 
land there  were  few  theatres  that  do  not 

have  to  undergo  repairs  as  a   result  of 
the  blow. 

Glass  in  the  new  Metropolitan  Theatre 

marquee  in  Boston  was  shattered.  A   safety 
line  was  stretched  along  Tremont  St.  at 
one  time. 

The  sheathing  of  the  Allston  Theatre, 
M&P  house,  was  ripped  off  by  the  wind. 

The  Embassy  in  Waltham,  another  M&P 

house,  reported  no  damages.  Signs  were 
boarded  up  for  protection. 

The  Franklin  Park  Theatre,  the  Exeter 

Street  Theatre,  and  the  Washington  Street 
Olympia  informed  Boxoffice  that  they 
were  left  comparatively  undamaged. 
The  University  in  Cambridge,  Stanley 

Sumner  house,  stated  that  the  only  dam- 
age suffered  was  to  patronage.  The  house 

continued  operating.  Hundreds  of  tele- 
phone calls  were  received  from  prospec- 

tive customers. 

Everything  But  Mortgage 

Glass  was  shattered  in  the  skylight  of 

the  Codman  Square  Theatre  in  Dorches- 
ter. The  Criterion  on  1120  Columbus  Ave- 
nue reported  no  damages.  So  did  the 

Davis  Square  in  Somerville. 
The  Dudley  Theatre  in  Roxbury  stated 

that  one  pane  of  glass  was  the  only  cas- 
ualty. Patronage  fell  off  severely,  how- 

ever. The  Egleston  Theatre  at  3091  Wash- 
ington St.  declared  itself  on  the  okay  list. 

Wires  were  broken  on  the  vertical  sign 

of  the  Egyptian  Theatre  in  Brighton.  Sev- 
eral small  signs  were  brought  down  by  the 

wind. 

The  roof  was  reported  blown  off  of  the 

Gorman’s  Theatre  in  Farmingham.  The 
house  is  a   part  of  the  estate  of  George  A. 
Giles,  deceased  local  president  of  the 
MPTOA. 

Another  theatre  man  informed  this  pub- 
lication that  the  hurricane  blew  everything 

off  of  his  theatre  but  the  mortgage. 
The  Gem  in  East  Boston  reported  no 

damage  although,  this  publication  was  in- 
formed, there  were  severe  casualties  all 

around. 

Leonard  Kraska  and  William  Harvey 
gave  the  Fine  Arts  a   quick  going  over  with 
the  result  that  only  a   few  small  signs  were 
dislodged.  The  intimate  theatre,  then 

starting  its  18th  week  of  “Moonlight 
Sonata,”  reported  that  over  one-third  of 
its  seats  were  taken  on  the  hurricane 

night,  an  exceptional  showing. 

Scollay  Square  Emptied 

Local  Shubert  theatres  experienced  only 
minor  damage. 

The  Capitol  in  Arlington  had  no  power 
and  no  show  Wednesday  and  Thursday. 
The  house  went  back  on  the  active  list 

Friday  evening.  Several  signs  were  down 
and  falling  trees  did  some  damage  to  the 
theatre  rear. 

The  Capitol  in  Allston  reported  a   clean 

Pat  J.  Martin ,   Manager 
Of  Norwalk  Rialto ,   Dies 

Norwalk,  Conn. — Patrick  J.  Martin,  69, 

manager  of  the  Warner  Rialto  Theatre 

in  this  city  since  1931,  died  September 
20.  Martin,  who  has  been  associated  with 
the  amusement  field  for  40  years,  came  to 

this  city  from  Danbury  where  he  had  man- 
aged the  Capitol  Theatre  and  the  Taylor 

Opera  House.  A   delegation  of  Connecticut 
theatre  managers  attended  the  funeral. 

Schwartz  Clears  Site 

Thomaston,  Conn. — Robert  Schwartz, 

operator  of  the  Paramount,  has  completed 

demolition  of  buildings  on  his  new  750- 
seat  theatre  site  at  Park  and  Main  Sts., 
and  will  build  in  the  spring.  The  new 
house  will  have  a   Colonial  front. 

Boston  Is  Littered 

By  Smashed  Glass 
Boston  —   Glass  breakage  formed  the 

larger  part  of  the  hurricane  damage  in 
Boston.  Contractors  were  hard  put  to  keep 

abreast  of  the  more  urgent  orders.  One 
exhibitor  arrived  home  to  learn  that  his 

wife  was  peeved  because  a   glass-replace- 
ment concern  had  not  fulfilled  her  request 

to  send  over  a   man  at  once  to  estimate 

the  cost  of  putting  in  a   pane  of  window 

glass. A   lumber  company  got  a   call  from  a 
theatre  owner  to  look  over  two  trees  which 

had  blown  down  on  his  property.  He  want- 
ed to  know  what  price  the  company  would 

quote  him  for  the  timber. 

bill  all  around.  The  Uptown  and  the 
Paramount  joined.  An  iron  shutter  was 
blown  off  of  the  Modern.  The  Lancaster 

went  through  the  blow  without  a   mishap, 

after  “everything  had  been  locked  down.” 
Awnings  were  ripped  off  the  Casino  on 

Hanover  St.  Several  broken  shutters  and 
windows  were  incurred  at  Max  Michaels 

Columbia,  and  somebody  said  that  was 
from  applause. 

The  Beacon  Theatre  was  not  damaged, 
although  spectators  feared  at  times  that 
scaffolding  on  the  new  Court  House  might 
be  hurled  against  it. 

The  entire  Scollay  Square  section  was 

menaced  by  the  400-foot-high  staging  on 
the  new  Court  House  building.  The  scaf- 

folding swayed  15  feet  from  the  side  of 
the  building  at  times.  Scollay  Square  was 
roped  off.  The  Scollay  Square  Theatre, 
the  Howard  Atheneum,  and  the  Rialto 

were  closed  Wednesday  evening  as  a   re- 
sult. 

Sam  Liftman,  formerly  with  Joe  Cifre 
at  the  National  Theatre  Supply  Co.  and 

now  proprietor  of  a   flower  shop  at  the 
Motor  Mart  corner  of  the  film  district, 

had  a   plate  glass  window  broken. 

Building  Inspectors  On  Job 

The  marquee  of  the  Majestic,  Herman 
Rifkin  house  in  Holyoke,  was  reported 
down. 

The  management  of  the  Globe  in  Bos- 
ton reported  that  house  and  the  adjoin- 
ing Stuart  undamaged  in  any  great  de- 

gree. 
William  H.  McLaughlin’s  theatre  in 

Stoneham  was  dark  Wednesday  evening 

and  Thursday  afternoon  because  of  power 
failure. 

Window  and  marquee  damage  was  re- 
ported at  the  Hollis  in  Farmingham,  new 

E.  M.  Loew  theatre.  The  Wharf  Theatre 

in  Provincetown  was  reported  hard  hit. 
Lights  were  cut  off  in  Middleboro 

Wednesday,  preventing  the  operation  of 

Our  Work  Guaranteed 
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the  Key  Theatre,  Magee-Heffner  situation. 
The  Middleboro  Theatre  in  the  same  com- 

munity, operated  by  Charles  Hodgdon,  was 
also  dark. 

Building  inspectors  examined  marquees 

at  a   number  of  Boston  theatres  Thurs- 
day and  pronounced  them  safe. 

Lew  Frey  closed  the  Roosevelt  at  Val- 
ley Falls,  R.  I.,  because  of  power  failure. 

Supply  houses  were  in  the  dark  last 

week  as  to  damages  to  theatres  through- 
out the  territory.  Reports  were  almost 

completely  lacking  because  of  flood  and 
hurricane  isolations.  A   heavy  influx  of 
business  is  expected,  however. 

E.  M.  Loew,  independent  circuit  owner, 
was  on  his  way  back  to  Boston  from 
North  Adams  when  the  hurricane  struck. 

He  was  temporarily  trapped  in  Green- field. 

Sam  Wernick,  Chicopee  Falls  exhibitor, 

left  Boston  for  Springfield  Wednesday  af- 
ternoon. He  was  unable  to  proceed  beyond 

Palmer.  He  returned  to  Boston. 
Numbers  of  film  men  living  no  further 

away  than  suburban  Boston  stayed  at  the 
Statler  and  at  other  hotels  in  town 
Wednesday  night. 

The  Newton  home  of  Mickey  Alperin, 
local  film  distributor,  was  damaged  by  a 
falling  tree. 

The  upright  sign  of  the  Oriental  in  Mat- 
tapan  was  torn  down  by  the  wind. 

(The  preceding-  information  has  been 
checked  wherever  possible  by  this  publica- 

tion. Because  of  existing  conditions,  it  can- 
not be  guaranteed  to  be  authentic  in  every instance.) 

Pathe  Newsreel  Features 

Hollywood — Featuring  the  current  RKO 

Pathe  newsreel  is  Prime  Minister  Cham- 

berlain’s takeoff  by  plane  for  his  parley 
with  Adolf  Hitler  and  the  disastrous  hur- 

ricane which  swept  the  eastern  seaboard. 

Theatre  Seats  Salvaged 
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^HE  first  hurricane  to  hit  these  parts 
has  left  film  people,  as  well  as  other 

inhabitants,  aghast  and  bewildered,  but 

first  stock-taking  shows  that  in  actual 
property  damage  theatres  suffered  a 
negligible  portion  of  the  appalling  loss 
.   .   .   A   special  Providence  seems  to  have 
kept  the  roll  call  intact,  too  .   .   .   Loss  of 
business  was,  of  course,  a   huge  item,  as 

power  and  light  and  means  of  transporta- 
tion were  cut  off  for  from  a   day  to  over 

a   week  in  various  cities  ...  As  soon  as 

shows  were  resumed,  however,  and  peo- 
ple could  get  to  them,  they  proved  their 

value  in  bringing  relief  of  nervous  tension 
and  forgetfulness  of  the  tragedy  to 
thousands. 

The  Meadow  Street  heroes  were  Sam 

Rosen  and  Larry  Decker  of  the  film  de- 

liveries. Sam  “got  through’’  miraculously 
by  means  of  covering  roundabout,  ex- 

tremely dangerous,  back  routes  and  talk- 
ing state  police  into  letting  him  by — for 

several  nights  he  took  no  time  off  for  sleep 

.   .   .   If  the  show  didri’t  go  on,  it  certainly 
ivasn’t  because  the  delivery  service  didn’t 
do  everything  humanly  possible  and  take 
tremendous  risks  .   .   .   Larry  Decker  was  in 

Madison  on  the  eventful  W ednesday  after- 
noon. In  Saybrook,  after  some  two  hours  of 

tough  riding,  he  witnessed  the  lifting  of 
part  of  the  Saybrook  Theatre  roof  ...  In 
the  middle  of  the  Saybrook  bridge  the  top 
of  his  own  truck  blew  off.  When  he  had 
salvaged  enough  of  the  pieces  to  cover  the 
film,  he  tried  the  shore  road,  but  was 
stopped  at  the  Lieutenant  River  .   .   .   Back 
on  the  other  route,  it  took  him  more  than 

three  hours  to  get  through  to  New  Lon- 
don, his  home  town.  Meantime  Meadow 

Street  watched  anxiously  for  Larry’s  re- 
turn, which  was  delayed  to  Friday  noon 

...  He  reported  then  that  the  Orpheum, 
Danielson,  was  the  only  house  open  on  his 
route. 

Lou  Wechsler  of  United  Artists  received 

a   telegram  from  Arthur  W.  Kelly,  vice- 
president  of  the  company,  asking  for  in- 

formation on  a   train  which  had  been  de- 
railed at  Westerly  and  carried  among  its 

passengers  Arthur  W.  Kelly  jr.,  en  route 
to  the  Fessenden  School  in  Boston  .   .   . 

The  Wechslers  started  out  immediately  by 
car  to  fetch  Master  Kelly  back  to  New 

Haven,  but  after  a   treacherous  trip  dis- 
covered a   special  bus  had  taken  him  on 

to  Boston. 

The  State,  South  Manchester ,   was  able 
to  hook  up  for  power  with  the  Cheney 
Mills  ...  In  Thompsonville  a   hookup  was 
made  with  the  fire  department  .   .   .   Some- 

one’s once  snappy  cruiser  was  blown  up 
and  parked  by  the  wind  alongside  the 
Strand,  Mystic  .   .   .   Palace,  New  Britain,  is 
the  o?ily  house  in  the  state  to  make  its  own 

power  .   .   .   Erie  Wright’s  16-foot  speed 
runabout  is  gone  without  a   trace  .   .   .   The 

traveling  M-G-M  marionette  show  on 

Let  Us  Make  An  Estimate 
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“Marie  Antoinette”  received  a   wet  recep- 
tion and  remained  marooned  in  Spring- 

field  for  some  time. 

Philip  Schwartz  of  the  Parkway,  Bridge- 
port, narrowly  escaped  disaster  when  a 

tree  crashed  across  the  space  he  had  that 
moment  driven  his  car  out  of  .   .   .   Sales- 

men of  the  various  exchanges  were 
pressed  into  service  delivering  prints  on 
Friday  afternoon  .   .   .   Estimate  is  that  fully 
80  per  cent  of  the  theatres  in  the  state 
lost  from  one  to  three  days  of  operation. 

Leo  Schapiro  almost  gloatingly  reported 

that  the  Guilford  Theatre  is  now  in  Madi- 
son and  will  no  longer  have  to  follow  New 

Haven  .   .   .   And  the  storm  obligingly  ripped 
down  a   tree  which  would  have  cost  him 

$100  to  remove  .   .   .   Believe  it  or  not, 

Michael  Tomasino  had  “The  Hurricane” 
booked  for  the  Victory  on  the  very  day  the 
real  thing  broke. 

Hy  Fine,  M&P  division  manager,  had  a 
great  adventure  getting  back  to  Boston 
from  these  parts.  He  set  out  from 

Springfield  by  train  but  service  was  inter- 
rupted .   .   .   Back  to  New  Haven,  he  tried 

the  shore  line,  but  this  train  was  also 

sidetracked.  Finally,  he  succeeded  in  get- 
ting to  New  York  from  New  Haven,  and 

flew  to  Boston  .   .   .   Last  minute  change 

of  locale  for  the  B-41  exchange  employes’ 
party  was  necessitated  by  severe  damage 
to  the  Pavilion  Royale  and  all  of  Savin 
Rock. 

Theatre  News,  New  Haven  County 
amusement  weekly,  will  have  an  annual 
Moviegoers  Manual,  a   compilation  of  all 
sorts  of  information  on  pictures  and  other 
forms  of  entertainment,  states  Editor  Jack 
Shaefer. 

Shirley  Boylston,  22-year-old  secretary 
to  Harold  Eskin,  who  forged  and  cashed 
three  checks  for  $75  each,  was  given  a 
suspended  jail  sentence  in  superior  court 
last  week  and  put  on  probation.  J.  E. 
Donat,  brother  of  the  actor,  put  up  a 

$1,000  bond  for  the  girl  and  arrangements 
have  been  made  for  repayment  of  the 
money. 

Visitors  on  the  street:  Herbert  MacIn- 
tyre, RKO  district  manager;  R.  M.  Joyce 

of  Unionville,  Collinsville;  Eli  Porter  and 

H.  H.  Moskowitz  of  New  York  Loew’s. 

Huston  Is  Stranded 
Boston  —   Walter  Huston,  stage  and 

screen  star,  and  the  supporting  cast  in 

“Knickerbocker  Holiday”  were  reported 
stranded  Saturday  somewhere  near  Hart- 

ford. The  play  was  to  have  opened  at  the 
Shubert  here  Monday.  Manager  A.  G. 

Munro  announced  its  indefinite  postpone- 
ment. 

Old  Chairs  Made  New 

WILLIAM  S.  KOSTER 
SEAT  RENOVATION  | 

12  Piedmont  St.  —   LIBerty  3803  —   Boston 

Providence  Acers 

Hit  by  Hurricane 
By  CHARLES  A.  ROSSKAM 

Providence — Those  in  the  trade  here  hit 

most  severely  by  the  hurricane  which  swept 

up  the  Atlantic  seaboard  were  the  down- 
town theatres.  Cooling  systems,  sound 

equipment,  seats,  rugs  and  console  organs 
were  among  items  buried  under  tons  of 
water  and  silt  in  many  of  the  theatres 
this  Boxoffice  reporter  visited. 

More  fortunate  were  the  second-run 

houses  who  were  forced  to  suspend  opera- 
tions for  a   short  time  mainly  due  to  lack 

of  electric  current. 

The  Liberty,  first  to  reopen,  was  operat- 
ing Thursday  night.  On  Friday,  the  Park 

and  Palace  theatres  in  Cranston  and  the 

Uptown  on  Broadway  held  matinee  and 
evening  shows. 

The  RKO  Albee,  less  affected  than  most 
of  the  local  theatres,  was  planning  to 

open  late  in  the  week  pending  word  from 
health  and  police  authorities. 

Problematical  are  reopening  dates  for  the 

Majestic,  Carlton  and  Fays,  all  hal'd  hit 
by  winds  and  water.  The  State  and  Em- 

pire were  ready  to  reopen  with  the  re- 
sumption of  electric  current. 

The  Strand  lobby  at  one  point  in  the 
storm  was  three  feet  deep  in  water.  Seats 
in  the  auditorium  were  covered  by  water 
and  mud. 

At  Newport,  the  Opera  House,  Strand 

and  Shea’s  Paramount  were  operating  Sat- 

urday, although  E.  M.  Loew’s  Colonial  was closed  until  further  notice,  it  having  been 

hit  harder  than  others  by  the  storm. 
Woonsocket  theatres  were  open  Friday, 

including  the  Bijou,  Olympia,  Rialto  and 

Stadium.  In  Pawtucket,  E.  M.  Loew’s  Capi- 
tol opened  after  a   power  shutdown 

Wednesday.  It  got  under  way  at  3   o’clock 
Thursday,  the  Strand  reopening  at  7 

o’clock  that  night  and  the  Leroy  on  Friday. 

fHE  ceiling  at  the  Rivoli  Theatre  has been  treated  to  improve  the  acoustics. 

Loew-Poli  staffs  held  a   midnight  outing 

at  the  Fayerweather  Yacht  Club. 

Matt  Saunders  was  host  to  priests,  min- 

isters and  social  workers  at  a   “Boys  Town” 

preview. 
Harry  Lewis  is  installing  new  carpets 

and  screen  in  his  Empire  at  New  London. 

Loew-Poli  usherettes  donned  evening 

gowns  and  Herald  used  a   group  picture 
.   .   .   The  Strand-Palace  is  trying  an 
occasional  all-Polish  program. 

Manager  Morris  Rosenthal  of  the  Ma- 
jestic presented  Adrian  Link,  lame  news- 

boy, with  a   bicycle  in  the  lobby  of  theatre. 

The  boy's  bicycle  had  been  stolen. 

Pickwick  Theatre,  Greenwich,  and 

Greenwich  Time  have  tied  up  with  a   har- 
monica school  stunt. 
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MPTOA  Convention  in  Oklahoma 

City  Lengthened  to  Four  Days 

Campaign  Is 

Aiding  Trade 

New  Orleans  —   The  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  campaign,  though  really 

only  in  its  infancy,  already  has  begun 
reviving  the  film  industry,  according  to 
R.  V.  Anderson  of  New  York,  member. of 

the  campaign  committee,  while  in  New 

Orleans  this  week.  He  is  making  a   “good- 
will tour”  in  the  interest  of  the  drive.  “It 

was  not  until  the  promotion  of  this  $1,000,- 
000  campaign  began  that  these  three 
branches  of  the  industry  ever  completely 

united  for  the  good  of  all  of  them,”  Ander- 
son said.  He  cited  figures  to  show  that 

the  national  film  audiences  have  dwindled 

by  several  thousand  persons  per  week  in 
the  past  several  years. 

“Pictures  that  will  please  all  types  of 
people  in  the  United  States  are  being  pro- 

duced,” Anderson  said.  “Better  films  have 
resulted  from  the  efforts  of  the  industry 

to  improve  itself.”  Anderson  said  that 
early  September  figures  show  the  best  re- 

action from  the  campaign  has  been  felt 
by  theatres  in  large  cities.  It  will  spread, 
he  predicted,  as  better  films  reach  the 
smaller  towns. 

Salesmen  Get  More 

Time  in  Drive  Tilt 

Dallas — Salesmen  out  of  Dallas  high 
in  their  percentage  to  win  first  prize  in 
the  $750  cash  award  offered  by  three 

spirited  tradesmen,  are  given  through  Oc- 
tober 1   to  turn  in  their  blanks  for  pledges 

by  independent  exhibitors  donating  10 

cents  per  seat  in  the  “Greatest  Year”  cam- 
paign. 

R.  I.  Payne,  custodian  of  pledges,  de- 
clines to  name  the  top  salesman  to  date, 

but  indicates  there  are  several  who  can 

qualify  for  first  and  second.  A   repre- 
sentative of  the  Pox  and  United  Artists 

exchanges  are  believed  to  be  in  the  run- 
ning, however.  An  M-G-M  man  also  is 

in  high  position. 

The  $750  is  made  up  by  R.  E.  Griffith, 

W.  G.  Underwood  and  R.  J.  O’Donnell  and 
has  no  connection  with  other  campaign 
funds  as  this  money  comes  out  of  their 
personal  pockets. 

Competing  salesmen  are  reported  by 
Payne  to  be  making  better  showings  with- 

in the  last  few  days,  as  many  exhibitors 
are  just  now  beginning  to  be  playing 
a   greater  number  of  Movie  Quiz  pictures. 

As  far  as  contest  headquarters  and  ac- 
cessory headquarters  (the  Fox  exchange) 

can  determine,  there  has  been  no  letdown 
in  the  campaign. 

Ritchey  to  St,  Jo 
Sx.  Jo,  Tex. — T.  L.  Ritchey  of  Atlanta, 

Tex ,   has  purchased  the  new  Texas  at 
St.  Jo  from  Charles  Knauf,  a   Gainesville 
business  man  who  built  the  house  last 
November  and  who  operated  it  since.  The 

Ritchey  family  has  moved  to  St.  Jo.  They 
include  Mrs.  Ritchey,  Diana,  age  10,  and 
Lanier,  4. 

Oklahoma  City — A   fourth  day  has  been 

added  to  the  previously  scheduled  three- 
day  time  set  for  the  18th  annual  MPTOA 
convention  to  be  held  here  October  30,  31 

and  November  1.  The  added  date,  No- 
vember 2,  was  made  necessary,  states 

Morris  Loewenstein,  convention  chairman, 

by  the  overwhelming  amount  of  work  to 
do  and  the  vast  schedule  of  entertainment 

events  already  set  for  the  convention. 
The  date  of  the  Movie  Ball  has  also 

been  postponed  from  November  1   to  No- 
vember 2.  Dinty  Moore,  chairman  of  the 

entertainment  committee,  is  arranging  de- 
tails with  MCA  representatives  for  a   name 

band  to  be  used  at  the  ball  which  will  be 

open  to  the  public.  The  appeal  of  the 
band  and  the  personal  appearances  of  a 

number  of  motion  picture  stars  are  ex- 
pected to  draw  from  6,000  to  10,000  peo- 

ple to  the  ball,  which  will  probably  be 
held  in  the  new  state  national  guard 

armory  now  being  constructed. 

Business  sessions  of  the  convention  pro- 
gram are  being  formulated  in  the  New 

Carabeza  Buys  Features 

From  Mexican  Producers 
San  Antonio — Jose  Carabeza,  one  of  the 

oldest  distributors  of  Mexican  pictures  in 
the  state  of  Texas,  has  returned  from 
Mexico  City  on  business  recently  and 

stated  that  he  signed  contracts  with  pro- 
ducers of  prestige  and  soon  will  exhibit 

all  new  features  made  in  the  southern  re- 
public for  distribution  here. 

Carabeza  affirms  that  he  will  handle 

most  of  the  Mexican  film  product  on  a 

large  percentage  to  be  distributed  in  the 
southern  states. 

The  Laredo  firm  will  release  super  pro- 
ductions with  both  English  and  Spanish 

titles. 

Mrs,  B.  Baradel  Acquires 

Second  at  McGehee,  Ark, 
McGehee,  Ark. — Mrs.  B.  Baradel,  owner 

of  the  Ritz  here,  has  bought  the  New, 
on  South  Front  St.,  from  J.  C.  Crowder 

who  opened  the  house  several  months  ago. 
Mrs.  Baradel  will  continue  to  operate  both 
theatres.  Three  changes  of  program  at 
the  New  will  be  made  each  week  at  straight 
admittance  prices  of  10  and  20  cents. 
Beginning  this  week  at  the  Ritz  there  will 
be  four  program  changes  each  week. 

Fire  Panic  Victim 
Houston — An  unknown  woman  was  re- 

ported trampeled  but  only  slightly  injured 
in  a   booth  fire  at  the  Azteca  when  200 

persons  fled  from  fright  over  a   booth  fire. 
Order  was  soon  restored  and  the  loss  was 

said  to  be  negligible  outside  of  the  film. 

York  office  of  MPTOA  with  President  Ed 

Kuykendall  having  pointed  out  that  “regu- 
late or  legislate”  will  be  one  theme.  The 

local  convention  committee  is  also  mak- 

ing extensive  plans  for  inclusion  of  busi- 
ness building  and  seat  selling  discussions 

and  presentations  as  part  of  the  sessions. 
Definite  assurance  of  other  conventions 

to  be  held  here  concurrently  have  also 

been  received.  Beside  the  previously  an- 
nounced Griffith  Amusement  Co.  conven- 

tion and  the  convention  of  the  MPTO 

of  Oklahoma  Tri-States,  the  Kansas-Mis- 
souri  group  and  the  unit  representing 

Georgia,  Alabama  and  Florida  have  prom- 
ised carloads  of  delegates. 

The  convention  committee  has  also  de- 
termined the  opening  day  will  serve  as 

a   “get  together”  party  with  the  first  busi- 
ness session  set  to  begin  the  morning  of 

October  31,  business  sessions  then  cover- 

ing the  next  three  days  with  liberal  en- 
tertainment features  planned  for  spare 

time  hours  on  the  last  three  days  of  the meeting. 

O   \\p  'i*  II ocreen  rugitive 

For  Georgia  Jurors 
Atlanta — Jurors  in  Judge  E.  E.  Pom- 

eroy’s division  of  Fulton  superior  court 
trying  the  $100,000  damage  suit  filed  by 

Judge  Vivian  Stanley,  of  the  state  prison 

and  parole  commission,  against  Warner 

and  a   group  of  exhibitors,  went  to  the 
“movies”  on  Filmrow  last  week. 

The  jurors  journeyed  to  the  RKO  au- 
ditorium to  view  a   screening  of  the  five- 

year-old  picture,  “I  Am  a   Fugitive  From 

a   Chain  Gang.” 
The  judge  sent  them  to  the  screening 

so  the  jurors  could  judge  for  themselves 
whether  Robert  Elliott  Burns,  author  of 
the  scenario  from  which  the  film  was 

made,  libeled  Judge  Stanley,  the  Georgia 

prison  commission  and  the  state  gang  sys- 
tem. 

The  suit  holds  the  book  and  picture  are 
both  scurrilous  and  hold  up  the  prison 

commissioners  and  the  prison  camp  offi- 
cials to  scorn  and  ridicule. 

Besides  Warner,  other  defendants  named 
in  the  suit  are  Vitaphone  Corp.;  Vitagraph, 

Inc.,  Atlanta  Enterprises,  Inc.,  and  the 
Rialto  and  Georgia  theatres. 

Improve  at  Petersburg 
Petersburg,  Tex. — The  old  Petersburg 

Theatre  has  been  improved  to  the  extent 
it  is  now  called  the  New  Petersburg. 
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Texas  Monogram  Has  Birthday 

Dallas  —   Monogram  Pictures,  Inc.,  a 
Texas  corporation  under  full  ownership 
and  control  of  Ed  Blumenthal  and  John 

Franconi,  is  observing  its  first  anniversary 

on  October  2   to  8,  but  is  postponing  the 
celebration  to  the  week  starting  October 

23,  being  the  last  week  of  W.  Ray  John- 

ston’s silver  anniversary,  when  all  Mono- 
gram prints  in  the  Dallas  branch  will  be 

working  solid,  to  produce  the  biggest 
business  in  the  history  of  the  company. 

A   part  of  the  observance  is  the  photo- 

graph here  of  the  company’s  sales  staff 
taken  in  front  of  the  local  branch.  They 
are,  left  to  right:  Ed  Blumenthal,  John 
Franconi,  W.  E.  Finch,  Connie  Dreher  and 

Carl  Mock.  Blumenthal  is  branch  mana- 

Vital  Film  Issues 

Nearing  High  Court 
Dallas — Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  president  of  the 

Allied  Theatre  Owners  of  Texas,  contends 
that  in  October  the  supreme  court  may 
decide  two  of  the  most  important  issues 

that  have  ever  confronted  the  film  in- 
dustry in  the  courts. 

He  referred  to  the  “price  fixing”  case  of 
the  Interstate  circuit  and  major  distribu- 

tors and  to  the  North  Dakota  case  which 

would  divorce  distribution  from  exhibi- 
tion. 

O.  T.  McGinley  Leases 
Palace  Theatre,  Moody 

Moody,  Tex. — O.  T.  McGinley,  one  of 
the  owners  of  the  Ritz  at  McGregor,  has 
leased  the  Palace  in  Moody  from  John 

Payne.  He  immediately  started  Prosper- 
ity Nights  at  a   dime  on  Wednesday  and 

Thursday.  He  plans  to  operate  full  time. 

Students  Book  Elissa  Landi 

Fayetteville,  Ark. — Elissa  Landi,  film 

actress  and  dramatic  star,  is  scheduled  to 

appear  at  the  University  of  Arkansas  Oc- 
tober 28  in  the  first  of  a   series  of  at- 

tractions brought  free  to  students  by  the 
Student  Affairs  Committee,  it  has  been 
announced  here. 

ger  and  president  of  the  corporation;  Fran- 
coni is  branch  sales  manager  and  vice- 

president;  Finch,  the  booker;  Dreher  in 
west  Texas  and  Mock,  east  Texas. 

Blumenthal  and  Franconi  are  gratified 
over  an  increasing  volume  of  business 
through  contracts  both  with  the  major 
circuits  and  independent  exhibitors.  They 
are  further  gratified  over  the  success  of 
Monogram  pictures  so  far  in  the  Movie 
Quiz  contest. 

These  partners  declare  they  are  the  sole 
owners  of  the  Monogram  business  in  Texas 
and  that  no  other  interests  are  connected 

with  it.  This  statement,  it  seems,  sets  at 

rest  any  ideas  of  the  past  that  there 
might  be  other  partners. 

Variety  Golf  Tournament 

Is  Slated  for  October  10 

Dallas — The  1938  Variety  Club  fall  golf 

tournament  is  well  under  way  in  its  pro- 
motion, headed  as  usual  by  Duke  H.  Evans, 

chairman  of  arrangements. 

In  the  past,  many  independent  exhibi- 
tors have  mingled  with  circuit  managers 

in  contest  over  valuable  prizes  and  this 
year  indications  are  that  attendance  will 

be  even  greater  from  that  quarter.  The 

time  is  logical,  being  just  behind  the  Texas- 
Oklahoma  game,  it  was  pointed  out.  Many 
film  exchange  managers  are  going  to  make 

up  prizes  for  the  tournament,  it  was  said. 

Bryan  Amusement  Co, 

Buys  Theatre  Building 
Bryan,  Tex. — Bryan  Amusement  Co.  of 

which  Mrs  Morris  Schulman  is  manager, 
and  which  is  affiliated  with  Jefferson 

Amusement  Co.  at  Beaumont,  has  pur- 
chased the  building  in  which  its  Queen 

Theatre  is  housed.  The  purchase  price  is 

reported  as  $15,000.  Eventually  the  thea- 
tre will  be  entirely  remodeled.  The  Brazos 

Hotel  will  continue  to  operate  above  the 
theatre  for  the  present. 

Installs  New  Ventilator 

Green  Forest,  Ark. — Lester  McCormick, 

manager  of  the  Majestic,  has  installed  a 
new  ventilating  system. 

IHI  CO  IU  §TON 
g^EN  happy  mothers  of  Houston  and  10 interested  youngsters  are  enjoying  a   trip 

to  Hollywood  via  Grand  Canyon  as  re- 
sult of  the  beauty  and  popularity  contest 

for  children  under  five  years  of  age 

sponsored  recently  by  Loew’s  State,  the 
Houston  Post,  the  Santa  Fe  railroad  and 
commercial  firms  in  Houston. 

Eddie  Bremer,  Kirby  manager,  is  busy 

arranging  his  fifteenth  annual  benefit 

show  for  city  firemen  at  the  City  Audi- 
torium early  in  October.  Last  year  Brem- 

er’s show  cleared  more  than  $5,000. 

The  “March  of  Time”  found  Houston’s 
new  fire  prevention  bureau  worth  a   play 
in  its  news  films  and  has  just  completed 

a   chronicle  of  the  bureau’s  inspectors  and 
investigators  at  work.  The  bureau  is  en- 

tirely separate  from  the  city  fire  depart- 
ment, but  the  latter  unit  was  not  neglected 

by  Cameraman  Glynn  in  charge.  Scenes 
of  the  boys  in  action  will  be  included  in 
the  film,  scheduled  for  general  showing 
during  Fire  Prevention  Week  in  October. 

The  Movie  Quiz  contest  is  catching  on 
in  earnest  in  local  theatres,  managers  say. 

“There  can  be  no  doubt  that  the  contest 

is  pulling  many  new  patrons  in  the  thea- 
tres,” said  Ray  Jones,  Majestic  manager. 

“ The  lift  in  attendance  was  especially 
noticeable  the  week  school  opened,  Sep- 

tember 19.  This  is  usually  a   lean  week  in 

amusements,  but  this  fall  mothers  and 

youngsters,  too,  took  care  not  to  miss  the 
Movie  Quiz  features,  regardless  of  books 

and  registrations.” 

Little  Jerry  Lynn  Lever,  seven-year-old 
daughter  of  A1  Lever,  city  manager  of  In- 

terstate Theatres  in  Houston,  is  having  her 
first  taste  of  dancing  school.  Friends  say 

the  little  girl  is  already  a   promising  per- 
former ...  In  addition  to  his  other  duties, 

A1  Lever  found  time  recently  to  super- 
vise the  redecoration  of  the  Majestic  lobby 

and  auditorium. 

Griffith  Moves  Shaha 

To  New  Ardmore  Post 
Cleburne,  Tex. — R.  D.  Shaha,  assistant 

manager  of  the  Yale  and  Palace,  has 

been  transferred  by  the  Griffith  circuit 

to  Ardmore.  Jim  O’Donnell  of  Blackwell, 
Okla.,  succeeds. 

Wilson  Wood  was  transferred  to  Ponca 

City  as  house  manager  and  doorman.  Tom 
Kirkland,  display  artist,  will  be  transferred 
to  Midland  as  assistant  manager  under 
Howard  Hodge,  instead  of  to  Norman, 
Okla.,  as  formerly  announced. 

Williams  Exchange  Will 

Distribute  McCoy  Films 
Oklahoma  City — K.  Lee  Williams  ex- 

change has  signed  for  distribution  of  eight 
Tim  McCoy  westerns  for  Oklahoma  with 

the  first  ready  for  distribution  Novem- 
ber 1.  Nat  Saland  is  producer  of  the  films. 

Adams  Film  Exchange  of  Dallas  has 

bought  the  same  product  for  the  state  of Texas. 
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Begin  Building  on 
Third  for  Chesher 

Littlefield,  Tex. — A   site  for  his  third 
theatre  here  has  been  purchased  by  W.  J. 

Chesher  with  construction  on  the  show- 
house  already  under  way. 

The  Ritz,  another  Chesher  house  here, 

is  presently  being  outfitted  with  a   new 
front. 

The  Palace  is  the  third  local  theatre 

owned  by  Chesher. 

Standard  in  Deal  lor 

Westerns  by  Alexander 
Oklahoma  City — Max  Alexander,  inde- 

pendent producer  of  a   new  series  of  west- 
erns to  star  Gene  Austin,  has  left  after 

completing  a   deal  with  Standard  Theatres’ 
general  manager,  Dinty  Moore,  for  a   world 

premiere  of  the  first,  “Songs  and  Sad- 

dles,” October  6,  7   and  8   at  Standard’s 
Liberty  Theatre  here. 

Austin,  with  his  accompanists,  Candy 

and  Coco,  will  make  a   personal  appear- 
ance at  the  Liberty  showing. 

Earlier  Saturday  Opening 
Eastland,  Tex. — The  Lyric  has  advanced 

its  Saturday  opening  time  from  2:30  to 

12  o’clock. 

|£ARL  HOBLITZELLE,  in  Europe  nearly 
three  months  with  Mrs.  Hoblitzelle,  ar- 

rived on  the  Normandie  Monday  in  New 

York  where  he  was  met  by  R.  J.  O’Don- 
nell, who  made  a   special  trip  north  to 

greet  the  “boss-boss.”  The  three  were  ex- 
pected in  Dallas  by  the  middle  of  the  week. 

A   Dallas  newspaper  on  Tuesday  carried 

a   lengthy  front-page  story  from  New  York 

giving  Hoblitzelle’s  views  on  the  European 
war  scare. 

Roy  Thrash,  the  neon  sign  and  theatre 

front  man  with  Texlite,  around  the  Mexi- 
can border  on  a   business  trip,  saw  a   bull 

fight  across  the  line  at  Matamoras.  He 

said  it’s  no  bull,  however,  about  broiled 
quail  being  good.  R.  N.  Smith  at  Mission 

gave  him  an  order  for  a   big  sign,  he 
added. 

John  Franconi  has  returned  from  Ama- 

rillo where  he  was  Monogram’s  goodwill 
ambassador  at  the  Tri-State  Fair  and 

where  Jack  Randall,  Movita  and  John 

Carroll,  Monogram  stars,  appeared  be- 
fore 100,000.  John  said  Randall  was  made 

a   Texas  Ranger,  Carroll  a   colonel  and 

Movita  a   commodore  in  the  Texas  navy. 

George  Weeks  and  Ginger  Rogers  are  the 

only  other  film  people  who  are  Texas  com- 
modores, according  to  Franconi. 

T.  L.  Richey,  new  owner  of  the  Texas 

at  St.  Joe,  was  on  the  Row  Tuesday, 

buying  miscellaneous  supplies  and  booking 

...  J.  I.  Roberts,  NTS  manager,  was  in 

good  sorts  Tuesday.  He  suffered  little 

trouble  following  extraction  of  several 

teeth.  B.  G.  Herber  also  lost  a   wisdom 
tooth. 

An  extremely  short  cotton  crop  in  Ham- 
ilton county  is  causing  him  some  concern, 

Harold  Stroud,  owner  of  the  Strand  there 

and  the  Palace  at  Hico,  intimated  to  Box- 
office  while  on  the  Row  this  week  .   .   . 

Carl  Mock,  they  say,  is  doing  a   good  job 

with  Monogram  in  east  Texas.  He  came 

into  the  Texas  territory  for  United  Artists 
two  seasons  back. 

George  Smith,  associated  with  his  moth- 
er, Mrs.  C.  P.  Smith,  in  the  Crystal  and 

Shelby  at  Center,  ivas  doing  business  on 
the  Row  Monday  and  Tuesday  .   .   .   And 

Bill  (W.  J.)  Chesher,  of  Littlefield,  was 

in  town  on  account  of  that  third  theatre 

he  is  building  there. 

W.  H.  Horton,  familiar  about  Filmrow 

the  past  few  years,  has  been  employed  by 

Mrs.  Thomas  Donnell  as  projectionist  at 

the  Palace  in  Stephenville  .   .   .   H.  Biers- 
dorf,  Fox  manager,  has  been  taking  the 
other  branch  managers  for  ten  bucks 

apiece,  he  being  a   committee  of  one  to 
raise  funds  for  prizes  from  managers  to 

winners  in  the  coming  Variety  golf  tourna- 
ment early  in  October. 

Alfred  N.  Sack,  president  of  the  Sack 

Amusement  Enterprises,  is  back  from  a   trip 

to  the  east  where  he  spent  two  months. 

BUY  FALL  MONEY-MAKERS 

NOW! 

NEW 
STAR  POPCORN  MACHINES  —   STRONG  PRO- 

JECTION LAMPS  —   RECTIFIERS  —   LENS 

SCREENS  &   LATEST  SOUND  EQUIPMENT. 
NEW  PARTS 

WE  HAVE  ALL  OF  THEM ! 

Good  Allowance  lor  Your  Old  Equipment 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
' Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always’ 

210  SOUTH  HARWOOD DALLAS,  TEXAS 
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gILL  MATTINGLY,  former  salesman  of 
the  local  M-G-M  branch,  has  gone  to 

work  in  Charlotte,  N.  C.,  as  a   salesman 

for  W.  M.  Richardson,  newly  appointed 

manager  of  the  Universal  branch  there 

.   .   .   C.  E.  Kessnich,  southern  district 

manager  for  M-G-M  out  of  Atlanta,  vis- 
ited the  local  branch  this  week. 

W.  E.  “Dad”  Sipe,  formerly  Universal 
branch  manager  for  the  past  23  years  and 
dean  of  local  Filmrow,  has  opened  a   new 

independent  exchange  here,  the  Superior 
Film  &   Supply  Co.,  located  in  the  old 

Pathe  Exchange  Bldg.  “Dad”  Sipe  has  af- 
filiated with  Lee  Goldberg  of  Cincinnati 

and  is  distributor  for  Big  Feature  Rights 
in  Tennessee  and  west  Kentucky . 

Seen  along  Filmrow:  R.  V.  McGinnis, 

New  theatres,  Nashville  and  Hope,  Ark.; 

W.  A.  Rush,  Houston  Theatre,  Houston, 

Miss.;  Miss  Addys  Brown,  Gem  and  Ne- 
vada theatres,  Prescott,  Ark.;  Hy  Sanders 

of  Little  Rock,  manager  of  the  New  and 

Rcxy  theatres  for  Robb  &   Rowley. 

Max  Alexander  and  Bob  Kerr  of  Road- 
shoiv  Productions,  Hollywood,  were  here 

making  arrangements  with  the  manage- 
ment of  the  Orpheum  Theatre  for  the 

premiere  opening  of  their  first  produc- 

tion “Songs  and  Saddles,”  featuring  Gene 
Austin.  Austin  and  the  original  cast  of 

the  picture,  including  “Sandy  &   Coco,” 
will  appear  on  the  stage  in  conjunction 

with  the  picture.  The  unit  is  scheduled 

to  open  Friday,  October  7. 

Sol  Sachs,  southwestern  district  mana- 
ger i   or  RKO,  made  his  usual  visit  to  the 

local  branch  .   .   .   The  first  weekly  lunch- 

eon of  the  recently-organized  Variety  Club 
was  held  in  club  quarters  at  the  Gayoso. 

The  speaker  was  City  Commissioner  Clif- 
ford Davis.  The  luncheon  was  attended 

by  about  60  members.  Plans  for  remodel- 
ing the  old  Colonnade  room  into  perma- 

nent headquarters  were  discussed.  A   ban- 
quet was  set  for  October  17,  to  which 

national  officers  will  be  invited.  M.  A. 

Lightman  is  chief  barker. 

Quits  Capitol  Orchestra 
Pit  to  Teach  Language 

Atlanta — Enrico  Leide,  leader  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre  orchestra  and  well  known 

in  musical  circles  here,  has  joined  the 

faculty  of  Oglethorpe  University. 

Leide  will  teach  Italian  and  Spanish. 

He  is  widely  known  as  a   linguist,  and  for- 

merly taught  music  and  languages  at  So- 
phie Newcomb  College,  New  Orleans. 

Build  in  Statesville 
Statesville,  N.  C. — A   new  theatre  is 

under  construction  here  and  will  be  ready 

for  occupancy  by  late  December. 
The  owners,  L.  C.  Wagner  and  Clarence 

Stimpson,  are  having  the  structure  built 

for  the  Statesville  Theatre  Corp.  of  which 

A.  Fuller  Sams  jr.  is  manager. 

A   T 1L  AMT  A 
VISITORS:  James  Jarrell,  Commerce, 

Ga.;  Bill  Carr,  Swainsboro,  Ga.;  Col- 
onel T.  E.  Orr,  of  All  Amusements,  Inc., 

Albertville,  Ala.,  and  Hammond  Green, 
booker;  Lester  Smith,  Scottsboro,  Ala. 

The  marriage  of  Miss  Lyndall  Attaway, 
biller  at  the  Columbia  office  here  for  four 

years,  and  Harold  Starr eft,  of  East  Point, 
will  take  place  October  9. 

More  than  200  members  of  the  Jolly 

Club  enjoyed  an  outing  at  Spillers,  Austell, 
last  Saturday. 

The  Motion  Picture  Duckpin  Bowling 

League  has  started  its  new  season,  with 
eight  teams  of  five  men,  representing  the 
film  and  allied  industries.  The  league  plays 
each  Wednesday  night,  for  28  weeks.  Cash 

prizes,  cups,  medals  and  trophies  will  be 
awarded.  Teams  are  Metro,  Paramount, 

Columbia,  RKO,  Warner,  Theatrical  Print- 
ing, Transportation,  and  Lucas  &   Jenkins. 

Mrs.  John  Jenkins,  wife  of  the  manager 

of  the  Popkin  Distributing  Co.  here,  is 

back  at  her  desk  after  a   three-week  ill- 
ness. 

Oscar  Morgan,  Paramount  district  man- 

ager, returned  to  his  office  this  week  after 
an  extended  absence. 

Hubert  M.  Lyons,  RKO  district  manager, 

journeyed  to  Augusta  and  Asheville  last 
week  on  business. 

Cresson  E.  Smith,  eastern  division  mana- 

ger, RKO,  spent  several  days  here  last 
week,  conferring  with  officials  and  others 
in  the  local  office. 

Riley  Davis,  O.  C.  Lamb,  Fred  Coleman 

and  Jack  Barrett  recently  went  on  a   hunt- 

ing trip  to  south  Georgia  and  Florida. 

W.  H.  Kimberly  of  Visugraphic  has  re- 
turned from  Swainsboro  and  Dublin,  where 

he  made  a   picture  of  various  industries 

and  agricultural  pursuits.  W.  K.  High- 
tower, manager  of  the  Ritz  Theatre,  and 

Bill  Carr  of  Swainsboro  aided  him  by 
showing  him  the  various  points  of  interest. 

Benton  Brothers  Film  Express  is  seek- 

ing to  start  a   line  in  Florida,  and  have  ap- 
plied to  the  ICC. 

S.  R.  (Sid)  Reams  of  Theatrical  Print- 
ing was  in  St.  Louis  last  week. 

More  than  200  members  of  the  Atlanta 

Boys  Club  attended  a   special  showing  of 

“Boys  Town”  at  Loew’s  Grand  Theatre  last 
week. 

L.  /.  Dean  Acquires  a 

Camp  Wood  Newspaper 
Camp  Wood,  Tex. — L.  J.  Dean,  owner  and 

operator  of  the  Dixie,  has  turned  editor 

in  addition  to  his  exhibition  activity.  He 

recently  purchased  The  Messenger  of 

Light,  a   13-year-old  newspaper,  and  in  the 
first  issue  Dean  carried  considerable  ad- 

vertising. Its  general  make-up  is  very 
neat  and  attractive. 

Special  Electric  Theatre  Heater 
for  BOXOFFICE  -   MANAGER’S  OFFICE 

SMALL  LOBBIES 
Quick  Heat  -   Healthful  Heat 

Portable  -   Safe  -   Economical 

Reflector  Type 

Polished  Chrome  Finish 

Size  IOV2”  wide  —   19V4"  high,  6"  deep 

Complete  with  6'  cord  and  plug 

1250  Watt  Size  $8.95  —   1500  Watt  Size 

$9.95.  F.O.B.  Atlanta,  Ga. 

ORDER  NOW  WHILE  THE  SUPPLY  LASTS 

■EVERYTHING  FOR  THE  THEATRE  EXCEPT  FILM” 

WlbKTN 
150  Walton  St.,  ATLANTA 

Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church,  CHARLOTTE 

Phone  8620 

^   .   DKKSo 
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&V  Jove...  : r«6  SMART  WORD 
POR  SMART 

EXHIBITORS 
f   IS  I 

VlSOCRftPfllC 

FOZXS,  Meet  ROSCOE 
...V.F.C.’s  Ace  Talent  Scout  l 

ROSCOE  is-  worldy  wise  and  we  feel  fortu- 

nate, indeed,  in  securing  his  valuable  con- 

nection... Being  a   regular  fellow  ROSCOE 

has  agreed  to  answer  all  Fan  mail  personally 

including  personally  autographed  Fan  photo 

VISUGRRPHIC  Film  C01 
148  UJflLTOn  ST.n.UJ.  P.0.B.385  OTLOnTR 

Ul.H.  KiiflBEHLV,  Pres... 
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"^HE  attempt  by  five  persons  to  hold  a 
labor  meet  in  the  basement  of  a   build- 

ing on  South  Rampart  street  was  frus- 
trated, when  the  owners  of  the  building, 

Paul  Brunet  and  Hugh  Exnicios,  operators 
of  a   motion  picture  theatre  at  that  ad- 

dress, had  the  five  ejected. 

Walter  P.  Richardson,  nationally  known 
actor,  died  at  Turo  Infirmary  here  Sat- 

urday, September  24.  Mr.  Richardson,  a 
native  of  Toronto,  Canada,  was  55  years 
old.  Surviving  him  are  his  second  wife, 
the  former  Mrs.  Sophia  Roach  Bronson, 
and  his  mother. 

Movie  Night,  which  has  been  in  the 

east  for  some  time,  is  being  introduced 

here  at  the  Chez  Paree,  local  night  spot. 
Every  Wednesday  movies  are  taken  of 

guests  and  shown  on  the  following  Wed- 
nesday .   .   .   Midnight  shows  will  start  at 

the  Orpheum  Theatre  here  Saturday  night 

with  Columbia’s  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You”  as  its  first  offering. 

New  Parkway  in  Miami 

Rushed  to  Completion 
Miami — With  construction  several  weeks 

in  advance  of  schedule,  the  new  Parkway 
Theatre  was  to  open  September  30. 

This  Coral  Way  community  house  is 
owned  and  will  be  operated  by  Aaron 
Courshon,  former  Chicago  theatrical  man 
who  has  several  apartment  houses  and 
hotels  on  the  beach.  He  acquired  it  last 
spring  from  the  Cooney  Brothers. 

Located  in  one  of  the  fastest  develop- 
ing communities  on  the  mainland,  the 

Parkway  will  offer  luxurious  accommoda- 

tions at  popular  neighborhood  prices. 

Flying  Record  Now  Held 

By  R.  E.  "Bob"  Bryant 
Charlotte — R.  E.  “Bob”  Bryant,  ex- 

hibitor in  Rock  Hill,  S.  C.,  has  been  rec- 

ognized as  holder  of  the  world’s  airline 
distance  record  for  light  landplanes  with 
motor  displacements  of  less  than  122  cubic 

inches  by  the  Federal  Aeronautique  In- 
ternationale. 

Bryant’s  record  non-stop  flight  was 
made  July  31  from  Miami,  Fla.,  to  Cam- 

den, N.  J. 

I00F  Officer  Hits 

Gangster  Pictures 
Oklahoma  City — An  impassioned  plea 

by  an  international  officer  of  the  IOOF 

for  a   vigorous  fight  against  certain  types 

of  motion  pictures,  was  given  the  Odd  Fel- 
lows international  convention  here  at  its 

closing  session. 

It  was  a   crusading  speech  in  which 
George  I.  Breiel,  director  of  extension 

and  development,  pleaded  that  the  order 
and  the  Rebekahs  wage  a   campaign  against 

gangster  films. 

“I  am  going  to  throw  a   bombshell,”  he 
said.  “I  am  going  to  protest  publicly 
against  the  production  of  motion  pictures 
that  make  heroes  out  of  gangsters  and 

against  motion  pictures  that  teach  youtn 

the  technique  of  stealing.” 

Calling  names,  Breiel  lauded  “Snow 
White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs”  as  “a  beau- 

tiful and  innocent”  picture  and  condemned 
“Crime  School”  as  a   picture  “that  dis- 

played all  the  technique  of  stealing  and 

disposal  of  stolen  goods.” 

After  seeing  “Crime  School,”  Breiel 
said  he  “came  out  of  the  theatre  with  a 
determination,  that  as  long  as  Breiel  lives 
and  can  utter  a   word,  regardless  of  the 

consequences,  he  is  going  to  protest.” 

“I  appeal  to  the  mothers  of  this  coun- 
try, not  to  boycott  but  to  be  sure  they 

know  what  kind  of  pictures  their  children 

see,”  he  said.  It  wouldn’t  do  to  repeat 
over  this  microphone  some  of  the  things 
he  said  he  heard  in  the  show. 

Bill  Stuckert  Remodels 

Simon  Theatre ,   Brenham 

Brenham,  Tex. — W.  A.  'Bill)  Stuckert 
has  made  a   complete  job  of  renovating 
the  Simon  Theatre  which  served  as  a 

model  for  higher  type  exhibition  in  other 
Texas  towns  at  the  time  it  was  built.  The 

job  featured  the  latest  in  new  sound 

equipment  and  a   new  front  with  neon 
lighting. 

Tire  interior  was  redecorated  and  new 

lighting  fixtures  and  drapes  installed. 

Stuckert’s  Simon  and  Rex  theatres  are 
affiliated  with  the  Robb  &   Rowley-United 
circuit. 

OKLA.  CITY 
^INE  cowgirls  in  for  the  rodeo  at  the 

State  Fair  here  were  guests  of  T.  B. 
Noble  last  week  at  the  State  Theatre  .   .   . 

Turner  Morrisett,  Hominy,  has  replaced 
Fred  Jackson  as  manager  of  the  Yale  and 

Palace,  Griffith  houses  at  Claremore. 

Jackson  has  been  transferred  to  Semi- 
nole Griffith  houses  .   .   .   Tyrone  Power 

came  to  Tulsa  last  weekend  and  went  to 

bed  with  an  emphatic  “No  visitors;  no 
publicity,”  after  completing  all  but  a   few 

retakes  on  his  “Jesse  James,”  which  20th- 
Fox  is  making  in  nearby  Noel,  Mo. 

District  court  has  ordered  the  Liberty 
National  Bank  of  Oklahoma  City  to  pay 

$50  attorneys  fees  to  Robert  R.  Ritten- 
house  and  $50  receivers  fees  to  Roy  L. 
Sullivan  in  the  bankruptcy  proceedings 

brought  there  against  the  Dyer  Theatre 

Supply  Co.  The  United  States  government 
has  also  filed  a   tax  claim  in  the  case. 

The  state  criminal  court  of  appeals  has 
invalidated  the  Shawnee  Sunday  closing 

ordinance  on  a   writ  of  habeas  corpus 
granted  two  Shawnee  grocers  declaring  it 

unconstitutional  because  it  “discriminates 

against  grocery  stores”  and  thus  amounts 
to  “class  legislation.”  The  ordinance  per- 

mits theatres  and  drug  stores  among  other 

businesses  to  operate  on  Sunday  .   .   .   Po- 
lice were  called  in  a   labor  row  growing 

out  of  efforts  of  30  members  of  the  hod- 

carriers  union  to  prevent  four  non-union 
laborers  from  working  on  remodeling  of 
the  interior  of  the  Gem  Theatre. 

The  city  council  is  considering  an  ordi- 
nance which  would  deny  permits  to  all 

dance  halls  selling  beer  or  within  50  feet 

of  a   place  where  beer  is  sold;  these  have 
been  hurting  local  theatre  business  .   .   . 

Motion  picture  stars  have  been  invited  as 

guests  at  the  dedication  of  the  Will  Rog- 
ers Memorial  museum  at  Claremore  No- 

vember 4.  Gov.  E.  W.  Marland  has  con- 
ferred with  Will  Hays  and  extended  an 

invitation  to  Rogers’  fellow  actors  to  at- 
tend the  ceremonies. 

Latest'  district  court  suit  involving  Film- 
row  is  that  of  J.  Eldon  Peak,  Oklahoma 

Theatre  Supply  Co.,  successor  to  J.  Eldon 
Peek,  The  Film  Speaker  Co.  vs.  the  United 
States  Air  Conditioning  Corp.  and  the 

United  States  Air-Conditioning  Sales  Corp. 

of  Oklahoma  and  Texas,  asking  for  com- 
mission on  contract  in  the  sum  of  $1,000 

.   .   .   District  Judge  Ben  Arnold  told  a 

weeping  mother  in  court  here  last  week 

involved  in  a   child  custody  case,  “If  I 

were  you  I’d  go  over  to  Shawnee  (her 

home)  once  a   week  to  see  my  baby.  I’d 
go  early  in  the  morning  and  stay  all  day 

and  take  the  child  to  a   picture  show.” 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  McKenna  are  on 
their  honeymoon  in  Galveston  and  New 

Orleans.  He  is  booker  at  the  K.  Lee  Wil- 
liams exchange  and  she  was  secretary  to 

L.  C.  Griffith  of  the  Griffith  Amusement 
Co.  before  her  marriage  .   .   .   E.  L.  Walker, 
K.  Lee  Williams,  Arkansas  booker,  in  town 

for  a   brief  visit  and  back  to  Little  Rock. 

.   .   .   JOSE  CARABEZA  offers  to  the  exhibitor,  the  Best  Features  Made 

in  MEXICO  —   Exclusive  distributors  for  the  State  of  Texas  for  the 

Super  Product  with  English  titles.  ALLA  EN  EL  RANCHO  GRANDE 

followed  by  UN  DOMINGO  EN  EL  TARDE  —   LA  ROSA  DE  XOCHI- 
MILCO  —   LA  CANCION  DEL  HUERFANCO  —   SU  NEGRA  —   DIOS 

LOS  CRIA  Y   ELLOS  SE  JUNTAN  —   MORENA  Y   MEXICANA  —   MALA 

YERBA  —   LOS  DE  ABAJO  and  12  more.  Write  for  prices  and  condi- 
tions to  Jose  Carabeza,  exclusive  distributor  for  best  known  Mexican 

producers. 
—   1\  O.  BOX  535,  LAREDO,  TEXAS.  ■ 
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§   A   N   T   Oi  HE 
“^•HE  MASS,”  a   feature  length  religious 

production,  has  been  completed  here 

by  National  Films,  Inc.,  San  Antonio’s  own 
motion  picture  company,  with  studios  lo- 

cated at  221  Brackenridge  Ave.  here.  The 

original  stage  play  and  Bible  story  was 

authored  by  W.  H.  Foster  who  also  por- 
trays the  role  of  Christus  in  the  produc- 
tion. Direction  was  by  Stuart  Paton  of 

Hollywood,  with  Harry  Forbes,  A.S.C.,  at 
the  camera,  assisted  by  Rollie  Moore  and 
Jack  Hooper.  Sound  recorder  was  Jack 
Howard  Britton.  The  authentic  sets  on 

the  lot  was  designed  and  built  by  Hermer 

“Smitty”  Schmidt.  Company  officials  an- 
nounced that  the  film  will  be  premiered 

at  the  Texas  Theatre  here  October  10. 

Scenes  around  town:  Barnum  and  Sells- 
Floto  Circus  is  heavily  billed  here  for 

October  6-7  .   .   .   The  Music  Box  Theatre 
on  Soledad  has  moved  up  its  opening  to 

October  1   .   .   .   Jack  Moore,  Tom  Mix’s  half- 
brother,  giving  our  fair  city  the  OO. 

Ralph  Labutis,  driver  for  the  Texas- 
Valley  Film  Service  here,  has  returned 
from  a   vacation  spent  up  in  the  Windy 

Ctiy  .   .   .   Manager  J.  J.  Jimenez  of  Latin- 
American  Film  exchange  back  from  a   busi- 

ness trip  to  Corpus  Christi  and  Laredo  .   .   . 
David  Young,  Brownsville  showman;  Jose 

U.  Calderon  and  Rafael  Calderon,  of  Mex- 
ico City  and  El  Paso  respectively,  pro- 

ducers, exhibitors  and  distributors  of  Az- 
teca  Films,  were  visitors  along  North  Sole- 
dad  St.  recently. 

m   hi  a   mi  hi 
jyjIAMI,  all  buttoned  up  and  expecting 

the  worst,  was  missed  by  the  tragic 

hurricane  which  swept  up  the  North  At- 
lantic seaboard,  taking  a   toll  of  500  lives 

and  doing  property  damage  in  the  un- 
counted millions. 

Gordon  Spradley,  Biltmore  Theatre  man- 
ager in  Buena  Vista,  has  returned  from 

his  vacation  in  North  Carolina's  moun- 
tains .   .   .   During  the  duration  of  the  Movie 

Quiz  contest,  J.  Hal  Luter,  manager  of 

the  Rex  here,  is  suspending  his  own  xveek- 
ly  Rex-couplet. 

Owen  MacFarland,  assistant  manager  of 

the  Edison,  is  the  newest  of  proud  fath- 

ers in  local  theatrical  circles.  It’s  a   boy, 
christened  Owen  jr.  .   .   .A  revival  of 

“Dracula”  did  good  business  at  the  Isis, 
Pensacola. 

A   couple  of  dozen  new-born  tiny  black 
moonfish  are  now  swimming  in  the  green 
patio  garden  pool  of  the  Mayfair  Theatre 

here.  The  occasion  hastened  Manager- 
Mark  Chartrant  to  notify  friends  and  the 
press  by  telephone. 

Hilgers  Joins  Republic 

New  York — Claire  Hilgers,  until  recent- 

ly Universal  branch  manager  in  Okla- 
homa City,  has  joined  Republic  here  as 

special  sales  contact  and  assistant  to 

President  James  R.  Grainger. 

Talented  Dog 

Dallas  —   Henry  Sorenson,  owner  of 
Modem  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  has  a   pet 

dog  which  plays  the  piano  and  sings  with 
some  degree  of  perception  of  a   theatre 
sound  technician. 

The  pet  is  labeled  a   canine  Caruso. 
Neighbors  complained  to  police  over  the 
daily  concerts,  but  nothing  was  done  about 
it.  Mrs.  Sorenson  said,  however,  she  would 

keep  the  piano  closed  during  the  day,  as 

“Mike,”  the  bulldog,  could  not  open 
it  by  himself  even  though  he  did  stand 
on  the  bench  with  his  hind  legs  and  play 

accompaniments  to  howling  tunes  from 
baritone  to  high  tenor. 

Many  Dallas  people  had  much  fun  over 
the  dog  incident,  indirectly  related  to  the 
film  business,  and  others  on  the  Row  were 

asking  Sorenson  for  special  performances. 

Searcy  Projectionist 
Suffers  Severe  Burns 

Searcy,  Ark. — H.  E.  Thomas,  projec- 
tionist at  the  Bradford,  was  taken  to  the 

Wakenight  Hospital  here  in  a   critical  con- 
dition Monday  night  as  the  result  of 

burns  he  received  when  film  ignited. 
Thomas  was  burned  on  the  arms,  hands, 
face  and  chest.  Although  his  condition 
was  considered  critical,  physicians  say  he 

will  recover.  The  projection  room  was  bad- 
ly damaged. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  <5  Supplies 
1912 Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-8665 

BIRMINGHAM,  ALA. 

RALEIGH  SHARROCK,  formerly  mana- ger of  the  Rialto,  Morrilton,  who  has 
been  transferred  by  the  Saenger  interests 

to  Pensacola,  Fla.,  where  he  will  manage 
a   theatre  in  that  city. 

Recently  H.  C.  Putman,  of  near  Mena, 

presented  a   20-year-old  theatre  ticket  at 

the  Lyric  boxoffice,  Mena,  which  was  hon- 
ored by  Manager  L.  E.  Gwaltney.  Put- 
man attended  the  show  that  afternoon. 

He  explained  that  20  years  ago  a   grocery 

firm  at  Mena  gave  away  theatre  tickets 

in  connection  with  some  sort  of  sales  pro- 
motion and  that  the  ticket  he  presented 

was  one  issued  June  12,  1918.  Putman  said 

that  while  going  through  some  old  rec- 
ords he  ran  across  the  ticket  and  just 

wanted  to  see  if  it  was  still  good. 

Extensive  remodeling  recently  was  made 

at  the  Royal,  Bentonville,  by  M.  J.  Kil- 
bourn  and  his  son,  Payne,  and  plans  are 

being  made  to  reopen  the  house  soon. 
New  sound  equipment  will  be  installed. 

Alterations  for  Curtis  Theatre 

Liberty,  N.  C. — Curtis  Theatre  here  is 

undergoing  extensive  improvements. 

11  Theatre  cc 
MODERNIZING 

& 

STREAMLINING 

HEADQUARTERS 

Visit  Us 

in  our  new  office 

1914  Main  Street 

PLANS  FREE 

On  Remodeling  Jobs 

KING 
SCENIC  CO. 

1914  Main  St. 

DALLAS 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  harwood  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas,  Texas 
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RESULTS! 
That's  what  these  advertisers  WANTED 

and  that's  what  they  GOT! 

You ,   too ,   can  get 

RESULTS  from  the  (Stealing  4jou5q 
ON  YOUR  WANTS  * 

SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT,  THEATRES,  SERVICES 
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Mayors'  Association  Officer  Doubts 
Councils  Would  Pass  a   Ticket  Tax 

Good  Omen 
In  Alberta 

Calgary,  Alta. — Evidence  of  the  pros- 
perity that  attends  the  harvesting  of  a 

big  crop  is  reflected  by  the  construction 

work  going  on  in  the  capitol  city  of  Ed- 
monton and  in  this  industrial  city.  Al- 

berta elevators  are  full  of  wheat.  The 

crop  of  grains  has  exceeded  forecasts.  New 

department  stores  are  being  built  in  Ed- 
monton, also  a   packing  plant.  Ground 

was  broken  for  another  oil  refinery  in  Cal- 

gary and  Famous  Players’  two  principal 
houses  here  are  due  for  extensive  altera- 
tions. 

A   building  permit  has  just  been  granted 
the  Capitol  for  reconstruction.  A   large 
neon  sign,  weighing  six  tons,  will  be 
mounted  above  a   new  marquee  which  will 
extend  the  full  width  of  the  theatre.  The 

brick  frontage  is  to  be  covered  with  black 
vitrolite  against  which  stainless  steel  of 
the  marquee  and  advertising  frames  will 
give  a   black  and  silver  color  scheme. 

A   new  boxoffice  will  be  erected  at  the 

front  of  the  entrance,  replacing  the  an- 
tique box  at  present  located  half  way  up 

the  lobby.  Interior  will  be  modernized  for 
quick  service.  Present  rubber  mats  will 
be  discarded  and  the  lobby  will  be  carpeted 
from  the  front  door  right  up  the  grand 
staircase.  Mezzanine  floor  and  entire 
house  will  be  refurnished  and  recarpeted, 

while  the  gents’  smoking  room  and  ladies’ 
lounge  will  be  enlarged  and  refurnished  in 
modernistic  style. 

Entire  system  of  lighting  in  the  interior 
will  be  changed.  This  theatre  will  house 
the  headquarters  of  the  district  manager, 
and  new  offices  are  being  constructed  for 
his  use. 

The  Capitol  was  fitted  out  with  new 
seats  only  six  months  ago,  so  that  the 

above  alterations,  with  some  new  equip- 
ment in  the  projection  room,  will 

thoroughly  modernize  this  western  Cana- 
dian house. 

Less  extensive  will  be  the  alterations 

being  made  at  the  Palace,  sister  house  to 
the  Capitol.  The  house  will  close  at  the 
end  of  this  month  for  ten  days  when  the 
main  flooring  will  be  torn  up  and  cement 

flooring  laid  and  new  seats  will  be  in- 

stalled. Ladies’  and  gents’  rest  rooms  will 
be  redecorated  and  refurnished  while  the 

entire  house  will  be  recarpeted. 

Vic  Armand,  western  construction  su- 
perintendent for  the  circuit,  will  supervise 

the  work  at  both  houses. 

Dewees  to  Build  a   New 

Theatre  at  Revelstoke 

Revelstoke,  B.  C. — This  town  is  prom- 

ised a   modern  theatre  to  replace  the  Prov- 
ince, which  was  recently  gutted  by  fire. 

W.  P.  Dewees,  owner  of  the  Province, 

previously  had  planned  to  remodel  two  of 

his  buildings  here  into  an  up-to-date 

house,  but  had  postponed  the  work  pend- 
ing more  favorable  conditions.  The  loss 

of  the  other  house  has  altered  the  situa- 

tion, and  the  reconstruction  is  to  be  pro- 
ceeded with  as  soon  as  the  plans,  already 

prepared,  are  approved  by  the  fire  marshal. 

Ottawa — Even  should  the  Ontario  gov- 
ernment enact  permissive  legislation  for  a 

municipal  amusement  tax,  the  revenue 
from  which  would  be  used  by  the  cities  for 
unemployment  relief,  no  city  council  would 

adopt  the  measure  on  a   vote  of  the  aider- 
men.  This  was  the  declaration  of  Mayor 
Stanley  Lewis  of  Ottawa,  who  is  secretary 

of  the  Ontario  Mayors  Ass’n  which  re- 
cently recommended  to  the  provincial  gov- 

ernment that  the  cities  be  permitted  to 
collect  the  ticket  tax,  thus  replacing  the 

Ontario  levy  which  was  revoked  in  its  en- 
tirety on  June  1,  1937.  Mayor  Lewis  gave 

this  as  his  belief  in  spite  of  the  fact  that 
the  association  of  which  he  is  an  officer 

had  adopted  the  amusements  tax  resolu- 
tion at  its  annual  convention.  He  im- 
plied that  the  impost  on  admission  tickets 

had  been  so  unpopular  with  the  electorate 

that  members  of  a   city  council  would  hesi- 
tate to  revive  the  levy  in  any  form,  even  to 

relieve  the  tax  pressure  on  real  estate, 
businesses  and  income. 

The  subject  is  not  dead,  however,  be- 

Storm  Disturbing 
To  Montreal  Shows 

Montreal — Lights  were  dimmed  from 
time  to  time  in  almost  all  theatres  in  the 

Montreal  district  during  the  storm  which 

swept  northward  from  New  England  Wed- 
nesday night,  September  21.  Neighborhood 

houses  were  more  severely  affected,  lights 
being  extinguished  in  many  cases.  This, 
however,  caused  little  inconvenience,  as  they 

are  equipped  with  emergency  lines.  Ac- 

cording to  “Bill”  Wright',  manager  of  the 
Monkland,  lights  flickered  from  time  to 
time  as  the  storm  affected  the  power 

lines,  but  only  once  was  it  necessary  to 
switch  on  the  emergency  equipment. 

At  the  Rosemount  Theatre,  in  the  north- 

east part  of  the  city,  power  went  off  dur- 
ing the  evening  and  although  the  emer- 

gency lights  were  switched  on,  obviating 
any  alarm,  it  was  impossible  to  continue 
the  show  and  the  audience  was  asked  about 

9:30  p.  m.  to  file  out.  Each  was  handed  a 

pass  to  return  on  Thursday  or  Friday  eve- ning. 

The  lashing  rain,  which  had  the  effect  of 

keeping  suburbanites  at  home  and  reduc- 
ing somewhat  the  audiences  in  neighbor- 

hood theatres,  had  precisely  the  opposite 
effect  on  the  St.  Catherine  street  houses. 

Before  the  full  fury  of  the  storm  broke 

the  usual  window  shopping  crowds  throng- 
ed the  sidewalks.  When  the  deluge  came 

down  the  sidewalks  were  cleared  in  a   jiffy 
as  people  rushed  for  shelter.  Cafes  and 
theatres  were  filled. 

Filmrow  felt  the  inconvenience,  being 
without  light  or  power  two  days. 

cause  the  opportunity  has  been  present- 
ed to  Premier  M.  F.  Hepburn  of  Ontario  to 

put  through  a   measure  to  restablish  the 
provincial  amusements  tax  but  with  the 
provision  that  the  ticket  revenue  would 
be  distributed  to  the  municipalities  for 
local  purposes  on  a   pro  rata  basis.  Then 
the  cities  could  accept  the  money  with 
thanks. 

This  is  practically  the  procedure  in  the 
Provinces  of  Quebec  where  the  government 
collects  the  tax,  which  averages  10  per 
cent  of  gross  admissions,  after  which  the 

returns  are  given  to  hospitals  and  orphan- 
ages in  the  form  of  civic  grants,  minus 

collection  costs. 

In  the  last  calendar  year  in  which  the 
Ontario  amusements  tax  was  effective,  the 
revenue  from  this  source  was  slightly 

above  $2,000,000.  With  a   revival  of  the 
Ontario  levy,  this  money  would  go  to  the 

cities  and  towns  in  lieu  of  federal  gov- 
ernment relief  subsidies  which  have  been 

cut  off,  thus  leaving  the  burden  on  the 
municipalities. 

Two  Theatre  Fires 
Make  Trade  Wary 

Ottawa — With  a   special  committee  of 

the  Dominion  Fire  Prevention  Ass’n  gath- 
ering data  on  equipment  and  protective 

measures  of  theatres  with  a   view  to  rec- 

ommending a   standard  safety  code  to  sup- 
plement existing  Government  regulations 

affecting  the  operation  of  show  houses, 
the  situation  has  sustained  somewhat  of 

a   setback  from  the  viewpoint  of  exhibitors 

because  of  two  theatre  fires  in  the  Domin- 
ion within  the  past  two  weeks. 

The  Rex  Theatre,  Regina,  operated  by 

H.  A.  Bercovich,  was  burned  with  a   prop- 
erty loss  of  $65,000,  while  the  Province 

Theatre  at  Revelstoke,  owned  by  H.  W. 

Cooper,  was  practically  destroyed.  Both 
houses  were  burned  when  they  were  empty 
and  there  was  no  loss  of  life. 

Because  of  these  recent  black  marks  on 

the  theatres’  record,  the  fear  is  expressed 
that  the  fire  prevention  committee,  semi- 

officially sponsored  here,  may  bring  in 
somewhat  drastic  recommendations. 

Calgary  Capitol  Allows 
Smoking  in  Loges 

Calgary,  Alta.  —   The  Capitol  Theatre, 
largest  downtown  house  here,  has  granted 
smoking  privileges  in  the  loges.  This  is 
the  first  local  theatre  at  which  cigarette 
smoking  has  been  allowed  at  matinee  and 
evening  performances,  although  the  Grand 
has  granted  this  concession  at  the  Sunday 
midnight  shows  for  the  past  nine  months. 
Manager  Eddie  Zorn  states  the  change 

in  policy  is  helping  sell  loges. 
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Revision  of  D.  S.- Canadian  Trade 

Agreement  Will  Benefit  Industry 
Ottawa — The  moving  picture  industry 

is  to  gain  a   benefit  in  reduced  duties  in 

the  impending  revision  of  the  trade  agree- 
ment between  the  United  States  and  Can- 

ada in  the  wiping  out  of  the  special  three 
per  cent  excise  tax  on  the  duty  paid  value 

of  film  imports,  either  negative  or  posi- 
tive, and  of  printed  advertising  accessories, 

according  to  information  from  reliable 
sources  in  the  Canadian  capital. 

It  is  understood  that  the  present  cus- 
toms duties  under  the  general  tariff  will 

continue  to  apply  to  films  and  printed 
matter  from  the  United  States,  to  which 
is  added  the  sales  tax  of  eight  per  cent  on 
the  duty  paid  value  which  will  also  be 
unaffected.  The  duty  on  35  mm  positive 

A   Boost  and  Drop 

In  F-P  Admissions 
Ottawa — A   change  in  policy  has  been 

made  by  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp. 
in  the  operation  of  the  Capitol  and  Regent 
theatres,  Ottawa.  Commencing  with  this 

week’s  attractions,  the  Regent,  seating 
1,212  persons,  is  offering  leading  pictures 

on  a   single-feature  program  basis,  prices 
being  raised  to  50  cents  top  or  an  increase 
of  15  cents.  The  new  policy  went  into 

effect  with  the  showing  of  “Marie  An- 
toinette.” 

The  Capitol  Theatre,  which  seats  2,580, 

went  on  a   popular-price  standard  with 
double  bills  as  a   permanent  policy,  prices 
being  reduced  proportionately  to  35  cents 
top.  The  first  program  here  under  the 

new  plan  comprised  “Three  Loves  Has 
Nancy”  and  “Campus  Confessions,”  with 
shorts. 

Booked  into  the  Regent  for  early  show- 

ing are:  “Sweethearts,”  “That  Certain 
Age,”  “Carefree,”  “Suez,”  “Men  With 
Wings”  and  “Too  Hot  to  Handle.” 

F-P  Corp.  Declares  15 

Cent  Dividend  lor  Oct.  1 

Montreal — Directors  of  Famous  Play- 
ers Canadian  Corp.,  Ltd.,  have  declared  a 

dividend  of  15  cents  per  share,  payable 
October  1,  to  holders  of  record  September 
declared  May  27,  payable  June  15  last, 
30.  This  compares  with  30  cents  a   share 
making  a   total  of  45  cents  a   share  for  the 
present  year  to  date. 

In  1937,  the  company  made  a   single 

payment  of  60  cents  a   share,  on  Decem- 
ber 15,  and  in  1936  also  a   single  payment 

of  60  cents  a   share  on  December  22. 

The  dividend  applies  to  408,524  shares. 

prints  is  three  cents  per  foot  while  that 
for  16  mm  prints  is  20  per  cent  of  the  fair 
market  value.  The  impost  on  negatives  of 
all  widths  from  the  U.  S.  is  32 V2  per 

cent.  The  general  tariff  on  printed  ad- 
vertising matter,  including  heralds,  pos- 

ters, window  cards,  and  novelties,  is  12  y2 

cents  per  pound  or  not  less  than  271/2 
per  cent  of  fair  market  value. 
The  British  preference  is  considerably 

lower  than  the  duty  on  imports  from  the 

states  but  very  little  in  the  way  of  acces- 
sories is  brought  from  the  United  King- 

dom with  the  exception  of  press  books  and 
stills.  The  duty  on  British  negative  film, 

for  instance,  is  only  ten  percent,  com- 
pared with  32 y2  per  cent. 

Vaudeville  on  Program 

At  Loew's  in  Montreal 
Montreal — Loew’s  Theatre,  redecorated, 

with  new  seats  and  new  projection  ma- 

chines, opened  its  1938-39  season  on  Fri- 
day, September  23,  with  a   changed  policy. 

The  theatre  will  present  a   weekly  program 
combining  eight  acts  of  vaudeville  and 

first-run  pictures  with  short  subjects. 
Heading  the  opening  vaudeville  bill  were 

Jeanette  Hackett  and  her  revue,  present- 
ing eight  dancers,  which  came  here  direct 

from  the  Waldorf-Astoria  Hotel  in  New 
York. 

Vernon  Rathbum’s  Revels,  second  on  the 
schedule,  is  a   modern  musical  and  dance 
revue  featuring  Vernon  Rathburn,  Pete 

King,  Dorothy  Lee  and  the  Love  Joy  Sisters. 
Don  Francesco,  formerly  one  of  the 

leading  acts  of  the  Ringling  Brothers, 
Barnum  and  Bailey  circus,  contributed 
his  slack-wire  routine. 

Other  acts  were  Paul  Mall,  known  as 

“California’s  Joy  Boy,”  and  Billy  Farrell 
and  Lucille  Boots.  Paul  Mall,  in  addition 

to  his  singing,  acted  as  master  of  cere- 
monies. The  orchestra  is  under  the  direc- 

tion of  Jerry  Shea. 

Daylight  Saving  lor  '38 
Ends  in  Eastern  Canada 

Ottawa  —   The  final  fling  of  Daylight 

Saving  for  1938  took  place  over  Eastern 
Canada  last  Sunday  when  residents  of 
cities  and  towns  juggled  with  clocks  once 
again  in  order  to  get  time  back  to 

normalcy.  Daylight  Saving  was  an  emer- 
gency invention  during  the  Great  War, 

the  purpose  of  which  was  to  adjust  work- 
ing hours  in  industrial  centers  so  that 

more  advantage  could  be  taken  of  sunlight 
hours,  thus  effecting  an  economy  in  elec- 

tricity. This  war  relic  has  worked  to  the 
disadvantage  of  theatres  ever  since. 

Daylight  Saving  has  never  been  popular 
in  Western  Canada.  It  was  tried  out  in 
one  or  two  spots  in  Saskatchewan  but  was 
quickly  abolished  because  of  the  general 

protest. 

Why  Acting  Is 
Rehearsing 

Montreal  —   Arthur  Sicclair,  noted 

Irish  stage  actor,  explains  why  "film 

acting  is  not  acting — it's  just  rehears- 
ing" with: 

"You  lose  something  by  being  so 

quick  and  clear-cut  on  the  films.  You 

can't  bring  out  character  unless  you 
can  stop  and  hesitate  and  slur  your 

speech,  and  turn  your  head  on  the 

audience  sometimes." 

Appellate  Affirms 
Picket  Restrainer 

Victoria,  B.  C. — The  interim  injunction 

against  picketing  of  the  Hollywood  The- 
atre, Vancouver,  and  publishing  defama- 
tory statements  about  the  management, 

which  was  granted  in  a   lower  court  has 
been  upheld  by  the  British  Columbia  court 
of  appeal  in  a   judgment  handed  down 
September  19. 

The  appeal  was  made  by  officers  of  the 
British  Columbia  projectionists  union  and 
of  the  Vancouver  and  New  Westminster 
trades  and  labor  council. 

Alfred  Bull,  K.  C.,  who  represented 
Hollywood  Theatres,  Ltd.,  in  the  court 
proceedings  contended  picketing  had  been 
started  after  the  union  leaders  had  threat- 

ened to  close  the  theatre.  He  also  claimed 

the  union  was  trying  to  enforce  employ- 
ment of  union  labor  for  which  no  clause 

v/as  shown  in  the  contract.  Handbills  by 
pickets  contained  untrue  information 
derogatory  to  the  theatre,  he  told  the  court. 

J.  A.  Campbell,  who  appeared  for  the 
unions,  complained  that  the  granting  of 
the  injunction  virtually  defeated  the  Labor 
Act  clause  under  which  strikes  and 

picketing  is  permitted. 

Other  points  arising  out  of  the  same 
case  are  at  issue  and  will  probably  come 
before  the  court  at  a   later  date. 

Royal  Alexandra  House 

Opens  Alter  Renovations 
Toronto  —   Following  renovation  work 

which  had  been  in  progress  for  the  pre- 
ceding three  weeks  at  a   cost  of  $5,000,  the 

Royal  Alexandra  Theatre  opened  for  the 
fall  and  winter  seasons.  The  innovations 
included  a   new  draw  curtain.  The  play 

presented  during  the  week  just  ended  was 

the  comedy  hit,  “The  Women.” 
Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke,  George  M.  Cohan, 

Ethel  Barrymore  and  Gertrude  Lawrence 
will  be  among  the  stars  of  the  stage  and 
screen  who  will  appear  at  this  theatre 

during  the  season  just  starting. 

Premiere  for  “King" New  York — Paramount  world  premiered 

“If  I   Were  King”  Sept.  27  at  the  Para- 
mount Theatre  here. 
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SOUND  SCREEN 

THEY  STAY 

WHITE 

Dominion  Sound  Equipments  Limited 
Head  Office:  1620. Notre  Dame  Street  West,  Montreal 

Branches  at,  HALIFAX  TORONTO  WINNIPEG  REGINA  CALGARY  VANCOUVER 

LABORATORY 

TESTED 
The  Electrical  Testing  Labora- 

tories of  New  York  recently 

completed  a   thorough  test  of 

the  New  Hurley  Standard  with 

samples  of  four  other  leading 
sound  screens.  After  196  hours 

in  the  fadeometer  THE  NEW 

HURLEY  STANDARD  stayed 

white! 

GREATER  LIGHT 

REFLECTION: 

The  Hurley  process  of  coating 

gives  the  highest  reflection 

and  most  perfect  diffusion  ever 
obtained  in  any  sound  screen. 

BETTER  SOUND 

TRANSMISSION: 

The  New  Hurley  Screen  is  sci- 
entifically perforated,  reducing 

the  sound  loss  to  only  3   deci- 
bels at  a   frequency  of  8,000. 

LONGER  LIFE: 

100%  fabric  base  and  a   flex- 
ible non-yellowing  coating  in- 

sures longer  life  in  the  New 

Hurley  Screen — unconditional- 

ly guaranteed. 
FLAME  PROOF: 

Treated  to  reduce  fire  hazards 

and  insurance  rates  to  a   min- imum. 

PRICED  RIGHT: 

At  practically  the  cost  of  re- 
finishing your  old  screen. 

WE  ALSO  SUPPLY: 

Northern  Electric  “Mirro- 
phonic"  Sound  Systems. 

Photophone  High  Fidelity 

Sound  Equipment. 
And  all  electrical  theatre 

equipment. 

A   NATIONAL 

THEATRE 

SERVICE 
362 
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Formulate  Parade 

Plans  in  Toronto 

Toronto — Plans  for  a   huge  parade  to 
be  held  here  on  October  22  In  connection 

with  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year 
campaign,  were  formulated  at  a   meeting 

of  the  film  publicity  and  radio  committee 

held  here  the  past  midweek. 

Dewey  D.  Bloom,  chairman,  presided  at 

the  meeting  and  Morris  Stein  of  Famous 

Players  outlined  the  parade’s  purpose.  All 
branches  of  the  industry  in  Toronto  and 

representatives  of  all  Canadian  exchanges 

attended  the  conference. 

Exhibition  Traces 

Industry's  Growth 
Winnipeg — Heralded  with  a   lavish  ar- 

ray of  newspaper  advance  publicity,  the 

Progress  of  Motion  Pictures  exhibition, 

arranged  by  the  local  committee  in  con- 

nection with  the  Motion  Pictures’  Great- 
est Year  campaign,  and  to  commemorate 

the  50th  anniversary  of  the  industry,  will 

take  place  next  week  in  the  annex  of  the 
T.  Eaton  Co.  store. 

This  exhibit,  only  one  of  its  kind  in 

Canada,  has  been  arranged  by  Winnipeg 
theatremen  as  their  contribution  to  the 

nationwide  drive  now  underway  in  the 

industry.  An  administrative  committee 

composed  of  Frank  Kershaw,  Gordon  Sim- 
mons and  Harold  Bishop,  is  in  charge. 

Sub-committees  are  in  charge  of  Bob 
Hurwitz,  Sim  Rost,  H.  Jernberg,  Frank 

Willis,  Don  Gauld  and  Tom  Pacey. 

The  exhibition,  which  runs  all  week, 

will  be  opened  by  Mayor  Queen.  On  dis- 
play will  be  the  whole  range  of  picture 

production  from  the  old-time  flickers  to 
latest  technique  in  talkies.  Distributors 

will  have  displays  exhibiting  their  prod- 
ucts. An  exhibition  of  old  moving  pictures 

and  stills  has  been  arranged  by  Robert 

Hurwitz  of  the  Fox,  while  Hjalmar  Jern- 
berg of  the  Rio  will  present  a   special 

display  of  western  thrillers.  An  art  exhibit 
in  which  artists  will  be  seen  at  work 

making  cutouts  and  air  brush  finishings  is 

in  charge  of  Frank  Willis  of  the  Metro- 
politan. 

A   special  feature  of  the  exhibit  will  be 
a   talent  hunt  and  screen  test.  This  will 

be  conducted  every  day  of  the  exhibition. 

The  results  of  the  test  will  be  incorporated 

in  a   special  film  which  will  be  shown  at 

the  Garrick  Theatre  for  one  week  com- 
mencing October  7.  A   print  will  be  sent  to 

Hollywood  for  viewing  by  film  producers. 

Winnipeg  Tribune 
Has  a   Good  Word 

Winnipeg- — The  Winnipeg  Tribune  tosses 
an  unsolicited  editorial  bouquet  with  the 

following  to  the  industry: 

“More  than  a   year  ahead  lies  the  50th 
anniversary  of  Oct.  6,  1889,  the  great  day 
on  which  Thomas  A.  Edison  first  revealed 

the  miracle  of  pictures  that  moved,  but 

the  industry  is  taking  time  by  the  fore- 
lock in  preparing  to  celebrate  the  event. 

“Already,  a   series  of  institutional  adver- 
tisements has  been  launched  in  the  news- 

papers of  the  United  States  and  Canada, 

sponsored  by  the  leading  exhibitors,  dis- 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

1.  Does  the  unanimous  condemnation  by 

the  Ontario  ITA  of  the  motion  picture 

drive,  obligate  the  exhibitor  members  to 

subscribe  to  the  organization’s  stand? 
2.  What  stand  has  been  taken  on  vaude- 

ville by  the  F-P  Corp.? 
3.  What  has  lent  credence  to  the  report 

that  Oscar  Deutsch  of  the  Odeon  cir- 

cuit in  England  is  considering  estab- 
lishment of  a   chain  in  this  country? 

4.  What  has  kept  the  annual  six-day  bi- 
cycle race  out  of  Ottawa  this  year? 

5.  Which  way  admissions? 
(Answers  on  page  92) 

tributors  and  producers  of  the  two  coun- 

tries. These  advertisements  are  excep- 
tional in  that  they  are  devoted,  not  to  one 

firm  or  product,  but  to  the  industry  as  a 

whole.  They  are  no  mere  “build-up”  in 
the  familiar  sense  of  that  phrase.  They 

invite  criticism — a   rather  startling  thing 

for  an  advertisement  to  do — criticism  of 

the  whole  industry  or  any  part  or  product 
thereof. 

“The  motion  picture  is  perhaps  more 
criticised,  day  after  day  and  week  after 

week,  than  any  other  form  of  human  en- 
terprise— and  thrives  on  it.  In  no  great 

industry  is  the  ratio  of  ‘intangibles’  so 
high.  The  industry  is  in  the  business  of 

‘selling  shadows,’  but  what  the  movie  pa- 
tron buys  is  the  stuff  of  life. 

“   ‘As  Omar  Khayyam  wrote: 

I   often  wonder  what  the  vintners  buy 

One  half  so  precious  as  the  stuff  they 

sell.’ 

“For  this  reason,  advertising  is  more 
vital  to  the  motion  picture  industry  than 

any  other.  Motion  picture  men  know  how 

to  advertise — they  have  to  know.  The  fact 

that  they  recognize  the  value  of  institu- 

tional advertising,  and  that  they  give  un- 

questioned pre-eminence  to  the  daily 
newspaper  as  an  advertising  medium,  is  no 

accident.  It  is  the  result  of  long  experi- 

ence and  full  knowledge  of  the  whole  ad- 

vertising field.” 

It  Must  Be  Good 

New  York — A   medal  award  as  “the 

outstanding  picture  of  the  month”  has 
been  accorded  to  Paramount’s  Technicolor 

production,  “Men  With  Wings,”  by  Parents 
Magazine  prior  to  its  general  release. 

Role  for  Raft 

Hollywood — Having  patched  up  salary 
difficulties  with  Paramount,  George  Raft 

has  drawn  the  leading  role  in  “The  Lady’s 

From  Kentucky.” 

Early .   But  Not 
Too  Early 

Calgary-  Alta. — J.  B.  Barron  of  the 
Grand  here,  when  queried  as  to  his 

purchase  or  acquiring  control  of  a 

theatre  in  Winnipeg,  stated  that  the 

report  was  premature.  "But,"  he  added, 
"it  is  time  for,  and  there  is  room  for, 

a   new  theatre  chain  in  the  west." 

A   War  Crisis  Reel 

Passes  in  Ontario 

Ottawa — The  current  edition  of  “March 

of  Time,”  featuring  the  Czech-German 

crisis  under  the  title  of  “Prelude  to  Con- 

quest,” has  been  approved  by  the  Ontario 
Board  of  Moving  Picture  Censors,  although 

the  reel  is  reported  to  have  been  with- 
drawn in  England  at  the  request  of  the 

authorities  and  also  placed  on  the  banned 
list  in  France. 

Its  first  run  at  the  Capitol  Theatre, 

Ottawa,  this  week  has  been  played  up  by 

Manager  Ray  Tubman  as  a   special  short 

because  of  the  general  excitement  over  the 

European  situation. 

Prescott  Building  Held 

Up  By  Demand  lor  Steel 
Ottawa  —   A   hint  of  what  may  result 

from  war  conditions  is  found  in  the  con- 
struction of  the  New  Theatre  in  Prescott, 

in  the  Ottawa  district.  The  house,  which 

is  to  be  the  first  theatre  in  that  town, 

was  to  have  opened  September  1,  but  the 

erection  has  been  delayed  because  of  the 

non-delivery  of  structural  steel  which  was 
ordered  some  time  ago.  The  steel  plants 

are  said  to  be  busy  filling  munitions  man- 

ufacturers’ orders.  Dividson  &   Smith  are 
the  architects  for  the  structure. 

Prescott  is  the  Canadian  town  opposite 

to  Ogdensburg,  N.  Y„  to  which  many 

Canadians  have  been  going  for  their  film 

entertainment.  Schine’s  Pontiac  and 
Strand  theatres  in  Ogdensburg,  in  the 

meantime,  have  been  flooding  Prescott  with 

window  cards  and  other  forms  of  adver- 
tising to  attract  the  Canucks  to  the  U.  S. 

town.  When  the  New  Theatre  is  com- 

pleted on  the  Canadian  side,  the  interna- 
tional rivalry  should  become  quite  keen. 

Broadcasting  Moves  Near 

Canadian  Little  Theatre 
Montreal— To  assist  the  legitimate  the- 

atre in  Canada  and  move  nearer  “the 
main  potential  sources  of  artistic  ma- 

terial,” the  Canadian  Broadcasting  Corp. 
will  establish  closer  relations  with  the 

Little  Theatre  movement. 

In  elaborating  the  announcement  of  new 

policy,  Gladstone  Murray,  CBC  general 

manager,  said  he  felt  public  service  broad- 
casting should  ally  itself  with  the  Little 

Theatre  movement  on  whose  shoulders  has 

fallen  the  major  task  of  perpetuating  the 

legitimate  theatre  in  Canada. 

He  said  Mrs.  Louis  White  of  the  Ottawa 

Drama  League  now  is  in  Toronto  study- 
ing radio  production  methods  and  he 

hoped  other  Little  Theatre  groups  would 

have  an  opportunity  to  examine  dramatic 

production  over  the  air  first-hand. 

The  CBC  plans  to  aid  production  of 

plays  over  the  air  through  cooperation 
with  the  Little  Theatre  groups  will  be 

given  Canadian  writers  in  this  connection. 
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J^UMORS  of  war  have  had  no  deterrent 
effect  on  the  theatre  attendance  in 

suburban  Montreal,  if  one  may  judge  from 

the  experience  of  “Bill”  Wright,  manager 
of  the  Monkland  Theatre,  serving  a   large 

section  of  Notre  Dame  de  Grace.  Wright 

says  the  upward  impetus  was  particularly 

noticeable  after  Labor  Day,  marking  the 
return  of  suburban  families  from  their 

summer  homes.  He  also  credits  good 
pictures. 

Consolidated  Theatres  (which  are  Mon- 

treal’s largest),  the  Capitol,  Palace,  Prin- 
cess and  Imperial,  are  giving  outdoor  dis- 

play to  the  “Quiz”  questions  in  “Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year”  $250,000  contest. 
The  artistry  of  the  display  is  notable  and 

the  subject  of  compliment. 

Many  wealthy  in  Great  Britain  own  their 

private  cinemas.  Lord  Louis  Mountbatten, 

personal  Naval  A.  D.  C.  to  King  George, 

has  one  at  Brook  House,  Mayfair,  Lon- 

don. Other  owners  include  Lady  Yule, 

widow  of  a   Scottish  super-millionaire;  Al- 
fred Chester  Beatty,  copper  mine  mag- 

nate; A.  G.  Hilleraby,  coal  owner;  Sir 

Hugo  Cunliffe-Owen,  and  the  Maharajah 
of  Rajpipia.  Joseph  Kennedy,  United 

States  ambassador,  brought  his  own  port- 

able projectors  to  London  from  the  United 
States. 

Snow  White,  Mickey  Mouse  and  Popeye 

are  the  favorite  film  characters  of  the 

Princesses  Elizabeth  and  Margaret  Rose. 

Their  royal  parents  like  light  comedies  and 

have  seen  every  Will  Hay  picture.  Nature 

study  films  were  the  preferred  entertain- 

ment of  the  late  George  V. 

Last  outdoor  film  entertainment  of  the 

season  in  Montreal  was  given  at  Oxford 

Park  by  M.  Archambault,  projectionist  in 

charge  of  the  Molsons  outdoor  exhibi- 

tions. A   travelogue  of  the  Fiji  Islands  and 
western  films  were  shown  to  a   large  crowd. 

Owing  to  the  disappearance  of  Mon- 

treal’s Maroons,  hockey  club,  the  manage- 
ment of  the  Forum  has  engaged  for  the 

vacant  doA.es  a   number  of  top-notch 
American  bands.  There  have  been  so  many 
of  these  extraneous  entertainments  lately 
theatres  have  suffered  from  the  competi- 
tion. 

Visitors  to  Filmrow  include:  George 
Gray,  Wonderland,  Magog;  U.  H.  Pelltier, 
Alma,  River  Bend;  Paul  Cardinal,  Roxy, 
Montreal;  Raymond  Gouge,  Rialto,  Que- 

bec; D.  Rosenberg,  Canada,  Montreal;  T. 
Trow,  Imperial,  Three  Rivers,  and  J. 
Costis,  Palace,  Granby. 

I.  Sourkes  of  Grand  National  Pictures 

held  special  screenings  of  the  film  “Dam- 

aged Goods,”  for  a   group  of  civic  and 
provincial  health  officers  and  medical 
men,  and  for  Mayor  Adhemar  Raynault 
and  a   group  of  aldermen  of  the  City  of 
Montreal.  Sourkes  has  received  a   number 
of  letters  from  health  officials,  including 
Dr.  A.  Lapierre,  director-general  of  the 
ministry  of  health  of  the  province  of 
Quebec,  praising  the  film. 

B.  E.  Norrish,  managing  director  of 
Associated  Screen  News,  has  returned  from 
a   trip  to  the  Pacific  coast. 

Paralysis  Victim 
Sees  Show 

Montreal — Inez  Woollam.  23-year-old 

St.  Boniface  stenographer,  who  has  re- 

quired an  iron  lung  respirator  in  her 

fight  against  infantile  paralysis  for  al- 

most two  years,  saw  a   motion  picture 

from  her  hospital  bed  in  Winnipeg. 

James  Durbin,  father  of  Actress  Deanna 

Durbin,  staged  a   special  show  for  Miss 
Woollam. 

'   

Aware  of  Screen's Educative  Powers 

St.  John — “Imagine  how  surprised  peo- 

ple would  have  been  15  years  ago  if  you 

suggested  to  them  that  the  motion  pic- 
ture should  stand  beside  the  church,  the 

home  and  the  school  as  an  educating  in- 

fluence— but  now  the  screen  is  recognized 

as  among  the  greatest  influences  in  mould- 

ing minds  and  morals  in  the  entire  world.” 
This  was  the  comment  of  Mrs.  Charles 

H.  Sutherland  of  Sydney,  N.  S.,  convener 

of  films  for  the  Imperial  Order  Daugh- 
ters of  the  Empire,  Provincial  Chapter  of 

Nova  Scotia,  on  a   visit  to  this  city. 

Mrs.  Sutherland,  it  was  pointed  out  in  a 

newspaper  interview,  has  been  mainly  re- 
sponsible for  the  appointment  of  film 

conveners  in  all  Nova  Scotia  primary 

chapters,  even  recommending  the  naming 
of  local  conveners  in  areas  where  there 

are  no  theatres  so  members  may  study 

film  trends  and  have  knowledge  of  the 

best  in  pictures  when  they  get  the  op- 
portunity to  see  them. 

Not  only  is  the  I.O.D.E.  concerned  with 

films  made  in  England,  she  said,  but  the 

order  also  stands  for  the  support  of  the 

“better”  pictures  and  those  with  British, 
historical  or  educational  subjects  as  their 

themes.  She  sends  lists  of  all  English 

films,  with  notes  about  them,  to  the  many 
local  chapters. 

Telling  of  the  activity  of  the  Sydney 

chapters,  she  said  special  matinees  are 
held  for  school  children  whenever  a 

patriotic  or  other  especially  desirable  film 

is  booked.  Short  subjects,  chosen  by  the 
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committee,  
deal  with  travel,  na- 

ture study  

or  
scientific  

progress. 

Mrs.  Sutherland  commended  the  co- 

operation evidenced  by  theatre  managers 

and  branch  executives  in  providing  the 

special  programs. 

The  I.O.D.E.  also  sponsors  patriotic- 

theme  pictures  as  a   money-making  pro- 

ject. Another  activity  has  been  the  dis- 
tribution of  slides  of  King  George  to  the- 

atres not  possessing  them. 

Efforts  have  been  made,  she  said,  to 

arrange  for  a   “movie  corner”  in  public 
libraries  where  books  concerning  current 

films  and  stills  of  the  pictures  might  be 

on  display,  as  well  as  lists  of  “approved” 
films  for  the  guidance  of  parents.  A   reso- 

lution passed  by  the  National  I.O.D.E.  had 

asked  that  all  pictures  shown  in  Canada 

be  classified  under  the  headings  of  “adult” 
or  “universal.” 

VAM COI 
^HE  OLD  GLOBE,  remodeled,  will  hence- 

forth be  known  as  “The  Paradise,”  and 
the  leaseholder,  R.  John  Dawson,  is  push- 

ing the  construction  with  intent  to  open 
late  in  October.  In  preparation  for  an 

early  opening  the  following  contracts  have 

been  placed,  with  “RUSH”  on  each  of 
them:  Dominion  Sound  Equipment  Co., 

Mirrophonic  sound;  Empire  Agencies,  pro- 
jectors; La  Salle  Recreations,  1,000  seats. 

G.  Baiss,  Capitol  Theatre,  Duncan,  B.  C., 

spent  a   few  busy  days  in  the  city  lining 

up  new  season  bookitigs. 

Jack  Conway,  M-G-M  director,  came 

down  from  the  mountains  and  forest  load- 
ed with  trophies  of  the  chase,  and  is  now 

an  enthusiastic  booster  for  big  game  hunt- 
ing in  B.  C.  He  promises  to  bring  Clark 

Gable  with  him  when  he  comes  back  again 

next  year. 

United  Artists’  “Drums”  is  dated  for  a 
first  run  here  at  the  Plaza  and  its  advent 

is  to  be  featured  by  special  exploitation 

with  specialists  brought  in  to  direct  it. 

Jim  Patterson,  20th-Fox,  just  back  from 

a   trip  on  The  Island,  reports  theatre  at- 

tendance as  “not  so  good,”  as  in  some  of 
the  mining  towns  the  miners  have  been 

working  on  greatly  reduced  time,  and  the 

forest  fires,  this  summer,  cut  down  log- 

ging operations  with  a   consequent  shrink- 
age in  payrolls. 

With  the  absorption  of  Educational 

Films  by  Grand  National,  the  sale  of  the 

former  has  been  placed  in  the  hands  of 

L.  A.  Allen,  district  manager  for  GN  in 
British  Columbia. 

R.  John  Dawson’s  sister,  who  spent  the 
past  eight  months  in  Honolulu,  returned 
last  week. 

' Damaged  Goods'  Lauded 

By  Minister  of  Health 
Winnipeg  —   An  unusual  event,  arising 

out  of  the  scheduled  showing  of  Grand 

National's  “Damaged  Goods,”  occurred 

when  H.  J.  Allan,  western  manager,  re- 
ceived a   congratulatory  letter  from  the 

provincial  minister  of  health,  and  as- 
surance of  the  wholehearted  support  of 

the  department  in  the  promotion  of  the 
film.  This  unprecedented  step  was 

prompted  by  the  vital  nature  of  the  sub- 
ject of  the  film  and  appreciation  on  the 

part  of  the  government  of  the  need  for 
dissemination  of  its  message. 

30  TO  50%  MORE  LIGHT 

‘DUO  LIGHT-MASTER' 
Super  Low  Intensity 

Projection  Lamp 

14-Inch  Reflector 

More  light  at  no  in- 
crease in  operating  cost 

— Clearer  and  sharper 

black  and  white  pic- 
tures— Truer  and  bet- 

ter quality  color  pic- 
ture projection. — m hSU 

i a 
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fjERBERT  SWAN,  who  now  manages  the 
Empire  at  Harvey  Station,  N.  B.,  hav- 
ing purchased  the  new  sound  equipment 

installed  recently  by  Earle  McCutcheon  of 
Fredericton,  invited  the  whole  community 
to  be  his  guests  at  a   gala  opening.  Guest 
speakers  urged  the  cooperation  of  the 

general  public  to  “put  over”  this  and 
other  rural  theatres. 

Of  incidental  interest  to  theatremen  was 
the  wedding  in  St.  Thomas  Aquinas 
Church,  Halifax,  of  Dorilda  Affleck,  only 
daughter  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  W.  A.  Affleck, 
to  Gerald  J.  Gillespie  of  Moncton,  N.  B. 

The  bride’s  father,  successful  insurance 
man,  was  for  years  owner  and  operator  of 
the  Orpheus,  Halifax. 

Mayor  Frank  King  of  Shelburne,  N.  S., 
who  operates  the  Magnet,  was  a   visitor  on 
Filmrow,  St.  John,  with  Mrs.  King  .   .   . 

Still  another  Nova  Scotian  mayor-theatre- 
man  seen  along  Filmrow  was  Frank  S. 
Sobey  of  Stellarton,  N.  S„  operator  of  the 
Jubilee  in  Stellarton  and  the  Roxy  in 
Westville,  N.  S.  .   .   .   And  still  another, 
N.  W.  Mason,  who  directs  town  affairs  in 
New  Glasgow,  N.  S.,  as  well  as  operating 
the  Roseland  and  Academy,  sent  word  to 
friends  in  St.  John  that  he  was  being 
delayed  on  his  motor  trip  .   .   .   Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Fred  Gregor — he’s  proprietor  of  the 
Majestic,  New  Waterford,  N.  S. — were  in 
St.  John  the  other  day. 

St.  John’s  Filmrow  looked  upon  it  as  a 
promising  portent  for  the  success  of  the 

Movie  Quiz  that  a   flood  of  puzzled  in- 
quiries was  made  by  patrons  of  theatre 

managers  as  to  apparent  inconsistencies 

between  the  questions  and  the  films,  be- 
fore official  announcement  was  made 

through  the  press  that  errors  had  crept 
into  the  booklet. 

Through  the  cooperation  of  the  Empire 

Theatre  management,  the  St.  John  Catho- 

lic orphans’  welfare  committee  staged  a 
special  midnight  show  featuring  “Moun- 

tain Music.”  The  good-will  gesture  will 
finance  an  annual  picnic  and  Christmas 
treat  for  the  orphans. 

Touring  the  Maritimes  on  a   speaking 
tour  is  Fred  Goforth,  giving  church  groups 

a   motion  picture  travelogue  in  the  mak- 
ing of  which  he  traveled  10,000  miles  in 

China  last  summer. 

Friends  in  the  Maritimes  of  Alice  Chis- 
holm, St.  John  dancer  who  has  been  seen 

frequently  in  pictures  as  a   member  of  the 
Theodor  Kosloff  ballet,  were  interested  to 
learn  that  she  recently  took  part  in  the 
spectacular  Hollywood  Bowl  classic  dance 
program  directed  by  the  famed  Russian 
ballet-master. 

Wyrley  Birch,  veteran  character  actor 
of  the  stage  and  screen,  commented  while 

visiting  the  Maritimes  with  the  “White- 
oaks”  company  that  the  cool  climate  and 
scenic  picturesqueness  of  the  eastern 
provinces  make  them  an  ideal  vacation- 

land.  So  he’ll  be  back  next  summer  with 
his  family,  he  says,  as  a   plain  ordinary 
motor  tourist. 

Sask.  Trade  Asks 
Itinerant  Control 

Saskatoon,  Sask. — Stricter  supervision 

by  both  the  government  and  the  film  in- 
dustry of  the  province  of  itinerant  ex- 

hibitors in  the  16mm  and  35mm  fields, 
with  a   more  complete  enforcement  of  the 
Cinematograph  Act  regulations,  will  be 
asked  of  the  Saskatchewan  government  by 

the  Saskatchewan  Motion  Picture  Exhibi- 

tors’ Ass’n. 
Such  was  the  decision  of  the  annual 

meeting  held  here  Sunday  in  the  Bessbor- 

ough  Hotel  by  the  exhibitors’  association. 
The  inroads  of  the  itinerant  exhibitors, 

and  the  failure  particularly  of  the  16mm 
exhibitor  to  comply  with  rulings  regarding 

the  operation  of  “educational”  shows  for 
profit,  were  the  source  of  much  discus- 

sion at  the  convention. 
Add  to  Officers 

The  meeting  was  also  marked  by  the  re- 
election  of  the  complete  slate  of  officers 
with  the  addition  of  several  names  for 

the  purpose  of  dividing  the  executive  duties 
into  zones  in  order  to  more  adequately 

represent  the  whole  province.  This  fol- 
lowed the  recommendation  of  a   nominat- 

ing committee. 
The  officers  of  1938-39  are:  P.  W. 

Mahon,  Prince  Albert,  president;  E.  P. 

Fields,  Moose  Jaw,  vice-president;  W. 

Novak,  Regina,  secretary;  H.  Hurwitz,  Sas- 
katoon, assistant  secretary;  I.  Reinhorn, 

Regina,  treasurer;  F.  W.  Miley,  Saskatoon, 
director  for  north  Saskatchewan;  G.  R. 

Miller,  Wynyard,  director  for  northeast 
Saskatchewan;  Frank  Shepherd,  Biggar, 
director  for  western  Saskatchewan;  H.  S. 

Humphrey,  Grenfel,  director  for  southeast 

Saskatchewan;  R.  C.  Sutherland,  Wey- 
burn,  director  for  southern  Saskatchewan; 

A.  L.  Dove,  Bengough,  director  for  south- 
west Saskatchewan. 

When  the  meeting  opened  Jack  Fields, 

Moose  Jaw,  proposed  two  minutes  of  si- 
lence as  a   tribute  to  the  late  Charles 

Durham  and  H.  Martin,  exhibitors  who 

passed  away  during  the  year.  An  expres- 
sion of  sympathy  to  H.  A.  Bercovich,  Re- 

gina, was  passed  on  a   report  of  the  loss 
of  the  Rex  Theatre  in  a   disastrous  fire. 

The  treasurer,  I.  Reinhorn,  reported  a 
slight  balance  in  the  association  treasury. 

H.  A.  Bercovich  and  C.  Bahymowski,  Re- 
gina, were  named  auditors  for  this  year. 

President  Mahon,  in  his  address,  stressed 

the  value  of  the  association  membership 
in  dealing  with  the  different  government 
and  governing  bodies  in  Saskatchewan. 

In  this  he  was  joined  by  Frank  Miley,  Sas- 
katoon, who  also  introduced  the  discussion 

on  the  need  of  more  equitable  express 

rates  for  film.  This  topic  was  further  dis- 

cussed at  the  luncheon  at  which  represent- 
atives of  the  express  companies  were  pres- 

ent. 

Study  Standards  Act 

The  question  was  finally  referred  to 
the  executive.  No  action  was  taken  in 

regard  to  the  desire  of  some  exhibitors  to 

have  the  present  film  contracts  referred 

to  the  attorney-general  of  the  province 
for  an  opinion.  It  was  felt  by  some  that 

Cd  T   T   A   W   A 
jyjANAGER  DONAT  PAQUIN  of  the Laurier  Theatre  has  added  the 

French  news  reel,  Eclair  Gazette,  to  his 
program.  The  Laurier,  which  presents 
features  from  France  at  regular  intervals, 

enjoys  a   large  following  of  French-Cana- dian  fans. 

The  Quebec  law  prohibiting  the  admis- 
sion  of  children  under  16  years  of  age  to 

moving  picture  theatres  does  not  mean  a 
thing  to  the  boys  and  girls  of  Hull.  When 
they  ivant  to  see  a   picture  show  they 
merely  cross  the  river  to  Ottawa  on  the 
Ontario  side  where  they  are  admitted 
without  hindrance. 

Government  officials  and  leading  mem- 
bers of  the  business  community  in  large 

numbers  attended  the  obsequies  of  John 

Corcoran  of  Ottawa,  father-in-law  of  Don 
B.  Stapleton,  manager  of  the  Center  The- 

atre, requiem  high  mass  being  chanted  in 

St.  Patrick’s  Church.  The  projectionists 
and  all  other  employes  of  the  theatre  at- 

tended the  funeral  in  a   body. 

Manager  T.  R.  Tubman  of  the  Ottawa 

Capitol  has  been  booming  a   new  free  park- 

ing arrangement  for  patrons  at  the  newly- 

opened  “Auto  Servicentre,”  a   recent  auto- 
motive trade  development. 

I.  Singerman,  manager  of  the  Imperial 
Theatre,  has  boosted  night  admission 
prices  to  25  and  30  cents,  an  increase  of  a 
nickel. 

The  initial  move  has  been  made  for  the 

re-establishment  of  a   dramatic  stock  com- 
pany in  the  Capitol,  this  being  the  first 

repertoire  unit  since  the  Johnny  Galvin 
Players  in  the  era  before  talking  pictures. 

The  unused  Family  Theatre  has  been  sug- 
gested as  the  base  of  operations  but  much 

renovating  would  have  to  be  done. 

Further  prosperity  is  on  the  horizons 

for  Ottawa  theatres  with  the  announce- 
ment that  7,000  employes  of  the  Dominion 

government  are  to  receive  increases  in  pay. 

Many  of  them  have  already  received  the, 
boost  and  the  pay  envelopes  were  bulging 
because  the  raises  were  retroactive  to 

Sept.  1,  1937 — one  year  back. 

the  contracts  were  too  embracing  from  the 

film  company  angle.  However,  many  were 

inclined  to  believe  it  was  purely  an  in- 
dividual problem. 

Following  the  complaints  of  the  in- 
cursion of  16mm  and  35mm  itinerant  op- 
erators heard  at  the  morning  sessions, 

the  problem  again  came  up  for  discussion 
at  the  luncheon  when  G.  Deaultry,  repre- 

senting the  Saskatoon  Trades  and  Labor 
Council,  warned  the  industry  it  was  to 
blame  for  any  trouble  it  now  found  itself 
in  because  it  had  failed  to  protect  itself 

by  appealing  to  the  government  for  strict 
operation  of  the  Cinematograph  Act.  He 

suggested  exhibitors  should  demand  reg- 
ulations be  enforced.  His  organization  was 

prepared  to  back  the  industry  in  such  de- 
mands. 

A   committee  composed  of  H.  A.  Ber- 
covich, W.  Novak,  E.  P.  Melds  and  R.  C. 

Sutherland  was  appointed  to  study  the 

new  Industrial  Standards  Act  and  its  re- 
lation to  the  industry. 
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Back  With  Trophies 

Montreal — Bronzed  and  fit  and  minus 

15  pounds  after  10  days’  big  game  hunting 
in  the  rugged  territory  north  of  Mount 

Robson  along  the  borders  of  Jasper  Na- 

tional Park,  John  T.  “Jack”  Conway, 
M-G-M  film  director,  has  arrived  at  Van- 

couver en  route  to  his  Beverly  Hills  home. 

“We  got  everything  the  law  allowed,”  was 
his  enthusiastic  comment.  Although  he 

shot  among  other  game  a   brace  of  grizzly 
bear  near  the  headquarters  of  the  Moose 
River,  he  brought  out  with  him  only  a 
moose  and  caribou  as  souvenirs. 

Originally  Conway  had  planned  the  trip 

with  Clark  Gable,  whom  he  just  com- 

pleted directing  in  “Too  Hot  to  Handle.” 
Private  business  forced  Gable  to  cancel 

his  plans  at  the  last  minute  but  his  guns 
went  on  the  trip  nevertheless. 

“Next  year  I   hope  he  will  come  with 
them  himself,”  said  Conway.  “He  would 

enjoy  that  country  to  the  full.” 

WINNIPEG 
TAMES  DURBIN,  father  of  Winnipeg- 

born  Deanna  Durbin,  will  be  a   special 
visitor  at  the  motion  picture  exhibit  which 
will  be  held  next  week  .   .   .   For  his  show- 

ing of  “Four  Daughters,”  Harold  Bishop 
of  the  Capitol  had  two  girls  make  tele- 

phone calls  through  to  the  women  of  the 
house,  telling  them  about  the  picture. 

A   timely  showing  at  the  Capitol  is  the 
March  of  Time  issue  dealing  with  Czecho- 

slovakia. Manager  Bishop  arranged  for  a 
meeting  of  local  Czechs  at  which  the  film 
will  he  brought  to  their  attention.  The 
meeting  was  made  possible  through  M. 
Steinkop,  Czech  consul  in  Winnipeg. 

Films  in  the  Yiddish  tongue  are  on  the 

increase  with  “Cantor’s  Son”  playing 
here  during  the  past  week  and  “Green 
Fields”  scheduled  for  a   showing  the  fol- 

lowing week. 

Plans  for  reconstructing  the  Provencher 

Block,  burned  down  last  spring,  were  ap- 
proved by  St.  Boniface  council  at  a   special 

meeting,  pending  the  favorable  report  by 
the  building  inspector  .   .   .   Construction  of 

an  up-to-date  moving  picture  theatre  will 
be  a   feature,  M.  M.  Halparin,  the  owner  of 
the  block,  stated.  He  estimated  the  cost  of 
the  total  work  at  $100,000. 

Remake  "Guardsman" 
Hollywood — Metro  has  assigned  Robert 

Z.  Leonard  to  produce  and  direct  “The 

Guardsman,”  filmed  in  early  talking 
picture  days  with  Alfred  Lunt  and  Lynne 
Fontanne  heading  the  cast. 

Hans  Kraly  has  completed  the  script. 

Baxter  Will  Repeat  "Cisco  Kid" 
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox  announces 

plans  to  remake  “The  Cisco  Kid,”  filmed 
by  the  old  Fox  corporation  in  1931  with 

Warner  Baxter  starred,  for  the  1938-39 
program.  Baxter  will  repeat  his  role. 

Scenics  of  Quebec 

Praised  by  Critic 

Montreal — “It  is  good  news  that  the 
provincial  authorities  have  decided  that 

Quebec  shall  be  advertised  upon  the  screen 
and  have  let  out  a   contract  to  Columbia 

Pictures  for  a   1,000-foot  one-reel  scenic,  to 
be  shown  in  5,000  American  and  Canadian 

film  theatres,”  comments  the  veteran  dra- 

matic critic,  S.  Morgan-Powell.  “The  idea 
has  been  urged  by  me  for  years  past.  Asso- 

ciated Screen  News  has  made  some  beau- 
tiful scenics  on  their  own  initiative.  But 

hitherto  Quebec  has  not  followed  the  lead 

of  the  sister  province  of  Ontario  or  of  the 

federal  government,  whose  motion  pic- 
ture department  has  contributed  some 

beautiful  films  revealing  the  splendor  of 

Canadian  scenery  in  the  Rockies  and  else- 
where. 

“Now  Quebec  is  to  have  its  own  scenic, 
sponsored  by  its  own  government.  The 

locations  selected  the  Laurentians,  Mur- 

ray Bay,  the  Gaspe — are  admirable.  But 
the  Eastern  Townships  should  also  have 
been  included.  Montreal,  Quebec  and  one 
or  two  other  cities  are  to  be  shown.  The 

pictures  will  be  done  in  Technicolor,  and 
it  is  estimated  that  within  the  next  two 

years  they  will  be  seen  by  more  than  25 
million  people  in  the  United  States  and 
throughout  Canada. 

“So  far,  so  good.  But  why  only  one  pic- 
ture, and  why  only  1,000  feet  in  length? 

That  is,  I   admit,  the  average  length  of 

the  one-reel  scenic  film;  but  the  best 
scenics — they  are  from  South  Africa — are 
shown  in  two  reels.  That  enables  a   con- 

siderably wider  scope,  and  permits  of  a 

brief  but  entirely  adequate  running  com- 
ment as  the  picture  is  unfolded  on  the 

screen.  If  a   job  like  this  is  worth  doing — 
and  nobody  can  deny  that  in  this  case  it 

ought  to  have  been  done  long  ago — then 
by  all  means  let  us  go  in  for  it  upon  a 
scale  worthy  of  our  scenic  resources. 

“Quebec  is  worth  showing  to  the  United 
States,  and  to  the  world  beyond.  I   hope 
that  this  first  scenic  will  find  its  way  not 
only  through  the  States  but  overseas  to 
Britain,  to  South  Africa  and  to  Australia. 

I   have  always  felt  that  a   steady  inter- 
change of  good  scenics  between  the  Dom- 

inions would  be  one  of  the  most  potent  fac- 
tors in  enabling  the  peoples  of  those 

Dominions  to  learn  to  understand  one  an- 
other better,  to  realize  the  great  heritage 

of  each  Dominion,  which  is  also  the  heri- 

tage of  them  all.  Good  luck  to  Quebec’s 
first  government-sponsored  scenic.” 

Discriminating  in 
Dictators 

Montreal — G.  W.  Pabst,  German-Jew- 

ish  director  expelled  from  Germany  by 

the  Nazis,  has  prevailed  upon  Kemal 

Ataturk,  Turkey's  dictator,  to  play  a 
stellar  role  in  a   Parisian  film  glorify- 

ing his  iron  rule. 

Just  T ravelin 

Calgary,  Alta. — John  Hazza,  director  of 

theatres  in  Alberta  for  the  Famous  Play- 
ers Canadian  chain,  left  Calgary  on  six 

months’  leave  of  absence.  He  proceeds 
leisurely  to  Florida  where  he  will  spend 
the  winter,  calling  at  Regina,  Winnipeg 
and  Toronto  en  route. 

Eddie  Zorn,  who  came  recently  from 
New  Jersey  to  manage  the  Capitol,  will 
take  over  the  duties  of  Alberta  theatre 
management. 

Hazza  is  equally  as  noted  a   horseman 

to  western  prairie  folk  as  he  is  a   theatre- 
man.  He  has  long  owned  and  run  the 

Rocky  Mountain  Polo  Ranch  where  he  en- 
tertained many  visitors  to  the  west.  Owner 

of  a   racing  stable,  he  was  an  ardent  sup- 
porter of  western  horse  breeding.  During 

the  summer  racing  season  just  gone  his 

horses  were  entered  at  every  meet,  occa- 
sionally appearing  in  the  money. 

TWO  of  the  big  picture  successes  are 

being  held  over  for  extra  weeks  at  first- 

run  theatres  here.  These  are  “Marie 
Antoinette,”  kept  for  a   third  week  at 
Loew’s  and  “Four  Daughters,”  held  for  a 
second  week  at  the  Uptown. 

Although  Mrs.  Jane  McKaig  of  Wal- 

laceburg,  Ont.,  celebrates  her  99th  birth- 
day in  one  week  from  now,  she  never  has 

been  to  a   motion  picture  show  and  says 
she  has  no  desire  to  see  one. 

It  is  reported  here  that  Ben  Blue,  film 
comedian,  has  offered  Sammy  Luftspring, 
Toronto  welterweight  fighter,  who  is  an 
international  star  in  the  squared  circle,  a 

good-sized  sum  for  his  contract. 

Toronto  office  of  Grand  National  re- 
ports that  Hec.  Duncan,  manager  in  Cal- 
gary, has  made  an  arrangement  with  the 

Grand  Theatre  there  for  most  of  the  prod- 
uct of  the  company. 

Ben  Ulster,  well-known  Toronto  ex- 
hibitor, is  engaged  to  marry  Miss  Mildred 

Sandler  of  this  city. 

W.  A.  Perry,  general  manager  of  Em- 
pire-Universal Films,  announces  that  the 

company  will  distribute  no  less  than  107 

features  in  the  Dominion  during  the  corn- 
ing season,  the  pictures  to  be  distributed 

to  be  the  product  of  Universal,  Republic, 
Educational,  and  GB.  Twelve  features  are 
scheduled  to  come  from  latter  company. 

Congratulations  to  Lionel  Lester,  sales^- 
man  with  20th  Century-Fox,  on  the  birth 
of  a   son. 

Berman  to  Be  Producer 

On  Cantor  Solo  for  RKO 
Hollywood — Eddie  Cantor  has  signed 

a   one-film  deal  with  RKO.  Pandro  S.  Ber- 
man will  personally  produce  the  comedy 

in  which  Cantor  will  appear  for  the  studio, 

vehicle  to  go  before  the  cameras  within 
six  months. 

Cantor  recently  obtained  his  release 

from  a   20th  Century-Fox  contract. 
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Film  of  Great  War 

To  Originals  Club 
By  ROY  CARMICHAEL 

Montreal — Thirty  thousand  feet  of  of- 

ficial Canadian  battle  film,  long  the  pro- 
perty of  the  censor  board  and  the  defunct 

motion  picture  bureau  before  that,  has 
been  presented  by  Premier  Hepburn  of 

Ontario  and  his  government  to  the  Origi- 
nals Club,  for  the  use  not  only  of  members 

of  that  organization  but  of  other  soldier 
associations  as  well. 

This  film,  portraying  some  of  the  most 

“memorable  actions  in  which  the  Cana- 
dian corps  participated  from  1914  to  1919,” 

will  be  more  or  less  held  in  trust  by  the 
Originals  Club.  All  applications  from  out- 

side units  for  showings  must  be  made  to 

them.  These  applications  will  not  be  re- 
ceived until  after  October  1. 

“We  are  very  grateful  to  the  prime 
minister  for  his  splendid  gift,”  said 
Thomas  Hobbs,  Originals  Club  president, 

“and  we  intend  to  make  the  very  best  pos- 
sible use  of  it.  The  films  are  of  great 

historical  value  and  exceedingly  interest- 
ing, and  every  organization  that  wants 

them  shown  will,  as  the  Premier  desires, 

be  given  a   chance  to  see  them.” 

Some  of  the  most  striking  “shots”  deal 
with  the  Ypres  salient  before  arrival  of 
the  steel  helmets.  The  terrible  conditions 

of  trench  existence  in  Plug  street  are 
depicted  with  both  artillery  and  infantry 
wallowing  about  in  it  all.  The  Princess 
Patricias,  on  the  march,  are  also  shown 
in  this  series.  The  Somme  film  shows 
tanks  in  action  and  pictures  of  Courcelette. 
Another  series  deals  with  the  Arras-Cam- 

brai  stage  of  the  “last  hundred  days.”  Cam- 
brai  is  pictured  in  all  its  agony.  Closeups 

of  the  "Hindenburg  Line”  are  included. 
There  is  also  a   short  bit  compiled  from 

film  taken  by  a   German  submarine  oper- 
ating against  British  merchantmen.  The 

film  is  of  the  28  millimeter  variety  requir- 
ing special  projection  apparatus.  Premier 

Hepburn  has  arranged  with  Chairman 

Silverthorne  of  the  censor  board,  who 
has  cooperated  closely  with  the  Originals 
in  the  project,  to  supply  needed  equipment 
at  a   minimum  cost. 

Offer  Col.  John  Cooper 

A   High  Red  Cross  Post 
Ottawa — The  Canadian  Red  Cross  So- 

ciety, in  its  preparation  for  international 
eventualities  in  the  face  of  the  European 
crisis,  has  offered  the  important  post  of 
national  commissioner  to  Col.  John  A. 

Cooper,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Distributors  Ass’n,  with  full  jurisdiction 
over  all  branches  of  the  Red  Cross  service 
throughout  the  Dominion. 

In  the  event  of  war  in  which  Canada 

would  be  directly  involved  as  a   part  of  the 
British  Empire,  Col.  Cooper,  if  he  accepts 
the  invitation,  would  have  direction  of 
Canadian  Red  Cross  activities  in  relation 

to  the  army  service  both  at  home  and  with 

an  expeditionary  force.  In  the  Great  War, 
no  less  than  550,000  soldiers  served  in  the 

Canadian  Overseas  forces  while  many  oth- 
ers were  stationed  within  the  Dominion, 

THEATRE  business  in  general  met  with 
stiff  competition  from  the  Provincial 

Exhibition  in  Victoria  and  the  horse  rac- 
ing but  with  the  interest  aroused  in  the 

“Quiz”  pictures,  the  local  theatres  are 
holding  their  own. 

The  showing  of  “Farewell  to  Arms”  at 
the  Plaza  Theatre  in  Victoria  met  with 

so  much  success  that  Manager  Calladine 
found  it  necessary  to  hold  it  over  for  three 
days. 

“Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band”  drew  bum- 
per crowds  at  the  Capitol  and  was  held 

over  for  three  days.  Assistant  Manager 
Martin  Cave  reports  publicity  was  secured 
by  newspaper  advertising,  a   full  window 
tieup  with  a   local  five  and  ten  store  using 
stills  and  standee,  records  at  all  music 

stores,  strips  on  all  trucks  of  a   local  trans- 
fer company,  a   tieup  with  leading  beauty 

parlor,  full  window  display  with  a   chain 
store  tying  up  a   popular  beauty  line,  and 
a   good  display  of  window  cards  and  one 
sheets  covering  the  city. 

A   series  of  moving  pictures  showing 
local  events  in  the  nature  of  hometown 

newsreel  was  an  attraction  at  the  Pro- 
vincial Exhibition  at  Victoria. 

A   controversy  of  months  between  pro- 
jectionists and  theatre  owners  was  settled 

this  month  when  the  British  Columbia 

government  announced  a   change  in  its 
moving  picture  safety  regulations.  The 
new  regulation  provides  that  in  every 

theatre  equipped  with  two  or  more  kine- 
matographs  there  shall  be  two  licensed 
projectionists.  Theatre  owners  claimed 
that  one  man  and  an  apprentice  were 
sufficient. 

In  an  address  in  Victoria  recently  Sir 

Harry  Lindsay,  K.C.I.E.,  director  of  the 
Imperial  Institute  in  London,  stated  that 

England  wants  more  films  of  Canada.  The 
Empire  film  library  was  doing  excellent 
work,  he  said,  circulating  1,600  films  to 
3,000  schools  and  societies. 

Sport  of  Kings,  a   race  revue  on  the 

stage,  proved  a   popular  drawing  attrac- 
tion at  the  Capitol  last  week.  With  Jack 

Short,  radio  racing  announcer,  as  master 
of  ceremonies,  race  horse  owners,  jockeys, 
trainers,  and  others  connected  with  the 
track  were  on  the  program.  A   local  hotel 

orchestra  was  engaged  to  provide  apppro- 
priate  musical  background.  A   tieup  with 
the  race  track  provided  the  publicity. 

The  campaign  for  “ Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year”  is  being  ballyhooed  all 

and  the  Red  Cross  engaged  in  work  of 

great  magnitude  under  the  commissioner- 
ship  of  Col.  Noel  Marshall. 

Col.  Cooper,  who  holds  wide  influence 

in  the  motion  picture  field  in  the  Domin- 
ion, has  been  an  officer  of  the  Red  Cross 

for  years  as  one  of  his  personal  com- 
munity and  patriotic  interests.  After  many 

years  as  an  officer  in  the  Queen’s  Own 
Rifles,  Toronto,  he  organized  and  became 
the  officer  commanding  the  Canadian 

Buffs  Battalion  in  the  Great  War,  serv- 
ing with  the  unit  on  the  Western  Front 

over  a   period  of  many  months. 

over  the  city.  Thousands  of  one-sheets, 
window  cards,  banners,  newspaper  adver- 

tising, a?id  artistic  lobby  displays  bearing 
the  signatures  of  the  Capitol,  Dominion 
and  Atlas  theatres  have  aroused  consider- 

able interest  in  the  Quiz  contest. 

A   tieup  with  the  Nabob  Co.,  in  which 
the  Famous  Players  Corp.  theatres,  the 
Capitol,  Dominion  and  Atlas,  gave  free 

children’s  admission  with  a   Nabob  coupon 
off  some  of  the  household  provisions  of  the 

company  ended  this  month  after  a   year’s 
successful  running.  Thousands  of  kiddies 
took  the  opportunity  of  seeing  the  shows 
each  week. 

Managers  J.  M.  Robertson,  Capitol,  C. 

Denham,  Dominion,  and  M.  Prieswerck, 
Atlas,  are  back  in  the  city  after  attending 

the  three-day  convention  of  the  Western 
District  Famous  Players  Corp.,  held  in 
Vancouver  to  commemorate  the  20th  an- 

niversary of  the  Canadian  Corp. 

At  the  convention,  Manager  J.  M.  Rob- 
ertson of  the  Capitol  Theatre  in  Victoria 

was  honored,  with  three  others,  J.  R.  Muir, 
F.  Gow  and  Cecil  Nebille  of  Vancouver,  for 

having  been  in  the  service  of  the  Cana- 
dian Famous  Players  Corp.  since  it  was 

formed  20  years  ago.  They  were  made 

members  of  the  20-year  club  and  each  was 
presented  with  a   gold  desk  ornament. 

Manager  J.  M.  Robertson  of  the  Capitol 
is  expecting  a   good  fall  season.  He  has 
many  super  important  pictures  on  his 
bookings. 

Many  Victorians  availed  themselves  of 

the  opportunity  offered  by  Central  Films, 

Ltd.,  of  having  free  screen  tests.  The  film- 
ing was  done  as  an  attraction  to  the  Pro- 

vincial Exhibition  in  Victoria  and  as  a 

means  of  Central  Films  securing  new  tal- 
ent for  coming  films.  Nearly  1,000  per- 
sons witnessed  the  tests  on  the  opening 

day.  A   total  of  3,000  feet  of  films  was 
taken  and  a   good  portion  of  the  story, 
which  is  being  built  up  on  the  screen 

tests,  was  taken. 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Questions  on  page  88) 

1.  ITA  members  are  free  to  decide  for 

themselves  whether  or  not  they  par- 

ticipate in  the  “Greatest  Year”  cam- 

paign. 2.  Reports  the  chain  was  negotiating  for 

bookings  were  denied  but  Toronto  Dis- 
trict Manager  Morris  Stein  admitted 

that  spot  bookings  of  vaudeville  in  spe- 
cial locations  would  be  utilized. 

3.  The  report  is  backed  up  by  a   visit  to 

Toronto  of  H.  W.  Weedon,  chief  archi- 
tect for  the  Odeon  circuit. 

4.  The  bills  of  last  season  still  remain  un- 

paid. 
5.  Up.  At  St.  John  the  17-cent  top  Empire 

has  gone  to  25  cents  on  two  occasions. 
The  Capitol  at  Winnipeg  has  added  five 
cents  to  its  evening  tariff  as  has  the 
Osborne. 
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A   GUIDE  TO  CURRENT  RELEASES 

APRIL  16 APRIL  23 APRIL  30 MAY  7 MAY  14 

MAY  21  | 

g   Western 

Overland  Express  (55) 

(For.  The  Trail  Blazer) 
Buck  Jones 
Marjorie  Reynolds 

K — Apr.  v 

[2q]  Comedy  8006 
There's  Always  a 
Woman  (80) 

J.  Blonilell-M.  Douglas 

EP— Mar.  5;  R— Mar.  26 

[is]  Action  Drama  8021 
Flight  Into  Nowhere  (66) 
J   Holt  rt — Mar.  19 

|25|  Melodrama  8036 
Extortion  (68' 
S.  Colton-M.  Russell 

|30|  Westein  8204 tall  of  the  Rockies  (54) 

0.  Starrett-I.  Meredith R — June  18 

|~6~]  Action  Drama  8037 Main  Event  (55) 

J.  Wells-R.  Paige R — May  14 
g   Western  8205 

Law  of  the  Plains  (56) 

C.  Stewart-Iris  Meredith R— July  30 

HD 
Zamboanga  (60) 
Native  Cast. 

R— April  23 

[22]  Melodrama  214 
International  Crime  (63) 

Rod  LaKocque 
Astrld  Allwyn 

R— Apr.  23 

[7]  Western  221 Whirlwind  Horseman 

(58 » 
Ken  Maynard R — July  16 

g   Western  224  1 Six  Sliootin’  Sheriff  (59) 
Ken  Maynard 

[22]  Action  Drama  831 lest  Pilot  (118) 

C.  Gable-M.  Loy 
EP— Jan.  22;  R— Apr.  23 

g   Comedy 
 833 

Hold  That  Kiss  (74) 

D.  O’Keefe-M.  O’Sullivan 
Mickey  Rooney R — May  14 

g   Comedy  830  1 
Swiss  Miss  (73) 

Laurel  &   Hardy 

EP — Feb.  19;  R — May  14  1 

[u]  Western  3731) 

Land  of  Fighting;  Men 
(53) 

Jack  Randall 

[l6|  Drama  37X3 
Female  Fugitive  (66) 
Evelyn  Venable 

c   Revnolds  R — Apr.  16 

[24]  Western  3729 Two  Gun  Justice  (57) 
Tim  McCoy 
R — June  4 

[~jf|  Western  3740 
Gun  Smoke  Trail  (57) 

Jack  Randall 

1] 

[l5|  Melodrama  3736 
®Her  Jungle  Love  (81) 

Dorothy  Lamour-Ray 
Milland 

EP — Jan.  1;  R — Apr.  9 

[22]  Western  3757 
Heart  of  Arizona  (68) 
William  Boyd 

R — Apr.  16 

g   Com.  with  music  3737 
College  Swing  (87) 

M.  Raye-Burns-Allen 

EP — Jan.  15;  R — Apr.  23 

[6]  Musical  3739 

Dr.  Rhythm  (80) 

B.  Crosby-Bea  Lillie R— April  30 g   Rom.  Melod’ma  3738 

Stolen  Heaven  (88) 

G.  Ravmond-O.  Bradna 

EP — Feb.  6;  R — Apr.  30 

[20]  Com.  with  Music  3740  1 
Cocoanut  Grove  (94 > 

F.  M’Murray  EP — Mar.  12  1 
R — May  14 

|4]  Western  7116 

Outlaws  of  Sonora  (65) 
Three  Mesquiteers 

R— April  30 

| 

[X8|  Adv.  Drama  7011 
Call  of  the  Yukon  (70) 

(For.  Thunder  in 

Alaska)  R — Apr.  23 
R.  Arlen-B.  Roberts 

g   Western  7800 
Under  Western  Stars  (66) 

R.  Rogers  R — Apr.  16 

g   Comedy  Drama  7023 
Romance  on  the  Run 

(68) 
Donald  Woods 
Patricia  Ellis 
R — May  7 

I   g   Comedy  826 

Joy  of  Living  (91) 

I.  Dunne-Fairbanks  jr. 
R — Mar.  26 

[22]  Comedy  825 
Go  Chase  Yourself  (70) 

Joe  Penner-Lucille  Ball 
EP — Mar.  19;  R— Apr.  16 

|~6]  Melodrama  827 Law  of  the  Underworld 

(61) 
C.  Morris-Ann  Shirley 
EP— Mar.  12;  R— Mar.  26 

g   Comedy  740 

Vivacious  Lady  (90) 

G.  Rogers-J.  Stewart 
EP — Jan.  29;  R — May  7 

g   Western  881 

Gun  Law  (60) 

Geo.  O’Brien;  R — May  14 

[2o|  Melodrama  829  1 

Blind  Alibi  (61) 

R.  Dix-W.  Bourne 
EP — Apr.  2;  R — May  14 

[is]  Drama  840 

QIn  Old  Chicago  (110) 

T.  Power-Alice  Faye 
R — Jan.  8 

[22]  Comedy  845 
Battle  of  Broadway  (84) 

V   McLaglen-L.  Hovick 
EP — Mar.  19;  R — Apr.  2 

[29]  Drama  848 Four  Men  and  a   Prayer 

(85) Loretta  Young 
Richard  Greene 

EP — Feb.  26;  R — Apr.  30 

|~6~|  Comedy  Drama  847 
A   Trip  to  Paris  (64) 

Shirley  Deane-J.  Prouty 
EP — 'Apr.  2:  R — Mar.  26 

[6~|  Comedy  Drama  874 Life  Begins  at  40  ( . .   ) 

Will  Rogers  (reissue) 

g   Com.  with  Music  844 
Kentucky  Moonshine (85) 

Rltz  Bros.-Maj.  Weaver 
EP — Mar.  5;  R — May  7 

|2p|  Comedy  849  1 

Rascals  (77)  j 

J.  Withers-R.  Hudson 
R — Apr.  9 

g   Romantic  Adven. 
©Adventures  of  Marco 
Polo  (104) 

G.  Cooper-Slg.  Gurle 
R— Feb.  19;  EP— Aug.  14 

[29]  Romantic  Adven. Return  of  the  Scarlet 
Pimpernel  (80) 

S.  Stewart-B.  Barnes 
R— Apr.  16 

[15]  Drama  2022 

Nurse  From  Brooklyn 
(67) 

Sally  Ellers-Paul  Kelly 

EP — Mar.  19;  R — Apr.  16 

[22I  Mystery  Drama  *087 
Lady  in  the  Morgue  (70) 
Preston  Foster 
Patricia  Ellis 

EP— Mar.  26;  R — May  14 

[~l~]  Mys.  Melodrama  3076 (Reissue) 
Dracula  ( .   . ) 

Bela  Lugosi pjf|  Drama 

Sinners  in  Paradise  (65) 

(For.  Half  Way  to 
Shanghai) 

J.  Boles-M.  Evans 
EP — Apr.  2;  R — May  7 

g   Action  Drama  2038 
Air  Devils  (60)  R-May  14 
D.  Purcell-Mamo  Clark 

g   Melodrama  3072 

Frankenstein  (71) 

Boris  Karloff-Mae  Clark 

|2o]  Action  Drama 

Devil’s  Party  (67) R — May  28 

V.  McLaglen-B.  Roberts  1 

g   Drama  Reis-3071  1 All  Quiet  on  the  West-  1 era  Front  (87) 

Lew  Ayres 

g   Comedy  FN252 
Fools  for  Scandal  (79) 

1   Carole  Lombard 

Fernand  Gravet 

EP — Jan.  22;  R — ICar.  19 

[23]  Com.  Drama  FN261 
Women  Are  Like  That 

(65) 

P.  O’Rrien-K.  Francis 
R — Apr.  16 

[30]  Com.  Drama  FN267 Beloved  Brat  (62) 

B.  Granville-D.  Costello 
R— Feb.  19 

p7~]  Action  Drama  FN275 Torehy  Blane  In  Panama (59) 

Paul  Kelly-Lola  Lane K — Apr.  23 

g   Hist.  Drama  FN251 (J  ©Adventures  of  Robin 
Hood  (102) 

Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland 

R— May  7 

[2i|  Melodrama  FN277  1 
Mystery  House  (56) 
Dick  Purcell 

Ann  Sheridan 
R — May  1 4 

g   Mus.  Drama  Artc’ma 
New  York  Nights 

(68)  reissue 
Norma  Talmadge 
Gilbert  Roland 

[Y|  Drama  GB7005 To  the  Victor  (78) 

Will  Fyffe 

Margaret  Lockwood K— Feb.  19 

g   Drama-Music  GB 

Show  Goes  On  (68) 
Anna  Neagle 

Tullio  Carmlnatl R— Aug.  27 

fn\  Com.  Drama  Atlantic  1 
Tonight  or  Never  (..) 

Melvyn  Douglas 

Gloria  Swanson 
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JUNE  24 JULY  2 

[15]  Drama  8001 
^Holiday  (93) 

K.  Hepburn- C.  Grant 
EP — Api.  9;  R — May  21 |2q|  Western  8211 

Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 

John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

|3p|  Western  8206 

West  of  Cheyenne  (53) 
<’harles  stair^tt 

I.  Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

|27|  Action  Drama 

Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J.  Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 

|T|  Drama  8019 
City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 
l.en  Cnrnllo-K  FellnwR 

1 9]  Melodrama  222 Held  for  Ransom  (60) 

Grant  Withers R — July  30 

|Io]  Drama  223 Life  Returns  (60) 

Lois  Wilson 

[T]  Melodrama  225 

I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 

Neil  Hamilton 
R — July  16 

j27j  Dram
a  834 

Yellow  Jack  (83) 

Robert  Montgumerv 

Virg.  Bruce  R — May  28 

|~3~|  Drama  832 
Three  Comrades  (98) 

Taylor.  Tone,  Sullavan, Young 

EP — Mar.  26;  R — May  28 

[ip]  Drama  836 Toy  Wife  (95) 

L.  Rainer- M.  Douglas 
R — June  11 

[17]  Drama  838 
Woman  Against  Woman 

(61)  (For.  One  Woman’s 

Answer) 

V.  Bruce-H.  Marshall R — June  25 

|24|  Comedy  Drama  837 

Lord  Jeff  (84) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
Mickey  Rooney R — June  25 

[T|  Adven.  Drama  829 

Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M.  O’Sullivan 

R — July  16 

H   Drama  3709 
Numbered  Women  (63) 

(For.  Private  Nurse) 

S.  Blane-J.  Arledge 
R — May  14 

|2!)|  Western  3730 
Phantom  Ranger  (57) 
Tim  McCoy 
R — July  2 

]'g'|  Comedy  Drama  3712 Marines  Are  Here  (60) 

J.  Travers-G.  Oliver [22]  Outdoor  Drama  3702 Romance  of  the  Limber- lost  (81) 

Jean  Parker-Eric  Linden R — June  25 

j27|  Drama  3741 
Hunted  Men  (67) 

(For.  Crime  Gives 

Orders)  EP — Apr.  2 
L.  Nolan-M.  Carlisle 
R — May  21 

|~3~|  Rom.  Drama  Reis-3769 Farewell  to  Anns  (79) 

G.  Cooper-Helen  Hayes 

|jp]  Drama  3742 You  nnd  Me  (90) 

Sylvia  Sidney-Geo.  Raft It — June  4 

[17]  Melodrama  3743 
Prison  Farm  (70) 

S.  Ross-L.  Nolan R — June  25 [24]  Western  3758 

Bar  20  Justice  (70) 

Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  Lb 

|23|  Melodrama 
 7004 

Gangs  of  New  York  (67) 
Chas.  Bickford 

Ann  Dvorak  R — May  28 

|~6~|  Western  7127 Desert  Patrol  (66) 

Bob  Steele 
R — June  11 

[15]  Western  7117 
Riders  of  Black  Hills(55) 

R — June  25 

[13]  Comedy  Drama  701? Ladies  in  Distress  (65) 

Mfson  Skipwnrth 

[~3~[  Melodrama  830 
Saint  In  New  York  (72) 
Louis  Hayward 
Kav  Sutton 
R — May  7 

[ip]  Action  Drama  871 (Reissue) 
King  Kong  (99) 

Fay  Wray-R.  Armstrong 

[37]  Comedy  Drama  831 
Derrick  de  Marney 

Joan  Fontaine  R-Mav  28 
[24]  Western  882 
Border  G-Man  (60) 

George  O’Brien 
R — June  18 

n   Comedy  819 

"nving  YYonderful Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. EP — Oct.  23 B — June  18 

|27|  Historical  Drama  846 

Kidnapped  (90) 
Warner  Baxter 
Freddie  Bartholomew 

EP — Feb.  12;  K — May  28 

|~3~|  Musical  Comedy  839 
Josette  (70) 

D   Ameche-S.  Simon 
eT>— Feb.  1 9 

[ip]  Comedy  850 
One  Wild  Night  (72)* 
June  Lang-D.  Baldwin R — May  14 

|l7|  Comedy  851 
Three  Blind  Mice  (75) 

L.  Younp-J.  McCrea R — June  11 I24]  Melodrama  819 
Mr.  Moto  Takes  a Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson R — June  18 
n   Drama  852 

Always  Goodbye  (75) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Herbert  Marshall 

R — July  2 

[17]  Drama 

Blockade  (85) 

Madeleine  Carroll 

Henry  Fonda R — June  11 

|l5|  Comedy  3073 
Love  Before  Breakfast 
(70) 

C.  Lombard-P.  Foster 

[is]  Comedy  3074 

Lady  Tubbs  (69) 

A.  Brady-D.  Montgomery 

|~3~|  Western  2058 
Western  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker;  R — -July  9 

[~3]  Drama  2010 Wives  Under  Snspieion 
(68)  Warren  William 
R — June  11 

[17]  Melodrama  2039 Young  Fugitives  (68) 

D.  Kent  R — July  2 

|l7|  Western  2059 Outlaw  Express  (56) 

Bob  Baker  R — July  30 

n   Action  Drama  2032 
Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

n   Comedy  2005 

Rage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux 
R — June  18 

|28|  Action  Drama  FN256 
(.rime  School  (86) 

H.  Bogart-Gala  Page 
R — May  14 

|~4~|  Com-  Drama  WB210 
Little  Miss  Thorough- bred (63; 

Janet  Kay  Chapman 
John  Lltel 

[u|  Mus.  Com.  WB206 
Gold  Diggers  in  Paris 
<   y   v   i 

Rudy  Vailee 
Priscilla  Lane R — May  21 

[l8]  Mys.  Drama  FN263 When  Were  You  Born? ( bt>  t 

Anna  May  Wong 

Margaret  Lindsay K — June  is 

[25]  Drama  WB20
8 

\1  iiite  Banners  (88) 

Claude  Rains-F.  Bainter 
EP — Feb.  26;  R — June  4 

|7]  Drama
  GH 

Three  on  a   Weekend  (72 

Margaret  Lockwood John  Lodge R — June  11 

BOXOFFICE October  1,  19: 
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JULY  9 

[~8~]  Western  326 
Kollin’  Plains  (75) 
Tex  Ritter 

JULY  16 

8212 
Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

John  Luden-Joan  Barclay 

|fs|  Melodrama  227 
The  High  Command  (59) 
Lionel  Atwlll 
K — July  30 

JULY  23 
Action  Drama 

Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters 
it — June  26 

[22]  Action  Drama  228 Renfrew  on  the  Great 
White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newell 

Terry  Walker 

JULY  30 

[28]  Western  8207 5>outli  of  Arizona  (56) 
Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith 

AUGUST  6 

AUGUST  13 

|l2]  Western  229 

Ltali  Trail  (59) 

Tex  Ritter 

[IT]  Comedy  Drama 

Fast  Company  (74) 
Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 

R — July  2 

[l5|  Drama  835 
Shopworn  Angel  (85) 
James  Stewart 

Margaret  Sullavan 
U— July  9 

[22]  Comedy  Drama  841 SjtLove  Finds  Andy Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone K — July  16 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  812 The  Chaser  (75) 

Dennis  O’Keefe 
Ann  Morriss R— July  30 

|~iy|  Action  Drama  810 The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 

Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 
R — Aug.  6 

|l2|  Comedy  Drama  813 
Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
It.  Young-  R.  Hussey R — Aug.  13 

j~6~|  Western  3742 
Man’s  Country  (55) Jack  Randall 

R — Aug.  6 

|~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  3810 Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran R — Sept.  10 

[|]  Western  38
54 

Pride  of  the  West  (55i 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong 
Cassidy) 

R— July  2 

I22]  Comedy  3741 
Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Bob  Burns 
R — July  2 

[22I  Adven.  Drama  3715 Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara 
R— July  23 

[29]  Comedy  3746 Professor  Beware  (93) 
Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

[5]  Melodrama  3717 
Bulldog  Drummond  in Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel R — Aug.  6 jl2|  Outdoor  Drama  37
48 

The  Texans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott 
R— July  23 

I   [4]  West,  with  Music  7103 

Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 
(60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes 
R — July  9 

(l5|  Drama Army  Girl  (85) 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster 
R — July  23 

7002 

[29]  Western  7118 Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
R— Aug.  13 

pj]  Western
  861 

Pals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R — Sept.  17 

[j]  Action  Dra
ma  7024 

Come  on  Leathernecks 

(66) Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt R— Aug.  27 

1111 
Qs]  Drama  reissue 

Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 
I22]  Action  Drama Sky  Giant  (80) 

835 

|I~|  Melodrama  836 
Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

(Form.  Northern  Flight) 
Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix 
R— July  23 

pj]  Com.  Drama  833 
Mother  Carey's  Chicken- 

(SO) 

Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison R — July  23 

[5]  Com.  with  Music  834 
I’m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton 
R — July  30 

[12]  Western 
 883 

Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien 

R— Aug.  6 

853 
1 8 1   Western 

Panainint’s  Bad  Man(60) 
Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

|~8]  Comedy  857 
We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich 

(78) 

Victor  McLaglen 

frOracie  Fields:  R — Julv  9 

I15]  Comedy  854 
Passport  Husband  (67) 
Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore 
R — July  2 

|22|  Romantic  Drama  855 
I’ll  Give  a   .Million  (70) 
Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver R— July  16 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  856 Little  Miss  Broadway 
(70) 

Shirley  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 
R— July  9 

[5]  Drama
 

Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameehe 

Arleen  Whelan R — Aug.  6 

901 

jj2]  Drama
  902 

Keep  Smiling  (77) 

Jane  Withers 

Gloria  Stuart 
R — June  18 

Drama 
Algiers  (95) 

Charles  Boyer 

Slgrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr 

R— July  2 

Ipi]  Melodrama  2028 
Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 
Glenda  Farrell 
R — July  23 

[22I  Drama  2008 Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 

“Dead  End”  Kids 
Robt.  Wilcox 
R — July  16 IY2]  Com.  with  Mu

sic 

Letter  of  Introduetion(103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 

Bergen  and  McCa-ith' 

[12]  Mystery  Drama 
 2031 

Missing  Guest  (69) Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore:  R — Aug.  20 
Drama  FN260 

Bill  (60) 

Francis-D.  Moore 
June  26 

jjfi]  Com.  Drama  WB215 
Men  Are  Such  Fools (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane 
R — June  25 

[l6]  Melodrama  WB205 
Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Rrent;  R-Aug.  20 

[23]  Com.  Drama  FN276 
Penrod’s  Double Trouble  (60) 

Ylauch  Twins 
R— April  2 

[30I  Melodrama  FN262 Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse 
(85) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 
Claire  Trevor R — July  9 

|~6~|  Comedy 
Mr.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane 
R— July  23 

WB227 

[43]  Com.  Music  WB217
 Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lam 

[ia]  Musical  Comedy  GB 
Evergreen  ( .   . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 

Barry  Mackay 
1 1]  Drama  GB 
Strange  Boarders  (79) 

Tom  Walls 
Renee  Saint-Cyr 
R — Sept.  10 

•)Ynmrr 
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AUGUST  20 AUGUST  27 

[15]  Comedy  8011 

The  Gladiator  (72) 
Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

[lg|  Action  Drama  8039 
Convicted  (58) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley 
R — Sept.  3 

|26]  Western  231 
King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 
Wonder  Horse 

[19]  Comedy  844 

Block-heads  (58) 
Laurel  &   Hardy 

R — Aug,  20 

|26]  Drama  845 
Marie  Antoinette  (157) 
Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power 
R — Sept.  17 

[31]  Drama  3811 
Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to Town) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

|l9|  Comedy  3719 

Give  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hope 
R— July  30 

HD  Action  Drama  3750 Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 
George  Ratt 
Dorothy  Lamour 
Henry  Fonda 
R— Aug.  27 

[15]  Romantic  Drama  7013 

Desperate  Adventure(65) 
Ramon  Novarro 
Marian  Marsh 

[l5|  Western  7104 

Man  From  Music  Moun- 
tain (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aug.  13 

[22]  Action  Drama  7025 
Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 
Beverly  Roberts 

|22]  Western  7128 
Durango  Valley  Raiders 

(56) 

Bob  Steele 

[l9|  Melodrama  832 

Smashing  the  Rackets 
(80) 

(For  Cleanup) 
Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer 
R — July  30 

HD  Com.  with  Music  845 
Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare 
R — Sept.  3 

[To]  Musical  Comedy  903 

^Alexander’s  Ragtime 
Band  (105) 

Tv-one  Power-Alice  Faye Don  Ameche 
R — June  4 

|26|  Action  Drama  904 
Speed  to  Burn  (6C) 
Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari 
R — June  11 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3057 

Strawberry  Roan  (63) 
Ken  Maynard 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3058 

Fiddlin’  Buckaroo  (60) Ken  Maynard 

[26]  Exploitation  Adven. 
Dark  Rapture  (79) 
Native  Cast 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3059 
King  of  the  Arena  (60) 

Ken  Maynard 

HD  Com.  Drama  WB303 Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney-O’Brien 

(l5|  Action  Drama  GB 

Crime  Over  London  (63) 
Margot  Grahame 

Paul  Cavanaugh 
R — Aug.  13 

SEPTEMBER  3 SEPTEMBER  10 SEPTEMBER  17 SEPTEMBER  24 

[2]  Drama  8005 1   Am  the  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  27 

HD  Western  
8213 

Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden-Beth  Marion 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  80X5 Lady  Objects  ( 67) 

Lanny  Koss-Gloria  Stuarr 

[J]  Western  8208 

Colorado  Trail  (5  7) 

Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith 

jl5]  Melodrama  8026 

Juvenile  Court  (61) Paul  Kelly 

Rita  Hayworth [22]  Western  8284 
Stranger  From  Ari/.ona 

(56) 
Buck  Jones 

HD  Melodrama 
 230 

Dangerous  Secrets  ( . . ) 

Paul  Lukas 

|~2~1  Comedy  901 
Three  Loves  Has  Nancy(69) 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom'y R— Sept.  3 

|~9~|  Comedy  Drama  902 Boys  Town  (93) 

Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney 
R — Sept.  10 

[jp  Com.  Romance  903 
Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gahle-Myrna  Loy R— Sept.  17 

[7]  Western  3859 
Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

|l4l  Western  3741 

Mexicali  Kid  (56) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall R — Sept.  10 

HD  Melodrama  3817 

Wanted  by  the  Police 

(60) 
Frankie  Darro Evalyn  Knapp 

[~2~]  Com?  with  Music  380l" bing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 
Fred  MacMurray 

R — Aug.  13 

|~9~|  Western  3865 In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) R — Aug.  6 
HD  Drama  3803 

Sons  of  tlie  Legion  (60) 

Lynne  Overman 
Billy  Lee R — Sept.  17 HD  Com.  with  Music  3802 

Campus  Confessions  (66) 

Betty  Grable Hank  Luisetti 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  7015 The  Higgins  Family  (64) 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 
The  Gleason  Family 
R — Sept.  10 

[4]  Western  
851 Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 
Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 
R — Sept.  3 

[25]  Western  7107 

Prairie  Moon  (   ) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
|2o|  Western  862 
Overland  Stage  Haiders 

(55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

[29]  Hillbilly  Musical 

Down  in  Arkansaw  ( .   . ) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 

|~2~|  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Fred  Astaire R — Sept.  3 

[9]  Comedy  902 Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 
Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie R— July  16 

[10]  Western  884 

Renegade  Hanger  (60) 

George  O’Brien 

R — Sept.  17 

HD  Melodrama
  803  ' 

Fugitives  for  a   Night 
(63) 

Eleanor  Ljnn 

Frank  Albertson 

|Y|  Comedy  Drama  905 My  Lucky  Star  (84) 

Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene R — Sept.  3 

|~9~[  Comedy  Drama  90G Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family 

R — Aug.  13 
HD  Comedy 

 907 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 

John  Barrymore 
Marjorie  Weaver R— Sept.  17 

HD  Melodrama
  908 

Time  Out  for  Murder (60) 

Gloria  Stuart 
Michael  Whalen 

R— July  2 

[30]  Adventure  Drama 

Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 
R — Aug.  6. 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3025 Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 
Ernest  Truex 
R — Aug.  27 

|~9~|  Melodrama Personal  Secretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 

Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges 

HD  Western 

Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Baker 

|3q|  Comedy  Drama 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling(..) 

Joel  McCrea 
Andrea  Leeds 

[23]  Drama 

Hoad  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell 

R — Sept.  3 

|~3~]  Com.  Drama  WB213 t   our’s  a   Crowd  (95) 
Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland R — July  30 HD  Drama 
 FN365 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 

Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Francis 

[27]  Drama  WB305 
(^Valley  of  the  Giants (79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor R — Sept.  17 

[24]  Drama  FN359
 

Four  Daughters  ^90) 

Lane  Sisters 
Jeffrey  Lynn R— Aug.  20 

[Y|  Melodrama  
GB Man  with  100  Faces  (..) 

Noel  Madison 
Lilli  Palmer 

HD  Melodrama 
 GB 

Tlie  39  Steps  ( . . ) 

(Reissue) 

Robert  Donat 

Madeleine  Carroll ' 

p   r\  v   c\  cc*' 
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OCTOBER  1 OCTOBER  8 OCTOBER  15 OCTOBER  22 
OCTOBER  29 

NOVEMBER  5 

[so]  Drama
 

Girls’  School  ( .   . ) 
A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy 

[29]  Comedy  9101 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You  (127) 

J.  Arthur-J.  Stewart 

R — Sept.  17 

[~5~|  Melodrama 
Grime  Takes  a   Holiday 

(•■) 
Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

|~3~|  Western  9201 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe  ( .   . ) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

|X2]  Action  Drama
 Flight  to  Fame  ( .   . ) 

Charles  Farrell 

Jacqueline  Wells 

[jo|  Western 
Law  of  the  Texan  ( .   . ) 

Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Fay 

[49]  Melodram
a 

Homicide  Bureau  ( .   . ) 

Bruce  Cabot 

Rita  Hayworth 

[22]  Comedy  Drama 
There’s  That  Woman 
Again  ( .   . ) 

M.  Douglas-V.  Bruce 

[30]  Comedy  905 

Vacation  From  Love  ( .   . ) 

D.  O’Keefe-F.  Rice 

0]  Comedy  Drama  906 
Stablemates  ( . . ) 
Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney 

[14]  Com.  with  Music
  904 Listen,  Darling  ( . . ) 

Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew 

[21]  Comedy  Dram
a 

Young  Dr.  Kildare  ( .   . ) 
Lew  Ayres 

Lionel  Barrymore 

[28]  Musical  Drama 

Great  Waltz  ( .   . ) 

Luise  Rainer 

Fernand  Gravet 

0   Drama 

The  Citadel  ( .   . ) 

Robert  Donat  H 
Rosalind  Russell  M 

[~5~|  Melodrama  3804 
Mr.  Wong-,  Detective  ( .   . ) 
Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent 

[xq]  Musical  Reissu
e Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi 

(•  •) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

g   Western  
3860 Where  Buffalo  Roam  ( .   . ) 

Tex  Ritter 

0   Western  3851 

Gun  Packer  ( .   . ) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 

Jack  Randall 
[2]  Drama  

1 
Gangster’s  Boy  ( .   . )   fl Jackie  Cooper  j 

|30|  Melodrama  3804 

King-  of  Alcatraz  ( .   . ) 
Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Naish 

|T1  Action  Drama  3805 
Touchdown,  Army  (71) 
John  Howard 

Mary  Carlisle 

[i^j  Comedy  Dra
ma Arkansas  Traveler  ( .   . ) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter [21]  Western 

Mysterious  Rider  ( . . ) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 

|2g]  Melodrama
 

Escape  From  Yesterday 
(•  •) 

Frances  Farmer 
Leif  Erikson 0   Melodram

a 

Illegal  Traffic  ( .   . )   1 

J.  Carrol  Naish  H 

Mary  Carlisle  ■ 

[~3~[  Melodrama  817 
Night  Hawk  ( .   . ) 
B.  Livingston-J.  Travis [2o|  Western 

Song  of  the  West  ( .   . ) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 

[22]  Melodrama 

I   Stand  Accused  ( .   . ) 

Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack 

0   Action  Drama 

Storm  Over  Bengal  (   .   . )   V 

Patric  Knowles  1 

Rochelle  Hudson  I 

[so]  Comedy  901 

Room  Service  (80) 
Marx  Brothers 

R— Sept.  17 

n   Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis 
R — Sept.  10 

[14]  Drama  905 A   Man  to  Remember (..) 
Edward  Ellis 

Anne  Shirley 

[21]  Mystery  Comedy  906 Mad  Miss  Manton  (   .   . ) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda 

0   Melodrama  907 
Miracle  Packet  ( .   . ) 

Sally  Eilers 
Lee  Bowman 

[30]  Musical  911 

Straight,  Place  and  Show 

Ritz  Bros. -Ethel  Merman 

0   Adven.  Comedy  910 
Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari 
R — July  23 

[14]  Action  Drama  909 Submarine  Patrol  ( .   . ) 

Richard  Greene 
Nancy  Kelly 

[21]  Melodrama  912 Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 

Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire R — June  4 

0   Comedy  Drama  914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 

Jean  Rogers R — Aug.  20 

|~4~j  Historical  Drama 
Suez  ( .   . )   B 
Tyrone  Power  B 
Annabella 

[14]  Comedy  Drama There  Goes  My  Heart 

(••) 

F.  March-V.  Bruce 

|~4~[  Adventure  Drama Trade  Winds  ( . . )   B 

Joan  Bennett  B 
Fredric  March  B a   K 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady  K 
Gary  Cooper 
Merle  Oberson  ;X 

0   Musical  Comedy 
That  Certain  Age  ( .   . ) 
Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper 

[14]  Comedy  Drama Swing  That  Cheer  (   .   . ) 
Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine 
[21]  Comedy 

Service  De  Luxe  ( .   . ) 

Connie  Bennett 
Charles  Ruggles 

0   Melodrama 

The  Storm  ( .   . ) 

Preston  Foster 

0   Action  Drama 

Last  Express  ( .   . ) 

Kent  Taylor 

Dorothea  Kent 

|   0   Musical  Comedy 

j   Garden  of  the  Moon  ( .   . ) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay 
R — July  30 

[8~|  Drama. Broadway  Musketeers  ( .   . ) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 

[15]  Drama 
The  Sisters  ( .   . ) 

Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis 
[22]  Melodrama 
Girls  on  Probation  ( .   . ) 
Ronald  Reagan 
June  Bryan 

0   Comedy 

Brother  Rat  ( .   .   ) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane 

[T|  Melodrama  GB 

Lady  Vanishes  ( .   . ) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 

0   Drama  Tri-NatT 

Oragre  ( .   . ) 
Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

m   Comedy  Tri-Nat’l 
Carnival  in  Flanders (..) 

(Reissue) 
Francoise  Rosay 

[15]  Melodrama  GB The  Frog  ( .   . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 

[is]  Drama  Tri-Nat’l Peg  of  Old  Drury  (..) 
Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke  ! 
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Shotti 
Numerals  Following:  Titles  are 

Hunning:  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 
tional Release,  1938,  Unless 

Otherwise  Specified. 

^Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating:. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugo  Reisenfeld 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9)  .Apr.  30, ’38 
Irish  Fantasy  (9)   Mar.  26, ’38 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

Ankles  Away  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Cuckoorancho  (16 %)    Mar.  25 
Complications  when  two  wanderers 
are  mistaken  for  rich  Americans 
by  a   Mexican  rancher. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17%).. July  1 
Jump  Chump  Jump  (19%) ..  .Apr.  5 

Pirechief  Andy  Clyde  falls  for  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  .   .   .Auer.  19 

Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
©Old  Raid  Mule,  The  (19)   Mar.  1 
Andy  Clyde  is  a   sucker  for  bar- 

gains and  gets  talked  Into  many  a 
bad  one. 

Sue  My  Lawyer  (..)   Sept.  16 

The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 
Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (..)..  Oct.  28 
The  Soul  of  a   Heel  (16%) .   . .   .   June  4 

Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff’s  daughter. 
Time  Out  for  Trouble  (19)  .   .   .   .Mar.  18 

Charlie  Chase  arouses  the  under- 

world by  fooling  around  with  a 

gangster’s  sweetie. 
COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)  . .   .Aug.  26 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).. Oct.  25 
Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 

Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

<   •   • )     Sept,  23 
©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
©The  Foolish  Bunny  (6)  . . .   .Mar.  11 

The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 
Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isles  of  Paradise 

( •   • )     Sept.  9 
Provincial  Quebec  ( . . )   Oct.  21 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  1   ( .   . )     Oct.  1 

No.  6   (Cowboy  Songs) 

No.  7   (Gus  Van — Song  Shop) 

Songs  the  folks  used  to  sing. 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  June  25 

No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs. .   .   Julv  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No.  12  (..)    Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

(New  Series) 

No.  1   College  Songs  (   )   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (   )   Nov.  14 

KRAZV  1(AT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (..)   Oct.  21 
Krazj  Magic  (7)   May  20 

Iirazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)...  July  4 
The  Auto  Clinic  (7)   Mar.  4 

The  Little  Buckaroo  (6)   Apr.  11 

NEW  SPORT  THRILLS 

Athletic  Youth  (..)    July  29 

Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Fistic  Fun  (9%)    July  1 
Football  Giants  (..)    Sept.  28 
Ski  Legs  (..)    Oct.  20 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10, '38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

Unusual  Hunting  (10) . .   .Mar.  15,  ’38 
PICTUREGRAPH 

No.  1   (..)    Aug.  31 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (6%)    July  22 
Early  Bird  ( .   . )   Aug.  31 

Happy  Birthday  (...)   Oct.  7 

Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7)   Apr.  27 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  16) 

No.  1   (.  .)    Aug.  21 

No.  2   (..)    Sept,  16 

No.  8(10)    Apr.  1. ’38 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  29, ’38 
No.  10  (10)    May  27, ’38 

No.  11  (10)    June  24,  ’38 
No.  12  (10)    Jul.i  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (. .)    Sept.  16 
No.  2   (..)    Oct.  14 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 

Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 
Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (..)   Oct.  14 
Tassels  in  the  Air  (18)   Apr.  1 

Signpainters,  prattling  in  pig 

Latin,  are  mistaken  for  high-class 
French  decorators  and  get  a   free 
hand  in  a   swanky  household. 

Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  29 

Three  Missing  Links  (18) .   .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 
WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Mar.  25,  ’38 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

A   Mountain  Romance  (7) .   .Apr.  1, ’38 
Chris  Columbo  (7)   Aug.  12 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7)  . . .   .May  27,  ’38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Happy  and  Lucky  (7)  .   . .   .Mar.  18, ’38 
Here's  to  Good  Old  Jail  (..').  .June  10 
Maid  ill  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 
Robinson  Crusoe’s  Broadcast 

(7)    Apr.  15 
©String  Bean  Jack  (7)   Aug.  26 

The  Big  Top  (7)   May  13, ’38 
The  Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 

The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story  (7).. Sept.  23 
TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  (10) ..  .Apr.  22 
Music  From  the  Stars 

(11)    Mar.  25, ’38 
Horace  Lapp  and  Orchestra- 

Return  of  the  Buffalo  (10) -Apr.  8, '38 
We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  ( . . )   .   .July  22 

TWO  REELERS 

Beautiful  But  Dummies 

(19)    Mar.  25, ’38 Buster  West  and  Tom  Patrieola 

have  some  fun  with  a   near-sighted, 
Conceited  manager  of  a   fashion shop. 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 

capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  ( .   . )   Apr.  29,  ’38 
Jefferson  Machamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patrieola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( . . )   .May  13, ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 
Pardon  My  Accident  (17) . . .   .   June  10 

Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 

Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

lit  an's  plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 
Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 

to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 
his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- 
test. 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

Miracle  Money  (21)   Mur.  26 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22)..  Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (..)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10) .   . .   .   June  25 

Bine  Monday  (9)    Apr.  2.  '38 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’*  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 

The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)      July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALKS 
In  Technicolor 

Beautiful  Bndapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo— City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czeclio-Slovalda  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 
Glimpses  of  New  Brunswick 

(8)    Mar.  19 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(...)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 

Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

^Bravest  of  the  Brave  (11)  .   .Aug.  6 
The  Face  Behind  the  Mask 

(11)      Mar.  19.  ’38 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  .   .   .   Sept.  3 

Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollywood  Handicap  (10).... May  2S 

Streamlined  Sing  (9)   Sept.  10 

ytThat  Mothers  Might  Live 

(10)    Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10)  .   .May  7,  ’38 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 

(10)    July  9 

Tupapao  (11)    June  11 
MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 

Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 

Eleanor  Lynn  and  Frankie  Albert- 
son. 

Snow  Gets  in  Your  Eyes  (20). May  14 

M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 
Released  twiee  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Awful  Tooth,  The  ( .   . )   May  28 

Bear  Facts  (11)   Mar.  3, ’38 
Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11) .   May  17, '38 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 
Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 

Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26,  ’38 
PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

|>Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)   July  30 

La  Savate  (8)   Mar.  12, ’38 Humorous  account  of  French  sport 
in  which  opponents  rely  mainly  on 
their  feet. 

Modeling  for  Money  (10) .   .   .   .   Apr.  30 

©Penny’s  Party  (9)   Apr.  9,  ’38 
story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 
The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Figure  Income  Tax 

(8)    Mar.  19, '38 QHow  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)  .   .   .July  2 
Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)        Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
Honest  Love  and  True  (7)... Mar.  25 
Out  of  the  Inkwell  (7)   Apr.  22 

Pudgy  the  W’atchman  (7).... Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7) .   . .   .   Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 
Hold  It  (8)   Apr.  29 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 
The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7).. Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 
(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)      May  6 
Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 

Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 
Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Hall’s  Holiday  (10)   Apr.  8 

George  Hall  and  his  Orchestra 
with  Dolly  Dawn. 

Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11)  .   .   .Sept.  2 
Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 

©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   . .   .Aug.  5 

Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 

Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 

Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 
Wynn. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARA  GRAPHICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  20 

Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

QFind  Wliat's  Wrong  (10) ..  June  17 
Jungle  Glimpses  (10)   Mar.  25 

A   colorful  camera  trip  through 

South  America  tropics. 
.Mildewed  Melodramas  (11)  ..  .Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(10)    Oct.  14 
^Silver  Millions  (10)    July  15 

Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner's Immortal  "Tanhaueser”  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted 
Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  .8(10)    Mar.  4 

Styles  in  the  sun,  New  York’s  army 
of  night  workers,  canine  beauty 
shop. 

No.  9   (10)    Apr.  1 
The  Bureau  of  Standards  in 

Washington,  trained  fish  and  Al- 
pine aqueduct. 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12  (10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 
Aquatic  Antics. 

No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- rises, elephants. 

TOPEYE  CARTOONS 

Big  Chief  Ugh-Amugh-Ugh 

(7)    Apr.  15 
Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7)  . .   .   .Aug.  19 

Goonland  (7)    ....Oct.  21 
I   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)      Mm  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 
The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  19  a   “Pipe”  (7) .   .   June  17 
The  Louse  Builder-Upper  (7). Mar.  18 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

©No.  4(10)    Mar.  18 
No.  5   (10)    May  13 
No.  6(10)    July  8 

No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8)..  July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
Thanks  for  the  Memory  (7) .   .Mar.  25 

Bert  Block  and  orchestra  supply 
the  music. 

You  Leave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- 
l.lGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10) . . .   .Oct.  28 
Cops  and  Robbers  (10)   Mar.  25 

A   chase  in  which  a   black  bear  and 
mountain  lion  are  captured. 

Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hnnting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red,  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    .Aug.  5 
Question  answers  in  the  field  of 

sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 
ing. 

Win,  Place  or  Show  (10) . . .   .   Apr.  22 

Human  interest  yarn  of  the  Hia- leah racing  track. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 

©No.  5(10)    Apr.  15 
Gold  beating;  circulating  library; 

woman  chimney  sweep;  tool  leath- 

er portraits. 
No.  6(10)    June  10 
No.  1   dll)    Aug.  5 

No.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

©Boat  Builders  (7)   Feb.  25 

Mickey,  Donald  and  the  Goof  at- 
tempt to  build  a   boat  with  dis- 
astrous consequences. 
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Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

©Donald's  Nephews  (8)  .   .Apr.  15,  '38 
Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- 

tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 
anti  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 
Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 

Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 
A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17, ’38 
Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 
Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 

Q©The  Moth  and  the  Flame 

(8)    Apr.  1, ’38 
Adventures  of  a   boy  and  girl  moth. 

The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 
A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

C,i©Wynken,  Blynken  and  Nod 
(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem 
who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 

wooden-shoe. 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

False  Roomers  (17)   Mar.  25, ’38 
A   slightly  unbalanced  roomer  is 
the  cause  of  all  the  hilarity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  in  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Fio  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino. 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Berth<iuakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 

child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon's  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
“Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

QNo.  8(19)    Mar.  18 

Story  of  the  nation’s  first  govern- 
ment-promoted tourist  resort  and 

arms  and  the  League  of  Nations. 

QNo.  9   (21)    Apr.  15 
The  Nazi  conquest  of  Austria  and 
a   pictorial  discussion  on  crime 
and  prisons. 

No.  10  (19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

CiNo.  11  (17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 

threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10)...  June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10) ...  .Apr.  22, ’38 
Ray  Fabing's  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 
Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Skyline  Revue  (11)    Apr.  1 
Paula  Stone,  Billy  and  Milly,  Sugar 

Nicholas,  DeMay  Moore  and 
Martin. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels! 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10) . .   .   .Sept.  2 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

ONo.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  .June  17 

Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (15) ..  .June  17, '38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13, ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) .   .   .   .   Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros.  . 

Swinging  Mallets  (10)   Apr.  1 

Polo  as  played  in  Jamaica  be- 
tween two  crack  teams. 

Underwater  (9)    June  3 

New  underwater  sport  “goggle 
fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

Twenty  Girls  and  a   Baud 

(18)    Apr.  8, ’38 
Nick  Stuart  and  his  orchestra, 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  June  Johnson. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 

(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 
Cowboy  band. 

REELISMS  (New  Series) 

Underwater  Circus  (10)  ....Sept.  16 

SHEILA  BARRETT  COMEDIES 

(New  Series) 

Week-End  Guest  ( .   .)   Oct.  14 
Features  Teddy  Hart. 

20  th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 

CAMERAMAN 

Recording  Modern  Science 

(10)    Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoroughbreds  ( .   . )     Sept.  30 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (..)...  .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  niS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 

(..)    Sept.  2 

LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (..)   Aug.  5 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  47  (   9)    Mar.  21,  ’38 

No.  48  (   9)    Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  25 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 
No.  51  (10)    June  3 

No.  52  (   9)    June  27 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19%)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 

Yorlre  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

High-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18, ’38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Hi-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 
Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mc- 
Gurns’  Dancers. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19) . .   .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17%)    Oct.  12 
Somewhere  in  Paris  (17)  . . .   .Mar.  23 

J.  Harold  Murray,  Three  Samuels 

and  Harriet  Hayes,  Ben  Yost’s Varsity  Eight. 

Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 

Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon- ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 
Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 

Feed  the  Kitty  (7)   Mar.  14, ’38 Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Hollywood  Bowl  (7)   Mar.  28 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s 
Daughter  (7)    June  6 

Nellie  the  Serving  Machine 

Girl  (7%)    Apr.  11 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 
Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

The  Problem  Child  (7) ..  .May  16, ’38 

Trade  Mice  (7)    Feb.  28, ’38 
Tail  End  (7)    Apr.  25 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

Yokel  Boy  Makes  Good  (7).. Feb.  21 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  47  (   9)    Mar.  14 

No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  18 
No.  50  (   9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 

No.  52  (   9)    June  20 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 

No.  55  (9%)    Oct.  10 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 

Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) ..  June  11, ’38 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURES 

©Crossroads  of  the  Orient 

(10)    Apr.  2, ’38 The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)...  Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Mechanix  Illustrated  (10)  .   .June  4, ’38 

Pearl  of  the  East  (10)  ..  .Mar.  21, ’38 
Toradja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30,  ’38 What  the  World  Makes 

(10)    Mar.  12, ’38 

LOONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  .Apr.  16,  ’38 

Porky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7)  .   .Apr.  30, ’38 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 
Porky’s  Phoney  Express  (7)  .   .Mar.  19 

Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7)  .   .July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deaeon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7,  '38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18,  '38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, ’38 
(11)    May  28. '38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 

Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 
Mike  Riley  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Mar.  26, ’38 Ruhinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 
Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)    July  30, ’38 

MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Star  Is  Hatched  (7)   Apr.  2 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jul.  23 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  ( .   . ) .   May  28, ’38 

Katnip  Kollege  (7)   June  11, ’38 
Now  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, ’38 
(   JSriee/ing  Weasel  (7)  . Mar.  12, ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)      Aug.  13 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 
No.  8(11)    Apr.  2 

Song  writers  —   bowling  —   rubber 
bathing  suits. 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  30, ’38 
Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 

toy  trains. 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 
Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11(10)    July  9, ’38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12(.)    Aug.  13 

Hollywood-Sculling-Furs. 

PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Got  a   Match?  (20)   Apr.  9, ’38 

Rainbow’s  End  (.  .)   July  2,  *38 

Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

lj>©Out  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 
A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 
Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19)  ..  .July  30/38 

Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (..)    July  16, ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) .   .May  21. ’38 

Under  the  Wire  (20)   Mar.  26,  '38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  23. '38 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20) . .   .Aug.  27 

Fifl  D'Orsay. 

Waiting  Around  (20)   Feb.  26 
Frank  Libuse,  Shea  and  Raymond, 
Margo  Brander,  Stanley  Twins, 
Joan  Merrill. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETY 

Crawfords,  The  (10)   Apr.  9, ’38 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Sw  ing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) . . . .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prima 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10)  .   .June  18, ’38 
Vitaphone  Gambols  (10) ..  Mar.  19, ’38 

TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By'  Floyd  Gibbons) 

A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4, ’38 
Dear  Old  Dad  (12)   Apr.  16, ’38 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Shopgirl’s  Evidence  (12) .   . .   .Mar.  19 
Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Aug.  20 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 
COLUMBIA 

The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 
Bill  Hicltok    June  30 

15  chapters. 
Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol 
Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 

(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island .   .   .   Mar.  17 

(15  episodes),  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s 
island. 

REPUBLIC 

Diclc  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn 
Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The.... May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 

Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu 
Love. 

Painted  Stallion    Jtnne  5, '38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 

Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  ’38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  “Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Withers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

BOXOFFICE October  1,  1938 



SJn  "The  Alalc 
STARTING WELL  ALONG COMPLETED 

^   UNTITLED — Buck  Jones,  Carmen  Bailey,  Milburn 
G   Stone,  Stanley  Blystone.  Producer:  Monroe 

«   Shaft  (Coronet).  Director:  Elmer  Clifton.  Ori- 
R   ginal  Screenplay:  Monroe  Shaft,  Arthur  Hoerl. 

q   TRAIL  OF  THE  TUMBLEWEED— Charles  Star- rs rett,  Sons  of  the  Pioneers.  Producer:  Harry  L. 

^   Decker.  Director:  Sam  Nelson. 

TIIAT  WOMAN’S  HERE  AGAIN— Melvyn  Doug- 
las, Virginia  Bruce.  Producer:  B.  B.  Kahane. 

Director:  A1  Hall.  Screenplay:  Phillip  Epstein, 
James  Edward  Grant. 

REVOLT  IN  THE  SAHARA  —   Paul  Kelly,  C. 
Henry  Gordon,  Robert  Fiske,  Dwight  Frye, 

Lorna  Gray.  Producer:  Lou  Appleton.  Direc- 
tor: R.  Ross  Lederman.  Original:  Sam  Fuller. 

Screenplay:  Maxwell  Shane. 

EMPIRE  OF  THE  WEST — George  Houston.  Pro- 
25  ducer:  Franklyn  Warner  (Fine  Arts).  Director: 
O   Charles  Lamont. 

STAND  UP  AND  FIGHT— Robert  Taylor,  Flor- 
ence Rice,  Wallace  Beery,  Charley  Grapewin, 

Helen  Broderick.  Producer:  Mervyn  LeRoy. 

5*  Director:  W.  S.  Van  Dyke. 
*7  NEW  YORK  CINDERELLA— Hedy  Lamarr,  Spen- 

cer  Tracy.  Producer:  Lawrence  Weingarten. 
Director:  Josef  von  Sternberg.  Original:  Charles 

«   MacArthur. 

SPRING  DANCE — Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Ann  Mor- 
ris, Franchot  Tone,  Joyce  Compton,  Dick  Bald- 

win. Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Director:  S.  Sylvan 
Simon. 

OUT  WEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS— Mickey  Roo- 
ney, Ann  Rutherford,  Lewis  Stone,  Fay  Holden, 

Ralph  Morgan,  Nana  Bryant,  Cecilia  Parker, 

Gordon  Jones.  Producer:  Lou  Ostrow.  Direc- 

tor: George  Seitz.  Screenplay:  William  Lud- 
wig. 

THE  SHINING  HOUR — Joan  Crawford,  Margaret 
Sullavan,  Fay  Bainter,  Robert  Young,  Melvyn 

Douglas,  Harry  Baris,  Frank  Albertson.  Pro- 
ducer: Joseph  L.  Mankiewicz.  Director:  Frank 

Borzage.  Original:  Keith  Winter. 

O   GANG  BULLETS — Anne  Nagel.  Producer:  E.  B.  GUNPACKER — Jack  Randall.  Producer:  Robert 
25  Derr.  Original  Screenplay:  John  T.  Neville.  Tansey.  Screenplay:  Robert  Emmett.  Director: O   Wallace  Fox. 

GANGSTER’S  BOY — Jackie  Cooper,  Robert  War- 
wick, Louise  Lorimer,  Tommy  Wonder.  Pro- 

ducer: Scott  R.  Dunlap.  Director:  William 

Nigh.  Original  Screenplay:  Robert  Andrews. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  RANGE — Bill  Boyd,  Ruth  Rog- 
ers, George  Hayes,  Russell  Hayden,  Stanley 

A*  Ridges.  Producer:  Harry  Sherman.  Director: 

p-  Lesley  Selander.  Original:  Clarence  E.  Mulford. 
< 
On  AMBUSH — Gladys  Swarthout,  Richard  Stanley. 

Producer:  Harold  Hurley.  Director:  Kurt  Neu- 
mann. 

DISBARRED — Gail  Patrick,  Robert  Preston,  Otto 
Kruger.  Clay  Clement.  Producer:  Stuart  Walker. 

Director:  Robert  Florey.  Original:  Harry  Sau- 
ber. 

KING  OF  CHINATOWN — Anna  May  Wong,  Philip 
Ahn,  Akim  Tamiroff.  Producer:  Stuart  Walker. 
Director:  Nick  Grinde.  Screenplay:  Stuart 
Anthony,  Robert  Yost. 

SAY  IT  IN  FRENCH  —   Ray  Milland,  Olympe 
Bradna,  Irene  Hervey,  Janet  Beecher,  Evelyn 
Keyes.  Producer:  Andrew  Stone.  Director: 

Andrew  Stone.  Original:  Jacques  Deval.  Screen- 

play: Frederick  Jackson. 

LOVE  MATCH — Irene  Dunne,  Charles  Boyer.  Pro- 

Q   ducer;  Leo  McCarey.  Director:  Leo  McCarey. 
Original:  Leo  McCarey. 

CC 

PICARDY  MAX— Chester  Morris.  Producer:  Cliff 
Reid.  Original:  Harold  Shumate. 

TRAILER  ROMANCE — Lucille  Ball,  James  Elli- 
son, Lee  Bowman.  Producer:  Cliff  Reid.  Direc- 
tor: Garson  Kanin. 

LAWLESS  VALLEY — George  O'Brien,  Kay  Sut- 
ton. Walter  Miller,  Fred  Kohler  sr.  Producer: 

Bert  Gilroy.  Director:  David  Howard.  Ori- 
ginal: Benard  McConville.  Screenplay:  John 

Twist,  Clarence  Young. 

PECK’S  BAD  BOY  AT  THE  CIRCUS  —   Tommy 
Kelly,  Ann  Gillis,  Edgar  Kennedy,  Benita  Hume, 
Nana  Bryant.  Producer:  Sol  Lesser  (Principal). 

Director:  Eddie  Cline.  Original:  George  W. 
Peck.  Screenplay:  Robert  Neville,  David 

Boehm,  A1  Martin. 

RODEO  BUSTER — Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette, 
Carol  Hughes,  Pert  Kelton,  Peggy  Moran,  Leroy 
Mason.  Producer:  Harry  Grey.  Director:  George 

Sherman.  Screenplay:  Paul  Franklin. 

I   STAND  ACCUSED— Helen  Mack,  Robert  Cum- 
mings, Lyle  Talbot.  Producer:  John  H.  Auer. 

Director:  John  H.  Auer.  Screenplay:  Gordon 
Kahn. 

X 

P   THANKS  FOR  EVERYTHING — Jack  Haley,  Ar- 
h*  leen  Whelan,  Jack  Oakie,  Adolphe  Menjou. 
ffi  Producer:  Harry  Joe  Brown.  Director:  William 
H   A.  Seiter.  Screenplay:  Harry  Tugend. 
cnj 

THE  THREE  MUSKETEERS — The  Ritz  Brothers, 
Don  Ameche,  Gloria  Stuart,  John  Carradine, 

Binnie  Barnes,  Amanda  Duff,  Joseph  Schild- 
kraut,  Lionel  Atwill,  John  King.  Producer: 
Raymond  Griffith.  Director:  Alan  Dwan. 

TAILSPIN — Alice  Faye,  Nancy  Kelly,  John  King. 

Joan  Davis,  Wally  Vernon,  Jane  Wyman.  Pro- 
ducer: Harry  Joe  Brown.  Director:  Roy  Del 

Ruth. 

UP  THE  RIVER — Preston  Foster,  Tony  Martin, 

Phyllis  Brooks.  Producer:  Sol  Wurtzel.  Direc- 
tor: A1  Werker. 

< 
D 

MADE  FOR  EACH  OTHER  —   Carole  Lombard, 

James  Stewart,  Lawrence  Grant,  Charles  Co- 

burn, Charley  Grapewin,  Lionel  Pape.  Pro- 
ducer: David  O.  Selznick.  Director:  John  Crom- 
well. Original:  Rose  Franken.  Screenplay: 

Jo  Swerling. 

TRADE  WINDS — Fredric  March,  Joan  Bennett. 

Ralph  Bellamy,  Ann  Sothern.  Producer:  Wal- 
ter Wanger.  Director:  Tay  Garnett.  Original: 

Tay  Garnett.  Screenplay:  Dorothy  Parker,  Alan 

Campbell. 

DKSTRY  RIDES  AGAIN — James  Stewart.  Pro- 
ducer: Joe  Pasternak.  Original:  Max  Brand. 

Screenplay:  Harold  Shumate, 

g   THREE  SMART  GIRLS  GROW  UP — Deanna  Dur- 

g   bln.  Nan  Grey,  Helen  Parrish.  Producer:  Joe 

D   Pasternak.  Director:  Henry  Koster. 

WEST  SIDE  MIRACLE — Edmund  Lowe,  Helen 

Mack,  Dick  Foran.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Di- 
rector: Arthur  Lubin. 

STRANGE  FACES — Frank  Jenks,  Dorothea  Kent, 
Leon  Ames,  Andy  Devine.  Producer:  Burt 

Kelly.  Director:  Errol  Taggart.  Original:  Cor- 
nelius Reece,  Arndt  Giusti.  Screenplay:  Charles 

Grayson. 

EXPOSED — Glenda  Farrell,  Otto  Kruger,  David 
Oliver,  Herbert  Mundin.  Producer:  Max  H. 

Golden.  Director:  Harold  Shuster.  Screen- 
play: Charles  Kaufman. 

THE  STORM — Preston  Foster,  Andy  Divine,  Tom 

Brown,  Charles  Bickford.  Producer:  Ken  Gold- 
smith. Director:  Harold  Young.  Original:  Hugh 

King,  Daniel  Moore.  Screenplay:  Hugh  King, 
Daniel  Moore,  George  Yohalem. 

£   DODGE  CITY  —   Errol  Flynn,  George  Bancroft, 
•   Humphrey  Bogart,  Charles  Bickford,  Victor 
>3  Jory.  Walter  Brennan.  Producer:  Robert  Lord. 
>   Director:  Michael  Curtiz. 

MURDER  PLANE — Ronald  Reagan,  Irene  Rhodes, 
James  Stephenson,  Rosella  Towne.  Producer: 
Bryan  Foy.  Director:  Noel  Smith. 

NANCY  DREW,  DETECTIVE— Bonita  Granville. 
Frankie  Thomas,  John  Lite!,  Charles  Trowbridge. 

Producer:  Bryan  Foy.  Director:  William  Mc- 

Gann. 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES.  SERVICES 

Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. 

bleating  4jou.5e 
Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request  • 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

CLOSING  OUT  OVERSTOCK  OF  GOOD 

USED  SOUND  EQUIPMENT.  HALSTEAD, 

Webster,  Cinemaphone,  RCA  Amplifiers 

from  $14.50.  Soundheads,  $9.95  up.  Speak- 

ers low  as  95c.  Some  swell  buys — good  for 

experiments,  tests,  etc.  New  Bargain  Lists 

just  out.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 

York.  10-1 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 

tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 
reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 

219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb.  10-1 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

EVERYTHING  FOR  YOUR  THEATRE 

IS  IN  THE  NEW  S.O.S.  “BOOTHSIDE 

COMPANION” — greatest  theatre  equip- 
ment catalog  in  industry.  Now  on  the 

press — shows  everything  for  the  modern 

theatre  at  prices  that  can’t  be  beat.  Post- 
card will  reserve  your  copy.  S.O.S. ,   636 

Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York.  10-1 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECO- 
NOMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Write  for  complete  information. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  219  North  16th  St., 

Omaha,  Neb.  10-1 

SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

$300  BUYS  two  Synchrofilm  portable 

machines  with  amplifiers;  good  condition. 

S.  B.  Callaham,  Broken  Bow,  Okla.  10-1 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

USED  SOUND  EQUIPMENT.  Sound 

heads,  amplifiers,  speakers.  Priced  to  sell. 

Write  for  complete  list  and  prices.  Scott- 
Ballantyne  Co.,  219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha, 

Neb.  10-8 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

LOADS  OF  GOOD  “SEAT  MILEAGE” 
STILL  IN  THESE  CHAIRS!  Thousands 

of  fine  American  Seating,  Ideal,  Irwin, 

other  famous  makes — biggest  variety  ve- 
neer and  upholstered  at  75c  up.  Ask  for 

List  15Q.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 

York.  10-1 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 

81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 

from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- 
ton. 10-15 

CHAIRS  REUPHOLSTERED 

YOUR  CHAIRS  reupholstered  like  new, 

reasonable.  Russell  Carr,  1430  Clairmount, 

Detroit,  Mich.  10-22 

BOXOFFICE  ::  October  1,  1938 

THEATRES  WANTED 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-22 

WANTED — Small  theatre  in  Michigan. 
F.  C.  Phillips,  1519  North  Sag  St.,  Flint, 

Mich.  10-1 

WILL  BUY  OR  LEASE  theatres  in  Cali- 
fornia; must  stand  investigation.  Give  all 

information  in  first  letter.  B-1030  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City, 

Mo.  10-1 

BOOKS 

HERE’S  THE  "DOUBLE”  FOR  ALL 

BOOTH  TROUBLES— ONLY  $1.29  brings 

you  RCA  Handbook  of  RCA  equipment — 

and  Sloane’s  “Motion  Picture  Projection.” 
Rush  your  order.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh 

Ave.,  New  York.  10-1 

FILMS  FOR  SALE 

TERRITORIAL  RIGHTS  on  latest  all- 

talking  Finnish  film  for  sale.  Brand  new 

prints.  East  and  west  still  open.  Film  is 

dynamite  in  Finnish-populated  sections. 
Write  or  wire  Bio  Kuva  Film  Distributors, 

Phelps,  Wis.  10-1 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

AT  LIBERTY — Projectionist;  experi- 
enced and  capable.  References  furnished. 

Go  anywhere  for  reasonable  wages.  Edwin 

Koerner,  Eureka,  S.  D.  10-1 

EXPERIENCED  advertising  man  and 

relief  operator.  T.  M.  Clark,  Comanche, 

Okla.  10-1 

EXPERIENCED  MANAGER,  booker, 

buyer;  also  can  handle  exploitation  and 

advertising;  formerly  with  Paramount; 

now  employed;  wishes  change;  best  ref- 
erences; age  29.  B-1032,  Boxoffice,  4704 

E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-8 

MARRIED  MAN — Eight  years  servicing 
sound  equipment  with  biggest  company. 

Two  years  managing  own  theatre.  Wish 

position  managing  with  independent  ex- 
hibitor in  South.  Best  references  fur- 

nished. Now  employed,  but  anxious  to  quit 

road.  B-1024,  Boxoffice,  4704  East  9th  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-8 

PROJECTIONIST — 28  years  experience. 

All  standard  equipment.  Interested  only 

in  southern  California.  B-1033,  Boxoffice, 

4704  East  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo  10-1 

What  Do  You  Want? 
—TO  SELL  YOUR  THEATRE 

—TO  BUY  A   THEATRE 

—A  JOB,  A   POSITION  OPEN 
—TO  BUY  OR  SELL  EQUIPMENT 
—MISCELLANEOUS  ARTICLES 

Whatever  you  want — it  will  pay  you  to  advertise  your  needs  in 
THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE, 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

(Send  Cash With  Order) 
10c  a   word 
4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE”  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 
Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

O   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Forms  dose  Monday  noon  preceding:  publication  date. 



presents  his 

first)  release  thru  UNITED  ARTISTS 

Out-laughing  “Topper”.  .   .   out- 

romancing  “Merrily  We  Live”  — 

Hal  Roach,  the  industry’s  No.  1 

comedy  producer,  gives  you  the 

picture  that  will  out-boxoffice 

starring 

FREDRIC  VIRGINIA 

MARCH  BRUCE 
with 

PATSY  KELLY  •   ALAN  MOWBRAY 

NANCY  CARROLL  •   EUGENE  PALLETTE 

ETIENNE  GIRARDOT  •   Directed  by  NORMAN  Z.  McLEOD 

Screen  play  by  EDDIE  MORAN  and  JACK  JEVNE 

From  an  original  story  by  Ed  Sullivan 

Produced  by  MILTON  H.  BREN 
RELEASED  THRU  UNITED  ARTISTS 
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...A  GREAT  AND  HUMAN 
EDITOR  SALUTES  A   GREAT 
AND  HUMAN  PICTURE! 

WILLIAM  ALLEN  WHITE,  editor  of  the 

Emporia  Gazette,  in  speaking  about 

BOB  BURNS  in  Paramount’s 

"THE  ARKANSAS  TRAVELER" 
says:— “It’s  the  first  newspaper  picture  I’ve 

ever  seen  that  isn’t  either  tough  or  hick.  It 

has  moving  veracity  in  dialogue,  clothes 

and  action.  There  were  no  hardboiled 

reporters  punishing  desks  and  telephones 

and  no  drunks.  I   was  surprised  and 

pleased.  It’s  an  honor  to  have  my  name 

connected  with  a   story  of  that  sort." 
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A   PLEBISCITE  FOR  SHORTS 

IN  MINOR  KEY,  the  output  shifts  from  year  to  year. In  styles,  the  changes  are  more  frequent,  of  course. 

And  that's  about  as  far  as  this  industry  budges  in  an- 
alyzing its  short  subject  requirements. 

Your  average  sales  manager  views  this  end  of  the 

market  with  tolerance  and,  by  no  manner  of  means,  is  it 

always  good-natured  tolerance  at  that.  He  inclines  to- 
ward the  view  he  has  to  handle  shorts  because  it  is 

company  policy,  but  the  concentration  and  the  inclina- 
tion and  the  love  for  the  job  are  on  the  features. 

Undeniably  and  in  a   number  of  instances,  shorts  find 
their  dubious  market  because  the  distributor  forces  them 

with  his  features.  The  consequences  of  this  have  been 

an  exhibitor  rampage,  predicated  as  always,  on  the 
economic  dictates  of  his  situation.  He  asks  why  he  is 

compelled  to  buy — and  pay  for — shorts  which  he  cannot 
use  and  more  newsreels  than  his  screen  can  hold. 

It  seems  screwy  and  it  is  screwy.  We  don't  know  why 
he  must,  but  we'd  like  to  find  out. 
Where  the  system  operates  in  this  fashion,  the  dis- 

tributor benefits;  he  gets  paid  for  the  one  and  the  two- 
reelers.  The  exhibitor  does  the  paying,  frequently  fails 

to  pick  up  the  prints,  sticks  to  his  double  features  and 

asks  what  kind  of  a   business  this  is  anyway.  It's  a   moot 
point,  that. 

If,  by  this  time,  you  are  a   reader  in  search  of  an 

answer,  we  may  be  in  a   position  to  help.  Of  the  three 

major  arms  of  this  business,  distribution  has  changed 

the  least.  It  has  changed  less  than  production  and  ex- 
hibition because  the  major  companies,  drawing  upon 

their  experience  and  in  the  light  of  the  sales  organiza- 
tions developed  from  that  experience,  are  adamant  in 

their  marketing  formula  where  output  enters.  The  com- 
pany which,  for  years,  has  sold  sixty  features  continues 

to  sell  exactly  sixty  features  largely  because  the  sales- 
men are  there  to  handle  that  number  and  because  the 

requirements  of  the  whole  market  are  viewed  as  being 
constant. 

However,  the  need  is  not  constant.  You  don't  have  to 
go  beyond  the  larger  theatres  which  today  hold  over  at- 

tractions for  a   third,  a   fourth  or  a   week  beyond  for  the 

answer.  It  is  a   progressive  step,  this  idea  of  playing 

real  attractions  for  what  they  are  worth,  but  here,  too, 

there  are  consequences.  The  next  onrushing  release 

is  delayed,  the  subsequents  play  the  product  even  later, 
one  season  overlaps  the  next  and  unknown  thousands 

are  constantly  washed  out  in  the  consolidation  of  the 

unused  product  with  the  deal  for  the  following  year. 

It  is  happening  all  the  time  and  to  what  dollar  extent 

is  anybody's  guess. 
The  fixation  cloaking  the  method  of  determining  feature 

output  also  applies  directly  to  shorts.  The  companies 
make  them  in  pretty  much  a   constant  volume  since  it 
is  their  habit  to  do  so.  They  do  couple,  or  they  have 
coupled,  the  shorts  with  the  features,  some  revenue  is 

thereby  automatically  assured  and  the  selling  job  re- 
garded as  complete. 

Only  it  is  not.  For,  as  the  double  feature  maintains 

its  strong  hold  and,  perhaps,  increases  it,  the  opportunity 

for  shorts  obviously  shrinks.  In  an  unspecifically  specific 

way,  everyone  knows  this  to  be  fact,  yet  pays  no  at- 
tention to  the  problem  thereby  poised.  One  essential 

of  that  problem  is  the  expenditure,  annually,  of  large 

sums  on  a   line  of  product  with  very  little  information 

pointing  toward  rewards  for  the  enterprise. 

Don't  draw  the  conclusion  this  space  knows  the  an- 
swer. Not  at  all.  It  merely,  and  obviously  enough,  sug- 

gests some  sort  of  merchandising  yardstick  be  applied 

in  an  effort  to  learn  what  the  answer  might  reasonably 
be.  It  knows  that  the  current  situation  is  well  en- 

trenched on  the  goofy  side  and  it  believes  there  are 

large  numbers  of  one  and  two-reelers  which  would  not 

know  a   projection  machine  if  they  had  the  chance  to 

thread  one.  It  thinks,  too,  many  negative  costs  are  never 
returned  and  that  the  uneconomic  state  of  affairs  which 

this  suggests  ought  to  be  submitted  to  somebody's  at- tention. 

In  the  distributor  view,  the  idea  is  to  close  contracts, 

then  nab  play  dates.  And  why  not?  But  does  the  selling 

cost  warrant  the  job  and  are  the  returns  proportionate 

to  the  whole  endeavor?  And,  then,  what  about  the  ex- 
hibitor and  his  needs? 

We  hope  you  don't  mind  our  mentioning  him.  He's 
only  the  fellow  who  pays  the  freight. 

i&AMA-* 



GOVT  INSISTS  CIRCUITS  CHECK  EXPANSION; 

MAJORS  UNDETERMINED,  BUT  MAY  NOT  YIELD 
Chains  Still  Protesting  the 

Independent  "Edge" 
Attitude  Gives 

New  York — Determined  to  halt  theatre 

expansion  by  major  circuits,  either  by 
building  or  leasing,  the  department  of 
justice  is  understood  to  have  made  clear 
that  such  is  its  stand  on  this  phase  of  the 

government’s  anti-trust  suit.  Thurman 
Arnold,  assistant  to  the  attorney  general 

and  in  charge  of  anti-trust  proceedings, 
is  said  to  have  minced  no  words  when  he 

conferred  with  attorneys  for  five  major 

companies  recently  at  William  J.  Dono- 

van’s home  at  Georgetown,  Md. 
Arnold  is  reported  to  have  insisted  on 

a   status  quo  theatre  setup  because  of  the 

many  complaints  being  sent  into  the  de- 
partment by  independents  throughout  the 

country.  However,  counsel  for  Loew’s, 
20th-Fox,  Paramount,  Warner  and  RKO 
are  understood  to  have  detailed  numerous 

reasons  why  such  a   stand  would  en- 
danger their  interests  and,  at  the  same 

time,  leave  an  open  field  for  unaffiliated 
exhibitors  in  closely  held  situations. 

Attitude  Not  Taken  Lightly 

That  the  government’s  attitude  is  not 
taken  lightly  has  been  reflected  on  sev- 

eral fronts.  Attorneys  who  were  present 
at  Georgetown  are  referring  all  inquiries 
to  Washington,  declining  to  comment  on 
the  outcome  of  the  talks  with  Arnold  and 
his  assistant,  Paul  Williams. 

No  new  theatres  have  been  acquired  by 

the  majors  since  the  suit  was  started  al- 
though RKO  dropped  two  in  this  territory. 

Warner  acquired  the  Palace,  Orange,  N.  J„ 

from  Moe  Kridel,  as  the  result  of  a   set- 
tlement of  a   three-year  suit.  This,  how- 

ever, is  not  regarded  as  a   new  deal  since 
it  predates  the  government  action. 
One  important  exhibitor  leader,  when 

FBI  Checkup  Now 

Under  Way 
New  York — Allied  and  local  exhibi- 

tors who  have  filed  complaints  against 

major  circuits  have  been  assured  that 

investigators  from  Washington  will  call 

on  them  “shortly''  to  get  further  de- 
tails. This  not  only  applies  to  the  New 

York  areas,  but  to  other  parts  of  the 

country  as  well. 

It  was  previously  indicated  the  de- 

partment of  justice  was  after  "about  50 

bona  fide"  complaints,  “four  or  five" 
from  different  key  cities.  It  is  under- 

stood more  than  the  total  sought  has 

been  turned  in  with  New  York,  Chi- 

cago, New  England,  Minnesota  and 

Texas  supplying  the  majority  of  “valid" 
charges. 

questioned  about  the  Georgetown  confer- 

ence, dismissed  it  lightly  by  saying,  “noth- 

ing happened.” Notwithstanding,  major  company  attor- 
neys are  understood  to  have  been  advised 

that,  unless  they  agree  to  halt  until  the 
suit  is  tried,  the  government  would  seek 

immediate  hearing  on  its  temporary  in- 
junction in  the  original  complaint.  It  is 

also  understood  Arnold  is  seeking  the  gen- 
eral cooperation  of  major  defendants  and 

that,  unless  he  can  get  this,  he  will  move 

along  without  granting  further  conces- 
sions, such  as  another  delay  in  filing  an- 
swers if  such  are  deemed  necessary  by 

counsel. 

While  theatre  expansion  was  the  prin- 
cipal topic  of  discussion,  attorneys  also 

took  up  the  matter  of  the  government’s 
attitude  toward  the  trade  practice  meet- 

ings planned.  Counsel  for  the  five  film 
companies  are  reported  to  have  sought  an 
understanding  on  how  far  the  industry 

could  go  in  bringing  about  exhibitor-dis- 
tributor accord  on  so-called  industry 

abuses  without  the  government  using  the 
remedies,  if  any  are  decided  upon,  as  part 
of  its  case. 

Columbia  and  UA  Not  Joining 

Attorneys  for  Columbia  and  UA  are  not 
joining  the  Hays  office  meetings  during 
which  the  government  suit  is  discussed. 
Their  attitude  is  they  have  no  interest  in 
theatres  and  that  whatever  decisions  are 

made  by  other  counsel  is  of  no  value  to 
them. 

With  the  date  for  filing  answers  less 
than  a   month  off,  indications  are  some  of 

the  companies  will  not  be  ready.  UA,  Co- 
lumbia and  Universal  are  expected  to 

answer  on  time.  The  other  defendant 

corporations,  all  of  which  are  making  sur- 
veys and  checkups  on  theatre  holdings  and 

affiliated  interests,  are  understood  plan- 
ning to  ask  for  more  time.  Inasmuch  as 

the  government  is  reported  dissatisfied 

with  the  attitude  taken  by  major  com- 
panies at  the  Georgetown  conclave,  a 

court  request  may  become  necessary. 
Counsel  for  Universal,  UA  and  Columbia, 
furthermore,  did  not  attend  the  meeting 
with  Arnold  and  Williams. 

Meanwhile,  the  government  is  not  re- 
laxing in  its  efforts  to  build  up  a   strong 

case  for  the  preliminary  hearings  due 
shortly  in  the  local  federal  court.  Arnold 

personally  has  answered  a   number  of  com- 
plainants. FBI  men  will  visit  them  in  a 

few  days  to  check  up  on  various  phases 
of  letters  sent  in. 

From  reliable  sources,  it  is  learned  the 

department  is  particularly  anxious  to  in- 
vestigate complaints  involving  alleged 

threats  on  the  part  of  major  circuits  to 

either  build  or  lease  in  independent  situa- 
tions. At  least  five  such  letters  were  sent 

to  Washington  by  Harry  G.  Kosch,  at- 
torney for  Allied  of  New  York.  Those  in- 
volved central  and  upstate  New  York  ex- 

hibitors. 

Boxoffice’s  correspondent  upstate  re- 
ports three  majors  are  the  subject  of  a 

Attorneys  Split  Their 
Meetings 

New  York — Major  company  attorneys 

this  week  split  their  meetings  between 

Col.  William  J.  Donovan's  office  and 

the  Hays  organization.  Outside  coun- 

sel retained  by  the  five  major  com- 

panies with  circuit  affiliations  got  to- 

gether at  Donovan's  headquarters, 
while  home  office  attorneys  met  in 

their  usual  way  at  the  Hays  camp. 

vicious  charge  by  an  independent  exhibi- 
tor. Salesmen  from  these  companies 

whose  names  are  understood  to  be  known 

are  said  to  have  openly  threatened  the- 
atremen  m   that  section.  The  exhibitor  in 

question  has  already  sent  his  complaint 
to  Washington. 

Allied  units  in  all  parts  of  the  country 
have  been  advised  by  Abram  F.  Myers, 

general  counsel  for  the  national  organi- 
zation, to  get  in  touch  with  members  who 

may  have  complaints  against  the  major 
circuits,  and  essentially  those  exhibitors 

W’ho  are  being  “coerced  or  threatened”  by salesmen. 

New  Jersey  Allied  Topic 

The  government  suit  will  be  one  of  the 

highlights  of  the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  con- 
vention at  Atlantic  City,  October  19-21. 

Myers  is  slated  to  attend  and  bring  up  a 
number  of  interesting  inside  sidelights  on 
the  developments  so  far.  He  is  reported 

taking  an  active  part  in  soliciting  com- 
plaints from  independent  exhibitors, 

whether  Allied  members  or  not,  in  an  ef- 

fort to  bulwark  the  government’s  case. 
Not  unexpectedly,  Joseph  Rosenberg, 

counsel  for  Allied  of  Illinois,  has  submitted 
the  action  instituted  recently  against  B&K 
and  major  distributors  to  the  government. 

He  appeared  in  Washington  and  person- 
ally turned  over  the  formal  charges  pre- 

viously filed  in  Chicago  federal  court. 
George  Ryan,  attorney  for  Morse  & 

Rothenberg,  has  started  to  take  deposi- 
tions on  subpoenae  duces  tecum  in  con- 

nection with  the  anti-trust  suit  against 
major  companies  in  Boston.  Paramount 
executives  were  examined  early  in  the 
week  with  other  company  heads  following. 
Attorneys  have  been  huddling  the  past 
week  with  theatre  operating  heads  on 
various  pointers  which  came  up  for  airing 
at  the  Georgetown  palaver.  Just  what  the 
circuits  are  willing  to  do,  or  not  do  in  the 

final  analysis,  is  something  not  yet  de- 
cided, but  the  subject  of  the  many  con- 

ferences behind  closed  doors. 

Chain  Drive  Ends  Soon 

New  York— National  Theatres’  second 
annual  drive,  now  in  its  fourth  week,  will 
end  December  24.  Divisional  operators  are 

competing  for  best  improvement  in  opera- 
tions as  compared  to  last  year. 
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SELF-REGULATION  TALKS  RESUMING  WITH 

JUSTICE  DEP'T  REPORTED  WARM  TO  IDEA 
Worry  Over  State  Legislation 

Stems  to  44  Nearing  Sessions 

New  York— Why  high  circles  here  are  concerned  over  the  possibility  a   flood  of 
state  legislation  may  confront  the  industry  in  the  event  self -regulation  cannot  be 
adopted  between  now  and  the  end  of  the  year  is  demonstrated  in  the  tally  of  im- 

pending law-making  sessions. 
Forty-four  of  the  48  states  will  launch  their  sessions  beginning  January  2 

when  California,  Idaho,  Montana,  Ohio,  and  Tennessee  get  under  way  to  be  fol- 
lowed the  next  day  by  Delaware,  Minnesota,  Nebraska,  North  Dakota,  Oklahoma, 

Pennsylvania,  Rhode  Island  and  South  Dakota. 
Of  the  44  opening  dates,  42  fall  in  January.  Florida  starts  on  April  4   and 

Georgia  on  July  17.  The  customary  length  of  the  sessions,  provided  they  are  not 
extended  for  extraordinary  reasons,  is  60  days. 

Arizona 

Arkansas 

Georgia 

Kansas 

However,  many  states,  under  their 
>   is  what the  chart  looks  like: 
Starts Runs  in  Days 

...Jan. 10..   50  days 

...Jan. 
9..   60  days 

...Jan. 9..   60  days 2.. 
..  .no  limit 

...Jan. 
4.. 

  no  limit 
...Jan. 

4.. 

  154  days ...Jan. 

3..   60  days 4.. 
  60  days ...July 

17..   60  days ...Jan. 2.. 
  60  days 

4..   no  limit 

5.. 

    61  days -Jan. 
9..   no  limit 

10.. 
  no  limit 

4..   no  limit 

4..   90  days -Tan. 
4..   no  limit 4.. 
  no  limit 

3..   90  days 

4..   70  days 2.. 
  60  days -   an. 

3.. ..not  less  than  60  days -Jan. 
16..   60  days 4.. 

..two  years  less  7   days 

10..   no  limit 
New  Mexico •Jan.  10   60  days 
New  York    jan 
North  Carolina    .Jan. 
North  Dakota            jan. 
Ohio    ....Jan. 
Oklahoma      jan. 
Oregon        ...Jan. 
Pennsylvania    Jan. 

Rhode  Island    ....Jan. 
South  Carolina        ........Jan.  10   40  days 
South  Dakota    ...Jan,  3   60  days 
Tennessee    .....Jan 

4   no  limit 
4   ...no  limit 
3   60  days 

2

 

 

 
  
 no  limit 

3

 

 

 

 60  days 

9   40  days 
3   no  limit 

3   60  days 

Texas     

Utah            jan. 
Vermont    Jan. 

Washington    jan. 
West  Virginia        Jan. 
Wisconsin        Jan. 

2...   75  days 

•Jan.  10   120  days 
9   60  days 
4     no  limit 

9   60  days 
11   60  days 
11   no  limit 

Wyoming        Jan.  10   40  days 

Washington — Barring  a   special  session,  which  has  been  suggested  as  a   result  of 
the  failure  of  industry  and  agriculture  to  show  the  hoped  for  improvement,  the 
next  session  of  Congress  will  convene  January  3. 

What  it  will  discuss  in  the  form  of  industry  legislation  is  still  a   matter  of  con- 

( Continued  on  page  12) 

Kuykendall  Claims  Has 
Assurance  Meetings 

Will  Proceed 

New  York — On  the  reported  strength  of 

the  department  of  justice’s  willingness  to 
see  what  might  be  worked  out,  self  regu- 

lation talks  cn  the  original  broad  scale 
will  be  resumed  shortly.  This  indicates 

major  company  counsel,  therefore,  has  re- 
vised its  legal  approach  and  now  views 

as  feasible  for  the  industry  to  proceed  with 
efforts  to  set  its  house  in  order. 

This  is  the  understood  background  of  a 

statement  issued  Wednesday  by  Ed  Kuy- 
kendall, MPTOA  president,  in  which  he 

declared  he  had  the  assurance  of  S.  R. 

Kent  and  Wm.  F.  Rodgers  that  “meetings 
will  take  place  at  the  earliest  possible  date 
consistent  with  the  ability  of  interested 

parties  to  come  to  New  York.” Indicating  the  scope  of  the  resumed 
meetings  which  Kent  had  first  stated  might 
have  been  launched  by  Labor  Day  provided 

counsel  so  advised  the  majors,  Kuyken- 

dall declared  that  “naturally  discussions 
will  be  around  our  20  per  cent  cancella- 

tion demand,  conciliation  boards,  abolition 

of  score  charges  and  designated  play- 
dates.  There  will  be,  of  course,  other  prob- 

lems to  work  out.” The  MPTOA  head  also  said  that  meetings 

will  be  held  this  month,  but  Boxoffice 
learns  no  da.es  have  been  set  and  will  not 

be  until  the  program  of  consultation  with 
various  exhibitor  groups  can  be  worked  out. 

Earlier  in  the  week,  reliable  information 
indicated  individual  self  regulatory  action 

by  two  major  companies  was  planned. 
Much  serious  consideration  has  been,  and 

perhaps  still  is,  given  the  thought  there 
can  be  no  legal  impairments  involved  in 
an  individual  company  movement  along 
solo  lines. 

The  theory  was  that  if  one  or  two  com- 
panies announced  trade  practice  reforms 

others  might  be  persuaded  to  follow  suit. 
In  light  of  this  unexpected  turn,  however, 

this  course  now  becomes  unnecessary. 

Cowdin  in  England  lor 
Financial  Deal  Windup 

London — J.  Clieever  Cowdin,  chairman 
of  the  Universal  board,  is  due  Monday  on 

the  Queen  Mary  to  complete  financing  ar- 
rangements with  Lord  Portal  and  C.  M. 

Woolf  and  other  British  interests.  When 
he  was  here  some  weeks  ago,  Cowdin  set 

a   deal  with  Portal  and  Woolf  for  $1,750,- 

000,  which  is  expected  to  be  finalized  be- 
fore he  leaves  for  New  York  again. 

RKO  Sells  Martin  Circuit 

Atlanta — The  Martin  circuit  with  29 

situations  in  Georgia,  Florida  and  Ala- 
bama, has  bought  the  RKO  list. 
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SOMEWHERE  recently,  someone concluded,  and  rashly,  the  day 
of  the  star  had  set.  More  nonsense 

has  seldom  cleared  the  linotypes. 

The  values  constantly  alter,  but  the 

star  is  as  permanent  as  the  celestial 

counterpart  that  twinkles  on  clear 

nights. 
On  that  very  point,  this  ought  to 

be  told: 

When  Nate  Blumberg  quit  20 

years  plus  in  exhibition  to  run  Uni- 
versal, his  intent  then  was  to  re- 

member his  past  and  also  to  remem- 
ber the  idea  is  to  make  product,  not 

for  Hollywood  and  back-slapping, 
but  for  the  men  who  run  theatres. 

He  has  been  trying  to  do  that,  not 
without  the  usual  difficulties  and 

some  of  the  rewards,  potentially  at 

any  rate. 

What  is  happening  around  Uni- 
versal today  merely  proves  two 

points.  One  is  that  Blumberg  is 

remaining  steadfast  to  his  training 

which  tells  him  it's  the  star  picture 

that  counts,  provided  it's  got  what  it 

takes.  The  other  is  what's  hap- 
pened in  that  direction. 

1

.

 

 

Bing  Crosby's  outside  picture 

goes  

to  
Universal. 

2
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W.  C.  Fields  signed  for  "You 

Can't  

Cheat  

an  
Honest  

Man."  

And Bergen  

and  

Charlie  

McCarthy  

add- 
ed to  

the  

cast. 
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As  the  result  of  a   story  deal 

with  

M-G-M,  

Universal  

gets  

the  

up- and-coming  

lead  

for  
one  

picture.  

His name  

is  
Jimmy  

Stewart  

and  

his  

film, "Destry  

Rides  

Again.”  

Also  

Bob Montgomery  

for  

one  

and  

Robert 
Young,  

recently  

elevated  

to  
stardom 

by  
Metro,  

for  
a   third. These  are  the  "bonus"  pictures 

Universal  has  been  talking  about. 

They  go  out  as  part  of  the  regular 
1938-39  contract.  It  is  furthermore 

correct  to  report  that  circuit  men  are 

becoming  increasingly  aware  of  the 

added  star  power  which  Blumberg 

has  acquired;  that  the  glances  once 

casually  turned  toward  "U"  are  now 
punctuated  with  much  more  alert- 

ness and  interest. 

Indignant  Observer 

Proving  the  old  one  about  the 
manner  in  which  the  industry  is 

observed  on  the  outside  is  a   letter 

to  the  industry  drive  commitee.  It 

goes: 

Your  recent  advertising  invited 

“opinions,  criticism,  or  suggestions 

about  motion  pictures."  It  is  amazing 

that  you  “lead  with  your  chin"  in  that 
fashion,  and  I   seriously  doubt  as  to 

your  doing  anything  about  the  com- 
ments that  will  probably  bombard 

you — except,  possibly,  to  classify  them 
and  then  file  them  in  some  dusty 
archive. 

You  will  be  dodging  a   barrage  of 

pent-up  wrath  about  the  double  fea- 
tures (which  I   detest)  like  a   ham 

actor  seeking  to  avoid  the  fusilade  of 

vegetables  while  before  the  curtain 

after  essaying  a   performance  of  “Ham- 
let.'' You  will  get  plenty  about  the 

cheap  tawdriness  of  Bank  Nights, 

Screeno,  Ten-O-Win,  etc.  Those  things 
smell  to  high  heaven.  They  are  so 

stenchful  that  I   pass  by  to  call  your 

attention  to  just  one  specific  and  cur- 
rent item  and  that,  the  advertising 

that  is  appearing  in  connection  with 

“Campus  Confessions" — one  of  your 

$250,000  prize  pictures.  It  is  enclosed. 

Examine  it.  “The  Bare  Truth  About 

College  Youth  .   .   .   Co-eds  Come  Clean 

.   .   .   Boys  Tell  All"  and  a   couple  of 
suggestive  stills  to  give  emphasis. 

The  picture  itself  is  an  innocent  kin- 
dergarten affair.  Neither  of  the  stills 

.   appears  in  the  screen  version  as  ex- 
hibited. I   would  deeply  appreciate 

your  informing  me  as  to  whether  you 

deem,  the  ad  warranted. 

Will  Hays  and  Joseph  I.  Breen,  with 

Sidney  R.  Kent's  committee  on  adver- 
tising, together  with  the  Advertising 

Advisory  Council  (Lester  Thompson) 

are  supposed  to  have  put  an  end  to 

such  misleading  advertising — or  are 
they? 

The  copy  was  placed  by  our  old 

friend,  the  Criterion,  and  ran  in 

many  New  York  newspapers.  "In- 
dignant Observer"  should  have 

caught  some  of  the  lobby  art  used 

there  for  other  pictures.  He'd  froth. 

So  They'd  Know 
Ben  Goetz  in  Hollywood  provided 

Harry  Brand  with  a   reasonable  op- 
portunity for  a   party.  When  all  the 

Goetzes  assemble,  that's  quite  apt 
to  be  a   delegation. 

To  keep  his  other  guests  happy, 

Brand  had  buttons  made.  One  read: 

"I  am  a   Goetz."  The  other,  "I  am 

not  a   Goetz." The  party  was  very  successful. 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 
On  page  14  of  this  issue 
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JACKIE  COOPER 
IRENE  RICH 
NANCY  CARROLL 
JOHN  HALLIDAY 

Screenplay  by  Bruce  Manning 

Original  story  by  F.  Hugh  Herbert 

Music  by  Jimmy  McHugh  and  Harold  Adamson 

Directed  by  EDWARD  LUDWIG 
A   JOE  PASTERNAK  Production 

A   NEW  UNIVERSAL  PICTURE/ 

r   .   "MY  OWN”,  'THAT  CERTAIN 
»   *   AGE”,  "BE  A   GOOD  SCOUT” 
"YOU’RE  AS  PRETTY  AS  A   PICTURE” 

WALTZ  ARIA/rom"ROMEO  &   JULIET” 
&"LES  FILLES  DE  CADIX”  by  DELIBES 



CONCERTED  BUYING  MOVE  TAKING  SHAPE; 

MOST  OF  THE  DEALS  ARE  WITH  CIRCUITS 

CAM^IG^COMMITTEE  MO'ITOM  PICTURES'  GREATEST  YEAR  Inc.   THEATRES  PRODUCERS  DISTRIBUTORS 
1270-6th  AVE.,  NEW  YORK  Circle  7-5292 

Sept.  29th,  1938 

Mr.  "Red"  Kann Boxofflce 

9   Rockefeller  Plaza 
New  York,  N.Y# 

Dear  Red: 

Even  at  the  risk  of  becoming 

repetitious,  I   find  myself  thanking  you 

again  for  your  matchless  coverage. 

rely. 

PAUL  GULICK. 
Coordinator 

PG:ct 

Motion  Pictures  Are  Your  Best  Entertainment 

Sales  Executives  Into  Field 

To  Negotiate  Film 
Contracts 

New  York — Sales  managers,  division, 

district  and  branch  managers  of  the  ma- 
jor companies  are  head  over  heels  in  film 

deals,  a   concerted  move  having  developed 
by  buyers  all  over  the  country  to  con- 

summate negotiations  for  product  which 
have  been  under  way  for  some  time. 

During  the  past  several  weeks,  sales 
executives  of  virtually  every  company  have 

been  making  trips  to  the  field,  some  go- 
ing on  extended  tours  of  the  territory 

while  others  limiting  visits  to  one  or  two 

days  on  deals  requiring  immediate  atten- 
tion. 

Mostly  Circuit  Deals 

Most  of  the  contracts  now  being  signed 
are  with  partners  of  the  major  circuits 

and  the  circuits  themselves.  RKO,  Loew’s 
and  National  Theatres  have  almost  com- 

pleted all  their  deals  and  the  few  remain- 
ing products  are  expected  to  be  cleaned 

up  in,  the  next  few  weeks. 

It  has  also  been  noted  that,  in  a   num- 
ber of  instances,  district  and  branch  mana- 

gers have  been  in  New  York  working  on 
deals,  usually  when  theatre  operating  heads 
in  their  territory  are  here. 

Republic  has  closed  more  contracts  with 
important  circuits  than  ever  before.  It 
leads  the  independent  field  by  a   wide 
margin  principally  due  to  James  R.  Grain- 

ger’s visits  to  the  territory  and  directly 
contacting  buyers. 

In  the  past  week,  Columbia  signed  up 
the  Martin  circuit  with  55  houses  in  Geor- 

gia, Alabama  and  Florida.  Harry  Gold  re- 
cently worked  out  arrangements  for  UA 

product  in  a   number  of  RKO  houses  and 
is  virtually  set  on  a   Loew  deal.  Many 
other  negotiations  are  in  the  wind  and 
expected  to  be  sealed  shortly. 

Talks  continue  between  National  Thea- 

tres’ executives  with  United  Artists  and 
Paramount.  Spyros  Skouras  returned  from 
the  coast  this  week  after  conferring  with 
his  brother,  Charles,  and  E.  C.  Rhoden 

M-G-M  Buttons  Up 
Chief  Accounts 

New  York — All  major  and  important 

independent  accounts  have  been  closed 

by  M-G-M  for  the  new  season's  prod- 
uct, a   sales  executive  states. 

Although  some  of  the  deals  include 

franchises,  the  provision  is  included 

that  clearance  and  protection  are  ne- 

gotiated annually,  in  every  given  situa- 
tion. 

of  Fox  Midwest  and  Rick  Ricketson  of  Fox 
Intermountain  have  been  in  town  on  film 
matters  in  addition  to  policy  discussions. 

Oscar  Morgan,  Atlanta  district  manager 
for  Paramount,  was  around  for  about  a 

week  for  palavers  with  J.  J.  Unger.  Wil- 
liam F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  manager 

of  M-G-M,  and  Thomas  J.  Connors,  east- 
ern and  Canadian  sales  head,  were  in  Can- 
ada for  a   meeting  with  N.  L.  Nathanson 

and  J.  J.  Fitzgibbons.  E.  M.  Saunders, 
western  division  sales  manager,  recently 

returned  from  a   month’s  tour  of  the  coun- 
try. 

Within  the  past  week  every  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox division  has  been  in  the  field  and 

assisting  local  branch  managers  in  signing 
up  important  accounts. 

Walter  Branson,  midwest  RKO  district 
manager,  and  several  other  men  such  as 
Nat  Levy,  district  manager  with  head- 

quarters in  Detroit,  were  in  town  con- 
ferring with  Jules  Levy  not  so  long  ago. 

A   number  of  Paramount  partners  from 

every  corner  of  the  country  met  in  New 
York  about  three  weeks  ago  and  now  Y. 
Frank  Freeman  is  going  to  spend  the  next 
few  weeks  visiting  Atlanta  and  Dallas. 

Universal  in  Two-Year 

Deal  With  Nat'l  Theatres 
New  York — William  A.  Scully,  general 

sales  manager  of  Universal,  has  completed 
a   two-year  deal  with  Spyros  Skouras  for 
the  distributor’s  lineup  in  all  National 
Theatres.  Negotiations  had  been  under  way 
for  some  months  and  were  finally  con- 

summated this  week.  This  marks  the  first 
important  deal  for  Universal  since  the  new 
administration  took  over. 

Two  Republic  Deals 

New  York — Republic  has  closed  new 
season  deals  with  Warner  theatres  in  New 
Jersey  and  upper  New  York  and  with  Si 
Fabian’s  first  runs  in  Brooklyn. 
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Bank's  Agent  Views 
RKO  Revamp  Speed 

New  York — “It  looks  as  if  the  RKO  re- 
organization is  moving  fast  and  I   hope 

by  the  end  of  the  year  it  will  be  all  over” 
A.  H.  McCausland,  Irving  Trustee  repre- 

sentative in  the  reorganization,  told  RKO 
home  office  executives,  district  managers, 
theatre  managers  and  their  assistants  at 
the  testimonial  beefsteak  dinner  tendered 

to  John  J.  O’Connor  at  the  Hotel  Astor. 
“I  don’t  know  where  I’m  going  from 

here,”  he  added,  “but  my  tenure  of  six 
years  next  January  is  coming  to  a   close. 

These  six  years  have  been  the  most  inter- 
esting, most  enjoyable  and  most  lovable 

in  my  life.  The  friendships  I’ve  gotten  I 
shall  cherish  all  my  life.” 
McCausland  had  left  the  federal  court 

where  hearings  on  the  RKO  plan  had 

been  in  progress  to  attend  the  O’Connor 
testimonial.  He  added,  “RKO  is  going 
places  from  now  on.”  Paying  tribute  to 
O’Connor,  he  said,  “We  are  all  proud  of 
him.  He  has  done  a   great  job.  RKO  will 

come  out  of  bankruptcy  as  a   great  or- 

ganization.” 
At  the  resumed  court  hearings  on  the 

feasibility  and  fairness  of  the  RKO  plan, 
Col.  H.  C.  Rickaby  and  Carlos  Israels  spoke 

in  favor  of  the  plan.  The  former  repre- 
sents proponents  of  the  plan  while  Israels 

represents  the  creditors’  committee. 
Joseph  Cohen,  who  did  not  complete  his 

arguments  when  the  hearing  was  ad- 
journed previously,  argued  the  original 

plan  whereby  stockholders  were  to  receive 
one  share  of  the  new  stock  for  two  now 
held  was  more  favorable  than  the  six  to 

one  turn  in  now  provided  under  the 
amended  plan. 

John  Stover  and  William  Ihrig,  repre- 
senting E.  W.  Stirn  of  Milwaukee,  ob- 

jected to  various  phases  of  the  plan.  A.  K. 
Weber  also  attacked  certain  clauses. 

At  the  close  of  the  hearing,  Judge  Wil- 
liam O.  Bondy  set  October  25  as  the  next 

date  for  further  hearings,  provided  such 

But  He  Wont  Find 
It  Happen 

New  York — One  wag  at  the  John  J. 

O'Connor  testimonial  dinner  at  the 
Hotel  Astor  saw  A.  H.  McCausland, 

Irving  Trust  representative  at  RKO,  sit- 

ting at  the  dais  and  blossomed  with 
this  one: 

"A  few  more  years  and  we'll  have 
a   Bar  Mitzvah  party  for  Irving  Trust 

in  the  RKO  reorganization." 

Among  the  Jews,  a   boy  must  be  13 

to  be  Bar  Mitzvahed,  provided  he  is 

not  an  orphan  under  which  circum- 

stance he  must  be  14.  The  ancient 

ceremony  denotes  his  maturity  into 
manhood. 

RKO  is  now  rounding  out  its  fifth 

year  under  federal  court  supervision, 

but  is  expected  to  emerge  by  the  end 

of  the  current  year. 

are  necessary.  In  some  circles,  it  is  held 
that  the  setting  of  the  date  is  to  keep  the 

plan  alive  on  the  calendar.  Those  con- 
testing the  plan  were  given  until  October 

13  to  file  briefs  and  proponents  have  five 
days  after  that  to  answer. 

Increasing  production  costs  are  reported 

in  the  six  months’  financial  statement  as 
responsible  for  a   consolidated  net  loss  of 

$480,176. 
Federal  Judge  Mandelbaum  has  di- 

rected payment  of  a   final  dividend  of  3.2 
per  cent  on  Orpheum  Circuit,  Inc.,  claims 

totaling  $2,152,532.  Two  earlier  divi- 
dends aggregating  27y2  per  cent  and 

amounting  to  $591,641  have  already  been 
paid.  The  newly  declared  dividend  will 
bring  total  payments  to  $696,040. 

The  Seattle  Orpheum  Co.  reports  a   net 
of  $24,784  before  interest  for  the  year 
to  April  30. 

William  H.  Moore  Dead 

Los  Angeles — William  H.  Moore  jr„  for- 
mer Fox  West  Coast  trustee  in  bankruptcy, 

died  over  the  weekend  of  a   heart  attack. 
He  was  52. 

Brings  Message  of 
Cheer  From  Coast 

New  York — Hollywood’s  studios  are 
humming  with  activity  and  a   fine  crop  of 

new  pictures  is  coming 

through,  Dr.  A.  H.  Gian- 
nini  told  Boxoffice  on 
his  arrival  from  the 
coast. 

“Everything  is  fine  in 

California,  production 

is  booming  and  every- 

one has  his  coat  off,” he  said. 

“Things  are  optimis- 

tic,” the  former  chair- 
man and  president  of 

UA  declared,  “and 
everybody  is  happy.”  Dr. 
to  a   number  of  companies,  such  as  M-G-M, 
20th  Century-Fox  and  Columbia  and  as- 

serted, “they  have  a   lot  of  great  stuff 

coming  through.”  He  also  listed  a   num- 
ber of  pictures  already  released  and  about 

to  be  distributed. 

As  chairman  of  the  Los  Angeles  Com- 
munity Chest  drive  to  raise  $3,200,000  for 

welfare  purposes,  Dr.  Giannini  made  the 
trip  east  especially  to  line  up  a   prominent 

speaker  to  talk  on  the  drive.  In  this  con- 

nection, he  said,  “we  have  one  of  the  big- 
gest welfare  problems  on  the  coast.  I   am 

chairman  of  the  drive  and  we  will  put  it 

over.” 

Since  he  returned  to  the  coast  after  an 

extended  European  vacation,  Giannini  has 

more  or  less  been  out  of  contact  with  in- 
dustry developments,  confining  most  of  his 

time  to  his  own  business,  which  is  banking. 

He  left  for  the  coast  Thursday  after 

accomplishing  the  purpose  for  his  eastern trek. 

UA  Sells  Hardy-Langdon 

Films  Only  as  Finished 
New  York — Although  Hal  E.  Roach  will 

produce  six  for  UA  for  the  1938-39  sea- 
son, salesmen  for  the  company  are  only 

selling  four.  The  sales  force  has  been  ad- 
vised not  to  sell  the  two  Hardy-Langdon 

feature  length  comedies  until  each  one  is 
completed.  The  initial  attraction  will  be 

“This  Time  It’s  Love.” 

“There  Goes  My  Heart,”  first  Roach  film 
for  UA  release,  is  dated  for  the  Music 
Hall  starting  October  14.  The  producer  is 
in  town  for  the  opening  as  is  Frank 

Seltzer,  studio  publicity  head,  who  is  work- 
ing on  the  advertising  and  publicity  cam- 

paign. 

Federal  Ticket  Impost 

Over  Million  Above  1937 
Washington  —   Federal  admission  tax 

collections  during  the  fiscal  year  ending 
June  30  crossed  the  $20,000,000  line  for  a 

new  post  depression  high  and  showed  an 
increase  of  more  than  $1,000,000  as  com- 

pared with  the  1937  fiscal  year. 

Worry  Over  State  Legislation 

Stems  to  44  Nearing  Sessions 

(Continued  from  page  5) 

jecture,  but  the  general  consensus  is  that  little  in  the  way  of  direct  film  legislation 
will  be  taken  up. 

It  is  pointed  out  the  New  York  suit  involves  the  questions  of  block  booking 
and  producer  ownership  of  theatres,  two  of  the  major  points  of  attack  in  previous 
Congresses.  The  Administration  monopoly  committee  also  is  expected  to  concern 
itself  with  monopoly  in  the  industry  unless  a   satisfactory  settlement  is  arrived  at  in 
the  suit. 

The  great  majority  of  film  bills  introduced  in  the  past  have  been  concerned 
with  trade  policies  and  it  is  not  expected  that  Congress  will  devote  any  great  amount 

of  time  to  anti-trust  legislation  until  the  monopoly  committee  makes  some  recom- 
mendations, which  is  not  expected  to  occur  for  some  time. 

In  all  probability,  the  most  important  legislation  of  the  coming  session,  as  it 
affects  motion  pictures,  will  be  the  new  revenue  measure,  the  scope  of  which  has 
not  yet  been  decided.  This  would  affect  the  industry  in  the  event  any  changes  are 
made  in  corporate  or  individual  income  tax  provisions.  No  change  is  expected  to 
be  made  with  respect  to  the  admission  tax,  other  than  to  retain  it  as  a   part  of  the 
tax  structure. 

A.  H.  GIANNINI 

Giannini  pointed 
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A   RECORD-BREAKER  EVERYWHERE! 
ALREADY  PLATED 

Little  Carnegie— NEW  YORK— 8   WEEKS  Mercury  —   BUFFALO — 3   WEEKS 
Europa  —   PHILADELPHIA— 6   WEEKS  Palace — HARTFORD — 1   WEEK 

LOEW’S  CIRCUIT 

NOW  19th  WEEK  —   Fine  Arts —   BOSTON 

NOW  14th  WEEK — Esquire — HOLLY  WOOD 

NOW  4th  WEEK— City— CLEVELAND 
Esquire— PORTLAND,  ORE.  — 5   WEEKS  •   Montla\e— SEATTLE— 4   WEEKS 

And  Booked  for  Extra  Playing  Time:  Cinema — DETROIT.  Belasco 
—   WASHINGTON.  Little  —   NEWARK.  Pabst  —   MILWAUKEE. 

Little  —   BALTIMORE.  World  Playhouse  —   CHICAGO.  Little  — 

ROCHESTER.  Art  Cinema  —   PITTSBURGH.  Vogue  —   KANSAS 
CITY.  Lincoln  —   NEW  HAVEN.  Grand  International  —   LOS  AN- 

GELES. Larkin — SAN  FRANCISCO.  Band  Box — PHILADELPHIA. 
RKO  CIRCUIT.  LEO  BRECHER  CIRCUIT. 

Featuring  PADEREWSKI 
The  World's  Greatest  Pianist 

Supported  £3/  CHARLES  FARRELL  and  MARIE  TEMPEST 

in  a   dramatization  acclaimed  by  Press  and  Public. 
A   LOTHAR  MENDES  PRODUCTION 

★ 

fflafMGti  pictures  Ccwtxanq 
w   rite  —   Phone  or  Wire 
CHARLES  KRANZ,  General  Sales  Manager 
Telephone  CHickering  4-7748 
Suite  1908 — Paramount  Bldg.,  1501  Broadway,  New  York 



LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

QUERIES  DRIVE'S  FAIRNESS 

Birmingham,  Ala. — I   am  enclosing  a   copy 

of  a   letter  addressed  to  Harold  B.  Franklin 
in  reply  to  his  statement  appearing  in 
your  issue  of  September  24.  I   would  ap- 

preciate very  much  a   thorough  discussion 
of  this  matter  and  a   publication  of  it  so 
that  other  independents  may  know  the 
true  state  of  affairs  in  this  locality. 

The  letter  to  Franklin  follows: 

to  contend  that  the  campaign  was  designed 
so  that  all  exhibitors  would  benefit. 

About  a   year  and  a   half  ago  I   resigned 
as  vice-president  of  National  Allied  be- 

cause I   thought  these  gentlemen  were  en- 
tirely too  radical,  but  I   have  finally  real- 

ized that  in  this  business  that  is  the  only 
way  in  which  a   small  exhibitor  has  the 
slightest  possible  chance  of  getting  any- 

where near  a   fair  break. 

I   have  just  read  with  a   great  deal  of 

interest  your  statement  in  Boxoffice  of 
September  24. 

There  are  one  or  two  things  that  are 
definitely  evident:  Either  you  are  sadly 
misinformed  regarding  the  condition  of 
subsequent  run  clearance,  or  you  are  de- 

liberately attempting  to  mislead  the  trade 
in  connection  with  this  matter. 

In  the  third  paragraph  of  this  item  you 
are  quoted  as  stating  that  many  of  the 
first  run  situations  will  not  be  able  to  play 
more  than  12  pictures  and  that  some  of  the 
subsequents  can  play  20  or  25  pictures. 
But,  you  did  not  clarify  this  statement  by 
making  it  very  plain  that  the  first  run 
who  can  only  use  12  pictures  will  use 
them  on  every  available  day  during  the 
entire  campaign,  whereas  the  subsequent 

run  house  who  is  forced  to  change  pro- 
grams from  three  to  six  times  each  week, 

with  the  same  12  pictures  would  con- 
sume only  approximately  15  per  cent  of  his 

running  time.  After  all,  what  any  ex- 
hibitor is  interested  in  is  the  type  of 

product  he  can  secure  for  his  playing  time, 
not  what  he  might  be  able  to  secure  if  he 
changed  programs  more  often. 

For  your  information  I   am  submitting 
below  a   complete  calculation  of  the  Greater 
Movie  Campaign  pictures  that  have  played 
in  Birmingham  up  to  the  present  time 
that  would  clear  before  December  31,  and 
from  this  you  can  very  readily  see  how 
impossible  it  would  be  for  us  to  participate 
in  this  campaign  without  some  waiver  of 
clearance. 

You  are  just  like  most  all  of  the  other 
individuals  connected  with  the  major  pro- 

ducer, distributor,  exhibitor  tieup.  You 
are  always  walling  to  shift  the  responsibil- 

ity to  someone  else.  Of  course,  you  are 
not  kidding  anyone  with  average  intelli- 

gence, but  are  only  kidding  yourself. 

As  an  illustration,  in  Birmingham  Mr. 
Wilby  (Robert  Wilby,  Valatenga  Theatre) 
requires  a   maximum  of  120  days  and  a 
minimum  of  105  days  on  all  subjects  ir- 

respective of  whether  they  play  “A,”  “B,” 
or  “C”  houses.  Therefore,  any  picture 
playing  in  Birmingham  after  September 
1,  which  is  the  very  first  day  of  the  cam- 

paign, could  not  be  run  in  any  of  our 
houses  -until  after  January  8   on  the  120- 
day  clearance  basis,  or  December  22  on 
the  105-day  clearance.  With  this  infor- 

mation, it  is  very  hard  to  understand  how 
you  or  any  other  individual  can  continue 

It  would  have  been  a   very  simple  matter 
for  you  to  have  incorporated  as  a   part 
of  this  scheme  a   provision  requiring  the 
first-run  exhibitor  to  waive  only  during 
this  campaign  a   sufficient  amount  of  his 
clearance  enabling  the  small  subsequent 
run  independent  to  participate. 

The  following  schedule  will  show  that 

we  can  only  play  as  a   maximum  six  pic- 
tures if  the  distributor  can  fill  all  dates 

as  requested.  You  can  see  from  this  that 
we  would  only  get  the  benefit  of  the  pe- 

riod from  around  December  15  to  the  31st, 

which  is  at  a   period  when  no  one  partic- 
ularly is  thinking  of  attending  but  is  going 

about  his  Christmas  shopping  in  the  reg- 
ular manner: 

Picture  Theatre 

Little  Miss  Broadway  Alabama 

Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse  Empire 
The  Crowd  Roars  Alabama 

Letter  of  Introduction  Alabama 

Racket  Busters  Empire 

Alex.  Ragtime  Band  Alabama 

First-Run 
Playtlate 

July  29 

Sept.  8 

Aug.  12 
Aug.  26 

Aug.  25 

Aug.  19 

In  another  part  of  your  statement  you 
say  that,  when  it  is  considered  that  a   small 
theatre  requires  approximately  10  pictures 
to  meet  his  pledge  requirements,  it  can  be 

readily  seen  that  such  exhibitor  must  re- 
ceive substantial  benefits. 

Let  us  take  the  “A”  house  and  compare 
it  with  one  of  our  houses  located  in  this 

city.  The  Alabama  Theatre  has  approxi- 
mately 2,600  seats,  therefore  costing  them 

$260  for  full  participation.  Our  North 
Birmingham  Theatre  has  1,200  seats,  and 

it  would  cost  us  $120  for  full  participa- 
tion. The  Alabama  Theatre  is  running 

each  and  every  week  a   Greater  Movie 
Campaign  picture  and  has  been  doing  so 

since  September  1,  which  will  make  ap- 
proximately 17  pictures  this  house  will  get 

the  benefit  of.  Don’t  forget  this  repre- 
sents exactly  100%  of  the  running  time 

of  this  theatre.  The  North  Birmingham 
Theatre  could  only  get  the  benefit  of  six 
pictures,  which  must  all  be  played  between 
December  15  and  December  31.  In  other 
words,  for  $120  we  would  get  the  benefit 
of  a   few  pictures  for  a   15-day  period  and 
take  in  during  this  period  approximately 
$800,  while  the  Alabama  for  $260  would 
get  100%  time  and  would  take  in  during 
this  period  based  on  their  weekly  aver- 

age of  approximately  $8,000,  $136,000. 
Therefore,  compare  the  figures  based  on 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 
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STATEMENT  OF  THE  OWNERSHIP,  MANAGE- 
MENT, CIRCULATION,  ETC.,  REQUIRED  BY 

THE  ACTS  OF  CONGRESS  OF  AUGUST 

21,  1912,  AND  MARCH  3,  1933. 

Of  BOXOFFICE,  published  weekly  at  Kansas 
City,  Mo.,  for  October  1,  1938. 
State  of  Missouri, 

County  of  Jackson,  ss. 

Before  me,  a   notary  public  in  and  for  the  State 
and  county  aforesaid,  personally  appeared  Morris 

Schlozman,  who  having  been  duly  sworn  accord- 

ing to  law,  deposes  and  says  that  he  is  the 
Business  Manager  of  the  BOXOFFICE  and  that 

the  following  is,  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge  and 
belief,  a   true  statement  of  the  ownership,  man- 

agement (and  if  a   daily  paper,  the  circulation), 
etc.,  of  the  aforesaid  publication  for  the  date 
shown  in  the  above  caption,  required  by  the  Act 

of  August  24,  1912,  as  amended  by  the  Act  of 
March  3,  1933,  embroiled  in  section  537,  Postal 
Laws  of  the  Regulations,  to-wit: 

1.  That  the  names  and  addresses  of  the  pub- 
lisher, editor-in-chief,  editor,  managing  editor,  and 

business  managers  are:  Publisher:  Ben  Shlyen, 

Kansas  City,  Mo.;  Editor-in-Chief,  Maurice  Kann, 
New  York,  N.  Y. ;   Editor,  Wm.  G.  Formby,  Kan- 

sas City,  Mo.;  Managing  Editor,  Jesse  Shlyen, 
Kansas  City,  Mo.;  Business  Manager:  Morris 
Schlozman,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

2.  That  the  owner  is:  (If  owned  by  a   corpora- 
tion, its  name  and  address  must  be  stated  and 

also  immediately  thereunder  the  names  and  ad- 
dresses of  stockholders  owning  or  holding  one 

per  cent  or  more  of  total  amount  of  stock.  If  not 

owned  by  a   corporation,  the  names  and  addresses 
of  the  individual  owners  must  be  given.  If  owned 

by  a   firm,  company,  or  other  unincorporated  con- 
cern, its  name  and  address,  as  well  as  those  of 

each  individual  member,  must  be  given). 

Ben  Shlyen,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

C.  Shlyen,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

3.  That  the  known  bondholders,  mortgagees, 
and  other  security  holders  owning  or  holding  1   per 
cent  or  more  of  total  amount  of  bonds,  mortgages, 

or  other  securities  are:  (If  there  are  none,  so 
state).  There  are  none. 

4.  That  the  two  paragraphs  next  above,  giving 

the  names  of  the  owners,  stockholders,  and  se- 
curity holders,  if  any,  contain  not  only  the  list  of 

stockholders  and  security  holders  as  they  appear 

upon  the  books  of  the  company  but  also,  in  cases 
where  the  stockholders  or  security  holder  appears 

upon  the  books  of  the  company  as  trustee  or  in 

any  other  fiduciary  relation,  the  name  of  the 
person  or  corporation  for  whom  such  trustee  is 
acting,  is  given;  also  that  the  said  two  paragraphs 

contain  statements  embracing  affiant’s  full  knowl- 
edge and  belief  as  to  the  circumstances  and  con- 

ditions under  which  stockholders  and  security 

holders  who  do  not  appear  upon  the  books  of  the 

company  as  trustees,  hold  stock  and  securities  in 
a   capacity  other  than  that  of  a   bona  fide  owner; 
and  this  affiant  has  no  reason  to  believe  that 

any  other  person,  association,  or  corporation  has 
any  interest  direct  or  indirect  in  the  said  stock, 
bonds,  or  other  securities  than  as  so  stated  by  him. 

MORRIS  SCHLOZMAN,  Business  Manager. 

Sworn  to  and  subscribed  before  me  this  29th 

day  of  September,  1938. 

L.  W.  WILSON,  Notary  Public. 

(My  commission  expires  August  9,  1940). 

Mr.  Schaefer’s  (Georve  J.  Schaefer,  chair- 
man of  the  industry  drive  committee)  cal- 

culation of  the  approximate  increase  that 

could  be  expected  on  the  $800  we  nor- 
mally would  take  in  during  the  period  we 

could  participate  if  we  received  the  full 
10%.  We  would  benefit  approximately  $80 
while  the  Alabama  would  benefit  approxi- 

mately $13,600.  How  can  you  attempt  to 
offset  the  unfairness  of  this,  also  taking 
into  consideration  that  no  one  desiring  to 
participate  in  this  campaign  will  wait  until 
December  15  to  see  any  of  the  pictures 
in  our  houses? 

Just  as  I   wrote  Mr.  Benjamin  yesterday, 
there  is  no  doubt  in  my  mind  but  that, 
if  this  campaign  is  repeated  without  some 
relief  being  given  to  the  small  independent 

competitive  situations,  that  numerous  law- 
suits and  injunctions  will  be  filed  against 

it. 

The  writer  would  personally  appreciate 
a   feasible  reply  to  his  letter  that  will  to 
any  extent  substantiate  not  only  the  fair- 

ness of  the  campaign,  but  the  possibility 
of  our  concern  receiving  the  slightest  bene- 

fit from  the  campaign. — N.  H.  WATERS, 
Waters  Theatre  Co. 
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This  Award  is  given  each 
month  to  the  film  receiving 

the  highest  number  of  votes 

by  the  members  of  the  Na- 
tional  Screen  Council,  whose 

selection  is  governed  by  out- 

standing merit  and  suitabil- 

ity of  the  film  to  whole-fam- 
ily entertainment.  Members 

of  the  Council  include  over 

200  motion  picture  editors  of 

leading  newspapers  through- 
out the  country,  motion  pic- 
ture reviewing  committee  of 

the  International  Federation 

of  Catholic  Alumnae,  and 

state  motion  picture  chair- 

men of  the  General  Fed- 

eration of  Women’s  Clubs. 

Metro's  "Boys  Town"  Winner  of 
September  Blue  Ribbon  Award 

M-G-M's  "Boys  Town,"  a   dramatization  of  the  work  of  Father 
Flanagan,  founder  of  Boys  Town,  Nebraska,  is  the  selection  of  the 
National  Screen  Council  as  winner  of  the  BOXOFFICE  Blue  Ribbon 

Award  for  September. 

John  W.  Considine  jr.  is  producer,  Norman  Taurog,  director, 

while  Spencer  Tracy  and  Mickey  Rooney  play  the  leading  roles. 

The  story  begins  with  the  events  responsible  for  the  formation  of 

Father  Flanagan's  establishment  of  a   self-governing  community 
for  homeless  boys.  It  brings  in  the  social  theme  that  boys  actually 
are  not  criminals  at  heart,  but  that  their  environment  makes  them 

so,  and  that  most  of  the  criminally  warped  minds  are  results  of 

early  incarceration  in  a   boys'  reformatory.  The  town  is  completely 
run  by  the  boys  who  have  their  own  Mayor,  their  own  newspaper, 
police  court,  et  cetera. 

M-G-M  also  won  the  July  Award  for  their  production,  "Love  Finds 

Andy  Hardy." "Alexander's  Ragtime  Band,"  a   20th-Fox  production,  won  the 
August  Award. 

Cast  of  Characters 
Father  Flanagan.... Spencer  Tracy 
Whitey  March...... Mickey  Rooney 
Dave  Morris   Henry  Hull 
Dan  Farrow   Leslie  f   enton 
Tony  Ponessa   Gene  Reynolds 
Joe  Marsh   ..Edward  Norris 
Judge   Addison  Richards 
Bishop   Minor  Watson 
John  Hargraves   Jonathan  Hale 

Pee  Wee   Bobs  Watson 
Skinny   Martin  Spellman 
Tommy  Anderson 
  Mickey  Rentschler 

Freddie  Fuller   Frankie  Thomas 
Paul  Ferguson   Jimmy  Butler 
Mo  Kahn   Sidney  Miller 
Burton   Robert  Emmett  Keane 

Sheriff   Victor  Killian 

Production  Staif 
Executive  Producer 
  Louis  B.  Mayer 

Producer.... John  W.  Considine  Jr. 
Director   Norman  Taurog 

Screenplay   John  Meehan 
and  Dore  Schary 

Original  Story   Dore  Schary 
and  Eleanore  Griffin 

Musical  Score   Edward  Ward 
Musical  Arrangements 
  Leo  Arnaud 

Recording  Director 
  Douglas  Shearer 

Art  Director   Cedric  Gibbons 

Associates   ..Urie  McCleary 
and  Edwin  B.  Willis Photography 

  Sidney  Wagner,  ASC 

Montage  Effects 

  Slavko  Vorkapich 

Film  Editor   Elmo  Veron 



"BOYS  TOWN''  CONTINUES  ITS  PLACE  IN  FRONT BOSTON 

Fenway — Valley  of  the  Giants  (Para);  Time 
Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)    120 

Memorial — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd 
wk. ;   Personal  Secretary  (Univ)     70 

Metropolitan — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Campus 
Confessions  (Para)    160 

Orpheum — I   Am  the  Law  (Col);  The  Gladiator 
(Col)    100 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway   115 
State — Same  as  Orpheum    100 

CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (WB)   100 
Imperial — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB),  1st  half.  100 
Imperial — Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M), 

2nd  half    100 

State — Battle  of  Broadway  (20th-Fox), 
1st  half      85 

State— Rollin'  Plains  (GN),  2nd  half     95 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — I   Am  the  Law  (Col),  2nd  loop  wk     85 
Chicago — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  plus 

stage  show      95 

Garrick — Bold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  2nd 
loop  wk     90 

Palace — Room  Service  (RKO),  stage  show, 
2nd  wk   100 

Roosevelt — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)..  90 

State-Lake — Men  Are  Such  Fools  (WB),  plus 
stage  show      75 

United  Artists — Algiers  (DA),  held  2nd  wk   110 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  held  over...  120 
Capitol — Four  Daughters  (FN),  held  2nd  wk...H0 

Grand — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk...,100 

Keith’s — Road  to  Reno  (Univ)     90 
Lyric — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M), 

2nd  wk   110 

Palace — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  held 
over    120 

Shubert — Alexander's  Ragtime  Band  (20th- 
Fox),  6th  wk   110 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Four  Daughters  (FN),  2nd  wk   150 

Hippodrome — Room  Service  (RKO)      85 

Palace — The  Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN).  stage: 
Chester  Morris,  Bert  Wheeler  &   vaudeville..  95 

State — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   115 
Stillman — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   150 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox), 
1st  half      90 

Capitol — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  2nd  half..  80 
Majestic — Racket  Busters  (WB)      90 
Melba — Block-Heads  (M-G-M)      85 

Palace — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)    125 
Tower — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  wk   100 

DETROIT 

Adams — Reformatory  (Col);  Keep  Smiling 
(20th-Fox)      g0 

Cinema— Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar),  2nd  wk. .   80 
Fox — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show      75 

Michigan — The  Texans  (Para);  Campus  Con- 
fessions (Para)      60 

Palms-State — Blockheads  (M-G-M);  Ambu- 
lance Chaser  (M-G-M)      80 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk...  85 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Alamo — Riders  of  the  Black  Hills  (Rep)     80 
Apollo — Hold  That  Coed  (20th-Fox)     80 
Circle — Four  Daughters  (FN)      80 

Loew's — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 
Lyric — Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox),  plus 

stage  show      90 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox)   good 
Midland — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  The 
Lady  Objects  (Col)    160 

Newman — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)   130 

Orpheum — Four  Daughters  (FN)    good 
Tower. — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  plus 

stage  show      90 

Uptown — Dracula  (Univ);  Frankenstein  (Univ).  125 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Boys  Town  (dual) — New  Haven. .205 

Boys  Town — Pittsburgh   200 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Omaha    185 

Four  Daughters  (dual) — Boston. .160 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Kansas  City   160 

Boys  Town — Cleveland  and 

Philadelphia  (both  2nd  wk. )   150 

Drums — Portland,  Ore   150 

Four  Daughters — Cleveland,  (2nd 

wk.) ;   Portland,  Ore.  (dual)   150 

Marie  Antoinette — Minneapolis. .   150 

Room  Service — New  York  City.. ..150 

Sing  You  Sinners  (stage  show)  — 
Los  Angeles    150 

Too  Hot  to  Handle — Indian- 
apolis   150 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Algiers,  11th  wk.,  Los  Angeles. 

Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band,  6th  wk.,  Cin- 
cinnati; 4th  wk.,  Washington. 

Boys  Town,  4th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 
wk.,  New  York  City;  3rd  wk..  Salt  Lake City. 

Marie  Antoinette,  5th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City;  3rd  wk.,  Cincinnati. 

Spawn  of  the  North,  3rd  wk.,  New  York 
City. 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Mys- 

terious Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)   125 
Downtown — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB) ; 

Blockheads  (M-G-M)    100 
Four  Star — Algiers  (UA),  11th  wk     60 
Hillstreet — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO);  Youth 

Takes  a   Fling-  (Univ)    110 
Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    120 
Paramount — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  plus 
stage  show    150 

State — Same  as  Chinese    110 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para); 
Give  Me  a   Sailor  (Para),  2nd  wk   100 

Riverside — Personal  Secretary  (Univ) ; 
Schnickelfritz  Band    120 

Strand — Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy  (M-G-M); 

Gateway  (20th-Fox)    100 
Warner — Four  Daughters  (FN);  The  Affairs 

of  Annabel  (RKO)    135 

Wisconsin — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Speed  to 

Burn  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   115 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — The  Gladiator  (Col);  Sky  Giant  (RKO).  100 

Century — Mother  Carey’s  Chickens  (RKO)....  70 
Orpheum — Algiers  (UA)    100 
State — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)    150 
World — Romance  of  Limberlost  (Mono)      70 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Safety  in 

Numbers  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   205 
Loew-Poli — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  moved 

to  College  for  2nd  wk.    125 

Paramount — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para);  Booloo 
(Para),  2nd  wk.  (6  days)     80 

Roger  Sherman — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB) ; 
Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN)    ..110 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — Prison  Break  (Univ)      70 

Globe — Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy  (M-G-M)....  80 

Liberty — Club  de  Femmes  (S-E-L-F)      75 

Orpheum — Give  Me  a   Sailor  (Para)     50 
Saenger — Cowboy  From  Brooklyn  (WB)     95 

State — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   135 

Tudor — I’ll  Give  a   Million  (20th-Fox)   100 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  5th  wk.  of 
roadshow      90 

Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk     85 
Criterion — Campus  Confessions  (Para)     75 
Globe — Wanted  by  the  Police  (Mono)   100 
Paramount — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para),  3rd 

wk.,  plus  stage  show    100 
Radio  City  Music  Hall — Carefree  (RKO),  plus 

stage  show    100 
Rivoli — Room  Service  (RKO)    150 
Roxy — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  plus 

stage  show    100 
Strand — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 

stage  show    125 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox)      80 
Liberty — Men  Are  Such  Fools  (WB);  Little 

Tough  Guy  (Univ)      95 

Midwest — Carefree  (RKO),  moved  to  Tower.... 130 
State — Man  From  Music  Mountain  (Rep); 

I   Cover  the  Waterfront  (UA)    110 

Tower — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   120 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  185 
Omaha — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  9   days... 100 
Orpheum — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB);  Gateway 

(20th-Fox)    120 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   150 
Boyd — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)    130 
Earle — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Buddy  Rogers  and  Mary 
Brian    110 

Fox — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox); 
American  Ice  Carnival  on  stage    100 

Karlton — Four  Daughters  (FN),  2nd  run   100 

Keith’s — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  3rd  run..  90 
Stanley — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)      95 
Stanton — 10th  Ave.  Kid  (Rep)      90 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) .   .   .   125 
Barry — A   Dangerous  Adventure  (Rep); 

Panamint’s  Bad  Man  (20th-Fox)    100 

Fulton — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk.,.100 
Penn — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)    110 
Stanley — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN);  Kay 

Kyser  orchestra  on  stage    190 

Warner — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  d.  t.  wk...200 

PORTLAND,  ME. 

State — Four’s  a   Crowd  (FN);  Army  Girl  (Rep)  125 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Drums  (UA) ;   The  Road  to  Reno 
(Univ)    150 

Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ),  4th  wk   125 

Orpheum — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB) ;   Safety 

in  Numbers  (20th-Fox)    100 
Paramount — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show    110 
United  Artists — Four  Daughters  (FN);  The 

Missing  Guest  (Univ)    160 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Billy  the  Kid  Returns  (Rep); 

Gateway  (20th-Fox)    100 
Centre — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox)..  95 
Mario — The  Buccaneer  (Para)    105 
Paramount — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk   100 

Studio — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   120 
Utah — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)   115 
Victory — Footloose  Heiress  (WB);  The  Last 

Stand  (Univ)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      85 

Columbia- — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20111- 
Fox),  4th  wk     75 

Earle — Four  Daughters  (FN),  plus  stage  show.  125 
Keith's — Room  Service  (RKO)    125 
Metropolitan — Secrets  of  An  Actress  (FN)....  90 

Palace — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  ..125 
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GEORGE  J.  SCHAEFER  QUITS  UNITED  ARTISTS; 
MAY  SUCCEED  LEO  SPITZ  AS  RKO  PRESIDENT 

A   Drive  Extension  Advance  Withdrawal  Is  Immediate 

rr  r   f   r%  r   f   Despite  Fact  Pact 
In  Offer  of  Pledge  Refund  Runs  to  March 

New  York — Seen  as  another  step  in  ad- 

vancing the  decision  of  the  industry  drive’s 
executive  committee  to  extend  the  Movie 

Quiz  contest  beyond  December  31  is  the 
willingness  of  the  committee  to  refund 

pledges  to  theatres  unable  to  play  the  re- 
quired minimum  of  30  pictures. 

In  a   letter  to  regional  committee  chair- 
men the  executive  committee  states  that 

unless  the  minimum  of  30  pictures  is  made 
available  to  subsequent  runs  during  the 

life  of  the  contest,  the  committee  will  re- 
fund pledge  money.  In  many  instances 

only  quarterly  payments  have  been  made. 
It  is  understood  a   meeting  will  be  called 

next  week  to  tackle  the  problem  of  re- 
peated squawks  by  subsequents  that  they 

cannot  participate  in  the  contest.  So  far, 
in  informal  discussions,  no  theory  has  been 
advanced  other  than  extension  of  the  final 
contest  date.  While  major  circuit  heads 

are  said  to  be  agreeable  to  this  all  mem- 
bers of  the  executive  committee  are  not  in 

complete  accord.  Division  of  opinion  em- 
braces the  possible  loss  of  prestige  to  the 

contest  if  the  public  construes  an  exten- 

sion date  as  an  attempt  to  “fiddle  around” 
with  the  contest. 

RKO  and  Loew’s,  both  operating  a   pre- 
ponderance of  first-run  houses,  figure  to 

play  the  last  quiz  picture  by  early  Decem- 
ber. In  those  cities  where  each  circuit 

has  a   number  of  subsequent  units,  such 
as  New  York,  the  minimum  of  30  contest 
pictures  will  easily  make  the  deadline. 

However,  Paramount,  Warner  and  Na- 
tional Theatres  are  largely  subsequent 

Suit  Filed  Against 
Loew  Executives 

Wilmington,  Del. — A   number  of  Loew’s, 
Inc.,  executives  and  Norma  Shearer  are 
defendants  in  a   suit  filed  here  by  three 
Loew  stockholders.  The  suit  alleges  the 

defendants  received  “excessive”  compen- 
sation to  the  detriment  of  the  stockholders. 

The  complainants,  Edgar  P.  Stiner, 
Hannah  W.  Goldstein  and  Louis  Sussman, 
asked  that  the  compensation,  including 
fixed  and  percentage  payments  and  stock 
options  be  reduced. 

Those  named  in  the  action  include  Louis 

B.  Mayer,  Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  Arthur 
M.  Loew,  David  Bernstein,  Edwin  J.  Loeb, 
J.  Robert  Rubin,  William  A.  Parker, 

David  Warfield,  Sam  Katz,  Edgar  J.  Man- 
nix,  Mervyn  LeRoy  and  Hunt  Stromberg. 

Miss  Shearer,  Edwin  J.  Loeb  and  the 

runs  and  it  is  not  known  whether  they 
would  be  willing  to  go  for  an  extended 

deadline  that  might  be  competitive  to  in- 
dependent houses. 

The  resignation  of  George  J.  Schaefer 
from  United  Artists  is  seen  as  having  no 

bearing  on  his  chairmanship  of  the  indus- 

try drive. 
Meanwhile,  elaborate  plans  have  been 

made  to  keep  interest  alive  for  October. 

Next  week  trailer  No.  7   will  be  made  avail- 
able. This  features  Lew  Lehr  with  a 

football  background.  The  following  week 
many  important  Hollywood  stars  will 

stage  a   huge  parade  which  will  be  photo- 
graphed and  broadcast  throughout  the 

country  via  the  news  weeklies.  On  Octo- 
ber 13  there  will  be  a   luncheon  at  the 

Hotel  Astor  in  New  York  for  the  leading 

business  members  of  the  West  Side  Ass’n., 
which  includes  top  business  executives, 
and  their  messages  will  be  broadcast  and 
recorded  through  the  same  channels. 

The  committee  for  the  exhibitor  prizes 
totaling  $2,100  has  agreed  the  contest  will 
be  open  alike  to  individual  exhibitors  and 
groups  of  exhibitors  or  to  promotional 
committees  established  in  various  cities. 

Judges  will  take  into  consideration  limited 
facilities  of  an  individual  manager  as 
compared  with  a   group. 

A   series  of  14  cartoons,  by  prominent 
artists,  has  been  prepared  for  newspapers. 

The  cartoons  employ  a   humorous  ap- 
proach, but  nevertheless  play  up  vital 

phases  of  the  campaign,  particularly  the 
contest. 

Bank  of  America,  National  Trust  &   Sav- 

ings Ass’n  are  listed  as  executors  and 
trustees  of  the  Irving  Thalberg  estate. 

The  bill  charges,  after  Thalberg’s  death, 
Loew  erred  in  permitting  the  executors  to 
exercise  stock  options  granted  to  Thalberg. 

Several  contracts,  according  to  the  three 

stockholders,  “defraud  the  corporation 
and  the  stockholders  and  illegally  dissipate 

the  profits.”  The  contracts,  say  the  com- 
plainants, were  with  Mayer  as  general 

manager  of  studio  and  production,  Rubin 
as  New  York  representative,  Thalberg  as 
supervisor  of  production,  entered  into  in 
1924;  the  same  three  in  the  same  capacity 
at  increased  salaries  in  1932  and  others  in 

various  supervisory  capacities  which  the 

complainants  claim  “hurts”  the  returns 
of  the  stockholders. 

Joseph  Breen  Recovering 

Hollywood — Joseph  I.  Breen,  production 

code  administrator,  is  recovering  from  the 
effects  of  a   severe  cold  which  threatened 

pneumonia  and  a   lung  infection. 

GEORGE  J.  SCHAEFER 

New  York — George  J.  Schaefer  on  Sat- 

urday resigned  as  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral manager  of  distribution  in  the  Unit- 

ed States  and  Canada  for  United  Artists. 

Beyond  brief  mention  of  future  plans 

to  be  announced  later,  the  retiring  exe- 
cutive maintained  silence.  The  with- 
drawal, however,  is  effective  immediately, 

despite  the  fact  that  his  current  contract 

runs  until  March,  with  a   settlement  in- 
dicated. 

The  general  expectancy  is  that  Schaefer 
will  become  president  of  RKO  succeeding 

Leo  Spitz,  who  for  months  has  been  de- 
sirous of  returning  to  his  extended  Chi- 

cago law  practice  and  who  had  agreed  to 

remain  at  the  RKO  helm  until  the  com- 

pany’s emergence  from  court.  Such  emerg- 
ence now  is  anticipated  by  the  end  of  the 

year  unless  an  unforeseen  upset  occurs. 
It  is  understood  that  Schaefer  is  viewed 

as  the  new  head  by  the  selection  of  Rocke- 
feller interests  which  may  emerge  as  the 

dominant  factor  in  the  revamped  com- 

pany. David  Sarnoff  also  is  reliably  re- 
ported identified  with  the  Schaefer  can- 

didacy. It  is  very  probable  no  formal  word 
will  develop  until  RKO  finally  clears  the 
courts. 
The  resignation  comes  as  no  surprise. 

It  traces  to  a   rearrangement  of  home  of- 

fice authority  effected  when  Maurice  Sil- 
verstone  transferred  from  London  to  New 

York  in  supreme  charge  of  UA  activities, 

not  only  in  this  country,  but  around  the 
world.  Many  of  these  administrative  duties 
prior  to  the  change  had  been  cleared  over 

Schaefer’s  desk.  As  Silverstone  took  furth- 
er hold,  however,  it  obviously  followed 

Schaefer’s  sphere  of  influence  in  the  com- 
pany’s management  began  to  narrow. 
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Czech  Emergency 
Gives  Film  Control 

Prague  —   Included  in  Czechoslovakia’s 
war-time  measures  is  the  decree,  effective 
September  29,  whereby  all  production  and 
exhibition  are  absorbed  by  the  Supreme 
Economic  Council,  headed  by  J.  Syrovy. 
Distribution  is  not  affected. 

Although  American  film  contracts  con- 
tinue to  be  recognized  under  the  recent 

trade  treaty  bookings  have  fallen  off  con- 
siderably due  to  the  closing  of  about  one 

half  of  the  country’s  theatres,  the  bulk  of 
which  lie  in  the  Sudeten  area.  This  has 

been  due  to  the  calling  of  employes  to 
military  duty. 

Variety  Show  by  Fields 

Ups  Ether  Total  to  27 
New  York — With  W.  C.  Fields  heading 

his  own  variety  broadcast  over  CBS’s  na- 
tionwide network  beginning  October  15, 

the  total  of  Hollywood-type  air  shows  now 

totals  27.  Fields’  show  runs  for  45  min- 
utes on  Saturday  nights,  starting  at  10 

p.  m.  E.S.T. 

He  and  Virginia  Verrill,  who  has  been 

added  to  Jack  Haley’s  program,  bring  to 
33  the  film  names  so  far  penciled  in  for 

big-time  Hollywood  broadcasts. 

Ben  Goetz  in  Hollywood 

For  Third  British  Picture 
Hollywood — Ben  Goetz,  British  M-G-M 

production  head,  arrived  from  New  York 

by  plane  Saturday  to  complete  final  ar- 

rangements on  “Goodbye,  Mr.  Chips,” 
third  picture  to  be  made  by  him  in  Eng- 

land. He  will  return  to  New  York  Tues- 

day to  sail  on  the  Normandie  the  follow- 
ing day. 

King  Vidor,  who  directed  “The  Citadel” 
for  M-G-M,  is  in  the  south  of  France  with 

his  family  and  returns  to  New  York,  Oc- 
tober 22. 

Three  Houses  Open 
New  York — Three  local  theatres  re- 

opened Friday.  Charles  Friedman  relight- 
ed the  Metro.  Fort  Lee,  N.  J.;  Max  Jelin, 

the  Opera  House,  New  Brunswick;  M 
Voight,  the  Riviera,  Barryville,  N.  Y. 

Bucquet?  That  Made 
It  Different 

Hollywood — There  was  some  question 

as  to  whether  Lionel  Barrymore  would 

play  the  role  of  Lew  Ayres'  garrulous 

medical  sponsor  in  “Young  Dr.  Kil- 

dare." Barrymore  first  wanted  to  know 
who  was  to  direct  the  film.  He  found 

out,  then  insisted  upon  the  role. 

The  director  is  Harry  Bucquet,  who 

was  Barrymore's  assistant  director  in 

"Madame  X,''  the  first  picture  the  latter 

directed  in  1929.  “Kildare"  is  Bucquet's 
first  feature.  Barrymore  wants  to  help. 

When  the  Titles , 

They  Overlap 
New  York — When  the  titles  come  as 

close  as  do  “There  Goes  My  Heart'' 

and  “The  Young  in  Heart,"  the  result 

is  a   publicity  man's  nightmare. 
Currently,  Lynn  Famol  and  his  slaff 

at  UA  appreciate  the  point.  There  is 

the  story  told,  for  instance,  of  a   re- 
porter who  interviewed  Hal  Roach  for 

two  hours  and  turned  his  interview 

over  to  “The  Young  in  Heart."  Which 
is  not  the  picture  Roach  produced. 

Seeking  a   solution,  the  UA  press 

department  is  thinking  of  telescoping 

the  Roach  and  the  Selznick  attractions 
as: 

“There  Goes  the  Young  in  Heart." 

Michalove,  Barry  Await 

Skouras  Australia  Trip 
Sydney,  Australia— Spyros  Skouras,  to 

be  accompanied  by  William  T.  Powers  or 
Edward  Zabel,  is  due  from  New  York  late 
in  January  or  early  in  February  for  a 

general  checkup  of  20th  Century-Fox’s  in- 
terest in  Hoyts,  which  operates  about  150 

theatres  in  the  Antipodes. 
Dan  Michalove  and  Irving  Barry,  here 

on  a   preliminary  survey  for  Sidney  R.  Kent, 
president,  are  expected  to  remain  until 
Skouras  arrives.  They  planned  originally 
to  return  to  New  York  about  the  first  of 
the  year. 

There  is  some  talk  of  Kent  coming  over, 
but  it  is  understood  he  will  not  make  the 

trip,  his  health  not  permitting  so  long  a 
journey. 

Takes  Rubin  Deposition 

In  Loew  Minority  Suit 
New  York — Emil  K.  Ellis,  attorney  for 

a   number  of  Loew  minority  stockholders 

suing  the  company  for  dissolution  of  the 

12  profit-sharing  contracts  approved  last 
December,  on  Tuesday  and  Thursday  took 
the  deposition  of  J.  Robert  Rubin,  general 

counsel  for  M-G-M. 
This  is  the  second  taken  in  the  east,  the 

first  being  that  of  Arthur  Loew  prior  to 
his  leaving  for  South  America.  Former 
Judge  Joseph  Proskauer  and  Alvin  J.  Van 
Bergh,  Leopold  Friedman  and  Irving 
Greenfield  sat  in  when  testimony  was  tak- 

en behind  closed  doors. 

Dividend  Action  Wednesday 

New  York — Loew’s  will  declare  a   $1.62  >4 
dividend  on  the  preferred  stock,  payable 
November  15,  next  week.  Directors  were 

scheduled  to  meet  Wednesday.  This  being 
Yom  Kippur,  the  session  was  put  over 
until  next  week. 

A1  Lichtman  plans  to  leave  for  the  coast 
the  end  of  the  week. 

Set  First  Two 

New  York — Equity  Pictures’  first  two 
for  Malcolm  Browne  Pictures  Corp.  are 

“Prison  Train”  and  “The  Masked  Phan- 

tom” while  the  third,  “The  Great  Dia- 
mond Scandal”  is  in  preparation  by  B.  F. 

Zeidman. 

Universal  Changes 

In  Foreign  Field 
New  York — Universal  has  made  several 

changes  in  the  foreign  field.  LeRoy  Brauer, 
until  recently  head  in  China,  has  added 
Japan  to  his  territory  and  now  is  making 
headquarters  at  Tokyo.  B.  W.  Palmertz. 

Hong  Kong  manager,  now  is  in  charge  of 
the  Shanghai  office,  and  Harold  Dudoff 

is  at  Hong  Kong.  A1  E.  Daff,  new  super- 
visor for  the  Far  East,  is  on  a   tour  of  the 

Straits  Settlements,  China,  the  Philip- 
pines, the  Dutch  East  Indies  and  India. 

R.  Groves,  for  many  years  manager  in 
Brisbane,  has  been  switched  to  Perth, 
Australia.  He  recently  married  the  former 

M.  Sweeney,  who  was  in  the  accounting 
department  of  the  Brisbane  office. 

Ampa  Soliciting  Ideas 

By  Mailed  Questionnaire 
New  York — Membership  of  Ampa  is 

being  asked,  by  means  of  a   mailed  ques- 
tionnaire, whether  it  desires  a   more  con- 

structive and  instructive  type  of  meeting 
through  the  new  season  or  a   continuation 

of  last  year’s  formula  of  entertainment- 
type  luncheons. 
Members  are  also  being  invited  to  choose 

between  the  Hotel  Astor,  Dempsey’s  and 
the  Hotel  Piccadilly  for  meetings.  The 

Astor  proposition  offers  a   permanent 
headquarters  in  the  form  of  a   club  room, 
including  other  features,  which  would  be 
open  to  members  only. 

A   firmer  hand  is  being  displayed  in 

the  administration  of  the  organization. 

As  a   result  of  non-payment  of  dues  92 
members  have  been  dropped,  leaving  the 

active  roster  at  122. 

To  Special  Sessions 
New  York — Magistrate  Judge  Aurelio 

has  held  for  special  sessions  the  complaint 

by  the  Society  for  the  protection  against 
crime  versus  the  Jewel,  a   Cinema  circuit 
in  Harlem.  Harry  G.  Kosch  argued  the 

case  Tuesday  when  the  judge  decided  to 
throw  it  into  special  sessions.  Date  for 
hearing  is  not  set. 

100%  Purity  Rules 
NBC's  Air 

Hollywood — The  pine-scented  air  of 

the  High  Sierras  pales  when  compared 

to  the  ozone  which  artists  and  visitors 

breathe  in  the  new  NBC  studios  here. 

NBC's  chief  engineer  says  even  pure 
mountain  air  carries  dust  and  other 

foreign  particles  injurious  to  the  lungs. 

But  not  in  the  studios.  An  ultra- 

modern filtering  plant  removes  most  of 

the  foreign  matter  and  brings  it  in  "al- 

most 100  per  cent  pure."  Hot  air  can't 
be  filtered. 
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DEPARTMENT  OF  JUSTICE'S  UNBENDING  STAND 
ON  ANTI-TRUST  OPENS  SELF-REGULATION  PATH 

Distributors  Invite  Exhibitor 

Units  to  Parley  on 

Trade  Practices 

New  York — With  Special  Assistant  At- 

torney General  Thurman  Arnold  reputed- 
ly reserving  all  rights  as  to  the  govern- 

ment’s course  in  the  anti-trust  suit,  the 
organized  industry  is  taking  the  leap  to- 

ward self  regulation.  Bids  have  been 

sent  to  Allied,  the  MPTOA  and  eight  ex- 
hibitor organizations  not  affiliated  with 

either  group.  William  P.  Rodgers,  repre- 
senting the  trade  practice  committee,  ex- 

tended the  invitations. 

Eight  Regional  Invitations 

In  addition  to  the  national  associa- 
tions, the  following  have  been  asked  to  sit 

down  with  the  distributors’  committee; 
The  ITOA  of  Southern  California,  the 
Theatre  Owners  and  Managers  of  the 
Rocky  Mountain  Region,  Allied  of  Iowa, 
ITOA  of  New  York,  Allied  of  Oregon, 
MPTO  of  West  Virginia,  West  Virginia 

Managers  Ass’n.,  and  MPTO  of  Kentucky. 
Abram  P.  Myers,  general  counsel  for 

Allied,  conferred  with  Rodgers,  Thursday, 
before  the  latter  left  for  New  Orleans  and 

points  south  on  a   business  trip.  Both 
went  over  certain  phases  of  the  trade 
practice  program  to  be  suggested  and 
each  made  known  their  ideas  on  a   num- 

ber of  subjects.  Allied  directors  will  meet 
in  New  York,  October  17,  to  appoint  a 
committee  of  three  to  five  to  sit  down 

with  the  distributor  group  two  days  later 
and  go  over  the  trade  practice  program. 
Myers  will  not  be  on  it,  but  will  act  as 
advisory  counsel. 

MPTOA  board  members  invited  by  Ed 
Kuykendall,  president,  to  attend  a   parley 

in  New  York  October  17  prior  to  the  meet- 
ing of  the  distributors  committee  are 

Samuel  Pinanski,  Boston;  L.  C.  Griffith, 

Oklahoma  City;  H.  V.  Harvey,  San  Fran- 
cisco; O.  C.  Lam,  Rome,  Ga.;  Jack  Miller, 

Chicago;  Lewen  Pizor,  Philadelphia; 
Charles  Williams,  Omaha;  M.  C.  Moore, 
Jacksonville;  Fred  Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis; 
Arthur  Lockwood,  Middletown,  Conn.; 
Edward  G.  Levy,  New  Haven. 

S.  R.  Kent  Reconsiders 

The  invitation  to  exhibitor  groups  fol- 
lows the  recent  meeting  at  Georgetown  of 

major  company  attorneys  with  Arnold  and 
his  assistant,  Paul  Williams.  At  the  meet- 

ing, Arnold  is  said  to  have  advised  the 

film  representatives  that  whatever  they 
did  in  the  way  of  reforming  operations 
within  the  industry  would  have  no  bear- 

ing on  the  outcome  or  disposition  of  the 
suit. 

When  Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th- 
Fox,  returned  from  the  coast  earlier  in  the 

week,  he  seemed  upset  at  Arnold’s  atti- 
tude. At  the  time  he  said  “as  far  as  I’m 

Loew  Shares 

In  Criterion 

New  York — Loew’s  on  Thursday 

acquired  a   half  interest  in  the  Criter- 
ion from  B.  S.  Moss.  With  it  went 

management  on  a   20-year  lease  with 
an  option  for  an  additional  21  and,  as 

quickly  as  possible,  the  Loew  name 
will  be  added  to  the  theatre  sign. 
M-G-M  releases  which  do  not  make 

the  Capitol  and  which  have  been  run- 
ning first  run  principally  at  the  Rialto 

will  provide  the  backbone  of  the  house 
policy  under  the  new  deal.  This  gives 
the  Loew  circuit  three  theatres  on 

Broadway.  The  other  two,  of  course, 

are  the  Capitol  and  Loew’s  State. 

concerned  the  trade  practice  meetings  are 

up  in  the  air  and  will  stay  that  way.” 
However,  he  added  he  would  confer  with 
his  lawyers  before  definitely  making  an 
official  statement.  Three  days  later,  the 
formal  invitations  were  sent  out  with 

Kent’s  approval. 

What  Arnold’s  attitude  will  be  on  de- 
velopments at  the  trade  practice  confer- 

ences and  decisions  within  the  industry  to 
bring  about  reforms  will  largely  depend  on 

the  willingness  of  the  major  company  at- 
torneys to  cooperate  to  a   greater  extent 

with  the  government  in  the  future. 

The  telegrams  sent  out  by  Rodgers  to 
exhibitor  organizations  read: 

“Sidney  R.  Kent,  chairman,  through  the 
committee  on  trade  practices,  extends  to 
your  organization  a   cordial  invitation  to 
confer  with  our  committee  here  for  the 

purpose  of  attempting  to  create  a   method 
whereby  trade  differences  and  disputes 

can  be  adjudicated  from  within  the  con- 
fines of  our  industry  and  for  the  further 

purpose  of  endeavoring  to  establish  a 
better  and  more  thorough  understanding 

between  buyer  and  seller  through  the  es- 
tablishment of  recognized  trade  practices. 

To  Meet  After  October  19 

“We  need  and  require  your  support  and 
will  gladly  confer  with  such  committee  as 

you  may  appoint  on  any  day  that  you  se- 
lect commencing  October  19  on  which  date 

our  conferences  will  commence  with  the 

committees  representing  both  MPTOA  and 
Allied.  We  urge  your  attendance  and  will 
appreciate  your  early  acknowledgement, 
informing  us  the  names  of  the  committee 

authorized  to  represent  you  at  these  con- 

ferences.” The  message  went  to  Albert  A.  Galston, 

ITOA  of  Southern  California;  S.  J.  Hy- 

man, West  Virginia  Managers’  Ass’n; 
Fred  J.  Dolle,  MPTO  of  Kentucky;  A.  P. 
Archer,  Theatre  Owners  and  Managers  of 
the  Rocky  Mountain  Region,  Inc.;  Leo  F. 

Scope  of  Discussions  Is 

Planned  to  Be 

Extensive 

Wolcott,  Allied  Theatre  Owners  of  Iowa; 

Harry  Brandt,  ITOA  of  New  York;  Guy 
E.  Matthews,  Allied  Theatres  of  Oregon, 

and  William  F.  Crockett,  MPTO  of 

Virginia. 

Allied’s  willingness  to  participate  is  de- 
tailed by  Myers  and  is  a   direct  result  of  a 

“comprehensive  interview”  the  Allied 
counsel  and  President  Nathan  Yamins  had 
with  Rogers. 

“We  were  assured,”  Myers  declared,  “by 

Mr.  Rodgers  that  the  distributors’  com- mittee stands  authorized  and  prepared  to 
treat  with  a   committee  of  Allied  in  respect 

of  the  numerous  proposals  which  Allied 
has  advanced  from  time  to  time,  including 
all  of  those  summarized  in  the  address 
which  I   made  before  the  ITO  of  Ohio  last 

year. “Indeed,  we  were  assured  that  the  scope 
of  the  discussions  would  be  as  broad  as 

the  problems  involved  in  the  sale  and  dis- 
tribution of  film  and  would  not  be  limited 

to  the  program  of  any  particular  exhibi- 

tion group.” 
Myers  made  the  point  that  Allied’s  ac- 

ceptance does  not  necessarily  grow  “out  of the  activities  of  any  particular  group  as 

was  initiated  as  ballyhoo  for  a   particular 

national  convention,”  undoubtedly  refer- 

ring to  the  MPTOA  convention  m   Okla- 
homa City,  starting  October  30. 

One  Qualification 

If,  after  Allied’s  board  meets  here  Octo- 
ber 17  and  approves  Rodgers’  proposal, 

“a  committee  will  be  named  to  carry  on 

the  negotiations,”  these  to  be  separate  and 

apart  from  any  conferences  from  “those 
with  any  other  group,”  Myers  declared. 

Indicative  of  Myers’  long-known  stand 
for  government  participation,  if  not  bene- 

diction, concerning  concessions  on  the  part 
of  distributors,  is  this  view. 

“Allied  has  always  been  willing  to  ex- 
plore any  conciliation  movements  looking 

to  the  improvement  of  industry  conditions 

and  to  join  in  the  same  if  there  is  a   pos- 
sibility that  they  may  be  productive  of 

good.  The  only  condition  to  this  is  that, 
in  the  nature  of  the  case,  we  can  not  now 

agree  to  any  proposals  that  would  not  be 

acceptable  to  the  department  of  justice.” 

Extend  Warner  Plan 
New  York — Refinancing  of  $29,400,000 

in  Warner  debentures  for  which  a   deposit 
deadline  of  October  1   had  originally  been 

made,  has  been  extended  to  Dcember  1. 
Already  turned  in  is  $17,457,000. 
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Grade  Allen  Has  a   Name  for  It 

“Surrealistic”  is  the  kind  of  art  this  is,  according  to  Grade 
Allen,  who  painted  it  and  ought  to  know  her  own  handiwork. 

Another  view  from  another  angle  of  the  same  painting.  It’s 
very  flexible  and  how  you  look  at  it  is  strictly  your  business. 

Denies  Paramount 

Buying  Group  Deal 
New  York — Contending  the  company 

wiil  not  sell  its  product  through  agents, 
or  any  agency,  J.  J.  Unger,  eastern  and 

southern  division  manager  for  Paramount, 
denies  that  a   deal  has  been  made  with 

Milton  A.  Mooney,  head  of  Co-Operative 
Theatres  of  Ohio. 

According  to  reports  emanating  from 
Cleveland,  the  booking  circuit,  which  has 
approximately  30  theatres  and  has  been 
functioning  since  September  1,  claims  to 
have  signed  Paramount. 

Unger  pointed  out  he  will  neither  permit 

Co-Operative  of  Ohio  nor  Associated  The- 

atres of  New  Jersey  to  buy  Paramount’s 
product  and  that  individual  exhibitors  will 

have  to  negotiate.  The  sales  executive’s 
contention  is  the  distributor  will  deal  with 
men  with  direct  interest  in  theatres  and 

not  through  outside  parties. 
On  the  matter  of  forcing  shorts,  Unger 

states  Paramount  is  not  compelling  ex- 
hibitors to  buy  them,  but  to  purchase  as 

many  as  required  and,  of  course,  give 
Paramount  as  much  representation  in  this 
division  as  any  other  distributor. 

There  will  be  two  features  shy  on  the 

1937-38  program.  Titles  are  not  yet  known. 
Unger  is  on  a   three-week  tour  of  western 
and  southern  cities.  His  first  stop  was 
Oklahoma  City,  from  which  point  he  went 

to  Dallas  and  San  Antonio.  On  the  way 
back,  he  will  visit  New  Orleans,  Memphis. 
Jacksonville  and  Atlanta.  Charles  Reagan, 
western  division  manager,  has  been  on  a 
circuit  of  his  exchanges. 

No  "Waltz"  Roadshow 
New  York — M-G-M  will  not  roadshow 

“The  Great  Waltz.”  This  film,  as  well  as 
“The  Citadel,”  second  British-made  pic- 

ture, will  be  given  special  ad  treatment. 

No  Warner-Mooney  Deal ; 
Columbia  May  Hit  Snag 
New  York — No  deal  has  been  worked 

out  by  Milton  A.  Mooney,  head  of  Co- 
Operative  Theatres  of  Ohio,  and  Warner 

for  product,  Roy  H.  Haines,  eastern  and 
Canadian  division  manager,  states. 

While  admitting  Mooney  had  conferred 
with  him  several  months  ago  on  a   deal, 

Haines  says,  “I  have  not  seen,  nor  ap- 

proved, any  deal  with  Co-Operative.” 
While  reports  were  also  current  Mooney 

had  begun  a   similar  deal  with  Columbia, 

this  will  probably  hit  a   snag.  Rube  Jack- 

ter,  Columbia’s  assistant  sales  manager, 
declared  that  “all  deals  in  the  past  have 

been  made  with  individual  theatre  owners,” 
not  in  group  form  and  that  Sam  Galanty, 
district  manager,  is  pursuing  a   similar 
course  in  present  negotiations. 

Kane  Decorated 
London — The  French  Legion  of  Honor 

has  been  conferred  upon  Robert  T.  Kane, 
executive  producer  in  charge  of  British 

production  for  20th  Century-Fox.  He  is 
now  an  officer  in  the  legion.  Some  years 
ago  he  was  made  a   chevalier  because  of 

establishing  production  at  the  Paramount 
Joinville  studios. 

Jane  to  Tour 
New  York — Jane  Withers  will  visit 

Latin- American  countries,  leaving  the  coast 

about  Christmas  on  a   three-month  trip. 

A   Faithful  Reader 

Makes  Report 
New  York — No  matter  when  Ameri- 

can trade  papers  arrive  in  England, 

Alexander  Korda  reads  them,  BOX- 

OFFICE  included. 

"Sometimes  they  reach  me  about  a 

month  late,  but  it  doesn't  matter,"  he 
said  before  sailing. 

"Switch"  Requests 
Reveal  a   Shortage 

New  York — Despite  a   general  denial 
from  local  exchange  managers,  an  acute 

print  shortage  has  developed  to  the  point 
where  at  least  two  circuits  have  refused 

to  pay  score  charges  when  requests  for 

switching  have  brought  on  additional  ex- 
pense in  transportation  charges. 

A   checkup  reveals  exchanges  are  asking 
the  major,  as  well  as  the  independent 

circuits,  to  rearrange  their  shows,  par- 
ticularly over  weekends,  due  to  a   scarcity 

of  prints.  So  many  requests  of  this  na- 
ture have  come  into  the  booking  de- 

partment of  one  large  independent  circuit 

that  the  general  manager  personally  visit- 
ed exchange  heads  to  demand  a   cessation 

of  the  practice.  When  told  that  he  could 
expect  no  immediate  relief,  the  circuit 
executive  declared  he  would  refuse  to  pay 
score  charges. 

The  general  feeling  is  that  the  re- 
quests for  switching  play  havoc  with  pro- 
grams, inasmuch  as  theatres  are  not  only 

left  open  to  adverse  criticism  from  pat- 
ions  who  expect  to  see  an  advertised  pic- 

ture and  find  another,  but  often  leave  a 
weak,  associate  film  as  top  feature  when 
the  original  booking  is  taken  away. 

Safron  Back  on  Coast 

Los  Angeles — Jerome  Safron,  western 
division  sales  head  for  Columbia,  returns 
from  New  York  Monday  after  sitting  in 

with  A.  Montague  on  the  National  The- 

atres deal  for  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 

You.” 

National  Buys  "Drums" New  York — While  negotiations  continue 
on  the  balance  of  the  lineup,  UA  has 

closed  with  National  Theatres’  for 
“Drums,”  on  a   one-picture  arrangement. 
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The  P.  A.  Swears 

It's  the  Truth 
Hollywood — -Bert  Lahr  has  hired  a 

lion  for  a   dramatic  coach.  In  prepara- 

tion for  a   new  role,  he  is  putting  in 

three  hours  a   day  taking  lessons  from 

the  animal.  He  is  practicing  imitating 

the  lion's  voice,  his  gait,  and  is  work- 
ing with  Adrian,  who  is  designing  the 

costume  that  will  conform  as  much  as 

possible  to  the  lion's  anatomy. 

Detroit  Co-op  Row 
May  Oust  Richey 

By  GENE  RICH 

Detroit — With  charges  and  counter- 
charges hurled  by  various  groups  in  the 

organization,  the  ousting  of  Ray  Moon  as 
general  manager  of  Cooperative  Theatres 
of  Michigan,  Inc.,  is  the  main  topic  in  the 
automotive  center  here. 

And  close  upon  this  bombshell,  came 
definite  reports  that  H.  M.  Richey,  for 
years  a   national  figure  in  Allied  affairs 
and  for  the  last  year  head  of  the  theatre 
operations  and  public  relations  department 
of  Cooperative,  may  be  ousted  before  the 

“purge”  is  completed. 
Relative  calm  returned  to  the  scene  late 

this  week,  however,  compared  to  the  hectic 
meetings  of  various  factions  last  week 
when  Moon  was  ousted.  The  matter  had 

been  brewing  for  months,  it  was  learned, 
and  exploded  only  when  a   group  within 

Cooperative  attempted  to  “purge”  four 
members  of  the  board. 

These  four,  Boxoffice  learned,  were  Ben 

Cohen,  B.  J.  Cohn,  Barney  Kilbride  and 
Lew  Wisper.  However,  the  plot  backfired 
and  these  directors,  together  with  one  or 
two  others  obtained  the  upper  hand,  with 
the  result  that  Moon  was  ousted  from  a 

post  he  held  since  the  inception  of  Coop 
nine  years  ago. 

This  week  the  board  of  strategy  of  Coop 
consists  of  the  directors  first  marked  for 

ousting,  plus  Alex  Schreiber,  who  while 

he  is  not  a   member  of  the  board,  is  never- 
theless giving  the  full  cooperative  powers 

of  his  Associated  Theatres,  which  he  oper- 
ates together  with  William  London. 

The  present  board  setup,  in  addition  to 
the  four  directors  mentioned,  includes 
Fred  DeLodder,  president,  Wade  Allen, 
James  Ritter,  Gus  Funk  and  Charles 
Komer. 

Carl  Buermele,  who  has  been  assistant 
general  manager,  takes  over  the  general 
managership  of  Coop. 
However,  the  announcement  also  said 

that  “no  other  changes  in  personnel  are 
contemplated.”  It  was  learned  that  this 
statement,  first  included  qualifying  words 

tantamount  to  “at  the  present  time.”  And, 
from  sources  close  to  the  organization, 

this  writer  learned  that  Richey’s  position 
as  head  of  the  theatre  operations  and  pub- 

lic relations  department  of  the  group,  is 
in  a   precarious  situation. 

Ray  Moon  Denies  Plans 
To  Form  Rival  Combine 

Detroit — Denying  that  he  had  any  ideas 

about  heading  a   rival  Cooperative  group 
of  theatres,  Ray  Moon,  ousted  general 
manager  of  Cooperative  Theatres  of 

Michigan,  Inc.,  gives  Boxoffice  the  fol- 
lowing statement: 

“I  *   was  one  of  the  founders  of  Co- 
operative nine  years  ago.  During  that  time 

not  one  member  theatre  went  out  of  busi- 
ness, and  the  organization  grew  from  a 

few  theatres  to  nearly  100.  It  has  become 
one  of  the  most  successful  cooperatives 
in  the  U.  S. 

“I  tried  to  do  the  best  I   could,  with 
fairness  and  equity  to  all  my  main  thoughts 
at  all  times.  But,  of  recent  months  a   few 

members  thought  that  a   change  was  neces- 
sary for  their  best  interests,  and  so,  fired 

me. 

“I  have  no  plans  for  the  immediate 

future.” 
Moon  gave  Richey  full  credit,  too,  for 

the  original  organization  of  Cooperative 
of  Michigan  along  the  lines  it  now  is 
functioning. 

Before  organization  of  Coop,  Moon  was 
branch  manager  here  for  Universal. 

"In  Several  Weeks" 

New  York — With  the  resignation  of 

John  Cecil  Graham  (above),  Paramount’s 
managing  director  in  Great  Britain,  “no 
decision  to  a   successor  will  be  made  for 

several  weeks,”  states  Stanton  Griffis, 
chairman  of  the  executive  committee. 

John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  in  charge  of  foreign 
affairs  for  the  company,  is  now  in  London 
and  will  remain  there  until  the  situation 

is  cleared  up.  There  are  no  indications 
whether  a   Continental  executive  or  some- 

one from  the  home  office  will  be  named. 

Graham  had  been  with  the  company 

since  1917  when  he  joined  as  special  rep- 
resentative and  made  a   number  of  South 

American  surveys.  Two  years  later  he  was 
named  to  his  British  post. 

Accompanied  by  Barney  Balaban,  presi- 
dent, Griffis  will  head  for  the  coast  Oc- 
tober 14  for  regular  annual  studio  con- 

ferences with  Adolph  Zukor  and  William 
LeBaron. 

No  Word  Yet  From 

Zanuck 
New  York — "While  Darryl  Zanuck 

was  getting  shaved  by  Sam,  the  Bar- 
ber, he  was  discussing  a   bad  picture 

that  an  associate  producer  had  made," 
reports  Sidney  Skolsky  in  the  Daily 

Mirror.  “Sam  listened  for  a   while  and 

then  he  said  to  Zanuck,  ’Pay  me  only 
half  the  salary  you  paid  that  guy  and 

I'll  make  you  a   picture  twice  as  bad.'  " 

Disney  Feature  Is 
One-Third  Complete 

New  York — Walt  Disney’s  second  fea- 

ture length  cartoon,  “Pinnochio,”  is  al- 
ready one-third  completed  and  will  be 

ready  for  1939  fall  release.  This  will  be 
followed  by  an  original  musical  animated 

feature,  as  yet  untitled,  under  supervision 
of  Deems  Taylor,  with  music  by  Leopold 

Stokowski.  Then  will  be  “Bambi,”  the 
script  of  which  has  been  completed,  with 
character  development  the  next  stage.  Who 
will  distribute  the  feature  cartoons  has  not 
been  set. 

These  are  facts  brought  back  east  by 

Hal  Horne,  Disney’s  eastern  representa- 
tive. He  returned  from  the  coast  with 

Roy  Disney,  both  of  whom  spent  a   few 
weeks  in  studio  conferences.  Disney  is 

here  to  go  over  details  concerning  the  gen- 

eral release  of  “Snow  White”  in  England 
with  William  B.  Levy,  Disney’s  London 
representative,  who  arrived  on  the  Queen 
Mary.  The  film  is  just  now  going  into 
general  release  there.  Disney  returns  to 
the  coast  in  about  three  weeks. 

The  1938-39  lineup  of  18  cartoons  has 

been  completed  and  six  of  the  1939-40 
schedule  are  in  work.  Ground  has  been 

broken  for  a   new  studio,  to  cost  $1,500,000. 

which  is  expected  to  be  ready  next  August. 

Yen,  Not  Dollars.  Keeps 

"Snow  White"  From  Japan 

New  York — Unless  more  satisfactory  fi- 
nancial arrangements  are  made,  it  looks 

as  if  Japan  will  be  one  of  the  few  countries 

on  this  globe  where  “Snow  White  and  the 
Seven  Dwarfs”  will  not  be  exhibited.  The 

fly  in  the  ointment  as  far  as  RKO  is  con- 
cerned is  that  the  Japanese  want  to  pay  in 

yen  while  RKO,  naturally,  would  prefer 
dollars. 

In  the  meantime,  the  situation  remains 

hopelessly  deadlocked.  Phil  Reisman,  who 

is  now  in  London,  will  return  early  in  No- 
vember. Until  then,  no  official  action  will 

be  taken.  Reisman,  incidentally,  is  stay- 
ing over  now  that  the  war  crisis  has 

passed. 

Big  "Angels"  Campaign 
New  York — A   national  advertising  cam- 

paign in  14  leading  fan  magazines  will  be 

conducted  by  Warner  for  “Angels  With 

Dirty  Faces.” 
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A   Luncheon  for  Roach 

Maurice  Silverstone,  Dr.  A.  H.  Giannini,  Jack  Alicoate  and  George  J.  Schaefer. 

Spyros  Skouras  emphasizing  a   point  in  a   discussion  with  the  producer  of 

“There  Goes  My  Heart”  and  evidently  drives  it  home. 

Lynn  Farnol  explaining  hov:  the  new  mystery  radio  control  works  to  Red 

Kann.  Schaefer  looks  on  with  interest,  hut  Sam  Shain  reveals  his  bald  spot 

and  dodges  the  camera,  while  Ben  Shlyen  just  smiles.  The  Rainbow  Room 

atop  the  RCA  Building  was ,   the  place.  The  electric  train  was  designed  to 

stress  the  title  of  the  picture.  It — the  train — wasn’t  so  good  on  the  curves. 

RAL  HODE,  Columbia  executive,  acts  as 
an  industry  spokesman  in  a   talk  over 

WQXR  Monday  night  in  rebuttal  on  an 
attack  against  the  business  which  was 
delivered  over  that  station  recently.  His 

answer  is  appropriately  entitled  “The 
Movies  Talk  Back”  .   .   .   Dave  Gould, 
Metro’s  manager  for  Puerto  Rico,  depart- 

ed Thursday  .   .   .   Larry  Smith,  RKO 

Pathe’s  cameraman,  is  proud  of  the  fact 
that  when  Director  Frank  Donovan  shot 

the  short  "Deep  End,”  which  is  about  the 
lovely  women  diving  champs,  he  turned  his 
back  on  Hollywood  and  brought  Smith  out 
from  New  York. 

Rosalind  Russell  left  for  the  M-G-M 
studios,  Thursday,  after  a   brief  vacation 

here  .   .   .   E.  K.  (Ted)  O’Shea  visited  Ash- 
ville,  Charlotte,  and  Washington  .   .   .   Joe 

Seider  has  reopened  the  Oddfellow’s  Hall 
at  Greenport  while  the  Greenport,  in  the 
same  town  and  demolished  by  the  recent 
hurricane,  is  being  rebuilt  .   .   .   Martial  law 
has  been  abandoned  at  West  Hampton  and 

Seider’s  theatre  in  the  toum  by  the  same 
name  is  only  allowed  to  operate  weekends 

for  the  present  .   .   .   Lou  Diamond  is  back 
from  the  coast  .   .   .   J.  Robert  Rubin  was 
interrogated  Thursday  for  a   second  time 

in  the  Loew  minority  stockholders’  suit. 

An  extremely  quiet  day  Wednesday 
when  Jewish  members  of  the  New  York 
trade  observed  Yom  Kippur,  the  Day  of 
Atonement  .   .   .   Ray  Whitley  visiting  from 

the  coast.  He’s  the  cowpuncher  who  sings 
in  many  RKO  pictures  .   .   .   Irwin  Lesser, 
local  Paramount  salesman,  went  down  the 

bay  to  meet  his  wife  returning  on  the  lie 
de  France  from  a   six-month  visit  to 
France,  Italy  and  Switzerland  .   .   .   Irving 
Berlin  got  back  from  London  on  the  same 
liner  .   .   .   S.  A.  Lynch  has  been  in  town 
visiting  the  Paramount  home  office  these 
past  few  days. 

Arthur  Willi,  RKO  talent  scout,  spent 
tivo  days  in  W ashington  and  Philadelphia 
looking  over  new  legit  shows  and  also 
checking  up  on  radio  talent.  Previously, 

he  signed  Charles  Powers,  James  McCal- 
lion  and  Walter  Ward,  three  18 -year-old 
lads  who  have  appeared  in  the  Broadway 

drama  .   .   .   Charles  W.  Koerner,  RKO  dis- 
trict head  in  New  England,  is  back  from 

a   two-week  vacation  in  London.  He  was 

back  in  time  to  attend  Johnny  O’Connor’s 
testimonial  beefsteak  at  the  Astor. 

Ad  Schulberg  was  in  from  the  coast  for 
a   few  days  on  talent  deals  .   .   .   June  Lang 
was  among  the  Queen  Mary  passengers 
.   .   .   Charles  K.  Stern,  assistant  treasurer 

of  Loew’s,  is  on  home  soil  again  after  a 
business-vacation  journey  to  Norway, 
Denmark  and  Sweden  .   .   .   Wesley  Ruggles 
is  en  route  to  the  Paramount  studios  after 

a   vacation  abroad.  His  next  directorial  ef- 

fort will  be  “Invitation  to  Happiness”  with 
Irene  Dunne  .   .   .   John  C.  Flynn  has  been 
ill  .   .   .   Ditto  Leo  Spitz,  but  better  now  .   .   . 

(Continued  on  page  24-B) 

All  Camera  Work  on  Both  Pages  by 

Metropolitan  Photos. 
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jyjAJOR  LESLIE  E.  THOMPSON,  A.  H. 
MacCausland,  Malcolm  Kingsberg, 

W.  G.  Van  Schmus,  O.  R.  MacMahon  and 
Nate  J.  Blumberg  paid  tribute  to  John  J. 

O’Connor,  vice-president  and  general 
manager  of  RKO,  at  a   beefsteak  party 
tendered  him  at  the  Astor  Hotel.  There 
were  77  on  hand  for  the  festivities  on  the 

eve  of  RKO’s  emergence  from  77B.  Sena- 
tor Henry  Walters  acted  as  toastmaster 

and  also  lauded  the  theatre  executive  for 
his  fine  work. 

As  the  initial  speaker,  Thompson  said: 

“In  John  J.  O’Connor  you  have  a   man 
you  can  bank  on.  I   saw  him  grow  up  from 

an  office  boy.  I’m  telling  you  he’s  okay. 
Take  a   ticket  on  Johnny.  If  I   were  to 

pick  a   man  for  the  spot,  he’s  the  one. 
You’re  lucky  to  have  him  and  he  will  have 
the  backing  and  support  as  long  as  I’m  in 
RKO.”  Characterized  by  Walters  as  “an 
involuntary  amusement  executive,”  A.  H. 
MacCausland,  Irving  Trustee  representa- 

tive, stated,  “We’re  all  proud  of  Johnny. 
He’s  done  a   great  job.  RKO  is  going 
places  from  now  on.” 

Next  was  Blumberg,  whom  Walters  re- 

ferred to  as  “an  interloper,  a   so-called 
deserter,  but  one  who  has  not  left  a 

deserted  ship.”  The  president  of  Uni- 
versal was  moved  and,  when  he  finished 

he  had  a   suspicion  of  tears  in  his  eyes.  He 
was  greeted  with  resounding  applause 

when  he  entered  and  when  he  spoke.  “All 
the  fine  things  said  about  O’Connor,” 
Blumberg  stated,  “all  the  words  cannot 
express  how  fine  a   man  he  is.  He  is  a 
grand  person,  honest,  decent  and  capable. 
I   can  assure  you  of  one  thing:  He  will 

never  let  you  down.  He  is  always  watch- 
ing out  for  your  interests.  Johnny  has 

ability;  plenty  of  it.  That’s  why  he  is 
where  he  is  today.  He  was  chosen  for  his 
present  job  because  he  could  do  a   great 

job — and  I   can  tell  you  he  has.  Everyone 
in  the  organization  I   have  spoken  to  says 
he  has  done  a   great  job.  It  was  a   great 
day  when  we  picked  him  to  succeed  me 

to  head  the  theatre  company.  “You’ve  got 
a   great  company,”  Blumberg  said  to  the 
division,  district  and  theatre  managers 

present.  “Don’t  let  it  bother  you  about 
the  reorganization,  whether  RKO  comes 
out  before  or  after  January  1.  Give 

everything  you’ve  got  to  Johnny.  He’s  up 
there  fighting  for  you  every  day.”  A   deep 
red  covered  Blumberg’s  face  as  he  sat 
down. 
Van  Schmus  then  took  the  floor.  He 

added  his  praise,  saying,  “Among  all  my 
experiences  with  motion  picture  people 
one  stands  out  in  integrity  and  word  of 

honor — and  you  know  how  important  that 
is  in  this  business.  The  one  man  who 

stands  out  above  them  all  is  John  O’Con- 
nor. I   have  said  this  to  him  in  person.  I 

think  it  is  important  to  you  to  know  the 
character  of  the  man  you  are  dealing  with. 
In  his  own  quiet  way  he  has  reached  the 
top  spot  and  I   am  proud  to  call  him 

friend.” 
McMahon  spoke  briefly  and  then  a   tele- 

gram was  read  from  Leo  Spitz,  who  could 
not  make  the  affair.  Kingsberg  asserted: 

“Johnny  is  young  in  years,  but  old  in 
service.”  The  executive  thought  O’Connor 
joined  the  company  as  a   stenographer,  but 
when  informed  he  was  a   booker  at  the 

time,  he  said,  “anyway,  he  joined  at  the 
bottom  and  today  is  on  top.  He  got  there 
entirely  on  his  own  merit.  He  has  a 
record  we  can  all  look  to.  We  are  proud 
to  have  an  executive  at  the  head  with  a 

A   Dinner  for  O’Connor 

record  like  that  and  we  hope  he  will  be 

with  us  for  many,  many  years.”  Taking 
the  floor  finally,  O’Connor  said,  “This  is 
my  second  dinner  in  five  years  and  I   hope 

the  next  one  is  for  someone  else.” 
Looking  around  the  room  and  noticing 

all  the  managers  present,  he  said:  “I’m 
glad  the  boys  are  all  here  tonight.” 
O’Connor  then  told  a   joke  and  followed 
with,  “We’ve  done  a   fine  job  in  the  last 
six  months  what  with  Screeno,  Beano, 
double  features,  the  Movie  Quiz  contest 
and  Bank  Night.  The  bookings  for  the 
past  three  weeks  have  been  good  and  the 

future  looks  just  as  well.”  He  was  pre- 
sented with  a   handsome  desk  set  and  then 

everyone  broke  out  into  “He’s  a   Jolly  Good 
Fellow”  and  called  it  a   night.  Early,  too. 

The  honor  guest  draws  a   quick  laugh 
from  Nate  J.  Blumberg  and  Senator 
Walters. 

Eyes  to  the  camera.  Bottom  to  top: 
A.  H.  McCausland,  Leon  Goldberg, 

Leslie  E.  Thompson,  O’Connor,  Walters, 
Malcolm  Kingsberg,  W.  G.  Van 

Schmus,  O.  R.  MacMahon,  Charles 
MacDonald  and  Louis  Goldberg. 

Off  the  dais  and  including,  but  not  in  order,  MacDonald  and  Goldberg  again. 

Max  Fellerman,  Milton  Maier  and  Tom  O'Connor. 

More  sideline  stuff.  Group  includes  H.  R.  Emde,' James  Brennan,  Charles' W . Koerner,  William  K.  Howard  and  Joe  Becker.  Engrossed  in  the  food  is 
Fred  Meyers.  ,   V   [ 
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Admission  Tax  Returns  Gain; 

Reflect  Improved  Boxoffices 
Washington — Theatre  business  for  the 

year  ending  June  30  was  an  improvement 

over  the  previous  12  months,  federal  ad- 

mission tax  returns  reflect. 

Collections  —   totaling  $20,800,779.49 

against  $19,740,191.78  in  1937 — represented 

increases  in  all  classifications  except  ad- 

missions to  roof  gardens  and  cabarets,  but 

the  improvement  in  business  represented 
by  the  higher  collections  was  concentrated 

in  less  than  half  of  the  states. 

Leading  contributor  to  the  admission-tax 

collection  plate,  as  usual,  was  New  York, 

where  total  receipts  were  $7,853,221  com- 

pared with  $7,813,031  in  1937.  California, 

also  as  usual,  was  second,  with  $2,296,- 
282.14  compared  with  $1,771,305;  Illinois 

third,  with  $1,881,247  against  $1,623,535, 

and  Massachusetts  fourth,  with  $1,227,837 

against  $1,251,251.  No  other  state  topped 
$1,000,000,  although  Pennsylvania  did  in 

1937,  a   loss  carrying  it  from  $1,049,107  in 

that  year  to  $995,839  in  1938. 

Most  important  item,  from  the  stand- 
point of  the  exhibitors,  was  the  collection 

of  taxes  on  boxoffice  admissions,  which 

totaled  $18,423,307  compared  with  $17,- 
367,439  in  1937.  Exhibitors,  however,  also 
are  interested  in  the  collections  on  free  or 

reduced  rate  tickets,  which  were  $575,954 

against  $560,444. 

The  ups  and  downs  of  the  amusement 

industries  were,  perhaps,  most  strikingly 

exemplified  in  the  admission  tax  figures 

for  a   few  of  the  states.  California,  for  in- 
stance, showed  an  increase  of  more  than 

$500,000  in  total  tax  collections,  while  its 

neighbor,  Washington,  showed  a   drop  of 

$7,000.  Massachusetts  showed  a   drop  of 

$23,000,  while  its  neighbor,  New  Hamp- 
shire, reported  an  increase  of  $31,000. 

Total  admission  tax  collections  for  each 

state  and  territory,  compared  with  those 

in  1937,  are  shown  in  the  following  table, 

in  which,  also,  are  given  the  boxoffice  and 
free  or  reduced  rate  admission  taxes  for 

each  state: 

Boxoffice 
1938 

Free  or 
1938 

1937 
Admissions Reduced  Tickets Total Total 

Alabama $   52,918.40 $   3.524.10 $   56.459.37 $   62.281.84 
Alaska 21,764.96 32.80 21,797.76 19.692.05 
Arizona 20,780.43 289.30 21,359.34 19,821.52 
Arkansas 44,922.73 4.862.23 50,607.63 39.010.42 
California 2.042,397.22 34,799.76 2.296.282.14 1,771,305.49 
Colorado    113.007.76 2.901.40 116.744.58 105.351.45 

Connecticut 187.174.28 2.925.62 
205.369.61 

201.246.32 

Delaware 42.975.30 176.35 47.842.30 10,562.83 

Washington,  D.  C. 260.103.25 
3.048.31 

274.401.11 295.098.50 
Florida 258.768.57 1.985.58 286.457.46 288.960.65 

Georgia 71,486.61 11.423.51 83.515.78 86.697.86 
Hawaii 59,351.44 858.81 61.673.41 57.104.24 
Idaho 15.817.78 15.817.78 17.105.39 
Illinois 1.629.549.12 77.225.67 1.881,247.63 1.623.535.59 

Indiana 294.370.39 6.579.78 304.108.16 311.170.16 

Iowa    66.618.86 2,113.33 71.239.88 75,256.17 
Kansas 49,844.00 2.639.30 52,616.30 40.196.00 

Kentucky 59.497.04 28.543.00 120.324.50 130.828.53 

Louisiana 89.983.23 2.705.32 104,141.18 107.661.24 
Maine 32.651.54 230.47 35.101.31 34,710.03 

Maryland 303.894.89 28.542.62 355,566.71 343.492.73 

Massachusetts 1.058.915.55 87.501.58 1.227.837.27 1.251.251.44 

Michigan 612.927.58 10.336.94 696.771.16 625.221.78 

Minnesota 185.465.87 1.229.30 209,351.30 171.133.88 

Mississippi 7,822.85 335.68 8,158.53 11.135.19 

Missouri 345,145.19 6.832.84 385.474.52 397.188.52 

Montana 18.206.35 172.32 18.404.32 
21.280.44 

Nebraska 48.173.37 1.410.35 50.228.63 62.817.29 

Nevada 8.312.78 100.09 10,485.48 13.056.63 

New  Hampshire 59.209.24 20.112.45 79.614.32 48.384.68 

New  Jersey 492.558.77 5.790.73 555.165.14 517,463.80 

New  Mexico 13.741.68 523.32 14.328.69 14.546.80 

New  York   6,933.909.25 121,029.35 7.853.221.48 7.813.031.42 

North  Carolina 69.466.72 69.466.72 77.829.22 

North  Dakota 3.056.09 95.80 3.151.89 2.615.03 
Ohio 546.944.30 18.568.54 647.522.16 543.746.33 

Oklahoma 88.160.86 4.237.53 94.346.64 88.024.97 
Oregon 90.180.34 7.750.44 99,181.99 76.382.25 

Pennsylvania 900.874.11 10.113.19 995.839.27 1.059.107.49 

Rhode  Island 137,316.19 36.320.50 
180.141.61 182.441.53 

South  Carolina 26.097.12 663.98 26.761.10 32.576.38 

South  Dakota 8.560.04 199.35 8.759.39 9.255.46 
Tennessee 87.816.27 3.364.43 97.122.49 86.125.14 
Texas    481.289.21 9.227.48 492.684.17 514.160.59 
Utah 41.322.04 765.07 42.23J.83 26.226.41 
Vermont 6.806.51 73.79 8.054.53 

9.318.29 
Virginia 115.402.88 120.335.81 

116.018.68 
Washington 153.196.98 6.228.33 163.247.62 170.325.85 

West  Virginia 22.823.45 1.077.46 24.058.20 21.424.07 

Wisconsin 130,986.33 6,395.55 145.037.40 152.456.34 

Wyoming 10,741.37 20.90 11.121.79 
11.556.87 

Philippine  Islands 
Total $18,423,307.09 5575.954.55 $20,800,779.49 $19,740,191.78 

He's  Strong  for 

Goodwill 
New  York — Far-sightedness  in  taking 

a   definite  stand  in  the  matter  of  forc- 

ing shorts  is  not  the  only  gesture  Wil- 

liam F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  mana- 

ger of  M-G-M,  has  made  in  the  past 
few  weeks. 

When  the  hurricane  hit  the  eastern 

seaboard  states  and  threw  a   monkey- 

wrench  into  theatre  operations  in  many 

New  England  and  Long  Island  spots, 

Rodgers  immediately  sent  out  letters  to 

branch  managers  in  those  areas  advis- 

ing them  to  get  in  touch  with  exhibi- 
tors affected  and  offer  assistance  and 

cooperation  of  any  kind  during  the 

emergency.  In  several  instances,  he 

wrote  circuit  heads  direct.  This  is  said 

to  be  the  first  and  only  company  to 

make  such  an  unusual  offering. 

20th-Fox  Franchise 
Sole  Skouras  Deal 

New  York — With  the  exception  of  the 

20th-Fox  franchise,  on  which  new  terms 

have  yet  to  be  worked  out,  the  Skouras 

circuit  with  about  62  houses,  has  not  con- 

cluded a   single  product  deal  for  1938-39, 
according  to  William  White,  aide  to  George 

P.  Skouras,  and  film  buying  head. 

However,  while  this  circuit  is  biding  its 

time,  Harry  Buxbaum  and  Joe  Lee,  branch 
and  local  sales  manager,  respectively,  at 

the  20th-Fox  exchange,  have  negotiated 

and  signed  deals  with  the  following  the- 

atre organizations:  Walter  Reade,  Cen- 
tury, Consolidated  Amusements,  Isle,  Sam 

Cocalis,  Dave  Snaper,  Interboro,  Stein, 

Murray  Stahl,  Fabian,  Randforce,  Pru- 
dential, upstate  Publix,  Warner  in  Jersey, 

Rapf  &   Rudin,  Frank  Mascato  and  the 
Trans-Lux  Newsreel  units. 

Kuykendall  Goes  Home 
Before  Convention  Stretch 
New  York — Ed  Kuykendall,  president  of 

the  MPTOA,  left  for  Columbus,  Miss.,  his 

home  town,  over  the  weekend.  After  a 

brief  visit,  he  will  head  for  Oklahoma  City 

where  he  will  complete  arrangements  for 

the  annual  convention  of  the  exhibitor 

organization.  As  soon  as  final  details  are 

set,  Kuykendall  will  return  to  New  York 

and  then  to  Oklahoma  City  for  the  pow- 
wows. A   number  of  sales  executives  from 

New  York  are  expected  to  attend. 

Plans  Crozet  House 
Richmond,  Va. — Crozet,  Va.,  will  have  a 

modern  theatre  about  November  1.  W.  H. 

Haden,  a   merchant,  has  closed  his  general 

business  and  is  converting  his  store  build- 

ing into  a   300-capacity  theatre.  A   bal- 
cony is  being  installed  exclusively  for 

Negroes.  This  store  building  is  the  oldest 
in  Crozet. 
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Ten  Grand  Nat'l 
"A"  Films  Readied 

New  York — Grand  National  will  have 

ten  “A”  pictures  of  the  44  planned  in  ad- 
dition to  24  westerns,  Edward  L.  Alperson, 

general  sales  manager,  told  Boxoffice  on 
the  eve  of  the  eastern  two-day  regional 
meeting  at  the  St.  Moritz.  The  company 

will  probably  have  two  specials  in  addi- 
tion to  the  “A’s,”  he  added,  these  to  be 

sold  later  on  separately. 
A   general  review  of  product  and  sales 

policy  highlighted  the  sessions  which  were 
attended  by  home  office  personnel  and 

managers  from  Albany,  New  York,  Buf- 
falo, New  Haven,  Boston,  Atlanta,  Char- 

lotte, Philadelphia,  Washington,  Pitts- 
burgh, Cleveland  and  Cincinnati. 

Five  films  were  shown  to  the  forces  as- 

sembled. They  were  “Shadows  Over 
Shanghai,”  “Cipher  Bureau,”  “Frontier 
Scout,”  “Titans  of  the  Deep,”  and  “Sun- 

set Strip  Case,”  with  Sally  Rand. 
Headquarters  are  being  moved  east 

gradually,  Alperson  said.  He  arrived 

Tuesday  night  from  Chicago  after  at- 
tending a   three-day  regional  at  the 

Stevens  Hotel.  Jack  Skirball,  production 
head,  got  in  from  the  coast  Saturday,  the 

first  day  of  the  two-day  meetings. 
Under  the  production  setup,  Grand  Na- 

tional will  make  18  features  and  Fine  Arts 

26.  Educational  will  supply  44  shorts  of 
which  there  will  be  18  two-reelers.  There 
will  also  be  two  series  of  single  reelers. 

E.  W.  Hammons,  president,  sails  Wed- 
nesday on  the  Normandie.  He  will  not  be 

accompanied  by  Jack  Barnstyn,  foreign 
head.  A1  Crown  now  is  in  complete 

charge  of  the  company’s  Paris  office  now 
that  Arthur  Gottlieb  has  resigned.  There 

had  been  some  question  as  to  Gottlieb’s 
resignation,  but  this  has  been  cleared  up. 
With  the  opening  by  the  end  of  the  year 

of  offices  in  Butte,  Memphis  and  Okla- 
homa City,  Grand  National  will  have  32 

exchanges  in  the  United  States,  six  in 
Canada  and  offices  in  England  and 
France. 

There  is  a   strong  possibility  that  Ham- 
mons may  again  get  together  with  ABFD 

to  continue  releasing  GN  output. 
Alperson  will  not  permanently  locate 

here  until  the  new  offices  in  the  Asso- 
ciated Press  Building  in  Radio  City  have 

been  completed.  The  entire  eighth  floor 
will  house  GN  and  Educational. 

Educational  earnings  for  the  fiscal  year 
ended  June  25,  1938,  dropped  slightly  as 
compared  with  the  previous  year.  The 
net  profit  amounted  to  $120,819.27  for  the 
1938  year  as  against  $168,056.26  for  the 

same  period  last  year.  The  latest  earn- 
ings amount  to  $1.35  a   share  as  compared 

with  $1.87  in  1937.  The  annual  meeting 
will  be  held  October  21. 

Grand  National  Announces 

New  District  Setup 

Chicago — After  three  days  of  confer- 
ences, the  executive  staff  of  Grand  Na- 

tional Pictures  moved  on  to  New  York  for 

the  eastern  and  southern  regional  meet- 
ing this  weekend.  Branch  managers  from 

the  west  and  middlewest  met  here  at  the 
Stevens  Hotel  over  last  weekend  to  hear 

Get  Opportunity  to  Buy  Stock 

New  York  —   Columbia  Pictures’  stock- 
holders, at  their  annual  meeting,  approved 

an  arrangement,  pre-determined  by  the 

company,  to  extend  options  on  stock  pur- 
chases at  approximately  $14  per  share  to: 

Samuel  J.  Briskin,  general  manager  of 

the  studio — 10,000  shares. 

A.  Montague,  general  sales  manager — 
7,500  shares. 

A.  Schneider,  treasurer — 7,500  shares. 
Employment  contracts  were  approved 

and  “all  the  acts  and  proceedings  of  the 

previous  year  of  the  board  were  approved” 
as  well.  Harry  Cohn  was  re-elected  presi- 

dent; Jack  Cohn,  vice-president;  A. 
Schneider,  treasurer;  Louis  J.  Barbano, 
assistant  treasurer,  and  Charles  Schwartz 
of  Schwartz  and  Frohlich,  secretary. 

The  retiring  board  of  directors  was  also 
returned  to  office.  Aside  from  the  two 

Cohns,  Schneider  and  Schwartz,  it  in- 
cludes Leo  M.  Blancke,  Sol  Bornstein  and 

Jack  Kerner. SAMUEL  J.  BRISKIN 

A.  MONTAGUE A.  SCHNEIDER 

Edward  Alperson,  general  manager  of  dis- 

tribution, announce  the  company’s  pro- 
gram of  44  features,  two  specials,  24  west- 
erns, divided  into  four  groups  of  six  each, 

and  44  shorts,  from  Educational. 
Alperson,  in  announcing  six  district 

sales  managers,  said  that  the  company’s 
sales  organization  is  expected  to  be  doubled 
in  the  first  step  of  rehabilitation  in  the 
field.  The  district  men  named  were  Morris 

Safier,  formerly  assistant  to  Alperson,  to 
head  the  west  coast  district  consisting  of 

Los  Angeles,  San  Francisco,  Seattle,  Port- 
land, Salt  Lake  City,  Denver  and  Butte; 

James  Winn,  former  San  Francisco  man- 
ager, to  head  the  mid-west  district  of 

Chicago,  Minneapolis,  Omaha,  St.  Louis, 
Kansas  City,  Des  Moines  and  Milwaukee; 
Ralph  Kinsler,  former  Cincinnati  manager, 

to  the  mid-east  district  of  Cincinnati, 
Cleveland,  Detroit  and  Indianapolis; 

Jules  Lapidus,  former  Pittsburgh  man- 
ager, to  the  middle  Atlantic  district,  in- 

cluding Pittsburgh,  Philadelphia  and 
Washington;  Jack  Lamont,  former  Atlanta 

manager,  to  the  southern  district  of  At- 

lanta, Dallas,  New  Orleans,  Charlotte, 
Memphis  and  Oklahoma  City;  and  Harry 

Asher,  former  Boston  manager,  to  the  east- 
ern district  of  Boston,  Buffalo,  New  Haven 

and  Albany. 

The  new  circuit  sales  manager  is  Sol 

Edwards,  former  New  York  branch  man- 
ager, and  Peter  Rosian,  has  been  upped 

from  Cleveland  branch  manager  to  the 

same  post  in  New  York  City. 
E.  W.  Hammons,  president  of  the  new 

company,  will  attend  the  New  York  meet- 
ing, with  Jack  Skirball  coming  in  from 

Los  Angeles  for  it.  Alperson,  Sam  Berko- 
witz  of  Fine  Arts  Pictures  and  Gordon  S. 

White,  advertising  director,  who  attended 
the  meeting  here,  moved  on  this  week  to 
New  York  for  that  meeting. 

Of  the  44  features  by  Grand  National 
this  year,  at  least  26  will  be  produced  by 
Fine  Arts  Pictures. 

Anna  Sten  will  star  in  two  productions, 

the  first,  “Exile  Express,”  now  in  prepara- 
tion. Product  already  completed  includes 

“Shadows  Over  Shanghai,”  starring  James 
(Continued  on  page  24-F) 
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Marion  Spitzer,  once  identified  with  Para- 
mount studio,  is  visiting. 

Abe  Leff’s  son,  Norman,  will  be  Bar 
Mitzvahed,  October  15,  at  Temple  Beth 
Elohim  in  the  Hunts  Point  section  of  the 
Bronx.  The  following  day  a   luncheon  will 
be  given  for  friends  and  business  asso- 

ciates at  the  Astor  Hotel  .   .   .   Si  Fabian  re- 
turned from  Albany  in  time  to  observe  the 

holidays  .   .   .   Joe  Seider  holds  weekly 
meetings  on  Tuesday  with  Prudential  man- 

agers in  Long  Island  .   .   .   Douglas  Fair- 
ba?iks  has  formed  a   new  company  and 

plans  to  make  “The  10th  Woman ”   and 

“The  Story  of  Lola  Montez.”  He  expects 
to  produce  foreign  versions  at  the  same 
time  .   .   .   Miriam  Hopkins  is  visiting  her 

husband,  Antone  Litvak,  here  .   .   .   Mary 
Pickford  flew  to  Columbus  the  other  day 
when  she  learned  Buddy  Rogers  was  in- 

jured in  an  auto  crash  ...  Charles  E.  Mc- 
Carthy, Arch  Reeves  and  Morris  Kinzler 

got  together  at  the  Astor  Hunting  Room, 
Monday  .   .   .   Fernand  Gravet,  after  several 
postponements,  finally  sailed  on  the  Paris 
for  Paris  where  he  will  make  a   French  film 
for  one  of  the  local  independent  producers. 

Columbia’s  Lindy  lunchers  shattered  all 
tradition  by  admitting  Bill  Sussman  to 
the  festive  table.  Bob  Wolff  was  the  first 

to  notice  it.  He  demanded:  “Wotcha  do- 
ing in  the  enemy  camp?”  Bill  turned  up 

half  a   nose  and  sotto  voiced:  “I  belong. 
I’m  a   blood  relative”  .   .   .   Leo  Justin  and 
Walter  Reade  jr„  rounded  out  the  table 
with  Wolff  .   .   .   Few  chairs  away  was 
Freddie  Schwartz  and  a   friend  .   .   .   Rube 
Jackter  went  it  alone  with  Jake  Milstein 
.   .   .   Max  and  William  Goldberg  and  Arch 
Mayer  and  Irv  Shapiro  made  up  a   table  of 

“furriners”  .   .   .   A1  Margolies  proud  of  the 
fact  that  he  supplied  one  of  the  better 

laugh  lines  in  Alfred  Hitchcock’s  “The 
Lady  Vanishes”  .   .   .   Jack  Harris,  Skouras 
circuit  executive,  has  a   new  daughter, 
which  makes  Charlie  Moskowitz  an  uncle 

again  .   .   .   E.  K.  (Ted)  O’Shea  and  another 
Broadway  stroller  engrossed  in  the  Cri- 

terion marquee. 

Casandra,  the  “human  newsreel ”   as  she 
is  called,  entertained  employes  of  the  local 
film  exchanges  the  other  night  at  their 
meeting  at  the  Capitol  Hotel  .   .   .   Ben 
Goetz  delayed  his  sailing  for  home  until 

he  completed  the  cast  for  “ Goodbye  Mr. 
Chips,”  third  in  the  British  production 
lineup  for  M-G-M  .   .   .   After  a   weekend  in 
the  country,  Steven  Pallos  switched  from 
the  Sherry  Netherlands  to  the  Essex  House 
.   .   .   Bill  Rodgers  was  out  of  town  again 
during  the  week  .   .   .   Y.  Frank  Freeman 
was  a   New  Orleans  visitor  during  the 

week  .   .   .   The  Morris  Schlozmans  are  in- 

f anticipating .   He’s  business  manager  of 
Boxoffice  out  of  Kansas  City. 

M.  A.  Wally  leaves  next  week  for  Kan- 
sas City,  Indianapolis  and  Omaha  on  Uni- 

versal business.  He  has  been  a   regular 
commuter  between  these  points  in  the  last 

few  weeks  .   .   .   Milton  Maier,  RKO  at- 
torney, visited  his  brother  and  sister-in- 

law  at  Burlington,  Vt„  the  other  weekend 

The  Boss  in  Two 
Directions 

New  York — Cutest  romance  of  the 

week  is  the  marriage  of  RKO  Pathe's 
head  office  boy,  Jimmy  White,  22,  to 

office  girl,  Ann  Collerean,  18.  Until 

Jimmie  could  make  up  his  mind  to  tell 

Boss  Fred  Ullman  jr.  about  his  plans, 

he  paced  the  hall  for  many  a   long 

minute,  then  generated  enough  cour- 

age to  break  the  news.  Instead  of 

getting  fired  as  he  feared,  Jimmie  re- 
ceived a   raise  and  congratulations. 

And  Jimmie  is  still  giving  orders  to 
Ann. 

.   .   .   Spyros  Skouras  accompanied  S.  R. 
Kent  from  Harmon  when  the  latter  re- 

turned from  the  coast. 

Dave  Coplan,  Columbia’s  general  sales 
manager  in  Canada,  was  a   brief  home  of- 

fice conferencer  with  Abe  Montague  .   .   . 

Clair  Hilgers,  special  representative  for  Re- 
public, paid  a   quick  visit  to  Sol  Davis, 

Oklahoma  City  franchise  holder  .   .   .   James 
R.  Grainger  is  due  from  the  coast,  October 
15  .   .   .   John  H.  Harris,  Pittsburgh  circuit 

head,  will  deliver  a   talk  on  “ First  Facts  in 
the  Movies”  over  WOR,  October  17  in  con- 

nection with  the  industry  drive.  Harris 

has  some  interesting  data  to  relate,  in- 

cluding the  opening  of  the  world’s  first 
film  theatre  .   .   .   Fay  Rothman,  Lou  Wein- 

berg’s secretary,  leaves  on  the  Carinthia, 
October  15,  for  a   voyage  to  Havana  and 
Nassau  .   .   .   Y.  Frank  Freeman  tossed  off 

a   quick  return  trip  to  New  Orleans  over 
the  weekend  .   .   .   Murray  Livingston  is 

managing  Century’s  Albermarle  in  Brook- 
lyn .   .   .   Hal  Horne  knows  an  attorney  who 

has  seen  “Snow  White”  16  times,  likes  it 
better  each  time,  is  getting  to  know  the 

lines  by  memory  and  who  is  taking  French 
lessons  in  advance  of  seeing  the  picture  in 
that  tongue. 

Ira  Genet,  who  writes  scripts,  can  also 
play  golf.  He  walked  off  with  the  first 

prize  for  the  low  net  at  the  Eastern  Vita- 
phone  studio  golf  tournament  at  the  Hill- 
crest  club  in  Jamaica  the  other  day.  Sam 

Sax  won  the  nearest-to-the-pin  trophy. 
Prizes  for  low  net  and  lowest  scores  in  the 

foursomes  were  garnered  by  Lloyd  French, 

Saul  Chaplin,  Roy  Mack,  Lee  Stewart, 
Sammy  Cahn,  Dick  Willis,  Stuart  Karpf, 
Cy  Wood  sr.,  Cy  Wood  jr.,  Ed  Schreiber, 

Norman  H.  Moray,  George  Ackerson,  Mil- 
ton  Cohen,  Gerald  Marfleet,  Irving  Hy- 

land, Harold  Bauman,  Eddie  Forman  and 
Jack  Henley. 

Joe  Moskowitz  writes  from  Beverly  Hills 
to  say  he  is  remaining  in  Hollywood  for 
another  week  .   .   .   Chester  Morris  is  doing 
a   week  of  personal  appearances  at  the 
Strand  .   .   .   John  Payne,  one  of  the  leads 

in  “Garden  of  the  Moon,”  is  in  town  on  a 
ten-day  vacation.  His  wife,  Anne  Shirley, 
is  along  .   .   .   Maxie  Rosenbloom,  sometimes 

knovm  as  “Slapsie  Maxie,”  is  here  on  a 

short  visit  from  the  Warner  lot  ..  .   Fred- 
die Meyers  has  delayed  his  vacation  to 

Coronado  Beach  and  leaves  here  in  a   cou- 

ple of  weeks. 

Roy  Haines  is  back  on  the  job  after  a 
week  in  bed.  He  wrenched  his  back  while 

stepping  out  of  an  automobile  and,  after 
a   nice  rest,  is  in  fine  fettle  again  .   .   . 
Aubrey  Schenck  has  taken  a   duplex  pent 
house  on  Riverside  Drive  and  86th  St.  .   .   . 

Jerry  Safron  delayed  his  departure  for  the 
coast  until  Friday  and,  by  the  time  you 
read  this,  will  be  decked  in  his  maroon 
jacket  in  his  office  .   .   .   Ann  Rosenthal, 
former  Grand  National  attorney,  is  back 
from  a   lengthy  sojourn  in  California. 

Haskell  Masters,  Canadian  UA  district 
manager,  is  turning  out  to  be  a   commuter. 
In  the  past  two  weeks  he  made  three  trips 

to  New  York.  He  was  around  last  Satur- 
day, returned  to  Toronto,  Tuesday,  and, 

after  spending  the  Jewish  holidays  with 
his  family,  came  back  Thursday  for  talks 
with  George  J.  Schaefer  .   .   .   Christine 

Gray,  secretary  to  Bill  Powers,  sailed  the 

other  day  on  the  Veendam  for  a   three- 
week  vacation  abroad  .   .   .   Herman  Wob- 

ber’s  wife  and  daughter,  Joan,  have  joined 
him  here.  The  day  after  they  arrived 

Wobber  showed  them  around  20 th-Fox 
headquarters. 

J.  J.  Sullivan  will  be  leaving  for  his  coast 
quarters  late  in  the  month  and  probably 
will  come  back  again  for  an  extended  stay 

the  end  of  the  year  .   .   .   Charles  E.  Mc- 
Carthy returned  to  his  Nutley  home 

Saturday.  He  took  the  Chief  from  the  coast 
as  far  as  Chicago  and  then  changed  to  the 

Pennsy  so  that  he  could  make  a   better 
connection  for  the  Jersey  town  .   .   . 

George  Raft  is  vacationing  in  these  parts 
and  “Stu”  Irwin  is  here  to  appear  in  a 

picture  being  produced  by  William  K. 
Howard  at  the  Astoria  studios  .   .   .   Jules 

Levy  returned  from  Chicago  on  the  same 
20th  Century  that  brought  Dr.  A.  H. 
Giannini  in  from  the  coast  .   .   .   Norman 

Moray  uses  special  cigar  holders  imported 
from  Czechoslovakia  at  a   cent  a   piece. 

Elmer  C.  Rhoden  of  Fox  Midwest,  Kan- 

sas City,  and  Rick  Ricketson  of  Fox  In- 
termountain, Denver,  are  due  in  town  for 

conferences  the  next  few  days  with  Spy- 
ros Skouras,  J.  J.  Sullivan,  William  T. 

Powers,  Edward  "Label,  Milt  Hossfeld  and 
Aubrey  Schenck  .   .   .   Irving  Mass  of  the 
20 th-Fox  foreign  department  is  back  on 
home  soil  after  a   visit  overseas  .   .   .   Jay 

C.  Flippen  and  Paul  Douglas  will  pitch 

in  their  comments  along  with  other  Movie- 
tonews  narrators  for  the  football  series 
.   .   .   Patricia  Morison,  who  appeared  in 

“Two  Bouquets”  on  the  local  stage,  is  now 
working  on  the  Paramount  lot  .   .   .   Archie 
Mayo  in  from  Europe. 

Bob  O’Donnell  and  Karl  Hoblitzelle  are 
back  in  the  Lone  Star  state  after  Para- 

mount home  office  palavers  .   .   .   Jack 

(Continued  on  page  24-E) 
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KING  OF  FILMS 

EASTMAN  Super  X   Panchromatic  Negative 

reigns  supreme.  .   .   .   Not  by  virtue  of  fine 

grain  alone. ...  Not  by  virtue  of  speed  alone. 

. . .   But  by  a   combination  of  those  cjualities 

with  that  prime  requisite  of  the  fine  motion 

picture,  superb  and  dependable  photo- 

graphic quality.  Eastman  Kodak  Company, 

Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E.  Brulatour,  Inc.,  Dis- 

tributors, Fort  Lee,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  X 
PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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Washington  —   Paramount’s  Lou  Smith, 

catapulted  from  press-agentry  to  an  as- 

sociate producer’s  berth  under  Prank  Lloyd, 
is  saluted  by  Capital  critics  and  showmen 
on  the  occasion  of  his  arrival  in  town  with 

a   print  of  his  first  picture,  "If  I   Were 

j^NGIE  RATTO,  Loew’s  Palace  manager, spending  much  of  his  time  this  past 

week  accepting  congratulations,  for  it’s 
another  “birthday”  for  Angie.  Also  for 
J.  R.  Wood  and  Walter  Collins,  electricians 

at  Palace.  Just  23  years  ago  the  three 
of  them  went  to  work  at  the  Columbia, 

another  Loew  house,  going  to  the  Palace 
about  a   year  later  when  it  was  opened, 

and  there  they’ve  stayed  ever  since  .   .   . 
Paramount’s  Lou  Smith,  who  went  from 
the  publicity  department  to  an  associate 

producer’s  chore  with  Producer-Director 
Frank  Lloyd,  in  town  with  a   print  of  “If 
I   Were  King,”  feted  at  luncheon  by  Carter 
Barron.  Loew  division  manager,  and  Eddie 
Fontaine,  Paramount  branch  manager; 
then  screening  his  film  for  the  critics, 
who  pronounced  it  a   sure  success  .   .   . 

Oddest  sight  in  the  screening  room  late- 
ly: Director  Sam  Wood  wiping  tears  from 

his  eyes  at  a   bit  of  hokum  sold  with  a 

bang  by  Mickey  Rooney  in  “Stablemates,” 
which  was  directed  by  Sam  Wood  .   .   . 
Other  visitors:  Carlton  Duffus,  promoting 

M-G-M’s  “Great  Waltz”  contest,  with 
which  the  studio  hopes  to  get  the  “jitter- 

bugs” in  a   three-quarter  time  mood  for 
the  new  film:  Paramount’s  C.  N.  Odell, 
shepherding  a   covered  wagon  and  a   pair 

of  mules  announcing  “Arkansas  Travel- 

er.” 

Loew  lads  in  this  area  really  came 

through  on  the  “Her  Jungle  Love”  pro- 
motion contest,  Ray  Bell  here,  Roscoe 

Drissel  in  Norfolk  and  Allen  Sparrow  in 
Richmond  grabbing  $150  each  .   .   .   The 
Ambassador,  Warner  neighborhood,  has  a 
new  matinee  policy  .   .   .   Col.  Jason  S. 

Joy,  20  th  Century-Fox  chief  scenario 

editor,  screened  “Submarine  Patrol”  for 
Navy  Department,  took  it  back  to  Holly- 

wood with  an  okay  .   .   .   Tony  Muto  now 
voted  a   resident  member  of  Variety  Club 
.   .   .   Phil  Lampkin,  Capitol  pit  maestro, 

also  admitted,  proving  left-handed  trum- 
pet players  now  accepted  by  society  .   .   . 

Variety’s  luncheon  Monday  to  be  in  honor 
of  Rudy  Berger,  ex-chief  barker  .   .   .   How- 

King.”  The  glass-handlers  are  Jay  Car- 
mody,  drama  editor  of  The  Evening  Star; 

Eddie  Fontaine,  Paramount  branch  man- 
ager; Mr.  Smith;  Carter  Barron,  Loew  di- 
vision chief;  Nelson  Bell  of  The  Post,  and 

Harry  MacArthur,  of  The  Star. 

ard  Burkhardt,  Capitol  house  manager,  in 

New  York  for  a   look-see  at  stage  show 
talent. 

Those  strains  of  “I’m  a   Ramblin’  Wreck 
from  Georgia  Tech”  probably  came  from 
the  Carter  Barrons  manse,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
B.  entertaining  the  Henry  Morgans  of 

Atlanta,  Mr.  Morgan  being  an  old  Ram- 

blin’ Wreck  pal  of  Carter’s  .   .   .   Morris 
Schmalzbach,  home  office  auditor,  paying 

a   call  at  the  20th  Century-Fox  exchange 
.   .   .   The  newcomer  is  expected  any  day 

now  at  the  palatial  (two  bedrooms  and 
a   cocker  spaniel)  Westmorland  Hills  home 

of  the  Dan  Terrells  (he’s  in  the  Warner 
press  department)  .   .   .   Also  at  the  For- 

dyce  Minnicks  (she’s  Evelyn  Tyner,  popu- 
lar pianist  who  got  her  start  in  the  Capi- 

tol’s first  “Going  Native”  revue)  .   .   .   Mrs. 
Debbie  Sichelman,  GB  booker,  has  re- 

signed, rumored  on  account  of  to  raise  a 

family  .   .   .   Earl  Taylor,  20th-Fox  booker, 
going  to  Monogram;  Ira  Sichelman,  ad 

sales  manager,  being  promoted  to  his  spot: 
A1  Miller,  postal  clerk,  being  made  ad 
sales  manager. 

Baltimore  Notes:  Sam  Diamond  editing 

“The  Barker,”  new  news  sheet  just  inau- 
gurated by  Baltimore  Variety  .   .   .   Norman 

Clarke,  News-Post  critic,  to  be  honored 
by  Variety  Tuesday,  October  11,  when  his 

new  play,  “Windoiv  Shopping ,”  opens  at 
the  Maryland  Theatre. 

Schenck  Reports 
Washington — Joseph  M.  Schenck  re- 

ports to  the  SEC  he  sold  10,400  shares  of 

20th  Century- Fox  common  in  August,  mak- 
ing a   total  of  49,200  in  the  last  three 

months.  As  of  August  30,  he  still  held 
119,443  shares. 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck  and  William  Goetz 
sold  10,000  shares  each  in  August. 

John  Barrymore  Role 

Hollywood — John  Barrymore  draws  the 

top  role  in  RKO’s  “The  Great  Man  Votes.” 

Name  Committees 

For  Capital  Party 
Washington — Preliminary  plans  for  the 

Variety  Club’s  fifth  annual  banquet,  to  be 
held  November  19  at  the  Willard  Hotel, 

have  been  completed  and  all  committee 
appointments  for  the  affair  have  been 
made. 

Abe  Lichtman,  operator  of  a   chain  cf 
neighborhood  theatres,  has  assumed  the 

general  chairmanship,  replacing  Rudy  Ber- 

ger, M-G-M  branch  manager,  who  was 
unable  to  serve. 

His  chief  assistants  will  be  Harry  E. 

Lohmeyer  of  Warner  and  Sam  Galanty. 
Columbia  eastern  division  manager. 

The  board  of  governors  of  the  club  has 

appointed  the  following  committees  to 
serve  under  Mr.  Lichtman: 

Entertainment — Hardie  Meakin,  chair- 
man; Clarke  Davis,  Guy  Wonders,  Gene 

Ford,  Harry  Anger  and  Phil  Hayden. 
Dinner — Carter  Barron,  chairman;  Tom 

O’Donnell  and  Harry  P.  Somerville. 
Tickets — Archie  Engle,  chairman;  Harry 

Brown  and  Carroll  Dikeman. 

Reception — J.  B.  Fitzgerald,  chairman; 
Harry  Bachman,  Robert  Denton,  Dr.  Frank 
Bernard.  Ned  Bord,  John  Chevalier,  Fred 
Rohrs  and  Phil  Erchler. 

Publicity — Ray  Bell,  chairman;  Nelson 
B.  Bell,  Andrew  Kelley  and  Jay  Carmody. 

Printing — Sam  Wheeler,  chairman;  Nate 
Sauber,  Sam  Flax  and  C.  MacGowan. 

Program — Sidney  Lust,  chairman;  Floyd 
Akers,  George  Crouch,  Eddie  Melniker  and 
Fred  Kogod. 

Decorations — Charles  Schulman,  chair- 
man; Herbert  Sauber,  Jules  James,  Nat 

Glasser  and  Allan  Bachrach. 

Talent  Hosts — Edmund  Plohn,  chair- 
man; Dr.  Frank  T.  Shyne  and  Adlai  Mann. 

Joseph  Makover  will  be  in  charge  of 
reservations  and  Eddie  Fontaine  will  be 

Variety’s  contact  man  with  out-of-town 

guests. 

Get  Behind  "Wings" New  York — “Men  Wtih  Wings,”  open- 
ing day-and-date  in  21  key  cities,  will  be 

backed  by  a   $100,000  advertising  cam- 

paign in  those  spots,  according  to  Para- 
mount. Robert  M.  Gillham,  assisted  by 

Alec  Moss,  Hal  Danson  and  Karl  Kruger, 
will  handle  most  of  the  eastern  dates 

and  Cliff  Lewis  and  Jack  Dailey  the  coast 
and  western  dates. 

Goes  to  Savini 

New  York — R.  M.  Savini  of  Astor  Pic- 

tures has  taken  over  “The  Gay  Nineties,” 
a   film  and  not  the  New  York  night  club, 

for  distribution.  Bert  Goldberg  represent- 
ed International  Road  Shows,  Inc.,  in  the 

deal. 

Opens  October  21 
New  York — The  Irish  Theatre  in  the 

Times  Square  area  opens  October  21  with 
“Rose  of  Tralee.” 
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Paramount  Awards 

Exploitation  Prizes 
New  York — Five  hundred  dollar  prizes 

go  to  six  domestic  and  one  foreign  theatre 

manager  in  Paramount’s  $5,000  advertis- 
ing and  exploitation  contest  in  connection 

with  the  “Paramount  on  Parade”  drive. 

Top  money  winners  are:  Charles  B. 

Taylor,  Shea’s  Buffalo,  Buffalo,  in  the 
Class  A   division;  S.  P.  Dean,  Rialto,  Ta- 

coma, Class  B;  Jerry  Greenebaum,  Rialto, 

Clinton,  la.,  Class  C;  Harold  Armistead, 

Lyric,  Easley,  S.  C.,  Class  C;  a   special 

division  for  the  best  campaign  in  neigh- 
borhood and  subsequent  houses  to  Samuel 

A.  Coolick,  Loew’s  Triboro,  Long  Island 
City,  N.  Y.;  and  in  the  foreign  field,  J. 

Castro  Ramos,  Cine  Plaza,  Rio  de  Janeiro, 
Brazil. 

Other  winners  are: 

Class  A:  John  Hardgrove,  Loew’s  Broad, 

Columbus,  O.,  $250;  Ray  Bell,  Loew’s 
Capitol,  Washington,  $150;  and  John  H. 

Ecols,  Denham,  Denver,  Colo.,  $100. 

Class  B:  Roscoe  Drissell,  Loew’s  State, 
Norfolk,  Va.,  $250  and  Allen  Sparrow, 

Loew’s  Richmond,  Richmond,  Va.,  $150. 

Class  C:  Bob  Fulton,  Paramount,  Water- 

loo, la.,  $250;  “Doc”  Elliot,  Ohio,  Lima, 
Ohio,  $150,  and  Frank  W.  Miller,  Metro- 

politan, Morgantown,  W.  Va.,  $100. 

Class  D:  Carter  H.  English,  Majestic, 

Centerville,  la.,  $250;  J.  R.  McKinlay,  New 

Grand,  International  Falls,  Minn.,  $150, 

and  L.  A.  Maher,  Roxy,  Medicine  Hat,  Al- 
berta, $100. 

Runnerup  in  the  campaign  for  neigh- 
borhood and  subsequent  spots  is  R.  J. 

Stumbo,  Hollywood,  Salem,  Ore.,  $250. 

The  other  foreign  prize  winner  is  L. 

Durban-Long,  Capitol  Cinema,  Lanca- 
shire, England,  $250. 

Campaigns  of  domestic  and  foreign 

prize  winners  will  now  be  compared  for 

the  International  Plaque,  emblematic  of 

the  best  campaign. 

Certificates  of  award  went  to  the  fol- 

lowing theatres:  Grand,  Shanghai,  China; 

Bonton  Za,  Osaka,  Japan;  Prince  Edward, 

Sydney,  Australia;  Capitol,  Manila,  and 

the  Regent,  Palmerstown,  N.  Z. 

Bingo  Termed  Violation 

Kentucky  Lottery  Laws 
Frankfort,  Ky.  —   Assistant  Attorney 

General  J.  K.  Lewis  has  ruled  the  game  of 

Bingo  violates  the  State  constitutional  pro- 
vision against  lotteries. 

He  previously  had  held  the  1938  Gen- 

eral Assembly’s  act  designed  to  legalize 
Bank  Night  was  unconstitutional,  and  he 

declared  “it  is  our  opinion  that  Bingo 
is  illegal  and  unconstitutional  for  the  same 

reason  that  Bank  Night  schemes  are  il- 
legal and  unconstitutional.  Section  226  of 

the  Constitution  prohibits  lotteries  and  gift 

enterprises.” 
The  ruling  on  Bingo,  a   game  used  by 

some  churches  and  fraternal  organiza- 

tions as  a   means  of  distributing  prizes, 

was  given  in  response  to  a   query  from  the 

Rev.  William  S.  Smythe,  Washington,  Ky. 

BROADWAY 

(Continued  from  page  24-B> 

Skirball  got  back  from  the  coast  over  the 
weekend  .   .   .   Gordon  White  attended  the 

Chicago  Grand  National  sales  sessions  as 

well  as  the  local  two-day  meetings  con- 
ducted by  Eddie  Alperson  .   .   .   John  Nathan, 

managing  director  for  Paramount  in  the 

Argentine,  is  visiting  the  studios  after  con- 
lerences  with  home  office  executives  .   .   . 

Frank  Seltzer,  Hal  Roach’s  studio  public- 

ity chief,  is  here  for  the  opening  of  “There 

Goes  My  Heart”  at  the  Music  Hall. 

Jack  Barnstyn  will  accompany  E.  W. 

Hammons  to  London  in  about  a   week  or 

so  .   .   .   John  Mark,  story  editor  in  London 

j or  Paramount,  arrived  on  the  Queen  Mary 

Monday  and  sailed  two  days  later  on  the 

same  boat  tor  home  .   .   .   J.  P.  O’Loghlin, 
Canadian  district  manager  for  20 th-Fox, 
has  been  around  the  home  office  the  last 

jew  days  .   .   .   Lou  Wechsler,  UA  New 

Haven  branch  manager,  was  in  town  with 

Al  Dow  and  Martin  Harris,  of  the  State, 

Hartford,  looking  over  the  Broadway  sites 

between  film  deals  .   .   .   Sabu,  and  his  two 

bodyguards,  have  gone  back  to  London 

after  a   hectic  three-week  swing  of  the 

country  .   .   .   Dailey  Paskman  and  Sigmund 

Spaeth  have  sold  their  story,  “Gentlemen 
Be  Seated”  to  M-G-M  .   .   .   Tom  Neal  and 

Jack  Carlton,  stock  players,  are  now  work- 

ing for  M-G-M  at  the  studios. 

Irving  Lesser  has  returned  from  a   Flori- 

da vacation  .   .   .   Al  Lichtman  says  he  loves 

good  old  New  York.  The  day  after  he 

arrived  he  went  to  the  races.  California’s 
golf  courses  are  his  main  attraction  on 

the  coast  .   .   .   Harry  Goetz  and  Max  Gor- 

don have  been  doing  a   lot  of  traveling 

lately,  catching  new  shows.  The  first  was 

the  debut  of  “Knickerbocker  Holiday”  at 
Boston,  followed  by  the  opening  in  Wash- 

ington of  “Abe  Lincoln  in  Illinois.” 

Mort  Spring  tendered  Arthur  Loew  a 

farewell  party  at  his  home  before  the 

generalissimo  of  M-G-M  foreign  affairs 
left  for  South  America.  Present  were 

Loew’s  mother,  Mrs.  Max  Mischenheimer , 

the  Oscar  Doobs,  the  Harry  Goetzes,  the 

Lou  Breeders,  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Emanuel  Stern, 

Louis  Chatain,  Joe  Vogel ,   Dave  Blum  and 

Mervin  Ash,  among  others  .   .   .   Irving  Ber- 

lin got  back  from  London  on  the  lie  de 
France  .   .   .   Ethel  Merman  has  been  set  in 

“Swing  to  the  Left,”  a   musical  comedy 
which  will  hit  the  Broadway  boards  shortly. 

Ed  Kuykendall  caught  a   glimpse  of  those 

rapidly  developing  World’s  Fair  grounds 

from  the  front  and  rear  of  Charlie  Kranz’s 
car.  The  front  seat  was  routine  enough, 

but  the  rear  business  came  about  when 

Kranz’s  battery  went  dead  and  Kuyken- 
dall had  to  do  a   bit  of  pushing  .   .   .   Irving 

Hoffman  traveled  east  on  a   freighter. 

He  wanted  to  be  alone  .   .   .   The  war  scare 

forced  the  London  company  of  “Golden 
Bey”  to  close.  Now  Bob  Goldstein  is  fig- 

uring what  he  lost  in  potential  profits  in 

the  expectancy  the  show  would  have  run 
until  February. 

Mrs.  Phil  Hyams,  her  two  sons,  Norman 

and  Bernard;  her  mother  and  her  sister, 

Aim  Kramer,  are  here  from  London. 

Hyams  is  the  “H”  in  the  H.  and  G. 
Kinemas,  prominent  London  exhibiting 

company  .   .   .   Monroe  Greenthal  did  alright 

on  the  recent  Yale-Columbia  gridiron  fra- 
cas .   .   .   Marc  Lachmann,  recently  named 

national  exploitation  director  for  20 th  Cen- 

tury-Fox, expects  to  remain  here  four  or 
five  weeks  and  thereafter  will  divide  his 
time  between  New  York  and  the  studio  .   .   . 

Mrs.  Mark  Ostrer,  another  London  visitor 

.   .   .   Louis  de  Rochemont,  now  a   Waldorf 
resident. 

Owen  Davis  jr„  having  finished  a   sum- 
mer in  stock  at  $50  a   week  at  Skowhegan, 

Me.,  left  for  Hollywood  and  the  studios 
over  the  weekend  to  earn  $900  a   week 

.   .   .   Julian  Schlesinger,  head  of  the  British 
interests  of  the  Schlesinger  organization, 

is  visiting  his  brother,  M.  A.,  for  ten  days 

.   .   .   A.  E.  Meyer,  International  Projector 

general  manager,  is  making  a   swing  of  the 

west  and  far  south  with  stopovers  at  Na- 

tional Theatre  Supply  exchanges  at  var- 
ious points. 

Hits  $67,000 

New  York — “If  I   Were  King”  grossed 
$67,000  in  its  first  week  at  the  Paramount. 

This  is  the  best  week  at  the  house  since 

the  band  policy  was  launched  in  1936  with 

the  exception  of  “Wells  Fargo”  which  did 
$69,000  during  the  Christmas-New  Year 
week  in  1937.  On  the  current  bill  are 

Tommy  Dorsey  and  Connie  Boswell. 

Rob  Lichtman  Messengers 

Washington — Two  armed  bandits  held 

up  two  employes  of  the  Lichtman  Theatre 

Co.  here  last  Sunday  night,  robbing  them 

of  between  $1,000  and  $1,500. 

New  Organization  Move 

For  Ushers  Is  Started 

New  York — Another  movement  is  afoot 

to  organize  ushers  in  major  and  indepen- 

dent theatres  locally.  Exhibitors  are  aware 

of  the  offers  being  made  by  a   union  or- 

ganizer, but  so  far  there  has  been  little 

response.  Theatre  operators  are  not  dis- 

turbed over  the  latest  union  development. 

Most  recent  union  organization  was  the 

porters,  cleaners  and  charwomen  who 

formed  Local  54.  A   ten-year  pact,  pro- 

viding for  a   maximum  48-hour  week,  was 

signed  providing  for  arbitration  every  oth- 
er year. 
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Philadelphia's  Stationary  Theatre 
Attendance  Is  Made  a   Concern 

Philadelphia  —   Despite  a   national 
spread  in  income  of  more  than  27  per 
cent  in  the  past  five  years,  Philadelphia 
theatre  attendance  has  only  varied  one 
per  cent  in  that  time. 

This  revelation  of  this  city’s  theatre 
business  was  made  last  Thursday  by 

Joseph  Bernhard,  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  Warner  circuit,  speak- 
ing before  the  Philadelphia  Real  Estate 

Board. 

“Theatre  attendance  is  an  index  of  the 
economic  health  of  any  city,”  Bernhard 
said. 

“Our  industry  is  one  of  the  last  to  suf- 
fer from  a   depression  and  one  of  the  first 

to  recover,  and  when  we  stand  still  in  an 

area  so  important  as  downtown  Phila- 
delphia, while  the  rest  of  the  nation  is 

fluctuating  upward,  you  know  there  is 
something  wrong  with  business  conditions 
in  the  city  as  compared  with  the  rest  of 
the  United  States,  a   condition  which  I 

believe  can  be  cured  if  the  proper  reme- 
dies are  undertaken  by  the  united  busi- 

ness interests  of  the  city.” 
Attendance  in  downtown  theatre,  as  dis- 

closed by  Bernhard  from  the  books  of 
Warner  Brothers,  for  the  past  four  years 
were: 

1935    6,345,000 
1936    6,363,000 
1937    6,356,000 
1938    6,401,000 
These  figures,  Bernhard  compared  with 

the  national  incomes  for  the  same  years: 
1935    55  billions 
1936    63  billions 
1937    70  billions 
1938    61  billions 

Bernhard  urged  that  a   three  point  pro- 
gram of  action  be  taken  by  civic  interests 

to  stimulate  business. 

1.  Form  a   “promote  Philadelphia  com- 
mittee” from  all  civic  and  business 

bodies. 

2.  Build  up  civic  pride  by  “selling  the 

city.” 3.  Exploit  Philadelphia’s  advantages. 
Bernhard  pledged  the  cooperation  of  the 

76  Warner  theatres  in  this  city,  despite 

the  fact  that  it’s  against  the  company’s 
policy  to  use  the  screen  for  an  advertising 
medium. 

Three  Summer  Theatres 

Dark  on  Eastern  Front 
New  York — Closing  of  three  summer 

theatres  marked  theatre  activity  in  this 
area. 

Those  shuttering  are  B.  S.  Moss’s  Play- 
house, Cedarhurst,  L.  I.,  the  Boardwalk, 

Asbury  Park,  N.  J.,  the  Lido,  Long  Branch, 

N.  J.,  and  the  Drive-In  which  will  reopen 
in  April. 

Jack  Fields,  former  Paramount  sales- 
man, is  now  operating  the  Cameo,  Jersey 

City. 

The  Broadway,  Yonkers,  reopens  Octo- 
ber 15.  Bert  Kulick  is  the  principal. 

Go-Getters  Tie  to 

High  Schools 
Newark  —   To  further  the  interest 

shown  by  high  school  students  in  mo- 

tion picture  advertising  and  exploita- 

tion, Manager  Bill  Phillips  and  Pub- 

licist A1  Lippe  of  Loew's  State,  have 
launched  a   high  school  publicity  club. 

Each  school  assigns  one  member  of 

the  school  paper  or  dramatic  club  to 

attend  bi-monthly  meetings  at  Loew's. 
Coming  pictures  and  methods  of  ex- 

ploiting them  are  discussed.  Each  lad 

not  only  acts  as  an  exploiteer  for 

Loew's,  but  gains  valuable  practical  ex- 
perience in  the  bargain. 

Grand  Nat'l  Force 
In  Chicago  Meet 
(Continued  from  page  24-A) 

Dunn  and  Ralph  Morgan;  “Frontier 
Scout,”  featuring  George  Houston,  and 
“Sunset  Strip  Tease,”  starring  Sally  Rand, 
all  of  which  were  screened  here  for  the 

convention;  and  “Cipher  Bureau,”  a   spy 
story  with  Leon  Ames  and  Joan  Wood- 

bury; and  “Titans  of  the  Deep,”  a   pic- 
turization  of  the  Dr.  William  Beebe-Otis 
Barton  bathysphere  expeditions. 

Now  in  production  are  “Seven  Seas,” 
“Never  Mind  the  Guard,”  “Empire  of  the 
West”  featuring  George  Houston  in  ex- 

ploits of  Billy  the  Kid,  and  “Wonder 

World.” 

Other  properties  announced  for  produc- 
tion are:  “Snow  Covered  Wagons,”  by 

Julia  Cooley  Altrocci;  “Oh  Susannah,” 
Bernard  McConville’s  musical  romance; 
“Slave  Trader;”  “Jitterbug;”  Vina  Del- 
mar’s  “Uptown  New  York;”  Robert  Hitch- 

ens’ “Snake  Bite;”  Gouverneur  Morris’ 

“Alimony  Racket;”  Ursula  Parrott’s  “Two 

Kinds  of  Love;”  Eugene  O’Neill’s  “Reck- 
lessness;” Edna  Ferber’s  “Summer  Resort” 

from  “Not  a   Day  Over  21;”  Rex  Beach’s 
“The  Racket  King”  from  “Quicksand;” 
Tiffany  Thayer’s  “Where  Lonely  Ladies 
Walk;”  Sada  Cowan’s  “What  Price  Para- 

dise;” Faith  Baldwin’s  “The  Way  of  All 

Women,”  and  Martha  Stanley’s  “My  Son.” 
Educational’s  two  reel  comedies  will  con- 

tinue to  feature  outstanding  names.  These 
will  include  Willie  Howard,  Buster  West 
and  Tom  Patricola,  and  the  Pat  Rooney 

jr.-Herman  Timberg  jr.  team.  Thirteen  of 
the  one-reelers  will  constitute  a   new  series 
of  the  Treasure  Chest  productions,  many 

of  which  have  been  Academy  Award  Win- 
ners. The  second  group  of  one-reelers, 

13  of  them,  will  feature  stars  from  the 
stage,  radio  and  screen,  in  a   group  of 

comedy-musical  novelties,  titled  the  “Per- 

sonality Series.” 

^AVE  BARRIST  is  planning  to  drop  his 

fight  for  the  legalization  of  “Gueso” 
and  “Quizo”  in  the  State  here  and  con- 

centrate in  territories  where  games  are 
O.  K.  .   .   .   George  Nonamaker  was  guest 

columnist  for  Jeff  Keen,  Daily  News  pil- 
larist,  who  broke  his  leg  while  covering  a 
picture  at  the  Fox  Theatre  ...  A   large 
delegation  of  Vine  Streeters  is  expected 
to  attend  the  opening  of  the  new  Main 
Theatre,  Ephrata,  next  Monday,  as  a 

token  of  friendship  for  the  Stiefel  Broth- 
ers, who  will  operate  the  house. 

The  Warner  chain  is  having  a   tremen- 
dous success  with  the  jitterbug  contests 

that  are  being  held  at  key  neighborhood 
theatres  in  conjunction  ivith  the  Daily 
News.  Other  theatres  are  following  suit. 
The  latest  are  the  Runnemede  and  the 

Fay’s  .   .   .   They’re  calling  them  “K.  O. 
Kid”  Verbin  and  “ Battling  Bill”  Rovner 
now  following  their  little  setto  on  Vine 

street  the  other  day  ...  It  was  the  great- 
est fight  seen  in  these  parts  since  the  now 

famous  long  count  fight  between  Dempsey 
and  Tunney  .   .   .   Neither  of  the  contestants 

would  tell  the  cause  of  their  little  dis- 
agreement. 

The  Republic  Theatre  is  readying  its 
new  exchange  on  Vine  Street  for  an  early 

opening.  It’s  on  the  site  of  the  old  Colum- 
bia office  .   .   .   Leo  Posel  is  planning  a   new 

house  in  Frankford. 

Music  World  Leaders 

Honor  Industry,  Oct.  31 
New  York — The  music  world  will  pay 

tribute  to  the  industry  the  week  of  Octo- 

ber 31  in  observance  of  “Musical  Week  of 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year.” 
Leading  music  publishers  and  dealers, 

orchestra  leaders  and  musical  stars  will 
combine  their  resources  in  featuring  old 

and  new  song  hits  popularized  by  films. 

A   series  of  compilations  of  tunes  identi- 
fied with  particular  pictures  known  as 

“A  Cavalcade  of  Motion  Picture  Music” 
is  in  progress  for  radio,  in  hotels,  night 
clubs  and  theatres. 

Ascap  is  cooperating  to  the  fullest 

extent.  The  organization  is  issuing  a   pic- 
torial layout,  in  mat  form,  to  be  sent  to 

3,000  newspapers  featuring  pictures  of 

composers  of  old  theme  songs  and  illus- 
trating hits  that  films  made  famous. 

The  committee  to  promote  Movie  Music 
Week  already  includes  Irving  Berlin,  Ben 
Bernie,  Gene  Buck,  Henry  Busse,  Ted 

Lewis,  Abe  Lyman,  George  M.  Cohan,  Leo 

Reisman,  Sigmund  Romberg,  Deems  Tay- 

lor, Lou  Diamond,  J.  J.  O’Connor,  Jack Robbins  and  others. 

Shain  to  M.  P.  Daily 
New  York — Sam  Shain,  long  a   reporter 

for  Variety,  on  Monday  joins  Motion  Pic- 
ture Daily  as  its  editor,  filling  a   vacant 

spot  on  that  publication. 

Floyd  Stone,  until  now  with  the  New 
York  State  Exhibitor,  joins  Motion  Picture 
Herald. 
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Contracts,  Rentals 

Up  Under  Grainger 
Hollywood — The  two  avowed  goals  set 

forth  by  James  R.  Grainger  when  he  ac- 
cepted the  posts  of  president  and  general 

sales  manager  of  Republic  Pictures,  Inc., 

have  both  been  successfully  attained  dur- 
ing his  tenure  of  office,  Grainger  revealed 

during  the  course  of  his  visit  to  the  com- 

pany’s North  Hollywood  studios. 

Grainger,  who  pledged  himself  to  in- 
crease the  number  of  circuit  contracts  and 

to  increase  film  rentals  wherever  possible, 
declared  that  9,000  theatres  throughout 

the  country  have  signed  Republic  con- 
tracts, as  compared  to  7,000  houses  at  the 

same  time  last  year,  and  that  income  from 
film  rentals  at  present  is  approximately 
$1,000,000  ahead  of  the  same  period  in 
1937. 

Product  deals,  Grainger  pointed  out, 
have  been  closed  for  the  1938-39  season 

with  Loew’s  and  Metro  on  a   nation-wide 
basis;  with  RKO  except  in  Los  Angeles  and 
San  Francisco,  and  with  Balaban  &   Katz, 
Butterfield,  Interstate  of  Texas,  Schine, 
Golden  State  of  California,  Redwood,  T&D 
Junior  and  numerous  other  smaller 

regional  theatre  chains. 

Further,  Grainger  declared,  negotiations 
are  virtually  completed  whereby  Warners 
will  also  buy  the  Republic  output. 

“Republic’s  business  is  very  healthy,  and 
we  are  making  steady  progress,”  Grainger 
said,  adding  that  in  his  jaunts  around  the 

country  he  has  found  most  exhibitors  ex- 

pressing their  opinion  that  Republic’s  cur- 
rent product  has  improved  considerably. 

Grainger  left  Sunday  for  a   two-week 
sales  trip  to  San  Francisco,  Portland, 
Seattle,  Minneapolis,  Chicago,  Charlotte, 

N.  C„  and  New  York,  where  he  headquar- 
ters. While  here  he  looked  over  the 

studio’s  current  and  forthcoming  produc- 
tion plans  and  huddled  with  M.  J.  Siegel, 

production  chieftain. 

Myers  Will  Not  Assist 

In  " Clearance "   Action 
Chicago — Reported  here  among  the  le- 

gal fraternity  was  the  announcement  that 

Allied’s  general  counsel,  Abram  F.  Myers 
of  Washington,  might  offer  his  aid  and 
assistance  to  the  independent  exhibitors 
in  their  suit  on  clearance  and  double 

features  against  B&K  and  the  majors. 

However,  Aaron  Stein  of  Rosenberg, 

Stein  and  Rosenberg,  the  independents’ 
counsel,  emphatically  denied  this. 

Hanson  E.  Ely  Jr. 
Washington — Hanson  Edward  Ely  jr., 

Washington  business  man,  died  in  New 
York  last  week  after  an  illness  of  five 

weeks.  A   native  Washingtonian,  Mr.  Ely 

had  spent  many  years  here  as  a   represen- 
tative of  Erpi.  He  also  was  general  mana- 

ger of  the  Capital  Garage  and  a   director 
of  the  Federal  Storage  Co. 

He's  "Afraid  of  All 

The  Lights" 
New  York — Ed  Kuykendall  knows  all 

the  answers  to  reporters'  questions. 
The  other  day,  while  he  was  about  to 

leave  town  for  Columbus,  Miss.,  a 

BOXOFFICE  reporter  asked  the  MPTOA 

head  how  he  was  feeling. 

Said  Kuykendall:  “I'm  like  the  little 
country  boy  visiting  the  big  city  and 

afraid  of  all  the  lights." 

Short  Subject  "Forcing" 
Studied  by  N.  Y.  Allied 

New  York— Allied  of  New  York  sent  out 

questionnaires  late  this  week  to  exhibitors 

of  the  entire  state  in  regard  to  the  cur- 
rent situation  on  forcing  the  sale  of  shorts. 

Several  sales  managers,  or  home  office 
sales  executives,  have  stated  company 

salesmen  do  not  insist  shorts  go  with  fu- 
ture deals.  However,  to  convince  some  of 

the  skeptics  not  only  in  the  exhibitor  or- 
ganization, but  also  to  prove  to  sales  ex- 

ecutives that  there  may  be  a   difference  of 
opinion,  the  Allied  unit  will  announce  the 

full  results  at  the  annual  New  Jersey  con- 
vention in  Atlantic  City. 

Details  of  the  questionnaire  are  being 
held  secret  until  a   final  tabulation  is 
made.  The  results  may  be  used  for 
negotiation  with  certain  major  company 
sales  executives. 

Max  A.  Cohen,  president  of  the  local 
unit,  is  expected  to  play  an  important  part 

at  the  Jersey  three-day  gathering  at  the 
Ritz  Carlton  Hotel.  He  is  planning  to 
hold  the  second  New  York  convention 

sometime  in  May  at  the  Astor  Hotel  here. 
This  year,  his  members  are  joining  with 

Irving  Dollinger  and  the  New  Jersey  asso- 
ciation on  a   general  understanding  rela- 

tive to  the  government  suit,  the  theatre 
divorcement  bill  in  North  Dakota,  the 

Neely  Bill  on  sales  policies.  A   survey  and 

analysis  of  every  company’s  output  will 
be  revealed  at  the  Atlantic  City  sessions. 

Mgers  Expected  to 

Appeal  for  Plaints 
Atlantic  City — Abram  F.  Myers,  sched- 

uled as  one  of  the  speakers  at  the  Allied 

of  New  Jersey’s  annual  convention  here 
October  19-21,  is  expected  to  appeal  di- 

rectly to  exhibitors  with  complaints  against 
major  circuits  and  distributors  to  file  such 

“charges”  with  the  department  of  justice 
in  Washington  without  delay.  Only  cases 
of  recent  history  will  be  sought,  it  is 
understood.  In  addition,  the  Neely  bill, 
the  North  Dakota  theatre  divorcement  law 

and  film  buying  will  be  aired. 

About  200  theatre  owners  are  slated 

to  attend.  Nathan  Yamins,  national  presi- 
dent, will  be  on  hand.  Irving  Dollinger, 

president  of  the  New  Jersey  unit,  will  be 

re-elected  without  opposition,  it  is  indi- 
cated. The  organization  is  said  to  be  sat- 

isfied with  Dollinger  and  the  work  he  has 
done  during  his  tenure  of  office. 

The  annual  banquet  will  be  held  October 
20.  Before  the  banquet  will  be  a   cocktail 
party  for  all  visitors.  As  usual,  a   number 
of  events  have  been  lined  up  for  women. 

There  also  will  be  a   trade  show  with  vari- 

ous new  types  of  theatre  equipment  ac- 
cessories on  display. 

Fleischer  Gains  Point 

In  Union  Negotiations 
New  York  —   Negotiations  for  a   settle- 

ment of  the  union  situation  as  regards  Max 
Fleischer  and  animators  were  completed 
over  the  weekend  with  the  understanding 
artists  can  be  hired  on  an  individual  basis. 

Fleischer  declined  to  enforce  a   closed  shop 
at  his  new  Miami  studios  and  has  held  to 

the  stipulation  he  will  employ  animators  as 

he  needs  them,  regardless  of  union  affilia- tion. 

Nature  Study ,   East  and  West 
Putnam,  Conn. — Carphophis  amoena 

amoena,  pronounced  “pink  snake,"  the 

sober  variety,  differing  from  “carpho- 

phis  spiritus  frumenti."  or  alcoholic 
pink  snake,  has  been  seen  in  broad 

daylight  here. 

The  pink  snakes. — long  a   drunkard's 
dream — were  caught  by  David  Denis, 

11 -year  old  twin  son  of  Armand  Denis, 

Belgian  explorer.  When  David  in- 
formed daddy  he  had  seen  a   pink 

snake  daddy  immediately  took  inven- 

tory of  the  beverage  closet.  Next  day 

David  reported  two  more.  An  inspec- 

tion by  daddy  followed. 

An  authority  on  reptiles,  daddy  pro- 

nounced them  "carphophis  amoena 

amoena,"  the  only  pink  snake  that  can 

be  seen  by  a   member  of  the  Anti-Sa- 
loon League. 

Hollywood — “Coach  hoop  racer"  is 
another  name  for  a   poisonous  king 

cobra  that  gets  a   distinguished  niche  in 

Hollywood's  Hall  of  Fame  for  being  the 
first  snake  ever  to  act  as  a   stand-in. 

The  reptile  has  been  brought  here 

from  Texas  by  Tay  Garnett  for  a   scene 

in  a   new  film.  There's  a   bit  where  a 
poisonous  cobra  wriggles  onto  a   piano 

which  Fredric  March  is  playing.  Joan 

Bennett  is  close  by. 

It  seems  Miss  Bennett  and  March 

were  a   bit  squeamish  about  rehearsing 

the  scene  with  a   genuine,  posionous 

snake,  so  a   herpetologist  was  called  in. 

The  answer  was  a   “coach  hoop  racer," 
non-poisonous,  resembling  a   cobra  and 

extremely  patient.  The  stand-in  will  be 
used  for  rehearsals,  and  at  the  last 

possible  moment  the  real  cobra  will 

go  in. 
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•pHE  Isis  Theatre,  Wilmer  &   Vincent 
house  closed  about  15  years,  is  being 

repaired  and  renovated  for  an  early  open- 
ing .   .   .   Floyd  Stawls,  manager  of  the 

Carillon,  has  returned  from  his  vacation 

in  Norfolk,  his  home  town  .   .   .   Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Sam  Gordon  are  planning  a   vaca- 
tion this  month,  spending  part  of  it  on 

Skyline  Drive  .   .   .   “The  Birth  of  a   Baby” 
is  cleaning  up  at  the  Capitol. 

Work  has  started  on  the  new  theatre  in 

Tappahannock  to  be  operated  by  the  Daw 

Corp.  Edivard  F.  Sinnott  of  Richmond  is 

architect.  The  550-seat  house,  expected  to 

be  ready  for  Christmas  week,  will  be  man- 
aged by  R.  B.  Wallace  .   .   .   Out  of  town 

folks  who  visited  Richmond  last  week  in- 
cluded Jerry  Murphy,  Bob  Campbell,  Ben 

Caplon,  Olmstead  Knox,  Art  Jacobson,  El- 
bert Grover,  Brock  Whitlock  and  Harley 

Davidson,  from  Washington;  N.  C.  Haefele, 

Baltimore,  and  J .   C.  Caldwell,  Appomattox. 

Harley  Davidson,  Paramount  salesman 

in  this  territory,  received  fourth  prize  of 

$350  in  the  Paramount  “Around  the 
World”  drive  .   .   .   Sam  Gordon  had  a   real 
Punch  and  Judy  show  over  at  the  Venus 

the  other  Saturday.  He  also  had  a   Me- 
chanical Man  in  the  lobby  of  the  Venus 

recently  .   .   .   Alex  Ravdin,  manager  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre,  and  David  Kamsky,  ad- 

vertising manager  for  Neighborhood  The- 
atres, spent  several  days  in  New  York. 

The  Social  Club  of  Neighborhood  The- 
atres started  its  fall  activities  with  a   Bingo 

party  at  the  Venus  last  Saturday  night. 

Among  those  on  hand  were:  Bob  Coulter 

and  George  Stitzer,  from  the  Byrd;  Bill 

Ballenger,  Horace  Kelley,  "Pop”  Williams, 
from  the  Grand;  Jane  Taylor,  Garrett 

Leahey,  from  the  State;  Stewart  Tucker, 
Mildred  Ament,  Neal  Patton,  Al  Aarons, 
Pete  Whitmore  and  Cleveland  Williamson, 

from  the  Westhampton. 

Would  Loan  Bette  Davis 

For  Role  of  " Scarlett " 
New  York — What  may  be  the  final  solu- 

tion to  the  question  “Who  will  play  the 

part  of  Scarlett  O’Hara,”  is  indicated  by 
Jack  L.  Warner,  who  said  before  sailing 

on  the  Cunard  White  Star  liner  Queen 

Mary. 

“If  the  public  acclaim  for  Bette  Davis 
continues,  we  may  give  her  up  for  the 

part  even  though  it  means  a   financial  loss 

to  the  studio.” 
With  that  as  the  farewell  word,  Warner 

sailed  for  a   month’s  trip  abroad.  He  ar- 
rives in  time  to  attend  the  opening  of  the 

new  Warner  theatre  in  London  Wednes- 
day. 

Warner  asserted  firmly  the  company  was 

not  contemplating  production  outside  of 

England.  He  added  the  program  at  the 

Teddington  studios  calls  for  20  pictures 

with  the  same  schedule  slated  for  1939-40. 

Also  sailing,  but  not  listed,  was  J.  Cheever 

Cowdin,  chairman  of  the  board  of  Uni- 
versal, who  admitted  he  was  going  over 

to  attend  to  some  unfinished  business  and 

take  “a  much-needed  rest.”  Cowdin  would 
not  comment  on  the  report  that  the  task 

of  floating  another  British  loan  is  the 

reason  for  the  trip. 

Seven  Theatre  Changes 

Listed  in  New  York  Area 
New  York  —   Seven  acquisitions  paced 

theatre  activity  here  this  week. 

New  operators  are:  Irving  Liss,  Beach, 

Bronx;  Sally  Koch,  Bobby,  Brooklyn;  Mor- 
ris Kostisker,  Gem  formerly  Adelphi, 

Brooklyn;  Sam  Milburg,  Family,  Water- 

vliet,  N.  Y.;  E.  Siegel  and  Sam  Schill, 

Grace,  Brooklyn;  Charles  Freeman,  Metro 

formerly  Fort  Lee,  N.  J.;  and  George 

Stamatis,  Momart,  Brooklyn. 

The  Garden,  Princeton,  N.  J.,  has  re- 
opened. The  Rose,  Manhattan,  has  closed. 

Charles  Roberts  Stops 

In  Mexico  City  on  Trip 
Mexico  City — Charles  Roberts,  Colum- 

bia’s newly  appointed  home  office  super- 
visor for  the  Latin-American  countries,  ar- 

rived by  plane  over  the  weekend  from 

Dallas  on  the  start  of  a   three-month  tour 
of  the  branches  in  Central  and  South 

America.  Roberts,  who  has  been  carry- 
ing on  the  duties  of  his  new  job  for  the 

past  few  months,  will  visit  12  countries. 

Special  "Suez"  Short 
New  York  —   Having  made  a   special 

trailer  with  Ripley  and  in  sepia  tone  on 

“Suez,”  20th-Fox  has  200  prints  of  the 
one-reel  subject  which  are  being  made 

available  to  accounts  gratis,  the  under- 
standing being  that  exhibitors  advertise 

the  subject  as  a   short  and  not  as  a   trailer. 

"Sonata”  to  20th  Week 
Boston — “Moonlight  Sonata,”  first  mo- 

tion picture  in  which  Paderewski  has  ap- 

peared, has  gone  into  a   20th  week  at 
the  Fine  Arts  Theatre. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  * 
DOWN  ON  THE  FARM  (20th-Fox)— Abounds 

in  that  homely  humor  and  thrills  charac- 

terizing the  adventures  of  the  Jones  Fam- 

ily, this  time  with  rural  atmosphere.  Pic- 

ture is  splendid  general  audience  enter- 
tainment. John  Stone  produced.  Malcolm 

St.  Clair  directed. 

MAD  MISS  MANTON,  THE  (RKO)— -Snail- 

paced  comedy  murder  mystery  whose  im- 

pressive production  mounting,  occasional 

veins  of  genuine  humor  and  potentially 

fine  cast  are  completely  bogged  down  in  a 

maze  of  overdrawn,  overlong  and  trite 

situations.  The  leading  parts  are  badly 

suited  to  the  respective  talents  of  Barbara 

Stanwyck  and  Henry  Fonda.  Produced  by 

P.  J.  Wolfson.  Directed  by  Leigh  Jason. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

10-YEAR-OLD  BOY  who  “only  wanted 

to  see  the  show”  was  “rescued”  by 
police  from  the  roof  of  the  Savoy  here.  A 

misstep  would  have  sent  the  youngster 

down  five  stories  .   .   .   Police  are  holding 

three  youths  for  allegedly  rifling  the  Queen 

Theatre  safe  of  $85  on  September  10.  They 

are  also  charged-  with  forcing  open  sev- 

eral vending  machines  in  Ben  Shindler’s Ace. 

Cyril  Snyder  is  taking  over  his  duties 

while  Robert  H.  Ripple,  Loew’s  Theatre 
artist,  vacations  at  his  Georgia  home  .   .   . 

Oscar  Doob,  Loew’s  advertising -publicity 
director,  accompanied  by  his  wife,  visited 

here  with  his  brother  and  sister-in-law, 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Edgar  J.  Doob.  E.  J.  man- 

ages Loew’s  Theatre. 

The  Plaza,  Milford,  reportedly  has  been 

sold  to  the  Schine  circuit  .   .   .   Layton 

Ayers,  son  of  T.  E.  Ayers,  manager  of  the 

Sussex,  Georgetown,  and  the  Palace,  Sea- 

ford,  is  a   patient  in  a   Philadelphia  hos- 

pital. He  recently  underwent  an  opera- 
tion for  a   throat  ailment. 

20th-Fox  Production 

Hits  Half-Way  Mark 
New  York — Production  at  20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox has  almost  reached  the  half-way 

mark,  according  to  Sidney  R.  Kent,  presi- 

dent, on  his  return  from  a   two-week  visit 

to  the  coast.  “We  are  ahead  of  releases 
and  have  our  schedule  completed  up  until 

January,”  he  added. 

There  are  no  changes  contemplated  in 

the  company’s  British  production  plans. 
However,  there  is  a   possibility  Kent  may 

sail  for  England  next  month  to  meet  Wal- 
ter J.  Hutchinson,  foreign  head,  on  his  way 

back  from  South  Africa.  This  depends, 

according  to  Kent,  on  developments  in  the 
next  two  or  three  weeks.  He  would  not 

discuss  the  nature  of  developments  which 

would  actuate  his  sailing. 

The  20th-Fox  head  indicated  that  ad- 

vertising for  “Suez”  will  be  concentrated  in 
newspapers  rather  than  on  the  radio  as  in 

the  case  of  “Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band.” 
Now  that  the  war  scare  is  over,  Kent  re- 

ported a   “lift”  in  European  business.  He 
said  the  increase  was  noted  as  soon  as  the 

dove  of  peace  hovered  over  Munich. 

Eleventh  Birthday  for 

Capitol  in  Washington 
Washington — Loew’s  Capitol  Theatre  is 

celebrating  its  eleventh  birthday. 

The  occasion  is  marked  by  double  jubi- 

lation, Loew’s  Division  Manager  Carter 

Barron,  Capitol  Manager  Howard  Burk- 
hardt,  Production  Manager  Gene  Ford 
hosting  the  critics  at  a   birthday  party  and 

at  the  same  time  celebrating  the  new  at- 

tendance record  set  last  week  by  “Boys 

Town.” 

First  opened  by  Roxy  as  the  Fox,  later 

becoming  Loew’s  Fox,  now  Loew’s  Capitol, 
the  palatial  F   Street  house  has  played  to 

more  than  30,000,000  film  fans  since  its 

doors  were  opened  in  1927. 
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PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWMEN 

£eUinj  Seats 
Ten  Companies  Effect  Book 

Tie  With  Cleveland  Library 

Cleveland — Working  with  ten  companies, 

the  Cleveland  Public  Library  has  on  dis- 
play a   number  of  books  which  film  studios 

already  have  adapted  or  are  now  making 
into  screen  fare. 

The  books,  available  to  the  public 

through  33  subsidiary  branches,  are  on  dis- 
play, together  with  stills  of  stars  appear- 

ing in  film  versions  of  the  books,  in  the 

city’s  main  Public  Library. 
Companies  figuring  in  the  tieup  include 

M-G-M,  20th  Century-Fox,  RKO,  Para- 
mount, Columbia,  United  Artists,  Warner 

Bros.,  Universal,  Republic  and  GB. 

Books  already  made  into  motion  pictures 

and  in  heavy  demand  are:  “Good  Earth,” 
“Lost  Horizon,”  “Prisoner  of  Zenda,” 

“Captains  Courageous,”  “Hurricane,” 
“Stella  Dallas”  and  “Life  of  Emile  Zola.” 

Since  the  filmization  of  “Tovarich,” 
“Stage  Door”  and  “Room  Service,”  there 
has  been  an  increasing  demand  for  read- 

ing material  on  plays,  library  officials  re- 
port. 

Following,  by  companies,  are  the  books, 
with  authors,  now  on  display  which  will 
be  made  into  motion  pictures: 

METRO-GOLD  WYN-MAYER 

‘‘The  American  Flaggs,”  by  Kathleen  Norris; 

"Three  Loves,”  A.  J.  Cronin;  "The  Strolling 
Saint.”  Sabatini;  “Northwest  Passage,”  Kenneth 
Roberts;  "The  Citadel,”  A.  J.  Cronin;  "The  Year- 

ling,” Marjorie  Rawlings;  “The  Foundry,”  Albert 
Halper;  "They  Seek  a   Country,”  Francis  Young; 
"Court  House  Square,"  Hamilton  Basso;  “And  So— 
Victoria,"  Vaughan  Wilkins;  “Gone  With  the 
Wind,”  Margaret  Mitchell;  “Sea  of  Grass,” 
Conrad  Richter;  “Great  Laughter,”  Fannie  Hurst; 

“Quo  Vadis,”  Sienkiewicz;  “20,000  Leagues  Under 
the  Sea,”  Jules  Verne;  "Soldiers  Three,”  Rudyard 
Kipling;  “Spur  of  Pride,”  Christopher  Wren; 
"Forsythe  Saga,”  John  Galsworthy;  “Kim,”  Rud- 

yard Kipling;  "National  Velvet,”  Enid  Bagnold; 

"Goodbye  Mr.  Chips,”  James  Hilton,  and  "Pride 
and  Prejudice,”  Jane  Austen. 

WARNER  BROS. 

“Sea  Wolf,”  Jack  London;  "Changeling,”  Donna 

Byrne;  "Forgive  Us  Our  Trespasses,”  Lloyd  C. 
Douglas;  "Valley  of  the  Giants,”  Peter  B.  Kyne; 
"The  Gambler,”  Dostoievski;  “A  Prayer  for  My 
Son,”  Hugh  Walpole;  “Phantom  Crown,”  Bertita 
Harding;  "The  Story  of  San  Michele,”  Axel 
Munthe,  and  “We  Are  Not  Alone,”  James  Hilton. 

UNIVERSAL 

“Live  Alone  and  Like  It,”  Marjorie  Hillis; 
“Water  Gypsies,"  A.  P.  Herbert;  “Man  in  the 
Iron  Mask,”  Alexander  Dumas;  “Of  Great  Riches,” 

“Rose  Franken,”  and  “Four  Feathers,”  E.  A.  W. Mason. 

20TH-FOX 

“King  of  the  Khyber  Rifles,”  Talbot  Mundy; 
“Drums  Along  the  Mohawk,"  Walter  Edmonds; 
“David  Livingstone,”  Charles  Finger,  and  “The 
Suez  Canal,”  Arnold  Wilson. 

PARAMOUNT 

“The  Light  That  Failed,"  Rudyard  Kipling;  “If 
I   Were  King,”  Justin  McCarthy;  “Sixteen  Hands,” 
Homer  Croy,  and  “Mysterious  Rider,”  Zane  Grey. 

RKO  RADIO 

“Saint  Overboard,”  Leslie  Charteris  and 
“Gunga  Din,”  Rudyard  Kipling. 

REPUBLIC 

“Two  Years  Before  the  Mast,”  Richard  Dane 

and  “Evangeline,”  Henry  Wadsworth  Longfellow. 
UNITED  ARTISTS 

“The  Jungle  Book,”  Rudyard  Kipling. 
COLUMBIA 

“Of  Lena  Geyer,”  Marcia  Davenport. 
GB 

“Rob  Roy,"  Sir  Walter  Scott. 

NUGGETS 
VENTRILOQUIST  contest  was  staged 

at  the  Loew’s  Valencia,  Jamaica,  L.  I., 

to  plug  “Letter  of  Introduction.”  Amateur 
ventriloquists  were  invited  to  come  up  on 

the  stage  and  do  their  stuff  from  a 

specially  prepared  script.  A   McCarthy 
dummy  doll  was  also  furnished. 

• 
Manager  Victor  Meyer  of  the  Orpheum, 

New  Orleans,  originated  a   service  card 

idea,  hooking  up  with  hotels  during  the 

run  of  “Room  Service.”  Several  thousand 
cards  were  placed  in  the  leading  New  Or- 

leans hotels. 
• 

Regular  25-cent  souvenir  booklets  were 

given  free  to  the  first  100  patrons  at- 

tending “Marie  Antoinette”  at  Loew’s, 
Rochester,  as  part  of  the  campaign  Lester 
Pollock  put  over. 

• 

For  an  advance  buildup  of  “The  Citadel,” 
exhibitors  would  do  well  to  take  advantage 

of  the  novel  which  hit  the  quarter  of  mil- 
lion mark  in  sales  and  which  is  known  in 

the  book  trade  as  a   “best  seller."  Grab 
tieups  with  department  and  book  stores. 

• 
An  endorsement  by  the  bishop  of  the 

Catholic  diocese  in  which  Scranton  is 

located,  was  obtained  for  “Boys  Town”  by 
Willard  Matthews,  manager  of  the  Strand. 
All  Catholics  were  urged  to  see  the  picture. 

• 

Not  awaiting  reconstruction  before  re- 
suming exploitation,  following  the  hurri- 

cane which  recently  hit  the  New  England 
states,  was  the  Orpheum  Theatre  in 

Bridgeport,  Conn.  The  house  effected  a 

tieup  with  the  Times-Star,  offering  two 

passes  to  “ You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” 
to  authors  of  winning  letters,  describing 
humor  and  pathos  experienced  during  the 
storm. 

"Bogs  Town"  Stunt 
Gets  Liberal  Space 

Rochester,  N.  Y. — A   publicity  plum  was 

engineered  by  Lester  Pollock,  Loew’s  man- 
ager, when  a   personal  phone  interview 

was  landed  with  Father  Flanagan,  creator 

of  Boys  Town.  The  interview  was  ar- 
ranged by  David  Kessler,  managing  edi- 

tor of  the  Rochester  Evening  News  who 
listened  in  on  the  discussion  between 

Father  Flanagan  and  Dorothy  Krause. 

The  story  was  good  for  a   column  ac- 
companied by  an  art  layout.  Father  Flana- 

gan was  very  much  impressed  over  the 
interview  and  stated  so  along  with  the 
comment  that  this  was  the  first  occasion 

for  an  interview  in  conjunction  with 

“Boys  Town.” 
In  addition,  the  newspaper  staged  a 

“Bad  Boy”  letter  contest.  Discussion  was 
based  on  the  question  of  whether  boys  are 

permanently  bad  or  is  their  misconduct 
really  the  fault  of  bad  environment  or 
lack  of  proper  adult  understanding. 

Santa  Barbara  Granada 

Stages  a   " Yam  Session  ' Santa  Barbara — The  kids  were  given  one 

more  flight  of  fun  before  school  opened 

up  here  when  Manager  Howard  Ralston 

of  the  Granada  staged  a   “Yam  Session.” 
To  every  boy  and  girl  who  brought  two 

yams  to  the  “Mickey  Mouse”  show  free 
tickets  were  given  in  exchange  for  the 

showing  of  “Carefree.” Merchants  benefited  by  the  sale  of  yams 

at  two  for  a   cent  which  were  then  dis- 

tributed among  Santa  Barbara’s  needy. 

Seattle  Exhibitor  Ties  Up 

With  Races  lor  " Algiers " Seattle — All  eight  races  at  the  Long- 

acre  Park  here  were  named  after  “Algiers,” 
its  stars  and  the  theatre,  in  a   stunt  pro- 

moted by  Sammy  Seigel  of  the  Liberty. 
The  listings  were  carried  in  all  local 

newspapers  as  well  as  in  the  racing  charts 

of  papers  throughout  the  country. 

HATS 
DECORATIONS HALLOWEEN 

FAVORS 

NOISEM  AKERS 

HATS    $1.00  Per  100 
HORNS    $1.00  Per  100 
BALLOONS    $1.00  Per  100 
CRICKETS    $1.00  Per  100 
BLOWOUTS    $1.00  Per  100 

F.  O.  B. 

301  W.  9th  St. 

Kansas  City 

OPTICAN 

Serpentine    $2.90  Per  100  Pkg-s. 
Noisemalcers,  Asst   $2.00  Per  100 
Skeletons    $   .72  Per  Doz. 
Cat  Cutouts    $   .72  Per  Doz 
Witches    $   .72  Per  Doz. 

Write  for  Complete  Catalog. 

BROTHERS 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 
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Selling  J?eat5 
A   Systematic  and  Thorough 

Procedure  for  Trade's  Drive 
New  York — Allowing  for  individual  initi- 

ative, a   systematic  and  thorough  procedure 
for  theatre  operators  to  follow  in  selling 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  is  an- 
nounced in  a   bulletin  issued  from  campaign 

headquarters  here. 

The  bulletin  also  reports  the  near  com- 

pletion of  “The  World  Is  Yours,”  a   spe- 
cial short  subject  which  will  be  issued  free 

to  those  taking  part  in  the  drive  as  well 
as  a   forthcoming  National  Music  Week 
dedicated  to  the  campaign. 

The  procedure  recommended  for  theatre 
managers  in  conducting  campaigns  fol- 

lows, in  detail: 

1.  Hearty  cooperation  with  regional  ex- 
ploitation committees. 

2.  Use  movie  quiz  seal  in  all  advertise- 
ments in  daily  papers,  weeklies,  heralds, 

billboard  advertising,  radio  programs.  Spot 

“Movie  Quiz”  programs,  cooperative  news- 
paper advertising.  Decorate  front  of  the- 

atre and  lobby.  And  secure  proclamations 
by  governors  and  mayors  and  endorsement 

Hand  "Drums"  and  Sabu 
Big  Music  Hall  SendoH 
New  York — The  United  Artists  publicity 

boys  beat  up  things  in  a   grand  style  for 

the  Music  Hall  engagement  of  “Drums.” 
As  the  spearhead  of  the  campaign,  the 
young  East  Indian  actor,  Sabu,  was 
brought  to  this  country. 

His  arrival  earned  breaks  in  all  metro- 
politan dailies.  He  appeared  on  three 

nation-wide  broadcasts,  the  Rudy  Vallee 

hour,  the  “For  Men  Only”  program  and  the 
Magic  Key  show.  Sabu  then  made  a 
transcontinental  visit  to  the  coast.  Upon 

his  return,  he  was  received  by  Mrs.  Roose- 
velt at  the  White  House. 

Pre-release  national  advertising  was 
launched  in  magazines  catering  to  an  es- 

timated audience  of  23,000,000.  Life  and 
Pic  devoted  multi-page  spreads  to  the  pic- 

ture. More  than  2000  24-sheets  were 
posted  for  the  Music  Hall  showing  here. 

Displays,  20x30,  were  posted  on  the  bulle- 
tin boards  of  the  reading  rooms  of  all  li- 

braries in  the  metropolitan  area.  Heads 
of  history  departments  in  local  high  schools 
were  invited  to  a   special  screening  after 

which  they  posted  displays  on  school  bulle- 
tin boards. 

Macy’s  capitalized  on  the  turban  worn 
by  Sabu  and  suggested  a   new  ideal  in 

women’s  fall  hats.  Bloomingdale’s  turned 
over  one  of  their  windows,  using  as  the 
theme  the  Drums  perfume  by  Charbert. 

Canadian  Pacific  had  a   “See  India  via 
Canadian  Pacific”  display.  Other  stores 
featured  Sabu  in  tieups. 

by  chambers  of  commerce  and  other  busi- 
ness organizations. 

(a)  If  space  is  too  small  for  movie 
quiz  seal,  use  a   line  referring  to  the 

contest  or  to  Motion  Pictures’  Great- est Year. 

3.  Use  lobby  displays  available  at  acces- 
sory headquarters,  calling  attention  to  the 

movie  quiz  and  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest Year. 

4.  Use  trailers  on  screen  as  many  audi- 
ences do  not  yet  know  the  details  of  the 

movie  quiz  contest.  It  is  important  not  to 
saturate  the  screen  with  messages,  making 
audiences  impatient. 

5.  Enthusiastic  and  free  distribution  of 
movie  quiz  booklets  is  very  important.  It 
must  be  remembered  that,  in  addition  to 

RKO  (Issue  2 — Vol.  5)  19  Minutes 

The  March  of  Time  has  stumbled  slight- 
ly in  its  applaudable  desire  to  keep  well 

abreast  of  current  events.  Although  it 

still  maintains  its  high  standard  of  pic- 
torial journalism,  the  rapid-moving  condi- 
tions in  Europe  have  taken  much  of  the 

punch  out  of  the  subject  dealing  with  Bri- 
tain’s dilemma.  It  has  the  virtue  of  being 

illuminating  in  presenting  an  analysis  of 

Britain’s  foreign  policy.  But  it  adds  noth- 
ing new.  The  opening  topic  cites  the 

progress  that  has  been  accomplished  in  the 
scientific  study  of  fire  losses.  Fire  control 

activities  of  “U.  S.  Fire  Fighters”  traces 
to  the  efforts  of  Franklin  H.  Wentworth, 
leading  fire  prevention  expert.  The  city  of 
Memphis  is  used  to  show  how  modern 
methods  can  reduce  fire  damage. 

The  Great  Big  Cat  and  the 
Little  Mouse 

Universal  (Oswald  Cartoon)  7   Minutes 

The  only  thing  that  distinguishes  this 
cartoon  is  the  length  of  the  title.  But 

even  that  won’t  suffice  for  the  calibre 
of  its  entertainment.  The  cartoon  is  an 
account  of  a   smart  alecky  mouse  who 
makes  fun  of  the  big  cat  and  gets  away 
with  it.  Strictly  in  the  juvenile  class. 

Stranger  Than  Fiction 
Universal  (No.  55)  914  Minutes 

No  dearth  of  the  unusual  here.  A   lot 

more  of  the  stuff  that  already  has  es- 
tablished itself  as  entertaining  for  audi- 

inducing  people  to  enter  the  movie  quiz 
contest  and  to  come  back  to  your  theatre, 
this  booklet  is  a   splendid  herald  for  future 
productions.  Most  patrons  study  them  and 
will  undoubtedly  be  reminded  to  return 
for  a   number  of  pictures  referred  to  in 
them.  Many  theatres  are  equipping  ush- 

ers with  a   small  canvas  bag  imprinted  with 

“Movie  Quiz  Booklets”  on  the  outside  so 
that  it  is  very  easy  for  any  patron  to 
secure  one  of  them. 

6.  When  press  departments  send  credits 
of  current  pictures  to  reviewers  and  edi- 

tors of  the  daily  papers,  please  have  them 

include  in  these  credits  the  line,  “A  Movie 

Quiz  Picture.” 7.  In  preparing  feature  stories  for  pro- 
gram changes,  include  a   line  referring  to 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  as  a   part 
of  the  story.  It  can  be  done  logically  with- 

out seeming  to  be  dragged  in  if  a   little 

ingenuity  is  exercised.  By  this  means  al- 
most every  feature  story  in  the  Saturday 

and  Sunday  papers  can  be  turned  into  a 

feature  story  for  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest Year. 

ences.  The  latest  issue  contains  items 
about  a   place  in  Pennsylvania  where  the 
ducks  literally  walk  on  the  back  of  fish. 

Then  a   chap  who  plays  music  with  a   bal- 
loon. The  scene  shifts  to  Paris  where 

artificial  flowers  are  made.  A   woman 

blacksmith  is  the  subject  of  the  next  se- 
quence. Next  are  a   couple  of  enterprising 

chaps,  one  who  makes  mud  pay  and  the 
other  who  shows  the  practicability  of  rais- 

ing silkworms.  Another  inventive  chap 
shows  an  iron  lung  made  from  used  parts. 
A   trick  bird.  Topper,  who  demonstrates 
how  he  pulls  in  his  lunch,  winds  up  the 
proceedings. 

Red  Barry 

Universal  (Serial — 13  Chap.)  20  Minutes 

Larry  (Buster)  Crabbe  brings  that  pop- 
ular comic  strip  detective  Red  Barry  to  life 

in  a   serial  which  has  all  the  red-blooded 
action  and  suspense  the  youngsters  dote 
on.  Evaluated  from  a   glimpse  at  the  first 
three  chapters,  there  are  sufficient  thrills 
spaced  accordingly  to  have  them  coming 
back  until  Barry  closes  his  case.  Sinister 
Chinatown  is  used  as  background  in  which 
intrigue  runs  amuck.  A   group  of  Chinese 
plan  to  spend  two  milllion  on  planes  to 
help  their  countrymen,  but.  a   Russian  girl 
claims  the  sum  as  her  own  and  another 

gang  are  anxious  for  its  possession.  Mur- 
der results  and  Red  Barry  is  called  in 

on  the  case.  Each  chapter  ends  with  Barry 
in  a   desperate  situation.  Frances  Robinson 
is  cast  in  the  role  of  a   newspaper  reporter. 
Ford  Beebe  and  Alan  James  directed. 

Showmen  should  take  advantage  of  the  ex- 
ploitation tieups  inherent  in  the  cartoon 

strip. 

SHORT  SUBJECT  REVIEWS 

March  of  Time 
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INTER. NEWS 

(Hollywood,  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

DIRECTOR-PRODUCER  BATTLE  IN  LAST  ROUND 
Testimony  Before  NLRB 

Goes  Into  Sixth 

Week 

Characterized  by  the  same  wealth  of 
testimony  from  studio  executives  and 

lower-bracket  employes,  the  see-saw  bat- 
tle between  the  Screen  Directors  Guild 

and  the  producers  before  the  national 
labor  relations  board  was  in  its  sixth — 

and  what  was  expected  to  be  its  final — 
week.  Producer  attorneys  completed  ex- 

amination of  their  witnesses,  SDG  coun- 
sel offered  rebuttal  on  Wednesday  and 

Trial  Examiner  William  Ringer  indicated 
that  summation  of  attorneys  for  both  sides 
would  be  presented  early  next  week. 

While  the  SDG’s  dual  petition,  charg- 
ing producers  with  unfair  labor  practices 

and  requesting  certification  as  exclusive 
bargaining  agent  for  directors,  assistant 
directors  and  unit  managers  was  nearing 
its  close,  however,  another  top  talent  union 
— the  Screen  Writers  Guild — moved  into 

still  another  phase  of  its  years-old  bat- 
tle for  recognition.  SWG  attorneys  and 

film  producer  representatives  were  to 
meet  Thursday  at  the  NLRB  offices  to 
discuss  with  Dr.  Towne  Nylander,  the 

labor  board’s  regional  director,  the  SWG 
petition  charging  the  major  studios  with 
unfair  labor  tactics  on  the  ground  that 
producers  have  consistently  refused  to 
negotiate  a   working  pact  despite  the  fact 
that  the  Guild  has  received  NIRB  certifi- 

cation as  sole  bargaining  agent. 

To  Decide  a   Complaint 

After  the  conference,  Dr.  Nylander  was 
to  decide  whether  to  issue  formal  com- 

plaints against  the  producers.  In  the  event 
he  so  decides  the  issue  will  be  raised  at 
an  NLRB  hearing  and  with  little  doubt 
will  find  its  way  into  court  for  a   lengthy 
legal  battle. 

Pinal  testimony  in  the  SDG  hearing  cen- 
tered around  several  directors  and  assist- 

ant directors,  who  attempted  to  refute  the 
testimony  of  producers  that  assistants  are 

not  permitted  to  shoot  scenes,  the  pro- 
ducers for  this  reason  contending  that  the 

SDG  membership  should  not  properly  in- 
clude either  assistant  directors  or  unit 

managers.  Nate  Watt,  Phillip  Karlstein, 

Richard  Harlan,  Ralph  Slosser,  C.  C.  Cole- 
man, George  Templeton  and  others  took 

the  stand  for  the  SDG.  Earlier,  B.  B. 

Kahane,  vice-president  of  Columbia,  testi- 

fied as  the  producers’  final  witness.  He 
was  preceded  by  such  studio  executives  as 

E.  J.  Mannix  of  Metro;  Val  Paul,  Uni- 
versal; Charles  Chic,  production  manager 

at  Metro;  Reeves  Espy,  vice-president  of 
Samuel  Goldwyn,  Inc.,  and  Fred  Leahy, 
production  supervisor  at  Paramount. 

Disclosed  during  the  hearing  was 

Metro’s  report  that,  during  the  fiscal  year 
1937,  $32,000,000  was  spent  in  motion  pic- 

ture production.  Universal  reported  an 
expenditure  of  $10,000,000  during  the  same 

period. 
Meantime  the  SWG’s  executive  board 

met  to  hear  the  report  of  its  nominating 

committee  of  progress  being  made  in  se- 
lecting a   slate  of  officers  who  will  come 

up  for  election  at  a   general  meeting  No- 
vember 9.  Mary  McCall  jr.,  is  chairman 

of  the  nominating  committee. 

Labor  Board  Schedule 

Loaded  With  Extra  Work 

The  manifold  complexities  and  turmoils 

within  Hollywood’s  labor  organizations  re- 
flected themselves  in  the  busy  schedules 

at  the  national  labor  relations  board  head- 

quarters, where  several  important  de- 
velopments affecting  a   number  of  studio 

labor  unions  were  due  to  be  acted  upon. 

To  settle  a   long-standing  jurisdictional 
dispute  between  the  Motion  Picture 

Painters  Local,  644,  and  the  Scenic  Art- 
ists Association  of  America,  both  of  which 

organizations  claim  control  over  film 
scenic  artists,  Dr.  Towne  Nylander, 
regional  director  of  the  NLRB,  tentatively 
set  October  8   as  the  date  for  a   consent 
election  at  which  the  scenic  artists  were 

to  be  allowed  to  choose  their  bargaining 
agent.  Herbert  Sorrell,  business  manager 
of  the  Painters,  Don  Martin,  of  the  Scenic 

Artists  Association  and  Victor  Clark,  pro- 
ducer-labor contact,  agreed  to  Dr.  Ny- 

lander’s  election  ruling.  Some  weeks  ago 
Sorrell,  after  conferring  with  the  pro- 

ducers’ association  on  the  dispute,  threat- 
ened to  call  a   strike  of  studio  painters  if 

the  matter  was  not  amicably  settled. 

Of  a   less  complicated  nature  is  the 

means  decided  upon  by  the  NLRB  to  set- 
tle a   jurisdictional  dispute  between  the 

Screen  Set  Designers,  Inc.,  and  the  So- 
ciety of  Motion  Picture  Set  Designers.  Both 

have  requested  NLRB  certification  as  ex- 
clusive bargaining  agents.  The  labor  board 

has  decided  to  check  studio  payrolls 

Autonomy  Status  Taken 

On  by  Five  Studio 
Locals 

against  the  membership  lists  of  both  or- 
ganizations for  the  period  from  May  to 

September  and  from  this  determine  which 
organization  represents  a   majority. 

Complete  withdrawal  of  the  Interna- 
tional Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage  Em- 
ployes from  the  operations  and  affairs  of 

five  studio  locals  was  effected  by  the 
locals  that  have  completed  elections  to 

choose  officers  and  directors  for  their  re- 
spective organizations  receiving  formal 

notice  to  that  effect  from  Harland  Holm- 
den,  international  vice-president;  George 
Sinko,  Harry  Beatty  and  B.  C.  Duvall,  all 
IATSE  executives  who  have  been  serving 
in  various  capacities  here.  Locals  37,  695, 
659  and  683  thus  don  autonomous  cloaks 
and  begin  operations  as  independent 
studio  unions. 

LA  Hearing  October  14 

At  the  same  time,  the  board,  through 

Dr.  Nylander,  set  October  14  as  the  date 
for  a   conference  with  film  executives  and 
officials  of  the  IATSE  on  charges,  filed 

some  weeks  ago  by  the  Motion  Picture 
Technicians  Committee,  that  the  IA  is  a 

company  union  and  that  its  ex-vice- 
president,  William  Bioff,  accepted  a   $100,- 
000  payoff  from  the  producers  to  sell  the 

organization  “down  the  river.”  Charges 
were  filed  with  the  NLRB  by  Jeff  Kibre, 
former  business  manager  of  Local  37,  one 

of  the  newly-made  autonomous  unions. 

Spurred  by  his  disclosure  that  employ- 
ment for  members  of  the  union  have 

reached  their  best  work  period  since  last 
June,  members  of  the  Makeup  Artists 

Local,  IATSE,  held  a   membership  meet- 
ing and  cast  a   vote  of  confidence  for  Vern 

Murdock,  the  local’s  business  manager,  and 
the  union’s  executive  board.  Minority 
groups  within  the  union  had  lodged  an 
attack  on  executives  governing  officers. 

Third  "Nancy  Drew" Warner  will  place  the  third  feature  in 

the  “Nancy  Drew”  series,  starring  Bonita 
Granville,  in  production  December  5.  No 
title  has  been  selected  as  yet. 
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A   Pacified  Europe  and  Completed 

Plans  Help  Production  Index  Dp 
Cessation  of  the  European  war  scare, 

coupled  with  the  perfection  of  plans  for 

the  early  autumn  season,  reflected  them- 
selves in  Hollywood  production  circles  as 

the  index  of  pictures  in  work,  as  the  week 
opened,  showed  44  features  before  the 
cameras  and  an  additional  ten  poised  for 
launching.  Figure  represents  a   gain  of  one 
over  last  week  and  is  better  than  average 
for  the  past  several  months. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  and  Universal 
contributed  a   major  share  to  the  increase. 

The  Westwood  plant  started  three  pic- 
tures— the  Ritz  Brothers’  “Three  Muske- 

teers,” “Thanks  for  Everything”  and  a 
Jones  Family  episode,  “A  Bundle  of  Joy,” 
to  bring  its  total  to  nine — one  more  than 
last  week — and  to  top  the  list  as  most 
active  studio.  Universal  was  set  to  gun 

three  also — “Sky  Police,”  “Three  Smart 
Girls  Grow  Up”  and  an  untitled  Bob  Baker 
western,  the  latter  under  Trem  Carr’s 
production  guidance.  Despite  this  heavy 

starting  schedule,  however,  Universal’s 
total  dropped  to  seven  as  compared  to  the 
nine  in  work  last  week. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  plans  an  early 

start  on  “He  Married  His  Wife,”  featur- 
ing Warner  Baxter,  and  will  gun  “Charlie 

Chan  in  Honolulu”  when  a   successor  to 
Warner  Oland  in  the  title  part  has  been 
selected.  Universal,  in  rapid  order,  will 

film  “The  Dead  Don’t  Care” — a   Crime 

Club  mystery — “You  Can’t  Cheat  an 
Honest  Man,”  with  W.  C.  Fields,  “Three’s 
Company” — the  Bing  Crosby  starrer — 
“Rio,”  “Destry  Rides  Again”  and  several 
programmers. 
Warner  and  Paramount  each  had  seven 

in  work.  The  Burbank  plant  started 

“Dark  Victory,”  with  Bette  Davis  and  Errol 
Flynn  co-starred,  and  “Oklahoma  Kid,” 
starring  James  Cagney,  and  is  preparing 

to  gun  “Juarez,”  with  Paul  Muni;  “Dodge 
City,”  “Each  Dawn  I   Die”  and  “The  Desert 
Song.”  Paramount  launched  “Cafe  So- 

ciety” and  resumed  filming,  after  several 
days’  delay,  on  “Say  It  in  French,”  with 
Mary  Carlisle  replacing  Evelyn  Keyes  in 
the  latter  production.  Miss  Keyes  dropped 

out  because  of  illness.  Going  into  produc- 

tion shortly  will  be  “The  Lady’s  From 
Kentucky,”  starring  George  Raft,  to  be 
followed  by  “Hotel  Imperial”  and  Cecil  B. 
DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific.” 
Gunning  a   pair  was  Republic,  at  which 

plant  “Headin’  for  Texas,”  a   Roy  Rogers 
western,  and  “Strongheart,”  featuring  ju- 

venile Tommy  Ryan,  went  before  the  cam- 
eras. The  North  Hollywood  studio  has 

three  features  and  a   serial  in  work,  an  in- 

crease over  last  week’s  index,  when  the 
serial  and  a   Gene  Autry  western  were 

being  filmed.  Next  week  “Federal  Man 
Hunt”  gets  into  production. 

At  RKO  Radio  Leo  McCarey  rolled  “Love 
Match,”  his  first  as  a   producer-director 
for  that  studio,  while  P.  J.  Wolfson,  also 

initialing  as  producer-director,  gave  the 

nod  to  “The  Pure  in  Mind.”  The  Gower 
Street  film  factory  has  six  on  its  sound 

stages,  two  more  than  last  week,  and  in- 

Studios Lead  Way 

In  Upswing 

Reporting  a   "continuation  of  a   good 

level  of  activity"  in  the  film  studios, 
the  September  Southwest  Business  Re- 

view of  the  Los  Angeles  County  Board 

of  Supervisors  and  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce showed  that  the  motion  picture 

industry  led  the  way  in  the  local  busi- 
ness upswing. 

The  end  of  the  month  found  49  fea- 

tures in  production  as  compared  with 

45  at  the  same  time  the  preceeding 

month,  and  39  a   year  ago. 

Of  the  502  features  on  the  1938-33 

schedules,  122  have  gone  before  the 

cameras,  leaving  380  to  shoot,  accord- 

ing to  the  survey. 

tends  to  gun  “The  Castles” — an  Astaire- 
Rogers  musical — “Pacific  Liner,”  and  “The 
Saint  Strikes  Twice”  in  the  near  future. 

“A  Christmas  Carol,”  based  on  Dickens’ 
story,  went  into  action  at  M-G-M  as  that 
studio’s  starter  for  the  week,  with  Regi- 

nald Owen,  Lynn  Carver  and  Terry  Kil- 
bourne  heading  the  cast.  The  Culver  City 

plant  is  currently  shooting  on  eight  pic- 

tures, one  ahead  of  last  week’s  figure, 
while  nearing  the  starting  wire  are  “The 
Wizard  of  Oz,”  “New  York  Cinderella” — 
with  Hedy  Lamarr — and  “Honolulu,”  in 
which  George  Murphy  and  Eleanor  Powell 
share  the  leading  roles. 

Monogram  ended  a   brief  period  of  idle- 

ness by  launching  “Gunpacker,”  first  of  its 
1938-39  series  of  Jack  Randall  westerns, 

which  will  be  followed  shortly  by  “Roll, 
Wagons,  Roll,”  a   Tex  Ritter  sagebrusher, 
under  Edward  Finney’s  production  guid- 

ance, and  E.  B.  Derr’s  “Gang  Bullets.” 
Columbia  also  went  western-minded  by 

gunning  “Trail  of  the  Tumbleweed,”  an 
outdoor  feature  with  Charles  Starrett  in 

the  lead,  to  report  four  pictures  in  work. 

Into  the  cutting-rooms  over  the  weekend 
went  the  untitled  Buck  Jones  western 

produced  by  Coronet  for  Columbia  release, 

and  “The  Spider  Web,”  a   15-chapter  serial. 
No  new  starts  were  listed  at  United 

Artists,  which  held  even  with  last  week’s 
four-feature  pace.  Hal  Roach,  currently 

filming  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip,”  plans  an 
October  15  start  for  “This  Time  It’s 
Love,”  first  co-starrer  for  Harry  Langdon 
and  Oliver  Hardy.  Samuel  Goldwyn, 

whose  “The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady”  has 
been  in  work  for  more  than  three  months, 

lists  “Wuthering  Heights”  and  “The  Last 
Frontier”  on  his  early  schedules.  Walter 
Wanger  gets  into  action  shortly  with 

“Stage  Coach.”  Selznick  International  is 

nearing  completion  of  “Made  for  Each 

Other.” 

Pichel  Will  Direct  "Strongheart" 
“Strongheart,”  with  Tommy  Ryan 

starred,  will  be  directed  for  Republic  by 
Irving  Pichel.  Herman  Schlom  produces. 

Personal  Appearances 

Trail  Keeps  Beckoning 
Several  additional  film  names  were 

added  to  the  list  of  personal  appearance 
engagements  during  the  week,  with  a 
number  of  local  Thespics  succumbing  to 
the  hit-the-trail  urge. 

A   12-week  tour  is  being  planned  by  Luis 
Alberni,  on  which  he  will  leave  within  ten 
days  and  on  which  he  plans  to  stop  in 
most  of  the  key  cities  and  a   number  of 
smaller  communities  throughout  the  coun- 

try. Also  scheduled  to  check  out,  when 
his  current  Republic  picture  chore  winds 

up,  is  Smiley  Burnette.  He  will  spend 
three  weeks  in  Arizonia  and  New  Mexico. 

Benny  Baker  checked  out  Sunday  to 

open  a   personal  appearance  engagement  in 
Indianapolis,  October  7,  following  which 
he  moves  on  to  New  York  to  begin  an 

engagement  there  October  20. 

One  of  the  most  elaborate  jaunts  is 
being  planned  by  Gypsy  Rose  Lee,  nee 
Louise  Hovick,  whose  acting  contract  with 

20th  Century-Fox  wound  up  recently. 
Opening  October  19  in  San  Francisco,  she 
will  headline  a   show  comprising  35  per- 

sons. Present  itinerary  includes  Denver, 
Kansas  City  and  several  cities  further 
east. 

En  route  to  Louisville,  Ky„  early  in  the 

week  was  Bobby  Breen,  Sol  Lesser’s  sing- 
ing juvenile  star.  He  was  to  do  a   p.  a. 

stint  there  and  is  expected  to  return  next 
week  to  start  a   film  assignment. 

Harmon -Ising  Deal 

May  Halt  Feature 
At  least  one  of  the  many  ambitious 

plans  for  the  production  of  a   feature- 
length  cartoon  which  have  been  bandied 

about  Hollywood’s  production  circles  since 
the  success  of  Walt  Disney’s  “Snow  White 
and  the  Seven  Dwarfs”  went  a-glimmering 
this  week  when  M-G-M  announced  the 
signing  of  Hugh  Harmon  and  Rudolph 

Ising  to  seven-year  contracts  and  placed 
them  in  charge  of  cartoon-producing  units 
on  the  Culver  City  lot. 

Harmon  and  Ising,  who  headed  the 
Harmon-Ising  cartoon  company  which,  up 
until  a   year  ago,  released  its  product 

through  Metro,  will  each  have  a   produc- 
ing unit  and  will  make  nine  short  cartoon 

subiects  each.  All  are  to  be  processed  in 
Technicolor. 

They  will  work  under  the  supervision  of 
Fred  Quimby,  executive  in  charge  of  the 

studio’s  cartoon  production. 

Announce  "Hardy"  Film 
“The  Hardys  Get  Spring  Fever”  has 

been  announced  at  M-G-M  as  the  next  in 

the  “Judge  Hardy”  series,  to  follow  “Out 
West  With  the  Hardys,”  which  is  now  in 
production  with  George  Seitz  directing. 

Crawford  in  "Ice  Follies" Joan  Crawford  draws  the  starring  role 

in  “Ice  Follies”  at  M-G-M,  in  which  the 
barnstorming  ice-skating  troupe  will  ap- 

pear. Miss  Crawford  is  currently  in  “The 

Shining  Hour.” 
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KING  OF  FILMS 

EASTMAN  Super  X   Panchromatic  Negative 

reigns  supreme.  ...  Not  by  virtue  of  fine 

grain  alone. . . .   Not  by  virtue  of  speed  alone. 

. . .   But  by  a   combination  of  those  qualities 

with  that  prime  requisite  of  the  fine  motion 

picture,  superb  and  dependable  photo- 

graphic quality.  Eastman  Kodak  Company, 

Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E.  Brulatour,  Inc.,  Dis- 

tributors, Fort  Lee,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  A 
PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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Titles  for  Foreign  Versions 

Within  the  Frame  Line  Area 

Dario  Schedules  4 

Spanish  Films  Soon 
By  W.  E.  POHL 

Technicolor  Motion  Picture  Corp. 

A   method  of  titling  foreign  version  re- 
lease prints  is  being  used  on  some  of  the 

current  releases  for  foreign  consumption, 
which  utilizes  the  area  between  the  frame 
lines  and  which  eliminates  some  of  the 
objectionable  features  of  the  conventional 
method  of  placing  these  titles  in  a   black 
tab  which  goes  in  and  out  with  title  at  the 
bottom  of  the  picture.  The  two  methods 

are  illustrated  by  the  diagrams  herewith: 
When  the  picture  aperture  size  was  re- 

duced to  permit  the  proper  projection  pro- 
portions with  sound  track  at  the  edge  of 

the  film,  an  area  was  left  vacant  between 
the  frame  lines.  This  new  method  of  titl- 

ing foreign  prints  makes  use  of  this  other- 
wise wasted  space  and  permits  the  use  of 

titles  without  the  confusion  of  the  title 
tab  popping  in  and  out. 

By  using  an  aperture  mask  in  the  pro- 
jector, that  corresponds  in  height  to  the 

old  silent  aperture  and  in  width  to  the 

Actors  to  Decide 

On  Vital  Change 
Members  of  the  Screen  Actors  Guild 

were  to  be  called  upon  this  week  to  ratify 
one  of  the  most  sweeping  changes  in  the 
structure  of  the  organization  since  its 
inception  and  a   move  which  is  generally 
interpreted  as  a   noticeable  step  in  effect- 

ing improvements  in  the  SAG’s  relation- 
ship with  the  great  mass  of  extra  and  bit 

players  which  form  a   large  proportion  of 
its  membership. 

Taking  form  as  a   new  set  of  by-laws  to 
the  SAG  constitution,  the  development 
abolishes  the  Junior  Screen  Actors  Guild, 
composed  of  extra  and  bit-players,  and 
substitutes  for  it  a   Class  “B”  bracket. 
Granted  more  autonomy  than  they  en- 

joyed under  the  old  setup,  the  ex-Junior 
members  will  be  given  the  right  to  vote 
for  a   strike,  should  75  per  cent  of  the 
membership  so  ordain,  and  to  vote  for 

sound  film  aperture,  it  is  possible  to  frame 
the  picture  on  the  screen  to  include  the 
upper  or  lower  frame  line  area,  which, 
with  the  frameline  method,  is  used  for  the 
titles.  For  Simplex  projectors  this  chang- 

ing of  the  aperture  requires  only  a   suit- 
able aperture  mask  which  may  be  slipped 

in  or  out  at  will.  In  projectors  where  a 
screw-in  aperture  is  used,  it  is,  of  course, 
necessary  to  provide  an  aperture  which 
can  be  placed  in  the  projection  machine 
properly.  However,  such  an  aperture 

plate  is  easily  made  and  can  be  readily 
installed  by  the  projectionist. 

Depending  upon  the  size  of  the  screen 
used  as  compared  to  the  normal  picture 
size,  it  may  be  necessary  to  add  a   suitable 
flap  at  the  bottom  of  the  screen  to  ac- 

commodate the  titles.  This  is  easily  done 
with  a   piece  of  painted  board  or  canvas. 

The  frameline  method  of  tilting  has  all 

the  flexibility  of  the  conventional  super- 
imposed method  and  the  reading  time  can 

be  made  the  same,  even  if  only  one  or  two 
lines  of  a   title  are  used  at  a   time. 

withdrawal  from  the  SAG  if  51  per  cent 
of  the  members  approve  of  such  a   measure. 

The  new  by-laws,  which  were  mailed  to 
SAG  members  this  week  and  were  to  be 

ratified  at  a   general  membership  meet- 
ing Friday  night,  retain  the  closed-shop- 

for-extras  clause  obtained  by  the  SAG 
with  the  producers  some  months  ago,  and 
even  more  stringently  limit  the  number  of 
new  members  that  may  affiliate  with  the 
Class  “B”  division. 
The  Friday  night  meeting  also  was  to 

ratify  the  new  eight-year  contract  se- 
cured with  the  producers,  with  Kenneth 

Thomson,  executive  secretary,  explaining 
its  ramifications.  In  this  regard  the  pro- 

ducers met  late  last  week  at  20th  Century- 
Fox  to  go  over  the  details  of  the  new 
Guild  pact. 

In  a   board  of  directors  meeting  Mon- 
day night,  the  SAG  named  Murray  Kin- 

nell  as  its  representative  on  the  perma- 
nent arbitration  committee  provided  for 

in  the  new  producer  agreement.  The  pro- 
ducers have  selected  B.  B.  Kahane  as  their 

representative,  while  the  two  will  pool 
ideas  to  choose  a   third  and  neutral  mem- 
ber. 

While  the  independent  production 

scene  as  a   whole  was  continuing  to  as- 
sume a   more  substantial  position  than 

it  has  held  for  several  years  past,  the 

Spanish-language  market  as  a   phase  of 
independent  film-making  also  was  grow- 

ing in  significance,  developments  indicate. 
Completion  of  plans  to  produce  four 

films  in  Spanish  were  announced  by  Dario 
Productions,  headed  by  Dario  Faralla, 
which  has  signed  with  Grand  National 
for  shooting  space  on  that  lot  and  plans 
to  get  into  action  October  18.  The  films 
will  be  released  by  Paramount  with  Tito 

Guizar  as  the  star.  Initialer  will  be  “Radio 
Troubador,”  with  Arthur  Vernon  Jones 
doing  the  screenplay. 

Irving  Applebaum  has  been  signed  as 
production  manager,  and  Ralph  Berger  as 
art  director. 

Meantime  shooting  space  at  Grand  Na- 
tional also  was  arranged  for  by  Frank  Z. 

Clemente,  who  is  scheduled  to  start  shoot- 

ing within  three  weeks  on  “Cantaclara,” 
a   story  which  he  purchased  from  20th 
Century-Fox  and  which  is  being  scripted 
by  Jose  Lopez  Rubio. 
Announcing  an  early  starting  date,  Pres- 

ton Morris  jr.,  has  acquired  film  rights 

to  the  KFWB  radio  program,  “Hollywood 
Hams,”  from  which  he  intends  to  pro- 

duce a   series  of  short  subjects  for  inde- 
pendent release. 

Among  the  pictures  in  actual  produc- 
tion as  independent  releases  as  the  week 

opened  were  Standard  Pictures’  “The 
Headleys  at  Home,”  first  of  a   projected 
series.  Grant  Mitchell  replaced  Ralph 

Morgan  in  the  cast.  Majestic’s  “The 
Great  Diamond  Scandal”  was  scheduled 
to  roll  at  Talisman,  to  be  followed  by 
“Ladies  in  Jail.”  All  are  slated  for  inde- 

pendent release  by  Malcolm  F.  Browne 
Productions,  of  which  Bennie  F.  Zeidman 
is  production  chief. 

Coronet  Pictures  delivered  the  final 

Buck  Jones  western  on  its  quota  to  Co- 
lumbia over  the  weekend  and  began  pre- 

parations for  disbanding  its  production 
activities  and  personnel. 

National  Dance  Contest 

Will  Boom  " Great  Waltz" 
A   nation-wide  dance  contest  sponsored 

in  cooperation  with  theatres  throughout 
the  country  where  the  picture  will  be 
shown  is  to  be  launched  by  Metro  in  con- 

nection with  the  release  of  “The  Great 
Waltz”  in  the  near  future. 
Winners  in  local  contests  will  enter 

state  contests,  state  contest  winners  thence 
advancing  to  twelve  zone  eliminations  and 
the  survivors  going  to  New  York  for  the 
finals.  Winner  in  New  York  will  draw  a 
three-month  studio  contract. 

More  than  7,000  orchestras  will  be  tied 

in  on  contest  plugs  and  the  Metro  “Good 
News”  radio  show  will  also  contribute 
ballyhoo. 
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Members  of  the  cast  and  crew  of  Para- 

mount’s “King  of  Chinatown”  were  guests 
of  Anna  May  Wong  at  a   dinner  party  in 

Los  Angeles’  New  Chinatown. 
* 

Winding  up  a   month’s  vacation  in  Hono- 
lulu, Robert  Usher,  Paramount  unit  art 

director,  has  checked  in  at  the  studio  for 
a   new  picture  assignment. 

k 

Wesley  Ruggles  is  due  in  shortly  from 
New  York,  having  docked  there  this  week 
following  an  extended  European  vacation. 
He  is  accompanied  by  Skeets  Gallagher. 

k 

Patricia  Morrison,  former  New  York 
fashion  designer  and  art  student,  checked 
in  at  Paramount  this  week  to  begin  her 
screen  career.  She  was  signed  by  a   studio 

talent  scout  while  singing,  non-profes- 
sionally,  at  a   New  York  night  club. 

k 

Sam  Wood  has  returned  from  his  New 

York  vacation  to  report  to  M-G-M  for  a 
directorial  assignment. 

* 

Guests  of  Louis  B.  Mayer  at  M-G-M 
during  a   visit  to  the  film  capital  were 

Major-General  Ray  D.  Keehn,  General 
Sam  Lawton  and  Colonels  Regan  and 
Boyle,  members  of  the  National  Guard 
Bureau  from  Washington. 

* 

Having  completed  a   film  role  at  Selz- 
nick  International,  Ruth  Weston  left  for 
New  York  this  week  to  fulfill  a   stage  en- 
gagement. 

•k 

William  A.  Wellman  and  his  family  de- 
serted the  film  colony  for  a   vacation  in 

Bermuda,  the  producer-director  having 

put  his  final  okay  on  “Men  With  Wings.” 
k 

Basil  Rathbone  is  due  back  in  Hollywood 
next  week  from  his  vacation  in  the  east. 

*  
 ' 

Tom  Pettey,  publicist  for  the  Hays  of- 
fice, left  on  his  annual  holiday  this  week. 

k 

Joel  Sayre,  RKO  Radio  scripter,  leaves 
for  a   New  York  vacation  next  week. 

* 

A   month’s  vacation  in  Mexico  is  planned 
by  John  King,  20th  Century-Fox  contract 
player,  when  he  has  completed  his  cur- 

rent film  assignment. 
* 

Funeral  services  and  cremation  at  Los 

Angeles  Crematory  were  held  Monday  for 

Conway  Tearle,  60-year-old  stage  and 

screen  veteran,  who  died  at  St.  Vincent’s 
Hospital  of  a   heart  ailment.  Adele  Row- 

land Tearle,  his  widow,  survives. 

•k 

Rites  for  Mrs.  Ferdinand  A.  Datig,  wife 

of  M-G-M’s  casting  director,  were  ob- 
served at  the  Little  Church  of  the  Flowers 

in  Glendale  following  her  death  Sunday 
after  a   short  illness.  Her  husband  survives. 

k 

Morris  Stoloff,  head  of  Columbia’s  music 
department,  left  this  week  for  a   three- 
week  vacation  in  Honolulu. 

As  He  Joined  Roach 

While  A.  Edward  Sutherland  looks  on, 

Milton  H.  Bren,  vice-president  and 
production  chief  at  Hal  Roach  studios, 
signs  the  contract  which  brought 
Sutherland  into  the  Roach  fold  as  an 

associate  producer  and  director,  re- cently. 

Doane  Harrison,  Paramount  film  editor, 
headed  for  Bitter  Root  Valley,  Mont.,  this 

week,  for  a   month’s  vacation,  having  just 
completed  an  assignment. 

k 

Funeral  services  were  held  in  Pasadena, 
Friday,  for  the  Rev.  William  E.  McKenzie, 

father  of  Maurice  McKenzie,  executive  as- 
sistant to  Will  H.  Hays,  who  died  on 

Wednesday.  He  was  80  years  of  age. 
★ 

James  Cagney  arrived  in  Hollywood,  Fri- 
day, after  experiencing  a   first-hand  view 

of  the  havoc-creating  hurricane  in  the 
east.  He  was  vacationing  on  his  farm  at 

Martha’s  Vineyard,  Mass.,  when  the  ele- 
ments went  wild. 

k 

Planning  to  catch  the  world  premiere 

of  “There  Goes  My  Heart,”  October  6, 
Frank  Seltzer,  Hal  Roach  publicity  direc- 

tor, left  for  New  York  late  last  week. 
* 

George  Schneider,  Metro’s  musical  re- 
search chief,  is  vacationing  for  two  weeks 

in  New  York. 
* 

Allen  Jenkins  has  returned  to  the  film 
capital  after  a   short  vacation  in  New  York. 

* 

John  Payne  has  left  for  Roanoke,  Va„ 
his  home  town,  to  catch  the  opening  of 

“Garden  of  the  Moon,”  in  which  he  is 
starred. 

★ 

Director  Edward  Ludwig,  accompanied 

by  Samuel  Ornitz,  traveled  to  New  York 
over  the  weekend  for  a   short  vacation. 

★ 

A   baby  boy  was  born  last  week  to  Mrs- 
Paul  Wrangel,  wife  of  the  Metro  research 
director,  at  the  Queen  of  Angels  Hospital. 

Roscoe  Karns  was  to  check  out  of  Para- 

mount Friday  to  join  the  U.  S.  C.  foot- 
ball special  at  Columbus,  Ohio,  where  the 

Trojans  played  Ohio  State.  Following  the 
game,  he  was  to  continue  to  New  York  to 
take  in  two  World  Series  games. 

★ 

Nearly  1,000  persons  attended  the  first 
annual  United  Artists  studio  picnic  at  the 

Barney  Oldfield  ranch  in  the  San  Fern- 
nando  Valley. 

k 

Honeymooning  are  Ronald  Colman  and 
Benita  Hume,  after  their  surprise  marriage 
in  Montecito. 

k 

Albertina  Rasch,  Metro  dance  director, 
has  returned  from  her  New  York  vacation. 

k 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sol  Wurtzel  and  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Norman  Foster  are  planning  to  sail 
for  Mexico  City,  October  9,  to  spend  three 
weeks  in  that  country  on  vacation. 

* 

Claude  Binyon  and  Fred  MacMurray 

have  returned  from  a   ten-day  fishing  trip 
which  took  them  to  the  vicinity  of  Mount Whitney. 

k 

Due  to  return  next  week,  Joel  McCrea 
and  Frances  Dee  are  motoring  in  a   rented 
car  through  the  New  England  states. 

* 

Gail  Patrick  was  to  be  guest  of  henor  at 

the  world  premiere  of  Paramou  it’s  Bob 
Burns  starrer,  “The  Arkansas  Traveler,” 
at  the  Pulaski  Theatre  in  Little  Rock,  Ark., 
on  Friday.  She  left  Wednesday  to  make 
the  appearance,  following  which  she  goes 
on  to  Birmingham,  Ala.,  her  home  town, 

for  a   brief  visit. 
* 

Opening  of  the  Ice  Follies  at  the  Pan- 
Pacific  auditorium  was  attended  by  two 

parties  from  the  cinema  capital.  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Jules  Stein  guested  Anita  Loos, 
Fanny  Brice,  Mary  Loos,  Olympe  Bradna, 
Frieda  Inescourt,  Barbara  Trippett,  Mrs. 

Jock  Whitney,  Marjorie  Kelly,  Lorna 
Hearst,  Edgar  Bergen,  Joseph  Pasternak, 

Harry  Crocker,  Edward  Sutherland,  Car- 
ter Ludlow,  Morton  Downey,  and  Jack 

Benny.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Selmer  Chalif  en- 
tertained Anita  Louise,  Frances  Marion, 

G   wynne  Pickford,  Hedy  Lamarr,  Joan 
Bennett,  Julie  Heron,  Elsie  Janis  Wilson, 
Mary  Eloise  McCarthy,  Ida  Koverman, 
William  Bakewell,  James  Stewart,  Sid 
Grauman,  Gene  Markey,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Frank  Morgan,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  Joe  Brown,  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Ralph  Forbes,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Mer- 
vyn  LeRoy,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ray  Bolger. 

* 

Celebrating  his  first  vacation  in  three 
years,  Billy  Gilbert  gave  a   masquerade  at 
his  home  for  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Preston  Fos- 

ter, Mr.  and  Mrs.  Walter  De  Leon,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  W.  B.  Van  Dyke,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry 
Einstein  < Parky akarkus ) ,   Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Joe  Penner,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jack  Norton,  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Bradley  Page,  Mrs.  Fay  Shan- 
non, Norma  Talmadge,  June  Travis,  Louise 

Squires,  Dorothy  Lamour,  Elaine  Arden, 
Milton  Berle,  Dick  Lane,  and  George 
Jessel. 
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Plays  .   .   .   Possibilities 

", Kiss  the  Boys  Goodbye" 

A   comedy  in  three  acts  by  Clare  Boothe, 

“Kiss  the  Boys  Goodbye”  opened  at  Henry 
Miller’s,  September  28,  as  the  eighth  new 
play  of  the  season.  Staged  by  Antoinette 
Perry  with  settings  by  John  Root,  Guthrie 
McClintic  produced  with  a   cast  including 
Benay  Venuta,  Millard  Mitchell,  Philip 
Ober,  John  Alexander,  Sheldon  Leonard, 
Hugh  Marlowe  and  Helen  Claire.  The 
critics  on  it: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   . 
a   vastly  amusing  libel  .   .   .   (Miss  Boothe) 
withered  the  first  witnesses  with  a   barrage 
of  fun  long  before  the  last  curtain  fell  and 
maintained  the  swiftness  and  comedy  of 
the  earlier  scenes  in  a   mad  and  riproaring 
finale  .   .   .   More  important,  perhaps,  was 
the  birth  of  a   new  star,  Helen  Claire  by 
name  .   .   .   The  others  are  all  exceptionally 
fine  actors  and  actresses. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (three  stars) 
— The  producer  was  looking  for  someone 
to  play  the  role  of  the  heroine  in  another 

“Gone  With  the  Wind”  called  “Kiss  the 
Boys  Goodbye”  .   .   .   The  scout  thought  if 
he  could  expose  Cindy  Lou  to  the  wits  of 
the  Hollywood  circle,  make  her  small  and 
dumb  before  the  captious  producer,  the 
picture  part  would  go  to  his  Brooklyn  girl. 
But,  of  course,  he  reckoned  without  his 

Cindy  .   .   .   Tops  so  far  as  the  season’s 
comedies  have  gone  .   .   .   Miss  Claire  is 
wistful  and  tender,  in  the  proper  stage 
tradition;  fiery  and  convincingly  forceful 
when,  as  the  saying  is,  she  turns  on  the 
heat.  Benay  Venuta  is  the  contrasting 
tramp  from  Brooklyn.  The  two  are  well 
paired. 

John  Anderson,  Evening  Journal —   .   .   . 
waited  expectantly  through  two  straining 
and  overworked  acts  for  a   third  that  had 

the  authentic  though  tardy  fun  .   .   .   Cer- 
tainly Miss  Boothe  has  not  come  anywhere 

near  the  carbolic  hilarity  of  “The  Women.” 
She  has  studded  her  latest  comedy  with 
the  same  sort  of  glittering  malice  and 
filled  it  with  ground-glass  dialogue,  but 

the  play  simply  hasn’t  the  same  life  in  it, 
or  the  humorous  substance  .   .   .   An  excel- 

lent cast  did  everything  that  could  be 
done. 

Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — In 
its  brittle  fashion,  “Kiss  the  Boys  Good- 

bye” is  vigorous  comedy  and  its  play- 
wright’s scorn  for  her  puppets  is  enter- 

taining to  watch.  It  is  unfortunate  that 
the  narrative  seems  to  take  a   terribly  long 
time  to  pass  a   given  point  and  that  the 

point  doesn’t  turn  out  to  be  very  much 
.   .   .   The  leading  role  is  played  with  re- 

markable skill  by  Miss  Helen  Claire. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post —   .   .   .   Miss 
Boothe  provides  a   goodly  number  of  her 
tart  and  scatching  lines.  But  hilarious  as 

are  many  of  these  lines.  Miss  Boothe’s 
plot,  unfortunately,  never  keeps  within 
hailing  distance  of  her  dialogue  .   .   .   Helen 
Claire  is  unquestionably  a   find. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun — It  makes  a 
bright  little  play,  on  the  whole,  hard- 

surfaced. knowing  and  rather  feverishly 
witty.  If  you  have  been  wondering,  how- 

ever, it  isn’t  a   patch  on  “The  Women.” 

The  brightest  acting  is  contributed  by 
Helen  Claire. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — They  (the 
audience)  found  it  brilliantly  sardonic. 
This  reporter  must  confess  for  the  records 
that  it  seemed  flat  and  mechanical  to  him 
and  curiously  lacking  in  spontaneity  .   .   . 
No  one  can  say  that  Miss  Boothe  has  not 
given  her  literary  all  to  this  play.  She 
has  made  every  line  equally  bright  and 
devastating. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
It  is  not  as  screamingly  funny  as  “The 
Women,”  but  it  is  nevertheless  exceeding- 

ly funny  .   .   .   Helen  Claire,  whose  voice  is 
well  known  to  radio  fans,  shines  brilliantly 
in  her  first  real  major  Broadway  per- 

formance as  Cindy  Lou  Bethany,  the  girl 
from  the  Deep  South. 

New  York — This  is  the  third  in- 

stallment of  a   new  department  brief- 
ing the  opinions  of  the  Broadway 

critics  on  the  new  plays. 

“ Victoria  Regina”  resumed  its  run 
during  the  week.  Revivals  or  return 
engagements  will  not  be  covered. 

"30  Days  Hath  September" 

A   play  in  three  acts,  “30  Days  Hath 
September”  by  Irving  Gaumont  and  Jack 
Sobell  and  the  ninth  of  the  season  opened 
at  the  Hudson,  September  30.  Staged  by 
Bertram  Harrison,  Kirby  Grant,  Inc.,  pro- 

duced with  a   cast  including  Alison  Skip- 
worth,  Harry  Antrim  and  Leyla  Tyler.  In 
these  kind  words,  said  the  critics: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror — We 
doubt  that  April,  June  and  November,  or 
any  other  month  that  happens  to  catch 

your  fancy,  will  offer  a   much  worse  ex- 
hibit .   .   .   Why,  for  instance,  did  that  grand 

comedienne,  Alison  Skipworth,  select  it 
for  her  return  .   .   . 

B.  M„  Daily  News  (one  star) — The  ac- 
tors are  exposed  by  it,  the  audience  is 

bored  by  it,  the  authors  are  shorn  of  their 
confidence  and  the  backers  lose  their  in- 

vestment ...  It  aims  to  tell  of  a   smart 

grandmother  who  sought  to  help  a   favo- 
rite grandson  get  married  and  collect  some 

part  of  a   legacy  tied  up  by  his  grand- 
father’s will.  With  the  family  enmeshed 

and  crooks  in  command  of  the  conspiracy, 
a   fatal  accident  is  faked  and  the  chief 
crook  induced  to  tear  up  the  papers. 

J.  A.,  Evening  Journal — She  (Alison 
Skipworth)  deserves  the  best,  and  she 
must  have  been  thinking  that  herself  last 

night,  for  her  mind  didn’t  seem  to  be  on 
“30  Days  Hath  September.” 

R.  W.,  Herald-Tribune — Every  dramatic 
season  must  produce  such  disasters  and 
in  this  case  the  only  real  cause  for  regret 
is  that  this  shabby  vehicle  is  used  to  bring 
back  to  Broadway  one  of  its  most  valiant 
veterans  .   .   . 

J.  M.  B„  Evening  Post — It  was  good  to 
have  her  (Miss  Skipworth)  back  even  if  it 
was  distressing  to  find  her  mired  in  such 
hopelessly  heavy  fare. 

R.  L.,  Sun — Miss  Skipworth,  does  not,  I 
regret  to  say,  do  a   great  deal  to  further 

the  pretty  hopeless  cause  and  the  acting 
of  the  others  in  the  cast  is,  by  and  large, 
about  as  flat  as  the  play. 

B.  A.,  Times — It  is  a   singularly  footless 
study  of  legacies,  wills,  annuities,  elope- 

ments and  drunk  scenes  .   .   . 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — September 

may,  indeed,  have  30  days,  but  this  won’t. 

"Big  Blow" 
Theodore  Platt  is  the  author  of  “Big 

Blow,”  a   Federal  Theatre  project  and  the 
tenth  play  of  the  New  York  season.  With 
music  by  Hans  Bruno  Meyer  and  stage 
direction  by  Anton  Bundsmann,  Morris 
Ankrum  produced  at  the  Maxine  Elliott 
October  2.  The  cast  includes  Amelia  Ro- 

mano, Kendall  Clark,  Doe  Doe  Green, 
Gregory  Robbins,  Elizabeth  Malone  and 
Dorothy  Raymond.  The  critics  said  this: 

R.  C.,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   reaches  its 
climax  at  the  height  of  a   Florida  hurri- 

cane. Until  the  advent  of  that  rushing, 
leveling,  cutting  creation  of  malevolent 
nature,  it  had  been  a   rather  conventional 
rehash  of  the  material  contained  in  plays 
about  Southern  backwoodsmen  from 
“Rope”  to  “Tobacco  Road”  .   .   .   boasts  the 
assets  of  simplicity  and  earnestness,  but 
it  also  possesses  dullness  .   .   .   would,  we 
think,  stand  little  chance  for  a   run  on 
what  is  known  as  the  commercial  theatre. 

B.  M„  Daily  News  (three  stars) —   .   .   . 
a   tense  and  exciting  entertainment  .   .   . 
The  hurricane  was  recorded  for,  and  used 

in,  the  picture  called  “Hurricane”  and  is about  as  realistic  a   theatrical  prop  as  any 

I’ve  seen  or  heard  in  action  in  years  .   .   . 
tells  a   credible  story  convincingly,  achieves 
its  suspense  naturally  and  is  acted  and 
directed  with  fine  competence  .   .   .   Celie, 
the  orphan,  is  graphically  realized  by 
Amelia  Romano,  five  feet  of  repressed 
emotional  dynamite  with  a   working  brain 
and  a   definite  talent. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   .   Melo- 
dramatic contemplation  of  the  lives  and 

bad  habits  of  the  Florida  crackers  .   .   . 

make  the  citizenry  of  “Tobacco  Road” 
seem  by  comparison  to  be  members  of  cafe 
society  .   .   .   sufficiently  exciting,  I   sup- 

pose, in  its  entirely  superficial  fashion 
.   .   .   acting  is  good,  particularly  in  the  case 
of  Miss  Amelia  Romano. 

J.  M.  B.,  Evening  Post —   .   .   .   boasts  its 
decided  interest  for  the  first  three  of  its 

five  scenes  .   .   .   writing,  though  not  dis- 
tinguished, is  valid.  It  has  about  it  an 

air  of  authenticity  .   .   .   Had  it  been  storm- 
less, it  would  have  been  better. 

R.  L.,  Sun — The  acting  is  excellent  and 
in  at  least  two  instances  outstandingly 

good.  Dorothy  Raymond  is  notably  su- 
perior as  the  wind-dried  old  woman  of  the 

Nebraska  plains,  giving  sharp,  clean  out- 
lines to  a   full  length  portrait.  Amelia 

Romano  acts  the  part  of  the  girl  with  a 
fine  sincerity  which  fills  in  what  might 
have  been  the  merest  stencil. 

B.  A.,  Times —   ...  a   lusty  melodrama 
.   .   .   Platt’s  story  has  suffered  on  the  way 
from  bookstall  to  stage,  however.  The 
magnificent  description  of  the  storm  in 
the  novel,  as  well  as  much  of  the  charac- 

ter development,  is  all  but  lost  behind  the 
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Grand  National  May  Sell  Nearly 
Half  Million  Shares  in  California 

confines  of  the  footlights  and,  perhaps, 
due  to  an  uncertain  directive  hand,  the 
suspense  before  the  tornado  gains  its  full 
force  is  prolonged  to  the  point  where  the 
big  blow  borders  on  becoming  an  anti- 
climatic  breeze. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   lusty, 
gusty  melodrama  .   .   .   The  drama  rises 
slowly,  but  with  the  oncoming  of  the  storm 
it  gathers  speed  and  in  the  last  two  scenes 
reaches  a   furious  climax  in  which  human 
emotions  are  magnificently  blended  with 
the  raging  power  of  the  hurricane  .   .   . 
Little  Amelia  Romano  scores  a   decided 
triumph  as  the  orphan. 

Two-Performance  Run 

New  York  —   “Thanks  for  Tomorrow” 
which  opened  at  the  Bayes,  September  27, 
ran  exactly  two  performances  and  then 
went  to  the  warehouse. 

Sherman  Rapidly  Winds 

Up  His  Western  Schedule 
Producer  Harry  Sherman  expects  to 

have  his  quota  of  Zane  Grey  and  “Hop- 
along  Cassidy”  westerns  for  Paramount  re- 

lease on  the  1938-39  schedule  completed 
by  December  1. 

Yet  to  be  produced  are  one  Zane  Grey 

feature,  “Heritage  of  the  Desert,”  and  one 
“Cassidy” — tentatively  titled  “Stage  Coach 
Trail.”  Three  films  have  been  completed 
and  are  awaiting  release,  including  “The 
Mysterious  Rider”  and  two  “Cassidys” — 
“Sunset  Trail”  and  “Frontiersman.”  Cur- 

rently in  production  is  “Riders  of  the 
Range.” 

New  Concern  to  Absorb 

Three  Animated  Groups 
Incorporation  papers  for  the  Consoli- 

dated Corp.  were  filed  at  Sacramento  last 
week  by  which  the  firm  will  take  over 
three  concerns  handling  animated  cartoon 
productions  and  properties  of  Walt  Disney. 

The  new  company  absorbs  Walt  Disney 
Enterprises,  Walt  Disney  Productions  and 
Liled  Realty  and  Investment,  Inc.  Direc- 

tors listed  are  Walt  Disney,  Roy  Disney, 
Gunther  Lessing,  George  Morris  and  Ed- 

ward Francis.  Capital  stock  comprises 
200,000  shares  of  $10  par  value. 

RKO  Signs  /.  Barrymore 

For  "Great  Man  Votes" 
RKO  Radio  has  signed  John  Barrymore 

to  star  in  “The  Great  Man  Votes,”  sharing 
the  featured  bracket  with  Peter  Holden, 
7-year-old  stage  player  in  the  latter’s  film 
debut. 

Peter  arrived  in  Hollywood  Monday  to 
prepare  for  his  role,  the  picture  to  be  di- 

rected by  Garson  Kanin  and  produced  by 
Cliff  Reid.  John  Twist  scripted  from  an 
original  by  Gordon  Malherbe  Hillman. 

Borrow  David  Niven 
David  Niven  has  been  borrowed  from 

Samuel  Goldwyn  by  RKO  Radio  to  take  a 

featured  role  in  “Love  Match,”  the  Charles 
Boyer-Irene  Dunne  co-starrer  which  Leo 
McCarey  is  producing  and  directing. 

Simultaneous  with  the  release  at  a 

Chicago  sales  convention  of  Grand  Na- 

tional’s product  lineup  for  the  1938-39 
season  and  the  disclosure  there  by  Ed- 

ward Alperson  of  the  new  company’s  sales 
organization,  came  word  here  this  week 
that  the  State  Commissioner  of  Corpora- 

tions had  granted  GN  a   permit  to  issue 
and  sell  in  California  a   total  of  484,345 
shares  of  stock  in  the  newly-formed  com- 

pany. Of  these,  30,000  shares  are  pre- 
ferred stock  at  a   par  value  of  $10,  the 

balance  being  common  valued  at  $1. 

Although  the  official  product  announce- 
ment was  revealed  first  in  the  Windy  City, 

production  circles  in  Hollywood  learned 

of  the  revamped  company’s  ambitious  pro- 
gram through  an  elaborate  brochure  pre- 
pared and  distributed  here  by  Ted  Rich- 
mond, GN’s  publicity  director.  It  listed 

68  features  and  44  short  subjects  in  line 
for  production  and  distribution  during  the 
coming  season.  Forty-four  straight  fea- 

tures, 24  westerns,  18  two-reel  shorts  and 
26  one-reelers  are  scheduled. 

Largest  single  block  of  films  will  be  de- 

livered by  Franklyn  Warner’s  Fine  Arts 
Pictures,  with  26  pictures  on  its  lineup. 

In  commenting  on  the  SCC’s  stock  is- 
suance permit,  studio  attaches  declared 

that  details  of  the  complete  plans  for  per- 

fecting the  company’s  financial  structure 
were  to  be  revealed  at  GN’s  eastern  di- 

Local  legal  channels  overflowed  with  an 

abundance  of  litigation  affecting  mem- 
bers of  the  film  colony  during  the  week, 

developments  ranging  from  a   charge  of 
plagiarism  to  additional  chapters  in  the 
never-ending  history  of  talent  agent-client 
differences. 
The  plagiarism  complaint  found  20th 

Century-Fox  defending  itself  against  a 
$50,000  suit  filed  by  Margot  Fragey,  a 
writer,  who  petitioned  in  superior  court 
for  that  amount  in  damages  and  an  in- 

junction preventing  the  studio  from  fur- 
ther exhibiting  the  Sonja  Henie  musical, 

“My  Lucky  Star,”  on  the  allegation  that 
the  film  contained  portions  of  a   story 

written  by  her  under  the  title  “Skating 
Cinderella,”  which  she  claims  was  sub- 

mitted to  the  studio  and  rejected. 
Norma  Shearer  effected  a   compromise 

settlement  of  a   $3,000,000  tax  claim  against 
the  estate  of  her  husband,  the  late  Irving 
G.  Thalberg,  when  probate  court  approved 
and  accepted  her  offer  of  $754,239  in  satis- 

faction of  the  claim. 
Arthur  Sheekman,  scenarist,  filed  an  answer  in 

superior  court  to  the  complaint  filed  recently 

against  hint  by  the  Small  Co.,  agents,  in  which 

the  plaintiff  sought  $4,000  allegedly  due  in  com- 
missions for  representing  the  scrivener  and  charg- 

ing him  with  breaking  his  contract.  Sheekman 
contends  that  his  pact  was  with  Arthur  Landau, 

formerly  a   partner  in  the  agency,  and  that  Lan- 

dau’s departure  from  the  firm  automatically 
voided  the  agreement.  - 

The  state  labor  commission  was  the  scene  of 

visional  sales  meeting,  scheduled  to  open 
in  New  York  on  Wednesday. 

Losing  no  time  in  resuming  production 

activity  on  the  new  season’s  schedule, 
two  pictures  were  slated  to  roll  on  the  GN 
lot  during  the  week.  Fine  Arts  was  to 

get  “The  Long  Shot”  underway  with 
Charles  Lamont  producing  and  directing, 

while  Eugene  Frenke  scheduled  “Exile 
Express,”  starring  Anna  Sten,  to  go  into 
production  with  Gordon  Wiles  directing. 

Jack  Skirball,  vice-president  and  produc- 
tion supervisor,  was  set  to  remain  here 

until  the  pair  of  features  hit  the  cameras 
and  was  then  to  plane  out  for  New  York 
to  attend  the  sales  convention  there. 

Accompaning  Alperson,  GN’s  sales  chief, 
to  Chicago  were  Sam  Berkowitz,  execu- 

tive manager  of  Fine  Arts;  Morris  Safier, 
western  sales  manager;  W.  C.  Riter,  Los 
Angeles  exchange  manager;  James  Winn, 
San  Francisco  manager;  and  Bradley  Fish 
of  Salt  Lake  City.  Following  the  New 
York  meeting  Alperson  will  hit  key  cities 
throughout  the  country  on  a   flying  trip 

back  to  the  coast.  E.  W.  Hammons,  presi- 
dent of  Educational  and  holding  the  same 

position  in  the  new  GN,  left  for  Chicago 
and  New  York  last  week  after  spending 
several  days  at  the  studio.  He  plans  to  sail 

for  England  following  the  New  York  con- 
vention to  set  a   distribution  and  financing 

deal  with  a   production  company  there. 

another  agent-client  turmoil  when  the  hearing  on 

charges  by  Bradley  Page,  actor,  against  the  Gene 

Mann  agency  got  underway.  Page  alleges  mis- 
representation in  his  contract  and  charges  that 

Mann  illegally  split  the  10  per  cent  commission 

collected  on  Page’s  contract  with  a   third  party 
in  violation  of  the  state  private  employment  act. 

Denying  the  motion  of  defendants  for  dismissal, 
Superior  Judge  Robert  Kenny  has  ordered  set  for 
trial  the  $500,000  conspiracy  suit  filed  against 

Warner,  Pat  O’Brien,  contract  player,  Louella 

Parsons,  Jimmy  Fidler  and  others  by  Pat  O’Brien, 
free-lance  actor.  Judge  Kenny  also  directed  the 

county  clerk  to  issue  summonses  against  the  de- fendants. 

Going  on  trial  in  superior  court  was  another 

$500,000  damage  suit — that  filed  by  George  D. 
Lyons  against  Haven  MacQuarrie,  producer  of  the 

radio  show  “Do  You  Want  to  Be  an  Actor?’* 
Lyons  asserts  that  he  aided  MacQuarrie  in 

originating  the  program  under  a   partnership 
agreement  and  that  MacQuarrie  illegally  voided 
the  relationship  and  has  retained  all  the  profits 
from  the  broadcast. 

Upholding  his  attorney’s  contention  that  the 
complaint  did  not  show  sufficient  cause  for  ac- 

tion, Superior  Court  this  week  granted  John  W. 

Considine  jr.,  Metro  producer,  a   point  in  his  de- 
fense of  a   $150,000  damage  suit  filed  by  a   cousin, 

Vera  L.  Donellan,  recently.  Superior  Judge  Kenny 

sustained  Considine’s  demurrer  and  ordered  Miss 
Donellan  to  file  an  amended  complaint  within  ten 

days.  Her  original  complaint  charged  Considine 
with  having  her  falsely  arrested  and  held  at  a 
police  station  for  questioning. 

Dorothy  Lamour’s  complaint  against  the  Na- 
tional Broadcasting  Co.  Artists  Service  bureau,  in 

which  she  seeks  to  have  her  managerial  contract 
voided,  cla  ming  improper  representation,  took  a 

new  turn  when  the  State  Labor  Commission  or- 
dered the  NBC  attorneys  to  file  an  answer  to  the 

complaint  within  ten  days. 

Victorious  in  a   debtor  judgment  against  him 
was  Cecil  L.  Bartholomew,  father  of  Freddie,  when 
Court  Commissioner  Kurtz  Kauffman  decided  in 

his  favor  and  aga'nst  Attorney  Leonard  Meyberg, 
who  sued  to  recover  $7,877  in  fees  which  he  al- 

leged Bartholomew  owed  him. 

Fil mites’  Differences  Crowd  Court 
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Studio  Talent  Takes  It  on  Chin 

As  Craftsmen  Smile  With  Work 
While  the  steady  uptrend  in  production 

reflected  itself  in  satisfactory  reports  of 

work  calls  within  studio  labor  unions,  per- 
sonnel changes  and  contract  expirations, 

especially  among  the  acting  fraternity  and 
executive  rosters,  remained  at  high  levels. 

Among  day-by-day  workers,  extras  and 
bit-players  were  hardest  hit,  with  Central 
Casting  Corp.  reporting  September  to  be 
the  poorest  month  recorded  since  early  in 

the  year.  Only  slightly  more  than  14,- 
000  calls  cleared  through  the  casting  of- 

fice during  the  month,  as  compared  to 
more  than  25,000  in  July  and  an  almost 
equal  number  during  August. 

Workmen  Busy  at  Universal 

Technical  workers,  carpenters,  elec- 
tricians and  other  craftsmen  were  enjoy- 

ing a   field  day  at  Universal,  where  con- 
struction crews  were  being  augmented  to 

speed  up  its  rebuilding  and  remodeling 
program,  for  which  $1,000,000  has  been 
set  aside.  The  Studio  is  gearing  itself  for 

a   production  peak  in  mid-October  and,  in 
addition  to  overhauling  two  sound  stages, 
is  launching  construction  work  on  two  new 

stages  and  a   six-story  administration 
building. 

Talent  changes  were  heaviest  at  RKO 

Radio,  where  a   minor  exodus  was  in  prog- 
ress. Leaving  the  lot  at  the  expiration  of 

their  contracts  were  Jack  Arnold,  Milton 
Berle,  Willie  Best,  Mitzi  Green,  William 
Corson,  Cecil  Kellaway,  Parkyakarkus  and 
Frank  M.  Thomas,  all  featured  players. 
Two  members  of  the  writing  staff  also 

checked  out — Lionel  Houser  and  Marcella 
Burke.  Both  scriveners  reportedly  failed 
to  agree  with  their  respective  producers 

regarding  proper  treatment  of  screenplays 
to  which  they  had  been  assigned.  The 
Gower  Street  plant,  however,  lifted  its 
suspension  ban  on  Anne  Shirley  and  cast 

her  in  “The  Pure  in  Mind.”  She  had  been 

suspended  for  refusing  a   role  in  “Law 
West  of  Tombstone.” 

Several  Contract  Breaks 

Two  players  left  the  Warner  fold.  An- 
thony Averill  obtained  a   release  from  his 

contract,  effective  when  he  completes  his 

role  in  “Secret  Service  of  the  Air.”  Mel- 
ville Cooper,  character  actor,  also  de- 

parted, his  contract  completed. 
Winding  up  her  contract  after  a   year 

and  a   half  at  M-G-M  was  Phyllis  Welch, 

who  appeared  in  one  picture,  Paramount’s 
“Professor,  Beware,”  on  loan  from  the  Cul- 

ver City  plant.  She  heads  for  New  York 
to  appear  in  a   stage  play. 

Securing  his  release  from  his  personal 

contract  with  Harry  Sherman,  James  Elli- 
son reported  immediately  to  RKO  Radio 

on  a   term  deal. 

In  executive  brackets,  Monogram  an- 
nounced the  appointment  of  J.  P.  Fried- 

hoff  as  treasurer.  Arriving  several  weeks 
ago  from  the  New  York  office,  Friedhoff 

will  make  his  headquarters  here,  his  ap- 
pointment taking  effect  immediately. 

M.  H.  Hoffman  joined  Republic  as  an 
associate  producer,  having  sealed  the  deal 
in  New  York  with  Herbert  J.  Yates.  No 
assignment  has  been  handed  him  as  yet. 

Arthur  Lange,  musical  director,  wound 

up  his  contract  at  20th  Century-Fox,  while 
Edward  Ebele  rejoined  the  same  studio, 
returning  to  the  production  staff  after 

several  months’  absence. 

Community  Drive 
Has  Filmites  Aid 

With  $400,000  as  the  goal  to  be  sought 

as  the  film  capital’s  contribution,  scores  of 
screen  leaders  were  perfecting  final  de- 

tails for  the  industry’s  participation  in  the 
annual  Community  Chest  drive,  and  are 
already  hard  at  work  to  make  a   100  per 
cent  showing. 

Joseph  M.  Schenck  has  been  appointed 
general  chairman,  the  post  he  held  during 

last  year’s  drive,  and  has  organized  a   staff 
representing  virtually  every  studio  as  well 
as  other  groups  allied  with  the  film  world. 

Schenck,  asserting  that  the  industry 

“will  not  be  found  wanting  this  year,”  ap- 
pointed the  following  lieutenants  for  the 

campaign: 

Sam  Katz,  Metro;  George  Bagnall,  Para- 
mount; William  Koenig,  20th  Century- 

Fox;  Joseph  Nolan,  RKO  Radio;  Blayney 

Matthews,  Warners;  H.  A.  McDonald,  Co- 
lumbia; Edward  Muhl,  Universal;  Reeves 

Espy,  representing  Samuel  Goldwyn,  Wal- 
ter Wanger  and  United  Artists;  Ted  Rich- 

mond, Grand  National;  A.  S.  Rosenthal, 

Republic;  Mat  O’Brien,  Hal  Roach;  Sol 
Lesser;  Fred  W.  Beetson;  Abe  Lastfogel, 

for  talent  agents,  and  Ray  Klune,  Selz- 
nick  International.  Regular  meetings  of 
the  staff  are  to  be  held  weekly  at  20th 

Century-Fox  with  Schenck  presiding. 
Meantime  the  Motion  Picture  Relief 

Fund  pressed  ahead  with  its  plans  to  sur- 
vey the  unemployment  situation,  particu- 

larly among  extras  and  bit  players.  The 

special  committee,  headed  by  Edward  Ar- 
nold, met  to  hear  Campbell  McCulloch, 

head  of  Central  Casting  Corp.,  reveal  that 
only  4,000  extras  received  an  average  of 
one  work  call  per  month  from  January  to 
August  of  this  year,  and  that  the  average 

extra’s  earnings  was  not  more  than  $200 
for  the  period.  Selected  to  replace  Alex 
Freundlich  as  executive  secretary  of  the 
Fund  was  Wilma  Bashor. 

While  Schenck  and  his  lieutenants  were 

solidifying  the  details  of  their  Community 
Chest  drive,  however,  the  Screen  Actors 

Guild  board  of  directors  during  its  regu- 
lar Monday  night  meeting  voted  a   resolu- 
tion recommending  that  ten  per  cent  of 

the  contributions  made  to  the  Chest  by 

Thespic  members  of  the  film  colony  be 
turned  over  to  the  coffers  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Relief  Fund. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
MAD  MISS  MANTON.  THE  (RKO)— Snail- 

paced  comedy  murder  mystery  whose  im- 
pressive production  mounting,  occasional 

veins  of  genuine  humor  and  potentially 

fine  cast  are  completely  bogged  down  in 

a   maze  of  overdrawn,  overlong  and  trite 

situations.  The  leading  parts  are  badly 

suited  to  the  respective  talents  of  Bar- 

bara Stanwyck  and  Henry  Fonda.  Pro- 

duced by  P.  J.  Wolfson.  Directed  by  Leigh 

Jason. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Map  Parade  Plans 
For  the  Campaign 

While  the  “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year”  campaign’s  New  York  executive 
committee  was  launching  its  second  series 
of  nationwide  newspaper  advertisements 

ballyhooing  the  back-to-the-theatres  drive, 
Hollywood’s  committee  kept  apace  by 
rushing  plans  to  inaugurate  a   parade  of 
film  talent  to  spur  public  interest  amid 

the  screen  capital’s  movie-goers. 
Committee  members  here  met  with  the 

business  managers  of  the  various  studios 
to  discuss  ways  and  means  of  organizing 

the  parade  and  to  secure  pledges  of  co- 
operation and  support  from  each  film 

plant.  Acting  on  the  request  of  W.  H. 

Lollier,  Fox  West  Coast  Theatres  execu- 
tive and  a   member  of  the  committee,  the 

Los  Angeles  police  commission  has  granted 
permission  to  stage  the  parade,  tentatively 
slated  to  take  place  October  20.  Studio 
business  managers  were  requested  to  line 

up  a   number  of  stars  and  featured  play- 
ers from  each  studio  to  participate. 

Meanwhile,  the  all-industry  short  sub- 

ject, “The  World  Is  Yours,”  is  nearly  com- 
pleted. Technicolor  cartoon  sequences,  to 

be  inserted  in  the  reel,  are  being  spliced 

in  by  Basil  Wrangell,  who  directed  and  is 
cutting  the  film.  Nearly  every  Hollywood 
star  appears  for  a   flash  in  the  short,  which 
is  slated  for  distribution  in  virtually  every 

one  of  the  nation’s  17,000  theatres.  The 
musical  score  by  David  Snell  has  been  fin- 

ished and  turned  over  to  Wrangell. 

To  Direct  War  Film 
Wallace  MacDonald  has  been  assigned 

to  direct  “Life  Is  Cheap”  for  Producer 
Irving  Briskin  at  Columbia.  The  Shang- 

hai war  story  is  being  scripted  by  Mau- 
rice Rapf  and  Harold  Buchman  for  an 

October  15  starting  date. 

To  Direct  Colbert  Vehicle 

Mitchell  Leisen  has  been  assigned  to 

direct  “Midnight,”  with  Claudette  Colbert. 
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Radio  Broadcasts 

To  Normalcy  Again 
Back  to  normal  went  Radio  Row’s 

broadcasting  facilities  this  week  as  the 

European  war  scare,  which  caused  in- 
numerable program  cancellations  and  sev- 

eral hectic  days  and  nights  of  watchful- 
ness, abated.  Subsiding  of  the  rush,  dur- 

ing which  Station  KNX,  Columbia  net- 
work outlet  here,  remained  on  the  air 

for  92  consecutive  hours  and  other  net- 

work and  independent  stations  were  oper- 
ated on  comparable  scales,  left  local 

executives  free  once  again  to  concentrate 
on  the  regular  fall  program  setup. 
New  shows  opening  during  the  week 

included  Eddie  Cantor’s  variety  hour  for 
Camel  Cigarettes;  Joe  Penner’s  broadcast, 
which  was  to  be  launched  Thursday  after 

a   week’s  postponement;  the  Woodbury 
Playhouse,  with  Charles  Boyer  in  the  dra- 

matic lead;  Silver  Theatre,  with  Fredric 
March  holding  down  the  thespic  spot;  and 
two  education  programs,  piped  through 
Station  KECA,  under  the  auspices  of  the 
Los  Angeles  Board  of  Education. 

Debuting  October  14  will  be  a   variety- 
musical  broadcast  with  Jack  Haley,  stage, 
screen  and  radio  comic,  starred.  Two 
days  later  the  Joe  E.  Brown  airer  gets  the 
gun,  both  over  CBS.  Still  another  new 

presentation,  Texaco’s  Star  Theatre,  was 
in  the  rehearsal  stages  and  due  to  be 
gunned  next  week  with  Adolphe  Menjou, 
Charlie  Ruggles,  Una  Merkel  and  Ned 
Sparks  in  the  lineup.  A   CBS  offering,  it 
is  being  produced  by  Bill  Bacher. 
Announcement  came  from  New  York 

during  the  week  that  early  in  January, 

1939,  a   new  one-hour  show  sponsored  by 

Kellogg’s  Cereals  will  make  its  appearance, 
emanating  from  the  local  CBS  studios. 

John  J.  Reber,  vice-president  of  the  J. 
Walter  Thompson  Advertising  agency, 
which  is  handling  the  deal,  arrived  this 
week  to  look  over  available  film-radio 
talent. 

Reelection  of  nine  incumbent  members 

of  the  board  of  directors,  plus  the  nam- 
ing of  two  additional  members,  featured 

the  annual  election  of  the  American 
Federation  of  Radio  Artists,  held  last  week. 
Newcomers  are  True  Boardman  and  Gale 
Gordon,  while  those  retained  included  Ben 

Alexander,  Edward  Arnold,  Jean  Hersholt, 
Warren  Hull,  Lanny  Ross,  James  Walling- 
ton,  Forrest  Barnes,  Hector  Chevigny  and 
Ed  Ludes. 

Several  changes  in  the  National  Broad- 

casting Co.’s  Pacific  Coast  personnel  struc- 
ture were  made.  Transferring  from  San 

Francisco  was  Cliff  Anderson;  Cameron 
Prudhomme  becomes  producer  of  dra- 

matic programs,  in  a   shift  from  produc- 
tion manager;  Robert  Seal,  coming  from 

Columbus,  Ohio,  becomes  production  man- 
ager, and  Van  Fleming,  a   producer,  leaves 

the  organization.  Lew  Crosby  and  Bob 
Thonge  have  left  the  KFI-KECA  an- 

nouncing staff. 

Estabrook  Cuts  Pact 
Howard  Estabrook  has  terminated  his 

producer-writer  contract  with  Samuel 
Goldwyn. 

" I'm  From  Missouri "   Is 

Back  on  Shooting  Slate 
A   re-shuffling  of  shooting  schedules  at 

Paramount  has  placed  “I’m  From  Mis- 
souri,” starring  Bob  Burns,  on  the  line 

once  more  after  it  was  recently  postponed 
indefinitely.  This  move  necessitates 

Burns’  withdrawal  from  the  cast  of  Cecil 
B.  DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific.” 

Based  on  a   novel  by  Homer  Croy,  “I’m 
From  Missouri”  is  being  scripted  by  John 
Moffitt  and  will  hit  the  cameras  Novem- 

ber 7   with  Theodore  Reed  directing  for 
Producer  Paul  Jones.  Gladys  George  has 
the  feminine  lead  opposite  Burns. 

Rogers  Signs  13-Year-Old 

Singer  lor  "Star  Maker" Charles  R.  Rogers  has  signed  Beverly 

Jane  Stillwagon,  13-year-old  singer,  to 

appear  in  “Star  Maker,”  the  filmization 
of  the  life  of  Gus  Edwards  which  Rogers, 

ex-production  chief  of  Universal,  has  in 
preparatory  stages.  The  juvenile  player, 
who  will  be  known  on  the  screen  as  Linda 

Ware,  appeared  in  superior  court  during 

the  week  to  have  her  aunt,  Anna  Cathe- 
rine Stillwagon,  appointed  her  legal  guar- 

dian. Her  father  opposed  the  move. 

Richard  Harlan  Promoted 
Richard  Harlan  has  been  promoted  to  a 

full  directorship  at  Paramount  after  sev- 
eral years  as  an  assistant  director.  Re- 

lieved of  his  assistant  director  assignment 

on  “Ambush,”  Harlan  starts  immediately 

to  megaphone  “Radio  Troubador,”  the 
Spanish-language  feature  starring  Tito 
Guizar  which  Dario  Faralla  is  making  for 
Paramount  as  one  of  a   series  of  four. 

OPTIONS 

— Columbia 

DANNY  WEBB  signed  to  appear  in  leading 

role  in  a   series  of  12  short  subjects  to  be  pro- 
duced by  Jules  White. — Metro 

JACK  CARLETON,  New  York  stage  player, 
signed  to  term  acting  contract.  First  screen  role 

will  be  in  “Spring  Dance.” 
JOHNNY  WEISSMULLER  signs  new  three-year 

contract  to  make  a   trio  of  “Tarzan”  pictures. 
DORRELL  and  STUART  McGOWAN  sign  writ- 

ing contracts,  as  does  BRADFORD  ROPES. 

EDITH  FITZGERALD  joins  writing  depart- ment. 

TOM  NEAL  and  JACK  CARLTON,  New  York 

stage  players,  sign  acting  contracts. 

SPANK Y   MCFARLAND  of  “Our  Gang”  fame, 
draws  new  acting  contract. 
— Paramount 

EDWIN  MAXWELL,  veteran  character  actor, 

signed  as  technical  advisor  and  dialogue  director 

on  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific.” 
ISA  MIRANDA,  Italian  star,  held  for  another 

term.  She  is  preparing  to  make  her  American 

debut  in  “Hotel  Imperial.” 

— 20th  Century-Fox 
JOHN  CAMPBELL  joins  publicity  staff. 
ERNEST  PASCAL  joins  writing  department  on 

one-picture  deal. 
— Universal 

GEORGE  BECK  signed  to  writing  contract.  He 
will  do  a   Deanna  Durbin  script. 
EDWARD  LUDWIG  held  for  another  directorial 

chore  following  his  recent  “That  Certain  Age.” 
— Warner  Bros. 

EDDIE  ALBERT  draws  long-term  acting  con- 
tract. 

TERRY’  MORSE,  who  has  been  in  the  cutting 
department,  draws  a   new  contract  as  a   director. 

First  assignment  will  be  the  initial  “Jane  Arden” 
vehicle  in  the  projected  series. 

LLOYD  BACON  draws  new  long-term  direc- 
torial contract.  He  has  been  with  the  company 

for  12  years.  Next  chore  is  “Oklahoma  Kid,” 
starring  James  Cagney. 

KEN  GAMET,  writer,  held  for  another  term. 

Agents  Nix  Guild 
Joint  Huddle  Idea 

The  Screen  Actors  Guild’s  recently- 
adopted  amendment  calling  for  the 

“franchising”  of  talent  agents  represent- 
ing members  of  the  acting  fraternity  ran 

into  a   few  snags  when  developments 
emanating  from  the  Artists  Managers 
Guild,  an  organization  of  talent  agents, 

indicated  that  difficulties  may  be  en- 
countered before  adoption  of  the  plan  has 

been  amicably  arranged. 

The  SAG  committee  earlier  in  the 

week  revealed  its  19 -point  agent  fran- 

chising program  in  a   meeting  attended 

by  125  of  the  independent  percenters. 

The  agents  strenuously  protested 

clauses  limiting  managerial  pacts  to 

one  year.  Committees  representing  the 

independents,  the  AMG  and  the  SAG 

are  to  meet  next  week  to  continue 

the  discussion. 

At  the  same  time,  however,  the  AMG, 
through  President  M.  C.  Levee,  declared 

that  “cordial  relations”  prevailed  between 
it  and  the  SAG,  although  Levee,  as  spokes- 

man for  the  group,  had  declined  the  SAG’s 
invitation  to  the  AMG  to  participate  in  a 
mass  meeting  Wednesday  night  at  which 
ramifications  of  the  licensing  plan  were 
to  be  explained.  Levee,  denying  the  truth 
of  reports  which  immediately  sprang  up  to 

the  effect  that  the  AMG  had  lodged  a 

complaint  with  the  National  Labor  Rela- 
tions Board  against  the  SAG  plan,  de- 

clared, in  refusing  the  invitation,  that  any 

discussions  of  the  project  should  be  han- 
dled by  committees  representing  each 

group  rather  than  at  the  mass  meeting 
planned  by  the  SAG. 

The  AMG,  earlier  in  the  week,  took 
steps  which  were  interpreted  as  a   means 

of  tightening  its  defenses  when  it  admit- 
ted 15  additional  agents  into  its  mem- 

bership and  appointed  a   committee  to 
represent  the  organization  in  any  huddles 
that  might  be  scheduled  with  the  SAG. 

It  was  to  this  committee  that  Levee  re- 
ferred in  suggesting  that  negotiations  be 

conducted  through  it  by  a   committee  des- 
ignated by  the  SAG. 

“We  believe  that  any  problems  which 
might  come  before  such  committees  are 

deserving  of  deliberate  consideration,” 
Levee  declared  in  his  letter  declining  the 

SAG’s  invitation,  “and  are  not  such  as 
can  be  properly  digested  in  a   large  meet- 

ing which  is  at  best  a   cumbersome  method 
of  dealing  with  problems  requiring  clarity 

of  perception.” The  SAG,  nevertheless,  was  to  hold  its 
membership  meeting  at  the  scheduled 
time,  giving  no  indication  that  it  would, 

as  suggested  by  the  AMG,  have  a   commit- 

tee meet  with  that  of  the  agents’  organi- zation. 

Independent  agents,  not  members  of  the 
AMG,  met  early  in  the  week  to  discuss  the 
SAG  licensing  plan  and  the  effect  its 
operation  will  have  upon  them. 
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Liberal  Factions 

Line  Up  Schedule 
Politically  and  socially,  Hollywood’s  lib- 

eral factions  are  making  preparations  for 
an  imposing  schedule  of  early  fall  ac- 

tivities, with  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League,  the  Motion  Picture  Artists  Com- 

mittee and  the  Hollywood  branch  of  the 
Associated  Film  Audiences  in  the  fore- 
front. 

Highlighting  the  array  of  meetings  dur- 
ing the  next  few  weeks  will  be  the  sched- 

uled visit  of  Harold  L.  Ickes,  Secretary  of 
the  Interior,  whose  address  at  the  Shrine 
Auditorium,  October  19r  is  not  only  being 
partially  sponsored  by  the  Anti-Nazi 
League,  but  will  also  be  attended  by  scores 
of  Hollywood  notables.  Listed  on  the  wel- 

coming committee  for  Secretary  Ickes  are 
John  Ford,  Samuel  Ornitz,  Ira  Gershwin, 
Dudley  Nichols,  Jerome  Kern,  Melvyn 
Douglas,  Philip  Dunne,  Kenneth  Mac- 
gowan,  Miriam  Hopkins,  Donald  Ogden 
Stewart,  Marian  Spitzer,  Dorothy  Parker, 
Alan  Campbell,  Herbert  Biberman,  Sidney 
Buchman,  Edwin  Justus  Mayer,  Lewis 
Milestone,  Irving  Pichel,  Viola  Brothers 
Shore,  Frank  Tuttle,  Maxwell  Shane,  Har- 

lan Thompson,  Gale  Sondergaard,  Made- 
leine Ruthven,  Charles  Brackett,  Charles 

Butterworth,  Robert  Benchley,  Francis 
Goodrich,  Albert  Hackett,  John  Bright, 
Philip  Kiefer,  Cliff  Mace,  Maurice  Mur- 

phy, Johnny  Green  and  Thomas  E.  Jack- 
son. 

Meantime  the  Associated  Film  Audi- 
ences has  named  Margarete  Clark,  a   mem- 

ber of  the  Board  of  Education,  as  tem- 
porary chairman  of  its  Hollywood  branch 

and  has  announced  plans  to  immediately 
launch  a   membership  drive.  The  local 
AFA  branch  was  formerly  known  as  the 
Freedom  of  the  Screen  Committee,  and 
lists  Herbert  Biberman,  John  Ford,  Walter 
Wanger,  Miriam  Hopkins  and  other  screen 
figures  as  charter  members. 

Scheduled  for  Friday  was  the  Anti-Nazi 

League’s  annual  membership  meeting,  at 
which  reports  of  League  activities  for  the 
past  year,  and  an  outline  of  the  program 
for  the  coming  year  were  to  be  the  main 
points  of  business.  Donald  Ogden  Stew- 

art, League  chairman;  Dorothy  Parker  and 
Cedric  Belfrage  were  to  be  among  the 
speakers. 

Reported  as  an  overwhelming  success 
was  the  Motion  Picture  Artists  Commit- 

tee’s “circus  party,”  held  Sunday  at  the 
home  of  Mrs.  Ira  Gershwin.  On  hand  as 
hostesses  were  Luise  Rainer,  Virginia 
Bruce,  June  Travis,  Gloria  Stuart,  Louise 
Hovick  and  Gale  Sondergaard,  while  en- 

tertainment and  general  handling  of  the 

affair  was  arranged  by  the  Women’s  Com- 
mittee of  the  MPAC.  Proceeds  were  do- 

nated to  the  fund  for  relief  of  women  and 
children  of  democratic  Spain. 

Borrow  Harry  Warren 

Metro  has  borrowed  Harry  Warren, 
tunesmith,  from  Warner  to  work  on  song 

numbers  for  “Honolulu,”  the  Eleanor  Pow- 
ell starrer. 

SCRIPTERS 

— Columbia 

KEN  ENGLUND,  borrowed  from  Paramount,  to 

polish  “That  Woman’s  Here  Again.” 
SHERIDAN  GIBNEY  to  “Our  Wife,  ”an  Everett 

Riskin  production  which  will  co-star  Jean  Ar- 
thur and  Cary  Grant. 

HAROLD  BUCHMAN  to  “Outside  These  Walls,” 
an  original  by  Frederick  Reyher. 

FRED  NIBLO  JR.  to  “First  Edition.” 

MIKE  SIMMONS  to  “Massing  Daughters.”  Irv- 
ing Briskin  will  produce. 

MAURICE  RAPF  to  “Parents  on  Trial,”  which 
Irving  Briskin  will  produce. 
— Samuel  Goldwyn 

JAN  FORTUNE  to  collaborate  with  ANTHONY 

VE1LLER  on  “The  Last  Frontier.” 
— Metro 

EVERETT  FREEMAN  to  “Milady  Goes  Along,” 
an  original  by  James  Edward  Grant,  which 
Frederick  Stephani  will  produce. 
MARION  PARSONNET  teamed  with  JANE 

HALL  on  “These  Glamour  Girls.”  Sam  Zimbalist 
is  the  producer. 
— Paramount 

STUART  PALMER  to  an  original  “Bulldog 
Drummond”  for  Stuart  Walker’s  production 
guidance. 
IRVING  REIS  and  ROBERT  YOST  to  an  un- 

titled original  for  Anna  May  Wong. 

MAURY  RYSKIND  to  “Man  About  Town,”  the 
Jack  Benny  starrer. — Principal 

DAVID  SILVERSTEIN  to  “Wrings  of  Tomor- 
row,” which  will  star  Tommy  Kelly. 

IAN  HUNTER  and  HERBERT  CLYDE  LEWIS 

polishing  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,”  the  next  Bobby 
Breen  vehicle.  RKO  Radio  releases. 
— RKO  Radio 

JOSEPH  PAGANO  and  DALTON  TRUMBO 

teamed  on  “Born  to  Fly,”  the  Douglas  Corr.gan 

picture. 
CLARENCE  YOUNG  to  “The  Dove,”  being  con- 

sidered as  a   remake  from  “The  Girl  of  the  Rio,” 
produced  in  1932. 
— Republic 

MAXWELL  SHANE  to  “Federal  Man  Hunt.” 
ALICE  ALTSCHULER  and  MIRIAM  GETGER 

to  “Stand  Up  and  Sing,”  having  completed  “Lady 

in  the  News.” RING  LARDNER  JR.  and  HERBERT  C.  LEWIS 

complete  “Federal  Man  Hunt”  for  Producer  Ber- 
nard Vorhaus. 

STANI  EY  ROBERTS  to  “Three  Texas  Steers,” 
which  William  Berke  will  produce  as  a   Three 
Mesquiteers  western.  Also  being  shaped  up  for 

the  sagebrush  trio  are  “Red  River  Range,”  on 
which  I   UCI  WARD  is  working,  and  “Santa  Fe 

Stampede.” OLIVE  COOPER  to  “Strongheart.”  which  Her- 
man Schlom  will  produce  starring  Tommy  Ryan. 

MAXWELL  SHANE  to  “Federal  Man  Hunt.” 
— 20tli  Century-Fox 

NAT  FERBER  to  “Coney  Island.”  latest  addi- 
tion to  the  studio’s  winter  production  schedule. 

Alice  Faye  will  have  one  of  the  leads. 

WALTER  BULLOCK  writing  dialogue  for 

“Falling  Star,”  a   David  Hempstead  production 
which  will  co-star  Don  Ameche  and  Alice  Faye. 

It  is  Bullock’s  first  assignment  as  a   scrivener 
since  lie  left  the  song-writing  ranks. 

BROWN  HOLMES  to  “Heart  Interest,”  an 
original  by  George  Bradshaw. 

PETER  MTI  NE  to  the  next  “Mr.  Moto”  picture. 
NAT  FERBER  to  an  original  based  on  the 

American  Leg;on. 
FRANCES  HYLAND  and  ALBERT  RAY  to  the 

third  of  the  “World  of  Sport”  series,  which  Jerry 
Hoffman  will  produce. 

M.  M.  MUSSELMAN  to  “Song  of  the  Islands.” — Universal 

CHARLES  GRAYSON  to  “The  Baltimore  Bub- 

ble,” story  with  a   dancing  background.  Burt 
Kelly  will  produce. 

EDMl'ND  L.  HARTMANN  to  “Call  Me  a   Liar,” 
an  original  by  Jerry  SackhHm,  whRh  Irving  Starr 
will  produce  as  a   Crime  Club  mystery. 

MANNY  SEFF  to  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an  Honest 

Man.”  the  W.  C.  Fields-Edgar  Bergen-Charlie  Mc- 
Carthy vehicle. 

WALLACE  SULLIVAN  to  an  untitled  original. 
— Warner  Bros. 

VTNCENT  SHERMAN  to  “Concentrat:on  Camn.” 

ALBERT  DE  MOND  comnletes  “Guttersnipes,” 
set  as  a   vehicle  for  the  “Dead  End”  kids. 
MAURICE  LEO  and  WALLY  KLETN  to  “Mak- 

ing a   Hit,”  slated  as  a   Dick  Powell-Rosemary 
Lane  co-starrer. 
LAWRENCE  KIMBLE  to  an  untitled  original 

to  be  used  as  one  of  the  “Jane  Arden”  series. 
FRANK  DONOGHUE  and  DON  RYAN  to 

“Cavalcade  of  Crime.” 

NORMAN  REILLY  RATNE  to  “The  Roaring 
Road,”  an  automobile  racing  story. 

A   Comedy  Chore 
Paramount  has  assigned  William  Wright 

the  production  chore  on  the  first  of  the 
new  series  of  Charlie  Ruggles-Mary  Bo- 

land comedies.  George  Archainbaud  will 
direct.  Laura  and  S.  J.  Perelman,  Lloyd 
Corrigan  and  Monte  Brice  are  scripting. 

Two  of  Paramount's 
Foreign  Chiefs  Here 
Paramount’s  Marathon  Street  studio 

assumed  a   cosmopolitan  aspect  this  week 
as  its  guest  list  recorded  the  names  of 

two  company  sales  executives  who  head- 
quarter in  foreign  lands. 

Set  to  arrive  Wednesday  was  John  B. 
Nathan,  general  manager  in  Argentina, 
Paraguay  and  Uruguay,  who  was  to  check 
in  for  his  first  Hollywood  visit  in  18  years. 
Nathan  has  been  in  New  York  in  home- 
office  conferences  and  planned  to  spend  a 
few  days  here  looking  over  the  product 

lineup  and,  particularly,  the  studio’s  Span- 
ish language  quota,  before  returning  to 

his  South  American  office. 

Currently  at  the  studio,  winding  up  a 
three-month  stay  in  the  United  States,  is 
J.  W.  Piper,  manager  of  the  Tokyo,  Japan, 

office.  He  reported  that  the  Sino-Japan- 
ese  conflict  had  virtually  nullified  the  im- 

portation of  American-made  films,  while 
Japanese  production  companies  are  sup- 

plying the  country’s  1,700  theatres  with 
approximately  500  features  annually. 
Piper  was  due  to  leave  over  the  weekend 
for  his  headquarters. 

Expected  here  Thursday  after  spending 
a   few  days  in  San  Francisco  were  Scott 
R.  Dunlap,  production  head  of  Monogram, 
and  W.  Ray  Johnston,  company  president. 
They  visited  the  San  Francisco  exchange 
and  conferred  with  Mel  Hulling,  its  opera- 

tor, on  the  studio’s  1938-39  product.  Ac- 
companying the  executives  were  Mrs.  Dun- 

lap and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ralph  Bettinson. 

Checking  out  of  Republic,  Sunday,  was 
James  R.  Grainger,  president  of  Republic 
Pictures  Corp.  and  general  sales  manager. 

He  spent  two  weeks  at  the  North  Holly- 
wood plant  conferring  with  M.  J.  Siegel, 

production  head,  and  other  studio  execu- 
tives, and  closed  a   sales  deal  with  War- 

ners Pacific  Coast  Theatres  circuit  while 
here.  Grainger  heads  for  New  York, 
stopping  off  in  San  Francisco,  Salt  Lake, 
Denver,  Minneapolis,  Chicago  and  Charles- 

ton, N.  C.,  en  route. 

Leaving  at  the  same  time  was  Sidney  R. 

Kent,  president  of  20th  Century-Fox,  who 
wound  up  his  visit  to  the  studio  after  ten 
days  of  huddles  with  Darryl  F.  Zanuck, 
Joseph  M.  Schenck  and  others. 

Checking  in  at  Republic  on  Wednesday 
was  William  Saal,  vice-president  of  the 
company,  coming  out  from  New  York  for 
an  indefinite  stay.  Though  no  official  an- 

nouncement as  to  the  purposes  of  his  trip 
was  made  by  the  studio,  it  was  considered 

probable  that  Saal’s  visit  will  be  of  a 
routine  nature,  concerned  with  looking 

over  the  plant’s  production  lineup  for  the new  season. 

Vorhaus  Directs  Next  Breen 

Bernard  Vorhaus  will  direct  “Fisher- 
man’s Wharf,’’  the  next  Bobby  Breen 

starrer,  which  Sol  Lesser  will  produce  for 
RKO  Radio  release.  Filming  will  start 
October  20  on  location  in  San  Francisco. 
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CLEARANCE  PROBLEM  RAISING  OBSTACLE  TO 

"GREATEST  YEAR"  CAMPAIGN  IN  LOS  ANGELES 
Extension  of  Quiz  Time 

Is  Urged  as  a   Break 

For  Independents 

Jurisdictional  Row  Stymies 

Theatre  Staff  Union  Drive 

Los  Angeles — All  is  not  sunshine  and 

roses  with  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year”  campaign  insofar  as  a   number  of 
small  independent  showmen  in  this  locality- 
are  concerned. 

Sour  notes  began  to  creep  this  week  into 
the  general  aura  of  enthusiasm  which  had 
enshrouded  the  drive  since  its  inaugura- 

tion here  when,  at  a   scheduled  “pep” 
meeting  held  at  the  offices  of  the  Inde- 

pendent Theatre  Owners  of  Southern  Cali- 
fornia, a   number  of  protests  were  regis- 

tered against  the  drive  and,  particularly, 
against  the  methods  employed  in  conduct- 

ing the  Movie  Quiz  contest. 

Centered  chiefly  on  the  contention  that 
the  drive  cannot  possibly  benefit  them 
because  the  Quiz  Contest  will  have  ended 
before  they  have  been  given  an  oppor- 

tunity to  play  most  of  the  pictures  listed 

as  entrants,  the  10,  15  and  20  cent  “grind” 
and  subsequent  run  house  operators  claim 
the  entire  drive  in  the  southern  Califor- 

nia area  is  doing  a   nosedive  insofar  as 
producing  additional  boxoffice  revenue  or 
stimulating  audience  interest  is  concerned. 

To  substantiate  this  assertion,  the  pro- 
testing exhibitors  point  to  the  steadily  de- 

clining sale  of  “Quiz”  booklets  in  this  ter- 
ritory. 

A   check  at  the  Paramount  exchange, 
which  is  handling  the  sale  and  distribution 

of  the  accessories  and  “Quiz”  booklets 
locally,  uncovered  the  information  that  ap- 

proximately 300.000  of  the  booklets  are 
currently  listed  as  surplus  and  are  lying 
in  the  exchange  uncalled  for.  Further, 
the  Paramount  exchange  revealed  that  an 
order  for  an  additional  100.000  booklets 
placed  with  it  by  the  Fox  West  Coast  cir- 

cuit was  canceled  this  week.  Up  until 
Wednesday  of  this  week  a   total  of  1,873,000 

“Quiz”  booklets  had  been  sold  and  dis- 
tributed to  exhibitors  in  this  area,  the  ex- 

change reported.  Of  these,  1,747,000  were 

" Algiers "   Bows  Out 
For  "Drums" San  Francisco — After  a   s’X-week  run. 

United  Artists'  "Algiers''  left  the  1,200- 
seat  United  Artists  Theatre  here  to 

make  way  for  Alexander  Korda's 

"Drums."  The  latter  film,  to  exploit 
which  the  Indian  boy-actor,  Sabu,  was 

brought  here  from  Los  Angeles,  is  con- 
sidered certain  to  run  at  least  a   month, 

Herman  Cohen  is  owner  of  the  inde- 

pendent first-run  outlet. 

Los  Angeles — Pending  settlement  of  a 
jurisdictional  dispute  with  the  Interna- 

tional Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage  Em- 
ployes, which  called  a   halt  to  its  organiza- 

tional activities  here  some  months  ago,  the 

Theatrical  Managers,  Agents  and  Treas- 
urers’ Union,  Local  5,  has  virtually  ceased 

operations  here  and  has  closed  its  head- 
quarters. 

Information  to  this  effect  was  disclosed 
by  E.  A.  Lake,  temporarily  occupying  the 
post  of  secretary-treasurer.  He  revealed 
that  Murray  Pennock,  business  manager 

of  the' local  and  one  of  the  instrumental 
factors  in  raising  the  chapter’s  member- 

ship total  to  approximately  250,  had  re- 
signed and  returned  to  New  York. 

The  TMAT  moved  in  avowedly  to  or- 
ganize ticket-sellers  and  house  managers 

in  local  legitimate  theatres.  After  report- 
ing itself  successful  in  this  campaign,  it 

turned  its  attention  to  unionizing  house 
managers,  assistants  and  other  employes 
of  the  Fox  West  Coast  circuit.  Here  it  ran 
into  a   jurisdictional  snag  when  the  IATSE 
— of  American  Federation  of  Labor,  as 
is  the  TMAT — charged  the  latter  union 
with  encroaching  upon  its  territory.  The 
dispute  was  submitted  to  the  National 

ordered  and  called  for  on  the  opening  week 
of  the  drive. 

Total  expenditures  for  “Quiz”  books  and 
other  campaign  accessories  in  this  terri- 

tory, thus  far,  total  $11,675,  according  to 
figures  disclosed  by  the  exchange. 

Week-by-week  sales  tabulations  on  the 
booklets  follow: 

Sepf.  2     1,747.000 

Sept.  9       82,500 

Sept.  16      13,500 

Sept.  23      20,000 

Sept.  30      1,000 

First  3   days  of  wk.  of  Oct.  8     9,000 

These  showmen’s  protests  against  what 
they  term  the  ineffectiveness  of  the  drive 
were  lodged  with  Charles  P.  Skouras — 
president  of  Fox  West  Coast  Theatres  and 

chairman  of  the  exhibitors’  local  campaign 
committee — and  with  Robert  Poole,  gen- 

eral secretary  of  the  ITO.  Pleas  to  have 
the  deadline  for  the  Movie  Quiz  contest, 
now  set  at  December  31,  extended  for  sev- 

eral weeks  in  order  to  permit  small  show- 
men to  book  and  run  the  Quiz  pictures, 

were  also  made  to  Poole  and  Skouras.  Both, 
however,  indicated  they  would  take  no 
action,  averring  that  the  protests  are  to 

Labor  Relations  Board  via  a   petition,  which 
in  turn  was  forwarded  to  New  York. 

Lake  reported  that  the  TMAT  would  re- 
sume operations,  if,  as  and  when  its  tan- 

gle with  the  IATSE  was  settled. 

Projectionists  Continue 

Los  Angeles  Parleys 

Los  Angeles — With  at  least  two  more 
conferences  in  sight  before  contracts  are 
signed,  Projectionists  Local  50,  IATSE, 
met  again  with  first-run  theatre  managers 
here  on  Wednesday  to  resume  discussions 
on  new  contracts  to  replace  those  which 
expired  the  last  of  September. 

Confidence  again  was  expressed  by  the- 
atre officials  and  union  executives  that 

terms  of  the  agreement  would  be  decided 

upon  and  signatures  affixed  with  a   mini- 
mum of  argument  and  delay.  Theatres 

affected  include  the  Paramount,  Pantages, 
Hillstreet,  State,  Chinese,  Hollywood  and 
Downtown. 

Scheduling  no  conferences  this  week, 
officials  of  Stagehands  Local  33,  IATSE, 
are  to  meet  with  Fox  West  Coast  execu- 

tives next  week  to  continue  their  negotia- 
tions for  a   new  contract  for  the  union 

workers  with  the  theatre  chain. 

be  considered  direct  problems  of  the  New 
York  campaign  committee. 

Poole,  currently  engaged  in  compiling 
data  from  subscribers  to  the  campaign  to 
garner  authentic  reports  as  to  what  effect 
the  drive  has  had  on  the  collective  south- 

ern California  boxoffice,  declared  that  in 
the  San  Diego  area  and  in  Arizona,  par- 

ticularly in  smaller  communites  where  ex- 
hibitors are  lending  more  effort  and  co- 

operation, excellent  results  are  being  re- 
ported. He  designated  local  metropolitan 

exhibitors  as  “blase”  in  their  handling  of 
the  campaign,  however,  and  asserted  that 

most  of  them  are  “merely  satisfied”  with 
the  results,  to  date,  of  the  drive.  A   few, 
he  admitted,  are  registering  complaints. 
The  data  which  he  now  is  tabulating  is 
expected  to  be  disclosed  within  the  next ten  days. 

Skouras,  although  bearing  the  air  of 
enthusiasm  which  he  expressed  when  the 
campaign  opened  here,  was  silent  as  to 
whether  it  had  benefited  the  boxoffice  in 
his  FWC  theatres. 

Nace  Circuit  Buys 

Phoenix,  Ariz. — The  Harry  L.  Nace  cir- 
cuit here  has  booked  Warner  product  in 

its  14  houses  for  the  1938-39  season. 
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gOBBY  Carruthers,  17-year-old  son  of 
Don  Carruthers,  owner  of  the  Coronado 

Theatre  in  Coronado,  was  eliminated  in 
a   singles  match  by  Donald  Budge  at  the 
Pacific  Southwest  tennis  tournament  last 

week  Bobby  is  currently  the  national  jun- 

ior men’s  singles  champion. 

Andy  Anderson  and  Harry  Rackin  of 
Exhibitors  Service,  Inc.,  have  returned 

from  a   three-day  business  trip  to  Imperial 
Valley  and  Arizona  .   .   .   Guy  Gunderson, 
United  Artists  salesman,  was  to  toss  his 
fourth  annual  stag  at  his  Santa  Anita 
Canyon  cabin  on  Saturday.  Approximately 
100  theatre  operators  and  exchangemen 
were  invited  to  help  do  away  with  the  three 
deer  which  Gunderson  rounded  up  for  the 
occasion. 

Completing  a   selling  trip  to  Indio  and 
the  Imperial  Valley,  Fred  Gage  and  Ken 
MacKaig,  United  Artists  salesmen,  have 
returned  here  .   .   .   Stopping  here  for  only 

a   short  time  on  Monday  were  W.  J.  Heine- 
mann,  western  sales  manager,  and  William 
Scully,  general  sales  chief  for  Universal. 
They  pulled  out  immediately  for  San 
Francisco,  intending  to  return  by  the  end 
of  the  week  .   .   .   Ronald  Vincent,  owner 
of  the  South  Coast  Theatre  at  Laguna 
Beach,  was  a   Filmrow  visitor. 

Grover  Parsons,  Republic’s  western  sales 
manager,  visited  Francis  Bateman,  local 

exchange  manager,  last  week  and  then 
headed  back  to  his  San  Francisco  head- 
quarters. 

A   baby  boy  was  born  Thursday  to  Mrs. 
Robert  M.  Harris,  wife  of  the  head  of  Fox 
West  Coast  ticket  department,  at  the  Santa 
Monica  Hospital. 

A   sore  throat  and  a   touch  of  influenza 
sent  Kay  Schaefer,  secretary  to  C.  T. 
Lynch  at  Metro,  home  from  work  last 
week. 

To  handle  the  campaign  in  connection 

with  the  opening  of  Metro’s  “Marie  An- 
toinette,” Jim  Schiller,  publicity  man  con- 

nected with  the  M-G-M  exchange,  traveled 
to  San  Diego  last  week. 

Out  for  a   week’s  motor  trip  went  Ralph 
Carmichael,  office  manager  at  M-G-M, 
and  his  wife,  who  is  employed  at  the  Uni- 

versal exchange. 

Don  Austin,  who  manages  the  Fox  The- 
atre in  Santa  Paula  for  Fox  West  Coast, 

(Continued  on  page  40-0 

Borg  Buys  Salinas  Lot 
But  Has  No  Plans  Yet 

Salinas,  Cal. — Lawrence  Borg,  operator 
of  several  houses  in  northern  California, 

has  purchased  a   150-foot  frontage  on  the 
corners  of  Alisal  and  Main  here.  The 

price  is  understood  to  be  around  the  quar- 
ter-million mark. 

Borg  already  operates  one  theatre  in 

Salinas,  the  700-seat  Crystal,  in  associa- 
tion with  John  Peters,  so  it  is  not  known 

whether  construction  of  a   second  house 

is -planned  for  the  near  future. 

Other  theatres  in  which  Borg  is  in- 

terested include  the  900-seat  Uptown,  500- 

seat  State  and  1,400-seat  Fox  in  Napa, 
and  the  1,100-seat  President,  downtown 
subsequent-run  in  San  Francisco. 

O'Neill-Bowles  Marriage 
Climaxes  Long  Friendship 
San  Francisco — A   theatre-business  ro- 

mance culminating  a   long  friendship  start- 
led northern  California  Filmrow  with  the 

elopement  to  Reno,  Nev.,  of  Peggy  O’Neill 
and  A.  M.  Bowles,  division  manager  of 
the  territory  for  Fox  West  Coast. 

Miss  O’Neill,  noted  all  over  the  Pacific 
Coast  for  her  direction  of  stage  offerings, 
for  the  past  two  years  has  been  in  charge 
of  presentations  for  the  Golden  Gate,  local 

RKO  first-run  outlet.  Prior  to  that  time 
she  had  headed  the  stage  division  of  the 
Warfield  Theatre,  one  of  the  three  FWC 
first-run  houses  here. 

Decker  Names  Hi  Peskay 

Majestic  Exchange  Head 
Los  Angeles — Hi  Peskay,  formerly  of 

Grand  National,  has  been  appointed  man- 

ager of  the  newly-established  Majestic 
Pictures  exchange  here  by  S.  K.  Decker. 
Peskay  goes  to  work  October  10  and  will 
announce  his  sales  force  at  that  time. 

"Faust”  Reception  Fair 
San  Francisco — Max  Reinhardt’s  elab- 

orate production  of  “Faust,”  moved  to  the 
Civic  Auditorium  here  after  its  perform- 

ance in  the  Hollywood  Bowl,  rated  only 
fair  response  from  critics  and  public. 
Lenore  Ulric,  Conrad  Nagle,  and  Margo 
were  among  the  stellar  cast. 

ID)  IE  M   V   IE  R 
^■HE  Webber,  a   Fox  house,  has  reopened after  being  closed  all  summer.  Harry 
Lane,  formerly  at  Walsenburg,  Colo.,  has 

been  brought  in  as  manager.  The  Web- 
ber was  one  of  five  Denver  houses  that 

closed  as  an  economy  measure,  and  is  the 
last  one  to  reopen. 

Chas.  R.  Gilmour,  Gibralter  Enterprises 
theatres  head,  on  a   business  tour  of  their 
houses  in  New  Mexico  and  southern  Colo- 

rado. E.  J.  Schulte  of  Casper,  Wyo.,  a 

member  of  the  company,  is  making  the 
trip  with  Gilmour.  On  this  trip  they  are 
completing  arrangements  to  take  over  the 
Grand  at  Rocky  Ford,  Colo.,  from  J.  J. 

Goodstein.  Gibralter  is  buying  this  pro- 
perty, as  well  as  the  property  of  the  Rialto 

in  Loveland,  Colo.,  where  Gibralter  has 
been  operating  for  some  time.  The  Rocky 
Ford  transfer  will  be  made  October  16,  and 

will  give  the  group  32  houses  in  Colorado, 
Wyoming,  Nebraska  and  New  Mexico. 

The  Tabor,  a   subsequent  Fox  house,  will 

go  to  vaudeville  three  days  a   week — Fri- 
day through  Sunday,  with  a   single  feature 

on  the  screen.  From  Monday  through 

Thursday  the  old  policy  of  double  features 
will  remain.  The  stage  show  will  be  the 

old  vaudeville,  with  five  acts  and  no  mas- 
ter of  ceremonies. 

After  spending  a   short  time  here,  Ben 
Fish,  district  manager  for  United  Artists, 
continued  on  to  the  New  York  meeting  of 
district  and  division  managers. 

Mrs.  Frank  Sheffield,  secretary  to  A1 
Hoffman,  UA  exchange  manager,  is  ill  at home. 

Lon  T.  Fidler,  boss  of  the  Monogram 
exchanges  here  and  in  Salt  Lake  City,  left 
on  a   business  trip  to  that  city,  and  points 
between. 

Starting  with  a   purse  of  $5  and  adding 
$2.50  weekly  the  Rocky  Mountain  Screen 

Club  has  added  Bank  Night  to  its  Satur- 
day night  attractions.  The  drawings  will 

be  held  at  10:30,  and  as  is  the  rule  with 
Bank  Night  in  theatres,  the  member  whose 
number  is  drawn  will  have  to  be  present 
to  claim  the  money.  The  ladies  of  the 

club  are  getting  under  way  with  their  ac- 
tivities for  the  fall.  With  bridge  and 

Bingo  scheduled  for  Wednesdays  of  this 
month,  the  climax  will  come  with  the 

Hallowe’en  party  on  October  29.  This  is 
always  one  of  the  big  events  of  the  year, 
and  the  club  rooms  are  usually  packed. 
Prizes  go  to  the  best  costumes. 

Your  Best  Friend! 
GOOD  ADVERTISING! 

Our  monthly  theatre  calendars  have  proven  to  be  a   real  friend  to 

many  box  offices.  The  appealing  effect  on  the  public  tends  to  have  it 

in  their  homes  where  at  a   glance  they  may  obtain  information  as  to 

their  amusement  for  the  evening. 

National  Theatre  Calendar  &   Printing  Co. 
2165  Broadway  Denver,  Colorado 

Governor  Martin  Endorses 

Motion  Picture  Campaign 
Portland,  Ore. — An  endorsement  by 

Gov.  Charles  H.  Martin  of  the  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign  came  in 
the  form  of  a   statement  urging  public 

participation  “in  this  great  movement  .   .   . 
and  to  partake  in  the  $250,000  Movie 

Quiz.” 

The  governor’s  statement  was  issued 
following  a   visit  from  Ted  R.  Gamble, 
Oregon  chairman  of  the  drive,  and  Albert 

Finkelstein  and  Bob  White,  all  of  Port- 
land. 
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24 
FEATURE  PRODUCTIONS 

12 
Excellent 

Attractions 

Season 

1938-1939 

12 
Box  Office 

Attractions 

2301 *Thanks  for  Listening 
Pinky  Tomlin 
Maxine  Doyle 

2302 *   Swing  It  Professor 
Pinky  Tomlin 
Paula  Stone 

2303 ★Devil  Diamond 
Frankie  Darro 

June  Gale 

2304 
★Young  Dynamite 

Frankie  Darro 

Charlotte  Henry 

2305 Yellow  Cargo In  Preparation 

2306 The  Thoroughbred 
Toby  Wing 

Kenneth  Duncan 

2307 Flying  Fists 
J.  Farrel  McDonald 
Fuzzy  Knight 

2308 Million  Dollar  Racket In  Production 

2309 Amateur  Crook In  Production 

2310 Clipped  Wings 
Lloyd  Hughes 
Rosalind  Keith 

2311 
Sky  Racket In  Preparation 

2312 Million  to  One Joan  Fontaine 
Reed  Howes 

^   Special  Productions 

2313 ★The  River  Patrol In  Preparation 

2314 ★Mother  of  the  World In  Preparation 

2315 
★Anything  for  a   Thrill 

Frankie  Darro 

June  Johnson 

2316 ★Broken  Blossoms Triumphant 

Dolly  Haas 

2317 The  Speed  Demon 
Muriel  Evans 

Rex  Lease 

2318 Mile-O-Minute  Love In  Production 

2319 Dynamite  Delaney In  Preparation 

2320 

Fury  Below 
Russell  Gleason 
Maxine  Doyle 

2321 
Bars  of  Hate Regis  Toomey Sheila  Terry 

2322 

Singapore  Sal In  Preparation 

2323 The  Shadow  Speaks In  Preparation 

2324 The  Reno  Flyer In  Preparation 

^   Special  Productions 

6 
KERMIT  MAYNARD 

Based  on  Stories  by 

JAMES  OLIVER  CURWOOD 

12 

EPIC  WESTERNS 

6 
COL.  TIM  McCOY 

Produced  by 

SAM  KATZMAN 

ROARING  SIX  GUNS 
FIGHTING  TEXAN 
WHISTLING  BULLETS 
VALLEY  OF  TERROR 
ROUGH  RIDING  RHYTHM 
THE  APACHE  TRAIL 

LIGHTNING  CARSON  RIDES 
RETURN  OF  THE  TERROR 

OUTLAWS'  PARADISE 
CODE  OF  THE  CACTUS 
TEXAS  WILDCAT 
TRIGGER  FINGERS 

MAJESTIC  DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
REpublic  3138  Formerly  All  Star  Pictures  LOS  ANGELES 
REpublic  3139  1928  SOUTH  VERMONT  AVENUE  CALIFORNIA 
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Y’ISITORS:  From  Hollywood  came  Joan Davis  and  Jack  Healy,  comedians,  and 
Starlet  Marjorie  Weaver,  to  brighten  first 

showings  of  “Hold  That  Co-Ed’’  at  the 
FWC  Warfield  .   .   .   En  route  to  the  film 

capital  after  a   perilous  near-drowning 
in  the  Pacific  Northwest  was  Marjorie 

Tanner,  niece  of  David  Selznick  .   .   .   R.  E. 

Rehbach  of  the  Budde  Publications,  who’s 
often  earned  his  title  of  San  Francisco’s 
Winchell,  swears  that  Irene  Dunne  and 

Ginger  Rogei’s  were  among  the  guests  of 
Tallulah  Bankhead,  currently  seen  here 

in  the  stage  play,  “I  Am  Different,”  when 
the  stage  star  entertained  a   large  party  at 

one  of  the  city’s  Bohemian  North  Beach 
resorts. 

Eddie  Cantor’s  daughter,  Edna  June, 
and  new  husband,  James  F.  McHugh  jr., 
were  here  on  their  honeymoon  .   .   .   Edmund 

Lowe  paid  a   flying  visit  to  Palo  Alto  to 
attend  to  business  affairs  resulting  from 

the  death  of  a   relative  living  in  the  north- 
ern California  city. 

Just  along  the  Row:  Wally  Feehan  is 
confined  to  his  home  with  flu  .   .   .   Max 

Morris’s  Western  Poster  gang  are  getting 
set  for  the  big  remodeling  which  will  give 
that  organization  more  space  to  work  in 
and  more  things  to  do  for  exhibitors  .   .   . 

Bill  Helm  of  Niles  is  taking  another  vaca- 

tion at  Hoberg’s  (the  third  this  year,  if 
our  count’s  right)  .   .   .   NBC’s  Lloyd  Yoder 
has  just  bought  himself  a   lot  on  Belvedere 
Island,  and  will  start  building  right  away. 

Bruce  Johnstone  is  back  again  after 
selling  some  new  ticket  machines  to  various 

exhibitors  in  the  territory  .   .   .   Bruno  Vec- 
charelli  is  back  after  a   trip  to  Gilroy. 

A   Commission  Suit 

Faced  By  Laemmle 
Los  Angeles — Charging  that  he  has  not 

been  paid  the  commission  promised  him 

for  handling  the  deal,  “Doc”  Barsky,  local 
theatre  broker,  has  filed  suit  in  superior 
court  against  Kurt  Laemmle,  who  recently 
purchased  the  Franklin  Theatre,  on  North 
Figueroa  St.,  from  Harry  Rackin. 

The  amount  allegedly  due  Barsky  was 
not  set  forth  in  the  complaint. 

Arthur  Unger  to  Coulter 
In  Northern  California 

San  Francisco — Arthur  Unger,  for  the 

past  several  years  advertising  and  sub- 

scription x’epresentative  of  Boxoffice 
through  the  western  states,  has  been  ap- 

pointed northern  California  repesentative 
for  Coulter  Premiums. 

Unger  has  established  himself  at  177 

Golden  Gate  Ave.  on  San  Francisco’s 
Filmrow,  and  from  his  combination  display- 
and-storage  headquarters  will  service  ex- 

hibitors in  this  area. 

Bill  Quinn,  veteran  theatre  man,  is 
southern  California  representative  located 
in  Los  Angeles. 

Highlights  of  the  Coulter  line  includes 

Mexicali  colored  pottery  ware,  Harker  hot 
ovenware,  and  the  Taylor,  Smith  and 
Taylor  china  line,  and  new  Dresserware 
sets. 

Unger  stated  there  are  more  than  40 

theatres  in  northern  California  using  Coul- 
ter Premiums  successfully. 

-HOTEL 

BRfVGDRT 
•   FREE  OUTDOOR  SWIMMING  POOL  •   LUXURIOUS 

CATHEDRAL  LOBBY  •   DINING  ROOM  •   SIDEWALK 

CAFE  •   COCKTAIL  ROOM  •   NEAR  BUSINESS  CENTERS 

YET  SECLUDED  AND  QUIET  •   FREE  PARKING 

ALL  OUTSIDE  ROOMS.O., 

Each  With  Private  Bath... 
SINGLE 3; DOUBLE 

BUNGALOW  SUITES  SET  IN  TROPICAL  GARDENS 

From  535  PER  WEEK  lor  TWO,  AMERICAN  PLAN 

From  625  PER  WEEK  lor  TWO,  EUROPEAN  PLAN 

•••^-HOLLYWOOD 
CALIFORNIA 

S   HE  A   T   T   IL  IE 
gILL  PARKER,  publicity  chief  for 

M-G-M  in  the  Northwest,  was  called 

to  Califoi-nia  when  his  father,  Julius  Par- 
ker, was  killed  in  an  auto  wreck  while  driv- 
ing from  San  Francisco  to  Los  Angeles. 

Pai'ker  sr.  lived  in  Seattle  for  a   good  many 
years  and  was  a   pioneer  in  the  suit  and 
cloak  business  here  .   .   .   Twenty-eight 
friends  of  Rex  Stevenson  attended  a   good- 

bye dinner  given  in  his  honor.  The 
mother  of  Tony  Filigno,  Fox  booker,  pre- 

pared the  meal  and  a   good  time  was  had 
by  all.  A   present  of  silverware  was  given 
to  Rex  as  a   memory  token.  Rex  for  the 
past  few  years  has  been  head  booker  for 
the  Danz  Sterling  Theatres.  He  did  not 
say  what  his  new  connections  will  be  in 
San  Francisco,  the  city  where  he  will 
headquarter. 

Joe  Rosen  field  back  from  a   business  trip 
to  New  York  and  once  more  looking  after 

the  interests  of  Evergreen  circuit  in  Spo- 
kane where  he  is  city  manager  .   .   .   Jack 

Flannery  of  National  Screen  has  packed 
his  bag  and  is  off  for  a   business  trip 
through  Oregon  and  Montana  .   .   .   Art 
Aronson  of  Southern  Poster  Co.  is  on  his 

way  home  after  visiting  with  Don  Beck- 
man of  Western  Poster  in  Seattle  and 

Portland  .   .   .   James  R.  Grainger  in  the 
Northwest  looking  over  situations  with  J. 
T.  Sheffield  and  Grover  Parsons  all  of 
Republic  Pictures  .   .   .   Mrs.  Roy  Brobeck 

celebrating  her  birthday  by  cooking  a   spe- 
cial dinner  for  Roy  Pollock  sr.  who  left 

for  Cottage  Grove,  Ore. 

Bud  Denton  of  the  M-G-M  office  catch- 

ing a   16-pound  salmon  and  pi’oud  of  it 
.   .   .   Senior  and  Beryl  Mercy  in  from  Ya- 

kima to  pick  up  a   wire-haired  tender  to 
take  back  for  a   pet  .   .   .   Ned  Edris  back 
from  a   plane  trip  to  Los  Angeles  .   .   .   A1 
Goldstein  still  with  the  foot  in  a   cast  and 

hopes  to  get  the  thing  off  in  a   couple  of 
weeks. 

Glenn  Hughes,  director  of  the  University 
of  Washington  division  of  drama,  is  hoping 
for  early  approval  for  an  application  for 
WPA  labor  to  construct  a   new  penthouse 
theatre  on  the  university  campus. 

Wins  Billboard  Permits 
San  Francisco — City  permission  has  been 

granted  the  local  Foster  &   Kleiser  outdoor 
advertising  organization  to  erect  seven  new 
billboards  in  various  suburban  locations 

around  San  Francisco,  four  24-sheet  stands 
and  three  six-sheet  stands. 

Berko fi  to  Build 
Los  Angeles — Lou  Berkoff,  owner  of  the 

La  Tosca  Theatre  here,  will  start  con- 
struction immediately  on  a   new  600-seat 

house  at  Pico  Blvd.  and  Manhattan  Ave. 

Plans  have  been  approved  and  Berkoff  is 
awaiting  a   building  permit. 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN”  Facts 
The  difference  between  tough  times  and 

good  times,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  is 

“A  Burch  in  your  lobby” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 
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checked  in  at  FWC  headquarters  for  a 
conference. 

Mike  Newman,  exploitation  man  work- 
ing out  of  the  Columbia  exchange  here,  is 

in  Seattle  handling  the  opening  of  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You.” 

S£i uu-orin--
-  «- 

In  for  conferences  with  W.  B.  Calloway, 
district  manager,  is  William  P.  Gordon, 

manager  of  the  Warner  exchange  in  Salt 
Lake  City. 

Rotus  and  Julian  Harvey,  brothers,  who 
operate  several  theatres  in  San  Francisco 
and  the  Bay  district,  were  Filmrow  visitors. 

Visitors:  Ivan  Rowley,  of  the  Ward 

Theatre,  Pismo  Beach;  Earl  Calvert,  opera- 
tor of  the  Lompoc  in  Lompoc;  Harry  Gold- 

berg, in  from  his  National  Theatre  in 
National  City;  and  Ashley  Woods,  who 
runs  the  Chino  in  Chino. 

N.  P.  Jacobs,  RKO  Radio’s  branch  man- 
ager, is  in  Arizona  on  business. 

Massie  Wodlinger,  traffic  manager  for 
Goldberg  Film  Delivery,  is  back  from  a 

three-week  business  trip  which  took  him  to 
Tucson  and  Phoenix. 

It  was  erroneously  reported  in  a   recent 
issue  of  Boxoffice  that  the  La  Jolla  The- 

atre, a   local  house,  was  a   unit  in  the  Fox 
West  Coast  circuit  and  that  it  had  been 

shut  down.  The  La  Jolla  is  owned  and  op- 
erated by  B.  J.  Leavitt  and  has  not  gone 

dark. 

SALT  LAKE 
^^ITHIN  two  weeks,  Maurice  Saffle,  local 

Metro  exchange  manager,  leaves  for 

Paris  on  a   prize  trip  he  won  in  a   com- 
pany sales  competition.  For  a   while,  be- 

fore the  Four  Powers  got  together  on  the 
dismemberment  of  Czechoslovakia,  Saffle 
feared  he  would  not  get  to  make  the  trip. 

In  its  third  straight  week  at  the  Studio 

here,  “Boys  Town”  is  still  packing  them  in 
.   .   .   E.  Bradley  Fish,  local  GN  ex- 

change manager,  was  in  Chicago  attending 
a   company  regional  meeting  .   .   .   An  Arts 
Building  to  house  a   Little  Theatre  is  now 
a   proud  possession  of  Eureka,  Utah. 

The  national  industry  drive  was  ex- 
plained last  week  to  the  Salt  Lake  Adver- 

tising Club  by  J.  E.  Madsen,  UA  office 

manager  here  .   .   .   The  new  Murray  The- 
atre, Murray,  Utah,  was  to  open  October  5. 

NTS  outfitted  the  700-seat  house. 

New  manager  of  the  Mario  Theatre  at 
Sugarhouse,  a   local  suburb,  is  Ray  Taylor, 
formerly  assistant  at  the  Centre  Theatre 
here  .   .   .   George  Smith,  operator  of  the 
Gem  and  Empress  at  Magna,  Utah,  has 
remodeled  both  properties  .   .   .   Viola  Kori- 
kas  of  Sheffield- Republic  offices  here  has 
wound  up  her  Idaho  vacation. 

Visitors:  Actor  Stuart  Erwin,  Radio 
Commentator  Graham  McNamee,  Republic 
Publicist  William  Fall. 

Warner  Pacific  Circuit 

In  100%  Republic  Buy 
Los  Angeles — Republic  has  sold  its  en- 

tire 1938-39  output  to  Warner’s  Pacific 
Coast  theatre  circuit,  it  was  announced 

here  this  week.  James  R.  Grainger,  Re- 
public sales  chief;  Francis  Bateman,  man- 

ager of  the  local  exchange;  and  Grover 
Parsons,  western  sales  supervisor,  handled 
the  deal,  with  Lou  Halper  sitting  in  for 
Warner. 

Product  will  be  booked  into  Warner 

houses  in  Santa  Barbara,  San  Pedro,  San 

Bernardino,  Fresno,  Huntington  Park,  Bev- 
erly Hills,  Hollywood  and  Los  Angeles,  in 

California;  Salem,  Oregon;  and  Aberdeen 
and  Hoquiam,  Washington. 

Gibraltar  Enterprises 

Buys  Rocky  Ford  House 
Denver — The  Gibraltar  Enterprises  will 

take  possession  October  16  of  its  newly 
acquired  Grand  Theatre  at  Rocky  Ford, 

according  to  Charles  R.  Gilmour,  presi- 
dent of  the  company. 

Gibraltar  has  also  bought  the  theatre 
building  in  Loveland,  Colo.,  which  it  was 
operating  under  lease.  These  purchases 
are  in  line  with  a   policy  of  expansion  that 
the  firm  has  set  for  itself. 

Acquisition  of  the  Rocky  Ford  Theatre, 
which  will  now  be  closed  for  redecorat- 

ing, brings  the  total  of  Gibraltar  houses 
to  32.  Gibraltar  confines  its  activities  to 

Colorado,  Wyoming,  New  Mexico  and 
western  Nebraska. 

Higher  Admission  Back 
Southgate,  Cal.  —   D.  B.  Irvine’s  Gem 

Theatre  has  gone  back  to  its  15-cent  gen- 
eral admission  price  after  experimenting 

for  three  weeks  on  a   10-cent  scale. 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  BE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“Theatre  Equipment  Specialists” 
Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 
1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

J^ORMAN  GOODMAN  of  Carlton  is  back from  a   vacation  at  Victoria,  B.  C.  On 

Portland’s  Filmrow  he  announced  the  sale 
of  his  house  in  Willamina  which  he  has 

operated  for  the  past  two  years.  The 

purchaser,  Warren  Roof  of  Southern  Cali- 
fornia, has  been  in  the  show  business  at 

Long  Beach  for  eight  years.  He  will  re- 
model the  Willamina  house. 

Bob  Narsden  and  Denny  Hull  from 
Marshfield  were  recent  Portland  visitors 

.   .   .   Jack  Dailey,  Paramount  publicity  ex- 
pert from  Hollywood,  is  expected  down 

from  Seattle.  He  was  formerly  with  the 
Paramount  Theatre  here  and  is  a   friend 

of  Jim  O’Connell  of  Eugene  .   .   .   Sam 
Whiteside  of  Corvallis  had  a   big  season 
with  Jack  Kloepper  of  United  Artists. 

Mrs.  Harriett  Edwards  of  Reedsport  is 

back  from  a   three- week  trip  through  Yel- 
lowstone park.  She  visited  relatives  on  the 

way  in  Montana  .   .   .   George  Hunt  added 

his  name  to  the  Row’s  visitors  list,  from 
Medford  .   .   .   Others  were  Don  Radabaugh 

from  Roseburg;  Claude  Smith  from  Tilla- 
mook; Ted  Francis  from  Newberg,  and 

Harry  Percy  of  White  Salmon  .   .   .   Helen 

Bush,  Jack  Kloepper’s  secretary,  is  visiting 
her  mother  in  Medford. 

George  Smith,  Paramount  district  man- 
ager, is  expected  from  San  Francisco  .   .   . 

Vete  Stewart  wants  everyone  to  know  he’s 
just  completed  a   deal  with  Tri-State  cir- 

cuit, the  last  in  his  territory  .   .   .   W.  W. 
Hickman  of  Southern  Oregon  was  on  the 
Row  ...  So  was  George  Roy  of  the  State 
Theatre  in  Eugene,  and  Bill  Ripley  of 
Longview. 

Jack  Flannery  of  National  Screen  Ser- 
vice in  Seattle  was  down  looking  the  situa- 

tion over  .   .   .   Mike  Newman  has  been  driv- 

ing everybody  crazy  with  “You  Can’t  Take 

It  With  You.” 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

“Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 

1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

’’LOVE  LIFE  OF  A   GORILLA" 

"CHILDREN  OF  LONELINESS" 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
-   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  - 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES AIR  CONDITIONING 
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BLONDUE — Arthur  Lake,  Penny  Singleton,  Dorothy 
Moore,  Larry  Simms.  Producer:  Robert  Sparks. 
Director:  Prank  Strayer.  Original:  Chic  Young. 
Screenplay:  Robert  Flournoy. 

TRAIL  OF  THE  TUMBLEWEED — Charles  Star- 
rett.  Iris  Meredith,  Bob  Nolan,  Sons  of  the 
Pioneers.  Producer:  Harry  L.  Decker.  Director: 
Sam  Nelson. 

UNTITLED — Buck  Jones,  Carmen  Bailey,  Milburn 
Stone,  Stanley  Blystone.  Producer:  Monroe 

Shaff  (Coronet).  Director:  Elmer  Clifton.  Ori- 
ginal Screenplay:  Monroe  Shaff,  Arthur  Hoerl. 
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WAGONS,  ROLL — Tex  Ritter,  Snub  Pol- 
Producer:  Ed  Finney. 

GUNPACKER— Jack  Randall,  Charles  King,  Bar- 
lowe  Borland,  Glenn  Strange.  Producer:  Robert 

Tansey.  Screenplay:  Robert  Emmett.  Director: 
Wallace  Fox. 

THE  ICE  FOLLIES — Bess  Ehrhardt,  George  Mur- 

phy. Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Director:  Rhein- 
J?  hold  Schunzel. 

O   A   CHRISTMAS  CAROL  —   Reginald  Owen,  Terry 

g   Kilbourne,  Lynn  Carver.  Producer:  Harry  Rapf. 
”   Director:  Edwin  L.  Marin.  Original:  Charles 

Dickens. 

SPRING  DANCE — Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Ann  Mor- 
ris, Lew  Ayres,  Burgess  Meredith,  Joyce  Comp- 
ton, Dick  Baldwin.  Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Di- 

rector: S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

DRAMATIC  SCHOOL— Luise  Rainer,  Lana  Tur- 
ner, Paulette  Goddard,  Ann  Rutherford,  Melville 

Cooper,  Dorothy  Grainger,  Alan  Marshal,  Rand 
Brooks.  Producer:  Mervyn  LeRoy.  Director: 

Robert  Sinclair.  Original:  Ladislaus  Bus-Fekete. 
Screenplay:  Ernest  Vajda. 

YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE — Lew  Ayres,  Nat  Pendle- 
ton, Emma  Dunn,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Truman 

Bradley.  Director:  Henry  Bucquet. 

CAFE  SOCIETY — Madeline  Carroll,  Fred  MacMur- 

S   ray,  Shirley  Ross.  Producer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Di- 
5   rector:  Edward  H.  Griffith.  Original:  Lucius 

Beebe.  Screenplay:  Virginia  Van  Upp. 

AMBUSH — Gladys  Swarthout,  Richard  Stanley, 
Broderick  Crawford,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Ernest  Truex, 

William  Frawley,  Antonio  Moreno.  Producer: 

Harold  Hurley.  Director:  Kurt  Neumann.  Origi- 
nal: Robert  Ray. 

TOM  SAWYER,  DETECTIVE — Donald  O’Connor. 
Billy  Cook,  Billy  Lee,  Porter  Hall.  Producer: 

Harold  Hurley.  Director:  James  Hogan.  Ori- 
ginal: Mark  Twain.  Screenplay:  Lewis  Foster. 

ST.  LOUIS  BLUES — Lloyd  Nolan,  Dorothy  La- 
mour,  Tito  Guizar,  Elizabeth  Patterson,  Maxine 
Sullivan,  William  Frawley,  Jerome  Cowan.  Pro- 

ducer: Jeff  Lazarus.  Director:  Raoul  Walsh. 

Original:  Eleanore  Griffin,  William  Rankin. 
Screenplay:  Virginia  Van  Upp. 

THE  PURE  IN  MIND — Anne  Shirley,  James  Mc- 
O   Callion,  Walter  Ward,  Charles  Powers.  Producer: 
M   P.  J.  Wolfson.  Director:  P.  J.  Wolfson.  Original: 
W   Albert  Bein.  Screenplay:  Albert  Bein. 

GUNGA  DIN — Cary  Grant,  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr., 
Joan  Fontaine,  Sam  Jaffe,  Victor  McLaglen, 
Sabu.  Producer:  Pandro  S.  Berman.  Director: 

George  Stevens.  Original :   Rudyard  Kipling. 

Screenplay:  Ben  Hecht,  Charles  MacArthur, 
Fred  Guiol,  Joel  Sayre. 

LAWLESS  VALLEY — George  O’Brien,  Kay  Sut- 
ton, Walter  Miller,  Fred  Kohler  sr.  Producer: 

Bert  Gilroy.  Director:  David  Howard.  Ori- 

ginal: Bernard  McConville.  Screenplay:  John 
Twist,  Clarence  Young. 

FEDERAL  SIAN  HUNT — Producer:  Bernard  Vor- 
haus.  Director:  Bernard  Vorhaus.  Screenplay: 

Cu  Henry  C.  Lewis,  Ring  Lardner  jr.,  Maxwell 
W   Shane. 

®   STRONGHEART — Tommy  Ryan.  Producer:  Her- 
man Schlom.  Screenplay:  Olive  Cooper. 

STORM  OVER  BENGAL — Richard  Cromwell,  Colin 
Tapley,  Douglas  Dumbrille.  Producer:  Armand 
Schaefer.  Director:  Sidney  Salkow.  Screenplay: 
Garrett  Fort.  Original:  Reginald  Campbell. 

^   A   BUNDLE  OF  JOY — Jed  Prouty,  Shirley  Deane, 
P   Russell  Gleason,  Kenneth  Howell,  Spring  By- 

i   ington.  Producer:  John  Stone.  Director:  Mai 
►C  St.  Clair.  Original:  Betty  Reinhardt,  Hilda 

^   Stone, cs 

THANKS  FOR  EA’ERYTHING— Jack  Haley,  Ar- 
leen  Whelan,  Jack  Oakie,  Tony  Martin,  Binnie 

Barnes,  Adolphe  Menjou.  Producer:  Harry  Joe 

Brown.  Director:  William  A.  Seiter.  Screen- 
play: Harry  Tugend. 

SAMSON  AND  THE  LADIES— June  Gale,  Michael 
Whalen,  Lynn  Bari,  Big  Boy  Williams,  John 
Miljan.  Producer:  Sol  M.  Wurtzel.  Director: 
H.  Bruce  Humberstone.  Screenplay:  Marguerite 
Roberts,  John  Grey. 

ARIZONA  WILDCAT — Jane  Withers,  Leo  Carrillo, 
Pauline  Moore,  Henry  Wilcoxon,  Douglas  Fow- 
ley.  Producer:  John  Stone.  Director:  Herbert  I. 
Leeds.  Original  Screenplay:  Frances  Hyland, 
Albert  Ray,  Jerry  Cady,  Barry  Trivers. 

< 
& 

TOPPER  TAKES  A   TRIP— Constance  Bennett, 

Roland  Young,  Billie  Burke,  Franklin  Pang- 
born,  Alan  Mowbray,  Paul  Lukas,  Verree  Teas- 
dale.  Producer:  Hal  Roach.  Director:  Norman 

Z.  McLeod.  Original:  Thorne  Smith.  Screen- 
play: Jack  Jevne,  Eddie  Moran,  Milton  H.  Bren. 

Norman  Z.  McLeod. 

MADE  FOR  EACH  OTHER  —   Carole  Lombard, 
James  Stewart,  Lawrence  Grant,  Charles  Co- 

burn, Charley  Grapewin,  Lionel  Pape.  Pro- 
ducer: David  O.  Selznick.  Director:  John  Crom- 

well. Original:  Rose  Franken.  Screenplay:  Jo Swerling. 

THE  DEAD  DON’T  CARE — Preston  Foster,  Frank 
Jenks.  Producer:  Irving  Starr  (Crime  Club 

Productions).  Director:  A1  Rogell.  Original: 
Jonathan  Latimer.  Screenplay:  Edmund  L. 

b>  Hartmann. 

a   LITTLE  TOUGH  GUYS  IN  SOCIETY  —   Frankie 
C   Thomas,  Hally  Chester,  David  Gorcey,  Jack 

Searl,  Peggy  Stewart,  Mary  Boland,  Edward 
.Everett  Horton,  Mischa  Auer.  Producer:  Ken 
Goldsmith.  Director:  Erie  Kenton. 

WEST  SIDE  MIRACLE  —   Edmund  Lowe,  Helen 
Mack,  Dick  Foran,  Leon  Ames.  Producer:  Burt 
Kelly.  Director:  Arthur  Lubin. 

ADAM’S  EVENING — Charlie  Ruggles,  Ona  Munson, 
Richard  Lane,  Benny  Baker,  Regis  Toomey.  Pro- 

ducer: Ken  Goldsmith.  Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Original:  Katherine  Kavanaugh. 

STRANGE  FACES — Frank  Jenks,  Dorothea  Kent, 
Leon  Ames,  Andy  Devine.  Producer:  Burt 

Kelly.  Director:  Errol  Taggart.  Original:  Cor- 
nelius Reece,  Arndt  Giusti.  Screenplay:  Charles 

Grayson. 

DARK  VICTORY  —   Bette  Davis,  George  Brent, 

g   Humphrey  Bogart,  Ronald  Reagan.  Producer: David  Lewis.  Director:  Edmund  Goulding. 

03  THE  OKLAHOMA  KID — James  Cagney,  Rosemary 

^   Lane.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff.  Director:  Lloyd 
Bacon. 

UNFIT  TO  PRINT — Pat  O’Brien,  Joan  Blondell, 
Douglas  Dumbrille,  Alan  Baxter.  Producer: 
Sam  Bischoff.  Director:  James  Flood. 

SECRET  SERVICE  IN  THE  AIR — Ronald  Reagan, 
Irene  Rhodes,  James  Stephenson,  Rosella  Towne. 
Producer:  Bryan  Foy.  Director:  Noel  Smith. 
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CREDIT  INDUSTRY  DRIVE  WITH  QUICKENING 
THEATRE  ATTENDANCE  IN  ST.  LOUIS  AREA 

Public  Brings  Action Motion  Picture  Week  Set; 

Report  Extension  of 

Campaign 

St.  Louis — Business  here  is  decidedly 

up  compared  with  the  same  period  in  1937 
and  the  national  Quiz  Contest  is  credited 
for  this  stimulation  in  boxoffiee  receipts. 
Fred  Wehrenberg,  exhibitor  leader  in 

this  area  and  head  of  the  MPTO  unit 

of  St.  Louis,  E.  Mo.  and  S.  111.,  unquali- 
fiedly credits  the  concerted  push  by  the 

entire  industry  for  the  quickening  of  the- 
atre attendance. 

Proclamation  Issued 

Mayor  Bernard  F.  Dickmann,  by  proc- 
lamation, has  designated  October  7-13, 

inclusive,  as  “Motion  Picture  Week.”  Thea- 
tremen  are  planning  to  increase  their 
budget  for  newspaper  advertising  during 
this  period.  A   parade,  planned  previously, 
has  been  called  off. 

It  has  been  learned  that  all  exhibitors 

coming  through  with  their  10-cent-per- 
seat  contribution  to  the  $500,000  busi- 

ness-building campaign  will  be  guaranteed 
playdates  for  at  least  30  prize  pictures  be- 

fore the  close  of  the  contest.  Those  not 
getting  that  many  contest  pictures,  it  is 
understood,  will  be  refunded  their  cam- 

paign contributions. 
May  Extend  Closing  Date 

This  unofficial  report  is  indicative  of 
the  possibility  that  the  national  push  may 

be  extended  beyond  December  31,  the  clos- 
ing date  at  present. 

While  there  are  still  a   number  of  con- 

test “hold-outs”  in  this  area,  over  150,000 
booklets  have  been  distributed  to  patrons 
in  St.  Louis  and  St.  Louis  county. 

The  Star-Times,  afternoon  newspaper, 
helped  the  drive  along  with  a   splendid 

editorial  on  “Movie  Week.”  The  editorial 
follows : 

“As  part  of  the  motion  picture  industry’s 
current  goodwill  campaign  and  it's  50th 
anniversary,  Mayor  Dickmann  has  pro- 

claimed the  period  October  7-13  Motion 
Picture  Week. 

“Undoubtedly  thousands  of  St.  Louis 
movie  fans  will  join  with  the  mayor  and 
the  movie  industry  in  celebrating  the  oc- 

casion at  their  neighborhood  theatres. 
For  the  movies  have  become  part  of  Amer- 

ican life.  They  are  a   pleasant  and  infor- 
mative diversion  from  the  troubles  of  the 

workaday  world. 
A   Progressive  Industry 

“The  movie  industry  has  itself  to  thank 
for  its  progress.  Throughout  the  years 
its  aim  has  been  to  serve,  to  entertain 
and  to  educate  the  public.  It  has  been  the 
first  to  admit  the  error  of  its  ways  as 
witness  how  eager  it  was  to  cooperate  with 
the  Legion  of  Decency  to  clean  its  own 
house.  It  has  zealously  guarded  against 

St.  Louis — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Public  and  all 

the  little  Publics  are  jogging  some  of  the 
backward  theatre  owners  and  managers 

in  this  territory  into  line  on  the  “Motion 
Pictures  Are  Your  Greatest  Entertain- 

ment” sales  drive. 
A   small  number  of  theatre  owners  ap- 

parently wanted  to  give  further  thought  to 
the  Big  Guessing  Contest,  but  when  nu- 

merous cash  customers  began  to  ask 

cashiers  for  their  Quiz  booklets,  the  sleep- 
ers were  rudely  awakened  and  have  been 

streaking  a   path  to  Filmrow  the  past  few 
days  to  obtain  them  and  other  para- 
phernalia. 

C.  D.  Hill,  Columbia  manager,  who  has 
been  receiving  pledge  cards,  said  that 
about  90  per  cent  of  the  exhibitors  in  this 
territory  already  have  sent  in  their 
pledges  and  each  mail  brings  in  a   fresh 
flock  of  cards. 

To  date,  only  one  important  St.  Louis 
theatre  owner  has  failed  to  come  into 
line,  but  present  indications  are  he  will 
make  it  100  per  cent  here  within  the  next 
few  days. 
The  public  response  has  been  very 

gratifying.  The  local  newspapers,  the 
Globe-Democrat  in  the  morning,  and  the 
Post-Dispatch  and  Star-Times  in  the 
afternoon  field,  and  some  of  the  neigh- 

borhood weeklies  have  been  very  generous 
with  their  space.  The  Globe-Democrat 
especially  has  caught  the  spirit  of  the 
compaign,  coming  through  with  large 
layouts  of  publicity  copy  and  photos  on 
two  different  days. 

injecting  propaganda  into  films.  It  has 
striven  always  to  keep  its  pictures  on  a 
high  standard  and  though  it  has  missed 
this  ideal  on  occasions  it  has  produced 
some  outstanding  successes.  It  has  spared 
no  expense  to  offer  pictures  of  intense 
historical  interest  and  artistic  effect. 

“On  the  distributing  end  the  exhibitors 
likewise  have  been  anxious  to  please  the 

public.  Whenever  their  patrons  are  dis- 
satisfied with  productions  their  complaints 

are  forwarded  to  the  film  companies.  The- 
atres have  been  modernized  to  give  patrons 

the  last  word  in  comfort.  Indeed,  it  is 
a   far  cry  from  the  garish  gas  light  and  the 
too-chilly  and  too-stuffy  nickelodeon  of 
yesterday  to  the  softly-lighted  and  air- 
conditioned  theatres  of  today. 

“Like  other  industries  the  movies  suf- 
fered from  business  conditions.  But  mo- 

tion picture  executives  do  not  suffer  from 
lack  of  faith  in  their  country  to  weather 
the  economic  storm.  As  evidence  of  this 

faith  they  have  launched  a   $1,000,000  cam- 
paign to  stimulate  their  industry.  If  all 

industries  do  likewise  there  is  a   possibility 
that  we  would  be  out  of  the  trenches  by 

Christmas.” 

The  Post-Dispatch  has  tied  in  with  the 
campaign  by  running  its  own  ads  urging 
readers  to  get  the  Quiz  booklets  at  their 
favorite  theatres  and  to  see  the  latest  pic- 

ture offerings  in  the  motion  picture 
columns  of  the  papers. 

National  Character  of 

Films  Is  Editorial  Theme 

Indianapolis,  Ind. — Titled,  “Appeal  of 
the  Movies,”  the  Indianapolis  Star  ran 
the  following  editorial  recently  boosting 

the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  cam- 

paign: “The  appeal  of  the  motion  picture  is 
so  universal  that  it  has  become  almost  as 
familiar  an  element  in  the  national  life 
as  the  corner  grocery  store.  The  latter 
may  take  precedence  as  a   necessity,  but 
the  silver  screen  affords  a   needed  me- 

dium for  popular  entertainment  that  oc- 
cupies an  important  place  in  the  social 

life  of  the  country.  To  a   lesser  degree 

the  movie  serves  as  an  educational  me- 
dium, acquainting  the  public  with  scenes 

in  distant  lands  and  visualizing  many  cur- 
rent events  that  figure  prominently  in 

newspaper  columns. 
“Social  service  experts  for  a   number  of 

years  have  been  deliberating  over  the 
problem  of  utilizing  leisure  time.  The 
motion  picture  provides  a   partial  answer 
in  the  entertainment  provided  at  a   cost 

within  reach  of  the  majority  .   .   .” 

Rodgers  Statement 
On  Shorts  Lauded 

Chicago — Jack  Kirsch,  president  of  Al- 

lied, this  week  sent  a   bulletin  to  all  Allied 

members  praising  the  recent  action  of 
William  F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  manager 

of  M-G-M,  in  announcing  that  the  com- 
pany does  not  demand  the  purchase  of 

shorts  or  news  reels  when  a   theatre  does 

not  use  them. 

“This  is  certainly  a   step  in  the  right 

direction,”  read  the  bulletin,  “and  once 

again  our  hat  is  off  to  ‘Bill’  Rodgers,  for 
taking  the  initiative  in  wiping  out  one 
of  the  most  vicious  practices  now  existing 
in  the  industry. 

“We  hope  the  other  distributing  com- 

panies will  follow  suit.” 
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B&K  and  Majors  Obtain  Another 

Postponement  in  Clearance  Suit 
Chicago — Attorneys  for  B&K  and  the 

major  companies  this  week  obtained  an- 
other postponement  to  October  13  of  the 

hearing  for  a   temporary  injunction  in  the 

clearance  suit  here.  Additionally,  the  de- 

fendants asked  Federal  Judge  Wilker- 
son,  before  whom  the  case  was  as- 

signed, to  appoint  a   special  master  in 
chancery  to  hear  arguments  and  receive 
the  hundreds  of  pages  of  technical  briefs 
that  will  no  doubt  be  filed  in  connection 
with  the  suit. 

Meanwhile,  attorneys  on  both  sides  were 
working  and  preparing  material  on  which 
to  base  their  arguments  pro  and  con.  It 

is  still  expected,  that  should  the  case  ac- 
tually be  argued  in  court,  that  plenty  of 

fireworks  will  burst  before  it  is  all  over. 

While  this  was  going  on,  answers  to  the 
questions  of  the  plaintiff  Gary  Theatre 

Jack  Kirsch  Picks 

Captains  for  Fund 
Chicago — Jack  Kirsch,  president  of  Al- 

lied of  Illinois,  and  general  chairman  of 
the  amusements  division  of  the  Commun- 

ity Fund  drive  this  year,  this  week  an- 
nounced the  team  captains  of  his  divi- 

sion. Aiding  him  on  the  advisory  com- 
mittee are  John  Balaban,  Clyde  Eckhardt 

and  Edwin  Silverman. 

Team  captains  named  are:  Sam  Bram- 
son,  William  Morris  agency;  Albert  Burne, 
Archie  Trebow,  Dave  Wallerstein,  Dave 

Balaban,  W.  K.  Hollander,  Harry  Lus- 
garten,  Abe  Platt,  Nate  Platt,  and  Elmer 
Upton,  B&K;  Allen  Usher,  Paramount  Pic- 

tures; Ned  Rafelski,  Bland  Brothers; 
Chris  Otto,  Film  Delivery;  John  Smith 
and  Pete  Shayne,  operators  union;  James 

Costen,  Warner  Theatres;  Julius  Good- 
man, Louis  Harrison,  Goodman  &   Harri- 

son Theatres;  Aaron  Jones  jr„  J-L-S  The- 
atres; Ben  Lasker,  Lasker  Theatres;  Abe 

Fisher,  GB  Pictures;  Jack  Miller,  Miller 
and  Simansky;  Frank  Pearlman,  National 
Theatre  Supply;  Tony  Owen,  Daily  News ; 
Gene  Rich,  Boxoffice;  J.  R.  McPherson, 
National  Screen;  James  Guercio,  Guercio 

and  Barthel;  Van  Nomikos,  CVN  The- 
atres; Joseph  Stern;  James  Booth,  Essan- 

ess;  J.  T.  Burke,  janitors’  union;  Joe  Weiss, 
GCS  circuit;  Clarence  Miller,  Essaness; 

Earl  Johnson,  Grand  Opera  House;  Mau- 

rice Leonard,  Exhibitors’  Association; 
Charles  Ryan,  Warner  Theatres;  Ludwig 
Sussman,  Adelphi  Theatre. 
The  group  met  Monday  night  at  the 

Palmer  House  to  map  plans  for  handling 
the  campaign  this  year. 

Opening  at  Glasford,  111. 
Glasford,  III. — C.  N.  Arnold  of  Peoria 

has  opened  the  Dreamland  Theatre  here 

and  will  show  on  Saturday  nights  only. 

Company  against  B&K  and  the  majors 
over  the  product  situation  in  Gary,  Ind., 
were  filed  in  federal  court  by  Mayer, 

Meyer,  Austrian  and  Platt,  the  B&K  at- 
torneys. 

A   general  denial  was  entered  on  all  of 

the  questions  involved.  It  is  expected 
to  be  some  time  before  all  of  this  material 

is  looked 'over  by  the  judge  and  the  case 
called  for  trial.  Separate  answers  were 

made  in  behalf  of  each  of  the  major  com- 
panies, in  addition  to  answers  for  B&K. 

All  centered  around  the  fact  that  there  is 

no  violation  of  the  anti-trust  laws,  that 
there  has  been  no  conspiracy  in  restraint 
or  restriction  of  interstate  commerce,  and 

that  the  majors  are  willing  to  offer  prod- 
uct to  the  Palace  Theatre  in  Gary,  pro- 

vided it  follows  in  the  run  already  set  up 

for  it,  after  the  Chicago  loop  and  “A” 
houses  on  Chicago’s  south  side. 

Nate  Woli  Chairman  of 

CAPA  Employment  Group 
Chicago — Nate  Wolf  of  the  Lane  Court 

Theatre  has  been  named  chairman  of  an 

employment  committee,  recently  formed 

by  CAPA. 
“We  hope  to  be  able  to  aid  worthwhile 

men  with  ability  who  are  seeking  place- 
ment as  managers,  assistant  managers  and 

publicity  men,”  said  Wolf  this  week. 
Anyone,  with  such  qualifications  as  mem- 

tioned  by  Wolf,  seeking  connections  is 
asked  to  communicate  his  application  in 
letter  form  to  the  committee,  in  care  of 

CAPA,  at  its  headquarters,  Crillon  Hotel. 
The  club  is  making  plans  for  a   Monte 

Carlo  Night  for  members  and  prospective 
members  in  the  clubrooms  some  time  this 

month,  and  has  announced  a   Hallowe’en 
party  for  members  and  their  wives  and 
friends  on  Saturday,  October  29,  also  in  the 
clubrooms. 

Again  Postpone  Hearing 

On  Exemption  for  Metro 
Chicago  —   Another  postponement  was 

granted  this  week  in  federal  court  on  the 

hearing  to  strike  out  M-G-M  Distributing 
Corp.  as  one  of  the  defendant  companies 
in  the  Gary  Theatre  Company  suit  against 
B&K  and  the  majors. 

This  is  being  sought  on  the  grounds  that 

M-G-M  Distributing  Corp.  has  not  been 
in  business  in  Illinois  since  1936. 

Levinsohn  Manager 
Oshkosh,  Wis. — Sam  Levinsohn  is  local 

manager  of  the  Rex  Theatre  which  has 

just  been  opened  after  having  been  com- 
pletely modernized  with  new  seats,  latest 

sound  and  projection  and  new  interior 
decoration. 

The  Industry  Provides 
A   Headline 

Chicago — The  Windy  City  was  base- 

ball mad  this  week,  and  that  goes  for 

Filmrow,  too.  The  universal  question 

was  “Who  do  you  know  and  how 

many  tickets  can  you  get  me?" The  Chicago  Times,  noted  for  its 

catchy  and  timely  headlines,  ran  on  its 

first  page,  in  connection  with  the  fact 

that  Charlie  Grimm,  deposed  manager, 

had  not  been  included  in  the  world 

series  money  split,  this  headline: 

“Apologies  to  Goldwyn — Cubs  Include 

Grimm  Out!" 

"Ultimatum"  Virus 

Spreads  to  Chicago 
Chicago — With  the  “ultimatum  season” 

in  full  force,  both  here  and  abroad,  Mau- 
rice Leonard,  president  of  the  Exhibitors 

Ass’n,  felt  right  at  home  last  week  when 

he  was  presented  with  an  “ultimatum”  by 
the  engineers’  union. 

As  he  was  sitting  at  his  desk,  he  said, 

and  the  time  for  the  “zero  hour”  was  fast 
approaching,  a   committee  of  the  Interna- 

tional Union  of  Operating  Engineers,  Local 

399,  walked  into  Leonard’s  office,  advised 
him  there  would  be  no  more  conferences, 

and  that  their  “demands  would  not  be 

changed.”  With  that  they  turned  and 
walked  out. 

The  committee  of  the  engineers  included 
A.  J.  Landvogt,  secretary;  A.  J.  Imhahn, 
and  Charles  Albrecht. 

While  the  engineers’  union.  Local  399, 
was  continuing  its  strike  here  this  week, 
it  was  was  learned  that  the  action  of  the 

local  body  is  without  the  international’s sanction. 

It  was  also  learned  that  the  strike  affects 

only  about  30  or  40  theatres  instead  of  120 
as  at  first  announced.  It  does  not  affect 

houses  like  the  State-Lake,  Woods,  Gar- 
rick and  others  where  the  theatres  are 

located  in  buildings  tended  by  engineers 
of  other  unions. 

The  engineers  want  back  their  10  per 
cent  cut  of  the  summer. 

Mediation  by  Aldermen 

Answer  to  Work  Demand 
Chicago  —   The  demands  of  the  Negro 

operators  on  the  south  side  seeking  more 
work  representation  among  theatres  whose 

patronage  is  colored  were  still  before  the 

operators’  union  this  wek.  It  was  learned 
that  the  demands  are  not  being  made  by 

Negro  union  members,  but  by  operators 

outside  the  union  attempting  to  get  mem- 
bership in  the  union. 

It  is  expected  to  be  settled  through 
mediation  by  Negro  aldermen  of  the  city 
council. 
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Grand  National  Executive  Staff 

Goes  East  After  Chicago  Meet 

" Prophet "   Catlin 

Chicago — A   prophet  is  without  honor  in 

his  own  country.  Or,  at  least,  that’s  the 
wording  of  an  old  saying  we’ve  heard. 
However,  here’s  a   case  that  goes  a   long 
way  toward  disproving  that  idea.  Art 
Catlin,  United  Artists  exploiteer  here,  it 
develops,  was  something  of  a   prophet 
some  months  ago  while  working  in  advance 

of  Sam  Goldwyn’s  “Hurricane”  in  Boston. 
Art  had  as  his  “ace-in-the-hole”  stunt 

to  have  the  theatre,  which  if  our  memory 
serves  us  rightly,  was  the  Metropolitan, 
take  out  hurricane  insurance.  That, 
thought  Art,  should  be  good  for  some 
plugs  in  the  daily  press. 

The  newsmen  thought  otherwise,  crack- 

ing that  “Since  we  don’t  have  hurricanes 
here,  why  should  a   theatre  take  out  un- 

necessary insurance?  And  so  it  means 

nothing  to  us,  even  for  a   squib.”  ...  So 
what? 

So,  Art  gets  a   chance  to  telegraph  “I 
told  you  so,”  to  the  Boston  film  hecklers 
last  week  when  that  freak  hurricane  ripped 
off  the  marquee  of  the  Metropolitan,  and 
through  that  accidental  policy  taken  out 

six  months  ago,  got  a   brand  new  marquee. 

And,  as  Buck  Herzog,  film  critic  of  the 

Milwaukee  Sentinel,  wrote  some  days  ago, 
when  Catlin  returns  to  Boston  soon, 

“chances  are  the  city  of  Boston  will  open 
up  its  arms  to  this  20th  Century  prophet.” 
— E.D.R. 

Veloz  and  Yolanda  Talk 

Over  Retirement  Plans 
Chicago — As  they  began  their  Chicago 

Theatre  engagement  here,  Veloz  and  Yo- 
landa, outstanding  American  dance  team, 

announced  they  plan  to  retire  within  the 
next  year. 

Frank  Veloz  said  that  the  couple  expect 

to  reach  their  “economic  goal,  set  long  ago, 
in  all  probability  within  a   year.”  He  said 
they  expect  to  make  their  home  in  Chi- 

cago and  that  he  will  enter  business.  Fol- 

lowing the  Chicago  Theatre  date  here  they 
go  east  on  a   tour  that  will  end  at  New 

York’s  World’s  Fair  next  year.  Since 
1933  they  are  said  to  have  earned  about 
$500,000. 

While  this  story,  as  run  in  the  daily 
newspapers  here,  rings  true,  there  were 
many  this  week  that  surmised  that  the 
whole  story,  in  view  of  the  fact  that  Veloz 

and  Yolanda  were  playing  at  the  Chicago 
Theatre,  and  the  house  was  mentioned  in 

every  story,  had  a   germ  of  publicity,  big 
or  little,  to  it. 

Return  From  Cruise 
Springfield,  III. — M.  E.  Berman,  man- 

ager of  the  Orpheum  Theatre  here,  and 
Mrs.  Berman  have  returned  from  a   three- 
week  vacation  to  Bermuda  and  the  West 

Indies.  Their  ship  was  caught  in  the  edge 
of  the  hurricane  on  the  return  journey. 

Berman’s  appetite  is  beginning  to  return to  normal. 

Chicago — After  three  days  of  confer- 

ences, the  executive  staff  of  Grand  Na- 
tional Pictures  moved  on  to  New  York  for 

the  eastern  and  southern  regional  meet- 
ing this  weekend.  Branch  managers  from 

th©  west  and  middlewest  met  here  at  the 
Stevens  Hotel  over  last  weekend  to  hear 

Edward  Alperson,  general  manager  of  dis- 

tribution, announce  the  company’s  pro- 
gram of  44  features,  two  specials,  24  west- 
erns, divided  into  four  groups  of  six  each, 

and  44  shorts,  from  Educational. 
Alperson,  in  announcing  six  district 

sales  managers,  said  that  the  company’s 
sales  organization  is  expected  to  be  doubled 
in  the  first  step  of  rehabilitation  in  the 
field.  The  district  men  named  were  Morris 

Safier,  formerly  assistant  to  Alperson,  to 
head  the  west  coast  district  consisting  of 

Los  Angeles,  San  Francisco,  Seattle,  Port- 
land, Salt  Lake  City,  Denver  and  Butte; 

James  Winn,  former  San  Francisco  man- 
ager, to  head  the  mid-west  district  of 

Chicago,  Minneapolis,  Omaha,  St.  Louis, 
Kansas  City,  Des  Moines  and  Milwaukee; 
Ralph  Kinsler,  former  Cincinnati  manager, 

to  the  mid-east  district  of  Cincinnati, 
Cleveland,  Detroit  and  Indianapolis; 

Jules  Lapidus,  former  Pittsburgh  man- 
ager, to  the  middle  Atlantic  district,  in- 

cluding Pittsburgh,  Philadelphia  and 
Washington;  Jack  Lamont,  former  Atlanta 

manager,  to  the  southern  district  of  At- 
lanta, Dallas,  New  Orleans,  Charlotte, 

Memphis  and  Oklahoma  City;  and  Harry 

Asher,  former  Boston  manager,  to  the  east- 
ern district  of  Boston,  Buffalo,  New  Haven 

and  Albany. 

The  new  circuit  sales  manager  is  Sol 

Edwards,  former  New  York  branch  man- 
ager, and  Peter  Rosian,  has  been  upped 

from  Cleveland  branch  manager  to  the 
same  post  in  New  York  City. 

E.  W.  Hammons,  president  of  the  new 

company,  will  attend  the  New  York  meet- 
ing, with  Jack  Skirball  coming  in  from 

Los  Angeles  for  it.  Alperson,  Sam  Berko- 
witz  of  Fine  Arts  Pictures  and  Gordon  S. 

White,  advertising  director,  who  attended 
the  meeting  here,  moved  on  this  week  to 
New  York  for  that  meeting. 

Of  the  44  features  by  Grand  National 
this  year,  at  least  26  will  be  produced  by 

Fine  Arts  Pictures,  Inc.,  headed  by  Frank- 
lyn  Warner. 

Anna  Sten  will  star  in  two  productions, 

the  first,  “Exile  Express,”  now  in  prepara- 
tion. Product  already  completed  includes 

“Shadows  Over  Shanghai,”  starring  James 

Dunn  and  Ralph  Morgan;  “Frontier 
Scout,”  featuring  George  Houston,  and 
“Sunset  Strip  Tease,”  starring  Sally  Rand, 
all  of  which  were  screened  here  for  the 

convention;  and  “Cipher  Bureau,”  a   spy 
story  with  Leon  Ames  and  Joan  Wood- 

bury; and  “Titans  of  the  Deep,”  a   pic- 
turization  of  the  Dr.  William  Beebe-Otis 
Barton  bathysphere  expeditions. 

Now  in  production  are  “Seven  Seas,” 
“Never  Mind  the  Guard,”  “Empire  of  the 
West”  featuring  George  Houston  in  ex- 

ploits of  Billy  the  Kid,  and  “Wonder 

World.” 

Other  properties  announced  for  produc- 
tion are:  “Snow  Covered  Wagons,”  by 

Julia  Cooley  Altrocci;  “Oh  Susannah,” 
Bernard  McConville’s  musical  romance; 
“Slave  Trader;”  “Jitterbug;”  Vina  Del- 

mar’s  “Uptown  New  York;”  Robert  Hitch- 
ens’ “Snake  Bite;”  Gouverneur  Morris’ 

“Alimony  Racket;”  Ursula  Parrott’s  “Two 

Kinds  of  Love;”  Eugene  O’Neill’s  “Reck- 
lessness;” Edna  Ferber’s  “Summer  Resort” 

from  “Not  a   Day  Over  21;”  Rex  Beach’s 
“The  Racket  King”  from  “Quicksand;” 
Tiffany  Thayer’s  “Where  Lonely  Ladies 
Walk;”  Sada  Cowan’s  “What  Price  Para- 

dise;” Faith  Baldwin’s  “The  Way  of  All 

Women,”  and  Martha  Stanley’s  “My  Son.” 
Six  of  the  westerns  will  be  girl  musical 

films  starring  radio’s  Dorothy  Page,  with 

others  based  on  the  “Trigger  Pal”  and 
“Troubadour  of  the  Plains”  stories. 

Educational’s  two  reel  comedies  will  con- 
tinue to  feature  outstanding  names.  These 

will  include  Willie  Howard,  Buster  West 
and  Tom  Patricola,  and  the  Pat  Rooney 

jr.-Herman  Timberg  jr.  team.  Thirteen  of 
the  one-reelers  will  constitute  a   new  series 
of  the  Treasure  Chest  productions,  many 

of  which  have  been  Academy  Award  Win- 
ners. The  second  group  of  one-reelers, 

13  of  them,  will  feature  stars  from  the 
stage,  radio  and  screen,  in  a   group  of 

comedy-musical  novelties,  titled  the  “Per- 

sonality Series.” 

Alperson  to  Eastern  Meeting 
Chicago  —   Edward  Alperson,  general 

sales  manager  of  Grand  National,  left  here 
for  New  York  to  attend  the  southern  and 

eastern  conference  of  the  company  next 

Saturday  and  Sunday.  With  him  were 
Sam  Berkowitz  of  Fine  Arts  Pictures,  and 
Gordon  S.  White,  advertising  head.  Others 
due  to  come  through  here  en  route  to  the 
convention  are  E.  W.  Hammons,  president, 
and  Jack  Skirball,  both  coming  from  the 
west  coast  for  the  confab. 

Incorporate  at  Logansport 

Logansport,  Ind. — The  Delphi  Theatre 
Corp.  has  been  organized  here  with  the 
incorporators  John  Doerr,  R.  H.  Brandt 
and  H.  J.  Patrick. 

Gordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 
Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 
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Drive  Finds  Press 

Support  Offered 
Chicago  —   Small  -   town  newspapers 

throughout  the  central  area  have  been  as- 

sisting the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year 
campaign  with  articles  on  the  forthcom- 

ing product  from  Hollywood  factories. 
In  many  news  sheets  just  the  regular 

canned  material  is  being  used.  However,  in 
some  spots  exhibitors,  knowing  the  value 

of  localizing  such  material,  have  had  in- 
serted the  names  of  their  theatres  and 

managers  of  the  houses,  where  feasible. 
Roy  E.  Harrold,  owner  and  manager  of 

the  Castle  and  Princess  theatres  in  Rush- 
ville,  Ind.,  got  excellent  cooperation  from 
the  Rushville  Telegram.  The  story  in  this 

paper  was  well  localized,  mentioning  both 

theatres,  Harrold’s  name,  and  the  fact 
that  Quiz  books  may  be  obtained  at  both 
theatres. 

The  Macomb,  111.,  Journal,  under  an  edi- 

torial headed  “The  Movies  Step  Out,”  con- 
gratulated the  industry  “upon  the  initi- 

ative and  enthusiasm  it  is  showing.  Its 
example  could  be  followed  to  advantage 

by  cooperating  groups  in  other  lines.” 
Said  the  Evansville,  Ind.,  Press,  in  an 

editorial  under  the  same  title:  “The  pat- 
tern being  set  here  (meaning  the  cam- 

paign) and  the  bold  investment  in  this 
$1,000,000  campaign  should  not  fail  to 

prove  contagious.  The  freezeup  of  busi- 
ness is  being  thawed.  A   few  more  steps 

of  this  sort  and  there  can  be  no  further 

complaint  from  Washington  that  business 
is  not  cooperating.  Full  credit  is  due  to 

the  motion  picture  industry  for  this  pre- 

view of  the  upswing.” 

Tops  in  Quality  Reproduction 
&   Trouble-Free  Performance 

The  Golden  Voice  of  the  Silver  Screen 

New  70  Series  amplifier 

Perfected  silent 

change-over  on 

input  circuit  — 
Perfectly  filter- 

ed copper  oxide 

rectified  “DC” exciter  lamp 

supply — Separate 

meters  and  cur- 
rent controls  for 

each  exciter 

lamp — New  tone 
control  theory 
with  separate 
controls  for  lows 

and  highs  — 
Transient  cl  I   s   - 

tortion  eliminat- 
ed —   Power  out- 

put 20  watts 
from  stabilised 

push-pull  beam 
power  tubes. 

Remote  volume  control  for  controlling  am- 
voiniie  from  auditorium  available 

at  small  extra  cost. 

219  NORTH  161”  STREET.  ..  OMAHA.  NEBR. 

<S@o 

Full  Drive  Cooperation 

By  Herald  and  Examiner 
Chicago — With  its  own  prize  list  totaling 

$2,500,  the  Chicago  Herald  and  Examiner 
is  giving  the  other  dailies  here  something 
to  shoot  at  in  the  way  of  cooperation  on 

the  Movie  Quiz  contest.  As  announced 
last  week,  the  newspaper  is  giving  a   total 

of  53  prizes  to  local  winners  of  the  na- 
tional contest. 

Top  prize  of  $1,000  will  go  to  the  top 
Chicago  winner,  no  matter  what  prize 
he  may  win.  Other  awards  will  be  $500, 

$250,  $100,  two  of  $75,  three  of  $50,  four 
of  $25,  ten  of  $10,  and  30  of  $5  each.  Full 
page  ads  started  off  the  local  contest  this 
week,  and  the  paper  plans  to  use  truck 
posters,  news  stories  and  distribution  of 

half  a   million  dodgers  among  the  city  the- 
atres. 

Musical  Approach  to 
Better  Entertainment 

Chicago — B&K  managers  are  now  re- 

ceiving a   sound  sheet  with  all  musical 

pictures  and  other  productions  where  mod- 
ulated effects  on  the  screen  might  in- 

crease the  entertainment  offerings  to  the 

public. Lou  Lipstone,  production  manager  for 

the  circuit,  is  now  attending  most  screen- 
ings and  scores  the  pictures  as  they  are 

screened.  Wherever  he  feels  that  sound 

modulations  might  be  effective,  he  sends 
out  a   score  sheet  to  each  of  the  managers. 

Drake-Howard  Wedding 

May  Be  American  Altair 
Chicago — Plans  of  Frances  Drake,  film 

player,  and  her  English  fiance,  Cecil  How- 
ard, to  be  married  in  England,  have  gone 

astray  because  of  the  European  situation. 
It  is  understood  they  may  be  married  on 

one  of  his  occasional  weekends  to  Cali- 
fornia from  Chicago.  He  is  stationed  here 

on  business.  Local  friends  are  urging  How- 
ard to  have  the  ceremony  here.  His  mother 

is  the  dowager  Countess  of  Suffolk,  and 
his  brother,  the  present  Earl  of  Suffolk 
of  England. 

Further  Conferences  Over 

Wage  Scale  for  1938-39 
Chicago — Further  conferences  were  due 

late  this  week  in  the  matter  of  settling  the 

disputes  still  in  effect  between  the  opera- 
tors and  exhibitors  over  the  1938-39  con- 
tract scale. 

So  far,  they  are  still  apart,  the  opera- 
tors seeking  the  same  salary  they  were 

contracted  for  in  1937-38,  and  the  exhibi- 
tors seeking  a   10  per  cent  reduction. 

Two  Million  Booklets 
Chicago — The  Metro  exchange  here  has 

distributed  2,000,000  quiz  contest  booklets 
to  the  theatres  participating  in  the  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year  drive  in  the  Chi- 
cago territory. 

Newsreels  Speed 
To  Cover  Series 

Chicago — The  newsreels  converged  on 

Chicago  this  week,  intent  upon  “going  to 
town”  with  spot  coverage  on  the  first  two 
games  of  the  world  series  here.  The  various 
crews  were  racing  to  be  first  on  the  theatre 
screens  in  the  loop  with  pictures  of  the 
games  the  evenings  of  the  same  day  as 
the  Cub-Yanks  battles. 

Fox  Movietone  News,  in  addition  to  the 
local  crew  of  Emile  Montemurro  and  Phil 

Gleason,  had  Edmund  Reek,  general  man- 
ager; Tom  Cummiskey,  sports  editor;  Jay 

Flippen,  sports  commentator;  all  three  of 
the  New  York  office,  and  Jack  Barnett  of 

Kansas  City,  together  with  Barnett’s  sound 
man,  Jim  Gleason,  here  on  the  series.  They 
were  using  the  Sidney  Stern  Laboratories 
for  developing  their  film.  Movietone  News 
serves  the  Apollo  Theatre  in  the  loop. 

M-G-M  News  of  the  Day,  with  Jack 

Lieb,  Chicago  bureau  man,  in  charge,  had 
also  Jack  Whipple,  Irving  Korenman  and 
Ted  Rickman,  here  covering  the  games. 

The  Action  Film  lab  was  serving  M-G-M 
News,  with  first-run  outlet  in  the  loop  the 
United  Artists  Theatre. 

George  (Scotty)  Graham,  and  Roy  Ed- 
wards came  in  from  New  York  to  assist 

Sam  Savitt  and  his  local  crew  for  Uni- 
versal News.  Floyd  Traynham  and  Jimmy 

Sedivy  are  the  rest  of  the  Chicago  crew. 
Hal  Totten,  NBC  sports  announcer,  was 
used  for  the  commentary.  The  Garrick 
Theatre  is  serviced  by  Universal.  The 
Filmack  lab  was  used  by  Universal. 

Paramount  News  and  Clyde  Somers, 
head  of  the  New  York  laboratory,  are  here 

to  assist  Red  Felbinger,  Chicago  bureau 

chief,  and  his  sound  man,  W.  M.  Robert- 
son, in  getting  prints  out  for  same  day 

service,  through  the  Burton  Holmes 
Laboratory.  Others  who  are  working  with 
Felbinger  covering  the  series  here  are 
George  Westbrook,  A1  Mingalone,  Orlando 

Lippert  and  Martin  Barnett.  Paramount 
was  servicing  the  Chicago  and  Roosevelt 
theatres. 

Tony  Caputo,  Pathe  News  head  here, 

was  working  the  series  with  Ralph  Saun- 
ders and  Charles  Geis. 

May  Return  " Ecstasy " Chicago — Due  to  the  success  of  UA’s 
“Algiers,”  currently  at  the  United  Artists 
Theatre,  several  exhibitors  are  making 

plans  to  re-show  “Ecstasy.”  That  is  the 
film  in  which  Hedy  LaMarr,  star  of  “Al- 

giers,” appeared  as  the  then  Hedy  Kies- 
ler,  struggling  17-year-old  European 
actress. 

It  was  used  last  week  at  the  Four- 
Star  Theatre  of  Harry  Lubliner. 

Burgett  at  Pierceton 
Pierceton,  Ind. — A.  L.  Burgett  of  Hunt- 

ington is  the  new  manager  of  the  newly- 
reopened  Liberty  Teatre  here.  New  seats 

have  been  installed  and  the  interior  re- 
decorated. 
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Chicago  Litigation 

Calls  Legal  Lights 
Chicago — With  legal  warfare,  ultimatum, 

etc.,  in  the  air  among  Chicago  exhibitors 
and  distributors,  and  with  what  appears 
to  be  more  attorneys  working  on  the  cases 
than  there  are  defendants  and  plaintiffs, 

Boxoffice  presents,  for  the  records,  the  list 

of  legal  staffs  in  the  independent  exhibi- 
tor and  Gary  Theatre  Co.  suits  against 

B&K,  Warner  Theatres  and  the  majors. 
At  least,  this  is  the  way  they  stacked  up, 
as  Boxoffice  goes  to  press: 

In  the  independent  exhibitor  suit  locally 

against  B&K  and  the  majors,  Rosenberg, 
Stein  &   Rosenberg,  are  the  independent 

attorneys.  Joseph  Rosenberg  and  Aaron 
Stein  are  actively  handling  the  litigation. 

On  the  defense  side  is  a   myriad  of  at- 
torneys, with  Kirkland,  Fleming.  Green, 

Martin  and  Ellis,  one  of  the  top-notch 
legal  batteries  in  the  city,  retained  by 
Balaban  &   Katz.  Joseph  Fleming  and 

T.  M.  Thomas  of  the  company  are  hand- 

ling the  case  directly.  They  are  also  con- 

sulting with  the  major  companies’  home 
office  legal  talent  on  the  case. 

Here  last  week  were  several  members 

of  the  legal  staff  of  the  home  offices  on 

the  independent  clearance  suit,  including 

Louis  Phillips  of  Paramount,  Howard  Lev- 
inson of  Warner,  William  Savage  of  RKO, 

and  Leonard  Picker  of  Schwartz  &   Frolich, 
representing  Columbia. 

There  are  even  more  defendant  attor- 

neys in  the  suit  of  C.  V.  Young’s  Gary 
Theatre  Co.  against  B&K,  Warner  The- 

atres and  the  majors.  Sonnenschein,  Berk- 
son,  Lautman,  Levinson  and  Morse,  an- 

other of  the  top-flight  companies,  are 
representing  B&K;  Defrees,  Buckingham, 
Jones  and  Hoffman,  handling  defense  for 

Warner  Theatres:  and  Mayer,  Meyer,  Aus- 
trian and  Platt,  with  Frederick  Burnham, 

working  on  the  case,  for  the  major  com- 
panies. 

The  plaintiff  attorneys  in  Chicago  are 
David  and  Fainman,  with  Sigmund  David 
handling  the  case.  Albert  Gavit,  of  Gavit, 

Hall,  Smith  and  Gavit,  of  Gary,  Ind., 
is  also  a   plaintiff  attorney. 

The  Gary  suit  is  being  heard  in  federal 

court  by  Judge  William  Holly,  and  the 
other  case  is  before  Federal  Judge  James 
H.  Wilkerson, 

Indianapolis  Friends 

Meet  Marjorie  Weaver 
Indianapolis — Marjorie  Weaver,  former 

Indiana  University  coed  whose  beauty  and 
talent  won  her  stardom  in  Hollywood,  was 

here  last  week  on  her  way  home  in  Louis- 
ville for  the  first  time  in  three  years. 

She  sent  a   telegram,  posed  for  photog- 
raphers and  looked  for  friends  who  had 

been  informed  of  her  coming  during  a   brief 
train  wait  at  the  Union  Station.  She  was 

accompanied  by  her  mother,  Mrs.  Ellen 
Weaver. 

C   H   II  CAGO- 
THE  Herb  Elisburgs  celebrated  their  tenth 

wedding  anniversary  last  week  with  a 

small  party  at  the  home  of  Madeline 
Woods. 

Excuse  it  please  to  Ed  Dillon  and  Arthur 

Marcelles  of  the  McVicJcers  Theatre  staff. 
To  set  the  records  straight  Ed  Dillon,  who 
has  been  with  Jones,  Linick  &   Schaefer 

for  nearly  14  years,  is  the  assistant  mana- 
ger of  the  house,  having  held  the  post  for 

19  months.  Marcelles  was  transferred  from 
the  Woods  to  the  McVickers  as  assistant 

chief  of  service. 

Rudy  Vallee  and  his  band  played  a 

benefit  dance  for  the  South  Side  Boys’ 
Club,  Negro  organization  of  5,000  young- 

sters, here  last  week  at  the  Eighth  Regi- 
ment Armory. 

Ariel  Varges,  Hearst  News  of  the  Day 

cameraman  here,  and  one  of  the  real  vet- 
erans among  the  celluloid  newshounds, 

shoved  off  from  the  Chicago  office  last 
week  bound  on  another  foreign  assignment. 
This  time  he  goes  to  the  French  capital, 
Paris,  and  will  work  out  of  that  office  on 
European  news  assignments. 

With  Filmrow  deserted  last  week  on 

Monday  and  Tuesday  because  of  thle  Jew- 
ish New  Year,  the  same  was  the  case  on 

Wednesday  of  this  week  when  the  Day 

of  Atonement  (Yom  Kippur)  was  ob- 
served. 

Lillian  Fette,  airline  stewardess  here, 

has  received  word  from  the  Columbia  stu- 

dios that  she  has  been  given  a   role  in 

“Revolt  in  the  Sahara,’’  after  tests  she 
had  received. 

Tony  Caputo  and  Ralph  Saunders  of 
Pathe  ran  into  a   streak  of  good  luck  last 

week.  After  making  the  Ohio  State  foot- 
ball game  in  Columbus,  they  stayed  over 

in  Cleveland  expecting  to  make  shots  of 

Hank  Greenberg,  the  Detroit  Tigers’  big 
gun,  breaking  the  home-run  record.  In- 

stead they  got  actual  photos  of  Bob  Fel- 
ler’s remarkable  feat  of  losing  a   game  and 

breaking  the  modern  strikeout  record  with 
18  strikeouts  for  one  game. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Jimmy  Cagney,  with  his  usual  “dis- guise” of  dark  sun-glasses,  was 
through  here  last  week  en  route  back 
to  the  coast  .   .   .   Benny  Goodman  was 
at  the  Blackstone  between  trains,  as 

was  Alec  Templeton  .   .   .   Stuart  Erwin, 
the  missus,  June  Collyer,  and  their 
kiddies,  were  through  here  en  route  to 
New  York,  where  the  comedian  is  due 
for  a   Paramount  picture. 

Bobbie  Breen  was  through  here  on 

Monday,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  John 
Howard  Payne  (Anne  Shirley),  and 

Columbia’s  ace  director,  Frank  Capra, 
were  all  aboard  the  Chief  as  it  pulled 
in  from  the  coast  on  Tuesday. 

Brian  Ahearne,  returning  from  the 
east,  was  on  the  California  Limited, 
as  it  left  here  last  week. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 

•   -   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  -   -i 

CHICAGO 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS.  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 

  MAINTENANCE   

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters 

from  one  source — 50%  saving — one 
weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 
banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 
least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  33 1 1   -A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS.  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 
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R   A   C   III  N   IE 
^ON  NICHOLS,  who  has  been  associated 

with  Warner  Bros,  for  many  years,  has 

arrived  in  Racine  to  take  over  the  man- 

agement for  Warner  of  the  Venetian  The- 

atre, this  city’s  foremost  amusement  house. 
Nichols  came  to  Racine  from  Sheboygan 
where  he  had  been  manager  of  the  Rex 
Theatre.  He  assumed  management  of  the 

house  which  Owen  McKivitt,  veteran  Ra- 
cine man,  had  served  for  many  years,  and 

replaced  Floyd  Wesp,  who  took  over  the 
Rex  management  in  Sheboygan  for  a   few 

days  before  submitting  his  resignation. 
Harvey  Kny,  who  came  to  Racine  seven 

months  ago  from  Sheboygan,  when  Nich- 
ols came  north  from  Charlotte,  N.  C.,  to 

manage  the  Rex,  remains  in  this  city  as 

manager  of  Warner’s  Rialto. 

Douglas  Theatre,  north  side  neighbor- 
hood house  which  has  been  undergoing 

extensive  remodeling  and  renovation,  has 

installed  new  sound  and  projection  equip- 
ment. 

Mrs.  Len  Brown,  wife  of  the  Mainstreet 
manager,  has  returned  after  an  extended 

visit  on  the  west  coast  with  relatives.  An- 
other California  visitor  in  September  was 

Miss  Dorothy  Lawton,  theatre  editor  of  the 

Racine  Journal-Tmes,  who  went  to  Los 
Angeles  on  a   special  assignment  with  the 

American  Legion  convention.  In  Califor- 
nia, she  visited  several  studios  and  met 

numerous  stars,  preparatory  to  writing  a 
series  of  articles  on  the  film  capital. 

Everett  Anderson,  assistant  manager  at 
the  Rialto,  has  returned  to  work,  after  a 

month’s  leave  of  absence,  granted  him 
because  of  ill  health  .   .   .   The  week  of 

September  25  saw  two  “baby”  films  in 
Racine.  Leasing  the  State  Theatre,  a   War- 

ner house,  for  the  run  of  the  picture, 

Standard  Theatres  presented  “The  Birth 

of  a   Baby,”  with  Jimmie  McCarthy,  for- 
mer local  assistant  manager  and  now  lo- 

cated with  Standard  at  Kenosha,  serving 
as  house  manager.  Manager  Len  Brown, 
with  a   series  of  afternoon  screenings  for 

women  only,  got  the  jump  on  “The  Birth” 
film  by  showing  “Our  Babies.” 

Records  in  Danger 
Springfield,  III. — Attendance  records  at 

the  Orpheum  were  in  danger  as  throngs 

rushed  to  see  “Boys  Town,”  which  opened 
a   week’s  engagement  at  the  theatre  Octo- 

ber 2. 

Tuscola  Has  Modern  Theatre 

Tuscola,  III. — The  new  Strand  Theatre 

has  been  opened  here.  It  is  air-condi- 
tioned, has  full  upholstered  seats,  and  has 

a   specially-constructed  “crying  room”  for 
mothers  with  temperamental  babies. 

Ferd  Nessel  to  Anderson,  Ind. 

Anderson,  Ind. — Ferd  D.  Nessel,  for  seven 
years  manager  of  the  Jefferson  Theatre, 

Goshen,  has  resigned  to  become  manager 
of  the  State  Theatre  here. 

Indianapolis  Film 
Unit  Snubs  Eleven 

Indianapolis — Only  21  pictures  of  the 
32  reviewed  by  the  Indiana  Indorsers  of 
Photoplays  were  okayed.  Eleven  were  not 

indorsed,  although  five  shorts  were  recom- 
mended. Three  outstanding  pictures — 

“Boys  Town,”  for  its  character  building; 
“Marie  Antoinette,”  for  its  magnificent 
costumes,  photography  and  scenery,  and 

“Four  Daughters,”  recommended  as  an 
unpretentious  story  of  genuine  people — 
were  given  special  mention. 

“Many  pictures  have  been  reviewed  dur- 
ing the  summer,  but  few,  I   am  sorry  to 

say,  of  any  real  merit.  There  were  no  real 
objectional  pictures  but,  while  we  indorsed 
them  as  good  moral  photoplays,  they  lacked 

interest  and  entertainment,”  said  Mrs. 
David  Ross,  president  of  the  organization. 

New  Sound  Installation 

Termed  Most  Powerful 

Chicago  —   “The  most  powerful  sound 

equipment  in  the  country,”  is  the  tag  given 
to  the  new  RCA  Magic  Voice  sound  just 
installed  in  the  Chicago  Theatre  here  by 
Eddie  Klein,  local  RCA  manager.  It  is 
the  newest  of  the  RCA  equipments,  and 
the  first  installation  in  this  country. 

The  prime  purpose  of  the  new  equip- 
ment is  to  give  more  volume  and  tone 

ranges  to  the  new  pictures  being  produced. 
Where  most  theatres  in  this  territory  now 

have  an  average  of  from  15  to  25  watts’ 
power,  the  new  Chicago  equipment  has 

an  80-watts’  power. 

Betty  Burgess  and  Sonny 

Lamont  in  Chicago  Show 

Chicago — Betty  Burgess  and  Sonny  La- 

mont, signed  for  roles  in  Malcolm  Browne’s 
“Adventures  of  the  Masked  Phantom”  se- 

ries, for  Equity  Pictures,  played  a   week’s 
engagement  here  last  week  at  the  State- 
Lake.  The  Equity  pictures,  20  features  in 

all,  in  addition  to  the  “Adventure”  series, 
will  be  released  through  the  Superior  ex- 

changes in  this  section  of  the  country. 

Doorman  Knows  His 

Business 

Chicago — Things  have  come  to  a 

pretty  state  of  affairs  at  Essaness, 

thinks  Mrs.  Eddie  Silverman.  Her  rea- son: 

She  tried  to  "crash  the  gate”  the 
other  night  at  the  Woods  Theatre,  Es- 

saness loop  house,  without  success. 

Being  the  boss'  wife  meant  nothing  to 
the  doorman.  The  result: 

Herb  Elisburg,  manager  of  the  house 

and  press  representative  of  the  circuit, 

came  to  her  rescue  with  an  “okay." 

INDIANAPOLIS 
pjADLEY  HULL,  GN  branch  manager, 

went  to  Chicago  over  the  weekend  to 
attend  the  company  sales  convention  .   .   . 

Otto  Ebert,  United  Artists  booker  and  of- 
fice manager,  has  resigned.  He  has  ac- 

quired an  interest  in  the  Daisy  Theatre 
with  Harvey  Orr  and  will  devote  his  time 
to  managing  the  house.  Harry  Hayes, 
booker  at  Warner  Bros.,  succeeds  Ebert 
at  the  UA  branch. 

Charles  Reagan,  Paramount  western  di- 
vision manager,  and  Allen  Usher,  Chicago 

district  manager,  spent  Friday  and  Satur- 
day in  Indianapolis  on  business  .   .   .   John 

M.  Powers,  United  Artists  auditor,  is  check- 
ing the  local  branch. 

Kenneth  T.  Collins,  Apollo  Theatre 

manager,  was  taken  to  the  Methodist  Hos- 
pital Monday  night  for  an  emergency  ap- 

pendectomy. He  appeared  to  be  in  good 

health  when  stricken  suddenly  late  Mon- 
day afternoon.  Clyde  Willard  will  be  in 

charge  of  the  theatre  during  Collins’  ab- sence. 

Paramount  exchange  employes  will  hold 

their  regular  autumn  outdoor  party  Octo- 
ber 10.  The  place  will  be  a   surprise  .   .   . 

Massey  Bros,  have  opened  the  Fort  Thea- 
tre, Fort  Branch,  Ind. 

The  Grove  Theatre,  Beech  Grove,  Ind., 

is  celebrating  its  first  anniversary  be- 
ginning October  2. 

R.  L.  Harned,  Milltovm,  Ind.,  exhibitor, 

has  acquired  the  Empire  Theatre,  Sellers- 
burg,  Ind.  .   .   .   C.  G.  Butler,  associated  with 
the  Universal  branch  for  more  than  14 

years  in  the  capacity  of  salesman,  has  re- 
signed and  will  join  Columbia  exchange, 

succeeding  Elmer  Dunas,  who  has  been 
transferred  to  the  Omaha,  Neb.,  branch 

of  the  company.  Butler  will  look  after  the 

city  selling. 

The  Ger-Bar  Equipment  Co.  has  com- 
pletely furnished  the  Daisy  Theatre.  The 

remodeled  house  will  reopen  October  7 

after  being  closed  several  months  for  re- 
pairs. Included  in  the  equipment  are  pro- 

jectors, sound  equipment,  screen  and  arc 
lamps,  carpet. 

Visitors  along  Filmrow:  Fred  Dolle  and 
Charles  Krebs,  Louisville,  Ky.;  John  Doerr, 

Gregory  circuit  booker,  Chicago;  R.  F. 
Scherer,  Linton;  H.  H.  Johnson,  Madison, 
and  Leonard  Sowar,  Muncie. 

" Cant  Take "   Big 

Springfield,  III. — “You  Can’t  Take  It 

With  You,”  which  opened  a   week’s  en- 
gagement at  the  Kerasotes  Bros.’  Senate 

Theatre  October  1,  was  attracting  capacity 
audiences  during  the  week. 

Altschwager  Installs  Marquee 

Columbus,  Wis.  —   H.  J.  Altschwager, 

manager  of  Rudalt  Theatre  here,  has  in- 
stalled a   new  electric  sign  and  new  mar- 

quee on  the  front  of  the  house. 
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10  Years  Ago 

{From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  6,  1928) 

N°  OFFICIAL  confirmation  in  St.  Louis 
of  reported  purchase  of  Skouras  The- 

atres by  Warner  Bros.,  nor  of  companion 
rumor  that  Spyros  Skouras,  president  of 
Skouras  Bros.  Enterprises,  is  to  head  all 
of  the  Warner  theatre  activities. 

The  Empress,  under  long  term  lease  to 
Skouras  Enterprises,  will  be  converted  into 
a   Vitaphone  house  under  Warner  Bros, 

management  .   .   .   The  Garden,  operated  by 
Charles  Sinclair,  Inc.,  has  been  declared 

bankrupt  .   .   .   The  Capitol  has  relighted 

as  a   Vitaphone  house  with  “Lights  of  New 
York”  as  the  attraction. 
John  Godnight  of  the  Jefferson,  De 

Soto,  Mo.,  is  attending  St.  Louis  University 

...  Joe  Desberger  of  the  Lincoln,  Belle- 
ville, 111.,  has  booked  the  Passion  Players 

.   .   .   Columbia’s  Barney  Rosenthal  is  dick- 
ering with  10  or  12  live  prospects  for 

Bristolphone  installations  ...  It  is  report- 

ed that  the  Empress  “talkie”  opening  will 
feature  A1  Jolson  in  “The  Singing  Fool.” 

Plan  Weekly  Broadcast 

For  Amateur  Programs 
St.  Louis — The  amateur  programs  at 

the  Regal  Theatre,  owned  by  Chris  and 
Pandeli  Efthim,  are  to  be  broadcast  each 
Thursday  evening  between  7:45  and  8:30 

o’clock  over  Radio  Station  KXOK,  the 
new  St.  Louis  Star -Times  station  that  took 
the  air  for  the  first  time  on  September 
19.  The  amateur  show  broadcasts  are 

being  bankrolled  by  the  Goldberg  Furni- 
ture Co. 

The  Regal  Theatre  caters  to  the  Negro 
trade.  Its  amateur  programs  over  the  air 
will  be  put  on  without  rehearsals  or  other 
advance  preparation  for  the  radio. 

Station  WIL  formerly  carried  the  Regal 
shows  on  the  air. 

Sonja  Henie's  Ice  Show 
Starts  in  Late  October 

Chicago — Sonja  Henie,  through  here  en 

route  to  the  coast,  said  that  her  personal 
appearance  ice  show  will  begin  its  tour 
this  year  late  in  October.  Twelve  towns 
are  expected  to  be  covered  instead  of  six 

as  last  year,  she  said,  after  conferences 

with  Arthur  Wertz,  vice-president  of  the 
Chicago  Stadium,  which  handles  her  p.a. 
tour. 

The  troupe  will  begin  rehearsals  shortly 

after  she  reaches  the  coast.  Accordingly, 
her  next  Fox  picture  is  not  due  to  go 
before  the  cameras  until  early  in  1939. 

Charles  Takes  Bids 

Vincennes,  Ind. — Bids  are  being  taken 
by  Theodore  Charles  for  the  theatre  he 

will  erect  here.  Warweg  and  Hagel,  Evans- 
ville, Ind.,  architects,  drew  the  plans. 

Improve  in  New  London 

New  London,  Wis. — Extensive  improve- 

ments, including  a   new  ticket  booth,  re- 
decorations of  the  interior,  and  installation 

of  air-conditioning  are  under  way  at  the 
Mer  Mac  Theatre  here. 

Flesh  Coming  Back 

In  Wisconsin  Spots 

Milwaukee — Flesh  is  staging  a   come- 

back in  various  Wisconsin  spots.  Locally, 

Fox’s  Palace  has  been  spotting  name  bands 
in  its  Palace  Theatre  here  with  Veloz  and 

Yolanda  opening  October  7   for  a   week’s 
engagement,  followed  by  Benny  Goodman, 
October  14,  and  Gene  Krupa  and  his  band, 
October  21. 

In  addition,  the  Empress  opened  October 
5   under  the  management  of  Charles  Fox 
with  burlesque  and  sex  films. 

Around  the  state,  the  Capitol  at  Mani- 
towoc has  been  offering  flesh  attractions 

on  Wednesdays  and  Thursdays,  with  the 

shows  opening  on  Fridays  at  the  River- 

side Theatre  here  for  a   week’s  showing. 
Other  state  houses  spotting  flesh  at- 

tractions include  the  Rex  at  Beloit;  the 
Cosmo  and  Badger  at  Merrill;  the  Rivoli 

at  Chippewa  Falls  and  Standard  Gateway 
houses  in  Kenosha.  In  some  spots,  the 
stage  shows  are  offered  at  no  admission 

hike,  while  in  others  there  is  a   slight  in- 
crease. 

General  reports  are  that  the  vaudeville 

showings,  in  addition  to  film  fare,  are 
meeting  with  first  rate  reception  in  most 
cities. 

MILWAUKEE 
■pHE  Boys  Town  Road  Show  and  Capella 

Choir  will  appear  at  the  Auditorium 
here  October  13  under  the  sponsorship  of 
the  Junior  Chamber  of  Commerce.  The 

flicker,  after  two  weeks  at  Fox’s  Wiscon- 
sin, has  been  switched  to  the  circuit’s 

Strand  for  an  additional  week. 

Art  Catlin,  United  Artist  exploiteer,  is 

here  in  connection  with  “Algiers,”  current- 
ly playing  the  Warner. 

Charles  Loewenberg,  district  manager 
for  Fox  here,  is  convalescing  in  an  In- 

diana sanitarium. 

L.  Roy  Pierce,  also  a   district  manager 
for  Fox,  has  been  confined  ot  his  home 

by  illness. 

The  Avalon  Theatre  safe,  looted  early  in 

January,  was  again  cracked  last  week, 
this  time  netting  $1,147.  The  house  was 

similarly  robbed  of  $1,200  three  years  ago. 

H.  F.  Pueschner,  formerly  of  Laona,  is 

managing  the  new  300-seat  house  opened 
October  1   at  Markesan. 

J.  C.  Ebersberger,  formerly  assistant 
manager  of  the  Rhodes  Theatre,  Chicago, 

has  been  named  manager  of  Warner’s 
Rex  at  Sheboygan,  succeeding  Floyd  Wesp, 
resigned. 

The  Douglas  Theatre,  Racine,  has  in- 
stalled new  sound  equipment. 

The  Ozaukee  Theatre  at  Port  Washing- 
ton has  been  the  scene  of  picketing  over 

projectionist  union  demands. 

His  " First  Time " 

Chicago — There’s  a   first  time  for  every- 

thing and  A1  Simon  experienced  that  “first 
time,”  in  his  first  holdup  experience  last 
Wednesday  night  at  his  restaurant  in  the 

Exhibitors’  Bldg. 
With  about  20  patrons  in  the  restaurant 

around  9   o’clock,  two  young  “bold,  bad 
men” — as  Helen  Walters,  Simon’s  girl 
“Saturday,”  put  it — stalked  in  with  caps 
pulled  down  low  over  their  faces,  and 

“nice,  shiny  blue  automatics”  in  hand. 
Handling  the  matter  adroitly  and  with 
finesse,  they  backed  up  the  customers  to 
the  rear  of  the  place,  herded  them  into  one 
spot.  As  one  held  everyone  back,  another 
rifled  the  cash  register  of  about  $125. 

While  the  systematic  job  was  being 

worked,  the  janitor  of  the  building  walked 
in.  Without  any  unpleasantness,  he  was 

lined  up,  too,  and  backed  to  the  rear  of  the 

place.  Both  men  left  quietly  after  fin- 

ishing their  “work.” 

St,  Louis  Amusement  Tax 

Shortage  Set  at  $7,940 
St.  Louis — A   stipulation  has  been  filed 

with  the  board  of  tax  appeals  in  Wash- 
ington fixing  at  $7,940  the  federal  income 

tax  deficiency  of  the  St.  Louis  Amuse- 
ment Co.  for  1932.  It  was  originally  con- 

tended by  the  federal  government  that 
the  deficiency  amounted  to  $18,080. 

The  board  of  tax  appeals  found  that 
there  was  no  claim  for  1933  against  the 

company  in  its  operation  of  the  Mikado 
Theatre. 

At  the  time  the  tax  deficiency  occurred, 
the  St.  Louis  Amusement  Co.  was  not 

controlled  by  the  Fanchon  &   Marco  in- 
terests, which  now  have  charge  of  the 

management  of  the  Mikado  and  other  the- 
atres of  the  company.  The  Fanchon  & 

Marco  organization  did  not  take  over  the 
firm  until  after  their  peace  pact  with 
Warner  et  al  in  1936. 

Governor  Against  Tax  Hike 

Jefferson  City,  Mo.  —   Gov.  Lloyd  C. 

Stark  has  announced  his  opposition  to 

any  increase  in  the  present  state  two  per 
cent  sales  tax.  It  is  believed  that  an  at- 

tempt to  raise  the  tax  rate  to  three  per 
cent  will  be  made  when  the  next  Missouri 

general  assembly  convenes  here  early  next January. 

C.  B.  Atkins  Is  ShuHled 

To  Post  in  Blue  Island 
Blue  Island,  III. — C.  B.  Atkins,  former 

manager  of  the  circuit’s  Tivoli  in  Aurora, 
has  been  named  manager  of  the  Great 

States  theatres  in  Blue  Island.  He  suc- 
ceeds William  Langdon,  who  becomes  city 

manager  in  Kankakee. 

Griffith  to  Woodstock,  111. 

Woodstock,  III. — Robert  E.  Griffith, 
formerly  manager  of  the  Paissance  Theatre 

in  Chicago,  has  left  there  to  become  man- 
age of  the  Woodstock  Theatre  here. 
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Chicago  October  Release  Schedule 

Chicago — Many  o f   the  feature  releases  in  October  for  the  Chicago  territory  will 
include  pictures  in  the  Movie  Quiz  contest,  according  to  the  release  schedule  an- 

nounced this  week.  The  complete  list  follows: 
WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  2 

260 — My  Bill — K.  Francis,  B.  Granville    65-FN 
835 — Sky  Giant — R.  Dix,  C.  Morris,  J.  Fontaine    80-RKO 

3501 — Every  Night  at  Eight — G.  Raft,  A.  Faye,  P,  Kelly    79-Para 
835 — Shopworn  Angel — M.  Sullavan,  J.  Stewart    85-M-G-M 
852 — Always  Goodbye — E.  Stanwyck,  H.  Marshall    75-Fox 
  — Crime  Over  London — Margot  Graham e,  P.  Cavanaugh    68-GB 

— Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel — B.  Barnes,  S.  Stewart  (Foreign)   80-UA 
3059 — King  of  the  Arena — Ken  Maynard  Western  (reissue)    68-Univ 
7025 — Tenth  Avenue  Kid — B,  Cabot,  B.  Roberts,  T.  Ryan    63-Rep 
  — King  of  the  Sierras — Rex,  King  of  the  Wild  Horses   GN 

WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  9 

262 — 
 

*Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse — E.  G.  Robinson,  C.  Trevor,  H.  Bogart     86-FN 

3745 — Booloo — Colin  Tapley,  S.  Amaska,  J.  Regan      62-Para 

855 — 
 

I'll  Give  a   Million — W.  Baxter,  M.  Weaver,  P.  Lorre    76-Fox 

854 — Passport  Husband — S.  Erwin,  P.  Moore,  D.  Fowley    66-Fox 
  — Evergreen — Jessie  Matthews,  S.  Hale  (reissue)      80-GB 
  — Come  and  Get  It — J.  McCrea,  F.  Farmer,  E.  Arnold    99-UA 

    — *The  Gladiator — Joe  E.  Brown,  J.  Travis,  D.  Moore      72-Col 
2008 — Little  Tough  Guy — Dead  End  Kids,  R.  Wilcox,  H.  Parrish   84-Univ 
7014 — The  Higgins  Family — James,  Lucile  and  Russell  Gleason   62-Rep 
  — Starlight  Over  Texas — Tex  Ritter  Western          ,+60-Mono 

  — Knight  of  the  Plains — Fred  Scott,  A1  St.  John    63-Sup 
WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  16 

215 — Men  Are  Such  Fools — W.  Morris,  P.  Lane,  H.  Bogart   68-War 

883 — ‘Painted  Desert — George  O'Brien,  L.  Johnson    59-RKO 
3505 — Last  Outpost — C.  Grant,  C.  Rains,  G.  Michael  (reissue)   75-Para 
841 — Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy — M.  Rooney,  L.  Stone,  J.  Garland   92-M-G-M 

856 
—

 

 

‘Little  Miss  Broadway — S.  Temple,  G.  Murphy,  P.  Brooks      72-Fox 

  — Dark  Angel — F.  March,  M.  Oberon,  H.  Marshall  (reissue)   ...,108-UA 

  — ‘The  Lady  Objects — G.  Stuart,  L.  Ross,  J.  Marsh,  R.  Paige   Col 
  — ‘Missing  Guest — P.  Kelly,  C.  Moore,  W.  Lundigan       68-Univ 
7104 — Man  From  Music  Mountain — Gene  Autry,  S.  Burnette,  C.  Hughes   58-Rep 

— ‘Barefoot  Boy — Jackie  Moran,  M.  M.  Jones,  R.  Morgan      +65-Mono 
  — Slander  House — Adrienne  Ames,  Craig  Reynolds    64-Jud 
  — Alias  the  Bad  Man — Ken  Maynard  (reissue)      60-Sup 

WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  23 

205 — ‘Racket  Busters — G.  Brent,  H.  Bogart,  G.  Dickson     72-War 
870 — King  Kong — F.  Wray,  R.  Armstrong,  B.  Cabot  (reissue)    100-RKO 

3639 — Internes  Can't  Take  Money — J.  McCrea,  B.  Stanwyck,  B.  Cabot  (reissue)   80-Para 
849 — ‘Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl — R.  Young,  R.  Hussey,  V.  Grey,  L.  Ayres   72-M-G-M 

901 

—

 

 

‘Gateway — D.  Ameche,  A.  Whelan,  L.  Talbot  
 

+74-Fox 

— Strange  Boarders — Tom  Walls,  Renee  St.  Cyr     71-GB 

    — ‘Juvenile  Court — Paul  Kelly,  R.  Hayworth,  F.  Darro   Col 
2003 — ‘Letter  of  Introduction — Bergen  and  McCarthy,  A.  Menjou   ...,103-Univ 
7127 — Desert  Patrol — Bob  Steele  Western    56-Rep 

  — ‘Under  the  Big  Top — Anne  Nagel,  Jack  La  Rue,  Marjorie  Main   +67-Mono 
  — Land  of  Missing  Men — Bob  Steele  (reissue)    61-Sup 

WEEK  OF  OCTOBER  30 

263 

—

 

 

When  Were  You  Born — A.  M.  Wong,  M.  Lindsay,  L.  Lane  
 

65-FN 

833 — ‘Mother  Carey's  Chickens — F.  Bainter.  R.  Keeler,  A.  Shirley    82-RKO 
3748 — ‘The  Texans — R.  Scott,  J.  Bennett,  W.  Brennan    93-Para 

840 — ‘The  Crowd  Roars — R.  Taylor,  M.  O'Sullivan,  F.  Morgan   91-M-G-M 

902 

—

 

 

‘Keep  Smiling — J.  Withers,  G.  Stuart,  H.  Wilcoxson   
 

*K77-Fox 

8207 — South  of  Arizona — C.  Starred,  I.  Meredith    54-Col 

7002 — Army  Girl — P.  Foster,  M.  Evans,  N.  Hamilton       88-Rep 
  — Mexicali  Kid — Jack  Randall,  western        60-Mono 

  — Living  Dead — G.  Du  Maurier,  G.  Curzon    65-Sup 

+1938-1939  Season's  Product. 

‘Designates  pictures  in  $250,000  Movie  Quiz  Contest. 

Jacksonville  Revamp 
Contract  Is  Awarded 

Jacksonville,  III. — Contracts  for  the 
mechanical  work  in  connection  with  the 

alterations  and  improvements  to  the  Illi- 
nois Theatre  here  will  be  awarded  at  once 

by  the  Fox  Midwest  Corp.,  Kansas  City, 
Mo.,  owners  of  the  theatre.  The  general 
contract  went  to  Smirl  &   Gibson  here.  The 
architect  is  Robert  Boiler  of  Kansas  City. 

New  Marquee  at  Carbondale 

Carbondale,  III. — A   new  marquee  has 
been  installed  at  the  Rodgers  Theatre,  a 
750-seater  operated  by  the  Rodgers  circuit 
of  Cairo,  111. 

When  in  Rome 

Chicago — When  Paramount  News’  Red 
Felbinger  and  Wayman  Robertson  went  to 
Rochester,  Minn.,  recently  to  cover  the 
journey  of  President  Franklin  Roosevelt 

to  Mayo  Brothers  Clinic  there,  it’s  funny 
how  Robie  developed  ear  trouble  during 
the  visit. 

At  least,  he  had  expert  medical  advice. 

P.  S.:  He  hasn’t  received  the  bill  yet. 

Chicago  Softball  League 

Headed  by  Wm.  Ackright 
Chicago — William  Ackright  of  the  Film- 

ack  team  has  been  elected  president  of 
the  Chicago  Motion  Picture  Softball 

League  for  the  1939  season.  Re-elected 
secretary  is  Chris  Chin  of  National  Screen. 

The  league  was  host  at  a   banquet  to 
over  120  members  of  the  six  teams  and 

their  friends  at  the  CAPA  headquar- 
ters in  the  Hotel  Crillon.  Honor  guests 

were  the  champions  of  the  league,  the 
Paramount  team. 

The  members  of  the  team  were  Vic 
Bernstein,  Bill  Flosi,  Jim  Grieco,  Clarence 
Grimm,  Barr  Gross,  Harry  Hopkins,  George 
Libera,  Joe  Kelliher,  Bill  Lyman,  Opie 
Merrick,  Bert  Ofstie,  Jim  Ondracek,  Lex 
Phillips,  Vem  Smith,  Russ  Uswetski,  Joe 

Williams,  Wally  Bennin,  captain,  and  Her- 
man Busch,  manager.  Uswetski,  who  has 

been  seriously  ill  for  several  weeks,  was 
unable  to  attend.  Also  absent  was  the 
late  Roman  Woods,  B&K  office  boy,  who 
was  drowned  some  weeks  ago. 

Plans  are  under  way  for  the  formation 

of  a   Filmrow  sports  club,  which  will  han- 
dle all  sports  activities  of  the  industry 

in  Chicago.  Members  of  the  committee 
to  discuss  the  matter  are  Bill  Kassell  of 
Columbia;  Henry  Porter  of  Photoplay,  who 
was  the  retiring  president  of  the  softball 
league;  Chin,  and  Busch. 

Final  Standings  in 

Softball  League 

Chicago — Final  standings  in  the  Chi- 

cago motion  picture  softball  league  for 
the  season  1938  are  as  follows: 

First  Half  Standings 

Won  Lost  Pet. 1.  Paramount   8   2   .800 

2.  Photoplay  Carriers      8   2   .800 
3.  Henri  Elman      6   4   .600 
4.  Filmack     4   6   .400 

5.  National  Screen      3   7   .300 
<S.  20th-Fox   1   9   -109 

(Note:  Paramount  defeated  Photoplay  In 

a   one  game  playoff  for  Championship  of first  half.) 

Second  Half  Standings 

Won  Lost  Pet. 
1.  Henri  Elman  (1  tied)      9   0   .1000 

2.  Paramount  (1  tied)      7   2   .875 
3.  Photoplay  Carriers      5   5   .500 
4.  National  Screen      3   7   .300 

5.  Filmack     3   7   .300 
6.  20th-Fox     2   8   .200 

Final  Standings 

Won  Lost  Pet. 
1.  Paramount  (1  tied)    17  4   .773 

2.  Henri  Elman  (1  tied)    15  6   .714 
3.  Photoplay  Carriers    13  7   .650 
4.  Filmack   7   13  .350 

5.  National  Screen      6   14  .300 
6.  20th-Fox  Film      3   17  .150 

(Note:  Paramount  defeated  Henri  Elman 

in  first  two  games  of  three-game  final Championship  series.) 

L.  G.  Keelen  to  Operate 
New  Sheffield  Theatre 

Sheffield,  III. — L.  G.  Keelen  of  Prince- 
ton will  operate  the  theatre  being  erected 

on  Sheffield’s  Main  Street.  The  house 
will  cost  about  $15,000  and  will  seat  400 

persons.  The  owners  are  E.  O.  Runft,  Her- 
bert Wolf  and  Charles  W.  Boyden. 

Circuit  Reopens  Three 
Chicago — The  Schoenstadt  circuit  has 

reopened  for  the  fall  the  Crane,  Crown  and 
Archer  theatres,  making  a   total  of  15 
houses  they  are  operating  now. 

Theatre  Organist  Dies 
Milwaukee — Mrs.  Adelyn  Engle,  42,  for 

ten  years  organist  in  local  theatres,  died 
in  a   local  hospital  following  a   two-month illness. 
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MINNEAPOLIS  TILLS  HAVE  YEAR'S  TOP  WEEK 
Minnesota  Supreme  Court 

Rules  "Ten-O-Win”  Lottery 

Climax  After  Months  of 

Steadily  Climbing 

Grosses 

Minneapolis  —   “Ten-O-Win,”  money 
prize  game  played  at  many  theatres  in 
the  territory,  is  a   lottery  in  violation  of 
the  state  law,  according  to  a   four  to 
three  decision  handed  down  by  the  state 

supreme  court. 

In  ruling  thusly,  the  court  upheld  lot- 
tery charges  which  were  brought  against 

the  Lyceum  Theatre,  St.  Paul  loop  sub- 
sequent-run grind  house.  It  affirmed  the 

lower  court’s  findings  in  the  case. 
The  defense  had  contended  that  there 

was  no  lottery  because  participants  were 
not  compelled  to  buy  a   theatre  admission 

ticket,  but  could  take  part  simply  by  ap- 
plying to  the  showhouse  and  then  stand- 

ing in  the  outer  lobby  to  listen  to  the 

winning  numbers  called  over  a   loudspeak- 

Minneapolis  Paper 

Plugs  Trade  Drive 

Minneapolis — “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 

Year”  campaign  got  a   break  here  when 
Merle  Potter  in  the  Journal  devoted  three 

columns  to  it.  Story  carried  a   three- 
column  two-line  head:  N.  W.  Film  Men 

Join  Drive  for  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year. 

Potter,  in  part,  said: 

“Motion  picture  exhibitors  of  Minne- 
ap:lis  and  the  northwest,  backed  up  by 
new  Hollywood  product  estimated  to  have 
cost  approximately  $36,000,000,  today  are 
engaged  in  a   campaign  to  prove  that  this 

is  ‘Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year.’ 

“Combined  for  the  purposes  of  the  cam- 
paign are  local  representatives  of  all  the 

studios  on  the  west  coast  and  managers 
of  chain  and  independent  theatres.  In 
Minneapolis,  65  theatres,  with  a   seating 
capacity  of  50,000,  and  600  employes  of 
film  exchanges  and  allied  business  the 
total  number  engaged  is  increased  to  1,300. 

“The  new  pictures  to  be  shown  here  dur- 
ing the  next  three  months  are  heralded 

as  representing  the  efforts  of  all  the  pro- 
ducers to  provide  screen  entertainment 

superior  to  any  ever  offered  the  public.” 
An  extension  of  the  drive  and  $250,000 

prize  contest  beyond  December  31,  as  now 
proposed  would  win  the  approval  of  the 
vast  majority  of  independent  exhibitors 
in  this  territory,  it  is  indicated.  It  would 
crown  with  victory  a   fight  that  W.  A. 

Steffes,  district  chairman,  and  other  inde- 
pendent exhibitor  leads  here  have  been 

waging. 

Because  of  the  clearance  in  effect  in 

er  system.  The  minority  opinion  con- 
curred in  this  view.  But  the  majority  de- 

cided that  “it  was  a   question  for  the  jury 
to  decide  whether  the  fact  that  the  prize 
distribution  included  those  outside  the 

theatre  who  had  requested  tickets  was  a 
mere  device  to  evade  or  circumvent  the 

law.” 

Early  in  the  present  year  the  state  su- 
preme court  had  ruled  that  Bank  Night 

conducted  according  to  its  rules,  is  not  a 

violation  of  the  state  anti-lottery  law. 
For  “Ten-O-Win”  there  is  a   spinning 

device  on  the  stage.  A   winner  must  have 
a   ticket  of  the  right  color  and  number. 
Tickets  win  from  $1  to  $5  and  there  also 

is  a   jackpot  taken  on  a   certain  combina- 
tion of  colors  and  numbers. 

the  Twin  Cities  and  throughout  the  ter- 
ritory, many  independent  exhibitors  have 

claimed  they’re  at  a   big  disadvantage  as 
far  as  deriving  benefits  from  the  cam- 

paign and  contest  are  concerned.  All  too 

many  of  them  obtain  pictures  figuring  in 

the  contest  too  late  to  do  them  much  good, 

they’ve  complained,  and  Steffes  has  been 
using  his  efforts  to  obtain  an  extension 
of  the  closing  time. 

The  trade  hereabouts  also  is  looking 

forward  to  newspaper  ads  on  the  contest 
with  more  punch.  It  is  known  these  ads 

have  been  prepared  and  soon  will  be  forth- 
coming. 

An  Easy  Triumph 

For  Film  Drive 

Minneapolis — In  an  editorial  on  “The 

Public  and  the  Films,”  the  Star  here  de- 
clared “the  film  industry’s  campaign  to 

convince  the  American  public  of  the  value, 
stimulus  and  inspiration  to  be  found  in 

the  movies  shouldn’t  be  a   difficult  job  to 
put  over.”  The  American  public  every 
day  is  demonstrating  that  it  is  pretty 
well  convinced  on  that  score  already,  the 
editorial  declared. 

“Every  day  and  every  night,  people  in 
movie  theatres  forget  their  troubles  by 
laughing  at  comedy,  by  thrilling  to  high 
adventure,  by  identifying  themselves  with 
the  heroes  and  heroines  of  the  screen, 

by  recourse  (on  the  part  of  women)  to 

handkerchiefs  when  the  story  is  sad”  the 
editorial  continued. 

“The  movies  are  both  an  escape  from 
life  and  an  intensifier  of  it.  They  re- 

fresh, enlighten,  entertain.  They  save 
thousands  of  us  from  the  dull  routine  of 

our  daily  duties,  release  us  into  bright 

worlds  of  the  imagination.  They’re  an 
aid  to  living.  We  simply  couldn’t  get  along 

without  them.” 

Minneapolis — The  past  week  was  the 

biggest  of  the  year  in  point  of  aggre- 
gate grosses  for  downtown  theatres  here, 

business  hitting  a   new  high  and  attaining 

sensational  proportions.  Total  loop  tak- 
ings were  in  excess  of  $50,000,  denoting 

— if  not  a   permanent  return  of  prosperity 

—at  least  a   temporary  severe  rout  of  the 

depression. 
This  tremendous  week  came  on  top  of 

several  months  of  mounting  theatre  gross- 
es and  generally  fine  boxoffice  ibade. 
At  the  same  time,  the  two  opening 

University  of  Minnesota  football  games — 

with  Washington  and  Nebraska — drew  52,- 
000  and  48,000  people  at  $2.75  per  ticket — ■ 
indicative  of  anything  but  hard  times. 
Benny  Goodman  and  his  band  at  the 

Orpheum  broke  the  theatre’s  house  rec- 
ord which  was  set  only  a   few  weeks  ago 

by  Horace  Heidt.  Paid  $10,000  for  his 
week  here,  Goodman  attracted  close  to 
$30,000.  Sunday  was  the  biggest  single  day 

in  the  theatre’s  history,  with  more  than 
12,000  customers  paying  nearly  $5,000  to 

hear  the  band  and  see  the  picture,  “The 

Valley  of  the  Giants.” 
With  “Boys  Town,”  the  State  also  p’.ay- 

ed  on  Sunday  to  the  largest  number  cf 
people  that  have  ever  visited  t   at  house 
on  any  one  day.  Picture  did  a   tremendous 

week’s  business — almost  as  much  as  “Alex- 
ander’s Ragtime  Band”  did  at  the  same 

theatre  recently — and  it  has  moved  over 
to  the  Century  for  an  extension  of  its 
downtown  first  run. 

In  spite  of  the  toughest  opposition  of 

the  year,  “Three  Loves  Has  Nancy,”  at  the 
Century,  also  drew  large  crowds,  as  did 

“La  Boheme,”  in  its  second  week  at  the World. 

It  all  added  up  to  the  fact  that  the  pub- 
lic apparently  is  in  no  lack  of  funds  to 

spend  on  entertainment  and  has  the  in- 
clination to  come  across,  the  trade  points 

out. 

Nebraska  Theatres  Get 

A   First  National  Pact 

Lincoln — T.  B.  Noble’s  Nebraska  The- 
atres, Inc.,  won  the  First  National  contract 

after  dickering  for  it  in  New  York,  and 

“Four  Daughters”  was  set  to  open  the 
Varsity  which  embarked  on  a   new  policy 

and  price — 35  cents  top  instead  of  20 
cents,  single  features  instead  of  duals. 

First  National  has  been  sold  in  this 
situation  to  J.  H.  Cooper  for  years,  this 

being  the  second  major  company  to  bounce 
over  the  traces  and  sell  to  Noble,  United 

Artists  having  previously  been  contracted. 
Before  that,  Republic  was  bought  away 
from  Cooper.  This  puts  the  Varsity  in  the 
strongest  film  position  it  has  enjoyed  so 

far,  all  the  new  additions  augmenting  the 
standby  Columbia. 
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First-Run  Theatres  in  Omaha  Are 

Returning  to  Single  Feature  Fare 
Omaha — Are  Omaha  first-run  theatres 

slowly  but  surely  returning  to  single  fea- 
ture bills  after  several  years  of  straight 

duals?  The  answer  is  “Yes,  with  reserva- 

tions.” 
Two  out  of  Omaha’s  three  first-run 

houses  had  single  bills  during  the  current 

week,  a   rarity  indeed.  The  same  two  the- 
atres have  shown  more  singles  in  the  past 

six  months  than  any  time  in  several  years. 

Singer’s  Brandeis  has  the  advantage  of 
a   theatre  seating  only  1,200  patrons,  from 
the  standpoint  of  singles.  Of  three  single 
bills  shown  by  this  house  since  July  1, 
two  have  been  holdovers. 

Blank’s  Omaha,  seating  2,200,  has  had 
two  single  bills  within  the  last  30  days. 

One,  “Boys  Town,”  went  three  weeks  after 
an  extended  promotion  and  world  pre- 

miere build-up. 

Blank’s  Orpheum,  seating  3,000,  has  had 
no  singles  yet  and  probably  would  be  the 

last  of  the  three  to  return  to  straight  one- 
feature  bills.  An  attempted  single  bill  at 

A   Merger  Nearer 
Of  KMTA  and  ITO 

Kansas  City — Steps  were  taken  to  ef- 

fect a   cooperative  union  between  the  In- 
dependent Theatre  Owners  of  Kansas  City, 

Mo.,  and  the  Kansas-Missouri  Theatres 

Ass’n,  when  the  former  group  voted  ap- 
proval of  the  idea.  Secretary  John  Wolf- 

berg  of  the  Strand  was  instructed  to  con- 

duct by  mail  a   vote  on  the  proposal  among 
all  independents  here. 

Objective  of  the  union  will  be  to  give 

ITO  members  a   broader  field  of  coopera- 
tive action  in  the  KMTA,  which  deals  with 

regional  and  national  as  well  as  local 

affairs  affecting  exhibition,  said  E.  E. 
Webber  jr„  of  the  Mary  Lue,  president  of 
the  ITO.  Identity  of  the  local  group  will 
be  retained,  and  it  will  have  its  own  offi- 

cers. This  will  be  in  order  that  the  ITO 

can  deal  as  a   group  with  problems  af- 

fecting only  the  local  theatres.  Objec- 
tive of  the  combination  so  far  as  the 

KMTA  is  concerned  will  be  to  have  back 
of  it  in  all  its  copoerative  efforts  to  bet- 

ter exhibition  practice  and  conditions  a 

representative  body  of  Kansas  City  ex- 
hibitors. Several  independents  of  Kansas 

City  already  are  members  of  the  KMTA, 
and  some  of  them  have  been  several  years. 
They  have  taken  an  active  part  in  its  af- 

fairs. Among  these  is  Ed  Rolsky,  of  the 
National  and  St.  John,  Jay  Means,  Mrs. 
Rosa  Baier  and  Charley  Potter. 

A   motion  was  presented  at  the  meeting 
last  Friday  to  dissolve  the  ITO,  but  this 
was  voted  down. 

this  house  a   year  ago  was  very  unprofit- 
able, according  to  District  Manager  E.  R. 

Cummings,  hence  the  Orpheum  duals 

everything,  even  pictures  running  100  min- 
utes or  longer. 

Will  Singer,  Brandeis  manager,  is  a 
single  feature  advocate,  having  expressed 

himself  on  that  point  to  Boxoffice.  Sin- 
ger said  that  exhibitors  would  have  a   more 

profitable  business  “if  they  would  show 
one  good  picture  rather  than  two  average 

pictures.” 
Suburban  houses  stick  closely  to  duals 

with  triple  bills  not  unusual.  Triples  are 

on  the  screens  of  Ralph  Goldberg’s  six 
houses  at  least  50  per  cent  of  the  time. 

Sam  Epstein  uses  triples  only  infrequent- 
ly, sticking  mostly  to  double  bills. 

Indications  point  to  more  singles  on 

Omaha  first-run  screens  during  the  fall 
and  winter.  However,  since  first-run 
houses  are  pushing  Movie  Quiz  pictures 
through  as  rapidly  as  possible,  this  may 
hold  back  any  anticipated  return  to 
singles. 

Policy  the  Same  in  Two 

Firms  Taken  by  Humston 
Kansas  City — Policies  of  American 

Films,  Inc.,  and  the  Kansas  City  Sound 

Service  Co.  will  not  be  changed  material- 

ly, according  to  Paul  Humston,  who  las“ 
week  purchased  the  interests  of  W.  I 
Norris  in  the  two  firms.  Humston  now 

is  president  and  Eleanor  Bell  is  secretary- 
treasurer. 

The  sound  service  company  is  expand- 
ing its  equipment  department  to  include 

Kni-tron  rectifiers,  manufactured  by  the 
Kneisley  Electric  Co.,  Toledo,  and  it  will 

handle  Weber  Machinery  Corp.’s  new  pro- 
jection equipment  for  commercial  the- 

atres. Weber  is  making  a   projector  in 

which  sound  and  projection  units  are  com- 
bined, and  the  unit  will  fit  either  Powers 

or  Simplex  bases. 

American  is  bringing  in  about  eight 

First  Division  pictures  never  before  re- 

leased in  this  area,  including  “Dance 
Band”  and  “Red  Wagon,”  Humston  said. 

Fifth  Anniversary 

Omaha — Mort  H.  Singer’s  Brandeis  The- 
atre, downtown  first-run  house,  celebrated 

its  fifth  anniversary  this  week.  Will  Sin- 

ger, Mort’s  brother,  expected  to  stay  in 
Omaha  only  three  weeks  when  he  came 
here  five  years  ago  to  open  the  house. 

At  Bowes  Opening 
Des  Moines — A.  G.  Stolte,  Tri-States 

district  manager,  attended  the  opening  of 
a   Major  Bowes  unit  at  the  Paramount 
Theatre  in  Waterloo. 

Praises  Universal 
Horror  Bill 

Cedar  Rapids.  Ia. — W.  R.  Praught, 

owner  of  the  Strand  Theatre  here,  says 

his  gross  for  a   four-day  showing  of 

the  double  feature  "Dracula"  and 
"Frankenstein''  exceeded  by  several 

times  his  receipts  on  any  other  pic- 

tures for  a   similar  period.  Jubilantly  he 

wrote  Universal  in  Des  Moines,  “I  feel 
we  owe  you  a   debt  of  gratitude  for 

furnishing  us  with  this  record-break- 

ing bill." 

]IL  I   iCO  1IL  N 
QUITE  a   gob  of  Omaha’s  Filmrow  came ^*to  town  for  the  “premiere,”  or  rather 
the  reopening  of  the  Varsity.  Iz  Weiner 

was  there,  likewise  Earle  Perkins,  Sol  Yea- 
ger, Bill  Crystal  and  Hymie  Novitsky  .   .   . 

Hymie,  said  he  was  going  with  Grand 

National  soon  but  doesn’t  know  to  which 
branch  office  he’ll  be  attached  .   .   .   Charles 
Morehead,  the  Fox  manager  in  Beatrice, 

was  up  for  the  opening,  too,  because  his 
former  bunkmate  at  military  school,  T.  B. 

Noble  jr„  owns  the  house. 

Boxoffice  was  invited  about  midnight 

Wednesday  by  Bill  Miskell  to  attend  the 

opening  of  Father  Flanagan’s  “Boys  Town” 
roadshow  at  Fremont,  but  took  a   rain- 
check  for  the  appearance  in  Hastings 

Wednesday  .   .   .   Wally  Johnson  trots  in 

from  Friend  every  time  there’s  an  or- 
chestra of  size  in  town.  Was  out  skip- 

ping  around  at  the  Turnpike  last  week 
when  Orrin  Tucker  was  here  .   .   .   Ed  Shoen- 

thal  had  a   big  time  with  “Spawn  of  the 
North”  in  Holdredge,  knocking  out  a 
charcoal  sketch  of  Dorothy  Lamour  and 

sending  it  to  her.  She  autographed  it  and 
sent  it  back  with  a   nice  letter.  Is  he 

jealous  of  Herbie  Kay?  Raw-ther!  Inci- 
dentally, Herbie  is  due  in  Lincoln  at  the 

Casino,  October  15. 

Football  has  gotten  the  minds  of  most 
of  theatre  Row,  and  even  double  features 

have  taken  a   back  seat  .   .   .   Bob  Living- 

ston still  holds  out  for  baseball,  but  he’s 
old  fashioned  .   .   .   George  Monroe  argues 

more  about  football  players  and  possibili- 
ties than  he  does  with  film  salesmen  ask- 
ing a   big  percentage  .   .   .   Alvin  Hendricks 

wore  a   boiled  shirt  and  a   tux  one  night 

at  the  Varsity,  but  hid  it  when  Tom  Noble 
asked  him  where  he  rented  it  in  front  of 

a   lobby  full  of  people  .   .   .   Joe  di  Natale, 

former  publicity  man  for  KFAB-KFOR 

here,  is  trying  to  tie  onto  Ted  Menden- 
hall’s staff  in  Omaha. 

When  T.  B.  Noble  jr.  designed  the  new 
mezzanine  floor  for  the  Variety  here,  he, 

among  other  things,  swapped  the  ladies 

and  gents  rest  rooms.  Journal  and  Star’s 
film  editor  dashed  up  to  the  accustomed 

place  on  the  first  night,  ducked  into  the 
room  and  realized  something  had  gone 

haywire  when  he  spied  a   woman  fixing  her 
hair.  Before  he  could  step  out,  she  whirled 

and  snapped:  “Who  do  you  think  you  are, 
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Liberty  and  Colonial  in  Lincoln 
Join  Nebraska  Theatres  Circuit 

Reservations  tor 

MPTOA  Meet 
Kansas  City — The  Kansas-Missouri 

Theatres  Ass'n  office  here  is  taking 
reservations  for  the  MPTOA  convention 

in  Oklahoma  City,  October  30,  31,  No- 

vember 1   and  2,  and  already  has  in 

about  35  or  40  from  this  territory.  Res- 

ervations cover  only  hotel,  but  if 

enough  from  here  desire  it,  the  KMT  A 

will  arrange  for  a   special  car.  A 

number  of  exhibitors  and  others  are 

arranging  to  attend  by  motor  car- 

(0)  m   A   1HI  A 
JJ^L  BLAIR,  booker,  and  Oral  Snyder,  of- 

fice manager,  of  the  Grand  National 
exchange  at  Des  Moines  were  in  town. 

A1  had  just  been  married  and  was  intro- 
ducing his  bride  around  the  Row  .   .   . 

D.  V.  McLucas,  UA  manager,  is  back  from 
a   sojourn  at  Hot  Springs  and  feeling  much 
better. 

Two  big  stories  will  break  on  Filmrow 
within  the  next  two  weeks  and  both  have 

to  do  with  expansions  due  to  increased 

business.  That’s  the  type  news  Boxoffice 
likes  to  report  .   .   .   P.  T.  Dana,  Universal 
district  manager  with  offices  at  Kansas 
City,  was  here  this  week  conferring  with 
Roy  Palmquist. 

Elvera  Roslund,  RKO  steno,  among  the 
last  of  the  vacationers.  She  went  home 

to  Osceola,  Neb.  .   .   .   William  P.  Byrne 
jr„  son  of  the  former  Orpheum  manager, 
died  recently  in  Los  Angeles  .   .   .   Don 

Shane,  Orpheum  assistant  boss,  is  a   dou- 
ble for  Tyrone  Power  in  looks  and  per- 

sonality. 

Orville  Rennie,  Tri-States  city  manager 
at  Hastings,  is  directing  a   home  talent 

musical  that  is  expected  to  be  a   knock- 

out. Orville  is  a   top-notch  singer  himself 
and  he  started  the  Four  Notes,  now  in 

big  time  radio,  on  the  way  up  the  ladder 
.   .   .   Gertrude  Lawrence  has  appeared  in 

“Susan  and  God”  at  the  Paramount  The- 
atre here  since  this  column  hit  the  presses. 

Ted  Mendenhall,  Paramount  chief,  is 
new  feeling  much  better.  He  says  his 

shoulder  feels  “great”  .   .   .   Will  Singer, 
Brandeis  boss,  is  expected  back  from  Chi- 

cago any  day  now. 

Lester  Dollison,  new  Omaha  exhibitor, 

was  on  the  Row.  He’s  from  Dallas,  Tex., 
and  has  plenty  of  that  southern  drawl. 
He  has  moved  his  wife  and  two  children 

here  and  is  all  set  for  an  opening  of  his 
Nebraska  Theatre  cm  October  14. 

Eddie  Forester,  Omaha  manager,  is  back 
from  an  unusual  vacation.  He  spent  it 

going  to  screenings,  attending  the  oppo- 
sition houses  and  writing  three  fiction 

stories  .   .   .   The  rarest  of  rare  visitors  on 

Filmrow  was  Fred  Koch,  Grand  Theatre, 
Remsen,  la. 

Spotted  on  Davenport  Street:  C.  J. 

Kramer,  Rialto  Theatre,  Stanton,  Neb.; 
Charlie  Stuart,  Mayfair,  Shenandoah,  la.; 
A.  H.  Lehman,  Harris,  Avoca,  la. 

Lincoln — Revision  of  the  local  theatre 

scene  came  about  this  week,  when  two 

theatres  joined  the  Nebraska  Theatres, 

Inc.,  one  leaving  the  J.  H.  Cooper-Lin- 
coln  Theatres  Corp.  string  to  do  it.  Lib- 

erty, a   1,400-seat  house,  becomes  NTI 
property  January  1,  the  lease  with  Cooper 

running  until  December  1.  George  O.  Mon- 

roe’s Colonial,  750  seats,  joins  NTI  on  a 
partnership  basis  this  week. 

In  seating  in  the  downtown  area,  the 
division  amounts  to  Cooper  having  gone 
from  6,850  seats  in  July  to  4,850  as  of 
January  1.  The  Nebraska  Theatres,  Inc., 

ally  of  the  L.  L.  Dent-Westland  Theatres, 
gained  from  1,540  seats  to  3,790.  Cooper 
now  has  the  Stuart  (1,900),  the  Lincoln 
(1,600),  and  the  Orpheum  (1,350).  NTI 
has  the  Varsity  (1,100),  the  Kiva  (440), 
the  Colonial  (750)  and  the  Liberty  (1,400). 
The  Sun  (600)  is  closed,  lease  held  by 

Independent  Circuits 

Add  Links  in  St,  Paul 
St.  Paul — The  Lyceum  Theatre,  down- 

town grind  subsequent-run  house,  which 
has  been  playing  vaudeville  weekends,  has 
been  taken  over  by  the  Twin  City  Theatre 
Corp.  whch  also  operates  the  Garrick, 

another  subsequent-run  grind  house  down- 
town here.  Members  of  the  company  are 

H.  S.  Dale  R.  J.  Rydeen,  M.  E.  Montgom- 
ery and  Albert  Hayes. 

The  Frankln  Amusement  Co.  of  Min- 
neapolis, independent  circuit  operators, 

has  acquired  the  new  $125,000  900-seat 
theatre  being  erected  by  the  Greenberg 
Construction  Co.  at  West  St.  Paul.  It  will 

increase  its  chain  to  13  houses — seven  of 
them  in  Minneapolis. 

The  Volk  Brothers,  who  operate  two  the- 
atres in  Minneapolis,  are  not  taking  over 

the  Aster  and  Mohawk,  St.  Paul,  as  pre- 
viously had  been  reported  in  trade  circles. 

Halloran  to  Universal 
Minneapolis  —   Pat  Halloran  has  re- 

signed as  Paramount  head  booker  to  be- 
come North  Dakota  salesman  for  Uni- 

versal. He  succeeds  Ben  Meshbesher,  re- 

signed. Paramount  hasn’t  yet  named  Hal- 
loran’s  successor. 

To  Uptown.  Clinton 
Sedalia,  Mo. — Vogel  Gettier,  formerly 

with  the  Fox  houses  in  Springfield,  Mo., 
and  associated  with  other  theatres  in  the 

territory,  has  been  named  manager  of  the 
Uptown  at  Clinton,  Mo. 

Depot  Adds  Flashes 
Des  Moines — The  shipping  and  inspec- 

tion for  Iowa  News  Flashes,  owned  by  Bur- 
ton Jerrol,  will  be  handled  by  the  Iowa 

Film  Depot. 

R.  R.  Livingston,  whose  Capitol  (824)  is 
operating  independently  as  a   subsequent run. 

Under  the  partnership  arrangement  with 

George  O.  Monroe,  he’s  paid  a   salary  and 
gets  50-50  of  the  house  net,  which  cramps 
any  deal  he  might  have  made  otherwise 

with  Cooper.  Colonial  goes  from  a   run- 
ner of  poor  subsequents,  to  the  best  ac- 
tion and  western  first  runs.  Price  jumps 

a   nickel  to  20-cent  top. 

Most  important  in  the  deal  is  the  re- 
habilitation of  the  boxoffice  by  overhaul- 

ing the  prices  which  have  been  at  a   low 

ebb  here,  Besides  the  Colonial,  the  Lib- 
erty takes  a   similar  bounce,  and  becomes 

second  run.  The  Varsity,  on  reopening, 

matched  Cooper’s  de  luxe  Stuart  at  10- 
25-40  prices,  a   100  per  cent  rise  from  the 
old  scale.  The  Kiva  will  become  a   hold- 

over house,  priced  at  35  cents  top. 

Nebraska  in  Omaha 

Will  Open  Oct.  14 
Omaha — Lester  Dollison,  former  Texas 

independent  circuit  operator,  has  taken 
over  the  building  formerly  occupied  by 

M.  Sigal’s  Time  Theatre,  and  will  open 
the  Nebraska  Theatre  on  October  14. 

The  building  is  undergoing  a   complete 

renovation  and  redecoration  job.  The  pro- 

ject includes  a   new  projection  booth,  of- 
fice and  boxoffice,  and  all  new  equip- 
ment installed  by  Western  Theatre  Sup- 

ply Co.  of  Omaha. 
The  Nebraska  will  seat  350  patrons  and 

will  be  operated  on  an  11  a.  m.  to  11  p.  m. 
or  noon  to  midnight  basis,  Dollison  told 
Boxoffice.  The  price  policy  will  be  a 

nickel  for  children,  10  cents  for  adults 

during  the  afternoon  and  15  cents  at  nigh  . 

Dollison  said  he  expects  to  run  double 
features  with  three  changes  of  schedule 

per  week.  His  product  will  be  approxi- 
mately 90  days  behind  first-run,  he  said. 

The  Nebraska  is  located  on  the  edge  of 

Omaha’s  main  business  section,  a   half 

block  from  Ralph  Goldberg’s  Town  The- 
atre and  a   block  from  Blank’s  first-run 

Omaha.  The  new  theatre  is  on  one  of  the 

principal  through  streets  and  is  about 
three  blocks  from  the  center  of  the  busi- 

ness section. 

Dollison  said  he  was  looking  for  a   good, 

substantial  city  to  open  a   theatre  and 

decided  that  Omaha  looked  like  “a  good 

theatre  town.” 

Briles  Closes  Lyric 

Excelsior  Springs,  Mo. — E.  O.  Briles 
has  closed  his  Lyric  Theatre  here. 
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Inside  Track  to  Harold 

Theatre  Permit  in  St. 

Field  for 

Louis  Park 
Minneapolis — Adopting  a   new  tack  in 

his  efforts  to  obtain  a   permit  to  build  a 

$100,000  theatre  in  St.  Louis  Park,  local 
suburb,  which  never  has  had  a   showhouse 
despite  its  5,000  population,  Harold  Field, 
owner  of  a   large  circuit  of  theatres  in 

Iowa,  now  seems  to  have  the  inside  track 
in  what  currently  has  developed  into  a 

three-cornered  fight. 

Prior  to  the  St.  Louis  Park  city  coun- 

cil’s second  hearing  on  the  matter  this 

week,  Field  sent  “an  open  letter  to  the 
residents  of  St.  Louis  Park”  in  the  form 
of  an  elaborate,  illustrated  four-page 
pamphlet,  describing  his  proposed  project 
in  detail. 

A   motion  to  grant  him  the  permit  was 
introduced  and  referred  to  a   committee 

of  the  whole  following  the  conclusion  of 
the  second  hearing  which  largely  was 

given  over  to  consideration  of  the  appli- 
cation of  Ben  Friedman,  who  operates  the 

Edina  and  Westgate  theatres  in  an  adja- 
cent suburb,  and  two  Albert  Lea,  Minn., 

houses. 

Two  others,  who  had  been  seeking  the 

permit,  apparently  have  dropped  out  of 
the  fight  but  this  week  a   new  entry, 

B.  A.  Paust,  Minneapolis  real  estate  deal- 

er, entered  the  scrap,  filing  an  applica- 
tion. A   permit  that  had  been  issued  to 

Charlie  Winchell  of  the  Minnesota  Amuse- 
ment Co.  had  been  allowed  to  lapse. 

In  his  “open  letter,”  Field  explains  his 
identity,  his  connection  with  the  theatre 

business,  the  kind  of  a   showhouse  he  pro- 
poses to  construct,  location,  parking  fa- 

cilities, etc. 

Field’s  theatre  would  cost  more  than 
$100,000  and  seat  1,000  people.  The  archi- 

tect’s plans  already  have  been  drawn. 
Field  also  has  offered  to  deed  10  to  14 

acres  of  property  in  St.  Louis  Park  for  a 
municipal  recreational  and  amusement 

field.  He  promises  that  work  on  his  the- 
atre would  be  started  immediately  and 

the  house  would  be  opened  the  early  part 
of  next  year. 

“If  our  license  is  granted,”  the  letter 
concludes,  “we  pledge  ourselves  to  cooper- 

ate to  the  fullest  extent  in  providing  an 
amusement  center  that  will  be  the  pride 
of  St.  Louis  Park  and  a   real  asset  to  the 

community.” 
Friedman  and  Paust  also  would  build 

theatres  seating  from  900  to  1,000  and 
costing  approximately  $100,000. 

Chain  Honors  Gehring 
Des  Moines — A.  H.  Blank  and  Ralph  G. 

Branton  of  Tri-States  have  declared  the 
week  of  October  16  as  Bill  Gehring  Week 

in  honor  of  the  20th-Fox  division  mana- 
ger. Blank  and  Branton  returned  from 

New  York  the  early  part  of  the  week  and 
details  of  the  campaign  to  be  exploited 
were  established. 
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Defer  Action  on 

Theatre  Permit 
Minneapolis — The  city  council  license 

committee  here  has  deferred  action  on 

the  latest  application  of  H.  L.  Griffith 

for  a   permit  to  construct  a   new  $150,- 

000  neighborhood  theatre.  It  laid  the 

application  over  for  two  weeks  to  await 

appointment  of  a   new  committee  mem- 

ber to  fill  the  vacancy  caused  by  a 

death.  Griffith  has  been  waging  his 

fight  to  obtain  the  permit  for  the  past 

two  years. 

Novitsky  Is  Named 

GN  Omaha  Manager 
Omaha — Hymie  Novitsky,  former  Repub- 

lic branch  manager  and  co-franchise  hold- 
er here,  has  been  named  exchange  mana- 

ger in  the  Omaha  territory  for  Grand 
National.  Bill  Crystal,  present  GN  chief, 
goes  to  Minneapolis,  succeeding  Glenn 
Gregory  there. 

Gregory  goes  to  Denver  as  branch  man- 
ager and  Bradley  Fish,  Denver  boss,  has 

been  moved  to  San  Francisco  as  exchange 

manager.  James  Winn  of  the  San  Fran- 
cisco office  becomes  midwest  district  man- 
ager with  headquarters  in  Chicago. 

Jack  Lamont,  GN  exchange  manager 

here  until  recently,  has  been  named  south- 
ern district  manager. 

Des  Moines  Theatre  Is 

Again  Open  to  Traffic 
Des  Moines — Both  patrons  and  manage- 

ment of  the  Uptown  Theatre  here  were 

relieved  when  the  intersection  at  Forty- 
second  St.  and  University  Ave.  was  opened 
this  week. 

University,  which  runs  east  and  west 

past  the  Uptown  is  being  widened  to  ac- 
commodate heavier  traffic,  so  has  been 

closed  for  some  time.  The  opening  of 

42nd  St.  gives  patrons  a   north-south  entry 
to  within  a   half  block  of  the  theatre. 

Dunkel  Sells  Pastime  at 

Iowa  City  to  Lunsden 
Iowa  City,  Ia. — The  Pastime  Theatre 

here  has  been  sold  to  Ray  Lunsden.  A.  C. 

“Punch”  Dunkel,  who  has  operated  the 
theatre  for  more  than  15  years,  was  forced 

to  give  it  up  because  of  poor  health. 

QARL  SOKOLOF,  owner  of  National  Pos- 
ter, keeps  a   huge  picture  of  his  two- 

year-old  daughter,  Florence,  smiling  down 
on  him  as  he  works  at  his  office,  but  if 

you  drop  in  at  Service  Theatre  Supply, 

you’ll  meet  Roy  Chansky’s  tiny  red-haired “Ginger”  in  person. 

Lou  Levy  of  Grand  National  spent  the 

weekend  in  Chicago  at  the  managers’ 
district  convention  .   .   .   Columbia  expects 

big  things  of  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You,”  which  opens  at  the  Des  Moines  and 
Roosevelt  theatres  here  October  6. 

Tim  Evans,  RKO;  Art  Anderson,  War- 
ners; Elmer  Tilton,  Republic;  Don  West, 

Central  States,  and  Bing  Miller,  Columbia. 

There  you  have  the  personnel  of  that  hot 
bowling  team  you  see  piling  up  the  strikes 

at  Central  Alleys  Monday  evenings.  They’d 
like  to  have  a   sponsor.  Looks  like  a   good 

spot  for  “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year,” Mr.  Branton. 

Nelson  Eddy  has  been  booked  for  a   per- 
sonal appearance  at  the  Shrine  Auditorium 

here  April  24  .   .   .   Mrs.  Norman  Hansen, 
Woodward  exhibitor,  is  entertaining  her 
parents  from  International  Falls,  Minn. 

.   .   .   Art  Sunde,  Elma  and  George  Fricke, 
Graettinger,  were  visitors  this  week. 

Filmrow  weekly  record:  Chuck  Elder, 

Inland  Express  bookkeeper,  is  in  his  third 
week  of  illness  with  infection  .   .   .   F.  E. 

Judd,  Monogram  manager,  and  Jerry 
Standau,  Universal  manager,  both  skipped 
the  Row  with  simple  colds  .   .   .   Mrs.  R.  M. 

Dawson,  Rozoda  Theatre  owner  at  Red- 
field,  will  spend  at  least  another  week  in 
the  Dexter  Hospital  recovering  from  an 

operation  .   .   .   Art  Leak,  Columbia  sales- 
man in  the  northeastern  territory,  is  still 

in  the  University  Hospital  at  Iowa  City 
nursing  a   dislocated  hip  and  two  broken 

ribs  which  he  received  when  his  car  col- 
lided head-on  with  a   truck. 

Al  Blair,  Grand  National  booker,  will  do 

the  Lohengrin  Limp  soon,  but  he  won't  say 
when  .   .   .   And  at  Central  States  they’re 
expecting  Lloyd  George  Taylor  to  do  the 
same  song  and  dance  most  any  day  with 

Helen  Pautsch,  who  is  wearing  his  dia- 
mond .   .   .   Dale  McFarland,  manager  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre  at  Davenport,  says  his 

new  daughter  takes  the  ticket. 

Jack  Thoma,  exploitation  manager  out 

of  Chicago,  is  at  Columbia  this  week  ar- 

ranging ballyhoo  for  “You  Can’t  Take  It 
With  You”  .   .   .   Mel  Evidon,  manager,  spent 
the  weekend  in  Minneapolis  .   .   .   Clark 

Gable’s  return  trip  through  here  Septem- 
ber 30  on  the  Rocket  en  route  to  Holly- 

wood from  Winnipeg,  Can.,  rated  three 

columns  in  the  Des  Moines  Register  in- 
cluding two  pictures. 

S.  J.  Mayer  at  20 th  Century-Fox  is 
turning  cart-wheels  (mental)  because  the 
Des  Moines  office  still  holds  a   three  per 

cent  lead  in  the  Kent  drive.  It'll  take  24 
per  cent  over  the  regular  quota  to  catch 

them  .   .   .   Max  Roth,  Republic’s  central 
district  manager  from  Chicago ,   visited 

last  week. 
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"THE  WOMEN” — a   play  that  begins  and 
ends  with  taps  .   .   .   Twelve  Filmrow 

Flippers  each  Monday  night  now. get  to- 

gether for  tap  dance  lessons — and  they’re 
doing  very  well  at  it,  they  say.  Harriet 
Gaylord,  Gretchen  Brown,  Hazel  Ralph, 

Dorothy  O’Brien,  Florence  Flynn,  Frances 
Smith,  Florence  Gershon,  Gladyce  Penrod, 

Agnes  Kemp,  Marguerite  Ingalsbe,  and 
Virginia  Gaylord  are  included  in  the  group, 

who  are  very  definitely  NOT  “flat  foot 
floogies.” 

Mrs.  Mabelle  Elsloo,  formerly  secretary 
to  the  branch  manager  at  Columbia,  is 

entertaining  the  office  'personnel  of  the 
exchange  Saturday  afternoon,  October  8, 
at  her  home. 

We  are  instructed  by  Republic-Midwest 
to  decorate  this  edition  in  black  borders 

to  mark  the  departure  Saturday,  October  8, 

of  Kay  Griffith,  who  is  leaving  to  be  mar- 
ried. Personally  we  are  going  off  in  a 

corner  somewhere  and  have  a   good  cry. 
Bon  Voyage,  Kay! 

Bill  Bradfield,  perambulating  film  ped- 
dler for  Columbia,  busted  his  little  finger 

at  the  golf  tournament  Monday.  The  sissy. 

Why  didn’t  he  bust  an  arm  and  give  some 
of  the  punks  a   chance  to  win  some  of 
those  golf  prizes? 

Lorene  Draper,  who  works  for  Stan 

Goldberg  at  Metro  Premiums,  was  married 

last  Saturday  .   .   .   Joe  Levy  is  in  M:- 
norah  Hospital  seriously  ill  .   .   .   Lou  Honig 
of  Fox  Midwest  is  recuperating  from  a 
siege  of  pneumonia  .   .   .   Pat  Pinell,  who 
covers  northern  Oklahoma  and  southern 

Kansas  for  Grand  National,  was  in  town 

this  week.  Business  is  excellent  in  Okla- 
homa, he  said. 

Pounding  the  pavements  along  18  th 
St.  this  week  were  Joe  Ghosen,  Sedalia. 

Mo.,  and  Vogel  Gettier,  manager  of  the 
Uptown,  Clinton,  Mo.;  Mrs.  Ota  Barrow, 
Clarence,  Mo.;  A.  J.  Simmons,  Lamar  and 
Greenfield,  Mo.;  M.  A.  Otto,  Pleasanton, 

Kas.;  the  Williams  family — George,  Yic, 
Put  and  Delphus,  from  Carthage,  Mo.; 
Mrs.  Marion  Miller,  Boonville,  Mo.;  Glen 

Newbold,  Yates  Center,  Kas.;  T.  F.  Hig- 
gins, St.  Marys,  Kas.;  John  Brandt,  Ore- 

gon, Mo.;  Virgil  Green,  La  Plata,  Mo.;  J.  G. 
Tindale,  formerly  an  exhibitor  at  Stroud, 

Okla.,  and  years  ago  an  exhibitor  at  Iola, 
Kas. 

A1  Adler  of  Metro  will  be  “at  home”  in 
a   new  home  at  112  East  73rd  St.  soon  .   .   . 

Gretchen  Brown  of  Commonwealth  spent 
last  weekend  at  Brunswick,  Mo.,  the  old 
home  town. 

Martin  Finkelstein  left  Thursday  for  the 

coast  after  several  days’  visit  .   .   .   Joe 
Skirball  of  Special  Pictures  Corp.,  hand- 

ling “Birth  of  a   Baby,”  was  in  town  .   .   . 
Louise  Burchovitz,  formerly  with  Univer- 

sal here,  has  returned  to  that  exchange. 
She  has  been  in  Chicago,  California  and 
around. 

Jack  McCarty,  Monogram,  Omaha,  was 
here  visiting  Les  Durland  this  week. 

Two  Potatoes  tor 

A   Show 
Minneapolis — Kids  who  bring  two 

large-sized  potatoes  are  admitted  free 

to  the  Paradise  Theatre,  local  inde- 

pendent neighborhood  house,  Saturday 

afternoons.  The  potatoes  thus  accumu- 

lated are  delivered  later  to  needy  fam- 

ilies in  the  neighborhood  by  Salva- 
tion Army  trucks. 

Premiere  Boh  Burns  Film 

At  tke  Granada ,   Emporia 
Kansas  City — The  midwest  premiere  of 

“The  Arkansas  Traveler,”  Paramount’s 
picture  of  a   country  town  editor  which 
stars  Bob  Burns,  will  be  given  at  the  Fox 
Granada  Theatre,  Emporia,  Kas.,  Oct.  9. 

The  film  is  dedicated  to  William  Allen 

White,  famous  newspaper  editor  of  Em- 

poria, who  previewed  the  film  with  Para- 
mount executives  in  Emporia  last  week. 

Reissues  Clicking 
Des  Moines — Bing  Miller,  Columbia 

booker,  says  they’ve  been  doing  a   big  re- 
issue business  on  “Man’s  Castle”  with  Lo- 
retta Young  and  Spencer  Tracy.  They 

plan  to  reissue  “She  Married  Her  Boss” 
with  Claudette  Colbert  soon. 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — - 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

Page  in  Color  for 
Industry  Campaign 

Des  Moines — The  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  drive  got  a   page  of  space 

in  last  Sunday’s  rotogravure  section  of  the 
Des  Moines  Register. 

Using  a   “then  and  now”  basis  to  run 
pictures  of  the  stars,  the  editors  gave 

space  to  “Sing  You  Sinners,”  “The  Amaz- 
ing Dr.  Clitterhouse,”  “If  I   Were  King,” 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  “Affairs 
of  Annabel,”  “Zaza”  and  “Too  Hot  to 

Handle.” 

“The  Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse”  and 
“Too  Hot  to  Handle”  were  playing  at  the 
Orpheum  and  Des  Moines  theatres  here  as 

the  page  broke. 

Plug  Fanny  Brice  in 
Des  Moines  Paper 

Des  Moines — With  its  syndicated  color 

page  devoted  to  Fanny  Brice  in  “Baby 
Snooks”  antics,  the  Sunday  Register  maga- 

zine gave  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
player  a   strong  boost  Sunday. 
M-G-M  and  Selznick  will  share  benefits 

on  Sunday’s  color  page  with  Janet  Gay- 
nor’s  picture  and  a   gag  based  on  her  ro- 

mance with  Adrian. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 
109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation ”   SOUND  SERVICE 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 

126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 

2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012 — 2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 
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RESERVATIONS  are  pouring  into  W.  A. 

Steffes  for  the  “Friendship  Dinner” 
which  Northwest  theatre  owners  will  give 
at  the  Nicollet  Hotel  here  October  14, 

night  before  the  Minnesota-Michigan 
homecoming  football  game,  for  Edward  A. 

Golden,  Monogram  vice-president.  The  in- 
vitations and  the  tickets  in  gold  presage 

the  affair’s  elaborateness.  It’s  to  be  a 
stag  event  with  tickets  ten  bucks  each  and 

everything  going  into  food,  drink  and  en- 
tertainment. Many  prominent  film  folks 

are  expected  to  attend. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  A.  L.  Olson,  Grantsburg  Wis.; 
Den  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls,  Minn.;  B.  G. 

Parsons,  Springfield,  Minn.;  B.  R.  Par- 
sons, Sauk  Center,  Minn.,  and  George 

Gunderson,  Grand  Meadows,  Minn.  .   .   . 

Gene  Meredith  of  Warner  Bros,  mourn- 
ing his  bad  luck.  Lost  a   $25  jackpot  on  the 

Minnesota-W ashington  football  game  by 
one  point.  His  friend,  Fred  Finnegan, 
Universal  office  manager,  came  through 

for  $10  on  the  Gopher-Cornhusker  con- 
test. 

E.  L.  Peaslee,  Stillwater,  Minn.,  exhibi- 
tor and  former  Northwest  Allied  president, 

happy  these  days  because  the  Cubs  came 
through  to  cop  the  National  League  flag. 

He’s  a   red-hot  Chicago  fan  and  will  attend 
the  World  Series  games  to  root  for  the 

Windy  City  team  .   .   .   Earle  Perkins,  War- 

ner Bros.’  Omaha  branch  manager,  up  for 
the  Minnesota-Nebraska  football  game. 
Earle  is  a   former  Minneapolitan  and  was 

a   Warner  salesman  here  before  being  pro- 
moted to  his  present  post. 

Frank  Mantzke,  Universal  Milwaukee 

branch  manager  and  red-hot  Minnesota 
football  devotee,  came  up  for  the  weekend 

again  to  put  the  finishing  touches  to  mov- 
ing his  family  to  the  Wisconsin  metropolis. 

And,  incidentally,  of  course,  he  saw  the 
Gophers  vanquish  the  Cornhuskers  .   .   . 

Maury  Abrams,  M-G-M  exploiteer,  back 
from  Duluth  where  he  put  on  a   whiz-bang 

campaign  for  “ Boys  Town.”  He  tied  up 
here  with  the  Star  and  Hotel  Radisson  on 

a   big  contest  for  “The  Great  Waltz,”  com- 
ing to  the  State.  The  contest  starts  next 

week  and  will  continue  for  more  than  a 
fortnight,  with  a   trip  to  New  York,  all 
expenses  paid,  as  first  prize. 

Marty  Lebedoff,  independent  neighbor- 
hood exhibitor,  proudly  carrying  around 

and  flashing  photos  of  those  triplets  of 

which  he’s  the  daddy  .   .   .   E.  W.  O’Brien, 
Warner  play  date  auditor,  in  town  .   .   .   W. 

H.  Workman,  M-G-M  branch  manager, 
getting  ready  to  depart  for  Paris  and 
London  now  that  war  has  been  averted. 

He  won  the  trip  from  his  company  in  a 
sales  contest. 

Twin  City  Variety  club’s  open  house  on 
football  nights  are  drawing  big  crowds 
that  get  a   lot  of  entertainment  .   .   .   Joe 
Behan,  Warner  booker,  back  in  harness 
after  recovering  from  injuries  sustained 

in  a   fall  .   .   .   “Sim”  Chapman  of  Colum- 
bia’s Milwaukee  sales  staff  spent  the  week- 
end with  his  brother,  “Hy,”  local  Colum- 
bia branch  manager  ...  A.  Selby  Carr, 

Paramount  advertising  department  head, 

calls  attention  to  the  exceptional  Euro- 
pean war  scare  shots  in  the  current  edi- 
tions of  Paramount  News. 

Columbia’s  Twin  City  first  rim  deals  for 

its  boxoffice  hit,  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You,”  still  hanging  fire,  but  is  expected 
to  be  closed  shortly.  For  its  initial  show- 

ings in  the  territory  it  has  been  set  into 
the  Rivoli,  La  Crosse,  Wis.,  and  Strand, 

Fairmont’,  Minn.,  for  six-day  runs  this 
month  .   .   .   Both  Jack  and  Lou  Cohen, 

brother  members  of  20th-Fox  sales  staff, 
have  invested  in  new  Buicks. 

RKO  screened  its  football  picture,  “Mr. 

Doodle  Kicks  Off,”  and  the  reports  are 
highly  favorable  .   .   .   Phil  Dunas,  Co- 

lumbia district  manager,  a   visitor  .   .   .   “All 
Quiet  on  the  Western  Front,”  aided  by 
the  recent  war-scare  development  ran  for 
three  weeks  at  the  St.  Paul  World  to  big 
business  .   .   .   Ike  Rubin  and  B.  A.  Tomte, 
members  of  the  Paramount  Omaha  sales 

staff,  up  for  the  Minnesota-Nebraska  foot- 
ball game  and  visited  the  Twin  City  Va- 

riety club  .   .   .   Fred  Finnegan  of  Uni- 
versal is  licking  his  chops  in  anticipation 

of  his  planned  trip  to  South  Bend  No- 
vember 12  for  the  Minnesota-Notre  Dame 

gridiron  clash.  Fred  loves  his  football  and 

attends  all  the  home  games  and  the  Down- 

town Quarterback  club’s  weekly  sessioiis. 

Joe  Podoloff,  20th-Fox  branch  mana- 
ger, advises  that  November  4   has  been 

set  as  the  release  date  for  “Suez”  in  this 

territory.  “It  looks  like  one  of  the  year’s 
outstanding  films,”  he  asserts  .   .   .   Ralph 
C'ramblet,  United  Artists’  branch  manager, 
visited  northern  Wisconsin  accounts  .   .   . 

Walter  Naas,  National  Screen  home  office 

technical  expert,  a   visitor  .   .   .   Jack  Gold- 

har,  United  Artists’  district  manager,  here 
to  complete  Minnesota  Amusement  com- 

pany circuit  deal. 

National  Screen  office  picnic  a   big  suc- 
cess. It  was  held  at  Wolfeldt  Farm,  Long 

Lake,  Minn.  .   .   .   Leo  Adler,  United  Artists’ 
home  office  auditor,  in  town  .   .   .   Gilbert 

Nathanson  of  Monogram  tickled  pink  be- 

cause of  the  fine  business  that  his  “Call 
of  the  Yukon”  is  doing  throughout  the 
territory.  Frank  Utna,  Larrimore,  N.  D., 

exhibitor,  wrote  Gilbert  that  he  outgross- 
ed  “Test  Pilot”  with  it  ...  Moe  Levy, 
20 th-Fox  district  manager,  visited  his  Oma- 

ha and  Des  Moines  branches  .   .   .   David 

H.  Mulne,  formerly  with  RKO  in  Omaha, 

has  joined  the  sales  staff  of  H.  O.  Mo- 

gridge’s  Celebrated  Exchange  here. 

There  Was  a 

Film ,   Too 

Minneapolis — When  the  Orpheum 

here  advertised  Benny  Goodman's  band 
in  the  St.  Paul  newspapers  it  omitted 

the  name  of  the  screen  attraction, 

"Valley  of  the  Giants,”  because  the 
picture  was  playing  at  the  same  time 

at  the  St.  Paul  Orpheum,  without,  how- 

ever, any  stage  show.  Ads  read:  “Plus 

an  outstanding  screen  attraction." 

T.  B.  Noble  Jr.  Mag 

Lease  Lincoln  Sun 

Lincoln — T.  B.  Noble  jr.,  who  has  the 

Varsity  and  Kiva  here,  is  dickering  with 
Bob  Livingston  in  an  attempt  to  buy  the 

lease  and  equipment  held  by  the  latter 

on  the  Sun,  a   500-seater.  Noble  wants  an 
outlet  for  some  of  the  action  pictures  he 
has  under  contract,  hoping  to  place  his 
second  runs  of  the  Varsity  in  the  Kiva. 

Varsity  has  had  nearly  $10,000  worth  of 
remodeling  done,  including  new  rugs, 

lighting  fixtures,  and  the  service  changed 
Horn  male  un-uniformed  ushers  to  scar- 
let-and-cream  suited  usherettes.  The  house 

changed  from  a   dual  feature  B   house  to 
a   single  feature  de  luxe  policied  spot,  with 
the  best  pictures  of  Columbia,  United 
Artists  and  First  National  scheduled. 

The  house  is  priced  at  10-25-40  cents, 
equal  to  the  opposition  top  pricer,  the 
J.  H.  Cooper  Stuart. 

Walker  and  Hall  Open 

The  Rodeo  in  Burwell 
Burwell,  Neb. — The  Rodeo  Theatre,  a 

new  300-seat  house  owned  and  operated 

by  Warren  G.  Hall  and  James  Walker, 
opened  here  October  5.  The  name,  kept 

secret  until  the  opening,  was  chosen  be- 

cause Burwell  is  one  of  the  nation’s  best 
known  rodeo  centers. 

Hall  is  the  son  of  Mrs.  Georgia  Rasley, 

Royal  Theatre,  O’Neill,  Neb.,  and  was  for- 
merly connected  with  the  A.  H.  Blank 

circuit  at  Iowa  City,  la.  He  will  manage 
the  new  house  and  Walker  will  be  a   silent 

partner. Cost  of  the  new  theatre  was  $12,000 

with  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha 
handling  the  entire  project. 

Central  States  Opens 

Campus  Theatre  at  Ames 
Ames,  Ia. — The  Varsity  Theatre,  owned 

by  Central  States  Theatre  Corp.,  Des 

Moines,  opened  here  October  4.  The  new 
modernistic  building  was  erected  on  the 

University  campus  at  an  approximate  cost 
of  $40,000  and  seats  510  people.  It  will 

be  operated  as  a   “B”  house  and  subse- 
quent run  with  an  admission  charge  of 

20  cents.  Joe  Gerbrach  is  the  manager. 

St.  Paul  Nabe  Theatre 

Goes  to  Sol  Lebedoff 
Minneapolis  —   Sol  Lebedoff,  operating 

two  Minneapolis  neighborhood  theatres, 
will  take  over  the  Randolph,  one  of  the 

more  important  of  the  St.  Paul  indepen- 
dent neighborhood  houses.  The  theatre 

will  be  turned  over  to  him  by  the  Walsh 

company  on  a   10-year  lease  calling  for 
a   $15,000  cash  payment  and  $1,000  a 
month  rental. 
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Steffes  Says  Purpose  of  Trip  to 

Washington  Was  for  Radio  Permit 

15  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  6,  1923) 

^*HE  MPTO  of  Kansas  convention  at 
Wichita  was  considered  the  most  busi- 

ness-like and  best  conducted  gathering 
that  the  organization  ever  has  had.  Among 
those  who  addressed  the  convention: 

President  R.  G.  Liggett;  H.  E.  Jameyson, 
advertising  director  of  Miller  Theatres  Co. 
of  Wichita;  R.  R.  Biechele,  Kansas  City, 
Kas.,  and  M.  B.  Shanberg  of  the  Midland 
Theatre  Circuit. 

At  last  .   .   .   winners  of  the  Boxoffice 

Popularity  contest  in  the  Kaycee  territory. 
Robert  E.  Carnie  of  Metro  copped  first 

honors  for  salesmen,  with  E.  C.  Clay  of 
PBO  as  runnerup.  For  managers,  Roy  E. 
Churchill  of  FBO  garnered  first  place, 

with  Metro’s  S.  L.  Bialdeman  a   close 
second. 

Archie  Josephson,  well  known  in  Kaycee 
film  circles,  has  entered  the  hotel  business 

as  president  of  the  Bray  .   .   .   Manager 

M.  T.  Meade  of  the  St.  Joseph  Olive  an- 
nounced SRO  business  for  the  past  week 

when  he  ran  an  All-Universal  Week  .   .   . 
The  Garden  in  Kaycee  will  be  reopened 
October  14  by  the  Kansas  Civic  Opera  Co. 

FBO’s  Roy  Churchill  is  regarded  as  the 
“sweetest-voiced  tenor”  among  the  film- 
ites  .   .   .   W.  L.  Finney  is  new  manager 

of  Kaycee’s  Pantages,  succeeding  James 
Rice,  who  left  for  Sacramento,  Cal.  .   .   . 
Max  Milder  of  Fox  Film  Corp.,  who  got 
his  start  in  the  business  in  Kansas  City 

17  years  ago,  is  visiting  the  local  branch 
on  a   tour  of  Fox  exchanges. 
Filmrow  visitors:  Mr.  Murphy,  Rex, 

Maysville,  Mo.;  M.  W.  Hubbell,  Hubbell, 
Trenton,  Mo.;  George  Montray,  Park,  St. 
Joseph;  Manager  Thomas  Clark,  Electric, 
Maryville,  Mo.;  M.  A.  Tanner,  Selznick 
branch  manager;  J.  L.  Collard,  Goldwyn 

auditor,  and  Hugh  Gardner,  Fotosho  and 
Orpheum,  Neosho,  Mo. 

Two  Atlantic  Reissues 

Going  Good  in  Kaycee 
Kansas  City — A   nice  business  is  report- 

ed by  Bill  Parsons  of  the  Aladdin,  sub- 
sequent run  here,  on  two  Atlantic  reissues, 

“The  Last  Mile”  and  “Rain.” 
C.  E.  Esterle  of  the  State  also  has  been 

experiencing  good  “takes”  with  reissues. 
In  1932,  “Rain”  played  the  de  luxe  Mid- 

land here  on  an  exclusive  basis,  according 
to  Ed  Kolb,  Atlantic  branch  manager. 

Bill  Crystal  to  Helm 

Of  GN  in  Minneapolis 
Minneapolis — Bill  Crystal,  formerly  a 

Grand  National  salesman  here  and  more 

recently  its  Omaha  branch  manager,  has 

been  appointed  Minneapolis  branch  mana- 
ger. He  succeeds  Glen  Gregory  who  has 

been  transferred  to  Salt  Lake  City  and 
Denver  in  the  same  capacity. 

Cooper  Heads  Cooperative 

Kansas  City — Dave  Cooper,  secretary  of 
the  A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co.,  has  been 
installed  as  president  of  the  Cooperative 

Club,  local  business  men’s  group. 

Minneapolis — President  W.  A.  Steffes  of 

Northwest  Allied  has  been  non-communi- 

cative  about  his  present  trip  to  Washing- 
ton, stating  that  its  purpose  is  to  seek 

a   radio  broadcasting  station  permit,  but 

report  has  it  that  he  is  carrying  a   num- 
ber of  complaints  to  the  department  of 

justice  to  be  used  in  the  federal  gov- 

ernment’s anti-trust  suit  against  major 
distributors. 

It  is  known  that  Steffes  has  been  ex- 
periencing difficulty  in  obtaining  film 

product  for  his  Alvin  Theatre  which  he 
has  announced  that  he  would  reopen  this 

fall  as  a   picture  house.  It’s  expected  he’ll 

Sosna- Monogram 
Complaint  Settled 

Kansas  City — The  grievance  of  Louis 

Sosna,  Moberly,  Mo.,  against  Monogram 

Film  Distributors,  Inc.,  which  was  laid  be- 

fore the  Kansas-Missouri  Theatres  Ass’n 
at  its  convention  early  last  month,  has 

been  amicably  settled,  and  Sosna  has  pur- 
chased the  1938-39  product  of  Monogram. 

Aiding  in  ironing  out  the  differences  of 
opinion  between  the  two  parties  was  the 
KMTA  grievance  committee,  composed  of 
R.  R.  Biechele,  Ed  Rolsky  and  George 
Harttmann,  chairman. 

Lowell  Smoots  Medalist 

At  Variety  Golf  Meet 
Minneapolis  —   Lowell  Smoots,  Little 

Falls,  Minn.,  exhibitor,  was  medalist  in 

the  Twin  City  Variety  club’s  second  and 
final  golf  tournament  of  the  season  at 
Oak  Ridge  Country  Club.  His  score  was 86. 

Championship  flight  winners  included  C. 
Gunerius  who  defeated  Ben  Friedman  in 

match  play;  H.  Anderson,  who  won  from 

Smoots,  and  Lou  Grosse.  Calcutta  win- 
ners were  G.  Clausen  and  Dr.  Herbert 

Golden  with  a   67  low  net.  Dr.  Golden  is 

a   son-in-law  of  George  Granstrom,  St. 
Paul  exhibitor.  Rud  Lohrenz  was  third 
with  a   68  low  net  score. 

The  tournament  attracted  another  large 

crowd  and  was  a   big  success.  The  Cal- 
cutta total  was  $1,700. 

Fite  Buys  Sunburst 
Kansas  City — Stan  Goldberg  of  Metro 

Premium  Co.  announces  that  W.  D.  Fite 

has  signed  Sunburst  dishware  for  his  new 

Strand  at  Concordia,  Kas.  The  deal  al- 
ready is  used  in  other  houses  of  the  Fite 

circuit. 

bring  this  matter  to  the  government’s  at- tention. 

There  also  have  been  squawks  here- 
abouts regarding  alleged  excessive  protec- 

tion, forced  buying  fo  shorts,  inability  to 
obtain  dates  on  shorts  purchased  and 
exorbitant  rental  and  percentage  demands. 

In  the  course  of  events,  these  items  also 

undoubtedly  will  be  relayed  to  the  depart- 
ment of  justice. 

Steffes  and  Northwest  Allied  have  gone 

on  record  as  being  behind  the  government 
in  its  present  action  and  he  has  stated 
that  he  will  give  it  all  possible  assistance. 

K.  C.  Charity  Ball 
Set  November  25 

Kansas  City — Date  for  the  annual  Film- 

row- Variety  Club  charity  ball  has  been 
set  for  Friday,  November  25,  the  day  af- 

ter Thanksgiving  at  the  Pla-Mor. 

Earl  Jameson  of  Film  Delivery  heads 

the  general  committee  in  charge  of  ar- 
rangements for  the  affair.  Finton  Jones 

is  again  in  charge  of  the  program,  aided 

by  George  Baker,  Norris  B.  Cresswell,  and 
others. 

A   name  band  will  be  secured  for  the 
affair  this  year,  Jameson  said. 

The  general  committee  in  charge  of  the 
charity  ball,  composed  of  Earl  Jameson, 
chairman,  and  Finton  Jones  and  Norris 

B.  Cresswell,  co-chairmen,  have  named  the 
following  committees  in  addition  to  the 
program  committee: 

Entertainment:  Harry  McClure,  chair- 
man; Stanley  Chambers,  Barney  Joffee, 

George  Baker,  and  Senn  Lawler. 

Table  reservations:  Frank  Hensler, 

chairman,  with  Miss  Herring  handling  de- 
tails at  Metro. 

Publicity:  Senn  Lawler,  chairman;  W. 
P.  Bernfield,  W.  G.  Formby,  Landon  Laird 
and  Lowell  Lawrance. 

Team  captains  for  the  sale  of  tickets: 
Arthur  Cole,  Charley  Gregory,  Frank 
Hensler,  E.  C.  Rhoden,  Douglas  Desch, 
Fred  Bredehoft,  Sam  Abend,  Robert  F. 

Withers,  George  Harttmann,  T.  R.  Thomp- 
son. Each  captain  has  ten  men,  making 

11  per  team. 

Two  Sign  Book  Deal 
Kansas  City — Fox  Midwest  circuit  has 

contracted  Book  Treasures,  new  premium 
deal  distributed  by  Beverly  Miller,  for  the 
Liberty  at  Sedalia  and  the  Auditorium  at 
Marshall. 
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Westerns  Show  Reliable  Qualities 

As  Popularity  Steadily  Increases 
Kansas  City — The  Western,  in  spite  of 

the  “dressing  up”  it  has  had  during  the 
past  few  years,  remains  one  of  the  most 
staple  and  inexpensive  items  on  the  film 
diet  that  theatres,  particularly  indepen- 

dent houses,  offer  the  public.  Except  for 
a   period  following  the  introduction  of 

sound,  “horse  operas”  have  been  perhaps 
the  most  consistently  successful  type  of 
picture  the  films  have  ever  made.  Ex- 

cluding the  big  specials,  like  “Tire  Cov- 
ered Wagon,”  “The  Virginian,”  “Wells 

Fargo,”  and  others,  each  year  some  75  to 
100  features  come  out  of  Hollywood  based 
on  a   formula  almost  as  old  as  the  movies 

themselves.  Inexpensive  to  make,  com- 

pared even  with  the  “B”  type  of  general 
product,  Westerns  seldom  get  a   first  run 
in  a   metropolitan  theatre.  But  they  are 
supported  by  a   loyal  and  what  appears  to 

be  an  increasing  group  of  fans  who  “buy” 
this  kind  of  entertainment  at  their  neigh- 

borhood houses  and  at  theatres  in  small 
cities  and  towns. 

As  a   matter  of  fact,  the  Western  has 
been  one  of  the  standbys  of  the  small  in- 

dependent exhibitor  and  of  all  theatres 

catering  to  a   trade  characterized  as  “fam- 

ily.” Duals  and  Music  Have  Aided 

More  people  are  seeing  Westerns  today 
than  they  did  five  years  ago,  Paul  Humston 
of  American  Film  Distributors,  Inc.,  points 
out.  Humston  sees  two  causes  for  this: 
one  is  the  double  bill,  the  other  is  the 
introduction  of  singing  and  music  in  the 
cowboy  opus. 

Twice  as  many  Westerns  are  being  re- 
leased today  as  there  were  five  years  ago, 

Humston  said,  although  there  is  a   de- 
creased production  of  Westerns  scheduled 

for  the  coming  season  as  compared  with 
1937-38. 

“Theatres  play  Westerns  oftener  now, 
and  more  theatres  are  playing  them,” 
Humston  commented.  “Many  theatres  are 
using  at  least  one  on  a   double  bill  for  the 

weekend  “family”  program,  whereas  for- 
merly they  might  play  them  once  a   month 

or  less  frequently.  Doubles  have  helped, 
because  the  exhibitor  who  used  to  fear 

a   Western  wouldn’t  stand  up  by  itself  on 
a   weekend  spot  now  feels  perfectly  free 
to  put  a   Western  with  another  picture 

for  its  additional  appeal.” 
Practically  all  Westerns  now  are  mu- 

sical, which,  Mr.  Humston  thinks,  ac- 
counts partly  for  the  increased  volume  of 

business  being  done  in  the  field.  Gene 
Autry,  of  course,  created  the  idea  of 
singing  Westerns,  and  no  one  yet  has  ex- 

ceeded his  popularity.  The  new  singing 

stars  that  followed  in  Autry’s  wake  cut 
deeply  into  the  popularity  of  the  old  time 
Western  players,  but  there  are  still  a 
good  many  of  those  appearing  in  pic- 

tures: Buck  Jones,  Tim  McCoy  and  others. 

“The  boxoffice  value  of  the  Western 
follows  along  pretty  much  with  the  regu- 

lar film  fare,  indicating  a   fairly  ‘fixed’ 

Golf  Meet 
Draws  100 

Kansas  City  —   Approximately  100  at- 
tended the  annual  Variety  Club  golf 

tournament  at  Old  Mission  Country  Club, 
Monday  afternoon.  Sixty  played  golf,  and 
67  attended  the  stag  banquet  in  Variety 
Clubrooms  Monday  evening. 

First  prize,  (Boxoffice  trophy)  for  low 
gross  went  to  Leon  Abraham  of  Metro  for 
a   score  of  74.  Runnerup  was  Lawrence 
Breuninger,  Fox  manager  at  Topeka,  Kas., 
with  a   75,  and  Charley  Knickerbocker  of 
20th-Fox  was  next  with  a   76.  Other  top- 
notchers  included  L.  F.  Durland  of  Mono- 

gram and  C.  E.  “Doc”  Cook  of  Maryville. Mo. 

All  the  players  won  prizes,  and  there 
were  prizes  left  over  for  distribution  at 
the  banquet  Monday  evening. 

June  Medcalf  of  the  KMTA  office,  and 

A.  F.  “Peck”  Baker  played  a   round  of  nine 
holes,  June  topping  Peck  by  ten  strokes. 
The  golf  course  and  clubhouse  dining 

room  were  considerably  enlivened  through- 
out the  afternoon  by  the  explosion  of  fire- 

crackers. Several  departed  hastily,  un- 
able to  enjoy  the  noise  and  smell,  and 

several  others  stayed  around  to  brush  the 

burning  remains  of  the  “crackers”  of  their 
clothes,  in  some  cases  not  quickly  enough. 

In  charge  of  the  affair  was  Frank 
Ritter  of  the  Isis,  aided  by  Tom  Baldwin, 
George  Baker,  Finton  Jones,  Charley 
Shafer,  and  Ed  Webber  jr.  Ritter  and 
Baldwin  handled  the  job  of  dishing  out  the 
prizes  at  the  club. 

Several  of  the  ladies  were  entertained 
in  the  evening  at  a   special  preview  of 

“Stablemates”  (Metro),  “Girls  School” 
(Columbia),  and  “Garden  of  the  Moon 
<WB),  at  the  Fox  screening  room. 

body  of  Western  fans  in  the  drawing  area 
of  any  one  theatre.  Excepted,  of  course, 
are  Autry  pictures  which  in  many  spots 
take  as  much  as  regular  features;  often 

they  take  more  than  average  ‘A’  product. 
“Independent  producers  used  to  clean 

up  on  Western  and  action  features.  This 
was  during  the  early  years  of  the  depres- 

sion and  followed  the  period  after  sound 
when  few  if  any  Westerns  were  being 
made  by  anyone.  Independents  had  the 
field  to  themselves  for  a   time  until  the 
majors  saw  how  profitable  the  films  were 
for  independents.  Majors  then  re-entered 
the  field  (about  1934). 

Cost  Is  Low 

“One  reason  majors  were  interested  in 
Westerns  was  because  of  the  cost.  A 
Western  could  be  made  for  as  little  as 

$15,000.  Stars  were  ‘specialists’  in  the  field 
and  did  not  get  the  big  salaries  of  regu- 

lar feature  production.  Other  salaries  were 

in  proportion.  Wranglers  received  five  or 
six  dollars  a   day,  and  worked  as  long  a 
day  as  was  necessary. 

“But  unionization,  which  came  to  the 
lots  of  Western  producers  a   couple  of 
years  ago  as  it  came  to  practically  every 
other  business,  has  changed  all  that. 
Westerns  now  cost  around  $35,000.  Wrang- 

lers get  union  wages  almost  twice  what 
they  formerly  were  paid  and  receive  time 
and  a   half  for  more  than  an  8-hour  day. 

“While  Westerns  still  can  be,  and  fre- 
quently are,  made  in  about  a   week,  the 

advance  in  negative  costs  from  $15,000- 
$25,000  to  $35,000-$40,000  is  one  of  the 
determining  factors  in  the  smaller  sched- 

ule of  Westerns  set  up  by  majors  for  the 

coming  season.” 
With  the  exception  of  Paramount’s 

“Hopalong  Cassidy”  series  starring  Wil- 
liam Boyd,  which  cost  a   little  more  than 

the  average  Western  and  which  occupy  a 
profitable  niche  in  the  Western  field,  the 
production  of  Westerns  this  year  is  sched- 

uled to  run  about  50  less  new  pictures 
than  last  season.  Total  production  in 
1937-38  was  132  with  8   reissues,  making 
140  in  all;  this  year  it  is  80  with  38  re- 

issues, for  a   total  of  118. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  had  four  Sol 
Lesser  productions  with  Smith  Ballew 
last  season,  none  for  the  new.  RKO  with 

four  George  O’Brien’s  in  1937-38  has  six 
coming  for  1938-39.  Columbia  offered  22 
new  ones  and  eight  reissues  last  season 
— Buck  Jones,  Charles  Starrett  and  some 
historical  all  star  Westerns;  this  year  it 
has  16  scheduled.  Universal,  with  four 
Buck  Jones  and  six  Bob  Bakers  last  year, 
will  have  six  Bob  Bakers  and  six  reissues 

of  Ken  Maynard  releases  this  year.  Inci- 
dentally, Bob  Baker  is  one  of  the  Western 

stars  now  highly  popular.  Warner  Bros., 
who  had  six  Dick  Forans  last  year,  will 
offer  no  Westerns  the  new  season. 

Republic  In  Lead 

Republic  continues  to  be  the  big  pro- 
ducer of  Western  films.  It  has  24,  the 

same  as  last  season,  scheduled  for  this 
year:  eight  Autries,  eight  Roy  Rogers 

and  eight  “Three  Mesquiteers.”  Grand 
National,  which  offered  four  Ken  Maynards 
and  four  Tex  Ritters  last  season,  has 
made  no  product  announcement  for  the 
new  season. 
Monogram  had  16  Westerns  last  year 

(eight  Jack  Randalls,  four  Tim  McCoys 
and  four  Tom  Keenes),  and  has  the  same 
number  scheduled  for  this  season:  eight 
Randalls  and  eight  Tex  Ritters. 
American  Film  Distributors  had  38  the 

last  year  Mr.  Humston  and  W.  L.  Norris 
operated  as  Consolidated:  eight  Bob 
Steeles,  eight  Johnnie  Mack  Browns,  eight 
Tim  McCoys,  eight  Hoot  Gibsons  and  six 
Fred  Scotts.  This  year  it  is  offering  12 
Fred  Scotts  and  16  reissues,  eight  of  them 
Maynards  and  eight  Steeles. 

Atlantic  Pictures  has  16. 
As  with  regular  film  fare,  a   novel  idea 

makes  money  in  Westerns.  This  is  true 

of  “Harlem  on  the  Prairie,”  which  Ameri- 
can is  distributing.  The  picture  is  a   mu- 
sical Western  with  Negro  players,  and  is 

doing  a   very  good  business. 
Producers  have  found  Westerns  most 

popular  in  the  South.  Distributors  in  the 
Kansas  City  area  sell  the  dramas  and 
then  try  to  get  the  exhibitor  to  take 
westerns. 
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MY  MOON'S  OUSTING  FROM  CO-OP  THEATRES 
KEEPS  REPORTS  BREWING  RIVAL  SETUP  NEAR 

October  31  Is  New  Convention 

Date  for  W.  Pennsylvania  Unit 

Mention  H.  M.  Richey  as 
The  Next  Objective 

In  "Purge" 
By  GENE  RICH 

Detroit — With  charges  and  counter- 

charges hurled  by  various  groups  in  the 
organization,  the  ousting  of  Ray  Moon  as 
general  manager  of  Cooperative  Theatres 

of  Michigan,  Inc.,  is  the  main  topic  in  the 
automotive  center  here. 

And  close  upon  this  bombshell,  came 
definite  reports  that  H.  M.  Richey,  for 
years  a   national  figure  in  Allied  affairs 
and  for  the  last  year  head  of  the  theatre 

operations  and  public  relations  department 
of  Cooperative,  may  be  ousted  before  the 

“purge”  is  completed. 
Relative  calm  returned  to  the  scene  late 

this  week,  however,  compared  to  the  hectic 
meetings  of  various  factions  last  week 
when  Moon  was  ousted.  The  matter  had 

been  brewing  for  months,  it  was  learned, 
and  exploded  only  when  a   group  within 

Cooperative  attempted  to  “purge”  four 
members  of  the  board. 

These  four,  Boxoffice  learned,  were  Ben 
Cohen,  B.  J.  Cohn,  Barney  Kilbride  and 
Lew  Wisper.  However,  the  plot  backfired 
and  these  directors,  together  with  one  or 

two  others  obtained  the  upper  hand,  with 
the  result  that  Moon  was  ousted  from  a 

post  he  held  since  the  inception  of  Coop 
nine  years  ago. 

This  week  the  board  of  strategy  of  Coop 
consists  of  the  directors  first  marked  for 

ousting,  plus  Alex  Schreiber,  who  while 
he  is  not  a   member  of  the  board,  is  never- 

theless giving  the  full  cooperative  powers 
of  his  Associated  Theatres,  which  he  oper- 

ates together  with  William  London. 
The  present  board  setup,  in  addition  to 

the  four  directors  mentioned,  includes 
Fred  DeLodder,  president,  Wade  Allen, 
James  Ritter,  Gus  Funk  and  Charles 
Komer. 

Carl  Buermele,  who  has  been  assistant 
general  manager,  takes  over  the  general 
managership  of  Coop. 

With  the  announcement  of  Buermele’s 
appointment,  came  word  that  Sam  Barrett 
would  become  his  assistant.  Barrett  has 

been  with  Cooperative  several  years. 
However,  the  announcement  also  said 

that  “no  other  changes  in  personnel  are 
contemplated.”  It  was  learned  that  this 
statement,  first  included  qualifying  words 

tantamount  to  “at  the  present  time.”  And, 
from  sources  close  to  the  organization, 

this  writer  learned  that  Richey’s  position 
as  head  of  the  theatre  operations  and  pub- 
lio  relations  department  of  the  group,  is 
in  a   precarious  situation. 

First  problems  facing  the  board  and 
Buermele  now  are  the  cementing  of  friend- 

( Continued  on  next  page) 

Pittsburgh — Annual  convention  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  West- 

ern Pennsylvania,  Inc.,  has  been  resched- 
uled for  Monday,  October  31. 

The  change  was  announced  by  Fred  J. 
Herrington,  secretary.  Originally  the  date 
had  been  set  for  October  17  and  was  then 
set  back  to  October  24. 

With  the  new  date  set  for  October  31, 

the  directors  of  the  organization  have  ar- 
ranged for  the  annual  meeting  at  the 

William  Penn  Hotel,  scene  of  the  national 

Allied  convention  May  17-19. 
Officers  will  be  elected  as  will  three 

members  of  the  board  of  directors. 

There  will  be  no  banquet  this  year  and 
the  entire  convention  will  be  staged  in 
two  business  sessions,  one  in  the  morning 
and  one  in  the  afternoon  with  time  off 
for  luncheon. 

National  leaders  of  the  Allied  exhibitor 

association  are  expected  to  attend,  accord- 
ing to  M.  A.  Rosenberg,  president. 

Jules  Lapidus  Is 
GN  District  Chief 

Pittsburgh — Long  anticipated  and  de- 

layed due  to  the  setting  up  of  a   New 

Grand  National  organization  and  the  ar- 
rangement and  announcement  of  product, 

Jules  Lapidus,  local  branch  manager,  of- 
ficially received  his  promotion  this  week. 

Along  wth  five  others  advanced  by  the 

company  at  a   Chicago  sales  meeting,  he 
was  appointed  as  Middle  Atlantic  district 

manager,  with  supervision  over  the  ex- 
changes at  Pittsburgh,  Philadelphia  and 

Washington,  D.  C.  It  is  understood  that 
he  will  maintain  his  district  office  at  the 

local  exchange.  Lapidus  is  attending  a 

company  sales  meeting  in  New  York  this 
weekend. 

Freon  Cooling 
Detroit- — Freon  cooling  systems  were 

installed  last  week  by  the  American  Re- 
frigeration Co.  in  the  Alger,  Norwest  and 

Dexter  theatres  here. 

All  independent  theatre  owners  and 
managers  are  invited  to  be  present  and 

to  bring  their  problems  for  consideration. 

An  open  forum  will  be  one  of  the  high- 
lights of  the  one-day  convention.  Annual 

reports  will  be  made  by  officers  and  direc- 
tors and  special  committees  will  report 

on  various  activities. 

It  is  expected  that  there  will  be  a 

number  of  pet  squawks  offered  at  the 

October  31  business  convention.  Prelimi- 
nary plans  call  for  business  only  and  there 

will  be  no  entertainment  scheduled.  No 
committees  have  been  appointed  but  will 
be  named  the  morning  of  the  meeting. 

Independents  will  discuss  the  “Greatest 
Year”  campaign  together  with  the  Movie 
Quiz.  Various  industry  suits  and  the  gov- 

ernment’s monopoly  case  will  be  aired  as 
will  sales  policies  of  the  distributing  com- 

panies. Many  other  interesting  subjects 

of  importance  to  theatre  operators  will  be 
discussed  by  Allied  leaders. 

Cleveland  IATSE 

Takes  Wage  Cut 
Cleveland — A   ten  per  cent  reduction  in 

operators  wage  scale  has  been  effected 
between  the  IATSE  Local  160  and  the 

Cleveland  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  Ass’n. 
The  reduction  is  for  a   period  of  ten 

weeks  starting  September  26  and  continu- 
ing to  Sunday,  December  4,  and  affects 

only  the  independent  motion  picture  the- 
atres in  the  Greater  Cleveland  area. 

The  Cleveland  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors 

Ass’n  and  the  operators’  union  have  been 
working  since  June  on  a   downward  re- 

vision of  the  scale  to  conform  with  the 

drop  in  theatre  attendance. 

New  Neon  Firm 
Detroit — Joseph  J.  Habib  has  organized 

the  Super  Neon  Co.  here.  Habib,  who  has 
had  several  years  experience  in  this  line, 
plans  to  expand  the  business  in  theatre 
installations,  as  well  as  servicing  of  Neon 

equipment. 
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UPSTATE  MICHIGAN  EXHIBITORS 

AS  REVAMPED  AT.T.TET1  UNIT 
Abram  Myers  Heads  List 

Of  Nationally  Known 

Speakers  Scheduled 

By  H.  F.  REVES 

Detroit — Allied  Theatres  of  Michigan’s 
19th  convention  at  Grand  Rapids,  October 

10-12,  is  expected  to  present  a   somewhat 
different  aspect  than  in  former  years,  in 
that  it  will  be  made  up  almost  exclusively 
of  upstate  exhibitors.  The  building  up 
of  a   large  organization  within  the  short 
space  of  one  year  is  a   tribute  to  the  re- 

sourcefulness of  the  officers  and  members, 
following  the  drastic  reorganization  of  a 
year  ago  July,  when  many  of  the  Detroit 
members  withdrew  to  join  Cooperative 
Theatres.  Predictions  at  the  time  that 
Allied  could  not  survive  have  been  en- 

tirely negated. 
The  organization  has  been  divided  into 

regional  groups  following  largely  the  Con- 
gressional divisions  of  the  state,  President 

Ray  Branch  of  Hastings  disclosed  this  week. 
Among  the  speakers  who  will  be  on  hand 

will  be  Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel 

of  Allied  States  Ass’n;  Senator  Arthur 
Vandenberg  of  Grand  Rapids,  who  is  a 
probable  Republican  candidate  for  the 
Presidency  in  1940;  State  Senator  Earl 
Burhans;  and  possibly  W.  F.  Rodgers,  gen- 

eral sales  manager  of  M-G-M,  and  S.  R. 
Kent  of  20th  Century-Fox. 

The  opening  day  will  be  of  interest  only 
to  officers  and  directors,  but  the  conven- 

tion proper  will  start  Tuesday  at  9:30 
a.  m.,  with  a   golf  tournament  at  Cascade 
Country  Club.  The  first  business  session 
will  start  at  the  Hotel  Morton  at  2:00 
p.  m.  The  first  evening  will  be  devoted 
to  a   social  gathering  of  delegates  and 
their  wives,  after  which  a   screening  will 
take  place  at  one  of  the  downtown  theatres. 

Election  of  officers  and  directors  will 
feature  the  Wednesday  morning  business 

session,  starting  at  10  o’clock. 

A   Story  to  Be 
Stuck  With 

Detroit — There  was  real  excitement 

this  week  around  United  Detroit  offices 

when  somebody  discovered  plans  for 

two  new  theatres  disclosed  by  the  pres- 

ence of  two  new  pins  on  the  big  map 

showing  locations  of  all  UDT  houses. 

Evidently  the  new  houses  out  in  the 

northwest  section  were  to  be  built,  it 

was  hastily  concluded. 

A   checkup  showed  that  Bill  Hen- 

dricks of  the  publicity  staff  had  merely 

used  a   couple  of  extra  long  pins  to 

stick  up  a   special  memorandum  away 

off  in  the  comer  of  the  map,  and  the 

map  readers  took  them  for  projected 

theatres  instead.  So  that's  how  some 
of  those  rumors  startl 

Detroit  Registers 
Business  Pick-Up 

Detroit — Business  has  increased  25  per 

cent  in  working  class  neighborhoods  here, 
according  to  Sam  Ackerman,  operator  of 
the  East  Side  and  Loyal  theatres.  This 
increase  is  based  on  difference  between 
present  figures  and  those  of  only  a   month 
ago,  Ackerman  said. 

He  attributes  the  bulk  of  additional  show 
business  to  increased  WPA  employment. 

Richey  Surveys  Business 
Trend  in  Detroit 

Detroit — An  estimate  of  average  busi- 

ness done  by  Detroit  theatres  was  com- 
piled this  week  by  Henderson  M.  Richey 

of  Cooperative  Theatres  of  Michigan. 
Figuring  on  135,000  active  theatre  seats, 
Richey  estimated  average  attendance  at 
600,000  to  750,000  weekly. 

New  Combine  Talk  Persists 
Detroit — It  was  reported  here  this  week  that,  should  H.  M,  Richey  be  ousted 

from  his  post  at  Cooperative,  he  and  Ray  Moon,  deposed  general  manager,  will 

organize  their  own  new  cooperative  group,  taking  with  them  dissatisfied  members 

of  the  present  organization. 

However,  both  Moon  and  Richey  emphatically  denied  these  rumors  personally 

to  this  paper. 

Cooperative  of  Michigan  has  led  a   stormy  course  in  its  nine  years'  existence 
here,  despite  the  fact  that  it  is  one  of  the  most  stable  and  important  of  its  type  in 

the  country  today.  Many  have  been  the  inside  spats  among  members  at  various 

times  in  the  past.  All  have  been  patched  up,  or  settled  by  the  resignation  of  a   few 

members  at  a   time,  many  of  whom  returned  to  the  fold  later.  The  present  rift  goes 

back  to  all  of  these  various  arguments  of  the  past,  culminating  in  the  action  against 

Moon  and  the  proposed  action  against  Richey. — G.  R. 

HOLD  REINS 

OPENS  CONFAB 
Report  of  Co-op  Rival 

Persists  After  "Purge" 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

ships  among  the  various  cliques  in  Coop 

and  the  matter  of  buying  for  the  new' season. 

Moon  Denies  Plans 

For  Rival  Combine 

Detroit — Denying  that  he  had  any  ideas 

about  heading  a   rival  Cooperative  group 
of  theatres,  Ray  Moon,  ousted  general 
manager  of  Cooperative  Theatres  of 

Michigan,  Inc.,  gives  Boxoffice  the  fol- 
lowing statement: 

“I  was  one  of  the  founders  of  Co- 
operative nine  years  ago.  During  that  time 

not  one  member  theatre  went  out  of  busi- 
ness, and  the  organization  grew  from  a 

few  theatres  to  nearly  100.  It  has  become 
one  of  the  most  successful  cooperatives 
in  the  U.  S. 

“I  tried  to  do  the  best  I   could,  with 
fairness  and  equity  to  all  my  main  thoughts 
at  all  times.  But,  of  recent  months  a   few 
members  thought  that  a   change  was  neces- 

sary for  their  best  interests,  and  so,  fired me. 

“I  have  no  plans  for  the  immediate 

future.” 

Moon  gave  Richey  full  credit,  too,  for 
the  original  organization  of  Cooperative 
of  Michigan  along  the  lines  it  now  is 
functioning. 

Before  organization  of  Coop,  Moon  was 
branch  manager  here  for  Universal. 

Co-Op  Directors  Meet 

Again  in  Combine  Row 
Detroit — No  further  developments  in  the 

Cooperative  Theatre  reorganization  were 
anticipated  until  Friday,  when  directors 
were  scheduled  to  meet  again.  Coming  of 

the  Jewish  holiday  on  Wednesday  result- 
ed in  a   suspension  of  activity  in  this  con- 

nection. 

Rumors  of  a   proposed  new  booking  com- 
bine were  widespread  this  week,  despite 

the  explicit  statement  of  former  General 
Manager  Ray  Moon  that  he  had  no  future 
plans  at  this  time.  No  definite  plans  could 
be  learned  from  any  source,  with  rumors 
running  wild,  even  to  the  distinctly  wild 
report  that  United  Detroit  Theatres  would 
head  a   cooperative  booking  group  of  some 

sort.  Exhibitors  and  distributors  interest- 
ed in  the  situation  were  taking  stock  of 

possible  buying  power  in  a   new  combine 
separate  from  the  existing  Cooperative 
members,  with  the  conclusion  that  each 
group  probably  would  be  considerably 
weaker  than  the  original  Cooperative  set- 

up, resulting  in  the  conclusion  that  mem- 
bers would  be  more  likely  to  try  to  com- 
pose existing  differences. 
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JJERBERT  OCHS,  Vitagraph  branch 

manager,  was  rushed  to  St.  Vincent’s 
Hospital  last  week  and  operated  on  for  a 

kidney  ailment.  He  is  reported  conva- 
lescing, but  it  will  be  at  least  a   couple 

of  weeks  before  he  is  back  in  harness. 

Marriage  Note :   Known  affectionately 

by  everyone  in  the  industry  as  “Casey," 
Agnes  Dolores  Casey,  secretary  to  Eddie 
Johnson  and  Louis  Gross,  was  married  last 
Saturday  to  John  Thomas  Savasky.  The 
couple  are  tripping  it  to  the  east  after 

which  “Casey"  will  resume  where  she  left 
off  on  Saturday. 

“Reg”  Wilson,  GB  home  office  official, 
who  came  here  last  June  to  stay  a   week 
and  has  remained  four  months,  turned 
the  office  over  last  week  to  George  H. 
Rosenbaum,  while  he  returned  to  New 
York.  Rosenbaum  was  formerly  GB  branch 

manager  in  Buffalo  where  he  is  succeeded 
by  Leo  Murphy,  erstwhile  Warner  film 
salesman. 

Last  Wednesday,  Frank  Gross  gave  his 
annual  clambake  for  the  shippers,  bookers 
and  film  salesmen.  About  100  attended 
the  feast  consisting  of  the  usual  clambake 
makings  with  a   unanimous  verdict  that 

this  was  the  best  of  all  the  parties  Frank 
has  hosted. 

Peter  Rosian,  Grand  National  branch 

manager,  was  in  Chicago  over  the  weekend 
attending  the  regional  GN  meeting  to  get 

first-hand  information  on  plans  for  the 

New  GN  .   .   .   Roy  Gross,  who  hasn’t  any 
affection  for  Germany’s  Adolf  Hitler,  has 
a   new  peeve  against  Der  Fuehrer  of  a 

strictly  personal  nature.  It’s  because  one 
of  his  radio  tubes  blew  out  due,  Roy 

claims,  to  Der  Fuehrer’s  yelling  during  his 
recent  European  broadcast  from  Berlin. 

Shirley  Temple  may  offer  thrills  to  mere 

adults,  but  to  Howard  Reif’s  10-year-old 

nephew,  she’s  just  another  playmate.  The 
Temples  have  a   house  right  next  door  to 

Reif’s  sister’s  home  on  Balboa  Island  where 
she  is  regarded  by  her  own  generation  on 

her  own  merits  according  to  juvenile  stand- 
ards. 

Sam  Gorrel,  Republic  sales  manager, 

isn’t  bashful  about  showing  a   recently 
received  telegram  from  Republic’s  presi- 

dent, Herbert  Yates,  giving  “Night  Hawk” 
his  personal  recommendation  as  “swell  en- 

tertainment from  start  to  finish.” 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Loren  Solether  of  the  Falls 

Theatre,  Chagrin  Falls,  went  to  Washing- 
ton court  house  over  the  weekend  to  visit 

their  son  and  stopped  off  in  Columbus  to 

see  the  Ohio  State-Indiana  football  game, 
or  vice  versa. 

F.  H.  Hathaway  has  taken  over  the 

Palace  Theatre  in  Hubbard,  formerly  op- 
erated by  Louis  J.  Frisch  .   .   .   R.  W.  Easley 

has  notified  local  exchanges  that  he  has 
closed  his  Park  Theatre  at  Betheseda. 

Frank  Drew,  M-G-M  branch  manager, 
reports  he  has  closed  1938-39  product  sales 
with  all  independent  circuits  in  Cleveland, 

(Continued  on  page  61) 

Business  Bounds  in  Akron  After 

Wide  Drive  Against  Keno,  Bingo 
A   Pennsylvania  Test 

For  Bank  Night 
Meadville,  Pa. — A   test  case  to  de- 

termine if  theatre  Bank  Nights  violate 

Pennsylvania's  lottery  laws  has  been 
listed  in  Crawford  county  court  within 

the  next  five  weeks.  The  Park  Theatre 

seeks  an  injunction  to  restrain  District 

Attorney  Herbert  A.  Mock  from  prose- 

cuting a   lottery  charge  against  the  the- 
atre operator. 

Report  Vaudeville 

Bookings  Increase 
Detroit — Spread  of  vaudeville  through 

the  territory  is  signalized  by  negotiations 
for  four  more  theatres  to  put  in  this 

policy,  Sol  Berns,  booking  agent,  reports. 

Berns  is  booking  most  of  the  major  vaude- 
ville attractions  in  Michigan,  aside  from 

the  Fox  Theatre,  at  the  present  time,  hav- 
ing four  and  a   half  weeks  on  his  books 

now,  and  expects  to  add  about  three  more 
weeks  shortly,  when  present  negotiations 
are  completed. 

The  trend  toward  vaudeville  is  especially 
conspicuous  upstate,  and  is  evident  in 

conversations  with  suburban  theatre  man- 
agers around  Detroit. 

Akron,  Ohio — The  exhibitor  drive  on 

widespread  playing  of  Keno  and  Bingo 
in  resorts  and  beer  gardens  here  has 

brought-  a   definite  upturn  in  business,  the 

Akron  Independent  Theatre  Owners’  Ass’n has  revealed. 

Robert  C.  Menches,  president,  declared 

about  75  per  cent  of  the  liquor  and  beer 

spots  in  the  county  are  “within  the  law” 
as  far  as  Keno  is  concerned  while  about 

65  per  cent  of  the  city’s  spots  have  “quiet- 

ed down.” 
The  independents  began  their  war  on  the 

Bingo  and  Keno  as  gambling  when  the 
games  became  so  widespread  that  theatre 

owners  felt  their  boxoffice  returns  defi- 
nitely down.  The  first  week  after  the 

theatre  operators  induced  Sheriff  Walter 

O’Neil  to  put  the  lid  on  the  games, 
Menches  said  business  increased  10  to  50 

per  cent  and  that  there  has  been  no  drop 
in  the  take  since. 

Menches  said  the  drive  would  be  con- 
tinued. He  plans  to  present  shortly  to 

the  state  liquor  control  board  a   list  of 
spots  which  permit  Keno  and  Bingo  and 
at  the  same  time  sell  liquor  and  beer.  He 
will  demand  the  state  commission  take 

action.  Merchants,  city  officials,  parent- 

teachers  groups,  ministers  and  civic  asso- 
ciations have  backed  the  theatre  owners. 

The  operators  union  joined  in  the  drive 

with  the  theatre  management  when  re- 
duced business  caused  managers  to  ask 

the  union  for  a   reduction  in  wage  scales 
owing  to  the  Bingo  fad. 

Booking  Offices 

Undergo  Shuffle 

Detroit  —   Two  shifts  among  Detroit 

booking  offices  occurred  this  week.  Mar- 
latt-Schlesinger  Presentations  closed  their 
offices  in  the  Wilson  Theatre  Bldg.,  with 

future  plans  uncertain.  Bernard  Besman, 
who  was  musical  director  as  well  as  book- 

er for  the  organization,  joined  the  Mike 
Falk  office  in  the  Book  Bldg.  Plans  for  the 

production  of  talking  pictures  by  the  or- 
ganization, recently  announced,  remained 

indefinite. 

Alex  Agreenoff,  one  of  the  oldest  De- 
troit booking  agents,  left  the  Gus  Sun  of- 
fice, to  join  Betty  Bryden,  formerly  of 

the  Sun  office  as  well,  and  Sol  Berns,  in 

their  own  offices  in  the  Fox  Theatre  Bldg. 

New  Quimby  Opens 
Zanesville,  Ohio — The  Quimby  here, 

dark  for  several  weeks,  has  been  reopened 

with  a   subsequent  rim  picture  policy,  ac- 
cording to  Caldwell  Brown,  executive  head 

of  the  Zanesville  Theatres,  Inc.  House  has 
been  redecorated,  new  stage  drapes  and 
other  appointments  added. 

New  Urling  Chain  Unit 

Pittsburgh — The  Walter  Urling  circuit 

is  constructing  a   new  theatre  at  Hundred, 

W.  Va.  Seating  capacity  will  be  around 
300  and  opening  is  set  for  early  November. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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Pennsylvania  "Sunday  Show  Sale" 
Charges  to  Get  Grand  Jury  Eye 

Pittsburgh — The  Pennsylvania  supreme 

court  in  session  here  cleared  away  legal 
barriers  to  a   Dauphin  county  grand  jury 
investigation  of  the  Earle  administration, 

in  an  unanimous  opinion  ruling  uncon- 
stitutional two  measures  rushed  through 

the  special  session  of  the  legislature  in  an 

attempt  to  block  the  grand  jury  probe. 

The  outlawed  “laws”  were  (1)  the  placing 
of  sole  jurisdiction  of  investigating  im- 

peachable officers  with  the  legislature; 
(2)  suspending  any  investigation  of  such 
officers  by  a   grand  jury  until  after  the 
house  of  representatives  has  completed  its 
inquiry. 

This  action  concerns,  the  alleged  “sale” 
of  Sunday  film  legislation  for  $100,000,  and 
other  charges  of  vice  and  corruption  in 
the  Earle  administration.  Those  involved 

continued  their  denial  of  any  knowledge 

of  such  alleged  graft  and  the  case  con- 

tinued as  page-one  copy. 
Former  Attorney  General  Charles  J. 

Margiotti  charged  that  Representative 

Charles  Melchiorre,  of  Philadelphia,  chair- 
man of  the  committee  which  gave  the 

film  legislation  the  “green  light,”  told  him 

that  the  bill  was  “sold”  for  $100,000  and 

that  his  i   Melchiorre’s)  slice  was  $5,000. 
Margiotti  presented  a   stenographer  and 

a   witness  to  a   statement  dictated  by  Mel- 
chiorre which  told  this  story.  Melchiorre 

was  called  before  the  house  investigating 
committee  and  he  denied  that  he  received 

any  such  graft  but  admitted  his  willing- 

ness to  take  a   bribe,  saying  he  “would  have 
damn  quick  took  it,”  but  that  it  was  not 
offered. 

Albert  M.  Greenfield,  Philadelphia  brok- 
er, involved  in  the  Sunday  film  law  on  the 

testimony  of  Margiotti,  who  charged 
Greenfield  had  paid  $75,000  to  a   Demo- 

cratic party  fund  by  check,  denied  that  he 
was  a   party  to  any  such  transaction. 

With  the  action  of  the  supreme  court, 
taken  here  this  week,  the  entire  charges, 
which  involve  13  leading  Democrats  of 

Pennsylvania,  will  now  be  aired  by  the 
Dauphin  county  grand  jury  as  well  as 

the  legislative  committee.  At  mid-week, 
political  observers  stated  that  Governor 

Earle  had  won  his  fight  to  avoid  an  “elec- 

tion eve”  investigation  by  a   grand  jury, 
the  belief  being  that  it  is  impossible  for 
such  inquiry  to  get  well  under  way  until 
after  the  November  election. 

All  Wall  Drapes  and  Stage  Settings 
for 

THE  NEW  KENT  THEATRE 
Arnold,  Pa. 

Designed  and  Manufactured  By 

AMERICAN  THEATRICAL  VALANCE 
COMPANY 

Pittsburgh’s  Leading  Decorators 

900  Fifth  Avenne — Pittsburgh 

Filmi'ow  Display  Room,  1701  Blvd.  of  the  Allies 

QECELIA  BALL,  an  employe  at  the  20th- Fox  exchange,  died  Saturday  evening 

after  a   long  illness.  All  Filmrow’s  sym- 
pathy is  extended  to  her  brother,  George 

Ball,  20th-Fox  booker,  and  members  of  the 

family  .   .   .   Guy  Peterson,  Paramount’s 
West  Virginia  representative,  has  brought 
his  family  here  and  has  located  in  Mt. 
Lebanon  .   .   .   Clarence  Eiseman,  UA 

manager,  treated  some  of  the  visiting  Film- 

row  exhibitors  to  a   screening  of  Korda’s 
“Drums”  the  other  afternoon,  with  reports 
very  favorable. 

Charles  Aiken,  Republic's  special  sales 
representative  working  out  of  the  local 

exchange,  was  slightly  injured  but  his  car 
was  completely  wrecked  in  an  accident  in 
West  Virginia.  His  scratches  are  healed 
and  he  has  purchased  a   new  car  .   .   .   Augie 
Gonlin  of  Republic  is  recovering  after  an 
operation  for  the  removal  of  his  appendix 

.   .   .   Rhumba  Theatre,  Fullerton  St.,  op- 
erated by  Jake  Soltz,  has  had  its  face 

lifted,  the  painting  job  having  been  done 
by  the  Simboli  Decorating  Co. 

Young  and  husky  Wayne  Morris,  the 

“Kid  Galahad”  of  the  screen,  is  appearing 
on  the  stage  of  the  Stanley  Theatre,  suc- 

ceeding Chester  Morris,  who  did  his  magic 
act  here  last  week  .   .   .   Mary  Pickford,  on 

a   plane  trip  to  Columbus,  Ohio,  to  the 
bedside  of  her  husband,  Buddy  Rogers, 

who  was  injured  in  an  auto  accident,  stop- 

ped here  for  a   few  minutes  and  was  pho- 

tographed for  the  press*  .   .   .   Although  John Goring  resigned  as  manager  of  the  Fulton 
Theatre  last  week,  he  is  still  on  the  job 
here,  awaiting  a   successor. 

Something  new  in  first-run  exhibition 

was  an  event  when  M-G-M’s  “Too  Hot  to 
Handle”  went  into  the  Warner.  With  the 

holdover  of  the  same  company’s  “ Boys 
Town”  at  the  Warner,  the  Gable-Loy  fea- 

ture closed  at  Loew’s  Penn  after  a   big  week 
and  the  print  went  back  to  the  exchange 

for  a   week,  emerging  a   week  later  to  con- 
tinue its  downtown  run  .   .   .   Nonpareil 

Printing  Co.,  904  Warrington  Ave.,  is  the 

newest  theatrical  printing  firm  here,  ac- 
cording to  Eugene  McPherson,  proprietor. 

More  than  100,000  persons  cheered  Kay 
Kyser  at  the  Stanley  Theatre  last  week 
to  establish  new  house  records.  Sale  of 

tickets  was  stopped  at  various  times  dur- 
ing the  engagement  and  other  theatres 

benefited  by  the  overflow.  Picture  was 

“Garden  of  the  Moon,”  which  runs  90 
minutes,  and  it  is  agreed  that  a   shorter 
feature  in  this  instance  would  have  ac- 

commodated many  more  thousands  of  pat- 
rons. Extra  stage  shows  were  necessary 

to  break  all-time  attendance  and  receipts 
records.  Kay  Kyser  had  another  audience 

(Continued  on  page  62) 

To  Tell  Story  of 
First  Theatre 

Pittsburgh — John  H.  Harris,  executive 
head  of  the  Harris  Amusements,  will 

appear  on  the  WOR-Mutual  “Famous 
Firsts"  program  October  17  to  tell  how his  father,  the  late  Senator  John  P. 

Harris,  founded  the  world's  first  mo- 
tion picture  theatre  here. 

Pittsburgh  Mayor 

Names  Film  Week 

Pittsburgh — Mayor  Cornelius  D.  Scully 

on  Tuesday  set  October  7-13  as  Motion 
Picture  Week.  In  a   proclamation,  he  said: 

“The  motion  picture  industry  is  a   prin- 
cipal purveyor  of  entertainment  to  our 

people  and  therefore  brightens  the  life  of 

so  many  Americans.” Sound  motion  pictures  showing  Scully 

signing  the  proclamation  in  the  presence 
of  theatre  executives  Charles  Kurtzman, 

manager  of  Loew’s  Penn,  John  H.  Harris, 
general  manager  of  the  Harris  Amusement 
companies,  and  Harry  M.  Kalmine,  zone 
manager  for  Warner  theatres,  are  being 
shown  in  downtown  theatres  during  the 
week. 

“Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year”  cam- 
paign and  the  Movie  Quiz  received  renewed 

impetus  with  the  announcement  of  Pitts- 
burgh’s Motion  Picture  Week.  Loew’s,  Inc., 

distributing  all  accessories  in  connection 
with  the  campaign,  has  handled  tons  of 

Movie  Quiz  booklets,  and  a   number  of 
additional  theatres  recently  signed  pledges 

and  are  participating. 

John  H.  Harris,  regional  chairman  of 

tlie  campaign,  said  that  pledges  may  be  ac- 
cepted from  all  subsequent-run  exhibitors 

with  the  understanding  that  at  least  30 

movie  quiz  pictures  will  be  made  available 
to  them  during  the  period  of  the  contest, 
and  unless  that  number  of  pictures  are 

made  available,  the  committee  will  refund 

any  money  paid  on  pledges.  In  this  way, 
Harris  pointed  out,  the  enlistment  may  be 
made  of  many  more  exhibitors  who  have 

complained  that  they  will  not  have  a   suf- 
ficient number  of  pictures  in  order  to 

profitably  participate  in  the  campaign. 

Ira  H.  Cohn,  20th-Fox  branch  manager, 

is  chairman  of  the  distributors’  committee. 

UDT  Advertising 

Quiz  in  Newspapers 
Detroit — Real  advertising  of  the  Movie 

Quiz  contest  is  being  used  by  United  De- 
troit Theatres  in  its  newspaper  space.  In 

the  large  Thursday  advertisements  an- 
nouncing new  shows  opening  Friday,  for 

instance,  a   space  about  one  by  two  inches 

was  devoted  to  “How  to  Win,”  giving  in 
detail  the  technique  for  entering  the  con- 

test. This  was  used  in  ads  for  both  the 

United  Artists  and  Michigan  theatres. 
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Cleveland  Exhibitors  Augment  Quiz 

Attraction  With  Secondary  Contest 
JJENRY  LEVY,  former  owner  of  the  For- est and  Nordland  suburban  theatres 

here,  died  in  Washington,  D.  C.  Another 
death  recorded  here  is  that  of  Joseph 

Hennegan,  onetime  theatre  owner  and  a 
character  actor  of  ability. 

The  Hocking  Valley  Theatre  Co.  has  sent 
out  announcements  for  the  opening  of  the 

new  Lyric,  Lancaster,  Ohio,  October  8   .   .   . 
Friends  of  R.  W.  Passwater,  Passwater 

Theatre,  Mt.  Sterling,  will  be  glad  to  hear 

he  is  convalescing  at  Grant’s  Hospital 
from  pneumonia  .   .   .   George  Daumeyer  is 

confined  to  his  bed  with  the  "flu.” 

The  Liberty,  Springfield,  owned  by  Wil- 
liam Settos,  has  been  completely  rebuilt  .   .   . 

Mi's.  Vi  Johnston,  wife  of  W.  Ray  John- 
ston, Monogram  president,  is  visiting  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Nate  LeVene,  Universal  city 

salesman.  Johnston  will  arrive  here  with- 
in the  next  few  weeks  to  accompany  her 

home  .   .   .   Universal’s  Bob  Lonneman  and 
family  are  vacationing  in  Youngstown. 

Rose  Mary  Roche,  the  charming  red 
head  at  GB,  has  resigned,  to  affiliate  with 

National  Screen  Service  .   .   .   William  Skir- 

ball  of  GN  announces  “The  Birth  of  a 
Baby”  has  finally  passed  the  Virginia 
censors.  The  film  broke  house  records  at 

the  Hiehle  Theatre,  Parkersburg,  W.  Va., 
running  six  capacity  Sunday  performances. 

Lester  Rosenfeld,  West  Virginia  ex- 
hibitor, has  the  grippe  .   .   .   Miss  Bertha 

Wolf,  Pastime,  Owenton,  was  in  town  .   .   . 
Ditto  Elmer  Redelle  jr„  Victory,  Dayton 

and  H.  L.  Jennings,  Pomeroy,  Middletown 

.   .   .   M-G-M’s  John  Hannah  and  Timothy 
Cleary  are  in  town.  Tracy  Barham  and 
George  Fetick,  Hamilton  and  Middletown, 
are  here  too. 

Notification  has  been  received  here  by 

various  exchanges  calling  attention  to  the 
new  State  Unemployment  Compensation 

Commission  which  will  soon  begin  to  func- 
tion. The  commission  will  assure  unem- 

ployment relief  to  labor  unable  to  secure 

work.  Funds  for  the  commission’s  opera- 
tions will  come  from  employers. 

Variety  Club’s  party  to  finance  their 
charity  program  for  1938-39  takes  place 
November  12  at  the  Netherland  Plaza  club 

rooms.  Awarding  of  a   $2,000  Cadillac  will 
be  a   feature  of  the  evening.  It  will  be  open 
house. 

A   Third  Decorator  of 

Theatres  on  Pitt  Row 
Pittsburgh — A   third  theatre  decorator 

acquired  Filmrow  headquarters  this  week 
when  the  old  established  firm  of  Simboli 

Painting  and  Decorating  Co.  moved  into 
1701  Blvd.  of  the  Allies,  second  floor. 
Peter  Simboli  veteran  decorator,  will 

have  charge  of  planning  and  sketching 
and  his  son  Anthony  will  be  in  charge  of 

contracting.  Simboli  will  operate  in  con- 
junction with  the  American  Theatrical 

Valance  Co. 

Football  Fever  Brings 
Shutdown 

Detroit — Profiting  by  last  year's  ex- 
perience, when  the  Michigan  Theatre 

was  badly  damaged  by  a   mob  of 
hoodlums  celebrating  the  opening  of 

the  football  season  at  the  University  of 

Michigan,  the  Butterfield  houses  in  Ann 

Arbor  closed  early  last  Friday  night. 

A   crowd  of  several  thousand  assem- 

bled on  the  streets  and  burned  bon- 

fires just  a   step  ahead  of  the  police 
for  several  hours,  but  property  damage 
was  small. 

Houghton  Lake  Hall  to 
Don  Wilson  as  Theatre 

Detroit — Don  Wilson  is  taking  over  the 

Community  Hall  at  Houghton  Lake,  Mich., 
operated  by  R.  V.  Rule  of  Harrison,  and 
is  equipping  it  for  regular  operation  as 
a   theatre.  It  was  open  Saturday  and 
Sunday  only  under  the  Rule  regime. 

The  house  is  being  equipped  by  Na- 
tional Theatre  Supply  Co. 

CLEVELAND 
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including  Associated,  Community,  Wash- 
ington, Scoville,  Essick  &   Reif  and  Paul 

Gusdanovic. 

Paramount  Branch  Manager  Clark’s 
son,  Don,  is  breaking  into  the  picture  busi- 

ness via  the  usher  route.  That  is,  he  will 

usher  at  Loew’s  State  Theatre  provided 
the  commissary  department  can  find  a 
uniform  large  enough  for  him. 

Louis  Sharp,  who  operates  the  gasoline 
station  across  from  the  Film  Bldg.,  and 

Tommy  Baird  of  National  Theatre  Supply 
Co.  are  tied  for  first  place  in  the  Bowling 

League  individual  scores.  There’s  betting 
along  Filmrow  as  to  whether  Sharp’s  260- 
pound  push  or  Baird’s  slender  agility  will 
win  out. 

Louis  Lamm,  manager  of  Warner’s  Pal- 
ace Theatre,  Lorain,  who  has  been  out  of 

circulation  for  the  past  six  weeks  on 
account  of  a   broken  foot,  is  hobbling 
around  the  theatre  again  aided  by  a   cane. 

W.  Ward  Marsh,  motion  picture  editor 

of  the  Plain  Dealer,  will  comment  on  “Ma- 
rie Antoinette”  at  the  October  12  meeting 

of  the  Cleveland  Cinema  Club  to  be  held 

at  10:30  a.  m.  in  Halle’s  Auditorium,  fol- 
lowing an  historical  review  of  the  picture 

by  Dorothy  Fuldheim,  internationally 
known  speaker. 

Cleveland — At  a   meeting  of  Cleveland 

exhibitors  held  last  week  by  M.  B.  Hor- 

witz,  local  chairman  on  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Drive  committee,  it  was  voted  to 

augument  the  national  Movie  Quiz  contest 
with  a   local  contest  in  order  to  keep  the 

public  interest  keyed  to  a   point  aimed  at 
increased  boxoffice  takes. 

“What  Would  You  Do  If  You  Won  the 
$50,000  Prize  in  the  National  Movie  Quiz 

Contest”  is  the  question  put  to  the  public 
in  cooperation  with  a   local  newspaper,  with 

$100  in  prizes  distributed  to  writers  of 
the  best  letters. 

This  contest  will  run  two  or  three  weeks. 

Also,  in  addition  to  the  cash  prizes  award- 
ed at.  the  end  of  the  contest,  daily  prizes 

of  guest  tickets  will  be  given  to  the  writer 
of  the  best  letter  on  the  same  subject. 

Exhibitors  were  enthusiastic  over  this  lo- 
cal contest.  They  expressed  themselves  as 

of  the  opinion  that  bringing  the  quiz 

contest  on  a   more  intimate  basis  by  mak- 
ing it  local  as  well  as  national,  will  make 

filmgoers  so  conscious  of  the  industry  that 

attendance  will  be  stimulated  at  the  thea- 
tres. 

Horwitz  named  a   committee  of  three  to 

handle  all  publicity  on  the  local  contest, 

consisting  of  Milton  A.  Harris  of  Loew’s: 
Manny  Pearlstein  of  Warner,  and  Howard 
Higley  of  RKO. 

Stage  Shows  on  Weekend 
Get  Tryout  in  Alliance 

Alliance,  Ohio — The  Columbia  here  has 

started  presenting  stage  units  in  conjunc- 
tion with  its  regular  film  program.  Units 

are  being  booked  for  one  and  two  days, 
usually  the  weekend,  according  to  Ray  S. 

Wallace,  manager.  First  in  was  “Holly- 
wood Scandals”  headlining  Roscoe  Ates, 

screen  comedian. 

Columbus,  Ohio — The  Main  Theatre 
here  has  returned  to  its  former  policy  of 
vaudeville  and  pictures  every  Saturday. 
The  house  uses  five  standard  vaudeville 

acts  along  with  the  regular  film  program, 

giving  Columbus  its  only  flesh  show  at  the 

present  time. 

Build  Up  Poor  Nights  with 

BINGO 
ON  THE  SCREEN 

Ask  Us  About  It 

MOVIE  SWEEPSTAKES,  INC. 
FILM  EXCHANGE  BLDG.  CLEVELAND,  O. 
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Circuit  Confirms 

Pitt  Aldine  Deal 

Pittsburgh  —   The  Harris  Amusement 

companies,  after  weeks  of  avoiding  the 
issue,  have  confirmed  the  leasing  of  the 
old  Aldine  Theatre  property,  on  Liberty 
Ave.  The  revamped  Aldine  will  be  known 
as  the  Senator. 

Cost  of  remodeling  is  estimated  at  $80,- 
000.  The  theatre,  which  had  been  dark  for 

a   number  of  years,  was  Loew’s  noted  pres- 
entation house  a   decade  ago,  offering 

M-G-M  pictures  and  introducing  the  mas- 
ter of  ceremonies  type  of  stage  show  un- 
der the  management  of  Louis  K.  Sidney. 

More  than  ten  years  ago  Loew’s  opened 
the  Penn  and  the  Stanley  Corp.  opened  the 
Stanley,  with  traffic  at  that  time  moving 
from  Liberty  Ave.  The  Aldine  lost  patron- 

age and  prestige,  finally  closing.  At- 
tempts to  re-establish  the  house  were  un- 

availing and  until  the  first  of  September 
the  lease  continued  under  the  name  of 

Lcew’s,  Inc.  A   few  days  later  workmen 
started  extensive  remodeling  but  there  was 

no  announcement  as  to  a   possible  opera- 
tor until  last  week  when  John  H   Harris, 

general  manager  of  the  circuit,  admitted 
that  the  pioneer  amusement  company  had 

signed  a   long-term  lease  for  the  theatre 
with  the  Massachusetts  Mutual  Life  In- 

surance Co.,  owners. 

The  Senator  will  feature  first-run  pho- 
toplays and  there  is  a   likelihood  that 

stage  shows  will  be  a   co-feature.  It  is  ex- 
pected that  the  opening  will  be  before 

December  1.  Seating  capacity  is  under 
2,000. 

Victor  A.  Rigaumont,  local  member  of 

the  advisory  board  of  Boxoffice’s  The 
Modem  Theatre  Planning  Institute,  is  in 
charge  of  the  remodeling  and  an  ultra- 

modern theatre  will  be  offered  to  the 

public  when  the  Senator  opens.  Product 

will  include  20th  Century-Fox,  Columbia, 
Universal  and  pictures  from  Ihe  inde- 

pendent distributors.  Harris’  present  first- 
run  house  is  the  Alvin. 

The  rapidly-expanding  Harris  chain 
built  and  opened  the  Dennis  Theatre  in 

Mt.  Lebanon  and  the  Perry  Theatre,  north 
side,  during  the  summer,  and  current  re- 

ports indicate  that  this  company  has  ac- 
quired a   site  for  a   new  theatre.  The  pro- 

posed new  south  side  house  will  be  in  the 
neighborhood  of  the  William  Finkel  thea- 

tres, the  Arcade  and  the  Colonial. 

The  Harris  Senator  will  make  the  20th 
link  in  the  chain. 

Autry  Tour  Press  Book 
Pittsburgh — Republic  Pictures  of  Pitts- 

burgh is  distributing  a   16-page  tabloid 

tagged  the  “Pennsylvania  Gazette”  which 
reproduces  some  of  the  art  and  newspa- 

per articles  covering  the  recent  successful 
tour  of  Gene  Autry  in  this  state.  Prints 

on  Autry’s  new  picture,  “Prairie  Moon,” 
are  expected  here  this  week,  with  exhibi- 

tor demand  from  all  points  for  early 
dates. 

PITTSBURGH 
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here,  too,  doing  his  broadcast  for  the 

networks.  Metro’s  “Boys  Town,”  after  a 
big  week  at  Loew’s  Penn,  doubled  average 
in  its  move-over  run  at  the  Warner  and 
was  held  for  another  week. 

Two  Ambridge  youths  who  tossed  a 

vegetable  brush  on  the  stage  of  a   down- 

town theatre  “ for  some  fun”  were  dis- 
charged in  morals  court  after  they  ex- 

plained they  intended  no  harm  and  thought 
their  prank  would  get  a   laugh.  When  the 

show  “got  dull”  one  of  the  boys  took  the 
other’s  dare  and  threw  the  brush. 

Frank  Frayne,  old-time  exhibitor  and 
film  man,  visited  Filmrow  the  other  day 
and  startled  many  of  the  film  folks  who 
had  believed  him  to  be  dead.  Ill  for  many 
months,  he  was  last  seen  on  the  celluloid 

market  in  the  spring,  at  that  time  being 
quite  feeble  and  frail.  Several  months  ago 
it  was  generally  reported  that  he  had  died, 
but  there  was  no  way  to  check  up  as  he 
had  never  revealed  his  address  and  the 

county  authorities  could  offer  no  assist- 
ance without  an  approximate  date.  The 

veteran  showman  states  that  he  is  now 

recovering  from  his  illness  and  that  he’ll 
be  around  again  soon. 

John  Ball  has  rejoined  Herman  Stahl 

as  publicity  director  for  the  Drake  and 
Lyric  theatres,  Oil  City.  Until  recently  Ball 
had  been  connected  with  Europa  Films 
which  has  closed  its  office  in  the  Law  and 
Finance  Bldg.  .   .   .   Harry  Seed,  John  J. 

Maloney  and  Dan  Hamill  are  among  com- 
mitteemen assisting  John  H.  Harris  in  the 

Community  Fund  drive.  Harris  is  chair- 
man of  the  city  neighborhood  division  .   .   . 

John  Mamula,  former  New  Universal  em- 
ploye, who  studied  at  the  Pitt  law  school, 

has  passed  his  bar  examination. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 

October  9:  Dave  Kimelman,  Sunday;  an- 
nual election  of  officers,  Monday;  John 

H.  Harris,  Tuesday;  John  O.  Hooley, 
Wednesday;  Ken  Hoel,  Thursday;  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Burtus  Bishop  jr„  Friday;  Harry 
Feldman,  Saturday.  Week  of  October  16: 
Joe  Gins,  Sunday;  Warner  Day,  Monday; 
George  Heid,  Tuesday;  Francis  Guehl, 

Wednesday;  A1  Lostetter,  Thursday;  Fein- 
stein  and  Gelder,  Friday;  Elmer  Ecker, 

Saturday  .   .   .   Harry  Young,  a   Universal 
salesman  here  about  eight  years  ago,  and 

now  with  the  same  company  at  Cincin- 
nati, was  a   visitor  over  the  weekend. 

Postpone  New  Suburban 
Deluxer  Till  Upswing 

Detroit — Progress  on  the  projected  new 

1,500-seat  Triangle  Theatre  has  been  post- 

poned indefinitely  because  of  business  con- 
ditions, according  to  Richard  H.  Marr,. 

architect.  The  house  is  to  be  erected  in 

the  new  developing  territory  at  Northwest- 
ern Highway  and  Six  Mile  Roads  when  con- 

ditions improve. 

Luncheon  Starts 

Variety's  Season 
Detroit — The  Variety  Club’s  fall  season 

got  under  way  with  plenty  of  excitement. 
The  first  event  on  the  program  was  the 

noon  luncheon  on  Monday  at  the  Book- 
Cadillac  Hotel,  with  Judge  Joseph  A.  Moyn- 
ahan  of  the  circuit  court  as  principal 

speaker. The  day  was  designated  as  a   tribute  to 

the  suburban  theatre  operators  of  the  ter- 

ritory, with  the  guests  of  honor  includ- 
ing George  Wilbur,  Wyandotte;  Walter 

Schafer,  Wayne;  Thomas  H.  Ealand,  Fern- 
dale;  Charles  A.  Komer  and  Irving  and 
Adolph  Goldberg,  Royal  Oak;  Harry  Lush, 

Plymouth;  Joseph  Stoia,  Dearborn,  and 
H.  E.  (Cem)  Merritt,  Windsor,  Ont.,  with 

their  managerial  staffs  and  suburban  busi- 
ness friends. 

Second  luncheon  of  the  season  will  be 

held  next  Monday,  October  10,  with  Pro- 
fessor Robert  W.  Kelso  of  the  University 

of  Michigan  as  speaker,  and  will  be  dedi- 
cated to  Monogram  Pictures  Day  in  honor 

of  George  W.  Weeks,  general  sales  mana- 
ger. Mayor  Richard  Reading  also  will  at- 

tend. Monogram  plans  repeating  last  year’s 
record  for  attendance. 

Tonight,  October  8,  grand  reopening  of 
the  Saturday  Night  Frolics  takes  place  with 
Universal  Night  as  the  occasion.  The  host 

and  hostess  are  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Eddie  Hei- 
ber,  with  Jack  Stewart,  Jack  R.  Susami, 

Bert  Tighe,  Herb  Schilds,  Gene  Alexan- 
der and  their  wives  assisting. 

Next  Saturday,  October  15,  will  be 
M-G-M  night  at  the  clubrooms. 

The  Welfare  fund  “Knife  Drive”  is  well 
under  way,  with the 

following 

report  of 
donations  covering  all 13  teams to  date: 

Captain No.  Sold Amount 
William  Carlson     56 

$175.00 

Alex  Schreiber 
    8 

8.00 

Harold  Robinson     10 

10.00 
Carl  Buermele  .   .     5 

5.00 William  Flemion     50 
50.00 Charles  Perry  ....     20 

20.00 
Phil  Kaplan    

    5 
5.00 

Jack  Stewart  ....     15 15.00 
E.  E.  Kireliner 

    70 
70.00 

J.  Oliver  Brooks. 
    5 

5.00 

.1.  E.  Flynn    
    11 11.00 Freddie  Scliader     92 

114.00 
Total  to  date.  .     372 

$503.00 

Only  team  to  sell out  to  date  was 

Fred  Seha^- 
der’s,  with  Chief  Barker Carlson’s  team  taking 
top  honors  in  the  grosses. 

Unnamed  Owner  Plans 

New  Titusville  Theatre 
Titusville,  Pa.  —   Plans  are  completed 

and  bids  on  a   general  contract  were  to  be 
asked  this  week  for  construction  of  a   new 

theatre  here.  Owner’s  name  is  being  with- 
held for  the  present,  according  to  Victor 

A.  Rigaumont,  Pittsburgh  architect. 
Theatre  site  is  on  Spring  St.  between 

Exchange  Place  and  Franklin  St.,  the 

building  to  be  a   one-story  construction 
with  part  base  T   shape,  and  with  irregular 
dimensions.  Construction  will  be  of  brick 

and  tile.  Seating  capacity  will  be  950. 
Estimated  cost  of  the  project  is  $100,000. 

A   report  some  time  ago  had  Warner 
building  a   new  theatre  here,  but  this  was 
denied.  Warner  has  the  Orpheum  here. 
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Rag  Schreiber  Is 

Now  in  Possession 

Detroit — Closing  of  the  deal  for  the 

Schreiber  houses,  transferring  them  to  Ray 
Schreiber,  was  made  last  Saturday.  The 
deal,  reported  several  weeks  ago,  has  been 
pending  for  some  time,  and  Ray  has  been 
in  active  management  at  the  headquarters 

house,  the  Colonial,  since  the  negotiations 
were  tentatively  closed  nearly  a   month 
ago. 

The  Colonial’s  new  vaudeville  policy  is 
already  proving  a   marked  success,  and 
may  encourage  other  local  houses  to  follow 
suit. 

Any  UDT  Policy  Shift 

Is  Increasingly  Remote 
Detroit — Plans  for  shift  in  policies  at 

United  Detroit  downtown  houses  are  def- 

initely suspended.  Reports  of  an  early  re- 
turn to  presentation  policy  at  the  Michi- 

gan were  unconfirmed,  with  dates  ranging 

all  the  way  from  October  15  to  “next  sea- 

son,” including  the  traditional  “Christmas.” 
Policy  on  the  Broadway-Capitol,  which,  it 
was  reported,  might  be  closed  and  taken 

over  by  Cleveland  interests,  as  well  as  date 
of  reopening  of  the  Madison,  also  remained 
uncertain. 

A   Heart  Attack  Proves 

: Fatal  to  Peter  Tender 
Cleveland — Word  has  been  received  here 

of  the  death  of  Peter  Tender,  well-known 
exhibitor  of  Elyria,  following  a   heart  at- 

tack. In  partnership  with  John  Pekras, 

Tender  owned  and  operated  the  Capitol, 
Rivoli,  and  Lincoln  theatres  in  Elyria  and 
the  Tivoli  Theatre  in  Lorain.  He  was  about 

50  years  of  age  and  has  been  prominent 
in  the  exhibition  field  for  20  years. 

His  wife  and  son  survive. 

Detroit  Film  Laboratory 
Installs  New  Developer 

Detroit  —   Detroit  Film  Laboratories 

started  operation  of  its  new  automatic  de- 
veloping machinery  this  week.  The  ma- 

chine has  a   capacity  in  excess  of  25,000 

feet  of  film  in  eight  hours,  and  brings  up 

the  entire  plant’s  capacity  to  100,000  feet 
of  film  a   day. 

The  firm  does  all  developing  work  for 
industrial  and  slide  film  producers. 

Big  Kramer  Sign 
Detroit — National  Theatre  Supply  has 

completed  a   deal  for  the  new  marquee  and 

vertical  sign  to  be  erected  on  Ben  Cohn’s 
new  Kramer  Theatre.  This  is  believed  to 
be  the  largest  sign  erected  here  in  over 

three  years.  The  house  is  slated  to  open 
November  25. 

ID)  IE  T   R   0   II T 
H   L   DEZEL,  roadshow  distributor,  moved 

“The  Wages  of  Sin”  into  Wade  Allen’s 

Fine  Arts  Theatre  for  at  least  a   week’s 
run,  after  an  outstanding  rim  of  three 

weeks  at  the  Goldberg  &   Schram-operated 
Columbia  Theatre. 

Colonel  Lawrence  J.  Lewis  returned  to 

town  this  week  with  “Jaws  of  the  Jungle,” 
starring  the  famed  ape  Ingagi,  which 
has  just  completed  a   run  at  the  Lasky 
Theatre  where  the  Krim  brothers  still  are 

raving  about  it,  and  is  now  being  played 

in  a   series  of  Cooperative  Theatres. 

Grace  Hoffman  of  the  Grand  National 
staff  has  a   bad  cold  this  week  .   .   .   Ralph 

Peckham,  Grand  National  manager,  is 

away  in  Chicago  for  a   sales  convention. 

Nat  Haase  got  his  first  chance  to  catch 
a   rest  over  the  weekend,  being  too  busy 

selling  new  Beauty  Ware  deals  for  Metro 
Premium  Co.  First  deal  opens  October  19 

at  Sam  Brown’s  Ambassador  Theatre. 

George  Custer,  Monogram  booker,  is 
trying  to  stave  off  the  doctor  by  the  daily 

apple  on  his  desk. 

Vera  Johnson,  formerly  with  the  Eas- 

toum,  Ramona,  and  Fox  theatres,  is  open- 
ing her  own  dancing  school. 

Sam  Carver,  formerly  manager  of  the 
Downtown  Theatre,  is  dickering  for  a 

tieup  to  be  announced  shortly  .   .   .   Bebe 
Sherman  comes  in  this  week  in  the  novel 

post  of  feminine  “master”  of  ceremonies 
at  the  Colonial  Theatre,  for  an  indefinite 
run. 

Emil  Beck,  independent  film  booker,  was 

busy  buying  a   sweater  for  his  youngster 
this  week — and  the  boy  proves  to  be  just 
as  tall  as  his  dad,  these  days  .   .   .Wisper 
and  Wetsman  are  busy  redecorating  the 

Roosevelt  Theatre  interior,  doing  a   thor- 
ough job  of  it.  A   new  display  shadow  box 

has  recently  been  installed  for  special  ex- 
hibits on  coming  attractions. 

Schreiber  Recovering 

From  Injuries  in  Fall 
Detroit — Jacob  Schreiber  was  expected 

to  return  to  his  Belcrest  Apartments  home 

this  week  from  Harper  Hospital  where  he 
has  been  confined  with  a   broken  left  arm 

and  other  injuries  suffered  in  a   fall  last 
week. 

Schreiber,  who  recently  sold  out  his  five- 
house  circuit  to  his  nephew,  Ray  Schrei- 

ber, was  visiting  Ben  Cohn  at  his  new 
Crystal  Theatre  when  he  was  injured. 

Schreiber,  walking  through  a   wrong  door 
on  his  way  to  the  Crystal  lobby,  fell  15 
feet  into  the  basement. 

When  he  fully  recovers,  Schreiber  will 
take  his  wife,  long  in  poor  health,  to 
Arizona. 

Madera  Capitol  Dark 

Madera,  Pa.  —   Capitol  Theatre,  operated 

by  Hill  &   Hawkins,  has  gone  dark. 

Foreign  Films  for 
Cinema  in  Detroit 

Detroit — The  Cinema  Theatre  was  re- 

opened last  week  as  a   foreign  film  house 

by  Michael  Zala  and  Max  Zipperman.  Op- 

ening attraction  was  “Moonlight  Sonata.” 
It  is  being  held  over  a   second  week. 

So  long  as  public  support  justifies  the 
policy,  the  Cinema,  unlike  most  Detroit 
theatres,  will  stick  to  single  bills. 

Zipperman  and  Zala  are  experienced  in 
the  operation  of  foreign  film  theatres. 
Zipperman  was  previously  connected  with 
the  Fifth  Avenue  Playhouse  and  Zala  with 
the  Eight  Street  Playhouse  in  New  York. 

Admission  is  scaled  from  15  to  55  cents. 

A   Russian  film,  “If  War  Comes  Tomor- 
row,” is  set  for  the  week  of  October  4. 

Interest  in  Two  Houses 

Dropped  by  J.  L.  Delisi 
Saltsburg,  Pa. — Joseph  L.  Delisi  has 

withdrawn  from  the  partnership  of  the 

Delisi  Amusement  Co.,  operating-  the  Lib- 
erty, Saltsburg,  and  the  Delmore,  Avon- 

more.  The  remaining  partners  and  opera- 
tors of  these  two  theatres  are  brothers- 

in-law,  Joseph  P.  Delisi  and  Joseph  De- Maria. 

Delisi  continues  in  the  field  as  an  ex- 
hibitor at  Nanty  Glo,  being  sole  owner  of 

the  Capitol  and  Family  theatres  there. 

Tommy  Bello  remains  as  manager  of  these 
houses. 

" Double  or  Nothing "   Suit 
To  Detroit  Court  Shortly 

Detroit — The  suit  of  Charles  D.  Livings- 
ton of  the  dramatic  department  of  WXYZ 

and  his  wife,  Harriet,  against  Paramount 

Pictures,  is  expected  to  come  up  in  fed- 
eral district  court  here  in  about  a   month. 

The  Livingstons  claim  that  “Double  or 
Nothing”  was  based  on  a   play  they  wrote 
in  1933,  of  which  a   recording  was  made. 
Damages  of  $90,000  are  asked. 

The  Palace ,   Mayville, 
Mich.,  to  A.  Burton 

Detroit — The  acquisition  of  the  Palace 

Theatre  at  Mayville,  Mich.,  by  A.  Burton 

is  reported.  A.  J.  Cuddebeck  is  the  former 
owner.  The  house  was  formerly  listed 

under  the  operation  of  Harold  C.  Eastman. 

Burton,  a   resident  of  Flint,  is  a   new- 
comer to  show  business. 

Grand  Reopened 
Pittsburgh  —   The  Grand  Theatre, 

Moundsville,  W.  Va.,  the  lease  of  which 
was  dropped  recently  by  the  George  Davis 

circuit,  has  opened  under  new  manage- 
ment. Lem  Harvey,  justice  of  the  peace  at 

Moundsville,  has  acquired  the  house. 
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BOWLING 
Pittsburgh — Superior,  which  re-entered 

a   team  in  the  Filmrow  Bowling  League 

this  season,  went  into  the  lead  with  the 

second  set  of  games,  with  Monarch,  Re- 
public and  Paramount  trailing  for  second 

honors.  W.  Walters,  with  a   202  score,  was 
the  high  individual  bowler  for  one  game, 
winning  the  weekly  $1  award.  Joe  Scholl 
is  high  average  man  for  six  games,  tops 
being  163.5. 

STAMUMI  OF  THE  TEAMS 

Won  Lost 

Superior      5   1 
Monarch      4   2 

Republic      4   2 
Paramount      4   2 

20th-Fox      3   3 
Columbia      2   4 
Universal      2   4 

Loew’s      0   6 

SCHEDULE  FOR  OCT.  14 Alleys 

Monarch  vs.  Paramount   lands 

Loew’s  vs.  Republic   3   and  4 
Columbia  vs.  Superior   5   and  0 
20th -Fox  vs.  Universal   7   and  8 

Personnel  of  Pittsburgh 

Film  Bowling  League 
Pittsburgh— Personnel  of  the  Filmrow 

Bowling  League  for  the  1938-39  season: 
20th-Fox:  George  Ball,  Joe  Ornstein,  Joe  Hanna, 

Ben  Hanna,  Irving  Stein,  J.  Weltner,  L.  Leonardi, 
Sam  Erhlich. 

Monarch:  Milton  Lefton,  Godfrey  Lefton,  Jack 

Ryave,  J.  Spohr,  Louise  Michael,  Chas.  Bruno, 
Jerome  Veldenzer,  Bill  Twigg. 
Republic:  Jim  Alexander,  Lou  Hanna,  Joe 

Daugherty,  Saul  Perilman,  Jake  Palmer,  Bill  Hol- 
lenbaugh,  Bud  Thomas,  A1  Sipple. 

Superior:  Art  Morrone,  Irving  Turner,  George 

“B”  Josack,  Vince  Josack,  Dick  Allen,  Herb 
Shearer,  Bob  Munn. 

Columbia:  Art  Levy.  Milt  Broudy,  Frank  Silver- 
man,  Frank  Ray,  A.  Sims,  Jack  Kohler,  Fred 
Hart,  Joe  Gins. 

Universal:  Joe  Pemberton,  A1  Lostetter,  Angy 

Marino,  Frank  Marino,  Pete  Quiter,  Carl  Miller, 
Jim  Clark,  J.  Saccone. 

Paramount:  Harry  Passarell,  Fran  Seubert,  Mel 
Barrett,  Harry  Silverman,  A.  Ledergerber,  Vince 

Kally,  W.  Walters,  Paul  Keith. 

Loew’s:  John  Mayer,  J.  Scholl,  Ted  Tolley,  E. 
Micinski,  Eddie  Moriarity,  J.  McGinnis,  John 
Zomnir,  Tom  Baker. 

Cleveland— The  Bowling  League,  play- 

ing every  Tuesday,  reports  the  following 
scores  resulting  from  its  third  week  of  the 
new  season: 

Won Lost 
Pet. Av. 

( altiiubia    7 2 778 779 
Messengers    6 3 

667 

747 

Nat’l  Theatre  Supply .   . 
.   5 4 667 739 

Central  Shippers    3 6 333 
702 RKO    3 6 

333 689 Metro    .   3 6 
333 723 

TEAM  HIGH  THREE  GAMES 

Columbia        2423 

National  Theatre  Supply    2355 
Messengers    2317 

INDIVIDUAL  HIGH  THREE  GAMES 
Baird      584 

Sharp      560 
Fosbender      549 

TEAM  HIGH  SINGLES 
Columbia      886 

National  Theatre  Supply'     867 
Messengers      811 

INDIVIDUAL  HIGH  SINGLES 
Baird      233 

Sharp      233 
E.  Fleming      215 

Detroit — First  games  of  the  season  for 

the  Film  Bowling  League  brought  a   big 
turnout  with  the  race  for  the  ultimate 

title  starting  off  as  a   three-way  tie  be- 
tween Amusement  Supply,  20th  Century- 

Fox  and  Republic. 
High  ten  men  for  the  opening  games 

were:  Adair,  190;  Beck,  185;  Metzger,  183; 
Cohen,  179;  Holmes,  167;  Ruben,  167; 
Susami,  163;  Conover,  163;  Alexander,  160, 
and  Gruenwald,  Rupert  and  Pollard  tied 

for  tenth  place  at  158.  These  are  all  aver- 
age figures  for  three  games. 

High  for  the  three  games  were  Adair 
with  572  and  Beck  with  555,  while  the 

Product  Needs,  General 

Business  Frets  Detroit 
Detroit — Product  and  poor  business  con- 

ditions generally — not  within  the  indus- 
try— are  still  causing  concern  to  the  first- 

run  theatres  in  downtown  Detroit. 
United  Detroit  this  week  said  that  the 

present  policy  of  the  Michigan  Theatre 

will  remain  in  use  for  the  present.  “While 
we  are  still  not  operating  above  water,”  it 
was  said  at  the  UDT  offices,  “we  are  never- 

theless operating  at  a   much  smaller  loss 
than  when  we  were  encumbered  with 

$9,000  and  $10,000-a-week  stage  shows. 
And  when  business  conditions  get  better 
we  have  a   better  chance  of  getting  in  the 
black  with  double  features  than  with  a 

return  to  stage  shows.” 
The  Madison  will  remain  dark  for  still 

another  several  weeks,  while  the  Broad- 

way-Capitol,  operating  on  a   month-to- 
month  basis,  is  expected  to  remain  defi- 

nitely in  the  Trendle  organization. 
It  is  the  Fox  Theatre  that  is  desperate 

for  product,  as  illustrated  by  the  revival 

of  Fox’s  “Calvacade”  last  week  at  the 
house.  The  campaign  used  on  the  picture 
was  a   reference  to  the  European  war  scare. 

The  theatre  thus  far  has  only  20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox product  bought  but  is  dickering 
for  Universal  and  Columbia. 

Meanwhile,  it  was  learned,  too,  this  week 
that  at  least  four  theatre  deals  which 

George  Trendle  of  United  Detroit  has 

pending  now  are  being  held  up  awaiting 

the  decision  of  the  U.  S.  attorney  general’s 
office  on  whether  theatre  expansion  may 

go  on. 

Rodgers  Stand  on  Shorts 

Lauded  by  ITO  Executive 
Cleveland — In  the  periodical  bulletin  is- 

sued Ohio  ITO  members,  Secretary  P.  J. 

Wood  currently  has  high  praise  for  Wil- 
liam F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M  sales  head,  for 

his  declaration  that  M-G-M  has  no  in- 
tention of  compelling  the  use  of  their 

shorts  with  their  features. 

“This  is  certainly  a   step  in  the  right  di- 
rection,” reads  the  bulletin,  “and  once 

again  our  hat  is  off  to  ‘Bill’  Rodgers  for 
taking  the  initiative  ...  we  hope  the  other 

distributing  companies  will  follow  suit.” 

RKO  Lead  for  John  Barrymore 

Hollywood — RKO  Radio  has  signed 

John  Barrymore  for  the  top  role  in  “The 
Great  Man  Votes,”  slated  for  early  pro- 

duction with  Garson  Kanin  as  the  director. 

high  individual  games  were  scored  by  Metz- 
ger, 238;  Beck,  218,  and  Cohen,  211. 

Amusement  Supply  started  off  with  the 

high  score  for  three  games  of  2,423,  fol- 
lowed by  United  Artists  with  2,387.  High 

for  single  games  was  won  by  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox with  843,  and  second  by  Amuse- 

ment Supply  with  831. 
Team  standings  for  the  opening  are: 
Team  Won  Lost 

Amusement  Supply      3   1 

20th  Century-Fox      3   1 
Republic      3   1 
Cooperative  Theatres      2   2 

Film  Drug      2   2 
United  Artists      1   3 

Monogram      1   3 
Film  Truck      1   3 

Attendance  Study 

Holds  Cinema  Club 

Cleveland — The  Cleveland  Cinema  Club, 

just  entering  its  21st  year  of  active  motion 

picture  study,  announces  its  intention 
of  devoting  at  least  a   portion  of  its  time 

to  a   discussion  of  why  attendance  at  mo- 
tion picture  theatres  has  fallen  off,  and 

why  it  is  necessary  for  the  industry  to 
spend  one  million  dollars  to  educate  the 
public  to  attend  the  theatres  regularly. 

Without  spending  even  a   tithe  of  a   mil- 
lion dollars,  the  Cleveland  Cinema  Club 

suggests  that  the  answer  may  be  found  by 

study  and  discussion  of  the  following  sug- 
gested inquiries; 

“Is  it  due  to  the  pictures  themselves? 
“It  is  due  to  financial  causes? 

“It  is  due  to  faulty  advertising  of  the 

pictures? 
“Is  it  due  to  double  billing  Bank  Nights, etc? 

“Is  it  due  to  failure  to  follow  a   policy 

adapting  the  program  to  the  audience 
whose  habit  brings  it  to  the  theatre  on  a 

certain  day;  notably  ‘family  standard’ 
pictures  for  Friday  and  Saturday?” 

Mrs.  Irma  M.  Anderson,  president  of  the 
Cleveland  Cinema  Club,  suggests  that 

cinema  groups  consider  this  subject  seri- 
ously and  report  the  results  of  such  dis- 

cussions to  the  club. 

Floyd  D .   Richey  Dies 

In  a   Detroit  Hospital 
Detroit — Floyd  D.  Richey,  49,  for  sev- 

eral years  manager  of  the  Ambassador 
Theatre  here  for  the  Sam  Brown  circuit, 

died  Friday  morning  in  the  Detroit  Os- 
teopathic Hospital.  He  was  bom  in  Au- 

burn, Mich.,  and  came  to  Detroit  after 
serving  in  the  World  War.  He  is  survived 
by  two  sisters  and  a   brother.  Burial  was 
in  Elm  Lawn  Cemetery,  Bay  City. 

Charleston  Lyric  Open 
Charleston,  W.  Va. — Lyric  Theatre,  clos- 

ed for  several  months  for  renovation  and 

remodeling,  has  reopened.  The  house  is  a 
unit  of  the  Newbolt  and  Kiesling  circuit. 

Among  the  improvements  and  moderniza- 
tions are  new  seats  and  a   marquee. 

New  Glenville  House 
Pittsburgh — A   new  theatre  is  being  built 

for  Bruce  Haney  and  Hollie  Stump  at 

Glenville,  W.  Va.  House  will  have  a   seat- 
ing capacity  of  around  400  and  will  be 

named  the  Lyric  Theatre.  Opening  is 

expected  in  early  December. 

Parkersburg  Opening  Due 

Parkersburg,  W.  Va. — Broadway  Thea- 

tre is  scheduled  to  reopen  October  8.  Mrs. 

Ray  Wilkins  and  Guido  Pellegrinni  are  op- 
erators. 
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Providence  Downtown  Theatres 

Relight  Following  10-Dag  Closing 

Benefit  Show  for 

Flood  Victims 
Hartford  —   Hartford  theatres  jointly 

sponsored  a   special  show  at  the  State 

Theatre  for  the  benefit  of  the  flood  and 

hurricane  victims.  Paul  Whiteman  and 

his  orchestra  headlined,  while  local 

radio  stations  donated  entertainers. 

Harris  Bros,  donated  the  theatre  and 

operators  and  stagehands  their  services. 

Admission  was  50  cents  and  $1.00  and 

funds  went  into  the  mayor's  committee. 

Delegates  Line  Up 

For  Allied  Parley 
Boston — Delegates  are  being  lined  up 

among  Independent  Exhibitor  ranks  for 

the  forthcoming  annual  convention  of  the 

Allied  eastern  regional  convention,  to  be 

held  at  the  Ritz  Carlton  in  Atlantic  City 

on  October  19,  20  and  21. 

Delegates  last  year  included  Nathan 

Yamins,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Arthur  K.  Howard, 

M.  L.  Levenson,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank  Lydon, 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Richard  Rubin,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Warren  Nichols,  Adolph  Bendslev,  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Morris  Pouzzner,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

William  H.  McLaughlin,  and  Sam  Res- 
nick. 

Independent  Exhibitors 

Schedule  Contract  Talks 

Boston — Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc., 
has  scheduled  a   business  meeting  for  their 

Shawmut  Street  headquarters  on  Tuesday, 

October  11.  Buying  and  contract  questions 

are  expected  to  headline  the  discussion. 

Massachusetts  Campaign 
On  for  New  Industries 

Boston  —   The  Massachusetts  Develop- 
ment and  Industrial  Commission,  of  which 

James  A.  McDonough  is  the  new  chairman, 

has  announced  its  fall  and  winter  program 

for  bringing  new  industries  into  the  state. 

Its  advertising  campaign,  national  in 

scope,  will  begin  this  week,  and  the  com- 

mission intends  to  present  the  industrial 

advantages  Massachusetts  possesses,  such 

as  network  of  transportation  lines  by  high- 

way, rail  and  water,  and  a   strong  internal 

market  as  well  as  close  proximity  to  other 
big  market  centers. 

A   more  restricted  area  outside  of  Massa- 

chusetts was  selected  for  the  presentation 

in  October  of  the  attractiveness  of  the 

foliage  display  which  lasts  three  or  four 
weeks. 

Morse  and  Rothenberg 
Open  New  Hub  Theatre 

Boston — A   new  local  theatre  is  to  be 
opened  on  Beacon  St.  by  the  Morse  and 
Rothenberg  circuit.  It  will  be  named  the 
Kenmore.  H.  C.  Elwes  jr.  has  sold  RCA 
sound  equipment  to  the  house. 

Providence — After  a   ten-day  shutdown 

of  power  following  the  hurricane  and 

flood  of  September  21,  Providence  down- 

town theatres  went  back  in  operation  Oc- 
tober 1   when  current  was  restored  to  the 

area.  Loew’s  State,  Majestic,  RKO-Albee 
and  Empire  and  Playhouse  (last  two  sec- 

ond-run houses)  resumed  programs  Sat- 
urday matinee.  Strand  management  took 

over  the  dark  Metropolitan  Theatre  and 

opened  there  Monday,  the  house  having 

been  previously  booked  for  a   Sunday  Jew- 
ish film  benefit  show.  Carlton,  extended 

run  house  of  the  Edward  M.  Fay  circuit, 

also  lighted  up  October  3,  but  Fays  (vaude- 

and  film)  house  doesn’t  expect  to  get  run- 
ning again  before  October  15-20,  Fay 

deciding  to  install  all  new  seats,  carpets 

and  redecorate  lower  floor  before  opening. 

Since  the  storm  the  neighborhood  houses 

of  the  city  have  been  getting  a   break  over 

the  first  runs.  Liberty  and  Hollywood 

(Samuel  Bomes’  houses  in  Providence  and 
East  Providence)  were  first  to  reopen, 

getting  power  back  a   day  following  the 

storm.  In  Pawtucket,  E.  M.  Loew’s  Cap- 
itol also  was  operating  next  day,  with  other 

Pawtucket  houses  resuming  following  day. 

Woonsocket  theatres  were  only  crippled  for 

a   day  and  Newport  also  was  reopened 

completely  by  weekend  after  storm,  with 

exception  of  E.  M.  Loew’s  Colonial  Theatre 
there,  which  is  being  denied  police  permit 

to  open  until  a   thorough  check  is  made  on 

the  storm  damage  done  to  the  building, 

it  having  been  hit  worse  than  the  other 

theatres  there.  The  Lyric,  in  Riverside, 

and  the  New  Star,  Pascoag,  both  operating 
now. 

Providence  theatre  managements  will 

not  know  for  months  the  complete  cost  of 

the  disaster  to  their  investments  and  busi- 

Allied  Unit  Hears  Plan 

For  Amusement  Risks 
New  Haven — Allied  Theatres  of  Con- 

necticut met  at  the  Hofbrau  Haus  Res- 

taurant to  hear  J.  L.  Campbell  of  Balti- 

more on  a   new  plan  of  amusement  insur- 

ance issued  by  an  American  company,  and 
rated  on  a   per  seat  basis. 

Hodgdon  to  Fine  Arts 

Policy  lor  Wakefield 
Boston — Charles  Hodgdon  is  to  operate 

the  Princess  Theatre  in  Wakefield  on  a 

Fine  Arts  policy.  The  house  has  been 
closed  for  some  time. 

Renovates  in  Taftville 

Taftville,  Conn. — Hymie  Schwartz  will 
renovate  the  Hillcrest,  building  a   new  front 

and  erecting  a   new  marquee.  A   local  Nor- 
wich contractor  has  the  job. 

nesses.  The  Empire  Theatre  had  a   double 

misfortune.  After  faring  better  in  flood 

and  wind  than  some  other  houses,  it  hap- 
pened to  be  in  a   neighborhood  where  a 

store  fire  broke  out  several  days  later. 

While  flames  didn’t  get  into  the  theatre 
building,  smoke  and  water  did  to  consid- 

erable extent,  but  the  house  was  able  to 

reopen  Saturday  when  power  came  back. 
The  Casino  Theatre  at  Narragansett 

Pier  was  within  half  block  of  badly  dam- 

aged waterfront,  but  air  views  show  struc- 

ture still  standing.  The  Boxoffice  corre- 

spondent hasn’t  been  able  to  check  on 
extent  of  damage  to  it.  The  Casino  and 

the  Community  Theatres  in  Wakefield  are 

both  operated  by  the  Stanzler  family. 

Wakefield  house  only  recently  underwent 

extensive  remodeling  and  redecorating.  It 

again  is  open  for  business. 

The  Palace  Theatre  in  Providence,  and 

Park,  both  Associated  Theatres,  Inc., 

houses,  and  both  redecorated  and  renovat- 
ed this  fall,  came  through  unscathed 

and  were  among  the  first  of  Providence 
neighborhood  theatres  to  reopen,  getting 

under  way  again  Friday  following  storm. 
The  Avon  in  residential  east  side  came 

through  undamaged  and  power  was  re- 
stored earlier  than  downtown  houses. 

The  Community  Theatre  in  North  Prov- 

idence, where  new  front  and  enlarged  mar- 
quee and  new  sign  is  among  improvement 

program  under  way,  at  cost  of  better  than 

$1,500,  was  out  of  worst  of  the  storm  path 
and  it  also  is  running. 

Boxoffice  was  unable  to  check  on  the 

situation  in  Westerly  area,  where  both 

United  and  Central  theatres  are  run  by 

the  same  management.  The  Westerly  shore 

area,  some  miles  from  the  business  dis- 
trict of  the  town,  was  badly  ravaged. 

Hub  Allied  Office 

Gathers  Evidence 
Boston — The  local  Allied  office  has  been 

working  on  the  securing  of  evidence  of  al- 

leged unfair  trade  practices  in  New  Eng- 

land for  use  in  the  forthcoming  govern- 
ment anti-trust  suit. 

Several  theatres  are  to  be  specifically 

named  in  the  charge,  it  is  understood. 

MPTOA  Keeps  Pinanski 
Boston — Samuel  Pinanski,  partner  in 

the  M&P  circuit,  was  elected  president  of 

the  local  MPTOA  for  the  third  consecu- 
tive time.  New  members  on  the  board 

of  directors  are  Ben  Domingo,  RKO  city 

manager,  and  Walter  Brown  of  Boston 

Garden  Corp.  The  rest  of  the  slate  re- 
mained unchanged. 
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Connecticut  Drive 

List  Growing  Fast 
New  Haven  —   As  the  public  becomes 

more  and  more  Movie  Quiz-conscious,  Con- 

nec.icut’s  participating  list  of  exhibitors 
has  grown  by  about  15  names  this  week. 

The  newcomers  include  the  Astor,  East 

Hartford;  Playhouse,  New  Canaan;  Ham- 
ilton, Cameo  and  Alhambra,  Waterbury; 

E.  M.  Loew’s,  Hartford;  Finn’s,  Jewett 
City;  Capitol,  Milford;  Strand,  Plainville; 
Strand,  Thompsonville;  Strand,  Seymour; 
Bryan  Memorial  Hall,  Washington;  and 
Carroll,  Waterbury. 

50,000  Books  Via 

Portand  Theatres 

Portland — Approximately  50,000  Movie 

Quiz  booklets  have  been  distributed  to  31 
theatres  in  Maine  and  New  Hampshire, 

according  to  figures  given  out  by  the  local 
branch  of  the  Paramount  exchange. 

Theatres  which  have  been  signed  in  the 

national  contest  to  date  include:  15  inde- 

pendents, 16  M&P  houses  and  20  Maine- 
New  Hampshire  houses. 

They  are: 

Independents:  Bijou,  Pittsfield,  Me.; 

Playhouse,  Lisbon,  N.  H.;  Majestic,  Con- 
way, N.  H.;  Waldo,  Waldoboro,  Me.;  Lin- 
coln Hall,  Damariscotta;  Strand,  Skow- 

hejan;  Newport  Playhouse,  Newport;  State, 

Bridgton;  Nordica,  Freeport:  Cornish,  Cor- 
nish; Savoy,  Ft.  Kent;  Comique,  Cam- 

den; Gayety,  Van  Buren. 

M&P  theatres:  Opera  House,  Bijou  and 

Park  theatres,  Bangor;  Opera  House,  Bath; 
Central  and  Opera  House,  Biddeford; 

Strand,  Dover,  N.  H.;  Paramount,  Ft.  Fair- 
field  Me.;  Temple  Houlton;  Strand,  Orono; 
State  and  Maine,  Portland;  Strand  and 

Park  theatres,  Rockland;  Haines,  Water- 
ville  and  Star,  Westbrook. 

Maine-New  Hampshire  theatres:  Colo- 
nial and  Capitol,  Augusta;  Albert,  Prin- 
cess and  Strand,  Berlin,  N.  H.;  Cumber- 
land and  Pastime,  Brunswick,  Me.;  Opera 

House,  Gardiner;  Auburn,  Auburn;  Em- 
pire, Strand  and  Priscilla,  Lewiston; 

Dreamland,  Livermore  Falls;  Rex,  Nor- 
way; Colonial  and  Olympia,  Portsmouth, 

N.  H.;  Strand  and  Acadia,  Rumford,  Me  ; 
Strand,  South  Paris,  and  Wilton,  Wilton, 
Maine. 

Two  More  Billings  Slated 

For  Dual ", Horror  Special" 
New  Haven — With  the  success  of  the 

“horror  special,”  dualing  reissues  of  Uni- 
versal’s “Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula”  at 

the  Poli,  Waterbury,  similar  booking  has 
been  made  for  the  Majestic,  Bridgeport, 
and  for  the  College,  New  Haven. 

Originally  the  bill  was  intended  for  the 
Bijou  here,  but  has  been  pulled  in  favor 
of  the  first  rim  house. 

Mickey's  Double 

Boston — Harry  Turney,  winner  in  the 

recent  “Mickey  Rooney  Double”  contest, 
was  mayor  of  Boston  for  half  an  hour  last 
week.  It  was  an  exploitation  foray  in 

behalf  of  “Boys  Town”  at  Loew’s  State  and 
Loew’s  Orpheum  for  at  least  two  weeks. 
Mayor  Maurice  J.  Tobin  is  imparting  some 
delicate  points  of  city  government  to 
Turner.  Vito  Mannascallo,  Mayor  of  the 

local  “Boys  Town”  at  the  Harry  E.  Bur- 
roughs Newsboys  Foundation,  is  standing 

and  looking  on.  Mickey  Rooney’s  double 
governed  that  “Boys  Town”  for  a   day. 

Utility  Operations 
Still  Under  Normal 

Boston — Power,  light  and  telephone  op- 
eration in  New  England  was  admittedly  25 

per  cent  below  normal  late  last  week. 
Restoration  had  been  under  full  swing 

since  the  hurricane  and  flood.  Film  pick- 
ups and  deliveries  continued  a   problem. 

Train  service  between  New  York  and  Bos- 
ton was  possible  only  with  a   bus  detour 

in  Connecticut. 

Reports  of  heavy  lumber  and  apple 
losses  in  the  territory  did  not  better  the 
outlook  for  theatre  business.  Surveys 

showed  a   total  of  1,800  year-round  houses 
and  4,473  summer  cottages  destroyed  in 
New  England.  Other  residences  totaling 
20,455  were  damaged. 

Researchers  discovered  that  a   hurricane 

on  September  25,  1815,  tore  the  roof  off 
the  Meeting  House  on  Hollis  Street.  This 
location  was  later  transformed  into  the 
Hollis  Theatre  which  was  tom  down  a 

few  years  ago  to  make  way  for  a   parking 
space  for  the  Metropolitan  Theatre. 

Furst  With  Monogram 
Boston — Nathan  Furst  has  been  ap- 

pointed general  representative  in  New 

England  for  Monogram  Pictures.  The  an- 

nouncement came  following  Furst’s  resig- 
nation as  local  Warner  branch  manager. 

Sternberg  Guides 

Legion  Post  Dance 
Boston — Robert  M.  Sternberg,  M&P  dis- 

trict manager  in  this  city,  has  been  ap- 
pointed head  of  the  entertainment  com- 

mittee for  the  forthcoming  eighth  annual 

dinner-dance  and  installation  of  the  offi- 
cers of  the  Theatrical  Post  of  American 

Legion.  The  affair,  a   yearly  film  district 

fete,  will  be  held  at  the  Copley-Plaza  on 
October  25. 

Sternberg  is  lining  up  an  entertainment 
program  from  among  the  acts  in  leading 
Boston  night  clubs  and  theatres.  He  is 

being  aided  by  Joseph  Kantor,  also  of M&P. 

Kenneth  Forkey,  theatre  owner  and  pres- 
ent Post  Commander,  is  general  chairman 

for  the  dance  and  installation.  Marcel 

Mekelburg,  GB  manager  here,  is  assistant 
chairman. 

Other  committees  include;  Reception: 
William  Basch,  Benjamin  Leve,  Nathan 

Fineberg,  Nathan  Haffer,  Bernard  Burs- 
ton;  Reservation:  James  Sheeran,  Carl 
Davis  Goodwin,  Abraham  Berg;  Publicity: 
Harry  Browning,  Alvin  Kenney;  Tickets: 
William  McLaughlin,  Harry  Smith,  James 

Donovan;  Installation:  C.  F.  McGerigle, 
Mark  Burston. 

Real  Estate  Head  Shows 

Need  of  Right  Appraisal 
Boston — Theatremen  found  interest  last 

week  in  the  statement  of  Rodney  W.  Long, 

president  of  the  Massachusetts  Real  Es- 
tate exchange,  to  the  effect  that  sound 

mortgage  lending  and  profit  taxation  for 
real  estate  are  essential  to  the  business 
life  of  Massachusetts. 

“Mortgage  loans  are  the  backbone  of  the 
real  estate  market  and  prosperous  busi- 

ness conditions,”  Mr.  Long  declared.  “A 
mortgage  is  a   loan  on  real  estate  secured 
by  the  real  estate  itself.  The  basis  for 
accepting  mortgages  is  the  value  of  the 
property.  This  valuation  is  arrived  at  by 
appraising.  The  soundness  of  the  loan, 
therefore,  depends  on  the  correctness  of 
the  appraisal. 

/.  Hillman  to  Helm  of 

The  Capitol  in  Danbury 
New  Haven — Warners  report  the  pro- 

motion of  Irving  Hillman,  for  the  past  two 
years  assistant  at  the  Roger  Sherman,  to 
the  managership  of  the  Capitol,  Danbury, 

with  Jack  O’Connell,  chief  usher,  step- 

ping into  Hillman’s  former  New  Haven 
post.  O’Connell  has  been  with  the  theatre for  four  years. 

Resignation  of  George  Hoover  from  the 

Capitol,  Springfield,  to  become  associated 
with  RKO,  created  a   vacancy  which  was 

filled  by  transfer  of  Angelo  Sette,  mana- 

ger of  the  Broadway,  Norwich.  Sette’s 
post  was  filled  by  Eugene  Brassil  of  the 
Capitol,  Danbury. 
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Boston  Columbia  Club 

Elects  Mike  Gorlinkle 
Boston— Mike  Gorf inkle,  Columbia  ship- 

per, was  elected  president  of  the  local 
Columbia  Club  at  a   meeting  held  in  the 
film  district  last  week.  It  was  the  first 
session  to  be  held  since  early  last  summer 
and  marked  the  resumption  of  activity  by 
the  organization. 

Bernard  Levin,  accessories  manager,  was 

elected  vice-president'.  Julia  Griffin  was 
installed  as  secretary,  while  Jean  Eaton 
got  the  call  as  treasurer. 

The  Columbia  Club  is  tentatively  plan- 

ning a   Hallowe’en  party  for  the  last  Mon- 
day this  month. 

Four  Plays  Keep  Legit 
Scene  Active  in  Boston 

Boston — Along  the  legitimate  front  this 

week,  “What  a   Life!”  continued  for  a 
fourth  week  at  the  Wilbur.  Ethel  Barry- 

more was  at  the  Plymouth  in  “White- 
oaks.”  Walter  Huston  was  starred  in 
“Knickerbocker  Holiday”  at  the  Shubert. 

Alfred  Lunt  and  Lynn  Fontanne  opened 

in  “Amphitryon  38”  at  the  Colonial. 
Due  are  “Clear  All  Wires,”  “Golden 

Boy,”  “The  Boys  From  Syracuse,”  “Shad- 
ow and  Substance,”  “Generals  Need  Beds.” 

Davidson  Distributing 

Eight  McCoy  Features 
Boston — Sam  Davidson  of  Cameo  Screen 

Attractions  has  secured  New  England  dis- 
tribution rights  for  eight  Tim  McCoy 

features.  The  first,  “Lightning  Rides 
Again,”  is  expected  here  within  the  next 
few  days.  McCoy  westerns  will  then  fol- 

low every  six  weeks. 
The  lineup,  financed  by  McCoy  himself, 

will  include:  “Roaring  Six-Gun  Trail,” 
“Texas  Wildcats,”  “The  Fighting  Rene- 

gade,” “Straight  Shooter,”  “Code  of  the 
Cactus,”  “Trigger  Fingers,”  and  “Out- 

laws’ Paradise.” 

Leaves  Exchange 
Boston  —   Eleanor  Donovan,  veteran  at 

the  local  Republic  exchange,  has  resigned. 
Beatrice  Vogel  and  Alice  Hall  are  now  with 
the  Herman  Rifkin  office. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

1.  What  occasioned  the  extension  of 

daylight  saving  time  in  four  New  Eng- 
land states? 

2.  What  new  aid  has  been  accorded  the 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  cam- 
paign in  New  Haven? 

3.  Who  replaces  Nathan  Furst  as  Boston 
branch  manager  for  Warner? 

4.  Hurricane  havoc  was  lightest  in  what 
New  England  state? 

5.  What  advance  is  Robert  Schwartz  mak- 
ing with  his  proposed  theatre  in  Thom- 

aston,  Conn.? 
(Answers  on  page  69) 

JJURRICANE  stories  continue  to  blow  in. 
Finn’s,  Jewett  City,  was  so  badly  hit 

by  the  wind  that  John  Barnett  is  tem- 
porarily seeking  to  obtain  the  local  high 

school  auditorium  for  pictures  .   .   .   United 

Artists’  “Gaiety  Girls”  had  a   four-foot 
ducking  when  it  was  left  on  the  Navy 
dock  at  New  London  to  be  picked  up  by 

Decker’s  on  that  eventful  day  .   .   .   Story 
has  it  that  Harold  Eskin  moved  his  family 
to  his  office  for  the  night  when  he  was 
unable  to  get  rooms  at  a   local  hotel  .   .   . 

Erie  Wright  found  his  16-foot  speedboat 
sitting  high  and  dry  in  the  meadows  sev- 

eral miles  from  its  mooring  .   .   .   The  Poli 

houses  in  Hartford  and  Springfield  were 

ready  with  pumps  when  the  hurricane  ar- 
rived, memory  of  the  1936  flood  trouble  in 

Hartford  and  shortage  of  pumps  having 
lingered  on  .   .   .   Steve  Panoras  was  unable 
to  get  word  from  his  wife  who  was  at  a 

Niantic  shore  cottage  until  three  days  af- 
ter the  storm. 

John  Hesse  was  drafted  into  service  at 

the  Capitol,  Springfield,  when  George 
Hoover  suddenly  announced  his  resignation 
.   .   .   Now  Angelo  Sette  of  the  Broadway , 
Norwich,  and  once  at  the  Roger  Sherman 

here,  has  been  appointed  to  fill  the  va- cancy. 

Bob  Russell  invited  Yale  football  team 

and  coaches  to  the  opening  of  “You  Can’t 
Take  It  With  You”  and  roped  off  a   sec- 

tion for  them  .   .   .   Sam  Badamo  extended 

a   similar  invitation  to  the  college  for  the 

show  containing  the  football  highlights  of 
1937. 

Visitors:  Paul  Reynolds  of  National 

Screen,  covering  the  Poli  circuit  with  Erie 
Wright  with  an  eye  to  lobbies  .   .   .   Eli 

Porter  and  H.  H.  Moslcowitz  of  Loew’s, 
New  York,  to  pick  up  Harry  Share  and 
proceed  to  Worcester  .   .   .   F.  W.  Franke, 

Universal  traveling  auditor,  and  G.  Mala- 
fronte,  assistant,  in  town  for  a   few  days 
.   .   .   Harry  Segal  in  from  Boston  .   .   .   Mrs. 

John  Barnett  of  Jewett  City  made  her 
first  visit  to  Meadow  St. 

Unit  B-41  of  exchange  employes  in- 
stalled its  newly-elected  officers  and  exec- 

utive board  members  at  a   no-speech  din- 
ner and  dance  party  at  the  Blue  Grille, 

West  Haven  .   .   .   The  Pavilion  Royale, 

previously  chosen  for  the  event,  was  robbed 
of  lights  and  damaged  by  the  hurricane. 

Ollie  Edwards,  once  at  the  Poli,  has 
been  apartment  hunting  in  the  city  since 

his  Townsend  Ave.  house  was  wrecked  by 
the  storm. 

Lyric,  Bridgeport,  reopens  for  the  hold- 

over of  “Boys  Town”  and  “Marie  Antoi- 
nette” ...  No  talk  yet  of  resuming  head- 

line acts  at  the  Globe  Sunday  nights  this 
season. 

Worcester  Daily  Telegram  writes  a   size- 
able editorial  in  praise  of  shorts,  ending: 

“The  short  films  keep  to  the  essentials 
and  are  not  damaged  by  the  Hollywood 

curse,  the  lavish  hand’’  .   .   .   While  the 
Poli,  Hartford,  featured  Spencer  Tracy 

in  “Boys  Town,’’  the  Allyn  brought  back 

Tracy  in  “Dante’s  Inferno”  on  the  same 
bill  with  “King  of  Burlesque,”  another reissue. 

Strand,  Hamden,  starts  “Photo  Pay  Nite” 
on  October  8;  patrons  already  showing 

great  interest  in  the  “Magic  Eye”  cam- 
era installed  in  the  lobby  .   .   .   Lea  Bon  off 

has  bought  the  stunt  for  both  the  Bonoff, 
Madison,  and  the  Saybrook  Theatre,  to 
begin  October  21  .   .   .   The  new  Dixwell, 
hailed  as  the  most  modem  theatre  in  the 

state,  will  be  opened  about  the  middle  of 
October. 

Report  that  the  Shubert  is  stuck  in  its 

advertising  of  the  attraction  following  “ To- 
bacco Road,”  because  of  a   last-minute  de- 
cision to  change  the  name  of  the  Sophie 

Tucker-Victor  Moore  show  from  “Clear  All 
Wires”  to  an  undecided  new  name  .   .   .   Nat 

Furst,  resigned  from  Warner’s  Boston  man- 
agership, becomes  associated  with  Steve 

Broidy  and  Ben  Welansky  at  Monogram. 

Boston,  in  an  executive  position.  Furst  is 

vacationing  at  Atlantic  City  before  as- 
suming his  new  duties. 

Case  of  Salvatore  Adorno  vs.  Warner 

Bros.  Theatres,  Inc.,  was  expected  to 

reach  hearing  before  Judge  O’Sullivan  in 
Middlesex  county  superior  court  this  week. 
Case  concerns  alleged  former  leasing  by 

Warner’s  of  now  Adorno-Lockwood  the- 
atres in  Middletown  .   .   .   Thus  far,  fire 

marshal  and  building  inspector  have  not 

issued  permit  for  conditioning  of  the  for- 
mer De  Witt  theatre,  reporting  it  not  suit- 
able in  its  present  condition. 

Penetrix,  Theatre  News  columnist,  who 
can  be  depended  on  to  pick  out  the  good 
and  bad  in  the  current  programs  in  a 

delightful  manner,  complains  “you  don't have  time  to  finish  your  last  laugh  or 

swallow  your  last  tear”  in  the  movies  be- 
fore coming  attractions  are  flashed  on  the 

screen  .   .   .   Dick  Cohen  has  sold  Warner's 
block  window  cards  for  Danbury,  Man- 

chester and  Everett  houses. 

Contest  on  “Boys  Town”  at  the  Poli, 
Worcester,  invited  parents,  educators  and 
interested  citizens  to  discuss  the  idea  that 

“if  a   boy  has  one  friend  at  12,  chances 

are  he  will  become  a   good  citizen.”  Cash 
prizes  and  guest  tickets  were  given. 

The  new  Arch  Street  Theatre,  New 

Britain,  was  expected  to  open  this  week 

.   .   .   The  Rialto  has  not  yet  started  reno- 
vation, although  rumor  has  it  would  re- 

open in  October. 

Add  flood  and  hurricane  stories:  The 

one  about  George  Weber,  Metro  checker, 

who  helped  a   friend  saw  the  tree  which 
had  fallen  across  his  car.  The  boys  fell 

to  the  two-handed  sawing  lustily,  and  be- 
fore they  knew  it  they  had  made  quite  a 

bit  of  progress  on  the  trunk  .   .   .   But  to 
their  amazement,  they  had  also  sawed 
through  the  top  of  the  car! 

John  Kantaras  of  the  Rialto,  Stam- 

ford, is  still  confined  to  his  home  with 
a   broken  leg. 
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pAT  MAGEE  and  Roy  Heffner  plan  to 
open  the  Victory  in  Lowell  some  time 

between  October  15  and  November  15  .   .   . 

The  theatre  operators  have  installed  a 

Burch  Popcorn  Machine  in  the  Key  The- 
atre in  Middleboro.  Samuel  Horenstein, 

increasingly  on  the  New  England  theatre 
scene  of  late,  made  the  deal. 

The  Theatrical  Post  of  American  Legion 
met  in  the  film  district  last  week  Thurs- 

day. The  annual  dinner-dance  of  the  or- 
ganization comes  up  at  the  Copley-Plaza 

on  October  25. 

Grace  Donovan  has  resigned  from  Re- 
public. There  are  two  new  employes  in  the 

exchange  .   .   .   Marie  Folant  of  M-G-M  won 
$25  last  week  in  an  American  Legion 
drawing  .   .   .   Nate  Furst  is  now  with  Mono- 
gram. 

W.  W.  Smith,  drive-in  theatre  repre- 
sentative from  New  Jersey,  may  be  the  de- 

fendant in  a   lawsuit  for  commissions  .   .   . 

Phil  Fox,  Columbia  manager  in  Albany, 
was  in  the  district  last  week  .   .   .   The 
mother  of  Mrs.  Harry  Germaine,  wife  of 
the  premium  man,  was  reported  to  be  im- 

proved last  week  .   .   .   Bucky  Levin  and 
Meyer  Fox  are  still  employing  all  off  mo- 

ments remodeling  the  Columbia  accessories 
department. 

The  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  are  se- 

curing anti-trust  evidence  for  the  govern- 
ment ...  A   section  of  toppled  fence  on 

Winchester  St.,  behind  Grand  National, 
was  a   reminder  late  last  week  of  the 
hurricane  .   .   .   The  blow  tumbled  the  chim- 

ney atop  Joe  Cifre’s  adjoining  equip- 
ment house. 

Lewis  Whitcomb,  publicity  head  for 
CBS  in  Boston,  was  sick  in  bed  last  week 
.   .   .   The  daughter  of  a   well  known  local 
film  executive  is  engaged  but  is  not  an- 

nouncing it  .   .   .   Lou  Walters  is  renovating 
the  Towne  Club,  formerly  the  Barclay,  in 
the  film  district  for  opening  as  a   night 
spot.  It  will  provide  bookings  for  a   num- 

ber of  vaudevillians. 

A   new  theatre  is  reported  for  Gardner, 
Mass.  The  George  Giles  circuit  is  located 
there  at  present  .   .   .   The  Monomoy  Thea- 

tre at  Chatham,  summer  house,  is  set  to 
continue  annually  .   .   .   Souvenir  hunters 
and  amateur  photographers  comprise  the 
majority  of  visitors  to  the  drive-in  thea- 

tres at  Methuen  and  Shrewsbury  these days. 

Jack  Levaggi,  former  Boston  night  club 
owner,  is  opening  a   new  niterie  about  four 
miles  outside  of  Reading  .   .   .   Walter  Teed, 
assistant  chief  usher  at  the  Metropolitan, 
and  Mrs.  Teed  have  a   girl. 

Lilliam  Citina,  formerly  a   dancer  at  the 
Metropolitan,  is  now  at  the  Penthouse 
across  the  street  at  the  Hotel  Bradford 

.   .   .   Shelia  Barrett  has  been  at  the  May- 
fair  .   .   .   William  S.  Koster,  seat  renova- 

tion man,  flew  to  New  York  and  back  last 

week  .   .   .   Harry  Segal,  Imperial  Pictures 

T   CO)  N   
head,  is  back  from  a   New  York  business 

trip  following  stop-overs  in  Connecticut. 

The  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  are 
scheduled  to  meet  Tuesday,  October  11  .   .   . 
Paul  Levi,  Metropolitan  Theatre  publicist, 
was  called  to  New  York  last  week  upon  the 
death  of  his  uncle  .   .   .   Basil  Rathbone,  most 
popular  villain,  was  scheduled  to  appear 
at  Boston,  Worcester,  Hartford  and  New 
Haven  this  week. 

Robert  Higgins,  son  of  Booker  Herbert 
Higgins,  is  out  of  the  hospital  and  back 

at  Shadowbrook,  Jesuit  novitiate  at  Stock- 
bridge.  Young  Higgins  underwent  a   se- 

rious operation  .   .   .   “Moonlight  Sonata” 
is  still  hiking  its  all-time  record  at  the 
Fine  Arts.  The  Paderewski  film  went  into 
its  20th  week  Wednesday. 

A   theatre  deal  of  dimensions  is  in  the 
works.  If  consummated,  and  it  is  said 
that  such  may  be  the  actuality  shortly, 
it  will  be  one  of  the  biggest  turnovers  ever 

effected  in  New  England. 

Rudy  Wetter  of  National  Theatre  Sup- 
ply Co.  has  outfitted  the  Princess  Theatre 

in  Wakefield  with  new  illuminated  chairs, 

carpets,  furniture,  and  other  accessories. 
Charles  Hodgdon  has  the  house  ...  Joe 

Schmuck,  Trailer-Made  sales  executive  in 
New  England,  is  making  the  rounds  with 
the  aid  of  a   cane  because  of  a   recently 
suffered  multiple  fracture  near  the  ankle. 

William  Wool,  Metro  Premium  Co.  na- 
tional publicity  manager,  was  in  Boston 

last  week  on  business  .   .   .   The  gent  in 

high  boots,  blue  breeches,  and  red  shirt 
in  the  district  last  week  was  not  a   north- 

west mounties  in  search  of  his  man.  It  was 

Sandy  Macdonald,  after  clients  for  his 

hunting  camp  in  New  Brunswick.  Roy  E. 
Heffner  and  others  plan  to  go  from  here. 

George  Giles  has  opened  the  Guild  in 
Norwood.  National  Theatre  Supply  outfit- 

ted the  house  with  chairs,  projectors  and 
carpets. 

A   search  for  the  Marihuana  weed  is  in 

progress  in  Dorchester  under  the  super- 
vision of  Captain  James  T.  Sheehan  and 

narcotic  squad  inspectors.  The  hunt  is  be- 
ing given  wide  attention  by  newspapers. 

Pat  Magee  denies  that  the  whole  thing  is 

a   publicity  stunt  for  his  film  “Marihuana” 
.   .   .   The  Liberty  in  Dorchester  has  re- 

opened with  Yiddish  films. 

Mario’s,  film  district  dinerie  located  in 
the  former  offices  of  the  Independent 
Exhibitors,  held  an  opening  last  week 
Thursday  in  honor  of  two  new  rooms  .   .   . 

Charles  W.  Koerner,  RKO  divisional  man- 
ager, and  Carlo  Vannicola,  former  National 

Screen  artist  now  heading  that  depart- 
ment for  the  local  RKO  Theatres,  both 

have  the  same  birthday.  It  passed  a   few 
Saturdays  ago. 

The  fifth  annual  outing  of  the  Air-Con- 
ditioning Bureau  of  Boston  was  held  in 

Swampscott  last  week.  M.  Murray  Weiss, 
associated  with  Joe  Cifre,  was  chairman 
in  charge  of  entertainment.  Participating 

(Continued  on  page  71) 

James  Given  Is  Victim 
Of  a   Pneumonia  Attack 

Boston — James  Given,  former  Illinois 

circuit  owner,  died  last  week  in  Province- 
town  after  contracting  pneumonia  as  a 

result  of  the  exposure  during  the  hurri- 
cane. He  was  a   former  prominent  busi- 

ness man  in  the  west  where  he  originated 

the  installment  payment  system  for  the 
purchasing  of  automobiles. 

The  theatreman  was  the  father  of  Miss 

Thelma  Given,  concert  violinist.  His  son, 
Eben  Given,  is  an  illustrator.  He  also 
leaves  a   wife. 

Framingham  Amusements 

Ass'n  Is  Granted  Charter 
Boston  —   Framingham  Amusements 

Ass’n,  Inc.,  of  Framingham  has  been  grant- 
ed a   charter  of  incorporation.  The  cor- 

poration has  one  thousand  shares  of  no 
par  stock.  Incorporators  are:  Hubert  G. 

Hutton,  Wayland;  Raymond  A.  Fairbroth- 
er,  Natick;  and  Willis  B.  Drake,  Framing- 
ham. 

Joseph  Levine  Managing 

The  Lincoln ,   New  Haven 
New  Haven — Joseph  E.  Levine  of  Bos- 

ton is  temporarily  acting  as  manager  of 

the  280-seat  Lincoln  Theatre,  foreign  and 
“art”  film  house,  reopened  this  season  by 
him  and  Harry  Segal  of  Boston. 

The  house  opened  with  “Moonlight 
Sonata,”  to  be  followed  by  “Carnet  de 

Bal.” 

James  "Red”  King  Is  Aid 
To  Granara  in  Boston 

Boston — Jack  Granara,  publicity  head 

for  the  local  RKO  Theatres,  has  appointed 

James  King  as  his  assistant.  King,  bet- 
ter known  as  “Red,”  was  stage  manager  at 

the  RKO  Boston  during  recent  vaudeville 
seasons.  He  succeeds  Joseph  Ehrlick  who 
is  now  traveling  as  an  advance  man. 

Boston  Prep  Party  for 

Paramount  Executives 
Boston — A   cocktail  party  in  honor  of 

Lou  Smith  and  Rufus  Blair,  Paramount 
executives,  was  attended  by  the  local  press 
at  the  Hotel  Statler  last  week.  Harry 
Browning,  Paul  Levi  and  Jack  Saef  were 

hosts.  A   proposed  meeting  on  behalf  of 

the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  cam- 
paign was  necessarily  postponed. 

Like  Lining  Up 

Product 
Boston — A   local  theatre  executive 

has  explained  the  presence  on  his 

desk  of  various  nut  samples. 

"I'm  experimenting,”  he  said.  "In 

case  it's  a   hard  winter,  I   plan  to  go 

out  and  rob  the  squirrels." 
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Boston  Newspaper 

Has  Wage  Advice 
Boston — Suggesting  that  Prank  Capra 

“as  a   good  director  .   .   .   ought  to  know 

that  happiness  lies  in  simple  things,”  the 
Boston  Transcript  editorialized  the  other 

day  on  the  Columbia  director’s  salary. 

“As  salaries  go,”  the  Transcript  con- 
tinued, “Frank  Capra’s  $400,000  a   year  is 

nothing  to  sniff  at.  According  to  the 
testimony  before  the  national  labor  rela- 

tions board  in  Los  Angeles  at  a   hearing  to 
enforce  bargaining  rights  for  the  Screen 
Directors  Guild,  this  is  the  figure  Mr. 

Capra’s  contract  calls  for. 

“Since  the  subject  came  up,  we  feel 
strongly  that  the  screen  directors  should 

have  these  bargaining  rights  and  we  hope 

they  won’t  get  bogged  in  the  figures  once 
the  haggling  gets  under  way.  We  feel 
even  more  strongly  as  we  read  further  that 
in  1935-36  Mr.  Capra  is  said  to  have 
received  a   mere  $200,000,  and  the  follow- 

ing year  just  about  the  same — no  raise. 

“But  what  prods  our  fancy  for  a   mo- 
ment is  that  $400,000.  We  wonder  if  that 

is  what  Mr.  Capra  did  receive,  or  hopes 
to  receive,  or  is  currently  indignant  about 
not  receiving.  Though  not  normally  fond 
of  dividing,  we  find  the  figure  roughly 
makes  $1,000  a   day,  rain  or  shine.  It 
makes  $40  per  hour,  snoozing  or  awake.  It 

makes  for  a   70-cent  table  d’hote  dinner 
every  minute  of  the  day,  in  case  you  don’t 
like  breakfasts. 

“The  taxes,  though — ah,  there’s  the 
hitch.  When  all  the  taxes  have  been  paid 
— for  as  Norma  Shearer  brilliantly  re- 

marked not  long  ago,  taxes  just  have  to 

be  paid — does  Mr.  Capra  worry  about  the 
rent?  If  so  it  serves  him  right.  As  a   good 
director  he  ought  to  know  that  happiness 
lies  in  simple  things.  A   $1,000  a   week  may 
not  be  so  hard  a   figure  after  all,  but  it 

can’t  touch  the  marvelous  simplicity  of  30 
or  40  or  70  a   week.” 

"Drums"  for  FWC 
New  York — Negotiations  have  been  com- 

pleted between  UA  and  FWC  for  the  ex- 

hibition of  Alexander  Korda’s  “Drams”  in 
all  of  the  circuit’s  houses. 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Queries  on  page  67) 

1.  Many  homes  were  still  without  electric 
lights  in  these  states. 

2.  A   “Movie  Week”  was  announced  and 
popularized  with  numerous  store  tieups. 

3.  Norman  Ayers. 

4.  In  Maine. 

5.  Buildings  on  the  site  have  been  cleared 

and  construction  will  start  in  the  spring. 

J^OCAL  theatres  had  to  vie  this  week  with 
the  popularity  of  the  First  Lady  of  the 

Land,  Mrs.  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt,  who 

lectured  on  the  subject  of  “The  Relation- 

ship of  the  Individual  to  the  Community” 
in  City  Hall  Friday  evening.  Football,  also, 

is  coming  into  its  own,  much  to  the  detri- 
ment of  Saturday  matinees  and  evening 

performances. 

The  mysterious  “Mr.  Hollywood,’’  whose 
voice  zooms  from  the  screen  during  a 
dries  and  dramatic  commercial  between 

shows  at  both  the  Strand  and  Empire  the- 
atres, is  none  other  than  Leo  Young, 

manager  of  the  Strand.  Through  a   tieup 
witn  Scott  Furriers  Inc.,  Mr.  Young  will 
broadcast  twice  weekly  over  WCSH  and 

will  undertake  to  answer  questions  con- 

cerning cast,  director  or  producer  of  pic- 
tures which  have  been  screened  locally 

or  will  shortly  come  to  either  house.  Ques- 
tions are  submitted  by  patrons  who  jilL 

out  blanks  at  both  the  Strand  and  Empire. 
Broadcasts  are  scheduled  to  begin  October 
3,  at  6:50  p.  m.  and  will  be  conducted 
each  Monday  and  Thursday  thereafter 
for  an  indefinite  period. 

Harry  Botwick,  State  Theatre  manager, 
has  hit  upon  a   new  way  of  luring  the 

youngsters  into  his  house  on  Saturday 

mornings.  It’s  called  “Recess  Time”  and 
is  just  what  the  name  implies — fun  time 
lor  the  youngsters.  Through  the  coopera- 

tion of  Radio  Station  WCSH  and  Port- 

land’s 3-A  Safety  Man,  Arlyn  E.  Barnard, 
a   30-minute  radio  program  is  put  on  by 
children  patrons.  The  program  includes 
nursery  rhymes,  songs,  stories  and  various 
sound  games,  with  the  children  doing  the 

greater  part  of  the  work — or  play,  de- 
pending upon  whether  or  not  they  are  sub- 

ject to  stage  and  mike  fright.  The  first 

program  was  broadcast  at  10:30  Saturday 

morning,  October  1.  “Recess  Time”  is  ex- 
pected to  be  a   Saturday  morning  feature 

from  now  on  if  the  children  like  it. 

The  recent  hurricane  is  still  causing 
some  headaches  at  the  local  Paramount 

Distributing  Corp.  offices.  According  to 
Assistant  Booker  Walter  Dyer,  newsreels 

out  of  New  York  are  being  delayed,  even 

now,  and  shipments  from  the  local  dis- 
tributing center  are  thereby  being  held  up. 

Following  the  hurricane,  Dyer  reports, 

train  service  was  disrupted  on  the  moun- 
tain division  including  the  territory 

around  Conway,  Littleton  and  Colbrook, 
N.  H.,  making  it  necessary  to  reroute 
films  via  express. 

Back  from  a   quick  weekend  trip  into 

the  storm-ridden  area,  Harry  Botwick  re- 
lates almost  unbelievable  tales  of  de- 

struction. The  parents  of  both  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Botwick  live  in  New  Haven  but  were 
uninjured. 

Filmrow  visitors:  George  Hamburg,  who 

is  checking  Columbia’s  “I  Am  the  Law” 
at  the  Empire;  Otis  Page,  operator  of 
Lincoln  Hall  at  Damariscotta;  Paul  Pearse 

of  New  York,  who  stopped  briefly  at  the 

Paramount  exchange,  en  route  on  an  in- 

spection tour  of  his  Camp  Hawaii  at  Har- 

rison, Me.,  to  see  what  havoc,  if  any,  the 
hurricane  left  in  its  wake;  Bill  Benjamin, 
NS  salesman,  Boston;  Tommy  Felony,  Fox 

salesman;  “One  Shot”  Ross,  Boston,  who 
is  said  to  be  handling  candy  concessions 
in  New  England,  and  Lou  Smith,  associate 

producer  of  “If  I   Were  King,”  who  with 
Harry  Browning  of  M&P  Theatres,  Boston 

office,  visited  Harry  Botwick  at  the  State 
Theatre  Wednesday  evening.  Smith  was 

interviewed  by  the  Portland  Press-Herald. 

Cornelia  Otis  Skinner,  well  known  stage 

actress,  was  to  have  presented  a   series  of 
modern  monologues  in  the  South  Portland 
High  School  auditorium  Tuesday  evening, 
October  4. 

A.  J.  Moreau,  district  M&P  manager, 
with  Mrs.  Moreau  and  their  young  son, 

Al  jr.,  returned  this  week  from  a   vacation 

trip  to  North  Carolina  .   .   .   To  call  atten- 

tion to  its  bill,  “Four  Daughters,”  in  a 
different  way,  the  State  Theatre  manage- 

ment plans  to  give  it  a   six  o’clock  open- 
ing on  Tuesday  instead  of  the  regular 

Wednesday  morning  opening.  The  house 

will  be  closed  for  one  hour  between  shows. 

To  publicize  “I  Am  the  Law,”  Harland 
J.  Boucher,  manager  of  the  Empire  The- 

atre, had  5,000  tabloid  news  flashes  dis- 
tributed in  front  of  competitive  theatres 

throughout  the  city  on  both  Saturday  and 
Monday  evenings.  In  addition  to  picture 

plugs  the  sheets  carried  numerous  co- 
operative ads. 

Bill  S7iook,  Empire  doorman,  is  back 

on  the  job  after  a   sojourn  in  New  York 

where  he  was  attending  a   Boy  Scout  di- 
rectors training  school. 

First  Theatre  Operator 
In  Manchester  Is  Dead 

Manchester,  N.  H. — Ned  W.  Flanders, 

79,  who  operated  the  first  motion  picture 

theatre  here,  died  at  his  home  here  re- cently. 

Besides  being  a   pioneer  in  the  theatre, 
Flanders,  a   native  of  Warner,  managed 
various  concessions  at  Pine  Island  Park 
and  Lake  Massabesic,  in  this  city,  and 
served  as  manager  of  the  Rockingham 
Hotel  in  Portsmouth,  the  Parker  House  in 
Boston  and  three  hotels  on  the  Isles  of 
Shoals.  He  was  also  the  first  steward 
at  the  old  Manchester  House  here. 

He  was  prominent  in  church  and  fra- 
ternal circles. 

Catholic  Support  lor 

" Boys  Town "   Is  Assured 
Boston — The  Loew’s  publicity  office 

has  been  given  assurance  by  the  local 

Catholic  diocese  that  “Boys  Town”  will 
be  widely  recommended  from  the  altar. 

Joseph  A.  DiPesa  has  also  covered  all 
parochial  schools  in  the  section. 
Another  angle  being  stressed  on  the 

film  is  the  fact  that  Father  Flanagan’s 
“Boys  Town”  is  open  to  youngsters  of  all 
creeds. 
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Newspaper  Lauds  "Boys  Town ” 

Boston — "We  wish  all  the  world  could 
sit  in  a   darkened  playhouse  and  watch 
this  strikingly  inspiring  and  unique  story 
unfolded  minute  by  minute  before  their 

eyes,”  wrote  Mabel  Farnum,  novelist,  in 
reviewing  “Boys  Town”  for  the  Boston 
Pilot.  The  review  on  the  M-G-M  feature 
occupied  two  and  one-third  columns  in 
the  leading  Catholic  publication. 

“A  gripping  story,  true  to  life  and  ad- 
hering at  all  times  closely  to  fact  is  this 

cinematic  presentation  which,  we  feel,  is 
destined  to  carve  a   niche  for  itself  in  the 

annals  of  the  motion  picture  industry,” 
the  strong  Catholic  organ  states. 

“With  an  unwavering  belief  that  the 
public  is  willing  and  even  eager  to  patron- 

ize a   film  that  portrays  nobility  exercised 
in  the  everyday  routine  of  life  and  of  duty 

self-imposed;  with  the  confidence  that 
men  and  women  and  young  people  who  are 
in  danger  of  forgetting  the  second  great 

commandment  of  the  law,  ‘Thou  shalt  love 
thy  neighbor  as  thyself,’  are  willing  to  be 
reminded  of  it,  a   great  motion  picture 
corporation  has  dared  to  bring  to  the 
screen  a   humble  priest  and  to  portray  him, 

wholly  lacking  the  trappings  and  the  color- 
ful allure  that  are  usually  associated  with 

screen  presentations,  together  with  his 

youthful  charges,  a   veritable  army  of  ne- 
glected boys  whom  he  has  rescued  from 

danger  and  despair,”  reads  one^  excerpt. 
“From  the  prison  scene  of  which  we 

spoke  at  the  outset,  to  its  satisfying  cli- 
max the  story  sweeps  forward,  poignant, 

absorbing,  swift-moving;  now  tinged  by 
delicate  pathos,  now  the  exquisite  humor; 
now  alive  with  the  tensest  human  emo- 

tions, again  steeped  in  the  tragic  sorrows 
that  come  not  only  to  misunderstood  and 
pathetically  destitute  young  boys  of  the 
streets,  but  likewise  in  different  but  very 
real  manner,  to  men  like  Father  Flanagan, 
who  are  called  upon  again  and  again  to 
look  into  the  grim  face  of  apparent  defeat 
and  ignominous  failure  and  still  to  carry 

on,”  goes  another  portion. 

“Father  Flanagan,  we  are  told,  was 
happily  content  when  he  learned  that 

Spencer  Tracy  had  been  induced  to  ac- 
cept the  role  of  the  founder  of  Boys  Town 

in  the  film.  A   few  nights  ago  we  were 
privileged  to  hear  the  founder  of  Boys 
Town  over  the  radio.  He  was  scheduled 

to  address  the  radio  audience  during  a 

well-known  weekly  program.  He  did 
speak — exactly  two  sentences,  short  sen- 

tences they  were.  And  he  said:  ‘Of 
course  I   am  not  so  handsome  as  Spencer 

Tracy.’  Nothing  about  himself.  And  the 
well-known  and  loved  radio  star  had  said 
sometime  previous  that  he  felt  himself 
unworthy  to  enact  the  role  of  a   priest.  We 
form  our  own  conclusions  about  the  two 

men.  And  one  is  that  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  could  not  possibly  fail  with  such  a 
foundation  upon  which  to  build  the  great 
story. 

“The  humble  hesitancy  of  the  star 
might  have  lost  for  us  those  brilliant  and 

touching  portrayals  of  a   priest  which  mil- 
lions of  moving  picture  patrons  have 

watched  avidly.  It  might  have  lost  for  us 
the  opportunity  of  seeing  Mr.  Tracy  enact 
his  greatest  role,  that  of  Father  Flanagan 

in  Boys  Town,  but  it  did  not.  For,  be- 
yond the  humility  which  lay  at  the  root 

of  the  refusal,  there  was  the  unselfish  de- 
sire to  serve  others,  in  whatsoever  capacity 

would  help  them  most.  That  is  Father 
Flanagan,  we  know.  That,  too,  we  feel 
with  a   certainty,  is  Spencer  Tracy. 

“We  wish  all  the  world  could  sit  in  a 
darkened  playhouse  and  watch  this  strik- 

ingly inspiring  and  unique  story  unfolded, 
minute  by  minute,  before  their  eyes.  We 
wish  that  men  and  women  and  youth  who 
do  not  understand,  or  who  have  forgotten 
how  all-important  it  is  that  we  should 
concern  ourselves  about  the  spiritual  and 

bodily  well-being  of  others  besides  our- 
selves, could  view  this  great  picture.  We 

believe  that  it  stands  for  the  one  thing 

most  needed  in  society  today — the  proper 
and  adequate  safe-guarding  of  the  young, 
particularly  boys  who,  without  special  help, 
may  easily  drift  into  evil  ways. 

“Homely  and  trite  the  adage:  As  the 
twig  is  bent,  so  the  tree  will  grow.  Yet 
eternally  true  and  eternally  to  be  reckoned 
with.  For  it  is  not  too  much  to  say  that 

if  right  principles  and  truths,  the  true  con- 
cept of  God  and  His  relation  to  His  uni- 

verse, which  is  true  Charity,  had  not  been 
driven  ruthlessly  out  of  certain  lands 
which  today  are  ravaged  by  the  gaunt  and 

uncompromising  war-god,  those  lands 
would  be  blossoming  vineyards  of  con- 

tentment and  progress. 

“To  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  for  their 
grand  apostulates,  which,  so  well  begun, 

we  hope  may  continue,  our  heartfelt  con- 
gratulations on  their  distinguished 

achievement.  To  Father  Flanagan,  him- 
self, our  thanks  for  giving  us  the  oppor- 

tunity of  visiting  Boys  Town  in  this  realis- 
tic manner.  And,  of  course,  for  their  in- 

spired work,  to  Spencer  Tracy,  Mickey 
Rooney,  Bobs  Watson,  Leslie  Fenton  (who 

enacted  the  role  of  the  condemned  mur- 
derer so  intelligently)  to  the  pawnbroker, 

who  fortunately  allowed  his  keen  busi- 
ness acumen  to  become  a   little  befuddled 

by  the  charity  of  Christ  as  exemplified 

in  one  of  His  lowly  servants — our  con- 
gratulations, as  to  all  the  other  members 

of  a   splendid  cast.” 

Lockwood  May  Buy  Out 

Interests  of  Partner 

JPMPLOYES  in  three  Middletown,  Conn., 
theatres  may  henceforth  have  to  take 

orders  from  only  one  boss  instead  of  two, 
according  to  rumor  emanating  from  New 
York  that  Arthur  Lockwood  contemplates 

buying  out  interests  of  his  partner,  M. 
Adorno,  in  the  houses. 

Other  eastern  highlights: 

A   thorough  checkup  on  independent  ex- 
hibitor complaints!  That  FBI  men  are 

investigating  grievances  against  major  dis- 
tributors and  affiliated  circuits  was  learned 

last  week  by  Boxoffice.  Theatre  owners 

who  have  sent  letters  to  the  justice  depart- 
ment have  been  informed  to  be  prepared 

to  meet  with  the  federal  investigators. 
Lackadaisical  attitude  on  the  part  of  the 

public  .   .   .   thus  claim  theatremen  in  re- 

gard to  the  “Greatest  Year”  campaign, 

averring  that  the  lapse  in  newspaper  ad- 
vertising is  the  reason.  Many  exhibitors 

maintain  that  the  actual  effect  of  the  in- 
dustry drive  has  not  yet  been  felt. 

“War  Clouds  Over  Europe.”  Not  the  title 
of  a   song  but  the  excuse  for  cutting  short 

Alexander  Korda’s  visit  on  the  coast  and 
also  responsible  for  Arthur  Loew  and  J. 

Cheever  Cowdin  cancelling  proposed  trips 
to  the  other  side. 

Out  of  the  red  and  into  the  black!  That 

was  the  prospect  for  Universal  by  the  time 
1939  rolls  around  ...  it  was  learned  by 
Boxoffice  from  authoritative  sources  close- 

ly identified  with  tne  company. 

Arbitration  between  exhibitor  and  dis- 
tributor in  New  York  has  been  reduced 

to  a   minimum  and,  within  the  past  few 
months,  not  one  case  has  been  tried. 
Many  have  been  scheduled  on  the  calendar 
and  without  exception  each  was  settled 
before  arbitrators  could  meet  to  hear  the 
complaints. 

^HE  hurricane  failed  to  interrupt  the- 
atre performances  here.  Night  attend- 

ance was  fair  as  many  residents  preferred 
the  theatres  to  sitting  in  darkened  homes. 

Strand,  first  to  show  “Ecstasy”  in  the 
city,  did  capacity  business  during  a   three- 
day  engagement. 

The  Danbury  Fair  is  getting  in  eight 
days  instead  of  the  usual  six  this  year. 

Theatre  managers  cooperated  with  Gov. 

Wilbur  L.  Cross  by  announcing  the  exten- 
sion of  daylight  saving  time  between  all 

shows. 

Richard  Toucey  of  Stratford  is  first  re- 
cruit to  films  from  this  section  in  several 

years. Manager  Edgar  Lynch  is  suffering  from 

an  attack  of  pleurisy  but  manages  to  keep 
on  the  job  at  the  Warner. 

The  Capitol  Theatre  is  handing  out  a 
new  set  of  dishes. 

All  downtown  Stamford  theatres  now 

are  operating  10:30  o’clock  shows  on Saturday  nights. 

State,  Torrington,  booked  “False  Shame” and- “Childbirth”  with  “Radio’s  Friendly 
Adviser”  on  the  stage  for  four  days. 

Arthur  “Otto”  Esposito,  Matt  Saunders’ 
assistant  at  the  Loew-Poli,  was  listed 
among  the  speakers  at  a   smoker  held  by 

St.  Raphael’s  church. 

Best  Cartoon 

New  York — The  prize  for  the  best  ani- 

mated cartoon  has  been  awarded  to  Para- 
mount’s two-reel  Technicolor  short  sub- 

ject, “Popeye  the  Sailor  Meets  Ali  Baba’s 
Forty  Thieves,”  at  the  Sixth  International 
Exhibition  of  Cinematographic  Art  in 
Venice. 

Theatre  Cashier  Wed 

Groveton,  N.  H.  —   Miss  Irma  Forrest, 
cashier  at  the  Alley  Theatre,  became  the 

bride  of  John  Knights  in  a   recent  cere- 

mony at  the  bride’s  home. 
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organizations  included  the  American  So- 
ciety of  Heating  and  Ventilating  Engineers. 

Several  players  in  the  local  company  of 

“What  a   Life!”  may  appear  in  the  mo- 
tion picture  that  Paramount  will  make 

of  the  George  Abbott  comedy.  Word  has 
it  that  Abbott  expects  to  go  to  Hollywood 
to  produce  and  direct  the  film.  It  would 
be  his  first  venture  in  pictures  since  he 

directed  Claudette  Colbert  in  “Man- 

slaughter.” 

The  family  of  Jeffrey  Lynn,  film  star, 
lives  in  Worcester  .   .   .   The  Metropolitan 

Theatre  may  have  a   basketball  team  this 
fall.  Jack  Goodwin,  Met  manager,  and 
Mart  Glazer,  Met  publicity  assistant,  built 

up  a   championship  quintet  when  they  were 

at  the  Scollay  Square  Theatre  several  sea- 
sons ago. 

Leo  Morgan,  former  stage  producer  at 
the  Metropolitan,  is  now  producer  at  the 

Strand  in  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  .   .   .   Jarl  Her- 
manson,  recent  M&P  artist,  is  now  at  the 

Strand  in  Times  Square.  Harry  Gourfain, 
whom  Morgan  succeeded  at  the  Met,  is 
producing  at  the  Strand. 

Sam  Cummins  has  been  sold  the  dis- 

tribution rights  for  “Marihuana”  in  Maine 
.   .   .   Henry  Myerson,  checking  supervisor 

at  M-G-M,  is  back  from  a   vacation  .   .   . 

The  mother  of  Jimmy  O’Brien,  Interna- 
tional Seat  Co.  sales  representative,  has 

been  seriously  ill. 

Nesti’s,  film  district  eating  rendezvous, 

is  featuring  a   “Boxoffice  Special.”  It  con- 
sists of  one  brownie  and  one  scoop  of 

vanilla  ice  cream  .   .   .   William  Monrow,  son 

of  City  Manager  A.  G.  Munrow,  is  now 

in  the  local  Shubert  publicity  depart- 
ment .   .   .   Don  Martin  is  now  assistant  to 

Max  Michaels  at  the  Columbia.  Martin 

was  recently  manager  of  the  Casino.  Be- 
fore that  he  held  a   similar  position  at  the 

erstwhile  Park. 

Massachusetts  has  the  highest  per  capita 

savings  of  any  state  in  the  Union,  dele- 

gates to  the  recent  Savings  Banks  Ass’n 
here  were  told. 

Warren  Hymer  was  featured  in  the 

leading  role  of  “The  Milky  Way”  with  the 
Lakewood  Players  of  Skowhegan  the  other 
week.  It  was  the  seventeenth  play  of  the 

group’s  thirty-eighth  consecutive  summer, 
making  it  the  oldest  summer  theatre  or- 

ganization in  continuously  active  service. 

A   109  per  cent  increase  in  permit  valua- 
tion for  building  construction  in  August, 

over  July,  has  been  reported  by  the  Massa- 
chusetts department  of  labor  and  indus- 

tries. This  is  an  increase  of  80  per  cent 
over  the  same  period  a   year  ago. 

DeMille  Signs  Bickford 
Hollywood — Charles  Bickford  has  been 

signed  for  a   main  supporting  role  in  Cecil 

B.  DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific,”  to  be  re- 
leased by  Paramount. 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  6,  1928) 

gAMUEL  PINANSKI,  Netoco’s  president, announces  that  the  New  England  The- 
atres Operating  Corp.  and  Abraham  Good- 

side  of  Portland,  representing  several 
amusement  corporations,  executed  an 

agreement  whereby  the  New  England  con- 
cern is  to  acquire  controlling  interest  in 

the  Empire,  Strand  and  Jefferson  in  Port- 
land, and  the  Capitol,  Springfield,  Mass. 

James  Somes  has  resigned  from  the 

managership  of  Netoco’s  Crown,  New  Lon- 
don, Conn.  .   .   .   Charlie  Sheafe,  one  of  New 

England’s  foremost  pioneer  showmen,  died 
last  week  .   .   .   Manager  Paul  Kunze  of 
the  State,  Stoughton,  Mass.,  was  married 

last  week  .   .   .   Leone  Lane,  native  of  Bos- 
ton, is  now  a   member  of  the  Paramount 

stock  company. 

A   new  modern  playhouse,  seating  2,500, 

may  be  erected  in  Manchester,  N.  H.  .   .   . 
E.  M.  Loew  interests  have  sold  the  Day 

St.  Olympia  in  Somerville  to  Billy  Lay- 

cock,  formerly  of  Durrell  Hall,-  Cam- 
bridge .   .   .   The  Park  at  Bridgeport,  Conn., 

has  been  leased  to  the  Fox  Corp. 
William  H.  Bien  has  purchased  the 

Commodore  Holl  at  Derby,  Conn.  .   .   .   J. 

Conn  of  Conn’s  Theatre,  Providence,  R.  I., 
has  withdrawn  as  a   candidate  for  mayor 

of  that  city  .   .   .   The  new  Loew’s  State  in 
Providence  will  open  its  doors  this  week, 
with  Mr.  Cullen  as  manager. 

A.  M.  Porcheron  has  reopened  the  Cos- 
mian  Hall  at  Florence,  Mass.  .   .   .   Louis 
M.  Boas  has  taken  a   lease  on  the  Star, 
Boston  .   .   .   Interstate  Theatres  have  taken 

over  the  Capitol,  Somerville,  and  the  Re- 
vere, Revere,  from  Universal  Theatres 

Corp.  Ted  Fleisher  of  Interstate  will  be 

district  manager  of  these  houses  in  addi- 
tion to  the  Crescent  Garden  in  Revere, 

Mass.  .   .   .   Regional  Theatres’  Morris  Pouz- 

ner  has  taken  over  the  houses  in  Norwalk 
and  South  Norwalk,  Conn. 

Providence’s  Empire  Theatre  was  bad- 
ly damaged  by  fire  last  week.  E.  Foster 

Lardner,  general  manager  of  the  Keith- 
Albee  interests  in  Rhode  Island,  estimated 

the  damage  at  $10,000  .   .   .   The  Orpheum 
at  Danielson,  Conn.,  has  reopened  after 

having  been  completely  reseated  and  re- 
decorated. 

A   $1,750,000  transaction  in  Portland, 
Me.!  That  was  the  story  last  week  when 
Samuel  Pinanski,  president  of  the  New 
England  Theatres  Operating  Corp.,  met 

the  fee  holders  interested  in  the  develop- 
ment of  the  Fidelity  Bldg,  project  for 

the  purpose  of  ironing  out  the  details 

contingent  upon  the  financing  of  Port- 
land’s largest  office  building. 

Bill  Scully  of  the  New  Haven  M-G-M 
office  has  been  transferred  to  that  com- 

pany’s New  York  office  .   .   .   Paul  Bowley 

has  been  appointed  manager  of  Markell’s 
new  Circle,  Pawtucket,  R.  I.  .   .   .   Edward 
Ansin,  president  of  Interstate  circuit,  is 
on  a   business  trip  to  New  York. 

W.  L.  “Pop”  Gallagher,  for  the  past  12 

years  associated  with  Brewster  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  has  decided  to  open  his  own 

theatrical  office  .   .   .   UFA  Eastern  Division 

Distribution,  Inc.,  has  opened  a   branch  of- 
fice at  28  Piedmont  St.,  Boston. 

The  following  changes  of  ownership  are 
reported  for  the  territory:  Lyric,  Ludlow, 

from  J.  Kiunuda  to  Wm.  J.  Jackson;  River- 

side, Medford,  from  I.  Rosenblatt  to  River- 
side Theatres,  Inc.,  Orpheum,  Stoughton, 

from  F.  Noyes  to  P.  Smith  and  F.  Cabini; 

Opera  House,  E.  Pepperell,  from  F.  Welton 
to  M.  Walton:  Grange  Hall,  Merrimac, 
from  J.  Cohen  to  W.  Caddoo. 

Free  Reels  Star  Fowls 

Boston— The  increasing  scope  of  color 

in  motion  pictures  is  indicated  by  the  fact 
that  Massachusetts  State  College  is  now 
making  available  without  cost  16  mm  films 

in  color  on  various  phases  of  poultry  pro- 
duction. 

Theatre  managers  may  now  witness  the 

proper  procedure  to  be  followed  in  ‘   lay- 

ing an  egg.” 
Some  have  been  so  unkind  as  to  declare, 

though,  that  they  can  do  it  all  too  satis- 
factorily with  some  regular  film  product. 

The  gratis  poultry  films  obtainable  from 

the  Massachusetts  department  of  agricul- 
ture number  four  described  as: 

“   ‘Give  the  Fresh  Eggs  a   Break,’  is  a 

popular  story  in  color  of  poultry  produc- 
tion methods  in  Massachusetts.  It  shows 

the  latest  marketing  methods  and  many 
interesting  ways  of  using  eggs.  Showing 
time,  36  minutes. 

“   ‘Bay  State  Ducklings,’  is  a   technicolor 
story  of  the  production  of  the  600,000 

ducklings  in  Massachusetts.  Baby  duck- 
lings are  the  most  fascinating  of  all  poul- 

try, and  this  color  production  is  probably 
the  only  thing  of  its  kind  in  the  United 
States.  Showing  time,  36  minutes. 

“In  ‘Turkeys  Have  Come  Back,’  more 
than  75  per  cent  of  the  film  is  in  color, 
and  it  tells  in  an  interesting  way  of  the 
turkeys  found  in  Plymouth  Colony  by  the 

Pilgrim  Fathers.  Tire  story  of  the  produc- 
tion of  200,000  turkeys  in  Massachusetts 

is  also  told  in  color.  Showing  time,  35 
minutes. 

“   ‘Applied  Poultry  Breeding’  is  a   semi- 
technical  film  giving  the  principles  of 

genetics  used  in  breeding  poultry  in  Mas- 
sachusetts. The  film  also  includes  step- 

by-step  pictures  in  the  technique  of  the 
blood-testing  program  of  the  state.  Show- 

ing time,  about  40  minutes.” 
Sam  Cummins  might  be  able  to  make 

something  out  of  the  latter  reels,  “Love 
Life  of  a   Hen,”  perhaps. 
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Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

•   just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 

MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT5L0  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 
MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MTS  16  Motors,  constant  speed 

MT617  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 

MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT529  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 
MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 

MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED.  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  "REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 

Chicago,  111. 10-8-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks: 

Name   

Theatre 

MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

MT555  Spotlight  lamps 
MT556  Sign  lamps 

MT557  Dimmers 

MT558  Ultra  violet  lighting 

M T F» 5 9   Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
MT560  Flashed  opal  glass 

MT561  Pot  metal  opal  glass 

MT562  Fuses,  indicator  type 

MT563  Fuses,  cartridge 

MT564  Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT569  Expansion  Bolts 

MT670  Chair  fastening  cement 

MT571  Chair  refinishing  materials 

MT572  Upholstering  materials 
MT573  Seat  patching  kits 

MT574  Seat  decking  materials 

MT575  Floor  surfacing  materials 

MT576  Carpet  cleaning  systems 

MT577  Floor  waxes 

MT578  Matting,  rubber 

MT579  Paint,  screen 

MT580  Paint,  plastic 

MT581  Paint,  aluminum 
MT582  Polish,  metal 

MT583  Polish,  furniture 

MT584  Fireproofing  compounds 

MT585  Fire  extinguishers 
MT586  Ladders,  safety 

MT587  Uniforms,  staff 

MT588  Screen  cleaning  tools 

MT589  Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

MT591  Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
MT592  Projectors,  standard 

MT593  Projectors,  semi-portable 
MT594  Projector  pedestals 
MT595  Projector  parts 
MT596  Lamps,  suprex  type 

MTS 97  Lamps,  reflector  arc 
MT59S  Lamps,  high  intensity 

MT599  Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
MT600  Arc  regulators 

MT601  Arc  controls 

MT602  Control  panels 

MT603  Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
MT604  Rectifiers,  tube  type 

MT605  Bulbs,  rectifier 
MT606  Rheostats,  projection 

MT607  Motor-generators 
MT608  Lenses,  projection 
MT609  Lenses,  condenser 
MT610  Current  changers 
MT611  Mirror  reflectors 

MT612  Carbons,  projector 

MT613  Carbon  savers 
MT614  Reels 

MT615  Reel  alarms 
MT616  Rewinders,  automatic 

MT617  Change-over  devices 
MT618  Slide,  projection 

MT619  Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
MT620  Take-ups,  film 
MT621  Film  safety  controls 

MT622  Fire  prevention  devices 
MT623  Fire  shutters,  porthole 
MT624  Film  scales 
MT625  Film  scrapers 

MT626  Film  splicers 
MT627  Film  cleaners 
MT628  Air  gun  (cleaner) 
MT629  Tool  kits 
MT630  Film  cabinets 

MT631  Film  cabinet  stands 

MT632  Effect  projectors 

MT633  Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 

sulphide 

SANITATION 

City     State MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 
MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 
MT654  Rubber  link  matting 
MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 
MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 

MT662  Sound  heads 
MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MT678  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT091  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glassjes 

MT701  Insulation  materials 
MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT7U3  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 
MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 
MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 

MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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Arranging  Details  for  MPTOA 

Convention  in  Oklahoma  City 

Sunday  Shows  in 
Laurel,  Miss. 

Laurel,  Miss. — Local  residents  last 

week  enjoyed  Sunday  motion  pictures 

for  the  first  time  in  several  years  and 

indications  point  to  a   continuation  of 

the  Sabbath  programs. 

During  the  fall  months  of  1930,  an  at- 

I   tempt  was  made  to  operate  on  Sun- 

day, but  after  the  arrest  of  several 

operators  the  theatres  returned  to  a   six- 

day  program.  The  Sunday  opening 

now  seems  to  be  by  mutual  consent. 

Momand  Hearings 

Again  Postponed 
Oklahoma  City — Again  hearings  in 

western  district  court  on  defendant  pe- 
titions in  the  A.  B.  Momand  suits  have 

been  held  over  by  Federal  Judge  A.  P. 
Murrah  from  September  29  to  October  24, 

due  to  further  delays  in  plaintiffs’  efforts 
to  secure  depositions  as  ordered  by  Judge 
Murrah. 

Some  of  the  petitions  filed  by  the  de- 
fendant producers,  distributors  and  circuits 

already  have  been  heard.  The  current  pe- 
titions involve  those  of  First  National, 

Warner  Bros.,  20th  Century-Fox,  Para- 
mount and  the  Griffith  Amusement  Co., 

who  with  RKO,  Columbia,  United  Artists, 

Regal  Theatres,  Warner  circuit,  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  and  others  are  named  as 
defendants  in  the  $4,600,000  suit,  first  to 
be  filed  seeking  damages  as  a   result  of 

alleged  anti-trust  law  violation  through 

“creation  of  a   monopoly.” 

C.  L.  McCoy  Represents 
Kroehler  Chain  in  Dallas 

Dallas — C.  L.  McCoy,  former  salesman 
for  National  Screen  Service,  is  back  in 
Dallas  in  charge  of  sales  for  the  Kroehler 

Manufacturing  Co.,  marketing  a   new  the- 
atre seat.  He  has  been  in  and  out  of  the 

Chicago  factory  for  the  past  year  in  con- 
nection with  development  of  the  chair. 

The  branch  factory  and  sales  office  in 
Dallas  is  located  at  2625  Elm  Street.  Sales 

and  distribution  will  be  at  that  point,  he 
said,  as  no  outside  dealers  will  be  appointed. 

The  chair,  which  moves  backward  and 

forward  to  allow  more  room  for  those  go- 
ing to  and  from  seats,  was  first  announced 

to  the  industry  with  a   two-page  spread 
in  the  September  17  issue  of  Boxoffice, 
McCoy  said.  He  is  completing  his  display 
and  sales  rooms  this  week. 

Move  Don  Nichols 
Charlotte — Don  Nichols,  formerly  man- 

ager of  the  Broadway  here  and  who  left 
Charlotte  last  January  to  take  up  the 
managership  of  the  Rex  in  Sheboygan, 

Wis.,  was  transferred  recently  to  Racine, 
Wis„  where  he  will  have  charge  of  the 
Warner  Venetian  Theatre  there. 

Oklahoma  City — Details  for  the  18th 
annual  MPTOA  meet  to  be  held  here 

October  30-November  2   are  being  arranged 

as  fast  as  possible.  The  hotel  accommo- 
dations and  rates  for  the  MPTOA  meet 

have  been  compiled  by  Convention  Chair- 
man Morris  Loewenstein  and  announced 

as  follows: 

The  Biltmore  Hotel  (convention  head- 
quarters) :   600  rooms  at  $2.50  to  $4.00, 

single:  $3.50  to  $6.00,  double;  two-rooms 
suites,  $10;  three-room  suites,  $15,  and 
four-room  suites,  $20. 

The  Black  Hotel:  200  rooms,  $2.50  to 

$3.00,  single;  $3.50  to  $4.00,  double. 
Huckins  Hotel:  150  rooms,  $2.50,  single; 

$3.50,  double. 
Skirvin  Hotel:  360  rooms,  $2.50,  single; 

$3.50,  double. 
Skirvin  Tower  Hotel:  Single  apartments, 

one  and  two  rooms,  $6.00  to  $12.00;  two 

rooms,  up  to  four  people,  $10.00  to  $20.00; 
three  rooms,  up  to  six  people,  $18.00  to 
$35.00.  These  include  kitchenettes  and  fix- 
tures. 

Wells  Roberts  Hotel:  200  rooms  $2.50  and 

$3.00,  single;  $3.50  to  $4.00,  double. 
All  of  these  hotels  are  within  a   four- 

block  radius  of  the  Biltmore. 

The  convention  registration  fee  has  been 
definitely  set  at  $10.00  which  sum  will 

include  all  registration  fees,  tickets  to  so- 
cial and  entertainment  events  and  other 

incidentals. 

Loewenstein  has  also  announced  com- 

pletion of  plans  for  an  Indian  war-dance 

and  stomp-dance  to  be  given  the  conven- 
tion by  a   group  of  Cherokee  Indians  head- 

ed by  Chief  Da-Ga-Doh-Ga.  He  is  a 
painter  and  artist  and  is  known  as  Stand- 

ing Star.  Not  only  will  the  Indian  cere- 

Mizell  Named  Manager 

Of  Montgomery  Strand 
Montgomery,  Ala. — Promotion  of  Chas. 

Mizell  to  the  managership  of  the  Strand 
Theatre  from  assistant  manager  of  the 
Paramount  is  announced  by  William  N. 

Wolfson,  city  manager  of  Alabama  Thea- 
tres. He  succeeds  F.  J.  Nickens,  resigned. 

James  Gaylord,  also  of  Montgomery, 

becomes  assistant  manager  at  the  Para- 
mount. He  was  an  assistant  at  the  Em- 

pire. 

Overton  Cuts  Prices 
Overton,  Tex. — A   reduction  in  admis- 

sion price  to  10  and  15  cents  on  week 

days  has  been  announced  by  Buck  Bas- 
kin, manager  of  the  Overton  Theatre, 

which  is  operated  by  Ted  Lewis  of  Tex- 
arkana. The  usual  admission  of  15  and  25 

cents  will  be  charged  Saturday  midnight 
and  Sunday,  however. 

monies  be  given  for  the  conventioneers,  but 
it  is  planned  to  have  the  tribe  serve  in  a 
welcoming  capacity. 

The  official  convention  invitation  letter 

has  also  been  mailed  by  Loewenstein  as 
general  convention  chairman  and  reads 
as  follows: 

“Oklahoma  City  invites  you  to  attend 
the  National  Convention  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America,  to  be 

held  October  30-31,  November  1-2.  Four 
busy  days  devoted  to  the  analysis  and 
decisions  of  the  problems  of  the  Motion 

Picture  world.  Leaders  of  the  industry — 
production,  distribution  and  exhibition — 
are  coming  here  for  what  promises  to  be 

the  greatest  gathering  in  MPTOA  history. 

Your  presence  is  important — you  will  re- 
ceive much  benefit  both  from  the  discus- 

sions and  from  personal  contacts.  An  ex- 
tensive trade  exposition  with  all  the  new- 

est showings  will  interest  you. 

“After  the  daily  sessions  there  will  be 
entertainment  aplenty.  Special  affairs  for 
your  ladies  will  leave  them  without  a   dull 
moment.  Oklahoma  City,  host  to  hundreds 
of  conventions,  affords  a   delightful  Fall 

Season — and  an  opportunity  for  a,  most 

pleasant  and  profitable  visit.  Your  busi- 

ness so  freely  assailed  just  now  re-=ds  your 
cooperation  at  this  important  meeting. 

“We  await  your  letter  or  wire  for  reser- 

vations— you’ll  be  glad  you  came.” 
Latest  allied  trade  organization  to  seek 

booth  space  is  National  Screen  Service 
whose  Paul  Short  and  Wallace  Walthall 

were  in  town  last  week  to  arrange  for  a 
double  booth.  The  Magic  Eye  Company, 

represented  by  Claude  Ezell,  has  also  made 
arrangements  for  space.  Booth  rates  have 
been  cut  from  $100  to  $50. 

Trailer-Made  Unit 

Opened  in  Dallas 
Dallas — To  serve  exhibitors  in  Texas, 

Oklahoma,  Arkansas  and  Louisiana,  Pat 
Garyn,  formerly  of  New  York,  Monday 

opened  a   distributing  office  for  Trailer- 
Made  Service  at  302  y2  S.  Harwood  St. 

Distribution  out  of  Dallas  will  start 
some  time  between  November  7   and  21. 

Exhibitors  using  Trailer-Made  trailers 
heretofore  have  been  served  out  of  New 
York. 

RKO  to  Martin 
Atlanta — The  Martin  circuit,  with  29 

theatres  in  Alabama,  Georgia  and  Florida, 

has  contracted  for  RKO  1938-39  product. 
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Dallas  Barkers'  Fall  Golf  Tourney 
Holds  Promise  of  Being  Biggest 

Dallas — On  October  10  at  the  Lakewood 

Country  Club  every  assurance  is  given  that 

the  Variety  Club’s  Fall  Golf  Tournament 
will  be  super  colossal  in  comparison  with 

all  past  semi-annual  events.  The  list  of 

expected  entrants  includes  some  250  golf- 
ers from  all  parts  of  the  southwest  and 

some  from  afar. 

It’s  an  all-day  affair  with  a   banquet  in 
the  club  starting  at  7:30  p.  m.  and  fea- 

turing Virginia  Self,  nationally  famous 
dancer.  Then  come  the  prizes  and  dancing. 

E.  C.  Zrenner,  the  Interstate  circuit 
sound  man,  did  a   record  job  mustering  in 

the  prizes,  getting  $700  worth  single  hand- 
ed. Duke  Evans,  chairman,  as  usual,  of 

the  tournament,  came  in  for  raising  some 
of  the  balance  and  H.  Biersdorf,  of  Fox, 
collected  cash  from  branch  managers  with 

which  to  buy  additional  prizes. 
Showmanship  is  strictly  behind  staging 

the  tournament  with  one  of  the  angles 

being  the  Variety  Spieler,  an  eight-page 
magazine,  about  14x22,  giving  all  details  of 

the  affair.  Pictures  of  all  the  Variety  no- 
tables are  in  it.  The  center  spread  fea- 

tures R.  J.  O'Donnell,  R.  E.  Griffith,  W. 
G.  Underwood,  Lloyd  Rust,  Jack  Under- 

wood, Harold  Robb,  Ed  Rowley. 

Wanted:  Insurance 

Against  Insurers 
Birmingham,  Ala. — "I  do  not  want 

to  buy  any  more  life  insurance,"  says 
a   big  sign  in  the  office  of  R.  M.  Ken- 

nedy, who  looks  after  Wilby-Kincey 
theatre  interests  in  Birmingham.  Now, 

while  life  insurance  agents  are  no 

longer  his  biggest  bother,  some  of  them 

don’t  seem  to  be  able  to  read. 

New  Suburban  House 

Charlotte — The  proposed  Dilworth  com- 
munity theatre,  latest  local  addition  to 

the  North  Carolina  Theatres,  Inc.,  chain, 

is  expected  to  be  completed  in  March. 

Construction  probably  will  start  in  De- 
cember. 

Leon  Circuit  Reopens  Plaza 
Baird,  Tex. — The  Plaza,  partially  de- 

stroyed by  fire  several  weeks  ago,  has  been 
remodeled,  reequipped  and  reopened.  It 
is  a   unit  of  several  west  Texas  houses 

operated  by  Server  Leon  of  Haskell. 

]£ARL  LYBRAND,  the  Wills  Point  ex- hibitor for  the  record  time  of  32  years, 

celebrated  that  anniversary  in  his  Ma- 
jestic and  Ritz  theatres  the  week  of  Sep- 

tember 25  to  October  1,  according  to  Karl 

jr.,  who  is  now  actively  running  the  shows. 
His  father,  he  said,  was  running  the  old 
tin  opera  house  there  when  he  was  15 

years  old.  He  also  said  his  father  is  mak- 
ing a   good  recovery  in  health.  Karl  Junior 

finished  high  school  and  planned  to  go 
to  college  but  instead  went  into  show 
business  when  Karl  senior  temporarily 
had  a   setback  in  health.  He  likes  the 

business,  is  glad  he  skipped  college  and 

evidently  he’s  right.  Being  able  to  run  a 
good  theatre  in  a   good  town  beats  living 
on  many  a   college  campus. 

Joe  Estes,  a   salesman,  exhibitor  and 
publicity  man  of  some  note,  was  well 
along  on  his  new  job  with  National  Screen 
Accessories  this  week,  meaning  he  turned 

in  some  orders.  He’s  a   live  wire. 

R.  E.  Griffith  was  back  Tuesday  from 
film  buying  in  New  York,  but  Wednesday 
found  him  gone  again  in  company  with 
office  executives.  He  was  due  back,  sure, 

for  the  Texas-Oklahoma  game  Saturday  as 
all  in  the  Griffith  outfit  who  can  pour 
into  Dallas  every  year  for  that  big  event. 

There  ivas  some  to  do  about  the  Pade- 

rewski film,  “Moonlight  Sonata,”  in  its 
scheduled  run  for  Dallas.  Interstate  de- 

termined to  play  it  in  the  neighborhood 
Varsity  where  they  have  been  showing 

(Continued  on  page  77) 

ACCESSORIES  FOR  THE  THEATRE 
Tickets 

Carbons 

Projection  Lamps 

Rectifiers 

Machine  Parts 

Westinghouse 
Rectifier  Tubes 

Reels 

Amplifiers 

Speakers 

Horns 

Transformers 

msi 

TOW  THE  STA*  WW  |»  BR8Bti 

STAR, 
POPCORN  MACHINES 

Thumb  Tacks 

Cetron  Photo  Cells 

RCA  Tubes 

Exciter  Lamps 

Amplifier  Repair  Service 

Matching  Transformers 

Deodorants 

Lens 

Film  Cement 

Take  Up  Belting 

Rewinds 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
” Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always ” 

210  SOUTH  HARWOOD DALLAS.  TEXAS 
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$167,000  for  Remodeling-Building 

Bg  Acme  Circuit;  Business  Better 

A T   JL  A   MT  A 
QN  SICK  list:  Joseph  S.  Young,  ad  sales 

manager,  Paramount,  underwent  a 
minor  operation  at  Crawford  W.  Long 
Memorial  Hospital;  W.  C.  Sampler,  of  the 
Columbia  office,  underwent  an  appendec- 

tomy. Both  Filmrowers  are  convalescing 
and  expected  to  be  back  at  desks  soon. 

John  W.  Mangham,  president,  Mono- 
gram-Southern Film  Exchanges,  has  re- 

turned from,  a   trip  to  Forida. 

Visitors:  E.  Q.  Hunter  of  Colquitt.  Ga.; 

A.  B.  Hasten,  Jim  Handy  Productions,  De- 
troit; J.  C.  H.  Wink,  Dalton,  Ga.;  Miss 

Catherine  Johnson,  new  Catherine,  Monti- 
cello,  Fla.;  Henry  Glover,  manager  of  the 
Tampa  (Fla.)  office  of  Republic. 

'Wf 

Back  in  town:  John  Jenkins,  of  Leo  C. 
Popkin  Distributing  Co.,  from  Memphis, 
Birmingham,  and  other  key  spots  in  the 
territory,  where  he  dated  the  new  film, 

“Gang  Smashers;”  S.  R.  (Sid)  Reams, 
president  of  Theatrical  Printing  Co.,  from 
Dallas  and  St.  Louis,  tohere  he  found  pros- 

pects for  business  encouraging . 

A.  C.  Bromberg  of  Republic  suffered  a 
badly  cut  foot  in  an  automobile  accident 
last  Saturday.  He  is  confined  to  his  home, 
but  anticipates  a   return  to  the  job  in  the 
near  future. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  O.  C.  Lamb  recently  en- 
tertained at  dinner  and  golf  Riley  P. 

Davis,  A.  C.  Bromberg  and  Col.  Thomas 
E.  Orr. 

Enrico  Leide  retains  his  post  as  leader 
of  the  Capitol  Theatre  orchestra,  in  addi- 

tion to  recently  joining  faculty  of  Ogle- 
thorpe University  as  teacher  of  foreign 

languages. 

Fire  Prevention  Executive 

Lauds  "Time"  Fire  Scenes 
Atlanta — Praise  for  the  section  of  the 

“March  of  Time”  film  being  shown  at  the 
Paramount  Theatre  dealing  with  “United 
States  Fire  Fighters”  was  voiced  by  Sid- 

ney B.  Jewett,  chairman  of  the  fire  pre- 
vention committee  of  the  Atlanta  Junior 

Chamber  of  Commerce. 

The  film  depicts  some  of  the  most  com- 
mon and  hazardous  causes  of  fire,  and 

extolls  virtues  of  fire  prevention.  Jewett 
wrote  T.  H.  Read,  manager  of  the  the- 

atre, that  “showing  of  this  picture  is  par- 
ticularly timely  in  view  of  the  fact  that 

National  Fire  Prevention  week  will  be  ob- 

served in  a   couple  of  weeks.” 

First  Anniversary 
Paris,  Tex. — Claude  J.  Musselman,  city 

manager  of  the  Interstate  Theatres,  cele- 
brated the  first  anniversary  of  the  New 

Grand  Theatre  and  made  somewhat  of 
an  issue  out  of  it  locally. 

Musselman,  however,  is  far  ahead  of  the 
new  Grand  in  service.  He  has  been  in  show 
business  25  years,  placing  him  in  the  ranks 
of  veterans  in  the  business. 

"Snow  White"  Exhibition 
At  Art  Museum  Popular 

Atlanta — “Snow  White  and  the  Seven 

Dwarfs”  are  making  an  unusual  “personal 
appearance”  in  this  city. 

More  than  300  original  drawings  of  char- 
acters and  scenes  from  the  famous  Walt 

Disney  film  are  on  exhibition  at  the  High 
Museum  of  Art,  where  they  are  attracting 
much  interest  and  attention. 

The  stills  include  those  of  Snow  White 
being  comforted  by  the  wood  creatures; 
Grumpy  eyeing  himself  in  a   mirror;  the 
evil  witch,  the  young  prince,  and  Dopey, 
looking  his  dopiest,  but  most  appealing 
self. 

Atlanta  newspapers  carried  the  story  of 

the  exhibit,  as  well  as  views  of  the  draw- 
ings. 

Two  New  Sack  Films 
Dallas — Alfred  N.  Sack,  who  returned 

last  week  from  the  east,  said  Sack  Amuse- 
ment Enterprises  soon  will  release  two 

new  all-Negro  pictures,  “West  of  Harlem” 
and  “Bronze  Buckaroo.” 

Birmingham,  Ala. — Acme  Theatres,  rep- 

resenting the  Wise  interests,  since  the  first 

of  the  year  has  spent  approximately  $167,- 
000  on  theatre  remodeling  and  building. 

This  cash  outlay  represents  only  archi- 
tectural improvements. 

Frank  Merritt,  Acme  manager,  states 

the  increased  business  following  the  re- 
modeling program  has  fully  justified  the 

company’s  expectations.  This  is  the  first 
large-scale  remodeling  program  for  the 
company  in  several  years. 

New  theatres  built  were  a   $50,000  house 
in  East  Lake,  a   Birmingham  suburb,  and 
the  $40,000  Cullman  Theatre  at  Cullman, 
Ala.  Two  local  suburbans,  the  West  End 
and  the  Tarrant  City,  were  doubled  in 

size  at  costs  of  $20,000  and  $12,000,  respec- 
tively. The  Capital,  Empire  and  Galax, 

downtown  houses,  were  air-conditioned  at 
a   cost  of  $35,000.  The  Avondale,  dark  for 
months,  was  remodeled  and  relighted  at  a 
cost  of  $5,000.  The  Lyric  in  Cullman  was 
reconditioned  to  the  tune  of  $5,000. 

Build  in  Pecos 

”   Pecos,  Tex. — Work  starts  shortly  on  a 

new  $65,000  theatre  here. 

Greeter 

Screen  Illumination 

than  you  have  ever  seen  in  a 
Low  Intensity  Lamp! 

Completely  new,  this  high  efficiency  projection 
lamp  is  designed  specifically  for  the  needs  of  the 

smaller  house  whose  management  wants  to  pro- 
vide the  best  show  to  his  audience. 

Real  High  Quality  Projection 
Truly  high  quality  projection  for  every  small 

progressive  theatre,  is  now  made  possible.  This 
new  ECONARC  lamp,  just  announced  by  Brenkert, 
is  available  for  demonstration  by  Wilkins  branch 
houses  in  Atlanta  or  Charlotte. 

Brenkert  progress  thus  enables  you  to  compete 

on  equal  terms  with  biggest  houses.  No  theatre  can 
longer  afford  to  project  with  obsolete  equipment. 

Let  us  give  you  a   demonstration  in  your  theatre, 
without  obligation,  of  the  NEW  ECONARC, 

BUILT  BY  BRENKERT,  MAKERS  OF  THE 

WORLD’S  MOST  EFFICIENT  PROJECTION LAMPS. 

Distributors 

amp 

WIL-KIN  THEATRE  SUPPLY,  INC. 
ATLANTA — 150  Walton  Street 

Phone  WALnut  4613 
CHARLOTTE— 321  S.  Church  Street 

Phone  8620 
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Perfect  Day  With 
A   Texas  Exhibitor 

By  V.  W.  CRISP 

As  a   public  spirited  citizen  of  Tyler,  S. 
G.  Fry  drummed  up  a   little  extra  trade  on 
the  Row  for  the  Rose  Festival  while  book- 

ing for  his  theatres.  From  Dallas  went 

P.  E.  Wilson.  Mrs.  Wilson,  W.  E.  Finch, 
Mrs.  Finch,  the  writer  and  Mrs.  Crisp. 
They  met  at  the  beautiful  Fry  home  at 
8:30  Saturday  morning.  Other  friends 
locally  and  from  out  of  town  were  also 
guests  of  the  family. 

The  Frys  consist  of  the  well-known  S. 

G.  Fry,  Mrs.  Fry,  S.  G.  Fry  jr„  and  his 
very  attractive  wife;  S.  G.  Fry  III,  Robert 
Fry  and  Victor  Fry.  They  were  all  at 
home  to  meet  the  visitors. 

After  a   soft  drink  (correct)  the  party  of 
16  went  downtown  to  see  the  parade,  first 

stopping  by  Fry  &   Sons,  a   fine  haber- 
dashery which  S.  G.  jr.  operates  with  evi- 

dent success.  Then  over  to  the  grand- 
stand where  many  floats  and  26  bands  pa- 
raded by  followed  by  the  blaring  A.  &   M. 

band.  It  was  a   wonderful  sight,  one 

every  Texas  citizen  should  see  and  75,000 
visitors  did. 

Next  we  went  to  the  flower  show  and 

back  to  the  Fry  home  for  lunch  with  more 

good  food  than  could  be  comfortably  con- 
sumed. Ed  Wilson  asked  an  appropriate 

blessing.  A   quick  visit  followed  to  Fry’s 
colored  theatre  and  to  Harry  Fulgham’s 
Joy,  while  we  were  rushing  to  the  A&M- 

lt  Should  Have 

Been  January 

Dallas— A   BOXOFFICE  story  last 

week  quoted  Col.  H.  A.  Cole  as  saying 

the  Dallas  price-fixing  and  North  Da- 

kota "divorcement"  cases  would  prob- 

ably be  acted  upon  by  the  supreme 

court  in  October.  The  time  reference 

should  have  been  January.  To  the 

Texas  Allied  president,  this  publication 

extends  apologies  for  the  misquotation. 

Tulsa  game.  More  food  followed  at  the 
home  before  the  trip  Dallasward. 

All  this,  readers,  was  handled  in  clock- 
like and  highly  entertaining  fashion  by 

the  Hosts  Fry.  It  was  a   day  never  to  be 
forgotten. 

Besides  the  Tyler  colored  show,  the 
haberdashery,  rent  houses,  the  Vitor  at 
Van,  Rex  at  Brownsboro  and  Grand  at 
Grand  Saline,  Fry  is  director  in  a   Tyler 
bank.  His  holdings  were  cemented  in  a 

very  few  years.  The  Grand  Saline  the- 
atre, which  the  party  visited  en  route 

home,  is  one  every  small  town  exhibitor 
should  inspect  to  find  out  why  one  the- 

atre is  successful  and  another  not  so. 
Thanks  to  S.  G.  Fry,  Mrs.  Fry  and  the 

whole  Fry  clan  for  a   marvelous  time. 

Johnnie  Miller  jr.  Drowns 
In  Lake  on  Fishing  Trip 

Navasota,  Tex. — While  fishing  one  day 

last  week  with  a   companion  in  a   lake 
near  Navasota,  Johnnie  Miller  jr.,  former 
exhibitor,  drowned  in  12  feet  of  water  as 
their  boat  overturned  only  30  feet  from 
shore.  Funeral  services  were  conducted  at 
the  Methodist  Church  and  burial  was  in 

Oakland  Cemetery.  He  is  survived  by  his 

wife  and  one  son;  by  his  mother,  Mi's 
Ethel  Claire  Miller,  and  by  three  sisters 
and  one  brother.  He  was  a   nephew  of 
Theo.  Miller,  former  exhibitor  at  Mt. 
Vernon,  Tex. 

Johnnie  Miller  jr.  was  26  years  old. 

For  several  years  he  had  managed  the 
Miller  and  Queen  theatres  for  the  estate 

left  by  his  father,  the  late  Johnnie  Miller 
sr.  The  shows  recently  were  sold  to  the 

J.  G.  Long  circuit  and  for  some  time 
past  Miller  jr.  had  been  in  other  lines 
of  work. 

Oskar  Korns  New  Palace 

At  Quanah,  Tex.,  Opened 
Quanah,  Tex. — Oskar  Korn’s  new  Palace 

Theatre  on  the  site  of  the  old  Texan 

opened  in  an  impressive  way  over  the 

weekend.  Everything  is  brand  new  and 
the  front  is  covered  with  Neon.  The  new 

house  will  scale  its  prices  at  10  and  30 

cents,  with  25  cents  in  the  balcony  and 

a   special  rate  to  high  school  students  for 
20  cents. 

The  Old  Court  is  now  revamped  into 

the  Texan.  The  OK  circuit,  with  head- 
quarters in  Dallas,  bought  the  two  houses 

several  weeks  ago  from  Arthur  Keyes, 
who  has  retired,  at  least  temporarily,  from 
the  business. 

Why  Don't  YOU 
JOIN  THE  FAST  GROWING  LIST  OF  SATISFIED 

USERS  OF: 

Motiograph  Projectors 

Brenkert~Enarc  (Suprex)  Lamps 
Western  Electric  Mirrophonic 

Sound 
Just  Installed  In: 

Palace — Lamesa 

Texas — Amarillo 

Pix — Centerville 

Wallace — Leveland 

Rialto — Brownfield 

Olympic — Canyon 

Crystal — Waco 
Mission — Dalhart 

Fox -Dallas 

Ask  any  of  these  WELL  KNOWN  Exhibitors  why 

they  did  it,  then  get  in  touch  with 

HENRY  SORENSON 

modern  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 
DALLAS 

20091/2  Jackson  Street 

Phone  7-5009 

Easy  Terms  —   Prompt  Delivery 

TEXAS 
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DALLAS 
(Continued  from  page  74) 

high-brow  films  the  vast  year.  Owners  of 

the  picture  thought  it  deserved  a   downtown 

run,  but  Interstate  didn’t,  so  the  picture 
went  out  after  being  advertised.  J.  O. 

Cherry,  Interstate  city  manager,  in  ex- 
plaining the  incident  to  the  public,  said 

he  knew  of  no  plans  the  circuit  had  of 

showing  the  film  over  the  circuit. 

Smith  Ballew,  20th-Fox  star,  who  inci- 
dentally has  made  his  last  picture  for  the 

company,  saw  that  last  picture  personally 
in  the  Fox  screening  room  a   few  days  ago. 

It  was  “Panamint’s  Bad  Man.”  His 
mother,  who  lives  in  Dallas,  and  his 

brother,  an  advertising  executive  for  a 

big  corporation,  were  with  him.  Ballew 

had  been  on  a   personal  appearance  tour 

in  the  north  and  east  and  was  on  his  way 

to  Hollywood. 

Charles  Roberts  of  Columbia’s  foreign 
department  and  supervisor  of  Latin- 
American  sales,  was  through  Dallas  and 

the  local  branch  on  his  way  to  Mexico 

City  and  South  America.  He  had  been  to 

the  home  office.  He  speaks  five  languages 

well,  it  is  said  .   .   .   Other  Columbians  were 

Sam  Moscow,  southern  division  manager, 

and  Jimmy  Rogers,  Memphis  manager, 
who  were  with  J.  B.  Underwood  during  the 
week. 

Harold  Werner  of  Trinity,  whose  latest 
adventure  outside  of  a   hardware  store 

and  the  Trinity  Theatre,  was  going  in  for 

the  manufacture  of  rubber  goods  from 

pine  trees  and  about  which  nothing  has 

been  heard  lately,  on  this  trip  divided 
his  time  between  work  on  the  Row  and 

sociability  at  the  Variety  Club. 

M.  Mendell,  who  formerly  operated  the 

Liberty  at  Amarillo,  has  taken  the  old 
suburban  theatre  there  which  has  been 

dark  many  moiiths,  fixed  it  up  and  calls 
it  the  Lyric,  we  learn  from  reliable 
sources  on  the  Row. 

V.  E.  Hamm,  who  recently  opened  his 

new  theatre  at  Wichita  Falls,  was  in  town 

after  the  rush  of  that  event  booking  up 

for  his  five  houses,  three  in  Wichita 

where  he  makes  his  home,  one  in  Vernon 

and  one  in  Borger. 

Out  Carrollton  way  is  a   fine  little  the- 

atre just  opened  by  Mrs.  Lowery,  a   resi- 
dent of  the  town.  It  replaces  the  almost 

historic  Myers  Theatre  with  which  she  had 

some  experience  last  year,  it  is  said,  and 

decided  that  community,  about  20  miles 

north  of  Dallas,  needed  a   better  show.  It 

seems  now  she  was  right. 

The  Home  Town  Movies  Co.,  MBM  Pro- 
ductions, which  opened  a   Filmrow  office 

this  week  and  is  now  playing  Texas  the- 
atres, made  a   fast  connection  between 

Italy  and  Overton.  They  played  the  Elk 

at  Italy,  Tuesday,  went  up  the  main  high- 
way to  Milford,  Wednesday  morning,  and 

took  a   private  plane  at  Milford  to  rush 

equipment  and  crew  to  the  Overton  The- 
atre for  showing  Wednesday  night.  These 

boys  are  working  fast. 

L.  A.  Franks  of  Midlothian,  on  the  Row, 

Wednesday,  said  he  would  open  a   new 

theatre  in  Waxahacliie  the  following 

(Continued  on  page  80) 

Charges  Golden  With 

"Lash"  Infringement 
Dallas — Howard  Golden  was  charged 

before  United  States  Commissioner  John 

Davis  Monday  with  infringing  a   motion 

picture  copyright.  The  charge  said  he 

‘   willfully  and  for  profit  infringed  on  a 

copyrighted  picture,  ‘Lash  of  the  Peni- 
tentes,’  by  having  a   copy  made  of  the 
negative  owned  by  Michael  Levinson  and 

snowing  same  in  various  cities  of  the 

United  States.”  Golden  pleaded  not  guilty, 
waived  hearing,  and  was  released  on  $1,000 
bond. 

Levinson,  who  has  been  in  Dallas  press- 

ing the  charges,  said  he  operates  an  of- 
fice under  the  name  of  Mike  J.  Levinson 

at  1658  Broadway,  New  York  City.  He 

said  he  owns  the  world  rignts  to  “Lash 

Ox  the  Penitentes”  and  that  he  has  track- 
ed Golden  over  20  states  for  the  past  eignt 

months.  He  said  the  duped  prints  have 

seen  shown  in  Oklahoma  and  15  or  18 
other  states. 

Levinson  further  said  he  plans  to  open 

an  office  in  Dallas  later  to  distribute  the 

picture  in  the  southwest. 

New  Weaver  Bros,  Film 

Receives  Dallas  Approval 
Dallas — In  the  Republic  projection  room 

crowded  with  exhibitors,  buyers  and  book- 

ers, Lloyd  Rust  ran  off  the  company’s  new 

Weaver  Bros,  picture,  “Down  in  Arkansas,” 
for  approval  and  got  it.  The  Weavers  ap- 

pear throughout  the  film.  Incidentally, 

the  Weavers,  on  the  stage,  held  the  Ma- 
jestic record  on  Elm  Street,  and  may  still. 

The  trade  audience,  usually  said  to  be 

hardboiled,  were  amused  beyond  any 

doubt.  Time  after  time  they  would  burst 
out  with  belly  laughs. 

Then  too,  its  a   tale  of  the  government’s 
policy  in  building  dams  and  distributing 

light  and  power  into  inaccessible  spots,  in 

which  the  public  should  be  interested. — Crisp. 

"Cant  Take  It  With  You" 
Tops  Houston  Records 

Dallas — It  is  learned  from  authority 

that  Columbia’s  big  picture,  Capra’s  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  is  breaking  all 
Columbia  records  at  the  Majestic  in  Hous- 

ton and  that  it  is  going  into  its  second 

week  in  that  house.  It  opens  at  the  Ma- 

jestic in  Dallas  on  October  8,  simul- 
taneously with  opening  of  the  State  Fair 

of  Texas. 

Completes  Cooling  Installation 
Humboldt,  Tenn.  —   Rex  Theatre  has 

completed  installation  of  modern  air-con- 
ditioning equipment. 

SANTON  IE 
pREE  silent  motion  pictures  are  being 
shown  nightly  at  Roosevelt  Park.  The 

films  are  obtained  from  R.  W.  Barron  of 

Independent  Film  Exchange  and  Supply 

Co.  .   .   .   Manager  Homer  LeTempt  of  the 

Aztec  Theatre  is  enjoying  his  vacation  up 

in  Champaign  and  Harrisburg,  111.,  his 

home  state,  where  he  is  taking  in  all  of 

the  bigtime  football  games. 

Hollywood  “Sneak”  Previews  have  been 
started  at  the  Majestic  Theatre  and  are 

now  a   permanent  feature  every  Friday 

night  at  10  .   .   .   Dr.  A.  Duran’s  new  Regis 
Theatre  at  San  Diego,  Tex.,  has  opened 

ivith  Senor  J.  J.  Jimenez  of  the  Latin- 
American  Film  Exchange  here  acting  as 

master  of  ceremonies.  “El  Milliones  De 

Chaflan,”  featuring  Carlos  (Chaflan)  Lo- 
pez, Mexican  screen  star,  was  the  opening 

picture.  The  Doctor  will  continue  to  oper- 
ate his  Rio  Theatre  there  as  his  number 

2   house,  without  any  other  opposition. 

Juan  Jose  Martinez  Casado,  one  of  the 

best  known  film  stars  from  Mexico,  on  his 

way  to  make  a   picture  in  Cuba,  will  stop 

in  Laredo  and  San  Antonio'  to  do  per- 

sonal appearances.  J.  J.  Jimenez,  Latin- 
American  manager,  will  be  in  charge  of 

his  tour  through  the  United  States  upon 
his  return  from  Havana. 

»   Theatre  « 
MODERNIZING 

& 

STREAMLINING 

HEADQUARTERS 

Visit  Us 

in  our  new  office 

1914  Main  Street 

PLANS  FREE 

On  Remodeling  Jobs 

KING 
SCENIC  CO. 

1914  Main  St. 

DALLAS 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  HARWOOD  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas,  texas 
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^HE  general  condition  of  H.  E.  Thomas, 
who  was  seriously  burned  recently  while 

operating  a   moving  picture  machine  at 

Bradford,  and  who  was  taken  to  a   hos- 
pital at  Searcy,  is  said  to  be  improved. 

Thomas  suffered  burns  on  the  body  and 
about  the  face  and  eyes. 

Robt.  H.  Wilson  and  Edwin  Kies  of 

Jackson,  Mo.,  operators  of  the  Corning 

Theatre,  Corning,  during  the  past  six 

months,  have  closed  the  house  and  re- 
moved the  equipment  to  Jackson.  Wilson 

and  Kies  operate  a   string  of  theatres  in 
southeast  Missouri. 

Lloyd  Martin  has  sold  the  Ritz  Theatre 
at  Lincoln  to  Otis  M.  Harris  and  P.  W. 

Cassaway  of  Fort  Smith,  who  plan  ex- 
tensive remodeling  and  other  improve- 

ments. Martin  has  operated  the  house  for 
about  four  months. 

The  Royal  Theatre,  Fayetteville,  oper- 
ated by  W.  F.  Sonneman,  has  undergone 

many  improvements.  Several  thousand 

dohars  have  been  spent  for  this  purpose. 
Sonneman  is  operator  of  the  Ozark  and 
Palace  theatres  there. 

The  Drew  Theatre,  Monticello,  furnished 

the  proper  setting  for  an  Autumn  fash- 
ion show  October  6,  sponsored  by  the 

American  Association  of  University  Women. 

Brinkley  officers  are  making  a   search 
for  a   robber  who  snatched  the  money  sack 

that  contained  about  $60  from  the  office 
window  of  the  Imperial  Theatre  at  that 
place  Saturday  night.  The  cashier  had 
placed  the  money  on  the  window  and 
stepped  to  the  door  when  it  was  stolen. 

So  far,  no  clues  have  been  found. 

Cliff  Lewis,  representative  of  Para- 
mount studios,  in  Little  Rock  several 

days,  announced  his  company  will  sponsor 

the  Arkansas  University  band’s  trip  to  San 
Francisco  when  the  Razorbacks  play  Santa 
Clara  October  22. 

Headed  by  Mayor  Tom  English,  a   group 

of  Van  Buren  “ kinfolks ”   of  Bob  Burns 
will  come  to  Little  Rock  Thursday  as  guests 
of  Paramount  at  the  world  premiere  of 

‘‘The  Arkansas  Traveler.” 

Tommy  Dowdy,  connected  with  film 
houses  in  Pine  Bluff  for  12  years,  the  last 

eight  with  Malco,  returns  to  his  home  town 

next  week  as  owner  of  the  Ritz  at  Cren- 
shaw, Miss. 

“THE  WAGES  OF  SIN” 
A   Willis  Kent  Production 

Distributed  By 

AMITY  EXCHANGE 
109  Walton  St. 

ATLANTA,  GA. 

For:  Louisiana,  Mississippi,  Alabama,  Geo- 

gia,  Florida,  Tennessee,  West  Virginia, 

North  and  South  Carolina. 

An  Editorial  Notes 

Harmony  and  Unity 
New  Orleans — That  the  industry  is  gain- 

ing a   degree  of  harmony  and  unity  of 

method  and  purpose,  via  the  “Greatest 
Year’’  campaign,  was  noted  editorially  by 
the  Morning  Tribune,  October  2.  The  com- 

plete text  follows: 

THE  PICTURES 

ARE  IMPROVING 

How  much  simplifying  and  co-ordinat- 

ing is  going  on  in  the  movie  industry  can't 
be  made  out  from  a   cursory  glance  at  the 

news,  but  there  must  be  a   good  deal  of  it. 

The  season’s  campaign  to  convince  the 

public  that  the  movies  are  the  nation’s 
best  enter  cainment  represents  more  than 

appears  on  the  surface. 

The  industry  is  not  only  trying  to  popu- 
larize the  pictures  it  has  on  hand;  it  is 

trying  with  an  impressive  show  of  sin- 
cerity to  make  pictures  that  will  be  worth 

selling.  After  all,  the  movie  public  is 

probably  our  largest  block  of  repeating  cus- 
tomers. It  is  not  enough  to  get  its  mem- 

bers into  a   movie  theatre  once  in  a   while. 

When  writers,  producers,  and  actors  are 
in  top  form,  the  public  is  glad  to  make 
movie  going  a   weekly  habit. 
The  pictures  have  been  subjected  to 

more  criticism  than  most  of  the  great  in- 
dustries. Much  of  this  has  been  good-na- 

tured. But  in  the  nature  of  things  it  was 
bound  to  become  more  waspish.  It  pleased 

the  Country  to  laugh  for  a   time  at  appar- 
ently screwy  management  of  a   business  in 

v/hich  billions  have  been  invested.  But  it 

has  been  ciear  that  some  sounder  scale 

of  values  than  has  obtained  in  Hollywood 

would  have  to  be  established  if  the  in- 
dustry were  to  count  on  continued  public 

support. 

For  the  first  time,  we  are  told,  it  is  at- 
taining to  some  harmony  and  unity  .   of 

method  and  purpose.  The  current  releases 
are  satisfying  evidence  of  a   turn  for  the 
better,  a   turn  by  which  the  public  will 
profit  in  pleasure  and  the  studios  in  cash. 

Progress  Pleases 

Campaign  Leaders 

Dallas — With  the  Movie  Quiz  campaign 

fully  under  way  in  most  all  of  the  im- 
portant situations  in  Texas,  those  heading 

the  movement  in  the  Lone  Star  State  are 

highly  pleased  with  results  so  far.  The  cir- 
cuits are  setting  in  Quiz  pictures  as  fast 

as  they  are  released. 

It’s  traveling  along  at  a   nice  gait,  ac- 
cording to  W.  S.  Miller,  the  20th  Century- 

Fox  branch  office  manager,  in  charge  of 

accessory  sales  for  the  campaign.  V.  E. 

Hamm,  operating  three  subsequent  run 
theatres  in  Wichita  Falls,  plans  to  par- 

ticipate shortly. 

Reconditioning  Simon 

Brenham,  Tex.  —   W.  A.  Stuckert  has 

closed  the  Simon  for  reconditioning  and 

decoration.  In  the  interim;  films  are  be- 
ing shown  in  the  Rex. 

•J*HE  newly  elected  officers  of  the  War- ner Club  are  Bill  Pickard,  president; 

Miss  Ida  Ebersole,  vice-president;  Mrs. 
R.  S.  Logan,  secretary;  Paul  Hargette, 
treasurer. 

Mrs.  O.  S.  Barnett,  wife  of  the  RKO 

looker,  has  returned  from  a   visit  in  At- lanta. 

“The  Greater  Carolina  Theatre”  now  is 
open  to  the  public.  The  house  was  closed 
for  redecoration  and  modernization. 

Mrs.  C.  G.  hawing,  wife  of  Exhibitor 
hawing,  is  back  home  from  the  hospital 
and  reported  doing  nicely  following  an 

operation. 

Bill  Mattingly  has  joined  Universal  as 
salesman  out  of  the  local  branch. 

Helen  Lett  is  reported  up  again  after 

several  days  in  bed.  She  is  the  wife  of 

Scott  Lett,  Paramount  salesman. 

The  Weils  are  receiving  congratulations 
on  the  arrival  of  a   girl  at  the  Mercy 

Hospital.  Bert  Weil  is  a   Warner  sales- 
man. 

Mrs.  W.  P.  White  has  returned  home 

to  Memphis  after  a   visit  here  with  friends. 

Mr.  White  was  manager  of  National  The- 
atre Supply  Co.  here  before  going  to  Mem- 

phis. 

M   HE  Ml  P   1IHII  111  ̂  
M   E.  WIMAN  of  the  Monogram  Exchange is  suffering  a   severe  cold  .   .   .   Tom 

Young  of  20th  Century-Fox  reports  the 
following  sickness  among  his  employes: 

Ed  Williamson,  tonsilitis;  Mark  Sheridan, 
illness  .   .   .   Auditor  Geo.  R.  Cooper  from 

the  executive  offices.  New  York,  is  visit- 

ing the  local  20th-Fox  branch. 

Ted  Toddy,  independent  producer,  was 
in  Memphis  in  conference  with  Superior 
Film  Supply  Co.  .   .   .   Jimmy  Scheibler, 

formerly  head  booker  for  Paramount,  has 
replaced  Frank  Reagin  at  RKO  in  the 

capacity  of  booker  .   .   .   Franklin  Pierce, 
assistant  manager  at  the  local  Warner 

Theatre,  has  resigned  and  accepted  a   new 

position  with  the  Tower  Theatre,  Okla- 
homa City,  as  manager. 

In  the  new  Universal  drive  ending  about 

December  15,  the  local  office  is  in  the 
money  with  Benny  Jordan  leading  the 
field,  Jimmy  Pritchard  leading  the 

branches,  and  Buddy  Mansfield  a   close 
third. 

E.  L.  Black  Will  Expand 

With  Collinsville  House 
Collinsville,  Tex. — E.  L.  Black,  inde- 

pendent exhibitor  at  Denton  and  Ard- 
more, has  leased  a   brick  building  which  he 

is  remodeling  into  a   modern  theatre.  The 
seating  capacity  will  be  800. 

Black  has  been  in  the  show  business  22 

years.  He  has  been  assisted  in  his  ventures 
by  his  wife  and  their  son,  Coleman  Black, 
an  able  projectionist  and  sound  man. 
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£|ASH  prizes  for  persons  securing  most 
entries  during  a   house-to-house  canvass 

for  registrations  in  the  Movie  Quiz  were 

to  be  awarded  at  a   Paramount  all-employe 
party  at  the  Olympia  Theatre  October  5. 

Elmer  Hecht,  manager  of  the  Grand  at 
West  Palm  Beach,  is  recuperating  from  a 

recent  appendicitis  operation.  He  was 
expected  at  his  theatre  this  week.  Jack 
Van  Lloyd,  assistant  manager  of  the  Tower 
Theatre,  was  sent  to  manage  the  Grand 

during  Hecht’s  illness. 

Premiere  showings  of  new  Fleischer 

shorts  are  to  be  screened  locally  at  Para- 
mount houses,  it  has  been  announced  by 

W.  R.  Lynch,  general  manager  in  Miami 
for  Paramount. 

High  man  among  Wometco  employes  in 

getting  registrants  for  the  Movie  Quiz  is 
Jimmy  Gorgans,  a   member  of  Burton 

Clark’s  organization  at  the  Rosetta.  He’s 
signed  up  more  than  400.  Over  45,000 

booklets  have  been  distributed  through  lo- 
cal Wometco  houses,  John  M.  (Sonny) 

Shepherd  reports. 

A   special  screening  of  “You  Can’t  Take 
It  With  You”  was  staged  at  the  Lincoln 
as  a   benefit  for  storm  sufferers. 

Mark  Chartrand,  manager  of  the  May- 
fair  Theatre  here,  is  leaving  for  Indiana 

and  Stanley  Stern  returns  from  his  vaca- 
tion at  Nassau.  Sonny  Shepherd  is  post- 

poning his  vacation  until  the  annual 
Wometco  blind  bogey  golf  tournament  this 

month.  He,  Gordon  Spradley,  manager  of 

the  Biltmore,  and  Chartrand  are  a   com- 
mittee in  charge  of  arrangements. 

Madeline  Tremblay  of  the  Wometco  ac- 
counting department  and  Herman  Silver- 

man,  assistant  booking  manager,  have  re- 
turned from  vacations.  Also  back  is  Johnny 

Dwyer,  Joe  Abercrombie’s  assistant  at  the 
Cinema  Casino,  and  George  Baldwin,  man- 

ager of  the  Regent  Theatre. 

The  new  girl  on  the  front  office  switch- 
board at  Paramount  Enterprises i,  Inc., 

offices  is  Mrs.  Helen  Register. 

Completed  plans  for  the  Surf  Theatre, 
second  in  the  announced  chain  of  12  to  be 

built  by  Herman  Weingarten,  include  space 
for  six  store  rooms.  The  Surf  is  to  be 
located  north  of  the  east  end  of  the  79th 

street  causeway. 

See  Atlanta  as  Testing 

Ground  for  Playwrights 
Atlanta — Atlanta  will  become  the  test- 

ing ground  for  plays  by  local  and  south- 
ern playwrights  within  the  next  few  years, 

Paula  Causey,  director  of  the  Atlanta  The- 
atre Guild,  predicted. 

Plans  for  a   series  of  original  dramas 
by  southern  writers,  many  of  them  deal- 

ing with  life  in  the  ante-bellum  and  mod- 
ern south,  have  been  made  by  Miss  Causey 

and  the  Atlanta  Theatre  Guild  executive 
staff. 

Miss  Causey  said  the  main  aim  is  to  en- 
courage and  develop  southern  playwrights. 

More  Than  50  W-K 

Employes  at  Outing 
Atlanta — More  than  50  employes  of  the 

Wilby-Kincey  Service  Corp.  enjoyed  an 
outing  at  the  Harris  farm,  Clayton  county, 
on  October  1,  as  guests  of  Leon  M.  Saveli 
and  other  officials  of  the  company. 

The  outing  was  featured  by  an  old- 

fashioned  ’possum  hunt.  Families  and 
friends  of  members  of  the  organization 

attended.  The  affair  had  many  novel  fea- 
tures, including  maps  to  guests  showing 

how  to  get  to  the  scene,  and  the  “cash- 
ing” of  soft  drinks  in  the  cooling  waters 

of  the  creek. 

The  outing  was  the  forerunner  of  simi- 
lar affairs  to  be  held  later,  it  was  said. 

Those  attending  included  Mrs  Vera  Orem, 

and  daughter,  Vera;  Mrs.  Ruth  Warner 
Hoyaux;  Estelle  Thebaut;  Mrs.  Terilla  M. 
White,  and  children,  Dick  and  Barbara 

Ann;  Floyd  Bryant,  Martha  Hester,  Mada- 
line  Lovern,  Frank  Jackson,  Mary  Eliza- 

beth Yarbrough,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Mason 

Fletcher,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Garth  Wilkerson 
and  daughter,  Barbara  Ann;  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Russell  L.  Speights,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Edgar 

Rice  and  daughter,  Gwendolyn;  Neiman 

Copher  jr„  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  C.  Beverly, 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  N.  T.  Anderson  jr.,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  O.  B.  Garrett,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Floyd 
Graves,  Mrs.  I.  H.  Allen  and  son,  James; 

Ida  Diekmeyer,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  T.  E.  Spen- 
cer, Martha  Pannell,  Mamie  K.  Baker 

Lottie  Gore,  Carroll  Clark,  Mrs.  Eva 
Hanna,  Leon  M.  Saveli  and  son,  Joel;  Mr 
and  Mrs.  H.  D.  Harris  and  Louise  Harris 

A   Santone  Decade 

^HE  “King  of  Kings,”  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s film  depicting  the  life  of  Christ,  was 
shown  Oct.  1,  1928,  at  the  Aztec  Theatre 
as  a   special  morning  preview  to  which 
clergymen,  educators,  public  officials  and 
army  officers  were  invited  .   .   .   This  writer 
was  house  manager  of  the  old  Rialto 

Theatre  and  a   rabid  reader  of  the  “Mo- 
tion Picture  Times”  (now  Boxoffice)  .   .   . 

S.  R.  Abrams  became  resident  manager 

'of  the  Empire  Theatre  on  Oct.  6,  1928. 
upon  which  date  the  theatre  abandoned 

its  policy  of  showing  second-run  pictures 

and  started  presenting  “supers”  and  “talk- 
ing” pictures  .   .   .   Among  the  “big”  pic- 
tures playing  along  Houston  St.  theatres 

were  Majestic,  “The  Perfect  Crime,”  and 
Princess,  “The  Garden  of  Eden”  with 
Charles  Ray  and  the  late  Lowell  Sherman 

.   .   .   Paul  Whiteman,  the  world’s  greatest 
jazz  interpreter,  and  his  famous  concert 

orchestra,  played  an  engagement  at  the 
Municipal  Auditorium  the  first  week  in 

November  .   .   .   Paramount  was  shooting 

“Wings”  here  near  army  post  with  Clara 
Bow,  Charles  Rogers  and  Richard  Arlen 

in  the  cast  .   .   .   Don  Felice  and  his  or- 
chestra were  a   regular  feature  in  the  Pal- 

ace Theatre  pit,  playing  overtures  .   .   .   T^e 
Texas  Theatre  had  Publix  stageshow  units 
with  Earl  Abel  at  the  organ  playing  with 

illustrated  song  slides. — Lester  Ketner. 

OK  LA.  CITY 
JVJELTON  BARKER,  H.  M.  Welch  and Virginia  Lowman,  all  of  Tulsa,  have 
incorporated  the  Western  Pictures,  Inc., 

organization  with  a   $25,000  capital  stock 
authorization  from  the  secretary  of  state. 

The  firm  is  planning  on  producing  a   series 
of  Jack  Hoxie  westerns  near  Tulsa,  having 

the  old-time  western  star  under  contract 
and  set  for  the  first  production  to  roll 

under  Barker’s  direction. 

“Motion  pictures,  with  their  vast  influ- 
ence, are  capable  of  establishing  solid  pat- 

terns by  means  of  such  shows  as  ‘Little 
Women’  stated  Mrs.  George  E.  Calvert, 
state  president  of  the  Parent-Teachers 
Congress  being  held  in  Shawnee,  which  is 
an  indication  that  the  industry  is  due  for 
some  discussion  at  that  meeting. 

Standard  Theatres  ran  Universal’s  dou- 
ble-horror bill  “Dracula”  and  “Franken- 

stein” at  three  of  its  neighborhood  houses 
on  the  same  dates  following  a   profitable 
test  run  at  the  downtown  Warner  Theatre 

.   .   .   The  Circle  Theatre  has  been  switched 
from  three  to  two  changes  per  week  .   .   . 

T.  B.  Noble  jr.  at  Lincoln,  Neb.,  opening 
his  recently  remodeled  Varsity  Theatre. 

A   hit-run  driver  seriously  injured  Oscar 
A.  Pfotenhauer,  60,  former  local  resident 

and  father  of  Bob  Pfotenhauer ,   State  The- 
atre manager  here.  The  accident  occurred 

in  Kansas  City. 

Total  subscriptions  to  the  film  drive 

have  been  tabulated  at  22,000  seats,  ac- 
cording to  Drive  Treasurer  Moms  Loewen- 

stein  .   .   .   State  Manager  Bob  Pfotenhauer 

was  guest  of  six  rodeo  cowgirls  at  the  State 
Fair  rodeo  last  week  and  in  turn  played 

host  to  the  girls  at  his  theatre  for  show- 

ing of  “Man  From  Music  Mountain,”  Gene 
Autry  picture. 

Jimmy  Birge  had  all  the  local  high 

school  pep  clubs  don  their  regalia  and  or- 
ganize a   parade  through  downtown  Okla- 

homa City  in  behalf  of  “Hold  That  Co- 
Ed’’  for  the  Criterion;  pay-off  for  the 
kids  was  a   free  show  for  them  as  they 
marched  from  completion  of  the  parade 
to  the  Criterion. 

Tennesse  Exhibitor  Weds 

Bristol,  Tenn.— The  marriage  of  Wil- 
liam Alexander  Wilson  jr.,  manager  of 

the  State  Theatre  here,  and  Miss  Edith 

I.  Martin  of  Bristol,  was  recently  solem- nized. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 
1912%  Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-8665 

BIRMINGHAM,  ALA. 
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"Peace,  It's  Wonderful" 

Miami — While  scouting  around  for  a 

stunt  to  promote  the  feature  of  Father 

Divine’s  flock  in  the  current  “March  of 

Time,”  Manager  Charles  Ozborn  of  the 
State  came  upon  a   letter  which  Mrs.  Jen- 

nie Rothford  of  the  Wometco  account- 

ing department  received  when  she  was  as- 
sociated with  the  Miami  Laundry. 

The  letter,  which  Ozbom  is  using  both 
in  newspaper  publicity  and  on  his  theatre 

front  display  said,  in  part:  “I  am  a   floul.r 
of  Father  Divine.  In  the  old  body  cf 
Fannie  Thomas  use  to  work  in  Miami 

Laundray — stole  some  touels — forgotten 
bosses  name  and  exact  address  of  laun- 

dray. My  name  is  Willing  Heart  now  in 

Father’s  mind  and  spirit.  Please  send  me 
correct  address  rite  away  that  I   may  clear 

up  this  bill. 

“Youss  Sincerily, 

“WILLING  HEART.” 

^*HE  Avenue  Theatre,  operated  by  Alex 
Shulman,  on  Almonaster  Ave.,  will  here- 

after be  known  as  the  Best.  Shulman  also 

operates  the  Casino  Theatre  .   .   .   Mickey 
Morrill,  local  youth,  had  a   yen  for  fame. 
He  went  to  Hollywood,  decided  to  stay, 

but  didn’t  know  what  to  do.  Wandering 
around,  he  discovered  Paramount’s  lot  and 
met  the  casting  director  for  C.  B.  De- 
Mille.  That  settled  the  question  of  what 
to  do,  so  far  as  the  boy  was  concerned. 

He  now  has  a   small  part  in  DeMille’s 
“Union  Pacific.” 

Maurice  Barr  of  Shreveport,  accom- 
panied by  his  wife,  was  in  town  last  week 

visiting  with  “Slim”  Higginbotham  and 
Gaston  Dureau’s  family  .   .   .   The  Children’s 
Theatre,  sponsored  by  the  New  Orleans 
Better  Films  Chapter,  opened  October  1. 

Advance  men  of  the  Al.  G.  Barnes  and 

Sells-Floto  combined  circus  are  in  town 
making  preparations  for  the  big  show  to 
be  here  on  October  15-16. 

Barrett  Is  Building 
Atoka,  Okla. — A   second  theatre  is  being 

built  here  by  Earl  H.  Barrett.  The  house 
will  seat  300  and  will  be  called  the  New. 

J.  M.  Nix  will  be  manager. 

Circuit  Donates  Organ 
To  College 

Jacksonville,  Tex. — Sol  E.  Gordon  and 

Joe  C.  Clemmons  of  Beaumont  and  E. 

L.  Kurth,  Lufkin,  officials  of  East  Texas 

Theatres,  Inc.,  have  donated  outright  a 

large  pipe  organ  to  the  chapel  of  Lon 

Morris  College.  The  organ  was  used  in 

the  Palace  Theatre  during  silent  days. 

W.  L.  Gelling,  Palace  manager,  aided 

in  bringing  about  the  generous  trans- 

action on  the  part  of  the  circuit  of- 
ficials. 

DALLAS 

(Continued  from  page  77) 

Thursday  night.  Franks  lived  in  Midlo- 
thian where  A.  M.  (Buck)  Morgan  oper- 

ates the  Key.  Morgan  who  was  in  town 
with  Franks,  said  he  had  no  connection 
with  the  show  other  than  help  it  get 
started. 

Bill  Pemberton,  who  has  been  with  Robb 
&   Rowley  13  years,  most  of  the  time 

handling  the  poster  department  was  bub- 
bling, Wednesday,  because  his  bosses  gave 

him  a   free  ride  and  ticket  to  the  world 

series  games  in  New  York.  Bill  is  a   rabid 
baseball  fan.  He  could  hardly  realize  he 

was  going,  but  he  took  off  Thursday  after- 
noon to  be  gone  about  a   week.  That  trans- 

action, gentlemen,  is  what  you  call  gener- 
osity and  a   reward  for  loyalty  on  one  side 

and  a   barrel  full  of  gratefulness  on  the 
other. 

Paul  P.  Scott,  former  Dallas  exhibitor, 
and  one  of  the  first  water  in  independent 
circles,  may  be  back  in  show  business 

within  a   short  time.  He’s  been  angling 
about  for  several  months  and  indicated 
this  report  might  come  through  a   little 

later,  but  he  didn’t  indicate  the  situation. 

E.  N.  Collins,  Lindell  Theatre,  Humble, 

paid  his  first  visit  to  Filmrow  in  many 
months.  He  appeared  the  same  as  he  did 
in  the  old  days  when  he  attended  all  the 
meetings  and  made  Dallas  oftener. 

Some  prankster  the  other  day  put  a   sign 

on  Harold  Robb’s  limousine,  “for  sale — 

$175.”  The  big  car,  parked  on  the  lot  near- 
est to  the  R&R  office,  which  Don  Doug- 
las once  called  a   hearse,  cost  several 

thousayid  dollars  and  is  almost  as  long 
as  the  average  theatre  is  wide.  Anyway, 

the  sign  was  down  when  the  owner  came 
back  from  a   screening  at  Fox  that  day. 

Lew  Groves,  who  operates  in  Sulphur 

and  Pawnee,  Okla.,  and  who  is  a   broth- 
er of  Jack  Groves,  was  looking  over  Dallas 

Row.  He  said  his  theatres  were  going 

to  try  out  “Name  Night,”  a   new  stimulant 
he  said  was  coming  on  the  market. 

Ted  Lewis,  the  Texarkana,  Overton  and 

Marshall  exhibitor,  drove  into  Dallas  Tues- 
day for  a   quick  booking  trip.  He  says  he 

is  playing  Home  Town  Movies  this  week 
being  put  on  by  a   new  company  that  has 
just  moved  into  Texas  establishing  an 

office  on  Filmrow. 

H.  S.  Usry,  operating  two  at  Decatur, 

has  purchased  a   home  there  in  which  his 
family  now  resides.  He  almost  always  is 

among  the  regulars  on  the  Row  Wednes- 

day, but  this  time  he  was  a   day’s  jump 
ahead.  Business  has  been  off  for  this 

time  of  year  he  said,  and  gave  lack  of 
rain  as  the  reason. 

Resume  on  Realart 

De  Ridder,  La. — Work  has  been  resumed 
on  the  Realart  Theatre  here.  The  main 
floor  will  seat  550,  and  the  balcony,  for 
colored,  300. 

The  Pennies  Came 

Atlanta — Pennies  from  Hollywood  made 

life  rosy  again  for  a   seven-months-old 
baby  girl  here — and  grabbed  off  front- 

page publicity  for  Joan  Blondell. 
It  all  came  about  when  the  baby,  Bar- 

bara Kay  Marston,  daughter  of  Mr.  and 

Mrs.  G.  F.  Marston,  lost  her  life  savings — 
three  dollars  in  pennies  in  a   teapot  bank 

— a   few  weeks  ago.  A   dapper  crook  ap- 
plied for  a   room  at  the  Marston  home 

here,  then  sneaked  into  the  kid’s  room  and stole  the  bank. 

The  story  and  pictures  of  the  disconso- 
late youngster  appeared  in  the  Atlanta 

Constitution.  So  Joan  sent  the  baby  300 

shiny  pennies,  as  a   gift  from  her  own  four- 
month-old  baby. 

The  blues  gave  way  to  coos  as  far  as 
Barbara  was  concerned,  and  the  story  hit 

page  one  with  a   bang.  The  headline  in  the 

Constitution  said:  “Joan  Blondell  Plays 

Angel  to  Atlanta  Tot.” 

LITTLE  ROCK 

J^ISS  C.  WRIGHT,  secretary  to  “Dad” Sipe,  was  called  to  her  home  at  Cross- 
ville  due  to  illness  in  the  family,  and  her 

place  as  been  filled  by  Miss  Helen  Froh- 
lich  of  Memphis. 

Al  Avery,  Memphis  branch  manager  of 
RKO.  together  with  Norman  Colquhon, 
Louis  Haven  jr.,  and  C.  H.  McCroskey,  left 
for  Biloxi  last  week  on  the  yacht  of  Mr. 

Colquhon’s  brother-in-law. 

E.  F.  Stein,  RKO  salesman  for  the  past 

two  years,  has  resigned  and  will  announce 
in  the  future  a   new  theatre  operation. 

Oscar  Morgan,  southern  district  mana- 
ger of  Paramount,  is  due  here  this  week  % 

for  the  opening  in  Little  Rock. 

Draper  Plans 
Gainesboro,  Tenn. — J.  M.  Draper  has 

announced  plans  to  construct  a   theatre 

here.  Building  and  equipment  will  cost  be- 
tween $10,000  and  $15,000. 

New  Booth  Equipment  at  Lyric 

Waycross,  Ga.  —   New  projection  lamps 

and  equipment  have  been  installed  at  the 
Lyric  Theatre. 

New  Duplin  Now  Operating 

Kenansville,  N.  C. — Duplin  Theatre  is 

occupying  its  new  home. 

Bijou  Theatre  Work  Progressing 
Houma,  La. — Work  is  progressing  on  the 

new  Bijou  Theatre  here. 

New  Chatsworth  Theatre  Soon 

Chatsworth,  Ga. — A   new  theatre  is  soon 
to  occupy  the  Shelton  Bldg. 

Burgin  at  Hayesville  Opens 
Hayesville,  N.  C. — Burgin  Theatre  has 

opened  here. 

Chesher  Building  Third  House 

Littlefield,  Tex. — W.  J.  (Bill)  Chesher 
is  building  his  third  theatre  here. 
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ALL  INDUSTRY  ARMS  IN  TORONTO  ORGANIZING 

FOR  PARADE  OCTOBER  22;  ELABORATE  FLOATS 
A   First-Rate  Spectacle  Is 

Being  Planned  by 
Drive  Heads 

A   Winnipeg  Exhibit  Details 

Progress  of  Film  Industry 
Toronto — Exceptional  publicity  for  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign  will 
•   be  gained  by  means  of  the  spectacular  pa- 

rade to  be  held  here  Saturday,  October  22. 

Every  branch  of  the  film  industry  in  Can- 
ada will  take  part  in  the  procession. 

There  were  representatives  present  from 
every  division  of  the  industry  in  Canada 
at  the  meeting  held  here  when  plans  for 
the  parade  were  drawn  up.  To  make  the 
parade  100  per  cent  representative,  it  is 
planned  that  the  procession  include  at 
least  part  of  the  staff  of  all  theatres  in 
the  Toronto  area.  Each  theatre  will  have 

a   motor  car  in  the  parade  with  members 

of  the  theatre  staff  holding  banners  desig- 
nating the  theatres  they  represent. 

Elaborate  floats  in  the  Mardi  Gras  man- 

ner and  other  special  features  and  novel- 
ties will  make  the  parade  colorful  and  add 

to  the  parade’s  drawing  power. 
Those  to  have  floats  in  the  procession 

will  include  the  theatre  circuits,  such  as 
Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.,  Premier 

Theatres,  Bloom  &   Fine  Theatres,  Asso- 
ciated Theatres,  Capitol  Entertainment 

Theatres,  Hanson  Theatres,  Associated 
Screen  News.  The  various  distributing 

companies  in  Canada  also  will  be  repre- 
sented by  special  displays  or  floats. 

An  outstanding  event  in  connection  with 

the  parade  will  be  a   float  carrying  a   gold- 
en-crowned queen  of  the  motion  picture 

industry  of  the  Toronto  area.  Plans  are 
now  being  made  by  the  film  publicity  and 

radio  committee — which  is  arranging  the 
parade — to  evolve  some  method  of  select- 

ing the  young  woman  who  will  be  chosen 

as  Toronto’s  queen  of  the  film  industry. 
The  parade  will  follow,  according  to 

present  arrangements,  the  route  of  the 
Santa  Claus  parade  here  annually  by 

Eaton’s  department  store  and  which  is 
witnessed  by  about  100,000  people.  It 

starts  north  of  the  city,  comes  down  Uni- 

versity Blvd.  and  then  turns  into  the  city’s 
center,  passing  the  city  hall. 

Civic  authorities  are  being  asked  per- 
mission for  the  erection  of  large  stand- 

ards and  banners  at  principal  downtown 
street  intersections  carrying  the  words : 

“Toronto  Welcomes  Motion  Pictures’ 

Greatest  Year.”  Those  having  special  fea- 
ture representation  in  the  parade  will  in- 
clude equipment  companies,  who  are  pre- 

paring striking  exhibits,  and  the  opera- 
tors’ union. 

As  a   general  meeting  of  the  campaign 
committee,  Morris  Stein,  Toronto  district 
manager  for  Famous  Players,  outlined 
plans  for  the  parade.  Those  attending 

included  representatives  of  Loew’s  The- 
atres, Allen  Theatres,  Famous  Players  Ca- 

nadian Corp.,  Bloom  &   Fine  Theatres, 

Premier  Theatres,  the  Independent  The- 

Winnipeg — Conceived  as  a   joint  effort 

by  Winnipeg  showmen,  an  exhibit  show- 
ing the  progress  of  the  industry  since  its 

inception  has  been  held  here  during  the 

past  week.  Designed  to  aid  the  “Greatest 
Year”  drive  and  to  mark  the  50th  anni- 

versary of  the  film  industry,  the  exhibit 
attracted  large  crowds  to  the  annex  of  the 
T.  Eaton  store  where  it  was  on  display. 

The  exhibit  was  opened  by  Hon.  W.  J. 

Major,  K.  C.,  attorney-general  of  the  pro- 
vince of  Manitoba,  and  Mayor  John  Queen 

before  a   large  gathering.  Hon.  Mr.  Major 

extended  thanks  to  the  producers  and  ex- 
hibitors for  staging  the  feature  showing 

the  contribution  made  by  the  industry  to 
the  world  at  large. 

“Science  and  human  ingenuity  have 
brought  marvels  in  a   comparatively  short 
time  and  today  it  is  hardly  possible  to 
realize  the  important  part  motion  pictures 

play  in  the  daily  life  of  the  individual,” 
said  Major.  “As  an  entertainment  agency 
none  has  equalled  motion  pictures.  Music, 
art,  drama,  historical  anecdotes,  athletic 
events  and  news  of  the  day  are  brought 

atres’  Ass’n,  and  representatives  for  the 
distributors  and  equipment  companies. 

The  Drive  Mats 

Were  No  Good 

Ottawa — Local  exhibitors  were  all  set  to 

cooperate  with  the  daily  newspapers  in  the 
publication  of  special  pages  for  the  Quiz 
Contest  drive  but  the  whole  idea  went 

sky-high  because  of  an  unfortunate 
technical  reason. 

The  plan  was  taking  practical  form  when 
the  matrices  of  illustrations  from  the  cam- 

paign press  book  were  received.  Castings 
were  made  from  the  mats,  but  it  was 

found  that  the  plates  could  not  be  used  be- 
cause the  mats  were  no  good. 

Ottawa  Paper  Relents 

For  Industry  Drive 

Ottawa — The  film  drive  has  had  the 

effect  of  breaking  down  a   barrier  of  long 
standing  in  connection  with  the  editorial 

policy  of  an  important  French-language 
daily  newspaper  in  Canada,  Le  Droit  of 
Ottawa. 

For  years  this  newspaper,  which  holds 
a   recognized  place  in  news  services  and 

among  advertising  agencies,  did  not  pub- 
lish any  advertisements  or  publicity  of 

moving  picture  theatres  or  the  screen  in 
general,  because  of  adherence  to  adopted 

principles. 
Probably  unaware  of  this  situation,  the 

before  the  eye  of  the  public.” 
Lauding  the  educational  features  of  the 

motion  picture  industry,  Major  said  the 

producers  and  exhibitors  are  to  be  con- 
gratulated in  showing  Winnipeg  how  it 

was  done. 

Mayor  John  Queen  spoke  briefly  deal- 
ing with  the  progress  the  screen  has  made 

in  his  lifetime. 

It  is  estimated  by  the  store  management 
that  over  200,000  people  visited  the  exhibit. 

An  outstanding  feature  in  connection 

with  the  exhibit  was  the  talent  hunt  con- 
ducted daily  which  was  made  possible 

through  the  collaboration  of  the  Winni- 
peg Tribune  and  the  Garrick  Theatre.  Ap- 

plicants were  put  through  their  paces 
daily  with  those  declared  winners  being 
given  a   screen  test.  The  tests  attracted  a 
great  deal  of  attention  both  on  the  part  of 
the  visitors  to  the  show  and  the  contest- 

ing artists.  More  than  150  tests  were  given daily. 

The  exhibit  has  been  attend  :d  with  a 

great  deal  of  publicity. 

New  York  advertising  agency  handling  the 

copy  for  the  “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year”  campaign,  placed  Le  Droit  on  the 
regular  schedule  for  the  institutional  ad- 

vertising. The  two  English-language 
dailies  of  Ottawa  also  received  similar 

copy  and  the  big  advertisements  are  ap- 
pearing in  all  three  papers. 

In  comparatively  recent  months,  Le 

Droit  had  shown  an  interest  in  moving  pic- 
ture advertising,  it  is  true,  but  the  Movie 

Quiz  displays,  with  their  emphasis  of  qual- 
ity production  and  the  place  of  moving 

pictures  in  the  community  life,  have 
brought  the  newspaper  and  exhibitors  to  a 
viewpoint  that  is  more  in  common. 

CBC  Presents  Bard 
Ottawa —   The  Canadian  Broadcasting 

Corp.  has  announced  a   cycle  of  Shakes- 
pearean plays  for  presentation  over  the 

national  network  on  dates  extending  from 

October  9   to  December  18  in  which  a   num- 
ber of  noted  British-born  players  who  have 

been  seen  in  various  screen  productions 
will  be  featured. 

GB  Film  Completed 
London — GB’s  “Climbing  High,”  starring 

Jessie  Matthews,  has  been  completed. 
Michael  Redgrave  was  leading  man. 
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Hepburn  May  Invoke  a   Tax 

On  Amusements  in  Ontario 

Toronto  —   A   statement  by  Premier 

Mitchell  Hepburn  intimates  his  govern- 
ment will  shortly  re-enact  the  amusement 

tax  in  Ontario.  He  charges  the  “bigger 
theatres”  with  breaking  faith  in  respect  to 
giving  the  public  the  full  benefit  of  the 
admission  tax  abolishment  and  also  de- 

clares “complaints  have  been  coming  in 
from  all  over  the  province”  about  the  tax- 
free  condition  of  amusements. 

“A  general  survey  of  the  theatre  situa- 
tion is  now  being  made  upon  which  recom- 

mendations for  a   new  tax  will  be  based,” 
Hepburn  stated.  “At  the  time  of  my  re- 

moving the  tax  in  June,  1937,  I   specific- 
ally requested  that  the  benefits  of  the  re- 

duction be  passed  on  to  the  public.  The 
survey  up  to  the  present  time  shows  that 
the  bigger  theatres  are  breaking  faith  with 

the  government.” 
On  it  being  pointed  out  to  Hepburn  that 

the  smaller  houses — that  is,  theatres 
charging  an  admission  of  25  cents  or  un- 

der— provided  entertainment  at  prices 

which  represent  the  “bread  and  butter 
entertainment  of  the  people,”  and  that 
since  the  removal  of  the  tax,  these  smaller 
houses  had  not,  taken  in  the  main,  raised 
their  admission  prices,  Hepburn  stated 

the  smaller  theatres  “have  kept  faith”  and 
it  was  his  intention  to  accord  these  houses 

special  consideration  when  the'  government 
considered  its  plans  for  a   new  amusement 
tax. 

Hepburn  did  not  intimate  whether  the 
foreshadowed  amusement  tax  would  be 

collected  direct  by  each  municipality  or 

by  the  government  itself.  In  the  last  year 
the  tax  was  in  force  in  Ontario,  the  levy 
on  theatre  and  amusement  admissions 
amounted  to  two  million  dollars.  It  may 
be  that  the  government  will  provide  for 
cities  and  towns  to  collect  the  anticipated 
tax,  as  the  Premier  has  stated  of  late  his 
desire  to  relieve  municipalities  of  their  tax 

burdens  and  also  to  find  some  way  of  les- 
sening, in  some  degree,  the  heavy  burden 

now  carried  by  real  estate  in  the  province. 

Ottawa  Licenses 

Handbill  Agents 
Ottawa — Following  agitation  by  Ottawa 

newspapers  against  the  increasing  use  of 

handbills  on  the  ground  that  the  throw- 

aways “littered  up  the  lawns  and  caused 
householders  much  inconvenience,”  door- 
to-door  distributors  have  been  placed  un- 

der an  annual  license  system  and  several 
agents  have  been  convicted  for  lack  of 
permit. 

The  development  has  brought  some  grief 
to  theatre  managers  in  that  they  must 
make  sure  that  heralds  are  handled  by 
licensed  persons.  Further,  designated 
pieces  of  literature  must  be  stamped  to 
show  by  whom  the  printed  matter  has 
been  distributed.  This  impression  reads, 

“Authorized  by  License  No   ”   This 
requirement  causes  undesirable  delay  on 
occasions  and  entails  a   considerable 
amount  of  extra  work.  The  situation  has 

tended  to  discourage  the  handbill  as  an 
added  medium  of  film  exploitation. 

" Notre  Dame  Night "   at 
The  Capitol  in  Regina 

Regina,  Sask.  —   Staged  by  the  Capitol 

Theatre  here,  to  aid  the  most  unique  in- 
stitution of  its  kind  on  the  continent, 

“Notre  Dame  Night”  was  to  be  held  Octo- 
ber 7,  under  plans  completed  by  Father 

Athol  Murray,  Notre  Dame  College  direc- 
tor of  Wilcox,  Sask.,  and  Managers  Bill 

Novak  of  the  Capitol  and  Charlie  Bahry- 
nowski  of  the  Metropolitan  theatres. 

On  that  night  the  entire  proceeds  of  a 

film-stage  show,  comprising  radio  talent 
hunt  winners  conducted  by  the  Saskatche- 

wan Farmer,  a   weekly,  will  be  turned  over 
to  the  college  which  staggers  along  with 
175  students,  most  of  whom  have  no  money 

to  pay  for  an  education  and  live  in  rattle- 
trap buildings  from  boxcars  to  vacant 

stores,  on  the  gifts  of  friends  of  the  priest 
who  runs  it. 

Among  the  list  of  notables  who  have 
taken  the  college  under  their  wing  are 
J.  J.  Fitzgibbons,  head  of  Famous  Players 

Canadian;  Leo  J.  Devaney,  Canadian  gen- 
eral manager  of  RKO  Radio;  Rex  Beach, 

the  novelist,  and  others. 

Defends  16mm  Films 
Saskatoon,  Sask. — Appearing  before  the  Saskatoon  collegiate  board  at  a   meet- 

ing, H.  E.  Currie,  president  of  the  National  Film  Society,  attacked  Saskatoon  theatre 

managers  for  what  he  termed  their  “overt  attempts"  to  halt  the  showing  of  16mm 
films. 

Currie  successfully  sought  permission  to  rent  the  Technical  school  auditorium 

for  16mm  showings  during  winter  months.  “The  pictures  presented  by  our  society 

are  far  superior  culturally  to  those  offered  on  the  commercial  screen,"  he  declared 
in  his  argument  to  the  board,  adding  that  many  were  foreign  language  films  the 

motion  picture  houses  would  not  touch. 

The  chairman  of  the  board  said  the  theatre  men  had  been  advised  of  the  meet- 

ing and  asked  to  have  a   representative  present  but  none  came. 

Entertainment  in 

Quantity 
Ottawa — The  height  of  quantity  en- 

tertainment, in  Canada  at  least,  was 

reached  in  the  program  which  was  of- 
fered at  the  Laurier  Theatre  in  Hull 

as  the  regular  fare. 
The  show  consisted  of  two  features: 

Gene  Autry  in  “The  Man  From  Music 

Mountain"  and  Tex  Ritter  in  “Tex  Rides 

With  the  Boy  Scouts."  Added  to  these 
were:  The  final  chapter  of  the  serial 

"Robinson  Crusoe,"  the  first  install- 

ment of  a   new  serial,  “Lone  Ranger," 
and  a   two-reel  comedy  and  cartoon. 

In  addition  to  these  film  presenta- 
tions, the  local  amateur  aspirants  took 

to  the  stage  for  a   variety  performance 
at  9   p.  m. 

16mm  Film  Action 

Begun  in  Regina 
Regina,  Sask. — Bound  to  have  deep  con- 

sequences, a   writ  was  issued  in  district 
court  here  by  Barr,  Stewart,  Camming  & 
Barr  on  behalf  of  General  Films,  Ltd., 

Regina,  and  Toronto,  Ont.,  against  Har- 
old and  Joseph  McElroy  of  Heward,  Sask., 

charging  breach  of  contract. 
General  Films  is  the  major  Canadian 

distributor  of  16mm  film  and  claims  that 
the  McElroys  have  been  using  another 

company’s  product  in  breach  of  a   five- 
year  contract  made  March  9,  1937*  by 

which  they  allegedly  agreed  to  use  Gen- 
eral Films’  product  exclusively.  Damages 

of  $100  for  four  defined  breaches  are 

asked,  plus  costs  of  court  and  an  injunc- 
tion prohibiting  the  breaking  of  the  con- 

tract for  the  term  it  has  to  run. 

The  day  following  issuance  of  the  writ, 
Robert  Barr  appeared  before  Judge  J.  W. 
Hannon  in  Chambers  and  obtained  an 

interim  injunction.  The  case  is  expected 
to  come  to  trial  about  October  15. 

Behind  the  seemingly  inconsequential  ac- 
tion is  known  to  be  a   quiet  tussle  between 

the  major  distributors  of  16  mm  film  in 
Canada. 

Labor  Opposes  Ontario 

1937  Minimum  Wage  Act 
Ottawa  — -   The  Minimum  Wage  Act  of 

1937,  providing  for  standardized  pay  for 

male  employes,  appears  to  be  a   dead  letter 
because  of  the  opposition  of  organized 
labor  which  has  contended  that  such  an 

enactment  would  tend  to  encourage  em- 
ployers to  reduce  wages  to  the  designated 

standard. 

The  law,  if  enforced,  would  have  affected 

the  rates  of  pay  for  male  employes  of  the- 
atres in  Ontario,  apart  from  projectionists 

who  have  their  union  contracts.  Ushers, 

doormen,  maintenance  men  and  others 
would  have  come  under  the  terms  of  the 

act  and  there  were  numerous  inquiries  re- 

garding possible  changes  in  pay.  The  the- 
atre chains  made  a   survey  of  the  situa- 
tion but  the  Trades  and  Labor  Congress 

has  apparently  killed  the  idea. 
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Mailing  List  for 

Industry  Efforts 
Ottawa— T.  R.  Tubman,  manager  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre,  is  working  an  excellent 
stunt  with  his  Quiz  Contest  booklets 
which  has  almost  unlimited  follow-up  pos- 

sibilities. Placing  an  attractive  table  in 
the  spacious  foyer  opposite  the  theatre 
entrance,  applicants  for  the  books  are  in- 

vited to  write  their  names  and  addresses 
in  a   large  book  similar  to  guest  registers 
which  used  to  occupy  a   place  on  hotel 
desks. 

These  entries  have  become  a   valuable 
mailing  list  which  Manager  Tubman  plans 
to  use  in  October  by  sending  out  printed 
post  cards  reminding  patrons  of  contest 
features  and  listing  some  of  the  quiz  con- 

test attractions  still  to  be  presented. 

Also  noteworthy  is  the  Capitol  Theatre 
advertisement  on  the  back  cover  of  the 
congest  booklets  announcing  the  sale  in  due 
course  of  strip  tickets  which  are  intended 
as  Christmas  gifts.  The  quiz  contest  con- 

tinues until  the  New  Year,  therefore  the 
announcement  is  constantly  effective  dur- 

ing the  whole  of  the  Christmas  shopping 
season.  Already  more  than  25,000  contest 
booklets  have  been  distributed  among  pa- 

trons of  the  Capitol  and  not  more  than  a 
few  dozen  have  been  found  under  the  seats. 

Screen  Star  and  Gold 

Tycoon  End  Honeymoon 
Montreal — A   flying  honeymoon  to  Ber- 

muda over,  Allen  McMartin,  wealthy  di- 
rector of  Hollinger  Consolidated  Gold 

Mines,  Ltd.,  brought  his  bride,  Margot 
Grahame,  star  of  the  cinema  and  theatre, 
to  his  Seigniory  Club  home,  near  Monte- 
bello. 

Secretly  married  near  Montreal,  the 
27-year-old  British  actress  and  her  hus- 

band flew  to  New  York  and  Bermuda  be- 
fore returning  here. 

The  wedding  came  less  than  a   month 

after  the  blonde  star’s  divorce  in  Reno 
from  Francis  Lister,  English  actor  whom 
she  married  in  March,  1934.  They  sepa- 

rated soon  after  she  came  to  America 
and  leaped  into  fame  as  the  feminine  star 

of  “The  Informer,”  Hollywood’s  dramati- 
zation of  the  Easter  Rebellion  of  1916. 

Miss  Grahame,  who  most  recent  suc- 
cess was  in  “The  Buccaneer,”  was  born  in 

Canterbury,  England.  Her  parents  were 
both  on  the  professional  stage  and  she  lost 
no  time  in  following  in  their  footsteps, 
making  her  first  stage  appearance  when 
she  was  15  in  Johannesburg,  South 
Africa,  where  her  parents  had  gone  when 
she  was  only  three.  Her  debut  was  as 

Sally  Jellyband  in  “The  Scarlet  Pimper- 
nel,” a   role  her  mother  had  played  at  the 

first  presentation  of  the  play  in  London. 

Miss  Grahame  later  scored  on  the  Lon- 
don stage  before  entering  films  in  1929. 

She  made  32  pictures  in  London  before 
coming  to  America,  where  she  is  still  un- 

der contract  to  RKO. 

piLMROW  has  seldom  had  an  uninter- 
rupted week  of  activity  lately.  Sum- 

mer holidays  were  followed  by  Labor  Day 

and  then  by  the  upset  caused  by  the  hur- 
ricane which  put  power  and  lights  out  of 

commission.  No  sooner  had  this  been  put 

to  rights  than  the  Jewish  New  Year  ar- 
rived and  again  the  Row  was  consigned  to 

comparative  somnolence. 

Any  effect  that  the  holidays  may  have 
had  on  theatre  attendance  was  countered 

by  the  fillip  which  the  termination  of  day- 
light saving  gave  to  evening  attendances. 

Notable  improvement  in  business  has 
taken  place,  and  much  of  the  credit  for 
this  must  be  given  to  the  excellent  fare 

provided. 

Loew’s  new  vaudeville  policy  got  away 
to  a   flying  start,  fans  lining  up  in  large 
numbers.  The  first-run  houses,  with 
“Marie  Antoinette”  at  the  Palace;  Fred 

Astaire  and  Ginger  Rogers  in  “Carefree” 
at  the  Capitol,  and  “Mother  Carey’s 
Chickens”  at  the  Princess  drew  big  houses. 
Orpheum  gave  a   preview  to  the  local  press 
of  “Drums,”  latest  from  UA. 

An  attractive  tieup  with  the  film  at  the 
Palace  was  the  exhibition  in  one  of  the  St. 
Catherine  street  windows  of  the  T.  Eaton 

Co.,  department  store,  of  the  dress  worn 

by  Norma  Shearer  in  “Marie  Antoinette.” 
Plans  for  two  theatres  to  be  constructed 

in  Sudbury  at  a   cost  of  $100,000  each  are 

being  drafted  by  Toronto  architects.  “The 
Great  Huber,”  magician,  heads  Loew’s 

*   second  week  of  vaudeville — First  of  the 
season’s  balls  in  London  was  “televised” 
September  23.  Among  those  thus  presented 

to  the  public  were  Film  Stars  Leslie  How- 
ard, Valerie  Hobson,  Jessie  Matthews, 

Diana  Churchill,  Margaret  Vyner,  Barry 
K.  Barnes,  Gary  Marsh  and  Judy  Kelly, 
all  from  Pinewood. 

Many  Montrealers  who  spend  the  week- 
end motoring  in  the  nearby  states  of  Ver- 

mont or  New  York,  patronize  the  theatres 
?vhen  they  halt  for  the  night.  On  such  a 
trip  it  ivas  noted  that  the  Bellevue,  St. 

Albans,  was  playing  “The  Amazing  Dr. 

Clitter house,”  and ,   had  Jack  Karn’s  Ken- 
tucky Ramblers,  “those  radio  rascals  in 

person,”  as  an  additional  Saturday  night 
attraction.  At  Elizabethtown,  N .   Y.,  in  the 

heart  of  the  Adirondacks,  the  very  up-to- 

date  Capitol  showed  “Marie  Antoinette.” 

Clark  Gable  has  been  “roughing  it”  in 
Manitoba^-duckshooting.  “Boy,  O   boy,”  he 
exclaimed  rapturously,  after  the  first  duck 

fell  to  his  gun,  “I’ve  done  it  at  last.” 
So  enthusiastic  was  he  that  he  almost 
upset  the  boat.  He  telegraphed  his  luck 
to  Carole  Lombard,  and  it  was  worth  wir- 

ing about  for  12  ducks  fell  to  him  the  first 
evening. 

Films  demonstrating  safety  work  in  in- 
dustry, schools,  at  home,  and  on  the  farm, 

were  shown  from  the  special  lecture  car 
of  the  Quebec  Safety  League  which  has 
returned  to  Montreal  from  a   tour  of  the 
province.  Lectures  were  given  and  films 

shown  in  Joliette  and  Berthierville,  be- 
sides smaller  municipalities. 

“Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band,”  which  was 
one  of  the  season’s  most  successful  pic- 

tures in  Montreal,  opened  in  London, 

England,  at  the  Regal,  September  30.  Irv- 
ing Berlin,  30  of  whose  songs  are  included 

in  the  picture,  attended  the  first  night, 
which  was  one  of  the  social  events  of  the 
autumn  season. 

“Blockade,”  which,  in  contrast  to  the 
experience  in  other  cities,  has  been  shown 
peaceably  in  Montreal  for  several  weeks, 

was  one  of  the  films  which  gained  in  at- 
tractiveness and  drawing  power  owing  to 

the  European  crisis.  Although  it  had  been 
shown  in  almost  every  theatre  of  the 
United  Amusement  Corporation  chain, 

when  it  reached  the  Snowdon  of  that  or- 
ganization, it  drew  patronage  from  even 

distant  parts  of  the  city. 

Elmer  Wheeler’s  new  sales  training 
film,  “Word  Magic,”  was  shown  to  the 
Advertising  Club  of  Montreal,  October  5 
by  B.  E.  Norrish,  managing  director  of 
Associated  Screen  News.  The  same  film 
will  be  shown  to  Toronto  Advertising  and 
Sales  Club,  October  26. 

The  next  Canadian  Cameo  to  be  re- 

leased shortly  by  ASN  is  No.  4   of  the  “Did 
You  Know  It?”  series.  A   number  of  un- 

usual items  about  Canada  have  been  built 

up  into  a   single  reel.  They  will  be  of  par- 
ticular interest  to  Canadian  theatres. 

ASN  has  prepared,  in  conjunction  with 
the  Dominion  fire  commissioner,  a   screen 
announcement  being  shown  in  Canadian 
theatres  the  first  two  weeks  of  October. 
The  fire  commissioner  has  expressed 
gratitude  for  cooperation  by  theatres  in 
placing  the  announcement  before  the 

public. Filmrow  visitors:  M.  E.  Lodge,  Danville; 
A.  Lapierre,  Beauharnois ;   E.  Martineau  jr„ 

V   alley  field;  George  Gray,  Magog;  J.  Cos- 
tis,  Granby;  G.  Cockles,  Quebec;  M.  Adil- 
soii,  Ste.  Agathe;  T.  Trow,  Three  Rivers; 
W.  Rosenbloom,  Ste.  Anne  de  Bellevue, 

and  O.  Thuot,  St.  John’s. 

Begin  "Spring  Dance" 
Hollywood — “Spring  Dance,”  from  the 

Philip  Barry  play  of  the  same  name,  goes 
into  production  this  week  at  Metro. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

1.  What  avenue  has  been  left  open  to 
Premier  Hepburn  to  reestablish  the 
amusements  tax? 

2.  What  actual  benefit  will  accrue  the  in- 
dustry in  the  revision  of  the  U.  S. -Cana- 

dian Trade  agreement? 
3.  An  October  1   dividend  of  15  cents  on 

F-P  shares  makes  the  total  how  big  a 
total  dividend  payment  on  these  shares 
this  year? 

4.  What  new  hypo  is  planned  for  the  Mo- 
tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign? 

5.  What  action  has  been  taken  to  counter 
the  inroads  of  itinerant  exhibitors? 

(Answers  on  next  page) 
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A   Full  Campaip 

For  "Antoinette" 
Winnipeg — Opening  his  campaign  for 

“Marie  Antoinette”  some  time  ago  with  a 
private  screening  to  which  were  invited 

the  lieutenant-governor  of  Manitoba,  cabi- 
net ministers,  the  mayor  of  the  city,  the 

press  and  heads  of  the  principal  civic  or- 
ganizations here,  Harold  Bishop  has  fol- 

lowed up  with  a   number  of  excellent  ideas. 
The  cooperation  of  various  organizations 

and  school  teachers  was  requested  through 
the  medium  of  letters.  Through  the  aid  of 
Regal  Films,  one  of  the  dresses  worn  by 
Miss  Shearer  in  the  film  was  on  display 
in  the  recent  exhibit  and  resulted  in  a 

large  display  in  the  windows  of  the  T. 

Eaton  Co.  In  addition  displays  were  ar- 

ranged in  the  windows  of  the  Hudson’s 
Bay  Co.  store  and  Birks.  Tieups  were  ef- 

fected with  book  stores  and  the  book  de- 
partments of  the  large  stores. 

By  special  arrangement  with  Liberty, 
10,000  heralds  were  inserted  in  copies  of 
the  magazine  distributed  in  the  city. 

A   15-minute  radio  preview  over  CJRC, 
ads  in  La  Liberte,  language  paper,  and  ar- 

rangements with  the  public  libraries  and 
schools  for  display  of  bulletins  rounded 

out  another  thorough-going  campaign  for 
which  Bishop  is  well  known. 

Lutheran  Church  History 

Reel  to  Congregations 
Montreal — The  first  full-length  sound 

motion  picture  to  be  shown  in  its  entirety 
by  a   church  organization  is  being  shown 

now  in  nearly  4,000  United  Lutheran  con- 
gregations in  Canada  and  the  United 

States  as  part  of  the  20th  anniversary 
celebration  of  that  religious  body.  This 
production  will  be  seen  in  five  Montreal 

churches  on  the  same  Sunday  in  Novem- 
ber, five  films  being  allocated  for  Mon- 

treal. The  date  has  not  yet  been  an- 
nounced. 

Under  the  glare  of  Klieg  lights  before 
whirring  cameras,  ministers,  church 
choirs  and  pew  occupants  played  their 
roles  during  its  preparation.  Shots  were 
made  before  sacred  altars  of  the  denomi- 

nation’s most  historic  shrines.  Many 
other  historic  scenes  were  enacted  on  the 

actual  original  sites.  The  elder  Muhlen- 
burf,  pioneer  of  the  Lutheran  Church  in 

America,  again  rode  through  the  Penn- 
sylvania foothills  to  preach  from  the  pul- 

pit of  his  first  church  at  Trappe,  Pa.,  a 
colonial  settlement  near  Philadelphia. 

Titled  “The  Thunder  of  the  Sea”  from 
an  old  Lutheran  hymn,  the  picture  tells 
the  story  of  the  Christian  church  through 
the  ages  with  special  application  to  the 
problems  of  today.  Music  by  the  late 
George  Gershwin  and  themes  from 

Dvorak’s  “New  World  Symphony”  blend  in 
the  musical  score.  Only  two  actors  in  the 
performance  are  professionals. 

Release  "Stage  Fright" 
Hollywood — “Stage  Fright,”  first  of  the 

series  of  six  Leon  Errol  comedies  on  the 

RKO  1938-39  program,  is  scheduled  for 
national  release  currently. 

Will  MM  HP  HE  G 
0ROWDS  at  the  recent  exhibit  staged 

by  the  Winnipeg  exhibitors  were  dis- 
appointed in  the  absence  of  Clark  Gable 

who,  present  in  Manitoba  on  a   duck- 
shooting session,  was  reported  to  be  a 

visitor  to  the  exhibit.  Gable  stuck  closely 
to  his  ducks  and  could  not  be  persuaded 
to  make  any  personal  appearances.  Charlie 
Taylor  of  the  Portage  la  Prairie  Playhouse 
attempted  to  coax  Gable  into  making  an 
appearance  at  his  house,  but  the  film  star 
was  adamant  in  his  refusal  to  mix  busi- 

ness with  what  he  intended  to  preserve  as 

a   purely  pleasure  outing. 

“Damaged  Goods,”  playing  at  Hjalmar 
Jernberg’s  New  Rio,  has  been  turning  in 
record  business  the  past  week.  Practically 
every  night  has  seen  SRO  crowds.  The  film 
will  be  held  over  for  a   second  week. 

Alterations  to  the  Bijou  have  been  com- 
pleted and  the  house  is  now  decked  out 

with  a   new  marquee,  a   new  front  and  a 
distinctive  new  neon  sign. 

The  Garrick,  embarking  on  what  ap- 
pears to  be  a   series  of  holdovers  with  a 

three-week  run  of  “Goldwyn  Follies,”  con- 
tinues with  “Marco  Polo,”  held  over  a 

second  week. 

Hjalmar  Jernberg,  number  one  fisher- 
man in  film  circles  here,  recently  cap- 

tured a   32  pounder.  There  was  enough 
fish  meat  to  provide  a   fine  feed  for  the 
entire  staff  in  this  story  of  one  which  did 
not  get  away. 

The  recent  European  crisis  was  utilized 
in  theatre  advertisements  last  week  with 

Manager  Willis  of  the  Metropolitan  an- 
nouncing that  customers  would  be  kept  in- 

formed through  loudspeaker  service  at  the 
theatre  of  any  new  developments. 

For  “Breaking  the  Ice,”  playing  his  house 
next  week,  Eddie  Newman  of  the  Lyceum 
has  lined  up  a   good  campaign  utilizing 
newspapers  and  heralds. 

Visitors:  A.  G.  Glaser  of  Roblin,  Man., 
who  was  here  attending  the  convention  of 

the  Manitoba  Hotel  Ass’n;  B.  E.  Pierwith 
of  Swan  River;  Dave  Oliver  of  the  Revilo, 
Gladstone,  Man. 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Queries  on  preceding  page) 

1.  The  Province  would  make  the  assess- 
ment but  return  the  proceeds  in  the 

form  of  civic  grants  to  the  cities  on  a 

pro  rata  basis. 
2   The  special  three  per  cent  excise  tax  on 

the  duty  paid  value  of  film  imports  and 
of  printed  ad  accessories  would  be 
wiped  out. 

3.  Added  to  a   30  cent  dividend  paid  June 
15,  the  total  so  far  this  year  is  45  cents. 

4.  A   huge  parade,  to  be  held  October  22. 
5.  The  Saskatchewan  MPEA  has  asked 

stricter  supervision  by  both  the  gov- 
ernment and  the  industry  of  the  pro- 

vince of  itinerant  exhibitors  in  both 
standard  and  narrow  gauge  fields. 

More  complete  enforcement  of  the  Cine- 
matograph Act  regulations  is  asked. 

A   Big  Regina  Run 

For  "Andg  Hardy" 
Regina,  Sask. — House  records  since  1932 

were  broken  at  the  Metropolitan  Theatre 

here  during  the  week-long  showing  of 

“Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy.”  Friday 

proved  biggest  day’s  business,  except  two 
days  on  which  Thanksgiving  and  New 
Year’s  outdrew  the  crowds. 

The  business  was  partly  the  reaction  of 

the  public  to  a   “wholesome”  program  of 
general  appeal  and  mainly  the  result  of  a 

carefully  built-up  campaign  by  C.  Bahry- 

nowski,  manager.  The  picture  was  ad- 

vertised as  the  first  of  a   series  of  “family” 
programs  and  therefore  got  plenty  of  free 

publicity  in  the  schools  and  from  women’s 
clubs,  educators  and  the  like. 

A   preview  a   week  in  advance  gave  them 
an  idea  of  what  the  picture  was  like.  Press 
also  gave  good  advance  notices.  Personal 

letters,  questionnaires  at  the  preview  ask- 
ing if  the  audience  enjoyed  it,  and  phoney 

“love  letters”  written  by  the  girl  staff  on 
highly  scented  stationery  and  dispatched 
to  married  men  and  gay  blades  about  town 
helped  build  up  interest  of  all  classes.  The 
usual  other  advertising  and  show  methods 
were  also  used. 

Neon  Firm  Directors  Talk 

Interest  Debit  Settlement 
Montreal  —   Directors  of  Claude  Neon 

General  Advertising  have  formed  a   com- 
mittee to  discuss  with  the  holders  of  the 

6V2  per  cent  20-year  convertible  collateral 
trust  bonds  a   form  of  settlement  of  in- 

terest which  has  been  in  arrears  since 
February  1,  1936. 

For  some  time  past  the  company  has 

been  buying  bonds  in  the  open  market  and 

turning  them  over  to  the  trustee  in  com- 
pliance with  the  terms  of  the  sinking 

fund.  Sufficient  bonds  have  been  pur- 
chased to  satisfy  sinking  fund  require- 

ments for  a   few  years  in  advance.  As  a 
result  of  these  purchases  the  outstanding 
bonds  stood  at  $738,000  at  the  end  of  1937, 
being  further  reduced  to  $480,000  as  at  the 
end  of  August,  1938. 

During  the  first  half  of  the  current  year 

the  trend  of  business  showed  a   slight  im- 
provement over  the  corresponding  period 

of  a   year  ago.  With  the  continuation  of 

this  trend,  together  with  savings  and  in- 
terest charges  resulting  from  the  reduc- 

tion in  the  outstanding  funded  debt,  it  is 
possible  that  the  company  will  break  even 

on  the  year’s  operations.  Last  year  Claude 
Neon  showed  net  earnings  of  $57,810.  This 

was  the  best  showing  made  by  the  com- 
pany since  1934.  However,  after  writing 

off  $45,877  for  depreciation,  the  balance  of 
$11,933  was  $36,037  short  of  meeting  full 
bond  interest  requirements. 

All  interest  payments  on  the  company’s 
bonds  from  February  1,  1936,  were  deferred 
until  August  1,  1938,  when  the  matter  was 
to  be  considered  by  the  directors.  The 

company  has  60  days’  grace  after  August 
1   in  order  to  make  a   decision  as  to  pay- 

ment of  interest  or  to  arrange  a   settle- 
ment with  the  bondholders. 
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A   Long  Road  Ahead 
Awaits  Television 

Montreal — “It  will  be  a   long  while  be- 
fore television,  to  replace  the  present 

movie  programs,  becomes  an  accomplished 

fact,  but  don’t  lose  any  sleep  over  it,  be- 
cause it  probably  won’t  revolutionize  our 

communications  system  as  much  as  you 

might  think.”  Those  are  the  words  of  Dr. 
Frank  Baldwin  Jewitt,  and  he  ought  to 
know,  because  for  the  past  26  years  he 

has  followed  almost  every  telephonic  inno- 
vation from  the  laboratory  to  the  field  of 

actual  service. 

As  director  of  research  in  charge  of  Bell 
Telephone  laboratories  since  1912,  Dr. 
Jewitt  has  witnessed  the  development  of 

countless  discoveries  in  the  communica- 
tion field,  and  has  contributed  in  large 

measure  to  the  success  of  most  of  them. 

He  confessed  that  his  big  problem  of  the 

moment  was  not  television,  but  develop- 
ment of  a   system  to  provide  faster  service 

at  lower  cost  than  at  present. 

Television,  he  admitted,  has  great  pos- 
sibilities, but  at  present  those  possibilities 

do  not  threaten  to  revolutionize  the  tele- 
phone industry  as  we  know  it  today. 

As  a   medium  of  home  entertainment,  he 
said,  television  is  even  now  being  put  to 
practical  use,  particularly  in  Great  Britain. 

The  fact,  however,  that  “telecasting”  sta- 
tions had  a   range  of  less  than  100  miles 

put  many  difficulties  in  the  way  of  suc- 
cessful operation  on  this  continent,  where 

distance  was  such  a   great  factor. 

“I  suppose  there  are  times,”  he  said, 
“when  it  would  make  a   difference  if  you 
could  see  the  expression  on  a   man’s  face 
when  you  were  talking  to  him  over  the 

telephone.  Sometimes  a   man  says  ‘yes’ 
and  looks  ‘no’  and  sometimes  it  is  the 
reverse.  But,  in  the  main,  instantaneous 
communication  is  more  to  be  desired  than 

the  frills  of  television.” 

Television,  he  declared,  has  been  ad- 
vanced to  the  stage  where  it  is  practical 

to  a   degree,  but  he  saw  much  research 
essential  before  it  could  be  placed  on  a 
commercial  plane. 

“The  commercial  nut  is  still  to  be 
cracked,”  he  said.  “Germany  and  one  or 
two  other  countries  are  using  telephonic 
television  for  propaganda  purposes,  but 

that  is  still  a   big  step  from  universal  com- 

mercial usage.” 
The  biggest  difficulty  to  be  overcome,  he 

believed,  was  that  of  bringing  television 

images  up  to  a   suitable  size.  Talking  pic- 
tures were  held  up  for  many  years  simply 

because  science  could  produce  large 
images,  but  could  not  amplify  voices 
enough  to  match  their  size.  In  television, 
the  situation  is  reversed.  Voices  can  be 

amplified  to  terrific  volume  without  dis- 
tortion, but  television  images  cannot  be 

enlarged  enough  to  match. 

Cast  Addition 

Hollywood— -Helen  Broderick  has  been 

added  to  the  cast  of  “Stand  Up  and 

Fight,”  which  Robert  Taylor  and  Wallace 
Beery  are  making  for  Metro. 

^•WICE  in  a   row  Manager  J.  J.  Paul  of 
the  Elgin  Theatre  has  found  it  advis- 

able to  hold  over  a   feature.  Following  a 

two  weeks’  run  of  “Algiers,”  the  Elgin 
played  “To  the  Victor”  for  six  days  and 
then  held  it  for  another  three  days. 

Exhibitors  have  a   bone  to  pick  with  the 
Canadian  Broadcasting  Corp.,  over  the 
announcement  regarding  the  move  to  link 

Canada’s  official  radio  with  the  Little 
Theatres  and  Drama  Leagues  in  the  pre- 

senting of  stage  productions.  Whether  in- 
tended or  not,  General  Manager  Gladstone 

Murray  took  a   rap  at  the  cinema  by  inti- 
mating that  the  theatre  must  be  saved 

from  the  screen. 

Gordon  Dewar,  former  hockey  player  of 

Ottawa  and  bagpiper  of  a   Scottish  Regi- 
ment, has  bobbed  up  in  a   new  role — that 

of  a   screen  player  in  the  feature  “Drums,” 
soon  to  be  released  throughout  the  Do- 
minion. 

Rev.  F.  S.  Milliken,  pastor  of  Stewarton 
United  Church,  adopted  theatre  procedure 

when  he  announced  the  Canadian  pre- 
miere of  two  pictures  which  replaced  the 

usual  service  last  Sunday  night.  The  “dou- 
ble bill”  consisted  of  “Barabbas”  and  “The 

Common  Round,”  recently  produced  by 
the  British  Film  Society. 

A   message  flashed  on  the  screen  of  the 
Capitol  Theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  instructing 
all  members  of  the  36th  Battery  to  report 

at  once.  There  wasn’t  any  war,  however. 
They  were  wanted  for  a   surprise  party  for 
one  of  the  battery  officers. 

Although  children  under  16  years  can- 
not attend  a   theatre  in  the  Province  of 

Quebec,  Manager  Maynard  recently  booked 

the  serial,  “Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to  Mars,” 
into  the  Cartier  Theatre  in  Hull,  Que.,  and 

War  Crisis  Proves 

Stiff  Competition 

St.  John — The  European  crisis  px’oved 
to  be  something  of  a   crisis  for  Canadian 
theatres,  too,  because  the  hourly  radio 
bulletins  tended  to  keep  people  at  home 
evening  after  evening.  Some  Maritime 
theatres,  however,  such  as  the  Halifax  and 
St.  John  Capitols,  competed  successfully 
with  the  broadcasts  by  adapting  them  to 
their  own  programs.  Audiences  just  sat 
in  their  seats  and  heard  radio  amplifiers 

giving  Chamberlain’s  speeches  from  the 
stage,  as  well  as  special  announcements 
from  the  managements  whenever  a 

“break”  occurred  in  the  tense  situation. 
One  way  in  which  theatres  benefited  was 

that  the  newsreels  and  other  timely  screen 
features  dealt  extensively  with  German- 
Czech  relations.  For  instance  at  the 

Capitol  here,  the  interest  of  the  patrons 
was  particularly  evident  in  the  reaction  to 
the  shots  of  the  various  world  statesmen 

and  their  armies — Czech  President  Benes 

was  applauded,  goose-stepping  German 

has  already  found  that  adult  patrons  have 
taken  to  it. 

The  reopening  of  the  University  of  Ot- 

tawa and  St.  Patrick’s  College  was  sig- 
nalized by  the  playing  of  two  collegiate 

features  in  Ottawa  first-run  situations. 
Don  Stapleton  catered  to  the  students  with 

“Campus  Cinderella”  at  the  Center  while 
Manager  T.  R.  Tubman  was  playing 

“Campus  Confessions”  at  the  Capitol. 

D.  M.  Robertson,  proprietor  of  the  May- 

fair  Theatre,  Ottawa,  hasn’t  yet  cut  loose 
with  his  Quiz  Contest  flash.  Having  a 
suburban  house,  he  is  waiting  until  the 
quiz  pictures  start  coming  his  way  and 
expects  to  get  extra  patronage  from  those 

who  are  anxious  to  catch  up  on  their  con- 
test replies  or  check  the  answers  they  have 

already  marked  down.  This  is  probably 

where  the  neighborhood  exhibitors  are  go- 
ing to  cash  in  on  the  drive. 

“Marie  Antoinette,”  playing  five  times 
daily  starting  at  12  noon,  has  been  held 

over  for  a   second  week  at  the  Regent  un- 

der the  increased  price  scale  with  orches- 
tra floor  seats  getting  50  cents.  Despite 

the  length  of  the  feature,  Manager  A. 
Stevens  is  also  playing  a   cartoon  and 
newsreel. 

E.  W.  Harrold,  veteran  critic  of  the  Ot- 
tawa Citizen,  is  being  billed  as  the  dra- 
matic and  film  reviewer  on  the  national 

network  of  the  Canadian  Broadcasting 
Corp.  with  a   weekly  spot  on  the  air. 

A   checkup  showed  that  not  one  of  the 
Ottawa  theatres  sustained  damage  in  the 
heavy  windstorm  which  was  apparently 
the  tail-end  of  the  hurricane  which  swept 
the  greater  part  of  New  England.  Trees, 
fences,  signs  and  garages  were  blown  down 
here  and  the  communication  systems  were 
disrupted. 

soldiers  drew  a   murmuring  titter,  Mus- 
solini’s oratorical  gestures  were  greeted 

with  guffaws,  and  the  Russian  army  on 
parade  was  applauded  and  cheered.  Views 

of  Chamberlain  and  the  King  were  ac- 

claimed loudly.  These  audience  demon- 
strations— especially  the  novelty  of  a   big 

hand  for  the  Soviets — attracted  comment 
in  the  news  columns  of  the  press. 

Most  amusing  theatre  incident  of  the 
anxious  period  occurred  in  a   Sydney,  N.  S., 
houses  when  a   notice  was  flashed  on  the 
screen  asking  all  members  of  the  Sixth 

Field  Battery  to  report  at  once  to  head- 
quarters. The  soldiers  in  the  audience 

hurried  out — and  so  did  a   few  of  the  other 
patrons  who  could  not  wait  until  after  the 
show  to  hear  the  news  that  war  had  broken 
out.  Those  who  remained  in  the  theatre 
had  a   difficult  time  keeping  their  mind  on 
the  film. 

Later  they  learned  that  the  militia  had 
been  summoned  so  hurriedly  so  they  could 

join  in  a   surprise  party  that  was  being 
tendered  to  a   commanding  officer! 

Another  sidelight,  noted  by  the  St.  John 

Telegraph-Journal:  “A  commentator  in 
one  of  the  news  reels  shown  at  a   local 

theatre  depicting  Prime  Minister  Cham- 
berlain’s first  visit  to  Herr  Hitler  referred 

to  the  British  statesman  as  Sir  Neville 

Chamberlain.” 
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Hints  on  Handling 

An  Unruly  Patron 
Montreal  —   Canadian  and  American 

theatre  managers  will  find  useful  hints 

on  dealing  with  unruly  patrons  whose  be- 
haviour is  complained  of  by  other  custo- 

mers, in  a   circular  just  issued  to  cinema 

managers  of  Great  Britain  by  the  Cine- 

matograph Exhibitors’  Ass’n. 
“Merely  putting  a   hand  on  a   man’s 

shoulder”  may  constitute  assault  the  cir- 
cular explains,  recalling  a   case  in  which 

a   male  patron  was  awarded  damages 

against  a   theatre  manager  for  assault,  fol- 
lowing his  ejection  on  complaint  of  a 

woman  customer.  Declaring  that  it  is 
rarely  that  the  staff  of  a   theatre  has  to 
deal  with  charges  of  annoying  a   woman 
patron,  the  association  warns  that  lack  of 

experience  in  handling  cases  of  com- 
plaints by  females  may  lead  to  trouble. 

If  the  proprietor  or  manager  sees  the 
incident  himself,  the  proper  course,  the 

circular  says,  is  “to  ask  the  offending 
patron  for  his  name  and  address  and  then 

to  prosecute  him  in  the  courts.”  It  adds: 
“If  the  offending  patron  refuses  his  name 
the  proprietor  has  done  all  he  can  by  ask- 

ing for  it.  He  is  not  entitled  to  use 
threats  or  force.  If  a   policeman  is  handy 

the  incident  should  be  reported.”  If,  as 
sometimes  happens,  complaint  is  made  of 
an  incident  of  which  there  were  no  wit- 

nesses because  it  allegedly  happened  in 

obscurity,  “the  exhibitor’s  responsibility 
in  such  matters  may  be  described  as  hav- 

ing to  take  such  precautions  as  are  neces- 
sary for  the  proper  conduct  of  his  cinema. 

Provided  he  does  what  the  law  permits 

him  to  do,  that  is  the  end  of  his  respon- 
sibility, and  he  does  not  have  to  decide 

whether  the  complaint  is  well-founded  or 
ill-founded.” 

It  is  advised  that  the  patron  complained 

against  should  be  invited  to  see  the  man- 
ager in  his  office.  If  the  patron  refuses 

to  go  there  “nothing  can  be  done  except 
to  inform  a   policeman  that  a   complaint 
has  been  made,  and  leave  the  matter  with 

the  police.” 
It  is  expressly  warned  that:  “The  man- 

agement must  be  very  careful  how  they 
proceed,  because  if  they  use  force  of  any 
kind  they  lay  themselves  open  to  action 
for  damages  for  assault,  and  if  the  patron 

is  unlawfully  detained,  a   charge  of  un- 
lawful detention  and  false  imprisonment 

may  subsequently  be  brought  against  the 

theatre.” 

Walton  Will  Remodel 
Toronto — Operated  by  Thomas  Walton, 

the  National  Theatre  in  this  city  is  to  be 

viitually  rebuilt,  re-equipped  and  redeco- 
rated. It  will  be  necessary  to  close  the 

theatre  during  November  and  part  of  De- 
cember, with  plans  calling  for  reopening 

on  Christmas  Eve.  Seating  capacity  will 
be  increased  from  468  to  550. 

Revival  in  Saskatchewan 

Saskatoon — Good  crop  returns  and  the 
Movie  Quiz  are  responsible  for  a   real  film 
revival  in  smaller  Saskatchewan  centers. 

Regards  From  "Pat" 
St.  John — More  than  30  years  ago  an 

Ii'ish  “kid”  singer  was  a   smash  hit  on 
theatre  stages  of  Montreal  and  St.  John. 
Discovered  by  H.  W.  Conover  of  the  old 
Nickel,  Montreal,  he  was  sent  on  to  the 

sister  Nickel  house  in  the  Mechanics’  In- 
stitute here  where  his  bell-like  voice  and 

angelic  dress — Lord  Fauntleroy  suit,  curly 
locks  and  smart  little  cane — drew  admir- 

ing mothers  by  the  hundreds.  Pat  Har- 
rington was  a   real  artist  and  a   brilliant 

mimic  and  a   real  boy.  It  was  part  of  his 
job  to  allow  himself  to  be  kissed  by  his 
fans. 

The  day  he  farewelled  St.  John  the 
Nickel  began  its  showings  at  10  a.  m.  The 
two  reels  of  films  were  followed  by  an 

illusti’ated  song  and  Pat — a   40-minute 
program.  Its  capacity  was  800,  but  the 
Nickel  played  to  more  than  5,000  that  day. 
The  other  day  Watson  Jamer  of  St. 

John,  talking  with  a   stranger  in  the  “18” 
Club  in  New  York,  learned  that  the  night 

club  man’s  name  was  Harrington.  And 
so,  three  decades  after  his  good-bye,  Pat 
sends  his  regards  to  old  friends  of  the 

nickelodeon  days  and  says  he’d  like  to 
see  them  again. 

It  was  just  after  Pat’s  heyday  that  the 
first  two-reel  film  reached  St.  John.  Titled 

‘Drink,”  it  featured  the  great  French 
pantomimist,  Severin,  in  a   story  on  the 

ravages  of  liquor.  “Drink”  was  almost 
enough  to  drive  exhibitors  of  those  days 
to  drink.  If  two  reels  on  the  one  theme 

were  shown,  there  was  the  problem  of 

how  to  squeeze  in  the  comic  reel,  a   pro- 

gram “must,”  and  yet  extend  the  pro- 
gram into  unpredecented  running  time. 

W.  H.  Golding,  then  and  now  a   theatre- 
man,  smiles  as  he  recalls  how  he  solved  it. 

He  ran  one  reel  the  first  night  and  an- 
nounced the  film  would  be  completed  the 

next  night.  Many  came  back  for  the 
finish. 

VICTORIA 
pOR  “My  Lucky  Star,”  starring  Sonja 

Henie,  at  the  Capitol,  Assistant  Man- 
ager Martin  Cave  arranged  a   tieup  with  a 

roller  rink  in  the  city,  staging  a   “Sonja 
Henie  Week”  during  which  two  free 
passes  to  the  Capitol  Theatre  were  given 

away  each  week. 

Manager  R.  Calladine’s  choice  of  pic- 
tures for  the  Plaza  has  made  holdovers 

necessary  twice  in  a   row.  “Algiers,”  which 
was  acclaimed  by  big  crowds  each  eve- 

ning, had  to  be  held  over  for  three  extra 

days.  “Farewell  to  Arms,”  the  previous  at- 
traction was  also  held  over  for  three  days 

extra. 

John  T.  (Jack)  Conway,  a   director  of 
M-G-M  studios,  and  his  wife  have  been 
holidaying  in  Victoria,  celebrating  their 

12th  wedding  anniversary  while  here.  Con- 

way had  great  success  on  a   hunting  ex- 
pedition in  the  interior  of  British  Co- 

lumbia, bagging  two  grizzlies,  two  caribou 
and  a   moose. 

L.  Bearg,  district  manager  of  Famous 

Players  Corp.,  was  in  Victoria  last  week 
considering  a   plan  for  free  parking  at 

the  Capitol,  Dominion  and  Atlas. 

Rebuilding  of  Rex 

In  Regina  Likelg 
Regina,  Sask. — Rebuilding  of  Rex  The- 

atre here,  destroyed  by  fire  September  15, 

is  held  up  pending  outcome  of  negotia- 
tions between  the  owner,  Jack  Watson; 

the  exhibitor  and  lessee,  H.  A.  Bercovich, 
and  Famous  Players  Canadian,  who  now 

lease  Bercovich’s  other  house,  the  Broad- 
way, which  they  have  kept  closed  two 

years. However,  it  appears  fairly  definite  the 
house  will  be  rebuilt  as  F.  G.  Weir,  bar- 

rister handling  the  theatre’s  interests,  has 
already  announced  plans  are  being  drawn 
by  W.  G.  Van  Egmond  and  Stan  E.  Storey, 
architects. 

It  is  estimated  it  will  cost  approximately 

$45,000  to  rebuild  and  refurnish  the  show- 
house.  Bird  Construction  Co.  has  com- 

pleted removing  all  refuse  from  the  fire, 

but  have  found  walls  in  fairly  good  condi- 
tion. The  original  theatre  building  was 

erected  in  1912  at  a   cost  of  $75,000. 

Watson  can  rebuild  for  $28,000  plus 

$6,500  for  new  seats — the  others  were  just 
installed  a   year  ago — and  $2,200  for  pro- 

jection machines.  Bercovich  still  has  over 

three  years  to  run  on  his  occupancy  con- 
tract and  it  is  estimated  it  will  cost  him 

$5,000  for  new  furnishings  and  $3,000  for 
sound  equipment. 

Negotiations  underway  at  present,  Box- 
office  was  told,  involve  the  possibility  of 

Famous  Players  surrendering  their  lease 
on  the  Broadway  to  Bercovich  in  return 

for  a   guarantee  the  Rex  will  not  be  re- 
built. A   possible  purchase  of  the  present 

Rex  property  is  also  involved. 

Elgin  Theatre,  Ottawa, 

Ties  Up  With  Newspaper 
Ottawa  —   The  Elgin  Theatre  secured 

what  was  practically  four  pages  of  co- 
operative advertising  in  the  Citizen  daily 

newspaper  at  an  extra  cost  of  only  12  dou- 
ble passes  through  a   slogan  guessing  con- 

test in  which  the  theatre’s  own  motto  of 
“The  Show  Place  of  Ottawa”  was  empha- 

sized. Thirty-four  business  firms  used 
space  on  two  pages  on  two  different  dates, 
the  names  of  the  stores  being  left  out  on 
the  first  occasion  so  that  readers  could 

guess  the  identity  of  the  establishments. 

One  week  later  the  complete  advertise- 
ments appeared  together  with  the  names 

of  prize  winners. 

The  Elgin  Theatre  of  which  Joseph  J. 

Paul  is  manager,  and  details  in  connec- 
tion with  the  new  season’s  policy  were 

prominently  mentioned,  the  stunt  being 

primarily  an  exploitation  feature  for  the 

picture,  “To  the  Victor,”  booked  for  one week. 

Penner  on  Air 
Hollywood — Joe  Penner  will  launch  a 

new  program  on  a   coast-to-coast  network 
starting  September  29. 
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“JJAL”  PARKER,  manager  of  the  Capitol 
at  Yarmouth,  N.  S„  was  a   recent  visi- 

tor to  St.  John’s  Filmrow.  A   former  resi- 
dent of  that  city,  he  always  receives  a 

warm  welcome  from  his  friends.  “Hal”  is 
one  of  the  leading  rifle  marksmen  in 
eastern  Canada. 

Philip  Donat,  well-known  baritone  of 
Kentville,  N.  S.,  went  to  Connecticut  the 
other  day  to  attend  a   family  reunion  at 
which  his  famous  brother,  Robert  Donat 

of  “Ghost  Goes  West”  stardom,  was  re- 
united with  his  parents  for  the  first  time 

in  many  years. 

With  the  advent  of  either  transient  or 

permanent  film  shows  in  rural  districts  of 
the  Maritimes,  there  remain  few  people 

who  have  never  seen  a   picture.  The  Hali- 
fax Herald  thought  it  sufficiently  unusual 

to  warrant  a   splash  display  when  it 
learned  that  Mrs.  Judique  Dorey  of  St. 

Peter’s,  N.  S.,  was  nearing  her  105th  birth- 
day without  ever  having  seen  a   motion  pic- 

ture or  heard  a   radio. 

Maritime  theatremen  who  registered  the 

names  of  patrons  participating  in  the  quiz 

contest  for  the  first  few  pictures,  are  find- 
ing now  that  they  have  a   valuable  mailing 

list. 

For  the  eighth  year,  the  Capitol,  St. 

John,  is  sponsoring  a   10-mile  road  race  on 
Thanksgiving  Day,  October  10,  as  a   com- 

munity endeavor  to  bring  out  and  de- 
velop marathon  talent  which  eventually 

may  represent  the  city  in  national  events 
such  as  the  marathons  at  Boston  and 

Hamilton,  Ont.  The  race  attracts  run- 
ners from  all  over  the  Maritimes  to  com- 
pete for  the  Capitol  Silver  Trophy,  of 

which  the  winner  receives  a   miniature. 

Ontario  Theatre  Ass'n 
Names  Two  New  Officers 
Toronto — It  was  announced  at  the  first 

meeting  of  the  newly-elected  directorate 

of  the  Independent  Theatres  Ass’n  of  On- 
tario, that  S.  Ulster,  vice-president,  and 

B.  Ulster,  treasurer,  regreted  to  state  they 

found  their  present  business  responsibili- 
ties were  so  heavy  it  would  be  impossible 

for  them  to  act  and  they  were  tendering 
their  resignations.  The  board,  therefore, 

proceeded  to  fill  the  vacancies  and  unan- 

imously chose  N.  A.  Taylor  for  vice-presi- 
dent who  held  that  office  in  1937-38,  and 

Thomas  Walton  to  be  treasurer. 

Committees  were  appointed  by  the  ITA 
directorate  as  follows: 

Press,  to  cooperate  with  Mrs.  S.  H.  Falk, 

editor  of  the  Canadian  Independent,  offi- 
cial organ  of  the  ITA,  in  publishing  that 

journal:  H.  Firestone,  A.  Snider  and  B. 
Ulster,  with  an  advisory  panel  consisting 

of  O.  J.  Scott,  Harold  Kay  and  N.  Deutch. 

Print  committee,  to  assist'  exhibitors  in 
dealing  with  problem  of  bad  prints:  B. 
Ulster,  T.  Walton  and  H.  Firestone. 

Membership  committee:  H.  Firestone,  A. 
Snider  and  H.  Lester. 

Men  chosen  to  be  independent  represent- 
atives for  the  arbitration  panel  for  one 

Bear  Objects  Being 
Camera  Study 

Montreal — C.  Nicholas  oi  New  York 

learned  grizzly  bears  with  cubs  have 

a   dislike  for  cameramen.  Nicholas  at- 

tempted to  "shoot"  a   grizzly  and  her 
cubs  in  the  Cascade  River  district,  30 

miles  from  Banff,  Alberta.  The  bear 

attacked  Nicholas,  undaunted  when  he 

threw  a   $1,000  movie  camera  at  her. 

She  inflicted  severe  thigh  wounds  and 

then  retreated  to  her  cubs  in  the  bush. 

Nicholas  was  brought  to  a   hospital  at 

Banff  for  medical  treatment. 

TORONTO 
QEORGE  T.  BOOTH,  president  and  gen- 

eral manager  of  Booth-Canadian  Films, 
Ltd  ,   this  city,  who  for  a   week  or  so  has 

been  laid  up  due  to  an  attack  of  influ- 
enza, is  convalescing  and  was  planning  to 

be  able  to  return  to  his  desk  during  the 

latter  part  of  the  current  week. 

The  Palace  Theatre,  one  of  the  largest 

Famous  Players’  neighborhood  houses  in 
Toronto,  located  on  Danforth  Ave.,  is  be- 

ing congratulated  on  inaugurating  the 

plan  of  forming  the  “Palace  Safety  League 
Club”  under  direction  of  Charlie  Querrie, 
theatre  manager.  Meeting  every  Saturday 

afternoon  at  2   o'clock,  this  club  will  em- 
phasize safety  for  children  with  this  add- 

ed feature  the  theatre  hopes  to  give  the 

young  film  show  patrons  further  educa- 
tional knowledge  based  on  safe  living  and 

playing. 

Much  interest  is  taken  here  in  the  re- 

port that  Ontario-born  Ned  Sparks  is 
being  considered  by  Warner  Bros,  to  play 
the  principal  role  in  a   screen  biograph  of 

the  late  New  York  columnist,  O.  O.  Mc- 
Intyre. 

Due  to  the  presence  in  Toronto  of  Miss 

Lois  Wilson,  heading  the  cast  of  “The 
Women”  staged  at  the  Royal  Alexandra 
Theatre,  a   picture  in  which  she  starred 

three  years  ago  and  which  is  being  re- 
vived by  showing  at  the  new  Avenue  and 

other  Toronto  houses,  additio?ial  interest 
attaches  to  the  showing  of  the  picture  in 
this  city. 

International  stars  of  the  screen  and 

stage  will  be  in  Toronto  this  fall  and  early 
winter  to  take  part  in  the  broadcasting  by 
the  Canadian  Broadcasting  Corp.  from 

this  city  of  a   series  of  Shakespearean  plays. 
These  stars  will  include  Sir  Cedric  Hard- 
wicke,  Margaret  Anglin.  Walter  Huston, 
Raymond  Massey,  who  are  all  British,  and 
Walter  Hampden  and  Eva  Le  Gallienne. 

year:  S.  Ulster,  A.  Polakoff,  Thomas  Wal- 
ton and  H.  Kay. 

Grievance  committee:  S.  Ulster,  T.  Wal- 
ton and  A.  Polakoff. 

N.  A.  Taylor  was  reappointed  to  act  for 
the  ITA  as  its  sole  representative  on  the 
ccnciliation  committee  of  the  Toronto 
Board  of  Trade. 

pLANS  are  under  way  for  showing  the 
Oxford  Group  film,  “Youth  Marches 

On,”  at  the  Capitol  Theatre  in  Regina  in 
response  to  many  requests.  Part  of  the 
film,  which  was  completed  in  English 

sound  studios,  was  made  at  an  “Empire 
Youth  Camp”  in  Regina  last  summer. 

By  a   slim  margin  of  one  vote  a   pro- 
posal to  build  a   natatorium  at  Saskatoo?i 

was  defeated  by  the  city  council.  The  plan 
included  application  to  the  provincial  and 
federal  governments  for  a   loan  to  build. 

Sponsored  by  a   new  organization  known 

as  “The  Monday  Morning  Quarterbacks’ 
Club,”  motion  pictures  of  all  games  in  the 
western  Canada  football  conference 
schedule  in  which  their  teams  play  are 

being  taken  by  Regina,  Sask.,  and  Winni- 
peg, Man.  football  clubs  for  showing  after 

the  game  in  order  to  demonstrate  mis- 
takes made  in  the  game,  play  ideas  and 

the  like. 

Moose  Jaw  people  are  being  invited  to 
join  a   new  club  being  sponsored  by  the 
YMCA,  the  aims  of  which  include  the 
making  and  showing  of  amateur  motion 

pictures. 
Business  has  been  heavy  at  the  new 

Roxy  Theatre  in  Goldfields,  new  northern 
Saskatchewan  mining  town  of  500  people. 

The  theatre  opened  its  door  September  8 
but  word  of  it  did  not  reach  the  interior 

until  last  week.  Goldfields  is  served  by 

airplane  in  the  delivery  of  films  via  Prince 
Albert,  550  miles  south.  Air  conditioned 

and  with  “the  finest  seats  in  Saskatche- 
wan,” the  new  showhouse  cost  $30,000. 

Judging  from  the  number  of  contest 

books  already  given  out  in  Saskatoon  the- 
atres cooperating  in  the  Quiz  Contest, 

about  15,000  people  will  participate,  ac- 
cording to  Managers  Frank  Milcy  of  the 

Capitol,  Harry  Hurwitz  of  the  Tivoli  and 
William  Winterton  of  the  Daylight. 

Visitors  to  Saskatchewan  centers  during 
recent  days  have  included  Harry  Wolf, 

manager  for  RKO,  Winnipeg,  and  his  sales- 
man, Les  Plottel  .   .   .   D.  Brickman,  man- 

ager of  the  Paramount  office  at  Winnipej, 
is  back  from  a   northern  tour  ...  I   Lovett, 
Columbia  Pictures  representative,  dropped 

into  Regina  to  express  his  sympathies  to 
H.  A.  Bercovich  on  the  loss  of  his  Rex Theatre. 

Saskatoon  exhibitors  were  able  to  halt 

the  plans  of  two  British  Columbia  itinerant 
exhibitors  for  showing  the  16 mm  reels  of 

“The  Passion  Play.”  The  plan  was  to  show 
the  picture  in  a   church  hall  under  guise 
of  an  educational  evening  for  some  church 
club.  When  the  club  realized  it  would  not 

benefit  from  the  deal,  the  plan  was  called 
off. 

Pictures  of  the  football  clash  between 

Regina  Roughriders  and  Winnipeg  Blue 

Bombers  on  Saturday  were  filmed  by  Gen- 
eral Films  for  showing  at  the  Capitol 

theatres  in  Regina  and  Winnipeg.  The 

two-city  clash  attracted  the  biggest  crowds 
in  western  football  history  in  each  city. 

The  job  was  arranged  by  Bill  Novak,  Re- 
gina manager. 
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SERVICE 
THAT 

SER VES 

WHATEVER  YOU  WANT— to  sell  your 

theatre,  to  buy  a   theatre,  a   job,  a   posi- 

tion open,  to  buy  or  sell  equipment, 

miscellaneous  articles — it  will  pay  you 

to  advertise  your  needs  in  the  CLEAR- 

ING HOUSE  section  appearing  in  all 

eight  sectional  editions  of  BOX- 

OFFICE,  covering  the  motion  picture 

trade  throughout  United  States  and 

Canada.  For  only  10  cents  a   word 

you  get  international  coverage  and 

assurance  of  quick  results.  Why  not 

try  it! 
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Artcinema 
Abraham  Lincoln  (reissue) . .   (86)   Feb.  25 

Historical  Drama.  Lincoln  lives  as  boy,  youth, 

man.  A   master  piloting  a   nation.  Walter  Hus- 
ton, Una  Merkel.  D.  W.  Griffith  production. 

Be  Yourself  (reissue) ..  (64)    Mar.  12 
Musical  Comedy  Drama.  A   Broadway  favorite 

nurses  a   second  rate  “pug”  into  a   winner,  but  he 
never  kisses  her  until  he  kisses  the  canvas.  Fan- 

ny Brice,  Robert  Armstrong.  Director:  Thorn- 
ton Freeland. 

New  York  Nights  (reissue) ..  (68)   April  16 
Musical  Drama.  Romance  of  a   charming  little 
militant  chorus  girl  who  matched  wits  and 
warred  love-mad  racketeers  for  her  man.  Norma 

Talmadge,  Gilbert  Roland.  Lewis  Milestone  pro- 
duced. 

Columbia 
Call  of  the  Rockies.  .8204.  .   (54)   April  30 
Western.  A   cowboy  buys  half  interest  in  a 

ranch  owned  by  a   girl,  and  together  they  ex- 

pose a   gang  of  land-stealing  dealers.  Charles 
Starrett,  Donald  Grayson,  Iris  Meredith.  Direc- 

tor: Allan  James. 

Cattle  Raiders.  .8203. .   (56)    Feb.  12 
Western.  The  plot  revolves  itself  around  the 

difficulties  encountered  by  a   cowboy  In  clear- 

ing himself  of  a   murder  charge.  Charles  Star- 
rett, Donald  Grayson,  Iris  Meredith.  Director: 

Sam  Nelson. 

City  Streets.  .8019.  .   (68)    July  1 
Drama.  An  Italian  grocer  takes  a   crippled  girl 
to  his  home  when  her  mother  dies.  He  sells  his 

business  to  obtain  money  for  an  operation  on 
the  girl  by  a   famous  surgeon,  but  a   civic 

worker  halts  his  plans  by  taking  her  to  an 
orphan  asylum.  Edith  Fellows,  Leo  Carrillo. 
Director:  Albert  S.  Rogell. 

Colorado  Trail  (formerly  “West  of  Santa 

Fe”) . .8208. .(57)    Sept.  8 
Western.  A   cowboy  exposes  a   crooked  cattle 
dealer  who  turns  out  to  be  his  own  father. 

Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Meredith.  Director:  Sam 
Nelson. 

Convicted .   . 8039 . .   (58)    Aug.  18 
Action  Dramia.  The  sister  of  a   man  convicted 

of  murder  on  circumstantial  evidence  turns 

night  club  entertainer  and  unearths  the  real 

criminal.  Rita  Hayworth,  Charles  Quigley.  Di- 
rector: Leon  Barsha. 

Crime  Takes  a   Holiday.  .   (61)   Oct.  5 
Melodrama.  A   prosecuting  attorney  uses  a   friend 
as  bait  to  catch  a   mob  racketeer,  the  friend 

almost  losing  his  life.  Jack  Holt,  Marcia  Ral- 
ston. Director:  Lewis  D.  Collins. 

Extortion .   .   8036 . .   (58)    April  25 
Melodrama.  An  unsuspected  student  is  re- 

vealed as  the  murderer  of  a   college  proctor 

after  the  coach  and  various  prominent  stu- 
dents had  been  suspected.  Scott  Colton,  Mary 

Russell.  Director:  Lambert  Hillyer. 

Flight  Into  Nowhere.  .8021. .   (65)   Apr.  18 
Action  Drama.  An  aviation  company  executive 

leads  an  expedition  into  the  uncharted  Jungles 
of  Central  America  to  save  a   lost  and  irrespon- 

sible pilot.  Jack  Holt,  Dick  Purcell,  Jacqueline 
Wells.  Director:  Lewis  D.  Collins. 

Flight  to  Fame  (formerly  “Wings  of  Doom”) 
(••)    Oct.  12 

Action  Drama.  An  electronic  death-ray  for  war 
planes  gets  into  the  wrong  hands  and  the 
demonstration  fails,  but  the  party  responsible 
for  the  tampering  is  caught.  Charles  Farrell, 
Jacqueline  Wells.  Director:  C.  C.  Coleman. 

Girls’  School..  (71)    Sept.  30 
Drama.  A   succession  of  events  following  the  ex- 

pulsion from  school  of  a   girl  for  an  all  night 

escapade.  Anne  Shirley,  Ralph  Bellamy,  Nan 
Grey.  Director:  John  Brahm. 

Gladiator,  The..  (72)    Aug.  15 
Comedy.  Joe  Brown  returns  to  college  after 

12  years  and  becomes  the  butt  of  the  college 

until  a   professor  who  has  been  perfecting  a 

strength-giving  serum  uses  him  as  a   subject, 

and  Joe  becomes  a   super-man  of  strength.  Joe 
E.  Brown,  Man  Mountain  Dean,  June  Travis. 

Director:  Edward  Sedgwick. 

Heroes  of  the  Alamo.  .8209. .   (74)    Feb.  17 
Western.  The  story  of  Texas  and  the  incidents 

leading  up  to  the  siege  of  the  now-famed  Alamo. 
Rex  Lease,  Lane  Chandler,  Earl  Hodgins.  Direc- 

tor: Harry  Fraser. 

Highway  Patrol..  (58)    June  27 
Action  Drama.  A   highway  patrolman  is  hired 
to  supervise  the  guarding  of  an  oil  refinery 

during  a   gas  price  war.  He  captures  the  crooks 
and  thwarts  their  plot  to  wreck  the  plant. 

Robert  Paige,  Jacqueline  Wells.  Director: 
C.  C.  Coleman  Jr. 

Holiday.  .8001.  .   (93)    June  15 
Drama.  Poor  boy  falls  in  love  with  rich  girl. 

Their  ideas  clash  in  a   climax  of  satirical  hu- 
mor, in  which  the  traditions  of  wealth  and 

society  are  ribbed.  Katharine  Hepburn,  Cary 

Grant,  Lew  Ayres.  Director:  George  Cukor. 

I   Am  the  Law.  .8005.  .   (99)   Sept.  2 

Drama.  A   professor  of  law  gets  a   year’s  leave 
of  absence,  and  instead  of  taking  a   vacation 

turns  militant  prosecuting  attorney  and  cleans 

up  the  city.  Edward  G.  Robinson,  Barbara 

O’Neil.  Director:  Alexander  Hall. 

Juvenile  Court.  .8026.  .   (61)    Sept.  15 

Melodrama.  A   gang  of  east  side  roughnecks  are 
finally  influenced  to  join  a   club  organized  to 

help  the  boys  overcome  their  environment.  Paul 
Kelly,  Rita  Hayworth,  Frankie  Darro  and  His 
Gang.  Director:  D.  Ross  Lederman. 

Lady  Objects,  The..(..)    Sept.  9 

Drama.  The  story  of  a   successful  woman  law- 
yer whose  husband  fails  as  an  architect  in  the 

business  world.  She  gives  up  the  career  to  go 

to  his  defense  when  he  is  accused  of  murder. 

Lanny  Ross,  Gloria  Stuart,  Joan  Marsh.  Di- 
rector: Erie  C.  Kenton. 

Law  of  the  Plains.  .8205. .   (66)   May  12 

Western.  Ranch  hands  round  up  and  capture 

city  gunmen  who  rob  their  foreman  of  the 

proceeds  from  the  sale  of  cattle.  Charles  Star- 
rett, Iris  Meredith.  Director:  Sam  Nelson. 

Lone  Wolf  in  Paris,  The. .   (67)              Mar.  24 

Drama.  Europe’s  most  daring  jewel  thief  at- 
tempts to  start  life  anew  in  Paris,  but  a   Prin- 

cess intervenes,  and  enlists  his  aid  in  getting 

back  her  crown  jewels.  Frances  Lederer,  Frances 

Drake,  Walter  Kingsford.  Director:  Albert  S. 
Rogell. 

Main  Event.  .8037 .   .   (55)   May  5 

Action  Drama.  Traces  an  evening's  events  start- 
ing with  the  kidnaping  of  the  heavyweight 

champ  on  the  eve  of  the  title  fight.  Robert 

Paige,  Jacqueline  Wells.  Director:  Danny  Dare. 

Overland  Express,  The..  (55)   Apr.  11 
Western.  Based  on  the  forging  of  the  first 

Pony  Express  line  from  Sacramento  to  St  Jos- 

eph, with  Indians  and  renegade  whites  attempt- 
ing to  block  passage  of  the  mails.  Buck  Jones, 

Marjorie  Reynolds,  Carlyle  Moore,  William  Ar- 
nold Director:  Drew  Eberson. 

Phantom  Gold  (formerly  “Gold  Rush  Days”) 
8213..  (56)    Aug.  31 

Western.  Luden  and  his  pals  accidentally  dis- 
cover a   rich  gold  claim  in  a   town  run  by  a 

gang  of  outlaws,  and  there  is  much  gunplay 

before  they  win  the  claim.  Jack  Luden.  Direc- 
tor: Joseph  Levering. 

Pioneer  Trail.  .8212. .   (55)    July  15 

Western.  A   Texas  cowboy  captures  a   band  of 
outlaws  and  their  leader  after  they  seize  his 
herd  of  cattle.  Jack  Luden,  Joan  Barclay, 

Slim  Whittaker.  Director:  Joseph  Levering. 

Reformatory ..  (59)    July  21 

Action  Drama.  Jack  Holt  puts  a   boys’  reforma- 
tory on  an  honor  system  and  makes  it  work. 

Jack  Holt,  Bobby  Jordan,  Frankie  Darro.  Di- 
rector: Lewis  D.  Collins. 

South  of  Arizona.  . 8207 ..  (56)    July  28 

Western.  Charles  Starrett  exposes  cattle  rust- 
lers and  captures  the  heart  of  Iris  Meredith. 

Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Meredith.  Director:  Sam 
Nelson. 

Stage  Coach  Days.  .8211. .   (58)   June  20 
Western.  A   coachline  owner  is  murdered,  and 

a   scheming  tyrant  anxious  to  obtain  control 
of  the  line,  accuses  the  missing  nephew  and 
heir  of  the  dead  man.  The  real  murderer  is 

exposed  during  an  exciting  coach  race.  Jack 

Ingram,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Jack  Luden.  Direc- 
tor: Joseph  Levering. 

Stranger  From  Arizona.  .8284. .   (56)   Sept.  22 

Western.  A   railroad  detective  solves  the  mys- 
terious disappearance  of  cattle  cars.  Buck 

Jones,  Dorothy  Fay.  Director:  Elmer  Clifton. 

There’s  Always  a   Woman.  .8006. .   (80)   Apr.  20 

Comedy  After  the  "Thin  Man”  fashion,  the 
story  portrays  man  and  wife  detectives  pitted 

against  each  other  in  the  solving  of  a   baf- 
fling mystery.  Joan  Blondell,  Melvyn  Douglas, 

Mary  Astor,  Frances  Drake.  Director:  Alexan- der Hall. 

West  of  Cheyenne.  .8206. .   (53)   June  30 

Western.  A   band  of  desperadoes  are  rounded 
up  and  captured  after  many  thrilling  gun 

fights.  Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Meredith.  Di- 
rector: Sam  Nelson. 

West  of  the  Santa  Fe .   .   9201 ..(..)   Oct.  3 

Western.  A   young  cowboy  exposes  a   crooked 
cattle  dealer  who  turns  out  to  be  his  own 

father.  Charles  Starrett.  Director:  Sam  Nelson. 

When  G-Meu  Step  In.  .8022 ..  (60)   Apr.  2 

Melodrama.  A   big-time  racketeer  sends  his  kid 
brother  to  law  school,  only  to  have  him  turn 

G-Man  when  he  graduates.  Don  Terry,  Jac- 
queline Wells,  Robert  Paige.  Director:  C.  C. Coleman  jr. 

Who  Killed  Gail  Preston?.  .8038. .   (61)   Feb.  24 

Mystery  Drama.  An  actress  is  murdered  when 

a   spotlight  is  focused  on  her,  and  clever  sleuth- 
ing on  the  part  of  a   police  inspector  brings 

about  a   solution  to  the  mystery.  Wyn  Cahoon, 
Don  Terry.  Director:  Leon  Barsha. 

Wide  Open  Faces.  .8010. .   (67)   Feb.  15 

Comedy.  Gangsters  invade  a   resort  inn  in  search 
of  a   stolen  necklace.  A   soda  jerker  finds  the 

jewels,  captures  the  bandits,  and  wins  the  re- 
ward and  the  girl.  Joe  E.  Brown,  Jane  Wy- 
man, Alison  Skipworth,  Alan  Baxter.  Director: 

Kurt  Keumann. 

Woman  Against  the  World.  .8040.  .   (62)  .   .March  17 

Drama.  A   young  mother,  who  kills  tier  aunt 
for  having  given  her  child  out  for  adoption,  Is 

paroled,  but  legal  difficulties  ensue  between 

her  and  the  child’s  foster  parents.  Ralph 
Forbes,  Alice  Moore,  James  McGrath.  Director: David  SelmaD. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You.  .9101.  .   (127) .   .Sept.  29 
Comedy.  The  story  of  an  eccentric  household 

who  enjoy  life  by  following  their  artistic  in- 
clinations. The  granddaughter  falls  in  love  with 

a   millionaire's  son,  whose  parents  disapprove, 
but  grandfather  breaks  down  the  barriers.  Jean 

Arthur,  James  Stewart,  Lionel  Barrymore.  Di- rector: Frank  Capra. 

First  National 
Adventures  of  ltobin  Hood .   .251 .   .   (102)  May  14 

Historical  Drama.  Presentation  of  the  swash- 
buckling exploits  of  the  legendary  Robin  Hood. 

Errol  Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland,  Basil  Rath- 
bone.  Directors:  Michael  Curtiz  and  William Keighley. 

Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse,  The.  .262.  .   (85)  July  30 
Melodrama.  A   physician  intent  upon  writing  a 
treatise  on  criminal  psychology,  becomes  a 

criminal  and  winds  up  on  trial  for  murder. 
Edward  G.  Robinson,  Claire  Trevor,  Humphrey 
Bogart.  Director:  Anatole  Litvak. 

Beloved  Brat,  The.  .267.  .   (62)   April  30 

Comedy  Drama.  A   young  girl,  denied  the  love 
and  affection  of  her  wealthy  parents,  becomes 

a   problem  child  and  is  sent  to  a   school  of 
correction.  Bonita  Granville,  Dolores  Costello, 

Donald  Crisp.  Director:  Arthur  Rubin. 

Crime  School.  .259.  .   (86)   May  28 

Melodrama.  The  talented  youngsters  of  “Dead 
End”  as  juvenile  crime  problematics  who  show 
the  need  for  revision  of  present  methods  of  cor- 

rection. Humphrey  Bogart,  Gale  Page.  Di- 
rector: Lewis  Seiler. 

Daredevil  Drivers.  .279.  .   (69)   Feb.  12 
Action  Drama.  Love  wins  out  when  Dick  Purcell 

joins  a   bus  company  in  an  effort  to  put  a   rival 
company,  operated  by  Beverly  Roberts,  out  of 
business.  Beverly  Roberts,  Dick  Purcell  and 
Gloria  Blondell.  Director:  B.  Reeves  Eason. 

Fools  for  Scandal .   .   252 . .   ( 79)   Apr.  16 

Comedy.  A   wealthy  girl  hires  a   penniless  noble- 
man as  her  chef.  He  turns  out  to  be  an  ama- 

teur at  cooking  but  knows  the  recipe  for  love. 
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THE  COMPLETE  CHECK-UP  ON  CURRENT  RELEASES ^Taatut^ 
Carole  Lombard.  Fernand  Gravet,  Ralph  Bel- 

lamy, Allen  Jenkins.  Director:  Mervyn  LeRoy. 

Four  Daughters.  .359.  .   (90)    Sept.  24 
Romantic  Drama.  Four  sisters  are  in  love  with 

a   music  student  who  lives  in  their  household, 
but  the  one  he  really  loves  marries  another. 

Priscilla,  Rosemary  and  Lola  Lane.  Gale  Page, 
Jeffery  Lynn.  Director:  Michael  Curtiz. 

Garden  of  the  Moon..  (90)   Oct.  1 

Musical  Comedy.  A   bitter  feud  is  waged  be- 
tween an  orchestra  leader  and  the  manager  of 

a   world-famed  dancing  spot,  in  which  the  for- 
mer perpetrates  a   colossal  hoax  on  the  latter, 

with  the  aid  of  a   girl  press  agent  for  the  night 
spot.  John  Payne,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Pat 

O'Brien.  Director:  Busby  Berkeley. 

Gold  Is  Where  You  Find  It.  .255. .   (97)  ©.  .Feb.  19 

Outdoor  Drama.  California's  gold-mining  feud 
with  agriculturalists  in  1870,  filmed  in  color. 
George  Brent,  Olivia  de  Havilland,  Claude  Rains. 
Director:  Michael  Curtiz. 

My  Bill.  .260.  .   (60)    July  9 
Drama.  A   widow,  through  extravagance,  finds 
herself  and  her  four  children  penniless.  The 

,   three  selfish,  older  children  desert  her,  leav- 

ing ''Bill”  who  helps  her  fight  her  way  back. 
Kay  Francis,  Dickie  Moore,  Anita  Louise.  Di- 

rector: John  Farrow. 

Mystery  House.  .277. .   (56)   May  21 
Melodrama.  A   hunting  lodge  is  the  scene  of  a 

murder  mystery,  in  which  the  president  of  a 
large  firm  is  found  murdered  after  calling  an 
executive  conference  to  inform  his  men  that 

one  of  them  is  guilty  of  forgery.  Dick  Purcell, 
Ann  Sheridan.  Director:  Noel  Smith. 

Penrod’s  Double  Trouble.  .276.  .   (60)   July  23 
Comedy.  Penrod  stows  away  in  the  basket  of 

a   barnstormer's  balloon  at  a   county  fair  and  is 
carried  away.  A   sideshow  operator  tries  unsuc- 

cessfully to  palm  off  his  assistant  as  the  miss- 
ing boy.  Billy  Mauch,  Bobby  Mauch,  Dick 

Purcell,  Gene  Lockhart.  Director:  Lewis  Seiler. 

Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A.  .259..  (85)   Mar.  5 
Comedy  Melodrama.  The  story  of  a   gangster  who 
goes  legitimate  and  is  more  funny  than  he  is 

tough.  Edward  G.  Robinson,  Jane  Bryan,  Allen 
Jenkins.  Director:  Lloyd  Bacon. 

Torchy  Blane  in  Panama.  .275.  .   (59)   May  7 
Action  Drama.  A   bank  holdup  and  murder 
gives  rise  to  a   boat  trip  to  Panama,  with  a 

girl  reporter  and  her  detective  lover  gunning 

against  each  other  in  their  pursuit  of  the  as- 
sailant. Lola  Lane,  Paul  Kelly,  Tom  Kennedy. 

Director:  William  Clemens. 

When  Were  You  Born? .   .263.  .   (65)   June  18 
Mystery  Drama.  A   woman  astrologist  predicts 

a   wealthy  man’s  death  and  is  accused  as  an 
accomplice  when  the  man  is  murdered.  Anna 

May  Wong,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Anthony  Averill. 
Director:  William  McGann. 

Women  Are  Like  That.  .261. .   (65)   Apr.  23 

Comedy  Drama.  A   man-against-wife  fracas  in 
which  they  become  business  competitors  in  the 

advertising  field.  Kay  Francis,  Pat  O’Brien, 
Grant  Mitchell,  Ralph  Forbes.  Director:  Albert 
H.  Z.  Carr. 

Gaumont  British 
Crime  Over  London  .   (63)    Aug.  15 

Action  Drama.  The  activities  of  a   gang  of 
killers  terrorizing  London  comes  to  a   close 

when  Scotland  Yard  thwarts  their  plans  to 

rob  a   large  London  department  store  on  its 

jubilee.  Joseph  Cawthorn,  Margot  Grahame, 

Paul  Cavanaugh.  Director:  Alfred  Zeisler. 

Evergreen.  .   (82)  reissue    July  15 
Musical  Comedy.  The  daughter  of  a   great  star 
poses  as  the  star  herself  20  years  later.  The 

hoax  is  successful  until  love  enters  the  setup. 
Jessie  Matthews,  Sonnie  Hale.  Director:  Victor 
Saville. 

Girl  Was  Young,  The..  (70)     .Feb.  15 

Mystery  Drama.  A   respectable  hobo,  wrongfully 
accused  of  murder,  attempts  to  clear  himself 

and  is  aided  by  the  constable's  daughter  and  a 
romance  develops.  Nova  Pilbeam,  Derrick  de 
Marney.  Director:  Alfred  Hitchcock. 

Lady  Vanishes,  The..(..)    Oct.  1 
Mystery  Drama.  A   governess  mysteriously  dis- 

appears from  a   Transcontinental  train,  and  a 
spy  plot  and  other  sinister  roles  are  enacted 

before  the  mystery  is  solved.  Margaret  Lock- 
wood,  Paul  Lukas.  Director:  Alfred  Hitchcock. 

Sailing  Along.  .7003. .   (94)   Mar.  15 

Musical  Comedy.  A   stage  struck  girl  gets  her 
fling  at  the  stage  but  discovers  she  prefers  the 
boy  friend.  Jessie  Matthews,  Roland  Young. 
Director:  Sonnie  Hale. 

Show  Goes  On,  The..  (68)   May  15 
Drama.  Believing  his  best  friend,  whom  he  sent 

to  court  the  girl  he  loved,  betrayed  him  when 
the  girl  fell  in  love  with  her  suitor,  this  trapeze 
artist  attempts  to  kill  his  friend.  When  the 

girl's  life  becomes  endangered  he  realizes  that 
their  love  was  true  and  fades  from  the  picture. 

Anna  Neagle,  Tullio  Carminati.  Director:  Her- 
bert Wilcox. 

Strange  Boarders.  .   (79)    Aug.  1 

Melodrama.  A   secret  agent,  with  the  assist- 
ance of  his  bride,  succeeds  in  tracking  down  two 

suspects  in  a   boarding  house,  where  all  the 

lodgers  turn  out  to  be  spies  and  pten  to  kill 

him  when  they  learn  of  his  identity.  Tom 

Walls,  Renee  St.  Cyr.  Director:  Herbert  Mason. 

Three  on  a   IVeekend. . (72)    July  1 
Drama.  A   nurse  infatuated  with  the  man  whose 

deceased  wife  she  attended,  the  bereaved  hus- 
band, and  the  young  man  who  loves  the  nurse 

untangle  the  skein  of  their  fate  on  an  English 

holiday.  Margaret  Lockwood,  John  Lodge.  Di- 
rector: Carol  Reed. 

To  the  Victor..  7005..  (78)   May  1 

Drama.  A   homespun  tale  of  a   sheep  herder’s 
feud.  Unusual  characterization  and  a   sense  of 

realism,  against  the  background  of  the  Scotch 

glens.  Will  Fyffe,  John  Loder,  Margaret  Lock- 
wood,  Graham  Moffatt.  Director:  Robert  Steven- 
son. 

Grand  National 
Dangerous  Secrets  (formerly  “Brief  Ecstasy”) 

230.  .   ( .   . )     Sept.  23 

Melodrama.  A   coed  marries  her  college  pro- 
fessor, but  still  imagines  she  Is  in  love  with  a 

former  sweetheart,  but  when  the  latter  returns 

after  five  years  she  finds  she  loves  her  husband. 

Paul  Lukas,  Linden  Travers,  Hugh  Williams.  Di- 
rector: Edmond  Greville. 

Held  for  Ransom.  .222.  .   (60)   June  9 

Western.  A   heavy  ransom  is  paid  but  kidnap- 
pers fail  to  return  the  victim.  A   young  girl, 

assigned  to  the  case,  poses  as  a   novelist  and 

brings  the  kidnappers  to  justice.  Grant  With- 
ers, Blanche  Mehaffey.  Director:  Clarence 

Bricker. 

High  Command,  The .   .   227 .   .   (59)   July  15 
Melodrama.  An  English  drama  of  army  life  in 

Africa,  in  which  an  officer,  with  a   murder  on  his 
conscience,  is  discovered  by  a   fellow  officer. 
The  latter  is  found  dead  and  the  first  officer 

is  suspected,  but  fights  to  clear  himself.  Lionel 
Atwill,  Lucy  Mannheim.  Director:  Thorald 
Dickinson. 

I   Married  a   Spy .   .225.  .   (59)   July  1 
Melodrama.  A   French  army  officer  marries  a 

French  woman  spy  to  save  her  from  extradition 
to  the  Germans,  with  the  understanding  that 
the  marriage  would  be  annulled  after  the  war, 
but  he  falls  in  love  with  her.  Neil  Hamilton, 
Brigette  Horney.  Director:  Edmond  Greville. 

International  Crime.  .214. .   (63)    Apr.  22 

Detective  Melodrama.  "Shadow,”  super-sleuth, 
plays  a   battle  of  wits  with  a   pair  of  interna- 

tional criminals  plotting  a   giant  robbery  to  pre- 
vent certain  foreign  investments  from  being  ne- 

gotiated. Rod  La  Rocque,  Astrid  Allwyn.  Di- 
rector: Charles  Lamont. 

Life  Returns.  .223. .   (60)    June  10 

Drama.  The  operation  of  a   scientist’s  life-re- 
viving experiments  as  a   racket  discourages  him. 

A   chance  to  utilize  his  knowledge  to  bring  hap- 
piness to  his  son  reawakens  him.  Onslow 

Stevens,  Lois  Wilson.  Director:  Eugen  Frenke. 

Renfrew  on  the  Great  White  Trail.. 228   

(59)    July  22 
Action  Drama.  Renfrew  survives  a   series  of 

close  adventures  to  finally  win  the  daughter  of 
a   trading  post  owner.  James  Newill,  Terry 
Walker.  Director:  A1  Herman. 

Rollin’  Plains.  .226. .   (75)    July  8 
Western.  A   Texas  ranger  and  his  men  end  a 

feud  between  sheepmen  and  cattlemen  in  a 

backward  valley  town.  Tex  Ritter,  Horace  Mur- 
phy, Snub  Pollard.  Director:  A1  Herman. 

Six  Shootin’  Sheriff  (formerly  Trails  West) 
224..  (59)    May  20 
Western.  A   cowboy  serves  a   term  for  a   framed 

robbery  charge  but  tracks  down  the  guilty 
party.  Ken  Maynard.  Director:  Harry  Fraser. 

Spirit  of  Youth.  .299.  .   (66)   April  1 
Action  Drama.  A   young  lad  sets  out  to  win  the 
heavyweight  title  of  the  world,  proving  that 
clean  living  is  what  it  takes  to  get  ahead.  Joe 
Louis,  Clarence  Muse,  Edna  Mae  Harris,  Mae 
Turner.  Director:  Harry  Fraser. 

Utah  Trail . . 229 . . (59)    Aug.  12 

Western.  Tex  Ritter  solves  the  “ghost  train” 
murder  and  marries  the  girl  whose  father  was 
slain.  Tex  Ritter,  Adele  Pearce.  Director:  A1 Herman. 

Whirlwind  Horseman.  .221.  .   (58)   May  7 

Western.  Two  pals  search  for  a   third  friend 
who  had  disappeared  after  gaining  sudden 
wealth,  and  arrive  in  time  to  save  the  ranchers 
from  bandits  and  to  rescue  their  friend.  Ken 

Maynard.  Director:  Robert  Hill. 

Zamboanga.  .218.  .   (60)    Apr.  15 
Melodrama,  A   story  of  the  Inhabitants  of  the 
Sulu  Sea  area,  built  around  the  romance  of  a 
pearl  diver  whose  loved  one  is  captured  by  a 

renegade  chief  during  his  absence,  which  brings 

about  a   battle  between  opposing  tribes.  All  na- 
tive cast.  Produced  by  Tait  and  Harris.  Photo- 

graphed by  William  H.  Jansen. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
A   Yank  at  Oxford.  .823. .   (100)   Feb.  18 
Comedy  Drama.  A   cocky  American  athlete  tries 

in  a   few  days  to  overthrow  the  centuries-old 

habits  of  England’s  tradition-steeped  Oxford. 
Robert  Taylor,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Maureen 

O’Sullivan,  Edmund  Gwenn.  Director:  Jack 
Conway. 

Arsene  Lupin  Returns.  .824.  .   (82)   Feb.  25 

Comedy  Drama,  Maurice  Leblanc’s  fictionized 
character,  Arsene  Lupin,  thought  dead,  goes  into 
action  to  expose  a   fraudulent  crook  using  his 

name.  Melvyn  Douglas,  Virginia  Bruce,  Warren 
William.  Director:  George  Fitzmaurice. 

Block-Heads.  .844.  .   (58)    Aug.  19 
Comedy.  Two  war  buddies  are  reunited  after 

20  years  and  get  into  more  trouble  than  nor- 
mally comes  in  a   lifetime.  Stan  Laurel,  Oliver 

Hardy,  Patricia  Ellis.  Director:  John  G.  Bly- stone. 

Boys’  Town ..(..)    Sept.  9 

Drama.  Spencer  Tracy  starts  a   small  commun- 

ity, self-governed  by  boys.  One  youth,  a   prob- 
lem boy,  runs  away  and  is  shot  by  bank  bandits 

whom  he  had  recognized.  He  recovers  and 

aids  in  finding  the  bandits  and  is  made  Mayor 

of  Boys'  Town.  Spencer  Tracy,  Mickey  Rooney, 
Henry  Hull.  Director:  Norman  Taurog. 

Chaser,  The .   .   842 .   .   ( 75)    July  29 

Comedy  Drama.  Dennis  O’Keefe  plays  the  shy- 
ster lawyer  in  a   story  woven  around  a   mirth- 

quake  of  escapades  in  the  life  of  an  ambulance 

chaser.  Dennis  O’Keefe,  Lewis  Stone,  Nat 
Pendleton,  Ann  Morriss.  Director:  Ed  Marin. 

Crowd  Roars,  The.  .840. .   (92)    Aug.  5 
Action  Drama.  A   lusty  tale  of  the  fight  game, 

with  Robert  Taylor  as  the  main  mitt  slinger. 
Robert  Taylor,  Edward  Arnold,  Frank  Morgan, 

Maureen  O’Sullivan.  Director:  Richard  Thorpe. 

Fast  Company ..  (75)    July  8 

Comedy  Drama.  Husband  and  wife  turn  ama- 
teur detectives  to  solve  the  murder  of  a   book 

peddler.  Melvyn  Douglas,  Florence  Rice,  Claire 
Dodd.  Director:  Edward  Buzzell. 

First  Hundred  Years,  The.  .826.  .   (73)   Mar.  11 

Comedy-Drama.  A   young  wife  is  unwilling  to 

give  up  her  good  job  to  live  where  her  husband 
has  work.  They  separate,  with  the  wife  paying 

alimony.  Robert  Montgomery,  Virginia  Bruce, 
Warren  William.  Director:  Richard  Thorpe. 

Girl  of  the  Golden  West.  .827 ..  (121)   Mar.  18 

Musical  Operetta.  A   sheriff  and  a   bandit  are 

rivals  for  the  affection  of  the  belle  of  the  Cali- 
fornia gold  fields.  To  save  the  bandit,  the  girl 

agrees  to  marry  the  sheriff.  After  a   series  of  ex- 
citing events,  the  girl  and  her  bandit  sweetheart 

are  united.  Jeanette  MacDonald,  Nelson  Eddy, 

Buddy  Ebsen,  Walter  Pidgeon.  Director:  Robert Z.  Leonard. 

Hold  That  Kiss.  .833.  .   (74)   May  13 

Comedy.  A   young  salesman  in  a   travel  agency 

and  a   pretty  model  each  think  the  other  is  a 

socialite  and  proceed  to  carry  out  the  decep- 

tion in  high  comedy  fashion.  Maureen  O'Sulli- 
van, Dennis  O'Keefe,  Mickey  Rooney.  Director: Edwin  L.  Marin. 

Judge  Hardy’s  Children.  .828. .   (77)    Mar.  25 

Comedy  Drama.  Another  of  the  "Judge  Hardy” 
series,  in  which  Judge  Hardy  takes  his  family 

to  Washington  where  he  heads  a   Senate  com- 
mittee to  investigate  a   public  utilities  monopoly. 

Some  of  the  fundamental  principles  of  democ- 
racy are  demonstrated  in  this  film  which  makes 

it  of  great  educational  value.  Lewis  Stone, 

Mickey  Rooney,  Cecilia  Parker,  Fay  Holden, 
Janet  Beecher.  Director:  George  B.  Seitz. 

Listen,  Darling.  . 904. .(.. )     Oct.  14 
Comedy  with  Music.  A   couple  of  adolescents 

plot  to  get  a   husband  for  their  widowed  mother, 
and  finally  find  him  in  a   trailer.  Freddie 

Bartholomew,  Judy  Garland,  Mary  Astor.  Di- 
rector: Edwin  L.  Marin. 

Lord  Jeff . .837. . (84)    June  24 
Comedy  Drama.  A   young  boy,  used  as  a   tool 

by  London  crooks,  is  sent  to  a   nautical  school, 
but  is  ostracized  by  the  other  boys  and  runs 
away.  He  comes  back,  wins  the  confidence  of 

the  boys,  and  brings  honor  to  the  school.  Fred- 
die Bartholomew,  Mickey  Rooney.  Director: 

Sam  Wood. 

Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy.  .841.  .   (90)   July  22 

Comedy  Drama.  Another  of  the  Judge  Hardy 

series,  in  which  the  15-year  old  finds  himself 
in  a   predicament  in  choosing  one  of  three  girls 
for  a   dance  date.  Lewis  Stone,  Mickey  Rooney, 

Judy  Garland.  Director:  George  Seitz. 

Marie  Antoinette.  .845.  .   (157)    Aug.  26 

Historical  Drama.  The  tragic,  romantic  story 

of  a   Queen  in  the  Revolutionary  period  in  the 

days  of  Louis  XVI  of  France.  Norma  Shearer, 

Robert  Morley,  Tyrone  Power.  Director:  W.  S. 
Van  Dyke. 

Merrily  We  Live .   .   825 .   .   (95)     Mar.  4 

Comedy.  On  the  order  of  "My  Man  Godfrey," 
a   noted  author,  thought  to  be  a   tramp,  be- 

comes the  chauffeur  and  general  servant  for  a 
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wild  socialite  family.  Constance  Bennett,  Brian 

Aherne,  Alan  Mowbray,  Billie  Burke.  Director: 
Norman  Z.  McLeod. 

Port  of  Seven  Seas.  .829.  .   (81)   July  1 
Drama.  The  sailor  lad  lover  of  a   young  girl 
returns  to  claim  her  and  the  child  she  bore 

him,  though  unmarried.  He  finds  her  the  wife 
of  an  older  man  who  loves  her  and  so  steps 

aside.  Wallace  Beery,  Frank  Morgan,  Maureen 

O’Sullivan.  James  Whale  directed. 

Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl.  .843.  .   (72)   Aug.  12 

Comedy  Drama.  A   poor-but-honest  working 
girl  and  her  rich  employer  fall  in  love,  but  the 

girl's  family  is  the  obstacle  between  them  as 
they  do  not  approve  of  his  extreme  wealth. 

Robert  Young,  Ruth  Hussey,  Lew  Ayres.  Di- 
rector: Reinhold  Schunzel. 

Shopworn  Angel.  .835.  .   (85)    July  15 
Drama.  A   Texas  cowboy  enlists  in  the  army 
and  while  stopping  in  New  York  en  route  to 
France,  meets  and  falls  in  love  with  a   show 
girl,  who  in  turn  is  in  love  with  a   wealthy 
broker.  She  marries  the  cowboy  before  he 

leaves  for  the  front,  but  receives  word  later 

that  he  has  been  killed.  Margaret  Sullavan, 
James  Stewart,  Walter  Pidgeon.  Director:  H.  C. 
Potter. 

Stablemates.  .906.  .   ( .   . )     Oct.  7 
Comedy  Drama.  The  adventures  of  a   jockey 
and  a   track  follower  who  become  fast  friends. 

The  latter  turns  out  to  be  an  escaped  convict, 
but  saves  the  boy  and  his  horse  before  going 
back  to  jail,  leaving  the  boy  enough  money  to 
complete  his  education.  Wallace  Beery,  Mickey 
Rooney.  Director:  Sam  Wood. 

Swiss  Miss.  .830. .   (73)    May  20 

Comedy.  Two  American  mousetrap  salesmen 
stranded  in  a   Swiss  village,  meet  and  aid  a 

famous  prima  donna,  who  disguises  herself  to 
win  an  operatic  role  in  an  opera  her  husband  is 
writing,  and  for  which  he  had  selected  another 
singer.  Stan  Laurel,  Oliver  Hardy,  Della 
Lind.  Director:  John  Blystone. 

Test  Pilot.  .831.  .   (J18)   Apr.  22 
Action  Drama.  The  story  of  a   pilot  who  loved 
his  work  more  than  his  wife.  When  his  pal 

is  killed  in  saving  the  pilot’s  life,  grief  brings 
to  an  end  his  work  as  a   test  pilot.  Clark  Gable, 

Spencer  Tracy,  Myrna  Loy,  Lionel  Barrymore. 
Director:  Victor  Fleming. 

Three  Comrades.  .832.  .   (98)   June  3 
Drama.  The  story  of  the  shattered  lives  of 

three  war  comrades  in  post-war  Germany,  who 
find  difficulty  in  adjusting  themselves  to  the 
tempo  of  a   confused  world.  Based  on  the  novel 

by  Erich  Maria  Remarque.  Robert  Taylor, 
Margaret  Sullavan,  Franchot  Tone,  Robert 
Young.  Director:  Frank  Borzage. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle.  .903. .   (108)   Sept.  16 
Comedy  Romance.  Based  on  the  lives  and  loves 
of  newsreel  cameramen.  Clark  Gable,  Myrna 
Loy.  Director:  Jack  Conway. 

Toy  Wife .   .   836 . .   (93)    June  10 

Drama.  New  Orleans  in  pre-Civil  War  days, 
and  the  story  of  a   frivolous,  selfish  wife  and 

mother  who  carries  on  a   liaison  with  a   young 

playboy.  Luise  Rainer,  Melvyn  Douglas,  Rob- 
ert Young.  Director:  Richard  Thorpe. 

Woman  Against  Woman.  .838.  .   (61)   June  17 

Dram'a.  The  trials  of  a   second  wife  brought 
home  to  the  same  town  where  the  divorced 

spouse  of  her  husband  is  a   social  favorite. 

Herbert  Marshall,  Virginia  Bruce,  Mary  Astor. 
Director:  Robert  Sinclair. 

Yellow  Jack..  834..  (83)   May  27 

Drama.  The  noble  fight  waged  against  yellow 
fever  by  Major  Reed  at  the  turn  of  the  century. 

Robert  Montgomery,  Virginia  Bruce,  Lewis 
Stone.  Director:  George  B.  Seitz. 

Monogram 
Barefoot  Boy.  .   (3810)  ..  (63)    Aug.  3 

Outdoor  Drama.  A   courageous  lad  and  his  coun- 
try pals  bring  to  justice  a   gang  of  crooks  for 

whose  crime  the  boy’s  father  was  punished. 
Jackie  Moran,  Marcia  Mae  Jones,  Ralph  Mor- 

gan. Director:  Karl  Brown. 

Female  Fugitive.  .3713. .   (56)    Apr.  15 
Drama.  An  Innocent  wife  becomes  a   fugitive 

when  she  learns  of  her  husband's  criminal  ac- 
tivities, after  several  murders  bring  his  ne- 

farious dealings  into  the  open.  Evelyn  Venable, 

Craig  Reynolds.  Director:  William  Nigh. 

Gun  Smoke  Trail .   .3740.  .   (57)   May  8 
Western.  Randall  and  his  Indian  friend  save 

a   girl  from  a   villain  posing  as  her  uncle  and 
custodian  of  an  estate  she  has  never  seen.  Jack 

Randall,  Louise  Stanley,  John  Merton.  Direc- 
tor: Sam  Newfield. 

Land  of  Fighting  Men.  .37.39.  .   (53)    Apr.  11 
Western.  A   friend  helps  another  hold  his  ranch, 

although  the  owner’s  sister  would  sell  to  the 
villains,  and  in  time  vindicates  his  stand.  Jack 
Randall,  Herman  Brix.  Director:  Alan  James. 

Man’s  Country.  .3742.  .(55)    July  6 
Western.  A   young  ranger  is  sent  out  to  bring 

in  a   gang  of  suspected  outlaws,  but  he  finds 
the  accused  gang  Is  innocent  and  rounds  up 

the  real  leader  and  his  band.  Jack  Randall, 

Ralph  Peters,  Walter  Long,  Marjorie  Reynolds. 
Director:  Robert  Hill. 

Marines  Are  Here,  The.  .3712.  .   (60)   June8 
Comedy  Drama.  The  idealization  of  a   young 

boy  and  the  love  of  a   girl  changes  a   clowning 
marine  to  the  pride  of  the  service.  June  Travis, 
Gordon  Oliver.  Director:  Phil  Rosen. 

Mexicali  Kid.  .3741.  .   (56)    Sept.  7 

Western.  As  a   return  favor  for  saving  his 

life,  a   young  lad  helps  his  friend  fight  a   gang 
of  outlaws  who  plot  to  steal  the  ranch  of  the 

friend’s  sweetheart.  Jack  Randall,  Wesley 
Barry,  Eleanor  Stewart.  Director:  Wallace  Fox. 

Mr.  Wong,  Detective ..(..)   Oct.  5 

Melodrama.  A   detective  meets  with  many  com- 

plications before  solving  three  murders  com- 
mitted by  poison  gas.  Boris  Karloff,  Grant 

Withers,  Maxine  Jennings.  Director:  William 
Nigh. 

Numbered  Women.  .3709.  .   (63)   May  22 

Drama.  A   girl,  seeking  evidence  to  clear  her 

brother  of  a   bond-stealing  charge,  takes  a   job 
as  private  nurse  to  the  guilty  banker.  Sally 

Blane,  Lloyd  Hughes,  John  Arledge.  Director: 
Karl  Brown. 

Painted  Trail . .   37.33 .   .   (50)   Feb.  16 
Western.  Tom  Keene,  a   federal  agent  disguised 

as  the  "Pecos  Kid,”  rounds  up  a   gang  of  cattle 
rustlers  near  the  Mexican  border.  Director: 
Robert  Hill. 

Phantom  Ranger.  .37.30.  .   (57)    May  29 

Western.  Tim1  McCoy  leads  a   band  of  counter- 
feiters into  the  hands  of  federal  agents,  and 

wins  a   Spanish  senorita.  Tim  McCoy,  Suzanna 

Kaaren,  Karl  Hackett.  Director:  Sam  New- 
field. 

Port  of  Missing  Girls,  The.  . 3725.  .   (64)   Feb.  23 

Drama.  Accidentally  implicated  in  a   gang  mur- 
der, a   girl  takes  refuge  aboard  a   tramp  steamer, 

manned  by  a   woman-hating  captain,  and  runs 
into  fightiner  and  gun-smuggling  in  Chinese 
waters.  Judith  Allen.  Harry  Carey,  Milburn 
Stone.  Director:  Karl  Brown. 

Romance  of  the  Limberlost .   .   3702 .   .   (81) .   . .   June  22 

Outdoor  Drama.  Gene  Stratton-Porter's  famous 
novel  of  the  loves  and  hates  of  the  swamp 
folks.  Jean  Parker,  Eric  Linden.  Director: 
William  Nigh. 

Rose  of  the  Rio  Grande.  .3715.  .   (60)   Mar.  16 
Musical  Romance.  A   Mexican  Robin  Hood  leads 

his  band  in  the  rescue  of  a   girl  fleeing  from 

outlaws  who  are  after  her  family  jewels.  Movita, 
John  Carroll.  Director:  William  Nigh. 

Starlight  Over  Texas .   .   3859 .   .   (59)   Sept.  7 
Western.  The  first  in  the  series  of  eight  prairie 

operas  Monogram  will  make.  Story  concerns  a 

Texas  ranger  in  pursuit  of  cattle  rustlers.  Tex 
Ritter.  Director:  A1  Herman. 

Two  Gun  Justice .   .   3729 .   .   (57)   Apr.  24 

Western.  A   ranger,  disguised  as  a   Spanish 
bandit,  joins  a   gang  he  is  attempting  to  clean 

up.  but  a   jealous  sweetheart  reveals  his  iden- 
tity. Tim  McCoy.  Betty  Compson.  Joan  Bar- 
clay. Director:  Alan  James. 

Under  the  Big  Top  (formerly  “The  Circus 
Comes  to  Town”) .   .   (63)   Aug.  31 
Drama.  The  love  of  two  trapeze  partners  in  a 

circus  owned  by  the  girl’s  aunt,  who  objects 
to  their  marriage.  They  leave  the  circus  but 

go  back  when  the  aunt  becomes  ill.  Anne 

Nagel.  Marjorie  Main.  Jack  LaRue,  Grant 
Richards.  Director:  Karl  Brown. 

Wanted  by  the  Police.  . 3817 ..  (60)   Sept.  21 
Melodrama.  A   youngster  working  in  a   garage 
discovers  his  bosses  are  auto  thieves  wanted  by 

the  police,  and  he  aids  in  capturing  the  whole 

gang.  Frankie  Darro,  Evalyn  Knapp,  Robert 
Kent.  Director:  Howard  Bretherton. 

Where  the  Buffalo  Roam .   .   3860 . .   ( .   . )   Oct.  12> 
Western.  Tex  Ritter  captures  a   gang  of  buffalo 
killers,  whose  leader  turns  out  to  be  the  man 

who  had  appointed  him  as  town  marshal  to 

clean  up  the  gang.  Tex  Ritter.  Director:  A1  Her- 
man. 

Paramount 
Arkansas  Traveler   Oct.  14 

Comedy  Drama.  A   hobo  printer-at-large  helps 

a   widow  and  her  daughter  run  their  paner  un- 

der the  handicap  of  the  town’s  political  boss. 
Bob  Burns,  Fay  Bainter.  Jean  Parker,  Irvin  S. 
Cobb.  Director:  Alfred  Santell. 

Bar  20  Justice.  .3758.  .   (70)       .   June  24 

Western.  The  mysterious  looting:  of  a   mine  and 

a   series  of  accidents  terrorizing  its  workers 

are  solved  by  “Hoppv”  and  his  nals.  William 
Boyd.  George  Hayes,  Russell  Hayden.  Director: 
Lesley  Selander. 

Bie*  Broadcast  of  1938.  The ..  3703 ..  (90)   Feb.  18 
Musical  Comedy.  A   trans-Atlantic  race  with 

evervone  on  board  bavin e*  a   special  purpose  in 
winning.  W.  G.  Fields,  Martha  Rave.  Dorothv 

Lamour,  Ben  Blue,  Bob  Hope.  Director:  Mitchell 
Leisen. 

Booloo .   .   3745 .   .   (00)    July  22 

Adventure  Drama.  Filmed  in  the  jungles  of  Ma- 

reatutel 
lay,  the  story  deals  with  the  wanton  slaught- 

ering of  tropical  beasts.  Colin  Tapley,  Mamo 
Clark  and  other  native  cast.  Director:  Clyde Elliott. 

Bulldog  Drummond  in  Africa.  .3747.  .   (59) .   .Aug.  5 

Melodrama.  Drummond  delays  his  middle-aisllng 
to  rescue  his  friend  and  rival  from  a   mob  of 

International  spies.  John  Howard,  Heather 

Angel,  H.  B.  Warner.  Director:  Louis  King. 

Bulldog  Drummond’s  Peril.  .3733. .   (66)  .   .Mar.  18 
Mystery  Drama.  A   process  for  making  diamonds 

falls  into  the  wrong  hands  and  threatens  Eng- 

land’s economic  stability  until  it  is  retrieved. 
John  Barrymore,  John  Howard,  Louise  Camp- 

bell. Director:  James  Hogan. 

Campus  Confessions.  .3802.  .   (66)    Sept.  23 
Comedy  with  Music.  The  benefactor  of  Middle- 

ton  College  puts  the  clamps  down  on  athletics 
but  his  young  son  helps  the  college  soar  into 
athletic  prominence  and  finally  overcome  all 
opposition.  Hank  Luisetti,  Betty  Grable,  Wil- 

liam Henry.  Director:  George  Archainbaud. 

Cassidy  of  Bar  20.  .3756.  .   (56)   Feb.  25 

Western.  Cassidy  aids  his  onetime  sweetheart  by 

defeating  a   gang  of  cattle  rustlers,  wins  her 
promise  to  marry  him  and  rides  off  in  search 
of  new  adventures.  William  Boyd.  Frank  Darien, 

Russell  Hayden,  Nora  Lane.  Director:  Lesley 
Selander. 

Cocoanut  Grove.  .3740.  .   (94)   May  20 

Comedy  with  Music.  A   band  leader  wins  a 

trailer  in  a   contest  and  heads  for  Los  Angeles 
with  his  troupe,  where  he  encounters  stiff 
competition  in  the  annual  contest  staged  for 
selection  of  the  winning  band  to  play  at  the 

famous  "Cocoanut  Grove.”  Fred  MacMurray, 
Harriet  Hilliard,  Ben  Blue,  the  Yacht  Club 
Boys.  Director:  Alfred  Santell. 

College  Swing.  .3737.  .(87)   Apr.  29 

Comedy  with  Music.  Grade  Allen  inherits  a 
college  and  starts  a   class  in  Practical  Romance. 
Martha  Raye,  George  Burns,  Grade  Allen,  Bob 

Hope,  Edward  Everett  Horton.  Director:  Raoul 
Walsh. 

Dangerous  to  Know .. 3732 ..  (70)   Mar.  11 

Melodrama.  A   political  city  lord  falls  in  love 
with  the  engaged  daughter  of  a   first  family,  and 

frames  her  fiance  in  an  attempt  to  force  her  to 
marry  him.  Akim  Tamiroff,  Anna  May  Wong, 
Gail  Patrick.  Director:  Robert  Florey. 

Dr.  Rhythm.  .3739.  .   (80)   May  6 

Musical.  Two  friends,  a   doctor  and  a   cop, 

imbibe  too  freely  and  the  former,  dressed  as  a 

policeman,  takes  the  cop’s  job  of  guarding  a 
young  girl.  Bing  Crosby,  Mary  Carlisle, 
Beatrice  Lillie,  Andy  Devine.  Director:  Frank Tuttle. 

Farewell  to  Arms.  .Reissue.  .3769.  .   (79)  ...  .June  11 

Romantic  Drama.  From  Ernest  Hemingway’s 
novel,  which  tells  the  story  of  a   man  and 
woman  who  dare  to  face  with  their  love  the 

challenge  of  a   world  gone  mad  with  the  hor- 
rors of  war.  Helen  Hayes,  Gary  Cooper,  Adolphe 

Menjou.  Director:  Frank  Borzage. 

Give  Me  a   Sailor.  .3749.  .   (77)   Aug.  19 

Comedy.  A   matrimonial  mixup  of  two  sis- 
ters, one  a   butterfly,  the  other  a   drudge,  and 

two  brothers,  naval  officers.  Martha  Raye,  Bob 

Hope,  Betty  Grable.  Director:  Elliott  Nugent. 

Heart  of  Arizona.  .3757. .   (68)    Apr.  22 

Western.  Hopalong  comes  to  the  rescue  of  a 

young  lady  and  helps  her  free  her  ranch  of 
cattle  rustlers.  William  Boyd.  George  Hayes, 

Russell  Hayden.  Director:  Les  Selander. 

Her  Jungle  Love.  .3736. .   (81)    Apr.  15 

Melodrama.  A   couple  of  American  aviators 
crash  on  a   South  Pacific  Island,  where  one  of 
them  meets  and  falls  in  love  with  a   jungle 

Princess.  Trouble  starts  when  the  man-hating 

natives  find  them  on  the  island.  Dorothy  La- 

mour, Ray  Milland,  Lynne  Overman,  J.  Carrol 
Naish.  Director:  George  Archainbaud. 

Hunted  Men.  .3741.  .   (67)   May  27 

Drama.  A   regenerated  gang  leader  forces  a 

model  family  in  a   small  town  to  harbor  him 
from  the  law.  Lloyd  Nolan,  Mary  Carlisle, 
Lynne  Overman.  Director:  Louis  King. 

In  Old  Mexico . .   3855 .   .   ( 67 )   Sept.  9 

Western.  Hopalong  Cassidy  and  his  buddies 

battle  against  a   band  of  border  bad-men  in 

the  gay,  romantic  atmosphere  of  Old  Mexico. 
William  Boyd,  George  Hayes,  Russell  Hayden. 
Director:  Edward  D.  Venturini. 

King  of  Alcatraz .   .   3804 ..(..)   Sept.  30 
Melodrama.  The  drama  of  a   gang  king  who 

escapes  from  Alcatraz  prison  and  takes  over 
a   ship  on  the  high  seas,  terrorizing  the  crew. 
Lloyd  Nolan,  Robert  Preston,  J.  Carrol  Naish, 
Gail  Patrick.  Director:  Robert  Florey. 

Pride  of  the  West.  .3854.  .   (55)   July  8 

Action  Melodrama.  Hopalong  acts  as  a   special 

investigator  in  thwarting  a   land-grabbing 
scheme  and  in  capturing  the  crooks  who  have 
extended  their  activity  to  a   stage  coach  robbery. 

William  Boyd,  Russell  Hayden,  George  Hayes. 
Director:  Lesley  Selander. 

Prison  Farm . .   3743 .   .   ( 70)    June  17 

Melodrama.  A   young  girl,  innocently  involved 
with  a   murderer,  is  sent  to  the  prison  farm. 
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She  falls  In  love  with  the  prison  doctor,  who 
aids  in  clearing  her  name.  Shirley  Ross.  Lloyd 

Nolan,  J.  Carrol  Nalsh.  Director:  Louis  King. 

Professor,  Beware.  .3746.  .   (93)    July  29 
Comedy.  An  Egyptologist  finally  gets  his  big 
chance  to  join  an  expedition  but  never  gets 

there.  ^Jlarold  Lloyd,  Phyllis  Welch.  Director: 
Elliott  Nugent. 

Romance  in  the  Dark.  .3731 ..  (79)   Mar.  4 

Musical  Comedy.  Miss  Swarthout,  working  as  a 

maid  in  a   tenor’s  home,  and  awaiting  an  au- 
dition, poses  as  a   Persian  Princess  to  aid  her 

master’s  suit  for  the  hand  of  a   Countess.  In- 
stead she  wins  the  master  and  an  operatic  con- 

tract. Gladys  Swarthout,  John  Boles,  John 
Barrymore.  Director:  H.  C.  Potter. 

Sing  You  Sinners.  . 3801 ..  (90)   Sept.  2 

Comedy  with  Music.  The  story  of  three  crooner 

brothers,  two  of  whom  are  so  lazy  that  the 
third  brother  has  to  forego  marrying  his 

fiancee  to  provide  for  the  family.  Bing  Crosby, 

Fred  MacMurray,  Donald  O’Connor.  Director: 
Wesley  Ruggles. 

Sons  of  the  Legion.  . 3803.  .   (60)   Sept.  16 

Drama.  A   group  of  small-town  boys  form  a 

’’Sons  of  the  Legion”  branch,  but  two  boys,  un- 

able to  join  because  of  their  father’s  dishonor- 
able discharge  from  the  army,  set  out  to  prove 

their  father’s  innocence.  Lynne  Overman,  Eve- 

lyn Keyes,  Donald  O’Connor.  Director:  James 
Hogan. 

Spawn  of  the  North.  .3750.  .   (113)   Aug.  26 

Action  Drama.  A   drama  of  America’s  last  fron- 
tier, the  salmon  fishing  waters  of  Alaska,  and 

the  war  between  the  trap-site  owners  and  fish 

pirates,  filmed  against  a   scenic  background. 

George  Raft,  Henry  Fonda,  Dorothy  Lamour. 
Director:  Henry  Hathaway. 

Stolen  Heaven .   .   3738 . .   (88)   May  13 

Drama  with  Music.  A   gang  of  fleeing,  Inter- 
national jewel  thieves  are  marooned  in  a   for- 

est where  they  take  refuge  in  the  home  of  a 

retired  concert  pianist.  Gene  Raymond,  Olympe 
Bradna,  Lewis  Stone.  Director:  Andrew  L. 
Stone. 

Texans,  The.  .3748. .   (93)    Aug.  12 

Historical  Western.  An  epic  of  the  reconstruc- 
tion period  in  Texas  after  the  Civil  War.  Joan 

Bennett,  Randolph  Scott.  Directors  James 
Hogan. 

Tip-Off  Girls.  .3735. .   (62)    Apr.  1 
Melodrama.  G-Men  apprehend  a   gang  hijacking 
fast  freight  trucks.  J.  Carrol  Nalsh,  Lloyd 
Nolan.  Director:  Louis  King. 

Touchdown,  Army.  .3805.  .   (71)    Oct.  7 
Action  Drama.  A   cadet  breaks  every  known  rule 

to  court  the  Colonel’s  daughter,  and  becomes 
unpopular  with  his  classmen,  but  proves  himself 
a   regular  guy  before  the  big  football  game. 
Robert  Cummings,  Mary  Carlisle.  Director:  Kurt 
Neumann. 

Tropic  Holiday.  .3744.  .   (78)    July  22 
Comedy.  A   writer  hides  out  in  a   little  Mexican 
town  to  work  on  a   movie  script  but  Is  beset 

with  charming  distractions  in  the  way  of 
senoritas.  Bob  Burns,  Ray  Milland,  Dorothy 
Lamour,  Martha  Raye.  Director:  Theodore  Reed. 

You  and  Me.  .3742. .   (90)    June  10 
Drama.  The  shadow  of  the  Big  House  looms 

up  as  a   threat  to  romance  in  this  story  of  a 
girl  with  a   past.  Sylvia  Sidney,  George  Raft. 
Director:  Fritz  Lang. 

Republic 
Army  Girl.  .   7002 ..  (85)    July  15 

Drama.  An  army  captain  assigned  to  a   regi- 
ment to  study  the  need  of  mechanizing  that 

post  with  tanks.  He  meets  and  falls  in  love 

with  the  Colonel's  daughter.  Madge  Evans, 
Preston  Foster,  James  Gleason.  Director: 

George  Nichols  jr. 

Arson  Gang  Busters.  .7022.  .(65)    Mar.  28 
Melodrama.  An  arson  squad  member  Joins  a 

gang  of  arsonists  and  after  his  Identity  Is  dis- 
covered the  gang  Is  apprehended.  Bob  Liv- 

ingston, Jackie  Moran,  Rosalind  Keith.  Direc- 
tor: Joe  Kane. 

Billy  the  Kid  Returns.  .851.  .   (56)    Sept.  4 

Western.  As  the  "double”  for  the  notorious 
Billy  the  Kid,  the  hero  takes  the  side  of  the 

small  farmers  in  their  war  against  cattle 

barons.  Roy  Rogers,  Smiley  Burnette,  Mary 
Hart.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

Call  of  the  Yukon.  .7011. .   (70)   Apr.  18 
Outdoor  Drama.  Wild  dogs  and  wolves  raiding 
on  game  force  natives  of  an  Isolated  Eskimo 

village  to  move  out  or  face  a   winter  of  star- 

vation. A   young  authoress  refuses  to  leave,  but 

a   rugged  trapper  forces  her  to  accompany  him 
south.  Their  adventures  on  the  long  trek  fur- 

nish the  action.  Richard  Arlen,  Beverly  Rob- 
erts, Lyle  Talbot.  Director:  B.  Reeves  Eason. 

Calling  the  Mesquiteers .   .   7115 . .   (55)   Mar.  7 

Western.  Three  modern  knights  of  the  road, 
returning  from  a   rodeo,  are  hijacked  by  silk 
thieves.  To  dear  their  names  with  the  law,  they 
take  to  the  saddle  and  round  up  the  gang.  Bob 

Livingston,  Ray  Corrigan,  Max  Terhune,  Lynn 
Roberts.  Director:  John  English. 

Come  on  Leathernecks.  .7024.  .   (66)   Aug.  8 
Action  Drama.  A   Colonel  in  the  U.  S.  Marines 

has  been  looking  forward  all  his  life  to  wel- 
coming his  son  into  the  service,  but  the  boy 

has  other  ideas.  On  the  island  where  his 

father  is  stationed,  the  boy  experiences  a   gun 

running  episode  and  decides  to  stick  with  the 

Marines.  Richard  Cromwell,  Marsha  Hunt.  Di- 
rector: James  Cruze. 

Desert  Patrol.  .7127.  .   (56)   June  6 
Western.  A   secret  Ranger  out  to  avenge  the 
death  of  his  buddy,  joins  the  gang  responsible 

tor  the  murder,  and  then  springs  the  trap. 

Bob  Steele,  Marion  Weldon.  Director:  Sam  New- 
fleld. 

Desperate  Adventure,  A.  . 7013. .   (65)   Aug.  15 

Romantic  Drama.  A   Parisian  artist  paints  a 

portrait  of  his  imaginary  "dream  girl,”  but 
complications  arise  when  an  American  heiress, 

who  bears  a   startling  resemblance  to  the  pic- 
ture, puts  in  her  appearance.  Ramon  Novarro, 

Marian  Marsh,  Eric  Blore.  Director:  John  H. 
Auer. 

Down  in  Arkansas ..(.. )     Sept.  29 

Drama.  A   government  man,  sent  to  the  back- 
woods  of  Arkansas  to  buy  property  for  a   dam, 

gradually  overcomes  the  hostility  of  the  natives. 
Weaver  Bros,  and  Elviry,  Ralph  Byrd,  Pinky 
Tomlin.  Director:  Nick  Grinde. 

Durango  Yalley  Raiders.  .7128.  .   (56)   Aug.  22 
Western.  The  Durango  Valley  is  terrorized  by 

a   bandit  known  as  the  Shadow,  head  of  a 

gang  of  killers.  Through  a   frameup  the  hero 

is  arrested  for  murder,  but  escapes  and  brings 

the  real  culprits  to  justice.  Bob  Steele.  Di- 
rector: Sam  Newfield. 

Feud  Maker,  The .   .7126. .   (56)    Apr.  4 
Western.  A   range  war  between  the  cowmen  and 
the  nesfers,  following  a   mysterious  slaying. 

Bob  Steele,  Marion  Weldon,  Karl  Hackett.  Di- 
rector: Sam  Newfield. 

Gangs  of  New  York.  .7004. .   (67)   May  23 

Melodrama.  An  officer  Impersonates  a   big- 

time  gangster  who  is  held  in  prison  but  sup- 
posedly released,  and  cleans  out  gangland. 

Charles  Bickford,  Ann  Dvorak,  Alan  Baxter. 
Director:  James  Cruze. 

Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky.  .7103. .   (60)   Juy  4 

Western  with  Music.  Gene  Autry  as  adminis- 

trator of  a   will  left  by  a   girl’s  father,  has 
difficulty  in  keeping  her  from  selling  the 

ranch,  which  is  the  remains  of  her  father’s 
fortune.  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Bnrnette,  Carol 
Hughes.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

Heroes  of  the  Hills.  .7118. .   (55)   July  20 

Western.  The  Three  Mesquiteers  win  a   prison 

camp  experiment  plan  after  befriending  two 

escaped  convicts  who  tell  yarns  of  prison  op- 
pression. Robert  Livingston,  Ray  Corrigan,  Max 

Terhune.  Director:  George  Sherman. 

Higgins  Family,  The.  .7015. .   (64)   Aug.  29 
Comedy  Drama.  An  advertising  agency  man 

goes  broke  when  his  wife  condemns  the  product 
of  his  prospective  clients  on  her  airshow,  which 
brings  them  into  divorce  court.  They  walk  out 

on  the  judge  when  their  children  get  in  trouble.' 
James  Gleason,  Lucille  Gleason,  Russell  Gleason. 
Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Hollywood  Stadium  Mystery . . 7021 .   .   (66)  . .   .Feb.  21 
Mystery  Drama.  Centers  around  the  mystery  of 
a   boxing  arena  murder,  which  occurs  while  the 
house  is  darkened  before  the  start  of  the  cham- 

pionship fight.  Neil  Hamilton,  Evelyn  Venable, 
Jimmy  Wallington.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Invisible  Enemy.  .7010. .   (65)    Apr.  4 
Drama.  An  international  oil  ring  is  smashed  by 

a   man  masked  as  a   Parisian  playboy.  Alan  Mar- 
shal, Tala  Birefl,  C.  Henry  Gordon,  Herbert 

Mundln.  Director:  John  H.  Auer. 

King  of  the  Newsboys.  .7009. .   (68)   Mar.  15 
Drama.  Danger  returns  two  lovers,  separated 
first  by  poverty  and  then  by  wealth,  to  each 

other.  Lew  Ayres,  Helen  Mack.  Director:  Ber- 
nard Vorhaus. 

Ladles  in  Distress.  .7012.  .   (65)   June  13 

Comedy  Drama.  A   woman  mayor  and  her  secre- 
tary start  a   reform  movement  to  wipe  out  a 

racketeering  element  and  are  aided  in  their 

efforts  by  the  town’s  bad  boy.  Alison  Skip- 
worth,  Polly  Moran,  Robert  Livingston.  Direc- 

tor: Gus  Meins. 

Man  From  Music  Mountain.  .7104. .   (58) ..  .Aug.  15 

Western.  Autry  swings  into  action  when  un- 
scrupulous promoters  subdivide  a   ghost  town, 

in  the  heart  of  a   desert,  on  the  false  claim 

that  the  Boulder  Dam  power  line  will  run 

through  It.  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette, 
Carol  Hughes.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

Night  Hawk,  The . .   817 . .   ( . . )   Oct.  3 
Melodrama.  A   newspaper  reporter  hides  in  the 

iron  lung  of  a   crippled  child  to  unearth  the 

liquor  smuggling  racket.  Robert  Livingston, 

June  Travis,  Robert  Armstrong.  Director:  Sid- 
ney Salkow. 

Overland  Stage  Raiders .   .   862 ..(..)   Sept.  20 
Western.  The  Mesquiteers  own  an  airport  and 

one  of  their  planes  with  a   large  gold  shipment 

disappears,  but  they  find  the  plane  and  deliver 
the  gold.  John  Wayne,  Ray  Corrigan,  Louis 
Brooks.  Director:  George  Sherman. 

Prairie  Moon .   .   7107 ..(..)   Sept.  25 

Western.  As  friendly  guardian  to  three  chil- 
dren, Autry  saves  their  ranch  from  a   gang 

leader  who  pretends  to  hold  their  interest  at 
heart.  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette.  Director: 
Ralph  Staub. 

Prison  Nurse.  .7008.  .   (67)   Mar.  1 
Drama.  An  imprisoned  doctor,  inspired  by  love 

of  a   prison  nurse,  administers  relief  when  ty- 
phoid breaks  out  in  a   flooded  prison  and  Is 

falsely  blamed  for  an  ensuing  "break.”  Henry 
Wilcoxon,  Marian  Marsh.  Director:  James  Cruze. 

Riders  of  Black  Hills ..  7117 ..  (55)   June  15 

Western.  The  three  Mesquiteers  set  about  prov- 
ing their  innocence  of  a   race  horse  stealing 

charge  and  expose  the  real  gang.  Bob  Living- 
ston, Ray  Corrigan,  Max  Terhune.  Director: 

George  Sherman. 

Romance  on  the  Run.  .7023. .   (67)   May  11 

Comedy  Drama.  A   private  detective,  retained 
by  an  insurance  company  to  recover  a   stolen 

necklace,  is  blocked  in  his  efforts  by  a   blunder- 
ing cop,  a   suspicious  secretary  and  the  jewel 

thieves  themselves.  Donald  Woods,  Patricia 
Ellis.  Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Tenth  Avenue  Kid.  .7025.  .   (56)   Aug.  22 
Action  Drama.  The  son  of  a   mobster  Is 

adopted  by  the  cop  who  had  killed  the  boy’s 
father  in  a   gunfight.  The  mob  snatches  the 

boy  to  keep  him  from  talking  but  the  cop  and 

the  youngster  emerge  as  heroes  in  the  gun 
battle  that  follows.  Bruce  Cabot,  Tommy  Ryan, 

Beverly  Roberts.  Director:  Bernard  Vorhaus. 

Under  Western  Stars.  .   7800.  .   (67)   Apr.  20 

Musical-Western.  A   crooning  son  of  the  saddle 
saves  the  range  from  its  enemy,  the  dust- 
storm.  Roy  Rogers,  Smiley  Burnette,  Carol 
Hughes.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

RKO  Radio 
Affairs  of  Annabel,  The .   .902 .   .   (68)   Sept.  9 

Comedy.  A   behind-the-scenes  satire  on  Holly- 
wood, featuring  a   pampered  star  and  a   studio 

press  agent  assigned  to  elevate  her  to  page 

one  publicity.  Jack  Oakie,  Lucille  Ball.  Di- 
rector: Ben  Stoloff. 

Blind  Alibi.  .829.  .   (61)   May  20 

Melodrama.  To  recover  indiscreet  letters  writ- 

ten by  his  sister  that  were  accidentally  left  In 

an  antique  sold  to  an  American  museum,  Rich- 
ard Dix  poses  as  a   blind  man  at  the  museum 

pretending  to  learn  sculptoring  by  the  “touch 
system.”  Richard  Dix,  Whitney  Bourne.  Di- 

rector: Lew  Landers. 

Blond  Cheat.  .8.31.  .   (62)    June  17 

Comedy  Drama.  An  actress,  hired  by  a   rich 

pawnbroker  to  break  up  the  engagement  of  his 

daughter,  falls  in  love  with  the  man  she  was 

paid  to  vamp.  Joan  Fontaine,  Derrick  de  Mar- 
ney.  Director:  Joseph  Santley. 

Border  G-Man.  .882.  .   (60)    June  24 
Western.  A   Federal  investigator  poses  as  a 

ranch  foreman  and  rounds  up  a   gang  of  gun- 

smugglers  who  are  using  the  ranch  as  their 

base.  George  O’Brien,  Loraine  Johnson,  John 
Miljan.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Breaking  the  Ice.  .845. .   (82)   Aug.  26 

Comedy  with  Music.  A   young  lad  of  much 

promise  in  the  ice  skating  rink,  gives  it  all 

up  to  fulfill  his  ambition  to  take  his  mother 

to  Goshen,  Indiana.  Bobby  Breen,  Dolores  Cos- 
tello, Irene  Dare.  Director:  Eddie  Cline. 

Bringing  Up  Baby.  .739. .   (100)   Feb.  18 

Comedy.  An  archeologist  tries  to  promote  $1,- 
000,000  for  his  museum  from  a   wealthy  woman 
and  encounters  difficulty  in  the  form  of  a 

leopard  named  "Baby.”  Katharine  Hepburn, 

Cary  Grant,  May  Robson,  Charles  Ruggles.  Di- 
rector: Howard  Hawks. 

Carefree.  .837.  .   (83)    ...Sept.  2 
Musical  Comedy.  A   psychiatrist  attempts  to 

aid  a   young  lawyer  and  his  fiancee,  who  re- 
fuses to  marry  him  until  she,  too,  becomes  a 

lawyer.  Humorous  complications  evolve,  and 

when  the  smoke  has  cleared  the  doctor  finds 

he  is  in  love  with  the  girl.  Fred  Astaire,  Gin- 
ger Rogers,  Ralph  Bellamy.  Director:  Mark Sandrlch. 

Condemned  Women.  .813. .   (76)   April  3 

Drama.  A   woman  prisoner  whose  outlook  on 

life  is  changed  by  a   doctor’s  love,  becomes  In- 
volved in  a   stirring  prison  break  when  she  feels 

she  is  burdening  the  doctor’s  career.  Sally  Ellers, 
Louis  Hayward,  Anne  Shirley.  Director:  Lew Landers. 

Crime  Ring.  .836. .   (70)    July  8 

Melodrama.  A   newspaper  reporter  exposes  the 

fortune-telling  racket,  with  the  aid  of  a   girl 

who  poses  as  a   mystic  to  gather  evidence 

against  the  syndicate  which  tries  to'  collect 

10  per  cent  of  her  "take.”  Allan  Lane,  Frances 
Mercer.  Director:  Leslie  Goodwins. 

Fugitives  for  a   Night.  .803.  .   (63)   Sept.  23 
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Medodrama.  A   studio  manager  Is  murdered  and 

a   stooge  he  had  fired,  together  with  the  latter’s 
girl  friend,  are  accused.  Prank  Albertson, 
Eleanor  Lynn,  Bradley  Page.  Director:  Leslie 
Goodwins. 

Go  Chase  Yourself .   .825. .   (70)   Apr.  22 

Comedy.  Bank  robbers  steal  a   trailer  with  Joe 
Penner  In  it.  Further  hazards  arise  when  they 

pick  up  a   runaway  heiress  whom  the  bandits 
hold  as  ransom,  forcing  Penner  to  aid  them. 

Joe  Penner,  Lucille  Ball,  Vicki  Lester.  Direc- 
tor: Edward  Cline. 

Gun  Laiv.  .881. .   (60)   May  13 
Western.  A   U.  S.  marshal  takes  the  Identity 

of  a   dead  bandit  to  gain  a   gang’s  confidence 
and  becomes  town  marshal,  to  make  the  mob 
believe  his  dual  role  is  to  avert  suspicion  of 

his  connection  with  the  gang.  George  O’Brien, 
Rita  Oehman.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Having  AVonderful  Time.  .819. .   (70)   July  1 

Comedy.  Romances  and  rigmaroles  of  a   sum- 
mer vacation  camp.  Ginger  Rogers,  Douglas 

Fairbanks  jr.  Director:  A1  Santell. 

Hawaii  Calls . .   846 .   .   ( 73)   Mar.  11 

Comedy  with  Music.  The  adventures  of  Bobby 
Breen  and  his  newsboy  pal  as  stowaways  to 
Hawaii.  Bobby  Breen,  Ned  Sparks,  Irvin  S. 

Cobb,  Warren  Hull,  Mamo  Clark,  Raymond 
Paige  and  orchestra.  Director:  Eddie  Cline. 

I’m  From  the  City.  .834.  .   (71)   Aug.  5 
Comedy.  Normally  afraid  of  horses,  Joe  Pen- 

ner shines  as  a   trick  rider  when  under  the  in- 

fluence of  a   ruthless  manager.  Seeing  his  per- 
formance, a   girl  takes  him  west  to  ride  in  a 

race  against  an  Indian.  Joe  Penner,  Richard 
Lane,  Kay  Sutton.  Director:  Ben  Holmes. 

Joy  of  Living.  .826. .   (91)    Apr.  16 
Comedy.  A   mad,  whirlwind  courtship  by  a 

carefree  globe  trotter  of  a   career-minded  stage 
star  who  supports  a   family  of  leeches  in  luxury. 

Irene  Dunne,  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  Guy  Kib- 
bee,  Eric  Blore.  Director:  Tay  Garnett. 

Law  of  the  Underworld.  .827. .   (61)   May  6 
Melodrama.  The  leader  of  a   dangerous  gang 

poses  as  a   society  man,  and  in  his  efforts  to 

escape  the  prosecutor  two  innocent  youngsters 
become  involved.  Chester  Morris,  Anne  Shir- 

ley, Richard  Bond,  Walter  Abel.  Director:  Lew 
Landers. 

Maid’s  Night  Out . .   822 . .   (61)       Mar.  4 
Comedy.  A   millionaire’s  son  and  a   society  girl 
accidentally  meet  and  fall  in  love,  she  believing 
him  to  be  a   milkman  and  he  thinking  her  a 

housemaid.  Joan  Fontaine,  Allan  Lane.  Direc- 
tor: Ben  Holmes. 

Man  to  Remember,  A..905..(..)   Oct.  14 
Drama.  The  life  story  of  a   rural  doctor,  whose 
humanitarianism  stands  out  in  sharp  contrast  to 

the  selfish,  hypocritical  town  biggies  who  are 
antagonistic  to  him  during  his  lifetime.  Edward 
Ellis,  Ann  Shirley.  Director:  Garson  Kanin. 

Mother  Carey’s  Chickens.  .833.  .   (80)   July  29 
Comedy  Drama.  The  struggles  of  an  English 

captain’s  widow  living  on  a   meager  pension, 
and  the  love  triangle  of  her  two  daughters  who 
are  in  love  with  the  same  man.  Anne  Shirley, 

Ruby  Keeler,  James  Ellison,  Fay  Bainter.  Di- 
rector: Rowland  V.  Lee. 

Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off .   .904.  .   (76)   Oct.  7 

Comedy.  The  father  of  a   collegiate  swing  band 
leader,  offers  to  donate  $200,000  to  the  university 
if  the  coaching  staff  can  make  a   football  star 
of  his  son  who  dislikes  the  game.  Joe  Penner, 
June  Travis.  Director:  Leslie  Goodwins. 

Night  Spot..  821..  (60)   Feb.  25 

Drama.  A   night  club  singer  aids  two  rookie 
cops  to  capture  a   band  of  jewel  thieves. 

Parkyakarkus,  Allan  Lane,  Joan  Woodbury.  Di- 
rector: Christy  Cabanne. 

Painted  Desert.  .883.  .   (59)    Aug.  12 

Western.  The  hero  thwarts  the  efforts  of  vil- 
lains to  gain  control  of  a   tungsten  mine  located 

on  his  ranch.  George  O’Brien,  Loraine  John- 
son, Ray  Whitley.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Renegade  Ranger.  .884.  .   (60)   Sept.  16 
Western.  A   girl  attempts  to  remedy  the  wrongs 
of  land  thieves  and  is  arrested  for  murder,  but 

the  hero  pins  the  killing  on  a   crooked  tax  col- 

lector and  wins  the  girl.  George  O’Brien,  Rita 
Hayworth.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Room  Service .   . 901 . .   (80)    Sept.  30 
Comedy.  A   penniless  theatrical  producer  and 
his  assistants  fake  measles  to  keep  from  being 
thrown  out  of  their  hotel  and  persuade  the 
manager  to  finance  their  show.  Marx  Brothers, 
Ann  Miller,  Frank  Albertson.  Director:  William 
A.  Seiter. 

Saint  in  New  York.  .930. .   (72)   June  3 

Detective  Melodrama.  Based  on  the  “Saint” 

stories  by  Leslie  Charteris,  in  which  the  “Saint” 
turns  Robin  Hood  and  helps  a   civic  committee 

clean  up  a   gang  of  desperadoes.  Louis  Hayward, 
Kay  Sutton,  Paul  Guilfoyle.  Director:  Ben 
Holmes. 

Sky  Giant.  .835.  .   (80)    July  22 

Melodrama.  Two  daredevil  aviators  of  a   com- 
mercial airline  are  assigned  to  map  the  world 

from  the  air,  and  nearly  lose  their  lives  when 
imperfect  maps  cause  them  to  crash.  Richard 
Dix,  Chester  Morris,  Joan  Fontaine.  Director: 
Lew  Landers. 

Smashing  the  Rackets.  .832.  .   (80)   Aug.  19 

Melodrama.  A   G-Man  quits  to  become  junior 

prosecutor  in  the  office  of  the  D.  A.,  where  he 

learns  of  the  existence  of  protected  rackets,  and 

sets  out  to  clean  up  the  town.  Chester  Mor- 
ris, Bruce  Cabot,  Frances  Mercer.  Director: 

Lew  Landers. 

This  Marriage  Business.  .824. .   (71)    Apr.  8 

Comedy-Drama.  A   meek,  small-town,  marriage 
clerk  gains  sudden  prominence  and  runs  for 
Mayor  against  the  crooked  element.  Victor 

Moore,  Vicki  Lester.  Director:  Christy  Ca- banne. 

Vivacious  Lady.  .740. .   (90)   May  13 

Comedy.  A   young  college  professor  marries  a 

night-club  singer,  then  faces  the  problem  of 

breaking  the  news  to  his  parents.  Ginger  Rog- 
ers. James  Stewart,  James  Ellison.  Director: 

George  Stevens. 

State  Rights 
Country  Bride.  .   (85)      Amkino 
Comedy.  A   gay  Russian  comedy  dealing  with 

the  trials  and  tribulations  of  a   pair  of  collec- 
tive farm  workers  in  love.  F.  N.  Kurikhin,  Maria 

Ladynina.  Director:  Ivan  Pirlov. 

Courier  of  Lyons.  .   (92)   Pax  Films 

Drama.  The  story  of  an  18th  century  mail  rob- 
bery in  France,  in  which  all  the  thieves  but 

the  leader  are  caught.  The  wrong  man  is  mis- 
taken as  the  leader  and  Is  guillotined  on  cir- 

cumstantial evidence.  Pierre  Blanchar,  Dita 
Parlo.  Dorville.  Director:  Maurice  Lehamn. 

Dark  Sands..  (75)    Record  Pictures 
Drama.  A   soldier,  unjustly  accused  of  murder, 

flees  the  army  and  becomes  leader  of  a   desert 
tribe,  due  to  his  medical  and  general  knowledge, 

but  is  unaware  that  his  superior  officer  who 

befriends  him  is  court-martialed.  Paul  Robe- 

son, Henry  Wilcoxon.  Director:  Thornton  Free- 
land. 

Delinquent  Parents  (62)    Progressive 
Drama.  Woman  judge  makes  amends  for  her 
daughter  whom  she  placed  in  a   foundling  home. 

Doris  Weston.  Maurice  Murphy,  Helen  Mac- 
Kellar.  Director:  Nick  Grlnde. 

Duke  Is  Tops,  The.  .   (65)   Million  Dollar  Prod. 
Musical.  An  all-Negro  musical.  The  hero  sac- 

rifices his  own  stage  ambitions  for  his  sweet- 
heart singer,  while  he  goes  down  the  ladder 

and  ends  up  with  a   medicine  show.  Ralph 

Cooper,  Lena  Horne.  Director:  Bill  Nolty. 

Great  John  Ericsson,  The. .   (94)  ....,  .Scandinavian 

Swedish  picturization  of  a   phase  of  American 

history,  depicting  a   chapter  in  John  Ericsson’s 
life,  the  man  who  turned  the  tide  of  the  Civil 

War.  As  a   prologue.  Count  Bernadotte.  nephew 
to  King  Gustav  V   of  Sweden,  greets  America. 
Victor  Seastrom,  Marta  Ekstrom,  Sigurd  Wallen. 
Director:  Gustaf  Edgren. 

Lenin  in  October. .   (92)      Amkino 
Drama.  A   chronicle  of  the  life  of  Lenin  end 

the  events  leading  up  to  the  Revolution.  Boris 
V.  Shchukin,  N.  Svobodln.  Director:  Mikhail 
Romm. 

Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven ..  (80)   World 

Drama.  A   French  production  bringing  the  im- 
mortal musio  of  the  famous  composer  to  the 

screen  and  unfolding  his  tragic  love  story.  Harry 

Bauer,  Annie  Ducaux.  Pauley  Debucourt,  Janny 
Holt.  Director:  Abel  Gance. 

Paroled  From  the  Big  House..  (60)   J.D.K. 
Drama.  The  story  of  what  happens  to  paroled 
convicts,  the  love  interest  being  centered 

around  a   girl  whose  father  has  been  killed  by 

the  gangsters  and  a   cop  masquerading  as  a 

convict  to  avenge  the  death  of  his  pal.  Jean 

Carmen,  Richard  Adams.  Director:  Elmer 
Clifton. 

Slipper  Episode,  The..  (80)   French  Film 
Farce.  Two  casual  acquaintances  tour  a   large 
slice  of  Europe  to  return  a   missing  slipper  to  a 

faithless  wife.  Betty  Stockfield,  Roger  Treville. 
Director:  Jean  De  Limur. 

Tarzan  and  the  Green  Goddess.  .   (72)  ...  .Principal 
A   statue  containing  a   secret  formula  for  an 
explosive  is  the  center  of  a   rigorous  search 

by  an  English  party  and  an  unscrupulous  out- 
fit who  fight  It  out  in  the  Guatemalan  jungle 

for  possession  of  the  formula.  Herman  Brlx, 
Ula  Holt.  Director:  Edward  Kull. 

Ten  Laps  to  Go..  (67)   Ace  Pictures 
Action  Drama.  A   romance  of  the  speedway  in 

which  a   racing  driver  loses  his  nerve  after  a 

crackup,  but  regains  it  in  time  to  save  his  boss 
from  an  unscrupulous  driver  who  attempts  to 

steal  his  invention  plans  and  wreck  his  ma- 
chine. Rex  Lease.  Muriel  Evans,  Tom  Moore. 

Director:  Elmer  Clifton. 

They  Were  Five..  (78)    Lenaner 

Drama.  Five  friends,  banded  together  by  ad- 
versity, win  a   small  fortune  in  a   lottery  and 

pool  their  resources  to  build  an  Inn.  As  the 

picture  closes  only  two  of  the  five  friends  are 
left.  Jean  Gabin,  Charles  Vanel.  Director: 
Julien  Duvivier. 

Three  Legionnaires. .   (63)    General 
Comedy.  Two  doughboys  stationed  in  an  obscure 
Siberian  village,  unaware  that  the  war  is  over, 

stage  some  hectic  incidents  that  nearly  land 
them  before  the  firing  squad.  Robert  Armstrong, 

Lyle  Talbot,  Fifi  D’Orsay,  Donald  Meek,  Anne 
Nagel,  Man  Mountain  Dean.  Director:  Hamilton 
MacFadden. 

20th  Century-Fox 
Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band.  .903 .   .   (105) . .   .Aug.  19 

Musical  Comedy.  A   cavalcade  of  American 

music  for  the  past  25  years,  featuring  Irving 

Berlin’s  song  hits  of  those  decades.  Tyrone 
Power,  Alice  Faye,  Don  Ameche.  Director: 
Henry  King. 

Always  Goodbye.  .852. .   (75)    July  1 

Drama.  A   young  mother  makes  a   sacrifice 
for  her  son  and  for  the  man  she  loves.  Bar- 

bara Stanwyck,  Herbert  Marshall,  Ian  Hunter. 
Director:  Sidney  Lanfield. 

Baroness  and  the  Butler.  .835.  .   (80)   Feb.  18 

Comedy  Drama.  A   butler  is  elected  to  the  parlia- 
ment on  the  opposition  ticket  to  his  master  but 

continues  as  his  butler,  only  to  be  elected  as 

Prime  Minister  and  marries  his  former  master’s 
daughter.  William  Powell,  Annabella,  Gregory 

Ratoff,  Henry  Stephenson,  Joseph  Schildkraut, 
Helen  Westley.  Director:  Walter  Lang. 

Battle  of  Broadway.  .845. .   (84)    Apr.  22 

Comedy.  A   couple  of  steel  workers  are  drafted 

by  their  boss  in  an  attempt  to  save  his  son 
from  a   girl  he  thinks  is  a   gold  digger.  Victor 

McLaglen,  Brian  Donlevy,  Louise  Hovick,  Ray- 
mond Walburn.  Director:  George  Marshall. 

Four  Men  and  a   Prayer.  .848.  .   (85)   April  29 

Drama.  The  story  of  four  brothers  who  under- 
take to  establish  the  innocence  of  their  father, 

a   disgraced  army  officer  who  is  murdered.  Lor- 
etta Young,  Richard  Greene,  George  Sanders, 

David  Niven,  C.  Aubrey  Smith.  Director,:  John 
Ford. 

Gateway.  .901 . .   (74)    Aug.  5 
Drama.  Innocently  involved  in  a   ship  scandal, 
an  Irish  lass  is  rescued  from  Ellis  Island  by 
efforts  of  the  hero.  Arleen  Whelan.  Don 

Ameche,  Binnie  Barnes,  Gregory  Ratoff.  Di- 
rector: Alfred  Werker. 

Hold  That  Co-ed.  .907.  .   (80)    Sept.  16 
Comedy.  Politics  and  football  are  humorously 
blended  when  a   wind-jamming  politician  ties 

up  his  senatorial  campaign  with  the  state  uni- 
versity football  team.  John  Barrymore,  George 

Murphy,  Joan  Davis.  Director:  George  Marshall. 

I’ll  Give  a   Million.  .855.  .   (70)   July  22 
Comedy  Drama.  A   millionaire,  tired  of  money- 

grabbing leeches,  changes  clothes  with  a   tramp 
and  wanders  off  in  search  of  some  one  who 
would  be  kind  to  him  for  himself.  Warner 

Baxter,  Marjorie  Weaver,  Peter  Lorre.  Direc- tor: Walter  Lang. 

In  Old  Chicago.  .840. .   (110)    Apr.  15 

Historical  Drama.  An  epic  of  the  rise  of  Chi- 
cago. In  which  is  depicted  the  spectacular  scene 

of  the  great  Chicago  fire.  Tyrone  Power,  Alice 
Faye,  Don  Ameche.  Director:  Henry  King. 

Island  in  the  Sky.  .843. .   (67)    Apr.  1 

Drama.  A   young  man,  innocently  accused  of 
murder,  is  saved  from  the  electric  chair  by  the 

district  attorney’s  financee,  who  makes  a   pri- 

vate investigation  to  prove  the  boy’s  innocence. 
Gloria  Stuart,  Michael  Whalen.  Director:  Her- 

bert I.  Leeds. 

Josctte.  .839. .   (70)    JuneS 
Musical  Comedy.  A   New  Orleans  cafe  cutie 
doubles  for  a   French  songbird  who  has  flown, 

and  finds  herself  a   target  for  the  romantic 
whims  of  two  brothers.  Don  Ameche,  Simone 

Simon,  Robert  Young.  Director:  Allan  Dwan. 

Keep  Smiling.  .902.  .   (77)    Aug.  12 
Drama.  A   little  girl  treks  to  Hollywood  to  be 
with  her  uncle  and  crashes  the  movies,  at  the 

same  time  helping  her  uncle  who  is  down-and- 
out.  Jane  Withers,  Henry  Wilcoxon,  Gloria 
Stuart.  Director:  Herbert  I.  Leeds. 

Kentucky  Moonshine.  .844.  .   (85)   May  13 

Comedy  with  Music.  Loaded  with  moonshine 

and  gags,  the  RItz  brothers  turn  hill-billies  and 
go  off  on  another  of  their  rampages.  The 
Ritz  Brothers,  Tony  Martin,  Marjorie  Weaver. 
Director:  David  Butler. 

Kidnapped .   .846. .   (90)    May  27 
Historical  Drama.  Based  on  the  immortal 

novel  by  Robert  Louis  Stevenson  portraying 

Scotland’s  struggle  for  equality  during  the  18th 
century,  with  an  appealing  romantic  interlude 

woven  into  the  theme.  Warner  Baxter,  Fred- 

die Bartholomew,  Arleen  Whelan.  Director:  Al- 
fred Werker. 
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Life  Begins  at  40 .   . 874   May  6   (reissue) 

Comedy  Drama.  Will  Rogers  befriends  a   young 
man  unjustly  convicted  of  a   bank  defalcation 
charge.  This  angers  the  town  banker,  who 

forecloses  on  Rogers’  newspaper  mortgage,  only 
to  learn  that  his  son  is  the  guilty  party.  Will 

Rogers,  Rochelle  Hudson,  Richard  Cromwell. 
Director:  George  Marshall. 

Little  Miss  Broadway . .   856 .   .   ( 70)   July  29 
Musical  Comedy.  An  orphanage  inmate  is 

adopted  by  the  manager  of  a   hotel  catering  to 

show  people  and  she  comes  to  the  rescue  when 

the  hotel  owner  tries  to  foreclose  for  a   $2,500 

debt.  Shirley  Temple,  George  Murphy,  Jimmy 
Durante.  Director:  Irving  Cummings. 

Love  on  a   Budget.  .836.  .   (64)   Feb.  25 

Comedy  Drama.  A   couple  of  newlyweds  en- 
counter financial  and  matrimonial  difficulties, 

whose  burdens  are  increased  when  their  uncle 

moves  in  on  them.  Shirley  Deane,  Russell  Glea- 
son, Alan  Dinehart.  Director:  Herbert  Leeds. 

Meet  the  Girls.  .910.  .   (66)   Oct.  7 

Comedy  Drama.  Two  girls,  stranded  in  Hono- 
lulu, inadvertently  stow  away  on  a   liner  bound 

for  the  states  and  become  mixed  up  in  a   jewel 

theft.  June  Lang,  Lynn  Bari,  Erik  Rhodes. 
Director:  Eugene  Ford. 

Mr.  Moto  Takes  a   Chance.  .819.  .   (63)   June  24 

Melodrama.  Peter  Lorre,  as  Mr.  Moto,  and  Ro- 
chelle Hudson,  assume  roles  of  secret  agents 

in  an  Indo-China  village  in  the  throes  of  po- 

litical skullduggery.  Peter  Lorre,  Rochelle  Hud- 
son. Director:  Norman  Foster. 

My  Lucky  Star.  .905.  .   (84)   Sept.  2 

Comedy  Drama.  Sonja  Henie  as  a   modern  girl 
on  a   co-ed  campus  performs  a   series  of  new 
numbers  on  her  silver  skates.  Sonja  Henie, 

Richard  Greene.  Director:  Roy  Del  Ruth. 

One  Wild  Night .   .   850 .   .   ( 72)   June  10 

Mystery  Comedy.  Three  prominent  men  arrange 

to  be  “kidnaped”  to  escape  nagging  wives  and 
become  the  center  of  mystery  with  every  citi- 

zen a   suspect  until  the  plot  is  exposed.  June 

Lang,  Dick  Baldwin,  Lyle  Talbot.  Director: 

Eugene  Forde. 

Panamint’s  Bad  Man.  .853.  .   (60)   July  8 
Western.  A   deputy  marshall,  assigned  to  stop 

a   series  of  stage  holdups  near  a   frontier  town, 

poses  as  a   gunman  to  gain  the  confidence  of 

the  outlaws  and  finally  brings  about  their 

capture.  Smith  Ballew,  Evelyn  Daw.  Director: 
Ray  Taylor. 

Passport  Husband.  .854.  .   (67)    July  15 

Comedy.  A   Latin  dancer  is  about  to  be  de- 

ported as  an  alien,  but  a   marriage  of  con- 

venience is  arranged  for  her  with  a   dim-wit- 

ted American,  so  she  can  carry  on  her  ro- 

mancing with  a   gangster  sweetheart.  Stuart 

Erwin,  Harold  Huber,  Joan  Woodbury.  Direc- 
tor: James  Tinling. 

Rascals.  .849..  (77)    May  20 

Comedy.  A   society  girl  loses  her  memory  and 

is  picked  up  by  a   gypsy  band.  The  girl  and  a 

gypsy  fall  in  love,  and  he  raises  the  money  to 

restore  her  memory,  only  to  have  her  forget 

she  ever  loved  him.  Jane  Withers,  Rochelle 

Hudson,  Robert  Wilcox.  Director:  H.  Bruce 
Humberstone. 

Rawhide.  .842. .   (58)    Apr.  8 
Western.  Lou  Gehrig  refuses  to  join  a   crooked 

cattlemen’s  association  that  controls  the  town 

of  Rawhide,  and  sets  out  to  smash  the  or- 

ganization. Smith  Ballew,  Lou  Gehrig,  Evalyn 
Knapp.  Director:  Ray  Taylor. 

Rebecca  of  Sunnybrook  Farm.  .837.  .   (80) ..  .Mar.  18 

Musical.  A   radio  sponsor  in  search  of  a   child 
star  discovers  her  on  a   farm  next  to  his,  takes 

her  away  and  gets  her  an  audition  with  a 

rival  food  concern,  which  audition  the  child 

spoils  by  pretening  "mike  fright.”  Shirley  Tem- 

ple, Randolph  Scott,  Gloria  Stuart,  William 
Demarest.  Director:  Allan  Dwan. 

Safety  in  Numbers.  .906.  .   (55)   Sept.  9 

Comedy  Drama.  The  Jones  Family  are  taken 

in  by  a   group  of  promoters  who  float  a   stock 

issue  to  the  gullible  townsfolk  by  selling  them 

the  idea  that  the  old  swamp-water  is  laden  with 

health-giving  minerals  and  will  support  a   gi- 
gantic money-making  project.  Jed  Prouty, 

Shirley  Deane,  Spring  Byington.  Director:  Mal- 
colm St.  Clair. 

Sally,  Irene  and  Mary .   .827.  .   (85)   Mar.  4 
Musical  Comedy.  Three  manicurist  sisters  with 

stage  ambitions,  make  the  grade  after  a   series 
of  disillusioning  starts.  Alice  Faye,  Tony  Martin, 

Fred  Allen,  Louise  Hovick,  Gregory  Ratoff.  Di- 
rector: Wm.  Seiter. 

Speed  to  Burn .   .   904 .   .   (60)   Aug.  26 

Action  Drama.  A   jockey’s  love  for  his  horse 
outwits  a   group  of  racetrack  racketeers  who 

are  determined  to  obtain  possession  of  the 

horse  before  the  big  race.  Marvin  Stephens, 

Michael  Whalen,  Lynn  Bari.  Director:  Otto 

Brower. 

Straight,  Place  and  Show.  .911 ..(.. )   Sept.  30 
Musical.  A   broken-down  race  horse  is  entered 

in  the  steeplechase  and  wins  the  race.  Ritz 
Bros.  Ethel  Merman,  Phyllis  Brooks.  Director: 
David  Butler. 

Submarine  Patrol .   .   909 ..(..)   Oct.  14 

Action  Drama.  A   rich  man’s  son,  working  at  the 
Brooklyn  Navy  Yard,  falls  in  love  with  the 
daughter  of  a   munitions  freighter  skipper,  who 
objects  to  the  boy.  But  they  win  him  over 

when  they  sink  an  enemy  U-Boat.  Richard 

Greene,  Nancy  Kelly,  George  Bancroft.  Direc- 
tor: John  Ford. 

Three  Blind  Mice .   .   851 . .   ( 75)   June  17 

Comedy.  Three  sisters  who  own  a   Kansas 

chicken  ranch  gamble  their  savings  on  an  ex- 
pensive trip  in  their  search  for  luxury  and  rich 

husbands,  one  of  them  posing  as  an  heiress. 

Loretta  Young,  Joel  McCrea,  David  Niven,  Bin- 
nie  Barnes.  Director:  William  A.  Seiter. 

Time  Out  for  Murder.  .908.  .   (60)   Sept.  23 
Mystery.  A   woman  is  murdered  and  the  young 

bank  clerk  who  had  been  sent  to  pick  up  her 

jewels  is  accused.  Gloria  Stuart,  Michael  Wha- 
len. Director:  H.  Bruce  Humberstone. 

Trip  to  Paris,  A..  847..  (64)   May  6 
Comedy  Drama.  Another  of  the  Jones  Family 
series,  with  Pa  Jones  this  time  planning  a   short 

trip  m   celebration  of  his  25th  wedding  anni- 
versary, but  finding  himself  bundling  the  fam- 

ily off  to  Paris.  Jed  Prouty,  Shirley  Deane, 

Spring  Byington.  Director:  Mai  St.  Clair. 

Walking  Down  Broadway .. 838 ..  (69)   Mar.  11 

Drama.  A   portrayal  of  the  fates  and  fortunes 
of  six  Broadway  chorines,  who  each  take 

separate  paths,  and  promise  to  meet  at  the 
end  of  one  year.  Claire  Trevor,  Phyllis  Brooks, 
Leah  Ray,  Dixie  Dunbar,  Lynn  Bari,  Jayne 
Regan.  Director:  Norman  Foster. 

We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich .   .   857 .   .   (78)   July  8 

Comedy.  A   story  of  the  “Gay  Nineties”  in 
which  a   variety  star  and  her  shiftless  husband 

find  themselves  stranded  through  his  invest- 
ment in  a   bogus  mine,  and  she  is  forced  to 

work  in  a   "honky  tonk”  joint,  where  the  boss 
falls  In  love  with  her.  Gracie  Fields,  Victor 

McLaglen,  Brian  Donlevy.  Director:  Monty 
Banks. 

Wings  of  the  Morning.  .   737 ..  (87)   Feb.  19 
Romantic  Drama.  The  granddaughter  of  a   gypsy 
woman  who  had  married  a   nobleman  falls  In 
love  with  a   man  who  trains  her  horse  to  win 

the  Dgrby  although  the  victory  might  have  been 

his.  Henry  Fonda,  Leslie  Banks,  Annabella.  Di- 
rector: Harold  Schuster.  (Technicolor). 

United  Artists 
Adventures  of  Marco  Polo..  (104)  0   April  16 

Romantic  Adventure  Drama.  Polo,  traveling  In 

China,  outwits  his  blood-thirsty  rival  for  his 

princess  sweetheart’s  affections,  and  defeats  his 
forces  In  frenzied  battle.  Gary  Cooper,  Slgrid 

Gurie,  Basil  Rathbone.  Director:  Archie  Mayo. 

Algiers ..  (95)    July  22 
Drama.  The  entrance  of  the  heroine  proves  the 

undoing  of  a   noted  jewel  thief  who  is  safe  so 

long  as  he  maintains  his  hideout  in  the  native 
quarter  of  Algiers.  Charles  Boyer,  Sigrid  Gurie, 
Hedy  Lamarr.  Director:  John  Cromwell. 

Blockade.  .   (85)    June  17 
Drama.  The  love  of  a   peasant  for  a   beautiful 

spy  is  dramatically  portrayed  against  the  back- 
ground of  the  Spanish  revolution.  Madeleine  Car- 

roll,  Henry  Fonda.  Leo  Carrillo.  Director:  Wil- 
liam Dieterle. 

Divorce  of  Lady  X,  The..  (91)   April  9 

Comedy  Drama.  A   young  divorce  lawyer  con- 
fuses the  identity  of  a   charming  young  woman 

and  the  fun  commences.  Filmed  In  color.  Merle 

Oberon,  Laurence  Olivier,  Blnnie  Barnes,  Ralph 
Richardson.  Director:  Tim  Whelan. 

Drums..  (99)  (Technicolor)    Sept.  30 

Adventure  Drama.  Starring  Sabu  of  “Elephant 
Boy”  fame,  this  is  a   story  of  military  adventure 
on  England’s  imperialistic  bypasses  in  Northern 
India,  where  native  tribes  try  to  throw  off  Great 

Britain’s  yoke.  Sabu,  Raymond  Massey.  Direc- tor: 

Gaiety  Girls,  The.  .   (73)   Mar.  18 
Musical  Comedy.  A   story  of  mistaken  Identity, 
in  which  the  name  of  a   chorus  girl  is  linked  with 
that  of  a   millionaire,  bringing  her  recognition 

and  the  lead  in  a   show.  Jack  Hulbert,  Patricia 
Ellis.  Director:  Thornton  Freeland. 

Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel. .   (80) ...  .April  29 
Romantic  Adventure.  A   sequel  to  its  namelike 

predecessor.  In  this  version  the  French  Revolu- 
tion is  dominated  through  a   reign  of  terror  by 

Robespierre,  who  In  turn  is  annoyed  by  the 

Scarlet  Pimpernel  operating  from  England.  The 

latter’s  wife  Is  abducted  by  Robespierre’s  men 
in  their  efforts  to  capture  the  Pimpernel.  Mason, 

Francis  Lister,  David  Tree.  Director:  Hans 
Schwartz. 

Storm  in  a   Teacup..  (86)     Feb.  25 

Comedy  Drama.  A   dog  is  condemned  because 

his  master  can’t  pay  the  license  fee.  A   news- 
paper reporter  picks  up  the  fight  and  comical 

situations  develop  from  the  furore  that  is 

raised.  Vivien  Leigh,  Rex  Harrison,  Cecil  Par- 
ker. Directors:  Victor  Saville  and  Ian  Dalrymple. 

There  Goes  My  Heart..  (81)     Oct.  14 
Comedy  Drama.  A   young  heiress  working  in  a 
department  store  meets  and  falls  in  love  with 
a   newspaper  man  with  an  aversion  to  heiresses. 

Fredric  March,  Virginia  Bruce,  Patsy  Kelly.  Di- 
rector: Norman  Z.  McLeod. 

Young  in  Heart..  (..)   Oct.  7 

Comedy  Drama.  A   vagabond  family  is  in- 
vited by  a   rich,  kindly  old  lady,  to  live  at  her 

home.  They  accept  with  the  idea  of  influenc- 
ing her  to  will  them  her  fortune,  but  the  old 

lady’s  faith  in  each  member  of  the  family 
causes  them  to  settle  down.  Janet  Gaynor, 

Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  Roland  Young,  Minnie 
Dupree.  Director:  Richard  Wallace. 

Universal 
Air  Devils.  .2038.  .   (60)   May  13 

Action  Drama.  A   pair  of  buddies  join  a 
South  Sea  island  constabulary  and  thwart  the 
efforts  of  a   band  of  natives,  led  by  a   renegade 

white,  to  prevent  the  development  of  a   U.  S. 

air  base  on  the  island.  Larry  Blake,  Dick  Pur- 
cell, Mamo  Clark.  Director:  John  Rawlins. 

All  Quiet  on  the  Western  Front.  .Reissue.  . 
3071..  (87)    May  15 
Drama.  War  drama  of  German  schoolboys 

plunged  into  a   maelstrom  of  terror  that  shat- 
ters every  illusion  and  propels  their  lives  into  a 

new  perspective.  Lewis  Ayres,  Louis  Wolheim, 
Raymond  Griffith.  Director:  Lewis  Milestone. 

Black  Bandit.  .   (57)    Sept.  16 
Western.  A   sheriff,  mistaken  for  his  twin 

brother  who  is  wanted  for  cattle  rustling,  is  ar- 
rested by  cattlemen,  but  the  heroine  leads  the 

posse  to  the  outlaws’  hideout.  Bob  Baker,  Mar- 
jorie Reynolds.  Director:  George  Waggner. 

Border  Wolves.  .2056. .   (56)   Feb.  25 

Western.  A   pair  of  wandering  cowboys  who  find 
themselves  victims  of  circumstantial  evidence 

after  stumbling  upon  a   notorious  outlaw  at 

work,  escape  from  jail  and  capture  the  real  cul- 
prits. Bob  Baker,  Constance  Moore,  Fuzzy 

Knight,  Dickie  Jones,  Willie  Fung.  Director: 
Joseph  H.  Lewis. 

Personal  Secretary. .   (62)    Sept.  9 
Drama.  A   young  woman  reporter  takes  a   job 

as  secretary  to  a   rival  newspaperman,  without 

revealing  her  identity,  in  order  to  prove  the 

innocence  of  a   murdered  man’s  wife.  Joy 
Hodges,  William  Gargan.  Director:  Max  Golden. 

Crime  of  Dr.  Ballet,  The.  .2017. .   (68)   Mar.  11 

Drama.  The  struggles  of  a   doctor  and  his  as- 
sistant in  the  jungles  to  discover  a   red  fever 

serum,  which  results  In  the  death  of  the  latter. 

Complications  follow  when  Dr.  Hallet,  for  meri- 
torious reasons,  assumes  the  role  of  the  dead 

assistant,  which  deception  is  discovered  on  the 

arrival  of  the  latter’s  wife.  Ralph  Bellamy,  Wil- 
liam Gargan.  Josephine  Hutchinson,  John  King, 

Barbara  Read.  Director:  S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

Danger  on  the  Air.  .2032.  .   (65)   July  1 

Detective  Drama.  An  unethical  business  man  is 
murdered  under  mysterious  circumstances  in  a 
broadcasting  station.  Donald  Woods,  Nan  Grey, 

Skeets  Gallagher,  Berton  Churchill.  Director: 
Otis  Garrett. 

Devil’s  Party..  (67)    May  20 
Action  Drama.  Story  of  four  chums  brought 

up  in  the  slums  of  New  York  and  how  they 

are  later  brought  together  under  tragic  cir- 
cumstances through  the  crime  activities  of  one 

of  them.  Victor  McLaglen,  William  Gargan, 
Paul  Kelly.  Director:  Ray  McCarey. 

Forbidden  Valley.  .2035.  .   (67)   Feb.  13 
Outdoor  Drama.  Noah  Beery  jr.,  in  a   thrilling 

pistol  fight,  avenges  his  father  who  was  forced 
to  live  as  a   fugitive  from  society  on  a   bum 

murder  charge.  Noah  Beery  jr.,  Frances  Robin- 
son and  Sam  Hinds.  Director:  Wyndham  Gittens. 

Freshman  Year.  .3025. .   (68)    Sept.  2 

Comedy  Drama.  Two  college  freshmen  insti- 
tute a   “flunk  insurance”  bureau  for  students 

after  one  of  the  professors,  shaken  by  an  edi- 
torial in  the  college  paper  about  him,  changes 

the  examination  and  the  whole  class  flunks. 

Constance  Moore,  William  Lundigan,  Stanley 

Hughes.  Director:  Frank  McDonald. 

Goodbye  Broadway.  .2012.  .   (69)   Mar.  25 

Comedy  Drama.  Troupers  who  have  bought  a 
hotel  in  a   small  town  are  harassed  by  the  town 

banker  but  a   nut  foils  the  banker  and  a   Broad- 
way contract  ends  the  settling  down  idea. 

Charles  Winnlnger.  Alice  Brady.  Director:  Ray McCarey. 
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Lady  in  the  Morffue,  The.  .2027. .   (70)   Apr.  22 

Mystery  Drama.  A   Crime  Club  mystery  where- 
in the  body  of  a   murdered  woman  disappears 

from  the  morgue.  Preston  Foster,  Frank  Jenks, 
Rowland  Drew.  Patricia  Ellis.  Director:  Otis 
Garrett. 

Lady  Tubbs.  .Reissue.  .3074. .   (69)    May  16 

Comedy.  A   cook  in  a   construction  camp,  affec- 

tionately known  as  "Mom,”  inherits  a   title  and 
shows  up  some  society  snobs.  Alice  Brady, 
Douglass  Montgomery,  Anita  Louise.  Director: 
Alan  Crosland. 

Letter  of  Introduction.  .   (103)   Aug.  12 

Comedy  with  music.  An  unheard-of  daughter 
with  stage  ambitions  overwhelms  her  vain 

father,  with  Edgar  Bergen  and  Charlie  Mc- 
Carthy contributing  to  the  action.  Adolphe  Men- 

jou,  Andrea  Leeds.  Director:  James  Whale. 

Let’s  Make  a   Night  of  It.  .2041. .   (67) ..  .March  25 
Musical  Drama.  A   wealthy  man  gets  a   London 

night  club  as  a   bad  debt  payment,  but  un- 
known to  him  his  wife  buys  a   rival  place.  Their 

daughter’s  sweetheart  helps  put  over  the 
father's  club  at  the  expense  of  the  other,  and 
after  a   rollicking  series  of  events,  the  two  es- 

tablishments become  one.  Buddy  Rogers,  June 
Clyde.  Director:  Graham  Cutts. 

Little  Tough  Guy.  .2008.  .   (8.3)    July  22 

Drama.  Featuring  the  six  “Dead  End”  kids  in 
another  drama  of  the  slums,  dealing  with  much 
the  time  sociological  problems.  Robert  Wilcox, 

the  “Dead  End”  Kids.  Director:  Harold  Young. 

Love  Before  Breakfast.  .Reissue.  .3073. .   (70) 
  May  15 
Comedy.  Preston  Foster  wins  Miss  Lombard 

after  a   madcap  courtship.  Carole  Lombard, 
Preston  Foster,  Cesar  Romero.  Director:  Wal- 

ter Lang. 

Mad  About  Music.  .2002.  .   (100)   Feb.  27 
Comedy  with  Music.  A   schoolgirl  persuades  a 
stranger  to  pose  as  her  father  for  a   day,  a   role 
that  develops  into  a   lifetime  job.  Deanna  Durbin, 
Herbert  Marshall.  Director:  Norman  Taurog. 

Missing  Guest,  The.  .2031.  .   (69)   Aug.  12 
Melodrama.  A   newspaperman  is  assigned  to 

bring  in  a   story  getting  at  the  truth  of  the 

ghost  stories  surrounding  a   mysterious  room  in 

a   long-dead  millionaire's  mansion.  At  a   party 
given  in  the  room,  a   guest  disappears  and  an- 

other is  murdered.  Paul  Kelly,  Constance 
Moore,  William  Lundigan.  Director:  John 

Rawlins.  
( 

Nurse  From  Brooklyn.  .2022.  .   (67)   Apr.  15 
Drama.  The  fiance  of  a   young  nurse  kills  her 
brother  and  blames  it  on  a   policeman  wounded 

in  the  fight.  ironically,  the  hospital  assigns 
her  as  nurse  to  the  policeman  she  hates  as  the 

murderer  of  her  brother.  Sally  Eilers,  Paul 
Kelly.  Director:  S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

Outlaw  Express.  .2059.  .   (56)    June  17 

Western.  A   young  captain  in  the  U.  S.  Cavalry 
is  sent  to  solve  the  baffling  murders  of  sev- 

eral eastbound  Pony  Express  riders.  Bob  Baker. 

Cecilia  Callejo,  Don  Barclay.  Director:  George 
Waggner. 

Prison  Break .. 2028 ..  (73)    July  15 
Drama.  An  exposition  of  how  the  law  of  cir- 

cumstances takes  its  toll  of  human  lives  as  a 

fisherman  takes  the  "rap”  for  another's  crime 
and  finds  the  going  tough  on  parole.  Barton 
MacLane,  Glenda  Farrell,  Paul  Hurst.  Director: 
Arthur  Lubin. 

Rage  of  Paris,  The.  .2005.  .   (78)   July  1 
Comedy.  An  unemployed  model  foists  herself 
through  subterfuge  on  a   wealthy  young  man 
who  falls  In  love  with  her.  Danielle  Darrieux, 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  Louis  Hayward.  Direc- 

tor: Henry  Koster. 

Reckless  Living.  .2021. .   (69)    Apr.  1 
Comedy  Drama.  A   race  track  story  of  sudden 

wealth  and  a   romance.  Robert  Wilcox.  Nan 
Grey,  Jimmy  Savo.  Director:  Frank  McDonald. 

Reported  Missing.  .1006. .   (63)   Aug.  15 
Action  Drama.  A   young  man,  whose  device  for 

airplane  navigation  is  held  responsible  for  a 
crash  and  many  deaths  uncovers  the  real  cul- 

prit. William  Gargan,  Jean  Rogers,  Hobart 
Cavanaugh.  Director:  Milton  Carruth. 

Road  to  Reno,  The  .   (69)   Sept.  23 
Comedy  Drama.  A   satirical  comedy  based  on 

the  Reno  divorce  mill,  in  which  an  opera  singer’s 
rancher  husband  refuses  to  divorce  her  so  that 

she  can  marry  another.  Randolph  Scott,  Hope 
Hampton.  Director:  S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

Sinners  in  Paradise.  .   (65)   May  6 
Drama.  A   Shanghai  surgeon  hides  out  on  a 
tropical  isle  with  his  Chinese  servant  from  a 

murder  charge,  but  their  privacy  is  invaded 
with  a   China  clipper  carrying  passengers  is 
forced  down  in  a   storm.  Madge  Evans,  John 

Boles,  Bruce  Cabot,  Gene  Lockhart.  Director: 
James  Whale. 

State  Police.  .2929.  .(63)   Mar.  18 
Melodrama.  A   young  man  wins  back  his  girl 

and  his  father’s  approval  when  lie  overcomes 
racketeers  in  coal  mine  troubles,  as  a   member 

of  the  state  police.  John  King,  Constance  Moore. 
Director:  John  Rawlins. 

Swing  That  Cheer.  .   ( .   . )   Oct.  14 
Drama.  Two  college  football  team  players  who 

can’t  get  along  set  their  prejudices  aside  when 
they  learn  the  coach’s  job  depends  on  their 
winning  the  games.  Tom  Brown,  Andy  Devine, 
Constance  Moore.  Director:  Harold  Schuster. 

That  Certain  Age . .   ( .   . )   Oct.  7 
Musical  Comedy.  A   group  of  adolescents,  whose 

play-rehearsing  In  an  empty  house  is  disrupted 

by  new  tenants  moving  in,  arrange  to  "haunt” 
the  house  to  make  them  move.  Deanna  Durbin, 

Melvyn  Douglas,  Jackie  Cooper.  Director:  Ed- 
ward Ludwig. 

Top  of  the  Town.  .1007.  .   (86)   April  18 
Musical  Comedy.  A   very  wealthy  young  lady  gets 

an  exaggerated  idea  and  attempts  to  effect  an 

artistic  uplift  of  night  club  entertainment,  caus- 
ing all  sorts  of  complications.  Doris  Nolan, 

George  Murphy.  Director:  Ralph  Murphy. 

Western  Trails.  .2038. .   (57)    June  3 
Western.  A   young  man  feels  he  must  avenge 
the  death  of  his  father  before  he  can  find 

happiness  with  the  girl  he  loves.  Bob  Baker, 

Marjorie  Reynolds,  Jack  Kennedy.  Director: 
George  Waggner. 

Wives  Under  Suspicion.  .2010. .   (75)   June  3 
Drama.  A   hardboiled  prosecutor  finds  himself 
in  the  same  predicament  as  a   man  he  had 
indicted,  when  he  almost  kills  his  wife  in  a 

jealous  rage  over  another  man.  Warren  Wil- 
liam, Gail  Patrick,  Ralph  Morgan.  Director: 

James  Whale. 

Young  Fugitives.  .2039.  .   (68)    June  17 

Melodrama.  The  last  Civil  War  veteran,  hav- 

ing survived  all  of  his  comrades,  inherits  $50,- 
000  and  uses  it  to  redeem  two  young  people  who 

have  strayed.  Harry  Davenport,  Robert  Wilcox, 
Dorothea  Kent.  Director:  John  Rawlins. 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling..  (..)    Sept.  30 
Comedy  Drama.  A   farm  boy,  with  ambitions 

to  go  to  sea,  comes  to  the  city,  meets  and  falls 

in  love,  and  against  the  girl’s  wishes,  is  de- 
termined to  realize  his  ambition.  On  board 

boat  he  becomes  seasick  and  goes  back  to  shore 

and  the  girl.  Joel  McCrea,  Andrea  Leeds,  Frank 
Jenks.  Director:  Archie  Mayo. 

Warner  Bros. 
Accidents  Will  Happen.  .222.  .   (62)   Apr.  9 

Melodrama.  Fake  accident  claims  racketeers  are 

tripped  up  by  a   young  wife  who,  divorced,  re- 
turns to  help  her  former  husband  round  up  the 

culprits.  Ronald  Reagan,  Gloria  Blondell,  Dick 
Purcell.  Director:  William  Clemens. 

Blondes  at  Work.  .   (60)   Feb.  5 

Comedy  Drama.  Glenda  Farrell,  as  an  ace  news- 
hawk, overcomes  numerous  obstacles  to  keep 

her  paper  covered  on  Important  story  breaks. 
Glenda  Farrell,  Barton  MacLane  and  Frank 
Shannon.  Director:  Frank  McDonald. 

Boy  Meets  Girl.  .303.  .   (80)   Aug.  27 

Comedy  Drama.  With  a   boy-meets-loses-wins- 
girl  theme  against  a   motion  picture  studio 

background  which  burlesques  picture-making 

problems.  James  Cagney,  Pat  O’Brien,  Marie 
Wilson,  Ralph  Bellamy.  Director:  Lloyd 
Bacon. 

Broadway  Musketeers.  .   (63)    Oct.  8 
Drama.  A   young  woman  fancies  herself  in  love 

with  a   gambler  and  gives  up  her  husband  and 
baby  to  marry  him.  Margaret  Lindsay,  Ann 
Sheridan,  Richard  Bond.  Director:  John  Farrow. 

Cowboy  From  Brooklyn.  .217 .   .   (77)   Aug.  13 
Musical  Comedy.  A   Flatbush  entertainer,  mor- 

tally afraid  of  horses,  gets  on  a   dude  ranch 
and  becomes  a   cowboy  crooning  sensation,  only 
to  find  himself  entering  the  rodeo  show  after 

being  tricked  into  an  expose  by  a   courtship 

rival.  Pat  O’Brien,  Dick  Powell,  Priscilla  Lane. 
Director:  Lloyd  Bacon. 

Footloose  Heiress,  The.  .123.  .   (62)   Aug.  21 
Romantic  Comedy.  The  accidental  appearance 

of  a   wealthy  lad  disguised  as  a   hobo,  changes 
the  marital  status  of  a   young  girl  about  to 
elope.  Ann  Sheridan,  Craig  Reynolds,  Hugh 

O'Connell.  Director:  Williams  Clemens. 

Four’s  a   Crowd.  .213.  .   (95)   Sept.  3 
Comedy  Drama.  A   newspaperman  lampoons 
a   millionaire  stock  market  tycoon,  runs  off 

with  his  daughter,  but  falls  in  love  with  an- 

freatuiel 
other  girl.  Errol  Flynn,  Rosalind  Russell,  Olivia 
de  Havilland,  Walter  Connolly.  Director: 
Michael  Curtiz. 

Gold  Diggers  in  Paris.  .206.  .   (97)   June  11 

Musical  Comedy.  A   singing  and  dancing  spec- 
tacle, the  theme  revolving  itself  around  a 

French  envoy  who  invites  the  wrong  dancers  to 

appear  in  competition  at  the  Paris  Exposition. 
Rudy  Vallee,  Rosemary  Lane,  Hugh  Herbert, 
Allen  Jenkins.  Director:  Ray  Enright. 

He  Couldn’t  Say  No.  .221.  .   (57)   Mar.  19 

Comedy.  A   timid  clerk  in  a   linoleum'  factory 
outwits  a   gang  of  crooks  who  attempt  to  steal 
a   statue  from  him  for  blackmailing  purposes, 

and  takes  time  out  to  win  the  girl  of  his  dreams. 

Frank  McHugh,  Jane  Wyman,  Cora  Wither- 
spoon. Director:  Lew  Seiler. 

Jezebel.  .204. .   (104)    Mar.  26 

Drama.  A   young  girl,  embittered  over  conven- 
tion restrictions  of  the  1850’s,  which  broke  her 

engagement,  shuts  herself  from  the  world.  When 
she  meets  her  lover  again  he  is  married,  and 

she  becomes  a   regular  Jezebel  in  her  vengeance. 
Bette  Davis,  Henry  Fonda,  George  Brent,  Fay 
Bainter.  Director:  William  Wyler. 

Little  Miss  Thoroughbred.  .219.  .   (63)   June  4 

Comedy  Drama.  A   child  escapes  from  an 

orphanage  to  search  for  her  father  and  is  be- 
friended by  a   race  track  gambler  and  his  wife 

who  end  up  in  court  on  a   kidnaping  charge. 

Janet  Chapman,  John  Litel,  Ann  Sheridan.  Di- rector: John  Farrow. 

Love,  Honor  and  Behave.  .216.  .   (71)   Mar.  12 
Comedy  Drama.  Disowned  by  his  father,  and 
unable  to  make  a   living  for  his  bride  because 

his  parents  had  never  taught  him  how,  the 

spineless  hero  is  suddenly  awakened  when  his 
wife  steps  out  on  him.  YVayne  Morris,  Priscilla 

Lane,  John  Litel,  Dick  Foran.  Director:  Stanley Logan. 

Men  Are  Such  Fools.  .215.  .   (69)   July  16 

Comedy  Drama.  Based  on  the  Faith  Baldwin 
story,  in  which  a   secretary  elevates  herself  to 
an  executive  position,  gives  up  her  job  to 

marry  only  to  return  again  after  it  falls.  By 

pretending  to  be  in  love  with  her  benefactor 
a   reconciliation  is  effected.  Wayne  Morris, 
Priscilla  Lane.  Director:  Busby  Berkeley. 

Mr.  Chump.  .227.  .   (60)    Aug.  6 

Comedy.  A   small-town  dreamer  makes  mil- 
lions on  paper  through  his  stock  manipulations. 

Johnny  Davis,  Lola  Lane,  Penny  Singleton.  Di- rector: William  Clemens. 

Over  the  Wall .   .212 ..  (59)    Apr.  2 

Melodrama.  An  mpetuous  young  truck-driver 
is  framed  on  a   murder  charge,  but  gradually  be- 

comes less  revenge-minded  after  joining  the 

prison  choir,  which  wins  him  many  friends 

who  aid  in  clearing  his  name  and  apprehend- 
ing the  real  criminal.  Dick  Foran,  June  Travis, 

John  Litel,  Dick  Purcell.  Director:  Frank  Mac- Donald. 

Penrod  and  His  Twin  Brother .   .226.  .   (62) .   .Feb.  26 

Comedy  Drama.  Penrod’s  twin  brother,  who 
bears  an  exact  resemblance,  comes  to  town  and 
his  mischievous  antics  are  charged  to  Penrod. 

Billy  Mauch,  Bobby  Mauch,  Philip  Hurlic,  Spring 
Byington.  Director:  William  McGann. 

Racket  Busters .   .   205 .   .   ( 71)    July  16 

Melodrama.  A   group  of  truckmen  are  forced 

by  racketeers  to  pay  tribute  and  one  of  them 
who  needs  the  money  is  supposedly  on  the 

racketeers’  side,  but  comes  back  to  aid  his 
friends  when  a   strike  is  staged.  George  Brent, 
Gloria  Dickson.  Director:  Lloyd  Bacon. 

Secrets  of  an  Actress . .   365.  .   ( .   . )   Sept.  10 

Drama.  An  actress,  through  the  help  of  a   pro- 
ducer, becomes  a   Broadway  star,  and  is  soon 

threatened  with  an  alienation  of  affections  suit 

by  the  gold-digger  wife  of  another  man,  but  the 
producer  aids  in  straightening  out  matters.  Kay 

Francis,  George  Brent,  Ian  Hunter,  Gloria 
Dickson.  Director:  William  Keighley. 

Sisters,  The ..(..)    Oct.  15 
Drama.  Portrays  the  lives  and  loves  of  three 

sisters  and  the  type  of  man  each  one  marries. 

Bette  Davis,  Errol  Flynn,  Anita  Louise.  Di- 
rector: Anatole  Litvak. 

Valley  of  the  Giants.  . 305.  .   (79) 
Technicolor   Sept.  17 
Drama.  A   life  and  death  battle  between  the 

land  owners  and  a   group  of  financial  barons 
who  want  to  steal  their  timber  land.  Wayne 

Morris,  Charles  Bickford,  Claire  Trevor.  Di- 
rector: William  Keighley. 

White  Banners.  .208.  .   (88)    June  25 

Drama.  A   story  of  human  loves  and  emotions 
that  might  be  the  story  of  a   neighbor  or  of 
oneself.  Based  on  the  Lloyd  C.  Douglas  story 

of  faith,  philosophy  and  sacrifice.  Claude 

Rains,  Fay  Bainter,  Jackie  Cooper.  Director: 
Edmund  Goulding. 
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A 

A   Yank  at  Oxford  (M-G-M)  Jan.  29 
Abraham  Lincoln  (Art) 

Accidents  Will  Happen  (WB) 

Adventures  of  Robin  Hood  (FN)  QiJ 
May  7 

Adventures  of  Marco  Polo  (UA)  © 
April  16 

Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO)  July  16 

Air  Devils  (Univ)  May  14 

Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band 
(20th-Fox)  June  4 

Algiers  (UA)  July  2 

Ali  Baba  Goes  to  Town  (20th-Fox) 
Oct.  30 

All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front  (Univ)  reissue 

Always  Goodbye  (20th-Fox)  July  2 
Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse  (FN) 

July  9 

Arkansas  Traveler  (Para) 

Army  Girl  (Rep)  July  23 

Arsene  Lupin  Returns! M-G-M)  Jan.  29 
Arson  Gang  Busters  (Col)  Apr.  9 

B 

Bar  20  Justice  (Para)  April  16 

Barefoot  Boy  (Mono) 

Baroness  and  the  Butler  (20th-Fox) 
Feb.  19 

Battle  of  Broadway  (20th-Fox) 
April  2 

Be  Yourself  (Art) 
Beloved  Brat,  The  (FN)  Feb.  19 
Big  Broadcast  of  1938  (Para)  Feb.  19 

Billy  the  Kid  Returns  (Rep)  Sept.  3 

Black  Bandit  (Univ) 
Blazing  sixes  (WB) 
Blind  Alibi  (RKO)  May  14 
Blockade  (UA)  June  11 

Block-Heads  (M-G-M)  Aug.  20 
Blond  Cheat  (RKO)  May  28 

Blondes  at  Work  (WB) 
Booloo  (Para)  July  2 

Border  G-Man  (RKO)  June  18 
Border  Wolves  (Univ)  Mar.  5 
Bordertown  (WB)  reissue 

Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB)  July  30 

Boys’  Town  (M-G-M) 
Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)  Sept.  3 

Bringing  Up  Baby  (RKO)  Feb.  19 
Broadway  Musketeers  (WB) 
Bulldog  Drummond  in  Africa 

(Para)  Aug.  6 

Bulldog  Drummond’s  Peril  (Para) 

c 
Call  of  the  Rockies  (Col)  June  18 
Cull  of  the  Yukon  (Rep) 
Calling  the  Mesquiteers  (Rep)  Mar.  6 
Campus  Confessions  (Para)  Sept.  17 
Carefree  (RKO)  Sept.  3 

Cassidy  of  Bar  20  (Para)  Feb.  12 
Cattle  Raiders  (Col)  May  7 

Chaser,  The  (M-G-M)  July  30 
City  Streets  (Col) 

Coeoanut  Grove  (Para)  May  14 

College  Swing  (Para)  Apr.  23 
Colorado  Trail  (Col) 

Come  on  Leathernecks  (Rep)  Aug.  27 

Condemned  Women  (RKO)  April  2 
Convicted  (Col) 

Country  Bride  (Amk)  June  18 
Courier  of  Lyons  (Pax)  June  18 

Cowboy  From  Brooklyn  (WB) 
June  18 

Crime  of  Dr.  Hallet  (Univ)  Mar.  12 
Crime  Over  London  (GB)  Aug.  13 

Crime  Ring  (RKO)  July  2 
Crime  School  (FN)  May  14 

Crime  Takes  a   Holiday  (Col)  May  7 

Crowd  Roars  (M-G-M)  Aug.  6 

D 

Danger  on  the  Air  (Univ)  July  2 
Dangerous  Secrets  (GN) 
Dangerous  to  Know  (Para)  Mar.  6 
Daredevil  Drivers  (FN) 
Dark  Sands  (SR)  Aug.  20 

Delinquent  Parents  (Progr)  July  16 
Desert  Patrol  (Rep)  June  11 

Desperate  Adventure  (Rep)  July  30 

Devil’s  Party  (Univ)  May  28 
Divorce  of  Lady  X   (UA)  April  9 
Down  in  Arkansas  (Rep) 

Dr.  Rhythm  (Para)  April  30 
Drums  (UA)  Aug.  6 
Duke  Is  Tops  (Million  Dollar) 

June  18 

Durango  Valley  Raiders  (Rep) 

E 

Easy  Money  (Inv) 

Everybody  Dance  (GB) 
Extortion  (Col) 

F 

Farewell  to  Arms  (Para)  reissue 

Fast  Company  (M-G-M)  July  2 
Female  Fugitive  (Mono)  April  16 

Feud  Maker,  The  (Rep)  April  16 

First  Hundred  Years,  The  (M-G-M) 
Flight  Into  Nowhere  (Col) 

Mar.  19 

Flight  to  Fame  (Col) 

Fools  for  Scandal  (FN)  Mar.  19 
Footloose  Heiress,  The  (WB) 
Forbidden  \   alley  (Univ) 

Four  Daughters  (FN)  Aug.  20 

Four  Men  and  a   Prayer  (20th-Fox) 
April  30 

Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)  July  30 
Freshman  Year  (Univ)  Aug.  27 

Fugitives  for  a   Night  (RKO)  Oct.  1 

G 

Gaiety  Girls,  The  (UA)  Mar.  12 
Gangs  of  New  York  (Rep) 
Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)  July  30 

Gateway  (20th-Fox)  Aug.  6 
Girl  ot  the  Golden  West  (M-G-M) 
Girl  Was  Young  (GB)  Jan.  29 

Girls’  School  (Col)  Oct.  1 
Gladiator,  The  (Col) 

Go  Chase  Yourself  (RKO)  April  16 
Gold  Diggers  in  Paris  (WB)  May  2 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky  (Rep) 

Gold  Is  Where  You  Find  It  (FN)  © 
Jan.  29 

Goodbye  Broadway  (Univ) 

Great  John  Ericsson  (Scandinavian) 
June  18 

Gun  Law  (RKO)  May  14 

Gun  Smoke  Trail  (Mono) 

H 

Having  Wonderful  Time  (RKO) 
June  18 

Hawaii  Calls  (RKO)  Mar.  6 

Heart  of  Arizona  (Para)  April  16 

He  Couldn’t  say  No  (WB)  Mar.  6 
Held  for  Ransom  (GN) 

Her  Jungle  Love  (Para)  April  9   © 
Heroes  of  the  Alamo  (Col) 
Heroes  of  the  Hills  (Rep) 

High  Command  (GN)  July  30 
Highway  Patrol  (Coll 
Higgins  Family  (Rep)  Sept.  10 

Hold  That  Coed  (20th-Fox) 

Sept.  17 
Hold  That  Kiss  (M-G-M)  May  14 
Holiday  (Col)  May  21  O 

Hollywood  Stadium  Mystery  (Rep) 
Mar.  5 

Hunted  Men  (Para)  May  21 

I 

I   Am  the  Law  (Col)  Aug.  27 

I   Married  a   Spy  (GN)  July  16 

I’ll  Give  a   Million  (20th-Fox) 
July  16 

I’m  From  the  City  (RKO)  July  30 
In  Old  Chicago  (20th-Fox)  Jan.  8 
In  Old  Mexico  (Para)  Aug.  6 
International  Crime  (GN) 

Invisible  Enemy  (Rep)  April  2 

Island  in  the  Sky  (20th-Fox)  Mar.  19 

I 
Jezebel  (WB)  Mar.  19 

Josette  (20th-Fox)  June  4 
Joy  of  Living  (RKO)  Mar.  26 

Judge  Hardy’s  Children  (M-G-M) Mar.  26 

Juvenile  Court  (Col)  Sept.  10 

K 

Kentucky  Moonshine  (20th-Fox) May  7 

Keep  Smiling  (20th-Fox)  June  18 
Kidnapped  (20th-Fox)  May  28 
King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) 
King  of  the  Newsboys  (Rep) 

Mar.  19 

L 

Ladies  in  Distress  (Rep)  June  11 

Lady  in  the  Morgue  (Univ) 
Oct.  23 

Lady  Objects  (Col) 

Lady  Tubbs  (Univ)  reissue 
Lady  Vanishes  (GB) 

Land  of  Flighting  Men  (Mono) 
Law  of  the  Plains  (Col) 

Law  of  the  Underworld  (RKO) 
Mar.  26 

Lenin  in  October  (Amkino) 

Let’s  Make  a   Night  of  It  (Univ) 
Letter  of  Introduction  (Univ)  Aug.  6 
Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven  (World 

Films)  Dec.  26 

Life  Begins  at  40  (20th-Fox)  reissue 

Listen,  Darling  (M-G-M) 
Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox) July  9 

Little  Miss  Thoroughbred  (WB) 

Little  Tough  Guy  (Univ)  July  16 
Lone  YVolf  in  Paris,  The  (Col) 

Lord  Jeff  (M-O-M) 
Love  Before  Breakfast  (Univ)  reissue 

Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy  (M-G-M) 
July  16 

Love,  Honor  and  Behave  (WB)  Feb.  26 

Love  on  a   Budget  (20th-Fox)  Jan.  15 

M 
Mad  About  Music  (Univ)  Mar.  5 

Maid’s  Night  Out  (RKO)  Feb.  26 
Main  Event  (Col)  May  14 

Man  From  Music  Mountain 

(Rep)  Aug.  13 Man  to  Remember,  A   (RKO) 

Man’s  Country  (Mono) 

Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)  July  30 
Marines  Are  Here  (Mono) 

Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox)  July  23 
Men  Are  Such  Fools  (WB)  June  25 

Merrily  We  Live  (M-G-M)  Mar.  6 
Mexicali  Kid  (Mono) 

Missing  Guest  (Univ)  Aug.  20 

Mother  Carey’s  Chickens  (RKO) 
Mr.  Chump  (WB)  July  23 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO) 

Sept.  10 
Mr.  Moto  Takes  a   Chance  (20th- 

Fox)  June  18 

Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (Mono) 

My  Bill  (FN)  June  25 

My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox)  Sept.  3 
Mystery  House  (FN)  May  14 

N 

New  York  Nights  (Art) 

Night  Hawk  (Rep)  Oct.  1 
Night  Spot  (RKO) 
Numbered  Women  (Mono)  May  14 
Nurse  From  Brooklyn  (Univ) 

April  16 

o 
One  Wild  Night  (20th-Fox)  May  14 
Orphans  of  the  Pecos  (Vic) 
Outlaw  Express  (Univ) 

Over  the  Wall  (WB)  Mar.  19 

Overland  Express  (Col)  April  9 
Overland  Stage  Raiders  (Rep) 

P 

Painted  Desert  (RKO)  Aug.  6 
Painted  Trail  (Mono) 

Panamint's  Bad  Man  (20th-Fox) 
Paroled  From  the  Big  House 

(SR)  Aug.  20 
Passport  Husband  (20th-Fox)  July  2 
Penrod  and  His  Twin  Brother  (WB) 

Jan.  15 

Penrod’s  Double  Trouble  (FN) 

April  2 Personal  Secretary  (Univ) 
Phantom  Gold  (Col) 

Phantom  Ranger  (Mono) 
Pioneer  Trail  (Col) 

Port  of  Missing  Girls  (Mono)  Mar.  5 

Port  of  Seven  Seas  (M-G-M) Prairie  Moon  (Rep) 

Pride  of  the  YVest  (Para)  July  2 
Prison  Break  (Univ)  July  23 

Prison  Farm  (Para)  June  25 

Prison  Nurse  (Rep)  Mar.  12 
Professor  Beware  (Para)  July  16 

R 

Racket  Busters  (WB)  Aug.  20 

Rage  of  Paris  (Univ)  June  18 
Rascals  (2ltth-Fox)  April  9 
Rawhide  (20th-Fox)  Mar.  19 

Rebecca  of  Sunny  brook  Farm  (20  th- 
Fox)  Mar.  12 

Reckless  Living  (Univ)  April  9 
Reformatory  (Col)  June  25 

Renegade  Ranger  (RKO)  Sept.  10 
Renfrew  of  the  Great  YVhite  Trail (GN) 

Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel 

(UA)  April  16 
Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M) 

Aug.  13 

Riders  of  the  Black  Hills  (Rep) 

July  25 
Road  to  Reno  (Univ)  Sept.  3 
Rollin’  Plains  (GN) 

Romance  In  the  Dark  (Para)  Feb.  26 
Romance  of  the  Limberlost  (Mono) 

June  25 

Romance  on  the  Run  (Rep)  May  7 

Room  Service  (RKO)  Sept.  17 
Rose  of  the  Rio  Grande  (Mono) 

Apr.  2 Rough  Riding  Rhythm  (Conn) 

S 

Safety  in  Numbers  (20th-Fox) Aug.  13 
Sailing  Along  (GB) 

Saint  in  New  York  (RKO)  May  7 

Sally.  Irene  and  Mary  (20th-Fox) Mar.  6 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (WB) 

Shopworn  Angel  (M-G-M)  July  9 
Show  Goes  On,  The  (GB) 

Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)  Aug.  13 
Sinners  in  Paradise  (Univ)  May  7 
Sisters,  The  (WB) 

Six  Shootin’  Sheriff  (GN) 

Sky  Giant  (RKO)  July  23 
Slight  Case  of  Murder,  A   (FN) 

Feb.  12 

Slipper  Episode  (French)  June  18 
Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO)  July  30 

Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para)  Sept.  17 
South  of  Arizona  (Col) 

Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)  Aug.  27 

Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox)  June  11 
Spirit  of  Youth  (GN)  April  1 

Stablemates  (M-G-M) Stage  Coach  Days  (Col) 

Stand-In  (UA)  Oct.  9 

Starlight  Over  Texas  (Mono) 

Sept.  24 State  Police  (Univ) 

Stolen  Heaven  (Para)  April  30 
Storm  in  a   Teacup  (UA)  Dec.  4 

Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)  Oct.  1 

Strange  Boarders  (GB) 

Stranger  From  Arizona  (Col) 

Sept.  24 

Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox) 
Swing  That  Cheer  (Univ) 

Swiss  Miss  (M-G-M)  May  14 

T 
Tarzan  and  the  Green  Goddess 

(Prin)  June  18 
Ten  Laps  to  Go  (Ace)  June  18 

Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (Rep)  Arc  27 

Test  Pilot  (M-G-M)  Apr.  23 
Texans,  The  (Para)  July  23 
That  Certain  Age  (Univ) 

There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)  Oct.  1 
There’s  Always  a   Woman  (Col) 

Mar.  26 

They  Were  Five  (Lenauer)  June  18 
Thirteenth  Guest  (Mono)  July  31 

This  Marriage  Business  (RKO) 

Mar.  19 

Three  Blind  Mice  (20th-Fox)  June  11 
Three  Comrades  (M-G-M)  May  28 

Three  Legionnaires  (Gen’l) Three  of  a   Kind  (Inv) 

Three  on  a   Weekend  (GB) 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox) 
Tip-Off  Girls  (Para)  Mar.  19 
To  the  Victor  (GB)  Feb.  19 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M) 
Sept.  17 

Top  of  the  Town  (Univ)  April  10 
Torchy  Blane  in  Panama  (FN) 

April  23 
Touchdown,  Army  (Para)  Oct.  1 

Toy  Wife  (M-G-M)  June  11 
Trapped  by  G-Men  (Col)  reviewed 

under  title  (River  of  Missing  Men) 

Sept.  11 
Trip  to  Paris,  A   (20th-Fox)  Mar.  26 
Tropic  Holiday  (Para)  July  2 
Two  Gun  Justice  (Mono) 

U 

Under  Suspicion  (Col)  Nov.  27 
Under  the  Big:  Top  (Mono) 

Under  Western  Stars  (Rep)  April  16 Utah  Trail  (GN) 

v 
Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)  Sept.  24 
Vivacious  Lady  (RKO)  May  7 

W 

Walking  Down  Broadway  (20th-Fox) Feb.  6 

Wanted  by  the  Police  (Mono) 

We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich  (20th- 
Fox)  July  9 

West  of  Cheyenne  (Col) 
YVest  of  the  Santa  Fe  (Col) 
YVestern  Trails  (Univ) 

YY'hen  G-Men  Step  In  (Col)  Mar.  26 
YYhen  YVere  You  Born?  (FN)  June  18 
Where  the  Buffalo  Roam  (Mono) 
YVhirlwind  Horseman  (GN) 

YVhite  Banners  (WB)  June  4 
YVho  Killed  Gail  Preston?  (Col) 
YVide  Open  Faces  (Col) 

YY’ings  of  the  Morning  (20th-Fox) 

Feb.  6 
YY'ives  Under  Suspicion  (Univ)  June  11 
YVoiuan  Against  the  YVorld  (Col) 

YVoman  Against  YVoman  (M-G-M) June  25 

Women  Are  Like  That  (FN)  April  16 

Y 

Yellow  Jack  (M-G-M)  May  28 
You  and  Me  (Para)  June  4 

You  Can’t  Take  It  YVith  You  (Col) 

Sept.  3 Young  Fugitives  (Univ)  July  2 
Young  in  Heart  (UA) 
Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ) 

z 
Zamboanga  (GN)  Apr.  23 



SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES.  SERVICES 

Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word, 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

PRICES  SLASHED  ON  GOOD  USED 

AMPLIFIERS  AND  SOUNDHEADS.  Hal- 

stead, Webster,  Cinemaphone,  RCA  Am- 

plifiers from  $14.50.  Soundheads,  $9.95  up. 
Speakers  low  as  95c.  Some  swell  buys — 

good  for  experiments,  tests,  etc.  New  Bar- 

gain Lists  just  out.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh 

Ave.,  New  York.  10-8 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 
tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 

reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 
in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 
219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb.  10-8 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECO- 
NOMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Write  for  complete  information. 

Bcott-B->1’antyne  Co.,  219  North  16th  St , Omaha,  Neb.  10-8 

FOR  A   GREATER  MOVIE  SEASON 

OET  THE  GREATER  S.O.S.  “BOOTHSIDE 
COMPANION” — Most  complete  theatre 
;quipment  catalog  in  industry.  Now  on 
;he  press — shows  everything  for  the  mod- 
brn  theatre  at  prices  that  can’t  be  beat. 
Postcard  will  reserve  your  copy.  S.O.S. , 
>36  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York.  10-8 

SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

$300  BUYS  two  Synchrofilm  portable 
lachines  with  amplifiers;  good  condition. 

.   B.  Callaham,  Broken  Bow,  Okla.  10-1 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

USED  SOUND  EQUIPMENT.  Sound 
eads,  amplifiers,  speakers.  Priced  to  sell, 
/rite  for  complete  list  and  prices.  Scott- 
allantyne  Co.,  219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha, 
feb.  ln-R 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

HARD  SEATS  ARE  HARD  ON  BUSI- 
ES! THOUSANDS  OF  FINE  AMER- 

ICAN, SEATING,  IDEAL,  IRWIN,  other 
imous  makes — biggest  variety  veneer  and 
pholstered  at  75c  up.  Ask  for  List  15Q. 
•O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York.  10-8 

EQUIPMENT  WANTED 

WANTED  TO  BUY — 250  veneer  chairs. 

rire  lowest  cash  price.  S.  B.  Callaham, 
roken  Bow,  Okla.  10-8 

CHAIRS  REUPHOLSTERED 

YOUR  CHAIRS  reupholstered  like  new, 
asonable.  Russell  Carr,  1430  Clairmount, 
2troit,  Mich.  10-22 

3XOFFICE  ; :   October  8,  1938 

Payable  in  Advance. 
@leatinj  -fjouse Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request  • 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 

81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 

from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- 

ton. 10-15 

BOOKS 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 

bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  (52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping  details  of  book- 

ing, dating,  advertising  and  exploiting 

pictures.  Also  contains  space  for  the  fil- 

ing of  Boxoffice  reviews  on  every  picture 

released.  Order  your  copy  today.  Write 

Subscription  Department,  Boxoffice,  4704 

East  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

STILL  TIME  TO  ENJOY  THIS  DOUBLE 

FEATURE — ONLY  $1.29  BRINGS  YOU 

RCA  Handbook  of  RCA  equipment — and 

Sloane’s  “Motion  Picture  Projection.”  Rush 
your  order.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 

York.  io-8 

FILMS  FOR  SALE 

TERRITORIAL  RIGHTS  on  latest  all- 

talking  Finnish  film  for  sale.  Brand  new 

prints.  East  and  west  still  open.  Film  is 

dynamite  in  Finnish-populated  sections. 
Write  or  wire  Bio  Kuva  Film  Distributors, 

Phelps,  Wis.  10-8 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

EXPERIENCED  MANAGER,  booker, 

buyer;  also  can  handle  exploitation  and 

advertising;  formerly  with  Paramount; 

now  employed;  wishes  change;  best  ref- 

erences; age  29.  B-1032,  Boxoffice,  4704 

E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-8 

MARRIED  MAN — Eight  years  servicing 

sound  equipment  with  biggest  company. 

Two  years  managing  own  theatre.  Wish 

position  managing  with  independent  ex- 
hibitor in  South.  Best  references  fur- 

nished. Now  employed,  but  anxious  to  quit 

road.  B-1024,  Boxoffice,  4704  East  9th  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-8 

THEATRE  MANAGER— Wants  job,  12 

years’  experience.  Married;  willing  to  in- 
vest small  amount  in  good  company  after 

six  months’  service.  B-1035,  Boxoffice, 

4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-8 

PROJECTIONIST — Experienced  letter - 

er,  display  painter.  Eight  years  experience 

all  types  equipment.  References.  B-1034, 
Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City, 

Mo.  10-8 

PROJECTIONIST — 28  years  experience. 

All  standard  equipment.  Interested  only 

in  southern  California.  B-1033,  Boxoffice, 

4704  East  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-8 

What  Do  You  Want? 
;   —TO  SELL  YOUR  THEATRE —TO  BUY  A   THEATRE 

—A  JOB,  A   POSITION  OPEN 

—TO  BUY  OR  SELL  EQUIPMENT 
—MISCELLANEOUS  ARTICLES 

Whatever  you  want — it  will  pay  you  to  advertise  your  needs  in 
THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE, 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 

4   insertions 

at  price  oi  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 
Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

•   Address  copy  lo  BOXOFFICK,  17(14  K.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding:  publication  date. 





The  one  and  only  BOB  BURNS 

in  the  kind  of  picture  you’ve  been 

asking  us  to  star  him  in. ..Paramount’s 

"THE  ARKANSAS  TRAVELER"  with 

Fay  Bainter  and  John  Beal.  A   big- 

time  story  of  small-town  life  .   .   . 



Our  editorial  this  week  is  reprinted  in 
its  entirety  from  the  INDEPENDENT 
EXHIBITORS  FILM  BULLETIN. 

Only  the  quotation  marks  are  ours. 

Here’s  the  editorial: 

“TO  METRO’S  CREDIT.  .   . 

EXTRA!  “BOYS  TOWN”  TERRIFIC! 

EXTRA!  “TOO  HOT  TO  HANDLE”  WOW! 

EXTRA!  “SWEETHEARTS”  PREVIEW  HIT! 

EXTRA!  “STABLEMATES”  SURE-FIRE! 

EXTRA!  “GREAT  WALTZ”  TRIUMPH! 

EXTRA!  “THE  CITADEL”  SENSATIONAL! 
We  could  go  on  and  on,  but  you  get  the  idea!  In  fact 
a   few  exhibitors  who  were  out  to  lunch  when  our 

salesman  called  are  now  frantically  signing  up.  Nobody 

would  want  to  pass  up  a   single  one  of  the  above  pictures. 
Nor  the  jolly  hits  ahead.  Leo  believes  in  modesty  up 

to  a   certain  point,  but  honestly  you  can’t  blame  him 
for  the  swelled  chest  (not  swelled  head,  folks!)  Con- 

tracts talk!  Listen:  MORE  M-G-M  EXHIBITORS 
NOW  THAN  EVER  BEFORE  AT  THIS  PERIOD! 

“In  an  industry  wracked  with  seeming 
endless  inter-branch  antagonism  and 
baiting,  it  is  pleasant  to  hear  the  virtual 
unanimity  of  exhibitor  good  will  enjoyed 
by  at  least  one  distributor. 

“One  might  suppose  that  its  very  posi- 
tion at  the  pinnacle  of  the  industry 

would  make  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  the 
most  ruthless  and  arrogant  of  all  film 

companies.  Yet,  this  company  displays 
greater  consideration  for  its  customers 

than  any  other. 

“During  the  film  selling  season  hardly 
a   week  passes  but  what  at  least  one  irate 
exhibitor  writes  or  calls  us  asking  how 

he  might  go  about  suing  some  distribu- 
tor for  selling  away  a   product  he  has 

long  played.  Of  course,  we  point  out 
the  right  of  any  company  to  sell  to  whom 
it  desires,  providing  no  conspiracy  can 
be  proven.  But  what  strikes  us  is  the 
absence  of  complaints  on  this  score 

against  Metro. 

“This  company,  it  seems,  places  some 
value  on  good  will.  Many  cases  are 
known  in  which  Metro  persistently  has 
remained  faithful  to  old  customers, 

regardless  of  opportunities  to  get  greater 
revenue  from  new  competitors.  The  fact 

that  a   theatre  which  has  played  M-G-M 
pictures  in  the  past,  has  exploited  its 
stars  and  its  trade  mark  apparently 

enters  quite  prominently  into  the  con- 

siderations of  this  company’s  sales executives. 

“It  is  to  the  everlasting  credit  of  M-G-M 
that  it  sets  a   fine  example  for  other 
distributors  in  this  respect.  What  a   pity 

some  of  them  refuse  to  follow!” 
%depende*tt  IXHIBITOHi 

FILM  BULLETIN 
★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

OH 
MICKEY! 
“STABLEMATES”  (a 
beloved  American  favorite 

Wally  Beery  welcomes 

a   new  star!)  is  the  next 

step  in  Mickey  Rooney’s march  to  become  the 

greatest  box-office  draw 
America  has  ever 

known.  A   worthy  fol- 

low-up to  “Boys  Town” 
is  “Stablemates”  and 

then  “Out  West  With 

The  Hardys.”  Nice  go- 
ing Mickey! 

★   ★   ★   *   ★ 

“Svjeethearts  of  the  day” 

THE  TOPS! 
We  used  to  think  a   barrel  of  monkeys 

was  fun  until  we  dropped  into  the  big 

Broadway  Capitol  and  listened  to  the 
packed  audience  enjoying  Clark  and 

Myrna  in  “Too  Hot  To  Handle.” 
There’s  a   show  for  folks  of  all  shapes 

and  sizes!  A   natural!  And  naturally  it’s 

a   clean-up!  “Entertainment  you’ll 
chuckle  over  for  days  to  come,”  said  the 
Daily  News,  echoing  all  the  critics  of 
Broadway,  N.  Y.,  and  your  Broadway 

too,  Mr.  Showman.  Holdovers:  New 
York,  Philly,  Salt  Lake,  Harrisburg, 

Indianapolis,  Wilmington,  Houston, 
Atlanta,  New  Orleans  and  everywhere 
as  we  roar  to  press. 

★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

TELEGRAM  FOR  LEO! 
“SWEETHEARTS  sensation  last 

night’s  preview  in  Pomona.  Jeanette 
MacDonald  and  Nelson  Eddy  thrilled 
audience.  Victor  Herbert  music  and 

numbers  tremendous.  Picture  packed 

with  entertainment  and  breath-taking 

with  brand  new  spectacle  ideas.  Tech- 

nicolor beautiful.  Definitely  tops  ‘Rose 
Marie’,  ‘Maytime’  all  other  MacDonald- 
Eddy  triumphs  and  another  resound- 

ing hit  in  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s 

Greatest  Year.” ★   ★   ★   ★   ★ 

BOX-OFFICE  FLASH! 

By  wire  from  California  to  “Box-Office” 
magazine:  “‘Vacation  From  Love’ 
rowdy,  romantic  fare,  fast  moving  en- 

tertainment, well  up  to  Leo’s  standard.” 

*   ★   ★   ★   ★ 
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DID  YOU  GET  YOURS? 
Ask  M-G-M  for  the 

broadside  (above)  also 
Exhibitors  Service 

Sheet  telling  the  com- 
plete story  of  one  of 

the  greatest  promo- tions since  the  first 

Manager  hired  that 

elephant  from  his  local 
zoo!  “THE  GREAT 

WALTZ”  COMPETI- 
TION has  begun.  In 

48  states  local  contes- 
tants are  waltzing  in 

the  hope  of  getting  one  of  the  87  pretty 

prizes,  topped  by  the  first  prize:  THREE 
MONTHS  CONTRACT  AT  M-G-M 
STUDIOS!  48  State  Trophies  (above) 

will  be  awarded.  These  winners  will  com- 

pete in  12  Zone  Semi-Finals  and  the  win- 
ning couple  from  each  Zone  (24  lucky 

waltzers)  will  be  brought  to  New  York 
for  the  whirlwind  finals. 

You  don’t  have  to  wait  for  your  “Great 
Waltz”  playdate.  (By  the  way,  the  picture 

is  finished  and  our  trusted  scouts  tell  us  it’s 
a   honey!)  Every  M-G-M  theatre  can  enter 
and  its  local  winner  then  enters  the 

State  contest. 

Nice  promotion,  say  our  exhibitor 

friends.  Plus  “THE  GREAT  WALTZ” 
nationwide  posting  of  thousands  of  24- 
sheets  in  1200  cities! 

What  with  one  thing  and  another,  there’s 
plenty  of  dancing  on  Film  Rows  .   .   . 

With  that  merry,  musical  fellow  leading 
the  gayety. 

They  call  him 
THE  WALTZING  LION 

-oCexr 
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IT  CAN  BE  A   HIT  SHOW 

THE  industry  shifts  its  dramatic  center  from  Hollywood this  week.  Assembled  in  New  York  are  the  plot 

structure,  its  situations  and  its  pitfalls  known  and  its 

happy  ending  shining  clearly  and  temptingly  hull  down 
on  the  horizon.  Assembling  are  the  players  ready  to  take 

the  stage  and  variously  fortified  with  their  conflicts  and 

their  contradictions,  their  insistences  and  their  hopes. 

Self-regulation  is  the  lovely  lady  and  a   man  named  Thur- 
man Arnold  the  villain  of  the  piece,  if  there  is  one  at  all. 

Now,  reviewing  a   play  before  it  makes  its  premiere 

is  a   completely  unorthodox  sort  of  routine.  Even  when 

the  plot  is  placed  on  the  table,  it's  difficult  to  tell  how 
it  will  end,  particularly  when  in  it  lurks  the  element  of 

doubt.  Even  when  the  abilities  of  the  cast  submit  them- 

selves to  appraisal  on  the  basis  of  earlier  performance, 

there  is  never  any  warranty  that  someone  may  not 

blow  up  on  his  lines  or  a   new  and  minor  figure  step  out 

where  no  one  imagined  he  would. 

These  are  the  obstacles.  Yet,  despite  them,  your  for- 

the-once  dramatic  critic  proposes  to  indulge  in  a   friendly 
advance  dissection.  Perhaps,  the  producers  and  the 

principals  might  find  a   suggestion  or  two  with  merit. 

In  the  first  place,  the  assumption  is  that  there  is  a 

desire  to  make  this  show  click.  That  calls  for  coopera- 
tion. And,  since  the  performers  are  prominent  with 

their  own  highly  specialized  audiences,  each  naturally 

has  to  have  a   substantial  part,  but  not  necessarily  a 

dominant  or  a   dominating  one.  The  idea,  as  we  see  it, 

is  to  deliver  a   well-rounded  job  and  one  which  will  keep 

the  company  happy  and  the  traffic-bearers  out  front 
as  satisfied  and,  therefore,  as  pleased  as  the  complexities 
of  the  task  allow. 

The  rehearsals  are  very  apt  to  be  stormy  and  they 
might  even  allow  for  invectives.  Someone  is  certain  to 

object  to  his  stage  position  in  one  or  more  of  the  acts 

and  insist  the  spotlight  beat  down  on  his  big  scene  alone. 

Someone,  you  can  make  book  on  it,  will  complain  about 

the  size  of  his  role,  one  eye  cocked  on  audience  re- 
action. 

The  stage  managers,  for  this  is  quite  a   venture  and  the 

stage  managers  are  several,  may  argue  the  investment 

is  already  so  heavy  the  producers  can't  go  any  further. 
They  may  maintain  they  cannot  do  thus  or  so  and  that, 

while  the  bevy  of  doves  in  the  climax  is  designed  to 
send  the  crowd  out  cheering,  the  actors  cannot  hog  down 
center  while  the  drama  is  supposed  to  pivot  around 
these  winged  messengers  of  peace  and  goodwill. 

So  it  looks  like  a   required  instance  of  team  work.  It 
is  much  easier  to  advise  this,  on  the  other  hand,  than 
it  is  to  bring  it  about.  The  answer,  of  course,  rests  with 
the  sponsors  and  the  characters,  their  desire  to  jointly 
crack  the  hit  division  and  their  willingness  to  partially 
bend  the  knee  for  the  good  of  the  whole. 

Besides,  if  this  venture  succeeds  and  its  public  ap- 
proves, there  is  no  reason  why  another  cannot  be  pro- 

duced at  a   later  date  when  those  who  feel  they  may 
have  been  submerged  this  time  get  the  broader  assign- 

ments the  next.  You  know,  the  democratic  procedure 

process. 
Finally,  it  would  be  very  pleasant  in  doing  the  review 

after  the  debut  to  report,  for  instance: 

Sidney  R.  Kent  delivered  his  usual  forthright  perform- 
ance. He  recognized  the  plot  limitations  and,  seasoned 

trouper  that  he  is,  nowhere  along  the  line  sought  to 
dominate  the  scene  for  the  interests  he  represented. 
Abram  F.  Myers,  on  behalf  of  the  so-called  oppressed 

minorities,  did  nobly,  but  nevertheless,  boldly.  He  sought 
to  eke  out  every  advantage  potential  in  his  part  and, 
while  he  perhaps  did  not  reach  his  objective,  his  under- 

standing of  the  forces  arrayed  against  him  dictated  that 
progress,  as  in  the  history  books,  is  usually  made  slowly 
and  only  by  persistent  effort  applied. 

Ed  Kuykendall  was  understanding  in  a   role  of  sub- 
stantial girth.  He  recognized  both  sides  of  the  question 

in  the  true,  liberal  tradition  and  made  much  of  the  point 
that,  for  years,  he  had  been  trying  to  woo  the  evasive 
heroine.  And,  despite  the  fact  that  he  fell  shy  of  com- 

pletely winning  the  gal,  he  seemingly  was  content  to 
bask  in  the  shy  and  halting  radiance  of  her  smile  as  he 
hoped  for  the  day  when  her  favors  might  more  com- 

pletely envelope  him. 

Audience  reaction  was  mixed,  but  with  a   preponder- 
antly favorable  note.  Apparently  aware  of  the  new 

dramatic  formula  struck  and  broadly  enough  gauged 
to  recognize  that  here  was  a   pioneering  effort,  the 
first  nighters  had  not  expected  too  much,  were  prepared 
for  shortcomings,  but  content  with  what  they  did  get. 
There  was  considerable  anticipation  to  the  end  that  the 
next  attempt  would  be  more  expertly  rounded  out  and 
the  thesis  contemplated  in  the  plot  much  closer  to  at- 

tainment. • 
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NO  PRE-SET  PROGRAM  OF  SELF-REGULATION; 
NRA  TYPE  OF  CONCILIATION  A   POSSIBILITY 

Will  Be  Developed  as  Meet- 
ings Progress,  Says 
Chairman 

will  rely  on  their  recorded  positions  re- 
garding relief  from  alleged  trade  practice 

abuses.  Myers,  however,  stated  that  “the 
negotiations  must,  in  the  nature  of  the 
case,  have  the  sanction  of  the  department 

MPTOA  Trust  in  10-Point 

Program;  Allied  Is 
Cautious 

New  York — Distributors  have  not  de- 

cided on  any  program  for  the  trade  prac- 
tice meetings,  but  a   program  for  self- 

regulation will  be  developed  as  the  meet- 
ings progress,  Sidney  R.  Kent,  chairman 

of  the  distributors’  committee,  told  Box- 
office  on  the  eve  of  the  impending  con- 

ferences which  get  under  way  Wednesday 
here.  Kent  further  added  that  in  the 
interim  there  will  be  no  official  statements. 

One  major  company  may  prefer  to  go  it 
alone  offering  its  own  concessions,  if  any, 
when  the  time  comes  comes,  it  is  under- 

stood. The  attitude  of  this  distributor  is 
in  no  way  interpreted  by  other  majors  as 
placing  an  obstacle  in  the  way  of  proposed 
talks. 

Likely  to  emerge,  in  the  final  analysis,  is 
a   conciliation  setup  which  will  provide  for 
clearance  and  zoning  and  grievance  boards 
along  the  lines  of  the  system  employed 
by  the  industry  under  the  NRA.  This  has 
been  discussed  at  various  times  in  prin- 

ciple but  nothing  of  a   definite  nature  has 
been  evolved.  Among  the  more  important 
topics  to  be  threshed  out  are  unconditional 
cancellation,  elimination  of  score  charges 
and  relief  from  forcing  of  shorts.  Such 

items  as  overbuying,  unfair  clearance,  cut- 
rate  competition,  designation  of  preferred 

playdates  and  non-theatrical  competition 
will,  it  is  believed,  come  within  the  juris- 

diction of  the  proposed  conciliation  bodies. 

Three  important  meetings  start  Monday, 

two  days  in  advance  of  the  distributor- 
exhibitor  palavers.  One  will  be  among  the 
sub-committee,  comprising  William  F. 
Rodgers,  general  sales  manager  of  M-G-M: 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  vice-president  in  charge 
of  RKO  distribution;  and  A.  Montague, 
general  sales  manager  for  Columbia.  This 
committee,  after  laying  the  groundwork 

for  possible  concessions  from  the  distrib- 
utor angle  at  numerous  sessions,  adjourned 

in  mid-August  with  the  understanding  it 
would  resume  after  Labor  Day.  It  was 
decided  to  hold  off  temporarily  pending 
a   study  by  distributor  attorneys  of  the 
government  suit  as  it  may  affect  trade 
practice  parleys. 

Allied’s  board  will  convene  to  name  a 
negotiating  committee.  Ed  Kuykendall, 
president  of  the  MPTOA,  has  called  a   di- 

rectors’ session  for  2:30  p.  m.  at  the  or- 
ganization’s office  here.  All  men  invited 

are  expected  to  attend.  Both  groups  •will 
not  meet  simultaneously  with  the  distrib- 

utors’ group,  Allied  having  stipulated  it 
desires  a   private  session. 

When  Kuykendall  and  Myers  were  in 
town  recently,  they  told  Boxoffice  they 

For  the  Distributors 

KENT 

These  are  the  mem- 

bers of  the  distribu- 

tors' committee  on 

self-regulation.  Sid- 

ney R.  Kent,  presi- 

dent of  20th  Century- 

Fox,  is  the  chairman. 

William  F.  Rodgers 

has  been  working 

closely  with  Kent. 

DEPINET MONTAGUE 

of  justice.”  His  attitude  has  been  made 
clear  to  Rodgers. 

Myers’  personal  views  are  reliably  said 
to  embrace  the  understanding  that  any 

arrangement  made  must  insure  independ- 
ents an  unmolested  opportunity  to  work 

out  their  local  problems  according  to  their 
ability,  energy  and  showmanship.  He 
goes  further  to  demand  a   distributor-ex- 

hibitor relationship  based  on  general  un- 
derstanding and  confidence  so  as  to  pro- 

vide for  disposition  of  future  grievances; 
that  every  branch  of  the  industry  be 
brought  into  conformity  with  the  law;  and 
that  pictures,  in  order  to  meet  reasonable 
demands  of  religious,  welfare  and  educa- 

tional groups,  be  made  responsible  to  com- 
munity standards,  preferences  and  require- ments. 

Kuykendall’s  followers  are  seemingly 
prepared  to  rest  on  the  10-point  program 
evolved  after  months  of  personal  contact 
by  the  MPTOA  head  and  the  board  with 
exhibitor  leaders  in  all  sections  of  the country. 

That  distributors  are  prepared  to  go  a 
reasonable  limit  in  making  concessions  was 
voiced  by  Rodgers  in  a   Chicago  interview 

by  Boxoffice.  Said  Rodgers:  “We  are 
hopeful  that  as  a   result  of  these  meetings 
a   great  deal  will  be  accomplished  for  the 

good  of  the  industry.”  He  added  every 
phase  of  buyer  and  seller  relationship  will 
be  aired  and  “everyone  can  rest  assured, 
however,  that  a   serious  effort  will  be  made 
to  straighten  out  all  of  the  differences  be- 

tween the  two  branches  of  the  industry.” 
Among  the  early  exhibitor  groups  noti- 

fying Rodgers  of  acceptance  were  the  ITOA 
of  New  York,  the  MPTO  of  Virginia,  the 
ITO  of  Southern  California,  and  West  Vir- 

ginia Managers  Ass’n.  Charles  E.  Wil- 
liams, head  of  the  MPTO  of  Nebraska 

and  Western  Iowa,  an  MPTOA  affiliate, 
before  leaving  Omaha  to  attend  the  local 

sessions  told  Boxoffice  that  “most  exhi- 
bitors in  Omaha  want  some  sort  of  a   con- 

ciliation board  and  the  sooner  the  better.” 
Rodgers  indicated  additionally  the 

length  of  time  to  be  allotted  to  the  con- 
ference will  depend  on  how  soon  repre- 

sentatives from  various  exhibitor  associa- 
tions converge  on  New  York.  However, 

the  general  impression  is  that  many  talks 

will  take  place  before  any  plan  of  a   con- 
crete nature  comes  out  of  the  session.  The 

M-G-M  executive  returned  over  the  week- 

end from  a   trip  to  New  Orleans,  Grand  Ra- 
pids, Chicago,  Minneapolis  and  other 

points.  Montague  returned  early  in  the 
week  from  Boston  where  he  visited  for  four days. 
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ALLIED  AND  MPTOA  NOT  IRREVOCABLY  APART 

ON  TRADE  REFORMS,  ANALYSIS  SEEKS  TO  SHOW 
"Corresponding"  Attitudes 

Prevalent  Is  One 

Expression 

New  York — Allied  and  MPTOA  are  not 

as  far  apart  in  the  rank-and-file  as  the 
industry  has  apparently  been  led  to  believe, 
if  an  appraisal  by  a   source  closely  aligned 
with,  and  sympathetic  to,  major  distribu- 

tors and  affiliated  circuits  might  be  cred- 
ited with  an  impartial  approach. 

To  make  the  perspective  as  clear  as  pos- 
sible here  are  the  recorded  positions  of 

both  national  organizations: 

MPTOA 
1.  Unconditional  minimum  rejection 

privilege  on  all  group  buys. 
2.  A   simplified  standard  form  of  con- 

tract. 
3.  Removal  of  score  charges. 
4.  Relief  from  arbitrary  designation 

of  an  excessive  number  of  prefer- 
red playdates. 

5.  Relief  from  the  forcing  of  an  ex- 
cessive number  of  short  subjects. 

6.  Establishment  of  local  facilities  for 
the  hearings  and  conciliation  of 

trade  disputes,  grievances  and  com- 
plaints. 

7.  Relief  from  unreasonable  and  un- 
fair clearance  between  theatres. 

8.  Relief  from  overbuying  of  pictures 
to  deprive  competitive  theatres  of 
needed  attractions. 

9.  Relief  from  unfair  cut-rate  compe- 
tition between  theatres. 

10.  Relief  from  non-theatrical  com- 
petition. 

Y   AMINS  KUYKENDALL 

These  are  among 

those  expected  to 

represent  Allied  at 

the  meetings.  Gen- 
eral Counsel  Myers 

declares  he  will  not 

directly  participate. 

Nathan  Yamins,  pres- 

ident, will  officially 

head  the  delegation. 

MYERS 
PIZOK WEHRENBERG 

Allied 
1.  Local  arbitration  boards. 
2.  Compulsory  block  booking. 
3.  Unreasonable  protection. 
4.  Undue  theatre  expansion. 

5.  The  “right  to  buy.” 
6.  Contract  revision. 
7.  Designated  playdates. 
8.  Unfair  allocations. 

9.  Non-delivery  of  pictures. 
10.  Radio  competition. 
The  arguments  set  forth  by  this  source 

to  illustrate  what  he  considers  the  “cor- 
responding” attitude  of  Allied  and  MPTOA 

toward  a   trade  practice  program  take  shape 
at  this  point.  They  are  the  views,  not  of 
Boxoffice,  but  of  an  individual  who  has 

studied  the  respective  positions  of  both 
organizations.  The  conclusions,  touched 
by  major  circuit  vibrations,  are  his: 

“Allied  is  for  establishment  of  local 
boards  of  arbitration  and  a   national  board 
of  appeals,  while  MPTOA  recommends 
conciliation  and  mediation  of  local  disputes 
and  controversies  by  informed  local  boards, 
also  having  in  mind  actual  arbitration  of 
such  disputes  if  and  when  the  parties  are 

COLE  SAMUELSON 

both  willing  to  submit  the  question  to  ar- 
bitration by  voluntary  written  agreement. 

“The  difference  between  arbitration  and 
conciliation  seems  to  be  essentially  the  dif- 

ference between  vested  authority  to  make 
a   final  decision  and  the  organized  use  of 
persuasion  and  negotiation  to  bring  about 
a   voluntary  agreement  between  the  con- 

tending parties. 

“Inasmuch  as  the  local  boards  of  con- 
ciliation could  only  bring  about  an  ad- 
justment of  a   controversy  and  an  adjust- 

ment of  disputes  and  differences  subject 

PINANSKI  L.  C.  GRIFFITH 

to  acceptanace  by  the  parties,  there  would 
really  be  nothing  to  appeal  to  a   national 

appeals  board.  The  MPTOA’s  position 
is  that  it  is  reluctant  to  have  the  initial 
hearing  on  trade  disputes  brought  before 
any  boards  located  outside  of  the  territory 
in  which  the  dispute  arises  for  the  simple 
reason  that  the  members  of  such  a   board 
could  not  possibly  have  personal  knowledge 
of  the  circumstances  involved. 

“However,  the  MPTOA  has  no  particular 
objection  to  a   national  board  of  appeals; 

(Continued  on  page  18) 
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JOHN  LASTRUN  wants  to  know how  the  anti-trust  suit  will  help 

him  if  the  government  wins.  We 

have  been  dodging  his  query  for 

several  weeks  now  and,  by  the  time 

this  is  finished,  it  may  be  dam- 

agingly  evident  the  dodge  is  still  be- 

ing maintained. 

This  theatreman's  argument  is 
clear  enough.  He  maintains  thea- 

tre divorcement  will  merely  serve  to 

strengthen  his  independent  opposi- 

tion, throw  buying  power  and  its 

excesses  to  a   newly  developed  ele- 
ment in  exhibition  and  bring  him 

no  relief  as  the  last  run  showman  in 

his  zone. 

There  are  those  studying  and 

pondering  the  federal  action  who 

are  lined  up  on  Lastrun's  side.  As 
a   matter  of  fact,  BOXOFFICE  some 

weeks  ago,  dug  Claudius  Ptolemy 

out  of  his  centuries-old  ashes  and 

used  his  astrological  prowesses  to 
reach  the  identic  conclusions.  That 

was  the  story,  you  may  remember, 

which  envisioned  a   harder  road,  or 

one  as  hard,  for  independents'  trav- 
elings if  the  major  circuits  are  com- 

pelled by  the  law  to  shear  them- 
selves of  their  theatre  properties. 

As  unsatisfactory  as  any  of  the  fol- 

lowing propoundings  may  turn  out 

to  be,  it  is  this  opinion  that  Last- 
run,  and  the  thousands  of  Lastruns 

spread  over  the  theatre  map,  will 

find  his  and  their  position  improved 

to  some  extent,  at  least,  if  the  con- 

ferences looking  toward  more  lib- 
eral trade  practices,  about  to  start 

in  New  York,  are  successful.  For, 

if  shorts  and  features  are  officially 

and  definitely  divorced  in  the  sell- 

ing, if  score  charges  are  aban- 
doned, if  overbuying  either  can  be 

eliminated  or  checked,  if  the  block 

booking  formula  can  be  remodeled 

along  no  other  lines  than  a   clear- 

cut,  untrammeled  and  broad  can- 

cellation right — then,  it  seems  to  us, 
the  Lastruns  and  the  next  and  the 

next  to  last  runs  would  get  a 

breather  assuring  them  a   greater 

opportunity  to  maintain  their  enter- 

/Ww 

prises  which,  individually,  may 

mean  nothing  to  the  distributors  but 

which,  collectively,  are  essential  to 
the  conduct  of  the  industry  as  an entity. 

Not  Birdwell's 
The  very  diligent  press  front  main- 

tained for  Selznick  International  by 

Russell  J.  Birdwell  has  been  doing  a 

bit  of  consistent  hammering  for  the 

yarn  dealing  with  a   new  term  con- 
tract for  Dave  Selznick  as  president 

and  executive  producer.  Birdwell 
thinks  the  release  important,  has 

been  asking,  this  time  anyway,  for 

its  publication  in  full. 

As  a   matter  of  self-evident  fact, 

he  is  getting  over  his  publicity  here- 
with, Put,  in  a   questioning  mood 

and  of  the  moment,  if  not  for  the  hell 

of  it,  some  queries: 

When  was  this  meeting  held? 

When  was  there  any  doubt  about 

the  continuance  of  Selznick  as  presi- 
dent and  executive  producer? 

Since  it  is  always  more  comfort- 
able to  have  the  ready  answers, 

they  are  now  supplied: 

Such  a   meeting  has  not  been  held. 

Therefore,  Selzmck's  status  could 
have  undergone  no  change. 

Therefore  again,  there  could  be 

no  doubt  about  Dave's  oificiai  posi- 
tion. Further,  to  talk  about  any 

other  executive  producer  with  Selz- 
nick International  but  its  namesake 

is  to  display  a   complete  lack  of  in- 
formation about  Dave,  his  ambi- 

tions and  his  insistent  top  spot  in 

any  company  with  which  he  may  be 
identified. 

Why,  then,  the  word  at  all?  You 
might  trace  it  to  reiterated  column 
chatter  that  Selznick  has  resented 

the  appearance  on  his  lot  of  Mrs. 

John  Hay  Whitney,  leading  to  the 

publicity-minded  decision  the  time 

was  ripe  to  scotch  the  implied  in- 
ternal disturbance  which  the  report- 

ing columnists  sought  to  attach  to 
the  circumstance. 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 
On  page  31  of  this  issue 
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CIRCUITS  CONTINUE  EXPANSION  MOVES  IN 

FACE  OF  GOVERNMENT  INJUNCTION  THREAT 

Independents'  Complaints 
Are  Meanwhile 

Piling  Up 

New  York — Theatre  expansion  moves 
by  major  circuits  continued  during  the 

past  week  despite  a   threat  by  the  govern- 
ment to  file  application  for  a   temporary 

injunction  in  the  local  federal  court  if  the 
practice  is  not  discontinued.  One  circuit 

acquired  a   half  interest  in  a   Broadway 
house  and  has  virtually  completed  nego- 

tiations for  a   50  per  cent  interest  in  two 
upper  Broadway  theatres.  Another  cir- 

cuit recently  acquired  three  theatres  in 
Washington  and  is  now  building  another. 

Meanwhile,  complaints  are  piling  up  by 
independents  and  await  FBI  men  in  vari- 

ous parts  of  the  country.  Allied  units  are 

gathering  most  of  the  data  and,  it  is  learn- 
ed, the  ITOA  of  New  York  has  about  a 

dozen  ready  to  submit  to  the  department  of 
justice. 

Thurman  Arnold,  in  charge  of  the  anti- 
trust division  in  Washington,  is  said  to  be 

insisting  on  a   written  agreement  from  the 
major  companies  that  will  maintain  a 

status  quo  on  theatres.  Attorneys  who 
met  with  Arnold  and  Paul  Williams,  his 
assistant,  recently  in  Georgetown,  have 
not  yet  determined  their  stand  on  such 

an  agreement,  it  is  stated  by  one  of  the 
legal  lights  who  attended  the  session.  An- 

other get-together  in  Washington  may  be 
held  during  the  next  few  days,  but  that 
any  agreement  in  writing  will  be  given  is 
hardly  likely. 

Discussions  Rancorless 

Following  the  Georgetown  conclave,  Ar- 
nold has  exchanged  correspondence  with 

William  Donovan  of  Donovan,  Leisure, 
Lombard  &   Newton  on  topics  discussed  at 
the  session,  but  as  far  as  could  be  learned 
no  assurances  have  been  given  the  govern- 

ment official  of  a   definite  status  quo 
stand  by  major  circuits. 

Reports  that  the  government  is  some- 

what “annoyed”  at  the  so-called  dilly- 
dally tactics  of  attorneys  are  discounted 

by  legal  heads  of  the  circuits  who  insist 
all  discussions  are  friendly. 
From  sources  interested  in  the  suit  and 

watching  developments  closely,  it  is  stated 
the  government  plans  to  go  ahead  with 
its  application  for  a   temporary  injunction 
and  that  witnesses  are  now  being  con- 

tacted for  the  hearings,  if  and  when  they 
are  scheduled. 

Loew’s  half  interest  buy  in  B.  S.  Moss’ 
Criterion  on  Broadway  created  somewhat 
of  a   furore  along  the  Main  Stem  in  view 
of  the  pending  suit.  However,  those  fa- 

miliar with  the  Broadway  theatre  setup 
maintain  the  move  was  designed  to  protect 

Loew’s  State,  which  is  less  than  a   stone’s 
throw  from  the  independent  house. 

Last  year,  it  will  be  remembered  Para- 
mount virtually  completed  a   deal  with 

May  Ask  Delay 

On  Answers 
New  York  —   Indications  over  the 

weekend  were  that  some  of  the  major 

companies  will  not  be  ready  to  file 

answers  in  the  government  suit  by 

November  1.  Columbia,  Universal  and 

UA,  which  do  not  have  theatre  sub- 

sidiaries, are  reliably  reported  now 

ready  with  their  answers,  but  await- 

ing the  deadline. 

It  is  understood  Loew's,  Paramount, 
RKO,  Warner  and  20th-Fox  still  are 

gathering  material  from  the  field,  may 

not  have  collated  all  necessary  data 

by  the  time  limit,  and  therefore,  may 

seek  another  extension  from  Thurman 

Arnold  at  a   meeting  in  Washington, 

probably  next  week. 

Moss  for  the  theatre  to  be  used  as  a 

“moveover”  house  for  the  Paramount,  de 

luxe  house  at  43rd  St.  Paramount’s  plan 
was  to  adopt  the  same  policy  as  the  Capi- 

tol and  State.  A   two-year  deal  for  Para- 
mount product  in  the  Loew  circuit  put  the 

Criterion  matter  on  ice.  With  the  prod- 
uct deal  expiring  next  year,  negotiations 

for  a   new  five-year  arrangement  will  start 
in  January. 

No  Mayer  Complaint 

Loew’s,  it  is  understood,  did  not  want  to 
meet  the  same  situation  again  on  the  Cri- 

terion and,  by  purchasing  a   50  per  cent 
interest,  eliminated  this  phase  of  attack. 
It  is  also  stated  that  the  State,  under  its 

policy,  has  been  one  of  the  most  profit- 
able houses  along  the  street.  It  usually 

books  about  15  pictures  a   year  which  are 
moved  over  from  the  Paramount.  If  Para- 

mount had  taken  the  Criterion,  this  house 

would  naturally  get  the  product  in  addi- 

tion to  the  company’s  “sluffs.” 
Assurances  have  been  given  Harry 

Brandt,  of  the  Globe,  now  a   first  run,  and 
Arthur  L.  Mayer,  operating  the  Rialto, 
also  a   first  run,  that  no  product  will  be 
taken  away  from  them.  C.  C.  Moskowitz 

of  Loew’s  is  said  to  have  so  told  these  ex- 
hibitors. Brandt,  who  also  has  a   25  per 

cent  interest  in  the  Rialto,  recently  lost 
two  Warner  pictures  to  the  Criterion  and 
it  is  understood  Moskowitz  offered  to  give 
him  these  for  the  Globe  if  he  needed  them. 
Whether  Mayer  will  continue  to  get  the 

M-G-M  “sluffs”  is  a   matter  to  be  deter- 
mined by  future  releases.  However,  the 

indications  are  that  he  will  have  available 
for  him  the  same  output  as  heretofore. 

It  was  reported  around  that  Mayer  plan- 
ned a   complaint  to  Arnold,  but  this  is  de- 

nied. 

Loew’s  shortly  will  become  a   partner 
with  George  Skouras  in  the  Stoddard  and 

Olympia  on  upper  Broadway.  A   deal  along 
these  lines  was  first  discussed  in  Septem- 

ber, 1937,  when  Loew’s  agreed  to  go  in. 
Because  of  leases  and  mortgages  which 

Loew's  Deal  With  Skouras 
Indirectly  Affects 

RKO 

had  to  be  worked  out,  no  written  commit- 
ment was  made.  Now  that  the  various 

angles  have  been  cleared  up,  it  is  expected 

word  will  be  forthcoming  soon  of  a   con- 
summated deal.  RKO  indirectly  becomes 

interested  because  it  has  a   20  per  cent 

share  of  Metropolitan  Playhouses,  the  par- 
ent company  for  Skouras  and  Randforce. 

There  also  has  been  talk  of  Loew’s  tak- 
ing over  the  Gramercy  in  Gramercy  Park 

from  Rapf  &   Rudin.  Loew  executives  in- 
sist there  are  no  negotiations  for  the 

house.  One  of  the  matters  said  to  be  hold- 

ing up  the  deal  is  the  present  booking  ar- 
rangement and,  until  this  can  be  straight- 

ened out,  Loew’s  will  not  proceed. 
In  Washington,  Warner  is  said  to  have 

added  three  independent  houses  recently 
and  to  be  building  another  in  the  vicinity 
of  an  exhibitor  who  has  just  opened  a   new 
house.  This  exhibitor  is  said  to  have  filed 

a   complaint 

From  sources  close  to  Brandt,  it  is  re- 
vealed that  Arnold  has  been  in  touch  with 

him  about  the  dozen  or  more  complaints 

at  ITOA  headquarters  against  majors.  In- 
cluded in  the  list  of  complainants  are  said 

to  be  Brandt,  Laurence  Bolognino  of  Con- 
solidated Amusements,  Sam  Strassberg  of 

Interboro  circuit  and  William  Yoost  of 
the  Yoost  circuit.  Williams  is  expected 
from  Washington  in  a   few  days  to  check 

up  on  the  complaints. 

Brandt  May  Lead  Witnesses 

Emanuel  Celler  of  Weisman,  Celler, 

Quinn,  Allen  &   Spett,  attorneys  retained 

by  ITOA,  is  understood  to  have  approach- 
ed Arnold  on  the  local  situation.  Brandt, 

one  source  said,  may  be  among  the  first 
witnesses  for  the  government,  if  and  when 
the  temporary  injunction  application 
comes  to  pass. 

Among  the  complaints  reported  filed 

with  the  ITOA  are  those  citing  an  inde- 
pendent exhibitor  taking  over  a   house 

formerly  operated  by  a   major  or  import- 
ant independent  circuit  and  then  being  un- 

able to  get  product  first  run  in  the  neigh- 
borhood. Unreasonable  protection  for  cir- 

cuits with  smaller  theatres  over  larger 

houses  with  higher  admissions  and  oper- 
ated by  independents  is  also  charged. 

While  independents  are  banking  on  the 
government  as  their  saviour,  preliminary 
moves  for  advancing  their  cause  in  the 

event  nothing  develops  in  the  anti-trust 
suit  are  under  way.  There  is  some  talk 

about  setting  up  a   motion  picture  com- 
mission for  the  state  of  New  York  similar 

to  that  of  the  boxing  commission  and  the 
racing  commission. 

The  government,  it  is  understood,  is  in- 
sisting on  a   written  agreement,  not  an 
(Continued  on  page  20) 
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ANTI-NAZI  LEAGUE  ACCUSES  EX-CONVICT  NAMED 

ALLEN  AS  CIRCULATOR  OF  "BOYCOTT"  PAMPHLET 
charges  Printing  Plant  Ad-  Allen  Authored  Nazi  Leaflets; mitted  He  Broucrht 

Type  for  Job  But  Not  on  "Boycott",  He  Says 

By  IVAN  SPEAR 
Los  Angeles — Henry  D.  Allen  admits  authorship,  responsibility  and  dis- 

tribution for  pro-Nazi,  anti-Semitic  literature,  but  denies  any  responsibility 

for  the  more  scurrilous  circulars  of  which  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League 

openly  accuses  him. 
The  admission  reaches  BOXOFFICE  through  Henry  K.  Elder,  attorney 

who  will  defend  Allen  when  he  is  tried  on  charges  of  fraudulent  registra- 
tion on  November  3.  Allen  is  not  doing  the  talking,  but  Elder  is  for  him. 

In  an  earlier  interview  and  prior  to  the  statements  furnished  by  Elder, 

his  assistant,  a   man  named  Wurbell  who  is  apparently  willing  to  talk  more 

freely  than  his  superior,  informed  BOXOFFICE  that  it  was  his  (Wurbell's) 
opinion  that  Allen  admitted  responsibility  for  all  the  literature  in  question. 

Elder  asserts  Allen  is  still  waiting  for  a   retraction  in  “Now,"  official  news- 
paper of  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League,  and  may  bring  an  action  if  it  is 

not  forthcoming  and  provided  Allen  wiggles  out  of  his  present  brush  with 
the  law. 

Both  legal  mouthpieces  for  Allen — Elder  and  Wurbell — maintain  Allen 
had  no  connection  with  the  German-American  Bund,  but  that  he  drifted  into 

his  anti-Semitic  activities  as  a   byproduct  of  what  they  declared  was  his 

sincere,  one-man  crusade  against  communism. 
Both  admit  Allen  has  served  time  in  San  Quentin  and  Folsom  prisons 

and  that,  as  a   convicted  felon,  his  rights  of  citizenship  were  removed.  Allen, 

on  the  other  hand,  contends  they  were  restored  to  him  and  that  he  voted — 
the  offense  of  which  he  is  now  accused — in  good  faith. 

Hollywood — Henry  D.  Allen  of  Pasa- 
dena is  flatly  accused  by  the  Hollywood 

Anti-Nazi  League  of  distributing  copies  of 
the  “Boycott  the  Movies”  pamphlet,  re- 

produced in  Boxoffice  a   fortnight  ago, 
from  the  upper  stories  of  three  or  four 
downtown  office  buildings  in  Los  Angeles. 

In  Now,  the  league’s  own  publication, 
Allen  is  described  as  “Number  1   Nazi 
psychopath.” 

In  Washington  a   few  days  ago,  Arnold 
Gingrich,  editor  of  Ken,  testified  before 
the  House  committee  investigating  un- 
American  activities.  He  cited  Allen  as  an 
active  worker  in  the  Silver  Shirts  of  which 
William  Dudley  Pelley  of  Asheville,  N.  C., 
is  the  chief  and  told  the  committee  Allen 
was  a   principal  figure  in  a   circumstance 

which  “involved  the  smuggling  of  arms 
across  the  Mexican  border  as  well  as  the 

planned  purchases  of  United  States  stand- 
ard surplus  arms  and  ammunition,  with 

the  knowledge  not  only  of  the  German- 
American  bund  but  also  of  individuals  at 

the  Italian  embassy  in  Washington.” 
“On  Shop  Windows” 

Now,  in  its  issue  dated  September  2,  in- 
cludes a   brief  description  of  the  text  of 

the  pamphlet.  “Stickers  on  which  the  same 
same  drawing  was  printed  were  found 
pasted  on  shop  windows  around  town  this 

week,”  the  publication  further  stated  in 
its  issue  of  the  same  date. 

To  Boxoffice,  the  league  said  this: 

“Though  Mr.  Henry  Allen  was  not  ap- 
prehended in  the  distribution  of  the  leaf- 

lets, we  knew  the  type  set  on  the  particu- 
lar batch  well  enough  to  accuse  him  of  it 

directly,  as  in  the  clipping  from  our  news- 
paper. Mr.  Allen  wrote  us  a   letter  threat- 

ening to  sue  us.  We  did  not  make  the 
retraction  demanded  of  us,  referred  the 
matter  to  our  attorney  and  nothing  more 
is  coming  of  it,  as  we  expected. 
“We  sent  one  of  our  members  to  the 

Peerless  Printing  Press,  526  Fairoaks, 
Pasadena,  where  we  had  heard  all  Mr. 

Allen’s  leaflets  are  printed.  Peerless  free- 
ly admitted  this  fact,  though  they  said 

the  type  was  set  up  by  Allen  himself  and 
brought  to  them.  They  said  that  he  had 
brought  this  last  one  to  them  and  supplied 
them  with  the  cut. 

“Thrown  From  Buildings” 

“They  were  distributed  in  the  usual  Al- 
len manner:  thrown  from  the  windows  of 

high  buildings.” 
One  of  these  was  the  Garland  Building, 

the  league  asserting  it  had  reports  from 
several  of  its  members  who  say  they  per- 

sonally saw  these  pamphlets  fluttering  to 
the  ground  from  the  upper  floors  of  that 
structure. 

While  the  Gingrich  testimony  in  Wash- 
ington gave  Allen’s  home  address  as  Pasa- 

dena, the  league  states  it  is  entirely  un- 
familiar with  his  residence  and  that,  so 

far  as  it  is  aware,  the  only  place  where 
Allen  may  be  reached  is  the  Deutsches 
House,  634  W.  16th  St.,  Los  Angeles. 

It  is  further  maintained  at  league  head- 
quarters that  members  who  have  been  on 

the  investigation  job  are  of  the  opinion 
Peerless  Press  is  merely  a   general  printing 
establishment,  taking  on  general  jobs  and 

in  no  way  connected  with  Allen  and  what- 
ever his  activities  may  be. 

The  offensive  drawing  used  in  the  leaf- 
let may  have  appeared  originally  in  Der 

Stuermer,  official  organ  of  Julius  Streicher 
of  Nuremberg,  Germany,  perhaps  the  most 
violent  Jew-baiter  in  the  official  Nazi 
regime.  This,  however,  has  never  been 
established  definitely  as  fact  as  the  league 
quickly  admits.  It  adds,  however,  that  it 
continues  to  hold  to  the  theory  and  is  en- 

deavoring to  obtain  a   copy  of  that  publica- 
tion in  which  the  cut  may  have  been  used. 

A   representative  of  Boxoffice,  on  his 

own,  went  to  Deutsches  House  in  an  ef- 
fort to  locate  Allen.  Three  calls  during 

the  course  of  one  afternoon  failed  to  un- 
earth him.  There,  it  was  stated  Allen 

“occasionally  drops  in,”  but  they  did  not 
know  where  he  could  be  contacted  and 

were  ignorant  of  “when  he  might  be  in 

again.” New  York — While  no  further  trace  of 
the  Middle  Western  city  or  cities  where 

the  "Boycott  the  Movies”  pamphlet  was 
distributed  has  come  to  light,  it  develops 
that,  aside  from  Hollywood,  the  leaflet  has 
been  circulated  in  at  least  one  other  com- munity. 

Boxoffice  has  in  its  possession  a   letter 

from  a   film  man  who  declares  he  and  sev- 
eral friends  picked  up  copies  on  the 

streets  of  Barstow,  Calif.,  on  August  29, 
1938.  This  informant  adds  the  incident 
occurred  as  he  was  passing  through  the 
town. 

Hollywood  Taking 
Pro  and  Con  Slant 

Hollywood  —   Frank  Melford,  associate 

producer  at  Monogram,  on  the  boycott 

pamphlet: 
“Indeed  something  must  be  done  to 

combat  this  sort  of  propaganda  and  these 
attacks  on  the  industry  which  are  grow- 

ing at  an  alarming  rate.  Further,  some- 
thing should  be  done  to  fight  the  same 

sort  of  thing  within  the  industry,  par- 
ticularly in  the  studios  themselves.  In 

every  studio,  there  are  large  groups  of  em- 
ployes who,  despite  the  fact  that  they  are 

hired  by  Jews  and  are  earning  their  liv- 
ing working  for  Jews,  are  most  active  in 

spreading  anti-Semitic  propaganda  and 
feeling.  Many  of  them  belong  to  Nazi  or 
kindred  groups  and  contribute  to  their 
financial  support. 

“However,  it  is  my  opinion  that  little 
(Continued  on  page  12) 
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Flood  of  Mail  Reveals 

Two  Thought  Schools 
On  Subject 

New  York — Letters  from  all  over  the 
United  States  reveal  a   sharp  difference  of 

opinion  over  the  reproduction  in  Box- 

office  of  the  ‘‘Boycott  the  Movies ” 
throwaway,  partial  distribution  of  which 
is  laid  at  the  doorstep  of  Henry  D.  Allen, 

ex-jailbird,  by  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League. 

In  many  instances,  communicants  re- 
fuse to  have  their  names  published.  In 

other  instances,  not  only  has  Boxoffice 
been  accorded  permission  to  publish  the 
comment  with  sponsorship,  but  it  has  been 
urged  to  do  both. 

Some  of  these  letters  follow,  while  else- 
where in  this  section  are  news  dispatches 

reporting  the  roses  and  the  scallions  meted 
out  by  those  in  the  industry  in  various 
large  cities.  In  order  to  permit  both  schools 

of  thought  to  have  full  expression.  Box- 
office  has  done  no  deleting.  The  letters 

are  in  the  length  and  in  the  language  in 
which  they  were  received: 

Hollywood  —   “I  appreciate  the  pur- 
pose and  spirit  behind  the  defense,  but 

I   cannot  help  feeling  that  the  reproduc- 
tion of  the  pamphlet  will  do  more  harm 

than  good.  It  serves  to  call  attention  and 
furnish  material  to  anyone  who  does  feel 
ill  will  toward  the  race. 

“For  that  reason,  I   think  that  the  edi- 
torial without  the  reproduction  is  the 

more  constructive  way  of  counteracting 

such  vilification.” — JOSEPH  M.  SCHENCK, 
chairman  of  the  board,  20 th  Century-Fox. 

New  York — “I  would  rather  have  not 
seen  it.  It  gives  circulation  to  something 

Breen  " Ready  to  Go 

The  Limit " 
Hollywood — "I  have  myself,  received 

copies  of  this  vicious  and  salacious 

leaflet.  I   understand,  also  that  untold 

thousands  of  these  were  dropped  from 

a   large  office  building  in  Los  Angeles 

a   short  time  back. 

"The  whole  business  is  so  revolting, 
and  so  thoroughly  un-American,  that 

I   want  to  be  the  first,  if  possible,  to 

lodge  my  protest  against  it. 

"I  stand  ready  to  go  the  limit  to  help 
out  in  any  way  possible  and  I   am  hast- 

ening to  tell  you  that  you  may  count 

on  me  to  do  anything  I   can  to  run  this 

vicious  thing  into  the  ground." — Joseph 
I.  Breen,  Production  Code  Administra- 
tor. 

dangerous  to  circulate.” — A   New  York Executive. 

“It  should  have  been  done.  I   think  the 
time  has  arrived  when  fire  ought  to  be 

fought  with  fire.” — A   General  Sales  Man- 

ager. 

“I  think  you  have  made  a   serious  mis- 
take. You  have  taken  on  a   grave  respon- 

sibility in  publishing  the  pamphlet.  Ex- 
perience shows  these  matters  are  most 

successfully  fought  when  fought  privately 

and  without  publicity.” — A   Company  Presi- 
dent. 

Hollywood — “I  don’t  agree  with  the 
idea  of  reprinting.  I   cannot,  however,  help 

but  hope  your  efforts  do  some  good.” — • An  Executive  Producer. 

Boston — “I  do  not  feel  that  you  used 
good  judgment  when  you  reproduced  the 
picture  that  appeared  on  Page  5   of  your 
edition,  dated  October  1.  It  seems  to  me 
this  matter  could  have  been  handled  by 

a   news  item  in  your  columns  to  better  ad- 

vantage.”— Elias  M.  Loew,  E.  M.  Loew’s 
Theatres. 

Washington — “I  subscribe  to  every  word. 
Bigotry  is  a   noxious  weed  that  thrives 
only  in  dank,  dark  places.  When  exposed 
to  light  and  fresh  air  it  withers  and  dies. 
I   would  waste  no  time  answering  such  filth. 

I   would  merely  find  out  who  are  respons- 
ible for  printing  and  circulating  and  pub- 
lish their  names.  Public  opinion  will  then 

take  care  of  the  miscreants.” 
“While  I   favor  strong  repressive  meas- 

ures, I   would  not  be  unduly  alarmed  by 
this  development.  When  I   was  a   boy,  bigots 
in  the  neighborhood  used  to  disseminate 

equally  vicious  propaganda  against  the 
Catholic  Church.  My  father  caught  me 
reading  some  of  the  trash  that  had  been 
thrown  in  the  yard  and  gave  me  a   lecture 
on  tolerance  that  I   shall  never  forget. 

The  anti-Catholic  agitation  has  long  since 
ceased  and,  at  last  reports,  the  Church 
of  Rome  was  still  standing. 

“The  motion  picture  producers  have 
nothing  to  fear  from  attacks  of  this  kind. 
The  only  charges  that  can  harm  them  are 
those  which  have  some  foundation  in  fact. 

If  they  could  truthfully  state  that  they 
have  not  practiced  and  are  not  practicing 
economic  oppression  against  the  weaker 
elements  in  the  industry,  they  would  be 
invulnerable.  That  is  the  hole  in  their 

armor  which  they  seem  in  no  hurry  to 

plug  up.” — Abram  F.  Myers,  Chairman  of 
the  board  and  general  counsel  of  Allied 
States. 

New  York — “The  pamphlet  in  itself  is 

about  the  most  disgusting  piece  of  litera- 
ture it  has  been  my  misfortune  to  read 

and  your  editorial  on  condemnation  is  in 

order.  Be  informed  that  I   will  gladly  ac- 

"A Cowardly  Attack 

On  Industry " 
New  York — "I  commend  you  on  your 

courage.  Such  vilification  and  slan- 
der from  an  unknown  source  is  a 

cowardly  attack  on  an  industry  that 

has  done  so  much  to  spread  tolerance 

and  understanding  as  well  as  happi- 

ness in  a   troubled  world." — George  J. 
Schaefer,  former  vice-president  and 

general  manager  of  distribution.  United 
Artists. 

quaint  you  with  any  information  that 
would  come  to  my  attention  regarding  the 

distributors  of  this  or  any  other  such  de- 
spicable articles,  and,  furthermore,  if  you 

know  of  any  manner  in  which  I   can  be 
of  assistance  in  the  campaign  you  are 

conducting,  I   hope  you  will  feel  free  to 

call  upon  me.” — WILLIAM  F.  RODGERS, 
general  manager  of  distribution,  M-G-M. 

“This  is  a   dastardly  attack  on  the  in- 
dustry. The  motion  picture  business  could 

not  have  progressed  to  its  present  high 

state  of  development  without  the  fore- 
sight of  those  whom  this  pamphlet  seeks 

to  slander.  I   condemn  any  such  scurri- 
lous statement  and,  furthermore,  I   feel 

that  exposure  of  this  sort  of  tactics  is  an 
effective  means  of  fighting  and  beating 

such  a   libel.” — ED  KUYKENDALL,  presi- 
dent, MPTOA. 

“Let  me  congratulate  you  on  the  coura- 
geous manner  in  which  you  have  under- 
taken to  expose  one  of  the  vilest  cam- 
paigns in  the  revolting  history  of  bigotry. 

My  only  regret  is  that  we  are  so  far  re- 
moved, in  thought  and  in  action,  from  the 

field  of  such  thinking  that  we  cannot 

aid  in  uncovering  the  source  of  its  filthy 

implications. 

“True,  it  is  an  attack  on  the  boxoffice. 
But  more  than  that,  it  is  an  obscene  blow 
at  decency  and  truth  which  one  gust  of 
fresh  air  and  one  beam  of  light  should 

lay  low.  I   believe  you  have  delivered  that 
gust  and  that  beam. 

“I  am  confident  that  the  only  feeling 
such  bigotry  can  evoke  is  one  of  extreme 
revulsion.  May  I   suggest  that,  if  and  when 
the  source  of  the  leaflet  is  found,  the 
nearest  insane  asylum  be  contacted  for 

reservations.  That  would  be  our  way — the 
American  way — of  dealing  with  a   diseased 

mind.” — ARTHUR  A.  LEE,  vice-president 
and  general  manager,  Gaumont  British  of 
America. 

“Theatre  Arts  Committee  would  like  to 
give  its  whole-hearted  endorsement  of 

your  editorial,  ‘Bigotry  Stalks  the  Box- 
( Continued  on  page  12) 
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EDITORIAL  STAND  IS  PRAISED;  CRITICISM  IS 
AIMED  AT  FACSIMILE  OF  VICIOUS  THROWAWAY 

Leaflet's  Reprint  Anti-Nazi  League  Charges 

Stirs  Controversy  Ex-Convict  Is  Pamphle
teer 

(Continued  from  page  11) 

office’  in  the  October  1   issue. 
“The  leaflet  you  reproduced  is  a   shame- 

ful thing  to  those  of  us  who  have  faith  in 
democracy,  tolerance  and  ordinary 
decency.  The  issues  involved  are  issues 
which  the  Theatre  Arts  Committee  has 

adopted  as  part  of  its  broad  and  anti- 
Nazi  platform,  and  we  will  do  everything 
we  can  to  help  you  root  out  the  sources 

of  that  leaflet.” — David  Golden  for  The- 
atre Arts  Committee. 

“The  circular  you  quote  is  atrocious,  vic- 
ious and  scurrilous — and  certainly  every 

decent  man  in  our  industry  resents  it. 

How  do  you  think  I   can  help?” — GEORGE 
W.  WEEKS,  vice-president,  Monogram. 

“I  did  not  believe  that  anything  like 
this  was  possible  in  our  country. 

“It  is  actually  beyond  my  comprehension 
to  fathom  the  mentality  of  any  individ- 

ual or  group  of  individuals  who  would 
stoop  to  the  level  of  spreading  insidious 
propaganda  of  this  type.  Such  minds  are 
warped  to  a   point  where  reasoning  or  edu- 

cation would  be  a   hopeless  task  and  I   am 
wondering  what  sane  and  sound  measures 
could  be  applied  to  eradicate  the  effects 
of  such  unwarranted  malice. 

“You  are  indeed  worthy  of  the  most 
notable  commendation  for  calling  this  to 
the  attention  of  the  industry  and  using 

the  pages  of  Boxoffice  to  expose  this  des- 
picable attempt  to  undermine  the  indus- 

try. 

“I  am  at  a   loss  to  know  how  to  coun- 
teract such  a   cesspool  of  degradation  fo- 

mented by  unprincipled  scoundrels,  de- 
mented beyond  redemption.  I   really  be- 

lieve that  they  are  to  be  pitied.” — ED- 
WARD A.  GOLDEN,  vice-president.  Mono- 

gram. 

“I  want  to  congratulate  you  upon  your 
courage  in  bringing  this  subject  to  the 
light  and  I   agree  with  you  thoroughly 
that  this  is  the  only  method  to  coun- 

teract such  poison.” — A   Secretary  at  RKO. 

“Your  editorial,  ‘Bigotry  Stalks  the 
Boxoffice/  calls  for  the  support  of  all  in 

the  industry  who  have  the  interests  of 
show  business  at  heart.  By  all  means, 
turn  the  spotlight  on  the  scum  who  re- 

sort to  these  means  of  destruction  and 
vilification.  If  I   can  help  in  any  capacity 

whatsoever,  please  let  me  know.” — S.  ROB- 
ERT KUNKIS,  attorney. 

Hollywood — “This  is  a   time  for  reason 

(Continued  from  page  10) 

can  be  gained  by  fighting  this  situation 
openly  and  I   think  it  is  a   mistake  for  a 
trade  paper  to  print  anything  about  it  on 
the  theory  such  publicity  just  stirs  mat- 

ters up  and  unnecessarily  with  little,  if 
anything,  to  be  gained.  Those  who  are 
already  anti-Semitic  in  their  viewpoints 

cannot  be  changed  and  those  who  aren’t 
might  be  influenced  adversely  by  seeing 
reproductions  of  this  type  of  propaganda 
in  an  accredited  publication.  I   think  the 
matter  should  be  fought  vigorously  and  as 
secretly  as  possible  through  the  work  of  a 
committee  made  up  of  the  Jews  in  the  in- 

dustry, which  committee  would  undertake 
to  trace  these  things  to  their  source  and 
then  turn  them  over  to  the  federal  gov- 

ernment for  protection  against  them.” 
Gabriel  S.  Yorke,  press  representative 

for  the  producers’  association:  “I  haven’t 
been  able  to  make  up  my  mind  as  to 
whether  it  is  advisable  for  the  industry 
to  ignore  or  fight  this  type  of  attack, 
which  we  all  know  is  being  made  against  it 
in  various  parts  of  the  country;  and,  even 
if  it  is  advisable,  I   do  not  think  it  is 
within  the  province  of  a   trade  paper  to 
undertake  such  a   fight — and  certainly  not 
single-handed  without  assurance  of  indus- 

try backing  and  cooperation.” 

and  yet  it  is  hard  to  be  reasonable  in 
one’s  reaction  to  such  viciousness  as  con- 

tained in  the  leaflet  you  reproduced.  Many 
of  us,  I   feel  now,  have  believed  for  too 
long  a   time  that  this  sort  of  indignity 
does  not  warrant  the  dignity  of  attention. 
I   think  we  must  capitulate.  I   agree  with 
you  that  we  must  awaken  to  the  dangerous 
virus  which  breeds  in  the  dark,  sick  cor- 

ners of  fanatical  minds.  It  dies  quickly 
under  the  hot  light  of  truth. 

“I  realize  now  that  no  brutality,  no  dis- 
tortion, no  he  is  too  small  to  grow  into 

something  appallingly  real  and  menacing 

to  everything  we  hold  important  and  de- 
cent in  life.  It  is  just  this  kind  of  gutter 

hysteria  which  has  already  deprived  mil- 
lions of  people  of  their  freedom.  As  fan- 

tastic as  it  seems,  it  is  becoming  an  ever- 
increasing  threat  to  democracy  in  America. 

“While  our  weapons  must  remain  always 
sane  and  decent,  no  holds  are  barred  in 
the  hydrophobic  camp.  Every  move  we 

make  to  fight  for  the  fundamentals  of  de- 
mocracy will  undoubtedly  result  in  our 

being  called  reds  and  rapists.  But,  as  you 
point  out,  this  has  happened  before  with 
the  Ku  Klux  Klan  and  the  Black  Legion. 
They  were  destroyed  by  the  sterilization 
of  light.  Let  us  get  this  fight  out  in  the 

John  Le  Roy  Johnston,  press  representa- 
tive for  Wanger  Prod.,  says: 

“I  think  an  expose  and  crusade  of  the 
kind  Boxoffice  has  undertaken  is  entirely 
within  the  province  of  a   motion  picture 

trade  paper  and  Boxoffice  is  to  be  con- 
gratulated for  having  the  courage  to  do  it. 

This  type  of  propaganda  and  attack  di- 
rected against  the  industry  has  been  ig- 
nored too  long.  It’s  time  something  is 

done  to  fight  back.” Paul  Snell,  publicity  head  for  Principal: 
“It  was  a   smart  and  courageous  thing 

for  Boxoffice  to  do  and  it  should  be  car- 

ried further,  providing  you  don’t  go  over- 

board.” 

Cincinnati  Exhibitors 

Favor  Direct  Action 

Cincinnati  —   Several  exhibitors  are  of 

the  opinion  it  is  “alright”  to  expose  the 
boycott  leaflet.  One  expressed  the  opin- 

ion that  publishing  the  leaflet  probably 
gives  it  undue  circulation  and  furthered 
the  designs  of  the  perpetrators.  All,  how- 

ever, declared  the  general  arrangement  of 
the  circular  betrayed  its  cheapness  and 
the  ignorance  of  the  unknowns  who  circu- 

lated it.  All  wanted  to  know  where  it  was 
handed  out. 

open.  I   have  a   passionate  faith  in  the 
judgment  of  the  American  people,  when 
they  see  the  issue. 

“I  congratulate  you  on  your  stand  and 
your  courage  in  using  Boxoffice  as  a 

weapon  in  this  fight  for  the  continuance  of 

a   priceless  heritage.” — MANNY  WOLFE, 
chairman  Paramount  editorial  hoard. 

Pittsburgh — “I  want  to  commend  you 

on  your  article,  ‘Bigotry  Stalks  the  Box- 
office’  which  appeared  in  the  October  1 
issue  of  your  paper.  Your  course  is  one 
which  should  have  the  approval  of  all 
serious  thinking  people. 

“Whoever  the  cowardly  rats  are  that 
would  distribute  any  article  tending  to 
incite  racial  prejudice,  irrespective  of 
whom  it  may  be  aimed,  should  certainly 
be  tracked  down  and  brought  into  the 
light. 

“Our  industry  is  one  that  has  given  em- 
ployment to  every  creed,  color  and  race 

without  discrimination  and  we  certainly 
should  not  allow  any  false  statements  to 
be  made  against  it,  such  as  contained  in 
the  scurrilous  pamphlet  which  they  are 

attempting  to  distribute.” — An  Exchange 
Manager. 
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What,  MURDER?... You  bet! — And  larceny  and  assault-and 
maybe  even  mayhem,  too!.. plus  the  fastest  courtship  you 

ever  thrilled  to.. in  this  crackling  mixture  of  mystery  and 
fun  and  racing  romance!. .The  kind  of  a   picture  that 
gets  a   rise  out  of  any  kind  of  an  audience  and 

sends  ’em  away  singing  the  praises  of  your 
show.. IT’S  BOX-OFFICE  ALL  THE  WAY! 
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CHAPLIN  WARMER  TO  NEW  "KICKBACK"  PLAN; 

SILVERSTONE  SEEN  HA  "PREXY"  BY  NOVEMBER 
Revamp  of  Original  For- 

mula May  Reconcile 

Partner 

New  York — Charlie  Chaplin’s  opposition 

to  the  United  Artists’  “kickback”  plan  is 
expected  to  be  straightened  away  by  the 
close  of  the  year  through  a   revamp  of 
the  original  formula. 

Maurice  Silverstone,  at  the  annual  meet- 
ing of  the  company  in  November,  proba- 
bly will  be  elected  president  to  fill  the 

post  vacated  by  Dr.  A.  H.  Giannini. 

With  the  retirement  of  George  J.  Schae- 
fer as  vice-president  and  general  mana- 
ger of  distribution,  a   reorganization  of 

the  sales  staff  is  about  completed. 

With  these  developments,  the  under- 
standing is  UA  is  now  ready  to  go  ahead, 

its  house  in  better  order  and  with  internal 
confusion  largely  eliminated. 

Powers  to  Gold,  Schlaifer 

Schaefer’s  resignation  followed  one 
month  to  the  date  that  of  A.  W.  Smith 

jr.,  as  general  sales  manager.  In  the  re- 
alignment which  trailed  both  resignations, 

Harry  L.  Gold,  eastern  sales  manager,  and 
L.  Jack  Schlaifer,  western  sales  manager, 

now  are  in  full  authority  in  their  terri- 
tories. Heretofore,  -   Schaefer  and  Smith 

held  a   veto  power  on  deals  arranged  by 

Gold  and  Schlaifer  with  the  company  pro- 
ducers holding  the  final  approval  on  all 

contracts.  The  titles  held  by  Schaefer  will 
not  be  filled,  according  to  Silverstone. 

Schaefer,  whose  three-year  agreement 
had  until  next  March  to  run,  tore  it  up  on 
retiring  October  7.  For  the  past  few  weeks, 
he  has  been  mentioned  as  the  successor 

to  Leo  Spitz  in  RKO  under  the  reorgani- 
zation plan.  Spitz  entered  RKO  to  aid  in 

its  reorganization  and  has  been  desirous 
of  returning  to  his  extensive  law  practice 
in  Chicago  for  some  months.  As  matters 
stand  now,  RKO  is  expected  to  emerge 
from  bankruptcy  toward  the  close  of  the 
year. 

Producers  “Individualists” 
Various  changes  in  the  UA  sales  staff 

have  been  in  the  air  as  far  back  as  April 
when  Silverstone  was  elected  chairman  of 
the  executive  committee  and  general  man- 

ager of  international  operations.  Under 
the  terms  of  his  five-year  arrangement, 
he  is  supreme  authority  of  all  UA  ac- 

tivities here  and  abroad,  both  in  sales  and 
theatre  subsidiary  companies,  particularly 
in  England  where  UA  owns  50  per  cent  of 
the  Odeon  circuit  of  which  Oscar  Deutsch 
is  head. 

Silverstone’s  contract  further  provides 
that,  after  the  first  three  years,  the  board 
will  decide  if  he  is  to  continue  with  the 
wide  authority  he  now  holds. 
When  Alexander  Korda  was  here  in 

September,  he  told  Boxoffice:  “The  rea- 
son we  appointed  Silverstone  is  because  he 

did  such  a   magnificent  job  in  Europe  and 
in  England  and  there  is  no  reason  why 

he  shouldn't  do  the  same  here.” 
Schaefer  is  planning  to  sail  for  Miami 

on  his  yacht,  Jack  and  Jill,  to  spend  a   few 
months  vacationing  in  southern  waters. 

Smith  is  due  back  from  a   month’s  vaca- 
tion abroad.  He  is  expected  to  enter  the 

theatre  field  shortly  after  his  return. 

“The  title  of  vice-president  and  general 

manager  will  not  be  filled,”  Silverstone 
insisted  to  Boxoffice.  Upon  questioning, 

he  said,  “I  plan  no  cabinet  whatever.” 
Queried  about  reports  on  James  A.  Mul- 

vey,  the  UA  head  stated:  “There  is  no 
change  in  his  status.  It  will  be  the  same 
as  before.  He  is  a   director  of  UA  and 

Walter  Wanger’s  company  and  also  east- 
ern representative  for  Samuel  Goldwyn. 

“The  subject  of  the  presidency  has  not 
come  up  once  officially.  What  some  of  the 

Fred  Lange  Mentioned  as 

John  Graham  Successor 

London — Fred  W.  Lange,  Continental 

European  manager  for  Paramount,  has 
been  mentioned  as  likely  successor  to  John 

C.  Graham,  who  recently  retired  as  man- 

aging director  of  the  company’s  British 
activities.  A   number  of  other  persons  in 
Paramount  have  been  mentioned  for  the 

post,  but  it  is  probable  John  W.  Hicks  jr., 
head  of  the  foreign  department  and  now 
here  on  his  customary  visit,  will  promote 
Lange. 

Graham’s  retirement  was  not  entirely 
unexpected.  He  has  discussed  withdrawing 
from  the  company  many  times.  He  is  70, 
is  financially  secure  and  for  some  months 
has  been  anxious  to  drop  business  cares. 

Hicks,  meanwhile,  has  taken  over 
Graham’s  duties  until  he  names  a   suc- 
cessor. 

"Outstanding  Producers" 
Still  Can  Find  a 

Welcome 

stockholders  may  have  told  you  privately 

is  their  own  affair.” 
Characterizing  UA  producers  and  own- 

ers as  “individualists,”  Silverstone  de- 
clared that  Chaplin  has  no  picture  com- 

mitments for  the  new  season.  “If  he  does 
make  a   picture,  it  will  not  be  delivered 

for  the  1938-39  season.” 
As  for  Douglas  Fairbanks,  who,  on  his 

return  from  abroad  recently,  said  he 

planned  to  make  two  pictures  with  for- 

eign versions,  Silverstone  stated:  “If  he 
does  make  any,  it  will  be  one  picture, 

probably  ‘The  Story  of  Lola  Montez.’  I 
don’t  think  Fairbanks  can  make  more  than 
one  a   year  because  of  the  magnitude  and 

scope  of  his  productions.  He  is  an  indi- 
vidualist on  the  same  order  as  Chaplin 

and  David  O.  Selznick  who  have  large  or- 

ganizations working  under  them.” Although  he  advocates  a   policy  of  not 
too  many  pictures,  Silverstone  asserted 

that  “if  any  outstanding  producer  comes 
along  he  will  be  welcome  in  the  organiza- 

tion.” He  added  it  would  not'  be  fair  to 
other  UA  producers  to  “take  anyone  in 
unless  he  is  comparable  to  them.” 

The  UA  head  pointed  to  exhibitor  re- 
action as  another  reason.  “If  we  start 

loading  up  with  pictures  of  any  Tom,  Dick 

or  Harry,  the  exhibitor  won’t  believe  us 
when  we  go  out  to  sell  our  quality  prod- 

uct.” 

Reports  of  Korda  producing  for  com- 
panies other  than  UA  were  regarded  by 

Silverstone  as  “just  a   pipe  dream  .   .   .   and 
you  can  go  as  far  as  you  like  in  quoting 

me  on  this.”  Silverstone  took  it  upon  him- 
self to  say  that  Korda  has  no  desire  to 

produce  for  anyone  else  and  “has  never 
been  asked  to  make  outside  pictures.” 

Silverstone  to  London 

The  producers  of  World  Wide  Showwin- 
dows  have  virtually  completed  arrange- 

ments for  filming  the  Vatican  and  the 
Easter  Parade  in  Technicolor.  Silverstone 
said  the  subject  will  be  four  or  five  reels, 
but  whether  it  will  be  handled  as  a   short 
or  a   feature  he  could  not  say. 

No  negotiations  are  being  conducted 

with  Selznick,  according  to  the  UA  gen- 
eralissimo. The  producer’s  contract  has 

until  the  end  of  December  to  go  and  all 
pictures  made  within  that  time  are  to  be 

released  by  UA.  Having  finished  “There 
Goes  My  Heart,”  Selznick  is  now  com- 

pleting “Made  for  Each  Other,”  which  will 
be  delivered  for  the  current  season’s  re- lease. 

Silverstone  is  planning  a   visit  to  Lon- 
don late  in  the  year.  Stephen  Pallos,  gen- 
eral manager  for  London  Films,  is  pro- 

tracting his  stay  here. 
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SEES  HIGH  DEGREE  OF  COINCIDENCE  IN  TRADE 

PRACTICE  DEMANDS  OF  TWO  EXHIBITOR  GRODPS 
Analyst  Cites  Block  Book- 

ing Stands  as  an 

Example 

•   Continued  from  page  5) 

in  fact,  at  one  time  sponsored  such  a 
plan,  if  there  are  any  actual  decisions  of 
a   local  board  involved  that  could  be  sub- 

ject to  an  appeal.  It  appears  Allied  and 
MPTOA  are  not  so  far  apart  on  this  mat- 

ter; maybe  it  is  largely  a   matter  of  nomen- 
clature. 

“Relative  to  block  booking,  Allied’s  stand 
against  compulsory  block  booking  or  full 
line  forcing  are  identical  in  principle  with 
those  advanced  by  MPTOA.  Allied  ignores 
the  partial  minimum  cancellation  granted 
by  some  of  the  companies,  insists  that  all 
proposals  in  reference  to  this  problem 
have  been  brushed  aside  and  gives  this  as 
the  reason  why  Allied  has  sponsored  the 
Neely  bill. 

“As  a   voluntary  solution  of  the  prob- 
lem, Allied  advances  two  suggestions:  First, 

‘open  selling’  by  which  apparently  is  meant 
a   sales  policy  that  will  permit  exhibitors 
to  buy  any  number  of  pictures  desired 
from  the  group  offered  by  the  distributor 

for  release  without  ‘unreasonable’  price 
differentials  if  only  a   few  pictures  are  se- 

lected, and,  second,  'selective  contracts,’ 
or  ‘an  enlarged  cancellation  privilege,’ 
which,  in  effect,  means  the  same  thing. 

“The  MPTOA  considers  the  first  sug- 
gestion could  not  possibly  be  worked  out 

in  practice,  regardless  of  its  virtues  as  a 
theory.  Instead  it  has  centered  all  efforts 
on  a   minimum  unconditional  rejection 
privilege  of  20  per  cent  of  the  pictures 
licensed  in  all  exhibition  contracts  for  10 
or  more  feature  pictures  bought  at  the 
same  time.  While  this  is  more  specific 
than  either  one  of  Allied’s  suggestions,  it 
seems  to  be  directly  in  line  with  Allied’s 
idea  of  selective  contracts  or  an  enlarged 
cancellation  privilege. 

“Allied’s  position  regarding  unreasonable 
clearance  is  practically  identical  with  that 
of  MPTOA  and  other  exhibitor  associa- 

tions. Allied  is  on  record  as  in  the  belief 

that  ‘there  seems  to  be  no  reason  why maxima  as  regards  both  time  and  distance 
cannot  be  established  beyond  which  clear- 

ance cannot  in  good  conscience  be  ex- 

tended,’ and  also  suggests  that  the  ques- 
tion of  standards  and  apparently  of  spe- 
cific disputes  be  handled  by  a   national 

appeal  board,  without,  however,  insisting 
on  this  method. 

“MPTOA,  contending  that  adjustments 
of  disputes  over  clearance  situations  is 

impossible  in  a   national  board,  but  only 
by  a   local  board  intimately  and  personally 
familiar  with  the  theatre  operations  in- 

volved, makes  two  specific  proposals.  The 
first  is  that  complaints  be  referred  to  the 

proposed  local  board  of  conciliation  for 

hearing,  investigation  and  adjustment  by 

mediation  and  voluntary  agreement.  Sec- 

ond, that  ultimately  in  the  metropolitan 
centers  there  should  be  developed  an  op- 

enly negotiated  and  published  uniform 
maximum  zoning  and  clearance  plan  to 
limit  clearance  within  a   defined  maximum 

for  each  theatre  or  run.  The  positions 

of  Allied  and  MPTOA,  at  least  in  prin- 

ciple, appear  simple  to  reconcile  as  to  de- 
tails and  methods. 

“It  is  quite  likely  no  one  can  offer  a 
practical  or  effective  solution  to  undue 
theatre  expansion.  This  apparently  is  the 

somewhat  academic  argument  on  over- 
seating and  overbuilding.  There  seems  to 

be  a   direct  conflict  of  interest  between 
those  theatre  owners  who  desire  to  retain 

their  own  ‘status  quo’  and  those  who  de- 
sire to  expand  their  business  by  acquir- 

ing new  theatres.  Allied  suggests  a   board 

to  investigate  and  ‘report,’  or  express  an 
opinion,  on  whether  a   new  theatre  is  justi- 

fied in  a   situation  where  one  is  proposed. 
MPTOA  feels  that,  since  no  solution  has 
been  suggested  which,  in  its  opinion,  would 

New  York — The  ITOA  is  prepared  to 

work  out  anything  compatible  with  good 

business  and  keep  the  industry  out  of  leg- 
islation, Harry  Brandt,  president,  tells 

Boxoffice,  in  advance  of  the  trade  prac- 
tice meetings  with  Sidney  R.  Kent,  William 

F.  Rodgers,  Ned  E.  Depinet  and  A.  Mon- 
tague on  Wednesday.  Sitting  with  him  will 

be  Laurence  Bolognino  and  Leo  Brecher. 
Suggestions  for  elimination  of  certain 

practices  are  now  being  whipped  into  shape 
by  the  three  exhibitors.  Brandt  has  hopes 

something  may  be  accomplished.  “If  the 
distributors  are  sincere  in  their  efforts,” 
says  the  ITOA  head,  “it  will  put  the  in- 

dustry back  in  show  business.  If  they  are 

not,”  he  warns,  “and  the  men  start  calling 
each  other  names,  the  whole  thing  will  fall 
of  its  own  weight  and  the  industry  is 

going  to  get  legislation  it  never  dreamed 

of.” 

Listing  at  least  nine  complaints,  Brandt 

adds,  “all  the  demands  we  will  make  are 
necessary  for  us  to  stay  in  business.  If 
the  affiliated  circuits  feel  we  are  doing 
certain  things  that  are  not  right,  we  will 

cooperate  if  it  will  bring  about  harmony.” 
One  of  the  issues  which  the  ITOA  will 

strike  for  is  cancellations.  On  this  sub- 
ject, Brandt  says  cancellations  should  be 

limited  if  the  entire  program  is  sold  with 
titles  at  the  beginning  of  the  season.  If 
all  the  titles  are  not  mentioned,  then  an 

No  MPTOA  Proposal  on 

Theatre  Expansion 
Issue 

be  either  practical  or  effective,  it  has  not 

presented  a   proposal  in  connection  with 
this  problem. 

“It  is  to  be  assumed  that  Allied’s  inter- 

pretation of  the  ‘right  to  buy’  is  generally 
overbuying.  A   voluntary  solution  of  this 

problem  is  to  have  such  complaints  and  sit- 

uations ‘handled  by  a   body  such  as  the 

national  appeal  board.’  Allied  does  not 
make  clear  whether  these  complaints 

should  be  first  presented  for  adjustment 

to  some  sort  of  a   local  board  of  arbitra- 
tion or  conciliation  with  the  right  to  appeal 

to  the  national  board  or  should  be  han- 
dled exclusively  by  the  national  board  of 

appeals.  It  seems  clear,  though,  that  Al- 
lied does  advocate  some  sort  of  adjusting 

agency  composed  of  people  within  the 

(Continued  on  page  20) 

exhibitor  should  get  as  much  cancellation 
as  he  can. 

Elimination  of  giveaways  and  games  is 

next.  A   general  agreement  for  majors 
and  independents  alike  will  be  sought. 

End  to  score  charges. 

End  to  blind  buying.  To  Brandt,  this  is 
the  most  serious  evil  in  the  industry. 

End  to  forced  contracts.  The  ITOA  head 

contends  an  exhibitor,  in  order  to  buy  pic- 

tures like  “Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band,” 
should  not  be  compelled  to  take  such  films 

as  “Sadie  Rides  to  Town,”  which  is  not  a 
title  but  a   phoney  to  bring  out  the  point. 

Elimination  of  previews  by  majors  un- 
less all  independents  are  allowed  the  same 

privilege.  As  matters  stand  today,  Brandt 
says  affiliated  theatres  only  are  permitted this. 

End  to  “obnoxious”  protection.  Definite 

clearance  and  zoning  schedules,  “reason- 
able to  all  interests  involved,”  will  be 

sought. 
Lower  admissions  for  first  runs.  Majors 

should  charge  higher  prices  where  subse- 
quents  follow  and  scales  should  be  pro- 

portionate with  the  type  of  run  and  the- 
atre, says  Brandt. 

On  preferred  playing  time.  Pictures 
should  play  when  the  exhibitor  thinks  the 

booking  to  the  best  advantage  of  the  thea- 
tre and  dates  should  not  be  designated  by 

distributors,  is  the  stand. 

ITOA  Desirous  of  Avoiding 

Legislation,  Declares  Brandt 
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Thinks  MPTOA  and  Allied 

Not  As  Divergent  As  Seen 

(Continued  from  page  18) 

industry  who  have  a   background  of  un- 
derstanding in  these  matters,  which,  in 

effect,  is  the  same  proposal  as  was  made 
by  MPTOA  on  competitive  overbuying. 
The  latter  recommends  that  such  disputes 

be  referred  to  a   local  board  of  concilia- 
tion. 

“Allied’s,  as  well  as  MPTOA’s  stand  on 
contract  revision,  indicates  that  the  form 
of  exhibition  contracts  being  used  needs 

revision  and  simplification.  It  would  ap- 
pear that,  with  the  breakdown  of  enforce- 
able arbitration  on  contract  disputes  and 

the  absence  of  any  other  means  of  en- 
forcement of  contract  obligations,  other 

than  court  proceedings,  exhibitors  general- 
ly are  under  the  impression  that  the  de- 

tailed provisions  of  the  exhibition  con- 
tract means  little  because  in  actual  prac- 

tice they  cannot  be  enforced. 

Calm  on  Contract  Clauses 

“Most  of  these  detailed  clauses  impose 
obligations  on  the  exhibitor.  Practically 

the  only  obligations  imposed  on  the  dis- 
tributor are  the  broad  general  ones  which 

the  distributor  necessarily  must  carry  out 
in  order  to  get  revenue  out  of  the  exhibitor 

in  film  rentals,  regardless  of  contract  pro- 
visions. The  exhibitor  knows  very  well 

that  the  cost  of  suing  him  for  a   specific 
performance  of  an  inconsequential  clause 
of  his  contract  is  so  great  that  few  if  any 

distributors  actually  go  through  with  such 
a   maneuver.  Neither  Allied  nor  MPTOA 
seem  to  think  that  this  is  as  important  as 
it  used  to  be;  Allied  says  so  frankly, 
MPTOA  by  its  actions  in  not  pressing  so 
strongly  on  this  proposal  as  on  others. 
With  effective  and  enforceable  arbitration 

of  contract  disputes  such  provisions  become 
a   great  deal  more  important. 

“It  is  significant  of  Allied,  in  view  of 
its  advocacy  of  state  laws  to  prohibit  un- 

der penalty  such  provisions  in  contracts 

covering  the  designated  playdates  situa- 
tion, that  the  organization  admits  the 

situation  has  its  economic  aspects  and 
that  the  social  and  moral  aspect  prevails 

‘only  in  some  cases.’  Allied  concedes  that 
for  exhibitors  playing  percentage  pictures 

to  refuse  to  play  any  such  picture  on  pre- 

ferred time  is  ‘indefensibly  selfish.’  As  a 
solution  Allied  suggests  that  branch  man- 

agers be  vested  with  more  authority  by  the 
home  offices  to  adjust  such  disputes  and 
that  in  instances  where  this  does  not  work 

out  ‘recourse  could  be  had  to  the  arbitra- 
tion boards.’ 

Propose  Date  Restriction 

“The  MPTOA  proposal  covers  the  same 
ground  in  part,  at  specific  pictures  desig- 

nated for  Saturday,  Sunday  or  holiday  ex- 
hibition at  a   particular  theatre  on  com- 

plaint be  referred  to  the  proposed  local 
board  of  conciliation  for  investigation.  It 

also  proposes  a   restriction  on  the  propor- 
tion of  Saturday  and  Sunday  dates  re- 

quired, apparently  having  in  mind  a   form- 
ula similar  to  its  proposal  on  the  forcing 

of  short  subject  sales  with  features. 

“Unfair  allocations  and  non-delivery  of 

pictures  are  not  touched  upon  in  the 
MPTOA  trade  practice  proposals,  although 
the  organization  recognizes  and  complains 
of  the  abuses  involved.  It  omitted  the 

complaint  for  the  apparent  reason  that  no 
satisfactory  solution  had  been  evolved. 
From  the  Allied  point  of  view  these  two 
subjects  are  closely  aligned  with  the  Neely 

bill  provisions  on  blind  selling.  The  or- 
ganization, while  not  making  any  definite 

recommendations  on  this  problem,  seems 
to  infer  that  it  is  simply  a   question  of 

having  the  distributors  pursue  a   sales  pol- 

icy that  will  meet  with  the  general  ap- 
proval of  exhibitors. 

“That  radio  competition  is  a   general 
complaint  is  evident  in  that  stand  taken 
among  all  exhibitors  that  this  does  more 
damage  than  good.  Allied  suggests  that  its 
members  determine  the  effect,  if  any,  that 
star  broadcasts  have  on  their  business  and 

use  this  argument  in  demanding  adjust- 
ments on  contracts.  Allied  intimates  some 

producers  might  be  deterred  from 

permitting  their  stars,  scripts  and  ma- 
terial from  appearing  on  broadcasts.  This, 

of  course,  would  be  a   matter  of  persuasion. 

Some  Fields  Exclusive 

“MPTOA  takes  essentially  the  same  po- 
sition, views  this  development  with  alarm 

and  holds  up  a   warning  that  it  has  great 
inherent  dangers.  It  does  not  present  any 

definite  proposal  because  there  does  not 

seem  to  be  a   practical  or  satisfactory  so- 
lution, and  that  it  is  not  sure  of  the  actual 

effect  on  the  industry. 

“Certain  MPTOA  trade  practice  pro- 
posals are  not  mentioned  by  Allied.  One 

is  cut-rate  competition  between  theatres, 
this  involving  the  use  of  rebates  in  the 
form  of  premiums,  giveaways,  lotteries, 

prizes,  also  two  or  three  features  and  un- 
reasonably low  admissions  underselling 

other  theatres  playing  the  same  pictures 

but  required  to  pay  higher  rentals.  As  a 
partial  solution,  MPTOA  suggests  local 
conciliation  boards  endeavor  to  adjust  such 

controversies,  essentially  between  exhibi- 
tors but  indirectly  affecting  the  business 

of  distributors. 

Requests  on  Competition 

“On  unfair  non-theatrical  competition, 
MPTOA  asks  two  things.  First,  that  dis- 

tributors refrain  from  licensing  pictures 

to  non-theatrical  accounts  that  are  actual 

unfair  competition  with  established  the- 
atres. Second,  that  the  question  of  fact 

as  to  whether  a   non-theatrical  showing 

was  actually  unfair  competition  be  re- 
ferred to  the  local  conciliation  board. 

“MPTOA  recommends  the  separate  score 
charge  be  either  abolished  or  combined 
with  the  film  rentals. 

“MPTOA  recommends  each  distributor 
not  require  an  exhibitor  to  license  more 
short  subjects  than  would  reasonably  be 

required  to  fill  out  the  program  custom- 
arily booked  by  the  theatre  with  the  fea- 
ture pictures  licensed  from  the  same  dis- 

tributor as  a   matter  of  sales  policy,  and 

that  complaints  be  referred  to  the  pro- 

posed local  conciliation  board.” 

Major  Chains  Add 

Units  Despite  Suit 
(Continued  from  page  9) 

oral  one,  by  majors  that  they  will  not  ex- 
pand further  in  the  theatre  field.  It  is  also 

said  Arnold  is  not  determined  to  seek  a 

consent  decree,  but  something  of  a   tangi- 
ble nature  from  the  majors  to  indicate 

they  are  willing  to  maintain  a   status  quo 

position. 
Allied  units  are  cooperating  fully  in  the 

field  to  aid  the  government  in  its  cam- 
paign to  divorce  theatres  from  distribu- 

tion. It  is  said  charges  in  the  Gary,  Ind., 
La  Crosse,  Wis.,  Essaness,  Chicago  and 
North  Dakota  suits  have  been  submitted 
to  Arnold  for  whatever  use  he  may  have 
in  furthering  his  action  against  the  major 

companies. 

Another  postponement  has  been  granted 

defendants  in  the  Essaness  and  indepen- 

dents’ suit  in  Chicago  in  an  effort  to  work 
out  a   settlement.  There  has  also  been  a 

delay  in  the  Gary  hearing.  Judge  A.  P. 
Murrah  in  Oklahoma  City  recently  ad- 

journed hearings  on  the  A.  B.  Momand 
suit  to  October  24.  Depositions  have  been 
resumed  in  the  Morse  &   Rothenberg  action 
in  Boston  against  the  majors. 

A1  Steffes,  head  of  Allied  of  Northwest, 
was  in  Washington  about  two  weeks  ago, 

presumably  to  seek  a   permit  for  a   radio 
broadcasting  station.  Behind  the  visit  is 

said  to  be  a   meeting  with  Abram  F.  My- 
ers and  Arnold  in  connection  with  his  Al- 
vin Theatre,  which  is  repeatedly  finding  it 

difficult  to  obtain  product.  Steffes  is  on 
record  as  saying  he  will  give  all  possible 

assistance  to  the  government  in  its  pend- 

ing suit. 

Allied’s  Boston  office  has  been  working 

on  evidence  for  the  government  on  al- 
leged unfair  practices  in  New  England. 

Several  theatres  are  understood  to  have 
filed  complaints. 

FBI  men  this  week  began  contacting 

various  exhibitor  organizations  which  have 

been  gathering  complaints  for  Arnold. 
These  agents  are  investigators  working 

out  of  the  attorney  general’s  office. 
Activity  by  major  circuits  in  acquiring 

theatres  in  other  parts  of  the  country  is 

said  to  be  practically  nil.  Here  and  there 
minor  situations  are  either  taken  over  or 

being  built,  it  is  said. 

Double  Feature  Taboo 

No  Supreme  Court  Issue 
Washington — Denying  a   petition  of  six 

major  distributors  for  review,  the  U.  8. 

supreme  court  in  effect  affirmed  a   decision 

of  the  Pennsylvania  federal  courts  hold- 
ing that  inclusion  by  those  companies  of 

provisions  in  their  contracts  with  exhibi- 
tors prohibiting  double  features  was  in 

violation  of  the  anti-trust  laws. 

The  case  was  one  of  five  of  interest  to 
exhibitors  on  which  the  court  acted  on 

its  first  “order  day,”  when  it  announced 
whether  more  than  250  suits  presented  to 
it  for  consideration  would  be  reviewed. 
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Your  copy  of  our  1938-1939 
Announcement  Booklet  is  in 

the  mail.  Our  sales  represen- 
tatives are  now  in  the  field 

and  will  call  on  you  shortly 

Our  first  four  feature  re- 

leases of  the  new  season 

are  already  completed.  Ask 

your  branch  manager  to 

screen  them  for  you. 

INCORPORATED 
PRESIDENT 

A   FEATURE  PICTURE  A   WEEK  •   •   •   EVERY  WEEK 
STARTING  OCTOBER  14 



"YOU  CAN'T  TAKE  IT  WITH  YOU"  GROSSES  HIGH BOSTON 

Fenway — King'  of  Alcatraz  (Para) ;   Touch- 
down Army  (Para)    105 

Memorial — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ) : 
Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO)      90 

Metropolitan — Four  Daughters  (FN) ;   Campus 
Confessions  (Para)      80 

Orpheum — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  The  Lady 
Objects  (Col)    210 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway    110 
State — Same  as  Orpheum    170 

CHARLOTTE 

Broadway- — Racket  Busters  (WB),  1st  half.... 100 

Broadway— Sinners  in  Paradise  (Univ),  2nd 
half      95 

Carolina — Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 

Imperial — I’ll  Give  a   Million  (20th-Fox), 
1st  half      95 

Imperial — Touchdown  Army  (Para),  2nd  half.. 105 
State — In  Old  Mexico  (Para)    105 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para).  2nd  loop  wit.  90 

Chicago — Four  Daughters  (FN).  Veloz  and  Yo- 
landa on  stage    100 

Garrick — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      80 

Palace — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ),  plus 
stage  show      90 

Roosevelt — Three  Coves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M) .   .   85 

State-Lake — Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M), 
plus  stage  show      95 

United  Artists — Algiers  (UA),  2nd  wk   90 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held  over   120 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  held 
over    115 

Grand — Four  Daughters  (FN),  3rd  wk   110 

Keith’s — Sing  Y’ou  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  wk   110 
Lvric — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)    110 
Palace — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox)    110 

Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
held  over        120 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO).  3   days; 
Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO),  4   days   120 

Hippodrome — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  Y'ou 
(Col)    175 

Palace — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  stage: 
Stroud  Twins,  Ice  Carnival  and  vaudeville ..  100 

State — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)      60 
Stillman — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk   135 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Billy  the  Kid  Returns  (Rep),  1st  half.  150 
Capitol — Barefoot  Boy  (Mono),  2nd  half   125 

Majestic — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    140 
Melba — Campus  Confessions  (Para)      90 

Palace — Algiers  (UA)      85 
Tower — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)      80 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Four  Daughters  (FN).  after  a   wk. 
at  the  Denver    120 

Broadway- — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO) :   The  Af- 
fairs of  Annabel  (RKO),  3   days  after  a   wk. 

at  the  Orpheum;  The  Great  Ziegfeld  (M-G-M), 
4   days    100 

Denham — Touchdown,  Army  (Para)    100 
Denver- — \ alley  of  the  Giants  (FN),  plus  stage 
show    135 

Orpheum — Bovs  Town  (M-G-M) ;   Rich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M)    220 

Paramount — Army  Girl  (Rep);  Safety  in  Num- 
bers (20th-Fox)      90 

Rialto — Frankenstein  (Univ);  Dracula  (Univ), 
2nd  wk   120 

DETROIT 

Adams — Straight,  Place  and  Show’  (20th-Fox), 
after  wk.  at  Fox;  City  Streets  (Col)      80 

Cinema — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar),  3rd  wk..  80 
Fox — Cavalcade  (Fox),  plus  stage  show     70 

Michigan — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Divorce  of 
Lady  X   (UA)      85 

Palms- State — The  Texans  (Para),  after  wk.  at 
Michigan;  King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)      75 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk. .   .   75 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Alamo — Colorado  Trail  (Col)        70 

Apollo — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)     85 

Circle — Sing  Y’ou  Sinners  (Para)      80 
Loew’s — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M).  2nd  wk. .   85 
Lyric — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show    125 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox).  holdover.  .   90 
Midland — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  150 

Newman — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB);  Sons  of 
the  Legion  (Para)      95 

Orpheum — Room  Service  (RKO)      90 
Tower — Safety  in  Numbers  (20th-Fox); 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 

Los  Angeles    300 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Pittsburgh    240 

Boys  Town  (dual) — Denver   220 

Boys  Town  (dual) — Boston   210 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Omaha    195 

If  I   Were  King  (stage  show)  — 
New  York  City    180 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Cleveland    175 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Los  Angeles    175 

Four  Daughters  (dual) — New 
Haven    160 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 
Portland,  Ore   150 

Four  Daughters  (dual)  — 
Providence    150 

Boys  Town,  3rd  wk. — Phila- 
delphia   150 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Kansas  City    150 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Boys  Town,  5th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 

wk.,  Pittsburgh  and  Detroit. 

Marie  Antoinette,  6th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City. 

Four  Daughters,  3rd  wk.,  Cincinnati. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  3rd  wk.,  Detroit. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  3rd  wk.,  *Salt  Lake City. 

Horace  Heidt  on  stage    175 

Uptown — Letter  of  Introduction  (Univ), 
holdover      90 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Meet 
the  Girls  (20th-Fox)    125 

Downtown — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN);  Juvenile 

Court  (Col)    100 

Four  Star— Drums  (UA),  first  3   days   100 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col).. 250 
Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown   100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    300 
Paramount — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  plus 

stage  show  2nd  wk   100 

State — Same  as  Chinese    175 

MILWAUKEE 
Palace — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M); 
The  Lady  Objects  (Col)    100 

Riverside — Highway  Patrol  (Col);  World’s 
Fair  Prevue  on  stage    125 

Strand — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Speed  to  Burn 
(20tli-Fox)    125 

Warner — Algiers  (UA) ;   Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off 
(RKO)    120 

Wisconsin — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  The 

Chaser  (M-G-M)    135 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Racket  Busters  (WB) ;   Safety  in 

Numbers  (20th-Fox)      90 
Century — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  ..100 
Orpheum- — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB)      50 

State — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox)   100 
World — La  Boheme  (Foreign)      95 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk...  95 

Loew-Poli — Y'ou  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  moved  to  College  for  2nd  wk   130 

Paramount — Army  Girl  (Rep);  We’re  Going  to 
Be  Rich  (20th-Fox),  5   days      70 

Roger  Sherman — Four  Daughters  (FN) ;   Mr. 
Doodle  Kicks  Off,  held  2nd  wk   160 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — The  Chaser  (M-G-M)      95 
Globe — The  Rage  of  Paris  (Univ)    100 
Liberty — The  Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO)   100 
Orpheum — Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Saenger — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox)   115 
State— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  ..100 

Tudor— Treasure  Island  (M-G-M),  reissue     90 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  6th  wk. 
of  roadshow      90 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 
Criterion — Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para)     65 

Globe — Road  to  Reno  (Univ)      75 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  plus 

stage  show    180 
Radio  City  Music  Hall — Drums  (UA),  plus 

stage  show    105 

Rivoli — Room  Service  (RKO),  2nd  wk   100 
Roxy — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show    115 
Strand — Garden  of  the  Moon  (WB),  2nd  wk., 

plus  stage  show      95 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — The  Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse  (FN).  80 

Liberty — Blockheads  (M-G-M);  Speed  to  Burn 
(20th-Fox),  4   days    105 

Liberty — Songs  and  Saddles  (Roadshow  Pic- 
tures, Inc),  world  premiere,  Gene  Austin 

on  stage,  3   days    ....205 
Midwest — Room  Service  (RKO)      65 
State — Juvenile  Court  (Col);  The  Lady 

Objects  (Col)      95 

Tower — Carefree  (RKO),  moveover  from  Mid- 
west, 4   days      70 

Tower — The  Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  3   days.  50 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  2nd  wk   140 
Omaha — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Rich 

Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M)    195 
Orpheum — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M); 

Little  Miss  Thoroughbred  (WB)    110 

PHILADELPHIA 
Aldine — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   150 

Boyd — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   135 
Earle  — Garden  of  the  Moon  (WB),  with  stage 
show  featuring  Wayne  Morris  and  Johnny 
Davis    135 

Fox — Hold  That  Co-ed  (2 0th -Fox),  with  stage 

show  featuring  Ina  Ray  Hutton   115 

Karlton — Four  Daughters  (FN),  2nd  wk   110 

Keith’s — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox)..  90 
Stanley — Room  Service  (RKO)    115 
Stanton — Road  to  Reno  (Univ)      95 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col).... 240 
Barry — Yellow  Cargo  (GN) ;   Stranger  From 
Arizona  (Col)      80 

Fulton — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox)   115 
Penn  —Algiers  (UA)      95 
Stanley — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M); 

Chester  Morris  and  Lou  Breese  Orchestra....  80 

Warner — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  d.  t.  wk...l05 

PORTLAND,  ME. 

State — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)  ;   Campus 
Confessions  (Para)    125 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — That  Certain  Age  (Univ);  10th 

Ave.  Kid  (Rep)    150 

Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 

Y'ear  (Univ),  5th  wk   125 
Orpheum — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN);  Safety 

in  Numbers  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk     80 
Paramount — Room  Service  (RKO);  Mysterious 

Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)    100 
United  Artists — Four  Daughters  (FN);  The 

Missing  Guest  (Univ),  2nd  wk   110 

PROVIDENCE 
Albee — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO);  Affairs  of 
Annabel  (RKO),  5   days    100 

Carlton — Letter  of  Introduction  (RKO); 
Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO),  2nd  wk., 

4   days      80 

Majestic — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Danger  on 
Air  (WB),  6   days    150 

State — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  The  Lady  Objects 
(Col),  2nd  wk.,  6   days    100 

Metropolitan — The  Gladiator  (Col) ;   Bulldog 
Drummond  in  Africa  (Para),  6   days     50 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — My  Bill  (FN);  Touchdown  Army 
(Para)    105 

Centre — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    105 

Paramount — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB)    100 
Studio — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk.  ..100 

Utah — Stablemates  (M-G-M)      120 
Victory — Stolen  Heaven  (Para);  Trigger  Trio 

(Rep)    110 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Algiers  (UA),  plus  stage  show      90 
Columbia- —Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M), 

2nd  run      90 

Earle — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 

plus  stage  show    140 
Keith’s — Room  Service  (RKO),  2nd  wk   100 

Metropolitan — Four  Daughters,  (FN),  2nd  run. 100 
Palace — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  run   110 
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FBI  OPERATIVES  WORKING  SWIFTLY,  QUIETLY 

IN  CHECKING  GREATER  NEW  YORK  COMPLAINTS 

Into  Personal  Contact;  In- 

dependent Chains 

Also  Targets 

New  York — The  department  of  justice 

is  moving  quickly  in  checking  independent 
exhibitor  complaints  locally  in  connection 

with  the  government  suit  against  the  ma- 
jor companies  and  subsidiaries.  Ralph 

Butterworth,  an  FBI  man  from  Washing- 
ton, spent  several  days  in  town  during  the 

week  checking  up  on  the  names  and  ad- 
dresses of  complainants  who  have  regis- 

tered with  Allied  of  New  York,  the  ITOA 
and  Allied  of  New  Jersey. 
While  none  of  the  men  involved  will 

deny  or  affirm,  it  is  reliably  learned  that 

Butterworth  visited  Harry  G.  Kosch,  at- 
torney for  Allied  of  New  York;  Harry 

Brandt,  president  of  the  ITOA;  and  Sid- 
ney Samuelson  and  other  officers  of  Al- 
lied of  New  Jersey.  It  is  reported  Allied 

of  New  York  furnished  Butterworth  with 

letters  of  complaint  from  50  exhibitors  in 
the  state,  while  the  ITOA  and  Allied  of 

New  Jersey  supplied  the  investigator  with 

two  score  more  embracing  virtv.ally  all  im- 
portant situations  in  Greater  New  York. 

Now  Contacting  Complainants 

Butterworth  is  understood  now  contact- 

ing theatre  owners  who  have  sent  in  griev- 
ances for  further  details,  as  well  as  affi- 

davits. He  has  already  checked  on  a   num- 
ber of  local  exhibitors  and  is  now  said  to 

be  visiting  upstate  and  due  to  return  Mon- 
day for  further  talks  with  complainants. 

Among  the  reported  complaints  he  will 
investigate  are  those  said  to  be  filed 

against  the  Schine  circuit  upstate,  the 

Brandt  circuit,  Harry  Schiffman’s  activ- 
ities in  State  Island,  Warner  in  New  Jer- 

sey and  the  Century  circuit  in  Brooklyn 
and  Long  Island. 

About  two  weeks  ago,  Butterworth  con- 
ferred with  one  local  exhibitor.  He  brought 

along  an  assistant  from  Washington.  Both 
FBI  men  virtually  took  the  theatre  owner 

off  his  feet  with  the  expert  knowledge 

they  possessed  on  buying,  booking  and 
operating  conditions  in  the  local  area. 

Butterworth  has  been  working  on  the 
case  for  some  time,  it  was  indicated,  be- 

cause of  the  factual  data  he  has  relating 
to  theatres  in  the  Greater  New  York  area. 

He  also  is  familiar  with  product  and  pool- 
ing deals  made  as  far  back  as  1928,  it  is 

said. 

The  FBI  men,  when  they  visited  the 
local  independent,  are  reported  to  have 

told  him  they  are  not  only  seeking  com- 
plaints involving  major  circuits  but  also 

those  against  independent  circuits.  Butter- 

worth is  said  to  have  declared:  “We  don’t 
want  any  circuit  to  grow  up  at  the  ex- 

pense of  the  little  fellow.” 
Three  major  distributors  are  understood 

to  be  on  the  spot  upstate  because  of  one 

exhibitor  complaint  which  charges  sales- 
men of  these  companies  threatened  to 

interest  builders  in  erecting  a   theatre  in 
his  town  unless  the  operator  bought  their 

product  at  their  terms.  In  two  instances, 

the  exhibitor  has  dealt  with  the  com- 
panies for  years.  He  has  never  been  able 

to  get  together  with  the  third.  The  names 
of  the  salesmen  and  the  distributors  have 

been  mentioned  in  a   letter  which  is  now 

being  investigated. 

Onerous  protection  comprises  the  major 

portion  of  the  complaints  against  Cen- 
tury, Schine,  Schiffman  and  Warner.  The 

Brandt  charges  are  understood  to  revolve 
around  his  booking  circuit  and  the  alleged 
tactics  he  is  said  to  have  employed  in 
acquiring  some  of  his  theatres. 

Maps  of  Situations 

Butterworth  is  said  to  have  special  maps 
of  every  situation  in  the  Greater  New 

York  territory  with  each  theatre  and  it's 
seating  capacity  listed  and  also  the  mile- 

age differences  between  one  house  and 

another.  He  is  also  reported  to  have  sub- 
stantial information  regarding  the  inde- 

pendent' exhibitor  organizations,  particu- 
larly Allied  of  New  Jersey  and  what  steps 

this  unit  took  in  the  past  years  in  an 

effort  to  settle  alterations  between  exhibi- 
tor and  distributor. 

In  the  list  of  ITOA  complaints,  Brandt 
himself  is  understood  to  have  a   number 

of  grievances.  These  are  said  to  concern 
theatres  which  he  acquired  only  to  learn 
later  he  could  not  get  the  same  product 
availabilities  as  the  previous  operators. 

The  complaints  against  Century  are  said 

to  involve  protection  over  which  the  cir- 

cuit last  year  complained  to  the  depart- 

After  Another 

Eastern  Film 
New  York — Paramount  is  continuing  to 

sign  distribution  deals  for  outside  prod- 
uct made  in  the  east.  Having  recently 

concluded  an  arrangement  with  Harold 

Orlob  and  Dudley  Murphy  for  “.  .   .   one- 
third  of  a   nation,”  which  is  being  pro- 

duced by  Triple  A   Productions  with  Sylvia 
Sidney  as  star,  negotiations  are  virtually 
completed  for  another  picture  in  work  at 
the  Astoria  studios. 

The  second  film  is  being  made  by  Odes- 
seo  Pictures  with  Bernard  Steele  financing. 
William  K.  Howard,  the  director,  also  has 
an  interest  in  the  company.  Stuart  Erwin 
is  in  the  lead. 

In  both  instances,  Paramount  has  no 
share  of  the  financing,  the  deals  being  for 
straight  distribution  on  a   35  and  40  per 
cent  arrangement.  Releases  are  planned 
for  the  current  season. 

Several  Showmen  Refuse 

To  Lodge  Plaints 

Against  Rivals 

ment  of  justice  against  RKO.  The  late 
District  Attorney  Leo  Hickey  of  Brooklyn 

was  active  in  the  investigation  and  in- 

terrogated a   number  of  exchange  mana- 
gers and  exhibitors  before  abandoning 

the  effort. 

William  Smalley  and  a   number  of  up- 
state theatre  owners  are  said  to  have  pre- 

ferred charges  on  unfair  tactics  against 

Myer  Schine. 
Several  Allied  of  New  Jersey  members 

are  said  to  be  behind  the  complaints 

against  Warner.  It  will  be  remembered 

several  years  ago  this  circuit'  settled  a   dis- 
pute with  the  Levin  Brothers  by  pur- 

chasing a   half  interest  in  two,  houses  and 
are  still  operating  under  the  deal.  A   few 
months  ago,  the  Ledirk  case  against  major 

distributors  generally  and  Warner  par- 
ticularly was  settled  out  of  court  after 

three  years.  With  the  settlement,  the 

circuit  took  over  Moe  Kridel’s  Palace, 
Orange,  N.  J.  Samuelson  recently  had 
occasion  to  meet  with  Joseph  Bernhard 
and  Don  Jaycocks  on  another  complaint 
of  a   small  exhibitor  and  it  is  understood 

the  matter  was  straightened  out. 

Few  Refuse  to  File 

One  or  two  exhibitors  contacted  by  But- 
terworth have  refused  to  file  complaints. 

These  men  assert  they  have  not  regis- 
tered any  brief  against  the  majors  and  are 

puzzled  as  to  how  the  FBI  men  know  about 

the  particular  situations  involved.  How- 
ever, there  is  little  doubt  but  that  these 

men  will  be  subpoenaed  by  the  govern- 
ment at  the  hearings  on  the  suit,  this 

much  having  been  intimated  by  the  in- 
vestigators after  their  talks. 

Paul  Williams,  in  charge  of  the  govern- 

ment’s suit,  may  visit  a   number  of  theatre 
men  in  the  next  few  weeks,  it  is  said. 

He  is  known  to  have  spoken  to  one  opera- 
tor on  the  telephone  already  and  has  in- 

dicated he  will  get  in  touch  with  several 
others. 

New  York  —   Ralph  Butterworth,  FBI 

agent  investigating  local  exhibitor  com- 
plaints, conferred  with  William  Brown, 

vice-president,  and  Clarence  D.  Loewe, 
secretary  of  Prefect  Theatres,  in  connec- 

tion with  the  complaint  filed  against 

Skouras’s  Capitol  and  Embassy,  Port  Ches- 
ter, N.  Y.,  which  is  said  to  get  from  90  to 

120  days  protection  over  the  Pickwick  in 
Greenwich,  Conn. 

Following  the  session,  Brown  told  Box- 
office:  “If  we  don’t  get  relief  soon  we 
will  file  a   civil  anti-trust  suit  against 

Skouras  and  the  major  distributors.” 
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A   Horror  Combination  Lands;  Schaefer  Awaiting 
Now  Universal  Plots  a   Second  Pact  to  Helm  RKO 

Elsa  Lanchester  is  the  machine-made 

woman  in  '“The  Bride  of  Frankenstein.” 

New  York — With,  the  “horror”  combi- 

nation of  “Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula” 
chalking  up  records  in  more  than  20  situ- 

ations by  “daring”  the  public  to  see  both 
pictures  on  one  program,  Universal  has  a 

new  “spook”  due  to  follow  up  with.  They 
are  “The  Bride  of  Frankenstein”  and 
“Dracula’s  Daughter.”  The  first  two  en- 

gagements of  the  new  booking  setup  scored 
at  the  Fulton,  Pittsburgh  and  Princess, 
Toledo,  where  exhibitors,  to  the  tune  of 

plenty  of  newspaper  and  outdoor  adver- 
tising, again  challenged  patrons  to  sit 

through  the  weird  doings  on  the  screen. 
Other  dates  are  now  being  arranged  for 

the  distaff  side  of  the  “Frankenstein”  and 
“Dracula”  series.  Special  material  is  be- 

ing prepared  and  being  shipped  to  ex- 
changes at  once. 

At  the  Universal  home  office,  everyone 

is  all  smiles.  No  matter  what  topic  is  dis- 

cussed “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  will 
come  up,  not  that  the  executives  desire 
to  scare  listeners  off  but  rather  to  give 

them  an  earful  of  what  might  be  accom- 
plished when  the  vaults  are  opened  for 

reissues  and  a   spot  of  showmanship  is  en- 
listed for  a   campaign. 

In  Fresno,  Cal.,  the  Warner  booked  the 

“Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula”  combination 
for  a   week.  After  the  run,  Universal  was 
notified  the  theatre  would  repeat  the  run 
in  20  days.  This  is  a   new  mark  for  the 
house  which  has  never  booked  a   repeat 
engagement. 

The  Regina,  Los  Angeles,  which  original- 
ly dated  the  two  pictures  for  four  days, 

held  it  over  20  more.  Last  May,  the  Ri- 

voli,  Portland,  Ore.,  ran  “Frankenstein” 
with  “Love  Before  Breakfast.”  The  first 
picture  recently  was  brought  back  with 

“Dracula”  as  the  added  attraction  and 

Gloria  Holden,  easier  to  look  at,  is  the 

vampire  in  “Dracula’s  Daughter 

played  two  weeks.  At  the  Cozy,  Pitts- 
burg, Kas„  firemen  and  policemen  were 

called  out  the  opening  night  to  handle  the 

crowds  and  the  exhibitor  has  expressed  a 

desire  to  replay  the  combination  shortly. 

An  interesting  sidelight  developed  at  the 

opening  at  the  Victory,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Unable  to  accommodate  approximately 

4,000  standees,  the  exhibitor  rented,  on 

short  notice,  a   dark  theatre  from  his  com- 
petitor across  the  street  and  then  had  to 

keep  many  waiting  at  both  houses.  At  the 
Orpheum,  San  Francisco,  the  combination 
garnered  the  greatest  business  since  the 

original  showing  of  “Frankenstein”  with 
the  exception  of  “My  Man  Godfrey,”  which 
holds  the  record. 

Opening  for  a   split  week  at  the  Strand, 
Youngstown,  the  double  horror  ran  for 

a   full  week.  The  Blue  Mouse,  Seattle,  orig- 
inally planned  to  hold  the  pictures  for  a 

split  week,  but  by  the  time  the  engage- 
ment was  concluded,  the  distributor  mark- 

ed off  two  weeks’  playing  time.  The  Strand, 
Cedar  Rapids,  held  the  show  for  two  extra 
days. 

Other  spots  where  a   week  or  more  has 

been  allotted  to  the  “spooky”  combo  in- 
clude the  Rialto,  Denver;  Fox  Uptown, 

Kansas  City;  Huntington  Park,  Cal.;  South 
Norwalk,  Conn.;  Princess,  Toledo;  St. 
Louis,  St.  Louis;  Capitol,  Springfield,  Mass.; 

in  Pittsburgh,  Trenton,  Newark,  Bridge- 
port, Worcester,  and  Waterbury. 

Next  Tuesday,  Arthur  L.  Mayer  will  start 

an  indefinite  engagement  with  the  attrac- 
tions at  the  Rialto  in  New  York.  Other 

recent  bookings  include  the  State,  De- 
troit; Strand,  Louisville;  Apollo,  Indian- 
apolis: Brandies,  Omaha,  and  a   loop  house 

in  Chicago. 

New  York — George  J.  Schaefer,  former 

vice-president  and  general  manager  for 

UA,  is  reported  all  set  to  become  presi- 
dent of  RKO  under  the  reorganized  setup. 

The  terms  of  his  deal  are  understood  all 

set,  but  no  contract  has  been  signed. 
Creditor  and  bondholder  groups  are  said 

to  favor  Schaefer's  immediate  assumption 
of  the  post  but  Irving  Trust  trustees  are 
holding  off  until  the  company  emerges 
from  court  supervision. 

Schaefer  will  succeed  Leo  Spitz,  who 

has  been  anxious  for  some  time  to  re- 
turn to  his  law  practice  in  Chicago.  Ned 

E.  Depinet,  vice-president  in  charge  of 
distribution,  it  is  stated,  will  continue  as 
heretofore. 

Schaefer  leaves  Monday  for  Bimini 
where  he  will  spend  the  next  few  weeks 

fishing  off  his  boat,  Jack  and  Jill. 

The  next  RKO  hearing  before  Federal 

Judge  Bondy  is  slated  for  October  25.  An 
oral  discussion  of  some  briefs  filed  in  con- 

nection with  the  opposition  to  various 

phases  of  the  reorganization  plan  may  be 

held,  but,  in  any  event,  there  is  no  indi- 
cation Judge  Bondy  will  approve  the  plan 

for  some  weeks  yet. 

Harry  Brandt  Tries  New 

Film  Policy  at  Central 
New  York — Harry  Brandt  has  dropped 

the  twin  first-run  policy  at  the  Central 

to  experiment  with  full-week  runs  of  ma- 

jor product. The  house,  beginning  Tuesday,  took  the 

combination  of  “Sing,  You  Sinners”  and 
“Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl”  which  had  one 

week  before  played  Loew’s  Mayfair  across 
the  street  and  will  henceforth  follow  the 
Loew  unit  seven  days.  The  Central  will 

play  day  and  date  with  Brandt’s  Selwyn, 
grind  house  on  42nd  St. 

Previous  policy  had  been  a   combination 
of  a   western,  which  sometimes  received 

top  billing,  and  a   state  right  feature. 

He  Licked  Treaties ; 

Why  Not  Grass? 
Hollywood — Doing  things  right  is  a 

fetish  with  Sam  Goldwyn.  He  needed 

a   genuine  Philippine  grass  weed  for  a 
film,  found  none  available  in  the  U.  S. 

Denied  permission  by  the  depart* 

ment  of  agriculture  to  import  full-grown 

grass,  Goldwyn,  under  government 

bond,  imported  the  seed  for  the  rank 

cogan  grass  from  the  Philippines  and 

is  growing  the  stuff.  He  also  had  to 

guarantee  it  would  be  cut  before  it 
came  to  seed. 

After  figuring  the  cost  of  the  idea, 

the  fuss  and  trouble  he  went  through, 

Goldwyn  has  to  wait  six  months  for  the 

weed  to  attain  full  growth. 
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Jack  Skirball  Plans  Japan  De-Freezes  Remittances; 

Extension  on  Coast  Move  On  to  'Easef  Italian  Ban 
New  York  —   Jack  H.  Skirball,  vice- 

president  in  charge  of  Grand  National  pro- 
duction, is  planning  to  spend  most  of  his 

time  on  the  coast  in  the  future.  He  will 

make  periodic  trips  east  to  supervise  pro- 
duction of  features  and  shorts  for  the 

company  at  Astoria  studios. 

E.  W.  Hammons,  president,  and  Sam 

Berkowitz,  business  manager  and  vice- 
president  of  Fine  Arts,  are  on  the  Nor- 

mandie to  conclude  arrangements  on 
British  distribution.  They  are  scheduled 
to  return  October  29. 

Fine  Arts  has  started  work  on  two  pic- 

tures, “Derelict  Street”  and  “The  Long 
Shot”  and,  within  the  next  few  days, 
Anna  Sten  will  begin  “Exile  Express,” 
which  her  husband,  Dr.  Frenke,  is  pro- 

ducing in  association  with  Grand  National. 
Two  westerns  also  have  started. 

Skirball  hopes  to  return  to  the  coast  in 
ten  days  to  line  up  additional  scripts.  Fred 

Jackson,  author  of  “The  Bishop  Misbe- 
haves,” is  writing  the  script  for  “Snow 

Covered  Wagon.”  In  production  for  three 
months,  “Jungle  World”  is  nearing  com- 

pletion at  the  coast  plant. 

Star  names  and  important  players  are 
being  sought  by  Skirball  for  a   number  of 
properties  planned  for  production  shortly. 
Negotiations  are  under  way  for  at  least 
two  players  now  at  major  studios. 

Lichtman  Back  on  Coast 

After  Confabs  in  East 
Hollywood — A1  Lichtman  returned  from 

the  east  over  the  weekend  after  conferring 
with  Nicholas  M.  Schenck  for  the  past  two 
weeks.  Schenck  is  due  in  a   few  weeks  for 

his  periodic  visit. 

Ben  Goetz,  British  production  head,  de- 
parted for  the  east  by  plane  early  in  the 

week  after  talking  over  casting  for  “Good- 
bye, Mr.  Chips”  with  Louis  B.  Mayer. 

Goetz  is  en  route  to  England  to  start  work 
on  the  picture  which  will  star  Robert 

Donat.  Goetz  and  Sam  Wood,  who  will  di- 
rect, sailed  Wednesday  on  the  Normandie. 

It's  Always  Bigger 
In  Hollywood 

Hollywood — This  community's  great- 
est golf  gag  was  perpetrated  by  Bob 

Hope  when  he  confounded  fellow  mem- 

bers of  the  colony  by  playing  180  holes, 
using  10  balls  on  each  of  18  holes.  He 

completed  the  stint  in  just  three  hours 
and  10  minutes,  official  Mountain  Time. 

After  taking  bets  of  many  club  mem- 

bers who  were  sure  he  wouldn't  be 
able  to  play  that  many  rounds  in  a 

day,  Hope  showed  up  at  the  first  tee 
with  11  caddies  and  a   sack  of  100 

balls.  He  drove  10  balls  off  the  tee. 

Eight  caddies  chased  balls!,  another 

carried  Hope's  clubs  and  two  lugged  a 
stretcher. 

    — —     — 

Rome — Fay  Allport,  Hays  office  Euro- 
pean representative,  arrived  here  Monday 

from  Paris  to  confer  with  American  film 

interests  and  the  U.  S.  embassy  with  a 

view  to  “easing”  the  Italian  decree  that 
has  created  a   monopoly  for  the  govern- 
ment. 

Every  indication  is  that  a   compromise 

deal  will  be  worked  out.  Optimism  pre- 
vails among  major  distributor  officials 

since  the  government  extended  to  Decem- 
ber 31  the  expiration  of  the  period  origin- 

ally set  to  close  September  23  for  the  fil- 
ing of  contracts  with  the  ENIC,  new  gov- 

ernment film  body. 

Ever  since  large  cargoes  of  films  began 
to  pile  up  in  the  Italian  customs  office  and 
U.  S.  branch  offices  gradually  dismissed 
personnel,  the  government  seemingly  has 

taken  the  attitude  that  it  “has  bitten  off 
more  than  it  can  chew,”  according  to  in- 

formed sources  here.  Not  a   single  U.  S. 

film  has  been  given  a   permit  since  Sep- 
tember 1.  Exchange  allotments  were  also 

cancelled  on  the  same  date. 

Pathe  Newsreel  Staff's 
Demobilizing  Underway 

New  York  —   Demobilization  of  RKO 

Pathe’s  European  newsreel  staff  is  now 
taking  place,  reports  Allyn  Butterfield, 
European  manager,  who  arrived  on  the 

French  liner  Normandie  after  three  hec- 
tic weeks  abroad. 

An  interesting  insight  into  the  problems 

faced  by  the  newsreel  companies  is  pre- 
sented by  Butterfield.  With  the  coun- 

tries hours  away  from  a   general  conflict, 
the  various  governments  lifted  equipment 
and  drafted  available  cameramen  into  the 

photographic  divisions. 

Every  available  man  that  could  work  a 

camera  was  pressed  into  service,  he  re- 
lates. Airway  lines  had  to  be  checked  for 

routing  films  and  various  provisions  made 
for  communications  over  the  telephone  and 
telegraph  lines  in  case  the  lines  were  shut. 

“We  were  working  24  hours  a   day  and, 
like  all  the  other  companies,  were  geared 
for  the  conflict  which  at  that  time  seemed 

inevitable,”  Butterfield  said. 
Some  of  the  impressions  Butterfield 

brought  back  with  him: 

The  English  people’s  relief  is  tinged  with 
shame,  the  French  are  undisturbed  and 
gay  and  there  is  the  general  belief  that  the 
final  showdown  is  yet  to  come  since  no 
one  trusts  Hitler. 

Warner  Product  Deal  On 

With  the  RKO  Circuit 
New  York  —   Negotiations  will  begin 

shortly  on  a   new  product  deal  by  Warner 
sales  forces  with  RKO  theatre  executives. 

The  current  four-year  deal  expires  next 
Labor  Day.  Reports  along  Filmrow  that 

Warner  will  split  the  product  with  Loew’s 
are  regarded  without  foundation. 

New  York — With  film  companies  resum- 

ing shipments,  the  Japanese  government 
has  approved  remittance  in  dollars  this 
year  to  the  extent  of  3,000,000  yen,  the 

money  to  be  placed  in  the  account  of  the 
distributing  companies  at  the  Yokohama 
Specie  Bank  in  San  Francisco,  according 

to  the  terms  of  a   deal  completed  re- 
cently. The  money  will  be  non-interest 

bearing,  non-transferable,  non-negotiable 
and  non-revertible  and  at  the  end  of  three 
years  may  be  withdrawn  in  dollars. 

After  Dec.  31,  1938,  distributors  must 

re-negotiate  a   new  deal.  Remittances  from 
Japan  were  discontinued  last  November 
when  film  shipments  were  stopped.  During 
the  period  of  the  ban  imposed  by  the 

Japanese  government,  distributors  could 
neither  import  nor  export  product.  This 

held  true  for  medicines  and  other  com- 
modities. 

Film  companies  are  also  permitted  to 

send  “blue”  prints,  from  which  dubbed 
negatives  are  made,  and  cash  will  be  paid 
up  to  the  sum  of  $30,000,  invoiced  at  1 y2 

cents  a   foot  a   year.  If  the  companies’  com- 
bined invoices  are  more  than  the  $30,000 

they  cannot  take  out  dollars. 
With  the  yen  at  about  29  cents,  the 

3,000,000  yen  is  subdivided  among  all  com- 
panies according  to  the  number  of  prints 

sent  to  Japan  in  the  preceding  three  years. 
Price,  Waterhouse  accountants  have  been 
over  the  books  and  have  figured  out  the 
following  approximate  figures  for  the  eight 
companies  under  the  plan  set  up. 

Paramount  will  be  permitted  to  with- 
draw 700,000  yen,  M-G-M,  the  same 

amount:  20th-Fox,  400,000;  Warner,  350,- 
000;  UA,  300,000;  RKO,  250,000;  Columbia, 
150,000;  Universal,  150,000.  In  other 
words,  based  on  the  rate  of  exchange  of 
29  cents  for  the  yen,  Paramount  and 

M-G-M  will  be  permitted  to  remit  $203,- 
000  each  under  the  tabulation,  and  so  on 
down  the  line  for  the  rest. 

Republic  Franchise  Deals 
Are  Virtually  Completed 
New  York — With  the  exception  of  one 

or  two  more  deals,  Republic  has  com- 
pleted new  franchise  arrangements  for  the 

next  five  years  for  virtually  every  key 

center.  Latest  deal  is  with  P.  L.  Nathan- 
son,  vice-president  of  Empire  Universal 
Films,  Ltd.,  of  Canada. 

New  York — Conferences  leading  toward 

an  extension  for  five  years  of  the  Re- 
public franchise  in  England  will  get  under 

way  immediately  with  the  arrival  of  Sam 

Smith,  head  of  British  Lion,  from  Eng- 
land Monday  on  the  Queen  Mary.  N.  L. 

Nathanson,  head  of  Famous  Players  Ca- 
nadian, was  in  town  last  week  and  is  due 

again  from  Toronto,  either  today  or  to- 

morrow, to  sit  in  on  the  talks  with  Her- 
bert J.  Yates,  James  R.  Grainger,  presi- 
dent, and  Morris  Goodman,  in  charge  of 

foreign  activities  for  the  distributor. 
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Sentiment  Strong 

To  Prolong  Quiz 
New  York — Majority  sentiment  favors 

an  extension  of  the  final  December  31  date 

for  participation  in  the  Movie  Quiz  con- 
test, Boxoffice  learns,  on  the  heels  of  the 

announcement  a   general  committee  meet- 
ing of  drive  executives  will  be  held  at  the 

Hotel  Astor  October  25. 

Repeated  complaints  to  main  headquar- 
ters here  from  subsequent  run  exhibitors 

have  forced  the  committee  to  seek  a   so- 
lution to  end  veiled  charges  of  bias  and 

lack  of  consideration  for  smaller  operations. 
The  only  recourse  is  said  to  be  extension 
of  the  contest  so  that  late  run  houses, 

only  now  beginning  to  receive  quiz  pic- 
tures, may  have  the  required  minimum. 

Under  the  present  setup  it  is  estimated 

that  perhaps  40  per  cent  of  the  country’s 
exhibitors  would  not  be  able  to  show  the 
minimum  of  30. 

Emphasis  on  Exhibitor  Prize 

The  general  committee  is  placing  em- 
phasis on  the  $2,100  cash  prize  contest 

among  exhibitors  for  the  best  campaign 
during  the  run  of  the  drive.  Entry  blanks 

have  gone  out  in  order  to  obtain  registra- 
tion. Also  a   bulletin,  which  makes  clear 

that  individual  theatres  may  enter  with 
the  same  chance  of  winning  as  the  larger 

groups  or  promotional  committees.  De- 
cision of  the  judges  will  take  into  con- 

sideration the  limited  facilities  of  the 

small  theatre  as  compared  with  the  larger. 

Contest  judges  are  Will  Hays,  Jack  Ali- 
coate,  Epes  Sargent,  Martin  Quigley, 

Charles  “Chick”  Lewis,  Jay  Emanuel,  A. 
Mike  Vogel  and  Red  Kann.  Campaigns 
may  be  submitted  up  until  Jan.  31,  1939. 
In  order  to  protect  legitimate  Movie 

Quiz  entrants  from  those  who  might  be 

led  to  purchase  of  solutions  from  “ped- 
dlers,” all  winners  will  be  required  to 

sign  affidavits  certifying  that  the  answers 
were  their  own.  The  affidavit  has  been 

prepared  by  Radio  and  Publication  Con- 
tests, Inc.,  which  is  handling  the  me- 

chanics of  the  Movie  Quiz 

Reception  for  Harris 

On  Monday,  in  the  studio  of  Radio  City 
Music  Hall,  a   reception  will  be  tendered 

to  John  H.  Harris,  Pittsburgh  theatre  own- 
er. The  occasion  will  be  in  the  form  of 

a   tribute  from  the  world’s  largest  theatre 
to  the  late  John  Harris,  father  of  the 
guest,  who  started  a   nickelodeon  in  this 

country  in  June,  1905.  In  the  evening 
Harris,  who  is  regional  chairman  of  the 

drive  in  the  Pittsburgh  area,  will  speak 
over  WOR  on  his  recollections  of  the  1905 

opening.  Industry  leaders,  the  trade  and 

daily  newspaper  press  and  syndicate 
writers,  aggregating  about  200,  have  been 

invited  to  the  reception  by  George  J. 
Schaefer. 

Phil  Fox  Recovers 
Albany  —   Phil  Fox,  Columbia  branch 

manager,  is  in  a   local  hospital  recovering 
from  an  appendicitis  operation.  He  is  ex- 

pected to  be  discharged  in  a   few  days. 

For  All  to  See 

This  is  the  banner  originally  plotted 

to  suspend  over  Broadway  from  the 

Loew  Building  to  the  Astor  Theatre. 

Other  sign  owners  and  users  raised  a 

fuss,  kicked  the  plan  out.  And  now 

this,  atop  the  building  one  block  up 

the  .line  at  46 th  St.  and  adjoining  the 

Globe  Theatre.  General  Outdoor  Ad- 

vertising is  donating  the  space. 

Nathanson  and  UA 

Strike  a   Bargain 

Toronto — N.  L.  Nathanson,  head  of  the 

Famous  Players  Canadian  circuit,  is  back 
from  New  York  where  he  worked  out  a 

“gentleman’s  agreement”  with  Maurice 
Silverstone,  UA  chairman,  for  United  Ar- 

tists product  after  a   two-year  breach. 
Haskell  Masters,  Canadian  UA  district 

manager,  now  is  working  out  a   one-year 
deal  with  J.  J.  Fitzgibbons,  chief  buyer  for 
the  circuit. 

Nathanson  has  promised  to  withdraw 
his  injunction  suit  filed  against  UA  in 

England  to  force  delivery  of  “Drums,” 
Korda  production  for  UA  release. 

The  Famous  Players  deal  in  no  way  af- 
fects contracts  already  made  with  numer- 

ous Dominion  independents  for  new  UA 

product. 

Preliminary  Talk 

Monday  by  Majors 
New  York — Major  company  sales  man- 

agers were  to  meet  Monday  at  the  Astor 
Hotel  here  for  preliminary  talk  on  trade 
practice  conferences  with  Allied  and 

MPTOA,  opening  here  Wednesday. 
William  F.  Rodgers,  in  charge  of  sales 

and  distribution  for  M-G-M,  has  sent  out 
invitations  for  the  pre-conference  talks  to 
Neil  Agnew,  Paramount;  Ned  E.  Depinet, 
RKO;  A.  Montague,  Columbia;  Gradwell 
L.  Sears,  Warner  Bros.;  Herman  Wobber, 

20th  Century-Fox;  William  A.  Scully,  Uni- 
versal, and  George  J.  Schaefer,  former  UA 

distribution  head.  Harry  Gold  of  UA  is 
expected  to  sit  in  for  that  company. 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  chairman  of  the  trade 
practice  committee,  is  expected  to  attend 
the  Monday  meeting  which  begins  in  the morning. 

Rodgers  has  received  word  that  the  fol- 

lowing exhibitor  units  have  accepted  in- 
vitations for  the  Wednesday  session:  Al- 

bert A.  Galston,  ITOA  of  Southern  Cali- 
fornia; Leo  F.  Wolcott,  ATO  of  Iowa  and 

Nebraska;  Charles  Gillmore,  Theatre 

Owners  and  Managers  of  the  Rocky  Moun- 
tain region,  and  Harold  Wood,  MPTO  of 

Virginia.  Although  the  MPTO  of  Ken- 
tucky asked  for  additional  information,  a 

representative  of  that  body  is  expected 
to  attend.  Allied  of  Oregon,  dissolved 
sometime  ago,  will  not  be  represented. 
MPTO  headquarters  has  been  notified 

the  following  will  be  on  hand  Monday  for 

the  directors’  committee  meeting:  H.  V. 
Harvey,  San  Francisco;  O.  C.  Lam,  Rome, 
Ga.;  Edward  Levy,  New  Haven;  Charles 

Williams,  Omaha;  Arthur  Lockwood,  Mid- 
dletown, Conn.;  L.  C.  Griffith,  Oklahoma 

City,  and  Lewen  Pizor,  Philadelphia.  Ed 

L.  Kuykendall  arrives  Monday  from  Okla- homa City. 

Allied  directors  convene  Monday  to  dele- 
gate a   committee  for  the  Wednesday 

parley. 
Several  of  the  out-of-town  men  are 

planning  to  attend  the  annual  convention 
of  Allied  of  New  Jersey  and  New  York, 

starting  Wednesday  in  Atlantic  City. 

Warner  Participation 

Is  Up  to  Grad  Sears 
New  York — Harry  M.  Warner,  presi- 

dent of  Warner  Bros.,  stated  on  his  ar- 
rival here  that  participation  in  the  forth- 

coming trade  practice  conferences  is  up  to 
Gradwell  L.  Sears,  Vitagraph  president, 

who  has  been  invited  to  attend  the  meet- 
ing of  sales  managers  Monday. 

Warner  is  here  for  the  quarterly  meet- 
ing of  MPPDA  and  remains  for  a   week. 

On  his  return  west,  S.  Charles  Einfeld, 

vice-president  and  director  of  advertising 
and  publicity,  will  return  to  New  York.  Pat 

O’Brien,  WB  contract  player,  is  with Warner. 

Eisman  to  New  York 

New  York — When  his  successor  is  ap- 

pointed, Clarence  Eisman,  UA  Pittsburgh 
manager,  switches  to  the  local  exchange 
in  the  same  capacity  He  succeeds  Charles Rosenzweig. 
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New  Jersey  Allied 

Will  Push  Program 
Atlantic  City — Allied’s  ten-year  wait 

for  “triumph”  over  “Haysitis”  in  prevent- 
ing a   “fumble”  during  the  next  few 

months,  and  calls  for  renewed  efforts  and 

vigilance  to  push  its  program  of  “modera- 
tion, fair  dealing  and  obedience  to  law,” 

will  highlight  the  annual  New  Jersey  unit’s 
convention  opening  here  Wednesday  for 
three  days  at  the  Ritz  Hotel. 
This  will  be  borne  out  in  talks  by 

various  Allied  leaders,  including  Abram  F. 
Myers,  Nathan  Yamins,  Sidney  Samuelson 

and  Irving  Dollinger.  Max  Cohen,  presi- 
dent of  New  York  Allied,  and  Harry  Kosch 

are  expected  to  talk  at  length  on  the 

government’s  suit.  The  Neely  bill,  the 
North  Dakota  “divorcement”  law,  and 
product  discussions  are  on  the  agenda. 

There  is  little  question  but  what  mem- 
bers will  be  urged  to  cooperate  fully  with 

department  of  justice  officials  in  supply- 
ing testimony  and  documentary  proof  in 

connection  with  the  federal  anti-trust  suit. 
It  is  understood  several  members  already 
have  been  approached  by  FBI  men  sent 
out  by  Paul  Williams,  in  charge  of  the 
suit. 

Myers  is  expected  to  outline  what  de- 
mands will  be  made  by  Allied  if  a   settle- 

ment of  the  suit  appears  probable.  Full 
protection  for  independent  exhibitors,  it  is 
understood,  will  be  asked  particularly  as 
it  involves  overbuying,  excessive  clearances 
and  invasion  by  major  circuits. 

More  than  200  members  and  indepen- 
dent exhibitors  are  expected  to  attend 

from  New  York. 

He's  Got  It  All 
Arranged 

New  York — Noting  the  purchase  of 

the  best  seller,  "My  Son,  My  Son''  by 
Edward  Small,  Bob  Goldstein,  that  droll 
fellow,  says: 

“It  probably  will  star  Simone  Simon 

and  open  in  Walla  Walla.” 

Film  Lights  Continue 
Over  the  Ether  Waves 

Hollywood — Film  personalities  continue 

to  highlight  the  ether  waves. 
Jean  Hersholt  and  Lewis  Stone  made 

guest  appearances  on  John  Nesbitt’s  “Pass- 
ing Parade”  program  Sunday,  as  did  Mau- 

reen O’Sullivan  and  Charles  Boyer,  who 
co-starred  in  a   dramatization  of  “The 
Artists”  during  the  Woodbury  Playhouse hour. 

Sonja  Henie  visited  the  Chase  and  San- 
born broadcast  Sunday  evening  opposite 

Don  Ameche  in  a   dramatic  sketch.  Nelson 

Eddy  and  Dorothy  Lamour  rounded  out 
the  show. 

Shirley  Ross  will  be  the  co-star  on  Bob 

Hope’s  Pepsodent  Show  Tuesday  evening. 
Hope  and  Miss  Ross  will  introduce  “Two 
Sleepy  People,”  which  is  featured  in  their 

starring  film,  “Thanks  for  the  Memory.” 

Hays  Directors  Meet 
New  York — Directors  of  the  Hays  asso- 

ciation held  their  quarterly  meeting  here 
Saturday  at  which  problems  confronting 
the  industry  were  discussed.  Present  from 
the  coast  were  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  Harry 
M.  Warner  and  Harry  Cohn. 

Blumberg  Gets  New 

Universal  Financing 

New  York — Nate  J.  Blumberg,  president 

of  Universal,  is  reliably  understood  to  have 
closed  Thursday  night  for  $2,500,000  in 
new  financing  for  the  company  with  an 
important  New  York  banking  group. 

A   Theatre  Arts  Industry 

Rally  Held  at  the  Astor 
New  York — An  industry-wide  rally  of 

the  film  division  of  the  Theatre  Arts  Com- 
mittee, known  as  TAC,  was  held  Friday 

evening  at  the  Hotel  Astor  with  Louis 
Nizer  as  chairman. 

Among  those  attending  were  Leif  Erik- 
son,  Ben  Grauer,  NBC  announcer;  Blanche 

Yurka,  prominent  dramatic  actress;  Le- 
land  Stowe,  New  York  Herald-Tribune 
correspondent;  Richard  Watts  jr.,  drama- 

tic critic  of  that  paper;  and  Harold  Rome 
and  Michael  Loring,  author  and  romantic 

lead  of  “Sing  Out  the  News.” 
The  latter  two  put  on  impromptu  enter- 

tainment in  addition  to  several  skits  per- 
formed under  the  direction  of  Erikson. 

Lomba  Cancels  Trip 

New  York — The  press  of  overseas  ad- 
ministrative matters  has  caused  E.  F. 

Lomba,  assistant  to  Walter  J.  Hutchinson, 

foreign  sales  director  for  20th-Fox,  to  can- 
cel his  contemplated  trip  to  the  West 

Indies  and  offices  in  the  northern  part 
of  South  America. 

Suggested  for  Newspaper  "Drive”  Use 
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B   R   (0)  A\  ID)  W   A\  Y, 
TOE  MOSKOWITZ  got  back  Saturday  from 

*   the  coast  after  a   month’s  stay  .   .   .   Rudy 
Vallee  will  be  the  next  name  attraction 

for  Loew’s  State  .   .   .   Dewey  Michaels,  Buf- 
falo exhibitor,  was  around  town  during 

the  past  few  days  .   .   .   Cecil  Mayberry, 
Monogram  sales  executive  has  returned 
from  an  extended  tour  of  exchanges  .   .   . 
Basil  Rathbone  arrived  on  the  coast  Sun- 

day after  a   brief  respite  here.  Before  leav- 
ing he  said  he  may  not  return  to  the 

Paramount  lot  and  it  seemed  that  he  may 

do  a   picture  at  the  M-G-M  studios  first 
.   .   .   John  Brahm,  Columbia  director,  is 
here  with  his  wife  to  look  over  the  town 

.   .   .   Frank  J.  A.  McCarthy,  Universal  east- 
ern sales  head,  is  on  a   swing  of  key  cities 

.   .   .   Don  Albert,  who  leads  the  Loew 

Century  orchestra  in  Baltimore,  was  a 
Broadway  visitor  on  Columbus  Day. 

Joe  Pasternak,  producer  of  the  Deanna 
Durbins  and  Don  Kelly,  in  charge  of  cast- 

ing, started  their  search  in  the  east  for  a 

“ rugged  Romeo”  type  to  play  the  lead 
opposite  Miss  Durbin  appropriately  enough, 
on  Columbus  Day  . . .   Al  J.  Herman,  eastern 
district  manager  for  Universal,  returns 
Monday  from  a   southern  trip  where  he 
has  been  negotiating  deals  in  Portsmouth 
and  Norfolk,  Va.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Florence  Mar- 
ston,  eastern  secretary  of  the  SAG,  re- 

turned over  the  weekend  from  the  Ameri- 
can Federation  of  Labor  powwow  in  Hous- 

ton .   .   .   Norman  Moray,  Vitaphone  sales 
manager,  was  in  Philadelphia  conferring 
with  Bill  Mansell,  local  Warner  branch 
manager  .   .   .   John  Payne  and  his  wife, 
Ann  Shirley,  are  stopping  at  Roanoke,  Va., 

Payne’s  home  town,  before  returning  to  the 
coast  to  start  work  In  his  forthcoming 
flicker  which  has  to  do  with  rowing  at 
Annapolis  .   .   .   Ann  Sothern,  who  has  com- 

pleted a   featured  role  in  Walter  Wanger’s 
“Trade  Winds,”  is  in  town  for  a   brief vacation. 

Current  arrival  of  the  French  liner  Nor- 
mandie was  a   field  day  for  the  lens  men 

with  all  the  celebrities  on  board.  The  con- 

fusion transferred  itself  to  the  pier  where 

there  was  a   steady  popping  of  bulbs  un- 
der the  various  letters  of  the  alphabet. 

Film  folk  among  the  passengers  included 

Gabriel  Pascal,  now  on  his  way  to  Holly- 

wood to  supervise  the  editing  of  “Pyg- 
malion;” Julius  Steger,  a   close  friend  and 

business  associate  of  Joseph  M.  Schenck 
for  35  years;  Paul  Graetz,  president  of 
the  Paris  Export  Film  Co.;  Allyn  Butter- 

field, European  manager  for  RKO  Pathe; 

Victor  Schertzinger;  Ladisla  Szucs,  Hun- 
garian producer;  and  Claire  Luce,  who 

expects  to  return  to  Hollywood  following 
the  completion  of  the  roadshow  tour  of 

“Of  Mice  and  Men.” 

Arthur  Loew,  head  of  Metro’s  foreign 
department,  leaves  Havana  today  on  the 
Mexico  and  expects  to  be  in  Mexico  City 
on  the  19 th  .   .   .   Jimmy  Woolf,  son  of  C.  M. 
Woolf,  had  his  visa  extended  six  months 
by  the  Department  of  Labor  and  will  con- 

tinue in  his  present  capacity  at  Universal 

.   .   .   Dave  Blum’s  black  briar  pipe  is  the 
biggest  in  the  business  .   .   .   RKO’s  foreign 

chief,  Phil  Reisman,  gets  back  about  No- 
vember 1   ...  N.  L.  Nathanson,  head  of  the 

Famous  Players  Canadian,  was  in  town  for 
a   few  days. 

Frank  Carroll,  contract  manager  for 
Grand  National,  is  at  the  Webb  Sanitarium 

for  observation  .   .   .   Bill  Saal  has  re- 
turned from  a   five-week  tour  of  the  north- 

west on  behalf  of  Republic  .   .   .   Herbert 
J.  Yates  is  planning  another  coast  visit 
next  month  .   .   .   Alan  Mowbray  made  a 
special  trip  from  Hollywood  to  attend  the 

opening  of  “There  Goes  My  Heart”  at  the 
Music  Hall.  He  appears  in  it. 

William  N.  Skirball,  brother  of  Jack  H., 
came  to  town  over  the  weekend  from 
Toledo  on  business  and  social  matters  .   .   . 
Henri  Elman  was  in  from  Chicago  on  a 

brief  trip  .   .   .   Herman  Rifkin,  New  Eng- 
land franchise  holder  for  Republic,  con- 

ferred with  Herb  Yates  during  the  week 
.   .   .   Haskell  Masters,  UA  Canadian  sales 
head,  made  another  one  of  his  trips  to 
New  York  this  week  for  home  office  pala- 

vers .   .   .   Eddie  Golden  left  Thursday  night 
for  Minneapolis  to  attend  the  jubilee  jam- 

boree in  his  honor  at  the  Nicollet  Hotel 
.   .   .   Frank  Bruner  is  no  longer  associated 
with  Mary  Pick  ford  and  is  hankering  to 
return  to  the  legit  field. 

Archie  Mayo,  back  from  an  extended 
continental  vacation,  is  spending  a   few 
weeks  in  town  before  motoring  back  to 

Hollywood  .   .   .   Austin  C.  Keough  returned 
early  in  the  week  from  Chicago  .   .   .   Hugh 

Also  for  Bermuda 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

Hollywood  continues  to  discover  Ber- 
muda as  a   place  for  holiday -making. 

First,  some  of  the  Crosbys.  Now  the 
Wellmans.  Here  are  Papa  William, 

who  has  just  finished  “Men  With 
Wings;”  the  third  William  who  boasts 
20  months;  Patricia,  as  old  as  four, 

and  Mrs.  W.,  formerly  Dorothy  Coonan 
who  used  to  dance  and  act. 

Strong,  superintendent  at  the  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox home  office,  brought  a   barrel 

of  apples  down  from  his  farm  the  other 
day  and  distributed  them  around  .   .   .   Fay 
Rothman,  secretary  to  Louis  Weinberg, 
sailed  Saturday  on  the  Corinthia  for  an 

eight-day  cruise  to  Havana  and  Nassau. 
On  her  return  she  will  hie  to  the  moun- 

tains where  she  will  wind  up  her  vacation 
.   .   .   George  Black,  Lothar  Wolff,  Charles 
Gilson  and  Bert  Pike  of  the  March  of  Time 
sailed  for  South  America  on  the  Brazil. 

Tyree  Dillard  jr.  of  the  M-G-M  legal 
department,  returns  Monday  from  a   week 
in  Greensboro,  N.  C.,  where  he  visited  his 

family  .   .   .   Mike  Cullen,  Loew’s  midwest 
district  manager  with  headquarters  in 
Columbus,  was  in  town  for  a   few  days  on 

labor  matters  .   .   .   Julien  Duvivier’s  wife 
sailed  on  the  Normandie.  Clifford  Fisher, 
stage-producer,  also  was  on  the  boat  .   .   . 

Howard  Spring’s  book,  “My  Son,  My  Son,” 
has  been  acquired  by  Edward  Small  for 
production. 

Morris  Jacks  has  acquired  a   yacht  and 
has  named  it  after  his  daughter,  Ruth 

Em  .   .   .   Harry  Blair  is  back  with  Grand 
National,  handling  trade  paper  publicity 

.   .   .   Bob  Smeltzer,  Warner  central  district 
manager,  was  in  town  for  home  office 
confabs  .   .   .   Roy  H.  Haines  has  completed 

a   tour  of  Pittsburgh,  Cleveland  and  Buf- 
falo Warner  branches  .   .   .   L.  W.  Conrow, 

head  of  Altec,  is  back  at  his  desk  after 
a   southern  tour  .   .   .   Jack  Warner  arrived 

in  London  just  in  time  for  the  opening  of 

the  company’s  new  theatre  there  Wednes- 
day .   .   .   George  W.  Weeks  is  visiting 

Monogram  branches  in  Detroit,  Cleveland, 

Buffalo  and  Boston,  stopping  over  at  Glo- 
versville  to  pay  the  Schines  a   visit. 

Willys  de  Mond,  stocking  designer  for 
Hollywood  players,  is  in  town  looking  into 
new  fashions  in  stocking  wear.  He  says, 

“The  wrong  hose  will  spoil  the  best  dress 
and  long  legs  and  fat  legs  require  differ- 

ent colors  in  stockings”  .   .   .   Hal  Roach 
played  host  to  a   party  of  celebrities  the 

first  night  “There  Goes  My  Heart”  open- 
ed at  the  Music  Hall  .   .   .   Clayton  Raw- 

son’s  book,  “Death  from  a   Top  Hat,”  will 
be  filmed  by  M-G-M  .   .   .   Bob  Garland, 
booker  for  Fox  Intermountain,  accompa- 

nied Rick  Ricketson  from  Denver. 

Walter  Fehl,  who  formerly  operated  nine 
theatres  in  England,  will  be  manager  of 

Morris  Kutisker’s  Gem,  which  opens 
Wednesday  in  Brooklyn.  This  makes 

three  for  Kutisker  who  also  has  the  Com- 

munity, Queens  Village  and  the  Earle  in 

Brooklyn  .   .   .   Paul  Crane  of  the  M-G-M 
foreign  department  has  a   new  visitor  at 
his  home  by  the  name  of  Stephen.  For 

the  record,  the  event  took  place  October  5 
.   .   .   J.  J.  Milstein  is  headquartering  at  the 
UA  home  office  as  eastern  representative 
for  Edward  Small  .   .   .   Saul  Krugman  is 

not  going  to  the  coast  after  all  .   .   .   Harry 

Allen,  in  charge  of  GN’s  Canadian  branch- 
es, has  a   passion  for  herring.  No  sooner 

did  he  arrive  for  the  eastern  and  south- 
ern regional  convention  when  he  visited 
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Garbo  Talks —   Under  Difficulties 

New  York — Greta  Garbo,  the  glamorous 

and  unapproachable,  came  home  after  a 
ten-month  vacation  abroad.  The  press, 
much  to  its  surprise,  found  not  only  could 
she  be  approached  but  that  she  is  still 

glamorous.  And  Boxoffice’s  reporters 
witnessing  the  tumultuous  session  in  the 
library  of  the  Swedish-American  liner 
Kungsholm  can  understand  why  she  pre- 

fers to  be  alone. 
Her  arrival  apparently  still  is  big  news. 

The  cutter  chugging  down  the  bay  for  the 

interview  carried  a   capacity  load  of  re- 
porters, cameramen,  and  newsreel  men. 

Paramount,  Pathe  and  News  of  the  Day  all 
sent  full  crews.  The  big  question  among 

them  was,  “Would  Garbo  talk?” 
Once  on  board  the  Kungsholm,  the  pur- 

ser notified  the  press  Miss  Garbo  would 
grant  an  interview  in  the  library  in  a   few 
minutes.  He  returned  in  a   few  minutes 

and  said  that,  since  Miss  Garbo  was  hav- 
ing her  lunch,  would  the  delegation  mind 

Waiting  15  more  minutes.  A   reasonable 
request,  but  some  reporters  complained  in 
their  stories  that  she  kept  them  waiting 
45  minutes. 

It  was  tacitly  understood  reporters  would 
tackle  Garbo  first,  then  the  cameramen 
would  take  their  photos  and  finally,  news- 

reel men  make  their  pictures.  Once  Garbo 
appeared,  the  understanding  vanished, 
pandemonium  reigned  and  it  was  every 
man  and  woman  for  himself. 

Simply  and  austerely  dressed,  with  long, 
unbobbed  hair  that  gave  her  an  exotic 
appearance,  it  was  evident  Garbo  was 
willing  to  meet  the  press  halfway. 
Her  composure  was  remarkable  con- 

sidering the  conditions  under  which  the 
interview  was  held.  She  was  closed  with- 

in a   circle  of  reporters.  Photographers 
were  standing  on  chairs  all  around  the 
library  yelling  at  Garbo  to  look  their  way 
and  smile.  Bulbs  kept  flashing  while  the 
reporters  kept  hurling  questions.  Outside 
the  fringe,  her  answers  could  hardly  be 
heard  and  meanwhile  the  glaring  arc 
lights  kept  blazing  down  on  the  excited 
huddle. 

The  interview  started  off  nicely  until 
two  Journal- American  reporters  started 
a   persistent  query  to  get  her  to  admit 
definitely  whether  she  was  or  was  not 
married  to  Leopold  Stokowski.  She  par- 

ried each  question  gracefully  and  intelli- 
gently, finally  stumping  the  reporter  who 

asked  disgruntedly,  “Have  you  ever  been  in 
the  diplomatic  service?” 

She  smiled  at  that  one  as  she  reiterated 

her  “private  things”  were  her  own  affair. 
When  the  reporters  broke  in  with  a   ques- 

tion about  her  next  picture,  she  gratefully 
turned  away  from  the  annoying  queries  and 
discussed  her  plans.  Garbo  said  she  will 

start  in  on  “Ninotchka”  and  expressed 
pleasure  at  the  prospect  of  doing  the 
Madame  Curie  role. 

The  barrage  started  again  and  she  deft- 
ly turned  aside  all  questions  on  the  type 

of  man  she  would  marry.  She  denied 

ever  making  the  statement,  “I  want  to  be 
alone,”  said  she  liked  babies  but  “the  world 
is  too  difficult  to  raise  them,”  and  grudg- 

ingly admitted  that  “she  didn’t  hate  re- 
porters because  outside  of  your  jobs  you 

might  be  nice.” 
Once  again  the  reporter  for  Boxoffice 

received  her  attention  and  the  in- 
quiry was  about  her  contract  with  Metro. 

“I  have  no  contract  now,”  she  answered. 
“You  can  say  we  have  a   gentleman’s  agree- 

ment,” and  awarded  the  interrogater  with 
a   smile. 

Shortly  after,  the  interview  was  ter- 
minated when  the  ship  officers  came  to 

her  aid  and  led  her  through  the  mob. 
If  there  is  any  moral  to  this  story  it  might 

be  gathered  from  her  simple  and  eloquent 
plea  to  a   question  of  how  long  she  was 
staying  in  New  York. 

“I  would  love  to  stay  a   day  or  two,  if 

you  would  let  me.” 

Brooklyn  (Affiliated  with  New  York ) — 

Fame  spreads  as  quickly  here  as  the  front 
page  of  the  New  York  Post  permits.  Dave 
Golding,  Boxoffice  reporter,  will  so  testify. 

When  he  stepped  from  his  front  door- 
step to  board  an  office-bound  subway,  14 

neighborhood  girls;  Otto,  the  tire  repair 
merchant;  Fleurette,  local  Kandy  Shoppe 
proprietor,  and  Mr.  Ketchum,  who  lives 
next  door  and  works  for  an  installment 
collection  agency,  rushed  Golding  from 

behind  an  ambush  of  evening-before 

newspapers.  Everybody  wanted  Golding’s autograph. 

He  had  arrived.  It  wasn’t  until  he  had 
peeled  off  his  last  smile-wreathed  signa- 

ture that  he  realized  where  he  stood. 
There  he  was,  in  a   four-column  front  page 
photo,  standing  right  next  to  Garbo,  whose 
arrival  from  Europe  brought  him  the  as- 

signment for  a   shipboard  interview. 
Exactly  28  other  reporters  were  in  the 

same  photo. 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Lindy’s  for  the  delicacy.  He  says  the  taste 
lasted  all  through  the  convention. 

E.  Thornton  Kelly  is  going  to  Buffalo 

after  the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  convention 

in  Atlantic  City  .   .   .   Arthur  B.  Price  of 

Baltimore  has  sent  notices  to  Allied  heads 

notifying  them  of  an  eastern  regional 
hoard  meeting  to  he  held  in  conjunction 
with  the  Jersey  sessions  .   .   .   Lou  Krouse, 

vice-president  of  the  IA.,  has  moved  his 
headquarters  to  the  RCA  International 

Building  in  Radio  City.  Instead  of  making 

trips  from  Philadelphia  to  Washington,  it’s 
now  from  the  Quaker  City  to  the  Big  City 
.   .   .   Bill  Rodgers  returns  Monday  from  a 
visit  to  New  Orleans  Grand  Rapids  and 
Chicago,  among  other  cities. 

Bill  Scully  has  returned  from  another 
trip  to  the  field  on  behalf  of  Universal 
.   .   .   Ditto  Milt  Kusell  for  Paramount  .   .   . 
Bing  Crosby  has  gone  back  to  Hollywood 
after  a   Bermuda  vacation,  with  a   brief 
respite  here  to  look  over  a   couple  of  shows 

.   .   .   Fred  McConnell,'  head  of  Record  Pic- 
tures, is  another  traveler  these  days.  He 

was  in  Pittsburgh  early  in  the  week  on  a 

trip  to  the  middle  west  .   .   .   Arthur  Green- 
blatt  has  a   New  England  tour  behind  him 

.   .   .   Hal  Roach  was  a   guest  on  “We,  the 
People”  program  the  other  night  .   .   .   L. 
von  Haberveck,  general  manager  for  United 
Cinema  Co.,  Ltd.,  of  Siam,  is  visiting  RKO 
studios  and  on  November  12  sails  on  the 
Empress  of  Canada  for  Manila,  arriving 
at  Bangkok  December  18. 
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"No  Politics"  for 

New  York's  Allied 
New  York — Politics  will  play  no  part  in 

the  conduct  of  Allied  of  New  York,  ac- 
cording to  Max  A.  Cohen,  who  has  so 

asserted  himself  to  leaders  of  the  national 

organization.  The  organization  will  be  run 

minus  personal  aggrandizement  or  per- 
sonal benefits  to  officers,  he  has  advised 

affiliated  executives.  If  politics  ever  en- 
ter, Cohen  says  he  will  break  up  the  local 

unit. 

It  is  reported  the  progress  Allied  of  New 
York  has  made  is  being  envied  by  several 

of  the  units.  Members  of  the  local  or- 
ganization have  first  taken  their  problems 

to  executive  officers,  who  in  turn,  have 
tried  to  settle  questions  by  round  table 
discussion.  Where  this  fails,  as  it  has  in 
some  instances,  such  complaints  are  turned 
over  to  the  government. 

With  various  Allied  directors  meeting 
in  New  York  October  17  and  the  New 

Jersey  convention  only  two  days  later,  it 
is  understood  Allied  of  New  York  will 

make  a   bid  to  be  represented  on  the  com- 
mittee which  will  sit  down  and  talk  trade 

practice  reforms  with  the  distributors’ 
committee. 

While  Cohen  is  scheduled  as  an  import- 
ant speaker  at  the  New  Jersey  meeting, 

he  may  advance  his  speech  to  be  present 

at  the  October  19  get-together  with  dis- 
tributor representatives  who  are  William 

F.  Rodgers,  Ned  E.  Depinet  and  A.  Mon- 
tague. 

When  Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel, 
and  Nathan  Yamins,  president  of  Allied, 
were  in  New  York  last  they  seemed  to 
overlook  calling  on  Cohen  for  one  reason 

or  another.  However,  both  Myers  and 
Yamins  were  in  conference  with  Sidney 
Samuelson,  a   director  of  the  national  or- 

ganization, a   title  which  Cohen  also  holds. 

Cohen  only  knew  about  Myers’  and  Yam- 

ins'  presence  from  trade  paper  reporters. 
While  the  oversight  is  not  regarded  as 

Sol  A,  Rosenblatt  in 
Tolerance  Plea 

Houston. — “I  know  that  hatreds,  even 

of  things  we  dislike  the  most,  may  lead 

us  far  astray.  I   know  that  the  same 

electric  voltage  which  gives  us  light 

and  heat  may  cause  death.  But  the 

crimes  against  our  citizenry,  the  hat- 

reds and  passions  which  are  being 

aroused,  the  false  hopes  which  are 

being  raised,  the  wicked,  perverted 

lies  which  are  being  spread  by  these 

carrion  of  humanity  into  the  organi- 
zations of  labor  and  generally  among 

the  people  of  our  country,  must  be 

stopped."  From  an  address  by  Sol  A. 
Rosenblatt,  impartial  chairman.  Cloak, 

Suit  and  Skirt  Industries  of  New  York, 

before  the  American  Federation  of 

Labor.  Rosenblatt  was  formerly  NRA 

code  administrator  for  the  film  indus- 

try. 

indicating  friction  within  the  Allied  ranks, 

it  is  understood  Myers  and  Cohen  do  not 

see  eye  to  eye  on  several  questions.  Nei- 

ther does  Cohen  agree  with  Samuelson  on 

some  of  his  ideas.  Nevertheless,  the  local 

Allied  unit  stands  well  with  major  and  in- 

dependent organizations,  principally  be- 
cause of  its  open-door  policy. 

Fireworks  are  expected  to  explode  at  the 

Jersey  convention.  Myers  may  not  be  able 

to  attend  because  of  the  distributor  meet- 

ings, but  is  figuring  on  spending  the  sec- 

ond day,  October  20,  in  Atlantic  City,  for 

his  talk.  Cohen,  it  is  learned,  will  attack 

the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  com- 
mittee for  permitting  the  Broadway  group 

to  ignore  his  New  Amsterdam  in  a   window 

card  including  the  names  of  other  Broad- 

way houses.  Cohen  has  asked  for  his  $1,000 

back  and,  if  he  does  not  receive  it,  is  tak- 
ing action. 

Other  topics  to  be  discussed  include  the 

government  suit,  the  Neely  Bill,  which 

Myers  believes  has  a   good  chance  of 

passage,  the  forcing  of  shorts  and  a   film 
buying  survey. 

Two  Get  More  for  Product 
New  York — 20th-Fox  and  UA  are  apparently  getting  more  for  their  product 

this  season  than  last,  according  to  the  combined  September  survey  conducted  by 
Allied  of  New  York  and  Allied  of  New  Jersey.  Theatre  owners  representing  85 
houses  reported,  but  24  did  not  buy  a   single  picture.  Every  company  is  selling  a 
number  on  percentage,  the  survey  reveals,  and  in  many  cases  prices  are  the  same 
as  last  year. 

For  September,  20th-Fox  led  the field with  40 
contracts.  M-G-M was 

second 

with  33,  Warner  third with  32.  Universal took  fourth  place  with  19. The 
chart 

follows : 
Number Some 

%   Over  Paid 

Paid Paid 

Companies Contracts Flat 

on  % 

Split  Same More 
Less 

Columbia        15 5 10 

14 

.... 
Metro        33 33 17 6 8 

Paramount        30 2 

28 
17 6 4 

RKO        14 11 4 9 2 1 

20th  Century-Fox        40 25 

15 

25 14 

United  Artists        5 1 4 1 4 

Universal        19 9 10 7 7 2 

Warner  Bros       32 5 20 7   19 3 7 

Four  Film  Cases 

Skirt  High  Court 
By  EARLE  A.  DYER 

Washington — Four  film  cases,  having 

passed  through  various  lower  federal  courts, 

come  within  the  ‘‘probable  jurisdiction’’ 
province  of  the  supreme  court. 

In  addition  to  its  denial  of  a   petition 
of  six  major  distributors  to  review  the 
Perelman  double  feature  case,  reported 
elsewhere  in  this  edition  of  Boxoffice,  the 

other  quartet  include  the  long-pending 
Dallas  anti-trust  suit,  two  involving  state 
laws  regulating  the  activities  of  copyright 

owners  and  the  fourth  concerning  appli- 

cation of  a   state  “use"  tax  to  an  out-of- 
state  distributor. 

Duals  an  Issue 

The  double-feature  issue  also  was  in- 
volved in  the  Dallas  appeal,  the  second 

to  be  made  to  the  supreme  court  in  this 

case.  The  suit  was  brought  by  the  de- 
partment of  justice  against  a   number  of 

major  distributors  and  Interstate  Circuit, 

Inc.,  and  Texas  Consolidated  Theatres, 

Inc.,  charging  that  the  defendants  had 

entered  into  a   conspiracy  to  restrain  in- 
terstate commerce  in  motion  pictures  by 

fixing  the  minimum  admission  price  to  be 

charged  by  subsequent  run  houses  when 

showing  pictures  released  by  the  distribu- 
tors which  had  previously  been  shown  by 

the  chains  at  admissions  of  40  cents  or 

more,  and  forbidding  the  use  of  such  fea- 
tures as  part  of  double-feature  bills. 

The  federal  district  court  in  1936  held 
that  there  had  been  a   violation  of  the 

anti- trust  laws  and  the  distributors  and 

circuits  made  their  first  appeal  last  Jan- 
uary. Argument  was  heard,  as  a   result 

of  which  the  court  returned  the  case  to 
the  Texas  tribunal  with  a   rebuke  for  its 

failure  to  have  complied  with  the  rules  re- 

quiring that  findings  of  fact  and  conclu- 
sions of  law  be  stated  separately. 

Neither  of  the  copyright  cases  before 

the  court — brought  to  Washington  from 

the  State  of  Washington  and  from  Flor- 
ida— involve  the  validity  of  the  statutes 

themselves  but  are  both  appealed  on  tech- 
nicalities. 

Ascap  in  Offensive 

The  Washington  case  was  brought  by 

several  owners  of  copyrighted  music  in 

their  individual  capacities  as  well  as  joint- 
ly as  members  of  the  American  Society  of 

Composers,  Authors  and  Publishers  to  en- 
join enforcement  of  the  Washington  stat- 
ute prohibiting  joint  action  by  copyright 

owners  to  fix  prices  for  the  use  of  their 
works,  collecting  fees  or  issuing  blanket 
licenses.  The  case  was  dismissed  by  the 
federal  district  court  on  the  ground  that 
it  did  not  involve  an  amount  in  excess  of 

$3,000,  necessary  to  give  the  federal  courts 
jurisdiction,  and  the  plaintiffs  appealed, 

asserting  that  the  state  law  interfered  with 
and  destroyed  528  contracts  between  Ascap 
and  Washington  users  of  copyrighted 

music,  from  whom  the  society  has  received 
and  would  continue  to  receive,  but  for  the 
statute,  $60,000  a   year. 

The  copyright  owners,  in  their  brief,  as- 
(Continued  on  page  30-B) 
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Wage  Law  Seen  as  Boon 

To  Virginia ,   Carolinas 

New  York — E.  K.  Lincoln,  head  of  the 

circuit  bearing  his  name  with  headquarters 
at  Marion,  Va.,  sees  a   great  demand  for 
theatres  in  Virginia  and  in  the  Carolinas. 

He  says  exhibitors  are  “wild”  in  their  de- 
sire to  get  new  houses.  With  five  under 

his  supervision,  Lincoln  admits  he  has 

negotiations  on  for  “a  good  number”  of 
additional  houses. 
The  exhibitor  cites  as  the  reason  the 

minimum  wage  law  which  is  a   boon  in 
that  part  of  the  south.  He  claims  the 
public  will  not  know  what  to  do  with  the 
extra  money  it  will  receive  under  the  new 

law  and  that  much  of  it  will  go  to  en- 
tertainment. He  asserts  that  women  now 

earning  $7  a   week  will  be  hiked  to  $13. 
There  seems  to  be  no  question  in  his  mind 
that  theatres  will  get  a   healthy  chunk  of 
the  extra  money  to  be  spent. 

Walter  Reade  Booking 

Road  Stock  Companies 
New  York — The  Walter  Reade  circuit, 

operating  mainly  in  New  Jersey,  has  been 

so  successful  with  one-day  stock  company 

road  shows  of  “Tobacco  Road”  that  others 
are  being  lined  up. 
On  the  days  the  shows  were  booked 

films  were  dropped.  In  some  instances, 

there  were  matinee  and  evening  perform- 
ancs,  in  others  just  evenings.  It  is  the 

first  time  “flesh”  has  entered  some  of  the 

circuit’s  theatres  in  ten  years. 
The  show  played  in  Long  Branch,  Perth 

Amboy  and  Morristown,  New  Jersey,  and 
Kingston,  Hudson  and  Saratoga,  New 
York. 

Lee  Newberry  Darkens  4 
In  Southern  New  Jersey 

New  York — Lee  Newberry  has  closed 

four  southern  New  Jersey  theatres  in  re- 
sort towns.  He  continues  to  operate  six 

with  an  all-year-round  policy.  Those 
shuttered  are  the  Lorraine,  Bayhead; 

Rialto,  Belmar;  Grove,  Point  Pleasant  and 
Lavallette,  Lavallette. 
Newberry  states  he  has  closed  deals  for 

“principal  product”  for  the  new  season. 

E.  C.  Grainger  Returns 

Aiter  Two-Week  Jaunt 

New  York  —   E.  C.  Grainger  has  re- 
turned from  a   two-week  tour  of  Feiber 

&   Shea’s  35  theatres  in  Ohio  and  Penn- 
sylvania and  15  in  New  England.  Before 

leaving  on  the  trip,  Grainger  completed  all 
product  deals  for  the  season.  He  also  has 

worked  out  final  details  for  the  circuit’s 
participation  in  the  industry  drive.  He 
plans  soon  to  revisit  in  New  England. 

n Rolling  Down  to  Rio ” 

Ben  Y.  Cammack,  Latin- American  general  manager  for  RKO,  and  delegates  to 
the  company’s  first  South  American  sales  convention  at  the  Palace  Hotel, 
Rio  de  Janeiro.  Left  to  right,  Olga  Gold,  publicity  manager;  Carlos  Bantos, 
agent  at  Recife;  Jose  Maria  Henriques,  sub-branch  manager  at  Juiz  de  Fora; 
Daniel  Tikhomiroff,  head  accountant  at  Rio;  James  Orris  Ostrowsky,  sub- 

branch manager  at  Bello  Horizonte;  Dino  Dinelli,  Brazilian  sales  manager; 
Bruno  Cheli,  Brazilian  general  manager;  Cammack;  Nat  Liebeskind,  Argen- 

tinian general  manager;  George  Kallman,  Chilean  general  manager;  Pedro 
Esperanca,  sub-branch  manager  at  Sao  Paulo;  Nelson  Orozio,  Rio  office 
manager;  Waldemar  Bard,  sub  branch  manager  at  Porto  Alegre,  and  Noel 
Winkler,  Rio  office  booker. 

Here  GN  Meets 

Seated,  left  to  right:  Gordon  S.  White,  director  of  advertising  and  publicity;  Sam  Citron,  film  editor;  Jack  Barnstyn,  for- 
eign sales  manager;  Sam  Berkowitz,  representing  Fine  Arts;  Bruno  Weyers,  vice-president.  Educational,  and  director, 

Grand  National;  J.  H.  Skirball,  vice-president  in  charge  of  productions;  Earle  W.  Hammons,  president;  Edward  L.  Alper- 
son,  vice-president  in  charge  of  distribution;  T.  R.  Williams,  treasurer;  Sol  Edwards,  circuit  sales  manager;  Morris  Safier 
west  coast  district  manager;  F.  X.  Carroll,  manager,  contract  department.  Standing,  left  to  right:  E.  T.  Shannahan, 
home  office;  Harry  Asher,  eastern  district  sales  manager;  Robert  W.  Doidge,  home  office;  L.  J.  Wooldridge,  short  subject 
foreign  manager;  Jack  Lamont,  southern  district  manager;  Harry  Allen,  Canadian  general  manager;  Peter  Rosian,  New 
York  branch  manager;  John  Himmelein,  Cleveland;  Jules  Lapidus,  middle  Atlantic  district  manager;  M.  Goldstein,  Wash- 

ington; Moe  Sherman,  Phliadelphia ;   Harry  Goldstone,  New  York  salesman;  Arthur  Newman,  Albany;  Harry  Brown, 
Washington;  Joe  Levy,  Buffalo;  Israel  Levine,  New  Haven;  Merritt  Davis,  Charlotte;  Richard  Perry,  New  York  sales- 

man; M.  Schaefer,  Cincinnati;  Marvin  Mirisch,  New  York  branch;  Ralph  Kinsler,  middle  eastern  district  manager. 
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Supreme  Court  Attitude  on  Duals 

Encourages  Perelmans'  Suit  Plan 
Philadelphia — There  is  a   distinct  pos- 

sibility that  Harry  and  Louis  Perelman, 
local  exhibitors,  may  file  suit  against  the 
major  companies  as  a   result  of  the  deci- 

sion of  the  United  States  supreme  court 
which  in  effect  gave  legal  sanction  to  the 
showing  of  double  features. 
Former  Congressman  Benjamin  F.  Gol- 

der,  who  represented  the  Perelmans,  said 
that  he  would  confer  with  his  clients  to 
determine  whether  suit  would  be  filed  for 
damages  against  the  exchanges  on  the 
grounds  that  their  ban  on  selling  them 
pictures  for  duals  had  injured  their  busi- 
ness. 

Other  than  this,  there  has  been  no  wide- 
spread twin-bill  showing  in  this  area  as  a 

result  of  the  decision.  Although  the  U.  S. 
district  court  issued  an  injunction  against 
the  exchanges,  the  showing  of  twin  bills 
had  been  outlawed  under  a   supersedeas  is- 

sued by  Federal  Judge  George  Welsh  pend- 
ing the  final  adjudication  by  the  supreme 

court. 

Fox  Intermountain  Will 

Build  Five  New  Houses 
New  York — Fox  Intermountain,  subsi- 

diary of  National  Theatres,  is  planning 

three  "A”  houses  and  two  “B”  houses  start- 
ing the  first  of  the  year,  states  Rick  Rick- 

etson,  operating  head  who  is  here  on  prod- 
uct discussions  with  Spyros  Skouras,  Wil- 

liam T.  Powers,  J.  J.  Sullivan,  Edward 
Zabel  and  Milton  Hossfeld. 

The  trio  of  “A”  houses  is  scheduled  for 
New  Fort  Collins  and  Longmont,  Colo., 
and  Laramie,  Wyo.  The  first  and  third 
will  seat  1,000  and  the  second,  850.  The 

“B”  units  are  slated  for  Montrose  and 
Trinidad,  Colo.  These  will  seat  600. 

First  house  to  get  under  way  will  be  in 
Laramie,  according  to  Ricketson,  who  adds 
all  will  be  ready  for  fall  openings. 

In  addition,  the  new  Fox,  Sterling,  Colo., 

which  costs  $100,000  will  be  opened  No- 
vember 15.  The  circuit  recently  reopened 

the  Kiva,  Durango,  Colo.,  which  has  been 
enlarged  at  the  cost  of  $15,000. 

Circuits  and  I A   Meet 

On  Indianapolis  Scale 
New  York — Circuit  and  IA  representa- 

tives got  together  here  this  week  to  dis- 
cuss a   rearrangement  of  the  Indianapolis 

scale  for  operators.  Preliminary  discus- 
sions in  Indianapolis  failed  to  result  in  a 

deal,  following  which  the  principals  came 
to  New  York  to  work  one  out. 

M.  Lyding,  IA  head  for  the  Indianapolis 
group;  Harry  Katz,  representing  the  Fred 
Dolle  houses  pooled  with  Monarch,  and 
Mike  Cullen,  Loew  district  manager  with 
headquarters  in  Columbus,  attended  the 
session  here  with  Lou  Krouse,  IA  inter- 

national vice-president;  Joseph  R.  Vogel 
and  John  Murphy  of  Loew’s. 

Four  High  Court  Cases 

Bidding  lor  Trade  Eye 

(Continued  from  page  30) 

serted  that  the  Washington  statute  denies 
them  the  equal  protection  of  the  law  and 
deprives  them  of  property  without  due 

process  of  law,  charging  that  it  discrim- 
inates against  copyright  owners  and  seeks 

to  subject  them  to  state  regulation  on  no 
more  substantial  ground  than  that  investi- 

gations of  copyright  infringements  within 
the  state  are  sufficient  to  place  them  in 

the  position  of  “doing  business”  therein. 
The  Florida  Ascap  case,  in  which  Gene 

Buck,  individually  and  as  president  of  the 
association,  secured  a   federal  district  court 
injunction  against  enforcement  of  the  state 
law  regulating  the  licensing  of  copyrighted 

music,  was  appealed  by  the  state  authori- 
ties on  the  ground  that  the  death  of  the 

attorney  general  against  whom  the  suit 
was  directed  had  nullified  the  proceed- 

ings. The  appeal  was  taken  on  the  basis 

of  a   statutory  provision  that  all  proceed- 
ings for  enforcement  of  the  law  were  to 

be  under  the  exclusive  direction  of  the 
state  attorney  general. 

In  holding  that  it  had  probable  jurisdic- 
iton  in  the  case,  the  supreme  court  denied 
a   motion  of  the  state  to  vacate  the  decree 
and  direct  dismissal  of  the  complaint.  It 
did,  however,  accept  a   petition  to  permit 
the  substitution  of  present  authorities  and 
of  the  state  as  parties  to  the  suit. 

While  not  directly  concerned,  exhibitors 
have  an  interest  in  the  appeal  of  the  West 
Virginia  authorities  from  a   federal  district 
court  injunction  against  enforcement  of 

the  state  “use  tax”  aganst  United  Artists. 
The  state  had  attempted  to  collect  one  per 
cent  of  the  gross  proceeds  received  by 
the  company  from  the  exhibition  of  its 
films  in  West  Virginia.  Upon  appeal  by  the 

company,  the  court  found  it  was  not  en- 
gaged in  doing  business  in  West  Virginia 

and  that  its  activities  constituted  inter- 
state commerce.  The  state  authorities  ap- 

pealed, arguing  that  the  company  is  en- 
gaged in  business  within  the  state  to  an 

extent  sufficient  to  be  subject  to  the  tax 
and  that  it  is  not  engaged  in  interstate 
commerce;  further,  it  was  contended,  the 

tax  does  not  place  any  burden  on  inter- 
state commerce. 

Picker  Goes  to  Boston 

For  M&R  Case  Material 
Boston — Leonard  Picker  of  Schwartz  & 

Frohlich,  attorneys  representing  Colum- 
bia, was  here  for  a   few  days  for  material 

in  connection  with  the  subpoenae  duces 
tecum  in  the  Morse  &   Rothenberg  anti- 

trust suit  against  major  companies. 
George  Ryan,  attorney  for  the  plaintiffs, 
has  not  set  a   date  for  further  depositions 
from  Columbia  men.  He  has  just  finished 
with  Paramount. 

J^EW  LEHR,  Fox-Movietone’s  funny  man, and  Ben  Bernie  will  entertain  at  the 
Democratic  $100-a-plate  dinner  at  the 
Penn  Athletic  Club,  Thursday  night  .   .   . 
Sabu,  the  Elephant  Boy,  caused  quite  a 

stir  in  Billy  Penn’s  town  when  he  arrived 
last  week  with  his  two  turbaned  body- 

guards. 

A   preview  of  “ The  Signing  of  the 
Declaration  of  Independence,”  a   Warner 
short,  was  held  in  the  reception  room  of 

the  mayor’s  office.  The  mayor  presented  a 
commemorative  plaque  to  Norman  Moray 

of  Vitaphone  as  a   token  of  the  city’s  ap- 
preciation. John  Morton,  descendant  and 

namesake  of  a   signer  of  the  declaration 
was  present. 

Jimmy  Walker,  former  mayor  of  New 
York,  will  be  toastmaster  at  the  Variety 
Club’s  annual  dinner  to  be  held  in  the 
Bellevue-Stratford  Hotel  on  December  11 
.   .   .   Among  those  who  have  contributed  to 

the  club’s  publication  to  be  distributed  at 
the  banquet  are  Robert  L.  Ripley,  Walt 
Disney,  Louis  Sobol,  Ed  Sullivan,  J.  P. 
McEvoy,  Joe  Cunningham  and  Howard 
Dietz  .   .   .   Cunningham,  now  a   screen 

player,  was  a   former  Philadelphia  news- 

paperman. 

Simon  Libros,  head  of  the  National  Penn 
Printing  Co.,  is  recovering  from  a   bad 
cold  .   .   .   Ben  Kassoy,  who  recovered  from 
an  eye  ailment,  is  back  on  Vine  Street  as 
a   member  of  the  sales  staff  of  Quality 
Premium  .   .   .   Despite  the  explosion  at  Dave 

Milgram’s  New  Adelphi  Theatre  last  Mon- 
day, the  house  is  expected  to  open  on  Fri- 

day as  scheduled. 

Jerry  Harrison  leaves  his  old  stand  as 
manager  of  the  Europa  Theatre  to  take 
over  the  Mercury  Theatre,  Buffalo,  a 
Dewey  Michael  house.  He  will  be  replaced 
at  the  Europa  by  Joe  McNeill,  formerly  of 
the  Stanley-Warner  publicity  staff. 

Dave  Milgram  was  one  of  the  “mem- 
bers” of  the  ill-fated  Walnut  Athletic  Club 

who  testified  he  was  “taken”  in  the 
gambling  joint  that  operated  there  .   .   . 

Dave  admitted  to  losing  “plenty”  .   .   .   The 
jitterbug  contests,  started  by  the  Warner 
neighborhoods,  are  clicking  in  a   big  way 

and  are  being  taken  over  by  the  inde- 
pendents. 

Fleisher  a   Chair  Man 
Philadelphia — Nat  P.  Fleisher  has  been 

appointed  factory  representative  for  this 
territory  by  International  Seating  Co. 
Fleisher  recently  consummated  chair  deals 
with  the  local  New  Byrd  and  Locust 

houses;  the  Comerford  Publix  Co.,  Scran- 
ton, Pa.;  New  Lyric,  New  Philadelphia, 

and  the  Band  Box,  Troy. 

Tri-States-Warner  Deal 
New  York — Tri-States,  of  which  A.  H. 

Blank  is  head,  has  closed  for  Warner  prod- 
uct in  11  situations  in  the  Omaha  terri- tory. 
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REVIEW 

FLASHES 
ANNABEL  TAKES  A   TOUR  (RKO)— This  sec- 

ond in  the  series  starring  Lucille  Ball  and 

Jack  Oakie  maintains  the  high  entertain- 

ment standards  established  by  its  prede- 

cessor. It  will  be  highly  acceptable  to 

Oakie  Jans  and  should  amply  satisiy  the 

rank  and  file  of  theatre  patrons.  Lou  Lusty 

produced.  Lew  Landers  directed. 

BROTHER  RAT  (WB) — A   vigorous  and  refresh- 

ingly different  service  story  filmed  largely 

on  location  at  Virginia  Military  Institute. 

Based  on  the  smash  Broadway  play,  it  is 

fast-paced  and  punctuated  with  explosive 

humor.  The  acting  as  a   whole  is  tops,  with 

Eddie  Albert,  repeating  his  stage  role, 

looming  as  potential  star  material.  Robert 

Lord  produced.  William  Keighley  directed. 

CLOWN  MUST  LAUGH.  A   (GB)— The  ingre- 

dients that  went  to  make  up  this  picture 

tempt  superlatives,  but  the  finished  product 

disappoints.  Richard  Tauber,  tenor,  fails 

to  register  on  the  screen  and  the  rest  of 

the  cast  falls  short.  Karl  Krune  directed. 

I   STAND  ACCUSED  (Rep)— Enjoyable  melo- 

drama concerning  mixup  of  two  idealistic 

young  lawyers  in  the  marble  game  racket. 

Producer-Director  John  H.  Auer  wrings 

every  ounce  of  production  value  and  en- 

tertainment out  of  comparatively  low  bud- 

get. Robert  Cummings,  Helen  Mack  and 

Thomas  Beck  top  the  cast. 

INSIDE  STORY  (20th-Fox)— Mediocre  melo- 

drama, unoriginal  in  plot  development  and 

none  too  well  enacted.  An  inauspicious 

directorial  debut  for  Ricardo  Cortez.  Sol 

Wurtzel  produced. 

LISTEN,  DARLING  (M-G-M)— An  unpreten- 

tious but  utterly  captivating  romantic  com- 

edy. Nicely  paced  and  with  splendid  vocal 

interludes  by  Judy  Garland.  Director  Ed- 

win Marin  deftly  blends  laughter,  music 

and  sentiment  in  a   vehicle  sure  to  register 

as  solid  entertainment.  Freddie  Bartholo- 

mew, Mary  Astor  and  Walter  Pidgeon 

share  thespic  honors. 

SUEZ  (20th-Fox) — Sweeping  in  magnitude 

and  absorbing  in  appeal,  the  history  of  the 

building  of  the  Suez  Canal  marks  a 

triumph  for  Darryl  Zanuck  and  the  entire 

20th  Century-Fox  organization.  Every  prin- 

cipal performs  outstanding  work,  and  the 

sepia  color  photography  is  magnificent. 

Tornado  scenes  are  splendid.  Tyrone 

Power,  Annabella.  Gene  Markey  associate 

producer.  Allan  Dwan  directed. 

YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE  (M-G-M)— Initiates  an- 

other of  the  currently  popular  cycles  of 

series  pictures  and  presages  no  mean  fu- 
ture for  itself  and  its  successors.  Lew 

Ayres,  passing  another  important  milestone 

on  the  comeback  trail,  and  Lionel  Barry- 

more comprise  a   team  sure  to  win  public 

acclaim.  The  film  is  further  strengthened 

by  excellent  behind-the-scenes  glimpses  of 

the  medical  profession.  Harold  S.  Bucquet 

directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 
of  BOXOFFICE. 

pRANK  CAPRA,  town’s  most  recent  Hol- lywood visitor,  here  to  get  a   Washington 

slant  and  to  supervise  taking  of  back- 
ground shots  for  his  next  picture.  At  a 

luncheon  for  the  critics,  with  Writer  Sid- 
ney Buchman,  Sam  Galanty,  Columbia 

eastern  division  manager,  also  on  hand, 
the  director  said  it  would  be  the  story  of 

a   “Mr.  Deeds”  character  who  becomes  a 
“lame-duck”  congressman.  If  he  can  get 

Gary  Cooper  for  the  part  it  will  be  “Mr. 
Deeds  Goes  to  Washington,”  if  not,  “The 
Man  from  Montana.”  Greeting  Capra  was 

a   second  week  of  his  film  version  of  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  at  the  Earle, 
second  time  a   picture  has  held  over  there 
since  stage  shows  were  inaugurated  eight 

years  back. 

Hollywood’s  Jeanne  Madden  also  here, 
the  young  starlet  appearing  with  Walter 
Huston  at  the  National  in  the  Maxwell 

Anderson-Kurt  Weill  musical  play,  “Knick- 

erbocker Holiday”  .   .   .   Sidney  Lust’s  Milo 

Theatre,  under  John  Duever’s  house  man- 
agership in  Rockville,  celebrating  its  third 

birthday  .   .   .   Walter  W anger’s  “Algiers” 
got  only  luke-warm  reception  at  the  Capi- 

tol, reason  generally  believed  to  be  that  it 
was  held  out  of  town  too  long  and  the 

Hedy  Lamarr  ballyhoo  had  too  long  cooled 

.   .   .   “Birth  of  a   Baby”  is  a   magnet  at 
the  Rialto,  apparently  no  one  protesting 
against  its  showing  here.  Only  difficulty, 
according  to  Abe  Tolkins,  operator  of  the 

theatre,  is  that  an  average  of  half-dozen 
customers  a   day  have  to  be  carted  out 

feet  first  for  reviving.  And  it’s  the  big, 
strong  males  of  over  six  feet  who  do  the 
toppling  over. 

Gene  Ford,  Capitol  Theatre  production 

manager;  Barnee,  Shoreham  Hotel  orches- 
tra leader,  and  LeRoy  Thayer,  dance 

mentor,  will  be  judges  in  the  local  heat 

of  M-G-M’s  “Great  Waltz”  contest  .   .   . 

Variety  Club’s  first  Monday  luncheon  of 
the  season  was  a   sell-out,  A.  Julian  Bry- 
lawski  and  Sam  Galanty  Kings  for  the  Day, 

feting  Rudy  Berger  and  Johnny  Payette, 

local  tent’s  first  two  chief  barkers  .   .   . 
Variety  is  now  shopping  for  a   football 
game  for  a   benefit  .   .   .   Dorothy  Parker, 

Irving  Renner  Reported 
On  Deal  With  Kantor 

New  York — Irving  Renner  of  Nelson  and 
Renner  is  understood  negotiating  for  an 

interest  in  William  Kan  tor’s  New,  Arverne, 
Rivoli  and  Broadway  in  the  Rockaways. 

Leon  Rosenblatt  of  Rosenblatt  &   Welt 

is  reported  after  Sam  Silver’s  Bell  in 
Brooklyn.  Rosenblatt,  however,  says  he 

hasn’t  talked  a   deal  although  he  has  look- 
ed the  house  over. 

Now  It's  "Photomatic" 
New  York  —   Walter  Reade’s  City  and 

Savoy  have  installed  “Photomatic”  ma- 
chines in  the  lobbys.  The  automatic 

photographer  turns  out  a   framed  picture 
for  ten  cents  each.  The  machine  is  being 
put  into  other  transient  situations.  It  is 
run  on  a   percentage  basis. 

this  year’s  Miss  Washington,  is  taking 
up  the  theatuh,  enrolling  in  a   local  dra- 

matic school  .   .   .   Mark  Silver  and  Milton 

Kaplan  have  transferred  to  the  Baltimore 
tent  of  Variety. 

Carter  Barron,  Loew’s  eastern  division 
manager,  is  latest  film  magnate  to  fret  over 

District  of  Columbia’s  child  labor  law. 
He  can’t  play  Freddie  Bartholomew  at  the 
Capitol  .   .   .   Just  recently  it  was  Play- 

wrights Producing  Co.,  which  could  not 
use  youngsters  with  Raymond  Massey  in 

“Abe  Lincoln  in  Illinois.”  Which,  inci- 
dentally, Mrs.  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt  saw 

closing  night  and  applauded  enthusiastic- 
ally .   .   .   “Mousie”  Garner,  of  Garner, 

Wolfe  and  Hakins,  former  Ted  Healy 
stooges,  in  town  for  a   rest  before  joining 

Ken  Murray,  says  he’s  finally  “brought 
down  a   house”  .   .   .   One  of  the  trio’s  shorts 
flashed  on  the  screen  at  a   New  England 
theatre  just  as  the  hurricane  came  along 
and  snatched  up  the  roof. 

Major  Leslie  E.  Thompson,  Trans-Lux 

president,  a   passer-through  at  Washing- 
ton airport  on  a   flying  trip  to  Cincinnati 

.   .   .   Herbert  Moody,  operator  of  the  Mil- 
wald  in  Wytheville,  Va„  stopping  by  20th 

Century-Fox,  says  he’s  completely  reseat- 
ing his  theatre  .   .   .   Murphy  Brothers,  own- 
ers of  a   theatre  chain  in  Virginia,  in  town 

to  see  the  champion  Redskins  licked  by 
the  New  York  Giants  football  machine, 
also  to  book  a   few  pictures  .   .   .   J.  B. 
Craver  reported  building  a   new  house  at 
Wytheville  and  another  at  Marion,  Va.  .   .   . 
Russell  Anderson  moves  from  National 

Screen  Service  to  the  poster  department 
at  20th-Fox. 

Schine  Circuit  has  taken  over  the  Fed- 
eral in  Federalsburg,  Md.,  and  the  Avalon 

in  Easton,  Md.,  from  Federalsburg  Amuse- 
ment Co.  former  to  be  operated  by  House 

Manager  J.  Russell  Payne  and  house  at 
Easton  by  Roger  Christopher  .   .   .   Lyric 

Theatre  in  Charleston,  W.  Va.,  now  is  be- 
ing operated  by  Freeman  and  Newbolt  .   .   . 

Billboards  about  town,  so  help  us,  are  ad- 

vertising “Clark  Gable — ‘Too  Hot  to  Han- 
dle’— Myrna  Loy.” 

Local  B-52  Expected  to 

Again  Name  Lou  Johnson 
New  York — Lou  Johnson,  president  of 

Local  B-52,  local  exchange  employes’  or- 
ganization, is  expected  to  be  re-elected  at 

the  annual  election  early  next  month. 
Members  of  the  union  are  understood  more 

than  satisfied  with  the  work  done  by 

Johnson  in  the  first  year  of  the  organiza- 
tion’s activity. 

Few,  if  any,  changes  are  anticipated  in 
the  rest  of  the  slate. 

Metro  Distributes  "Fate" New  York — M-G-M  has  acquired  “Flirt- 

ing With  Fate”  from  David  Loew  for  dis- 
tribution. This  is  the  last  picture  made  by 

Joe  E.  Brown  for  Loew. 
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^HE  Neighborhood  Theatres  Duckpin 
League  got  underway  at  Tinytown  with 

last  season’s  champs,  Brookland-Bellevue, 
taking  their  three  games  from  Venus-Pon- 
ton.  The  officers  for  this  year  are  Robert 
Coulter,  president;  William  Ballenger, 

vice-president;  Stewart  Tucker,  secre- 
tary; Allen  Brown,  treasurer  .   .   .   Other 

teams  in  the  league  are  Capitol,  State, 
Grand,  Westhampton,  Office  and  Byrd 
.   .   .   Bob  and  Walter  Coulter  have  returned 

from  Columbus,  Ohio,  after  witnessing  the 

game  between  Ohio  and  Southern  Cali- 
fornia. 

Ben  Pitts  is  going  to  open  his  new  the- 
atre on  25 th  street  the  first  of  November 

...  A   midnight  show  was  held  recently  at 

the  “Booker  T”  for  the  benefit  of  the 
Colored  Community  Hospital  .   .   .   Robert 

Swearinger,  former  manager  of  the  Bea- 
con in  Hopewell,  is  now  managing  the 

Gates  Theatre  in  Portsmouth  for  William 
S.  Wilder  .   .   .   Charlie  Somma  has  returned 

to  his  office  after  being  laid  up  with  arth- 
ritis .   .   .   Ben  Caplon,  Olmstead  Knox  and 

Elbert  Grover,  film  salesmen  from  Wash- 
ington, were  in  town  last  week  .   .   .   Allen 

Sparrow,  manager  of  Loew’s,  spent  last 
Sunday  in  Washington. 

Richard  Taylor,  projectionist  of  the 
Capitol,  was  married  recently  to  Miss 
Elizabeth  Fordney  ...  A   charter  has  been 

issued  to  Daw  Theatres,  Inc.,  Tappahan- 
nock.  E.  M.  Doer  is  president  and  the 
capital  is  $15,000.  Burglars  smashed  in 
the  safe  at  the  Lee  the  other  Saturday 

night  and  escaped  with  the  day’s  receipts 
...  A.  Frank  O’Brien,  Wilmer  and  Vin- 

cent representative  here,  has  been  ap- 
pointed to  the  building  committee  of  the 

Theatre  Guild  for  the  coming  year  .   .   . 
Lorenzo  Martin,  former  manager  of  the 
Globe,  filled  in  for  Ben  Somma  down  at 
the  Henrico  during  Fair  Week  .   .   .   The 
Social  club  of  Neighborhood  Theatres  held 
an  election  of  officers  at  the  State  The- 

atre last  Wednesday  and  the  following 
members  will  serve  for  the  year:  Garrett 

Leahey,  president;  Allen  Brown,  vice- 
president;  Harry  Nordin,  secretary;  Mrs. 

Gertrude  Peace,  treasurer,  and  David  Gar- 
ber, sergeant-at-arms. 

Hal  Hode  Scheduled  tor 

Series  of  Radio  Talks 

New  York— Hal  Hode  of  Columbia’s  ad- 
vertising and  publicity  department  will 

deliver  a   series  of  15 -minute  talks  Sunday 
nights  at  6:30  over  Station  WNEW.  He 

will  present  interesting  facts  dealing  with 
the  making  and  selling  of  pictures. 

In  a   recent  address  over  Station  WQXR 

entitled  “Hollywood  Talks  Back,”  Hode 
answered  Leslie  Bain  over  the  same  sta- 

tion as  part  of  the  program  of  the  Fed- 
eral Theatre  Radio  Division. 

Pays  683A  Cents 
New  York — Columbia  has  declared  a 

quarterly  dividend  of  68%  cents  on  the 
$2.75  convertible  preferred  stock,  payable 
November  15  to  record  holders  of  Nov.  1. 

Richey's  Successor  Not 
Yet  Named 

Detroit — The  sessions  held  by  the 

directors  of  Cooperative  Theatres  of 

Detroit,  following  H.  M.  Richey's  ous- 
ter as  director  of  theatre  operations 

and  publicity,  failed  to  name  his  suc- 

cessor. Richey's  ousting  from  his  Co- 
operative post  follows  that  of  Ray 

Moon,  general  manager  of  the  buying 

combine.  Leaders  of  the  opposition  to 

the  Richey-Moon  faction  comprise  Wis- 

per  and  Wetsman,  Ben  and  Lou  Cohen. 

B.  J.  Kilbride,  B.  J.  Cohn,  and  recently, 

Alex  Schreiber  and  Bill  London. 

Ray  Branch  Again 
Heads  Mich.  Allied 

Detroit — A   record  attendance  of  about 

200  at  the  19th  annual  convention  of 

Allied  Theatres  of  Michigan,  held  Wednes- 
day, October  12,  elected  officers  for  the 

coming  year  and  heard  the  convention’s 
chief  speakers,  W.  F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M 
sales  manager,  and  Abram  F.  Myers,  Al- 

lied States  counsel,  stress  the  need  for 
conciliation. 

A   challenge  to  “any  program  that  threat- 
ens regulation  from  any  other  source  than 

within  the  confines  of  the  industry  itself” 
was  voiced  by  Rodgers.  Myers,  following 

the  keynote,  declared  “independent  exhibi- 
tors should  put  their  trust  in  conciliation 

board  members  to  be  chosen.” 
Ray  Branch  was  unanimously  re-elected 

president  as  were  Cass  R.  Beechler  and 
E.  E.  Kirchner  for  the  respective  posts  of 

vice-president  and  secretary-treasurer. 
Directors  reelected  were  William  A. 

Cassidy,  G.  A.  Cross,  W.  J.  Olson,  J.  H. 
Ross,  P.  C.  Schram,  W.  J.  Schulte,  J.  E. 
Stocker  and  George  Wilbur. 
New  directors  are  H.  G.  Carley,  Allen 

Johnson,  W.  G.  Thick  and  Walter  Semeyn. 

Six  Workmen  Are  Injured 

In  Philly  Theatre  Blast 
Philadelphia  —   Six  workmen  were 

seared  when  gasoline  fumes  exploded  in  a 
big  tank  in  the  basement  of  the  newly 
constructed  Adelphi  Theatre  in  West 
Philadelphia. 

The  houses,  a   part  of  David  Milgram’s 
Affiliated  chain,  is  scheduled  to  open  next Friday. 

The  theatre  was  built  on  the  site  of  a 
former  automobile  showroom  and  the 

workers  were  removing  the  tank  when  the 
explosion  occurred.  Sparks  from  an 

acetyline  torch  ignited  the  fumes  remain- 
ing in  the  old  tank.  The  blast  wrecked 

the  air  blower  of  the  theatre’s  newly  in- 
stalled air-conditioning  system. 

Fire  Destroys  Stroud 
Stroudsburg,  Pa. — The  Stroud  Theatre 

in  the  center  of  the  city’s  business  district 
was  totally  destroyed  by  fire  last  week. 

B   IU  IF  IF  A   IL  €> 
CJYDNEY  SAMSON,  Buffalo  branch  man- 

ager for  20th  Century-Fox,  will  be  ten- 
dered a   testimonial  dinner  Monday  eve- 
ning, November  28,  in  the  Terrace  room 

of  Hotel  Statler,  by  the  Variety  Club. 
Samson,  now  president  of  the  Film  Board 
of  Trade,  has  been  an  outstanding  figure 
in  film  distribution  in  western  New  York 
for  20  years. 

Irving  Cohen  will  open  his  Steuben  The- 
atre, Hornell,  October  28  .   .   .   Murray  Bris- 

kin,  formerly  Syracuse  territory  salesman 
for  Columbia  Pictures,  has  gone  into  the 
exhibition  end,  taking  over  the  Town  Hall 
Theatre,  Homer,  to  open  October  20  .   .   . 
Michael  Rose,  who  represented  Republic 
Pictures  in  the  Syracuse  area,  has  suc- 

ceeded Briskin  there.  No  successor  to  Rose 

named  as  yet  .   .   .   Joe  Miller,  Columbia’s 
upstate  manager,  has  moved  his  family 
from  Syracuse  to  Buffalo. 

Morris  Slotnick  of  the  State,  Caledonia, 

is  remodeling  it.  Mrs.  Slotnick,  ill  for  sev- 
eral weeks,  has  just  returned  home  from 

a   Syracuse  hospital  .   .   .   George  Biehler  of 
the  Palace,  Hamburg,  has  been  ill  with 

the  grippe.  A.  Charles  Hayman,  manag- 
ing director  of  the  Lafayette  here,  is  out 

after  a   short  siege  with  the  same  sort  of illness. 

William  Tishkoff  of  the  Murray,  Roches- 
ter, has  completed  a   thorough  remodeling 

job  .   .   .   Keith’s,  Buffalo,  has  a   new 
chromium  marquee  ...  The  Capitol,  Buf- 

falo South  Side,  likewise  is  changing  its 

front. 
The  Variety  Barkerettes,  allied  with 

Buffalo  Variety  Club,  have  elected  these 
officers:  President,  Ruth  Rappeport,  of 

Warner  exchange;  vice-president,  Mrs. 
Jacob  Lavene,  wife  of  Variety  Club  presi- 

dent; secretary,  Mrs.  Albert  D.  Weil,  RKO- 
Radio  exchange;  treasurer,  Mrs.  Melvin 
B.  Schwartz,  wife  of  operator  of  Jubilee 
Theatre;  publicity  director,  Miss  Leona 
Ehrne  of  Warner  exchange;  directors,  Mrs. 

Sydney  Samson,  Mrs.  John  M.  Sitterly, 
Mrs.  Maxwell  Levine  and  Mrs.  William  J. 
Martin. 

Fourth  Week  Winners 

In  Drive  hy  Skouras 
New  York — Winners  in  the  fourth  week 

of  the  Skouras  circuit  efficiency  drive 
were  A1  Burns,  manager  of  the  Tivoli, 

Jersey  City,  $175;  second  prize,  Nate 
Simons,  Merrick,  Jamaica,  L.  I.,  $125; 
third,  Nick  Kerry,  Park  Plaza,  Bronx,  $100; 
A1  Jones,  Embassy,  Port  Chester,  N.  Y„ 

took  fourth  for  $60;  and  Jack  Bokser  of 
the  Fulton,  Jersey  City,  fifth,  $40. 

Pathe  After  Lab 
Los  Angeles — With  October  21  set  as 

the  date  for  public  sales,  Pathe  Film  is 

expected  to  bid  for  the  International  Lab- 
oratory, now  in  bankruptcy.  No  offers 

have  been  made  in  writing.  O.  Henry 

Briggs,  president  of  Pathe  Film,  may  come 
on  from  New  York  for  the  bidding. 
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LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS B&K,  UA  Product 

Tiff  On  in  Chicago 
Chicago — B&K  and  United  Artists  are 

having  their  annual  product  tiff,  with  the 
possibility  that  UA  may  this  year  sell  away 
again  from  the  Paramount  affiliate  both 
in  the  city  and  out-state,  as  was  done  in 
1936.  Thus  far,  Jerry  Shinbach  has  made 
a   deal  for  South  Bend,  Ind.,  and  Charlie 
House  for  Rockford,  111.,  both  large  towns 
where  Great  States  has  houses. 

Here  in  the  city,  UA’s  first  for  1938-39, 
“Algiers”  has  already  finished  at  the  United 
Artists,  but  on  a   one-film  deal.  It  is  un- 

derstood that  “Drums”  may  be  played  with 
the  same  kind  of  a   setup.  Meanwhile,  dick- 

ering is  still  going  on  for  the  subsequent- 
run  playing  time  of  B&K  in  the  city.  There 
is  a   possibility,  too-,  that  should  some  other 
group  reopen  the  Oriental  in  the  loop  that 
UA  may  dicker  there  for  its  lineup. 

More  Broadway  Shows 
Indicated  for  Australia 

New  York — Australia  will  see  a   greater 

number  of  Broadway  shows  than  ever  be- 
fore, Kenneth  Asprey,  chairman  of  the 

board  of  Australia-New  Zealand  Theatres, 
Inc.,  said  on  his  departure  for  the  coast 
to  sail  for  Sydney.  Accompanied  by  Col. 
Robert  Dean,  vice-president,  and  Jack 
Dailey,  another  circuit  executive,  Asprey 
spent  about  a   month  here  lining  up  a 

number  of  shows  including  “I  Married 
an  Angel,”  “The  Women,”  and  a   Clifford 
Fischer  unit  now  playing  in  London.  Tom 

Arnold’s  ice  show,  also  playing  in  Eng- 
land, has  been  booked  in  addition  to  a 

number  of  acts  from  New  York  to  supple- 
ment it. 

The  circuit  now  has  30  theatres,  about 
14  of  which  feature  legitimate  attractions. 
The  company  also  has  its  own  studios  and 
recently  spent  a   half  million  dollars  for 
two  skating  rinks,  one  in  Melbourne  and 
the  other  in  Sydney. 

Chicago  Architects'  Ball 
Tiein  With  MPGY  Drive 

Chicago— -The  Chicago  Architects’  Ball, 
to  be  held  here  December  2,  will  tie  in 

with  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year,  by 
having  committees  of  well-known  Chicago 
architects  design  sets  for  six  or  eight  out- 

standing pictures  of  the  year,  as  architects 

would  imagine  they  should  have  been  de- 
signed. The  affair  will  be  held  at  the 

swanky  Drake  Hotel  here,  and  members  of 
the  arrangements  committee  include  many 

of  the  Windy  City’s  “400.” 

Kroger  Babb  in  Charge 

Of  Filmack  Advertising 
Chicago — Kroger  Babb,  formerly  adver- 

tising director  for  the  Chakeres-Warner 
houses  in  Ohio  for  the  last  four  years,  has 
been  named  head  of  the  Filmack  Trailer 
advertising  department  here. 

ON  ADVERTISING 

Holyoke,  Mass. — In  view  of  the  many 

pertinent  articles  you  write  in  regard  to 
the  motion  picture  industry,  I   am  taking 
the  liberty  to  suggest  one  thought  that, 
up  to  now,  I   have  not  seen  in  print. 
My  thought  is  simply  this:  the  trade 

papers,  circuit  home  offices,  etc.,  all  send 
out  campaigns,  in  varying  degrees  of  thor- 

oughness, with  the  thought  that  the  man- 
ager of  the  theatre,  whether  he  plays 

shows  for  two  days,  three  days,  or  a   week 

should  go  out  and  exploit  every  single  pic- 
ture in  every  show  he  plays,  regardless  of 

the  worth  of  the  picture. 
It  seems  to  me  that  it  would  be  far 

better  to  pass  over  a   few  mediocre  shows 
and  concentrate  a   complete  selling  cam- 

paign on  a   worthwhile  picture.  It  must 
be  obvious  that,  if  a   manager  should  try 
to  sell  every  single  show  he  plays,  he  must, 
necessarily,  omit  some  selling  effort  on  a 
big  show  which  might  net  him  a   larger 
boxoffice  figure.  I   realize  that  this  thought 
is  a   fundamental  of  theatre  management, 
but  it  still  seems  to  me  that  it  might  be 
worthy  of  mention. 

While  I   am  quite  a   peaceful  person,  I 
would  enjoy  a   nice  controversial  theme  in 

your  magazine,  such  as  “Is  it  better  to  use 
superlatives  in  advertising,  or  simple, 

truthful  advertising,”  etc. — X.Y.Z.,    Theatre. 

( Editor’s  Note:  X.Y.Z.  strikes  a   note 
frequently  discussed  and  little  acted 
upon  on  the  general  theory,  long- 

standing in  the  industry,  that  every 
show  must  be  sold  to  the  hilt.  He  is 

quite  right,  however,  in  recognizing 
the  potential  controversy  which  his 
question  points.  If  Boxoffice  readers 
want  the  controversy ,   they  may  have 
it.  The  editors  may  even  start  it 
themselves.) 

  o   

ALL  FOR  THE  CAMPAIGN 

St.  Louis — Enclosed  please  find  photo 
of  advertising  trailer  we  are  using  to  put 

over  the  campaign  (Motion  Pictures’  Great- 
est Year),  which  is  going  over  great.  We 

find  the  people  are  so  enthused  that 
they  are  coming  back  to  see  the  same 
picture  two  and  three  times  to  make  sure 
that  their  answers  are  correct. 
God  help  us  if  we  did  not  have  the 

campaign,  business  would  be  terrible. 
Anyone  who  does  not  come  into  the  cam- 

paign is  kidding  themselves  out  of  a   lot 
of  business. — FRED  WEHRENBERG,  Fred 
Wehrenberg  Theatres  Circuit,  and  presi- 

dent of  the  MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  Eastern 
Missouri  and  Southern  Illinois. 

  o— — 

DOUBLE  FOR  HIM 

Spearville,  Kas. — E.  L.  J.,  believe  me, 

has  something  in  the  letter  on  Jimmy 
Fidler.  It  is  high  time  we  get  all  over  this 

“Holier  Than  Thou  Gang,  Inc.”  For  want 
of  something  to  do  they  have  jumped  from 
saloons  to  movies  to  rant  about  and  it  has 
become  popular  to  pan  the  movies.  There 
is  no  real  good  done  by  it  and  it  has  done 
a   lot  of  harm.  All  Mr.  E.  L.  J.  says  goes 
double  for  me. — ERNEST  F.  QUIRK,  De 
Luxe  Theatre. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 
trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

EXHIBITORS ! 
You  Need  the  Greatest  Theatre  Games 

Ever  Played  in  Theatres— 

“DITTO”  a"d  “TUNES” Reg.  U.  S.  Pat.  Off.  Reg.  U.  S.  Pat.  Off. 

Easy  to  Operate!  No  Trouble!  Exciting!  Thrilling! 

Legal  Everywhere  —   Everybody  a   Winner! 

DON'T  WAIT!  BE  FIRST  IN  YOUR  ZONE! 

AGENTS  NOTE — If  you  ore  a   live  producer  and  established  in  your 
territory,  we  have  a   few  good  territories  still  open.  Write  for  informa- 

tion now. 

TUNES,  INC. 
1246  South  Wabash  Ave.  CHICAGO.  ILLINOIS 
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*?kott  Subject  Review* 
Nostradamus 

M-G-M  (Historical  Mystery)  11  Minutes 

Exactly  332  years  ago  one  Nostradamus, 
a   doctor  of  no  ordinary  means,  predicted 
that  the  Duke  of  Windsor  would  abdicate 

in  favor  of  his  brother  and  that  a   Euro- 
pean figure  would  suddenly  rise  to  power 

and  conquer  Austria.  If  this  seems  fan- 
tastic in  print,  it  is  the  more  so  on  cellu- 

loid. It  is  a   superbly  wrought  subject,  so 
far  from  the  beaten  path  that  it  com- 

mands attention  and  playing  time.  Metro 
has  endowed  it  with  handsome  production 
values,  splendid  characterizations  and  an 
appreciation  of  the  human  interest  in 
matters  of  psychic  phenomena.  Turning 
from  the  discovery  of  medicines  that  al- 

legedly overcame  the  Black  Plague,  Nostra- 
damus turned  to  predictions  of  world 

events.  Various  episodes  he  prophesied  are 
reenacted  and  leave  a   deep  impression. 

Carey  Wilson  does  the  offscreen  narra- 
tion. Jack  Chertok  produced. 

Aladdin's  Lantern 
M-G-M  (Our  Gang  Comedy)  10  Minutes 

If  ever  a   group  of  kids  invested  a   sub- 
ject with  a   more  enjoyable  brand  of  in- 

fectious humor  it  must  have  been  done 
without  benefit  of  professional  camera  and 
director.  Because  this  one  moves  along  as 

though  the  kids  just  got  together  by  them- 
selves in  somebody’s  cellar  and  put  on  a 

show  for  their  own  amusement.  Scene 

stealer  “Spanky”  McFarland  is  the  Caliph; 
toothless  Alfalfa  is  Aladdin.  There’s  a 
deal;  “Spanky”  gets  the  famed  magic  lan- 

tern and  goes  in  for  some  plain  and  fancy 
wishing.  He  gets  what  he  asks  for  and 

more,  this  being  the  unexpected  develop- 
ments that  only  a   mischievous  monkey 

would  cause. 

The  Glass  Slipper 
20th-Fox  (Terry-Toon)  7   Minutes 

A   modernized  version  of  Cinderella  in 
which  the  prince  resembles  Harpo  Marx 
and  the  fairy  godmother  is  none  other 
than  Mae  West.  Cinderella  recounts  her 
adventures  at  the  ball  to  her  girl  friend 
over  the  phone.  When  the  prince  comes 
looking  for  the  wearer  of  the  glass  shoe, 
the  fairy  godmother  appears  and  takes 
him  for  her  own,  leaving  Cinderella  out  in 
the  cold.  Just  fair. 

The  Newcomer 

20 th-Fox  (Terry-Toon)  7   Minutes 

The  newcomer  in  this  cartoon  is  a   cute 

little  Panda.  However,  the  same  can’t  be 
said  for  the  material.  It  depicts  a   zoo 
where  the  Panda  is  housed.  He  attracts 
all  the  visitors  to  his  cage  and  arouses 
the  envy  of  the  lion  who  breaks  out  to 
get  the  Panda.  But  with  the  aid  of  the 
kangaroo,  the  lion  gets  his  just  desserts. 
There  are  some  amusing  sequences. 

Deep  End 
RKO  (Sportscope)  10  Minutes 

An  eye-filling  short  that  is  a   sym- 

phony of  poetic  motion  transcribed  to 

the  screen  by  the  slow-motion  camera. 
What  a   little  imagination  can  do  with 

an  aquatic  sport  such  as  diving  is 

graphically  illustrated  here.  Director 
Frank  Donovan  has  assembled  the  lead- 

ing women  diving  stars  in  Marjorie 
Gestring,  national  and  Olympic  champ, 

Helen  Crlenkovich,  runner-up,  and 
Ruth  Jump,  national  tower  champion. 

No  muscle  molls  are  these  but  lovely, 

graceful  creatures  as  they  go  through 

their  repertoire  of  difficult  dives  with 

skill  and  ease.  Some  of  the  dives  exe- 

cuted by  Miss  Gestring  will  make  au- 
diences gasp  with  admiration.  The 

swimmers  are  represented  by  Iris  Cum- 

mings, Olympic  breast-stroke  cham- 
pion, and  the  Hopkin  twins,  who  are 

two-thirds  of  the  national  champion- 

ship medley  team.  But  the  bouquets 

go  to  the  girls  who  soar  through  the 

air  providing  the  camera  with  a   sub- 
ject that  is  one  of  exquisite  physical beauty. 

v 

Declaration  of 

Independence 
Vitaphone  (Technicolor)  18  Minutes 

Incredible  as  it  may  seem  there  is  a 
thrill  to  be  had  within  the  framework  of 
this  splendid  historical  subject.  This  comes 
not  through  the  lusty  action,  the  fine 
suspense  or  the  beautiful  colorings,  but 
in  the  reading  by  John  Litel  of  passages 
from  the  Declaration  of  Independence  that 

has  given  this  country  its  heritage  of  lib- 
erty. It  is  something  for  exhibitors  to  take 

pride  in  showing.  It  transcends  the  realm 
of  accepted  screen  entertainment  in  that 
it  not  only  is  intensely  absorbing,  but 
provides  more  than  a   little  food  for  thought 
at  a   time  when  personal  liberty  is  being 
made  the  target  of  reactionary  groups. 
The  subject  is  beautifully  mounted  and 
traces  incidents  leading  up  to  the  signing 

of  the  Declaration,  mostly  factual,  in  ad- 
mirable fashion. 

Grid  Rules 
M-G-M  (Pete  Smith  Specialty)  9   Minutes 

Timely  and  interesting  is  this  document 
which  undertakes  to  trace  the  evolution  of 

modern  football  rules  to  the  accompani- 
ment of  Pete  Smith’s  droll  and  inimitable 

comments.  Through  a   series  of  staged 
sequences,  it  reveals  how  the  modern 
regulations  of  the  gridiron  were  made 
necessary  by  the  tricks  and  brutalities  the 

game  employed  in  its  earlier  days.  Cos- 
tumes, settings  and  types  provide  a   sprink- 

ling of  laughs.  Bill  Henry,  sports  editor  of 
the  Los  Angeles  Times,  served  as  technical 
advisor. 

What  Every  Girl  Should 
Know 

20 th-Fox  (Lew  Lehr)  10  Minutes 

Fox  Movietone’s  funny  man,  Lew  Lehr, 
steps  out  for  a   full  reel  and  finds  the 
going  slightly  tough.  Lehr  works  in  his 

usual  comic  role  as  “prof”  of  a   class  of 
attractive  girls.  It’s  slapstick  without  much 
rhyme  or  reason  and  the  girls  are  easy 
to  look  at.  Some  of  it  is  fun,  but  the 

material  bogs  down  despite  Lehr’s  heroic 
efforts.  This  is  his  initial  presentation 
and  can  be  considered  average.  There  are, 
however,  glimpses  of  a   couple  of  good 
comedy  ideas  which  augurs  well  for  this 
series. 

Streamlined  Swing 
M-G-M  (Miniature)  §   Minutes 

Hot  swing  music  contrived  by  ten  col- 
ored lads,  without  benefit  of  instrument, 

is  the  main  dish  here.  For  dessert,  ap- 

parently, there’s  a   story  about  how  the 
boys  fall  heir  to  a   private  railroad  car. 
The  dessert  takes  the  flavor  away  from 
the  main  dish,  but  all  considered,  it  is 

pleasant  diversion.  The  music  is  hot-cha 
style,  imitations  of  what  would  be  expect- 

ed from  strings  and  brass.  It  is  presented 
in  the  car,  which  is  now  converted  into 

a   streamlined  diner,  with  the  lads  essay- 
ing roles  of  waiters.  They  are  the  Origi- 
nal Sing  Band,  with  radio  background. 

Isle  of  Pleasure 
20th-Fox  (Magic  Carpet)  11  Minutes 

This  rates  with  the  best  of  the  travelogue 
series.  Subject  is  Havana  which  receives 
handsome  treatment  by  the  camera.  An 
infra-ray  film  is  used  which  brings  out 
the  landscape  in  graphic  detail.  The  short 
benefits  from  the  narration  by  Lowell 
Thomas  whose  vigorous  and  masculine 
voice  contrasts  sharply  with  the  dulcet 

deliveries  of  many  a   traveltalk  commen- 
tator. The  usual  glimpses  of  the  city  are 

observed.  In  addition,  the  camera  visits 
two  leading  night  spots.  But  the  best 
shots  are  those  of  the  harbor. 
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ii..ie  FELLOW  SAYS— 

BOXOFFICE  is  a   very  important  part  of  my  theatre 

equipment  and  I   have  missed  reading  it  this  summer 

as  I   have  been  on  the  road  looking  for  a   location 

after  selling  the  Chief  Theatre  at  Weeping  Water,  Neb.  99 

H.  E.  BROOKINGS, 

Glendora,  Calif. 

is  The  Pulse  of  the  Motion  Picture  Industry! 
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PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWMEN Celling 
Curbstone  Giveaway 

Rochester,  N.  Y. — Lester  Pollock,  man- 

ager of  Loew’s  Rochester,  produces  the 
above  photo.  The  chap  in  the  high  silk 
hat,  checked  suit  and  mustachio  stood  on 

a   pedestal  with  the  sign  bearing  the 
Columbia  film  title  and  distributed  stage 

money  in  $50  denominations  bearing  pic- 
ture and  theatre  credit  imprint. 

Unique  Mementos 

Sell  "Alexander" 
Detroit — A   unique  display  of  interest- 

ing mementos  associated  with  Irving  Ber- 

lin’s early  years  as  a   music  composer  was 
set  up  in  the  foyer  of  the  Roosevelt, 
Wisper  &   Wetsman  house  here,  during  the 

run  of  “Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band.” 
Included  were  two  keys  from  the  piano 

on  which  Berlin  composed  the  music  for 
the  title  song,  the  first  nickel  thrown  at 
him  in  his  early  music  hall  appearances, 
and  a   pencil  stub  used  by  Berlin. 
The  two  piano  keys  were  insured  by 

the  theatre  management  for  $500. 

"If  I   Were  King" 
Premiere  Pushed 

New  York — Paramount  unleashed  its 

publicity  guns  for  the  premiere  of  “If  I 
Were  King”  at  the  Paramount  here  in 
which  a   number  of  retail  tieups  featured 
the  barrage. 

Two  of  the  principal  players,  Basil  Rath- 
bone  and  Ellen  Drew,  arrived  here  more 
than  a   week  in  advance  of  the  picture 
and  proved  good  story  material  for  the 
metropolitan  press. 

A   contest  was  planted  in  the  Journal- 
American  in  which  15  cash  prizes  were 
awarded  for  the  best  answers  to  the 

question,  “What  I   Would  Do  If  I   Were 
King.”  J ournal-  American  trucks  con- 

tained special  one-sheets  calling  attention 
to  picture  and  contest.  In  addition  1,000,- 
000  special  heralds  were  distributed  to  the 
dealers. 

Special  tack  cards  were  distributed  at 
all  newsstands  in  a   tieup  with  the  Red 
Book  magazine  which  featured  the  film 

as  the  “best  picture  of  the  month.” 
Fashion  tieups  featuring  Ellen  Drew 

were  arranged  with  Macy’s,  Abraham  & 
Straus,  Bambergers,  Best  &   Co.,  and  the 
beauty  salon  of  Saks  34th  Street  arranged 
a   similar  stunt  in  which  Francis  Dee  was 
featured. 

Walgreen’s  featured  in  over  200  stores 
a   “If  I   Were  King”  ice  cream  soda.  The 
W.  J.  Sloane  store  on  Fifth  Ave.  carried  an 

entire  window  display  featuring  the  10- 
foot  bed  and  complete  bedroom  suite  of 
Louis  XI  as  seen  in  the  picture.  The 
material  was  secured  from  the  studio  and 

was  displayed  with  appropriate  credit 
cards. 

Wannamaker’s  had  a   window  display 
containing  costumes  and  armor  worn  in 
the  picture.  All  Eastman  Kodak  stores 
carried  candid  camera  shots  of  Ronald 

Colman  and  Rathbone.  Lux  placed  two- 
color  streamers  featuring  Francis  Dee  and 
playdate  in  2,500  drug  and  grocery  stores. 
Special  insert  cards  were  placed  in  Town 
Cabs.  Other  leading  stores  also  carried 
window  displays. 

Readymade  Tieup 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

New  York — Among  exploitation  tieups 

available  to  exhibitors  playing  “Carefree” 
is  this  one  made  with  the  East  River  Sav- 

ings Bank  by  the  RKO  home  office  pub- 
licity department  when  the  film  played  the 

Music  Hall.  Center  of  attraction  is  an 

18x24  blowup  of  Ginger  Rogers  wearing  a 

wedding  gown,  plus  a   scene  still  of  her 

and  Fred  Astaire  dancing  the  “Dream” 
number.  The  card  is  inscribed,  “A  Savings 

Accounts  Keeps  You  ‘Carefree.’  ” 

NUGGETS 
f**-*r-  —   a 

MAN  dressed  in  traditional  clown  re- 
galia, ruffles  and  all,  parades  daily  in 

front  of  Detroit’s  Times  Square  Theatre. 
Tieup  is  not  with  a   particular  film,  but 

the  clown  “doubles”  as  a   barker,  attract- 
ing passersby  along  busy  Michigan  Ave. 

Gus  Coplan  manages  the  house. 

• 

“ For  the  Pick  of  the  Pictures.”  That  is 
the  slogan  on  the  diminutive  paper  sack 
containing  one  antiseptic  tooth  pick,  being 

distributed  to  patrons  by  Century  Circuit 
Theatres  in  Brooklyn  and  Long  Island.  Of 

course,  the  circuit’s  name  accompanies  the slogan. 

• 

Window  cards,  14x17  .   .   .   “Too  Hot  to 
Handle”  .   .   .   “Don’t  Bend”  stickers  .   .   . 
mailed  to  prominent  individuals  .   .   .   placed 
on  mailboxes  .   .   .   too  large  to  put  in  mail 

bags  .   .   .   attracted  considerable  attention 
from  passersby,  mail  carriers  and  clerks. 
All  this  added  up  to  a   profitable  stunt  for 
the  Wisconsin  Theatre  in  Milwaukee. 

M-G-M’s  Exploiteer  Louis  Orlove  con- 
ceived the  idea. 

• 

It’s  football  season,  so  take  advantage 
of  every  big  school  game  to  let  the  fans 
know  what  football  pictures  are  scheduled 

to  play  at  your  theatre  on  souvenir  cards 
and  booklets. 

HATS 
DECORATIONS HALLOWEEN 

FAVORS 

NOISEMAKERS 

HATS    $1.00  Per  100 
HORNS    $1.00  Per  100 
BALLOONS    $1.00  Per  100 
CRICKETS    $1.00  Per  100 

BTOWOUTS    $1.00  Per  100 

F.  O.  B. Kansas  City 

OPTICAN 
301  W.  9th  St. 

Serpentine    $2.90  Per  100  Pkgrs. 
Noiseinalcers,  Asst   $2.00  Per  100 
Skeletons    $   .72  Per  Do*. 
Cat  Cutouts    $   .72  Per  Do* 

Witches    $   .72  Per  Do*. 

Write  for  Complete  Catalog. 

BROTHERS 
Kansas  City.  Mo. 
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Cfofy  RCA  PHOTOPHONE 
MAGIC  VOICE  OF  THE  SCREEN 

Offers  Equipment  for  All  Theatres 

Regardless  of  Size 

Your  Choice  of  7   Equipments  ranging  in  price  from 

$107500  to  $360000— all  available  oh  convenient  terms 
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THIS  THEATRE  cashes  in  on  the  modern  invitation  its  Pittco  Front 

extends  to  theatre-goers  in  Dubois,  Pa.  A   Front  like  this  will  help  you 
to  keep  your  theatre  piled  .   .   .   and  put  you  on  the  path  to  extra  propts. 

Architect,  Victor  A.  Rigamont— Contractor,  Bert  C.  Skinner. 

Want  More  Business  ? 
A   NEW  PITTCO  FRONT  WILL  BRING  IT  IN! 

PITTCO  Front  adds  box-office 

appeal  to  any  theatre.  Modern, 

sparkling  and  inviting,  it  will  bring 

new  faces  to  your  ticket  window  and 

help  to  attract  business  from  all  over 

town.  A   Pittco  Front  does  an  A-i  job 

of  bringing  back  the  patronage  that 

has  been  going  to  your  competitors. 

A   Pittco  Front  pays  its  own  way, 

too,  with  the  extra  profits  it  makes 

possible.  When  you  remodel  your 
theatre  with  a   Pittco  Store  Front, 

consult  an  architect  to  assure  a   well- 

planned,  economical  job.  Our  staff 

of  experts  will  gladly  cooperate  with 

him  in  planning  a   Pittco  Front  to 

suit  your  needs.  And  there’s  an  easy 
way  to  finance  your  Pittco  remodel- 

ing . . .   the  Pittsburgh  Time  Pavment 

Plan.  Pay  just  20%  down— then  settle 
the  balance  out  of  income. 

You’ll  find  our  free  book  interest- 

ing and  informative,  full  of  figures, 

facts  and  photographs  of  Pittco  in- 

stallations everywhere.  Mail  the  cou- 

pon today  for  your  copy.  And  in  the 

meanwhile,  watch  for  the  Pittco  Store 
Front  Caravan.  Our  local  branch  will 

tell  you  when  it  will  be  in  your 
vicinity. 

Pittsburgh  Plate  Glass  Company 

2354 A   Grant  Bldg.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Please  send  me,  without  obligation,  your  new  book  | 

entitled  “Producing  Bigger  Profits  with  Pittco  Store  | 

Fronts.” 

Name   

Street   

City   State. 

PITTSBURGH  PLATE  GLASS  COMPANY 
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ATTAINING  NEW  HEIGHTS 

* HEATRE  CHAIR  PERFECTION 

MERIC  AN 

0   D I   fO  FL  M. 

>n  in  new  construction  principles, 

npw  design,  new  values 

Mss  » 

T'HE  best  which  even  the  American  Seating  Company  was  able to  produce  under  theatre  seating  traditions  has  now  been 

far  excelled  by  its  own  initiative,  research  and  engineering.  New 

ideals  and  modern  science  have  united  in  producing  a   better 

theatre  chair— the  American  Bodiform. 

Long  practical  experience  assures  the  box  office  appeal  and 

operating  economy  of  this  new  product.  You  are  invited  to  see  the 

revolutionary  new  American  Bodiform  chair  at  our  nearest  office. 

GRAND  RAPIDS.  MICHIGAN 

BOSTON  •   NEW  YORK  •   ALBANY  •   PHILADELPHIA  •   RICHMOND  •   SYRACUSE  •   JACKSONVILLE  •   CHARLOTTE  •   COLUMBIA  •   PITTSBURGH  •   BUFFALO 

HUNTINGTON  •   CLEVELAND  •   ATLANTA  •   CINCINNATI  •   DETROIT  •   JACKSON  •   NEW  ORLEANS  •'  CHICAGO  •   MEMPHIS  •   ST.  LOUIS  •   MINNEAPOLIS 

DES  MOINES  •   KANSAS  CITY  •   DALLAS  .   OMAHA  ♦   OKLAHOMA  CITY  .   DENVER  •   SALT  LAKE  CITY  ♦   PHOENIX  .   LOS  ANGELES  •   SEATTLE  •   SAN  FRANCISCO 
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The  Season  for  Sanitation 

Is  Soon  Upon  Us 
The  open  air  spell  has  just  about  spent  itself.  Vaca- 

tions are  past  and  various  other  summer  pastimes  will 
have  been  put  aside  by  the  time  Jack  Frost  takes  his 
first  nip  at  the  pumpkins. 

It  won't  be  long  now.  Papa  and  Mama  Public  and 
their  bewildering  offspring  will  soon  be  looking  for  the 

proof  that  motion  pictures  are  best  for  their  entertain- 
ment. 

It  should  be  a   big  home-coming  for  the  old  boxoffice 
this  season.  Better  pictures;  better  presentation; 

brighter  business  prospects  and  bigger  payrolls.  The 
situation  looks  promising,  indeed. 

But  there's  one  precaution  every  theatre  man  must 
take  seriously  at  this  time  of  year.  Sanitation  is  im- 

perative. 

The  season  of  epidemic  alarms  and  public  health 

proclamations  is  now  upon  us.  The  theatres  will  again 

bear  the  brunt  of  civic  prejudice  and  judicial  con- 
demnation. 

House  hygiene,  therefore,  resolves  itself  into  a   pro- 
tective measure.  With  a   clean,  wholesome  theatre 

properly  air  conditioned  and  equipped  for  health's 
safety,  comfort  and  convenience,  the  exhibitor  may 

well  be  lauded  publicly  as  the  custodian  of  health  in 
his  community. 

On  the  contrary,  without  evidence  of  due  regard  for 
sanitation,  his  house  may  be  severely  condemned  or 
avoided  as  poison  to  its  patrons. 

The  popular  appeal  of  strict  sanitation  will  go  far 

in  the  encouragement  of  theatre  pat- 
ronage during  the  next  few  months. 

It  should  be  provided  unsparingly. 

October  15,  1938 



An  interesting  case  history  from  pictures 

and  particulars  supplied  by  JOHN 

DOWD,  of  RKO  Theatres,  New  York  City 

NCE  the  play-spot  of  the  princes  of 
industry  and  finance,  the  scene  of 
romance  and  radiant  nightlife  of 

the  late  eighteenth  century,  the  famous 
old  Grand  Opera  House  of  early  Gotham 
has  finally  given  up  its  ghosts  to  the 
exigencies  of  modernization. 

The  mauve  shades  of  Jim  Fisk  and  of 

Jay  Gould,  of  Josie  Mansfield,  the  diva, 
of  Daniel  Drew,  the  Vanderbilts;  the 
archaic  memoirs  of  early  financial  feuds 

and  high  society  phenagling  have  all  but 

been  obliterated  in  the  recent  transforma- 
tion of  an  ancient  theatrical  landmark 

into  a   captivating  modern  cinema. 

The  internationally  famous  Grand  Opera 

House,  located  at  Eighth  Avenue  and  Twen- 
ty-third Street,  in  New  York  City,  con- 

ceived and  started  by  Samuel  Pike  and 
completed  for  an  auspicious  opening  in 

1868  by  the  Fisk-Gould  coterie  of  rail- 
road financiers,  as  a   combination  habitat 

of  high  finance  and  operatic  grandeur, 

is  now  a   member  of  the  RKO  group  of 

modern  moving  picture  theatres. 

Secret  stairways,  special  dressing  rooms, 

privately  reserved  boxes,  special  trysting 

places  and  private  entrances  for  the  play- 
boys who  mixed  opera  with  their  opulency 

in  the  days  of  rugged  individualism  are  no 
longer  present. 

Rejuvenation  Complete 

On  August  4th,  recently,  the  new  RKO 

23rd  Street  Theatre,  an  1,800-seat  pic- 
ture playhouse,  emerged  as  the  successor 

to  the  aged  amusement  arena  that  once 

played  a   prominent  role  in  New  York’s 
long  line  of  theatrical  history. 

Under  the  planning  and  supervision  of 
Thos.  W.  Lamb,  Inc.,  theatre  architects, 

the  entire  interior  was  re-designed  in  the 
modern  manner,  re-adapted  structurally 
to  the  requirements  of  modern  moving  pic- 

ture presentation  and  provided  with  all 

the  physical  aspects  of  theatre  operation 

— Before 

The  ol,l  Grand  Opt  r   a   House  grand 

foyer  as  it  was  before  the  recent 

plastic  operation.  The  side  mir- 
ror at  the  right  is  supposed  to 

have  concealed  the  entrance  to 

the  famous  Fisk-Gould  sanctum sanctoria. 

— After 

The  grand  foyer  as  it  appears 

now — the  spacious  modern  salon 
of  the  new  RKO  theatre  in  its 

new  dress.  There’s  little  in  com- 
mon between  the  old  and  the 

new.  The  broad  expanse  of  ele- 
gant floor  covering  and  harmony 

of  general  effect  and  furnishing 
is  notable  in  this  view. 

The  main  staircase  of  the  old  Grand  Opera 

House  was  left  structurally  intact  in  the  new 

RKO  23rd  Street  Theatre;  but  treated  with  a 

modern  application  of  walnut  veneer. 

which  are  known  to  add  up  as  House 

Appeal. 
A   new  fireproof  balcony,  completely  re- 

furbished and  comfortably  reseated,  re- 
places the  old  gallery  and  the  imposing 

side  boxes  which  were  eliminated.  The 

original  stage  and  proscenium  were  re- 
moved and  a   more  suitable  setting  for  the 

picture  thus  provided.  The  orchestral  floor 
space  was  enlarged  as  a   result  of  the 
elimination. 

The  arched  ceiling  of  the  auditorium 
remains  but  it  is  now  devoid  of  obtrusive 

adornment  and  painted  in  a   harmony  of 

blue,  green  and  purple  pastels  with  down- 
lights  cleverly  designed  and  properly  spaced 

to  afford  a   perfect  diffusion  of  lighting. 
The  auditorium  walls  are  cherry  red  and 
panelling  is  effected  with  horizontal  and 
vertical  wooden  mouldings.  The  floor  is 

covered  in  a   luxurious  carpeting  of  mod- 
em design  in  red,  rust  and  gold.  The  full 

upholstered  seats  are  the  last  word  in 

design  for  comfort  and  eye  attraction, 
closely  harmonizing  with  the  general  color 
scheme. 

The  famous  original  staircase,  in  the 

grand  foyer,  leading  to  the  rear  of  the 
balcony,  was  left  intact  but  modernized  in 

Cover  Illustration 

A   sectional  view  of  one  of  the  well- 
equipped  rest  rooms  in  the  new  Varsity 
Theatre,  at  Milwaukee,  Wisconsin. 
The  picture  identifies  many  practical 

appurtenances  to  sanitary  mainten- 
ance in  the  modern  theatre.  Such  pro- 

vision for  public  health  and  conveni- 
ence is  of  inestimable  value  in  en- 

couraging regular  patronage  and  re- 
establishing the  movie-going  habit. 

Sanitation  is  largely  a   matter  of  archi- 
tectural planning  and  installation  of 

efficient  modern  equipment.  (Hedrich- 
Blessing  Photo,  through  the  courtesy 
of  Crane  Company,  Chicago). 
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appearance  with  a   walnut  veneer  of  the 
recent  development  in  modem  design.  The 
walls  were  also  redesigned  and  done  in 
walnut  wood  with  rose  and  yellow  panelling 
striped  in  silver  and  chartreuse  green. 
The  east  wall  now  supports  a   large  mirror 
which  reflects  the  mezzanine  promenade. 
In  the  old  days,  another  mirror  in  this 
same  spot  concealed  a   hidden  door  which 
led  to  the  private  offices  of  the  late  Jim 

Fisk,  of  Erie  Railroad  fame.  Solid  ma- 
hogany doors  remain  on  the  23rd  Street 

side.  On  these  doors,  said  to  have  cost 

Then — The  veteran  Grand  Opera  House  interior  (bal- 

cony scene)  with  its  interfering  stanchion  sup- 
ports below  and  above  for  the  gallery;  upper 

boxes,  ornate  trimmings  and  other  structural 
abominations  to  acoustics  and  screen  vision. 

$2,000  each,  may  still  be  seen  the  carved 
monogram  (ER)  of  the  Erie  Railroad. 

Outfitted  for  Service 

The  ceiling  of  the  foyer  is  finished  in 
blue  with  a   border  of  yellow  and  green, 
and  consists  of  a   series  of  green  and  pink 

superimposed  circles,  from  which  are  sus- 
pended two  lighting  fixtures  of  glass, 

bronze  and  chrome.  Off  the  grand  foyer 

are  the  men’s  smoking  room,  which  is 
enriched  with  leather  fittings  and  a   varie- 

gated ceramic  tile  flooring,  and  the  ladies’ 
cosmetic  room,  dressed  in  furnishings  of 
blonde  woods  and  outfitted  with  all  mod- 

ern conveniences  for  milady’s  make-up. 
The  8th  Avenue  lobby  was  also  entirely 

modernized;  here  again  by  the  introduc- 
tion of  walnut  wood  fluted  pilasters  ex- 

tending from  the  floor  to  the  ceiling.  The 
floor  is  now  of  terrazzo — a   combination  of 
white  cement  flooring  with  colorful  insets 
of  marble  chips.  New  walnut  display  cases 
line  the  lobby  walls,  while  the  ceiling 
decorations  consist  of  walnut  wood  treat- 

ment. The  north  wall  of  the  lobby  is 
decorated  with  a   mural  of  yellow  field 
covered  with  a   woodland  scene  in  silver 
leaf  design. 

In  technical  detail,  the  new  RKO  23rd 
Street  Theatre  has  been  given  the  ad- 

vantages of  the  most'  modern  equipment. 
Every  possible  improvement  in  acoustics 
has  been  incorporated  in  the  decorative 
treatment  of  the  walls  and  ceiling  of  the 
auditorium.  Non-humid,  purified  air  is 
supplied  by  an  automatically  controlled 
air  conditioning  system.  The  projection 
room  is  also  equipped  with  the  latest  me- 

and Now 
Looking;  book  toward  the  balcony  one  may  see 

the  many  advantages  wrought  by  moderniza- 
tion. The  design  for  entertainment — comfort, 

convenience  and  conformity — is  apparent  in 

every  detail  of  the  remodeled  auditorium. 

chanical  achievements  in  projection  ma- 
chines and  sound  apparatus. 

An  Inspiration  to  Others 

The  completed  project  provides  an  ex- 
cellent example  of  what  may  be  accom- 

plished by  clever  planning  and  the  appli- 
cation of  modern  materials  and  equipment 

in  the  rejuvenation  of  outmoded  theatres. 
Many  an  old  theatre  building  still  exists, 
struggling  heroically  against  the  heavy 

A   sectional  view  of  the  ladies’  cosmetic  room 
in  the  new  RKO  23rd  Street  Theatre.  ISlonde 
wood  furniture  covered  with  striped  sateen 
contributes  to  the  modern  tone. 

odds  of  obsolescence,  that  could  be  re- 
stored similarly  to  public  favor  by  capable 

planning  and  productive  investment  in 
what  the  present  market  affords  in  the 
way  of  modern  materials. 

Aside  from  the  rich  historical  signifi- 
cance of  this  particular  case,  there  is  an 

interesting  comparison  to  be  made  between 
the  old  Grand  Opera  House  and  many  of 
its  counterparts  of  later  years.  RKO  is  to 
be  complimented  for  setting  such  a   praise- 

worthy example. 

In  property  modernization  carefully 
planned  is  to  be  found  the  solution  to  the 
most  pressing  problem  of  show  business 
today;  Public  Interest. 

Maybe  Your  Carpets 
Could  Use  a   Shampoo 

Dirty  rugs  and  carpet  deteriorate  much 
faster.  Razor-sharp  particles  of  grit  be- 

come firmly  embedded  at  the  base  of  the 
pile.  Foot  pressure  forces  the  pile  against 
their  sharp  edges,  and  eventually  the 
fibres  are  cut  through.  Bald  spots  appear 
and  the  carpet  becomes  thin  and  worn 
years  before  its  time. 

Daily  vacuum  cleaning  will  tend  to  re- 
move much  of  this  embedded  grit;  all  of 

it  except  that  which  is  caught  fast  in  a 
greasy  film.  Only  thorough  shampooing 
dissolves  the  binding  film  of  grease  and 
allows  the  vacuum  cleaner  to  do  its  work 
properly.  Shampooing  of  carpet  should 
be  considered  a   seasonal  safeguard  to  car- 

pet and  a   supplement  to  the  dust  and 
dirt  removal  effected  by  efficient  vacuum 
cleaning. 

Keep  the  theatre  clean  outside  as  well 
as  inside.  The  spotless  theatre  front 
creates  your  first  impression  and  it  should 
be  a   well-kept  one. 
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By  Ansel  M.  Moore 

Three  interesting  operations  in  theatre  fa- 

cial surgery  show  the  possibility  that  pre- 
sents itself  to  owners  of  all  superannuated 

cinema  properties. 

WHEN  as  a   mere  lad  we  started  our career  as  salesman  of  doo-dads 
from  door  to  door,  the  first  word 

of  admonition  from  our  new-found  boss 

was  this:  “My  boy,  if  you  want  to  suc- 
ceed as  a   salesman,  no  matter  what  you 

sell,  you’ve  got  to  put  up  a   front.”  Con- 
tinuing in  a   fatherly  sort  of  way,  he  re- 
minded us  that  a   personal  impression  is 

the  first  pre-requisite  to  a   sale  and  that 
we  should  always  try  to  look  our  best  in 

the  august  presence  of  his  royal  highness 

— the  potential  customer. 

Throughout  our  more  or  less  checkered 

career,  we  have  kept  that  glowing  bit  of 
advice  prominently  in  mind.  There  have 

been  times,  of  course,  when  sartorial  splen- 
dor was  a   bit  difficult  to  sustain  in  the 

face  of  economic  maladjustments;  but 

we’ve  never  failed  to  maintain  a   fair 
average  in  the  matter  of  our  personal  ap- 
pearance. 

Entirely  aside  from  satisfying  the  ego- 
mania that  has  prompted  our  desire  to 

appear  well-preened  in  the  presence  of  our 
public,  we  have  found  that  it  pays  well  to 

keep  up  with  the  style  parade  in  the  mat- 
ter of  our  personal  fittings. 

Impressions  Are  Productive 

What  may  be  advanced  and  proved  in 

favor  of  “Putting  on  a   Front”  in  behalf 
of  better  salesmanship  in  person  applies 
no  less  to  the  physical  appearance  of  a 
place  in  which  business  is  transacted. 

The  Times,  in  Braddock,  Pa.,  iilso  responded 

favorably  to  its  faee-lifting:  operation,  the  re- 

sult of  which  is  shown  in  this  daytime  view. 

(Photo  courtesy  Pittsburgh  Plate  Glass  Co.) 

An  unusually  attractive  front  now  sells  the 
Harris  Denis  Theatre,  at  Mt.  Lebanon,  Pa.,  to 

the  passersby.  Note  the  multi-sided  marquee 

ami  other  provisions  for  point-of-sale  promo- 
tion. (Photo  courtesy  Pittsburgh  Plate  Glass 

Co.) 

Particularly  is  this  true  in  the  case  of 

a   theatre’s  entrance — that  portion  of  the 
plant  which  greets  the  passing  public. 

A   theatre’s  face  is,  of  course,  its  for- 
tune. It  is  here  that  first  impressions  are 

formed  and  decisions  are  made  both  for 

and  against  patronage.  If  the  face  is  dull 
drab,  distorted  and  scarred  by  the  ravages 

of  time  and  deterioration,  it  hasn’t  a   very 
good  chance  to  make  a   seat  sale.  That 
first  impression  often  sends  the  potential 

ticket-buyer  on  his  way  to  brighter  sur- 
roundings. Under  such  circumstances,  un- 

less the  prospective  patron  may  find  some 

special  attraction  in  the  picture  adver- 
tised currently,  a   sale  is  liable  to  be  lost. 

Because  exhibitors  of  moving  pictures  in 

this  modern,  fast-moving  era  realize  the 
inherent  advantages  of  Putting  Up  a   Front 

for  Public  Favor,  many  of  them  are  re- 
sorting to  the  new  structural  plastic  sur- 

gery— a   most  logical  and  economical  opera- 
tion to  restore  public  interest  in  movie- 

going. 
Three  such  recent  cases  are  presented  in 

pictures  here  as  typical  examples  of  the 

face-lifting  formula  that  is  giving  old  the- 
atres with  dour  faces  a   new  lease  on  life. 

With  some  literary  license,  we  refer  to  the 

process  as  “plastic  surgery”  because  of  the 
quite  simple  application  of  a   new  face  over 

an  old  one,  with  very  little  need  for  struc- 
tural alterations  beneath  the  surface. 

Darkness  Dispelled 

The  Vogue  Theatre,  at  Grand  Rapids, 

Mich.,  is  an  interesting  case.  The  super- 
structure is  that  of  the  old  Michigan  The- 

atre, a   neighborhood  picture  house  built 

shortly  after  the  World  War,  with  a   face- 
brick  facade  formed  in  the  manner  char- 

acteristic of  the  modes  of  its  time.  The 
old  house  was  handed  down  from  one  brief 

spell  of  management  to  another  with  many 
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Its  successor  in  site, 
the  Vogue,  at 
G   r   a   n   cl  R   a   p   i   cl  s; 
shows  what  facial 

surgery,  economic- 
ally applied,  can 

accomplish  for 
House  Appeal. 
(Photos  courtesy 
Pittsburgh  Plate 
Glass  Co.) 

A   view  of  the  old 

Michigan  Theatre's facade  immediately 

prior  to  the  beau- 
tifying process  — entrance  barricaded 

for  the  operation. 

"dark  spells”  dotting  its  career.  Until  the 
recent  “operation”  took  place,  the  house 
had  been  dark  for  eight  years. 

Acquired  some  time  ago  by  Howard  Rey- 
nolds, who  also  owns  the  nearby  Family 

Theatre  in  Grand  Rapids,  the  old  Michi- 
gan was  recently  made  over  into  a   really 

modem  theatre,  now  called  the  Vogue. 

Besides  putting  on  a   striking  new  front — 
a   delightful  combination  of  ivory  and  wine- 
colored  structural  glass,  spanning  the  en- 

tire frontage,  with  trimmings  and  display 

frames  of  alumilited  metal — a   sparkling 
new  oval-shaped  marquee  was  added,  with 
all  the  accoutrements  for  effective  ad- 

vertising and  sales  promotion  provided. 

The  interior  of  the  house  was  likewise 

modernized  throughout  by  reseating  and 
the  installation  of  a   most  efficient  system 
of  air  conditioning,  designed,  manufactured 

and  installed  by  Mr.  Reynolds,  who  be- 
sides being  an  exhibitor  is  also  a   manu- 

facturer of  air  conditioning  equipment  in 
Grand  Rapids. 

According  to  Reynolds,  the  operation 
was  a   complete  success,  the  new  Vogue 
Theatre  showing  no  signs  of  the  relapses 
to  which  its  predecessor  was  chronically 
accustomed  since  its  birth  back  in  1923. 

Another  similarly  interesting  operation 

is  that  of  the  Times  Theatre,  in  Brad- 
dock,  Pa.,  recently  rejuvenated  under 
the  artistic  treatment  of  Samuel  Barba- 

lat,  the  architect.  No  “before”  pictures 
are  available,  but  the  result  is  readily  ap- 

parent in  the  “after”  view  presented  here. 
The  treatment  of  the  Times  Theatre 

front  is  interesting  both  from  an  archi- 
tectural standpoint  as  well  as  for  the  ma- 

terials used  in  the  transformation.  On 

the  facade,  the  colors  of  the  structural 

glass  used  are  gray,  black  and  ivory, 
trimmed  with  horizontal  bands  and  ver- 

tical strips  of  orange-colored  glass.  The 
tiers  are  a   combination  of  black  and  gray. 

The  two  awning  bars  on  either  side  of  the 

marquee  as  well  as  the  sash  and  other 
trim  are  of  alumilited  metal. 

Another  Trim  Specimen 

The  third  case  in  point,  and  equally  suc- 
cessful, is  that  of  the  Harris  Denis  The- 

atre, at  Mount  Lebanon,  Pa.,  done  re- 
cently under  the  design  and  supervision 

of  Victor  A.  Rigaumont,  the  well-known 
theatre  architect  of  Pittsburgh  and  a   mem- 

ber of  the  Advisory  Board  of  The  Modern 
Theatre  Planning  Institute,  sponsored  by 
this  publication. 

The  Harris  Denis  facial  rejuvenation 
was  quite  complete  and  effective  from  the 

standpoints  of  modern  design  and  mate- 
rials and  the  result  speaks  volubly  for  it- 
self. Ivory-colored  structural  glass  panels 

were  used  for  the  facade,  with  a   black 

bulkhead  and  top  bands  of  orange  and 
jade  glass.  The  tiers  also  are  formed  in 
alternate  bands  of  orange  and  jade.  The 
structural  glass  ticket  booth  has  a   field  of 
ivory  with  a   black  and  orange  strip  at  the 
top  and  bottom.  The  sandblasted  design 
is  in  orange,  black  and  jade  glass.  All 
trimmings  are  of  alumilited  metal. 

These  three  very  bright  specimens  of 
the  new  art  of  structural  plastic  surgery 
of  emaciated  theatre  fronts  serve  to  re- 

mind us  that  there  is,  after  all,  some- 
thing definitely  in  common  between  dress- 

ing up  the  salesperson  and  putting  on  a 
smart  theatre  front  for  public  favor. 

New  improved  projection  equipment  is 
often  the  only  thing  necessary  to  bring  a 
theatre  out  of  the  red  and  into  the  black. 

Compare  screening  results  to  appreciate 
the  difference  new  equipment  can  make  in 
the  ledger. 
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NOTE:  The  Institute  does  not  undertake 

the  practical  functions  of  an  architect  or 
designer.  Its  service  is  intended  merely 

to  place  our  readers  in  touch  with  reliable 
local  sources  of  preliminary  information 

and  advice  on  theatre  planning  and  struc- 
tural problems.  Inquiries  pertaining  to 

Architectural  Service  will  be  relayed 

promptly  to  the  nearest  member  of  the  ad- 
visory board. 
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George  R.  Hays,  a   comparative  newcomer 

to  show  business,  describes  to  our  inquiring 

reporter  his  operative  formula  for  success  in 

serving  entertainment. 

MUCH  has  been  said  about  the  vet- erans of  show  business,  the  grand 

old  men  of  the  amusement  world, 

who  have  watched  over  the  progress  of 
the  industry  with  fond  care  and  forward 

vision.  But,  we  must  not  overlook  the 

newcomers  to  the  business,  those  who 
bring  new  life  blood  into  the  stream.  They, 

too,  are  important  to  progress.  They  bring 

new  ideas,  adaptations  of  principles  learn- 
ed in  other  walks  of  life,  and  a   genuine 

will  to  succeed  in  their  newly  chosen  field 
of  endeavor. 

Such  a   newcomer  is  George  R.  Hays, 
manager  for  the  past  two  years  of  the 

Gem  Theatre,  in  Carbondale,  111.  The 
Gem  is  an  attractive  small-town  theatre 

which  is  kept  up-to-date  and  efficient  by 
practically  applied  maintenance  measures 

and  refurbishing  at  frequent  intervals. 

With  a   seating  capacity  for  799  persons, 

the  Gem  Theatre  serves  the  town  of  Car- 

bondale, which  has  a   population  of  ap- 
proximately 7,500,  and  draws  patronage 

from  the  surrounding  countryside  within 

a   radius  of  some  twenty  miles.  Its  pro- 

gram policy  is  straight  single-features, 
enhanced  by  well-chosen  short  subjects, 
and  the  theatre  offers  five  changes  of 

program  weekly. 

But  to  return  to  our  subject,  George 

Hays,  the  Gem  Theatre’s  manager,  we  ob- 
serve that  he  started  in  the  business  just 

two  years  ago,  immediately  upon  gradu- 
ation from  school.  He  brought  new  vigor 

into  the  Gem  and  has  succeeded  in  mak- 

ing it  a   most  popular  spot  of  entertain- 
ment for  the  people  of  Carbondale  and 

GEORGE  R.  HAYS 

its  environs.  In  both  public  and  private 

life,  George  Hays  is  an  intense  and  active 
participant.  He  plays  tennis,  swims  and 
is  interested  in  football  and  basketball; 

his  activity  in  various  social  and  civic 
clubs,  such  as  the  Rotary  Club,  Elks  Club 

and  the  Carbondale  Business  Men’s  Asso- 
ciation is  also  commendable. 

A   Pick-Up  Predicted 

In  our  last  meeting  with  him,  a   month 

or  so  ago  and  shortly  after  he  had  made 
some  most  practical  improvements  in  his 
theatre,  Mr.  Hays  was  optimistic  as  to  the 

future  but  admitted  reluctantly  that  “busi- 
ness is  off  at  present  seemingly  due  to 

the  present  recession  scare.”  He  added 
hurriedly,  however,  “Picture  show  business 
should  increase  in  the  near  future  with  the 

present  tendency  toward  higher  class 

films.”  Prom  current  reports  emanating 
from  all  parts  of  the  country,  we  believe 

his  prediction  has  already  begun  to  come true. 

Inevitably  we  came  ’round  to  a   discus- 
sion of  the  subject  of  a   theatre’s  appear- 
ance and  operating  efficiency  and  its  ef- 
fect on  business  at  the  boxoffice.  Mr. 

Hays  was  quite  specific  in  his  opinion  of 

the  part  a   good-looking,  well-regulated 
and  well-equipped  property  plays  in  sup- 

port of  the  boxoffice,  saying:  “I  think 
the  condition  of  the  house  and  equipment 

makes  quite  a   difference  in  the  patronage 
since  it  adds  to  the  mental  and  physical 

comfort  of  the  patrons.” 
His  rules  for  keeping  his  theatre  in 

ship-shape  condition  are  far-sighted  and 
worth  mentioning  in  this  instance  to  give 
credence  to  our  contention  that  it  is  not 

only  the  old-timers  who  know  how  to  run 
theatres  profitably  and  in  a   manner  that 
insures  popularity  with  the  public. 

A   Recent  Renovation 

George  Hays,  in  his  management  of  the 

Gem  Theatre,  insists  on  daily  personal  in- 
spection of  the  entire  plant  before  open- 

ing the  theatre  to  its  patrons  and  com- 
plete personal  supervision  of  ushers  and 

doorman.  His  idea  of  “good  housekeeping” 
includes  keeping  the  restrooms  spotlessly 

clean  rather  than  covering  up  lack  of  at- 
tention with  deodorants  and  disinfec- 

tants. In  addition  to  daily  inspection, 

and  cleaning  of  the  house,  he  advocates 
thorough  monthly  general  housecleaning 
of  the  entire  premises. 

The  Gem  Theatre  was  lately  remodeled 

(Continued  on  page  64) 

The  Gem  auditorium  look- 

ing: toward  the  balcony. 
Here  adequate  provision 
has  been  made  for  the 

comfort  of  patrons.  Good 
projection,  comfortable 

seating-,  audible  sound  re- 
ception, air  conditioning 

and  efficient  lighting  com- 
bine with  strict  sanitary 

regulations  to  satisfy  the 

patrons. 

The  foyer-lobby  of  the 

Gem  is  hospitable  and  in- 
viting, with  many  modem 

public  conveniences  not 

ordinarily  found  in  small- 
town theatres.  Here  as  in 

other  departments  of  the 

house,  maintenance  of  or- 
der and  cleanliness  are 

characteristics  of  good 

management  and  careful 
consideration  of  all  things 
that  contribute  to  House 

Appeal. 
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5T  You  can  now  buy  a   popular  priced  chair  of 
reliable  manufacture.  Illustrated  is  The  Metro- 

politan. 

thousands  of  theatregoers  will  relax  in  the  complete 

comfort  of  Ideal  Chairs. 

U   Remember  that  the  chairs  in  your  theatre  must 

compete  with  the  comfortable  ones  beside  the  thou- 

sands of  radios  in  your  community.  That's  why  there's 
a   definite  box  office  value  in  Ideal  Seating. 

If  Modem  in  conception,  styled  to  delight  the  eye, 

constructed  for  long  service — Ideal  Chairs  offer  un- 

surpassed value,  whether  you  decide  on  the  regular 

Ideal  Line  or  the  "New  500"  Line. 

If  Write  today  for  catalog  and  name  of  your  nearest 
dealer. 

Export  office:  334  West  44th  St.,  New  York  City.  Attention:  J.  E.  Robin 

BOXOFFICE  ::  October  15,  1938 
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Moilrn 

A   Wisconsin  showman 

wards  off  possible  opposi- 
tion with  a   smart  remodel- 

ing project  and  a   small  sur- 
plus of  comfortable  seats. 

A   comparison  of  these  two  pictures  emphasizes  the  remarkable  change  which 
lias  been  wrought  in  the  appearance  of  the  front  of  the  venerable  Mermac 

Theatre,  in  West  Bend,  Wis.  The  transformation  of  the  interior  was  equally 
complete  and  successful  in  the  achievement  of  House  Appeal. 

WHERE  old,  run-down  theatres  exist in  a   given  location,  whether  kept 
closed  or  allowed  to  operate,  often 

unprofitably,  in  the  interest  of  territorial 

protection,  there  is  always  a   possibility  of 

trouble  ahead.  This  is  particularly  true  in 

the  case  of  towns  or  communities  where 

promotional  eyes  are  constantly  on  the 

lookout  for  likely  locations. 

West  Bend,  Wis.,  is  a   city  of  some  5,000 

population,  a   typically  representative 
American  town  in  which  manufacturing 
and  various  other  forms  of  commercial 

endeavor  provide  livelihood  for  its  citizens. 

The  entertainment  facilities  of  West 

Bend  have  long  been  capably  provided  by 
Berkholtz  Theatres,  under  the  direction 

and  general  managership  of  Aug.  C.  Berk- 
holtz, who  recently  rounded  out  a   quarter 

century  of  activity  in  the  motion  picture 
business.  He  started  his  career  27  years 

ago,  in  the  days  when  picture  machines 
were  cranked  by  hand,  the  film  running 
through  into  a   barrel  instead  of  onto  a 

take-up  reel,  and  projection  light  was 
created  by  carbide  gas. 

A   Successful  Showman 

Working  for  others  only  two  years,  he 

quickly  saw  the  possibilities  of  the  busi- 
ness and  went  into  it  on  his  own  25  years 

ago.  During  this  time  he  has  risen  high 

in  Wisconsin  moviedom  and  is  regarded 

nationally  as  one  of  the  most  successful 

theatre  operators  and  an  unusually  shrewd 
businessman. 

Mr.  Berkholtz’s  commercial  acumen  is 
evidenced  by  his  statement  to  your  re- 

porter, who  called  to  inquire  about  the 
details  of  his  most  recent  achievement — 
the  modernization  of  his  old  Mermac  The- 

atre, at  West  Bend.  Said  Berkholtz,  \^ith 
a   barely  perceptible  twinkle  in  his  eye, 

“The  Mermac  has  been  completely  remod- 
eled at  a   cost  of  a   little  less  than  $15,000. 

This  gives  West  Bend  two  high  class  thea- 
tres with  a   total  of  about  1,200  seats  in 

a   city  of  5,000.  Half  that  many  seats 

would  probably  be  plenty;  but  the  sur- 

plus keeps  the  snoopers  out.” 
By  way  of  explanation,  Berkholtz  also 

owns  and  operates  the  West  Bend  The- 

atre, a   larger  first-run  house  of  the  mod- 
ern type.  The  Rivoli,  at  Two  Rivers,  Wis., 

is  also  a   Berkholtz  theatre. 

The  Mermac  is  a   veteran  theatre  of  the 

pre-talking  picture  days,  having  been  the 
first  local  theatre  in  which  moving  pic- 

tures were  successfully  shown,  after  at- 

tempts in  smaller  halls  were  unsatisfac- 
tory. It  was  built  originally  in  connec- 

tion with  the  remodeling  and  enlargement 

of  the  Washington  House,  now  the  Geib 
Annex,  some  25  years  ago. 

This  is  the  second  time  that  Mr.  Berk- 
holtz remodeled  the  theatre  since  he  bought 

it  from  Ralph  Kincade  who  ran  it  a   num- 
ber of  years  previously.  Being  at  first 

contemplated  as  an  amusement  place  or 

palm  garden,  it  soon  rose  to  the  level  of 

a   respectable  film  show  house  of  the  pre- 
sound period. 

Subsequently,  however,  it  became  out  of 

step  with  moving  picture  progress  and  un- 
suited to  the  presentation  of  high  class 

pictures  as  they  must  be  served  to  the 
public  today.  Nevertheless,  its  prior  rights 
to  existence  as  a   moving  picture  theatre 

merited  protection  and  Mr.  Berkholtz  chose 

a   very  sensible  solution — property  moderni- 
zation. 

What  Was  Accomplished 

The  entire  facade  was  completely  re- 
modeled and  now  forms  a   functional  back- 

ground for  point-of-sale  advertising.  A 
sprightly  modern  entrance  was  erected 

with  a   semi-circular  steel  canopy  and  de- 

vices for  the  display  of  current  and  com- 
ing attractions.  A   two-direction  electric 

sign  surmounts  it  all.  The  entire  front  of 
colorful  materials  is  brilliantly  illuminated 
at  night. 

The  boxoffice  was  moved  to  the  center 

of  the  entrance.  It  also  is  of  glass  con- 
struction. In  its  former  location,  two  ele- 

gant rest  rooms  are  provided  for  patrons. 
The  old  cement  platform  and  steps  in 

front  were  tom  up  and  rebuilt  with  round- 
ed corners.  Two  entrance  doors  now  lead 

into  the  lobby,  in  the  left  comer  of  which 
a   sanitary  drinking  fountain  of  the  bubbler 

(Continued  on  page  63) 
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LITERATURE 

The  following  concerns  have  recently 
filed  copies  of  interesting  descriptive 
literature  with  The  Modern  Theatre  In- 

formation Bureau.  Readers  who  wish 

copies  of  such  literature  may  obtain  them 

promptly  by  addressing  The  Modern  The- 
atre, 332  S.  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

Ampro  Corporation,  Chicago,  111.,  subr 

mits  a   portfolio  on  Ampro  products,  con- 
taining information  on  the  new  16mm 

projectors  and  16mm  sound-projectors. 
Diagrams  and  prices  are  given  as  well  as 
a   series  of  advertisements  on  features  of 
the  products. 

Carrier  Corporation,  Syracuse,  N.  Y„ 

presents  an  illustrated  12-page  catalogue 
on  air  conditioning,  refrigeration  and 
space  heating  equipment.  It  is  indexed 
for  ready  reference  and  contains  illustra- 

tions, diagrams,  dimensions  and  other 
data.  Polders  on  a   new  automatic  stoker 
are  also  offered  by  the  company. 

J.  R.  Clancy,  Inc.,  Syracuse,  N.  Y„  files 
its  catalogue  No.  41  on  theatrical  stage 
hardware,  a   33-page  book  in  which  are  in- 

cluded illustrations,  specifications  and 
prices  on  every  type  of  stage  rigging.  The 
company  also  presents  a   series  of  folders 
on  stage  planning. 

Herman  A.  DeVry,  Inc.,  Chicago,  111.,  of- 
fers pamphlets  on  DeVry  sound  projectors 

and  sound  cameras.  Exclusive  features  of 
the  equipment  are  outlined  and  illustrated 
and  working  diagrams  are  shown. 

Troy  Sunshade  Co.,  Troy,  Ohio,  submits 

an  80-page,  profusely  illustrated  cata- 
logue on  chrome  furniture.  New  styles 

are  presented  and  described  and  their  ap- 
plications to  given  needs  outlined.  Color 

schemes,  dimensional  details  and  uphols- 
tery specifications  are  also  to  be  noted. 

Voigt  Company,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  of- 
fers a   descriptive  folder  on  a   new  com- 

bination drinking  fountain  and  illumin- 
ated mirror.  Specifications,  prices  and 

installation  details  are  given,  as  well  as  a 
description  of  a   mirrored  magic  fountain 
application  which  may  be  added  for 
novelty. 

Wenzel  Company,  Chicago,  111.,  files  its 

catalogue  No.  WC-4  on  the  Wenzel  Ace 
projector,  projector  parts  and  projection 
accessories.  The  32-page  booklet  contains 
prices,  lists  of  parts,  descriptions  and 
profuse  illustrations  on  the  various 
products. 

Notice:  Manufacturers  of  all  products 

adapted  to  theatre  modernization  or  main- 
tenance are  invited  to  file  latest  copies  of 

their  catalogues  or  descriptive  literature 

with  The  Modern  Theatre  Information  Bu- 
reau.— The  Editor. 

Deodorants  and  disinfectants  most  cer- 
tainly have  their  place  in  theatre  sanita- 

tion, but  never  allow  their  use  to  become 
offensive.  Use  more  ventilation  and  slight 
perfumery  to  offset  what  might  become  a 
hospital  odor. 

(3)  BEFORE  THE  DYES  go  into  the  kettle,  chemists 
test  the  raw  dyestuffs  to  insure  that  each  dye  is 
the  best  obtainable  for  the  purpose. 

(2)  THE  ACIDITY  OF  the  dye  kettle 
solution  is  accurately  checked  by  deli- 

cate electrical  instruments.  Last  year 
more  than  12,000  such  tests  were  made. 
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(1)  A   THOUSAND  POUNDS  of  yarn  emerge  from 
the  dye  kettle  containing  acid,  salt,  water  and 

dyes  all  perfectly  compounded  to  give  just  the 
right  shade  and  clarity  of  tone. 
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Hints  on  the  Care  of  Theatre  Floors 

and  Floor  Coverings 

By  Sam  Sooner 

ANY  good  floor,  properly  laid  at  the start,  will  give  years  of  satisfactory 

service  from  the  standpoints  of  ap- 
pearance, durability  and  economy  if  given 

proper  care  and  maintenance. 

In  the  paragraphs  to  follow  are  a   num- 
ber of  suggestions  with  respect  to  care  and 

maintenance  of  various  types  of  floors 
that  may  be  found  in  the  modem  theatre, 
offices  or  foyer  or  reception  rooms.  These 

facts,  culled  from  the  experiences  of  main- 
tenance men,  will  aid  in  prolonging  the 

life  of  floors  and  floor  coverings  as  well 
as  in  reducing  maintenance  costs. 

A   well  constructed  concrete  floor  will 
require  little  maintenance  other  than 
cleaning.  Periodic  cleaning  is  essential  to 

the  durability  of  the  floor,  for  accumula- 
tions of  grit  and  dirt  on  floors  subject 

to  traffic  will  be  ground  into  the  finish 
and  start  dusting.  Floor  surfaces  in  the 
theatre  itself  should  be  cleaned  at  least 
once  a   day  with  warm,  soapy  water  and 
a   stiff  brush  after  which  they  should  be 
mopped  dry.  Electric  scrubbing  machines 
have  frequently  been  found  economical 
and  efficient  for  cleaning  these  floor  sur- 
faces. 

Formulae  for  Cleaning 

Surfaces  subject  to  heavy  usage  should 
not  be  allowed  to  accumulate  a   crust  of 

dirt.  Movement  is  uneven  over  these  ob- 
structions, which  imposes  undue  impact 

stresses  on  the  floor  and  increases  the 
tractive  effort  of  the  object  being  moved. 

As  a   general  rule  mineral  or  lubricat- 
ing oils  will  have  no  detrimental  effect  on 

concrete  floors,  but  their  presence  gives 
a   bad  appearance  and  makes  the  surface 
slippery  and  dangerous.  They  should  be 
removed  by  first  scraping  off  all  thickened 
oil  crusts,  and  then  mopping  the  floor  with 
gasoline-soaked  waste.  After  as  much  of 
the  oil  and  grease  as  possible  is  removed, 
the  floor  should  be  thoroughly  scrubbed 
with  warm,  soapy  water  and  mopped  dry. 
This  treatment  will  not  remove  stains,  but 
will  remove  objectionable  coatings  of  oils 
and  grease.  Due  precautions  against  fire 
should  be  taken  during  the  mopping  with 
gasoline. 

Decorative  concrete  floors  should  be 
cleaned  with  warm,  soapy  water  two  or 
three  times  a   week.  Only  soft  water  and 

mild  soap  should  be  used  on  terrazzo  and 
other  types  of  decorative  floors. 

Ordinary  laundry  soap  and  hot  water 
applied  with  a   medium  scrub  and  then 
flushed  liberally  with  clean  water  is  best 
for  terrazzo.  Washing  powders  containing 
caustic  alkali  should  never  be  used.  The 
floor  must  be  rinsed  after  each  washing, 
so  as  to  prevent  it  from  becoming  slippery. 

The  same  procedure  applies  to  ordinary 
tile,  which  should  be  scrubbed  with  a 
stiff  brush,  using  hot  water  and  ordinary 
laundry  soap  as  the  cleaning  agent.  Tile 
absorbs  moisture  and  as  it  dries,  some 
cleaning  powders,  even  though  soluble,  will 
crystalize  and  leave  a   white  deposit  on  the 
surface.  Laundry  soap  does  not  leave  this 
deposit. 

Cleaning  Cork  Tile 

Manufacturers  of  cork  tiling  advise  a 
lacquer  finish  because  this  simplifies  the 
cleaning  of  the  floors  and  preserves  their 

beauty.  To  wash,  use  lukewarm  water  and 
natural  soap.  It  is  best  to  wash  and  dry 
only  about  a   square  yard  at  a   time.  Rinse 
the  floor  with  clean  water  and  dry  it  care- 

fully. Never  flood  the  surface  nor  allow 
the  water  to  stand  on  it. 

Dry  sweeping  with  a   good  push  broom 
is  best  for  wood  floors.  On  large  areas 
this  should  be  followed  with  a   dry  large 
string  mop.  This  dry  mopping  will  collect 
the  fine  dust  and  dirt  which  can  be  easily 
shaken  out.  The  mop  should  be  kept  clean 
by  an  occasional  washing.  Maple  floors, 
because  of  the  close  grain  and  smooth 
surface,  are  easiest  of  all  to  keep  clean. 

When  linoleum  is  not  waxed  it  should  be 
washed  with  soap  and  water,  then  all  traces 
of  the  soap  should  be  rinsed  away  with 
clear  water,  using  as  little  water  as  pos- 

sible. This  should  be  allowed  to  dry  thor- 
oughly before  waxing.  Then  after  the  soap 

has  been  used  two  coats  of  wax  should 

be  applied,  allowing  the  first  to  dry  thor- 
oughly before  the  second  is  applied.  Wax 

should  be  used  sparingly. 

When  linoleum  has  already  been  waxed 
it  should  be  dusted  daily  with  a   drop  mop. 
This  not  only  removes  the  dust,  but  brings 
up  the  gloss  of  linoleum  that  has  been 
waxed.  A   single  coat  of  wax  lightly  ap- 

plied will  help  lustre.  When  dirty,  wipe 
clean  with  a   damp  cloth.  Regular  care 

with  a   damp  cloth  will  keep  linoleum  spot- 
less. When  a   damp  cloth  will  not  remove 

all  the  dirt,  the  floor  must  be  washed 
with  a   mild  soap  and  double  waxed. 

Avoid  Strong  Alkalies 

Soaps  containing  strong  alkali  are  in- 
jurious to  all  linoleums,  because  they  tend 

to  soften  the  material.  Even  mild  soaps 
should  be  used  sparingly.  Cleaning  com- 

pounds of  the  porcelain  scouring  type  con- 
tain abrasives  and  are  unsuitable  for  use 

fl  MAT  THAT  DOES  MORE  THAN  JUST  COVER  THE  FLOOR 
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MATTING 
Write  for  folder  and  prices  on  mats  for  all  purposes.  .   .   A   staff 

of  matting  engineers  and  distributors  throughout  the  country. 

Illustrated  is  the  Lee  Theatre,  Dixon,  111.,  installation. 

AMERICAN  MAT  CORPORATION 
1719  Adams  Street  •   Toledo,  Ohio 
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on  linoleum.  They  scratch  and  break  the 

surface,  providing  lodging  for  dirt  and 

making  subsequent  cleanings  more  diffi- 
cult. Lacquers,  varnishes  and  shellacs  tend 

to  wear  away  in  traffic  lanes  but  wax 
does  not  form  a   rigid  film  so  it  will  not 
wear  in  these  lanes. 

The  life  of  carpets  and  rugs  depends 
upon  two  things :   quality  and  the  care  given 
them.  Dirt  and  grit,  unless  removed,  will 
work  down  into  the  back  and  the  con- 

tinual grind  will  cut  threads  and  wear  out 
the  carpet.  Electric  cleaners  and  carpet 
sweepers  are  especially  recommended  for 
pile-surface  rugs  and  carpets.  Do  not  beat 
or  clean  with  stiff  brushes.  If  a   corn 
broom  is  used,  the  sweeping  should  be  done 

lightly.  By  rubbing  one’s  hand  over  the 
surface  of  the  carpet  or  rug,  one  will  dis- 

cover that  the  pile  tends  to  slant  slightly 
toward  one  end  of  the  rug.  Sweep  in  this 
direction,  not  against  the  pile. 

Carbon  tetrachloride  is  the  basis  of  good 

cleaning  compounds  suitable  for  the  re- 
moval of  grease  from  carpets  and  rugs. 

Saturate  the  spot  to  be  cleaned  and 
squeeze  the  dirt  or  grease  away  with  a 
clean  cheesecloth.  Sulphuric  acid  from  a 

battery  will  destroy  vegetable  fibre,  cot- 
ton and  jute  used  in  carpets  as  soon  as  it 

touches  them. 
Care  of  Carpets 

Burns  from  cigarettes  are  common; 
wool  will  smoulder  and  char  so  that  a   hole 
soon  occurs  from  a   slight  burn.  The  best 
plan  is  to  have  an  immediate  repair  made 
by  a   rug  repairer.  The  worm  of  the  moth 
eats  only  the  wool  and  often  only  the 
color.  It  seems  to  have  a   preference, 
whether  in  taste  or  smell.  This  spot  will 
usually  be  irregular.  If  the  spot  is  regular 
in  form  the  insect  is  not  a   moth  but  very 
likely  a   tow  bug  which  is  harbored  in  in- 

expensive, overstuffed  furniture.  A   wcod 
worm  causes  damage  in  damp  seasons  in 
the  South.  This  insect  eats  the  jute  yarns 
and  especially  the  back  of  rugs  having 
jute  construction.  Napthalene  is  the  best 
preventive. 

On  polished  rubber  floors,  after  brushing 
loose  dirt  from  the  floor,  it  is  best  to  dip 
and  wring  out  the  mop  in  a   pail  contain- 

ing a   good  rubber  floor  cleaning  solution. 
Mop  a   small  section  of  the  floor.  Rinse 
the  mop  in  a   second  pail  of  clear,  cold 
water  and  wipe  again.  Repeat  until  the 
entire  floor  is  cleaned. 

Systematic  buffing  keeps  a   polished  rub- 
ber floor  in  the  best  of  condition  and  re- 

duces the  number  of  necessary  washings. 
Do  not  use  a   harsh  buffer  or  buff  too  se- 

verely, as  a   roughness  might  be  created 
which  would  make  it  difficult  to  keep  the 
rubber  clean.  Should  the  floor  become 
dirty,  remove  loose  dirt  with  a   push  broom 
and  wipe  the  floor  with  a   mop  dampened 
with  a   clear,  cold  water. 

Air  conditioning  is  a   definite  aid  to 
sanitation  in  the  theatre.  With  clean, 
wholesome  ventilation  and  controlled  tem- 

perature, there  is  small  chance  for  the 
spread  of  bacteria,  or  for  stuffiness  and 
foul  odors. 

Condition  of  rest  rooms  in  a   theatre 

speaks  volumes  to  the  public.  If  they  re- 
flect care  and  good  taste,  the  customers 

know  that  the  house  and  its  management 
are  high  class  and  deserving  of  patronage. 

{Special  tools 
clean  everything 

in  every  place — no  ladders  for 

screen  or  hi-ups 
— all  from  the 

floor.  No  house 

lights  needed 
with  Super 
Floor-Lite. 

b   THEATRE  man  tells  us  of  one  that  was  1200  yards 

@   $6  or  $7200  hard  money.  It  was  expected  to  last  five 

hard  years.  It  did,  plus  four  extra  years,  and  still  is  going 

strong.  Isn't  that  a   "magic  carpet"? 

When  he  bought  the  carpet  this  owner  cherished  a   clean- 

ing machine,  already  seventeen  years  old,  which  kept 

his  carpet  clean  and  fresh  the  expected  five  years,  then 

the  four  years  more.  The  machine  is  now  twenty-six 

years  old.  The  only  machine  with  that  endurance  is 
a   Super. 

What  does  this  "magic"  mean  to  you?  Same  as  to  him, 

according  to  size.  It  already  has  kept  $7200  in  his  pocket 

four  extra  years.  Where  it  earned  surely  5   U .   That  is 

four  times  $360  —   $1440  on  the  side.  He  keeps  that  too. 

Quite  different  from  being  set  back  plenty  for  a   new 

carpet. 

What  more?  He  has  just  bought  a   latest  model  Super, 

and  now  nobody  knows  how  many  more  $360  annual 

dividends  he  will  have  before  his  carpet  takes  the  count. 

Today  it  looks  almost  good  as  new. 

He  says  his  Super  makes  him  more  money  than  any 

other  single  thing.  Saves  carpets,  cuts  payroll,  cleans 

and  lengthens  lives  of  screens,  keeps  lamp  house 

free  from  carbon  dust,  renews  furnishings,  draper- 

ies, ornamental  work,  his  whole  house  spic  and 

span.  He  makes  money  every  way.  Yet  at 

most  trifling  cost.  Figure  these  extras  for 

your  own  house. 

Why  not  you,  too,  make  money  witn 

a   Super?  The  5-day  free  trial  shows 

you.  Budget  payments  make  financ- 

ing easy.  Ask  your  wholesaler  or  write 
The  National  Super  Service  Company, 

1941  N.  12th  Street,  Toledo,  Ohio. 

Use  This  Coupon 

THE  NATIONAL  SUPER  SERVICE  CO..  1941  N.  12th  St..  Toledo,  Ohio.
 

□   Please  send  me  a   Super  for  a   5-day  Free  Trial, 

n   Please  send  me  full  information  about  the  Super. 

Name 

Address 

City  and  State 

Name  of  Wholesaler. 

You,  Too, 
Can  Have  A 

Magic 
Carpet 
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AUTOMATIC  STOKER  HAS  START-STOP  FEATURE 

  with  the  Strong  Mogul  pro- 
vides two  to  three  times  as  much 

light— steady,  brilliant  light— as 

your  current-wasting  low  inten- 
sities, reducing  the  cost  per  light 

unit  so  that  it  is  within  the  reach 

of  even  the  smallest  theatre. 

This  type  projection  is  employed 

for  three-fourths  of  America’s 

seating  capacity  and  alone  pro- 

vides the  snow  white  light  essen- 

tial to  satisfactory  projection  of 

color  pictures. 

STRONG 
UNCONDITIONALLY 

GUARANTEED 

PROJECTION 
ARC 

A   “start  and  stop”  coal  feed  is  the  fea- 
ture of  a   new  automatic  stoker  developed 

by  Carrier  Corporation  for  use  with  either 
anthracite  or  bituminous  coal. 

The  “start  and  stop”  sequence  of  the 
coal  feed  produces  a   slightly  jerky  action 
to  aid  distribution  of  air  throughout  the 
firebed  by  preventing  the  formation  of 
crusts  or  trees.  As  coal  is  forced  upward 
through  the  firebed,  it  is  gradually  heated 

by  incandescent  coals  above,  thus  releas- 
ing all  abundant  gases  which  then  mix 

with  the  air.  This  results  in  full  benefit 

of  all  the  coal’s  gas  content  plus  the  added 
heat  value  of  coke,  into  which  the  coal  is 
transformed  as  it  ascends. 

Equipment  of  the  stoker  includes  five- 
speed  transmission,  totally  enclosed  stand- 

ard make  motor,  shear  pin  for  safeguard- 
ing delicate  parts  from  strain  of  any  for- 

eign particles  in  fuel;  oversize  fan,  re- 
movable air  ports  and  a   clean-out  door. 

The  stoker  is  finished  in  taupe  gloss  with 
chrome  hardware.  An  ash  remover  of 
automatic  design  is  supplied  with  the 
stoker  for  use  with  anthracite  coal. 

Look  about  you!  Does  your  theatre  re- 
flect the  same  “good  housekeeping”  that 

you  would  expect  to  find  in  the  homes  of 

your  best  patrons?  That’s  a   very  good measuring  stick. 

Theatre  seating,  that  furnishing  with 
which  the  patrons  come  in  most  intimate 
contact,  should  be  inspected  regularly. 

Dust,  rough-edges,  splinters  and  wads  of 
gum  leave  a   particularly  unhealthy  im- 

pression. 

LAMPS 

assure  long,  dependable, 

trouble-free  service. 

Write  for  interesting  catalog  on 

Strong  Products  .   .   .   the  reliable 

guide  to  better  projection.  .   . 

Demonstration  in  your  theatre 

without  obligation.  Dealers 

everywhere. 

The  Strong 

Electric  Corporation 

2501  Lagrange  Street,  Toledo,  Ohio 

Export  Office:  Room  2002,  220  W.  42nd  St. 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

TH E   chair 
"SOLD  EVERYWHERE"  BY  DEALERS  SQUARE^ 

ALBANY 

Empire  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

ATLANTA 

N.  E.  Savini  Theatrical 

Supplies 
BOSTON 

Theatre  Service  &   Supply  Co. 

BUTTE 
Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 

DETROIT 

Oliver  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

FARGO 

McCarthy  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
Modern  Sales  Company 

KANSAS  CITY 

Independent  Theatre  Sup.  Co. 

LIMA 

Pictur-Fone  Company 

LOS  ANGELES 
Projection  Equipment 

Maintenance 

LOUISVILLE 

Sheckler’s  Theatre  Supplies 

MEMPHIS 
Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co. -NEW  YORK 

Crown  Motion  Picture  Supplies 

Co. OKLAHOMA  CITY 
Dyer  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

OMAHA 

Scott  Ballantyne  Company 

PHILADELPHIA 
Penn  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

PITTSBURGH 

A.  &   S.  Steinberg,  Inc. 

PORTLAND 
Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 

ST.  LOUIS 

General  Air  Conditioning  Co. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 

R.  A.  Eckels  Studios 

SEATTLE 
Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 
SHREVEPORT 

Southern  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

TAMPA  . 
United  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

WASHINGTON 
Ben  Lust  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

EXPORT  AGENT:  International  Theatre  Accessories  Corporation,  NEW  YORK 

GENERAL  SEATING  COMPANY 
CHICAGO 
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GARGANTUAN  IGLOO  TO  GREET  FAIR-GOERS 

Keadinsr  left  to  richt — L.  R.  Boulware,  general  manager  of  Carrier  Corporation;  Grover  A.  Whalen, 

president  World’s  Fair  of  1930;  Willis  H.  Carrier,  ehuirnian  of  the  board,  and  J.  I.  Lyle,  president  of 
Carrier,  with  miniature  model  of  the  Igloo  at  presentation  ceremonies. 

TOWERING  higher  than  a   five-story building  a   giant  Eskimo  Igloo  with 

“snow”  encrusted  walls  and  the  north- 
ern lights  playing  from  its  ceiling  will  be 

built  by  Carrier  Corporation  as  its  exhibit 

at  the  1939  World’s  Fair  in  Flushing, 
New  York. 

Announcement  of  the  unique  exhibit  was 
made  last  month  at  the  presentation  of 

the  model  of  the  Igloo  and  an  oblong  ex- 
hibition building  to  Grover  Whalen,  presi- 

dent of  the  1939  World’s  Fair,  by  L.  R. 
Boulware,  general  manager  of  the  air  con- 

ditioning company,  at  the  administration 
building  of  the  exposition  at  Flushing. 
Willis  H.  Carrier,  chairman  of  the  board, 

and  J.  I.  Lyle,  president,  were  present  at 
the  official  presentation  of  the  plans. 

The  Igloo,  according  to  Mr.  Boulware, 

will  be  70  feet  high,  equivalent  to  a   five- 

story  building,  of  white  stucco  with  a   spe- 
cial crystal  finish  to  simulate  snow.  Sur- 

rounding the  Eskimo  house  will  be  pools, 
which,  at  night  will  reflect  the  floodlights 
playing  on  the  Igloo.  The  door  will  be 
identical  to  a   regular  snowhouse. 

The  ceiling  of  the  Igloo  will  be  illumi- 
nated in  such  a   way  that  it  will  give  the 

effect  of  the  Aurora  Borealis  flashing  on 
and  off  over  frozen  wastes  of  the  North- 

land. Comfortable  seats  will  be  arranged 
in  this  part  of  the  exhibit  so  that 
visitors  may  rest  and  watch  a   travelogue 
of  air  conditioning  around  the  world 
flashed  on  the  massive  walls  of  the  huge 
Eskimo  hut. 

Connected  to  this  exhibit  by  a   glass- 
walled  arcade  will  be  an  oblong  building 
with  a   complete  glass  front  and  glass 
sides.  Total  floor  space  of  the  two  build- 

ings will  be  10,000  square  feet. 

The  purpose  of  the  exhibit  is  to  take 

the  visitors  behind  the  scenes  of  air  con- 
ditioning and  bring  them  down  through  the 

37  years  of  successive  developments  since 

1902  when  Mr.  Carrier  made  the  world’s 
first  air  conditioning  installation  in  a 
Brooklyn  lithography  plant. 

A   massive  revolving  globe  will  show 

graphically  how  air  conditioning  is  being 
used  throughout  the  world  from  1,000  feet 
up  in  an  office  to  8,500  feet  below  ground 
in  a   mine  and  from  a   tobacco  factory  near 
the  Arctic  Circle  to  a   telephone  exchange 

on  the  equator  in  Sumatra. 

In  order  to  practice  what  it  preaches, 
Carrier  will  air  condition  the  exhibit  with 

one  of  the  largest  type  systems  ever  used 
for  public  exhibitions,  the  inner  workings 
of  which  will  be  encased  in  glass.  A 

centrifugal  compressor  which  will  provide 

cooling  equal  to  that  given  off  by  200 

tons  of  melting  ice  daily  will  be  glass  en- 
closed for  the  public  to  examine.  The  sys- 

tem will  provide  not  only  for  the  great 

Carrier  buildings,  but  also  for  the  neigh- 

boring space  that  will  utilize  air  condi- tioning. 

Fair  visitors  will  see  how  modern  air 

conditioning  systems  operate  in  theatres, 

homes,  offices,  stores  and  industrial  plants. 

This  will  be  accomplished  through  operat- 

ing exhibits  in  both  the  Igloo  and  Exhibi- 
tion Hall.  All  stages  of  air  conditioning 

will  be  explained  from  the  taking  in  of 

the  outdoor  air  to  the  delivery  of  the  con- 
trolled conditioned  air  for  comfort  or  for 

processing  products. 

The  exhibit  will  be  located  on  a   30,200 

square  foot  plot  near  the  bridge  leading 

from  the  commercial  and  educational  ex- 
hibits to  the  amusement  section.  Rear 

of  the  buildings  will  face  Horace  Harding 
Boulevard  and  the  amusement  section. 

THAT  BUILD 
HOUSE  APPEAL 
COLORS  which  rival  your  Technicolor 
films  are  another  feature  of  Mohawk 

Theater  Carpets.  For  luxurious  foyer 

and  sweeping  stairs — there  are  colors 
that  excite  applause.  For  rest  rooms, 

aisles,  and  powder  rooms — you  11  find 

just  the  colors  you  want  in  Mohawk’s 
wide  range.  Soft  as  a   cat’s  step — long- 
lived  as  an  elephant — Mohawk  weaves 

such  carpets  as  Rialto,  Scotia,  and  the 

Broadway  group,  with  your  problems 

of  house  appeal,  traffic,  and  budget  al- 

ways in  mind.  Call  or  write  your  near- 
est Mohawk  Office  and  get  the  facts. 

MOHAWK  CARPET  MILLS 
295  FIFTH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK 

REGIONAL  SALES  OFFICES 

PHILADELPHIA  BOSTON  LOS  ANGELES 
CHICAGO  HIGH  POINT  ST.  LOUIS 

DETROIT  SAN  FRANCISCO  DALLAS 
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All  the  Poor  Fish  are  Not  oi  the 

Finny  Tribe 

By  Gordon  H.  Simmons* 

portant  things,  upon  the  number  of  seats. 

Location  of  the  apparatus  depends  en- 
tirely upon  the  space  available  for  it;  so 

no  apparatus  can  be  properly  located  in 

the  absence  of  a   set  of  plans  of  the  build- 
ing or  at  least  home-made  sketches  giv- 
ing all  specific  dimensions. 

Wanta  Buy  Ducts? 

A   theatre  that  is  long  and  narrow,  with 

the  over-all  length  of  the  auditorium  ex- 

ceeding 70  feet,  must  have  a   duct  sys- 
tem. A   theatre  that  is  almost  square,  or 

a   small,  long  and  narrow  one  whose  audi- 
torium length  is  70  feet  or  less,  does  not 

necessarily  require  a   duct  system  unless, 
of  course,  there  are  offices  and  stores  or 

a   lobby  and  foyer  requiring  ventilation. 

A   small  theatre  air  conditioning  sys- 
tem designed  in  the  modern  manner  does 

not  require  any  radiators,  anywhere  at  all, 
unless  possibly  two  large  ones  are  placed 
in  the  vestibule  to  blanket  out  the  cold 
air  on  bitterly  cold  days. 

A   DARKY  down  in 
Texas  was  fish- 

ing for  bass  be- 
fore the  season  had 

opened. 
 
He  caught  a 

three-pou
nder  

and  tied 
it  by  a   string  to  a 

stake  at  the  water’s 

edge.  The  game  war- 
den came  along  and 

watched
  
him  catch 

several  small  fish.  Fi- 

nally he  spied  the  con- 
traband bass  strugglin

g in  the  water. 

He  asked  this  colored  Izaak  Walton  what 

he  meant  by  catching  a   bass  out  of  season. 
This  caused  our  dark  cloud  to  take  off  his 
battered  hat  and  scratch  his  head.  The 

poor  frightened  fellow  was  on  a   spot. 

But  he  turned  to  the  warden  and  con- 
fessed openly  why  he  caught  that  bass. 

He  said,  “Boss,  dat  dere  feesh  was  stealin’ 
all  mah  bait  ’til  I   jest  couldn’t  ketch  no 
mo’  small  feesh.  So  I   cotehed  him  and 

tied  him  up  so  he  couldn’t  do  it  no  mo’ 

’til  I   got  done  fishin’ — then  I   was  goin’ 
to  turn  him  loose.”  Whereupon  he  stooped 
down  and  untied  the  bass  and  let  it  swim 

away.  This,  of  course,  put  the  warden  out 

of  business.  He  couldn’t  arrest  the  sus- 
pected offender  because  the  darky  let  the 

evidence  get  away. 

The  Proof  Stays  Put 

As  a   self-appointed  game  warden  in  this 
theatre  air  conditioning  business,  I   know 

that  my  “evidence”  can’t  get  away.  There 
are  many,  many  lousy  jobs  that  persist 
in  giving  the  air  conditioning  industry  a 

black  eye  in  the  minds  of  the  theatre- 
going public,  who  are  far  and  away  a 

larger  source  of  potential  air  conditioning 

business  than  all  the  theatres  put  to- 
gether. 

Many  of  you  theatre  owners  have  been 

the  “poor  fish”  tied  by  a   string  to  a   stake. 
Not  a   few  of  you  have  been  caught  by 

some  air  conditioning  darky  with  a   bam- 
boo pole  and  a   bent  pin.  And  the  evi- 

*Air Conditioning  Engineer,  Milwaukee, 
Wis. 

dence  of  the  “catch”  stays  on  to  plague 

you. I   have  before  me  a   list  of  twenty-five  the- 
atre owners  who  have  recently  written  in 

to  this  department  requesting  information 
on  air  conditioning.  Had  these  theatre 
owners  asked  specific  questions,  I   would 
have  written  each  and  every  one  of  them 
a   personal  letter  giving  the  information 

requested. 

Even  though  I   am  reasonably  sure  I 
know  what  information  is  wanted,  I   could 

not  give  it  unless  each  perturbed  exhibi- 

tor mailed  in  either  a   set  of  architect’s 
plans  or  a   rough  dimensioned  sketch  of 
the  building,  advising  also  the  number  of 
seats  in  the  house. 

The  question  that  is  surely  uppermost 
in  the  mind  of  every  theatre  owner  on 

this  list  is:  “What  constitutes  a   good 
air  conditioning  system  for  me?  And  about 

what  would  it  cost?”  I   doubt  if  the  same 
air  conditioning  system  would  fit  any  two 

theatres  on  this  list.  The  size  of  appa- 
ratus to  use  depends,  among  other  im- 

A   theatre  near  the  Canadian  line  does 

not  require  as  much  cooling  equipment  as 
a   theatre  located  in  Louisiana.  But  it 

does  require  a   tremendously  greater  heat- 
ing capacity  in  the  system.  Thus,  even 

the  geographical  location  materially  gov- 
erns what  constitutes  a   good  air  condi- 

tioning system  for  you.  It  also  has  a   ma- 
terial effect  on  the  cost  of  such  a   system 

to  you. 
Probably  some  of  these  theatre  owners 

who  have  written  recently  requesting  in- 
formation about  air  conditioning  already 

have  a   system  with  which  they  are  most 

unhappy.  But  they  did  not  say  so.  While 
their  systems  may  be  wrong  and  give  poor 

results,  this  does  not  mean  that  all  their 
apparatus  has  to  be  junked.  In  some  cases 

previously  handled  through  our  “Q-and-A 
Corner,”  no  new  apparatus  was  bought. 
It  was  just  rearranged  differently. 

Ninety  per  cent  of  my  work  is  theatre 
conditioning.  I   make  a   rather  nice  living 

out  of  you  theatre  owners — thank  you! 
Therefore,  I   would  be  a   poor  sport  if, 
when  requested  to  do  so,  I   failed  to  give 

Here’s  the  pictorial  evidence — a   mere  stripling:  of  a   minnow  compared  to  piscatorial  monsters  that 

ffot  away  when  the  author  made  a   recent  “business  trip”  to  the  shimmering:  shores  of  Hake  Superior. 
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SIMMONS'  Q-AND-A  CORNER 
Problems  presented  herein  are  bona  fide  and  are  not  imaginary  concoctions  for  the  purpose  of  mis- 

representing reader  interest.  Original  signed  letters  are  on  file  for  examination,  subject  to  the  ap- 

proval of  correspondents. 

submit  specific  information  about  your 
you  honest-to-goodness  advice  when  you 
problems. 

Orchids  to  My  Pen  Pals 

You  and  I   went  to  two  different  schools 
perhaps,  but  we  have  mutual  respect  for 
each  other,  and  a   belief  that  each  of  us 
know  the  respective  business  in  which  we 
have  specialized.  Writing  these  articles 
for  your  favorite  tradepaper  has  won  for 
me  many  friends  among  you.  Several  of 

you  are  what  I   might  term  “pen  pals,” 
whose  letters  I   never  publish.  I   have  been 
invited  to  go  on  fishing  trips  in  Canada 
and  the  Gulf  of  Lower  California — and 
other  kinds  of  trips,  too.  One  theatre 
man  tempted  me  sorely  when  he  men- 

tioned the  “bottled  bass”  that  could  be 
located  around  his  place. 

Without  exception,  these  “pen  pals”  of 
mine  are  people  I   have  helped  pull  out  of 

an  air  conditioning  hole.  And  I’d  bet  any 
amount  up  to  a   dime,  confederate  money, 
that  should  an  air  conditioning  prospect 
make  himself  known  to  any  of  these  good 
buddies  of  mine,  they  would  spend  three 
cents  to  tell  me  about  him. 

Over  last  Labor  Day,  I   went  up  to  Lake 
Superior  to  catch  me  a   fish  or  two.  I 

caught  one.  (Exhibit  “A”  herewith).  A 
man  in  another  kind  of  business  is  build- 

ing his  first  theatre  up  there.  When  I 

get  through  writing  this  article,  I’m  going 
to  make  him  a   set  of  heating,  ventilating 
and  air  conditioning  plans. 

His  architect  gave  me  a   nice  set  of 
building  plans,  calling  for  delivery  of  the 
air  from  the  rear  end  of  the  house  instead 

of  the  stage-end.  This  should  never,  never 
be  done.  During  the  summertime,  there 
is  too  much  risk  of  blowing  cold  air  down 

the  backs  of  customers’  necks,  because  cold 
air  will  fall  just  like  water  out  of  a   hose 
nozzle  when  you  are  sprinkling  the  lawn. 

When  I   called  the  architect’s  attention 
to  this,  he  was  really  perplexed  and  made 
a   statement  to  me  that  is  all  too  true. 

He  said,  “All  of  you  air  conditioning  men 
give  me  conflicting  recommendations.  An 
engineer  representing  an  equipment  firm 
in  Duluth  told  me  this  was  the  thing  to 

do.”  Probably  fifty  theatre  owners  have 
made  substantially  this  same  kind  of  state- 

ment to  me,  so  I   guess  it’s  about  time  to 
answer  it — and  in  no  uncertain  terms. 

Look  For  Logical  Reasons 

Don’t  believe  anybody,  including  me,  un- 
less a   recommendation  can  be  followed  up 

with  logical  reasons  for  it.  I   have  given 
an  adequate  reason  why  cold  air  should 
not  be  blown  into  an  auditorium  from  the 
foyer  end  of  the  house.  If  a   duct  dis- 

tribution system  is  not  to  be  installed  in 
a   small  theatre,  then  by  all  means  admit 
this  air  from  the  stage-end  of  the  house. 

Some  of  you  have  asked  me  to  direct  the 
changes  in  your  present  air  conditioning 
systems  and  you  have  a   set  of  plans  com- 

ing. Of  course,  these  are  in  course  of 
preparation  so  I   ask  you  to  be  patient.  I 
have  to  do  this  work  during  my  spare  time 
and  while  I   have  plenty  of  it,  I   also  have 
plenty  of  requests — so  it  has  to  be  a   case 

of  “first  come,  first  served.” 
Many  times  I   have  requests  to  prepare 

plans  based  upon  information  furnished 

me  that  isn’t  quite  adequate.  So  I   have 

Way  out  West  in  Kansas  they  seem  to 
have  their  air  conditioning  troubles,  too, 
as  evidenced  by  the  following  letter  from 
a   theatre  owner  in  reply  to  a   request  for 
additional  data.  The  original  inquiry  was 
somewhat  indefinite  as  to  details  of  the 
installation.  The  second  letter  reads: 

“I  am  sure  you  will  pardon  my  delay 
in  answering  your  letter  of  June  22nd  as 
we  have  been  very  busy  with  wheat  har- 

vest and  I   had  to  neglect  my  correspon- 
dence. Our  harvest  is  not  going  to  make 

any  of  us  rich,  however,  as  the  yield  and 
quality  are  both  very  poor  and  the  price 
is  low. 

“I  have  been  trying  to  locate  my  set  of 
installation  plans  from  .   ,   .   but  I   find  I 
sent  them  to  one  of  the  engineers  when 
they  worked  out  that  change  I   wrote  you 
about  and  they  were  never  returned  to  me. 
I   have  written  them  since  hearing  from 
you  but  have  had  no  reply.  I   have  the 
plans  of  the  theatre  but  of  course  these 
do  not  show  the  cooling  system  and  duct 
installations  so  it  would  not  do  you  much 
good.  I   will  keep  trying  ot  get  the  other 
plans  and  if  I   do  will  send  them  to  you. 

“The  worst  part  of  our  summer  is  about 
over  so  I   hardly  think  it  would  pay  to 
have  you  come  out  now  but  I   do  want  to 
express  my  appreciation  for  your  offer  to 
come  for  actual  expenses,  which  is  cer- 

tainly more  than  fair  and  more  than  the 
.   .   .   people  have  ever  offered  to  do  for  me 
when  really  it  should  be  up  to  them  to 
work  this  out  for  us.  I   would  not  want 
to  recommend  them  to  anyone  who  con- 

templates installing  cooling  equipment. 

“I  note  you  think  possibly  our  water 
is  not  cold  enough  and  this  might  be  one 
of  our  troubles.  The  temperature  at  the 
spigot  is  67  degrees,  which  is  not  very 
cold.  However,  except  in  extreme  weather 
and  with  a   large  crowd,  the  air  seems 
plenty  cool  and  I   still  think  our  trouble 
is  getting  proper  distribution  as  parts  of 
the  house  are  too  cool  and  other  parts 
not  cool  enough.  I   think  this  could  be 
remedied  by  a   change  in  ducts  and  that 
the  first  thing  to  do  is  to  send  you  a   set 
of  plans  which  I   will  do  even  if  I   have 
to  have  another  set  made  up.  Then  you 
can  mark  up  the  duct  system  you  would 
suggest.  And  in  the  meantime,  should 
you  happen  to  be  any  place  in  this  terri- 

tory, I   could  arrange  to  have  you  come 
here  as  that  would  naturally  be  the  log- 

ical way  to  study  this  out.  It  is  so  far 
here  from  Milwaukee  that  I   hate  to  ask 
you  to  make  the  trip  for  this  one  job 

to  write  for  this  necessary  additional  in- 
formation and  your  plans  are  temporarily 

held  up  until  you  reply  to  me. 
What  I   need  to  know  is  the  number  of 

seats,  dimensions  of  the  building,  dimen- 
sions and  location  of  space  allotted  for 

regardless  of  your  kind  offer  to  do  this. 

“If  you  have  any  further  suggestions 
I   would  be  glad  to  hear  from  you  and  just 
as  soon  as  I   can  get  the  plans  will  send 

them  to  you. — R.  R.  W.” 
The  Answer:  “I  received  your  nice  let- 

ter of  the  10th,  and  will  be  glad  to  re- 
ceive your  plans  whenever  you  locate  them. 

“If  the  temperature  of  your  water  at 
the  spigot  is  as  hot  as  67  degrees,  this 
water  will  not  properly  dehumidify  your 
theatre.  It  will  reduce  the  temperature, 
of  course,  but  increase  the  humidity,  and 

I’ll  bet  any  amount  up  to  a   dime  that 
your  theatre  is  stuffy. 

“You  might  get  from  the  local  weather 
bureau  a   daily  log  of  temperatures  and 
humidities  for  the  entire  summer  season 
and  mail  it  to  me.  In  the  event  that  your 

humidity  out-of-doors  is  always  low,  as 
would  be  the  case  in  Arizona,  your  present 
washer  might  be  put  to  work  even  with 
67  degree  water. 

“But  in  any  event,  67  degree  water  can 
be  used  to  pre-cool  the  fresh  air  admitted 
and  thus  do  fifty  per  cent  of  the  entire 
job,  thereby  greatly  reducing  the  cost  of 
adequately  conditioning  your  place.  You 
could  get  valuable  information  about  this 

by  writing  Mr.  M     M     The- 
atre,     Louisiana.  I   did  a   job  for 

him  nearly  two  years  ago  and  used  70 

degree  water,  which  reduced  the  tem- 
perature of  the  fresh  air  down  to  72  de- 

grees. But  I   had  to  use  other  means  to 
further  reduce  the  temperature  of  this  air 
down  to  62  degrees  and  thus  squeeze  out 
the  humidity  before  admitting  this  air  to 
the  theatre. 

“Undoubtedly,  proper  air  distribution  will 
greatly  help  the  situation.  This  must  be 
arranged  for  no  matter  what  else  may  be 
done.  And  my  offer  still  stands.  I   am  not 
particularly  busy  at  this  time  because 
many  theatre  jobs  are  just  not  going 

ahead.  I   want  my  ‘Q-and-A  Comer’  to 
mean  something  to  you  and  other  theatre 
owners,  and  besides,  I   must  keep  up  my 

reputation  with  the  editor  as  an  ‘Itinerant 

Engineer.’ 
“Your  problem  is  more  difficult  than 

those  usually  presented,  and  I’d  feel  more 
comfortable  about  advising  you  if  I   could 
first  look  over  your  place.  But,  of  course, 

I’ll  advise  you  by  mail  to  the  best  of  my 
ability.  My  Lincoln  Zephyr  roars  through 

the  night  and  doesn’t  give  a   good  gosh 
darn  about  distance.  It’s  yours  to  com- 

mand and  I’ll  come  out  there  with  elation, 

if  you  want  me. — G.  H.  S.” 

the  equipment,  and  a   list  of  apparatus 
you  have,  as  well  as  location  of  duct  work 
(if  any)  that  is  already  installed.  Without 
this  information,  I   am  powerless  to  serve 
you.  But  with  this  information,  well — 
you’d  be  surprised. 
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THEATRE  ILLUMINATION  FOR  ADVERTISING 

DISPLAY,  ATMOSPHERE  AND  BETTER  VISION 

Introducing  Some  Innovations  for 

Improved  Lighting  Service 

ATELY  the  attention  of  this  depart- 
ment has  been  directed  to  several  in- 

teresting devices  recently  developed 
in  the  interest  of  improved  lighting  ser- 

vice for  theatres.  Hence,  we  present  them 
here  for  the  consideration  of  those  who 
may  be  concerned. 

Combining  within  a   single  sealed  unit 
all  the  elements  necessary  for  the  produc- 

tion of  controlled  light,  a   lamp  designed 
for  a   multitude  of  indoor  and  outdoor 
projection  and  floodlighting  applications 
was  announced  recently  by  the  Incandes- 

cent Lamp  Department  of  General  Electric 
Company  at  Nela  Park,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

The  “projector  lamp,”  as  the  new  unit  is 
called,  embodies  a   precisely-pressed  glass 
reflector  and  a   light-redirecting  cover  lens 
as  part  of  a   funnel-shaped  glass  bulb.  It 
is  being  made  available  with  two  types  of 
cover  lenses,  one  giving  a   wide-spread 
beam  for  general  floodlighting,  the  other 
providing  a   powerful  narrow  beam  for 
spotlighting  applications. 

Dirt  and  Moisture  Proof 

Using  a   150-watt  filament  of  the  re- 
cently perfected  high-efficiency  type,  the 

new  light  source  employs  a   medium  screw 
base  that  fits  the  conventional  socket.  Con- 

structed of  special,  heat-resisting  glass, 
the  bulb  permits  tight  fusion  of  its  re- 

flector element  and  cover  lens.  Thus 

New  G.  E.  "Projector”  Lamp  Unit. 

sealed  in  hermetically,  the  silvery,  mirror- 
type  reflecting  surface  inside  the  bulb  is 
constantly  protected  against  dust,  dirt, 
moisture  and  corroding  fumes  which  ser- 

iously affect  the  efficiency  of  ordinary  re- 
flectors exposed  to  the  elements. 

As  a   result  of  the  combination  of  all 
elements  of  light  production  and  control 
into  one  self-contained,  hermetically 
sealed  unit,  a   much  higher  efficiency  of 
light  production  and  control  throughout 

the  new  lamp’s  rated  life  of  1,000  hours 
than  has  ever  before  been  attained,  is 
claimed.  Both  the  reflector  and  pre- 

focused filament  are  permanently  fixed  in 
place  during  the  process  of  manufacture, 
assuring  perfect  adjustment  at  all  times. 

Since  the  projector  lamp’s  sealed-on 
cover  lens  is  frosted  on  the  inside,  it  not 
only  diffuses  evenly  the  wealth  of  light 
produced  by  the  new  light  source,  but 
also  reduces  to  a   minimum  the  chance  for 

grease,  grime  and  other  light-absorbing 
substances  to  cling  to  its  outer  surface. 

By  reason  of  its  hard  glass  construction, 
it  is  said  to  withstand  a   wide  range  of  tem- 

perature changes  and  physical  shock  of 
various  sorts.  The  rugged  new  lamp  ob- 

viates most  of  the  hazards  of  accidental 
breakage  and  lends  itself  to  innumerable 
uses,  outdoors  as  well  as  indoors.  It  is 
impervious  to  rain  and  moisture. 

Several  theatre  lighting  needs  are  ex- 
pected to  be  served  by  the  new  sealed 

lighting  units.  Their  use  is  anticipated 
for  spot  and  floodlighting  of  limited  areas, 
for  lobby  displays  and  the  high-lighting 
of  advertising  accessories,  thereby  increas- 

ing attention  value  and  enhancing  the  at- 
tractiveness of  whatever  is  desired  to  be 

featured. 

Supplementary  cover  lenses,  which  are 
simply  snapped  onto  the  end  of  the  bulb, 

further  extend  the  projector  lamps’  many 
applications.  A   dark  glass  supplementary 
cover  lens,  for  example,  converts  the  bulb 
into  an  excellent  heat  lamp  for  therapeu- 

tic use.  Prismatic  cover  lenses  may  be 
used  to  change  the  beam  pattern,  while 
color  lenses  may  be  employed  to  provide 
any  desired  color  of  llight. 

The  Automatic  Electric  Manufacturing 
Company,  of  Mankato,  Minnesota,  manu- 

facturers of  electric  time  switches  and 
flashers,  is  introducing  two  inexpensive 
automatic  emergency  lighting  systems 
(listing  at  $30.00  and  $45.00),  which  are 
said  to  be  especially  suitable  for  small 
theatres. 

These  new  systems  are  primarily  de- 

Automatic  emergency  lighting  system  insures 
against  a   dark  house. 

signed  for  small  theatres,  hospitals,  halls 
and  other  public  places  where  the  more 
elaborate  systems  can  hardly  be  afforded, 
yet  where  it  is  necessary  to  offer  patrons 
some  protection  from  darkness  in  case  of 
power  line  failure. 

Both  units  are  entirely  automatic.  They 
turn  on  6-volt  floodlights,  fed  by  an  ordin- 

ary automobile  battery,  the  instant  there 
is  a   failure  in  the  main  lighting  systems. 
The  outfits,  as  illustrated,  are  furnished 
complete,  except  for  the  battery  which  can 
be  obtained  locally. 

By  means  of  a   trickle  charger,  included, 
the  battery  is  kept  at  full  charge  so  that  a 
source  of  electrical  current  for  the  emer- 

gency floodlight  is  perpetually  available. 
Reflectors  and  Diffusers 

To  round  out  a   rather  extensive  line  of 
reflector  adapters  for  sign  and  interior 
lighting  service,  Climax  Reflector,  Inc.,  of 
Canton,  Ohio,  reports  the  addition  of  two 
new  reflectors  with  several  variations  in lamping. 

A   new  small  size  reflector  No.  7   is  of 

the  same  diameter  as  the  standard  reflec- 
tor (2%  inches)  but  with  a   contour  per- 

mitting the  use  of  deep  hood-type  roun- 
dels. Reflectors  are  available  with  candel- 

abra to  medium  base  adapters  to  be  used 
in  standard  sockets  and  which  use  3-  or 
6-watt  S6  Mazda  lamps  or  the  7-watt  in- 

expensive long-life  lamps. 
The  same  reflector  with  intermediate  to 

Advice  on  Lighting 

Various  contributors  to  this  depart- 
ment, comprising  outstanding  author- 

ity on  the  subject  of  Theatre  Lighting, 
will  be  glad  to  answer  questions  or 
otherwise  assist  in  the  correct  solution 
of  any  lighting  problems  presented  by 
our  readers.  Such  inquiries,  addressed 
to  the  editor  of  The  Modern  Theatre 
section,  will  be  referred  promptly  to 
sources  of  information  most  pertinent 
to  the  problem  presented. 
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Directional  spotlight  with  a   swivel  neck  for 
emphasis  lighting. 

medium  base  adapters  utilizes  6-  and  10- 
watt  Sll  Mazda  lamps.  Either  reflector 
combination  provides  wide  angle  viewing 
with  the  dual  economy  advantages  of 
greater  collection  of  light  and  better  initial 
color  and  color  efficiency  during  lamp  life. 
The  regular  reflector  is  preferable  for  signs 
directed  to  traffic  centers. 

A   new  large  size  reflector  No.  9,  of  3   1/6 
inch  diameter,  is  also  available,  using  a 

deep  hood-type  roundel.  Reflectors  are 
procurable  with  candelabra  or  inter- 

mediate to  medium  base  adapters  using 
the  same  Mazda  lamp  combinations  as  for 
the  No.  7   reflector.  Featuring  the  twin 
advantages  of  greater  collection  of  light 
and  better  initial  and  maintained  color  ef- 

ficiency, these  reflectors  are  said  to  pro- 
vide the  effectiveness  of  50-watt  ordinary 

colored  lamps. 

The  No.  7   reflector  in  3-,  6-  and  7-watts 
is  designed  for  exterior  use  in  sign  and 

marquee  “running”  borders  or  decorative 
treatments,  so  popular  for  providing  spar- 

kle to  theatre  marquees. 

The  No.  9   reflector  in  6-  and  10-watts 
provides  a   considerable  volume  of  light 
suited  to  theatre  name  signs  or  for 
changeable  letters  of  the  exposed  lamp 

type.  It  is  also  useful  for  exposed  treat- 
ments beneath  the  marquee,  providing  a 

clean-cut  effect  but  with  the  desired 

sparkle.  In  this  case,  it  is  best  to  supple- 

Climax  reflector  with  diffusing  rounded  for 
color  lighting. 

ment  the  lighting  with  a   few  additional 
higher  wattage  reflectors  of  the  adjustable 
type,  or  in  the  case  of  new  construction, 
with  higher  wattage  built-in  reflectors. 

For  interiors,  the  reflectors  have  many 
uses.  They  are  especially  beneficial  for  use 
in  coves  with  bare  lamps,  because  here 
the  advantages  mentioned  are  aided  by 

the  additional  one  of  cleanliness;  the  re- 
flecting surfaces  stay  clean  and  the 

roundels  are  easily  cleaned. 

Corridors  can  be  lighted  easily  with  bet- 
ter efficiency.  A   striking  and  unusual  ef- 

fect is  had  by  using  the  reflectors  inside 

wall  brackets  to  direct  the  light  up  and 

reduce  the  glare.  Murals  and  posters  can 
be  lighted  readily.  In  fact  in  any  place 
where  ordinary  colored  lamps  are  used, 
the  advantages  of  the  new  reflectors  are 
said  to  be  obvious. 

New  Aid  for  “Emphasis”  Lighting 

Another  new  tool  for  better  lighting  re- 
cently introduced  by  Climax  is  a   small 

compact  directional  spotlight,  with  a   swivel 

neck,  permitting  ready  aiming  and  adjust- 
ing. Using  only  a   20-cent  lamp,  it  is  said 

to  be  much  more  economical  than  other 

devices  with  a   similar  objective. 

Because  it  can  be  used  in  present  sock- 
ets, its  possibilities  are  pronounced.  Out- 
side, these  reflectors  can  be  used  in  mar- 
quee outlets  to  focus  light  on  the  posters 

and  on  the  main  point  of  attention,  the 
boxoffice. 

Inside,  it  can  also  be  used  to  build  up 
the  light  on  the  posters  and  thus  make 
them  more  attractive  and  attention  com- 

pelling. In  lobby  fixtures,  it  can  be  used 
to  direct  light  up  or  down  to  provide  light 
more  effectively  than  with  less  efficient 

low-wattage  lamps.  Directing  it  through 
a   crystal  fixture  brings  out  the  sparkle  of 

the  crystals.  Directed  upward,  ceiling  de- 
signs can  be  brought  out.  The  spotlights 

can  be  used  in  torchieres,  giving  a   decided 
improvement  in  light  output  in  most  cases. 
Pictures  and  murals  can  also  be  lighted 
with  them. 

They  are  useful  in  lighting  dark  danger- 
ous stairways,  in  providing  indirect  light 

or  directive  light  as  well  for  dark  bal- 
conies, for  work  lights,  and  for  stage  ef- 

fects. Because  they  are  so  inexpensive  and 

effective,  these  adjustable  reflectors  have 
a   variety  of  uses,  practical  functions  that 
will  readily  be  visualized  in  looking  around 
the  theatre. 

The  modern  vacuum  cleaner  is  a   sani- 

tary item  of  first  importance.  The  the- 
atre type  cleaner  keeps  a   multitude  of 

furnishings  and  equipment  in  spic-and- 
span  order  when  used  regularly. 

A   good  scouring  job  may  reveal  that  the 
physical  condition  of  the  house  is  not  so 
bad  after  all.  Try  a   little  soap  and  elbow 

grease  first,  then  redecorate  if  necessary. 

rS L I D E   PROJECTORS 
♦   Skillfully  engineered  ond  carefully  manufactured 
from  best  materials.  Well  ventilated.  Complete  with 

FlO-ft.  approved  cord,  switch,  slide  carrier,  ground  and 
'   polished  lens  (less  lamp). 

1000  watt.  Range  75-150  feet.  With  any  focus  lens  10  to 36  inches.  $35. 

500  watt  "BESTEROPTICON."  Range  up  to  75  feet. 

With  any  focus  lens  10  to  30 
inches.  $23. 

At  Your  Dealers  r 
BEST 

DEVICES 

CO. 

10516  Western 

Avenue  A 

Cleveland^K 

Ohio  J&  R§ 

j-Vr./.a, 

7   TO  MIDNITEi 

CURK  SABLE  5   MYRNA  LOY 
TOO  HOT  TO  HANDLE 

(A  Wajpier  Multiple  Installation  in  the  Strand  Theatre,  Ocean  City,  N.  J.) 

“IT’S  ANOTHER  WAGNER 

MULTIPLE  3-in-1  INSTALLATION!” From  Coast  to  Coast 

they  are  giving  exhibitors 

DOMINATING  DISPLAY 
Send  for  Details 

Fully  Covered  by  U.  S.  and  Foreign  Patents.  Protected  by 
Contract  with  THE  PATENT  PROTECTION  CORPORATION. 

WAGNER  SIGN  SERVICE,  Inc.  53 
706  E.  Hancock  Ave.,  DETROIT  6   Britain  St..  TORONTO 

Pacific  Coast  Representative:  B.  F.  Shearer  Company 
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soft  shades  of  pastel  colors  to  hai'monize 
with  the  furnishings — functional  chrome 
steel  and  leatherette  lounge  seats.  The 
floor  is  covered  with  a   modern  pattern  of 

carpet,  under  which  two  thicknesses  of 
padding  were  placed  to  impart  luxury  and 
lengthen  the  life  of  the  carpet. 

The  Avalon     

features  Theatre  Construction  Thrift 

A   case  history  from  descriptive  data  and 

photographs  supplied  by  the  architects,  COR- 
GAN  <S  MOORE,  of  Dallas,  Texas. 

N   PLANNING  and  constructing  the  new 
Avalon  Theatre,  in  Clarksville,  Texas, 
the  avowed  intention  of  the  owners 

and  architects  was  quite  apparently  to  ob- 
tain as  much  functional  flash  and  attrac- 
tion as  possible  with  a   minimum  of  cost. 

The  site  of  the  theatre  is  the  south  side  of 

the  town  square  and  lighting  effects  on 
the  front  make  it  easily  the  dominating 
point  of  interest  on  the  entire  square. 

It  is  the  first  and  most  impressive  sight 
to  greet  those  approaching  the  center  of 

Clarksville,  a   town  of  some  3,500  popula- 
tion. The  Avalon  Theatre  was  constructed 

at  a   cost  of  $18,500.00,  using  some  salvage 
from  an  old  building,  and  $15,000.00  was 
expended  for  new  equipment.  It  has  a 
seating  capacity  for  779  patrons  and  is 
owned  and  operated  by  Engelbrecht  & 
Wolf  and  Westex  Theatres,  Inc.;  F.  L. 
Wolf  is  manager  of  the  new  theatre.  The 
architects,  Corgan  and  Moore,  of  Dallas, 

are  well-known  for  theatre  work  in  the 
Southwest  and  are  members  of  The  Mod- 

ern Theatre  Planning  Institute  Advisory 
Board. 

The  front  of  the  new  theatre  is  of  white, 

sand-finished  Oriental  stucco,  which  was 
applied  on  brick  walls.  Unusual  archi- 

tectural treatment  and  decoration  were 

obtained  by  the  use  of  offsets  and  shadow 

lines,  and  round  glass  block  filled  open- 
ings as  well  as  architectural  steel  case- 

ments also  add  to  the  novel  treatment  of 
the  facade.  Color  was  introduced  through 

the  medium  of  red  porcelain  enamel  strips 
above  and  below  the  windows. 

Flood  Lighting  Featured 

Very  impressive  and  unusual  effects  are 

obtained  by  the  use  of  flood  lights  play- 
ing on  the  front  at  night.  The  brilliant 

lights  turned  on  the  white  stucco  bring 

out  lines  and  shadows  and  make  the  the- 
atre the  brightest  spot  in  town.  Since 

floodlights  are  quite  inexpensive,  a   great 
deal  of  effect  was  gained  at  a   minimum 
of  cost.  The  main  sign  is  an  integral 
part  of  the  architectural  treatment  and 
the  marquee  and  interchangeable  letter 
board  also  were  designed  by  the  architects. 

The  lobby  is  built  of  the  same  materials 

as  the  front  and  is  equipped  with  a   com- 
bination display  case  which  accommodates 

a   22  by  28  inch  poster  and  a   set  of  11  by 
14  inch  stills.  Other  lobby  display  frames 
were  built  by  the  art  department  of  the 
operating  company.  The  floor  of  the 
lobby  is  of  red  cement  blocked  off  in 
squares. 

An  attractive  and  well-located  boxoffice 
is  constructed  of  wood  framing  with  a   tile 
and  stucco  bulkhead.  The  top  part  of  the 
boxoffice  is  of  glass  with  a   polished  metal 
speaking  port  and  change  opening.  It  is 

handsomely  equipped  with  the  most  mod- 
ern ticket  issuing  and  money-handling 

devices. 

The  long,  narrow  foyer  is  beautifully 
decorated  in  the  modern  manner,  using 

This  room  is  also  equipped  with  a   draped 
standee  rail  of  unusual  design  and  marked 
efficiency.  The  bottom,  or  hand  rest,  of 
the  standee  rail  is  cut  on  a   45  degree  angle 

so  that  the  drapery  will  blow  in  toward 
the  foyer  and  not  permit  disturbing  light 

to  enter  at  the  patrons’  backs. 
Thrifty  Interior  Treatment 

The  auditorium  is  outstanding  in  both 

economy  of  materials  used  and  attrac- 
tiveness of  the  general  decorative  effect. 

It  has  a   cement  floor  and  the  walls  are  of 

masonry  which  was  covered  with  a   low 
density  acoustical  board  applied  on  wood 
strips  fastened  to  the  walls.  This  material 
serves  two  purposes;  namely,  it  provides 
a   neat  and  modern  decorative  effect  and 
it  also  takes  care  of  acoustical  qualities, 
thus  cutting  costs  materially. 

The  auditorium  ceiling  is  of  the  same 

material  applied  in  block  tile  form  direct- 
ly to  wood  strips  fastened  to  the  joists. 

The  joists  are  supported  by  steel  trusses 
which  span  the  auditorium.  Decoration 
of  the  walls  and  ceiling  was  accomplished 
with  a   non-bridging  paint  and  is  mainly 

a   stencil  and  stipple  effect.  The  wain- 
scoting is  of  trowel-finished  cement  plas- 

ter painted  with  an  oil  paint  in  deep  ma- roon color. 

Auditorium  furnishings  and  equipment 

are  of  the  latest  type  and  design.  The 

luxurious  chairs  provide  beauty  of  appear- 
ance as  well  as  modern  lounge-reclining 

comfort.  Lighting  fixtures  and  draperies 

Night  view  of  the  front  elevation  of  the  new  Avalon  Theatre,  at  Clarksville,  Texas.  Modernity  in 

many  things  is  the  medium  of  attraetion  here. 
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were  furnished  by  the  maintenance  depart- 
ment of  the  operating  company.  For  com- 
plete patron  safety,  fire  extinguishers  were 

placed  properly  as  provided  by  the  insur- 
ance companies  and  the  state  fire  laws 

governing  theatres. 

Modern  Plumbing  Fixtures 

Rest  rooms  are  of  ample  size  and  hy- 
gienically  equipped.  They  have  ceramic 
tile  floors  and  sanitary  bases,  and  the  walls 
and  ceilings  are  of  attractively  decorated 
plaster.  Modern  plumbing  fixtures  and 
incidental  furnishings  complete  the  ef- 

ficiency of  the  rooms.  Each  rest  room  is 
well  ventilated  to  insure  a   clean  and 
wholesome  atmosphere. 

The  projection  booth  of  the  new  Avalon 
Theatre  is  modern  in  every  respect.  It  is 

of  fireproof  construction,  built  up  of  3- 
inch  concrete  and  steel.  Its  interior  treat- 

ment is  of  sand-finished  plaster.  The  ceil- 
ing is  equipped  with  a   20-inch  galvanized 

exhaust  ventilator  and  the  front  wall  is 

equipped  with  “fool-proof”  fire  shutters 
on  the  portholes. 

These  shutters,  which  were  designed  by 

the  architects,  Corgan  and  Moore,  are  re- 
leased by  a   fusible  link  of  film.  The  booth 

is  also  equipped  with  a   fire  door  having 
an  approved  safety  device,  and  lavatory 
provisions.  The  projection  and  sound 
equipment  are  of  the  very  finest  for  this 
size  of  house. 

The  new  Avalon  Theatre,  in  Clarksville, 

Texas,  is  an  elaborate  and  efficient  small- 
town theatre,  but  withal  it  was  not  ex- 

horbitant  in  cost.  It  was  planned  to  suit 
a   need  and  was  constructed  economically 
to  meet  that  need  in  a   manner  that  can 

hardly  be  criticized  on  any  point.  Com- 
petent architectural  service  and  complete 

confidence  on  the  part  of  the  property 
owners  may  be  said,  in  this  instance,  to 
have  scored  again. 

Poor  sound  reception  is  like  B.  O.  (defi- 

nitely not  “boxoffice”) .   You  may  not  know 
you  have  it  and  mayhap  even  your  best 

friend  won’t  tell  you.  But  an  acoustical 
engineer  will,  and  it  will  pay  to  consult  him 
if  you  are  afflicted  with  loss  of  patronage 
in  the  mariner  of  the  boys  in  the  ads  who 
are  baffled  by  B.  O.,  halitosis,  lordosis  and 
the  like. 

Carpet  can  be  a   harbor  for  germs  unless 
it  is  cleaned  frequently.  For  the  sake  of 
health  as  well  as  wearability  of  the  car- 

peting, daily  carpet  cleaning  should  be  an 
item  of  upkeep  in  every  theatre. 

All  Exhibitors, 

Please  Note 

If  you  have  recently  remodeled  or 
otherwise  modernised  your  theatre  and 

are  particularly  proud  of  the  result, 

please  send  us  photographs  and  de- 
tails. Through  the  presentation  of 

these  Case  Histories,  it  is  our  purpose 

to  raise  the  standard  of  theatre  con- 

struction and  outfitting  and  thus  ren- 
der a   service  to  the  entire  industry. 

Your  cooperation  is  requested. — The 
Editor. 

Interior  (sectional)  view  of  the  Avalon’s  auditorium,  looking:  toward  the  foyer  and  balcony.  A 

decorative  scheme  of  much  attraction  and  acoustical  efficiency  is  to  be  noted. 

THEATRE  MODERNIZING  GUIDE 
Through  the  co-operation  of  our  affiliated  architects,  leading  manufac- 

turers, their  engineers,  designers,  dealers,  contractors  and  others,  a   ma- 
jority of  whom  are  active  members  of  The  Modern  Theatre  Planning 

Institute,  we  are  prepared  to  assist  the  theatre-owner  in  selection  and 
application  of  all  commodities  and  services  needed  in  remodeling  and 

modernizing  by  placing  him  in  touch  with  dependable  sources  of  sup- 
ply. As  sponsor  of  the  Institute,  we  strive  to  impartially  relay  each 

inquiry  only  to  sources  of  reliable  information.  However,  we  do  not 

guarantee  all  statements  or  claims  made  in  connection  with  products 
offered. 

MAIL  THIS  FORM  FOR  FREE  INFORMATION 

The  MODERN  THEATRE  Planning  Institute,  10-15-38 

Room  334 — 332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago,  111. 

Gentlemen:  Without  cost  or  obligation  please  arrange  to  have  data  supplied  to  us 
covering  the  following  subjects: 

□   Acoustics 
□   Air  Conditioning 

□   Amplifiers 
□   Architectural  Service 

□   Carpets 
□   Coin  Changers 

□   Complete  Remodeling 

□   Decorating 

□   Heating  Equipment 

□   Lighting  Fixtures 

□   Lounge  Furniture 

□   Plumbing  Fixtures 

□   Projectors 
□   Projection  Lamps 

□   Screens □   Seating 

□   Signs  and  Marquees 

□   Sound  Equipment 

□   Theatre  Fronts 

□   Ticket  Machines 

□   Other  Subjects 

Theatre    Seating  Capacity   

Address    

City      State. 

Signed  . (Owner-Manager) 
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ing  the  extravagant  consumption  of  elec- 
trical energy  and  sticks  of  carbon  and  oc- 

casionally a   few  repair  parts.  They  pay 
the  monthly  bills  grudgingly  and  look  to 
George  (the  operator)  for  results. 

Good  Projection  Starts  (and  Stops) 

With  Management 

By  an  X.  Projectionist* 

NCE  upon  a   time  I   was  a   projec- 
tionist, and  a   pretty  good  one,  too, 

judged  by  past  and  present  stand- 
ards of  craftsmanship.  While  fate  de- 

creed a   severance  of  my  working  connec- 
tion with  the  craft,  I’ve  never  lost  in- 

terest in  the  profession,  even  though  am- 
bition got  the  best  of  me  several  years  ago 

and  I   acquired  a   theatre  of  my  own. 
My  first  crack  at  theatre  management 

was  an  humble  beginning.  Having  stepped 
directly  from  the  projection  room  of  a 
big  theatre,  where  I   was  knocking  off  a 
fair  weekly  competence  in  the  form  of 
regular  pay  checks,  into  a   measly  little 
dump  of  my  own  where  immediate  or  fu- 

ture income  was  a   doubtful  possibility,  I 
can  say  truthfully  that  I   started  after  suc- 

cess the  hard  way,  and  through  the  back 
door,  so  to  speak. 
Without  managerial  experience,  or  any 

of  the  inherent  qualifications  that  are  said 
to  make  for  success  in  showmanship,  I 
opened  my  first  theatre.  In  doing  so  I 
was  peremptorily  added  to  a   long  list  of 
suckers  who  had  preceded  me  in  trying 
unsuccessfully  to  buck  firmly  organized 

competition  with  a   “renegade”  house. 
Starting  Point — Projection 

But  in  my  innocence  and  foolhardiness 
there  must  have  been  something  to  at- 

tract the  favor  of  the  gods,  because  that 
shaky  venture  proved  to  be  the  nucleus  of 
my  later  success  in  show  business.  And 
you  may  believe  me  or  not,  my  ex- 

perience as  a   projectionist  provided  the 
real  spark  that  ignited  the  success  of  my 
maiden  voyage  into  the  realm  of  theatre 
management,  and  to  that  spark  I   at- 

tribute my  reputation  (whatever  it  may 
be)  as  a   successful  exhibitor. 

Many  of  my  colleagues  say  that  I’m  a 
nut  on  the  subject  of  better  projection. 

I'm  constantly  kidded  about  my  “pet  per- 
version” as  they  call  it,  and  even  my  own 

executive  associates  and  members  of  the 
staff  sometimes  are  inclined  to  question 
my  quarrelsome  attitude  regarding  screen 
results  at  some  of  our  theatres.  But  my 
critical  attitude  keeps  them  on  their  toes. 

In  my  first  theatre  and  in  those  sub- 
sequently acquired,  whether  taken  over  or 

newly  built  and  equipped,  my  first  con- 
cern has  always  been  for  the  quality  of 

projection.  I   have  insisted  on  having  the 
best  presentation  of  pictures  on  my  screens 
that  money  and  machinery  can  provide. 

Early  days  and  nights  spent  in  the 
booth,  working  valiantly  against  mechani- 

cal odds  to  deliver  to  the  public  the  best 
possible  in  value  of  the  one  thing  they  pay 

their  money  for,  taught  me  the  signifi- 
cance of  good  projection  at  the  boxoffice. 

It  taught  me  something  else,  too,  and  the 
lesson  learned  has  become  almost  an  ob- 

session with  me  as  a   theatre  owner.  The 
responsibility  for  good  projection,  I   have 
observed,  rests  entirely  in  the  hands  of 
management. 

Too  few  theatre  owners  and  managers, 

I’m  afraid,  realize  or  even  take  the  trouble 
to  find  out  what  goes  on  in  their  projec- 

tion rooms.  To  many,  the  mechanics  of 
moving  picture  operation  are  somewhat  of 
a   mysterious  mechanical  procedure  involv- 

Rigid  Inspection  Rule 

I   make  it  my  business  to  know  exactly 
the  operating  condition  of  all  equipment 
in  the  projection  rooms  of  our  theatres. 
Frequently,  I   inspect  them  in  person  and 
insist  on  a   rigid  routine  of  inspection  by 
our  house  managers.  I   know  the  age  of 
every  piece  of  projection  equipment  on 
our  inventories  as  well  as  its  record  for 
expense  in  upkeep. 

Since  the  projection  room  with  its  vari- 
ous mechanical  appurtenances  for  the  re- 

production of  the  picture  is  the  most  im- 
portant part  of  a   theatre,  around  which 

the  whole  scheme  of  business  revolves,  I 
believe  it  is  the  one  spot  in  the  house  that 

deserves  the  greatest  regard  of  manage- 
ment. Certainly  it  rates  more  attention 

than  is  usually  given  from  the  “front  of- 

fice.” 

The  human  element  in  the  projection 
room  is  always  to  be  taken  into  account, 
of  course.  Some  operators  are  more  pro- 

ficient in  the  arts  of  their  craft  than 
others.  Some  are  naturally  careless  and 
negligent  respecting  the  quality  of  their 
work  and  the  maintenance  of  equipment 
placed  in  their  hands. 
We  try  to  pick  men  who  are  interested 

in  their  work  and  who  take  pride  in  the 

performance  of  their  equipment.  By  giv- 
ing them  good  tools  to  work  with  and 

sharing  their  enthusiasm  for  the  quality 
of  projection  maintained  in  all  our  houses, 
we  encourage  them  to  greater  effort  in 
keeping  up  the  standard  we  have  set. 

In  all  our  houses,  we  have  achieved  a 

BLOOMINGTON  PROJECTIONEERS  ON  PARADE 

*This  author ,   a   prominent  theatre 
onmer,  prefers  to  withhold  his  identity  for 
reasons  best  knoum  to  himself. 

Members  of  Bloomington  (Indiana)  Local  No.  618  adeck  their  prize-winning-  Labor  Day  Float  (sound- 

projector  eauipped  by  National).  Reading  from  front  to  rear:  Driver,  Lester  Hays,  non-member; 

1’aul  Peck;  Paul  Beatty,  president;  Orville  Sclioff;  Alva  Smith;  Wayne  McNabb;  Burl  McGuire,  busi- 

ness representative;  Dick  McGuire;  at  projectors,  Roy  Hays,  Derrell  Weaver,  Labor  Day  chairman. 
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& t&S 

Oh  E   OPERATOR 

IS  CHANGING- 

REELS n 

or  the  Trials  of  01/  CINE'  SAM 
FLOYD  FETHERHUFF.  of  the  Mills  Theatre  at  Lake 

Mills,  Iowa,  gives  us  his  conception  of  a   caper  that 
cost  our  crack-brained  hero  another  job. 

On  "continuous  show"  duty  from  noon  'til  nine  o'clock,  relief  man  two  hours  late  and 
no  provisions  near  the  booth,  Ol'  Sam  eyes  the  film  can  ominously.  Subsequent  events 
sent  Sam  on  his  way  to  ESTHERVILLE,  IOWA. 

sort  of  partnership  between  our  projec- 

tion room  and  the  manager’s  office.  They 
work  together  for  the  cause  of  better  pro- 

jection and  the  standard  is  thus  kept  well 
above  the  average. 

Policy  on  Replacement 

I   believe  firmly  in  the  principle  of  keep- 
ing projection  equipment  strictly  up-to- 

date  with  the  ever-improving  standards  of 
moving  picture  presentation.  Therefore, 
it  is  a   policy  with  us  to  replace  rather  than 

repair  old  equipment  that  has  been  super- 

seded by  later  models.  In  any  case,  we  re- 
sort to  overhauling  of  apparatus  only 

when  by  doing  so  the  piece  of  equipment 
can  be  made  to  deliver  a   screen  result  as 

good  as  any  new  product  available  at  the 
time. 

It  is  my  belief  that  there  is  just  as 
much  good  reason  for  replacing  out  of 
date  projection  equipment,  and  by  this  I 

mean  projectors,  projection  lamps,  gen- 
erators, rectifiers,  sound  equipment, 

screens  and  other  commodities,  as  there 

AVOID  PREMATURE  OLD  AGE 
When  a   Transverter  will  serve  you  for  years  and  years 

with  maintained  efficiency  .   .   .   why  consider  equipment  that 

requires  nearly  total  replacement  in  only  five  years? 

yighQtnlmsity 

Sold  through  The  National  Theatre  Supply  Co.;  in  Canada, 
General  Theatre  Supply  Co.;  or  write  us 

THE  HERTNER  ELECTRIC  CO. 
12695  Elmwood  Avenue  Cleveland,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 

EXCLUSIVE  MANUFACTURERS  OF  THE  TRANSVERTER 

is  to  replacing  my  automobiles  with  new models. 

This  policy  may  seem  a   little  bit  extra- 
vagant to  some  of  my  brother  exhibitors 

who  operate  small  houses,  but  I   can  say 

emphatically  that  it  is  the  kind  of  extra- 
vagance that  has  helped  me  build  good, 

steady  business  at  the  boxoffice  in  all  of 

my  theatres. 
I   drive  a   pretty  hard  bargain  with  the 

supply  men;  but  they  know  what  I   insist 
on  and  I   usually  get  it  at  a   cost  that  is  no 
greater  than  would  be  the  case  were  I   to 
make  all  my  equipment  deals  on  a   purely 
price  basis  with  only  secondary  regard  for 

the  quality  of  performance. 

Recently,  four  of  our  smaller  houses 
were  remodeled  from  stem  to  stern.  Two 
of  them  were  reseated  and  recarpeted.  All 

of  them  were  given  complete  new  pro- 
jection and  sound  equipment.  It  is  this 

policy  of  building  our  theatres  around 
their  projection  rooms  that  has  helped 
us  sell  our  product,  entertainment,  to  the 

public. 

S.M.P.E.  All  Set  for  Big 
Fall  Session  in  Detroit 

Detroit,  Michigan,  will  be  the  scene  of 

the  twenty-third  Fall,  1938,  Convention  of 
the  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers, 
October  31st  to  November  2nd,  at  the 
Hotel  Statler.  Meeting  in  Detroit  for  the 

first  time,  the  engineers  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry  will  view  first-hand  high- 
( Continued  on  following  page) 

Da-Lite’s  pioneering:  experience  anti  ad- 

vanced processes  assure  perfect  light  reflec- 

tive qualities  and  picture-presentations  of 

highest  quality.  Da- Lite  Screens  are  made 

in  three  styles — White,  Beaded  and  Seam- 

less Silver.  Your  dealer  will  be  glad  to 

make  recommendations. 

DA-LITE  SCREEN  CO.,  Inc. 
2713  N.  Crawford  Ave.,  Chicago,  Illinois 
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TRUE  STORIES  FROM  ALTEC  FILES 

W.  T.  MACNEILLY,  Manager 

of  the  Uptown  Theatre, 
Utica,  N.  Y.,  and 

district  manager  of  the 

Kallet  Theatre  Circuit 

Finds  2   Troubles; 

Show  Flits  Sheet 

in  Less  Than  Hour 

UTICA,  N.Y.— "At  3:30  P.M.,  during  a   matinee 

recently,  I   lost  sound  completely,”  said  W.  T. 
MacNeilly,  manager  of  the  Uptown  Theatre 
here. 

"I  at  once  put  in  a   call  for  Jack  Sanford,  the 
Altec  man.  He  was  in  Rome,  16  miles  away. 

He  got  me  on  the  phone  in  less  than  five  min- 
utes and  correctly  diagnosed  the  trouble  over 

the  phone.  Driving  the  16  miles  from  Rome, 

Sanford  himself  arrived  in  the  theatre  20  min- 

utes later. 

"He  connected  up  his  emergency  amplifiers, 
cleared  two  separate  troubles,  and  in  a   few  min- 

utes the  show  went  on  as  usual— all  told,  less 
than  an  hour  from  the  time  the  sound  went 

dead.” 

The  Altec  Service  Agreement  takes  wor- 
ries about  sound  oft  your  shoulders.  Let 

the  Altec  man  in  your  neighborhood  ex- 
plain why  he  gives  you  greater  protection. 

ALTEC  SERVICE  CORPORATION 
250  West  57th  Street 
New  York  City. 

Gentlemen:  Yes,  I'll  listen;  tell  the  Altec  Inspector 
in  my  neighborhood  to  call  me  for  an  appointment. 
No  obligation  to  me. 

NAME      ~ 

lights  of  the  great  progress  that  has  been 
made  in  industrial  motion  pictures. 

A   comprehensive  program  of  interest- 
ing papers  and  technical  presentations  is 

being  arranged  by  J.  I.  Crabtree,  editorial 

vice-president,  and  Glenn  Matthews, 
chairman  of  the  papers  committee.  Karl 
Brenkert  of  Detroit  is  chairman  of  the 
local  arrangements  committee. 

John  Strickler  and  A.  J.  Bradford  of 

Detroit,  are  assisting  W.  C.  Kunzmann. 

convention  vice-president,  in  arranging 
the  details  of  the  convention  and  the  ban- 

quet to  be  held  on  the  evening  of  Novem- 
ber 1st.  Mrs.  J.  F.  Strickler  will  act  as 

hostess  to  the  ladies,  assisted  by  her 

ladies’  reception  committee. 
Notable  features  of  the  banquet,  to  be 

held  at  the  Hotel  Statler  on  November  1st, 
will  be  the  annual  presentations  of  the 
Progress  Medal  and  the  Journal  Award 
respectively.  The  Progress  Medal  is 

awarded  annually  by  the  Board  of  Gover- 
nors of  the  Society,  in  recognition  of  any 

invention,  research  or  development  which, 

in  their  opinion,  has  resulted  in  a   signifi- 
cant advance  in  motion  picture  technology. 

The  Journal  Award  is  made  similarly 
by  the  Board  of  Governors  to  the  author 

or  authoi’S  of  the  most  outstanding  paper 
originally  published  in  the  Journal  of  the 
Society  during  the  preceding  calendar 
year.  The  names  of  the  award  recipients 

will  be  announced  at  the  banquet  on  No- 
vember 1st.  Previous  award  recipients 

were:  Progress  Medal — E.  C.  Wente  (1935), 
C.  E.  K.  Mees  (1936),  E.  W.  Kellogg 

(1937) ;   Journal  Award — L.  A.  Jones  and 
J.  H.  Webb  (1935),  E.  W.  Kellogg  (1936), 
and  D.  B.  Judd  (1937). 

Opportunity  will  be  afforded  to  dele- 
gates, after  the  close  of  the  convention,  to 

visit  some  of  the  huge  industrial  plants  in 
and  around  Detroit.  Hollywood  has  been 
selected  as  the  site  of  the  Spring,  1939, 
Convention,  and  New  York  for  the  1939 
Fall  Convention. 

Reports  Completion  of 

New  Projector  Lamp 
Sensing  a   demand  among  smaller  the- 

atres for  a   low-cost  projection  lamp  that 
would  give  satisfactory  performance,  the 
Ballantyne  Company  of  Omaha,  Nebraska, 

reports  the  development  of  a   new  “super” low  intensity  lamp. 

Under  tests,  the  Duo-Light-Master,  as 
it  is  called,  is  claimed  to  have  produced 

30  per  cent  more  light  than  ordinary  low 

intensity  lamps  with  which  it  was  com- 
pared. A   14-inch  reflector  is  the  secret 

of  the  increased  light,  according  to  R.  S. 
Ballantyne. 

The  reflector  mounting  is  stationary 
with  spot  adjustment  provided  by  moving 

the  entire  arc  assembly  without  disturb- 
ing the  focus  of  the  reflector.  The  arc 

feed  is  an  improved  automatic  type  and 

will  accurately  feed  all  low  intensity  car- 
bon combinations  at  their  respective  rates 

within  their  amperage  range. 
Other  features  of  the  lamp  are  referred 

to,  including  an  inside  dowser,  oversized 
parts  for  long  life,  extra  large  housing  and 
maximum  quantity  of  useable  light  for 
current  consumed. 

THEATRE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 
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••...THAT  YOUR  THEATRE  MAY  NEVER  BE  DARK.” 

You  may  not  be  complimented  on  proper 
sanitary  maintenance,  but  you  certainly 
will  be  censured  for  lack  of  it.  Keep  the 

theatre  spotless  and  above  reproach  at  all 
times  to  insure  patron  attraction. 

TRUE  STORIES  FROM  ALTEC  FILES 

W.  E.  ROBERTS,  Manager 

The  Lyric  Theatre 

of  the  Puhlic-Saenger -Sparks 
Circuit,  Gainesville,  Fla. 

Detects  "Scratch” 
When  Big  Truck 

Shakes  Theatre 

GAINESVILLE,  FLA.— "Right  after  completing 
a   routine  inspection,  my  Altec  man,  W.  M. 

Shubert,  noticed  a   trace  of  scratchiness  in  the 

sound,  just  when  a   heavy  truck  rumbled  by 

the  theatre,”  said  W.  E.  Roberts,  manager  of 
the  Lyric  Theatre  here. 

"Shubert  was  immediately  suspicious  and 
went  back  to  the  booth.  He  found  that  a   wire 

to  the  amplifier,  covered  by  insulation,  was 

broken.  The  only  reason  the  amplifier  wasn’t 
completely  dead  was  because  by  accident  the 
lead  sheathing  of  another  wire  was  touching 
the  frame  of  the  amplifier,  making  a   shaky 

contact. 

"All  we  would  have  needed,  to  lose  a   Sat- 

urday night’s  full  house  business  was  to  have 
another  big  truck  go  by  in  the  middle  of  the 

show.  It’s  a   good  thing  that  Shubert  has  such 
a   sensitive  hearing  —   and  such  a   suspicious 

nature.” 

•   •   • 

The  Altec  Service  Inspector  is  thoroughly 

trained  and  equipped  to  service  all  makes 
of  sound  equipment,  however  modified  or 
modernized  since  equipment  was  purchased. 

.ALTEC 
SERVICE  CORPORATION 

ALTEC  SERVICE  CORPORATION 
250  West  57th  Street New  York  City. 

Gentlemen:  Without  obligation  to  myself,  you  may 
have  the  Altec  Inspector  in  my  neighborhood  tell 
me  why  an  Altec  Service  Agreement  can  give  me 
greater  protection. 

NAME 

THEATRE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 
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“.  .   .   THAT  YOUR  THEATRE  MAY  NEVER  BE  DARK.” 
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New  Amplifying  Unit 
Offsets  Poor  Acoustics 

The  Ballantyne  Company  of  Omaha 
has  developed  the  Model  70  amplifier, 
which  is  said  to  employ  a   new  system  of 
electronic  frequency  compensation  and  to 

thus  offer  “saddle-back”  response  with 
augmentation  of  both  high  and  low  fre- 

quencies to  overcome  poor  auditorium 
acoustics. 

The  new  amplifier  has  an  output  of  20 

watts  from  push-pull  beam  power  output 
tubes.  Both  voice  and  music  are  brilliant, 
yet  the  apparent  sound  level  is  lower, 
avoiding  discomfiture  to  patrons  sitting 
directly  in  front  of  the  screen. 

A   noise-proof  changeover  mechanism  is 
also  referred  to  as  a   feature  of  the  unit. 

Both  exciter  lamps  are  operated  at  full 
brilliancy  to  allow  optional  adjustments  on 
the  unused  machine  while  the  other  is 
running. 

The  amplifier  is  built  in  two  sections 
with  a   back  panel  fastened  to  the  wall. 
The  amplifier  itself  is  hinged  and  may  be 
swung  out  readily  for  inspection.  The  front 

has  a   removable  grille  for  tube  replace- 
ment without  need  for  disconnections. 

Optional  equipment  includes  a   remote 

volume  control  for  location  in  the  the- 
atre and  a   direct  current  exciter  supply 

unit.  This  supply  may  be  installed  as  an 
integral  part  of  the  amplifier  and  provides 

added  capacity  for  high-fidelity  reproduc- 
tion. 

Planning  Affects  the 

Staging  of  Programs 
A   good  stage  depends  on  the  way  it  is 

planned.  Only  a   properly  designed  stage 

can  function  properly — efficiently,  eco- 
nomically and  safely.  With  stage  attrac- 

tions regaining  popularity,  it  is  well  to 
investigate  staging  provisions. 

In  planning  and  designing  a   proper  set- 
ting for  stage  presentations,  economy  in 

first  cost  should  not  be  of  utmost  im- 

portance because  “first  cost”  can  be  mis- 
leading. Poorly  selected  or  undersize  equip- 

ment may  have  to  be  replaced  very  quickly. 
This  means  not  only  the  cost  of  new 
equipment  but  the  time  and  labor  in 
making  the  change. 

The  proper  planning  of  a   stage  should 
include  lower  finished  costs  through  the 
proper  selection  of  equipment.  It  should 
reduce  installation  costs  since  each  piece 
should  fit  into  place  without  alteration.  It 
should  provide  safety  of  operation  with 
equipment  of  the  proper  capacity.  It 
should  assure  lowest  operating  and  upkeep 
costs. 

Air  Conditioning  Drive 

Successful  in  Philly 
Several  neighborhood  theatres  in  Phila- 

delphia are  now  eloquent — and  comfort- 
able— witnesses  to  the  success  of  the  cool- 
ing drive  launched  last  spring  by  S.  S. 

Fretz,  Inc.,  General  Electric  air  condi- 
tioning distributors,  and  the  drive  has  not 

yet  lost  its  force. 

The  Hamilton  Theatre,  seating  900,  lo- 
cated at  5926  Lansdowne  Avenue,  is 

equipped  with  one  25-h.p.  and  one  30-h.p. 
G-E  compressor,  and  with  an  evaporative 

condenser.  The  Crest  Theatre,  at  Rising 
Sun  and  Cheltenham  Avenues,  seating 

950,  was  built  by  Leo  Posel  during  the  fall 
of  1937.  The  Fretz  organization  designed 
and  installed  the  winter  heating  and 

ventilation  system  and  sized  the  ductwork 
for  future  cooling.  Design  and  service 

later  won  them  the  cooling  job,  consist- 
ing of  two  30-h.p.  compressors,  an  evapo- 

rative condenser  and  a   central  plant  air 
conditioner. 

The  Lyric  and  Regal  Theatres,  on  Ger- 
mantown Avenue  and  Oxford  Street,  re- 

spectively, also  owned  by  Posel,  have  since 
been  similarly  equipped.  The  former  has 

two  25-h.p.  compressors,  an  evaporative 
condenser,  and  central  plant  air  condi- 

tioner, while  the  latter  has  one  25-h.p. 
condensing  unit  and  direct  expansion 
coils.  Additional  cooling  is  obtained  by 

using  cold  water  coils  with  well  water. 

Soap  Dispensers  Save 
And  Promote  Sanitation 

The  increasing  popularity  of  liquid  soap 
and  the  steadfast  adherence  to  its  use  by 

the  great  majority  of  the  best  hotels,  the- 
atres, clubs,  buildings,  factories  and  in- 

stitutions is  based  upon  a   few  fundamental 
reasons : 

Liquid  soap  is  individual  soap  for  each 

user.  A   measured  portion  is  instantly  ob- 

tained by  slightly  pressing  the  valve  but- 
ton. Used,  slimy  soap  bars  are  completely 

banished.  Pilferage  is  avoided.  In  all, 
complete  sanitation,  efficiency  and  perfect 

service  at  the  lowest  possible  cost  is  pro- 
vided. 

The  success  of  liquid  soap  service,  how- 
ever, depends  wholly  upon  the  mechanical 

excellence  of  the  dispensing  equipment. 
This  equipment  must  be  made  to  protect 

against  wasteful  soap  consumption  and  re- 
pair nuisance  and  to  provide  perfect  opera- 
tion and  long  life. 

Drinking  Fountains 

Enhance  House  Appeal 
Provision  of  cool  drinking  water  from 

hygenic  fountains  is  evidence  of  thought- 
ful theatre  management.  The  theatre 

without  a   sanitary  drinking  fountain  is 
lacking  in  a   service  to  patrons  which  could 
most  easily  be  capitalized.  However,  an 
unclean  or  poorly  operating  fountain  is 
little  better  than  none  at  all. 

The  modern  drinking  fountain  is  fool- 
proof and  trouble-proof  and  it  provides 

cooled  water  in  a   manner  that  is  sanitary 
and  pleasing  to  thirsty  customers  of  the 
theatre.  It  should  be  located  con- 

veniently for  all  who  may  care  to  use  it 

and  modern  design  makes  the  new  foun- 
tain a   pleasing  item  from  the  standpoint 

of  decoration  rather  than  something  to  be 
hidden  away  in  a   corner  remote  from 
patronage  traffic. 

Rubber  matting  helps  keep  dirt  and  dust 
out  of  the  theatre,  besides  being  a   colorful 
and  most  attractive  floor  covering  in  its 

own  right.  When  monogrammed  or  let- 

tered, it  serves  a   triple  purpose — sanita- 
tion, decoration  and  advertising. 

Used  for 

High  Fidelity 

Long  Life 

PHOTOELECTRIC  CELLS 

ISITRON 
STANDARD  SINCE  1925 

Get  spare  photocells  for 

every  projector.  Order 
from  your  supply  dealer! 

G-M  LABORATORIES,  INC. 

1731  Belmont  *   Chicago 

SAVE  TWICE! 
with  the  Original 

Safety  Ladder 

•   Cuts  Accident 

Costs  .   .   . 

•   Increase 

Workmen’s 
Efficiency  .   .   . 

Dayton  Safety  Ladders  are  not  turned  out 

from  a   volume  production  line.  Each  Day- 
ton  Ladder  is  custom  built  to  give  you  the 

utmost  in  ladder  safety  and  durability. 

Daytons  are  made  of  durable  airplane 

spruce,  in  sizes  3   to  16  feet.  Stand  firmly. 

Straight  back  permits  close  work. 

Write  Dept.  MT-10  for  details. 

THE  DAYTON  SAFETY  LADDER  CO. 
121-123  WEST  3rd  ST.,  CINCINNATI,  OHIO 

DAYTON 
Safety  Ladder 

(Patented) 

Send  today  for  our  new  catalog  No.  5   showing  a 

complete  line  of  accident  prevention  equipment. 
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THE  SUPPLy  Ml 
WHAT  YOU  MAY  NEED 

AND  WHERE  TO  FIND  IT 

WHEN  YOU  FASTEN  ANYTHING 

IN  MASONRY',  DEPEND  ON  THESE 
CHICAGO  PRODUCTS 

Expansion  nuts  where  exterior  finish 
is  important. 
Four  theatre  style  expansion  bolts 

for  fastening  theatre  seats  perma- nently. 

Drill  points,  chucks  and  setting  tools. 
SEE  YOUR  DEALER  —   or  write  us. 

CHICAGO  EXPANSION  BOLT  CO. 
Room  601,  134  S.  Clinton  St.,  Chicago 

AIR  CONDITIONING 
for  Bigger  Box  Office  Receipts 

CARRIER  CORPORATION— SYRACUSE,  N.  Y- 

Fast  Accurate  Change  -   Maker 
Saves  time.  Eliminates  mistakes.  Attractive 
and  efficient.  Works  with  new  or  worn  coins. 

Many  special  features.  10  year 

guarantee!  Used  in  thousands  of 

theatres.  Write  today  for  de- 
scriptive circular  and  price  list. 

Universal  Stamping  &   Mfg.  Co. 
2839  N.  Western  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

CQINOMETER 

HEYWOOD  -   WAKEFIELD 

Streamline 
SEATS 

Made  lo  Order  for  the  Modern  Theatre 

£L£<TR/<  OPERATED 

CURTAIN 
CONTROL* 

en  ̂ TRACK* 
PGR  THEATERS  A   A/D  AL/O/TOR/L/AAS 

VALLEN,  INC.  —   Akron,  Ohio 

The  Public  Patronizes 

THE  QUALITY  SHOW 
Produc'd  By 

BRENKERT  ENARC 

IMPROVE  YOUR  SOUND 
WITH 

CETRON 
PHOTOCELLS 

CONTINENTAL  ELECTRIC  CO. 

GENEVA,  ILL. 

SOLD  BY  ALL  SUPPLY  DEALERS 

BLOWERS 

,oling,  ven.
'lo''"* 

„i,  cWculal
.°n. 

washed  a'
.r, ,\<n  cold  *»'"
  */P 

,,  Quiet.  
Vibroho"- 

)   up  inclu
ding  vono

- 

Ml.  and  mo
tor  puller

- 

4V2  Protpe*1 

Something  Entirely  New  in  Theatre  Dec- 
oration! Predecorated,  beautifully  finished 

KOLOR-TRIM  MOLDINGS  for  use  with  NU- 

WOOD  ---  the  modern  interior  finish  that 

decorates,  insulates,  controls  sound. 

Write  for  complete  facts. 

WOOD  CONVERSION  COMPANY 

Room  134-10  First  National  Bank  Building 

ST.  PAUL,  MINN. 

Smart  Interiors 
Complete  Interior  Decorations — Draperies — 

Stage  Curtains — Murals 
Seventeen  years  superior  value  and  superior 

service  is  your  guarantee  of  complete  satis- 
faction. Inquiries  invited. 

Novelty  Scenic  Studios,  Inc. 
320  WEST  48TH  ST.,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

    Installations  Everywhere!    

(QUIP  YOUR  BOX  OfflCi 

For  Accuracy 
and  Speed  in 
Making  Change 

/J LIGHTNING  CA 
7/L  v,  JOHNSON  FANE  BOX  CO. Il//lllt  <619  4625  BAVENSWOOD  CHICAGO. 

CHURCH  ST.  NEW  YORK  ISO  CAUSEWAY  ST  BOSTON. 

CASHIER 

NEW  SEAT  CATALOG 

NOW  READY  —   WRITE 
Pictures  and  describes 

all  types  Peabody  The- 
atre Seats.  Attractive 

modern  designs.  Comfort- 
able quality  seats  for 

every  theatre  need.  Free 

Catalog  sent  on  request. 

Peabody  Seating  Co. 
North  Manchester,  Ind. 

Specify  GoldE  Standard 
Products  and  know  you 

have  the  best  in  Spotlights, 

Rewinds,  Rewind  Tables, 

Film  Cabinets,  New  Alum- 

inum Magazines,  Stereoptl- 
cons,  Cleaner  Stands,  New 

Roto-Chrome  Color  Spot- 

light, Changeover,  Take- 
ups,  etc.  —   New  Catalog. 

GOLDE  MFG.  CO. 
1214-22  W.  Madison  St. 

Chicago,  Illinois 

Insist  OH  fowst 
A   complete  line  of  dependable  PCPTI  EICDP 

for  every  purse  and  purpose  IILUIll  I   LI  10 

LD-30  low  Intensity  Rectifiers 
LD-60  for  Simplified  High  Intensity 
MCS  with  Mallory  Rectifying  Units 
THERMIONIC  RECTIFYING  TUNES,  754-15  AMPERES 

FOREST 
I   K   LLIVIllK 
NEW  JERSEY RECTIFIERS 

Quick,  Easy  Way  to  Make 
LOBBY  DISPLAYS 

Now,  make  swell  business  getting 

lobby  displays.  Less  time.  Less 
work.  Simply  trace  enlargements 

of  photos,  ads,  etc.,  In  natural 
color  with  Postoscope  Projector. 

Anyone  can  do  It. 

rprr  Get  full  details,  liberal ■ntt  TRIAL  OFFER,  low 

prices  now.  Write 

F.  D.  KEES  MFG.  COMPANY 
Dept.  102  Beatrice,  Nebraska 

ADLER  SILHOUETTE 
LETTERS  and  STAINLESS 

STEEL  SUPPORTING  FRAMES 
in  All  Sizes  and  Constructions. 

Protected  by  National  Patent  Corp. 

ADLER  SIGN  LETTER  COMPANY 
2909  Indiana  Ave.  CHICAGO 

IRWIN  SEATING 
famous  for  its 

“NECK  TO  KNEE"  COMFORT 
AND  SNAPPY  APPEARANCE 

IRWIN  SEATING  COMPANY 
Grand  ltapids,  Miehi. 

Distributed  by  National  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

Projectors 729  SEVENTH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
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Protection:  Another  Motive 

for  Property  Modernization 
(Continued  from  page  46) 

type  was  installed.  Nearby  is  the  entrance 
to  the  projection  room. 

Of  the  Mermac’s  former  Moorish  deco- 
rations, harem  scenes  and  landscapes, 

nothing  remains.  Instead,  the  walls  and 

ceiling,  true  to  modern  conceptions  of  in- 
terior decoration,  present  restful  spaces 

that  do  not  bewilder  the  eyes  nor  com- 
pete with  the  pictures  shown  on  the  screen. 

The  old  iron  posts  which  to  a   marked 
extent  impaired  the  view  of  the  screen 

were  removed.  Additional  I-beams  were 
put  in  place  to  support  the  apartments 
above.  They  rest  on  solid  brick  walls  on 
both  ends.  No  beams  are  now  visible  in 

the  ceiling.  It  presents  a   smooth  surface 

throughout,  having  been  covered  with 
sound  absorbent  material.  This  not  only 
improves  the  acoustics  of  the  house,  but 
also  excludes  all  noise  emanating  from  the 
guest  rooms  of  the  Geib  Annex  and  the 
apartments  above. 

Remodeled  for  Service 

The  stage,  which  in  former  years  played 
an  indispensable  part  in  home  theatricals 

and  from  which  many  prominent  persons 
had  spoken,  including  the  late  Senator 

Robert  M.  LaFollette,  was  ripped  out  en- 
tirely. This  added  considerably  to  the 

length  of  the  auditorium  and  improved 
the  vision  from  the  front  seats. 

The  old  organ  behind  the  stage  was  dis- 
mantled and  moved  to  the  Masonic  Tem- 

ple next  door.  It  has  been  accepted  as 
a   munificent  gift  by  the  local  Masonic 
lodge. 

The  theatre  now  has  a   thoroughly  mod- 
ern air  conditioning  system,  including  air 

lilters  and  cooling  coils.  The  projection 
and  sound  equipment  represents  me  best 
obtainable. 

In  the  south  wall,  near  the  southeast 
corner,  an  exit  was  constructed  in  the 

massive  brick  wall  and  a   fire  escape  at- 
tached for  the  operator  in  the  projection 

room.  The  house  generally  is  well  equipped 
for  the  emergencies  of  fire  or  panic,  to 
give  the  public  the  utmost  protection. 

A   beautiful  and  costly  new  rug  was  laid 
in  the  lobby  and  the  auditorium  was  simi- 

larly carpeted.  The  seats  were  rebuilt  and 
rearranged  in  slanting  formation.  Indirect 
lighting  in  various  colors  was  installed. 
Heating  is  also  indirect. 

The  Mermac  Theatre  is  now  in  position 

to  ply  the  citizens  of  West  Bend  and  sur- 
rounding territory  most  persistently  with 

proof  that  “Motion  Pictures  Are  Your  Best 

Entertainment” — thanks  to  the  property- 
mindedness  of  “Augie”  Berkholtz. 

Modern  Plumbing  Is  a 

Precautionary  Measure 
Unsanitary  conditions  are  often  brought 

about  by  old  and  poorly  maintained 
plumbing  fixtures  in  the  rest  rooms.  Re- 

quiring constant  attention,  such  equipment 
had  much  better  be  replaced  because  of 
the  unfavorable  reaction  it  may  have  on 
patronage. 

Modern  plumbing  fixtures,  besides  being 

most  attractive  in  design,  are  as  efficient 
as  modern  engineering  can  make  them. 

Upkeep  has  been  reduced  to  a   minimum 
as  a   result  of  their  scientific  operation, 
and  hygienic  cleanliness  is  insured  by  the 

modern,  stain-proof  and  acid-resisting  ma- 
terials of  which  they  are  manufactured. 

Theatre  patrons  will  be  delighted  with 
the  gleaming  newness  and  shiny  good 
looks  of  new  plumbing  fixtures  in  the  rest 
rooms.  Their  appreciation  will  be  shown 
by  greater  care  in  their  use  of  the  new 

equipment. 

NEW  OIL  BURNER 

A   conversion  type  oil  burner  with  posi- 
tive control  of  air  velocity  has  been  de- 

veloped in  the  research  laboratories  of 
Carrier  Corporation.  The  oil  burner  is 
designed  for  use  with  existing  heating 
plants  or  with  modern  air  conditioning 

systems. 
Air  for  combustion  is  handled  by  divert- 

ing it  into  the  outer  part  of  the  air  tube 

where  air  velocity  is  controlled  and  the 
angle  of  impingement  with  the  oil  spray 
results  in  greater  quietness,  economy  and 
long  life  of  equipment.  Two  models  are 

offered,  one  to  burn  from  1.35  to  3.00  gal- 
lons per  hour  and  the  other  to  go  up  to 

four  gallons  per  hour. 
The  oil  burner  equipment  includes  a 

heavy  chrome-nickel-iron  air  nozzle, 
stainless  steel  air  deflectors,  heavy  cast 
brass  air  diverter,  large  fan  and  Berryllium 

copper  nozzle. 

Perfumers 
Dull  rainy  days  tend  to  depress  one;  so 

also  heavy,  musty-smelling  rooms  have  a 

detrimental  effect  on  one’s  spirits.  In 
cold  weather  we  cannot  ventilate  as 

we  should;  and  without  our  being  aware 

of  it  the  air  in  our  theatres  tends  to  be- 
come foul. 

Perfumers  disseminating  a   refreshing 

fragrance  at  various  points  throughout  the 
house  help  to  solve  the  problem  and 
eliminate  to  a   remarkable  extent  that 

tired,  jaded  feeling  on  the  part  of  patrons. 

THEY'VE  GOT  TO  BE 

GOOD 
To  Get  Where  They  Are 

bTABILAPC 
Motor  Generators 
Year  after  year  acceptance  by  men  who  recog- 

nize values  is  the  best  evidence  that  they  are 

GOOD.  Investigate  STABILARCS  superior 
features  for  installation  in  your  theatre. 

42-00-60  VOLT  MULTIPLE 

35  VOLT  UNIT  WIN 

AUTOMATIC  DEVICES  CO. 
737  Hamilton  St.  Allentown,  Pa. 
Hxport  Office,  220  W.  42n<l  St.,  New  York  City 
Also  Manufacturers  of  Allentown  Steel 

Curtain  Tracks  and  Curtain  Machines 

YOU'LL  GET  THE  THRILL  OF 
YOUR  LIFE  At  the  Matchless  Per- 

formance and  Perfect  Reproduc- 
tion of  All  New  Type  Recordings 

.   .   .   When  You  Install — 

mmissa 
10  Points  of  Superiority 

1.  Prefocused  exciter  lamp  carriage.  2. 

Constant  axis  optical  system  carriage.  3. 

Fully  perfected  optical  system  carriage.  4. 
All  film  travels  on  rotating  surfaces.  5.  The 

proven  gyrofilter  stabilizer.  6.  Projector 
drive  (Simplex)  through  train  of  alternate 

steel  and  fibre  gears.  7.  Felt  faced  combina- 
tion tension  and  lateral  guide  roller.  8. 

Locking  micrometer  lateral  guide  adjust- 
ment. 9.  Single  unit  construction — direct 

connected  motor.  10.  Static  and  dynamic 

balanced  flywheel  on  motor  shaft  for  easy 

starting  and  smooth  operation. 

219  NORTH  161?  STREET.  ..OMAHA,  NEBR. 
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Careful  Maintenance  This 

Manager's  Motto 
(Continued  from  page  44) 

and  many  patronage  appealing  improve- 
ments were  added  in  the  way  of  decorat- 

ing and  furnishing  refinements.  Display 
facilities  at  the  front  entrance  were  en- 

hanced by  a   new  marquee  with  modern 
silhouette  changeable  letters  and  modern - 
styled  display  frames.  The  interior  was 
made  more  attractive  and  pleasing  by  a 

complete  installation  of  acoustical  ma- 
terial in  colorful  plank  and  tile  forma- 

tion throughout  the  auditorium  and  lobby. 
Modern  lighting  fixtures  also  served  to 
dress  up  the  interior. 

Mr.  Hays  favors  budgeting  for  theatre 
maintenance,  establishing  a   yearly  upkeep 

and  improvement  fund  based  on  the  the- 
atre’s income.  Just  because  his  theatre 

happens  to  be  located  in  a   small  town 
rather  than  in  a   metropolitan  area  is  no 
reason,  as  he  sees  it,  why  it  should  be 
any  less  a   model  of  House  Appeal. 

On  this  point,  he  expressed  himself  in 

the  following  manner:  “A  small-towm 
theatre  should  be  just  as  attractive  as 

one  in  the  downtown  section  of  a   larger- 
city,  but  in  a   way  to  lend  a   more  friendly 
or  intimate  atmosphere.  Theatre  cleanli- 

ness and  attractiveness  were  never  more 
important  than  at  the  present  time,  since 

the  motion  picture  is  no  longer  a   novelty.” 
We  then  asked  Mr.  Hays’  opinion  on  the 

question  of  modernization  of  theatres  when 
needed.  His  answer  offers  a   thought  for 

all  those  other  theatre  men  who  are  grop- 
ing for  the  answer  to  jittery  boxoffice 

records.  He  said:  “Now  is  a   very  good  time 
to  modernize  and  re-equip  the  theatre, 
since  in  this  way  you  can  more  readily 

attract  the  public’s  attention  during  the 
Pall  season,  when  indeed  attractions  are 

in  demand.” 
As  to  providing  maximum  comfort  and 

A   Warning  Note  on 
Winter  Air  Conditions 

Winter,  with  its  drastic  changes  of  tem- 
perature, is  very  liable  to  work  a   hardship 

on  any  theatre  that  is  not  properly  air 
conditioned.  Winter  air  conditioning  in- 

volves so  many  points  of  comfort  and 
health  that  it  must  never  be  minimized 
in  relation  to  summer  conditioning. 

The  air  must  be  heated  temperately,  it 
must  be  draughtless,  yet  the  house  should 
be  well  ventilated  at  all  times,  and  there 
ought  to  be  no  sudden  drops  or  rises  in 
house  temperature.  Winter  movie-going 
is  enhanced  by  a   properly  air  conditioned 
house  and  many  theatre  owners  capitalize 
on  the  healthful  atmosphere  maintained 
throughout  the  unpredictable  winter 
months. 

Muddy  Season  Makes 
Need  for  Rubber  Mats 

Proper  sanitary  maintenance  for  the 
theatre  dictates  rubber  matting  at  all  out- 

side entrances  during  the  coming  rainy, 
cold  and  slushy  season  which  will  soon  be 
upon  us.  Dragging  slush  and  slime  into 

The  .Gem  Theatre  front  is  not  of  the  strictly 

modern  type  architecturally,  but  functional  ef- 

ficiency and  attraction  values  are  apparent 

in  its  clean-cut  appearance. 

convenience  for  theatre  patrons  by  mod- 
ernization of  the  property,  the  Gem  The- 

atre’s manager  remarked:  “It  is  always 
gcod  business  to  add  to  the  comfort  and 

convenience  of  one’s  patrons  in  any  type 
of  business.  But  as  an  aid  to  our  busi- 

ness, a   good-looking  theatre,  kept  clean 
and  inviting  in  both  interior  and  exterior, 
.s  one  of  the  principal  selling  factors — and 
the  more  attractive  the  better.  It  isn’t 
necessary  to  boast  of  these  things  either. 
I   think  theatre  improvements  advertise 

themselves.” 
Many  old-timers  in  picture  show  busi- 

ness, and  certainly  some  of  our  new- 
comers, might  well  draw  inspiration  from 

the  expressed  management  policies  of  a 
man  who  has  acquired  in  two  years  the 
modern  technique  of  theatre  operation — 
that  which  makes  business  blossom  at  the 
boxoffice. 

the  interior  of  the  house  is  not  to  be 
countenanced  by  theatre  owners  and  man- 

agers who  wish  to  safeguard  the  health  of 
their  patrons  as  well  as  the  condition  of 
their  property. 

Germ-laden  dirt  brought  into  the  the- 
atre on  the  feet  of  its  patrons  is  a   definite 

health  hazard  which  can  be  allayed  by 

providing  a   proper  foot-wiping  surface  for 
the  customers  to  pass  over.  Modern  rub- 

ber matting  collects  and  cages  dirt  and 
grime  before  the  patrons  have  entered 
upon  the  expensive  interior  furnishings  of 
the  houses  and  in  this  manner  it  not  only 
protects  their  health  by  removing  un- 

wanted filth,  but  protects  the  theatre  pro- 
perty as  well  from  the  ravages  of  damp- 

ness, grit  and  grime. 

FACE  —   FORTUNE 

“My  face  is  my  fortune!”  If  a   theatre 
could  talk,  that  surely  would  be  its  reply 
to  low-gross  moanings  of  managers. 
Many  boxoffices  suffer  immeasurably  be- 

cause of  a   face,  dull,  drab,  distorted  and 

scarred  by  the  ravages  of  time.  It’s  often 
this  first  impression  that  sends  prospec- 

tive patrons  to  brighter  surroundings . 
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Kirully  axLir 

HM&cuie  to  YOU 
from  ALL  those  who  make  Motion  Pictures 

jbotthU  check 

THIS  MESSAGE  comes  to  you  from  every one  of  us  —   nor  just  from  the  directors 

and  stars  whose  names  you  know  —   but 

from  the  writers,  the  musicians,  artists  and  de- 

signers, the  men  and  women  of  276  different 

crafts  and  professions  who  work  —   most  of  us 

anonymously  —   behind  the  scenes. 

All  of  us  have  been  busy  for  many  months, 

each  in  his  or  her  own  way.  to  make  this  fall 

motion  picture  season  one  that  you 

forget- 

for  you  the  curtains  of  time  and  space  and 

transport  you  from  the  commonplace  workaday 

world  into  new  worlds  of  wonder  —   free  you 

from  care  —   give  you  solid  hours  of  relaxation 

and  enjoymenc. 
In  this  work  we  have  been  h< 

. 

V   DE  luxe  heavy  duty  rotary 
STABILIZER  SOUND  HEAD  EASILY 

ADAPTABLE  FOR  PUSH-PULL 
OPERATION 

Y'  CO-AXIAL  CABLE  FOR  HIGHLY 
EFFICIENT  COUPLING 

V"  NEW  POSITIVE  ACTING  ELEC- 
TRONIC SOUND  CHANGEOVER 

^   IMPROVED  AMPLIFIER  VOLUME RANGE 

RES  ARE 
 ̂ OOR 

mhiaent
  ... 

MOTION  PICTURES  ARE  YOUR  BEST  ENTERTAINMENT 

ADDS  TO  THE  PLEASURE  OF  PATRONS  AND  PROFIT 

OF  OWNERS 

ENABLES  SMALL  AS  WELL  AS  LARGE  THEATRES  TO 

REPRODUCE  SOUND  AS  RECORDED  BY  HOLLYWOOD 

MANUFACTURED  BY 

INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR 

CORPORATION 

88-96  GOLD  STREET,  NEW  YORK.  N.  Y. 

Y   GENUINE  TWO-WAY  LOUD 
SPEAKER  SYSTEM 

^   TRUE  MULTI-CELLULAR  HIGH 
FREQUENCY  HORN 

^   CONVENIENT  OPERATING  FACILI- TIES AND  SERVICE  ACCESSIBILITY 

Y   HIGH  QUALITY  SOUND  REPRO- DUCTION AND  DISTRIBUTION 

Y   facilities  for  complete  dual 
OPERATION 

Y   ECONOMICAL  INSTALLATION  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Y '   DEPENDABLE  PERFORMANCE  - ALWAYS 

DISTRIBUTED  BY 

■   S“--N0/  ***** 

PROJECTION 

NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY 

COMPANY 
BRANCHES  IN  PRINCIPAL  CITIES 



NEWS  AND  VIEWS  OF  THE  PRODUCTION  CENTER. 

(Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

SAG  PRESSURE  WELDING  TALENT  AGENTS  INTO 

SOLID  FRONT  UNIT  OPPOSING  FRANCHISE  PLAN 
Crucial  Labor  Issues  Are 

Before  NLRB  and  Producers 

Nineteen  Point  Program  Is 

On  Committee's 
Agenda 

Crucial  developments  along  three  im- 
portant labor  fronts  faced  the  producers 

and  the  National  Labor  Relations  Board 
this  week. 

On  the  NLRB  calendar  were,  primarily, 
the  scheduling  of  final  oral  arguments  for 

Thursday  in  the  seven-week-old  Screen 
Directors  Guild  hearing,  following  which 
the  labor  body  will  file  an  intermediate 
report  with  its  Washington  headquarters 

on  the  SDG’s  charges  that  producers  are 
guilty  of  unfair  labor  practices  and  that 

the  megaphonists  should  be  designated  ex- 
clusive bargaining  agents;  a   conference, 

set  for  Friday,  between  representatives  of 

the  Screen  Writers  Guild  and  the  produc- 
ers at  which  the  NLRB  were  to  take  steps 

to  determine  whether  to  issue  formal  com- 
plaints against  the  producers  in  answer  to 

the  SWG’s  “unfair  labor  practices”  charge; 
and  a   similar  conference  on  the  same  day 
on  charges  filed  some  weeks  ago  by  the 
Motion  Picture  Technicians  Committee, 
branding  the  International  Alliance  of 

Theatrical  Stage  Employes  as  a   “com- 
pany union”  that  had  been  “sold  down  the 

river”  to  the  producers  by  William  Bioff, 
who  recently  resigned  his  post  as  an  execu- 

tive of  the  IA. 

Indications  were  that  the  producers 
would  carry  their  fight  against  the  SDG 

to  the  NLRB’s  parent  body  in  Washington, 
although  any  action  will  be  kept  in  abey- 

ance until  the  intermediate  report  to  be 
filed  by  the  labor  body  has  been  acknowl- 

edged by  the  Washington  headquarters. 
Producers  throughout  have  maintained 

that  the  SDG  membership  should  not  pro- 
perly include  assistant  directors  and  unit 

managers,  and  that,  in  the  final  analysis, 
the  NLRB  has  no  jurisdiction  over  the 
matter. 

As  their  final  defense  move,  producers 
late  last  week  filed  a   motion  to  dismiss 

the  case.  Trial  Examiner  Ringer,  how- 
ever, supported  SDG  Attorney  Barry 

SAG  Calls  Halt 
To  Lugs 

An  end  to  the  studio  tactics  of  forc- 

ing actors  to  contribute  to  the  com- 

munity chest  drive  is  seen  in  the  no- 
tice issued  producers  by  the  Screen 

Actors  Guild  that  it  will  withdraw  its 

pledged  support  to  the  current  fund 

drive  unless  contributions  are  kept  on 

a   purely  voluntary  basis. 

Brannen’s  plea  to  oppose  the  motion. 
Airing  of  the  SWG  charges  was  sched- 

uled following  a   preliminary  conference 
early  in  the  week  between  Dr.  Towne 
Nylander,  NLRB  regional  director,  and 
Leonard  S.  Janofsky,  counsel  for  the  writ- 

ers’ union.  Should  the  NLRB  sustain  the 
SWG’s  complaint,  formal  complaints 
against  the  major  production  units  in- 

volved will  be  issued  and  a   new  hearing 

will  be  ordered.  The  Guild’s  appeal  was 
based  on  its  contention  that,  although  it 
has  received  NLRB  certification  as  sole 

bargaining  agent,  the  producers  have  re- 
fused to  meet  and  negotiate  a   working 

agreement. 
Similar  complaints  may  be  issued  as  a 

result  of  the  NLRB-IATSE  hearing,  in  the 
event  the  labor  body  upholds  the  conten- 

tion of  Jeff  Kibre,  ex-business  manager 
of  Local  37,  IATSE,  that  the  international 

was  “sold  out.” 

Cummings  Temporarily 
Takes  Over  lor  King 

Irving  Cummings  has  temporarily  taken 

over  the  directorial  reins  on  “Jesse  James” 
at  20th  Century-Fox  as  Director  Henry 
King,  suffering  from  an  ear  infection,  was 
granted  leave  to  enter  the  Good  Samaritan 
Hospital  for  observation.  King  planned 
to  return  to  the  job  late  this  week. 

What  is  generally  considered  to  be  the 

most  potentially  explosive  situation  to  de- 
velop within  the  film  industry  in  many 

years  moved  steadily,  though  slowly,  to 
the  crisis  when  the  two  factions  in  the 

talent  agents’  battle-lines  took  steps  to 
weld  themselves  into  a   single,  solid-front 
unit  —   indicating  a   fight-to-the-finish 

against  the  Screen  Actors  Guild’s  appar- 
ent determination  to  put  through  a   19- 

point  franchise  plan  licensing  the  artists’ 
representatives  and  instituting  numerous 

changes  and  reforms  in  their  agent-client 
relationships. 

The  Artists  Managers  Guild,  comprising 

some  30  of  the  larger-scale  agents,  held 
two  meetings  during  the  week  with  a   com- 

mittee representing  a   majority  of  the 

smaller  agents,  discussing  the  SAG  de- 
mands point  by  point  and  outlining  ways 

and  means  of  either  combatting  them  in 
their  entirety  or  effecting  a   compromise. 
On  Thursday  the  AMG  was  to  carry  the 

topic  further  by  calling  a   general  meet- 
ing of  its  membership,  while  on  Friday 

the  AMG  and  independent  ten-per  cent- 
ers were  to  meet  with  an  SAG  group. 

The  AMG  and  the  independent  artists’ 
representatives  pledged  themselves  to 
band  together  in  their  efforts  to  sidestep 
the  SAG  franchise  plan,  both  groups 

strongly  objecting  to  most  of  the  SAG’s 
proposals — chiefly  to  that  point  calling 
for  the  restriction  of  managerial  con- 

tracts to  a   one-year  period.  Out  of  the 
several  meetings  called  during  the  week 
came  the  expressed  intention  of  resorting 
to  legal  action  through  appeal  to  the 
state  labor  board,  the  agents  holding  that 

on  many  points  the  SAG  platform  con- 
flicts with  the  control  exercised  by  that 

body  over  actor-agent  relationships. 

The  independent  per  centers’  committee 
which  was  to  attend  the  SAG  session  Fri- 

day night  comprises  William  Woolfenden, 
William  Stephens,  Freddie  Fralick,  Sam 
Armstrong  and  David  Thompson.  AMG 
representatives  are  piloted  by  M.  C.  Levee. 
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INDEPENDENT  PRODUCER  ASSOCIATION  REVIVES 

TO  NEGOTIATE  WITH  STUDIO  UNIONS  ON  SCALES 

Geared  for  Community  Drive 
Hollywood's  determined  effort  to  go  "over  the  top"  in  reaching  its  self-set  $400,- 

000  quota  as  the  industry's  contribution  to  the  yearly  Community  Chest  drive  re- 
ceived additional  impetus  from  another  quarter  when,  following  in  the  footsteps  of 

the  Screen  Actors  Guild,  the  Screen  Directors  Guild  passed  a   resolution  promising 

its  support  to  the  Drive. 

As  in  the  case  of  the  actors,  the  SDG  resolution  provided  that  whole-hearted 

aid  will  be  rendered  on  condition  that  ten  per  cent  of  the  directors'  contributions  be 
turned  over  to  the  Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund,  in  addition  to  the  one-half  of  one 

per  cent  donated  to  the  Fund  each  week  from  megaphonists'  salary  checks. 

The  SAG,  which  body's  new  by-laws  also  contain  a   one-half  of  one  per  cent 
salary  donation  to  the  fund  clause,  this  week  requested  that  the  studio  managers 

take  over  the  clerical  work  in  connection  with  deductions  of  this  amount  from  actors' 
pay  checks.  The  move  was  made  to  eliminate  the  extensive  bookkeeping  entailed 

on  the  part  of  the  Guild  in  collecting  the  contributions. 

Although  Joseph  Schenck,  chairman  of  the  Hollywood  Community  Chest  drive 

committee,  trained  for  New  York  on  Wednesday,  his  staff  of  lieutenants,  comprising 

representatives  from  virtually  every  studio,  were  to  hold  their  regular  weekly  meeting 

on  Thursday  to  discuss  their  progress. 

Aim  to  Regain  a   Position 

Of  Importance  in 

Economy- 
After  lying  dormant  for  several  years, 

the  Independent  Motion  Picture  Producers 
Association  swung  into  action  when  some 

25  independent  film-makers  met,  elected 
a   new  set  of  officers  and  appointed  a   com- 

mittee to  open  negotiations  with  the 
Screen  Actors  Guild  and  the  various  studio 
unions  in  an  effort  to  obtain  concessions 

in  the  wage-hour  scales  which  the  labor 
organizations  have  set  up  with  the  major 
studios. 

Aim  of  the  IMPPA  in  its  revived  activ- 
ity, as  set  forth  at  the  initial  meeting,  is 

to  effect  compromise  working  agreements 

with  the  labor  unions  whereby  indepen- 
dent production  can  be  re-established  on 

the  important  scale  which  it  once  held  in 
the  industry  and  which  for  the  past  few 
years  has  dropped  drastically.  IMPPA 

members  in  this  way  expect  to  be  instru- 
mental in  alleviating  much  of  the  current 

unemployment  problem  among  actors  and 

technical  employes  who  are  not  being  ab- 
sorbed in  major-scale  production. 

Phil  Goldstone  has  been  chosen  as 

president.  Other  officers  include  Phil 

Krasne,  George  Hirliman  and  Sig  New- 
field,  vice-presidents;  Sam  Wolf,  secre- 

tary and  general  counsel;  and  Bud  Bar- 
sky,  treasurer.  Those  comprising  the 
negotiating  committee  are  Hirliman,  Lou 
Rantz,  Edward  Halperin,  Sam  Katzman, 
Krasne  and  Goldstone. 

Date  for  the  committee’s  initial  confer- 
ence with  the  SAG  and  other  talent  and 

labor  unions  has  not  been  set. 

Independent  Pace 

Continues  Steady 

Independent  production,  both  in  pre- 
paratory as  well  as  actual  camera  work, 

kept  pace  during  the  week  with  the  op- 
timistic prognostications  on  an  upswing 

in  this  phase  of  Hollywood  film-making 
which  have  been  current  in  the  screen 
citadel  for  several  months. 

Further  details  of  the  recently-organ- 
ized Mae  West  Empire  Productions  Co., 

which  incorporated  some  weeks  ago  with 
Miss  West,  Louis  R.  Lurie,  Ralph  Pincus 
and  several  other  San  Francisco  finan- 

ciers and  theatremen  as  its  backers,  were 
expected  to  be  discussed  here  this  week 
with  the  arrival  of  Lurie  in  Hollywood. 
Among  the  anticipated  announcements 

were  the  possible  selections  of  story  pro- 
perties and  stars  to  be  signed  by  the  com- 
pany, which  has  already  designated 

“Catherine  the  Great”  as  its  initial  ve- 
hicle, with  Miss  West  in  the  title  role. 

Another  recently-organized  company, 

Mack  Sennett’s  independent  unit,  moved 
a   step  closer  to  the  cameras  when  Felix 
Adler  and  Charles  Rogers  were  assigned  to 

the  script  of  “The  Problem  Child,”  in 

which  Sennett  will  star  Stan  Laurel  as  his 
initial  effort.  Jed  Buell  is  a   member  of 

Sennett’s  production  staff. 

Swinging  into  action  was  Sam  Katz- 
man’s  Victory  Pictures,  shooting  at  Inter- 

national Studios,  which  put  “Six  Gun 
Trail,”  second  of  its  series  of  Tim  McCoy 
westerns,  into  production  with  Sam  New- 
field  directing.  Nora  Lane  has  the  femin- 

ine lead.  Films  will  be  state-righted. 

Having  sent  “The  Headleys  at  Home,” 
initial  effort  in  a   projected  series,  into  the 
cutting  room,  B.  W.  Richards,  president  of 
Standard  Pictures,  headed  for  New  York 
this  week  to  arrange  a   distribution  deal 

for  the  group  of  12  pictures  which  Stand- 
ard plans  to  produce  for  the  1938-39  mar- 
ket. Richards  was  accompanied  by  George 

Laganas  and  George  E.  Trainer,  members 

of  the  company’s  board  of  directors,  and 
planned  to  stay  in  the  east  only  a   short 

time.  Meantime  “20,000,000  Witnesses,” 
first  in  a   series  of  “radio  mystery”  stories, 
is  set  for  immediate  production,  with 
Vince  Barnett  and  Benny  Rubin  signed 

for  the  comedy  leads.  Standard  is  head- 
quartering at  Grand  National. 

Bennie  F.  Zeidman  has  announced 

“Oliver  Twist”  as  the  initialer  in  a   group 

of  four  “specials”  which  he  will  produce 
for  release  by  Equity  Pictures.  Shooting 
at  Talisman,  Zeidman  has  completed 

“Prison  Train”  and  “The  Masked  Phan- 
tom” as  the  first  in  a   20-picture  program. 

Scripters  will  be  assigned  to  “Oliver 
Twist”  within  the  next  few  days  and  pro- 

duction will  get  underway  when  cast  and 
production  personnel  have  been  set. 

Colonial  Pictures,  which  recently  com- 

pleted “Little  Orphan  Annie,  Detective,” 
starring  Ann  Gillis,  for  Paramount  re- 

lease, has  announced  the  acquisition  of 

film  rights  to  the  “Melody  Morgan”  stories 
by  Richard  Wormser,  with  the  intent  of 

launching  a   new  series  around  that  char- 
acter. “Melody  Morgan,”  first  to  go  into 

production,  will  be  followed  by  “The  Mel- 

Hollywood  Biggies 

Dealing  for  Resort 
Planning  to  spend  some  $800,000  in 

modernizing  and  remodeling,  a   group  of 
film  capitalists  headed  by  Joseph  M. 

Schenck  have  virtually  completed  nego- 
tiations to  purchase  Arrowhead  Springs, 

all-year  resort  in  the  San  Bernardino 
Mountains.  The  hotel  and  grounds  will  be 

revamped,  health  baths  and  a   new  club- 
house will  be  erected  and  a   corps  of  phy- 

sicians will  be  brought  to  the  playground, 

the  intention  being  to  make  the  resort  a 

mecca  for  vacationists  and  health-seekers. 
Listed  in  the  deal  with  Schenck  are 

L.  B.  Mayer,  Edward  Mannix,  Sid  Grau- 
man,  Constance  Bennett,  Mervyn  LeRoy, 

Jay  Paley  and  others. 

Assign  Hall.  Walsh 
Alexander  Hall  will  direct  “The  Lady’s 

From  Kentucky,”  starring  George  Raft,  for 
Paramount.  Another  directorial  assign- 

ment on  the  Marathon  St.  lot  puts  Raoul 

Walsh  on  “Air  Raid.”  Jeff  Lazarus  pro- 
duces both  films. 

Warner  Shorts  for  CCC 

Warner  has  granted  the  National  Edu- 

cational Ass’n  permission  to  screen  the 
studio’s  series  of  patriotic  short  subjects 
in  CCC  camps. 

ody  and  the  Sound,”  with  John  Speaks, 
president  of  Colonial,  currently  casting 

about  for  a   crooner-actor  to  essay  the 
title  role.  No  release  has  been  set. 
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l|| NDIC ATIVE  of  the  spread  of  liberalism 

U   in  the  film  colony  and  the  wide  cleav- 
age in  political  alignments  caused 

thereby  is  the  campaign  literature  being 

distributed  by  Author  Frank  Scully,  Demo- 
cratic candidate  for  the  State  Assembly 

from  the  57th  (Hollywood)  Assembly  Dis- 
trict. Scully  lists  under  the  significant 

caption,  “The  Great  Divide,”  those  or- 
ganizations which  support  him  and  those 

which  do  not. 

In  the  former  list  appear,  among  others, 
the  Motion  Picture  Democratic  Committee 

and  the  Motion  Picture  Artists  Commit- 
tee; while  the  latter  classification  includes 

“Picture  Producers  Hays  Office,”  “Hitler,” 

“Mussolini,”  and  “The  Mikado.” 
Obviously,  Candidate  Scully,  taking  his 

cue  from  more  experienced  politicians  who 

bid  for  the  Hollywood  mass  vote,  is  con- 
vinced that  the  majority  of  toilers  in  the 

celluloid  vineyards  lean  decidedly  to  the 
left. 

Of  further  significance  as  regards  the 
Scullian  brochure  is  the  fact  that  the 

name  of  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League 

is  conspicuous  by  its  absence  on  the  “Do 

Support”  list.  Mr.  Scully  appeared  on  the 
rostrum  to  receive  a   ringing  round  of  ap- 

plause at  last  week’s  annual  meeting  of  the 
League,  and  his  literature  was  officially 

distributed  to  those  attending. 

Why,  then,  doesn’t  he  list  that  organiza- 
tion, which  after  all  is  the  oldest  and  most 

active  of  the  local  group  engaged  in  the 

fight  against  unfair  and  unwarranted  bigo- 
try in  Hollywood  among  his  supporters? 

Harry  Brand’s  blurb  barterers  are  out- 
Birdwelling  Russell  Birdwell.  Just  when 

a   palpitating  world  was  about  to  relax  and 

enjoy  a   badly-needed  surcease  from  the 
epidemic  of  conjectural  casting  which 

“Gone  With  the  Wind”  had  inflicted,  along 
comes  a   search  for  a   Charlie  Chan  to  suc- 

ceed Warner  Oland  which  makes  the  pro- 

longed hunt  for  a   Scarlett  O’Hara  look 
sophomoric.  To  date,  it  is  reported,  no 

less  than  32  Hollywood  Thespics  have  been 

tested  for  the  part  of  the  popular  Oriental 

liawkshaw.  But  the  race  isn’t  over  and 
Past  Master  Birdwell  quite  probably  has 

enough  candidates  up  his  well-tailored 
sleeve  to  at  least  tie  the  score  before  the 

final  whistle  blows. 

So  far  Shirley  Temple  has  escaped  be- 
ing mentioned  as  a   candidate  for  either 

part.  There  may  be  others,  but  they  are 

becoming  increasingly  hard  to  find. 

Twenty-three  thousand  goose  feathers  have 

been  purchased  to  be  used  in  the  Indian 

hats  to  be  worn  by  the  girls  in  the  Indian 

number  lor  "Ice  Follies"  at  M-G-M.  Rein- 

hold Schunzel,  Leo's  imported  German  meg- 
aphonist,  is  directing  the  picture,  and  if 

mein  herr  Direktor  runs  true  to  form  he  will 

probably  have  the  girls  doing  the  goose-step 
as  well. 

Local  columnist  reports  that  Anita 

Louise,  despite  the  easing  in  the  European 

war  tension,  has  cabled  a   French  contrac- 

tor instructions  to  build  a   bomb-proof  and 

gas-proof  cellar  at  the  home  of  her  grand- 

mother, Mrs.  Michael  Beresweill,  who  lives 

in  Alsace-Lorraine.  She  took  this  action, 

according  to  the  story,  because  her  rela- 
tive, who  is  80  years  old,  refused  to  come 

to  America. 

The  gesture  is  alleged  to  have  nicked 

the  statuesque  blonde  star  for  3,200  po- 

tatoes, which  ain’t  tin  even  in  Hollywood. 
If  Anita  still  feels  charitably  inclined 

along  such  lines,  she  might  contribute  a 

few  bob  toward  the  building  of  bomb- 
proof shelters  for  the  judges  in  the  Movie 

Quiz  contest.  They’ll  probably  need  them 
when  the  public  is  apprised  of  the  winners. 

Ted  Richmond,  Grand  National  studio’s 
publicity  head,  may  take  a   bow  for  the 

splendid  job  he  delivered  single-handed, 

and  obviously  working  on  a   short  bank- 

roll, on  the  reorganized  company’s  new 
product  announcement. 

Robert  Riskin  is  reported  organizing  a   soft- 

ball  team  at  the  Sam  Goldwyn  studio.  It 

should  prove  quite  an  innovation  for  Gold- 

wyn employes  to  dodge  anything  softer  than 
brickbats  and  blue  slips. 

Scenarist  Virginia  Van  Upp’s  personal 

publicist  is  apparently  determined  to  con- 
vince the  reading  public  that  his  client  is 

doing  everything  except  writing  scenarios. 
Two  recent  and  typically  ridiculous  items 

which  sneaked  their  way  into  the  motion 

picture  pages  of  local  metropolitan  dailies 
concern  the  alleged  receipt  by  Miss  Van 

Upp  of  a   46-page  screenplay  from  an  as- 

sertedly  aspiring  Shanghai  scribe,  writ- 

ten entirely  in  Chinese;  and  the  Para- 
mount scrivener’s  reported  prowess  as  a 

culinary  artiste,  based  on  the  allegation 

that  her  apricot  nut  butter  is  of  such  a 

superlative  quality  that  it  has  twice  garn- 
ered prizes  at  the  State  Fair. 

Quints  and  Quinces 
What  with  the  religious  holidays  and  diverse  other  attrac- 

tions, Hollywood's  preview-goers  and  sandwich  snatchers  were 
called  upon  to  snooze  through  only  four  feature  screenings 

during  the  week,  none  of  them  superlative  in  quality  but  in 

the  average  rating  as  a   fair  cross-section  of  the  celluloid  con- 

tributions coming  up  for  fall  release. 

Far  out  in  front  as  general  audience  entertainment,  chiefly 

because  of  the  universal  boxoffice  appeal  of  its  five  starlets, 

was  20th  Century-Fox's  annual  Dionne  Quintuplets  vehicle, 

"Five  of  a   Kind."  Now  four  years  old,  the  Quints'  quaint  at- 
tempts at  singing  and  dancing  the  minuet,  and  their  fluent 

chatter  in  French,  are  completely  captivating — and  the  ticket- 

windows  of  the  nation's  theatres  will  undoubtedly  profit  there- 
by. For  those  who  are  not  Quint  fans,  however,  the  film  will 

not  measure  up  as  to  story  interest,  the  scripting  concoction 

being  lame  and  unoriginal  for  the  most  part.  Director  Herbert 

I.  Leeds  rates  praise,  particularly  for  his  noteworthy  feat  in 

preventing  the  children  from  appearing  camera-conscious. 

*   *   * 

Second  in  importance  because  of  the  lack  of  competition, 

but  not  rating  that  position  on  its  merits  as  entertainment,  was 

RKO  Radio's  "The  Mad  Miss  Manton."  Designed  as  a   con- 
tribution to  the  rowdy  comedy-murder  mystery  cycle  so  success- 

fully initiated  by  “The  Thin  Man,"  it  emerged  as  a   halting- 

paced  endeavor  which  P.  J.  Wolfson's  costly  production  mount- 
ing, the  draw  names  of  Barbara  Stanwyck  and  Henry  Fonda 

and  spasmodic  interludes  of  solidly  humorous  dialogue  and 

situations  could  not  transcend.  The  bright  spots  were  too  few 

and  far  between  in  the  far-fetched  and  cliche-laden  continuity, 

while  Miss  Stanwyck  and  Fonda,  excellent  records  though 

they  have  chalked  up  previously,  proved  themselves  inadept 

at  slapstick  farce. 
*   *   * 

20th  Century-Fox  delivered  another  solid  piece  of  cine- 

matic entertainment  in  "Down  on  the  Farm,"  bringing  the 

popular  Jones  Family  back  in  one  of  its  funniest  and  most 

commendable  adventures.  Picture  is  well  up  to  the  excellent 

standard  which  the  series  has  maintained  since  its  inception 

and  boasts  two  worthwhile  additions  to  the  "family"  in 
Louise  Fazenda,  veteran  comedienne,  and  Eddie  Collins,  ex- 

burlesque clown  who  is  establishing  himself  as  a   distinctive 

screen  comic.  The  rural  atmosphere  and  an  exciting,  humor- 

ous com-shucking  contest  from  which  Pa  Jones  emerges  the 

winner  keep  the  action  moving  at  top  speed  throughout. 

*   *   * 

Warner  presented  a   new  episode  in  its  veteran  “Torchy 

Blane"  series  in  "Torchy  Gets  Her  Man,"  with  Glenda  Farrell 
and  Barton  MacLane  in  their  usual  roles  as  wise-cracking  girl 

reporter  and  dumb  detective.  As  such  it  is  adequate  entertain- 

ment, although  uncorking  no  surprises  as  to  story  twists  or 

treatment,  and  its  light-weight  budget  forces  it  in  cellar  posi- 

tion in  the  week's  preview  eliminations. 
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Production  Keeping  Steady  Pace; 

43  Are  in  Work;  14  Are  Waiting 
Nosing  slightly  under  last  week’s  fig- 

ure, but  due  to  rise  above  it  as  the  14 

pictures  on  the  starting  line  get  into  ac- 
tion, the  opening  of  the  week  found  43 

pictures  in  work  on  Hollywood  studios’ 
sound  stages,  only  one  below  last  week’s 
figure. 

Rising  into  a   first-rank  tie  with  20th 
Century-Fox  was  M-G-M,  both  plants 
having  nine  films  in  production.  The  Cul- 

ver City  lot  gunned  “Katherine  the  Last,” 
starring  Franciska  Gaal  and  Franchot 

Tone,  and  “The  Wizard  of  Oz,”  the  mu- 
sical extravaganza  starring  Judy  Garland, 

to  gain  over  its  eight-picture  total  of  last 
week.  20th  Century-Fox  put  on  new  ones 
in  the  works  but  continued  filming  on  the 
nine  which  were  on  its  stages  last  week. 

Metro  plans  early  starts  on  “New  York 
Cinderella,”  co-featuring  Spencer  Tracy 
and  Hedy  Lamarr,  and  “Honolulu,”  in 
which  Robert  Montgomery  has  been  set 
in  support  of  Eleanor  Powell.  The  Zanuck 

film  emporium  intends  to  launch  “Char- 
lie Chan  in  Honolulu”  as  soon  as  a   “Chan” 

has  been  selected,  and  will  shortly  gun 

“Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,”  co-starring 
Warner  Baxter  and  Loretta  Young. 

In  second  spot,  each  with  seven  pic- 
tures in  production,  were  Universal  and 

Warners.  Universal,  through  Crime  Club 

Productions,  was  set  to  launch  “The  Dead 
Don’t  Care”  to  hold  even  with  last  week’s 
figure,  while  Warners  also  kept  its  pro- 

duction index  steady  by  putting  “Dodge 
City”  before  the  cameras.  Universal  has 
such  films  as  “Rio,”  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an 
Honest  Man,”  Irene  Dunne  in  “Woman 
Without  a   Country,”  Bing  Crosby  in 
“Three’s  Company,”  “Newsboys’  Home,” 
starring  Jackie  Cooper  and  others.  War- 

ner has  Edward  G.  Robinson’s  “Brother 
Orchid,”  “Each  Dawn  I   Die,”  Paul  Muni 
in  “Juarez,”  “Yes,  My  Darling  Daughter” 
and  “The  Desert  Song,”  among  others, 
ready  to  go  in  the  near  future. 

Paramount,  although  it  gunned  "Persons 
in  Hiding,”  a   picturization  of  J.  Edgar 
Hoover’s  book,  nosedived.  The  Marathon 
St.  lot  was  filming  five  features,  two  less 
than  last  week,  but  expected  an  upturn 

within  two  weeks  as  “Never  Say  Die,” 

with  Bob  Hope,  “Hotel  Imperial,”  “Mid- 
night,” starring  Claudette  Colbert,  “The 

Grade  Allen  Murder  Case,”  Cecil  B.  De- 
Mille’s  “Union  Pacific,”  Anna  May  Wong 
in  “Guns  for  the  Orient”  and  others  near 
the  starting  block. 

Putting  two  pictures  into  production,  Co- 
lumbia climbed  to  a   five-picture  total,  one 

more  than  last  week.  Getting  the  nod 

were  “Life  Is  Cheap,”  a   story  of  the  Sino- 

Japanese  war,  and  “Spy  Ring,”  with  Ralph 
Bellamy  and  Fay  Wray  in  the  leads. 
John  Barrymore  faced  the  cameras  in 

RKO  Radio’s  “The  Great  Man  Votes,”  as 
that  studio’s  entry  for  the  week.  The  plant 

dropped  from  last  week’s  index,  however, 
having  five  in  the  works  and  sending  two 
into  the  cutting  rooms.  Next  to  go  into 

production  will  be  “Pacific  Liner,”  featur- 
ing Chester  Morris  and  Victor  McLaglen, 

to  be  followed  by  Astaire  and  Rogers  in 

"The  Castles,”  Sol  Lesser’s  “Fisherman's 
Wharf”  and  "Beauty  for  the  Asking.” 

Although  the  Monogram  production  staff 

itself  will  have  no  new  starters  until  No- 

vember, having  wound  up  the  Jack  Ran- 

dall western,  “Gun  Packer,”  over  the  week- 
end, two  of  its  independent  producers  are 

keeping  the  sound  stages  humming.  E.  B. 

Derr  has  sent  “Gang  Bullets,”  featuring 

Anne  Nagel,  into  work,  and  Ed  Finney 

planned  to  start  “Roll,  Wagons,  Roll,”  a 
Tex  Ritter  western.  The  hiatus  of  Mono- 

gram itself  found  Bill  Peirce  and  his  pub- 
licity staff  shouldering  the  press-agentry 

burden  for  Derr  until  the  company  gets 
into  action  again. 

Republic  turned  its  cameras  on  the  Three 

Mesquiteers  in  “Santa  Fe  Stampede”  and 
completed  Gene  Autry’s  “Rhythm  in  the 
Saddle,”  reporting,  thereby,  three  fea- 

tures and  a   serial  in  production — the  same 

pace  as  last  week.  Coming  up  are  “Fed- 
eral Man  Hunt,”  “Wagons  Westward,”  the 

company’s  super-special  for  1938-39,  and 
an  untitled  Autry  western. 

United  Artists’  production  total  dropped 
to  three  as  Selznick  International  sent 

“Made  for  Each  Other”  into  the  cutting 
rooms  and  winding  up,  at  least  for  the 

present,  its  association  as  a   UA  produc- 
tion unit.  Hal  Roach,  nearing  completion 

of  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip,”  will  shortly 
launch  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  the  Harry 
Langdon- Oliver  Hardy  co-starring  comedy, 

while  Samuel  Goldwyn  has  “Wuthering 
Heights”  and  “The  Last  Frontier”  on 
schedule.  Edward  Small  is  well  along  with 

“The  Duke  of  West  Point.” 

Arkansas  Team  and  Band 

To  Coast  in  a   Film  Plug 
Sponsored  by  Bob  Burns,  star  of  Para- 

mount’s “The  Arkansas  Traveler,”  the 
University  of  Arkansas  football  team  and 
band  leave  Little  Rock,  October  17,  to  head 
for  San  Francisco,  where  they  play  the 

University  of  Santa  Clara,  October  22. 
Accompanying  them  westward  will  be 

Ralph  Huston,  of  the  studio  advertising 
department.  He  will  aid  the  gridsters  in 

publicizing  the  game — and  the  motion  pic- 
ture— through  staging  parades  in  various 

cities  en  route,  including  Dallas,  Fort 
Worth,  Abilene,  El  Paso,  Tucson,  Phoenix 
and  Los  Angeles.  The  college  band  is 
tentatively  scheduled  to  appear  at  the 
Paramount  Theatre  here  October  20,  when 

“The  Arkansas  Traveler”  opens  its  first- 
run  engagement. 

Cine  color  Will  Process 

New  Firm's  Mexican  Film 
Cinecolor,  Inc.,  has  secured  the  proces- 

sing contract  for  the  first  feature-length 

Mexican  picture,  to  be  made  by  the  new- 
ly-organized Hollywood  Famous  Pictures, Inc. 

Although  no  starting  date  has  been  an- 
nounced, exteriors  will  be  shot  in  Cine- 

color’s  Bipack  process  in  Mexico,  with  in- 
teriors to  be  filmed  at  the  Progressive 

Studios  in  Hollywood.  John  Charles, 

president,  and  Henry  Orozco,  secretary- 
treasurer,  left  for  Mexico  City  to  com- 

plete preliminary  arrangements  with  the 
Mexican  government.  Tentatively  titled 

“El  Tepeyec,”  the  film  will  record  the 
colorful,  centuries-old  celebration  of  that name. 

"Hound"  for  20th-Fox 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  announced 

plans  to  produce  “The  Hound  of  the  Bas- 
kervilles,”  a   Sherlock  Holmes  detective 
thriller  by  Arthur  Conan  Doyle,  and  has 
set  Ernest  Pascal  to  the  adaptation. 

Drive  Parade  October  25 

Hollywood’s  “Motion  Pictures'  Greatest  Year”  committee  continued  to  exert  its 
full  share  of  cooperation  in  achieving  a   successful  record  for  the  all-industry  better- 

boxoffice  campaign  this  week  by  rushing  plans  for  the  staging  of  a   spectacular 

parade  of  motion  picture  stars  through  the  film  capital,  tentative  plans  for  which 

were  drafted  last  week. 

At  the  same  time,  however,  the  local  committee's  staff  was  reduced  when  Joe 

Shea  and  Bob  Burkhardt,  who  had  been  on  George  Thomas'  publicity  staff,  wound 
up  their  chores.  Thomas  will  transfer  his  department  to  smaller  quarters,  it  was 

announced. 

All  major  studios  will  participate  in  the  parade,  the  line  of  march  to  be  from 

La  Brea  to  Vine  Street,  and  the  film  plants  have  arranged  to  install  hundreds  of  arc 

lights,  colored  lanterns  and  other  paraphernalia  to  give  the  affair  a   typically  cine- 

matic flavor.  It  will  be  staged  on  the  evening  of  October  25,  with  leading  film 

stars  appearing  in  open  cars,  a   special  platoon  of  cowboy  Thespians,  a   dozen  bands 

and  large  delegations  from  the  carpenters,  laborers  and  painters  unions. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox,  which  will  be  first  in  line,  will  send  Sonja  Henie,  Don 

Ameche,  Tyrone  Power,  Alice  Faye,  Jack  Haley,  Loretta  Young,  Nancy  Kelly,  Slim 

Summerville,  Cesar  Romero,  the  Ritz  Brothers  and  other  contract  players.  Other 

studios  are  currently  preparing  lists  of  Thespic  entries. 

A   special  grandstand  will  be  constructed  along  Hollywood  Boulevard  for  use 

by  the  scores  of  Hollywood  correspondents  who  are  expected  to  cover  the  parade  for 

newspapers  and  other  media  for  the  dissemination  of  news  throughout  the  world. 
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New  York — The  fourth  in  the  series  of 
a   new  department  reporting  the  opinions 
of  the  Broadway  critics  on  the  new  plays. 
Boxoffice  merely  applies  the  editing,  not 
the  critiques. 

" The  Good” 
A   play  in  three  acts  by  Chester  Erskin. 

Staged  by  the  author  with  scenery  by 

Donald  Oenslager  and  produced  by  Nor- 
man and  Irvin  Pincus.  It  opened  at  the 

Windsor,  October  5,  and  closed  October  12, 
after  nine  performances.  The  11th  play 
of  the  season,  its  cast  included  Frances 
Starr,  Leona  Powers,  Robert  Keith,  Harry 
Bannister,  Florence  Sundstrom,  Douglass 
Parkhirst,  Jaevis  Rich  and  Herbert  Yost. 
The  critics: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror — It  is  a 
blunt  and  candid  treatment  of  a   subject 

that  doesn’t  belong  under  the  list  of 
amusements  or  entertainments.  Mr.  Ers- 

kin in  a   sentence,  offers  a   pale,  male  ver- 

sion of  “The  Captive.”  It  is  wordy  and 
wearisome  for  a   good  deal  of  the  time,  too 

.   .   .   Miss  Starr’s  performance  is  restrained 
and  graceful. 
Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (two  stars 

plus) —   .   .   .   packed  with  tragedy.  And 

that  is  its  weakness  .   .   .   The  actors’  per- 
formances are  weighted  by  the  theme. 

Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   . 
the  ghost  of  poor  Papa  Ibsen  bobs  and 
weaves  dourly  through  the  proceedings.  It 
is  a   battered  and  creaking  ghost  .   .   . 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American —   .   .   . 
would  need  the  insight  of  Ibsen  and  the 
bitter  profundity  of  Strindberg  to  save 
it  from  its  own  dark  and  tedious  monotony. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — Although  Mr. 
Erskin  may  have  believed  he  was  writing 

an  ultra  modern  version  of  “Ghosts,”  Papa 
Ibsen’s  reputation  never  seemed  more  se- 

cure than  it  did  at  the  Windsor  last  night. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun —   .   .   .   uncon- 
vincing, and  once  or  twice,  unpleasant 

drama. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — Mr.  Erskin  has 
written  his  play  with  the  weariness  of  a 
man  shocked  by  human  depravity. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World- Tele  gram — I 
think  it  is  a   futile,  disappointing,  incon- 

clusive attempt  to  drag  certain  case  his- 
tories from  Krafft-Ebing  to  Havelock 

Ellis  before  the  footlights. 

"The  Devil  Takes  a   Bride ” 
The  12th  play,  “The  Devil  Takes  a 

Bride,”  by  Joe  Bates  Smith  opened  at  the 
Cort,  October  7.  John  Hayden  staged  it; 
Lawrence  L.  Goldwasser  did  the  settings 
and  Montgomery  Ford  produced.  The  cast 
includes  Jeanette  Chinley,  Philip  Wood, 
Anthony  Ross,  Louis  Hector,  J.  Arthur 

Young  and  Helen  Shields.  The  gentle- 
men of  the  drama  departments: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror — But,  de- 

spite their  (the  cast’s)  earnest  histrionics, 
we  cannot  work  up  any  enthusiasm  for 

Mr.  Bates’  shocker.  His  collection  of  un- 
natural, sadistic,  murderous  fiends  fails  to 

provide  what  we  consider  a   profitable  eve- 
ning in  the  theatre. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)-— 
.   .   .   workmanlike  drama  .   .   .   But  that  is  all. 

The  author’s  effort  never  seems  to  be  to 
tell  a   plausible  story  convincingly,  but 

rather  to  persuade  an  audience  into  ac- 
cepting a   trumped  up  story  as  being  pos- 

sible. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — The  heroine 
.   .   .   wants  to  get  away  from  her  cruel  and 

generally  unpleasant  father  .   .   .   she  de- 
cides on  a   way  out  .   .   .   Why  not  kill  the 

old  man?  ...  It  is  merely  a   slow,  in- 
credible and  unexciting  story  telling  with- 

out any  real  dramatic  power. 

J.  A.,  Evening  Journal — The  chief  trou- 
ble ..  .   is  that  it  takes  so  long  to  arrive 

at  its  climax  you  are  constantly  afraid  the 
plot  has  gone  to  the  wrong  address  ...  It 
is  acted  solemnly  and  in  all  seriousness  by 
a   cast  which  behaves  as  if  it  had  been 

rehearsing  in  a   funeral  parlor. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — Dramatically  Mr.  Smith’s 
play  proves  something  of  an  echo  cave 

.   .   .   Although  Miss  Chinley ’s  acting  is  too 
monotonous  and  resolutely  “heavy,”  it  is 
surprisingly  poiseful  and  often  command- ing. 

R.  L.,  Sun — It  is  exceptionally  undis- 
tinguished in  the  writing  and  rather  heav- 

ily acted. 
B.  A.,  Times — The  lay  public  can  afford 

to  be  more  fastidious. 

In  This  Issue , 
Five  New  Plays 

These  Broadway  plays  are  covered 

in  this,  the  fourth  of  the  ’’Plays  .   .   . 

Possibilities"  series.  They  are: 
“The  Good"  which  bowed  in  at  the 

Windsor,  October  5,  and  called  it  a 

night  on  October  12  after  nine  per- 
formances. 

"The  Devil  Takes  a   Bride." 

"The  Fabulous  Invalid." 
"Oscar  Wilde." 
’’Three  Cities." 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — The  writing 
is  stilted  and  banal. 

"The  Fabulous  Invalid” 

This,  13th  new  play,  is  by  Moss  Hart  and 

George  S.  Kaufman  in  two  acts.  Kauf- 
man staged,  Donald  Oenslager  did  the  sets 

and  Sam  H.  Harris  produced  at  the  Broad- 
hurst,  October  8.  With  this  cast:  Doris 
Dalton,  Stephen  Courtleigh,  William  E. 
Blake,  Richard  Gordon,  Ernest  Lawford, 
and  Jack  Norworth.  Now  the  critics: 

W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror — The  stupid  fact  is 
that  it  isn’t  delightful  enough  most  of  the 
time  to  assure  for  it  a   happy  future  .   .   . 

It  begins  so  well,  too  .   .   .   The  spectator, 
young  or  old,  is  taken  back  nearly  40 
years  for  a   cavalcade  of  the  Good  Old 
Days  on  Broadway  ...  It  reaches  the  point 
of  monotony  .   .   .   Particularly  fine  among 

the  huge  cast  of  over  70  players,  are  Rich- 
ard Norton  in  the  role  of  the  showman, 

Doris  Dalton  as  Paula  Kingsley  and  Jack 
Norworth  as  the  old  actor,  turned  stage 
doorman  .   .   .   The  latter  three,  dead,  come 

back  as  ghosts — because  “there  is  no  The- 

atre in  Heaven.” 
B.  M.,  Daily  News  (three  stars) — No 

more,  at  least,  than  two  hours  of  better 

than  average  entertainment  .   .   .   The 
Messrs.  Hart  and  Kaufman  have  written 

their  play  for  theatre-minded  audiences. 

R.  W.,  jr.,  Herald  -   Tribune —   ...  a 
shamelessly  sentimental  chronicle.  The 
result  of  their  sentimental  pilgrimage  is  a 

frequently  poignant,  often  stirring  and 

almost  always  interesting  chronicle,  al- 
though I   cannot  help  feeling  a   certain 

sense  of  disappointment  over  it.  Some- 
how it  should  have  been  so  much  better. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — Some  of  the 
imitations  in  the  Broadway  album  are  re- 

markable and  for  anyone  who  has  never 
been  inside  a   playhouse  it  should  be  a 
richly  satisfying  evening.  For  benighted 

souls  who  haven’t,  it  is  a   fine  time  to  start. 
J.  M.  B.,  Post —   ...  no  play  at  all.  It  is 

a   pageant,  written  with  unquestionable  af- 
fection but  with  a   skill  no  more  advanced 

than  you  would  expect  to  find  in  the  writ- 

ing of  a   high  school  senior’s  dramatization 
of  “Why  We  Must  Be  Loyal  to  Our  Head- 

master” .   .   .   The  only  living  character,  is 
provided  by  Donald  Oenslager.  Through  the 
designer,  he  is  the  hero  of  the  occasion. 

R.  L.,  Sun — It  is  not  always  an  even 
play  and  one  misses  a   little  the  sharp 
Hart-Kaufman  dialogue  for  which  the  plan 
makes  little  allowance.  But  it  is  gay  and 

comic  and  sad  by  turns  .   .   .   Most  of  the 
actors  are  lost,  as  individuals,  in  the  rush 
and  hurry  of  it. 

B.  A.,  Times —   ...  an  enormous  theatre 
parade  ...  It  is  an  affectionate  and  often 
remarkably  pungent  illustrated  lecture  on 
the  theme  that  the  theatre  never  dies  .   .   . 

Despite  their  (the  playwrights’)  enthus- 
iasm, ...  a   ponderous  show  that  reaffirms 

the  commonplace.  There  is  a   great  story 

in  this  succession  of  crises  and  this  end- 
less parliament  of  great  public  figures.  But 

it  needs  to  be  written.  It  needs  an  exult- 
ant literary  style;  it  needs  coherence,  pith 

and  insight  into  the  theme  .   .   .   Not  much 

acting  is  expected  of  any  one  in  so  grand- 
iose a   spectacle. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — .   .   .   of  mag- 
nificent purposes  and  high  achievement. 

It  is  splendid,  unashamed  propaganda  in 

behalf  of  the  living  theatre  ...  It  is  fas- 
cinating from  beginning  to  end. 

"Oscar  Wilde” 
In  three  acts  and  seven  scenes  by  Leslie 

and  Sewell  Stokes.  Settings  and  cos- 
tumes by  Raymond  Sovey,  staging  and 

production  by  Norman  Marshall.  “Oscar 
Wilde,”  14th  new  play,  opened  at  the  Ful- 

ton October  10.  The  cast  embraces  Rob- 
ert Morley,  John  Buckmaster,  Harold 

Young,  John  Carol,  Edward  Trevor,  J.  W. 
Austin,  Mark  Dignam.  The  critics: 

W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror —   ...  a   fine  docu- 
ment, consummately  interpreted  by  a   mas- 
terful cast.  The  age-old  theme  was  han- 

dled as  delicately  as  in  “The  Captive”  .   .   . 
These  terrific  challenges  are  more  than 

met  by  the  combination  of  the  brilliant  di- 
rection of  Mr.  Marshall  and  the  superb 

artistry  of  Robert  Morley  .   .   .   His  acting 
is  such  that  lovers  of  the  theatre  can 

square  their  shoulders  again  and  stare 
Broadway  down.  The  play  moves  with  the 
almost  fatalistic  pace  of  a   Greek  tragedy. 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

There  are  other  skilled  pretenders  such 
as  Harold  Young  who  is  seen  as  Frank 
Harris;  John  Buckmaster  as  Lord  Alfred 
Douglas;  Wyman  Kane,  Edward  Trevor, 
Reginald  Malcolm,  John  Carol,  Arthur 
Gould-Porter,  J.  W.  Austin,  Frederick  Gra- 

ham, Mark  Dignam,  Gordon  Richards,  Os- 
wald Yorke  and  Jean  Del  Val. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
.   .   .   involves  a   question  of  taste  rather 
than  one  of  morals.  I   question  the  wis- 

dom of  doing  the  play  at  all,  but  I   admit 
freely  that  it  has  been  well  done  .   .   .   The 
action  covers  an  honest  re-telling  of  the 
scandal  that  brought  almost  as  much  dis- 

grace upon  the  English  courts  that  tried 
Wilde  as  ever  it  did  upon  that  unforunate 
defendant.  In  the  name  part  Robert  Mor- 
ley  .   .   .   offers  histrionically  an  outstand- 

ing study  in  character  portraiture  .   .   .   The 
support  is  uniformly  excellent. 

R.  W.,  jr„  Herald-Tribune —   ...  a 
straightforward  and  absorbing  play.  It  is 
that  rare  thing  in  the  theatre :   a   biograph- 

ical drama  about  a   literary  artist  that 
really  captures  some  of  the  quality  of  his 
genius  and  a   story  of  homosexuality  that 
is  never  cheap  or  disgusting.  By  quoting 
freely  from  the  epigrams  of  its  central 
character,  it  becomes  the  wittiest  play  in 
town  and  by  telling  his  ugly  story  with 
taste  and  honesty  it  emerges  as  a   curi- 

ously enthralling  work  .   .   .   Mr.  Morley  .   .   . 
is  nothing  short  of  brilliant  as  Wilde  .   .   . 
The  other  performances  are  helpful. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American —   .   .   .   acted 
with  superlative  brilliance  by  Robert  Mor- 

ley ...  In  its  own  right,  the  play  ...  is 
engrossing  stuff  .   .   .   but  it  is  Mr.  Mor- 
ley’s  performance  as  the  central  charac- 

ter which  gives  it  the  impact  of  superb 
theatre  and  makes  it  a   completely  fascin- 

ating evening. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — Such  an  ovation  as  Mr. 
Morley  received  has  not  been  heard  this 
season.  In  no  year  is  it  a   common  occur- 

rence .   .   .   The  Stokes’  biographical  drama 
is  no  great  shakes  as  playwriting.  Both 
as  drama  and  as  biography  it  boasts  its 
curious  omissions  ...  It  has  an  honesty 
about  it  which  is  at  all  times  compelling 
...  It  dodges  cheapness  and  sensational- 

ism completely  .   .   .   What  helps  the  Stokes’ 
writing  throughout  is  the  admirable  man- 

ner in  which  their  play  is  acted. 

R.  L.,  Sun  —   The  play  itself  justifies 
neither  hard  words  nor  enthusiasm;  it  is 

literary  and  rather  sapless  .   .   .   Robert  Mor- 
ley who,  in  the  title  role,  creates  a   Wilde 

in  whom  it  is  impossible  not  to  believe 
.   .   .   And  the  whole  matter  does  seem  to 
me,  for  rather  obscure  reasons,  almost 
overpoweringly  unimportant. 

B.  A.,  Times — As  a   piece  of  stage  writ- 
ing, “Oscar  Wilde”  is  not  dramatically 

overly  ingenious.  It  is  not  dramatically 
constructed;  it  has  no  particular  point  of 

view  .   .   .   Mr.  Morley’s  fat,  overblown  dandy 
with  his  fastidious  manners  is  remarkably 
plausible  .   .   .   There  is  nothing  catchpenny 

in  Mr.  Morley’s  acting.  None  of  the  other 
parts  is  so  fully  developed. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   Robert 
Morley’s  characterization  ...  is  one  of 
the  most  brilliant  performances  of  this 

young  season  ...  As  a   drama  it  never 
seems  to  sag.  Interest,  in  fact,  mounts 
throughout  its  seven  scenes,  becoming 
more  intensely  emotional  with  each  suc- 

cessive curtain.  In  addition  to  the  amaz- 
ingly appealing  performance  by  Mr.  Mor- 

ley, there  are  any  number  of  praiseworthy 
characterizations. 

'   'Three  Cities " 

The  15th  play  also  opened  at  the  Yid- 
dish Art  Theatre,  October  10.  “Three 

Cities”  was  dramatized  by  Maurice 
Schwartz  from  the  novel  by  Sholom  Asch. 
It  was  directed  by  Schwartz,  presented  by 
the  Ensemble  Theatres,  Inc.,  and  its  cast 

included  Schwartz,  Jacob  Ben-Ami,  Ben- 
Zvee  Baratoff,  Luba  Kadison,  Isidore 
Cashier,  Samuel  Goldenburg,  Bertha  Ger- 
sten,  Anna  Appal,  Julius  Adler  and  Zvee 
Scooler.  The  critics  had  this  to  report: 

Walter  Hartmann,  Daily  News  (no  star 
designation) — In  bringing  to  theatrical 
life  the  story  of  the  son  of  wealth  who 
renounces  the  riches  that  have  brought 
unhappiness  for  the  purer  joy  of  service 
to  his  fellow-man,  Schwartz  has  accom- 

plished a   stage  triumph  as  epochal  in  the 
Yiddish  theatre  as  the  stirring  events  por- 

trayed .   .   .   for  his  company,  Schwartz 
has  skimmed  the  cream  off  the  top  of  the 
Yiddish  theatrical  profession  among  whom 
Jacob  Ben- Ami  stands  out  by  virtue  of 
his  pre-eminent  role. 

Journal- American  (unsigned  review)  — 
.   .   .   given  more  vehicles  like  this  .   .   .   the 
Yiddish  Art  group  will  be  around  for  a 

long  time  ...  It  is  really  a   series  of  ex- 
cellent character  sketches,  but  of  such 

characters  that  can  be  found  only  in  the 
pages  of  an  Asch  novel. 

Herbert  Drake,  Herald-Tribune —   ...  a 
tremendous  novel,  both  in  actual  physical 
mass  and  in  its  sweeping  scope  ...  So 

the  play  seemed  last  night  to  have  col- 
lapsed of  its  own  weight  to  this  observer. 

He  was  handicapped  by  a   lack  of  Yiddish, 
to  be  sure,  but  was  more  or  less  sensitive 
to  sprawling  dramaturgy  and  the  bravura 
performance  which  indicated  a   lack  of  ad- 

herence to  the  hard,  central  line  of  the 
impact  of  revolution  of  the  individual 
which  was  Asch’s  concern  in  his  enor- 

mous novel.  Jacob  Ben-Ami  turned  in  a 
variable  performance,  now  colorless,  now 
brilliant.  Maurice  Schwartz  is  the  old  mas- 

ter as  usual  .   .   . 

P.  S.,  Post —   ...  a   cast  unmatched  in 
the  19-year-old  history  of  the  Schwartz 
troupe  .   .   .   Physically,  the  production  is 
superb  .   .   .   The  play  is  unfortunately 
marred  by  an  overwhelming  mass  of  de- 

tail .   .   .   There  are  fine  performances  .   .   . 
It  needs  only  a   little  judicious  cutting,  but 
even  without  a   single  change  it  would  seem 
assured  of  a   long  happy  run. 

W.  S„  Times —   ...  a   pageant  rather 
than  a   play.  Of  the  strength  of  the  raw 
material  and  of  a   superb  cast  which  he 
(Schwartz)  has  directed  with  distinction 
give  this  particular  pageant  more  vitality 
than  those  which  usually  trip  over  acade- 

mic lawns,  it  still  lacks  the  cumulative 
force  of  a   work  properly  conceived  for  the 
stage. 

Another  Stimulant 

For  16mm  Pictures 

If  present  production  and  distribution 
plans  of  Tower  Productions,  Inc.,  local 
independent  film-making  unit,  are  car- 

ried out,  the  nation’s  exhibitors  will  face 
additional  competition  in  the  growing  16 
mm  commercial  film  field,  it  became 
known  here  this  week. 

Tower,  which  has  completed  a   full- 
length  feature  on  16  mm  film,  titled 
“Pinoccio,”  is  currently  arranging  dis- 

tribution on  the  production  which  will 
send  it  into  churches,  schools,  civic  club 
auditoriums  and  other  media,  completely 
sidestepping  motion  picture  theatres  as  a 
release  source,  and  plans  to  produce  at 
least  seven  more  such  films  for  similar 

distribution  during  the  1938-39  season,  ac- 
cording to  Phineas  Juster,  president  and 

general  manager. 

Juster,  who  declared  contracts  for  re- 
leasing “Pinoccio”  on  this  basis  would  be 

signed  within  a   short  time,  refused  to 
commit  himself  prematurely  as  to  the 
identities  of  the  parties  interested  in  the 
transaction,  but  did  reveal  that  regular 
motion  picture  theatres  would  not  be 
utilized. 

“Pinoccio,”  which  has  been  in  the  cans 
since  June,  was  produced  at  the  old 
Charles  Ray  studios,  where  the  organiza- 

tion is  headquartering  and,  according  to 
Juster,  is  a   film-making  innovation  in  that 
it  is  the  first  feature-length  16  mm  pro- 

duction ever  to  be  made  utilizing  regular 
16  mm  sound  and  camera  equipment.  It 
has  a   75-minute  running  time. 

Production  on  a   similar  scale  will  start 

on  “The  Return  of  Rip  Van  Winkle”  in 
the  near  future,  Juster  said,  with  Endre 
Boehm  currently  writing  the  screenplay. 

This,  as  is  “Pinoccio,”  will  be  aimed  pri- 
marily at  consumption  by  juvenile  audi- 
ences. Acting  talent,  production  techni- 

cians and  others  concerned  in  the  making 
of  the  films  are  all  employed  under  Guild 
and  labor  union  regulations,  Juster  de- 
clared. 

Sixteen  mm  equipment  was  utilized,  ac- 
cording to  Juster,  not  only  because  it  is 

less  costly  but  because  Tower  is  endeavor- 
ing to  prove  the  utility  of  the  sound  and 

camera  equipment  designed  by  the  Gum- 
biner  Syncro-Sound  Co.  Robert  and  H. 
L.  Gumbiner,  both  of  whom  have  had  con- 

nections as  theatremen  in  the  past,  are  in 
partnership  with  Juster  in  the  enterprise. 

“Pinoccio”  was  directed  by  Leon  Barsha, 
formerly  with  Columbia,  and  was  under 
the  production  guidance  of  Jerry  Bresler, 
who  drew  screen  credit  as  associate  pro- 

ducer on  several  Republic  pictures  some 

years  ago. 

Get  Series  Rights 

Screen  rights  to  Mabel  Herbert  Urner’s 
“The  Married  Life  of  Helen  and  Warren,” 
for  years  a   continued  serial  in  magazines 
and  newspapers,  have  been  acquired  by 
Selznick  International,  which  may  enter 
the  “series”  field  with  the  property. 
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Anti-Nazi  League  Cooperates  in 

Sponsoring  Secretary  !ckes#  Talk 

Ailments  Riddle 

Studio  Ranks 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  had  nearly  as 

many  directors  laid  up  with  various  ail- 
ments this  week  as  it  has  candidates 

ior  the  Charlie  Chan  role. 

The  flu  caught  up  with  Mai  St. 

Clair,  directing  the  Jones  Family  in  "A 
;   Bundle  of  Joy,"  and  St.  Clair  went 

home  to  nurse  it,  with  James  Tinling 

stepping  in  to  keep  the  picture  moving. 

The  same  illness,  of  the  intestinal  va- 

riety, sent  Roy  Del  Ruth  to  bed,  with 

“Tailspin,"  his  current  chore,  marking 

time  until  his  recovery.  Henry  King  is  ' 
still  suffering  from  an  ear  infection, 

leaving  “Jesse  James"  in  the  directorial 
hands  of  Irving  Cummings. 

Loew  Closes  Deal 

For  Final  Release 

Having  completed  negotiations  whereby 
M-G-M  will  release  his  sixth  and  final 

Joe  E.  Brown  comedy,  “Flirting  With 
Fate,”  David  L.  Loew  was  to  leave  for  New 
York  Friday,  winding  up  his  production 
activities  at  least  temporarily. 

According  to  present  plans,  Loew  will 
return  here  January  1   after  a   two-month 
cruise  to  South  America  in  company  with 
his  brother  Arthur,  M-G-M  executive.  Re- 

takes on  the  film  were  in  the  process  of 
being  completed  at  Universal  this  week, 
following  which  it  will  be  cut,  canned  and 
sent  to  Metro  exchanges. 

A   Loew  spokesman,  while  declaring  that 

the  producer’s  future  plans  are  distinctly 
nebulous,  voiced  the  opinion  that  Loew,  if 
he  re-enters  the  production  scene,  will  not 
re-sign  the  cavern-mouthed  comic,  who 
starred  in  six  Loew-produced  films.  RKO 
Radio  released  three  and  Columbia  dis- 

tributed a   pair. 

Sound  Heads  of  Major 

Studios  Hold  Meeting 
A   regular  monthly  dinner  meeting  at- 

tended by  heads  of  the  major  studio  sound 
departments  and  their  chief  assistants  was 
held  at  20th  Century-Fox,  with  E.  H. 
Hansen,  studio  sound  director,  as  host. 

Several  reels  of  current  production  from 
various  studios  were  projected  to  compare 

sound  quality  and  to  acquaint  sound  di- 
rectors with  improvements  in  recording 

practice. 

Back  From  Missouri 
Director  Otto  Brower  checked  in  at  20  th 

Century-Fox  on  Monday  with  the  second 
shooting  unit  which  had  been  on  location 

at  Pineville,  Mo.,  for  “Jesse  James.”  Unit 
comprised  25  technicians  and  cameramen. 
The  first  unit,  under  Director  Henry  King, 
returned  to  the  studio  three  weeks  ago. 

Its  annual  membership  meeting  now  a 

matter  of  record,  the  Hollywood  Anti- 
Nazi  League  this  week  was  aligning  itself 

with  others  of  the  film  capital’s  progres- 
sive organizations  in  furthering  plans  for 

the  sponsorship  of  a   mass  meeting  at  the 
Shrine  Auditorium,  October  19,  at  which 
Harold  L.  Ickes,  Secretary  of  the  Interior, 
will  be  the  principal  speaker. 

Henry  S.  Allen  authored  Nazi  litera- 
ture, hut  denies  responsibility  for  the 

“Boycott  the  Movies”  throwaivay — 
Page  10. 

Boxoffice  blasted  and  also  praised 

for  reproducing  scurrilous  leaflet — 
Pages  11  and  12. 

The  League  is  aiding  the  Hollywood 
Council  for  Democracy  in  the  affair,  with 
Donald  Ogden  Stewart,  League  chairman, 

sharing  the  speakers’  platform  with  Mel- 
vyn  Douglas,  of  the  Motion  Picture  Demo- 

cratic Committee,  and  Los  Angeles’  new- 
ly-elected Mayor  Fletcher  Bowron.  Ickes 

has  chosen  “Democracy  versus  Dictator- 
ship” as  his  topic. 

The  League’s  regular  yearly  meeting,  at 
which  the  organization’s  activities  for  the 
past  year  were  reviewed,  took  place  at 
the  Wilshire  Ebell  Theatre.  Pressure  of 
studio  writing  chores  forced  Donald  Ogden 
Stewart,  who  was  to  have  presided,  to  send 
his  regrets.  Outstanding  accomplishments 
of  the  year  were  cited,  including  the 

League’s  successful  rebuff  of  Vittorio  Mus- 
solini, son  of  II  Duce,  when  he  visited 

Hollywood  with  a   view  to  entering  film 
production,  and  the  sponsorship  of  an 
Anti-Hitler  Day  early  in  the  year. 

Principal  speaker  was  Herbert  Biber- 
man,  writer-director,  who  told  of  the  many 
offers  of  sorely-needed  financial  support 
which  had  been  made  during  the  year  by 

various  organizations  and  individuals,  ac- 
companied by  the  request  that  the  League 

soft-pedal  its  militant  attitude — and  the 
League’s  refusal  to  accept  them  on  such 
conditions.  Cedric  Belfrage,  writer  and  con- 

tributor to  Hollywood  Now,  the  League 
publication,  also  spoke.  Directors  of  the 
organization,  including  Stewart  as  chair- 

man, Marian  Spitzer  as  vice-chairman, 
Alan  Campbell  as  secretary  and  Bern  Ber- 

nard as  treasurer,  were  re-named  for  the 
ensuing  year. 

Repressive  Measure  to  Be  Fought 

Another  event  of  the  week  was  progres- 

sive Hollywood’s  participation  in  a   con- 
clave to  organize  a   citizens’  committee  to 

fight  the  anti-picketing  proposition  which 
has  been  placed  on  the  ballot  as  a   state- 

wide measure  in  the  November  election. 
Melvyn  Douglas,  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Democratic  Committee,  represented  lib- 

erals in  the  film  industry. 

Because  of  the  League’s  previous  stand 
in  accusing  Henry  Allen  of  being  respon- 

sible for  the  printing  and  distribution  of 

certain  anti-Semitic  and  pro-Nazi  litera- 
ture and  circulars  throughout  this  area 

and  charging  him  with  being  a   Nazi  agent 
in  this  country,  which  accusations  brought 
threats  from  Allen  to  file  suit  against  the 
organization  and  its  official  publication, 
Hollywood  Now,  for  libel  and  defamation 
of  character.  Now  is  devoting  considerable 

space  to  Allen’s  forthcoming  trial  on  a 
criminal  charge.  He  appears  in  Superior 

Judge  Charles  Fricke’s  court  November  3 
to  defend  himself  against  a   charge  that 
he  fraudulently  registered  and  voted  in  a 
recent  election,  although  it  is  claimed  he 

had  no  right  to  do  so.  He  will  be  repre- 
sented in  his  defense  by  Attorney  Henry 

K.  Elder. 

Motion  picture  notables  who  are  mem- 
bers of  the  Hollywood  Council  for  Dem- 

ocracy, which  is  sponsoring  the  Ickes 
speech  October  19,  include  such  names  as 
Robert  Benchley,  Charles  Brackett,  Frank 
Capra,  Ralph  Cohn,  Melvyn  Douglas,  John 
Ford,  Miriam  Hopkins,  Jerome  Kern,  Fritz 
Lang,  Ernst  Lubitsch,  Kenneth  Macgowan, 
Edwin  Justus  Mayer,  Lewis  Milestone,  Dud- 

ley Nichols,  Dorothy  Parker,  Harry  Rapf, 
Gale  Sondergaard,  Harlan  Thompson, 

Frank  Tuttle,  W.  S.  Van  Dyke  and  Wal- 
ter Wanger. 

.   Scheduled  to  speak  before  the  student 
body  of  Los  Angeles  Junior  College  on 
Tuesday  was  Eddie  Cantor,  stage,  screen 
and  radio  comedian  and  one  of  the  in- 

dustry’s most  active  progressives.  His 
topic  was  “The  Need  of  Tolerance  in  the 

World  Today,”  fitting  in  with  the  school’s 
“Appreciation  of  Religion”  week. 

Entire  Talent  Roster 

Ot  S-I  Is  Farmed  Out 
Margaret  Tallichet  having  been  borrowed 

from  Selznick  International  by  Republic, 
the  S-I  talent  roster  has  been  farmed  out 

100  per  cent.  Paulette  Goddard  and  Alan 
Marshal  are  on  loan  to  Metro;  Tommy 

Kelly  is  starring  in  a   Sol  Lesser  picture; 
Ann  Gillis  has  been  borrowed  by  Colonial 
Pictures,  and  Richard  Carlson  is  working 
for  Producer  Edward  Small. 

Miss  Tallichet  has  been  set  in  the  femi- 

nine lead  of  Republic’s  “Strongheart.” 

Hulburd  Joins  Selznick 

As  Associate  Producer 
Merritt  Hulburd,  formerly  with  Samuel 

Goldwyn  and  currently  on  the  editorial 
staff  of  a   national  magazine,  will  join 

Selznick  International  November  1   to  func- 
tion as  an  associate  producer.  He  will 

take  the  reins  on  “Intermezzo,”  to  be  re- 
made from  a   Swedish  musical  film. 
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Tracing  the  origin  and  development  of 

Metro’s  “Judge  Hardy”  pictures,  Carey 
Wilson,  one  of  M-G-M’s  producers,  was 
to  speak  before  the  Los  Angeles  Junior 
College  dramatics  class.  After  the  talk, 
class  members  who  come  from  small  towns 
were  to  be  guested  by  Wilson  at  the  studio 

at  a   story  conference  on  the  next  “Hardy” film. 
* 

Leslie  Fenton  and  his  wife,  Ann  Dvorak, 
have  returned  from  a   three-month  Euro- 

pean cruise.  Fenton  reports  to  Metro, 
where  he  is  a   director  in  the  shorts  de- 
partment. 

k 

Harry  M.  Warner,  accompanied  by  Pat 

O’Brien,  left  for  New  York  early  in  the week. 
★ 

Ending  a   two-week  vacation  in  the 
High  Sierras,  Les  Goodwins  has  reported 
to  RKO  Radio  to  await  his  next  direc- 

torial assignment. 
k 

Joe  Pasternak  vacated  his  Universal 

production  desk  to  embark  on  a   two-week 
vacation.  He  headed  for  New  York  and 

planned  to  stop  in  Toronto,  Canada,  to 
visit  his  sister. 

★ 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sol  Wurtzel  and  the  Nor- 
man Fosters  have  left  for  a   holiday  in 

Mexico.  They  plan  to  return  October  30, 
with  Associate  Producer  John  Stone  sit- 

ting  in  for  Wurtzel  at  the  20th  Century  - 
Fox  studio  until  that  time. 

GN's  Distribution 

Fine  Arts'  Chore 
The  new  Grand  National’s  next  prob- 

lem— that  of  setting  in  motion  production 
machinery  to  supply  its  exchanges  with 
an  adequate  flow  of  product  during  the 

1938-39  season — will  in  all  probability  be 
left  solely  in  the  hands  of  Fine  Arts  Pic- 

tures, which  has  a   26-picture  contract 
with  GN,  for  the  next  four  weeks,  it  was 
indicated  this  week  by  studio  officials. 

Local  GN  attaches  pointed  out  that  Ed- 
ward L.  Alperson,  new  vice-president  in 

charge  of  distribution,  is  not  expected  to 
return  here  until  late  in  November.  Al- 

person is  at  present  in  New  York,  where 

he  and  E.  W.  Hammons,  new  GN  presi- 

dent, took  steps  to  perfect  the  company’s 
production- distribution  setup  after  an- 

nouncing a   schedule  of  68  features  and  44 

short  subjects  for  the  new  season.  Im- 
mediately after  the  New  York  conclave 

Hammons  embarked  for  London,  accom- 

panied by  Sam  Berkowitz,  executive  man- 
ager of  Fine  Arts,  and  the  GN  lot  here  was 

informed  by  Alperson  that  he  would  remain 

in  the  east  until  Hammons’  return  from 
abroad. 

First  picture  to  go  into  general  release 

under  the  revised  GN  setup  is  Fine  Arts’ 

Martha  Raye  and  David  Rose,  musical 

composer,  were  married  Saturday  in  En- 
senada, Mexico.  They  are  due  to  return 

from  a   short  honeymoon  trip  October  21. 
★ 

Dr.  Victor  V.  Badulescu,  former  under- 
secretary of  the  treasury  and  a   member 

of  the  League  of  Nations’  economic  coun- 
cil, was  a   guest  of  Adolph  Zukor  at  Para- 

mount. He  is  studying  phases  of  industry 

in  the  United  States  and  is  currently  sur- 
veying film  production  methods. 

k 

Russell  Hayden  of  the  Harry  Sherman 

“Hopalong  Cassidy”  picture  troupe,  and 
Jane  Clayton,  actress-cowgirl,  were  mar- 

ried in  Tularosa,  N.  M„  the  bride’s  home, 
last  Saturday.  The  newly-weds  are 
honeymooning  in  San  Francisco. 

k 

Searching  locations  for  “The  Wizard  of 
Oz,”  Director  Richard  Thorpe,  Al  Shen- 
berg,  his  assistant,  and  Joe  Cook,  produc- 

tion manager,  checked  off  the  M-G-M  lot 
last  week. 

k 

Mickey  Rooney  was  guest  of  honor  at 
the  annual  baseball  game  and  outing 
staged  by  the  Sacramento  Sciots. 

★ 

Ben  Blue,  comedian,  and  Leona  Valde  of 
Pasadena  have  announced  plans  to  be 
married  December  10,  the  ceremony  to 

take  place  at  Blue’s  ranch. 
★ 

Gale  Page  is  vacationing  at  Santa  Bar- 
bara for  a   few  days. 

“Shadows  Over  Shanghai,”  which  was  to 
hit  the  exchanges  October  14.  This,  it  was 
tentatively  reported,  will  be  followed  at 

weekly  intervals  by  “Frontier  Scout”  and 
“Cipher  Bureau,”  both  bearing  the  FA 

banner,  and  George  Hirliman’s  “Murder  on 
Sunset  Boulevard.”  Meantime,  FA  plan- 

ned to  get  into  production  this  week  on 

“The  Long  Shot”  and  expects  to  have 
“Wonder  World”  before  the  cameras  by 
the  end  of  the  month. 

The  proposed  launching  by  Eugene 

Frenke  of  “Exile,”  starring  Anna  Sten, 
this  week  as  one  of  the  two  Sten  pictures 
he  is  scheduled  to  deliver  to  GN,  did  not 
materialize.  Studio  spokesmen  declared 
the  starting  date  would  be  set  back  a   week 
or  ten  days  owing  to  casting  difficulties. 

Jack  Skirball,  production  manager  for 

GN,  checked  in  at  the  studio  on  Wednes- 
day after  attending  the  Chicago  and  New 

York  sales  conventions. 

Meantime,  an  erstwhile  affiliate  of  GN, 

Condor  Pictures,  was  made  the  indirect 
target  of  a   $34,318  suit  brought  against 

the  company’s  directors  in  federal  court 
here.  The  action,  which  repeats  the 
charges  made  in  two  similar  suits  filed 

previously,  represents  that  Condor — now  in 
77B — was  guilty  of  misstatement  in  its 

report  to  the  securities  and  exchange  com- 
mission more  than  a   year  ago,  which  re- 

sulted in  the  SEC’s  decision  to  withdraw 
a   Condor  stock  issue.  The  latest  action 
was  filed  in  behalf  of  46  stockholders  who 

ask  that  their  money  be  returned. 

SAG  Is  Validating 

Eight -Year  Pact 
Officials  of  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  took 

the  final  steps  toward  placing  in  effect 

the  new  eight-year  Guild  shop  contract 
which  was  submitted  to  and  accepted  by 
the  major  producers  a   short  time  ago,  by 
mailing  ballots  to  the  SAG  membership  to 
garner  the  required  written  approval  of 
the  negotiations,  as  provided  for  in  the 
Guild  constitution. 

Senior  members  of  the  Guild,  in  a   mass 

meeting  last  Friday,  gave  their  unanimous, 
though  informal,  approval  of  the  new 
working  agreement  and  added  a   vote  of 
thanks  to  Kenneth  Thomson,  executive 

secretary,  and  Laurence  Beilenson,  coun- 
sel, for  their  successful  efforts  in  negotiat- 
ing the  pact.  The  Senior  Guild  also  placed 

its  unofficial  stamp  of  approval  on  the 

new  set  of  by-laws,  abolishing  the  Junior 

Guild  and .   substituting  a   Class  “A”  and 
“B”  bracket  in  its  stead.  Both  the  new 

working  code  and  the  new  by-laws  must, 
however,  gain  the  written  okay  of  51  per 

cent  of  the  senior  membership  before  be- 
coming effective. 

More  than  200  attended  the  meeting, 

which  was  piloted  by  President  Ralph 
Morgan. 

Meantime  the  erstwhile  Junior  Guild, 

now  to  be  designated  as  the  “B”  division, 
laid  plans  for  its  regular  quarterly  mass 

meeting,  to  be  held  November  6,  to  dis- 

cuss conditions  within  the  extras’  and  bit- 
players’  group. 

A   visitor  to  the  SAG  offices  this  week 

was  Frank  Gillmore,  president  of  the  Ac- 
tors and  Artistes  Association  of  America, 

of  which  the  SAG  is  an  affiliate.  After 

spending  a   week  here,  Gillmore  will  head 
for  San  Francisco  on  business. 
The  SAG  announced  that  Ted  Ashton, 

formerly  connected  with  the  Columbia 
Broadcasting  System  in  New  York,  had 

joined  the  organization  to  function  as  pub- 
lic relations  counsel.  He  started  to  work 

this  week. 

Cast  Stanwyck  Opposite 

McCrea  in  'Union  Pacific 
Barbara  Stanwyck  has  been  signed  for 

the  feminine  lead  opposite  Joel  McCrea  in 

Cecil  B.  DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific.”  The 
film,  which  will  be  released  through  Para- 

mount, goes  on  location  early  next  week 
in  Iron  Springs,  Utah,  with  the  first  unit, 
including  Miss  Stanwyck,  McCrea  and 
Akim  Tamiroff,  going  before  the  cameras 
here  early  in  November. 

O'Brien  and  Morris  Set 

To  Co-Star  in  a   Re-make 
Pat  O’Brien  and  Wayne  Morris  have 

been  set  to  co-star  in  “The  Roaring  Road” 
at  Warner,  a   re-make  of  an  automobile 
racing  story  which  the  studio  produced 

some  years  ago  under  the  title  “The  Crowd 

Roars.” 

Sid  Herzig,  Wally  Klein  and  Norman 

Reilly  Raine  collaborated  on  the  screen- 
play. 
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SCRIPTERS 

—Columbia 

GEORGE  SAYRE  to  script  his  own  untitled 

original. 

— Fine  Arts 

ARTHUR  HOERL  to  "Inverted  Cipher,"  second 

in  the  “Cipher  Bureau”  series.  Charles  Lamont 
will  produce  and  direct.  Grand  National  releases. 

— Samuel  Goldwyn 

MARY  McCALL  to  “Nobody’s  at  Home,”  an 
Edna  Ferber  novel. 

— Majestic 
MONTAGUE  ASCH  and  SHEPARD  TRAUBE  to 

“Ladies  in  Jail,”  third  in  the  series  of  melodramas 
which  Majestic  is  producing  for  Equity  Pictures. 

— Metro 

JOHN  MEEHAN  to  “Florian,”  which  Winfield 
R.  Sheehan  will  produce. 
EDWARD  SEDGWICK  signed  to  write  gags  for 

“Ice  Follies.” 
FREDERICK  JACKSON  collaborates  with  LAU- 

RENCE STALLINGS  on  an  untitled  screenplay. 

HAROLD  SHUMATE  to  “Hands  Across  the 

Border,”  a   Sam  Zimbalist  production  in  which 
Robert  Taylor  will  be  featured. 

— Paramount 

KEN  ENGLUND  to  “Midnight,”  which  will  star 

Claudette  Colbert;  STUART  PALMER  to  “Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Bulldog  Drummond;”  MORRIE  RYS- 
KIND  to  “Man  About  Town;”  CHARLES  BRACK- 

ETT and  BILLY  WILDER  to  “Men  in  Evening, 
Clothes.” 
— KKO  Radio 
DALTON  TRUMBO  teamed  with  ERNEST 

PAGANO  on  “The  Flying  Irishman,”  in  which 
Douglas  Corrigan  will  star. 

S.  N.  BEHRMAN  to  polish  “Love  Affair,”  now 
in  production  with  Leo  McCarey  as  producer-di- 
rector. 

MORTON  GRANT  to  an  untitled  original,  to  be 

used  as  a   George  O’Brien  starrer  which  Bert  Gil- 
roy will  produce. 

— Republic 

ROBERT  ANDREW  to  “I’ll  Take  the  High 
Road,”  his  own  original. 

WILLIAM  ULLMAN  JR.,  to  “Undercover 
Woman,”  which  M.  H.  Hoffman  will  produce; 
TAYLOR  CRAVEN  to  “Phantom  of  the  Circus,” 
also  slated  as  a   Hoffman  production. 

FRANK  DOLAN  to  "Street  of  Missing  Men,” 
which  Armand  Schaefer  will  produce;  ROBERT 

ANDREWS  to  his  own  original,  “Women  Make 
News,”  for  Producer  Sol  Siegel. 
HUGH  KING  and  DANIEL  MOORE  teamed  on 

“Flight  Inspector.”  John  H.  Auer  will  produce. 
FRANCIS  FARRAGOH  to  “Doctors  Don’t  Tell.” 

— Edward  Small 
BETTY  LAIDLAW  and  ROBERT  LIVELY  to 

“Kit  Carson,  Avenger,”  based  on  the  syndicated 
serial  by  Evelyn  Wells. 

— -20th  Century-Fox 

HARVEY  THEW  to  an  untitled  story  for  Pro- 
ducer Nunnally  Johnston. 

CURTIS  KENYON  to  “Hudson’s  Bay  Company,” 
a   Kenneth  Macgowan  production. 

-—Universal 

HENRY  JOHNSON  to  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an 

Honest  Man,”  the  W.  C.  Fields-Edgar  Bergen- 
Charlie  McCarthy  comedy. 

— Warner  Bros. 

MICHAEL  FESSIER  to  “Broadway  Cavalier.” 
LOUIS  WE1TZENKORN,  playwright  and  scen- 

arist, arrived  early  this  week  from  New  York 
to  begin  work  on  an  untitled  original  screenplay. 

Weitzenkorn  authored  “Five  Star  Final,”  Broad- 
way stage  success  of  a   few  seasons  ago. 

CRANE  WILBUR  to  “Hell’s  Kitchen,”  featur- 
ing the  “Dead  End”  kids,  and  slated  for  a   No- 

vember 1   start. 

CASEY  ROBINSON  turns  in  completed  screen- 

play for  “Dark  Victory,”  co-starring  Bette  Davis 
and  George  Brent. 

MAURICE  LEO  and  WALLY  KLEIN  complete 

“Making  a   Hit,”  next  starrer  for  Dick  Powell. 

Irene  Dunne  Starrer 
Universal  will  star  Irene  Dunne  in 

“Woman  Without  a   Country,”  an  original 
by  Arthur  Caesar  which  was  purchased 

last  week.  It  is  based  on  the  life  of  Bar- 
bara Hutton.  John  Stahl  will  produce  and 

direct. 

Second  tor  Cortez 
Ricardo  Cortez  will  direct  20  th  Century - 

Pox’s  next  “Camera  Daredevils”  adventure, 
second  in  the  series  and  second  directorial 

assignment  for  the  veteran  actor. 

Write  Crosby  Songs 
John  Burke  and  James  Monaco  will  do 

the  song-writing  stint  on  “Three’s  Com- 
pany,” Crosby  starrer  at  Universal. 

"Wreckage"  Under  Way 
“Wreckage,”  a   Jack  Holt  starrer  being 

produced  by  Larry  Darmour  for  Columbia 
release,  went  before  the  cameras  this  week 
with  Lewis  D.  Collins  directing.  Gordon 

Rigby  did  the  script.  Dolores  Costello,  Ad- 
dison Richards  and  Pert  Kelton  have  sup- 

porting roles. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  * 
ANNABEL  TAKES  A   TOUR  (RKO)— This  sec- 

ond in  the  series  starring  Lucille  Ball  and 

Jack  Oakie  maintains  the  high  entertain- 

ment standards  established  by  its  prede- 

cessor. It  will  be  highly  acceptable  to 

Oakie  fans  and  should  amply  satisfy  the 

ranks  and  file  of  theatre  patrons.  Lou 

Lusty  produced.  Lew  Landers  directed. 

BROTHER  RAT  (WB)— A   refreshingly  dif- 

ferent service  story  filmed  largely  on  lo- 

cation at  Virginia  Military  Institute.  Based 

on  the  smash  Broadway  play,  it  is  fast- 

paced  and  punctuated  with  explosive  hu- 

mor. The  acting  as  a   whole  is  tops,  with 

Eddie  Albert,  repeating  his  stage  role, 

looming  as  potential  star  material.  Robert 

Lord  produced.  William  Keighley  directed, 

CLOWN  MUST  LAUGH,  A   (GB) — The  ingre- 

dients that  went  to  make  up  this  picture 

tempt  superlatives,  but  the  finished  product 

disappoints.  Richard  Tauber,  tenor,  fails 

to  register  on  the  screen  and  the  rest  of 

the  cast  falls  short.  Karl  Krune  directed. 

INSIDE  STORY  (20th-Fox)— Mediocre  melo- 

drama, unoriginal  in  plot  development  and 

none  too  well  enacted.  An  inauspicious 

directorial  debut  for  Ricardo  Cortez.  Sol 

Wurtzel  produced. 

ROTHSCHILD  (Regal) — Compared  with  Hol- 

lywood comedy,  this  French  film  leaves 

considerable  to  be  desired.  For  average 

consumption  its  comedy  construction  is 

laborious  and  cumbersome.  Too,  it  suf- 

fers through  paucity  of  English  subtitles. 

Henry  Baur,  Padquali  and  Pauley.  Marco 

De  Gastyne  directed. 

YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE  (M-G-M)— Initiates  an- 

other of  the  currently  popular  cycles  of 

series  pictures  and  presages  no  mean  fu- 
ture for  itself  and  its  successors.  Lew 

Ayres,  passing  another  important  milestone 

on  the  comeback  trail,  and  Lionel  Barry- 

more comprise  a   team  sure  to  win  public 

acclaim.  The  film  is  further  strengthened 

by  excellent  behind-the-scenes  glimpses  of 

the  medical  profession.  Harold  S.  Bucquet 
directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

'pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

OPTIONS 

— Columbia 

WARREN  WILLIAM  signed  on  term,  contract  to 

appear  in  a   new  series  of  “Lone  Wolf”  melo- dramas. 
— Samuel  Goldwyn 

STUART  HEISLER  signed  to  directorial  con- 
tract. He  has  been  an  assistant  director. 

— Metro 

DOUGLAS  McPHAIL  signs  term  acting  con- 

GEORGE  GIBSON,  scenic  artist,  given  new 

pact. 

FRANZ  WAXMAN,  composer-arranger,  held  for 
another  term. 

MELVYN  DOUGLAS  held  for  another  term. 

CHRISTINA  WELLS,  stock  actress  at  the 

Pasadena  Community  Playhouse,  wins  term  con- 

DOROTHY  YOST  and  ENDRE  BOHEM  join 

writing  department. 

KAY  VAN  RIPER  draws  term  writing  contract. 

She  has  just  completed  “The  Hardys  Get  Spring 

Fever.” 

— Paramount 

FREDERICK  HOLLANDER,  song  writer,  held 
for  another  year. — Principal 

BERNARD  VORHAUS,  English  director,  signed 

to  long-term  contract  by  Sol  Lesser.  “Fisherman's Wharf,”  starring  Bobby  Breen,  will  be  his  first 
assignment. 
—ItKO  Radio 

RICHARD  CLARKE,  Little  Theatre  actor, 

signed  to  long-term  contract. 
ROGER  DANIEL,  14-year-old  player,  signs  term 

acting  agreement.  He  is  spotted  in  “The  Pure 

in  Heart.” 
CHESTER  MORRIS  held  for  three  more  pic- 

tures, first  to  be  “Pacific  Liner,”  which  gets  the 
gun  next  week. — Republic 

CHARLES  HOGG,  15-year-old  radio  and  stage 
singer,  signed  to  term  acting  contract.  He 

makes  his  screen  debut  in  “Strongheart.” 

IRVING  PICHEL  signed  to  direct  “Dog  Show.” 
— 20th  Century-Fox 

ERNEST  PASCAL  joins  writing  staff. 

LEONARD  HOFFMAN  and  HAROLD  TARSHIS 

join  writing  staff. 

HENRY  WILCOXON  signed  to  head  cast  in  the 

next  “Camera  Daredevils”  episode. 

JACK  VERNON,  ERWIN  GELSEY  and  CAME- 
RON ROGERS  join  studio  writing  staff.  None 

has  been  assigned. 

JOAN  DAVIS  held  for  another  term. 

HAROLD  TARSHIS  joins  writing  department 

to  script  a   “Jones  Family”  picture. 

JOSEPH  SCHILDKRAUT’S  acting  contract  ex- tended. — Universal 

SAM  FULLER  joins  writing  department.  He 

will  work  on  a   scenario  for  the  “Collegiate”  series. 
EDWIN  JUSTUS  MAYER  to  an  untitled  screen- 

play as  a   vehicle  for  Danielle  Darrieux.  Joe 
Pasternak  will  produce. 
— Warner  ISros. 

EDWARD  G.  ROBINSON  signs  new  long-term 

contract,  effective  January  1.  First  vehicle  un- 

der the  new  pact  will  be  “$1,000  Window.” FRANK  LEE  DONOHUE  signs  term  writing 
contract.  He  will  write  a   story  based  on  the 

James  Hines  trial  in  New  York  City,  having  cov- 
ered it  as  a   reporter. 

EDDIE  ALBERT,  one  of  the  leads  in  “Brother 
Rat,”  wins  new  acting  pact.  He  has  been  as- 

signed the  lead  in  a   re-make  of  “The  Poor  Nut,” 
based  on  a   play  by  J.  C.  and  Elliott  Nugent. 

Ward  Wing  to  GN 
As  one  of  the  exploitation  specials  on 

Grand  National’s  recently  announced  1938- 

39  program,  Jack  Skirball,  production  man- 
ager, has  signed  Ward  Wing  to  produce 

and  direct  “Malay.”  Wing  will  recruit  a 
cast  and  crew  here  and  shoot  the  film  in 

Singapore. 

Assign  Two 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  set  Loretta 

Young  and  Warner  Baxter  to  co-star  in 

“Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,”  an  original 
story  by  James  Cain,  with  Gregory  Ratoff 
directing.  Nunnally  Johnson  produces, 
shooting  to  start  in  December. 

Next  Ritz  Film  Set 

Next  vehicle  for  the  Ritz  Brothers  at 

20th  Century-Fox  after  their  current 

chores  in  “The  Three  Musketeers”  will  be 
“Take  Her  Down.” 
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Bennett  vs.  Fidler  Libel  Suit  May 

Provide  Cue  to  Gossiper  Control 
By  IVAN  SPEAR 

While  the  spasmodic  crusade  sponsored 
in  certain  screen  circles  and  aimed  toward 

muffling  and  curbing  the  assertedly  harm- 
ful and  destructive  activities  of  Hollywood 

radio  commentators  has  been  dormant  for 
the  past  several  weeks,  the  film  capital 
is  keeping  a   close  watch  on  the  ultimate 

outcome  of  Constance  Bennett’s  $250,000 
libel  and  slander  suit  against  Jimmie  Fid- 

ler, which  from  present  indications  will  not 
come  up  for  trial  until  early  spring. 

In  the  final  settlement  of  the  Bennett- 
Fidler  battle,  Hollywood  sees  a   definite 
answer  to  the  question  of  whether  any- 

thing can  be  done  to  control  the  dissemi- 
nation, via  the  ether  waves,  of  news  and 

gossip  concerning  the  industry  and  its 
personalities — which  control,  insofar  as 
printed  matter  is  concerned,  has  been  so 
successfully  accomplished  by  the  studios 
themselves  through  their  publicity  depart- 

ments, most  of  which  wield  considerable 
authority  over  the  choice  of  studio  and 
personality  news  which  hits  the  printed 

page. 
Boxoffice  has  learned  that  at  one  studio 

a   plan  has  been  under  discussion  which, 

in  the  opinion  of  the  plant’s  executives, 
can  be  utilized  as  a   direct  means  of  si- 

lencing the  glib  and  sometimes  scathing 
tongues  of  the  army  of  radio  reporters, 
should  such  a   curb  be  indicated,  through 
future  developments,  as  being  necessary. 

It  is  the  opinion  of  executives  at  this 
studio — which,  for  obvious  reasons,  has  re- 

quested anonymity — that  the  military  rule 
holding  an  offense  to  be  the  best  means 

of  defense  can  well  be  employed  in  fight- 
ing muck-raking  microphone  gossipers, 

through  the  simple  means  of  restraining 
them  from  using  the  names  of  stars,  di- 

rectors, writers  or  other  creative  talent 
without  first  securing  the  permission  of 
these  film  notables. 

This  restraint,  it  is  pointed  out,  can  be 
employed  on  the  theory  that  the  air  time 
utilized  by  the  many  air  commentators  is, 
in  virtually  every  instance,  purchased  and 
paid  for  by  a   manufacturer  of  some  com- 

mercial product  and,  therefore,  can  and 
should  be  interpreted  as  advertising.  Fur- 

ther, these  studio  executives  claim,  no  in- 

dividual’s name  may  be  used  and  no  men- 
tion of  his  activities  can  be  recorded  in 

any  form  of  advertisement  without  the 
express  permission  of  that  person. 

Using  the  nation’s  newspapers,  maga- 
zines and  other  publications  to  draw  a 

parallel,  they  admit  that  the  use  of  the 
name  of  any  celebrity — or,  for  that  matter, 
any  person  whose  actions  are  considered 
newsworthy — is  permissible  in  news  col- 

umns, but  is  strictly  taboo  and  forbidden 
in  the  advertising  columns  of  those  peri- 

odicals. In  these  executives’  opinion,  the 
same  rule  prevails  in  radio.  Sponsors  buy 
every  minute  of  the  time  used  by  the 
film  gossipers  against  whom  attacks  have 

been  launched,  and  their  programs  are 
comparable  to  the  advertisements  carried 

by  the  various  printed  media  which  dis- 
seminate news  and  gossip  relevant  to  the 

film  industry.  Consequently,  the  mention 

of  any  of  filmdom’s  personnel,  in  a   man- 
ner either  derogatory  or  complimentary, 

should  not  be  permitted  unless  the  ap- 
proval of  those  names  to  be  mentioned 

has  been  granted. 

It  has  been  learned  by  Boxoffice  that 
this  studio  has  approached  a   number  of 
its  stars,  featured  players  and  others  to 
ascertain  whether  they  would  be  willing 

to  serve  as  human  “guinea  pigs”  in  the 
event  that  test  cases  to  determine  the 

legality  of  their  theory  should  arise.  How- 
ever, the  most  avid  crusaders  in  the  re- 
cent drive-the-commentators-off-the-air 

campaign,  in  the  forefront  of  which  was 
George  Jessel — himself  a   screen  and  radio 
entertainer — are  apparently  satisfied  that 
the  pressure  which  they  applied  at  that 
time  has  sufficiently  curbed  the  ether  gos- 

sipers, at  least  for  the  time  being. 

For  this  reason,  it  is  unlikely  that  any- 
thing will  be  done  with  the  plan  under 

consideration  at  this  major  lot  unless  the 

radio  reporters  once  more  exhibit  symp- 
toms of  getting  out  of  line. 

Picture  Commitments  Call 

Back  Wandering  Filmites 
Impending  picture  commitments  sound- 

ed a   clarion  call  to  several  members  of 

Hollywood’s  acting  fraternity  who  have 
been  touring  the  country  via  the  personal 

appearance  trail,  while  the  oft-delayed  de- 
parture of  Metro’s  Freddie  Bartholomew 

on  his  scheduled  press  agent  circuit  head- 
lined the  roster  of  those  checking  out  for 

“in  the  flesh”  engagements. 
Three  Republic  western  players  checked  in  at 

the  studio  for  film  assignments.  Returning  wan- 
derers included  Roy  Rogers,  who  has  been  trek- 

king up  the  coast  and  through  the  Rocky  Moun- 
tain territory;  Ray  Corrigan,  who  has  been 

appearing  in  northern  California,  and  Max  Ter- 
hune,  who  toured  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin. 

Due  to  return  next  Monday  is  Chester  Morris, 

RKO  Radio  star,  who  opened  a   week’s  engage- 
ment in  New  York  with  his  sleight-of-hand  act 

after  stopping  off  in  Philadelphia  and  Chicago. 

He  has  one  of  the  top  roles  in  “Pacific  Liner,*' 
which  gets  the  gun  upon  his  return. 

Ready  to  don  the  greasepaint  at  Warners  when 

an  assignment  is  found  for  him  is  Wayne  Mor- 
ris, who  combined  a   short  vacation  with  a   press 

agent  engagement  at  the  Strand  Theatre  in  New York  City. 

Freddie  Bartholomew,  accompanied  by  his  aunt 

and  guardian,  Myllicent  Bartholomew,  trained  out 
on  Saturday  to  open  in  New  York  after  his  tour 

had  twice  been  set  back — once  because  of  a   pro- 
duction delay  and  again  when  the  east  coast, 

where  he  will  make  his  six-week  jaunt  suffered 
heavy  damages  in  the  recent  hurricane. 

Also  departing  was  Alan  Mowbray,  Hal  Roach 

contract  player,  who  launches  a   series  of  one- 

day  p.  a.’s  in  Demopolis,  Ala.,  which  will 
carry  him  to  Florida,  New  York  and  through  the 
middle  west.  Accompanied  by  A1  Vaughn  of 

Roach’s  publicity  staff,  Mowbray  is  performing 

the  stint  to  ballyhoo  “There  Goes  My  Heart,” 
soon  to  go  into  distribution  as  a   United  Artists 
release 

Staying  close  to  home  was  Gene  Autry,  Re- 
public’s number  one  cowhand,  who  was  drawing 

the  spotlight  on  the  stage  of  the  Paramount 
Theatre  in  Los  Angeles  along  with  his  horse. 

Champion.  He  shared  a   week’s  engagement  with 
Betty  Grable,  Paramount  starlet,  which  was  to 
wind  up  Wednesday 

"Chips"  Director 

To  London 
Sam  Wood,  assigned  to  direct 

"Goodbye,  Mr.  Chips"  for  M-G-M  in 
England,  left  this  week  with  Ben  Goetz, 

in  charge  of  the  company's  British 
production,  for  London.  Goetz  checked 

in  at  the  studio  late  last  week  to  dis- 

cuss the  endeavor  with  local  execu- 
tives. 

Robert  Donat  has  the  title  role  in  the 

picturization  of  James  Hilton's  novel. 

Litigation  Waves 
Recede  This  Week 

Following  last  week’s  landslide  of  liti- 
gation filed  in  connection  with  industry 

notables,  the  number  of  new  cases  appear- 
ing in  the  records  of  local  courts  and 

other  judicial  bodies  had  eased  up  con- siderably. 

Basing  his  stand  on  misrepresentation, 
Scenarist  Howard  Emmett  Rogers  has  filed 
an  answer  to  the  $15,000  suit  brought 

against  him  by  the  Feldman  Corp.,  a   tal- 
ent agency.  The  plaintiff  charged  Rogers 

with  illegally  voiding  a   managerial  con- 
tract. Rogers,  however,  contends  that  Feld- 
man, in  1933,  advised  him  to  break  his 

contract  with  the  Nat  Goldstone  agency 
and  that  he  did  so,  only  to  find  Feldman 
had  acted  fraudulently,  upon  learning 
which  he  dismissed  Feldman  as  his  agent. 

A   $1,050,000  plagiarism  suit  was  filed  in  su- 
perior court  against  20th  Century-Fox,  Darryl 

Zanuck  and  the  three  Ritz  Brothers  by  Ned 

Washington,  Hal  Green  and  Sam  Stept.  The 

plaintiffs  charge  that  their  original  story,  “Nit- 
wit’s Holiday,”  submitted  to  the  studio  and  sub- 

sequently rejected,  was  pirated  in  the  production 

of  "Kentucky  Moonshine,”  starring  the  Ritzes. 

Uncle  Sam’s  internal  revenue  collectors  got  on 
the  trail  again  by  filing  tax  liens  against  six 

Hollywood  personalities  in  federal  court  seeking 

allegedly  unpaid  taxes.  June  Travis,  the  gov- 
ernment claims,  owes  $100  for  1937;  Joseph 

Schildkraut  is  short  $168;  Wolfgang  Reinhart, 

composer,  owes  $136;  Sidney  Blackmer,  $125  for 

1935;  Franz  Schulz,  $1,223  for  1937;  and  Paul  R. 
Wing,  $101  for  the  same  year. 

An  out-of-court  settlement  was  reached  in 

three  suits  brought  by  Peter  F.  Reed  against 

his  daughter,  Actress  Martha  Raye,  it  was  dis- 
closed as  they  came  up  for  trial  in  superior  court. 

Although  terms  of  the  settlement  were  not  re- 
vealed, the  actions — including  one  for  support, 

one  for  an  accounting  of  and  share  in  her  earn- 

ings, and  a   $150,000  heart-balm  action  against 

Miss  Raye’s  manager,  Peter  Baumann  —   were 
scratched  from  the  court  calendar. 

Jackie  Coogan  won  a   point  in  his  battle  to  re- 
cover what  is  left  of  the  reported  $1,000,000  he 

earned  as  a   child  star  this  week  when,  despite 

a   counter-affidavit  filed  by  his  stepfather,  Arthur 

L.  Bernstein,  Superior  Court  Judge  Emmet  Wilson 

upheld  a   motion  by  the  one-time  "Kid”  request- 
ing the  court  to  refuse  to  release  some  $40,000 

from  the  receivership  placed  on  the  Coogan- 
Bernstein  assets  at  the  time  Jackie  filed  his 
accounting  suit 

Bernstein’s  affidavit  charged  his  stepson  with 

perpetrating  "a  direct  lie”  in  accusing  him  of 
conducting  a   bookmaking  business,  and  pleaded 
that  his  credit  had  been  curtailed  drastically  as 
a   result  of  the  suit  The  $40,000  requested  by 

Mrs.  Bernstein  was  claimed  by  her  to  be  part  of 

a   $100,000  insurance  policy  received  at  the  time 

of  the  senior  Coogan’s  death  in  1935. 
Trial  on  the  suit  opens  December  12. 

An  amended  complaint  seeking  $150,000  in  dam- 
ages on  a   false  arrest  and  imprisonment  charge 

was  filed  in  superior  court  by  Vera  L.  Donnellan 
against  Producer  John  W.  Considine  jr.,  her 
cousin.  Her  original  complaint  was  dismissed 
when  Considine  entered  a   demurrer  holding  that 

it  showed  no  cause  for  action. 
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REITERATES  FWC'S  STAND  AGAINST  RETURN 

OF  EXPENSIVE  GIVEAWAYS  AND  "RACKETS" 
Federal  Probe  to  End 

10  Days,  Says  A. 

in 

J.  Law 

Official  Clamps  Down  on 
Rumors  of  Prize 

"Comeback" 

Los  Angeles — Once  again,  this  time  def- 
initely, Albert  J.  Law  special  investigator 

for  the  department  of  justice,  has  disclosed 

he  will  wind  up,  within  ten  days,  his  15- 
month-old  investigation  into  the  books  and 
records  of  the  major  film  exchanges  and 
the  Fox  West  Coast  circuit.  Several  times 
in  the  past  few  months  the  federal  sleuth 

has  reported  himself  on  the  eve  of  com- 
pleting his  chore,  but  each  time  has  found 

something  further  to  hold  him  here. 

Law’s  probe  is  based  on  charges,  filed 
by  independent  showmen  and  exhibitors, 

Exhibitors  Suit  to  Stop 

Union  Picketing  Opened 
Portland,  Ore.  —   Circuit  Judge  J.  P. 

Winter  this  week  opened  the  suit  brought 
by  E.  L.  Schwab,  owner  of  the  Third 
Avenue  Theatre,  who  seeks  to  enjoin  the 

Moving  Picture  Machine  Operators’  Local 
No.  159  from  picketing  the  establishment. 

According  to  Schwab,  his  six  regular 

employes  are  satisfied  with  working  con- 
ditions and  wages,  no  labor  dispute  ex- 

ists between  them  and  the  management, 
his  employes  have  their  own  bargaining 
agent  and  he  pays  the  union  scale. 

None  of  his  employes  are  members  of 
the  union. 

Schwab  claims  the  union  started  picket- 
ing his  house  August  3   after  he  declined  to 

discharge  three  of  his  employes  and  hire 
members  of  the  union  in  their  place. 

Dick  Dickson  Winner  of 

Fox  West  Coast's  Drive 
Los  Angeles — Winner  in  Fox  West 

Coast’s  “Third  Quarter  Above  Par”  busi- 
ness drive  is  Dick  Dickson’s  Los  Angeles 

district,  it  was  announced  at  Fox  West 
Coast  headquarters.  Second  spot  was  filled 
by  the  East  Bay  district  in  San  Francisco, 
supervised  by  Dick  Spier,  with  Harry 

Seipel’s  Peninsula  territory,  also  in  San 
Francisco,  ranking  third. 

The  St.  Francis  Theatre  in  San  Fran- 
cisco, managed  by  Arvid  Erickson,  won  the 

honors  in  the  Class  “A”  theatre  race. 

Centro  Opens 

Los  Angeles  —   The  Centro  Theatre  on 
Central  Ave.,  a   Harry  L.  Vinnicoff  house, 
opened  its  doors  October  12  as  the  new- 

est in  the  Vinnicoff  circuit. 

that  the  majors  are  guilty  of  violating  the 
Sherman  anti-trust  laws. 

The  hawkshaws  are  spending  their  third 

week  at  FWC  headquarters  in  a   “return 
engagement,”  having  already  spent  some 
time  at  the  circuit  offices  earlier  in  their 
stay.  After  leaving  FWC  some  time  next 
week,  Law  said,  he  and  his  aides  will  de- 

vote approximately  six  weeks  to  assem- 
bling, tabulating  and  correlating  the  mass 

of  data  which,  he  admitted,  has  been  un- 
earthed. This,  in  the  form  of  a   lengthy 

report,  will  be  forwarded  to  Washington. 

Three  Are  Assigned  as 

Salesmen  for  Majestic 
Los  Angeles — Russell  Hoss,  Bob  Wells 

and  Buck  Buchanan  have  been  appointed 
to  the  sales  staff  of  the  Majestic  Distri- 

buting Corp.  here  by  Hi  Peskay,  recently- 
selected  manager  of  the  exchange. 

Hoss,  formerly  with  Boxoffice  and  later 
a   salesman  with  Grand  National,  Trailer- 
Made  and  All-Star,  will  cover  the  city  ter- 

ritory as  an  aide  to  Peskay.  Wells  was 
formerly  with  Universal  and  RKO  Radio 

in  the  Seattle  territory,  while  Buck  Buch- 
anan has  been  connected  with  both 

M-G-M  and  All-Star. 

The  State  in  Pasadena 

Opens  With  Phil  Regan 
Pasadena,  Cal. — With  Phil  Regan  making 

a   personal  appearance,  the  State  Theatre 
here  reopened  Friday  night,  remodeled  and 
enlarged  after  the  fire  which  virtually  de- 

stroyed it  last  April.  The  State,  one  of  the 

California  Amusement  Co.’s  theatres,  is 
now  a   750-seater. 

Opening  bill  included  “Outside  of  Para- 
dise,” in  which  Regan  starred  for  Re- 

public, and  Paramount’s  “Bulldog  Drum- 

mond in  Africa.” 

Improves  Strand 
San  Francisco — J.  J.  Franklin,  former 

Honolulu  exhibitor  and  brother  of  Harold 
J.  Franklin,  has  completed  extensive  im- 

provements in  his  Strand,  1,400-seat  Mar- 
ket Street  subsequent -run  here.  Besides 

installing  new  seats,  drapes  and  carpets, 
Franklin  effected  a   change  in  lobby  ap- 

pearance by  decorating  it  entirely  in  glass 
mosaics. 

Los  Angeles  —   Fox  West  Coast,  which 
some  weeks  ago  abolished  major  give- 

aways and  “rackets”  throughout  its  en- 
tire circuit,  evidently  intends  to  make  the 

decree  stick.  That,  at  least,  was  the  gist 
of  a   reiteration  by  a   spokesman  for  Charles 
Skouras,  circuit  president,  that  the  chain 
has  no  intention  of  returning  to  boxoffice 
stimulators  in  any  elaborate  form. 

This  FWC  official  declared  that  the 

non-racket  policy  thus  far  has  measured 
up  more  than  satsifactorily,  and  clamped 
down  on  rumors  current  in  certain  exhibi- 

tion circles — particularly  among  a   num- 
ber of  independent  operators — that  FWC 

would  bring  back  the  giveaways  after  the 

current  “Motion  Pictures  Are  Your  Great- 
est Entertainment”  drive  had  terminated. 

Scattered  houses  in  the  FWC  chain, 
both  here  and  in  other  parts  of  the  state, 

are  continuing  giveaways  of  the  small- 
scale  variety,  but  the  dispensation  of  au- 

tomobiles, large  money  prizes  and  other 
expensive  awards  comes  under  the  ban. 

Independents,  meanwhile,  have  given 
no  indication  that  they  intend  to  follow 

FWC’s  lead.  A   majority  of  the  southern 
California  area’s  subsequent-run  independ- 

ent houses  offer  some  form  of  stimulator, 
from  cash  nights  to  crockery  awards. 

Distribution  Rights  of 

Foreign  Films  to  Smith 
Los  Angeles — Southern  California  dis- 

tribution rights  to  foreign  film  importa- 
tions handled  in  the  north  by  the  Nathan- 

Barron  exchange  have  been  acquired  by 
W.  G.  Smith,  local  independent  exhibitor. 
Smith  obtained  the  distribution  rights 

when  Bill  Quinn,  originally  signed  to  han- 
dle the  films,  withdrew  because  of  other 

commitments. 

Pictures  include  “The  Volga  Boatman,” 
and  “Freedom  in  My  Song,”  French  pro- 

ductions; and  “Monastery”  and  “Kath- 

leen.” 

$5,000  Damage  to  Arrow 
In  Los  Angeles  by  Fire 

Los  Angeles  —   Fire  which  apparently 
started  in  the  projection  room  inflicted 
$5,000  worth  of  damage  on  the  Arrow 
Theatre  at  251  South  Main  St.  Exploding 
film  which  landed  on  the  stage  caused  the 
entire  room  to  burst  into  flames,  although 
no  one  in  the  audience  was  injured. 

The  house  was  taken  over  by  Dave  Can- 
tor a   few  months  ago.  He  intends  to  re- build. 
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Demands  for  Contest  Booklets  in 

Los  Angeles  Take  Sharp  Nosedive 
Los  Angeles — Demands  by  local  exhibi- 

tors for  “Movie  Quiz”  booklets  and  acces- 
sories for  the  “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 

Year”  campaign  took  a   sharp  nosedive 
here  this  week,  the  Paramount  exchange, 

which  is  handling  the  drive  accessories,  re- 
ported on  Wednesday. 

The  exchange,  which  wound  up  the  week 

of  October  8   with  a   total  of  9,000  “Quiz” 
booklet  sales,  had  not  received  a   single 
additional  order  during  the  first  three  days 
of  this  week,  revealed.  The  only  items 

called  for  and  delivered  were  a   few  single- 
sheet posters. 

At  the  same  time  several  independent 

exhibitors  took  occasion  to  add  their  pro- 
tests to  those  already  lodged  against  the 

drive  and,  particularly,  against  the  meth- 

ods employed  in  conducting  the  “Movie 
Quiz”  contest,  during  a   scheduled  “pep” 
meeting  held  at  the  offices  of  the  Inde- 

pendent Theatre  Owners  Ass’n  last  week. 
At  that  time,  operators  of  several  low  ad- 

mission and  “grind”  houses  endeavored  to 
substantiate  their  assertion  that  the  cam- 

paign is  chalking  up  far  from  satisfactory 
returns  in  this  territory  by  pointing  to  the 

steadily  declining  sale  of  “Quiz”  booklets here. 

Among  those  going  on  record  as  express- 
ing dissatisfaction  with  the  results,  to 

date,  of  the  drive,  was  Jake  Berinstein, 
owner  and  operator  of  the  Wiltern  and 
Tivoli  theatres  in  this  city  and  a   partner 
with  the  Gore  brothers  in  the  Studio  City 
Theatre. 

“I’m  doing  the  worst  business  I’ve  done 
in  the  past  four  years,”  he  commented 
tersely.  Berinstein,  who  declares  he  has 

invested  $500  in  “Movie  Quiz”  booklets, 
banners  and  accessories  for  his  Wiltern 
house  alone,  has  stopped  running  the 
campaign  trailers  and,  he  said,  is  serious- 

ly considering  removing  the  banners  ad- 
vertising the  drive  because  he  feels  they 

are  giving  a   “false  build-up”  in  advertis- 
ing the  excellence  of  forthcoming  pictures 

which  he  asserts  his  audiences  have  found 
disappointing  in  entertainment  value. 

Milton  B.  Arthur,  who  owns  14  theatres 
in  the  southern  California  area  in  part- 

nership with  Fanchon  and  Marco,  holds 

views  similar  to  those  of  Berinstein,  his 
comment  revealed. 

“I  have  invested  nearly  $2,000  in  the 

drive  thus  far,”  Arthur  said,  “and  I’ll 
never  get  my  money  out.” 

Arthur  owns  interests  in  the  Paramount 
Theatre  downtown;  the  Manchester.  Bal- 

boa and  Mayfair  in  suburban  Los  An- 
geles; the  State,  Rivoli,  Cabart,  Ritz  and 

Dale  in  Long  Beach;  the  Studio  in  San 
Pedro;  the  West  Coast  and  Broadway  in 
Santa  Anna;  the  Fox  in  Anaheim;  and 
the  Fullerton  in  Fullerton,  and  because 
of  these  extensive  holdings  is  considered 
one  of  the  larger-scale  southern  Califor- 

nia independent  operators. 

“No  noticeable  results,”  was  the  report 
of  A.  L.  Gore,  partner  with  Mike  Gore  in 
the  Gore  Brothers  circuit. 

Meantime,  Robert  Poole,  general  secre- 
tary of  the  ITO  and  a   member  of  the 

local  exhibitors’  campaign  committee,  held 
fast  to  his  optimistic  viewpoint  anent  the 
drive  and  its  ultimate  effect  on  southern 
California  boxoffices. 

“Out-of-town  exhibitors  are  getting  back 

what  they  put  in,”  he  declared  in  an- 
swer to  the  dissatisfied  reports  of  Berin- 
stein, Arthur,  Gore  and  other  independ- 

ent showmen.  “But  in  this  blase  metro- 
politan area,  where  the  public  didn’t  know 

anything  about  the  campaign  until  it  was 
launched  September  1,  it  has  taken  fully 

six  weeks  to  wake  them  up.” 
Poole  is  still  engaged  in  compiling  data 

from  subscribers  to  the  campaign  by  which 
he  hopes  to  correlate  authentic  figures 
as  to  what  the  drive  is  doing  for  the 
scores  of  showmen  in  southern  California 
and  Arizona. 

Attended  by  circuit  and  independent 
showmen,  the  Los  Angeles  Breakfast  Club 

held  a   special  meeting  on  Wednesday  hon- 
oring the  motion  picture  industry  in  gen- 

eral and  the  “Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year”  campaign  in  particular.  Guests  in- 

cluded Charles  Skouras,  president  of  Fox 
West  Coast;  Albert  Galston,  head  of  the 

ITO,  80  FWC  house  managers,  21  War- 
ner theatre  managers  and  35  independent 

exhibitors. 

Blind  Girl  to  Benefit 

From  Eagle  Rock  Show 
Eagle  Rock,  Cal. — Already  a   sell-out, 

according  to  Manager  Phil  Zeller,  is  the 

Eagle  Theatre’s  benefit  show,  sponsored  by 
the  Lions’  Club  here,  set  for  the  evening 
of  October  19.  Proceeds  from  the  per- 

formance will  be  turned  over  to  the  Lions 
for  use  in  paying  for  a   surgical  operation 
upon  a   local  blind  girl  by  which  it  is 
hoped  her  sight  will  be  restored. 

Door  prizes,  including  $200  worth  of 
gifts  promoted  from  local  merchants,  are 
an  added  inducement.  On  the  screen  will 

be  Universal’s  “Prison  Break”  and  a   20- 
year-old  Charlie  Chaplin  comedy.  Ad- 

mission will  be  the  house’s  regular  25- cent  scale. 

The  Eagle  is  one  of  the  Harry  N.  Vin- 
nicoff  theatres  and  was  donated  to  the 
Lions  for  the  evening. 

Autry  on  Stage 
Los  Angeles — Gene  Autry,  Republic’s  ace 

cowboy  star,  headlined  the  stage  show  at 
the  Paramount  Theatre  here  recently, 
sharing  the  spotlight  with  Champion,  his mustang. 

Nace  Circuit  Buy 

Phoenix,  Ariz. — The  Harry  L.  Nace  cir- 
cuit here  has  booked  Warner  product  in 

its  14  houses  for  the  1938-39  season.  Jack 

Brower,  Warner’s  branch  manager  in  Los 
Angeles,  flew  in  to  set  the  deal  with  Nace. 

^AILT  ]ILA\KIE 
JOE  MURRAY’S  new  Murray  will  not open  for  at  least  two  weeks  ...  An 

“ambassador  of  good  will”  is  Gertrude 
Lawrence,  who  recently  appeared  here  in 
“Susan  and  God.”  Miss  Lawrence  has 
carried  greetings  on  behalf  of  the  1939 

New  York  World’s  Fair  to  mayors  of  the 
several  cities  where  she  has  performed. 

Edwina  Booth,  formerly  a   local  resident, 
still  suffers  from  recurrences  of  the 

strange  malady  with  which  she  became  af- 
flicted in  1932  while  on  location  for 

“Trader  Horn.”  Her  father,  Dr.  James  L. 
Woodruff,  reports  that  Miss  Booth  has 
been  treated  by  many  medical  specialists 
in  the  U.  S.  and  Europe,  none  of  whom 
have  been  able  to  accurately  diagnose  her illness. 

Intermountain  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

equipped  the  300-seat  Draper,  owned  by 
J.  H.  Howell,  which  will  open  this  week 
...  A   special  performance  at  the  Roxy 
for  persons  more  than  70  years  old  was 
presented  by  Manager  Andy  Floor  .   .   . 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  20th  Century-Fox’s  presi- dent, stopped  over  in  Salt  Lake  City,  and 
conferred  with  Manager  Charles  Walker  of 
the  local  exchange. 

A   new  policy,  introducing  second-run 
features,  has  gone  into  effect  at  the  Mario, 
operated  by  Intermountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

.   .   .   F&M  Studios  of  Utah  here  are  re- 
porting an  open-house  program  relative  to 

changing  the  present  location. 

A   COMBINATION 

Christmas  Greeting  Card  and 
.   .   .   Theatre  Admittance  Ticket 

Consisting  of  a   Beautiful  Christmas  Scene  and  a   Holiday  Greeting  printed  in  four 

colors  will  swell  your  box  office  receipts  .   .   .   Tends  to  stimulate  advance  ticket  sales 

.   .   .   May  be  resold  to  your  local  merchants  as  a   lovely  Christmas  Gift  from  him  to 

his  customers.  Send  for  sample1.  No  obligation. 

National  Theatre  Calendar  &   Printing  Co. 
2165  Broadway  Denver,  Colorado 
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FEATURE  PRODUCTIONS 
12 

Excellent 

Attractions 

Season 

1938-1939 

12 
Box  Office 

Attractions 

2301 ★Thanks  for  Listening; 
Pinky  Tomlin 
Maxine  Doyle 

2302 ★Swing  It  Professor 
Pinky  Tomlin 
Paula  Stone 

2303 ★Devil  Diamond 
Frankie  Darro 

June  Gale 

2304 
★Young  Dynamite 

Frankie  Darro 
Charlotte  Henry 

2305 Yellow  Cargo In  Preparation 

2306 The  Thoroughbred 
Toby  Wing 

Kenneth  Duncan 

2307 Flying  Fists 
J.  Farrel  McDonald 
Fuzzy  Knight 

2308 Million  Dollar  Racket In  Production 

2309 Amateur  Crook In  Production 

2310 Clipped  Wings 
Lloyd  Hughes 
Rosalind  Keith 

2311 
Sky  Racket In  Preparation 

2312 Million  to  One Joan  Fontaine 
Reed  Howes 

Special  Productions 

2313 ★The  River  Patrol In  Preparation 

2314 ★Mother  of  the  World In  Preparation 

2315 

★Anything  for  a   Thrill 
Frankie  Darro 

June  Johnson 

2316 ★Broken  Blossoms Triumphant 

Dolly  Haas 

2317 
The  Speed  Demon 

Muriel  Evans 

Rex  Lease 

2318 Mile-A-Minute  Love In  Production 

2319 
Dynamite  Delaney In  Preparation 

2320 

Fury  Below 
Russell  Gleason 
Maxine  Doyle 

2321 
Bars  of  Hate Regis  Toomey 

Sheila  Terry 

2322 

Singapore  Sal In  Preparation 

2323 The  Shadow  Speaks In  Preparation 

2324 The  Reno  Flyer In  Preparation 

^   Special  Productions 

6 
KERMIT  MAYNARD 

Based  on  Stories  by 

JAMES  OLIVER  CURWOOD 

12 

EPIC  WESTERNS 

6 
COL.  TIM  McCOV 

Produced  by 

SAM  KATZMAN 

ROARING  SIX  GUNS 
FIGHTING  TEXAN 
WHISTLING  BULLETS 
VALLEY  OF  TERROR 
ROUGH  RIDING  RHYTHM 
THE  APACHE  TRAIL 

LIGHTNING  CARSON  RIDES 
RETURN  OF  THE  TERROR 

OUTLAWS'  PARADISE 
CODE  OF  THE  CACTUS 
TEXAS  WILDCAT 
TRIGGER  FINGERS 

MAJESTIC  DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
REpublic  3138  Formerly  All  Star  Pictures  LOS  ANGELES 
REpublic  3139  1928  SOUTH  VERMONT  AVENUE  CALIFORNIA 
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ILOS  AWG1E1L1ES 
First  Runs  in  Los  Angeles  Request 

A   More  Liberal  Paper  Coverage 
Los  Angeles — Coming  as  the  result  of 

more  than  a   month  of  conferences,  a   com- 

mittee representing  all  of  the  local  first- 
run  theatres  here  this  week  presented  to 

the  metropolitan  daily  newspapers  a   14- 
point  platform  rquesting  more  liberal 

coverage  of  publicity  and  news  regarding 

theatre  programs,  the  pictures  being 

played  and  the  studios  which  make  them. 

The  program  will  be  discussed,  point  by 

point,  with  executives  of  the  Examiner, 

Times,  Herald- Express  and  Daily  and 
E veiling  News,  it  was  disclosed  by  Jack 

Anderson,  manager  of  the  RKO  Hillstreet 

and  Pantages  theatres  and  a   member  of 

the  exhibitors’  committee.  Also  sitting  in 
for  the  theatremen  are  Thornton  Sar- 

gent, representing  the  State  and  Chinese 

for  Fox  West  Coast;  W.  L.  Kinear  for  the 

Paramount,  and  Lou  Halper  for  the  War- 
ner Hollywood  and  Downtown. 

The  theatre  operators,  Anderson  said, 

base  their  argument  principally  on  the 

stand  that  motion  picture  news  is  of  a 

vastly  wider  reader  interest  than  is  news 

of  athletic  activity,  real  estate  statistics, 

etc.,  and  should  be  given  a   correspond- 
ingly increased  news  treatment. 

The  demands  are  an  expansion  of  the 

showmen’s  successful  efforts  some  weeks 
ago  to  revoke  courtesy  passes  to  their  the- 

atres to  all  newspaper  representatives 
save  those  official  reviewers  who  catch 

films  at  their  openings.  As  a   further  step 

in  this  direction,  the  theatremen  have  re- 

quested that  reviews  of  previews  be  dis- 
continued entirely  or,  if  retained,  that 

they  be  published  elsewhere  than  in  the 

newspapers’  drama  pages. 
Among  the  requests  are  the  deletion 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  RE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“ Theatre  Equipment  Specialists” 
Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 
1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

from  syndicated  columns  any  adverse  com- 
ment regarding  pictures  currently  being 

shown  in  Los  Angeles’  first-run  houses; 
removal  from  the  drama  pages  of  reviews 

of  musical  programs,  Federal  Theatre 

plays  and  out-of-city  legitimate  openings; 

institution  of  a   clean-up  in  advertising 

carried  for  local  burlesque  houses;  dis- 
continuance of  what  the  showmen  charge 

is  subsidization  of  such  competitive  enter- 

tainment as  roller  derbies,  “jitterbug” 
contests,  etc.;  and  a   more  liberal  use  of 

stills  illustrating  scenes  from  films  cur- 
rently playing  here. 

Calloway's  District  Cops 
First  in  Warner  Bookings 

Los  Angeles — First  place  in  Vitaphone’s 
annual  booking  drive  has  been  garnered 

by  W.  E.  Calloway’s  west  coast  Warner 
sales  districts,  with  the  local  exchange 

finishing  at  the  top.  Prizes  and  extra 
bonuses  also  went  to  the  Denver,  Salt  Lake 

City,  San  Francisco,  Seattle  and  Portland 
exchanges. 

Sun  to  Charles  Morris 

Los  Angeles  —   Charles  Morris  former, 

owner  of  the  Dixon  Theatre  in  Dixon,  Cal., 

has  purchased  the  Sun,  a   local  house,  from 
J.  B.  Cunningham. 

Signs  for  Altec 
Salt  Lake  City — The  Harry  David  cir- 

cuit has  contracted  with  Altec  Service 

Corp.  for  sound  service  in  theatres  of 
that  circuit. 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

“Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 

1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

“LOVE  LIFE  OF  A   GORILLA" 

"CHILDREN  OF  LONELINESS" 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

£JOLUMBUS  discovered  America  in  1492, 
but  the  only  exchange  to  observe  that 

epochal  event  on  Columbus  day  was  20th 

Century-Fox,  which  closed  its  doors  at  1 

p.  m.  .   .   .   Suffering  from  a   heavy  cold, 
Francis  Bateman  has  been  putting  in  a 

sum  total  of  ten  minutes  a   day  at  the  Re- 
public exchange,  of  which  he  is  manager. 

Visitors:  Mrs.  Oleta  Stanton,  who  was 

head  of  the  M-G-M  contract  department 

for  eight  years;  Sam  C.  Levin,  head  of  the 
Seelee  Theatre  Co.  of  Sail  Francisco  and 

operator  of  five  theatres  in  the  northern 

part  of  the  state  .   .   .   C.  T.  Lynch,  man- 

ager at  Metro,  went  to  Arizona  on  a   busi- 
ness  trip  this  week. 

More  visitors:  Dick  Lemucchi,  of  the 

Granada  Theatre  in  Bakersfield;  Judge 

LeRoy  Pawley,  operator  of  the  Desert  in 

Indio;  A.  L.  Woods,  of  the  Keno  Theatre* 
Keno;  William  Swanson,  in  from  his  Ojai 

Theatre  in  Ojai;  L.  R.  Mathews,  who  runs 

the  La  Palomar  Theatre  in  Encinitas; 

Fred  Siegal,  who  manages  the  Palomar  and 

Margo  theatres  in  Oceanside;  and  Bill 

Martin,  from  the  Hemet  Theatre  in  Hemet. 

National  Theatre  Supply  has  added  W. 

P.  White  to  its  local  sales  force.  White 

has  been  connected  with  the  company  for 

ten  years,  working  in  its  Charlotte.  N.  C., 
branch.  Arthur  DeStefano,  NTS  local 

manager,  returned  from  an  Arizona  busi- 

ness trip  this  week,  accompanied  by  Sales- 
man Howard  Marx. 

Ralph  Carmichael,  M-G-M  office  man- 
ager, and  his  wife  have  returned  from  a 

two-week  motor  trip  north.  Carmichael 

is  back  at  his  desk  .   .   .   A1  O’Keefe  is  on 

the  job  as  district  sales  manager  for  Uni- 
versal, having  returned  from  a   trip  to  San 

Francisco  in  the  company  of  W.  J.  Heine- 
man,  western  sales  manager,  and  William 

A.  Scully,  national  sales  chief.  Heineman 

and  Scully  left  for  New  York  on  Monday. 

Ruth  Whitney,  booker  in  Metro’s  ac- 
counting department,  has  gone  to  Minne- 

sota for  a   month.  Two  weeks  of  it  is  her 

annual  vacation,  the  balance  secured  on  a 

leave  of  absence  .   .   .   Visitors:  Art  La 

Shelle  of  the  Avalon  Theatre  in  Avalon, 

Catalina  Island:  George  Halligan,  who  re- 
cently opened  the  Liberty  in  Blythe;  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  C.  A.  Simon  of  the  Needles  The- 
atre in  Needles. 

Republic’s  “The  Man  From  Music  Moun- 
tain,” starring  Gene  Autry,  has  been 

booked  into  the  Los  Angeles  Theatre,  No- 
vember 9-13  as  the  top  half  of  a   dual  bill. 

It  is  the  initial  first-run  booking  for  a 

Republic  western  in  the  metropolitan  area 
.   .   .   Recovered  from  a   recent  illness.  Bill 

Reinke,  owner  of  the  Raymond  in  Pasa- 
dena, visited  the  Row.  Also  stopping  in  to 

renew  acquaintances  was  Ray  Kelsall  of 
the  San  Jose  Amusement  Co.  in  San  Jose. 

Price  tilts,  effective  as  of  last  Friday, 

have  been  announced  by  the  Whitson- 
Lewis  circuit.  The  Vista  jumps  from  30  to 

35  cents;  the  Ramona  is  boosted  from  25 

to  35  cents,  and  the  Hollyway  increases  its 

admission  scale  from  15  to  25  cents. 

In  shape  again  after  an  automobile  ac- 

( Continued  on  page  78-D) 
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PORTLAND 
^ED  R.  GAMBLE,  manager  of  the  J.  J. 

Parker  Theatres,  is  the  new  president 
of  the  University  of  Washington  Alumni 

Ass’n  of  Portland  .   .   .   Gordon  Craddock  of 
Universal  made  a   trip  to  Bend  during  the 
week  and  then  over  the  McKenzie  to 
Medford  .   .   .   Wes  Johnson  of  the  Heilig 
Theatre  in  Eugene  was  a   visitor  ...  So 
was  H.  L.  Gamble  of  North  Booneville, 
Wash. 

Foster  Blake,  new  Universal  salesman, 
was  traveling  ten  miles  out  of  The  Dalles 
when  another  driver  decided  to  take  a 

curve  and  took  Blake’s  front  wheel  with 
him.  Fortunately,  the  $200  damage  was 
absorbed  by  the  other  driver  .   .   .   Visitors 
on  the  Row  during  the  week  included  Ted 

Francis  of  Newberg,  K.  A.  Spears  of  Win- 
lock,  Wash.,  Ray  Henderson  of  Albany  and 

"Dude”  Smith  of  Tillamook. 

A1  Adolph  of  Salem  made  it  known  he 
craves  publicity  .   .   .   Helen  Bush  of  United 

Artists  tells  us  she  likes  venison  “the  way 
her  mother  fixes  it”  .   .   .   Jack  Kloepper 
says  everything  is  quiet  but  business  is 
good  .   .   .   Junior  Mercy,  representative  of 
the  good  state  of  Washington,  made  the 

rounds  of  Portland’s  film  front  the  other 
day. 

Stanley  Gustafson  will  become  assistant 
to  Carl  Porter,  Paramount  advertising 
salesman  at  Salem.  George  DeWade  comes 
down  from  Paramount  at  Seattle  to  take 
his  place  as  advertising  sales  manager  at 

Portland  .   .   .   Al  Finkelstein,  Hamrick- 
Evergreen  head  in  Portland,  seeing  no  one 
before  leaving  hurriedly  on  a   plane  for 
Seattle. 

Burton  Jones,  former  Fox-West  Coast 
manager,  was  in  Portland  after  picking  up 

the  rights  to  “Assassin  of  Youth”  for  Ore- 
gon and  Washington  at  Los  Angeles.  The 

national  release  is  by  Monogram,  but  he 
made  his  deal  with  Leo  McCarthy  .   .   .   Ray 
Grombacher  is  in  charge  of  the  Portland 

community  chest  activities  for  Hamerick- 
Evergreen  Theatres. 

Marian  Sobottka,  wife  of  Paramount 
Theatre  manager,  Herb,  is  still  in  Seattle 
where  her  mother  is  ill  .   .   .   Jim  Carey  of 

Vancouver,  Wash.,  is  planning  a   special 

Hallowe’en  show  ...  So  is  Orville  Rey- 

nolds of  Portland’s  Hollywood  .   .   .   Ham- 
rick-Evergreen’s   Oriental  Theatre  this 

week  reduced  its  admission  price  from  30 
to  25  cents. 

Sammy  Siegel  was  in  Portland  for  a   few 

hours  only  on  a   “pleasure  call”  .   .   .   Bill 
Parker  of  Seattle,  was  also  a   visitor  .   .   . 
So  were  James  R.  Grainger,  Republic 

sales  manager,  and  Grover  Parsons,  west- 
ern divisional  sales  manager  .   .   .   Jack 

O’Bryan  of  Portland  went  to  Seattle  .   .   . 
George  Smith  of  Paramount  was  tied  up 
with  Frank  Clark  on  business. 

TELEPHONE  NOrmandy  4101 

QUICK  GUARANTEED 
PROJECTION  REPAIR  SERVICE 

Projection  Lamps  —   Parts  —   Supplies 
Everything  for  the  Theatre 

HAROLD  B.  EDINGER,  Proprietor 

CALIFORNIA  THEATRE  SUPPLY  COMPANY 
4112  Sunset  Blvd.  LOS  ANGELES 

Nace  Reopening  One 
Tucson,  Ariz. — Harry  L.  Nace,  head  of 

the  Nace  circuit,  has  announced  he  will 

reopen  the  Rialto  Theatre  here  on  Octo- 
ber 14.  It  has  been  dark  since  early  in 

May. 

Close  in  San  Clemente 

San  Clemente,  Cal. — The  Gore  brothers 

have  closed  the  San  Clemente  Theatre  here 
for  the  winter  with  the  diminishing  of  the 
summer  beach  trade. 

Peck  Is  Avenue  Manager 

Yakima,  Wash. — Murray  Peck  is  now 

managing  the  Avenue  Theatre  here  for 
Martin  Brown. 

D   IE  M   V   IE  R 
^RTICLES  of  incorporation  have  been 

filed  for  the  Eastin  Pictures,  Inc.,  with 

capital  stock  of  $50,000  in  shares  of  $50 
each.  Headquarters  will  be  in  Colorado 

Springs.  The  company  is  being  chartered 
to  produce,  repair,  show,  and  other  things 
in  connection  with  films.  The  board  of 

directors,  with  Robert  K.  Hieronymus  as 

president,  include  Kent  D.  Eastin  and  Ed- 
ward H.  Hieronymus. 

Robert  Selig,  district  manager  for  GB, 
has  been  transferred  to  the  managership 
of  the  San  Francisco  exchange,  and  plans 
call  for  his  being  made  district  manager 
in  charge  of  the  coast  exchanges  soon.  Joe 
Aldrich,  recent  manager  of  the  Des  Moines 
exchange,  has  been  brought  to  Denver  .   .   . 
Henry  Sunshine  and  Eddie  Rose,  shorts 
producers  and  exchange  owners  from  Los 
Angeles,  were  here  dating  their  pictures  of 
a   recent  world  championship  bout. 

Numerous  theatre  and  film  men  are 

coming  back  with  their  deer  or  bear,  shot 

during  the  short  big  game  season  in  Colo- 
rado. Some  had  to  be  gone  only  a   few 

hours  to  get  theirs  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  El 
Brendei  were  in  Denver  for  a   week.  Their 

stage  show,  organized  for  an  extensive 
road  tour,  was  organized  here,  and  opened 
at  the  Denham. 

“ Boys  Town”  and  “ Rich  Man,  Poor 

Girl”  were  unusually  strong  in  their  sec- 
ond week  at  the  Orpheum,  and  broke  the 

house  record  for  the  second  week  for  dou- 
ble bills — a   feat  it  also  did  the  opening 

week.  Standouts  were  the  rule  every  day 

during  the  two  weeks,  and  only  for  the 
fact  the  house  is  way  behind  on  picture 
commitments  caused  the  pictures  to  be 
changes.  The  films  went  to  the  Broadway, 
a   Fox  house,  where  it  probably  will  get  two 
more  weeks. 

The  Denver  is  using  the  100-piece  WPA 
orchestra,  under  the  direction  of  Fred 

Schmitt,  who  was  for  years  orchestra  di- 
rector at  the  Denver.  The  orchestra  will 

go  on  several  tours  of  the  Rocky  Mountain 
states  this  winter. 

Sanitation  and  Cleaning 

Methods 

PACIFIC  CHEMICAL  CO. 

San  Francisco,  Los  Angeles,  San  Diego 

§   IE  A   T   T   IL  IE 
WITH  the  forthcoming  elections  not  far 

away  a   lot  of  added  interest  is  being 
shown  by  theatrical  unions  here.  Two 

have  announced  that  fines  would  be  im- 
posed on  their  members  who  fail  to  vote  in 

the  November  general  election.  They  are 
the  Motion  Picture  Operators  Union  which 

will  assess  each  non- voter  $100  and  the 
Stage  Employes  Union  which  has  endorsed 
a   fine  of  $25  for  each  of  its  members  who 

fail  to  go  to  the  polls.  Basil  Gray,  dele- 
gate of  the  amusements  trades  section  in 

the  Seattle  Central  Labor  Council,  said  the 

unions  are  insisting  that  all  of  their  mem- 
bers vote,  but  are  not  telling  them  how  to vote. 

Edgar  Rice  Burroughs,  creator  of  Tar- 
zan,  was  a   visitor  here  this  week.  When 
interviewed  in  his  hotel  room  he  was  much 

put  out  owing  to  the  fact,  that  for  two 
hours  he  was  without  his  pants.  His  valet 

was  pressmg  them  and  taking  his  sweet 
time  in  doing  the  job.  Tarzan  would  have 
beaten  his  chest  and  bellowed  and  brought 
the  scurvy  knave  on  the  run,  but  Mister 

Burroughs  just  sat  on  the  bed  in  his  dress- 
ing gown  and  wondered  meekly  where  in 

the  thunder  his  pants  were. 

Mimi  Lilygren,  University  of  Washing- 
ton student  and  queen  of  the  Washington 

ski  meet  last  winter,  has  a   new  role.  Word 
received  here  states  that  Miss  Lilygren 
now  under  the  name  of  Jo  Ann  Sayers 

has  been  signed  up  to  a   seven-year  con- 
tract and  is  now  working  on  the  produc- 

tion “The  Young  Doctor  Kildare,”  starring 
Lionel  Barrymore  and  Lew  Ayres. 

If  you  chance  to  see  a   California  trailer 
in  these  parts  and  peak  inside  you  may 
find  Dick  Powell  and  Joan  Blondell.  The 
Powells  are  heading  for  a   vacation  in 
Washington  and  British  Columbia  .   .   .   F. 
S.  McKeown,  branch  manager  at  Portland 
for  the  Ross  Federal  Research  Corp., 
lunching  on  the  Row  with  Guy  Navarre 
.   .   .   Arthur  Young,  Paramount  auditor, 
here  doing  his  stuff  .   .   .   Denzel  Piercy  has 
resumed  operation  of  his  Plaza  Theatre  in 
Waitsburg  .   .   .   Mike  Newman  back  to  Los 
Angeles  after  working  out  his  campaign 
on  the  latest  Capra  epic  .   .   .   Jack  Dailey, 

Paramount  exploiteer,  here  from  Holly- 

wood in  the  interest  of  “ Men  With  Wings.” 

Sid  Dean,  assistant  to  H.  T.  Moore  of 
the  Rialto  Theatre,  Tacoma,  won  a   $500 

prize  in  a   recent  advertising  contest. 

Burcli  “SUPER  SHOWMAN”  Facts 
A   letter  to  me  and  a   Fifty  Dollar  Bill 

will  pay  your  Theatre  rent  for  life. 

“Sounds  screwy,  but  is  it?” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284.  SEATTLE 

Graham  Bros.  Theatre 

Equipment 
Projection  Booth  and  Stage  Equipment; 

Theatre  Seating;  Carpets;  Draperies;  Pro- 
jection Repair  Service. 

546  Lincoln  St.  Denver,  Colo. 
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Production  Personnel  Shakeups  No 

Bar  to  Rising  Production  Index 
Hollywood — Shakeups  in  personnel,  from 

top-ranking  executives  down  to  minor  de- 
partmental employes,  were  recorded  dur- 

ing the  week.  The  general  trend  of  studio 
employment,  however,  continued  upward 

with  the  rising  production  index,  reflect- 
ing itself  particularly  in  the  increase  in 

work  calls  for  extras,  bit  players,  car- 
penters, technicians  and  other  laborers. 

M-G-M  and  20th  Century-Fox  drew 

heaviest  upon  Central  Casting’s  supply  of 
extra  players,  with  the  former  scheduled 
to  increase  its  demands  throughout  the 
month. 

Explaining  that  research  on  the  seven 

pictures  tentatively  lined  up  on  its  1938- 
39  schedule  has  been  completed,  and  with 
the  last  film  on  its  current  quota  in  the 

cutting  rooms,  Selznick  International 
served  notice  that  it  will  discontinue  its 

research  department  within  two  weeks. 
The  reading  department,  for  the  same 
reason,  will  be  out  from  eight  to  three. 

In  the  executive  bracket,  Howard  Esta- 

brook's  resignation  as  an  executive  aide 
and  writer  in  the  Samuel  Goldwyn  or- 

ganization was  the  week’s  highlight.  Esta- 
brook  joined  Goldwyn  approximately  eight 
months  ago,  moving  over  from  Paramount, 
and  had  been  working  on  the  script  of 

“The  Last  Frontier,”  a   projected  Gary 
Cooper  starr er.  He  has  announced  no  fu- 

ture plans. 

Rudolph  Ising  and  Hugh  Harman  moved 

onto  the  M-G-M  lot  over  the  weekend, 

getting  down  to  work  under  the  seven- 
year  contracts  as  cartoon  producers  to 
which  they  were  signed  last  week.  Each 
will  make  nine  short  animated  cartoons  in 
Technicolor  for  the  studio.  At  the  same 

plant  the  acting  roster  was  reduced  by  one 

when  Comedienne  Una  Merkel,  her  con- 
tract ended,  left  the  lot. 

Paramount  announced  the  signing  of 

Sam  Engel  as  an  associate  producer  in  the 
Harold  Hurley  unit.  He  reports  October 

17  and  has  been  assigned  to  find  a   starr- 
ing vehicle  for  Anna  May  Wong.  Engel 

left  a   similar  post  with  20th  Century-Fox 
two  months  ago.  The  Marathon  St.  lot 
bid  adieu,  however,  to  Scenarist  Eve 
Greene  when  the  writer,  who  had  been 

with  the  studio  for  three  years,  was  un- 
able to  satisfactorily  adjust  salary  differ- 

ences. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  failed  to  exer- 
cise its  option  on  two  contract  players, 

Michael  Whalen  and  June  Lang.  Whalen 

leaves  upon  completion  of  his  role  in  “Sam- 

son and  the  Ladies.” 
Having  severed  his  connection  as  David 

L.  Loew’s  publicity  director  with  the  lat- 
ter’s decision  to  halt  production  activities. 

Lincoln  Quarberg  has  joined  the  staff  of 

John  Joseph’s  publicity  department  at 
Universal.  Other  transfers  found  George 

Bilson,  who  produced  “Freshman  Year” 
for  Universal,  signing  at  Columbia. 

LOS  ANGELES 
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cident  which  kept  him  abed  for  several 
weeks,  A.  E.  Jackson,  RCA  equipment 
salesman,  is  back  on  the  job  .   .   .   Harry 

Zeidell,  who  has  been  managing  the  Ma- 
drid Theatre  on  South  Vermont  for  the 

Harry  Vinnicoff  circuit,  has  been  trans- 
ferred to  the  managerial  spot  at  Vinni- 

coff’s  Strand  Theatre. 

Guy  Gunderson,  United  Artists  sales- 
man, very  mysteriously  postponed  the 

party  he  was  to  hold  at  his  Santa  Anita 
canyon  cabin  on  Saturday  and  announced 

to  his  100  prospective  guests  that  the  an- 
nual “bust”  was  to  take  place  this  week- 
end instead.  The  larder  boasted  three 

freshly -killed  deer,  he  said. 

Bill  Riter,  head  of  the  local  Grand  Na- 
tional exchange,  is  back  after  attending 

his  company’s  Chicago  convention. 

Booking:  E.  A.  Stein,  of  the  Wickenburg 

Theatre,  Wickenburg,  Ariz.;  Mrs.  Foster 
Jackson,  of  the  Elsinore,  Elsinore. 

Robert  H.  Poole,  secretary  of  the  Inde- 
pendent Theatre  Owners,  spent  Thursday 

and  Friday  in  Bakersfield  assisting  local 

exhibitors  in  promoting  the  “Motion  Pic- 
tures Are  Your  Best  Entertainment”  cam- 

paign in  that  area. 

STORY  BUYS 
— Columbia 

“Parents  on  Trial,”  by  John  Boylan,  based  on  a 
series  of  dramatic  radio  programs. 

“Repaid,”  by  Harvey  Thew  and  Manny  Seff. 
William  Perlberg  will  produce. 

— RKO  Radio 

“The  G-Dog,”  by  Guy  K.  Austin  and  Earl  John- 
son. Bert  Gilroy  will  produce  from  a   script  being 

prepared  by  Morton  Grant. — Republic 

“I’ll  Take  the  High  Road,”  by  Robert  Andrew. 
Andrew  has  been  signed  to  script. 

— United  Artists 

‘‘My  Son,  My  Son!”  by  Howard  Spring,  to  Ed- 
ward Small  for  a   reported  $50,000  purchase  price. 

Small  will  get  the  film  into  production  next  sum- 
mer for  release  through  UA  in  the  fall. 

— Universal 

‘‘Half  American,”  by  Ralph  Block  and  Frede- 
rick Koliner,  as  a   Danielle  Darrieux  starrer.  Joe 

Pasternak  will  produce  with  the  authors  assigned 
to  script. 

Sells  Television  Rights 
Hollywood  —   The  Don  Lee-Mutual 

Broadcasting  chain,  which  for  several  years 

has  devoted  considerable  study  and  re- 

search to  the  improvement  and  develop- 
ment of  television,  announces  it  has  sold 

patent  rights  to  a   number  of  television 

methods  and  appliances  to  RCA,  main- 
taining the  right  to  continue  using  the 

equipment. 

Bert  Fitzgibbon  Rites 

San  Francisco — Bert  Fitzgibbon,  63-year- 
old  onetime  vaudeville  headliner,  was 
buried  here  last  week  following  fatal 

injuries  incurred  in  an  automobile  crash 
in  Palo  Alto. 

Now  the  Linda 

Watts,  Cal. — The  Watts  Theatre  here, 

owned  by  Jack  Berman,  has  been  renamed 
the  Linda. 

-HOTEL 

BRtVGDRT 
•   FREE  OUTDOOR  SWIMMING  POOL  •   LUXURIOUS 

CATHEDRAL  LOBBY  •   DINING  ROOM  •   SIDEWALK 

CAFE  •   COCKTAIL  ROOM  •   NEAR  BUSINESS  CENTERS 

YET  SECLUDED  AND  QUIET  •   FREE  PARKING 

ALL  OUTSIDE  ROOMS.H 

Each  With  Private  Bath... 
SINGLE 

BUNGALOW  SUITES  SET  IN  TROPICAL  GARDENS 

From  535  PER  WEEK  for  TWO,  AMERICAN  PLAN 

From  525  PER  WEEK  lor  TWO,  EUROPEAN  PLAN 

••  ̂ -HOLLYWOOD 
CALIFORNIA 
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COMPROMISE  POSSIBILITIES  IN  IMPENDING 

INDEPENDENTS  VS.  MAJORS-B&K  LITIGATION 
" Boys  Town "   Draws 

Most  Patrons 

Springfield,  111. — Metro's  "Boys  Town," 

which  finished  a   week's  run  at  the  Or- 

pheum  Theatre,  played  to  more  peo- 

ple than  any  picture  shown  at  the 

theatre  since  “Little  Women,"  five 
years  ago. 

Radio  Station  Aids 

Striking  Engineers 
Chicago — While  none  of  the  other  unions 

assisted  the  local  engineers’  union  in  its 
picketing  and  striking  against  the  circuit 

houses  over  its  10  per  cent  wage  cut, 

the  Chicago  Federation  of  Labor  radio  sta- 

tion, WCFL,  gave  them  its  support. 

The  station  announced  at  regular  in- 

tervals daily  that  the  engineers  were  strik- 

ing and  that  wherever  union  people  saw 

the  pickets  not  to  enter.  The  announce- 

ments mentioned  B&K,  Warner,  RKO  Pal- 

ace, and  Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer  cir- 
cuits. 

The  operators,  stagehands  and  others 

still  steered  clear  of  the  issue  this  week 

and  continued  at  work,  with  none  of  their 

executives  even  talking  about  the  matter. 

Stimulating  Response  to 

Contest  for ' Great  Waltz ' 
Chicago — Bill  Bishop,  M-G-M  divisional 

exploiteer,  was  out  in  the  state  this  week 

working  on  several  tieups  for  the  national 

“Great  Waltz”  contest,  the  zone  finals  of 
which  will  be  held  here  at  the  Chicago 
Theatre. 

The  plugging  of  the  contest  on  the 

M-G-M  Good  News  radio  hour  last  week, 
resulted  in  the  Illinois  State  Journal  of 

Springfield,  wiring  the  studio  on  the  west 

coast  for  exclusive  rights  to  stage  the  con- 
test in  the  Illinois  state  capitol  town.  The 

wire  assured  M-G-M  of  “plenty  publicity.” 
Bishop  was  making  the  arrangements  on 
this  tieup  this  week. 

He  was  also  conferring  with  T.  P. 

Ronan,  Springfield,  and  Roy  Rogan, 

Joliet,  Great  States  division  managers,  on 
the  contest. 

Locally,  Father  Dudek,  Catholic  priest, 

after  hearing  the  nation-wide  broadcast 

last  week,  contacted  the  exchange  here  to 

enter  a   couple  in  the  Chicago  finals,  from 
a   dance  to  be  held  here  on  October  23. 

Another  Postponement  of 
Writ  Hearing  Is Likely 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — It  begins  to  appear  that  there 

is  more  than  a   possibility  that  Chicago 

Filmrow  battle  of  the  century — the*  inde- 
pendents vs.  the  majors  and  B&K — may  not 

materialize  after  all. 

It  was  definitely  learned  this  week 

that  discussions  have  been  going  on 

among  the  primary  and  secondary  de- 
fendants in  the  clearance  and  double  fea- 

ture suit  of  the  independents  to  form  a 

common  ground  on  which  to  make  over- 
tures of  settlement  out  of  court. 

It  was  understood  that  representatives 

for  B&K  answered  suggested  settlement 

offerings  from  the  secondary  defendants 

that  “we  would  be  the  goat  with  such 

agreements  being  made.”  The  secondary 
defendants  are  all  the  major  distributors 

with  the  exception  of  Paramount. 

However,  since  this  start  has  been  made 

looking  toward  a   settlement,  it  is  under- 
stood that  all  legal  lights  connected  with 

the  case — and  there  are  a   host  of  them — 
feel  that  now  there  is  a   better  chance  than 

ever  of  the  suit  being  arbitrated  before  it 

comes  before  Federal  Judge  Wilkerson. 

With  Joseph  Rosenberg,  head  of  the  in- 
dependents legal  counsel,  having  made  two 

trips  to  New  York  in  recent  weeks,  and  one 

of  the  leading  independent  leaders  hav- 

ing said,  “all  they  have  to  do  is  give  us 

single  features,”  the  boys  may  get  to- 
gether before  there  are  many  arguments 

present  in  open  court. 

As  the  matter  now  stands,  and  as  re- 

ported last  week  in  Boxoffice,  the  tem- 
porary injunction  hearing  was  postponed 

to  Thursday  of  this  week  ( October  1 3 ) 

with  the  imminent  possibility  of  the  hear- 
ing being  shoved  back  still  another  week 

or  two. 

While  in  the  east  last  week  Rosenberg 

stopped  off  in  Washington  to  confer  with 

Thurman  Arnold,  assistant  U.  S.  attorney 

general,  and  Paul  Williams,  his  special  as  - 
sistant. Rosenberg  did  not  present  any 

formal  complaints  to  the  department  of 

justice  at  that  time,  as  announced  in  other 

industry  organs,  but  did  receive  assurance 

from  the  department  that  Uncle  Sam’s 
watch-dogs  would  give  the  independents 
all  of  the  help  possible,  should  the  case 
come  to  trial. 

As  a   matter  of  fact,  it  has  been  rumored 

that  the  justice  department  would  be  rep- 
resented by  counsel  should  the  case  come 

up  before  Federal  Judge  James  H.  Wil- 
kerson. 

Many  here  this  week  began  to  com- 

ment, however,  that  the  “case  will  never 
see  court  with  both  sides  getting  together 

sooner  or  later.” 

Seven  -   Y ear  -   Old 
Records  Topple 

Springfield,  111. — All  house  attend- 
ance records  at  the  Senate  Theatre 

which  have  stood  since  1931.  have 

been  broken  by  Columbia's  “You  Can't 
Take  It  With  You."  The  picture  was 
held  over  a   second  week. 

Poor  Opening  Is 

Swiftlg  Overcome 
Chicago  —   Business  over  last  weekend 

picked  up  immeasurably  after  a   dull  Fri- 

day in  the  loop.  The  let-down  over  the 

Cubs’  baseball  failures  at  Wrigley  Field 
was  the  reason  attributed  to  the  bad 

opening  of  several  of  the  big  pictures. 

However,  on  Saturday  and  Sunday, 

paced  by  M-G-M’s  “Boys  Town”  at  the 

United  Artists,  and  Columbia’s  “You  Can’t 
Take  It  With  You”  at  the  Chicago,  the 

loop  was  doing  exceptional  business.  At 

the  UA  and  Chicago,  the  SRO  sign  was 

out  both  days,  with  sidewalk  crowds  in 

evidence  several  times.  Both  pictures  are 

doing  an  encore  for  a   second  week.  The 

Palace  stood  up  well  against  these  two 

with  RKO’s  “Affairs,  of  Annabel,”  and  a 
strong  stage  show  of  Bert  Wheeler,  the 

Stroud  Twins  and  others. 

The  suburban  houses  did  well  over  the 

weekend,  with  the  combination  of 

M-G-M’s  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy,”  and 

20th  Century-Fox’s  “Little  Miss  Broad- 
way,” in  “C”  week  houses  pulling  best  of 

all. 

An  Oscilograph  Display 

Is  Inviting  to  Patrons 
Chicago — An  oscilograph,  which  records 

in  light  impulses  the  human  voice,  has 

been  on  display  in  the  Chicago  Theatre  to 

show  the  reproducing  qualities  of  the  new 

RCA  Magic  Voice  sound  installed  in  the 
theatre.  It  has  created  an  unusual 

amount  of  comment  from  patrons,  who 

voluntarily  walk  up  to  the  “mike”  avail- 
able and  try  out  their  voice. 

Special  new  RCA  installations  were  an- 
nounced this  week  by  Eddie  Klein,  in- 

cluding equipments  at  the  Madiin  and 

Madison-Century  of  A1  Benesch;  the 

Grand,  Fox-Wisconsin,  Port  Washington, 

Wis.;  and  the  Town,  Mark  Morgan  in  con- 
junction with  the  Eskin  circuit.  New  Hol- 

stein, Wis. 
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Exhibitors,  Operators  Approach 

Impasse  Over  New  Wage  Scales 
Chicago — With  numerous  confabs  al- 

ready out  of ,   the  way,  and  both  the  ex- 
hibitors and  the  operators  remaining  ada- 

mant in  their  stand,  it  begins  to  appear 
that  unless  one  side  or  the  other  gives  in 

Shortly,  the  argument  over  the  1938-39 

operators’  wage  scale  may  become  a 
serious  one. 

Both  Jack  Kirsch  of  Allied  and  Maurice 

Leonard  of  the  Exhibitors’  Association, 
told  Boxoffice  that  “we  just  cannot  af- 

ford to  give  that  ten  per  cent  this  season.” 
By  the  same  token,  Pete  Shayne  of  the 
operators,  said  that  the  men  had  taken  the 
cut  voluntarily  during  the  dull  summer 
months  and  expected  to  resume  on  their 

regular  salary  for  1938-39. 

That’s  where  the  situation  stood  this 

week  as  both  sides  remarked,  “Well,  we’ve 
got  another  meeting  in  a   couple  of  days.” 

Current  Films  Council 

List  Terms  7   " Family " 
Chicago — Family  pictures  listed  in  the 

current  Better  Films  Council  of  Chicago- 
land  report  include  Sing,  You  Sinners, 
and  Professor  Beware,  Para;  My  Lucky 

Star,  20th-Fox;  Room  Service,  RKO;  Four’s 
a   Crowd,  WB;  Three  Loves  Has  Nancy, 

M-G-M;  and  Lily  of  Killarney. 

I   Am  the  Law,  Col.;  South  Riding,  UA; 
Spawn  of  the  North,  Para;  and  Defense 
of  Volochayeosk,  Amkino;  were  listed  for 
adults  and  young  adults. 

Two  adult  films  listed  were  Men  Are 

Such  Fools,  WB;  and  Slander  House,  Prog. 

Kerasotes,  Courtrakon 

Finish  Trip  to  Greece 
Springfield,  III. — Louis  Kerasotes,  vice- 

president  of  the  Kerasotes  Brothers  the- 
atres, and  Charles  Courtrakon,  former 

proprietor  of  the  Pantheon  Theatre,  have 

returned  from  a   four  months’  visit  in  their 
native  Greece.  Being  caught  in  the  war 
scare,  and  unable  to  obtain  boat  passage 
for  a   time,  they  were  both  more  than  glad 
to  be  American  citizens  and  to  get  back  to 
the  United  States. 

Two  Houses  Into  Ranks 

Of  Allied  Membership 
Chicago — New  members  are  becoming  the 

habit  at  Allied  these  days. 

The  two  latest  are  Van  Nomikos’  Milo 

Theatre,  and  Best  and  Kaplan’s  Amo 
Theatre. 

Critchlow  Will  Build 

Alton,  III. — Albert  Critchlow  will  begin 
work  shortly  on  construction  of  a   theatre 
here.  He  formerly  operated  the  Temple 
Theatre  here. 

Let  Trade  Know 

BOXOFFICE 
says: 

Chicago — The  Chicago  Herald  &   Exami- 
ner has  sent  to  all  exhibitors  in  the  Chicago 

territory  a   blow-up  of  a   recent  article  in 
Boxoffice  pertaining  to  the  Hearst  morn- 

ing tabloid’s  cooperation  with  the  in- dustry. 

The  Her-Ex,  as  all  others,  take  this  pub- 
lication as  authority,  merely  circling  the 

item  used  in  these  columns  some  weeks 

back  and  heading  it  “Boxoffice  says.” 

Arnold  Runs  Traveling 

Vaudelilm  Near  Peoria 
Peoria,  III. — C.  N.  Arnold  of  Peoria  is 

running  films  and  vaudeville  shows  at  va- 
rious towns  near  Peoria.  He  has  leased 

the  Dreamland  Theatre,  Glasford,  and  of- 
fers shows  there  on  Saturday  nights. 

He  has  opened  the  Airflow  Theatre  in 
Havana  to  offer  similar  entertainment 
on  Sunday  nights. 

Rio  Debut  Due 
Chicago — Si  Griever  and  Stanley  Levine 

were  to  open  their  Rio  Theatre  Friday 

night  in  Chicago  Heights.  The  house  has 
been  completely  remodeled  and  seats  750. 

Garnett  Plans  Expedition 

Hollywood — Tay  Garnett,  globe-trot- 

ting director,  announces  that  his  next  ex- 
pedition in  search  of  data  and  scenes  for 

screen  stories  will  embrace  South  America, 
Africa  and  Europe. 

To  "Torn  Sawyer"  Feature 
Hollywood — Billy  Engle,  Eugene  Jack- 

son,  Jane  Keckley,  Elsie  Bishop  and  Lew 

Short  have  been  added  to  the  cast  of  “Tom 

Sawyer,  Detective.” 

INDIANAPOLIS 
j^JILTON  ETTINGER,  office  manager and  booker  for  Grand  National  here, 

has  been  promoted  to  the  sales  division. 

Sam  Perk,  formerly  with  Universal  ex- 
change, succeeds  Ettinger.  Walter  Grant 

has  succeeded  Perk  on  the  Universal  book- 

ing desk. 

E.  J.  Barnard,  Paramount  manager,  is 

confined  to  St.  Vincent’s  Hospital  follow- 
ing an  operation.  His  condition  is  reported 

as  fair. 

Roy  Churchill,  RKO  manager,  has  been 
home  all  week  following  an  attack  of 

ptomaine  poisoning.  His  condition  is  not 
serious. 

L.  L.  Savage,  Columbia  auditor,  is  check- 
ing the  local  exchange  .   .   .   Abe  Kaufman, 

Big  Feature  Rights  exchange,  spent  the 
week  in  Cleveland  on  business. 

Employes  of  United  Artists  presented 
Otto  Ebert,  office  manager,  with  a   leather 

brief  case  as  a   parting  gift.  Ebert  be- 
comes manager  of  the  Daisy  Theatre, 

Speedway  City. 

The  condition  of  Kenneth  T.  Collins, 

manager  of  the  Apollo  Theatre,  who  was 
taken  to  the  Methodist  Hospital  for  an 

emergency  appendectomy,  is  reported  satis- 
factory. He  will  return  to  his  duties  in 

about  30  days. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Marc  Wolf,  Theatrical 

Managers;  Charles  Olsen,  operator  of  the 
Lyric  Theatre,  and  Carl  Niesse  of  the 
Vogue  Theatre,  saw  the  World  Series. 

There  are  rumors  along  Filmrow  of  an- 
other neighborhood  theatre  for  the  4400 

block  on  East  Washington  St.  Buildings 

on  the  site  are  being  razed  and  construc- 
tion will  begin  within  two  weeks. 

Ted  Nicholas,  manager  of  the  Lyric 

Theatre,  spent  the  week  in  Chicago  and 
Milwaukee  seeking  talent. 

The  front  of  the  Apollo  Theatre,  includ- 
ing the  marquee,  neon  sign  and  boxoffice, 

is  being  washed  and  repainted  in  bright, 

attractive  colors.  Here  and  there,  a   stream- 
lined touch  is  being  added  .   .   .   Albert  Chew, 

United  Artists  shipper,  is  reported  on  the 
sick  list. 

Visitors  along  Filmrow:  Maurice  Rubin, 

Michigan  City;  Bruce  Kixmiller,  Bickneil; 

Stanley  Cooper,  Brazil;  Trueman  Rem- 
busch,  Columbus;  H.  P.  Vonderschmitt, 
Bloomington;  Walter  Easley,  Greensburg, 
and  R.  F.  Scherer,  Linton. 

Lasky  Radio  Show  Offer 
Is  Deferred  by  Wrigley 

Chicago — Jesse  Lasky  was  here  last  week 

to  offer  the  Wrigley  company  a   radio  show 

for  one  of  the  chewing  gum  company's 
regular  air  programs.  It  is  understood 
that  while  Wrigley  is  considering  it,  that 

there  are  no  plans  for  changes  in  the 

company’s  ether  advertising  setup  for  this 
season. 
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C   H   111  C   A   Ci  O Over  75  Per  Cent  of  Exhibit  Space 

At  Forthcoming  ATO  Meet  Taken 
^HOSE  “capsules”  with  prescriptions  from 
RKO’s  Leon  J.  Bamberger  on  “A  Man 

to  Remember,”  certainly  had  their  effect 
here,  with  everyone  talking  about  the  novel 

stunt  .   .   .   B&K’s  Jimmy  Savage  is  assist- 
ing Fred  Evans  in  whipping  the  new  Chez 

Paree  show,  which  stars  Jimmy  Durante, 
into  shape. 

Bert  Wheeler,  here  at  the  Palace  in 

person,  okayed  those  reports  about  his 

impending  divorce,  but  gave  Johnny  (Tar- 
zan)  Weissmuller  a   clean  bill  of  slate. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Jim  Jovaney  of  Superior  Pictures 

made  a   business  swing  around  the  mid- 
dle west  this  week. 

Those  cute  Brewster  Twins  took 

time  off  from  the  20th  Century-Fox 
lot  last  Saturday  to  TWA  into  town 
for  24  hours.  The  reason  was  that 

Gloria  wanted  to  spend  the  time  with 

boy-friend  Claude  of  the  Stroud  Twins. 

Rufe  Blair  of  Paramount’s  public- 
ity staff  passed  through  en  route  to 

the  west  coast  and  stopped  off  in  the 
B&K  offices. 

Louis  Orlove,  M-G-M  exploiteer  in 
Milwaukee,  was  here  last  week  for  con- 

ferences with  Bill  Bishop  on  “The 
Great  Waltz”  contest. 
Freddie  Bartholomew  and  “Aunt 

Cissie”  into  town  on  the  Chief  Mon- 
day en  route  east  for  personal  ap- 

pearances. 

The  engineers’  union  thought  they’d  do 
a   good  job  of  it  in  front  of  the  Chicago 
Theatre.  Hence,  there  are  two  pickets  on 
duty  at  a   time  there  .   .   .   Hugh  Herbert, 

the  “woo-woo”  comedian,  was  the  star  of 
the  stage  show  at  the  State-Lake  Theatre 
last  week. 

John  Neise,  assistant  at  the  Garrick 

Theatre,  has  been  moved  to  the  same  post 
at  the  Marbro.  Ted  Shaw,  assistant  at  the 
Apollo,  has  resigned  .   .   .   Jackie  LeMaire, 

a   member  of  Hal  Kemp’s  band  ivhich  has 
opened  the  Drake  Hotel  Gold  Coast  room, 

is  a   nephew  of  RKO’s  producer,  Rufus 
LeMaire. 

Schoenstadts  have  opened  their  Harper 
Theatre,  which  was  completely  remodeled. 

The  Foster  and  Tetters’  Rivolo  Theatre, 
at  Elston  and  Montrose,  has  been  com- 

pletely renovated  with  new  carpets,  seats, 
and  complete  redecorations  throughout. 

Newest  of  the  RKO  fancy  mailing  pieces, 
under  the  tutelage  of  Leon  Bamberger,  is 

an  attractive  brochure  on  “The  Mad  Miss 

Manton,”  which  co-stars  Barbara  Stan- 
wyck and  Henry  Fonda. 

The  Will  Rogers  Theatre  was  celebrat- 

ing its  second  anniversary  of  operation  this 
week. 

Mrs.  S.  L.  Szold  was  the  winner  of  the 

recent  “Marie  Antoinette”  contest  conduct- 
ed by  the  Chicago  American  in  conjunction 

with  M-G-M  and  B&K. 

The  Chicago  Herald  and  Examiner  on 
Monday  of  this  week  carried  an  editorial 

(Continued  on  page  84) 
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Leaps  From  Vaude 

Chicago — Nine  months  ago  the  O’Con- 
nor Family,  one  of  the  better  known 

vaudeville  acts,  played  the  State-Lake  The- 
atre as  one  of  its  regular  dates.  Included 

in  the  troupe  were  grown-up  Jack  and 

Bill  O’Connor,  their  mother,  their  younger 
brother,  Donald,  and  little  Patsy.  At  that 

time  all  were  raving  over  Donald’s  po- 
tentialities in  films. 

They  were  evidently  calling  their  shots 
right,  for  this  week  one  of  the  acts  at  the 

State-Lake  is  the  “Three  O’Connors.” 
Missing  are  Donald  and  his  mother,  who 
are  both  on  the  west  coast,  while  the 
youngster  emotes  all  over  the  Paramount 

lot.  Already  he  is  a   star  after  his  work 

in  “Sing  You  Sinners,”  which  starred 
Bing  Crosby  and  Fred  MacMurray;  and 

his  next,  which  is  “Sons  of  the  Legion.” 
Currently  he’s  so  busy  he’s  working  in 
two  pictures  on  two  different  lots  at  the 
same  time. 

And  now  the  two  older  O’Connor  broth- 
ers are  saying  that  the  same  thing  will 

happen  when  little  five-year-old  Patsy  hits 
Hollywood. 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALuxnet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

Indianapolis — Over  75  per  cent  of  the 

space  available  to  manufacturers  for  ex- 
hibits at  the  12th  annual  convention  here 

of  the  ATO  of  Indiana,  November  1-2,  has 
already  been  contracted  for. 

Nationally  known  firms  already  reserv- 
ing space  include  RCA  Mfg.  Co.,  National 

Screen  Service,  Burch  Mfg.  Co.,  Ideal  Seat- 
ing Co.,  and  U.  S.  Gypsum  Co. 

This  year’s  convention  will  be  held  at 
the  Antlers  Hotel.  Close  to  400  theatres, 

it  is  expected,  will  be  represented  by  own- 
ers and  circuit  executives. 

Program  details  are  presently  being 

completed  by  the  convention  committee 
consisting  of  Marc  J.  Wolf,  I.  R.  Holycross, 
Ernest  L.  Miller  and  Don  Rossiter.  There 

will  be  special  arrangements  for  the  ladies. 

The  October  issue  of  the  Indiana  Ex- 
hibitor, ATO  organ,  will  carry  complete 

details  on  the  convention  program. 

Temporary  Price  Cut 
Chicago  —   The  Garrick  dropped  its 

prices  to  a   50-cent  top  this  week  and  at 
B&K  it  was  said  that  this  might  be  con- 

tinued for  another  week  or  two,  but  that 

the  regular  65-cent  admission  would  be 
restored  shortly. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters 

from  one  source — 50%  saving — one 
weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 

banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 

least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  331 1-A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call— VIC  3456 

Si 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
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Chicago’s  theatremen,  as  usual,  are  doing  their  share  to  alleviate  want  and 
suffering  among  the  unfortunate.  Pictured  above  are  the  leaders  of  the 

amusement  division  of  the  1938  Chicago  Community  Fund  campaign  as  they 

appeared  at  a   meeting  of  division  chairmen  in  the  Palmer  House.  Left  to 

right:  Elmert  Upton,  Balaban  and  Katz;  W.  Steadman,  National  Screen 

Service;  Lou  Abramson  and  Jack  Kirsch  of  Allied  Theatres;  Clyde  Eckhardt, 

20 th  Century-Fox,  and  Harry  Goldman,  Lasker  Theatres.  Kirsch  is  division 
chairman  and  Eckhardt  is  vice-chairman. 

Chicago — With  the  1938  Community 
Fund  campaign  just  about  to  get  under 

way  again,  many. calls  have  been  received 

for  us  to  repeat  the  editorial  we  ran  just 

a   year  ago  in  behalf  of  the  1937  cam- 
paign. Here  it  is,  with  the  only  changes 

made  in  names  of  those  handling  it  this 

year  instead  of  last  year: 

“Once  again  we  are  called  upon  to  give 
of  some  of  our  good  fortune  to  those  of 

us  who  are  less  fortunate.  If  you  have 

not  already  been  approached  by  a   com- 

munity fund  worker,  don’t  shirk  your  duty 
when  he  does  solicit  your  contribution. 

Jack  Kirsch,  president  of  Allied  and  gen- 

j Buddy  Rogers  Directing 

Band  While  Recovering 
Chicago — Buddy  Rogers,  now  current  at 

the  College  Inn  of  the  Sherman  Hotel, 

with  his  band,  is  still  swinging  a   baton 

with  one  arm,  as  the  result  of  his  accident 

in  Ohio.  Buddy  expects  to  have  it  out  of 

the  sling  in  another  week  or  two. 

The  missus,  Mary  Pickford,  was  here  for 

his  opening  last  Saturday  night.  She  is 

dropping  plans  currently  for  more  picture 

work  or  production  to  concentrate  on  her 

cosmetic  business.  She  will  commute  be- 

tween Chicago  and  both  coasts  occasion- 
ally to  visit  with  Rogers. 

Paikos  Remodels  at  Tipton 

Tipton,  Ind. — The  Diana  Theatre,  man- 
aged by  Nick  Paikos,  has  been  completely 

remodeled  including  a   new  front  and  a 

renovated  interior. 

eral  chairman  of  the  amusements  division, 

has  again  requested  this  year  that  every- 
one working  in  our  industry  should  feel 

obligated  to  donate  at  least  five  per  cent 

of  his  weekly  salary  for  six  weeks. 

“This  may  be  paid  over  a   period  of  six 

months,  and  usually  it  will  mean  the  sac- 

rifice of  only  small  items  such  as  pack- 
ages of  cigarettes,  or  extra  entertainment, 

which  you  can  well  afford  to  forego  for 

such  a   worthy  cause  as  the  community 
fund. 

The  drive  gets  underway  officially  next 

Monday  night  with  a   campaign  dinner  for 
all  of  the  workers. 

Dismiss  Receiver  Bid 
St.  Louis — A   suit  filed  two  months  ago 

by  Max  Hess  of  Maplewood,  Mo.,  seeking 

the  appointment  of  a   receiver  for  the 

George  Kilgen  &   Son,  Inc.,  organ  manu- 

facturers, has  been  dismissed  in  the  cir- 
cuit court  by  stipulation  of  counsel.  Hess, 

who  owns  263  shares  of  the  company’s 
stock,  is  its  chief  engineer.  The  stipula- 

tion stated  that  all  matters  and  contro- 
versies have  been  amicably  settled. 

New  Firm  Formed 
Indianapolis  —   First  Runs,  Inc.,  515 

Broadway,  Gary,  Ind.,  has  been  incorpo- 

rated to  operate  a   motion  picture  ex- 
change. Capitalization  is  500  shares,  $5 

par  value  each.  Incorporators  are  B.  C. 

Fassio,  Ray  Daughetee  and  Boyd  Gaugh. 

Resident  agent  is  Ray  Daughetee,  2260 
West  9th  Ave.,  Gary. 

ST.  LOUIS 
^"HE  annual  toy  and  clothing  matinees 

to  furnish  toys  and  clothing  to  needy 

children  of  the  city  will  be  staked  by  45 

neighborhood  theatres  here  on  Saturday, 
October  15.  Admission  to  the  show  will  be 

either  a   toy  or  a   bundle  of  clean  clothing. 

The  theatre  staffs  are  donating  their 

services  while  the  local  film  exchanges  are 

furnishing  the  pictures  free  of  cost. 

Circuit  Judge  Connor  has  continued  to 

October  20  the  suit  against  Constable 

Langston  Harrison  of  the  fourth  district 

by  Louis  Eaton  and  Mrs.  Eva  Colonna,  co- 
partners in  the  Lexington  Theatre.  The 

suit  was  filed  after  Constable  Harrison, 
acting  under  an  execution  issued  in  favor 

of  the  20 th  Century-Fox  Film  Corp.  on  a 
$750  judgment  against  an  employe  of  the 

theatre  levied  on  the  show’s  receipts,  at- 
tempted to  impound  the  boxoffice  receipts 

from  day  to  day.  Judge  Connor  has  issued 
a   temporary  restraining  order  against  the 
constable. 

“Boys  Town”  in  its  second  week  at 

Loew’s  did  $15,000,  the  best  second  week 

in  months  at  that  house.  “Too  Hot  to 
Handle”  was  expected  to  gross  $20,000  the 
week  ended  on  October  13. 

Bill  Pickens,  operator  of  the  Garrick 

Theatre,  local  burley,  brought  Mildred 

Harris  Chaplin,  first  wife  of  the  noted 

screen  comedian,  to  that  house  for  a 

week’s  run  opening  October  7.  Fifi  D’Or- 
say  is  another  celeb  who  may  appear  there 

soon. 

Elwood  Brown,  59  years  old,  father  of 

Clyde  Brown,  house  manager  of  Fanchon 

&   Marco’s  Fox  Theatre,  died  in  Madison- 

ville,  Ky.,  October  5,  from  injuries  re- 
ceived early  that  day  when  he  was  crushed 

between  his  automobile  truck  and  the  wall 

of  a   garage  on  his  farm. 

The  Melba  Theatre  and  the  Movie  Quiz 

Contest  received  some  free  advertising  last 

week  when  an  automobile  of  Robert  Mar- 
tin, doorman  at  the  Melba,  was  turned 

over  by  a   truck  in  a   collision  in  the  down- 
town section.  Martin  was  accompanied  by 

G.  Kochs,  an  usher  at  the  Melba.  They  es- 
caped serious  injury.  When  the  newspaper 

photographers  arrived  on  the  scene,  and 

their  photos  appeared  in  the  press,  one  of 

the  $250,000  Movie  Quiz  signs  on  the  auto- 
mobile ivas  reproduced  in  newspapers, 

notably  the  Star-Times.  Also  a   notice  that 

the  advertised  bill  was  “Now  Showing  in 

the  Melba  Theatre.” 

The  Electrical  Workers’  Union  have  in- 
creased to  $10,000  the  reward  they  are  of- 

fering for  information  leading  to  the  ar- 
rest and  conviction  of  the  two  men  who 

assassinated  Arthur  Schading,  business 

agent  for  the  union,  the  night  of  Septem- 
ber 19.  The  union  has  also  increased  from 

$1,000  to  $2,000  the  reward  that  will  be 

paid  for  information  about  the  two 

Negroes  who  gave  President  David  A. 

Jones  a   severe  beating  the  afternoon  of 

August  5,  a   few  hours  before  an  import- 
ant meeting  of  the  union. 

A   non- commercial  organization  known 

as  the  Film  Group  of  St.  Louis  has  been 

formed  to  present  film  study  programs  as- 
sembled by  the  Museum  of  Modern  Art 

Film  Library  of  New  York  at  the  S’Renco 
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Exhibitor-Distributor  Conferences 

Start  October  19,  Says  Rodgers 

Screening  Room.  The  first  program  will 

be  presented  on  Thursday,  October  27. 

The  membership  of  the  Film  Group  will 
be  limited  to  200.  A   subscription  price  of 

$3.75  per  person  for  the  five  programs  to 
be  presented  has  been  worked  out. 

R.  M.  Zorn,  missionary,  is  using  a   four- 
reel  film  of  India  to  illustrate  the  lec- 

tures he  is  presenting  at  various  Lutheran 
halls  .   .   .   Members  of  the  service  staff  at 

Loew’s  Theatre  are  still  seeking  a   foot- 
ball game  with  laddies  from  some  other 

theatre  here. 

Through  the  courtesy  of  Fanchon  & 

Marco  the  fire  prevention  division  of  the 

St.  Louis  safety  council  will  be  able  to  use 

the  Missouri  Theatre  for  the  annual  fire 

prevention  show  for  elementary  school 

children  to  be  given  on  Saturday,  October 

15,  from  9   to  11  a.  m.  Tickets  are  being 

distributed  through  engine  houses  through- 
out the  city . 

Marathon  golfers  better  look  to  then- 
laurels  if  Harry  Zulauf,  manager  of  the 

Norside  Theatre  and  his  trusty  stagehand, 

Elmer  Moran,  can  play  pasture  pool  as 

long  and  well  as  they  can  talk  it.  They  got 

the  idea  of  striving  for  marathon  honors 

during  a   round  at  their  favorite  golf 

course,  the  Creve  Coeur  Country  Club,  one 

day  last  week. 

Louise  (Pat)  Daugherty,  cashier,  has 

been  transferred  from  the  Shenandoah 
Theatre  in  South  St.  Louis  to  the  Tivoli 

Theatre  on  Delmar  boulevard  in  Univer- 
sity City  .   .   .   Final  background  shots  for 

“Jesse  James”  have  been  taken  by  the  20 th 
Century-Fox  camera  crew  in  the  vicinity 
of  Eldon,  Mo. 

Sign  Equipment  Contracts 

For  Cape  Girardeau  Unit 
Cape  Girardeau,  Mo. — Tire  Fox  Midwest 

Agency  Corp.,  owners  of  the  1,250-seat 
Broadway  Theatre,  has  awarded  contracts 

in  connection  with  the  remodeling  of  that 
house  as  follows: 

For  seats  to  the  American  Seating  Co.; 

drapes  to  Great  Western  State  Equip- 

ment Co.  of  Kansas  City;  carpets  and  pro- 
jection equipment  to  National  Theatre 

Supply  of  St.  Louis;  a   new  marques'  to 
the  Claude  Neon  Federal  Southwest  of 

Wichita,  Kas.;  light  fixtures  to  Summer- 
our  &   Devine  of  Kansas  City;  decorating 

and  painting  to  Schanbacher  &   Son  of 

Springfield,  111.,  and  minor  alterations,  in- 
cluding a   new  acoustical  ceiling  and  a 

10-year  bonded  roof  to  Cape  Girardeau 

concerns.  When  the  remodeling  and  re- 

equipping process  is  completed  the  the- 
atre will  rank  with  the  finest  in  this  sec- 

tion. The  improvements  will  cost  about 

$30,000.  Roy  Cato  is  manager  of  the 

Broadway. 

"Can't  Take  It"  Grosses  High 
Hollywood  —   Columbia’s  “You  Can’t 

Take  It  With  You,”  nationally  released 
on  September  29,  has  opened  in  over  70 

cities,  and  is  now  playing  to  phenomenal 
business. 

Kohlberg  in  Sheboygan  Falls 

Sheboygan,  Wis. — Stanford  S.  Kohlberg, 

operator  of  the  Granada  Theatre  in  Ra- 

cine, has  taken  over  the  Falls  Theatre  in 

Sheboygan  Falls  from  Mike  Lencione. 

Any  Extreme  tor 
Publicity 

Chicago — Because  he  liked  to  read 

about  himself  in  the  papers,  Frank 

Cheme,  22,  confessed,  police  say,  that 

he  robbed  the  cashiers  of  nine  local 

theatres  in  the  last  year.  He  said  he 

never  used  a   gun,  but  made  his  vic- 
tims believe  he  had  one. 

The  houses  he  is  said  to  have  held 

up  are  the  Rove,  Shore,  Joy,  Commer- 

cial Tower,  Rhodes  and  Maryland  the- 

atres in  the  South  Side,  and  the  Par- 

thenon and  Paramount  in  Hammond, Ind. 

The  Vogue  Quits 
•   Double  Features 
Indianapolis — Carl  Niesse’s  Vogue  The- 

atre, which  attracted  wide  attention  when 

it  opened  its  doors  with  single  feature 

programs  early  last  spring,  has  gone  over 
to  double  features. 

The  single  feature  policy,  according  to 

Niesse,  proved  successful  only  temporarily. 

Since  the  Vogue  has  taken  on  double  fea- 
tures, business  has  jumped  30  per  cent. 

With  the  change  to  double  features,  he 

finds  more  of  the  younger  set  in  the 
theatre. 

Chicago — Stopping  off  here,  en  route 

from  New  Orleans  to  the  Michigan  Al- 

lied convention  this  week  in  Grand  Rap- 

ids, Mich.,  William  F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M 
sales  manager,  said  that  the  conferences 

on  industry  trade  practices  would  get  un- 
der way  in  New  York,  October  19. 

The  length  of  the  time  to  be  alloted  to 

the  conferences  for  the  various  groups 

will  depend  upon  how  soon  representatives 
from  each  of  the  exhibitor  associations 

come  to  New  York  to  meet  with  the  dis- 
tributors. 

‘‘We  are  very  hopeful  that  as  a   result 

of  these  meetings  a   great  deal  will  be  ac- 

complished for  the  good  of  the  industry,” 
said  Rodgers.  “Of  course,  we  can’t  tell 
what  the  negotiations  will  lead  to  or  how 

far  they  will  go,  though  every  phase  of 

the  buyers  and  sellers  relationships  will 

be  discussed.  Naturally,  of  course,  rental 

terms  specifically  cannot  be  brought  up. 

“Everyone  can  rest  assured,  however, 
that  a   serious  effort  will  be  made  to 

straighten  out  all  of  the  differences  be- 

tween the  two  branches  of  the  industry.” 
Rodgers  intimated  that  his  address  on 

Wednesday  before  the  Michigan  Allied 

unit  would  probably  touch  on  the  forth- 
coming conferences. 

He  also  took  time  to  praise  M-G-M’s 
English-produced  “The  Citadel,”  starring 

Robert  Donat  and  Rosalind  Russell.  “This 
can  easily  be  one  of  our  biggest  pictures 

this  year,”  he  said.  “And  with  ‘Too  Hot 

to  Handle,’  ‘The  Great  Waltz,’  ‘Sweet- 
hearts,’ and  others  following  up  on  ‘Boys 

Town,’  and  ‘Three  Loves  Has  Nancy,’  we 
are  really  geared  up  to  do  big  things  for 

the  exhibitors.” 

Along  the  Line  of  March 

An  engineer  of  the  40  and  8   society  locomotive  from  Ft.  Wayne,  Ind.,  ap- 

proaching one  of  the  “Motion  Pictures  Are  Your  Best  Entertainment”  bill- 
boards along  the  line  of  march  for  the  American  Legion  parade  in  Los  Angeles. 
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Even  "No  Product”  Sells 
    By  B.  O.  TELLER   

Chicago — It  took  Herb  Elisburg  at  the 

Woods  Theatre  to  wake  up  the  loop  to  the 

unending  values  of  exploitation.  Some  edi- 
tions back,  we  recall  that  we  hinted 

broadly  that  Master  Elisburg’s  efforts 
would  result  in  putting  bright  lights  into 

promotional  stunts  along  Randolph  St., 

and  that’s  what  has  happened. 

For  along  comes  B&K  now  with  definite 

plans  to  spend  money  and  effort  in  dress- 
ing up  the  fronts  of  the  Garrick  and 

Apollo  theatres,  which  are  in  the  same 
block  as  the  Woods.  At  least  we  learned 

that  is  the  plan  of  the  Paramount  affiliate, 
and  that  the  idea  might  be  extended  to 
the  rest  of  its  houses  in  the  loop. 

Currently,  Jimmy  Savage  of  B&K’s  pub- 
licity staff,  has  the  Apollo  all  decked  out 

for  the  horsy  crowd  to  notice,  with  20th 

Century-Fox’s  “Straight,  Place  and  Show” 
current  there.  ’Tis  rumored  that  one  of 
the  proposed  ads  on  the  picture  was  to 

have  been  an  admonition  to  State’s  At- 

torney Courtney  to  “hold  your  axe,”  and 

A   Weekly  Quiz  Test 
Conducted  by  Exton 

Kenosha,  Wis. — William  Exton  has  been 

conducting  his  own  weekly  film  contest  at 
the  Kenosha  and  Gateway  theatres  here 
during  the  closing  weeks  of  the  national 
$250,000  quiz  contest. 

Each  Thursday  the  theatres  list  ten 

questions  with  the  public  given  five  days 
to  return  them  to  the  Movie  Quiz  Girl  in 
either  house.  As  they  are  brought  in,  the 
answers  are  dated  and  time  stamped  and 
winners  and  prizes  adjudged  accordingly. 
In  the  event  of  ties,  prizes  are  divided. 

The  local  contest  is  offering  $50  in  cash 
prizes.  First  prize  is  $25,  second,  $15  and 
third,  $10.  Questions  can  be  secured  either 
from  newspaper  advertisement  or  either 
theatre.  Type  of  queries  can  be  gathered 
from  the  first  ten  as  follows: 

“1.  What  are  the  titles  and  featured 
players  of  the  coming  weekend  pictures  at 
both  Kenosha  and  Gateway  theatres? 

2.  What  famous  basketball  player  is  ap- 
pearing in  a   Paramount  picture  now 

showing  at  the  Kenosha  theatre?  3.  Does 

Harpo  play  the  harp — or  Chico  play  the 

piano  in  Marx  Bros.’  'Room  Service’  open- 
ing at  the  Gateway  Theatre  tonight? 

“4.  What  important  national  organiza- 
tion sponsors  the  week  of  October  9-15 

and  is  exploited  in  the  new  issue  of  March 

of  Time — now  showing  at  the  Kenosha 
Theatre?  5.  How  much  money  does  Wal- 

lace Beery  steal  from  Mickey  Rooney  in 

their  new  pictures,  ‘Stablemates,’  start- 
ing at  the  Kenosha  tomorrow? 

“6.  What  character  does  Jack  Holt  por- 
tray in  his  current  picture  at  the  Gate- 
way Theatre  and  by  what  name  is  he 

known?  7.  What  famous  band  appears 

to  follow  through  with  copy  that  “all  bets 
were  that  this  picture  will  be  great  en- 

tertainment,” or  copy  to  that  effect.  How- 
ever, it  is  said  that  the  political  angles 

involved  caused  junking  of  the  idea. 

Savage  also  had  three  ballyhoo  young- 
sters going  about  the  loop  on  hobby  horses 

with  sandwich  cards  advertising  the  pic- 
ture. 

With  Universal’s  dual  horror-show  of 
“Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula”  set  for  the 
Garrick  Theatre  shortly,  it  is  understood 

that  B&K  will  “let  it’s  hair  down”  for 
that  one  and  really  pull  some  exploitation 
out  of  the  moth  balls.  All  of  the  houses 

in  the  loop  are  dressing  up  their  fronts 

since  the  Woods  went  overboard  on  ex- 
ploitation; exploitation  and  promotion 

which  are  producing  results  with  a   dire 
lack  of  product.  Latest  Elisburg  stunt  is 

to  put  up  painted  sign  panels  around  the 
Woods  Theatre  Bldg.  While  he  is  now 
concentrating  on  the  Woods,  Norman  E. 

Castle  is  handling  publicity  and  adver- 
tising for  the  rest  of  the  Essaness  circuit. 

Trade  Cooperation 

Urged  bg  Educator 
Milwaukee — At  its  first  meeting  of  the 

fall  season  at  the  YMCA  here,  Miss  Jos- 
ephine Maloney  of  the  State  Teachers 

College,  told  the  Better  Films  Council  that 
parents  and  teachers  should  work  with 
theatre  managers  in  presenting  programs 
consisting  of  approved  features  and  short 
subjects  and  running  not  more  than  two 
hours. 

Mrs.  Stewart  Scrimshaw,  newly  elected 

president  of  the  Milwaukee  County  Fed- 

eration of  Women’s  Clubs,  in  her  address 
before  the  council,  declared  if  crime  films 
are  to  be  shown,  producers  should  be 
persuaded  to  delete  any  glorification  of 

the  criminal  or  demonstration  of  his  “tech- 

nique.” 

Miss  Maloney,  in  speaking  of  schools 
that  fail  to  keep  up  with  the  march  of 

invention  and  live  in  a   “world  of  isola- 
tion,” commented:  “Ask  any  youngster  as 

to  the  source  of  his  action  and  nine  times 

out  of  ten  he  will  say  the  radio  or  cinema. 
It  is  hard  to  understand  why  schools  have 

been  so  blind  to  this  situation.” 

tonight  in  person  on  the  stage  of  the 
Kenosha  Theatre — and  how  many  in  the 
group?  8.  Who  plays  the  part  of  Mr. 

Doodle  in  Joe  Penner’s  latest  picture — 
when  does  it  come  to  Kenosha  and  what 

is  meant  by  kickoff? 

“9.  What  are  the  colors  of  tickets  that 
are  purchased  by  adults  at  both  theatres 

before  and  after  prices  change  (week- 
days) ?   10.  (Your  best  guess  answers  this 

one) :   How  many  children  will  attend  the 

Gateway  Theatre  Saturday  afternoon  be- 

fore 6   p.  m.  to  see  ‘Room  Service.’  ” 

CHICAGO 
(Continued  from  page  81) 

urging  the  founding  of  similar  homes  to 
Boys  Town,  Neb.,  in  order  to  do  away  with 
reformatories.  The  editorial  was  based  on 

M-G-M’s  picture  of  the  same  name. 

Jack  Shumow,  M-G-M  sales  manager, 

was  receiving  “mozel  tovs”  this  week.  “Just 
another  birthday  anniversary,”  as  he  put  it. 

W.  E.  (Doc)  Banford,  M-G-M  branch 
manager,  who  leaves  on  his  Paris  trip  next 
Thursday,  received  a   set  of  luggage  and 

“French  in  20  Easy  Lessons”  at  a   party 
given  for  him  Saturday  by  the  exchange 
staff.  On  Monday  night,  he  will  be  guest 

of  about  25  local  exhibitors  at  a   dinner 

party  at  one  of  the  local  hotels. 

Charles  L.  Mathieu,  news  editor  of 

Metro’s  News  of  the  Day,  was  in  charge 
of  the  newsreel  crew  here  last  week  that 
shot  those  world  series  games.  Others 
here  with  him  were  Morton  McConnechie, 

commentator;  John  Michon,  New  York 

cutter;  U.  K.  Whipple,  Irving  Kornman, 
Everett  Ryan  and  Jack  Lieb,  head  of  the 

Chicago  office.  Maybe  that’s  why  they 
had  their  first  special  out  so  fast.  Matter 

of  fact  all  of  the  reels  gave  excellent  serv- 

ice on  world  series’  coverage. 

Irving  Franklin  is  distributing  the  Jew- 

ish talking  picture,  “The  Singing  Black- 
smith,” produced  by  the  makers  of  “Green 

Fields,”  in  this  territory.  It  opens  shortly 
at  the  Sonotone. 

Joseph  McMahon,  student  salesman  for 
M-G-M  in  Milwaukee,  has  been  promoted 
to  regular  salesman  out  of  the  Chicago 

office  .   .   .   Michael  Todd  certainly  be- 
lieves in  Santa  Claus.  After  the  way  his 

three-inch  Kute  Kris  Kringle  is  filling 

his  sock,  it’s  no  wonder.  Inquiries  con- 
tinue coming  in  from  all  over  the  country. 

Exhibitors  are  keeping  everyone  at 

Photoplay  Advertising  busy,  too,  with  in- 
quiries on  that  Christmas  card  giveaway. 

The  deal  calls  for  an  unusually  low  cost 

per  patron,  and  each  receives  beautiful 
box  of  ten  Christmas  cards.  It  is  a   short 

giveaway  plan,  for  the  period  between 
Tlvanksgiving  and  Christmas.  With  each 

order  goes  an  attractive  lobby  easel,  ex- 

plaining the  plan  to  patrons  as  they  en- 
ter the  theatre. 

A   Brisk  Business  for 

New  Holiday  Giveaway 
Chicago — Offering  a   giveaway  expected 

to  pep  up  the  dull  season  between  Thanks- 
giving and  Christmas,  the  Photoplay  Ad- 

vertising Co.  here  this  week  was  receiving 
scores  of  replies  from  an  ad  in  Boxoffice 
last  week. 

The  giveaway  consists  of  a   box  of  ten 
Christmas  cards  to  be  given  away  to  each 

patrons  during  the  four  weeks  before 
Christmas.  Photoplay  Advertising  gives 

each  theatre  a   lobby  display  board  free. 

This  contains  a   sample  selection  of  the 
cards. 

"Disputed  Passage"  Deal 
Hollywood  —   Paramount  has  closed  a 

deal  with  Lloyd  C.  Douglas  for  his  latest 

novel,  “Disputed  Passage.” 
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Doubles  Protested 
But  Are  Attended 

St.  Louis — Although  a   number  of  pa- 
trons have  expressed  their  opposition  to 

double  feature  programs  through  letters 
written  to  the  daily  newspapers,  there  has 
been  no  progress  in  the  movement  to 
eliminate  such  programs. 

Many  of  the  local  exhibitors,  including 
Harry  C.  Arthur  jr.,  ranking  Fanchon  & 
Marco  executive,  and  Fred  Wehrenberg, 
president  of  the  MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  E.  Mo., 

and  S.  111.,  have  from  time  to  time  com- 
mented on  the  desirability  of  eliminating 

the  bargain  bills,  but  without  the  complete 
cooperation  of  all  exhibitors  in  St.  Louis 
and  St.  Louis  county  such  a   step  cannot 
be  taken. 

Recently  C.  B.  Nelson  of  the  Fanchon  & 
Marco  Service  Corp.  wrote  to  the  editor  of 

the  Post-Dispatch  in  answer  to  a   letter 
that  had  previously  been  published  by 

that  paper.  Nelson’s  letter  follows: 

“I  was  very  much  interested  in  reading 
in  a   recent  issue  of  the  Post-Dispatch  a 

letter  signed  ‘Anti-Double  Bill’  in  which 
the  writer  referred  to  the  program  of 

“Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  now  play- 
ing at  the  St.  Louis  Theatre. 

“There  is  not  a   single  exhibitor  in  the 
United  States  who  would  not  welcome 

operating  his  theatre  with  single-bill  pro- 
grams. He  would  immediately  cut  his  cost 

of  operation  very  sharply.  However,  St. 
Louis  patrons,  along  with  those  of  many 
other  cities,  absolutely  demand  double 
programs.  The  fact  that  the  public  wants 
double  programs  is  evidenced  by  the  fact 
that  Friday,  Saturday  and  Sunday,  34,126 

people  attended  the  St.  Louis  Theatre.  In- 
asmuch as  our  business  depends  on  the 

public,  we  happily  give  them  double-bill 

programs.” 
Not  only  are  double-bills  the  rule  here 

but  from  time  to  time  some  of  the  local 

exhibitors  put  on  triple  feature  programs 
and  throw  in  a   flock  of  short  subjects  to 

boot.  Five-unit,  six-unit  and  seven-unit 
programs  are  not  uncommon  in  St.  Louis 
and  St.  Louis  county. 

E.  /.  Barnard  Services 

Held  in  Indianapolis 
Indianapolis — Funeral  services  for  E.  J. 

Barnard,  Paramount  branch  manager,  were 
held  at  St.  Joan  of  Arc  Church  here 

Thursday.  Charles  M.  Reagan,  western  di- 
vision sales  manager  with  headquarters 

in  New  York,  was  among  the  mourners. 

Barnard  died  Monday  morning  of  pneu- 

monia in  St.  Vincent’s  Hospital.  He  had 
been  ill  for  about  six  weeks.  Starting  with 

Paramount  in  1924  in  the  Chicago  ex- 

change’s ad  sales  department,  Barnard 
later  became  sales  manager  there  and,  in 
1936,  came  to  Indianapolis  as  branch  man- 
ager. 

He  was  34  and  is  survived  by  his  widow 

and  a   13-year-old  son.  W.  H.  Esch,  who 
has  been  acting  branch  manager,  continues 
in  that  post  until  a   successor  is  named. 

Blink  "Ah" 

Freddie  Bartholomew,  en  route  east 

for  personal  appearances,  demonstrat- 
ing to  W.  E.  (Doc)  Banford,  M-G-M 

branch  manager  in  Chicago,  the  right 
and  wrong  way  to  hold  a   monocle. 

“Doc”  is  preparing  for  his  visit  early 
in  November  to  London  and  Paris,  a 

trip  he  won  for  being  one  of  the  U.  S. 

winners  in  the  M-G-M  billing  contest 
recently  conducted. 

Bartholomew  Hosts 

Press  in  Chicago 
Chicago — Freddie  Bartholomew,  M-G-M 

star,  who  has  just  finished  “Listen,  Dar- 
ling,” with  Mary  Astor,  Judy  Garland  and 

Alan  Hale,  was  through  here  Monday  en 

route  to  the  east  for  personal  appear- 
ances, wondering  how  the  picture  ends.  He 

said  that  several  sequences  were  shot  for 

the  closing  scenes  but  that  “I’m  waiting  to 
see  it  myself  to  see  how  it  ends.” 

The  youngster — personable  and  likeable 
— entertained  the  Chicago  press  at  the 
Blackstone  after  he  arrived  from  the  coast 
aboard  the  Santa  Fe  Chief.  Strange  as 

it  may  seem,  it  developed  into  a   lemon- 
ade-drinking party,  with  Freddie  sticking 

to  Coca-Cola.  He  said  his  next  picture, 

tentatively  set  as  “High  School,”  will  prob- 
ably have  every  youngster  on  the  Metro 

lot  in  it,  including  Judy  Garland,  Mickey 
Rooney,  and  others. 

IIP  IE  O   R   I   A 
J^OU  GOLDBERG,  former  manager  of 

Palace  Theatre  in  Peoria  and  now  a 

booking  agent  in  Hollywood,  is  a   visitor  in 
the  old  home  town. 

M-G-M’ s   “Boys  Town”  opened  to  ca- 
pacity business  at  the  Madison  Theatre, 

October  9   despite  the  competition  of  an 
afternoon  parade  of  Knights  Templars 
who  were  holding  their  state  convention 
here. 

West  James,  genial  manager  of  the 
Princess  Theatre,  is  up  and  about  after  a 

fortnight’s  stay  in  the  hospital  due  to  a fractured  leg. 

Horror  Duos  Draw 

Widely  in  Chicago 
Chicago — Ever  since  the  Woods  Theatre 

jumped  the  gun  and  beat  the  rest  of  the 

town  on  its  “horror  show”  with  “The  Re- 
volt of  the  Demons”  (Judell)  and  the 

“Walking  Dead”  <WB),  the  town  has  gone 

practically  “horror  crazy.”  Of  course,  the 
rest  of  the  country  has  done  likewise,  but 

it  all  started  here  with  the  Woods’  first 
break  some  weeks  ago. 

The  daddy  of  them  all,  as  far  as  horror 

stuff  goes,  Universal’s  dual  natural, 
“Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula,”  goes  into 
the  B&K  Garrick  this  week  or  next.  Mean- 

while, the  Woods,  since  its  first  show,  has 

had  two  others.  One  was  “The  Vampire 
Bat”  (Judell)  and  “Crime  and  Punish- 

ment,” (Col),  the  last  one  starring  Peter 
Lorre.  The  second  one,  just  last  week,  was 

the  double  reissue  of  “King  Kong”  (RKO) 
and  “The  Ghoul”  (WB) . 
And  to  prove  that  they  pull  in  the 

shekels,  each  succeeding  program  has 

grossed  at  least  a   little  more  than  the 

one  previous. 

However,  the  horror  stuff  isn’t  confined 
to  the  loop  alone.  Suburbs  all  over  the 

territory  are  plugging  the  idea  whenever 
and  wherever  they  can. 

Some  of  them,  picked  at  random  were: 

"Walking  Dead”  and  “Sh!  The  Octopus,” 
both  Warner  pictures,  at  the  B&K  Lake- 

side: “Juggernaut”  and  “Vampire  Bat,” 
at  the  Byrd  and  the  S-S  Mode  Theatres: 
“Man  Who  Lived  Again”  and  “The  Living 

Dead,”  at  the  Essaness  Sheridan:  "Walk- 
ing Dead”  and  “Crime  of  Dr.  Crespi,”  at 

the  Warner  Stratford,  and  many  others. 

All  have  been  capitalizing  on  the  catch- 

lines of  “horror  show,”  “we  dare  you  to 

see  it,”  and  “can  you  take  it?” 
There  is  just  one  minor  drawback  to 

such  duals.  While  they  do  attract  the 
adult  patronage,  they  keep  away  many 
adults  who  would  otherwise  come  and  bring 

their  youngsters. — E.  D.  R. 

Expect  Chicago  Oriental 

Reopening  Within  Month 
Chicago — The  Oriental  Theatre,  dark 

Randolph  St.  house  since  last  May,  is  ex- 
pected to  be  reopened  within  the  next 

month,  it  was  learned  this  week.  The 

management  of  the  theatre  property  con- 
firmed this  to  Boxoffice  this  week. 

Several  groups  are  dickering  for  the 
house,  with  Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer 
in  the  top  spot  for  the  bidding  here.  Of 

course,  B&K  are  still  not  out  of  the  pic- 
ture, though  they,  at  present,  are  reduced 

to  the  status  of  just  another  firm  seeking 
the  house.  One  stumbling  block  here  is 
B&K  still  owes  $105,000  back  rent  on  the 
theatre. 

The  plans  of  JLS  are  understood  to  in- 
clude the  moving  of  the  current  State- 

Lake  policy  to  the  Oriental.  With  the 
added  seating  capacity  of  the  Randolph 
Street  house,  JLS  hope  to  this  way  offer 
the  public  a   better  calibre  stage  show  than 

at  the  State -Lake. 
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Architects -Movie 

Ball  for  Chicago 
Chicago — Amid  caviar,  cocktails  and  the 

400  of  Chicago  society,  plans  were  formu- 
lated last  week  here  for  an  outstanding 

Architects-Movie  Ball  to  be  held  at  the 

Drake  Hotel,  Friday  night,  December  2,  as 

a   part  of  the  Chicago  end  of  Motion  Pic- 

tures’ Greatest  Year. 

The  general  committee  in  charge  con- 

sists of  William  and  Hal  Pereira,  mem- 

bers of  the  Boxoffice  Modern  Theatre  Re- 

modeling Institute,  handling  film  partici- 
pation; John  W.  Root,  George  Senseney, 

Walter  Frazier,  Alfred  Shaw  and  Nat 

Owings,  Chicago  architects.  The  Howard 

Mayer  publicity  office  is  handling  pub- 

licity details  for  the  party,  which  is  ex- 

pected to  be  a   bigger  success— socially 

and  financially — than  the  well-known  Ar- 

chitects’ Ball  held  in  1932  as  the  famous 
Latin  Quarter  Ball. 

Already  most  of  the  major  studios  have 

promised  cooperation  for  the  affair. 

The  tie-in  with  the  industry  will  come 
through  with  the  architects  selecting  six 

or  eight  currently  outstanding  film  pro- 
ductions and  a   corresponding  number  cf 

committees  of  architects.  These  archi- 
tects will  then  design  sets  for  each  of 

these  pictures,  not  as  they  were  done  in 

Hollywood,  but  as  the  architects  would 

imagine  they  should  be  done.  The  sets 
will  then  be  erected  in  the  ballroom  and 

other  large  public  rooms  and  serve  as  the 

background  for  the  party. 

The  party  was  announced  at  the  elab- 

orate cocktail  party  last  week  at  Chicago's 
Tavern  Club. 

Proceeds  of  the  ball  will  be  used  to 

maintain  traveling  scholarships  in  Europe 

or  at  home  for  architectural  draftsmen. 

Aiding  in  planning  the  affair  will  be 

Andy  Rebori  of  the  Streets  of  Paris  show 

of  the  Century  of  Progress  here  in  1933; 

Frieda  Foltz;  Mrs.  William  Pereira,  who 

was  Margaret  McConnel,  an  M-G-M  star- 
let, and  Gene  Rich  of  Boxoffice. 

I-I  Circuit's  Managers 
Gather  Prizes  at  Fete 

Chicago — The  “exploitation-minded”  cir- 
cuit of  the  middle-west,  Indiana-Illinois 

Theatres,  held  a   meeting  of  managers  and 

their  wives  at  the  Stevens  Hotel  Tuesday 

Prizes  for  the  fifth  anniversary  drive  dur- 
ing July  and  August  were  distributed  to 

the  winning  managers  for  outstanding 

promotion  campaigns. 

And,  as  usual,  the  many-time  winner  of 
several  national  contests,  John  Burhorn  of 

the  Gayety  Theatre,  South  Chicago,  took 

first  money  of  $250.  However,  it  was  a 

photo  finish  with  Rex  Williams  of  the 

Hoosier,  Whiting,  coming  in  a   close  sec- 
ond to  take  $100  award.  A   comparative 

newcomer  to  the  organization,  Don  John- 
son of  the  Vic,  Indiana  Harbor,  walked 

off  with  third  honors  of  $50. 

During  the  morning  the  wives  of  the 

managers  attended  a   screening  of  20th 

Century-Fox’s  “Five  of  a   Kind.” 

Grind  Dance  Plans 

Chicago — Among  those  at  the  cocktail 

party  at  the  Tavern  Club  announcing 

the  Architects’  Movie  Ball  to  be  held  De- 
cember 2   at  the  Drake  Hotel  were,  left  to 

right:  Mrs.  William  Pereira  (before  her 

marriage,  Margaret  McConnel,  M-G-M 
starlet),  Mrs.  Hal  Pereira;  Gene  Rich  of 

Boxoffice,  Hal  Pereira  and  William  Pere- 
ira, members  of  the  Boxoffice  Modern 

Theatre  Remodeling  Institute,  and  all  in 

charge  of  movie  participation  in  the  ball. 

10  Years  Ago 

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  13,  1928) 

B&k  ’s  CHICAGO  Theatre  came  out  sec- ond-best to  the  extent  of  $6,400  when 

a   youthful  bandit  took  “unfair  advantage” 
of  Helen  Bowers,  cashier  .   .   .   Ascher  Bros. 

(Nate  and  Max)  are  again  making  stren- 
uous efforts  to  regain  control  of  their 

houses,  now  being  operated  by  the  Chicago 
Title  &   Trust  Co.  as  receiver. 

Chicago’s  Filmrow  was  shocked  to  learn 

of  the  accidental  death  of  Herman  Bland’s 

4-year-old  son,  Jerome  .   .   .   Judell’s  “The 
Road  to  Ruin”  forced  the  Terminal  to  hang 
out  an  SRO  sign  last  week  .   .   .   Dave 
Dubin  is  confined  to  his  home  after  a 

relapse  following  his  operation  .   .   .   The 

lineup  of  waitresses  at  Henry’s  Grill,  Film- 
row’s  newest  eating  house,  looks  like  the 
first  row  of  a   Flo  Ziegfeld  chorus.  Each 

one  of  ’em  is  a   beauty,  and  how! 

Chicago  visitors:  Barbara  Kent,  petite 

Universal  starlet;  A1  Goodman,  special 

sales  representative  for  Universal’s  syn- 
chronized pictures  .   .   .   And  extensive  cam- 

paign is  being  arranged  by  Milton  Weil, 

Inc.,  music  publishers,  in  connection  with 

Universal’s  first  all-talking  picture,  “The 

Melody  of  Love.” 

A   special  trade  showing  of  Universal’s 
“Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin”  was  held  at  the  Em- 

press, Decatur,  111.,  last  week  .   .   .   A1  Wolf 

is  the  proud  possessor  of  a   new  Graham- 
Paige  car. 

St.  Louis’  Fox,  Grand  and  Washington 
Blvds.,  will  open  officially  on  Christmas 

Day  .   .   .   Many  showmen  of  surrounding 

territory  attended  the  third  World’s  Series 

game  in  Sportsman’s  Park  last  week. 
MPTO  of  E.  Mo.  and  S.  111.,  through 

President  Fred  Wehrenberg,  sent  letters 

of  protest  to  all  motion  picture  exchanges 

in  St.  Louis  against  the  protection  claims 

presented  by  the  St.  Louis  Amusement 

Co.,  of  Skouras  Bros,  and  Harry  Koplar. 

JJIRBYCOG  HOLDING  CO.  has  abandon- 
ed plans  for  a   new  film  exchange  build- 

ing for  North  Eighth  St.  here  .   .   .   Eu- 
gene Hackett,  assistant  fire  chief  in  charge 

of  the  fire  prevention  bureau,  put  his 

stamp  of  approval  on  “U.  S.  Firefighters," 
following  a   preview  at  the  Warner-Saxe 
Theatres  offices  here. 

Fox's  Palace  and  Wisconsin  theatres 

have  resumed  their  “midnight  preview ” 
policy  with  proceeds  going  to  the  theatre 

employes’  fund  .   .   .   Charles  Fox  has  re- 
opened Empress  Theatre  at  a   straight 

25-cent  admission  .   .   .   Hugh  Herbert  has 

been  booked  to  play  the  Food  and  Radio 

Exposition  at  the  Auditorium  here  the 

week  of  October  17. 

Quick  action  by  Ben  Eggenberger  and 

Gayle  Dextor,  manager  and  projectionist, 

respectively,  at  the  Kosciuszko,  south  side 

neighborhood  house,  prevented  a   panic 

when  fire  broke  out  in  the  theatre’s  pro- 
jection booth  during  the  Sunday  matinee. 

The  blaze  was  extinguished  with  a   loss 

estimated  at  $100  without  the  audience 

leaving  the  theatre  .   .   .   Neil  Duffy  is  con- 
ducting bargain  days  at  his  Elite  Theatre 

in  Appleton  Mondays  and  Tuesdays  with 
all  seats  at  15  cents  .   .   .   The  Van  Der 

Vaart  Theatre  at  Sheboygan  was  robbed 

last  week  of  approximately  $400,  while  an 

attempt  to  pry  open  an  exit  door  at  the 

Wisconsin  Theatre,  La  Crosse,  was  dis- 
covered by  police  of  that  city. 

Pet  peeve  of  Mrs.  Anna  W.  Nagle,  opera- 
tor of  the  Crescent  Theatre  in  Shawano, 

are  the  patrons  who  mess  up  her  house 
with  ice  cream  cones,  peanuts,  popcorn, 

gum  and  hamburgers.  Mrs.  Nagle,  who  was 

recently  awarded  a   plaque  in  recognition 

of  serving  as  an  exhibitor  for  more  than 

25  years,  maintains  that  Shawano  patrons 

care  nothing  for  costume  pictures  and  cur- 
rently are  eating  up  westerns. 

Glen  Gray  and  his  Casa  Loma  orchestra 

has  been  booked  for  Fox’s  Palace  here 
for  the  week  opening  November  11  .   .   . 

B.  C.  Brown,  manager  of  the  two  Viroqua 

houses,  cooperated  in  the  annual  harvest 

festival  in  that  city  last  week  by  fur- 
nishing vaudeville  acts. 

“Too  Hot  to  Handle’’  and  “The  Chaser ” 

are  being  held  over  at  Fox’s  Wisconsin 
here  for  a   second  week  .   .   .   Kenosha  The- 

atre, Kenosha,  advertised  “The  greatest 

news  scoop  ever  to  reach  Kenosha’’  in  the 
showing  of  the  Fox  newsreel  of  the  open- 

ing game  of  the  World  Series  after  7:45 
p.  m.  the  evening  of  the  day  of  the  game. 

Ben  Robins  UA  Branch 

Manager  in  St.  Louis 
St.  Louis — Ben  Robins  of  Detroit  is  the 

new  branch  manager  here  for  United 

Artists,  succeeding  Bill  Feldstein.  Robins 

was  promoted  from  city  salesman  in  the 
auto  city  to  the  new  post. 

Alice  Brady  to  "Spring" Hollywood  —   Alice  Brady  has  been 

signed  by  Hal  Roach  for  a   featured  role 
in  “It’s  Spring  Again.” 
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A   THREATENED  OUTBREAK  OF  DUALS  AMONG 

TWIN  CUT  NEIGHBORHOOD  HOUSES  AVERTED 

Another  Season  of  Dual  Runs 

Is  Predicted  for  Kansas  City 

Princess  Theatre  Agrees  to 

Drop  Twin  Bills 

By  Nov.  1 
Kansas  City — At  present  there  exists  no 

immediate  prospect  for  decreased  use  of 
double  bills  here  among  subsequent  run 
houses.  As  a   matter  of  fact,  all  indications 

point  to  another  season  of  multiple  fea- 
tures not  only  here,  but  in  the  territory 

as  well.  In  Kansas  City  the  offerings  of 
subsequents  consist  even  more  completely 
of  two  features  or  more  than  they  did  a 

year  ago.  More  theatres  are  using  doubles 
oftener. 

The  policies  of  first-run  houses  current- 
ly is  an  off-and-on  one  with  respect  to 

quantity  of  film.  Loew’s  Midland  remains 
firm  in  the  two-picture  category.  The 

Tower,  one  of  Fox  Midwest’s  three  first 
runs,  will  go  on  with  its  combination  stage 

and  movie  policy  as  heretofore.  Fox’s 
other  two  No.  1   spots,  the  Esquire  and 
Uptown,  have  just  adopted  a   policy  of 

showing  the  same  single  picture  simul- 
taneously. The  Orpheum  and  Newman  are 

singling  when  they  have  big  pictures.  This 

represents  a   change  from  the  Newman’s 
former  practice  of  straight  singles.  In  the 
case  of  both  these  houses,  the  amount  of 
product  available  is  not  unlimited,  which 
may  have  some  bearing  on  the  use  of 
single  bills. 

Only  Two  “Sold”  in  Kaycee 

Of  the  subsequent  run  houses  in  Kansas 

City  that  advertise — some  41  in  all — only 
two  regularly  show  single  bills,  the  Fox 
Brookside  and  Fox  Plaza.  This  means  an 
almost  solid  front  of  doubles  in  95  per 
cent  of  the  subsequent  run  theatres. 
Among  those  other  than  the  Brookside  and 
Plaza,  some  occasionally  show  a   single 
feature.  Once  in  a   great  while  the  sing- 

ling is  due  to  the  boxoffice  value  of  the 
film,  but  recently  the  practice  has  arisen, 
particularly  among  independents,  of  stick- 

ing in  a   single  feature  on  the  one  night 
or  two  in  the  week  when  business  is  worst 
in  order  to  cut  the  amount  of  film  rental 

to  a   minimum.  In  other  words,  those  ex- 
hibitors are  convinced  that,  unable  to 

show  a   profit  on  those  particular  nights, 
they  should  keep  their  outlay  as  small  as 
possible  and  thereby  reduce  their  losses 
to  an  absolute  minimum  short  of  closing 
altogether. 

Double  bills  are  regarded  by  Jay  Means 
of  the  Oak  Park  and  Bagdad  as  the  most 
detrimental  factor  in  the  motion  picture 
industry  today.  It  not  only  is  hurting  the 
boxoffice  results  of  individual  theatres, 
and  therefore,  of  course,  doing  immediate 
material  damage  to  motion  pictures  as  a 
whole;  it  also  is  getting  more  and  more 

persons  out  of  the  habit  of  seeing  films 
for  their  entertainment. 

Notes  Fewer  Male  Patrons 

“The  double  bill  policy  is  gradually  de- 

creasing the  number  of  male  patrons,” 
Means  asserted.  “Men  are  bored  with  two 
pictures.  They  get  up  and  pace  around, 
use  the  telephone,  get  a   drink.  They  make 
up  the  bulk  of  those  who  complain  against 
the  policy.  And  over  a   period  of  some 
time,  we  have  noticed  that  the  percentage 

of  men  patrons  in  our  audiences  is  de- 
creasing. Women,  perhaps  because  they 

are  more  patient,  do  not  seem  to  mind  the 

longer  programs.” 
Means’  observation  is  borne  out  by  ex- 

perience of  first-run  theatres  where  the 
amount  of  gross  taken  by  a   picture  is 
tending  to  some  extent  to  come  more  and 
more  from  matinees. 

“A  man  asked  me  the  other  night,  ‘How 

are  you  going  to  get  this  thing  stopped?’  ” 
Means  said.  “I  told  him  I   didn’t  know 
unless  patrons  quit  coming  to  double  fea- 

tures. ‘I  don’t  want  to  do  that,’  was  the 

man’s  response.” 
Salvation  in  Singles  Stressed 

Film  fans,  Means  pointed  out,  will  go  to 
any  picture,  will  buy  any  sort  of  program. 

“You  can’t  keep  them  away,  and  they  can 

consume  an  unlimited  quantity.”  But  with 
the  single  bill  only  “are  we  going  to  be 
able  to  bring  back  to  the  theatres  that 

other  group,  which,  already  large,  is  grow- 
ing.” To  those  who  may  not  believe  such 

a   group  exists,  Means  suggests  that  their 
skepticism  is  based  on  their  inability  to 

check  its  members:  they  don’t  come  to 
picture  shows,  and  they  are  largely  in- 

articulate. They  simply  have  drifted  away, 
and  are  drifting  away. 

It  is  probably  impossible  to  get  all  ex- 
hibitors to  back  a   move  to  do  away  with 

double  features.  Means  admits,  but  if  only 
90  per  cent  went  along  with  such  a   pro- 

gram, he  believes  the  situation  would  be 
remedied. 

“Doubles  are  sucking  the  life  blood  out 
of  the  business,”  believes  E.  E.  Webber 
jr.,  president  of  the  ITO,  who  operates 

the  Mary  Lue.  “They’ve  added  25  to  50 
per  cent  to  the  cost  of  film,  and  undoubt- 

edly are,  over  the  long  period,  hurting 

boxoffice  grosses.” 
Webber  plans  to  go  to  single  bills  with 

new  season  product  at  the  Mary  Lue,  but 
sees  no  possibility  of  getting  other  houses 
to  do  the  same  thing. 

Minneapolis — A   threatened  widespread 
outbreak  of  double  featuring  among  Twin 
City  neighborhood  houses,  Minnesota 
Amusement  Co.  and  independents,  was 
averted  when  W.  L.  Hamilton,  owner  of 
the  Princess  Theatre,  at  a   meeting  of 
Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul  theatre  owners 
called  by  President  W.  A.  Steffes  of  North- 

west Allied,  agreed  to  discontinue  dual 
bills  by  November  1. 

Previously,  Max  Torodor,  owner  of  the 
Ritz,  a   competing  house,  had  announced 
that  he’d  start  double  featuring  next 
week  “in  self-defense”  and  a   number  of 
other  exhibitors  had  indicated  they  would 

follow  suit.  Torodor  charged  that  Hamil- 
ton had  agreed  to  stop  the  twin  billing, 

started  about  four  months  ago,  on  Sep- 
tember 1   and  was  breaking  the  promise. 

Hamilton  denied  that  he  had  made  any 

such  promise,  asserting  that  he  said  “may- 
be I’ll  quit  September  1.”  At  the  same 

time  he  explained  that  he  has  been  having 
trouble  in  obtaining  product.  However, 
Torodor  and  other  exhibitors  in  his  sec- 

tion agreed  to  aid  him  in  lining  up  films 
and  then  he  made  the  promise  to  make 
November  1   the  deadline.  Torodor  and 
the  others  readily  consented  to  adhere  to 
single  features. 

The  independents  were  relieved  to  learn 

that  the  Minnesota  Amusement’s  remod- 
eled loop  Grand,  to  be  known  as  the  Go- 

pher, will  be  a   single  feature  25  cent  first- 
run  house  when  it  reopens  October  28. 
This  means  that  the  big  circuit  will  con- 

fine its  double  featuring  to  one  house  each 
in  Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul — the  Aster 
here  and  Tower,  St.  Paul. 

Steffes  said  an  attempt  will  be  made  to 
persuade  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 
to  discontinue  double  featuring  at  the 
Aster  and  Tower. 

Power  Breakdown  Delays 

Showings  in  Des  Moines 
Des  Moines — Early  arrivals  for  Bank 

Night  in  several  Des  Moines  theatres  sat 
in  darkness  for  about  20  minutes  with  no 
pictures  to  look  at.  A   short  circuit  which 
stopped  two  dynamos  in  the  main  plant  of 
the  Des  Moines  Electric  Co.  at  11:38  a.  m. 
caused  the  delay. 

An  announcement  explaining  the  diffi- 
culty was  made  immediately  to  avoid  any 

alarm.  After  a   few  moments,  dim  lights 
were  restored  from  the  emergency  plant, 
and  the  patrons  waited  patiently  until  the 
trouble  at  the  main  plant  was  cleared. 
Only  a   few  requested  that  their  money  be 
refunded. 
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Exhibitors  in  Omaha  Area  Desire 

Conciliation,  Asserts  MPTO  Head 
Omaha — Most  exhibitors  in  the  Omaha 

territory  want  some  sort  of  a   conciliation 

board,  “and  the  sooner  the  better,’’  Charles 
E.  Williams,  president  of  the  MPTO  of 

Nebraska  and  Western  Iowa,  told  Box- 
office  in  an  interview  this  week. 

Williams  is  preparing  to  attend  the 
MPTOA  convention  at  Oklahoma  City, 

October  30  to  November  1,  as  the  repre- 
sentative of  this  district  at  the  conclave. 

Although  the  MPTO  of  Nebraska  and 

Western  Iowa  is  not  affiliated  with  the 

national  organization,  Williams  has  been 

an  individual  member  of  the  MPTOA  for 

many  years.  He  is  probably  the  only  mem- 
ber of  the  national  group  in  the  Omaha 

district  and  has  served  as  a   member  of 

the  MPTOA’s  executive  board  for  at  least 
ten  years. 

Williams  sees  along  the  same  lines  as  Ed 

Kuykendall,  MPTOA  president,  who  re- 

cently said  in  Boxoffice  that  the  conven- 

tion's keynote  will  be  “self-regulation 

versus  legislation. ” 
“If  we  don’t  do  something  within  the 

industry  to  settle  our  problems,”  Wil- 
liams declared,  “then  we  can  be  sure  there 

will  be  assistance  through  outsiders,  by 

legislation,  to  regulate  the  industry.  And 

that’s  something  none  of  us  in  the  indus- 

try wants!” 
Williams,  as  well  as  many  other  exhibi- 

tors in  the  Omaha  distribution  area,  are 
boosters  of  the  conciliation  board  plan, 

which  they  feel  is  “logical  and  practical 
in  use  and  of  considerable  service,  both 

to  the  exhibitor  and  to  the  distributor.” 

Grainger  Points  to 

Republic  Progress 
Minneapolis — Here  to  confer  with  the 

Minnesota  Amusement  Co.,  regarding  a 

product  deal,  Jimmy  Grainger,  Republic 
president,  pointed  out  that  his  company  is 

going  ahead  by  leaps  and  bounds  and  pre- 
dicted that  the  ensuing  year  will  witness 

the  greatest  accomplishments  in  its  his- 
tory. 

“During  the  past  year  our  accounts 
have  increased  from  7,000  to  9,000,  a   gain 
of  2,000,  and  our  business  is  $1,000,000 
ahead  of  the  corresponding  period  a   year 

ago,”  said  Grainger.  “This  fine  showing, 
I   feel,  has  been  due  to  the  merit  of  our 
product. 
“We  are  the  acknowledged  leaders  in 

the  field  of  westerns  and  serials.  Now 

we  are  demonstrating  that,  in  the  pro- 
duction of  other  features,  we  do  not  have 

to  take  a   back  seat  for  any  of  the  major 

producers.” Max  Roth,  Republic  district  manager, 
accompanied  Grainger  here.  The  men 
were  the  guests  of  Gilbert  Nathanson, 
local  branch  franchise  owner. 

“After  all,  any  sort  of  board  or  regu- 
lation within  the  industry  is  better  than 

none  at  all,”  one  Iowa  exhibitor  said  re- 
cently. “And  certainly  self-regulation  is 

more  to  be  desired  than  outside  legisla- 
tion. Ed  Kuykendall  was  right  when  he 

said  the  time  is  here  that  distributors  must 

make  certain  concessions  to  ward  off  fed- 

eral and  state  legislation.” 
Williams  favors  the  plan  whereby  a 

board  of  three  exhibitors  and  three  dis- 
tributors would  hear  disputes  and  make 

recommendations.  The  exhibitor  in  the 

dispute  would  select  the  distributor  repre- 
sentatives and  the  distributor  would  select 

the  exhibitor  conciliators.  Although  the 

board’s  action  could  not  be  binding,  at 
least  it  would  go  a   long  way  in  ironing 
out  problems,  one  Nebraska  exhibitor 

pointed  out. 

“Usually  a   board  can  reach  a   decision 
that  is  agreeable  to  both  parties  and  the 

whole  argument  is  settled,”  Williams  said. 
“With  no  board  the  argument  may  go  on 

indefinitely  and  probably  end  in  court.” 

Williams  pointed  out  “we  had  remark- 
able success  in  the  Omaha  trade  territory 

with  the  arbitration  board.  There  must 

be  some  way  of  working  things  out  along 

those  lines  without  outside  regulation.” 
Exhibitors  in  the  Omaha  area  will  watch 

closely  the  action  of  the  MPTOA  conven- 
tion at  Oklahoma  City.  As  one  exhibitor 

said,  “What  they  do  there  at  the  conven- 
tion may  have  a   lot  to  do  with  the  future 

cf  this  industry  within  the  next  12  months.” 

Steffes  to  Attend 

N.  Y.  Round-Table 
Minneapolis  —   Twin  City  members  of 

Northwest  Allied,  meeting  here  this  week, 
voted  to  send  W.  A.  Steffes,  president  of 
the  organization,  to  the  New  York  trade 
conference  at  which  efforts  will  be  made 

to  thresh  out  trade  practices  amicably  at 
a   round-table. 
The  organization  also  voted  that  two 

additional  members  should  accompany 

Steffes  as  “advisers  and  observers,”  with- 
out power  to  vote.  The  board  of  directors 

will  select  the  pair. 

Members  expressed  themselves  as  hope- 
ful that  trade  problems  could  be  solved 

by  the  scheduled  discussions  and  thus 
eliminate  friction  within  the  industry  and 
recourse  to  law  courts  and  legislation. 

Rebuild  Ace 

Keystone,  Ia. — L.  A.  Hansen  and  George 

Lynch  have  rebuilt  the  Ace  Theatre  here 
and  have  set  October  15  as  the  opening 
date. 

O.  C.  Meet 
Is  a   Goal 

Kansas  City — A   number  of  exhibitors 
and  several  film  men  from  this  area  have 
made  reservations  for  the  annual  MPTOA 

convention  at  Oklahoma  City,  October  30- 
31,  November  1-2,  according  to  Frank  Cas- 

sil,  president  of  the  Kansas -Missouri  The- 
atres Ass’n,  the  office  of  which  is  hand- 

ling details. 

All  of  the  directors  of  the  KMTA  will 
attend,  a   list  which  includes  the  officers 
as  well:  Frank  Cassil,  Rialto,  St.  Joseph, 

Mo.;  George  Harttmann,  Armour,  North 
Kansas  City,  secretary;  T.  W.  Edwards, 
Ozark,  Eldon,  Mo.;  Homer  J.  Strowig, 
Plaza,  Abilene,  Kas.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  C.  H. 

Barron  (Mrs.  Barron  is  a   director),  Bar- 
ron, Pratt,  Kas.;  O.  F.  Sullivan,  Civic, 

Wichita,  Kas.;  Ed  Rolsky,  St.  John  and 

National,  Kansas  City;  John  Stapel,  Para- 
mount, Rock  Port,  Mo.;  and  R.  R.  Biechele, 

Osage,  Kansas  City,  Kas. 

Directors  of  the  KMTA  will  have  a   spe- 
cial meeting  at  the  convention,  Cassil  said. 

Others  who  have  made  reservations  in- 
clude: A.  J.  Simmons,  Plaza,  Lamar,  Mo.; 

Roy  Dunnock,  Madrid,  Atchison,  Kas.; 
Stanley  Schwahn,  Granada,  Lawrence, 
Kas.;  Warren  Weber,  Ritz,  Stafford,  Kas.; 
Mrs.  June  Medcalf,  secretary  of  the 
KMTA;  H.  B.  Doering,  Peoples,  Garnett, 
Kas.;  J.  C.  Pennington,  Crystal,  Topeka, 
Kas.;  W.  J.  McKinney,  Best,  Topeka,  Kas.; 
Sam  Sosna,  Sosna,  Manhattan,  Kas.;  Louis 
Sosna,  Sosna,  Moberly,  Mo.;  Finton  Jones 

of  the  Travelers;  Russ  Borg  and  Pat  Pin- 
nell  of  Grand  National;  Douglas  Desch  of 
GB,  Ben  Marcus  of  Columbia,  Bill  Warner 

of  Warner  Bros.,  Charley  Gregory  of  Na- 
tional Screen  Service,  E.  L.  Harris,  Alex- 

ander Film;  F.  C.  Hensler,  Metro;  Wm.  G. 
Formby,  Boxoffice;  George  Nescher,  Rio, 

Valley  Falls,  Kas.;  Ward  E.  Scott,  20th- 
Fox;  Obie  Hunt  and  W.  E.  Gregory  of 
Altec. 

The  Police  Are  Prepared 

For  Hawkey e   Celebralors 

Iowa,  City,  Ia. — Police  Chief  W.  H.  Ben- 
der was  definitely  prepared  Saturday  to 

prevent  the  usual  rushing  of  theatres  by 

celebrators  after  the  Iowa-Wisconsin 
homecoming  game  this  year. 

Twenty  guest  policemen  from  Cedar 
Rapids  and  Muscatine  were  on  hand  to 

assist  local  officers  in  directing  traffic  be- 
fore and  after  the  game,  as  well  as  to  keep 

the  crowds  in  order  following  the  tradi- 
tional mass  meeting  on  the  Old  Capitol 

lawn. 

Stelfes  Abandons  Plan 

For  New  Radio  Station 
Minneapolis  —   Back  from  Washington 

where  he  went  to  push  an  application  for 

a   permit  for  a   new  radio  broadcasting  sta- 
tion here,  W.  A.  Steffes,  president  of 

Northwest  Allied  and  exhibitor,  announces 

he  has  abandoned  the  project  “for 

strategic  reasons.” 
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A   Mixed  Reaction  in  Kansas  City 

Territory  Toward  Trade  Campaign 

ATO  Aims 
Get  Okay 

Des  Moines — The  Allied  Theatre  Own- 

ers of  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  Inc.,  opened 

its  annual  fall  convention  at  the  Kirk- 
wood Hotel  here  Monday  and  Tuesday 

with  a   luncheon  attended  by  about  100 
independent  theatre  owners,  exchange 

managers,  salesmen,  and  circuit  represen- 
tatives. Mr.  G.  Ralph  Branton  addressed 

the  group. 

During  the  two-day  session,  the  owners 
unanimously  voted  complete  approval  of 

the  federal  government’s  anti-trust  suit 
against  picture  producers  and  affiliated 

circuit  theatres.  They  also  re-affirmed 
their  support  to  the  Neely  anti-block  book- 

ing bill  in  a   resolution  suggesting  its 
passage  at  the  next  session  of  Congress. 

A   resolution  was  made  to  request  head- 
quarters to  extend  the  Movie  Quiz  con- 

test an  additional  two  months  so  that 

smaller  theatres  and  subsequent  runs  may 
be  able  to  take  part. 

A   committee  appointed  for  that  pur- 
pose decided  that  the  organization  should 

send  two  delegates  to  the  Kent  trade 
practice  conference  in  New  York  next 
week.  Leo  F.  Wolcott  of  Eldora,  la., 
and  Wesley  Mansfield  of  Tama,  la., 
were  designated  to  represent  the  group 
there. 

The  seven  directors  elected  at  the  con- 
vention included  the  following:  W.  B. 

Franke,  Humboldt,  la.;  Phil  March, 
Wayne,  Neb.;  W.  P.  Grossman,  Nevada, 
la.;  Odes  A.  B.  Hilton,  Sioux  City,  la.; 
Wesley  Mansfield,  Tama,  la.;  Clifford  L. 
Niles,  Anamosa,  la.;  and  Leo  F.  Wolcott, 
Eldora,  la. 

Leo  F.  Wolcott  also  was  re-elected  presi- 
dent of  the  group  for  the  fifth  time. 

M.  R.  Blair  of  Cedar  Falls,  la.,  and  W.  A. 
Dutton  of  Manchester,  la.,  were  elected 

vice-president  and  secretary-treasurer  re- 
spectively. 

A   Report  of  Lebedoff's 
Buy  May  Be  Premature 

Minneapolis — Report  that  Sol  Lebedoff, 

Minneapolis  independent  exhibitor,  had 
acquired  the  Randolph  Theatre,  one  of  the 
leading  St.  Paul  neighbor  houses,  may  be 
premature.  Although  Lebedoff  believes 
he  has  a   contract  sewing  up  the  deal,  some 
of  the  numerous  other  bidders  claim  dif- 

ferently. The  Franklin  Amusement  Co., 
large  local  circuit  operators,  is  thought  in 

trade  circles  to  be  very  much  in  the  run- 
ning yet. 

The  Franklin  bid,  higher  than  that  of 
Lebedoff,  is  before  the  court  which  will 

dispose  of  the  theatre’s  lease  to  raise 
funds  for  creditors  of  an  investment  com- 

pany operated  by  a   member  of  the  fam- 
ily which  has  been  in  control  of  the  show- 

house.  The  offer  for  the  lease  was  boosted 

from  $15,000  to  $17,500  and  the  monthly 
rental  from  $1,000  to  $1,200  per  month. 

Order  Air-Loc  Seats 
Minneapolis — Seven  hundred  and  fifty 

de  luxe  Air-Loc  seats  for  the  Hudson 
Theatre,  Hudson,  Wis.,  soon  to  undergo  a 
remodeling  program,  have  been  ordered 
from  Cinema  Supplies,  Inc.,  here. 

Kansas  City  —   The  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  campaign  here  has  not 
proved  the  easy  cure  for  boxoffice  anemia 
that  many  exhibitors  hoped  it  would  be. 
Many  have  found  much  to  criticize  in  the 

drive.  Yet,  in  spite  of  poor  general  busi- 
ness in  the  Kansas  City  area,  which,  cou- 
pled with  unseasonable  weather  and  a 

general  attitude  of  waiting  for  something 
to  happen,  the  program  is  regarded  by 
shrewd  showman  as  worth  a   good  deal 
more  than  the  cost. 

“The  campaign,  one  of  the  greatest 
moves  in  the  industry,  has  definitely 

helped,”  said  E.  C.  Rhoden,  head  of  Fox 
Midwest  Theatres  and  chairman  of  the 

campaign  committee  for  the  Kansas  City 

territory,  whose  organization  is  the  larg- 
est single  supporter  of  the  program. 

“Even  in  situations  where,  because  of 
bad  business,  it  has  done  nothing  else,  it 
has  at  least  turned  the  tide  of  unfavorable 

public  opinion,  an  achievement  of  the  ut- 

most value.  We’re  convinced  that  defi- 
nite results  will  increase  as  the  program 

accumulates  momentum.” 
At  Stafford,  Kas.,  Warren  L.  Webber 

found  the  demand  for  the  Movie  Quiz 

booklets  good.  Ferd  Ledoux  at  Holton,  and 
Glen  Newbold  at  Yates  Center,  Kas.,  are 

finding  the  demand  for  the  booklets  only 
fair,  but  their  comment  is  that  this  is  due 

to  generally  bad  business  in  those  com- munities. 

The  truth  of  the  matter  is  that  a   goodly 
number  of  exhibitors  in  this  area  have  sat 

back  and  let  the  campaign  care  for  it- 
self. In  territories  where  the  program 

has  been  especially  successful,  there  has 
been  a   good  deal  of  aggressive  promotion. 
Some  exhibitors  feel  an  extension  of  the 

drive  would  give  independents  in  larger 
towns  and  cities  a   chance  to  reap  some 
benefit. 

Approximately  750,000  booklets  have 
been  passed  out  to  about  400  theatres  by 
Warner  Bros,  exchange  here. 

Joins  Republic 
Minneapolis — Ben  Meshbesher,  known 

as  “the  little  judge,”  who  recently  resigned 

from  the  Universal  sales’  staff,  covering 
North  Dakota,  has  joined  Republic  here 
under  Gilbert  Nathanson. 

A   Completely  New  Brenkert  Lamp 

C   ★   **.***__ 

NAgfsM  Houses 

Greater 
Screen  Illumination 

than  you  have  ever  seen  in  a 

Low  Intensity  Lamp! 

Completely  new,  this  high  efficiency  projection 
lamp  is  designed  specifically  for  the  needs  of  the 

smaller  house  Adiose  management  wants  to  pro- 
vide the  best  show  to  his  audience. 

Real  High  Quality  Projection 
Truly  high  quality  projection  for  every  small 

progressive  theatre,  is  now  made  possible.  This 
new  ECONARC  lamp,  just  announced  by  Brenkert, 
is  now  available  for  demonstration. 

Brenkert  progress  thus  enables  you  to  compete 
on  equal  terms  with  biggest  houses.  No  theatre  can 
longer  afford  to  project  with  obsolete  equipment. 

Let  us  give  you  a   demonstration  in  your  theatre, 
without  obligation,  of  the  new  ECONARC, 

BUILT  BY  BRENKERT,  MAKERS  OF  THE 

WORLD’S  MOST  EFFICIENT  PROJECTION LAMPS. 

WESTERN  ELECTRIC 

"MIRROPHONIC"  SOUND 

MOTIOGRAPH  PROJECTORS 
“THE  STANDARD  OF  THE  WORLD” 

Distributors 

WITH  A   FULL  LINE  OF  ACCESSORIES 

CENTRAL  THEATRE  EQUIPMENT  CO. 
130  West  18th  St.,  E.  C.  Leeves Tel.  HArrison  3345,  Kansas,  City,  Mo. 
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Find  Popcorn  Concession  Really  a 

Profitable  Adjunct  to  Business 
Kansas  City  —   The  depression  taught 

many  exhibitors  that  the  popcorn  con- 
cession consistently  turns  in  a   good  profit. 

It  has  been  found  that,  taken  nationally, 
the  operation  of  concessions  in  theatres 
constitutes  a   big  business. 

Recently,  Glen  W.  Dickinson  Theatres, 

Kansas  City,  established  a   separate  de- 
partment in  charge  of  Miss  Alberta  Mein- 

ert  for  the  operation  of  stands  in  its  40- 
odd  theatres  in  Missouri,  Kansas,  and 
Iowa. 

Figuring  the  popcorn  concession  was  a 
part  of  the  theatre  business,  the  circuit 

made  a   study  of  its  potentialities.  It  dis- 
covered two  things:  That  here  was  an  im- 
portant source  of  revenue  from  the  leas- 

ing of  which  it  was  receiving  only  a 
pittance;  and  that  in  many  cases  the 
lessees  were  not  tapping  nearly  the  full 
possibilities  offered  by  the  stands. 

Its  findings  led  to  the  creation  of  the 

new  division,  which  has  proceeded  as  rap- 
idly as  possible  to  take  over  operation  of 

the  concessions  in  Dickinson  theatres.  Al- 
though the  department  is  only  a   few 

weeks  old,  Miss  Meinert  now  has  about 
15  units.  Units  are  coming  under  her 
supervision  as  leases  expire,  or,  where 

leases  do  not  exist,  as  rapidly  as  the  de- 
partment can  assimilate  them. 

As  units  are  taken  over  they  are  being 
remodeled.  Cost  of  such  work  usually  is 
slight,  and  it  emphasizes  the  identity  of 
the  unit  to  increase  sales.  All  units  are 

called  “Lobby  Shops,”  and  neat,  attractive 
neon  signs  are  placed  over  them  to  fur- 

ther identify  them.  Where  they  were  not 
handled  before,  peanuts,  candy  cars  and 

gum  are  being  added  to  stock.  New  pop- 
corn machines  (Burch  Manufacturing  Co.) 

are  being  installed  where  needed. 
Miss  Meinert  hires  only  girl  operators, 

preferably  ones  around  16  or  17  years  old. 
Girls  this  age  seem  to  have  more  appeal 

Big  Films  Holding 

On  in  Minneapolis 
Minneapolis — Holdovers  again  are  the 

common  occurrence  here,  denoting  the 

high  quality  of  product  now  being  released 
and  the  high  level  of  business. 

Once  more  each  week  witnesses  at  least 

one  film  going  into  an  extended  loop 

first-run. 

After  a   sensational  seven  days  at  the 

State,  “Boys  Town”  moved  over  to  the 
Century  for  an  additional  week’s  down- 

town. “Too  Hot  to  Handle,”  at  the  State, 
also  did  so  well  that  it  will  run  another 

week.  “Four  Daughters,”  the  ensuing 
week  at  the  same  theatre,  is  a   cinch  to 

hold  over,  while  “Drums”  start  an  indefi- 
nite engagement  this  week  at  the  World. 

for  the  public  than  older  or  younger  ones. 
They  are  uniformed  in  white  with  white 

head  bands  lettered  in  green,  “The  Lobby 
Shop.”  Decorative  scheme  of  the  stands 
is  white  and  green. 

Ten  per  cent  of  all  people  who  go  into 
the  theatre  will,  the  circuit  found  in  its 

study,  buy  popcorn  if  the  stand  is  as  at- 
tractive as  the  remainder  of  the  theatre — 

in  other  words,  if  it  is  bright,  clean,  and 
offers  good  popcorn.  This  is  the  quota 
Miss  Meinert  has  set  as  a   standard  for  all 

the  Lobby  Shops,  and  most  of  them  are 
already  making  it,  although  some  of  the 
stands  have  not  been  in  long,  and  in  most 
cases  the  girls  are  new  to  the  job. 
Net  profit  runs  around  60  per  cent, 

which  includes  salary  of  attendant  but 
does  not  include  rent.  On  this  basis  the 
circuit  estimates  a   gross  return  of  $60 

per  100  pounds  of  corn.  Each  hundred- 
weight is  good  for  1,200  bags,  or  12  sacks 

per  pound.  About  25  pounds  of  oil  (a 
special  popcorn  blend) ,   two  pounds  of 
salt,  sacks  and  boxes  are  required  for  each 
100  pounds.  Cost  of  these  items  and  salary 
leaves  the  net  between  $35  to  $40  per  cwt. 

In  many  instances  the  circuit  had  been 
receiving  $6  to  $8  a   week  in  rent  for  the 
concessions.  In  one  instance  it  had  been 

getting  $25  a   month  for  one  stand.  During 
the  first  week  after  Miss  Meinert  took 
over,  the  net  was  $30. 
To  advertise  the  Lobby  Shops,  Miss 

Meinert  is  preparing  a   slide  for  each  the- 
atre each  week.  Miss  Meinert  works  out 

brief  “ditties,”  with  line  drawings  to  illus- 
trate, and  makes  up  the  slides  herself.  One 

of  the  slides  read: 

“Buy  our  ‘corn’ — 
We  don’t  mean  ‘likker.’ 
It’ll  pick  you  up  much  quicker,”  and 

carried  the  line  drawing  of  a   man  hug- 
ging the  lamp  post,  a   silk  topper  in  one 

hand,  and  a   sack  of  popcorn  in  the  other. 

Eddie  Golden  Given 

Banguet  bg  Friends 
Minneapolis — Many  film  notables  were 

to  attend  the  friendship  banquet  which 
Northwest  theatre  owners  arranged  here 
October  14  for  Eddie  Golden,  Monogram 

vice-president.  The  event  was  to  be  one 
of  the  most  elaborate  of  its  kind  ever  put 

on  by  the  trade  here,  with  tickets  selling 

at  $10  each.  It  was  a   stag,  with  the  do- 
ings starting  at  7   p.  m. 

Those  expected  to  be  on  hand  included 
Frank  Freeman,  Neil  Agnew,  Austin 
Keough,  W.  F.  Rodgers,  Eddie  Saunders, 

Jack  Flynn,  Herman  Robbins,  Sam  Dem- 
bow,  George  Dembow,  Ned  Depinet, 
Charles  Pettijohn  and  Morton  Van  Pragg. 

Jimmy  Walker,  former  mayor  of  New 
York,  was  to  be  toastmaster. 

Look  of  Contentment 

George  M.  Arthur,  producer  of  “The 
Arkansas  Traveler,”  Bob  Burns  star- 

ring vehicle  for  Paramount,  and  Wil- 
liam Allen  White,  editor  of  the  Em- 
poria Gazette,  pose  after  a   screening 

of  the  picture,  which  was  dedicated 
to  White.  They  are  in  front  of  the 
Granada  Theatre,  Emporia,  Kas.  The 
famous  editor  expressed  that  it  was 
an  honor  to  have  his  name  connected 
with  the  production. 

Baers  Play  " Cant  Take" 
At  15-25  Cent  Admission 

Minneapolis — While  Columbia  is  seek- 

ing to  induce  exhibitors  to  boost  admis- 

sion for  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” 
to  35  cents,  the  picture  was  shown  at  the 

Baer  Bros.’  Brainerd  Theatre,  Brainerd, 
Minn.,  for  15  cents  matinees  and  25  cents 

nights,  Bennie  Berger,  who  has  an  op- 
position house  in  Brainerd,  complains. 

Moreover,  he  charges,  the  showing  was  un- 
truthfully advertised  as  its  Northwest 

premiere. 

As  a   matter  of  fact,  “You  Can’t  Take 
It  With  You”  had  its  premieres  in  the 
territory  at  Fairmont,  Minn.,  and  La- 

crosse, Wis.  In  Fairmont,  according  to 

“Hy”  Chapman,  Columbia  branch  man- 
ager, it  did  almost  as  much  business  on 

Sunday  alone  as  “The  Lost  Horizon”  did 
there  on  its  entire  four-day  run.  On  the 
opening  day  in  LaCrosse  it  outgrossed 
“The  Lost  Horizon”  by  25  per  cent,  he 
says,  although  the  opposition  house  had 

a   Major  Bowes’  unit  on  the  stage  plus 
“Hold  That  Co-ed.” 

"Son"  to  Boone 

Boone,  Ia. — Alan  Mowbray,  screen  ac- 
tor, will  visit  here  October  20,  appearing 

at  the  Rialto  for  the  premiere  of  his 

“There  Goes  My  Heart.”  Mowbray,  an 

English  actor,  was  “adopted”  by  Boone 
along  with  seven  other  American  cities  for 

the  premiere. 
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K   A   Y   C   IE  IE Field  and  Griffith  Win  Long  Fight 

Two  For  Permits  in  Minneapolis 

J^ENSED  on  Filmrow:  Mr.  and  Mrs.  C. 
A.  Bessier,  Humboldt,  Kas.,  who  have 

just  returned  from  New  York;  Homer 

Garber,  Baxter  Springs,  Kas.;  Walt  Tal- 
bot, Rogers,  Ark.,  who  filled  in  on  one  of 

the  bowling  teams  Monday  night  with  his 
Arkansas  razorback  ball;  N.  W.  Kuston, 
Columbus  and  Galena,  Kas.;  Warren 
Weber,  St.  John,  Ellinwood,  and  Stafford, 

Kas.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  John  Brandt,  Ore- 
gon, Mo.;  Doc  Lisbona,  Maitland,  Mo.;  Gus 

Diamond,  Salina,  Kas.;  Frank  Anderson, 
Kirksville,  Mo.;  A.  E.  Jarboe,  Cameron, 
Mo.;  Hugh  Gardner  and  Ed  Harris, 
Neosho,  Mo.;  Lee  Sproule,  Newton,  Kas.; 
Louis  Griefe,  Windsor,  Mo. 

Mrs.  Jane  Borserine,  daughter  of  Claud 
Morris,  Metro  exploiteer,  is  dangerously 

ill  at  St.  Mary’s  Hospital. 

The  Kaw  Theatre,  North  Topeka,  Kas., 
which  has  been  closed  several  months,  re- 

opened last  week. 

IF  YOU  WANT  RESULTS,  READ  THE 

BOXOFFICE.  In  last  week’s  issue  we 
itemed  the  Filmrow  Flippers.  After  seeing 
the  squib,  the  girls  immediately  were 
hired  by  J.  Scott  to  assist  him  on  Monday 
night,  October  31,  in  his  annual  task  of 
haunting. 

The  inevitable  feud  between  Frank 
Hensler  and  Frank  Lambader  broke  out 

Monday  night  on  the  Pla-Mor  bowling  al- 
leys. Bill  Bradfield  helped  things  along 

by  rooting  for  Lambader. 

Dorothy  O’Brien  was  host  at  party  and 
shower  Saturday  afternoon  for  Kay  Grif- 

fith, who  departed  that  day  from  her  post 
at  Republic-Commonwealth’s  switchboard 
to  be  married  October  22. 

Rube  Melcher  has  formed  Poppers  Sup- 
ply at  127  East  31st  to  handle  exclusive 

brands  of  South  American  popcorn  in 
conjunction  with  his  distribution  of  Pop- 
matic  machines. 

Jimmy  Long  is  celebrating  the  tenth 
anniversary  of  the  Plaza  Theatre  this 
week  with  a   special  program,  including  the 

playing  of  the  theatre’s  organ. 

On  the  marquee  of  Louis  Griefe’s  Wind- 
sor at  Windsor,  Mo.,  the  other  evening,  C. 

M.  Parkhurst  of  Republic-Midwest  spot- 
ted this  combination,  which  sounds  very 

logical : 

KENTUCKY  MOONSHINE 

THE  CHASER 

Harry  (Izaak  Walton)  Wheeler  of  Para- 

mount is  becoming  Filmrow’s  ace  week- 
ender. Last  weekend  it  was  Toronto,  Kas., 

the  week  before,  Stockton,  Mo.  It  just 
keeps  going  on. 

The  annual  fall  outing  of  Paramount 
exchange  employes  is  always  good  for  a 
rain.  Last  year  the  group  had  to  postpone 
the  affair  five  times  before  it  got  a   clear 
day.  October  12  it  was  planned  for  Swope 
Park,  with  winners,  and  for  the  first  time 
in  week  and  weeks— it  rained.  It  has  been 
postponed  to  October  19. 

Add  exhibitors  on  the  Row:  Shields 
Wilson,  Camdenton,  Mo.;  A.  J.  Simmons, 
Lamar,  Mo.,  who  headed  for  California 
this  week. 

Minneapolis — Harold  Field,  owner  of  a 

large  independent  circuit  of  theatres  in 

Iowa,  a   one-time  general  manager  for  the 
old  F&R  circuit  and  the  Publix  North- 

west chain,  and  who  has  his  general  of- 
fices here,  emerged  victorious  in  a   four- 

cornered  fight  to  obtain  a   permit  to  build  a 
$100,000  theatre  in  St.  Louis  Park,  local 
suburb  which,  despite  its  5,000  population, 
never  has  had  a   showhouse. 

At  the  same  time,  a   building  permit  was 

slipped  through  the  city  council  to  en- 
able H.  L.  Griffith  to  build  a   new  $150,- 

000  neighborhood  house  here.  Griffith  has 
been  fighting  for  two  years  to  obtain  a 
theatre  license.  On  one  occasion  it  was 

granted  and  then  rescinded.  Now  he  has 

indicated  he’ll  go  ahead  and  build,  taking 
a   chance  on  getting  the  license  after  the 
theatre  is  finished. 

Opponents  of  further  theatre  construc- 
tion, who  claim  the  town  already  is  con- 

siderably overseated  and  that  more  show- 
houses  would  jeopardize  their  investment 
and  who  include  the  Minnesota  Amuse- 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

ment  Co.,  as  well  as  independent  exhibi- 
tors, will  fight  to  have  the  building  per- 

mit rescinded  and,  failing  that,  will  con- 
tinue to  battle  to  prevent  the  theatre  per- 

mit from  being  issued,  they’ve  indicated. 
Field’s  house  at  St.  Louis  Park  will  seat 

1,000  and  will  be  called  the  Center  The- 
atre. Ground  will  be  broken  this  fall  and 

the  showhouse  ready  for  occupancy  early 

next  year.  Parking  space  will  be  pro- 
vided for  at  least  600  cars. 

A   fortnight  ago  Field  sent  an  open  let- 
ter, an  illustrated  four-page  pamphlet,  to 

all  St.  Louis  Park  residents,  explaining  his 

project  in  detail.  In  consideration  of  the 
permit  he  is  deeding  about  ten  acres  of 
land  adjoining  the  theatre  to  the  town 
for  a   public  park. 

If  Griffith  finally  wins  out  in  Minne- 
apolis it  is  expected  that  the  way  will  be 

opened  to  a   large  amount  of  further 
neighborhood  theatre  construction.  A 
great  many  individuals,  desiring  to  build 

showhouses,  have  been  awaiting  the  re- 
sult of  his  efforts. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE
  ~ 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 
126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 
2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 
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Iowa's  Economic 
Front  Promising 

Des  Moines — If  the  generally  prosperous 

outlook  in  Iowa  is  any  criterion,  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  has  a   remunerative 

season  ahead. 

First,  Iowa’s  corn  crop  has  been  de- 
clared safe  from  danger  of  a   killing  frost 

by  Charles  D.  Reed,  meteorologist  of  the 
weather  bureau.  Second,  Prof.  George  R. 

Davies.  University  of  Iowa  economist,  as- 
serted this  week  that  Iowa  would  con- 

tinue to  maintain  its  title  as  America’s 
“economic  garden  spot.” 

Declines  were  less  than  in  the  rest  of 

the  nation  and  gains  were  even  recorded  in 
several  cases,  declared  Professor  Davies  in 
the  current  issue  of  the  Iowa  Business 

Digest,  monthly  business  resume  which  he 
edits.  Building  contracts,  electric  power 
production,  and  railroad  carloadings  are 
all  higher  than  a   year  ago,  he  reported. 

According  to  the  professor’s  computa- 
tions, Iowa  bank  debits  were  4.7  per  cent 

lower  in  August  than  a   year  ago,  but,  he 

said,  “approached  last  year’s  record  more 
closely  than  they  have  for  several 

months.”  Life  insurance  sales  were  6.8 
per  cent  higher  in  August  than  July,  em- 

ployment gained  one  per  cent,  industrial 

pay  rolls  increased  6.8  per  cent  and  de- 
partment store  sales  gained  seasonally  32 

per  cent  and  were  even  4.5  per  cent  ahead 
of  August,  1937. 

“This  is  the  first  time  since  April  that 

an  advance  over  1937  has  appeared,”  the 
economist  observed. 

A   New  250-Seat  Theatre 

Planned  at  Dunning ,   Neb . 
Dunning,  Neb. — A   new  250-seat  theatre 

will  be  built  by  this  community  within  the 

next  30  days,  the  first  theatre  in  Dun- 
ning for  over  15  years.  Western  Theatre 

Supply  Co.  of  Omaha  will  have  charge  of 
equipment  installations. 

H.  K.  Holly  of  Dunning  is  directing 
construction  and  probably  will  be  house 

manager.  A   new  one-story  brick  building 
will  be  constructed  and  the  complete  pro- 

ject will  cost  about  $12,000. 

The  new  theatre  will  open  about  No- 
vember 15. 

Buys  New  Sound 
Rolfe,  Ia. — William  Obrecht  has  pur- 

chased new  sound  equipment  and  light 
fixtures  from  the  Des  Moines  Theatre 

Supply  for  his  theatre  here.  He  also  in- 
tends to  install  new  seats. 

The  Heat  Scorches 

Grosses 
Minneapolis  —   Unseasonably  hot 

weather  has  been  an  adverse  boxoffice 

influence  in  the  territory  the  past  week. 

Temperature  soared  to  86  last  Sunday 

and  84  Monday. 

Before  ....  After 

The  above  shows  the  “before”  and  “af- 
ter” effect  of  a   remodeling  project  on  a 

small  town  theatre.  The  theatre  is  located 

in  Canova,  S.  D.,  a   town  of  less  than  400 
people  and  has  been  in  operation  about 
three  years  and  a   half. 

In  the  spring  of  1935  the  business  men 
of  Canova,  seeing  the  need  of  a   theatre 
in  their  town  to  keep  the  people  of  their 
trade  territory  at  home,  approached  Dean 

C.  Trippler,  publisher  of  The  Canova 
Herald,  and  suggested  that  he  undertake 
the  task  of  starting  a   theatre  in  Canova. 
Trippler  had  operated  a   theatre  in  Canova 

some  years  before. 

The  business  men  cooperated  to  the  ex- 

tent of  purchasing  liberal  blocks  of  tick- 
ets which  were  redeemed  at  the  theatre 

and  also  pledged  slide  advertising,  run- 
ning about  $20  a   month. 

Trippler  purchased  an  old  store  building 
in  the  center  of  the  Main  street  block  in 

Canova  and  opened  the  new  theatre  on 
June  5,  1935.  A   lobby  and  ticket  office 
were  partitioned  off  in  the  front  of  the 
building  with  a   small  projection  booth 
overhead.  The  rear  of  the  auditorium 

floor  was  raised  and  that  was  all  the  re- 
modeling undertaken  at  the  start.  About 

200  second-hand  veneer  chairs  were  in- 
stalled. 

In  the  spring  of  1938  new  spring  cush- 
ion upholstered  chairs  replaced  the  veneer 

seats  and  now  the  front  has  been  re- 
modeled which  completes  the  original  plans 

of  the  owners  to  give  Canova  as  good  a 

theatre  as  was  possible  under  the  cir- 
cumstances. 

Stebbins  Equipment  Is 

Purchased  by  Blanding 
Kansas  City — Stebbins  Theatre  Equip- 

ment Co.  has  sold  to  Floyd  Blanding, 
operator  of  the  Kansan  Theatre,  Barnard, 
Kas„  two  new  projectors,  complete  sound 
equipment,  a   screen,  and  lamp  houses. 
Blanding  was  on  Filmrow  this  week,  the 
first  time  since  he  became  an  exhibitor. 

Stebbins  also  has  sold  new  seats  for 

George  Harttmann’s  Armour,  North  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo. 

Win  Paramount  Prizes 
Des  Moines — Two  Central  States  thea- 

tre managers  won  first  and  second  prizes 

in  the  recent  Paramount  exploitation  con- 
test. Jerry  Greenebaum  of  the  Rialto 

Theatre  in  Clinton  won  the  $500  first 

prize  and  Carter  English  of  the  Majestic 
Theatre  in  Centerville  was  awarded  the 

$250  for  second  prize.  Both  men  exploit- 

ed the  picture  “Buccaneer.” 

JJAROLD  JOHNSON,  Universal  manager, 
visited  southern  Minnesota  accounts 

.   .   .   Max  Mazur  put  through  GB  1938-39 
product  deal  with  Bennie  Berger  for  the 
St.  Paul  World  Theatre  .   .   .   Joe  Podoloff, 
20th-Fox  exchange  manager,  happy  be- 

cause his  branch  still  ranks  high  na- 
tionally in  the  S.  R.  Kent  sales  drive  .   .   . 

Legit  roadshow  season  at  Lyceum  opened 

auspiciously  with  “Pins  and  Needles”  re- 
vue. Manager  Leo  Murray  has  installed 

newest  and  finest  Western  Electric  sound, 

greatly  improving  acoustics. 

Out-of-toum  exhibitors  visiting  Film- 
row  included  Don  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls, 
Minn.;  John  Wright,  Red  Wing,  Minn.; 

G.  S.  Gunderson,  new  owner  of  the  Capi- 
tal Theatre,  Adams,  Minn.,  and  Grand, 

Grand  Meadows,  Minn.;  Lowell  Smoots, 

Little  Falls,  Minn.;  Fred  Schnee,  Litch- 
field, Minn.;  James  Anderson,  Winthrop, 

Minn.;  and  Don  Anderson,  Pine  Island, Minn. 

Lester  Coleman,  Paramount  home-of- 
fice booking  auditor,  departed  for  Des 

Moines  after  an  extended  visit  here  .   .   . 

Grand  National  here  distributing  “Birth 
of  Baby”  in  territory  .   .   .   Jack  Goldhar, 
United  Artists  district  manager,  in  town 

.   .   .   Gene  Spath  has  been  added  to  Para- 
mount’s shipping  department. 

Al  Myles,  Universal  home-office  travel- 

ing playdate  auditor,  in  town  .   .   .   GB’s 
“Lady  Vanishes”  a   honey,  Max  Mazur  con- 

fides .   .   .   The  Brynwood  and  Homewood 
theatres,  two  of  the  larger  independent 
neighborhood  houses  here,  went  to  town 

with  Sunday  showings  of  Columbia’s  “Re- formatory.” As  a   result,  many  of  the 
other  boys  now  are  setting  in  this  picture 
on  the  sabbath  day. 

Swedish  pictures  doing  big  business 

weekends  at  the  Lyceum  .   .   .   Illness  pre- 
vented Phil  Dunas,  Columbia  district  man- 

ager, from  making  his  planned  trip  to 
Minneapolis  this  week  .   .   .   Ritz  Theatre 
ran  a   Polish  picture  to  big  business  .   .   . 
United  Artists  here  continues  to  hold  its 
lead  nationally  in  the  20th  anniversary 
sales  drive. 

“Spawn  of  North,”  is  continuing  to 
knock  ’em  dead  throughout  the  territory 
and  is  among  the  current  top  grossers, 

according  to  Paramount  reports  .   .   .   Ru- 
ben Aved,  United  Artists  shipper,  injured 

his  back  while  lifting  film  and  is  laid  up 

temporarily  .   .   .   Both  Minneapolis  and 

St.  Paul  Orpheums  have  stage  band  at- 

tractions for  current  Minnesota-Michi- 
gan  homecoming  week.  Jimmy  Dorsey  is 

at  the  former  and  Gene  Krupa  at  the  lat- 
ter. 

He  Went  to  See 

Boys  Town 
Centerville,  la. — After  seeing  “Boys 

Town”  here.  Max  Callen,  15,  son  of 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Paul  Callen,  was  located 

two  days  later  at  Father  Flanagan's 
home  at  Boys  Town,  Neb. 
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DUFUS  BLAIR,  Paramount’s  roving  am- 

bassador, was  in  town  en  route  to  Holly- 

wood .   .   .   Henry  Hower,  Minnesota  ex- 

hibitor, has  been  released  from  an  Omaha 

hospital  and  has  returned  to  his  home  at 

Worthington,  Minn.  .   .   .   Paul  Allison  from 

the  RKO  home  office  was  here  visiting  the 

local  exchange’s  poster  department. 

Gordon  Ruth,  former  operator  of  the 

Military  Theatre  in  Omaha  and  now  living 

in  California,  was  cm  the  Row  renewing 

acquaintances  .   .   .   P.  T .   Dana,  Universal 

district  manager,  came  here  from  Kansas 

City  to  confer  with  Roy  Palmquist. 

Ann  Miller,  screen  star  and  dancer,  went 

through  Omaha  the  other  night  en  route 

to  New  York  .   .   .   Toby  Stewart  was  to 

open  the  Mayfair  at  Shenandoah,  la.,  on 

October  15  after  a   week’s  closing  for  equip- 
ment installations  .   .   .   Roy  Brechenmaker 

is  the  new  assistant  shipper  at  Paramount. 

H.  H.  Thomas,  Kingsley,  la.,  exhibitor, 

is  back  from  the  American  Legion  con- 
vention. Also  Walt  Bradley  of  Neligh, 

Neb.  Both  reported  a   good  time  .   .   .   Mr. 

Thomas  said  “war  is  a   cinch  after  being 
an  exhibitor!’’  ...  A   rare  visitor  was 
Keith  McCallum,  manager  of  the  Granada 

Theatre,  Oxford,  Neb.,  spotted  on  Filmroiv 

for  the  first  time  in  many  moons. 

Lester  Dollison,  Omaha’s  newest  ex- 

hibitor, had  an  attack  of  ptomaine  pois- 
oning, but  is  O.  K.  now  .   .   .   Harry  Day. 

former  exhibitor  at  Ida  Grove,  la.,  and 

now  at  Arlington,  Wis.,  was  on  the  Row. 

Mrs.  Day  was  with  him  .   .   .   Pinky  Mcll- 
vaine,  Brandeis  assistant  manager,  is  a 
football  nut. 

In  the  crystal  ball:  The  Bill  Miskells, 

he’s  the  Orpheum  manager,  are  expect- 
ing a   second  child  in  January  .   .   .   Cor- 

rimw  Riley,  Brandeis  cashier,  will  be  mar- 
ried October  29  .   .   .   Two  companies  on 

Filmroiv  will  expand  within  the  next  three 
weeks. 

Fair  weather  brought  a   lot  of  exhibitors 
into  Omaha.  Among  them  were:  O.  A. 

Adelson,  Clarks  Theatre,  Clarks,  Neb.;  Bill 
Bogart,  Orpheum,  Rock  Valley,  la.;  George 

March,  March,  Vermillion,  S.  D.;  Ed  De- 
laney, Lyric,  Marcus,  la.;  R.  V.  Fletcher, 

Lyric,  Hartington,  Neb.;  C.  V.  Roof,  Imo, 
Blanchard,  la. 

R.  C.  LiBeau,  Paramount  district  man- 
ager with  offices  in  K.  C.,  was  here  con- 

ferring with  Ted  Mendenhall  .   .   .   George 
Campau,  Halsey  Theatre,  Halsey,  Neb.,  was 
on  Davenport  St.,  for  the  first  time  in 
months  .   .   .   Raymond  J.  Warner  now  has 
the  Idle  Hour  Theatre  at  Greeley,  Neb. 

Members  of  the  Warner  Club  are  plan- 

ning a   party  for  Hallowe’en  .   .   .   The  new 
theatre  at  Crete,  Neb.,  will  have  colorful 

panels  along  the  walls,  says  Bob  Ballan- 
tyne. 

Mason  City  Palace  Relights 

Mason  City,  Ia.— The  remodeled  Palace 
Theatre  opened  here  October  15.  Tom 
Arthur  is  the  Mason  City  manager  and 

will  operate  the  theatre  as  a   “B”  house. 

Remodeling  Burst 
Falls  on  Lincoln 

Lincoln — About  $11,000  has  been  spent 

in  improvements  on  theatre  Row  in  the 

last  month,  most  of  it  being  used  in  build- 
ing a   new  lounge  at  the  Varsity,  re-rug- 
ging the  floors,  and  other  renovations.  Job 

was  supervised  by  T.  B.  Noble  jr.  Bob 

Livingston’s  Capitol  did  some  fancy  work 
on  the  display  cases,  dressed  up  the  box- 
office  and  liberally  neoned  the  place. 

Next  big  move,  in  a   renovation  way,  is 
to  come  at  the  Orpheum,  according  to  the 

J.  H.  Cooper-Lincoln  Theatres  Corp., 

which  has  promised  several  thousand  dol- 
lars will  soon  be  poured  into  remodeling 

of  the  1,350  seater. 

Donald  Guttman  Named 

A   Universal  Salesman 

Minneapolis — Donald  Guttman,  former- 
ly with  GB  and  GN  here,  has  assumed  his 

duties  as  Universal  city  salesman,  suc- 
ceeding Harold  Johnson,  promoted  to 

branch  manager.  Guttman  resigned  from 
the  Columbia  sales  staff,  Omaha,  to  take 
the  assignment  here. 

Pat  Halloran,  former  Paramount  booker, 
now  is  Universal  North  Dakota  salesman, 

replacing  Ben  Meshbesher,  resigned. 

Handcuffed 

Ballyhooer  who  was  paid  off  in  spades 

in  Fairbury,  Neb.,  was  Ray  Holtz,  pub- 
licity man  for  the  Bonham  Theatre. 

After  soliciting  the  aid  of  various 
business  men  in  Fairbury  for  several 

years  on  stunts  to  help  the  Bonham’s 
pictures,  he  got  married.  Boys  came 

running  to  give  un-asked  assistance  in 
a   charivari,  handcuffing  both  he  and 
the  bride  to  a   davenport  in  the  lobby 
of  the  theatre,  hanging  up  a   sign 

“Love  Finds  Ray  Holtz,”  and  allowing 
all  the  village  people  a   chance  to  look 
and  laugh — which  they  did  plenty. 

1IL  I   N   C   CO  1IL  N 
^RIPPED  out  to  Hastings,  Neb.,  guest  of 

Orville  Rennie  for  dinner,  and  saw  the 

second  performance  of  Father  Flanagan’s 
“Boys  Town”  roadshow,  with  a   cast  of  60 
youngsters  from  the  home  .   .   .   Will  J. 

Harris,  the  show’s  producer  and  writer  of 
the  home’s  song,  left  for  Chicago  from 
Hastings  and  will  pick  up  with  the  unit 
later  .   .   .   Hastings  date  was  a   loser,  the 
chamber  of  commerce  beefing  about  the 

high  gate  charged,  considering  the  crop 
failure. 

Passed  through  two  of  Wally  Johnson’s 
towns.  Friend  and  Exeter,  but  saw  him  not 
.   .   .   Bob  Livingston,  his  wife,  and  Howard 
Federer  dropped  theatre  Roio  cares  and 
ducked  into  Chi  for  the  world  series.  L.  L. 
Dent,  coming  through  from  New  York,  left 

them  some  box  seats,  he  didn’t  want  or 
need  .   .   .   T.  B.  Noble,  after  counting  him- 

self two  more  theatres  than  he  had  when 
he  came  here,  went  back  to  Oklahoma  City 
to  attend  to  his  holdings  there. 

Two  unearned  holdovers  in  town,  “Marie 
Antoinette”  and  “Four  Daughters.”  Both 
would  probably  have  done  better  if  yanked 
and  brought  back  later  for  a   second  run 
.   .   .   Eddie  Vaughn,  courting  a   girl  from 
the  south  who  has  a   big  and  pretty  car 

and  feeds  him  chicken  dinners,  is  con- 
sidering having  the  ushers  at  the  Lincoln 

keep  the  car  polished  and  washed  .   .   . 
Understand  he  and  Harvey  Traylor  are 

saving  Boxoffice  clippings  to  use  on  each 
other  at  the  most  embarrassing  moments 

.   .   .   Alvin  Hendricks  pulled  two  telephones 
out  of  the  wall  trying  to  get  hold  of  this 
column,  which  reported  his  culinary 

prowess. 

Ray  Holtz,  who  married  recently,  was 

given  an  old-fashioned  small  town  chari- 
vari, by  being  handcuffed  in  the  lobby  of 

the  Bonham,  in  Fairbury,  for  the  home- 
folks  amusement.  Is  reported  to  have  said: 

“She  must  be  convinced  I   love  her  now,  be- 
cause nobody  would  go  through  this  just 

for  fun.” 

Charlie  Morehead  asked  for  Boxoffice 
to  emcee  his  style  show  in  Beatrice,  a   job 
once  handled  in  the  same  Rivoli  Theatre 

by  Robert  Taylor.  Charlie,  the  flatterer! 
.   .   .   George  F.  Monroe  jr.  may  go  to  work 

in  Colorado  again  for  the  L.  L.  Dent  in- 
terests, his  father,  George  O.  Monroe  sr„ 

having  joined  with  the  Westland  ally,  Ne- 
braska Theatres,  Inc.,  here  .   .   .   Letter  from 

Marjorie  Weaver  regrets  she  could  not  be 

here  for  the  Nebraska-Indiana  game.  If 
she  had  been  able,  Joe  Scott  would  have 
been  a   cinch  to  be  in  town  that  Saturday. 

A   Long-Dark  Theatre  in 

Dayton .   la,,  to  Reopen 
Dayton,  Ia. — Forrest  Leggate  plans  to 

reopen  the  Dayton  Theatre  the  latter  part 
of  next  week.  The  theatre  has  not  been 
operated  for  almost  two  years. 

Opening  in  Carlyle 
Carlyle,  Ia. — Earl  Manbeck  jr.  of  Des 

Moines  is  opening  the  Carlyle  Theatre 
here  which  has  been  closed  for  some  time. 
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Fans  Take  to 

Casting 

Des  Moines — Disappointed  and  hor- 
rified Des  Moines  women  have  been 

pestering  the  local  newspaper  and 

M-G-M  offices  with  complaints  because 

Lionel  Barrymore  will  not  play  the  role 

of  Scrooge  in  Dickens'  "Christmas 

Carol."  Information  that  Barrymore  is 
not  well  enough  to  play  the  part 

doesn't  seem  to  lessen  their  indigna- 
tion. 

Perhaps  the  taste  of  blood  fans  got 

when  they  forced  Norma  Shearer  to 

abandon  the  Scarlett  O'Hara  role  has 
started  something. 

Film  Exchange  Employes 

Hold  Annual  Fall  Frolic 
Omaha — Members  of  Local  B47,  Film 

Exchange  Employes  Union,  had  their  an- 
nual fall  party  October  12  in  the  clubrooms 

of  the  IATSE  local  on  Filmrow.  Repre- 
sentatives of  the  Film  Truck  Drivers  unions 

at  Lincoln,  Grand  Island  and  Pierce  at- 
tended. 

The  committee  in  charge  included  Gus 

Kopald,  Republic  shipper;  Phil  Mansell, 
Columbia  shipper,  and  Fritz  Bierman,  RKO 
shipper. 

Many  From  Kaycee  at 

Gus  Diamond  Opening 
Kansas  City — Gus  Diamond  opened  his 

new  Vogue  Theatre  at  Salina,  Kas., 
Thursday  evening,  with  a   large  group  of 
film  and  theatre  men  from  Kansas  City 

as  guests.  The  new  $35,000  house  seats 
500,  is  very  attractive  in  its  modernistic 
dress. 

Plan  Formal  Debut  lor 

New  Vista ,   Storm  Lake 
Storm  Lake,  Ia. — Formal  opening  has 

been  planned  for  the  new  Vista  Theatre 
here  next  week. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  George  Norman,  who  also 

own  the  Empire  in  Storm  Lake,  will  oper- 
ate the  new  house.  It  has  a   seating  ca- 

pacity of  750. 

Columbia's  Lineup  to 
Minneapolis  Amusement 

Minneapolis  —   Columbia  has  closed  a 

1938-39  product  deal  with  the  Minnesota 
Amusement  Co.  for  the  Twin  Cities  and 
the  entire  big  circuit.  In  consequence, 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  will  be 
set  in  Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul  within  a 
month. 

Dickinson  Interest  in 

Two  Houses  to  Huston 
Kansas  City — N.  W.  Huston  has  bought 

out  the  interest  of  Dickinson  Theatres,  in 
the  Liberty,  Columbus,  Kas.,  and  in  the 
Maywood,  Galena,  Kas.,  and  will  operate 
them  as  formerly,  on  an  individual  basis. 

'J’HE  Spencer  Theatre,  managed  by  Mil- 
lard Gettier,  is  being  redecorated  .   .   . 

“Boys  Town”  has  been  held  over  at  every 
theatre  in  the  Pioneer  Circuit  showing  it 
thus  far  .   .   .   Don  Smith  of  Carroll  was  a 
local  visitor. 

Warner’s  employes  partied  out  at  Way- 
side  Inn  recently.  Rud  Lohrenz,  district 
manager,  dropped  in  from  Chicago  to  say 

“Hi”  .   .   .   Boy  met  girl  last  week  when 
Chet  Howser  introduced  his  son  to  a   new 

baby  sister  .   .   .   Central  States’  managers 
attended  a   screening  of  “Four  Daughters” 
at  their  meeting  in  Burlington  last  week. 
The  picture  opens  at  the  Des  Moines  and 
Roosevelt  theatres  here  October  13.  An 

advertising  tieup  has  been  arranged  with 

Coumie’s,  and  pictures  of  the  Lane  sisters 
wearing  Cownie  furs  will  be  run  in  the  Des 

Moines  paper  .   .   .   The  fellas  over  at  War- 
ner wanta  know  who’ll  play  ping-pong 

with  them? 

Stanley  J.  Mayer,  20th  Century-Fox 
manager,  solemnly  swears  that  the  Des 

Moines  office  will  have  a   record-breaking 
seven  days  in  honor  of  W.  C.  Gehring 

during  October  16-22,  which  has  been 

designated  as  division  managers’  week  .   .   . 
It’s  not  idle  chatter  either,  because  Des 
Moines  has  held  first  place  in  the  Kent 

Drive  for  seven  weeks,  and  is  now  main- 
taining a   four  per  cent  lead  .   .   .   Joe  Aid- 

rich  of  GB  was  transferred  to  Denver, Friday. 

The  review  room  at  20 th  Century-Fox  is 
now  the  foxiest  affair  of  its  kind  any- 

where. The  sound  and  projection  equip- 
ment has  been  completely  modernized. 

Mirrophonic  sound  with  the  latest  type 

projectors  have  been  installed  .   .   .   M.  A. 
Levy,  district  manager  from  Minneapolis, 
visited  ...  As  the  Iowa  football  team 

dined  at  the  M-G-M  commissary  at  Cul- 

ver City,  Cal.,  last  week,  “Spanky,”  the 
Our  Gang  tough  guy,  barged  in,  whipped 

out  a   toy  pistol  and  barked:  “Up  wid  ’em!” 

Filmrow  is  agog  over  the  rendezvous 
of  Joe  Smith  (Univ)  and  Joe  Ancher 
(WBi  .   .   .   Walter  Branson,  RKO  district 
manager  from  Chicago,  spent  two  days 
here  last  week  .   .   .   Lew  Elman,  RKO; 
L.  C.  Friedman,  National  Screen;  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Lionel  Wasson,  Central  States;  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  L.  M.  McKechneay,  Tri-States, 
and  Harry  Schiffrin,  Universal,  attended 
homecoming  at  Iowa  City  last  weekend. 

Wisconsin  31 -Iowa  fights  they  reported. 

Fans  are  gnashing  their  teeth  because 

they  can’t  get  tickets  for  the  Nebraska- 
Pitt  game  .   .   .   “Chick”  Friedman  prom- 

ised the  kids  at  National  Screen  a   weiner 

roast  if  the  Yanks  won  .   .   .   An  article  in 

the  Des  Moines  Register  stated  that  in- 
dependent theatre  owners  attending  the 

Allied  Theatre  Owners  meeting  here  Mon- 
day and  Tuesday  smoked  nickel  cigars. 

W .   B.  Franke  of  Humboldt  vehemently  de- 
nied the  charge.  He  says  they  all  smoke 

“twofers.” 

Those  two  fellows  in  shirtsleeves  lis- 

tening to  the  World  Series  in  the  Kirk- 
wood Hotel’s  room  1124  last  Saturday  were 

Rufus  Blair  of  the  Paramount  coast  pub- 
licity staff  and  Ken  Clayton,  Register 

amusements,  roto  and  magazine  editor. 

Three  Paramount 
Screenings 

Minneapolis — Paramount  will  hold  a 

special  trade  showing  of  three  of  its 

outstanding  impending  releases,  Mon- 

day, October  17,  at  the  Loring  Theatre 

here.  The  pictures  to  be  screened  are 

Frank  Lloyd's  “If  I   Were  King,"  "Men 
With  Wings"  and  "The  Arkansas 

Traveler."  Each  has  been  heralded  as 

a   sure-fire  boxoffice  smash. 

Ben  Blotcky,  Paramount  district 

manager,  has  extended  a   blanket  in- 

vitation to  all  exhibitors  in  the  terri- 

tory to  attend.  The  program  will  start 
at  10:45  a.  m. 

M-G-M,  Sweeping  Three 

Matches,  Tops  Bowlers 
Kansas  City  —   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 

sweeping  three  matches  with  the  Barkers, 
jumped  into  the  lead  of  the  Filmrow 

Bowling  League  race,  as  Don  Davis,  drop- 
ping two  out  of  three  to  Cresswell,  moved 

into  a   second  place  tie  with  the  Photo 
maple  splitters. 

RESULTS LAST  MONDAY 

W.  L. Cresswell    
789 

815 

915 
2519 

2   1 Don  Davis    

821 

776 

798 
2415 

1   2 
Film  Delivery  .   .   .   . 

795 833 

842 

2470 

2   1 

National  Screen  .   .   . 
799 787 782 

2368 1   2 

Finton  Jones    
800 775 

807 

2382 0   3 
Cinema  Club    

959 
983  1015 

2958 3   0 
M-G-M    

971 931 984 2886 

3   0 

Barkers    

938 

842 864 

2644 
0   3 

TEAM 

STANDINGS 

Won 

Lost 

Pet. 

M-G-M    
.   .   5 

1 .833 
Cresswell  Photos  . 

.   .   4 

2 .667 Don  Davis    
.   .   4 2 

.667 

Barkers    .   .   3 

3 
.500 

Film  Delivery 

.   .   3 

3 
.500 

Cinema  Club    

.   .   3 

3 .500 
National  Screen 

.   .   1 

5 
.167 

Finton  Jones    

.   .   1 

5 
.167 

HIGH  scores 

Bill  Pritchett,  213-216-238 — 667;  Andy  An- 
derson, 196-211-236 — 643;  Eeon  Abraham,  208- 

188-239 — 635;  Walt  Lambader,  215-209-203 — 

627;  Walt  Kirkharn,  202-215-171—588;  George 

Friedel,  212-179-192 — 583. 
NEXT  WEEK’S  SCHEDUEE 

Alleys 

Film  Delivery  vs.  Cinema  Club   11  and  12 
M-G-M  vs.  Don  Davis    13  and  14 
National  Screen  vs.  Barkers    15  and  16 
Finton  Jones  vs.  Cresswell  Photos.  .   .   .17  and  18 

Co-Workers  Pallbearers 

At  Walter  McKeen  Rites 

Minneapolis — W.  H.  Workman,  M-G-M 
branch  manager,  and  fellow  salesmen 
served  as  pallbearers  at  the  funeral  of 

Walter  McKeen,  M-G-M  North  Dakota 
salesman,  who  was  killed  almost  instantly 
when  the  automobile  he  was  driving  en 
route  to  his  territory  left  the  road  at  Lake 
Mille  Lac,  Minn.,  and  crashed  into  the 
granite  steps  of  a   school  building.  Harold 
Klingman,  Republic  salesman,  riding  with 
McKeen,  escaped  with  slight  injuries. 

McKeen,  who  was  highly  popular  with 

the  trade  and  among  his  M-G-M  asso- 
ciates, rose  by  progressive  stages  from  pos- 

ter clerk  to  shipper  to  head  booker  and 
then  to  salesman.  He  leaves  a   widow 

and  two  small  children. 

Heart  Attack  Fatal 
Des  Moines — Leonard  Windmiller,  36, 

operator  of  the  20th-Fox  screening  room 
here,  died  of  a   heart  attack  at  the  Drake 
stadium. 
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MICHIGAN  ALLIED  FOCUSES  DISCUSSION  ON 

CONCILIATION  PLAN  WITHIN  THE  INDUSTRY 
A   Record  Attendance  of 

Nearly  200  Converges 

At  Grand  Rapids 

Co-op  Majority  Effects 
Ousting  of  H.  M.  Richey 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich. — The  19th  annual 
convention  of  Allied  Theatres  of  Michigan 
recorded  an  attendance  of  about  200,  the 

largest  in  the  organization’s  history.  The 
sentiment  of  the  group  was  one  of  har- 

mony, indicating  a   definite  recovery  from 
the  splitup  of  a   year  ago  when  most  of 

the  Detroit  exhibitors  resigned  to  join  Co- 
operative Theatres. 

Discussion  of  self-regulation  moves 
by  the  industry  from  a   national 
standpoint  starts  on  page  four  of 
this  issue. 

Discussions  on  the  floor  were  rarely 
sharp,  with  attention  centered  on  local 

problems.  The  subject  of  the  anti-trust 
suit  was  not  discussed  on  the  floor  and 
aroused  only  slight  reaction  in  lobby  talk. 
State  legislation  was  discussed  generally 
with  all  practical  details  left  up  to  the 
legislative  committee. 

The  convention  was  notable  for  an  al- 
most total  absence  of  resolutions,  aside 

from  the  strictly  formal  business-like 
method  of  conducting  sessions  which  kept 
them  brief  and  interest  strong. 

Conciliation  Main  Topic 

Major  attention  was  centered  on  con- 
ciliation conference,  opened  by  Wm.  P. 

Rodgers,  M-G-M  sales  manager,  who  gave 
a   history  of  the  entire  development,  stress- 

ing the  keynote:  “We  will  challenge  any 
program  that  threatens  regulation  from 
any  other  source  than  within  the  confines 

of  the  industry  itself.” 
Abram  F.  Myers,  Allied  States  counsel, 

said:  “Seventy-five  per  cent  of  the  in- 
dustry’s deviation  from  normal  results 

from  lack  of  vision,  leadership  and  plain 
horse  sense.  In  no  other  great  industry 

has  there  been  organized  opposition  be- 
tween different  branches.  Independent  ex- 

hibitors should  put  their  trust  in  con- 
ciliation board  members  to  be  chosen.  I 

solemnly  warn  exhibitors  and  distributors 
alike  that  during  the  next  65  days  all  will 
be  on  the  spot.  Any  insincerity,  bad  faith 
or  attempt  at  conniving  will  meet  swift 

retribution.” 
Foresees  Independent  Strength 

J.  E.  Dennison  Monroe,  ex-president  of 
Allied,  expressed  this  general  sentiment: 

“The  present  administration  needs  no 
second  invitation  to  take  over  any  indus- 

try. I   don’t  want  to  be  under  any  bureau- 
crat in  Washington — all  I   have  is  invest- 

ed in  my  theatres.  I   think  that  Rodgers 

and  Myers  have  presented  a   way  out.” 
Consensus  of  convention  sentiment  was 

voiced  by  President  Ray  Branch  who 

stated  that  “the  time  is  coming  when  we 

Detroit — Exclusively  reported  by  Box- 
office  a   week  ago,  the  ousting  of  H.  M. 

Richey  as  director  of 
theatre  operations 

and  publicity  of  Co- 
operative Theatres 

was  made  official  on 
Wednesday  by  action 

of  the  board  of  direc- tors. 

At  the  same  time, 

Richey  made  no  an- 
nouncement as  to  his 

immediate  future 

h.  m.  richey  plans,  but  left  im- 

mediately for  the  Michigan  Allied  meet- 
ing in  Grand  Rapids. 

While  this  was  being  written  and  as 
Boxoffice  goes  to  press,  the  Cooperative 

board  of  directors  was  continuing  an  all- 

morning session,  which  featured  Richey’s 
ousting.  No  word  was  forthcoming  from 

Fred  DeLodder,  president,  whether  or  not 
Richey  would  be  succeeded  immediately. 

will  have  a   national  independent  exhibi- 
tor organization.  A   coalition  meeting  will 

be  the  first  step  toward  this  end.” 
The  convention  was  unanimous  in  pro- 

posing Branch  for  membership  to  the 
coalition  board  in  floor  discussion. 

The  subject  of  free  shows  was  raised  by 
Fred  Pennell  of  Decatur  who  proposed 
seeking  state  legislation  banning  merchant 
sponsored  shows  as  unfair  trade  practice. 
Many  also  favored  seeking  some  agreement 
with  distributors  to  refrain  from  selling 

free  show  operators.  Competition  of  twi- 
light softball  games  in  small  towns  also 

was  stressed  by  President  Branch  as  an 
industry  problem. 

The  president’s  report  showed  dues  99 
per  cent  paid  within  a   year  for  the  first 
time.  Membership  was  increased  60  per 
cent  in  the  state  in  the  past  year  outside 
of  Detroit. 

Branch  Reelected  Head 

The  officers  were  elected  unanimously 

as  follows:  Ray  Branch,  Hastings,  presi- 
dent, reelected;  Cass  R.  Beechler,  Char- 
lotte, vice-president;  E.  E.  Kirchner,  De- 
troit, secretary-treasurer,  reelected. 

Directors  reelected:  William  A.  Cassidy, 
Midland;  G.  A.  Cross,  Battle  Creek;  W.  J. 
Olson,  Clare;  J.  H.  Ross,  Lansing;  P.  C. 

Scliram,  Kalamazoo;  W.  J.  Schulte,  De- 
troit; J.  E.  Stocker,  Detroit;  George  Wil- 

bur, Wyandotte. 
New  directors:  H.  G.  Carley,  Holland; 

Allen  Johnson,  Grand  Rapids;  W.  G. 
Thick,  Marshall;  Walter  Semeyn,  Grand 
Rapids. 

Richey  resigned  his  post  as  general  man- 
ager of  Michigan  Allied,  which  he  held  for 

16  years,  a   year  ago  last  July  7,  to  go 
with  Coop. 

During  the  approximately  18  years  in 
which  he  has  figured  prominently  in  the 
industry  in  Michigan,  he  has  been  a   leader 
among  exhibitors.  He  is  a   past  chief  barker 
of  the  Detroit  Variety  Club. 

His  removal  from  Cooperative  followed 

a   closely-built  series  of  events  which  were 
reported  in  detail  in  Boxoffice  last  week. 

Richey’s  ousting  came  12  days  after  that 
of  Ray  Moon,  general  manager  of  the  na- 

tionally known  Michigan  buying  com- 
bine. Both  had  been  aligned  against  Wis- 

per  and  Wetsman,  Ben  and  Lou  Cohen, 
B.  J.  Kilbride,  B.  J.  Cohn,  and  recently 
also  Alex  Schreiber  and  Bill  London,  over 

operation  policies  of  the  organization.  Ob- 
taining control  of  the  board  of  directors 

and  with  the  majority  of  the  members 

backing  them,  the  majority  leaders  turned 

the  tables  on  the  Richey-Moon  faction. 

Parking  Lot  Slated  to 

Replace  Davis  Theatre 
Pittsburgh  —   Relic  of  the  days  when 

vaudeville  flourished,  the  old  Davis  The- 
atre, Smithfield  St.  and  Oliver  Ave.,  near 

William  Penn  way,  will  shortly  be  torn 

down  to  make  way  for  a   downtown  park- 
ing lot.  Pittsburgh  Business  Properties, 

Inc.,  owner  of  the  closed  theatre,  has  ob- 
tained a   permit  from  the  city  to  raze  the 

structure. 

Built  26  years  ago  by  Harry  Davis, 

pioneer  theatre  operator,  the  Davis  was  for 

many  years  a   two-a-day  vaudeville  pal- 
ace. First  portion  of  the  building  to  come 

down  will  be  on  Smithfield  St.  The 

building  on  William  Penn  Way,  housing 
several  shops,  will  be  left  standing. 

Lights  Again 
Pittsburgh — Dark  for  many  years,  the 

old  Star  Theatre  at  Star  Junction  will 

come  to  life  within  the  next  few  days. 

House  has  been  acquired  and  remodeled 
by  Mrs.  Laura  DeMichaels.  Star  Junction 

is  on  Route  51,  several  miles  from  Perry - 
opolis.  Mrs.  DeMichaels  operates  the 
Strand  Theatre,  Dunbar. 

Bakewell  Joins  "Duke"  Cast 
Hollywood — William  Bakewell  has  join- 

ed the  cast  of  “The  Duke  of  West  Point,” 
an  Edward  Small  film  for  UA  release. 
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Variety  Luncheon 
Draws  125  Guests 

Detroit — Nearly  125  guests  and  mem- 

bers attended  Variety  Club’s  second  lunch- 
eon of  the  season,  held  Monday  at  the 

Book-Cadillac  Grill,  and  dedicated  to 
Monogram  Pictures. 

Guests  of  honor  for  the  industry  in- 
cluded George  W.  Weeks,  general  sales 

manager;  William  Hurlbut,  president; 
William  Flemion,  branch  manager;  Jack 
Saxe,  treasurer;  Bert  Foster  and  Lou 
Greenly,  state  representatives,  and  George 
Custer,  city  representative. 

Among  other  guests  introduced  at  the 
luncheon  were  Charles  Bay  of  the  Detroit 
Edison  Co.;  Sam  Goldberg,  father  of  the 

theatre-operating  twins;  Nate  Schreiber, 
brother  of  Exhibitor  Alex  Schreiber;  Hoyt 
Morris,  in  charge  of  the  Detroit  secretary 

of  state’s  office;  District  Police  Inspector 
William  Rick;  Casper  J.  Lingeman,  Wayne 

county  clerk;  Tom  Moule’s  brother;  W.  D. 
Ward,  RKO  salesman  now  in  Ohio;  Charles 
Trampe,  chief  barker  of  Milwaukee  Va- 

riety and  Monogram  branch  manager 
there,  and  his  fellow  barkers,  Miller  and 
Zeiss. 

The  chief  speaker  was  Professor  Robert 
W.  Kelso,  director  of  the  institute  of  pub- 

lic and  social  administration  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Michigan. 

Federal  Theatre  Open 

In  Downtown  Detroit 

Detroit — The  WPA  Federal  Theatre 

opened  downtown  in  the  Lafayette  The- 
atre to  only  fair  houses.  The  theatre  ap- 

peared last  publicly  in  the  London-oper- 
ated Beacon  Theatre,  for  a   few  nights 

a   week,  early  in  the  summer,  after  a 
series  of  productions  at  the  Cinema  The- 

atre, but  has  not  been  regularly  down- 
town for  two  seasons.  Present  stand  is 

slated  for  four  weeks  of  the  first  local 

Living  Newspaper  show,  “one-third  of  a 

nation.” 
It  is  getting  a   remarkably  good  tieup 

with  local  developments,  with  Mayor 
Reading  away  in  Washington  after  sev- 

eral millions  for  housing. 

Shulgold  Rejoins  GN  as 

Northern  Area  Salesman 

Pittsburgh — Max  Shulgold  has  joined 
the  sales  staff  of  New  Grand  National 
Pictures.  The  veteran  film  man  resigned 
from  GB  to  rejoin  the  GN  organization. 
He  will  cover  the  northern  territory. 

Jules  Lapidus,  local  GN  manager,  this 
week  assumes  duties  as  district  manager 
for  this  company,  with  headquarters  here. 
Charles  Dortic  and  M.  Silverberg  are  other 
local  sales  representatives  for  GN. 

Shulgold’s  former  post  at  GB  will  not 
be  filled  for  the  present. 

Terms  Air  Conditioning 

A   "Must" 
Detroit — "Air  conditioning  is  the  sine 

qua  non  of  modem  theatre  operation," 
Sol  Erim,  circuit  operator,  declared  this 

week.  "Two  years  ago,  only  downtown 
theatres  were  really  expected  to  have 

it,  but  today  customers  want  to  have  it 

in  every  theatre  in  the  neighborhoods. 

We  heat  the  auditorium  for  customers 

in  the  winter,  and  they  are  entitled 

to  expect  us  to  cool  it  in  the  summer." 

Many  Independents 
Invited  to  Parley 

Columbus — P.  J.  Wood,  secretary  of  the 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio,  has 
issued  an  invitation  to  every  independent 
exhibitor  in  the  middle  west,  regardless 
of  his  membership  in  any  other  exhibitor 
association,  to  attend  the  sixth  annual  con- 

vention and  the  central  regional  confer- 
ence of  independent  exhibitors  at  the 

Deshler-Wallick  Hotel,  Columbus,  Ohio,  on 
November  14-15-16. 

Non-members,  Wood  states  in  a   recent 
bulletin,  will  be  welcome  to  attend  all 
business  meetings  and  will  be  given  a   full 
voice  and  vote  on  every  subject.  As  reason 
why  this  meeting  should  be  attended  by 
every  independent  exhibitor,  Wood  points 

out  “with  the  filing  of  the  government’s 
anti-trust  suit  and  the  important  accom- 

plishments on  the  Neely  Bill  and  the  North 
Dakota  divorcement  law,  independent  ex- 

hibitors are  on  the  threshold  of  a   new  era. 
By  November  14  and  the  convening  of  our 
convention,  events  will  have  crystallized  so 
that  we  will  be  in  a   position  to  know 

where  we’re  going  and  how  we’re  going  to 

get  there.” 

Golden  State  Film  Co. 

Has  Travelogue  Series 
Detroit — Golden  State  Film  Co.,  dis- 

tributor of  Polish  films,  has  taken  over  a 

series  of  21  one-reelers,  Cinecolor  trav- 
elogues, for  distribution  in  several  mid- 

western  states.  Anthony  Rudzinski,  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  company,  is  spending 

the  next  two  months  in  New  York  City, 
completing  arrangements  for  films,  while 
the  business  is  being  run  here  by  Henry 

Richards  (Raczynski),  who  is  the  proprie- 
tor of  the  organization. 

Equipment  Sales  Up 
Detroit — Cosmopolitan  Film  Laborator- 

ies have  had  the  biggest  year  in  their  his- 
tory, according  to  Edward  F.  Knop,  gen- 
eral manager.  Sales  of  equipment  have 

been  particularly  high,  Knop  said.  The 
company  are  agents  for  Bell  and  Howell 
equipment. 

Curfew  Provisions 

Cited  in  Detroit 

Detroit — Detroit  theatre  patrons  have 

been  given  a   warning  on  the  enforcement 
of  the  curfew  law  by  .Miss  Eleanore  L. 

Hutzel,  head  of  the  women’s  division  of 
the  police  department.  Warning  was  is- 

sued upon  request  of  theatre  owners  who 
have  had  difficulty  with  some  patrons  who 

resented  the  managers’  insistence  on  com- 
pliance with  the  law,  although  both  man- 

agers and  parents  are  held  jointly  liable 
for  violations. 

A   brief  summary  of  chief  provisions  of 
the  Detroit  ordinance  follows:  Parents 
may  not  leave  children  at  the  theatre  at 
night  and  call  for  them  later.  Children 
under  10  years  may  not  be  in  a   theatre 
after  7   p.  m.  unaccompanied  by  parent 
or  guardian.  Children  under  16  are  not 
allowed  after  10:30  unless  accompanied. 
Male  minors  under  18  and  girls  under  21 
are  not  allowed  under  any  conditions 
between  2   and  6   a.  m.  Children  under  16 
are  not  allowed  on  school  days  between 
8   a.  m.  and  1   p.  m„  even  if  accompanied. 

McLean  Taking  Over 

The  Rex  at  Morenci 
Detroit — Transfer  of  the  Rex  Theatre 

at  Morenci  to  D.  L.  McLean,  who  will 

manage  the  house,  is  reported.  This  220- 
seater — only  one  in  town — has  been  oper- 

ated by  Charles  Kingsbury. 

Another  opening  of  a   theatre  closed 

since  1931  was  also  reported — the  290- 
seat  Victor  at  Ramsay,  Mich.,  by  Victor 
Fink  and  Ed  Copp. 

Two  other  upstate  deals  are  still  “on 

the  fire.” 
Julius  Fodor’s  Albion  Theatre  at  Albion 

still  remains  in  his  hands,  despite  earlier 
negotiations  for  its  transfer  to  the  Krim 
circuit.  The  other  deal  is  that  of  Asso- 

ciated Theatres’  plans  to  take  over  the 
Majestic  at  Wyandotte  from  George  Wil- 

bur which  is  still  pending. 

Detroit  Willis  Getting 

New  Marquee  and  Signs 
Detroit — New  marquee  signs  are  being 

installed  on  the  Willis  Theatre,  at  Willis 
and  Hastings  Sts.,  by  Owner  Albert  West- 

way, who  took  over  the  house  some  time 
ago  from  his  former  partner,  John  Cove- 
leskie. 

Triangle-shaped  marquee,  23  by  9   feet, 
will  be  installed,  with  signs  6   feet  high 
on  each  end. 

Assembly  Recess 
Harrisburg — The  special  session  of  the 

legislature  will  recess  for  three  weeks  fol- 
lowing a   three-day  session  this  week.  Next 

regular  session  opens  January  3. 
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*   You  Want  Action  ForYourMoney/ •   you  WANT  THE  BEST 
•   THE  GOLDEN  AISLE-ROBOT  PHOTOGRAPHER  gives  PLENTY 

ACTION  to  the  PROGRESSIVE  THEATRE  OWNER! 

Action  that  spells  PROFITS  IN  THE  CASH  DRAWER! 

®   No  other  similar  device  has  the  SMOOTHNESS  or  SIMPLICITY 

of  operation  as  THE  GOLDEN  AISLE-ROBOT  PHOTOGRAPHER. 

VANITY  .   ACQUISITIVENESS  .   MYSTERY 

NOVELTY  .   .   .   ENTERTAINMENT 
Installation  In  Midland  Theatre-Newark,  Ohio-1650  Seats 

-Xi/tOr 

Golden 

SH  WIU.  8E  PA
ID 

;   tonirnhlil*  f _   ..CDF  ' 

IbrSCREEN  DISPLAY 
OF  PHOTOGRAPHS 

Patents  Pending  ^ 

WRITE  FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATIO  N 

•BUSINESS  BUILDERS,  INC. 
GRAND  THEATRE  BLDG.  COLUMBUS,  OHIO 

Distributorships  yet  available  in  film  zones.  Write  us. 
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Name  Chairmen  for 

A   Variety  Banquet 

Pittsburgh  —   Committee  chairmen  for 

the  Variety  Club’s  tenth  annual  banquet 
Sunday  evening,  October  30,  in  the  Wil- 

liam Penn  Hotel,  were  announced  this 

week  by  John  H.  Harris,  general  chair- 
man, and  Harry  Kalmine,  Ira  H.  Cohn 

and  James  G.  Balmer,  assistants,  as  fol- 
low: 

Reception,  Harry  Kalmine;  publicity 
and  program,  George  D.  Tyson;  program 

advertising,  George  Tyson;  hotel  reserva- 
tions, H.  C.  Lund;  speakers,  Dr.  Wise; 

railroad  accommodations,  Ray  Downey; 

midway,  Brady  McSwigan;  golf  and  foot- 
ball, Art  Levy;  p.  a.  system  and  projection 

sound,  Ben  Brown;  lights,  switchboard, 
spot,  Charles  Kurtzman;  tickets,  James  G. 
Balmer;  seating,  Harry  Feinstein;  dinner, 

Harry  Kramer;  decorations,  Harry  D.  Har- 
ris; props  and  circus  animals,  Bill  Zeilor; 

the  show,  Harry  Kalmine;  radio,  Bernie 

Armstrong  and  Maurice  Spitalny;  ban- 
quet eve  refreshments,  Mike  Gallagher; 

music  and  rehearsal,  Jerry  May  hall;  hotel, 

Gerald  O’Neill;  present  honored  guests, 
James  Balmer;  speakers’  table,  Frank  J. 
Harris;  transportation,  George  Callahan; 

program  and  card  distribution,  ushers,  at- 
tendants, doormen.  Bill  Zeilor. 

All  tickets  have  been  sold. 

MPTO  Convention  Date 

October  27 
Pittsburgh — MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  has 

rescheduled  its  annual  convention.  The 

new  and  final  date  is  Thursday,  Octo- 
ber 27. 

This  is  the  fourth  date  to  be  set  for 

the  one-day  business  session.  Other 

dates  were  found  to  be  conflicting  with 

various  scheduled  activities,  thus  the 

change,  according  to  Fred  J.  Herring- 
ton, secretary. 

The  place  is  the  Blue  Room,  William 
Penn  Hotel. 

The  Mary  Ann  Theatre 

Is  Destroyed  by  Fire 
Burgettstown,  Pa.  —   The  Mary  Ann 

Theatre  was  destroyed  by  fire  early  Mon- 
day and  an  investigation  was  started  at 

once  to  determine  the  cause  of  the  blaze. 

Volunteer  firemen  from  Burgettstown 
and  nearby  Slovan  confined  the  damage 

to  the  theatre  building.  Anthony  Mun- 
gello,  owner,  said  the  interior  furnishings 
were  destroyed.  Only  the  blackened  shell 
of  the  tile  and  brick  auditorium  remained. 

Fire  damage  as  estimated  by  police  and 
firemen  was  $30,000. 

The  Mary  Ann  was  opened  in  the  spring 
of  1937  and  was  badly  damaged  by  fire, 
also  of  undetermined  origin  during  the 
present  year,  and  remodeled,  equipped  and 
reopened  several  months  ago. 

Ira  Cohn  Is  Named 

Pitt  Variety  Head 

Pittsburgh  — »   Ira  H.  Cohn,  20th-Fox 

branch  manager,  has  been  named  as  Chief 
Barker  of  the  Variety  Club,  Tent  No.  1,  for 
the  1938-39  season. 

Election  of  officers  Monday  resulted  as 
follows:  Harry  Seed  (WB),  first  assistant; 
Jules  Lapidus  (GN),  second  assistant;  M. 
N.  Shapiro  (independent  exhibitor) ,   dough 

guy;  A1  Weiblinger,  property  master.  Can- 
vassmen  elected  are  Harry  Feinstein 

(WB);  C.  C.  Kellenberg  (20th-Fox) ;   Jake 
Soltz  (independent  exhibitor) ;   C.  J. 

Latta  (WB);  A1  Weiss  (independent  ex- 
hibitor) ,   and  Joseph  Misrach. 

Delegates  to  the  national  Variety  con- 
vention are  Harry  M.  Kalmine  (WB),  and 

Harold  C.  Lund  (Ross  Federal  Service). 
Alternates  are  Dr.  A.  I.  Wise  and  Mark 
Goldman  (Monogram). 

Cohn,  new  Chief  Barker,  will  succeed 
John  T.  McGreevey.  Present  officers  and 

the  new  officers  will  be  honored  at  the  an- 
nual banquet,  October  30. 

State  College  Opening 
Pittsburgh — Executives  of  the  Warner 

Bros.  Circuit  Management  Corp.  will  attend 

the  opening  of  the  newly  constructed  State 
Theatre,  at  State  College,  Pa.,  October  14. 

REPUBLIC  PICTURES  presents 
ARMY  GIRL 

WITH  MADGE  EVANS  —   PRESTON  FOSTER 

TENTH  AVENUE  KID 
BRUCE  CABOT  —   BEVERLY  ROBERTS  —   TOMMY  RYAN 

THE  HIGGINS  FAMILY 
JIMMIE  GLEASON  —   LUCILLE  GLEASON  —   LYNN  ROBERTS 

PRAIRIE  MOON 
GENE  AUTRY 

BILLY  THE  KID  RETURNS 
ROY  ROGERS 

HEROES  OF  THE  HILLS 
THE  THREE  MESQUITEERS 

REPUBLIC  PICTURES  CORP.  OF  PITTSBURGH 
1701  BLVD.  OF  THE  ALLIES  ATLantic  4858 

SERIALS 

That  Are  Serials 

— o — 

"The  Lone  Ranger" 

"Fighting  Devil  Dogs" 

"Dick  Tracy  Returns" 
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Fourth  Season  for 

Cleveland  Variety 
Cleveland  —   Cleveland  Variety  Club 

starts  its  fourth  active  season  on  October 

17  when  Harry  H.  Goldstein,  Paramount 
district  manager,  and  Frank  D.  Drew, 

M-G-M  branch  manager,  will  be  “Kings” 
at  a   luncheon  at  the  Allerton  Hotel.  Chief 

Barker  Nat  Holt,  announcing  this  opening 
luncheon,  states  that  he  has  arranged  as 

the  special  attraction,  a   lecture  on  “Eu- 
rope, Today  and  Tomorrow”  presented  by 

Gerhart  Seger,  former  European  newspa- 
perman recently  released  from  a   German 

concentration  camp. 

No  definite  or  regular  periods  for  “king- 
for-a-day”  luncheons  have  been  set,  Wolf 
states.  They  will  be  arranged,  however, 
at  intervals  when  something  of  interest  is 
available  for  entertainment. 

Mutual  Theatrical  Unit 

Opens  New  Club  Rooms 
New  Kensington,  Pa. — Theatrical  Mu- 

tual Ass’n,  Chapter  1,  recently  reopened 
the  group’s  newly  decorated  and  refur- 

nished club  rooms  on  Fourth  St.  A   dinner 

was  served  to  the  guests  which  included 

executives  of  the  Warner  and  Harris  cir- 
cuits, Larry  Katz,  IATSE  representative, 

independent  theatre  owners  and  mana- 
gers, Allegheny  valley  borough  officials, 

Westmoreland  county  officials,  officers  of 

labor  organizations  of  the  Pittsburgh  dis- 
trict and  the  club  membership. 

Active  members  of  the  association  are 

identified  with  the  operators’  union,  IATSE, 
Local  No.  444.  Associate  members,  num- 

bering upwards  of  300,  include  men  who 
are  interested  in  theatrical  affairs. 

Officers  of  the  club  are:  William 

(Blacky)  Bordonaro,  president;  William 

Austin,  vice-president;  Joseph  Michelic, 
treasurer;  Howard  Wolfe,  secretary. 

" Hollywood "   a   Subject 

In  Painting  Exhibition 
Pittsburgh — Hollywood  breaks  into  the 

international  exhibition  of  paintings  this 
year  at  Carnegie  Institute. 

It  is  a   cynical  portrayal  of  America’s 
motion  picture  industry,  a   mural-style 

painting  called  “Hollywood”  which  Thom- 
as Hart  Benton  has  added  to  the  United 

States  section  of  the  exhibit.  The  new 

show  opened  to  the  public  Friday  morn- 
ing, following  a   preview  for  invited  guests 

Thursday  night  after  Founders’  Day  exer- 
cises ended  in  Carnegie  Music  Hall.  The 

exhibit  is  free  and  is  open  daily  for  about 
two  months. 

Reopen  in  Johnstown 
Johnstown,  Pa. — The  Majestic  Theatre, 

closed  during  the  summer  months,  was  re- 
opened by  Warner  Bros,  last  Saturday,  of- 

fering stage  and  film  programs.  Roscoe 
Ates  featured  the  initial  stage  show. 

TAMES  A.  SIPE,  former  president  of  the 

Moving  Picture  Machine  Operators’ 
Union,  Local  No.  171,  has  been  appointed 

to  the  $3,000-a-year  post  of  superintendent 
of  Allegheny  county  buildings.  His  son, 

George  Sipe,  is  an  investigator  for  the 
county  department  of  claims. 

Richard  H.  Murfit  of  Williamsport  was 
a   recent  visitor,  booking  pictures  for  the 

CCC  theatres  at  Marionville,  Pigeon,  Aus- 

tin and  Sheffield  .   .   .   Edward  Shafer,  for- 
mer unit  producer  of  the  old  Columbia  bur- 

lesque circuit,  is  managing  the  Casino  The- 
atre. George  Jaffe,  proprietor  of  the  house, 

is  back  on  the  job  after  an  illness.  His 
son,  Ben  Jaffe,  has  been  seriously  ill. 

Walt  Disney  copped  honors  at  the  Gil- 
lespie Gallery  this  week,  with  163  mounted 

originals  from  the  epic  “Snow  White  and 
the  Seven  Dwarfs”  on  exhibit  .   .   .   Spe- 

cial mention  in  the  annual  O.  Henry  Me- 
morial Awards  has  been  given  to  Joe  Feld- 

man, author  of  “Man  About  Town,”  a   short 
story  which  appeared  in  Esquire.  Feldman 

is  local  publicity  director  for  Warner  the- atres. 

Sam  Gould,  the  independent  north  side 
exhibitor,  has  been  confined  to  a   local 

hospital  with  a   “game”  leg,  the  result  of 
an  irritation  of  a   nerve  .   .   .   John  C.  Fish- 

er, for  a   number  of  years  manager  of  the 
Columbia  Theatre,  Sharon,  has  resigned. 

Miss  Dorothy  Alexander,  daughter  of  the 
James  H.  Alexanders,  was  married  last 
week  to  Francis  Bright,  of  Carrick.  The 

young  couple  are  honeymooning  at  Wash- 
ington, D.  C.,  according  to  the  Republic 

distributor. 

Lipman  Engineering  Co.  has  installed 

new  type  sound  reproducing  systems  at  the 
Cambridge  Theatre,  Cambridge  Springs, 

Pa.,  operated  by  Louis  Rothenstein;  Broad- 
way Theatre,  South  Parkersburg ,   W.  Va., 

operated  by  Mrs.  Ray  Wilkins  and  Guido 
Pellegrinni;  Plaza  Theatre,  Youngstown, 

Ohio,  operated  by  Joseph  Costarella. 

Harry  Thomas,  state  rights  distributor, 

was  a   visitor  in  connection  with  local  re- 

lease of  “Monastery”  .   .   .   George  Elmo, 
Charlie  Dortic,  Austin  Interrante,  George 
Tice  and  Bob  Caskey  represented  Filmrow 

at  the  opening  of  H.  J.  Thompson’s  Dixie 
Theatre,  Coalport,  last  Wednesday  eve- 

ning .   .   .   Lew  and  Milt  Lefton  expected  to 
close  distributing  deals  in  New  York  this 
week  for  additional  product  for  Monarch 
Pictures  new  season  program. 

E.  S.  (Jim)  Thorpe,  20 th-Fox’s  West 
Virginia  sales  representative,  had  a   nar- 

row call  the  other  day  when  a   rear  tire 
blew  out  and  threw  his  car  over.  The  auto 

was  completely  wrecked  and  Thorpe  es- 
caped with  minor  injuries  .   .   .   Walter 

Woznack,  who  married  Gladys  Weiland, 
daughter  of  A.  A.  Weiland,  the  veteran 
exhibitor,  several  weeks  ago,  has  resigned 

as  manager  for  Tom  Gilbert’s  Hew  Oak- 
land Theatre,  and  has  rejoined  the  staff 

at  the  Nixon  Theatre.  He  is  succeeded  at 

(Continued  on  page  101) 

Himmelein  Is  GN's Head  in  Cleveland 

Cleveland — John  Himmelein  has  been 

appointed  local  Grand  National  branch 
manager  to  succeed  Peter  Rosian,  promoted 

as  manager  of  the  company’s  office  in  New 
York.  He  took  over  the  office  last  Monday. 

Himmelein  was  affiliated  with  Para- 
mount as  city  salesman  and  as  branch 

manager  for  15  years  until  last  June,  since 
when  he  has  been  with  W.  N.  Skirball 

selling  “The  Birth  of  a   Baby.” 
In  line  with  the  announcement  that 

Grand  National  will  increase  its  sales  force 

in  each  territory,  Giles  Robb,  also  a   former 
Paramount  man,  has  been  added  to  the 
local  sales  staff.  Aaron  Wayne  is  also  on 
the  staff. 

Rosian  and  Himmelein  went  to  New  York 

over  the  weekend  to  participate  in  the 
second  regional  Grand  National  meeting, 
the  first  of  which  was  held  the  previous 
week  in  Chicago. 

Travelogues  Available 
To  Exhibitors  in  Ohio 

Columbus — The  division  of  visual  educa- 

tion of  the  state  department  of  education 
now  has  available  for  use  in  theatres, 

free  of  charge,  17  one-reel  travelogues  de- 
picting places  of  interest  in  Ohio.  They 

are  on  regular  35  mm  films  with  RCA 
recording.  Transportation  of  film  is  paid 

by  the  state. 
Descriptive  bulletins  of  contests  of  these 

reels  may  be  had  upon  application  to 
P.  J.  Wood,  secretary  of  the  Independent 
Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio,  55  E.  State  St., 
Columbus,  Ohio. 

Sunday  Referendum 
Pittsburgh  —   Citizens  of  Chicora  will 

ballot  November  8   on  the  subject  of  Sun- 
day film  exhibitions.  The  Chicora  The- 
atre is  operated  by  A.  J.  Proctor. 

PERMANENT  construction  that  means lowest  upkeep  cost  at  a   surprisingly  low 
first  cost. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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gOBBY  BREEN  was  one  of  the  celebrities 
to  appear  at  the  Louisville  Fall  Fes- 

tival, which  also  included  Buddy  Rogers 
and  Mrs.  Eleanor  Roosevelt  on  its  pro- 

gram. Bobby  attended  synagogue  Day  of 
Atonement  services,  staying  for  the  entire 
solemn  ritual,  and  creating  no  small  stir 
among  the  worshipers. 

Father  Flanagan,  founder  of  Boys  Town, 
made  a   one-day  personal  appearance  in 
Cincinnati,  with  the  showing  of  the  fea- 

ture here  at  RKO  Albee.  When  E.  V. 
Dinerman  heard  the  Father  was  to  pass 
through  Cincinnati,  he  immediately  got 
busy  on  the  wires  and  arranged  the  ap- 

pearance. M-G-M’s  “Red”  Devaney  en- 
tertained the  clergyman  at  dinner. 

Maurice  White,  president  of  United 

Theatres,  announces  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  is  receiving  splendid  re- 

action in  suburban  theatres.  As  the  con- 
test pictures  move  in,  more  interest  is  be- 

ing shown. 

Charley  Behlen  is  no  longer  booking  for 
Elliot  &   Ward.  Behlen  is  booking,  how- 

ever, for  his  own  theatres  in  Nicholasville, 
Stanford  and  Lancaster. 

John  Valski  has  taken  over  The  Mystic, 

Harrison,  Ohio.  After  closing  for  remodel- 
ing and  redecorating,  Valski  expects  to  re- 

open within  a   week. 

Barry  W.  Richards,  producer,  and  C.  R. 
Traynor,  Standards  Picture  Corp.,  arrived 
in  Cincinnati,  via  plane,  for  a   conference 
with  Monarch  Pictures,  Nat  Lefton,  Anne 

O’Donnell  of  Detroit  and  Lee  Goldberg  of 
this  city.  Some  concern  was  felt  over  the 
arrival  of  Richards  and  Traynor  when  it 
was  learned  their  plane  was  delayed  due 
to  fog.  However,  after  a   slight  delay,  they 
arrived  safe  and  sound  for  the  confab. 

Lee  Goldberg’s  “Fight  for  Peace”  has 
received  the  endorsement  of  many  lead- 

ing club  women  in  Cincinnati. 

W.  R.  Schafer,  Irvine,  Ky.;  Ruby  Lee, 
Cove  Theatre,  Covington,  and  F.  R.  Boyd 
visited  the  Row  this  week.  Elmer  Redelle 
was  also  here  prior  to  departing  for  the 

world’s  series  games. 

Big  Features  has  taken  over  for  dis- 
tribution in  Ohio,  Kentucky,  Indiana  and 

Tennessee,  the  feature  picture,  “Found 
Alive.”  Also  three  travelogs,  “Heart  of 
Sweden,”  “Midsummer  in  Sweden”  and 
“Fishing  Fiords.”  “Man’s  Paradise,”  three- 
reel  special,  also  has  been  purchased. 

Build  Up  Poor  Nights  with 

MOVIE  SWEEPSTAKES,  INC. 
FILM  EXCHANGE  BLDG.  CLEVELAND,  O. 

Leading  Bowlers  in 
Cleveland  Jarred 

Cleveland — The  bowling  scores  this  week 

jarred  the  previous  week  standings  con- siderably. 

Tom  Baird  and  Louis  Sharp,  who  held 

top  rating,  dropped  to  second  and  third 
places,  respectively,  giving  Krupka  of  the 
Messengers  the  lead. 

Scores  of  the  week: 
Won  Lost 

Columbia      8   4 

Messengers      8   4 
National  Theatre  Supply     7   5 

Central  Shippers      6   6 
RKO      4   8 
M-G-M      3   9 

Team  High  Three — Messengers,  2426;  Columbia, 
2395;  National  Theatre  Supply,  2355. 

Individual  High  Three — Fosbender,  588;  Baird, 
584;  Krupka,  571. 

Team  High  Single — Columbia,  886;  National 
Theatre  Supply,  867;  Messengers,  829. 

Individual  High  Single — Krupka,  242;  Baird, 
233;  Sharp.  233. 

Individual  Scores — Fosbender,  179;  Baird,  176; 

White,  167;  L.  Gross,  166;  Sharp,  165;  E.  Flem- 
ing, 165;  Miller,  163;  Krupka,  159;  Gallupe,  158; 

Mross,  157;  B.  Gross,  156;  Huber,  155;  Swee,  155; 

Koteles,  151;  Hoobler,  150;  Watts,  147;  H.  Flem- 
ing, 146;  Schmertz,  143;  Sabot,  140;  Brooks,  140; 

Sodenberg,  139;  B.  Andrews,  138;  Stettans,  137; 

Bach,  137;  S.  Andrews,  136;  Braeunig,  122;  Bern- 
stein, 121;  Jenks,  111;  LaGrow,  110;  Walters,  96. 

Pittsburgh — Paramount  went  into  the 

top  spot  last  Friday  evening  during  the 
third  session  of  the  new  season  of  the 

Filmrow  Bowling  League.  Harry  Passa- 
rell,  with  a   182  game,  won  the  weekly  $1 
award  for  high  individual  score. 

Fifty-six  bowlers  have  participated  in 
the  first  nine  games. 

STANDING  OF  THE  TEAMS 

Won  Lost 
Paramount      7   2 

Superior      6   3 
Monarch      6   3 

20th-Fox      5   4 

Republic      4   5 
Universal      4   5 

Columbia      3   6 

Loew’s      1   3 

SCHEDULE  FOR  OCTOBER  21 
Alleys 

Loew’s  vs.  Columbia   1   and  2 
Universal  vs.  Paramount   3   and  4 

Monarch  vs.  20th-Fox    5   and  6 

Superior  vs.  Republic   7   and  8 

Herbert  Ochs  Reported 

Making  Rapid  Recovery 
Cleveland — Herbert  Ochs,  Vitagraph 

branch  manager,  is  convalescing  at  St. 

Vincent’s  Hospital  so  satisfactorily  that 
he’ll  be  leaving  the  hospital  by  the  end  of 
the  week. 

Ochs  recently  underwent  an  operation 
to  remove  a   kidney  stone. 

Fire  Trailer 
Cleveland — All  Cleveland  theatres,  first 

and  subsequent  runs,  independent  and  af- 
filiated, cooperated  during  the  past  week 

with  the  Cleveland  fire  department  by 

running  a   safety  trailer  made  for  exhibi- 
tion during  Fire  Prevention  Week. 

Buys  Republic  Lineup 

Cleveland — Holbrook  Bissell,  sales  man- 

ager locally  for  Monogram,  reports  he  has 
closed  a   first  run  deal  in  Akron  with 
Warner  for  1938-39  Republic  product. 

CLEVELAND 
JOHN  PAPULIAS,  owner  of  the  Olympic 
^   Theatre  in  Steubenville,  leaves  the  end 
of  this  month  for  a   protracted  vacation 
in  Greece.  During  his  absence,  the  theatre 

will  be  under  the  management  of  his  sis- 
ter, Miss  Betty  Parker.  Papulias  will  be 

accompanied  on  the  trip  by  his  father. 

Everett  Steinbuck,  manager  of  Loew’s State  Theatre,  Cleveland,  took  a   flying 

round  trip  to  New  York  last  week  to  see 
the  elder  Steinbucks  prior  to  their  leav- 

ing for  their  usual  winter  in  Florida. 

George  Kendis,  independent  distributor 
located  at  218  Film  Bldg.,  is  connected 

with  the  national  distribution  of  “The 
Little  Flower  of  Jesus,”  and  is  personally 
handling  sale  of  the  picture  in  the  Ohio 
territory  .   .   .   Mrs.  Harry  Mackey,  wife  of 

the  manager  of  the  Gable  Theatre  at  Hope- 
dale,  is  recovering  from  her  long  illness. 

Jim  Circosta’s  new  Ohio  Theatre,  Bel- 

laire,  opened  October  6   with  Republic’s 
“Army  Girl”  as  the  feature  attraction  .   .   . 
Jack  O’Connell’s  new  house,  the  Loop,  in 

Toledo,  is  nearing  completion  with  open- 
ing date  tentatively  set  for  the  end  of 

October  .   .   .   Charlie  Gottlob  of  the  Milo 
Theatre,  just  back  from  a   trip  through 

central  Europe,  was  in  Prague  when  Hit- 
ler made  his  famous  Berlin  speech  where, 

he  says,  the  population  was  quiet  and  or- 

derly, though  foreseeing  their  country’s doom. 

Roy  Haines,  Vitagraph  eastern  sales 
manager,  included  Cleveland  on  his  itiner- 

ary last  week  so  that  he  could  pay  a   visit 
to  local  Branch  Manager  Herb  Ochs,  who 

is  convalescing  at  St.  Vincent’s  Hospital 
from  an  operation  to  remove  a   kidney 
stone. 

Visitors  of  the  week:  D.  B.  Follett  of 
the  Del-Lu  Theatre,  Gibsonburg,  was 
around  booking  at  the  Republic  Exchange; 
Joe  Calla,  not  playing  favorites,  in  from 
Canton,  visited  each  and  all  of  them ; 
Mrs.  Loren  Solether  of  Chagrin  Falls  was 
a   walking  example  of  how  a   well  dressed 
exhibitress  should  look  this  season. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Seab  Byerly  of  the  Rain- 
bow Theatre  in  Mechanicsville  are  honey- 

mooning in  Canada  .   .   .   R.  L.  White  of 
the  Ritts  Theatre,  Rittman,  has  taken  over 
the  LaRue  Theatre  at  LaRue.  The  house 

has  been  reconditioned  and  opened  Octo- 
ber 12. 

Variety  Legion  Post  313  will  install  new 
officers  on  October  28.  Howard  Roth, 
commander,  is  planning  an  active  program 
to  be  announced  as  soon  as  he  officially 
takes  office. 

Joe  Wheeler,  manager  of  the  Erie  and 
Madrid,  Port  Clinton,  was  vacationing  in 
New  York  last  week — most  of  the  time 
being  spent  at  the  theatres  .   .   .   Sam 
Shia’s  new  500-seat  house  in  St.  Clairs- 
ville  is  now  under  roof  and  is  expected 
to  be  completed  about  the  first  of  the  year. 

The  Art  Theatre,  Akron,  formerly  the 
Arcade,  which  has  been  closed  for  some 
time,  was  reopened  October  9   by  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  B.  C.  Terwilleger. 
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the  New  Oakland  by  Paul  Benner,  for- 
merly with  Warner  at  Tarentum. 

Among  out-of-towners  coming  here  for 
the  tenth  annual  Variety  Club  banquet 
Sunday  evening,  October  30,  are  Will  Hays, 
Charlie  Pettijohn,  Governor  Hoffman,  Abe 
Montague,  Rube  Jackter  of  Columbia, 

Neil  Agnew,  Y.  Frank  Freeman  of  Para- 
mount, Bill  Rodgers,  Jack  Flynn,  Frank 

Drew,  Eddie  Saunder  and  Tom  Connors 
of  M-G-M;  Joe  Bernhard  and  Grad  Sears 
of  Warner;  Herman  Wobber,  Bill  Suss- 
man,  Bill  Gehring  and  Izzy  Schmertz  of 
20th-Fox;  Bill  Scully,  Nate  Blumberg  of 
New  Universal;  Ned  Depinet,  Jules  Levy, 

Cress  Smith  of  RKO;  Bob  O’Donnell, 
Texas;  M.  A.  Lightman,  Memphis;  Senator 
Barkley,  and  many  others. 

John  O.  Hooley,  veteran  local  Harris 
circuit  majnager,  is  in  Detroit  for  several 
months  as  relief  manager  for  the  Harris 
interests  there  .   .   .   Local  musicians  union 
and  the  Pittsburgh  theatre  operators 
agreed  to  a   new  two-year  contract  sev- 

eral days  ago,  the  terms  being  unan- 
nounced. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  week  of  Octo- 
ber 16:  Joe  Gins,  Sunday;  Warner  Day, 

Monday;  George  Heid,  Tuesday;  Francis 
Guehl,  Wednesday;  A1  Lostetter,  Thursday; 
Feinstein  &   Gelder,  Friday;  Elmer  Ecker, 
Saturday.  Week  of  October  23:  Joe  Kauff- 

man, Sunday;  Ross  Federal  Service,  Mon- 
day; Oscar  Fehrman,  Tuesday;  Harry 

Seed,  Wednesday;  Jimmy  Balmer,  Thurs- 
day; Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  Kalmine  (he  is 

celebrating  his  sixth  anniversary  as  local 
zone  manager  for  Warner  theatres),  Fri- 

day; A1  Weiblinger,  Saturday. 

Harold  C.  Lund,  Ross  Federal  Service’s 
manager  here  since  its  inception,  has  been 
promoted  for  a   second  time.  From  district 
manager  he  now  assumes  executive  super- 

vision over  the  territory  embracing  Buf- 
falo, Detroit,  Cleveland,  Cincinnati  and 

Pittsburgh. 

M.  A.  Rosenberg  and  Fred  J.  Herring- 
ton, president  and  secretary,  respectively, 

of  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  will  attend 

Allied’s  national  board  meeting  in  New 
York,  October  17,  to  consider  and  act 
upon  the  proposed  fair  trade  practice  par- 

ley. From  this  meeting  they  will  go  to 
Atlantic  City  to  attend  an  annual  Allied 
regional  conference,  staged  in  conjunction 

with  Allied  of  New  Jersey’s  convention. 
The  local  annual  convention  will  be  held 
at  the  William  Penn  Hotel,  Thursday, 
October  27. 

Harry  Roney,  Columbia  booker  who  has 
been  in  delicate  health  for  the  past  year, 
will  be  discharged  from  a   local  hospital 
ivithin  the  next  few  days  .   .   .   Lew  Hepin - 
ger,  Clarion  exhibitor,  and  his  assistant, 
Roger  Lidstone,  and  James  H.  Madden, 
Parkers  Landing  exhibitor,  are  back  on 

their  respective  jobs  after  a   month’s  vaca- 
tion spent  on  the  west  coast. 

Death  Takes  Heavy  Toll 

In  Pitt  Industry  Ranks 
Pittsburgh — Industry  friends  mourned 

the  death  of  several  members  during  the 

past  week. 

John  F.  Maloy,  associated  with  the  Wil- 
mer  &   Vincent  circuit  for  20  years  and 
well  known  in  his  capacity  as  general 
manager  of  the  State  Theatre,  Altoona, 
and  the  Embassy  Theatre,  Johnstown,  Pa., 
died  last  week  at  the  residence  of  his  sis- 

ter, Mrs.  J.  McLaughlin,  Utica,  N.  Y.  Ill 
for  several  years  and  inactive  for  more 

than  a   year,  Maloy  died  of  cancer.  Fun- 
eral and  burial  was  at  Utica. 

Mrs.  Sarah  Finkel  Moses,  wife  of  Jack 

Moses,  associated  with  the  Carson  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  passed  away  last  week  after  a 

long  illness  at  a   local  hospital.  Surviving, 
in  addition  to  her  husband,  and  a   son, 
Norman,  are  her  parents,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Harry  Finkel,  William  L.  and  Morris  Fin- 
kel, brothers,  who  are  local  exhibitors, 

another  brother  Abraham  D„  and  a   sister, 
Mrs.  Bernard  Williams.  Funeral  was  from 
the  residence  of  her  parents,  Dalzell  Place, 
with  interment  at  West  View  Cemetery. 

Alfred  E.  Seaman,  76,  doorman  at  the 
Warner  Theatre,  Erie,  Pa.,  died  October  4, 

at  Erie.  Formerly  of  the  north  side,  Pitts- 
burgh, the  body  was  returned  here  to  the 

Sirlin  Funeral  Home  from  where  the 
funeral  was  conducted  Saturday. 

Friends  attended  the  funeral  of  Miss 

Cecelia  Ball,  20th-Fox  employe,  last 
Wednesday  afternoon.  Daughter  of  George 
M.  and  Susie  Kuntz  Ball,  she  had  been 
ill  for  a   number  of  weeks.  Also  surviving 
is  a   brother,  George  Ball,  booker  at  the 
20th-Fox  exchange. 

Bob  Dunbar  Takes  Over 

As  Warner  City  Salesman 
Pittsburgh — Bob  Dunbar,  West  Virginia 

sales  representative  for  Warner  Bros.,  this 
week  assumed  duties  as  city  salesman  and 
office  manager  at  the  exchange,  Harry 
Seed,  branch  manager,  announced. 
Dunbar  succeeds  Paul  S.  Krumenacker 

who  was  recently  promoted  to  the  posi- 
tion as  branch  manager  at  Albany.  A 

salesman  to  take  over  Dunbar’s  former 
territory  will  be  named  within  the  next 
few  days. 

Albert  Lauter 
Cleveland — Albert  Laufer,  52,  father  of 

Carl  Laufer,  treasurer  of  Exhibitors  Pos- 
ter Service  Co.,  died  on  Saturday. 

William  Link 

Cleveland  —   William  Link,  brother  of 
Mrs.  Katherine  Mack  of  United  Artists  and 
uncle  of  Hazel  Mack  of  Exhibitors  Poster 
Service  Co.,  died  Sunday  following  a   short 
illness. 

Charles  Frederick  Bayer 

Perrysburg,  Ohio — Charles  Frederick 

Bayer,  68,  who  built  the  Palace  Theatre 
here  17  years  ago,  is  dead  at  his  home 

here  after  a   year’s  illness. 

ID)  IE  T   R   CO  I T 
^ISTRICT  Police  Inspector  William  Rick 

appeared  resplendent  in  uniform  at  the 
Variety  meeting  this  week — and  Ollie 
Brooks,  Butterfield  executive,  suggested  it 
would  be  a   good  model  for  uniforms  for 
their  ushers. 

Bob  Fisher,  fight  film  distributor,  is  busy 
selling  cars  over  on  Livernois  Ave.  these 
days  .   .   .   Casper  Lingeman,  Wayne  county 
clerk,  has  hopes  of  reviving  the  Bonstelle 
Civic  Theatre,  of  which  he  was  unofficial 
head,  he  disclosed  this  week.  A   system 
of  sponsoring  productions  brought  in  from 
outside  rather  than  a   permanent  stock 
company  would  be  the  idea. 

Thelma  Saunders  is  the  new  contract 
clerk  at  RKO  office.  She  was  formerly 

with  GB  in  a   similar  capacity  .   .   .   No- 
reen  Allen  has  also  been  added  to  the 

RKO  staff,  as  secretary  to  Office  Mana- 
ger Clive  Waxman.  She  is  a   newcomer 

to  the  film  business. 

Jack  Ferentz,  commander  of  Russell 
Johnson  Theatrical  Post  of  the  American 
Legion,  reports  that  the  post  will  be  very 
active  in  child  welfare  and  Americanism 
activities  this  winter  .   .   .   Ferentz  is  busy 
these  days  getting  ready  for  reopening  of 
the  remodeled  clubrooms  for  the  Detroit 
Federation  of  Musicians,  of  which  he  is 
business  agent  .   .   .George  Stimm,  who 
preceded  Ferentz  as  business  agent,  has 

sold  out  his  flower  business  and  is  plan- 
ning on  taking  a   long  vacation,  probably 

in  the  south,  this  winter. 

W.  E.  Dietz,  formerly  with  the  publicity 
staff  of  Wilding  Picture  Productions,  has 

left  the  organization  .   .   .   Anne  O’Donnell, 
manager  of  Monarch  Pictures,  was  in 
Cincinnati  last  week  for  the  meeting  of 
independent  distributors. 

Sam  Brown,  circuit  owner,  is  opening 

his  new  Art  Center  Recreation,  with  mod- 
ern bowling  alleys,  at  Woodward  and 

Warren  Aves.,  in  about  a   week,  and  is 
expected  to  go  ahead  with  plans  for  his 
new  projected  Life  Theatre  immediately 
thereafter. 

A.  Milo  DeHaven,  manager  of  the  Wood- 
ward-Grand and  Belmont  theatres,  is  tem- 

porarily handling  the  general  operation  of 
the  Ambassador,  following  the  sudden 
death  of  Manager  Floyd  Richey  a   week 

ago. 
Marlatt-Schlesinger  Presentations,  book- 

ing and  production  office,  has  closed 
downtown  offices,  but  will  probably  resume 
in  a   few  months,  Saul  Schlesinger  said 
this  week. 

Alex  Schreiber,  circuit  owner,  and 

George  Washington  Lovett  jr„  juvenile  en- 
tertainer, had  a   grand  time  removing  each 

others’  noses  .   .   .   McGuire  and  Hansen, 
on  Broadway,  are  displaying  some  Bige- 

low carpeting  for  exhibitors. 

George  W.  Weeks,  Monogram’s  sales 
manager,  wrote  the  notes  for  his  speech 
on  the  tablecloth,  only  to  lose  them  at  the 
Variety  luncheon  when  he  had  to  step  to 
the  mike. 
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DeHaven  Tells  How 

Detroit — A   philosophy  for  the  exhibitor 

was  voiced  this  week  by  A.  Milo  (Bring- 

’Em-Back)  DeHaven,  manager  of  the 
Woodward  Grand  and  Belmont  theatres, 

who  told  Boxoffice,  “Things  can  be  ac- 
complished when  opposition  plus  general 

complaints  are  forgotten,  and  the  average 
theatre  manager  will  go  to  work  in  the 
spirit  of  love  for  his  work. 

“With  all  the  work  under  my  personal 
supervision,  I   also  find  time  to  take  an 
interest  in  local  community  activities,  to 

meet  ’em,  greet  ’em,  and  seat  ’em — our 
patrons  at  both  houses,  plus  getting  a   kick 
out  of  the  funny  side  of  life,  and  above 

all  having  the  interests  of  my  associates 

and  staff  at  heart.” 

Sentence  Pitt  Bandit 

For  Theatre  " Holdup " Pittsburgh — Pleading  guilty  to  two  rob- 
bery charges  and  two  violations  of  the 

firearms  act,  Arthur  Cieszynski,  25,  of  East 
Lacock  St.,  was  sentenced  to  two  and  a 

half  to  five  years  in  Western  Peniten- 
tiary by  Judge  Frank  Patterson. 

His  victims  were  Helen  Smith,  cashier  of 
the  Garden  Theatre,  West  North  Ave.,  held 
up  last  August  30  and  robbed  of  $60.40, 
and  Alice  Hartman,  store  cashier,  robbed 
of  $18. 

Foreign  Films  Finding 
Wider  Field  in  Detroit 

Detroit — Further  expansion  of  foreign 
films  into  the  Detroit  territory  is  noted 
in  the  booking  of  Ukrainian  films  by  the 
Krim  Brothers  for  the  Park  and  Lasky 
theatres,  as  an  auxiliary  policy.  The  houses 
remain  primarily  devoted  to  English  films. 
Ukrainian  films  are  also  being  booked  by 
Michael  J.  Chargot  at  the  Chopin,  devoted 
chiefly  to  Polish  films. 

International  Seats  in 

Two  Michigan  Theatres 
Detroit — New  International  seats  have 

been  installed  in  the  Willis  Theatre,  Hast- 
ings, Mich.,  and  the  Arcade  Theatre  here, 

operated  by  Wade  Allen. 
The  jobs  were  handled  by  George  W. 

Carr,  local  representative  of  International 
Seat  Corp. 

Jacob  Gross  Into  Action 

Detroit — Jacob  M.  Gross,  head  of  the 
American  Attractions  office,  which  has 

been  inactive  for  about  a   year,  is  plan- 
ning to  resume  activity,  probably  with 

production  of  shows,  after  the  first  of 
the  year.  Gross  is  now  an  operator  at 
the  Fisher  Theatre. 

Grapewin's  Stepfather  Dies 
Xenia,  Ohio — Enoch  P.  James,  90,  step- 

father of  Charles  Grapewin,  Hollywood 
character  actor,  died  of  a   heart  ailment 
at  his  home  here. 

Robins'  Promotion 
Nets  Bowman  One 

Detroit — Sydney  Bowman  has  been 

upped  from  booker  to  city  salesman  for 
United  Artists,  succeeding  Ben  Robins  who 

was  transferred  to  the  branch  manager- 
ship in  St.  Louis. 

The  booking  desk  will  be  handled  by 
Harry  Lotz. 

Revamped  Coalport  Unit 

Is  Opened  by  Thompson 
Coalport,  Pa. — Dixie  Theatre,  acquired 

from  William  Pryde  several  months  ago 

by  the  H.  J.  Thompson  circuit,  was  of- 
ficially opened  under  the  new  management 

last  week.  House  has  been  remodeled  and 

renovated  throughout  and  a   new  enlarged 
front  has  added  to  the  modernization. 

Auditorium  has  been  newly  seated  and 

decorated  and  a   marquee  has  been  erected. 
Thompson  operates  theatres  at  Clearfield, 
Bellefonte  and  Curwensville. 

They  Open  Fall  Season 
Redecorated,  Remodeled 

Detroit — Opening  the  fall  season  here 
redecorated  and  remodeled  are  the  Chopin, 
Michael  Chargot  house;  the  Rex,  Joseph 

Mitchell;  the  Dix,  John  Krass,  and  sev- 
eral links  of  the  Wisper  &   Wetsman  cir- 

cuit. 

The  Detroit  decorating  firm,  T.  J.  Jag- 
min  Co.,  supervised  the  work. 

A   Warner  Opening 
Pittsburgh — The  Brookline  Theatre,  re- 

cently acquired  by  Warner  Bros.,  was 
scheduled  to  reopen  late  this  week.  House 
has  been  renovated,  new  carpets  have  been 
placed  and  the  front  has  been  painted. 

Policy  will  be  weekend  operation.  War- 
ner acquired  the  house  from  Morris 

Kauffman. 

Albert  G.  Bruesser 

Detroit — Albert  G.  Bruesser,  66,  of  the 

firm  of  F.  Bruesser  and  Co.,  theatrical 
costumers  here  for  over  40  years,  is  dead. 

Hedy  Lamarr  Goes 
For  Ride 

Pittsburgh — Three  young  men  drove 

up  to  the  front  of  Loew's  Penn  Theatre 
the  other  evening  and  stole  a   large  cut- 

out picture  of  Hedy  Lamarr  from  the 

lobby  entrance  before  attendants  could 

intervene.  Edward  Richardson,  assist- 

ant manager,  said  the  "boys"  with 
Hedy  in  the  car  fled  over  the  Sixth 
St.  bridge. 

Yesterday 

10  Years  Ago  in  Pittsburgh 

pRED  ZIMMERMAN  replaces  Henry  Wil- 
kerson  as  manager  of  Affiliated  Theat- 

rical Utilities  .   .   .   Leonard  Goldstein,  for- 
merly with  Warner,  joins  Pathe  as  city 

salesman  .   .   .   Harry  Rachiele,  Sharpsburg 

exhibitor,  returns  from  vacation  in  Eu- 
rope .   .   .   Jim  Alexander,  manager  of  Co- 

lumbia Film  Service,  reports  great  busi- 
ness with  his  Mascot  serials  .   .   .   Stanley 

Neal  of  Theatre  Ad  Mat  Service  of  Union- 
town,  Pa.,  working  in  local  territory  .   .   . 
Strand  Theatre,  a   Stanley  house,  Erie,  Pa., 

is  the  only  theatre  there  equipped  with 
sound;  Tom  Fordham  is  manager. 

Bill  Smith,  Columbia  Pictures  branch 

manager,  advanced  to  district  manager’s 
post,  and  he  is  succeeded  here  by  Jim 
Sharkey  .   .   .   Gus  Vaveris  reports  that 
the  Quillan  family  were  recent  guests; 

Eddie  Quillan  is  starring  in  Pathe  com- 

edy features  .   .   .   MPTO  prepares  for  an- 

nual convention  .   .   .   Pathe’s  “King  of 
Kings”  the  hit  of  the  week  at  the  Stanley. 

" Boys  Town "   Showing 
For  Altoona  Orphans 

Altoona,  Pa. — Guests  of  the  State  The- 

atre to  view  “Boys  Town”  were  orphans 

of  the  local  St.  Joseph’s  and  St.  Mary’s 
institutions  and  the  Williamsburg  homes, 

the  children  having  been  invited  by  David 

Murphy,  manager.  Transportation  for  the 
orphans  was  furnished  by  the  Elks,  Elks 

Auxiliary,  and  the  American  Legion  Posts 
of  Altoona  and  Hollidaysburg. 

Special  shows  were  arranged  for  chil- 
dren of  local  parochial  schools. 

Euclid  Township  Ruling 

Sanctions  New  Theatre 
Cleveland — Euclid  Township  council,  in 

meeting  last  week,  passed  an  ordinance 
rezoning  property  on  Lake  Shore  Blvd.  at 
East  225th  St.,  thereby  giving  sanction  to 
the  construction  of  the  $175,000  theatre 

and  office  building  being  built  on  the  site 

by  James  E.  Scoville,  John  D.  Kalafat  and 
Howard  Reif. 

Son  a   Partner 

Pittsburgh — Allan  Temer,  son  of  Mar- 

tin Terner,  president  of  American  The- 
atrical Valance  Co.,  attained  majority  last 

Sunday  and  as  a   birthday  gift  he  was 
taken  into  the  firm  as  a   partner.  Young 

Temer,  who  is  married,  has  been  an  agent 

for  the  decorating  company  since  he  re- 
signed from  the  accessory  department  of 

Paramount  exchange  some  months  ago. 

Handle  " Uncle  Josh" Cleveland — The  Lake  Shore  Sales  Co., 

Film  Bldg.,  operated  by  F.  Arthur  Simon 

and  M.  M.  Jacobs,  selling  theatre  pre- 

miums, has  taken  over  the  sale  of  “Uncle 
Josh’s  Country  Store  Night.”  The  Lake 
Shore  Sales  Co.  provides,  in  addition  to 
the  food  supplies,  all  lobby  displays  and  a “rube”  stage  show. 
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New  England  Theatre  Receipts  Up, 

Tax  Bureau  Reveals  in  Report 

New  England  Business 
Advances 

Boston — New  England  business  was 

up  6.5  per  cent  in  August  over  July, 

according  to  the  New  England  Coun- 

cil.  This  is  the  best  monthly  improve- 

ment recorded  since  September  a   year 

ago.  A   broad  advance  was  indicated 

by  the  fact  that  every  component  of 

the  council's  index  showed  an  increase. 
New  England  industry  has  advanced 

19  per  cent  since  the  beginning  of  the 

year,  a   factor  viewed  by  theatremen  as 

highly  favorable. 

Wakefield  Opening 

Held  bg  Hodgdon 
Boston  —   Charles  Hodgdon  opened  the 

smartly  renovated  Princess  in  Wakefield 
on  Sunday.  Hodgdon  plans  to  continue  a 

single-feature  policy  at  the  house,  spot- 
ting foreign  and  class  domestics  at  the 

800-seat  situation. 
The  Princess  comprises  the  third  link  on 

Hodgdon’s  present  theatre  chain.  The 
veteran,  associated  with  Frank  Howard, 

recently  sold  other  houses  to  M&P  The- 
atres Corp.,  and  to  E.  M.  Loew. 

A   crew  of  15  men  worked  up  to  the  last 
minute  to  put  the  Princess  in  shape  for 

opening.  Transportation  tieup,  precipi- 
tated by  the  flood,  necessitated  a   ship- 
ment of  seats  being  routed  through 

Canada. 

Socialists  Unreel  Record 

For  Connecticut's  Voters 
Bridgeport,  Conn. — The  Socialist  party  is 

turning  to  motion  pictures  for  aid  in  its 
drive  to  elect  Mayor  Jasper  McLevy  of  this 

city  as  governor  of  Connecticut.  A   com- 
plete motion  picture  record  of  the  im- 

provements made  under  the  Socialist  ad- 
ministration in  Bridgeport  is  contained  in 

the  film.  The  picture  was  taken,  edited 
and  the  continuity  handled  entirely  by 
local  Socialist  city  officials. 
The  picture  will  be  shown  by  portable 

projector  at  every  Socialist  rally  held  in 
the  state  between  now  and  November. 

Mayor  McLevy  has  been  cut  into  the 
action  several  times  and  the  film  closes 

with  a   shot  of  the  state  capitol  at  Hart- 
ford. 

The  picture  is  voiced  by  a   narrator 
speaking  into  a   mike  near  the  projector. 
The  text  has  been  timed  and  the  speaker 

rehearsed  so  that  sound  and  action  syn- 
chronized perfectly. 

Ketchums  to  Lowell 
Boston — Paul  Ketchum  and  Mrs.  Ket- 

chum  have  moved  to  Lowell,  where  the 
latter  will  manage  the  Victory  Theatre  for 
Pat  McGee  and  Roy  Heffner.  Ketchum 
was  formerly  manager  of  the  combined 
Tower,  Victoria,  and  Plaza  in  Oklahoma 
City  for  Standard. 

Boston — New  England  theatre  receipts 
were  substantially  up  during  the  fiscal 
year  ended  last  June  30,  according  to  a 
report  on  admission  taxes  issued  by  the 
bureau  of  internal  revenue.  Such  levies 

collected  nationally  amounted  to  $20,800,- 
779.49,  compared  to  $19,740,191.78  during 
the  fiscal  year  of  1937. 

Theatre  admissions  in  New  Hampshire 
were  up  99  per  cent  during  the  past  fiscal 
year,  while  an  almost  parallel  gain  was 
made  in  Rhode  Island  where  the  motion 

picture  take  improved  97  per  cent.  Con- 
necticut recorded  a   four  per  cent  better- 

ment in  business. 

Massachusetts  receipts  were  down  four 

per  cent.  Maine’s  were  lower  by  three 
per  cent.  The  greatest  decline  in  New 
England  was  in  Vermont  where  boxoffice 
tallies  dropped  approximately  14  per  cent. 

Massachusetts  ranked  fourth  nationally 
in  the  amount  of  money  that  passed  into 
boxoffices.  New  York,  California,  and 

Illinois  preceded  the  Bay  State.  The  four 
were  the  only  states  whose  admission 

taxes  exceeded  $1,000,000  for  the  12-month 

period. 
New  England  showed  increased  theatre 

Name  Lewis  P,  Carroll 

As  Manager  of  Lincoln 
New  Haven — Lewis  P.  Carroll,  formerly 

associated  with  Poli,  Warner  and  inde- 

pendent houses,  has  been  appointed  man- 
ager of  the  284-seat  Lincoln,  foreign  and 

“art”  film  house,  leased  this  year  by  Harry 

Segal  and  Joseph  Levine  of  Boston.  Wal- 
lace H.  Rosenthal  will  act  as  assistant. 

Carroll  announces  he  will  launch  a   se- 

ries of  Saturday  morning  children’s  shows, 
program  to  be  composed  of  cartoons  and 
scenics,  plus  a   kiddie  show  to  be  broadcast 
from  the  stage  in  connection  with  station 

WELI.  Admission  will  be  25-35  cents.  A 
Sunday  night  radio  broadcast  from  the 
theatre  also  will  be  tried. 

The  house  opened  with  “Moonlight 
Sonata,”  which  has  been  held  a   second 
week. 

Disney  Original  Paintings 
On  Exhibition  in  Boston 
Boston — An  exhibition  of  the  original 

celluloid  paintings  used  in  filming  Walt 

Disney’s  “Snow  White  and  the  Seven 
Dwarfs”  has  been  spotted  at  Doll  and 
Richards  for  the  next  three  weeks.  The 

exhibition  will  be  open  daily  from  9:00 
a.  m.  to  5:30  p.  m.  through  October  29. 

The  paintings  comprise  several  hundred 
of  those  bought  by  museums  from  7,000 
picked  by  the  Disney  studio  from  the  group 
of  475,000  original  drawings  that  went  into 

the  making  of  the  first  feature-length 
film  animation.  The  remaining  468,000 
have  been  destroyed,  it  is  understood. 

business  in  three  states  and  declines  in 
three  others.  This  paralleled  the  na- 

tional results  wherein  25  states  and  ter- 
ritories were  up  over  last  year  and  26 

others  were  down.  The  District  of  Co- 
lumbia, Hawaii,  and  Alaska,  are  included 

in  these  tabulations. 

New  Hampshire  and  Rhode  Island 
practically  doubled  their  theatre  takes 
during  the  12  months  ending  June  30.  The 
White  Mountain  state  jumped,  in  admis- 

sion tax  payments,  from  $29,778  in  1937 

to  $59,209  in  1938.  Rhode  Island  was  up 
to  $137,316  from  a   previous  total  of 

$71,146. 
Connecticut  was  up  slightly,  moving 

from  $180,432  in  1937  to  $187,174  in  1938. 
Massachusetts  was  down  correspondingly, 
dropping  from  $1,102,043  to  $1,058,915. 
Maine  showed  a   slightly  smaller  loss,  go- 

ing from  $33,590  last  year  to  $32,651  this 

year. Vermont,  again  reporting  the  smallest 
amount  of  theatre  business  among  the  51 
states  and  territories  with  the  exception 
of  North  Dakota,  dropped  from  $7,987  in 

1937  to  $6,806  in  the  1938  fiscal  year. 

Praise  for  Trade 

Drive  in  Portland 

Portland,  Me. — -In  an  editorial  by  Dun- 

can F.  Oliphant  published  in  the  Portland 

Press  Herald,  the  spending  of  millions  by 

motion  picture  magnates  in  an  effort  to 

put  over  the  current  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  drive  was  highly  com- 
mended. 

Oliphant  said,  in  part:  “There  are  some 
pictures  which  are  fluffy  and  frivolous 

which  have  little  to  recommend  them  ex- 

cepting that  they  amuse.  But  there  are  a 

great  many  others  which  treat  of  historic 

events,  present  the  life  stories  of  noted 
characters  or  deal  with  great  economic 

and  social  problems  in  a   comprehensive 

and  impressive  manner.  Such  pictures  are 

often  produced  at  the  cost  of  a   million 
dollars  or  more,  with  a   wealth  of  detail 
over  which  artists  have  worked  for  many 

months  and  which  are  of  the  greatest  cul- 
tural and  educational  value. 

“It  cannot  be  expected  that  all  motion 
pictures  will  measure  up  to  this  higher 

standard  but,  taken  as  a   whole,  it  is  prob- 
able that  more  entertainment  is  offered 

on  the  screen  than  can  be  obtained  any- 
where else.  The  more  people  are  brought 

to  appreciate  this,  the  greater  their  pat- 
ronage of  motion  pictures  should  be.  A 

million  dollars  is  not  much  to  spend  for  a 

result  so  desirable.” 
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Theatre  Men  Precede  Abatement 

Request  With  Full  Tax  Payment 
Boston — Massachusetts  theatre  owners 

seeking  tax  abatements  generally  paid 
protested  taxes  in  full  by  October  1,  the 
deadline  for  filing  abatement  petitions 
with  local  assessors. 

The  early  payments  by  theatremen  re- 
sulted from  uncertainty  in  construing  the 

language  of  the  law  enacted  this  year 
requiring  payment  of  at  least  half  the  tax, 
in  cases  where  it  amounts  to  $1,000  or 
more,  before  an  appeal  can  be  taken  to  the 
state  appellate  tax  board  from  the  assess- 

ment fixed  by  the  local  board  of  as- 
sessors. 
An  older  law  fixes  October  1   as  the 

deadline  for  filing  petitions  or  abatement 
with  the  local  board  of  assessors. 

Appeals  to  the  state  board  cannot  be 
taken  until  the  assessors  have  acted  on 
an  abatement  petition,  or  until  four  months 
have  elapsed  without  any  action  by  them. 
It  is  generally  agreed  that  the  legislature, 
in  passing  the  act,  intended  to  compel 

payment  of  at  least  half  the  tax  as  a   pre- 
liminary only  to  filing  an  appeal  with  the 

state  board. 
However,  the  ambiguous  language  of  the 

act  is  believed  by  a   number  of  Boston  law 
firms  to  lend  itself  to  the  construction 
that  where  the  property  owner  is  seeking 
abatement,  the  taxes  must  be  paid  in  full 
by  October  1 — the  deadline  for  filing 
abatement  petitions  with  local  assessors. 
Several  prominent  law  firms  whose  clients 
contemplate  possible  appeals  to  the  state 
board  at  a   later  date,  advised  the  pay- 

ment of  taxes  in  full  prior  to  October  2, 

as  a   wise  precaution  in  view  of  the  am- 
biguity of  the  law. 

The  unprecedented  rush  to  pay  taxes 
during  the  past  few  weeks  put  the  city  of 
Boston  in  possession  of  approximately 

$14,000,000  more  in  real  estate  and  prop- 
erty than  the  city  held  this  time  last  year. 

Collections  were  ahead  more  than  70  per 
cent.  This  is  on  a   total  approximating 
$35,000,000,  already  paid  at  the  city  col- 

lector’s office. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

( Answers  on  page  108) 

1.  On  what  policy  will  Charles  Hodgdon 
operate  the  newly  opened  Princess  in 
Wakefield? 

2.  Who  is  opening  a   new  theatre  on  Bea- 
con Street  in  Boston? 

3.  Thirty-one  theatres  in  Maine  and  New 
Hampshire  have  distributed  how  many 
Movie  Quiz  booklets? 

4.  Who  is  the  new  manager  at  the  Capitol 
in  Springfield? 

5.  His  recent  election  makes  how  many 
terms  that  Samuel  Pinanski  has  served 
as  MPTOA  head  in  Boston? 

Father  and  Son  in 

Hospital 
Boston — Phil  Fox,  former  local  Co- 

lumbia salesman,  now  manager  for  the 

distributor  at  the  Albany  office,  was 

sought  by  former  confederates  last 

week  who  wished  to  inform  him  of  the 

critical  illness  of  his  father.  It  was 

discovered  that  Fox  was  in  the  Al- 

bany Hospital  where  he  underwent  an 

emergency  appendectomy.  Informa- 
tion of  the  double  hospitalization  was 

withheld  from  both  parties. 

Irving  Isaacs  Considers 
Newsreel  Theatre  in  Hub 

Boston — Irving  Isaacs,  independent  cir- 
cuit owner,  has  been  considering  opening 

of  a   newsreel  theatre  in  the  Park  Square 
Bldg.  Boston  has  three  such  sites  at  pres- 
ent. 

Trans-Lux  recently  opened  a   theatre  in 
the  midst  of  the  Washington  St.  shopping 
district.  The  Levenson  Bros,  have  had  one 

going  for  years  in  the  South  Station, 

N.  Y.,  N.  H„  and  Hartford  Railroad  Ter- 
minal. Frederick  E.  Lieberman  has  one 

adjoining  the  Repertory  Theatre  in  the 
Back  Bay. 

Other  newsreel  projects  have  been  more 
or  less  in  the  wind  these  past  few  months. 
The  majority  of  prospective  operators  are 
watching  business  at  the  Trans-Lux  for  a 
local  gauge,  however. 

Fire  Destroys  Winthrop 

Theatre ;   $10,000  Damage 
Portland,  Me. — The  Winthrop  Theatre, 

operated  by  Edward  Desjardins  at  Win- 
throp, Me.,  was  destroyed  by  fire  re- 
cently. An  unofficial  estimate  of  the  dam- 

age was  placed  at  $10,000.  The  audi- 
ence filed  out  quietly. 

According  to  Fire  Chief  E.  E.  York,  the 

fire  started  from  an  explosion  in  the  pro- 
jection room.  Desjardins  and  an  assistant 

escaped  from  the  room  without  injury. 

The  theatre  is  the  only  one  in  Winthrop. 

Attendance  and  Opening 

Records  to  "Boys  Town" Boston — Record  fell  before  the  on- 

slaught of  “Boys  Town”  at  Loew’s  State 
and  Loew’s  Orpheum  last  week.  The  pic- 

ture opened  to  the  largest  initial  day  for 

straight  films  ever  experienced  by  Loew’s 
Orpheum.  Joint  attendance  records  for 
an  all-film  policy  on  Sunday  fell  three 

days  later.  The  film,  showing  with  “The 
Lady  Objects,”  was  held. 

Eastern  News  Notes 

■pHAT  George  J.  Schaefer,  recently  re- 
signed United  Artists  executive,  may  be- 

come president  of  RKO  highlighted  east- 
ern newsbits  of  the  past  week.  The  gen- 
eral expectancy  is  that  Schaefer  will  suc- 
ceed Leo  Spitz,  who  for  months  has  been 

desirous  of  returning  to  his  Chicago  law 

practice. Other  eastern  highlights: 
The  organized  industry  is  taking  leaps 

toward  self -regulation!  Bids  have  been  ex- 
tended to  Allied,  the  MPTOA  and  eight 

other  exhibitor  groups  to  meet  with  the 

distributors’  committee.  In  the  meantime, 
Special  Assistant  Attorney  General  Thur- 

man Arnold  reputedly  reserved  all  rights 

as  to  the  government’s  course  in  the  anti- trust suit. 

An  acute  print  shortage  has  developed 
in  Gotham!  Despite  denials  to  that  effect, 
at  least  two  circuits  have  refused  to  to  pay 
score  charges  when  requests  for  switching 
have  brought  on  additional  expense  in 
transportation  charges. 

“It’s  not  so.”  Thus  claims  J.  J.  Unger, 
eastern  and  southern  division  manager  for 
Paramount,  denying  that  a   deal  has  been 
made  with  Milton  A.  Mooney,  head  of 

Co-Operative  Theatres  of  Ohio,  to  sell 
Paramount  product  as  an  agent. 
Another  big  grosser?  That  was  the 

question  last  week  when  announcement 

was  made  that  Walt  Disney’s  second  fea- 
ture length  cartoon,  “Pinnochio,”  is  already 

one-third  completed  and  will  be  ready  for 
1939  release. 

Philadelphia  is  worried.  Despite  a   na- 
tional spread  in  income  of  more  than  27 

per  cent  in  the  past  five  years,  Phila- 
delphia theatre  attendance  has  only  varied 

one  per  cent  in  that  time. 
Czech  war-time  measure  affects  the  in- 

dustry. A   decree,  effective  September  29, 
states  all  production  and  exhibition  are 
absorbed  by  the  Supreme  Economic  Coun- 

cil, headed  by  J.  Syrovy.  Distribution  is 
not  affected. 

Movie  Quiz  contest  may  be  extended  be- 
yond December  31.  This  possibility  was 

seen  as  a   result  of  the  executive  com- 
mittee’s willingness  to  refund  pledges  to 

theatres  unable  to  play  the  required  mini- 
mum of  30  pictures. 

Gordon  Is  Alexander  s 

N,  Hampshire  Salesman 
Boston  —   Harry  Snyder,  New  England 

sales  manager  for  the  Alexander  Film 

Co.,  has  appointed  I.  M.  Gordon  his  sales- 
man in  New  Hampshire.  The  latter  is  the 

brother  of  circuit  operator  Louis  Gordon. 
George  Barton,  who  formerly  sold  in 

Rhode  Island  under  John  Cunningham, 
has  been  allotted  the  Essex  county  territory 
in  Massachusetts. 

Open  Latchis  Memorial 
Boston — The  Latchis  Memorial  was  ac- 

corded a   formal  opening  last  week  by  Peter 

Latchis  and  his  partner.  The  Brattle- 
boro,  Vt„  showplace  is  a   memorial  to  the 
father  of  the  Latchis  Brothers. 
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JKE  GRISCHAVER,  partner  of  George 
Solomon  in  the  operation  of  the  Holly- 

wood in  Charlestown,  is  still  ill.  Jack 
Yonkers  of  Interstate  is  looking  out  for 

Grischaver’s  interests.  Yonkers  is  the  lat- 
ter’s son-in-law. 

Lou  Walters  has  opened  the  Latin 
Quartier,  new  film  district  night  spot  .   .   . 
An  authoritative  source  has  informed  this 

publication  that,  at  the  most,  “a  few  small 
changes”  will  comprise  the  net  turnover  at 
the  Warner  exchange  where  Norman 
Ayers,  formerly  of  Albany,  has  succeeded 
Nat  Furst. 

Arthur  Tuohy,  publicist  and  assistant 
manager  of  the  Trans  Lux,  has  been  ill. 
A1  Winston,  formerly  assistant  at  the 
Hub,  has  been  filling  in  .   .   .   Several  execu- 

tives of  a   local  independent  circuit  were 
tied  up  in  court  much  of  last  week  be- 

cause of  a   litigation  brought  against  a 
Roxbury  house  by  a   woman  who  claimed 
injuries  from  falling  .   .   .   The  film  district 
was  well  represented  at  the  opening  of  the 
Latchis  Memorial  at  Brattleboro,  Vt.,  last 
week. 

An  independent  circuit  owner  is  still 

having  theatre  license  trouble  locally  .   .   . 

Ray  Robertson,  Jam  Handy  representa- 
tive in  Detroit,  was  in  town  last  week. 

Thomas  Hill,  head  shipper  at  Grand 
National,  has  been  getting  over  a   cold  this 
week  .   .   .   Morris  Nunes,  premium  man,  is 
on  crutches  following  an  auto  accident  in 
New  Haven  .   .   .   Considerable  money  was 
offered  last  week  on  the  World  Series, 
with  the  short  cash  on  the  Cubs  hard  to 
find. 

Walter  Gillis,  Cameo  Screen  Attractions 
office  manager,  was  in  court  last  week. 
Gillis  was  transferred  from  civil  tribunal 
to  the  criminal  sessio?is  early  in  the 

stanza.  He  is  on  jury  duty  .   .   .   Sam  David- 
son, Cameo  owner,  was  excused  from  jury 

duty  earlier  because  of  business  obliga- 
tions. 

Harry  Asher,  eastern  divisional  manager 
for  Grand  National,  spent  the  weekend  in 

New  York  at  his  organization’s  conven- 
tion. 

The  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  met 
Tuesday  .   .   .   Charles  Morse  and  Louis 
Rothenberg,  circuit  operators,  were  in 
New  York  last  week  .   .   .   Jack  Goldstein, 
former  national  exploitation  manager  for 
United  Artists,  is  still  in  town  where  he  is 
recuperating  from  an  optic  operation  .   .   . 

A   new  house  is  said  to  be  due  for  Stam- 
ford, Conn. 

Sandy  MacDonald,  head  of  the  Diamond 
Guides,  New  Brunswick  sporting  outfitters 
with  a   film  district  clientele,  saw  the  first 
New  York  game  of  the  World  Series  .   .   . 

Elmer  Turnquist,  former  Imperial  dis- 
trict manager,  has  taken  over  the  distribu- 

tion of  a   few  westerns  ...  Joe  Longo,  ex- 
ploitation man,  was  looking  around  last 

week  for  a   still  of  a   near-nude.  He  wanted 

it  for  use  in  a   tricky  handout  for  “Too  Hot 

to  Handle.” 

Attorneys  were  in  Boston  last  week  get- 
ting affidavits  from  E.  M.  Loew  and  others 

for  use  in  a   Manchester,  N.  H„  case  .   .   . 
Sam  Haase  is  suing  the  Star  Realty  Co. 
there  for  commissions  he  claims  due  him 
as  a   result  of  the  sale  of  the  Star  Theatre 
to  E.  M.  Loew. 

Steve  Broidy,  Monogram  head  in  New 

England,  has  placed  “Mr.  Wong,  Detec- 
tive” at  the  Paramount  and  Fenway  .   .   . 

Harry  Snyder,  New  England  manager  for 
Alexander  Film,  reports  that  numerous 
theatremen  are  contacting  him  in  efforts 

to  put  their  houses  on  his  concern’s  ad 
trailer  list.  It  means  extra  revenue. 

Thad  Barrows,  Marco  Polo  of  projec- 

tionists, “Worlded”  it  again  this  week 
when  he  attended  the  Series  .   .   .   Basil 

Rathbone,  arch  film  villain,  was  the  guest 
at  a   press  party  at  the  Statler  last  week. 

Harry  Browning,  M&P  publicist  and 
p.  a.  for  the  forthcoming  Theatrical  Post 
of  American  Legion  installation  and 

dance,  has  been  promoting  plenty  of  news- 
paper space  for  the  October  25  affair.  Jim 

Sheeran  of  the  state  film  censorship  de- 
partment and  Browning  this  week  ex- 

tended Mayor  Maurice  Tobin,  pictorially, 
an  invitation  to  attend  the  affair.  Eddie 
Carr  of  the  Boston  Globe  on  the  spot  with 
the  lens. 

It  seems  that  when  motion  picture  the- 
atres locally  experience  a   hiatus  as 

‘ mercantile  property,”  it  is  difficult  to  re- 
convert them  to  motion  picture  houses — 

and  secure  operating  licenses.  Two  local 

situations  are  being  held  up  for  this  rea- 

son .   .   .   “Boys  Town"  broke  a   bevy  of 
records  at  the  Loew’s  State  and  Loew’s 
Orpheum  last  week.  It  was  held. 

Paul  Levi  and  Marty  Glazer  of  the 
Metropolitan  publicity  department  have 
been  planting  considerable  exploitation 

material  on  “If  I   Were  King.”  The  Ron- 
ald Colman  vehicle  is  scheduled  for  two 

weeks  at  the  Metropolitan.  The  publicity 

pair  have  made  a   grand  slam  in  the  Wash- 
ington Street  shopping  districts  with  win- 

dows at  R.  H.  White’s  and  Jordan  Marsh’s. 
A   $100  Boston  American  contest  is  being 
held,  with  top  prizes  going  to  those  with 
the  best  conceptions  of  what  they  would 
do  if  they  were  kings. 

Reddy  Wolf,  veteran  New  England  the- 
atre manager,  was  critically  ill  last  week 

at  Beth  Israel  .   .   .   Solly  Levine,  formerly 

with  the  New  England  Film  Exchange,  un- 
derwent a   minor  operation  last  week  .   .   . 

Major  Patrick  F.  Healey,  head  of  the 
Massachusetts  Department  of  Public 

(Continued  on  page  109) 

Plagiarism  Charges 

Against  RKO 
Boston — RKO  is  defending  a   plagiar- 

ism suit  for  $200,000  filed  in  superior 

court  in  Taunton  by  W.  J.  O'Rourke. 

O'Rourke  alleges  that  RKO  based 

“Condemned  Women"  on  a   story, 

’’Girls'  Reformatory,"  which  he  sub- 

mitted last  year  to  the  studio. 

One  Out  of  Sixty-Two 
Pictures  Gets  Sheared 

Boston — But  one  motion  picture  incur- 
red eliminations  in  the  last  62  to  go  before 

the  bureau  of  Sunday  censorship,  seg- 
ment of  the  Massachusetts  department  of 

public  safety.  Four  vaudeville  acts  were 
ruled  out  for  Sunday  showings  during  the 

same  period,  while  ten  others  were  or- 
dered to  make  modifications. 

Imperial’s  “Gay  Love”  was  substantially 
cut  in  the  dialogue  track.  Deletions  in- 

cluded the  elimination  of  the  entire  “Em- 
barrassment” number  by  Sophie  Tucker  in 

the  first  reel.  The  blues  singer’s  “Ex- 
traordinary Man”  number  in  the  sixth  reel 

was  also  scissored  in  full. 

Also  snipped,  according  to  Commissioner 

Eugene  M.  McSweeney,  were:  “Dialogue, 
‘ — a   hell  of  — in  part  3.  Dialogue,  ‘If 

Christine — ,’  to  and  including,  ‘ — But  don’t 

blame  me!’  in  part  4.  Dialogue,  ‘Damn — ” 
Among  the  61  okayed  motion  pictures 

were  Columbia’s  “Girls’  School,”  First  Na- 
tional’s “Girls  on  Probation,”  Paramount’s 

“If  I   Were  King,”  20th-Fox’s  “Always  in 

Trouble,”  and  RKO’s  “Room  Service.” 

Geo.  Ryan  Taking  M&R 

Depositions  in  Boston 
Boston  —   George  S.  Ryan,  anti-trust 

lawyer,  has  moved  his  taking  of  deposi- 
tions in  the  Morse  and  Rothenberg  $2,- 

100,000  litigation  to  Boston  by  joint  con- 
sent of  counsel.  The  majors  at  present 

are  producing  documents  laid  open  to 

Ryan,  by  a   recent  court  order. 
The  taking  of  verbal  testimony  is  ex- 

pected to  resume  in  New  York  within  the 
next  few  weeks.  End  of  the  deposition 
taking  is  still  indefinite. 

Weiss  Awards  Contract 

For  New  Stamtord  House 

Stamford,  Conn. — F.  E.  Weiss  of  the 

Stamford  Theatre  has  awarded  the  con- 
tract for  a   new  theatre.  The  new  house 

will  be  known  as  the  Park  and  will  be 
built  on  a   site  on  Bedford  St.  opposite 

Forest  St.  Plans  by  Architect  Hosenhauser 
of  New  York  City  call  for  a   building  of 

colonial  design  with  stadium  effect  and  will 
have  a   seating  capacity  of  750. 

1. 

2. 3. 

JIMMV  O’BRIEN INTERNATIONAL  SEAT  CO. 3"1 
NEW 

Floating-Comfort 
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SEATS 
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GOOD  USED 
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of  Every  Kind 

REPAIRS 
Reupholstering 
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" Sonata "   Registers 
Longest  Run 

Boston  —   "Moonlight  Sonata"  has 
gone  into  its  21st  week  at  the  Fine 

Arts  Theatre.  George  Kraska  esti- 

mates that  86,368  people  have  seen  the 

Paderewski  iilm  in  the  intimate  house 

during  the  past  five  months.  No  other 

film  ever  played  Boston  for  so  long. 

Plan  Improvements  at 

New  Britain's  Rialto 
New  Britain,  Conn. — The  Rialto  Thea- 

tre, recently  leased  by  Massachusetts  The- 
atres, Inc.,  for  operation,  will  be  reseated 

and  redecorated  and  opened  early  in  No- 
vember. Frank  Linahan,  former  manager 

at  the  Bijou,  Holyoke,  has  been  appointed 
manager. 

The  Arch  Street,  George  LeWitt  house 
now  nearing  completion,  also  is  scheduled 
to  open  about  the  same  time,  with  John 
Glackin  in  charge. 

Over  Two  Million  Checks 
Boston — A   total  of  2,057,107  unemploy- 

ment benefit  checks,  amounting  to  $21,- 
858,282,  were  issued  in  Massachusetts  for 

the  first  eight  months  of  this  year,  ac- 
cording to  the  Massachusetts  Unemploy- 

ment Compensation  Commission.  Boston 

unemployed  received  265,857  checks, 
amounting  to  $2,819,729,  during  the  eight- 
month  period. 

Rathbone  Interview 
Portland,  Me. — Basil  Rathbone,  screen 

actor,  was  interviewed  by  Richard  E.  Bates, 
program  director,  WGAN,  October  5.  Since 
it  was  impossible  for  Rathbone  to  come 

to  Portland,  WGAN  sent  Bates  to  Boston, 
where  the  actor  was  interviewed  in  the 

studios  of  WEEI.  Rathbone  is  on  a   two- 
week  vacation  in  the  east. 

Mrs.  Margaret  O'Brien 
Boston — Mrs.  Margaret  O’Brien  died  in 

Gardner  last  week.  She  was  the  mother  of 

James  O’Brien,  International  Seat  repre- 
sentative in  New  England.  He  accom- 

panied the  body  to  St.  Catherine,  Ont.,  for 
burial. 

Gillham  in  Boston 

Boston  —   Robert  Gillham,  Paramount 
advertising  director,  was  in  Boston  last 

week.  He  delivered  a   pep  talk  before  a 
group  of  M&P  Theatres  Corp.  managers 
on  Thursday. 

Eskin  May  Enter  Stamford 

Boston — Harold  Eskin,  head  of  an  east- 

ern theatre  chain,  may  put  up  a   new 
house  in  Stamford,  Conn.  Eskin  already 
operates  the  Opera  House  there. 

Second  Chore  for  Kanin 

Hollywood — Fresh  from  new  laurels  as 

director  of  “A  Man  to  Remember,”  Garson 
Kanin  gets  the  megaphone  assignment  on 

RKO’s  “The  Great  Man  Votes.” 

^FTERMATH  of  the  hurricane  in  the 
way  of  delayed  electric  service  will  prob- 

ably push  back  the  big  opening  of  the 
Dixwell,  new  Fishman  house.  Opening  was 
planned  for  October  19  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Marvin  Schenck  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Eugene 

Picker  were  among  the  out-of-towners 
in  for  the  Yale-Columbia  football  spec- 

tacle .   .   .   The  Pickers,  Phil  Fox  and  I.  H. 
Rogovin  came  back  for  the  Navy  tilt,  too. 

Nathan  Lampert,  chief  mogul  of  the 

“borscht  circuit,”  received  severe  injury 
to  his  knee  and  will  be  confined  to  a 
Poughkeepsie  hospital  for  the  next  six 
weeks,  as  a   result  of  an  accident  in  which 
the  car  he  was  driving  collided  with  a 

truck.  His  six-year-old  daughter  also  was 
injured. 

Warner  has  reopened  the  Tremont,  An- 
sonia,  one  of  the  houses  closed  for  the 

summer.  The  house  is  on  a   three-day 
schedule  .   .   .   Staff  of  the  Palace,  Norwich, 
averted  even  more  serious  damage  to  the 
house  during  the  recent  storm  by  pulling 
up  orchestra  seats  when  the  warning  came 
and  storing  them  in  the  balcony.  Water 
damage  was  considerable  in  spite  of  this 
.   .   .   Poli  staffs  were  prepared  with  rented 

pumps  to  be  put  in  immediate  operation. 

The  Park  Theatre  lease  case  of  Toma- 
sino  vs.  Cascioli  is  expected  to  be  assigned 
for  trial  this  week  .   .   .   Big  interest  was 

shown  in  Photo-Pay  Nite,  opened  at  the 

Strand,  Hamden,  last  Saturday.  Theatre 
buys  back  pictures  which  the  Magic  Eye 
in  the  lobby  snaps  and  which  are  thrown 

on  the  screen  with  slides,  upon  identifica- 
tion of  the  subject  with  a   member  of  the 

audience. 

Holdovers:  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You”  joined  the  long  line  of  successive 
holdovers  from  the  Poli,  New  Haven,  to 

the  College,  and  was  also  held  at  the 

Lyric,  Bridgeport,  and  Palace,  Stamford 

.   .   .   “Four  Daughters”  stayed  a   full  second 
week  at  the  Roger  Sherman,  Warner,  Wor- 

cester, and  Strand,  Hartford  .   .   .   “Moon- 
light Sonata”  held  at  the  Lincoln  .   .   . 

“Reformatory”  did  more  time  at  E.  M. 

Loew’s,  Hartford  .   .   .   Plaza,  Worcester, 

kept  “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  for three  additional  days. 

Al  Daytz  has  been  appointed  Metro 
Premium  representative  for  this  territory, 

with  offices  at  237  South  Orange.  Daytz 
was  formerly  with  Econographs,  Inc.,  of 

Boston,  a   banking  service  .   .   .   All  Poli 
ushers  are  changing  to  snappy  new  navy 

and  gold  whiter  uniforms. 

What  happened  to  the  theatre  electric 
light  and  power  survey  undertaken  by 
combined  exhibitor  organizations  last 

spring?  .   .   .   Bridgeport  charitable  organ- 
izations wishing  to  introduce  a   bill  legaliz- 

ing “charitable”  Bingo,  claim  they  have 
(Continued  on  page  109) 
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Claim  No  Credit 

Boston — The  killing  of  a   rattlesnake  in 
a   Boston  street,  near  the  film  district, 
broke  the  headlines  late  last  week.  Rattle- 

snakes, needless  to  say,  are  seldom  found 
on  the  loose  in  Metropolitan  Boston. 

Denials  that  the  occurrence  was  a   pub- 
licity stunt  were  promptly  issued  by  Joe 

Longo,  Jack  Saef,  Jack  Granara,  Red 
King,  Joe  DiPesa,  A1  Longo,  Joe  Ehrlick, 
Meyer  Marcus,  Harry  Browning,  Arthur 
Tuohy,  Marty  Glazer,  and  Paul  Levi. 

jyjUCH  to  the  chagrin  of  local  theatre 
managers  and  exhibitors,  the  theatrical 

page  in  the  Portland  Evening  Express  has 
been  cut  in  half.  Almost  all  local  publicity 
has  been  removed.  Whether  this  practice 
will  become  permanent  could  not  be 
learned. 

Harmon  Littlejohn  York  jr.  has  been 
appointed  a   special  policeman  at  the 

Strand  Theatre  .   .   .   Delegates  from  the 

Maine  Parent-Teachers  Ass’n,  meeting  in 
Portland  this  week  for  their  19 th  annual 

convention,  boosted  business  at  all  first- 
runs. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  playing 
at  the  Strand  Theatre,  will  be  transferred 
to  the  Empire  for  a   continued  run  .   .   . 

Officials  of  the  Sasco  and  Portland  thea- 
tres, E.  M.  Loew  houses,  are  said  to  be 

negotiating  with  the  local  chapter  of  the 

MPMO’s  union.  These  theatres  are  the 
only  ones  in  Portland  not  unionized. 

A   prevue  of  “Boys  Town”  was  held  al 
the  State  Theatre,  October  6,  for  repre- 

sentatives of  the  Catholic,  Protestant  and 

Jewish  faiths,  the  speakers  bureau  of  the 

chamber  of  commerce  and  other  promi- 
nent organizations  .   .   .   Sam  Richman  of 

Boston  has  joined  the  State  Theatre  staff 
as  a   student  manager. 

Filmrow  visitors:  John  F.  Gatelee,  in- 
ternational representative  of  the  IATSE, 

Springfield,  Mass.,  and  Mrs.  Gatelee;  Lewis 

Gordon  of  the  Lockwood-Gordon  circuit, 
with  theatres  in  various  parts  of  New 
England;  Joe  Wolfe,  Columbia  salesman, 
Boston. 

Bill  Freiday,  former  operator  of  the 
Deering  Theatre  and  owner  of  a   string  of 

summer  theatres  near  York  Harbor,  is  re- 
ported to  be  considering  opening  a   theatre 

at  Dover,  N.  H.,  soon. 

Rumor  has  it  that  Keith’s  Theatre, 
dark  about  a   month,  is  to  be  reopened  the 

last  of  October.  Several  parties  are  nego- 
tiating for  the  house. 

Add  to  Cast 

Hollywood  —   Richard  Denning,  Judy 

King,  Charles  B.  Wood,  George  Magrill, 
Lily  King,  Dorothy  Dayton,  Paula  De 
Cardo,  Harriette  Haddon  and  Helaine 

Moler  were  assigned  to  Paramount’s  “King 
of  Chinatown,”  in  which  Anna  May  Wong 
and  Akim  Tamiroff  have  leading  roles. 

gDGAR  LYNCH,  manager  of  the  Warner, 
made  an  over-night  trip  to  Long  Island 

to  congratulate  a   couple  of  friends  on  their 
first  baby. 

Report  has  it  that  the  Loew-Poli-Lyric 
will  reopen  on  a   full  week  basis  in  about 
three  weeks.  House  has  been  operating 
weekends  of  late. 

Morris  Rosenthal  guested  a   group  of 

Post-Telegram  carriers  at  his  Majestic 
Theatre. 

Loexv-Poli  at  Waterbury  broke  existing 

house  records  on  the  first  night  of  “Dracu- 
la”  and  “Frankenstein”  as  a   double  bill. 

Most  of  the  neighborhood  theatres  are 

beginning  to  bring  back  “Alexander  Rag- 
time Band”  for  return  bookings. 

Mrs.  Alan  Olmstead  is  looking  after  the 

publicity  for  the  Loew  theatres  here  while 
her  husbaxid,  the  regular  press  agent,  is  in 
Europe  on  axi  assignment  from  his  paper, 

the  Times-Star. 

Horace  MacMahon  of  the  films  is  visit- 
ing his  parents  in  Norwalk. 

Dorothy  DeLacy,  private  secretary  to  Lou 

Anger,  chain  operator,  became  the  bride  of 
Donald  B.  Pike  in  the  Summerfield  M.  E. 
chxxrch  recently. 

William  Finn  has  joined  the  Loew-Poli 
staff  as  doorman. 

Bank  Night  Settlement 

Is  Effected  With  Two 
Boston  —   Bank  Night  collection  suits 

filed  against  Edward  Markell  and  Ken- 
neth Forkey  have  been  settled  out  of  court. 

Roy  E.  Heffner,  owner  of  Bank  Night 

rights  in  New  England,  told  this  publica- 
tion that  the  defendants  made  a   cash  pay- 

ment and  signed  new  Bank  Night  con- 
tracts for  one  year. 

The  suits  involved  Forkey’s  Magnet  in 
Dorchester,  Strand  in  Canton,  and  Orange 

in  Orange,  together  with  Markell's  Strand in  Boston. 

McLaughlin  Renovates 
Boston — Wdliam  H.  McLaughlin,  local 

Allied  director  and  newly  elected  senior 
vice-commander  of  the  Theatrical  Post  of 

American  Legion,  has  thoroughly  reno- 
vated his  theatre  in  Stoneham.  Jimmie 

O’Brien  has  instaded  new  seats  at  the 
location. 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Queries  on  page  104) 

1.  As  a   Fine  Arts  house. 
2.  Morse  and  Rothenberg. 
3.  50,000. 

4.  Angelo  Sette. 

5.  Three. 

Relatives  Agree 

Boston — Burt  Lazarus,  local  premium 

man,  was  discussing  the  World  Series  with 
his  nephew.  Lazarus  told  the  youngster 
that  he  had  laid  a   bet  on  the  Yankees. 
“How  much?”  the  kid  asked. 

Lazarus  held  up  one  hand. 

“Five  cents?” 

“No,”  Lazarus  said.  “Five  bucks.” 
“Aw,”  Lazarus’s  nephew  exclaimed, 

disgustedly.  “Who’s  the  sucker?” 
It  was  Steve  Broidy. 

gTRAND  and  Fays  stdl  clearing  up  flood 
damage  these  days  while  other  first-run 

downtown  theatres  are  enjoying  good  busi- 
ness. Fays  is  scheduled  to  reopen  with 

new  seats  instaded  and  house  redecorated 
downstairs  on  October  21.  Strand  seems 

on  the  way  to  getting  reopened  about  No- 
vember 1   and  until  then  is  occupying  the 

Metropolitan  Theatre  but  is  finding  it  dif- 
ficult to  get  patrons  to  visit  the  new 

location. 

The  new  State  Theatre  in  Peace  Dale 

opened  for  the  season  September  30.  On 

the  same  date  E.  M.  Loew’s  Colonial  in 
Newport  got  under  way  after  being  closed 
since  the  storm  of  September  21.  All  other 
Newport  houses  were  able  to  reopen  within 
a   day  or  two  after  the  storm,  but  city 

officials  held  up  the  Colonial’s  permit  until 
the  house  passed  official  inspection. 

Over  in  Attleboro,  Mass.,  the  Rotary 

Club  is  planning  an  experiment  to  cut 

down  Hallowe’en  havoc.  Stunt  cads  for  a 
street  parade  that  evening  with  Rotary 

and  Merchants’  Bureau  donating  prizes 
for  kids  best  costumed.  The  parade  will 
take  the  masked  merrymakers  direct  to 
the  Union  Theatre  where  Manager  Albert 

McAvoy  wdl  play  host  to  ad  the  paraders 
at  a   special  show  to  be  sandwiched  in 

between  the  first  and  second  evening  per- 
formances at  the  theatre.  The  kids  will 

be  invited  to  take  the  stage  with  any 

stunts  they  care  to  present.  Prizes  wid 

be  awarded  at  the  theatre  for  best  cos- 
tumes and  ad  kids  wid  be  permitted  to 

stay  for  the  last  showing. 

No  Legit  Openings 
Boston  —   No  openings  were  recorded 

along  the  legitimate  front  in  Boston  last 

week.  “What  a   Life”  at  the  Wilbur, 

“Whiteoaks”  at  the  Plymouth,  and  “Am- 

phitryon 38”  at  the  Colonial  continued 
their  engagements. 

Bobby  Breen  on  the  Air 

Hollywood — Bobby  Breen  wid  be  fea- 
tured on  six  Eddie  Cantor  radio  programs, 

the  October  10  presentation  having  been 
the  first. 

Claire  Trevor  in  "Stagecoach" Hollywood — Claire  Trevor  is  the  first 

player  cast  for  Walter  Wanger’s  new  UA 

picture,  “Stagecoach.” 
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Safety  and  the  Theatrical  Post  of  Ameri- 
can Legion,  was  scheduled  to  return  to 

town  this  week  from  the  Los  Angeles  con- 
vention. Major  Healey  will  be  installed  as 

commander  of  the  film  post  at  the  Copley- 
Plaza  on  October  25. 

Tex  Safrine  has  closed  the  Oceanside  in 

Magnolia  and  Horticultural  Hall  in  Man- 
chester-by-the-Sea.  Safrine  will  open 
these  situations  next  summer,  he  plans  .   .   . 
The  Boston  Symphony  Orchestra  was  the 
guest  of  George  S.  Kraska  last  week  at 

the  regular  evening  showing  of  “Moon- 
light Sonata.’’  Serge  Koussevitsky,  direc- 

tor, was  unable  to  attend  because  of  press 
of  work.  He  wrote  Mr.  Kraska  expressing 
his  disappointment. 

Henry  Greenberg,  Columbia  booker,  is 

to  have  his  tonsils  out.  He  has  been  post- 
poning the  operation  for  a   month,  because 

of  a   cold,  he  says  .   .   .   J.  M.  Cummings, 

M-G-M  auditor,  has  been  ill  at  his  home 
at  Norfolk  Downs,  Mass. 

Abe  Montague,  Columbia  executive,  and 
Mrs.  Montague  were  in  town  last  week  for 
the  holidays  .   .   .   Charles  Repec  planned 
an  executive  meeting  this  week  of  the 
Cinema  Club  .   .   .   Jack  Eames,  New 
Hampshire  theatres  tycoon,  was  in  town 
last  week  and  not  talking  politics. 

Harry  Worden,  M-G-M  salesman  in 
Vermont,  has  been  ill  at  the  Rockingham 

Hospital  in  Bellows  Falls,  Vt.  .   .   .   Jim  Ma- 
honey, Connecticut  district  manager  for 

Interstate,  was  in  Boston  last  week  .   .   . 
Josephine  Nolan,  secretary  for  Tim 

O’Toole  when  the  latter  was  Boston  man- 
ager, is  still  at  leisure. 

Pat  McGee  has  booked  “Marihuana” 
simultaneously  in  four  Connecticut  spots. 
Locations  are  the  Rialto  in  Stamford,  and 

the  Strand,  Park  City,  and  Strand-Palace 
in  Bridgeport. 

Ethel  Barrymore  sponsored  a   midweek 

matinee  of  “Whiteoaks”  at  the  Plymouth 
on  Wednesday  in  behalf  of  the  Actors’ 
Fund  .   .   .   Entire  New  England  communi- 

ties, wrecked  by  hurricane  and  flood,  are 

being  rebuilt  on  safer  land  by  state  com- 
mand. 

Prank  C.  Lydon,  operator  of  the  Ham- 
ilton in  Dorchester,  is  capitalizing  on 

“Tenth  Avenue  Kid”  by  giving  Tommy 
Ryan  top  billing.  The  youngster,  Lydon 

points,  is  “known  locally  as  ‘Phil  Mc- 
Mahon,’ Dorchester  juvenile  entertainer 

from  Hancock  Street”  .   .   .   Alex  Tradd  is 
back  in  town  from  Texas  .   .   .   John  Sevita 

is  with  National  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

Leonard  Kraska  has  been  promoted,  or 
somebody  has  made  a   typographical  error. 
His  new  business  cards  announce  him  as 

“House  Manager”  of  the  Fine  Arts  .   .   . 
Sam  Davidson  has  taken  over  the  New 

England  distribution  of  “Wajan.”  He  will 
handle  it  through  the  facilities  of  Cameo 
Screen  Attractions,  Inc. 

Bctkewell  Joins  "Duke"  Cast 
Hollywood— William  Bakewell  has  join- 

ed the  cast  of  “The  Duke  of  West  Point,” 
an  Edward  Small  production  for  UA  re- 
lease. 

In  This  Case:  No 

Damage  Done 
Boston — Hurricane  insurance,  total- 

ing $50,000,  was  taken  out  on  the  Co- 
lonial as  an  exploitation  stunt  during 

the  roadshowing  of  “Hurricane''  at  the 
house.  The  Boston  Herald  was  the 

only  paper  to  fall  for  the  stunt. 
Then  came  the  real  hurricane.  The 

insurance  had  lapsed  by  three  months. 

The  Colonial  was  uninjured. 

Seizing  an  Opportunity 
To  Present  His  Problem 

Boston  —   Harry  Browning,  M&P  pub- 
licity manager,  escorted  Basil  Rathbone 

to  New  Haven  last  week.  The  actor  de- 
livered a   talk  before  the  students  of  Yale 

University. 

Browning,  who  had  the  responsibility  of 
bringing  the  star  to  Hartford  to  fill  a 
stage  appearance,  kept  his  eye  on  the 

clock.  Time  began  to  run  short.  Brown- 
ing was  at  a   loss  to  know  how  to  get  the 

point  across  to  Rathbone. 

Then  came  the  questions.  In  answer- 

ing a   query,  Rathbone  stated,  “I  have  a 

problem  .   .   .” 
“I  have  a   problem,  too,”  broke  in 

Browning.  “I  have  to  get  you  to  Hart- 

ford right  away.” 

Ten  Years  Ago 

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  13,  1928) 

way  of  all  flesh.”  That  was  the 
fate  of  the  Capitol,  Somerville,  Mass., 

and  the  Revere,  Revere,  Mass.,  Universal’s 
last  two  theatres  in  the  New  England  ter- 

ritory— both  of  which  were  taken  over 
last  week  by  Interstate  Theatre  Corp.  This 
expansion  marks  the  rapid  growth  of  the 
circuit  headed  by  Edward  Ansin  and  E. 
Harold  Stoneman. 

Louise  Healey,  inspectress  at  the  Boston 

Pathe  Exchange,  will  be  married  Thanks- 
giving Day  to  Jack  Martin,  shipper  for 

Rayart  Film  Exchange  .   .   .   RCA  last  week 

secured  control  of  Keith-Albee-Orpheum 
and  FBO.  The  deal  means  the  retirement 

of  Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  who  is  chairman 

of  the  board  of  directors  of  K-A-O  and 
president  of  FBO. 

Motion  pictures  are  the  most  vigorous 
and  effective  ally  of  business  in  America 

today,  Carl  F.  Milliken,  former  governor 
of  Maine  and  now  secretary  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of 

America,  Inc.,  told  the  Rotary  Club  of 
Boston  at  luncheon  last  week  .   .   .   Another 

sound  device  has  made  its  appearance  on 
Filmrow  with  the  opening  of  Phototone 
Co.  of  New  England. 

Frank  McShane,  formerly  assistant  man- 

ager at  the  Scollay  Square  Olympia,  Bos- 
ton, is  now  manager  of  the  Colonial,  Bel- 
fast, Me.  .   .   .   Louie  Levine  is  now  man- 

aging Goldstein  Bros.’  Regent  in  Wor- 
cester .   .   .   Elbert  Smith  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  the  circuit’s  Broadway  at  Spring- 
field. 

Reopenings:  T.  J.  McIntyre’s  Laconia 

NEW  HAVEN 
(Continued  from  page  107) 

300,000  signatures  to  a   petition. 

Jules  Livingston  of  Alexander  Film  Co. 
will  be  married  shortly  and  live  in  New 
Haven  .   .   .   Leo  Bonoff  has  bought  colored 

Mexicala  ware  for  the  Bonoff  and  Say- 
brook  theatres  .   .   .   John  Hesse  scores  again 

with  a   knockout  lobby  on  “Room  Service.” 

Stagehands  are  hard  put  to  it  these  days 

with  the  slow  Shubert  season,  the  Para- 
mount late  in  starting  its  occasional  stage 

show  policy,  and  all  talk  of  flesh  at  the 

Bijou  or  College  off  for  the  present.  Pos- 
sibility of  shows  at  the  Arena  is  also  con- 
sidered slight,  though  the  idea  is  being 

talked  about. 

Bob  Russell  accentuated  “Too  Hot  to 
Handle”  marquee  by  spelling  the  word 
“hot”  in  red  bulbs.  Russell  used  his  day 
off  last  week  to  serve  on  a   grand  jury  in 
the  Scott  murder  trial  in  Waterbury  .   .   . 

Visitors:  Nice  to  see  Monk  Maloney’s  smil- 
ing countenance  on  Church  St.  ..  .   Basil 

Rathbone,  preceding  “If  I   Were  King”  with 
personal  appearances  hereabouts.  Frank 
Adcock  of  King  Cole  Sound  Service  on 
Meadow  St. 

Grace  Moore  is  on  the  concert  list  at 
Bushnell  Memorial  this  season,  along  with 

Kullman,  Menuhin,  Bonelli,  Rachmaninoff, 
and  other  distinguished  artists  .   .   .   The 

Hartford  Times  film  critic  heads  his  col- 

umn “Goldie  Didn’t  Plan  to  Become  Comic 

.   .   .   with  Julian  B.  Tuthill.”  Goldie  is 
Harry  Goldfield,  comedian-trumpeter  with 
Paul  Whitman  at  the  State,  and  a   native 

of  Hartford  who  prepared  for  an  en- 
gineering career. 

The  Universal  exchange,  headquarters 

for  Movie  Quiz  booklets,  reports  re-orders 
from  many  exhibitors  throughout  the 

state  .   .   .   Territory  is  interested  in  the  out- 
come of  the  Salvatore  Adorno  vs.  Warner 

Bros,  case  now  being  tried  in  Middletown 

before  Judge  O’Sullivan.  The  case  con- 

cerns an  alleged  agreement  of  Warner’s  to 
lease  the  Palace,  which  was  not  fulfilled. 
Adorno  claims  the  rental  lost  during  the 
time  the  house  was  idle. 

Reginald  Owen  as  Scrooge 

Hollywood  —   Reginald  Owen  replaces 

Lionel  Barrymore  as  Scrooge  in  Dickens’ 
“Christmas  Carol,”  forthcoming  M-G-M 
production. 

Gardens,  Laconia,  N.  H.  .   .   .   A.  W.  Hol- 
brook’s Cameo,  Palmer,  Mass. 

William  Fox,  who  has  acquired  20  Poli 

houses,  has  decided  not  to  let  sound  com- 
pletely supplant  vaudeville  ...  All  major 

picture  houses  in  Boston’s  metropolitan 
district  have  been  wired  for  sound  with 

the  exception  of  Loew’s  Orpheum  .   .   . 
Wedding  bells  will  ring  soon  for  James  J. 

Dempsey,  manager  of  the  Public,  Dor- 
chester, Mass.,  and  Marion  R.  Murphy  of 

Augusta,  Me. 

Goldstein  Bros,  have  broken  ground  for 
a   new  house  in  Greenfield,  Mass.  .   .   .   The 

Suffolk,  Holyoke,  Mass.,  is  installing  the 

Han-a-phone  .   .   .   Carl  Crawford  of  Red 
Seal  Exchange  has  returned  from  a   trip 
to  New  York. 
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mum BUREAU 
Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

•   just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 
MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT4  94  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MTS  10  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 
MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT516  Motors,  constant  speed 

MT517  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 

MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT529  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 
MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago.  111. 10-15-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks:. 

Name. 

Theatre. 

MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

MT555  Spotlight  lamps 
MT556  Sign  lamps 

MT557  Dimmers 

MT558  Ultra  violet  lighting 

MTS59  Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
MT560  Flashed  opal  glass 

MT561  Pot  metal  opal  glass 

MT562  Fuses,  indicator  type 

MT563  Fuses,  cartridge 

MT564  Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT569  Expansion  Bolts 

MT570  Chair  fastening  cement 

MT571  Chair  refinishing  materials 

MT572  Upholstering  materials 
MT573  Seat  patching  kits 

MT574  Seat  decking  materials 

MT575  Floor  surfacing  materials 

MT5  76  Carpet  cleaning  systems 
MT577  Floor  waxes 

MT578  Matting,  rubber 

MT579  Paint,  screen 

MT580  Paint,  plastic 

MT5S1  Paint,  aluminum 
MT582  Polish,  metal 

MT583  Polish,  furniture 

MT584  Fireproofing  compounds 
MT585  Fire  extinguishers 
MT586  Ladders,  safety 

MT587  Uniforms,  staff 
MT588  Screen  cleaning  tools 

MT589  Venetian  blind  cleaners 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 

MT552  Lumiline  lamps 

MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED,  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  "REMARKS" 

PROJECTION 

MT591  Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
MT592  Projectors,  standard 

MT593  Projectors,  semi-portable 
MT594  Projector  pedestals 
MT595  Projector  parts 
MT596  Lamps,  suprex  type 

MT597  Lamps,  reflector  arc 
MT598  Lamps,  high  intensity 

MT599  Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
MT600  Arc  regulators 
MT601  Arc  controls 

MTG02  Control  panels 

MT603  Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
MT604  Rectifiers,  tube  type 

MT605  Bulbs,  rectifier 
MT606  Rheostats,  projection 

MT607  Motor-generators 
MT608  Lenses,  projection 
MTG09  Lenses,  condenser 
MT610  Current  changers 
MT611  Mirror  reflectors 

MT612  Carbons,  projector 
MT613  Carbon  savers 
MT614  Reels 

MT615  Reel  alarms 
MT616  Rewlnders,  automatic 

MT617  Change-over  devices 
MT618  Slide,  projection 

MT619  Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
MT620  Take-ups,  film 
MT621  Film  safety  controls 

MT622  Fire  prevention  devices 
MT623  Fire  shutters,  porthole 
MT624  Film  scales 

MT625  Film  scrapers 
MT626  Film  splicers 

MT627  Film  cleaners 

MT628  Air  gun  (cleaner) 
MT629  Tool  kits 

MT630  Film  cabinets 
MT631  Film  cabinet  stands 

MT632  Effect  projectors 

MT633  Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 

sulphide 

SANITATION 

City.. Stats. MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 
MT6  43  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT6B0  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 
MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 
MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 
MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MT678  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MTG88  Curtain  tracks 

MT68  9   Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MTli92  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glass.es 

MT701  Insulation  materials 

MT702  Acoustical  materials 
MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 

MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 

MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 

MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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STREAMLINE  MPTOA  CONVENTION  PLANS  FOR 

AN  EFFECTIVE  SESSION  IN  OKLAHOMA  CITY 
Fourteen  Questions  On 

Trade  Topics  Are 
Outlined 

Poster  Firm  Wins  Dismissal 

Motion  in  Paramount  Action 

Oklahoma  City — Full  steam  ahead  is 

the  word  on  the  MPTOA  convention  plans 
as  details  now  are  being  arranged  and  an 
increasingly  better  business  program  as 
well  as  entertainment  program  begins  to 
take  form. 

President  Ed  Kuykendall  has  announced 
that  14  questions  will  be  considered  for 
presentation  to  the  convention  in  the  form 

of  discussions,  speeches  or  open  forums, 
these  covering  the  following  subjects: 

(1)  What  chance  is  there  for  organized 

self -regulation  in  the  trade  practices  in 
motion  picture  distribution  and  exhibiton? 

Can  clearance  and  competitive  over-buy- 

ing disputes  be  adjusted  locally  by  organ- 
ized conciliation  or  arbitration? 

(2)  Do  the  present  anti-trust  laws  ac- 
tually prohibit  constructive  cooperation  be- 
tween exhibitors  and  distributors? 

(3)  Will  the  government  anti-trust  suit 
clarify  the  confusion  and  uncertainties 
that  legal  opinions  and  interpretations 
have  created  about  the  law? 

(4)  If  regulation  of  the  business  prac- 
tices in  distribution  and  exhibition  by 

“criminal  statute  is  inevitable,  what  sort 
of  laws  will  be  acceptable  to  the  respon- 

sible independent  exhibitors? 

(5)  Should  the  responsible  independent 
exhibitors  and  the  country  town  theatre 
owners  have  any  voice  in  Federal  and  State 
legislation  to  regulate  business  practices? 

(6)  What  is  required  of  exhibitors  by 
the  new  Federal  Wages  and  Hours  Law? 

(7)  Will  there  be  new  Federal  and 
State  admission  taxes  for  relief  and  social 
security? 

(8)  Will  the  unions  force  a   closed  shop 
on  small  town  theatres  through  unionized 
film  exchanges? 

(9)  Was  the  National  Advertising  Cam- 
paign worth  the  cost  and  effort?  Should 

it  be  repeated  next  year? 
(10)  What  can  exhibitors  do  to  curb 

unfair  competition  between  theatres?  To 

increase  boxoffice  receipts?  To  improve 
theatre  operation? 

(11)  What  should  local  exhibitors  do  to 

curb  and  restrain  (rather  than  encourage 

and  inflame)  public  prejudice  and  hostil- 
ity towards  our  business  and  towards  mo- 

tion pictures? 
(12)  What  pictures  will  be  released  the 

rest  of  the  season  that  have  boxoffice 
possibilities? 

(13)  What’s  new  in  theatre  equipment, 
supplies,  design  and  materials? 

(14)  What  does  the  public  want  in  en- 
tertainment? What  is  being  done  around 

the  country  to  develop  new  audiences? 
A.  E.  Warner,  head  of  the  Oklahoma 

Gas  and  Electric  Co.’s  research  organiza- 

Oklahoma  City  —   The  motion  of  the 

Leader  Press,  Inc.,  to  dismiss  suit  filed 
against  it  by  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc., 
and  Paramount  Pictures  Distributing  Co., 

Inc.,  has  been  sustained  by  Federal  Judge 
Edgar  S.  Vaught  of  the  western  district 
court  here. 

The  suit  involved  requests  for  damages 

from  the  printing  organization  and  re- 
straint from  further  printing  of  theatrical 

posters  advertising  Paramount  Pictures, 

alleging  that  24-sheets  produced  by  the 

Leader  Press  on  “Cleopatra”  and  “Big 
Broadcast  of  1937”  were  improper  and 
did  not  fulfill  certain  requirements  which 
the  plaintiffs  deemed  necessary  on  such 

posters. 
“The  motion  to  dismiss  is  sustained.  An 

exception  is  allowed  the  plaintiffs.  A 

form  of  decree,  consistent  with  this  opin- 

ion, may  be  submitted,”  stated  Judge 
Vaught  in  his  decision,  and  quoting  fur- 

ther from  Judge  Vaught’s  opinion,  in  part, 
are  established  some  points  on  this  ques- 

tion of  the  right  of  an  independent  printer 

to  prepare  24-sheets  and  other  advertising 
matter  on  copy  written  pictures: 

“That  the  defendant,  without  consent  of  the 
plaintiff  and  without  consent  of  the  actors  and 
actresses  employed  by  the  plaintiffs,  produces, 

manufactures,  distributes  and  sells  advertising 

accessories,  purporting  to  relate  to  and  advertise 
and  exploit  the  motion  pictures  produced  and 
distributed  by  the  plaintiffs,  which  advertising 
accessories  unfairly  and  improperly  use  the  names 
of  actors  and  actresses  employed  by  the  plaintiffs 
and  the  titles  of  the  motion  picture  produced 
and  distributed  by  the  plaintiff. 

“That  said  advertisements  are  so  produced, 

manufactured,  printed  and  distributed  by  the  de- 
fendant do  not  contain  the  names  of  the  plain- 

tiffs or  identify  their  motion  pictures  as  Para- 
mount Pictures  and  contain  misleading  and  er- 
roneous information  and  incorporate  therein  pic- 

tures, cartoons  and  caricatures  of  stars  and  fea- 
ture players  employed  by  the  plaintiffs  in  a 

grotesque,  unartistic  and  inferior  manner  and 
which  do  not  afford  to  the  said  stars  and  feature 

players  the  advertising,  publicity  and  exploitation 
credit  which  they  would  otherwise  receive  by  the 

use  of  the  advertising  accessories  produced  and 

distributed  by  the  plaintiffs,  and  that  the  reputa- 
tion of  the  plaintiffs,  and  of  the  stars  and  fea- 

tured players,  is  damaged  by  the  use  of  said  in- 

tion,  will  present  a   discussion  and  co- 
operate on  a   display  with  General  Elec- 

tric explaining  the  principles  of  new  three 
dimensional  motion  pictures  and  Polaroid 
system  of  lighting.  He  will  also  give  a 
series  of  demonstrations  in  advancements 

in  the  lighting  field  and  show  exhibitors 

how  to  commercialize  dead  space  on  the- 
atre fronts. 

Twenty-three  out  of  25  of  the  display 
booths  set  aside  originally  have  now  been 
taken  with  eight  more  now  being  added 

by  Convention  Chairman  Morris  Loewen- 
stein.  Among  those  exhibiting  are  Radio 
Corporation  of  America,  Burch  Pop  Corn 
Machine  Co.,  The  American  Desk  Co.,  the 
American  Seating  Corp.,  National  Screen 

ferior  advertising  prepared  and  offered  for  sale 

by  said  defendants. 
“In  their  amendment  to  the  bill  of  com- 

plaint, the  plaintiffs  refer  to  certain  motion  pic- 
tures which  have  been  advertised  by  the  defend- 

ant, for  instance  they  allege  that  for  the  picture 

‘Cleopatra,’  the  poster  prepared  by  the  defendant 
shows  the  head  of  Claudette  Colbert  depicting 

her  as  a   negress  instead  of  a   white  woman  and 
that  the  advertising  matter  omits  the  name  of 

Joseph  Schildkraut  which  under  contractual  re- 
quirements the  plaintiffs  are  required  to  insert 

in  all  advertising  and  that  the  words  ‘A  Para- 
mount Picture’  are  omitted  from  the  advertising. 

“It  appears  to  the  court  that  the  owner  of  the 
theatre  would  be  as  mtuch  interested  in  securing 
the  best  results  from  a   show  or  exhibition  in  his 

theatre  as  would  the  plaintiff.  It  is  not  alleged 

that  the  defendant  exhibited  the  advertising  mat- 
ter. It  merely  manufactures  the  character  of 

advertising  which  the  theatre  owner  is  willing  to 

purchase  and  the  theatre  owner  is  free  to  pur- 
chase this  advertising  matter  from  the  defendant 

or  not,  as  he  chooses.  He  has  an  opportunity  to 

purchase  his  advertising  matter  from  the  plain- 
tiffs and  the  fact  that  he  is  as  much  interested 

as  tTie  plaintiffs  and  that  he  chooses  to  purchase 

the  advertising  m'atter  prepared  by  the  defendant, 
would  indicate  that  the  owner  is  not  of  the  same 

opinion  as  the  plaintiffs  as  to  the  value  of  the 

advertising  matter  manufactured  by  the  de- 
fendants. 

“There  is  no  contention  in  the  complaint  that 
the  advertising  matter  manufactured  by  the  de- 

fendant infringes  a   copyright.  The  sole  question 
is  whether  or  not  it  constitutes  such  unfair  com- 

petition as  to  justify  the  relief  sought  by  the 

plaintiffs. 
“It  is  common  knowledge  that  advertising  mat- 

ter relating  to  motion  pictures  is  of  a   somewhat 
elastic  character,  and  resort  to  fertile  imagination 
rather  than  to  accurate  reproductions  of  likenesses 
is  most  frequently  the  rule. 

“It  is  not  necessary  for  the  court  to  comment 
upon  the  seriousness  of  these  complaints  nor 

upon  their  merits,  for  the  names  to  be  carried 

upon  the  advertising  matter,  while  a   matter  of 
contract  between  the  producer  and  the  various 
personalities  appearing  in  the  picture,  are  not  a 
matter  of  contract  between  the  producer  and  this 

defendant,  as  hereinafter  stated,  and  the  plain- 
tiffs have  a   remedy  to  control  the  character  of 

their  pictures  by  proper  provisions  in  the  con- 
tract with  the  exhibitor. 

“It  appearing  therefore  that  the  defendant  is 
engaged  in  an  independent  business,  that  it  pre- 

pares its  advertising  matter  in  accordance  with 
such  information  as  is  available  to  it;  that  there 

is  no  contractual  relation  of  any  character  be- 
tween the  plaintiffs  and  the  defendant,  the  acts 

of  the  defendant  complained  of  by  the  plaintiffs 

do  not  constitute  unfair  competition  and  to  sus- 
tain the  contention  of  the  plaintiffs  in  this  case 

would  merely  add  the  assistance  of  this  court  to 
the  creation  of  a   monopoly  in  the  advertising  of 

motion  pictures.  The  acts  of  the  defendants  are 
legitimate,  are  not  in  violation  of  the  law,  and 

are  in  keeping  with  the  freedom  ordinarily  exer- 

cised by  the  independent  advertiser.” 

Service,  Motiograph,  Inc.,  Salem  China 
Co.,  the  Oklahoma  Theatre  Supply  Co., 
the  National  Theatre  Supply  Co.,  Tad 

Screen  Advertising  Service,  the  Wagner 

Sign  Service  Co.,  the  Magic  Eye  Co.,  the 
International  Seating  Corp.,  the  Betz  Air 

Conditioning  Co.,  the  Alexander  Film  Co. 
and  others  which  will  be  announced  in  our 
next  issue. 

Oscar  Oldknow,  president  of  National 
Theatre  Supply  Co.  was  in  Oklahoma  City 
last  week  arranging  for  some  unusual 

displays  for  his  company  at  the  conven- 
tion and  assured  Loewenstein  of  full  co- 

operation by  the  allied  trades. 
Ed  Kuykendall  is  due  here  this  week  to 

(Continued  on  page  116) 
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Golfnotes 104  Golf  Contestants  Receive 

Prizes  in  Dallas  Variety  Clash 
Dallas — One  hundred  and  four  players 

drew  over  $1,000  worth  of  prizes  and  their 
buyers  took  in  $1,500  in  cash  during  the 
Variety  fall  golf  tournament  Monday  at 
Lakewood  country  club  which  netted  the 

institution’s  charity  fund  approximately 
$3,000  in  cash.  That  made  it  the  biggest 
affair  of  its  kind  ever  staged  by  the  Va- 

riety Club,  or  any  other  club  in  this  sec- 
tion of  the  country. 

Oklahomans,  Texans  and  other  staters 

poured  into  Dallas  Saturday  for  the  Texas- 
Oklahoma  game.  The  club  had  most  of 
them  Saturday  night  for  open  house  and 
venison  dinner.  The  deer  was  bagged  last 

season  by  Universal’s  Dutch  Olsmith. 
Calcutta  Sunday 

Sunday  evening  the  famous  Calcutta 
pool  was  in  full  swing  and  the  golfers  with 
their  handicaps,  were  bought  outright  for 
cash. 

The  first  tee-off  was  at  nine  o’clock 
Monday  morning  with  the  tournament  last- 

ing until  four  in  the  afternoon. 
The  Calcutta  wins,  were  as  follows: 

1st  place:  Bernie  Bickers,  prizefight  ref- 
eree and  Variety  member,  bought  for  $500 

by  Isadore  Charninsky,  assistant  manager 
of  the  Adolphus  Hotel  and  one  of  the 
invincible  Charninsky  brothers  of  musi- 

cians and  theatre  managers. 

2nd:  Charles  Kelly,  of  the  M-G-M  ship- 
ping department  bought  by  Wallace  Wal- 
thall for  $300. 

3rd:  Leaman  Marshall,  Terrell  exhibi- 
tor who  went  to  H.  B.  Robb  for  $200. 

4th:  H.  R.  Falls,  bought  by  Lynn  Stocker 
for  $150. 

5th:  Raymond  Willie  went  to  George 
Schepps  for  $100. 

6th:  Lynn  Stocker  won  $75  for  I.  B. 
Adelman. 

7th:  H.  S.  Schumaker  won  $75  for  J.  E. 
Gribble. 

8th:  Joe  Solman  made  $50  for  H.  Biers- 
dorf. 

9th:  B.  C.  Gibson  and  10th:  C.  M.  Miller 
who  won  $25  each  for  Biersdorf. 

Prizes  Won  by  Players 

1st  prize:  Bernie  Bickers,  winning  a 
handsome  pitcher,  tray  and  six  goblets 
of  sterling  donated  by  film  exchange  man- 
agers. 

2nd:  Frank  Weatherford,  an  RCA  Radio. 
3rd:  Chas.  Kelly,  a   $100  Gruen  watch. 
4th:  Horace  Falls,  a   handsome  pigskin 

golf  bag. 
5th:  Leaman  Marshall,  a   candid  camera. 
6th:  Raymond  Willie,  a   motion  picture 

camera. 
7th:  Lynn  Stocker,  ivory  poker  chips. 
8th:  H.  S.  Schumaker,  candid  camera. 
Other  players  winning  prizes  in  order 

of  how  they  placed  in  the  tournament 
were  as  follows: 

9th:  Joe  Solman,  10th:  B.  C.  Gibson, 
11th:  J.  E.  Gribble,  12th:  C.  M.  Miller,  13th: 
John  Adams,  14th:  Dickie  Foy,  15th:  R. 

J.  O’Donnell,  16th:  F.  A.  Tomes,  17th:  Joe 

Lewandos,  18th:  J.  T.  Hughes,  19th:  L.  R. 

Handley,  20th:  A.  A.  Mcllheran,  21st:  Al- 
lan Merriam,  22nd:  Ruford  Evans,  23rd: 

I.  Siegel,  24th:  Jack  Chalman,  25th:  C. 
H.  Weaver,  26th:  Jimmie  Hobbs,  27th:  C. 
W.  Allen,  28th:  Jim  Webb,  29th:  George 

Ewald,  30th:  Ed  Wilson,  31st:  F.  L.  Plum- 
lee,  32nd:  Ed  Sullivan,  33rd:  Bob  Mcll- 

heran, 34th:  F.  W.  Zimmerman. 
Blind  Hole  Winners 

Attorney  Mike  Rice  won  for  low  score 
on  the  blind  hole  and  Harold  Schwarz 
was  high  man  for  the  same  reason. 

Joe  Lewandos  made  a   hole  in  one  on  the 
16th  hole  which  was  very  unusual  in 
this  or  any  other  tournament,  which 
brought  him  the  beautiful  prize  of  a   toast- 
master. 

Dubs  Considered 

A   tournament  special  feature  was  the 
drawing  for  an  additional  prize  among 
those  whose  net  score  was  100  or  more 
with  about  19  members  competing.  In 

this  event  an  automatic  Remington  shot- 
gun was  won  by  Oscar  Ray.  The  Variety 

Club,  this  proves,  is  still  more  and  more 
a   charitable  organization  by  taking  care 
of  its  dub  golfers. 

The  Banquet  and  Dance 

Following  the  tournament  a   banquet 
and  dance  was  held  in  the  Lakewood 
club  rooms  Monday  evening.  At  the  dais 

were:  R.  J.  O’Donnell,  who  presided,  and 
Mrs.  O’Donnell:  Burt  King  and  Mrs.  King; 
E.  C.  Zrenner  and  Mrs.  Zrenner;  W.  G. 

and  Mrs.  Underwood;  Jack  and  Mrs.  Un- 
derwood; Lloyd  Rust  and  Mrs.  Rust,  and 

Duke  Evans,  the  tournament  chairman, 
and  his  date.  The  men  here  are  divided 
between  Variety  directors  and  the  golf 
committee. 

Ladies  Win  Prizes,  Too 

The  ladies  also  had  their  day  and  during 
the  banquet  Mrs.  Eddie  Sullivan  won  a 
beaver  hat  by  Henry;  Mrs.  Burt  King, 
an  electric  cooker;  Mrs.  George  Schepps, 
a   cigarette  case  and  others  of  the  weaker 
sex  were  lucky. 

There  were  43  prizes  in  all  among  men 

and  women  awarded  at  the  banquet.  Fol- 
lowing the  banquet  there  was  a   floor  show 

by  the  talented  and  well-known  Virginia 
Self  and  her  dancing  girls  with  Ligon 

Smith  orchestra  furnishing  music  for  danc- ing. 

The  Net  Scores 

The  complete  entry  golf  list  of  con- 
testants and  their  scores  follows:  Bernie 

Bickers,  67;  Frank  Weatherford,  68; 
Charles  Kelly,  69;  Leaman  Marshall  and 
Horace  Falls,  70;  Raymond  Willie,  71; 
Lynn  Stocker,  72;  H.  S.  Schumaker,  73; 
B.  C.  Gibson,  J.  Solman,  J.  E.  Gribble  and 
C.  M.  Miller,  74;  John  Adams,  Dick  Foy, 

R.  J.  O’Donnell,  F.  A.  Tomes,  Joe  Lewan- 
dos, J.  T.  Hughes,  all  75;  L.  R.  Handley 

and  A.  A.  Mcllheran,  76;  Allan  Merriman, 
Ruford  Evans,  77;  I.  Siegel,  J.  Chalman, 

(Continued  on  page  116) 

p   J.  O’DONNELL  has  been  smiling  from ear  to  ear  after  the  big  results  of  the 
tournament  which  netted  $3,000  for  chair- 

ity.  He’s  the  Chief  Barker  and  everyone 
understands  that  Tent  17  of  Variety  is  his 
chief  pet,  and  that  he  has  made  it  one  of 
the  outstanding  tents  in  the  country. 

R.  E.  Griffith  and  H.  J.  Griffith  both 
took  out  their  clubs  and  started,  but 

didn’t  finish  the  18 th,  so  they  turned  in 
no  score. 

All  players  were  gentlemen  in  keep- 
ing their  tallies  straight  this  time.  Last 

year  a   few  alleged  discrepancies  were 
rumored. 

Buddy  Harris  put  on  his  foresome  as 
usual  with  his  band,  umbrella,  camp  stool 
and  big  golf  stick. 

Entry  of  one  member  in  good  standing, 
who  also  is  a   member  of  the  Walker  Cup 
Team  of  the  U.  S„  happened  to  be  that  of 
Reynolds  Smith.  However,  Smith  was 
shooting  from  scratch,  being  slightly  off 
his  game,  and  putted  himself  out  of  the 
money,  rolling  up  a   poor  score  for  him,  79. 

Special  mention  goes  to  Elmer  Zrenner 
for  his  efforts  in  past  and  the  tournament 
just  over.  He  got  together  approximately 
$1,500  in  the  most  elaborate  prizes  seen 
in  any  tournament  regardless  of  where 

held.  Chief  Barker  O’Donnell  announced 
that  for  his  extraordinary  efforts  that 
Zrenner  would  be  one  of  the  eight  dele- 

gates to  the  national  Variety  convention 
at  Detroit. 

Barker  O’Donnell  also  gave  special, 
praise  to  Duke  Evans,  chairman  of  all 
Variety  tournaments.  Duke  edited  and 
produced  the  Variety  Spieler  in  his  own 
plant.  It  was  an  eight-page  sheet  on 
enameled  paper  and  carried  about  $200 

worth  of  cuts  of  Variety’s  important  local 
people.  Advance  news  of  the  tournament 
was  handled  in  attractive  news  style.  Be- 

sides the  Spieler,  Duke  worked  his  head 
off  night  and  day  on  general  arrange- 

ments and  other  forms  of  publicity. 

The  handicaps  this  year,  according  to 
Burt  King,  chief  handicapper ,   were  nearer 
right  than  ever  before.  Burt  says  those 
unhappy  with  their  handicaps  should  put 
in  their  squawk  one  or  two  days  before 
the  tournament  as  no  handicap  can  be 
changed  after  the  Calcutta  pool. 

The  first  prize,  handsome  silver  set, 
was  donated  by  the  exchange  managers; 
the  radio  by  RCA  Mfg.  Co.;  the  candid 
camera  by  Tad  Screen  Adv.,  Inc. 

Tuesday  following  the  tournament  and 
Monday  night’s  banquet,  someone  put  a 
sign  on  Harold  Robb’s  private  office  door, 
“office  for  rent.”  It  didn’t  stay  there  long, however. 

Bonnie  Long,  Variety’s  executive  secre- 
tary, who  does  most  of  the  work  in  oper- 
ating the  club,  boosting  luncheon  attend- 
ance, also  played  an  important  part  in 

putting  over  the  tournament,  and  came  in 
for  her  share  of  praise  from  the  club 
leaders. 

Finally,  the  golf  meet  was  super -colossal. 
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Motion  Pictures  Are  Your  Best  Entertainment  in  Modern  Theatres  That  Keep 

Pace  With  the  Times 

NminttnniiMW 

AVALON  THEATRE,  CLARKSVILLE.  TEXAS 

THE  PUBLIC  SPEAKS 
The  public  pays  the  Exhibitor  more  freely 

and  gladly  if  the  Exhibitor  meets  his  people 

half  way  with  the  kind  of  theatre  that  appeals 

to  them  in  appearance  and  comfort. 

Let  an  experienced  Theatre  Architect  design 

your  new  theatre  or  remodel  your  present  one. 

CORGAN  &   MOORE.  (Architects  on  Film  Row), 

have  handled  many  theatres  in  the  Southwest. 

CORGAN  &   MOORE  did  the  Avalon  Theatre, 

C ©   R GAR 

Clarksville,  Texas,  (front  at  night  shown  above) 

for  Messrs.  O.  A.  Englebrecht,  F.  L.  Wolfe  and 

West-Tex  Theatres.  Ask  these  successful  ex- 

hibitors what  they  think  about  their  own  new 

house  or  go  to  see  it  for  a   better  understanding 

of  what  the  architecturally  designed  theatre 
means  to  show  business. ¥ i   t 

Turn  over  now  to  the  Modern  Theatre  sec- 

tion, this  issue,  for  further  description  of  the 
Avalon. 

(/ 0   0   R 

LLAf  GAS  BLDG  DALLAS,  T   L   X   A   $ 

NOT/i/NG  TOO  SMALL  —   NOTH/NQ  TOO  LAAGT 
/ 
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Blankenship  Plans 
Two  More  in  Chain 

Levelland,  Tex.  —   W.  B.  Blankenship, 

important  west  Texas  exhibitor,  has  let 

contract  for  a   new  “A”  house  in  Seagraves, 
and  construction  is  under  way  to  be  com- 

pleted in  60  days.  The  name  has  not  been 

selected.  The  present  Wallace  Theatre 

will  run  the  market  “B"  product.  The  new 
house  will  have  all  new  equipment,  a   glass 
front,  and  seats  for  500. 

In  Levelland,  Blankenship  next  week  will 
let  contract  for  a   third  house. 

Milentz  and  Wright  Open 

Their  Winona  at  Tom  Ball 
Tom  Ball,  Tex. — A   new  theatre  opening 

of  some  civic  importance  this  week  ush- 
ered in  the  Winona  Theatre  under  owner- 
ship of  Carl  Milentz  and  W.  R.  Wright, 

with  Roger  Brown  acting  as  house  man- 
ager. The  Winona  is  modern  to  the  last 

degree,  seating  450.  The  old  theatre  was 
dismantled. 

An  horn-  prior  to  the  program,  open 
house  was  observed  with  young  matrons  of 

the  town  in  evening  attire  serving  cookies 

and  punch.  The  75-piece  Tom  Ball  high 
school  band  played  several  numbers. 

Partner  Wright,  who  operates  the  Hemp- 
stead Theatre,  is  recovered  after  breaking 

his  knee  cap  in  an  auto  accident. 

jyjART  COLE,  whose  circuit  has  head- quarters at  Rosenberg,  is  reported  to 
be  improved  in  a   Houston  hospital  where 
he  is  seriously  ill.  In  Dallas  recently 
Mart  said  something  happens  to  him  about 

every  six  months.  First  it  was  appendi- 

citis or  pneumonia,  then  a   car  wreck,  fol- 
lowed by  a   few  other  things.  In  spite  of 

all  that  he  seems  to  be  doing  a   fine  job 

of  operating  his  ten  or  12  theatres. 

R.  J.  O’Donnell,  they  say,  has  a   barber 
chair  in  his  office  annex  from  which  he 
dictates  his  mail  while  being  shaved  by 
his  private  barber.  A   shine  boy  is  usually 
there  to  listen  in. 

On  the  sick  list  this  week  was  Lowell 

Russell,  Republic’s  cashier  who  has  been 
on  that  job  since  the  company  started 
and  in  the  business  long  before  that. 

A   new  face  in  the  Monogram  office,  al- 
though she  has  been  on  Filmrow  12  years, 

is  that  of  Miss  Ethel  Irene  Creek,  who 

joined  the  company  last  week.  She  is  for- 
merly of  the  United  Artists  exchange  and 

is  considered  among  the  extra  efficient  in 
branch  office  work.  Miss  May  Nolan  has 

been  put  on  by  Monogram  as  an  additional 
inspector. 

Solon  May  has  sold  his  Panhandle,  Tex., 
theatre  to  a   Mr.  Chadwick,  according  to 
advice  received  in  Dallas. 

Universal’s  head  booker,  J.  E.  Mitchell, 
after  a   surprise  appendix  operation  is  back 

on  the  job  after  a   good  and  speedy  re- 

covery .   .   .   Walter  Penn,  Columbia’s  west 
Texas  representative,  had  one  of  his  big 
molars  yanked  out  and  is  carrying  it  in  his 

pocket. 
J.  E.  (Uncle  Joe)  Luckett  is  back  from 

a   three-week  vacation  in  the  east.  He 

was  in  New  York,  Chicago  and  Washing- 
ton. At  the  national  capital  he  visited  his 

two  daughters,  Mrs.  H.  C.  Grebe  and  Mrs. 
Loyal  Davis,  the  latter  being  the  former 
Edith  Luckett,  actress,  who  appeared  in 
stock  for  a   season  in  Dallas.  Uncle  Joe 

is  growing  younger  every  day  in  his  job  of 

managing  the  White,  Forest  and  Dai-Sec for  Interstate. 

Andy  Mauldin  and  M.  A.  Sanders,  both 
independent  exhibitors  at  Lubbock  and 

elsewhere,  were  among  our  week’s  visi- tors. Sanders  has  purchased  a   building  in 
Pecos  ori  which  plans  are  being  completed 
for  conversion  into  a   new  show. 

Rubin  Frels  came  up  from  Victoria 

along  with  his  Bay  City  manager,  Wel- 
don Smith,  who  was  on  the  job  when  the 

Frels  house  there  was  opened  against  J. G.  Long. 

D.  B.  English  of  Tahoka  was  among  the 

West  Texans  on  the  Row,  this  time  stay- 
ing several  days. 

As  usual,  Oklahoma  exhibitors  and  film 
men  swarmed  into  Dallas  for  the  annual 

Texas-OU  game.  Among  them  were  H. 
K.  Buckanan,  Mack  Holstein,  J.  E.  Hobbs, 
Horace  Falls,  H.  J.  Griffith,  Mack  Tritch, 

Tom  Dyer,  Marie  Lutz,  all  of  Oklahoma 
City,  and  Morris  Loewenstein,  Ardmore; 
Carl  Burton,  Cordell;  John  Feeney  and  Pat 

O’Brien,  Tulsa;  Glenn  Thompson,  Heald- 

( Continued  on  page  118-D) 

DOUBLE  -   CHECK 
Your  Miscellaneous  Equipment 

Do  You  NEED  Any  of 

These  Items? 
TICKETS 

CARBONS 

PROJECTION  LAMPS 
RECTIFIERS 

MACHINE  PARTS 

WESTINGHOUSE 

RECTIFIER  TUBES 
REELS 

AMPLIFIERS 

SPEAKERS 

HORNS 

TRANSFORMERS 

THUMB  TACKS 

CETRON  PHOTO  CELLS 
RCA  TUBES 

EXCITER  LAMPS 

AMPLIFIER  REPAIRING 

MATCHING  TRANSFORMERS 

DEODORANTS 
LENS 

FILM  CEMENT 

TAKE  UP  BELTING 
REWINDS 

Also  other  items 

If  You  Do,  We  Have 

Them  in  Stock 

If  you  Don't  Have  One 
of  These: 

STAR 
POPCORN  MACHINES 

We  KNOW  from  long  experience 

you  DO  need  one  for  a   money- 
maker. 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
‘Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always’ 

210  S.  HARWOOD  ST. DALLAS,  TEXAS 
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Atlanta  Trade  Notes  Marked  Gain 

As  Drive  Reaches  Half-Way  Point 

a   ir  IL  A   N   T   A 
TOLLY  CLUB,  composed  of  men  and  wom- 

J   en  in  the  film  and  allied  businesses,  will 
give  a   dance  October  21. 

A.  C.  Bromberg,  president  of  Republic 
Pictures,  who  was  injured  recently  in  an 
automobile  crash,  has  returned  to  his  desk. 

The  Georgia  Tech-Notre  Dame  football 
game  last  week  drew  lots  of  motion  pic- 

ture men  to  this  city  over  the  weekend. 

Mrs.  Grace  Senteney,  secretary  to  E.  H. 
Hays,  office  manager  for  United  Artists, 

has  resigned  to  join  her  husband  in  Ten- 
nessee, where  he  operates  a   theatre. 

John  W.  Mangham,  president  of  Mono- 
gram-Southern Films  Exchanges,  journey- 

ed to  New  Orleans  on  business  this  week. 

Jack  O.  Lamont  returned  from  New 

York  this  week,  with  a   new  title  as  south- 
ern division  manager  for  Grand  National. 

Two  Paramount  exchangers  are  on  the 
sick  list:  Albert  Duren,  booking  manager, 

and  Irma  Lane,  stenographer  in  the  book- 
ing department,  who  underwent  an  opera- 

tion. 

Carl  Floyd,  branch  manager  of  Repub- 
lic, and  Sam  Wilson,  sales  man,  went  to 

Tennessee  this  week. 

Filmrow  visitors:  Harvey  Woodward, 
Winder;  R.  H.  Dunn,  Camilla;  Paul  (Crip) 
Harrison,  RKO  salesman  in  Florida;  Clair 

Hilgers,  New  York  Republic  office;  J.  B. 
Hardy,  Thomaston;  Jack  Price,  Paramount 

Theatre,  Jacksonville;  Mac  Johnson,  Alex- 
ander City,  Ala.;  Joe  Duncan,  Ellijay  and 

West  Point;  Charles  C.  Burton,  Para- 
mount architect  and  engineer  from  New 

York,  who  paused  briefly  en  route  to  New 

York  from  Florida;  Jim  Elderkin,  presi- 
dent of  Forrest  Electric  Co.,  Belleville, 

N.  J. 

Nash  Weil,  general  manager  of  Wil-Kin 
Theatre  Supply  Co.,  is  taking  his  first 
vacation  in  seven  years.  He  will  be  away 
from  his  desk  a   month. 

Dedicate  Army's  Newest 
Theatre  at  Ft.  Benning 

Columbus,  Ga. — Calling  it  “not  just  an- 

other building,  but  the  army’s  newest, 
largest  and  finest  theatre,”  Major  General 
Emory  S.  Adams,  adjutant  general  of  the 
army,  presented  the  new  war  department 

theatre  at  Fort  Benning  recently  to  Brig- 
adier General  Asa  L.  Singleton,  command- 

ant of  the  infantry  school. 

Among  those  in  the  official  party  at  the 

dedication  ceremonies  were  Colonel  Eu- 
gene R.  Householder,  whose  section  of  the 

adjutant  general’s  office  has  charge  of 
the  motion  picture  service,  and  R.  B.  Mur- 

ray, its  national  manager.  Mayor  L.  C. 
Wilson  and  a   group  of  city  and  county 
officials  were  present  also. 

Projector  for  Prison 

Atlanta — A   projection  machine  has  been 
installed  in  Tattnall  prison,  new  state 

prison  at  Reidsville,  known  as  the  “Al- 
catraz of  the  Piney  Woods.” 

ITO  Convention 
Is  Postponed 

Little  Rock — J.  F.  Norman,  president 

of  the  Arkansas  ITO,  says  that  the 

semi-annual  convention  of  the  associa- 

tion, scheduled  for  October  16-17,  has 

been  postponed  and  will  probably  be 

held  here  sometime  in  November. 

Wil-kin  Supply  Co. 

In  Expansion  Move 
Atlanta  —   Extensive  alterations  are  in 

progress  at  the  building  occupied  by  the 

Wil-kin  Theatre  Supply  Co.,  150  Walton 
St.,  preparatory  to  the  company  taking 
over  second  floor  space  in  the  structure. 

The  alterations  mark  the  third  expan- 
sion for  the  firm  within  the  past  two 

years.  Officials  said  they  expected  to  oc- 
cupy the  second  floor,  formerly  occupied 

by  Poster  Exchange,  who  have  moved  to 
183  Walton  St.,  within  a   week  or  ten  days. 

Start  Kannapolis  Construction 

Kannapolis,  N.  C. — Work  has  started  on 
the  site  for  the  new  theatre  at  South  Main 
and  H   Streets. 

Atlanta  —   As  the  industry’s  national 
campaign  to  stimulate  business  and  engage 
public  support  of  its  aims  reached  the 
halfway  mark,  film  men  here  joined  men 
in  the  industry  throughout  the  nation  in 
noting  definite  gains. 

Managers  and  others  here  reported  that 
with  the  campaign  at  the  half-way  post, 
with  December  31  the  closing  date  for 

“Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year,”  boxof- 
fice  returns  have  been  stimulated  from 

10  to  25  per  cent  above  corresponding 
periods  last  year. 

Many  film  men  here  also  praised  an- 
other factor  in  the  campaign — the  revival 

of  the  spirit  of  showmanship  on  the  part 
of  theatre  managers. 

Plan  to  Build  a   Theatre 

In  Techwood  Homes  Area 
Atlanta — Techwood  Homes,  federal  low- 

cost  housing  project,  is  to  have  a   motion 

picture  theatre. 
Collett  H.  Munger,  president  of  the  Lan- 

ier Development  Co.,  announced  construc- 
tion of  a   500-seat  house  at  North  Ave. 

and  Techwood  drive  will  begin  next  week. 

Opening  of  the  house  is  scheduled  in  three 
months. 

The  theatre  will  be  called  the  Techwood, 

and  $40,000  will  be  spent.  It  will  operate 
under  a   policy  of  other  neighborhood 

houses,  showing  the  best  of  re-run  pictures, 
Munger  said. 
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MPTOA  Convention 

Plans  Streamlined 

(Continued  from  page  111) 

go  over  final  plans  for  the  convention  and 
the  program  with  Loewenstein. 

M-G-M,  .through  Roy  Coleman,  publicity 
manager  for  the  company  at  Dallas,  has 
arranged  for  the  three  truckloads  of  Metro 

Marionettes  to  be  brought  here  from  De- 
troit. They  will  be  used  on  the  streets  of 

Oklahoma  City  during  the  convention. 

Reservations  are  coming  in  so  fast  that 
Morris  Loewenstein  is  keeping  the  hotel 

boys  jumping  arranging  for  space.  Loewen- 
stein is  urging  exhibitors  planning  to  at- 
tend to  get  their  hotel  reservations  in 

immediately  to  be  assured  of  choice  rooms. 

The  Kansas-Missouri  Theatre  Ass’n  has 
sent  in  the  following  requests  for  reser- 

vations with  a   statement  by  its  officials 
that  the  organization  will  hold  a   meeting 
here  concurrently  with  the  MPTOA  meet. 
The  list  includes:  Frank  Cassil  of  St. 
Joseph,  Mo.;  George  Harttmann  of  Kansas 

City,  T.  W.  Edwards  of  Eldon,  Mo.;  A.  J. 
Simmons  of  Lamar,  Mo.;  Roy  Dunnock  of 
Atchison,  H.  J.  Strowig  of  Abilene,  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  C.  H.  Barron  of  Pratt,  U.  F. 

Sullivan  of  Wichita,  S.  Schwam  of  Law- 
rence, Warren  Weber  of  Stafford,  Ed  Rol- 

sky  of  Kansas  City,  John  C.  Stapel  of 
Rockport,  R.  R.  Biechele  of  Kansas  City, 
Mrs.  June  Medcalf  of  Kansas  City,  H.  B. 

»   Theatre  cc 
MODERNIZING 

& 

STREAMLINING 

HEADQUARTERS 

Visit  Us 

in  our  new  office 

1914  Main  Street 

PLANS  FREE 

On  Remodeling  Jobs 

KING 
SCENIC  CO. 

1914  Main  St. 

DALLAS 

Doering  of  Garnett,  J.  C.  Pennington  of 
Topeka,  W.  J.  McKinney  of  Topeka,  Sam 
and  Louis  Sosna  of  Manhattan,  Finton 
Jones,  Frank  Bowen,  Russell  Borg,  Ben 
Marcus,  Pat  Pinnel,  Douglas  Desch,  Bill 
Warner,  Charles  Gregory,  F.  C.  Hensler 
and  E.  A.  Harris,  all  of  Kansas  City,  and 
George  Nescher  of  Valley  Falls,  Kas. 
Other  reservations  have  been  received 

from  Judge  and  Mrs.  Roy  L.  Walker  of 
Texas,  Fred  Wehrenberg  of  St.  Louis,  and 
R.  X.  Williams  jr.,  all  of  whom  have 
pledged  delegations  as  has  Edward  G. 
Levy,  general  counsel  for  MPTOA  from 
New  Haven,  Conn. 

Joe  Bryant  Joins  Sales 
Staii  of  National  Screen 

Dallas — After  being  an  exhibitor  for  the 

past  few  months,  Joe  Bryant  of  Lubbock 
has  joined  National  Screen  Service  to  sell 

both  trailers  and  accessories  in  the  west- 

ern part  of  the  state,  maintaining  head- 
quarters in  his  home  town.  The  announce- 

ment was  made  Monday  by  Paul  Short, 
National  district  manager. 

Bryant  came  from  the  field  of  radio,  in 
which  he  made  strides  with  some  of  the 

smaller  stations,  to  form  an  association 
with  C.  M.  Sanders  of  Lubbock  in  several 

west  Texas  theatre  propositions.  He  acted 
as  district  manager  in  this  venture  which 

is  planned  for  considerable  expansion. 

Sanders,  in  Dallas  Wednesday,  said  he  re- 
gretted to  see  Bryant  go,  but  waived  ob- 
jection on  the  grounds  of  a   bigger  field 

for  his  former  associate. 

/.  D.  Kendis  Closes  Deal 

With  Sack  for  3   Films 
Dallas — J.  D.  Kendis  of  Hollywood,  head 

of  Jay  Dee  Kay  Productions,  was  in 
Dallas  Monday  and  closed  a   deal  with 

Sack  Amusement  Enterprises  for  distribu- 
tion of  three  of  his  new  pictures. 

The  pictures  are:  “Wolves  of  the  Sea” 
with  Hobart  Bosworth;  “Jaws  of  the  Jun- 

gle,” a   wild-animal  thriller,  and  “Crime 
Patrol,”  with  Ray  Walker. 

Louis  Charninsky  Flies 

To  Chicago  Safety  Meet 
Dallas  —   Louis  Charninsky,  Rialto  and 

Capitol  manager,  who  has  been  active  in 
the  Dallas  Safety  Council,  has  spread  that 
activity  into  the  national  movement  by 
attending  a   safety  meeting  in  Chicago. 
He  made  the  trip  both  ways  by  plane, 

being  sent  on  the  mission  by  the  Interstate 
circuit. 

Senteney  Promoted 
Gatlinburg,  Tenn. — H.  L.  Senteney,  for- 

merly of  Atlanta,  has  assumed  duties  as 
manager  of  the  Reagan  theatres  here.  He 

succeeds  Frank  B.  Duncan,  who  is  enter- 
ing another  field. 

Lonnie  Lowe  With  GN 

Atlanta — Lonnie  Lowe,  for  many  years 

with  Paramount,  is  now  associated  with 
Grand  National  as  sales  representative. 

Corgan  &   Moore 
Rushing  Two  Jobs 

Dallas — The  Dallas  theatre  architectural 

firm  of  Corgan  &   Moore,  located  on  Film- 
row,  is  winding  up  two  theatre  jobs  of 
importance,  on  which  they  did  the  plans 
and  are  supervising. 

The  1,500-seat  Ritz  at  Muskogee,  owned 

by  Proctor  &   Marsh  and  Robb  &   Rowley- 
United,  is  now  being  completely  redone 

from  an  outmoded  theatre  into  one  of  ex- 
treme modernity.  The  finished  job.  with 

opening  about  November  1,  will  present 
something  very  unusual  in  big  theatres,  it 
was  said. 

At  Enid,  these  architects  are  winding 
up  a   new  theatre  building  for  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.  It  will  be  opened  in  three 
weeks,  seat  946  and  be  called  the  Cherokee. 

Corgan  &   Moore  have  also  completed 
plans  on  a   new  theatre  building,  850  seats, 
for  one  of  the  R.  E.  Griffith  towns  in  New 
Mexico. 

At  the  MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma 

City,  these  architects  will  have  a   display 
of  about  20  rendered  drawings  of  theatre 
fronts  and  interiors. 

104  Are  Prize  Winners 

At  Dallas  Variety  Meet 

(Continued  from  page  24) 

C.  H.  Weaver,  Jim  Hobbs,  78;  C.  W.  Allen, 
Reynolds  Smith,  Jim  Webb,  George  Ewald, 

Ed  Wilson,  all  79;  F.  L.  Plumlee,  Ed  Sul- 
livan, Bob  Mcllheran,  Frank  Zimmerman, 

80;  Jerry  Jobe,  Ray  Beale,  Damon  Bos- 
tick, 81;  E.  M.  Hartley,  W.  J.  Miller,  Stan- 

ley Hand,  Ben  Bedford,  Bill  O’Donnell, 
Lew  Schneider,  Burt  King,  George  Malsed 
and  Sol  Sachs,  all  82;  Jimmie  Lovell,  Mike 

Rice,  Eddie  Barr,  Bob  Davis,  Herman 
Biersdorf  and  C.  Carden,  all  83. 

M.  Carnas,  J.  O.  McClanahan,  both  84; 
Dutch  Olsmith,  Ted  DeBoer,  John  Paxton, 

Byron  Adams,  85;  Joe  O’Rourke,  Jimmy 
Cherry,  Bob  Foster  and  Izzie  Adelman, 
86;  Lew  Webber,  Alfred  Delcambre,  Joe 
Estes  and  Marceline  Moore,  87. 

Jack  Groves,  H.  M.  Lockhart,  Lloyd  Rust, 

Jake  Elder,  Duncan  Hambrick  and  A1 
Lever,  88;  Buddy  Harris,  B.  Kelly,  and 

Duke  Evans,  89;  Arthur  Bates  Jack  Zern 
and  Neal  Houston,  90;  Jim  Prichard, 
W.  V.  Adwell,  91;  D.  A.  Dixon  shot  a   lone 

93;  Don  Douglas  and  Sam  King,  94;  Hay- 
wood Simmons,  a   singular,  96;  likewise 

Paul  Short,  a   99;  George  Schepps  and  Bob O’Donahue,  100. 

Glenn  McClain  by  himself,  101;  Frank 

Starz,  a   lone  102;  Hugh  Owen  and  Clyde 

Houston,  105;  Lafe  Pheiffer,  a   single  han- 
ded 106;  R.  Q.  Teagarden  and  R.  E. 

Helm,  109;  Elmer  Zrenner  who  got  prizes 
for  others,  a   110  for  himself;  Oscar  Ray 
alone  scored  111;  Max  Heine  unassisted 
made  113;  and  the  following  took  honors 
in  their  respective  classes:  Hal  Norfleet, 

114;  Joe  Jack,  116;  Walter  Henschel,  118; 
Pat  Garyn,  119;  Joe  Bryant,  124;  Erwin 
Waite,  131,  and  Harold  Schwarz,  135. 
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Ga.  Jury  Dismisses 

buit  on  fugitive 
Atlanta — The  $100,000  libel  suit  brought 

by  Judge  Vivian  Stanley,  chairman  of 

the  Georgia  prison  and  parole  commis- 
sion, against  makers  and  distributors  of  a 

motion  picture  which  Stanley  contended 

was  based  on  the  novel,  “I  Am  a   Fugitive 

From  a   Chain  Gang,”  has  been  dismissed 
by  a   superior  court  jury. 

The  jury’s  verdict  for  the  defense  cli- 
maxed three  weeks  of  trial  which  was 

featured  by  a   special  showing  of  the  pic- 
ture on  Filmrow  for  the  benefit  of  the 

jurors. 

Defendants  named  were  Warners  and 

a   number  of  distributors  and  exhibitors. 

Stanley  announced  the  case  would  be  ap- 
pealed. Stanley  is  a   former  member  of 

the  state  prison  commission  and  contend- 
ed that  he  and  other  members  of  the 

commission  were  held  up  to  scorn  and  ridir 
cule  as  a   result  of  the  film,  in  which  Paul 
Muni  starred  in  1932. 

Stanley  charged  the  film  was  based  on 
the  novel  written  by  Robert  Elliott  Burns, 
escaped  Georgia  convict,  who  fled  to  New 

Jersey,  where  subsequent  extradition  de- 
mands were  refused.  Several  like  suits  by 

members  of  the  prison  commission  and 
other  state  officials  were  settled  out  of 
court. 

A   Thorough  Remodeling 

For  Wilmington  Royal 
Wilmington,  N.  C.  —   The  new  Royal 

Theatre,  closed  recently  for  remodeling, 
now  is  open. 

Lighting  of  the  new  sign  and  marquee 
attracted  considerable  attention,  due  to 

the  unique  design  and  brilliant  illumina- 

tion, in  contrast  to  the  old  “rabbit  sign.” 
The  doors  carry  out  the  modern,  stream- 

lined motif  of  the  remodeled  house.  The 

front  color  scheme  is  red-black-and-silv.er. 
The  interior  color  scheme  is  blue,  black, 

silver,  cream  and  orange.  Seating  ar- 
rangement was  revised  for  better  vision; 

a   man’s  rest  room  was  provided;  the  bal- 
cony was  carpeted,  and  new  foyer  and 

vestibule  space  provide  larger  quarters. 

Cooking  School  Tie 
High  Point,  N.  C.  —   The  Paramount 

Theatre  was  the  scene  recently  of  one  of 

the  most  successful  cooking  schools  spon- 
sored annually  by  the  High  Point  Enter- 
prise and  conducted  by  Miss  Anne  Out- 

land,  home  economist  and  cooking  school 
director. 

Waters  Books  RKO 
Atlanta — The  Waters  Circuit  of  Ala- 

bama has  booked  the  new  season’s  RKO 
product.  Ten  theatres  are  embraced  in 
the  chain.  Salesman  Cam  Price  of  the 

local  exchange  represented  RKO  in  the 
negotiations. 

A   Find  in  Atlanta 

Atlanta — Atlanta,  which  has  given  Hol- 

lywood Jane  Withers,  Dixie  Dunbar  and 

Evelyn  Keyes,  has  made  another  contri- 
bution to  the  world  of  entertainment — 

Stanley  Hoffman,  12-year-old  son  of  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Adolph  Hoffman. 

Stanley  has  been  signed  by  Joe  Penner, 

radio  and  screen  star,  to  appear  on  Pen- 
ner’s  coast-to-coast  radio  show  over  the 
Columbia  networks. 

In  1936,  young  Stanley  was  one  of  the 
winners  of  a   radio  contest  in  Atlanta,  for 
which  he  was  given  a   free  round  trip  to 
New  York.  The  boy  possesses  a   fine  voice, 
with  uncommon  range  for  one  so  young. 

He  will  be  known  on  the  air  as  Tommy 
Lane. 

Crescent  Remodels 

Nashville  Offices 

Nashville  —   Tony  Sudekum,  president, 

announces  that  contract  has  been  award- 
ed V.  L.  Nicholson  Co.  of  Nashville  for 

remodeling  the  office  building  of  the  Cres- 
cent Amusement  Co.  here.  The  interior 

is  being  completely  remodeled  and  a   new 
heating  system  is  being  installed.  The  job 
will  cost  $9,000. 

Murfreesboro  Opening 

Expected  January  1 

Murfreesboro,  Tenn. — Tony  Sudekum, 

president,  announces  that  the  Crescent 
Amusement  Co.,  Nashville,  will  open  a   new 
theatre  here  as  soon  as  remodeling  of  a 
building  on  the  south  side  of  the  Public 
Square  is  completed.  Tire  lease  is  effective 
January  1   and  Mr.  Sudekum  expects  to 
open  the  theatre  on  that  date.  Western 
and  outdoor  pictures  will  be  featured. 

StaHord  Managing  the 

High  Point  Broadhmst 
High  Point,  N.  C.  —   Emmett  Stafford, 

former  manager  of  the  Rialto  in  Durham, 
has  assumed  duties  as  manager  of  the 
Broadhurst  here. 

He  succeeds  Charles  H.  Lewis,  trans- 
ferred to  the  Carolina  in  Durham.  Prior 

to  his  activities  in  Durham,  Stafford  served 
at  the  National  and  Imperial  theatres  in 
Greensboro,  and  in  Goldsboro,  his  native 
city.  He  has  been  with  North  Carolina 
Theatres  Co.  about  eight  years. 

Homer  Fuller  on  Short 

Visit  to  Orlando ,   Fla . 
Orlando,  Fla. — Homer  B.  Fuller,  former 

manager  of  the  Beacham  Theatre  here,  vis- 
ited here  recently  for  a   brief  period. 

Fuller,  head  of  all  theatres  in  Melbourne, 

said  the  advance  influx  of  out-of-state 
automobiles  indicated  a   prosperous  tourist 
season  for  Florida  this  winter. 

Wil-Kin  Announces 

Personnel  Changes 
Atlanta — Wil-Kin  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

announces  the  following  changes  in  per- 
sonnel: 

Weldon  C.  Girard,  former  maintenance 
man  with  the  Arkansas  Amusement  Co., 

Little  Rock,  and  National  Theatre  Supply. 

Dallas,  has  joined  the  company  as  sales- 
man for  north  Georgia  and  South  Caro- lina. 

George  Tarrant,  former  theatre  operator; 

has  joined  the  firm  as  salesman,  working 
Tennessee  and  Alabama. 

Bill  Hutt  has  been  transferred  from 

Atlanta  office  to  Charlotte,  N.  C.,  office 
as  salesman. 
Malcom  B.  Smith  and  Charles  C.  Moore, 

recent  graduates  from  Georgia  Tech,  have 

joined  the  firm,  Smith  in  architectural 
department  and  Moore  as  city  salesman. 

The  firm  also  announces  completion  by 
the  Charlotte  office  of  redecorating  of  the 
Temple  Theatre  at  Sanford,  N.  C. 

Second  Annual  Cooking 

School  in  Winder ,   Ga. 
Winder,  Ga. — The  second  annual  Winder 

News-Strand  cooking  school  was  held  at 
the  theatre  October  4   and  5. 

The  feature  was  “Star  in  My  Kitchen,” 
an  interesting  and  entertaining  picture. 
Following  the  procedure  last  year,  local 

merchants  and  nationally-known  firms 
participated  by  offering  valuable  prizes 
to  ladies  who  attended. 

Hollywood  Theatre  in 
Mebane  Being  Improved 

Mebane,  N.  C. — Work  has  begun  on  re- 
modeling the  Hollywood  Theatre,  with  the 

job  expected  to  be  completed  soon. 
Four  hundred  new  seats  are  being 

added,  with  200  additional  seats,  making 

more  than  800  seats  in  all.  The  remodel- 
ing is  expected  to  cost  about  $4,000.  A 

new  high  intensity  light  will  be  added 
in  the  near  future. 

Installed  as  Commander 

Gastonia,  N.  C. — William  Conn,  theatre 

operator,  recently  was  installed  as  com- 
mander of  Gaston  Post  No.  23,  American 

Legion. 

“THE  WAGES  OF  SIN” 
A   Willis  Kent  Production 

Distributed  By 

ASVISTY  EXCHANGE 
109  Walton  St. 

ATLANTA.  GA. 

For:  Louisiana,  Mississippi,  Alabama,  Geo- 
gia,  Florida,  Tennessee,  West  Virginia, 
North  and  South  Carolina. 
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Open  Five  Houses 
In  Oklahoma  Area 

Oklahoma  City — Five  theatres  in  this 

area  have  opened  and  one  is  due  to  start 

operation  soon,  according  to  latest  re- 
ports from  the  field. 

Openings  include  the  Tivoli  at  Afton,  a 

250-seat  house  owned  by  Miss  Johnnie 
Garner;  Ritz,  Morris,  Okla.,  owned  by  W.  F. 

Gilmore;  Earl  Barrett’s  300-seater  at 
Atoka;  Best,  Broken  Bow,  owned  by  Buf- 
fum  and  Doty;  Moore,  Deport,  Tex.,  350- 
seater,  operated  by  Ralph  Moore. 

Set  for  early  operation  is  the  Jewel 
at  Ardmore,  with  400  seats. 

The  Oklahoman  at  Hobart,  owned  by 

Charles  Mahone,  has  been  reseated.  Con- 
siderable new  equipment  also  has  been 

installed. 

King  Studios  Distributing 

Conti-Glo  Paint  Line 
Dallas — The  King  Studios  has  been  ap- 

pointed sole  distributor  for  Conti-Glo 
paints  in  Texas,  Oklahoma,  Arkansas  and 
Louisiana,  it  has  been  announced  by  W. 
B.  King.  Demonstrations  of  these  paints 
have  been  going  on  in  the  King  offices  for 
the  past  few  weeks.  A   picture,  or  design 

on  the  wall,  painted  especially  for  the  ef- 
fect, appears  to  be  one  thing  under  or- 

dinary light  and  changes  to  an  entirely 
different  picture  with  different  coloring 
because  of  a   black  light  playing  on  the 

Conti-Glo  paints. 

Clyde  Booth,  who  has  been  in  Oklahoma 

the  past  few  seasons,  has  joined  King 
Studios  in  the  distribution  and  sale  of  dec- 

orations with  the  new  line.  The  bigger 
night  spots  are  being  contacted  now  and 
uses  for  the  theatres  are  being  worked  out. 

A   Sunday  Referendum 
Is  Asked  in  Lebanon 

Lebanon,  Tenn. — Lebanon  is  seeking  a 

vote  on  the  question  of  Sunday  shows  and 
the  city  council  has  asked  the  election 

commission  to  arrange  a   referendum  on 
the  subject.  The  local  post  of  the  American 
Legion  has  sponsored  Sunday  movies  in 

Lebanon  for  the  past  three  months,  25  per 
cent  of  the  receipts  going  to  the  care  of 
crippled  children.  The  attendance  has 
been  very  satisfactory. 

Sales  Gouge  Drops 
Oklahoma  City — The  first  three  months 

of  the  present  fiscal  year  show  collections 

of  $2,486,113.55  as  compared  with  $2,- 
793,147.48  for  the  same  period  last  year 
on  the  two  per  cent  retail  sales  tax. 

Charles  Helms  Managing 

Theatrical  Printing  Co, 
Dallas — Appointment  of  Charles  Helms 

as  manager  of  the  Texas  Theatrical  Print- 
ing Co.  office  here 

has  been  announced 
from  the  Atlanta 

headquarters  of  the 

company.  He  suc- 
ceeds Harry  Holmes, 

resigned. 

A   graduate  of  the 
Atlanta  Tech  high 

school,  Charlie  joined 

Theatrical  immedi- 

ately upon  gradua- 
tion, working  his  way 

Charles  helms  up  through  the  ship- 

ping department  and  composing  room.  He 
married  Hazel  Williams,  formerly  secre- 

tary to  Thomas  A.  Brannon,  president  of 
Affiliated  Producers,  Inc.,  of  Atlanta. 

S   A   M   T   O   M   IE 
CJEVERAL  of  the  Paramount  Pictures  ex- 

change employes  are  taking  in  the 
weekend  football  games,  both  local  and 
state.  Some  of  the  boys  are  even  going 

as  far  as  Oklahoma  just  to  see  the  grid- 
iron men  pass  the  pigskin. 

Nick  Stuart  and  his  Band  followed  Ra- 
mona’s Music  into  the  Olmos  last  week. 

Nick  will  be  remembered  as  a   former  mo- 
tion picture  cameraman  and  screen  star. 

Sign  on  an  Alamo  Plaza  Theatre  last 

week  read:  “Condemned  Women” — “The 
Marines  Are  Here.”  Figure  out  your  own 

answer  .   .   .   The  Empire  revived  “All  Quiet 
on  the  Western  Front”  last  week  to  sat- 

isfactory biz.  .   .   .   New  Azteca  Film  re- 

lease for  this  week  is  tagged  “La  Tierra 
del  Machaini,”  which  played  to  a   nice 
turnout  at  the  National  Theatre  here. 

Walter  Knoche,  manager  of  the  Palace 

Theatre,  Fredericksburg ,   Tex.,  was  a   re- 
cent caller  at  Independent  Film  Exchange, 

purchasing  equipment  and  supplies  from 
R.  W.  Barron,  manager  of  the  Commerce 

St.  firm. 

Ralph  Calderon  of  Azteca  Films  Co.,  El 

Paso,  and  J.  J.  Jimenez  of  Latin-Ameri- 
can  Film  Exchange  here,  took  off  for  Kan- 

sas City  and  Chicago  last  Sunday  on  a 

business  trip.  This  marks  the  Senors’  first 
trip  east,  together. 

Santone  20  years  ago  this  month:  Clara 

Kimball  Young  was  showing  in  “ The  Sav- 
age Woman”  at  the  old  Grand  Opera 

House  Theatre  .   .   .   Thirty-five  years  ago 
this  same  old  opera  house  was  presenting 

the  Ewing-Taylor  combination  in  ‘‘The 
Three  Musketeers”  to  capacity  audiences; 
this  repertoire  company  also  presented  the 

‘‘Everlasting  Devil’s  Auction,”  in  the  days 
long  before  the  talking  picture  held  full sway. 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  HARWOOD  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas.  Texas 

Tally  Loses  Suit 
Over  Ritz  Theatre 

Dallas — After  a   brief  partnership  of 

Gidney  Talley  with  G.  Birdwell  in  the  Ritz 

at  McCamey,  Tex.,  operating  in  competi- 
tion to  Oskar  Korn,  Birdwell,  after  a   dis- 

agreement, sued  Talley  and  got  judgment 
with  the  court  ordering  Talley  to  turn  over 
his  interest  in  the  theatre  to  the  plaintiff. 

Talley  lost  by  default  as  he  did  not  ap- 

pear but  plans  to  appeal  the  case,  accord- 
ing to  news  reaching  Dallas. 

A   Proclamation  Invites 

To  Memorial  Dedication 
Oklahoma  City  —   Governor  Marland 

will  issue  a   proclamation  for  all  Okla- 
homans to  aid  in  the  dedication  of  the 

Will  Rogers  Memorial  at  Claremore,  No- 
vember 4.  He  will  send  about  5,000  invi- 

tations to  governors  and  notables  in  other 

states.  No  invitations  will  be  given  to  per- 
sons in  Oklahoma. 

John  Garner,  vice-president,  and  Jesse 

Jones,  chairman  of  the  Reconstruction  Fi- 
nance Corp.,  have  been  invited  to  speak. 

Arrangements  are  being  made  for  NBC 

coverage  of  the  ceremonies.  Arrange- 
ments may  be  made  for  brief  talks  by 

President  Roosevelt,  Eddie  Cantor,  George 
M.  Cohan  and  Fred  Stone,  by  remote 
control. 

A   program  will  start  at  9   a.  m.  on  the 
memorial  grounds,  but  the  dedicatory  ser- 

vices will  be  at  12  noon  or  1   p.  m.,  de- 
pending upon  broadcasting  arrangements. 

The  dedicatory  program  will  be  simple. 

Arrangements  will  be  made  for  about 

20,000  persons  to  be  accommodated  on  the 
sloping  area  in  front  of  the  memorial. 

Donald  Cannon  Is  Named 

Manager  at  Greenlield 
Greenfield,  Tenn. — Donald  Cannon,  for- 

mer operator  of  the  Palace  Theatre,  has 
assumed  duties  as  manager  of  the  house, 
succeeding  Shelby  McCallum,  who  has 

been  promoted  to  management  of  the  new- 
ly-acquired Ruffin  Theatre  at  Benton,  Ky. 

Fred  Grooms  succeeds  Cannon  as 

operator. 

Improve  in  Reidsville 
Reidsville,  N.  C.  —   The  Rockingham 

Theatre  has  completed  several  improve- 
ments. New  draperies  and  curtains  were 

hung  in  the  foyer  and  mezzanine  floor,  and 
new  lighting  and  stage  decorations  were 
installed.  The  improvements  add  much 

beauty  to  the  house. 

Standard-NSS  Deal 

Oklahoma  City — B.  F.  “Dinty”  Moore 
has  concluded  a   deal  with  the  National 
Screen  Service  branch  in  Dallas  whereby 

he  will  use  that  company’s  accessories  ex- 
clusively in  Standard  Theatres  houses. 
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MI  1!  A   MI  III 
JT  WAS  a   one-man  win  for  Walter  Ele- 

ments, Wometco  booking  executive, 
when  that  organization  staged  a   contest 
among  its  employes,  offering  cash  prizes 

for  the  best  ideas  submitted  for  the  pro- 

motion of  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You.” 
He  was  the  author  of  not  one,  but  all  of 
the  prize  winning  ideas! 

More  than  half  of  the  population  of  the 
Greater  Miami  area,  some  73,238  indi- 

viduals have  been  enrolled  in  the  MPGY 
Movie  Quiz  contest,  a   report  made  at 

Paramount’s  recent  Movie  Quiz  party  re- 
vealed. Highlight  of  the  evening  was  the 

presentation  of  cash  awards  by  W.  R. 
Lynch,  general  manager  for  Paramount 

Enterprises,  Inc.,  to  individuals  who  se- 
cured the  greatest  number  of  entries  in  the 

quiz  during  a   house-to-house  canvas  which 
Paramount  employes  have  been  conduct- 

ing during  the  past  month.  Paul  Lee  of 
the  Olympia  service  staff  took  top  money, 
a   cash  award  of  $25.  Other  winners  were 
Aubry  Stewart,  Lawrence  Latham,  Cinema 
Casino;  Richard  Hornbrook,  Regent  The- 

atre. More  than  250  Paramount  employes 
attended  that  party,  which  was  a   mid- 

night session  held  at  the  Olympia  Theatre. 

The  recent  redecoration  of  the  lobby 

and  auditorium  of  Charlie  Ozburn’s  State 
Theatre  have  included  the  installation  of 

new  wall  draperies  and  retinting  of  the 
sidewalls.  The  improvements  were  made 

without  an  interruption  of  the  theatre’s 
playing  schedule. 

Sonny  Shepherd  collected  two  definitely 
practical  awards  when  he  came  through 
as  one  of  the  flight  winners  in  the  recent 
Dade  comity  open  golf  tournament.  He 
brought  back  to  the  Lincoln  a   new  pair  of 
golf  shoes  and  a   dozen  golf  balls. 

Motion  pictures  taken  of  patrons  who 

attended  the  opening  night  of  Miami’s 
newest  neighborhood  house,  A.  H.  Cour- 

shon’s  Parkway  Theatre,  served  as  a   me- 
dium for  a   new  idea  (new  locally,  at  any 

rate)  for  a   money  giveaway.  The  evening 
after  the  opening  the  shots  of  the  first 
night  crowd  were  shown  on  the  screen 
while  a   member  of  the  audience  was 
asked  to  count  ten.  On  the  final  count  the 

reel  was  stopped  and  $10  was  awarded  to 

the  individual  whose  face  was  “frozen” 
on  the  screen.  Three  additional  $5  prizes 
also  were  awarded  as  the  count  was  re- 
peated. 

Word  of  the  serious  illness  of  Robert 
Latham,  associated  with  the  theatre 
world  and  with  the  Miami  trade  for  the 

past  20  years,  is  received  with  much  re- 
gret by  his  many  Miami  friends.  Latham, 

whose  son,  Lawrence,  is  a   member  of  Joe 

Abercrombie’s  staff  at  the  Cinema,  has  a 
bad  heart  ailment. 

Back  at  his  desk  in  the  art  department 
of  Wometco  after  a   vacation  spent  half  in 
the  mountains  and  half  in  his  own  sea- 

side front  yard  is  Hal  Kopplin. 

Finish  Reseating 

Shelby,  N.  C. — Completion  of  installa- 
tion of  600  new  seats  in  the  main  floor 

auditorium  of  the  Carolina  Theatre  has 
been  announced. 

Big  Year  for  Industry  Predicted 

Bg  W.  F.  Rodgers  in  New  Orleans 
Lily  Pons  Makes 

It  Clear 
New  Orleans  —   Excitedly  denying 

newspaper  reports  that  she  is  to  be- 

come a   mother,  Lily  Pons,  here  on  a 

brief  stop  last  week  while  en  route  to 

Beaumont,  Tex.,  for  a   concert  engage- 

ment, put  in  her  ideas  on  the  matter 

with  '   I   only  wish  it  were  true." 
The  screen  star  and  Metropolitan 

Opera  singer  said  all  the  baby  talk 

started  when  a   severe  cold  forced  her 

to  cancel  a   concert  engagement. 

She  is  looking  forward  to  a   busy  fall 

season.  Following  the  windup  of  her 

concert  series,  she  is  booked  for  ap- 

pearances at  the  Metropolitan  Opera 

and  on  the  Ford  Sunday  night  hour. 

Miss  Pons,  unaccompanied  on  this 

trip  by  her  Conductor-Husband  Andre 

Kostelanetz,  wasn't  certain  when  she'd 
get  back  to  Hollywood  and  picture 
work. 

Reidsville  Rotary 
Hears  Film  Talk 

Reidsville,  N.  C. — A   talk  on  the  motion 
picture  industry  was  given  recently  by 
Frank  Burns,  secretary  of  the  Greensboro 

Rotary  club,  before  the  organization  here. 
Ranking  the  motion  picture  industry  as 

fifth  in  the  nation,  Burns  cited  many  in- 
teresting general  facts,  dating  from  the 

industry’s  beginning  back  in  1895,  picking 
up  considerably  in  1900,  and  advancing  in 

1910-15,  when  serials  and  westerns  were 
introduced. 

“In  1925,  modern  animated  pictures  be- 
came a   feature,”  said  Burns  “and  a   year 

later  the  sound  picture  was  inaugurated. 

“The  first  sound  picture  was  the  Vita- 
phone,  and  next  came  the  movietone,  with 
the  sound  on  the  film,  using  the  same 

principal  as  the  player-piano.” 
Now,  he  said,  about  500  films  are  made 

yearly  in  Hollywood.  Burns  urged  at- 

tendance “only  at  good  pictures,  to  en- 
courage motion  picture  men  to  make  bet- 

ter flims.” 

Construction  Pace  Swift 

On  New  Anderson  House 
Anderson,  S.  C. — Construction  work  on 

the  new  theatre  here  is  proceeding  rapidly 

and  the  house  may  be  completed  well  un- 
der the  contract  deadline. 

The  new  house  may  be  ready  for  open- 
ing the  latter  part  of  January,  instead  of 

the  latter  part  of  February,  as  previously 
believed. 

New  Orleans  —   William  F.  Rodgers, 
M-G-M  general  sales  manager,  here  last 
week  attending  a   dinner  for  members  of 
the  local  branch,  predicted  the  coming 

year  would  be  the  “greatest”  for  the  in- dustry. 

The  dinner,  honoring  members  of  the 

Metro  exchange  here  for  winning  the  east- 

ern championship  in  the  company’s  inter- 
national sales  drive,  was  held  at  Antoine’s. 

Other  top-ranking  men  of  Metro  here 
included  Thomas  J.  Connors,  New  York,  in 
charge  of  sales  in  the  east,  south,  and 

Canada;  C.  E,  Kessnich,  southern  district 
manager  with  headquarters  in  Atlanta,  as 
well  as  branch  managers  and  members  of 

the  company’s  exploitation  staff  in  the south. 

Jimmy  Briant  manages  the  contest-win- 
ning New  Orleans  branch. 

M-G-M  sales  on  September  1   were  30 
per  cent  ahead  of  last  year,  according  to 

Rodgers.  Improved  product  was  credited 

by  him  for  the  industry’s  present  upward curve. 

A   trend  toward  “naturalness”  in  pic- 
tures was  envisioned  by  Connors.  He  pre- 
dicted increasing  popularity  for  stories  of 

simple  family  life,  such  as  the  “Judge 
Hardy”  series.  This  trend  he  termed, 
“reality  without  tragedy.” 

Rodgers  recalled  a   visit  here  some  20 

years  ago.  When  a   film  salesman  “hit  the 
road”  then,  he  said,  he  was  given  a   rail- 

road time-table  and  told  to  “make”  all 
the  towns  listed.  “Without  an  automo- 

bile,” he  added,  “this  assignment  was  fair- 
ly difficult,  especially  when  customers  were 

more  than  likely  to  wrap  up  their  portable 

projection  machines  and  leave  town  the 

day  before  the  salesman  arrived.” 

R .   E .   Martin  Builds 

In  Fort  Valley ,   Ga. 
Fort  Valley,  Ga.  —   The  old  Slappey 

Bldg,  on  Main  St.,  recently  purchased  by 

R.  E.  Martin  of  Columbus,  is  rapidly  be- 

ing transformed  into  a   modern  and  at- 
tractive theatre. 

It  will  be  occupied  by  the  present  Prin- 
cess Theatre,  one  of  the  Martin  & 

Thompson  chain,  managed  by  J.  R.  Rob- 
erts, and  will  be  called  the  Peach. 

Work  is  being  rushed,  and  opening  date 

is  expected  to  be  announced  soon.  The 
house  will  seat  between  900  and  1,000. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 

1912%  Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-8665 
BIRMINGHAM,  ALA. 
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Caravans  Tour  for 

Bob  Burns  Picture 

New  York — Principal  cities  throughout 

the  country  are  being  visited  by  two  spe- 
cial caravans  sent  out  by  Paramount  as 

advance  exploitation  for  “The  Arkansas 
Traveler,”  latest  Bob  Burns  vehicle,  to  be 
world  premiered  in  Little  Rock,  Ark.,  some- 

time in  October. 
A   covered  wagon  caravan,  already  on 

the  first  leg  of  a   projected  3,500-mile  jour- 
ney, is  carrying  special  premiere  invita- 

tions from  Arkansas’s  Governor  Bailey  and 
Little  Rock’s  Mayor  Overman  to  gover- 

nors and  mayors  of  states  and  cities  visit- 
ed by  the  caravan. 

Included  on  the  covered  wagon  itinerary 
are  Atlanta,  Birmingham,  Columbia,  Rich- 

mond, Baltimore,  Washington,  Philadel- 
phia, New  York  City,  Pittsburgh,  Cleve- 
land, Detroit  Chicago  Columbus,  Cincin- 
nati, Louisville  and  Nashville. 

Mildred  Hines,  selected  as  “Miss  Ar- 
kansas Traveler,”  is  presently  on  a   10,- 

000-mile  trip  by  auto  through  the  south, 
middlewest  and  the  Pacific  coast.  Miss 

Hines’  trip  is  sponsored  by  the  Arkansas 
Automobile  Club.  Full  cooperation  is  be- 

ing accorded  here  by  the  American  Auto- 

mobile Ass’n  and  chambers  of  commerce. 
Over  a   period  of  30  days  she  expects  to 

extend  premiere  greetings  from  Little  Rock 
officials  to  many  governors  and  mayors. 

Chattanooga  Opening 

Chattanooga  —   Chattanooga’s  newest 
theatre,  the  Dixie,  has  opened. 

A   Bandit  Proves  He 

Has  a   Heart 
Greenville,  S.  C.  —   A   kindhearted 

bandit  who  drew  a   gun  on  a   young 

man  and  his  young  woman  companion 

heeded  the  victim's  request  for  "enough 
money  to  buy  movie  tickets  for  me 

and  my  date." The  bandit,  who  took  $3  from  the 

young  man's  pockets,  flipped  back  a 
dollar  at  the  youth  and  then  fled.  The 

young  woman,  who  had  several  dol- 

lars in  her  purse,  was  not  molested. 

A   Petition  Brings 
Shows  on  Sundag 

Elizabeth  City,  N.  C. — As  a   result  of  a 

petition  signed  by  local  citizens,  motion 
pictures  are  now  being  shown  on  Sunday 
in  this  community. 

The  Sunday  shows  were  run  for  the  first 
time  at  the  Taylor  Theatre,  of  which 
Jimmy  Earnhardt  is  manager.  The  film 

was  RKO’s  “Carefree,”  with  Fred  Astaire 
and  Ginger  Rogers. 

New  Marshville  House 

Ready  by  October  15 
Marshville,  N.  C.  —   The  new  theatre 

being  built  here  for  Parks  Blair  and  P.  J. 
Claudell  is  expected  to  be  completed  by 
October  15. 

L.  B.  Tomlinson  of  Statesville  is  the 
contractor. 

Wilbg  Takes  Two 
Outdoor  Theatres 

Atlanta — Purchase  by  George  Wilby  of 

two  outdoor  theatres  here,  the  Piedmont 
Parking  Palace,  on  Piedmont  Ave.,  and 
the  Parking  Palace  Theatre,  Inc.,  on  Stew- 

art Ave.,  was  disclosed  this  week. 

Purchase  price  was  not  revealed.  Wilby’s 
office  said  grounds  of  both  show  places 
would  be  improved,  and  that  some  new 
projection  and  sound  equipment  would  be 
installed. 

Revival  Policy  Satisiies 

At  New  Atlanta  Theatre 
Atlanta — The  new  Emory  Theatre,  Ox- 

ford and  North  Decatur  roads,  opened  with 

a   showing  of  “You’re  Only  Young  Once,” 
one  of  the  Judge  Hardy  series,  starring 
Mickey  Rooney  and  Lewis  Stone. 

Thomas  T.  Miller,  manager,  said  he  was 

“gratified  with  the  opening  day,”  and 
that  the  house  will  operate  on  the  policy 

of  bringing  back  the  best  of  the  big  pic- 
tures. The  house  seats  600  persons. 

Anniversary  at  Stuart 

Stuart,  Fla. — “Anniversary  Week”  pro- 
gram at  the  New  Lyric  Theatre  here  has 

attracted  large  crowds,  Aubrey  McCray, 
manager,  announced,  following  statements 
of  praise  for  the  house  by  Mayor  H.  C. 
Beckman  and  T.  J.  F.  Kennedy,  president 
of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce. 

Two  Caravans  for  " Arkansas  Traveler ” 

At  the  left,  Mildred  Hines,  “Miss  Arkansas  Traveler,”  climbs  into  the  official  “Arkansas  Traveler”  car  in  Little  Rock 
at  the  start  of  the  10,000 -mile  tour  for  the  Paramount  film.  In  the  other  scene,  Grover  T.  Owens,  president  of  the 

Arkansas  Automobile  Ass’n  (left) ,   and  Governor  Carl  E.  Bailey  bid  farewell  to  the  last  of  the  “old  Arkansas  Travelers” 
as  Driver  Bill  Lankford  starts  overland  to  Hew  York  from  Little  Rock. 
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J^EW  manager  of  Affiliated  Producers 
exchange  here  is  J.  C.  Crockett,  from 

Atlanta.  Crockett  succeeds  Bill  Minder, 
who  moves  on  to  Atlanta  .   .   .   The  Palace 
Theatre,  Rodessa,  La.,  has  been  taken 
over  by  the  Watts  circuit,  giving  that  unit 
control  of  both  theatres  in  that  town. 

If  he  can  secure  a   suitable  building,  C.  T. 
McDonald  of  Jennings,  La.,  unll  bring  a 
roller  rink  to  New  Orleans  .   .   .   Death  last 

week  claimed  George  T.  Madden,  69,  well- 
known  local  musician  .   .   .   “ Stablemates” 
packed  ’em  in  at  the  State  here. 

Rodney  Toups  of  Loew’s  State  here, 
hosted  Alan  Mowbray,  Metro  character 
actor,  last  week  .   .   .   Mickey  Scott,  the 

once  “tough  guy”  of  “Our  Gang”  come- 
dies, now  24,  visited  here.  He  is  emceeing 

at  night  clubs  and  hotels  over  the  country. 

Twenty  reels  of  historical  and  travel 
sound  film  have  been  given  to  the  Orleans 
parish  school  board  by  foreign  travel 
agencies  to  be  shown  in  the  nine  high 
schools  equipped  with  motion  picture 
equipment.  The  films  will  be  exhibited  as 
an  educational  supplement. 

Bob  Kelly  and  Cleve  Adams,  Grand  Na- 
tional, led  ten  cities  and  won  in  the  na- 
tional cash  prize  contest  for  collections 

.   .   .   Joel  McCrea,  the  athletic  motion  pic- 
ture actor,  and  his  wife,  Frances  Dee,  an 

actress,  were  in  town  over  the  weekend. 
They  came  in  from  Clayton,  Ga.  Miss  Dee 
has  just  finished  a   picture  with  Ronald 

Colman,  “If  I   Were  King”  .   .   .   Mort  H. 
Singer,  owner  of  the  Orpheum  and  Liberty 
theatres,  has  just  arrived  in  town  to  look 
things  over. 

Claude  Hazel  of  the  Star  Theatre. 
Shreveport,  La.,  made  his  usual  trip  to 
Filmrow,  Monday  .   .   .   August  Marrero,  who 
was  in  charge  of  the  Motion  Picture  Talk- 

ing Machine  Co.’s  office  here  for  several 
months,  is  now  operating  the  B&L  Cigar 
Store  on  Filmrow  and  he  has  been  suc- 

ceeded in  his  office  by  a   Mrs.  Leslie. 

Novel  Stunt  Features 

Parkway  Theatre  Bow 
Miami,  Fla. — A   novel  stunt  featured  the 

opening  of  the  New  Parkway  Theatre  in 
Coral  Way  when  motion  pictures  were 
made  of  patrons  attending  the  opening. 

Prizes  were  offered  those  “circled”  in 
the  film  who  identified  themselves  when 
the  film  was  shown  a   week  later.  Aaron 

Courshon,  owner-manager,  said  the  stunt 
went  over  big. 

Exhibitor  Injured 
Knoxville,  Tenn. — Tim  W.  Smith,  44, 

operator  of  the  Rialto  and  Palace  thea- 
tres, was  injured  recently  in  a   collision 

between  his  automobile  and  another  car. 

New  Parkway  Opens 
Elkin,  N.  C. — A   new  theatre,  the  Park- 

way, has  been  completed  and  opened  for 
business  in  West  Jefferson  by  Ben  Reeves 
and  Russel  Barr  of  that  community. 

Steal  Equipment 
From  School 

Clinton,  N.  C. — Theft  of  the  newly- 

purchased  motion  picture  equipment  in 

Clinton  High  School  was  reported  to 

police  recently. 

The  machine,  a   sound-equipped  sys- 
tem, was  of  Bell  &   Howell  manufacture. 

The  burglars  also  took  a   1,500-foot 

educational  film,  “Bananas,''  and  other 
accessories. 

Expect  November  Opening 
For  New  Macon  Theatre 
Macon,  Ga.  —   Completion  of  the  new 

theatre  on  Third  St.  is  now  scheduled  for 

the  first  part  of  November,  it  was  an- 
nounced here  by  J.  Clay  Murphey,  realtor, 

and  work  is  going  forward  rapidly. 
Anchorages  for  the  marquee  have  been 

made,  and  workmen  have  nearly  com- 
pleted removal  of  two  upper  floors  to  make 

room  for  the  balcony.  Materials  have 
been  ordered  for  seats,  carpets,  projection 
machines  and  lighting  equipment.  Wiring 
and  heating  equipment  are  being  installed. 

The  house  will  seat  800  persons. 

New  Realart  Makes  Its 

Debut  in  DeRidder,  La, 
DeRidder,  La. — Amidst  excitement  fan- 

ned by  the  presence  and  speeches  of  local 
civic  officials  and  business  men,  and  the 
playing  of  bands,  the  new  Realart  Theatre 
recently  made  its  debut  here. 

The  modern  900 -seat  house,  owned  and 
managed  by  W.  S.  Samuell  and  Lamar 
Hargrove,  played  to  capacity  audiences 

during  its  first  week’s  performances.  Fu- 
ture plans  include  the  booking  of  stage 

bands  and  other  “flesh”  attractions. 

Shift  Ed  Brooks 
Dunellon,  Fla. — Ed  Brooks,  for  the  past 

four  years  manager  of  the  Lyric  Theatre 
here,  has  been  transferred  to  Bushnell, 

where  he  now  manages  Fain’s  house. 

P.  WHITE,  formerly  manager  of  the 
local  National  Theatre  Supply  Co., 

has  accepted  a   job  with  the  same  com- 
pany in  Los  Angeles.  White  has  been  with 

the  company  13  years.  He  is  a   charter 
member  of  the  Jester’s  Club  and  a   mem- 

ber of  the  local  Lion’s  Club.  He  left  last 
week  for  the  coast. 

Construction  started  October  10  on  a 
new  theatre  in  Silver  City,  which  will 
represent  an  investment  of  $30,000. 

The  incorporators  of  the  Tryon  Theatre 
Corp.  of  Tryon  are  Samuel  A.  Bingham, 
Russell  S.  Walcott  and  Samuel  A.  Bing- ham jr. 

Appalachian  Amusement  Co.,  a   theatre 
firm,  has  been  organized  in  Statesville 
with  A.  F.  Sams,  W.  B.  Sams  and  Leroy  W. 
Sams,  of  Winston-Salem,  incorporators. 

OKU  A.  CITY 
JTLMROW  is  all  excited  about  the  com- ing MPTOA  convention  here,  with  plans 

being  made  right  and  left  for  entertain- 
ment of  visiting  friends  and,  let  this  re- 

porter tell  you,  the  boys  and  girls  who 
attend  are  going  to  get  some  real  enter- 

taining. Dan  James,  manager  of  the 
Black  Hotel  here,  has  informed  his  old 
friend,  M.  A.  Lightman,  that  his  pent- 

house will  be  available  for  Lightman  upon 
his  arrival  here.  Just  a   sample  of  how 
local  folks  are  getting  ready  to  play  host. 

K.  Lee  Williams  of  the  film  exchange 
bearing  his  name  has  come  back  from  a 

flying  trip  to  Hope,  DeQueen  and  Mal- 
verno  in  Arkansas  and  Atoka  in  Oklahoma 

in  one  day  .   .   .   Dave  Goodman  back  to  Al- 
toona, Pa.  and  Pat  Patchen  taking  his 

place  as  manager  of  Standard  Theatres’ Midwest  house  .   .   .   Note  on  court  matters: 
District  court  has  granted  judgment  for 
the  plaintiff  for  the  amount  sued  in  the 
United  States  Air  Conditioning  Corp.  vs. 

Dyer  Theatre  Supply  Co.  case  and  the  lat- 
ter’s doors  have  been  closed  for  the  time 

being  .   .   .   The  city  park  board  has  ac- 
cepted an  offer  by  Standard  Theatres,  Inc., 

of  1,000  show  tickets  to  be  given  weekly  to 
under -privileged  children  for  meritorious 
participation  in  playground  and  recrea- 

tional programs  of  the  park  department. 

Here’s  a   plug  for  a   Mickey  Rooney  pic- 
ture that  can  be  used  from  now  on — 

pulled  by  the  Circle.  A   scale  was  set  up 
with  an  usher  in  attendance  and  a   huge 
placard  ballyhooing  a   Mickey  Rooney  pic- 

ture. The  placard  and  usher  informed  all 
and  sundry  girls  who  passed  by  that  a 
pair  of  free  tickets  to  the  show  would  be 
given  to  any  young  lady  whose  weight 

matched  that  of  Mickey  Rooney’s  girl 
friend;  set  at  111  pounds. 

Some  Griffith  Co.  circuit  changes  an- 
nounced by  Claude  O.  Fulgum,  district 

manager:  Coy  McCullough,  from  assistant 
at  Duncan  to  city  manager  in  same  city; 
J.  C.  Cooley,  from  assistant  at  Lubbock  to 

city  manager  at  Elk  City;  Turner  Morri- 
sett,  from  Hominey  to  Claremore;  Fred 
Jackson,  from  Claremore  to  Seminole; 
Dick  Kelin,  from  Seminole  to  Henryetta; 
Johnny  Wisdom,  from  Elk  City  to  Holden- 
ville;  David  Dallas  resigned  at  Holden- 
ville  to  become  associated  with  the  Katz 
Screen  Advertising  Service  of  Dallas,  Tex.; 
T.  H.  Wilson,  administrator  of  the  estate 
of  Charles  Blaine,  Griffith  partner  at 
Henryetta,  resigned. 

Four  New  Offices  Soon 

For  Metro  Premium  Co, 
Atlanta — New  offices  of  Metro  Premium 

Co.  will  soon  be  opened  in  Charlotte,  New 
Orleans,  Dallas  and  Memphis,  announces 
Ike  Katz,  who  recently  assumed  super- 

vision of  the  entire  southern  territory  for 
the  company. 

Katz  recently  was  in  Chicago,  attending 
a   company  sales  meeting  for  the  purpose 
of  launching  new  premiums  for  the  fall 
season,  including  Sweetheart  Beautyware. 

Assisting  Katz  in  managing  the  territory 
are  his  father,  M.  S.,  and  his  brothers, 
Harry  and  David. 
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Ruffin  Adds  Two 

More  to  Holdings 
Covington,  Tenn. — Will  F.  Ruffin  has 

announced  purchase  of  two  more  theatres, 
making  a   total  of  nine  houses  throughout 
this  section. 

The  Chickasaw  Amusement  Co.,  Inc., 
purchased  the  Benton  Theatre,  Benton, 

Ky„  and  Ruffin  Amusement  Co.,  Inc.,  pur- 
chased the  Ritz  in  Hickman  Ky.  Ruffin 

is  president  of  both  companies. 

DALLAS 
(Continued  from  page  114) 

ton;  Bill  Slepka,  Okemah;  Lew  Chatham, 
Norman,  and  others.  Most  of  them  were 
with  their  wives  and  some  of  them  stayed 
over  for  the  Variety  tournament. 

From  other  states  at  the  game  were  Fred 
Morley  of  New  Mexico  and  Fred  Hoen- 
scheidt  of  Arizona,  both  Griffith  men. 

An  exhibitor  of  28  years  standing.  Frank 
Miller  of  Marlowe,  Okla.,  was  on  the  Row 
two  days  hobnobbing  mostly  with  Wallace 
Walthall  who  sold  him  a   National  Acces- 

sory deal.  Miller  built  his  first  theatre 
from  the  ground  up  and  equipped  it  for 
the  measly  sum  of  $260,  and  used  his 

credit  for  that.  Today  he  has  an  invest- 
ment of  $35,000  in  two  theatres. 

Sam  Jacobson,  now  running  the  Liberty 
in  Amarillo  was  a   busy  young  exhibitor  on 
the  Row,  Wednesday.  The  Jacobsons  aiid 
M.  Mendell  split  up  at  the  Liberty  with 
Mendel  now  operating  the  Lyric  in  the 
neighborhood. 

T.  J.  Connors  and  C.  E.  Kessnich  were 

about  the  M-G-M  office  early  in  the  week 
for  a   business  visit  with  Leroy  Bickel. 
Kessnich  and  Bickel  went  into  a   huddle 

over  their  trip  to  Paris,  on  which  they  will 
start  on  October  22.  Even  more  honors 

are  being  heaped  upon  Branch  Manager 
Bickel  when  Monday  night  the  employes 
in  his  office  are  giving  him  a   going  away 
dinner  in  the  Adolphus  Hotel. 

Mrs.  R.  T.  Hooks  of  Mineola  was  very 
proud  of  being  a   grandmother  on  her  visit 
to  the  Row  this  week  along  with  her  soil, 
Robert,  in  whose  home  a   few  days  ago  ar- 

rived a   baby  daughter.  Robert  is  manag- 
ing the  two  shows  for  his  mother.  Mrs. 

Hooks  looks  quite  well  and  walked  around 
the  exchanges  even  without  the  aid  of  her 
cane  which  she  previously  had  been  using. 

Bill  Pemberton,  the  Robb  &   Rowley  pos- 
ter clerk,  is  back  from  the  world  series  in 

New  York,  and  squawked  because  he  got 

beat  out  of  a   game.  „He  went  there  on 

R&R’s  ticket  with  everything  furnished. 
Wednesday  morning  in  the  poster  room  he 
was  telling  Robb  and  C.  V.  Jones  about  his 

big  time. 

Over  Half  of  Miami 

Registered  in  Quiz 
Miami — A   resume  of  the  first  month  of 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  drive  in 
Miami,  indicates  the  value  of  employe  co- 

operation, W.  R.  Lynch,  general  manager 

of  Paramount’s  13  theatres  in  that  city, 
reported.  As  the  result  of  employe  ef- 

forts, 72,328  entries  to  the  Movie  Quiz 
contest  (over  half  of  the  entire  population 
of  the  city)  were  obtained  in  theatres  and 

through  outside,  person-to-person,  con- 
tacts. 

Employes,  including  stagehands,  ushers, 
and  others,  met  regularly  to  discuss  plans 
for  keeping  interest  in  the  contest  alive, 
and  prizes  were  offered  to  individuals  who 

obtained  the  greatest  number  of  regis- 
trations. Every  home  and  office  in  Miami, 

as  well  as  hotels  in  the  Greater  Miami 

area,  was  covered. 
Theatres  in  Miami  were  well  decorated 

with  contest  accessories.  One  sheet  in  all 

the  lobbies  gave  the  questions  on  the 

Quiz  picture  playing.  Special  small  seals 
in  blue  and  yellow  were  supplied  by  a 
local  art  shop  to  all  theatres  to  appear  on 
all  displays. 

Contest  lines  have  been  carried  daily  on 

the  top  of  all  newspaper  ads. 

How  to  operate  motion  picture  theatres 

profitably 
Here  is  a   new  book  full  of  HOW  TO  DO  IT  information,  written  by  a   man 

who  believes  that  the  first  objective  of  theatre  management  is  to  make  money. 

In  this  book  he  covers  motion  picture  theatre  management  from  A   to  Z, 

giving  the  best  results  of  years  of  experience  as  a   guide  in  establishing 

successful  policies,  building  profitable  business,  and  efficiently  operating  any 
size  theatre. 

The  Management  of 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 

By  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON,  Jr. 

Get  This  Great  Aid  to  Theatre  President,  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Management!  GET  IT  TODAY!!  375  pages,  6x9,  illustrated,  $3.50 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  4704  East  Ninth  Street,  Kansas  City,  Missouri 
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PORTENT  OF  GREATEST  YEAR  DRIVE  EXTENSION 
IN  CANCELLATION  OF  OCTOBER 

Extensive  Arrangements  for 

Gala  Parade  Are  Completed 

Prolongation  to  January 

Would  Benefit  the 

Subsequents 

Toronto — Arrangements  for  the  mon- 
ster parade  to  be  held  in  Toronto  on  the 

morning  of  Saturday,  October  22,  to  draw 

attention  in  an  impressive  way  to  the  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign 
have  been  completed  by  the  film  publicity 
and  radio  committee,  of  which  Dewey  D. 
Bloom  is  the  chairman. 

It  has  been  decided  to  have  a   longer 
route  for  the  huge  parade  than  at  first 
proposed,  and  now  it  has  been  arranged 
that  the  procession  will  travel  over  no  less 

than  20  miles  in  its  route  through  a   num- 

ber of  the  city’s  principal  streets.  This 
parade,  in  which  the  circuits  and  the  inde- 

pendent theatres  will  have  probably  the 

greater  part  of  the  presentations  and  dis- 
plays, will  be  participated  in  by  every 

section  of  the  film  industry,  as  in  addi- 
tion to  the  exhibitors,  the  exchanges,  Ca- 

nadian film  companies,  equipment  com- 
panies and  the  projectionists  who  will  all 

be  well  represented  in  the  spectacle. 
Starting  at  the  northern  city  limits  of 

Toronto,  six  miles  up  Yonge  St.,  at  11 
a.  m.,  the  parade  will  travel  the  following 
route:  Down  Yonge  St.  to  St.  Clair  Ave., 
west  on  St.  Clair  to  Runny mede  Road, 
south  on  Runnymede  to  Bloor  St.,  east 
on  Bloor  to  Danforth  Ave.,  continuing  east 
on  Danforth  to  Main  St.,  south  on  Main 

to  Gerrard  St.,  west  on  Gerrard  to  Parlia- 
ment St.,  north  on  Parliament  to  Carlton 

St.,  west  on  Carlton  to  College  St.,  con- 

Language  Hampers 
Drive  in  Quebec 

Montreal — Quietly,  persistently  and  en- 

thusiastically the  trade  here  and  through- 
out the  province  of  Quebec  is  working 

on  the  “Greatest  Year”  drive  presently 
under  way  in  the  Dominion  and  the  United 
States. 

Due  to  the  preponderance  of  French- 
speaking  people  in  Quebec,  the  Quiz  Book- 

lets are  being  distributed  in  both  English 
and  French. 

Because  of  this  peculiar  language  situa- 
tion and  the  fact  that  a   great  number  of 

theatres  in  the  province  show  only  French 
films,  it  is  likely  Quebec  will  have  fewer 
contest  entrants  than  other  provinces  in 
the  Dominion. 

tinuing  west  on  College  to  Spadina  Ave., 
and  then  southward  on  Spadina  to  the  foot 
of  that  street  where  the  parade  will  end. 

In  the  parade’s  east  and  west  progress 
through  the  city  it  will  cover  at  least  a 
10-mile  width  of  Toronto,  and  as  it 

crosses  the  city  more  than  twice,  the  20- 
mile  estimate  of  its  route  is  a   very  conser- 

vative one. 

Floats  entered  for  participation  in  the 

parade  will  include  those  from  B&F  cir- 

cuits, Independent  Theatres’  Ass’n  and 
other  independent  theatres,  Loew’s  The- 

atre, Uptown  and  Imperial  theatres, 

Famous  Players’  Canadian  Corp.  circuit, 
Associated  Theatres,  Toronto  motion  pic- 

ture exchanges,  Dominion  Sound  Equip- 
ments, Ltd.,  Associated  Screen  News,  Gen- 

eral Theatre  Supply  Co.,  the  Operators’ 
Union,  the  film  laboratories  and  by 
Charles  Mavety  Film  Delivery  Service. 

The  city  authorities  have  granted  per- 
mission for  the  placing  of  large,  impres- 

sive banners  at  prominent  locations  in  the 
city.  These  banners  will  carry  the  slogan: 

“Toronto  Welcomes  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year.”  The  P.  L.  Ruddy  Sign 
Co.,  is  doing  its  share  to  aid  in  the  cam- 

paign by  providing  for  the  posting  of  24- 
page  bills  regarding  the  film  drive  in 
various  sections  of  the  city.  There  also 

will  be  extensive  tie-ups  with  department 
stores,  the  newspapers  and  the  radio. 

St,  John  in  Concerted 

Motion  Picture  "Drive" 
Saint  John — A   concerted  drive-within- 

a-drive  was  conducted  here  throughout 

“Thanksgiving  Week”  to  boost  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign,  in  which 
the  Capitol,  Mayfair,  Regent  and  Strand 

are  participating. 

Thanksgiving  Day’s  special  programs 
were  well  patronized,  several  midnight 

shows  were  given,  and,  in  connection  with 

the  campaign’s  national  ads  in  local 
papers,  the  houses  published  a   joint  ad 
showing  the  contest  numbers  of  pictures 
released  and  repeating  questions  from  each, 

so  “new”  contestants  could  catch  up. 

Taking  the  lead  on  behalf  of  the  local 

theatres  in  a   cooperative  spirit,  the  Cap- 
itol sponsored  a   radio  broadcast  locally 

of  the  memory-quickening  song  symposium 

sent  out  as  recordings  by  campaign  head- 

quarters. 

Ottawa — Cancellation  of  the  film  cam- 
paign advertising  scheduled  to  appear  in 

the  Canadian  daily  newspapers  early  in 
October  is  accepted  by  trade  observers  as 

assurance  that  the  “Greatest  Year”  drive 
will  be  extended  from  the  December  31 

deadline  to  January  31.  It  is  understood 
that  copy  for  the  next  series  of  national 
advertisements  had  been  sent  out  when 
cancellation  orders  were  received  by  the 
newspapers. 

Intimation  has  been  forthcoming  from 

private  yet  official  sources  that  the  exten- 
sion of  the  campaign  has  been  decided 

upon  to  enable  subsequent  run  theatres  to 

play  more  of  the  so-called  Quiz  features 
and  thus  provide  their  patrons  with  a 
further  opportunity  to  catch  up  on  the 

questionnaire  at  the  popular-priced  the- atres. o 

Accordingly,  the  national  advertising  for 

the  campaign  is  being  spread  out,  it  is  un- 
derstood, and  probably  some  of  the  copy 

is  being  changed  to  fit  the  new  situation. 

The  change  in  plan,  as  intimated,  has 
brought  about  a   brightened  future  for  the 
small  exhibitors  who  are  quick  to  £eel;that 
Quiz  features  in  January  has  an  piemen  t 

of  importance  to  them.  Further,-  the  clos- 
ing date  for  the  contest  will  be;  taken  away 

from  the  year-end  holidays  and  this  re- 
moval means  that  the  fans  will  be 

straightened  away  for  the  last  lap  of  tjie 
competition  in  January,  when  Christmas 
divergences  will  be  over. 

Cooperative  Ads  Overcome 
North  Country  Handicap 

Ottawa  —   Several  cities  in  the  North 

Country,  beyond  Ottawa,  have  been  over- 
looked in  the  national  advertising  cam- 

paign for  the  industry’s  cooperative  drive 
because  thhe  local  newspapers  are  not 

published  on  a   daily  basis.  The  original 
advertising  schedule  included  only  daily 

newspapers,  but  there  are  a   number  of 
cities  up  North  of  from  25,000  to  35,000 
population  with  three  or  four  theatres 

each  which  have  been  outside  the  fold  al- 
though they  are  important  situations  in 

the  film  business.  :   i 
The  matter  has  been  corrected  by  the 

organization  of  cooperative  advertising  for 
these  centers,  which  include  Sudbury, 
North  Bay  and  Kirkland  Lake,  under  the 
sponsorship  of  Famous  Players  Canadian 
Corp.  Quiz  books  have  long  since  been 
supplied  but  local  patrons  saw  the  big  ads 

only  in  outside  newspapers  where  avail- able. 
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Potential  Dearth 

Of  French  Films 

Ottawa — When  the  European  war  scare 
was  at  its  height,  much  concern  was  felt 

by  Canadian  exhibitors  who  offer  French- 
language  films  in  considerable  number  as 

regular  fare  for  French-Canadian  theatre- 
goers, a   number  of  theatres  in  eastern 

Canada  showing  nothing  but  screen  pro- 
grams imported  from  France. 

Word  was  received  that  the  studios  in 
France  had  been  closed  down  under 

mobilization  orders,  many  of  the  screen 
players  and  technicians  being  called  to 
their  units  for  immediate  service.  Thus,  an 

early  shortage  of  French  pictures  was  ex- 
pected in  Canada  because  of  the  quantity 

required  and  because  the  unbooked  sup- 
ply of  new  product  is  relatively  not  large. 

During  the  past  fiscal  year,  ending  March 
31  last,  Canada  imported  approximately 
1,500,000  feet  of  motion  pictures  from 
France  as  compared  with  560,000  feet  from 
the  United  Kingdom  and  if  war  had  been 
declared  the  flow  of  French  productions 
and  shorts  would  surely  have  been  affected 
materially  in  a   comparatively  short  time, 
it  is  declared.  One  result  would  have  been 
that  Canadian  theatres  would  have  had  to 
depend  still  more  on  Hollywood  product 
even  in  the  French-Canadian  areas.  With 
man-power  and  facilities  drafted  for  a 
major  campaign  of  long  duration,  the  out- 

put of  French  films  would  quickly  drop  to 
a   low  point,  it  was  predicted. 
The  case  of  British  features  is  some- 

what different,  apart  from  the  fact  that 
imports  from  Britain  have  already  reached 
a   low  level  for  trade  and  economic  rea- 

sons. The  principal  British  film  distribu- 
tor in  the  Dominion  has  announced  a 

lineup  of  12  British  pictures  for  this  sea- 
son and  the  prints  are  already  available. 

War’s  effects  would  not  be  directly  felt, 
accordingly,  for  some  months. 

In  the  Ottawa  district,  two  theatres  play 
four  French  features  every  week — the 
Laurier  with  an  all-French  program  two 
days  of  the  week  and  the  Rideau  with  a 

French  double  bill  every  Wednesday  as  a 
permanent  policy.  Recent  features  have 

included:  “Mort  du  Cygne,”  “Femmes,” 
“Soeurs  d’Armes,”  “Le  Malade  Imagin- 
aire,”  “La  Chaste  Suzanne,”  “Les  Anges 
Noirs,”  “Si  Tu  Reviens,”  “L’lnnocent,” 

“Ignace”  and  “Un  Soir  a   Marseille,”  all  of 
which  would  be  good  program  pictures  if 
available  in  the  English  language. 
With  respect  to  Russian  pictures,  one 

Canadian  company  has  specialized  in 
Soviet  films  exclusively  for  several  years 
and  has  secured  outlets  in  the  larger  cities 
with  the  exception  of  the  Province  of 

Quebec  where  they  are  banned  for  re- 
ligious reasons.  A   major  war  would  have 

halted  film  imports  from  Russia  practic- 
ally from  the  outset. 

Musical  Instrument  Sales  Soar 

Montreal — The  musical  instrument  in- 

dustry in  Canada,  which  since  1929  has 

been  growing  smaller  and  smaller,  showed 
a   marked  improvement  in  1937,  and  its 
production  jumped  to  $1,211,288  from 
$150,916  in  1936,  and  $535,668  in  1935, 
the  Dominion  Bureau  of  Statistics  reports. 

Refugee  by  Choice 

Montreal — “Art  has  no  politics — Cer- 

tainly artists  have  none — ” 
Lili  Darvas  shrugged  away  the  idea  im- 

patiently. “It  is  impossible  to  have  politics 

when  you  think  only  of  your  art” — and 
yet  Lili  Darvas,  star  of  the  stage  in  Buda- 

pest and  Vienna,  is  now  in  Montreal,  be- 
cause politics  entered  her  life  when  Hitler 

seized  Vienna  last  March. 

“I  am  Hungarian,”  she  said.  She  is  tall, 

fair  haired,  quiet  voiced.  “But  I   played 
in  Dr.  Reinhardt’s  theatre.  Always  I’ve 
played  with  Dr.  Reinhardt — Max  Rein- 

hardt. Well,  he  was  Jewish  and  when 
Hitler  came  to  Vienna,  I   did  not  wait  to 
see  whether  the  Nazis  liked  me  or  not.  I 

went  to  Switzerland.” 
And  now  Lili  Darvas,  known  in  her  own 

right  as  a   great  actress  in  Hungaria  and 
in  Germany,  and  also  as  the  wife  of  Ferenc 
Molnar,  dramatist,  has  for  the  past  three 
months  been  in  New  York  and  Montreal  to 

learn  English. 

“It  is  my  hope,”  she  told  the  reporter 
who  saw  her  in  the  Mount  Royal  Hotel, 

“to  be  able  to  act  in  English,  too.  That 
will  be  three  languages.  I   study  the  lan- 

guage. I   study  it  hard.  But  is  is  difficult 

to  learn  it,  when  one  is  an  adult.” 
The  reporter  told  her  that  her  English 

was  remarkably  good  and  meant  it. 
Miss  Darvas  shook  her  head  stubbornly. 

“I  do  not  feel  the  music  of  the  tongue 

as  yet,”  she  said,  “It  does  not  come.” 
“Just  now,  my  man  is  traveling  between 

Paris  and  Switzerland,  busily  writing  a 

book,”  she  said.  “I  hope  that  he  will  come 

to  this  country  next  year.” 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  has  bought  the 

motion  picture  right  to  “Delilah,”  a   play 
written  by  Molnar  and  produced  with  Miss 
Darvas  in  the  leading  role  in  Budapest 
last  year.  The  motion  picture  has  not  yet 
been  made. 

Miss  Darvas  returns  to  New  York  short- 

ly, after  having  been  in  Montreal  for  sev- 
eral weeks.  She  returns  happy  because  of 

the  settlement  of  the  war  situation  in 
Europe. 

“My  mother,  my  people  are  in  Hungary,” 
she  said.  “Gott  sei  Dank  all  this  talk  of 

war  is  over.” — R.C. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

(Answers  on  page  123) 

1.  What  French-language  newspaper  has 
departed  from  a   non-cooperative  policy 
as  regards  film  publicity  as  a   result  of 
the  current  industry  campaign? 

2.  On  what  grounds  does  the  Trades  and 

Labor  Congress  oppose  the  1937  mini- 
mum wage  act? 

3   What  are  Premier  Hepburn’s  charges 
in  his  intimation  of  a   re-enactment  of 
the  amusements  tax  in  Ontario? 

4.  Who  are  the  new  officers  replacing  S. 

Ulster  and  B.  Ulster,  in  the  Independ- 

ent Theatres  Ass’n  of  Ontario? 
5.  What  outward  evidence  has  appeared 

of  a   tussle  between  major  distributors 
of  16mm  films? 

'Drums'  Unhindered 

By  Legal  Issues 
Ottawa  —   The  Canadian  premiere  of 

“Drums”  got  under  way  at  the  Elgin  The- 
atre, one  of  the  principal  independent 

houses  of  the  Canadian  Capital  without 
legal  hindrance  despite  the  move  on  the 
part  of  N.  L.  Nathanson  to  take  issue  with 
London  Film  Productions,  Ltd.,  over  the 

expired  five-year  contract  for  the  dis- 
tribution in  Canada  of  Korda  pictures  by 

Regal  Films,  Ltd.,  in  which  Mr.  Nathanson 
has  the  controlling  voice. 

The  reported  dispute  involves  “Drums,” 
which,  according  to  the  Canadian  film 
executive,  was  started  in  the  Denham 

Studios  before  the  expiration  of  the  fran- 
chise agreement  one  year  ago  and,  ac- 

cordingly, he  claims,  comes  under  the  con- 
tract. If  it  were  included,  the  feature 

would  be  on  the  booking  list  for  the  Fam- 

ous Players’  chain  in  the  Dominion  of 
which  Mr.  Nathanson  is  president.  The 

picture  is  being  released  in  Canada,  how- 
ever, by  United  Artists  Corp.,  Ltd.,  which 

is  at  odds  for  the  second  year  with  Famous 

Players,  pictures  under  the  control  of  UA 
being  booked  into  independent  theatres, 

some  of  which  now  hold  10-year  fran- 
chises for  all  United  Artists  releases. 

Considerable  attention  was  attracted  to 

the  opening  of  “Drums”  at  the  Elgin  be- 
cause of  possibilities.  The  engagement 

made  its  start  in  big-time  style,  Manager 

J.  J.  Paul  arranging  a   gala  opening  per- 
formance with  all  seats  reserved  at  50 

cents,  the  seat  plan  being  opened  in  ad- 
vance for  the  occasion.  Following  the  one 

evening  show,  the  picture  went  into  its 
regular  engagement  with  the  admission 

scale  up  to  45  cents  and  performances  con- 
tinuous on  the  following  day. 

Incidentally,  this  is  the  only  British  fea- 
ture which  is  now  being  presented  as  a 

Quiz  contest  attraction  of  the  Greatest 
Year  drive  because  it  is  being  released 

through  United  Artists.  Although  the  lat- 
ter has  been  booking  away  from  Famous 

Players,  H.  M.  Masters,  UA  Canadian  gen- 
eral manager,  is  on  the  Canadian  commit- 

tee of  the  industry’s  drive  with  J.  J.  Fitz- 
gibbons,  managing  director  of  Famous 
Players  Canadian  Corp.,  and  they  made 

a   speedy  tour  of  the  country  together  for 
the  purpose  of  organizing  the  campaign 

last  August.  In  a   business  sense,  how- 
ever, they  are  direct  opposition. 

Clement  Say  Quits  Post 

With  Northern  Electric 
Montreal — P.  F.  Sise,  president  of  the 

Northern  Electric  Co.,  Ltd.,  announces  that 

Clement  Say,  secretary  and  treasurer  of 
the  company,  has  resigned. 

Say  joined  Imperial  Wire  &   Cable  Co. 
35  years  ago.  When  that  company  was 
merged  with  the  Northern  Electric  & 
Mfg.  Co.,  under  the  name  of  Northern 

Electric  Co.,  Ltd.,  in  1914,  Say  became  sec- 
retary and  shortly  thereafter  treasurer. 

Sise  announces  the  appointment  of  W. 

E.  McBain  as  Say’s  successor. 
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A   Real  DRAWING-CARD 
For  Your  Theatre 

Give  your  audiences  the  realism  of  the  new  RCA  Photo- 

phone High  Fidelity  sound  reproduction.  It  will  at  once 

lift  your  theatre  to  a   new  peak  of  popular  favor. 

For  here,  for  the  first  time,  the  full  range  of  music, 

speech  and  incidental  sound  is  reproduced  completely 

and  naturally. 

Every  sound  essential  to  the  full  enjoyment  of  the  picture 

is  heard,  clearly,  crisply,  distinctly.  It  will  be  a   new 

experience  for  your  patrons  and  a   new  and  profitable 

experience  for  YOU. 

Distributed  by 

8771 Dominion  Sound  Equipments 
L   I   M   I   T   E   D 

Head  Office:  1620  Notre  Dame  Street  West,  Montreal 

BRANCHES  ATt  HALIFAX  TORONTO  WINNIPEG  REGINA  CALGARY  VANCOUVER 
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^^ITH  the  exception  of  the  Centre  and 
Elgin  theatres,  not  one  of  the  inde- 

pendent houses  in  Ottawa  is  advertising 
the  Movie  Quiz  contest  or  any  features  of 
the  Greatest  Year  campaign.  The  five 
circuit  houses  have  been  emphasizing 
the  contest  angle  with  both  first  and 
second  run  pictures. 

It  is  not  generally  toiown  that  Fran- 
chot  Tone,  the  screen  star,  once  lived  in 
Buckingham,  Que.,  near  Ottawa,  where  his 

parents  and  relatives  reside.  The  fact  be- 
came news  when  police  recovered  an  out- 
board motor  which  had  been  stolen  from 

the  summer  residence  of  H.  Tone,  father 
of  the  film  player.  Franchot  was  the 

maiden  name  of  the  star’s  mother  and 
there  are  Franchots  in  the  Ottawa  Valley 
who  are  relatives  by  marriage  of  the  star. 

Third  local  run  of  “Alexander’s  Rag- 
time Band,’’  at  the  Avalon  Theatre,  was 

so  successful  that  the  attraction  was  held 

over  for  an  extra  two  days.  First-run  pic- 
tures held  over  for  a   second  week  include: 

“Marie  Antoinette”  at  the  Regent;  “To 
the  Victor”  at  the  Elgin;  “Four  Daugh- 

ters” at  the  Centre  and,  now,  “Drums” 
at  the  Elgin. 

Manager  Bob  Maynard  of  the  Cartier 
Theatre  is  doing  very  well  with  stage 
shows  of  the  unit  type.  He  presented  the 

“Avalon  Club  Revue,”  a   night  club  troupe, 
with  “Gateway”  as  the  screen  feature  as 
one  of  the  recent  series  of  vaudeville  bills. 

Quiz  Contest  booklets  in  the  French 
language  to  the  number  of  125,000  have 

been  distributed  by  theatres  in  the  French- 
Canadian  districts  and  the  supply  is  prac- 

tically exhausted  so  great  is  the  enthusi- 
asm among  French  film  fans  with  the  re- 
sult that  the  Canadian  campaign  commit- 
tee finds  it  necessary  to  run  off  another 

order. 

The  last  of  the  “big  name”  dance  or- 
chestras for  the  fall  season  in  Ottawa  was 

Plan  Empire  Film 

Library  in  Canada 
Ottawa  —   Before  sailing  for  England 

where  he  is  the  director  of  the  Imperial 
Institute,  London,  Sir  Harry  Lindsay,  K. 
C.  I.  E„  C.  B.  E.,.  conferred  with  officials 
of  the  Canadian  Government  with  a   view 
to  the  establishment  of  a   Canadian  branch 

here  of  the  Empire  Film  Library  which 
has  no  fewer  than  1,600  short  subjects 

of  a   scenic,  historical  and  industrial  type. 
The  prime  purpose  of  the  Institute  is  to 

collect  and  distribute  information  regard- 
ing the  natural  resources  of  the  Empire. 

His  last  visit  to  Canada  was  in  1932 
when  he  was  secretary  to  the  delegation 
from  India  for  the  Imperial  Economic 
Conference  which  was  held  in  Ottawa.  One 
of  the  decisions  of  that  conference  was  to 

vote  against  the  adoption  of  a   British 
film  quota  requirement  for  all  dominions 
and  colonies  of  the  empire  because  of 
theatre  opposition  to  the  plan. 

the  Paul  Whiteman  band  which  played  an 
engagement  at  the  Auditorium,  October  7, 
with  4,500  in  attendance.  Local  exhibitors 
are  happy  in  the  fact  that  this  form  of 
opposition  will  not  be  felt  again  until  next 
spring  because  ice  is  being  prepared  at  the 
Aud  for  the  hockey  season. 

Lloyd  M.  Mills,  once  manager  of  the 

Rideau  Theatre,  Ottawa,  permitted  stand- 
ing in  the  aisles  of  Iris  Centre  Theatre  in 

London,  Ont.,  for  which  he  was  fined  $50 
and  costs  by  the  police  magistrate.  It  was 

the  first  time  in  30  years  that  a   convic- 
tion of  this  type  had  been  registered  in  the 

London  court. 

The  Ontario  Safety  League,  in  conjunc- 
tion with  the  Ontario  Department  of 

Highways,  is  providing  a   special  stunt  for 

theatres  at  Saturday  matinee  perform- 
ances in  which  all  juvenile  patrons  are 

given  numbered  tickets  for  a   draw  for 
prizes  consisting  of  a   highway  hazard 
game.  A   brief  talk  is  given  from  the  stage 
in  connection  with  the  distribution  of 
awards. 

Joseph  M.  Franklin,  Ottawa  theatre 
magnate,  is  promoting  the  quiz  contest  in 
a   large  way  in  his  seven  theatres  of  the 

Maritime  Provinces  with  cooperative  ad- 
vertising and  window  tieups. 

R.  G.  Stevens,  who  oums  the  Regent 
Theatres  in  Sturgeon  Falls,  Sudbury  and 
Creighton  Mines,  has  started  the  erection 
of  a   second  theatre  in  Sudbury  expected  to 
cost  $100,000.  A   theatre  war  is  on  the  way 
in  Sudbury  because  S.  H.  Falk  and  J. 
Kohen  have  also  taken  out  a   permit  for 
a   theatre.  There  are  already  three  cinemas 
in  the  town  which  has  a   population  of 
28,000. 

Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.,  has 
started  construction  .on  a   theatre  in  each 
of  the  twin  cities  of  Fort  William  and  Port 

Arthur  to  cost  $100,000  each  and  with  a 
seating  capacity  of  1,000. 

QFFICIAL  announcement  that  Canada 
will  be  visited  by  King  George  and 

Queen  Elizabeth  during  the  coming  year 

was  favorably  received  by  the  film  indus- 

try here  as  it  will  mean  a   time  of  ex- 
ceptional celebration  and  many  visitors. 

Daniel  Mann,  lately  of  the  Neighborhood 

Playhouse,  New  York,  has  arrived  here  to 
take  up  his  new  duties  as  director  of  the 
Theatre  of  Action. 

First  Toronto  showing  of  “Gold  Mine  in 

the  Sky”  was  given  at  the  Madison  Thea- 
tre of  the  Associated  Theatres  circuit. 

Speaking  of  the  film  industry’s  great 
business  drive,  Agustus  Bridle,  drama  and 

film  critic  for  the  Toronto  Daily  Star, 

praises  highly  the  Quiz  Contest  and  says, 

“If  Hitler  and  Mussolini  would  quit  the 
Moloch  racket  for  a   month  and  enter  the 

‘Movie  Quiz  Contest,’  the  world  would  soon 
be  a   safe  place  to  be  born  into  .   .   One 

effect  of  this  contest  will  be  to  make  mil- 

lions think  more  about  pictures.” 

"Little"  Movie  Quiz 

Makes  Appearance 
Ottawa — A   rival  to  Hollywood’s  Movie 

Quiz  contest  has  made  its  appearance  in 
the  independent  field  in  Canada  with  the 

organization  of  a   “British  Empire  Quiz 

Contest”  along  lines  similar  to  the  “of- 
ficial” competition. 

The  latest  stunt  has  been  put  into  effect 
in  Ottawa  by  Manager  Joe  Paul  of  the 

Elgin  Theatre,  an  independent  first-run 
house  associated  with  the  20th  Century 

Theatres  group  of  which  N.  A.  Taylor  of 
Toronto  is  the  moving  spirit.  The  British 

Empire  Contest  is  aimed  at  juvenile  pa- 

tronage, entry  blanks  have  been  dis- 
tributed from  door  to  door  and  a   ques- 

tionnaire pamphlet  has  been  prepared 
dealing  with  British  stars  and  British  film 
activities  generally.  In  the  local  contest 
22  merchandise  prizes  are  offered  by  the 

Elgin  Theatre  in  a   tie-up  with  merchants. 

Interesting  is  the  fact  Mr.  Paul  is  one 
of  the  few  independents  in  this  city  who 

are  actively  promoting  the  Hollywood  cam- 
paign with  lobby  displays,  trailers  and 

newspaper  advertising  and  is  playing  pic- 
tures which  are  included  in  the  quiz  book. 

Another  point  is  that  N.  A.  Taylor,  who  is 
directly  interested  in  the  Elgin  Theatre, 

is  also  the  chairman  of  the  National  cam- 
paign committee  in  Canada  for  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year.  Yet,  the  Elgin  is 
featuring  the  separate  contest  as  addi- 

tional exploitation. 

Winnipeg  Papers  Change 

Makeup  of  Film  Section 
Winnipeg  —   Sweeping  changes  in  the 

makeup  and  content  material  of  the  film 
sections  in  the  two  local  dailies,  extremely 

favorable  to  the  local  trade,  have  been 
instituted. 

Previously,  columns  were  devoted  to  re- 
views of  pictures.  This  policy  has  been 

modified,  with  pages  now  containing  syn- 
dicated stories  out  of  Hollywood,  giving 

the  film  section  more  tone  and  interest  in 
a   news  sense. 

Another  important  change  involves  the 

reviewing  of  pictures  playing  local  theatres 

only  when  requested  by  the  theatre  man- 
agement. 

A   daily  directory,  detailing  films  playing 

at  Winnipeg  theatres,  is  another  innova- tion. 

Whelpley  President  of 
Maritime  Trade  Board 

Saint  John — At  the  annual  meeting  of 

the  Maritime  Film  Board  of  Trade,  offi- 
cers were  reelected  as  follows:  President, 

E.  A.  Whelpley,  RKO  Distributing  Corp. 
of  Canada;  vice-president,  A.  E.  Smith, 

Regal  Films;  treasurer,  R.  G.  March,  20th 

Century-Fox  Film  Corp.;  executive  secre- 
tary, Miss  Alice  Fairweather. 

Reports  were  presented,  reviewing  the 
work  of  the  last  eight  months. 
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^ANADIAN  Indians  and  Eskimos  are 
generally  quiet  and  well-behaved  when 

they  attend  a   motion  picture  theatre.  Not 
so  the  Zulus  of  South  Africa.  Recently 
a   show  at  Durban  was  the  scene  of  a   riot 

in  which  police  had  to  employ  knob- 
kerries  to  subdue  disputants  who  had  taken 
sides  in  a   realistic  wild  west  drama. 

Jewish  New  Year,  which  caused  prac- 
tical cessation  of  activities  on  Filmrow,  was 

preceded  at  the  Belmont  Theatre  by  a   stage 

show  and  specially  selected  pictures.  Mor- 
ris Davis,  the  manager,  is  a   master  at  pre- 

paring timely  programs. 

Northern  Electric  Co.  of  Montreal  has 

inaugurated  a   World’s  Series  baseball  con- 
test, for  which  the  prize  is  a   radio.  The 

contest  calls  for  (1)  Winning  league,  (2) 
total  games  in  series,  (3)  total  runs  in 
series,  (4)  total  hits  in  series,  (5)  total 
errors  in  series,  and  (6)  total  home  runs 
in  series. 

Prompt  action  by  the  operator,  F.  Filiat- 
reault,  in  extinguishing  a   fire  in  the  op- 

erators’ booth  at  the  Lord  Nelson  Theatre 
on  the  night  of  October  4   preve?ited  a 
panic.  Under  the  guidance  of  ushers,  the 
audience,  who  had  been  notified  by  the 
manager  that  there  was  no  danger,  filed, 
out  in  orderly  fashion.  Little  damage  was 
done. 

Toronto  Star  Weekly  has  a   voting  con- 
test to  choose  the  screen  actress  who  will 

play  Jane  Arden,  the  versatile  girl  reporter, 
in  a   series  of  motion  pictures.  According 
to  the  newspaper,  the  Hollywood  studio 
could  not  make  up  its  mind  which  actress 
to  cast  for  the  role.  They  have  selected 
seven,  Jane  Bryan,  Gloria  Dickson,  Janet 
Shaw,  Ann  Sheridan,  Rosella  Towne,  Jane 
Wyman  and  Marie  Wilson.  The  Star 

Weekly  publishes  their  photographs  and 
invites  its  readers  to  choose. 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke  in  Paul  Vincent 

Carroll’s  play,  “Shadow  and  Substance,’’ 
at  His  Majesty’s  was  a   rival  to  current 
film  attractions,  which  also  suffered  from 

the  competition  of  Paul  Whiteman’s  band 
at  the  Forum. 

.According  to  Seton  Margrave,  leading 
London  film  critic,  Richard  Norton,  who 

has  kept  the  flag  of  British  films  flying, 
has  beaten  all  rivals,  both  British  and 
American,  to  the  film  rights  of  Lupino 

Lane’s  show,  “Me  and  My  Girl,”  now  run- 
ning in  apparent  perpetuity  at  the  Victoria 

Palace,  London.  The  film  will  begin  pro- 
duction shortly  at  Pinewood  under  the 

direction  of  Albert  de  Courville,  who  di- 
rected the  most  successful  films  starring 

Jessie  Matthews. 

Following  Hollywood’s  lead,  London  will 
have  a   central  casting  bureau  to  ensure 

that  only  genuine  players  with  acting  abil- 

ity will  be  allowed  to  play  as  “ extras ”   in 
British  studios. 

Montreal  Standard  is  conducting  a   “film 

double”  contest,  and  has  awarded  the  palm 
for  doubling  Simone  Simon  to  Miss  Alice 

Martin,  French-Canadian  stenographer, 
who  is  a   devoted  admirer  of  the  star. 

Exhibit  in  Winnipeg 

Mag  Grow  National 
Winnipeg — Arising  out  of  the  recent  ex- 

hibition held  here,  an  unusual  idea  con- 
ceived by  Frank  Kershaw  of  Famous  Play- 

ers is  likely  to  bring  about  some  interest- 
ing developments  in  film  circles  in  Can- 

ada. 

Largely  instrumental  for  the  successful 

staging  of  the  Winnipeg  exhibition,  Ker- 
shaw is  sending  complete  files  of  local 

activities  in  this  connection  to  film  head- 
quarters in  the  east  with  the  recommen- 

dation that  these  files  be  utilized  to  form 

the  basis  of  an  annual  film  exhibit  of  na- 
tional scope  to  be  made  a   permanent  fea- 

ture of  the  industry.  He  sees  the  exhibit 
as  an  unusual  opportunity  for  cooperation 

between  producers  and  exhibitors.  “If  the 
film  industry  mobilizes  its  vast  resources,” 
says  Kershaw,  “it  is  better  equipped  than 
any  other  to  put  on  such  a   show.  We,  in 

Winnipeg,  realize  that  what  we  have  ac- 

complished here  is  only  the  beginning.” 
According  to  Kershaw,  the  great  success 

of  the  Winnipeg  exhibit,  which  was  at- 

tended by  over  20,000  people  daily,  con- 
vinces him  of  the  enormous  possibilities  of 

such  a   move  on  a   national  scale,  planned 
and  carried  out  by  the  entire  industry. 

Thanksgiving  Holiday 

Occasions  Extra  Shows 
Toronto — In  the  Toronto  area,  as  in 

other  parts  of  Canada,  the  fact  that 

October  10  was  the  Dominion’s  Thanks- 
giving Day,  meant  that  the  theatres  in 

all  sections  held  afternoon  and  evening 
performances.  Many  of  the  Toronto  film 
theatres  advanced  the  start  of  the  first 

evening  performance  on  Thanksgiving 

Day  to  around  6   o’clock,  in  order  that  the 
second  evening  show  could  start  at  a 

fairly  early  mid-evening  hour. 
Practically  all  the  theatres  in  the  To- 

ronto district,  totaling  over  100  houses, 

put  on  Sunday  night  shows,  starting  im- 
mediately after  midnight.  Prices  in  most 

cases  were  advanced. 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Queries  on  page  120) 

1.  Le  Droit  of  Ottawa  now  carries  ads  plug- 
ging the  campaign. 

2.  The  contention  is  that  its  enactment 

would  encourage  employers  to  reduce 
wages  to  the  designated  standard. 

3.  That  the  bigger  theatres  have  not  given 

the  public  the  benefit  of  the  admission 

tax  abolishment,  and  that  the  tax-free 
condition  of  amusements  is  bringing 
numerous  complaints. 

4.  N.  A.  Taylor,  vice-president,  and 
Thomas  Walton,  treasurer. 

5.  General  Films’  procuring  of  a   writ 
against  Howard  and  Joseph  McElroy, 

charging  the  use  of  another  company’s 
product  in  breach  of  a   five-year  con- 

tract made  in  1937. 

YHE  cart  has  been  placed  before  the  horse 
at  St.  George,  N.  B.,  where  L.  A.  and 

A.  C.  Sprague  operate  the  Capitol.  The 

theatre  publishes  a   weekly  pamphlet  be- 
cause there  is  no  town  newspaper.  The 

pamphlet,  designed  primarily  for  ads  on 
coming  films,  now  devotes  its  back  page  to 
editorial  comment  on  small-town  theatres 
as  community  institutions,  and  the  plan 

is  to  expand  its  scope  to  include  local  per- 
sonal items  of  news  interest.  It  is  dis- 

tributed at  the  theatre  and  by  mail  via 
rural  routes. 

L.  A.  Sprague,  also  a   partner  in  Mari- 
time Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  went  over 

from  Saint  John  to  Halifax  the  other  day 

to  install  projection  facilities  in  the  new 

Empire,  a   subsequent-run  with  the  same 
policy  as  the  Saint  John  Empire.  The  Hali- 

fax house  will  open  on  or  about  October  17. 

The  Saint  John  Empire  has  blossomed 

out  with  re-designed  interior  and  lobby  and 
new  heating  plant  to  celebrate  its  fourth 
birthday,  to  which  the  newspapers  have 

been  giving  publicity.  Patrons  commended 

the  substitution  of  “suntan”  strips  for  the 
former  silver  along  the  interior  walls — the 
latter  were  found  to  distract  audience  at- 

tention by  reflecting  light. 

George  Heiber,  UA  branch  office  man- 
ager at  Saint  John,  is  back  after  a   brief 

visit  to  his  old  home  in  Toronto  .   .   .   Speak- 

ing of  George :   “Hal”  Parker  of  the  Cap- 
itol, Yarmouth,  N.  S.,  was  in  Saint  John 

the  other  day  and  was  seen  shaking  hands 
and  having  a   chummy  talk  with  George, 

who,  according  to  rumor,  had  been  “ gun- 
ning’’   for  him;  it  was  the  first  time  they’d 

met  and  reports  have  it  that  when  George 
saw  what  a   big  fellow  Hal  is,  he  called  off 

the  gunplay.  They’re  the  best  of  friends, 
now,  anyway. 

George  Kreamer, '   home  office  auditor  of 
UA,  has  gone  on  from  Saint  John  after  a 

week’s  visit.  Many  old  friends  welcomed 
him  back  to  the  Maritimes  during  his  stay. 

Sammy  Kunitzky  of  Eastern  Film  Co., 
Saint  John,  has  been  planning  a   trip  to 

New  York;  he’ll  pitch  camp  on  the  Great 
White  Way  .   .   .   Tourists  in  the  New  Eng- 

land States  from  Saint  John  this  week 

were  Eric  Golding,  Regal’s  booker,  and 

Ralph  Thorne,  Paramount’s  booker,  with 
their  wives. 

Jack  Kiely  of  Montreal  passed  through 

Saint  John  on  a   periodical  trip  to  New- 
foundland, where  he  operates  the  Nickel 

and  Crescent  .   .   .   Other  visitors  were  Bill 

O’Neill  of  the  Marina,  St.  Andrews,  N.  B., 
and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  A.  Williams  of  the 
Chipman,  Chipman,  N.  B. 

The  Capitol,  Saint  John,  did  outstand- 

ing business  with  “Marie  Antoinette”  and 
had  a   novel  front-window  tieup  in  con- 

temporary art  treasures  loaned  by  Rev. 
T.  G.  Cracknell,  local  antiquarian.  The 
same  theatre  assured  itself  of  bumper 

Tuesday-night  houses  through  the  winter 
by  launching  another  community  sing  se- 

ries this  week.  Last  year,  40  sing-songs 
drew  an  attendance  of  60,000. 
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p*RED  GUEST  of  Hamilton,  Ont.,  owner  of the  Stanley,  took  advantage  of  his  stay 
here  to  oversee  the  new  Neon  lighting  of 
the  marquee  and  front  of  his  theatre, 

which  promises  to  be  something  excep- 
tional. Meanwhile,  Miss  Amy  Scriven, 

the  manager,  boosted  and  spurred,  was  in 
the  Cariboo  cattle  country  assisting  in  a 

fall  round-up  and  rodeo. 

Dick,  son  of  G.  G.  Baiss,  the  Capitol, 
Duncan,  B.  C.,  received  a   painful  injury 

to  his  knee  while  playing  polo.  Dick  is  pro- 
jectionist at  the  Capitol  and  looked  after 

his  father’s  interests  while  the  latter  was 
in  England  on  a   visit.  Incidentally ,   G.  G. 
was  a   spectator  at  the  big  cricket  match 
between  Australian  and  English  picked 
teams. 

G.  A.  Gough,  exhibitor  of  Goldbridge, 

B.  C„  made  a   short  stop  here  on  his  way 
to  Seattle  with  his  mother  on  a   short 
vacation. 

W.  B.  Adamson,  Empire  Films  salesman, 
returned  from  a   successful  trip  in  the 
Interior  where,  he  says,  business  seems 

less  affected  by  outside  depressing  influ- 
ences than  in  the  larger  communities. 

W.  A.  Trout  of  Zeballos  was  in  the  city 

gathering  ideas  and  information  in  prep- 

aration for  the  construction  and  equip- 
ment of  his  house  in  that  camp.  He  is 

so  thoroughly  convinced  of  the  future 
prosperity  of  the  settlement  that  he  is 

preparing  to  give  it  first-class  accommo- 
dation and  presentations. 

Sam  Lechtzier,  La  Salle  Recreations, 

Ltd.,  is  doing  his  bit  to  foster  Empire 
trade,  having  booked  orders  for  over  3,000 
British-made  theatre  chairs.  The  orders 
include  all  seats  for  the  new  Paradise  and 
the  Bay  in  Vancouver  and  the  Capitol  in 
Vernon,  as  well  as  the  reseating  of  Ralph 

Calladine’s  Plaza  in  Victoria. 

Bert  Moore,  manager  of  Port  Thea- 
tre, Port  Alberni,  B.  C.,  died  last  week. 

pAGING  patrons  in  Calgary  theatres  had 
become  such  a   racket  that  the  Fa- 

mous Players  houses  have  stopped  this 
practice.  Young  blades  had  got  into  the 
habit  of  calling  out  their  boy  or  girl  friends 
to  join  parties  on  pretext  of  sudden  illness 

or  accident.  Doctors  now  register  on  en- 
tering theatre.  No  other  calls  are  accepted. 

Big  football  games  on  Saturday,  Octo- 
ber 8,  and  Monday,  Thanksgiving  holiday, 

affected  the  matinee  performances  here. 
Theatres  benefited  during  the  night  shows 
as  the  games  brought  in  a   large  crowd  from 
the  country  district  for  the  weekend. 

Grand  Theatre  played  the  first  stage 
show  of  the  season,  a   unit  of  the  WLS 
National  Bam  Dance.  The  radio  company 
made  a   weak  showing  with  poor  stage 
grouping  and  appearance.  It  lacked  good 
comedy,  while  the  tap  dancer  should  have 
carried  a   fan. 

Well  known  and  liked  by  the  film  fratern- 

ity, he  will  be  missed.  For  a   time  he  ex- 
hibited in  the  Progress,  now  called  the 

Music  Box,  and  also  managed  a   summer 
stage  show  at  English  Bay  beach,  and  later 
managed  the  Roma  in  Victoria.  He  was 

a   member  of  the  operators’  union. 

Don  Findlay,  shipping  for  Empire  Films, 
is  the  proud  father  of  a   bouncing  girl. 
He  is  receiving  congratulation  from  all 

quarters. 

Miss  Ailsa  Maclachlan,  secretary  to 

Charlie  Ramage,  Regal  Films,  is  leaving 
Vancouver  at  the  end  of  the  month  to  fill 

a   skating  contract  in  eastern  Canada.  Miss 

Maclachlan  has  been  an  enthusiastic  skat- 
er since  she  took  her  bumps,  as  a   child, 

on  the  Elbow  River  in  Calgary,  Alberta. 

She  gained  prominence  in  the  west  for  her 
fancy  skating  as  well  as  her  success  in 
coaching  of  others.  She  will  be  missed  on 
Filmrow. 

D.  W.  Bickle  was  in  town  arranging 

bookings  for  his  two  theatres,  the  Ilo  Ilo 

at  Cumberland,  and  the  Mickle  at  Court- ney. 

Maynard  Joiner,  Capitol  theatre  man- 

ager, has  booked  “If  I   Were  King’’  and 
“Men  With  Wings”  for  showing  during 
October  .   .   .   Famous  Players  has  appointed 

C.  J.  Hughes  manager  of  the  Nelson  Thea- tre. 

Sovereign  Films  reports  an  increasing 
number  of  inquiries  for  their  1 6mm  films 
.   .   .   Miss  Amy  Scrivens  is  back  from  the 

range,  tanned  and  full  of  pep.  There  is 
some  speculation  as  to  the  possibility  of 
a   run  of  westerns  at  the  Stanley;  just  to 
keep  the  memory  green. 

Quagliotti  Romano  spent  a   few  days  in 
Seattle  and  brought  back  an  enthusiasm 
for  the  decoration  of  the  theatres  there. 

His  theatre,  the  Colonial,  can  scarcely  be 

improved  upon,  yet  who  knows  where  this 
enthusiasm  may  lead  him! 

T.  N.  Fairley  Is  Head 

Of  Local  10.  N.U.T.E. 

Ottawa — Reports  that  Mr.  O.  Elliott  had 

succeeded  to  the  presidency  of  Local  No. 

10,  National  Union  of  Theatrical  Em- 

ployes, mistakenly  referred  to  as  the  Cana- 
dian M.P.O.  Union,  were  erroneous.  Mr. 

T.  N.  Fairley  has  been  president  of  the 
union  since  its  inception,  and  Mr.  Elliott 

has  been  appointed  business  manager,  suc- 

ceeding G.  W.  McCollum.  The  union’s  new 
elections  are  to  take  place  the  latter  part 

of  October.  The  National  Union  of  Theat- 

rical Employes  is  an  affiliate  of  the  All- 
Canadian  Congress  of  Labor. 

A   Leading  Role 
Hollywood — Patricia  Morrison,  screen 

newcomer,  will  have  a   leading  role  in  Para- 

mount’s “Persons  in  Hiding,”  scripted  from 
a   book  by  G-Man  J.  Edgar  Hoover.  James 
Hogan  will  direct. 

Duals  Multiplied 

By  Three Ottawa — Another  of  those  quantity- 

plus  programs  made  their  appearance 

in  Ottawa  this  past  week  when  the 

Francois  Theatre  presented  two  fea- 

tures, "Singing  Cowboy"  and  "Dare- 

devil Drivers,"  the  last  episode  of  "Dick 

Tracy,"  the  first  chapter  of  "Wild  Bill 
Hickok,"  a   two-reel  comedy  and  two 
cartoons.  This  ran  for  two  days. 

A   similar  show  was  screened  at  the 

Laurier  Theatre  for  two  days  of  the 

previous  week. 

Deems  Commercial 

Television  Remote 

Toronto — According  to  Dr.  Frank  Bald- 
win Jewitt,  who  as  director  of  research, 

has  been  in  charge  of  the  Bell  Telephone 

laboratories  since  1922,  and  came  to  To- 

ronto to  address  a   meeting  of  the  Tele- 
phone Pioneers  of  America,  it  will  be  a 

long  while  before  television  becomes  any 
serious  competitor  of  motion  picture 
theatres. 

Though,  Jewitt  said,  television  had  been 
advanced  to  the  stage  where  it  is  practical 

to  a   degree,  he  saw  much  research  work 
still  required  before  it  could  be  placed  on 
a   commercial  plane.  He  believed  the 

greatest  difficulty  to  be  overcome  by  tele- 
vision was  that  of  bringing  television 

images  up  to  a   suitable  size.  He  pointed 
out  that  talking  pictures  were  held  up  for 

years,  simply  because  science  could  pro- 
duce large  images,  but  could  not  amplify 

voices  enough  to  match  their  size.  In  tele- 
vision, the  situation  was  reversed,  as 

voices  could  be  amplified  to  terrific  volume 
without  distortion,  but  television  images 
could  not  be  enlarged  enough  to  match. 

WINNIPEG 
ACCORDING  to  F.  H.  Kershaw,  western division  manager  of  Famous  Players, 

business  in  the  film  industry  in  the  west 

has  shown  a   10  to  20  per  cent  increase  over 

last  year.  September  saw  a   lull,  due  to 

the  unseasonable  warm  weather,  the  un- 
stable European  situation  and  low  grain 

prices.  However,  there  has  been  a   no- 
ticeable increase  since  October  1   and  a 

good  future  is  anticipated. 

Vic  Armand,  western  supervisor,  is  in 

Regina  discussing  plans  and  estimates  in 
connection  with  reopening  of  the  Broad- 

way, dark  for  several  years  .   .   .   Bobby 

Breen’s  “Breaking  the  Ice”  will  be  held 
over  at  the  Lyceum  for  a   second  week. 

A   new  policy  goes  into  effect  at  the  Ly- 
ceum soon.  This  will  be  a   two-a-week 

change  of  programs  instead  of  weekly  runs. 

Mrs.  Peebles  of  Dauphin,  Man.,  was  a 
visitor  .   .   .   J.  Miles  and  S.  Weiner  are 
leaving  for  Toronto  .   .   .   W.  Johanson, 
Pine  Falls,  Man.;  Jack  Zaitzow,  Melville, 

Sask.,  also  visitors. 
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B.  Crosby-Bea  Lillie 
R — April  30 

3739 

Melodrama  827 

I, au  of  the  Underworld 
<   61  ) 

Morris- Ann  Shirley 

Kl>  Mar.  12;  R — Mar.  26 

Comedy  833 

Hold  That  Kiss  (74) 

D.  O’Keete- M.  O'Sullivan 
Mickey  Rooney 
U   —May  1   4 

Western  3740 

Gun  Smoke  Trail  (57) 
.lack  Randall 

Rom.  Melod’ma  3738 

Stolen  Heaven  (88) 

G.  Raymond-O.  Bradn
a 

EP — Feb.  6;  R — Apr.  30 

  |   Comedy  D
rama  7023 Romance  on  the  Run 

(68) 
Donald  Woods 
Patricia  Ellis 
R — Mav  7 

Comedy  740 

Yi  various  lady  (90) 

G.  Rogers-J.  Stewart 
EP— Jan.  29-  R — May  7 

I   Western  881 

Comedy  830 
Swiss  Miss  473) 

Laurel  &   Hardy 

EP — Feb.  19;  R — May  14 

Com.  with  Music  3710 

Coeoanut  Grove  (94) 

F.  M’Murray  EP — Mar.  12 I!  —   May  14 

Melodrama  829 
Blind  Alibi  (61) 

R   Dix-W.  Bourne 

EP — Apr.  2;  R — May  14 

Gun  l.nw  (60) 

Geo  O’Brien;  R- 
Mav  1 4 

[jf]  Comedy  
Drama  847 A   Trip  to  Paris  (64) 

Shirley  Deane-J.  Prouty
 

EP — Apr.  2:  R — Mar.  26 

j   Comedy  Dra
ma  874 

1   Jfe  Begins  at  40  (..) 
Will  Rogers  (reissue) 

  |   Com.  with  M
usic  844 Kentucky  Moonshine 

I   85  1 

Rltz  Bros.-Maj.  Weaver 
EP — Mar  5;  R-  May  7 

Comedy 

849 Rascals  (77) 

J.  Withers-R.  Hudson R — Apr  9 

pfj  Mys.  Melodrama  30
76 

(Reissue) 

Dracula  ( . . ) 
Bela  Lugosi 

0 Drama 

Sinners  in  Paradise  (66) 

(For  Half  Way  to 
shanghai) 

J   Boles-M.  Evans 

EP  Apr.  2;  R — May  7 

[30]  Com.  Drama  FN
267 

Beloved  Brat  (62) 

B.  Granville-D.  Costello 
R— Feb.  19 

|Y]  Action  Dram
a  FN27B 

Torehy  Blane  in  Panama
 

(59) 

*'ru1  Kelly-Lola  Lane 
R — Apr.  23 

|~j~|  Drama  GB7005 
To  the  Victor  (78) 

Will  Fyffe 

Margaret  Lockwood 
R — Feb.  19 

[Hj  Action  Dr
ama  2038 Air  Devils  (60)  R-Mav  14 

D.  Purcell-Mamo  Clark 

HU  Melodr
ama  3072 

Frankenstein  (71) 

Boris  Karloff-Mae  Clark 

HU  Hist.  Drama 
 FN251 

4jig)Adventures  of  Robin Hood  (102) 

Errol  Flynn 
Olivia  de  Havilland R — May  7 

Drama  834 
Yellow  Jack  (83) 

Robert  Montgomery 

Virg.  Bruce  R — May  28 

Drama  3709 

Numbered  Women  (63) 

(For.  Private  Nurse) 
Blane- J.  Arledge R — May  14 

Drama  3741 
Hunted  Men  (67) 

(For.  Crime  Gives 
Orders)  EP — Apr.  2 

L.  Nolan-M.  Carlisle 

R— May  21 

•   Melodrama  7004 

Gangs  of  New  York  (67) 

Chas.  Bickford 
Ann  Dvorak  R — May  28 

HU  Drama
-Music 

Show  Goes  On  (68) 

Anna  Neagle 

Tullio  Oarminatl 
R— Aug.  27 

GH 

[3]  Dram
a  832 

Three  Comrades  (98) 

Taylor,  Tone,  Sullavan, 

Young 

EP — Mar.  26;  R — May  28 

Weotern  3730 
Phantom  Ranger  (57) 
Tim  McCoy 

R— July  2 

[3]  Rom.  Drama  Re
is-3769 

Farewell  to  Arms  (79) 

G.  Cooper-Helen  Hayes 

J   Historical  Dra
ma  846 

Kidnapped  (90) 

Warner  Baxter 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
EP — Feb.  12;  R — May  28 

[2(j]  Actio
n  Drama 

Devil’s  Party  (67) 
R — May  28 

V.  McLaglen-B.  Roberts 

HU  Drama  
Reis-3071 All  Quiet  on  the  West- 

ern Front  (87) 

Lew  Ayres 

HU  Melodra
ma  FN277 

Mystery  House  (66) 

Dick  Purcell 
Ann  Sheridan R — May  1 4 

HU  Com.  Drama  
Atlantic 

Tonight  or  Never  (..) 

Melryn  Douglas 

Gloria  Swanson 

]   Melodrama  8
30 

Saint  In  New  York  (72) 

Louis  Hayward 

Kay  Sutton 

R — May  7 

0 
Musical  Comedy  839 Josette  (70) 

D.  Ameche-S.  Simon EP — Feb.  19 

HU  Com
edy  3073 

Love  Before  Breakfast 

(70>  „   . 

C.  Lombard-P.  Foster 

H|]  Come
dy  3074 

Lady  Tubbs  (69) 
A.  Brady-D.  Montgomery 

^   Action  Dra
ma  FN256 

Crime  School  (86) 

H.  Bogart-Gale  Page 
R — May  14 

Qjj  West
ern  2058 

Western  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker;  R— July  9 

[7f|  Drama  
2010 Wives  Under  Suspicion 

(68)  Warren  William 

R — June  11 

[•4]  Com.  Drama  WB21
9 

Little  Miss  Thorough- 
bred (63; 

Janet  Kay  Chapman 

John  Litel 

MISCELLANEOUS 
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JUNE  11 

[9]  Melodrama
 

Held  for  Ransom  (60) 
Grant  Withers 

R — July  30 

222 

|lo]  urama 
Life  Returns  (60) 
Lois  Wilson 

836 

Toy  Wife  (95) 

L.  Rainer-M.  Douglas 
R — June  11 

[g'j  Comedy  Drama  371* Marines  Are  Here  (60) 

J.  Travers-G.  Oliver 

3742 
[Jo]  Drama

 
You  and  Me  (90) 

Sylvia  Sidney-Geo.  Raft 
R — June  4 

[g~|  Western Hesert  Patrol  (56) 

Bob  Steele 
R — June  11 

7127 

Action  Drama 

(Reissue) 

871 

King  Kong  (99) 

Fay  Wray-R.  Armstrong 

[lo]  Comedy  850 

One  Wild  Night  (72) 

June  Lang-D.  Baldwin 
R — May  14 

m|  Mus.  Com.  WB206 
Gold  Diggers  in  Paris 
(97) 

Rudy  Vailee 
Priscilla  Lane 

R — May  21 

JUNE  18 

|is|  Drama  8001 
SJHoliday  (93) 
lv.  Hepburn-C.  Grant 
BP — Apr.  9;  R — May  21 

838 

[jt]  Drama
 Woman  Against  Womai 

(61)  (For.  One  Woman’s Answer) 

V.  Bruce-H.  Marshall 
R — June  25 

|l7|  Melodrama  3743 
Prison  Farm  (70) 

S.  Ross-L.  Nolan 
R — June  25 

|l5]  Western  7117 Riders  of  Black  HIUs(55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
R — June  25 

mi  Comedy  Drama  7012 
Ladies  in  Distress 
Alison  Skipworth 
Pollv  Moran:  R — June  11 

(65) 

831 
mi  Comedy  Drama 
I   HituI  <’ !>*»•>»  I   <“>\ 
Derrick  de  Marney 

Joan  Fontaine  R-May  28 

[Tt]  Comedy  851 
Three  Blind  Mice  (75) 

L.  Young-J.  McCrea 
R — June  11 

ll7l  Drama Blockade  (85) 

Madeleine  Carroll 

Henry  Fonda 
R — June  11 

m   Melodrama  2039 
Young  Fugitives  (68) 

D.  Kent  R— July  2 

[17]  Western  2059 
Outlaw  Express  (66) 

Bob  Baker  R — July  30 

PI  Mys.  Drama  FN263 
When  Were  You  Born? 

(65) 
Anna  May  Wong 
Marearet  Lindsay 
R — June  18 

JUNE  24 

|2p|  Western  8211 Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 

John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

[30I  Western  8206 West  of  Cheyenne 
Charles  starrett 

1.  Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

(53) 

m   Comedy  Drama  837 Lord  Jeff  (84) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
Mickey  Rooney 
R — June  25 

m   Outdoor  Drama  3702 
Komanee  of  the  Limber- lost  (81) 

Jeiiii  Pai  ner-Eric  LindeD R — June  26 

3758 

m   Western 

Bar  20  Justice  (70) 

Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  16 

CmI  Western 

Border  G-Man  (60) 

882 

George  O’Brien R — June  18 

[24)  Melodrama  819 Mr.  Moto  Takes  a 
Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson 
It — June  18 

|25 1   Drama  WB208 White  Banners  (88) 

Claude  Rains-F.  Bainter 
EP— Feb.  26;  R — June  4 

JULY  2 

[27I  Action  Drama Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J.  Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 

[T|  Drama  8019 City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 

Leo  Carnno-E.  Fellows 

(TJ  Melodrama  225 
I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 

Neil  Hamilton R — July  16 

[T1  Adven.  Drama  829 Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M.  O’Sullivan 
R — July  16 

JULY  9 

[T|  Western 

Rollin’  Plains  (75) 

Tex  RitLei 

226 

819 |~n  Comedy 
Having  Wonderful Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. EP — Oct.  23 
R — June  18 

n   Drama  852 
Always  Goodbye  (75) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 
Herbert  Marshall 
R— July  2 

n   Action  Drama  2032 Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

n   Comedy  2005 Rage  of  Paris  (78) 

Danielle  Darrieux 
R — June  18 

1 1   ]   Drama  GB 
Three  on  a   Weekend  (72) 

Margaret  Lockwood 
John  Lodge R — June  11 

[j]  Comedy  Drama 

Fast  Company  (74) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 

R — July  2 

[~6~|  Western  3742 Man's  Country  (55) 

Jack  Randall 
R — Aug.  6 

|~8]  Western  3854 
Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong Cassidy) R — July  2 

[~4~|  West,  with  Music  7103 Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 

(60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes 

K — July  9 

|~8~|  Drama  reissue Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

[~8~|  Melodrama  836 Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

[~g~|  Western  853 
Panamint’s  Bad  Man  (60  > 

Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

|~8~]  Comedy  857 
We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich (78) 

Victor  McLaglen 

Grade  Fields:  R — July  9 

[   9]  Drama 

My  Bill  (60) 

K.  Francis-D.  Moore R — June  26 

FN260 

JULY  16 

(l5|  Western  8212 

Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

John  Luden-Joan  Barclay 

11 

Melodrama 

227  \ 

The  High  Command  (59)  f'1 Lionel  Atwtn 

K — July  30 

n 

# 

[l5|  Drama 

Shopworn  Angel  (85) 

James  Stewart 

Margaret  Suliavan 

R — July  9 

835 

|22|  Comedy  3744 

Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Bob  Burns 

It— July  2 

I15]  Drama 

Army  Girl  (85) 

7002 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster 
R— July  23 

|l5|  Comedy  854 

Passport  Husband  (67) 

Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore 

R — July  2 

[iftl  Melodrama  2028 

Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 

Glenda  Farrell 
R — July  23 

|Jej  Com.  Drama  WB215 

Men  Are  Such  Fools(69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane 
R — June  25 

|ie|  Melodrama  WB205 

Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

|J|]  Musical  Comedy  GB
 

Evergreen  ( . . )   reissue 

Jessie  Matthews 
Barry  Mackay 

BOXOFFICE 
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A   GUIDE  TO  f   CURRENT  RELEASES 

JULY  23 JULY  30 AUGUST  6 AUGUST  13 AUGUST  20 

AUGUST  27  | 

*il|  J   Action  Drama 
l   eformatory  (61) 

'll  .   ck  Holt-C.  Winters 

i   — June  25 

HU  Western
  8207 South  of  Arizona  (56) 

Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith 

[l5[  Comedy  8011 
The  Gladiator  (72) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

HU  Action  Drama  8039 

Convicted  (58) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley R — Sept.  3 

!!  j]  Action  Drama  228 
(i  enfrew  on  the  Great 

iTiite  Trail  (59) 

jimes  Newell 
arry  Walker 

fl2]  Western  229 l   tali  Trail  (59) 

Tex  Ritter 

[26]  Western  
231 

King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 

Wonder  Horse 

II  2]  Comedy  Drama  841 

JLove  Finds  Andy 

;   Hardy  (90) 

lickey  Rooney-Judy 
arland-  Lewis  Stone 

• — July  16 

HU  Comedy  Drama
  842 The  Chaser  (75) 

Dennis  O’Keefe 
Ann  Morriss 
R — July  30 

[5]  Action  Drama  810 The  Crowd  Boars  (92) 

Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan R — Aug.  6 

HU  Comedy  Drama  843 Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey R — Aug.  13 HU  Comedy  844 

Bloclc-heads  (58) 

Laurel  &   Hardy R — Aug,  20 

Hi|  Drama  
845 

Marie  Antoinette  (157) 

Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power R — Sept.  17 

[~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  3810 Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran 
R— Sept.  10 [31]  Drama  3811 

Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to 

Town ) 

Marjorie  Main Ann  Nagel 

22]  Adven.  Drama  3745 

ijooloo  (60) 

olin  Tapley 

■iuratna  Asmara 

t — July  23 

[29]  Comedy  3746 
Professor  Beware  (93) 

Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R- July  16 

[5~|  Melodrama  3747 Bulldog  Drummond  in Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel R — Aug.  6 

[12]  Outdoor  Drama  3748 The  Texans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott R — July  23 HU  Comedy  3719 
Give  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hope 
R — July  30 

[26]  Action  Drama  37
50 

Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 
George  Raft 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Henry  Fonda R— Aug.  27 

29j  Western  7118 

Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Chree  Mesquiteers 

,   R— Aug.  13 

HU  Wester
n  861 

Pals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
R — Sept.  17 

|~8~|  Action  Drama  7024 Come  on  l,eathernecks 

(66) 
Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt 
R — Aug.  27 

[15]  Romantic  Drama  7013 Desperate  Ad  venture  (65) 
Ramon  Novarro 

Marian  Marsh 

[15]  Western  7104 Man  From  Music  Moun- 
tain (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aug.  13 

HU  Action  Drama  702
5 

Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 

Beverly  Roberts 

HU  Western  
7128 

Durango  Valley  Raiders 

(56) Bob  Steele 

*22]  Action  Drama  835 
iky  Giant  (80) 

li'Form.  Northern  Flight) 
Chester  Morris 
Hichard  Dlx 

R— July  23 

HU  Com.  Drama  833 

Mother  Carey's  Chickens 
(80) 

Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison 
R— July  23 

[~5~|  Com.  with  Music  834 
I *m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton R — July  30 

HU  Western  883 
Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
R — Aug.  6 HU  Melodrama  832 

Smashing  the  Backets 
(80) 

(For  Cleanup) 

Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer R — July  30 

|26|  Com.  with  Music 
 845 

Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare 
R— Sept.  3 

1   [22]  Romantic  Drama  855 

I’ll  Give  a   Million  (70) 
Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver 

liR— July  16 

1 

HU  Comedy  Drama  856 Liltle  Miss  Broadway 

(70) 

Shirley  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 
R— July  9 

[5]  Drama  901 Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameche 
Arleen  Whelan R — ’Aug.  6 

HU  Drama  902 
Keep  Smiling  (77) 

Jane  Withers 
Gloria  Stuart R — June  18 

[19]  Musical  Comedy  903 ^Alexander’s  Ragtime Band  (105) 

T^one  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche 
R — June  4 

HU  Action  Drama 
 904 

Speed  to  Burn  (60) 

Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari 
R — June  11 

[U|  Drama
 

Algiers  (95) 

Charles  Boyer 

Sigrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr R — July  2 

|22|  Drama  2008 

Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 

1   “Dead  End”  Kids 
Robt.  Wilcox 

R— July  16 

;   [12]  Com.  with  Music
 

Letter  of  Introduction  (103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 
Bergen  and  McCarthv 

[l2|  Mystery  Drama  2031 Missing  Guest  (69) 
Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore:  R — Aug.  20 

HU  Western  Beissue  3057 
Strawberry  Boan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

HU  Western  Beissue  3058 Fiddlin'  Buckaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

HU  Exploitation  Adv
en. 

Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast 

HU  Western  Reissue  305
9 

King  of  the  Arena  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

[23]  Com.  Drama  FN276 

Penrod's  Double 
Trouble  ( 60) 

Mauch  Twins 

R— April  2 

[30]  Melodrama  FN262 
Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse 

(85) 
Edw.  G.  Robinson 
Claire  Trevor 
R— July  9 

U|  Comedy  WB227 
.Mr.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane 
R— July  23 

Com.  Music  WB217 

Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R— June  18 
Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lane 

[27]  Com.  Drama  WB30
3 

Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney-O’Brien 

1 1]  Drama  GB Strange  Boarders  (79) 

Tom  Walls 

Henee  Salnt-Cyr 
R — Sept.  10 

[is|  Action  Drama  GB 
Crime  Over  London  (63) 

Margot  Grahame 
Paul  Pavanaugh R— Aug.  13 
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A   GUIDE  TO  f   CURRENT  RELEASES 

MAY.  1939 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

1   2   3   4   5   6 
7   8   9   10  11  12  13 

14  15  16  17  18  19  20 
21  22  23  24  25  26  27 
28  29  30  31 

JUNE.  1939 JULY.  1939 

>1  T   W   1*  F   > 

i   2   :< 4   3   6   7   K   9   10 
11  12  13  11  15  16  17 
IS  19  20  21  22  23  24 

25  26  27  28  29  30 

S   M   T   \\  1   F   > 

1 
2   3   4   5   6   7   8 
9   10  11  12  13  14  15 

16  17  18  19  20  21  22 
23  24  25  20  27  28  29 

30  31 

SEPTEMBER  3 SEPTEMBER  10 SEPTEMBER  17 
SEPTEMBER  24 

OCTOBER  1 

[~2~|  Drama  8005 
1   Ain  the  Daw  (99) 

Kdw.  O   Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie:  R-Aug.  27 

[||  Western  
8213 

Phantom  Gold  (56) 

la-  k   Duden-Beth  Marion 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  8015 
Lady  Objects  (67) 

Lanny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

|~8~1  Western  8208 
Colorado  Trail  (57) 

Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith 

[15]  Melodrama  8026 Juvenile  Court  (61) 
Haul  Kelly 

Rita  Hayworth 
g   Western  8281 
Stranger  From  Arizona 

(56) Buck  Jones 

g   
Drama 

Girls’  School  (73) 

A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy 

R— Oct.  1 

|29j  Comedy  9101 You  Can’t  Take  It  With 

You  (127)  J.  Arthur 
J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

|^|  Melodrama
  230 

Dangerous  Secrets  ( .   . ) 
Paul  Lukas 

|~2~|  Comedy  901 
Three  Doves  Has  Nancy  (69 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y 
R — Sept.  3 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  902 
Boys  Town  (93) 

Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney 
R — Sept.  10 

[l6]  Com.  Romance  903 Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gahle-Myrna  Loy R— Sept.  17 
[30]  Comedy  905 
Vacation  From  Dove  (65) 

D.  O’Keefe-F.  Rice 
R — Oct.  8 

p7~|  Western  3859 Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Hitter 

[14]  Western  3741 Mexicali  Kid  (5  6) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Sept.  10 

[21]  Melodrama  3817 Banted  by  the  Police 

(60) Frankie  Darro Evalyn  Knapp R — Oct.  1 

[~2~|  Com.  with  Music  3801 
Sing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 
Fred  MacMurray 

R — Aug.  13 

|~9]  Western  3855 In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) 
R — Aug.  6 

[l6|  Drama  3803 Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 

Lynne  Overman 
Rillv  Lee 
R— Sept.  17 

[23]  Com.  with  Music  3802 Campus  Confessions  (66) 

Betty  Grable 
Hank  Lulsetti 

|30|  Melodrama  3804 
King  of  Alcatraz  (57) 

Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Naish 
R — Oct.  8 

|29j  Comedy  Drama  7015 
The  Higgins  Family  (64) 
(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 

The  Gleason  Family 

R — Sept.  10 

[   4~|  Western  851 Billy  the  Kid  Returns 
(56) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 
R — Sept.  3 

|25|  Western  7107 Prairie  Moon  (58) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette [20]  Western  862 
Overland  Stage  Raiders (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

[Y]  Melodrama  817 

Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston-J.  Travis 

R — Oct.  1 

|~2l  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Fred  Astaire 

R — Sept.  3 

[~9~|  Comedy  902 
Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 
Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie 
R — July  16 

|lg]  Western  884 Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

George  O’Brien R — Sept.  17 

[23]  Melodrama  803 Fugitives  for  a   Night 
(63) 

Eleanor  Lynn 

Frank  Albertson R — Oct.  1 

[30]  Comedy  901 

Room  Service  (80) 

Marx  Brothers R— Sept.  17 

|~2~1  Comedy  Drama  905 
My  Lucky  Star  (8  4) 
Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene 

R — Sept.  3 

[~9~[  Comedy  Drama  906 
Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family 
R— Aug.  13 

|l6|  Comedy  907 Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 
John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R — Sept.  17 

|23|  Melodrama  908 Time  Out  for  Murder(60) 

Gloria  Stuart 
Michael  Whalen 
R— July  2 

|30|  Musical  
911 

Straight,  Place  and  Show 

(65) 
Ritz  Bros.-Ethel  Merman 
R— Oct.  1 

[30]  Adventure  Drama 

Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 
R — Aug.  6. 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3025 
Freshman  Year  (68) 
Dixie  Dunbar 
Ernest  Truex 

R — Aug.  27 

[~9~|  Melodrama Personal  Secretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 

Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges 

[l6]  Western 
Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Baker 

|3p|  Comedy  Drama 
Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (78) 

J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds R — Oct.  1 

|23|  Drama 

Road  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell 
R — Sept.  3 

[3]  Com.  Drama  WB213 
Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 
Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R — July  30 

[jp]  Drama  FN365 Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 

Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Francis 

[17]  Drama  WB305 0 Valley  of  the  Giants 
(79) 

Wayne  Morris f’laire  Trevor 

R— Sept.  17 

[24]  Drama  FN359 
Four  Daughters  v90) 

Lane  Sisters 
Jeffrey  Lynn 
R— Aug.  20 [T|  Musical  Comedy 

Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay 
R — July  30 

[15]  Melodrama  GB The  39  Steps  ( .   . ) 

(Reissue) 
Robert  Donat 
Madeleine  Carroll 

|~l|  Drama  Tri-Nat’l 

Orage  ( .   . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

|~f|  Comedy  Tri-Nat’l 
Carnival  in  Flanders  ( . . ) 

(Reissue) 
Francoise  Rosay 

[~j~|  Melodrama  GB Man  with  100  Faces  ( . . ) 

Noel  Madison 
Lilli  Palmer 

OCTOBER  8 

oc 

[~5~|  Melodrama 
Crime  Takes  a   Holida (59) 

Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

I?]  Western  920 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe(. 
C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

[T]  Comedy  Drama  90i 

Stablemates  (89) 

Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney 
R— Oct.  8 

|T|  Melodrama  3804  Jwt 
Mr.  Wong:,  Detective  (69 
Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent 
R— Oct.  8 

■! 

m   Comedy  Drama 

Arkansas  Traveler  (85; 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter 
R— Oct.  8 

[Y]  Action  Drama  3805 

Touchdown,  Army  (71) 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle R— Oct.  1 

904  » 

A.’ 

p7~|  Comedy 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis R — Sept.  10 

[~7~|  Adven.  Comedy  910 Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari 
R— July  23 

|~7~|  Musical  Comedy That  Certain  Age  (95) 

Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper R — Oct.  8 

Broadway  Musketeers(62 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 

BQXOmCE  ::  .October  .»■  l»tt 
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1   2 

3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
17  18  19  20  21  22  23 
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8   9   10  11  12  13  14 

15  16  17  18  19  20  21 

22  23  24  25  26  27  28 
29  30  31 Booklnq  @ha*.t 

A   GUIDE  T   O   W   CDHHENT  RELEAS
ES 

OCTOBER  15 

Action  Drama 

to  Fame  (57) 
arles  Farrell 

cqueline  Wells 

tight 

]   Comedy  Dr
ama 

oung  Dr.  Kildare  ( . . ) 
ew  Ayres 
ionel  Barrymore 

5j  Musical  Reissue 

iveet heart  of  Sigma  Chi 

(■•) 

letty  Grable 
arry  Crabbe 

2l  Western  3860 

Inhere  Buffalo  Roam  ( . . ) 

'ex  Ritter 

4!  Drama  905 

\   Man  to  Remember (80) 
Ddward  Ellis 

4nne  Shirley 
R — Oct.  8 

14]  Comedy  Drama 

Five  of  a   Kind  ( .   . ) 
Dionne  Quints 

I4]  Comedy  Drama 

rhere  Goes  My  Heart 
(81) 

r.  March-V.  Bruce 
R— Oct.  1 

[14]  Comedy  Drama 

Swing:  That  Cheer  ( .   . ) 
Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine 

[15]  Drama 

The  Sisters  (99) 
Errol  Flynn 
Bette  Davis 

R— Oct.  8 

[15]  Drama  Tri-Nat’
l 

Peg  of  Old  Drury  ( . . ) 
Anna  Neagle 
Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 

OCTOBER  22 OCTOBER  29 

Action  Drama 

Thoroughbred  ( . . ) 

Edith  Fellows 

Jacqueline  Wells 

Western 

Law  of  the  Texan  ( .   . ) 

Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Faj 

Jjj  Com.  with  Mu
sic  904 Listen,  Darling  ( .   . ) 

Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew 

Musical  Drama 

Great  Walt/.  ( . . ) 

Duise  Rainer 

Ffernand  Gravet 

Western 

Gun  Packer  ( .   . ) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

3851 

[2ij  Western
 

Mysterious  Rider  (73) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 

Melodrama 

Escape  From  Yesterday 
(.  •) 

Frances  Farmer 
Leif  Erikson 

|2o]  Wester
n 

Rhythm  of  the  Saddle  (.  .   )| 
(For.  Song  of  the  West) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette   |]  Me
lodrama 

X   Stand  Accused  ( .   . ) 

|2i|  Mystery  Comedy  906 Mad  Miss  Manton  (78) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda 

Melodrama 
Miracle  Racket  (   . . ) 

Sally  Eilers 
Lee  Bowman 

[24]  Melodrama  
912 

Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 
Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire 
R — June  4 

Historical  Drama 
Suez  ( . . ) 

Tyrone  Power 
Annabella 

[21]  Comedy  Drama
 

Young  in  Heart  (..) 
Janet  Gaynor 

Douglas  Fairbanks 

jr. 

|28|  Com.  Dra
ma Cowboy  and  the  Lady 

Gary  Cooper 

Merle  Oberson 

[2i|  Comedy
 Service  De  Luxe  ( . . ) 

Connie  Bennett 

Charles  Ruggles 

FT  Western 

Guilty  Trails  (57) 
Bob  Baker 

|2g]  Melod
rama 

The  Storm  ( . . ) 

Preston  Foster 

|28|  Action  Drama 
Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent R — Oct.  8 

[22I  Melodra
ma Girls  on  Probation  (63) 

Ronald  Reagan 

June  Bryan 

[29]  Comedy 
Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane 

NOVEMBER  5 NOVEMBER  12 
NOVEMBER  19  | 

[~2~[  Western 
In  Early  Arizona  ( .   . ) 

Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 

Action  Drama 
Adventure  in  the  Sahara  1^ 

Paul  Kelly 

Lenora  Gray 

1 
|~Y|  Drama 
The  Citadel  ( .   . ) 

Robert  Donat 

Rosalind  Russell [Yi]  Musi
cal 

Sweethearts  ( .   . ) 

Jeanette  MacDonald Nelson  Eddy 

jjgj  Comedy
  Drama 

Spring  Dance  ( .   . ) 
Franchot  Tone Maureen  O’Sullivan  ^£2 

|jj]  D
rama 

Gangster’s  Boy  ( .   . ) 
Jackie  Cooper 

[jj]  Me
lodrama 

Gang  Bullets  ( .   . ) 
Ann  Nagel 

[Y|  Melo
drama 

Illegal  Traffic  ( .   . ) 

J.  Carrol  Naish 

Mary  Carlisle [YY]  Histori
cal  Drama 

If  I   Were  King  ( . . ) 

Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Dee 

jj|j  C
omedy 

Thanks  for  the  Memory  E 

Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross  Bj 

k 

[jJ  Act
ion  Drama

 

Storm  Over  Bengal  (■•) 
Patric  Knowles 

Rochelle  Hudson 

[g]  Hillbilly  
Musical 

Down  in  Arltansaw  ( . . ) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 

jjgj  We
stern 

Colorado  Sunset  ( .   . ) Roy  Rogers  R 

Mary  Hart  K 

jj^j  West
ern  E 

Santa  Fe  Stampede  ( .   . )   B 

Three  Mesquiteers 

| 
i   jjJ  Comedy  Drama  

914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 

Jean  Rogers R — Aug.  20 [Y]  Comedy  
Drama 

Just  Around  the  Corner (••) 

Shirley  Temple 

Bert  Lahr JJ|]  Action
  Drama 

Sharpshooters  ( .   . ) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari  ■ 

[Y|  Adventure  Drama 
Trade  Winds  ( . . ) 

Joan  Bennett 
Fredric  March 

Made  for  Each  Other  ( .   . )   1 

Carole  Lombard 
James  Stewart 

|   [5]  Actio
n  Drama 

Exposed  ( .   . ) 

Glenda  Farrell 

Otto  Kruger 

|~4~)  Western I   Prairie  Justice  ( .   . ) 

|   Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

Action  Drama 

Strange  Faces  ( . . ) 

!   Dorothea  Kent 

Andy  Devine 

|~5~[  Comedy  WB Hard  to  Get  ( .   . ) 

Dick  Powell 

Olivia  de  Havilland [12]  Comedy  D
rama  WB 

Torchy  Gets  Her  Man(. . 
Glenda  Farrell 

1   Barton  MacLane 
|Jgj  Action 

 Drama 

)   Angels  With  Dirty  Faces (.  .) James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien 

[Y]  Melodrama  
GB Lady  Vanishes  ( . . ) 

Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 

[Y5]  Melodram
a  GB 

The  Frog  ( .   . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 
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Numerals  Following:  Titles  are 
Running:  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 

tional Release,  1938,  Unless 
Otherwise  Specified. 

^Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating:. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugo  Reisenfeld 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9) .   Apr.  30,  '38 

Columbia 
ALU-STAR  COMEDIES 

Ankles  Away  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17*4)  •   •   July  I 
Jump  Chump  Jump  (19(4)  ..  .Apr.  5 

Firechief  Andy  Clyde  falls  for  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  ..  .Aug.  19 

Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Sue  My  Lawyer  ( . . )   Sept.  16 
The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 

Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (..)..  Oct.  28 
The  Soul  of  a   Heel  (16*4)   June  4 
Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff’s  daughter. 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)  ..  .Aug:.  26 
Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).. Oct.  25 
Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

{•  •)    Sept.  23 

©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 
Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isles  of  Paradise 

_(■•.)    Sept.  9 
Provincial  Quebec  (..)   Oct.  21 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  1   (.  .)    Oct.  1 

No.  7   (Gus  Van — Song  Shop! 

<10>    May  6, ’38 
Songs  the  folks  used  to  sing. 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  June  25 
No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs ...  July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No-  12  (.)    Sept.  15 Scotch  Songs 

(New  Series) 

No.  1   College  Songs  (   )   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (   )   Nov.  14 

KRAZY  KAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  ( .   . )   Oct.  21 
Kra/y  Magic  (7)   May  20 
R   racy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)...  July  4 The  Little  Buckaroo  (6)   Apr.  11 

NEW  SPORT  THRILLS 

Athletic  Youth  (..)    July  29 
Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Fistic  Fun  (9*4)    July  1 
Football  Giants  (..)    Sept.  28 
Ski  Legs  (..)    Oct.  20 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10, ’38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTUREGRAPH 

No.  1   (.  .)    Aug.  31 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (6*4)    July  22 
Early  Bird  (   .   .   )   Aug.  31 
Happy  Birthday  (...)   Oct.  7 

Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7)   Apr.  27 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  16) 

No.  I   (..)    Aug.  21 

No.  2   (.  .)    Sept.  16 

No.  8(10)    Apr.  1, ’38 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  29, ’38 
No.  10(10)    May  27, ’38 
No.  11  (10)    June  24, ’38 
No.  12  (10)    July  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (.  .)    Sept.  16 
No.  2   ( . . )     Oct.  14 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (..)   Oct.  14 
Tassels  in  the  Air  (18)   Apr.  1 
Signpainters,  prattling  in  pig 

Latin,  are  mistaken  for  high-class 
French  decorators  and  get  a   free 
hand  in  a   swanky  household. 

Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  29 
Three  Missing  Links  (18)  .   .   .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Mar.  25, ’38 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

A   Mountain  Romance  (7) .   .Apr.  1,  ’38 
Chris  Columbo  (7)   Aug.  12 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7) . . .   .May  27, ’38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (.  .) .   .June  10 
Maid  in  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 
Robinson  Crusoe’s  Broadcast 

( 7 )     Apr.  15 
©String  Bean  Jack  (7)   .Aug.  26 

The  Big  Top  (7)   May  13, ’38 
The  Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story  (7).. Sept.  23 

TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  (10)  ..  .Apr.  22 

Return  of  the  Buffalo  (10)  .Apr.  8, ’38 
We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  (..)..  July  22 

TWO  REELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 
capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  ( .   . )   Apr.  29,  ’38 
Jefferson  Machamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  (..)   May  20, ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( .   . )   .   May  13, ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17) . . .   .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 

Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

lit  an’s  plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 
Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 
to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 

his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  In  a   $50,000  con- 
test. 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22)..  Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (..)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

'   Day  at  the  Beach  (10) . . .   .   June  25 

Blue  Monday  (9)   Apr.  2,  ’38 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 
The  Pygmy  nunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALKS 
In  Technicolor 

Ancient  Egypt  (..)   Jan.  21 
Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czeclio-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 
Glimpses  of  New  Brunswick 

(8)    Mar.  19 

Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (..)..  Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

( . . )     Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

Singapore  and  Jaliore  (..)..  .Dec.  31 
Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 

(..)    Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

OBravest  of  the  Brave  (11)  .   .Aug.  6 
The  Face  Behind  the  Mask 

(11)    Mar.  19. ’38 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  . .   .   Sept.  3 
Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollywood  Handicap  (10) . . .   .   May  28 

Strentlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 

tjpThat  Mothers  Might  Live 

(10)    Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  ( 10)  .   .   May  7,  ’38 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 

(10)    July  9 
Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

I(’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris 
Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 

Eleanor  Lynn  and  Frankie  Albert- 

son. 
Snow  Gets  In  Your  Eyes  (20). May  14 

M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 
Released  twice  weekly. 

OCR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (..)   May  28 

Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .May  17, ’38 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 
Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 

Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26,  ’38 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

4|Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  In 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)   July  30 

La  Savate  (8)   Mar.  12,  ’38 
Humorous  account  of  French  sport 
in  which  opponents  rely  mainly  on 
their  feet. 

Modeling  for  Money  (10) .   . .   .Apr.  30 

©Penny’s  Party  (9)   Apr.  9,  ’38 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read.  (9)    Aug.  27 

How  to  Hatch  Football  (9)...  Oct.  8 
How  to  Figure  Income  Tax 

(8)    Mar.  19, ’38 QHow  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)...  July  2 
Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOI*  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
Honest  Love  and  True  (7)... Mar.  25 
Out  of  the  Inkwell  (7)   Apr.  22 

Pudgy  the  Watchman  (7)  .   . .   .   Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7) .   . .   .   Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 
Hold  It  (8)   Apr.  29 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 

The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7)..  Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 
(10)    May  6 

Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 
Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 

Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Hall’s  Holiday  (10)   Apr.  8 
George  Hall  and  his  Orchestra 
with  Dolly  Dawn. 

Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 
©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   .   .   .   Aug.  5 

Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 

Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 
Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 

Wynn. 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGRAPH  ICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  20 

Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 
police  officer  undergoes. 

OFind  What’s  Wrong  (10)  ..  .June  17 
Jungle  Glimpses  (10)   Mar.  25 

A   colorful  camera  trip  through 

South  America  tropics. 
Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) ..  Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

OSilver  Millions  (10)    July  15 

Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaneser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner’s 

immortal  ’’Tanhaueser”  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted 

Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  9   (10)    Apr.  1 
The  Bureau  of  Standards  in 

Washington,  trained  fish  and  Al- 
pine aqueduct. 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12(10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 

Aquatic  Antics. 
No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- 
rises, elephants. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

Big  Chief  Ugh-Amugh-Ugh 

(7)    Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7)  . 
Goonland  (7)    

1   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)   

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7) ... The  Jeep  (7)    

Plumbing  Is  a   "Pipe”  (7) 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

©No.  4   (10)    Mar.  18 
No.  5(10)    May  13 
No.  6(10)    July  8 

No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 
SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8)..  July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
Thanks  for  the  Memory  (7).. Mar.  25 

Bert  Block  and  orchestra  supply 
the  music. 

You  Leave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- 
LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10) . . .   .   Oct.  28 
Cops  and  Robbers  (10)   Mar.  25 

A   chase  in  which  a   black  bear  and 
mountain  lion  are  captured. 

Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red,  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 
Question  answers  in  the  field  of 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 
Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 

ing. 

Win,  Place  or  Show  (10)  . . .   .   Apr.  22 

Human  interest  yarn  of  the  Hia- leah racing  track. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 

©No.  5(10)    Apr.  15 
Gold  beating;  circulating  library; 

woman  chimney  sweep;  tool  leath- 

er portraits. 
No.  6(10)    June  10 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

No.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  kl-ller 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald’s  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald’s  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. ©Donald's  Nephews  (8) ..  Apr.  15,  ’.38 
Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 
and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 

Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 
Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 

A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17, ’38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 

Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 

££©The  Moth  and  the  Flame 

.Apr.  15 
Aug.  19 Oct.  21 .May  20 

Sept.  23 

.July  15 

June  17 
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(8)    Apr.  1, ’38 
Adventures  of  a   boy  and  girl  moth. 

The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 
A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

4,J©  Wvnken,  Blynken  and  .Nod 

(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem 
who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 
wooden-shoe. 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

False  Roomers  (17)   Mar.  25, ’38 
A   slightly  unbalanced  roomer  is 
the  cause  of  all  the  hilarity. 

Fool  Coverage  (1G)   July  15 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  In  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison. 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Flo  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino. 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Berthqualces  (16)    May  G 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 
child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
“Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

QNo.  8(19)    Mar.  18 

Story  of  the  nation’s  first  govern- 
ment-promoted tourist  resort  and 

arms  and  the  League  of  Nations. 

0No.  9   (21)    Apr.  15 
The  Nazi  conquest  of  Austria  and 

a   pictorial  discussion  on  crime 
and  prisons. 

No.  10  (19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

ONo.  11(17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 

threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10)...  June  3 

Roy  Smeek  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10)  .   .   .   .Apr.  22,  ’38 
Ray  Fahing’s  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 
Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Skyline  Revue  (11)    Apr.  1 
Paula  Stone,  Billy  and  Milly,  Sugar 
Nicholas,  DeMay  Moore  and 
Martin. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Reillys,  Paul 
Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10)  . .   .   .Sept.  2 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

&|No.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  .June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Ang.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (15) ..  .June  17, ’38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13, ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

Fisherman's  Paradise  (9) . .   . .   Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros. 

Swinging  Mallets  (10)   Apr.  1 

Polo  as  played  in  Jamaica  be- 
tween two  crack  teams. 

Underwater  (9)    June  3 

New  underwater  sport  “goggle 
fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

Twenty  Girls  and  a   Band 

(18)    Apr.  8, ’38 Nick  Stuart  and  his  orchestra, 

Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  June  Johnson. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 
(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 
Cowboy  band. 

REELISMS  (New  Series) 

Submarine  Circus  (10)   Sept.  16 

20th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 

CAMERAMAN 

Recording  Modern  Science 

(10)    Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoroughbreds  ( .   . )     Sept.  30 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) .   .   .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  niS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

(11)      Sept.  2 

LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 
CARPET 

Golden  California  (   .   .)   Aug.  5 

Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 
A   trip  to  Cuba 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  17  (   9)    Mar.  21,  ’38 
No.  48  (   9)    Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  25 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 
No.  51  (10)    June  3 
No.  52  (   9)    June  27 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19%)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 
Torke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

High-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18, ’38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Hi-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 
Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mc- 
Gurns’  Dancers. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19)  .   .   .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys.  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17%)    Oct.  12 
Somewhere  in  Paris  (17) .   .   .   .   Mar.  2.3 

J.  Harold  Murray,  Three  Samuels 

and  Harriet  Hayes,  Ben  Yost’s 
Varsity  Eight. 

Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 
Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 

Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 
Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Hollywood  Bowl  (7)   Mar.  28 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   Mny  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s 

Daughter  (7)    June  6 
Nellie  the  Sewing  Machine 

Girl  (7%)    Apr.  11 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 
The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 

Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 
The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

The  Problem  Child  (7) ..  .May  16, ’38 

Trade  Mice  (7)    Feb.  28, ’38 
Tail  End  (7)    Apr.  25 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  18 
No.  50  (   9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 

No.  52  (   9)    June  20 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 

No.  55  (9%)      Oct.  10 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 

Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) .   .June  11, ’38 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20)  .   . .   .   Oct.  29 

Toy  land  Casino  (21)    Oct.  8 
Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 
Zero  Girl  (22)    Sept.  3 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURES 

©Crossroads  of  the  Orient 

(10)    Apr.  2, ’38 The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)...  Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, '38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Mechanix  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4,  ’38 

Pearl  of  the  East  (10)  .   .   .Mar.  21,  '38 

Toradja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30, ’38 (New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Mechanix  Illustrated  (..)   Nov.  5 

Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

LOONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, '38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  in  Wacky  land  (7)  . . .   .Sept.  24 

Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  Apr.  16,  ’38 
I’orky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7) .   .Apr.  30. ’38 

Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew (7)  .   .Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7).. July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7,  ’38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18, ’38 Don  Best  or  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9,  ’38 
(11)    May  28. ’38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 
Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 
Mike  Riley  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Mar.  26, ’38 
Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 

(10)    Oct.  1 
Kuhinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 
Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)    July  30,  ’.38 
MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Feud  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
A   Star  Is  Hatched  (7)   Apr.  2 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jul.  23 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  ( .   . ) .   May  28, ’38 

Katnip  Kollege  (7)   .Tune  11, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  &   Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 
Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7).... Oct.  8 
Now  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, '38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7)  .   . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 
No.  8(11)    Apr.  2 

Song  writers  —   bowling  —   rubber 
bathing  suits. 

No.  9   (10)    Apr.  30,  ’38 
Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 
toy  trains. 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 
Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11  (10)    July  9, ’38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12  (   .)    Aug.  13 

Hollywood-Sculling-Furs. 

PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Got  a   Match?  (20)   Apr.  9, ’38 
Rainbow’s  End  (..)   July  2, ’38 
Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

4^©Out  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 
A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 
Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19)  . .   .   July  30,’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series) 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  ( . . )     July  16,  ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) .   .May  21. ’38 

Under  the  Wire  (20)   Mar.  26, ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  23. ’38 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20) ..  .Aug.  27 

Fifi  D'Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Crawfords,  The  (10)   Apr.  9, ’38 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) .   .   .   .Aug.  6 

Louis  Prima 

Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)      Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10) .   ..June  18, '38 
Vitaphone  Gambols  (10)  .. Mar.  19,  ’38 

TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4, ’38 
Dear  Old  Dad  (12)   Apr.  16, ’38 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Shopgirl’s  Evidence  (12)  .   . .   .Mar.  19 
Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 

W   anderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 

COLUMBIA 

The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 
Bill  Hickok    June  30 
15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol 
Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 

(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island.  .   .Mar.  17 

(15  episodes),  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s 
island. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The.  .   .   .May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 

Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu 
Love. 

Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brix,  Jill Martin. 

Painted  Stallion    June  5, ’38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 

Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  ’38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  "Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Wlthers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 

agents  of  two  foreign  powers  in  a 
Chinatown  setting. 
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STARTING WELL  ALONG 
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LIFE  IS  CHEAP — Petty  Furness.  Producer:  Irv- 
ing Briskin.  Director:  D.  Ross  Lederman. 

Screenplay:  Maurice  Rapf,  Harold  Buchman. 

SPY  RING — Ralph  Bellamy,  Fay  Wray,  Regis 
Toomey,  Ann  Doran,  Lorna  Grey.  Producer: 
Jack  Fier.  Director:  Christy  Cabanne. 

THERE’S  THAT  WOMAN  AGAIN— Melvyn  Doug- 
las, Virginia  Bruce,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Gordon 

Oliver.  Producer:  B.  B.  Kahane.  Director:  A1 

Hall.  Screenplay:  Phillip  Epstein,  James  Ed- 
ward Grant. 

COMPLETED 

TRAIL  OF  THE  TUMBLEWEED— Charles  Star- 
rett,  Iris  Meredith,  Bob  Nolan,  Sons  of  the 
Pioneers.  Producer:  Harry  L.  Decker.  Director: 
Sam  Nelson. 

BLONDIE — Arthur  Lake,  Penny  Singleton,  Dorothy 
Moore,  Larry  Simms.  Producer:  Robert  Sparks. 
Director:  Frank  Strayer.  Original:  Chic  Young. 
Screenplay:  Robert  Flournoy. 

THE  LONG  SHOT  —   Producer:  Charles  Lamont 
(Fine  Arts).  Director:  Charles  Lamont.  Ori- 

Z   ginal:  Harry  Beresford,  George  Callahan. 
CJ  Screenplay:  Ewart  Adamson. 

KATHERINE  THE  LAST— Franciska  Gaal,  Fran- 
chot  Tone,  Walter  Connolly,  Reginald  Gardiner, 
Charles  Judell,  Robert  Coote.  Producer:  Harry 

g   Rapf  Director:  Norman  Taurog. 

ICE  FOLLIES — Joan  Crawford,  Lew  Ayres,  James 
m   Stewart,  Oscar  Johnson,  Beth  Ehrhardt.  Pro- 

Z   ducer:  Harry  Rapf.  Director:  Reinhold  Sehun- 
zel.  Original  Screenplay:  Leonard  Prasldns, 
Florence  Ryerson,  Edgar  Allan  Wolf. 

OUT  WEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS— Mickey  Roo- 
ney, Ann  Rutherford,  Lewis  Stone,  Fay  Holden, 

Ralph  Morgan,  Nana  Bryant,  Cecilia  Parker, 
Gordon  Jones.  Producer:  Lou  Ostrow.  Direc- 

tor: George  Seitz.  Screenplay:  William  Ludwig. 

NEW  YORK  CINDERELLA — Hedy  Lamarr,  Spen- 
cer Tracy.  Producer:  Lawrence  Weingarten. 

Director:  Josef  von  Sternberg.  Original:  Charles 
MacArthur 

A   CHRISTMAS  CAROL  —   Reginald  Owen,  Terry 
Kllbourne,  Lynn  Carver,  Gene  Lockhart,  Kath- 

leen Lockhart.  Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Direc- 
tor: Edwin  L.  Marin. 

THE  SHINING  HOUR — Joan  Crawford,  Margaret 
Sullavan,  Fay  Bainter,  Robert  Young,  Melvyn 

Douglas,  Harry  Baris,  Frank  Albertson.  Pro- 
ducer: Joseph  L.  Mankiewicz.  Director:  Frank 

Borzage.  Original:  Keith  Winter.  Screenplay: 
Ogden  Nash,  Jane  Murfin. 

O   MIDNIGHT  PATROL— John  Trent.  Producer: 

g   Paul  Malvern.  Original:  Hal  Forrest. 

GANG  IHJLLETS — Anne  Nagel.  Producer:  E.  B. 
Derr.  Original  Screenplay:  John  T.  Neville. 

ROLL,,  WAGONS,  ROLL — Tex  Ritter,  Snub  Pol- 
lard. Producer:  Ed  Finney. 

GUNPACKER  —   Jack  Randall,  Louise  Stanley. 
Producer:  Robert  Tansey.  Screenplay:  Robert 
Emmett.  Director:  Wallace  Fox. 

PERSONS  IN  HIDING — Patricia  Morrison,  Lynne 
Overman.  Producer:  Harold  Hurley.  Director: 

<   James  Hogan.  Original:  J.  Edgar  Hoover. 

KING  OF  CHINATOWN — Anna  May  Wong,  Philip 
Ahn.  Akim  Tainiroff.  Producer:  Stuart  Walker. 

Director:  Nick  Grinde.  Screenplay:  Stuart 
Anthony,  Robert  Yost. 

CAFE  SOCIETY — Madeleine  Carroll,  Fred  MacMur- 
ray,  Shirley  Ross.  Producer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Di- 

rector: Edward  H.  Griffith.  Original:  Lucius 
Beebe.  Screenplay:  Virginia  Van  Upp. 

LITTLE  ORPHAN  ANNIE,  DETECTIVE  —   Ann 
Gillis,  June  Travis,  Robert  Kent,  Sara  Padden, 
J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  J.  M.  Kerrigan,  Ben 

Welden.  Producer:  John  Speaks  (Colonial  Pic- 
tures). Director:  Ben  Holmes.  Original:  Har- old Grey. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  RANGE — Bill  Boyd,  Ruth  Rog- 
ers, George  Hayes,  Russell  Hayden,  Stanley 

Ridges.  Producer:  Harry  Sherman.  Director: 

Lesley  Selander.  Original:  Clarence  E.  Mulford. 

THE  GREAT  MAN  VOTES  —   John  Barrymore, 
Peter  Holden.  Producer:  Robert  Sisk.  Director: 

Garson  Kanin.  Original:  Gordon  Hillman. 
Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

o 
M   THE  CASTLES  —   Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers, 
K   Janet  Beecher.  Producer:  George  Haight.  Di- 

rector: H.  C.  Potter. 

LOVE  MATCH — Irene  Dunne,  Charles  Boyer.  Pro- 
ducer: Leo  McCarey.  Director:  Deo  McCarey. 

Original:  Leo  McCarey. 

THE  PURE  IN  MIND — Anne  Shirley,  James  Mc- 
Callion,  Walter  Ward,  Charles  Powers.  Producer: 
P.  J.  Wolfson.  Director:  P.  J.  Wolfson.  Original: 
Albert  Bein.  Screenplay:  Albert  Bein. 

LAW  WEST  OF  TOMBSTONE  —   Harry  Carey, 

Jean  Rouverol,  Tim  Holt,  Evelyn  Brent.  Pro- 
ducer: Cliff  Reid.  Director:  Glenn  Tryon. 

•   SANTA  FE STAMPEDE — John  Wayne.  Ray 

Corri- 

DOGSHOW  —   Tommy 
Ryan, 

Robert Livingston. 

RHYTHM  IN  THE  SADDLE — Gene  Autry,  Smiley 
Burnette,  Carol  Hughes,  Pert  Kelton,  Peggy 

Moran,  Leroy  Mason.  Producer:  Harry  Grey. 

Pj  gan,  Max 
Terhune.  Producer:  William 

Berke. 
Producer:  Herman Schlom. Director:  Irving Director:  George  Sherman.  Screenplay:  Paul 

2   Director: 
George  Sherman. Pichel.  Screenplay: Olive 

Cooper. Original : 
Franklin. 

Earl  Felton. 
STORM  OVER  BENGAL — Richard  Cromwell,  Co- 

lin Tapley,  Douglas  Dumbrille.  Producer:  Ar- 
mand  Schaefer.  Director:  Sidney  Salkow. 

X 
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KENTUCKY  —   Loretta  Young,  Richard  Greene, 
Walter  Brennan,  Ralph  Morgan,  Douglas  Dum- 

brille.  Producer:  Gene  Markey.  Director:  Da- 
vid Butler.  Original:  John  Taintor  Foote. 

THE  LITTLE  PRINCESS— Shirley  Temple,  Anita 

Louise,  Richard  Greene,  Ian  Hunter,  Cesar  Ro- 
mero. Arthur  Treacher.  Producer:  Gene  Markey. 

Director:  Walter  Lang.  Original:  Frances  Hodg- son Burnett. 

MR.  MOTO  TAKES  A   VACATION— Peter  Lorre, 

John  King,  Virginia  Field,  Lionel  Atwlll.  Pro- 
ducer: Sol  M.  Wurtzel.  Director:  Norman  Fos- 

ter. Original:  J.  P.  Marquand.  Screenplay: 

Norman  Foster. 

THIS  TIME  IT’S  LOVE — Oliver  Hardy,  Harry 
Dangdon,  Alice  Brady,  Billie  Burke.  Producer: 
A.  Edward  Sutherland  (Hal  Roach).  Director: 

Gordon  Douglas.  Original:  H.  C.  Bunner.  Screen- 
play: Walter  DeLeon. 

DUKE  OF  WEST  POINT — Louis  Hayward,  Alan 

Curtis,  Joan  Fontaine,  William  Bakewell.  Pro- 
ducer: Edward  Small.  Director:  Alfred  E.  Green. 

Original  Screenplay:  George  Bruce. 

SKY  POLICE — Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director: 
Z   Joe  McDonough. 

THREE  SMART  GIRLS  GROW  UP— Deanna  Dur- 
bin, Nan  Grey,  Helen  Parrish.  Producer:  Joe 

Pasternak.  Director:  Henry  Koster. 

WEST  SIDE  MIRACLE  —   Edmund  Lowe,  Helen 

Mack,  Dick  Foran,  Paul  Hurst,  Horace  Mac- 
Mahon.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director:  Ar- 

thur Lubln.  Original:  Quentin  Reynolds.  Screen- 
play: Tom  Lennon. 

ADAM’S  EVENING — Charlie  Ruggles,  Ona  Munson. 
Richard  Lane,  Benny  Baker,  Regis  Toomey.  Pro- 

ducer: Ken  Goldsmith.  Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Original:  Katherine  Kavanaugh. 

£   YES,  MY  DARLING  DAUGHTER — Jeffrey  Lynn, 
Priscilla  Lane,  Fay  Bainter.  Director:  William 

C   Keighley.  Original:  Mark  Reed. 

DARK  VICTORY  —   Bette  Davis,  George  Brent, 
Humphrey  Bogart,  Ronald  Reagan.  Producer: 
David  Lewis.  Director:  Edmund  Goulding. 

Original:  George  Brewer  jr.,  Bertram  Bloch. 
THE  OKLAHOMA  KID — James  Cagney,  Rosemary 
Lane.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff.  Director:  Lloyd Bacon. 

SECRET  SERVICE  IN  THE  AIR— Ronald  Reagan. 
Irene  Rhodes,  James  Stephenson,  Rosella  Towne. 
Producer:  Bryan  Foy.  Director:  Noel  Smith. 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT,  THEATRES.  SERVICES 

Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. 

@leatlnj  4/ou5e 
Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request  • 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

BUY  WHERE  YOU  CAN  MAKE  EVERY 

DOLLAR  COUNT.  GOOD  USED  Halstead, 

Webster,  Cinemaphone,  RCA  Amplifiers 

from  $14.50.  Soundheads,  $9.95  up.  Speak- 
ers low  as  95c.  Some  swell  buys — good 

for  experiments,  tests,  etc.  New  Bargain 

Lists  just  out.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave„ 

New  York.  10-15 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

HAVE  YOU  RESERVED  YOUR  COPY 

OF  S.O.S.  “BOOTHSIDE  COMPANION” 

— Most  complete  theatre  equipment  cata- 

log in  industry?  Now  on  the  press — shows 
everything  for  the  modern  theatre  at  prices 

that  can’t  be  beat.  Mail  Postcard  Today. 

S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York.  10-15 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE — 300-seat  theatre,  county 

seat.  Drawing  population,  14,000.  Con- 
sistent weekly  profits.  Low  overhead. 

$3,000  cash.  B-1036,  Boxoffice,  4704  E. 

9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-15 

FOR  SALE — Only  theatre  Northwest 
Iowa  town  1,200  population.  Terms.  Rent 

cheap.  B-1038,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 

St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  11-5 

BARGAIN  for  quick  sale.  $5,000  cash. 

Don’t  write,  come  and  see.  Midway  The- 
atre, Protection,  Kas.  10-22 

NEW  THEATRE— Well  equipped,  350 

seats,  making  money,  no  opposition,  in 

Wortham,  Tex.  Priced  to  sell.  Write 

Novarro  Theatre,  Kerens,  Tex.  10-15 

BOOKS 

ANOTHER  FAMOUS  S.O.S.  BOOK 

BUNDLE— ONLY  $1.29  BRINGS  YOU 

RCA  handbook  of  RCA  equipment — and 

Sloane’s  ‘‘Motion  Picture  Projection.”  Rush 
your  order.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave., 

New  York.  10-15 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 
bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  (52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping  details  of  book- 
ing, dating,  advertising  and  exploiting 

pictures.  Also  contains  space  for  the  fil- 
ing of  Boxoffice  reviews  on  every  picture 

released.  Order  your  copy  today.  Write 

Subscription  Department,  Boxoffice,  4704 
East  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

FOR  SALE — Two  Sonofilm  Soundheads, 

two  speakers,  one  Mellaphone  WRM2A3 

amplifier,  dirt  cheap.  Cozy,  Gravette,  Ark. 

10-15 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

FOR  SALE — 150  veneered  chairs  cheap. 

Harvard  Theatre,  Harvard,  Neb.  10-15 

REUPHOLSTERED  CHAIRS— Large  as- 
sortment, 1,500  veneer  chairs,  70  cents  up; 

new  box  spring  bottoms,  $1.30.  Parts  for 
all  makes.  Stanley  Theatre  Supply  Co., 

1235  South  Wabash,  Chicago.  10-15 

THEY  WON’T  CHEER  POOR  CHAIRS! 
WE  OFFER  THOUSANDS  OF  FINE  Amer- 

ican Seating,  Ideal,  Irwin,  other  famous 

makes — biggest  variety  veneer  and  uphol- 
stered at  75c  up.  Ask  for  List  15Q.  S.O.S., 

636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York.  10-15 

CHAIRS  REUPHOLSTERED 

YOUR  CHAIRS  reupholstered  like  new, 

reasonable.  Russell  Carr,  1430  Clairmount, 

Detroit,  Mich.  10-22 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 
81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 
from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- 
ton. 10-15 

FILM  CEMENT 

PATCo  FILM  CEMENT  will  not  get 

thick  or  gummy.  Dealers,  film  exchanges 

[send  for  price  list.  Wholesale  only.  J.  J. 

Patrick,  3037  Milton,  Dallas,  Tex.  11-5 

LOBBY  SPACE 

WANTED— Will  rent  lobby  space,  lot 
near  theatre  or  operate  on  percentage 

$1,500  popcorn  machine.  Money  getter. 

Have  young  lady  attendant.  B-1035-A. 
Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City, 

Mo.  10-15 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

SLIGHTLY  USED  16  mm.  sound  pro- 

jector; complete;  bargain.  Box  426,  George- 

town, Colo.  10-15 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

MANAGER-Sign  Painter-Projectionist. 

Plenty  ideas.  Money  getting  combination 
man  experienced  all  angles.  West  only. 

B-1037,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kan- 

sas City,  Mo.  10-15 

PROJECTIONIST  —   Preferably  south- 

ern Illinois;  experienced;  excellent  refer- 
ences; married.  Clyde  Collins,  Route  4, 

Marion,  111.  10-15 

What  Do  You  Want? 
—TO  SELL  YOUR  THEATRE 
—TO  BUY  A   THEATRE 

—A  JOB.  A   POSITION  OPEN 
—TO  BUY  OR  SELL  EQUIPMENT 
—MISCELLANEOUS  ARTICLES 

I   — Miact,LLmNc,uua  AnnciLa 

Whatever  you  want — it  will  pay  you  to  advertise  your  needs  in 
THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER11  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE, 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 
(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 
4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 
Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

BOXOFFICE  ::  October  15,  1938 
•   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo, 

Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding  publication  date. 
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“Fast-moving  mystery  story  with  plenty  of  suspense  launches 

new  series/'— Film  Daily  •   “Monogram  has  built  a   class 

production  that  should  go  far."  —   Variety  •   “Will 

undoubtedly  prove  a   genuine  rival  to  Charlie  Chan  in  pop- 

ularity."— Picture  Reports  •   “First-rate  murder  mystery 

which  will  rank  high.  Boris  Karloff  flawless."  —   Boxoffice 
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KEEP 

YOUR  EAR 

TO  THE 
GROUND! 

The  whole  industry  is  asking:  “Can  M-G-M  keep  delivering 

one  ‘A’  picture  after  another  as  it  has  been  doing  since  the 

start  of  the  season?”  Here’s  the  happy  answer— keep  your  ear 
to  the  ground  and  look  over  the  M-G-M  releases  so  far: 
//  a   II 

A   - 
Si  M   it 

A   - a   a   n 

A 
II  a   II 

A 

A 

A 

A 

MARIE  ANTOINETTE  ( Shearer ,   Power,  a   sensational  triumph  everywhere ) 

THREE  LOVES  HAS  NANCY  ( America  flocking  to  Bob  Montgomery,  Janet  Gaynor, 
Franchot  Tone  comedy) 

BOYS  TOWN  (The  year’s  smash  with  Tracy  grand  and  Rooney  your  new  money  star) 

TOO  HOT  TO  HANDLE  (Gable  and  Loy!  What  a   pair!  “Test  Pilot”  records  go  bye-bye!) 

VACATION  FROM  LOVE  (Dennis  O’ Keefe,  Florence  Rice  a   new  team  for  the  fans.  It’s  a   riot !) 
STABLEMATES  (Beery,  Rooney  in  laughs  and  tears!  Mickey  has  captured  America.’) 

YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE  (Just  previewed!  And  what  a   drama!  M-G-M’s  new  series  idea 
ivill  equal  the  “Hardy  Family.”  Lew  Ayres  and  Lionel  Barrymore  great!) 

And  here  are  some  that  follow,  one  "A"  picture  after  another  from 
now  to  December,  almost  all  of  them  completed  and  previewed: 

JUDY  GARLAND,  FREDDIE  BARTHOLOMEW  in  “LISTEN  DARLING”  •   LUISE  RAINER,  FERNAND 

GRAVET,  MILIZA  KORJUS,  “GREAT  WALTZ”  •   ROBERT  DONAT,  ROSALIND  RUSSELL  in  “THE 

CITADEL”  •   JEANETTE  MacDONALD,  NELSON  EDDY  in  “SWEETHEARTS”  (Technicolor)  .   •   MICKEY 

ROONEY,  LEWIS  STONE,  etc.  in  “OUT  WEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS”  •   LEW  AYRES,  MAUREEN  O’SULLIVAN 

in  “SPRING  DANCE”  •   JOAN  CRAWFORD,  MARGARET  SULLA  VAN,  ROBERT  YOUNG,  MELVYN 

DOUGLAS  in  “THE  SHINING  HOUR”  •   LUISE  RAINER  in  “DRAMATIC  SCHOOL”,  etc. 

The  industry’s  new  slogan  is:  “It’s  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  Grade  'A'  Year !“ 

METRO-GOLDWYN-M 

Company 

YER 
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WHOLE  HOG  OR  NO  HOG 

SHALL  the  drive  be  extended  or  shall  it  not? Pondering  the  pro  and  the  con,  the  committee  in  charge  of  the 

Motion  Pictures'  Greatest  Year  campaign  is  about  to  convene  in  full 
session  and  thereafter  pick  an  answer. 

Momentarily  the  meeting,  it  ought  to  be  a   moment's  meeting. 
For  the  conclusion  can  only  be  one  which  is  that  the  drive  must  be 
extended. 

It  must  be  extended  to  whatever  necessary  length  is  essential 

to  hurdle  the  clearance  schedules  which  now  keep  the  thirty  pic- 
tures required  in  the  contest  from  subsequent  runs. 

Obviously,  every  last  theatre  in  America  cannot  hope  to  be  in- 
cluded; the  contest  on  this  approach  might  run  nine  months  or 

more.  But  the  approximate  twenty  per  cent,  and  perhaps  beyond, 

of  the  down-the-liners  now  outside  the  pale  must,  in  one  collective 
sweep,  be  gathered  up  and  brought  inside  it. 

The  reasons: 

The  Movie  Quiz  contest  was  blasted  into  the  public  conscious- 
ness by  newspaper  linage,  trailers,  parades  and  what  not.  It  was 

thrown  into  the  center  of  the  ring  for  an  en  masse  approval  with 

no  strings  as  to  where  the  quiz  might  be  seen.  It  was  ballyhooed 

as  a   competition  with  rich  cash  allurement  for  anyone  who  wanted 

to  take  the  ride.  Anyone,  mind  you.  That  much  being  so,  it  is 

also  apparent  this  means  anyone's  theatre  as  well. 

It  is  not,  nor  can  it  be  or  should  it  be,  any  of  the  public's  concern 
about  intricate  trade  practices  dealing  with  clearance  and  protection. 

The  neighborhood  patron  who  cannot  afford  or  does  not  like  the  down- 
town house,  expects,  and  has  the  right  to  expect,  to  see  whatever  may 

be  mandatory  in  his  regularly  supported  theatre.  He  may  not  want 

to  go  elsewhere  and  certainly  he  will  resent  being  informed  he  has  to 

go  to  that  elsewhere. 

Thus,  to  any  owner  or  manager  who  may  be  faced  with  the  very 

tough  job  of  explaining  why,  in  a   free-for-all  contest  he  cannot  supply 

the  pawns  of  the  game,  this  column's  sympathy  flows  in  steady  and 
strong  beats. 

The  whole  goodwill  relationship  between  the  industry  and  its  cus- 
tomers thereby  becomes  seriously  threatened.  No  business  depending 

upon  a   mercurial  public  for  its  existence  can  afford  to  contemplate 

for  a   split  second  a   procedure  allowing  room  even  faintly  for  such  an 
idea.  / 



GENERAL  DRIFT  TOWARD  CONCILIATION  SEEN; 

OPTIMISM  CLOAKS  TRADE  PRACTICE  START 
And  Three  Major  Trade 

Groups  Push  Efforts 

To  Find  Formula 

New  York — As  the  industry  trade  prac- 
tice conferences  began  to  generate  steam 

on  Wednesday,  conciliation,  as  an  ulti- 
mately to-be-adopted  system,  moved  out 

of  the  possibility  category  and  into  the 
realm  of  the  more  tangible. 

The  method  is  something  to  be  worked 
out  and  considerable  ground  will  have  to 

be  ploughed  as  to  a   formula  outlining  re- 
presentation for  distributors,  affiliated  and 

unaffiliated  exhibitors.  But  the  distribu- 
tors favor  such  an  idea.  MPTOA  is  open- 

ly on  the  record  for  it.  In  his  speech  be- 
fore the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  convention 

in  Atlantic  City,  Abram  F.  Myers  is  viewed 

as  sounding  for  conciliation  when  he  re- 
ferred to  “distributor-exhibitor  relations 

on  a   basis  of  mutual  confidence  and  un- 

derstanding” and  a   provision  “for  the  ad- 
justment of  future  disputes.” 

All  Are  Hopeful 

All  groups  are  approaching  the  com- 
plexities of  the  problems  with  consider- 

able optimism.  Allied’s  frame  of  mind  is 
illustrated  by  a   spokesman  who  said,  “We 
are  hopeful  something  will  come  out  of 

all  of  this.”  Said  Ed  Kuykendall,  presi- 
dent of  the  MPTOA,  “We  have  every  rea- 

son to  believe  there  will  be  definite  ac- 

complishment.” Remarked  Ned  E.  Depi- 
net,  member  of  the  distributors’  commit- 

tee, at  the  initial  trade  press  conference, 

“They  have  their  views.  We  have  ours. 
And  we  are  going  to  try  damned  hard  to 

get  together.”  Then,  too,  there  was  Wil- 
liam F.  Rodgers,  likewise  a   distributor 

negotiator,  who  said,  “We  are  not  going 
to  propose  anything.  We  are  going  to  dis- 

cuss. However,  I   am  very  optimistic.” 
The  three  major  groups  have  specific 

thoughts  of  what  concessions  are  to  be 

developed.  The  distributors  have  a   con- 
crete idea  of  their  final  limitations,  but 

the  span  is  known  to  have  considerable 

“give”  and  will  resolve  itself  into  final 
form  dependant  upon  the  negotiations  and 
what  they  bring  forth.  It  appears  to  be 

a   cross-sectional  viewpoint  of  some  Allied 
and  MPTOA  negotiators  that  the  final 

results  will  be  illustrative  of  the  old  ob- 
servation having  to  do  with  learning  to 

crawl  before  learning  to  walk.  However, 

other  Allied  opinion  veers  toward  the  im- 
pression this  is  the  time  to  emerge  with  a 

complete  victory  for  the  organization’s 
long-standing  program. 

It  is  not  known  how  the  demands  of  the 

smaller  independent  organizations,  not 
identified  with  either  Allied  or  MPTOA, 
will  fit  into  the  general  scheme.  This  will 

be  gone  over  at  preliminary  talks  start- 
ing Monday  when  members  of  the  distribu- 

tors’ committee  meet  with  representatives 
who  have  been  converging  on  New  York 

since  Wednesday.  Leo  F.  Wolcott  of  the 
ATO  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  was  first  of 
the  smaller  independent  groups  to  arrive. 

Out  of  the  MPTOA’s  demands  for  a 
minimum  unconditional  rejection  privilege 

of  20  per  cent  and  Allied’s  proposal  for  se- 
lective contracts  may  come  a   compara- 

tively new  form  of  selling.  This  is  be- 
lieved to  be,  in  one  form  or  another,  group 

The  Negotiators 

New  York — These  are  the  official 
committees  designated  by  the  major 

groups  in  the  trade  practice  confer- 
ences to  negotiate  for  their  prin- 

cipals : 

For  Distributors 
Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20 th 

Century-Fox,  and  Ned  E.  Depinet, 
vice-president  in  charge  of  RKO  dis- 

tribution, to  negotiate  with  MPTOA 
group. 

William  F.  Rodgers,  general  sales 

manager  of  M-G-M;  Gradwell  L. 
Sears,  president  of  Vitagraph;  A. 
Montague,  general  sales  manager  for 
Columbia,  to  negotiate  with  Allied. 

For  Allied 
Nathan  Yamins,  Fall  River,  Mass., 

president  of  Allied;  W.  A.  Steffes, 
Minneapolis,  president  of  Allied  The- 

atre Owners  of  the  Northwest,  Inc.; 
Sidney  E.  Samuelson,  Newton,  N.  J„ 
director  of  national  Allied  and  Allied 
of  New  Jersey;  Col.  Harry  A.  Cole, 
Dallas,  president  of  Allied  Theatre 

Owners  of  Texas;  Ray  Branch,  De- 
troit, head  of  Allied  Theatres  of 

Michigan. 

Alternates:  Herman  A.  Blum,  Balti- 
more, treasurer  of  MPTO  of  Maryland, 

and  M.  A.  Rosenberg,  Pittsburgh, 

president  of  MPTO  of  Western  Penn- 
sylvania. 

General  Counsel:  Abram  F.  Myers, 
Washington. 

For  MPTOA 
Ed  Kuykendall,  Columbus,  Miss., 

president;  Charles  E.  Williams,  Oma- 
ha, president  of  MPTO  of  Nebraska 

and  Western  Iowa;  Oscar  Lam,  Rome, 

Ga.;  Mack  Jackson,  Alexander  City, 
Ala.,  and  M.  C.  Moore,  Jacksonville, 
president  of  Southeastern  Theatre 

Owners  Ass’n.;  Edward  G.  Levy,  New 
Haven,  general  counsel  for  national 
organization;  Arthur  Lockwood,  New 

Haven,  vice-president  of  MPTO  of 
Connecticut;  H.  V.  Harvey,  San  Fran- 

cisco, president  of  Independent  The- 
atre Owners  of  Northern  California; 

Samuel  Pinanski,  Boston,  president  of 
Allied  Theatres  of  Massachusetts; 
Lewen  Pizor,  Philadelphia,  president 
of  UMPTO  of  Eastern  Pennsylvania, 
Southern  New  Jersey  and  Delaware. 

All  Factions  Approaching 

Problem  in  Spirit  of 

Adjustment 

buying.  This  possibility  is  set  forth  by  an 
executive  who  concedes  quickly  enough 
there  is  no  assurance  any  such  plan  will 

eventually  work  out,  “Some  solution  to  un- 
qualified block  booking  may  come  through 

the  offering  of  the  better  group  of  a   given 

company’s  schedule  at  increased  prices, 

thus  doing  away  with  the  ‘sluffs,’  the  pro- 
duction and  enforced  sale  of  which  are  the 

crux  of  the  arguments  against  block  book- 
ing. Two  indifferent  pictures,  after  all, 

cost  more  than  one  good  one.” 
In  distributor  ranks,  it  is  felt  that  the 

united  front  struck  at  a   meeting  of  Hays 
association  directors  last  Saturday  when 
it  became  clear  all  majors  proposed  going 

along  in  the  self -regulation  conferences 
bespeaks  volumes  for  the  ultimate  success 
of  the  undertaking.  There  had  been 
speculation  as  to  the  Warner  position  on 
the  reputed  ground  that  this  company  was 

considering  offering  a   trade  practice  pro- 
gram of  its  own  and  not  necessarily  in 

concert  with  its  brother  majors. 

Sears  to  Committee 

Demonstrating  such  reports  to  have  been 
finally  unfounded,  the  Hays  directors,  at 

their  seven  hour  session,  appointed  Grad- 
well L.  Sears,  president  of  Vitagraph,  as 

an  additional  member  of  the  distributors’ 
committee.  He  and  Rodgers  are  conferring 

with  Allied,  while  Sidney  R.  Kent  and  Ned 

E.  Depinet  have  assumed  the  MPTOA  as- 
signment. A.  Montague  will  alternate  be- 

tween both,  starting  with  Allied. 

The  Union  League  Club  is  the  scene  of 
the  MPTOA  conclave  and  the  Columbia 

University  Club,  the  agreed  upon  confer- 
ence hall  for  Allied. 

It  is  the  plan,  as  advanced  by  the  dis- 
tributors’ committee,  to  coordinate  each 

day’s  deliberations  nightly,  if  possible,  and 

bring  to  the  separate  meetings  each  fol- 
lowing morning  a   hoped-for  consolidation 

of  divergent  points  of  views. 

As  a   further  indication  of  a   three-cor- 
nered desire  to  proceed  with  caution  and 

in  order  to  avoid  the  dissemination  of  un- 
grounded reports,  Allied  and  the  MPTOA 

negotiators  have  agreed  upon  Rodgers  as 

the  sole  trade  press  contract.  His  first 
enterprise  along  these  lines  developed  at  a 
trade  press  conference  on  Tuesday  when 

he  entered  a   plea  for  “tolerance  and 
patience”  in  order  to  curb  erroneous  re- 

ports. However,  daily  communiques  have 

been  promised  in  recognition  of  the  na- 
tional interest  in  the  negotiations. 

Allied’s  participation  was  temporarily 
interrupted  on  Thursday  when  the  entire 

negotiating  committee  journeyed  to  At- 
lantic City  for  the  combined  annual  con- 

(Continued  on  page  30) 
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CANNOT  INCLUDE  CLEARANCE,  DIVORCEMENT 

IN  THREE-PLY  PARLEYS,  DISTRIBUTORS  FEEL 
Conciliation  and  Federal 

Suit  Will  Take  Care  of 

Those  Problems 

New  York — Clearance  and  theatre  di- 

vorcement are  outside  the  ken  of  the 

three-ply  trade  practice  conferences  now 
under  way  here,  in  the  distributor  point 
of  view. 

The  former  situation  is  expected  to  be 
turned  over  to  the  nation-wide  system  of 
conciliation  which  is  seen  ultimately  evolv- 

ing from  the  deliberations. 
Theatre  divorcement  and  what  to  do 

about  it,  are  being  worked  out  between 
lawyers  for  the  sued  majors  and  Thur- 

man Arnold,  special  assistant  attorney 
general  in  charge  of  the  anti-trust  divi- 
sion. 

Because  of  the  troublesome  and  knotty 
problems  involved  in  clearance,  Boxoffice 
learns  distributors  incline  toward  the 
opinion  that  the  situation  can  be  more 
fairly  handled  locally.  To  that  end,  two 
plans  are  being  discussed.  One  would  pro- 

vide for  a   general  round  robin  of  all  ex- 
hibitors served  out  of  each  of  the  32  key 

cities  to  develop  a   schedule  acceptable  to 
the  majority.  The  other  provides  for  the 
continuance  of  current  clearance  against 
which  all  complaining  exhibitors  would 

register  their  “beefs”  for  adjudication  by 
the  conciliation  board  serving  their  area. 
Zoning,  it  is  understood,  can  play  no  part 
in  this  general  scheme  because  distributors 
are  aware  that  effort  to  re-zone  may  run 
afoul  of  existing  statutes. 

On  divorcements,  major  company  coun- 
sel have  been  in  constant  communication 

with  Arnold’s  office.  It  is  learned  they 
have  been  stressing  the  point  that  any  ac- 

tivity, whether  it  concerns  acquisition  of 
existing  theatres  or  construction  of  new 
houses,  merely  revolves  around  negotia- 

tions launched  prior  to  the  filing  of  the 
anti-trust  suit.  These  negotiations,  the 
lawyers  feel,  represent  normal  business 
operation  designed  to  protect  current  in- 

vestments and,  therefore,  should  not  be 
interfered  with  by  any  status  quo  agree- 
ment. 

As  proof  of  their  desire  to  cooperate  and 
evidence  their  good  faith,  attorneys  are 
keeping  the  department  of  justice  posted 
on  all  enterprise  along  these  lines;  sev- 

eral of  the  major  circuits  are  known  to  be 
currently  considering  new  theatres  on  sites 

Protection  Is  Considered  a 

Local  Matter,  With  Two 

Plans  Discussed 

long  in  their  possession.  This,  likewise, 

applies  to  a   number  of  deals  for  acquisi- 
tion or  partnership  interests  in  other 

houses.  A   case  in  point  is  the  Skouras- 
Loew  negotiation  whereby  the  latter  would 

assume  a   50  per  cent  interest  in  the  Olym- 
pia and  Stoddard  on  upper  Broadway.  This 

deal  was  first  broached  in  September, 

1937,  but  delayed  because  the  Skouras  in- 
terests had  to  clear  a   mortgage  condition 

before  Loew's  would  consummate.  Real 
estate  clearance  has  now  been  arranged 
and  the  contract,  as  a   result,  may  be 
signed  in  a   week. 

Distributors  are  believed  to  favor  con- 
ciliation boards  made  up  of  industry  mem- 

bers only  and  not  along  NRA  lines  when 
an  impartial  member,  appointed  by  the  ad- 

ministrator, was  drafted  from  the  out- 
side and  permitted  to  cast  a   determining 

vote  only  in  the  event  of  a   tie.  It  is  felt 

(Continued  on  page  4-B) 

There's  History  Lurking  Behind  These  Portals 

The  door  leading  into  the  Yacht  Room 
of  the  Hotel  Astor,  Times  Square, 
where  national  sales  managers  met 
Monday  to  discuss  their  approach  on 
the  trade  practice  conferences. 

The  Union  League  Club,  Park  Ave.  and 
37 th  St.  Very  exclusive,  very  Repub- 

lican and  very  chilly  to  reporters. 
The  MPTOA  committee  met  distribu- 

tors here  Wednesday  and  Thursday. 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

The  Columbia  University  Club,  4   West 
43rd  St.  Flaiiked  on  the  right  by  a 

music  store  and  on  the  left  by  a   drug- 
store and  both  nerve-soothing .   Allied 

met  distributors  there. 
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JUSTICE  DEPT  TO  SCAN  FINAL  PROPOSALS; 

NAT'L  APPEAL  BOARD  UNDER  CONCILIATION 
Tacit  Consent,  at  Least, 

May  Be  Sought  on 

System  Evolved 

(Continued  from  page  4-A) 
outsiders  can  only  complicate  and  slow 
down  procedure. 
While  an  open  mind  prevails  as  to 

board  constituency,  the  present  indication 
argues  for  four  distributor  members  and  a 
like  number  representing  exhibitors.  The 
theatre  representation,  in  all  probability, 
would  break  down  into  a   brace  of  men  for 
affiliated  houses  and  a   brace  for  the  un- 
affiliated. 

Serious  consideration  is  being  accorded 
the  creation  of  a   national  appeals  board 
to  sit  in  New  York,  probably  made  up  of 
a   rotating  committee  equally  apportioned, 
to  serve  as  a   court  of  last  industry  resort 
on  complaints  unsuccessfully  settled  by 
local  conciliation  boards,  or  on  decisions 
to  which  either  distributor  or  exhibitor 
may  take  exception.  This,  it  is  viewed, 
would  eradicate  any  charges  that  bias  or 

infiuence  on  the  part  of  any  local  member 
has  played  a   part  in  decisions  rendered.  It 
is  interesting  to  note  that  William  F. 

Rodgers  of  the  distributors’  trade  practice 
committee,  suggested  such  a   governing 
board  when  he  addressed  an  Allied  meet- 

ing in  Boston  on  April  26,  1938.  There,  he 
said: 

“And  that,  further,  it  is  our  belief  that 
these  bodies  (referring  to  local  boards)  in 

principle  be  guided  by  a   governing  head- 
quarters board  to  whom  anyone  may  ap- 

peal if  dissatisfied  with  a   local  decision, 
and  whose  membership  should  be  made  up 
by  those  elected  or  selected  to  such  an 
office  in  a   manner  that  may  be  described 
by  any  other  body  whose  membership  to 
high  office  be  selected.  It  is  important 
that  those  who  sit  in  judgment  on  im- 

portant matters  have  the  unqualified  con- 
fidence of  the  trade  as  a   whole.” 

It  is  further  interesting  to  observe  that, 
for  some  time  and  as  a   part  of  its  pro- 

gram, Allied  has  been  striking  for  a   su- 
preme court  of  appeals  on  trade  problem 

adjudication. 
Whenever  a   formula  mutually  agreeable 

is  worked  out,  it  is  understood  it  will  be 

Equal  Representation  on 
A   Rotating  Group 

Basis  Is  Likely 

submitted  to  the  various  company  presi- 
dents. It  is  also  very  probable  the  con- 

text will  be  submitted  to  the  department 
of  justice  for  its  tacit  consent,  at  least, 

although  the  department’s  policy,  as  often 
expounded,  precludes  any  official  stamp  of 
approval.  This  is  Washington  routine  in 
order  to  keep  policy  sufficiently  flexible 
to  permit  the  filing  of  additional  suits  if, 
because  of  new  evidence  in  a   given  situa- 

tion or  situations,  the  attorney  general’s 
office  so  determines.  From  the  industry’s 
angle,  it  is  held  to  be  essential  that  the 
department  be  informed  of  any  decisions 
arrived  at  in  order  to  avoid  any  trans- 

gression of  the  anti-trust  statutes. 
Insofar  as  cancellations  are  concerned, 

it  is  learned  distributors,  while  they  natur- 
ally have  some  ideas,  are  maintaining  the 

same  open  mind  which  is  characteristic  of 

their  general  approach  to  the  entire  de- 

The  Standard  Bearers  for  the  MPTOA 
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New  York — Answering  the  call  of  MPTOA  President  Ed  Kuykendall,  members  of  the  committee  gathered  at  local  head- 

quarters two  days  before  entering  into  discussions  with  the  distributors'  committee  on  trade  practice  reforms. 
The  conventional  left  to  right  finds:  Charles  Williams,  president  MPTO  of  Nebraska  and  Western  Iowa;  Oscar  Lam  of 

Rome,  Ga.,  Southeastern  Theatre  Owners  Ass’n;  Mack  Jackson  of  Alexander  City,  Ala.,  Southeastern  Theatre  Owners 
Ass’n;  M.  C.  Moore  of  Jacksonville,  president,  Southeastern  Theatre  Owners  Ass’n;  Edward  G.  Levy  of  New  Haven, 
general  counsel;  Ed  Kuykendall,  the  chairman;  Arthur  Lockwood,  vice-president,  MPTO  of  Connecticut ;   H.  V.  Harvey, 
president,  Independent  Theatre  Owners  of  Northern  California.  Samuel  Pinanski,  president  of  Allied  Theatres  of  Massa- 

chusetts, and  Lewen  Pizor,  president  of  United  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Pennsylvania,  Southern  New  Jersey  and 
Delaware,  were  hours  too  late  for  the  busy  Boxoffice  cameraman. 
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The  Standard  Bearers  for  Allied  States  Association 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

New  York — This  is  the  negotiating  committee  representing  Allied  States  Association  at  the  trade  practice  conferences,  as- 

sembled in  one  group  for  Boxoffice’s  photographer.  On  the  extreme  left  is  Colonel  Harry  A.  Cole,  president  of  Allied  of 
Texas  and  chairman  of  the  committee.  In  order,  thereafter:  W.  A.  Steffes,  president  of  Allied  of  the  Northwest;  Nathan  Yamins, 
president  of  national  Allied;  Sidney  E.  Samuelson,  director  of  national  Allied  as  well  as  of  Allied  of  New  Jersey,  and  Ray 
Branch,  president  of  Allied  Theatres  of  Michigan. 

liberations.  The  intent  of  one  or  more 

independent  exhibitor  associations  to  drag 
in  admission  price  control  is  definitely  out. 
The  general  attitude  of  the  majority  of 
the  negotiators  is  that  this  problem  has  no 
place  in  the  parleys  and  only  concerns  the 
conditions  set  up  in  the  normal  purchase 
of  product. 

In  the  meantime,  the  meetings  so  far 
held  are  being  described  as  resulting  in 
much  clear  thinking.  Various  phases  of 
problems  viewed  through  Allied  and 
MPTOA  eyes  are  being  thoroughly  aired 
in  the  effort  to  formulate  a   base  on  which 

some  sort  of  a   structure  might  be  built. 

One  distributor  representative  sums  up 
developments  thus  far  in  this  light: 

“Many  of  the  matters  discussed  have 
been  smouldering  for  years.  You  cannot 
expect  them  to  be  straightened  out  in  a 

handful  of  hours.” 
Sales  managers  met  at  the  Astor  on 

Monday  to  review  the  known  proposals  so 
far  advanced  by  both  national  exhibitor 
associations.  No  action  by  them  was  taken, 

but  a   re-appraisal  was  made  of  the  Allied 
and  MPTOA  platforms.  Out  of  that  con- 

ference came  the  overall  feeling  that  every 
consideration  will  be  extended  to  every  de- 

mand with  the  exception  of  clearance  and 

theatre  divorcement.  Present  were  Rodg- 
ers, S.  R.  Kent  and  Herman  Wobber,  20th 

Century-Pox;  W.  A.  Scully,  Universal;  N. 
F.  Agnew,  Paramount;  Ned  E.  Depinet, 
RKO;  Abe  Montague,  Columbia,  and  G. 
L.  Sears,  Warner.  Paul  Lazarus  of  UA 
substituted  for  Harry  L.  Gold. 

Allied’s  board  met  at  the  Warwick  the 
same  day  and  appointed  its  negotiating 

committee,  as  outlined  elsewhere.  Allied’s 
demands  were  reviewed  and  re-affirmed. 

At  the  MPTOA  meeting,  also  held  on  Mon- 
day, the  same  procedure  followed. 

Allied  then  held  a   preliminary  meeting 

with  Rodgers,  Sears,  Montague  and  Depi- 

net on  Tuesday  and  its  first  full  session  on 
Wednesday  at  the  Columbia  University 
Club  with  Rodgers,  Sears  and  Montague, 
as  the  MPTOA  committee  met  with  Kent 

and  Depinet  at  the  Union  League  Club. 
At  the  close  of  the  day,  Ed  Kuykendall 
for  the  MPTOA  said, 

“An  all-day  comprehensive  discussion 
was  entered  into  and  definite  progress 

Draited 

Gradwell  L.  Sears,  Vitagraph  presi- 
dent, and  latest  member  of  distribu- 

tors’ committee.  He  was  drafted  by 
action  of  company  heads  in  meeting 
at  the  Hays  office. 

made  toward  the  solution  of  outstanding 

industry  problems.”  He  added  a   full  re- 
port will  be  submitted  to  the  whole  board 

and  the  national  convention  in  Oklahoma 

City  beginning  October  30. 

Allied  said  nothing  because  of  its  agree- 
ment that  Rodgers  would  be  press  spokes- 

man. Rodgers’  statement  issued  that night  said, 

“While  no  definite  decisions  were 
reached  on  the  subjects  discussed,  which 
included  block  booking,  allocation  charges, 

designated  playdates,  clearance  and  zon- 
ing and  kindred  topics,  all  present  feel 

that  progress  was  made.”  On  behalf  of 
Allied,  however,  it  was  reported  its  com- 

mittee reflected  disappointment.  Rodgers, 
however,  denied  this. 
MPTOA  followed  with  a   second  session 

Thursday  after  which  no  statement  was 
issued.  The  group  then  broke  off  further 
meetings  until  the  beginning  of  the  week. 
In  the  meantime,  top  Allied  men  had  gone 

to  Atlantic  City  to  attend  the  joint  con- 
ventions of  Allied  of  New  Jersey  and  of 

New  York  and  picked  up  negotiations 
again  on  Friday. 

In  Atlantic  City,  Abram  F.  Myers  had 
this  to  say: 

“Negotiations  going  on  in  New  York  are 
a   test  of  whether  there  exists  in  this  busi- 

ness the  capacity  to  practice  self-regula- 
tion.” He  predicted  that,  if  such  a   capa- 

city did  exist,  the  industry  will  surge  for- 

ward to  greatest  status  in  its  history.  “If 
it  is  not  able  to  practice  self-regulation, 
the  same  results  will  be  achieved,  but  by 

legislation  and  litigation.” 
Said  Nathan  Yamins,  Allied  president: 

“We  are  on  the  verge  of  success.  All  in- 
dications are  that  there  will  be  a   peaceful 

victory  which  will  not  be  a   unit  peace,  but 

for  national  Allied.” 
H.  A.  Cole,  Allied’s  committee  chairman, 

(Continued  on  page  4-D) 
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Balaban  Says  Para. 

Ready  to  'Go  Ahead' New  York  —   Speaking  for  Paramount, 
of  which  he  is  head,  Barney  Balaban, 
prior  to  his  departure  for  the  coast,  told 
Boxoffice: 

“We  are  going  through  with  the  previous 
decision  to  go  ahead  with  the  trade  prac- 

tice meetings.  We  started  out  10  to  12 
weeks  ago  and  now  we  are  going  through 

with  it,”  he  said. 
Balaban  stated  he  did  not  attend  a 

meeting  of  sales  executives  at  the  Astor 

last  Monday,  adding  “we  hope  the  meet- 
ings will  be  productive  if  the  parties  in- 

volved appreciate  the  problems  they  have 

with  the  problems  of  each  other.” 
As  for  cancellations,  he  stated:  “There 

will  be  some  trading,”  but  whether  this 
will  be  settled  on  a   percentage  basis  or 
in  some  other  form  he  could  not  say. 

“There’s  a   problem  ahead  of  us  and  we 
are  going  to  sit  down  and  work  it  out.  How 
this  will  be  done  I   am  not  prepared  to  say. 
Exhibitors  have  one.  Distributors  have 

one.  We,  the  distributors,  are  going  to  try 
to  meet  with  exhibitors  on  problems  where 

they  are  not  inconsistent  with  the  eco- 

nomics of  the  business.” 
His  concluding  remark  before  boarding 

the  20th  Century,  and  emphasizing  the 

fact  he  was  talking  as  spokesman  for  Para- 

mount, was:  “We  are  prepared  to  work 
it  out,”  meaning  whatever  problems  de- 

velop. Balaban  said  he  was  not  familiar 

with  the  score  charge  angle  of  the  meet- 
ings, but  was  confident  this,  with  other 

subjects,  would  be  handled  adequately 
at  the  trade  practice  meetings. 

Appeal  Board  Is  Likely 

Under  Conciliation  Plan 

(Continued  from  page  4-C) 
however,  was  a   trifle  more  expansive.  He 
said: 

“The  committee  has  as  its  foundation 
for  negotiations  the  pleadings  in  the  law- 

suit filed  by  the  government.  The  spirit  of 
the  negotiations  convinces  us  that,  if  we 
are  wrong,  we  will  give  ground.  Whether 
distributors  have  distinct  limitations  I 

cannot  say.  Those  trade  practices  in  the 
government  suit  and  their  corrections  are 

what  we  are  fighting  for.  I   don’t  say  we 
are  completely  rigid.  The  distributors’ 
committee  told  us  it  cannot  negotiate  di- 

vorcement of  theatres.  We  have  not  dis- 
cussed this  further.  We  discussed  block 

booking,  description  of  pictures  under  con- 
tract, designated  playdates  and  switching 

cf  designated  playdates,  allocation  of  prod- 
uct on  contracts  and  switching  of  alloca- 

tions of  product.  It  might  all  be  settled 
tomorrow  and  then  again  it  may  continue 

until  next  week.” 
Representatives  of  independent  organiza- 

tions not  affiliated  with  Allied  or  MPTOA 

are  expected  to  meet  with  Rodgers  begin- 
ning Monday.  John  Danz,  head  of  Ster- 
ling Theatres  in  Seattle  and  the  Dalles, 

was  in  town  throughout  the  week  antici- 
pating participation  in  the  conferences 

with  the  independent  delegation.  He  was 

compelled  to  return  to  Seattle,  Friday,  be- 
cause this  phase  of  the  parleys  has  not  yet 

developed. 

Prior  to  his  departure,  he  told  Box- 
office  he  would  visit  Washington  to  lodge 

complaints  at  the  department  of  justice. 

He  also  indicated  Albert  A.  Galston,  presi- 
dent of  the  ITO  of  Southern  California, 

will  act  for  his  constituents.  Danz  and 
Galston  have  been  cooperating  to  some 
extent  on  exhibitor  problems  confronting 

Pacific  Slope  exhibitors.  The  Danz  or- 
ganization, recently  formed,  is  tentatively 

known  as  ITO  of  Washington  and  has  60 
theatres.  This,  Danz  asserted,  is  only  a 
nucleus. 

Leon  Rosenblatt  and  Julius  Charnow, 

meanwhile,  are  now  alternates  for  the 
committee  to  represent  the  ITO  of  New 
York.  Its  membership  is  composed  of 

Harry  Brandt,  chairman;  Leo  Brecher  and 
Laurence  Bolognino. 

Allied  Men  "Observed”  in  Wholesale 

Left  to  right:  Arthur  K.  Howard,  executive  secretary  of  Independent  Exhibi- 

tors of  New  England;  Harold  Stoneman  of  Boston;  Max  Levinson,  vice-presi- 
dent of  Independent  Exhibitors  of  New  England;  Maurice  W.  Shulman,  presi- 
dent of  Allied  of  Connecticut ;   Harry  G.  Kosch,  attorney  for  Allied  of  New 

York;  Nathan  Yamins,  national  president;  Col.  Harry  A.  Cole,  president  of 
Allied  Theatre  Owners  of  Texas;  Ray  Branch,  head  of  Allied  Theatre  Owners 

of  Michigan;  and  Abram  F.  Myers,  counsel  for  the  national  organization. 

Jack  Unger,  secretary  of  Allied  of  New  Jersey;  Irving  Dollinger,  president  of 
the  same  unit;  Max  A.  Cohen,  president  of  Allied  of  New  York;  Lee  Newbury, 
director  of  Allied  of  N.  J .;  Jack  Kirsch,  president  of  Allied  of  Illinois;  Ben 
Ashe  of  Fergus  Falls,  Minn.;  W.  A.  Steffes,  president  of  Allied  Theatre  Owners 
of  the  Northwest;  and  Thornton  E.  Kelly,  executive  secretary  of  Allied  of  N.  Y. 

■ — Metropolitan  Photos 

Left  to  right:  Herman  Blum,  treasurer  and  board  member  of  MPTO  of  Mary- 
land; Fred  Herrington,  secretary  of  MPTO  of  Western  Pennsylvania;  E.  F. 

Maertz,  president  of  the  ITPA  of  Wisconsin  and  Upper  Michigan;  S.  Salt  of 
the  MPTO  of  Maryland;  J.  L.  Whittle  of  Baltimore;  and  Arthur  B.  Price  of 
Baltimore. 
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MAJORS  STRIKE  FOR  STRONGER  UNITED  FRONT; 

COOPERATION  ON  MUTUAL  PROBLEMS  PLEDGED 

Seven-Hour  Session  at  the 

Hays  Office  Seen  as 

Melding  Force 

New  York — A   more  firmly  united  front 
by  the  major  companies  may  be  expected 

to  prevail  as  a   direct  outgrowth  of  a   seven- 
hour  conclave  of  Hays  association  direc- 

tors last  Saturday. 

Mutual  pledges  of  cooperation  were 
sounded  and  then  struck  at  one  of  the 

most  important  MPPDA  meetings  in  re- 
cent years  and  probably  the  most  im- 

portant since  Will  H.  Hays  personally  con- 
ducted the  heads  of  the  major  companies 

west  some  years  ago  to  a   joint  conference 

with  the  heads  of  production  in  Holly- 
wood. 

The  significance  of  the  session,  at  the 
outset,  is  evidenced  by  the  fact  it  was  held 
on  a   Saturday  and  that  Joseph  M. 
Schenck,  chairman  of  the  board  of  20th 

Century-Fox;  Harry  M.  Warner,  presi- 
dent of  Warners,  and  Harry  Cohn,  presi- 
dent of  Columbia  made  the  trip  east  es- 

pecially to  be  present.  Significant,  also, 
is  the  fact  that  Samuel  Goldwyn  attended 
by  invitation  and  despite  the  fact  he  is 

not  a   member  of  the  Motion  Picture  Pro- 

ducers’ Association,  coast  arm  of  the  east- 
ern Hays  organization. 

The  seven-hour  session,  interlarded 
with  lunch  served  in  the  board  room, 
turned  to  a   number  of  problems  currently 
confronting  the  industry.  It  is  understood 

a   better  understanding  on  industry  prob- 
lems was  reached  between  Kent  and  War- 

ner as  a   result  of  which,  the  impression 
prevails,  both  executives  now  view  specific 
problems  wherein  cooperation  is  possible 
as  not  only  desirable  but  workable. 

Into  Foreign  Situation 

The  parleys  also  turned  to  the  general 
foreign  situation  and  the  feeling  voiced 
that  the  current  impasse  prevailing  in  the 
Italian  situation  might  be  relieved  through 
an  easement  of  the  regulations  affecting 
American  distribution  in  that  country  by 
Rome. 

There  also  is  some  substantion  for  the 

understanding  that  propaganda  stemming 
to  foreign  influences  entered  into  the  de- 

liberations and  that  the  “Boycott  the 
Movies”  pamphlet  exposed  in  Boxoffice 
on  October  1   was  briefly  the  subject  of 
comment  with  little  or  no  action  taken. 

The  impact  of  public  utterances  by  top- 
line industry  executives  is  reported  to 

have  been  aired  and  a   general  understand- 
ing sounded  on  the  nature  of  such  state- 

ments in  the  future. 

It  is  further  understood  one  of  the 

situations  aired  has  to  do  with  the  Wages 
and  Hours  Bill  which  becomes  the  law  on 
October  24  and  the  effect  of  this  federal 

legislation  on  the  studios.  The  law  is  de- 
signed to  set  fair  standards  of  labor  and 

Head  of  the  House 

— Cosmo-Sileo  Photo 

Mrs.  and  Harry  M.  Warner  on  their 
arrival  in  New  York  from  Hollyivood. 

The  top  executive  in  the  Warner  or- 
ganization remains  here  a   week.  Then, 

back  to  Hollywood  and  Hidden  Valley. 

provides  that  all  workers,  with  the  excep- 
tion of  executives,  administrators,  profes- 

sional and  outside  salesmen  in  business  es- 

tablishments engaged  in  interstate  com- 
merce, are  to  receive  a   minimum  wage  of 

25  cents  an  hour  for  the  first  year,  30 
cents  for  the  next  six  years  and  40  cents 
an  hour  thereafter.  It  also  provides  no 
employe  shall  work  more  than  44  hours  a 
week  during  the  first  year,  42  hours  weekly 
during  the  second  year  and  40  hours  a 
week  thereafter. 

Industry  committees  are  to  be  appointed 

by  an  administrator  to  study,  hold  hear- 
ings and  make  recommendations  on  the 

highest  minimum  wages,  not  in  excess  of 
40  cents  an  hour,  that  an  industry  can 

pay  prior  to  October  24,  1945  when  the  40- 
cent  wage  becomes  general.  This  ap- 

proach, is  to  be  predicated  on  the  con- 
clusion that  the  determined  figure  will 

not  substantially  curtail  employment  or 
give  a   competitive  advantage  to  any  group. 
Working  hours  in  excess  of  the  prescribed 
maximum  are  permitted,  but  overtime 
must  be  paid  at  a   rate  of  time  and  one  half 
with  exemptions  for  seasonal  industries. 

The  act  will  not  apply  to  local  retailing 

or  service  establishments,  including  the- 
atres. Child  labor  will  be  prohibited,  but 

not  in  professional  categories,  as  in  pro- 
duction. 

Employers  violating  wage  or  hour  re- 
quirements may  be  sued  by  employes  for 

unpaid  minimum  wages  or  overtime  com- 
pensation, plus  an  equal  amount  as  dam- 

ages, court  fees  and  reasonable  attorney’s 
fees,  and  are  subject  to  a   fine  of  $10,000  or 

Foreign  Setup,  Wage  Act, 

Propaganda  and  Ad 
Drive  Discussed 

imprisonment  for  not  more  than  six 

months,  the  latter,  however,  only  for  sec- 
ond or  subsequent  offenses. 

Employers  whose  minimum  wage  scale 
is  in  excess  of  that  provided  in  the  act  or 
recommended  by  industry  committees  are 
not  to  reduce  wages,  nor  may  the  working 

week  by  extended  where  it  is  now  below 
that  set  by  the  law. 

Officially,  the  Hays  meeting  brought  a 

brief  statement  of  the  matters  under  dis- 
cussion. Beyond  outlining  what  these 

were,  no  detail  was  released  for  publica- 
tion. The  formal  statement: 

Brief  Official  Statement 

“The  adjourned  meeting  of  the  board  of 
directors  of  the  M.  P.  Producers  and  Dis- 

tributors was  held  today  (October  21), 

at  the  association’s  headquarters. 
“Attending  the  meeting  were  Barney 

Balaban,  N.  J.  Blumberg,  Harry  Cohn, 
Jack  Cohn,  Samuel  Goldwyn,  Will  E. 
Hays,  Sidney  R.  Kent,  Joseph  M.  Schenck, 
Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  Maurice  Silverstone, 
Leo  Spitz,  Albert  Warner  and  Harry  M. 
Warner. 

“The  following  subjects  came  before  the 
board: 

“(1) — Pictures  for  the  World’s  Fairs. 
There  was  discussion  of  plans  for  the  mo- 

tion picture  for  the  New  York  World’s Fair.  This  picture  will  be  a   panorama  of 
highlights  of  American  history,  for  which 

the  working  title  ‘Cavalcade  of  America’ 
has  been  used.  This  picture  is  to  be  shown 
in  the  U.  S.  Government  Building  by  the 
United  States  Commission  of  the  New  York 

World’s  Fair,  of  which  Edward  J.  Flynn  is 
U.  S.  Commissioner. 

“There  was  discussion  of  plans  for  a 
picture  for  the  Golden  Gate  Exposition  at 

San  Francisco.  This  picture  will  be  simi- 
lar to  the  picture  being  made  for  the  New 

York  World’s  Fair  except  that  it  will  be 
adapted  to  the  western  theme  of  the  Gol- 

den Gate  Exposition  and  emphasize  the 

development  of  the  West.  Details  in  con- 
nection with  this  picture  are  to  be  de- 
veloped with  Leland  W.  Cutler,  president 

of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Golden 
Gate  Exposition. 

“(2) — There  was  full  discussion  of  the 

developments  in  connection  with  the  Ac- 
tors’, Directors’  and  Writers’  Guilds.  The 

board  was  advised  of  these  matters  by  the 
representatives  here  from  California. 

“(3) — A   report  was  made  to  the  board 
and  there  was  discussion  of  the  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign. 

“(4) — There  was  discussion  of  intra-in- 
dustry relationships,  particularly  between 

distributors  and  exhibitors.” 
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T   N   THIS  business  of  continued  up- 
^   sets,  it  appears  to  be  the  usual 
thing  to  talk  lavishly  and  to  wish 
new  men  in  new  posts  well.  For 

this  to  fall  from  the  lips  of  the  as- 
sociates a   man  leaves  behind  is 

something  else  again,  especially 

when  no  reportorial  pencil  is  poised 
to  record  the  comment. 

It's  that  way  over  at  United  Art- 
ists about  George  J.  Schaefer  who 

is  to  take  over  at  RKO  at  the  behest 

of  the  Rockefeller  interests.  The  UA 

executives  continue  to  speak  in 

lengthy  and  glowing  terms  about 

Schaefer,  the  kind  of  an  administra- 
tion he  maintained  there;  the  fact 

that,  contrary  to  accepted  film  tra- 
dition, no  changes  in  essential  posts 

followed  his  assumption  of  the  vice- 

presidency and  general  manager- 
ship about  two  years  ago. 

They  view  it  as  most  unusual  and 
they  are  correct.  In  the  exercise  of 

the  wide  powers  which  were  Schaef- 

er's prior  to  the  Silverstone  regime, 
the  opportunity  was  there  to  move 

this  one  up  or  out  and  the  other  in. 

But  nothing  of  the  kind  took  place. 
As  a   matter  of  fact,  it  is  not  at  all 

generally  known  that  Andy  Smith 
was  brought  into  United  Artists, 

largely  at  the  insistence  of  the  com- 

pany's board  of  directors  who  stead- 
fastly continued  to  maintain  Schaefer 

required  a   sales  manager  in  order 
to  rid  himself  of  detail. 

On  the  eve  of  his  entry  into  the 

august  circle  of  company  presidents 

and  the  assumption  of  a   title  which 

until  now  has  not  been  his,  it,  there- 
fore, comes  about  that  the  entire 

UA  organization,  not  excepting  Sil- 
verstone whose  expressed  regard 

for  Schaefer's  ability  has  been 
voiced  many  times,  has  taken  on  a 

directly  personal  interest  in  Schaefer 

and  his  about-to-be-post. 

It  goes  beyond  and  reaches  into 
many  organizations  and  in  many 
directions. 

To  convey  the  idea,  there  is  the 

well-rooted  opinion  held  by  Dave 
Selznick.  For  him  it  has  been  said, 

and  said  reliably,  that  months  aqo 
he  determined  not  to  renew  with 

UA  unless  Schaefer  remained.  This, 

no  doubt,  is  the  inspiration  for  the 

reports  Selznick  International  will 

l&i 

swing  to  RKO,  a   deal  which  was 
once  discussed  avidly  and  then 

dropped  when  S-I  sought  fifty  per 

cent  of  that  company  for  the  privi- 
lege of  permitting  a   merger. 

It  does  not  follow  Schaefer  will 

carry  Selznick  into  Radio,  but  it  also 
does  not  follow  that  he  will  not. 

Regardless  of  how  that  works  out, 
Selznick  has  definite  appreciation 
ideas  about  the  Schaefer  stature  and 

they're  as  outlined  earlier  here. 

He's  Singing  a   Song 
His  star  contingent  is  quite  repre- 

sentative these  days. 

Circuit  operators  are  enthusiastic 

to  the  hilt  about  “That  Certain  Age.'' 
The  combination  of  “Dracula"  and 

“Frankenstein"  is  doing  so  well,  even 
he  confesses  to  surprise. 

Thus,  on  general  counts  and  by 
these  approaches,  Nate  Blumberg 
smiles  broadly  these  days. 

But  that's  only  part  of  it.  Blum- 

berg admits  he's  quite  a   tired  indi- 
vidual. The  negotiations  have  been 

long  and  arduous,  but  they  also 
have  been  successful  in  bringing  to 

“U"  $2,500,000  in  new  capital,  nicely 

set  up  in  a   revolving  fund  that  will 
revolve  and  jingle  pleasantly  for  two 

years  from  this  date. 

As  you  might  suspect,  this  takes 

care  of  the  cash-and-carry  situa- 

tion very  adequately.  It  will  also 

unwind  the  exigencies  of  the  presi- 

dential job  to  a   point  where  Blum- 

berg may  turn  more  attention  to 

what  becomes  his  chief  task:  pro- 

duction in  quality,  at  a   price,  and  on 

regular  delivery  so  that  all  release 
dates  may  be  met. 

II  Duce!  II  Duce! 
The  United  Press,  reporting  from 

Rome: 

The  Fascist  press  today  began  train- 

ing Italians  not  to  laugh  at  some  of 

their  favorite  movie  comedians  be- 
cause they  are  Jews. 

Charlie  Chaplin,  the  Marx  and  Ritz 

Brothers,  who  once  provoked  howls  of 

delight  from  Italian  audiences,  were 

among  foreign  actors  whom  Italians 

must  no  longer  think  funny.  ".  .   .   The 
Marx  Erothers  are  only  a   big  bluff, 

reports  the  ultra  Fascist  newspaper, “Tevere." 

II  Duce!  II  Duce! 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

On  page  30  of  this  issue 
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4   gainst  the  thrilling  background  of  American  avi- 

ation,  from  the  early  days  of  the  Wright  Brothers 

to  this  very  moment  when  great  airliners  take  off 

on  record-making  trips,  “Men  With  Wings”  tells  the 

intensely  human  story  of  an  American  family  ...  of 

two  men  with  wings  and  a   girl  who  had  looked  at 

the  sky  so  long  her  eyes  had  stars  in  them. ..a  story 

with  the  deep  strength  of  “Cavalcade,”  the  mighty 

sweep  of  Paramount’s  great  out-of-door  adventure 

epic  ...  a   story  your  audiences  will  long  remember. 

PARAMOUNT’S  ALL  TECHNICOLOR  l 
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Wellman's  first  big  aviation 

picture,  “Wings,”  still  stands  a 
marker  on  the  broad  highroad 

of  motion  picture  progress. 

And,  last  hut  not  least,  it  was 
Bill  Wellman  who  turned  in 

two  big  box  office  hits  in  the 

brand  new  medium  of  Tech- 

nicolor during  the  season  just 

past,  namely, “A  Star  Is  Born” 
and  “Nothing  Sacred.”  Now,  as 
critics,  preview  audiences,  ex- 

hibitors view  the  results  of 

Bill  Wellman's  work  on  “Men 

With  Wings,”  they  unanimous- 
ly  congratulate  Paramount  on 

our  choice  of  Producer-Direc- 

tor and  on  our  having  suc- 
ceeded in  adding  to  our  long 

succession  of  Paramount  out- 

door adventure  triumphs  the 

best  air  epic  ever  to  flame 
across  the  screen.  ^ 

man  with  wings 

I   "MEN  WITH  WINGS 
Paramount 

greatest  air  picture  ever 

filmed,  Paramount  wanted  to 

make  that  picture  even  greater 

by  filming  it  in  Technicolor. 

So  William  A.  Wellman  was, 

naturally,  selected  for  the 

thrilling  job  of  producing  and 

directing  “Men  With  Wings.” 

Why  “naturally?”  The  answer 
is  easy.  In  the  first  place,  ever 
since  he  collected  the  Croix  de 

Guerre  with  four  palms  for 
his  heroic  work  with  the 

Lafayette  Esquadrille  in  the 

World  War,  Bill  Wellman  has 

known  his  stuff  about  flying. 
In  the  second  place,  Bill 



ONE  OR  TWO-MONTH  EXTENSION  FOR  ANSWERS 

IN  TRUST  SUIT  WILL  HE  SOUGHT  RY  MAJORS 

Will  Seek  Court  Stay  If 
Government  Balks  at 

Requests 

New  York — Although  Allied  spokesmen 
are  of  the  opinion  the  government  is  not 
inclined  to  grant  an  extension,  major  com- 

pany attorneys  definitely  will  seek  more 
time  before  filing  answers  in  the  anti- 

trust suit.  Having  already  been  given  60 
days  beyond  the  usual  20,  the  large  com- 

panies will  ask  for  one  or  two  more 

months’  additional  time  on  the  ground 
that  it  is  impossible  to  gather,  in  the  time 
allotted,  the  necessary  information  re- 

quired in  the  replies. 
A   request  is  expected  to  be  made  to 

Paul  Williams,  special  assistant  to  the  at- 
torney general,  this  week.  In  the  event 

the  government  refuses  to  grant  additional 
time,  counsel  for  defendant  distributors 
are  prepared  to  go  into  federal  court  and 
enter  a   plea  for  extra  time.  However,  some 
attorneys  believe  Williams,  after  conferr- 

ing with  Thurman  Arnold,  in  charge  of  the 
anti-trust  division,  will  concede  to  the 
extension. 

Point  to  Government  Time 

It  is  pointed  out  that  the  government 
took  two  years  to  prepare  the  material  for 
its  119-page  bill  of  complaint  and  that  it 
is  proving  physically  impossible  for  film 
companies  with  theatre  affiliates  to  com- 

plete surveys  and  secure  other  data  on 
each  individual  item  in  the  complaint 
within  80  days.  This  will  be  the  conten- 

tion of  the  distributors  if  they  are  com- 
pelled to  go  to  court  with  a   plea. 

While  the  impression  prevails  another 
meeting  may  be  held  by  major  attorneys 
with  Arnold  and  Williams,  nothing  is  set. 
When  the  first  conclave  was  held  it  was 
at  the  request  of  Arnold  and,  according  to 
film  counsel,  another  invitation  would 
have  to  come  from  Washington.  Distribu- 

tors have  made  no  request  for  a   second 
meeting,  although  such  a   likelihood  was 
indicated  after  the  first  palaver  at  George- 
town. 

Following  this  gathering,  Arnold  has 
been  exchanging  correspondence  with  Wil- 

liam Donovan,  representing  RKO,  in  con- 
nection with  procedure  in  the  suit.  Copies 

of  the  letters  have  been  sent  to  attorneys 
for  all  majors. 

Resumes  Complaint  Probe 

The  department  of  justice,  through 
Ralph  Butterworth,  who  is  working  under 
the  direction  of  Williams,  this  week  re- 

sumes its  investigation  of  Allied  exhibitor 
complaints  in  this  state.  A   temporary  re- 

spite was  in  order  last  week  because  of  the 
preliminary  trade  practice  meetings  and 
the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  and  New  York 
annual  convention  in  Atlantic  City.  There 
are  about  25  other  complaints  by  indepen- 

Schenck Open-Minded 
On  Divorcement 

New  York — Asked  if  his  trip  east  had 

anything  to  do  with  the  government 

suit,  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chairman  of 

the  20th-Fox  board,  answered: 

"That's  for  the  lawyers  to  worry 

about.  I   personally  don't  care  whether 
theatres  are  divorced  from  production 

or  production  is  divorced  from  theatres. 

That's  the  way  I   feel  about  it." 

dents,  some  members  of  ITOA,  and  others 
not,  which  are  in  line  for  checking  up. 

Of  principal  interest  to  the  investiga- 
tors at  this  time  are  the  activities  of  major 

circuits  in  acquiring  or  building  theatres 

in  areas  competitive  to  independent  the- 
atre operators.  The  government  agents 

also  are  keen  about  gathering  information 
relative  to  complaints  by  independents 

against  the  larger  and  more  dominant  un- 
affiliated circuits  in  some  territories. 

Witnesses,  too,  are  also  being  sought  by 
FBI  men.  Exhibitors  signing  affidavits 
are  being  asked  to  be  ready  to  testify 
when  the  government  prepares  to  go 

ahead.  Those  who  are  showing  reluc- 
tance are  being  warned  that  they  may  be 

summoned,  as  has  already  happened  to 
one  small  local  circuit  head. 

Although  Universal,  Columbia  and  UA 
are  understood  to  be  ready  with  their  an- 

swers, it  is  understood  these  are  being 
held  up  until  the  last  minute  so  that  if  an 
extension  is  granted  they  may  benefit  as 
well  by  the  extra  time.  Attorneys  for  the 
three  majors  mentioned  are  continuously 
on  the  lookout  for  new  data  to  add  to  their 
answers  and  the  breathing  spell,  which 

may  be  granted  by  the  government  on  re- 
quest, will  undoubtedly  prove  helpful. 

Butterworth  has  already  had  one  meet- 
ing with  Harry  Brandt,  head  of  the  ITOA 

and  Brandt  circuit;  Harry  G.  Kosch,  at- 
torney for  Allied  of  New  York,  and  an 

Allied  of  New  Jersey  executive,  in  addi- 
tion to  Bill  Browne  and  Clarence  D.  Loewe 

of  Prefect  Theatres,  which  has  a   com- 
plaint against  the  Skouras  clearance 

situation  in  Port  Chester,  N.  Y.  He  will 
meet  with  these  men  again  Tuesday  and 
Wednesday. 

In  some  quarters  there  is  talk  that  major 
legal  counsel  will  visit  Arnold  as  soon  as 

Paramount  Renews  Pact 

With  Mullins  &   Pinanski 
New  York — Although  the  current  con- 

tract had  a   number  of  months  to  go, 
Paramount  has  renewed  its  management 
contract  with  Marty  Mullins  and  Sam 
Pinanski,  who  operate  about  95  theatres 
in  Massachusetts,  Rhode  Island  and  Con- 

necticut as  M&P  Theatres. 

Cite  the  "Impossibility"  of 
Securing  Data  Within 

Time  Limit 

there  are  signs  of  developments  at  the 
trade  practice  conferences.  The  meeting, 
it  is  said,  will  be  for  the  purpose  of  pre- 

senting the  distributor  view  that  steps  are 

being  taken  to  eliminate  the  “evils”  com- plained of  in  the  government  suit. 

Cling  to  Settlement  Hopes 

It  is  the  hope,  according  to  some  in- 
terests, that  eventually  the  government 

may  be  convinced  to  drop  its  action.  As 

one  Allied  leader  expressed  it:  “If  the  dis- 
cordant parties  get  together  and  the  evils 

are  disposed  of,  there  is  no  reason  why  the 

government  should  not  withdraw  its  suit.” 
On  the  other  hand,  however,  it  is  said 

the  government  will  not  compromise  on 
the  theatre  divorcement  angle.  Major  com- 

panies will  have  to  drop  their  theatre  ties 
if  they  expect  the  government  to  listen  to 
them,  it  is  stated.  While  this  topic  is  to 
be  discussed  at  the  trade  parleys,  it  is 
understood  Allied  is  depending  on  the  gov- 

ernment to  see  it  through. 

Study  Puerto  Rican  Tax 
With  Eye  to  Test  Case 

New  York  —   Major  company  attorneys 

are  studying  the  new  Puerto  Rican  tax 
law  with  an  eye  to  filing  suit  to  test  its 

legality.  Lawyers  are  under  the  impres- 
sion that  as  the  law  is  written  it  is  illegal 

and  the  indication  is  that  a   friendly  suit 
may  get  under  way  shortly. 

Under  the  terms  of  the  law,  the  import 

tax  is  increased  100  per  cent  and  dis- 
tributors are  not  permitted  to  pass  the  levy 

on  to  consumers.  One  major  company’s 
representative  states  the  new  imposition 
is  the  difference  between  a   profit  and  loss 
to  him. 

Pathe  President  West 

To  Seek  a   New  Plant 
New  York — O.  Henry  Briggs,  president 

of  Pathe  Film,  left  by  car  Tuesday  for  the 
coast  with  stopovers  at  Oklahoma  City 
and  Dallas.  He  is  due  in  Hollywood. 
October  29,  after  spending  about  a   week 
at  a   friend’s  ranch  in  Texas. 

Just  before  he  left,  Briggs  told  Box- 
office  his  company  will  not  bid  on  the 
International  Cinema  Laboratories  which 

is  up  for  public  sale  as  a   result  of  bank- 
ruptcy proceedings.  He  said  he  would 

look  around  on  the  coast  for  another  plant. 

He  intends  to  spend  about  a   week  in  Cali- 
fornia and  then  return  eastward. 
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ANNABELLA  -   CAST  OF  fOOO 
AND  GREAT  STAGE  SHOW 
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SUEZ”  COMES  TO  BROADWAY 
Experienced  in  handling  tremendous 

crowds,  New  York’s  5886-seat  Roxy 
Theatre  keeps  on  call  extra  ushers,  cash- 

iers, doormen  for  emergencies.  But  even 

jthe  Roxy’s  elaborate  plans  were  inadequate 

gwhen  the  20th  Century-Fox  hit  “SUEZ,” 
In  its  world  premiere  run,  blasted  “In  Old 

Chicago’s”  sensational  records.  Usually 
four  boxoffices  are  sufficient  for  the  biggest 

attractions.  But  even  the  Roxy’s  full  bat- 
tery of  six  boxoffices  (largest  in  the  world) 

were  swamped.  Of  interest  to  all  theatre 

owners,  these  scenes  show  how  the  Roxy’s 
augumented  staff  handles  such  a   smash. 

"Busy?  S-a-y  I   haven’t  even  had 

a   chance  to  powder  my  nose!” —Cashier  No.  1,  Georgia  Childs. 



“Another  day  like  this  and  I’ll 
be  positively  exhausted /”  — 
Carshier  No.  2,  Olive  Kniffen. 

“Did  you  ever  see  so  may  people 
in  all  your  bom  life?” — Cashier 
No.  3,TMarguerite  Hutcheon. 

“I  must  have  sold  millions  of 
tickets  today.” — Cashier  No.  4, 

Lily  Webster. 

“NOW  I   knOW  what  it  will  be  like 

when  theWorld’s  Fair  opens !” — CashierNo.5,Elmina  Rainwater 

'JUSt  lOOk  at  them!  Simply 

swarming  in!” — Cashier  No.  0, Erma  Hatt. 

CONTINUED  ON  NEXT  PAGE 



The  waiting  line  a   half-hour  before  the  New  York  Roxy  doors  opened. 
3,089  people  stretched  along  50th  Street  a   quarter  of  a   mile. 
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Crowds  Strain  against  the  tape  to  see  “Suez.”  Doormen  W.  G. 

Smith,  
Fred  

Fanning,  
Ralph  

Miller  
need  

all  their  
strength. 
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Thousands  pour  through  boxoffiees  and  descend  upon  ticket- 

takers  

Jack  
Brodsky,  

William  

Moclair,  

George  

Mills,  

Albert Rubenstein. 
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(left)  Every  one  of  the  Roxy’s  5886  seats  is  filled  and  more  than  500,  under  Capt.  Walter  Darrah’s 

watchful  
eye,  wait  in  the  rotunda,  

(right)  Waiting  
line  breaks  through,  

fills  huge  Roxy  rotunda. 



Treasurer  Frank  E.  Muldoon,  guarded  by  Police- 
man James  Cummings,  with  drawn  gun,  takes 

cash  from  boxoffices  to  theatre  vault. 

Protected  by  bars  in  the  vault,  Treasurer  Muldoon  and 

assistants,  William  Moran  and  Walter  Convey,  count  up. 

Armored  car  from  U.  S.  Trucking  Corp.  takes  cash  for  deposit  in 
the  Chase  National  Bank. 

Advertisement 



CHARGE  WEALTHY  PASADENA  WOMEN  FINANCE 

ALLEN,  ACCUSED  NAZI  LEAFLET  CIRCULATOR 
Report  Based  on  Action 

By  Allen's  Attorney 
To  Secure  Fees 

Has  Criminal  Record  Ranging 

Over  25  Years,  "Ken” Alleges 
By  IVAN  SPEAR 

Hollywood — Several  Pasadena  women, 

allegedly  wealthy,  are  accused  by  the  Hol- 
lywood Anti-Nazi  League  of  financing  the 

pro-Nazi  campaign  of  Henry  D.  Allen  who, 
the  League  continues  to  assert,  is  respon- 

sible for  distributing  the  vicious  anti- 

Semitic,  anti-industry  “Boycott  the 
Movies”  throwaway. 

Now,  official  organ  of  the  League,  bases 
its  latest  accusations  on  suits  filed  in  the 

Superior  Court  by  Henry  K.  Elder,  Allen’s 
attorney,  against  the  women  named,  alleg- 

ing they  had  retained  the  lawyer  to  de- 
fend Allen  and  subsequently  failed  to  pay 

the  agreed  upon  retainers. 

Says  Retained  by  Women 

The  League  asserts  the  complaint  sets 
forth  Allen  was  hired  by  Mrs.  W.  K. 
Jewett,  Mrs.  de  Shishmereff,  alias  Mrs. 
Leslie  Fry,  Mrs.  Faith  McCullough  and  ten 

Jane  Does  to  “promote  the  interests  of  the 
Gentile  race  and  combat  subversive  Com- 

munistic and  other  racial  activities.” 

Mrs.  Jewett’s  address  is  given  as  1201 
Arden  Road  in  Pasadena’s  “millionaire  sec- 

tion.” She  is  described  as  a   widow.  Mrs. 

McCullough’s  address  is  given  as  3460 
Grayburn  Road,  an  exclusive  district  of 
Lamanda  Park.  Now  asserts  she  is  the 

wife  of  William  B.  McCullough,  a   sales- 

man. Mrs.  Fry’s  address  is  given  as  328 
N.  Louise  Glen  in  Glendale.  The  League 

publication  also  claims  she  “has  long  been 
known  as  one  of  Allen’s  backers.” 

Elder’s  complaint  contends  the  defend- 
ants in  the  suit  which  seeks  recovery  of 

$5,000  formed  the  American  League  of 
Christian  Patriots  and  the  Militant  Chris- 

tian Patriots  and,  further,  that  they  served 
notice  on  Elder,  August  8,  their  agreement 
to  retain  him  as  attorney  was  off. 

Cites  Trio  of  “Instances” 

Elder’s  complaint  goes  on  to  cite  three 
instances  in  which  he  alleges  he  was  called 

upon  to  act  for  Allen  when  the  latter  pre- 
sumably became  involved  with  the  law. 

One  circumstance  is  claimed  to  concern  an 

occasion  when  Allen  allegedly  was  ’sent  to 
San  Diego  by  the  defendants  to  distribute 

anti-Communist  literature.  A   second  is 
claimed  to  concern  an  incident  in  Fresno 
over  an  allegedly  broken  lease  on  an 
auditorium  in  which  Allen  was  to  have  de- 

livered an  anti-Semitic  address.  The  third 
concerns  legal  representation  for  Allen  on 
a   charge  of  fraudulent  registration  for 
voting.  This  is  slated  to  be  heard  on 
November  3. 

Now,  currently,  has  this  to  say: 

“A  split  had  obviously  occurred  between 
the  stooge  Allen  and  his  wealthy  backers 
because  Allen  refused  to  let  Elder  with- 

in Continued  on  page  28) 

Chicago — Henry  D.  Allen,  acknowledged 

author  of  pro-Nazi,  anti-Semitic  literature, 

but  disavower  of  the  “Boycott  the  Movies” 
pamphlet  which  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League  maintains  is  his,  has  a   criminal 
record  extending  over  a   period  of  25  years, 
according  to  Ken. 

“Fascist  Coordinator  Allen,  once  No. 

25835,  San  Quentin”  was  a   central  char- 
acter of  “Exposing  Native  U.  S.  Plotters,” 

charges  an  article  which  appeared  in  Ken 
for  September  8   with  this  foreword: 

“The  real  inside  job  for  the  Bunds  is  not 
mere  propaganda  and  conversion  to  Nazi 
ideology,  but  a   military  organization  for 
sabotage  and  espionage  in  the  United 
States  in  the  event  of  European  war, 
whether  we  are  neutral  or  not.  For  this 
ticklish  work,  the  leaders  are  too  smart 
to  use  suspected  aliens,  but  rely  on  native 

Americans.” As  a   prelude,  Ken  has  this  to  say: 

"Within  the  past  few  months  native 
Americans,  working  with  Nazi  agents  in 
this  country,  completed  plans  to  organize 
a   secret  army  in  the  United  States  with 
the  ultimate  object  of  seizing  control  of 

the  government  by  force  .   .   .The  liaison 
man  is  Henry  D.  Allen,  2860  Nina  St., 
Pasadena,  Calif.,  the  same  man,  who,  with 
Herman  Schwinn,  leader  of  the  Nazi 

propaganda  and  espionage  organization  on 

the  west  coast,  helped  organize  the  Mexi- 
can Gold  Shirts  headed  by  Nicholas 

Rodriguez,  now  in  exile  in  the  U.  S. 

“Allen  is  at  the  present  moment  not 
only  involved  in  the  plot  to  organize  a 
secret  army  in  the  United  States,  but  also 

active  in  efforts  to  overthrow  the  Car- 

denas government.” 
Ivan  Spear,  western  manager  for  Box- 

office,  a   few  days  ago  had  it  readily  ad- 
mitted to  him  by  Henry  K.  Elder,  Los 

Angeles  attorney  who  will  represent  Allen 
on  November  3   on  charges  of  fraudulent 
registration  for  voting,  that  Allen  had 
served  time  in  San  Quentin  and  Folsom 

prisons.  Ken,  however,  goes  considerably 

deeper  and,  in  substantiation  of  its  allega- 
tion that  this  man’s  “criminal  record  ex- 

tends over  a   period  of  25  years,”  publishes the  following: 

“May  17,  1910:  Arrested  in  Los  Angeles 
charged  with  uttering  fictitious  checks. 
In  simple  language  this  means  just  a   little 
bit  of  forgery.  To  those  who  have  been 
accepting  him  as  the  great  exponent  of 
good  government  and  honest  citizenship, 
it  is  suggested  that  they  look  up  the  Los 
Angeles  Police  Department  file  No.  7,613. 

“June  10,  1910:  Sentenced  to  three  years’ 
imprisonment,  sentence  suspended  upon 
tearful  assurances  of  good  behavior. 

“May  12,  1912:  Picked  up  in  Phila- 

- — Courtesy  of  Ken 

HENRY  D.  ALLEN 

delphia  charged  with  being  a   fugitive  and 
brought  back  to  Los  Angeles. 

“July  1,  1912:  Committed  to  San  Quen- 
tin. Guest  No.  25,835. 

“April  21,  1915:  Committed  to  Folsom 
from  Santa  Barbara  on  a   forgery  charge. 
Guest  No.  9,542. 

“Feb.  1,  1919:  Arrested  in  Los  Angeles 
County  charged  with  suspicion  of  a   felony. 
Los  Angeles  County  No.  14,554. 

“June  31,  1924:  Arrested  in  San  Fran- 
cisco, charged  with  uttering  fictitious 

checks.  No.  35,570. 

“Oct.  5,  1925:  Los  Angeles  police  de- 
partment issued  Bulletin  No.  233;  Allen 

wanted  for  uttering  fictitious  checks.” 
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PROS  AND  CONS  ON  BOYCOTT  REPRODUCTION 

MARK  INDUSTRY  OPINION  THROUGHOUT  U.  S. 
How  Boxoffice  Learned  Allen 

Wrote  Pro  -   Hitler  Literature 

Trade  Thought  Varies  and 
More  Territories  Have 

Their  Say 

New  York — Cleavage  is  the  word. 

Up,  down  and  across  the  nation,  indus- 
try opinion  varies  drastically  on  the  ad- 

visability or  not  of  the  reproduction  in 

Boxoffice  of  the  scurrilous  “Boycott  the 

Movies”  pamphlet.  Accused  flatly  of  au- 
thorship and  circulation  by  the  Hollywood 

Anti-Hazi  League,  Henry  D.  Allen  of  Pasa- 
dena, formerly  behind  bars  at  San  Quen- 

tin and  Folsom  prisons,  admits  his  pen- 
chant for  pro-Nazi,  anti-Semitic  litera- 

ture, but  denies  any  knowledge  of  the  leaf- 
let which  has  created  a   furore  throughout 

the  industry. 
What  they  are  saying: 

Boston  Film  Men  View 

Publication  as  Error 

Boston — Aside  from  Prank  Lydon,  vice- 
president  of  Allied  here,  reaction  thus  far 

available  on  the  boycott  pamphlet  is  un- 
animously against  Boxoffice.  Lydon,  how- 

ever, states: 

“Too  vile  to  be  worthy  of  recognition.” 
This  appears  to  be  the  general  opinion 

to  date.  One  non-subscriber  threatened 
cancellation,  although  he  did  not  bother 
to  explain  what  he  would  cancel.  A   num- 

ber declined  to  make  any  statement  be- 
cause they  “wanted  to  stay  out  of  the  con- 

troversy.” Several  asserted  similar  propa- 
ganda had  been  brought  to  the  attention 

of  national  and  local  Jewish  groups  and 
that  the  agreed  policy  in  such  instances 
had  been  one  of  non-recognition. 

Maritime  Exhibitors 

Denounce  the  Attack 

St.  John,  N.  B. — Prominent  local  exhibi- 
tors express  surprise  that  a   new  outbreak 

of  anti-Hollywood  propaganda  has  been 
uncovered  in  the  Middle  West  and  were 
of  the  view  the  movement  has  little  chance 
of  making  headway. 

“It  is  obviously  the  work  of  some  ir- 
responsible persons,”  said  F.  G.  Spencer 

of  F.  G.  Spencer  Co.,  Ltd.,  well-known 
Maritime  theatre  chain.  “The  matter 
seems  too  ridiculous  to  be  given  further 
publicity — that  would  be  giving  it  more 
attention  than  it  warrants.” 

W.  H.  Golding,  manager  of  the  Capitol 
and  chairman  of  the  New  Brunswick  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  committee, 
believes : 

“I  am  sure  that  any  such  slanderous 
whispering  campaign  and  attempts  at 
boycott  would  be  repulsive  to  a   clean- 
minded  public.  My  thought  is  that  the 
film  business  has  been  too  often  a   target 
for  malicious  and  unfounded  outbursts. 
Attacks  of  this  kind  would  not  carry  much 
appeal  to  the  people  of  Canada,  where 

(Continued  on  page  18) 

Hollywood — This  is  the  detailed  story 

of  how  Ivan  Spear,  western  manager  for 
Boxoffice,  learned  Henry  D.  Allen,  who  is 

accused  by  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League  as  the  author  of  the  scurrilous 

“Boycott  the  Movies”  pamphlet,  is  the 
admitted  sponsor  of  pro-Nazi,  anti-Semitic 
literature.  Allen,  however,  disclaims  any 
responsibility  for  the  leaflet  which  directly 
attacked  the  film  industry. 

A   check  was  instituted  with  the  Los 
Angeles  police  department,  the  Chamber 
of  Commerce,  the  telephone  and  gas  com- 

panies, the  Deutsches  Haus  where  it  was 

admitted  Allen  “occasionally  drops  in”  and 
the  Peerless  Printing  Press  in  Pasadena 

where,  according  to  the  Anti-Nazi  League, 
some  or  all  of  Allen’s  leaflets  have  been 
printed.  Peerless,  the  League  maintains, 
is  in  the  general  printing  business  and  is 

in  no  way  connected  with  Allen  and  what- 
ever his  activities  may  be.  These  various 

trails  were  pursued  in  an  effort  to  locate 
Allen  in  Pasadena  for  purposes  of  inter- 

viewing him  and  getting  a   rebuttal  to  the 
League’s  accusation. 
The  clue  to  Henry  K.  Elder,  attorney 

who  has  been  representing  Allen  on  a 
charge  of  fraudulent  registration  at  the 

polls,  finally  developed  through  the  cham- 
bers of  Superior  Court  Judge  Charles 

Fricke  where  the  charge  alleging  illegal 
registration  is  slated  for  trial  before  jury 
next  month. 

Spear  then  communicated  with  Elder’s 
office.  Elder  was  not  in,  but  the  following 
conversation  was  held  with  a   man  named 

Wurbell,  Elder’s  assistant: 
Q. — (Spear)  I   am  anxious  to  ascertain 

the  whereabouts  of  Mr.  Henry  Allen, 
who,  I   understand,  is  a   client  of  yours. 

A. — (Wurbell)  I   would  rather  have  Mr. 
Elder  (the  attorney)  give  you  that  infor- mation. 

Q. — This  is  Associated  Publications, 
which  publishes  Boxoffice,  a   motion  pic- 

ture trade  magazine,  and  we  wanted  to  get 
in  touch  with  Mr.  Allen.  The  Hollywood 
Anti-Nazi  League,  as  you  probably  know, 
has  been  blasting  him  for  his  anti-Semitic 
and  pro-Nazi  activities  and  we  want  to  talk 
to  him  about  the  legal  action  which  he 
threatened  against  the  League  some  time 

ago  for  accusing  him  of  distributing  anti- 
Semitic  circulars. 

A. — Well,  I   can’t  tell  you  much  about 
that  suit,  although  I   know  there  was  some 

such  action  contemplated.  I’m  sure  Mr. 
Elder  can  tell  you  whatever  you  want  to know. 

Q. — Tell  me.  This  case  in  which  you  are 
representing  him  and  which  comes  up  for 
trial  November  3.  Can  you  get  him  off? 

A. — It  is  for  fraudulent  registration. 

Allen  is  a   convicted  felon  with  prison 
records  at  San  Quentin  and  Folsom.  As 
such,  his  rights  as  a   citizen  were  taken 
away  from  him,  although  he  contends  they 
were  returned  and  that  he  registered  and 

voted  in  all  sincerity.  Although  it  shouldn’t, 
the  man’s  background  may  work  against 
him — his  anti-Semitic  and  Nazi  activi- 

ties. It  is  a   jury  trial  and  he  may  be 
judged  on  his  past  record  and  his  current 
activities  rather  than  on  the  crime  with 
which  he  is  charged. 

Q. — There  is  this  much  to  be  said  for 

Allen,  isn’t  there,  that  he  has  the  courage 
of  his  convictions  in  not  denying  that  he 

prints  and  distributes  this  anti-Semitic literature? 

A. — Oh,  he  admits,  that  all  right.  He 
does  deny,  however,  that  he  is  affiliated 
with  the  German-American  Bund.  He 
doesn’t  belong  to  that  organization,  but 
merely  uses  the  Deutsches  Haus  and  other 
places  to  deliver  his  speeches.  Appar- 

ently, he  figures  he  has  to  speak. 

Q. — How  did  Allen  get  into  this  Nazi 
activity  in  the  first  place? 

A. — First  he  launched  a   campaign 
against  Communism.  He  is  very  bitterly 
against  Communism.  Then,  during  the 
course  of  his  endeavors,  he  found  that 

many  of  those  who  supported  Commun- 
istic theories  were  Jewish.  So  he  found 

himself  drifting  off  onto  a   tangent  and 

plunging  into  an  anti-Semitic  campaign 
as  a   sideline. 

Q. — I   understand  he  lives  somewhere  in 
Pasadena.  What  does  he  do  for  a   living? 

A. — I   don’t  know  how  he  makes  his  liv- 
ing. I   heard  he  was  on  the  dole  for  awhile. 

He  is  a   metallurgical  engineer,  you  know. 

Later,  Elder  telephoned  Spear  who  ex- 
plained he  was  desirous  of  locating  Allen 

and  why.  This  conversation  then  ensued: 
A. — (Elder)  Are  you  in  sympathy  with 

the  League? 

Q. — (Spear)  We  are  neither  one  way  or 
the  other.  We  simply  want  to  get  the  in- 

formation, that’s  all,  for  impartial  report- 
ing of  the  case. 

A. — Well,  they  seem  to  be  after  Allen, 
and  that’s  their  method  of  doing  it. 

Q. — We  are  interested  in  tracing  down 
the  story  and  his  reactions  to  the  Anti- 
Nazi  League’s  direct  accusation  that  he 
printed  and  distributed  Nazi  and  anti- 
Semitic  circulars.  What  does  he  propose 
doing  about  it? 

A. — He  demanded  a   retraction,  which 
was  never  forthcoming  and,  of  course,  he 
has  other  troubles  now. 

Q. — You  are  referring  to  the  suit  in 
which  you  are  now  representing  him — that 

(Continued  on  page  18) 
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Field  Has  Its  Say 

On  "Boycott"  Topic 
(Continued  from  page  17) 

races  and  creeds  have  always  lived  hap- 
pily together  and  where  no  racial  lines  are 

drawn  in  the  employment  of  qualified 
persons.  This  latest  charge  appears  to 
be  absurd,  but  I   can  appreciate  the  atti- 

tude of  Boxoffice  that  such  agitations 
should  be  exposed  and  stamped  out  at 

their  outset.” 

"Unwarranted"  in  View 
Of  Pittsburgh  Group 

Pittsburgh  —   Film  men  here  will  not 

speak  for  publication  on  the  subject  of 
the  pamphlet  reproduced  in  Boxoffice  for 
October  1.  Publication  of  the  leaflet 

which  vilified  the  industry  and  advo- 
cated a   boycott  on  films,  was  unwarranted, 

in  the  opinion  of  the  majority.  One  film 

man  said  reproduction  of'  the  pamphlet 
merely  agitated  the  situation;  he  believed 
that  the  illustration  should  not  have  been 

used  under  any  circumstance. 

Reactions  were  confusing  at  first.  Many 

readers,  evidently  viewed  the  Page  5   dis- 
play for  an  advertisement,  despite  the 

fact  that  it  was  labeled  with  a   bold  head- 

ing, “Poison  Guns  Are  Barking,”  and  with 
a   prominent  footnote  on  Page  3. 

Jewish  members  of  the  industry  were 

shocked,  they  told  a   Boxoffice  repre- 

sentative. Understanding  Boxoffice’s 
position  in  the  matter,  they  were  sure 
that  others  would  not  see  the  light,  and. 

therefore,  were  of  the  opinion  the  repro- 
duction was  a   mistake.  After  a   study  of 

the  editorial  and  a   discussion  of  the  sub- 
ject, they  were  of  the  same  opinion. 

There  was  praise  from  all  quarters  on 

Boxoffice’s  announcement  that  it  would 
function  as  a   clearing  house  in  an  effort 
to  expose  those  responsible  for  the  original 
publication  and  distribution  of  such 
literature. 

Krim  of  Detroit  Doubts 

Procedure  Is  Helpful 

Detroit  —   Issue  is  taken  with  Box- 

office's  policy  of  exposing  anti-Semitic 
pamphlets  attacking  the  industry  by  Sol 

Krim,  operator  of  the  Krim  Brothers  Cir- 
cuit, who,  while  admitting  that  there  are 

two  ways  of  looking  at  the  issue,  says; 

“Why  give  the  promoters  of  those 
pamphlets  this  additional  circulation?  I 
question  whether  the  reprint  is  going  to 
have  any  effect.  This  same  type  of  thing 

has  been  seen  before  in  politics  and  else- 
where. Boxoffice  has  just  put  it  in  the 

hands  of  more  people.” 

Approve  the  Purpose, 

But  Hit  Presentation 

Los  Angeles  —   Early  reactions  to  the 

vilifying  "Boycott  the  Movies”  leaflet: 
“I  think  the  general  idea  of  the  editorial 

is  good,  but  the  manner  in  which  it  was 

presented  stinks  and  I   think  the  compari- 
son of  the  current  situation  to  the  Ku 

Klux  Klan  is  ridiculous.  The  reproduction 

is  very  misleading  and  spoiled  the  effec- 

tiveness of  the  editorial,”  believes  Herman 

How  Boxoffice  Learned  Allen 

Wrote  Pro  -   Hitler  Literature 

•   Continued  from  page  17) 

he  supposedly  fraudulently  registered  and 

voted.  Do  you  think  your  chances  of  gain- 
ing an  acquittal  on  that  count  are  good? 

A. — I   don’t  know — we  have  a   lot  of  good 
legal  points  but  you  never  know  about 
things  like  that. 

Q. — Of  course,  prejudice  against  his  past 
activities  may  enter  into  it. 

A. — Perhaps.  He  started  talking  against 
Communism  and  branched  out  into  anti- 

Semitism,  and  the  Anti-Nazi  League  and 
others  said  they  were  going  to  get  him. 

Q. — Does  he  deny  having  been  respon- 
sible for  the  printing  and  distribution  of 

the  anti-Semitic  literature  for  which  the 
League  indicts  him? 

A. — Yes,  he  denies  any  connection  with 
the  particular  pieces  of  literature  they  ac- 

cuse him  of  distributing. 

Q. — Then  he  does  admit  being  active  in 
the  preparation  and  distribution  of  some 

literature  of  this  type  as  part  of  his  anti- 
Semitic  campaign? 

A. — Yes.  But  this  particular  circular 
was  very  scurrilous  and  was  done  over  his 
protest.  He  thinks,  and  I   agree  with  him. 
that  it  was  a   plant  and  that  the  League 
charged  him  with  being  responsible.  He 
told  those  who  prepared  it  that  they  were 
damned  fools.  He  has  always  adhered  to 
a   campaign  of  education.  In  that  San 
Diego  case,  the  developments  came  just  as 
the  Germans  put  through  their  putsch  in 
Austria  and  thousands  of  Austrian  Jews 

were  coming  here.  He  got  out  a   folder 
pointing  out  that  there  were  11,000,000 

unemployed  Americans,  called  “Wake  Up 
America.”  I   think  it  was  timely — I   hate 
to  see  Europeans,  with  their  twisted 
philosophies,  coming  here  and  taking 

Americans’  jobs. 
Q. — If  at  all  possible,  I   want  to  obtain 

a   formal  denial  or  admission  either  from 

Mr.  Allen  himself  or  from  you  as  his  at- 
torney, that  he  did  print  the  circulars  of 

which  the  League  accuses  him.  Would  you 
suggest  that  I   contact  him  directly? 

A. — Well,  here’s  a   suggestion.  He  will 
undoubtedly  be  coming  in  here  in  a   day 

Lewis  of  the  Whitman-Lewis  circuit. 
Albert  Galston,  president  of  the  ITO 

of  Southern  California  and  Arizona  thinks 
this: 

“The  whole  thing  was  poorly  handled. 
When  I   first  saw  it,  I   planned  to  send 
letters  to  all  of  our  members  urging  them 
to  cancel  their  subscriptions  to  Boxoffice. 
Now  that  you  have  called  my  attention  to 

the  fact  that  it  isn’t  an  ad  and  to  the 
editorial  which  refers  to  it,  I   think  the 

idea  of  fighting  such  attacks  and  propa- 

ganda through  Boxoffice  is  O.  K.” 
“Highly  commendable,”  says  Sam  C. 

Levin,  head  of  the  Seelee  Theatre  Co.,  with 
headquarters  in  San  Francisco.  Levin, 
currently  visiting  here,  owns  five  theatres, 
three  of  which  are  in  Selam,  Wasso  and 
Kingsberg. 

Ned  Calvi,  operator  of  the  Rex  and 
Plaza : 

“Such  subversive  activities  should  be 
uncovered.  Kann  and  Boxoffice  show 

or  two,  and  I’ll  be  glad  to  put  him  in  touch with  you. 

Q. — In  the  meantime,  will  you  give  me 
his  address  and  telephone  number? 

A. — In  view  of  our  relationship — as  at- 
torney and  client — I   must  refuse.  I   would 

rather  leave  it  up  to  him,  you  understand, 
because  he  may  not  want  to  divulge  that 
information  to  you. 

Q. — Let  me  ask  you — if  he  can  estab- 
lish that  he  didn’t  print  the  piece  of 

literature  with  which  the  League  charges 

him,  you  certainly  have  a   case  against  the 
League — defamation  of  character,  or  libel? 

A. — Yes,  we  have.  And  against  Ken 

magazine,  too.  An  article  appeared  there- 
in within  the  last  month,  written  by  Ging- 

rich. It  labeled  Allen  as  the  key  Nazi 
man  in  the  country,  which  is  tommyrot. 

Q. — I   understand  he  denies  any  connec- 
tion with  the  German-American  Bund. 

A. — Yes.  He’s  not  even  eligible.  His 
family  has  been  here  since  the  days  of 
Ethan  Allen  and  the  Revolution.  There  is 

no  German  blood  in  the  family  whatso- ever. 

Q. — I   think  in  all  fairness  Mr.  Allen 

should  issue  a   statement  citing  just  ex- 
actly what  portions  of  that  literature  he 

admits  responsibility  for  and  what  he 

denies.  That’s  only  fair. 
A. — Well,  recently  the  attorney  for  the 

Anti-Nazi  League  tried  to  get  Allen  to  file 

an  affidavit  revealing  his  entire  connec- 
tions with  the  anti-Communism  and 

anti-Semitic  movement.  I   considered  that 
impertinent. 

Q. — Naturally,  the  burden  of  proof  rests 
with  the  person  who  printed  the  alleged 
libel.  In  view  of  the  fact,  as  you  say,  the 

Anti-Nazis  won’t,  retract  their  charges 
against  Allen,  you  will  no  doubt  consider  a 

criminal  libel  action  after  you  have  dis- 
posed of  this  criminal  case? 

A. — I   wouldn’t  like  to  say  just  now. 
These  things  will  have  to  be  worked  out 

step  by  step.  That’s  up  to  him. 
At  this  point,  the  conversation  was  ter- 

minated by  Elder  who  again  promised  to 

telephone  Spear  the  first  time  Allen 

visited  the  lawyer’s  office. 

commendable  enterprise  and  the  United 

States  has  no  place  for  such  partisanship.” 
Eddie  Cooke,  Universal  manager: 

“It’s  a   good  thing.  If  Boxoffice  hadn’t 
brought  the  matter  to  light,  there  would 
have  been  complaints  within  the  industry 
that  some  trade  paper  should  have  done 

so.” 

Hollywood  —   Franklyn  B.  Warner, 

president.  Fine  Arts  Pictures: 
“I  think  all  trade  papers  should  get 

together  on  this  proposition  and  it  should 
be  taken  up  with  the  Hays  office  which, 
in  turn,  should  secure  the  cooperation  of 

the  newspapers  throughout  the  nation.” 

Oregon  Industry  Unquotable; 
Believe  BOXOFFICE  Right 

Portland,  Ore. — Although  film  men  in 

this  vicinity  refuse  to  make  statements  re- 
(Continued  on  page  23) 
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Field  Continuing 

Views  on  "Boycott" 
(Continued  from  page  18) 

garding  the  boycott  pamphlet  circulated 
in  the  vicinity  of  Middle  West  theatres  and 
elsewhere,  the  concensus  of  opinion  was 
that  the  less  said  about  it  the  better. 

Naturally,  everyone  deplored  the  pamph- 
let, but  refused  to  make  statements  for 

publication  because  of  the  religious  issue. 
They  do  not  believe  Boxoffice  wrong  in 
reproducing  the  pamphlet  or  in  comment- 

ing on  it,  however. 

Des  Moines  Now  Calling 

For  Complete  Exposure 

Des  Moines — General  opinion  here  is 
Boxoffice  should  not  have  published  the 

boycott  leaflet,  but  that,  since  is  done, 
every  effort  should  be  bent  toward  expos- 

ing the  offenders. 
However,  Leo  P.  Wolcott  of  Eldora, 

president  of  Allied  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska, 

says:  “I  think  it  was  a   good  idea  to  bring 
this  thing  to  light.  Boxoffice  should  fol- 

low it  through  now  and  expose  the  cul- 

prits.” Lou  Elman,  RKO  manager:  “I  feel  the 
pamphlet  should  have  been  picked  up  and 
passed  on  to  responsible  parties  who  might 
be  able  to  do  something  about  the  thing, 
but  I   am  definitely  opposed  to  its  having 

been  published.” 

Luckett  Views  Method 

As  Effectively  Correct 

Dallas — “Uncle  Joe”  Luckett  who  runs 
several  neighborhood  theatres  for  Inter- 

state views  the  Boxoffice  expose  as  the 

“smartest  thing  that  could  have  been 
done.”  He  declares  there  is  an  undercur- 

rent in  the  country  and  in  the  southwest 
against  the  Jews  as  a   result  of  propa- 

ganda pouring  in  from  Europe  and  be- 
lieves the  only  way  to  stop  it  is  to  bring 

it  into  the  open.  Luckett  is  a   sort  of  sage 
in  this  region  and  bears  weight  in  film 
circles. 

Not  Taken  Seriously 
In,  Around  Atlanta 

Atlanta  —   “Just  a   fanatical  nut.  Not 

worth  bothering  about,”  sums  the  cross- 
sectional  reaction  of  Atlanta  film  men  to 
the  boycott  throwaway. 

New  Orleans  Outraged 

By  Venomous  Attack 

New  Orleans  —   Exhibitors  and  ex- 

changemen,  cross-sectionally,  brand  the 
poison  attack  exposed  by  Boxoffice  as  one 
of  the  most  dastardly  attacks  on  a   major 
American  industry  within  their  memory. 

Buffalo  Area  Shocked; 

Urge  Its  Unraveling 

Buffalo — Exhibitors  and  exchangemen 
generally  express  the  view  every  effort 
should  be  made  to  run  down  the  perpetra- 

tors of  the  boycott  leaflet.  Several  say 
they  are  amazed  such  a   situation  could 
arise  and  are  mystified  as  to  what  may 
have  instigated  the  attack. 

One  Deplores,  Four  Commend 

Des  Moines — “Many  of  our  business  as- 
sociates, the  rabbi  of  one  of  our  finest 

synogogues  in  Des  Moines,  and  many 
others  who  would  presumably  have  known 
better  had  they  read  more  carefully,  ac- 

tually believed  that  the  pamphlet,  ‘Boy- 
cott the  Movies,’  was  published  as  an  ad- 

vertisement in  your  publication.  I   know 
this  is  difficult  to  believe,  but  it  is,  never- 

theless, the  regrettable  situation,  many 

who  noted  what  they  believed  to  be  a   ‘paid 
ad’  failed  to  stop  and  read  the  editorial. 

“While  I   deeply  appreciate  your  own 
personal  aim  in  publishing  the  comment 
and  the  reproduction,  I   believe  your  edi- 

torial staff  handled  it  badly  and,  as  a   re- 
sult, I   seriously  question  the  good  results 

of  not  only  paying  any  attention  to  the 
enterprise,  but  also  of  pushing  the  whole 
matter  further  into  the  limelight.  While 
the  matter  may  arouse  one  group  of  us  to 
action,  by  the  same  token,  it  only  adds 
incentive  to  fan  dormant  ideas  into  ac- tivity. 

“My  purpose  in  writing  you  is  not  so 
much  to  criticize,  as  to  give  you  a   picture 
of  the  local  reception  to  the  matter  as  it 
was  read  in  your  publication.  Meanwhile, 
you  have  my  personal  regards  and  good 

wishes,  always.” — A.  H.  Blank,  Tri-States Theatre  Corp. 

New  York — “More  power  to  you  for 
turning  the  cold  white  light  of  publicity 
on  a   Nazi  leaflet  in  order  to  expose  an 
un-American  attack  on  the  entire  film 
industry.  You  are  to  be  commended. 

“Some  folks  may  construe  the  leaflet  as 
merely  an  assault  on  the  Jews.  Such  is 
not  the  case.  Nazism,  from  which  this 

leaflet  stems,  is  definitely  anti-Catholic, 
anti-religion,  anti-Masonic,  anti-educa- 

tion, anti-enlightenment,  anti-Negro,  anti- 
unions. In  short,  anti-minorities. 

“While  for  the  moment,  the  spearhead 
of  the  offensive  may  be  directed  against 

the  Jews,  as  the  weakest  group  of  the  mo- 
ment, both  reason  and  experience  tell  us 

in  no  uncertain  terms  that,  when  the  Nazis 
have  delivered  a   setback  to  the  Jews,  the 
next  attack  will  be  against  the  Catholics 
or  the  Masons,  or  the  burning  of  books 
and  films. 

“Germany  yesterday,  Czechoslovakia  to- 
day, Austria  this  minute  reveal  the  Nazi 

Kultur  in  operation.  Let  us  not  be  fooled 

or  lulled  into  a   false  sense  of  security.  Per- 
haps, the  faint  of  heart  may  cry,  ‘hush, 

hush — keep  it  quiet’  as  the  best  method  to 
evaluate  this  leaflet. 

“On  the  contrary,  silence  will  only  give 
encouragement  to  such  anti-American 
procedures  just  as  silence  in  Austria  made 
of  some,  first  the  tool  and  then  the  vic- 

tim. Today,  it’s  boycott  the  movies.  To- 
morrow, the  newspapers.  The  day  after, 

the  radio,  then  it’s  boycott  the  pulpits. 

Thus,  it  is  evident  this  drive  against  the 
industry  is  really  an  offensive  against  free 
speech,  free  press,  free  screen  and  the 
freedom  of  religion.  This  first  Nazi  boy- 

cott must  be  stopped. 

“The  time  is  here  for  exposure,  publicity 
and  action.  Forward-looking  people  of  all 
groups  in  the  industry  should  unite  right 
now  to  halt  this  anti-democratic  trend. 

“By  such  action,  Hitler’s  agents  can  be 
stopped — and  will  be  stopped.  As  for  me, 
I   stand  ready  to  raise  my  voice  again  and 
again  and  to  fight  at  any  time  with  all  the 
democratic  weapons  at  my  command  if 
and  when  the  next  blast  is  made  against 

the  Catholics  or  Protestants.” — Victor  M. 
Shapiro. 

Los  Angeles — “The  last  sentence  in  your 
editorial,  ‘This  publication  will  convert 
itself  into  a   detective  agency  for  causes 

such  as  this  any  time,’  inspires  the 
thought  that  you  can  count  on  me  as 
deputy  at  all  times  in  the  successful 
championing  of  this  cause.  Rumors  are 
often  recurrent  in  times  such  as  these  of 
the  dissemination  of  such  vicious  propa- 

ganda and  the  subersive  air  surrounding 
them  makes  manifest  the  infinite  value  of 
merciless  publicity. 

“Since  I   am  in  hearty  accord  with  your 
analysis  of  the  situation,  I   do  not  propose 
to  take  up  your  time  by  dwelling  at  length 
upon  it  further;  it  is  sufficient  unto  the 
cause  thereof  to  take  immediate  remedial 

measures.  Constant  alertness  to  a   condi- 
tion which  has  no  national  limitations 

but  at  once  assumes  international  propor- 
tions demands  a   cooperative  spirit  as  pre- 

scribed by  various  anti-Nazi  assemblies,  to 
which  I   subscribe  unreservedly. 

“We  have  sufficient  ammunition  to  back 
up  our  rights  in  logic,  reason  and  facts. 
These  can  be  blasted  forth  with  effective 
explosiveness  when  fired  from  the  proper 
calibred  weapons;  and  equally  ineffective 
when  placed  in  the  magazines  of  pop  guns. 
Boxoffice  is  sufficiently  geared  up  to 

awaken  those  in  the  industry  who,  intent 

upon  their  jobs,  may  unconsciously  as- 
sume aspects  of  smugness,  satisfied  that 

things  like  that  couldn’t  happen  here.” — 
Harry  Stern,  GB  branch  manager. 

Columbia  City,  Ind. — “That  pamphlet 
is  serious  business.  I   think  that  you  can 
be  sure  that  all  fair-minded  people  in  the 
industry  will  be  behind  you  in  running 

down  such  a   pernicious  article.” — A.  E. 
HANCOCK,  Columbia  Theatre. 

Spearville,  Kas. — “You  stated  you  may 
be  criticized  and  likely  you  will.  People 

don’t  seem  to  like  the  truth.  However, 
you  are  doing  the  biggest  and  finest  piece 

of  work  that  can  be  done.” — ERNEST  F. 
QUIRK,  De  Luxe  Theatre. 

Cleveland  Is  Generally 

In  Complete  Accord 
Cleveland — Most  of  the  important  mem- 

bers of  the  film  industry  here  and  in  the 
surrounding  area  believe  Boxoffice  pur- 

sued the  correct  procedure  in  exposing  the 

“Boycott  the  Movies”  pamphlet.  There 
were  fewer  who  viewed  it  as  harmful  as 
giving  comfort  and  support  to  the “enemy.” 
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SCHENCKS  READY  TO  SELL  INTEREST  IN  GB; 

DP  TO  THE  "RIGHT  BUYER,"  JOSEPH  M.  SAYS 
" They  Want  Laughs' 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

New  York — Predicting  “Brother  Rat” 
will  be  one  of  the  best  pictures  of  the 
year  for  his  circuit,  Mort  Singer,  partner 
with  RKO  in  a   number  of  midwest  situa- 

tions, tells  Boxoffice  “the  people  want  to 
laugh  and  they  want  good  sane  comedy.” 
He  points  to  Olsen  &   Johnson,  who  are 

doing  a   smash  business  in  “Hellzapoppin.” 
Singer  says  his  theatres  have  played  the 
act  for  15  years  and  always  have  done 
very  well  with  the  comedians. 

“The  public  is  not  going  to  poor  pic- 
tures. The  product  is  got  to  have  some 

backbone  and  other  stuff  to  hold  up”  he 
contends.  “The  Sisters,”  according  to 
Singer,  looks  very  good. 
No  theatre  expansion  is  contemplated 

by  the  circuit  head,  who  left  for  Chicago 

over  the  weekend  and  returned  Wednesday* 
to  complete  bookings  for  pictures  and 
shows  for  his  units. 

Loew's  Head  to  Coast  on 
Annual  Studio  Checkup 

New  York — Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  presi- 

dent of  Loew’s,  heads  for  the  coast  next 
Friday  for  his  usual  checkup  on  studio 
activities. 
A1  Lichtman,  his  executive  assistant, 

left  Monday  night  after  two  and  a   half 
weeks  here. 

Ben  Goetz,  British  production  head,  and 

Sam  Wood,  who  will  direct  “Goodbye  Mr. 
Chips,”  sailed  on  the  Queen  Mary  for 
London  to  begin  work  on  the  picture.  Un- 

able to  cast  a   leading  woman  from  Holly- 
wood to  appear  opposite  Robert  Donat,  it 

appeared  likely  a   British  actress  will  be 
recruited  for  the  role. 

First  Word  on  Subject 

Since  Collapse  of 
Ostrer  Deal 

New  York — Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chair- 

man of  the  20th  Century-Fox  board,  is  in 

favor  of  selling  the  company’s  24  y2  per 
cent  interest  in  GB  provided  the  right 
buyer  comes  along.  This  is  the  first  time 
since  the  collapse  of  negotiations  with  the 
Ostrers  about  three  years  ago  that  Schenck 
has  officially  admitted  he  is  receptive  to 
offers  to  sell. 

Although  Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  president 

of  Loew’s,  which  holds  a   similar  interest 
in  the  British  company,  has  not  voiced  an 
opinion,  his  thoughts  are  understood  to 

be  along  the  same  lines  as  his  brother’s. 
In  the  September  17  issue,  Boxoffice  ex- 

clusively reported  from  London  that  both 

20th-Fox  and  Loew’s  were  considering  the 
sale  of  their  combined  interest  in  GB.  It 
was  related  at  the  time  that  a   preliminary 
talk  along  these  lines  was  had  between 
Joseph  Schenck  and  Isidore  Ostrer,  the 

head  of  GB,  while  the  20th-Fox  chairman 
was  in  England. 

Schenck,  on  his  arrival  from  the  coast 
over  the  weekend,  told  Boxoffice  he  is 

willing  to  sell  “if  they  give  us  plenty  of 
money.”  He  also  admitted  having  a   brief 
talk  with  Ostrer,  but  did  not  go  into  details 
on  what  the  conference  was  about. 

Remember  “Run  Out” 

The  Schencks,  it  is  said,  have  never  for- 
gotten “the  run  out”  by  the  Ostrers  after 

making  a   deal  in  writing  for  the  sale  of 
their  (the  Ostrers)  holdings  in  GB.  Under 

terms  of  the  plan  set  at  the  time,  distribu- 
tion facilities  of  the  three  companies 

were  to  have  been  combined  with  GB  han- 
dling English  production  requirements  for 

both  20th-Fox  and  M-G-M  under  the 

quota.  Robert  T.  Kane  is  British  produc- 
tion supervisor  for  20th-Fox  under  Darryl 

F.  Zanuck  and  Ben  Goetz  is  handling 

M-G-M’s  picture  making  in  England. 
Goetz  sailed  during  the  week  with  Sam 

Wood,  who  is  to  direct  “Goodbye,  Mr. 
Chips,”  with  Robert  Donat.  This  is  the 
third  picture  on  the  M-G-M  British  pro- 

duction program  and  several  others  have 
been  lined  up  to  follow.  Kane  also  has 
been  busy  on  a   number  of  pictures. 

Schenck  does  not  plan  a   trip  to  England 
at  this  time,  but  he  may  sail  the  end  of 
the  year. 

Asked  if  there  was  any  significance  in 

his  selling  some  of  his  20th-Fox  stock, 
Schenck  said  it  was  “a  personal  affair  and 
did  not  mean  anything.”  While  here  he  at- 

tended a   session  of  the  company’s  board. 
He  also  visited  Washington  during  the  week 
on  behalf  of  the  paralysis  relief  movement 
of  which  he  is  coast  chairman.  Jay  Paley, 
as  usual,  accompanied  him. 

Going  Pre-Historic 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

New  York — “Life  Began,”  tentative  title 

for  his  pre-historic  picture,  will  be  one  of 
his  “greatest  undertakings,”  Hal  E.  Roach 
said  on  his  departure  for  the  coast  after 
a   two-week  visit  here.  About  two  months 
have  already  been  spent  on  preparation 
and  Roach  sees  another  six  months  before 
a   cast  is  lined  up.  Present  plans  indicate 
it  will  be  10  reels  and  not  ready  for  re- 

lease until  next  season. 

Otherwise,  Roach  said,  his  schedule  re- 
mains about  the  same.  “Topper  Takes  a 

Trip”  is  being  completed  and  “It’s  Spring” 
was  put  into  work  this  week  with  Oliver 
Hardy,  Harry  Langdon,  Billie  Burke  and 

Alice  Brady,  if  the  latter’s  doctor  will  per- 
mit her  to  appear  before  the  camera. 

“Water  Gypsies”  is  next  and  this  will  be 
followed  by  “Captain  Midnight.”  The  pro- 

ducer and  his  wife  are  shown  above. 

Leases  Broadway  Theatre 

For  Foreign  Film  Policy 
New  York  —   Moe  Goldman,  head  of 

Foreign  Cinema  Arts,  has  leased  the  Conti- 
nental, Broadway  and  51st,  from  Warner 

and  will  operate  under  a   foreign  picture 
policy,  featuring  Yiddish  films  mainly.  He 
plans  to  reopen  the  house  November  1 

with  a   Jewish  production,  “The  Singing 

Blacksmith.” Goldman  also  reports  his  company  will 
produce  six  Yiddish  pictures  at  the  old 
Biograph  studios  in  the  Bronx. 

Grineff  Sails  for  Paris 

New  York  —   Jacques  Grineff,  French 

film  man  who  owns  the  rights  to  “Grand 
Illusion,”  is  bound  for  Paris. 
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Consider  Richey  as 

Manager  of  Allied 
Atlantic  City — H.  M.  Richey,  who  re- 

cently resigned  as  director  of  theatre 
operations  and  publicity  for  Cooperative 
Theatres  of  Michigan,  is  being  mentioned 

as  business  manager  of  the  national  Al- 
lied organization,  it  was  reliably  reported 

here  as  the  Allied  of  New  Jersey,  Allied  of 
New  York  and  eastern  Allied  regional 
meetings  got  under  way  at  the  Ritz 
Carlton. 

The  discussion  on  Richey  is  understood 
to  have  been  taken  up  at  the  adjourned 

directors’  session,  after  being  informally 
discussed  in  New  York  by  Nathan  Yamins, 
president,  and  other  directors.  Richey  has 
been  with  the  Allied  unit  in  Michigan  for 
16  years  and  is  credited  with  a   complete 

knowledge  of  Allied’s  aims  and  purposes. 
Particularly  in  view  of  the  trade  discus- 

sions on  self -regulation,  in  which  Allied  is 
playing  a   prominent  part,  it  is  felt  by 

numerous  Allied  leaders  that  Richey’s  ap- 
pointment as  business  manager  would  be 

a   good  move. 

Whether  Richey  will  continue  to  main- 
tain his  headquarters  in  Detroit,  if  chosen, 

remains  to  be  seen. 

Richey  is  not  here  and  did  not  attend 

the  directors’  meetings  in  New  York.  He 
is  reported  working  on  a   new  theatre  or- 

ganization in  Michigan.  Whether  this  will 
interfere  with  Allied  leaders  plans  to  name 
him  to  a   national  post  is  among  other 
things  yet  to  be  decided.  Richey  has  not 

yet  been  approached,  it  is  said,  but  Yam- 
ins,  Col.  Harry  A.  Cole  and  several  others 
are  seriously  considering  talking  to  him 
in  the  next  week  or  ten  days. 

Peskay  Is  Distribution 
Head  lor  Yermie  Stern 

New  York — Edward  J.  Peskay,  formerly 
sales  manager  for  Grand  National,  is  now 
general  manager  in  charge  of  distribution 
for  Yermie  Stern  Commercial  Attractions, 
Inc.  The  company  is  marketing  a   Kute 
Kris  Kringle  lobby  attraction  in  which  a 

three-inch  Santa  Claus  lives  in  a   doll’s 
house.  The  illusion  is.  created  by  vanish- 

ing mirrors. 

There  Goes  Another 

Illusion 

Hollywood — There  are  always  things 

coming  to  light  to  ease  the  burden  of  a 

life  fraught  with  emptiness.  Take 

Frank  Lloyd's  recent  discovery  that 
thinning  the  eyebrows  is  not  a   modern 

beautification  idea. 

It's  15th  century  stuff,  Lloyd  says,  and 
this: 

"Why  they  not  only  plucked  the  eye- 
brows to  thin  lines  and  sometimes  re- 

moved them  entirely,  but  in  many  cases 

plucked  or  shaved  the  neck  and  fore- 

head so  that  no  hair  would  be  visible 

beneath  their  headdresses."  Really? 

Charge  Wealthy  Pasadena 

Women  Back  Henry  Allen 

(Continued  from  page  16) 

draw  from  his  defense  and  insisted  that 
he  continue  his  services  and  collect  from 

them  according  to  the  agreement.’’ 
Efforts  made  by  Boxoffice  to  obtain 

statements  from  the  women  named  in  the 

Elder  action  have  proved  unavailing. 

“Boycott"  Circulars  Are 
Distributed  in  Chicago 

Chicago  —   Hundreds  of  copies  of  the 

“Boycott  the  Movies”  throwaway,  attack- 
ing the  motion  picture  industry,  were  dis- 

tributed at  a   meeting  of  the  German- 
American  Bund  last  Sunday  at  Lincoln 

Turner  Hall  here  on  Chicago’s  north  side. 
The  meeting,  attended  by  about  500  men, 

women  and  cnildren,  was  addressed  by 
Bundesfuehrer  Fritz  Kuhn  of  New  York. 

Hours  before  the  meeting  started,  crowds 

of  anti-Nazi  groups  gathered  in  front  of 

the  hall,  until  by  nightfall  several  thou- 
sand persons  were  congregated  to  protest 

against  the  meeting.  It  resulted  in  nearly 

200  policemen  being  hurried  to  the  scene 
to  prevent  the  protestors  from  storming 
the  building. 

Boxoffice  this  week  learned,  too,  that 

copies  of  the  throwaway  had  been  pasted 
on  windows  next  to  theatres  in  Cicero, 

Chicago  west-side  suburb,  some  weeks  ago. 
Authorship  and  those  responsible  for  the 
acts  could  not  be  learned. 

Industry  leaders  here  this  week,  after 
learning  of  the  distribution  of  the  leaflets 

locally,  again  complimented  Boxoffice  on 
its  editorial  stand  of  October  1   in  regard 

to  the  matter.  However,  opinion  was  di- 
vided on  reprinting  of  the  copy  of  the 

throwaway.  Many  felt  that  the  mere  edi- 
torial comment  was  sufficient  to  bring  the 

matter  to  the  surface  and  that  the  pub- 
lication of  the  leaflet  itself  aided  instead 

of  hindered  the  aim  of  those  who  produced 
the  throwaway. 

On  Tuesday  of  this  week  the  Chicago 

Times ,   which  has  vigorously  crusaded 
against  Nazism  in  America,  quoted  from 
the  numerous  comments  run  in  Boxoffice 

for  October  15  in  regard  to  the  leaflet. 

Among  those  quoted  were  Joseph  I.  Breen, 

Abram  F.  Myers,  William  F.  Rodgers,  Ed- 

ward A.  Golden  and  Monogram’s  associated 
producer,  Frank  Melford. 

Would  Fight  Propaganda 

With  Propaganda 

New  York — R.  S.  Harrison  would  fight 

anti-screen  propaganda,  as  evidenced  in 

the  boycott  pamphlet,  with  a   one-reeler 
“with  some  of  the  most  prominent  mov- 

ing picture  stars  delivering  a   speech  to 
picture  audiences  assuring  the  American 
people  that  there  is  no  Communism  in 

Hollywood.” He  writes: 

“Harrison’s  Reports  gladly  joins  Mr. 

Kann  on  stigmatizing  this  vicious  propa- 
ganda, instigated  no  doubt  by  believers 

in  Nazi  type  of  totalitarianism,  and  sug- 
gests to  exhibitors  to  fight  it  with  all  the 

means  at  their  command,  not  only  because 
the  democratic  principle  of  tolerance  is 
violated,  but  also  because  the  interests  of 

"Quiz"  Extension 

Hinges  on  Field 
New  York — Fate  of  the  industry  drive 

committee’s  proposal  to  extend  the  expira- 
tion date  of  the  Movie  Quiz  contest  beyond 

December  31  rests  on  the  consensus  of 

opinion  obtained  from  35  regional  chair- 
men in  this  country  and  Canada.  Tele- 

grams were  still  coming  in  over  the  week- 
end in  the  shadow  of  the  general  commit- 

tee's specially  called  meeting  at  the  Hotel 
Astor  Tuesday  to  consider  what  course  to 
take  to  include  that  portion  of  subsequent 
runs  claiming  inability,  due  to  clearance 

difficulties,  in  obtaining  the  minimum  re- 
quiied  contest  pictures. 
At  committee  headquarters,  no  one 

would  venture  a   probable  course  in  the 
event  the  extension  proposal  is  vetoed. 
Regional  chairmen  have  been  advised  to 

refund  to  pledges  any  money  demanded  on 

the  grounds  that  insufficient  contest  pic- 
tures are  available. 

Those  opposed  to  extending  the  contest 
period  hold  considerable  damage  from  a 
prestige  viewpoint  might  attach  to  the 
industry  if  the  public  construes  this  as  an 

indication  that  the  Movie  Quiz  is  a   “flop.” 

the  entire  industry  will  suffer  unless  such 

propaganda  is  counteracted. 
“In  the  case  of  Shirley  Temple  whose 

name  has  figured  prominently  in  the  in- 
vestigation of  the  Dies  committee,  an  at- 

tempt to  ridicule  the  assertion  (of  Com- 
munism) should  be  made.  And  one  way 

by  which  it  could  be  ridiculed  is  to  show 
Shirley  giving  a   suit  of  clothes  to  some 

poor  girl  and  a   bystander  saying,  ‘She  is  a 

communist.’ “The  industry  leaders  may  have  a   dif- 
ferent way  of  doing  it,  but  it  should  be 

done  and  every  exhibitor  in  the  country 
should  volunteer  to  show  such  a   reel  on 
his  screen. 

“This  is,  of  course,  an  indirect  way  of 

fighting  propaganda,  but  Harrison’s  Re- ports believes  that,  in  fighting  this  sort  of 
attack  upon  the  industry,  the  indirect  way 
is  the  most  effective. 

“Harrison’s  Reports  calls  upon  the  in- 

dustry’s leaders  to  consider  these  sugges- 

tions.” Gulick  Out  Franklin 
Helms  Drive 

New  York — With  the  resignation  ol 

Paul  Gulick  as  coordinator  of  the  Mo- 

tion Pictures'  Greatest  Year  campaign, 
Harold  B.  Franklin,  administrator  of  the 

drive,  takes  over. 

To  become  effective  November  1, 

Gulick's  resignation  returns  him  to  Earl 

Newsom  &   Co.,  from  which  he  was  bor- 
rowed for  the  campaign. 

An  increase  in  independent  exhibitor 

pledges  is  noted,  the  figure  rising  to 

67  the  past  week.  The  title  of  the  all- 
industry drive  short  has  been  changed 

from  "The  World  Is  Yours"  to  “The 

World  Is  Ours." 
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FRANK  CAPRA  HIT  SCORES  AGAIN  IN  HOLDOVER 
BOSTON 

Fenway — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Campus 
Confessions  (Para),  2nd  run   110 

Memorial — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox) ; 
Breaking  the  lee  (RKO)   105 

Metropolitan — Straight,  Flaee  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox);  Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)   100 

Orpheum — Boys  Town  (M-G-M) ;   The  Lady 
Objects  (Col),  2nd  wk   195 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway   125 

State — Same  as  Orpheum    155 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
held  2nd  wk   115 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
stage  show,  held  2nd  wk   120 

Garrick — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)     95 
Palace — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  stage 

show   100 

Roosevelt — Yalley  of  the  Giants  (WB)     80 
State-Lake — Army  Girl  (Rep),  Hugh  Herbert 

on  stage   110 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held  2nd 
wk   180 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — The  Gladiator  (Col),  3   days;  The  Lady 
Objects  (Col),  4   days      75 

Hippodrome — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  2nd  wk   '   115 
Palace — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ);  stage: 
Duke  Ellington  and  his  band    105 

State — Stablemates  (M-G-M)      95 
Stillman— -Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  wk. .   .   70 

DALLAS 

Capitol--Prairie  Moon  (Rep),  1st  half   125 
Capitol — 10th  Avenue  Kid  (Rep),  2nd  half.... 100 

Majestic — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col). .150 
Melba — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN)     85 

Palace — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox)     80 

Tower — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Girls’  School  (Col)      130 
Broadway — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB),  after 

a   wk.  at  the  Denver      80 

Denham — Campus  Confessions  (Para),  plus 
stage  show    105 

Denver — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-F'ox); 
Major  Bowes’  unit    150 

Orpheum — Bovs  Town  (M-G-M) ;   Rich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   125 

Paramount — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN); 
The  Missing  Guest  (Univ)      80 

Rialto — Pour  Daughters  (FN),  after  a   wk.  at 
the  Denver  and  Aladdin;  Mr.  Moto  Takes 

a   Chance  (20th-Fox)    110 

DETROIT 

Adams — Hoosier  Schoolboy  (Mono) ;   Mr.  Wong, 
Detective  (Mono)      85 

Cinema — If  War  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amk)     75 

Fox — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — Algiers  (UA) ;   Touchdown  Army 
(Para)      85 

Palms-State — Frankenstein  (Univ)  ;   Dracula 
(Univ)    110 

United  Artists- — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)..  105 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  wk     80 
Circle — Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Loew’s — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)...  150 
Lyric — The  Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show    125 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esciuire — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox)..  75 
Midland — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Vacation 
From  Love  (M-G-M)    135 

Newman — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB);  Touch- 
down Army  (Para)      90 

Orpheum — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN);  Secrets 
of  an  Actress  (FN)      85 

Tower — Personal  Secretary  (Univ) ;   Glen  Gray 
and  his  Casa  Loma  orchestra   150 

Uptown — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)     85 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox) ;   Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)   100 

Downtown — Girls  on  Probation  (FN);  Secrets 
of  an  Actress  (FN)    100 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 

Los  Angeles,  2nd  wk   210 

Valley  of  the  Giants  (stage 

show) — Minneapolis    200 

Boys  Town  (dual) — Boston   195 

Boys  Town — Chicago,  2nd  wk   180 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Pittsburgh,  2nd  wk   175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York 

City,  2nd  wk   175 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Indianapolis,  Dallas,  New  Or- 
leans   150 

Boys  Town — Minneapolis    150 

Too  Hot  to  Handle — Portland, 
Ore   150 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  7th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City;  4th  wk.,  Washington;  3rd 

wk.,  Philadelphia. 

Boys  Town,  6th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  4th 
wk.,  Milwaukee. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk..  Salt  Lake 
City. 

Room  Service,  3rd  wk..  New  York  City. 

Four  Daughters,  3rd  wk.,  Washington. 

Four  Star — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk   ,100 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown   100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet   210 
Paramount — Campus  Confessions  (Para),  Gene 

Autry  and  Betty  Grable  on  Stage     90 

State — Same  as  Chinese   100 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Campus  Confessions  (Para) ;   Veloz  & 
Yolanda  on  stage    120 

Riverside — Juvenile  Court  (Col),  vaudeville ....  100 
Strand — Boys  Town  (M-G-M) ;   Speed  to  Burn 

(20th-Fox),  4th  wk     85 
Warner — Room  Service  (RKO) ;   Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)    100 

Wisconsin — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M).  The 

Chaser  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   100 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox);  Fugitives  for 
a   Night  (RKO)      95 

Century — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)  ...  100 
Orpheum — Yalley  of  the  Giants  (FN),  stage 

show   200 

State — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    150 
World — Charm  of  La  Boheme  (Foreign)     70 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk   145 

Loew-Poli — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M); 
Gladiator  (Col)    130 

Paramount — Touchdown  Army  (Para) ;   Men 
Are  Such  Fools  (WB),  8   days   115 

Roger  Sherman — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Mr. 
Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO),  2nd  wk     90 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — The  Lady  Objects  (Col)   100 
Globe— The  Crowd  Roars  (M-G-M),  2nd  run..  85 

Liberty — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)   100 

Orpheum — You  Can't  Take  It  With  You  (Col). .150 
Saenger — Sing,  You  Sinners  (Para)   110 
State — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    125 

Tudor — The  Charm  of  La  Boheme  (Foreign)  ..  .’100 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  7th  wk. 
of  roadshow      85 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  .105 
Criterion — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)   115 
Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ)    115 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd 

wk.,  plus  stage  show    175 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk., 
plus  stage  show      95 

Rivoli — Room  Service  (RKO),  3rd  wk     75 

Roxy — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-F'ox), 
2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show   100 

Strand — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN),  plus 

stage  show      75 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion— -That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   105 
Liberty — The  Fainted  Desert  (RKO) ;   Give 
Me  a   Sailor  (Para),  4   days   100 

Liberty — Personal  Secretary  (Univ) ;   Safety 

in  Numbers  (20th-Fox),  3   days     80 
Midwest — Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 
State — Crime  Takes  a   Holiday  (Col);  Flight 

to  Fame  (Col)      80 

Tower — Mother  Carey’s  Chickens  (RKO), 
4   days      50 

Tower — Cowboy  From  Brooklyn  (WB),  3   days.  .   50 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — Room  Service  (RKO) ;   The  Lady 

Objects  (Col)    120 
Omaha — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Rich 

Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  2   days  of  2nd  wk; 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket  Bust- 
ers (WB),  5   days    125 

Orpheum — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox) ;   Hunted  Men  (Para)    125 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Drums  (UA)     90 
Boyd — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   110 
Earle — Campus  Confessions  (Para),  plus  stage 

show  featuring  Chick  Webb’s  Orchestra   150 
Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   125 

Karlton — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   120 

Keith’s — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox)   100 
Stanley — Stablemates  (M-G-M)   110 
Stanton — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)   100 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   175 

Barry — Delinquent  Parents  (Monarch);  Meet 
the  Mayor  (Monarch)    110 

Fulton — The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ) ;   Meet  the 

Girls  (20th-Fox)      70 
Penn — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)     60 

Stanley — Room  Service  (RKO);  Wayne  Morris 
and  Johnnie  Davis  in  person   110 

Warner — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  d.  t.  wk   105 

PORTLAND,  ME. 

State — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Touchdown 

Army  (Para)    125 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — That  Certain  Age  (Univ);  10th 

Ave.  Kid  (Rep),  2nd  wk   110 

Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 

Year  (Univ),  6th  wk   110 

Orpheum — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox);  The  Lady  Objects  (Col)    100 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col)    135 

United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M).. 150 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox); 
Mysterious  Sir.  Moto  (20th-Fox)    100 

Centre — Drums  (UA)    110 

Paramount — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    100 
Studio — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  4th  wk. .   .   90 
Utah — Cowboy  From  Brooklyn  (WB)      90 

Victory — Colorado  Kid  (Rep) ;   Vacation  From 

Love  (M-G-M)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) 
plus  stage  show      75 

Columbia — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  4th  wk..  90 

Earle — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)  plus 
stage  show,  2nd  wk   110 

Keith’s — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (RKO)     85 
Metropolitan — Four  Daughters  (FN),  3rd  wk. .   .   90 
Palace — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)     85 
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LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

FRANKLIN  REPLIES 

New  York — Your  representative  asked 

me  to  comment  in  connection  with  the  let- 

ter by  N.  H.  Waters,  published  in  the  Oc- 
tober 8th  issue  of  Boxoffice. 

To  begin  with,  I   was  surprised  to  find 
that  Mr.  Waters  has  not  pledged  any 
of  his  theatres.  Notwithstanding  this 

fact,  we  feel  Mr.  Waters’  letter  should  not 
be  allowed  to  create  an  unfair  impression. 

The  question  of  subsequent  run  exhibi- 
tors has  been  receiving  serious  considera- 
tion by  the  general  committee  and  we  hope 

a   way  will  be  found  to  satisfy  every  type 
of  exhibitor.  Some  exhibitors,  however, 
have  tried  to  use  the  Movie  Quiz  contest 
as  a   wedge  to  improve  their  clearance. 
The  question  of  clearance  is  definitely  one 
between  the  exhibitor  and  the  distributor 
and  the  general  committee  cannot  inject 
itself  into  such  a   problem  because  clear- 

ance, after  all,  is  a   part  of  the  rental  that 
an  exhibitor  pays.  Whether  such  terms 
are  fair  or  not  depends  upon  the  particu- 

lar situation  involved. 

We  do  know  that,  after  a   careful  sur- 
vey, most  exhibitors  who  have  pledged 

themselves  to  this  campaign  will  have 
made  available  for  their  use  a   minimum  of 
30  pictures.  While  there  may  be  some 
exhibitors  who  are  unable  to  play  at  least 
30  pictures,  the  great  majority  of  exhibi- 

tors realize  that  the  committee  has  sin- 
cerely attempted  to  set  up  regulations  that 

woud  benefit  most  theatres. 

Yet  it  is  the  hope  of  our  committee  to 

find  a   way  to  meet  every  reasonable  sug- 
gestion. For  that  purpose  a   meeting  will 

be  held  on  October  25  in  New  York  by  the 

general  committee  to  consider  the  prob- 
lem of  extreme  subsequent  run  situations. 

—HAROLD  B.  FRANKLIN,  for  the  Cam- 

paign Committee,  Motion  Pictures’  Grea- 
est  Year. 

MORE  MODERNIZATION 

Unionville,  Mo.  —   Just  thought  you 

mi^ht  be  glad  to  know  we  have  just  in- 
stalled all  new  equipment,  new  Motio- 

graph  machines  complete  with  new  lamp 
house  and  new  half -size  lenses  with  the 
latest  automatic  changeovers  and  the  lat- 

est Western  Electric  Mirrophonic  Sound. 
Our  opening  Sunday  was  a   big  success  and 
everyone  was  well  pleased  with  our  pres- 

entation. I   have  been  a   regular  reader  of 
Boxoffice  for  a   long  time  and  could  not 

do  without  it. — G.  W.  SUMMERS,  Royal 
Theatre. 

EXTEND  THE  QUIZ 

Chicago — The  Movie  Quiz  contest  will 

have  to  be  extended  or  the  industry  will 
take  an  awful  walloping  from  both  the 

public  and  the  smaller  subsequent-run  ex- 
hibitors. 

If  the  drive  is  for  the  benefit  of  all,  the 
small  showman  should  have  the  same 

chance  to  benefit  as  the  large. — A.  L.  C. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

First— Last— And  Only  Advertisement 
About 

“KUTE  KRIS  KRINGLE” 
The  Living-Breathing-Human 

3 -INCH  TALL 

SANTA  CLAUS 
The  Most  Amazing  Box-Office  Attrac- 

tion Developed  Since  the  Inception  of 
Show  Business. 

Due  to  Limited  Number  Available  We 

Will  Accept  Contracts  in  Order  of  Re- 
ceipt. 

We  own  the  basic  patents. 

We  have  NO  competition. 
He  is  BEYOND  THE  SHADOW 

OP  A   DOUBT  the  greatest  magnet — 
the  most  tremendous  attractor  of 
crowds  in  history. 

KUTE  KKIS  KRINGUE 
A   living,  breathing,  human  SANTA 

CLAUS. 

He  stands  THREE  INCHES  TALL 
in  his  stocking  feet. 

He  occupies  a   gloriously  appoint- 
ed, brilliantly  lighted,  luxurious 

home,  2%  feet  high,  3%  feet  long. 
He  walks,  he  talks,  he  sits,  he 

stands,  he  laughs,  he  answers  ail 

questions. 
He’s  alive — he  actually  breathes — 

and  leaves  your  patrons  breathless! 

In  this  little  house  are  running 

electric  trains,  a   lighted  Xmas  tree, 
a   roomful  of  colorful  toys.  A   REAL 
THRILL! 

AND  HERE'S  THE  TOPPER! 

HE  TALKS  TO  YOU — CARRYING 
ON  A   RUNNING  CONVERSATION. 

FIRST  SERVED FIRST  COME  — 
Wire  —   Phone  —   Best  Thing  To  Do  Come  See  Him  Yourself 

YERMIE  STERN  COMMERCIAL  ATTRACTIONS 
1902  RKO  Bldg.,  NEW  YORK  32  W.  Randolph  St.,  CHICAGO 
Phones — Circle  5-7135 — 7155  Phone — Central  8505 

Conciliation  Trend 

In  Trade  Parleys 

(Continued  from  page  4) 

ventions  of  the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  and 

Allied  of  New  York  at'  the  Ritz-Carlton. 
It  is  understood  Allied  is  insistent  upon 

a   written  agreement,  if  any  when  that 
point  is  reached,  this  to  be  binding  upon 
all  participating  groups.  This  condition, 
Allied  maintains,  is  necessary  in  the  light 

of  the  organization’s  stand  that  promises 
made  by  Kent  during  the  5-5-5  confer- 

ences in  1932  were  not  observed  by  other 

distributors.  This  attitude  on  Allied’s  part 
applies  to  other  conferences  held  from 
time  to  time  with  distributors  as  well.  Be- 

cause the  organization  further  charges  the 

MPTOA  has  “walked  out”  on  it,  Allied 
likewise  insists  its  deliberations  with  dis- 

tributors must  be  separately  conducted. 

Allied’s  stand,  as  outlined  by  Myers  in 
Columbus  in  December,  1937,  has  been 
further  riveted  by  additional  demands, 
Boxoffice  learns.  Nathan  Yamins  ad- 

mits this,  but  refuses  to  supply  detail.  All 
of  the  points,  however,  were  thoroughly 
aired  when  Allied’s  directorate  met  on 
Monday  after  which  its  negotiating  com- 

mittee was  named. 

As  they  met  at  the  Warwick  Hotel,  a 
report  persisted  their  meetings  were  being 
observed  by  an  FBI  investigator,  but  this 
was  denied. 

After  two  days  of  meetings  with  the 
MPTOA  committee,  Kuykendall  declined 
to  comment  on  whether  or  not  the  or- 

ganization had  in  any  wise  departed  from 
its  original  ten-point  program.  The  indi- 

cations are,  however,  that  it  has  not. 

Alvin  Sloan  Is  First  to 

Enter  Exhibitor  Contest 
New  York  —   Alvin  Sloan,  Washington, 

N.  J.,  exhibitor,  evidently  believes  in  the 
adage  of  the  early  bird.  His  was  the 
first  entry  blank  signifying  his  participa- 

tion in  the  $2,100  exhibitor  contest  for 
the  best  campaign  in  connection  with 
Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year.  Sloan  sent 
his  entry  in  the  day  after  the  blanks  were 
distributed  from  campaign  headquarters. 

Monogram  Head  East 

Alter  Hollywood  Delay 
Hollywood — W.  Ray  Johnston,  presi- 

dent of  Monogram,  plans  to  leave  for  New 
York  next  week.  Pressure  of  business  at 
the  studios  prevented  him  from  attending 
the  testimonial  dinner  given  by  exhibitors 
to  Edward  A.  Golden,  vice-president,  in 
Minneapolis  last  weekend. 

Warner  in  Deal  With 

Minnesota  Amusement 
New  York — Warner  has  closed  a   deal 

with  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  for 
45  houses  in  Minnesota,  South  and  North 
Dakota  and  Wisconsin. 
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Sees  Ten  Per  Cent 

Cancellation  Peak 
New  York  —   Joseph  M.  Schenck  views 

cancellations  as  “very  dangerous”  to  the 
maintenance  of  quality  production  and 
sees  a   10  per  cent  bracket  as  the  peak 
load.  It  is  to  discuss  this  phase  of  the 

self -regulation  conferences  that  the  chair- 
man of  the  board  of  20th  Century-Fox 

came  to  New  York  from  the  coast,  he 

informed  Boxoffice  upon  his  arrival.  His 

talks  will  be  held  with  S.  R.  Kent,  presi- 
dent of  the  company  as  well  as  chairman 

of  the  distributors’  trade  practice  commit- 
tee, and  “some  of  the  others  who  will  at- 
tend the  sessions.” 

Schenck  declares,  “I  don’t  believe  there 
should  be  any  cancellation.  The  exhibitor 

buys  of  necessity,”  which  is  the  same  rea- 
son he  gives  the  producer  for  making 

pictures.  He  also  contends  that,  because 
many  exhibitors  play  product  at  the  rate 
of  three  or  more  features  a   week,  it  is 

necessary  to  buy  in  blocks.  And  it  is  be- 
cause of  this  that  it  is  hardly  reasonable, 

he  continues,  to  expect  distributors  to  show 
theatre  owners  each  picture  before  they  buy 

it.  However,  Schenck  explains,  if  exhibi- 
tors play  one  picture  for  a   week  or  more, 

that  is  different.  Such  theatres  are  in 

the  minority,  he  immediately  adds. 

“No  company  can  stand  more  than  10 
per  cent  cancellation,”  he  said,  explaining 
producers  spent  a   great  deal  of  money  on 
pictures  and  that  when  theatres  do  not 

play  five  of  50  purchased  there  is  a   loss 
to  the  distributor  for  each  account  sold. 

Hence,  there  is  no  incentive  to  increase 
production  costs,  he  believes. 

If  more  than  10  per  cent  cancellation  is 

granted,  the  only  alternative  for  producers, 
as  Schenck  sees  it,  is  to  reduce  budgets 

proportionately.  Producers  are  always  be- 

ing faced  with  “natural”  rising  costs,  ac- 
cording to  Schenck.  He  mentions  as  an 

example  social  security,  taxes  and  labor. 
Producers  want  to  continue  making  big 
pictures,  but  will  not  if  they  are  to  be 
handicapped  by  exhibitors  who  insist  on 
greater  cancellation  privileges,  it  is  his 
viewpoint. 

Asked  what  cancellation  percentage  he 

would  accept,  Schenck  said,  “I  don’t  know, 
but  whatever  is  decided  on  we  will  cut  our 

budgets  proportionately.  It  will  have  a 

bad  effect  on  the  industry.”  He  adds  that 
if  20  per  cent  were  allowed,  the  cut  in 
quality  will  reflect  itself  at  the  boxoffice. 

“The  situation  is  very  dangerous  for  the 
production  end  of  the  business.  Producers 

are  spending  more  money  on  pictures  and 

cannot  stand  it — and  get  results — if  the 
percentage  privilege  is  increased. 

“I  don’t  believe  any  man  should  buy 
anything  he  doesn’t  want.  There  should 
be  no  cancellation,  but  if  there  must  be, 
it  should  not  be  more  than  10.  per  cent. 
Producers  and  distributors  cannot  stand 

more  than  10  per  cent,”  he  emphasized. 
When  asked  about  score  charges  the 

20th-Fox  chairman  said  he  was  unfamiliar 
with  the  subject  and  that  it  was  a   sales 
problem. 

Schenck  concluded  his  only  reason  for 

Eastman ,   Dillon-WB 
Deal  Reported 

Philadelphia — Eastman,  Dillon  and 

Co.,  financial  house,  is  reported  to  have 

entered  the  Warner  financial  structure. 

While  details  are  lacking,  the  report 

persists  the  arrangement  ties  in  with 

the  company's  debenture  issue,  $29,- 
000,000  strong  and  in  maturity  next 

September.  Warner  is  now  arranging 

to  refinance  the  issue  and  recently  ex- 

tended the  final  date  for  turning  in 

certificates  to  December  1. 

Wood  to  Meg  " Florian " Following  Trip  Overseas 
New  York — Sam  Wood  will  direct 

“Florian,”  the  Winfield  Sheehan  produc- 

tion, for  M-G-M  on  his  return  from  Eng- 
land, he  said  aboard  the  Queen  Mary  on 

which  he  sailed  with  Ben  Goetz,  M-G-M 
British  production  head,  to  handle  the 

megaphone  on  “Goodbye,  Mr.  Chips.”  He 
said  he  will  be  abroad  three  months  for 

the  picture  and  then  return  to  Hollywood. 

To  MPTOA  Board 
New  York — S.  S.  Stephenson  of  Hen- 

derson, N.  C.,  president  of  the  North 

and  South  Carolina  Theatre  Owners  Ass’n, 
replaces  Charles  Picquet  of  Pinehurst  on 

MPTOA’s  national  board  of  directors,  by 
Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA  president,  de- 
clares. 

being  here  is  to  see  that  the  concessions 
likely  to  be  made  at  the  trade  practice 

meetings  “do  not  interfere  with  the  work 

going  on  in  Hollywood.”  He  looks  forward 
to  developments  at  these  conferences  as 

the  keynote  to  furthering  Hollywood  pro- 
duction or  hampering  it. 

Schaefer  Is  Elected 

President  of  RKO 
New  York  —   George  J.  Schaefer  late 

Friday  was  elected  president  of  RKO  Pic- 
tures, KAO  Corp.,  and  B.  F.  Keith  The- 
atres Corp.,  succeeding  Leo  Spitz  in  all 

instances.  Schaefer  gets  the  presidential 
post  of  Radio  Keith  Orpheum,  which  is 
the  parent  company,  shortly. 

Spitz  becomes  special  counsel  of  RKO, 
devoting  approximately  30  per  cent  of  his 

time  to  that  job,  and  will  split  his  atten- 
tion 50-50  between  Chicago  at  his  private 

law  practice  and  New  York. 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  RKO  vice-president, 
threw  a   luncheon  for  Schaefer  Friday  at- 

tended by  Spitz,  Jules  Levy,  John  O’Con- 
nor, Malcolm  Kingsberg,  A.  H.  McCaus- 

land,  O.  C.  Doering,  A.  Christensen  and 
Peter  Rathvon. 

Italian  Film  Monopoly 

Stands,  Firms  Evacuate 
New  York — Negotiations  for  relaxation 

of  the  stringent  Italian  edict  against 
American  motion  pictures  have  collapsed. 
Rome  has  advised  American  negotiators 
that  the  government  monopoly  decree stands. 

Metro,  Paramount,  Warner  Bros,  and 

20th  Century-Fox  are  completing  evacua- 
tion of  their  Italian  offices. 

David  Prince  Southern 

District  Head  lor  UA 
New  York — David  Prince,  Atlanta  man- 

ager, has  been  promoted  to  southern  dis- 
trict manager  of  United  Artists  following 

the  resignation  of  Robert  Mochrie. 

The  Balctbans  Take  a   Train 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Edwin  L.  Weisl ,   member  of  the  Paramount  board,  and  the  Balaban  children 
see  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Barney  Balaban  off  for  Hollywood.  Weisl  is  on  the  extreme 

left.  Mrs.  Balaban  holds  on  to  Leonard,  who  is  eight,  while  Judith — she’s  six — 
cuddles  close  to  the  Paramount  president. 
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Cohen  Says  Shorts  Sales  Plans 

Are  "Elastic”  for  New  Season 

Paramount  Circuit 

Sprucing  Up  Three 
By  LEONARD  WEISBERG 

Atlantic  City — Although  several  ex- 

hibitors attending  the  Allied  of  New  Jer- 
sey and  New  York  convention  at  the  Ritz 

were  inclined  to  disagree  with  him,  Max 
A.  Cohen,  head  of  the  New  York  unit,  as- 

serted that  “the  attitude  of  the  distribu- 
tors on  short  subject  deals  for  1938-39 

is  definitely  elastic.”  He  revealed  that  a 
survey  is  being  conducted  by  his  organi- 

zation to  prove  his  point. 

There  was  considerable  discussion,  but 
no  action  taken,  on  subjects  dealing  with 

forcing  of  newsreels,  elimination  of  give- 
aways and  discriminatory  feature  percent- 

age deals.  Members  playing  games  were 
urged,  however,  to  use  every  precaution 
to  conform  with  the  law  in  view  of  the 

crusade  in  progress  by  the  Society  for  Pre- 

vention of  Crime.  In  New  York,  Cohen’s 
Jewel  theatre  in  Harlem  was  the  scene 

recently  of  a   raid  by  the  society  and  the 

case  is  now  pending  in  magistrate’s  court 
there. 

Developments  in  the  trade  practice 
meetings  underway  in  New  York  at  which 
Allied  is  represented  by  a   negotiating 
committee  were  outlined  briefly  by  Abram 
F.  Myers,  general  counsel  for  the  national 
organization;  Nathan  Yamins,  president, 

and  Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  chairman  of  the  Al- 
lied committee.  Their  remarks  appear  else- 

where in  this  issue. 

Ascap’s  levies  on  theatre  owners  were 
assailed  and  it  was  stated  that  Allied  of 

New  York  does  not  intend  to  stand  by. 
Plans  are  now  in  work  for  filing  a   bill  in 
the  Senate  at  Albany  to  eliminate  the 
music  tax.  Harry  G.  Kosch,  counsel  for 
the  New  York  unit,  is  handling  the  action. 

Both  Cohen  and  Irving  Dollinger,  presi- 
dent of  the  New  Jersey  group,  presided  at 

the  three-day  sessions.  There  were  good 
turnouts  for  all  meetings.  Among  affiliated 

Allied  leaders  attending,  at  one  time  or  an- 
other, were  Myers,  Yamins,  Cole,  Ray 

Branch,  Herman  Blum,  Pete  J.  Wood,  Mar- 
tin G.  Smith,  Fred  Herrington  and  M.  A. 

Rosenberg.  Blum  left  for  his  home  in 

Baltimore,  Friday.  On  Thursday  after- 
noon, Myers,  Yamins,  Cole,  Sidney  Samuel- 

son  and  Branch  returned  to  New  York 

where  they  met  with  the  distributors  trade 
practice  committee  the  following  day. 

The  discussions  and  effect  of  games  and 

giveaways  lead  to  the  adoption  of  a   reso- 
lution opposing  the  practice. 

John  Manheimer,  secretary  of  the  ITOA, 
sat  in  at  the  meetings  as  official  observer 
for  the  New  York  independents.  He  stayed 
over  the  weekend,  as  did  Cohen  and  sev- 

eral other  Allied  members.  Exchange  man- 
agers and  salesmen  also  turned  out,  as 

usual. 

Preliminary  to  revealing  a   breakdown 

on  a   short  subject  survey  for  1937-38, 
Cohen  told  the  men  his  unit  is  unalter- 

ably opposed  to  “playing  politics,”  in  pur- 
suance of  its  policy  to  aid  members.  He 

emphasized  the  success  his  plan  of  “open 
discussion”  had  played  in  securing  relief 
for  exhibitors  as  against  the  theory  of 

“G-man  conferences  and  secret  huddles.” 
On  the  ground  the  public  had  lost  in- 

New Jersey  Allied 

Slate  Re-named 
Atlantic  City  —   As  expected,  no 

changes  were  made  at  the  Allied  of 

New  Jersey  elections  and  Irving  Dol- 
linger continues  for  another  year  with 

the  rest  of  the  officers.  They  include 

Ralph  Wilkins  and  George  Gold,  vice- 

presidents;  Jack  Unger,  secretary;  David 

Snaper,  treasurer;  Murray  Miller,  as- 

sistant treasurer;  Harry  Kridel,  Louis 

Gold  and  Sidney  Samuelson,  members 

of  the  board.  A   unanimous  vote  car- 

ried the  men  through. 

Due  to  insufficient  representation. 

Allied  of  New  York  deferred  its  elec- 

tion to  a   later  date  in  New  York. 

terest  and  the  enterprise  had  failed  to  at- 
tract additional  business,  which  had  been 

the  hope  of  some  of  the  assembled  exhibi- 
tors who  are  participating  in  the  drive, 

the  Movie  Quiz  contest  was  openly  op- 
posed and  so  recorded. 

The  short  subject  survey  for  1937-38 
follows: 

Questions: 

1

.

 

 

— Did  you  have  to  buy  shorts  to  get 

features? 

2

.

 

 

— Did  you  try  to  buy  shorts  without  fea- 

tures? 

3. — Were  you  successful? 
Answers  to  Question No.  1: 

Company 
Yes 

No 

Columbia        26 4 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer        38 8 
Paramount        33 1 
RKO        35 3 
Fox        36 1 

United  Artists        13 

13 

Universal        13 3 
Warner        32 0 

Answers  to  Question No.  2: 
Company 

Yes 
No 

Columbia        13 

12 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer        23 12 
Paramount        24 9 
RKO        18 0 
Fox        32 2 
United  Artists        9 1 
Universal        18 2 
Warner    

    27 
3 

Answers  to  Question No.  3: 
Company 

Yes No 
Columbia        5 

21 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer        9 27 
Paramount        2 31 
RKO        0 27 
Fox        8 28 
United  Artists        1 11 
Universal        3 16 
Warner        3 
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SAG  Meets  Tuesday 
New  York — The  advisory  board  of  the 

eastern  Screen  Actors’  Guild  meets  Tues- 
day to  consider  current  matters.  Closing 

of  the  books  to  further  members  on  Octo- 
ber 15  has  resulted  in  a   flood  of  last- 

minute  applications  and  the  final  mem- 
bership will  probably  reach  1,500. 

New  York — Paramount  is  spending 
$225,000  in  renovating  and  sprucing  up 
three  houses,  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  head  of 
circuit  operations,  informs  Boxoffice. 
The  Paramount,  Times  Square,  gets  its 

first  major  improvement  in  years  when, 
in  about  six  weeks,  the  entire  house  gets 

3,664  new  seats.  Together  with  new  in- 
terior decorations,  the  cost  will  run  to 

$50,000.  There  will  be  no  interruption  in 
the  operation  during  the  alterations. 
The  Paramount,  Miami,  will  reopen 

around  November  15  after  being  entirely 
remodeled  at  a   cost  of  $100,000.  The  house 
has  been  closed  for  the  past  two  months 
for  repairs. 

About  $75,000  is  being  spent  on  the 
Grand,  Minneapolis,  which,  when  it  re- 

opens in  about  five  weeks  will  be  renamed 
the  Gopher. 

Freeman  was  in  Chicago  over  the  week- 
end, in  part  looking  into  refinancing  and 

mortgages  of  some  of  the  circuit’s  prop- 
erties. He  had  a   brief  chat  with  Barney 

Balaban  and  Stanton  Griffis,  who  were 
in  the  Windy  City  en  route  to  the  studios 
on  production  conferences. 

Although  theatre  business  for  Septem- 
ber and  October  has  shown  an  increase 

over  the  two  preceding  months,  the  level 

is  still  below  the  pickup  over  the  cor- 
responding months  in  1937,  Freeman  de- clares. 

Universal  Opens  Another 

Latin-American  Branch 
New  York — Universal  adds  another 

Latin-American  office  to  its  roster  with 

the  opening  of  a   new  branch  in  San  Juan, 
Puerto  Rico,  according  to  Clarence  A. 

Margson,  supervisor  for  that  territory,  who 

has  just  returned  from  a   two-month  trip. 
Carlos  Matos,  a   local  distributor,  has  been 
put  in  charge. 

In  Venezuela,  Margson  says,  a   deal  has 
been  concluded  whereby  Luis  Martinez, 
whose  offices  are  in  Carcacas,  will  be  the 
sole  distributor  for  Universal. 

Margson  is  impressed  by  the  inroads 

made  by  Spanish  pictures  produced  in  Ar- 
gentine and  Mexico.  He  says  their  influ- 

ence is  greatly  felt  especially  in  the  smaller towns. 

The  competition  of  those  pictures,  Marg- 
son feels,  is  offset  by  the  fact  they  are 

bringing  more  people  to  theatres  in  the 
Latin-American  countries  than  ever  before. 

Renews  Philippine  Deal 
New  York — Republic  has  renewed  its 

one-year  Philippine  franchise  with  Acme 
Films  of  Manila,  reports  Morris  Goodman, 
director  of  foreign  sales.  The  company 
also  has  negotiated  a   deal  with  the  Eastern 
Film  Agency  of  the  Straits  Settlement 
for  its  1937-38  product. 

"Suez"  Grosses  $62,362 

New  York  —   The  first  week  of  20th- 
Fox’s  “Suez”  at  the  Roxy  here  grossed 

$62,362. 
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Quiz  Apt  to  Meet 
A   Test  in  Missouri 

New  York — Possibility  of  a   test  case  in 
Missouri  to  determine  the  legality  of  the 
Movie  Quiz  contest  looms  strongly  as  a 

result  of  the  opinion  expressed  by  the  at- 

torney general’s  office  declaring  the  com- 
petition a   lottery. 

The  opinion  was  received  at  campaign 
quarters  here  with  surprise  since  as  George 
J.  Schaefer,  chairman  of  the  drive,  points 

out  the  contest  was  planned  in  accord- 
ance with  all  laws  relating  to  contests  and 

that  postal  authorities  passed  it  in  every 
particular. 

“It  would  have  been  the  height  of  folly,” 
says  Schaefer,  “to  have  started  this  con- 

test at  all  if  it  were  a   lottery,  or  without 

express  assurance  that  it  was  in  accord- 

ance with  postal  laws  governing  lotteries.” 
No  legal  action  has  been  recorded 

against  the  contest.  News  was  relayed 
here  by  telephone  and  it  is  understood 

that  an  opinion  on  the  legality  of  the  con- 
test was  requested  by  a   local  district  at- 

torney in  Missouri.  The  attorney  general’s 
opinion  assumed  the  “judges  would  not  be 
able  to  judge  all  answers.” 

It  is  quite  natural,  comments  Schaefer, 
that  with  many  different  law  enforcing 
departments  in  different  states,  individual 
opinions  may  differ.  It  is  almost  unheard 
of  for  a   decision  of  the  supreme  court,  or 
of  any  other  court  for  that  matter,  to  be 
unanimous,  he  contends. 

Discussing  the  possibility  of  test  case, 

Schaefer  states,  “If  one  is  brought,  it 
will  then  be  the  proper  time  to  defend 

the  contest  in  every  particular.  And  be- 
cause of  the  nation-wide  interest  in  the 

contest  and  the  thousands  of  theatre  own- 
ers who  have  invested  in  it,  such  legal 

action  will  be  defended  with  utmost  confi- 

dence.” 

Kindler  Retains  Helm  of 

Empire  Operators  Union 
New  York — Abe  Kindler  continues  as 

president  of  Empire  M.  P.  Operators  fol- 
lowing an  election  held  this  week.  Other 

officers  who  will  go  along  for  another  year 

include  Ben  S.  Greenstein,  vice-president; 
William  Santarsiero,  recording  secretary; 
Leon  Diamondstein,  financial  secretary 
and  treasurer;  Harry  Fishman,  business 
manager.  The  board  comprises  Nick  Pitta, 
chairman;  Charles  Palowsky,  Jack  Millet, 
Alfred  Schnall,  Rubin  Weissman,  William 
Greenspan  and  Michael  Finkelstein. 

Reports  which  have  been  circulating  to 

the  effect  a   merger  is  in  the  wind  are  re- 
garded as  false  and  an  effort  to  break 

down  the  morale  of  the  membership.  There 
is  an  injunction  against  any  such  merger 
and  both  Century  circuit  and  theatres 
owned  by  the  estate  of  the  late  Jack  W. 

Springer  are  parties  to  the  agreement  not 
to  permit  the  combination  of  the  unions. 

Abraham  Stein 

Portland,  Me. — Abraham  Stein,  father 

of  Joseph  H.  Stein  of  the  Copyright  Pro- 
tection Bureau,  New  York,  is  dead  at  75. 

Won ’t  Lend  War  Equipment  If 
Pacifistic  Notes  Are  Struck 

And  the  Melody 

Lingers  On 
New  York — As  he  was  boarding  the 

Iroquois  on  his  return  home  to  Denver, 

a   BOXOFFICE  reporter  asked  Rick 

Ricketson,  head  oi  the  Fox  Intermoun- 
tain division  of  National  Theatres, 

what  he  had  done  while  he  was  in 

New  York  for  ten  days. 

“Bought  some  product  and  did  a   lot 
of  arguing  with  A1  Lichtman.  Glad  to 

be  getting  back." On  the  same  train,  and  headed  for 

Hollywood,  was  A1  Lichtman. 

Hart  Loses  Lengthy 

UA  Damage  Action 
Washington — Rejecting  a   petition  for 

review  filed  by  the  Wiliam  S.  Hart  Co.,  the 

supreme  court  in  effect  approved  a   de- 
cision of  the  lower  courts  that  a   contract 

between  William  S.  Hart  and  United  Art- 
ists for  distribution  by  the  latter  of  pic- 

tures to  be  made  by  the  former  created 
no  fiduciary  relationship  between  the  two. 

As  a   result  of  the  court’s  action.  Hart 
will  be  unable  to  collect  from  United  Artists 

for  losses  alleged  to  have  been  sustained 
in  the  making  of  a   picture. 
The  agreement  provided  that  United 

Artists  would  be  given  the  exclusive  right 
to  distribute  two  Hart  pictures,  the  gross 
receipts  to  be  divided  on  a   percentage  basis. 
Hart  charged  that  before  the  first  picture 
was  sold  United  Artists  arranged  for  its 
distribution  at  such  prices  that  his  share 
of  the  proceeds  would  be  less  than  actual 
cost  of  production,  and  sued  to  recover 
the  sum  retained  by  United  Artists  as  its 

compensation  out  of  the  proceeds  of  dis- 
tribution. 

The  district  court  dismissed  the  com- 
plaint, and  Hart  appealed  to  the  second 

circuit  court  of  appeals,  which  affirmed 
the  lower  court  decision,  and  then  to  the 
supreme  court. 

Major  Company  Lawyers 

Meet  Again  with  Arnold 
New  York — Attorneys  for  major  com- 

panies held  a   second  conference  this  week 
with  Thurman  Arnold  and  are  under- 

stood to  have  outlined  a   general  idea  of 
circuit  theatre  activities  in  the  way  of 

expansion. 
Among  the  lawyers  attending  the  brief 

conclave  at  the  department  of  justice  were 
Austin  Keough,  Paramount;  Robert  W. 
Perkins,  Warner;  J.  Robert  Rubin, 
M-G-M;  William  Donovan  and  William 
Mallard,  RKO;  Ralph  S.  Harris  and 

Richard  Dwight,  20th  Century-Fox,  and 
Bertram  F.  Shipman  of  Mudge,  Stern, 
Williams  &   Tucker. 

Washington — The  nation’s  need  for  an 
adequate  military  defense  has  brought 

about  a   stiffening  of  war  and  navy  depart- 
ment requirements  for  films  made  by  in- 

dustry producers  with  the  use  of  federal 
equipment,  it  is  learned  in  Washington. 

By  no  means  anxious  for  war,  but  heart- 

ily in  accord  witn  President  Roosevelt’s  in- tention to  bund  an  adequate  army  and 

navy  for  the  national  defense,  officials  of 
tne  military  services  are  quietly  banning 

pacifist  material  from  federal-aid  pictures 
as  being  out  oi  tune  with  the  times. 

Official  comment  is  being  withheld,  but 

informally  it  has  been  explained  that, 
while  neither  department  has  mincaristic 
ambitions,  there  is  no  denying  that,  as 
compared  with  other  major  powers,  the 

United  states  is  in  need  of  a   stronger  mili- 
tary estaonsnment.  Even  England  and 

France,  with  tneir  much  larger  military 
forces,  it  was  pointed  out,  bowed  to  the 
“Munich  peace”  because  they  were  not  yet 
prepared  for  war. 

Pointing  out  that  in  1917,  after  nearly 

three  years’  warning,  the  United  States 
was  unprepared  lor  war,  military  experts 
express  the  view  that  the  united  States 
win  inevitably  be  dragged  into  the  next 

major  European  conmct  and  tnat,  so  fore- 
warned, it  snouid  be  ready  for  adequate 

deiense  when  tnat  time  comes. 

Accordingly,  it  is  held,  committed  to  a 

policy  oi  preparedness,  the  muitary  de- 
partments oi  the  government  cannot  lend 

tnemseives  to  pacific  puolicity  which 
might  rouse  agitation  to  tne  appropriation 

by  Congress  of  the  more  than  $1,000,- 
ooO.Ooo  wmch  is  expected  to  be  asked  by 
the  President  next  year. 

Television  Regularly  by 

Next  Yeart  Says  Sarnoii 
New  York — Television  will  go  on  the  air 

regularly  next  year,  according  to  David 

Sarnoif,  president  of  Radio  Corp.  of  Amer- 

ica, who  says  such  programs  will  be  broad- 
cast for  at  least  two  hours  every  day  by  tne 

time  the  World  Fair  opens.  He  also  states 

RCA  plans  a   limited  program  service  to 
the  public  from  its  New  York  television 
transmitter  in  the  Empire  State  Bldg.,  in 
the  near  future. 

RCA  is  prepared  to  sell  television  trans- 
mitters to  broadcasters  and  manufacture 

of  television  receivers  has  been  started  on 
a   large  scale,  he  adds. 

Japan  to  Relax  Grip  on 

American  Film  Imports 
New  York — The  Japanese  government  is 

preparing  to  relax  control  on  imports  of 
American  films  to  permit  entry  of  about 

80  features  yearly,  an  Associated  Press  dis- 
patch from  Tokyo  reports.  Under  the  war 

ban,  importation  of  foreign-made  films  is forbidden. 
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Second  High  Court 

Hearing  on  Patent 
Washington — The  supreme  court  heard 

for  the  second  time  the  arguments  of  Gen- 
eral Talking  Pictures  Corp.  and  Western 

Electric  as  to  the  right  granted  by  the 

patent  laws  to  a   patent  owner  to  restrict 
by  notice  the  use  to  which  his  patented 
article  might  be  put  by  a   purchaser. 

The  case  involves  the  use  of  amplifiers 
in  the  production  of  sound  equipment 
turned  out  by  General  Talking  Pictures 
Corp.,  when  the  amplifiers  in  question 
carried  a   license  notice  restricting  their 

use  to  radio  receiving  equipment.  The  com- 

pany was  charged  with  patent  infringe- 
ment. 

The  General  Talking  Pictures  case  was 

originally  before  the  court  last  term,  when 

a   decision  was  rendered  in  favor  of  West- 
ern Electric,  Electrical  Research  Products, 

et  al,  to  which  Associate  Justice  Hugo  L. 

Black,  President  Roosevelt’s  first  nominee 
to  the  court,  dissented.  The  court  later 
granted  a   petition  for  a   rehearing. 

The  court  also  heard  arguments  in  the 
appeal  of  Texas  Consolidated  Theatres, 

Inc.,  v.  S.  H.  Pittman,  involving  the  juris- 
diction of  a   cireut  court  of  appeals  to 

decide  the  merits  of  a   case  after  a   com- 
promise had  been  reached  by  the  parties 

and  a   stipulation  filed.  In  this  case,  Pitt- 
man secured  a   judgment  in  the  trial  court; 

the  theatre  chain  appealed,  but  before  a 

decision  was  rendered,  reached  a   satisfac- 
tory compromise,  which  it  asked  the  court 

to  accept.  The  court,  however,  rendered 
a   decision  affirming  the  larger  judgment 
of  the  lower  court,  and  refused  a   petition 
for  rehearing,  ruling  that  since  the  case 
was  under  consideration  at  the  time  of 

making  the  compromise,  it  was  not  bound 
to  render  the  judgment  dictated  in  the 
stipulation. 

Decisions  in  the  two  cases  may  be  han- 
ded down  November  7,  when  the  court  re- 

convenes after  a   two-week  recess  for  the 
purpose  of  considering  arguments  and 
writing  opinions. 

Pooling  Deal  Out 
Toms  River,  N.  J. — The  proposed  deal 

to  pool  Hirschblond’s  theatre  here  with 
Walter  Reade’s  has  fallen  through. 

Joint  Huddles  and 

McCarthy 
New  York — When  word  reached  Al- 

lied headquarters  that  the  entire  group 

of  nine  MPTOA  board  members  here 

for  preliminary  conferences  had  been 

delegated  to  sit  down  with  the  distri- 

butors' committee,  it  brought  from 
Nathan  Yamins: 

"The  distributors  are  going  into  a 

huddle  with  themselves." 
From  Col.  Harry  A.  Cole,  head  of  the 

Texas  unit: 

“It's  like  ‘Charlie  McCarthy’  talking 

to  Edgar  Bergen." 

"Voices"  Plaguing 

Disneg  With  Suits 
New  York — With  the  early  prelimin- 

aries concluded,  Walt  Disney’s  legal  skir- 
mishes for  the  future  are  carded  in  this 

manner: 

Walt  Disney  vs.  Adrianna  Caselotti  (.the 
voice  of  Snow  White)  and  Harry  Stockwell 
(the  voice  of  the  Prince)  who  are  suing 
Walt  Disney  Productions,  Ltd.,  and  RCA 

Manufacturing  Co.  for  $200,000  and  $100,- 
000  respectively.  Opponents  charge  that 

Disney  and  RCA  made  millions  of  phono- 
graph records  from  the  sound  recording  of 

the  film  in  violation  of  their  contracts 

which  restricted  their  voices  to  “Snow 
White”  and  “Prince  Charming.”  The  de- 

fense claims  the  pair  signed  releases  giv- 
ing Disney  the  right  to  reproduce  their 

voices  in  any  manner  whatsoever. 
Walt  Disney  vs.  Thorton  W.  Allen  Co., 

music  publishers,  who  charged  that  “Some 
Day  My  Prince  Will  Come”  was  pirated 
from  “Old  Eli,”  marching  song  of  Yale, which  awarded  Disney  an  honorary  degree. 
“Old  Eli”  was  written  and  composed  by 
Wadsworth  Doster,  Yale  ’09,  and  the  pub- 

lishers claim  there  has  been  "deliberate 
piracy.”  Defendants  include  Walt  Disney Productions,  Walt  Disney  Enterprises  and RKO. 

Walt  Disney  vs.  Raymond  Fraunfelder, 
Swiss  yodeler,  who  is  seeking  $50,000 
charging  that  his  melodies  were  used  with- 

out his  permission  in  “Snow  White  and  the 
Seven  Dwarfs”  after  they  had  been  sub- 

mitted to  the  Disney  studios  for  possible 
sale  in  March,  1937. 

Probable  winners:  The  lawyers. 

New  Sound  Stage  Ready 
For  20th-Fox  in  Gotham 

New  York — A   new  sound  stage  in  20th- 

Fox’s  local  studios  will  be  opened  Tuesday 
doubling  the  facilities  for  the  production 
of  20th-Fox  Movietone  shorts.  E.  I.  Spon- 
able  designed  the  new  stage  which  is  equip- 

ped like  the  most  modern  stages  of  the 
20th-Fox’s  Hollywood  studios.  Built  pri- 

marily to  take  care  of  the  increasing  de- 
mands of  Producer  Truman  Talley,  the 

stage  also  will  be  available  to  commercial 
and  independent  producers. 

Campaign's  " All-Star " 
Short  Ready  for  Trade 

New  York — The  first  print  of  the  indus- 

try drive  short  subject,  “The  World  Is 

Ours,”  is  on  its  way  to  the  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  campaign  headquarters  here. 
One  thousand  prints  of  this  picture  in 
which  every  major  star  appears  in  brief 
shots,  in  addition  to  a   regular  cast,  will 
be  issued  shortly.  The  subject  is  unique 
in  the  sense  that  it  is  Hollywood  telling 
the  story  of  itself  through  the  medium 
of  the  screen. 

Goldwyn  Back  on  Coast 

Hollywood  —   Samuel  Goldwyn  arrives 
from  New  York  Sunday. 

That's  Where  Freddie 

Spent  His  Time 
New  York — The  Loew  and  M-G-M 

publicity  department  came  in  handy 
for  Freddie  Bartholomew  other  than  for 

publicity  purposes  while  the  youngster 

was  appearing  at  the  State.  Although 

crowds  would  wait  for  the  player  out- 

side the  stage  door  after  the  show, 

there  were  no  autographs  after  the  first 

break.  Freddie  spent  his  afternoons 

between  shows  playing  basketball  with 

Gene  Murphy,  Loew  publicist,  and  Mel 

Heyman,  of  M-G-M's  publicity  depart- 

ment. According  to  the  youngster,  that's 
his  way  of  keeping  in  trim. 

Newsreel  Head  Mum 

On  Guild's  Charges 
New  York — No  comment  is  forthcom- 

ing from  Albert  J.  Richard,  general  man- 
ager of  Paramount  News,  who  refuses  to 

see  reporters,  on  the  resolution  passed  by 

the  Paramount  News  unit  of  the  News- 
paper Guild  which  protested  against  the 

tactics  of  the  management  in  negotiating 
with  the  Guild. 

A   new  wrinkle  in  bargaining  tactics  was 

introduced  when  the  employes  met  to  con- 
sider the  resolution  during  working  hours, 

sending  the  staff  into  overtime.  So  far, 
this  move  failed  to  elicit  any  reaction  from 
the  management. 

The  Paramount  News  unit,  which  con- 
sists of  the  editorial  staff,  contact  men, 

writers,  secretaries  and  typists  and  a   traf- 

fic man,  is  the  first  CIO  affiliate  to  re- 
ceive recognition  from  the  National  La- 
bors Relations  Board  as  the  bargaining 

group  in  a   branch  of  the  industry  studded 
with  AFL  unions. 

The  resolution  alleges  that  Richard  on 
August  11  agreed  to  come  to  an  agreement 
with  the  Guild  quickly  and  suggested  that 

he  submit  counter-proposals  for  a   con- 
tract. When  reminded  of  his  proposal  on 

October  1,  according  to  the  resolution,  he 

submitted  his  counter-demands  11  days 

later  which  the  Guild  charges  are  “un- 

fair.” 

The  48-hour  deadline  set  by  the  Guild 
has  passed  already  without  an  answer  from 
Richard.  Whether  the  members  will  decide 

to  call  a   strike  will  depend  largely  on  the 
success  of  the  opposing  groups  reaching 
an  agreement.  Jack  Ryan,  Guild  organizer, 

says  “the  members  will  agree  to  a   strike 
only  as  the  last  resort.  This  thing  must 

be  settled.  We  don’t  care  how  it  is  settled.” 

Another  Warner  Deal 
New  York — Another  major  circuit  deal 

has  been  closed  by  Warner  with  the  sign- 
ing of  the  Lucas  &   Jenkins  circuit  of  27 

theatres  in  Georgia.  William  K.  Jenkins 

acted  for  the  circuit,  while  Ben  Kalmen- 

son,  western  and  southern  division  mana- 

ger; Fred  Jack,  southern  district  mana- 
ger, and  Ralph  McCoy,  Atlanta  branch 

manager,  represented  the  distributor. 
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YIPPEE!  I’M  B 
CHIEF  SlTYlNG 
Four  memorable  days,  Oct.  30th  to  Nov.  2nd,  are  yours  to  spend  out  where  the 

West  begins.  Combining  business  matters  of  vital  importance  to  every  exhibitor 

with  pleasure  which  has  been  bountifully  provided.  (The  squaws  are  cordially 

invited ,   too.)  A   glamorous  setting  ( Indians ,   cowboys,  rodeos,  oil  fields )   for  an 

important  gathering  that  will  be  attended  by  leading  showmen.  Make  reservations 

today  ( rates  $2.50  up)  direct  to  J.  C.  Rader,  Biltmore  Hotel,  Oklahoma  City,  Okla. 

For  further  details  write  National  Headquarters,  MPTO  A,  1600  B’way,  N.  Y.  C. 



B   R   CD  A   ID  W   A   1Y, 
^JORE  weekend  arrivals  from  the  coast: 

Pat  Casey,  for  a   few  weeks  on  studio 
union  matters;  Mrs.  David  L.  Loew,  a 

week  in  advance  of  her  husband  who  ar- 
rives Monday.  They  leave  November  5   for 

Panama  to  join  the  Arthur  Loews  and 
then  continue  on  to  the  western  part  of 

South  America;  Mrs.  Edward  G.  Robin- 
son, to  spend  a   brief  vacation;  Otto  Kru- 
ger, on  a   respite  from  M-G-M  studios  .   .   . 

Steward  MacDonald  returned  over  the 

weekend  from  Chicago  where  he  had  been 
on  Warner  business  and  also  visited  his 

family.  He  comes  from  the  Windy  City 
originally  .   .   .   Abram  F.  Myers,  A1  Steffes 

and  Jack  Kirsch  were  among  the  first  Al- 
lied directors  to  hit  town  for  the  trade 

practice  powwows. 

Al  Lichtman  delayed  his  return  to  the 

coast  until  the  early  part  of  the  week  in- 

George  Balsdon  of  National  Theatres 

and  Harry  Michalson,  RKO’s  short 
subject  sales  manager,  at  the  Astor 
Theatre  preview  of  Disney  product. 

stead  of  going  over  the  weekend  .   .   .   Wil- 
liam Levy,  London  representative  for  Walt 

Disney  Enterprises,  and  Kay  Kamen  are 
slated  to  sail  for  the  other  side  on  the 
lie  de  France,  October  28.  During  the 

week,  Levy  visited  his  folks  in  Washing- 
ton. He  has  a   coast  jaunt  in  mind,  but 

may  not  be  able  to  fit  it  in  because  of 
the  time  element  .   .   .   Glenda  Farrell  was 
a   coast  arrival  over  the  weekend. 

Max  Reinhardt  is  due  from  Hollywood, 

November  5,  to  stage  “The  Merchant  of 
Yonkers”  .   .   .   Lenore  Ulric  and  Rita  John- 

son are  back  on  Broadway  after  a   visit  to 
the  studios  .   .   .   Edna  Mae  Oliver,  George 

Raft,  John  Medbury  and  George  Burns 
and  Gracie  Allen  left  for  the  coast  over 

the  weekend  .   .   .   Jesse  Lasky  was  in  Chi- 
cago for  a   few  days  in  connection  with 

the  Wrigley  radio  deal  .   .   .   J.  W.  Piper, 

Bob  Wolff,  RKO’s  New  York  mana- 
ger, flanked  on  the  reader’s  left  by 

Milton  and  on  the  right  by  Leslie, 
sons  of  the  late  A.  H.  Schwartz. 

Japanese  manager  for  Paramount,  has 
sailed  from  Los  Angeles  on  the  Tatsu 
Maru  for  his  headquarters  in  Tokyo  after 
an  extended  visit  at  the  home  office  and 
studios  .   .   .   Bob  Mintz  is  planning  a   trip 
to  the  coast  to  confer  with  Louis  Weiss 

on  the  “Bomba”  series  which  the  latter 
will  produce. 

Matty  Fox  may  stay  on  the  coast  indefi- 
nitely .   .   .   Freddie  Bartholomew  opened 

at  the  State  to  a   big  hand  .   .   .   Anne 
Shirley  and  her  husbaiid,  John  Payne,  are 
in  Roanoke,  Va.,  on  a   deferred  honeymoon 

a?id  to  also  meet  the  groom’s  parents  .   .   . 
Larry  Burke,  RKO  player,  in  town  pre- 

liminary to  appearing  in  vaudeville  in  Bal- 
timore, Boston  and  Montreal  .   .   .   Jack 

Partington  is  looking  over  Hollywood’s 
hills  .   .   .   Sol  Sosis  of  the  Roxy  is  a   re- 

cent benedict  .   .   .   S.  Parker  and  Fred 
Williams  of  Consolidated  Amusements  of 
Honolulu  are  here  on  their  usual  buying 
visit.  Allan  Davis,  who  is  interested  in 
the  company,  also  along. 

Morris  Jacks  was  tendered  a   birthday 

party  at  the  Tavern  with  Leo  Justin, 
Walter  Reade  jr.,  Joe  Hornstein,  Lester 
Abbott,  Bert  Sanford,  Mike  Conroy,  Jerry 

Buchbinder  and  “Toots”  (Bernard)  Shor 
celebrating  the  event  .   .   .   Arthur  Donegan 
of  the  Warner  home  office  publicity  de- 

partment was  in  Lexington,  Va.,  for  the 

premiere  of  “Brother  Rat.”  Priscilla  Lane 
and  several  of  the  cast  also  attended.  Bob 
Taplinger  follows  soon  .   .   .   Beulah  Bondi 
in  town  from  Hollywood  to  do  a   Broadway 
play. 

Charles  U.  Yaeger,  Colorado  independent 
exhibitor,  teas  in  town  during  the  week 
.   .   .   Chester  Morris  is  back  on  the  coast 
after  finishing  a   vaudeville  tour  in  the 
east  .   .   .   Harry  Gold  was  in  Boston  the 
other  day  .   .   .   Harry  Weiner,  Columbia 
Philly  branch  manager,  visiting  at  the 
home  office  .   .   .   Homer  Harman  is  doing 
a   swell  job  getting  out  a   four-page  mimeo- 

graphed monthly  issue  of  Roxy  News. 

Howard  Cullman  is  financially  interest- 

ed in  Kenyon  Nicholson’s  play  .   .   .   Abe 
Left’s  son,  Norman,  who  was  confirmed  on 
a   Saturday  at  Temple  Beth  Elohim,  the 
following  day  had  a   reception  given  him 
at  the  Astor  at  which  Borough  President 

Lyons  of  the  Bronx,  Judge  I.  P.  Adler- 

man.  Country  Court  Justice  Harry  Stack- 
ell,  Former  Assemblyman  Julius  Gans  and 

Harry  Samberg  of  the  Bronx  Borough 

President’s  office  attended  in  addition  to 
numerous  exchange  men  and  exhibitors 
.   .   .   Max  Cohen  spending  a   few  days  in 
Atlantic  City  after  the  Allied  conventions. 

Lew  Mentlik  replaced  Floyd  Stone  on 
the  New  York  Exhibitor.  Mentlik  has  been 

doing  newspaper  work  upstate  and  hails 
from  the  University  of  Wisconsin  .   .   .   Milt 
Francis  joins  the  production  staff  of  the 

Warner’s  Vitaphone  studios  in  Brooklyn  as 
writer  and  composer  .   .   .   Clyde  McCoy, 

orchestra  leader,  has  just  completed  a 
one-reel  musical  at  the  same  studio  .   .   . 

Stanley  W.  Hand,  Altec  staff  representa- 
tive, is  back  from  a   tour  of  the  south- 

(Continued  on  page  38) 

- — Metropolitan  Photos 

And  here  Leslie  E.  Thompson,  Hal  Horne  who  thinks  Donald  is  the  last  word; 

John  J.  O’Connor,  and  finally,  Arthur  L.  Mayer,  who  runs  the  Rialto  Theatre 
and  also  a   farm  near  Mt.  Ivy,  New  York. 

Some  Donald  Duck  Fans 
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TOHN  H.  HARRIS  surveyed  the  two-story - 

*   high  studio  lounge  that  is  W.  G.  Van 
Schmus’  social  chamber  and  shook  a   re- 

flective head. 

“You  know,  this  room  is  bigger  than  the 
entire  Nickelodeon.” 
Odd  as  it  seems,  it  was  that  very  dif- 

ference in  dimensions  that  allowed  Harris 

to  make  the  comparison.  For  the  son  of 

the  late  Senator  John  Harris  of  Pitts- 

burgh, founder  of  the  country’s  first  nick- 
elodeon, was  the  honor  guest  of  Van 

Schmus,  operator  of  the  world’s  largest 
theatre.  The  idea  for  a   reception  origi- 

nated with  Harold  B.  Franklin,  adminis- 

trator of  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year. 
The  idea  seemed  popular,  too.  Topflight 

and  near  top  flight  industry  executives, 
their  friends  and  some  of  their  friends — 
not  forgetting  the  trade  press,  newspaper 

representatives,  civic  leaders  and  an  ex- 
hibitor or  two — crammed  the  social  cham- 

ber and  appeared  to  have  the  merriest 

time.  The  impeccable  good  taste  that  at- 
taches to  everything  Van  Schmus  does 

was  evident  down  to  the  last  sandwich. 
The  cocktails  seemed  endless.  Also,  the 
Scotch. 

Harris,  himself  a   prominent  Pittsburgh 

exhibitor  not  entirely  unfamiliar  with  high- 
scale  operations,  was  impressed  with  the 
goings  on  and  caught  himself  thinking 
out  loud,  wondering  at  the  changes  time 
had  wrought. 

Back  in  1905  a   film  salesman  was  an 

unknown  entity.  Of  course,  there  were 

films — “Poor  But  Honest”  and  “The  Baf- 

fled Burglar” — but  what  good  were  sales- 
men when  there  wasn’t  anyone  to  sell? 

Well,  hardly  anyone.  The  late  John  Har- 
ris had  experimented  with  a   few  reels  as 

John  H.  Harris.  He  was  the  honor 

guest. 

Former  Industry  Drive  Coordinator 
Paul  Gulick  gives  Drive  Committee 
Chairman  Schaefer  a   letter  to  scan. 

part  of  his  vaudeville  shows.  But  a   full- 
fledged,  beginning-to-end  picture  program 
had  never  been  attempted. 

Harris,  senior,  pondered  the  idea.  He 
went  to  the  Calcium  Light  Co.,  owned  and 

operated  by  Richard  Rowland,  of  old  First 

National  fame,  assured  himself  of  a   sup- 

ply of  celluloid  and  then  sat  down  to  con- 
trive a   policy  for  his  new  enterprise.  It 

would  be  for  the  masses.  And  five  cents 
a   seat  would  be  the  tariff.  And  the  price 
would  be  the  oboe  note.  So  it  came  to 

be  that  a   “nickel”  in  front  of  “odeon” 

— which  then,  as  now,  is  Greek  for  “the- atre”— was  coined. 

There  were  96  kitchen  chairs  in  the 

Nickelodeon.  The  theatre  opened  at  8 
a.  m.  and  closed  at  midnight.  The  first 
shows  lasted  12  minutes,  consisting  of 
about  two  reels.  The  average  net  paid 

daily  attendance  was  7,000. 

Across  the  street  from  the  Nickelodeon 

was  the  Kaufman  Department  Store.  A 

salesman  by  the  name  of  H.  M.  Warner 
watched  the  nickels  pour  into  the  Harris 
enterprise  and  soon  quit  his  job.  Not  long 

after  he  opened  a   five-cent  picture  show 
in  nearby  Newcastle. 
Down  the  street  from  the  Nickelodeon 

was  the  shop  of  the  Capitol  Jewelry  Co. 
Lewis  J.  Selznick  worked  there  and  also 

was  impressed  with  the  stream  of  silver 

that  went  past  the  Capitol’s  windows. 
Salesman  Selznick  likewise  resigned  and, 

as  will  be  remembered,  went  on  to  more 
lucrative  fields. 

It  is  still  1905,  and  still  Pittsburgh. 

(Continued  on  page  38-D) 

All  photos  on  this  page  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

A.  H.  McCausland,  Irving  Trust  representative  at  RKO; 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  and  William  H.  Hamilton,  director  of 
Radio  Pictures. 

Gradwell  L.  Sears  makes  a   point  as  W.  G.  Van  Schmus, 
Music  Hall  maestro  (on  the  right)  and  Red  Kann  weigh 
the  words. 
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Abe  Montague,  Carl  Leserman  and  Cresson  E.  Smith  in 
an  open  huddle  on  a   sales  problem,  no  doubt,  and  finding 

it  pleasant. 

Jack  Pegler,  Eddie  Peskay  and  S.  Barret  McCormick  who 

sought  to  dodge  the  photographer’s  flashing  bulb  and succeeded. 
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west  and  middle  west  .   .   .   Wolfe  Cohen, 
Warner  Canadian  district  manager  with 

headquarters  in  Toronto,  was  in  town  for 

a   few  days  conferring  with  Carl  Leser- 
man,  assistant  sales  manager  .   .   .   Jules 

Levy  has  been  in  Canada  working  on  cir- 
cuit product  deals  .   .   .   Bing  Crosby  has 

returned  to  Hollywood  after  a   month's 
Bermuda  vacation. 

Sam  Rosen,  Monogram  branch  mana- 

ger in  Philadelphia,  was  in  town  the  other 

day  and  optimistic  about  business  .   .   . 

Sixth  Avenue  sight:  Mary  Brian  walking 

north  quite  alone  .   .   .   R.  Lyall  Grant, 

general  manager  of  British  Empire  Films 
of  New  Zealand,  planed  out  to  the  coast 

and  sailed  for  home  over  the  weekend. 

His  company  holds  the  Republic  franchise 

for  that  territory  .   .   .   Harriet  Reynolds, 
assistant  to  Mrs.  Florence  Marston  of  the 

SAG,  is  back  from  her  Florida  vacation 

where  she  was  maid  of  honor  at  her  sis- 

ter’s wedding  .   .   .   Film  folks  in  town  from 
Hollywood  include  Patsy  Kelly,  minus  some 

extra  poundage:  Louise  Campbell,  co- 
starred  in  “Men  With  Wings,”  Gail  Pat- 

rick and  her  husband,  Robert  Cobb,  and 
Roland  Young. 

Annabella  is  expected  back  this  week 
from  a   European  vacation  and  will  leave 
at  once  for  Hollywood  .   .   .   J.  H.  Hoffberg 
reports  his  latest  foreign  importation. 

“School  for  Husbands,’’  ivill  have  its 
American  premiere  at  the  Little  Carnegie 
.   .   .   Ben  Welansky  has  the  New  England 

franchise  for  Trailer-Made,  Inc.,  under 
a   ten-year  deal  .   .   .   William  Powell  took 
to  the  air  Friday  night  as  the  master- 
of-ceremonies  and  star  of  the  dramatic 

presentations  on  the  “Hollywood  Hotel” 
program. 

Herb  Berg  celebrates  another  birthday 
Monday  .   .   .   A1  Bell  of  the  local  Republic 

exchange  has  applied  for  citizenship  pap- 
ers .   .   .   Mike  Naify  of  Golden  States  cir- 

cuit in  northern  California  is  in  town  on 

product  deals  .   .   .   Phil  Isley,  who  oper- 
ates out  of  Tulsa,  Okla.,  for  the  Moran  & 

Isley  circuit  of  23  houses,  is  in  town  with 
his  daughter,  Phyllis,  whom  he  is  trying 
to  launch  in  a   Broadway  show  .   .   .   Jack 

Goetz  is  due  back  Monday  after  an  ex- 
tended coast  trip  .   .   .   Louis  Schine  has  been 

visiting  around  on  one  of  his  periodic 

jaunts  from  Gloversville  .   .   .   Stephan  Pal- 
los  has  plans  for  sailing  home  either  on 
the  II  de  France  on  October  28  or  the 

Queen  Mary  on  November  4.  He’s  some- 
what tired  of  seeing  the  shows  around 

town. 

Tom  Connors  on  another  trip  to  the  field 

for  M-G-M  .   .   .   Allen  Jenkins  has  arrived 
from  Hollywood  and  plans  to  return  next 
week  after  taking  in  as  many  of  the  shows 
in  the  alloted  vacation  period  .   .   .   Bob 
Burns  and  the  missus  sailed  Friday  from 
the  coast  for  a   Honolulu  rest  .   .   .   Thornton 

Sargent,  author  of  “Carving  Cutlets,”  has 
sold  the  original  to  M-G-M  .   .   .   Stanley 
Hatch  is  on  a   tour  of  Charlotte,  Memphis, 
Atlanta,  New  Orleans,  Dallas,  Oklahoma 
City,  Kansas  City  and  St.  Louis  exchanges 
on  Warner  business  .   .   .Ben  Kalmenson  is 

Music  Hall  Taking 
Air  Earlier 

New  York — The  oldest  and  longest 

sustained  series  of  its  kind  in  radio, 

the  Radio  City  Music  Hall  on  the  Air 

Sunday  Concerts,  will  be  heard  over 

the  NBC-Blue  network  each  week  from 

noon  to  1:00  p.  m.,  eastern  standard 

time.  The  program  goes  on  the  air  one- 
half  hour  earlier  than  previously. 

For  more  than  five  years  these  broad- 

casts have  presented  standard  music 

to  radio  listeners  in  North  and  South 

America.  The  programs  have  become 

noted  for  their  introduction  for  the  first 

time  on  radio  of  many  works  of  leading 

contemporary  composers.  Its  presenta- 

tion last  season  of  the  seven  complete 

symphonies  of  Jan  Sibelius,  the  Fin- 

nish composer,  had  never  been  attempt- 

ed in  radio  before.  Erno  Rapee  again 

will  conduct  the  orchestra. 

due  back  in  a   few  days  from  a   quick  trip 
to  Chicago  and  St.  Louis  for  the  same 

company  .   .   .   Marc  Allegret,  French  direc- 
tor, is  a   benedict,  having  wedded  Nadine 

Vogel,  a   film  star  in  Paris  the  other  day. 

Frances  Weil,  formerly  of  Reliance  Pro- 
ductions, has  joined  the  Edward  Small 

eastern  office  .   .   .   A1  Gottesman,  who  re- 
cently turned  to  theatre  exhibition  in 

Miami,  is  visiting  the  Broadway  sector  .   .   . 

Col.  H.  A.  Cole’s  wife  is  seriously  ill  in 
Dallas  .   .   .   Eddie  Burke,  former  Roxy 

manager,  is  doing  a   swell  job  as  pilot  of 

Loew’s  Melba  in  Brooklyn  .   .   .   Dan  Kelly, 
Universal  studio  talent  scout,  protracted 

his  stay  a   week  and  left  over  the  week- 
end .   .   .   John  Manheimer,  secretary  of  the 

ITOA,  returns  Monday  from  Atlantic  City 

where  he  attended  the  Allied  local  con- 
vention. 

Ira  De  Lumen  succeeds  Tommy  Mc- 
Mahon as  assistant  manager  of  the  Uni- 

versal home  office  playdate  department, 
the  latter  having  been  named  booker  at  the 
Denver  exchange.  Jerry  Slutsky  takes  over 

De  Lumen’s  former  duties  .   .   .   Jack  Shea 
gets  back  Monday  from  a   four-day  trip 
to  Boston.  Previous  to  the  New  England 

jaunt,  he  made  a   ten-day  tour  of  the  cir- 

cuit’s theatres  in  Pittsburgh,  Cleveland 
and  Cincinnati  .   .   .   Doubles  for  Greta 
Garbo.  Marlene  Dietrich,  Bing  Crosby, 

Joan  Crawford,  Loretta  Young,  Hugh  Her- 
bert, W.  C.  Fields,  Victor  McLaglen,  Mae 

West,  Zasu  Pitts  and  Edward  Arnold  are 

en  route  to  Hollywood  after  personal  ap- 
pearances abroad.  They  were  among  the 

Champlain  passengers  .   .   .   Jean  H.  Lenauer, 
managing  director  of  the  Filmarte,  was 

guest  of  honor  the  other  evening  at  Pro- 

fessor Frederic  Thrasher’s  lecture  course 
on  films  at  NYU. 

J.  Cheever  Cowdin  is  due  back  from 

England  about  November  1   .   .   .   Moe  Sil- 
ver, Albany  zone  manager  for  the  Warner 

circuit,  was  in  town  for  a   few  days  .   .   . 

Harry  David,  Paramount  theatre  operat- 
ing head  in  Salt  Lake  City,  is  here  and 

leaves  next  week  for  his  headquarters  .   .   . 

Joe  Pasternak,  Universal  producer,  was 

given  an  afternoon  reception  at  the  Rain- 
bow room  the  other  day  .   .   .   Milton  Pol- 
lack of  the  Warner  home  office  has  as- 

sumed his  new  duties  in  the  Cleveland 

exchange  booking  department  .   .   .   Leroy 

G.  Phelps,  cameraman  and  associate  pro- 

ducer of  “Dark  Rapture,”  is  on  a   lecture 
tour  .   .   .   Gail  Patrick  is  in  town  with  her 

husband,  Robert  Cobb,  owner  of  the  Brown 
Derby  restaurants  in  Hollywood. 

Big  question  along  Radio  Row  is  whether 
Harpo  Marx,  who  is  the  guest  star  on 

“Information  Please,”  Tuesday  night  will 
talk  and  what  will  he  say  ...  On  Monday 

night’s  Radio  Theatre  over  CBS,  Edward 
Arnold,  Fay  Bainter,  Johnny  Downs  and 
Claire  Dodd  will  appear  in  a   dramatiza- 

tion of  Sinclair  Lewis’  novel  “Babbitt”  .   .   . 
Sam  Smith,  of  British  Lion,  is  at  the 

Waldorf-Astoria  .   .   .   Pat  O’Brien  and  Mrs. 
O’Brien  in  Bermuda  for  a   week’s  holiday. 

Pete  J.  Wood  has  quit  smoking,  believe 

it  or  not,  and  now  he  always  has  a   pack- 

age of  gum  handy  .   .   .   Bob  Lynch,  M-G-M 
Philadelphia  district  manager,  was  in  town 
the  other  day  conferring  with  home  office 
executives  .   .   .   S.  Barret  McCormick  flew 
to  the  coast  during  the  week  .   .   .   Arthur 
Hornblow  and  Myrna  Loy  sailed  on  the 

Conte  di  Savoia  on  a   trip  to  the  conti- 
nent, making  it  an  all  vacation  tour  .   .   . 

Marc  Lachman  brought  back  a   Hollywood 

tan  with  him  that  gives  him  a   ruddy  com- 
plexion .   .   .   Abram  F.  Myers  and  Nate 

Yamins  will  commute  between  New  York 

and  their  home  towns,  Washington  and 

Fall  River,  Mass.,  on  weekends  during  the 
trade  practice  parleys. 

There’s  no  holding  Bernie  (Banjo  Eyes) 
Brooks  down.  Seems  that  he  got  his  paws 

on  the  ball  “Red”  Ruffing  used  to  warm 
up  with  before  going  on  the  mound  for  the 
Yanks  .   .   .   Earle  Hammons  returns  to 

these  shores  November  3   on  the  Queen 

Mary  .   .   .   Eddie  Aaron,  who  is  presently 

covering  some  of  M-G-M’ s   southern  offices, 
recalls  some  18  years  ago  when  he  was  in 

the  congregation  of  a   Cincinnati  syna- 
gogue and  Jack  Skirball  was  the  rabbi  .   .   . 

Nate  Goldstein  of  Springfield,  Mass.,  was 
a   visitor  with  Leon  Netter  .   .   .   Joe  Palenti 

has  replaced  Al  Stevens  as  manager  of 

the  Orpheum,  Jersey  City.  Stevens  is  on 
a   leave  of  absence  with  his  left  leg  in  a 

cast  .   .   .   Gus  Nestle  is  celebrating  his  tenth 
anniversary  with  Rosenblatt  and  Welt. 

Eddie  Alperson  got  a   rousing  welcome 

from  the  Columbia  table  on  his  first  ap- 

pearance at  Lindy’s  since  his  arrival  from 
the  coast.  Sol  Edwards  and  Jack  Barnstyn 

made  up  the  rest  of  the  GN  lunchers  .   .   . 

Jean  Lenauer  and  Manny  Silverstone  talk- 
ed about  foreign  affairs  .   .   .   Max  Gold- 

berg and  Dave  Brill  made  a   twosome  .   .   . 
Jack  Ellis  went  it  alone  .   .   .   Mike  Beck 

and  George  Jeffrey  hosted  critic  Bill  Boeh- 
nel  .   .   .   Sam  Krellberg,  Harry  Brandt  and 

brother  “Bingo”  watched  the  hossies  at 
Jamaica  on  Columbus  Day  .   .   .   Herman 

Weinberg  has  joined  World  Pictures  as  di- 
rector of  advertising  and  publicity  .   .   . 

Bernard  Jacon,  formerly  at  the  Rockaway, 

is  supervising  Max  Goldbaum’s  New  Jer- 
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sey  theatres  .   .   .   Jerry  Fink,  Loew’s  as- 
sistant manager  at  the  Sheridan,  and  Tom 

Murphy,  assistant  at  the  National,  have 
left  the  company  .   .   .   William  S.  Hart  is 
at  the  Astor  waiting  for  his  suit  against 
UA  to  come  up. 

Jesse  L.  Lasky  spent  a   few  days  in  Chi- 
cago during  the  week  on  that  radio  deal 

with  Wrigley’s  .   .   .   George  J.  Schaefer  and 
Leopold  Friedman  were  weekend  visitors 

at  Herman  Robbins’  place  at  Schroon 
Lake  .   .   .   Eddie  Moran,  a   Hal  E.  Roach 

scripter,  left  for  the  coast  over  the  week- 
end .   .   .   Guy  K.  Austin  and  Earl  Johnson 

have  sold  an  original,  “The  G-Dog”  to 
RKO  .   .   .   Julius  Stern  of  the  Stern  Bros., 
former  film  producers  but  still  interested 
in  the  business,  is  back  from  Hollywood. 

Sam  Marx,  Columbia  producer,  spent 
the  week  in  town  on  conferences  with  the 

eastern  story  department  .   .   .   John  T. 

Holmes,  new  Warner  Club  president,  was 
honored  at  a   dinner  tendered  him  Friday 
night  at  the  Dorset  Hotel  .   .   .   On  October 

28,  the  club  will  stage  a   Hallowe’en  mas- 
querade party  at  the  home  office,  as  usual, 

with  prizes  for  costumes,  etc.  .   .   .   Karl 
MacDonald,  supervisor  for  Latin  American 
for  Warner,  is  on  a   trip  to  Puerto  Rico, 
Trinidad,  Venezuela  and  Jamaica  by  plane 
and  is  expected  by  in  a   week  or  so  .   .   . 

Bill  Lankford  and  Charles  Moosian,  who 

appear  in  “The  Arkansas  Traveler,”  are 
visiting  New  England  and  within  the  next 
few  days  will  be  heading  back  to  Little 
Rock. 

Confer  on  Renewal  of 

Republics  British  Pact 
New  York — Negotiations  for  the  renewal 

of  Republic’s  British  franchise  are  now 
going  on  between  Sam  W.  Smith,  head  of 
British  Lion,  and  Herbert  Y.  Yates. 
The  deal  is  expected  to  be  set  for  five 

years.  Smith  reports  his  company  is  pro- 

ducing ten  features  to  fulfill  Republic’s 
1938-39  quota  requirement.  He  states  his 
company  has  upped  the  budget  and  inti- 

mates the  distribution  of  these  pictures 
in  this  country  is  one  of  the  problems  to 
be  ironed  out  in  his  discussion  with  Yates. 
He  expects  to  remain  here  for  another 
three  weeks. 

Musician  Placements  in 

Theatres  Again  a   Topic 
New  York — The  problem  of  increasing 

the  employment  of  musicians  in  theatres 
comes  up  again  for  discussion  in  the  office 

of  Pat  Casey,  producers’  labor  representa- 
tive, where  executives  of  the  major  com- 

panies will  meet  this  week  with  Joseph 

N.  Weber,  president,  and  the  entire  execu- 
tive board  of  the  American  Federation  of 

Musicians. 

Selznick  Due  Monday 
New  York — David  O.  Selznick  is  due 

here  Monday  from  Hollywood  for  confer- 
ences on  future  releasing  plans. 

Herman  Robbins  to  Coast 

New  York — Herman  Robbins,  National 

Screen  Service  head,  is  en  route  to  Cali- 
fornia on  his  usual  fall  trip. 

A   GROUP  of  independent  exhibitors  are 
formulating  plans  to  hold  down  the 

spread  of  double  features  as  a   result  of 
the  recent  decision  of  the  United  States 

supreme  court  .   .   .   The  plans  are  still  in 

their  nebulous  state  however  .   .   .   This  ter- 

ritory has  kept  the  duals  down  to  a   mini- 
mum heretofore  and  the  independents  are 

hoping  to  keep  the  status  quo. 

Several  local  moguls  are  reported  plan- 
ning to  attend  the  MPTOA  conclave  in 

Oklahoma  City  at  the  end  of  the  month 
.   .   .   Ditto  the  convention  of  New  Jersey 
Allied  in  Atlantic  City  this  weekend  .   .   . 

Elliott  Goldman,  formerly  of  the  Bluebird 
Theatre,  is  dead  .   .   .   Vine  Streeters  were 

also  shocked  to  hear  of  the  untimely  pass- 
ing of  Joe  Schwartz,  operator  of  the 

Unique. 

The  board  of  directors  of  the  Variety 
Club  for  this  coming  year  will  include: 
William  H.  Lee,  William  J.  Clark,  Sam 
Stiefel,  William  Wolf,  Lewen  Pizor,  Dave 
Supowitz,  Leo  Posel,  A1  J.  Fisher,  A1  Davis, 
Dave  Weshner  and  Ted  Schlanger  .   .   .   The 
early  demand  for  tickets  for  the  annual 
Variety  banquet  indicates  that  it  will  be 
a   sellout  .   .   .   Those  wanting  to  get  ducats 
for  the  festivities  are  advised  to  put  in 
their  bids  early. 

The  members  of  the  Showmen’s  Club 
are  resentful  at  the  action  of  the  Actor’s 
Union  which  stopped  its  members  from . 
entertaining  at  their  party  at  the  St.  James 
Hotel  .   .   .   Ben  Blumberg  managing  the 
Lane  Theatre  .   .   .   C.  Floyd  Hopkins,  in 
charge  of  Wilmer  and  Vincent  Theatres  in 

the  Reading -Harrisburg  area  was  injured 
in  an  automobile  accident  near  Utica,  N. 
Y .,  last  week. 

Oscar  Neufeld  has  been  paling  around 

with  George  Sydney,  of  Perlmutter-Potash 

fame,  who  is  appearing  here  in  a   play  at 

the  Erlanger  .   .   .   The  other  night  “Uncle 
Okker,”  who  can  double  for  Sydney,  was 
at  the  Adelphia  Roof  with  friends  when 
a   young  fellow  came  over  and  asked  him 

for  his  autograph  .   .   .   When  Oscar  re- 
vealed who  he  was  the  autograph  hound 

whispered:  “Give  it  to  me  anyhow.  I   told 

my  girl  I   knew  George  Sydney  and  I   don’t 
want  her  to  know  I’m  bluffing. 

Sam  (Fay’s)  Stiefel  had  a   birthday 
blowout  at  Palumbo’s  on  Monday  and  a 
goodly  crowd  of  the  boys  were  there  .   .   . 
Jack  H.  Greenberg,  ex-secretary  of  the 

Film  Board  of  Trade,  also  passed  a   mile- 
stone .   .   .   Jimmy  Miller  is  reported  slated 

to  take  the  managerial  post  of  the  Rexy 

Theatre  when  it  reopens  in  the  near  fu- 
ture .   .   .   The  Schine  circuit  of  New  York 

is  reported  reaching  into  the  Delaware- 
Maryland  territory  .   .   .   The  chain  is  said 
to  have  four  houses  in  the  area  under  its 
aegis  already. 

Louis  (Grand  Jury)  Schleifer  is  now 

on  the  sales  crew  of  Price  Theatre  Pre- 

miums .   .   .   Bert  Kay  has  opened  an  ad- 
vertising office  on  Filmrow  .   .   .   Maurice 

Schwartz,  former  Denton  (Md.)  exhibitor, 
and  Rube  Rabinowitz  are  now  associated 
in  Promotions,  Inc.,  specializing  in  candy 

and  grocery  giveaways  .   .   .   Bill  Kanefsky 
has  joined  the  publicity  department  of 
Warner  Brothers  in  place  of  Jack  McNeill, 
who  now  manages  the  Europa  Theatre. 

Sam  Waldman,  formerly  of  the  Lor- 
raine Theatre,  is  now  a   member  of  the 

sales  crew  of  Murray  Beier's  Preferred 
Pictures  .   .   .   Eli  Ginsberg  has  been  ap- 

pointed salesman  for  Grand  National  cov- 
ering the  Scrantori  territory  .   .   .   Herb  Mil- 

ler became  the  proud  father  of  a   boy  last 
week  .   .   .   Lad  will  be  christened  Bruce. 

CHARACTER 
Loyal  to  its  original  image  .   .   .   yield- 

ing to  its  user's  needs  .   .   .   considerate 

of  his  budget  —   your  obedient,  indus- 

trious servant  .   .   . 
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Heading  for  Paris  Jamboree 

Biirtus  Bishop.  Jr.  J.  J.  Maloney  Wm.  B.  Zoellner  Doc  Banford 
Charlotte  ‘Pittsburgh  Oklahoma  City  ‘St.  Louis 

I-  F.  Willingham  Maurice  Saffle  Wm.  H.  Workman  Leroy  Bickel  Chas.  E.  Kessnich 
Memphis  Salt  Lake  City  Minneapolis  Dallas  District  Manager 

Seven  Are  Banned 

In  Legion  Report 
Washington — Seven  of  580  motion  pic- 

tures reviewed  by  the  National  Legion  of 
Decency  between  November,  1937,  and  the 
current  month  were  condemned  as  totally 
unfit  for  showing,  and  32  were  classed  as 
objectionable  in  part,  while  345  were  classed 
as  unobjectionable  for  general  patronage 
and  194  as  unobjectionable  for  adults,  the 
Episcopal  Committee  on  Motion  Pictures 
reported  to  the  administrative  board  of  the 
National  Catholic  Welfare  Conferences  at 

its  annual  meeting  here. 
Of  the  pictures  reported  upon,  443  were 

produced  in  this  country,  11  were  in  for- 
eign languages  and  137  were  filmed  abroad. 

The  report  showed  that  since  1936,  the 
Legion  has  reviewed  and  reported  on  nearly 
3,000  features,  shorts  and  newsreels. 

Under  the  heading  of  particular  prob- 
lems, the  report  devoted  considerable  space 

to  the  film  “Blockade,”  which  was  given 
separate  classification  from  the  other  films 
reviewed. 

“The  Legion,”  the  report  declared,  “since 
its  inception  has  been  aware  of  the  fact 
that  its  sole  competence  lies  within  the 
sphere  of  morality,  and  while  it  feels  the 

film  in  question  is  interpretedly  and  ulti- 
mately inimical  to  the  bases  of  Christian 

morality,  it  does  not  wish  to  give  its 
critics  occasion  to  hurl  the  canard  that  it 

is  over-stepping  the  borders  of  its  compe- 
tency and  making  a   political  judgment 

behind  the  mask  of  morals. 

“As  a   result,  ‘Blockade’  is  not  placed  in 
the  condemned  classification.  It  was  placed 

in  a   classification  entitled  ‘Separately 
Classified,’  with  the  observation:  ‘Many 
persons  will  regard  this  picture  as  con- 

taining foreign  political  propaganda  in 

favor  of  one  side  in  the  present  unfor- 

tunate struggle  in  Spain.’  ” 

Another  picture,  “Birth  of  a   Baby,”  was 
likewise  separately  classified  as  “unsuit- 

able as  entertainment  for  general  theatrical 

exhibition.” 
In  its  report,  the  committee,  composed  of 

Archbishop  John  T,  McNicholas  of  Cincin- 

nati, chairman;  Archbishop  John  J.  Can- 
tell  of  Los  Angeles,  and  Bishops  Hugh 
Boyle  of  Pittsburgh,  John  F.  Noll  of  Fort 

Wayne,  Ind.,  and  Stephen  J.  Donahue, 
administrator  of  the  Archdiocese  of  New 

York,  pointed  out  that  “as  the  film  is  a 
great  medium  of  expression,  Cathodes 

should  be  fully  aware  of  its  power  and  im- 
portance. It  should,  in  view  of  its  value 

in  the  fields  of  entertainment,  art  and 
education,  be  used  as  a   means  for  advanc- 

ing the  cause  of  Christianity  having,  as 
it  does,  great  appeal  for  the  masses. 

Catholics  are  urged  not  to  be  mere  passive 

film  patrons,  but  to  be  critics  as  well.” 
Activities  of  the  Legion  of  Decency  are 

being  steadily  expanded,  it  was  disclosed, 

the  organization  within  the  past  year  hav- 
ing joined  the  International  Catholic  Of- 

fice for  the  Cinema,  at  Brussels,  with  which 
12  countries  are  affiliated,  which  serves  as 
a   clearing  house  for  information  on  film 
development  in  various  countries.  The 

Legion  also  has  made  many  “important” 

New  York — The  nine  members  of  the 

M-G-M  sales  force,  winners  of  the  inter- 
national billings  contest,  are  aboard  the 

Conte  di  Savoia  to  attend  a   one-week 

“world  jamboree”  of  company  representa- 
tives in  Paris  October  31.  Representatives 

of  11  foreign  countries  also  will  attend. 
The  cruising  Americans  include  Charles 

E.  Kessnich,  Atlanta,  and  John  J.  Maloney, 
Pittsburgh,  both  district  managers  and 
these  branch  managers:  Burtus  Bishop, 
Charlotte;  and  Walter  E.  Banford,  St. 

foreign  contacts,  particularly  in  South 
America  and  Europe,  and  receives  regularly 

many  film  publications  from  various  coun- 
tries. 

Also  discussed  briefly  by  the  report  was 

the  increasing  interest  of  “Leftist”  or  rad- 
ical individuals  and  organizations  in  mo- 
tion pictures,  their  interest,  it  was  com- 

mented, being  centered  on  the  film  as  an 
art  form  as  well  as  an  instrument  of 

propaganda.  “Organizations  which  never 
before  were  especially  interested  in  motion 
pictures  suddenly  became  not  only  active, 

but  militant,”  the  committee  found. 

H.  David  Honeymoons 
New  York — Harry  David,  in  charge  of 

Paramount  theatre  operations  in  Salt  Lake 

City,  is  here  on  a   honeymoon.  His  wife  is 
his  former  secretary,  M.  Keyser.  The 

couple  plan  to  spend  several  weeks  in  town. 

Louis,  but  since  transferred  to  Pittsburgh 

and  Chicago,  respectively;  William  B.  Zoel- 
lner, Oklahoma  City;  J.  Frank  Willingham, 

Memphis;  Maurice  D.  Saffle,  Salt  Lake 
City,  William  H.  Workman,  Minneapolis, 
and  Leroy  A.  Bickel,  Dallas.  The  schedule 

provides  for  a   four-hour  stop  at  Naples,  a 
day  and  a   night  at  Cannes,  five  days  in 
London  where  Sam  Eckman  jr.,  British 

managing  director  takes  over,  and  the  re- 
turn on  the  Qween  Mary  from  Southamp- 
ton November  12. 

Gilmour  and  Schulte  of 

Rocky  Mountain  in  East 
New  York — Charles  R.  Gilmour,  head 

of  the  Theatre  Owners  and  Managers  of 

the  Rocky  Mountain  Region,  accompanied 

by  Ed  Schulte,  Casper,  Wyo.,  exhibitor, 

arrived  over  the  weekend  for  trade  prac- 
tice conferences. 

Albert  A.  Galston,  president  of  the  ITOA 
of  Southern  California,  arrives  Monday 

from  San  Francisco  to  sit  in  at  the  inde- 
pendent trade  practice  sessions. 

Rodgers  and  his  trade  practice  com- 
mittee meet  Monday  at  the  Astor  Hotel 

Yacht  Room  with  about  25  delegates  from 

eight  independent  exhibitor  units. 

Horror  Dual  at  $10  a   Seat 

New  York  —   The  three-day  gross  of 

"Dracula  and  “Frankenstein”  at  the  Rialto, 
a   597-seat  house,  according  to  Universal 
amounted  to  $10  a   seat. 
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Faces,  of  Men  and  Theatres,  in  the  News 

■ — Metropolitan  Photos 

Quincy,  Cal.;  Southaven,  Mich.;  Joplin, 

Mo.;  Lincoln,  III.,  and  Boone,  la.,  have 

’‘officially  “ adopted ”   Alan  Mowbray  as 
part  of  the  campaign  whipped  up  by 

UA  for  “There  Goes  My  Heart.”  Mow- 
bray, a   few  weeks  ago,  petitioned  1,400 

no  less — cities  to  “adopt”  him,  all  be- 
cause it  seems  to  be  a   Hal  Roach 

custom  to  premiere  pictures  in  the 

natal  cities  of  its  stars  or  leading  play- 
ers. That  explains  the  1,400. 

Nate  Blumberg 
and  William  A. 

Scully  amused  by 

Universal  Pro- 

ducer Joe  Paster- 
nak at  a   cocktail 

party  for  the 
third  named. 

JERSEY  CITY — The  local  drive  committee  endeavors  to  make  certain  mo- 
torists and  pedestrians  alike  continue  to  remain  aware  of  the  Big  Push.  This 

illustrates  one  method  adopted — in  Journal  Square,  heart  of  Mayor  Hague’s City. 

JAMAICA,  N.  Y. — Loew’s  Valencia  finds  it  convenient,  attractive  and  at- 
tention-getter to  invite  patrons  to  ask  questions  about  Movie  Quiz.  This  booth 

in  the  lobby,  with  a   full-time  attendant,  is  an  extra  curriculum  effort  which 
the  theatre  finds  worthwhile. 

■ — Metropolitan  Photos 

Off  for  Sydney.  Jack  Daily,  executive 
of  Australia-New  Zealand  Theatres, 
Inc.;  Kenneth  Asprey,  chairman  of 
the  board,  and  Col.  Robert  Dean, 

vice-president  of  the  circuit  of  30  the- 
atres in  the  Antipodes. 
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J^EW  theatres  continue  to  blossom,  like 
crocuses,  which,  incidentally,  did  pop 

up  here  in  the  unseasonably  hot  Indian 
summer.  Warner  Bros,  announce  they 
will  construct  a   new  neighborhood  house, 

the  Kennedy,  and  now  the  Brentwood  Vil- 
lage Stores  Corp.  has  filed  application  for 

permission  to  build  a   suburban  develop- 
ment containing  a   group  of  stores  and  a 

cinema  house  .   .   .   Frank  Capra  stayed 
awhile,  too,  to  take  advantage  of  the 
bright  weather,  his  camera  crew  getting 
reels  of  background  footage  for  his  next 
film  .   .   .   Washington  drama  desks,  at 

least  their  occupants,  were  hauled  to  Balti- 

more by  Loew’s  for  luncheon  with  Freddie 
Bartholomew  .   .   .   Eleanore  Whitney  of 

films,  here  playing  the  Earle,  from  which 
she  went  to  pictures  awhile  back. 

Capitol  Theatre  capacity  audience  re- 

fused to  be  panicked  when  fire  in  ad- 
jacent drug  store  sent  smoke  seeping  into 

the  auditorium.  Firemen  on  duty  back- 
stage  stepped  out  and  announced  there 
was  no  danger,  Fred  Sanborn,  stage  comic 

on  at  the  moment,  broke  into  “Smoke 
Gets  in  Your  Eyes”  on  his  xylophone,  and 
less  than  200  of  the  3,400  customers  left 

.   .   .   President  Roosevelt  paid  his  second 
visit  to  the  theatre  since  he  has  been  in 

office,  catching  Walter  Huston  in  Max- 

well Anderson’s  “Knickerbocker  Holiday.” 
Last  time  the  Chief  Executive  rvas  a   box- 

holder  was  to  see  Huston  in  “Dodsworth” 
.   .   .   Armand  and  Mrs.  Denis,  makers  of 

“ Dark  Rapture,”  in  town,  stopping  over- 
night at  the  White  House,  Mrs.  Denis  be- 

ing a   cousin  of  Mrs.  Roosevelt. 

Loew’s  Palace  is  slated  for  a   face-lift- 
ing, including  a   new  marquee  and  a   $7,500 

neon  sign  .   .   .   Joe  Kaliski,  who  left  here 
several  months  ago  to  manage  Pittsburgh 

office  of  Gaumont-British,  has  resigned 
that  job  and  returned  to  town.  To  super- 

vise distribution  of  “Birth  of  a   Baby”  in 
Virginia,  Maryland,  Delaware  and  the 
Carolinas  .   .   .   Anne  Shirley,  of  pictures, 
and  Husband  John  Payne  in  Roanoke  on 
a   deferred  honeymoon  .   .   .   Bob  Taplinger 

of  Warner’s  press  department,  through 
Washington  on  his  way  to  Lexington  to 

supervise  Priscilla  Lane’s  appearance  at 
the  “Brother  Rat”  premiere  at  Virginia 
Military  Institute. 

“ Submarine  Patrol”  is  to  be  screened 
for  the  Rational  Press  Club  and  ranking 

naval  officers  on  Navy  Day,  October  27; 
at  the  Naval  Academy  the  following  day 

.   .   .   Gene  Ford’s  a   papa  again,  Daughter 
Patricia  being  presented  him  by  Kay  Ford 

at  New  York’s  Lying-in  Hospital  .   .   .   And 
a   son,  Fordyce  Wendell,  is  the  newest  ad- 

dition to  the  Fordyce  Minnick  (she’s  Eve- 
lyn Tyner)  family  .   .   .   George  Dorsey  is 

to  take  charge  of  the  local  office  of  Pathe 
News  .   .   .   Kay  Yarborough,  film  reviewer 

on  Andy  Kelley’s  staff  on  the  Times, 
should  rate  some  sort  of  a   play-going 
prize  .   .   .   Made  a   one-day  jaunt  to  New 

York  recently,  caught  a   matinee  of  “Oscar 

Wilde”  and  that  evening  the  performance 

of  Maurice  Evans’  full-length,  five-hour 
“Hamlet.” 

Tribute  to  John  Harris 

Is  Accepted  by  His  Son 

< Continued  from  page  37) 

The  Nickelodeon  was  getting  out  of  hand 

Harris,  senior,  needed  some  help.  He  re- 
called one  Adolph  Zukor,  who  sold  elec- 

tric “shocking  machines”  for  B.  F.  Keith 
to  the  peep  shows  in  the  vicinity.  Sales- 

man Zukor  soon  became  a   partner. 
Time  had  performed  some  strange 

things,  young  Harris  reflected,  in  the  midst 

of  the  manse-like  room  that  is  only  so 
much  space  in  the  building  that  houses 
the  5,980  seats  of  the  Music  Hall.  Others 
in  the  room,  some  who  knew  Harris,  senior, 
went  down  memory  lane  with  his  son  and 

remarked  that  this  was  truly  “Motion  Pic- 
tures’ Greatest  Year.” 

That  night  tribute  was  paid  to  the  late 

P.  Harris  on  Station  WOR’s  "Famous 
First”  program  in  which  Son  John  dis- 

cussed the  historic  landmark  in  motion 
picture  history. 

Clarence  Eiseman  Due 

At  UA's  New  York  Helm 
New  York  —   Clarence  Eiseman,  Pitts- 

burgh UA  manager,  switches  to  the  local 
exchange  in  a   similar  post  October  31.  He 
is  succeeded  in  the  Smoky  City  by  Abe 
Weiner,  Boston  salesman,  who  takes  over 
the  managership  a   week  from  Monday. 

With  the  resignation  of  Tom  Spry,  who 

handled  the  Boston  and  New  Haven  ex- 
changes, no  one  is  being  named  to  fill  the 

vacancy.  Charles  Stern,  eastern  district 
manager,  will  continue  to  handle  the  two 
cities  in  addition  to  others  in  his  territory. 

Ben  Robbins,  Minneapolis  salesman,  has 

taken  over  William  Feldstein’s  post  as 
manager  in  St.  Louis. 

Federal  Admission  Tax 

Climbs  to  Higher  Level 
Washington — Reaching  the  highest  level 

in  six  months,  federal  admission  tax  col- 
lections in  September  totaled  $1,668,827 

as  compared  with  $1,722,468  in  the  corres- 
ponding month  last  year,  it  is  reported  by 

the  internal  revenue  bureau. 

The  month’s  collections,  more  than  $243,- 
000  above  the  $1,425,063  reported  for  Aug- 

ust, brought  the  total  for  the  first  nine 
months  of  the  current  year  to  $14,059,465, 

compared  with  $14,474,812  for  the  corres- 
ponding period  in  1937,  the  bureau  dis- 

closes. 

Rites  for  Ralph  Lund  of 

RKO's  Advertising  Staii 
New  York — Funeral  services  for  Ralph 

Lund,  of  RKO’s  advertising  staff,  were 
held  here  Thursday.  Lund  died  at  the 

U.  S.  Veterans’  Hospital  in  the  Bronx 
after  an  illness  of  several  weeks  due  to 

a   spinal  infection.  He  was  47. 
A   World  War  veteran,  who  saw  active 

service  overseas  with  the  306th  company 

of  the  Tanks  Corps,  Lund  joined  RKO 

from  Jack  Pegler’s  department  at  Lord  & 
Thomas.  He  was  also  with  Universal  and, 

at  one  time,  did  news  feature  and  syndi- 
cate work. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
ANGELS  WITH  DIRTY  FACES  (WB)-Wow 
melodrama  oi  rackets  and  underworld. 

James  Cagney  in  dynamic,  punch-loaded 

gangster-with-a-heart  role.  Plus  Pat  O'Brien 
and  the  "Dead  End”  kids,  a   rousing  kick- 
in-the  face  yarn  and  actionful  direction  by 
Michael  Curtiz.  Looks  like  big  money  in 

this  one.  Sam  Bischoff  produced. 

BROADWAY  MUSKETEERS  (WB)— Implausi- 

bility  of  the  plot  places  this  in  the  pro- 

grammer class.  Some  better-than-average 
dialogue  helps  considerably.  Margaret 

Lindsay,  Ann  Sheridan,  John  Litel.  Di- 
rected by  John  Farrow. 

CIPHER  BUREAU  (GN)—  Interesting  melo- 
drama with  refreshing  thread  of  romance, 

this  will  serve  admirably  in  the  situations 

at  which  it  is  aimed.  Produced  by  Frank- 
lyn  Warner,  directed  by  Charles  Lamont. 

MEN  WITH  WINGS  (Para)— Zooms  to  a   new 

high  among  airplane  epics  and  certainly 
should  find  an  unlimited  ceiling  at  the 

boxoffice.  A   streamlined  screenplay,  beau- 

tifully delineated  by  a   sterling  cast,  un- 
folds an  engrossing  and  entirely  human 

story  against  a   sweeping  background 

which  presents  a   cavalcade  of  aviation's 
development.  Louise  Campbell  earns  first 

mention  for  acting  honors.  William  A. 

Wellman  produced  and  directed. 

PRAIRIE  MOON  (Rep) — A   warbling  western 
in  the  best  Autry  manner.  Rising  above 

the  usual  banalities  contained  in  a   sage- 
brush drama,  there  is  a   different  slant 

added  to  the  rustler  yarn.  Gene  Autry, 

Smiley  Burnette,  Shirley  Deane.  Directed 

by  Ralph  Staub. 

PRISON  TRAIN  (Equity) — First  offering  by 

the  newly  organized  Malcolm-Browne  unit 

proves  to  possess  more  in  exploitation  pos- 
sibilities than  entertainment  and  will  prob- 

ably find  its  best  market  in  the  grind 
houses  bidding  for  male  patronage.  Fred 

Keating,  Linda  Winters,  Clarence  Muse. 

Directed  by  Gordon  Wiles. 

SUNSET  TRAIL  (Para) — By  any  measuring 
stick  this  rates  as  one  of  the  best  in  the 

"Hopalong  Cassidy''  series,  packed  with 
the  action  and  entertainment  that  rate  them 

high  among  screen  sagebrushers,  and  pos- 
sessing a   good  supply  of  comedy  and 

thrills.  William  Boyd,  George  Hayes,  Rus- 
sell Hayden.  Produced  by  Harry  Sherman, 

directed  by  Lesley  Selander. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Contracts  From  Boston 

Exchange  Union  Ratiiied 
New  York — Distributors  this  week  re- 

ceived ratification  of  the  contract  made 

some  time  ago  with  the  Boston  exchange 

employes  union.  Two  more  locals  have  yet 
to  submit  ratified  agreements. 
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Subject  72evieur5 
Major  Difficulties 

RKO  (Leon  Errol  Comedy)  19  Minutes 

There’s  a   happy  combination  of  comedy 
business  and  originality  to  supply  Leon 

Errol  with  all  that’s  needed  for  a   pip  laugh 
show.  Errol’s  timing  is  particularly  good 
and  the  script  has  been  gone  over  to  fit 

him  to  a   “T.”  It  seems  to  be  a   question 
of  who  comes  first,  the  race  track  or  Mrs. 
Errol.  Errol  swears  to  give  up  the  ponies. 
The  next  scene  has  him  before  the  judge 

for  being  in  a   bookmaker’s  parlor  when  the 
joint  was  raided.  Leon  thinks  he  has  a 
way  out  by  impersonating  a   famous  hunter. 
He  tries  it  just  in  time  to  run  smack  into 
his  suspicious  wife.  The  windup,  as  much 
that  goes  before,  is  corking  good  comedy. 
The  Errol  fans  will  call  it  one  of  his  best. 

Hectic  Honeymoon 
RKO  (Radio  Flash)  17  Minutes 

Everyone  in  this  comedy  works  like  tro- 
jans to  make  it  funny,  but  as  a   comedy 

of  errors  the  laugh  would  seem  to  be 
on  the  scripters.  It  is  much  too  jumbled 
and  repetitious  to  provoke  spontaneous 
laughter.  Father  and  son  plan  surprise 
marriages  without  revealing  themselves. 
By  scenario  accident,  both  couples  register 

at  the  same  hotel,  unaware  of  the  other’s 
presence.  A   third  couple  is  tossed  in  to 
complicate  matters.  The  idea,  naturally, 
is  that  respective  husbands  and  wives  find 
themselves  in  embarrassing  spots,  most  of 
it  through  dialogue  that  gets  tedious. 

Champion  Airhoppers 
Paramount  (Sportlights)  10  Minutes 

A   splendid  short  about  one  of  the  most 

fascinating  of  sports — gliding.  There  is 
something  eerie  about  soaring  through  the 
air  in  motorless  planes.  It  also  abounds 
in  thrills.  Grand  aerial  photography  does 
justice  to  the  subject  which  includes 
scenes  of  the  original  type  of  glider.  It 
then  follows  Lucretia  Buxton,  leading  ex- 

ponent, gliding  on  the  air  currents.  Some 
more  shots  of  streamlined  gliders  and 
then  a   closing  clip  of  Daredevil  Don 
Stevens  who  stunts  in  a   small  gaspipe 
machine. 

Raising  Canines 
Paramount  (Paragraphics)  10  Minutes 

This  department  would  like  to  venture 
the  prediction  that  this  short  dealing  with 
the  raising  of  pups  will  prove  one  of  the 
most  popular  of  the  year.  Based  on  the 
information  supplied  by  Carl  Spitz,  inter- 

nationally known  trainer  of  dogs,  a   num- 
ber of  elementary  and  useful  suggestions 

are  advanced  which  dog  lovers  will  cher- 
ish. There  are  shots  of  all  kinds  of  dogs 

and  a   scene  of  Spitz  training  a   German 
shepherd,  probably  the  most  intelligent  of 
the  lot. 

Unusual  Occupations 
(In  Cinecolor) 

Paramount  (No.  2)  11  Minutes 

Don't  overlook  this  one.  In  addition 
to  the  collection  of  interesting  items 

about  folks  with  odd  jobs,  there  is  a 

swell  clip  in  which  Edgar  Bergen  and 

Charlie  McCarthy  are  featured.  Ber- 

gen tells  how  McCarthy  was  conceived 

and  also  introduces  his  latest  prodigy, 

dull-witted,  oafish  Mortimer  Snerd. 

There  is  a   flashback  to  a   New  York 

studio  where  Virginia  Austin  is  creat- 

ing Mortimer  from  Bergen's  drawings. 
The  final  scene  shows  the  trio  together 

with  Bergen  assuring  McCarthy  he  is 

still  the  number  one  man.  Bright 

flashes  of  Bergen's  droll  humor  dot  the 
proceedings.  Other  subjects  introduced: 

Jeanne  Kavanaugh,  the  only  person 

empowered  to  sign  the  President's 
name  to  all  land  patents  and  grants 

issued  by  the  United  States;  an  attrac- 

tive female  guide  of  the  Minnesota 

North  Woods;  a   man  who  makes  a 

hobby  of  shooting  slingshots;  and  an- 

other seared  by  fire  in  his  youth,  who 

now  maintains  his  own  fire  fighting 

unit  for  the  benefit  of  the  community. 

Sally  Swing 
Paramount  (Betty  Boop)  7   Minutes 

Average  musical  cartoon  that  is  short  on 
humor  and  high  on  swing.  In  this,  Betty 

Boop  is  looking  for  someone  to  lead  the 
college  band.  She  sees  a   young  scrub 
girl  at  work  and  is  impressed  by  her 
rhythm.  Betty  dolls  the  girl  up  and  the 
former  scrub  girl  is  the  hit  of  the  dance. 
She  even  wins  over  the  crusty  old  dean 
with  everyone  going  to  town  for  the  finale. 

Talent  Auction 
RKO  (Nu-Atlas  Musical)  10  Minutes 

This  is  light,  musical,  variety  entertain- 
ment of  pleasing  proportions.  It  has  every 

chance  of  fitting  the  needs  of  any  exhibitor 
interested  in  this  type  of  reel.  This  is 
largely  responsible  through  the  excellent 
vocal  offering  of  the  Merry  Macs,  radio 
harmony  team  made  popular  through  Fred 
Allen’s  airshow. 

Mt.  Vesuvius 
United  Artists  (World  Window)  9   Minutes 

A   distinguished  departure  from  the  usual 
travel  short.  Its  appeal  lies  along  visual 

lines,  for  it  is  photographed  beautifully 
in  superb  color.  There  is  no  narration 
accompanying  the  film,  but  there  is  a 
fine  musical  score.  This  short  can  best 

be  described  as  impressionistic  photog- 
raphy. For  what  is  seen  are  a   number  of 

shots  of  Mt.  Vesuvius,  the  red  hot  lava 
flowing  from  the  crater,  Roman  relics,  the 

countryside  and  peasants  dancing.  All  of 

which  correlated  by  the  sensitive  eye'  of 
the  cameraman  who  interprets  the  scene 

through  his  lens.  Those  aesthetically  in- 
clined will  find  it  enjoyable  screen  diver- sion. 

Trans- America 
RKO  (Reelism)  10  Minutes 

Having  undertaken  to  lend  its  facilities 
to  production  of  commercial  footage,  Pathe 
unfolds  a   wealth  of  scenic  reasons  for 

traveling  across  the  country  via  TWA 
Airlines.  As  the  reel  unwinds  two  factors 

leave  strong  impressions  on  the  observer. 
First,  that  the  scenic  grandeur  from  aloft 
alone  would  justify  plane  over  rail  travel 
to  and  from  the  coast;  second,  that  TWA 
would  seem  to  be  best  fitted,  in  airport, 

mechanical  and  luxury  excellence,  to  sup- 
ply the  ride.  The  air  shots  are  excellent. 

Whether  original  for  this  reel  or  not,  they 

provide  a   thrilling  panorama  of  views. 

Rube  Goldberg's Travelgabs 
Paramount  (Paragraphics)  9   Minutes 

A   welcome  addition  to  the  short  subject 
field  is  Rube  Goldberg,  noted  cartoonist 
and  humorist,  who  bows  in  with  some 
grand  comedy.  Goldberg  debunks  the 
traveltalks  as  he  gives  the  lowdown  on 
New  Yorkers.  He  refers  to  Manhattan 
as  that  famous  island  built  entirely  of 
granite  and  inhabited  by  a   race  of  granite 

workers,  or,  as  they’re  commonly  known, 
chiselers.  That  will  give  you  an  idea. 

There’s  a   lot  more.  All  of  it  is  refreshing 
and  pungent  humor. 

Busse  Rhythm 
Paramount  (Headliners)  10  Minutes 

Mark  this  down  as  worthwhile  item.  It 
presents  the  popular  band  leader,  Henry 
Busse,  and  his  orchestra.  The  production 
is  handsomely  mounted  and  departs  from 
the  usual  manner  in  bringing  dance  bands 
to  the  screen.  Busse  and  his  inimitable 

trumpet  play  the  band’s  signature,  “Hot 
Lips.”  Other  numbers  which  feature 

Busse  and  his  trumpet  are  “Blue  Hawaii” 
and  “Hold  Your  Hats.”  Don  Huston  war- 

bles “Figaro”  in  an  undistinguished  man- 
ner. It  shapes  up  as  a   top-notch  musical short. 
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PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWMEN Selling  Seat 
Inexpensive 

Holdrege,  Neb. — Small  town  theatre 

operation  and  exploitation  often  is  found 

to  consist  of  sweeping  out  the  place,  pop- 
ping ten  sacks  of  corn  before  the  doors 

open,  and  hanging  out  two  one  sheets  on 

a   flop-board  in  front  of  the  house.  Prov- 
ing that  an  attractive  setup  can  be  made 

cheaply,  Ed  Schoenthal,  manager  of  the 
Sun,  Holdrege,  Neb.,  took  charcoal  in  hand 

and  did  some  tricks  for  “Spawn  of  the 

North.” 
The  front  pictured  cost  Schoenthal  $3.95 

plus  his  time.  Additionally,  he  sketched 
a   picture  of  Dorothy  Lamour,  sent  it  to 
her  in  Hollywood  and  she  autographed 
it  and  sent  it  back  in  time  for  it  to  be 

used  as  picture  ballyhoo.  Schoenthal  rated 

three  page  one  stories  in  the  Holdrege  pa- 
pers on  the  stunt  and  the  front. 

Shaw  and  Badamo  Work 

On  " Great  Waltz"  Tieups 
New  Haven — With  a   view  to  selling  the 

M-G-M  picture  of  the  same  name,  Harry 
Shaw,  Loew-Poli  division  manager,  assist- 

ed by  Sam  Badamo,  College  Theatre  mana- 
ger here,  are  touring  circuit  towns  ar- 

ranging “Great  Waltz”  contest  nights. 
Winners  will  compete  at  local  theatres 

for  $50  in  prizes.  New  Haven  or  Bridge- 
port will  then  be  the  scene  of  a   state 

contest,  Boston  of  a   zone  competition,  and, 

finally,  Loew’s  State,  New  York,  of  the 
national  finals. 

The  winner  gets  a   three-month  Metro 
contract  with  a   guarantee  to  appear  in  one 

of  Leo’s  pictures. 

Intensive  Drive 

Sells  'Antoinette' 
Toledo  —   Wally  Caldwell,  manager  of 

Loew’s  Valentine,  checked  in  with  an  in- 
tensive publicity  and  exploitation  cam- 

paign on  “Marie  Antoinette.”  Stunts, 
lobby  and  theatre  front  decorations,  win- 

dow displays,  co-op  ads,  radio  and  news- 
paper publicity  work  were  all  used. 

Bookmarks  were  distributed  in  the  15 

public  library  branches  and  all  book  stores 
and  circulating  libraries.  Individual  hotel 
guest  cards  taking  in  all  the  leading  hotels 
were  placed  under  room  doors.  Royal 
Pineapple  Sundae  streamers  were  placed 
in  the  leading  chain  stores.  Over  1,500 

postcards  with  copy  reading  "By  All  Means 
See  It”  were  mailed  from  New  York’s 
Astor  Theatre  to  the  Theatre  Guild  list, 
French  societies  and  other  selected  groups. 
Window  displays  centered  around  the  book. 

A   special  announcement  concerning  the 

picture  was  made  by  the  chairman  of  the 

motion  picture  division  at  an  entire  com- 
mittee board  meeting  of  the  Toledo  Fed- 

eration of  Women’s  Clubs.  All  service 
staff  members  contacted  12  friends  through 
chain  letters.  As  part  of  a   radio  tieup, 

the  sponsors  distributed  free  photos  of  the 
stars.  A   jewelry  firm  and  beauty  salon 

participated  in  co-op  ads. 

Student  Critic  Contest 

Held  on  "Girls'  School" 
Atlanta — A   novel  contest  was  sponsored 

by  the  Rialto  Theatre  in  connection  with 

the  showing  of  “Girls’  School,”  Columbia 
picture  with  Anne  Shirley  and  Nan  Grey. 

Students  in  high  schools  and  colleges 

in  Atlanta  received  tickets  to  see  a   pre- 
view showing  of  the  film,  and  wrote  critical 

reviews,  the  best  of  which  won  for  the 

writer  a   month’s  pass  to  the  theatre. 

’   Winners  of  all  the  schools  were  judged 

later,  and  a   free  year’s  pass,  or  $5  cash, 
was  awarded  the  final  winner. 

NUGGETS 
CJOMETHING  to  bolster  the  pre-Christ- mas slump  is  the  new  lobby  attraction 

“Kute  Kris  Kringle”  now  on  the  market. 

It’s  all  done  with  mirrors,  creating  an  il- 
lusion that  the  person  is  talking  with  a 

Santa  Claus  three  inches  tall. 

• 
Afore  than  50,000  bags  of  peanuts  were 

distributed  ballyhooing  “Room  Service”  by 
the  Fox,  St.  Louis,  in  a   tieup  with  a   local 
peanut  company.  Copy  on  the  envelope, 

in  addition  to  the  billing  read,  “Nuts  to 
You.”  The  bags  were  distributed  two  days 
in  advance  of  opening. 

• 

Taking  advantage  of  some  of  the  depart- 

ment store  action  in  “There  Goes  My 
Heart,”  the  United  Artists  publicity  staff 

tied  in  with  the  Hearn’s  department  stores 
for  window  displays  and  co-op  newspaper 
ads.  In  addition,  there  was  a   broadcast 
of  a   radio  dramatization  of  the  picture  by 

children  under  ten  years  of  age  who  belong 

to  the  store’s  “Little  Theatre.” 
• 

All  Scottish  societies  in  New  York  were 

contacted  through  their  bulletin  to  see 

“The  Edge  of  the  World”  and  the  news- 
paper urged  all  to  see  it.  Still  displays 

were  planted  in  more  than  30  schools  and 
libraries.  Blowups  featured  the  window 

display  of  the  Associated  British  and  Irish 

Railways.  A   leading  women’s  store  used 
the  blowups  in  a   Shetland  weather  dis- 

play. • 
RKO  has  issued  an  interesting  sales  pro- 

motion portfolio  on  “The  Mad  Miss  Man- 
ton”  to  nearly  10,000  exhibitors,  circuit  men 
and  house  managers  throughout  the  United 
States  and  Canada. 

• 

RKO  capitalized  on  the  physician’s 
theme  in  “A  Man  to  Remember”  by  send- 

ing out  a   sales  promotion  novelty  which 

consisted  of  a   capsule  enclosed  in  a   pre- 
scription box.  Rolled  in  the  capsule  was  a 

streamer  extolling  the  virtues  of  the  film. 
• 

One  of  the  stunts  performed  by  Philip 

T.  Hill  of  the  Jayhawk  Theatre  for  “Boys 
Town”  was  a   contest  in  the  State  Journal 
inviting  boys  and  girls  to  write  a   letter 
to  Mickey  Rooney  telling  why  they  liked 
him  in  pictures. 

• 

An  Anne  Shirley  doll  marketed  as  a   tie- 

up  accessory  for  one  of  her  previous  pic- 
tures remains  a   “best-seller”  in  the  toy 

world.  Exhibitors  still  can  take  advantage 

of  this  angle  for  Miss  Shirley’s  latest,  “A 

Man  to  Remember.” • 
An  attractive  girl  art  student,  drawing 

cartoons  of  the  Marx  Brothers,  proved  a 

crowd  stopper  at  a   Kresge  store  in  a 
campaign  by  Keith  Memorial,  Boston. 

HATS 
DECORATIONS HALLOWEEN 

FAVORS 
NOISEMAKERS 

HATS    $1.00  Per  100 

HORNS    $1.00  Per  100 
BALLOONS    $1.00  Per  100 
CRICKETS    $1.00  Per  100 
BLOWOUTS    $1.00  Per  100 

F.  O. B.  Kansas  City 

OPTICAN 

Serpentine    $2.90  Per  100  Pkg;s. 

Noisemakers,  Asst   $2.00  Per  100 
Skeletons    $   .72  Per  Doz. 

Cat  Cutouts    $   .72  Per  Doz 
Witches    $   .72  Per  Doz. 

Write  for  Complete  Catalog. 

BROTHERS 
301  W.  9th  St, Kansas  City,  Mo. 
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NEWS  AND  VIEWS  OF  THE  PRODUCTION  CENTER 

(Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

IATSE  SEEKS  JURISDICTION  OVER  700  SOUND 

TECHNICIANS;  EYE  FOUR  OTHER  STUDIO  UNITS 
Union  Files  Petition  With 

NLRB;  12,700  Members 
Would  Be  Added 

SWG-Producer  Complaints 
Follow  Those  of  Directors 

Complex  developments  within  Holly- 

wood’s many-faceted  and  warring  labor 
factions  this  week  served  to  even  further 
muddle  the  already  apparently  inextricable 
tangles  confronting  the  industry,  and  the 
attempts  to  analyze  which  have  had  local 
students  of  the  labor  situation  running 
around  in  circles  for  months. 

At  the  forefront  was  the  International 

Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage  Employes’ 
counter-attack  against  a   $100,000  “pay- 

off” charge,  the  IA  answering  this  broad- 
side by  filing  petitions  with  the  national 

labor  relations  board  requesting  that  it  be 
certified  as  sole  bargaining  representative 
for  some  700  sound  technicians,  members 
of  Local  695,  and  indicating  that  it  will 
request  certification  for  four  other  locals, 
controlling  a   total  of  some  12,000  film 
workers. 

The  NLRB  indicated,  however,  that  it 
would  not  consider  the  IATSE  petitions 
until  it  had  disposed,  in  one  form  or  an- 

other, of  the  complaint  against  which  the 

IA  launched  its  counter-barrage — formal 
charges  by  Jeff  Kibre,  representing  the 
Motion  Picture  Technicians  Committee,  a 
rebellious  unit  of  Local  695 — that  the 
IATSE  is  a   company-controlled  union  and 

that  it  had  been  “sold  down  the  river” 
by  William  Bioff,  at  that  time  an  IA  ex- 

ecutive, to  the  producers  for  an  alleged 
payment  of  $100,000. 

Hearing  on  Kibre’s  complaint  was  to  be 
held  on  Friday,  postponed  from  last  week 
at  the  request  of  IA  executives  so  that  the 

international’s  board  members,  attending 
an  American  Federation  of  Labor  conven- 

tion in  Houston,  Tex.,  could  be  present. 
Harold  Smith,  IA  official,  declared  the 

petitions  were  filed  as  “an  immediate  and 
necessary  remedy  and  final  solution  of  the 

chaotic  conditions  attempted  to  be  brought 

about”  by  “such  minority  attacks”  as  that 
filed  by  Kibre. 

The  IA  figured  prominently  in  another 
bombshell  dropped  on  the  labor  front  by 
the  Studio  Utility  Employes,  Local  724, 

While  the  National  Labor  Relations 

Board  wrote  “finis”  to  one  episode  in 
Hollywood’s  talent  guild-producer  warfare 
over  the  weekend  by  officially  terminat- 

ing the  hearing  on  the  Screen  Directors 

Guild’s  charge  that  producers  are  guilty 
of  unfair  labor  practices,  it  faced  what 

looms  as  another  lengthy  tangle  by  plung- 
ing into  informal  consideration  of  similar 

charges  filed  against  the  producers  by  the 
Screen  Writers  Guild. 

Attorneys  for  the  producers  met  with  Dr. 
Towne  Nylander,  regional  director  of  the 
NLRB,  and  Leonard  Janofsky,  counsel  for 
the  SWG,  last  Friday,  following  which  Dr. 

when  Joseph  Marshall,  international  vice- 
president  of  the  SUE,  issued  a   statement 
declaring  he  had  hired  Attorney  Carey 
McWilliams  to  review  the  jurisdictional 

differences  which  have  long  been  out- 
standing between  the  SUE  and  the  IA  over 

control  of  studio  utility  workers.  Mar- 

shall announced  that,  should  McWilliams’ 
findings  prove  of  a   concrete  enough  na- 

ture, his  organization  will  also  file  a   peti- 
tion requesting  certification  by  the  NLRB. 

Attracting  the  spotlight  also  was  the 

one-day  resumption  in  Sacramento  of  that 

county’s  grand  jury  probe  into  asserted 
corruption  of  the  state  legislature,  based 
largely  on  charges  by  Assemblyman  Keith 
Dawson  that  an  investigation  launched 
last  November  by  a   special  committee  into 

charges  of  labor  racketeering  within  Holly- 

wood’s film  plants  had  been  suddenly  ter- 
minated due  to  an  alleged  $5,000  “pay- 

off.” The  star  of  the  proceedings  was 
Louis  B.  Mayer,  production  chieftain  at 
M-G-M,  who  testified  that  William  R. 

Neblett,  of  the  law  firm  of  Neblett,  War- 
ner and  McAdoo,  had  sought  to  interest 

him  in  a   move  to  break  the  IATSE  by 

means  of  the  probe,  which  had  been  in- 

stituted by  the  assembly’s  capital  and 
labor  committee.  Mayer  testified  as  to 
his  successful  efforts  to  convince  William 

Nylander  took  the  case  under  advisement. 

Again  on  Tuesday,  Janofsky  and  Dr.  Ny- 
lander conferred,  with  the  labor  board  di- 

rector indicating  he  will  take  no  immediate 

action  but  will  hold  several  further  hud- 
dles to  inform  himself  more  thoroughly 

anent  the  SWG’s  complaint  that  the  major 
producers  have  consistently  refused  to 

enter  into  bargaining  negotiations,  al- 
though the  Guild  has  been  certified  as  ex- 
clusive bargaining  agent  for  scriveners  in 

the  industry. 

Coincident  with  these  developments 

came  the  failure  of  the  SWG’s  attempts 
(Continued  on  page  46) 

Bioff,  IA  executive,  that  he  (Mayer)  had 
no  part  in  instigating  the  investigation. 

The  $5,000  “payoff”  was  alleged  to  have 
been  to  Neblett’s  law  firm  by  the  IATSE. 
The  revived  grand  jury  probe  adjourned 

after  the  one-day  session  for  an  indefi- 
nite period. 

Hearing  before  the  NLRB  opened  Mon- 
day on  the  bargaining  petition  filed  by 

the  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Artists  and 
Illustrators.  Studio  scenic  artists  began 

balloting  early  in  the  week  in  an  election 
ordered  by  the  NLRB  to  determine  whether 

they  wish  to  affiliate  with  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Painters  Local  644  or  with  the  Scenic 

Artists  Association  of  America.  Results  of 

the  vote  were  not  expected  to  be  known 
for  several  days. 

The  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Film  Edi- 
tors, which  holds  a   working  agreement 

with  the  producers,  indicated  this  week 
that  negotiations  with  the  film  plants  for 
amendments  to  the  present  pact  would  be 

underway  by  mid-November.  Edmund 
Hannan,  Edward  Dmytryk,  Robert  Car- 

lisle, Louis  Sackin  and  Otto  Meyer  were 
named  as  the  negotiating  committee. 

Pat  Casey,  Hays  office  labor  contact, 
left  over  the  weekend  to  sit  in  on  a   New 
York  conference  between  the  producers 
and  the  American  Federation  of  Musicians. 
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INDEPENDENT  PRODUCTION  SHAKEUP  RESDLTS 

IN  ANOTHER  UNIT'S  MOVING  TO  INCORPORATE 
Coronado  Interests  Sold  to 

Lieberman;  F&M  Shorts 

Are  Planned 

A   shakeup  in  the  organization  of  one 

independent  production  unit  and  the  pend- 
ing incorporation,  as  a   result,  of  another, 

served  to  keep  the  activities  of  this  phase 

of  Hollywood  film-making  at  encouraging- 
ly high  levels  during  the  week. 

Donald  K.  Leiberman,  treasurer  of  Coro- 

nado Films,  Inc.,  has  purchased  the  fi- 
nancial interests  in  the  unit  held  by  Roy 

Wolf,  president;  Perry  Burch,  secretary, 

William  Kent,  assistant  treasurer,  and  Ar- 
thur Dreifuss,  vice-president,  in  charge 

of  production.  Leiberman,  who  thus  as- 
sumes control  of  Coronado,  will  transfer 

his  headquarters  to  the  Grand  National 
lot  and  is  preparing  for  an  early  start  on 
a   series  of  musical  westerns  for  which  the 

company  has  a   GN  release. 

Dreifuss  immediately  disclosed  plans  for 

the  incorporation  of  Arthur  Dreifuss  Pro- 
ductions, Inc.,  to  film  a   series  of  19  mu- 

sical shorts  for  Columbia  release  under 

the  title  “Fanchon  and  Marco  Stage 
Shows  on  the  Screen.”  The  briefies  will 
be  filmed  on  the  stage  of  the  Paramount 

Theatre  in  downtown  Los  Angeles,  a   Fan- 
chon and  Marco  house.  Wolf,  Burch  and 

Kent,  erstwhile  shareholders  in  Coronado, 
will  join  Dreifuss  in  the  new  enterprise. 
Wolf  also  being  a   partner  in  the  F&M 
enterprises.  First  of  the  shorts  is  set  to 
get  underway  early  in  November. 

Officers  of  Ernst  Lubitsch  Productions, 
formed  by  the  director  in  partnership  with 
Agent  Myron  Selznick,  were  awaiting  word 
from  New  York  this  week,  where  Henry 
Henigson,  business  manager  of  the  unit, 
is  currently  negotiating  a   release  deal. 
Henigson  was  expected  to  return  within 
a   short  time  with  the  release  set,  upon 
which  Lubitsch  will  get  into  action  with 

“The  Shop  Around  the  Corner,”  which 
is  to  be  his  first  production. 

Scheduled  to  hold  its  first  meeting  since 

its  revival  a   few  days  ago  was  the  Inde- 

pendent Motion  Picture  Producers  Ass’n, 
whose  committee,  appointed  to  attempt  to 
negotiate  a   reduction  in  the  wage  and 

hour  scales  for  actors  and  technical  work- 
ers with  the  various  unions  representing 

them,  was  to  go  into  a   huddle  on  Monday 

with  Phil  Goldstone,  new  IMPPA  presi- 
dent, leading  the  discussion. 

Swinging  into  action  after  some  delay. 

Million  Dollar  Productions  placed  “Gang 
Smashers”  before  the  cameras,  with  Nina 
Mae  Cooper  heading  an  all-Negro  cast. 
The  picture  will  be  state-righted. 

Standard  Pictures,  which  plans  an  im- 

mediate start  on  “20  000.000  Witnesses” 
as  its  second  production  for  the  1938-39 
season,  has  signed  Carrington  North, 

scenarist-playwright,  as  story  editor  for 
the  organization. 

Production  Keeping  Even  Keel; 

44  Grinding  as  12  Await  Gun 

Production  speed,  having  maintained  a 
normal  pace  for  the  past  several  weeks, 

continued  on  even  keel  as  the  week  open- 
ed, with  44  pictures — one  more  than  last 

week — before  the  cameras  and  another 
dozen  ready  for  the  starting  gun. 

Busiest  plant  was  Metro,  with  nine  in 

work.  Both  “Idiot’s  Delight”  and  “New 
York  Cinderella”  were  slated  to  start,  with 

scripters  currently  on  "The  Unvanquish- 
ed,” “Let  Freedom  Ring”  and  “The  Year- 

ling” for  early  production.  The  plant  holds 
even  with  last  week’s  production  pace. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox,  sending  no  new 
units  before  the  cameras,  registered  eight 
in  work  to  drop  one  under  last  week.  Next 

week  will  see  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu,” 
with  Sidney  Toler  essaying  the  title  role, 

and  the  second  in  the  “Camera  Dare- 
devils” series  getting  into  work  in  the  Sol 

Wurtzel  unit,  to  be  followed  by  “Wife, 
Husband  and  Friend,”  “Mr.  Moto  in  Trini- 

dad” and  Jane  Withers  in  “The  Texas 

Kid.” 

Universal,  set  to  start  three,  also  had 
eight  in  the  works.  Getting  the  gun  were 

“The  Son  of  Frankenstein,”  “Sky  Police” 
and  “Ghost  Town,”  the  latter  a   Trem 
Carr  western.  Two  of  the  studio’s  total 

Differ  Over  Choice 

Of  Kahane 
Contemplated  negotiations  between 

the  Screen  Actors  Guild  and  the  new- 

ly-revived Independent  Motion  Picture 

Producers  Association  ran  into  a   snag 

when,  alter  a   meeting  on  Tuesday,  the 

IMPPA  registered  a   protest  with  the 

SAG  over  the  election  of  B.  B.  Kahane 

of  Columbia,  to  represent  them  in  the 

pending  arbitration  sessions  anent  the 

new  SAG  working  code.  Through  Phil 

Goldstone,  IMPPA  president,  the  or- 

ganization notified  the  Guild  that  it 

would  not  attend  the  first  arbitration 

meeting,  which  was  set  for  Wednesday, 

and  intimated  that  it  would  continue 

its  refusal  to  participate  until  Kahane 

relinquished  his  position.  Goldstone 

contended  that  Kahane,  connected  with 

a   major  film  plant,  is  unfamiliar  with 

the  problems  confronting  independent 

picture  makers.  The  IMPPA  has  al- 

ready broached  the  SAG  on  an  offer  to 

sign  Guild  contracts  if  the  SAG  will 

grant  wage  and  hour  concessions  for 

players  in  productions  costing  less  than 

$30,000. 

are  serials  and  the  plant  gains  one  over 
the  shooting  figure  reported  last  week. 

Nearing  the  starting  line  are  “You  Can’t 
Cheat  an  Honest  Man,”  “Three  Smart 

Girls  Grow  Up”  and  “Rio.” 
Gunning  “The  Oklahoma  Kid,”  starring 

James  Cagney,  Warners  record  seven  be- 
fore the  cameras,  one  under  last  week, 

and  announced  November  and  December 

starting  dates  on  “Juarez,”  “We  Are  Not 
Alone”  and  “Yes,  My  Darling  Daughter.” 
Also  reporting  six  on  its  stages  was  RKO 

Radio,  where  “Pacific  Liner”  and  “Beau- 
ty for  the  Asking”  were  placed  in  pro- 

duction to  raise  the  studio’s  total  by  one. 
Next  will  be  Astaire-Rogers  in  “The  Cas- 

tles.” 

Columbia  was  filming  a   quintet,  includ- 

ing a   new  starter — Larry  Darmour’s 
“Wreckage,”  starring  Jack  Holt.  “Blind 
Alley”  and  “Our  Wife”  are  being  script- 

ed for  early  production.  Paramount,  too, 

had  five  in  action,  including  “Never  Say 
Die”  and  “Persons  in  Hiding”  as  new 

starts.  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific” 
and  Claudette  Colbert  in  “Midnight”  are 
among  those  being  readied.  Both  plants 
thus  held  their  own  against  the  figures 

reported  for  last  week. 

E.  B.  Derr  finished  “Gang  Bullets”  for 
Monogram  and  the  studio  kept  its  sound 

stages  in  action  by  launching  “Little  Ten- 
derfoot” through  Producer  Edward  Finney. 

The  studio  has  finished  ten  of  its  1938-39 
program,  according  to  Scott  Dunlap,  pro- 

duction head,  and  will  get  into  action 

shortly  on  such  features  as  “I  Am  a   Crim- 
inal,” “Tough  Guy,”  “Sky  Raiders,”  “Mr. 

Wong  in  Chinatown”  and  “Streets  of  New 
York,”  the  latter  starring  Jackie  Cooper. 

Gene  Autry  donned  the  greasepaint  for 

“Bloom  on  the  Sage”  at  Republic,  that 
plant  having  four  in  work  as  compared 
to  three  last  week.  Story  Editor  Albert 
Cohen  reports  31  writers  are  in  action  on 
25  scripts  for  early  filming,  including  the 

two  specials,  “Doctors  Don’t  Tell”  and 
“Wagons  Westward.” 

Hal  Roach  was  to  gun  “It’s  Spring 
Again,”  co-starring  Harry  Langdon  and 

Oliver  Hardy,  for  United  Artists.  “The 
Duke  of  West  Point,”  Edward  Small’s  ini- 

tial UA  offering,  and  Roach’s  “Topper 
Takes  a   Trip,”  are  nearing  completion, 
while  Samuel  Goldwyn  plans  an  early  start 

on  “Wuthering  Heights”  and  Walter  Wan- 

ger  will  gun  “Stage  Coach”  shortly. 

Contract  to  Clarke 

A   long-term  contract  at  RKO  has  been 
given  to  Richard  Clarke,  a   former  Little 
Theatre  player. 
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A   STORY  (not  of  the  parlor  variety) which  recently  went  the  rounds 

concerns  an  ornithologist  whose  hobby 

was  the  cross-breeding  of  birds,  re- 
sulting in  the  evolution  of  several  weird 

and  facetiously-named  winged  speci- 
mens. By  crossing  a   chicken  with  a 

turkey,  he  produced  the  "churk;"  while 
the  mating  of  a   hen  with  a   goose 

brought  forth  the  "hoose."  The  re- 
mainder of  this  bit  of  barroom  Ameri- 

cana does  not  lend  itself  to  reproduc- 

tion in  a   polite  journal. 

However,  if  this  mythical  originator 

of  new  feathered  species  could  cross 

a   peacock  with  an  ostrich,  the  result- 
ant variety  might  logically  be  called 

Hollywood. 
In  a   recent  issue  of  BOXOFFICE,  Red 

Kann,  its  editor-in-chief,  startled  the 

motion  picture  industry  by  manifest- 
ing sufficient  courage  to  reproduce  in 

all  of  its  revolting  details  one  of  the 

many  pieces  of  scurrilous  literature  of 

anti-Semitic,  anti-industry  character 

with  which  professional  Jew-baiters 

have  been  flooding  the  nation;  accom- 
panying such  reproduction  with  an 

editorial,  captioned  ''Bigotry  Stalks  the 
Boxoffice,"  which  stressed  the  crying 
need  of  tracing  this  vicious  and  in- 

jurious propaganda  to  its  source  and 

forever  eradicating  it,  at  the  same  time 

urging  the  industry  in  toto  to  rise  and 

perform  vigilante  duty  to  accomplish 
this  end. 

The  particular  pamphlet  which  BOX- 
OFFICE  reproduced,  as  well  as  others 
of  its  ilk,  is  not  new  to  Hollywood. 

Plenty  of  copies  have  been  distributed 

in  the  film  capital  and  its  environs. 

They  have  been  broadcast  in  balesful 
from  the  top  floors  of  Los  Angeles 

skyscrapers  and  it  has  not  been  un- 
usual for  a   studio  executive  to  emerge 

from  a   preview,  glowing  with  pride 

after  seeing  his  latest  epic  unreeled 
on  the  screen  and  hearing  the  plaudits 

of  the  audience,  to  find  a   copy,  or  an- 
other in  the  vile  series,  nestling  on  the 

seat  of  his  shiny  limousine.  The  one 

defamatory  brochure  in  question  did 

not,  at  least,  mention  names,  limiting 

its  individual  load  of  poison  to  impor- 

tuning its  recipients  to  "boycott  the 

movies”  generally.  There  have  been 
others,  equally  as  familiar  to  the  film 

colony's  great,  which  have  gone  fur- 
ther by  urging  the  masses  to  stay  away 

from  pictures  in  which  Jews  appear, 

amplifying  with  such  declarations  as 

"Eddie  Cantor  is  a   Jew,"  "A1  Jolson 
is  a   Jew,"  "Ruby  Keeler  is  married  to 
a   Jew,"  "Claudette  Colbert  is  married 

to  a   Jew,"  "Ricardo  Cortez  is  a   Jew," and  so  forth. 

Yet,  with  few  exceptions,  Holly- 

wood's Jewry,  particularly  its  mem- 

bers in  the  industry's  highest  executive 
and  Thespic  places,  has  chosen  and 
continues  to  choose  to  ignore  these 

foul  and  unwarranted  attacks,  assum- 

ing the  attitude  that  to  resist  them 

openly  is  to  dignify  them  unneces- 
sarily and  to  further  stir  up  the  fires  of 

bigotry. 

Under  any  conditions,  and  viewed 

from  the  perspective  of  race  and  reli- 

gion, this  attitude  is  difficult  to  under- 
stand. But  it  becomes  even  more  in- 

comprehensible when  its  business  ram- 
ifications are  taken  into  consideration. 

There  is  probably  no  other  line  of  en- 

deavor in  which  its  participants,  in- 

dividually and  collectively,  have  a 

keener  appreciation  of  the  power  of 

publicity  and  propaganda.  This  is 

made  irrefutably  evident  through  the 

(Continued  on  pa?e  48) 

Simoon  and  Zephyrs 

While  20th  Century-Fox's  “Suez,"  by  dint  of  its  lavish 
mounting,  high-powered  cast  and  sweeping  historical  scope, 

dominated  the  week's  preview  competition  to  take  unques- 

tioned first  place  in  importance,  it  was  Warner’s  “Brother  Rat" 
which  stole  the  honors  as  a   contender  for  recognition  in  the 

hit  entertainment  classification.  These  two  offerings  stood 

head  and  shoulders  above  the  remainder  of  the  nine  pictures 
unreeled  for  critical  reaction. 

Outstanding  among  the  merits  of  Darryl  Zanuck's  canal- 
digging opus  was  the  studio-created  simoon,  a   technical 

triumph  which  ranks  with  Goldwyn's  hurricane  and  Metro's 
earthquake  in  thrilling  realism.  Until  the  big  wind  moved  into 

the  script,  however,  the  $2,000,000  production  moved  at  a   some- 
what halting  pace.  Boasting  three  excellent  performances  by 

Tyrone  Power,  Annabella  and  Loretta  Young,  it  re-creates  an 
interesting  historical  period  and  treats  with  intelligence,  but 

with  little  action,  of  the  life  of  Ferdinand  de  Lesseps,  the 

Frenchman  who  sacrificed  his  love  for  an  empress  to  realize 

his  one  great  dream — a   waterway  between  the  Mediterranean 
and  the  Red  Sea.  The  entire  production  reflects  careful  thought 

and  lavish  expenditures,  and  as  a   "prestige"  picture  should 
serve  splendidly. 

The  Warner  contribution,  “Brother  Rat,"  can  virtually  be 
counted  upon  to  keep  any  and  all  audiences  in  gales  of  con- 

tinuous laughter.  Taken  from  the  smash  Broadway  play  of 

the  same  name,  it  is  easily  one  of  the  best  of  the  Burbank 

film  foundry's  series  of  “service"  stories,  the  action  this  time 
taking  place  at  the  Virginia  Military  Institute.  Virile  in  theme, 

adroitly  scripted  and  skillfully  directed  by  William  Keighley, 

the  film  uncovers  a   sensational  acting  find  in  Eddie  Albert, 

repeating  his  stage  role,  whose  future  screen  efforts,  if  com- 

parable in  excellence  to  his  debut,  should  boost  him  to  high- 
bracket  star  rating. 

*   *   * 

Five  features  classified  as  solid,  honest  program  fare,  each 

delivering  a   full  measure  of  entertainment  that  will  send  audi- 
ences away  satisfied  that  their  money  has  been  well  expended. 

M-G-M  delivered  two  of  these,  topping  the  list  with  “Listen, 

Darling."  Unpretentiously  produced,  it  features  sterling  work 
by  two  adolescent  starlets,  Freddie  Bartholomew  and  Judy  Gar- 

land, and  has  a   richly  appealing  and  human  story,  interspersed 

with  splendid  vocalizing  by  the  15-year-old  songstress.  Leo's 
other  offering,  “Young  Dr.  Kildare,"  launches  the  Culver  City 

plant's  newest  contribution  to  the  series  cycle,  and  bespeaks 
well  for  the  remainder  of  the  group.  Marking  a   substantial 

step  upward  in  the  rapid  comeback  of  Lew  Ayres,  its  cast  also 

boasts  the  presence  of  Lionel  Barrymore,  and  contains  suf- 
ficient entertainment  to  whet  audience  tastes  for  more.  RKO 

Radio  presented  further  hilarious  adventures  of  the  screwball 

screen  star  in  "Annabel  Takes  a   Tour,"  second  in  the  series 
and  comparing  in  every  way  with  the  initialer  as  laugh  fodder. 

Lucille  Ball  reaffirms  her  ability  as  a   distinctive  comedienne  in 

the  title  role,  while  Jack  Oalcie  does  yeoman  duty  as  her  ef- 

fervescent press  agent.  Taking  both  sly  and  broad  slaps  at 

Hollywood,  it  is  loaded  with  genuine  humor  and  moves  at  a 

fast  pace.  Universal's  “Service  de  Luxe"  proved  to  be  a 
sprightly  romantic  comedy,  sure  to  appeal  to  every  type  ol 

audience  and  listing  among  its  cast  assets  the  presence  of 
Constance  Bennett,  Mischa  Auer  and  Charlie  Ruggles. 

*   *   * 

A   brace  of  features,  both  apparently  in  only  to  stay  the 

ten  rounds,  were  allocated  to  the  cellar  bracket.  Twentieth 

Century -Fox's  “Inside  Story"  emerged  as  a   conglomeration  of 
trite  claptrap,  only  passably  enacted  and  contributing  but  little 

to  the  season's  quota  of  film  entertainment.  Second  in  the 

“Roving  Reporters"  series,  it  is  an  unfortunate  directorial  debut 
for  the  veteran  Thespian,  Ricardo  Cortez. 

Standing  up  well  despite  its  low  budget  was  "Prison  Train," 
first  offering  of  the  newly-organized  Malcolm-Browne  Produc- 

tions, of  which  Bennie  Zeidman  is  executive  vice-president  and 

production  chieftain.  In  the  grind  houses  for  which  it  un- 
doubtedly was  aimed,  its  melodramatic  plot  and  fast  action 

should  aid  it  in  serving  capably. 
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PRODUCERS'  ASSOCIATION  STUDYING  EFFECT 
OF  NEW  WAGE-HOUR  LAW  IN  HOLLYWOOD 

Group  Giving  Matter  Much 

Serious  Thought  in 

Compiling  Data 

What  effect  the  federal  government’s 
new  minimum  wage  and  hour  legislation, 
which  begins  to  function  throughout  the 
nation  Monday,  will  have  on  the  film  in- 

dustry and  its  some  30,000  Hollywood  em- 
ployes was  being  given  serious  considera- 

tion by  the  producers’  association  this 
week. 
For  the  past  six  months  Pat  Casey, 

labor  contact  at  the  Hays  office,  has  been 
compiling  and  correlating  data  supplied 
him  by  studio  managers  in  an  effort  to 
obtain  a   panoramic  picture  of  the  wage 
scales  and  working  hours  of  every  type  of 
film  worker.  His  ultimate  intention,  as 
announced  several  times,  has  been  to  have 
all  the  information  he  can  obtain  right  at 
his  fingertips  to  expedite  cooperation  with 
whatever  government  representative  is 
sent  here  to  study  the  situation. 

Casey  Appoints  Committee 

Prior  to  departing  for  New  York  this 
v/eek,  Casey  appointed  a   committee  of  four 
to  carry  on  the  work  and  set  up  an  operat- 

ing procedure,  although  as  yet  the  federal 
government  has  taken  no  steps  to  appoint 
a   representative  and,  according  to  the 
Hays  office,  has  given  no  indication  of  so 
doing  in  the  immediate  future.  This  sub- 

committee comprises  Maurice  Benjamin, 
of  the  law  firm  of  Loeb  and  Loeb;  Ross 
Hastings,  attorney  for  RKO  Radio;  Bill 
Holman,  studio  manager  of  Columbia;  and 
Keith  Glennon,  studio  manager  at  Para- 
mount. 

The  Hays  office’s  best  guess,  in  lieu  of 
government  information  on  the  subject, 
is  that  the  wage-hour  legislation  will  not 
materially  affect  employment  conditions 
in  the  studios,  principally  because  of  the 
fact  that  unions,  guilds  and  other  labor 
organizations  already  operate  under  con- 

tracts which  specify  minimum  wages  and 
maximum  hours  far  above  the  scale  set  by 
the  national  government.  Casey  and  his 
sub-committee  are,  furthermore,  operating 
on  the  theory  that  executives  and  creative 

Sound  Checking  Plan 
Is  Successful 

Paramount's  sound  department  head, 
Loren  L.  Ryder,  has  reported  that  the 

studio's  plan  to  improve  theatre  sound 
reproduction  by  sending  expert  tech- 

nicians from  Hollywood  to  check  ap- 
paratus in  key  cities  is  meeting  with 

considerable  success. 

Eighty-one  per  cent  of  the  theatres 

checked  before  the  release  of  "Spawn 

of  the  North"  made  the  improvements 
suggested,  Ryder  disclosed. 

professional  talent,  including  actors,  writ- 
ers and  directors,  will  be  exempted  from 

the  ruling.  This  question  is  considered 
comparatively  unimportant  in  the  case  of 
the  Screen  Actors  Guild,  which  has  an 
eight-year  contract  with  hour-and-wage 
clauses,  but  may,  it  is  felt,  engender  some 
difficulty  in  connection  with  writers  and 
directors,  neither  of  whom  have  working 
codes,  in  the  event  the  government  rules 
they  come  under  the  scope  of  the  legisla- 

tion— particularly  in  the  matter  of  the 
maximum-hour  provisions. 

To  Await  Casey’s  Return 

Casey’s  sub-committee  will  scrutinize  the 
situation  through  contacts  with  studio 
managers  and  executives  and  will  draw  up 
a   tentative  draft  of  operative  procedure, 
to  be  turned  over  to  Casey  when  he  re- 

turns from  New  York.  This  will  be  held 

by  Casey,  according  to  present  plans,  un- 
til the  government  takes  some  step  to  ap- 
ply the  wage-hour  law  here,  at  which  time 

it  will  be  submitted  to  the  government 
prober — if  and  when  he  arrives. 

Bulletin  on  Sound  for 

Exhibitors  Is  Released 
Containing  specifications  for  revised 

standard  electrical  characteristics  and 
recommending  that  theatre  equipment  be 
so  adjusted  to  improve  sound  reproduc- 

tion, a   technical  bulletin  compiled  by  the 
Research  Council  of  the  Academy  of  Mo- 

tion Picture  Arts  and  Sciences  went  into 
distribution  this  week. 

Intended  specifically  for  theatremen,  the 
bulletin  records  advancements  and  changes 
in  theatre  equipment  during  the  past  year, 
as  noted  and  discussed  during  the  period 

by  the  Council’s  theatre  standardization 
committee.  Previously  published  char- 

acteristics are  specified  in  the  bulletin  all 
on  one  drawing,  while  each  characteristic 
applying  to  specific  sound  systems  is  shown 
on  a   separate  curve. 

Stephen  Slesinger  Ready 
To  Erect  Elaborate  Plant 

Elaborate  plans  for  entering  the  animat- 
ed cartoon  production  field  were  announc- 
ed this  week  by  Stephen  Slesinger,  who 

disclosed  that  he  has  taken  an  option  on 
a   piece  of  property  in  the  San  Fernando 
Valley  and  will  start  construction  shortly 
on  a   $500,000  plant. 
The  new  company  will  be  incorporated 

as  Stephen  Slesinger  Productions  and  its 

product  will  be  based  on  the  cartoon  char- 
acters in  the  “Big  Little  Books”  which 

Slesinger  represents,  and  which  are  dis- 
tributed nationally  in  five-and-ten  cent stores. 

Tie  Warren  William 

Columbia  has  tied  Warren  William  to  an 
extended  acting  contract. 

SWG-Producer  Plaints 

Following  Directors' 
(Continued  from  page  43) 

to  negotiate  working  agreements  with 
Monogram,  Republic  and  Larry  Darmour 
Productions.  None  of  the  trio,  invited  to 
meet  with  the  SWG  bargaining  committee 
on  Thursday  night,  attended. 
With  the  SDG  hearing  having  closed 

last  Thursday  after  a   two-month  session, 
Trial  Examiner  William  R.  Ringer  of  the 
NLRB  began  preparing  his  reports  of  the 

trial  for  submission  to  the  labor  board’s 
headquarters  in  Washington,  D.  C.  Al- 

though attorneys  for  the  SDG  and  the 
producers  were  granted  ten  days  in  which 
to  present  oral  arguments,  no  such  action 
had  been  taken  early  in  the  week,  leading 
observers  to  believe  that  the  opponents 

will  mark  time  awaiting  word  from  Wash- 
ington. The  directors  accused  the  pro- 

ducers of  unfair  labor  practices,  charged 

them  with  refusal  to  open  bargaining  ne- 
gotiations, and  asserted  that  they  should 

be  designated  exclusive  bargaining  repre- 
sentatives for  film  megaphonists.  In  clos- 

ing arguments,  Alfred  Wright,  counsel  for 
20th  Century-Fox,  reiterated  the  pro- 

ducers’ contention  that  the  NLRB  has  no 
jurisdiction  over  film  labor  battles  and 
that  assistant  directors  and  unit  man- 

agers, now  members  of  the  SDG,  should 
be  in  separate  organizations. 

Both  the  SDG  and  the  SWG  held  board 
meetings  during  the  week,  the  former  to 
discuss  its  NLRB  hearing  and  the  SWG 

to  put  its  final  okay  on  candidates  nomi- 
nated for  offices  in  the  annual  election, 

coming  up  November  9. 

Hays  Office  Holds  Back 

Certificate  for  "Zaza" The  Hays  office  this  week  decided  to  hold 

up  its  purity  certificate  on  Paramount’s “Zaza,”  starring  Claudette  Colbert,  which 

was  submitted  to  the  producers’  associ- 
ation for  approval.  The  picture  has  been 

turned  back  to  Paramount  for  scissoring, 

particularly  of  the  “can-can”  sequences 
and  portions  of  dialogue  which  are  con- 

sidered objectionable. 
The  studio  has  halted  musical  recording 

and  is  preparing  to  ship  the  film  back 
into  the  cutting  room. 

New  Benny  Film 
Jack  Benny  draws  the  starring  assign- 

ment on  “The  Man  in  Evening  Clothes” 
at  Paramount,  to  follow  his  next  film, 

“Man  About  Town.”  “Evening  Clothes”  is 
based  on  a   play  by  Andre  Picard  and  Yves 
Mirande,  being  scripted  by  Billy  Wilder 
and  Charles  Brackett.  Harlan  Thompson 
will  produce. 
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Plays   Possibilities 

New  York — Fifth  in  this  series  which 
gives  the  highlights  of  Broadway  drama 
reviews. 

" Hamlet " 

William  Shakespeare’s  “Hamlet”  is  the 
16th  play  of  the  season.  Produced  by 
Maurice  Evans,  who,  of  course,  essays  the 
lead;  staged  by  Margaret  Webster  with 
costumes  and  scenery  by  David  Pfolkes. 
The  play  opened  at  the  St.  James,  October 
12.  The  critical  approach: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   ex- 
actly as  Shakespeare  penned  it,  uncut,  un- 

edited, is  an  exciting  and  impressive  trag- 
edy, well  worth  the  extra  time  it  takes  to 

hear  it.  The  Evans’  production  starts  at 
6:30  and  runs  until  11:15  with  but  a   half 

hour’s  respite  for  supper  and  an  eight 
minute  intermission  at  the  end  of  the 

second  act  .   .   .   Mr.  Evans’  Hamlet  is  sound- 
ly conceived  and  brilliantly  projected.  It 

has  scope,  power  and  surge.  It  has 
subtlety  and  vigor.  It  is  dominant  and 
arresting.  A   masterpiece  .   .   .   Mady  Chris- 

tians is  superb  as  the  queen.  George  Gra- 
ham’s Polonius  is  beautifully  etched. 

Katherine  Locke  is  a   lovely  and  touching 
Ophelia. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (three  stars) 
— The  soliloquies  are  melodiously  read  and 
with  a   fine  natural  emphasis  ...  It  may 

well  be  accepted  as  a   fine  actor’s  Hamlet 
.   .   .   Mr.  Evans  has  his  superb  Richard  II 
to  maintain  his  eminence  in  the  Shakes- 

pearean repertory  .   .   .   There  is  a   fine  elo- 
quence in  the  reading  of  the  Ghost’s  lines 

by  Augustun  Duncan  .   .   .   Mary  Christians’ 
Gertrude  is  youthful,  handsome  and  ef- 

fectively emotional  .   .   .   Whitford  Kane 
scores  again  as  the  First  Gravedigger. 
Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — 

Maurice  Evans’  Hamlet  is  a   rich,  elo- 
quent and  full-blooded  creation  .   .   .   His 

Prince  of  Denmark  is  no  hysterical,  white- 
faced neurotic,  but  a   passionate  and  vigor- 

ous man  .   .   .   Here  is  assuredly  the  finest 
Hamlet  that  we  have  seen  in  our  town 

since  John  Barrymore’s  classic  portrayal 
.   .   .   Katherine  Locke  is  a   lovely,  sensitive 
and  poignant  Ophelia,  giving  the  tragic 
girl  a   gentle  and  touching  humanity.  Mady 
Christians  is  splendid  as  the  Queen  .   .   . 
George  Graham  is  an  excellent  Polonius, 

Donald  Randolph  a   good  Horatio,  Whit- 
ford Kane  an  admirable  quizzical  grave- 

digger and  Henry  Edwards  a   believable 
King.  Sydney  Smith  has  some  effective 
scenes  as  Laertes  and  the  player  king  of 
Rhys  Williams  is  more  than  a   routine 
characterization. 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American — It 
is  a   triumph  not  only  for  Mr.  Evans’  sim- 

ple and  straight-forward  portrayal  of  the 
sable  prince,  but  for  Margaret  Webster’s 
vividly  inventive  direction  and  for  a   whole 
cast  which,  with  few  exceptions,  meets  the 
enormous  challenge  of  such  a   venture  and 
brings  off  a   magnificent  achievement. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — By  acting  the 
Prince  as  admirably  as  he  does,  Mr.  Evans 
has  added  overnight  many  cubits  to  the 
reputation  his  Romeo,  his  Dauphin,  his 
Napoleon  and,  particularly,  his  Richard  II 
have  won  him  as  the  best  male  performer 
known  to  the  present  day  English-speaking 

stage  .   .   .   Too  much  can  not  be  said  in 

praise  of  Miss  Webster’s  direction  .   .   .   Mr. 
Evans  has  surrounded  himself  with  an 
astonishingly  fine  company  ...  As  for 
Katherine  Locke  she  is,  both  before  and 
during  her  mad  scenes,  the  most  poignant, 
clearly  spoken,  and  intelligently  conceived 
Ophelia  I   have  so  far  encountered. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun  —   The  bravos 
went  for  a   performance  in  the  famous  role, 
which  was  uneven  but  always  coherent; 
intelligent,  if  a   little  hurried,  at  its  worst 
and  brilliant  at  its  best,  and  perhaps  also 
for  the  sustained  impact  which  the  play 
has  when,  courageously  it  is  left  unhaggled 

.   .   .   Everybody,  led  by  Mr.  Evans,  read  in- 
telligently and  with  clarity  .   .   .   but  the 

acting,  by  and  large,  was  cold. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — For  the  uncut 
“Hamlet”  is  a   wild  and  whirling  play  of 
exalted  sound  and  tragic  grandeur,  and 
Mr.  Evans  acts  it  as  though  it  were  a   new 
text  that  had  not  been  clapper-clawed  by 
generations  of  actors  ...  He  acts  it  at  the 

top  of  his  compass  .   .   .   Katherine  Locke’s 
Ophelia  is  touching  because  it  is  simple. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
.   .   .   remarkable  performance,  the  clear- 

ness of  his  speech  and  purity  of  diction, 
the  beauty  of  his  delivery,  the  grace  and 

And  Still  They're Opening 
New  York — Covered  in  this  edition 

are  these  plays: 
"Hamlet." 

”1  Have  Been  Here  Before." 
“Dance  Night." 

“Abe  Lincoln  in  Illinois." 

“Knights  of  Song." 
“A  Woman's  a   Fool — To  Be  Clever." 

force  of  his  movement  .   .   .   There  was 
nothing  shoddy  and  nothing  makeshift  in 
any  department. 

"I  Have  Been  Here  Before" 

Seventeenth  play  of  the  season.  J.  B. 
Priestley  wrote  it  in  three  acts.  Gilbert 
Miller  produced  and  turned  to  Lewis  Allen 
for  the  staging  and  Laurence  Irving  for 
the  sets.  The  play  opened  at  the  Guild 
Theatre,  October  13,  with  a   cast  including 
Eileen  Beldon,  Harry  Rousby,  Ernest 
Deutsch,  Eric  Portman,  Lydia  Sherwood 
and  Wilfrid  Lawson.  The  appraisal: 

R.  C.,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   diffuse  and 
frequently  dull  ...  As  one  first  nighter  put 
it,  he  spins  a   play  like  the  chapter  head- 

ings in  a   philosophical  tome  .   .   .   The  cast 
is  excellent  .   .   .   Miss  Beldon  and  Mr.  Law- 

son  carry  off  the  evening’s  honors. 
B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 

.   .   .   endeavors  to  make  clear  to  a   troubled 
and  mystified  quartet  the  theory  that 
countless  rebirths  are  necessary  before  any 
groping  human  comes  to  know  that  his 
own  spiritual  destiny  lies  solely  within  his 
own  power  of  acceptance  or  correction  .   .   . 
Beautifully  retold  so  far  as  the  acting  per- 

formances are  concerned.  But  badly  re- 
told in  its  spoken  statement. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   ...  so 
bogged  down  in  the  author’s  theories  .   .   . 
It  has  little  time  left  for  good,  sound 
drama.  The  play  is  attractively  written, 
for  Mr.  Priestley  sets  down  his  contempla- 

tions with  grace  and  style,  and  it  is  quite 
brilliantly  acted  by  Wilfrid  Lawson,  but 
it  is  too  vague  and  unconvincing  to  be  suc- 

cessful as  a   narrative  or  a   philosophical 

plea. J.  A.,  Journal- American —   .   .   .   neither 
inventive  enough,  nor  suggestive  enough, 
to  give  it  real  dramatic  power  .   .   .   Ernst 
Deutsch  helps  enormously  in  a   sensitive 
performance  of  the  professor  .   .   .   Eric 
Portman  and  Lydia  Sherwood  are  so 
clipped  in  their  speech  and  so  stilted  in 
performance  that  they  are  nearly  unin- 

telligible ...  It  is  too  big  for  a   play  that 
is  too  small  for  its  theme. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — It  would  be  something  of 
a   public  blessing  if  just  for  once  J.  B. 
Priestley  would  stop  pondering  theories 
about  Time  .   .   .   and  dial  Meridian  7-1212 

.   .   .   Time  marches  on.  But  Mr.  Priestley’s 
new  play  about  Time  forgets  to  do  so.  It 
begins  at  a   standstill  and  remains  there 
throughout  each  of  its  boring  acts. 

R.  L.,  Sun — Times  goes  round  and  round, 
accompanied  by  Mr.  Priestley  on  his  hobby 
horse  ...  It  is  an  intelligent  play  and,  as 
far  as  ideas  go,  a   stimulating  one.  But  the 
writing  is  dramatically  flat  .   .   .   Ernest 
Deutsch  does  marvels  .   .   .   Wilfrid  Lawson 
gets  an  electric  quality  into  the  role  and 

Harry  Rousby  acts  an  innkeeper’s  part with  relish. 

B.  A.,  Times —   ...  as  mild  as  though  Mr. 
Priestley  had  dashed  it  off  after  supper 
in  his  scribbling  shack  in  the  midnight 
desert  .   .   .   The  play  is  always  hovering 
over  an  exhilirating  idea. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram —   ...  a   con- fused and  confusing  play. 

"Dance  Night" 

A   two-performance  run.  “Dance  Night,” 
a   play  in  two  acts  by  Kenyon  Nicholson, 
opened  at  the  Belasco,  October  14,  and 
closed  the  next  night.  Lee  Strasberg  did 
the  staging  and  Raymond  Sovey  the  sets 
while  it  was  Robert  Rockmore  who  pro- 

duced this  18th  play  of  the  season.  Cast 
names  embraced  Mary  Rolfe,  Bert  Conway, 

Lyle  Bettger,  Harry  M.  Cooke,  Mary  Ser- 
voss.  Critical  opinion: 

R.  C„  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   reminiscent  of 
“Having  Wonderful  Time”  in  that  it  is 
peopled  with  scores  of  youngsters  on  holi- 

day. But  there  the  resemblance  ceases  for 
...  it  is  concerned  .   .   .   with  a   bunch  of 
juvenile  rascals  .   .   .   They  all  seemed  a 
nasty,  worthless  lot  .   .   .   Miss  Rolfe  has 
talent  and  deserved  a   chance  at  a   good 

part.  Lee  Strasberg’s  direction  is  slipshod 
and  mechanical. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
.   .   .   consistently  written  drama,  and  well 

staged  by  Lee  Strasberg.  There  isn’t  any reason  that  I   can  put  a   finger  on  why  it 

shouldn’t  seem  more  important  than  it does. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   .   writing 
(Continued  on  page  50) 
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"White  Collars"  Find  No  Immunity 
From  Changes  in  Production  Fold 

Although  the  production  index  remains 

steady  and  the  calls  for  technicians,  paint- 
ers, carpenters  and  other  workers  in  the 

film  plants  keeps  apace,  changes  in  stu- 
dio personnel  of  the  executive,  creative 

and  white-collar  variety  were  heavy  dur- 
ing the  week.  At  the  same  time  prelimi- 

nary reports  as  to  calls  for  extra  and  bit 

players  for  the  first  two  weeks  of  Octo- 
ber pointed  to  an  employment  nosedive 

for  this  classification  of  studio  workers 

for  the  month.  Only  an  approximate  8,000 
extras  secured  work  during  the  period, 

representing  a   drop  of  one-third  from  nor- 
mal conditions. 

Val  Paul,  studio  manager  at  Universal 

for  the  past  two  and  a   half  years,  ten- 
dered his  resignation,  effective  immedi- 

ately, and  was  replaced  by  Martin  Mur- 
phy, who  assumes  his  new  duties  in  con- 

junction with  his  post  as  production  man- 
ager. Dave  Garber  continues  as  manager 

of  studio  operations,  and  executives  of  the 
plant  stated  that  no  further  changes  are 
contemplated.  Paul  had  no  statement  to 
make  as  to  his  future  plans.  The  same 
studio  announced  the  signing  of  Dan 

Thomas  as  a   member  of  the  publicity  de- 
partment, Thomas  severing  his  connec- 

tions with  Dick  Hunt,  free-lance  publicist. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox,  which  has 
dropped  several  featured  players  in  the 
past  few  weeks,  continued  its  minor 

“purge”  by  failing  to  exercise  its  option 
on  Keye  Luke,  Charlie  Chan’s  “Number 
One  Son,”  with  Luke  signing  a   term  deal 
at  Columbia.  Also  going  off  the  Fox  ros- 

ter after  several  years  with  the  organiza- 
tion was  Jane  Darwell,  character  actress. 

Joining  the  plant,  however,  was  Percy  A. 
Ikerd,  formerly  with  Samuel  Goldwyn, 
signing  as  assistant  to  Richard  Day  in  the 
Fox  art  department. 

The  Goldwyn  plant  itself  was  active. 

Skirball's  Return 

Is  GlTGo"  Sign 
With  the  return  over  the  weekend  from 

eastern  conferences  of  Jack  Skirball,  new 
general  manager  and  production  chief  for 
the  reorganized  Grand  National,  the 
studio  this  week  was  preparing  to  end  a 
period  of  production  inactivity  by  setting 

starting  dates  on  several  films  on  its  re- 
cently-announced 1938-39  quota. 

Serving  as  the  ice-breaker,  slated  to  go 

into  work  on  Friday,  was  Fine  Arts’  “The 
Long  Shot,”  a   race  track  story  and  fourth 
in  FA’s  26-picture  quota  for  GN  release. 
This  will  be  followed  October  24  by  “The 
Girl  Without  a   Country,”  a   Eugene  Frenke 
production  which  will  bring  Anna  Sten 

back  to  the  screen  after  a   two-year  ab- 
sence. Frenke  has  borrowed  Alan  Mar- 

shal from  Selznick  International  for  the 

The  United  Artists  producer  placed  Jo 

Swerling  under  contract  as  a   writer,  Swer- 

ling  to  report  after  a   month’s  vacation; 
Edmund  North,  formerly  a   writer  at  Co- 

lumbia and  collaborator  on  a   Frank  Capra 

vehicle,  was  signed  as  Robert  Riskin’s  as- 
sistant, and  Goldwyn,  facing  a   temporary 

production  lull,  began  to  arrange  loan- 
out  deals  for  his  contract  players  and 
technicians.  Cameraman  Rudolph  Mate 
has  been  borrowed  by  RKO  Radio. 

Warner  Writing  School  Ends 

Having  promoted  Lawrence  Cruikshank 

to  a   full-fledged  writing  status,  Warner 
wipes  out  the  last  vestiges  of  its  junior 
writing  school.  David  Mathews,  former 
Warner  story  editor  and  director  of  the 

school,  has  been  given  a   writing  assign- 
ment, as  have  Cruikshank,  Charles  Ted- 

ford  and  Smith  Douglas,  other  members 
of  the  school.  Imminent  production  of 

three  big  outdoor  spectacles  at  the  Bur- 
bank plant  has  had  its  effect  on  the  studio 

makeup  department,  personnel  of  which 
has  more  than  tripled  in  the  past  two 
weeks. 

After  a   dispute  as  to  treatment,  Irving 

Pichel  tore  up  his  one -picture  directorial 
contract  to  wield  the  megaphone  on  Re- 

public’s “Strongheart,”  with  John  H.  Auer 
replacing  him. 

Dropping  off  the  M-G-M  contract  list 
was  Fernand  Gravet,  a   discovery  of  Mer- 
vyn  LeRoy,  with  the  Belgian  actor  plan- 

ning to  return  to  France.  He  appeared 

in  “The  Great  Waltz”  for  Metro. 

Edward  Small,  United  Artists  producer, 

has  signed  Joe  Nadel,  formerly  with  Sam- 
uel Goldwyn,  as  production  manager  for 

his  unit.  John  Burch,  who  has  been  act- 
ing as  production  manager,  will  continue 

preparations  for  several  Small  pictures 
lined  up  for  fall  and  winter  production. 

male  lead.  Otis  Garrett  will  direct. 
Upon  his  arrival  here,  Skirball  plunged 

into  conferences  with  A1  Christie,  who 
produced  short  subjects  for  Educational  in 
New  York,  and  who  preceded  Skirball  to 

the  coast  by  several  days.  Christie’s  func- 
tions under  the  new  setup  are  being  out- 
lined more  fully,  and  the  veteran  comedy- 

maker  will  in  all  probability  produce  and 
direct  a   feature  for  GN  here. 

GN  will  not  swing  into  high  gear,  how- 
ever, until  E.  W.  Hammons,  its  new  presi- 
dent, has  returned  from  a   business  trip 

to  London,  on  which  he  embarked  last 
week.  During  his  absence,  Edward  L. 
Alperson,  former  GN  president  and  now 
head  of  the  distribution  end,  will  remain 
in  New  York,  not  coming  out  to  the  coast 

until  Hammons  discloses  his  accomplish- 
ments in  England  in  connection  with  dis- 

tributing the  GN  product  in  that  country. 

“Frontier  Scout,”  a   Fine  Arts  offering 
starring  George  Houston,  was  to  go  into 

the  GN  exchanges  October  21.  FA’s 
“Shadows  Over  Shanghai”  went  into  dis- 

tribution a   week  earlier. 

SPEARHEADS 

(Continued  from  page  45) 

fact  that  high-powered  and  lavishly- 

maintained  press  agentry  has  contrib- 
uted, probably  more  than  any  other 

one  factor,  to  elevating  motion  pictures 

to  their  present  high  station  in  public 
interest  and  resultant  affluence;  that 

Hollywood,  always  proud  as  a   pea- 

cock of  its  accomplishments,  is  resort- 

ing to  ridiculously  extreme  measures 
to  foster  dissemination  of  news  about 

its  minutest  activities. 

By  the  same  logic,  it  naturally  fol- 
lows that  those  who  have  been  so 

quick  and  so  consistent  in  recognizing 

the  value  of  the  printed  and  spoken 

word,  must  of  necessity  be  cognizant 
of  the  havoc  which  can  be  wreaked 

at  the  nation's  boxoffices  through  the 
continued  broadcasting  of  these  vili- 

fications. Indeed,  there  is  plenty  of 

evidence  of  the  financial  harm  they 

have  already  inflicted. 

Despite  which,  and  if  majority  re- 

action locally  to  Editor  Kann's  crusade 
to  organize  the  industry  into  a   solid 

phalanx  in  opposition  to  these  insidious 

assaults  is  criterion,  executive  Holly- 

wood, or,  at  least,  a   preponderant  por- 
tion thereof,  is  apparently  satisfied  to 

pursue  a   hush  hush  attitude  while  the 
detractors  continue  their  uninterrupted 
activities. 

WB  Starlet  to  Attend 

Premiere  of  " Sisters " Jane  Bryan,  Warner  starlet,  was  to 
leave  October  20  by  plane  for  Butte,  Mont., 
to  make  a   p.  a.  at  the  local  premiere  of 

“The  Sisters,”  opening  there  October  22. 
The  same  studio  welcomed  John  Payne 
back  into  the  fold,  the  featured  player 

returning  from  the  Virginia  Military  In- 
stitute, where  he  appeared  in  conjunction 

with  the  showing  of  “Brother  Rat.” 
Checking  in  at  RKO  Radio  on  Monday 

was  Chester  Morris,  completing  a   lengthy 

tour  of  eastern  cities  with  his  sleight-of- 
hand  act.  Morris  is  due  to  start  work 

shortly  in  “Pacific  Liner.” Pinky  Tomlin,  screen  and  radio  singer, 
left  for  Vancouver,  B.  C„  for  a   short  p.  a. 

engagement  which  will  carry  him  to  Se- 
attle and  Spokane  before  returning  here. 

Also  laying  plans,  on  a   more  extensive 
scale,  is  Richard  Arlen,  who  intends  to 

do  p.  a.’s  in  several  eastern  key  cities, 
embarking  in  a   few  days. 

Monogram  Adds  to  Series 
Films  lor  1938-39  Season 

Still  another  group  of  series  pictures  is 
to  be  added  to  the  large  number  already 

launched  for  the  1938-39  season.  Mono- 

gram has  decided  to  create  a   “Murphy 
Family”  series,  based  on  the  characters 

used  in  “Wanted  by  the  Police,”  a   Frankie 
Darro  starrer  completed  recently. 

Second  in  the  new  series,  titled  “Tough 
Kid,”  gets  underway  November  1,  with 
Karl  Brown  scripting. 
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Coast  "Radio  City" 
Opens  Sans  Bally 

The  latest  physical  step  in  establishing 

Hollywood  as  America’s — and  consequently 
the  world’s — Number  One  Radio  center 
was  taken  on  Monday  when  the  National 
Broadcasting  Co.  opened  the  doors  of  its 
palatial  new  $2,000,000  studios  at  Sunset 
Blvd.  and  Vine  St. 

Completed  after  eight  months  of  con- 
struction work,  the  new  NBS  plant  consists 

of  eight  broadcasting  studios  and  a   three- 
story  office  building,  containing  what  are 
generally  conceded  to  be  the  ultimate  in 
perfected  equipment  and  devices.  The 
opening  was  characterized  by  a   complete 
lack  of  the  fanfare  and  ballyhoo  with 

which  past  milestones  in  Hollywood’s  his- 
tory have  been  associated  as  executives 

and  personnel  of  the  network  matter-of- 
factly  transferred  from  the  old  NBC  stu- 

dios on  Melrose  Ave.  to  the  extensive  office 

and  broadcasting  space  in  the  new  plant. 

Christened  “Hollywood  Radio  City,”  the 
plant  will  be  in  full  operation  by  November 
1,  leaving  the  Melrose  Ave.  studio  with  a 
skeletonized  staff  to  handle  what  few 
shows  will  continue  to  be  broadcast  there. 

Traffic  and  accounting  departments,  now 

headquartering  in  San  Francisco,  are  in 
the  process  of  being  shifted  here. 

The  plant’s  exterior  is  tinted  a   light  blue- 
green,  trimmed  with  aluminum  strips,  the 
architecture  being  of  a   modernistic  and 

compact  design.  Piece  de  resistance  of  the 
main  lobby  is  a   huge  mural  portraying 

radio’s  far-flung  activities.  Below  it  is 
located  the  master  control  panel.  Studio 
stage  ceilings  and  walls  are  finished  with 
irregular  surfaces  to  prevent  what  is 

known  in  the  trade  as  “mike  rattle,”  while 
glass  bricks  and  other  refinements  have 

been  used  to  sound-proof  the  stages 
throughout. 
The  new  plant  was  termed  by  Lenox 

Lohr,  NBC  president,  in  a   congratulatory 
telegram  to  Don  Gilman,  western  division 

chieftain,  as  “a  testimonial  to  the  impor- 
tance of  the  west  coast  as  a   source  of  en- 

tertainment and  education,”  while  thou- 
sands of  other  messages  were  pouring  into 

the  mail  room  of  the  studio. 

Construction  was  under  the  supervision 

of  O.  B.  Hansen,  vice-president  in  charge 
of  engineering. 

Two  More  Airshows 

Launched  in  Colony 

Getting  the  gun,  both  as  Columbia  net- 
work offerings,  were  the  Jack  Haley  va- 

riety show  and  Jean  Hersholt’s  “Dr.  Chris- 

tian” dramatic  series.  The  Haley  airer 
features  Lucille  Ball  and  Ted  Fio  Rito’s 
orchestra.  Both  it  and  the  Hersholt  series 

embark  on  their  second  year  of  broad- 
casting after  summer  layoffs. 

George  McCall  will  end  a   year’s  stint 
as  film  gossiper  with  Old  Gold  Cigarettes 
as  his  sponsor  on  November  10,  the  to- 

bacco company  announcing  it  will  not  pick 
up  his  option.  The  air  time  will  be  re- 

placed by  the  Robert  Benchley  broadcast, 
under  the  same  sponsorship,  emanating 
from  New  York. 

Frances  Dee  and  Joel  McCrea  were  due 
in  this  week  from  a   motor  trip  through 
the  east  and  south. 

* 

Howard  Little  of  Paramount’s  labora- 
tory won  first  prize  in  the  33 rd  print  ex- 

hibit of  the  studio's  camera  club.  Archie 
Stout,  cinematographer ,   judged  the  prints. 

* 

Harry  Sherman,  producer  of  the  “Hop- 
along  Cassidy”  series,  and  William  Boyd, 
who  plays  the  title  role,  left  this  week  to 
attend  the  annual  rodeo  at  Kernville,  Cal. 

* 

Warner  Baxter  left  over  the  weekend 

for  a   vacation  in  the  High  Sierras.  Frank 
McGrath  and  Theodore  Von  Eltz  accom- 

panied the  20 th  Century-Fox  star. 
* 

A   last-minute  change  in  their  plans 
found  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Bob  Burns  set  to 

leave  Friday  on  a   one-month  trip  to  Eu- 
rope, returning  to  Hollywood  November  22, 

a   change  in  production  schedules  at  Para- 
mount having  made  it  possible  for  the 

comedian  to  take  a   longer  vacation.  He 

originally  intended  to  take  a   one-week 
trip  to  Havana,  flying  the  entire  route. 

★ 

Gail  Patrick  and  her  husband.  Bob 

Cobb,  are  holidaying  in  New  York,  plan- 
ning to  return  late  in  November. 

k 

George  Raft  was  expected  in  on  Thurs- 

day from  a   month’s  vacation  in  the  east. 
He  gets  before  the  cameras  at  Paramount 
within  a   few  weeks. 

* 

Having  completed  a   directorial  assign- 
ment, Ben  Holmes  is  vacationing  for  a 

few  days  at  Santa  Barbara. 
k 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Basil  Rathbone  are  back 

after  a   short  vacation  in  the  east.  They 
stopped  off  in  Chicago  for  a   few  days 
on  the  return  trip. 

★ 

Terminating  a   lengthy  vacation  abroad 
and  in  New  York,  Wesley  Ruggles  has  re- 

ported to  Paramount  to  begin  prepara- 
tions for  his  next  production-direction 

effort. 
k 

Janet  Martin,  assistant  to  Gregory 

Dickson,  publicity  director  for  Walt  Dis- 
ney, is  in  New  York  for  a   two-week 

business  trip. 
★ 

Roy  Disney  has  returned  from  a   busi- 
ness conference  in  New  York. 

* 

Robert  Taylor  and  Allan  Jones  have 
been  cited  with  the  Order  of  De  Molay 
Legion  of  Honor,  an  award  given  those 

former  De  Molays  who  have  “distinguished 

themselves  in  public  life.” 
★ 

Lou  Smith,  associate  producer  with 
Frank  Lloyd  at  Paramount,  has  returned 
to  the  studio  after  swinging  around  the 

country  with  a   preview  print  of  Lloyd’s 
“If  I   Were  King."  Smith  made  a   rapid 
tour  of  Washington,  Buffalo,  Chicago,  De- 

troit, Minneapolis,  Des  Moines,  Cleveland, 

Boston,  Cincinnati  and  other  key  spots  for 
trade  and  press  showings. 

★ 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Basil  Rathbone  returned 

to  Hollywood  this  week  after  a   three- 
week  vacation  in  New  York,  during  which 
Rathbone  was  guest  of  honor  at  the  world 

premiere  of  “If  I   Were  King.” 
* 

Ann  Sothern  left  for  New  York  to  visit 
her  band-leading  husband,  Roger  Pryor, 
having  completed  a   film  assignment. 
Pryor  recently  came  out  here  for  a   few 

days,  but  was  called  back  east  for  an 
orchestra  engagement. 

* 

Arthur  Lubin  weekended  at  Coronado, 

having  wound  up  direction  on  a   Universal 

picture. * 

Humphrey  Bogart  headed  for  an  Ar- 
rowhead Springs  holiday  over  the  week- 

end, after  completing  a   picture  assign- 
ment at  Warners. 

k 

Notice  of  intention  to  wed  was  filed  in 
Pasadena  this  week  by  Suzanne  Vidor, 
daughter  of  Director  King  Vidor,  and  Earl 

Van  Ornam  Armstrong,  son  of  a   Cali- 

fornia sportsman.  The  bride-to-be’s  moth- 
er is  Florence  Vidor,  one-time  silent  screen 

star. 
* 

The  Leon  Schlesingers,  accompanied  by 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  O.  Blackburn,  were  to 

pull  out  Friday  night  for  a   week  of  trout 
fishing  in  northern  Oregon.  Blackburn 
is  the  J.  E.  Brulatour  representative  here. 

k 

A   farewell  party  for  Milton  Berle,  who 
goes  to  New  York  and  a   stage  engagement, 
was  given  him  this  week  by  Billy  Gilbert. 
Among  the  guests  were  Mr.  and  Mrs.  John 
Garfield,  the  Ben  Stoloffs,  Si  Wells  and 
Joan  Davis,  Jack  Oakie,  Buster  Keaton, 

Allan  Lane,  Dorothy  Lamour,  Evelyn  Ven- 
able, Wendy  Barrie  and  Dorothea  Kent. 

* 

S.  Barret  McCormick,  director  of  adver- 

tising and  publicity  for  RKO  Radio,  plan- 
ed in  Thursday  for  studio  huddles  on  forth- 

coming product. 
k 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Hal  Roach  returned  this 

week  from  a   month’s  vacation  in  the  east. 
* 

Terminating  a   three-week  vacation  in 
New  York  and  Virginia,  Anne  Shirley  and 
her  husband,  John  Payne,  returned  to 
the  film  capital.  Miss  Shirley  reported 
to  RKO  Radio  immediately  for  a   picture 
assignment. 

k 

On  his  way  back  to  New  Zealand  after 
conferences  with  his  London  home  office, 

R.  L.  Grant,  general  manager  of  British 

Empire  Films  “down  under,”  stopped  off 
in  the  film  capital  this  week  for  a   stay 
of  a   few  days. 

* 

After  a   month’s  holiday  in  Bermuda. 
Bing  Crosby,  his  wife  and  their  oldest  son, 
Gary,  are  back  in  the  film  capital. 
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Plays  ....  Possibilities 

(Continued  from  page  47) 

is  so  mechanical  and  the  plotting  is  so 
feeble  .   .   .   The  atmosphere  of  the  play  is 
considerably  aided  by  the  gentle  and 
earnest  playing  of  Miss  Mary  Rolfe  .   .   . 
and  the  other  roles  are  pleasantly  man- 
aged. 

J.  A.,  J ournal- American —   .   .   .   Nichol- 
son has  taken  a   very  stale  and  outworn 

story  and  strung  it  out  for  an  evening  with 
dialogue  that  sounds,  most  of  the  time, 
like  the  clatter  of  dishes  you  can  hear 
coming  from  the  sidewalk  grating  of  base- 

ment restaurants. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   .   .   .   that  wizened  chest- 
nut, the  story  of  a   man  who  gets  out  of 

prison  to  find  his  girl  is  about  to  marry 
another  fellow  ...  He  holds  on  to  it,  pads 
it,  stretches  it,  re-pads  it  and  then  re- 

stretches it  without  mercy  or  skill. 
R.  L„  Smi —   .   .   .   agreeably  written  and 

acted  and  it  is  also  quite  purposeless  and 
trivial.  Mary  Rolfe  is  affecting  as  the 
girl  and  Bert  Conway,  as  the  boy,  is  a 
forceful  and  effective  young  actor. 

B.  A.,  Times  —   It  is  affably  cast  and 
played  with  a   relish,  but  the  comedy  does 
not  begin  to  dance  until  the  final  curtain 
is  rolling  down. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram — There  is  no 
story  worth  telling  ...  At  least  .   .   .   could 
be  told  in  one  act  and  even  then  I   am 
afraid  it  would  provoke  yawns. 

"Abe  Lincoln  in  Illinois " 
In  two  acts  and  12  scenes  by  Robert  E. 

Sherwood.  First  offering  of  the  Play- 

wrights’ Company  which  is  made  up  of 
Maxwell  Anderson,  S.  N.  Behrman,  Sidney 
Howard,  Elmer  Rice  and  Sherwood.  Rice 
staged  this  play,  the  19th  of  the  season, 
for  which  Joe  Mielziner  did  the  settings. 
The  theatre:  The  Plymouth.  Opening: 
October  15.  Cast  principals:  Raymond 
Massey,  Adele  Longmire,  Muriel  Kirkland, 
Calvin  Thomas,  Arthur  Griffin,  Wendell 
K.  Phillips,  Albert  Phillips  and  Howard 
da  Silva.  The  verdict: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror — It  is  an 
able  portrayal  of  a   man  of  destiny,  it 

relies  upon  the  audience’s  knowledge  of 
the  man’s  great  purpose  and  his  subse- 

quent history.  The  result  is  an  extremely 
interesting  study  .   .   .   and  a   distinct  addi- 

tion to  the  dramatic  season.  Mr.  Sherwood 
has  definitely  caught  the  atmosphere  of 
New  Salem,  the  melancholy  youth,  the 

poignancy  of  Ann  Rutledge’s  death,  the 
hopeless  debt-ridden  existence  of  an  in- 

experienced rural  lawyer  and  the  hint  of 
great  domestic  unhappiness  .   .   .   The  play 
terminates  with  Lincoln  leaving  for  Wash- 

ington to  the  tune  of  “The  Battle  Hymn 
of  the  Republic”  .   .   .   Massey’s  portrayal 
was  arresting  throughout. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (three  stars) —   .   .   . 
biographical  drama  with  a   soul  .   .   .   Prob- 

ably no  finer,  no  more  human,  more  un- 
derstanding, more  intelligently  analyzed 

study  of  Lincoln  has  been  written  into  the 
record  of  American  letters.  But  as  a 
drama  of  cumulative  emotional  interest 
it  is  to  me,  weakened  by  the  fact  that  the 
dramatist  has  tried  to  wedge  too  much 

into  the  pattern  .   .   .   Massey’s  performance 
is  one  that  will  haunt  the  memory  for 
years  .   .   .   Muriel  Kirkland  is  probably  un- 

pleasantly true  to  Mary  Todd.  Adele  Long- 
mire is  appealingly  sincere  as  Ann. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   .   one  of 
the  most  stirring  of  American  plays.  A 
beautiful  and  moving  portrait  of  the  great- 

est and  most  lovable  of  our  national 
heroes,  the  new  drama  is  not  only  the 
finest  of  modern  stage  biographies  but  a 
lovely,  eloquent  and  endearing  tribute  to 
all  that  is  best  in  the  spirit  of  democracy 
.   .   .   Superbly  played  by  Raymond  Massey, 
who  is  magnificent  in  the  central  role, 
“Abe  Lincoln  in  Illinois”  should  become  an 
American  classic  .   .   .   Particularly  lovely  is 
the  work  of  a   beautiful  and  sensitive  young 
actress  named  Adele  Longmire  ...  a 
player  whose  work  will  be  watched  with 
interest  and  anticipation,  for  I   suspect 
that  she  has  within  her  the  qualities  that 
make  for  the  highest  excellence  in  the 
theatre. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — Apart  from 
Mr.  Massey’s  astonishing  resemblance  and 
the  sustained  power  of  his  performance,  it 
must  be  admitted  that  some  of  these 

scenes  drag  pretty  heavily,  especially  to- 
ward the  end  of  the  first  act  and  through 

the  second  .   .   .   The  others  (in  the  cast) 
are  generally  good. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — But  one  episode  of  Mr. 
Lincoln’s  writing  is  not  enough  to  carry 
for  Mr.  Sherwood  the  12  episodes  of  his 
play  .   .   .   Mr.  Sherwood  fails,  and  fails 
signally,  until  he  reaches  the  two  moving 
episodes  in  his  final  act  which  find  Lin- 

coln expressing  his  long-smothered  hatred 
of  Mary  Todd  on  the  very  night  of  his 
election  .   .   .   Before  these  concluding 
scenes,  Mr.  Sherwood  writes  reverently 
but  without  awakening  much  interest  .   .   . 

does  not  prepare  us  for  Lincoln’s  greatness 
.   .   .   Massey’s  Abe  is  by  all  odds  the  most 
satisfactory  visual  realization  of  Lincoln 
our  stage  has  known  .   .   .   But  it  is  a   char- 

acterization which  suffers  at  moments 
from  its  lack  of  surety. 

R.  L.,  Sun —   ...  a   satisfying  and  deeply 
impressive  play  ...  In  all  his  ages,  Mr. 
Massey  is  a   fine  Lincoln.  Looking  the  part 

remarkably,  he  plays  it  with  quiet  sure- 
ness and  authority. 

B.  A.,  Times — Mr.  Sherwood  has  written 
his  finest  play  .   .   .   With  Raymond  Massey 
giving  an  exalted  performance,  an  in- 

spired play — inspired  by  the  sorrowful 
grandeur  of  the  man  it  portrays  .   .   .   But 
Mr.  Massey,  too,  has  drawn  inspiration 
from  the  theme  he  is  conveying  and  he 
plays  it  with  an  artless  honesty  that  is 
completely  overwhelming  at  the  end.  The 

They're  Closing ,   Too 

New  York — “The  Good,”  which  opened 
October  5,  closed  October  12.  The  run:  9 
performances. 

“30  Days  Hath  September”  which  open- 
ed September  30,  closed  October  13.  The 

run:  16  performances. 

“The  Devil  Takes  a   Bride,”  which  open- 
ed October  7,  closed  October  15.  The  run: 

11  performances. 
“Come  Across,”  which  opened  Septem- 

ber 14,  called  it  off  after  13  performances. 

two  principal  women’s  parts  are  beautifully 
played — Ann  Rutledge  by  Adele  Longmire 
and  the  nervously  overwrought  Mary  Todd 
by  Muriel  Kirkland  ...  a   drama  of  great 

pith  and  moment  and  a   reviewer’s  only 
anxiety  is  that  he  may  not  herald  it 
vigorously  enough. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   can  be 
described  only  in  superlatives  .   .   .   And  it 

is  presented  with  consummate  art,  dig- 
nity and  understanding  in  a   portrayal  by 

Raymond  Massey  that  reaches  the  height 
of  poignant  beauty  .   .   .   cannot  and  must 
not  be  missed  by  one  who  loves  his  coun- 

try and  his  theatre. 

"Knights  of  Song" 
Glendon  Allvine,  former  advertising  and 

publicity  director  for  Fox,  is  the  author  of 
"Knights  of  Song,”  20th  play  of  the  year. 
This  is  a   musical  based  on  the  lives  of  Gil- 

bert and  Sullivan.  Oscar  Hammerstein 
staged,  Raymond  Sovety  did  the  sets  and 
Kate  Lawson  the  costumes  while  Laurence 
Schwab  produced.  It  opened  at  51st  St. 

Theatre,  October  17,  with  a   cast  embrac- 
ing Nigel  Bruce,  John  Moore,  Robert  Chis- 

holm, Natalie  Hall,  Monty  Wooley,  Win- 
ston O’Keefe,  and  Molly  Pearson.  The 

judgment: 
W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   placid  amuse- 

ment. Here  and  there  it  manages  to  be- 
come exhilirating  when  the  famed  collabo- 

rators’ word  and  melodies  are  heard.  The 
rest  of  it  .   .   .   makes  for  only  so-so  diver- 

sion. Nigel  Bruce  as  Gilbert  is  one  of  the 
outstanding  performers,  and  John  Moore  is 
seen  as  Arthur  Sullivan.  They  are  de- 

lightful entertainers. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (three  stars) — There 
is  a   charmingly  ingenious  quality  about 
this  .   .   .   that  make  it  an  entertainment  a 
great  many  people  are  going  to  enjoy  a   lot 
...  It  is,  as  a   matter  of  truth,  largely  Mr. 

Bruce’s  evening  on  the  entertainment  side 
.   .   .   The  comedy  itself  is  a   sprawling  af- 

fair that  Oscar  Hammerstein  has  not  been 
able  to  draw  into  a   completely  coherent 

production  yet,  though  there  is  every  in- 
dication that  now  that  he  is  past  the  first 

night  he  will  be  able  to  do  this. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   .   heavy- 
handed  and  obvious  stuff  .   .   .   even  the 
splendid  performance  of  Mr.  Bruce  is 
buried  in  the  obvious  .   .   .   My  chief  objec- 

tion ...  is  the  painful  obviousness  of  most 
of  its  excursions  into  humor. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American —   .   .   .   Allvine 
has  tied  (the  Savoy  operas)  together  with 
a   very  obvious  bit  of  string  and  it  makes 
up  a   sort  of  biographical  medley  .   .   .   the 
results  should  have  been  brilliant  and  they 
are  not.  They  are  neither  very  bad  nor 
very  good. 

J.  M.  B„  Post —   .   .   .   even  now  there  is 
nothing  to  keep  any  one  from  writing  this 
very  operetta  .   .   .   The  truth  is  that,  with 

the  exception  of  Mr.  Bruce’s  delectable 
performance,  and  Mr.  Wooley,  the  whole 
.   .   .   comes  across  as  no  more  than  a   very 

superior  ship’s  concert. 
R.  L.,  Sun — It  makes  a   charming,  merry 

evening  ...  It  is  all  gay  and  sentimental, 
as  it  should  be,  and  touched  with  wit  .   .   . 
Natalie  Hall  sings  and  acts  charmingly 
and  Mrs.  Bradley  and  John  Moore  is  an 
excellent  Sullivan. 

B.  A.,  Times — Nigel  Bruce  ...  is  vastly 
entertaining  ...  As  a   musical  play  .   .   . 

has  more  than  its  share  of  fiddle-faddle. 
No  matter  how  enraged  you  may  be  by  the 

cheap  heavy-handedness  of  Mr.  Allvine’s biographical  style,  you  cannot  deny  that 
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Prominents  in  Colony  Hear  Ickes 

On  "Democracy  vs.  Dictatorship" 

he  has  worked  a   considerable  amount  of 
Gilbert  and  Sullivan  into  his  show  .   .   . 

Natalie  Hall  sings  “The  Moon  Song”  with 
rapturous  beauty.  Probably  it  has  never 
been  sung  that  beautifully  before.  If  there 
were  nothing  else  good  .   .   .   her  solo  would 
be  worth  the  price  of  admission. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   for  the 
most  part,  it  is  a   charming  and  colorful 
picture  ...  It  is  beautifully  costumed,  the 
choruses  are  large  and  competent  .   .   . 

Dramatically,  it  goes  in  no  particular  di- 
rection, reaches  no  climax  and  has  no  par- 

ticular purpose  ...  It  is  an  entertaining, 
but  not  satisfying,  play. 

' 'A  Woman's  a   Fool — 

To  Be  Clever” 
Dorothy  Bennett  and  Link  Hannah 

wrote  this  comedy  in  three  acts.  The  stag- 
ing went  to  Frank  Merlin,  the  settings  to 

Donald  Oenslager  under  production  aus- 
pices of  John  Woldberg.  The  21st  play,  it 

opened  at  the  National,  October  18,  with 
a   cast  including  Ian  Keith,  Vera  Allen, 

Edith  Meiser,  Donald  Foster,  Haila  Stod- 
dard and  Eddie  Green.  The  decision. 

W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror — It  is  an  inoffen- 
sive trifle  destined  for  defeat  .   .   .   Ian 

Keith  is  natural  .   .   .   keeps  you  interested 
with  his  pretending. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus) —   .   .   . 
familiar  story  of  the  matinee  idol  and  the 
harried  wife  who  has  to  fight  off  his  loves 
with  something  more  subtle  than  a   fly 
swatter  ...  All  very  nice  and  summer 
stocky  .   .   .   Too  much  stronger  competition 
around. 

R.  W.  jr„  Herald-Tribune —   ...  as 
laborious  as  its  name  .   .   .   innocent  and 

well-meaning  bore.  Its  setting  is  nice,  its 
direction  satisfactory  and  its  players  will- 

ing, but  there  is  no  wit  or  humor  or  in- 
ventiveness in  it  ...  It  is  Eddie  Green 

who  supplies  the  only  pleasant  moments  of 
a   singularly  unenticing  comedy. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — If  scientists 
excavated  the  drama  and  pushed  their 
clever  crowbars  under  the  forgotten  past 
of  the  theatre,  it  is  possible  that  they 
might  find  older  remains  of  a   plot  .   .   . 
They  (the  cast)  deserve,  in  fact,  some  sort 
of  prize  for  valor  for  appearing  in  it  at  all. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — But  neither  Bermuda’s 
sunlight  nor  a   supposedly  theatrical  house- 

hold can  snatch  this  plot  from  the  grave 
in  which  we  thought  it  had  long  ago  won 
a   deserved  rest. 

R.  L.,  Sun — The  theatre  relaxed  from  its 
recent  labors  last  evening  and,  with  a   tired 
giggle,  subsided  into  the  inconsequential. 

B.  A.,  Times — It  is  a   brightly  colored 

three-act  bauble  ...  It  is  competent  play- 
wrighting  according  to  rote. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   fairly 
pleasant  little  trifle  on  an  old  subject  .   .   . 
There  are  too  many  magnificent  plays  in 
New  York  just  now  to  waste  much  time 
on  trifles. 

Lead  for  Foster 
Preston  Foster  has  the  lead  in  the  sec- 

ond “Camera  Daredevils”  feature  at  20th 
Century-Fox,  As  yet  untitled,  it  will  hit 
the  cameras  when  Foster  has  completed  a 
commitment  at  Universal. 

Robinson  Starrer 

Warner  has  assigned  Edward  G.  Robin- 

son to  star  in  “The  Sea  Wolf,”  re-make 
of  a   silent  version  of  Jack  London’s  novel. 

Gearing  itself  in  preparation  for  what 
was  anticipated  would  be  one  of  the  most 

important  politico-economic  meetings  of 

the  year,  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League 
made  final  plans  for  a   mass  meeting 
Wednesday,  with  Secretary  of  the  Interior 
Harold  L.  Ickes  as  the  principal  speaker, 

and  which  the  League  co-sponsored  with 
the  Hollywood  Council  for  Democracy. 
Among  the  hundreds  of  distinguished 

citizens  who  were  to  hear  Ickes  discuss 

"Democracy  vs.  Dictatorship”  were  Frank 
Capra,  Philip  Dunne,  Johnny  Green,  Fritz 

Lang,  Ernest  Lubitsch,  Kenneth  Mac- 
gowan,  Frank  Scully,  Lionel  Stander  and 
scores  of  others.  Donald  Ogden  Stewart, 
chairman  of  the  League,  and  Melvyn 
Douglas,  head  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Democratic  Committee,  were  to  make  brief 

remarks  preceding  Ickes’  address. 
Politics  in  general  and  the  coming  elec- 

tion in  particular  seemed  to  be  the  order 

of  the  day  for  the  Anti-Nazi  League  and 
other  progressive  Hollywood  organizations. 
The  Motion  Picture  Democratic  Commit- 

tee announced  plans  to  give  a   “Victory 
Ball”  on  October  22,  with  Miriam  Hopkins, 
Gale  Sondergaard  and  Gloria  Stuart  as 
hostesses  and  Melvyn  Douglas  as  host. 

Southern  California’s  Democratic  nomi- 
nees for  state  and  national  posts  will 

be  guests  of  honor.  In  addition,  the  Anti- 
Nazi  League  went  on  record  against  the 

anti-picketing  measure  which  is  listed  as 
one  of  the  propositions  to  be  voted  upon 

Having  completed  and  shipped  the  all- 

industry short  subject,  “The  World  Is 
Ours,”  to  New  York  as  one  of  its  con- 

tributions to  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year  campaign,  the  Hollywood  drive  com- 

mittee was  turning  most  of  its  attention 

to  the  spectacular  parade  of  motion  pic- 
ture stars  along  Hollywood  Blvd.  October 

25,  by  which  it  hopes  to  stimulate  local 
interest  in  the  nation-wide  better  box- 
office  campaign. 

Local  committeemen  were  also  prepar- 
ing to  lend  their  cooperation  to  the  New 

York  committee’s  most  recently-announced 
interest-builder,  a   “Music  Week,”  which 
begins  October  31  and  during  which  radio 
programs,  dance  orchestras,  night  clubs 
and  theatres  will  cooperate  by  featuring 

“A  Cavalcade  of  Motion  Picture  Music.” 
Studios  have  assured  the  Hollywood 

committee  of  their  full  cooperation  in 
staging  the  local  parade,  and  the  various 
studio  managers  are  currently  rounding 

up  top  talent  names  for  participation.  Ad- 
ditionally, the  Screen  Actors  Guild  and 

several  labor  unions  have  notified  the  com- 
mittee they  will  have  entries. 

in  the  November  elections.  Philip  Dunne, 
scenarist  and  League  member,  voiced  the 

League’s  stand  against  the  proposition  in 

Hollywood  Now,  the  League’s  official 
weekly  publication. 

Now,  in  accordance  with  the  League’s 
previous  stand  in  accusing  Henry  Allen  of 

being  responsible  for  the  printing  and  dis- 
tribution of  certain  anti-Semitic  and  pro- 

Nazi  literature  and  circulars  throughout 

this  area,  also  devoted  considerable  space 
in  its  current  issue  to  a   story  accusing 
several  Pasadena  women  of  financing 

Allen’s  pro-Nazi  activity.  The  accusa- 
tions, as  printed  in  Now,  were  based  on 

suits  filed  in  superior  court  last  week  by 

Henry  K.  Elder,  Allen’s  attorney,  against 
the  women  in  question,  alleging  they  re- 

tained Elder  to  defend  Allen  and  subse- 
quently failed  to  pay  the  agreed  retainers. 

Elder’s  complaint  contends  that  Mrs.  W. 
K.  Jewett  of  Pasadena;  Mrs.  de  Shishme- 
reff,  alias  Mrs.  Leslie  Fry  of  Glendale, 
and  Mrs.  Faith  McCullough  of  Lamanda 

Park,  together  with  ten  other  Jane  Does, 

hired  Allen  to  devote  his  time  to  com- 

batting “subversive  Communistic  and 
other  racial  activities.”  Elder  seeks,  in 
his  suit,  to  recover  $5,000  assertedly  due 
him  for  his  services  in  acting  for  Allen. 
Among  its  lesser  activities,  the  League 

held  an  inaugural  luncheon  for  the  newly- 
created  Alhambra  District,  with  John  Gar- 

field, Warner  star,  appearing  as  guest  of 
honor. 

With  26  cartoons  in  some  phase  of  pro- 
duction— from  story  preparation  to  ani- 

mation— at  his  studio,  Leon  Schlesinger 
has  hit  a   new  all-time  high  in  activity 
and  is  currently  months  ahead  of  his 

1938-39  schedule  for  release  through  War- 
ners, he  reported  this  week. 

Furthermore,  Schlesinger  has  two  shorts 

on  his  1939-40  schedule  in  preparation,  al- 
though they  will  not  be  released  until 

September,  1939. 

Already  shipped  to  Warner  exchanges 

are  three  Looney-Tunes — “Porky  in 
Wackyland,”  “Porky  in  Egypt”  and 
“Porky’s  Naughty  Nephews” — and  five 

Merrie  Melodies — “A  Feud  There  Was,” 

"Johnny  Smith  and  Poker-Huntas,”  “Lit- 
tle Pancho  Vanilla,  “You’re  an  Education” 

and  “The  Night  Watchman.” 

Goldwyn  Signs  Sinclair 
Samuel  Goldwyn  has  signed  Hugh  Sin- 

clair, English  leading  man,  for  the  male 

lead  in  “Wuthering  Heights,”  starring 
Merle  Oberon,  which  he  plans  to  get  into 

production  for  United  Artists  soon. 

Hollywood  Readies 
Parade  for  Drive 

Schlesinger  Hits 

An  All-Time  High 
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Color  Processing  Plants  Rapidly 

Expanding  Laboratory  Properties 
Regardless  of  the  number  of  features  on 

their  respective  1938-39  programs  which 

Hollywood’s  film  studios  decide  to  process 
in  color,  they  will  experience  no  difficulty 
in  securing  adequate  laboratory  facilities 
therefor,  judging  from  the  rapid  pace  with 
which  several  local  color  companies  are 
expanding  their  physical  properties,  and 
adding  to  their  equipment. 

Both  Technicolor  and  Cinecolor,  which 
almost  simultaneously  announced  and  be- 

gan work  on  enlarged  quarters  to  handle 
the  anticipated  increase  in  color  work  dur- 

ing the  coming  season,  have  reported  ex- 
ceptionally speedy  progress  in  their  con- 

struction work,  while  at  least  two  other 

organizations — Dunning  Process  and  the 
Fred  Jackman  Color  and  Process  Corp., 
have  announced  plans  to  enlarge  their 
setups. 

Cinecolor  expects  to  have  its  new  $250,- 
000  laboratory  open  and  in  operation  by 
December  1,  President  A.  L.  McCormick 

reported.  Contractors  were  to  begin  roof- 
ing the  building,  which  is  located  in  Bur- 

bank, this  week,  and  McCormick  expects 
to  take  delivery  within  30  days  on  $15,000 
worth  of  equipment  designed  to  take  care 

of  16-millimeter  processing  work.  Heavy 
equipment,  such  as  tanks  and  air  com- 

pressors, are  under  construction  and  will 

be  installed  shortly.  When  completed,  the 
new  Cinecolor  plant  will  be  able  to  handle 
1,000,000  feet  of  film  per  week,  including 

two-color  16-millimeter  and  regular-width 
film.  With  the  installation,  as  planned,  of 

equipment  to  inaugurate  Cinecolor’s  new 
three-color  process,  McCormick  expects  to 
boost  the  total  capacity  to  2,000,000  feet 

Fidler  Wins  Point 

In  Bennett  Action 
Clearing  the  way  for  an  early  trial  of 

the  case,  which  has  aroused  considerable 

discussion  in  film-radio  circles,  and  re- 
sulting in  a   preliminary  victory  for  De- 
fendant Jimmy  Fidler,  radio  commentator, 

Superior  Judge  Kenny  overruled  Plaintiff 

Constance  Bennett’s  motion  to  have  the 
court  force  Fidler  to  abandon  his  defense 

of  her  slander  and  libel  charges,  in  which 
the  actress  seeks  $600,000  in  damages  as 

the  result  of  an  allegedly  defamatory  Fid- 
ler broadcast. 

This  development  highlighted  the  week’s 
litigations  involving  screen  players  and 
clarified  an  important  point  in  that  Judge 
Kenny  ruled  motion  picture  stars  to  be 
in  a   class  with  public  officials  who  must 
stand  for  a   certain  amount  of  public 

criticism.  In  this  the  jurist  upheld  Fid- 

ler’s  contention  that  any  statements  he 
made  about  the  actress  were  “privileged” 
as  being  without  malice. 

Cartoonist  Walt  Disney  faced  a   $50,000 
damage  action  filed  in  superior  court  by 

per  week,  he  said. 
With  the  work  being  done  on  property 

adjoining  its  Cole  Avenue  laboratory.  Tech- 
nicolor is  well  underway  with  a   new  $300,- 

000  building  program  by  which  its  pres- 
ent processing  capacity  of  approximately 

80,000,000  feet  per  year  will  be  doubled. 
When  the  new  structure  is  completed,  some 

time  early  next  year,  the  corporation’s 
offices  and  camera  department  will  be 
transferred  from  the  present  Seward  St. 
headquarters.  Simultaneously  came  an 
announcement  from  New  York  disclosing 
that  eastern  offices  and  projection  rooms 
had  been  opened  in  the  RCA  building. 

Dunning,  who  some  months  ago  reported 

that  his  new  three-color  process  was  vir- 
tually completed  and  that  he  would  swing 

into  action  on  an  enlarged  scale  within 
a   short  time,  disclosed  that  he  expected, 
through  leasing  of  the  new  process  and 

equipment  to  interested  studios  on  a   li- 
censing basis,  to  triple  his  activities  dur- 

ing the  coming  year.  The  process  utilizes 

standard  film,  loaded  in  a   specially-con- 
structed camera,  and  eliminates  the  ne- 

cessity for  special  types  of  films  involved 
in  other  color  processes,  Dunning  pointed out. 

Jackman  plans  to  expend  $100,000  en- 
larging his  San  Fernando  Valley  labora- 

tory. His  capacity  will  be  boosted  to  500,- 
000  feet  per  week,  utilizing  a   process  in 
which  standard  negatives  and  camera 

equipment  will  be  tinted  in  the  develop- 
ing process.  Thirty-five  millimeter  work 

for  independents  and  16 -millimeter  com- 
mercial films  will  be  handled  by  the  lab- oratory. 

Reynard  Fraunfelder,  Swiss  yodeler,  who 

complained  his  melodies  were  used  with- 

out permission  in  “Snow  White  and  the 

Seven  Dwarfs.” 
Harry  Joe  Brown,  20th  Century-Fox 

producer,  was  named  defendant  in  a   $47,- 
320  action,  also  filed  in  superior  court,  in 
which  Waldo  T.  Tupper  alleges  he  was 

wrongfully  dismissed  from  a   position  with 
Brown. 

I.  C.  Overdorrf  and  Edward  Rose,  of- 
ficers of  the  National  Talent  Pictures 

Corp.,  the  corporation  which  was  raided 
by  police  some  weeks  ago,  and  who  were 
arraigned  on  false  advertising  and  petty 

theft  charges,  faced  a   new  action  when 
Lillian  Gordoni,  Chicago  dramatic  teacher, 
filed  suit  for  $14,920  on  charges  she  was 
duped  into  investing  in  the  outfit.  Carl 
Laemmle  sr.  was  also  made  a   defendant, 
on  the  charge  that  he  allowed  his  name  to 
be  used  in  promotion  although  he  should 

have  known  the  NTP  officers  had  no  in- 
tention of  fulfilling  their  promises. 

Laemmle  was  also  called  to  give  testi- 
mony in  a   suit  filed  by  Sam  Van  Ronkel 

against  Universal,  in  which  Van  Ronkel 
charges  the  studio  owes  him  $13,000  for 
services  as  producer  on  a   series  of  13  short 
subjects.  The  shorts,  Van  Ronkel  alleges, 
were  never  made,  although  he  was  signed 
to  a   contract  to  produce  them. 

Wins  on  Dare 

Here’s  the  girl  who  took  a   dare  and 
wound  up  as  a   film  actress.  Patricia 
Morrison,  New  York  artist ,   is  shown 

here  attaching  her  name  to  a   fan’s 
autograph  book  on  her  arrival  in 

Hollywood  to  begin  a   Paramount  act- 
ing contract.  She  was  seen  by  studio 

talent  scouts  in  a   Broadway  play  after 
her  amateur  singing  in  a   night  club 
won  her  a   stage  role. 

Bull  Market  for 

Spine  "Chillers" A   “bull”  market  on  spine-chilling  film 
fare  is  currently  coursing  its  way  through 

the  studio  production  scene,  and  Boris 

Karloff,  at  one  time  the  screen’s  number 
one  meanie,  is  in  for  the  ride. 

Universal,  elated  at  the  business  done 

by  its  reissues  of  “Dracula”  and  “Frank- 
enstein,” has  announced  production  of 

“The  Son  of  Frankenstein,”  picture  to  roll 
next  week,  with  Karloff  again  essaying  the 
Monster.  Peter  Lorre  and  Bela  Lugosi 

will  also  appear,  with  Burt  Kelly  produc- 
ing from  an  original  screenplay  by  Willis 

Cooper. 

Karloff  will  then  speed  over  to  War- 

ners to  star  in  “The  Return  of  Dr.  X,” 
sequel  to  an  early  talkie  thriller,  which 
William  McGann  will  direct. 

Jed  Harris ,   Meredith 
Confer  on  Production 

Jed  Harris,  Broadway  stage  producer, 
checked  in  this  week  for  conferences  with 

Burgess  Meredith  over  plans  for  Harris’ 
debut  as  a   motion  picture  producer.  Har- 

ris has  signed  Meredith,  currently  in 

Metro’s  “Spring  Dance,”  for  the  starring 

role  in  “Young  Man  With  a   Horn,”  which 
Harris  will  produce  in  New  York. 

Lesser  Assigns  Two 

Victor  Young  has  been  set  as  musical 

director  and  Abe  Meyer  as  musical  super- 
visor on  Sol  Lesser’s  “Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With 

the  Circus.” 
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.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  • 
BROADWAY  MUSKETEERS  (WB)— Implctusi- 

bility  of  the  plot  places  this  in  the  pro- 
grammer class.  Some  better-than-average 

dialogue  helps  considerably.  Margaret 

Lindsay,  Ann  Sheridan,  John  Litel.  Di- 
rected by  John  Farrow. 

CIPHER  BUREAU  (GN) — Interesting  melo- 
drama with  refreshing  thread  of  romance, 

this  will  serve  admirably  in  the  situations 

at  which  it  is  aimed.  Produced  by  Frank- 
lyn  Warner,  directed  by  Charles  Lament. 

MEN  WITH  WINGS  (Para) — Zooms  to  a   new 

high  among  airplane  epics  and  certainly 
should  find  an  unlimited  ceiling  at  the 

boxoffice,  A   streamlined  screenplay,  beau- 

tifully delineated  by  a   sterling  cast,  un- 
folds an  engrossing  and  entirely  human 

story  against  a   sweeping  background 

which  presents  a   cavalcade  of  aviation's 
development.  Louise  Campbell  earns  first 

mention  for  acting  honors.  William  A. 

Wellman  produced  and  directed. 

OUTSIDE  THE  LAW  (Col)— Far  removed  from 

the  general  run  of  action  packed  Jack  Holt 

melodramas.  Holt  plays  a   crusading  sur- 
geon who  successfully  establishes  himself 

among  bigoted  mountaineers.  A   wealth  of 

characterization  and  humor  has  been  pro- 

vided by  Producer  Larry  Darmour,  but 

minus  the  usual  fist-swinging.  Consequent- 

ly fate  at  boxoffice  is  dubious.  Lewis  D. 
Collins  directed. 

PRAIRIE  MOON  (Rep) — A   warbling  western 
in  the  best  Autry  manner.  Rising  above 

the  usual  banalities  contained  in  a   sage- 
brush drama,  there  is  a   different  slant 

added  to  the  rustler  yarn.  Gene  Autry, 

Smiley  Burnette,  Shirley  Deane.  Directed 

by  Ralph  Staub. 

PRISON  TRAIN  (Equity) — First  offering  by 

the  newly  organized  Malcolm-Browne  unit 

proves  to  possess  more  in  exploitation  pos- 
sibilities than  entertainment  and  will  prob- 

ably find  its  best  market  in  the  grind 

houses  bidding  for  male  patronage.  Fred 

Keating,  Linda  Winters,  Clarence  Muse. 

Directed  by  Gordon  Wiles. 

SUNSET  TRAIL  (Para) — By  any  measuring 
stick  this  rates  as  one  of  the  best  in  the 

"Hopalong  Cassidy"  series,  packed  with 
the  action  and  entertainment  that  rate  them 

high  among  screen  sagebrushers,  and  pos- 
sessing a   good  supply  of  comedy  and 

thrills.  William  Boyd,  George  Hayes,  Rus- 
sell Hayden.  Produced  by  Harry  Sherman, 

directed  by  Lesley  Selander. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 
of  BOXOFFICE. 

Boosts  Fred  Wilcox 
Metro  has  boosted  Fred  Wilcox,  test  di- 

rector, to  a   director’s  rating.  His  initial 
assignment  is  “Mona  Lisa,”  a   short  sub- 

ject. Joseph  Sherman  did  the  screenplay. 

A   Compromise  May  Be  Effected 
In  Tiff  Between  AMC  and  SAG 

Possibility  that  the  potentially  explosive 
dispute  between  talent  agents  and  the 

Screen  Actors  Guild,  over  the  latter’s  pro- 
jected 19-point  “franchising”  plan  to  ex- 

ercise greater  control  over  agent-actor  re- 
lationships, may  be  wiped  out  through 

some  sort  of  compromise  code,  was  seen 

when  the  Artists  Managers  Guild,  repre- 
senting some  30  top  percenters,  submitted 

a   counter  proposal  to  the  SAG’s  agency 
committee. 

The  situation,  which  last  week  threat- 
ened to  break  out  in  open  warfare,  has 

thus  been  eased  for  the  time  being  and 

may,  it  is  thought  by  followers  of  the  de- 
velopment, result  in  permanent  peace. 

The  agents’  code,  drawn  up  as  a   sug- 

gested replacement  for  the  Guild’s  de- 
mands, contains  many  of  the  points  set 

forth  in  the  latter.  Modified  considerably 
is  the  clause  in  the  SAG  code  whereby 

agent-client  contracts  would  be  limited  to 
one  year,  and  that  providing  for  voidance 
of  contract  if  the  agent  does  not  secure 

a   minimum  of  18  days’  work  for  his  client 
over  a   four-month  period.  It  provides  for 
setting  up  arbitration  machinery  to  take 

care  of  inter-agency  and  agent-client  dis- 

putes, and  calls  for  a   virtual  “closed  shop”’ for  agents  by  declaring  no  agent  can  be 
employed  by  an  SAG  member  unless  he 
belongs  to  the  AMG. 

The  compromise  plan  was  being  scrutin- 

ized this  week  by  the  SAG’s  committee, 
headed  by  George  Murphy,  with  the  prob- 

ability that  a   “yes”  or  “no”  would  be  forth- 

coming within  a   few  days.  The  agents’ 
pleas  that  the  licensing  program  be  re- 

vised was  studied  in  a   conference  between 

Kenneth  Thomson,  SAG  executive  secre- 
tary, and  Frank  Gillmore,  president  of  the 

Associated  Actors  and  Artistes  of  America, 
currently  visiting  here  as  a   stopover  en 
route  to  San  Francisco. 

Committees  representing  the  AMG  and 

some  90  independent  ten-percenters  were 
to  meet  again  Friday  night,  having  held 
one  conference  last  week  to  draft  the 

counter-proposals  submitted  to  the  Guild. 
Meantime,  the  first  arbitration  session 

between  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  and  pro- 
ducers who  have  not,  as  yet,  signed  the 

SAG’s  new  eight-year  contract,  was  sche- 
duled to  be  held  on  Wednesday.  One  of 

the  topics  expected  to  be  placed  under  dis- 
cussion was  the  Independent  Motion  Pic- 

ture Producers  Ass’n’s  petition  requesting 
concessions  in  the  Guild’s  wage  and  hour 
minimums,  as  the  SAG  board  of  directors, 
meeting  Monday  night,  was  reported  to  be 

frowning  on  the  IMPPA’s  plea.  The 
IMPPA,  however,  notified  the  Guild  that 
it  would  attend  the  arbitration  session. 

Larry  Darmour  Productions,  Inc.,  and 
Edward  Small  Productions  both  affixed 
their  signatures  to  the  SAG  pact  during 
the  week,  which  has  already  been  signed 
by  the  major  production  companies.  Only 

the  independents  of  the  smaller-scale  va- 
riety have  failed  to  come  in  under  terms 

of  the  agreement. 
Among  minor  SAG  activities  was  the 

disclosure  that  the  actors’  organization 
will  transfer  its  headquarters  next  month 
from  its  present  offices  on  the  Sunset  Strip 
to  the  Hollywood  Professional  Bldg. 

CHARACTER 
Loyal  to  its  original  image  .   .   ■   yield- 

ing to  its  user's  needs  .   .   .   considerate 

of  his  budget  —   your  obedient,  indus- 

trious servant  .   .   . 
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Scripters —   Options 

— Columbia 

RANDOLPH  SCOTT  signs  six-year  acting  con- 
tract. 

HOWARD  HAWKS  signs  producer-director  con- 

tract, with  "Plane  Number  Four,”  an  airplane 
adventure,  as  his  first  chore. 

BOYCE  DEGAW  and  ISABEL  DAWN  to  "Good 
Girls  Go  to  Paris.”  William  Perlberg  will  pro- 

duce with  Jean  Arthur  in  the  lead. 

GEORGE  SAYRE  to  “The  Man  Who  Couldn’t 
Be  Hanged,”  his  own  original. 
SIDNEY  BUCHMAN  to  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to 

Washington,”  next  Frank  Capra  production. 
JACQUELINE  WELLS,  actress,  signs  to  ap- 

pear in  three  pictures  yearly. 

FORBES  MURRAY  signed  to  term  acting  con- 

tract following  his  work  in  "The  Spider,”  re- 
cently-completed serial. 

— Samuel  Goldwyn 
JO  SWERLING  signs  writing  pact. 
MARY  McCALL  JR.,  and  STANLEY  RAUH  to 

“The  First  Co-ed,”  fictionized  story  of  four 
women  who,  in  1837,  became  the  first  to  enter  an 
American  university. 

— Grand  National 

EDMUND  HARTMAN  to  “Exile  Express,” 
slated  as  a   Eugene  Frenke  production  starring 
Anna  Sten. 

—Metro 

RICHARD  CONNELL  to  "Balalaika.” 
HENRY  BUCQUET  wins  long-term  directorial 

contract  as  a   result  of  "Young  Dr.  Kildare,”  his 
first  feature-length  directing  chore.  He  has  been 

assigned  to  “The  Adventures  of  Dr.  Kildare”  as 
his  next. 

JAMES  CHAMBERS,  child  singer,  held  for  an- 
other term. 

PETER  ORDWAY  joins  writing  department. 

CARL  (ALFALFA)  SWITZER  signs  term  act- 

ing contract.  He  will  join  the  “Our  Gang”  com- 
edy unit. 

JANE  MURFIN  signs  writing  ticket,  joining 
the  Hunt  Stromberg  production  unit. 

ROSE  CAYLOR  added  to  Producer  Hunt  Strom- 

berg’s  writing  staff. 
— Monogram 

SCOTT  DARLING  to  "Mr.  Wong  at  Headquar- 
ters,” second  in  the  sleuth  series  starring  Boris 

Karloff. 

NORTON  S.  PARKER  to  the  first  "Tailspin 
Tommy”  feature  which  Paul  Malvern  will  pro- 

duce. John  Trent  plays  the  title  role. 

— Paramount 
GILBERT  GABRIEL  teamed  with  ROBERT 

THOERSON  on  "Hotel  Imperial.” 
DOLORES  CASEY,  stock  actress,  held  for  an- 

other six-month  term. 
BARRY  McKAY,  English  leading  man,  signs 

long-term  contract.  Coming  over  from  London, 
he  has  been  borrowed  by  Metro,  but  returns  to 

Paramount,  November  7   for  a   role  in  "I’m  From 

Missouri,”  the  Bob  Burns  starrer. 
JUDITH  KING,  stock  player,  given  pact  ex- 

tension. 

JERRY  CADY  signs  writing  ticket.  He  will 

develop  an  original  story  for  Bob  Burns. — Principal 

ABEN  KANDEL  dialoguing  “Fisherman’s 
Wharf,”  the  next  Bobby  Breen  starrer  for  RKO Radio  release. 

—RKO  Radio 

GEORGE  O’NEIL  to  "The  Castles,”  Astaire- 
Rogers  starrer. 
PAUL  YAWITZ  and  BERT  GRANET  to  the 

next  “Annabel”  comedy,  as  yet  untitled. 
DONALD  McBRIDE  signs  term  acting  contract. 

— Republic 

LUCI  WARD  to  “Lone  Star  Bullets,”  an  original 
for  the  Three  Mesquiteers. 

— Selznick  International 
RICHARD  BLAKER,  English  novelist,  signs 

writing  contract  to  do  an  original  around  the 

title  “Titanic,”  and  based  on  that  maritime  dis- 
aster. He  arrived  in  Hollywood  from  London 

this  week. 

— 20th  Century-Fox 
GORDON  OLIVER  signed  to  term  contract, 

drawing  the  male  lead  in  the  "Roving  Reporters” 
series,  which  was  relinquished  by  Michael  Wha- 

len when  his  contract  expired. 

CURTIS  KENYON  to  "Hudson’s  Bay  Company.” 
LOUIS  SILVERS,  musical  director,  retained  for 

another  term. 

ROBERT  ELLIS  to  the  second  in  the  "Camera 
Daredevils”  series. 

S.  S.  VAN  DINE  to  an  untitled  original  sports 
melodrama  for  use  as  a   Sonja  Henie  starrer. 

Harry  Joe  Brown  will  produce. 
HARVEY  THEW  joins  writing  department, 

working  in  Nunnally  Johnson’s  producoion  unit. 
NANCY  KELLY  signed  to  new  long-term  act- 

ing contract.  She  is  currently  appearing  in  "Jesse 
James”  and  "Tailspin.” — Universal 

CHARLES  GRAYSON  remains  under  writing 
contract  for  another  year. 

— Walter  Wanger 
ROLF  PASSER  signs  writing  contract. 

— Warner  Bros. 

EARLE  SNELL  joins  writing  department. 

MAURICE  HANLINE  to  “Trial  of  Dr.  Bea- 

mish.” 

FRED  NIBLO  JR.,  to  "Girl’s  Reform  School,” 
which  Bryan  Foy  will  produce. 

NORMAN  REILLY  RAINE  to  "The  Story  of 

William  Tell.” 
JOHN  HUSTON  to  “Footsteps  in  the  Dark.” 
PHILIP  EPSTEIN  to  "Fly  Away  Home;” 

CHARLES  CURRAN  and  LARRY  KIMBLE  com- 

plete “Jane  Arden,”  first  of  a   new  projected 
series  based  on  the  comic  strip. 

IVAN  GOFF  to  "The  Great  Lie,”  a   novel  by Lola  Stein. 

JANET  CHAPMAN,  five-year-old  actress,  wins 
new  contract.  She  has  just  completed  a   role 

in  “Heart  of  the  North.” 

Burbank  Plant  Is 

Fourth  for  Disney 
With  the  completion  of  working  build- 

ings in  Burbank,  the  Walt  Disney  cartoon 
organization  has  four  plants  in  operation. 
Humming  with  activity  are  the  Hyperion 

Ave.  studio,  the  “annex”  across  the  street, 
and  the  Seward  St.  plant,  taken  over  re- 

cently from  Harman-Ising. 

The  working  building  in  Burbank  will 
serve  as  an  administration  building  for 

the  construction  of  Disney’s  new  $2,- 
000,000  plant,  which  is  expected  to  be  a 

two-year  undertaking.  From  25  to  27 
buildings  will  be  erected. 

Para ,   Casting  Changes 
Casting  changes  at  Paramount  will  set 

Ray  Milland  into  “Hotel  Imperial”  in- 
stead of  in  “Midnight,”  in  which  he  was 

drafted  to  play  opposite  Claudette  Col- 

bert. Milland’s  spot  in  “Midnight”  will 
be  taken  by  Don  Ameche,  on  loan  from 

20th  Century-Fox. 

" Queen  of  the  Ice "   New 
Vehicle  for  Irene  Dare 

Tabbed  as  the  first  ice-skating  film  ever 

to  be  produced  entirely  out-of-doors,  Sol 

Lesser  has  announced  plans  to  film  “Queen 

of  the  Ice,”  starring  6-year-old  Irene  Dare, 
to  be  made  on  location  near  Truckee, 

Calif.,  and  utilizing  an  entirely  natural 
winter  background. 

Picture  will  be  based  on  “Snow  Maiden,” 
an  original  by  Barton  Brown,  and  goes 

into  work  when  young  Miss  Dare  has  com- 
pleted a   nation-wide  tour  with  an  Ice 

Ballet  of  66  persons.  “Queen  of  the  Ice” 
will  be  followed  by  “The  Silver  Skates.” 

U .   S.  Military  School  to 

Premiere  UA  'Duke'  Film 
Producer  Edward  Small  has  arranged 

to  stage  the  world  premiere  of  “The  Duke 
of  West  Point”  at  the  United  States  mili- 

tary school  early  in  December,  with  Louis 
Hayward  and  Tom  Brown,  featured  in  the 
film,  making  personal  appearances. 

The  United  Artists  release  will  be  com- 
pleted within  a   few  weeks. 

Airshow  Topic  at 

SAG-MPRF  Huddle 
Bobbing  up  again  after  lying  dormant 

for  several  months  to  add  its  name  to  the 

rapidly-increasing  list  of  charity  and  re- 
lief activities  to  which  Hollywood  is  de- 

voting its  attention  with  the  advent  of  the 

winter  season,  the  widely-discussed  air- 
show  in  which  the  Screen  Actors  Guild 

would  furnish  the  talent,  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Relief  Fund  to  collect  the  proceeds, 

was  the  topic  of  an  SAG-MPRF-Music 
Corp.  of  America  huddle  during  the  week. 

Revival  of  interest  in  the  undertaking 

came  when  the  Music  Corp.  reported  to 
Jean  Hersholt,  of  the  Relief  Fund,  and 

Ralph  Morgan,  of  the  SAG,  that  negotia- 
tions for  the  sale  of  the  show  were  being 

handled  with  two  nationally-known  spon- 
sors, with  the  possibility  that  a   deal  might 

be  set  definitely  some  time  during  the 

week.  Under  the  arrangement,  the  spon- 
sor would  pay  the  SAG  $10,000  weekly  for 

talent,  this  amount  to  be  turned  over  to 
the  MPRF.  The  Music  Corp.  has  agreed 
to  waive  its  commission  on  this  money 
and  the  deal  would  probably  be  signed  on 
a   39-week  basis. 

Sound  Financial  Basis 

Consummation  of  the  negotiations 

would  place  the  MPRF  on  the  soundest  fi- 
nancial basis  since  its  year-old  reorgani- 

zation, a   period  during  which  its  relief 
rolls  have  grown  to  the  highest  point  in 

its  history  and  the  burden  of  which  has 

regularly  caused  the  Fund’s  directors  to 
report  the  organization  as  being  in  the red. 

Meantime  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  fur- 
nished fresh  evidence  of  its  new-found 

power  by  cracking  down  on  what  it  termed 

an  established  studio  tactic  of  forcing  ac- 
tors to  contribute  under  compulsion  to 

the  Community  Chest  drive.  The  Guild, 
which  had  already  pledged  its  support  to 

Joseph  M.  Schenck  as  leader  of  the  in- 

dustry’s participation  in  the  current  cam- 
paign, served  notice  during  the  week  on 

the  production  companies  that  it  would 
withdraw  that  aid  unless  contributions  are 

kept  on  a   purely  voluntary  basis.  The 
MPRF  figures  in  the  Chest  drive  to  the 
extent  that  both  the  SAG  and  the  Screen 

Directors  Guild  have  stipulated  that  ten 

per  cent  of  the  contributions  of  their  col- 
lective membership  shall  be  turned  over 

to  the  Relief  Fund. 

Employment  Group  Meets 

A   special  MPRF  committee  appointed 

several  weeks  ago  to  survey  the  unemploy- 
ment situation  among  extras  and  bit- 

players,  under  the  leadership  of  Edward 
Arnold,  called  a   hasty  meeting  Friday 
night  to  consider  the  preliminary  report 
from  Central  Casting  Corp.  citing  the  first 
two  weeks  in  October  as  the  lowest  in 

point  of  extra  calls  that  has  been  recorded 
during  the  year. 

A1  Jolson,  Gene  Autry,  Buster  Keaton 
and  Charlie  Murray  appeared  at  the 

Southern  California  Telephone  Co.’s  bene- 
fit show  Saturday  night  at  the  Hollywood 

Legion  Stadium,  presenting  specialty  acts 
as  an  added  attraction  to  the  program 
charted  for  the  affair. 
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Await  Signatures 
On  Local  150  Pacts 

Los  Angeles — Although  an  agreement 
covering  wage  scales  and  adjustments  in 
working  time  for  members  of  Projection- 

ists’ Union,  Local  150,  with  first-run 
houses  here  has  been  reached,  no  con- 

tracts have  been  signed  as  yet  and  prob- 
ably will  remain  unsignatured  for  several 

days. 

This  became  known  when  Charles  Skou- 
ras,  W.  H.  Lollier  and  Charles  Buckley, 
Fox  West  Coast  executives  who  had  been 

participating  in  the  conferences,  left  sud- 
denly for  San  Francisco. 

The  new  working  agreement,  however, 
is  all  set  and  will  be  signed  and  placed 

into  operation  upon  Skouras’  return.  It 
covers  the  State  and  Chinese,  FWC  houses; 
the  Pantages,  Hillstreet,  Hollywood,  Down- 

town and  Paramount  theatres,  and  will  be 
effective  until  Nov.  30,  1940.  Slight  in- 

creases over  the  present  wage  scale,  exact 
amount  of  which  will  not  be  disclosed  until 

next  week,  were  gaind  by  the  projec- 
tionists. 

Representing  the  theatres,  besides  Skou- 
ras, were  Marco  Wolf,  for  Paramount;  Lou 

Halper  and  Ben  Wallenstein  for  the  War- 
ner houses;  and  Jack  Gross  and  Rodney 

Pantages.  Rollin  Hayward,  Mort  Sands 
and  George  Schaefer  sat  in  for  the  union. 

Skouras’  northern  trip  has  also  delayed 
renewal  of  negotiations  on  the  part  of  the 
Stagehands  Local,  33,  IATSE,  for  a   new 
working  agreement  throughout  FWC  houses 
in  the  southern  California  territory.  Union 
and  FWC  officials  are  expected  to  meet 
next  week  to  resume  discussions,  several 
meetings  having  been  held  in  recent  weeks. 

3   Western  Stars  Appear 

After  Victorville  Rodeo 

Victorville,  Cal. — Citizens  of  this  com- 
munity were  afforded  the  opportunity  to 

absorb  plenty  of  western  atmosphere  last 
week.  Following  a   rodeo  staged  on  Sat- 

urday, Gene  Autry,  Harry  Carey  and  Tex 
Ritter  made  personal  appearances  at  the 
Victorville  Theatre  in  conjunction  with 

the  showing  of  Harry  Sherman’s  Hop- 
along  Cassidy  picture,  “Pride  of  the  West.” 
Sherman,  who  produced  the  picture  for 

Paramount  also  attended. 

Russell  Hoss  Appointed 

Daffy  Auctions  Manager 
Los  Angeles — Russell  Hoss  has  been 

appointed  Pacific  Coast  manager  of  Daffy 
Auctions,  a   giveaway,  by  H.  Ernest  Kings- 

ley, owner-operator  of  the  giveaway,  who 
is  now  here  setting  up  a   local  office. 

Hoss  relinquishes  his  position  as  assist- 
ant to  Hi  Peskay,  manager  of  the  Majes- 
tic Distributing  Corp.,  having  held  that 

post  for  only  two  weeks. 

Portland  Council  Hears 

Parking  Meter  Problem 
Portland  Ore.  —   Operation  of  parking 

meters  on  Sundays  and  holidays  would  pre- 
vent persons  from  attending  theatres  on 

those  days  and  theatregoers  comprise  the 

majority  of  those  who  park  on  the  down- 
town streets  of  Portland  on  those  days, 

City  Commissioner  Ormond  R.  Bean  has 
reported  to  the  city  council. 

Bean  said  there  had  been  a   suggestion 
that  the  parking  meters  be  operated  at  all 
times.  A   check  on  Sundays  and  holidays 

showed  most  of  the  parkers  were  attend- 
ing theatres  and  this  they  cannot  do  in  one hour. 

Since  the  parking  meters  cannot  be  set 
for  more  than  one  hour,  there  is  no  chance 

to  regulate  parking  on  Sundays  and  holi- 
days, Bean  stated. 

Kelly  Seligman  Acquires 
Columbia  From  Geo.  Fink 
Los  Angeles — Kelly  Seligman  has  pur- 

chased the  Columbia  Theatre,  on  East 
Seventh  St.,  from  George  Fink,  and  has 
renamed  it  the  Dorkel.  Dark  for  the  past 
six  months,  the  house  will  reopen  shortly. 

Slight  Fire  Damage 
Portland,  Ore. — Fire  slightly  damaged 

the  Lincoln  Theatre  here  this  week.  Ac- 
cording to  Fire  Investigator  William  Goerz, 

the  blaze  originated  in  the  heating  plant 
after  the  house  had  closed. 

Portland,  Ore.  —   A   query  to  the  Mr. 

Fixit  Editor  of  the  Portland  News-Tele- 
gram recently  brought  about  the  publica- 

tion of  the  early  history  of  motion  picture 
theatres  in  Portland. 

The  question:  When  was  the  first  mo- 
tion picture  theatre  started  in  Portland? 

The  answer:  The  first  motion  picture 
was  shown  in  Portland  at  the  old  Mar- 
quam  Grand  Theatre,  August  5,  1897.  It 
was  a   flickering  view  of  the  Corbett-Fitz- 
simmons  prize  fight  and  was  shown  Thurs- 

day, Friday  and  Saturday  nights  with  a 
Saturday  matinee. 

The  picture  was  projected  by  a   machine 

known  as  a   “verascope”  or  “vitascope,”  and 
it  was  the  talk  of  the  town. 
On  Saturday,  August  7,  1897,  at  the 

armory,  pictures  of  the  inauguration  of 
President  McKinley  were  shown  through 

the  “electrograph,”  which  made  its  first 
appearance  on  any  stage  with  that  per- 
formance. 

About  the  same  time,  at  “Cable  Park,” 
an  amusement  center  on  the  heights  near 
the  end  of  the  Cable  line,  moving  pictures 
were  shown  illustrating  songs. 

After  this  first  flurry,  interest  in  mo- 
tion pictures  subsided.  Those  pioneer 

films  were  hard  to  look  at  from  any  angle 
and  the  public  regarded  them  as  no  more 
than  a   passing  novelty. 

At  the  Lewis  and  Clark  fair  in  1905,  a 
progressive  advertiser  showed  twittering 

Official  ITO  Stamp 

On  3   Parley  Envoys 

Los  Angeles — Official  confirmation  of 
the  appointment  of  Robert  Poole,  Albert 
Galston  and  Hugh  Bruen  as  the  Inde- 

pendent Theatre  Owners  of  Southern  Cali- 
fornia’s delegates  to  the  distributor-ex- 

hibitor trade  practices  parley  in  New  York 
was  made  at  an  ITO  board  meeting  this 
week,  the  three  delegates  then  disclosing 
their  traveling  plans. 

Strict  silence  was  maintained,  however, 
as  to  the  topics  which  the  trio  will  bring 
up  for  discussion  at  the  trade  conferences 
and  as  to  the  requests  which  they  may 
make  when  called  upon. 

Poole,  the  ITO’s  general  secretary,  was 
set  to  train  out  Tuesday  and  will  stay 

two  or  three  weeks,  remaining  at  the  con- 
ferences until  they  have  been  concluded. 

Galston,  president  of  the  organization, 
was  to  plane  out  Saturday.  Bruen,  owner 
of  a   theatre  in  Whittier,  suburb  of  Los 
Angeles,  was  to  check  out  on  Wednesday. 
Neither  Bruen  nor  Galston  will  remain 
more  than  a   week  or  ten  days,  according  to 

present  plans. 
Galston,  after  accepting  the  invitation 

of  William  F.  Rodgers  to  attend  the  New 
York  parleys,  appointed  himself  and  Poole 

as  ITO  representatives.  Bruen ’s  appoint- 
ment was  not  made  until  the  ITO  board 

meeting  on  Monday. 

glimpses  of  notable  personalities,  parades, 
etc.,  which  aroused  attention  more  as 
miracles  of  invention  than  a   medium  of 
entertainment. 

By  1907,  the  technique  of  motion  pic- 
ture making  had  advanced  to  the  point 

where  the  product  might  be  classed  as  en- 
tertainment, and  a   house  was  opened  by 

the  name  of  “Hale’s  Tour  of  the  World.” 
The  showhouse  imitated  a   railway  car 

and  the  customer  was  expected  to  imagine 
himself  taking  an  extensive  journey  and 
seeing  the  sights  from  the  car  window. 

The  most  interesting  thing  about  “Hale’s 
Tour”  is  that  the  man  who  operated  it  is 
still  in  Portland  and  still  connected  with 
the  motion  picture  industry. 

He  is  Howard  G.  Mapes,  manager  of  the 

Star  Film  exchange  on  Portland’s  Film- 
row. 

In  the  same  year,  1907,  there  were  two 

other  theatre  ventures,  the  “Nickelodeon” and  the  Bakeronian. 
The  Portland  city  directory  of  1908  and 

1909  listed  16  motion  picture  theatres. 
Many  of  these  were  ordinary  store  rooms, 
temporarily  fitted  up  with  chairs  and  a 
primitive  projecting  booth. 

Of  those  16,  the  theatre  operated  by  J. 
G.  Fleishman  is  now  the  sole  survivor  and 
his  place  has  the  distinction  of  being  the 
oldest  motion  picture  theatre  in  Portland, 
though  it  is  inconsistently  called  the “Novelty.” 

Portland’s  First  Picture  House 
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^^TTH  the  reorganization  of  Grand  Na- 
tional Pictures,  Lloyd  Lamb  has  been 

named  manager  of  the  Seattle  branch 
and  George  Jackson  takes  hold  of  the 
Portland  office.  Appointments  were  made 
by  Morris  Safier,  district  manager  who 
spent  some  time  here  .   .   .   John  Danz, 
regional  head  of  the  Movie  Quiz  contest, 
has  gone  back  to  New  York  to  make  his 

report  of  progress  in  his  territory.  .   .   . 
Jim  Hone,  executive  secretary  of  the 
MPTO,  was  up  at  the  crack  of  dawn  on 
the  morning  the  duck  season  opened.  He 
got  the  limit,  20  fine  ducks,  and  to  prevent 
doubt,  Jim  stopped  at  two  or  three  the- 

atres on  the  way  home  and  displayed  his 
catch. 

The  Northwest  Film  Club  has  plans 
made  for  Open  House,  October  27-28,  dur- 

ing the  MPTO  annual  convention.  All 

visiting  exhibitors  and  their  wives  are  in- 
vited and  they  will  be  attended  by,  for  the 

ladies,  Mrs.  B.  F.  Shearer,  Mrs.  Al  Oxtoby, 
Mrs.  Dwight  Spracher,  and  Mrs.  John 
Danz,  and  for  the  men,  Richard  Hayes, 
L.  J.  McGinley,  and  William  Forman. 
Saturday  evening,  October  29,  will  be  a 

Halloween  party  in  charge  of  Roy  Pea- 
cock, Frank  Christie  and  Neal  Walton.  A 

fall  bridge  tournament  is  now  being 
planned  along  with  other  activities. 

Mrs.  Edgar  Rice  Burroughs  attending  a 
preview  on  Filmrow  .   .   .   H.  S.  McLeod  is  in 
town  along  with  Bill  Stober  and  telling  of 
the  various  equipment  jobs  they  are 
handling  both  in  Washington  and  Oregon 
.   .   .   John  Hamrick  and  Frank  Newman 

golfing  with  Jimmie  Grainger  and  John 

Danz  .   .   .   Lynn  Peterson  over  from  Brem- 
erton with  a   flock  of  new  stories  .   .   .   W. 

E.  Calloway  and  Vete  Stewart,  Warner 
manager  in  Portland,  spending  some  time 
on  the  Seattle  Row  .   .   .   Mrs.  Fuzzy  Knight 

back  to  Hollywood  by  plane  after  a   week’s 
visit  here. 

Evan  and  June  Pritchard,  parents  of  a 

son  born  at  the  Swedish  Hospital.  Young- 
ster was  named  Peter  Evan  because  they 

like  the  name  and  not  because  the  baby’s 
initials  will  spell  PEP  .   .   .   W.  B.  McDon- 

ald of  the  Avalon  Theatre  in  Olympia,  has 
returned  from  the  trip  to  New  York  where 
he  purchased  a   new  cabin  cruiser  .   .   .   Rex 
Thompson  has  appointed  Bill  Monzingo 
manager  for  the  Roxy  in  Gig  Harbor. 

Among  out-of-towners  seen  in  the  last 
couple  of  days  were  Louis  Perunko,  Ta- 

coma; Walter  Graham,  Shelton;  Ed  Zabel, 
Olympia;  Ernie  Shields,  Kent;  Lloyd 
Thayer,  Aberdeen;  Mr.  Basil,  Raymond 
.   .   .   Edith  Giles  back  from  her  business 

trip  through  Oregon,  Montana,  Idaho  and 
California  .   .   .   Senior  Mercy  back  from 
the  trip  to  San  Francisco  .   .   .   Charlie 
Hardin  on  the  Row  after  six  months  at 
the  beach  and  without  his  faithful  and 

constant  companion,  Pat,  the  wire  haired 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN"  Facts 

If  you’ll  listen  to  me  and  your  brother 

Exhibitor,  you'll  know  the  facts. 

“Facts  can’t  lie” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 

terrier  having  been  killed  by  a   car  a   few 
days  ago. 

The  Fred  Bradens  back  from  San  Fran- 
cisco to  remain  permanently  .   .   .   The  J. 

and  Gene  von  Herbergs  guests  of  honor 
at  a   small  dinner  given  by  Roy  and  Alys 

Johnson,  the  occasion  being  Von’s  birth- 
day. Neal  and  Ethel  Walton,  Junior  and 

Dorothy  Mercy  also  guests  .   .   .   George 
Blair  and  Pete  Higgins  giving  the  boys  the 

run-around  about  a   yachting  trip  .   .   . 
Betty  Pritchard  celebrating  a   birthday  at 
the  open  house  at  the  Film  Club. 

Charlie  Blaxall,  theatre  owner  in  Pa- 
louse,  spending  a   few  days  here  .   .   .   The 
Tony  Filignos  proudly  announcing  the 
arrival  of  a   new  daughter  .   .   .   Edgar  and 

Mrs.  Mercy  in  from  Camas  lunching  with 
Paul  and  Fred  Mercy  jr.  .   .   .   B.  C.  and 
Blanche  Fritz  seen  at  the  Film  Club  with 

the  Al  Oxtobys  .   .   .   Jimmy  Beal,  Colum- 
bia manager  in  Portland,  here  for  a   couple 

of  days. 

Don  Beckman  to  Los  Angeles  for  a   meet- 
ing .   .   .   Harry  Cohen,  district  manager  for 

RKO,  into  town  .   .   .   Jack  Dailey,  ex- 
ploiteer  for  Paramount,  has  gone  back  to 
his  bailiwick  in  Hollywood  ...  Jack  Flan- 

nery back  from  the  extended  trip  and  re- 
ports successful  business  .   .   .   George  De- 

Waide  has  been  transferred  to  Portland 

as  ad  sales  manager  and  part  time  sales- 
man for  Paramount,  succeeding  Stan 

Gustafson  who  resigned.  Forrest  Roe  has 
succeeded  De  Waide  as  local  ad  sales 

manager  .   .   .   Roy  Rubens  is  the  new  as- 
sistant booker  for  the  Sterling  Chain  the- 

atres .   .   .   Al  Goldstein  with  the  cast  off — 
that  is,  he  hopes  to  have  it  off  by  the  time 
you  read  this. 

Majestic  Will  Handle 

Four  Judell  Features 

Los  Angeles — Ben  Judell’s  Progressive 
Pictures  has  signed  a   deal  with  the  re- 

cently-formed Majestic  Distributing  Corp. 
whereby  the  exchange  will  handle  four 

Progressive  features  in  this  territory.  Pic- 

tures are  “Slander  House,”  with  Adrienne 

Ames;  “Rebellious  Daughters,”  “Delinquent 
Parents”  and  “Meet  the  Mayor.” 

H,  E .   Brookins  Purchases 

House  From  McDonalds 

Glendora,  Cal. — H.  E.  Brookins  has  pur- 

chased the  Glendora  Theatre  from  the 
McDonald  Bros,  and  is  currently  installing 

new  sound  equipment.  He  will  open  early 
next  week. 

Harry  David  Weds 
Salt  Lake  City — The  recent  marriage 

of  Harry  David,  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral manager  of  Intermountain  Theatres, 

to  Miss  Dora  M.  Kiser,  in  Colorado  Springs, 

Colo.,  is  announced.  Miss  Kiser  is  David’s 
former  secretary.  They  are  honeymoon- 

ing in  the  east. 

Promotes  Drive  by 
A   Letter  Campaign 

Portland,  Ore. — Robert  S.  Farrell  jr., 

manager  of  the  New  Rivoli  Theatre  here, 

is  cashing  in  on  Motion  Pictures’  Great- 
est Year  with  a   letter  campaign  to  all 

listings  in  Portland’s  telephone  directory. 
Included  in  the  letter,  which  follows,  is 

one  complimentary  ticket  to  the  New 
Rivoli: 

“To  Our  Portland  Neighbors: 

“Nineteen  hundred  thirty-eight  and 
thirty-nine  has  been  officially  designated 

as  MOTION  PICTURES’  GREATEST 
YEAR.  The  entire  industry,  including  all 

producers,  distributors  and  exhibitors,  has 
been  asked  to  participate  in  the  $250,000 
Movie  Quiz  contest.  The  New  Rivoli  is 
proud  to  have  its  name  included  as  one 

of  America’s  great  showhouses  participat- 
ing in  this  contest. 

“Nineteen  hundred  thirty-eight  and 
thirty-nine  will  also  be  OUR  GREATEST 

YEAR,  and  from  an  entertainment  stand- 
point YOUR  Greatest  Show  Year  if  you 

become  a   regular  patron  of  the  New  Rivoli, 

Portland’s  finest  Downtown  family  the- 
atre. We  have  contracted  for  the  finest 

pictures  the  industry  will  turn  out  for 
the  coming  season.  Nothing  but  Big  Hits 
produced  by  the  studios  that  have  given 
you  the  Biggest  hits  of  yesterday. 

“Stage  shows  will  be  presented  when 
properly  available,  at  which  time  the 
screen,  stage,  and  radio  stars  will  be  seen 
and  heard  in  person.  Those  of  you  that 
formed  the  Rivoli  habit  last  year  will  well 
remember  the  galaxy  of  stars  that  were 
presented  on  our  stage.  In  other  words, 
the  finest  in  entertainment  in  town  will 
always  be  at  the  New  Rivoli.  And  at  prices 
you  will  like.  Why  pay  more?  Sincerely 

yours,  Robert  S.  Farrell  jr.” 

New  Managers  Appointed 

For  Two  GN  Exchanges 
Los  Angeles  —   Returning  from  Grand 

National’s  eastern  sales  conferences  via  the 
Pacific  Northwest,  Morris  Safier,  western 
district  manager  for  GN,  announced  the 

appointment  of  Lloyd  V.  Lamb  as  manager 

of  the  Seattle  office  and  of  G.  E.  Jack- 
son  as  head  of  the  Portland  exchange. 
Lamb  and  Jackson  replace  L.  J.  Brem,  who 

operated  both  branches  prior  to  his  resig- 
nation last  week. 

", Popcorn  King "   Kienitz 
Docks  in  Seattle ,   Wash, 

Seattle  —   W.  F.  (Bill)  Kienitz,  better 

known  as  the  “Popcorn  King”  in  the  Ha- 
waiian Islands  where  he  owns  20  Burch 

machines,  was  on  the  Empress  of  Japan 
when  she  docked  here  recently.  He  plans 

to  return  to  Honolulu  October  24. 

Kienitz,  owner  and  operator  of  the  Koo- 
tenai in  Libby  Mont.,  returned  here  to  ne- 

gotiate for  more  Burch  machines. 
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LOS  ANGELES Gilmour  Spokesman 

For  Rocky  Mountain 
Denver-— Charles  R.  Gilmour,  president, 

was  unanimously  elected  to  represent  the 
Theatre  Owners  and  Managers  of  the 

Rocky  Mountain  Region  at  the  trade  con- 
ferences being  held  in  New  York  City. 

Possibility  that  the  organization  might 
have  two  representatives  there  was  seen 

in  the  probability  that  Ed  Schulte,  promi- 
nent exhibitor  of  Casper,  Wyo.,  might  ac- 

company Gilmour.  They  were  to  leave 

Denver  Friday,  arriving  in  New  York  Sun- 
day morning. 

Very  little  information  leaked  out  of  the 

four -hour  long  closed  meeting  of  the  de- 
mands the  body  might  make  through 

Gilmour,  but  it  was  authoritatively  stated 
that  broadening  of  the  elimination  clause 
to  a   larger  percentage  than  at  present 
would  be  asked,  as  would  the  elimination 
of  the  practice  of  requiring  exhibitors  to 
buy  more  shorts  than  they  could  use. 
Ability  to  use  would  be  asked  to  be  made 

the  measure  of  the  selling  of  short  sub- 
jects, including  newsreels. 

Gilmour  also  is  expected  to  demand  the 
backing  of  producers  and  distributors  in 
seeking  the  elimination  of  the  Ascap  tax. 

Klein  Opens 
Hollywood — Arthur  Klein’s  new  Tele- 

view Theatre,  devoted  exclusively  to  news- 
reels and  short  subjects,  was  to  open 

October  21.  Located  on  Hollywood  Boule- 
vard, the  theatre  will  change  news  clips 

twice  weekly.  Klein  is  president  and 
managing  director  of  Teleview,  Inc. 

SALT  LAKE 
J^S  WINNER  in  the  western  division  of 

M-G-M’s  international  sales  drive, 
Maurice  Saffle,  local  branch  manager,  has 

started  on  a   six-week  tour  of  Europe. 
Associates  partied  him  before  he  left  .   .   . 
Burns  and  Allen  and  a   party  of  18  were 
here  recently  en  route  to  Hollywood. 

Burglars  broke  into  the  home  of  Robert 
Hill,  Columbia  branch  manager  here,  tak- 

ing a   diamond  wedding  ring  and  two  wrist 
watches.  Hill  just  completed  a   tour  of  the 
Montana  territory  .   .   .   G.  C.  Parsons,  Shef- 

field-Republic  western  division  manager,  in 
town  several  days,  left  by  plane  for  Den- 

ver and  then  New  York. 

Some  visitors,  booking  and  doing  other 
things,  were  Russ  Anderson,  South  Cache 
Theatre,  Hyrum,  Utah;  M.  S.  Harris, 
Strand,  Evanston,  Wyo.,  and  Exhibitor 

Neilson  of  the  Ward  Theatre,  Castle  Dale, 
Utah. 

The  Gem  and  Empress  at  Magna,  Utah, 
operated  by  George  Smith,  have  been  over- 

hauled ...  At  press  time,  a   successor  to 
H.  Bradley  Fish,  until  recently  GN  branch 
head  here,  had  not  been  named.  Fish 
moved  on  to  San  Francisco  with  GN. 

O’KEEFE’S  western  sales  district  for 

Universal  stands  second  in  reissue  book- 
ings throughout  the  country,  he  disclosed 

this  week.  He  expects  to  jump  into  first 

place  shortly,  having  sold  “Dracula”  and 
“Frankenstein”  to  Fox  West  Coast  for  use 
throughout  its  California  circuit  .   .   .   Metro 
has  sold  its  product  to  the  Ritz  Theatre  in 

Inglewood,  a   698-seat  house  owned  by 
Nathan  Bosberg. 

Visitors:  Floyd  Ward,  Valley  Theatre, 
Lancaster;  Mayor  Frank  Baumgarten,  who 
runs  the  Peekay  Theatre  in  Tehachapi; 

E.  A.  Stein,  Wickenburg  Theatre,  Wicken- 
burg,  Ariz.;  Earl  Strebe,  owner  of  the  Plaza 
and  Palm  Springs  at  Palm  Springs,  and 
the  Arrowhead  at  Lake  Arrowhead  .   .   . 

Paul  Dietrich,  partner  in  the  Oxnard  The- 
atre with  Manny  Sedstein,  stopped  along 

the  Row  on  his  way  back  from  Detroit. 

He  was  proudly  displaying  a   new  car  pur- 
chased there. 

Selma  Marsh  has  replaced  Voma  Hackett 

as  secretary  and  bookkeeper  at  the  West- 
ern States  Theatre  Supply  offices.  Miss 

Hackett  left  her  position  to  take  a   job 

with  the  Whitson-Lewis  Theatre  circuit. 

W.  J.  Kupper,  20 th  Century-Fox  west- 
ern division  manager,  and  Jim  O’Loghlin, 

in  charge  of  the  Sidney  R.  Kent  sales 

drive,  were  at  the  local  exchange  for  con- 
ferences with  John  Dillon,  branch  manager 

here.  They  were  to  be  joined  in  a   few  days 

by  W.  J.  Clarke,  head  of  Fox’s  short  sub- 
ject sales  department. 

Doc  Barsky,  local  theatre  broker,  has 
leased  the  Placentia  Theatre  in  Placentia 
to  Hollis  Shiermeir.  Shiermeir  will  swing 
into  action  in  two  weeks.  The  house  has 
been  dark  for  more  than  a   year  .   .   .   Red 

Jacobs,  manager  of  the  RKO  Radio  ex- 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  HE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“Theatre  Equipment  Specialists" 
Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 
Motiograph  Projectors 

1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 
NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 
1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

change,  has  returned  from  a   business  trip 
to  Arizona. 

Sherrill  Cohen,  who  manages  the  Or- 
pheum  Theatre  downtown,  is  confined  at 
home  recuperating  from  a   sinus  operation 
.   .   .   In  for  homeoffice  conferences  is  Homer 
Gill,  Fox  West  Coast  district  manager, 
who  headquarters  in  Bakersfield. 

Ollie  Wog,  Universal  salesman,  has  re- 
turned from  a   selling  trip  to  the  San  Diego 

territory  .   .   .   Bill  Roberts,  manager  of  the 
Fox  West  Coast  California  Theatre  in 
San  Diego,  is  in  for  home  office  confabs. 

W.  W.  Smith,  Drive-In  Theatres  op- 
erator, has  relumed  east  after  spending 

ten  days  here  looking  over  the  local  situa- 
tion and  visiting  Seth  Perkins,  who  operates 

two  of  the  stay -in-y our -car  theatres  .   .   . 
Jesus  Perez  is  the  new  owner  of  the  Mis- 

sion Theatre  in  San  Juan  Capistrano. 

Max  Shapiro,  owner  of  the  La  Habra  in 
La  Habra  and  the  Metro  in  San  Diego, 

stopped  off  here  on  his  way  to  San  Fran- 
cisco on  business  .   .   .   Ernest  Kingsley, 

owner  and  operator  of  Daffy  Auctions, 

boxoffice  stimulator,  checked  in  and  an- 

nounced plans  to  open  offices  here  and  ar- 
range Pacific  Coast  distribution  on  the 

giveaway. 

Fred  Gage,  United  Artists  salesman,  has 
returned  from  a   short  selling  trip  to 

Covina,  San  Bernardino  and  other  citrus- 
belt  way  stations.  Going  out  as  Gage 
checked  in  was  Ken  MacKaig,  also  a   U A 
salesman,  who  headed  for  Bishop. 

The  Mission  Theatre  at  San  Juan  Cap- 
istrano, which  has  changed  hands  sev- 

eral times  in  the  past  few  months,  goes 
under  the  management  of  F.  J.  Casey. 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

“Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 

1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 
—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

“LOVE  LIFE  OF  A   GORILLA" 

"CHILDREN  OF  LONELINESS" 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
■   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 
AIR  CONDITIONING 
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^ED  KEMPER  of  the  U.  S.  army  motion 
picture  service  was  in  Portland  during 

the  weekend  and  visited  the  various  ex- 
changes on  the  Row  .   .   .   Mrs.  Leona  Rand, 

secretary  to  Mrs.  Dot  Buckmiller  at  Baker, 
is  vacationing  in  the  Rose  City  .   .   .   Ray 
Henderson  of  Albany  added  his  name  to 
the  visitor  list.  So  did  Art  Kolstad,  mayor 
of  Hood  River.  Art  recently  acquired  a 

deer  from  Portland’s  city  park  for  use  on 
his  country  estate. 

Dick  Fisk  of  Bandon,  Port  Orford  and 
Gold  Beach  made  the  rounds  recently  .   .   . 
George  Jackson  is  the  new  manager  of 
Grand  National  in  Portland  .   .   .   Lew  Bax- 

ley, eastern  Oregon  man  for  Warner  Bros, 
pictures,  is  leaving  for  his  home  town  in 
Texas. 

Lee  Ryan  showed  his  face  on  the  Row 
for  Ashland  .   .   .   William  Graeper  brought 

his  young  grandson  on  the  Row  the  other 

day  for  a   preview  showing  .   .   .   M.  W.  Mat- 
techeck  of  McMinnville  was  another  visi- 

tor .   .   .   Guy  O.  Garrison  of  the  Columbia 
Theatre  at  St.  Helens  distributed  venison 

around  the  Row — this  from  Mark  Corey 

in  case  you  didn’t  get  any. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Fred  Rout  of  Cave  City 
were  visitors.  When  we  saw  them  they  were 

discussing  colds  with  Helen  Bush  and 
Millicent  Smith  .   .   .   Walter  Tebbets 

shocked  everyone  the  other  day  by  being 
on  the  Row  early. 

Ken  Hartung,  W.  F.  Myrick,  Eddie  Nei- 
man,  Joe  Bradt  and  Young  Bill  Graeper 
were  local  exhibitors  boosting  the  home 

town  on  the  Row  .   .   .   Jack  Dailey,  Para- 

mount publicist,  was  back  for  “Arkansas 
Traveler”  and  “Men  With  Wings.” 

Allows  Injunction 

Against  Picketers 

Portland,  Ore. — Circuit  Judge  John  P. 

Winter  has  granted  an  injunction  restrain- 

ing the  Motion  Picture  Operators’  local. 
No.  159,  from  picketing  the  Oregon  The- 
atre. 

The  theatre  contended  the  union  had  no 

right  to  picket  because  there  was  no  labor 
dispute  and  because  it  employs  no  machine 

operators.  The  owners  of  the  theatre  op- 
erate the  machines  themselves. 

Discovers  a   Profitable 

Field  for  Fine  Musicals 

Los  Angeles  —   A   simple  experiment  in 

booking  illustrated  to  Harold  Glass,  op- 
erator of  the  Gordon  Theatre,  the  vast 

number  of  classical  musical  lovers  in  this 
community. 

Working  in  conjunction  with  Harry 
Stern,  manager  of  the  GB  exchange,  Glass 

booked  “Unfinished  Symphony,”  a   bio- 

graphical study  of  Franz  Shubert,  “The 
Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven,”  a   GB  release, 
and  “Hungarian  Rhapsody,”  a   short  sub- 

ject, opening  last  Wednesday.  A   digni- 
fied advertising  campaign  was  conducted 

and  PTA  and  church  groups  went  on  rec- 
ord approving  the  program. 

With  all  of  which  Glass  reported,  by  the 

end  of  the  week,  that  his  gross  thus  far  was 
four  times  greater  than  normal. 

LOS  ANGELES 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

Doc  Barsky,  local  theatre  broker,  han- 
dled the  deal,  Casey  taking  the  house  on lease. 

Bob  Leonard,  manager  of  the  Pala  The- 
atre in  Escondido,  left  this  week  on  a   one- 

month  vacation,  motoring  through  the 
Pacific  Northwest  with  a   car  and  trailer. 

Morris  Safier,  Grand  National’s  western 
division  manager,  came  in  on  Monday  to 
go  into  conference  with  W.  C.  (Bill) 
Riter,  manager  of  the  local  exchange, 
anent  the  sales  and  product  setup  for  the 

newly-organized  GN  company.  Safier, 
who  attended  the  GN  sales  conventions 

in  Chicago  and  New  York,  will  spend  from 
a   week  to  ten  days  here  before  returning 
east. 

Hap  Simpson,  former  manager  of  the 

Circle  Theatre,  was  saying  “hello”  to 
friends  along  Filmrow  .   .   .   C.  T.  Lynch, 
branch  manager  at  Metro,  has  returned 
from  a   business  trip  to  Arizona. 

Visitors:  Ray  Pierson  of  the  Lone  Pine 
Theatre  in  Lone  Pine;  Harry  Goldfarb,  who 

operates  the  National  Theatre  in  National 

City  and  the  Vista  in  San  Diego;  and  Ma- 
son Siler,  of  the  Ritz  at  Balboa  Beach. 

Katherine  Brently,  head  of  Metro’s  bill- 
ing department,  is  blinding  her  fellow 

workers  these  days  with  an  engagement 

ring  given  her  by  one  Clark  Wallace,  who 
is  not  connected  with  the  industry.  The 
trinket  has  15  diamonds  in  all,  and  so  far 

has  overpowered  everyone  who’s  seen  it. 

Visitors  along  the  Row:  Justin  LaFont, 
operator  of  the  Forum  Theatre  in  Barstow; 
Tommy  Huntington,  in  acquiring  product 
for  his  Seville  Theatre  in  Chula  Vista; 
and  Bill  Knott,  in  on  a   similar  mission 
from  his  Covina  Theatre  in  Covina. 

Planning  to  spend  about  five  weeks  here 

on  business  and  pleasure — mostly  pleasure 
— William  W.  Wintroub,  a   member  of  the 

staff  of  the  Majestic  Pictures  Exchange 

in  Kansas  City,  arrived  in  town  on  Tues- 
day .   .   .   Dode  Samuels,  RKO  salesman,  has 

returned  from  a   short  selling  trip  to  the 
Arizona  territory. 

More  than  75  exchangemen  and  exhibi- 
tors were  unanimous  in  declaring  they  had 

had  the  best  time  of  their  lives  when  they 
attended  the  fourth  annual  soiree  tossed 

last  Saturday  by  Guy  Gunderson,  United 

Artists  salesman,  at  his  Santa  Anita  Can- 
yon lodge.  Gunderson  provided  three 

freshly-killed  deer  for  the  occasion  and 
the  beer,  his  guests  said,  flowed  like  water. 

Merril  Shapiro  Managing 

Theatre  at  La  Habra ,   CaL 

La  Habra,  Cal. — Merril  Shapiro  is  the 

new  manager  of  the  La  Habra  Theatre 
here.  The  house  is  owned  by  Max  Shapiro, 
Merril’s  father. 

-HOTEL 

•   FREE  OUTDOOR  SWIMMING  POOL  •   LUXURIOUS 

CATHEDRAL  LOBBY  •   DINING  ROOM  •   SIDEWALK 

CAFE  •   COCKTAIL  ROOM  •   NEAR  BUSINESS  CENTERS 

YET  SECLUDED  AND  QUIET  •   FREE  PARKING 
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FIGHT  DECISION  BY  B&K  IN  CLEARANCE  SUIT 

LEADS  TO  SUBPOENAS  AGAINST  INDEPENDENTS 
Enforcement  Not  Sought 

At  Present  By 

Attorneys 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — In  a   last-minute  surprise  move, 

counsel  for  the  defendants  in  the  inde- 
pendent exhibitors’  clearance  and  double- 
feature anti-trust  suit,  this  week  sub- 
poenaed plaintiffs  to  appear  in  federal 

court  with  their  business  records  and  books 
as  hearings  for  the  temporary  injunction 
got  under  way  on  Tuesday  morning. 

However,  it  was  learned  later  that  the 
B&K  and  major  company  attorneys  would 
not  enforce  their  subpoenas,  at  least  not  at 
this  stage  of  the  hearings.  Meanwhile, 
Joseph  Rosenberg,  head  attorney  for  the 
independent  exhibitors,  had  immediately 
filed  a   motion  to  quash  the  subpoenaes, 
which  as  Boxoffice  goes  to  press  had  not 
as  yet  been  acted  upon  by  Federal  Judge 
James  Wilkerson,  who  is  hearing  the  case. 
Another  surprise  came  when  the  de- 

fendants suddenly  appeared  ready  for  ar- 
guments in  the  case  when  it  was  called 

Tuesday  morning,  after  a   series  of  post- 
ponements. This  reiterated  what  John 

Balaban  had  stated  to  Boxoffice  just  after 

the  bill  of  complaint  was  filed:  “That  B&K 
and  the  major  companies  could  not  set- 

tle the  suit  on  the  basis  of  the  independ- 
ent demands  and  would  have  to  permit  the 

case  to  come  to  trial.” 
No  Eliminations  in  Complaint 

The  defense  attorneys  were  blocked  in 
their  plan  to  eliminate  major  portions  of 

the  independents’  bill  of  complaint  when 
Judge  Wilkerson  overruled  without  preju- 

dice motions  by  the  defense  to  that  effect. 
Defendants  were  ordered  to  answer  all 

sections  of  the  complaint  either  by  admis- 
sion, denial  or  declaration  of  having  no 

knowledge  of  the  charges. 
First  motions  by  the  defendants  came 

from  Frederic  Burnham,  representing  the 
secondary  defendants — all  the  major  com- 

panies, with  the  exception  of  Paramount; 
and  Robert  N.  Golding  of  Kirkland,  Flem- 

ing, Green,  Martin  and  Ellis,  representing 
the  B&K  companies,  B&K  executives,  and 

Paramount,  who  are  the  primary  defend- 
ants. Among  portions  the  defense  wanted 

to  strike  out  were  the  lengthy  de- 
scription of  the  history  of  the  film  in- 

dustry, both  in  Chicago  and  the  country 

at  large;  sections  dealing  with  the  “al- 
leged past  and  completed  violations  of  the 

anti-trust  laws;  mention  of  all  other  liti- 
gation, and  numerous  other  paragraphs. 

Late  Tuesday,  Rosenberg  began  argu- 
ments on  why  these  parts  should  be  re- 
tained in  the  original  bill  of  complaints, 

going  into  detail  on  the  releasing  and 
clearance  situation  in  Chicago,  a   matter 
whch  he  continued  on  Wednesday  morning. 

This  week,  the  judge  was  also  to  hear 

In  the  Courtroom 

Chicago  —   Sidelights  on  the  opening 

hearings  in  the  independent-B&K  clear- 
ance suit: 

Joseph  Rosenberg  used  an  elaborately 

colored  chart  to  explain  how  B&K  is  “to- 
day milking  the  pictures  of  all  their  com- 

mercial value  through  extended  playing 

time”  from  the  loop  runs  on  through  the 
subsequent  runs  to  the  first-week  of  re- 

lease, as  compared  to  1934  when  there  were 
dead  weeks  observed  between  the  runs. 

Rosenberg  and  Frederic  Burnham  of 
Mayer,  Meyer,  Austrian  and  Platt,  had  a 
minor  tiff,  when  Rosenberg,  as  he  at- 

tempted to  explain  what  he  felt  was 

B&K’s  strangle  hold  on  the  Chicago  in- 
dustry, remarked:  “The  Rockefellers  (al- 
luding to  the  anti-trust  oil  suits)  were 

angels  compared  to  the  monopolists  in 
this  industry  who  use  everything  but  a 

gun.”  Burnham  countered  with:  “You 

use  that,  eh.” 

Judge  Wilkerson  asked  whether  there 

was  a   precedent  for  a   temporary  injunc- 
tion ever  having  been  sought  before  in 

federal  court  on  such  a   case,  to  which 

Burnham  answered:  “Never  in  all  the  his- 
tory of  litigation  in  the  industry.”  Rosen- 

berg’s retort:  “No,  because  you  never  gave 
us  a   chance,  you  always  settled  before  the 

cases  were  heard.” 

The  department  of  justice  agent,  R.  L. 

Wright,  stated  that  “this  matter  has  been 
brought  to  the  department’s  attention, 
but  we  haven’t  done  anything  yet.”  This 
was  in  answer  to  the  judge’s  query  as  to 

whether  the  department  had  been  informed 
about  the  case. 

The  B&K  attorney,  Robert  Golding,  made 

a   slip  when  he  referred  to  “Snow  White” 
as  an  independent  picture.  Rosenberg 
was  quick  to  correct  him  and  say  it  was 
distributed  by  RKO. 

The  judge  several  times  questioned  both 
sides  on  their  briefs,  and  once  suggested 
that  perhaps  the  U.  S.  government  should 
step  in  as  far  as  anti-trust  violations  are 
concerned,  and  also  as  to  the  violation  of 
the  1932  consent  decree.  This  was  on  the 
first  day’s  hearings. 

Burnham  and  Golding  both  referred  to 

numerous  sections  of  the  independents’ 
bill  as  “the  usual  and  customary  allega- 

tions of  conspiracy,”  .   .   .   “absurd,  scan- 
dalous, irrelevant,  impertinent.” 

Judge  Wilkerson  took  an  active  par- 
ticipation in  questioning  all  of  the  speak- 

ing attorneys  numerous  times  the  first 
day  of  the  proceedings. 

Both  sides  worked  long  hours  preparing 
their  cases  and  arguments.  However,  Ros- 

enberg and  Aaron  Stein,  his  associate,  did 

not  receive  copies  of  the  defendants’  mo- 
tions to  strike  out  sections  of  the  com- 

plaint and  to  dismiss  the  motion  for  a 
temporary  injunction,  until  fifteen  minutes 
before  court  time  the  opening  day. 

Boxoffice  will  continue  to  carry  a   full 
detailed  account  of  the  proceedings,  plus 
interesting  courtroom  sidelights. 

the  defendants’  motions  in  opposition  to 
the  temporary  injunction  sought  imme- 

diately by  the  independent  exhibitors. 
Boxoffice  learned  this  week  that  B&K 

executives  last  week  had  turned  down  an 
offer  that  the  secondary  major  company 
defendants  had  suggested  that  the  Para- 

mount affiliate  here  consider  as  a   basis 
for  peaceful  settlement  of  the  argument 
out  of  court.  The  B&K  officials  have 
contended  all  along  since  the  case  began 
to  gain  momentum  that  they  will  have  to 
once  and  for  all  go  to  court  to  settle  the 
clearance  and  dual  matter. 

Department  of  Justice 
Representative  Attends 

Chicago — Among  the  independent  ex- 

hibitors who  attended  the  initial  day’s 
hearing  this  week  were  Jack  Rose,  Lester 
Retschen,  Sam  Myers,  Charlie  Cooper, 

Harry  Goldman,  Abe  Feder,  Leo  Solomon, 
William  Pearl,  Abe  Gumbiner,  Lou  Abram- 

son, the  Metzger  Brothers  and  Tippy  Har- 
rison. Many  of  these  had  been  subpoe- 

naed by  the  defense  to  appear  and  pre- 
sent their  business  records.  Others  spot- 

ted in  the  court  room  were  Tom  Gillam, 
Bill  Brumberg,  Maurice  Leonard,  Irving 
Mandel. 

An  interested  spectator  was  R.  L.  Wright, 
a   department  of  justice  man,  sent  out  by 
Thurman  Arnold,  to  cover  the  case  for  the 
justice  department.  Two  New  York  at- 

torneys, representing  20th  Century-Fox, 
were  here:  Fred  Pride  and  John  F.  Cas- 

key. T.  M.  Thomas  and  Weymuth  Kirk- 
land were  other  local  defendant  attorneys 

in  court  the  opening  day. 

It  was  not  known  how  long  the  case 
would  take  up  this  week  or  when  the  main 
case  itself  will  be  docketed  for  hearing. 
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Price  Level  in  Milwaukee  Sweeps 

Downward;  Dime  Nights  Increase 
Milwaukee  —   Theatre  admissions  here 

are  showing  a   downward  trend  with  an 

increasing  number  of  houses  going  to  dime 

nights  several  times  a   week  and  others 

inaugurating  early  bird  prices  from  5:30 

to  6   p.  m. 

General  drop  in  most  cases  is  a   nickel, 
although  some  houses  such  as  the  State, 

which  formerly  charged  25  cents  all  eve- 
ing,  is  now  charging  only  10  cents  on 
Thursday  and  Friday  nights.  The  cut  is 

not  limited  to  neighborhood  houses.  Fox’s 
Miller,  for  example,  second-run  downtown 
house,  has  dropped  its  admission  from  20 
to  15  cents  before  6   p.  m. 

Another  example  is  the  Pabst,  playing 

foreign  flickers  on  Fridays,  Saturdays  and 
Sundays.  This  house  always  carried  along 

with  other  first  runs  on  a   35-cent,  50-cent 

"No  Comment"  Role 
Tried  by  Goldwyn 

Chicago — Believe  it  or  not,  Mr.  Ripley 
would  have  rubbed  his  ears  to  find  out 

if  he  hadn’t  gone  suddenly  deaf,  when 
Sam  Goldwyn  came  through  Chicago  last 
week.  For  the  usually  loquacious  Sam, 

“included  himself  out”  of  all  interviews. 
Was  he  going  east  for  business  confer- 

ences? Yes,  came  back  the  answer  from 

Hollywood’s  glorifier  of  the  American  girl, 
dressed  in  a   natty  business  grey  suit  that 

no  doubt  was  destined  to  “slay  ’em  when 

he  hit  Broadway.” 
What  kind  of  business  was  he  going 

to  take  care  of  in  the  east?  Came  a   typ- 

ical Goldwyn:  “Let  me  do  the  business 
first  and  then  I’ll  tell  you  trade  papers  all 

about  it.” 
And  when  Sam  doesn’t  want  to  talk, 

that’s  a   whole  speech  for  him.  He  did 
give  a   stock  interview,  while  here,  to  the 

Chicago  Evening  American’s  “too-beauti- 
ful-to-find-a-job”  girl  reporter,  Marybelle 
Samen;  and  even  posed  for  pictures.  With 
him  was  his  wife. 

Joseph  Schenck,  chief  of  the  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox outfit,  was  on  the  same  Santa 

Fe  Chief  when  it  steamed  into  Dearborn 

Street  Station  here.  And  he  was  just  as 

quiet  about  the  plans  he  had  for  attend- 
ing the  business  conferences  he  had  in 

mind,  too. 
Both  Schenck  and  Goldwyn  intimated 

they  would  participate  in  conferences  rel- 
ative to  the  trade  practice  meetings  plan- 

ned for  New  York  this  week.  They  would 

not  comment  on  reported  preliminary  dis- 
cussions planned  for  the  Hays  office. 

Harry  Warner,  president  of  Warner 
Bros.,  also  through  here  last  week,  said 

price  policy.  It  has  now  dropped  to  30 
and  40  cents. 

Some  exhibitors  blame  Bingo  for  the 

drop  in  business.  Biggest  party  of  its  kind 
in  Wisconsin  was  held  in  the  Auditorium 

here  last  week  with  a   gross  of  $6,959  75 
for  the  night.  Total  attendance  was  6,014 
at  $1  per  head  and  profits  tallied  $1,834.75. 
The  event  was  under  the  sponsorship  of 

the  Polish  Army  Veterans  Ass’n,  Post  No. 
3,  with  $3,000  in  merchandise  prizes.  Ex- 

hibitors contend  such  attractions  make 

their  games  look  like  penny  ante. 

In  Watertown,  the  Savoy  has  dipped  its 

prices  on  Wednesday  and  Thursday  eve- 
nings to  15  cents  instead  of  the  former 

two-bit  top,  while  the  Classic  there  has 
also  gone  to  15  cents  on  Friday  nights. 
Both  houses  otherwise  ordinarily  charge 
15  cents  until  6,  25  cents  thereafter. 

that  he  was  en  route  east  for  his  regular 

business  trip  and  had  no  intentions  what- 
ever of  taking  a   part  in  the  trade  practice 

sessions. 

In  the  party  accompanying  Schenck 
were  two  of  his  aids,  Joe  Moscowitz  and 
Joe  Paiey.  Also  on  the  Chief  was  George 
Baker,  San  Francisco,  retired  from  the 
industry,  and  his  wife.  All  were  en  route 
to  New  York. 

Eddie  Silverman  of  Essaness  and  Harry 
Richman  were  at  the  station  to  meet 

Schenck  upon  his  arrival.  Richman,  as 
usual  the  entertainer,  was  busy  telling 
everyone  gag  stories. 

Rendezvous  for  Stooges 

Numerous  other  film  lights  were  through 

here  during  the  week,  going  from  one 
coast  to  the  other.  The  Three  Stooges, 

after  personal  appearances  in  the  east, 
met  here  and  left  for  Hollywood  to  resume 
work  on  their  series  of  Columbia  shorts, 

eight  for  the  coming  season.  They  have 
two  seasons  under  contract  yet. 

Lou  Smith,  recently  promoted  from  the 
press  department  to  an  assistant  producer 
on  the  Paramount  lot,  stopped  off  to  visit 
at  the  B&K  offices  over  the  weekend, 

before  resuming  on  to  the  coast.  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Basil  Rathbone,  after  a   few  weeks  of 
seeing  Broadway,  were  on  the  Chief  as  it 
left  for  the  west  coast.  Still  ringing  in 

Rathbone’s  ears  were  the  plaudits  he  re- 
ceived from  all  New  York  on  his  remark- 

able work  in  Paramount’s  “If  I   Were 
King,”  which  stars  Ronald  Colman. 
David  Niven  and  Roland  Young  also 

dropped  in  on  the  Windy  City,  between 
trains  en  route  to  New  York,  long  enough 
to  comment  on  the  unusually  fine  Indian 
summer  weather. 

Priscilla  Lane  was  through  here  this 
week  headed  for  the  world  premiere  of 

“Brother  Rat,”  at  the  Virginia  Military 
Institute. 

How  to  Advertise 

Late  Shows 

Springfield,  111.  —   The  Kerasotes 

Brothers  have  a   novel  way  of  adver- 

tising late  shows  at  their  Senate  and 

Strand  theatres.  A   boy,  dressed  in  a 

white  nightgown  and  carrying  a   can- 

dle, parades  about  the  streets  display- 

ping  a   sign  saying  "Late  show  tonight. 

Senate  Theatre,  11  p.  m." 

Kirsch's  Absence 

Delaying  Contract 
Chicago — With  Jack  Kirsch,  Allied  pres- 

ident, in  New  York  in  regard  to  Allied 

participation  in  the  trade  practice  con- 
ferences which  were  to  begin  this  week, 

final  settlement  of  the  operators’  new 
contract  was  being  held  up.  Meanwhile, 

the  operator  executives  were  talking  with 

Maurice  Leonard  of  Exhibitors’  Association, 
trying  to  reach  a   settlement. 

The  matter  of  more  labor  representation 

by  Negro  union  members  in  theatres  in  the 
Harlem  district  here  was  expected  to  be 
solved  this  week  by  the  union  itself,  with 
plans  calling  for  more  Negro  men  to  go 
into  at  least  one  theatre  catering  to  colored 

patronage. 

Engineers'  Strike Is  Ended  Quickly 

Chicago — Settled  last  week,  the  engi- 

neers’ strike  lasted  just  two  weeks.  It  is 
understood  the  settlement  effected  by  Mau- 

rice Leonard  of  the  Exhibitors’  Ass’n  calls 
for  the  reduced  scale  in  effect  during  the 
summer  months  to  continue  until  next 

June  1,  at  which  time,  if  conditions  war- 
rant, negotiations  will  be  held  toward  a 

salary  hike. 

A   stipulation  of  the  settlement  was  that 

the  men  would  be  paid  for  the  approxi- 
mate two-week  period  they  were  on  strike. 

Chicago's  Music  Lovers 
Are  Swamped  by  Pickets 

Chicago — With  the  San  Carlo  Opera 

Co.  “picketing”  the  “pickets,”  local  music 
lovers  this  week  found  plenty  of  signs  in 
front  of  the  Auditorium  Theatre  as  they 

entered  to  hear  the  world-famous  operatic 
offerings. 

Two  pickets  parading  in  front  of  the 

house  wore  signs  reading:  “The  San  Carlo 
Opera  Co.  does  not  employ  members  of 
the  Grand  Opera  Choral  Alliance,  which 

has  been  in  existence  25  years.” 
Counter-acting  this  was  a   large  company 

sign,  reading  that  San  Carlo  employs  100 
per  cent  union  labor.  Then  listed  were 
all  of  the  AFL  affiliates  employed  at  the 

house,  including  the  musicians,  stage 
hands,  house  manager  and  staff,  and  the 
stage  directors,  chorus  and  ballet,  all  with 
their  respective  unions  listed. 
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Great  States  Holds 

A   Springfield  Meet 
Springfield,  III. — Chicago  officials  of 

the  Publix  Great  States  Theatres,  Inc., 

and  managers  of  the  southern  Illinois  dis- 
trict held  a   regional  round  table  discus- 
sion meeting  at  the  St.  Nicholas  Hotel 

here  Wednesday. 

Chicago  officials  attending  were  John 
Balaban,  Jules  J.  Rubens,  Maurice  M. 
Rubens,  Henry  Stickelmaier,  Elmer  C. 
Upton,  Claude  B.  Rubens,  John  P.  Dromey. 

Frank  Omick,  Max  Factor,  A.  L.  Tre- 
bow,  R.  J.  Rogan,  and  Thomas  P.  Ronan. 

Managers  attending  were:  I.  Wienshienk 
and  Frank  Staley,  Alton;  Gil  C.  Brown  and 

Marvin  J.  Stockwell,  Bloomington;  Syl- 
van Kupfer,  Normal;  E.  E.  Crabtree  and 

V.  H.  Everroad,  Danville;  Paul  C.  Witte 
and  W.  John  Wendell,  Decatur;  M.  D. 
Lewis  and  Harry  Redmon,  East  St.  Louis; 
R.  S.  Rodems,  Edwardsville;  George  Mul- 
lare  and  William  Baer,  Pekin;  Leonard  C. 

Worley,  E.  G.  FitzGibbon,  William  Hard- 
ing, Merle  Eagle,  George  C.  Lewis,  and 

James  B.  McDermott,  Peoria;  Perry  Hoef- 
fler  and  Thomas  J.  Robey,  and  Harry 
Duncan,  Quincy;  Mort  E.  Berman  and 
Thomas  J.  Finin,  Springfield;  Henry 
Foehrkalb,  Woodriver. 

Demand  at  Exchanges 

Is  Big  lor  Horror  Films 
Chicago — Bookings  are  coming  in  rap- 

idly on  “White  Zombies”  and  “The  Living 
Dead”  at  Superior  exchanges  here  and  in 
Milwaukee,  St.  Louis  and  Indianapolis. 

Tne  exchanges  also  have  “The  Phantom 
Fiend,”  with  Elizabeth  Allen. 

Sack  Amusement  Enterprises,  of  which 
Saul  Goldman  is  manager  here,  reports 

many  inquiries  on  dates  for  “The  Monster 

Walks,”  a   picture  starring  Mischa  Auer. 

20th  Century-Fox  Writer 

Discusses  " Americanism " 
Indianapolis— Nat  Ferber,  20th  Century- 

Fox  writer  who  is  here  gathering  material 

for  a   scenario  based  on  the  “American- 

ism” work  of  the  local  American  Legion, 
discussed  the  subject  last  week  at  a   meet- 

ing of  Hayward-Barcus  Post  No.  55  in  the 
World  War  Memorial. 

Other  speakers  on  the  same  subject 

were  Homer  Challaiux,  national  “Amer- 

icanism” officer  of  the  American  Legion, 
and  his  assistant,  Charles  Wilson.  A.  D. 
Beeler,  history  instructor  at  Butler  Uni- 

versity, spoke  on  the  diplomacy  of  the 
World  War.  The  program  also  included 

presentation  of  a   medal  to  Arthur  Gemmer, 
past  Post  commander,  for  his  work  on 

“Americanism.” 

Redecorate  at  St.  Elmo 
St.  Elmo,  III. — The  Elmo  Theatre  has 

put  on  a   new  modernistic  front  and  has 
been  redecorated  throughout  the  interior. 

At  Golden  Dinner 
Chicago — Among  the  Chicagoans  who 

attended  the  Eddie  Golden  dinner  in  Min- 
neapolis, and  who  boarded  the  special 

train  here,  were  Johnny  Mednikow,  Henri 

Elman,  Harry  Goldman,  Jack  Kirsch,  Char- 

lie Cooper,  Tippy  Harrison,  Jack  McPher- 
son, Eddie  Brunnell  and  Joe  Pastor. 

Conway  Into  Cloverport,  Ky. 
Cloverport,  Ky. — William  S.  Conway  of 

the  Irvin  Theatre,  Cannelton,  Ind.,  has 
taken  over  the  Arcade  Theatre  here. 

Phil  Fischer  Opens  Action 

On  " Infringement "   Suits 
Chicago — Phil  Fischer  of  Hollywood 

Amusement  Co.,  Inc.,  this  week  announced 

patent  infringement  suits  are  on  file  in 
federal  court  in  Milwaukee  against  Screen 
Games  Attractions  and  in  federal  court 

in  Chicago,  against  Publix-Great  States 
and  Indiana-Illinois  Theatres. 

Hollywood  distributes  electrically-oper- 

ated projector  slides,  all  allegedly  protect- 
ed by  patents  on  which  Fischer  said  that 

both  exhibitors  and  distributors  are  liable 

to  prosecution  for  infringements. 

BOOKED  BY  BALABAN  &   KATZ,  ESSANESS,  FOX- 

WISCONSIN  and  OTHER  LIVE-WIRE  SHOWMEN 

A   BRAND  NEW  RELEASE 

BELA  LUGOSI 
Because  Horror  Is  the  Pay-Oil! 

Book  These  Two  Outstanding  Horror  Hits 

SUPERIOR  PICTURES,  INC. 
CHICAGO  —   MILWAUKEE  —   INDIANAPOLIS  —   ST.  LOUIS 
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Week  of  "Horror”  in  Chicago 
  By  B.  O. 

Chicago — It  was  horror,  and  still  more 
horror,  this  week  as  exchanges  battled  to 

set  horror  and  “not-such-horror”  pictures 
in  ahead  of  the  next  fellow. 

In  a   single  day  between  30  and  40 
houses  were  running  one  or  two  features 
dealing  with  horror  or  mystery. 

So  much  in  demand  are  the  eerie  pic- 
tures that  the  local  Monogram  exchange 

has  changed  the  title  of  the  early  Ginger 

Rogers  picture,  “The  Thirteenth  Guest,”  to 
"The  Ghost  Creeps,”  with  plenty  of  book- 

ings reported.  Monogram  also  has  Bela 

Lugosi  in  “Chandu  on  the  Magic  Isle,”  and 
"Tne  Haunting  Hand.” 
Herb  Elisburg,  manager  of  the  Woods, 

and  who  gets  credit  for  starting  the  horror 
craze  here,  had  his  fourth  horror  show 
in  five  weeks  this  weekend.  He  was  running 

Superior’s  “White  Zombies,”  with  Bela 
Lugosi,  and  GB’s  “The  Man  Who  Lived 

Again,”  with  Karloff.  And  searching  about 
ior  a   new  catchline  he  hit  on  this  one: 

“Who  is  the  most  horrible — Karloff  or 

Lugosi?” 
Meanwhile,  B&K,  caught  napping  in  the 

loop,  began  on  Wednesday  with  Universal’s 
daddy  of  all  double  horror  spectacles, 

“Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula.”  Besides 

bill  posting  the  town,  B&K’s  Jimmy  Savage 
and  Sylvan  Goldfinger  planned  a   “house 
of  horrors”  in  the  lobby  of  the  Garrick, 
the  usual  fear-props  of  nurses  and  an 
ambulance,  if  permits  could  be  obtained. 

Superior  has  another  picture  which 

should  go  well  in  the  current  cycle:  “The 

Living  Dead,”  a   British  picture.  Monogram 
is  offering  “The  Ghost  Creeps.”  Warner 
has  a   dual  offering  of  “The  Walking  Dead” 
and  “The  Patient  in  Room  18.”  Besides 

“King  Kong,”  RKO  has  “The  Most  Dan- 

gerous Game,”  which  may  be  retitled. 
“King  Kong,”  with  “The  Ghoul,”  did  a 

HERE’S  A   HORROR  PICTURE  WITH  A 
BOX-OFFICE  STAR 

  MISCHA  AUER  in    

Now  Available  for  All  Theatres  in  Illinois, 
Wisconsin  and  Missouri. 

SACK  AMUSEMENT  ENTERPRISES 
SAUL  GOLDMAN,  Branch  Manager 

1325  S.  WABASH  AVE.  CHICAGO,  ILL. 
Phone  VIC.  7105 

TELLER   

real  mop-up  at  the  Woods  last  week.  Main 
ballyhoo  was  a   barker  rigged  up  in  an 

ape  costume. 

Sack  Amusement  Enterprises  is  offering 

a   Mischa  Auer  reissue  in  “Tne  Monster 
Walks.”  GB  has  another  in  “The  Man 
Witn  100  Faces.”  There  are  many  others 
being  dug  up.  Just  so  long  as  they  have 
a   couple  good  murders,  a   iew  cemeteries, 

gnosts  and  what-have-you,  they  appar- 
ently will  continue  to  bring  in  the  cus- 

tomers, who  sit  on  seat  edge  actually  living 
tne  sequences. 

The  Public  Wants  Action, 

bays  Metro  Director 

Chicago — Action  is  what  the  film  pub- 
lic wants  and  that  is  the  reason  ior  the 

current  wave  of  horror  picture  revivals, 

in  tne  opinion  of  M-G-M's  director,  Sam 
wood,  who  was  tnrough  here  last  week 
en  route  to  New  York,  from  wnere  he  sailed 

on  Wednesday  for  London  with  Mrs.  Wood. 

Vvood,  wmle  in  London,  will  direct  M-G-M  s 

"uooubye,  Mr.  Chips,”  with  Robert  Donat 
in  the  lead  role. 

Qualifying  his  comments  by  saying  that 

“art  is  swell  in  its  place,”  Wood  went  on 
to  say,  while  resting  between  trains  here, 

that  the  product  of  late  has  been  “too 
arty”  with  too  much  dialogue.  He  in- 

tends to  cut  all  dialogue  in  his  forthcom- 
ing productions  to  a   minimum  and  still 

get  plenty  of  action  into  the  film. 

Wood  was  to  stop  off  in  Cleveland  long 

enough  to  visit  with  his  daughter,  cur- 

rently on  the  road  with  the  “You  Can’t 
Take  It  With  You”  company.  Her  stage 
name  is  Kathryn  Stevens. 

Mrs.  Harpo  Marx,  the  former  Susan 
Fleming,  was  also  on  the  Super  Chief  as 
he  arrived  from  the  west  coast.  She  spent 

tne  time  between  trains  calling  and  wir- 
ing New  York  hotels  to  locate  her  husband, 

in  order  to  arrange  for  him  to  meet  her 
upon  her  arrival  in  Gotham.  They  are 
planning  a   vacation  in  Vermont. 

Pat  O’Brien,  fresh  from  signing  a   new 
Warner  contract,  was  another  Super  Chief 

passenger.  He  met  with  several  Milwau- 
kee friends,  during  the  between-train-time 

here.  He  will  take  a   short  Bermuda  va- 

cation, then  have  a   diet  of  a   few  top- 
notch  football  games,  before  returning  to 
the  studio  for  more  work. 

KARLOFF-LORRE-LUGOSI 

Hollywood — While  its  companion 

film  feature — if  there  is  to  be 

one — has  not  yet  been  set,  Universal 
reports  beginning  of  production  on 
what  promises  to  be  the  champion  of 

all  “horror”  spectacles. 

It’s  titled,  tentatively  at  least,  “The 
Son  of  Frankenstein.”  Triple-starred 
are  Boris  Karloff,  Bela  Lugosi,  and 
Peter  Lorre. 

The  same  company  initiated  the 

wave  of  “horror”  with  reissues  of 

“Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula.” 

Chicago  Is  Again 
Seen  as  Film  Keg 

Chicago — Ed  Sullivan,  in  a   recent  Sun- 

day column  in  the  Chicago  Tribune,  con- 
jecturing that  Thurman  Arnold  may  dis- 

solve “the  open  and  secret  combinations 
of  tne  major  companies  ...  in  his  anti- 

trust suits  against  the  major  companies,” 
wrote  that  tnen  Chicago  financiers  “could 
very  well  establish  great  movie  studios 
rignt  there  in  Illinois  and  add  an  important 

industry  to  that  area.” 
rn  his  page  feature  story  on  this,  Sul- 

livan reviewed  the  beginning  of  the  in- 
dustry in  the  Windy  City  and  how  it 

shared  the  industry  with  Hollywood  around 
1912.  He  mentioned  several  of  the  old 

Essanay  stars  such  as  Ben  Turpin,  Wallace 

Beery,  Francis  X.  Bushman,  Billy  Ander- 
son, Rod  La  Rocque,  Clara  Kimball  Young, 

Gloria  Swanson,  “bit  player”  Edward  Ar- 
nold, and  many  others. 

However,  of  main  interest  to  the  indus- 

try, was  Sullivan’s  veiled  thought  that  per- 
haps the  government  suit  may  throw  the 

movie  field  “into  an  open  market  for 

films.” " Citadel "   and  " Waltz " 

Set  ior  Trade  Previews 
Chicago — “The  Citadel”  and  “The  Great 

Waltz”  will  both  be  trade  previewed  in 

this  territory,  W.  E.  Banford,  M-G-M 
branch  manager,  said  this  week. 

Dates  for  several  “Citadel”  screenings 
were  set  this  week  and  will  be  held  in  the 
territory,  including  Springfield,  Peoria, 

Rockford,  Joliet  and  South  Bend,  begin- 

ning Monday  in  Springfield.  Local  screen- 
ings are  expected  to  be  held  this  coming 

week  some  time,  but  had  not  been  set 
late  this  week. 

“Great  Waltz”  trade  screening  dates  will 
be  announced  later. 

New  Corporation 
Indianapolis — Articles  of  incorporation 

have  been  filed  with  the  secretary  of  state 

by  K.  and  S.  Theatre  Corp.,  16  East  Broad- 
way, Shelbyville,  Ind.  Resident  agent  is 

Nathan  Kaufman,  624  South  Harrison  St. 
Capitalization  is  1,000  shares  of  stock,  no 

par  value.  Incorporators  are  Nathan  Kauf- 
man, Hortense  Kaufman  and  Floyd 

Schwartz. 

Quimby  May  Build 
Fort  Wayne,  Ind. — It  is  reported  the 

Quimby  circuit  is  planning  to  construct 
a   new  de  luxe  neighborhood  theatre  here 
on  the  east  side  of  Calhoun  St.  between 

Gumpper  Ave.  and  Rudisill  Blvd. 

B&K  Hallowe'en  Party 
Chicago — The  B&K  Employes’  Club  will 

hold  its  annual  Hallowe’en  party  at  the 
Sky-Top  Roof  Friday  night. 
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gOB  YOUNG,  22,  son  of  Frank  Young  of United  Artists,  was  rescued  from 
drowning  in  Lake  Michigan  last  week  when 
the  boat  in  which  he  and  his  cousin,  John 
Nelson  of  Detroit,  were  riding  capsized,  a 
mile  off  the  foot  of  Albion  Avenue  here. 
Suffering  no  ill  effects,  the  boys  went  to 

work  repairing  their  boat,  a   29-foot  home- 
made sailboat. 

Bill  Green  of  Music  Corp.  of  America, 

back  after  some  months  on  the  road  pub- 
licizing MCA  attractions,  is  back  in  the  city 

for  a   stay  on  the  local  scene  for  a   while. 

Joe  Loeffler  of  Metro  Premium  Co.  was 
out  of  the  city  this  week  on  one  of  his 

regular  trips  around  the  company’s  branch offices. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Marshall  Grant,  Universal  story  edi- 
tor, TWA’d  back  to  Hollywood  this 

week,  after  spending  a   short  time  va- 
cationing with  his  father  in  Racine, 

Wis. 

John  Payne  and  his  bride,  Anne 
Shirley,  were  here  this  week  en  route 
back  to  the  coast  after  visiting  in 
Gotham. 

Bing  Crosby,  while  here  with  his 
family  last  week,  returning  back  to 
the  west  coast,  took  time  out  to  make 
some  recordings — the  first  he  has — 
with  his  brother  Bob’s  band. 

Sally  Rand,  here  on  her  way  to 
answer  charges  of  Faith  Bacon  that 
La  Rand  had  stolen  the  fan  dance 

idea,  merely  commented:  “Faith  must 
have  a   new  press  agent.” 

Herbert  Marshall  and  Gail  Patrick 

were  at  the  Blackstone,- during  the 
stopover  between  trains,  on  Monday. 

Barney  Balaban  and  Stanton  Griffis 
stopped  off  on  Tuesday  to  confer  with 
B&K  executives  before  proceeding  on 
to  the  west  coast. 

Among  the  passengers  on  the  Chief 
en  route  to  Hollywood  this  week 
were  Douglas  Fairbanks  sr.,  and  his 
wife,  the  former  Lady  Ashley;  Roscoe 
Karns  and  Elissa  Landi. 

While  Johnny  Mednikow  was  in  Minne- 
apolis at  the  Eddie  Golden  dinner  and 

his  wife  was  away  from  their  house  over 
the  weekend,  robbers  entered  the  place 
and  ransacked  it. 

The  annual  stagehands  fall  fund-rais- 
ing dance  will  be  held  next  Saturday  night, 

October  29,  at  the  Midland  Hotel. 

W.  E.  (Doc)  Banford,  M-G-M  branch 
manager,  who  left  for  New  York  this  week 
to  sail  on  his  prize-winning  Paris  journey, 
was  guest  of  honor  at  a   dinner  given 
Monday  night  at  the  Congress  Hotel  by 
several  local  exhibitors. 

Sam  Clark  and  Larry  Stein  worked  to- 

gether this  week  to  get  Priscilla  Lane’s 
hand  and  foot-prints  for  the  lobby  of  the 
Rhodes  Theatre,  as  the  star  passed  through 
en  route  to  attend  the  world  premiere  of 

“Brother  Rat”  at  the  Virginia  Military  In- 
stitute. 

They  placed  the  amusement  section  of 
the  Community  Fund  workers  on  the  bal- 

cony at  the  opening  dinner  this  week. 

Independent  Plight 
Into  Open 

Wauwatosa,  Wis. — Ross  I.  Baldwin, 

operator  of  the  Tosa  Theatre  here, 

voiced  the  plight  of  the  home-owned 
theatre  in  a   recent  letter  to  the  Wau- 

watosa News. 

Baldwin  cited  the  example  of  a 

clothing  dealer  to  explain  the  situation 

of  the  independent  theatre  owner  under 

block  booking,  blind  selling,  percen- 

tages, guarantees,  designated  play- 
dates,  affiliated  chain  competition,  un- 

reasonable protection,  exclusive  selling, 
minimum  admissions  and  the  like. 

B&K's  Terminal 
Showing  Triples 

Chicago  —   Still  “experimenting,”  B&K 

has  gone  to  triple  features  at  its  Ter- 
minal Theatre,  in  the  northwest  side.  The 

triple  there  was  “Men  Are  Such  Fools,” 
“The  Lady  Objects”  and  “The  Man  Who 

Lived  Again.” Other  B&K  houses  still  offering  triples 
were  the  Alma  and  Belmont,  with  the 

latter’s  triple  consisting  of  “Alexander’s 
Ragtime  Band,”  “Boy  Meets  Girl”  and 
“The  Chaser.” 

Several  Essaness  and  independent  houses 
also  offered  three  features. 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 

Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 

OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  <£  Maintenance  Co. 

Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 

Phone  DELaware  9111 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 

1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

pLOYD  WESP,  former  manager  of  War- ner’s Venetian  Theatre,  has  gone  to 
Jackson,  Mich.,  where  he  will  manage  a 
house  for  the  Butterfield  circuit  .   .   .   Bank 
Night,  which  has  attracted  more  than 
36,000  registrations  at  the  Venetian  since 
its  inauguration  in  1936,  was  discontinued 
when  Manager  Don  Nichols  announced 
that  the  $1,500,  unclaimed  in  the  Bank 
Night  fund,  would  be  absorbed  in  another 
giveaway,  Ten-O-Win,  to  be  featured  on 
Wednesday  and  Thursday  nights  each week. 

Stanley  Brown,  nephew  of  Len  S.  Brown, 
manager  of  the  Mainstreet,  is  high  up  in 

the  cast  of  “Revolt  in  Sahara,”  now  being 
filmed  by  Columbia.  This  is  his  first  op- 

portunity in  a   name  role,  although  he  has 
had  several  bit  parts. 

Wisconsin  members  of  the  American 
Legion  and  their  families  are  still  singing 

the  praises  of  Pat  O’Brien,  Milwaukee  star, 
and  his  courtesy  to  the  California  visitors 

during  the  recent  American  Legion  na- 
tional convention.  Pat  entertained  a 

group  of  40  Milwaukeeans  at  his  home  at 
dinner  one  evening;  he  attended  the  Wis- 

consin night  party  in  the  Biltmore  Ren- 
dezvous, and  was  a   frequent  visitor  at 

Wisconsin  headquarters.  In  addition,  he 

willingly  took  time  off  on  several  occa- 
sions to  chat  with  Wisconsin  visitors  on 

the  Warner  set  where  he  was  being  filmed 

in  “Not  Fit  to  Print.” 

In  exploitation  of  “Four  Daughters”  at 
the  Venetian  last  week,  large  colored  por- 

traits of  local  film  reviewers  were  carried 
on  a   lobby  easel. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters- 
from  one  source — 50%  saving — one 
weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 

banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 
least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  33 1 1   -A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 

■   -   ■■  A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR   

CHICAGO 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS 
THEATRICAL  PRINTING 
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Clothing  Matinees 
Held  in  St.  Louis 

St.  Louis — The  annual  toy  and  clothing 
matinees  conducted  by  the  Better  Films 
Council  of  Greater  St.  Louis  on  the  after- 

noon of  Saturday,  October  15,  in  coopera- 
tion with  the  owners  of  46  neighborhood 

theatres,  proved  very  successful. 

The  price  of  admission  was  an  article  of 
clothing  or  a   toy.  Needy  children  will 
receive  the  toys  through  the  toy  shop 
guild  of  the  board  of  religious  organiza- 

tions and  the  clothing  will  be  distributed 
this  winter  by  the  child  conservation  con- 
ference. 

Films  for  the  shows  were  contributed 

gratis  by  the  local  film  exchanges,  while 
the  theatre  staffs  donated  their  services. 

The  theatres  cooperating  were:  Webster, 
McNair,  Osage,  Kirkwood,  Macklind,  Le- 
may,  Palm,  Gem,  Fairy,  Melvin,  Overland, 
Studio,  Maryland,  Savoy,  Cinderella,  Vir- 

ginia, Melba,  Ashland,  Baden,  Pauline, 
Will  Rogers,  Apollo,  Ivanhoe,  Peerless,  Co- 

lumbia, Maffitt,  Maplewood,  Granada, 
Kingsland,  Shady  Oak,  U.  City,  Richmond, 

Lexington,  Dakota,  Normandy,  O’Fallon, 
Longwood,  Powhattan,  White  Way,  Au- 
bert,  Yale,  Roxy,  Shaw,  Plymouth  and 
Congress. 

Lou  Blaine  to  Hollywood 
In  Universal  Ad  Sector 

Chicago  —   Lou  Blaine,  who  has  been 
publicity  head  of  the  RKO  Palace  here 

since  John  Joseph  became  Universal  ad- 
vertising head,  leaves  November  1   to  join 

Joseph’s  department  in  Hollywood.  He 
has  been  given  no  definite  post  as  yet. 
He  has  been  with  RKO  in  Chicago  for  six 

years,  coming  from  the  company’s  Mil- 
waukee offices. 

Tom  Gorman,  formerly  with  J.  J.  Mur- 
dock, B.  F.  Keith,  several  circuits,  circuses 

and  other  amusement  enterprises,  of  New 
York,  succeeds  Blaine.  He  is  already  here 
familiarizing  himself  with  his  new  work. 

Blaine  follows  Joseph,  and  Dave  Lipton, 
another  Chicago  publicist,  to  the  New 
Universal.  Blaine  is  a   nephew  of  Uni- 

versal’s president,  Nate  Blumberg. 

Cordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 
Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 

Chicago  November  Releases 

WEEK  OF  NOVEMBER  6 

213 — Boy  Meets  Girl — J.  Cagney,  P.  O'Brien,  M.  Wilson,  R.  Bellamy,  F.  McHugh   86-War 

904 

—
 
 

Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off — Joe  Penner,  J.  Travis,  R.  Lane,  B.  Gilbert   72-RKO 

3226 — Sign  of  the  Cross — E.  Landi,  F.  March,  C.  Colbert,  C.  Laughton  (reissue)   119-Para 

842 — The  Chaser — D.  O'Keefe,  L.  Stone,  A.  Morriss,  N.  Pendleton,  H.  O'Neal   76-M-G-M 

903 

—
 
 

Alexander's  Ragtime  Band — T.  Power,  A.  Faye,  D.  Ameche,  J.  Haley   107-Fox 

  — South  Riding — A.  Todd,  E.  Gwenn,  R.  Richardson,  E.  Best  (Foreign)   85-UA 
— Honor  of  the  Range — Ken  Maynard  (reissue)    60-Univ 

817 — Night  Hawk  — Robert  Armstrong,  J.  Travis,  B.  Livingston    65-Rep 
— Wanted  by  the  Police — F.  Darro,  E.  Knapp,  R.  Kent,  M.  Fain   59-Mono 

  — Two  Minutes  to  Play — Eddie  Nugent,  Betty  Compson   66-Mono 
— Dangerous  Secrets — P.  Lukas,  L.  Travers,  H.  Williams   58-GN 

  — Woman  Unafraid — W.  Hymer,  L.  Andre,  L.  Gleason    61-Sack 

— Lightning  Carson  Rides  Again — Tim  McCoy    61-Sup 
— The  Wages  of  Sin — Constance  Worth,  Willy  Costello    72-Teite 

WEEK  OF  NOVEMBER  13 

276 — Penrod's  Double  Trouble — Mauch  Twins,  D.  Purcell,  G.  Lockhart   60-FN 
4107 — Little  Women — K.  Hepburn,  J.  Bennett,  F.  Dee,  P.  Lukas  (reissue)   115-RKO 
3746 — Professor  Beware — H.  Lloyd,  P.  Welch,  R.  Walburn,  L.  Stander   92-Para 

844 

—

 

 
Blockheads — Laurel  and  Hardy,  P.  Ellis,  B.  Gilbert,  J.  Finlayson   60-M-G-M 

905 

—

 

 
My  Lucky  Star — S.  Henie,  R.  Greene,  J.  Davis,  C.  Romero,  B.  Ebsen   84-Fox 

— Modern  Times — Charlie  Chaplin,  P.  Goddard,  H.  Bing  (reissue)   87-UA 

8012 — Girls'  School — A.  Shirley,  R.  Bellamy,  N.  Beery  jr.,  M.  Main   72-Col 
— Thirty-Nine  Steps  — R.  Donat,  Madeleine  Carroll,  L.  Manheim,  (reissue)     77-GB 

7118 — Heroes  of  the  Hills — Three  Mesquiteers   57-Rep 
— Mr.  Wong,  Detective — Boris  Karloff,  Evelyn  Brent    69-Mono 

  — Lost  Ranch — Tom  Tyler  Western   60-Mono 
.... — White  Zombie — Bela  Lugosi  (reissue)....   68-Sup 

  — Hell  Bound — Leo  Carrillo,  L.  Lane   64-Sack 
— Lash  of  the  Penitentes — Roadshow   58-Beck 

WEEK  OF  NOVEMBER  20 

306 — Four's  a   Crowd — E.  Flynn,  O.  DeHavilland,  R.  Russell,  P.  Knowles   92-War 
837 — Carefree — G.  Rogers,  F.  Astaire,  R.  Bellamy,  L.  Sear,  J.  Carson   83-RKO 

3749 

—

 

 Give  Me  a   Sailor — M.  Raye,  B.  Hope,  B.  Grable,  J.  Whiting,  C.  Kolb   78-Pctra 

904 

—

 

 
Speed  to  Bum — M.  Whalen,  L.  Bari,  M.  Stephens,  H.  Armetta  

 
62-Fox 

8005 — I   Am  the  Law — E.  G.  Robinson,  W.  Barrie,  J.  Beal,  B.  O'Neal,  O.  Kruger   83-Col 
8208 — Colorado  Trail — C.  Starred,  I.  Meredith    54-Col 
  — Black  Bandit — Bob  Baker    57-Uni v 

805 — Down  in  Arkansaw- — Weaver  Bros.  &   Elviry,  R.  Byrd,  Pinky  Tomlin   66-Rep 
    — The  Ghost  Creeps — Lyle  Talbot,  Paul  Hurst    69-Mono 
.....  — Undercover  Men — Charles  Starrett  (reissue)    62-Sup 

— Monster  Walks — Mischa  Auer    60-Sack 
WEEK  OF  NOVEMBER  27 

227 — Mr.  Chump — J.  Davis,  L.  Lane,  P.  Singleton,  C.  Clute,  D.  Briggs   61-War 
832 — Smashing  the  Rackets — C.  Morris,  F.  Mercer,  R.  Johnson,  B.  Cabot,  K.  Sutton. ..69-RKO 

3750 

—

 

 Spawn  of  the  North — G.  Raft,  D.  Lamour,  H.  Fonda,  A.  Tamiroff,  J.  Barrymore.  ..  1 10-Para 

845 

—

 

 Marie  Antoinette — N.  Shearer,  T.  Power,  J.  Barrymore,  R.  Morley,  A.  Louise.... 160-M-G-M 

907 — Hold  That  Co-Ed — G.  Murphy,  J.  Barrymore,  M.  Weaver,  J.  Haley,  J.  Davis   80-Fox 
8234 — Stranger  From  Arizona — Buck  Jones,  D.  Fay    54-Col 
8008 — Man  With  100  Faces — L.  Palmer,  N.  Madison    72-GB 

7128 — Durango  Valley  Raiders — Bob  Steele  Western    56-Rep 
.   — Where  the  Buffalo  Roams — Tex  Ritter  Western    54-Mono 

— Unknown  Soldier  Speaks — Boake  Carter    72-Sup 

Duals  at  Reesburg 

Reesburg,  Wis. — Opened  under  Swirnoff 

and  Marcus  management,  the  Badger  The- 
atre is  offering  double  features.  The  house 

was  completely  remodeled  for  the  opening. 

Woollcott  lor  Role 
New  York — Alexander  Woollcott,  New 

York  critic  and  columnist,  is  being  sought 

for  an  important  role  in  Paramount’s  “Cafe 

Society.” 

Benny  Vehicle  Set 
New  York — Jack  Benny  has  been  set 

for  the  starring  role  in  Paramount’s  “The 
Man  in  Evening  Clothes.” 

Opposite  John  Barrymore 
Hollywood — Katharine  Alexander  plays 

the  feminine  lead  opposite  John  Barry- 

more in  RKO’s  “The  Great  Man  Votes.” 

P   HE  €>  R   1   A 
jyjERLE  EAGLE,  George  Lewis,  J.  B. McDermott  and  William  Harding, 

managers,  respectively,  of  the  Palace, 
Rialto,  Apollo  and  Madison  theatres,  E. 
G.  Fitzgibbons,  publicity  director,  and  Len 

Worley,  city  manager,  were  in  Springfield 
for  the  district  meeting  of  Great  States 

Theatres.  All  top  executives  of  the  Chi- 
cago office  of  Great  States  also  attended. 

Norman  Pyle,  M-G-M  exploiteer,  has 
been  in  Peoria  the  last  two  weeks  doing 

contest  promotion  work  on  “The  Great 
Waltz,”  due  here  soon.  With  Peoria  as  his 
headquarters,  Pyle  also  made  several  side 
trips  to  Danville,  Bloomington  and  other 
cities  where  the  film  is  to  be  shown. 

Mohammed  Temple  of  the  Shrine  dedi- 
cated its  new  temple  last  week,  with  the 

fanfare  of  a   state  conclave  highlighting 

proceedings.  A   feature  of  the  new  build- 
ing is  a   stage,  claimed  by  Peoria  Shriners 

to  be  the  fourth  largest  in  the  United 
States. 
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Chicago  Fans  Take 

A   Second  Helping 
Chicago— It  was  a   case  of  Windy  City 

film  fans  taking  a   “second  helping”  this 
week. 

There  were  four  repeat  stanzas  among 

the  loop  first-run  houses.  Leading  the 

parade  was  M-G-M’s  “Boys  Town,”  at  the 
United  Artists,  which  continued  so  big  in 

its  second  week  that  the  picture  ’will 

probably  do  four  weeks.  Columbia’s  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  did  well  at  the 
Chicago  the  initial  week,  well  enough  to 
warrant  the  second  stanza  of  this  week. 

The  same  was  the  case  of  20th  Century- 

Pox’s  “Straight,  Place  and  Show”  at  the 
Apollo.  Meanwhile,  the  Garrick  had  a   good 

week  with  the  second  loop  period  of  “Pour 
Daughters.” 

Business  generally  appears  to  be  some- 
what on  the  upgrade. 

Secures  Proclamation 

To  Hold  a   "Boys  Day 1 
Superior,  Wis. — Harvey  Buchanan,  man- 

ager of  the  Palace  Theatre  here,  succeed- 

ed in  securing  a   “Boys’  Day”  proclama- 
tion from  Mayor  Bryn  Ostby  in  connec- 

tion with  the  showing  of  Metro’s  “Boys 
Town”  at  his  theatre,  as  follows: 

“Whereas,  Father  Flanagan  and  his 
Boys  Town,  Neb„  are  filling  a   very  defi- 

nite need  in  the  world  today  in  helping 
to  make  useful  citizens  of  the  forgotten 
youth,  and 

“Whereas  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  ‘Boys 
Town,’  a   dramatization  of  the  work  of 
Father  Flanagan’s  efforts  of  21  years  to 
build  up  Boys  Town  into  a   home  for  the 

friendless  boy  is  now  showing  at  the  Pal- 
ace Theatre  for  six  days,  and 

“Whereas,  such  opportunity  has  pre- 
sented itself  and  will  benefit  our  youth 

by  making  them  more  useful  citizens  by 
seeing  this  splendid  film,  and 

“Whereas,  Superior’s  youth  should  be 
given  an  opportunity  to  witness  first-hand 
the  operations  and  problems  of  the  city 
government, 

“Now,  therefore,  be  it  resolved,  that 
honor  students  of  Superior  Central,  East 

and  Cathedral  high  schools  be  in  charge 

of  the  city  affairs  Saturday,  and  that  this 

day,  the  eighth  of  October,  be  officially 

known  to  the  citizens  of  Superior  as  “Boys 

Town  Day.” 

"Four  Daughters"  Ad 
Cleverly  Handled 

Sheboygan,  Wis. — Fred  Reeths,  manager 

of  Warner’s  Sheboygan  Theatre,  plugged 
“Four  Daughters”  with  a   newspaper  ad- 

vertisement captioned:  “If  I   Were  Mayor 
of  Sheboygan  .   .   Copy  continued: 

“I  would  issue  a   proclamation  urging 
every  man,  woman  and  child  to  see  what 

I   consider  one  of  the  finest  motion  pic- 
tures to  come  out  of  Hollywood  in  many 

months  .   . 

Y^ILLIAM  FELDSTEIN,  formerly  UA branch  manager  in  St.  Louis,  has 

joined  Frisina  Amusement  Co.  as  film 
buyer  and  chief  booker.  He  assumes  his 
new  duties  in  Springfield,  October  22  .   .   . 

Announcement  is  made  of  the  secret  mar- 
riage of  Miss  Shirley  Maxwell,  employed  at 

the  ticket  office  in  the  Strand  Theatre, 

and  James  H.  Mueller,  former  usher  at  the 
Senate  and  State  theatres. 

George  and  Gus  Kerasotes,  Springfield 
theatre  operators,  were  in  Peoria  to  attend, 
the  dedication  of  a   new  Shrine  temple 
there. 

Lulu  Belle  and  Scotty  headed  the  “barn 
dance”  at  the  Kerasotes  Brothers’  Lawford 
Theatre  at  Havana.  The  troupe  was  on  its 

way  to  Hollywood  to  make  a   picture  for 

Republic. 

The  French  picture,  “Club  de  Femmes” 
(Girl’s  Club),  with  dialogue  in  French 
and  English  translation  written  in,  has 

been  booked  by  the  Senate  Theatre,  be- 
ginning October  22. 

M.  E.  Berman,  manager  of  the  Orpheum 
Theatre,  has  made  arrangements  to  turn 

the  theatre  over  to  Burton  Holmes,  Amer- 

ica’s greatest  traveler  and  lecturer,  who 
will  present  two  colored  illustrated 

travelogs  there  November  10.  The  lec- 
tures are  sponsored  by  the  Illinois  State 

Journal  and  Springfield  Post  No.  32, 
American  Legion.  Proceeds  will  be  used  to 

purchase  diving  equipment  for  use  at  Lake 
Springfield. 

Pathe  Newsreel  cameramen  took  pic- 
tures of  the  cornerstone  laying  ceremonies 

for  the  new  addition  to  St.  John’s  Hos- 
pital, which  will  make  it  the  largest  pri- 

vate hospital  in  the  United  States.  M.  E. 

Berm, an,  manager  of  the  Orpheum  The- 
atre, made  arrangements  for  bringing 

Pathe  cameras  to  Springfield. 

Springfield  theatres,  their  executives 

and  employes  were  honored  in  “The  Soul 
of  the  City”  broadcast  over  WCBS. 
October  18. 

Max  Tschauder,  manager  of  the  Roxy 
Theatre,  announces  the  complete  staff  at 
his  theatre  have  been  outfitted  in  new 
maroon  uniforms  with  white  jackets  and 
military  styling. 

J.  B.  Giachetto,  Cero  Pedrucci,  and 
Dominic  Giachetto,  and  Emerson  Bishop 
of  the  Frisina  Amusement  Co.,  attended 
the  World  Series  in  Chicago. 

Roxy  and  Tivoli  patrons  were  thrilled 
with  advance  midnight  showings  of 

“Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  on  the 

same  program.  The  two  pictures  then  con- 
tinued a   run  at  the  Tivoli. 

Carrier  Cooling 
New  York — Air  conditioning  for  exhibits 

at  the  New  York  World’s  Fair  by  Dupont, 
Ford  Motor  Co.,  Consolidated  Edison  Co., 

Borden  Milk  Co.,  the  French  government, 

Glass,  Inc.,  and  the  Theatre  and  Concert 

Hall  will  be  supplied  by  Carrier  Corp.,  ac- 

cording to  L.  R.  Boulware,  general  mana- 
ger of  the  Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  firm. 

Mrs.  Eagleston  an 

Industry  Veteran 
Seymour,  Ind. — Mrs.  E.  M.  Eagleston, 

who  has  closed  negotiations  with  M.  W. 

Switow  and  Sons  of  Louisville  for  opera- 
tion of  the  Majestic  and  Little  theatres 

here,  has  been  closely  identified  with  the 
industry  for  nearly  30  years.  She  and  her 
husband,  the  late  W.  W.  Eagleston,  began 

operation  of  theatres  in  Pana,  Charles- 
town and  Mt.  Vernon,  111.,  before  taking 

over  the  Majestic  in  1911. 

While  living  in  Illinois,  Mrs.  Eagleston 

operated  the  Central  Theatrical  Booking 

Ass’n  which  booked  stage  shows  for  some 
of  the  largest  theatres  in  the  state.  Her 
theatres  were  among  the  first  legitimate 
houses  to  use  motion  pictures. 

For  five  years,  until  about  1917,  Mrs. 

Eagleston  operated  the  Cooperative  The- 

atrical Booking  Ass’n  of  Indiana  with  of- 
fices in  Indianapolis. 

She  and  her  husband  operated  the  Ma- 
jestic here  for  years,  and  took  over  the 

Little  Theatre  in  1935. 

H.  R.  Wagner,  general  manager  of  the 

houses  for  the  last  six  years,  will  con- 
tinue in  the  same  capacity  for  the  Switow 

firm.  This  company  is  not  new  in  south- 

ern Indiana,  having  theatres  in  New  Al- 
bany, Salem,  Jeffersonville,  Washington 

and  Anderson. 

Mrs.  Eagleston  will  maintain  her  offices 
here  for  her  Easy  Method  Ledger  System, 

a   special  bookkeeping  system  for  theatres 
which  she  developed  several  years  ago.  It 
is  used  now  by  hundreds  of  theatres. 

/.  P.  Adler  Takes  Over 

Waupaca  Palace  Theatre 
Waupaca,  Wis. — The  Palace  Theatre, 

property  of  the  estate  of  A.  M.  Penney, 
has  been  sold  to  J.  P.  Adler,  Marshfield, 

for  $22,500.  Adler,  who  has  been  leasing 

the  property,  contemplates  redecorating  the 
building  and  installing  new  sound.  He 
operates  a   number  of  theatres  in  various 
Wisconsin  cities. 

Build  in  Jacksonville 

Jacksonville,  III. — Work  has  started  on 

the  new  Fox-Illinois  Theatre  here,  with 
the  firm  of  Smirl  &   Gibson,  Kansas  City, 

having  the  construction  contract. 
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^HE  broadcast  “What’s  New  in  Bay  View,” 
aired  over  WRJN  is  now  being  broad- 

cast from  the  stage  of  the  Mirth  Theatre 
here  each  Sunday  at  10  a.  m.  through  the 

cooperation  of  Karl  Kelley,  manager  of  the 

house.  Spectators  are  invited  to  the  broad- 
cast. 

Fire  in  the  projection  booth  of  the  Mid- 
get Theatre,  south  side  neighborhood  house, 

did  damage  estimated  at  about  $60.  Pat- 
rcms  were  led  from  the  house,  which  is 
owned  by  Julius  Wasniewski,  in  orderly 
fashion. 

Warner  Theatre  was  host  to  Milwaukee 

Boy  Scouts  at  a   showing  of  “That  Certain 
Age,”  currently  playing  the  house. 

Universal  Pictures  have  offered  to  pay 

for  the  tuition  and  entire  necessary  ex- 
penses of  Jack  Camp  jr.,  who  still  has  two 

years  to  finish  his  course  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Wisconsin.  Jack’s  father  was 
branch  manager  for  Universal  here  until 
his  death  several  months  ago. 

William  Exton  is  offering  a   “Sneak  Pre- 
vue”  starting  at  11  p.  m.  on  Saturday  nights 

at  his  Gateway  Theatre  in  Kenosha.  Name 

of  prevue  feature  is  omitted  from  ad- 
vance advertising  and  is  shown  in  addition 

to  regular  show. 

J.  F.  Bickel,  Racine,  father  of  Fredric 

March,  declared  last  week  while  attending 
the  Wisconsin  Building  and  Loan  League 

convention  in  Fond  du  Lac,  that  had  March 

followed  his  parents’  wishes  he  would  today 
be  a   banker  instead  of  an  actor. 

Eastwood  Theatre  in  Madison  is  offering 

a   different  item  of  Hubere  cosmetics  free 

to  ladies  every  Monday  night  for  a   ten- 
week  period. 

Madison  Theatre  in  Madison  plugged 

“Live,  Love  and  Learn”  with  a   swell  pub- 
licity yarn  about  a   couple  whose  romance 

had  bloomed  and  blossomed  in  the  theatre 

and  was  to  culminate  in  marriage.  “Wed- 

ding Present”  was  being  shown  in  the 
flicker  palace  when  they  first  met  there 
more  than  a   year  ago,  they  recall. 

Town  Theatre,  Darlington,  presented  two 

theatre  tickets  as  prizes  in  connection  with 

a   four- county  Horse  Show  held  in  that 
city. 

Sanford  Vincent  is  contemplating  reno- 
vation of  his  Lyric  Theatre  at  Denmark. 

Boosts  Fred  Wilcox 
Hollywood — Metro  has  boosted  Fred 

Wilcox,  test  director,  to  a   director’s  rat- 

ing. His  initial  assignment  is  “Mona 
Lisa,”  a   short  subject.  Joseph  Sherman 
did  the  screenplay. 

Roanoke  to  Carl  Phillips 

Roanoke,  III. — The  Roanoke  Theatre, 

owned  by  the  Van  Alstyne  Brothers  of 
Morton,  has  been  sold  to  Carl  Phillips  of 
Mt.  Pulaski. 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  20,  1928) 

J7AST  ST.  LOUIS’  federal  courtroom  will soon  be  the  scene  of  much  musical 

activity  when  Ascap  and  Irving  Berlin, 

Inc.,  will  endeavor  to  collect  heavy  dam- 
ages from  the  Columbia  Theatre  for  al- 
leged infringement  of  the  copyright  on 

the  composition  entitled  “Russian  Lullaby.” 
Miss  Blossom  Breneman,  known  to  the 

film  world  as  Donal  Blossom,  recently 

took  marriage  vows  with  William  S.  Me- 

dart,  son  of  a   prominent  St.  Louis  manu- 
facturer .   .   .   Alex  Christensen  is  the  new 

master  of  ceremonies  at  the  Grand  Opera 
House. 

Police  have  placed  an  official  taboo  on 
Saturday  midnight  shows  in  Indianapolis 

.   .   .   The  Playhouse  Theatre  on  Chicago’s 
Michigan  Blvd.  will  close  shortly  because 

of  inability  to  renew  a   lease  on  the  prop- 
erty .   .   .   Dave  Dubin  is  back  at  the  helm 

of  the  good  ship,  “Educational”  .   .   .   A1 
Jolson’s  “The  Singing  Fool”  is  breaking 
house  records  at  the  McVickers  .   .   . 

“C’mon  Red,”  featuring  Red  Grange,  will 
be  the  next  Oriental  stage  attraction. 

•pHE  Missouri  Theatre  during  this  week 
is  conducting  a   contest  of  “nuts.”  On 

the  same  program  it  has  billed  the  Ritz 

Bros,  in  “Straight,  Place  and  Show”  and 
the  Marx  Bros,  in  “Room  Service.”  It  is 
possible  the  bill  will  be  held  over  for  an- 

other week  opening  on  October  21. 

The  Criterion  Theatre  has  been  awarded 
a   permit  for  the  construction  of  a   new 
neon  sign,  17  by  16  feet  .   .   .   The  Will  Rog- 

ers Theatre  has  awarded  a   contract  to  the 

W.  C.  Harting  Construction  Co.,  for  altera- 
tions and  an  addition  to  its  projection 

room.  The  improvements  will  cost  about 

$500. 

Les  Kaufman,  press  agent  for  the  Fan- 
chon  &   Marco  interests  who  has  doubled 

as  a   radio  gabber  during  the  past  22  weeks 
has  given  up  that  stint.  Every  Saturday 
evening  for  15  minutes  KMOX  announces 

the  “Flicker  Flash,”  a   program  of  Holly- 
wood gossip,  music  and  announcements  of 

forthcoming  attractions  at  the  Fanchon  & 
Marco  deluxers  and  the  St.  Louis  Amuse- 

ment Company’s  houses. 

The  Meglin- Fanchon  &   Marco  School 
of  the  Theatre  sent  some  50  or  60  juvenile 
performers  to  the  Missouri  Baptist  Hos- 

pital last  week  to  perform  for  the  crippled 
children  who  are  patients  there. 

Two  foreign-made  motion  pictures  were 

scheduled  for  exhibitions  at  the  S’Renco 
Screening  Room  this  week.  There  were 
two  showings  each  evening  at  7:30  and 

9:30  o’clock.  “The  Wave”  and  “Man  of 
Aran”  were  exhibited  the  evenings  of 
October  19  and  20.  “The  Wave”  is  a 

Spanish  film  while  “Man  of  Aran”  was 
produced  in  England  with  an  Irish  locale. 

A   swing  dance  contest  will  be  conducted 
by  Jimmy  Dorsey  in  connection  with  his 
concert  in  the  Convention  Hall  of  the  Mu- 

nicipal Auditorium  the  night  of  October  28. 

JACK  DOWD,  local  head  of  advertising and  sales  at  Warner  Bros.,  has  been 

promoted  to  the  booking  desk.  He  is 

succeeded  by  Merritt  Humer,  his  assist- 
ant. John  Keller,  formerly  with  Affiliated 

Theatres,  Inc.,  has  been  made  assistant 
to  Humer. 

Sam  Abrams,  former  Special  Pictures 
representative  in  Indiana,  has  joined  the 
Grand  National  sales  force.  He  will  travel 
southern  Indiana. 

Abe  Kaufman,  manager  of  Big  Feature 
Rights  exchange,  has  resigned  to  join  the 

Universal  sales  force.  He  will  travel  south- 
ern Indiana. 

Lee  Balsly,  head  of  20 th  Century-Fox 
ad  sales  department,  spent  several  days 

here  at  the  local  branch  .   .   .   “You  Can’t 
Take  It  With  You”  will  be  held  another 
week  at  Loew’s  Theatre. 

Joseph  Schmidt,  well  known  along  Film- 
row,  and  recently  with  the  Bair  circuit, 

has  returned  to  the  industry  with  Affiliat- 
ed Theatres,  Inc. 

Charles  Kreighbaum,  Rochester,  Ind., 

exhibitor,  is  confined  in  a   Rochester  hos- 
pital after  having  a   plate  removed  from  a 

broken  arm  suffered  in  an  auto  accident 
several  months  ago. 

J.  B.  Stine,  operator  of  the  Garfield  The- 
atre, Terre  Haute,  Ind.,  and  the  Wabash 

Theatre,  Clinton,  Ind.,  has  returned  from 
an  extended  vacation  and  fishing  trip  in 
northern  Minnesota. 

The  Indiana  Theatre,  closed  for  the  sum- 

mer, will  reopen  October  22  with  “The 
Sisters”  as  the  attraction.  The  house  is 
operated  by  Greater  Indianapolis  Amuse- 

ment Co.,  which  also  controls  the  Circle 
and  Apollo  theatres. 

Visitors  along  Filmrow:  Allen  Usher, 
Paramount  district  manager,  Chicago; 

Charles  Reagan,  western  division  manager 
for  Paramount;  H.  P.  Vonderschmitt, 
Bloomington;  A.  M.  Howard,  Monon;  H. 

E.  Allison,  Mooresville,  and  Orville  Hughes, 
Nashville. 

Kirkland  Assigned 
Hollywood — David  Kirkland  has  been 

signed  to  direct  “El  Tepeyec,”  first  fea- 
ture-length Mexican  picture  to  be  pro- 

cessed in  Cinecolor,  which  will  be  pro- 
duced by  Hollywood  Famous  Pictures. 

Kirkland,  veteran  writer-director-pro- 
ducer, left  for  Mexico  City  last  week  to 

aid  in  selecting  a   native  cast  and  loca- tion sites. 

Griever  Has  Bradford  House 

Bradford,  III. — Si  Griever  of  Chicago 

heads  the  Don  Theatre  Corp.,  which  has 
taken  a   lease  on  the  Brad  Theatre  here. 

Oriental  Still  Dark 

Chicago — The  Oriental  remained  dark 

this  week  with  no  disposition  of  it  as 
Boxoffice  goes  to  press. 
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NAT'L  MOVIE  QUIZ  IS  BRANDED  "LOTTERY" 
BY  PROSECUTING  ATTORNEY  OF  MISSOURI 

Industry  Leaders  Turn  Out 

To  Honor  Edward  A.  Golden 

Minneapolis — Northwest  theatre  owners 

honored  Eddie  Golden,  Monogram  vice- 
president,  at  one  of  the  most  elaborately 
appointed  and  sumptuous  banquets  in  the 

industry’s  history  here.  It  was  a   demon- 
stration of  friendship  for  Golden  and  ex- 

change managers,  salesmen,  circuit  heads, 
exhibitors  and  industry  leaders  turned  out. 
Guests  also  included  federal,  state  and 
local  officials. 

Bill  Elson,  local  exhibitor,  pinch-hitting 
for  Jimmy  Walker,  unable  to  attend,  act- 

ed as  toastmaster.  Speakers  included  Con- 
gressman Dewey  Johnson,  Mayor  William 

Fallon  of  St.  Paul,  Acting  Mayor  Henry 

Bank  of  Minneapolis;  J.  P.  Devaney,  for- 
mer chief  justice  of  the  Minnesota  state 

supreme  court;  W.  F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M 
sales  manager;  Pete  S.  Harrison,  Jack 

Flynn,  M-G-M  district  manager;  Theo- 
dore L.  Hays  of  the  Minnesota  Amuse- 
ment Co.;  A1  Steffes,  president  of  North- 
west Allied,  and  H.  M.  Richey,  member 

of  the  national  Allied  States  board  of  di- 
rectors. 

The  affair’s  keynote  was  contained  in 
verse  “to  Eddie”  in  the  program:  “From 

Chain  Is  Keeping 
Double  Bills  Alive 

Minneapolis  —   Although  independent 
neighborhood  exhibitors  in  the  Twin  Cities 
are  tabooing  double  features  and  have 

squelched  a   threatened  widespread  out- 
break of  the  policy,  and  although  pres- 

sure is  being  brought  on  the  Minnesota 
Amusement  Co.  to  discontinue  the  dual 

bills  in  two  Twin  City  downtown  houses, 

the  day  when  first  we  start,  each  in  life 

to  play  his  part,  till  we  reach  that  per- 
fect peace  where  all  toil  and  care  shall 

cease,  fate  can  nothing  better  send  than 

a   true  and  loyal  friend.”  Speakers  paid 
tribute  to  Golden  and  reviewed  his  ac- 

complishments in  the  industry. 
Steffes  was  chairman  of  the  committee 

which  arranged  the  successful  affair. 
Other  members  were  Bennie  Berger, 

George  Granstrom,  A.  A.  Kaplan,  Paul 

Mans,  Harry  Dryer,  W.  R.  Frank  and  Hil- 
ler Hoffman. 

More  than  150  sat  down  to  the  banquet 

in  the  main  ballroom  of  the  Hotel  Nicol- 
let. The  menu  included  cocktails,  buffet 

Russe,  hot  canapes,  baked  oysters  casino, 

baked  oysters  Rockefeller,  sea  green  tur- 
tle soup,  Amontillado  dry  sherry,  cheese 

sticks,  pached  fillet  of  lemon  sole  in  white 
wine  sauce  bonne  femme,  barquette  of 
salpicom  of  lobster,  sauterne  Eschenauer, 

roast  boneless  squab  chicken,  Moet  &   Chan- 

don  champagne,  Parisienne  potatoes  Wind- 
sor, broccoli  Hollandaise,  rum  sherbet, 

Florida  salad,  crepes  suzettes  and  demi 
tasse. 

the  Aster  here  and  Tower,  St.  Paul,  the 

big  circuit  apparently  has  no  intention 
to  cease  double  billing  entirely. 
John  J.  Friedl,  general  manager  of 

Minnesota  Amusement,  says  no  changes 

in  policy  at  any  of  his  theatres  is  con- 
templated for  the  present.  The  double 

featuring  will  continue  to  be  restricted  to 

the  Aster  and  Tower,  he  says.  The  re- 
modeled Grand,  to  be  reopened  next  week 

as  the  new  Gopher,  will  play  first-run 
single  features  at  25c  admission. 

In  the  case  of  the  Aster  and  Tower, 

the  dual  bill  policy  is  not  so  obnoxious 

to  the  independents  as  it  might  be  be- 
cause only  “B”  films  are  presented. 

E.  C.  Rhoden,  Chairman  of 

Contest  Area,  Says 

It  Will  Continue 

Jefferson  City.  Mo. — The  offices  of 

Roy  McKittrick,  state  prosecuting  attor- 

ney, Thursday  declared  the  motion  pic- 

ture industry's  $250,000  national  Movie 
Quiz  a   lottery  on  three  counts. 

The  opinion  was  prepared  by  Frank- 
lin E.  Reagan,  an  assistant  prosecuting 

attorney  under  McKittrick,  who  two 

years  ago  wrote  the  "lottery"  opinion 
which  banished  Bank  Night  from  the 
state. 

Reagan,  in  his  opinion,  brought  at 
the  behest  of  Elbert  L.  Ford,  Dunklin 

county  prosecuting  attorney,  said  the 

Movie  Quiz  contained  the  elements  of 

"chance,  consideration  and  remunera- 

tion," contrary  to  Missouri's  lottery laws. 

On  the  element  of  "chance,"  Reagan 

said:  "It  is  apparent  that  the  deter- 
mination of  the  best  statement  is  left 

to  the  uncontrolled  discretion  of  the 

judges.  It  therefore  appears  the  win- 
ners of  the  Movie  Quiz  will  be  deter- 

mined by  chance." The  requirement  that  contestants  pay 

admission  to  theatres  to  see  the  pic- 

tures, he  pointed  out,  constitutes  the 
element  of  consideration. 

Remuneration,  of  course,  is  the  $250,- 

000  in  prize  money  to  be  given  to 
winners. 

Contest  to  Continue, 

Says  E.  C .   Rhoden 
Kansas  City — E.  C.  Rhoden,  division 

manager  of  Fox  Midwest  Theatres  and 
chairman  of  the  Movie  Quiz  committee  in 

this  territory,  Thursday  said  the  industry 

contest  would  be  continued  despite  a   “lot- 
tery” ruling  issued  by  the  state  prosecut- 

ing attorney’s  office. He  added  he  would  immediately  get  in 

touch  with  New  York  campaign  head- 

quarters to  determine  on  a   course  to  pro- 
tect exhibitors  participating  in  the  Movie 

Quiz. 
Violation  of  lottery  laws  in  Missouri  is 

punishable  by  imprisonment  in  the  peni- 
tentiary for  from  two  to  five  years  or 

confinement  in  the  county  jail  for  not  less 
than  six  months  and  not  more  than  12 
months. 

Starred  in  Play 

Kansas  City — Erin  O’Brien-Moore,  film 

actress,  is  starred  this  week  in  the  local 

Resident  Theatre’s  play,  “Penny  Wise.” 
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O   M   A   H   A 
Independents  Permit  Puncturing 

Of  Anti -Percentage  Ultimatum 
Minneapolis — In  the  face  of  the  North- 

west Allied  anti-percentage  ultimatum, 
M-G-M  has  gone  right  ahead  and  made  its 
1938-39  deals  with  Twin  City  independents 
on  the  basis  of  four  percentage  pictures. 
Although  the  independents  were  believed 
to  have  been  pledged  to  buy  only  flat, 

most  of  them  already  have  met  the  M-G-M 
terms,  it  is  learned. 

United  Artists  also  is  demanding  per- 
centage on  all  its  pictures  in  the  Twin 

Cities,  but  has  made  no  deals  yet.  The 
other  companies  have  offered  a   flexible 

policy — flat  or  a   combination  of  flat  and 
percentage.  In  all  Minneapolis  and  St. 
Paul  instances,  as  far  as  can  be  learned, 
the  exhibitors  have  chosen  to  buy  flat, 

although  the  prices  on  designated  per- 
centage pictures  have  been  set  plenty  high. 

Paramount,  however,  is  holding  out  one 

picture,  “Men  With  Wings,”  for  percent- 
age. It  has  demanded  50  per  cent  outside 

the  Twin  Cities  and  40  per  cent  in  Minne- 
apolis and  St.  Paul  for  this  one.  These 

are  the  same  terms  on  which  “Snow 
White”  and  “Birth  of  a   Baby”  were  sold. 

Last  season,  also,  M-G-M  alone  de- 
manded and  received  percentages  on  a 

portion  of  its  product  in  Minneapolis  and 

St.  Paul.  When  Northwest  Allied  con- 
vened his  just  after  the  start  of  the 

current  selling  season,  however,  it  was 

declared  emphatically  that  no  exception 

would  be  made  in  the  case  of  M-G-M. 

But  the  latter  wasn’t  swerved  from  its 
course  an  iota,  it  appears.  The  strength 
of  its  product  probably  accounts  for  the 
exhibitors  backing  water. 

At  its  convention  here  this  year,  too, 

Northwest  Allied  went  on  record  demand- 

ing a   reduction  “of  at  least  25  per  cent” 
in  1938-39  rentals.  But  nearly  all  the  com- 

panies claim  their  deals  have  called  for 
more  money  than  a   year  ago,  in  disregard 
of  the  Northwest  Allied  demand.  One 

major  company,  however,  is  known  to  have 
given  reductions  and  several  are  said  to 
have  offered  contracts  on  the  same  terms 

as  those  of  1937-38. 

Omaha  Employes  Union  to 

Hold  Dance  November  12 
Omaha — Local  B-47,  Film  Exchange  Em- 

ployes Union,  will  hold  its  second  annual 

dance  November  12  at  the  German- Ameri- 
can Club.  The  committee  in  charge  in- 

cludes Fred  Hunt,  Quality  Supply  ship- 
per; Leo  Dupley,  Metro  assistant  shipper; 

Josephine  Russell,  20th-Fox  inspectress, 
and  Peggy  Somberg,  Metro  inspectress. 

Wage  Scale  Upped 
Omaha — Members  of  Local  343,  IATSE, 

have  received  a   ten  per  cent  increase  in 

pay  to  return  pay  levels  where  they  were 
last  spring.  Members  took  a   ten  per  cent 
cut  in  June. 

61  Taxes  Covered  in 

Theatre  Tickets 

Omaha — Sixty-one  direct  and  hidden 

taxes  included  in  the  price  of  a   the- 
atre ticket  take  more  than  $104,300 

annually  from  Omaha  theatre  patrons, 

according  to  figures  compiled  by  the 

National  Consumers  Tax  commission. 

More  than  16  per  cent  of  the  price  of 

the  ticket  goes  for  41  federal  and  20 

state  and  local  taxes,  according  to  the 

report. 

Outstanding  Shows 

First-Run  Bulwark 
Minneapolis — With  business  drifting 

loopwards  as  the  result  of  big  stage  shows 

and  outstanding  films,  neighborhood  the- 
atres here,  which  seemed  to  be  getting 

the  play  away  from  the  downtown  spots 
because  of  lower  admission  prices,  free 
parking  facilities,  Bank  Nights,  etc.,  now 

are  suffering,  and  the  trade  has  a   dif- 
ferent slant  on  the  situation. 

There  still  seems  to  be  a   field  for  the 

big  loop  first-run  de  luxe  houses.  When 
they  are  able  to  offer  exceptional  at- 

tractions the  public  will  come  downtown 

to  them  and  pay  the  higher  admission 
prices  they  charge. 

It  has  been  made  clear  that  in  the 

case  of  such  fine  pictures  as  “Boys  Town” 
a   goodly  portion  of  the  public  is  so  eager 
to  see  them  as  soon  as  possible  that  they 

don’t  want  to  wait  for  them  to  reach  the 
neighborhood  houses.  In  consequence,  the 

higher  admission  scale  and  other  sup- 
posed handicaps  are  no  detriment. 

Weiner  Swings  Series 

Of  Deals  for  Monogram 
Minneapolis — Covering  1,800  miles  of 

the  territory  in  five  days,  Charlie  Weiner 

of  Monogram  sold  a   succession  of  import- 
ant deals.  Among  the  towns  closed  by  him 

for  1938-39  Monogram  were  Hibbing  and 
Crookston,  Minn.;  Fargo,  N.  D.  and  Pierre, 
S.  D.  Reaction  to  Monogram  pictures  has 

been  highly  favorable,  exhibitors  inform- 
ed him,  he  says. 

Republic's  New  Product 
Bought  by  Three  Units 

Minneapolis — Republic  here  has  closed 

1938-39  product  deals  with  the  entire 
Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  circuit  and  also 

with  the  Baer  and  Berger  chains.  An- 
nouncement was  made  by  Gilbert  Nathan- 

son,  local  branch  manager. 

^*ED  EMERSON,  Tri-States  horn  blower, has  been  hibernating  in  Fairbury,  Neb., 

but  is  expected  back  any  time  .   .   .   Arthur 
Ford,  former  exhibitor  at  Wichita,  Kas., 

was  here  visiting  Leo  Doty,  UA  office  man- 
ager .   .   .   The  stork  is  hanging  around 

Cliff  Marlow’s  house. 

Reports  from  all  sides  that  the  new 

Rodeo  Theatre  at  Burwell,  Neb.,  is  some- 
thing unusual  in  the  way  of  small  town 

houses  .   .   .   D.  V.  McLucas  was  in  Des 

Moines  on  business  .   .   .   We’ll  know  next 
week  on  one  of  those  expansion  jobs  on 
Filmrow. 

Bert  Beams  of  Red  Cloud,  Neb.,  is  proba- 
bly the  most  ardent  football  fan  among 

exhibitors  in  the  Omaha  area.  Last  week 

Bert  went  to  three  games  in  two  days. 

That’s  some  kind  of  a   record  .   .   .   Morton 
Van  Praag  of  New  York  was  on  the  Row 
in  connection  with  a   new  trailer  company. 

Oscar  Peck  has  been  on  his  vacation  .   .   . 

Reva  Malashock,  formerly  at  Columbia,  is 
the  new  steno  at  Grand  National  .   .   . 
Birthdays  this  week  include  Lou  Kozal, 

Milt  Swift,  Margaret  Bragg  and  Etta  Tat- elman. 

Charles  E.  Williams,  president  of  the 
MPTO  of  Nebraska  and  western  Iowa,  went 

to  New  York  to  confer  with  MPTOA  offi- 
cials. Williams  is  a   member  of  the  na- 

tional organization’s  executive  board  .   .   . 
The  annual  fall  party  of  Local  B-47  of  the 

Film  Exchange  Employes  Union  was  a   “big 
affair,”  thanks  to  Phil  Mansell,  Gus  Ko- 
pald  and  Fritz  Bier  man. 

A   warm  day  brought  the  following  ex- 
hibitors to  Davenport  St.:  Harry  Lowder, 

Sioux  Theatre,  Anthon,  la.;  Warren  Hall, 

Rodeo,  Burwell,  Neb.;  R.  W.  Brown,  Phoe- 
nix, Neola,  la.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ed  Kugel, 

State,  Holstein,  la.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ralph 
Hintz,  Chief,  Tecumseh,  Neb.;  Bowman 
Bros.,  Bowman,  McClelland,  la. 

Jesse  Goldburg  of  Tarzana,  Cal.,  was 

here  signing  Sol  Francis  to  handle  the 
Tarzan  pictures  .   .   .   Harris  Kuntzelman 

is  the  new  assistant  shipper  at  20th-Fox, 

in  case  it  hasn’t  been  mentioned  before 

.   .   .   What  is  Bob  Ballantyne’s  secret? 

Ted  Mendenhall,  Elmer  Huhnke,  Ralph 
Olson  and  Sol  Francis  went  to  Neligh, 

Neb.,  to  open  the  hunting  season.  They 
were  guests  of  Walt  Bradley,  operator  of 

the  Moon  Theatre  .   .   .   Keith  Wilson,  World- 
Herald  film  critic,  is  vacationing  with  Jake 
Rachman  filling  in  for  him. 

Paramount  Theatre,  now  dark  almost 

two  years,  was  opened  one  night  for  Ger- 
trude Lawrence,  who  drew  2,500  persons 

.   .   .   Mrs.  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt  comes  here 
October  23  at  the  City  Auditorium. 

So  successful  was  the  Big  Apple  Dance 
idea  at  the  Orpheum  in  Omaha  last  year 
that  Bill  Miskell  will  start  a   Saturday  night 

“ jitterbug  jamboree ”   on  October  29.  Show 
will  be  a   midnight  preview  of  a   coming 

feature  with  a   “jitterbug”  dance  contest 

on  the  stage.  Last  year’s  idea  ran  12  weeks 
and  helped  Bill  win  the  Tri-States  drive. 
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Loop  Houses  Set 
Holdover  Record 

Minneapolis — For  the  first  time  within 

recent  memory,  two  of  the  three  leading 

loop  theatres  here,  the  State  and  Cen- 
tury, both  held  over  their  attractions  last 

week.  “Too  Hot  to  Handle”  remained  a 

second  week  at  the  State  and  “Boys  Town” 
went  into  its  third  at  the  Century. 

Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  newspaper 

ad  linked  up  the  holdovers  with  the  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign. 
Ads  read:  “We  said  it — and  this  proves  it. 
This  really  is  motion  picture’s  greatest 
year!  The  season  barely  started  and  al- 

ready two  hits  so  big,  so  widely  ac- 
claimed by  capacity  crowds,  that  they  must 

be  held  over  at  one  and  the  same  time. 

Remember,  as  the  year  grows,  so,  too  will 

the  hits — bigger — bigger — and  bigger.” 
Business  at  the  downtown  theatres  here 

continues  to  show  gains  over  the  corres- 
ponding period  a   year  ago.  The  Orpheum 

is  having  one  of  the  greatest  runs  of 

business  in  its  history.  Stage  bands,  aug- 
menting the  films,  have  been  breaking  rec- 

ords at  this  house. 

Lou  Smith  in  Des  Moines 

On  Way  From  New  York 
Des  Moines — Lou  Smith,  associate  pro- 

ducer who  worked  with  Frank  Lloyd  in 

“If  I   Were  King”  for  Paramount,  was  a 
Des  Moines  visitor. 

He  was  en  route  west  from  New  York, 
where  he  saw  the  picture  break  Paramount 
Theatre  records  at  its  opening  there. 

At  a   dinner  with  theatre  and  news- 
paper representatives,  Smith  explained  the 

modern  approach  used  by  Lloyd  in  the 

production  and  direction  of  “If  I   Were 

King.”  A   screening  of  the  film  followed. 

Howard  Federer  Still 

Flirting  With  "Flesh" 
Lincoln — Howard  Federer,  general  man- 

ager of  the  Nebraska  Theatres,  Inc.,  is 
still  flirting  with  the  idea  of  vaudeville. 

He  has  been  huddling  during  the  past 
week  with  the  musicians  and  stagehands. 

It  may  not  be  used  in  the  Varsity,  but  it’s 
possible  for  the  Liberty,  when  the  house 
comes  to  NTI,  January  1.  It  used  to  be 

Lincoln’s  ace  vaudeville  house.  It  will  be 
dropped  by  the  J.  H.  Cooper  interests,  De- 

cember 1,  and  there  will  be  a   month  to 
fix  it  up. 

Sign  for  Work  Nite 
Omaha — Sol  J.  Francis  of  American  Dis- 

tributing Corp.  reported  contracts  for  Work 

Nite  signed  this  week  with  Iz  Kuhl,  Sew- 
ard, Neb.;  F.  E.  Klein,  Osceola,  Neb.;  Sol 

Slomenski,  Loup  City,  Neb.;  John  Metzger, 
Beaver  City,  Neb.,  and  Walter  Gunther, 
Syracuse,  Neb. 

To  Missouri  for 
Location 

Kansas  City — Missouri  is  getting  to 

be  quite  a   location  spot  for  motion 

pictures.  Ted  Reed,  Paramount  direc- 

tor who  is  making  "I'm  From  Missouri," 
Bob  Burn's  latest,  arrived  Sunday  with 
a   crew  of  13  and  a   baggage  car  of 

equipment  to  take  "background"  shots 
at  the  American  Royal.  The  movie  men 

said  Kansas  City  had  typical  "Cali- 

fornia weather." 

150  Pay  Respects 
To  Late  Joe  Levy 

Kansas  City — Approximately  150  at- 
tended the  funeral  Monday  afternoon  of 

Joe  Levy,  veteran  film  man  who  died  at 
the  University  of  Kansas  Hospital  after 
an  illness  of  three  weeks.  He  was  52  years 
old. 

At  the  time  of  his  death,  Levy  owned 

and  operated  the  Special  Attractions  Co. 
in  the  Zoglin  Bldg.,  a   venture  in  which 
his  son,  Kenneth,  was  associated  with  him. 

For  many  years  he  was  a   film  salesman 

and  film  sales  executive  here  and  else- 
where in  the  middle  west.  His  theatrical 

experience  began  before  he  was  16,  when 

he  participated  in  a   vaudeville  act  which 
toured  in  the  west.  Though  born  in  New 

York  City,  he  came  to  Kansas  City  as  a 
young  boy. 

A   successful  states  rights  distributor  of 
film  in  the  middle  west  for  several  years, 

Levy  was  at  one  time  with  Fox  Film  here. 
Later  he  became  manager  of  Warner  Bros, 
in  Kansas  City.  He  was  manager  for 
United  Artists  at  various  times  in  St.  Louis, 

Indianapolis  and  Cincinnati,  and  was  dis- 
trict manager  for  Columbia  out  of  Des 

Moines. 

He  was  with  United  Artists  in  this  ter- 
ritory last  year. 

Des  Moines  Paramount 

Holds  a   Victory  Party 
Des  Moines  —   Employes  at  Paramount 

held  a   victory  party  to  celebrate  winning 

fourth  place  in  the  “Paramount  on  Parade” 
contest.  The  national  contest  was  based 

on  the  percentage  of  quota  dollars  de- 
livered during  March,  April  and  May. 

R.  C.  LiBeau,  district  manager,  present- 
ed each  employe  with  a   cash  award.  A.  H. 

Blank  and  G.  Ralph  Branton  of  Tri-States 

were  guest  speakers.  Following  a   screen- 

ing of  “Arkansas  Traveler,”  refreshments 
were  served. 

More  Reservations 
Kansas  City  —   Additional  registrations 

have  been  received  at  the  KMTA  office 
for  the  MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma 

City:  Jay  Means,  Reube  Finkelstein,  Joe 
Lenski  of  Girard,  Kas.,  and  Sam  Abend. 

Business  Picture 

In  Lincoln  Bright 
Lincoln — A   better  business  picture  has 

descended  on  the  theatre  scene  here.  So 
far  there  has  been  three  holdover  films 

in  October,  the  best  showing  made  in  a 
single  month  in  more  than  a   year.  One 

of  the  pictures  is  playing  its  third  straight 

week — “Four  Daughters.” 
“Daughters”  was  the  Varsity  reopener, 

under  its  present  de  luxe  single  feature 
policy.  Film  did  exceptionally  well  the 
first  week,  good  the  second,  and  was  moved 
to  the  Kiva  for  the  third. 

“Marie  Antoinette”  gathered  in  three 
additional  days  after  a   week  at  the  Stuart. 
Decision  was  made  to  move  the  picture  to 
the  Orpheum,  after  business  started  to 

pick  up  late  in  the  run. 

Record  breaker  was  “Boys  Town,”  which 
went  into  the  Stuart  with  a   bang  and 

mounted  over  any  previous  take  the  house 
has  had  under  the  present  price  scale.  At 
the  end  of  its  whirlwind  first  week,  it  was 
taken  to  the  Orpheum  and  is  going  after 

the  biggest  holdover  week  money  on  rec- 
ord for  the  town  since  the  depression. 

Auditorium  Theatre  in 

Chester ,   Neb.,  Opened 
Chester,  Neb. — The  Auditorium  Theatre, 

a   400-seat  house,  was  opened  here  this 
week  in  the  new  Chester  Community  build- 

ing, a   $30,000  project  just  completed.  West- 
ern Theatre  Supply  Co.  of  Omaha  in- 

stalled complete  sound  and  projection 

equipment. 
Operation  of  the  theatre  will  be  han- 

dled by  G.  D.  Van  Cleef,  banker,  and  Mr. 

Cissna,  operator  of  the  Chester  Herald. 
The  theatre  will  be  open  four  nights  a 
week. 

McEwan  Signs  Six  New 

Accounts  for  Magic  Eye 
Kansas  City — R.  W.  McEwan,  Magic 

Eye  distributor,  announces  recent  signers 
as  follows:  Fox  Granada,  Emporia,  Kas.; 

Fox,  Joplin,  Mo.;  Commonwealth’s  Dream- 
land, Herington,  Kas.;  Commonwealth’s 

Orpheum,  Neosho,  Mo.;  Doc  Low’s  Star, 
Hays,  Kas.;  Jim  Rigney’s  Westport,  city. 

Claude  Ezell,  general  sales  manager, 
was  here  from  Dallas  over  the  weekend 
en  route  to  the  east. 
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gEN  ASHE  accompanied  W.  A.  Steffes, 
president  of  Northwest  Allied,  to  the 

industry  trade  conference  in  New  York. 

Ashe,  a   Fergus  Falls,  Minn.,  exhibitor, 

now,  but  formerly  Bennie  Berger’s  general 
manager,  was  chosen  by  Northwest  Allied 
to  go  along  as  adviser  and  consultant  .   .   . 

Mannie  Goodman  waited  five  days  in  Min- 
neapolis for  an  important  letter  from  his 

home  office,  Hollywood  Advertising  com- 
pany. It  developed  that  the  letter  had 

been  forwarded  by  mistake  to  Benny  Good- 

man and  the  latter’s  band  which  had 
checked  out  of  the  hotel  here  the  day 
Mannie  moved  in. 

Pheasant  hunters  have  included  Eddie 
Ruben,  Mait  Frosch  and  Udell  Gill  .   .   . 

Willard  Greenleaf  jr.,  assistant  to  Art 
Ableson,  Ruben  circuit  general  manager 
in  Devils  Lake,  N.  D.,  here  jor  the  Minne- 

sota- Michigan  homecoming  football  game. 
Frank  Mantzke,  former  Universal  branch 
manager  here  ajid  now  holding  the  same 
position  in  Milwaukee,  also  came  up  to 
attend  the  contest  which  attracted  a   crowd 
of  55,000  at  $2.75  per  seat. 

Daughter  of  Joe  Stern,  owner  of  Ma- 
jestic exchange,  made  one  of  the  best 

showings  on  the  University  of  Minnesota 

campus,  selling  “homecoming”  buttons  .   .   . 
Bess  Crane,  secretary  to  Eddie  Ruben,  a 
stunning  figure  in  her  new  fur  wrap  .   .   . 
Johnnie  Diedenhofen,  assistant  to  Ted 

Bolnick  in  La  Crosse,  Wis.,  should  be  a 
daddy  by  press  time  .   .   .   Harold  Kaplan, 
manager  of  the  State,  proud  of  his  new 
Buick — also  of  those  new  tailor-made 
house  slippers,  which  he  has  so  little  op- 

portunity to  use. 

Tip  Top  Toe  apparently  leads  chance 
games  in  number  of  Minneapolis  theatre 
playing  .   .   .   Dick  Rummel,  promising 
sophomore  halfback  of  the  University  of 
Minnesota  football  team,  employed  at  Pan- 
tages  Theatre.  More  football  notes:  Gil- 

bert (Republic)  Nathanson’s  kid  brother, 
Paul,  star  tackle  at  North  high  school. 

Earl  Martineau,  Michigan  backfield  coach 

here  for  the  game  with  the  Gophers,  talk- 
ed over  old  times  with  his  West  High 

team  mate  of  other  days  here — Eddie 
Ruben.  Later  both  men  starred  on  the 

University  of  Minnesota  team.  Sidney  Gil- 
man, brother  of  Irving  and  son  of  Dave, 

Twin  City  independent  exhibitors,  here  to 
scout  Michigan  for  Ohio  State,  his  alma 

mater,  where  he’s  now  end  coach. 

Sammy  the  theatrical  tailor  in  a   new 
location  off  the  beaten  path.  His  former 

site  is  being  turned  into  a   spaghetti  em- 
porium .   .   .   Walt  Tiech,  representing  Wa- 

hoo  and  dish  deals,  has  opened  an  office 
on  Currie  Ave.  .   .   .   Leonard  Gruenberg, 

formerly  with  RKO  here  and  now  city 

salesman  in  St.  Louis,  a   Minneapolis  vis- 
itor with  his  charming  wife  .   .   .   Bennie 

Spewak  withholding  his  plans  for  a   new 
south  Minneapolis  theatre  until  the  city 

council  commits  itself  on  the  Griffith  ap- 
plication .   .   .   Leonard  Grossman,  former 

Chicago  exhibitor,  in  the  Twin  Cities 
working  on  a   new  promotional  idea. 

Twentieth-Fox  here  plugging  “Suez”  hard 

.   .   .   They’re  kidding  Charlie  Wiener  of 
Monogram  about  those  navy  blue  suspen- 

ders. What  a   color  .   .   .   Ted  Gould  of  the 

Nathanson  office,  Winnipeg,  headed  a   dele- 
gation of  ten  attending  the  Eddie  Golden 

dinner  here  .   .   .   Charlie  Weiner  reports 
that  John  Filler  jr.,  son  of  the  Valley 

City,  N.  D.,  exhibitor,  returned  with  the 
limit  of  pheasants  after  being  out  only 
three  hours.  The  birds  are  plentiful  in 
that  section,  according  to  Charlie. 

Morrie  Abrams,  M-G-M  exploiteer,  in 

western  Wisconsin  working  on  “Boys 
Town”  .   .   .   Arthur  Zeulch,  head  M-G-M 
booker,  returned  to  Detroit,  Mich.,  this 

week  to  get  married  .   .   .   Warner  Bros.’ 
club  is  planning  a   mid-winter  party  .   .   . 
Columbia  girls  are  giving  a   shower  party 
for  Mary  Atkinson,  a   member  of  the  staff, 
prior  to  her  marriage  November  8   .   .   . 

(Continued  on  page  69) 

Durland  Injured 
In  Car  Accident 

Kansas  City  —   L.  F.  Durland,  branch 
manager  for  Monogram  Film  Distributors, 

Inc.,  was  severely  injured  when  his  car, 
driven  by  Tom  Wilhoit  of  the  Lyric, 

Plattsburg,  Mo.,  turned  over  near  Platts- 
burg.  The  Durland  car  came  suddenly 

upon  a   car  parked  on  the  highway  with- 

out lights,  and  hit  the  ditch  in  Wilhoit’s efforts  to  avoid  striking  the  other  machine. 

Durland  is  in  St.  Margaret’s  Hospital, 
Kansas  City,  Kas.,  under  observation  to 

determine  the  extent  of  his  injuries.  Wil- 
hoit suffered  only  minor  bruises  and  cuts. 

Pare  Lorentz  Voices  an 

Opinion  on  Exhibitors 
Des  Moines — Pare  Lorentz,  who  made 

“The  River”  and  “The  Plow  That  Broke 

the  Plains,”  for  the  U.  S.  Government, 
took  a   slap  at  theatre  owners  in  general 

and  Des  Moines  theatre  owners  in  par- 
ticular, according  to  an  Associated  Press 

item  this  week. 

“At  first,”  Lorentz  says,  “the  theatres 

would  not  show  ‘The  Plow,’  but  the  kind 
words  of  newspaper  critics  helped  convince 

them  it  would  be  ‘boxoffice.’ 
“Theatre  owners  lack  imagination,”  he 

continued.  “We  took  ‘The  Plow’  into  Des 
Moines,  and  the  theatremen  there  said, 

'These  people  out  here  are  all  farmers. 
When  they  go  to  the  movies  they  want  to 

see  something  different.’  ” 

Buys  New  Seats 
Des  Moines — The  Des  Moines  Theatre 

Supply  sold  M.  W.  Obrecht  of  Rolfe,  la., 
300  new  American  Seating  chairs  for  the 
remodeled  Ritz  Theatre. 

Kansas  City  Barker  Bowlers 

— Cresswell  Photo 

The  coatless  gentlemen  above  represent  the  live-wire  bowling  league  of  the  Kansas  City  Variety  Club  which  rolls  every 

Monday  night  at  the  Pla-Mor  bowling  alleys. 
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K   A   Y   C   IE  IE 
JJOT  dogs,  buns,  onions,  pickles,  beer, 

mustard,  potato  chips,  marshmallows 

and  a   sack  of  soda  for  indigestion  fea- 
tured the  outing  of  Commonwealth  and 

Republic  employes  at  the  waterworks, 
North  Kansas  City,  Tuesday  evening. 

Lloyd  Morris,  city  manager  of  Common- 
wealth theatres  at  Great  Bend,  Kas.,  made 

the  outing  possible. 

Sighted  through  the  lens  along  18 tli  St.: 
Nick  Kotsis,  Holden,  Mo.;  Curly  Wilson, 
Excelsior  Springs,  Mo.;  Tom  Edwards. 
Eldon,  Mo.;  H.  F.  Strong,  Abilene,  Kas.; 
Kate  Blair,  Belleville,  Kas.;  C.  W.  Kelly, 
Wakeeny,  Kas.;  A.  W.  Heyl,  Junction  City, 
Kas.;  Edwin  Andrews,  Tuscumbia,  Mo.; 
F.  L.  Doc  Lowe,  Sterling,  Kas.;  Floyd  Hill, 

Drexel,  Mo.;  J.  W.  Grantham,  Baxter 
Springs,  Mo.;  Frank  Weary,  Richmond, 
Mo.,  with  Paul  Taylor. 

James  Winn,  district  manager  for  Grand 
National  at  Chicago,  was  here  several  days 
this  week  visiting  Russ  Borg,  exchange 
manager.  The  GN  offices  are  plenty  busy 
these  days,  with  a   big  lineup  of  product 
just  being  announced  .   .   .   Julian  King  of 

the  Metro  exchange  in  Denver  was  a   vis- 
itor Monday. 

Notice  to  Film  Salesmen:  Margy  Aikin 
of  Atwood,  Kas.,  recently  was  married. 
Joe  Maguire  and  Merl  Swank  pass  along 
this  bit  of  information. 

George  Harttmann  will  open  his  new 
$10,000  State  Theatre,  Mound  City,  Mo., 

this  weekend  .   .   .   Glen  W.  Dickinson  The- 
atres, Inc.,  opened  the  new  Dickinson  in 

Mission  Hills  Acres,  Thursday  night. 

Kenneth  Levy,  son  of  the  late  Joe  Levy, 
takes  this  means  to  express  his  thanks 
to  his  many  friends  who  sent  flowers  and 
condolence  cards. 

Metro  Premium  has  closed  a   deal  with 
the  Pox  Gladstone  and  Linwood  theatres 

(Continued  on  page  69) 

The  Daughter  oi  Claud 
Morris  Is  Dead  at  21 

Kansas  City — Mrs.  June  Borserine, 

daughter  of  Claud  Morris  of  M-G-M  and 

Mrs.  Morris,  died  October  14  at  St.  Mary’s 
Hospital  at  the  age  of  21.  She  was  the 

wife  of  G.  L.  Borserine,  vice-president  of 
the  Yellow  Cab  Co.  Among  the  pallbear- 

ers were  C.  A.  Schultz,  W.  E.  Scott  and 
Finton  H.  Jones  from  Filmrow. 

Meshbesher  Joins  Republic 

Minneapolis — Ben  Meshbesher,  known 

as  “the  little  judge,”  who  recently  re- 
signed from  the  Universal  sales  staff,  has 

joined  Republic  under  Gilbert  Nathanson. 

Change  at  Pella 
Pella,  Ia.  —   Anderson  &   Anderson  of 

Wisconsin  has  bought  the  Pella  Theatre 
from  Dan  Smith. 

Bulletin  on  Sound  for 

Exhibitors  Is  Released 
Hollywood — A   technical  bulletin,  con- 

taining specifications  for  revised  standard 

electrical  characteristics  and  recommend- 

ing that  theatre  equipment  be  so  adjust- 
ed to  improve  sound  reproduction,  has  been 

compiled  for  distribution  to  exhibitors  by 
the  Research  Council  of  the  Academy  of 
Motion  Picture  Arts  and  Sciences. 

Advancements  and  changes  in  theatre 

equipment  are  noted  in  the  bulletin. 

Attend  Ogden  Opening 
Ogden,  Ia.  —   The  new  $20,000  Ogden 

Theatre  built  by  James  G.  Fair  has  open- 
ed here.  Exchange  managers  and  their 

staff  from  Des  Moines  attended  the  cele- 
bration. 

U-Golden  Gate  Deal 

San  Francisco — Bill  Heineman,  western 

sales  head  for  Universal,  has  closed  a   deal 

with  Mike  Naify  for  the  Golden  Gate  cir- 
cuit. Heineman  returned  to  New  York 

after  concluding  arrangements. 

Kennedy  Reopening  Theatre 
Dexter,  Ia. — J.  C.  Kennedy  is  reopening 

a   theatre  here. 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  'R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

An  Answer  Ready 

Bethany,  Mo. — Showman  F.  F.  Cheno- 
weth  points  out  the  Harrison  County 
Times  has  an  explanation  for  almost  any 

kind  of  boxoffice  recession,  as  follows  un- 
der the  title  of  “Why  People  Stay  Away 

From  the  Movies:” 
“Situation  in  last  week’s  serial:  Cowboy 

is  set  upon  by  Indians.  One  rifle  shot 

and  one  arrow  miss  him.  With  six-shoot- 
er, cowboy  bags  both  marksmen.  Three 

Indians  converge  upon  him  from  three 
sides.  He  dispatches  one  with  blow  from 
fist.  While  choking  second,  third  savage 

creeps  upon  him  with  tomahawk  raised. 
Just  as  axe  is  about  to  descend,  shot  rings 

out  and  creeper  sags  to  the  ground.  Hav- 

ing done  away  with  No.  2,  ’puncher  whips 
about  joyfully  to  see  white  man  descending 
from  horse.  Hands  are  extended. 

“Now,  what  does  cowboy  say  to  man  who 
has  just  saved  his  life? 

“   ‘Well,  Bill  Cody,  when  did  you  get  in 

these  here  parts?’” 

Bradley- Johnson  Partnership  Ends 
Minneapolis — The  Film  Pick-Up  com- 

pany partnership  of  Jack  Bradley  and 
“Curly”  Johnson  has  been  dissolved.  The 
former  retains  sole  ownership. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 
109  W.  18th  St.- — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVIC
E  ~ 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 
126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 
2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 
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pXTRA!  Rain-drenched  California  ad- 
mits Iowa’s  October  weather  is  out- 
shining the  sunshine  state’s.  Now  who 

was  the  guilty  party,  Eddie  Golden,  Mono- 

gram’s vice-president,  who  visited  last 
Tuesday,  or  Cliff  Lewis,  advertising  head 
of  Paramount  studios  who  stopped  off  here 
Thursday. 

Jules  Serkowich,  RKO  publicity  vian 
from  New  York,  was  here  last  week  pro- 

moting “Room  Service”  .   .   .   Colossal’s  the 
word  for  that  ping-pong  tourney  involving 
Fox,  National  Screen,  Warner  Bros.,  Para- 

mount, and  M-G-M.  Careful,  boys,  a   guy 
broke  his  leg  in  two  places  playing  that 
game  the  other  day. 

Jerry  Standau  at  Universal  claims  that 

Deanna  Durbin’s  “That  Certain  Age”  op- 
ening here  October  21  makes  her  the  only 

actress  to  make  four  hits  in  a   row  .   .   . 
Edith  Morgan  is  in  the  hospital. 

Reel  One :   Overhead  shot  of  Filmrow 
en  mass  and  en  shirt  sleeves  at  Drake- 

Creighton  game  October  15’.  Reel  Two :   Lou 
Levey,  Grand  National,  and  Chick  Fried- 

man, National  Screen,  mouthing  bets  and 
giving  points  on  outcome.  Reel  Three : 
Lou  and  Chick  sadly  shaking  heads  over 
economical  coffee  and  donut  lunches  and 

deciding  that  betting,  like  crime,  doesn’t 
pay. 

Dick  Phillips,  manager  of  Charles  The- 
atre at  Charles  City,  has  a   new  son  .   .   . 

Tri-States  went  trekking  over  the  week- 
end .   .   .   Madge  Ward  to  Omaha  .   .   .   A.  H. 

Blank  to  Mason  City  .   .   .   G.  Ralph  Bran- 
ton  to  Minneapolis  .   .   .   Doris  Sarquist  to 
Waterloo  .   .   .Evert  Cumming,  Omaha, 
and  Joe  Kinsky,  Davenport,  were  in  town 
.   .   .   Dave  Dewey  got  his  picture  in  the 

paper  last  week  because  he  bowls  ’em  over. 

Ken  Clayton,  Register  and  Tribune 

amusements  editor,  won’t  talk  to  pretty 
girls — over  the  telephone  ...  at  least, 
he  rejected  a   proposal  that  he  conduct  the 
Des  Moines  end  of  a   phone  conversation 
with  the  Lane  sisters  in  Hollywood  at  the 

opening  of  “Four  Daughters”  here  Thurs- 
day .   .   .   Tri-States  held  a   special  preview 

of  “Room  Service”  and  “Arkansas  Trav- 
eler” at  the  Paramount  Theatre  Wednes- 

day for  the  Register  and  Tribune  staff. 

A   full  page  of  the  quints  on  page  one 
of  the  Des  Moines  Sunday  Register  roto 

section  was  a   real  break  for  “Five  of  a 

Kind”  which  opened  here  on  Friday. 

Hymen  Rosenstein,  driver  of  a   truck  for 
Film  Transportation,  hit  a   washed  out 
place  in  the  road  Tuesday  coming  from 
Clinton  to  Waterloo  near  Olin.  Rosen- 

stein was  badly  bruised  and  shaken  up. 
The  wrecked  truck  was  traded  on  a   new 
one. 

The  mosquito  scourge  here  has  local 
theatre  men  scratching  their  heads  this 
week.  The  mosquitoes,  it  seems,  attend 
every  showing  of  each  picture  free  and 
pester  the  paying  patrons. 

H.  W.  “Speed”  Lambert,  M-G-M  exploi- 
teer,  was  in  town  this  week  working  out 
“Great  Waltz”  promotion.  He  took  time 
out  for  a   trip  to  Chicago. 

He  Doesn't  Like 
The  Idea 

Lincoln — So  close  does  Bob  Living- 

ston stick  to  the  Capitol  Theatre,  his 

wife  can't  get  him  to  go  anywhere  or 
do  anything.  The  other  night  she  said 

she  was  making  plans  to  have  the  lob- 

by floor  glassed  in  and  when  he  died, 

have  him  "buried"  there  like  a   West- 

minster Abbey  king,  so  he  could  be 
close  to  the  business. 

Bob  objected  to  the  idea,  because,  he 

said,  if  business  were  bad,  he'd  prob- 
ably turn  over  in  his  grave — which  he 

didn't  want  to  do  in  plain  sight  of everybody. 

Seven  Lutheran  Churches 

To  Show  Religious  Film 
Des  Moines — A   full-length  sound  mo- 

tion picture,  “The  Thunder  of  the  Sea,” 
a   religious  picture,  will  be  shown  in  seven 
Des  Moines  Lutheran  churches  Wednesday 
evening. 

It  portrays  the  development  of  the  Luth- 
eran Church  in  the  United  States,  and 

treats  the  effect  of  religion  on  everyday 
life  of  contemporary  America. 

The  board  of  American  missions  of  the 
United  Lutheran  Church  in  America  has 

produced  the  picture  as  a   part  of  “Twen- 
tieth Anniversary  Appeal”  observance  of that  body. 

15  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  20,  1923) 

J^DOLPH  EISNER,  of  the  Broadmour 
Theatre,  has  been  elected  president  of 

the  Kaycee  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors. 

Other  officers  are:  L.  C.  Walker,  War- 
wick, vice-president;  Jay  Means,  Murray, 

secretary-treasurer;  trustees,  H.  H.  Bar- 
rett, Colonial,  and  Reube  Finkelstein,  Gill- 

ham. 

The  Kaycee  FBO  office  is  now  engaged 
in  an  intensive  sales  drive  for  a   $5,000 

cash  prize  for  the  salesmen  and  a   three 

weeks’  vacation  trip  to  Hollywood  for  the 
branch  manager  .   .   .   L.  W.  Alexander, 

branch  manager  for  Universal,  has  adopt- 
ed an  insurance  policy  for  employes  of  his 

office  that  embodies  a   lower-than-usual 
rate. 

M.  J.  Aley  has  bought  the  Regent,  Eu- 
reka, Kas.,  from  F.  W.  Meade  .   .   .   Some- 

body suggested  that  a   “good”  exploitation 
stunt  for  “Going  Up”  would  be  a   raise 
in  admission  prices  .   .   .   George  Hinton, 

trying  to  give  a   realistic  impersonation  of 
“Drivin’  Fool,”  turned  his  car  over  while 
touring  the  territory. 

T.  B.  Block  has  opened  a   new  house  at 

Odessa,  Mo.  .   .   .   Harry  Graham  left  last 
week  for  a   visit  at  the  home  offices  of 

Pathe  .   .   .   Archie  Josephson,  exhibitor- 
hotel  owner,  advises  that  his  Hotel  Bray 
is  becoming  a   haven  for  filmites. 

Exhibitor  visitors:  Mr.  Cummins,  Gow- 
er, Mo.;  George  Leathers,  Mount  Vernon, 

Mo.;  Mr.  Evans,  Royal,  Tonganoxie,  Kas. 

1IL  III  N   C   (O)  IL  N 
pRANK  ROBERTS,  tired  of  columns  of 

addition  as  auditor  for  the  J.  H.  Cooper 

Enterprises  in  Colorado,  ducked  in  for  the 
weekend  to  help  fill  the  stadium  for  the 

Indiana-Nebraska  game  .   .   .   L.  J.  Finske, 

Cooper’s  division  manager,  is  due  in  for 
a   short  stay  early  in  the  week  ...  Joe 
Rosenberg  put  the  double  cross  on  Sol 
Yeager  the  other  night.  Sol  had  a   date, 
but  unwisely  left  her  sitting  in  his  car 
while  he  stepped  in  the  Varsity  Theatre. 
When  he  came  out,  Joe  was  giving  an 

imitation  of  a   pretzel  with  his  arms,  and 

the  girl’s  neck  was  in  one  of  the  loops. 

Cold  weather  has  caused  the  opening  of 

theatre  Row’s  universal  office — all  the 
execs  can  now  be  found  each  evening,  ex- 

cept Sunday,  from  7:30  to  9:30  in  the  Cen- 
tral Billiard  Parlor  .   .   .   George  O.  Mon- 
roe sr.  remembered  his  daughter-in-law 

was  a   good  bookkeeper  before  she  became 
Mrs.  George  Monroe  jr.,  so  he  put  her  to 
work  every  night  last  week  on  the  Colonial 
books  .   .   .   Herbie  Kay,  orchestra  leader 
husband  of  Dorothy  Lamour,  the  movie 
star,  led  the  Nebraska  University  band  at 

halftime  during  the  Nebraska- Indiana 
game.  Was  playing  in  town  that  night  at 
the  Turnpike  Casino. 

Call  from  Evert  Cummings,  Omaha,  who 

says  several  of  the  “Boys  Town”  road- show kids  became  ill  and  had  to  be  brought 
back  to  the  home  for  observation  .   .   .   Iz 

Weiner,  best  fed  member  of  Omaha’s  Film- row,  in  treating  the  boys  to  a   cherry  pop 
all  around  .   .   .   Hank  Keller  doped  up  some 

backroom  sandwiches  the  other  night  be- 
fore a   screening — peppered  beef,  cheese 

(the  smelly  kind),  rye  bread  and  some 

other  goo — which  necessitated  Bill  Knight 
airing  out  the  theatre  before  it  could  be 
again  opened  to  the  public. 

Alvin  Hendricks  is  going  to  move  out  of 

his  apartment  if  the  boys  don’t  quit  ask- 
ing to  come  out  for  one  of  his  tin-canned 

dinners.  Alvin  says  no  matter  how  good, 
or  how  costly  a   movie,  it  always  arrives 
in  that  battered  old  can.  Same  goes  for 

his  meals  .   .   .   Bob  Huffman  threw  KFOR’s 
program  director,  Jack  Hanssen,  to  the 
wolves,  by  giving  him  the  job  of  emceeing 
the  midnight  shows  previous  to  football 
rallies  .   .   .   Bob  Becker,  Ashland,  invited 
Harold  Hellerich  to  the  mid-way  tov>n  for 
a   football  game,  and  somebody  banged 
Hellerich’s  fenders  to  the  tune  of  a   $15 
bill.  And,  says  Hellerich,  the  game  was 
none  too  good. 

Theatre  Operator  Jimmy  MacCauley  has 

an  old  comedy,  made  in  the  silent  era  15 

years  ago.  He  showed  it  the  other  night 

for  fun,  and  it’s  really  funny  in  com- 
parison to  the  stuff  called  comic  today  .   .   . 

None  of  the  gang  can  get  used  to  call 

Klara  Hanneman  “Mrs.,”  now  that  she’s 
a   married  woman  .   .   .   Harvey  Traylor  says 
smart  men  do  not  write  their  wrongs. 

Tidrick  Closes  His  Theatre 

Churdan,  Ia. — George  Tidrick  closed  his 
theatre  here  this  week. 
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MINNEAPOLIS 
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Rud  Lohrenz,  Warner  Bros.’  district  man- 
ager, and  the  missus  here  over  the  week- 

end. ' 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  finally 
set  for  the  Orpheum  here  November  25, 
Thanksgiving  week,  for  a   fortnight  run. 
Columbia  will  have  12  prints  of  this  smash 

hit  working.  They’re  already  booked  solid 
to  the  second  week  in  December  .   .   . 

W.  H.  Workman,  M-G-M  branch  manager, 

left  this  week  on  the  month’s  European 
trip  that  he  won  in  a   sales  contest  .   .   . 
Phil  Dunas,  Columbia  district  manager, 
recovered  from  his  illness  and  is  a   visitor 
here. 

■•.‘I3*  i 1 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  Archie  Swanson,  Ely  and  Tower, 
Minn.;  Don  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls,  Minn.; 
Jack  Wright,  Red  Wing,  Minn.;  Jack 

Heywood,  New  Richmond,  Wis.;  Freeman 
Parsons,  Sauk  Centers  Minn.;  Daniel  E. 

Sieg,  Augusta,  Wis.;  John  Qu,in'h,  Prescott, Wis.,  and  Gus  Baehr,  Brainerd,  Minn.  .   .   . 
Joe  Behan,  Warner  Bros,  booker,  reports 

heavy  exhibitor  demand  for  “Valley  of 
the  Giants”  and  “Four  Daughters.” 

Gertrude  Westrich  (Webber)  of  Warner 
Bros,  mourning  the  loss  of  an  aunt  .   .   . 
Harry  Nelson,  St.  James,  Minn.,  exhibitor, 
passed  through  en  route  to  Florida  for 

his  health  .   .   .   “All  you  have '   to  do  is  to 
be  in  the  right  spot  in  order  to  get  the 

ducks,”  advises  Joe  Behan,  one  of  Film- 
row’s  most  successful  hunters  .   .   .   United 
Artists  here  still  in  first  place  nationally 

in  the  13 th  week  of  the  company’s  20 th 
anniversary  sales  drive  .   .   .   Moe  Levy, 

20  th-Fox  district  manager,  visited  his 
Omaha  and  Des  Moines  branches. 

Hallowe'en  Party  lor 
Cinema  Club ,   Oct.  28 

Kansas  City — The  Cinema  Club,  young 

protege  of  Variety,  will  hold  a   Hallowe’en 
party  at  Variety  clubrooms  October  28. 
Guys  will  bring  girls  and  there  will  be 
music,  eating,  etc.  In  charge  of  the  affair 
are  Harry  Wheeler,  W.  W.  Sherrill  and 
Albert  Morris. 

New  members  of  the  Cinema  Club  in- 

clude Harold  Hume,  Fox  Midwest;  Charley 
Barnes,  Uptown  manager;  W.  W.  Sherrill, 
Metro;  Larry  Biechele,  National  Screen 

Service;  Albert  Morris,  Independent  Pos- 
ter Exchange;  Ed  Hartman,  Murray; 

Martin  Stone,  Screenland,  and  George 
Blackwell. 

Gene  Kincaid  Manages 

MainstreeL  Lexington 
Kansas  City — Gene  Kincaid,  house  man- 

ager of  the  Gillioz  at  Springfield,  Mo., 
has  been  named  manager  of  the  Main- 
street  at  Lexington,  Mo.,  by  Edd  Haas, 
district  manager  for  Fox  Midwest. 

Joe  Ruddick,  assistant  manager  at  Mar- 
shall, Mo.,  goes  to  Springfield  as  assistant 

to  City  Manager  Leon  Robertson.  George 
Nuckles,  formerly  doorman  at  Marshall, 
becomes  assistant  manager  there  under 
Floyd  Davis.  In 

Let's  All  Cry  Together 

Eldon,  Mo. — “Here  is  a   letter  I   received 
last  month  from  a   friend  who  owed  me 

a   little  money,”  writes  Exhibitor  Tom  Ed- 
wards, in  his  Movie  News: 

“Dear  Tom:  In  reply  to  your  request 
to  send  a   check,  I   wish  to  inform  you  that 
the  present  condition  of  my  bank  account 
makes  it  almost  impossible.  My  shattered 
financial  condition  is  due  to  federal  laws, 

state  laws,  county  laws,  city  laws,  mother- 
in-laws,  brother-in-laws,  sister-in-laws, 
and  outlaws. 

“Through  these  laws  I   am  forced  to  pay 
a   business  tax,  amusement  tax,  old  age 
tax,  school  tax,  gas  tax,  water  tax,  light 

tax,  sales  tax,  auto  tax,  income  tax,  fur- 
niture tax,  excise  tax,  unemployment  tax, 

tobacco  tax,  nuisance  tax,  luxury  tax,  and 
even  my  brain  is  taxed.  I   am  required  to 
get  a   business  license,  car  license,  truck 
license,  not  to  mention  marriage  license, 
hunting  license,  and  dog  license. 

“I  am  also  required  to  contribute  to 
every  society  and  organization,  which  the 
genius  of  man  is  capable  of  bringing  to 

life.  To  women’s  relief,  orphan’s  relief, 
and  the  old  folks’  relief.  Also  to  every 
hospital  and  charitable  institution  in  the 

city,  including  the  Red  Cross,  Black  Cross, 
Purple  Cross  and  the  Double  Cross. 

“For  my  own  safety  I   am  required  to 
carry  life  insurance,  property  insurance, 
accident  insurance,  business  insurance, 
earthquake  insurance,  tornado  insurance, 

unemployment  insurance,  old  age  insur- 
ance, fire  insurance,  and  hail  insurance. 

“My  business  is  governed  so  that  it  is 
no  easy  matter  to  find  out  who  owns  it.  I 
am  inspected,  expected,  suspected,  disre- 

spected, rejected,  dejected,  examined,  re- 
examined, informed,  misinformed,  re- 

formed, and  deformed;  required,  sum- 
moned, fined,  refined,  commanded  and 

compelled.” 

Opening  in  Salina 
Draws  From  K.  C. 

Kansas  City — Opening  of  Gus  Diamond’s 
new  $35,000  Vogue  at  Salina,  Kas.,  at- 

tracted a   number  of  film  and  theatremen 
from  this  area.  Among  them  were  Sam 
Abend,  Film  Delivery;  Reube  Finkelstein, 
Belmont;  Bob  Carnie,  Paramount;  Herb 

Stulz,  Columbia;  M.  G.  Shakelford,  Mon- 
ogram; George  Nescher,  Valley  Falls,  Kas.; 

Harold  Lux,  Screenland;  Bill  Fulton  and 
Stanley  Schwartz  of  the  Fulton  circuit; 

Harold  Cohn,  Metro;  Clarence  Adams,  bus- 
iness agent  of  the  operators  local  at  Salina; 

I.  Beiser,  Universal;  H.  F.  Strowig,  Abi- 
lene, Kas.;  Ernest  Amoneno,  A. A.  Electric; 

Don  Davis  of  RCA;  L.  P.  Larsen,  archi- 
tect and  exhibitor  of  Webb  City,  Mo. 

Among  those  unable  to  attend  who  wired 

congratulations  were  Bill  Warner  of  War- 
ner Bros.;  Frank  Hensler,  Metro;  Ward 

Scott  and  George  Fuller  of  20th-Fox;  Roy 
Miller,  Universal;  Bill  Truog,  United  Art- 

ists; C.  E.  Gregory,  National  Screen  Serv- 
ice; Joe  Manfre,  Paramount;  Frank  Cassil, 

president  of  the  Kansas-Missouri  Theatres 

Ass’n;  Glen  W.  Dickinson  of  the  Dickin- 
son circuit;  Sam  Sosna  of  the  Sosna,  Man- 

hattan Kas.;  Russ  Borg  of  Grand  National. 

Attending  also  were  the  mayor  and  other 
city  officials  of  Salina,  the  president  of 

the  Chamber  of  Commerce,  and  repre- 
sentatives of  newspapers.  The  house 

played  to  capacity  opening  night. 

The  theatre,  for  which  Larsen  was  both 
architect  and  builder,  has  all  indirect  neon 

lighting.  The  500  seats  (American  Seat- 
ing Co.)  have  blue  leather  bottoms  and 

blue  velour  backs.  The  carpets  (Crest- 
wood,  National  Theatre  Supply)  continue 
the  blue  design  of  the  theatre  interior. 

Trim  is  gold.  RCA  furnished  sound,  Wen- 
zel the  projectors,  and  Strong  the  lamps. 

Western  Theatre  Supply,  Omaha,  furnished 
blue  and  gold  drapes. 

KAYCEE 
(Continued  from  page  67) 

for  dishware,  Stanley  Goldberg,  local  dis- 
tributor reports. 

About  30  employes  and  executives  of 
Commonwealth  Amusement  Corp.  and  Re- 

public-Midwest attended  the  annual  outing 
of  the  companies  at  the  waterworks,  North 
Kansas  City,  Tuesday  evening.  The  two 

highlights  of  the  affair  were  the  appear- 
ance of  Kay  Griffith,  the  bride-to-be  who 

received  an  osculatory  salute  from  the 

men  present;  and  the  kangaroo  courting  "of 
Johnny  Scott.  Because  of  some  observa- 

tions made  by  Scott  concerning  the  tap 
dancers  in  the  Commonwealth- Republic 
office,  the  members  of  the  class  were 

awarded  several  “strikes”  on  that  gentle- 
man. Bailiff  was  K.  K.  King  of  Searcy, 

Ark.,  with  Robert  F.  Withers  and  Clarence 
A.  Schultz  assisting  in  the  court  procedure. 

Mrs.  Dorothy  Edlund  Plowman,  who  had 
been  in  the  Fox  Midwest  offices  here  for 

ten  years,  recently  as  secretary  to  Lon  Cox, 
city  manager  and  film  buyer,  died  last 
week  at  the  age  of  26. 

O.  K.  Bourgeois  of  Atlantic  Pictures  is 
back  in  town  for  a   couple  of  weeks. 

Jim  Foland  says  that  the  mattress  he 

got  from  Louis  Griefe’s  Windsor  Furniture 
Co.,  Windsor,  Mo.,  feels  like  air-hot  air. 
He’s  still  expecting  it,  however. 

The  Fox  Esquire  ( Joe  Redmond)  this 

week  arranged  a   showing  of  “That  Certain 

Age”  for  30  patients  at  the  Mercy  Hos- 

pital. Add  Filmrowers:  Ward  Spielman,  Bald- 

win, Kas.;  Morton  Van  Praag;  P.  C.  Ma- 
son, brother  of  O.  K.  Mason  of  Common- 

wealth, Wichita,  Kas.;  Ferd  Ledoux,  Hol- 
ton, Kas.;  Stanley  Schwahn,  Lawrence, 

Kas.;  Frank  Anderson,  Kirksville,  Mo.; 

Henry  Stapel,  Rockport,  Mo.;  Pete  Brown, 
Ritz,  Little  River,  Kas.;  Larry  Larsen, 

Webb  City,  Mo.;  Leon  “Bob”  Robertson, 
Fox  theatres,  Springfield,  Mo.;  H.  C.  Mus- 

grave,  Minneapolis,  Kas.;  Elmer  Bills, Salisbury,  Mo. 
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fORIMIOn  BUREAU 
Readers  of  BOXOF7ICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer* 
ence  with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 
MT517  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers, 

MT519  Cooling  coils 

high  velocity 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 

MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT48  2   Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
M^T50 6   Heating  systems 
MT507  Refrigeration 
MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 
MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT516  Motors,  constant  speed 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT529  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT636  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 

MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED,  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  "REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago,  111. 10-22-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks:. 

MT554 MT555 

MT556 
MT557 

MT558 
MT559 

MT560 

MT561 

MT562 
MT563 

MT564 

MT569 
MT570 

MT571 

MT572 

MT573 

MT574 

MT575 MT576 

MT577 

MT578 
MT579 

MT580 

MT581 
MT582 

MT583 

MT584 
MT585 
MT586 
MT587 

MT588 
MT589 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 
MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

I 

I 

      I 

Name         • 
I 

MT591 
MT592 
MT593 
MT594 
MT595 
MT596 
MT597 
MT598 
MT599 

MT600 
MT601 

MT602 
MT603 

MT604 
MT605 

MT606 
MT607 
MT608 MT609 

MT610 MT611 

MT612 
MT613 
MT614 
MT615 MT6X6 

MT617 
MT618 

MT619 

MT620 
MT621 
MT622 

MT623 

MT624 
MT625 
MT626 
MT627 

MT628 
MT629 

MT630 

MT631 
MT632 
MT633 

Theatre. 

Floodlight  lamps 

Spotlight  lamps 
Sign  lamps 

Dimmers 
Ultra  violet  lighting 

Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
Flashed  opal  glass 

Pot  metal  opal  glass 

Fuses,  indicator  type 

Fuses,  cartridge 

Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

Expansion  Bolts 
Chair  fastening  cement 

Chair  refinishing  materials 

Upholstering  materials 

Seat  patching  kits 

Seat  decking  materials 

Floor  surfacing  materials 

Carpet  cleaning  systems 
Floor  waxes 

Matting,  rubber 

Paint,  screen 

Paint,  plastic 

Paint,  aluminum 
Polish,  metal 

Polish,  furniture 
Fireproofing  compounds 
Fire  extinguishers 
Ladders,  safety 

Uniforms,  staff 
Screen  cleaning  tools 

Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
Projectors,  standard 

Projectors,  semi-portable 
Projector  pedestals 
Projector  parts 
Lamps,  suprex  type 

Lamps,  reflector  arc 
Lamps,  high  intensity 
Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
Arc  regulators 
Arc  controls 

Control  panels 

Rectifiers,  copper-oxide Rectifiers,  tube  type 

Bulbs,  rectifier 

Rheostats,  projection 
Motor-generators 

Lenses,  projection 
Lenses,  condenser 
Current  changers 
Mirror  reflectors 

Carbons,  projector 

Carbon  savers 
Reels 

Reel  alarms 

Rewinders,  automatic 

Change-over  devices 

Slide,  projection 
Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
Take-ups,  film 

Film  safety  controls 

Fire  prevention  devices 
Fire  shutters,  porthole 
Film  scales 
Film  scrapers 

Film  splicers 

Film  cleaners 

Air  gun  (cleaner) 
Tool  kits 
Film  cabinets 
Film  cabinet  stands 

Effect  projectors 

Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 

sulphide 

SANITATION 

City. Stato. MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 
MT643  Disinfectant* 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT660  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 

MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 

MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 
MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MT678  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glasses 
MT701  Insulation  materials 
MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 
MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 

MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 
MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
11T724  Uniforms,  staff 
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MICHIGAN  ALLIED  CONVENTION  REVEALS  NEW 

MEMBERSHIP  STRENGTH  AND  GROWING  PRESTIGE 
Sessions  in  Grand  Rapids 

Attract  Largest 

Turnout 

By  H.  F.  REVES 

Detroit — Allied  Theatres  of  Michigan’s 
19th  convention  was  notable  for  clearly 
marking  the  return  of  Allied  to  a   position 
of  undisputed  leadership  among  Mchigan 
exhibitors  outside  the  Detroit  area.  With 
a   sharp  increase  in  membership  for  the 
year,  the  atmosphere  definitely  felt  around 
the  hotel  lobbies  as  well  as  in  the  actual 
convention  sessions  was  strongly  for  Allied 

as  the  trade  group  of  Michigan  exhibi- 
tors, presenting  a   forum  for  discussion  of 

trade  problems  and  a   vehicle  for  solving 
them. 

Opening  event  was  the  meeting  of  the 
board  of  directors  on  Monday  evening 
held,  like  all  other  regular  sessions  of  the 
convention,  at  the  Morton  Hotel  in  Grand 
Rapids.  This  was  a   dinner  meeting. 

A   golf  tournament,  sponsored  by  the 
Grand  Rapids  exhibitors,  followed,  on 
Tuesday  morning,  in  charge  of  Roy  G. 
Taylor.  First  prize,  a   trophy  desk  set, 
went  to  Jim  Olsen  of  Clare.  Johnny  How- 

ard of  Paramount  won  the  low  gross  with 
a   score  of  78. 

Business  Sessions 

The  business  session  opened  Tuesday  af- 
ternoon, with  official  greetings  from  the 

City  of  Grand  Rapids  extended  by  Mayor 
George  Welsh.  Convention  committee  ap- 

pointments were  made  by  President  Ray 
Branch,  with  the  following  chairmen:  Cre- 

dentials, Edgar  E.  Kirchner;  resolutions, 
Allen  Johnson;  membership,  Fred  Pennell. 

Maurice  Rubin,  president  of  the  Associ- 
ation of  Independent  Exhibitors  of  In- 
diana, was  a   visitor  from  Michigan  City, 

and  invited  Allied  members  to  attend  the 
Indiana  convention. 

A   luncheon  was  held  for  the  ladies  for 
whom  a   special  program  of  entertainment 
was  scheduled  throughout  the  two  days. 
A   general  reception  for  all  visitors  was 
held  in  the  evening  with  a   preview  of 

M-G-M’s  “Stablemates,”  at  11:00  p.  m., 
at  the  Regent  Theatre,  operated  by  But- 

terfield. All  theatres  in  town,  incidentally, 

were  open  to  registered  guests  upon  pre- 
sentation of  their  badges. 

The  important  business  session  of  the 
convention  was  held  on  Wednesday,  with 

an  unusually  large  attendance.  It  was  in- 
terrupted by  a   visit  at  noon  to  the  plant 

of  the  American  Seating  Co.,  where  all 
had  lunch.  The  ladies  spent  the  afternoon 
visiting  the  Grand  Rapids  Furniture 
Museum. 

Keynote  of  the  convention  was  set  by 

President  Branch’s  statement,  “This  year, 

to  my  mind,  has  been  the  most  encourag- 
ing one;  at  least  for  me,  since  I   have 

had  anything  to  do  with  it,  with  the  many 

things  accomplished,  the  pleasant  asso- 
ciations with  officers  and  drectors,  the 

efficient  handling  of  office  detail  by  the 
office  manager  and  assistant,  together  with 
contacts  made  with  the  national  organi- 

zation which  has  become  so  prominent 

in  the  affaire  of  this  great  industry.” 
Typical  points  of  view  of  groups  of  the 

membership  and  guests  attending  were  ex- 
pressed by  various  speakers,  including,  in 

addition  to  those  quoted  last  week,  such 
statements  as  the  following: 

Wm.  F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  mana- 

ger of  M-G-M: 

“We  have  taken  sharp  issue  with  your 
leaders  and  will  continue  to  do  so  on  any 
program  that  threatens,  in  principle,  to 
encourage  the  regulation  of  our  business 
from  any  other  source  than  from  within 
the  confines  of  an  industry  which  has 
developed  largely  through  the  vision,  fore- 

thought, integrity  and  hard  work  of  those 
who  have  given  practically  an  entire  busi- 

ness life  as  a   contribution  to  its  develop- 
ment. How  much  or  how  little  we  have 

Allied  Guests 

J^MONG  the  representatives  of  distribu- 
tors, supply  men  and  other  attending 

the  convention  were: 

B.  C.  Alexander  and  Helen  Alexander, 
Alexander  Film  Co.,  Chicago;  David  Pal- 
freyman,  Hays  office,  New  York;  Mrs.  R. 
H.  Burriss,  Burriss  Sign  Co.,  Detroit;  E.  V. 
Smith,  Detroit;  George  W.  Carr,  Interna- 

tional Seat  Co.,  Detroit;  Derek  Sydney  and 
Harris  Silverberg,  National  Screen  Ser- 

vice, Detroit;  W.  D.  Ward,  RKO,  Detroit; 
A.  Jagmin,  T.  J.  Jagmin  &   Co.,  Detroit: 
W.  H.  Treunich,  RCA  Manufacturing  Co., 
Indianapolis. 

E.  A.  Wedemeier,  Ideal  Seating  Co., 
Grand  Rapids;  Phil  Kaplan,  Theatrical 
Printing  Co.,  Detroit;  William  Flemion, 
Monogram  Pictures,  Detroit;  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
J.  D.  Lenahan,  Mills  Mutual  Insurance, 
Detroit;  Warren  A.  Slee,  M-G-M,  Detroit; 
Nat  Haase,  Metro  Premium  Co.,  Detroit; 
R.  Soskin,  Columbia  Pictures,  Detroit; 
Fred  D.  Dunakin,  American  Seating  Co., 
Grand  Rapids;  George  McArthur,  Mc- 

Arthur Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Detroit; 
Edward  W.  Aaron,  assistant  to  general 
sales  manager;  W.  F.  Rodgers,  Jack  Flynn, 
district  manager,  Frank  Downey,  Detroit 
manager,  and  Jack  Morgan,  city  salesman, 
all  of  M-G-M. 

Burt  Foster,  Monogram  Pictures,  De- 
troit; F.  W.  Wagner,  Wagner  Sign  Ser- 

vice, Detroit;  Ralph  Ruben,  Amusement 
Supply  Co.,  Detroit;  Eddie  Westcott,  20th- 
Fox,  Detroit. 

Business,  Banquet,  Golf 

Tournament  Fill 
Two  Days 

individually  contributed  is  of  little  conse- 
quence; but  we  have  contributed. 

“And,  generally  speaking,  the  fruits  of 
our  labors  have  been  very  good  to  all  of  us. 
The  ideals — and  I   call  them  ideals  because 
I   believe  they  are  just  that — are  about 
to  be  realized. 

“We  have,  as  you  know,  extended  to 
your  organization  a   cordial  invitation  to 
meet  with  us  with  an  idea  of  attempting 
to  create  a   better  understanding  between 
buyer  and  seller,  and  to  further  attempt 
to  create  through  frank  discussion  a 
method  by  which  existing  differences  can 
be  adjudicated  from  within  and  not 
through  outside  agencies  created  by  gov- 

ernment regulation.  That  we  will  be  suc- 
cessful in  our  deliberations,  seems  to  me 

to  be  a   certainty.  It  will,  however,  not 
be  an  easy  road  for  any  of  the  partici- 

pants in  these  negotiations. 

“We  need,  and  here  I   speak  of  your  repre- 
sentatives as  well  as  ours,  the  unqualified 

support  and  confidence  of  those  whose  in- 
terest it  is  that  a   closer  understanding 

exist. 

After  Harmonious  Relationship 

“To  that  end,  we  as  distributors,  are  com- 
mitted and  you  may  have  my  assurance 

that  every  step  of  the  way  will  be  met 
courageously,  if  you  choose  to  look  at  it 
from  that  standpoint;  fearlessly,  if  you 
can  accept  it  as  such,  and,  furthermore, 
with  a   definite  conviction  that  we  want, 

and  sincerely  so,  to  have  a   state  of  confi- 
dence exist,  and  are  prepared  to  discuss 

every  phase  of  our  different  problems  and 
will  do  our  level  best  to  bring  about  the 
understanding  that  will  enable  all  of  us 
to  more  completely  enjoy  the  benefits  of 
our  great  industry. 

“I  feel  compelled  to  remind  you  that  dis- 
tributors have  their  cause  to  present  and 

are  deserving  of  your  consideration,  and 

to  your  representatives  who  will  present 
your  case  you  should  know  full  well  that 
their  responsibilities  are  great,  and  that 
they,  if  their  mission  is  to  be  successful, 
must  of  necessity  view  the  entire  matter 
in  a   broad  and  not  a   narrow  manner.  No 
matter  what  agreements  are  reached,  rest 
assured  that  all  participants,  both  on  your 
side  and  ours,  will  give  their  level  best 
in  your  interest  and  ours  and  a   sincere  and 

determined  effort  will  be  made  to  ‘set  our 
house  in  order,’  that  it  may  be  livable 
to  all  its  occupants.  And  let'  me  say  to 
you  further  that  I   am  not  willing  to  sub- 

( Continued  on  next  page) 
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Lobbying 

(At  the  Allied  Convention) 

EDWARD  W.  AARON,  M-G-M’s  assistant 
general  sales  manager,  left  the  conven- 

tion to  relieve  Southern  District  Manager 

Kessnich,  who  leaves  to  take  his  reward — 
a   trip  to  Europe,  the  prize  in  the  recent 
M-G-M  contest. 

A   sprightly  Katharine  Hepburnish  young 

lady  drifted  into  M-G-M  rooms  on  Wednes- 
day, almost  incredulous  that  the  people 

were  really  “in  the  movies.”  Said  young 
lady  was  an  avid  reader  of  fan  magazines, 

and  was  afraid  she’d  need  a   “suit  of  armor” 
to  keep  off  the  film  men — no  need,  this 
time,  she  learned.  Ultimately,  she  wanted 
to  do  something  about  entering  a   contest 

— evidently  confident  she  had  screen  pos- 
sibilities. 

Height  of  excitement  was  the  “arrest” 
of  Walter  Semeyn  of  the  Roxy,  Grand 

Rapids,  at  the  reception  on  Tuesday  eve- 
ning. Robert  G.  Taylor  of  the  Southlawn 

discovered  his  wallet  missing,  with  a   hun- 
dred dollar  bill.  Two  detectives  came  in, 

started  to  search  those  present,  and  found 
the  wallet  on  Semeyn.  Only  difficulty  was 

when  Taylor  couldn’t  identify  the  $100 
bill — then  claimed  he’d  never  seen  one 
before  .   .   .   One  of  the  detectives  was 

Thomas  B.  Crawford  of  the  Chicago  “Se- 
cret Six.” 

Clarence  Williamson,  National  Theatre 

Supply’s  ace  salesman,  got  stampeded  by 
customers  before  he  had  time  to  register 

— Allen  Johnson  of  the  Four  Star,  Jack 
Kulms  of  the  Burton  and  Roy  G.  Taylor 
of  the  Southlawn,  all  of  Grand  Rapids. 
Then  he  put  his  own  name  on  the  dotted 
line. 

“The  Great  Waltz”  got  some  heavy  plugs 
during  the  convention — lobby  displays  and 
what  not — plus  a   telegram  delivered  to 
every  person  attending  the  Wednesday  ses- 

sion telling  all  about  it — a   bright  idea  of 

Warren  Slee’s. 

Cass  R.  Beechler,  new  vice-president, 
was  absent  on  account  of  illness. 

Edward  C.  Beatty  and  J.  O.  Brooks  of 
Butterfield  were  among  the  noted  guests 
introduced  Wednesday  afternoon. 

Exhibit  space  was  a   bit  small,  largely 
due  to  lack  of  room.  The  convention 

played  in  opposition  to  the  state  Eastern 
Star  convention,  bringing  4,000  people  to 
Grand  Rapids,  and  a   bit  of  a   crowd  for 
even  that  western  Michigan  metropolis. 

M-G-M  people  here  were  Wm.  F.  Rod- 
gers, general  sales  manager;  Jack  Flynn, 

district  manager;  Frank  Downey,  Detroit 
branch  manager;  Eddie  Aaron  assistant  to 

Rodgers,  and  Warren  Slee,  exploiteer  out 
of  the  Detroit  exchange. 

Yates  to  Visit  Pittsburgh 

Pittsburgh — Herbert  J.  Yates,  Repub- 

lic’s head,  will  be  here  October  29  and  30 
as  the  guest  of  James  H.  Alexander,  local 
Republic  distributor. 

Michigan's  Allied 
Reveals  Strength 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

scribe,  and  never  have,  that  this  is  a 

one-sided  question,  by  any  means. 

“We  are  facing  the  future  and  not  the 
past  and  it  is  to  my  interests  and  should 
be  to  yours  that  we  all,  by  concentrated 
effort,  attempt  to  set  up  a   basis  for  our 
future  activities  that  will  point  to  the 
way  of  harmonious  relationship  all  along 

the  line.” 
Faith  In  Conciliation 

Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel  of 
National  Allied: 

“It  is  a   bit  embarrassing  to  find  that 
Mr.  Rodgers  has  just  made  my  speech  for 
me.  ...  In  talking  to  consumer  groups, 

it  has  never  failed  to  provoke  gasps  of 
astonishment  that  a   great  industry  can 

prosper  under  the  conditions  of  ours. 

“We  can  turn  today  toward  the  con- 
structive step  that  should  have  been  taken 

ten  years  ago,  when  Allied  was  organized 

.   .   .   There  is  no  point  in  bringing  up  dif- 
ferences that  may  soon  be  swallowed  up 

in  an  era  of  good  feeling. 

"It  was  the  pressingness  of  Allied  in  en- 
listing outside  aid  that  finally  started 

action.  I   hope  independent  exhibitors  will 
put  their  trust  in  the  conciliation  board 
to  be  chosen.  Yield  up  your  pet  ideas,  to 

carry  on  .   .   .   If  present  steps  turn  out  to 
be  only  a   political  trick,  the  whole  thing 
would  blow  up,  but  I   believe  the  movement 

is  sincere.” J.  E.  Dennison,  Monroe,  former  presi- 
dent of  Allied: 

‘   Michigan  has  always  been  an  out- 
standing state  for  the  calibre  of  its  ex- 
hibitors, and  it  has  had  an  outstanding 

exhibitor  organization.  We  want  to  put 
on  this  conciliation  board,  not  hotheads, 

but  coclheads.” Fred  Pennell,  Decatur  exhibitor: 

“Free  shows  are  one  of  the  major  prob- 
lems we  exhibitors  have  to  face  in  the 

near  future.  Conditions  were  very  bad 

in  Michigan  last  summer.  It  got  so  that 

people  could  drive  not  over  30  miles  and 
see  a   free  show  somewhere  every  night. 

"Some  promoters  now  are  advertising  for 
operators,  and  will  furnish  a   complete  out- 

fit for  shows  for  $25.00  a   week.  If  some- 
body started  giving  away  free  bread  or 

meat,  the  bakers  and  butchers  would  soon 
come  to  the  Legislature  for  a   law  stopping 

this  as  an  unfair  trade  practice.  I   pro- 
pose a   similar  law  for  giving  away  free 

shows.” 
Ray  Branch,  Hastings: 

“We  have  had  some  free  shows  around 
our  way,  but  the  merchants  are  willing  to 
seek  another  way  to  bring  business  to  their 
towns.  If  we  could  get  distributors  to  stop 

selling  pictures  to  operators  of  free  shows, 

that  would  be  one  remedy.  In  our  terri- 
tory, the  problem  of  twilight  softball  games 

has  been  more  important  this  summer.” 
During  the  discussion  on  free  shows  one 

exhibitor  reported  that  some  pictures  were 

played  by  free  shows  before  they  were 
booked  for  theatres  in  towns  only  10  to 
15  miles  away. 

State  Senator  Earl  Burhans,  of  the 

Tablecloth  Notes 

( Seen  and  Heard  at  the  Allied  Banquet) 

RAY  BRANCH  took  up  W.  F.  Rodgers’ generous  words  about  adjustments  a   bit 
too  fast  and  almost  started  off  for  F.  J. 

Downey’s  office  that  night  to  “collect  his.” 

R.  C.  Gibson  of  Greenville  was  the  of- 

ficial sound  man-self-appointed — and  gen- 
eral expert  mixer  as  well  .   .   .   Mrs.  Gib- 

son was  the  only  near-tragedy  of  the  eve- 
ning, when  a   waiter  spilled  a   sweet  po- 

tato on  her  veil. 

Eddie  Westcott  gave  the  liveliest  imita- 
tion of  the  Big  Apple  .   .   .   Lou  Greenley 

passed  with  honors  as  a   classical  dancer 

— only  his  fair  (?)  partner  wore  out  first. 

Ollie  Brooks  got  a   regular  ovation  when 
he  took  to  the  floor  for  a   dance,  and  was 

speedily  awarded  a   12-foot  cornstalk  .   .   . 
Walter  Brown  was  awarded  a   special 

genuine  pumpkin  by  his  dear  friend Gibson. 

What  did  Bill  Flemion  do  to  put  all  that 

pep  into  the  Monogram  boys? 

Sophus  Johnson,  city  manager,  “man- 
aged” to  be  away  when  he  was  called  on, 

so  Mrs.  Johnson  took  his  bow — Mayor 
Welsh,  a   former  manager,  thinks  Johnson 
is  good  at  the  job  .   .   .   The  Mayor  found 
a   pile  of  cornstalks  toppling  over  on  him 
when  he  rose  to  make  his  speech  .   .   .   For 
the  curious,  there  was  a   fire  extinguisher 

handy,  in  case  someone  lighted  the  jack- 
o-lanterns  in  his  merriment. 

Fourth  District,  representing  Allegan. 

Barry  and  Berrien  counties,  spoke  briefly, 

and  indicated  his  willingness  to  give  friend- 

ly representation  in  the  Senate  to  meas- 
ures for  the  good  of  the  industry. 

Banquet  Hall  Too  Small 

About  200  attended  the  banquet,  which 
overflowed  the  regular  banquet  hall  of  the 

hotel,  requiring  an  additional  room.  A 

public  address  system  was  installed,  al- 
lowing the  program  and  entertainment  to 

be  handled  in  both  rooms  easily. 
President  Branch  acted  as  toastmaster. 

Special  tables  were  reserved  by  numerous 

groups,  including  M-G-M,  Monogram  Pic- 
tures and  individual  groups  of  exhibikrs. 

All  officers  and  directors  of  Allied  who 

were  present  were  introduced  by  Branch, 

together  with  some  of  the  celebrities  pres- 

ent, including:  Ernie  Pound  and  Mrs. 
Pound;  Mrs.  Sophus  Johnson,  wife  of  the 
Grand  Rapids  city  manager;  Senator  Earl 

Burhans;  Pearl  M.  Sprott,  business  mana- 
ger of  Allied;  Joe  )Red)  Lenahan;  J.  E. 

Flynn,  district  manager  of  M-G-M;  J.  O. 
Brooks,  head  booker  of  Butterfield  houses, 

and  Joseph  Dennison,  former  Allied  presi- dent. 

Mayor  George  Welsh  returned  to  the 
convention  to  give  a   talk  with  plenty  of 

good  after-dinner  stories,  together  with 
reminiscences  of  his  own  experiences  in 

fighting  the  proposed  censorship  bills  in 
Michigan  several  years  ago  when  he  was 
in  the  legislature. 

The  evening  was  given  over  to  a   floor 
show  and  dancing. 
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RECORD  ATTENDANCE  EXPECTED  AT  MPTO  OF 

W.  PA.  PITTSBURGH  CONVENTION,  OCTOBER  27 

Pittsburgh  Trade 
Will  Honor  Three 

Pittsburgh — A   testimonial  dinner  will 

be  given  Monday  evening,  October  24,  in 
honor  of  Jules  Lapidus,  GN  manager  who 
has  been  advanced  to  district  manager; 
Clarence  Eiseman,  UA  manager  who  has 
been  called  into  New  York  as  Metropoli- 

tan exchange  manager,  and  Paul  Krum- 
enacker,  WB  office  manager  who  has  been 
promoted  to  the  position  of  branch  man- 

ager at  Albany. 

The  dinner  will  be  served  at  6:30  o’clock 
in  the  Italian  Terrace  of  the  William 
Penn  Hotel.  Tickets  are  $6. 

The  testimonial  was  arranged  by  local 
friends  in  the  industry  and  there  is  un- 

usual interest  in  the  event  which  honors 
the  three  local  film  executives  who  are 
advancing  to  positions  of  greater  respon- 

sibilities. An  entertainment  program  will 
follow  the  dinner  which  will  be  attended 
by  local  leaders  in  distribution  and  ex- 

hibition and  industry  guests. 

Joseph  Kaliski  Quits  GB 
Pittsburgh  Managership 

Pittsburgh — Joseph  Kaliski  resigned  last 
week  as  GB  manager  to  return  to  Wash- 

ington, D.  C.,  as  sales  supervisor  for 

Special  Pictures’  “The  Birth  of  a   Baby.” 
Kaliski,  veteran  local  film  man,  returned 

here  several  weeks  ago  as  GB  manager, 
succeeding  Mark  Goldman  who  switched 
to  Monogram  as  local  manager.  Resigna- 

tion of  Kaliski  was  unexpected  and  he  de- 
parted October  16.  Initial  duties  for  Spe- 

cial Pictures  will  be  distributing  “The  Birth 
of  a   Baby”  in  Virginia.  Max  Shulgold,  GB 
sales  representative,  recently  resigned  to 
rejoin  George  Wheeler,  office  manager,  is 
in  charge  of  the  GB  branch  exchange. 

Ferd  Midelburg  Opens 
New  1,200-Seat  Logan 

Logan,  W.  Va. — Ferd  Midelburg,  veteran 

exhibitor  and  business  man  of  this  city, 
made  no  bones  about  his  new  theatre,  the 
new  Logan,  being  the  finest  theatre  in  West 
Virginia.  This  message  was  printed  on  in- 

vitations to  his  opening,  October  16. 

The  New  Logan  has  a   seating  capacity 
of  1,200.  With  the  opening  of  the  de  luxe 
house,  the  old  Logan  will  be  closed,  while 
the  Midelburg  Theatre  continues  in  opera- 

tion as  the  city’s  “B”  house.  Many  mem- 
bers of  the  trade  were  in  attendance  at 

the  grand  opening. 

Holdovers  Mark 
Horror  Duo 

Cleveland — The  horror  twins,  "Drac- 
ula”  and  "Frankenstein,"  are  receiv- 

ing extended  runs  throughout  the  ter- 

ritory, Joe  Engel,  Universal  branch  man- 
ager reports.  The  Alhambra  Theatre, 

Cleveland,  booked  them  for  a   double 

bill  for  a   four-day  run  which,  by  reason 
of  the  unusually  large  attendance,  was 

extended  to  seven  days.  Other  im- 

portant extended  runs  include  the  Al- 
len, Akron,  booked  four  days  held 

eight;  State,  Uhrichsville,  booked  four 

days  held  seven.  The  New  Grand,  Mas- 

silon,  operated  by  W.  N.  Skirball,  re- 

ports the  "horror  twins"  opened  to 
double  normal  business. 

Burger  to  Manage 
Warner  Brookline 

Pittsburgh — With  the  reopening  of  the 

New  Brookline  Theatre,  recently  acquired 
by  Warner  Bros.,  Henry  Burger,  manager 
of  the  Boulevard  Theatre,  nearby,  becomes 
supervising  manager  of  the  new  chain 

unit.  The  New  Brookline,  formerly  oper- 
ated by  Morris  Kauffman,  has  undergone 

a   complete  renovation,  and  has  smart  new 
appointments  and  modern  sound  system 
has  been  installed.  Policy  will  be  four 
changes  a   week.  Reopening  was  an  event 
of  last  Saturday. 

Among  other  recent  switches  in  Warner 
house  managers  are  the  following: 

Pat  Nataro,  manager  of  the  local  Regent,  has 

been  sent  to  Sharon,  Pa.,  to  manage  the  Colum- 

bia Theatre,  replacing  John  Fisher.  Nataro’s 
post  at  the  Regent  has  been  taken  by  Henry 
Sutton,  formerly  assistant  at  the  local  Schenley. 

Sutton’s  former  position  at  the  Schenley  has  been 
filled  by  Chuck  Steinhauser,  son  of  Si  Stein- 
hause,  Pittsburgh  Press  radio  editor,  the  young 

theatreman  coming  from  the  downtown  Ritz  The- 
atre where  he  has  been  employed  during  the 

summer. 

Carl  Bechdel,  assistant  manager  at  the  Cathaum 
Theatre,  State  College,  Pa.,  has  been  promoted  to 

the  position  as  manager  of  the  new  State  The- 
atre, State  College,  which  was  opened  to  the 

public  last  Saturday.  Replacing  Bechdel  at  the 
Cathaum  is  James  Elliott,  recently  at  the  Regal, 
Wilkinsburg,  and  the  Plaza  Theatre  here. 

Kinder  Joins  WB 
Pittsburgh — Warner  has  added  Maurice 

Kinder  to  the  sales  staff,  the  newcomer 
named  to  duties  in  the  West  Virginia  ter- 

ritory. He  succeeds  Bob  Dunbar,  who  has 
been  promoted  to  the  position  of  office 
manager.  Kinder,  an  experienced  film 
sales  representative,  comes  here  from  Ohio. 

Important  Issues  Will  High- 

light Annual  Meeting 

At  William  Penn 

Pittsburgh — One  of  the  most  important 

independent  exhibitor  meetings  ever  held 

here  is  expected  to  attract  a   record  at- 
tendance when  the  annual  convention  of 

the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc„  is  staged  at  the 
William  Penn  Hotel,  Thursday,  October  27. 

M.  A.  Rosenberg,  president,  and  Fred 
J.  Herrington,  secretary,  were  absent  from 
the  office  all  week  on  activities  concern- 

ing the  national  Allied  organization.  First 

they  spent  several  days  in  New  York  at- 
tending a   special  meeting  of  the  Allied 

directors  where  a   negotiating  committee 
was  to  be  named  to  participate  in  the 
trade  reforms  conferences. 

At  mid-week  Rosenberg  and  Herrington 
attended  the  Allied  regional  meeting  in 
Atlantic  City. 

An  FBI  investigator  working  out  of  the 

attorney  general’s  office  was  in  confer- 
ence with  Herrington  last  week.  Subjects 

they  discussed  were  unannounced. 
A   complete  discourse  of  the  proposed 

program  of  self-regulation,  which  occu- 
pied the  spotlight  this  week,  will  be  the 

feature  of  the  October  27  business  session 
here.  The  one-day  convention,  with 
morning  and  afternoon  meetings,  is  open 
to  all  independent  exhibitors  whether  they 
are  members  of  the  local  Allied  unit  or  not. 

Directors  of  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc., 

this  week  urged  the  attendance  of  all  in- 
dependent theatre  owners  and  managers 

and  any  or  all  will  be  heard  on  grievances 
or  suggestions  for  improvement.  Reports 
of  committees  will  prove  of  interest  to  all 
those  in  attendance.  Members  only,  of 
course,  will  be  privileged  to  participate  in 
the  annual  nomination  and  election  of 
officers  and  three  members  of  the  board 
of  directors. 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  cam- 
paign and  the  Movie  Quiz  will  be  discussed 

and  there  will  be  enlightening  information 
on  numerous  other  subjects,  officers  of 
the  MPTO  stated  this  week. 

Also,  it  is  expected  that  there  will  be 

a   report  on  the  national  Allied  conven- 
tion staged  here  at  the  William  Penn 

Hotel  in  May,  which,  it  is  generally 
agreed,  was  the  best  exhibitor  convention 
in  the  history  of  the  industry. 

Convention  meeting  October  27  will 
start  promptly  at  10  a.  m. 

Major  discussions  as  listed  by  the  or- 
ganization are: 

(1)  Product — deals  offered  by  dis- 
tributors— extent  of  buying — future 

prospects. 
(2)  Government  suit. 

(3)  Legislation  —   litigation  —   con- 
ciliation. 
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AGE  Hour  Act  goes  into  full  effect 

October  24,  thereafter  it  being  un- 
lawful for  employers  producing  goods  for 

interstate  commerce  or  engaged  in  moving 
goods  across  state  lines  to  pay  any  worker 
less  than  25  cents  an  hour,  or  to  employ 
a   worker  more  than  44  hours  a   week  (un- 

less he  pays  overtime  at  time-and-a-half), 
cr  to  employ  children  under  16. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 
October  23:  Joseph  R.  Kauffman,  Sunday; 
Harold  C.  Lund  ( Ross  Federal  Service 

Day),  Monday;  Oscar  Fehrman,  Tuesday; 
Harry  Seed,  Wednesday;  James  G.  Balmer, 

Thursday;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  M.  Kal- 
mine  ( celebrating  his  sixth  year  as  local 

Warner  zone  manager) ,   Friday;  Al  Weib- 
linger,  Saturday.  Week  of  October  30: 
Tenth  Annual  Banquet,  Sunday;  George 

Lefko,  Monday;  Maurice  Spitalny,  Tues- 
day; James  H.  Alexander,  Wednesday;  H. 

Adlesberger,  Thursday;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  James 
G.  Balmer,  Friday;  Jacob  Soltz,  Saturday. 

Gabriel  G.  Rubin,  who  has  inaugurated 
his  new  foreign  film  season  at  the  Art 
Cinema,  has  redecorated  and  equipped 
the  Liberty  avenue  house  since  our  last 
visit.  Front  has  been  modernized  with  a 

small  electric  sign.  This  week’s  attraction 
is  Ignace  Jan  Paderewski  in  “Moonlight 
Sonata.”  Discriminating  screen  fare  pre- 

ceding the  artistic  triumph  of  Paderewski 

was  “The  Charm  of  LaBoheme,”  starring 
that  great  artist,  Jan  Kiepura.  Coming 

up  at  the  Art  Cinema  is  “Grand  Illusion” 
.   .   .   E.  M.  Stuve,  Paramount’s  old  reliable 
representative,  was  missing  from  duties 
last  week  due  to  the  death  of  a   brother 
in  Cleveland. 

The  Jitney  Players,  America’s  oldest 
traveling  repertory  company,  inaugurated 
a   national  tour  the  other  day  with  two 

performances  in  the  Manos  Theatre,  In- 
diana, Pa.  Leading  lady  and  manager  of 

the  company  is  Miss  Ethel  Barrymore- 

Colt  of  “The  Royal  Family.’’  Tour  is 
booked  until  mid-December  .   .   .   Fulton 

Theatre  will  offer  several  Paramount  pic- 
tures which  were  originally  scheduled  for 

the  Warner,  but  released  from  the  Fifth 
Avenue  house  due  to  the  holdover  sched- 

ule there.  They  are  “Give  Me  a   Sailor,” 
“Bulldog  Drummond  in  Africa,”  “Sons  of 
the  Legion”  and  “Campus  Confessions”  .   .   . 
S.  J.  Vogel,  circuit  operator  in  the  tri-state 
area,  was  a   Filmrow  shopper  the  other  day, 
this  being  his  first  visit  in  ages. 

Half-a-hundred  friends  of  Bobby  Dun- 
bar attended  a   dinner  staged  in  his  honor 

at  Uniontown,  Monday  evening,  the  event 

celebrating  Bobby’s  advancement  from  his 
southern  territory  sales  post  to  the  posi- 

tion of  Vitagraph  office  manager.  Sammy 
Steinberg  was  toastmaster  and  there  were 
special  entertainments  and  contests  fol- 

lowing the  midnight  dinner. 

Jake  Soltz,  the  Rhumba  circuit’s  No.  1 
executive,  is  in  charge  of  the  testimonial 
dinner,  October  24,  which  honors  Jules 
Lapidus,  Clarence  Eiseman  and  Paul 
Krumenacker. 

Oscar  Binder,  manager  of  exchange 
operations  for  New  Universal,  was  here 

this  week  .   .   .   Another  visitor  was  William 

M.  Lodge,  veteran  showman  of  McCon- 
nellsburg,  who  hasn’t  been  seen  around for  a   while. 

Floyd  Bender  stated  this  week  that  the 
Gra?it  Theatre,  Millvale,  will  be  closed  by 
October  24  for  the  final  portion  of  the 

remodeling  of  the  theatre.  The  house’s 
seating  capacity  will  be  increased  from 
around  500  to  around  800  when  reopened 
in  several  weeks. 

Tom  Connors,  M-G-M  division  manager, 
was  here  on  business  this  week  .   .   .   Harry 
A.  LaVine,  central  district  sales  manager 
for  Republic,  was  a   visitor  .   .   .   Ira  H. 
Cohn,  newly  elected  Chief  Barker  of  the 
Variety  Club,  has  turned  his  interesting 
photographic  hobby  from  the  still  camera 
to  a   fine  16  mm  film  camera.  As  in  every- 

thing he  does,  he  is  making  a   serious  study 
of  the  art  and  excellent  results  can  be 
expected. 

Filmrow  friends  of  Irene,  of  Filmow’s 

Restaurant  for  a   number  of  years,  'sor- 
rowed with  her  Tuesday  when  word  was 

received  of  the  death  of  her  brother  .   .   . 
Mort  and  Art  England,  local  theatre  games 
and  premiums  distributors  and  owners  of 
the  Triangle  Theatre,  East  Liberty,  are 
displaying  a   fine  new  dresserware  set 
which  will  be  offered  as  a   theatre  premium 
deal. 

Frank  France,  the  veteran  film  and  sup- 
ply sales  representative,  has  taken  up 

bowling  after  many  years  of  inactivity 
along  these  lines,  and  has  joined  the 
Superior  team  in  the  Filmrow  Bowling 
League. 

Sam  Gould,  local  exhibitor,  is  expected 
to  quit  the  hospital  by  Monday,  and  it  is 
likely  he  will  recuperate  from  his  illness 
in  Florida. 

Paul  Gulick,  coordinator  of  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year,  Inc.,  is  seek- 
ing the  original  site  of  the  first  film  the- 

atre in  West  Virginia.  Considerable  re- 
search work  is  now  in  progress.  A   com- 

memorative tablet  will  be  erected  when  the 
site  is  discovered  and  authenticated.  Gu- 

lick, with  his  committee,  is  endeavoring  to 
discover  the  first  motion  picture  theatre 
in  each  state  of  the  Union.  Probably  Mr. 
Marks  of  Clarksburg  or  Mr.  Holt  of  Rich- 
wood  would  know  somethting  about  the 
early  days  of  exhibition  in  the  Mountain 
State. 

Definite  policy  for  the  new  Harris  Sen- 
ator, formerly  the  old  Aldine,  downtown, 

has  not  been  announced,  although  it  is  re- 

ported that  Shirley  Temple’s  “Just  Around 
the  Corner”  will  be  the  initial  feature  pic- 

ture and  that  stage  shows  in  conjunction 
with  films  will  be  attempted  at  a   later 
date.  Old  Liberty  avenue  house  is  being 

completely  refurbished,  new  floor  is  re- 
placing the  former  excessive  slant,  old 

boxes  are  being  eliminated,  new  equip- 
ments and  air-conditioning  system  are  be- 

ing installed,  and  the  entire  theatre  front 
and  the  auditorium,  including  the  balcony, 

is  being  newly  decorated  and  seated.  Ten- 
tative opening  is  set  for  Thanksgiving . 

Dortic  Promoted  to 

GN  Pittsburgh  Head 
Pittsburgh — Charles  Dortic,  office  man- 

ager at  the  local  New  Grand  National  ex- 
change, has  been  advanced  to  the  posi- 

tion of  branch  manager,  succeeding  Jules 
Lapidus  who  has  received  his  appointment 
as  Middle  Atlantic  district  manager,  super- 

vising the  company  branches  at  Pitts- 
burgh, Philadelphia  and  Washington,  D.  C. 

Dortic,  although  a   young  man,  has  been 
identified  with  the  film  industry  here  for 
nearly  a   quarter  of  a   century. 
Max  Shulgold,  who  recently  resigned 

his  sales  duties  with  GB,  has  rejoined  GN, 
and  another  addition  to  the  staff  is  Law- 

rence Carettie,  well-known  film  booker, 
who  will  take  over  Dortic’s  former  duties. 
Also  in  the  sales  field  here  for  GN  is 
Maurice  Silverberg. 

Lapidus  is  making  his  district  office  at 
the  local  branch.  He  was  in  Philadelphia 
and  Washington  on  duty  this  week. 

A   Remodeling  Program 

For  the  Roosevelt  Elkins 
Pittsburgh  —   The  Roosevelt  Theatre, 

Elkins,  W.  Pa.,  recently  acquired  by  the 
Michael  Manos  circuit  from  Sol  Goldberg, 
is  undergoing  extensive  remodeling,  Ber- 

nard Buchheit,  district  manager,  stated 
this  week.  The  large  stage  is  being  elimi- 

nated which  will  enlarge  the  auditorium 
to  about  twice  the  former  seating  capacity. 
When  completely  remodeled  in  about  six 
weeks,  the  house  name  will  be  changed  to 
the  Manos  Theatre. 

James  Salsgiver,  connected  with  Manos 
interests  for  three  years,  and  for  the  past 

year  Vandergrift,  Pa.,  assistant  city  man- 
ager under  William  Bryan,  has  been  named 

as  manager  of  the  Elkins  house. 

Pittsburgh  Theatrical 

Club  Elects  Officers 
Pittsburgh — Theatrical  Club  of  Pitts- 

burgh, auxiliary  of  the  Variety  Club,  with 
37  members  in  attendance  at  the  opening 

session  of  the  new  season,  elected  the  fol- 
lowing officers: 

Mrs.  Larry  Katz,  president;  Mrs.  M. 

Spitalny,  vice-president;  Mrs.  Sam  Fine- 
berg,  treasurer;  Mrs.  Al  Glazer,  secretary, 
and  Mrs.  M.  N.  Shapiro,  auditor. 

Mrs.  John  J.  Maloney  was  hostess.  A 
luncheon  followed  the  business  session  and 
election  of  officers. 

Drop  Cash  Drawings 
Ashland,  Ky.  —   In  a   published  notice 

Maysville’s  three  motion  picture  theatres 
announced  discontinuance  of  their  several 

forms  of  cash  drawings  because  “consti- 
tuted authorities”  have  objected  and  they 

“do  not  wish  to  have  even  the  appearance 

of  doing  anything  in  violation  of  law.”  Cir- cuit Judge  C.  D.  Newell  recently  criticized 
Bank  Night  as  a   form  of  gambling. 
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L°u  WALTERS,  who  manages  National 
Theatre  Supply’s  local  office  in  his 

spare  moments,  put  on  a   one-man  show  at 
last  week’s  Film  League  Bowling  contest 
rolling  five  strikes  in  one  game  which  auto- 

matically raised  him  from  his  former  posi- 
tion of  bringing  up  the  rear  in  a   list  of 

individual  average  scores. 

P.  J.  Wood,  ITO  secretary  who  likes 
nothing  better  than  a   good  scrap,  was  in 

town  last  week  to  attend  an  inter-organi- 
zation conference  and  also  to  mount  the 

stage  of  the  new  Embassy  Theatre  the 
night  of  its  opening  to  tell  the  paying 

guests  what  place  the  motion  picture  the- 
atre holds  in  the  community. 

George  W.  Weeks,  Monogram  sales  man- 
ager, spent  Thursday  here  with  local 

Monogrammers,  Nate  Schultz  and  Hol- 
brook C.  Bissell,  leaving  for  Boston  via 

Detroit  .   .   .   E.  Arthur  Simon  and  M.  M. 
Jacobs  operating  Lake  Shore  Sales  Co. 
have  added  a   complete  line  of  cosmetics  to 
their  assortment  of  theatre  premiums. 

Bob  Bial  of  Art  Guild  Studios  has  en- 
larged his  plant  to  include  half  of  the  sixth 

floor  in  the  Film  Bldg.  The  added  space  is 
required  to  handle  his  extended  service 

which  now  includes  complete  theatre  deco- 

rative equipment  .   .   .   Jack  O’Connell’s  new 
Loop  Theatre  in  Toledo  opened  October 
21  .   .   .   Sam  Fine  of  the  Mt.  Pleasant  The- 

atre has  taken  over  the  Arion,  Cleveland, 
from  Meyer  Kaplan  and  Nate  Schultz. 

The  Warner  Club,  under  the  leadership 
of  Evelyn  Friedl,  has  inaugurated  a   pro- 

gram of  monthly  “nationality  luncheons’’ 
for  members  only.  The  first  one,  to  be 
held  in  the  club  rooms  from  noon  to  2 
p.  m.  on  Tuesday,  October  25,  will  be  a 
Chinese  Luncheon.  Jane  Meisel,  club 
secretary,  suggests  members  bring  along 
their  chop  sticks. 

Variety  Post  313  will  install  its  new  of- 
ficers October  28  with  a   suitable  program 

befitting  the  occasion.  Howard  Roth,  Para- 

mount booker,  is  this  year’s  commander- 
in-chief,  succeeding  Harry  Goldstein. 

Leroy  P.  Langford,  head  of  Oliver  The- 
atre Supply  Co.,  was  called  to  Fort  Wayne, 

Ind.  last  week,  by  the  death  of  his  father, 
I.  W.  Langford.  It  was  strictly  business 
that  took  Nat  Lefton  and  Sam  Gorrel  of 
Republic  Pictures  to  Youngstown  last 
week  .   .   .   George  Davis  of  Wellsville,  who 
owns  a   string  of  theatres  in  Pennsylvania, 
West  Virginia  and  southern  Ohio,  was  one 
of  the  few  out-of-town  exhibitors  of  the 
week. 

Maloney  in  Group  of  Ten 

Collecting  a   Prize  Trip 
Cleveland — J.  J.  Maloney,  M-G-M  dis- 

trict manager,  was  in  town  saying  his  fare- 
wells before  setting  forth  on  his  prize  trip 

to  Europe.  With  nine  other  M-G-M-ers, 
Maloney  sails  October  22  on  the  Conte  di 
Savoia  to  spend  five  weeks  in  France  and 

England  at  the  company’s  expense.  The 
prize  was  for  winning  M-G-M’s  last  sales 
contest. 

Extension  of  Quiz  Contest  Past 

December  31  Opposed  in  Cleveland 
Ohio  Study  Shows  22% 

In  Movie  Quiz 
Mansfield,  Ohio — A   survey  of  the 

percentage  of  the  public  participating 

in  the  Movie  Quiz,  conducted  here  by 

Nat  Wolf,  Warner's  Ohio  zone  mana- 
ger, revealed  22.1  per  cent  of  the  film- 

going public  is  in  the  contest. 

The  survey  was  conducted  by  a   ran- 
dom selection  of  names  from  the  tele- 

phone book,  which  were  then  called 
and  asked  whether  or  not  they  were 
entered  in  the  contest. 

Of  those  questioned,  30.8  per  cent 

were  in  possession  of  quiz  booklets  and 

declared  they  might  enter. 

Lyric  in  Cadillac ,   Mich., 

Keeps  Up  Drive  Interest 
Cadillac,  Mich. — Daily,  the  Lyric  here 

has  been  offering  15  free  tickets  to  par- 
ticipants who  answer  correctly  a   question 

pertaining  to  the  Movie  Quiz  picture  play- 
ing at  the  theatre.  The  tickets  go  to  the 

first  15  submitting  their  answers. 

Through  cooperation  with  the  Cadillac 
Daily  News,  the  question  appears  each  day 
in  a   one-column  complimentary  ad. 

Fifty  Panels  by  Outdoor 
Advertising  Company 

Cincinnati — General  Outdoor  Advertis- 

ing has  contributed  50  panels  to  the  local 

"Greatest  Year”  committee,  for  posting 
with  advertising  for  the  industry  drive  and 
Quiz  Contest. 

The  panels,  with  advertising  material, 
are  spotted  favorably  throughout  the  city. 

Cleveland — Cleveland  independent  ex- 

hibitors, operating  subsequent  run  the- 
atres, are  definitely  opposed  to  the  pro- 
posed extension  of  the  Movie  Quiz  contest 

beyond  the  original  date  of  December  31. 
Their  opposition  has  been  registered 

with  M.  B.  Horwitz,  local  Quiz  chairman, 
who  has  notified  George  J.  Schaefer,  head 
of  the  drive  committee,  of  their  attitude. 

Horwitz  says  he  is  in  agreement  with 
the  exhibitors  who  are  against  prolonging 
the  contest.  His  reasons  for  opposing  it 
are  two-fold.  As  chairman,  he  says,  he 

secured  exhibitor  pledges  for  the  contest’s 
support  on  representation  that  it  was  to 
close  December  31.  Further  reason  for  his 
opposition  is  his  opinion  that  while  the 
original  four  months  contest  period  was 
fair  alike  to  affiliated  first-run  and  inde- 

pendent subsequent  run  houses,  extension 
of  the  contest  period  would  throw  the  bal- 

ance of  preference  in  favor  of  the  first- runs. 

As  originally  conceived,  Horwitz  stated, 
no  preference  for  any  type  theatre  was  in 
mind.  Although  it  was  readily  admitted 
that  the  first-runs  had  the  better  breaks 
during  September  and  October,  it  was  also 
admitted  that  the  subsequents  came  in  for 
their  benefits  during  November  and 
December. 

“Business  has  definitely  shown  an  up- 
turn since  the  beginning  of  September,” 

Horwitz  said  in  a   further  discussion  of  the 

Quiz,  “but  how  much  of  this  was  due  to 
the  contest,  it  is  difficult  to  estimate.  My 
personal  opinion  is  that  wherever  the  ex- 

hibitor has  gone  out  and  worked  to  put  the 
contest  over,  business  has  shown  an  in- 

crease of  not  less  than  ten  per  cent.” 

Emmit  Opens  Park 
Bethesda,  Ohio — The  Park  Theatre  here 

has  opened  under  the  management  of  J. 
P.  Emmitt,  with  a   policy  of  three  changes 
a   week.  Emmitt  was  formerly  connected 
with  the  Roxy  Theatre  in  Minerva,  Ohio. 

Cooperative  Full  Page 

Ad  in  Westchester,  Pa. 

Westchester,  Pa. — A   full  page  coopera- 

tive ad  with  streamer  head,  “Motion  Pic- 
tures Are  Your  Best  Entertainment,”  was 

carried  recently  in  the  Daily  Local  News. 

A   slug  line  read:  “Trade  Follows  the 

Movies.” The  ad  was  carried  in  connection  with 

a   “Star  Hunt”  contest  sponsored  by  the 
local  board  of  trade  and  the  Warner  The- atre. 

The  same  issue  also  carried  three  com- 
plimentary institutional  ads  on  the  indus- 

try campaign. 

Assign  Margaret  Lindsay 

Hollywood — A   feature  role  in  Colum- 

bia’s “There’s  That  Woman  Again”  has 
been  assigned  to  Margaret  Lindsay. 

PERMANENT  construction  that  means lowest  upkeep  cost  at  a   surprisingly  low 
first  cost. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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Lee  Goldberg  Makes 
Deal  With  Standard 

Cincinnati — Lee  Goldberg  of  Big  Fea- 

tures Rights  has  closed  a   five-year  fran- 
chise deal  with  officials  of  Standard  Pic- 
tures Distributing  Co.  for  Cincinnati, 

Cleveland,  Indianapolis  and  Memphis  of- 
fices. 

Barry  Richards,  general  manager  for 
Standard  Pictures,  H.  L.  Leganis  and  Ar- 

thur Traynor  negotiated  the  deal. 

The  company  will  release  16  pictures 
by  November  15,  including  one  family 
series,  starring  Ralph  Morgan  and  Evalyn 

Venable;  and  a   radio  mystery  drama  se- 
ries, starring  Bob  Armstrong  and  Judith 

Allen,  as  well  as  four  special  features. 

Lachnit  Succeeds  Kaufman 

With  Big  Features 

Cincinnati — L.  L.  Lachnit  succeeds  A. 

H.  Kaufman  as  branch  manager  in  In- 
dianapolis for  Big  Features  Rights.  Lach- 

nit was  formerly  with  Universal  and  20th- 
Fox.  Kaufman  leaves  to  join  the  Uni- 

versal staff. 

Rebuilding  Fire-Damaged 

Theatre  at  Burgettstown 
Burgettstown,  Pa.  —   The  Mary  Apn 

Theatre,  recently  damaged  by  fire  of  un- 
determined origin,  will  be  reconstructed, 

with  work  starting  at  once,  according  to 
Anthony  and  Donald  Mungello.  The  house 
will  be  ready  for  reopening  in  about  two 
months. 

Anthony  Mungello  has  rescheduled  his 
operating  policy  at  the  Penn-Slovan  The- 

atre, Slovan,  with  daily  operation  instead 
of  four  or  five  days  each  week. 

Authorities  continue  investigations  into 
the  cause  of  the  Mary  Ann  Theatre  fire 

which  resulted  in  damages  of  approxi- 
mately $30,000. 

Construction  Started  on 

Two  Theatres  lor  W.  Va. 
Pittsburgh — Two  new  theatres  are  under 

construction  in  West  Virginia,  according  to 
local  reports.  One  is  at  Sophia  and  the 
other  is  at  Rupert.  Stone  Real  Estate 

agency  is  building  the  theatre  at  Sophia, 
and  the  Rupert  Theatre  is  being  built  by 
Weissman,  a   department  store  owner  at 

Gauley  Bridge.  Both  theatres  will  be  of- 
fered for  lease. 

Reopen  Akron  Art 
Akron,  Ohio — The  Art  Theatre,  South 

Main  St.,  has  reopened,  returning  one  of 

Akron’s  oldest  film  theatres  to  active 
service.  Operation  will  be  under  B.  C. 

Terwillegar  and  family  and  this  places 
the  theatre  once  more  in  the  family  of 
its  original  owner,  Clint  W.  Cline,  who 
managed  it  under  its  former  name,  the 
Arcade.  A   subsequent  run  dual  feature 
film  policy  will  be  maintained. 

ID)  IE  T   R   (O)  1 T 
MRS  J.  E.  STOCKER,  wife  of  the  owner 

of  the  Myrtle  Theatre,  is  reported 
quite  ill  .   .   .   George  McArthur  poses  as  a 
memory  expert.  He  always  remembers 
funny  faces  by  practicing  in  front  of  a 
mirror. 

George  Brosch,  president  of  Brobuck. 
Inc.,  manufacturers  of  sound  slide  films, 
addressed  the  National  Canvas  Goods 
Manufacturers  Asshi  convention  at  the 

Book-Cadillac  on  “Training  Salesmen.” 

Fred  Ireland,  for  years  producer  at  the 
Grand  Riviera  Theatre,  became  manager 
of  the  Club  Frontenac  this  week  .   .   . 
Mortimer  Hurwitz  has  closed  the  offices  of 

Hollywood  Talkenews,  a   local  fan  paper. 

Sam  Carver,  ex-manager  of  various 
local  houses,  is  now  managing  the  Times 

Square,  downtown  house.  It’s  owned  by 
Gus  Coplan. 

Jack  Saxe,  treasurer  of  Monogram,  did 

a   disappearing  act  Monday.  He  is  ex- 
pected in  town  later  in  the  week. 

John  (Gravet)  Dembeck,  M-G-M's 
handsome  booker,  won  the  “Great  Waltz” 
contest  at  Variety  Club.  A   cigarette  case 

was  his  prize.  His  wife  got  a   compact. 

George  A.  Heidisch  of  the  General  Elec- 
tric Co.,  was  around  film  supply  head- 

quarters, Monday,  drumming  up  business. 

Allen  Johnson  has  definitely  set  No- 
vember 1   as  opening  date  for  his  new  Four 

Star  Theatre  at  Grand  Rapids.  It’s  a   But- 
ter field- Johnson  venture. 

Frank  Jones  of  Vitagraph  spent  the 

weekend  in  Canada  .   .   .   Anne  O’Donnell, 
Monarch  manager,  was  reported  in  Dex- 

ter over  the  weekend,  but  she  denies  it. 

Sympathy  of  the  local  trade  is  extended 
to  Fred  Nugent,  Monarch  Pictures  sales 

manager,  on  the  death  of  his  wife  follow- 
ing an  illness  of  several  months.  Burial 

was  in  Toledo.  A   son,  Fred  jr.,  also  sur- 
vives. 

They  went  pheasant  hunting:  William 
Flemion  of  Monogram,  who  bagged  the 

limit  of  two;  Howard  Paul,  owner  of  the 
Romeo  and  Yale  theatres  in  the  Michigan 
cities  of  the  same  names;  W.  J.  Turnbull, 
Clarence  Williamson  and  S.  C.  Waldron 
of  National  Theatre  Supply,  who  got  only 

one  pheasant  among  them. 

Woodard  Display  Co.,  is  installing  a 

new  advertising  drop  curtain  for  the  Fern- 
dale  Theatre,  at  Ferndale,  Mich.,  oper- 

ated by  Thomas  Ealand.  The  new  curtain 
is  made  with  luminous  paint,  which  comes 

“alive”  when  a   spotlight  is  thrown  on  it, 
and  is  believed  to  be  the  first  of  its  type 
in  this  territory. 

Mrs.  M.  C.  Scholz,  formerly  secretary  of 

the  Woodward  Theatre  Company — one- 
time largest  circuit  operating  in  Detroit 

(the  old  Koppin  organization) — has  not 
completed  her  plans  to  stage  a   comeback 

in  show  business,  but  will  be  in  the  run- 
ning soon  .   .   .   George  W.  Carr,  representa- 

tive of  International  Seat  Corp.,  has  sold 

chairs  for  Sam  Brown’s  new  Art  Centre 
Recreation,  near  Warren  and  Woodward 
Avenues. 

An  RKO  Night  bg 

Detroit  Variety 

Detroit  —   Variety  Club  will  celebrate 
RKO  Night,  October  22,  with  a   party  in 
the  clubrooms.  James  Sharkey,  branch 

manager,  will  be  official  host  with  Mrs. 
Sharkey.  They  will  be  assisted  by  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Clive  Waxman,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Fred  Bonnem,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Milton  Cohen, 

Pop  Ward,  Eddie  Loye,  and  District  Man- 
ager Nat  Levy  and  Mrs.  Levy. 

At  Variety’s  Monday  luncheon  this  week, 
Father  Frederick  Siedenburg,  dean  of  the 

University  of  Detroit,  was  guest  speaker, 
with  other  guests  of  honor  including  the 
official  chaplains  of  Tent  5   of  Variety 

namely,  Rabbi  Leon  Fram  of  Temple  Beth 
El,  the  Rev.  Bartram  W.  Pullinger  of  Grace 
Protestant  Episcopal  Church,  and  Father 

David  J.  Duncan  of  Sacred  Heart  Semi- nary. 

Fred  DeLodder,  pioneer  circuit  operator, 

and  his  managerial  staff  received  Va- 

riety’s professional  tribute  of  the  day. 

Cleveland  Variety  Club 

Luncheon  Attracts  250 
Cleveland — Approximately  250  members 

and  guests  attended  the  opening  luncheon 
meeting  of  the  Cleveland  Variety  Club  on 
Monday.  The  guest  speaker  was  Gerhart 
Seger,  foreign  newspaper  correspondent, 
recently  returned  from  Central  Europe. 
Harry  H.  Goldstein,  Paramount  district 

manager,  and  Frank  Drew,  M-G-M  branch 

manager,  were  “kings  for  the  day.” 
Wayne  Morris,  Warner  star  appearing 

this  week  at  the  RKO  Palace  as  the  head- 
line attraction  on  both  stage  and  screen 

in  “Valley  of  the  Giants,”  was  guest  of honor. 

Sidney  Cohen  to  Aid 

Cooperative  Booking 
Cleveland — Milton  Mooney,  head  of  Co- 

operative Theatres  of  Ohio,  announces 

the  addition  of  Sidney  Cohen  to  his  book- 
ing staff.  Cohen  resigned  his  connection 

with  the  Washington  Circuit  to  join  Co- 
operative Theatres  of  Ohio. 

Richard  Miller  has  been  appointed  man- 
ager of  the  Heights  Theatre  to  succeed 

Cohen.  “Sandy”  Leavitt,  formerly  with 
the  Warner  booking  department,  has 

joined  the  Washington  circuit  to  assist  in 
the  circuit  booking. 

Gets  Key  Bookings 
Detroit — “Parole  From  the  Big  House,” 

distributed  by  Dezel  Attractions,  is  now 

playing  key  houses  of  Cooperative  Thea- 
tres, A1  Dezel  reports,  with  the  Cohen 

Brothers’  houses  currently  booking  it. 

Suggests  Bingo  Test 
Pittsburgh — Mayor  Cornelius  D.  Scully 

this  week  suggested  that  a   court  test  be 
made  to  determine  the  legality  of  Bingo. 
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GN  Detroit  Office 

In  Expansion  Move 
Detroit — Grand  National  is  adding  four 

workers  to  the  local  staff,  Manager  Ralph 

Peckham  announces.  The  expansion  fol- 
lows the  recent  merger  with  Educational 

Pictures.  Three  releases  are  already  on 
hand  for  distribution. 

Jack  Allender,  formerly  with  GN  in 
Minneapolis,  and  familiar  in  Michigan, 

will  cover  western  Michigan.  W.  R.  Stur- 
gess,  who  formerly  handled  the  entire 
state,  will  cover  the  eastern  part  only. 

A   new  salesman  will  be  appointed  here 

shortly,  Peckham  said.  Jay  Conover  re- 
mains as  booker  and  office  manager. 

Sebia  North  is  the  new  bookkeeper- 
cashier,  replacing  Grace  Hoffman,  who 
joins  another  industrial  organization,  and 
Marjorie  Sloan  who  has  been  appointed 

to  the  new  post  of  contract  clerk.  An- 
other inspectress  will  be  added  shortly. 

Abandonment  of  Duals 

A   Likelihood  in  Akron 

Akron,  Ohio  —   Possibility  that  Akron 

theatres — both  first  run  and  neighborhood 
— will  adopt  a   single  feature  policy  within 
the  next  few  months  appears  likely. 

Robert  C.  Menches,  president  of  the 

Akron  Independent  Theatre  Owners  Ass’n, 
said  first-run  managers  have  asked  him 
to  sound  out  neighborhood  managements 
on  abandonment  of  the  present  double 
feature  policy  found  in  all  Akron  and 
suburban  theatres.  Menches  said  he  is 

planning  a   meeting  soon  to  discuss  the 
issue. 

The  Highland,  new  neighborhood  de  luxe 

house  here,  started  off  with  a   first-run 
policy,  but  in  a   few  weeks  switched  to 
duals  when  patronage  dwindled. 

Detroit  First-Run  Houses 

Enjoying  Holdover  High 
Detroit  —   Holdovers  went  to  a   season 

high  this  week,  with  both  the  United  Art- 
ists and  Palms-State  Theatres  of  United 

Detroit  circuit  repeating  their  bills — “Too 
Hot  to  Handle”  at  the  UA,  and  the  double 
horror  fare,  “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein,” 
at  the  Palms-State.  Trend  to  horror  was 
emphasized  with  the  Madison  bringing  in 

another  pair  of  shockers,  “King  Kong” 
and  “The  Ghoul,”  offering  a   total  of  four 
horrors  on  the  first-run  Rialto,  out  of 
eight  pictures  playing  in  all  five  houses. 

Schwartz  With  Wood 

Cleveland — Ernest  Schwartz,  president 
of  the  Cleveland  Motion  Picture  Exhibi- 

tors Ass’n,  accompanied  P.  J.  Wood,  secre- 
tary of  the  Independent  Theatre  Owners 

of  Ohio,  to  New  York  to  attend  the  na- 
tional trade  conference  called  by  Sidney 

Kent. 

BOWLING 

Cleveland — With  A1  Koteles  temporar- 
ily in  the  lead,  the  Cleveland  Film  Bowling 

League  reports  the  following  scores  result- 

ing from  last  week’s  battle  of  the  pins: 

Won 

Lost 
Pet. Columbia      10 5 .667 

Messengers      16 5 .667 
Central  Shipjiers     9 6 .600 
National  Theatre 

Supply     8 
7 

.533 M-G-M        4 

11 

.267 
KKO        4 11 .267 

Team  High  Three Individual 
High 

Three 
.2426 

Columbia    .2395 T.  Baird .   .   584 
Nat’l  Til.  Supply.  . .   2355 A.  Koteles .   .   576 

Individual 
High 

Single Team  High  Single A1  Koteles ...  245 
Columbia    .   .   880 Jerry  Krupka     243 Nat’l  Th.  Supply. .   .   867 T.  Baird  . .   .   .   233 
Messengers    .   .   834 Foil  Sharp ...  233 

Individual Averages 
Fosbender    .   .176 Hoobler   153 

.   .174 John  White    .   .167 Watts    
  148 Sharp    .   .166 Bach    

F.  C.  Gross   .   .   165 Sabot  .   .   . .   144 E.  Fleming    .   .161 Steve  Andrews 
  139 Miller    .   .164 

Soilenberg   139 
Gallupe    .   .162 Steffens  .   . 

  138 Koteles    .   .   159 15.  Andrews  .   .   .   .   136 
Bill  Gross    

.   .157 
Brooks  .   .   .   135 

Jay  White    
.   .   157 Braeunig: 

... .125 
Mross    .   .156 Bernstein   122 
Huber    .   .155 Walters   116 
Krupka    .   .154 Jenks  . . .   . 

111 
Schmertz    .   .   153 BaGrow   111 

New  1,200  Seater 
Bows  in  Cleveland 

Cleveland  —   The  Embassy,  Cleveland's 
newest  motion  picture  theatre,  built  on  the 

site  of  the  old  Cameo,  has  opened.  Private- 
ly, the  1,200-seat  house,  built  at  an  esti- 

mated cost  of  $150,000  by  Henry  Green- 
berger  and  Max  Lefkowich,  was  duly 
christened  at  a   cocktail  party  with  Gov. 
Martin  L.  Davey,  Mayor  Harold  Burton, 
P.  J.  Wood,  secretary  of  the  ITO  of  Ohio, 
and  leading  exhibitors  were  among  the 
guests  of  honor. 

As  the  Cameo,  the  house  had  been  oper- 
ated first  as  a   motion  picture  theatre  by 

the  Loew  circuit  and  more  recently  by  W. 
N.  Skirball  and  Paul  Gusdanovic.  Prior  to 
that  it  was  called  the  Star  Theatre  and 
was  operated  by  Frank  Drew  sr.,  as  a 
burlesque  house. 
The  Embassy  plays  a   subsequent  run 

policy  with  two  changes  a   week.  Eugene 
Frank  has  been  named  house  manager. 

UA  Adds  Buffalo 

To  Steam's  Area 
Cleveland — Announcement  is  made  that 

Bert  Stearn,  United  Artists  district  man- 
ager, has  had  Buffalo  added  to  his  present 

territory  which  includes  Cleveland,  Cin- 
cinnati, Pittsburgh  and  Indianapolis. 

In  receiving  congratulations,  Stearn  ex- 
pressed great  enthusiasm  over  the  new 

United  Artists  set-up  that  divides  the 

company’s  sales  responsibilities  between 
Harry  Gold  in  the  east  and  Jack  Schlaifer 
in  the  west. 

“We  are  now  geared  to  get  the  best  re- 
sults from  every  man  in  our  organiza- 

tion,” Stearn  said.  “When  Maurice  Sil- 
verstone,  general  manager  of  international 
operations,  told  us  at  a   recent  meeting  that 
no  outside  men  would  be  brought  into  the 
organization,  but  that  promotions,  under 
his  regime,  would  come  from  within,  he 
appealed  directly  to  the  best  that  is  in 
each  of  us  to  give  to  United  Artists,  just 
that  extra  push  necessary  to  go  over  the 

top.  We  have,”  said  Stearn,  “that  rare 
combination  of  confidence  in  our  leader 

and  harmony  within  our  ranks.” 
Stearn  has  not  yet  appointed  a   succes- 

sor to  Clarence  Eisman,  recently  Pitts- 
burgh branch  manager  who  becomes  head 

of  the  New  York  exchange. 

Trailer  Traveler 
Pittsburgh  —   A   modern  traveler  is 

Jerry  Germain,  field  representative  for 

National  Screen  Service’s  Ten-O-Win  the- 
atre promotion  game.  He  and  Mrs.  Ger- 

main travel  about  New  York,  Pennsyl- 
vania, Ohio,  West  Virginia,  Kentucky  and 

other  states  in  their  new  auto  trailer.  This 

city  was  one  of  their  stops  this  week. 

Pittsburgh  Area  Expands 

In  Ross  Federal  Shulfle 

Detroit — Richard  W.  Oudersluys,  head 

of  the  local  offices  of  Ross  Federal  Ser- 
vice, announces  the  transfer  of  the  De- 
troit branch  to  the  Pittsburgh  territory, 

under  a   rearrangement  and  enlargement 
of  the  territories.  Harold  C.  Lund,  dis- 

trict manager  of  the  Pittsburgh  territory, 
will  supervise  the  branches  at  Detroit,  Buf- 

falo, Cleveland.  Cincinnati  and  Pitts- burgh. 

Walter  Brown,  formerly  district  man- 
ager covering  Detroit,  will  have  charge  of 

the  company’s  branches  at  Chicago,  Min- 
neapolis, Milwaukee,  Indianapolis,  Des 

Moines,  Omaha,  Kansas  City  and  St.  Louis. 

V.  E.  Hudson  to  Manager's 
Berth  lor  Chargot  Chain 

Detroit — V.  E.  Hudson,  manager  of  the 

Highland  Park  Theatre  in  Highland  Park 
for  Associated  Theatres  for  the  past  two 

years,  has  been  made  manager  of  the 
Grand  Victory  for  Michael  J.  Chargot circuit. 

He  was  formerly  with  the  Schine  cir- 
cuit and  other  eastern  organizations.  He 

succeeds  Michael  J.  Chargot  jr.,  who  was 

operating  the  house  temporarily  during 
the  summer,  but  has  now  returned  to 
school. 

H.  R.  Byerly,  assistant  for  sometime  at 
the  Highland  Park,  has  been  promoted  to 
the  post  of  manager  of  the  house. 

Theatre  Destroyed 

Lumberport,  W.  Va. — The  Opera  House 
was  destroyed  by  fire  of  undetermined 
origin  last  week.  The  house  was  operated 

by  Danny  Davis,  former  Pittsburgh  film 
salesman.  Davis  continues  in  exhibition 
at  Monongah. 
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THEY'RE  ALL  COMING 

HOTEL 

Year’s  Greatest 

Week-end 
For  Executives  of 

MOTION  PICTURE’S 
GREATEST  YEAR! 

Presented  under  the  "BIG  TOP"  in 
honor  of  retiring  Chief  Barker 

JOHN  T.  McGREEVEY 
And  II,  s   Retiring  Associate  Officers 

IRA  COHN 

HAROLD  LUND 

JAMES  G.  BALMER 
HARRY  SEED 

JERRY  O’NEILL GEORGE  TYSON 
STEVE  COX 

JULES  LAPIDUS  . 
HARRY  HARRIS  J 
DR  M.  R.  GOLDMAN 

Pitt  vs.  Fordham 

SAT.,  OCT.  29th 

If  you  desire  reservations 
write  or  wire  JOHN  H. 

HARRIS.  Banquet  Chair- 
man, 711  Clark  Building, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Gigantic!  Colossal! 

10a£:iz,s4( 

.TO  THE  HAPPY  CONCLAVE 
OF  SHOWMEN ! 

VARIETY  £   VARIETY 
COMBINED  CIRCUS 

Sunday  Evening 
OCT.  30 
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Holiday  Business 
Good  in  Hub  Town 

Boston — All  local  first-runs  with  the 

exception  of  Loew’s  State  and  Loew’s  Or- 
pheum  opened  with  new  bills  on  Columbus 
Day.  The  two  Loew  houses  chose  to  round 

out  their  second  week  of  “Boys  Town.” 

They  opened  Thursday  with  “Too  Hot  to 
Handle.” 
Business  throughout  the  city  was  phe- 

nomenal on  the  holiday,  despite  a   hsat 

wave  that  caught  most  theatres  air-condi- 
tionless. 

Ascap  Alleges  Copyright 
Offenses  in  Boston  Suit 
Boston — Ascap  has  begun  suit  against 

27  local  establishments,  mostly  night  clubs, 
in  federal  court. 

Russell  W.  Rome  and  Stewart  H.  Meyers 
of  Ascap  testified  that  orchestras  in  the 
situations  had  played  melodies  on  which 
the  society  holds  copyright.  The  defense 

questioned  the  ability  of  the  field  repre- 
sentatives to  recognize  the  tunes  after  they 

had  been  varied  and  distorted  as  is  the 

present  “jitterbug”  trend. 
Judge  Francis  J.  W.  Ford,  former  local 

United  States  attorney,  is  sitting  on  the 
case. 

New  Dixwell  Opening 
Event  for  Two  Cities 

New  Haven  —   Town  officials  of  both 

Hamden  and  New  Haven  will  participate 
in  the  gala  dedication  and  opening  of  the 

new  1,060-seat  Dixwell  Theatre  on  Tues- 
day, October  25. 

The  house,  situated  at  the  junction  of 
New  Haven  and  Hamden,  was  burned  down 

last  spring,  and  has  been  completely  re- 
constructed with  every  new  and  many 

original  technical  and  artistic  details  in- 
cluded. Abe  Fishman  will  be  in  charge, 

assisted  by  Lawrence  Caplan,  while  Philip 
Saslau  moves  to  the  supervision  of  the 
Lawrence. 

"After  Big  Wind"  Title 
Tacked  to  Friars  Affair 

Boston — “The  First  Party  After  the  Big 

Wind”  was  the  name  given  to  an  affair 
held  by  the  Boston  Friars  Club  on  Sat- 

urday. Joe  Cifre,  member  of  the  entertain- 
ment committee,  explained  the  title  had  to 

do  with  Irish  History. 

Members  and  guests  attended  in  num- 
bers. Herman  Rifkin  headed  the  commit- 

tee in  charge. 

Salem  China  Distributor 
Boston  —   Sam  Davidson,  operator  of 

Cameo  Screen  Attractions,  Inc.,  is  New 
England  distributor  for  Salem  China  Co. 

"Martins  and  the  Coys" 

Boston — They’re  a-feuding  in  the  Mas- 
sachusetts hills. 

The  Western  Massachusetts  Theatres, 

Inc.,  recently  bought  the  Richmond  Thea- 
tre in  North  Adams.  The  house  had  been 

occupied  by  an  E.  M.  Loew  movie  place. 

Loew,  vacated,  commenced  building  a 
new  theatre  in  North  Adams  which  he 

plans  to  open  October  29.  He  also  went 
into  a   number  of  situations  where  the 
Goldstein  interests  had  film  locations. 

In  the  meantime,  a   street  widening  pro- 
ject in  North  Adams  has  resulted  in  the 

Goldstein  Bros,  losing  approximately  one- 
half  of  the  marquee  at  the  Richmond 
Theatre.  It  is  said  that  there  are  those 

in  the  Goldstein  circuit  who  allege  there 
are  those  in  the  Loew  circuit  who  instilled 

the  street-widening  idea  in  the  minds  of 
local  politcians. 

Robert  Cobe  GN's 
Manager  in  Boston 

New  Haven  —   Robert  Cobe,  Republic 

manager  who  has  been  connected  with  film 
distribution  for  the  past  20  years,  has  been 
named  manager  for  Grand  National  in 

Boston,  following  reorganization  of  the 
company.  Harry  Asher,  who  held  the  post 
hitherto,  has  been  promoted  to  a   division 

managership,  his  territory  including  Bos- 
ton, Buffalo,  New  Haven  and  Albany. 

George  Rabinowitz  of  Boston  replaces 
Cobe  here. 

Harry  Gibbs  Takes  Over 
GN  Helm  in  New  Haven 

New  Haven  —   Harry  Gibbs,  veteran  in 

this  territory,  has  assumed  his  duties  as 
New  Haven  exchange  manager  for  Grand 
National  Films.  I.  H.  Levine  is  salesman. 

Gibbs  has  been  associated  with  Fox,  Pathe, 

and  Educational  World  Wide  in  this  terri- 

tory, and  has  for  the  past  six  years  op- 
erated an  independent  exchange. 

John  Ricciuti  takes  over  complete  man- 
agement and  operation  of  the  Connecticut 

Atlantic  Pictures  franchise. 

Irving  Finn  Improving 
Boston — Irving  Finn,  Merrimack  Park 

Auto  Theatre  employe  who  was  placed  on 
a   hospital  danger  list  after  being  injured 
when  the  hurricane  blew  over  the  screen 

house  of  the  open-air  location,  is  rapidly 
improving. 

Third  Week  for  "Boys  Town" 
New  Haven — “Boys  Town”  has  been  kept 

by  the  Loew-Poli  circuit  for  a   third  week 
in  both  Worcester  and  Hartford.  In  the 

latter,  the  co-feature  was  changed  for  the 
final  week. 

New  England  Back 
On  a   Normal  Basis 

Boston — New  England  industry  general- 

ly has  returned  to  operation  on  a   normal 

basis,  despite  damage  caused  by  the  re- 
cent hurricanes  and  floods. 

A   survey  conducted  by  the  New  England 
Council  showed  that  the  majority  of  local 
industries  were  affected  only  temporarily 

and  that  normal  operations  were  resumed 

as  soon  as  power  and  communication  fa- 
cilities were  restored.  Theatres  suffered 

severely. 

"Flesh"  Outlook  Is  Still 

Drab  in  Boston  Theatres 
Boston — Vaudeville  is  doing  all  right  in 

Boston  night  clubs  this  season,  but  it  is 

lacking  in  toto  along  the  first-run  theatre line. 

Relighting  of  motion  picture  house  stages 
seemed  even  further  away  last  week  after 

an  RKO  embryonic  start  to  book  name  at- 
tractions, including  the  Marx  Brothers  and 

Eddie  Cantor,  fared  ill.  Cantor  may  come 
in  for  a   single  week  later. 

Flesh  seems  to  be  as  far  away  from 

Loew’s  Orpheum  and  the  Metropolitan, 
formerly  among  the  ace  houses  of  the 
country,  as  innocents  from  Filmrow. 

Added  Parking  Facilities 
Prove  a   Boon  to  Business 
Boston — When  Phil  Bloomberg  opened 

an  enlarged  parking  space  at  the  Para- 
mount in  Salem,  he  increased  in  marked 

fashion  the  business  at  the  independent 
house.  Three  attendants  now  take  charge 
of  automobiles  driven  to  the  canopy  of  the 
deluxer.  Approximately  150  cars  in  all 
may  be  accommodated.  There  is  no  charge. 

Theatre  tickets  are  sold  at  the  special 
entrance,  to  the  added  convenience  of  the 
cinema-minded. 

Credit  to  Advertising  for 

New  Quiz  Booklet  Orders 
New  Haven — That  the  new  Movie  Quiz 

national  advertising  campaign  has  given 

additional  impetus  to  the  event  is  evi- 
denced by  the  report  from  Universal, 

headquarters  for  Quiz  material,  that  many 
theatres  have  re-ordered  booklets. 

The  90  or  more  exhibitors  participating 
in  the  state  have  used  approximately 
325,000  booklets  thus  far. 

Promotes  "Jungle  Train" Boston — R.  L.  Gorman  promoted  a   spe- 

cial Columbus  Day  “Jungle  Train”  with  the 
Boston  and  Maine  Railroad.  The  special 

train  ran  directly  to  Benson’s  Wild  Animal 
Farm  for  which  the  former  motion  picture 

publicist  is  now  P.  A.-ing. 
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Five  From  Boston 

To  MPTOA  Parley 
New  Haven — Irving  C.  Jacocks,  president 

of  Connecticut  MPTO;  Edward  Levy,  exec- 
utive secretary,  and  Mrs.  Levy,  and  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Arthur  Lockwood  of  Middlesex 

Enterprises,  Inc.,  already  have  made  reser- 
vations to  attend  the  MPTOA  convention 

in  Oklahoma  City  on  October  30.  Exhibi- 
tor members  of  the  organization  in  this 

state  have  been  circularized  by  mail  and 
asked  to  submit  all  recommendations  for 

presentation  at  the  conference.  A   lunch- 
eon meeting  has  been  called  for  Tuesday, 

October  25,  at  the  Hofbrau  Haus,  at  which 
time  all  recommendations  received  will  be 
restated  formally  if  approved  by  the  body. 

Ozone  Season  Probably 

Will  Close  by  November 
Boston — The  ozone  theatre  season  in 

New  England,  stemmed  not  uncertainly  by 
the  hurricane  in  several  instances,  will 
probably  close  near  the  end  of  this  month. 
More  houses  are  on  the  future  list  for  next 

year. 
In  Saugus,  where  Thomas  DiMaura  and 

James  Guarino  have  been  building  a   house 

originally  scheduled  to  open  this  year,  in- 
dications are  that  A1  Lasky  will  rebid  for 

a   second  drive-in  in  the  locality.  Lasky, 
who  has  been  associated  with  E.  M.  Loew 
in  a   number  of  theatre  enterprises,  was 
unsuccessful  this  year  in  obtaining  a   Sau- 

gus permit. 

A   New  Low  Is  Reported 

In  Track's  Daily  "Take" 
Boston — Some  sort  of  a   trend  was  in- 

dicated when  Narragansett  opened  its  27- 
day  fall  pari-mutuel  play  with  a   handle 
that  dropped  to  $109,296. 

It  was  the  lowest  daily  take  in  the  his- 
tory of  the  Rhode  Island  track  and  par- 

ticularly significant,  inasmuch  as  this  cir- 
cuit holds  the  record  for  both  the  daily 

and  for  the  meeting  pari-mutuel  takes  in 
New  England. 

Degree  to  Hookailo 
Boston — Fred  Hookailo,  operator  at  the 

Olympia,  received  a   Past  Master’s  degree 
when  he  stepped  down  at  the  Theatrical 
Lodge  of  Masons.  Hookailo  has  been  in  the 
film  business  for  the  past  30  years.  He 
is  the  brother  of  the  late  Frank  Hookailo. 
once  district  manager  for  M&P  Theatres 
Corp. 

Gottlieb  Takes  Vows 

Boston — Joseph  Gottlieb,  former  special 
representative  for  Coulter  Premiums  and 
present  script  writer  for  WCAU,  was 
married  last  week.  The  couple  was  sched- 

uled to  return  this  week  from  their  honey- 
moon. 

pOLICE  had  to  be  called  to  the  Majestic 
on  the  opening  night  of  “Dracula”  and 

“Frankenstein”  to  handle  the  crowds  try- 
ing to  get  into  the  theatre.  Business  held 

up  all  week. 

Chime  hells  have  replaced  the  buzzers 
on  the  telephones  at  the  Loew-Poli. 

The  Bostwick  is  giving  women  patrons 
a   choice  of  linen  or  chinaware. 

Manager  Harry  Rose  of  the  Globe  is 
willing  to  take  on  any  Loew  manager  in 
New  England  when  it  comes  to  playing 
the  bull  fiddle. 

Manager  Michael  Carroll  of  the  Ameri- 
can hosted  more  than  100  East  Side  Post- 

Telegram  carriers. 

Local  jitterbugs  got  their  first  oppor- 
tunity to  dance  on  a   stage  at  the  Globe. 

Dancing  was  permitted  in  connection  with 
vaudeville. 

Bo-lo  contests  are  being  run  by  the 
American,  Strand,  Rialto  and  Hippodrome 
theatres  of  the  Levine  chain.  Final  con- 

test will  be  held  on  Hippodrome  stage. 

A   Sweetheart  Beauty  Ware  set  has  been 
started  by  the  Hippodrome  with  admission 
being  raised  to  25  cents. 

Park  City  brought  back  “Marihuana” 
for  a   two- day  return  engagement.  Re- 

sults were  such  that  most  other  Levine 
houses  booked  in  the  film. 

Margaret  Flattery  Is 

Bride  of  W .   J.  Shannon 
Boston — Margaret  Flattery,  recently  at 

RKO,  and  William  J.  Shannon,  son  of 
Parker  Shannon,  were  married  last  week 
at  Our  Lady  of  Presentation  Church  in 
Brighton. 

Ethel  Moore  of  the  Paramount  Theatre 
and  Catherine  Driscoll  were  among  the 

bridesmaids.  Anthony  Zinn,  house  man- 
ager of  the  RKO  Boston,  and  Joseph  Mans- 

field, also  with  the  local  RKO  theatres, 
were  among  the  ushers. 

More  than  300  people  attended  the  re- 
ception held  at  the  Brighthelmstone  Club. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

(Answers  on  page  83) 

1.  What  occasioned  payment  of  taxes  in 
full  by  Massachusetts  theatre  owners 
when  an  abatement  appeal  is  being 
considered? 

2.  Who  is  building  a   new  theatre  in  Stam- 
ford, Conn.? 

3.  How  many  petition  signatures  are  claim- 
ed by  Bridgeport  charitable  organiza- 

tions who  wish  to  introduce  a   bill  legal- 
izing Bingo? 

4.  How  has  the  Bank  Night  tiff  with  Ed- 
ward Markell  and  Kenneth  Forkey  been 

disposed  of? 
5.  What  is  the  Attleboro  plan  to  cut  Hal- 

lowe’en havoc? 

Likens  War  Crisis 

To  Picture  Climax 
Boston — The  recent  European  crisis  was 

likened  to  the  climax  of  “Wee  Willie 
Winkie”  by  a   contributor  last  week  to  the 
columns  of  the  Boston  Globe.  The  writer 
said: 

“Even  though  the  world  seemed  sud- 
denly to  find  its  very  life  threatened  re- 

cently, yet  that  dramatic  and  abrupt 
‘about-turn’  a   scant  24  hours  from  the 
brink  of  the  precipice,  will  ever  remain 
one  of  the  wonders  of  the  modern  world! 

Truly,  even  as  the  producers  said,  ‘when 
you  experience  the  thrills  of  that  tense 

climax  of  “Wee  Willie  Winkie,”  then  you 
will  realize  that  you  are  seeing  one  of  the 

greatest  pictures  ever  made!’ 
“But  little  did  they  dream  that  in  just 

one  short  year  the  leading  statesmen  of 
the  entire  world  would  reproduce,  inter- 

pret, vindicate  and  glorify  that  extraordi- 
nary climax — with  the  world’s  two  billion 

inhabitants  as  ‘extra  players,’  the  Bavar- 
ian Alps  as  the  ‘top  of  the  World’  and  its 

aspirations  for  lasting  peace  and  the  whole 

world  as  a   Hollywood  ‘set.’  ” 

Massachusetts  Censors 

Approve  of  47  Pictures 
Boston — Not  a   film  in  the  latest  list  of 

approved  motion  pictures,  numbering  47, 
put  out  by  the  Massachusetts  bureau  of 
Sunday  censorship  underwent  eliminations. 

Five  vaudeville  acts  on  the  accompany- 
ing list  were  ruled  out  for  Sunday  show- 

ings, while  modifications  were  required  on 
three  others. 

Films  okayed  included  M-G-M’s  “Vaca- 
tion From  Love,”  Universal’s  “That  Cer- 
tain Age,”  United  Artists’  “There  Goes  My 

Heart,”  and  20th-Fox’s  provocatively  titled, 
“What  Every  Boy  Should  Know,”  and 
“What  Every  Girl  Should  Know.” 

Operators  Local  No.  273 
Will  Elect  in  November 

New  Haven — Local  No.  273  of  motion 

picture  operators  for  the  New  Haven  terri- 
tory including  Ansonia  and  Derby,  will 

hold  its  annual  election  meeting  in  Novem- 
ber, with  Maurice  Moriarity  presiding. 

B-41  local  of  exchange  employes  will 
meet  November  14  at  the  Hotel  Garde. 

Fund-raising  for  the  annual  Christmas 
party  will  be  discussed.  Katherine  Fitz- 

gerald will  preside. 

Rumblings 

Boston — The  exchange  employes  local 
has  not  met  in  a   body  for  over  a   year. 
Rumblings  have  reached  this  publication 
from  several  sources  within  the  union. 
Board  meetings  have  been  held  during 
the  hiatus,  however. 
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Legion  Installation 

Scheduled  Tuesday 
Boston  —   Maj .   Patrick  P.  Healey,  state 

governmental  film  head,  will  be  installed 
as  commander  of  the  Theatrical  Post  of 

American  Legion  at  the  annual  dinner- 
dance  of  the  organization  Tuesday  eve- 

ning at  the  Copley-Plaza  Hotel. 

William  McLaughlin,  elected  at  a   busi- 
ness meeting  September  1,  will  go  in  as 

vice-commander.  The  Stoneham  exhibitor 
is  due  to  succeed  Healey  next  year. 

Harry  Aaronson,  manager  of  the  Rialto 
in  Scollay  Square,  will  be  installed  as 

vice-commander.  Harry  Smith,  RKO  book- 
er, will  be  adjutant.  Marcel  Mekelburg, 

GB  district  manager,  will  become  finance 
officer.  Samuel  Levine,  GB  head  booker 

in  Boston,  will  be  sergeant-at-arms. 
The  executive  committee  of  the  Lt.  A. 

Vernon  Macaulay  (Theatrical)  Post  is  to 

include  Kenneth  L.  Forkey,  Maj.  William 

C.  Coty,  Alfred  Kenney,  and  Irving  Shiff- 
man. 

Several  Legit  Shows 
Are  Opened  in  Boston 

Boston — Ina  Claire  opened  this  week 

at  the  Colonial  in  “Yankee  Fable.”  The 
Lewis  Meltzer  play  was  formerly  titled 

“Generals  Need  Beds.” 
Frances  Farmer,  Julie  Haydon,  Victor 

Moore,  Sophie  Tucker,  and  George  Tobias 

also  opened  here  this  week  in  “Leave  It 

to  Me,”  “Shadow  and  Substance,”  and 
“Golden  Boy.” 
Jimmy  Savo  is  due  at  the  Shubert  No- 

vember 7   in  “The  Boys  From  Syracuse.” 

“The  Flying  Ginsburgs”  opened  at  the 
Plymouth  the  same  day  while  the  Monte 

Carlo  Ballet  Russe  gets  under  way  at  the 
Boston  Opera  House  the  same  time. 

The  Federal  Theatre  will  open  the  Copley 

Monday  with  “Haiti.” 

Just  a   Case  of  Mixing 
Business  With  Business 

Boston — Michael  Hurney,  former  news- 

paperman and  crack  salesman  for  Specialty 
Pictures,  worked  all  one  day  last  week 
assembling  a   Magic  Eye  apparatus  at  the 
Piedmont  St.  offices  of  Bank  Night.  Roy 
E.  Heffner,  distributor  and  a   second  sales 

ace,  also  pitched  in  as  evening  approached. 
An  exhibitor  stopped  in  to  watch.  The 

pair  promptly  sold  him  a   deal. 

Mekelburg  a   Grandfather 
Boston — The  daughter  of  Joseph  Mekel- 

burg, head  booker  for  Thomas  DiMaura- 

James  Guarino  outdoor  theatre  interests, 
has  given  birth  to  a   girl.  The  former 
Miss  Caroline  Mekelburg  married  Dr.  I.  H. 
Schwartz  a   year  ago.  Information  was 
received  here  by  cable  from  Palestine 
where  Dr.  Schwartz  is  teaching  at  the 
University  of  Jerusalem. 

B   O   §TO  H 

A   MASTER’S  report  was  written  last week,  but  not  filed,  in  the  open-air 
theatre  litigation  in  which  Thomas  Di- 
Maura  and  James  Guarino  were  the  prin- 

cipal defendants  and  Joseph  T.  Burchini, 
Woodford  Wilcox,  W.  W.  Smith  and  the 
Joseph  A.  Singarella  estate  the  likewise 
plaintiffs.  The  opinion  strongly  favors 
DiMaura  and  Guarino. 

Esther  Rittenberg  of  Interstate  has  mar- 
ried. She  is  honeymooning  under  the 

Southern  Cross  .   .   .   Frank  Soule,  Re- 
public auditor,  arrived  in  town  last  week. 

Allen  Cross,  of  the  team  of  Cross  and 

Dunn  which  is  now  in  town,  had  an  an- 
swer for  a   heckler  last  week  at  the  May- 

fair,  film  district  night  club.  “If  you  don’t 
stop,”  Cross  quipped,  “we’ll  pour  you  back 

in  a   bottle.” 
The  Goldstein  Brothers-E .   M.  Loew  feud 

continues.  Loew  is  building  in  North 
Adams  where  the  Goldsteins  bought  out 

from  under  him. 

Tex  Safrine,  who  recently  obtained  a 
private  license  to  pilot  planes  up  to  4,000 
pounds,  was  stunting  last  week  over  the 

house  of  L.  L.  Foster,  Capitol  Theatre  Sup- 
ply Co.  executive.  Lowell  Frank  of  Capitol 

was  with  Safrine.  It  wasn’t  a   publicity 
stunt  for  the  new  airplane  service  Capitol 
is  now  offering. 

A   booker  of  one  of  the  larger  New  Eng- 
land circuits,  himself  a   confirmed  bachelor, 

is  reported  to  be  engaged  to  a   southern 
belle  .   .   .   William  Riseman  and  Alex  Ler- 
cari,  headquartering  in  the  film  district  at 

Joe  Cifre’s,  may  get  the  decoration  con- 
tract for  the  new  Loew’s  Inc.,  theatre  un- 

derway at  San  Juan,  Puerto  Rico. 

Interstate  is  to  renovate  the  Revere  The- 

atre in  the  Boston  suburb  of  the  same 
name.  The  Colonial  in  Brockton  also 
awaits  rejuvenation  .   .   .   Henry  Sperling, 

former  partner  in  the  equally  former  Cen- 
tury Film  Co.,  was  in  town  last  week. 

Sperling  said  that  power  failure  arising 
from  the  rain  and  hurricane  darkened  his 

house  at  Manville,  R.  I„  for  a   week. 

Ulysses  Ponsant  has  opened  the  City 

Theatre  in  Belfast,  Me.  Ponsant  is  the 
operator  of  the  Maine  in  Waterville,  Colby 
College  site  .   .   .   Painting  ivas  going  on 

last  week  in  the  M-G-M  exchange. 

Harold  Davidson  has  sold  sound  equip- 
ment to  the  Park  in  Montello.  The  house 

is  part  of  the  Markell-Forkey  chain. 

More  salesmen  than  usual  were  in  the 

film  district  during  the  first  of  last  week. 

The  Row  was  deserted,  with  few  excep- 

tions, on  Columbus  Day  .   .   .   Joseph  Rut- 
tenberg,  brother  of  the  local  premium  man, 

has  finished  shooting  “The  Great  Waltz” 

for  M-G-M. 
Christine  Antignone,  office  manager  for 

Epilogues,  Inc.,  has  been  receiving  birth- 
day gifts  .   .   .   William  Hawkins,  Capitol 

Theatre  Supply  Co.  salesman,  has  a   new 

car.  It’s  a   present  from  an  insurance  com- 
pany. Hawkins  barely  escaped  from  his 

other  machine  before  it  was  inundated 
near  the  Biltmore  in  Providence. 

Ethel  Barrymore  appeared  last  week  in 

a   special  charity  matinee  of  “Whiteoaks” 
at  the  Plymouth.  Receipts  were  donated 
to.  the  Actors  Fund  of  America  .   .   .   Fred 
Hookailo,  projectionist  at  the  Washington 

St.  Olympia,  received  a   Past  Master’s  De- 
gree this  week  from  the  Theatrical  Lodge 

of  Masons  .   .   .   Clifford  Odets,  scenarist 
(Continued  on  next  page) 
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QPENING  of  the  new  de  luxe  Dixwell 
Theatre  by  Fishman  Brothers  is  set 

for  Tuesday,  October  25.  House  is  show- 
place  of  Connecticut  theatres  .   .   .Arch 

Street,  New  Britain,  is  planning  an  open- 
ing next  week. 

Harry  Asher,  Grand  National  Boston  dis- 
trict manager,  was  in  town  to  induct  Harry 

Gibbs  into  his  new  office.  Other  visitors: 
For  the  Navy  game,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Marvin 

Schenck,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Eugene  and  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Leonard  Picker  .   .   .   George  Raft 
was  a   spectator  at  the  first  game  of  the 
season  .   .   .   Tod  Browning  and  Lou  Smith 
in  for  the  screening  and  Basil  Rathbone 
for  a   personal  appearance  in  connection 

with  “If  I   Were  King”  .   .   .   George  Rabino- 
witz  of  Boston  Republic  in  for  a   few  days 

.   .   .   Nat  Furst,  Herman  Rifkin,  and  Morti- 
mer Lieberman  also  left  the  Hub  City  for 

several  days  to  pay  a   visit  .   .   .   Al  Lines 
of  White  Plains  seen  along  the  street  .   .   . 
Robert  A.  Nunes  in  from  Boston  to  see 
Brother  Morris. 

Loew-Poli  office  is  concentrating  on 

“Great  Waltz”  contests  in  cooperation  with 
night  clubs  in  the  territory,  which  Sam 
Badamo  is  lining  up.  State  finals  will  be 
held  either  in  New  Haven  or  Hartford. 

Sophie  Tucker,  at  the  Shubert  in  the  pre- 

Broadway  musical,  “Leave  It  to  Me,”  vis- 
ited with  old  friend  Harry  Shaw,  as  did 

Victor  Moore,  also  of  the  cast.  Show  is 

pronounced  a   sure  go  after  a   little  whit- 
tling. 

Strand,  Hamden  reports  a   packed  open- 
ing and  much  interest  on  Photo  Pay  Nite. 

Of  the  pictures  flashed  on  the  screen  for 
identification  and  purchase  by  the  house, 
only  two  were  identified.  The  house  now 

offers  to  buy  back  ten  photos  at  $10  each. 

The  Lincoln  Theatre  has  inaugurated  its 

Saturday  morning  shows,  with  a   matron 

in  attendance,  and  “no  adult  admitted  un- 
less accompanied  by  at  least  one  child.” 

The  Sal  Adorno  vs.  Warner  lease  suit 
on  the  Palace  is  rumored  to  have  been 

settled  for  $7,500  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff 

after  several  days’  trial  in  the  Middelsex 
county  superior  court. 

Rialto,  Stamford,  is  trying  bargain  mati- 

nees on  Thursday  and  Friday  1   to  5   p.m., 

at  10-20  cents.  The  house  starts  on  Wris- 

ley’s  new  chinaware  November  10  and  11, 
in  a   90-week  deal. 

Whitneyville  people  say  they  will  pe- 
tition the  Baileys,  who  have  announced 

the  building  of  a   theatre  in  this  section, 
to  make  it  a   single  feature  policy. 

The  “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  com- 

bination is  now  at  E.  M.  Loew’s,  Hartford. 
Several  successive  holdovers  have  put  back 

the  date  at  New  Haven’s  College. 

Morris  Nunes  of  Progressive  Premium 

recently  injured  his  leg  in  an  auto  acci- 
dent, but  gets  to  his  office  faithfully. 

Buying  Situations 
Is  a   Confab  Topic 

Boston — The  Independent  Exhibitors, 

Inc.,  held  a   business  session  here  last 

week  at  which  buying  situations  were  dis- 
cussed. 

Nathan  Yamins,  M.  L.  Levenson,  E. 
Harold  Stoneman  and  Arthur  K.  Howard 

were  designated  as  New  England  repre- 
sentatives at  the  Allied  board  of  directors 

meeting  this  week  in  New  York. 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  20,  1928) 

QN  THE  site  of  the  old  Boston  Theatre 

'in  Hubtown,  the  B.  F.  Keith  Memorial 
Theatre  will  be  opened  soon,  built  under 

the  personal  supervision  of  E.  F.  Albee 
and  intended  as  a   lasting  tribute  to  B.  F. 
Keith. 

Jacob  Lourie,  vice-president  and  general 
manager  of  the  Netoco  chain,  was  recently 
tendered  a   testimonial  dinner  .   .   .   Harry 
Browning  will  manage  the  new  $5,000,000 

Keith  Memorial  .   .   .   Joseph  J.  McDer- 
mott, for  the  past  five  years  manager  of 

the  Opera  House,  Gardiner,  Me.  was  re- 
cently transferred  to  the  general  offices 

of  the  Maine  and  New  Hampshire  The- 
atre Co.,  at  Boston. 

With  the  right  of  all  exhibitors  to  bid 

on  product  in  competitive  situations  de- 
manded as  one  of  the  planks  of  the  Allied 

States  Ass’n,  revived  last  week  at  the  an- 
nual meeting  of  the  Michigan  MPTO  in 

Kalamazoo,  an  attack  will  be  made  on 

arbitrary  allocation  of  product  as  an  un- 
fair trade  practice,  according  to  W.  A. 

Steffes,  Minneapolis,  president  of  the  res- 
urrected association. 

New  England  at  this  time  does  not  seem 
to  be  suffering  from  falling  attendance 
figures  as  is  noted  in  other  parts  of  the 

country  .   .   .   Boston’s  Metropolitan  gave 
a   mammoth  all-star  benefit  show  for  the 

aid  of  Florida  hurricane  victims  .   .   .   Prac- 
tically every  sound  picture  playing  Boston 

has  been  held  over  in  theatres  for  sec- 
ond week  runs. 

A   complete  renovation  into  a   picture 

house  is  predicted  for  Waldron’s  Casino 
Theatre  which  closed  its  doors  last  week 

as  a   burlesque  house  .   .   .   Morris  Rosen- 

thal, for  many  years  manager  of  Poli’s 
Strand,  Waterbury,  Conn.,  and  for  the  past 

four  years  manager  of  Poli’s  Majestic, 
Bridgeport,  has  resigned  He  has  been 
succeeded  by  Charles  P.  Cohen  of  New 
York. 

William  Scully,  M-G-M  branch  manager 
in  New  Haven  for  the  past  nine  years  and 

recently  promoted  to  head  the  New  York 
office,  was  recently  tendered  a   farewell 

banquet  in  New  Haven’s  Hotel  Taft  .   .   . 
John  L.  McCurdy,  manager  director  of 

Boston’s  Metropolitan  is  convalescing  from 
a   severe  throat  operation.  He  is  slated 
to  become  manager  of  the  new  palatial 
Paramount  in  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

BOSTON 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

and  playwright,  is  scheduled  to  be  in  Bos- 

ton for  work  on  “Rocket  to  the  Moon:’ Harold  Clurman  is  collaborating . 

Joseph  Mekelburg,  Drive-In  Theatres 
Corp.  booker,  is  a   grandfather.  Marcel 
Mekelburg,  GB  district  manager,  is  an 

uncle  by  the  same  token,  gender  femi- 
nine ...  A   local  premium  distributor  is 

about  to  become  a   father.  He  predicts 
twins  .   .   .   Jack  Foster,  manager  of  the 
Plaza  in  Salem,  is  about  to  be  united.  His 
fiancee  was  tendered  a   shower  last  week. 

Phil  Bloomberg  operated  the  house  in  con- 
junction with  Joe  Morency. 

Some  of  the  larger  cavities  along  Pied- 
mont Street  were  filled  this  week  with 

asphalt,  giving  a   ride  along  the  film  dis- 

trict strip  less  semblance  to  a   roller-coast- 
er twirl  and  whirl  .   .   .   The  Weymouth 

Drive-In  Theatre  will  close  about  the  end 

of  this  month. 

Joe  Gottlieb,  formerly  here  for  Coulter 

Premiums  is  a   benedict  .   .   .   Myer  Rutten- 

berg,  present  Coulter  head  in  New  Eng- 
land, and  Mrs.  Ruttenberg  are  moving. 

It’s  Brookline  .   .   .   Irving  Zussman  has 
placed  his  new  Sweetheart  Beautyware  in 

metropolitan  Boston  at  the  Strand.  Wil- 
liam Wool  publicity  on  the  unique  give- 

away is  accordingly  landscaping  the 
swanky  and  social  Back  Bay. 

Doris  Andrews,  formerly  of  the  Metro- 

politan, is  undergoing  a   “natural  cure”  at 
the  Will  Rogers  Memorial  at  Saranac  Lake, 
New  York.  She  is  to  be  bedded  for  three 
months,  however.  Her  father  was  one  of  the 
inventors  of  the  Technicolor  process. 

Policemen  have  been  bothering  film  dis- 
trict parkers  more  consistently  tha  l   not 

these  past  few  days.  In  this  connection, 

there’s  the  story  of  how  several  interested 
cinematic  automobilists  sought  to  raise  a 
fund  with  which  to  purchase,  perhaps, 

some  slight  token  for  an  officer  who  is 
said  to  have  a   hand  in  the  issuance  of 

the  pasteboards.  There  were  several  ob- 
jectors, and  the  benevolency  disintegrated. 

Now,  ’tis  said,  the  officer  seems  to  be 
drawn  to  these  scoffers’  machines  as  if 

by  magnet. 

Philip  Markell,  former  circuit  owner  and 

present  poster  distributor,  is  now  a   fath- 
er-in-law ...  A   fire  that  raged  through 

the  Gem  Theatre  in  Winthrop,  Me.,  last 
week  left  walls  and  a   tin  roof  standing. 

Four  of  the  five  boards  repairing  the 

Winchester  Street  window  of  Harry  Deck- 

er’s Film  Exchange  Transfer  building  bear 
conflicting  testimony  as  to  the  cause  of  the 
mishap.  Several  depositions  state  that  the 
precipitating  cause  was  the  hurricane, 
while  other  written  evidence  declares  a 

South  End  gang  and  one  brick  had  some- 
thing to  do  with  the  matter. 

Max  Michaels,  operator  of  the  Colum- 
bia, has  that  home  spirit.  Ben  Bernard 

has  produced  a   stage  bit  around  the  song 
“Dream  Rendezvous.”  The  swingaroo  was 

written  by  two  Bostonians  and  was  pub- 
lished by  the  local  ASCAP  .   .   .   Work  is 
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going  on  at  15  Shawmut  St.  where  fire 

raked  the  building  of  an  Armenian  pub- 
lishing firm.  It  is  opposite  the  office  of 

the  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  and  firm- 
ly at  one  corner  of  the  film  district. 

William  S.  Koster’s  pugilistic  protege, 
AI  McCoy,  is  scheduled  to  fight  in  Mon- 

treal soon.  In  the  meantime,  the  seat 

renovation  expert  is  succumbing  to  a   pro- 
clivity for  football  game  patronage.  He 

used  to  play  semi-professionally  ...  A 
tenant  is  said  to  be  in  sight  for  the  Pied- 

mont Street  and  Broadway  Bldg,  former- 
ly occupied  by  Harry  Germaine  with  Price 

Theatre  Premiums.  Germaine  is  now  at  12 
Piedmont  St. 

The  assistant  manager  at  a   local  first- 

run,  who  doesn’t  like  to  see  his  name  in 
print,  battled  his  way  to  work  last  week 
from  bed  where  he  had  been  confined  with 
a   severe  cold  that  had  its  complications, 
including  a   congested  lung  and  a   worried 
wife. 

Major  Patrick  F.  Healey,  state  film  head, 
is  ready  to  march  in  as  commandant  of 
the  Theatrical  Post  of  American  Legion 
when  public  installation  is  held  at  the 

Copley-Plaza  on  Tuesday  evening,  October 
25.  William  McLaughlin,  Stoneham  thea- 

tre owner,  becomes  vice-commander. 

R.  L.  "Pop”  Gorman  was  in  the  dis- 
trict last  week  on  a   business  excursion 

from  his  press  agentry  duties  at  Benson’s 
Wild  Animal  Farm  in  New  Hampshire. 
He  is  one  of  the  real  veterans  .   .   .   The 

parking  space  at  the  corner  of  Winchester 
Street  and  Broadway  was  being  fenced 

last  week  Thursday.  To  balance  the  "con- 

fiscation,” the  parking  lot  at  the  west  side 
of  Piedmont  St.  has  been  unboarded. 

Sam  Davidson,  Cameo  Screen  Attrac- 

tions, Inc.,  head,  spotted  “Mayerling”  in 
downtown  Boston  at  the  Tremont  for  the 

holiday  .   .   .   Max  and  Joseph  Levenson 
invited  Fire  Commissioner  Reilly  and  all 
members  of  the  Boston  fire  department 
to  the  South  Station  Theatre  to  view  the 
clip  on  United  States  Fire  Prevention  in 
the  new  March  of  Time.  It  broke  in  most 
of  the  papers. 

Solly  Levine,  formerly  with  Mark  Jeffrey 
at  the  New  England  Film  Exchange,  is 
back  in  the  film  district  following  an 
operation  performed  at  Beth  Israel  .   .   . 
Fine  Arts  Theatre  publicity  found  its  way 
into  local  art  columns  last  week  as  the 
result  of  the  hanging  by  George  Kraska 

in  the  theatre  lobby  of  an  exhibition  of 
sketches  and  water  colors.  The  effects 
were  the  work  of  Janet  Gill  .   .   .   Lou  Wal- 

ters, theatrical  booker,  has  bannered  Win- 
chester St.  in  behalf  of  his  newly  opened 

Latin  Quarter. 

Film  support  is  being  accorded  the  Sal- 

vation Army’s  1938-39  Greater  Boston  An- 
nual Maintenance  Appeal,  launched  last 

week  in  the  direction  of  a   $155,000  goal 

to  carry  on  the  organization’s  charities 
through  its  24  activities  and  institutions 
in  the  metropolitan  area.  It  is  the  18th 
consecutive  year  in  which  the  Salvation 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Queries  on  page  80) 

1.  The  ambiguity  of  the  law,  which  re- 
quires payment  of  the  tax  in  cases  where 

it  amounts  to  $1,000  or  more,  before  an 

appeal  can  be  taken.  October  1   is  the 
deadline  for  an  appeal  according  to  an 
earlier  law. 

2.  F.  E.  Weiss,  of  the  present  Stamford 
Theatre. 

3.  300,000. 

4.  Roy  Heffner,  owner  of  Bank  Night 

rights  in  New  England,  reports  the  de- 
fendants made  a   cash  payment  and 

signed  new  contracts. 
5.  Rotary  and  the  Merchants  Bureau  are 

sponsoring  a   parade  with  free  prizes  for 

the  best  kids’  costume.  The  parade  is 
to  end  at  a   free  evening  show  at  Albert 

McAvoy’s  Union,  with  the  kids  taking 
to  the  stage  to  stunt  for  prizes. 

Weeks  Holds  Confab  in 

Boston  With  S.  Broidy 
Boston — George  W.  Weeks,  Monogram 

sales  manager,  was  in  town  to  confer  with 
Steve  Broidy,  Monogram  manager  in  this 
territory. 

The  local  Monogram  office  has  placed 

“Mr.  Wong,  Detective,”  the  first  of  a   series 
of  four  mysteries,  day  and  date,  in  the 

first-run  Paramount  and  Fenway. 

To  Transcript  Staff 
Boston — Richard  Tucker,  for  many  years 

official  photographer  for  local  RKO  the- 
atres, has  been  appointed  to  supervise 

the  inauguration  of  a   new  rotogravure  sec- 
tion, added  to  the  Boston  Transcript. 

A   G-Man  Is  Active 

With  Key  Showmen 
Boston — A   department  of  justice  in- 

vestigator was  closeted  here  most  of  last 
week  with  a   number  of  key  members  of 

the  Independent  Exhibitors  Inc. 

No  announcement  was  forthcoming  from 

the  organization  on  the  subject,  but  the 

import  carried  was  self-evident. 

Markells  Announce  the 

Marriage  of  Daughter 
Boston — Philip  Markell,  former  promi- 

nent chain  owner  who  now  conducts  a   the- 
atre poster  service  in  New  England,  and 

Mrs.  Markell  have  announced  the  marriage 

of  their  daughter,  Ruth,  to  Jason  O.  Bur- ack. 

The  former  Miss  Marked  attended  Rad- 

cliffe.  Burack,  son  of  the  late  Dr.  Abra- 
ham Burack,  was  graduated  in  1935  from 

Harvard.  He  is  now  a   senior  at  Tufts 
Medical  School. 

Warner  Oland's  Remains 
Are  Buried  in  Southboro 
Boston — The  ashes  of  Warner  Oland 

have  been  buried  in  Southboro,  Mass., 
where  the  Olands  maintained  a   summer 

place  for  many  years.  The  widow  of  the 

“Charlie  Chan”  of  the  films  brought  the 
remains  to  Massachusetts  from  Stockholm, 

Sweden,  where  the  star  died  last  August. 

Committal  services  were  held  in  South- 
boro at  Rural  Cemetery.  The  Rev.  Robert 

F.  Cheney,  Rector  of  St.  Mark’s  Episcopal 
Church,  officiated. 

USED 
[But  Not  Abused] 

UPHOLSTERED 

CHAIRS 
rJoTTi i   FRY! 

37  Winchester  Street  Boston 
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Almost  Hung  on  His 

Own  "Line" Boston — It  really  happened  this  week 

on  Piedmont  St. — the  clinching  answer 
to  the  start  ol  one  of  those  lines. 

"You  should  be  in  Hollywood,"  he 
said  to  a   film  district  secretary. 

“You  should  be  somewhere  else,  too," 
she  retorted. 

BOSTON 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

Army  has  made  such  a   financial  appeal 
in  Boston. 

Wini  Shaw,  film  star  whose  last  ap- 
pearance in  Boston  was  at  the  Metropoli- 

tan, has  been  booked  for  the  Crawford 
House.  This  niterie  is  using  an  increasing 
list  of  Jiame  performers  and  is  an  oasis 

for  such  acts  in  Boston’s  vaudeville-less 
Sahara. 

A   representative  of  the  Massachusetts 
Unemployment  Compensation  office  was 

in  the  film  district  last  week,  checking 
tardy  returns  from  several  exchanges  .   .   . 
Walter  Gillis,  Cameo  office  manager,  was 
still  jurying  last  week. 

Trailer- Made  service  will  shortly  be  dis- 
tributed out  of  Boston.  Joe  Schmuck  who 

is  breaking  in  his  cane  for  a   convention, 
is  the  local  sales  head  .   .   .   Margaret  Flat- 

tery, formerly  connected  with  the  RKO 
theatres  here,  last  week  became  Mrs.  Wil- 

liam J.  Shannon  .   .   .   Richard  Tucker,  for- 
merely  of  RKO,  is  photographer-in-chief 
for  the  New  Boston  Transcript  rotogravure 
section. 

The  Boston  Friars  Club  held  a   party  at 
the  Hotel  Statler  on  Saturday.  Games, 
cocktails  and  eats  followed  the  screening 
.   .   .   Arthur  Greenblatt,  eastern  divisional 

manager  for  GB,  has  been  visiting  the 
New  England  offices  of  the  distributor. 

Virginia  Walker,  local  girl  who  went  to 
the  Coast  after  being  aided  by  Jack  Gra- 
nara  and  other  Boston  film  men,  was  one 
of  the  few  guests  at  the  Ronald  Colman- 
Benita  Hume  wedding.  When  the  former 
Boston  girl  married  William  Hawks,  Col- 

man’s  business  manager  recently,  the  actor 
loaned  them  his  yacht  for  a   honeymoon 
conveyance. 

No  film  eliminations  out  of  47  starts 

last  week  .   .   .   Columbus  Day  has  brought 
the  quip  from  a   local  wagster  that  the 
explorer  may  be  likened  to  a   number  of 

present-day  film  producers.  Columbus, 

points  the  gentleman,  also  didn’t  know 
where  he  was  going  when  he  started, 
where  he  was  when  he  got  there,  nor  where 
he  had  been  when  he  got  home  .   .   .   and 
did  it  all  on  borrowed  money. 

John  Barnett  operator  of  the  Finn’s  The- 
atre in  Jewett  City,  Conn.,  is  turning  to 

higher  education.  The  house  was  leveled 
by  the  hurricane.  Barnett  has  been  ne- 

gotiating to  put  films  into  the  high  school 
auditorium. 

A   department  of  justice  representative 
has  been  in  conference  with  Independent 

Exhibitors,  Inc.,  executives  here  .   .   .   Nathan 
Yamins,  Max  Levenson,  Harold  Stoneman, 
and  Arthur  K.  Howard  were  appointed  to 
represent  the  Independent  Exhibitors  at 
the  board  of  directors  meeting  of  Allied 

States  Ass’n  in  New  York  this  week. 

Rudy  Vallee  and  Benny  Goodman  are 
to  hold  a   jitterbug  straight  versus  swing 
battle  at  Boston  Gardens  Monday  in  be- 

half of  the  Boston  Evening  American 

Christmas  Basket  fund  .   .   .   “Another 
Benchley,  Bob  jr.  this  time,  is  on  the  staff 

of  the  Harvard  Lampoon,”  notes  the  Bos- 
ton Globe.  “Do  these  kids  inherit  a   sense 

of  humor,  or  are  they  just  working 

Daddy’s  sermon  barrel?” 

The  off-the-neck  coiffure,  whose  begin- 
ning Sam  Davidson  accredits  to  Danielle 

Darrieux  and  “Mayerling,”  has  Leominster 
factories  working  overtime  to  meet  the 
demands  for  haircombs  .   .   .   Max  Michaels 

last  week  celebrated  the  first  anniversary 

of  the  Columbia  Theatre  under  his  man- 

agement. 

New  theatre  construction  may  be  aided 
by  the  fact  that  timber  worth  $12,000,000, 
having  a   manufactured  value  of  some  five 
times  that  amount,  was  felled  by  the  hur- 

ricane in  central  New  England  ...  A 
course  on  theatre  air-conditioning  is  be- 

ing offered  by  the  Massachusetts  division 
of  University  Extension. 

Joe  Cifre  has  a   large  sign  in  both  the 
Piedmont  and  Winchester  Street  windows 

of  his  equipment  establishment  that  an- 
nounces to  the  public  the  vending  of 

“Used,  But  Not  Abused,  Upholstered 

Chairs.” 

Walls  and  Rool  Remain 

Alter  Fire  in  Winthrop 
Boston — Fire  last  week  left  nothing  re- 

maining of  the  Gem  in  Winthrop,  Me.  but 
walls  and  a   tin  roof.  Ed  Desgardins  plans 
to  rebuild  immediately. 

"Ferdinand"  Tieups 

New  York — The  RKO  publicity  depart- 
ment is  arranging  a   number  of  tieups  for 

“Ferdinand  and  the  Bull,”  next  Disney 
feature-length  short,  in  connection  with 

Children’s  Book  Week,  November  13-19. 

Ill  Wind  Blows  Good 

Boston — Jack  Martin,  politician  and  Re- 
public employe  of  parts  has  a   new  nick 

name.  It  is  “Hurricane  Jack.” 
Martin  received  a   notice  from  Registrar 

Goodwin  that  his  automobie  driving  license 
had  been  automatically  revoked  following 

Martin’s  non-appearance  in  court  on  a 
charge  of  parking  illegally  in  the  film  dis- 
trict. 

Martin,  in  rebuttal,  told  the  court  that 
the  hurricane  had  blown  the  letter  out 

from  behind  his  screen  door.  He  did  not 

receive  it,  he  said. 
Boston  municipal  court  accepted  a   plea 

of  guilty,  took  the  excuse  into  considera- 
tion, filed  the  case.  Martin  got  his  license 

back. 

"Moonlight  Sonata" 
Exceeds  Hopes 

Boston — There  were  those  who  lifted 

an  eyebrow  when  George  Kraska  pre- 

dicted, before  the  opening  of  "Moon- 

light Sonata"  at  the  Fine  Arts,  that  the 
Paderewski  vehicle  would  run  at  least 

two  months  in  the  Back  Bay  house. 

It  is  now  in  its  sixth  month. 

'J'HANKS  to  the  generosity  of  a   certain 
Mr.  Loeb,  40  boys  from  the  St.  Louis 

Home  for  Boys  at  Dunstan  were  guests 
of  the  State  Theatre,  Saturday,  October 

15,  at  the  matinee  screening  of  “Boys 
Town.”  The  theatre  had  tried  in  vain  to 
get  transportation  for  the  group  of  or- 

phans, when  Mr.  Loeb  voluntarily  stepped 
into  the  picture  with  an  offer,  not  only  of 
transportation,  but  tickets  and  a   dinner 

afterwards  at  the  new  Howard- Johnson 
restaurant  on  Forest  Avenue.  The  theatre, 

however,  refused  to  let  the  boys’  benefactor 
pay  for  the  tickets. 

From  a   reliable  source  comes  the  report 
that  the  Casco  Theatre,  an  E.  M.  Loew 
house,  is  to  be  closed  shortly  .   .   .   Ruth 

Levine,  daughter  of  H.  I.  Levine,  New  Hav- 
en, Conn.,  is  the  guest  of  her  sister,  Mrs. 

Harry  Botwick  .   .   .   Other  Filmrow  visitors: 

Joe  Wolfe,  Columbia  salesman;  Bill  Ben- 
jamin, NS  salesman,  Boston,  and  Mrs. 

Benjamin. 

Frank  Vennett,  manager  of  the  Opera 

House,  Bath,  returned  this  week  from  a 
vacation  trip  to  New  York,  Montreal  and 

Toronto  .   .   .   Approximately  1,000  young- 
sters have  enrolled  to  date  in  the  Bobby 

Breen  Club  being  organized  by  the  Empire 
Theatre,  according  to  Harlan  J.  Boucher, 
manager.  From  50  to  100  prizes  are  given 

away  each  Saturday  morning  to  holders 
of  lucky  numbers. 

A   new  theatre  is  being  built  at  Mechanic 
Falls,  Me.  The  house  is  to  be  operated  by 
a   salesman  of  the  Capitol  Theatre  Supply Co. 

John  Divney,  manager  of  the  Maine 
Theatre,  was  to  have  returned  October  17 
from  a   vacation  spent  in  New  York  .   .   . 

“Boys  Town”  last  week  played  to  SRO 
at  the  State  Theatre  at  both  afternoon 
and  evening  performances,  according  to 
Manager  Harry  Botwick. 

Under  the  direction  of  Albert  Hickey, 
the  WPA  Theatre  Project  presented  a   short 

play  over  Radio  Station  WCSH  Monday 
evening,  October  10  ...  As  a   goodwill  ges- 

ture the  Strand  Theatre  was  turned 
over  to  members  of  the  Junior  League 

October  17  for  their  annual  “follies,”  a musical  review  and  fashion  show.  The 
theatre  promoted  numerous  cooperative 
ads  with  the  better  department  stores.  The 

money  raised  is  to  be  donated,  in  its  en- 
tirety, to  the  League’s  general  welfare 

work.  Tickets  were  priced  at  $1  and  $2. 

Arthur  Sharby,  Maine-New  Hampshire 

independent  exhibitor,  has  taken  over  dis- 

tribution and  booking  rights  for  the  “Pace 
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MPTOA  CONVENTION  WORKERS  AWAIT  SPEAKERS 

ACCEPTANCES;  18TH  CONCLAVE  IS  PROMISING 
MPTOA  Reservations Kuykendall,  Loewenstein 

Are  Busy  With  Final 
Arrangements 

Oklahoma  City — An  unofficial  list  of 

speakers  for  the  MPTOA  convention  was 
released  by  President  Ed  Kuykendall  while 
visiting  here  with  Morris  Loewenstein, 
convention  chairman.  Actual  names  that 
will  appear  on  the  convention  program 
will  depend  upon  acceptance  of  a   number 
of  invitations  just  sent  out. 

Hal  Roach  will  have  a   spot  on  the  pro- 
gram, Kuykendall  informed  Boxoffice,  as 

will  Leo  Spitz,  president  of  RKO;  William 
F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  manager  for 
M-G-M;  Eddie  Golden,  vice-president  of 
Monogram;  Charles  Casanave,  vice-presi- 

dent of  National  Screen  Service;  Frank 
Cassil,  member  of  the  board,  Kansas  City; 
George  Schaefer,  retired  general  sales 
manager  for  United  Artists;  Herman  Wob- 
ber,  general  manager  of  distribution  for 
20th  Century-Fox;  Fred  Wehrenberg, 
chairman  of  the  MPTOA  board  of  direc- 

tors; Lewen  Pizor  of  Philadelphia;  Arthur 
Lockwood  of  Connecticut;  Ed  Levy  of  New 
Haven,  general  counsel  for  the  MPTOA; 
M.  C.  Moore  of  Jacksonville;  Charley  Wil- 

liams of  Omaha;  L.  C.  Hayman  of  Buf- 
falo; M.  A.  Lightman  of  Memphis;  Bob 

O’Donnell  of  Interstate  circuit,  Dallas; 
L.  C.  Griffith,  president  of  the  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.;  Robert  Ripley  of  Long- 

view, Wash.;  J.  Frank  Martin,  mayor  of 
Oklahoma  City;  R.  X.  Williams  of  Ox- 

ford, Miss.,  board  member;  Mitchell  Wolf- 
son  of  Miami,  and  R.  A.  Harvey  of  San 
Francisco. 

Kuykendall  also  stated  that  he  had  made 
arrangements  with  a   number  of  major 
studios  for  stars  to  make  personal  ap- 

pearances at  the  convention  and  the  Movie 
Ball.  Officials  of  M-G-M  and  20th-Fox 
have  each  promised  two  stars,  depending 
upon  which  names  are  not  in  production 
at  the  time,  Kuykendall  stated.  Morris 
Loewenstein  has  received  a   personal  letter 
from  Herbert  Yates,  president  of  Republic 
Pictures,  assuring  him  that  he,  Yates,  will 
do  his  best  to  see  that  Gene  Autry,  Roy 
Rogers  and  Smiley  Burnette  make  personal 
appearances. 

Registration  will  open  Sunday  morning, 
October  30,  Loewenstein  has  announced 

as  the  convention  program  begins  to  as- 
sume shape.  A   number  of  entertainment 

affairs  have  been  set  for  definite  spots 

with  the  president’s  reception  slated  for 
Sunday  night  in  the  Civic  Room  of  the 
Biltmore  Hotel,  convention  headquarters. 
Ann,  Bond,  beautiful  young  songstress, 
Cleibert  and  Siebert  Dalton,  two  wizards 
with  the  harmonicas  and  WKY  stars,  and 
Herman  Chaney  and  his  KOMA  staff  or- 

chestra, are  set  for  this  affair. 
Noonday  luncheons  in  the  Biltmore  have 

Oklahoma  City — Reservations  for  room 

space  for  the  MPTOA  convention  con- 
tinues to  mount  at  local  hotels  with  indi- 

cations that  attendance  will  exceed  by  a 

considerable  margin  that  of  last  year’s 
meet.  The  following  list  comprises  early 
reservations  at  the  Biltmore  Hotel,  con- 

vention headquarters,  and  lists  only  those 
names  in  which  rooms  have  been  reserved. 
In  several  instances  reservations  have  been 
made  for  several  room  suites  and  in  be- 

half of  unnamed  friends  or  associates  and 
reservation  lists  have  not  been  sent  at  the 

time  of  writing  for  more  than  150  dele- 
gates pledged  by  various  groups  and  who 

have  written  Convention  Chairman  Mor- 
ris Loewenstein  of  their  intention  to  at- 

tend the  convention  and  reserved  space 
but  only  in  the  name  of  associates. 

The  list,  to  date,  follows: 
Alfred  M.  and  Lester  Sack,  Sack  Amuse- 

ment Co.,  Dallas;  H.  B.  Snook  and  Ed 
Auger,  RCA,  New  York  City;  E.  W.  Aaron 
and  William  F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M;  Russell 
Borg,  Kansas  City;  R.  R.  Biechele,  Kan- 

sas City;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  Barron, 
Pratt,  Kan.;  M.  M.  Buchanan,  Chicago, 
111.;  Les  Abbott  and  R.  E.  Klechner,  Chi- 

cago; A.  Broggini,  J.  A.  Hammond  and  G. 
H.  Meyer,  all  of  Cleveland;  G.  Carey, 
Paris,  Ark.;  Victor  Cornelius,  Eastland, 
Texas;  E.  B.  Coleman,  M-G-M,  Dallas; 
Walter  E.  Green,  Cleveland. 

Oscar  S.  Oldknow,  Los  Angeles;  Frank 
Cassil,  St.  Joseph,  Mo.;  Mrs.  Cecil  Capp, 

Arkadelphia,  Ark.;  Douglas  Desch,  Kan- 
sas City;  H.  B.  Doering,  Garnett,  Kan.; 

Roy  Durmock,  Atchinson,  Kan.;  Wm.  G. 
Formby,  Kansas  City;  T.  W.  Edwards,  El- 

don, Mo.;  W.  R.  Ferguson,  New  York  City; 
Charles  and  W.  E.  Gregory,  Kansas  City; 
J.  G.  Haney,  Colorado  Springs;  O.  B.  Hunt 
and  S.  W.  Hand,  Kansas  City;  A.  C.  Hay- 
man,  Buffalo;  Finton  Jones,  Kansas  City. 

George  Harttmann,  North  Kansas  City; 

been  scheduled  for  Monday,  Tuesday  and 
Wednesday  and  are  provided  as  part  of  the 
registration  fee  for  the  convention.  This 
will  enable  delegates  to  go  directly  from 
business  sessions  to  luncheon  and  return 

without  leaving  the  convention  headquar- 
ters, a   practice  that  has  worked  out  quite 

successfully  for  the  state  association  con- 
ventions in  the  past. 

Two  stag  affairs  have  been  arranged  for 
Monday  night,  one  for  the  men  and  one 

for  the  women.  The  men’s  affair  will  be 
in  the  Biltmore  Civic  room  and  the  ladies' 
affair  at  an  as  yet  undetermined  place. 
A   string  orchestra  and  harp  and  floor  show 
will  entertain  the  ladies.  Songstresses, 
special  dances,  a   line  of  girls  and  a   special 

act  are  set  for  the  men’s  stag  affair. 
Tuesday  night  the  MPTOA  banquet  and 

dinner  dance  will  be  held  at  the  Oklahoma 

F.  C.  Hensler,  Kansas  City;  E.  A.  Harris, 
Kansas  City;  E.  T.  Jones,  Ralph  Larned, 
Camden,  N.  J.;  Edward  G.  Levy,  New 

Haven,  Conn.;  Harry  Lowenstein,  Ard- 
more, Okla.;  Sidney  B.  Lust,  Washington, 

D.  C.;  Jack  London;  June  Medcalf,  Kan- 
sas City;  W.  J.  McKinney,  Topeka;  Ar- 
thur Ungar,  Hollywood;  C.  L.  McCoy,  Dal- 

las; Ben  Marcus,  Kansas  City;  A.  A.  Moud- 
ler,  Sapulpa,  Okla.;  S.  E.  Pirtle,  Jersey - 
ville,  111.;  Hugh  Owen,  Dallas. 
George  Nescher,  Valley  Falls,  Kas.; 

George  K.  O’Rourke,  Dallas;  C.  C.  Koontz, 
Dallas;  Fred  Pickrel,  Ponca  City,  Okla.; 
J.  C.  Pennington,  Kansas  City;  Dave 
Palfreyman,  New  York  City;  Lewen  Pizor, 
Philadelphia;  Ed  Rolsky,  Kansas  City;  J. 
T.  Roberts  and  H.  B.  Robb,  Dallas;  A1 

Steen,  New  York  City;  A.  J.  Simmons,  La- 
mar, Mo.;  Louis  Sosna,  Moberly,  Mo.;  Sam 

Sosna,  Manhattan,  Kas.;  S.  Schwahn, 
Lawrence,  Kan.;  H.  J.  Strowig,  Abilene, Kan. 

W.  E.  Scott,  New  York  City;  O.  F.  Sul- 
livan, Wichita,  Kan.;  John  C.  Stapel, 

Rockport,  Mo.;  Wallace  Walthall,  Dallas; 

Roy  D.  Thresh,  Dallas;  C.  B.  Akers,  Dal- 
las; Herman  Wobber,  New  York  City;  W. 

J.  Kupper,  New  York  City;  R.  X.  Williams, 
Oxford,  Miss.;  Warren  Weber,  Stafford, 
Kas.;  C.  E.  Williams  Omaha;  Judge  and 
Mrs.  Roy  Walker,  Lampasas,  Tex.; 
Mitchell  Wolfson,  Miami,  Fla.;  E.  Wagner, 
Chicago;  R.  F.  Wilburn,  Duncan,  Okla. 

Allen  Bachrach,  New  York  City;  A.  J. 
Brylawski,  New  York  City;  Chick  Lewis, 

New  York  City;  George  Weeks,  sales  man- 
ager, Monogram;  H.  V.  Harvey,  California; 

Joe  Lehoni,  Pittsburg,  Kan.;  Sam  Abend, 
Kansas  City;  Reube  Finkelstein,  Kansas 
City;  L.  W.  Connor,  Kansas  City;  C.  J. 
Zern,  Kansas  City;  W.  Johnson,  New 
Orleans;  J.  Means,  Kansas  City;  Phil  Isley, 
Tulsa,  Okla;  M.  A.  Lightman,  Memphis, 
Tenn. 

City  Golf  and  Country  Club  with  only 
members  of  the  industry  being  present.  At 
preliminary  meetings  it  has  been  decided 

to  abandon  the  practice  of  inviting  so- 
called  “big  shots”  and  other  outsiders.  Al- 

lan Clark  and  his  orchestra  have  been  set 
for  this  affair. 

The  Movie  Ball  had  been  previously  set 
for  Wednesday  night  but  may  be  arranged 
for  Tuesday  with  the  banquet  and  dinner 
dance  shifted  to  Wednesday.  The  Movie 
Ball  is  to  be  held  in  the  local  municipal 
auditorium  which  seats  7,000  people.  Allan 
Clark  and  his  orchestra,  exceptionally 
popular  in  this  area,  have  been  set  for 
this  spot  and  all  motion  picture  stars  at- 

tending the  convention  are  set  to  make 
personal  appearances.  Several  feature  acts 
are  also  on  the  schedule.  The  Ball  will  be 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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TEXAS  THEATRE  BUILDING  TO  THE  FORE  WITH 

TEN  NEW  HOUSES  DP  WITHIN  RECENT  MONTHS 
All  Factions  Take  Part  m   Independent  Ownership  Is Construction  Upsurge  x 

In  Lone  Star  State  Dominant  in  Southwest  Area 

Houston — A   wave  of  theatre  construc- 

tion is  underway  in  Texas.  Openings  of 
new  theatres  have  been  made  in  six  Texas 

towns  recently  while  construction  is  going 

on  in  four  others  and  extensive  remodel- 
ing in  one. 

The  centers  where  new  theatres  have 

opened  are  Houston,  San  Diego,  Stock- 
dale,  Waxahachie,  Collinsville  and  Brown- 

field. In  Gainsville,  Port  Lavaca,  Long- 
view and  Pecos  construction  is  going  on. 

In  Houston,  which  is  experiencing  a 
booming  growth,  Stewart  Moody  and 

Ernest  Megowan  opened  the  Union  The- 
atre four  miles  out.  In  San  Diego,  Dr. 

A.  Duran  is  owner  of  the  new  Regis.  The 
Stockdale  in  Stockdale  is  under  the  man- 

agement of  Donald  Smith  of  San  Antonio. 

L.  A.  Franks,  operator  of  the  Midlothian 
in  Waxahachie,  has  opened  the  Rio  here. 
E.  L.  Black  is  in  personal  charge  of  his 
new  Village  Theatre  in  Collinsville  and 
Earl  Jones  has  opened  his  third  theatre, 
the  Rio,  in  Brownfield. 

Busy  building  new  houses  are  A.  V. 
Wade,  affiliated  with  Griffith,  whose  State 
Theatre  at  Gainsville  is  expected  to  be 
ready  by  November  1;  the  J.  G.  Long 

circuit  of  Bay  City,  who  also  expect  a   No- 
vember 1   opening  for  their  new  Port 

Lavaca  house;  the  Jefferson  Amusement 

Company,  who  with  Tracy  Flanagan  as 
a   partner,  are  speeding  the  new  Arlene 

at  Longview,  and  M.  A.  Sanders  of  Lub- 
bock who  is  remodeling  a   building  at  Peccs 

to  house  a   600-seater. 

Extensive  remodeling  has  just  been  com- 
pleted on  the  neighborhood  house,  the 

Liberty  at  Amarillo  by  Morris  Mendel. 

MPTOA  Workers  Awaiting 

Invitation  Acceptances 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

open  to  the  general  public  at  $1.00  a   ticket 
but  MPTOA  members  will  have  their  tick- 

ets as  part  of  their  registration  fees. 
E.  B.  Coleman,  Dallas  publicity  director 

for  M-G-M,  has  informed  Loewenstein  that 
besides  the  M-G-M  Marionettes,  the  com- 

pany has  also  arranged  to  have  costumes 
and  dresses  worn  in  three  of  its  pictures 
available  as  the  feature  attraction  at  a 

special  style  show  for  women  delegates. 

These  will  be  costumes  from  “The  Great 
Waltz,”  “Sweethearts”  and  “Marie  An- 

toinette.” 
Program  Ad  Space  Available 

Following  repeated  requests  for  adver- 
tising on  the  convention  program  the  con- 

vention committee  has  decided  to  reverse 

its  former  position  of  not  selling  adver- 

Oklahoma  City — The  independent  ex- 
hibitors still  are  in  the  majority  as  far  as 

ownership  of  theatres  in  six  southwestern 
states  is  concerned,  a   survey  reveals.  A 

check-up  of  ownership  of  some  2,134 
houses  in  the  states  of  Louisiana,  Arkan- 

sas, Oklahoma,  Texas,  New  Mexico  and 
Arizona  reveals  that  38.5  per  cent  of  that 
total  are  owned  by  circuits. 

A   breakdown  of  the  figures  by  states 
shows  that  96  or  33.9  per  cent  of  the  284 
houses  in  Louisiana  are  circuit  owned  or 

operated,  that  80  or  41.5  per  cent  of  the 
193  houses  in  Arkansas;  in  Oklahoma  it  is 
125  or  28.9  per  cent  of  the  432  houses 
there;  in  Texas  it  is  417  or  40.3  per  cent 
of  the  1.035  theatres;  in  New  Mexico  it  is 

25  or  27.1  per  cent  of  the  92  theatres  and 
in  Arizona  it  is  21  or  21.4  per  cent  of  the 
98  houses  listed  in  that  state. 

Breaking  down  the  figures  still  further 
we  find  the  following  circuit  holdings  in 
this  area:  Affiliated  Theatres  Corp.  of 

New  Orleans,  27  houses  in  Louisiana;  Ar- 
kansas Amusement  Co.,  four  in  Arkansas; 

Bijou  Amusement  Co.  of  Nashville,  five 

in  Louisiana,  one  in  Arkansas,  two  in  Ok- 
lahoma and  one  in  Texas;  Cole  Theatres 

of  Texas,  eight;  L.  B.  Crow  circuit,  Texas, 

tising  space  and  has  notified  all  trade  ex- 
hibitors and  other  manufacturers  that  a 

rate  of  $50  for  a   page  and  $25  for  half 

page  has  been  set.  The  convention  pro- 
gram will  be  in  two  colors  with  full  page 

type  size  8x9  inches  and  half  page  size 
4x8  inches. 

Twenty-four  of  the  25  booths  set  up  on 
the  mezzanine  of  the  hotel  adjacent  to  the 

convention  meeting  room  have  been  re- 
served, Loewenstein  has  announced,  and  a 

second  section  in  Parlor  A   of  the  hotel, 

directly  adjoining  the  mezzanine,  has  been 
reserved  wherein  eight  more  booths  will  be 
erected.  However  these  eight  are  all  that 
remain  with  possibility  only  slight  that  any 
others  may  be  obtained.  All  of  these  33 

booths  are  directly  in  line  with  the  con- 
vention hall. 

Reservations  for  booths  at  this  writing  are  as 
follows:  National  Screen  Service,  three  booths; 
International  Seating  Corp.,  two  booths;  National 

Theatre  Supply  Co.,  two  booths;  Nap-Ads  Co., 

one  booth:  Radio  Corp.  of  America,  twro  booths; 
the  American  Desk  Co.,  one  booth;  The  Magic 

Eve  r'o..  one  booth;  Motiograph,  Inc.,  two  booths; 
the  American  Seating  Co.  through  Jasper  Sipes 

f'o..  one  booth;  the  Wagner  Sign  Service,  two 
booths;  the  Burch  Mfg.  Co.,  one  booth;  the  Kroeh- 
ler  Mfg.  Co.,  one  booth;  the  Salem  China  Co., 
one  booth;  Tad  Screen  Advertising  Service,  one 
booth:  Betz  Air  Conditioning  Co.,  one  booth; 

TexLite,  Inc.,  one  booth,  and  the  Oklahoma  The- 
atre Supply  Co.,  one  booth. 

Loewenstein  called  attention  to  a   ruling 

of  the  hotel  management  that  all  displays 

four;  L.  R.  Dollison  of  Dallas,  five;  Frels 
Theatres  of  Victoria,  Texas,  five;  S.  G. 

Fry  Theatres  of  Tyler,  Texas,  six;  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.  and  its  subsidiaries  and 

affiliates,  89  in  Oklahoma,  60  in  Texas  and 
19  in  New  Mexico;  Haven  circuit,  five  in 
Arkansas;  H.  &   H.  Theatre  Co.,  15  in 
Texas;  Haynes  circuit,  three  in  Arkansas; 

Heard  in  Louisiana,  three;  Imperial  cir- 
cuit, five  in  Arkansas;  Interstate  circuit, 

114  in  Texas  and  six  in  New  Mexico;  Joys 

Shows,  Inc.,  17  in  Louisiana;  A.  W.  Lilly 

circuit,  seven  in  Texas;  Loew’s,  Inc.,  one 
in  Louisiana,  one  in  Texas;  J.  H.  Long 
circuit,  20  in  Texas;  Louis  L.  Long,  five 

in  Arizona;  D.  F.  Luckie  circuit,  six  in 

Texas;  Malco  Theatres,  Inc.,  35  in  Ar- 
kansas; O.  K.  Theatres,  Inc.,  15  in  Texas; 

W.  E.  Page  Co.,  six  in  Louisiana;  Para- 
mount, 17  in  Louisiana,  18  in  Arkansas,  five 

in  Texas,  seven  in  Arizona;  Principal  The- 
atre Co.  of  America,  two  in  Arizona;  Robb 

&   Rowley  United,  six  in  Arkansas,  11  in 

Oklahoma,  67  in  Texas;  I.  W.  Rodgers  cir- 
cuit, three  in  Arkansas;  Southwestern 

Theatres,  Inc.,  12  in  Oklahoma;  Standard 

Theatres,  11  in  Oklahoma,  Strand  Enter- 
prises, Inc.,  four  in  Arkansas;  Talley,  eight, 

Texas;  United  Theatres,  18  in  Louisiana. 

must  be  completely  set  up  before  Sunday 

morning  as  no  construction  will  be  per- 
mitted Sunday  or  any  day  during  the  con- 

vention. Space  will  be  available  all  day 

Saturday,  October  29,  for  displays  to  be 
set  up  and  arranged. 

No  Griffith  Managers  Meet 

The  Griffith  Amusement  Co.  has  de- 

cided not  to  hold  its  managers’  meeting 
during  the  convention  but  instead  will  call 

in  all  officers,  directors  and  company  part- 

ners, as  a   check-up  revealed  that  holding 
the  managers  meeting  at  this  time  would 

strip  the  organization  of  every  local  mana- 
ger and  key  man  during  an  important  busi- 
ness period.  Representation  from  the  Grif- 
fith organization  at  the  convention  will, 

however,  be  exceptionally  heavy. 
Feature  reservation  last  week  was  a   wire 

from  Fred  Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis,  chairman 

of  the  MPTOA  board,  stating  that  a   spe- 
cial train  was  being  arranged  at  St.  Louis 

and  that  the  convention  might  expect  ap- 
proximately 100  delegates  aboard  the  train. 

M.  C.  Moore,  president  of  the  Southeastern 

Theatre  Owners  Ass’n,  also  wired  in  that  a 
special  Pullman  car  had  been  reserved  and 
that  18  reservations  were  already  lined 

up  for  the  convention.  These  supplement 

many  wires  and  letters  for  single  and  dou- 
(Continued  on  page  92) 
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THEATRE  SEATING 
We  Will  See  You  at  M.P.T.O.A.  Convention 

Illustrating  our  No.  903WS  Chair 

Send  for  Our  New  Catalogue 

AMERICAN  DESK  MFG.  COMPANY 
Temple,  Texas 

Sales  Offices  in:  Memphis,  New  Orleans,  Dallas 
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Final  Date  for  Momand  Hearing 

Reported  Set  for  Next  Tuesday 
Oklahoma  City — It  is  understood  next 

Tuesday,  set  as  the  date  for  the  hearing 
of  the  A.  B.  Momand  suit  petitions  in  his 
$4,500,000  suit  against  major  producers, 
distributors  and  circuits  charging  anti- 

trust law  violation,  will  be  the  last  grant- 
ed by  U.  S.  District  Judge  A.  P.  Murrah. 

The  case  was  set  to  go  to  trial  several 
months  ago,  but  has  been  delayed  repeat- 

edly for  procuring  of  depositions  and  evi- 
dence in  support  of  motions.  The  last 

delay,  from  September  30  to  October  24, 
was  granted  by  Judge  Murrah  to  enable 
the  plaintiffs  to  secure  depositions  from 
major  production  heads  in  New  York. 

All  points  involved  in  preliminary  hear- 
ings before  the  actual  trial  have  been 

cleared  by  Judge  Murrah  except  that  of 

He'll  Have  to  Make 

Quick  Time Dallas — Although  he  expects  to  at- 

tend the  three-day  MPTOA  convention 

in  Oklahoma  City  beginning  October 

31,  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  Interstate  circuit 
vice-president  and  general  manager, 
this  week  said  he  would  attend  the 

annual  Variety  Club  banquet  in  Pitts- 
burgh, October  30. 

his  complete  jurisdiction  in  the  matter 
which  is  dependent  upon  plaintiffs  proof 

of  the  company’s  named  in  the  defense 
list,  as  doing  business  in  Oklahoma. 
Defendants  named  by  Momand  in  his 

original  petition  which  is  divided  into  two 
suits,  include  the  following:  20th  Century- 
Fox  Film  Corp.;  Loew’s,  Inc.;  Vitagraph, 
Inc.;  RKO  Distributing  Corp.;  RKO  Pic- 

tures, Inc.;  United  Artists  Corp.;  Univer- 
sal Film  Exchange,  Inc.;  Columbia  Pic- 

tures Corp.;  Griffith  Amusement  Co.; 
Consolidated  Theatres,  Inc.;  Consolidated 
Amusement  Co.;  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.; 
Publix  Theatres  Corp.;  Regal  Theatres, 
Inc.;  Consolidated  Amusement  Co.;  Warner 
Bros.  Pictures,  Inc.;  The  Vitaphone  Corp.; 
Warner  Bros.  Theatres,  Inc.;  First  Na- 

tional Pictures,  Inc.;  Pathe  Exchange, 
Inc.,  and  Educational  Film  Exchange,  Inc. 

Olsmith  Promotes  Four 

At  Universal  in  Dallas 
Dallas — With  Sid  Simpson  no  longer 

selling  Universal  pictures  in  the  south 
Texas  territory,  E.  S.  Olsmith,  Dallas 
branch  manager,  has  moved  several  up  the 
ladder  and  employed  one  new  worker  to 

fill  the  vacancy  caused  by  Simpson’s 
leaving. 

C.  M.  Miller,  office  manager,  is  now  on 

the  road  in  Simpson’s  place.  J.  E.  Mitchell 
is  moved  up  from  head  booker  to  office 
manager.  Ruby  Gibson  is  the  new  em- 

ploye as  cashier,  having  come  over  from 
Grand  National.  Eddie  Green  is  upped 
to  head  booker,  while  Walter  Armbruster 
moves  from  cashier  to  booker. 

John  Blocker  Opens  New 
House  in  Abilene ,   Tex, 

Abilene,  Tex. — Johnny  Blocker’s  new Texas  Theatre  opened  a   few  days  ago 
with  a   radio  broadcast  and  talks  by  the 

mayor  and  postmaster.  Visiting  exhibi- 
tors included  Andy  Mauldin  of  Lubbock; 

LeRoy  Land  of  Ralls;  Jack  Arthur  of 
Crosby  ton;  Jack  Scales  of  Ballinger,  and 

Wally  Aikin,  Interstate’s  local  city  man- 
ager. 

The  new  Texas  seats  483  and  represents 
$18,000  invested  by  Blocker. 

No  Baseball  Owner 
Dallas — Karl  Hoblitzelle,  head  of  the 

Interstate  circuit,  is  in  no  way  connected 
with  Dallas  baseball  ownership,  it  is 

learned  with  authority.  A   previous  re- 
port had  him  so  linked. 

EXHIBITORS 
Who  have  not  seen  the  display  of 

Theatre  Equipment  and  Merchandise 
on  our  floor  should  look  it  over  for  their  own  benefit 

No  doubt,  what  you  want  or  will  need, 

IS  RIGHT  HERE 

and  at  the  price  you  want  to  pay. 

We  have  all  theatre  requirements  in 

SOUND  -   -   -   PROJECTION  -   -   -   COOLING 
and  our  stock  of  MISCELLANEOUS  SUPPLIES  will 

meet  your  needs. 

—   Let  Us  Prove  It  — 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
"Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always ” 

210  SOUTH  HARWOOD  DALLAS,  TEXAS 
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*   You  Want  Achon  ForYourMoney/ •   you  WANT  THE  BEST 
•   THE  GOLDEN  AISLE-ROBOT  PHOTOGRAPHER  gives  PLENTY 

ACTION  to  the  PROGRESSIVE  THEATRE  OWNER! 

Action  that  spells  PROFITS  IN  THE  CASH  DRAWER! 

®   No  other  similar  device  has  the  SMOOTHNESS  or  SIMPLICITY 

of  operation  as  THE  GOLDEN  AISLE-ROBOT  PHOTOGRAPHER. 

VANITY  .   ACQUISITIVENESS  .   MYSTERY 

NOVELTY  .   .   .   ENTERTAINMENT 
Installation  in  Midland  Theatre-Newerk,  Ohio-1650  Seats 

waiMurqg 

throu*;i‘  !'i‘-  1 

UioM,  n 

I   ' Robot  Photograph 

IcASH  WIU.  BE  
PAID 

Wr^Bf 

fe»  SCREEN  DISPLAY 

Patents  Pending  ^ 

WRITE  FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION 

•BUSINESS  BUILDERS,  INC. 
GRAND  THEATRE  BLDG.  COLUMBUS,  OHIO 

Distributorships  yet  available  in  film  zones.  Write  us. 
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Aviators  Preview 

"Men  With  Wings" 
Atlanta — A   special  premiere  of  Para- 

mount’s “Men  With  Wings”  was  shown  at 
the  Eastern  Air  Lines  convention  held  here 

October  20,  21  and  22. 

Captain  Eddie  Rickenbacker,  war  ace 
and  now  president  of  the  air  line,  got 

an  old-fashioned  war  flier  scarf,  the  type 
used  in  the  days  when  flying  ships  were 

“crates,”  on  the  night  of  the  screening. 
The  scarf  contained  autographs  of  every 

employe  of  Eastern  Air  Lines,  and  bore 

the  inscription:  “Presented  to  one  of  the 
truly  great  men  with  wings  by  the  At- 

lanta- staff  of  Eastern  Air  Lines  and  the 

fliers  in  ‘Men  With  Wings.’  ” 
Oscar  A.  Morgan,  Paramount  district 

manager,  said  the  fliers  in  the  picture 
knew  Rickenbacker,  or  flew  with  him,  in 
World  War  days. 

Two  Theatre  Companies 

Settle  Equipment  Tangle 
Greensboro,  N.  C. — Lee  F.  Barnard  of 

Greensboro,  president  of  Southeastern 

Theatres,  Inc.,  has  announced  that  a   “sat- 
isfactory agreement”  between  his  com- 

pany and  Greensboro  Criterion  Theatre, 
Inc.,  has  ended  litigation  over  certain 
equipment  in  the  house  on  north  Elm  St. 

The  house  was  to  have  opened  under 
management  of  the  Southeastern,  with 

Barnard  as  manager  for  an  indefinite 
period.  Barnard  further  stated  that  he 
planned  to  redecorate  the  theatre  in  the 
near  future. 

A T   IL  A   MT  A 
TACK  O.  LAMONT  has  returned  from  New 

*   York,  with  his  new  job  as  southern  di- 
vision manager  for  Grand  National.  He 

predicts  a   big  future  for  Joan  Page,  re- 

cently signed  radio  singer.  “She’ll  be  an- 
other Pearl  White,”  he  prophesies  .   .   .   Carl 

Cape  of  Buford  was  a   recent  Row  visitor. 

Mrs.  J.  O.  Lamont,  wife  of  the  Grand 
National  southern  division  manager,  is  in 
Hollywood  on  a   vacation.  She  is  related 
to  Movita,  the  screen  personality . 

Roy  Williams,  assistant  manager  of  the 
Tifton  Theatre  at  Fitzgerald,  Ga.,  for  the 

past  two  and  a   half  years,  has  been  pro- 

moted to  manager  an;'  transferred  to  Port 
St.  Joe,  Fla. 

J.  C.  H.  Wink  has  reopened  the  Shadow- 
land  Theatre  at  Dalton,  Ga.,  with  shows 

Thursdays,  Fridays  and  Saturdays  of  first- 
run  pictures. 

A   ten-week  course  in  acting  technique, 

under  direction  of  Leigh  Seymour,  is  be- 
ing planned  by  the  Atlanta  Theatre  Guild, 

it  is  announced  by  Mrs.  Paula  Causey, 
director. 

Business  Notes:  General  Theatres 

Equipment,  Greenville,  S.  C.,  has  declared 

a   25 -cent  dividend  to  stockholders  of  rec- 

ord October  11,  payable  October  18;  char- 
ter granted  at  Tallahassee,  Fla.,  to  Lake 

Theatre,  Inc.,  Lakeland,  50  shares,  $100 
par  value;  directors,  R.  H.  Boardman,  G. 
Petteway  and  G.  B.  Smith. 

L.  E.  Ram  of  the  Patricia  Theatre,  Aiken 
S.  C„  was  a   Row  visitor,  and  reported 
good  business  with  his  new  house  .   .   .   Oscar 

Lam  attended  a   special  meeting  in  New 
York,  prior  to  the  opening  of  the  MPTOA 
meeting  October  22  in  Oklahoma  City. 

Samuel  A.  Borisky 

Dies  in  Baltimore 

Atlanta — Film  and  theatremen  here 

were  grieved  to  learn  of  the  death  October 
14  of  Col.  Samuel 
(Sam)  A.  Borisky, 

vice-president  of  In- 
dependent Theatres, 

Chattanooga,  and 

formerly  of  this  city 
and  well  known  here, 
who  died  in  Johns 
Hopkins  Hospital,  in 
Baltimore. 

Borisky,  who  had 
been  in  ill  health 

several  months,  en- 
s.  a.  bokisky  tered  the  hospital  last 

Wednesday,  suffering  from  a   kidney  ail- ment. 

Borisky  was  a   native  of  this  city  and 

attended  public  schools  here,  later  attend- 
ing Georgia  Tech.  His  first  employment 

was  with  his  father  in  the  shoe  business. 
In  1918,  Borisky  enlisted  at  Atlanta. 

During  the  World  War  he  served  with  the 
famous  Rainbow  division.  He  left  the 

army  as  a   second-lieutenant,  and  estab- 
lished himself  in  Chattanooga,  his  home 

at  the  time  of  his  death. 

He  was  a   Mason,  an  Elk  and  active  in 

the  S MPTOA.  An  active  American  Le- 
gionnaire, he  once  served  as  commander 

of  Chattanooga  post. 

He  was  active  in  philanthropic  and  civic 

work  in  Chattanooga,  and  served  as  chair- 
man of  the  Chattanooga  chapter  of  the 

Jewish  Welfare  Federation. 

Borisky  is  survived  by  his  wife;  his 
mother,  Mrs.  Carrie  Borisky;  four  sisters, 
Mrs.  A.  Solomon  and  Mrs.  Julius  Schwartz, 

both  of  Chattanooga;  Mrs.  David  Rosen  - 
bloom,  of  Butler,  Pa.,  and  Mrs.  Stanley 
Rocker,  of  New  York,  and  a   brother,  Abe 
Borisky,  of  Chattanooga. 

Holden  Starts  Juvenile 

Amateur  Acts  in  Atlanta 
Atlanta — A   new  series  of  amateur  con- 

tests will  begin  soon  on  the  stage  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre,  Earle  M.  Holden,  mana- 

ger, announced. 
The  contest  will  be  for  junior  amateurs, 

Holden  said,  and  will  be  held  Friday  nights, 
as  soon  as  applications  are  assorted.  The 
contests  will  probably  begin  within  a   week, 
Holden  said. 

Contestants  must  be  under  16  years  of 

age,  and  prizes  will  be  awarded  on  the 
same  basis  as  those  awarded  senior  con- 

testants. Holden  said  he  was  especially 
interested  in  novelty  acts,  such  as  dancers, 

musicians,  comedians  and  acrobatic 
dancers. 

Carolina  Theatre  Reopened 

Charlotte,  N.  C. — Completely  redeco- 

rated and  remodeled,  the  Carolina  The- 
atre has  reopened.  Emil  Bernstecker  is manager. 

G€ T   P€RSOItf)L Witu  Your  PAmnns,  uJte... 

VMJGtUtPHIE  TRAILERS 
Made  up  to  your  own  individual  copy  with  ap- 

propriate and  original  ideas  that  will  appeal  to 
your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

Present  Your  Screen  Announcements  Kffectively 
With  a   Dash  of  Local  Color  and  Originality. 

4   STAR 
SAO-PDQaho| 
that's  VISU6AAPHIC, 
the  smart  WORD 

wm  EXHIBITORS 

tiw  IDEAL 
>   r\U5H  b 

UammiDinc 

c(Jotn~tite  pahadeto—m 

ELIVERy 
Iuruty/ 

VISUGRRPHIC*FILm*CO 
I^S  UIRLTOn  ST.,n.UJ.  P.0. B. 385- 

W.H.  KmeeftLy,  Prei. 

QTLnnTR 
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QETTTNG  back  to  Lance  Davis  of  Rotan 
we  recall  and  still  find  he  likes  to 

visit  around  and  talk  to  people.  Since  he 

put  his  theatres  in  the  R&R  circuit  he 
misses  film  salesmen  calling  on  him,  he 

said.  So  that’s  why  he  went  around  to  all 
exchanges  this  trip  and  talked  to  the  man- 

agers and  salesmen. 

Zasu  Pitts  was  the  honored  guest  at  last 

Monday’s  Variety  luncheon.  She  made  a 
short  talk,  making  a   hit  because  of  her 

sincere  simplicity.  There  she  made  a   bar- 

gain with  Chief  Barker  R.  J.  O’Donnell 
to  go  to  the  Oklahoma  City  convention. 
She  would  go  if  he  would  go,  and  he  would 

go  if  she  would,  so  they’re  both  going. 
Zasu  headed  a   musical  revue  at  the  Ma- 

jestic this  week. 

Frank  Wilke,  Boulevard,  Houston,  was 
enjoying  himself  on  Filmrow,  the  Variety 
Club  and  other  places  of  interest  this  week 
and  was  even  more  pleased  because  it  took 
him  several  days  to  wind  up  his  business 
before  he  could  go  home  and  back  to 
work.  He  has  lots  of  friends  here,  there 
and  yonder. 

Pete  Barnes,  the  Buck-Nite  and  Golden 
Aisle  man,  is  going  into  the  southeast 

next  week  in  the  interest  of  his  stimula- 
tors. He  owns  Buck-Nite  and  has  several 

southeastern  states  on  the  Aisle. 

Ray  Jennings,  owning  a   fine  little  the- 
atre at  Hondo,  was  in  town  Tuesday  and 

Wednesday  to  supply  the  modern  theatre 

with  more  “fillum.”  He  calls  it  the  Raye 

and  it’s  the  brightest  spot  in  the  town, 
judging  from  a   group  of  photographs  we 
have  seen.  Ray  has  a   haberdashery  and 
tailor  shop  in  addition  to  his  theatre. 

Ted  Lewis  of  Texarkana  has  bought  a 
camera  and  projection  outfit,  16 mm,  out 
of  which  he  expects  to  have  a   lot  of  fun 
and  maybe  make  some  money  with  local 

newsreels  around  his  Texarkana  and  Over- 

ton  houses.  He’s  going  to  make  picture 
taking  a   regular  hobby  as  long  as  it  holds 
out.  Lewis  was  on  the  Row  this  week. 

Herman  Craver,  Columbia’s  southwest 
Texas  salesman,  is  back  in  the  territory 
after  recovering  from  a   car  smashup  which 
cracked  his  knee  cap.  He  was  off  the  job 
several  weeks. 

Jake  Lutzer,  the  other  recent  knee  cap 
victim  of  a   car  crash,  is  also  back  in  the 
field  for  Universal. 

In  a   letter  from  his  Lubbock  home  the 

other  day,  Joe  Bryant,  former  exhibitor, 

read  that  his  little  two-year-old  daughter 
had  just  gone  to  Sunday  School  for  the 
first  time.  As  the  child  walked  up  the 
church  steps  with  Mrs.  Bryant  she  said, 

“Mamma  has  the  feature  started  yet?” 

Pat  Duffy,  who  spent  several  days  in 
Dallas  this  week,  said  his  new  theatre  at 
Sweetwater  will  be  ready  for  opening  the 
middle  of  next  week  .   .   .   Col.  H.  A.  Cole  has 
gone  east  on  an  extended  trip  and  may 
be  away  from  Dallas  about  two  weeks. 

He  Wins  by  a 

Bristle 

Houston — An  18-year-old  fan  who 

had  not  been  able  to  cash  in  on  the 

upside  down  auction  held  at  the  Ma- 

jestic midnight  shows  each  Saturday, 

finally  took  desperate  measures.  He 

carried  a   handbag  filled  with  articles 

of  all  kinds,  hoping  at  least  one  would 

be  called  for  in  the  auction  in  which 

the  master  of  ceremonies  buys  from 

the  audience.  The  bag  contained  key 

rings,  stockings,  pocket  knives,  a   but- 
ton, a   pair  of  garters,  and  a   powder 

puff  with  no  rouge  on  it — an  article  as 

scarce  as  hen's  teeth,  according  to 

Manager  Ray  Jones.  Also  a   blue- 
handled  toothbrush — and  this  won 
him  $5. 

Lakewood,  Dallas, 

Opens  October  27 
Dallas  —   An  October  27  opening  is 

planned  for  the  Lakewood,  Interstate  cir- 
cuit’s newest  neighborhood  theatre  here, 

according  to  R.  J.  O’Donnell,  general  man- 
ager. 
The  new  house  has  an  ultra-modern 

front,  with  a   vari-colored  tower,  Neon- 
lighted,  shooting  upward  and  brightly 
some  50  feet. 

The  Lakewood  will  change  programs 
three  or  four  times  weekly,  depending  on 
the  pulling  power  of  the  picture. 

Price  downstairs  will  be  35  cents,  with 
the  balcony  at  night  25  cents. 

Dickie  Foy  will  manage  the  Lakewood, 
which  will  be  under  the  direct  supervision 

of  James  O.  Cherry,  Interstate  city  man- 

ager. 

Laurel  Grand  Jury  Makes 

Sunday  Shows  Possible 
Laurel,  Miss. — Sunday  motion  picture 

shows  became  a   certainty  for  Laurel  as 
the  Jones  county  grand  jury,  failing  to 

return  indictments  for  alleged  illegal  opera- 
tions, reported: 

“It  is  not  the  way  of  law  to  prevent 
one  man  or  business  house  from  operating 
and  permit  others  to  do  so  and  inasmuch 

as  the  people  of  the  county  have  coun- 
tenanced operation  of  business  houses  over 

the  weekend,  it  is  not  the  intention  of  this 

body  to  put  a   stop  to  it.” 

Chesher  Opening  Soon 
Littlefield,  Tex. — W.  J.  (Bill)  Chesher 

will  open  his  third  theatre,  now  under 
construction,  about  November  1.  He  is 
investing  about  $20,000. 

JOHN  McLEOD  JR.,  for  a   number  of years  with  the  law  firm  of  Monk  and 
McLeod,  is  manager  of  the  Strand  at  Pine 
Bluff,  succeeding  Tommy  Dowdy,  who 
took  over  the  Ritz  at  Crenshaw,  Miss. 

The  Melba  Theatre,  Batesville,  is  in- 
stalling a   new  neon  lighting  system.  The 

improvement  program  calls  for  complete 
relighting  of  the  front  of  the  building  with 

neon,  with  the  name  “Melba”  outlined  in 
bright  red,  with  18  ten-foot  sections  of 
blue  neon  tubing  for  the  skirt.  In  all,  there 
will  be  about  250  feet  of  neon  tubing, 

lighted  by  four  15,000 -volt  transformers. 

Mrs.  John  Harkey  of  Hardy,  owner  of  a 
number  of  theatres  in  the  northwest  sec- 

tion of  the  state,  has  purchased  the  equip- 
ment of  the  Rex  Theatre  from  Ray  Lewis 

of  Clinton  and  plans  to  open  a   house  at 
Mammoth  Spring  soon.  Mammoth  Spring 
has  been  without  a   theatre  since  early  in 
June.  The  Rex  was  opened  by  Ray  Lewis 

in  September,  1937,  and  leased  to  Walter 
Hollowell  of  Pocahontas  in  March,  1938, 
who  operated  the  house  until  June. 

The  New  Theatre,  Magazine,  managed 

by  E.  W.  Savage,  of  the  Palace,  Boone- 

ville,  has  opened  .   .   .   DeWitt’s  new  -house, 
the  New,  owned  and  managed  by  Ray  Wil- 

son, opened  last  week. 
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M   IE  m   P 1H  I I   $ 
Q   K.  BOURGEOIS  of  Atlantic  Pictures 

Corp  of  New  York  was  visiting  the 
local  distributor,  Superior  Film  Supply  Co., 

this  week.  Bourgeois  left  here  for  Kan- 
sas City. 

E.  F.  Stein,  who  recently  resigned  from 

the  local  RKO  sales  force  to  open  a   the- 
atre, will  go  into  Jackson,  Tenn.,  with  a 

new  house  in  the  location  formerly  occu- 
pied by  the  old  Gem  Theatre.  The  new 

house  will  be  known  as  the  MET. 

J.  Frank  Willingham,  M-G-M  branch 
manager,  is  leaving  Wednesday  for  a   four- 

week  trip  to  Europe  “on  the  house.”  In 
a   recent  international  sales  campaign  con- 

ducted by  M-G-M,  the  southern  district 
led  the  nation  in  increased  film  sales,  and 
the  Memphis  territory  was  one  of  the 

three  leaders  in  the  south.  That’s  why 
Willingham  is  getting  a   free  trip  .   .   . 

Willingham  and  the  other  southern  win- 
ners in  the  contest  will  be  guests  at  a 

testimonial  dinner  in  New  York  Friday 
night,  and  will  sail  Saturday  on  the  Conte 

de  Savoia  for  Paris, .   London,  Naples  and 
other  European  points,  returning  on  the 

Queen  Mary.  Mr.  Willingham  has  man- 
aged the  Memphis  branch  for  the  past  12 

years. 

Tom  C.  Tobin,  St.  Louis  branch  mana- 
ger of  Grand  National  Pictures,  Inc.,  was 

in  Memphis  this  past  week  looking  for  a 
location  to  open  a   Memphis  branch  which 
is  expected  to  be  functioning  some  time 
in  November. 

MPTO  Workers  Awaiting 

Invitation  Acceptances 

(Continued  from  page  86) 
ble  reservations  received  during  the  past 
two  weeks. 

Several  entertainment  plans  are  now  be- 
ing worked  out  under  direction  of  Dinty 

Moore,  chairman  of  the  entertainment 

committee  for  the  convention.  These  in- 
clude Indian  and  cowboy  affairs  and  simi- 

lar stunts  which  many  Easterners  have  in- 
timated they  are  looking  forward  to  see- 

ing. An  extensive  automobile  tour  of  the 
area  is  also  on  the  program  schedule. 

Delegates  will  be  given  an  opportunity 

to  see  Oklahoma  City’s  famed  oil  field 
which  extends  for  12  miles  along  the  east- 

ern edge  of  the  city,  jutting  up  into  the 

heart  of  Oklahoma  City’s  warehouse  dis- 
trict, in  homes  and  backyards  and  on  the 

very  lawn  of  the  state  capitol  where  oil 
derricks  have  been  planted  and  are  now 
being  drilled  or  are  producing. 

While  here  in  Oklahoma  City,  MPTOA 

President  Ed  Kuykendall,  discussed  at  con- 
siderable length  his  personal  plans  for  the 

convention  and  felt  certain  that  much 

would  emerge  from  the  trade  conference 
in  New  York  City  that  would  be  welcome 
news  for  the  delegates.  A   good  portion 
of  the  convention  sessions  will  probably 
be  taken  up  with  discussion  of  the  results 
of  the  conference.  Kuykendall  felt  certain 

that  exhibitors  can  look  forward  to  favor- 
able action  on  the  shorts  problem,  holding 

out  of  product  from  one  year  to  another, 
an  increase  in  cancellation  percentage  and 

other  long-sought  points. 

Are  You  Going  to  Redecorate 

Your  Theatre? 
IF  SO 

Let  WIL-KIN 
Give  You  An  Estimate 

You  will  be  surprised  how  little  the  cost  is . . . 

How  it  will  improve  your  theatre. 

ASK  OR  WRITE 

ROY  ROSSER,  TEMPLE  THEATRE.  SANFORD.  N.  C. 

SIDNEY  STEVENSON.  STEVENSON  THEATRE,  HENDERSON,  N.  C. 

A   Complete  Service  Oiiered  Exhibitors 

Over  the  Southeast  by 

WILKIN 
150  Walton  St..  ATLANTA 

Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church,  CHARLOTTE 
Phone  8620 

“EVERYTHING  FOR  THE  THEATRE  EXCEPT  FILM’ 

OKIE  A.  CITY 
jyjITCHELL  WOLFSON  of  Wometco  in Miami  has  wired  in  MPTOA  reserva- 

tions .   .   .   H.  P.  Everett  of  Republic  in  town 
to  dicker  on  Republic  franchises;  settling 
with  T.  B.  Noble  and  Griffiths  .   .   .   Jimmy 

Hobbs,  new  Universal  exchange  manager, 
to  Dallas  on  business  .   .   .   Mrs.  Bertha 

Barrett  in  town  .   .   .   Leonard  White  of 

Weatherford  off  for  Montana  on  his  an- 
nual hunting  trip;  last  year  it  was  a 

mountain  goat  .   .   .   Ward  E.  Scott,  20th- 
Fox  Kansas  City  manager,  in  town  on 

business  .   .   .   Joe  Cooper,  of  the  Standard 

Theatres  Coopers,  and  his  right-hand  man, 
Joe  Phillipson,  in  town. 

A.  R.  Bender  of  Cleveland  on  Filmrow 
with  dotted  line  pencil  in  hand  .   .   .   Emma 

Hargrave,  head  inspectress  at  20 th-Fox, 
on  the  sick  list  and  off,  now  back  on  as 

a   result  of  a   relapse  .   .   .   Jim  Boyle,  for- 
merly with  Griffith,  now  State  Theatre 

Co.  bookkeeper  .   .   .   Charles  Hall  opening 
a   new  300 -seater  at  McLeod  .   .   .   Mrs.  G.  C. 

Wright  opened  her  new  Alamo  at  Hig- 
gins, Texas,  and  C.  L.  Lance  opened  his 

new  Vogue  at  Le Flores,  Texas. 

Tom  Boland,  vice-president  of  Midwest 
Enterprises,  in  town  .   .   .   J.  J.  Unger,  east- 

ern district  manager  of  Paramount,  and 

Hugh  Braley  of  Dallas  with  J.  J.  Curry, 
all  Paramount,  making  deals  .   .   .   T.  B. 

Noble  jr.  to  Dallas  where  Lester  Dent  is 
ill  ...  W.  P.  Kerr,  who  has  the  Gem  in 
Sulphur,  on  Filmrow  .   .   .   Ace  Hudson  busy 

putting  out  an  MPTOA  edition  of  the 
Bandwagon,  local  society  magazine. 

The  Liberty  getting  set  to  put  on  a   $150 
prize  contest  in  an  Opportunity  Night 
stunt,  broadcasts  from  theatre  stage  of 

amateur  talent  .   .   .   Kroehler  Mfg.  Co.  re- 
serving booth  No.  25  for  the  MPTOA  con- 

vention .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  G.  Carey  of 

the  Strand,  Paris,  Ark.,  wiring  in  reserva- 
tions for  MPTOA  meet. 

A   new  carpet  in  the  lobby  of  the  Liberty 
and  one  set  for  the  mezzanine  shortly. 

Bob  Pfotenhauer’s  father  out  of  danger 
in  a   Kansas  City  hospital  following  a   hit- 
and-run  accident  .   .   .   Floyd  Williams, 
manager  of  the  Pix  Theatre  here,  on  the 
resigned  list  with  Bob  Gallman,  formerly 
with  Southwestern  Theatres,  new  man. 

K.  Lee  Williams  is  building  a   new  road 

show  unit  with  the  Circle  S   Ranch  Cow- 

boys and  “Land  of  the  44s”  and  has  under 
construction  something  new:  a   duplex 
trailer  that  is  slated  to  be  a   honey  .   .   . 
Williams  has  just  received  13  contracts 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 
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with  Fox  West  Coast  Theatres  for  St. 
Louis  area  on  his  Red  River  Wranglers 
unit,  it  having  finished  its  contract  with 
the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  circuit  and 
Fox  West  Coast  in  Illinois. 

Harry  McKenna  back  on  the  job  at  Wil- 
liams exchange  .   .   .   Earl  Barrett  opened 

his  New  Theatre  at  Atoka  last  week  .   .   . 

Claude  O.  Fulgum’s  home  near  completion 
on  Larchmont  Drive  in  Nichols  Hills;  he 
is  district  manager  for  Griffiths  and  has 
a   new  bride  .   .   .   H.  R.  Falls  and  H.  J. 
Griffith  back  from  a   Dallas  business  trip. 

The  State  Theatre  is  shifting  its  open- 
ing day  from  Friday  to  Thursday  with 

inauguration  of  new  single  bill  policy  .   .   . 

The  Army’s  new  $110,000  theatre  at  Fort 
Sill,  which  is  near  Lawton  has  been  open- 
ed. 

Frank  Tracey,  known  in  these  parts  as 
Tracey  Brown,  orchestra  conductor,  has 
opened  a   booking  office  for  theatrical 
talent  with  one  of  his  first  tasks  that  of 
providing  the  talent  for  the  forthcoming 
MPTOA  convention  here;  Tracey  was  for- 

mer producer  at  the  Tower  in  Kansas  City 
and  Capitol  in  New  York  City. 

The  Griffith  Amusement  Co.  has  pur- 
chased to  date  some  750,000  of  the  Movie 

Quiz  booklets  for  use  in  its  houses.  Be- 
sides all  of  the  accessory  ideas  Griffiths 

are  using  a   house-to-house  canvass  stunt 
in  each  location,  having  high  school  boys 
and  girls  take  the  books  from  door  to 
door  and  explain  how  the  contest  works. 

Officers  of  Southwestern  Theatres,  Inc., 
at  15 th  and  Peoria  in  Tulsa,  were  robbed 
recently  of  $100.  The  robbery  was  dis- 

covered a   few  hours  after  it  was  commit- 

ted by  A.  L.  Pickens,  the  circuit’s  adver- 
tising manager.  Entry  was  obtained  by  use 

of  a   pass  key.  A   Negro  porter  at  the 
Plaza  Theatre,  where  the  offices  are  lo- 

cated, is  being  sought  by  police  for  ques- 
tioning. 

Birmingham  Police  Chief 

Assails  " Tobacco  Road " 
Birmingham,  Ala. — “Tobacco  Road,”  the 

Broadway  play  that  has  been  running  for 
five  years  on  the  strength  of  its  deline- 

ation of  life  among  the  “poor  whites”  of 
the  South,  will  not  show  in  Birmingham. 

Chief  of  Police  Riley,  who  acts  as  cen- 
sor for  Birmingham  amusements,  asked 

the  Wilby  interests  not  to  book  the  play. 

The  “extreme  vulgarity”  of  the  dia- 
logue and  the  “objectionable  theme”  were 

given  as  his  reasons. 

Greensboro  City  Council 

Refuses  Building  Permit 
Greensboro,  N.  C. — The  request  of  E.  C. 

Sutton  to  erect  and  operate  a   theatre  at 
1006  Walker  Ave.  was  rejected  by  the  city 
council  by  a   vote  of  four  to  one. 

Opposition  came  from  officials  of  the 

Woman’s  college.  The  council  felt  the 
wishes  of  the  college  officials  should  be 
respected. 

He  Encounters  the 

Exception 
Houston — Ushers  have  their  troubles. 

A   new  boy  at  Loew's  State  recently 
was  taken  aback  when  a   gentleman 

absent-mindedly  brushed  by  his  ex- 

tended arm  and  walked  into  Manager 

Frank  Deering's  oiiice. 

"Hey,"  he  called  to  a   fellow  usher. 

"Isn't  he  supposed  to  be  announced?" 

"Not  so's  you  can  notice  it,"  an- 

swered his  co-workers.  “That's  W.  A. 

Finney,  Loew's  southern  representa- 

tive." 

■QNIVERSAL  and  United  Artists  are  the only  major  exchanges,  to  date,  who 
have  not  closed  with  the  Saengers  for  the 

coming  season’s  output  who  are  said  to 
have  bought  all  but  three  of  three  majors 
for  their  houses  and  affiliates.  However, 
the  independents  are  said  to  be  well  fixed 
for  product  for  the  coming  season  with 
Republic  and  one  or  two  of  the  smaller 
distributing  concerns. 

Dorris  Bowdon  of  L.  S.  U.,  who  was 
given  her  first  break  in  the  Jones  Family 
series,  has  an  important  part  in  the  pic- 

ture “Down  on  the  Farm,”  which  will  be 
shown  here  soon. 

Elaine  Russell,  Gulport  girl  who  is  em- 
ployed in  civil  service  at  Vicksburg,  Miss., 

and  is  a   colonel  on  the  staff  of  the  gov- 
ernor of  that  state,  is  scheduled  to  get  a 

screen  test  by  20th-Fox  this  coming  spring. 
She  was  elected  Miss  American  Legion  in 
1934. 

Streckfus  Steamers,  which  with  such 
excursion  boats  as  the  President  and  the 

Capitol,  have  made  trips  in  the  New  Or- 
leans harbor  for  the  past  30  years,  will 

cease  operations  here  after  November  1 
because  of  a   500  per  cent  increase  in 
wharfage  charges  assessed  against  their 
steamers  by  the  dock  board. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  is  being 
held  over  at  the  Orpheum  for  a   second 
week,  and  will  move  for  a   third  week  to 
the  Liberty  Theatre. 

Local  business  men  saw  their  own  city 
in  moving  pictures,  Thursday  October  13, 

at  the  luncheon  of  the  members’  council 
of  the  Association  of  Commerce.  The  film 
was  made  under  the  direction  of  the  pub- 

licity and  the  convention  and  visitors' 
bureaus,  for  the  purpose  of  advertising  the 
tourist  attractions  of  the  city. 

Louis  Armstrong,  famed  New  Orleans 
trumpeter,  was  to  have  arrived  in  New 

Orleans  Sunday,  his  native  city,  for  a   “one- 
night  stand,”  from  lengthy  stays  in  New 
York,  Chicago  and  Hollywood. 

Lights  for  Dawn 

Fayetteville,  Tex. — The  Dawn  has  been 

opened  by  Ignac  Mynar,  after  being  dark 
six  months. 

Cantor,  Cohan  on 

Rogers  Broadcast 
Oklahoma  City — Eddie  Cantor  and 

George  M.  Cohan  have  accepted  invita- 
tions to  appear  on  the  nationwide  broad- 

cast of  the  Will  Rogers  memorial  dedica- 
tion at  Claremore,  November  4.  The  radio 

broadcast  has  been  set  definitely  with  the 
National  Broadcasting  Co. 

Ennis  Helm,  state  travel  and  tourist  di- 
rector, has  completed  a   Will  Rogers-In- 

dian  pageant  for  presentation  the  evening 
of  November  4.  Cantor  will  be  cut  in  on 

the  dedication  broadcast  from  Los  An- 
geles and  Cohan  from  Pittsburgh. 

The  Will  Rogers  collection,  which  will 
take  a   year  to  be  brought  to  the  museum 
in  its  entirety,  will  be  there  in  sufficient 
quantity  to  make  a   creditable  showing. 

There  will  be  a   cast  of  1,000  people  in 
the  Rogers  pageant,  symphonic  musical 
combination  of  150  pieces,  glee  club  choral 

voices  of  100  trained  members,  and  cos- 
tumes valued  at  over  $25,000.  There  will 

be  25  episodes,  starting  with  the  Battle  of 
Claremore  Mound,  between  the  Osage  and 
Cherokee  Indians  in  1818,  through  the 
Trail  of  Tears  in  1838,  the  birth  of  Will 
Rogers  on  Nov.  4,  1879,  through  his  Wild 
West  Show  days,  with  Colonel  Mulhall; 
with  Ziegfeld  Follies,  as  a   writer,  humorist, 
motion  picture  actor;  his  acquaintance 
with  Wiley  Post,  and  their  last  flight. 

The  Ziegfeld  Mid-Night  Follies  will  live 
again  when  100  beautiful  Oklahoma  girls 
combine  their  curves  and  lines  to  portray 
the  Follies  when  Rogers  made  his  big  hit. 

The  Will  Rogers  room  in  the  museum  is 

to  be  equipped  entirely  with  the  late  come- 
dian-commentator’s possessions,  the  latter 

selected  by  the  widow,  Betty  Rogers,  and 

catalogued  for  shipment  by  Paula  Mc- 
Spadden  Love,  Rogers’  niece  who  was  sent 
to  the  West  Coast  by  the  state’s  memor- ial commission  for  that  purpose  as  soon 

as  the  Rogers  family  indicated  these  treas- 
ures are  to  “come  home,  where  Will  Rog- 

ers meant  to  erect  a   haven  for  retirement 

days.” 

The  $200,000  memorial  museum  stands 

on  the  site  Rogers  selected  for  that  re- 
tirement. The  plot  was  given  to  the  state 

of  Oklahoma  by  the  Will  Rogers  estate. 
Will  Hays  has  certified  to  the  memorial 
commission  a   list  of  approximately  400 
names  of  representatives  of  the  industry 

and  film  stars  who  expect  to  attend  dedi- 
cation of  Oklahoma’s  memorial  to  the 

humorist-actor-commentator.  Principal  big 
name  on  the  dedication  program  at  pres- 

ent is  John  Boles,  who  will  repeat  his 
singing  contribution  to  the  Will  Rogers 
funeral  ceremony. 

Soapsuds,  Will  Rogers’  favorite  polo 
horse,  will  come  to  Claremore  some  time 
after  November  4   to  go  into  retirement  on 
the  memorial  grounds. 

Vice-President  John  Nance  Garner  has 
also  accepted  an  invitation  to  be  present 
and  speak  at  the  dedication. 
The  memorial  commission  has  also  set 

aside  $1,000  for  bronze  gates  to  the  memor- 
ial and  is  planning  permanent  radio  con- 

duits to  be  installed  into  the  museum. 
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Griffiths  Develop  a 
Retirement  Scheme 

Oklahoma  City — A   continuation  of  its 

policy  of  consideration  of  employes  and 
broad  plans  for  the  future  along  that  line 
were  ironed  out  at  a   meeting  of  the  board 

of  directors  and  partners  of  the  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.  and  its  subsidiaries  here 
last  week. 

Under  discussion  as  the  latest  step  is  a 
plan  of  retirement  income  for  employes  not 
to  supplement  social  security,  but  to  add 

to  it,  and  enable  certain  classes  of  em- 
ployes which  will  comprise  the  major  part 

of  the  organization,  to  retire  at  60  or  65 

with  two-thirds  salary  the  balance  of  their 
lives. 

The  present  set-up  was  confirmed  and 
extended  during  the  local  meeting.  An  em- 

ploye benefit  trust  fund  maintained  for 

several  years  for  the  more  than  700  em- 
ployes has  been  continued.  On  one  group 

of  insurance  coverage  with  the  Great 
Southern  Life  Insurance  Co.  the  Griffith 

firm  pays  all  premiums  at  the  annual  rate 
the  first  of  each  year  then  gives  employes 
the  benefit  of  this  saving  permitting  them 
to  pay  it  weekly  out  of  their  pay  checks. 
Griffith  employes  now  have  under  this 
plan  $1,250,000  worth  of  insurance  in 
force. 

During  the  past  year  the  company  has 
also  contributed  to  the  premium  on  the 
first  thousand  dollars  of  life  insurance  of 

each  employe  for  an  additional  $750,000 
worth  of  life  insurance  with  the  John 
Hancock  Mutual  Life  Insurance  Co.  These 

policies  also  include  disability  coverage, 
which  if  all  700  employes  were  to  be  sick 

at  one  time,  would  cost  the  insurance  com- 
pany $5,650  per  week  during  the  period  of 

their  disability. 

To  the  employes  in  the  lower  salary 
brackets  receiving  $10  or  less  per  week,  the 
company  gives  $1,000  worth  of  insurance 
and  pays  the  premium.  This  protects  the 

usher  or  other  young  employe  against  him- 
self and  in  the  event  of  his  death  his 

family  does  not  have  the  financial  burden 

of  a   funeral  to  pay  out  of  their  savings. 

The  employe  benefit  trust  fund  has  been 

continued  and  is  supported  by  both  the 
Griffith  firm  and  the  employes  and  used 
for  hospital  and  medical  care. 

In  1925  the  Associated  Investment  Co. 

was  formed  with  the  Griffith  brothers, 

L.  C„  H.  J.  and  R.  E„  and  other  execu- 
tives and  stockholders  of  the  Griffith 

Amusement  Co.  and  its  subsidiaries  giving 
up  part  of  their  stock  in  the  company. 
This  stock  was  then  given  to  the  employes 
of  the  company  and  payment  for  the  stock 

was  made  from  money  that  would  ordi- 
narily have  been  paid  out  to  the  employe 

in  salary  bonuses,  thereby  being  free  to 
the  employe. 

In  the  event  of  death  of  the  employe 
stockholder  it  must  be  sold  back  to  the 

Associated  Investment  Co.  to  keep  control 
within  the  circuit. 

Attending  the  local  meeting  were  L.  C. 

Griffith,  B.  J.  McKenna,  Claude  O.  Ful- 
gum,  Harry  Loewenstein,  Mrs.  I.  G.  Kil- 

Bravos  for  Films 

Oklahoma  City — A   novelty  for  his  Mid- 
west Theatre  patrons  has  been  provided 

by  Manager  Pat  Patchen  who  invites  the 
audience  to  applaud  the  scenes  and  the 

acting  they  approve,  just  as  they  would 
for  a   stage  presentation.  Patchen,  at  the 
end  of  the  feature,  brings  back  the  cast 
for  curtain  calls  and  applause  by  taking 
the  trailer  on  the  film,  wherein  stars  are 
usually  shown  individually,  and  tagging  it 
onto  the  feature  being  shown  for  curtain 
calls.  The  audience  likes  it. 

Location  for  New  Theatre 

At  Columbia  Announced 

Columbia,  S.  C. — Columbia’s  new  thea- 
tre, to  be  erected  in  the  Five  Points  sec- 

tion, will  be  built  on  the  east  side  of 

Harden  St.,  between  Devine  and  Blos- 
som Sts.,  it  was  announced  by  Warren 

Irvin,  district  manager  of  Palmetto 
Amusements,  Inc. 

Earl  Stilwell,  of  Hendersonville,  N.  C., 

who  designed  the  Palmetto  Theatre  here, 
will  design  the  new  Five  Points  Theatre. 

LeBlanc  Opens  Dudley 

Theatre  at  Kaplan /   La, 
Kaplan,  La. — The  New  Dudley  Theatre, 

owned  by  Dudley  J.  LeBlanc  of  Abbeville, 

La„  recently  opened  here,  with  “Snow 
White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs”  as  the  main 
attraction. 

The  house  seats  500  persons,  and  was 
erected  at  a   cost  of  $15,000,  including  ail 

equipment.  The  building  is  air-cooled, 
with  modern  motion  and  sound  picture 
machines. 

Work  Progressing  on  New 

House  at  Statesville ,   N,  C . 

Statesville,  N.  C. — The  old  and  dilapi- 

dated frame  building  on  Cooper  St. — built 
as  a   livery  stable  in  days  before  motor 
vehicles — has  been  torn  down,  and  work 
is  progressing  on  construction  of  this 

community’s  new  theatre  building. 
The  house  will  have  an  arcade  entrance 

from  south  Center  St.,  between  the  old 

St.  Charles  Hotel  building  and  the  Hol- 
land Bldg. 

Balcony  Is  Damaged 
Wichita  Falls,  Tex. — The  balcony  floor 

of  V.  E.  Hamm’s  Ritz  Theatre  was  only 
slightly  damaged  by  fire  early  Saturday 

afternoon  by  someone.  A   carelessly  dis- 
carded cigarette  is  blamed  for  starting  the 

blaze. 

lough,  Foster  McSwain,  H.  G.  Stettmund, 
Ralph  Leachman,  A.  R.  Powell,  W.  M. 

Moore,  Malcolm  Cook,  James  R.  Zartu- 
ludes,  George  Stovall,  W.  T.  Spears,  Jack 
Wilburn,  H.  J.  Griffith,  Claude  Motley, 
Martin  Wade,  Howard  Hodge,  John  Terry, 
Adam  Hombeck. 

Judge  Flags  and 
Lauds  Crime  Films 

Americus,  Ga. — Gangster  films — even 

those  in  which  gangsters  are  “busted” — 
spur  criminals  to  action,  in  the  opinion 
of  Superior  Court  Judge  W.  M.  Harper, 

veteran  of  26  years  on  the  bench. 

The  judge  explained  the  criminal  psy- 
chology as  follows: 

“He  sees  flaws  in  an  almost  perfect 
crime,  and  then,  stirred  with  anger  at  the 

stupidity  of  the  ‘reel’  criminal,  goes  forth 
to  do  the  job  as  he  thinks  it  should  be 

be  done.  Hence,  more  crime.” 
He  added,  however,  that  most  gang- 

ster films  have  good  morals  for  the  ma- 
jority of  persons  and  spread  worthwhile 

ideas  along  lines  of  “crime  does  not  pay.” 
It  is  only  the  small  minority  of  warped 
minds  who  go  into  reverse  after  seeing 
such  films,  he  concluded. 

A   Cooking  School  Slated 
For  Three  Georgia  Towns 
Atlanta — The  motion  picture  cooking 

school,  “Star  in  My  Kitchen,”  is  sched- 
uled for  three  Georgia  communities  this 

month. 

In  cooperation  with  local  newspapers, 

the  film  will  be  shown  at  the  Roxy,  Com- 

merce, October  25  and  26,  in  the  after- 
noon, and  October  27,  in  the  morning; 

Star  Theatre,  Toccoa,  October  31,  Novem- 
ber 1   and  2;  Grand  Theatre,  Montezuma, 

October  24. 

Jefferson  Circuit  House 

Destroyed  in  Arp  Fire 
Arp,  Tex. — The  Rex  Theatre,  operated 

by  Jefferson  Amusement  Co.,  was  destroyed 
in  a   recent  fire  which  also  took  several 

adjoining  businesses.  The  fire  is  said  to 

have  started  in  the  projection  room  short- 
ly after  the  show  closed  for  the  night. 

Whether  or  not  the  circuit  would  replace 

the  property  with  a   new  theatre  was  not 
learned. 

Star  to  Home  Town 
Atlanta — Gail  Patrick,  film  actress,  was 

flown  by  friends  to  Birmingham,  her  home 

town,  to  visit  her  mother  in  the  Alabama 

city,  following  her  appearance  in  Little 

Rock  in  connection  with  the  opening  Octo- 

ber 7   of  “The  Arkansas  Traveler.” 

Starr  at  LaFeria  Helm 

LaFeria,  Tex. — Noyes  C.  Starr  has  been 
made  manager  of  the  Rialto  succeeding 
R.  F.  Holtz.  Starr  has  been  connected 

with  Hall  Industries,  owners  of  the  La 
Feria  Theatre,  for  a   number  of  years. 

Rowena  to  Haley 

Rowena,  Tex. — DeWitt  Haley,  formerly 

of  San  Angelo,  has  opened  the  Rowena Theatre. 
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Four  memorable  days,  Oct.  30th  to  Nov.  2nd,  are  yours  to  spend  out  where  the 

West  begins.  Combining  business  matters  of  vital  importance  to  every  exhibitor 

with  pleasure  which  has  been  bountifully  provided.  (The  squaws  are  cordially 

invited ,   too.)  A   glamorous  setting  ( Indians ,   cowboys ,   rodeos ,   oil  fields)  for  an 

important  gathering  that  will  be  attended  by  leading  showmen.  Make  reservations 

today  (rates  $2.50  up)  direct  to  J.  C.  Rader,  Biltmore  Hotel,  Oklahoma  City,  Okla. 

For  further  details  write  National  Headquarters,  MPTOA,  1600  B’way,  N.Y.  C. 
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$   A   M   T   O   M   HE 
yiSITORS:  J.  J.  Unger,  division  man- 

ager, New  York,  and  Hugh  Braley,  dis- 
trict skipper  of  Paramount,  Dallas;  Paul 

Foag,  Del  Rio;  Carl  Garner,  Lantex, 
Llano;  Lyn  Smith,  Crystal,  Gonzales; 
Gene  Burris,  Majestic,  Sabinal;  Carl  John- 

son, Arcadia,  Floresville;  Raymond  Jen- 

nings, Ray,  Hondo;  Frank  “Fats”  Nance, 
Hall  Industries,  Beeville;  M.  F.  Garcia, 
Garmon.  Rio  Grande  City;  Gidney  Talley, 
Plestex,  Pleasanton,  and  Ernesto  Ramirez, 
Roma,  Roma,  Tex. 

The  AFL-IATSE  convention  at  Houston 
recently,  had  two  San  Antonians  present. 
They  were  Walter  R.  Tinney,  president, 
and  Bill  Keeler,  business  agent  for  the 
local  operators  union. 

Lectures  in  connection  with  motion  pic- 
tures on  safety  were  delivered  by  Edwin 

Sedgwick  Coppock,  former  theatreman, 
now  San  Antonio  Automobile  League  man- 

ager, at  the  new  Fort  Sam  Houston  The- 
atre, last  week. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  W .   G.  Thomas,  xvhose  son, 
O.  B.,  runs  the  State  Theatre,  are  here 

from  Louisville,  Ky.,  making  their  tem- 
porary home  in  the  Interstate  Penthouse 

atop  the  Majestic  Theatre  Bldg.  .   .   .   Miss 
Irene  Brown,  State  cashier,  attended  the 

Aggies-T.  C.  U.  College  Station  go. 

Searcy  Lacy  of  Texas-Valley  Film  Ser- 
Service,  took  in  the  Texas  vs.  Oklahoma 

tilt  in  Dallas  the  other  Sunday  .   .   .   “Stout” 
Jackson  of  Alice,  Kinksville  and  Robs- 
town,  was  in  Latin-American  Films  office 
the  other  day  lining  up  Mexican  product 
for  his  three  tent  roadshow  situations. 

Patricia ,   Aiken ,   S.  C.,  Is 

Reopened  in  Record  Time 

Aiken,  S.  C. — The  Patricia  Theatre,  own- 
ed by  H.  B.  Ram,  has  opened. 

The  theatre  was  erected  in  record  time. 
When  fire  destroyed  the  old  Opera  House 
last  August,  in  which  Ram  operated  the 
State  Theatre,  he  doubled  the  force  of 
workmen  on  his  new  building,  then  under 
construction. 

The  ' Teens  Turn  Out  for 
New  Deanna  Durbin  Film 

Houston — Girls  of  “that  certain  age” 
turned  out  in  force  to  see  Deanna  Durbin 
in  her  new  picture,  but  the  boys  and  men 
were  conspicuous  for  their  scarcity. 

Majestic  officials  estimated  there  were 
about  300  men  and  2,600  women  and  girls 

— most  of  them  of  ’teen  age — in  the  open- 
ing audience. 

New  Theatre  Site 

Winfield,  Ala. — W.  S.  Thornton  an- 
nounces he  has  purchased  additional 

ground  and  that  work  has  begun  on  a 
new  home  for  the  Pastime  Theatre.  The 
new  building  will  be  in  the  space  west 

of  the  Marion  County  Motor  Company’s 
building,  facing  on  First  Ave. 

"Nap- Ads"  Originator 

Eastland,  Tex. — “Nap-Ads”  Service  for 
theatres,  started  two  years  ago,  now  lists 
hundreds  of  theatres  throughout  the  coun- 

try. And  above  is  the  man,  Victor  Cor- 
nelius, who  originated  the  newly  patented 

displays  on  napkin  holders.  The  devices 
are  used  to  list  current  and  forthcoming 
attractions. 

Anniversary  and  Drive 

Tied  by  Florida  Showman 

Fort  Pierce,  Fla. — Rupert  N.  Koble- 

gard  jr„  manager  of  the  Sunrise  Theatre 

here,  tied  in  the  Motion  Pictures  Great- 
est Year  campaign  with  the  10th  anniver- 

sary of  his  own  theatre  with  noteworthy 
results. 

Mayor  Fred  Holtsburg  designated  the 

week  of  October  16  as  “Go  to  the  Theatre 
Week”  and  the  local  press  has  been  grati- 
fyingly  cooperative. 
Among  stunts  put  over  by  Koblegard 

was  a   hunt,  in  conjunction  with  the  News- 
Tribune,  for  persons  who  had  never  seen 

a   talking  motion  picture,  and  their  invi- 
tation as  guests  of  the  house,  later  in- 

terviewed by  the  paper.  A   register  for 
patrons  who  wished  to  enter  the  Quiz 
contest  has  provided  Koblegard  with  a 
good  mailing  list  and  he  provides  the 
registrants  with  special  information  on 
the  contest  from  time  to  time. 

Re-equip  at  Waco 
Waco.  Tex. — New  sound,  screen  and  pro- 

jection equipment  has  been  installed  in 
the  Crystal,  on  Austin  Ave.,  one  of  the 
oldest  Waco  picture  shows.  The  house 
was  remodeled  about  a   year  ago.  It  was 

operated  for  many  years  by  the  late  J.'  A. Lemke  who  died  in  1934.  The  theatre  is 
now  operated  by  Mrs.  Lemke  with  C.  R. 
Lemke  as  active  manager  and  E.  W.  Ham- 

mer, assistant  manager. 

1IHII  O   IU  STOW 
gEN  HILL,  district  representative  for 

United  Artists,  stirred  up  a   lot  of  ex- 
citement at  the  A1  G.  Barnes  circus  which 

played  here  two  days  before  “Drums” 
opened  at  Loew’s  State.  Hill  carried  a 
local  pickaninny,  dressed  like  Sabu,  and 
the  whole  drum  family  from  kettle  to  big 
bass,  out,  in,  and  among  the  circus  crowds. 

From  the  days  when  the  Houston  fire 

wagon  was  drawn  by  horses  and  Houston’s 
finest  amusement  house  was  the  old  Prince 
Theatre  (now  a   tumbling  store  house  on 
the  bayou),  Eddie  Bremer,  Kirby  manager, 
has  been  an  ardent  fire  fan.  As  a   member 
of  the  fire  prevention  committee  of  the 

Houston  chamber  of  commerce,  he  pre- 
pared a   city-wide  program  in  observance 

of  National  Fire  Prevention  Week.  Then 

the  week  started  locally  with  a   fire  Sun- 
day night  and  another  Monday  night! 

Bob  Kelley,  publicity  director  of  Inter- 
state theatres  in  Houston,  and  A1  Lever, 

city  manager,  have  returned  from  the  Va- 
riety Club  golf  tournament  in  Dallas  of 

which  R.  J.  O’Donnell,  Interstate  general 
manager,  is  one  of  the  sponsors. 

Dallas  Conventioneers 

List  Is  Still  Incomplete 

Dallas — While  Texas  is  expected  to  be 

well  represented  at  the  Oklahoma  City 
MPTOA  convention,  the  list  so  far  of  those 
who  will  be  there  is  still  more  or  less  in- 
complete. 

Those  expected  to  go  are:  H.  B.  Robb 
and  Don  Douglas  of  the  Robb  &   Rowley 

circuit;  R.  J.  O’Donnell  of  Interstate;  Zasu 
Pitts,  in  Dallas  for  a   stage  appearance  this 
week;  M.  M.  Buchanan,  sales  manager  of 
Motiograph,  Inc.,  presently  in  Texas; 

Henry  Sorensen  of  Modern  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Co.;  Paul  Short  and  Wallace  Wal- 
thall of  National  Screen;  R.  E.  Griffith 

of  the  R.  E.  Griffith  circuit;  George 
O’Rourke  of  the  O’Rourke  Construction 

Co.;  Sol  Sacks,  RKO’s  district  manager, 
and  Corgan  &   Moore,  theatre  architects. 

Also  Hugh  Owen,  United  Artists  man- 
ager; Fred  Jack,  district  manager  and 

Doak  Roberts,  branch  manager  of  Warner 
Bros.;  Jack  Zern  of  Altec  Service;  C.  B. 
Akers;  Buddy  Harris,  R.  A.  Duncan,  and 
I.  A.  Anderson,  all  of  Tad  Screen;  Johnny 
Long,  Long  Theatres,  Bay  City;  Homer 
Mulkey,  Pastime  at  Clarendon;  W.  J. 
Wooten,  Olympic  at  Canyon,  and  C.  W. 
Niece,  Crystal  at  Hubbard. 

Ingram-Howard  Wed 
Franklin,  N.  C. — The  marriage  of 

Charles  W.  Ingram,  co-operator  with  his 
brother  of  a   chain  of  motion  picture  the- 

atres in  Georgia  and  North  Carolina,  and 
Miss  Nancy  Irene  Howard  was  solemnized recently. 

New  Azteca  Film 

San  Antonio — The  booking  department 

of  Latin-American  Film  Exchange  here  has 
announced  another  new  Azteca  Film  for 

release.  Title  of  the  picture  is  “Bandidos 
del  Rio,”  (The  River  Bandits) . 
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ITA  OF  ONTARIO  SEEKS  MEANS  TO  COMBAT 

INFLUX  OF  16MM  COMPETITION  IN  PROVINCE 

Toronto  Stages  f Greatest  Year 
Parade;  100,000  to  See  Array 

Toronto — With  plans  completed  for  the 

huge,  spectacular  “Motion  Pictures  Are 
Your  Best  Entertainment”  parade  being- 
staged  in  Toronto  October  22,  it  is  expected 

the  procession  will  be  witnessed  by  some 

100,000  citizens  during  the  parade’s  20-mile 
course  through  a   number  of  the  principal 
streets. 

There  are  80,000  theatre  seats  in  To- 
ronto, and  as  a   tax  of  two  cents  per  seat 

has  been  agreed  upon  as  its  share  of  de- 

fraying the  parade’s  cost  by  each  partici- 
pating theatre,  it  is  expected  that  nearly 

all  of  these  “seats”  will  be  represented 
in  this  colorful  parade,  as  the  exhibitors 

are  a   unit  in  agreeing  upon  the  proces- 
sion’s value  in  increasing  interest  in  the 

film  industry’s  great  drive  for  enhanced 
theatre  attendances. 

The  Independent  Theatres’  Ass’n  of  On- 
tario, with  many  members  having  theatres 

in  Toronto,  has  approved  the  parade,  with 

the  proviso  that  the  Quiz  Contest  shall 

not  be  advertised  in  the  parade.  Assur- 
ance along  this  line  was  given  by  Dewey 

D.  Bloom,  chairman  of  the  Film  Publicity 
and  Radio  Committee,  and  by  Morris 

Stein,  Toronto  district  manager  for  Fa- 
mous Players  Canadian  Corp.,  who  is  a 

member  of  the  committee  and  very  active 

in  working  to  make  the  occasion  an  out- 

standing event  in  the  Dominion’s  motion 
picture  history. 

It  is  announced  this  week  that  already 
440  theatres  in  the  Dominion  have  pledged 

themselves  to  the  industry’s  better  business 
drive  and  additional  pledges  are  coming 
in  all  the  time. 

lie?  Stanley  Baldwin  succeeded  Lloyd 
George  as  Prime  Minister  of  England? 

Edward  VIII  established  the  Entente  Cor- 
diale?  Sir  Francis  Drake  was  the  first 

navigator  to  circumnavigate  the  globe? 
Canada  has  no  National  Flag?  The 
Mounted  Police  were  organized  to  put  down 
the  North  West  Rebellion?  Benares  is  the 

Holy  City  of  the  Moslems?  Canada  is  a 
Confederation  of  Provinces?  The  British 

Troops  at  the  Tokot  campfire  sang  Annie 
Laurie?  General  Smuts  of  South  Africa 

played  an  important  part  in  drawing  up 
the  Covenant  of  the  League  of  Nations? 

In  1877  Lord  Beaconsfield  had  Queen  Vic- 
toria proclaimed  Empress  of  India?  The 

King  of  Great  Britain  has  power  to  create 

new  peers? 
Eventually  the  prizes  will  be  presented 

to  winners  on  the  stage  of  the  Elgin  and, 

otherwise,  the  stunt  has  been  localized 
as  much  as  possible. 

Group  Hopes  to  Regulate 
Shows  Under  35mm 

Provisions 

By  WALT  FESSEY 

Toronto — Because  many  exhibitors  are 

protesting  they  are  being  hemmed  in  by 
16mm  shows  which  divert  patronage  into 
town  halls  where  large  audiences  gather 

in  buildings  not  designed  for  film  presenta- 

tion purposes,  a   committee  has  been  ap- 

pointed by  the  Independent  Theatres’  Ass’n of  Ontario,  under  the  chairmanship  of 
O.  J.  Scott,  of  Weston,  Ont.,  to  seek 

means  of  combatting  the  spread  of  16mm 
shows  in  this  province. 

Exhibitors,  as  well  as  others,  are  point- 
ing out  that  danger  to  public  life  exists 

when  assemblies  of  people  to  see  the  16mm 
shows  are  allowed  to  be  held  in  buildings 
not  having  the  required  number  of  exits 
in  case  of  panic  or  fire,  where  there  is 

no  fire-proofing  of  the  auditorium  or  build- 
ing or  in  those  cases  where  the  seats  are 

not  so  arranged  so  that  if  the  audience 
leaves  in  haste  a   jumble  of  furniture  may 
block  the  movement  of  patrons. 

It  is  also  stressed  that  exhibitors,  who 

pay  heavy  property  and  business  taxes 
and  have  large  amounts  invested  in  their 
theatres  have  difficulty  in  competing  with 
itinerant  showmen  who  pay  very  little 

into  the  community  in  which  they  operate. 

Scott’s  committee  intends  to  work  along 
the  lines  of  securing  action  by  the  On- 

tario government  to  have  16mm  exhibition 
completely  regulated  in  the  same  way  that 

35mm  shows  are  governed.  In  mid-sum- 
mer, the  ITA  held  a   meeting  at  which  a 

resolution  asking  such  regulation  of  16mm 

film  exhibition  was  approved  and  for- 
warded to  the  Ontario  Board  of  Motion 

Picture  Censors. 

In  addition,  N.  A.  Taylor,  ITA  vice-presi- 

dent and  representative  on  the  concilia- 
tion committee  of  the  film  section  of  the 

Toronto  board  of  trade,  will  bring  up  this 

question  of  regulating  16mm  films  at  the 
next  meeting  of  the  board  film  section. 

Empire  Quiz  Going 

Over  Big  in  Ottawa 
Ottawa — The  “British  Empire  Quiz  Con- 

test” has  been  going  over  big  at  the  Elgin 
Theatre  here  where  it  had  its  inception 
under  the  direction  of  Manager  J.  J.  Paul 

before  being  adopted  by  independent  ex- 
hibitors elsewhere  in  the  Dominion. 

There  are  25  questions  of  a   British  his- 
torical or  geographical  nature  which  are 

to  be  answered  by  the  use  of  an  “X” 
under  true  and  false  columns,  the  contest 
at  the  Elgin  being  scheduled  to  close 
October  22  after  which  another  test  will 

be  conducted.  There  are  22  prizes  of  which 

12  have  a   total  valuation  of  $50,  the  re- 
mainder being  double  tickets  for  the  the- 

atre. Entry  forms  are  obtainable  at  the 
theatre  and  also  at  downtown  bookstores 
and  were  distributed  from  door  to  door. 

Provision  is  made  for  a   75-word  essay 

on  the  subject,  “Why  I   am  Proud  to  live 
under  the  British  Flag,”  which  must  be 
signed  by  the  contestant  and  witnessed  by 
either  a   parent  or  teacher,  the  competition 
being  restricted  to  those  under  17  years 
of  age.  The  title  of  the  essay  may  or  may 
not  have  been  intended  as  a   subtle  rap 

at  the  Hollywood  quiz  contest,  but  Mana- 
ger Paul  will  not  say.  Attendance  at  the 

Elgin  is  not  a   requirement  under  the  rules. 
A   few  of  the  questions  are  as  follows: 
Canada  is  a   colony  of  Great  Britain? 

Britain  owns  the  Suez  Canal?  Charles  II 

of  England,  was  called  Bonnie  Prince  Char- 

ITA  Urges  Conciliation 
Toronto — N.  A.  Taylor,  vice-president  of  the  Independent  Theatres'  Ass'n  of  On- 

tario and  representative  on  the  conciliation  committee  of  the  film  section  of  the  To- 

ronto board  of  trade,  was  authorized  by  a   general  meeting  of  the  ITA  to  ask  for  an 

early  meeting  of  the  conciliation  committee  so  that  he  could  urge  upon  it  the 

necessity  of  dealing  at  once  with  the  vexed  questions  of  contract,  clearance  and 

score  charge. 

Taylor  was  asked  to  request  the  committee  to  show  its  goodwill  within  the  in- 

dustry and  to  signify  that  conciliation  is  something  that  is  specifically  recognized. 

It  was  declared  at  the  meeting  of  the  ITA  that  the  conciliation  committee  had  given 

no  evidence  of  vital  functioning  as  yet,  despite  the  fact  that  the  committee  was  first 

established  nearly  two  years  ago. 
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ASN  Is  Praised  for 

Pictures  of  Empire 

Montreal — Sir  Harry  Lindsay,  director 
of  the  Imperial  Institute,  London,  visiting 

the  local  plant  of  Associated  Sound  News, 
expressed  gratification  at  the  work  being 
done  by  ASN  in  publicizing  Canada  by 
motion  pictures.  On  his  arrival  in  Canada 
a   few  weeks  ago.  Sir  Harry  deplored  the 

scarcity  of  film  material  suitable  for  mak- 
ing Canada  known  to  Empire  audiences. 

Before  Sir  Harry  left  the  Dominion  on 

the  Empress  of  Britain,  the  Montreal  Star 
paid  a   warm  tribute  to  the  work  he  and 
the  Empire  Film  Society,  a   section  of  the 

Imperial  Institute,  have  accomplished. 

The  Star  said: 

“Montreal  has  been  entertaining  a   dis- 
tinguished visitor  from  the  Old  Country  in 

the  person  of  Sir  Harry  Lindsay,  director  of 

the  Imperial  Institute,  who  has  been  tour- 
ing Canada  to  bespeak  support  from  this 

country  for  the  Empire  Film  Society,  which 

operates  under  the  aegis  of  the  Institute. 
This  society  has  for  its  object  the  visual 
instruction  of  the  Empires  by  means  of 

films  which  are  used  to  disseminate  ac- 
curate information  about  all  parts  of  the 

Empire  by  means  of  the  most  effective  in- 
strument— the  screen. 

“The  Empire  Film  Library  was  started 
in  1931,  and  the  Canadian  Government  was 

then  its  principal  benefactor,  contributing 
the  greatest  number  of  films.  Today  it  still 
leads  the  way,  for  of  1,600  films,  some  300 
deal  with  life  and  industry  throughout 
this  Dominion.  The  Library  reached  an 
audience  of  five  million  people,  adults  and 
children,  last  year,  of  which  1,426,000  were 
shown  Canadian  pictures.  The  Institute 
exhibits  films  in  its  hall  in  London  every 

day,  including  Sundays.  But  the  visual 
lesson  has  grown  so  popular  that  schools 
throughout  the  Old  Country  are  installing 
projectors,  and  it  is  to  meet  their  demand 
particularly  that  the  Institute  is  making 
a   special  appeal  to  every  Dominion. 

“Sir  Harry  says  the  Canadian  total  of 
300  could  easily  be  increased  to  600,  and 
that  there  would  still  be  an  unfulfilled 

demand.  It  is  manifestly  in  our  interest 

to  do  all  we  can  to  comply  with  this  de- 
mand, since  no  better  method  of  making 

this  country  known  to  the  people  of  the 
homeland  exists,  save  actual  personal 

travel,  and  that  only  a   very  small  per- 
centage indeed  can  undertake.  The  pro- 

vincial government  can  help  as  well  as  the 
federal  authorities.  It  is  highly  desirable 
that  we  should  aid  in  educating  the  youth 

of  Britain  to  a   wider  knowledge  of  our  re- 
sources, for  it  is  upon  them  that  we  shall 

rely  for  the  best  type  of  settler  as  soon 
as  conditions  render  immigration  once 

more  a   sound  policy  for  Canada  to  pursue.” 

Scores  "Trade  Winds " 
Hollywood — Alfred  Newman  has  been 

assigned  to  do  the  musical  score  for  Wal- 

ter Wanger’s  “Trade  Winds,”  being  di- 
rected by  Tay  Garnett. 

go  GREAT  has  been  the  Canadian  pre- 
miere of  “Drums”  at  the  Elgin  The- 

atre, Ottawa’s  newest  independent  house, 
that  Manager  J.  J.  Paul  announced  the 
holding  over  of  the  picture  for  a   third 
week  .   .   .   An  all-cartoon  show  was  held 

by  Manager  Marshall  at  the  Rideau  The- 

atre on  the  morning  of  Canada’s  Thanks- 
giving Day  which  is  observed  more  than 

a   month  ahead  of  the  similar  national 
holiday  in  the  States.  Prices  for  this 
morning  show  were  ten  cents  for  children 
and  15  cents  for  adults,  the  undertaking 
proving  successful  at  the  boxoffice. 

Double  bills  were  a   feature  of  Fire  Pre- 
vention Week  in  Ottawa  when  two  appro- 

priate 16  mm  pictures  were  presented  at 
luncheons  and  other  gatherings  of  various 

community  organizations  under  the  direc- 
tion of  Inspector  Donald  Dear  of  the  Ot- 
tawa fire  department.  The  two  featurettes 

were  “Saving  Seconds”  and  “Sound  the 

Alarm.” 
There  were  no  takers  when  the  long 

unused  theatre  in  the  town  of  Streetsville, 
Ont.,  was  put  up  for  auction  to  satisfy 
accumulated  municipal  taxes.  Bids  were 
not  forthcoming  because  the  theatre  is  a 
relic  of  silent  film  days  and  it  was  realized 
that  a   considerable  expenditure  would  be 
involved  for  the  installation  of  a   sound 

system  and  the  remodeling  of  the  build- 
ing to  meet  the  new  government  regula- 

tions requiring  concrete  floors  and  pro- 
jection booth  and  approved  exits. 

Recent  visitors  of  note  were  two  veteran 
theatre  owners  of  Winnipeg,  Man.,  Sam 
Weiner  and  J.  Miles,  both  of  whom  were 
enthusiastic  regarding  the  genuine  success 
on  the  screen  of  a   Winnipeg  girl,  Deanna 
Durbin. 

Dominion  Sound  Report 

Carries  a   Bright  Note 
Montreal — Dominion  Sound  Equipments, 

Ltd.,  had  two  busy  months  during  August 
and  September,  installing  the  following 

equipment : 
New  RCA  equipment:  Rialto,  Ottawa; 

Avenue,  Toronto;  Palace,  Hamilton,  Ont.; 

Capitol,  London,  Ont.;  and  Capitol,  Ed- 
monton. 

New  Northern  Electric  equipment  and 
Motiograph  projectors:  Norfolk,  Simcoe, 
Ont.,  and  Imperial,  Delhi,  Ont. 

New  Northern  Electric  equipment:  La- 
Salle, Toronto,  and  Paradise,  Vancouver. 

Mirrophonic  conversion:  Dreamland, 
Edmonton,  and  Capitol,  Vernon,  B.  C. 
Motiograph  projectors:  Elite,  Portage 

la  Prairie,  and  Hayden,  Lockport,  N.  S. 

Carman  Heralds  Opening 

Of  Sooles '   New  Boyne 
Carman,  Man. — Featuring  first-run  pic- 

tures, indirect  lighting  and  air  condition- 
ing, the  new  300-seat  Boyne  Theatre  was 

recently  opened  here.  Heralding  the  open- 
ing was  a   full  page  of  tieup  ads  by  local 

merchants  in  the  Dufferin  Leader. 
Mrs.  F.  M.  Soole  is  proprietress  of  the 

house,  while  O.  T.  Soole  will  manage. 

Bo-Lo,  the  ball  and  bat  game,  has  be- 
come the  rage  among  young  people  in 

Ottawa  and  two  theatres  cashed  in  on  the 

craze  by  having  Bo-Lo  contests  on  the 

stage  at  last  Saturday’s  matinee  per- 
formances for  merchandise  prizes,  these 

being  the  Rideau  and  Mayfair  theatres. 

The  First  Corps  Troop  of  the  Royal 
Canadian  Army  Service  Corps.,  under  the 
command  of  Lt.  Col.  W.  H.  Jones,  O.  B.  E., 
paraded  with  band  to  the  Elgin  Theatre 

to  see  a   performance  of  “Drums.” 

The  Capitol  Theatre  was  the  mecca  of 
a   distinguished  audience  last  Thursday 
midnight,  after  the  regular  film  show, 
when  the  Mordkin  Ballet  gave  a   perform- 

ance under  the  patronage  of  His  Excel- 

lency, Lord  Tweedsmuir,  Governor-Gen- 
eral of  Canada,  and  Lady  Tweedsmuir,  this 

being  the  first  of  a   series  of  special  pre- 
sentations this  season. 

Word  has  gone  forth  that  the  Canadian 

committee  of  the  “ Greatest  Year”  cam- 
paign has  decided  that  the  official  colors 

for  the  drive  in  this  country  for  the  re- 
mainder of  the  period  are  yellow  and 

black,  exhibitors  being  asked  to  conform 
with  this  color  combination  in  decorations 
and  accessories  as  much  as  possible. 

Cecil  Broadhurst,  who  played  the  lead 

in  the  Canadian-made  Oxford  Group 

Movement  short,  “Youth  Marches  On,” 
has  left  Ottawa  for  New  York  City  to  ar- 

range for  distribution  of  the  much-dis- 
cussed picture  in  the  States.  Broadhurst 

and  Ted  Devlin,  well-known  Ottawa  youth 
who  also  had  a   role  in  the  featurette,  have 
received  offers  from  Hollywood  to  appear 

in  a   feature-length  production  based  on 
the  same  theme. 

History  Watched 
Via  Television 

London — For  the  first  time  in  British 

history,  a   major  crisis  involving  the  Em- 
pire was  transmitted  to  the  public  via 

television  when  Prime  Minister  Chamber- 
lain  returned  from  his  historic  talks  with 
Adolf  Hitler  on  the  dismemberment  of 
Czechoslovakia. 

An  element  of  concern  among  Britain’s 
film  industry  over  the  event,  is  reflected 

in  the  “News  Review”  of  London. 
“When  Neville  Chamberlain  landed  at 

Heston  after  his  historic  interview  with 

Hitler,  fortunate  possessors  of  television 
sets  watched  his  arrival  without  the  ne- 

cessity of  leaving  their  comfortable  arm- 
chairs at  home,”  it  commented. 

“For  the  first  time  a   great  crisis  in 
British  history  had  been  shown  on  a   tele- 

vision screen,  thereby  dealing  cinema  news- 

reel producers  a   serious  blow  in  their  all- 

in  fight  with  radio.” 
The  British  Broadcasting  Corp.  has  ob- 

tained permission  to  televise  Gaumont- 
British  and  British  Movietone  newsreels. 

At  Radiolympia  it  showed  •   “Jack  Ahoy” 
and  “Aunt  Sally,”,  both  feature  films. 
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QUEBEC  CITY  is  showing  an  encourag- 
^rng  trad©  outlook.  Whereas  the  tourist 
business  up  to  September  was  poor,  it  has 
picked  up  since  and  theatres  are  being 

well  patronized.  The  “Movie  Quiz”  is  get- 
ting adequate  attention.  Much  optimism 

for  the  coming  winter  was  expressed  by 
managers  to  this  Boxoffice  reporter. 

Ruby  Gleiser  of  Estevan,  Sask.,  presi- 
dent of  the  Rebekah  Assemblies  of  North 

America  and  noted  sportswoman  and  mu- 
sician, holds  the  distinction  of  being  the 

first  woman  to  secure  a   license  to  operate 
a   theatre  in  the  prairie  province. 

The  Belmont  Theatre,  one  of  Montreal’s 
most  enterprising  entertainment  houses, 

arranged  a   special  children’s  show  last 
Saturday.  Metal  airplanes  were  given  to 
the  first  500  boys  and  girls  attending.  The 

Snowdon  Theatre  also  gave  a   children’s 
Saturday  morning  show. 

Comparatively  little  news  is  available 

on  the  progress  of  the  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  campaign  in  Montreal, 

which  is  proceeding  quietly.  In  this  con- 
nection, ASN  announces  release  of  No.  6 

Movie  Quiz  contest  trailer,  described  by 
Ed  Thorgersen. 

Italian  films  will  be  seen  in  Canadian 

and  American  theatres,  if  the  Italian  gov- 

ernment’s intimation  that  it  intends  to  act 
as  the  only  importer  and  distributor  of 
foreign  films  in  the  country  is  carried  to 
its  logical  conclusion.  It  is  expected  Italy 

will  force  foreign  producers  to  accept  Ital- 
ian films  as  part  payment  for  those  Italy 

purchases  abroad. 

A   recent  French  news  film  at  the  Cinema 
de  Paris  in  Montreal  showed  the  close 

interest  taken  by  the  Roman  Catholic 

Shows  by  Dominion 
Offered  in  Ottawa 

Ottawa — The  Dominion  government  is 
in  direct  competition  with  the  theatres  of 
Ottawa  in  the  staging  of  comprehensive 
picture  shows  in  the  National  Museum 

twice  each  Saturday  morning,  the  audi- 
torium being  filled  twice  to  overflowing  at 

the  first  performances  of  the  fall  and 
winter  series. 

No  admission  fee  is  charged  and  yet  the 
government  department  presents  a   the- 

atrical program  of  both  features  and  short 
subjects  suitable  for  cinemas,  a   fact  which 
does  not  arouse  approval  among  the  ex- 

hibitors. The  first  program  consisted  of 

the  following:  “Polar  Pals,”  cartoon: 
“Miracle  of  a   Locomotive”;  “Boy  Scouts’ 
First  Aid,”  and  “Itchy  Scratchy,”  an  ani- 

mal picture  which  is  booked  to  theatres. 

The  program  for  this  Saturday  morning 
was  a   double  bill  with  two  historical  films, 

“The  Discovery  of  America”  and  “Battle 
of  the  Plains  of  Abraham.” 

Because  of  this  series,  there  is  no  the- 
atre in  Ottawa  which  offers  a   Saturday 

morning  show  for  juveniles. 

Church  in  the  cinema  in  France.  Further, 

and  to  the  same  conclusion,  is  the  an- 
nouncement that  a   church  has  been  built 

at  Villebon-sur -Yvette,  near  Paris,  which 

by  means  of  a   sliding  panel  can  be  con- 
verted alternately  into  a   church  or  a 

cinema. 

Filmrow  had  a   distinguished  visitor  in 
H.  A.  Laurie  of  Toronto,  assistant  general 

manager  of  Empire-Universal.  Laurie  con- 
ferred on  local  matters  with  Frank  H. 

Fisher,  manager  of  the  eastern  division. 

Vaudeville  is  being  introduced  in  the 
Fifth  Avenue  Theatre,  Verdun,  and  the 
Midway,  Montreal  .   .   .   Verdun  Palace  has 

revived  “The  Private  Life  of  Henry  VIII” 
.   .   .   Cinema  de  Paris  is  showing  Jean 

Murat  and  Kate  de  Nagy  in  “Nuits  de 
Princess”  .   .   .   “Marie  Antoinette”  complet- 

ed a   three-week  run  at  the  Palace,  Mon- 
treal ...  A.  Gregoire  of  the  Capitol,  St. 

John’s,  Que.,  was  a   Filmrow  visitor. 

Roland  Friday,  operating  the  Town  Hall, 
Hudson,  Que.,  has  taken  over  the  Scala, 
Buckingham,  which  has  been  renovated 
and  reequipped  .   .   .George  Champagne, 
manager  of  the  Roxy  and  the  Auditorium, 

has  been  around  the  Row  .   .   .   Fishing  par- 
ties are  almost  over  for  the  season,  but 

George  Genetakos,  Tommy  Dowbiggin,  Ed- 
die English  and  Mickey  Isman  kept  up  the 

sport  to  the  last,  inspired  by  the  wonderful 
Indian  summer  which  made  life  in  the 
woods  ideal. 

United  Amusement’s  York  Theatre  on  St. 
Catherine  St.  is  now  expected  to  open 
about  the  end  of  November  .   .   .   Nothing 

is  heard  of  projected  theatres  reported  for 
the  Cote  des  Neiges  and  other  districts  a 
few  months  ago. 

Canada  Is  Praised  lor 

Producing  Film  Lights 
Toronto — Canada  is  one  of  the  finest 

countries  in  the  world  for  producing  real 
movie  talent,  Joe  Pasternak,  Hollywood 
producer,  believes.  He  said  so  on  a   visit 
here  to  see  his  sister. 

“Your  country  should  be  well  content,” 
he  said,  “if  she  can  produce  every  five 
years  outstanding  talent  like  Deanna  Dur- 

bin and  the  Dionne  quintuplets.  For  the 
size  of  the  country,  Canada  has  produced 

more  great  screen  personalities  and  direc- 
tors than  even  the  United  States.” 

A   Promotional  Screening 

For  " Boys  Town  '   Is  Held 
Winnipeg — A   private  screening  of  “Boys 

Town”  for  heads  of  various  social  or- 
ganizations, including  officials  of  juvenile 

delinquency,  truant  officers,  P-T-A  offi- 
cers, and  educational  leaders,  was  held  at 

the  Capitol  Theatre  here  by  Harold  Bish- 
op, manager,  as  advance  exploitation  for 

the  Metro  picture. 

Ads  were  placed  by  Bishop  in  various 
Catholic  papers  and  arrangements  were 
made  to  have  the  film  announced  from 

pulpits  of  all  local  Catholic  churches. 

16  Films  Reviewed 

By  Ottawa  Council 
Ottawa — Sixteen  current  features  are 

passed  upon  in  the  new  “white  paper”  of 
the  Canadian  Council  on  Family  Welfare, 
Ottawa,  which  cooperates  with  government 
departments  in  juvenile  protective  work. 

The  pictures  reviewed  comprise  the  fol- 
lowing: 20th-Fox,  4;  M-G-M,  3;  Para- 

mount, 2;  Warner  Bros.,  2;  Columbia,  1; 
RKO,  1;  British,  2;  Universal,  1. 
Recommended  for  the  family  and  young 

children  are  as  follows,  with  official  com- ment: 

“Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy” — Mickey 
Rooney  is  more  amusing  than  ever.  Amus- 

ing entertainment  for  the  family. 

“Little  Miss  Broadway” — Another  good 
picture  which  should  please  Shirley  Tem- 

ple fans.  For  the  family  and  juveniles. 

“Professor  Beware” — Quite  a   change 
from  the  sophisticated  comedies  recently 
released.  Full  of  action  and  gags.  The 
family. 

“The  Gladiator” — Another  good  comedy 
for  Joe  E.  Brown  fans.  Excellent  for  the family. 

“Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band” — A   really 
outstanding  picture.  A   picture  everyone 
may  enjoy. 

“Josette” — A   lively  comedy  with  good 
songs.  Mature. 
“The  Crowd  Roars” — Possesses  human 

appeal  and  there  are  thrilling  prize  fight 
scenes.  For  the  family  and  older  children. 

“A  Letter  of  Introduction” — Excellent 
comedy  and  good  entertainment  for  the family. 

“Keep  Smiling” — One  of  the  best  Jane 
Withers  pictures  yet  made.  The  story  is 
good  with  deep  human  appeal.  The  family. 

“The  Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse” — Un- 
suitable for  children  or  adolescents. 

“Drums” — Seldom  has  anything  so  thril- 
ling been  shown  on  the  screen.  A   lavish 

production.  The  family. 

“Moonlight  Sonata”  —   Although  the 
story  is  trite,  the  audience  is  more  than 
compensated  by  the  magnificent  playing 
of  Paderewski. 

“Marie  Antoinette”  —   A   magnificent 
spectacle,  lavishly  produced  the  direction 

and  acting  are  brilliant.  Not  quite  suit- 
able for  children. 

“Mother  Carey’s  Chickens” — A   story  of 
happy  family  life;  also  good  comedy.  The family. 

“Sing,  You  Sinners” — More  plot  and  less 
crooning.  The  family. 

“Four  Daughters” — The  type  of  picture 
that  leaves  an  audience  completely  satis- 

fied. The  family. 

Basketball  on  Stage 
Ottawa — For  the  first  time  in  local  his- 

tory, organized  amateur  sport  has  in- 
vaded the  stage  with  the  holding  of  a 

senior  district  basketball  game  on  the 
boards  of  the  Capitol  Theatre  at  11:30  p. 
m„  last  Monday  between  the  Morrisburg 

team  and  the  Glebe  Grads,  the  latter  be- 
ing the  runners-up  for  the  Dominion 

court  title  last  season,  the  tilt  being  spon- 
sored by  the  city  league.  The  manager 

of  the  Capitol  is  Ray  Tubman. 
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fj  P.  BURTON,  Bedford,  N.  S„  has  re- opened the  Regal,  dark  since  spring 

.   .   .   A.  J.  Mason  of  the  Capitol,  Spring- 

hill,  N.  S.,  and  his  son,  Lloyd,  were  visi- 

tors to  St.  John’s  Filmrow.  A.  J.  had  been 
acquitted,  in  the  Nova  Scotia  supreme 

court,  of  a   charge  of  manslaughter  in  con- 
nection with  the  death  of  a   bicyclist  who 

was  in  collision  with  the  Mason  car.  A 

“not  guilty”  verdict  was  brought  in  by  the 
jury  in  less  than  half  an  hour. 

His  Excellency  Bishop  Bray  and  several 

of  the  priests  of  the  St.  John  diocese  at- 

tended a   special  private  showing  of  “Boys 
Town,”  which  was  featured  at  the  Capitol 
a   few  days  later,  and  highly  commended 

the  film  from  their  own  intimate  knowl- 
edge of  the  movement  instituted  by  Father 

Flanagan  in  Nebraska. 

The  town  of  Yarmouth,  N.  S.,  has  made 

elaborate  preparations  for  a   gala  home- 
coming to  be  tendered  to  Theda  Bara, 

famed  actress  of  the  silents,  who  is  re- 
turning soon  for  her  first  visit  in  many 

years.  She  left  Yarmouth  as  an  ambitious 
young  girl  determined  to  make  her  way 

in  the  film  world  in  the  days  when  the  in- 
dustry was  in  its  infancy. 

Harold  Gaudet,  owner  of  the  Capitol, 
Summerside,  P.  E.  I.,  lost  a   reported  $200 
when  thieves  broke  into  his  office  and 
ransacked  the  safe. 

O.  E.  (Pete)  Peterson,  convention  man- 
ager of  Kiwanis  International,  while  in  St. 

John  in  connection  with  plans  for  the  in- 
ternational convention  at  Boston  in  1939, 

observed  in  a   public  address  that  the  New 

Brunswick  travel  films  released  by  Uni- 
versal and  M-G-M  doubtless  would  be  a 

strong  factor  in  bringing  many  Kiwanian 
families  on  tours  into  the  Maritimes  at  the 
close  of  the  convention. 

John  Paul,  young  Indian  runner  of 
Springhill,  N.  S.,  won  the  St.  John  Capitol 

10 -mile  Thanksgiving  race  for  the  second 
time  the  other  day,  and  another  win  will 

give  him  possession  of  the  trophy  per- 
manently. After  his  first  victory,  in  1936, 

Capitol  Manager  W.  H.  Golding  took  him 
to  Boston  to  compete  in  the  marathon  in 

the  name  of  the  theatre,  and  Paul  fin- 
ished eighth  in  a   field  of  over  200,  of  whom 

82  completed  the  course.  Now  Paul  is  back 
home  again,  training  under  famed  Tom 
Trenholm,  and  the  Capitol  has  promised 
to  enter  him  in  the  Boston  marathon 

again  next  April. 

Councillor  James  A.  Whitebone,  St.  John 
operator,  district  business  agent  for  the 
IATSE  and  MPMO,  has  been  reelected  to 

the  city  council,  advancing  up  one  place 

in  the  standing  of  the  “reform”  slate  of 
which  he  is  a   member,  compared  with  the 
previous  balloting  results. 

At  its  annual  meeting  in  Moncton,  N.  B., 

the  Women’s  Christian  Temperance  Union 
of  New  Brunswick  protested  as  a   “tre- 

mendous influence  which  is  exerted  on 

young  people”  the  showing  of  films  “de- 
picting disregard  of  law  and  order”  and 

“unnecessary  scenes  of  alcoholic  drinking 
in  all  its  forms,”  and  urged  all  women  to 
guard  their  children  and  their  homes 
against  such  pictures. 
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“Mike”  Mahoney,  famous  veteran  of  the 
Klondike,  has  been  lecturing  before  Ca- 

nadian Clubs  in  New  Brunswick  on  “The 
Trail  of  ’98,”  illustrated  by  motion  pic- 

tures in  color. 

Members  of  the  Maritime  Professional 

Photographers’  Ass’n,  holding  their  an- 
nual meeting  in  Sackville,  N.  B„  were 

given  an  interesting  insight  into  motion 
picture  technique,  including  the  showing 

of  “Vision”  and  “How  Talkies  Talk,” 
British-Gaumont  films,  by  Harold  Reid  of Moncton. 

N.  A.  Vassis  of  the  Maritime  Amuse- 
ments, Ltd.,  will  be  going  over  from  St. 

John  to  Halifax  for  the  opening  on  Octo- 
ber 24  of  his  new  Empire.  Three  months 

of  making-over  have  given  the  new  the- 
atre an  appearance  of  ultra-modernity.  A 

600-seat  house,  its  policy  will  be  three 
changes  a   week,  and  its  prices  are  10  and 

15  cents  for  balcony  and  downstairs  re- 
spectively in  the  afternoon,  15  and  20 

cents  in  the  evening,  and  children  10  cents 
all  the  time,  tax  inclusive. 

E.  D.  Nesbitt  of  the  Star,  Edmundston, 
N.  B.;  R.  R.  Kertson  of  the  Opera  House, 
Grand  Falls,  N .   B.,  and  C.  A.  Nelson  of  the 

Community,  Parrsboro,  N .   S.,  were  Film- 
row  visitors. 

Mrs.  M.  Chaplin  of  Toronto  is  visiting 
her  son,  Charles  S.  Chaplin,  UA  branch 
manager,  St.  John,  and  Mrs.  Chaplin. 
Charlie  is  manager  of  the  bowling  team 
that  the  Movie  Men  have  entered  in  the 

local  Inter-association  League.  The  team 
took  an  ignominious  trouncing  in  the  first 

match,  but  is  so  optimistic  that  they’re 
looking  around  for  a   good  window  for  ex- 

hibiting the  trophy.  Other  members  are 

J.  McCarthy,  RKO;  S.  (Saxophone)  Ku- 
nitzky,  Eastern  Film;  W.  Steen,  UA,  and 

C.  O’Neil,  formerly  of  UA. 

Mayor  of  Toronto 
Lauds  Film  Drive 

Toronto  —   His  Honor,  Ralph  C.  Day, 

mayor  of  Toronto,  has  lent  big  aid  to 

the  industry’s  business  drive  and  given 
added  interest  to  the  parade  being  held 

on  Saturday,  October  22,  by  stating  in  a 
message  to  the  public: 

“The  establishment  of  the  moving  pic- 
ture industry  in  this  city,  with  its  diversity 

of  good,  clean  entertainment  for  citizens 
of  all  ages  and  varying  cultural  tastes,  has 

provided  us  with  one  of  the  finest  sources 
of  education  and  enjoyment  known  to 
man  today. 

“I  am  pleased  to  pay  tribute  to  the  suc- 
cessful efforts  of  the  industry  in  the  ad- 

vancement and  the  development  of  this 

pleasurable  form  of  relaxation  and  en- 
tertainment, and  to  commend,  for  your 

approval,  the  holding  of  ‘Movie  Week  in 
Toronto’  which  will  commence  on  Sat- 

urday, October  22.” 

Easing  of  Tariff 
Barriers  Is  Seen 

Ottawa — Political  prediction  here  fore- 
tell drastic  reductions  in  the  customs 

duties  and  added  excise  taxes  on  imports 
from  the  United  States  under  the  terms 

of  the  new  trade  agreement  between  the 
Dominion  and  the  States  which  is  expected 
to  be  signed  by  the  respective  governments 
within  a   month. 

Canadian  Liberals,  who  now  hold  the 
reins  of  government,  have  always  been 

staunch  supporters  of  a   low-tariff  policy, 
at  one  time  advocating  practically  free 

trade  between  the  two  countries.  There- 
fore, it  is  promisesd  that  a   general  tariff 

reduction  will  become  effective  under  the 

new  pact  with  heavy  cuts  being  arranged 
on  items  not  manufactured  on  an  exten- 

sive scale  in  Canada.  Moving  picture  fea- 
tures would  come  under  this  heading,  as 

would  various  lines  of  operating  equip- 
ment for  theatres. 

It  was  previously  intimated  that  the 
special  excise  tax  of  eight  per  cent  on  the 
duty  paid  value  of  films  and  accessories 
imported  from  the  United  States  will  be 
removed  and  now  the  word  from  reliable 
sources  indicates  that  the  duty  itself  on 
film  imports  will  be  sliced,  thus  cutting 

down  the  preferential  treatment  for  Brit- 
ish pictures.  How  large  the  change  will 

be  is  left  to  conjecture  but  there  is  a   ten- 

dency on  the  part  of  distributors  in  Can- 
ada to  mark  time  in  order  to  take  advant- 
age of  tariff  benefits  as  much  as  possible. 

Official  announcement  regarding  the  new 
agreement  is  promised  shortly  after  the 
middle  of  November. 

Private  Screenings  of 

" Boys  Town "   in  Ottawa 
Ottawa  —   Preceding  the  opening  of 

“Boys  Town”  as  a   single  attraction  at  the 
Regent,  Manager  A.  Stevens  presented  the 
Father  Flanagan  story  at  no  less  than  two 
private  preview  performances,  one  of 
which  was  conducted  in  a   building  of  the 

federal  department  of  trade  and  com- 
merce, the  second  being  held  the  same 

day  after  the  regular  shows  in  the  theatre. 
The  feature  met  with  great  enthusiasm 

on  the  part  of  the  audiences  which  were 
made  up  of  priests  of  the  Roman  Catholic 
and  Anglican  communions,  ministers  of 
all  Protestant  denominations,  officers  of 

local  service  clubs,  judges  and  officials  ot 
the  juvenile  court,  representatives  of  the 

Children’s  Aid  Society,  the  Ottawa  wel- 
fare board  and  institutions,  and  various 

private  citizens  who  are  interested  in  un- 
derprivileged and  delinquent  children. 

These  previews  were  considered  the  most 
valuable  ever  arranged  in  the  Canadian 
Capital  and  an  immediate  result  was  noted 
when,  the  regular  engagement  got  under way. 

Serving  a   Demand 

New  York — Serving  a   demand,  RCA  is 

preparing  information  for  broadcasting 

stations  on  latest  developments  in  tele- 
vision transmission. 
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Vandals  Rip  Seats 
In  Montreal  House 

Montreal — Vandals,  armed  with  razors, 
slashed  a   number  of  seats  throughout  the 
Empress  Theatre  here  over  the  weekend. 

Reason  for  the  unusual  act  is  as  much 

a   mystery  to  police,  who  are  investigat- 
ing, as  it  is  to  the  management  of  the  the- 

atre, as  no  possible  reason  for  the  vandal- 
ism can  be  construed.  On  the  other  hand, 

it  is  just  as  difficult  to  dismiss  the  inci- 
dent as  being  the  work  of  mischievous 

youths. 

One  thing  appears  certain,  and  that  is 
that  it  was  the  work  of  more  than  one 

person,  and  possibly  that  of  a   gang. 

The  outrage  was  discovered  following  the 
performance  on  Sunday  evening  when 

ushers,  inspecting  the  theatre  and  turn- 
ing up  seats,  discovered  six  or  seven  with 

long,  parallel  gashes.  In  several  cases, 

the  seats’  padding  had  been  pulled  out.  It 
was  quite  apparent  that  the  gashes  had 
been  made  with  a   razor. 

That  it  was  a   well-planned  job  is  indi- 
cated by  the  fact  that  all  seats  damaged 

were  in  widely  separated  sections  of  the 
theatre,  all  on  the  ground  floor. 

Only  one  possible  suggestion  can  be 
made  for  the  attack.  The  performance 

included  an  issue  of  “March  of  Time,”  one 
episode  of  which  might  have  been  con- 

strued as  offensive  to  a   particular  national 
group.  Whether  this  was  the  case  or  not 
may  never  be  determined. 

The  Director  of  Deanna 

Durbin  Feted  at  Dinner 
Toronto — A   goodly  number  of  the  local 

industry  attended  a   dinner  given  here 
last  week  for  Joe  Pasternak,  Universal 

producer  who  has  guided  Winnipeg’s  Dean- 
na Durbin  to  film  fame. 

Among  those  present  were:  Col.  John 
A.  Cooper,  head  of  the  MPD&E  of  Canada, 
who  presided:  Paul  Nathanson,  A.  W. 

Perry  and  A.  J.  Laurie,  all  of  Empire- 
Universal  Films;  J.  J.  Fitzgibbons,  R.  Bol- 
stad,  B.  Geldsaler,  C.  Robson,  M.  Stein 

and  J.  Nairn,  all  of  F-P  Canadian  Corp.; 
Hon.  J.  Earl  Lawson;  S.  Fine,  S.  Bloom. 
J.  Wolf,  all  of  Bloom  &   Fine  Theatres. 

Also,  H.  T.  Long,  R.  Main,  Associated 
Theatres;  N.  A.  Taylor  and  R.  Auerbach, 

Exhibitors  Booking  Ass’n;  H.  Allen,  J. 
Allen  and  Ourston  Allen,  all  of  Premiere 

Theatres;  J.  Miles,  Western  Theatres,  Ltd., 
Winnipeg;  S.  Weiner,  Colonial,  Winnipeg; 
Sam  Brint,  Joe  Palansky,  J.  Donnenfield, 
W.  Elliott,  Lou  Rosefield,  Perry  Wright, 

and  Ben  Plottel,  all  of  Empire-Universal. 

Frank  Capra's  Next 
Hollywood — Frank  Capra’s  next  for  Co- 

lumbia release  will  be  based  on  Lewis  R. 

Foster’s  “The  Gentleman  From  Montana.” 

Renew  Alexander  Hall 

Hollywood — Alexander  Hall’s  director- 
ial pact  at  Columbia  has  been  renewed 

for  two  years. 

J.  ALLEN,  vice-president  and  general 

manager  for  Canada  of  Grand  Na- 
tional Pictures,  Inc.,  has  been  in  New  York 

during  the  past  week  in  connection  with 

the  company’s  eastern  division  sales  meet- ings. 

Archie  J.  Laurie,  assistant  general  man- 
ager of  Empire-Universal  Films,  is  away 

from  headquarter  offices  in  Toronto  on 

a   two  weeks’  business  trip  which  will  in- 
clude visits  to  Montreal  and  points  in  the 

Maritime  Provinces,  including  St.  John, 
New  Brunswick. 

Messrs.  Miles  and  Weiner  of  the  Miles 

circuit,  Winnipeg,  have  been  in  Toronto 
for  a   week  getting  pictures  lined  up  for 
the  ensuing  season  and  also  attended  the 
dinner  tendered  to  Joe  Pasternak  at  the 
Royal  York  Hotel  here. 

M.  H.  Wilkes,  UA  exploiteer,  left  for 

Montreal  to  cover  “Drums”  at  the  Capitol 

Theatre,  and  for  Ottawa  for  “There  Goes 
My  Heart”  at  the  Elgin  Theatre. 

Miss  Irene  Foreman  who  has  been  with 

Grand  National  since  its  inception  is  off 
to  Atlantic  City — the  occasion  being  her 
marriage  to  Joseph  Green.  Congratula- tions. 

Meyer  Axler,  superintendent  of  20  th 

Century  Theatres,  is  away  from  his  To- 
ronto office  for  a   vacation  in  Atlantic  City 

and  New  York. 

A   unique  stunt  was  pulled  off  by  Grand 
National  during  the  current  week,  in 

poOR  crops  and  strong  competition  by 
operators  of  16  mm  motion  pictures  are 

two  reasons  for  the  depressed  trade  out- 
look in  northern  Saskatchewan.  Especially 

hard  hit  are  Prince  Albert  and  Tisdale.  A 

number  of  theatres  in  the  area  are  ex- 
pected to  close  this  winter. 

“ Song  the  Map  Sings,”  a   16mm  motion 
picture  by  the  Ford  Motor  Co.  of  Canada, 
Ltd.,  was  shown  at  the  regular  luncheon 
meeting  of  the  Regina  Rotary  Club.  There 
were  no  speakers. 

New  sound  and  light  equipment  has 

been  installed  at  the  Roxy  Theatre,  Wat- 
rous.  Incidentally,  just  outside  the  popu- 

lar resort  town  the  Canadian  Broadcast- 

ing Corp.  is  building  a   50,000-watt  trans- 
mitter to  serve  western  Canada. 

Frank  Kershaw,  regional  manager  of 
Famous  Players  Canadian,  is  visiting 
Saskatchewan. 

Members  of  the  South  Africa  War  Vet- 

erans Ass’n  of  Regina  and  Moose  Jaw  re- 
unioned in  Regina  on  Saturday. 

A   slight  increase  in  prices  has  been  or- 
dered by  Manager  I.  Reinhorn  for  the 

Roxy  Theatre. 

Vic  Armand,  in  charge  of  repair  and 
construction  for  Famous  Players  Cana- 

dian, is  toting  his  right  hand  and  arm 

opening  the  picture,  “Life  Returns,”  in three  houses  in  Toronto  day  and  date, 
these  theatres  being  the  New  Avenue, 
Paramount  and  the  Bloordale.  Particu- 

larly appropriate,  too,  was  Lois  Wilson, 
who  has  the  leading  female  part  in  this 
picture  had  just  appeared  at  the  Royal 

Alexandra,  in  “The  Women.” 

Dave  Griesdorf,  UA  Winnipeg  branch 

sales  manager,  paid  a   brief  three-day  visit 
to  the  head  offices  in  Toronto. 

Six  films  had  first  runs  in  Toronto  dur- 

ing the  past  week,  these  being  “That  Cer- 
tain Age”  at  the  Imperial,  “My  Lucky 

Star”  at  Uptown,  “Boys  Town”  at  Loew’s, 
“Mysterious  Mr.  Moto”  and  “Hold  That 
Co-ed”  at  Shea’s  Hippodrome,  and  “The 

Gaiety  Girls”  at  the  Eglinton. 

Charlie  Querrie  manager  of  the  Pal- 
ace Theatre  here,  has  been  made  honorary 

chief  of  the  Six  Nations  tribe  of  Indians. 

Querrie,  who  formerly  was  one  of  Can- 
ada’s star  lacrosse  players,  the  game  in- 

vented by  the  Indians,  has  been  given  the 

Indian  name  of  “Hu-Chan,”  and  Querrie 

says  its  the  Indian  word  for  “Go-Getter.” 

Mrs.  Warren,  formerly  Miss  Meher  of 
the  Toronto  staff  of  United  Artists,  has 

been  visiting  her  folks  in  this  city  and  ex- 
pects to  return  to  her  home  in  Geraldton, 

Ont.,  the  latter  part  of  the  month. 

Grand  National  announces  immediate 

release  in  Canada  of  “King  of  the  Sierras,” 
“Cipher  Bureau,”  “Frontier  Scout”  and 
“Shadows  Over  Shanghai.” 

around  in  bandages.  He  caught  a   splin- 
ter in  his  finger  at  Edmonton.  Blood 

poisoning  set  in  and  spread  throughout 
the  arm.  It  is  now  being  localized. 

Associated  Screen  News  has  turned  out 

a   new  trailer  for  the  Movie  Quiz  cam- 
paign. Rated  No.  6   in  the  series,  it  com- 

prises 237  feet  of  film  explaining  the  con- 
test. Though  the  campaign  seems  to  have 

staggered  somewhat  in  southern  Sas- 
katchewan cities,  pledges  have  been  ob- 

tained from  440  theatres  in  Canada,  or  60 

per  cent  of  the  country’s  seating  capacity. 

Doug  Rosen,  representing  Empire-Uni- 
versal Films,  and  Dave  Griesdorf  of 

United  Artists  visited  Regina  over  the 
weekend  .   .   .   Maybe  it  was  business,  and 

then  again  it  might  have  been  the  Winni- 
peg-Regina  football  battle,  that  brought 
Joe  Huber,  manager  of  Fox  Films  office 
in  Winnipeg,  to  town,  as  well. 

Otis  Bowes,  manager  of  the  Grand,  Re- 
gina, underwent  an  operation  at  the  Grey 

Nuns  Hospital  on  Tuesday.  He  is  progres- 
sing nicely. 

Angelo  Accetti,  Paramount  cameraman 

in  Winnipeg,  and  operator  of  Agelo-Mov- 
kie  Maker  service  there,  was  a   visitor  to 

Regina  for  Saturday’s  football  game  be- 
tween Regina  and  Winnipeg. 
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piLM  fans  of  Alberta  are  going  to  make 
a   strong  bid  for  some  of  the  quarter 

million  bucks  prize  money  in  the  Movie 
Quiz  contest.  Over  140,000  Quiz  books 
have  been  distributed  in  this  western  prov- 

ince of  Canada,  according  to  Bill  Kelly  of 
the  Paramount  office  in  charge  of  distribu- 
tion. 

Faith  Carlton,  red-headed  band  leader, 
and  her  swing  orchestra  play  second  week 
at  the  Grand  Theatre  in  first  stage  show 
of  the  season  here.  Band  gives  50  minutes 
of  orchestral  swing,  interspersed  with  vocal 
solos.  Lady  leader  toe  taps.  Playing  with 
screen  program,  film  being  one  of  last  sea- 

son’s product.  Business  good  with  capacity 
at  weekends. 

Collections  at  the  Calgary  Film  Exchange 
are  reported  better  than  the  past  five 
years,  especially  from  country  points  us- 

ually laggard  in  payments.  Evidence  of 
the  money  circulating  here  as  the  big  crop 
is  loaded  onto  elevators. 

Eddie  Zorn,  district  manager  for  Famous 
Players  Canadian  Corp.,  leaves  Calgary  for 
Red  Deer  in  the  near  future  to  take  in- 

ventory of  the  two  new  theatres,  Crescent 
and  Capitol,  just  acquired  by  the  Canadian 
chain. 

WINNIPEG 
WITH  “Dr.  Clitterhouse”  in  its  second week  at  the  Garrick,  that  house  is 
well  on  its  way  towards  setting  some  kind 
of  record  for  holdovers.  Since  the  begin- 

ning of  the  fall  season,  exactly  three  films 
have  played  at  the  house.  First  was 

“Goldwyn  Follies,”  which  played  for  three 
weeks.  Then  followed  “Marco  Polo,”  which 
was  good  for  two.  Now  “Dr.  Clitterhouse” 
is  well  in  its  second  week. 

British  films,  too,  have  been  having 

quite  a   run  here.  “To  the  Victor”  and 
“Storm  in  a   Teacup”  met  with  popular 
approval.  “Alf’s  Button  Afloat”  is  playing 
at  the  Osborne,  while  Grade  Field’s  new 
film,  “We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich,”  played  at 
the  new  Rio. 

Bill  Barty,  dynamic  boy  star  of  the 
Mickey  McGuire  comedies,  will  make  a 
personal  appearance  at  the  Beacon  soon 
.   .   .   Counter  attraction  to  the  amusement- 

seeking public  is  offered  by  Glen  Gray 
and  the  Casa  Loma  orchestra,  making  a 
one-night  stand  here  next  week. 

Showmen  on  the  move  this  past  week 
includes  Don  Gauld,  to  Portage  la  Prairie. 
To  the  Winnipeg -Regina  football  game  at 
Regina:  Joe  Huber  and  Charlie  Krupp  of 
Fox.  To  Toronto:  Dave  Griesdorf  of  United 
Artists. 

Hymey  Nemerovsky  of  Warner  Bros,  is 
engaged  to  be  married.  A   stag  in  his 
honor  is  to  be  held  at  the  St.  Charles  Hotel 
.   .   .   J.  Miles  and  S.  Wiener  left  for  To- 
ronto. 

H.  Jernberg  of  the  Rio  bagged  27  pike, 
maintaining  his  reputation  as  the  nimrod 
among  showmen  .   .   .   F.  H.  Kershaw  has 
gone  to  Regina  .   .   .   Ruth  Rose  of  Em- 

pire-Universal suffered  a   broken  arm. 

Dominion  Planning 

Television  Control 

Ottawa  —   The  Canadian  government 

plans  to  exercise  complete  control  of  tele- 
vision when  this  form  of  entertainment 

gets  under  way  on  a   practical  basis  in  this 
country.  Already  it  has  been  made  known 
by  the  department  of  transport,  which 

regulates  broadcasting,  that  “it  is  not  the 
policy  to  grant  television  licenses,”  this 
having  been  the  official  reply  when  an  ap- 

plication was  made  by  a   privately-owned 
radio  station  for  a   permit  to  install  tele- 

vision equipment.  The  station  was  pre- 
pared to  expend  $85,000  for  expansion  of 

facilities  for  the  broadcasting  of  television 
programs  but  the  government  put  its  foot 
down  on  the  project. 

This  is  taken  to  mean  that  the  Cana- 
dian government  will  assume  full  charge 

of  television  and  that  private  interests  will 
not  be  able  to  pioneer  the  new  amusement 
industry  as  was  done  with  motion  pictures 
and  then  radio  broadcasting.  In  the  lat- 

ter field,  the  government  eventually  or- 
ganized the  Canadian  Broadcasting  Corp. 

which,  with  subsidies  and  the  revenue 
from  radio  receiving  licenses,  spent  a   for- 

tune in  acquix-ing  a   chain  of  studios  for  the 
establishment  of  a   national  network.  Gov- 

ernment officials  allowed  both  the  screen 
and  broadcasting  to  get  away  from  them 
but  it  appears  that  such  will  not  be  the 
case  with  television  which,  in  view  of  the 
refusal  of  an  operating  license,  may  be 
owned  and  operated  exclusively  as  a   gov- 

ernment monopoly. 

The  prospect  also  presents  itself  of  the 
Dominion  government,  through  its  de- 

partment of  transport,  creating  opposition 
for  moving  picture  theatres  through  the 
development  of  television  facilities  and 
their  operation  with  regular  programs. 
Radio  broadcasting  in  the  British  Isles  is 
a   government  monopoly  and  a   public 
ownership  policy  is  likely  in  Canada  for 
television  because  the  general  manager  of 
the  Canadian  Broadcasting  Corp.,  which 
regulates  both  public  and  private  studios, 
is  a   former  official  of  the  British  Broad- 

casting Corp.  This  director,  W.  E.  Glad- 
stone Murray  of  Ottawa,  was  drafted  from 

Britain  when  the  CBC  was  organized  and 
it  is  a   natural  step  for  him  to  institute  the 
policy  of  exclusive  government  rights 
when  it  comes  to  the  broadcasting  of  tele- 

vision programs. 

Still  another  angle  which  holds  import- 
ance for  the  theatres  is  that  television 

programs  already  “circulating”  in  Eng- 
land include  news  reels,  cartoon  films, 

comedies  and  educational  reels  in  addition 
to  actual  vaudeville  acts  and  human  actors. 
The  broadcasting  of  films  by  the  Cana- 

dian government  may  have  a   direct  influ- 
ence on  theatre  patronage  in  the  time  to 

come. 

Remodel  at  Regina 
Regina,  Sask.  —   Repair  work  on  the 

Broadway  Theatre  here  has  been  com- 
pleted under  the  direction  of  V.  Armand, 

in  charge  of  construction  and  repair  work 
for  Famous  Players  Canadian. 

jyjISS  YATES,  cashier  of  Empire  Univer- sal Films,  Ltd.,  is  receiving  expressions 
of  sympathy  from  friends  and  associates 
on  Filmrow  for  the  loss  of  her  mother  who 
recently  passed  away. 

Frank  Gow,  Famous  Players,  has  re- 
turned from  a   trip  to  eastern  B.  C.,  where, 

he  says,  theatre  business  is  on  the  up- 

grade. 
Jim  Hayworth,  the  Rio,  Ladysmith,  and 

wife  celebrated  their  25 th  wedding  anni- 
versary October  15.  They  received  congrat- 
ulations and  tokens  from  many  out  of  town 

well  wishers,  in  addition  to  their  nearer 
neighbors  and  family. 

Joe  Plottel  is  away  on  a   week’s  trip in  the  interior. 

The  weather,  quite  cool  with  occasional 
showers,  is  favoring  theatre  attendance 
arid  on  Thanksgiving  Day,  last  Monday, 
there  were  encouraging  lineups  at  all  the 

theatres,  which  brought  smiles  to  exhibi- tors’ faces. 

G.  G.  Baiss,  Capitol  Theatre,  Duncan, 
B.  C.,  was  here  for  a   day  or  two.  He  is 

much  concerned  over  his  son’s  knee  injury 
which  is  keeping  him  in  the  hospital  at 
Duncan. 

g^HEATRE  business  in  Victoria  over  the Thanksgiving  holiday  was  exceptionally 

good.  All  theatres  reported  fine  attend- 
ances and  Manager  M.  Prieswerck  of  the 

Atlas  reports  that  on  Thanksgiving  Day 

“Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band”  drew  the 
largest  crowd  in  one  day  of  any  show  that 
the  Atlas  has  had  since  it  was  built  two 
and  one-half  years  ago. 

Manager  J.  M.  Robertson  of  the  Capitol 
has  installed  new  foyer  lights  of  the  latest 
design.  He  has  also  installed  two  new 
mirrors  which  add  to  the  brightness  of  the lobby. 

Through  a   tieup  with  the  Cheerio  Yo- 
Yo  Co.,  Manager  M.  Prieswerck  of  the 
Atlas  is  holding  a   Yo-Yo  contest  on  the 
Atlas  stage  on  Saturdays.  The  contest 
will  be  held  for  four  Saturdays  and  the 
winner  for  the  first  three  Saturdays  will 
receive  a   blue  Yo-Yo  champion  sweater 
and  the  runner-up  will  get  a   crest.  On 
the  fourth  Saturday  all  the  winners  will 
compete  to  decide  who  is  the  grand  winner. 
He  will  be  given  a   light  blue  Victoria  1938 
Yo-Yo  champion  sweater  and  a   free  trip 
to  Vancouver  to  compete  against  other 
city  champions.  Tieups  with  local  five  and 
ten  stores  with  window  displays  are  help- 

ing to  boost  the  contest. 

Manager  R.  Calladine  of  the  Columbia 
and  Plaza  theatres  reports  an  attendance 
record  at  the  Columbia  on  Thanksgiving 

Day  for  “In  Old  Chicago.” 

A   midnight  holiday  preview  of  “Carefree” at  the  Capitol  on  Thanksgiving  Day  drew 
a   capacity  crowd. 
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A   GUIDE  TO  CURRENT  1 RELEASES 

MAY  7 MAY  14 MAY  21 MAY  28 

JUNE  4 JUNE  11 

]   Action  Drama  8037 
ain  Event  (55) 

Wells-R.  Paige 
— May  14 

[l2|  Western  8205 
Law  of  the  Plains  (56) 

C.  Stewart-Iris  Meredith 
R — July  30 

]   Western  221 
hi  rl  wind  Horseman 

(58) 
en  Maynard 

—July  16 

|2p]  Western  224 
Six  Shootin’  Sheriff  (59) 
Ken  Maynard 

[~9~[  Melodrama  222  1 Held  for  Ransom  (60) 

Grant  Withers 
R — July  30 

[lo|  Drama  223  1 

Life  Returns  (60) 

Lois  Wilson 

[13]  Comedy  833 Hold  That  Kiss  (74) 

D.  O’Keefe-M.  O’Sullivan 
Mickey  Rooney 
R — May  14 

[20]  Comedy  830 Swiss  Miss  (73) 

Laurel  &   Hardy 

EP — Feb.  19;  R — May  14 

[27]  Drama  834 
Yellow  Jack  (83) 

Robert  Montgomery 

Virg.  Bruce  R — May  28 

[~3~[  Drama  832 Three  Comrades  (98) 

Taylor,  Tone,  Suliavan, 

Young 

EP — Mar.  26;  R — May  28 

[To]  Drama  836  1 
Toy  Wife  (95) 
L.  Rainer-M.  Douglas R — June  11 

[~8~j  Western  3740 
Gun  Smoke  Trail  (57) 
Jack  Randall [22]  Drama  3709 

Numbered  Women  (63) 

(For.  Private  Nurse) 
S.  Blaine-J.  Arledge R — May  14 

[29]  Western  3730 
Phantom  Ranger  (57) 
Tim  McCoy R — July  2 

|~8~|  Comedy  Drama  3712  1 Marines  Are  Here  (60) 

J.  Travers-G.  Oliver 

j]  Musical  
3739 

ir.  Rhythm  (80) 

Crosby-Bea  Lillie 
. — April  30 

[J3]  Rom.  Melod’ma  3738 Stolen  Heaven  (88) 

G.  Raymond-O.  Bradna 
EP — Feb.  6;  R — Apr.  30 

[20]  Com.  with  Music  3740 Cocoanut  Grove  (94) 

F.  MacMurray 
EP — Mar.  12;  R — May  14 

[27]  Drama  3741 
Hunted  Men  (67) 

(For.  Crime  Gives 

Orders)  EP — Apr.  2 
L.  Nolan-M.  Carlisle R — May  21 

|~3~|  Rom. Drama  Reis-3769 Farewell  to  Arms  (79) 

G.  Cooper-Helen  Hayes 
[To]  Drama  3742 

You  and  Me  (90) 

Sylvia  Sidney-Geo.  Raft 
R — June  4 

|il]  Comedy  Drama  7023 
Romance  on  the  Run (68) 
Donald  Woods 

Patricia  Ellis 
R — May  7 

[23]  Melodrama  7004 Gangrs  of  New  York  (67) 
Chas.  Bickford 

Ann  Dvorak  R — May  28 

[~6~]  Western  7127 Desert  Patrol  (56) 

Bob  Steele R — June  11 

|]  Melodrama  
827 

,aw  of  the  Underworld 

(61) 

3.  Morris-Anne  Shirley 

CP — Mar.  12;  R — Mar.  26 

[13]  Comedy  740 
Vivacious  Lady  (90) 

G.  Rogers-J.  Stewart 
EP — Jan.  29;  R — May  7 

[13]  Western  881 
Gun  Law  (60) 

Geo.  O’Brien;  R — May  14 

[20]  MeTodrama  829 Blind  Alibi  (61) 

R.  Dix-W.  Bourne 

EP — Apr.  2;  R — May  14 

[3]  Melodrama  830 
Saint  in  New  York  (72) 

Louis  Hayward 

Kay  Sutton 

R — May  7 [ip]  Action  Drama  871 
(Reissue) 

King  Kong  (99) 

Fay  Wray-R.  Armstrong 

6]  Comedy  Drama  847 

A   Trip  to  Paris  (64) 

Shirley  Deane-J.  Prouty 

3P — Apr.  2;  R — Mar.  26 

|e]  Comedy  Drama  874 
Life  Begins  at  40  (..) 
Will  Rogers  (reissue) 

|l3]  Com.  with  Music  844 
Kentucky  Moonshine 

(85) 

Ritz  Bros.-Maj.  Weaver 
EP — Mar.  5;  R — May  7 

|20|  Comedy  849 Rascals  (77) 

J.  Withers-R.  Hudson R — Apr.  9 

|27]  Historical  Drama  846 Kidnapped  (90) 

Warner  Baxter 

Freddie  Bartholomew 

EP — Feb.  12;  R— May  28 

|~3~|  Musical  Comedy  839 Josette  (70) 

D.  Ameche-S.  Simon 
EP — Feb.  19 

[iq|  Comedy  850 

One  Wild  Night  (72) 

June  Lang-D.  Baldwin 
R — May  14 

~6~1  Drama 
Sinners  in  Paradise  (65) 
(For.  Half  Way  to 
Shanghai) 

J.  Boles-M.  Evans 

EP — Apr.  2;  R — May  7 

[13]  Action  Drama  2038 
Air  Devils  (60)  R-May  14 
D.  Purcell-Mamo  Clark 

[15]  Melodrama  3072 
Frankenstein  (71) 

Boris  Karloff-Mae  Clark 

[20]  Action  Drama Devil’s  Party  (67) 

V.  McLaglen-B.  Roberts R — May  28 

[15]  Drama  Reis-3071 
All  Quiet  on  the  West- ern Front  (87) 

Lew  Ayres 

[Tb]  Comedy  3073 Love  Before  Breakfast 

(70) 
C.  Lombard-P.  Foster 

|l5|  Comedy  3074 Lady  Tubbs  (69) 

A.  Brady-D.  Montgomery 

[3]  Western  2058 
Western  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker;  R — July  9 

|~3~|  Drama  2010 
Wives  Under  Suspicion 

(68)  Warren  William 
R — June  11 

[~7~|  Action  Drama  FN275 
Torchy  Blane  in  Panama 

(59) 

Paul  Kelly-Loia  Lane 

R — Apr.  23 

[14]  Hist.  Drama  FN251 
Ad  ventures  of  Robin 

Hood  (102) 

Errol  Flynn 
Olivia  de  Havilland 
R — May  7 

|2i|  Melodrama  FN277 Mystery  House  (56) 

Dick  Purcell 
Ann  Sheridan 
R — May  14 

|28]  Action  Drama  FN256 Crime  School  (86) 

H.  Bogart-Gale  Page R — May  14 
[4]  Com.  Drama  WB219 Little  Miss  Thorough- 

bred (63) 

Janet  Kay  Chapman 
John  Litel 

[ill  Mus-  Com.  WB206 Gold  Diggers  in  Paris 

(97) 
Rudy  Vallee 

iSriscilla  Lane 

R — May  21 

m   Drama  GB7005 

To  the  Victor  (78) 
Will  Fyffe 
Margaret  Lockwood 
R— Feb.  19 

[15]  Drama  Music  GB 
Show  Goes  On  (68) 
Anna  Neagle 
Tullio  Carminati 
R — Aug.  27 

[jy|  Com.  Drama  Atlantic 
Tonight  or  Never  ( .   . ) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Gloria  Swanson 
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27 28 
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JUNE  18 JUNE  24 JULY  2 JULY  9 JULY  16 JULY  23 

HU  Drama  8001 

^Holiday  (93) 

K.  Hepburn-C.  Grant 
EP — Apr.  9;  R — May  21 

[20]  Western  8211 
Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 

John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

|3p|  Western  8206 
West  of  Cheyenne  (53) 

Charles  Starrett 

I.  Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

[27]  Action  Drama 
Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J.  Wells-Page — R- Aug.  13 

|T|  Drama  8019 City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 

Leo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

[lH]  Western  8212 

Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay 

HU  Action  Drama
  3 

Reformatory  (61)  ?.! 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters 
R— June  25 

pf|  Melodrama  225 I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 

Neil  Hamilton R— July  16 

[¥[  Western  226 

Rollin’  Plains  (75) 

Tex  Ritter [TH]  Melodrama  227 
The  High  Command  (59) 
Lionel  Atwill R— July  30 

HU  Action  Drama  2: 

Renfrew  on  the  Grea White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

i   ■ 

JJt|  Dram
a  838 

Woman  Against  Woman 

(61)  (For.  One  Woman’s Answer) 

V.  Bruce-H.  Marshall 
R — June  25 

[24]  Comedy  Drama  837 Lord  Jeff  (84) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 

Mickey  Rooney 
R — June  25 

pf|  Adven.  Drama  829
 Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beerv-M.  O’Sullivan R— July  16 

PU]  Comedy  Drama 

Fast  Company  (74) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 
R — July  2 [l5]  Drama  835 

Shopworn  Angel  (85) 

James  Stewart 

Margaret  Sullavan 

R— July  9 
HU  Comedy  Drama  8- 

QLove  Finds  Andy 
Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney- Judy 

Gar  land -Lewis  Stone  1 

R — July  16 

|   1 

HU  Outdoor  Drama  3702 Romance  of  the  Limber- 
lost  (81) 

Jean  Parker-Eric  Linden 
R — June  25 

[~6~1  Western  3742 Man’s  Country  (55) 

Jack  Randall R — Aug.  6 

|j7]  Melodrama  
3743 

Prison  Farm  (70) 

S.  Ross-D.  Nolan 
R — June  25 

Hi|  Western  3758 Bar  20  Justice  (70) 

Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  16 

[s]  Western  3854 
Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong Cassidy) 
R— July  2 

H|]  Comedy
  3744 

Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Bob  Burns 

R— July  2 

HU  Adven.  Drama  374 

Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara 
R— July  23 

gjj]  Wester
n  7117 

Riders  of  Black  Hills  (55) 
Three  Mesquiteers 
R — June  25 

[23]  Comedy  Drama  
7012 

Radies  in  Distress  (65) 

Alison  Skipworth 

Polly  Moran;  R — June  11 

pj]  West,  with  Music  7103 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 

(60) Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes 
R — July  9 

HU  Drama 
 7002 

Army  Girl  (85) 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster R— July  23 HU  Western  711 

Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55 

Three  Mesquiteers 
R — ‘Aug.  13 

[17]  Comedy  Drama  
831 

Blond  Cheat  (63) 

Derrick  de  Marney 

Joan  Fontaine  R-May  28 

I24]  Western  882 
Border  G-Man  (60) 

George  O’Brien R — June  18 

[T~|  Comedy  819 Having  Wonderful Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP — Oct  23;  R — June  18 

[~8]  Drama  reissue Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

P§]  Melodrama  836 
Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

HU  Action  Drama  83 

Sky  Giant  (80) 
(For.  Northern  Flight), 

Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix R— July  23 

[17]  Comedy  851 
Three  Blind  Mice  (75) 

L.  Young-J.  McCrea 
R — June  11 

I24]  Melodrama  819 
Mr.  Moto  Takes  a 
Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson 
R — June  18 

|T|  Drama  852 Always  Goodbye  (75) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 
Herbert  Marshall R— July  2 

P§]  Western  853 
Pannmint’s  Bad  Man(60) 

Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

[8]  Comedy  857 We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich 

(78) 
Victor  McLaglen 

Grade  Fields;  R — July  9 

HU  Comedy
  854 

Passport  Husband  (67) 

Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore 

R — July  2 
HU  Romantic  Drama  85 

I’ll  Give  a   Million  (70) 

Warner  Baxter 
Marjorie  Weaver 
R — July  16 

[17]  Drama
 

Blockade  (85) 
Madeleine  Carroll 

Henry  Fonda 
R — June  11 

[17]  Melodrama  2039 
Young  Fugitives  (68) 

D.  Kent  R — July  2 

[17]  Western  2059 
Outlaw  Express  (56) 

Bob  Baker  R — July  30 

pi]  Action  Drama  2032 Banger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

pi]  Comedy  2005 Rage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux R- — June  18 

HU  Melodrama  2028 

Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 

Glenda  Farrell 
R— July  23 HU  Drama  200 

Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 

"Dead  End’’  Kids 

Robt.  Wilcox 

R— July  16 

[l8]  Mys.  Drama  FN263 
When  Were  You  Born? 

(65) 

Anna  May  Wong 

Margaret  Lindsay 
R — June  18 

[25]  Drama  WB208 White  Banners  (88) 

Claude  Rains-F.  Bainter 

EP — Feb.  26;  R — June  4 

P§]  Drama  FN260 My  Bill  (60) 

K.  Francis-D.  Moore R — June  25 
HU  Com.  Drama  WB215 
Men  Are  Such  Fools  (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane R — June  25 

HU  Melodrama  WB2
05 

Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

HU  Com.  Drama  FN27 
Penrod’s  Double 

Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins R— April  2 

|T|  Drama  GB Three  on  a   Weekend  (72) 

Margaret  Lockwood 
John  Lodge 
R — June  11 

HU  Musical  Comedy  GB Evergreen  ( . . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 
Barry  Mackay 

Am 
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j]  Western  8207 
>uth  of  Arizona  (66) 
las.  Starrett 
is  Meredith 

Hs]  Comedy  8011 
The  Gladiator  (72) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

HU  Action  Drama  8039
 

Convicted  (58) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley 
R — Sept.  3   i 

|~2~[  Drama  8005  1 I   Am  the  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  27  1 

HU  Western  
8213  I 

Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden-Beth  Marion 
| 

[X2]  Western  229 Utah  Trail  (59) 

Tex  Ritter 
[26]  Western  231 
King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 

Wonder  Horse 

1 

jj]  Comedy  Drama
  842 

he  Chaser  (76) 

ennis  O'Keefe 
on  Morriss 

.—July  .30 

[~5~]  Action  Drama  840 
The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 
Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 
R — Aug.  6 

[l2|  Comedy  Drama  843 
Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey 

R — Aug.  13 
HU  Comedy

  844 

Bloek-lieads  (58) 

Laurel  &   Hardy R — Aug.  20 
[26]  Drama  845 
Marie  Antoinette  (157) 

Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power 
R — Sept.  17 

[~2~|  Comedy  901  1 Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (69)1 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y 

R — Sept.  3 

[~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  3810 Barefoot  Boy  (63) 
Jackie  Moran 

R— Sept.  10 
[31]  Drama  3811 
Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to 

Town) 

Marjorie  Main Ann  Nagel 

ljj|  Comedy  3746 
rofessor  Beware  (93) 

arold  Lloyd 

hyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

[~5~|  Melodrama  3747 
Bulldog  Drummond  in 
Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel 
R — Aug.  6 

[12]  Outdoor  Drama  3748 The  Texans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott R — July  23 
HU  Comedy  3749 
Give  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hope R— July  30 [26]  Action  Drama  3750 
Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 

George  Raft 
Dorothy  Lamour 

Henry  Fonda R— Aug.  27 

[~2~|  Com.  with  Music  3801  | 

Sing  You  Sinners  (90) Bing  Crosby 

Fred  MacMurray 
R— Aug.  13 

|28j  Western
  861 Pals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 

R — Sept.  17 

|~g]  Action  Drama  7024 Come  on  Leathernecks 
(66) 
Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt 
R— Aug.  27 

[15]  Romantic  Drama  7013 Desperate  Adventure  (65) 
Ramon  Novarro 

Marian  Marsh 

[l5|  Western  7104 Man  From  Music  Moun- tain (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aug.  13 

[22|  Action  Drama  7025 
Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 

Beverly  Roberts 

I22]  Western  7128 Durango  Valley  Raiders 
(56) 

Bob  Steele 

HU  Comedy  Drama  7015  j The  Higgins  Family  (64)  1 
(For.  Home  Sweet  Home)  1 
The  Gleason  Family R — Sept.  10 

i 

.9]  Com.  Drama  833 

Luther  Carey’s  Chickens 
(80) 

uby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
ames  Ellison 

— July  23 

|~5]  Com.  with  Music  834 
I'm  From  the  City  (71) 
Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton 
R— July  30 

g2|  Western
  883 Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien R — Aug.  6 
HU  Melodrama  832 
Smashing  the  Rackets (80) 

(For  Cleanup) 

Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer R — July  30 

HU  Com.  with  Music
  845 

Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare R — Sept.  3 

[~2~|  Musical  Comedy  837  1 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Fred  Astaire R— Sept.  3 

,9]  Comedy  Drama  856 
ittle  Miss  Broadway 

(70) 
lirley  Temple 
mmy  Durante 

—July  9 

|~5~|  Drama  901 Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameche 
Arleen  Whelan 

R — Aug.  6 

[l2]  Drama  902 Keep  Smiling  (77) 
Jane  Withers 
Gloria  Stuart 
R — June  18 

[19]  Musical  Comedy  903 
^Alexander’s  Ragtime Band  (105) 

Tvione  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche 
R — June  4 

HU  Action  Drama 
 904 

Speed  to  Burn  (60) 
Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari R — June  11 

Comedy  Drama  905 

My  Lucky  Star  (8  4) 
Sonja  Henie 

Richard  Greene 
R— Sept.  3 

[5]  Drama Algiers  (95) 
Charles  Boyer 

Sigrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr R— July  2 

| [l2|  Com.  with  Music Letter  of  Introduction (103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 
Bergen  and  McCarthy 

HU  Mystery  Drama  2031
 Missing  Guest  (69) 

Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore;  R — Aug.  20 

HU  Western  Reissue  3057 
Strawberry  Roan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

H|]  Western  Reissue  3058 
Fiddlin’  Buckaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

[20]  Exploitation  Adven
. 

Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast — R-Oct.  15 

[l5|  Western  Reissue  3059 
King  of  the  Arena  (60) 

Ken  Maynard 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3025 Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 

Ernest  Truex R— Aug.  27 

j;o]  Melodrama  FN262 
kmazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse 
(85) 
3dw.  G.  Robinson 

llaire  Trevor 
—July  9 

[i]  Comedy  YVB227 Mr.  Chump  (60) 
Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane 
R— July  23 

HU  Com.  Music  YVB217
 Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 
Dick  Powell  B’iseilla  Lane 

[27]  Com.  Drama  WB303 
Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney- O’Brien HU  Com.  Drama 
 YVR213 

Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 

Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R— July  30 

1 1]  Drama  GB 
Strange  Boarders  (79) 
Tom  Walls 

Renee  Saint-Oyr 
R— Sept.  10 

[15]  Action  Drama  GB Crime  Over  London  (63) 

Margot  Grahame 
Paul  Favanaugh 

R — Aug.  13 

MISCELLANEOUS 
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SEPTEMBER  17 SEPTEMBER  24 OCTOBER  1 

OCTOBER  8 

[~§~|  Comedy  Drama  8015 
Lady  Objects  (67) 

Lanny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

|~g~|  Western  8208 
Colorado  Trail  (57) 
Chas.  Starrett 

Iris  Meredith 

[15]  Melodrama  8026 
Juvenile  Court  (61) 
Paul  Kelly 

Rita  Hayworth 

[22I  Western  8284 Stranger  From  Arizona 

(56) Buck  Jones 
Ho]  D

rama 

Girls’  School  (73) 

A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy 
R — Oct.  1 

HU  Comedy
  9101 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With 

You  (127)  J.  Arthur 
J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

|~5~|  Melodrama  9021 
Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 

(59) Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

|~3~|  Western  9201 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe(57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

[23]  Melodrama  230 Dangerous  Secrets  ( .   . ) 
Paul  Lukas 

[~9]  Comedy  Drama  902 
4#Boys  Town  (93) 
Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney 
R — Sept.  10 

[16]  Com.  Romance  903 
Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy 
R— Sept.  17 

[30]  Comedy  905 
Vacation  From  Love  (65) 

D.  O’Keefe-F.  Rice R — Oct.  8 [Y]  Comedy  Drama  906 

Stablemates  (89) 

Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney 
R — Oct.  8 

[~7~[  Western  3859 
Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

[li]  Western  3741 Mexicali  Kid  (56) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Sept.  10 

[21]  Melodrama  3817 Wanted  by  the  Police 
(60) 

Frankie  Darro 
Evalyn  Knapp 
R — Oct.  1 

|~5~]  Melodrama  3804 Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (69) 

Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent R — Oct.  8 

[~9~[  Western  3855 
In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) 
R — Aug.  6 

|l6|  Drama  3803 
Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 

Lynne  Overman 
Billy  Lee 
R— Sept.  17 

|23]  Com.  with  Music  3802 Campus  Confessions  (66) 

Betty  Grable 
Hank  Luisettl 

HU  Melodrama  3804 
King  of  Alcatraz  (57) 

Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Naish R — Oct.  8 

~[8]  Comedy  Drama  3706 
Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter 
R — Oct.  8 

|Y1  Action  Drama  3805 
Touchdown,  Army  (71) 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle 
R — Oct.  1 

[~4~j  Western  851 
Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 
R — Sept.  3 

[25]  Western  7107 Prairie  Moon  (58) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
|2o]  Western  862 Overland  Stage  Raiders 

(55) 
Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

|T|  Melodrama  817 
Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston-J.  Travis 
R— Oct.  1 

[9~]  Comedy  902 
Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 
Lucille  Ball 
Jack  Oakie 

R — July  16 

[l6]  Western  884 
Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

George  O’Brien R— Sept.  17 

[23]  Melodrama  803 Fugitives  for  a   Night 
(63) 

Eleanor  Ljnn 

Frank  Albertson R — Oct.  1 

HU  Comedy  
901 

Room  Service  (80) 

Marx  Brothers R— Sept.  17 |Y1  Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis R — Sept.  10 

[9]  Comedy  Drama  906 

Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family 

R — Aug.  13 

|l6|  Comedy  907 
Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 
John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R— Sept.  17 

HU  Melodrama  908 
Time  Out  for  Murder(60) 
Gloria  Stuart 

Michael  Whalen R— July  2 HU  Musical
  911 

Straight,  Place  and  Show 
(65) 

Ritz  Bros.-Ethel  Merman R— Oct.  1 

p7]  Adven.  Comedy  910 
Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari 
R— July  23 

|30]  Adventure  Drama 
Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 
R — Aug.  6. 

|~9~|  Melodrama 
Personal  Secretary  (62) 
(For.  The  Comet) 

Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges 
R — Oct.  15 

[l6|  Western Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Balcer 

HU  Comedy  Drama
 

Youtli  Takes  a   Fling(78) 

J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds R — Oct.  1 

HU  Drama 

Road  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell R — Sept.  3 

m   Musical  Comedy 

That  Certain  Age  (95) 

Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper 
R — Oct.  8 

[io]  Drama  FN365 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 
Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Francis 

[l7|  Drama  WB305 
©Valley  of  the  Giants (79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor 
R — Sept.  17 

HU  Drama  FN359
 

Four  Daughters  (90) 

Dane  Sisters 
Jeffrey  Lynn 
R — Aug.  20 

[T]  Mus.  Comedy  FN358 Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay R— July  30 
[g]  Drama  FN

368 

Broadway  Musketeers (62) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 

|l5|  Melodrama  GB The  39  Steps  ( .   . ) 

(Reissue) 
Robert  Donat 

Madeleine  Carroll 

n   Drama  Tri-Nat’l 

Orage  ( . . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

n   Comedy  Tri-Nat’l 
Carnival  in  Flanders  ( . . ) 

(Reissue) 
Francoise  Rosay 

n   Melodrama  GB Man  with  100  Faces  ( . . ) 
Noel  Madison 

Lilli  Palmer 

OCTOBER  15 

[12]  Action  Drama  902 

Flight  to  Fame  (57) 

Charles  Farrell 

Jacqueline  Wells 

[J4]  Comedy  Dr
ama  90' 

Young  Dr.  Kildare  (81  1 
Lew  Ayres 

Lionel  Barrymore 

|xo]  Musical  Rei
ssui 

Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Cl (..) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

[J2]  Western  
3861 

Where  Buffalo  Roam  (. 

Tex  Ritter 

[jj|  Drama 
 90 

A   Man  to  Remember (8( 
Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley R — Oct.  8 

Comedy  Drama  91 Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints R — Oct.  15 

[14]  Comedy  Dram
a 

There  Goes  My  Hear 
(84) 

F.  March-V.  Bruce 
R— Oct.  1 

Comedy  Drama 
Swing  That  Cheer  ( . . ) 

Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine 

Drama  WB30 
The  Sisters  (99) 

Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis 
R — Oct.  8 

[15]  Drama  Tri-Na
t 

Peg  of  Old  Drury  (..) Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 

_____ 
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US  1 

[24]  Action  Drama 
Little  Miss  Adventuress 

(..)  (For.  Thoroughbred 
E.  Fellows-J.  Wells 

|24]  Western  8285 
Law  of  the  Texan  (57) 

Buck  Jones-Dorothy  Fay 

|~2~|  Western  9211 
In  Early  Arizona  (58) 

Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 
[xs|  Action  Drama

 

Adventure  in  the  Sahara 
(.  .) 
Paul  Kelly 
Lenora  Gray |22|  Comedy-Drama

 

There’s  That  Woman 
Again  ( .   . ) 

M.  Douglas-V.  Bruce 

|l]  Com.  with  Music  904 

Listen,  Darling  (75) 
rudy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew 

|28|  Drama  909 
The  Citadel  (112) 
Robert  Donat 

Rosalind  Russell 

[4]  Musical  Drama  908 Great  Waltz  ( . . ) 

Luise  Rainer 
Fernand  Gravet 

[HI  Comedy  Drama
 Spring  Dance  ( . . ) 

Franchot  Tone 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 

[pj|  Musical  910 
Sweethearts  ( .   . ) 

Jeanette  MacDonald Nelson  Eddy 

|25|  Drama 

Shining  Hour  ( . . ) 

Joan  Crawford 

Margaret  Sullavan 
Melvyn  Douglas 

[26]  Western  3851 
Gun  Packer  ( . . ) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

[2]  Drama
 

Gangster’s  Boy  ( .   . ) 
Jackie  Cooper 

m   Melodrama 

Gang  Bullets  ( . . ) 
Ann  Nagel 

2l]  Western  3707 

Mysterious  Rider  (73) 
Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 

[Y]  Melodra
ma 

Illegal  Traffic  ( . . ) 

J.  Carrol  Naish 

Mary  Carlisle 

[jx]  Historical  Drama 
If  I   Were  King  (   . . ) 

Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Dee [is]  Comedy 

Thanks  for  the  Memory 

(•  .) 
Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross 

|25]  Melodrama 

Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- 
mond ( .   . ) 

John  Howard 
Heather  Angel 

2o]  Western 

Rhythm  of  the  Saddle  (.  .) 
(For.  Song  of  the  West) 
Jene  Autry-S.  Burnette 

[29]  Melodrama 
I   Stand  Accused  ( . . ) 

Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack 
|~8|  Action  Drama 
Storm  Over  Bengal  ( . . ) 
Patric  Knowles 

Rochelle  Hudson 

m   Hillbilly  Musical 
Down  in  Arkansaw  ( . . ) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 

[J9]  Wester
n 

Santa  Fe  Stampede  ( . . ) 

Three  Mesquiteers 

Mystery  Comedy  906 

Mad  Miss  Manton  (78) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 
Henry  Fonda 

R — Oct.  15 

[28]  Melodrama  907 
Miracle  Racket  ( . . ) 
Sally  Ellers 
Lee  Bowman 

[4]  Western 
Lawless  Valley  ( .   .   ) 

George  O’Brien 
Kay  Sutton 

[H]  Comedy 
Annabel  Takes  a   Tour (..) 

Jack  Oakie 
Lucille  Ball 

[l8|  Western 

Law  West  of  Tombstone 

(•  •) Harry  Carey 

Tim  Holt 

I25]  Comedy  Drama 

Peck’s  Bad  Boy  at  the 
Circus  ( .   . ) 

Tommy  Kelly 

Ann  Gillis 

2l]  Melodrama  912 

Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 
Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire 
R — June  4 

•   : 

[28]  Historical  Drama  913 
Suez  ( .   . ) 

Tyrone  Power 
Annabella 

|T|  Comedy  Drama  914 Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 

Jean  Rogers 
R — Aug.  20 

[jl|  Comedy  Drama  915 Just  Around  the  Corner 

(■  •) 
Shirley  Temple 

Bert  Lahr 

[l8|  Action  Drama  916 
Sharpshooters  ( .   . ) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari 

[2l|  Comedy  Drama 

Young  in  Heart  ( . . ) 
Janet  Gaynor 

Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

[28|  Com.  Drama 
Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
Gary  Cooper 
Merle  Oberson 

n   Adventure  Drama Trade  Winds  ( . . ) 

Joan  Bennett 
Fredric  March [IB]  Comedy 

Made  for  Each  Other(..) 
Carole  Lombard 
James  Stewart 

2l]  Comedy 

Service  De  Luxe  ( . . ) 
Connie  Bennett 

Charles  Ruggles  j 

[21]  Western 

Guilty  Trails  (57) 
Bob  Baker 

[28]  Melodrama 
The  Storm  ( . . ) 
Preston  Foster 

[28]  Action  Drama 
Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent 
R — Oct.  8 

|n  Action  Drama 
Exposed  ( . . ) 

Glenda  Farrell 

Otto  Kruger 

[4]  Western 
Prairie  Justice  ( .   . ) 

Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

[n]  Action  Drama 
Strange  Faces  ( .   . ) 

Dorothea  Kent 

Andy  Devine 
[jjj|  Comedy  Drama 
Little  Tough  Guys  in Society  ( .   . ) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer 

2|]  Melodrama  FN369 

Girls  on  Probation  (63) 
Ronald  Reagan 
June  Bryan 

|29]  Comedy 
Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 

Priscilla  Lane  ; 

ID  Comedy  WB Hard  to  Get  (79) 

Dick  Powell 

Olivia  de  Havilland 

|l2|  Comedy  Drama  WB Torchy  Gets  Her  Man (62) 

Glenda  Farrell  • 
Barton  MacLane R — Oct.  15 |Iq|  Action  Drama 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 
(..) James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien 

gl]  D
rama 

Nancy  Drew,  Detective 
(.  .) 

Bonita  Granville 

• 

IT]  Melodrama  GB Lady  Vanishes  (97) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 
R— Oct.  15 IIB]  Melodrama  GB 

The  Frog  (   . . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 
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Shotti 
Numerals  Following  Titles  are 

Running  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 
tional Release,  1938,  Unless 

Otherwise  Specified. 

^Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugo  Reisenfeld 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9)  .Apr.  30, ’38 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

Ankles  Away  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17%).. July  1 
Jump  Chump  Jump  (19%) ..  .Apr.  5 

Firechief  Andy  Clyde  falls  for  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  ..  .Aug.  19 
Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  16 
The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 

Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18)  . . .   Oct.  28 
The  Soul  of  a   Heel  (16%) .   . .   .   June  4 
Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff’s  daughter. 
COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)...  Aug.  26 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).. Oct.  25 
Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

(7)    Sept,  23 
©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 
Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(10)    Sept.  9 
Provincial  Quebec  ( . . )   Oct.  21 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  7   (Gus  Van — Song  Shop! 

(10)      May  6, ’38 
Songs  the  folks  used  to  sing. 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  .June  25 

No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs. ..  July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No.  12  ( •   •   )     Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

(New  Series) 

No.  1   College  Songs  (..)   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (..)   Oct.  4 

KRAZY  KAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 

Krazy  Magic  (7)   May  20 

Krazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)  . .   .July  4 
The  Little  Buekaroo  (6)   Apr.  11 

NEW  SPORT  THRILLS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 

Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Fistic  Fun  (9%)    July  1 

Football  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 
Ski  Legs  (10)   Oct.  20 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10, ’38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTUREGRAPH 

No.  1   (..)    Aug.  31 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  SUcker  (6%)    July  22 

Early  Bird  (7)   Aug.  31 
Happy  Birthday  (7)   Oct.  7 

Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7)   Apr.  27 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  16) 

No.  2   (..)    Sept.  16 

No.  8(10)    Apr.  1, ’38 
No.  9(10)    Apr.  29, ’38 
No.  10  (10)    May  27, ’38 
No.  11  (10)    June  24,  ’38 
No.  12  (10)    July  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (. .)    Sept.  16 
No.  2   (..)    Oct.  14 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 
the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 

zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 

Tassels  In  the  Air  (18)   Apr.  1 
Signpainters,  prattling  in  pig 

Latin,  are  mistaken  for  high-class 
French  decorators  and  get  a   free 
hand  in  a   swanky  household. 

Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  29 

Three  Missing  Links  (18)  .   . .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Mar.  25,  ’38 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

A   Mountain  Romance  (7) .   .Apr.  1,  ’38 
Chris  Columbo  (7)   Aug.  12 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7) . . .   .May  27,  ’38 
EUza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (.  .) .   .June  10 
Maid  in  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 
Robinson  Crusoe’s  Broadcast 

(7)    Apr.  15 
©String  Bean  Jack  (7)  . . .   . . .   Aug.  26 

The  Big  Top  (7)   May  13, ’38 
The  Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story  (7).. Sept.  23 

TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  (10)  ..  .Apr.  22 

Return  of  the  Buffalo  (10). Apr.  8,  *38 
We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  ( .   . ) .   .July  22 

TWO  REELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 
capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  (..)   Apr.  29, ’38 
Jefferson  Machamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( . . )   .May  13,  ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17)  .   . .   .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 

Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

livan’s plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 
Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 

to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 

his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- 

test. 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22).. Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (..)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10) . . .   .   June  25 

Blue  Monday  (9)   Apr.  2,  ’38 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)....  Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 
The  Pygrmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALKS 
In  Technicolor 

Ancient  Egypt  ( .   . )   Jan.  21 
Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czecho-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 
Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (..)..  Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (..)..  .Dec.  31 
Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 

(..)    Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  DIYSTERIES 

QBravest  of  the  Brave  (11) .   .Aug.  6 
The  Face  Behind  the  Mask 

(11)    Mar.  19, ’38 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  ..  .Sept.  3 
Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollywood  Handicap  (10) . . .   .May  28 

Strentlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 

Ci'I'hat  Mothers  Might  Live 
(10)    Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10) .   .May  7.  ’38 
They  Live  Again  ( . . )   Oct.  22 

Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 

(10)    July  9 
Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris 
Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 
Eleanor  Lynn  and  Frankie  Albert- 
son. 

Snow  Gets  in  Your  Eyes  (20). May  14 

M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 
Released  twiee  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 

Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .May  17, ’38 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 

Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 
Men  in  Flight  ( . . )   Oct.  15 
Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26,  ’38 
PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (.  .)    Oct.  15 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

^Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10) . . . . .   .   July  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 

Hot  on  Ice  ( . . )   Oct.  22 

La  Savate  (8)   Mar.  12, ’38 Humorous  account  of  French  sport 

in  which  opponents  rely  mainly  on 
their  feet. 

Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (..).. Nov.  19 

Modeling  for  Money  (10)  . .   .   .Apr.  30 

©Penny’s  Party  (9)   Apr.  9,  ’38 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 
How  to  Watch  Football  (9)... Oct.  8 

How  to  Figure  Income  Tax 

(8)    Mar.  19, ’38 ()How  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)...  July  2 
Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
Out  of  the  Inkwell  (7)   Apr.  22 

Pudgy  the  Watchman  (7)  . . .   .   Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7) . . .   .   Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 
Hold  It  (8)   Apr.  29 
Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 

The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7)..  Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 

HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    May  6 
Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 
Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 

Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Hall’s  Holiday  (10)   Apr.  8 
George  Hall  and  his  Orchestra 
with  Dolly  Dawn. 

Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 

©Moments  of  Charm  ( 10) ....  Aug.  5 
Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 

Qneens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 

Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 
Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 

Wynn. 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGRAPHICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  26 
Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

OFind  What’s  Wrong  (10) .   .   .June  17 
Jungle  Glimpses  (10)   Mar.  25 

A   colorful  camera  trip  through 

South  America  tropics. 
Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

OSilver  Millions  (10)    July  15 

Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner's 
immortal  "Tanhaueser”  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted 

Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  9   (10)    Apr.  1 
The  Bureau  of  Standards  in 

Washington,  trained  fish  and  Al- 
pine aqueduct. 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12  (10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 

Aquatic  Antics. 
No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- 
rises, elephants. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

Big  Chief  Ugh-Amugh-Ugh 

(7)    Apr.  15 
Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7)  ....Aug.  19 

Goonland  (7)    Oct.  21 
I   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 
The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   “Pipe”  (7)... June  17 

POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

©No.  4   (10)    Mar.  18 
No.  5   (10)    May  13 
No.  6   (10)    July  8 

No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8) .   .July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
Thanks  for  the  Memory  (7) .   .Mar.  25 

Bert  Block  and  orchestra  supply 

the  music. 
You  Leave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- 
LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10)  . . .   .   Oct.  28 

Cops  and  Robbers  (10)   Mar.  25 
A   chase  in  which  a   black  bear  and 
mountain  lion  are  captured. 

Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red,  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 
Question  answers  in  the  field  of 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 
ing. 

Win,  Place  or  Show  (10) . . .   .   Apr.  22 

Human  interest  yarn  of  the  Hia- leah racing  track. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 

©No.  5   (10)    Apr.  15 
Gold  beating;  circulating  library; 

woman  chimney  sweep;  tool  leath- 

er portraits. 
No.  6(10)    June  10 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

No.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald’s  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald’s  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. 
©Donald’s  Nephews  (8) .   .Apr.  15,  ’38 

Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 
and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 
Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 
Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 

A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17,  ’38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
In  the  Arctic. 
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The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 
Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during-  a   fox  hunt. 
0©The  Moth  and  the  Flame 

(8)    Apr.  1, ’38 
Adventures  of  a   boy  and  girl  moth. 

The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 
A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

<yi©Wynken,  B%nken  and  Nod 
(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem 
who  sail  through  the  sky  In  a 
wooden-shoe. 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  16 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  In  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Fio  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino. 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Berthquakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 

child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  In 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)      Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
‘‘Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain’s 
dilemma. 

ONo.  9(21)    Apr.  15 
The  Nazi  conquest  of  Austria  and 

a   pictorial  discussion  on  crime 
and  prisons. 

No.  10(19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

fJNo.  11  (17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 
threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10)...  June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10) ...  .Apr.  22, ’38 
Ray  Fabing’s  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 
Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Skyline  Revue  (11)    Apr.  1 
Paula  Stone,  Billy  and  Milly,  Sugar 
Nicholas,  DeMay  Moore  and 
Martin. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Reillys,  Paul 
Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10) . .   .   .Sept.  2 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

ON».  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  .June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (16)  ..  .June  17,  ’38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Dane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13, ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 

horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

JJDeep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 
Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 

pions photographed  in  action  toy 
the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) ....  Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros. 

Swinging  Mallets  (10)   Apr.  1 

Polo  as  played  in  Jamaica  be- 
tween two  crack  teams. 

Underwater  (9)    June  3 

New  underwater  sport  “goggle 
fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

Twenty  Girls  and  a   Band 

(18)      Apr.  8, ’38 Nick  Stuart  and  his  orchestra, 

Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  June  Johnson. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 
(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 

Cowboy  band. 

REELISMS  (New  Series) 

Submarine  Circus  (10)   Sept.  16 

20th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 

CAMERAMAN 

Recording  Modem  Science 

(10)      Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoroughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) .   .   .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

(11)      Sept.  2 

LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)      Aug.  5 
Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  47(9)    Mar.  21, '38 

No.  48  (   9)        Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  49  (   9)      Apr.  26 
No.  50(9)    May  9 
No,  51  (10)    June3 
No.  52(9)    June  27 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19%)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 
Yorke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

Hlgli-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18, ’38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Hi-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 
Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mc- 
Gurns’  Dancers. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19) .   .   .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17%)    Oct.  12 
Somewhere  in  Paris  (17) . . .   .Mar.  23 

J.  Harold  Murray,  Three  Samuels 

and  Harriet  Hayes,  Ben  Yost’s 
Varsity  Eight. 

Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 
Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 

Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 

Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s Daughter  (7)    June  6 
Nellie  the  Sewing  Machine 

Girl  (7%)    Apr.  11 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 
Rabbit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 
Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

The  Problem  Child  (7) . .   .   May  16, ’38 

Trade  Mice  (7)    Feb.  28, ’38 
Tail  End  (7)      Apr.  25 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  18 
No.  50  (   9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 
No.  52  (   9)    June  20 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 

No.  55  (9%)    Oct.  10 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 

Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) .   .June  11, ’38 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  ( .   . )         .Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20)  . . . .   Oct.  29 

Toyland  Casino  (21)    Oct.  8 

Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 
Zero  Girl  (22)        Sept.  3 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURES 

©Crossroads  of  the  Orient 

(10)    Apr.  2, ’38 The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)...  Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Mechanix  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4,  ’38 

Torndja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30,  ’38 
(New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Mechanix  Illustrated  (..)....  .Nov.  5 

Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

LOONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  in  Wackyland  (7)  . . .   .Sept.  24 

Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   ....Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  .Apr.  16,  ’38 
Porky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7)  .   .Apr.  30, ’38 

Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew(7) .   .Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 

Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7)  .   .July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7, ’38 
Clyde  Lneas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18,  ’38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, ’38 
(11)        May  28, ’38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 
Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 
Mike  Riley  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Mar.  26, ’38 
Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 

(10)    Oct.  1 
Rubinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)      .   .July  30, ’38 

MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Feud  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
A   Star  Is  Hatched  (7)   Apr.  2 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jul.  23 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  ( .   . )   .May  28,  ’38 

Katnip  Kollege  (7)   June  11, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  &   Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 
Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7)....  Oct.  8 
Now  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23,  ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7) .   . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 
No.  8(11)    Apr.  2 

Song  writers  —   bowling  —   rubber 
bathing  suits. 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  30, ’38 

Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 

toy  trains. 
No.  10  (10)    ..June  4, ’38 Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11  (10)    ...July  9, ’38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12  ( .   . )     Aug.  13 

Holly  wood-Sculling- Furs. 

PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Got  a   Match?  (20)   Apr.  9, ’38 
Rainbow’s  End  (..)   July  2, ’38 
Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  20 

4>©Out  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 
A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 

Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19)  ..  .July  30, ’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series) 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (..)    July  10, ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) .   .May  21, ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  23. ’38 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20)  . .   .Aug.  27 

Fifi  D’Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Crawfords,  The  (10)   Apr.  9, ’38 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) . . . .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prima 

Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)      Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10)  .   .June  18,  ’38 
TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)        June  4, ’38 
Dear  Old  Dad  (12)   Apr.  16,  ’38 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14,  ’38 

SERIALS 

COLUMBIA 

The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 
Bill  Hiclcok      June  3® 
15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol 
Wayne. 

Jungle  Menaee    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 
(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island.  .   .Mar.  17 

(15  episodes),  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s island. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn 
Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The....  May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 
Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu Love. 

Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brix,  Jill Martin. 

Painted  Stallion    June  5, ’38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 

Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  ’38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  “Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 

on  Mars. 
Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Withers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 

agents  of  two  foreign  powers  in  a 
Chinatown  setting. 
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STARTING WELL  ALONG COMPLETED 

WRECKAGE — Jack  Holt,  Dolores  Costello,  Pert 

Kelton,  Addison  Richards,  Joseph  Crehan.  Pro- 
ducer: Larry  Darmour.  Director:  Lewis  D.  Col- 

lins. Original  Screenplay:  Gordon  Rigby. 

LIFE  IS  CHEAP — Betty  Furness,  James  Craig, 

Cy  Kendall,  Keye  Luke.  Producer:  Irving  Bris- 
kin.  Director:  D.  Ross  Lederman.  Screenplay: 

Maurice  Rapf,  Harold  Buchman. 

THE  LONG  SHOT  —   Producer:  Charles  Lamont 

(Fine  Arts).  Director:  Charles  Lamont.  Ori- 
ginal: Harry  Beresford,  George  Callahan. 

Screenplay:  Ewart  Adamson. 

THE  WIZARD  OF  OZ— Judy  Garland,  Ray  Bol- 
ger,  Gale  Sondergaard,  Buddy  Ebsen,  Charley 

„   Grapewin.  Producer:  Mervyn  LeRoy.  Director: 
2   Richard  Thorpe.  Original:  L.  Frank  Baum. 

19 
,   IDIOT’S  DELIGHT — Clark  Gable,  Norma  Shearer, 
2   Charles  Coburn,  Joe  Tule,  Lana  Turner,  Skeets 

Gallagher,  Virginia  Grey.  Producer:  Hunt 

Stromberg.  Director:  Clarence  Brown.  Ori- 
ginal: Robert  E.  Sherwood. 

KATHERINE  THE  LAST — Franciska  Gaal,  Fran- 
chot  Tone,  Walter  Connolly,  Reginald  Gardiner, 

Charles  Judell,  Robert  Coote.  Producer:  Harry 
Rapf.  Director:  Norman  Taurog.  Original: 
Alec  Huynady.  Screenplay:  Gerald  Savery,  Jack Mintz. 

STAND  UP  AND  FIGHT — Robert  Taylor,  Flor- 
ence Rice,  Wallace  Beery,  Charley  Grapewin, 

Helen  Broderick.  Producer:  Mervyn  LeRoy. 
Director:  W.  S.  Van  Dyke. 

SPRING  DANCE — Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Ann  Mor- 
riss,  Lew  Ayres,  Burgess  Meredith,  Joyce  Comp- 

ton, Dick  Baldwin.  Producer:  Edward  Chodorov. 
Director:  S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

ROLL,  WAGONS,  ROLL — Tex  Ritter,  Snub  Pol- 
lard. Producer:  Ed  Finney. 

GANG  BULLETS — Anne  Nagel,  Robert  Kent,  J. 
Farrell  MacDonald,  Morgan  Wallace.  Producer: 

E.  B.  Derr.  Director:  Lambert  Hillyer.  Ori- 
ginald  Screenplay:  John  T.  Neville. 

THE  LADY’S  FROM  KENTUCKY— George  Raft. 
■   Producer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Director:  Alexander 

Hall.  Screenplay:  Malcolm  Stuart  Boylan. 
OS 

NEVER  SAY  DTE — Bob  Hope,  Martha  Raye.  Pro- 

“   ducer:  Paul  Jones.  Director:  Elliott  Nugent. 
Screenplay:  Doris  Anderson. 

CAFE  SOCIETY — Madeleine  Carroll,  Fred  Mac- 
Murray,  Shirley  Ross,  Harlan  Briggs,  Claude 

Gillingwater.  Producer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Direc- 
tor: Edward  H.  Griffith.  Original:  Lucius 

Beebe.  Screenplay:  Virginia  Van  Upp. 

AMBUSH — Gladys  Swarthout,  Richard  Stanley, 
Broderick  Crawford,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Ernest  Truex, 

William  Frawley,  Antonio  Moreno.  Producer: 

Harold  Hurley.  Director:  Kurt  Neumann.  Ori- 
ginal: Robert  Ray.  Screenplay:  Laura  and  S.  J. 

Perelman. 

DISBARRED — Gail  Patrick,  Robert  Preston,  Otto 
Kruger,  Clay  Clement.  Producer:  Stuart  Walker. 

Director:  Robert  Florey.  Original:  Harry  s:m- 
ber. 

TOM  SAWYER,  DETECTIVE — Donald  O'Connor, 
Billy  Cook,  Billy  Lee,  Porter  Hall.  Producer: 

Harold  Hurley.  Director:  James  Hogan.  Ori- 
ginal: Mark  Twain.  Screenplay:  Lewis  Foster, 

Robert  Yost,  Stuart  Anthony. 

PACIFIC  LINER — Chester  Morris,  Victor  Mc- 
Laglen,  Alan  Hale,  Walter  Miller,  Olin  Howland, 

O   Cy  Kendall,  John  Wray.  Producer:  Robert 

M   Sisk.  Director:  Lew  Landers.  Original:  An- 
te thony  Coldeway,  Henry  Robert  Symonds.  Screen- 

play: John  Twist. 

THE  GREAT  MAN  VOTES  —   John  Barrymore, 
Peter  Holden,  Katharine  Alexander,  Virginia 

Weidler,  Luis  Alberni.  Producer:  Robert  Sisk. 

Director:  Garson  Kanin.  Original:  Gordon  Hill- 
man. Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

SAINTS  WITHOUT  WINGS — Anne  Shirley,  James 

McCallion,  Walter  Ward,  Charles  Powers.  Pro- 
ducer: P.  J.  Wolfson.  Director:  P.  J.  Wolfson. 

Original:  Albert  Bein.  Screenplay:  Albert  Bein. 

TRAILER  ROMANCE — Lucille  Ball,  James  Elli- 
son, Lee  Bowman,  Granville  Bates,  Ann  Evers. 

Producer:  Cliff  Reid.  Director:  Garson  Kanin. 

Screenplay:  Dudley  Nichols,  John  Twist. 

GUNGA  DIN — Cary  Grant,  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr., 
Joan  Fontaine,  Sam  Jaffe,  Victor  McLaglen, 
Sabu.  Producer:  Pandro  S.  Berman.  Director: 

George  Stevens.  Original:  Rudyard  Kipling. 

Screenplay:  Ben  Hecht,  Charles  MacArthur, 
Fred  Guiol,  Joel  Sayre. 

u   BLOOM  ON  THE  SAGE — Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Bur- 

j   nette,  Esther  Muir,  Kermit  Maynard.  Producer: 
i   Harry  Grey.  Director:  Ralph  Staub. 

STRONGHEART — Tommy  Ryan,  Robert  Living- 
ston, June  Storey,  Charles  Hogg,  Harry  Daven- 

port Producer:  Herman  Schlom.  Director: 

Irving  Pichel.  Screenplay:  Olive  Cooper.  Ori- 
ginal :   Earl  Felton. 

SANTA  FE  STAMPEDE — John  Wayne.  Ray  Corri- 

gan, Max  Terhune,  June  Martel,  William  Far- 
num.  Producer:  William  Berke.  Director: 

George  Sherman. 
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EVERYBODY’S  BABY — Jed  Prouty,  Shirley  Deane, 
Russell  Gleason,  Kenneth  Howell,  Robert  Allen, 

Spring  Byington.  Producer:  John  Stone.  Direc- 
tor: Mai  St.  Clair.  Original:  Betty  Reinhardt, 

Hilda  Stone. 

TAILSPIN — Alice  Faye,  Nancy  Kelly,  John  King, 

Joan  Davis,  Wally  Vernon,  Jane  Wyman.  Pro- 
ducer: Harry  Joe  Brown.  Director:  Roy  Del 

Ruth.  Screenplay:  Frank  Wead. 

SAMSON  AND  THE  LADIES — June  Gale,  Michael 
Whalen,  Lynn  Bari,  Big  Boy  Williams,  John 

Miljan.  Producer:  Sol  M.  Wurtzel.  Director: 
H.  Bruce  Humberstone.  Screenplay:  Marguerite 
Roberts,  John  Grey. 

TOPPER  TAKES  A   TRIP — Constance  Bennett, 

Roland  Young,  Billie  Burke,  Franklin  Pang- 
born,  Alan  Mowbray,  Paul  Lukas,  Verree  Teas- 
dale.  Producer:  Hal  Roach.  Director:  Norman 

Z.  McLeod.  Original:  Thorne  Smith.  Screen- 
play: Jack  Jevne,  Eddie  Moran,  Milton  H.  Bren, 

Norman  Z.  McLeod. 

SON  OF  FRANKENSTEIN — Boris  Karloff,  Bela 
Lugosi,  Peter  Lorre.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly. 
Screenplay:  Willis  Cooper. 

GHOST  TOWN  RIDERS — Bob  Baker,  Fay  Shan- 

non, George  Cleveland,  Martin  Turner.  Pro- 
ducer: Trem  Carr.  Director:  George  Waggner. 

THE  DEAD  DON’T  CARE — Preston  Foster,  Frank 
Jenks,  Frances  Robinson,  Kay  Linaker,  Joyce 

Compton,  E.  E.  Cline.  Producer:  Irving  Starr 
(Crime  Club  Productions).  Director:  A1  Rogell. 

Original:  Jonathan  Latimer.  Screenplay:  Ed- 
mund L.  Hartmann. 

LITTLE  TOUGH  GUYS  IN  SOCIETY  —   Frankie 
Thomas,  Hally  Chester,  David  Gorcey,  Jack 

Searl,  Peggy  Stewart,  Mary  Boland,  Edward 
Everett  Horton,  Mischa  Auer.  Producer:  Ken 
Goldsmith.  Director:  Erie  Kenton.  Original: 
Edward  Eliscu,  Mortimer  Offner. 

WEST  SIDE  MIRACLE  —   Edmund  Lowe,  Helen 

Mack,  Dick  Foran,  Paul  Hurst,  Horace  Mac- 
Mahon.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director:  Ar- 

thur Lubin.  Original:  Quentin  Reynolds.  Screen- 

play: Tom  Lennon. 

YES,  MY  DARLING  DAUGHTER— Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Priscilla  Lane,  Fay  Bainter,  Roland  Young.  Di- 
rector: William  Keighley.  Original:  Mark  Reed. 

DODGE  CITY  —   Errol  Flynn,  George  Bancroft. 
Humphrey  Bogart,  Charles  Bickford,  Victor 

Jory,  Walter  Brennan.  Producer:  Robert  Lord. 
Director:  Michael  Curtiz. 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES.  SERVICES 

Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word.  Payable  in  Advance. 

bleating  4jou.se 
Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request  • 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT THEATRES  FOR  SALE HELP  WANTED 

WE’RE  MAKING  TOUCHDOWNS  WITH 
THESE  MARK-DOWNS.  GOOD  USED 

Halstead,  Webster,  Cinemaphone,  RCA 

Amplifiers  from  $14.50.  Soundheads,  $9.95 

up.  Speakers  low  as  95c.  Some  swell  buys 

— New  Bargain  Lists  just  out.  S.O.S.,  638 

Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York.  10-22 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

PLEASE  RESERVE  YOUR  COPY  OF 

S.O.S.  “BOOTHSIDE  COMPANION”  — 
Most  complete  theatre  equipment  catalog 

in  industry.  Now  getting  finishing  touches 

— shows  everything  for  the  modern  thea- 

tre at  prices  that  can’t  be  beat.  Mail 
Postcard  Today.  S.O.S. ,   636  Eleventh  Ave., 

New  York.  10-22 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 

tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 
reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 

219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb.  12-24 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 

OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  219  North 

16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb.  12-24 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

HERE’S  a   “TIPSTER”  SHEET  THAT 
TIPS  YOU  OFF  TO  BARGAINS!  LIST 

15Q  offers  thousands  of  fine  American 

Seating,  Ideal,  Irwin,  other  famous  makes 

— biggest  variety  veneer  and  upholstered 
at  75c  up.  Write  today.  S.O.S.,  636  Elev- 

enth Ave.,  New  York.  10-22 

FOR  SALE — 2,000  rebuilt  upholstered 
opera  chairs  with  insert  panel  backs  and 

box  spring  or  spring  edge  seats  at  bar- 

gain prices.  Ben  B.  Poblocki  &   Sons  Co., 

2159  S.  Kinnickinnic  Ave.,  Milwaukee, 
Wis.  10-22 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

FOR  SALE — Number  10  Sirocco  blower, 

10  h.  p.  motor,  belts  and  pulleys.  Like  new. 

Bargain.  Too  large  for  us.  The  Chief 

Theatre,  Eufaula,  Okla.  10-22 

EQUIPMENT  WANTED 

WANTED — New  or  used  Holmes  pro- 
jector. 
Term. 

Mayfield  Movie  Circuit, Celina, 

10-22 

CHAIRS  REUPHOLSTERED 

YOUR  CHAIRS  reupholstered  like  new, 

reasonable.  Russell  Carr,  1430  Clairmount, 

Detroit,  Mich.  10-22 

FOR  SALE — Theatre  in  small  town. 

Fully  equipped.  Operating  7   days.  Popula- 
tion about  1,000.  Big  territory.  Palace 

Theatre,  Lone  Oak,  Tex.  10-22 

FOR  SALE — Only  theatre  Northwest 
Iowa  town  1,200  population.  Terms.  Rent 

cheap.  B-1038,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 

St.,  Kansas  City.  Mo.  11-5 

IF  YOU  WANT  a   dandy  small-town 

theatre,  don’t  fail  to  check  this  one.  Box 
1509,  El  Paso,  Tex.  10-22 

$2,500 — $1,000  down  buys  theatre  in 

small  Kansas  town,  open.  B-1039,  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

10-22 

THEATRES  WANTED 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo.  tf 

BOOKS 

BROTHER,  CAN  YOU  SPARE  $1.29? 

BOOK  BUNDLE— RCA  Handbook  of  RCA 

equipment — and  Sloane’s  “Motion  Picture 
Projection.”  Rush  your  order.  S.O.S.,  636 

Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York.  10-22 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 
bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  (52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping  details  of  book- 
ing, dating,  advertising  and  exploiting 

pictures.  Also  contains  space  for  the  fil- 
ing of  Boxoffice  reviews  on  every  picture 

released.  Order  your  copy  today.  Write 

Subscription  Department,  Boxoffice,  4704 

East  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

MANAGER-OPERATOR  small  town. 

Write  H.  H.  Baker,  Emerson  Ark.  10-22 

PROJECTIONIST — Young,  single,  expe- 
rienced, neat  workman.  Simplex,  Western 

Electric.  State  salary.  B-1042,  Boxoffice, 

4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-22 

HOUSE  MANAGER  AND  EXPLOITA- 

TION— Texas  town,  5,000,  has  job  open  for 

good  all-around  man  capable  getting  re- 

sults and  not  afraid  of  work.  Splendid  op- 
portunity for  man  who  can  deliver;  others, 

please  don’t  answer.  B-1040,  Boxoffice, 
4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-29 

OPERATORS — Experienced — every  state 
— movie  circuit  work — car  needed.  520 

State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  11-12 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

PROJECTIONIST — Eight  years  experi- 
ence. References.  P   .   O.  Box  No.  246, 

Crocker,  Mo.  10-22 

EXPERIENCED  in  commercial  and  in- 

dustrial comfort  cooling.  Capable  of  de- 
signing and  installing  refrigerated  cooling 

plants  in  any  theatre.  Wish  connection, 
circuit  or  manufacturer.  Prefer  the  south. 

References  and  proof  of  ability  gladly  fur- 

nished. B-1040,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 

St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  10-22 

PROJECTIONIST — Age  33,  married,  re- 

liable, now  employed,  wishes  change. 

B-1043,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 

City,  Mo.  10-22 

FILM  CEMENT 

PATCo  FILM  CEMENT  will  not  get 

thick  or  gummy.  Dealers,  film  exchanges 

send  for  price  list.  Wholesale  only.  J.  J. 

Patrick,  3037  Milton,  Dallas,  Tex.  11-5 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE, 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 

4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 

Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

BOXOFFICE  ::  October  22,  1938 
•   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding:  publication  date. 



THE  COST  OF  NAP-ADS  SERVICE  IS  SENSATIONALLY  LO\ 

Our  syndicated  system  of  handling  NAP-ADS  makes  their  cost  sensationally  low.  You'll  find  NA.1 
ADS  the  most  inexpensive  and  economical  as  well  as  the  most  effective  advertising  you  can  d 

(Victor  Cornelius  NAP-ADS  are  protected  under  Unitea  States  Patent  Number  2059090) 

We  need  a   limited  number  of  Sales  Representatives 

in  some  of  the  Film  Trade  Territories.  We  will  be 

glad  to  consider  your  application  to  represent  us. 

For  Catalog  and  Details,  write  VICTOR  CORNELIUS,  Eastland,  Texj 

"FROM  BORDER  TO  BORDER 
AND  COAST  TO  COAST" 

Victor  Cornelius 7 

NAFADS 
Are  Getting  Business  For 
Wide  Awake  Showmen 

IT’S  A   HIT! 
Sure-Fire!  Dynamic!  A   new  and 

original  lorm  of  advertising  your 

prospective  customers  cannot 

miss — and  the  cost  is  so  low  as 

to  be  insignificant  in  comparison 

with  other  forms  of  publicity." 

And  NAP-ADS  are  used  in  places 

where  no  other  form  of  advertis- 

ing would  be  permitted." 

PUT  CORNELIUS'  NAP-ADS 
TO  WORK  FOR  YOU! 

Be  the  theatre  owner  in  your  community  to  take  advantage  of  th 

splendid  service!  Put  NAP- ADS  to  work  for  YOU!  Not  only  tl 

patrons  of  restaurants,  fountains,  etc.,  read  your  ads,  but  wai 

resses  who  comprise  a   portion  of  your  audiences,  don't  miss , 

single  program.  They  not  only  take  in  the  shows  themselves,  b> 

they  talk  them  up  to  their  customers. 

SIMPLE  TO  INSTALL--EASY 
TO  SERVICE 

And  always  ALIVE  with  the  featuring  of  your  now-playing  pri 

gram.  Our  NAP-ADS  service  is  complete  and  up-to-date  and  ar 

possible  billing  you  have  will  be  supplied  promptly.  No  wai 

or  delays  with  Victor  Cornelius  NAP-ADS. 

NAP-ADS  come  in  sizes  to  fit  all  napkin  holders:  The  No.  1   Hold' 

for  “Have-a-Nap,"  "Standard"  and  ‘   Triangle"  styles.  The  No. 

for  "Wide"  style  holders,  and  the  No.  3   for  "Lowboy"  and  "Pocke 

styles. 

ONE  THEATRE  OWNER  SAYS: 

"I  am  using  160  NAP-ADS  posters  on  each  change  of  our  features 

in  our  Odeon  Theatre,  and  have  them  placed  in  Drug  Stores,  Cafes, 

Fountains,  etc.,  thioughout  the  business  district,  making  it  almost 

impossible  for  any  one  to  eat  or  drink  downtown  without  being 

confronted  with  a   poster  of  our  now-showing  program." 

RERCHES  ’EM  RLL 
Hundreds  of  your  prospectiv 

customers  visit  the  drink  standi 

cafes  ond  drug  store  fountain 

several  times  daily — a   constant] 

changing  stream  of  men,  wome 

and  children — showgoers,  all  i 

them — and  all  reading  your  NA] 

ADS  posters  featuring  your  cu 

rent  billing.  An  advertising  m 

dium  that  is  constantly  ALIV 

and  ON  THE  JOB. 

FROM  ONE  THEATRE  TO  HUNDREDS 

IN  LESS  THAN  TWO  YEARS 

By  word  of  mouth  the  news  is  spreading  —   One  Showman  tells 

another  —   and  like  wildfire  the  Cornelius  NAP-ADS  Service  has 

swept  the  country  —   now  operating  in  35  states  —   literally, 

"from  Border  to  Border  and  Coast  to  Coast." 



ANOTHER  HUMICANE 
SWEEPS 
RONALD  COLMAN  in  E 

smashes  all  openin 

Theatre,  Boston; 

Paramount,  New  Haven; 

New  Bedford;  $4rand, 

FI  WERE  KING" 
at  Metropolitan 

Allyn,  Hartford; 

f   ip-rff apitoi,  Worcester;  Olympia, 

port;  Paramount,  Springfield. 

and  that’s  only  the  beginning! 



KEEP 

YOUR  EAR 
TO  THE 

GROUND! 

The  whole  industry  is  asking:  “Can  M-G-M  keep  delivering 

one  ‘A’  picture  after  another  as  it  has  been  doing  since  the 

start  of  the  season?”  Here’s  the  happy  answer— keep  your  ear 
to  the  ground  and  look  over  the  M-G-M  releases  so  far: 
•   I   a   n 

A   - 
ii  M   Si 

A   - 
n   m   n 

A   - n   k   n 

A   - ts  ■   ii 

A   - 
ss  m   a 

A   - II  a   II 

A   - 

MARIE  ANTOINETTE  ( Shearer ,   Power,  a   sensational  triumph  everywhere ) 

THREE  LOVES  HAS  NANCY  ( America  flocking  to  Bob  Montgomery,  Janet  Gaynor, 
Franchot  Tone  comedy) 

BOYS  TOWN  ( The  year’s  smash  with  Tracy  grand  and  Rooney  your  new  money  star) 

TOO  HOT  TO  HANDLE  ( Gable  and  Loy!  What  a   pair!  “Test  Pilot”  records  go  bye-bye!) 

VACATION  FROM  LOVE  ( Dennis  O’Keefe,  Florence  Rice  a   new  team  for  the  fans.  It’s  a   riot !) 
STABLEMATES  (Beery,  Rooney  in  laughs  and  tears!  Mickey  has  captured  America!) 

YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE  ( Just  previewed!  And  what  a   drama!  M-G-M’s  new  series  idea 
will  equal  the  “Hardy  Family.”  Lew  Ayres  and  Lionel  Barrymore  great!) 

And  here  are  some  that  follow,  one  " A "   picture  after  another  from 
now  to  December,  almost  all  of  them  completed  and  previewed: 

JUDY  GARLAND,  FREDDIE  BARTHOLOMEW  in  “LISTEN  DARLING”  •   LUISE  RAINER,  FERNAND 

GRAVET,  MILIZA  KORJUS,  “GREAT  WALTZ”  •   ROBERT  DONAT,  ROSALIND  RUSSELL  in  “THE 

CITADEL”  •   JEANETTE  MacDONALD,  NELSON  EDDY  in  “SWEETHEARTS”  ( Technicolor )   .   •   MICKEY 

ROONEY,  LEWIS  STONE,  etc.  in  “OUT  WEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS”  •   LEW  AYRES,  MAUREEN  O’SULLIVAN 

in  “SPRING  DANCE”  •   JOAN  CRAWFORD,  MARGARET  SULLAVAN,  ROBERT  YOUNG,  MELVYN 

DOUGLAS  in  “THE  SHINING  HOUR”  •   LUISE  RAINER  in  “DRAMATIC  SCHOOL”,  etc. 

The  industry’s  new  slogan  is:  yylt’s  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  Grade  yAy  Year !/y 
” Company 

METRO-GOLDWYN-M YER 
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WHOLE  HOG  OR  NO  HOG 

SHALL  the  drive  be  extended  or  shall  it  not? Pondering  the  pro  and  the  con,  the  committee  in  charge  of  the 

Motion  Pictures'  Greatest  Year  campaign  is  about  to  convene  in  full 
session  and  thereafter  pick  an  answer. 

Momentarily  the  meeting,  it  ought  to  be  a   moment's  meeting. 
For  the  conclusion  can  only  be  one  which  is  that  the  drive  must  be 
extended. 

It  must  be  extended  to  whatever  necessary  length  is  essential 

to  hurdle  the  clearance  schedules  which  now  keep  the  thirty  pic- 
tures required  in  the  contest  from  subsequent  runs. 

Obviously,  every  last  theatre  in  America  cannot  hope  to  be  in- 
cluded; the  contest  on  this  approach  might  run  nine  months  or 

more.  But  the  approximate  twenty  per  cent,  and  perhaps  beyond, 

of  the  down-the-liners  now  outside  the  pale  must,  in  one  collective 
sweep,  be  gathered  up  and  brought  inside  it. 

The  reasons: 

The  Movie  Quiz  contest  was  blasted  into  the  public  conscious- 
ness by  newspaper  linage,  trailers,  parades  and  what  not.  It  was 

thrown  into  the  center  of  the  ring  for  an  en  masse  approval  with 

no  strings  as  to  where  the  quiz  might  be  seen.  It  was  ballyhooed 

as  a   competition  with  rich  cash  allurement  for  anyone  who  wanted 
to  take  the  ride.  Anyone,  mind  you.  That  much  being  so,  it  is 

also  apparent  this  means  anyone's  theatre  as  well. 

It  is  not,  nor  can  it  be  or  should  it  be,  any  of  the  public's  concern 
about  intricate  trade  practices  dealing  with  clearance  and  protection. 

The  neighborhood  patron  who  cannot  afford  or  does  not  like  the  down- 
town house,  expects,  and  has  the  right  to  expect,  to  see  whatever  may 

be  mandatory  in  his  regularly  supported  theatre.  He  may  not  want 

to  go  elsewhere  and  certainly  he  will  resent  being  informed  he  has  to 

go  to  that  elsewhere. 

Thus,  to  any  owner  or  manager  who  may  be  faced  with  the  very 

tough  job  of  explaining  why,  in  a   free-for-all  contest  he  cannot  supply 

the  pawns  of  the  game,  this  column's  sympathy  flows  in  steady  and 
strong  beats. 

The  whole  goodwill  relationship  between  the  industry  and  its  cus- 
tomers thereby  becomes  seriously  threatened.  No  business  depending 

upon  a   mercurial  public  for  its  existence  can  afford  to  contemplate 

for  a   split  second  a   procedure  allowing  room  even  faintly  for  such  an 
idea.  / 



GENERAL  DRIFT  TOWARD  CONCILIATION  SEEN; 

OPTIMISM  CLOAKS  TRADE  PRACTICE  START 
And  Three  Major  Trade 

Groups  Push  Efforts 

To  Find  Formula 

New  York — As  the  industry  trade  prac- 
tice conferences  began  to  generate  steam 

on  Wednesday,  conciliation,  as  an  ulti- 
mately to-be-adopted  system,  moved  out 

of  the  possibility  category  and  into  the 
realm  of  the  more  tangible. 

The  method  is  something  to  be  worked 
out  and  considerable  ground  will  have  to 

be  ploughed  as  to  a   formula  outlining  re- 
presentation for  distributors,  affiliated  and 

unaffiliated  exhibitors.  But  the  distribu- 
tors favor  such  an  idea.  MPTOA  is  open- 

ly on  the  record  for  it.  In  his  speech  be- 
fore the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  convention 

in  Atlantic  City,  Abram  F.  Myers  is  viewed 
as  sounding  for  conciliation  when  he  re- 

ferred to  “distributor-exhibitor  relations 
on  a   basis  of  mutual  confidence  and  un- 

derstanding” and  a   provision  “for  the  ad- 
justment of  future  disputes.” 

All  Are  Hopeful 

All  groups  are  approaching  the  com- 
plexities of  the  problems  with  consider- 

able optimism.  Allied’s  frame  of  mind  is 
illustrated  by  a   spokesman  who  said,  “We 
are  hopeful  something  will  come  out  of 

all  of  this.”  Said  Ed  Kuykendall,  presi- 
dent of  the  MPTOA,  “We  have  every  rea- 

son to  believe  there  will  be  definite  ac- 

complishment.” Remarked  Ned  E.  Depi- 
net,  member  of  the  distributors’  commit- 

tee, at  the  initial  trade  press  conference, 

“They  have  their  views.  We  have  ours. 
And  we  are  going  to  try  damned  hard  to 

get  together.”  Then,  too,  there  was  Wil- 
liam F.  Rodgers,  likewise  a   distributor 

negotiator,  who  said,  “We  are  not  going 
to  propose  anything.  We  are  going  to  dis- 

cuss. However,  I   am  very  optimistic.” 
The  three  major  groups  have  specific 

thoughts  of  what  concessions  are  to  be 
developed.  The  distributors  have  a   con- 

crete idea  of  their  final  limitations,  but 
the  span  is  known  to  have  considerable 

“give”  and  will  resolve  itself  into  final 
form  dependant  upon  the  negotiations  and 
what  they  bring  forth.  It  appears  to  be 
a   cross-sectional  viewpoint  of  some  Allied 
and  MPTOA  negotiators  that  the  final 
results  will  be  illustrative  of  the  old  ob- 

servation having  to  do  with  learning  to 
crawl  before  learning  to  walk.  However, 
other  Allied  opinion  veers  toward  the  im- 

pression this  is  the  time  to  emerge  with  a 

complete  victory  for  the  organization’s 
long-standing  program. 

It  is  not  known  how  the  demands  of  the 
smaller  independent  organizations,  not 
identified  with  either  Allied  or  MPTOA, 
will  fit  into  the  general  scheme.  This  will 
be  gone  over  at  preliminary  talks  start- 

ing Monday  when  members  of  the  distribu- 

tors’ committee  meet  with  representatives 
who  have  been  converging  on  New  York 

since  Wednesday.  Leo  F.  Wolcott  of  the 
ATO  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  was  first  of 
the  smaller  independent  groups  to  arrive. 

Out  of  the  MPTOA’s  demands  for  a 
minimum  unconditional  rejection  privilege 

of  20  per  cent  and  Allied’s  proposal  for  se- 
lective contracts  may  come  a   compara- 

tively new  form  of  selling.  This  is  be- 
lieved to  be,  in  one  form  or  another,  group 

The  Negotiators 

New  York — These  are  the  official 
committees  designated  by  the  major 

groups  in  the  trade  practice  confer- 
ences to  negotiate  for  their  prin- 

cipals : 

For  Distributors 
Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th 

Century-Fox,  and  Ned  E.  Depinet, 
vice-president  in  charge  of  RKO  dis- 

tribution, to  negotiate  with  MPTOA 
group. 

William  F.  Rodgers,  general  sales 

manager  of  M-G-M;  Gradwell  L. 
Sears,  president  of  Vitagraph;  A. 
Montague,  general  sales  manager  for 
Colmnbia,  to  negotiate  with  Allied. 

For  Allied 
Nathan  Yamins,  Fall  River,  Mass., 

president  of  Allied;  W.  A.  Steffes, 

Minneapolis,  president  of  Allied  The- 
atre Owners  of  the  Northwest,  Inc.; 

Sidney  E.  Samuelson,  Newton,  N.  J ., 
director  of  natio?ial  Allied  and  Allied 
of  New  Jersey;  Col.  Harry  A.  Cole, 
Dallas,  president  of  Allied  Theatre 

Owners  of  Texas;  Ray  Branch,  De- 
troit, head  of  Allied  Theatres  of 

Michigan. 

Alternates:  Herman  A.  Blum,  Balti- 
more, treasurer  of  MPTO  of  Maryland, 

and  M.  A.  Rosenberg,  Pittsburgh, 

president  of  MPTO  of  Western  Penn- 
sylvania. 

General  Counsel:  Abram  F.  Myers, 
Washington. 

For  MPTOA 
Ed  Kuykendall,  Columbus,  Miss., 

president;  Charles  E.  Williams,  Oma- 
ha, president  of  MPTO  of  Nebraska 

and  Western  Iowa;  Oscar  Lam,  Rome, 

Ga.;  Mack  Jackson,  Alexander  City, 
Ala.,  and  M.  C.  Moore,  Jacksonville, 
president  of  Southeastern  Theatre 

Owners  Ass’n.;  Edward  G.  Levy,  New 
Haven,  general  counsel  for  national 
organization;  Arthur  Lockwood,  New 

Haven,  vice-president  of  MPTO  of 
Connecticut;  H.  V.  Harvey,  San  Fran- 

cisco, president  of  Independent  The- 
atre Owners  of  Northern  California; 

Samuel  Pinanski,  Boston,  president  of 
Allied  Theatres  of  Massachusetts; 
Lewen  Pizor,  Philadelphia,  president 
of  UMPTO  of  Eastern  Pennsylvania, 
Southern  New  Jersey  and  Delaware. 

All  Factions  Approaching 

Problem  in  Spirit  of 

Adjustment 

buying.  This  possibility  is  set  forth  by  an 
executive  who  concedes  quickly  enough 
there  is  no  assurance  any  such  plan  will 

eventually  work  out,  “Some  solution  to  un- 
qualified block  booking  may  come  through 

the  offering  of  the  better  group  of  a   given 

company’s  schedule  at  increased  prices, 

thus  doing  away  with  the  ‘sluffs,’  the  pro- duction and  enforced  sale  of  which  are  the 

crux  of  the  arguments  against  block  book- 
ing. Two  indifferent  pictures,  after  all, 

cost  more  than  one  good  one.” 
In  distributor  ranks,  it  is  felt  that  the 

united  front  struck  at  a   meeting  of  Hays 
association  directors  last  Saturday  when 
it  became  clear  all  majors  proposed  going 

along  in  the  self-regulation  conferences 
bespeaks  volumes  for  the  ultimate  success 
of  the  undertaking.  There  had  been 
speculation  as  to  the  Warner  position  on 
the  reputed  ground  that  this  company  was 
considering  offering  a   trade  practice  pro- 

gram of  its  own  and  not  necessarily  in 
concert  with  its  brother  majors. 

Sears  to  Committee 

Demonstrating  such  reports  to  have  been 
finally  unfounded,  the  Hays  directors,  at 

their  seven  hour  session,  appointed  Grad- 
well L.  Sears,  president  of  Vitagraph,  as 

an  additional  member  of  the  distributors’ 
committee.  He  and  Rodgers  are  conferring 
with  Allied,  while  Sidney  R.  Kent  and  Ned 

E.  Depinet  have  assumed  the  MPTOA  as- 
signment. A.  Montague  will  alternate  be- 

tween both,  starting  with  Allied. 
The  Union  League  Club  is  the  scene  of 

the  MPTOA  conclave  and  the  Columbia 

University  Club,  the  agreed  upon  confer- 
ence hall  for  Allied. 

It  is  the  plan,  as  advanced  by  the  dis- 
tributors’ committee,  to  coordinate  each 

day’s  deliberations  nightly,  if  possible,  and 
bring  to  the  separate  meetings  each  fol- 

lowing morning  a   hoped-for  consolidation 
of  divergent  points  of  views. 

As  a   further  indication  of  a   three-cor- 
nered desire  to  proceed  with  caution  and 

in  order  to  avoid  the  dissemination  of  un- 
grounded reports,  Allied  and  the  MPTOA 

negotiators  have  agreed  upon  Rodgers  as 
the  sole  trade  press  contract.  His  first 
enterprise  along  these  lines  developed  at  a 
trade  press  conference  on  Tuesday  when 

he  entered  a   plea  for  “tolerance  and 
patience”  in  order  to  curb  erroneous  re- 

ports. However,  daily  communiques  have 
been  promised  in  recognition  of  the  na- 

tional interest  in  the  negotiations. 

Allied’s  participation  was  temporarily 
interrupted  on  Thursday  when  the  entire 

negotiating  committee  journeyed  to  At- 
lantic City  for  the  combined  annual  con- 

( Continued  on  page  30) 
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MAJORS  STRIKE  FOR  STRONGER  UNITED  FRONT; 
COOPERATION  ON  MUTUAL  PROBLEMS  PLEDGED 

Seven-Hour  Session  at  the 

Hays  Office  Seen  as 

Melding  Force 

New  York — A   more  firmly  united  front 
by  the  major  companies  may  be  expected 

to  prevail  as  a   direct  outgrowth  of  a   seven- 
hour  conclave  of  Hays  association  direc- 

tors last  Saturday. 

Mutual  pledges  of  cooperation  were 
sounded  and  then  struck  at  one  of  the 

most  important  MPPDA  meetings  in  re- 
cent years  and  probably  the  most  im- 

portant since  Will  H.  Hays  personally  con- 
ducted the  heads  of  the  major  companies 

west  some  years  ago  to  a   joint  conference 

with  the  heads  of  production  in  Holly- 
wood. 

The  significance  of  the  session,  at  the 
outset,  is  evidenced  by  the  fact  it  was  held 
on  a   Saturday  and  that  Joseph  M. 
Schenck,  chairman  of  the  board  of  20th 

Century-Pox;  Harry  M.  Warner,  presi- 
dent of  Warners,  and  Harry  Cohn,  presi- 
dent of  Columbia  made  the  trip  east  es- 

pecially to  be  present.  Significant,  also, 
is  the  fact  that  Samuel  Goldwyn  attended 
by  invitation  and  despite  the  fact  he  is 
not  a   member  of  the  Motion  Picture  Pro- 

ducers’ Association,  coast  arm  of  the  east- 
ern Hays  organization. 

The  seven-hour  session,  interlarded 
with  lunch  served  in  the  board  room, 
turned  to  a   number  of  problems  currently 
confronting  the  industry.  It  is  understood 

a   better  understanding  on  industry  prob- 
lems was  reached  between  Kent  and  War- 

ner as  a   result  of  which,  the  impression 
prevails,  both  executives  now  view  specific 
problems  wherein  cooperation  is  possible 
as  not  only  desirable  but  workable. 

Into  Foreign  Situation 

The  parleys  also  turned  to  the  general 
foreign  situation  and  the  feeling  voiced 
that  the  current  impasse  prevailing  in  the 
Italian  situation  might  be  relieved  through 
an  easement  of  the  regulations  affecting 
American  distribution  in  that  country  by 
Rome. 

There  also  is  some  substantion  for  the 

understanding  that  propaganda  stemming 
to  foreign  influences  entered  into  the  de- 

liberations and  that  the  “Boycott  the 
Movies”  pamphlet  exposed  in  Boxoffice 
on  October  1   was  briefly  the  subject  of 
comment  with  little  or  no  action  taken. 

The  impact  of  public  utterances  by  top- 
line industry  executives  is  reported  to 

have  been  aired  and  a   general  understand- 
ing sounded  on  the  nature  of  such  state- 

ments in  the  future. 

It  is  further  understood  one  of  the 

situations  aired  has  to  do  with  the  Wages 
and  Hours  Bill  which  becomes  the  law  on 
October  24  and  the  effect  of  this  federal 
legislation  on  the  studios.  The  law  is  de- 

signed to  set  fair  standards  of  labor  and 

Head  of  the  House 

— Cosmo-Sileo  Photo 

Mrs.  and  Harry  M.  Warner  on  their 

arrival  in  Hew  York  from  Hollywood. 

The  top  executive  in  the  Warner  or- 
ganization remains  here  a   week.  Then, 

back  to  Hollywood  and  Hidden  Valley. 

provides  that  all  workers,  with  the  excep- 
tion of  executives,  administrators,  profes- 

sional and  outside  salesmen  in  business  es- 

tablishments engaged  in  interstate  com- 
merce, are  to  receive  a   minimum  wage  of 

25  cents  an  hour  for  the  first  year,  30 
cents  for  the  next  six  years  and  40  cents 
an  hour  thereafter.  It  also  provides  no 
employe  shall  work  more  than  44  hours  a 
week  during  the  first  year,  42  hours  weekly 
during  the  second  year  and  40  hours  a 
week  thereafter. 

Industry  committees  are  to  be  appointed 

by  an  administrator  to  study,  hold  hear- 
ings and  make  recommendations  on  the 

highest  minimum  wages,  not  in  excess  of 
40  cents  an  hour,  that  an  industry  can 

pay  prior  to  October  24,  1945  when  the  40- 
cent  wage  becomes  general.  This  ap- 

proach, is  to  be  predicated  on  the  con- 
clusion that  the  determined  figure  will 

not  substantially  curtail  employment  or 
give  a   competitive  advantage  to  any  group. 
Working  hours  in  excess  of  the  prescribed 
maximum  are  permitted,  but  overtime 
must  be  paid  at  a   rate  of  time  and  one  half 
with  exemptions  for  seasonal  industries. 

The  act  will  not  apply  to  local  retailing 
or  service  establishments,  including  the- 

atres. Child  labor  will  be  prohibited,  but 

not  in  professional  categories,  as  in  pro- 
duction. 

Employers  violating  wage  or  hour  re- 
quirements may  be  sued  by  employes  for 

unpaid  minimum  wages  or  overtime  com- 
pensation, plus  an  equal  amount  as  dam- 

ages, court  fees  and  reasonable  attorney’s 
fees,  and  are  subject  to  a   fine  of  $10,000  or 

Foreign  Setup,  Wage  Act 

Propaganda  and  Ad 
Drive  Discussed 

imprisonment  for  not  more  than  six 

months,  the  latter,  however,  only  for  sec- 
ond or  subsequent  offenses. 

Employers  whose  minimum  wage  scale 
is  in  excess  of  that  provided  in  the  act  or 
recommended  by  industry  committees  are 
not  to  reduce  wages,  nor  may  the  working 
week  by  extended  where  it  is  now  below 
that  set  by  the  law. 

Officially,  the  Hays  meeting  brought  a 
brief  statement  of  the  matters  under  dis- 

cussion. Beyond  outlining  what  these 

were,  no  detail  was  released  for  publica- 
tion. The  formal  statement: 

Brief  Official  Statement 

“The  adjourned  meeting  of  the  board  of 
directors  of  the  M.  P.  Producers  and  Dis- 

tributors was  held  today  (October  21), 

at  the  association’s  headquarters. 

“Attending  the  meeting  were  Barney 
Balaban,  N.  J.  Blumberg,  Harry  Cohn, 
Jack  Cohn,  Samuel  Goldwyn,  Will  E. 
Hays,  Sidney  R.  Kent,  Joseph  M.  Schenck, 
Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  Maurice  Silverstone, 
Leo  Spitz,  Albert  Warner  and  Harry  M. 
Warner. 

“The  following  subjects  came  before  the 
board: 

“(1) — Pictures  for  the  World’s  Pairs. 
There  was  discussion  of  plans  for  the  mo- 

tion picture  for  the  New  York  World’s 
Fair.  This  picture  will  be  a   panorama  of 
highlights  of  American  history,  for  which 

the  working  title  ‘Cavalcade  of  America’ 
has  been  used.  This  picture  is  to  be  shown 
in  the  U.  S.  Government  Building  by  the 
United  States  Commission  of  the  New  York 

World’s  Pair,  of  which  Edward  J.  Flynn  is 
U.  S.  Commissioner. 

“There  was  discussion  of  plans  for  a 
picture  for  the  Golden  Gate  Exposition  at 

San  Francisco.  This  picture  will  be  simi- 
lar to  the  picture  being  made  for  the  New 

York  World’s  Fair  except  that  it  will  be 
adapted  to  the  western  theme  of  the  Gol- 

den Gate  Exposition  and  emphasize  the 

development  of  the  West.  Details  in  con- 
nection with  this  picture  are  to  be  de- 
veloped with  Leland  W.  Cutler,  president 

of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Golden 
Gate  Exposition. 

“(2) — There  was  full  discussion  of  the 

developments  in  connection  with  the  Ac- 

tors’, Directors’  and  Writers’  Guilds.  The 
board  was  advised  of  these  matters  by  the 
representatives  here  from  California. 

“(3) — A   report  was  made  to  the  board 
and  there  was  discussion  of  the  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign. 

“(4) — There  was  discussion  of  intra-in- 
dustry relationships,  particularly  between 

distributors  and  exhibitors.” 
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T   N   THIS  business  of  continued  up- 
*   sets,  it  appears  to  be  the  usual 
thing  to  talk  lavishly  and  to  wish 
new  men  in  new  posts  well.  For 

this  to  fall  from  the  lips  of  the  as- 
sociates a   man  leaves  behind  is 

something  else  again,  especially 

when  no  reportorial  pencil  is  poised 
to  record  the  comment. 

It's  that  way  over  at  United  Art- 
ists about  George  J.  Schaefer  who 

is  to  take  over  at  RKO  at  the  behest 

of  the  Rockefeller  interests.  The  UA 

executives  continue  to  speak  in 

lengthy  and  glowing  terms  about 

Schaefer,  the  kind  of  an  administra- 
tion he  maintained  there;  the  fact 

that,  contrary  to  accepted  film  tra- 
dition, no  changes  in  essential  posts 

followed  his  assumption  of  the  vice- 

presidency and  general  manager- 
ship about  two  years  ago. 

They  view  it  as  most  unusual  and 

they  are  correct.  In  the  exercise  of 

the  wide  powers  which  were  Schaef- 

er's prior  to  the  Silverstone  regime, 
the  opportunity  was  there  to  move 

this  one  up  or  out  and  the  other  in. 

But  nothing  of  the  kind  took  place. 
As  a   matter  of  fact,  it  is  not  at  all 

generally  known  that  Andy  Smith 

was  brought  into  United  Artists, 

largely  at  the  insistence  of  the  com- 

pany's board  of  directors  who  stead- 
fastly continued  to  maintain  Schaefer 

required  a   sales  manager  in  order 
to  rid  himself  of  detail. 

On  the  eve  of  his  entry  into  the 

august  circle  of  company  presidents 

and  the  assumption  of  a   title  which 

until  now  has  not  been  his,  it,  there- 
fore, comes  about  that  the  entire 

UA  organization,  not  excepting  Sil- 
verstone whose  expressed  regard 

for  Schaefer's  ability  has  been 
voiced  many  times,  has  taken  on  a 

directly  personal  interest  in  Schaefer 

and  his  about-to-be-post. 

It  goes  beyond  and  reaches  into 
many  organizations  and  in  many 
directions. 

To  convey  the  idea,  there  is  the 
well-rooted  opinion  held  by  Dave 
Selznick.  For  him  it  has  been  said, 

and  said  reliably,  that  months  ago 
he  determined  not  to  renew  with 

UA  unless  Schaefer  remained.  This, 

no  doubt,  is  the  inspiration  for  the 

reports  Selznick  International  will 

swing  to  RKO,  a   deal  which  was 
once  discussed  avidly  and  then 

dropped  when  S-I  sought  fifty  per 

cent  of  that  company  for  the  privi- 
lege of  permitting  a   merger. 

It  does  not  follow  Schaefer  will 

carry  Selznick  into  Radio,  but  it  also 
does  not  follow  that  he  will  not. 

Regardless  of  how  that  works  out, 
Selznick  has  definite  appreciation 

ideas  about  the  Schaefer  stature  and 

they're  as  outlined  earlier  here. 

He's  Singing  a   Song 
His  star  contingent  is  quite  repre- 

sentative these  days. 

Circuit  operators  are  enthusiastic 

to  the  hilt  about  "That  Certain  Age." 

The  combination  of  "Dracula"  and 
"Frankenstein"  is  doing  so  well,  even 
he  confesses  to  surprise. 

Thus,  on  general  counts  and  by 
these  approaches,  Nate  Blumberg 
smiles  broadly  these  days. 

But  that's  only  part  of  it.  Blum- 

berg admits  he's  quite  a   tired  indi- vidual. The  negotiations  have  been 

long  and  arduous,  but  they  also 
have  been  successful  in  bringing  to 

"U"  $2,500,000  in  new  capital,  nicely 

set  up  in  a   revolving  fund  that  will 
revolve  and  jingle  pleasantly  for  two 

years  from  this  date. 

As  you  might  suspect,  this  takes 

care  of  the  cash-and-carry  situa- 

tion very  adequately.  It  will  also 

unwind  the  exigencies  of  the  presi- 

dential job  to  a   point  where  Blum- 

berg may  turn  more  attention  to 

what  becomes  his  chief  task:  pro- 
duction in  quality,  at  a   price,  and  on 

regular  delivery  so  that  all  release 
dates  may  be  met. 

11  Duce !   II  Duce! 
The  United  Press,  reporting  from 

Rome: 

The  Fascist  press  today  began  train- 

ing Italians  not  to  laugh  at  some  of 

their  favorite  movie  comedians  be- 
cause they  are  Jews. 

Charlie  Chaplin,  the  Marx  and  Ritz 

Brothers,  who  once  provoked  howls  of 

delight  from  Italian  audiences,  were 

among  foreign  actors  whom  Italians 
must  no  longer  think  funny.  .   .   The 
Marx  Brothers  are  only  a   big  bluff, 

reports  the  ultra  Fascist  newspaper, 
“Tevere." 

II  Duce!  II  Duce! 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 
On  page  30  of  this  issue 
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JUST  ONE  OF  THE  THRILLS  IN 

PARAMOUNT'S  ALL  TECHNICOLOR 
CAVALCADE  OF  AVIATION  .   .   . 



i   gainst  the  thrilling  background  or  American  avi- 

ation,  from  the  early  days  of  the  Wright  Brothers 

to  this  very  moment  when  great  airliners  take  off 

on  record-making  trips,  “Men  With  Wings”  tells  the 

intensely  human  story  of  an  American  family  ...  of 

two  men  with  wings  and  a   girl  who  had  looked  at 

the  sky  so  long  her  eyes  had  stars  in  them. ..a  story 

with  the  deep  strength  of  “Cavalcade,”  the  mighty 

sweep  of  Paramount’s  great  out-of-door  adventure 

epic  ...  a   story  your  audiences  will  long  remember. 

■ 
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PARAMOUNT’S  ALL  TECHNICOLOR 



tVALCADE  OF  AMERICAN  AVIATION 



Adolph  **
* 

MAN  WITH  WINGS 
MAKES 

“MEN  WITH  WINGS' 

Paramount 

wanted  to 

make  the 

greatest  air  picture  ever 

filmed,  Paramount  wanted  to 

make  that  picture  even  greater 

by  filming  it  in  Technicolor. 

So  William  A.  Wellman  was, 

naturally,  selected  for  the 

thrilling  job  of  producing  and 

directing  “Men  With  Wings.” 

Why  “naturally?”  The  answer 
is  easy.  In  the  first  place,  ever 

since  he  collected  the  Croix  de 

Guerre  with  four  palms  for 

his  heroic  work  with  the 

Lafayette  Esquadrille  in  the 

World  War,  Bill  Wellman  has 

known  his  stuff  about  flying. 

In  the  second  place,  Bill 

Wellman’s  first  big  aviation 

picture,  “Wings,”  still  stands  a 
marker  on  the  broad  highroad 

of  motion  picture  progress. 

And,  last  but  not  least,  it  was 

Bill  Wellman  who  turned  in 

two  big  box  office  hits  in  the 

brand  new  medium  of  Tech- 

nicolor during  the  season  just 

past,  namely, “A  Star  Is  Born” 

and  “Nothing  Sacred.”  Now,  as 

critics,  preview  audiences,  ex- 
hibitors view  the  results  of 

Bill  Wellman’s  work  on  “Men 

With  Wings,”  they  unanimous 
ly  congratulate  Paramount  on 

our  choice  of  Producer-Direc- 

tor and  on  our  having  sue 

ceeded  in  adding  to  our  long 

succession  of  Paramount  out 

door  adventure  triumphs  the 

best  air  epic  ever  to  flame 

across  the  screen.  ^ 
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ONE  OR  TWO-MONTH  EXTENSION  FOR  ANSWERS 
IN  TRUST  SUIT  WILL  BE  SOUGHT  BY  MAJORS 

Will  Seek  Court  Stay  If 

Government  5alks  at 

Requests 

New  York — Although  Allied  spokesmen 

are  of  the  opinion  the  government  is  not 
inclined  to  grant  an  extension,  major  com- 

pany attorneys  definitely  will  seek  more 
time  before  filing  answers  in  the  anti- 

trust suit.  Having  already  been  given  60 

days  beyond  the  usual  20,  the  large  com- 
panies will  ask  for  one  or  two  more 

months’  additional  time  on  the  ground 
that  it  is  impossible  to  gather,  in  the  time 
allotted,  the  necessary  information  re- 

quired in  the  replies. 

A   request  is  expected  to  be  made  to 
Paul  Williams,  special  assistant  to  the  at- 

torney general,  this  week.  In  the  event 
the  government  refuses  to  grant  additional 
time,  counsel  for  defendant  distributors 
are  prepared  to  go  into  federal  court  and 
enter  a   plea  for  extra  time.  However,  some 
attorneys  believe  Williams,  after  conferr- 

ing with  Thurman  Arnold,  in  charge  of  the 
anti-trust  division,  will  concede  to  the 
extension. 

Point  to  Government  Time 

It  is  pointed  out  that  the  government 
took  two  years  to  prepare  the  material  for 
its  119 -page  bill  of  complaint  and  that  it 
is  proving  physically  impossible  for  film 
companies  with  theatre  affiliates  to  com- 

plete surveys  and  secure  other  data  on 
each  individual  item  in  the  complaint 
within  80  days.  This  will  be  the  conten- 

tion of  the  distributors  if  they  are  com- 
pelled to  go  to  court  with  a   plea. 

While  the  impression  prevails  another 
meeting  may  be  held  by  major  attorneys 
with  Arnold  and  Williams,  nothing  is  set. 
When  the  first  conclave  was  held  it  was 
at  the  request  of  Arnold  and,  according  to 
film  counsel,  another  invitation  would 
have  to  come  from  Washington.  Distribu- 

tors have  made  no  request  for  a   second 
meeting,  although  such  a   likelihood  was 
indicated  after  the  first  palaver  at  George- 
town. 

Following  this  gathering,  Arnold  has 
been  exchanging  correspondence  with  Wil- 

liam Donovan,  representing  RKO,  in  con- 
nection with  procedure  in  the  suit.  Copies 

of  the  letters  have  been  sent  to  attorneys 
for  all  majors. 

Resumes  Complaint  Probe 

The  department  of  justice,  through 
Ralph  Butterworth,  who  is  working  under 
the  direction  of  Williams,  this  week  re- 

sumes its  investigation  of  Allied  exhibitor 
complaints  in  this  state.  A   temporary  re- 

spite was  in  order  last  week  because  of  the 
preliminary  trade  practice  meetings  and 
the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  and  New  York 
annual  convention  in  Atlantic  City.  There 
are  about  25  other  complaints  by  indepen- 

Schenck  Open-Minded 
On  Divorcement 

New  York — Asked  if  his  trip  east  had 

anything  to  do  with  the  government 

suit,  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chairman  of 
the  20th-Fox  board,  answered: 

"That's  for  the  lawyers  to  worry 

about.  I   personally  don't  care  whether 
theatres  are  divorced  from  production 

or  production  is  divorced  from  theatres. 

That's  the  way  I   feel  about  it." 

dents,  some  members  of  ITOA,  and  others 
not,  which  are  in  line  for  checking  up. 

Of  principal  interest  to  the  investiga- 
tors at  this  time  are  the  activities  of  major 

circuits  in  acquiring  or  building  theatres 

in  areas  competitive  to  independent  the- 
atre operators.  The  government  agents 

also  are  keen  about  gathering  information 
relative  to  complaints  by  independents 

against  the  larger  and  more  dominant  un- 
affiliated circuits  in  some  territories. 

Witnesses,  too,  are  also  being  sought  by 
FBI  men.  Exhibitors  signing  affidavits 
are  being  asked  to  be  ready  to  testify 
when  the  government  prepares  to  go 
ahead.  Those  who  are  showing  reluc- 

tance are  being  warned  that  they  may  be 
summoned,  as  has  already  happened  to 
one  small  local  circuit  head. 

Although  Universal,  Columbia  and  UA 
are  understood  to  be  ready  with  their  an- 

swers, it  is  understood  these  are  being 
held  up  until  the  last  minute  so  that  if  an 
extension  is  granted  they  may  benefit  as 
well  by  the  extra  time.  Attorneys  for  the 
three  majors  mentioned  are  continuously 
on  the  lookout  for  new  data  to  add  to  their 
answers  and  the  breathing  spell,  which 

may  be  granted  by  the  government  on  re- 
quest, will  undoubtedly  prove  helpful. 

Butterworth  has  already  had  one  meet- 
ing with  Harry  Brandt,  head  of  the  ITOA 

and  Brandt  circuit;  Harry  G.  Kosch,  at- 
torney for  Allied  of  New  York,  and  an 

Allied  of  New  Jersey  executive,  in  addi- 
tion to  Bill  Browne  and  Clarence  D.  Loewe 

of  Prefect  Theatres,  which  has  a   com- 
plaint against  the  Skouras  clearance 

situation  in  Port  Chester,  N.  Y.  He  will 
meet  with  these  men  again  Tuesday  and 
Wednesday. 

In  some  quarters  there  is  talk  that  major 
legal  counsel  will  visit  Arnold  as  soon  as 

Paramount  Renews  Pact 

With  Mullins  &   Pinanski 
New  York — Although  the  current  con- 

tract had  a   number  of  months  to  go, 
Paramount  has  renewed  its  management 
contract  with  Marty  Mullins  and  Sam 
Pinanski,  who  operate  about  95  theatres 
in  Massachusetts,  Rhode  Island  and  Con- 

necticut as  M&P  Theatres. 

Cite  the  "Impossibility”  of 
Securing  Data  Within 

Time  Limit 

there  are  signs  of  developments  at  the 
trade  practice  conferences.  The  meeting, 
it  is  said,  will  be  for  the  purpose  of  pre- 

senting the  distributor  view  that  steps  are 

being  taken  to  eliminate  the  “evils”  com- plained of  in  the  government  suit. 

Cling  to  Settlement  Hopes 

It  is  the  hope,  according  to  some  in- 
terests, that  eventually  the  government 

may  be  convinced  to  drop  its  action.  As 

one  Allied  leader  expressed  it:  “If  the  dis- 
cordant parties  get  together  and  the  evils 

are  disposed  of,  there  is  no  reason  why  the 

government  should  not  withdraw  its  suit.” 
On  the  other  hand,  however,  it  is  said 

the  government  will  not  compromise  on 
the  theatre  divorcement  angle.  Major  com- 

panies will  have  to  drop  their  theatre  ties 
if  they  expect  the  government  to  listen  to 
them,  it  is  stated.  While  this  topic  is  to 
be  discussed  at  the  trade  parleys,  it  is 
understood  Allied  is  depending  on  the  gov- 

ernment to  see  it  through. 

Study  Puerto  Rican  Tax 
With  Eye  to  Test  Case 

New  York  —   Major  company  attorneys 

are  studying  the  new  Puerto  Rican  tax 
law  with  an  eye  to  filing  suit  to  test  its 

legality.  Lawyers  are  under  the  impres- 
sion that  as  the  law  is  written  it  is  illegal 

and  the  indication  is  that  a   friendly  suit 
may  get  under  way  shortly. 

Under  the  terms  of  the  law,  the  import 

tax  is  increased  100  per  cent  and  dis- 
tributors are  not  permitted  to  pass  the  levy 

on  to  consumers.  One  major  company’s 
representative  states  the  new  imposition 
is  the  difference  between  a   profit  and  loss 
to  him. 

Pathe  President  West 

To  Seek  a   New  Plant 
New  York — O.  Henry  Briggs,  president 

of  Pathe  Film,  left  by  car  Tuesday  for  the 
coast  with  stopovers  at  Oklahoma  City 
and  Dallas.  He  is  due  in  Hollywood. 
October  29,  after  spending  about  a   week 
at  a   friend’s  ranch  in  Texas. 

Just  before  he  left,  Briggs  told  Box- 
office  his  company  will  not  bid  on  the 
International  Cinema  Laboratories  which 

is  up  for  public  sale  as  a   result  of  bank- 
ruptcy proceedings.  He  said  he  would 

look  around  on  the  coast  for  another  plant. 

He  intends  to  spend  about  a   week  in  Cali- 
fornia and  then  return  eastward. 
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TYRO  N   E   P   OW  E   R   "~: 
LORE!  TA  Y   0   ON  C   : 

ANNABELLA -CAST  OF  IOOO 
AND  GREAT  STAGE  SHOW 

SUEZ”  COMES  TO  BROADWAY 
Experienced  in  handling  tremendous 

crowds,  New  York’s  5886-seat  Roxy 
Theatre  keeps  on  call  extra  ushers,  cash- 

iers, doormen  for  emergencies.  But  even 

the  Roxy’s  elaborate  plans  were  inadequate 

pfwhen  the  20th  Century -Fox  hit  “SUEZ,” 

j^n  its  world  premiere  run,  blasted  “In  Old 0 

Chicago’s”  sensational  records.  Usually 
four  boxoffices  are  sufficient  for  the  biggest 

attractions.  But  even  the  Roxy’s  full  bat- 
tery of  six  boxoffices  (largest  in  the  world) 

were  swamped.  Of  interest  to  all  theatre 

owners,  these  scenes  show  how  the  Roxy’s 
augumented  staff  handles  such  a   smash. 

"Busy?  S-a-y  I   haven’t  even  had 

a   chance  to  powder  my  nose!” —Cashier  No.  1,  Georgia  Childs. 



- 

“Another  day  like  this  and  I’ll 
be  positively  exhausted!”  — 
Cashier  No.  2,  Olive  Kniffen. 

“Did  you  ever  see  so  may  people 
in  all  your  born  life?” — Cashier 
No.  3,  Marguerite  Hutcheon. 

“I  must  have  sold  millions  of 
tickets  today.” — Cashier  No.  4, 
Lily  Webster. 

“NOW  I   knOW  what  it  will  be  like 

when  the  World’s  Fair  opens !” — Cashier  No.5,  El  mina  Rainwater 

JUSt  100k  at  them!  Simplj 

swarming  in!” — Cashier  No.  (> Erma  Hatt. 

CONTINUED  ON  NEXT  PACE 



Crowds  Strain  against  the  tape  to  see  “Suez.”  Doormen  \V.  G 
Smith,  Fred  Fanning,  Ralph  Miller  need  all  their  strength 

Thousands  pour  through  boxoffices  and  descend  upon  ticket- 
takers  Jack  Brodsky,  William  Moclair,  George  Mills,  Albert 

Rubenstein. 

in 

4   (left)  Every  one  of  the  Roxy’s  0886  seats  is  filled  and  more  than  500,  under  Capt.  Walter  Darrah’s watchful  eye,  wait  in  the  rotunda,  (right)  Waiting  line  breaks  through,  fills  huge  Roxy  rotunda. 



Hundreds  stand  in  back  of  orchestra  hopefully  waiting  for  a 
seat.  They  are  lucky.  This,  their  fifth  wait,  is  their  last 

Treasurer  Frank  E.  Muldoon,  guarded  by  Police- 
man James  Cummings,  with  drawn  gun,  takes 

cash  from  boxoffices  to  theatre  vault. 

Protected  by  bars  in  the  vault.  Treasurer  Muldoon  and 

assistants,  William  Moran  and  Walter  Convey,  count  up. 

8   Armored  car  from  U.  S.  Trucking  Corp.  takes  cash  for  deposit  in the  Chase  National  Bank. 

Advertisement 



CHARGE  WEALTHY  PASADENA  WOMEN  FINANCE 

ALLEN,  ACCUSED  NAZI  LEAFLET  CIRCULATOR 
Report  Based  on  Action 

By  Allen's  Attorney 
To  Secure  Fees 

Has  Criminal  Record  Ranging 

Over  25  Years,  '"Ken” Alleges 
By  IVAN  SPEAR 

Hollywood — Several  Pasadena  women, 

allegedly  wealthy,  are  accused  by  the  Hol- 
lywood Anti-Nazi  League  of  financing  the 

pro-Nazi  campaign  of  Henry  D.  Allen  who, 
the  League  continues  to  assert,  is  respon- 

sible for  distributing  the  vicious  anti- 

Semitic,  anti-industry  “Boycott  the 
Movies”  throwaway. 

Now,  official  organ  of  the  League,  bases 
its  latest  accusations  on  suits  filed  in  the 

Superior  Court  by  Henry  K.  Elder,  Allen’s 
attorney,  against  the  women  named,  alleg- 

ing they  had  retained  the  lawyer  to  de- 
fend Allen  and  subsequently  failed  to  pay 

the  agreed  upon  retainers. 

Says  Retained  by  Women 

The  League  asserts  the  complaint  sets 
forth  Allen  was  hired  by  Mrs.  W.  K. 
Jewett,  Mrs.  de  Shishmereff,  alias  Mrs. 
Leslie  Fry,  Mrs.  Faith  McCullough  and  ten 

Jane  Does  to  "promote  the  interests  of  the 
Gentile  race  and  combat  subversive  Com- 

munistic and  other  racial  activities.” 

Mrs.  Jewett’s  address  is  given  as  1201 
Arden  Road  in  Pasadena’s  “millionaire  sec- 

tion.” She  is  described  as  a   widow.  Mrs. 

McCullough’s  address  is  given  as  3460 
Grayburn  Road,  an  exclusive  district  of 
Lamanda  Park.  Now  asserts  she  is  the 

wife  of  William  B.  McCullough,  a   sales- 

man. Mrs.  Fry’s  address  is  given  as  328 
N.  Louise  Glen  in  Glendale.  The  League 

publication  also  claims  she  “has  long  been 
known  as  one  of  Allen’s  backers.” 

Elder’s  complaint  contends  the  defend- 
ants in  the  suit  which  seeks  recovery  of 

$5,000  formed  the  American  League  of 
Christian  Patriots  and  the  Militant  Chris- 

tian Patriots  and,  further,  that  they  served 
notice  on  Elder,  August  8,  their  agreement 
to  retain  him  as  attorney  was  off. 

Cites  Trio  of  “Instances” 

Elder’s  complaint  goes  on  to  cite  three 
instances  in  which  he  alleges  he  was  called 

upon  to  act  for  Allen  when  the  latter  pre- 
sumably became  involved  with  the  law. 

One  circumstance  is  claimed  to  concern  an 

occasion  when  Allen  allegedly  was  sent  to 
San  Diego  by  the  defendants  to  distribute 
anti-Communist  literature.  A   second  is 
claimed  to  concern  an  incident  in  Fresno 

over  an  allegedly  broken  lease  on  an 
auditorium  in  which  Allen  was  to  have  de- 

livered an  anti-Semitic  address.  The  third 
concerns  legal  representation  for  Allen  on 
a   charge  of  fraudulent  registration  for 
voting.  This  is  slated  to  be  heard  on 
November  3. 

Now,  currently,  has  this  to  say: 

“A  split  had  obviously  occurred  between 
the  stooge  Allen  and  his  wealthy  backers 
because  Allen  refused  to  let  Elder  with- 

( Continued  on  page  28) 

Chicago — Henry  D.  Allen,  acknowledged 

author  of  pro-Nazi,  anti-Semitic  literature, 

but  disavower  of  the  “Boycott  the  Movies” 
pamphlet  which  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League  maintains  is  his,  has  a   criminal 
record  extending  over  a   period  of  25  years, 
according  to  Ken. 

“Fascist  Coordinator  Allen,  once  No. 

25835,  San  Quentin”  was  a   central  char- 
acter of  "Exposing  Native  U.  S.  Plotters,” 

charges  an  article  which  appeared  in  Ken 
for  September  8   with  this  foreword: 

“The  real  inside  job  for  the  Bunds  is  not 
mere  propaganda  and  conversion  to  Nazi 
ideology,  but  a   military  organization  for 
sabotage  and  espionage  in  the  United 
States  in  the  event  of  European  war, 
whether  we  are  neutral  or  not.  For  this 
ticklish  work,  the  leaders  are  too  smart 
to  use  suspected  aliens,  but  rely  on  native 

Americans.” As  a   prelude,  Ken  has  this  to  say: 

“Within  the  past  few  months  native 
Americans,  working  with  Nazi  agents  in 
this  country,  completed  plans  to  organize 
a   secret  army  in  the  United  States  with 
the  ultimate  object  of  seizing  control  of 

the  government  by  force  .   .   .The  liaison 
man  is  Henry  D.  Allen,  2860  Nina  St„ 

Pasadena,  Calif.,  the  same  man,  who,  with 
Herman  Schwinn,  leader  of  the  Nazi 

propaganda  and  espionage  organization  on 

the  west  coast,  helped  organize  the  Mexi- 
can Gold  Shirts  headed  by  Nicholas 

Rodriguez,  now  in  exile  in  the  U.  S. 

“Allen  is  at  the  present  moment  not 
only  involved  in  the  plot  to  organize  a 
secret  army  in  the  United  States,  but  also 

active  in  efforts  to  overthrow  the  Car- 

denas government.” 
Ivan  Spear,  western  manager  for  Box- 

office,  a   few  days  ago  had  it  readily  ad- 
mitted to  him  by  Henry  K.  Elder,  Los 

Angeles  attorney  who  will  represent  Allen 
on  November  3   on  charges  of  fraudulent 
registration  for  voting,  that  Allen  had 
served  time  in  San  Quentin  and  Folsom 

prisons.  Ken,  however,  goes  considerably 

deeper  and,  in  substantiation  of  its  allega- 
tion that  this  man’s  “criminal  record  ex- 

tends over  a   period  of  25  years,”  publishes the  following: 

“May  17,  1910:  Arrested  in  Los  Angeles 
charged  with  uttering  fictitious  checks. 
In  simple  language  this  means  just  a   little 
bit  of  forgery.  To  those  who  have  been 

accepting  him  as  the  great  exponent  of 
good  government  and  honest  citizenship, 
it  is  suggested  that  they  look  up  the  Los 
Angeles  Police  Department  file  No.  7,613. 

“June  10,  1910:  Sentenced  to  three  years’ 
imprisonment,  sentence  suspended  upon 
tearful  assurances  of  good  behavior. 

“May  12,  1912:  Picked  up  in  Phila- 

— Courtesy  of  Ken 
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delphia  charged  with  being  a   fugitive  and 
brought  back  to  Los  Angeles. 

“July  1,  1912:  Committed  to  San  Quen- 
tin. Guest  No.  25,835. 

“April  21,  1915:  Committed  to  Folsom 
from  Santa  Barbara  on  a   forgery  charge. 
Guest  No.  9,542. 

“Feb.  1,  1919:  Arrested  in  Los  Angeles 
County  charged  with  suspicion  of  a   felony. 
Los  Angeles  County  No.  14,554. 

“June  31,  1924:  Arrested  in  San  Fran- 
cisco, charged  with  uttering  fictitious 

checks.  No.  35,570. 

"Oct.  5,  1925:  Los  Angeles  police  de- 
partment issued  Bulletin  No.  233;  Allen 

wanted  for  uttering  fictitious  checks.” 
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PROS  AND  CONS  ON  BOYCOTT  REPRODUCTION 

MARK  INDUSTRY  OPINION  THROUGHOUT  U.  S. 

How  Boxoffice  Learned  Allen 

Wrote  Pro  -   Hitler  Literature 

Trade  Thought  Varies  and 
More  Territories  Have 

Their  Say 

New  York — Cleavage  is  the  word. 

Up,  down  and  across  the  nation,  indus- 
try opinion  varies  drastically  on  the  ad- 

visability or  not  of  the  reproduction  in 

Boxoffice  of  the  scurrilous  “Boycott  the 

Movies”  pamphlet.  Accused  flatly  of  au- 
thorship and  circulation  by  the  Hollywood 

Anti-Nazi  League,  Henry  D.  Allen  of  Pasa- 
dena, formerly  behind  bars  at  San  Quen- 

tin and  Folsom  prisons,  admits  his  pen- 
chant for  pro-Nazi,  anti-Semitic  litera- 

ture, but  denies  any  knowledge  of  the  leaf- 
let which  has  created  a   furore  throughout 

the  industry. 
What  they  are  saying: 

Boston  Film  Men  View 

Publication  as  Error 

Boston — Aside  from  Frank  Lydon,  vice- 
president  of  Allied  here,  reaction  thus  far 

available  on  the  boycott  pamphlet  is  un- 
animously against  Boxoffice.  Lydon,  how- 

ever, states: 

“Too  vile  to  be  worthy  of  recognition.” 
This  appears  to  be  the  general  opinion 

to  date.  One  non-subscriber  threatened 
cancellation,  although  he  did  not  bother 
to  explain  what  he  would  cancel.  A   num- 

ber declined  to  make  any  statement  be- 
cause they  “wanted  to  stay  out  of  the  con- 

troversy.” Several  asserted  similar  propa- 
ganda had  been  brought  to  the  attention 

of  national  and  local  Jewish  groups  and 
that  the  agreed  policy  in  such  instances 
had  been  one  of  non-recognition. 

Maritime  Exhibitors 

Denounce  the  Attack 

St.  John,  N.  B. — Prominent  local  exhibi- 
tors express  surprise  that  a   new  outbreak 

of  anti-Hollywood  propaganda  has  been 
uncovered  in  the  Middle  West  and  were 
of  the  view  the  movement  has  little  chance 
of  making  headway. 

“It  is  obviously  the  work  of  some  ir- 
responsible persons,”  said  F.  G.  Spencer 

of  F.  G.  Spencer  Co.,  Ltd.,  well-known 
Maritime  theatre  chain.  “The  matter 
seems  too  ridiculous  to  be  given  further 
publicity — that  would  be  giving  it  more 
attention  than  it  warrants.” 

W.  H.  Golding,  manager  of  the  Capitol 
and  chairman  of  the  New  Brunswick  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  committee, 
believes: 

“I  am  sure  that  any  such  slanderous 
whispering  campaign  and  attempts  at 
boycott  would  be  repulsive  to  a   clean- 
minded  public.  My  thought  is  that  the 
film  business  has  been  too  often  a   target 
for  malicious  and  unfounded  outbursts. 
Attacks  of  this  kind  would  not  carry  much 
appeal  to  the  people  of  Canada,  where 

(Continued  on  page  18) 

Hollywood — This  is  the  detailed  story 

of  how  Ivan  Spear,  western  manager  for 
Boxoffice,  learned  Henry  D.  Allen,  who  is 

accused  by  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League  as  the  author  of  the  scurrilous 

“Boycott  the  Movies”  pamphlet,  is  the 
admitted  sponsor  of  pro-Nazi,  anti-Semitic 
literature.  Allen,  however,  disclaims  any 
responsibility  for  the  leaflet  which  directly 
attacked  the  film  industry. 

A   check  was  instituted  with  the  Los 
Angeles  police  department,  the  Chamber 
of  Commerce,  the  telephone  and  gas  com- 

panies, the  Deutsches  Haus  where  it  was 

admitted  Allen  “occasionally  drops  in”  and 
the  Peerless  Printing  Press  in  Pasadena 
where,  according  to  the  Anti-Nazi  League, 
some  or  all  of  Allen’s  leaflets  have  been 
printed.  Peerless,  the  League  maintains, 
is  in  the  general  printing  business  and  is 

in  no  way  connected  with  Allen  and  what- 
ever his  activities  may  be.  These  various 

trails  were  pursued  in  an  effort  to  locate 
Allen  in  Pasadena  for  purposes  of  inter- 

viewing him  and  getting  a   rebuttal  to  the 
League’s  accusation. 
The  clue  to  Henry  K.  Elder,  attorney 

who  has  been  representing  Allen  on  a 
charge  of  fraudulent  registration  at  the 

polls,  finally  developed  through  the  cham- 
bers of  Superior  Court  Judge  Charles 

Fricke  where  the  charge  alleging  illegal 
registration  is  slated  for  trial  before  jury 
next  month. 

Spear  then  communicated  with  Elder’s 
office.  Elder  was  not  in,  but  the  following 
conversation  was  held  with  a   man  named 

Wurbell,  Elder’s  assistant: 
Q. — (Spear)  I   am  anxious  to  ascertain 

the  whereabouts  of  Mr.  Henry  Allen, 
who,  I   understand,  is  a   client  of  yours. 

A. — (Wurbell)  I   would  rather  have  Mr. 
Elder  (the  attorney)  give  you  that  infor- mation. 

Q. — This  is  Associated  Publications, 
which  publishes  Boxoffice,  a   motion  pic- 

ture trade  magazine,  and  we  wanted  to  get 
in  touch  with  Mr.  Allen.  The  Hollywood 
Anti-Nazi  League,  as  you  probably  know, 
has  been  blasting  him  for  his  anti-Semitic 
and  pro-Nazi  activities  and  we  want  to  talk 
to  him  about  the  legal  action  which  he 
threatened  against  the  League  some  time 
ago  for  accusing  him  of  distributing  anti- 
Semitic  circulars. 

A. — Well,  I   can’t  tell  you  much  about 
that  suit,  although  I   know  there  was  some 

such  action  contemplated.  I’m  sure  Mr. 
Elder  can  tell  you  whatever  you  want  to know. 

Q. — Tell  me.  This  case  in  which  you  are 
representing  him  and  which  comes  up  for 
trial  November  3.  Can  you  get  him  off? 

A. — It  is  for  fraudulent  registration. 

Allen  is  a   convicted  felon  with  prison 
records  at  San  Quentin  and  Folsom.  As 
such,  his  rights  as  a   citizen  were  taken 
away  from  him,  although  he  contends  they 
were  returned  and  that  he  registered  and 

voted  in  all  sincerity.  Although  it  shouldn’t, 
the  man’s  background  may  work  against 
him — his  anti-Semitic  and  Nazi  activi- 

ties. It  is  a   jury  trial  and  he  may  be 
judged  on  his  past  record  and  his  current 
activities  rather  than  on  the  crime  with 
which  he  is  charged. 

Q. — There  is  this  much  to  be  said  for 

Allen,  isn’t  there,  that  he  has  the  courage 
of  his  convictions  in  not  denying  that  he 
prints  and  distributes  this  anti-Semitic 
literature? 

A. — Oh,  he  admits,  that  all  right.  He 
does  deny,  however,  that  he  is  affiliated 
with  the  German-American  Bund.  He 
doesn’t  belong  to  that  organization,  but 
merely  uses  the  Deutsches  Haus  and  other 
places  to  deliver  his  speeches.  Appar- 

ently, he  figures  he  has  to  speak. 

Q. — How  did  Allen  get  into  this  Nazi 
activity  in  the  first  place? 

A. — First  he  launched  a   campaign 
against  Communism.  He  is  very  bitterly 
against  Communism.  Then,  during  the 
course  of  his  endeavors,  he  found  that 

many  of  those  who  supported  Commun- 
istic theories  were  Jewish.  So  he  found 

himself  drifting  off  onto  a   tangent  and 

plunging  into  an  anti-Semitic  campaign 
as  a   sideline. 

Q. — I   understand  he  lives  somewhere  in 
Pasadena.  What  does  he  do  for  a   living? 

A. — I   don’t  know  how  he  makes  his  liv- 
ing. I   heard  he  was  on  the  dole  for  awhile. 

He  is  a   metallurgical  engineer,  you  know. 

Later,  Elder  telephoned  Spear  who  ex- 
plained he  was  desirous  of  locating  Allen 

and  why.  This  conversation  then  ensued: 
A. — (Elder)  Are  you  in  sympathy  with 

the  League? 

Q. — (Spear)  We  are  neither  one  way  or 
the  other.  We  simply  want  to  get  the  in- 

formation, that’s  all,  for  impartial  report- 
ing of  the  case. 

A. — Well,  they  seem  to  be  after  Allen, 
and  that’s  their  method  of  doing  it. 

Q. — We  are  interested  in  tracing  down 
the  story  and  his  reactions  to  the  Anti- 
Nazi  League’s  direct  accusation  that  he 
printed  and  distributed  Nazi  and  anti- 
Semitic  circulars.  What  does  he  propose 
doing  about  it? 

A. — He  demanded  a   retraction,  which 
was  never  forthcoming  and,  of  course,  he 
has  other  troubles  now. 

Q. — You  are  referring  to  the  suit  in 
which  you  are  now  representing  him — that 

(Continued  on  page  18) 
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Field  Has  Its  Say 

On  "Boycott"  Topic 
(Continued  from  page  17) 

races  and  creeds  have  always  lived  hap- 
pily together  and  where  no  racial  lines  are 

drawn  in  the  employment  of  qualified 
persons.  This  latest  charge  appears  to 
be  absurd,  but  I   can  appreciate  the  atti- 

tude of  Boxoffice  that  such  agitations 
should  be  exposed  and  stamped  out  at 

their  outset.” 

“Unwarranted"  in  View 
Of  Pittsburgh  Group 

Pittsburgh  —   Film  men  here  will  not 

speak  for  publication  on  the  subject  of 
the  pamphlet  reproduced  in  Boxoffice  for 
October  1.  Publication  of  the  leaflet 
which  vilified  the  industry  and  advo- 

cated a   boycott  on  films,  was  unwarranted, 
in  the  opinion  of  the  majority.  One  film 
man  said  reproduction  of  the  pamphlet 
merely  agitated  the  situation;  he  believed 
that  the  illustration  should  not  have  been 
used  under  any  circumstance. 

Reactions  were  confusing  at  first.  Many 
readers,  evidently  viewed  the  Page  5   dis- 

play for  an  advertisement,  despite  the 
fact  that  it  was  labeled  with  a   bold  head- 

ing, “Poison  Guns  Are  Barking,”  and  with 
a   prominent  footnote  on  Page  3. 

Jewish  members  of  the  industry  were 
shocked,  they  told  a   Boxoffice  repre- 

sentative. Understanding  Boxoffice’s 
position  in  the  matter,  they  were  sure 
that  others  would  not  see  the  light,  and, 
therefore,  were  of  the  opinion  the  repro- 

duction was  a   mistake.  After  a   study  of 
the  editorial  and  a   discussion  of  the  sub- 

ject, they  were  of  the  same  opinion. 
There  was  praise  from  all  quarters  on 

Boxoffice’s  announcement  that  it  would 
function  as  a   clearing  house  in  an  effort 
to  expose  those  responsible  for  the  original 
publication  and  distribution  of  such 
literature. 

Krim  of  Detroit  Doubts 

Procedure  Is  Helpful 

Detroit  —   Issue  is  taken  with  Box- 

office’s  policy  of  exposing  anti-Semitic 
pamphlets  attacking  the  industry  by  Sol 
Krim,  operator  of  the  Krim  Brothers  Cir- 

cuit, who,  while  admitting  that  there  are 
two  ways  of  looking  at  the  issue,  says: 

“Why  give  the  promoters  of  those 
pamphlets  this  additional  circulation?  I 
question  whether  the  reprint  is  going  to 
have  any  effect.  This  same  type  of  thing 
has  been  seen  before  in  politics  and  else- 

where. Boxoffice  has  just  put  it  in  the 

hands  of  more  people.” 

Approve  the  Purpose, 
But  Hit  Presentation 

Los  Angeles  —   Early  reactions  to  the 

vilifying  “Boycott  the  Movies”  leaflet: 
“I  think  the  general  idea  of  the  editorial 

is  good,  but  the  manner  in  which  it  was 
presented  stinks  and  I   think  the  compari- 

son of  the  current  situation  to  the  Ku 
Klux  Klan  is  ridiculous.  The  reproduction 
is  very  misleading  and  spoiled  the  effec- 

tiveness of  the  editorial,”  believes  Herman 

How  Boxoffice  Learned  Allen 

Wrote  Pro  -   Hitler  Literature 

(Continued  from  page  17) 

he  supposedly  fraudulently  registered  and 
voted.  Do  you  think  your  chances  of  gain- 

ing an  acquittal  on  that  count  are  good? 

A. — I   don’t  know — we  have  a   lot  of  good 
legal  points  but  you  never  know  about 
things  like  that. 

Q. — Of  course,  prejudice  against  his  past 
activities  may  enter  into  it. 

A. — Perhaps.  He  started  talking  against 
Communism  and  branched  out  into  anti- 
Semitism,  and  the  Anti-Nazi  League  and 
others  said  they  were  going  to  get  him. 

Q. — Does  he  deny  having  been  respon- 
sible for  the  printing  and  distribution  of 

the  anti-Semitic  literature  for  which  the 
League  indicts  him? 

A. — Yes,  he  denies  any  connection  with 
the  particular  pieces  of  literature  they  ac- 

cuse him  of  distributing. 
Q. — Then  he  does  admit  being  active  in 

the  preparation  and  distribution  of  some 
literature  of  this  type  as  part  of  his  anti- 
Semitic  campaign? 

A. — Yes.  But  this  particular  circular 
was  very  scurrilous  and  was  done  over  his 
protest.  He  thinks,  and  I   agree  with  him. 
that  it  was  a   plant  and  that  the  League 
charged  him  with  being  responsible.  He 
told  those  who  prepared  it  that  they  were 
damned  fools.  He  has  always  adhered  to 
a   campaign  of  education.  In  that  San 
Diego  case,  the  developments  came  just  as 
the  Germans  put  through  their  putsch  in 
Austria  and  thousands  of  Austrian  Jews 
were  coming  here.  He  got  out  a   folder 
pointing  out  that  there  were  11,000,000 

unemployed  Americans,  called  “Wake  Up 
America.”  I   think  it  was  timely — I   hate 
to  see  Europeans,  with  their  twisted 
philosophies,  coming  here  and  taking 
Americans’  jobs. 

Q. — If  at  all  possible,  I   want  to  obtain 
a   formal  denial  or  admission  either  from 

Mr.  Allen  himself  or  from  you  as  his  at- 
torney, that  he  did  print  the  circulars  of 

which  the  League  accuses  him.  Would  you 
suggest  that  I   contact  him  directly? 

A. — Well,  here’s  a   suggestion.  He  will 
undoubtedly  be  coming  in  here  in  a   day 

or  two,  and  I’ll  be  glad  to  put  him  in  touch with  you. 

Q. — In  the  meantime,  will  you  give  me 
his  address  and  telephone  number? 

A. — In  view  of  our  relationship — as  at- 
torney and  client — I   must  refuse.  I   would 

rather  leave  it  up  to  him,  you  understand, 
because  he  may  not  want  to  divulge  that 
information  to  you. 

Q. — Let  me  ask  you — if  he  can  estab- 

lish that  he  didn’t  print  the-  piece  of 
literature  with  which  the  League  charges 
him,  you  certainly  have  a   case  against  the 
League — defamation  of  character,  or  libel? 

A. — Yes,  we  have.  And  against  Ken 
magazine,  too.  An  article  appeared  there- 

in within  the  last  month,  written  by  Ging- 
rich. It  labeled  Allen  as  the  key  Nazi 

man  in  the  country,  which  is  tommyrot. 
Q. — I   understand  he  denies  any  connec- 

tion with  the  German-American  Bund. 
A. — Yes.  He’s  not  even  eligible.  His 

family  has  been  here  since  the  days  of 
Ethan  Allen  and  the  Revolution.  There  is 

no  German  blood  in  the  family  whatso- ever. 

Q. — I   think  in  all  fairness  Mr.  Allen 
should  issue  a   statement  citing  just  ex- 

actly what  portions  of  that  literature  he 
admits  responsibility  for  and  what  he 
denies.  That’s  only  fair. 

A. — Well,  recently  the  attorney  for  the 
Anti-Nazi  League  tried  to  get  Allen  to  file 
an  affidavit  revealing  his  entire  connec- 

tions with  the  anti-Communism  and 
anti-Semitic  movement.  I   considered  that 
impertinent. 

Q. — Naturally,  the  burden  of  proof  rests 
with  the  person  who  printed  the  alleged 
libel.  In  view  of  the  fact,  as  you  say,  the 

Anti-Nazis  won’t  retract  their  charges 
against  Allen,  you  will  no  doubt  consider  a 
criminal  libel  action  after  you  have  dis- 

posed of  this  criminal  case? 
A. — I   wouldn’t  like  to  say  just  now. 

These  things  will  have  to  be  worked  out 

step  by  step.  That’s  up  to  him. 
At  this  point,  the  conversation  was  ter- 

minated by  Elder  who  again  promised  to 
telephone  Spear  the  first  time  Allen 

visited  the  lawyer’s  office. 

Lewis  of  the  Whitman-Lewis  circuit. 
Albert  Galston,  president  of  the  ITO 

of  Southern  California  and  Arizona  thinks 
this: 

“The  whole  thing  was  poorly  handled. 
When  I   first  saw  it,  I   planned  to  send 
letters  to  all  of  our  members  urging  them 
to  cancel  their  subscriptions  to  Boxoffice. 
Now  that  you  have  called  my  attention  to 
the  fact  that  it  isn’t  an  ad  and  to  the 
editorial  which  refers  to  it,  I   think  the 
idea  of  fighting  such  attacks  and  propa- 

ganda through  Boxoffice  is  O.  K.” 
“Highly  commendable,”  says  Sam  C. 

Levin,  head  of  the  Seelee  Theatre  Co.,  with 
headquarters  in  San  Francisco.  Levin, 
currently  visiting  here,  owns  five  theatres, 
three  of  which  are  in  Selam,  Wasso  and 
Kingsberg. 
Ned  Calvi,  operator  of  the  Rex  and 

Plaza : 

“Such  subversive  activities  should  be 
uncovered.  Kann  and  Boxoffice  show 

commendable  enterprise  and  the  United 

States  has  no  place  for  such  partisanship.” 
Eddie  Cooke,  Universal  manager: 

“It’s  a   good  thing.  If  Boxoffice  hadn’t 
brought  the  matter  to  light,  there  would 
have  been  complaints  within  the  industry 
that  some  trade  paper  should  have  done 

so.” 

Hollywood  —   Franklyn  B.  Warner, 

president,  Fine  Arts  Pictures: 
“I  think  all  trade  papers  should  get 

together  on  this  proposition  and  it  should 
be  taken  up  with  the  Hays  office  which, 
in  turn,  should  secure  the  cooperation  of 

the  newspapers  throughout  the  nation.” 

Oregon  Industry  Unquotable; 

Believe  BOXOFFICE  Right 

Portland,  Ore. — Although  film  men  in 

this  vicinity  refuse  to  make  statements  re- 
(Continued  on  page  23) 
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BILLS  OF  PARTICULARS  IN  U.  S.  SUIT  FILED; 

GOV'T  PREPARED  TO  ARGUE  MOTIONS  TUESDAY 
Extension  of  60  Days  Is 

Sought  for  Answering 

Complaints 

New  York — With  the  filing  of  bills  of 

particulars  by  major  companies  this  week, 
the  government  is  reported  ready  to  argue 
the  motions  next  Tuesday  before  Federal 
Judge  William  O.  Bondy  in  federal  court. 

Paul  Williams,  special  assistant  to  the  at- 
torney general,  most  likely  will  represent 

the  government. 
Important  legal  lights  retained  by  major 

companies  will  appear  in  person  for  the 
hearing.  These  will  include  Former  Judge 
Thacher  of  Simpson,  Thacher  &   Bartlett, 
for  Paramount;  Richard  Dwight  and 

Ralph  S.  Harris  of  Dwight,  Harris,  Koe- 
gel  &   Caskey,  for  20th  Century-Fox;  Wil- 

liam Donovan  of  Donovan,  Leisure,  New- 
ton &   Lumbard,  for  Irving  Trust;  William 

Mallard,  general  counsel  of  RKO,  for  the 
company;  J.  Robert  Rubin,  general  counsel 
for  M-G-M,  and  John  W.  Davis  of  Davis, 

Polk,  Wardwell  &   Tucker,  for  Loew’s;  B. 
F.  Shipman  of  Mudge,  Stern,  Williams 
&   Tucker,  for  Chase  National  Bank; 
Robert  W.  Perkins,  general  counsel  for 
Warners,  for  the  company;  Goldwater  & 

Flynn,  for  KAO;  Chadbourne,  Hunt,  Jaec- 
kel  &   Brown,  for  Universal;  Saul  E.  Rog- 

ers, for  Courtland  Smith;  Edward  Raferty 

of  O’Brien,  Driscoll  &   Raferty,  for  UA; 
Charles  Schwartz  of  Schwartz  &   Frohlich, 
for  Columbia. 

Six  File  Jointly 
Additional  counsel  from  home  offices 

and  law  firms  will  be  on  hand  for  the 

hearing.  Only  six  companies  joined  in 

filing  the  motions,  UA  and  Columbia  pre- 

ferring to  submit  their ’s  individually. 
These  two  companies  have  no  theatre  af- 

filiations. Neither  has  Universal,  but  it 

joined  with  Paramount,  Loew’s,  Warners. 
RKO  and  20th  Century-Fox  nevertheless. 
No  decision  was  reached  over  the  weekend 

whether  one  or  two  attorneys,  or  legal 
representatives  for  all  eight  companies 
would  speak  at  the  Tuesday  hearing. 

In  the  bills  of  particulars,  an  “order  is 
sought  for  extending  the  time  of  answers 
until  60  days  after  service  upon  solicitors 
for  defendants  of  a   copy  of  more,  definite 
statements  and  of  the  bill  of  particulars 
directed  to  be  furnished  by  the  order  to  be 
entered  upon  this  motion,  or  in  the  event 
that  this  motion  is  denied  in  all  respects 
until  60  days  after  service  of  a   copy  of 

such  order  denying  such  motion.” 
Parties  not  joining  the  motion  include 

Paramount  News,  Harry  O.  King,  Charles 
A.  McCulloch,  Harold  A.  Fortington, 
Frederick  Strauss,  Columbia  Pictures  and 
individual  defendants;  Adolph  Ramish,  UA 
and  individual  defendants;  E.  A.  Schiller, 

A1  Lichtman,  George  N.  Armsby  and  Wil- 
liam P.  Phillips. 

Briefly,  major  companies  seek  detailed 

information  concerning  how  many  con- 

Ohl  Mr.  Astor 

New  York — The  part  the  Hotel  Astor 

plays  in  fashioning  the  future  of  a   $2,654,- 
328.67  industry  would  probably  cause  a 
lump  to  form  in  the  throat  of  Mr.  Hotel 
Astor — if  there  is  a   Mr.  Hotel  Astor. 

Here’s  what  took  place  in  one  day  un- 
der ona,  roof.  The  meeting  of  16  dele- 

gates representing  about  1,600  indepen- 
dent theatres  in  all  parts  of  the  coun- 
try. They  wrangled  for  hours  on  what 

eight  independent  organizations  would 
like  the  major  distributors  to  concede  in 
the  way  of  a   fair  trade  program. 

The  meeting  of  Allied’s  committee  of 
five  with  Messrs.  Rodgers,  Montague  and 
Sears  over  what  Allied  thinks  would  be 
fair  for  its  members. 

The  meeting  of  Messrs.  Schaefer,  Bern- 

hard,  O’Connor,  Vogel,  Moskowitz,  Free- 
man, Skouras  and  Franklin  to  determine 

whether  the  $1,000,000  industry  drive 
should  be  extended. 

A   collection  of  the  biggest  names  in 
aviation  history,  collected  by  Paramount, 
for  a   dinner  to  honor  three  heroes  of  the 
recent  air  crash  near  Montgomery,  Ala. 
This  was  the  local  springboard  to  send 

“Men  With  Wings”  into  the  publicity 
columns. 

spiracies  and  the  nature  of  monopoly  and 
conspiracies  charged.  Also  the  character 

of  monopoly  or  monoplies  charged,  at- 
tempts to  monopolize  or  combinations  and 

conspiracies,  what  contracts  are  claimed  to 
be  in  restraint  of  trade  as  distinguished 
from  monopolies,  extent  of  territory  or 

territories  monopolized,  whether  monopo- 
lies are  claimed  separately  as  to  produc- 
tion, distribution  and  exhibition,  and  par- 

ticulars to  each  offense  charged. 

The  23-page  motion  is  designed  for 
definite  information  pertaining  to  certain 

allegations.  Attached  is  a   four-page  affa- 
davit  in  support  of  it.  The  purpose  is  two- 

fold. One,  so  that  answers  can  be  pre- 
pared according  to  specific  charges  com- 

plained of,  and  second,  to  prepare  for 
trial. 

Government  Charges 

In  its  suit,  the  government  charges  de- 
fendants with  monopoly  of  exhibition  and 

first  run  monopoly  of  theatres,  a   nation- 
wide monopoly  of  exhibition  through  pre- 

ferred runs,  monopoly  of  production 
through  loaning  of  stars,  feature  players, 
directors,  technicians  and  equipment;  a 

monopoly  through  trade  practices  imposed 
on  independent  exhibitors,  such  as  block 
booking,  forcing  of  shorts,  designation  of 
play  dates,  overbuying,  discriminatory  film 
rentals,  prohibition  of  duals,  minimum 
admissions  and  score  charges;  monopoly 
through  benefits,  favors  and  advantages 
extended  by  defendants  to  each  other, 
such  as  sharing  advertising  costs,  optional 
contracts  and  modification  of  contracts. 

Defendants  seek  specific  data  on  “whe- 

Only  UA  and  Columbia 
File  Their  Motions 

Individually 

ther  the  allegations  purport  to  allege  a 

single  monopoly  of  production,  distribu- 
tion and  exhibition  or  whether  a   separate 

monopoly,  or  whether  the  government  pur- 
ports to  allege  an  attempt  to  monopolize 

production,  distribution  and  exhibition. 

Further,  “state  period  of  time  referred  to 

by  the  phrase  ‘for  many  years  last  past.’ 
Identify  specific  allegations  in  the  petition 
which  purport  to  describe  each  contract, 
each  combination,  and  each  conspiracy 
to  restrain  interstate  trade  and  commerce 

in  production,  distribution  and  exhibition 

and  in  respect  to  each  contract,  combina- 
tion or  conspiracy  to  restrain  therein  al- 

leged.” This  covers  time,  place,  parties, 
oral  and  written  agreements  and  persons 
claimed  to  be  affected. 

Among  Defendant  Motions 

Also,  the  government  is  asked  to  “name 
each  independent  producer  or  exhibitor 
claimed  to  be  affected.  State  time  when 
and  manner  in  which  it  is  claimed  each 

of  the  producer-exhibitor  defendants  ‘in- 
tegrated’ the  principal  production  and 

exhibition  facilities  in  the  motion  picture industry. 

“State  whether  the  petitioner  bases  its 

claim  of  monopolization  by  producer-ex- 
hibitor defendants,  as  alleged  in  para- 

graph 172,  so  far  as  first  run  metropolitan 
theatre  holdings  are  concerned,  solely 

upon  their  holdings  of  theatres  referred 
to  in  the  schedule  set  out  in  the  petition, 
and  if  not,  state  name  and  corporation  of 
each  other  theatre  claimed  to  be  owned, 

operated  or  controlled  by  any  producer- 
exhibitor  defendants  and  claimed  to  con- 

tribute such  monopolization.” 

New  York  Allied  Presents 

Complaints  to  FBI  Agent 
New  York — Photostatic  copies  of  exhibi- 

tor complaints  filed  with  Allied  of  New 
York  in  this  state  were  turned  over  to 

Ralph  Butterworth,  FBI  agent,  this  week 

by  Harry  G.  Kosch,  attorney  for  the  ex- 
hibitor unit.  The  FBI  representative  has 

not  visited  Bill  Brown  or  Clarence  D.  Lowe 

of  Prefect  Theatres  again  on  their  clear- 
ance complaint  against  Skouras  in  Port 

Chester. 

Get  "Ballerina"  Rights 
New  York — Arthur  Mayer  and  Joseph 

Burstyn  have  acquired  distribution  of 

“Ballerina,”  dealing  with  the  National 
Opera  in  Paris.  Mia  Slovenka,  now  in 
New  York,  is  featured,  together  with 

Yvette  Chauvire  and  entire  corps  de  Bal- 
let of  the  National  Opera. 
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Ohio  Meet  to  Tip 

Allied  Parley  Hand 
New  York — Indications  are  that  Allied, 

which  has  been  meeting  with  the  distri- 

butors’ committee,  will  not  signify  its  final 
intention  on  the  trade  practice  conference 
until  its  Ohio  unit  meets  at  Columbus, 
November  14-16. 

There,  it  is  anticipated,  the  organiza- 

tion’s reactions  to  the  meetings  will  be  ex- 
plained and  ratification  or  no  ratification 

determined.  Allied’s  entire  board  is  ex- 
pected to  gather  in  Columbus. 

Meanwhile,  its  leaders  have  been  un- 
usually secretive  about  the  powwows,  but 

it  is  learned  many  of  the  points  embraced 
by  MPTOA  and  the  seven  independent 
theatre  owner  groups  which  met  this  week 

are  included  in  Allied’s  demands.  Because 
of  the  extended  conclaves,  the  impression 
prevails  Allied  is  making  a   determined 
stand  to  get  most  of  its  proposals. 

After  the  initial  meeting  with  distribu- 
tors last  week,  Allied  men  seemed  to  be 

dissatisfied  with  the  counter  proposals  by 

major  companies,  but  no  one  in  the  exhi- 
bitor camp  would  admit  it.  However,  one 

leader  did  say,  “If  we  don’t  get  what  we 
want  this  way  there  are  other  means,”  and 
the  implication  was  by  legislation. 

Chain  Union  Quietus 

New  York — Although  delegates  of  Lo- 
cal 306  started  to  talk  new  terms  with  the 

ITOA  negotiating  committee,  major  cir- 
cuits have  not  heard  from  the  union. 

He's  Bullish 

— Bl-aekstone  Studios 

Of  major  importance  is  the  settling  of 
labor  difficulties,  said  Harry  A.  Ross, 
president  of  Ross  Federal  Service, 
Inc.,  on  his  return  from  the  central 
area  with  a   tale  of  high  optimism, 
engendered  by  a   study  of  markets  in 
arid  around  Detroit,  Chicago  and 
Milwaukee. 

No  Offers  on  GB 
Reach  Schencks 

New  York — No  offers  have  been 

made  for  their  interest  in  GB,  both 

Joseph  M.  and  Nicholas  M.  Schenck 

told  BOXOFFICE.  Together,  20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox and  Loew's  own  49  per  cent 
of  the  British  company. 

K-A-O  and  Subsidiaries 

Net  for  Year  Is  $994,140 
New  York — A   net  profit  of  $994,140  for 

52  weeks  ended  October  1,  is  reported  by 

Keith-Albee  Orpheum  and  subsidiaries. 
The  figure  is  after  all  charges,  except  sur- 

tax on  undistributed  profits  ap'plicable 
to  the  13  weeks’  period  ended  December 
31,  1937.  It  is  equal  to  $15.46  per  share 

on  64,304  shares  of  seven  per  cent  cumu- 
lative convertible  preferred. 

For  the  39  weeks  ended  October  1,  the 

company  reports  a   net  profit  after  all 
charges  of  $596,049,  equal  to  $9.26  per 
share.  This  compares  with  $914,672  for 
a   comparable  period  last  year. 

The  1938  figures  are  in  part  estimated 
and  subject  to  audit  and  adjustment  at 
the  end  of  the  calendar  year. 

Fleischer  Employes  to 

Vote  on  Union  Agency 

Miami — Employes  of  Max  Fleischer  stu- 
dios here  will  vote  Monday  to  determine 

whether  the  United  American  Artists 

Union,  a   CIO  affiliate,  will  be  the  recog- 
nized bargaining  agency. 

Before  Fleischer  employes  left  New  York 
last  week,  Local  60  of  the  UAAU  agreed 
to  a   contract  whereby  an  open  shop  would 

prevail  and  conceding  the  right  of  Fleisch- 
er studios  to  hire  new  men  on  an  indivi- 

dual basis.  Wages  and  hours  remain  the 
same  as  provided  in  the  last  contract. 

Regardless  of  the  outcome,  the  contract 

will  stand  for  one  year.  The  UAAU  con- 
sented to  holding  of  an  election  under  the 

auspices  of  the  national  labor  relations 
board  to  prove  conclusively  it  represents 
a   majority  of  workers  in  the  new  plant. 

UA's  Harry  Gold  Closes 
WB  and  Feiber  and  Shea 
New  York — Harry  Gold,  eastern  sales 

head  of  UA,  has  closed  two  important  cir- 
cuit deals  with  the  signing  of  Warner  and 

Feiber  &   Shea.  The  former  agreement 
covers  approximately  400  theatres  while 

the  latter  includes  about  50  in  New  Eng- 
land, Pennsylvania  and  Ohio. 

Ellis  Takes  Depositions 

Of  Schenck  and  Warfield 
New  York — Depositions  of  Nicholas  M. 

Schenck  and  David  Warfield  were  taken 
this  week  by  Emil  K.  Ellis,  attorney  for 

a   group  of  minority  Loew  stockholders  in 

the  suit  designed  to  terminate  12  profit- 

sharing  agreements.  Warfield’s  was  taken 
Monday  and  Schenck’s  Thursday  and  Fri- 
day. 

220  Films  to  Japan 

Planned  bp  Majors 

New  York — The  major  companies  are 
planning  to  export  to  Japan  approximately 
220  pictures  by  December  31  under  the 
agreement  reached  with  the  minister  of 

finance,  Julian  D.  Bermann,  Metro  man- 
ager for  Japan,  informs  Boxoffice. 

Following  the  expiration  of  the  tempor- 
ary agreement,  Bermann  says,  the  eight 

managei’s  representing  the  American  com- 
panies will  confer  with  the  proper  author- 

ities in  hopes  of  resuming  a   normal  flow  of 
product  to  that  country. 

He  says,  while  the  ban  was  in  effect, 
no  perference  was  shown  to  the  German 

or  Italian  films  despite  the  political  kin- 
ship of  the  three  countries.  At  one  time, 

however,  concurrent  with  the  appearance 

of  an  Italian  goodwill  mission,  new  Ital- 
ian product  was  shown,  he  states. 

Bermann  praises  the  efforts  of  Japanese 

officials  whom  he  said  accorded  the  Amer- 
ican companies  better  treatment  than  the 

others. 
He  predicts  that  once  the  war  with 

China  is  over  the  construction  of  at  least 
50  theatres  will  commence.  At  present,  he 

points  out,  there  is  a   restriction  on  build- 
ing materials  and  films  are  in  the  luxury class. 

Schenck-Roosevelt  Talk 

Hollywood  —   Joseph  Schenck  arrived 
here  Friday  following  talks  with  President 
Roosevelt  on  the  infantile  paralysis  drive. 

On  the  Board  Now 

■ — Metropolitan  Photos 

Emanuel  Silverstone,  for  five  years 

American  representative  of  Alexander 
Korda,  is  now  a   member  of  the  board 
of  UA.  It  seems  Korda  has  voted  the 
directorship  himself,  but  Silverstone 
headquarters  in  New  York  and  in  the 
same  building  that  houses  UA.  This 

simplifies  matters. 
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J.  Cohn  to  London 

For  Product  Study 
New  York — Jack  Cohn,  vice-president 

of  Columbia,  sails  November  4   on  the 
Queen  Mary  to  look  over  production  at 
the  Denham  Studios.  Irving  Asher,  who 

is  making  the  quota  pictures  for  the  com- 
pany, has  completed  one  and  is  now  on 

the  second.  While  abroad,  Cohn  also  will 
check  up  on  exchanges. 

On  the  same  boat  will  be  Stephen  Pal- 
los,  general  manager  for  London  Films; 
Sam  Smith  of  British  Lion,  and  Douglas 
Fairbanks  jr.  Pallos  returns  to  London 
after  several  months  here  on  business  with 
UA  home  office  executives.  Smith  came 

over  recently  in  connection  with  the  new 

five-year  Republic  franchise  for  England. 
Fairbanks  is  sailing  for  a   vacation. 

Arthur  W.  Kelly,  in  charge  of  foreign 
affairs  for  UA,  sailed  Saturday  on  the 
Rex  for  Italy.  He  would  not  comment  on 
the  purpose  of  his  trip,  stating  he  was 
representing  no  other  company  but  UA 
on  whatever  business  he  discusses  in  Italy. 
He  expects  to  be  gone  a   month  and  will 
take  in  a   few  Continental  countries  before 
returning  home. 

Joseph  A.  McConville  and  his  assistant. 
Jack  Segal,  also  sail  on  the  Queen  Mary 
to  confer  with  Joseph  Friedman,  London 

and  Continental  managing  director  for  Co- 
lumbia, because  of  changing  conditions 

abroad.  The  Italian  situation  will  be  gone 

over  among  other  things. 

Paramount  Rushing  Film 

Under  Japanese  Deadline 
Hollywood — In  order  to  have  “Men 

With  Wings”  among  the  pictures  ready  for 
distribution  in  Japan  under  the  new  tem- 

porary quota  agreement,  Paramount  has 

imported  Shinji  Shimidzu  from  that  coun- 
try to  prepare  the  subtitles.  That  task  is 

usually  done  in  Japan,  but  Paramount  was 

anxious  for  the  picture  to  be  available  be- 
fore the  deadline.  Shimidzu  was  formerly 

employed  as  a   translator  at  the  home  of- 
fice. 

20th-Fox  Vienna  Office 
German  District  Branch 

New  York — What  was  formerly  the 

Vienna  office  for  20th-Fox  is  now  regarded 
as  a   branch  office  of  the  German  dis- 

trict with  headquarters  in  Berlin.  All 
matters  concerning  the  former  Austrian 
territory,  according  to  an  order  issued 
from  the  home  office  here,  will  be  taken 
up  by  the  Berlin  office  direct  or  with  the 

Continental  headquarters  in  Paris.  Wil- 
helm von  Luschinsky  is  now  the  manager 

of  the  Vienna  branch. 

New  T-M  Franchise 
New  York — Trailer-Made,  Inc.,  has 

signed  a   ten-year  franchise  deal  for  the 

Kansas  City  territory  with  Beverly  Mil- 
ler, who  for  several  years  was,  the  Na- 

tional Screen  Service  representative  there. 

No  Loew  Release  Deal 

Discussed  With  Metro 

New  York — David  L.  Loew,  pictured 
above  as  he  arrived  from  the  coast,  has 

not  discussed  a   releasing  deal  with  M-G-M 

for  pictures  other  than  “Flirting  With 
Fate,”  he  says.  His  plans  are  indefinite. 
Disbanding  his  production  unit,  Loew  said 
he  will  not  make  any  more  Joe  E.  Brown 

pictures  when  he  resumes. 

Reports  he  is  dickering  with  M-G-M 
is  “news  to  me,”  Loew  holds.  He’s  bound 
for  Panama  with  his  wife.  There  he  will 

meet  his  brother,  Arthur,  and  continue 

on  for  a   tom’  of  western  South  American 

countries.  It’s  vacation  stuff  and  he’ll  be 
back  in  New  York  December  27.  Then  he 

says  he  will  begin  thinking  about  the 
future  and  what  he  intends  to  do. 

There  is  no  deal  on  with  David  Loew 

to  become  an  M-G-M  producer,  Nicholas 

M.  Schenck  states.  The  Loew  head  ex- 

plains that  only  an  arrangement  for  re- 

leasing “Flirting  With  Fate”  has  been 
made  with  Loew,  but  beyond  that  there 
are  no  negotiations. 

UA  Theatres  Executive 

Inspecting  Coast  Units 
Los  Angeles — William  P.  Phillips,  vice- 

president  and  treasurer  of  United  Artists 

Theatres  Corp.  and  Metropolitan  Play- 
houses, a   subsidiary,  is  here  from  New 

York  on  a   two-week  inspection  trip  of 
theatres  owned  by  the  circuit  but  operated 

by  Fox  West  Coast.  This  is  his  first  trip 
since  May,  1937.  He  accompanied  Joseph 
M.  Schenck,  president  and  chairman  of 
both  companies,  from  the  east. 

Nicholas  Schenck  Delays 

Coast  Trip  Indefinitely 
New  York — Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  head 

of  Loew’s,  has  called  off  his  trip  to  the 
coast  indefinitely.  He  is  planning  to  leave 
for  Miami  after  the  first  of  the  year.  He 
has  a   summer  home  at  the  winter  resort 

and  usually  spends  six  to  eight  weeks  there. 

Foreip  Headaches 
Cited  by  Official 

New  York — Main  industry  headaches 

overseas  are  governmental  restrictions, 
high  taxes,  exchange  control,  tightening 
censorship,  and  a   growing  tendency  to 

coddle  feeble  local  film  industries,  ac- 
cording to  Nathan  D.  Golden,  chief  of 

the  motion  picture  division  of  the  bureau 
of  foreign  and  domestic  commerce,  who 

enumerated  the  points  in  an  address  be- 
fore the  motion  picture  class  of  the  school 

of  education  of  New  York  University. 

Despite  that.  Golden  pointed  out,  Amer- 
ican films  are  still  conquering  obstacles 

abroad.  He  emphasized  the  fact  70  to  80 

per  cent  of  the  world’s,  screen  time  is 
occupied  by  American  films  and  that  about 
40  per  cent  of  all  revenues  received  by 

American  producers  is  derived  from  for- 
eign markets. 

Golden  told  the  audience  the  quality  of 

American  product  will,  in  the  long  run, 

overcome  inferior,  nationalistic  produc- 
tions filled  with  excessive  propaganda. 

“Such  propaganda  policies  sometimes  re- 
act in  the  opposite  direction  and  theatre 

patrons  may  become  surfeited  with  that 
type  of  film,  and  a   striking  revulsion  may 

conceivably  come  about  in  the  near  fu- 
ture,” he  said. 

Third  Meet  on  Copyrights 

Scheduled  November  4 
New  York — Third  in  the  series  of  meet- 

ings by  the  committee  on  intellectual  co- 
operation, of  which  Professor  Shotwell  is 

chairman,  to  reach  an  accord  on  copy- 
rights and  map  a   plan  for  entering  the 

Berne  convention,  is  to  be  held  November 
4   at  the  Bar  Association  Bldg.  The  other 

two  sessions  have  been  at  Columbia  Uni- versity. 

All  industries  are  trying  to  get  the 

creators  and  users  of  copyrights  to  agree 

on  a   plan  and  indications,  are  additional 

meetings  will  be  scheduled  before  a   pro- 

gram is  definitely  set  up.  Edward  P.  Kil- 
roe  of  20th  Century-Fox  will  be  among 
those  representing  this  industry  at  the 
next  gathering. 

Redding  Para.  Publicity 

Chief  in  Britain ,   Eire 
New  York  —   Tony  Redding  is  now 

Paramount’s  advertising  and  publicity 
manager  for  Great  Britain  and  Ireland, 
according  to  word  from  London.  George 
H.  Hawkins,  formerly  in  that  post,  has 
reassumed  managership  of  the  ad  sales 

department. 
At  a   London  sales  conference  at  which 

John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  presided  there  were 
present,  Fred  W.  Lange,  general  foreign 
representative;  Henri  Klarsfield,  in 
charge  of  the  French  organization;  Andre 
Olsen,  division  manager  of  Germany  and 
central  Europe,  and  Andre  Ullman,  in 
charge  of  French  theatres  and  Paramount 
studios  in  Joinville. 
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Gone  With  the  Plane 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

David  O.  Selznick,  the  man  with  the  cigarette,  arrives  in  New  York  from  Holly- 
wood, then  goes  with  the  plane  to  Bermuda.  On  the  left,  Mrs.  Selznick.  On  the 

extreme  right,  Lynn  Farnol,  director  of  advertising  and  publicity  for  U A.  In  the 
middle,  Bill  Ornstein,  eastern  editor  of  Boxoffice. 

David  O.  Selznick  Probably  to 

Continue  Release  Through  UA 

New  York — All  indications  point  to 
David  O.  Selznick  continuing  his  releases 

through  United  Artists  on  a   short-term 
deal  which  will  provide  for  six  to  eight 

a   year.  This  was  made  clear  by  the  pro- 
ducer on  his  arrival  from  the  coast  early 

in  the  week  and  prior  to  his  departure 

by  plane  Wednesday  for  a   three -week  com- 
bined business  vacation  in  Bermuda. 

“I  will  most  likely  make  a   new  ar- 
rangement with  UA,”  Selznick  stated. 

Asked  about  reports  of  his  joining  RKO, 
the  producer  said  he  will  discuss  a   deal 
with  this  company  on  his  return  from 

Bermuda,  “but  a   UA  deal  is  much  more 
likely.”  He  added  he  did  not  favor  the 
idea  of  being  in  charge  of  a   studio  with 
the  responsibility  of  40  to  50  pictures  a 

year.” 
“There  is  no  conclusion  on  product  un- 

der the  UA  deal,”  Selznick  asserted,  “and 
it  is  unlikely  there  will  be  a   long  term 

contract.”  The  latter  answer  was  in  re- 
sponse to  a   question  put  to  him  by  a 

Boxoffice  reporter,  asking  whether  a   new 

arrangement  would  be  for  eight  years  to 

tie  in  with  other  UA  producers’  contracts. 
In  a   recent  interview,  Murray  Silver- 

stone,  chairman  of  the  UA  executive  com- 
mittee, stated  he  would  not  consider  deals 

with  any  producers  unless  they  were  for 
eight  years.  He  even  mentioned  Selznick 
in  this  connection. 

Under  the  new  setup  at  his  studios, 
Selznick  is  now  equipped  to  produce  six 
to  eight  a   year  instead  of  four,  he  said. 

"The  entrance  of  Merritt  Hurlburd,  re- 
cently of  the  editorial  staff  of  the  Satur- 

day Evening  Post,  as  associate  producer 

gives  us  an  opportunity  to  step  up  produc- 
tion three  to  four  pictures  a   year. 

“Our  greatest  problem  has  been  de- 
veloping scripts  and  we  now  have  the 

manpower  to  take  care  of  this,”  the  pro- 
ducer went  on.  While  he  is  in  Bermuda, 

Selznick  is  working  with  Jo  Swerling  on 
a   number  of  scripts. 
On  December  1,  the  actress  who  will 

play  the  role  of  Scarlett  O’Hara  will  be 
announced.  Tire  producer  added  he  has 

several  people  in  mind  and,  while  there 

is  a   possibility  “someone  may  come  along,” 
he  will  make  a   definite  decision  on  the 

specified  date.  Production  starts  at  Selz- 

nick International  studios  on  “Gone  With 

the  Wind,”  January  5   and  M-G-M  will 
roadshow  it  next  fall.  It  will  take  four 
months  to  make  the  film. 

All  discussions  on  a   future  releasing 
deal  will  start  after  he  returns  from  Ber- 
muda. 

SI-UA  Deal  May 

Jell  in  Two  Weeks 

New  York — Whether  Selznick  Interna- 
tional renews  its  deal  with  United  Artists 

or  negotiates  a   pact  with  RKO  will  be 
contingent  on  the  talks  that  will  be  held 
when  David  O.  Selznick  returns  from  Ber- 

muda and  John  Hay  Whitney,  chairman 
of  the  board  of  Selznick  International, 
from  England  in  about  two  weeks. 

Assurance  of  the  completion  of  negotia- 
tions at  that  time  is  given  to  Boxoffice 

by  John  Hay  Whitney  who  sails  for  a   two- 
week  business  trip  to  England,  Friday,  on 
the  Cunard  White  Star  liner  Queen  Mary. 

Three  New  Variety 

Tents  Being  Formed 
New  York — Three  new  Variety  Clubs 

will  be  formed,  one  in  New  York,  another 
in  Chicago  and  a   third  in  San  Francisco, 
according  to  John  H.  Harris,  founder  of 
the  national  organization.  With  these 

units,  there  will  be  a   total  of  23  “tents.” 
William  F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  man- 

ager of  M-G-M,  will  be  the  chief  barker 
for  the  local  group  being  sponsored  by 
Bob  Christenberry  of  the  Astor  Hotel, 
where  the  unit  will  headquarter.  Jack 

Flynn,  who  recently  increased  his  M-G-M 
exchange  district,  is  behind  the  move  in 

the  Windy  City.  Ira  Furman,  San  Fran- 
cisco branch  manager  for  M-G-M,  and 

George  A.  Hickey,  west  coast  district  man- 
ager for  the  company,  are  banding  to- 

gether the  coast  theatrical  men  for  the 
“tent”  being  pitched  up  there. 

Harris,  who  has  been  in  town  for  sev- 
eral days  on  the  move,  left  for  Pittsburgh, 

Wednesday.  While  here  he  conferred 
with  the  organizers  and  also  received  ac- 

ceptance from  Rodgers  he  would  take  the 
post  as  chief  barker. 
There  is  a   possibility  that  the  M.  P. 

Associates  may  combine  later  with  the 

Variety  group  as  members  in  the  organi- 
zation have  had  such  a   plan  in  mind  for 

some  time.  That  the  Ampa  will  be  brought 
in  is  seen  as  inevitable  by  some  members. 

Orchestra  Leaders  Agree 
To  Feature  Film  Music 

New  York — Over  100  leading  orchestra 

maestros  have  signified  their  intention  of 

devoting  one  of  their  programs  during  the 

celebration  nationally  of  “Music  Week” 
for  Motion  Pictures  Greatest  Year.  The 

program  of  film  music  will  be  known  as  “A 
Calvacade  of  Motion  Picture  Music.” 
Ascap  has  given  its  endorsement,  music 

publishers,  dealers,  conductors  and  com- 
posers are  cooperating  and  the  event  be- 

gins October  31. 

Grace  Roseniield  Named 

Hal  Roach  Talent  Scout 
New  York — While  he  was  in  town,  Hal 

E.  Roach  appointed  Grace  Rosenfield  east- 
ern talent  scout  in  addition  to  local  pub- 

licity and  advertising  contact  for  Frank 
Seltzer.  The  latter  left  for  Hollywood 

Thursday  after  spending  about  two  weeks 

on  the  opening  of  “There  Goes  My  Heart” 
and  advertising  budgets.  Roach  plans  to 
return  here  in  December,  he  said,  before 
leaving  for  the  coast. 

James  A.  FitzPatrick  to 

Winter  at  M-G-M  Studios 
New  York — James  A.  FitzPatrick,  pro- 

ducer of  TravelTalks  for  M-G-M,  will 
headquarter  at  the  studios  this  winter. 
He  leaves  in  two  weeks  for  Florida  with 
a   Technicolor  crew  to  make  a   short  there 
and  then  will  head  for  Culver  City. 
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UA  Stockholders' Meeting  Not  Set 

Films  Product  of 

"American  Spirit" 
New  York — “The  American  motion  pic- 

ture is  distinctly  the  product  of  the 
American  spirit.  It  is  as  indigenous  to 

this  country  as  the  American  Eagle.” 
These  words  by  Will  H.  Hays,  spoken  be- 

fore an  audience  of  3,000  assembled  at  the 

Waldorf-Astoria  Hotel  for  the  Herald- 
Tribune  Forum,  formed  the  nucleus  of  an 

address  entitled  “Keeping  the  Mind  of  the 
Nation  Young  by  Motion  Pictures.” 

Katherine  Hepburn  was  also  a   speaker. 

She  followed  Hays  and  assailed  film  cen- 
sorship. 

Hays’  note  was  the  place  of  the  indus- 
try “in  keeping  the  mind  of  the  nation 

young.”  He  strove  to  impress  its  obliga- 
tion as  “a  force  in  the  community  .   .   . 

the  ethics  and  responsibilities  under  which 
its  service  must  be  rendered. 

“As  the  child  of  America’s  free  institu- 
tions it  acknowledges  its  obligation  of  high 

service  and  its  responsibility  for  proper 
conduct  to  the  parents  which  gave  it 

birth.” 

The  MPPDA  head  saw  films  as  “more 
than  a   mere  mechanism  to  reproduce  for 

both  eye  and  ear.” 
Films  Challenge  Prejudice 

“Each  year,”  he  declared,  “a  relatively 
larger  number  of  the  better  motion  pic- 

tures whets  the  intellectual  curiosity,  fires 
the  imagination,  and  inspires  those  who 

see  them  to  higher  endeavor.  Such  pic- 
tures, through  theme  and  treatment,  chal- 
lenge the  encrusting  prejudices  of  age. 

Through  such  by-products  of  entertain- 
ment, the  motion  picture  is  steadily  be- 

coming a   school  of  all  the  people,  a   na- 
tional forum,  a   significant  institution  of 

popular  culture.  When  invention  created 

the  moving  picture  ...  it  brought  a   uni- 
versal means  of  expression  greater  in 

force  and  in  beauty  than  any  agency 
theretofore  developed. 

“Today  the  motion  picture,  as  we  know 
it  in  our  theatres,  is  a   symbol  of  that  lib- 

erty upon  which  our  democracy  is  founded. 
Its  recreational  service  is  a   distinct  con- 

tribution to  the  guarantee  of  that  democ- 
racy. That  service  will  be  maintained  by 

the  vigilance  and  cooperation  of  the 
American  people.  The  understanding  of 
this  mutuality  of  interest  and  obligation 
is  important. 

“From  the  point  of  view  of  a   pure  Col- 
lectivist or  a   real  Totalitarian  this  theme 

of  opportunity  means  exactly  nothing;  it 
simply  does  not  make  sense.  We  had  bet- 

ter see  that  it  does  in  America  if  democ- 

racy is  to  survive.” 

Recognizes  Patron  “Concern” 

In  recognizing  the  “concern”  over  what 
85,000,000  persons  each  week  see  on  Ameri- 

can screens,  Hays  acknowledged  that  they 

“desire  neither  political  censorship  nor 
the  substitution  of  advertising  for  the 

screen’s  primary  function  of  entertain- 
ment. Our  screen  is  a   free  medium,  and 

we  must  keep  it  free.” 
Touching  on  a   touchy  subject,  Hays 

commented:  “Today  there  is  no  event  in 
history  and  no  incident  in  modern  life 
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20th-Fox  Is  Up  350 
On  Contracts 

New  York — Sales  contracts  lor  the 

current  season  are  350  ahead  ol  last 

year  at  the  same  time  at  20th  Century- 
Fox,  which  has  9,300.  Last  year  there 

was  a   total  of  11,200  pacts  sold. 

that  cannot  be  shown  upon  the  screen. 
The  only  requirement  of  an  enlightened 
public  is  that  it  be  shown  in  good  taste. 
And  no  abuse  of  art  as  an  alibi,  and  no 
license  masquerading  as  liberty  will  alter 

that.” 
Miss  Hepburn  said  she  was  “anxious” 

to  bring  out  several  things  “in  defense  of 
that  much  maligned  industry  of  motion 

pictures.” She  recognized  the  work  of  talented  pro- 
ducers, writers  and  directors  in  Hollywood 

as  well  as  the  bankers,  the  combination 

of  which  evolves  in  “a  mad  effort  day  and 
night  to  give  the  public  what  it  wants. 

“But,”  she  challenged,  “let  a   movie  try 
to  depict  a   situation  in  which  we  are  all 

involved  now;  let  a   movie  try  to  wake  peo- 
ple up  to  their  own  plight  and  suggest  a 

way  out;  let  a   movie  try  to  present  a 
moral,  economic,  or  political  problem  of 
today  honestly  and  simply,  and  they  are 
advised  to  hear  nothing,  say  nothing,  do 
nothing.  They  are  sent  scurrying  back 
to  the  shelves  to  revamp  the  old  story  of 

boy-meets-girl.  We  are  all  creatures  of 
habit;  if  we  are  fed  on  innocuous  plati- 

tudes, we  do  not  develop  mentally  or 
morally.  Is  it  wise  that  such  an  important 
instrument  of  public  enlightenment  be 
stifled? 

“You  who  are  largely  responsible  for 
the  growth  and  development  of  the  men 
and  women  of  tomorrow,  must  be  very 
careful  that  in  an  effort  to  protect  your 

children’s  morals  you  do  not  cripple  their 
minds,”  she  admonished. 

New  York — When  ITOA  directors  met 

with  Local  306  delegates,  the  latter  de- 
manded a   48  per  cent  increase  and  two 

weeks’  vacation  with  pay  for  operators. 
This  is  a   picture  of  the  first  parley.  ITOA 
meets  Wednesday  to  discuss  terms  with 
its  membership,  following  which  another 
meeting  with  union  representatives  will 
be  held. 

New  York — No  date  has  ben  fixed  for 

the  annual  stockholders’  meeting  this  year, 
states  Maurice  Silverstone,  chairman  of 
the  executive  committee  of  UA.  Although 

the  company  is  “doing  very  well,”  no  fig- 
ures are  available.  He  has  not  yet  set 

plans  for  his  trip  abroad.  The  coast  jaunt, 

expected  around  Christmas,  is  out  from 

present  indications. 
Discussing  the  proposed  theatre  merger 

in  England  in  which  Oscar  Deutsch  is 

participating,  Silvei'stone  holds  that,  while 
UA  has  a   half  interest  in  Odeon,  whatever 
Deutsch  does  will  receive  approval  by  the 

company  board. 

Skouras  Starts  Survey 

Trip  Within  Two  Weeks 
New  York  —   Spyros  Skouras,  accom- 

panied by  home  office  National  Theatres 
executives,  will  make  a   tour  of  divisional 
headquarters  in  the  field  in  the  next  two 
or  three  weeks.  It  is  his  regular  trip  to 

check  up  on  operations.  He  usually  covers 
the  five  key  points  in  two  weeks,  using 
the  skyways  as  his  mode  of  travel. 

Paramount  Partners  Meet 
Will  Be  Set  After  Xmas 
New  York — Date  for  the  annual  meet- 

ing of  Paramount  partners  will  be  set 
after  Christmas,  according  to  Y.  Frank 

Freeman,  operating  head  for  the  circuit. 

Hollywood  and  New  Orleans  are  being  dis- 
cussed as  probable  sites.  The  meeting. 

Freeman  adds,  most  likely  will  be  held 
in  the  spring  on  the  coast. 

- — Metropolitan  Photos 

Reading  from  left  to  right,  Frank  Rud- 

dock, vice-president,  306;  Joe  Kelben, 

union  delegate;  John  Manheimer,  execu- 
tive secretary,  ITOA;  Abe  Cohen,  Acme 

Theatre;  Stanley  Lawton,  Wallack  and 

Lyric;  Hyman  Rachmil,  Rachmil  &   Katz; 

Charles  Beckman,  union  delegate;  Wal- 
lace Burns,  ditto;  Jack  Teitler,  the  same. 
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B   R   O   A   ID)  W   A   Y 
'J'HE  Harry  M.  Warners  leave  for  the 

coast  in  a   few  days  after  stopping  at 

the  Waldorf-Astoria  .   .   .   Bob  Taplinger 

planed  back  to  the  coast  after  arranging 

details  for  the  world  premiere  of  “Broth- 
er Rat.”  Marc  Lachman  was  in  Wash- 

ington to  handle  the  special  screening 

of  “Submarine  Patrol”  held  at  the  Press 

Club  on  Navy  Day.  Trade  press  represen- 

tatives were  guests  at  an  Annapolis  screen- 
ing three  days  later  .   .   .   Ann  Miller,  RKO 

player,  featured  in  “Room  Service”  and 

“Tarnished  Angel,”  is  making  a   personal 
appearance  at  the  Paramount. 

Among  the  arrivals  on  the  Cunard  White 

Star  liner  Queen  Mary  Wednesday  will  be 

Earle  W.  Hammons,  new  Grand  National 

president  .   .   .   Bernice  Gobel,  of  the  Co- 

lumbia publicity  staff,  is  vacationing  in 

New  Jersey  .   .   .   N.  L.  Nathanson,  head  of 

Famous  Players  Canadian,  was  in  town 

during  the  week  to  sit  in  on  conferences 

over  the  reneival  of  Republic’s  British 
franchise  .   .   .   Joe  Bernhard  and  Moe 

Silver  patronizing  the  Astor  cigar  counter 

.   .   .   Minnie  Dupree,  veteran  stage  actress, 

is  back  in  town.  Her  first  motion  pic- 

ture role  is  in  “The  Young  in  Heart.’’ 

Mrs.  Nate  Blumberg  lunching  at  the 

Algonquin.  Glimpsed  there  at  the  same 

time:  Gabriel  L.  Hess,  Louis  Phillips,  Bela 

Blau,  Dave  Palfreyman  ...  At  Lindy’s 
for  the  noonday  respite:  Joe  Moskowitz, 

George  Dembow,  Joe  Pincus,  Jack  Cohn, 

Nate  Spingold,  Toby  Gruen  and  Archie 

Mayo  who  drives  to  Mexico  in  a   few  days. 

Thereafter,  he  returns  to  Hollywood  to 

await  a   directorial  assignment  from  Sam 

Goldwyn  .   .   .   Joe  Stein  back  from  Port- 

land where  he  attended  his  father’s  fu- 
neral .   .   .   Henry  Ginsberg,  vice-president 

and  general  manager  of  Selznick  Inter- 

national, in  town  because  of  his  mother’s 
illness.  The  Ginsbergs,  incidentally,  are 

expecting  again  .   .   .   London  mailbag 

reports  Eddie  Klein  had  an  attack  of  the 

flu.  He’s  well  again  and  that  relieves  Mrs. 
Eddie  who  is  still  on  these  shores  .   .   . 

A1  Sherman  postcards  regards  to  the  col- 
lective Boxoffice  staff  and  all  others 

within  range. 

Charlie  Goetz  is  in  Pittsburgh  for  a   few 

days  and  from  there  heads  for  Chicago 

to  spend  two  weeks  looking  over  radio 

and  night  clubs  for  talent  for  20 th-Fox 

.   .   .   Christine  Gray,  Bill  Powers’  secre- 
tary, got  back  the  other  day  on  the  Brit- 

tanic  after  a   three-week  vacation  in  Eng- 
land, Scotland  and  Ireland  .   .   .   T.  Keith 

Glennan,  Paramount  studio  operations 

manager,  and  three  assistants  are  in  town 

.   .   .   Bob  Mochrie  is  back  in  town  from 

Atlanta  .   .   .   Flora  Robson,  British  actress, 

is  en  route  to  the  Samuel  Goldwyn  stu- 

dios to  appear  in  “Wuthering  Heights.” 

Joe  Vogel  and  Oscar  A.  Doob,  when 

they  go  to  lunch  at  the  Astor,  have  spe- 
cial police  escorts  for  crossing  45th  St. 

and  Broadway  .   .   .   Jack  Warner  jr.,  back 

from  the  other  side  in  advance  of  his  dad, 

is  taking  in  all  the  sights  in  town  .   .   . 

Rube  Jackter,  Max  Weisfeldt  and  Lou 

Weinberg  were  in  Pittsburgh  for  the  week- 
end on  a   three-fold  purpose:  One,  the 

Variety  Club  jamboree;  two,  golf;  three, 

the  Fordham-Pitt  game  .   .   .   Edgar  < Butch) 
Moss  was  in  from  Philadelphia  the  other 

afternoon,  visited  the  home  office  and 

showed  off  his  green  suit.  The  boys  dis- 

covered the  lapels  didn’t  match,  the  left 
being  larger  than  the  right  .   .   .   Harry 

Goetz  will  be  going  coastwise  in  another 

three  weeks  .   .   .   Haskell  Masters,  Ca- 
nadian UA  district  manager,  was  in  for 

a   few  days  on  the  Famous  Players  Ca- 
nadian deal. 

Erich  Pommer’s  picture,  “Vessel  of 

Heads  the  Drive 

W.  G.  Van  Schmus,  managing  direc- 

tor of  the  Music  Hall,  is  chairman  of 

a   motion  picture  committee  formed  to 

campaign  in  the  annual  membership 

Roll  Call  of  the  New  York  chapter  of 

the  American  Red  Cross.  The  drive 

will  get  under  way  on  Armistice  Day 

and  terminate  with  Thanksgiving . 

Wrath,”  is  being  distributed  by  Para- 
mount throughout  the  western  hemisphere 

as  “The  Beachcomber.”  Incidentally ,   the 

producer’s  son,  Hans,  is  working  with  the 
William  K.  Howard  unit  at  Astoria  as 

second  assistant  director  .   .   .   Leo  Pillot 

is  in  Kansas  City  for  the  opening  of 

“Dark  Rapture”  at  the  Esquire  and  Up- 
town. From  there  he  goes  to  Syracuse  .   .   . 

Danielle  Darrieux  has  been  delayed 

abroad  due  to  illness  and  will  not  sail 

for  Hollywood  until  after  the  first  of  the 

year  .   .   .   Sam  Jaffe  is  back  from  the 

coast  after  appearing  in  “Gunga  Din.” 

Joe  Parlante,  formerly  of  the  Ritz,  Lynd- 
hurst,  is  now  managing  the  Orpheum, 

Jersey  City  for  Rosenblatt  &   Welt  .   .   . 

George  Skouras  says  he  isn’t  going  to 
Detroit  next  week  on  the  reported  deal 

whereby  he  and  his  brother,  Spyros,  are 

to  take  over  the  Fox  under  a   reorganiza- 
tion plan  .   .   .   Milton  Berle  finds  time  on 

his  ambles  along  Broadway  to  get  ac- 
quainted with  the  kiddies  ...  I.  Welt,  his 

daughter,  Naomi,  and  Betty  Rosenblatt 
spent  the  weekend  at  Atlantic  City  .   .   . 

Lee  Clair,  George  J.  Schaefer’s  secretary, 
has  joined  him  at  RKO  ...  I.  Cohen,  man- 

ager for  M-G-M  in  the  Philippines,  is 
visiting  here  again. 

Stanley  Jacques,  Cincinnati  manager 

for  RKO,  was  in  town  for  a   home  office 

meeting  the  other  day  .   .   .   Walter  Bibo 

has  opened  the  Atlas  Film  Exchange  in 

the  Godfrey  Bldg.  He  has  a   Spanish  pic- 
ture which  starts  at  the  World  shortly 

.   .   .   Maurice  N.  Wolff,  New  Haven  and 

Boston  district  manager  for  M-G-M,  con- 
ferred with  Bill  Rodgers,  Wednesday  .   .   . 

William  F.  Crockett,  the  Virginia  Beach 

exhibitor,  bought  his  wife  a   musical  pow- 
der box  before  leaving  town.  The  music  is 

none  other  than  “Gee,  But  I   Hate  to  Get 

Up  in  the  Morning.” 

Hal  Horne  sailed  Friday  on  the  lie  de 

France  for  a   visit  to  England,  France, 

Switzerland,  Belgium,  Holland,  Sweden, 

Poland  and  Italy.  While  in  London  he 

will  meet  Phil  Reisman,  RKO  foreign 

head,  who  is  due  back  shortly  .   .   .   On 
the  same  boat  are  Lili  Damita,  Edward 

Everett  Horton.  Mrs.  Eric  von  Stroheim 

and  Richard  Oppell,  Canadian  representa- 
tive for  Walt  Disney  .   .   .   Frank  C.  Gilbert, 

Altec  chief  engineer,  is  coastbound  .   .   . 

L.  W.  Conrow,  head  of  the  same  com- 
pany, is  in  Oklahoma  City  for  the  MPTOA 

confab. 

Leonard  Schlesinger,  Warner  theatre 

executive,  will  be  tendered  a   bachelor  din- 
ner at  the  Ritz  Tower,  Wednesday  eve- 

ning. He  will  be  married  Thursday  to  Rose 

Coyle  of  Philadelphia  .   .   .   Roland  Young 
has  returned  to  the  coast  .   .   .   William  F. 

Rodgers,  Tom  Connors  and  E.  M.  Sanders 

were  among  the  main-stemmers  at  the 
Variety  Club  dinner  in  Pittsburgh,  Sunday 

night.  Connors  was  figuring  on  going  on 

to  the  MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma 

City.  Rodgers  didn’t  think  he  could  make 
it  ..  .   George  Trendle  of  Detroit  was  a 
visitor  to  Y.  Frank  Freeman.  Hunter  Perry, 

Paramount  partner  in  Virginia,  is  ex- 
pected in  during  the  week. 

John  Manheimer’s  blood  pressure  has 

dropped  from  230  to  170  in  two  weeks.  He’s 
been  retiring  at  10  p.  m.  every  night  to 

attain  this  .   .   .   Lester  Isaacs  gathered 

about  500  Loew  projectionists  at  the  Astor 

Hotel.  Sunday  evening,  for  a   midnight  get- 
together  .   .   .   Ted  Arnow,  formerly  of  the 

home  office  publicity  staff,  has  been  given 

a   similar  assignment  at  four  Loew  West- 
chester houses  .   .   .   Talk  about  early  birds 

— the  ITOA  has  already  set  March  25  in 

the  new  year  for  its  fifth  annual  Movie 

Ball  at  the  Hotel  Astor  .   .   .   Charlie  Cohen 

is  just  teeming  with  excitement  over  the 

new  rug  in  the  apartment. 

AMP  A   doings:  Guest  of  honor  was 

Maurice  Silverstone,  chairman  of  the 

executive  committee  of  United  Artists,  who 

paid  tribute  to  the  democratic  principles 
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UA  Finds  Four  Reasons  to  Serve  Cocktails 

Here  they  are.  Because  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.  appears  in  “The  Young  in  Heart..’’  Because  Patsy  Kelly  has  cafeteria  trouble  in 
“There  Goes  My  Heart."  Because  Roland  Young  is  not  only  in  “The  Young  in  Heart”  but  also  in  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip.”  Be- 

cause Ann  Sothern  plays  a   lead  in  “Trade  Winds.”  The  place  was  two  floors  above  the  Rainbow  Room  which  is  65  floors  above 
the  street  level  anyway. 

Here  Arthur  W.  Kelly,  now  on  the 

high  seas,  Italy  bomid,  converses  with 
Young. 

Here  it's  Fairbanks  photographed  with 
Harry  D.  Buckley,  a   UA  vice-presi- 
dent. 

— Photos  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

Finally,  Lynn  Farnol  thanking  a   guest 
for  showing  up. 

of  this  country  and  urged  the  assembled 

members  as  “standard  bearers  of  the  in- 
dustry to  fight  for  the  preservation  of 

those  ideals.”  Hugh  Herbert  clicked  with 

his  “screwball”  delivery  of  some  good 
gags.  Ruth  Texas,  a   Texas  Rangerette, 

sang  the  songs  of  Texas  attired  in  a   cute 

cowboy  outfit.  Henry  Santrey,  her  man- 
ager, Mitchell  Rawson  a?id  Paul  Lazarus 

were  the  other  dais  figures. 

The  UA  contingent  turned  out  strong. 
Grouped  around  the  tables  were  Arthur 

W.  Kelly,  Jim  Mulvey,  Harry  Buckley, 

Harry  Gold,  Lynn  Farnol,  Monroe  Green- 
thal,  Haskell  Masters,  Ben  Washer.  Also 

present:  Billy  Ferguson,  Gordon  White, 

Capt.  Harold  Auten,  Ruth  Weisberg,  Grace 

Rosenfeld,  Peg  Goldberg,  Irwin  Shapiro, 

Arche  Mayer,  E.  A.  Blatt,  Hortense  Sliorr, 

Mike  Vogel,  Joe  Gallagher,  A1  Stocker  and 

others.  New  dining  quarters  are  in  the 

Astor  Grill.  Comment:  Nice  and  cozy  but 

too  many  mirrored  pillars  in  front  of  the 

speaker’s  table.  Next  meeting  is  scheduled 
in  two  weeks. 

Edmund  Grainger,  Universal  producer, 

is  here  on  his  first  New  York  visit  in 

some  years.  He  traveled  east  with  his 

mother,  Mrs.  James  R.  Grainger,  and  ex- 
pects to  remain  here  two  weeks  .   .   .   Bob 

Gillham  is  in  Hollywood  with  other  top- 
flight Paramount  executives  out  of  New 

Yotrk  .   .   .   Another  Eddie  Grainger,  the 

Mort  Shea  partner,  is  on  a   swing  of  some 

of  the  circuit  houses  again  .   .   .   John 
Abbott  has  been  devoting  part  of  his  time 

to  broadcasting  over  WQXR  .   .   .   George 

Dembow,  Bill  Powers  and  Jack  Sullivan 
a   luncheon  threesome  at  the  Plaza  .   .   . 

Murray  Silverstone  also  there  on  the  same 

day,  then  walking  to  his  office  through 
the  rain. 

Florence  Browning  is  becoming  a   rug- 

( Continued  on  page  24-B) 
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To  Study  Advances 
In  Cinematography 

Detroit — Recent  improvements  and  ad- 

vances in  the  technical  field  of  cinema- 

tography will  occur  members  of  the  So- 
ciety of  M.  P.  Engineers  who  are  gathered 

at  the  Statler  Hotel  here  for  the  23rd 

fall  convention  opening  Monday. 

Sound  recording  both  film  and  disc, 
lighting  problems  of  theatres  and  studios., 
recording  and  reproduction,  and  other 
miscellaneous  topics  will  be  presented  and 

discussed  at  the  various  symposiums  dur- 
ing the  three-day  sessions. 

E.  A.  Williford  of  the  National  Carbon 

Co.,  as  president,  heads  the  SMPE’s  slate 
of  officers  for  the  1939  season.  The  rest 
of  the  nominees  includes:  N.  Levinson  of 

Warner,  executive  vice-president:  A.  S. 
Dickinson  of  the  MPPDA,  financial  vice- 
president;  J.  I.  Crabtree  of  Eastman 

Kodak,  editorial  vice-president;  J.  Frank 
jr.,  of  National  Theatre  Supply,  secretary; 
L.  W.  Davee  of  Erpi,  treasurer,  and  G. 
Friedl  jr.,  of  International  Projector,  A. 
N.  Goldsmith,  H.  G.  Tasker,  Paramount, 
governors. 

Among  the  technical  papers  is  one  by 

R.  R.  McMath  of  the  University  of  Michi- 
gan on  the  photographing  of  celestial 

phenomena,  and  a   description  by  E.  R. 
Johnson  of  some  work  on  underwater 

cinematography.  The  Projection  Practice 

Committee’s  report  deals  with  a   proposed 
revision  of  the  NFA  “Regulations  for 
Handling  Nitrocellulose  Motion  Picture 

Film.” 
Plans  for  “Dead”  Studios 

S.  K.  Wolf,  president  of  the  society, 
will  describe  a   machine  for  producing 

reverberation  artificially,  a   process  that 

may  prove  of  value  to  the  studios  in  im- 

parting a   “live”  quality  to  sounds  record- 
ed in  more  or  less  “dead”  studios.  F.  G. 

Albin  will  describe  a   silent  wind  machine 

and  J.  E.  Robbins  a   silent  variable-speed 
treadmill. 

G.  L.  Beers,  E.  W.  Engstrom  and  I.  G. 
Maloff  of  RCA,  and  I.  J.  Kaar  of  General 

Electric  will  discuss  motion  picture  prob- 
lems in  television. 

Papers  on  various  aspects  of  sound  re- 
cording will  be  presented  by  W.  H.  Of- 

fenhauser,  of  the  Berndt-Maurer  Co.; 
H.  J.  Hasbrouck,  of  RCA;  F.  Durst,  of 
International  Projector,  and  R.  O.  Strock, 
of  Eastern  Service  Studios,  and  others. 

Two  awards  will  be  made  at  the  ban- 
quet to  be  held  on  the  closing  night  of 

the  convention.  The  annual  Journal  award 

of  $50  will  be  presented  to  the  author  who 

has  contributed  the  most  outstanding  pa- 
per during  1937.  The  other,  the  Progress 

Award  of  the  Society,  is  conferred  on  the 
individual  in  recognition  of  any  invention, 

research,  or  development  which  has  re- 
sulted in  a   significant  advance  in  the 

development  of  motion  picture  tech- 
nology. 

Hollywood  has  been  selected  as  the  site 
of  the  spring  1939  convention,  and  New 
York  for  the  1939  fall  convention. 

New  Fox  Movietone  Stage 

Really  Something  to  See 

Fox  Movietone  studios  in  New  York 

opened  a   new  stage  the  other  day. 
Bottles  were  opened  at  the  same  time 
and  a   photographer  was  around  to 
watch  things  pop.  For  instance,  here 
he  caught  Truman  H.  Talley,  who 

produces  shorts  for  20th-Fox;  W.  C. 
Michel,  executive  vice-president  of  the 

company,  and  Lew  Lehr,  comic  news- 
reel commentator. 

Also  William  J.  Kupper,  western  sales 

manager  for  20 th-Fox,  and  Felix  Jen- 
kins, head  of  the  legal  department. 

New  York — Fox  Movietone’s  new  large 
stage  addition  over  at  West  53rd  St.  is 

something  to  see.  The  crowd  that  gath- 
ered for  the  opening  huddled  around  the 

bar  so  as  not  to  be  lost  on  the  huge 

floor.  Flags  decorated  the  interior  white 
walls.  A   band  with  a   girl  accordionist 
supplied  the  music.  And  Truman  Talley, 
generalissimo  of  the  Fox  Movietone  forces, 
beamed  with  pleasure. 

Five  minutes  after  the  opening,  Talley 

whispered  to  your  reporter  that  he  re- 
ceived the  following  suggestions  on  what 

to  do  with  the  floor  space: 

1 

—

 

 

Convert  
it  into  

an  indoor  
skating 

rink. 

2 

—

 

 

Courts  
for  tennis,  

squash  
or  bad- 

minton. 

3 

—

 

 

One  
unnamed  

said  
it  was  

an  ideal 

Five  WB  Directors 

Named  to  Continue 
New  York — Stanleigh  P.  Friedman, 

Samuel  Carlisle,  Charles  S.  Guggenhei- 
mer,  Morris  Wolf  and  Sam  E.  Morris  have 
been  renominated  to  continue  as  Warner 

board  members  for  two  more  years.  Stock- 
holders will  take  action  December  12  in 

Wilmington.  Only  those  stockholders  on 
record  as  of  November  2   can  vote. 

In  a   statement  sent  to  stockholders, 
Robert  W.  Perkins,  secretary,  states  the 

expense  for  soliciting  proxies  for  the  an- 
nual meeting  will  total  $6,000.  The  letter 

further  adds  that,  as  of  October  15,  four 
of  the  five  directors  held  securities  in 

the  company,  Guggenheimer  having  none. 
Carlisle  is  listed  as  owner  of  700  shares  of 

common;  Friedman,  600  common  stock  and 

$41,000  of  certificates  of  deposit  for  op- 
tional 6   per  cent  convertible  debentures; 

Morris,  3,000  common  and  $40,000  deben- 

tures; Wolf,  1,1161/2  shares  of  common 
and  $2,000  debentures. 

No  other  business  is  slated  for  the  an- 
nual meeting,  according  to  the  notice 

to  stockholders.  It  is  stated  therein  that 

“pursuant  to  the  provisions  of  the  cer- 
tificate of  incorporation,  the  entire  vot- 

ing power  for  the  election  of  a   major- 
ity of  the  board  of  directors  is  at  present 

vested  in  the  preferred  stock.  Six  di- 
rectors, constituting  such  a   majority,  were 

elected  by  preferred  stockholders  Dec.  13, 

1937,  to  serve  for  two  years.” 

Schine  Signs  Monogram 

New  York — The  Schine  Circuit  has  pur- 

chased Monogram’s  new  season  product 
for  its  situations  in  the  Buffalo,  Cleve- 

land and  Cincinnati  territories.  Harry 
Berkson,  Buffalo  branch  manager,  closed 
the  deal. 

place  to  store  vice-presidents  in  charge  of 
production. 

It  really  is  a   nice  place,  however,  and 
includes  four  stages  of  varying  sizes  for 

any  kind  of  production,  including  Techni- 
color. There  are  four  Mirrorphonic  and 

High  Fidelity  sound  projection  rooms  fur- 
nished for  the  screening  and  editing. 

There  also  is  a   swimming  pool  with  an 
underwater  camera  compartment. 

Those  who  came  to  look  and  drink  their 

respects  included:  Herman  Wobber,  Wil- 
liam Kupper,  Bill  Gehring,  Eddie  Collins, 

W.  C.  Michel,  Sidney  Towell,  J.  P.  O’Logh- 
lin,  E.  J.  Lomba,  Roger  Ferri,  Jack  Sich- 
elman,  Arch  Reeves,  Earl  Wingart,  H.  G. 
Christiansen,  Jack  Skirball,  Charles  E. McCarthy. 

Also  Paul  Terry,  Harvey  Day,  William 
Weiss,  L.  W.  Conrow,  G.  L.  Carrington, 

Conde  Nast,  Dick  Brady,  Jules  E.  Brula- 
tour,  Lowell  Thomas,  Frank  Nugent,  Ben 

Crisler,  Ben  Blake,  Lew  Lehr,  James  Fitz- 
patrick, Felix  Jenkins,  E.  I.  Sponable, 

Vyvyan  Donner,  Harold  McCracken,  D.  E. 

Hyndman,  Jack  Eaton,  John  Wood,  Bev- 
erly Jones,  Charles  Muller,  Edward  Mack, 

Morris  Kinzler  and  Irving  Lesser. 
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To  Ask  AT&T  Probe 

Of  Next  Congress 

Washington  —   Exhuming  the  five-vol- 

ume “proposed  report”  of  Commissioner 
Paul  A.  Walker,  sent  to  Congress,  April  1, 

last,  the  federal  communications  commis- 
sion is  preparing  to  complete  its  investiga- 
tion of  the  American  Telephone  &   Tele- 

graph Co.  by  writing  a   formal  report  and 
recommendations  to  be  submitted  when 

Congress  convenes  next  January. 

With  the  impartiality  for  which  it  has 

long  been  noted  and  criticised,  the  com- 
mission has  given  the  telephone  company 

30  days  in  which  to  file  briefs  on  the 

Walker  report — the  first  opportunity  that 
organization  has  had  to  participate  in  the 
investigation  in  any  role  other  than  that 
of  the  goat,  it  having  been  denied  the 

privilege  of  cross-examination  and  re- 
buttal during  the  hearings. 

Much  of  the  time  of  the  investigation 

was  devoted  to  a   study  of  AT&T  activi- 
ties in  motion  pictures  through  Erpi,  and 

the  report  held  that  while  research  ac- 
tivity in  the  field  of  communications 

which  results  in  the  development  of 

patents  applicable  in  non-communications 
fields  should  not  be  discouraged,  it  was 

recommended  that  such  patents  and  de- 
velopments should  be  made  available  on 

the  open  market  by  licensing  others  to 
exploit  them. 

This,  it  was  explained,  would  mean  that 

“attempts  by  the  Bell  System  to  control  or 
exploit,  through  research  and  the  activi- 

ties of  Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc., 

or  other  subsidiaries,  and  patent  protec- 
tion activities,  developments  in  non-com- 

munications fields  should  be  prevented.” 
A   whole  chapter  of  the  proposed  report 

is  devoted  to  an  outline  of  the  activities  of 

the  telephone  company  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry,  through  Western  Electric 

Company  and  later  through  Erpi. 

The  latter,  it  was  pointed  out,  serviced 
as  many  as  4,122  theatres  in  1930,  from 

which  it  secured  a   gross  revenue  of  $5,- 
526.000  and  a   net  profit  of  $1,103,000,  al- 

though by  1936,  although  it  serviced  4,571 

houses,  its  gross  revenue  slipped  to  $1,- 
190.000  and  the  net  profit  to  $129,700. 
Also,  Commissioner  Walker  found,  Erpi 

was  actively  engaged  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture field  in  other  directions,  setting  up 

producing  companies  and  studios,  and 

organizing  a   consultation  service  in  con- 
nection with  production,  as  well  as  offer- 

ing financial  assistance  to  producers  and 
exhibitors. 

Contract  provisions  and  practices  of  the 
company  led  to  the  institution  of  much 
litigation,  it  was  disclosed,  there  being  22 
suits  with  claims  totaling  $175,281,675 
pending  on  November  17,  1936,  some  of 

which  were  later  settled  in  Erpi’s  favor. 
In  1937,  Erpi  began  to  restrict  its  di- 

rect exploitation  of  the  sound  picture 

field,  granting  non-exclusive  licenses  in 
September  of  that  year  under  which  Gen- 

eral Theatres  Equipment  Company  and 
Motiograph,  Inc.,  were  to  manufacture, 
lease  and  sell  reproduction  apparatus,  and 

transferring  to  the  Altec  Service  Corpora- 
tion in  December  its  service  agreements. 

Kansas  to  N.  Y. 

Sam  Sax,  Vitaphone  production  chief, 

greets  Charles  Boulton  who  won  sec- 

ond prize  in  the  “Your  True  Adven- 
tures” contest  and  so  came  to  New 

York  from  Belle  Plain,  Kas.,  as  his 

just  reward.  It  was  for  a   story  called 

“Danger — High  Voltage.” 

Altec  was  organized  by  former  Erpi  em- 

ployees. “The  effect  these  transactions 
will  have  on  Erpi’s  direct  exploitation  of 
the  reproducing  apparatus  field  has  not 
been  determined  because  of  their  recent 

occurrence,”  the  report  commented. 

Summarizing  the  situation,  Commis- 

sioner Walker  held  that  “the  strong  fi- 
nancial and  patent  position  of  the  Bell 

System  may  be  used  to  exploit  non-com- 
munications activities  practically  without 

limitation. 

“The  scope  of  this  type  of  activity,”  he 
told  the  commission,  “is  illustrated  by  the 
activities  of  Erpi  in  the  sound  motion  pic- 

ture field.  Erpi,  backed  by  American 
Company  resources,  has  acquired  and 
operated  motion  picture  studios,  financed 
the  installation  of  reproducing  equipment, 
assisted  financially  in  the  production  of 
motion  pictures  to  promote  the  use  of  the 
equipment  manufactured  by  the  Western 
Electric  Company  and  to  retard  activities 
of  competitors,  and  in  one  instance  loaned 
$15,000,000  to  the  Fox  Film  interests  to 
assist  the  latter  in  acquiring  additional 

theatres  which  would  increase  Erpi  reve- 
nues as  well  as  maintain  the  Fox  interests 

as  a   real  competitor  in  the  industry  allied 

with  Erpi,  to  fortify  the  latter’s  relations 
with  other  producers. 

Total  Independents 
In  Drive  Over  7,100 

New  York — With  46  new  pledges,  rang- 

ing from  300  to  1,500-seat  houses,  coming 
in  this  week,  total  independent  theatres  in 

the  industry,  drive  is  just  over  the  7,- 
100  mark,  according  to  general  committee 
records. 

Governors  of  30  states  have  issued  proc- 
lamations endorsing  the  drive.  The  latest 

is  from  Gov.  Philip  E.  LaFollette  of  Wis- 
consin, calling  for  the  observance  of  the 

week  of  November  13  to  19  as  Motion  Pic- 
ture Week.  There  are  now  120  cities  that 

have  issued  proclamations  calling  for  local 
celebrations. 

On  Monday  evening  the  first  of  special 

programs  to  celebrate  “Music  Week”  gets 
under  way.  More  than  150  of  the  fore- 

most orchestra  leaders  in  night  clubs,  the- 
atres and  on  the  air  will  present  numerous 

hits  associated  with  films  of  the  past  two 
decades. 

The  general  committee  is  confidant  of 
acquiring  a   valuable  index  to  public  tastes 

in  films  through  the  50-word  statements 
required  as  tie-breakers  in  the  Movie  Quiz 
contest.  Early  returns  seem  to  indicate 
preferences  lie  in  the  direction  of  homely 

themes  of  American  life  and  action  pic- 
tures. Altogether  there  are  expected  sev- 

eral million  50-word  letters  giving  indi- 
vidual preferences. 

Postal  authorities  here  are  investigat- 
ing circulars  picked  up  in  Richmond,  Va., 

purporting  to  furnish  solutions  to  the  con- 
test. It  is  said  there  may  be  a   basis  for 

action  against  Contest  Service,  distribu- 
tors of  the  tipster  sheets. 

Testimonial  Is  Tendered 

C.  K.  Stern  at  the  Astor 
New  York — Charles  K.  Stern,  assistant 

treasurer  of  Loew's,  Saturday  night  was 
tendered  a   testimonial  dinner  at  the  Astor 

by  Prudence  Lodge,  1066.  Louis  Nizer 
acted  as  master  of  ceremonies.  William 

Ferguson  of  M-G-M’s  home  office  assisted 
in  the  arrangements. 

There  were  few  speeches  and  a   lot  of 
entertainment.  In  addition,  Ferguson 

conducted  a   “Great  Waltz”  contest,  the 
winning  couple  given  a   cup  autographed 

by  Luise  Rainer,  Fernard  Gravet  and 
Millis  Korgus,  who  appear  in  the  film. 

TO:  Red  Kann  written  at:  The  Typewriter 

from:  Len  Weisberg  DATE:  Friday 

Went  over  to  the  Astor  Hotel,  as  you  suggested,  figuring  there  might  be 

a   statement  following  the  meeting  between  the  committees  of  Allied  and  the 

distributors.  You  said  they  were  meeting  in  the  Yacht  Room.  Well,  I   didn't 

get  a   statement  because  the  crowd  in  Yacht  Room  had  none  to  give.  It  was 

a   meeting  of  the  Friendly  Sons  of  St.  Patrick. 
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ged  individualist  what  with  Indian  sum- 
mer lingering  for  her  to  enjoy  her  new 

home  at  Brookfield,  Conn.  The  hurricane 

recently  played  havoc  with  her  vacation, 

which  she  spent  putting  the  final  femi- 
nine touches  to  her  domicile  .   .   .   Kenneth 

MacKenna,  who  went  to  the  coast  to 

spend  two  weeks  looking  around  at  the 

M-G-M  studios,  has  decided  to  stay  there, 
joining  the  story  department.  His  spot  at 

the  home  office  hasn’t  been  filled  yet  .   .   . 
L.  Jack  Schlaifer  is  around  again  after 
a   week  on  the  road  for  UA  .   .   .   J.  Cheever 

Cowdin  won’t  be  back  from  England  until 
the  middle  of  November  .   .   .   Sig  Witt- 

man,  Universal  Philadelphia  manager,  vis- 
ited the  Great  White  Way  and  Radio 

City  the  other  day  .   .   .   Charles  Einfeld 
comes  east  as  soon  as  Harry  M.  Warner 
gets  back  on  the  coast. 

Over  at  Republic,  Sam  Flax,  Washing- 
ton franchise  holder,  and  Harry  LaVine, 

central  district  sales  manager,  are  in  town 
for  home  office  talks  .   .   .   Members  of  the 

Northeastern  Ohio  Teachers’  Ass’n  meet- 
ing in  Cleveland  heard  Carl  E.  Milliken, 

secretary  of  the  MPPDA,  on  “The  Edu- 
cational Values  in  Motion  Pictures”  .   .   . 

Arthur  S.  Dickinso?i,  head  of  the  con- 

servation  department  of  the  MPPDA,  in- 
spected exchanges  in  Albany,  Buffalo  and 

Cleveland  en  route  to  the  fall  convention 

of  the  Society  of  M.  P.  Engineers  in  De- 
troit. Between  sessions  he  will  look  over 

Detroit  exchanges  and  on  the  way  home 

will  stop  off  in  Pittsburgh  and  Philadel- 
phia .   .   .   Allen  Jenkins  and  his  wife  flew 

back  to  the  coast  Wednesday  and  already 

he  is  at  work  in  his  “Always  Leave  Them 

Laughing.” 

Doug  Corrigan,  still  wearing  the  same 
windbreaker,  left  New  York  for  RKO  to 
become  the  star  of  the  tentatively  titled 

“The  Plying  Irishman”  .   .   .   Edwin  Fadi- 
man  reports  that  his  National  Pictures 
Corp.  has  taken  permanent  offices  on  the 
16th  floor  of  the  Paramount  Bldg.  .   .   . 
Harry  Lachman,  film  director,  is  in  Paris 

to  assist  Tri-National  Films  in  the  se- 

lection of  new  pictures  from  French  stu- 
dios for  American  presentations.  Lachman 

also  will  direct  for  Andre  Daven,  French 

producer  .   .   .   The  Newspaper  Guild’s  club- 
room  is  attracting  film  publicity  folks  for 
lunch. 

Florence  Kaden,  secretary  to  Louis 
Weber,  is  recuperating  at  home  from  an 

operation  .   .   .   James  FitzPatrick.  ac- 
companied by  Robert  Carney  and  Howard 

Nelson,  his  cameramen,  has  returned  from 
a   cruise  during  which  he  took  pictures 

at  Venezuela,  Colombia,  Panama,  Ja- 
maica and  Haiti  for  a   series  of  M-G-M 

TravelTalks  .   .   .   Frank  J.  A.  McCarthy, 
Universal  eastern  and  southern  division 

head,  is  back  from  a   two-week  tour  of 
exchanges  which  took  him  as  far  south 
as  Texas  .   .   .   Eddie  Golden,  back  in  town, 
is  still  talking  about  that  Minneapolis 

party  thrown  him  recently  .   .   .   Charles 
Reagan,  Paramount  western  division  sales 

head,  is  planning  another  trip  to  Indian- 
apolis where  Billy  Esch  is  acting  as  tem- 
porary manager  .   .   .   William  B.  Levy, 

Walt  Disney’s  European  representative,  has 
returned  to  England  after  his  annual  visit 
here  for  conferences  ivith  Roy  Disney  and 
Hal  Horne. 

Charles  Boulton  of  Belle  Plains,  Tex., 

spent  two  days  in  town  as  guest  of  Floyd 
Gibbons.  Boulton  was  second  grand  prize 

winner  in  the  “Your  True  Adventure  Con- 

test” ...  A   big  hand  to  Samuel  H.  Car- 
lisle, W.  Stewart  McDonald,  T.  J.  Martin, 

J.  M.  Brennan,  Ralph  W.  Budd,  Leonard 

Schlesinger,  Nat  Fellman,  Stuart  Aarons, 

Frank  Cahill,  F.  J.  Kiernan,  Marty  Mul- 
len, Frank  L.  Gates,  W.  G.  Wallace,  Bob 

Salomon,  Harold  Rodner,  Harry  Mayer, 

Ruth  Weisberg,  Jules  Levoy,  A.  W. 

Schwalberg,  M.  B.  Blackman,  H.  M.  Do- 
herty, E.  E.  Hinchy,  Arthur  Sachson, 

George  O’Keefe,  E.  J.  Savin  and  Saul  Im- 
merman  for  the  way  they  handled  ar- 

rangements for  the  dinner- dance  held  to 
induct  John  T.  Holmes,  newly  elected 

Warner  Club  president,  at  the  Dorset. 

Frank  Roehrenbeck  of  WHN  has  been 
taking  the  boys  over  regularly  on  those 
football  pools  .   .   .   Harry  Shaw  knocked 
the  Loew  home  office  boys  for  a   loop  the 
other  day  when  he  came  in  from  New 
Haven  wearing  a   pair  of  black  alligator 

shoes  .   .   .   Cigarette  makers  have  lost  a 
darned  good  customer  in  J.  S.  MacLeod 
who  has  just  finished  his  third  week  of 
abstenance  from  the  nicotine  puffers  .   .   . 
Lucky  Millender  and  his  orchestra  will 

furnish  the  music  for  Columbia’s  em- 
ployes dance  at  the  Astor  Friday. 

Eddie  Alperson  says  he  still  recalls  the 

day  when  he  played  Santa  Claus  to  the 

Warners  on  “Angels  With  Dirty  Faces.” 
He  had  paid  down  for  Grand  National 
$7,500  of  the  $20,000  price  and  Warners 
merely  had  to  pay  the  difference  .   .   . 
Sam  Taylor,  who  has  two  sponsors  on 

WHN,  a   famous  furrier  and  a   cough  emul- 
sion concern,  is  finding  it  difficult  to  meet 

up  with  the  weather  these  days.  What, 
with  Indian  summer  hanging  on!  .   .   . 

Clarence  J.  Schender,  foreign  publicity  di- 
rector for  Columbia,  is  a   benedict,  hav- 

ing taken  the  former  Dina  Alevy  for  his 
better  half  .   .   .   Ruth  Wilk,  son  of  Jake, 

is  a   walk-on  in  “Hamlet.” 

Julian  D.  Bermann,  Metro  manager  for 
Japan,  is  in  town  for  home  office  talks 

plus  a   vacation  .   .   .   Monogram  home  of- 
fice notes:  Eddie  Golden  is  attending  the 

MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma  City 
where  he  will  deliver  a   speech.  Leon 
Fromkess,  treasurer,  is  back  from  the  coast 
after  production  confabs  with  Scott  R. 

Dunlap.  Doris  Herman,  now  at  the  ex- 
change, is  mourning  the  death  of  her 

father.  Bill  Raynor,  former  office  boy. 

is  now  member  of  the  publicity  depart- 

ment .   .   .   Ed  Harrison,  RKO’s  Irv  Shif- 
frin  and  Jim  Boyle  formed  a   trio  for 

lunch  the  other  day  at  the  new  News- 

paper Guild’s  clubrooms. 

AMG  Capitulates  to  SAG 

Demand  on  License  Plan 
Hollywood  —   The  Artists  Managers 

Guild,  composed  of  some  30  of  Hollywood’s 
top-bracket  managerial  representatives, 
Thursday  capitulated  to  the  new  licensing 

plan  proposed  by  the  Screen  Actors  Guild. 
The  AMG,  however,  declared  it  would 

continue  its  fight  to  win  concessions  in 
the  more  drastic  clauses  of  the  licensing 

plan,  one  of  which  limits  agent-client  con- 
tracts to  one  year. 

On  Saturday,  representatives  of  the  SAG 
and  the  AMG  were  to  meet  and  discuss, 

in  detail,  the  application  of  the  licensing 

plan. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
ARTISTS  AND  MODELS  ABROAD  (Para)— 

Does  not  include  as  many  lavish  produc- 
tion and  musical  numbers  as  predecessors 

in  the  series,  but  compensates  lor  such 

shortage  with  larger  doses  of  story  and 

comedy,  affording  Jack  Benny,  who  easily 

dominates  the  cast,  free  reign  for  the  dis- 

tinctive type  of  drollery  on  which  his  popu- 
larity is  built.  An  impressive  display  of 

Paris  fashions  will  prove  a   lure  in  wooing 

patrons  to  the  wickets.  Picture  is  skillfully 

directed  by  Mitchell  Leisen.  Arthur  Hom- 
blow  jr.  produced. 

ILLEGAL  TRAFFIC  (Para)— By  far  the  best  of 

this  studio's  current  gangster  series  fea- 
turing J.  Carrol  Naish,  who  delivers  an 

outstanding  performance.  Closely  knit  and 

logical,  the  picture  should  score  solidly 

all  the  way  down  the  line.  William  C. 

Thomas  produced.  Louis  King  directed. 

STORM,  THE  (Univ)— Red-blooded  and  thril- 

ling melodrama  of  the  two-fisted  men  who 
sail  the  seas.  Filled  with  action  all  the 

way  this  packs  the  authentic  tang  of 
maritime  adventure  and  can  be  counted 

upon  as  tip-top  program  fare.  Charles 
Bickford  scores  a   distinct  triumph  in  his 

screen  comeback.  Ken  Goldsmith  pro- 
duced. Harold  Young  directed. 

SUBMARINE  CONTROL  (20th-Fox)— For  all 
its  simon-pure  hokum,  this  is  as  loaded 

with  boxoffice  TNT  as  a   depth  bomb  and 

carries  a   full  load  of  the  brand  of  action, 

comedy  and  romance  that  goes  to  make  up 
unadulterated  entertainment  for  the  mass 

audience.  The  picture  is  unstintingly  pro- 

duced while  direction  and  cast  are  excel- 
lent, with  Richard  Greene,  Nancy  Kelly 

and  Preston  Foster  in  the  top  line  spots. 

Gene  Markey  produced.  John  Ford  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 
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Formation  of  Allied  Unit 

Underway  in  Philadelphia 
^*HE  members  of  the  Variety  Club  were 

all  hopped  up  with  patriotic  fervor  at 

their  luncheon  at  the  Bellevue-Stratford 
Hotel  on  Wednesday.  First  th,ey  heard  a 

rendition  of  “The  Star  Spangled  Banner.” 
Then  they  saw  a   screening  of  Warner 

Bros.’  “The  Signing  of  the  Declaration  of 

Independence.”  They  topped  it  off  with 
a   speech  on  Americanism  by  Dr.  Charles 
Beury,  president  of  Temple  University. 
Among  those  at  the  head  table  were  Jack 
Beresin,  Ben  Amsterdam,  Dave  Supowitz, 

Jay  Emanuel,  Charley  Segall,  George 

Aarons,  Lewen  Pizor  and  the  Clarks — Bill 
and  Jim. 

Mike  Katz,  former  salesman  for  John 

Golder,  is  now  on  the  Grand  National 
sales  crew  .   .   .   Francis  E.  Devlin,  operator 

of  the  Family  Theatre,  Nanticoke,  Pa., 

passed  away  last  week  .   .   .   George  Syd- 

ney, who  starred  in  the  Cohen-Kelly  series, 

was  guest  of  honor  at  the  Showmen’s 
Club  Friday  night  of  last  week  .   .   .   Allen 

(Dante)  Lewis  acted  as  master  of  cere- 
monies ...  A   gala  masquerade  ball  was 

planned  by  the  club  at  the  St.  James 

Hotel  on  Friday. 

The  Embassy  Theatre,  Allentown,  has 
changed  its  name  to  the  Boyd,  joining  the 
chain  of  that  name  .   .   .   Ramos  Rafalos 

Cobian,  associated  with  20th  Century-Fox 
in  the  production  of  Spanish  dialogue 
films,  was  in  town  on  Wednesday.  He  was 
in  a   huddle  with  Les  Schwartz,  late  of 

the  Warner  circuit  .   .   .   Leonard  S.  Schles- 
inger,  assistant  to  the  president  of  the 
Warner  Bros,  circuit,  will  take  that  fateful 
step,  with  the  beauteous  Rose  Veronica 
Coyle,  on  November  5.  The  bride  was 

“Miss  America”  1936  at  the  Atlantic  City 
Beauty  pageant. 

Harry  Blumberg,  head  of  the  National 

Theatre  Supply,  here,  announces  that  his 

company  has  installed  new  sound  and 

other  equipment  at  the  following  theatres 

within  the  last  three  weeks'.  Byrd,  Adelphi, 
Rialto,  Walton,  Tioga,  Chelten,  Strand, 

Ocean  City;  County,  Doylestown;  Lyric, 

Williamstown,  Pa.;  Comerford,  Pottsville; 

the  New  Falls,  and  the  New  Main,  Ephrata. 

Harry  LaVine,  Republic  Pictures  district 
manager,  hopped  off  for  another  swing 
around  his  territory  this  week  .   .   .   Jimmy 
Smith,  w.k.  Vine  Streeter,  has  been  made 
a   partner  in  the  Artcraft  Poster  Co.,  Jack 
Weiss,  APC  president,  announced  .   .   . 
Warner  Bros,  is  expected  to  go  to  bat  with 
the  Musicians  Union  when  its  new  contract 

comes  up  at  the  end  of  the  year. 

Holds  Over  at  19 

New  York — As  a   result  of  “Boys  Town” 
breaking  five-year  weekend  records  in  19 
Loew  theatres,  the  film  is  being  held  a 
full  week  in  most  metropolitan  units,  a 
Loew  release  states.  Most  of  the  theatres 

seldom  hold  a   picture  more  than  five  days. 

Philadelphia — An  enthusiastic  meeting 

of  nearly  100  independents  Friday  voted 
to  form  a   unit  of  Allied  in  the  Philadel- 

phia territory,  following  addresses  by  Col. 

H.  A.  Cole,  Texas  Allied  leader,  and  Sid- 
ney Samuelson  of  New  Jersey.  Abram  F. 

Myers,  national  Allied  general  counsel, 
who  was  scheduled  to  attend  the  meet- 

ing, was  detained  in  New  York. 
A   committee  of  15,  chosen  to  lay  the 

groundwork  of  the  organization,  includes 
Morris  Wax,  who  acted  as  chairman  of 
the  meeting;  Dave  Barrist,  Jay  Emanuel, 
David  Milgram,  David  Shapiro,  Luke 
Gring,  Louis  Rovner,  Harry  Fried,  Milton 
Rogasner,  Ben  Fertel,  Charles  Stiefel, 
Harry  Berger,  Mike  Lessy,  Ray  Schwartz, 
and  Norman  Lewis. 

The  idea  of  forming  an  opposition 
group  to  UMPTO  was  formulated  by  an 
’’insurgent”  group  which  attended  the 
New  Jersey  Allied  convention  in  Atlantic City. 

The  “rebels”  were  headed  by  David 
Milgram,  head  of  the  16-theatre  Affiliated 
chain.  Others  in  this  group  were  Cecil 
Felt,  Harry  Perelman,  Dave  Shapiro, 
George  Resnick,  Harry  Fried,  Herb  Elliot 
and  several  other  exhibitors. 

Many  of  the  rank  and  file  of  UMPTO 

have  been  “dissatisfied”  with  the  leader- 
ship of  President  Lewen  Pizor  in  the  re- 
cent skirmishes  with  the  exchanges  and 

have  expressed  desire  for  “more  aggres- 

sive leadership.” Milgram  has  a   personal  grievance 
against  the  Pizor  administration  in  his 
feud  with  the  latter  over  competition  in 
locations  where  both  have  theatres  in 
Philadelphia.  A   court  suit  is  pending, 
started  by  Milgram  against  the  UMPTO 
chief  for  libel. 

The  cleavage  in  the  ranks  of  the  exhibi- 
tors is  similar  to  the  situation  that  ex- 

isted here  prior  to  1935  when  a   group 

formed  the  Independent  Exhibitors  Pro- 

tective Ass’n,  under  the  leadership  of 

Goltz  Sails  lor  Japan 

And  United  Artists  Post 
New  York — Joe  Goltz,  who  has  joined 

DA  after  being  with  M-G-M  for  ten  years, 
sailed  over  the  weekend  on  the  Empress 

of  Asia  to  assume  his  new  post  as  mana- 
ger in  Japan.  He  replaces  A.  A.  Lowe, 

who  is  en  route  to  New  York.  Lowe  will 

take  a   vacation  before  being  re-assigned 
by  Arthur  W.  Kelly. 

Goltz  resigned  early  this  year  from 
M-G-M  and,  after  an  extended  vacation 
here,  rejoined  the  company  in  the  Orient. 

New  England  Hurricane 

Cost  to  Loew's  $33,000 
New  York — The  recent  hurricane  cost 

Loew’s  approximately  $33,000  in  New  Eng- 
land. Of  the  cities  there.  Providence  was 

hardest  hit.  It  is  figured  the  repair  bills 
for  the  State  and  salaries  for  one  week 
while  the  theatre  was  dark  cost  $25,000. 

Former  Congressman  Benjamin  F.  Gol- 
der. This  group  later  merged  with  the 

MPTO  to  form  UMPTO.  Pizor,  who  was 
MPTO  president,  was  made  leader  of  the 
new  group,  while  Charles  Segall,  IEPA 
president,  was  made  chairman  of  UMPTO 
board. 

There  are  some  Filmrow  observers  who 
foresee  Allied  difficulties  for  the  same 

reason  that  IEPA  went  by  the  boards — 
the  non-payment  of  dues.  UMPTO  is  al- 

most independent  of  dues  from  indepen- 
dent exhibitors,  getting  more  than  $4,000 

yearly  from  affiliated  circuits  for  its  sup- 
port. The  Allied  organization  would  be 

composed  entirely  of  independents. 

UMPTO  leaders  are  ignoring  the  insur- 
gent move  to  establish  a   rival  organiza- 

tion. At  first  there  was  some  talk  of 

calling  an  UMPTO  meeting  at  the  same 
time  as  the  scheduled  Allied  session  to 
scotch  the  Allied  move,  but  this  was  soon 
dropped. 

Pizor,  speaking  for  the  officers  of 
UMPTO,  said: 

“If  a   new  organization  is  what  they 
want — why  let  them  go  ahead  and  organ- 

ize. And  I   wish  them  luck.” 

Samuelson  and  Cole 

At  Philadelphia  Meet 

New  York  —   Sidney  Samuelson,  Allied 
board  member,  and  Colonel  Harry  A.  Cole, 
chairman  of  the  committee  negotiating 

with  distributors  on  trade  practices,  repre- 
sented Allied  at  the  Philadelphia  meeting 

of  independents. 

It  was  no  secret  during  the  recent  Allied 
of  New  Jersey  convention  in  Atlantic  City 
that  certain  Philadelphia  independents 
were  looking  for  new  representation.  A 
group  of  them  were  on  hand  to  express 
their  sentiments,  one  of  them  commenting 

that  “if  our  plans  go  through  as  expected, 

Lewen  Pizor  will  know  we’re  in  town.” 
Pizor  is  head  of  UMPTO. 

Rockefeller  Interests  Are 

Included  on  RKO  Board 
New  York— -The  Rockefeller  interests 

will  have  two  representatives  on  the  board 

of  directors  of  RKO  scheduled  to  be  form- 
ed before  the  reorganization  plan  is  to  be 

approved  by  the  court,  Nelson  Rockefeller 
told  Boxoffice. 

Questioned  on  whether  he  would  serve 

as  a   director,  Rockefeller  parried,  “I  have 
enough  to  do  now.  You  had  better  ask 

Floyd  Odium  who  the  gentlemen  will  be.” 

Four-Week  "King"  Take 
At  Paramount  $205,000 

New  York — All  attendance  and  receipt 
records  at  the  Paramount  were  broken  by 

“If  I   Were  King”  in  its  four  weeks  with 
a   take  of  $35,000  for  the  final  week  and  a 

grand  total  of  $205,000,  according  to  Rob- 
ert M.  Weitman,  manager.  Admissions 

totaled  428,000. 
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WASHINGTON 

pRANK  CAPRA,  before  leaving  town  with 
7,500  feet  of  film  for  backgrounds  for 

his  next  picture,  announced  the  appoint- 
ment of  Mabel  Walker  Willebrandt  as 

special  counsel  here  for  the  Directors 

Guild.  She’ll  handle  any  disputes  with  pro- 
ducers which  may  come  up  before  the 

national  labor  relations  board.  She  was 

recommended  for  the  post  by  Director  W. 

S.  “Woody”  Van  Dyke,  whom  she  has 
represented  here  for  some  time  .   .   .   Aus- 
tine  McDonnell,  of  nearby  Warrenton, 
Va„  is  reported  to  have  been  signed  by 

Selznick  to  play  Melanie  in  “Gone  With 
You-Know-What.”  She’s  well-known  in 
local  society,  was  educated  at  Notre  Dame 

Convent,  in  Baltimore,  and  studied  drama 

at  Washington’s  King-Smith  Studio. 

Freddie  Bartholomew,  who  made  a   quick 
trip  to  the  capital  recently,  is  now  in 
Providence  on  his  personal  appearance 

tour,  to  he  Rhode  Isla7id’s  Governor-For- 
a-Day  while  there.  Appointment  was  ar- 

ranged by  Howard  Burkhardt,  manager  of 

Loew’s  Capitol  here,  who  used  to  he  on 
Governor  Quinn’s  staff  in  R.  I.  ..  .   Pris- 

cilla Lane  stopped  off  on  her  way  hack 
to  the  coast,  to  lunch  with  the  critics 

and  to  rest  up  a   bit  from  the  “Brother 

Rat”  premiere  at  Lexington,  Va„  where 
she  reports  having  danced  with  all  the 

V.  M.  I.  cadets  and  most  of  the  school’s 
alumni. 

Bill  Hoyle,  of  the  Lichtman  Theatres 
press  department,  admits  he  will  marry 
Betty  Gray  some  Thanksgiving  Day;  even 
has  rented  the  apartment  .   .   .   Joseph  M. 

Schenck,  20th  Century-Fox  board  chair- 
man, stopped  through  for  a   White  House 

call  on  his  way  from  New  York  to  the 
coast  .   .   .   Capitol  Theatre,  only  one  in 
town  catering  to  the  ghost  and  goblin 

celebrants,  plans  a   midnight  show  Hal- 

lowe’en night  .   .   .   Max  Arno,  Selznick 
talent  scout,  reported  in  town  for  once- 

over of  youngsters  in  Civic  Theatre’s  pro- 
duction of  Elmer  Rice’s  “Judgment  Day.” 

Little  Theatre  group  has  moved  downtown 

for  first  show  of  its  third  season,  staging 
it  in  the  Rialto. 

Mark  Lachman,  20 th  Century-Fox  na- 
tional exploitation  manager,  here  making 

arrangements  for  weekend  screenings  of 

“ Submarme  Patrol”  at  the  National  Press 
Club  and  in  Annapolis  at  the  Naval  Aca- 

demy, where  some  of  the  film’s  footage 
was  obtained  .   .   .   Bill  Ewing,  of  War- 

ner’s press  department,  reports  that  the 
cocker  spaniel  pup  he  got  from  Critic 

Jay  Carmody  of  the  Star  bites  him  every 

time  he  comes  home.  Can’t  figure  wheth- 
er the  pooch  has  been  trained  well  to  get 

even  for  press  releases  or  is  just  hurt  and 

dejected  because  the  Ewings  haven’t 

thought  up  a   name  for  it.  They’re  con- 
sidering Black  Jack  if  Carmody  won’t  be 

insulted  .   .   .   Henry  Daniell,  stage  player 

who  played  in  films  in  “Camille”  and 
“Holiday,”  comes  to  the  National  Monday 
with  Ina  Claire  in  “Yankee  Fable.” 

Irvin  Shapiro,  onetime  reporter  in  the 

Herald-Times  city  room,  returned  to  town 

full  of  executive  magnificence.  He’s  now 
president  of  World  Pictures  Corp.,  down 
from  New  York  in  connection  with  show- 

ing of  “Grand  Illusion”  at  the  Belasco  .   .   . 
The  Warner  Club  plans  its  annual  dance 

for  November  1   at  the  Washington,  im- 

porting a   name  band  ...  A.  Julian  Bry- 
lawski  plans  to  get  away  from  the  desk 
long  enough  for  the  MPTOA  convention 

.   .   .   Capitol  is  selling  “Stablemates”  with 
a   Mickey  Rooney  jingle  contest  in  the 

Times  .   .   .   Helen  Hopkins,  secretary  in 

Warner’s  contact  department,  was  feted 
on  her  birthday  the  other  night  .   .   .   Peggy 
Root,  who  is  Mrs.  Buster  (WB)  Root,  is 
leaving  her  post  behind  the  Warner 
switchboard  .   .   .   Pablo  Santana  and  Mar- 

tha Benitez  were  winners  in  the  local 

“Great  Waltz”  contest  .   .   .   John  Payette 
and  Frank  LaFalce  represented  Washing- 

ton Warners  at  the  “Brother  Rat”  pre- 
miere .   .   .   Flash:  Carmody  reports  the 

dog  had  a   good  name  when  he  sold  it  and 

if  Ewing  doesn’t  want  to  call  it  “Corky” 
it  has  every  right  to  bite  him. 

Doug  Jr,  Has  One  More 
Under  Selznick  Banner 

New  York  —   Arriving  from  Hollywood 

for  a   brief  respite  before  sailing  for  Eng- 
land on  the  Queen  Mary,  November  9, 

Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  said  he  had  two 
more  pictures  to  make  for  RKO  and  one 

for  David  O.  Selznick  under  present  com- 

mitments. His  last  two  films  are  “Gunga 
Din,”  for  RKO,  and  “The  Young  in  Heart” 
for  SI. 

Although  he  is  going  abroad  for  a   three- 
week  vacation,  Fairbanks  says  he  is  not 
interested  any  longer  in  Criterion  Pictures, 
British  producing  company,  although  it  is 
still  active.  In  England  he  will  stay  at  his 

father’s  home. 

While  coming  east,  he  accompanied  Selz- 
nick as  far  as  Chicago.  The  latter  had 

some  difficulty  rounding  up  his  baggage 
in  the  Windy  City. 

GTE  Quarterly  Profit 

Reported  as  $218,524 
New  York — A   net  profit  of  $218,524  for 

the  September  quarter  is  reported  by  the 
General  Theatres  Equipment  Corp.  and 
subsidiaries,  excluding  Cinema  Building 
Corp.,  J.  M.  Wall  Machine  Co.  and  Zepyr 
Shaving  Corp.  The  sum  shows  a   slight 
decrease  as  compared  with  $257,805  for  the 
same  period  last  year. 

Three  Circuit  Deals  Are 

Closed  by  Republic 
New  York — Republic  has  closed  a   deal 

for  its  lineup  with  the  Warner  circuit  in 
Philadelphia,  Pittsburgh  and  Washington. 
Other  deals  cover  the  W.  A.  Simon  circuit 

for  ten  Montana  situations  and  the  The- 

atrical Managers  Circuit  with  seven  In- 
diana situations. 

To  Resume  AFM  Confabs 

With  Majors  January  9 
New  York — Conferences  between  exec- 

utives of  major  companies  and  the  execu- 
tive board  of  the  American  Federation  of 

Musicians  will  be  resumed  January  9   at 

the  offices  of  Pat  Casey,  producers’  labor 
arbitrator.  Two  meetings  already  have 

been  held  to  discuss  the  problem  of  put- 
ting more  musicians  back  to  work  in  the- 

atres. It  is  felt  that  more  time  is  needed 

to  work  out  a   program  that  is  applicable 
to  the  present  situation. 

Harold  Janecky  Tops  6th 
Week  of  Skouras  Drive 

New  York — Harold  Janecky,  manager 
of  the  Academy  of  Music,  was  the  winner 
of  the  first  award  in  the  sixth  week  of 
the  Skouras  efficiency  drive.  The  award 
carries  with  it  $175.  Nick  Keyy  of  the 
Park  Plaza,  Bronx,  came  in  second  for 
$125.  Third  was  Harry  Fuchs  of  the  Fox, 
Hackensack,  N.  J„  for  $100;  Walter  Mel- 

vin of  the  Valentine,  Bronx,  took  fourth 
prize,  $60;  and  Jack  Bokser  of  the  Ful- 

ton, Jersey  City,  last,  $40. 

Myer  Beck  Heads  TAC 
Film  Division  Publicity 

New  York— The  film  division  of  the 
Theatre  Arts  Committee  has  named  Myer 
Beck  as  honorary  chairman  in  charge  of 
publicity.  Lynn  Farnol  and  Ben  Washer 
are  also  associated  with  the  committee. 

A   drive  is  planned  to  acquaint  workers 
in  home  offices  with  TAC  principles. 

St,  George,  Brooklyn, 

To  Shiffman  and  Moses 
New  York  —   Harry  Shiffman  and 

Charles  Moses  have  taken  over  the  St. 

George,  Brooklyn,  formerly  operated  by 
Joe  Katch  and  Louis  George,  representing 
the  Springer  estate.  Jack  Linder  and 

Max  Suderov  reopen  the  Broadway,  Wood- 

cliffe,  N.  J.,  Monday  with  “Room  Service,” 
a   roadshow  unit  of  the  Broadway  play. 

Ray  Johnston  Due  Back 
From  Coast  by  Tuesday 

New  York — W.  Ray  Johnston,  Mono- 

gram president',  returns  from  the  coast 
and  studio  product  conferences  either 

Tuesday  or  Wednesday.  He  left  Holly- 
wood Tuesday  but  is  making  stopovers  at 

Kansas  City,  Cincinnati  and  St.  Louis. 
Leon  Fromkess,  treasurer,  who  left  the 
coast  with  him,  has  returned  to  the  home office. 

Clarence  Appel  Wins  an 

Artcinema  "Sheik"  Prize 
New  York — Clarence  Appel,  director  of 

publicity  for  Shea’s,  Toronto,  is  the  win- 
ner of  the  $100  prize  in  the  best  cam- 

paign on  “The  Son  of  the  Sheik,”  con- 
ducted by  Artcinema  Associates.  W.  P. 

Smith,  manager  of  the  Capitol,  Amarillo, 
Tex.,  gets  second  prize  money  of  $75. 
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Normal  Production 

Holds;  42  in  Work 
Hollywood — Maintaining  what  has  been 

established  as  a   normal  shooting  pace, 
Hollywood  cameras  were  turning  on  42 
features  as  the  week  opened,  only  two 

under  last  week’s  figure,  while  a   dozen 
more  were  poised  and  awaiting  the  gun. 

Hitting  the  season’s  peak  was  M-G-M, 
which  started  “Honolulu,”  co-featuring 
Eleanor  Powell  and  Robert  Young,  after 
many  delays  and  thus  boosted  its  total 

to  ten — one  above  last  week.  In  the  writ- 

ing mill  are  “The  Unvanquished,”  “Let 
Freedom  Ring,”  “The  Yearling”  and  other 
important  vehicles. 

In  the  second  spot,  with  eight  each,  were 

20th  Century-Fox  and  Universal.  The 
former  studio  broke  an  inactive  period  of 

several  weeks’  duration  by  sending  an 
untitled  “Camera  Daredevils”  adventure 

and  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu”  into  pro- 
duction, meantime  preparing  early  start- 

ing dates  on  “Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,” 
“Stanley  and  Livingstone”  and  “Mr.  Moto 
in  Trinidad.”  Universal  was  to  gun  “Swing 
Fever,”  second  in  its  Collegiate  series,  and 

has  “Three’s  Company,”  *   starring  Bing 
Crosby,  W.  C.  Fields  in  “You  Can’t  Cheat 
an  Honest  Man”  and  Danielle  Darrieux 
in  “Rio”  scheduled  for  starts  in  November. 

RKO  Radio,  through  Sol  Lesser’s  Prin- 
cipal Pictures,  put  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,” 

a   Bobby  Breen  starrer,  into  production, 
raising  its  shooting  total  from  five  to  six. 

In  script  form  are  “The  Castles,”  “The 
Flying  Irishman,”  “Arizona  Legion”  and 
others.  Also  filming  on  six  was  Para- 

mount. Getting  before  the  cameras  was 

an  untitled  Charlie  Ruggles-Mary  Boland 

comedy  and  “Radio  Troubadour,”  a   Span- 
ish-language  feature  being  produced  by 
Dario  Faralla.  The  Marathon  Street  plant 

has  “Midnight,”  “Union  Pacific,”  “Hotel 

Imperial”  and  others  on  the  line  and  ready 
to  go. 

Warner  Bros,  started  two — “Yes,  My 
Darling  Daughter”  and  “Always  Leave 
Them  Laughing,”  but  dropped  its  total 
from  seven  to  five.  A   busy  November  is 

in  sight,  however,  with  “Jaurez,”  “Dodge 
City,”  “Brother  Orchid”  and  “Tough  An- 

gels” slated  to  hit  the  cameras. 
Republic  penciled  a   start  this  week  on 

Hollywood ,   Land 
Of  Realism 

Hollywood — The  legend  of  shifting 

sands  was  recently  re-enacted  on  the 
Hal  Roach  set  where  120  tons  of  sand 

comprised  a   beach  setting. 

By  the  time  a   gang  of  extras,  gaffers, 

property  men  and  others  got  through 

trudging  through  the  strip,  most  of  the 

sand  had  been  shoe-dragged  to  other 
parts  of  the  stage.  Faced  with  an 

emergency,  pails  were  spotted  with 

notices  to  remove  shoes  and  dump 
contents  therein. 

A   few  extras  took  the  notice  lit- 

erally. They  left  their  socks. 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

MIXED  CREDITS 

Kokomo,  Ind. — If  you  hate  a   “correc- 

tion” as  much  as  I   do,  you  won’t  care  a 
lot  about  this  letter,  but  I   have  found  an 

error  in  your  most  excellent  publication 
and  I   feel  sure  you  will  want  to  know 
about  it. 

On  page  27  of  the  October  15  issue  of 

Boxoffice  under  the  caption,  “Along  the 

Line  of  March,”  you  show  a   picture  of  a 
40  &   8   engine  in  the  American  Legion 

Parade  in  Los  Angeles.  But  in  the  cut 

lines  below,  you  say,  “An  engineer  of  the 
40  &   8   society  locomotive  from  Fort  Wayne, 

Ind.” 

“Ouch!  That  “locomotive”  is  the  pride 
and  joy  of  the  40  &   8   Society  of  Kokomo, 
Ind.,  and  the  writer  was  one  of  the  group 
of  11  men  who  drove  the  thing  overland 

to  participate  in  that  convention.  But 

don’t  get  the  idea  I’m  not  wholly  for  your 
publication.  I   think  it  is  great. — M.  C. 
TULL,  Kokomo  Tribune. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  its  1938-39 
specials,  which,  if  it  hit  the  camera, 
would  find  three  films  in  production  at 
the  North  Hollywood  plant.  The  vehicle 
was  as  yet  uncast,  however,  as  the  week 

opened.  Another  special,  “Doctors  Don’t 
Tell,”  was  being  scripted,  and  “Red  River 
Range,”  a   Three  Mesquiteers  western,  gets 
the  gun  next  week. 

No  starts  were  listed  at  Columbia,  which 
had  four  on  the  sound  stages,  one  less 

than  last  week.  In  process  of  prepara- 

tion are  “Plane  No.  4,”  which  Howard 
Hawks  will  direct;  “Good  Girls  Go  to 

Paris,”  starring  Jean  Arthur;  and  “Our 

Wife.” 

Monogram  continued  filming  on  Pro- 

ducer Edward  Finney’s  Tex  Ritter  west- 
ern, “Little  Tenderfoot,”  as  its  only  pro- 

duction in  work,  meanwhile  lining  up 

“I  Am  a   Criminal,”  “Streets  of  New  York” 

and  “Mr.  Wong  in  Chinatown”  as  Novem- 
ber camera  fodder.  Likewise,  United  Art- 

ists, through  Producers  Hal  Roach  and 
Edward  Small,  kept  a   pair  of  vehicles 

on  sound  stages  in  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip” 
(Roach)  and  “The  Duke  of  West  Point” 
( Small ) .   Samuel  Goldwyn  is  whipping 

“Wuthering  Heights”  into  shape  for  an 

early  start;  Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage 
Coach”  almost  ready  to  roll;  and  Roach 

will  soon  gun  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  first 
co-starring  vehicle  for  Harry  Langdon 
and  Oliver  Hardy. 

Paramount  '39-' 40  Lineup 
Same  as  Current  List 

Hollywood — Paramount  is  expected  to 

have  the  same  number  of  pictures  next 

season  as  in  1938-39,  Barney  Balaban, 

president,  told  Boxoffice  while  here  con- 
ferring on  the  lineup  for  1939-40.  In  ad- 
dition, the  program  for  the  next  three 

months  is  being  gone  over. 
Here  for  the  production  meetings  are 

Stanton  Griffis,  chairman  of  the  execu- 
tive committee;  Neil  F.  Agnew,  general 

sales  manager,  and  Russell  Holman,  east- 
ern story  head.  Robert  M.  Gillham,  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  head,  is  due  from 
New  York  the  end  of  the  month.  Adolph 
Zukor,  William  LeBaron  and  other  studio 

executives  are  sitting  in  on  the  confer- 
ences. 

The  eastern  group  plans  to  return  to 

Milwaukee  to  Probe 

Film  Length  Effect 

Milwaukee — The  common  council’s  utili- 
ties and  health  committee  has  voted  an 

investigation  of  the  length  of  motion  pic- 
ture shows  and  their  effect  upon  child  and 

adult  health  as  a   result  of  a   resolution 

introduced  by  Aid.  Samuel  M.  Soref. 
Alderman  Soref  said  that  juvenile  crime 

records  had  shown  that  many  children 
gain  their  impression  of  gangdom  and 

criminal  life  from  the  “movies,”  and  urged 
that  more  educational  films  be  shown.  He 

also  urged  that  exhibitors  reduce  the 
amount  of  advertising  shown  between films. 

The  mayor’s  advisory  council  has  recom- 
mended that  a   representative  of  the  Par- 

ent-Teachers associations,  which  sought 
such  an  investigation  early  this  year,  be 

given  a   place  on  the  proposed  citizens’ committee  of  five  to  make  the  survey. 

At  the  time  of  the  previous  request  for 
an  investigation,  the  matter  was  referred 

by  Health  Commissioner  Dr.  John  P. 

Koehler  to  the  Milwaukee  Oto-Ophthal- 
mic  Society,  which  reported  that  double 
feature  programs  are  not  a   public  health 
problem.  As  a   result  of  this  report,  the 
matter  was  permitted  to  rest. 

Second  Musical  Short 

Series  for  Paramount 

Hollywood  —   “William  Tell,”  “Merry 

Wives  of  Windsor”  and  “The  Blue  Dan- 
ube” have  been  completed  and  edited  as 

the  second  series  of  musical  shorts  being 

produced  by  Symphonic  Films  for  Para- 
mount release.  The  National  Philharmonic 

symphony  orchestra,  under  Frederick 
Feher’s  direction,  was  featured. 

Prints  were  to  be  taken  to  New  York 

this  week  by  A1  Rosen,  Symphonic  sales 

manager,  who  will  negotiate  a   deal  there 
for  production  of  full-length  operas. 

New  York  next  week.  Paramount  plans 
to  release  all  on  its  announced  schedule 
of  58  this  season. 
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TWO  HORROR  REISSUES  TOP  NATIONAL  GROSSES 
CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — The  Chaser  (M-G-M)  1st  part....  60 

Broadway — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO) 
2nd  part      VO 

Broadway — Straight,  Place  and  Show  ( 20111- 
Fox)  3rd  part      90 

Carolina — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    110 
Imperial — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)  1st  half     90 
Imperial — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 

2nd  half      95 

State — Painted  Desert  (RKO)      90 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  wk      85 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
plus  stage  show,  2nd  wk      90 

Garrick — Poor  Daughters  (FN),  1st  half; 
Dracula  (Univ);  Frankenstein  (Univ), 

last  half,  and  held    120 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show,  held  2nd  wk    125 

Roosevelt — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   100 

State-Lake — The  Chaser  (M-G-M),  plus 
stage  show      90 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held 
3rd  wk   120 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  2nd  wk    250 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) . .   110 
Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   115 
Grand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  4th  wk.110 

Keith’s — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    110 
Lyric — Frankenstein  (Univ);  Dracula  (Univ).  200 
Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 120 

Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk    200 

Hippodrome — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    110 
Palace — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN);  stage: 
Wayne  Morris  in  person  and  vaudeville   110 

State — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  6   days.  .   50 

Stillman — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk  ....100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO),  1st 
half    100 

Capitol — Wanted  by  Police  (Mono),  2nd 
half    100 

Majestic — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN) ; 
Revue  with  Zasu  Pitts  on  stage      90 

Melba. — Broadway  Musketeers  (WB)      80 
Palace — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    110 

Tower — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day  and 
date  with  the  Paramount    100 

Broadway — Boys  Town  (MG-M) ;   Rich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  both  after  two  weeks  at 
the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    150 
Denver — -That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

Orpheum — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Block- 
heads (M-G-M)    180 

Paramount — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day 
and  date  with  the  Aladdin;  Meet  the  Girls 

(20th-Fox)    125 

Rialto — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
week  at  the  Denver;  Danger  on  the  Air 

(Univ)    100 

DETROIT 

Adams — King  Kong  (RKO) ;   The  Ghoul 
(GB)      85 

Cinema — If  War  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amkino), 
2nd  wk     65 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)      85 

Palms  State — Frankenstein  (Univ),  Dracula 
(Univ),  2nd  wk     75 
Dracula  (Univ),  2nd  wk      75 

Un  ted  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk      85 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ)   300 
Circle — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   120 

Loew’s — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk     90 

Lyric — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 
stage  show    130 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.  150 
Midland — Drums  (UA) ;   Juvenile  Court  (Col)..  80 
Newman — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  held 

over    175 

Orpheum — Breaking-  the  Ice  (RKO) ;   A   Man 
to  Remember  (RKO)      85 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Indianapolis    300 

Moonlight  Sonata — Chicago 
(2nd  wk)    250 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 
Cincinnati    200 

Stablemates — Pittsburgh    200 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 

Cleveland  (3rd  wk.) ;   Los  An- 
geles (3rd  wk.)    200 

Stablemates  (dual) — Omaha    185 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Denver    180 

Arkansas  Traveler — Kansas 

City    175 

Suez — New  York  City   175 

That  Certain  Age — Washington.. ..175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York  City 
(3rd  wk.)    160 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 
Omaha    155 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  8   th  wk.  of  roadshow. 
New  York  City. 

Boys  Town,  7th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 

wk.,  Chicago,  Cincinnati. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati; 

3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  3rd  wk., 
Cincinnati;  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles;  3rd  wk., 
Pittsburgh. 

If  I   Were  King,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Stablemates,  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Tower — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  plus 

Orrin  Tucker’s  band  and  stage  show   195 
Uptown — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 140 

LOS  ANGELES 
Chinese — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)   100 
Downtown — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Road  to  Reno 

(Univ)    100 
Four-Star — Drams  (UA),  2nd  wk     80 

Ilillstreet- — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 
Paramount — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para),  plus 

stage  show      85 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Touchdown  Army  (Para),  plus 
Benny  Goodman  on  stage  175 

Riverside — The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ), 

plus  stage  show    100 

Strand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Three 

Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)      85 
Warner — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   The 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    125 

Wisconsin — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)      75 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Aster — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) ;   The 

Chaser  (M-G-M)    100 

Century — Boys  Town  (M-G7M),  2nd  wk   125 
Orpheum — Room  Service  ()RKO)      70 

State— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 
World — Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel  (UA) .   60 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M; 
Gladiator  (Col),  2nd  wk    120 

Loew-Poll — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Myste- 

rious Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox),  moved  to 
College  for  2nd  wk    120 

Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para) ;   When 
Were  You  Bora?  (FN)    140 

Roger  Sherman — Room  Service  (RKO); 
Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO)    130 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — City  Streets  (Col)      65 

Globe — Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox)     65 
Liberty — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      95 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
Saenger — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

(Col),  2nd  wk    110 
State — Drams  (UA)    110 
Tudor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  return 

engagement    115 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  8th  wk. 
of  roadshow      75 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3d  wk. .   .   70 
Criterion — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)      75 

Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  2nd  wk   120 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  3rd  wk., 

plus  stage  show    160 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — There  Goes  My  Heart 
(UA),  plus  stage  show      90 

Rialto — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
reissues    140 

Rivoli — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      50 

Roxy-- Suez  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage  show   175 

Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show.... 140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox),  4   days      35 

Criterion — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3 

days,  being  continued    120 
Liberty — Smashing  the  Rackets  (WB) ; 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox),  4   days   105 
Liberty — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN);  Time 

Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox),  3   days     90 
Midwest — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    90 
State — Prairie  Moon  (Rep) ;   Talk  of  the 

Devil  (GB)      95 

Tower — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)      80 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Af- 
fairs of  Annabel  (RKO)      80 

Omaha — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket 

Busters  (WB),  2   days;  Stablemates  (M-G-M); 
Mr.  Chump  (WB),  5   days    186 

Orpheum — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    155 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     85 

Boyd — The  Sisters  (WB)    120 
Earle — Breaking:  the  Ice  (RKO),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Ted  Lewis    100 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk,     95 
Karlton — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)     90 

Keith’s— Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Stanley — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  135 
Stanton — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      90 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    120 

Barry — Draeula’s  Daughter  (Univ) ;   Bride  of 
Frankenstein  (Univ)    125 

Fulton — Y’outh  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    100 
Penn — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    200. 
Stanley — Touchdown  Army  (Para);  Negro 

stage  show      65 
Warner — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN) ; 

Blockheads  (M-G-M)      75 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    150 

Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ),  7th  wk    100 

Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para) ;   Give 

Me  a   Sailor  (Para)    115 
Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  2nd  wk    110 
United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle 

(M-G-M),  2nd  wk    110 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox);  Racket 

Busters  (WB)    120 
Centre — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)     95 
Paramount — Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 

Studio — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk    105 

Utah — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    100 
Victory — Good  Earth  (M-G-M);  You  and 

Me  (Para)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      75 

Columbia — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  run.  80 
Earle — I   Am  the  Law  (Col),  plus  stage  show.. 100 
Keith’s — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    175 

Metropolitan — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  run    125 

Palace — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 
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TRADE  PRACTICES  CONFERENCE  IS  VITAL  TO 

"LITTLE  MAN,"  DECLARES  ALLIED  BULLETIN 
Report  Total 

Flood  Cost 

Boston — The  estimated  property  and 
economic  losses  wrought  by  the  hurricane 

and  floods  of  September  21  in  Massa- 
chusetts totaled  $300,000,000,  according  to 

an  official  report  by  the  emergency  re- 
lief commission. 

The  loss  includes  that  of  $150,000,000 

worth  of  timber,  less  the  salvage  cost; 

$16,000,000  to  state  departments;  $17,858,- 
000  to  public  property  in  cities  and  towns, 

and  $10,096,000  to  the  agricultural  crops. 
The  commission  states  that  it  can  make 

no  definite  estimate  on  the  loss  in  private 

property,  payrolls  and  commercial  losses. 

The  commission’s  report  makes  several 
recommendations,  among  them  one  that 

industrialists,  business  men,  financiers, 

legislators,  and  public  officials  should  get 

together  to  help  save  hard-hit  industrial 

communities  which  are  in  danger,  the  re- 
port says,  of  becoming  deserted  villages. 

After  the  report  was  issued,  the  gov- 

ernor’s council  approved  additional  ex- 
penditures of  $1,300,000,  bringing  the  to- 

tal additional  funds  expended  for  storm 

damage  to  nearly  $7,000,000.  The  report 

states  that  the  greatest  sufferers  from 

the  flood,  outside  of  home  owners,  were 

those  in  industrial  centers,  located  espe- 

cially in  Ware,  Orange,  Miller’s  Falls, 
North  Adams,  Winchendon,  Uxbridge  and 

Athol.  The  commission  urged  legislation 

be  passed  enabling  private  industry  to  se- 
cure financial  aid  from  public  funds  in 

case  of  emergency. 
Twelve  million  dollars  has  been  made 

available  from  the  Disaster  Loan  Corp. 

for  loans  in  the  New  England  area,  ac- 
cording to  Jesse  Jones,  chairman  of  the 

Reconstruction  Finance  Corp.  After  a 

four-month  period,  borrowers  would  have 
to  pay  3   per  cent  interest  on  loans. 

Storm  Death  Toll 
Set  at  682 

Boston — The  New  England  storm  death 
toll  is  put  at  682  throughout  the  storm 

area  in  the  wake  of  last  month’s  hurricane 
and  floods,  according  to  a   report  issued 

by  the  Providence  Red  Cross  headquarters. 

WPA  Allots  $1,000,000 
Boston — The  works  progress  administra- 

tion has  alloted  $1,000,000  for  local  flood 

protection  in  the  Connecticut  River  val- 
ley in  Massachusetts.  The  works  were 

authorized  under  the  flood  control  act  of 

last  June.  They  will  benefit  Hartford  and 

East  Hartford,  Springfield,  West  Spring- 

field,  Chicopee,  North  Hampton  and  Hol- 
yoke. 

Two  Hold  Over 

"Too  Hot" 
Boston — “Too  Hot  to  Handle,"  Metro's 

romantic  drama  co-starring  Clark 

Gable  and  Myma  Loy.  was  held  over 

for  a   second  week  at  both  Loew's  State 
and  Orpheum  theatres.  It  is  following 

closely  the  pace  set  by  Metro's  other 
record-breaker,  "Boys  Town,"  in  play- 

ing to  capacity  houses.  Columbia's 
"You  Can't  Take  It  With  You"  opened 

Thursday,  October  27,  at  both  of  these 
houses. 

Fete  John  Ford 

On  Both  Coasts 

Portland — Testimonial  dinners,  honor- 

ing Jack  Feeney,  known  professionally  as 

John  Ford,  film  director,  were  held  al- 
most simultaneously  on  opposite  sides  of 

the  continent. 

Promoted  by  members  of  the  local  Har- 
old T.  Andrews  Post  of  the  American  Le- 

gion, the  dinners,  held  in  Portland  and 

Los  Angeles,  Cal.,  were  given  to  express  the 

post’s  appreciation  of  Ford’s  lavish  enter- 
tainment of  youthful  members  fo  their 

drum  and  bugle  corps  when  they  visited 

California  recently  to  attend  the  Ameri- 
can Legion  convention. 

Unable  to  attend  the  dinner  here,  be- 

cause he  is  working  on  a   picture  in  Ari- 
zona, the  director  was  represented  by  his 

brother,  Patrick  H.  Feeney  of  Portland. 

During  the  course  of  the  dinner  a   plaque 

bearing  the  Maine  state  seal;  an  inscrip- 
tion conveying  the  thanks  of  Gov.  Lewis 

O.  Barrows  to  Ford  for  his  courtesies  to 

the  Legion  members;  a   key  to  the  City  of 

Portland  and  a   second  plaque,  which  noti- 
fied Ford  of  his  election  to  the  advisory 

committee  of  the  Andrews  Post  were  pre- 
sented to  Feeney,  who  forwarded  them  at 

once  to  his  brother. 

At  the  height  of  the  dinner  a   telephone 

call  was  received  from  Ford,  who,  with  a 

group  of  studio  associates,  were,  at  the 

moment,  engaged  in  consuming  50  pounds 

of  Maine  lobsters  and  ten  pounds  of  lob- 
ster meat  which  had  been  shipped  to  Los 

Angeles  via  air  express,  the  gift  of  the 

post. The  ceremonial  dinner  here  was  at- 

tended by  approximately  200  post  mem- 
bers, their  wives,  members  and  friends 

of  the  drum  and  bugle  corps  and  friends 
of  Ford. 

Columbia  Shorts  Series 

Hollywood  —   “Know  Your  History,”  a 
patriotic  series  of  single  reel  shorts,  has 
been  started  at  Columbia. 

Reminds  of  Demand  for 

Local  and  National 

Arbitration 

Boston — Considering  the  stand  taken 

by  the  exhibitors  at  the  industry  trade 

practices  sessions  now  underway  as  “shap- 
ing the  destiny  of  the  little  man  in  the 

industry”  an  article  in  the  current  Allied 
Independent  Exhibitor,  published  by  the 

New  England  affiliate  of  Allied,  asserts 

“the  importance  of  these  deliberations 

must  not  be  overlooked.” 

The  editorial  says  in  part,  “When  the 
U.  S.  department  of  justice  charged  the 

eight  major  companies  with  anti-trust 
law  violations  in  the  conduct  of  their  busi- 

ness, the  independent  exhibitors,  12,000 

strong,  saw  the  first  ray  of  hope  for  a 

solution  to  their  problems.  After  con- 
siderable delay,  attorneys  for  the  major 

companies  met  with  the  department’s 
representatives.  The  outcome  was  an 

agreement  by  the  majors  to  cease  further 
theatre  expansion  and  an  agreement  by 

the  department  to  permit  the  majors  to 

negotiate  with  the  exhibitors  for  a   pro- 

gram of  industry  regulation  without  sub- 
jecting them  to  conspiracy  charges  or 

complaining  of  their  guilt  with  respect  to 

whatever  trade  practices  might  be  ad- 

justed.” 

Cite  “An  Acceptable  Plan” 

The  article  quotes  A.  F.  Myers,  national 

Allied’s  general  counsel,  from  “Essentials 

of  an  Acceptable  Plan.”  “Tire  Allied  plan 
contemplates,  first  of  all,  the  restoration 
of  confidence  and  good  feeling  between 

the  sellers  and  buyers  of  film,  a   recog- 
nition by  each  of  the  importance  of  the 

other  in  the  successful  conduct  of  all  that 

is  embraced  in  the  motion  picture  busi- 

ness, and  the  setting  up  of  proper  ma- 
chinery for  the  adjustment  of  difficulties 

by  the  bona  fide  representatives  of  the 

two  branches.  This  machinery,  as  en- 

visioned by  Allied,  contemplates  local  ar- 
bitration boards,  freed  of  the  abuses  of 

the  outlawed  compulsory  arbitration 

boards,  and  consisting  of  an  equal  num- 

ber of  distributors  and  independent  ex- 

hibitors and  a   neutral  third  party  to  func- 
tion in  case  of  a   tie.  Also  a   national 

appeal  board,  similarly  constituted,  to  en- 
tertain appeals  from  the  local  boards  in 

contract  cases,  and  to  have  original  juris- 

diction in  matters  of  general  importance.” 

New  Higgins  Accounts 
Boston — Herbert  Higgins  has  added  two 

new  accounts  to  his  booking  service.  J. 

Lemiris  of  the  Strand  in  Ayer  and  Harry 

La  Mere  of  the  Royal  in  Ludlow,  Vt„  have 

delegated  Higgins  to  do  their  booking. 
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Monopoly  Charge 
Meets  Ascap  Suit 

Boston — George  S.  Ryan,  counsel  for 
the  Repertory  Theatre,  defending  a   suit 

brought  by  the  American  Society  of  Com- 
posers, Authors  and  Publishers  for  alleged 

violation  of  copyright  on  music  played  in 

the  theatre,  declared  in  federal  court  that 

the  society  constituted  a   monopoly  act- 
ing in  restraint  of  trade. 

Ryan  charged  that  the  society  operates 

as  a   copyright  pool  to  which  virtually 

every  composer  in  the  country  belongs  and 

that  it  sets  its  own  prices  and  dominates 

the  music  industry. 

He  further  stated  that  a   theatre,  dance 

hall,  night  club  or  restaurant  which  want- 
ed to  have  a   certain  piece  of  popular  music 

played  could  not  secure  permission  for 

that  one  piece  alone  but  under  the  society’s 
restrictions  must  purchase  a   blanket  right 

to  play  all  the  pieces  for  which  the  pool 

holds  copyrights. 

Ryan  declared  Ascap  made  more  than 

$1,000,000  from  such  copyright  licenses  in 

1936;  $3,000,000  for  licenses  for  radio  ren- 
ditions, and  sizeable  amounts  from  dance 

halls,  night  clubs  and  restaurants.  He 

claimed  that  the  copyright  earnings  were 

even  larger  in  1937. 

Louis  D.  Froehlich,  attorney  for  the  so- 

ciety, justified  the  society’s  practices, 
claiming  each  individual  composer  and 

publisher  has  a   copyright  on  his  particular 

piece  but  that  public  performances  for 

profit,  which  does  not  involve  anything 

tangible,  brought  about  pooling  of  their 

rights.  Froehlich  pointed  out  that  the  so- 
ciety had  been  upheld  by  the  courts  in  its 

prosecution  of  copyright  suits  all  over  the 

country  for  the  last  20  years. 

Other  defendants  in  the  suits,  which 

were  taken  under  advisement  by  Judge 

Ford,  include  Newsreel,  Inc.;  the  Holyoke 

Theatre,  Inc.;  Fitchburg  Amusement  Co.; 

Hof  Brau  Rotisserie,  Inc.;  Albert  Le  Fon- 
taine, Ernest  Sevino  and  Hon  Loy  Doo. 

Lieberman  May  Open 
Normandie  in  Month 

Boston — The  Lieberman  circuit  is  go- 
ing ahead  rapidly  toward  making  the 

Normandie  Ballroom,  formerly  the  old 

B.  F.  Keith’s  Theatre,  into  a   modern 
theatre.  It  is  expected  that  the  Normandie 

will  open  in  a   month.  Picture  policy  has 

not  yet  been  decided  upon. 

Plans  for  a   newsreel  theatre  in  the 

basement  of  the  Tremont  have  been  aban- 
doned. Instead  a   newsreel  house  is  to  be 

built  next  door  to  the  Bijou.  The  loca- 
tion is  now  occupied  by  a   hat  store. 

Specifications  call  for  600  seats  and  con- 
struction will  begin  when  the  present  lease 

runs  out.  Opening  will  probably  be  on  the 

first  of  the  year. 

Plum  for  Mamoulian 

Hollywood  —   Rouben  Mamoulian  will 

direct  Columbia’s  film  version  of  Clifford 

Odets’  Broadway  stage  success,  “Golden 

Boy.” 

pLAYING  to  the  largest  business  the 
State  Theatre  has  known  in  many 

years,  Metro’s  “Boys  Town”  brought  out 
the  SRO  sign  at  both  matinee  and  even- 

ing performances  throughout  the  first 

five  days  of  its  engagement  and  at  all 

evening  performances  during  the  remain- 
ing four  days.  The  picture  was  held  over 

two  days  and  would  have  been  held 

longer,  except  for  previous  bookings. 

Following  the  lead  of  theatres  in  other 

towns  who  have  played  horror  pictures 

with  such  astounding  success  of  late,  the 

Empire  has  booked  “Frankenstein”  and 
“Dracula”  for  an  early  showing.  An  un- 

usual publicity  campaign  is  being  planned 

by  Manager  Harlan  Boucher  to  usher  in 
these  revivals. 

Late  vacationers:  Betty  Kaplan,  Form 

40  clerk  at  the  Paramount  exchange,  who 

leaves  Monday  for  two  weeks  in  Boston 

and  vicinity;  John  Pendergast,  Paramount 

shipper,  leaving  Monday  for  one  week, 

destination  unknown;  Florence  Lupien, 

secretary  to  Lester  Hughes,  booker,  re- 
turned October  17  from  New  York  where 

she  spent  her  vacation  surveying  the  lat- 

est fashions  and  “high  spots.” 

Filmrow  visitors:  Ernie  Warren,  WB 

salesman,  Boston;  Dan  Sullivan  of  Transit 

Advertisers,  Boston;  and  John  Heaney  of 

Vancouver,  B.  C.,  young  motion  picture 

technician  who  arrived  in  Portland  Octo- 

ber 22  on  board  the  British  freighter  Tor- 

onto City  from  England.  The  storm-buf- 
feted freighter  was  eight  days  overdue. 

Rudy  Vallee,  radio  and  screen  star,  was 

to  have  made  a   personal  appearance  at 

the  Legion  Hall,  Westbrook,  Wednesday, 

October  26,  supported  by  Mirth  &   Mack, 

dancing  comedians  and  Bob  Nellar,  ven- 
triloquist .   .   .   Sidney  Toler,  the  new 

Charlie  Chan,  chosen  recently  by  20th 

Century-Fox  studios  to  take  the  place  of 
the  late  Warner  Oland,  is  well  known 

among  lovers  of  the  legitimate  theatre 

here,  since  he  frequently  played  at  the 

old  Keith’s  and  made  his  home,  for  a   sea- 
son, at  Cape  Cottage,  near  Portland. 

The  Dance  Salon  at  the  Strand  and  Em- 

pire theatres  has  been  converted  into  a 

charming  lounge  and  is  being  called  the 

“Hunting  Room,”  where  patrons  at  both 
houses  will  be  served  tea  and  cigarettes. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

(Answers  on  page  20) 

1.  What  has  hypoed  business  for  Phil 

Bloomberg  in  Salem? 

2.  Who  are  Grand  National’s  new  ex- 
change managers  in  Boston  and  New 

Haven? 

3.  What  was  Joe  Cifre’s  catchline  in  ad- 
vertising used  chairs? 

4.  What  is  the  defense’s  contention  in  the 
suit  Ascap  has  filed  against  27  Boston 
establishments? 

5.  What  sign  of  patron  preference  in  the 

way  of  programs  has  been  manifested 
recently? 

Film  Product  Mag 

Be  Council  Topic 
Portland — A   proposal  that  the  annual 

convention  of  the  Portland  Motion  Pic- 

ture Council  to  be  held  in  Portland  No- 
vember 19,  center  around  a   forum  devoted 

to  a   discussion  of  how  to  obtain  better 

motion  pictures,  was  submitted  to  council 

leaders  at  a   dinner  meeting  of  the  organ- 
ization at  the  Eastland  Hotel  here. 

Carl  E.  Milliken,  of  MPPDA,  and  mem- 

bers in  charge  of  convention  arrange- 

ments spoke  strongly  in  favor  of  the  pro- 

gram. 
Although  no  definite  plans  were  made, 

the  consensus  expressed  in  discussion  fa- 
vored division  of  the  proposed  all- day 

sessions  of  the  meeting  into  seminars,  each 

devoted  to  an  important  channel  for  ob- 
taining the  desired  end.  Representatives 

of  either  the  church,  the  school,  the  pub- 
lic library,  or  of  interested  community 

groups  would  be  chosen  as  leaders  of  the 
seminars. 

Mrs.  Carl  C.  Coffin,  general  chairman 

of  the  Council,  presided  at  the  meeting. 

Others  present  included:  Arlyn  E.  Barn- 
ard, president  of  the  Council;  Ralph  M. 

Sommerville,  Mrs.  Douglas  K.  Hammett, 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Max  L.  Pinansky,  Dr.  Wil- 
liam H.  Jones,  Mrs.  O.  E.  Haney,  Mrs. 

Thomas  E.  Craven,  Mrs.  Harold  J.  Con- 
nors, M.  Adelaide  Lenan  and  Miss  Lysla 

Abbott.  Mr.  Milliken  will  be  the  princi- 

pal speaker  at  the  convention. 

Install  New  Officers 

At  Annual  Legion  Dance 
Boston — New  officers  of  Lt.  A.  Vernon 

MacCauley  Post,  theatrical  post  of  the 

American  Legion  here,  were  installed  at 

the  eighth  annual  dinner  dance  held  Oc- 
tober 25  at  the  Copley  Plaza  Hotel. 

The  new  officers  are  Patrick  F.  Healey, 

commander;  William  McLaughlin,  senior 

vice-commander;  Harry  Aaronson,  junior 

vice-commander;  Marcel  Mekelburg,  fi- 
nance officer;  Harry  Smith,  adjutant;  A. 

Edward  Melincoff,  chaplain,  and  Sam  Le- 

vine, sergeant-at-arms. 
The  executive  committee  is  composed  of 

Kenneth  Forkey,  Irving  Shiffman,  William 

J.  Cotty  and  Alvin  J.  Kenney. 

Perakos  Redecorating 

Palace  at  New  Britain 

New  Britain,  Conn. — Peter  Perakos, 

operator  of  the  Palace  Theatre,  has  con- 

tracted with  Vincent  Fiore  of  Alvin  Stu- 
dios for  redecoration  of  the  boxoffice,  ves- 

tibule and  lobby.  The  boxoffice  will  be 

in  black  and  maroon  glass,  with  aluminum 

trim.  New  full  length  walnut  frames  with 

formica  base  will  go  into  the  vestibule, 

with  new  ceiling  and  indirect  cove  lights 

in  the  lpbby.  Circular  mirrors,  five  feet 

in  diameter,  and  with  formica  base,  will 

decorate  the  lobby  as  part  of  the  com- 

plete redecoration.  National  Screen  Ser- 
vice will  assist  Fiore  in  the  work. 
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Half  of  Lowell's 
Populace  in  Quiz 

Lowell,  Mass. — Over  50,000  Movie  Quiz 
booklets  have  been  distributed  in  this  city 
of  slightly  over  100,000  population,  it  is 

revealed  in  a   checkup  made  by  the  Cour- 
ier-Citizen. Booklets  were  given  to  patrons 

only  at  their  request,  the  paper  points  out. 

Since  the  opening  of  the  campaign  two 
months  ago,  theatre  attendance  has 
bounded  upward,  the  newspaper  adds. 

The  Courier -Citizen  has  given  the  cam- 
paign fullest  cooperation,  editorially  and 

in  its  news  columns,  from  the  first. 

Edward  Bradley  Injured 
In  Automobile  Accident 

Portland — Edward  Bradley,  the  Para- 
mount salesman  in  Maine,  was  injured 

last  week  when  his  automobile  struck  a 

telephone  pole  and  overturned  near  Bruns- 
wick. He  was  accompanied  by  his  broth- 

ter-in-law,  who  suffered  a   broken  leg  and 
multiple  fractures.  The  car  was  demol- 
ished. 

Both  men  were  brought  to  Portland 

where  X-rays  were  taken  to  determine 
the  extent  of  their  injuries.  Bradley 
escaped  with  only  bruises  and  cuts. 

The  accident,  occurred  when  the  Para- 
mount salesman  attempted  to  pass  a   truck 

and  skidded  on  the  wet  highway,  over- 
turning. 

Work  and  Wages  Up  in 

Massachusetts  Industry 
Boston — Theatremen  will  be  glad  to 

know  that  employment  and  wages  have 

increased  sharply  and  the  effect  on  the- 
atre attendance  and  grosses  should  be 

marked. 

Employment  and  payrolls  in  4,383  whole- 
sale and  retail  trade  establishments  in 

Massachusetts  increased  in  September, 
compared  with  August,  the  Massachusetts 
department  of  labor  and  industries  reports. 

The  number  employed  increased  from 

78,849  to  81,126  and  payrolls  from  $1,799,- 
042  to  $1,831,008. 

Metropolitan  in  Boston 

Likes  Midweek  Opening 
Boston— The  Metropolitan  Theatre  had 

such  good  fortune  with  its  Wednesday 

openings  that'  it  has  decided  to  continue 
the  policy.  The  shift  was  inaugurated  on 

Wednesday,  October  12,  and  17,000  pat- 
rons stormed  the  theatre  to  see  Para- 

mount’s “If  I   Were  King”  that  day. 

“Men  With  Wings,”  also  by  Paramount, 

opened  Wednesday  to  excellent'  business. 
Louise  Campbell,  star  of  the  film,  was  in 
town  and  was  tendered  a   press  party.  She 
also  greeted  the  radio  audience. 

A   STONE,  formerly  manager  of  the 

*   Proven  Pictures  Theatre  in  Hartford, 

Conn.,  is  managing  the  Bijou,  recent  Lie- 

berman  acquisition  .   .   .   Jack  Carroll,  man- 

ager of  the  Paramount,  has  fully  recov- 
ered from  a   recent  appendicitis  operation 

and  is  even  venturing  to  the  football 

games  at  Harvard  Stadium. 

Albert  Donath  has  replaced  Bruno  For- 
nell  as  assistant  manager  at  the  Wash- 

ington St.  Olympia.  Bruno  has  hooked  up 
with  a   photography  company  .   .   .   Metro 

had  a   well-attended  trade  showing  of  “The 
Citadel”  at  the  Uptown  Theatre  last  Tues- 

day morning. 

Mrs.  Symita  Levy  has  resigned  from  the 
E.  M.  Loew  office  force  looking  forward 
to  a   blessing  .   .   .   Gerald  Wagner  put  on 
a   benefit  for  the  Red  Cross  at  the  Colonial 
Theatre  in  Newport,  R.  I.,  recently  .   .   . 
The  E.  M.  Loew  circuit  is  opening  its 
newly  constructed  house  in  North  Adams 
within  two  weeks. 

Joe  Cohen  is  taking  up  ping  pong  now 

that  the  golfing  season  is  over.  Joe  says 
he  is  still  playing  with  a   little  ball!  .   .   . 

Benjamin  Wolfe  is  the  new  student  con- 
nected with  the  Metro  exchange  this  week 

.   .   .   F.  W.  Franke  and  G.  J.  Malafro^nte, 
traveling  auditors  for  Universal,  have  been 
in  town  for  a   few  days. 

Harry  Worden,  Metro  salesman,  has 
been  discharged  from  a   hospital  at  Bellows 
Falls  and  is  now  convalescing  at  home  .   .   . 

Jimmy  O’Brien  has  moved  to  29  Fayette 
St.  .   .   .   Steve  Broidy  announced  that 
Monogram  has  acquired  the  distribution 

rights  to  the  Woodard  Production,  “Ad- 

ventures of  Chico.” 

Agnes  Crowley  has  dropped  all  ledgers 

T   CO)  M 
at  Universal  for  a   vacation  .   .   .   Mario 
Daru,  formerly  with  Jack  Saef,  is  now 

with  Jack  Saef  at  the  Paramount.  That’s 
right!  .   .   .   The  M&P  Theatres,  Inc.,  have 

signed  a   lease  for  another  five-year  period 
to  manage  New  England  Theatres,  Inc. 

.   .   .   Al  Herman,  district  manager  for  Uni- 
versal, is  busy  working  on  several  circuit 

deals  .   .   .   Dan  Seletsky,  booker  for  M&P, 

has  taken  along  a   book  on  his  vacation. 

Mary  Doherty  has  replaced  Margaret 
Flaherty  at  the  Keith  Memorial.  Margaret 
married  William  Shannon  of  Newton  .   .   . 

Phyllis  Sharon  is  that  new  cashier  at  the 

Trans-Lux  .   .   .   Monogram  is  having  a   spe- 

cial print  of  “Gangster’s  Boy”  sent  up 
for  a   preview  on  October  31,  according  to 
Steve  Broidy. 

It  should  be  of  interest  to  theatre  own- 
ers that  hurricane  and  flood  damage  are 

deductible  on  income  tax  returns  .   .   . 

Walter  Gillis,  office  manager  for  Cameo 
Screen  Attractions,  is  still  on  jury  duty 

.   .   .   Sam  Davidson  is  very  bullish  on 

“Mayerling”  .   .   .   Maurice  Pouzzner  has 

been  listening  to  sweet  music — the  tick- 
ings of  a   bullish  ticker! 

Nathan  Ross  has  joined  the  United  Art- 
tists  sales  force,  covering  New  Hampshire 
and  Vermont,  according  to  Manager  Jce 
Dervin.  Ross  was  formerly  with  Grand 
National  and  was  with  First  National 

for  12  years  previously  .   .   .   Harry  Gold, 
eastern  general  sales  manager  for  United 

Artists,  and  Charles  Stern,  eastern  dis- 
trict manager,  were  in  town  last  week. 

E.  M.  Fay  has  reopened  his  Fay  The- 
atre in  Providence.  Darkness  was  caused 

by  the  recent  hurricane  and  flood  .   .   . 
Doc  Britton  spent  last  weekend  in  New 

(Continued  on  page  21) 

“Tremendous 

Success” 
We  will  not  sell  you  a 

Burch  Popcorn  Machine 

at  any  price  unless  our 

trained  analyst  certi- 

to  you. 

No  Burch  Popcorn  Ma- 

chine is  Ever  a   Failure. 

SAMUEL  HORENSTEIN 
BURCH  MANUFACTURING  CO. 

Box  239  New  Bedford,  Mass. 

fies  it  will  be  profitable 

Atlas  Theatre  Corporation 
SALIDA  THEATRE 

gaLtea  THEATRE 

STATE  THEATRE 

BELLE  THEATRE 
Belle  Foarcho,  Bo.  Vat. 

MAJESTIC  THEATRE 
BturffU.  Bo.  Dak. 

September  17,  1936. 

Mr.  C.  F.  Smith, 
Box  1782, 

Denver,  Colorado. 

Dear  Ur.  Smith: 

Fair  popoom  maohine  has  enjoyed. 

you  no  doubt  will  remember  with  a 
smile,  .the  look  of  horror  I   gave  you  the  first  time  it 
was  suggested  that  we  install  a   Buroh  machine  in  our 
new  and  beautiful  theatre.  It  seems  queer  to  me  now  to 
be  writing  a   letter  of  this  sort  when  a   few  months  ago 
I   wae  so  strongly  opposed  to  even  the  thought  of  a   Burch 
popoom  machine  in  a   first  class  theatre. 

However,  I   have  learned  a   great  deal 

since  then.  For  years  a   dean  ocuple  with  a   clean  maohine 
have  enjoyed  a   wonderful  popcorn  business  Just  a   few  doors 
from  the  theatre.  Their  machine  is  outside  and  ou®  inside. 
Despite  this  popular  competition,  we  are  enjoying  an  ever 
increasing  popcorn  business  and  without  criticism.  In  fact 

people  like  the  idea.  It  is  -pet  of  the  show. 

Better  still,  we  enjoy  a   nice  profit 
‘   machine.  This  cariogt  be  ignored  by  any 

Congratulations! 
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gT.  STEPHENS  HALL,  dark  for  six 
months,  has  reopened  with  Hungarian 

films  .   .   .   Manager  Matt  Saunders  of  the 

Lcew-Poli  was  a   recent  guest  of  his  old 

friend  Max  Gordon  at  a   performance  of 

"Sing  Out  the  News”  at  the  Music  Box. 

Stamford  Theatre ,   Stamford,  now  oper- 
ates from  10:30  a.  m.  until  after  midnight 

on  Saturdays. 

Loew-Poli  and  Majestic  theatres  are 

considering  replacing  usherettes  with 

young  men.  There  are  only  two  houses  left 

downtown  using  girls  on  the  floor. 

Deal  to  remodel  Park  Theatre  into  a 

modern  motion  theatre  has  fallen  through. 

General  Motors  Parade  of  Progress  drew 

56,385  admissions  during  the  week’s  stay 
here. 

Warner  considered  special  Tuesday  night 

opening  for  “If  I   Were  King”  and  the 
elimination  of  co-feature.  Plan  went  sour 

and  picture  opened  on  regular  day  top- 
ping a   double  feature. 

A1  Domain  is  managing  the  Lyric  under 

the  supervision  of  Matt  Saunders  when 

the  house  lights  weekends  for  holdovers. 

“Gold  Diggers  in  Paris,”  turned  down 
by  every  first  run  house  in  the  city,  has 

been  cleaning  up  in  the  neighborhoods. 

Warner’s  Palace,  Torrington,  has  shift- 
ed dish  night  from  Thursday  to  Monday. 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Questions  on  page  18) 

1.  Provision  of  increased  parking  space 

for  patrons. 

2.  Robert  Cobe  and  Harry  Gibbs. 

3.  “Used  but  not  abused.” 

4.  The  defense  questions  the  ability  of  the 

field  representatives  to  recognize  the 

tunes,  whose  copyright  is  allegedly  in- 
fringed, after  they  have  been  varied 

and  distorted  as  is  the  present  “jitter- 
bug” trend. 

5.  At  Whitneyville  a   petition  has  been 

proposed  that  the  Baileys  adopt  a   sin- 
gle feature  policy  in  the  new  house  they 

plan  here. 

Legit  Quartet  Keeping 

Boston  Stage  Occupied 
Boston — The  legitimate  season  is  in  full 

swing  with  four  presentations  holding 

down  the  stage.  “Golden  Boy”  with 
Frances  Farmer  is  going  strongly  at  the 

Plymouth.  "Shadow  and  Substance”  is 

playing  at  the  Wilbur.  “Leave  It  to  Me,” 
a   musical  comedy,  had  its  world  premiere 

at  the  Shubert  and  “Yankee  Fable”  with 

Ina  Claire,  also  a   world  premiere,  is  run- 
ning, though  not  strongly,  at  the  Colonial. 

rr Conciliation 77  the  Keynote 

•pHE  matters  of  clearance  and  theatre 
“divorcement”  are  wholly  outside  the 

realm  of  the  trade  practice  parleys  held 

in  New  York  by  exhibitor  and  distributor 

interests  and  purely  a   local  problem,  in 

the  distributor  point  of  view. 

Final  say  on  “divorcement”  of  dis- 
tributor interests  from  exhibition  will  rest 

on  the  federal  suit  instituted  against 

major  producer-exhibitors,  it  is  felt. 

Two  plans  of  a   local  nature  are  ad- 
vanced for  the  ironing  out  of  clearance 

difficulties:  (1)  A   round  robin  of  all  ex- 

hibitors served  out  of  each  of  32  key 

cities  to  develop  a   schedule  acceptable  to 

the  majority;  (2)  Continuance  of  current 

clearance  schedules  against  which  ex- 

hibitors might  register  “beefs”  for  adjudi- 
cation by  a   local  conciliation  board. 

Serious  thought  is  being  given  to  the 

creation  of  a   “Supreme  Court”  for  the 
settlement  of  trade  problems  within  the 

framework  of  the  industry.  Allied, 

MPTOA  and  distributors  would  have  equal 

representation  on  this  body,  which,  sit- 

ting in  New  York,  would  pass  final  judg- 
ment on  disputes  unsuccessfully  handled 

by  local  conciliation  units. 

Leaders  of  the  industry’s  national  Movie 
Quiz  were  puzzled  last  week  when  the  con- 

test was  branded  a   “lottery”  on  three 

counts  by  the  prosecuting  attorney’s  of- 
fice of  Missouri .   The  Movie  Quiz  con- 

tains the  element  of  “chance,”  inasmuch 

as  winners  are  determined  at  the  “un- 

controlled discretion”  of  the  judges.  It 

involves  “consideration,”  the  ruling  goes  on, 
since  participants  must  pay  to  see  contest 

pictures.  The  $250,000  in  prize  money, 

of  course,  constitutes  the  “remuneration” 
angle. 

Joseph  M.  Schenck,  20th-Fox  board 
chairman,  views  cancellation  of  product 

in  excess  of  ten  per  cent  as  “extremely 

dangerous”  to  the  maintenance  of  quality 
production.  Producers,  he  explains,  spend 

much  money  on  pictures,  which,  when  not 

played,  result  in  heavy  losses  to  dis- 
tributors. As  a   consequence,  producers 

would  be  forced  to  curtail  costs,  eventually 

affecting  film  quality. 

A   report  in  Boxoffice,  three  weeks  old, 

was  confirmed  with  the  appointment  of 

George  J.  Schaefer  as  president  of  RKO 

and  subsidiary  companies,  succeeding  Leo 

Spitz,  who  plans  to  return  to  his  private 

law  practice. 

When  Chamberlain  returned  to  London 

from  talks  with  Hitler  over  the  dismem- 
berment of  Czechoslovakia,  his  arrival  by 

plane  was  watched  by  many,  from  com- 
fortable chairs  in  homes,  over  television 

sets.  Television  as  a   reality  this  week 

moved  another  notch  forward.  David  Sar- 

noff,  the  RCA  head,  in  a   New  York  talk, 

ventured  the  system  would  go  over  the 

air  regularly  next  year. 

J^OEW-POLI  houses  went  back  to  a 
Thursday  opening,  starting  “Suez”  a 

day  early,  in  order  to  be  right  on  hand 

for  Thanksgiving  .   .   .   Holdover  of  “Sta- 
blemates”  made  the  fifth  consecutive  show 
to  move  from  the  Poli  to  the  College  for 

second  weeks. 

Preliminary  of  “ The  Great  Waltz”  con- 
test was  held  at  Wilcox’s  on  Sunday,  with 

Bunny  Berigan’s  band  officiating  and 

large  number  of  contestants.  Simultane- 
ously other  night  spots  in  the  state  stage 

such  contests  which  lead  up  to  city-wide, 

state-wide,  then  national  championships . 

City  finals  in  New  Haven  are  set  for  the 

Hotel  Taft,  with  state  windup  on  the 
Loew-Poli  stage  here. 

Travel  slate:  George  Skouras,  Edward 

Peskay  and  R.  Ricketson  were  among  the 

guests  of  I.  J.  Hoffman  after  the  Yale- 

Navy  game  .   .   .   Bob  Cobe  left  town  Fri- 
day for  his  new  post  as  Grand  National 

Boston  manager,  loaded  with  good  wishes 

of  the  territory  in  which  his  seven  years’ 
stay  had  resulted  in  many  friendships  .   .   . 

William  Erbb,  Paramount  district  mana- 
ger for  New  England,  visited  the  New 

Haven  branch  .   .   .   Adolph  G.  Johnson 

spent  four  days  from  his  office  viewing 

colored  chinaware  factories  in  Detroit  and 

East  Liverpool  .   .   .   Harry  Shaw  made  a 

hurried  trip  to  New  York. 

Ollie  Hamilton  of  M&P  Empress,  Nor- 
walk, made  one  of  his  infrequent  trips  to 

Meadow  Street  unexpectedly,  when  col- 
lectors made  off  with  all  his  lobby  stills 

as  they  were  being  changed  .   .   .   Sam 

Badamo,  who  had  “Frankenstein”  and 
“Dracula”  pulled  repeatedly  for  holdovers, 

finally  received  a   Hallowe’en  week  book- 
ing and  went  to  town  with  a   collection 

of  skulls,  skeletons  arid  zombies  that 
scared  him  away  from  his  own  lobby. 

Penetrix,  Theatre  News  commentator, 
who  has  her  moods  critical,  whimsical, 

statistical,  et  als,  finds  that  from  May, 

1935,  to  the  end  of  the  year  there  were 

ten  single  feature  shows  in  New  Haven; 
in  1936  there  were  17;  in  1937,  only  five, 

and  so  far  in  1938,  five.  Conclusion: 

“.  .   .   in  this  town  at  least  the  trend  has 

been  away  from  the  single  feature  pro- 

gram and  not  towards  it  .   .   .   Why?”  .   .   . 
Apropos  of  single  features,  Robert  Rus- 

sell of  the  Poli  is  an  ardent  advocate  when 

he’s  sold  on  a   picture  .   .   .   Jack  Fishman 
points  out  that  by  double  featuring,  such 

important  educational  pictures  as  “Block- 
ade” get  their  messages  over  to  the  mul- 

titudes. 

The  new  Arch  St.,  New  Britain,  George 

LeWitt  house,  will  have  lobby  and  front 

accessories  by  National  Screen,  supervised 

by  Phil  Grody  .   .   .   New  Dixwell  tried  out- 

side poster  trolley  advertising ,   infrequent- 
ly used  by  theatres  here. 

State,  Hartford,  called  all  jitterbugs  to 

do  the  Lambeth  Walk  on  the  stage  each 

night  of  the  five-day  engagement,  to  the 

time  of  Clyde  McCoy’s  music  .   .   .   Nate 
Podoloff  denies  vaudeville  is  definitely  set 

for  the  Arena,  admitting  only  that  it  is 

being  considered  .   .   .   Louis  Pratt  of  Pratt’s, 
Deep  River,  drummed  up  plenty  of  com- 
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munity  goodwill  by  running  a   benefit  show 

for  a   nearby  family,  victims  of  a   fire 

which  took  several  lives. 

Sick  list  includes  Thomas  Donaldson, 

Metro  manager,  out  for  several  days;  Ed- 
ward G.  Levy,  MPTO  secretary,  confined 

to  this  bed  .   .   .   Children’s  shorts  shows 
at  the  Lincoln  reported  successfully 

launched  by  Manager  Lewis  Carroll,  al- 
though kiddie  radio  talent  broadcast  did 

not  come  off  because  of  musicians’  union 
objection. 

Warners  will  not  reopen  the  Capitol, 

New  Britain,  until  business  perks  up  suf- 

ficiently to  warrant  it  .   .   .   Howard  open- 

ing on  glassware  reported  to  be  the  big- 
gest premium  opening  yet  for  this  house 

.   .   .   White  Way  Theatre  starts  November 

19  with  dinnerware,  contracted  for  with 

N.  C.  Wrisley. 

Jack  and  Frank  Pinney,  whose  idea  of 

getting  autographs  of  famous  film  peo- 

ple for  their  second-hand  car,  led  to  their 

engagement  as  ‘‘traveling  salesmen”  for 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year,  are  back 
in  Hartford,  their  home  town  .   .   .   Twen- 

tieth-Fox lot  is  being  cleared  for  enlarged 
car  packing  space. 

Finn’s,  Jewett  City,  is  now  operating 
three-a-week  in  the  high  school  audi- 

torium, while  negotiations  go  on  for  re- 

building the  theatre,  destroyed  by  the 

hurricane  .   .   .   Gaylord  Farm  Sanatorium 

lists  among  it's  members  Columbia  Pic- 
tures, Metro,  Paramount,  RKO,  20th-Fox, 

Universal  and  Vitagraph  of  New  Haven, 

and  among  its  special  donors  Columbia 

Pictures  and  National  Theatre  Supply. 

Robinson  in  "Sea  Wolf" 
Hollywood — Edward  G.  Robinson  draws 

the  starring  role  in  “The  Sea  Wolf,”  which 
Warner  will  make  from  the  Jack  London 

novel  of  the  same  name. 

Alma  Mater  Writes 

Portland — Film  star  worship  took  a 
new  form  at  Lewiston,  Me.,  October  18, 

when  Bates  College  students  collectively 

decided  to  show  their  liking  for  and  ap- 

preciation of  Jeffery  Lynn’s  work  in  “Four 

Daughters,”  by  sending  him  a   huge  postal 
card.  The  card  measured  some  six  feet 

by  three  feet  and  was  signed  by  President 

Clifton  D.  Gray  of  Bates. 

Jeffery  Lynn,  known  to  Bates  students 

as  Raguard  Lind,  was  graduated  from 

Bates  in  1930  and,  according  to  his  col- 

leagues, is  one  of  the  best  college  athletes 

ever  to  enter  motion  pictures.  As  a   mem- 

ber of  the  Bates  College  national  cham- 

pionship relay  team,  he  is  said  to  carry 
one  of  the  watches  won  at  the  famous  Uni- 

versity of  Pennsylvania  relays  and  pos- 

sesses enough  cups  from  championship 

track  meets  to  bail  out  the  Los  Angeles 
river.  He  is  a   native  of  Maine. 

The  card  and  mailing  ceremonies  re- 

ceived considerable  publicity  in  local  and 
state  papers. 

Cartoons  a   " Folk  Art” 
Boston  —   Professor  Robin  Feild,  of  the 

Harvard  fine  arts  department,  has  re- 
turned from  a   six-week  visit  with  Walt 

Disney  in  Hollywood.  The  professor  has 

high  praise  for  the  animated  cartoon. 

“The  modern  animated  cartoon  is  per- 

haps the  only  universal  art  form  in  his- 

tory,” Prof.  Feild  says.  “It  is  what  I   like 
to  call  the  20th  century  folk  art.  Using 

science  unselfconsciously,  it  embodies  the 
total  achievement  of  the  human  race  to 

date  and  puts  true  movement  and  life  into 

art.  Disney  is  not  concerned  with  the  art 

of  the  past;  he  is  creating  spontaneously. 

Perhaps  we  study  the  past  too  much  as  a 

refuge  from  the  harsh  reality  of  facing 

the  future.  And  yet  this  new  art  is  in  a 

real  sense  in  the  stream  of  tradition.” 
Editorially,  the  Boston  Traveler  recent- 

ly commented  as  follows:  “Among  artists 
and  critics  of  art,  whether  it  be  painting, 

singing,  or  instrumentation,  there  is  al- 
together too  much  snobbery,  too  much 

looking  down  the  nose  at  the  things  the 
mass  likes. 

“Prof.  Feild  speaks  with  authority  when 

he  expresses  the  importance  of  wide  pub- 
lic opinion  regarding  the  arts.  Such  men 

encourage  the  arts  by  encouraging  artists 

to  listen  to  the  voice  of  the  people.  Too 

many  artists  think  that  the  voice  of  the 

people  displays  a   degraded  taste,  yet  these 

same  artists  frequently  gush  over  what 

they  term  the  primitive  art  of  ancient 

peoples. 
“Too  many  artists  of  all  sorts  display 

their  art  for  the  applause  of  other  artists, 

thereby  making  their  life  work  a   sterile 

thing.  Too  many  artists  sign  and  paint 

and  play  that  which  is  difficult  of  exe- 
cution and  lacking  in  any  interest  but 

the  technical.  The  place  for  the  tech- 

nical is  in  the  classroom,  that  the  tech- 
nique may  be  mastered  so  that  that  which 

the  people  love  may  be  executed  truly. 

“The  seeds  of  the  arts  are  in  all  peo- 
ple. All  people  can  appreciate  art  even 

if  they  cannot  create  it.  Too  many  art- 
ists have  committed  a   grave  sin.  They 

have  made  too  many  people  timid  about 

expressing  an  opinion  on  the  arts. 

“Prof.  Feild  is  right.  The  motion  pic- 
ture is  a   great  art  medium.  The  work  of 

Disney  may  be  more  important  than  that 

of  Rembrandt,  in  that  Disney  democratized 

his  talents  and  contributed  gloriously  to 

arousing  man’s  better  instincts.” 

BOSTON 

(Continued  from  page  19) 

York  passing  up  the  football  game  .   .   . 
Dave  Whalen  visited  his  old  friends  last 
week. 

Frances  Feeley  has  been  promoted  to 

assistant  treasurer  at  the  Keith  Memorial 

.   .   .   Archie  Silverman  is  planning  to  re- 
open his  Strand  Theatre  in  Providence 

this  week.  Hurricane  and  flood  damage 

necessitated  extensive  repairs.  Eddie  Reed- 

ing is  manager  .   .   .   James  Craig  has  re- 
sumed his  supervision  of  service  at  the 

Keith  Memorial  after  a   vacation  .   .   .   How- 

ard Shonting,  formerly  manager  of  the 

Cape  Cinema  in  Dennis,  is  press  agenting 
Ozzie  Nelson. 

Angie  Maney,  formerly  secretary  at  the 

Metropolitan  Theatre,  has  been  appointed 

by  Sheldon  Fairbanks  as  assistant  to 

George  Huestis  in  the  press  department 

of  Wonderland  Park  .   .   .   Arthur  Willi, 

RKO  talent  scout,  and  Jake  Wilk,  Warner 

story  editor,  were  in  town  last  week  at- 
tending  the  premieres. 

James  Darby,  manager  of  the  Beacon 

Theatre,  is  the  father  of  a   baby  girl  .   .   . 

William  P.  Murphy  of  New  York  is  con- 
nected with  the  Lockwood  and  Gordon 

theatres  .   .   .   Bill  Canning,  formerly  as- 
sociated with  Nate  Yamins  at  Fall  River, 

was  in  town  to  take  in  a   football  game 

at  the  Stadium.  Bill  is  all  keyed  up  about 

going  to  Florida  for  the  winter. 

Barney  Pitkin,  RKO  branch  manager  at 

New  Haven,  was  a   visitor  to  Boston  last 

week  .   .   .   Roland  Young  and  Alan  Mow- 

bray attended  the  opening  of  Ina  Claire’s 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Tom  Spry  Leaves 
UA  Boston  Helm 

Boston — Tom  Spry  has  resigned  as  man- 

ager of  the  United  Artists’  exchange. 

Spry,  who  joined  United  Artists  about  a 

year  ago,  formerly  was  Warner  manager. 
Although  no  successor  to  Spry  has  been 

named,  an  announcement  is  expected shortly. 

Abe  Weiner,  Boston  district  salesman, 

has  been  appointed  to  the  branch  mana- 
gership at  Pittsburgh. 

Horror  Duo  Garners 

Tremendous  Response 

Boston — Two  horror  pictures,  “Franken- 
stein” and  “Dracula,”  are  being  presented 

on  a   double-feature  program  at  the  RKO 

Boston  Theatre.  The  opening  day’s  busi- 
ness was  300  per  cent  above  average  and 

so  tremendous  has  been  the  public  re- 
sponse that  there  is  a   possibility  that  the 

program  may  be  held  over  a   second  week. 

Muni  in  " Juarez " Hollywood — Paul  Muni  and  Bette  Davis 

are  co-starred  in  Warner’s  “Juarez,”  to 
go  into  production  November  7,  with 
William  Dieterle  directing. 

Cast  Additions 

Hollywood — Marc  Lawrence  and  Tom 

Dugan  have  been  added  to  the  cast  of  Co- 

lumbia’s “There’s  That  Woman  Again.” 
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pAYS  THEATRE,  redecorated  and  re- 
seated downstairs,  reopened  after  its 

flood-forced  shutdown  of  a   month  on 
October  21  to  SRO  business  that  day  and 
over  the  weekend.  Strand  Theatre,  also 
heavily  damaged  by  flood  waters  and  dark 

since  September  21,  is  still  rushing  restora- 
tion and  hopes  to  open  about  November 

1.  Strand  management  gave  up  its  ten- 
ancy of  the  Metropolitan  October  17. 

Two  Rhode  Island  theatres  wnll  have 

“little  theatre”  tenants  this  week.  At  New- 
port the  Paramount  will  home  the  New- 
port Players  Guild  in  its  first  production 

of  the  season  Tuesday  night,  “Brother 
Rat.  At  Woonsocket’s  Park  Theatre  on 
Wednesday  the  Woonsocket  Hospital  Aid 

Ass’n  will  stage  an  amateur  musical  com- 
edy “Top  o’  the  World.” 

Gene  Murphy,  of  Oscar  Doob’s  office, 
will  arrive  in  town  from  New  York  Thurs- 

day to  work  with  House  Manager  Ed  Mc- 
Bride at  Loew’s  State  in  a   “Welcome  to 

Providence”  campaign  for  Freddie  Bar- 

tholomew who  opens  a   p.  a.  week’s  en- 
gagement at  the  State  November  4. 

Associated  Theatres  opened  the  Play- 
home  with  a   film-vaudeville  policy  Octo- 

ber 12  .   .   .   Resident  Manager  Cronin  of 

the  Empire  is  serving  in  a   similar  capac- 
ity for  the  Playhome  and  is  utilizing  sev- 

eral ad  stunts  to  get  the  crewds. 

BOSTON 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

new  starring  vehicle  at  the  Colonial  The- 
atre last  week  and  were  surrounded  by 

a   host  of  admirers  .   .   .   Jack  Leary  of 
Nantasket  was  in  town  last  week  and  was 

having  more  than  his  share  of  parking 
troubles  ...  Matt  Donahue,  Metro  booker, 
is  vacationing  in  New  York. 

Ben  Welansky  has  organized  the 

Trailer-Made  Service  of  New  England  and 

will  open  an  exchange  shortly  .   .   .   Char- 
lie Repec  has  been  up  to  Carver  officiat- 

ing at  the  “Z”  Club  .   .   .   Arthur  Howard 
has  returned  from  the  annual  Allied  con- 

vention in  Atlantic  City. 

Paul  Levi  has  been  losing  his  shirt  on 
Harvard  each  week  but  when  the  worm 

turns  it  will  be  too  bad  for  Marty  Glazer! 

.   .   .   Vaughn  O’Neill  has  been  spending  a 
few  days  in  court.  It  is  not  as  bad  as  it 
sounds.  Vaughn  was  merely  testifying 

against  a   pickpocket  nabbed  at  Loew’s 
State  recently  .   .   .   Arthur  Tuohy  has  fully 
recovered  from  his  illness  that  kept  him 
flat  on  his  back  for  over  a   week. 

Incidentally  that  new  Trams-Lux  The- 
atre on  Washington  St.  has  more  leg 

room  than  any  theatre  in  Boston.  You 
can  actually  keep  your  legs  crossed  and 
patrons  can  still  pass  you  without  making 
you  get  up. 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  October  27,  1928) 

J£ING  SOUND  will  soon  make  his  grand entrance  into  Boston  when  all  first 

runs  will  be  wired  for  “talkies” — last  two 
to  be  converted  are  the  Keith-Albee  and 
the  Orpheum  .   .   .   The  new  Plymouth,  now 
under  construction  in  Worchester,  Mass., 

will  be  opened  not  later  than  November  1. 

Two  more  downtown  spots  in  Boston! 
That  was  the  story  last  week  when  the 
Globe  and  Casino  joined  Netoco  ranks  .   .   . 

Hubtown’s  Leone  Lane  will  play  the  role 
of  Esther  Ralston’s  chum  in  “The  Case  of 
Lena  Smith”  .   .   .   Oliver  C.  Edwards,  after 
more  than  20  years  on  the  job,  has  re- 

signed as  manager  of  Poli’s  Palace,  New Haven. 

Eddie  Farrell  is  the  new  Boston  mana- 
ger for  the  Tone-O-Fone  Co.,  Inc.  .   .   . 

Eddie  Markel,  manager  of  Synchrophone 
Co.  of  New  England,  reports  phenomenal 
business,  and  says  he  will  probably  have 

to  disappoint  several  locations  that  waited 
too  long  before  deciding  in  favor  of  the 
new  trend  towards  sound. 

“The  Water  Hole”  was  the  opening  at- 
traction at  the  new  Morse  Theatre  in 

Franklin,  Mass.  .   .   .   Harry  Burroughs  of 

the  Boston  Lodge  of  Elks  was  the  bene- 
factor who  purchased  two  projectors  for 

the  new  home  of  the  Boston  Newsboys. 

How  to  operate  motion  picture  theatres 

profitably 
Here  is  a   new  book  full  of  HOW  TO  DO  IT  information,  written  by  a   man 

who  believes  that  the  first  objective  of  theatre  management  is  to  make  money. 

In  this  book  he  covers  motion  picture  theatre  management  from  A   to  Z, 

giving  the  best  results  of  years  of  experience  as  a   guide  in  establishing 

successful  policies,  building  profitable  business,  and  efficiently  operating  any 
size  theatre. 

The  Management  of 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 

By  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON.  Jr. 

Get  This  Great  Aid  to  Theatre  President,  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Management!  GET  IT  TODAYI!  375  Pa9es' 6x9'  illustrated,  $3.50 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  4704  East  Ninth  Street,  Kansas  City,  Missouri 
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SERVICE 
THAT 

SER VES 

WHATEVER  YOU  WANT— to  sell  your 

theatre,  to  buy  a   theatre,  a   job,  a   posi- 

tion open,  to  buy  or  sell  equipment, 

miscellaneous  articles — it  will  pay  you 

to  advertise  your  needs  in  the  CLEAR- 

ING HOUSE  section  appearing  in  all 

eight  sectional  editions  of  BOX- 

OFFICE,  covering  the  motion  picture 

trade  throughout  United  States  and 

Canada.  For  only  10  cents  a   word 

you  get  international  coverage  and 

assurance  of  quick  results.  Why  not 

try  it! 
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ORiMion  bureau Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 

ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

©   just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs.  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 

MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  X.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

MT617  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 

MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT529  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT554 

MT555 
MT556 

MT557 

MT558 MT559 
MTS  60 

MT561 

MTS  62 
MTS  63 
MTS64 

MT569 

MT570 

MTS  71 
MT572 
MT573 

MTS  7   4 

MT575 
MTS  76 
MT577 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 
plete 

MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 
MT50S  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MTS  10  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MTS  16  Motors,  constant  speed 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 
MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 
MT552  Lumiline  lamps 

MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED,  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  "REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 

Chicago,  111.  10-29-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks: 

MT578 
MT579 

MT580 

MT581 

MT582 
MT5S3 

MT584 
MT585 
MT586 

MT587 
MT588 MT589 

MT591 
MT592 
MT593 
MT594 

MT595 
MT596 

MT597 
MT598 

MT599 
MT600 
MT601 

MT602 
MT603 

MT604 
MT605 

MT606 MT607 

MT608 
MT609 
MT610 

MT611 

MT612 MT613 

MT614 

MT615 
MT616 
MT617 

MT61S MT619 

MT620 
MT621 
MT622 
MT623 
MT624 MT625 

MT626 

MT627 

MT628 
MT629 

MT630 

MT631 MT632 

MT633 

Name  .... 

Theatre 

City 
State 

::T64i 

Floodlight  lamps 

Spotlight  lamps 

Sign  lamps 

Dimmers 

Ultra  violet  lighting 

Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
Flashed  opal  glass 

Pot  metal  opal  glass 

Fuses,  indicator  type 

Fuses,  cartridge 

Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 
MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 

MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 

MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 
MT657  Toilet  seats 

Expansion  Bolts 
Chair  fastening  cement 

Chair  refinishing  materials 

Upholstering  materials 

Seat  patching  kits 

Seat  decking  materials 

Floor  surfacing  materials 

Carpet  cleaning  systems 
Floor  waxes 

Matting,  rubber 

Paint,  screen 
Paint,  plastic 

Paint,  aluminum 
Polish,  metal 

Polish,  furniture 

Fireproofing  compounds 
Fire  extinguishers 
Ladders,  safety 

Uniforms,  staff 

Screen  cleaning  tools 

Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 

MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 
MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MT678  Acoustical  materials 

Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
Projectors,  standard 

Projectors,  semi-portable 
Projector  pedestals 
Projector  parts 
Lamps,  suprex  type 

Lamps,  reflector  arc 
Lamps,  high  intensity 
Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
Arc  regulators 
Arc  controls 

Control  panels 

Rectifiers,  copper-oxide Rectifiers,  tube  type 

Bulbs,  rectifier 
Rheostats,  projection 
Motor- generators 

Lenses,  projection 
Lenses,  condenser 
Current  changers 
Mirror  reflectors 

Carbons,  projector 
Carbon  savers Reels 

Reel  alarms 
Rewinders,  automatic 

Change-over  devices 

Slide,  projection 

Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
Take-ups,  film 

Film  safety  controls 

Fire  prevention  devices 
Fire  shutters,  porthole 
Film  scales 
Film  scrapers 

Film  splicers 
Film  cleaners 

Air  gun  (cleaner) 
Tool  kits 

Film  cabinets 

Film  cabinet  stands 

Effect  projectors 

Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 
sulphide 

SANITATION 

Cleaning  compounds 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glass_es 

MT701  Insulation  materials 
MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 
MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 

MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 
MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS Normal  Production 

Holds, j42  in  Work 
Hollywood — Maintaining  what  has  been 

established  as  a   normal  shooting  pace, 

Hollywood  cameras  were  turning  on  42 

features  as  the  week  opened,  only  two 

under  last  week’s  figure,  while  a   dozen 
more  were  poised  and  awaiting  the  gun. 

Hitting  the  season’s  peak  was  M-G-M, 

which  started  “Honolulu,”  co-featuring 
Eleanor  Powell  and  Robert  Young,  after 

many  delays  and  thus  boosted  its  total 

to  ten — one  above  last  week.  In  the  writ- 

ing mill  are  “The  Unvanquished,”  “Let 

Freedom  Ring,”  “The  Yearling”  and  other 
important  vehicles. 

In  the  second  spot,  with  eight  each,  were 

20th  Century-Fox  and  Universal.  The 
former  studio  broke  an  inactive  period  of 

several  weeks’  duration  by  sending  an 
untitled  “Camera  Daredevils”  adventure 

and  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu”  into  pro- 
duction, meantime  preparing  early  start- 

ing dates  on  “Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,” 

“Stanley  and  Livingstone”  and  “Mr.  Moto 

in  Trinidad.”  Universal  was  to  gun  “Swing 

Fever,”  second  in  its  Collegiate  series,  and 

has  “Three’s  Company,”  starring  Bing 

Crosby,  W.  C.  Fields  in  “You  Can’t  Cheat 

an  Honest  Man”  and  Danielle  Darrieux 

in  “Rio”  scheduled  for  starts  in  November. 

RKO  Radio,  through  Sol  Lesser’s  Prin- 

cipal Pictures,  put  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,” 
a   Bobby  Breen  starrer,  into  production, 

raising  its  shooting  total  from  five  to  six. 

In  script  form  are  “The  Castles,”  “The 

Flying  Irishman,”  “Arizona  Legion”  and 
others.  Also  filming  on  six  was  Para- 

mount. Getting  before  the  cameras  was 

an  untitled  Charlie  Ruggles-Mary  Boland 

comedy  and  “Radio  Troubadour,”  a   Span- 
ish-language  feature  being  produced  by 
Dario  Faralla.  The  Marathon  Street  plant 

has  “Midnight,”  “Union  Pacific,”  “Hotel 

Imperial”  and  others  on  the  line  and  ready 
to  go. 

Warner  Bros,  started  two — “Yes,  My 

Darling  Daughter”  and  “Always  Leave 

Them  Laughing,”  but  dropped  its  total 
from  seven  to  five.  A   busy  November  is 

in  sight,  however,  with  “Jaurez,”  “Dodge 

City,”  “Brother  Orchid”  and  “Tough  An- 

gels” slated  to  hit  the  cameras. 
Republic  penciled  a   start  this  week  on 

Hollywood,  Land 
Of  Realism 

Hollywood — The  legend  of  shifting 

sands  was  recently  re-enacted  on  the 
Hal  Roach  set  where  120  tons  of  sand 

comprised  a   beach  setting. 

By  the  time  a   gang  of  extras,  gaffers, 

property  men  and  others  got  through 

trudging  through  the  strip,  most  of  the 

sand  had  been  shoe-dragged  to  other 

parts  of  the  stage.  Faced  with  an 

emergency,  pails  were  spotted  with 

notices  to  remove  shoes  and  dump 

contents  therein. 

A   few  extras  took  the  notice  lit- 

erally. They  left  their  socks. 

MIXED  CREDITS 

Kokomo,  Ind. — If  you  hate  a   “correc- 

tion” as  much  as  I   do,  you  won’t  care  a 
lot  about  this  letter,  but  I   have  found  an 

error  in  your  most  excellent  publication 

and  I   feel  sure  you  will  want  to  know 
about  it. 

On  page  27  of  the  October  15  issue  of 

Boxoffice  under  the  caption,  “Along  the 

Line  of  March,”  you  show  a   picture  of  a 
40  &   8   engine  in  the  American  Legion 

Parade  in  Los  Angeles.  But  in  the  cut 

lines  below,  you  say,  “An  engineer  of  the 
40  &   8   society  locomotive  from  Fort  Wayne, 

Ind.” 

“Ouch!  That  “locomotive”  is  the  pride 
and  joy  of  the  40  &   8   Society  of  Kokomo, 

Ind.,  and  the  writer  was  one  of  the  group 

of  11  men  who  drove  the  thing  overland 

to  participate  in  that  convention.  But 

don’t  get  the  idea  I’m  not  wholly  for  your 
publication.  I   think  it  is  great. — M.  C. 

TULL,  Kokomo  Tribune. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  -picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  its  1938-39 
specials,  which,  if  it  hit  the  camera, 

would  find  three  films  in  production  at 

the  North  Hollywood  plant.  The  vehicle 

was  as  yet  uncast,  however,  as  the  week 

opened.  Another  special,  “Doctors  Don’t 
Tell,”  was  being  scripted,  and  “Red  River 

Range,”  a   Three  Mesquiteers  western,  gets 
the  gun  next  week. 

No  starts  were  listed  at  Columbia,  which 

had  four  on  the  sound  stages,  one  less 

than  last  week.  In  process  of  prepara- 

tion are  "Plane  No.  4,”  which  Howard 

Hawks  will  direct;  “Good  Girls  Go  to 

Paris,”  starring  Jean  Arthur;  and  “Our 

Wife.” 

Monogram  continued  filming  on  Pro- 

ducer Edward  Finney’s  Tex  Ritter  west- 
ern, “Little  Tenderfoot,”  as  its  only  pro- 

duction in  work,  meanwhile  lining  up 

“I  Am  a   Criminal,”  “Streets  of  New  York” 

and  “Mr.  Wong  in  Chinatown”  as  Novem- 
ber camera  fodder.  Likewise,  United  Art- 

ists, through  Producers  Hal  Roach  and 

Edward  Small,  kept  a   pair  of  vehicles 

on  sound  stages  in  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip” 
(Roach)  and  “The  Duke  of  West  Point” 
( Small ) .   Samuel  Goldwyn  is  whipping 

“Wuthering  Heights”  into  shape  for  an 

early  start;  Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage 
Coach”  almost  ready  to  roll;  -and  Roach 

will  soon  gun  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  first 
co-starring  vehicle  for  Harry  Langdon 
and  Oliver  Hardy. 

Paramount  '39-' 40  Lineup 
Same  as  Current  List 

Hollywood — Paramount  is  expected  to 

have  the  same  number  of  pictures  next 

season  as  in  1938-39,  Barney  Balaban, 

president,  told  Boxoffice  while  here  con- 

ferring on  the  lineup  for  1939-40.  In  ad- 
dition, the  program  for  the  next  three 

months  is  being  gone  over. 

Here  for  the  production  meetings  are 

Stanton  Griffis,  chairman  of  the  execu- 
tive committee;  Neil  F.  Agnew,  general 

sales  manager,  and  Russell  Holman,  east- 

ern story  head.  Robert  M.  Gillham,  ad- 
vertising and  publicity  head,  is  due  from 

New  York  the  end  of  the  month.  Adolph 

Zukor,  William  LeBaron  and  other  studio 

executives  are  sitting  in  on  the  confer- 
ences. 

The  eastern  group  plans  to  return  to 

Milwaukee  to  Probe 

Film  Length  Effect 

Milwaukee — The  common  council’s  utili- 
ties and  health  committee  has  voted  an 

investigation  of  the  length  of  motion  pic- 
ture shows  and  their  effect  upon  child  and 

adult  health  as  a   result  of  a   resolution 

introduced  by  Aid.  Samuel  M.  Soref. 

Alderman  Soref  said  that  juvenile  crime 

records  had  shown  that  many  children 

gain  their  impression  of  gangdom  and 

criminal  life  from  the  “movies,”  and  urged 
that  more  educational  films  be  shown.  He 

also  urged  that  exhibitors  reduce  the 

amount  of  advertising  shown  between 
films. 

The  mayor’s  advisory  council  has  recom- 
mended that  a   representative  of  the  Par- 

ent-Teachers associations,  which  sought 
such  an  investigation  early  this  year,  be 

given  a   place  on  the  proposed  citizens’ 
committee  of  five  to  make  the  survey. 

At  the  time  of  the  previous  request  for 

an  investigation,  the  matter  was  referred 

by  Health  Commissioner  Dr.  John  P. 

Koehler  to  the  Milwaukee  Oto-Ophthal- 
mic  Society,  which  reported  that  double 

feature  programs  are  not  a   public  health 

problem.  As  a   result  of  this  report,  the 

matter  was  permitted  to  rest. 

Second  Musical  Short 

Series  lor  Paramount 

Hollywood  —   “William  Tell,”  “Merry 

Wives  of  Windsor”  and  "The  Blue  Dan- 

ube” have  been  completed  and  edited  as 
the  second  series  of  musical  shorts  being 

produced  by  Symphonic  Films  for  Para- 
mount release.  The  National  Philharmonic 

symphony  orchestra,  under  Frederick 

Feher’s  direction,  was  featured. 
Prints  were  to  be  taken  to  New  York 

this  week  by  A1  Rosen,  Symphonic  sales 

manager,  who  will  negotiate  a   deal  there 

for  production  of  full-length  operas. 

New  York  next  week.  Paramount  plans 

to  release  all  on  its  announced  schedule 
of  58  this  season. 
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TWO  HORROR  REISSUES  TOP  NATIONAL  GROSSES 
CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — The  Chaser  (M-G-M)  1st  part       60 

Broadway — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO) 
2nd  part      70 

Broadway — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)  3rd  part      90 

Carolina — Roys  Town  (M-G-M)    110 
Imperial — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)  1st  half     90 
Imperial — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 

2nd  half      95 

State — Painted  Desert  (RKO)      90 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  wk      85 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
plus  stage  show,  2nd  wk      90 

Garrick — Four  Daughters  (FN),  1st  half; 
Dracala  (Univ);  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
last  half,  and  held    120 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show,  held  2nd  wk    125 

Roosevelt — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   100 

State-Lake — The  Chaser  (M-G-M),  plus 
stage  show      90 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held 
3rd  wk   120 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  2nd  wk    250 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) .   .   110 
Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   115 
Grand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  4th  wk..H0 

Keith's — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    110 
Lyric — Frankenstein  (Univ);  Dracula  (Univ).  200 
Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 120 

Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen— You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk    200 

Hippodrome — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    110 
Palace — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN);  stage: 
Wayne  Morris  in  person  and  vaudeville   110 

State — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  6   days..  50 

Stillman — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk    100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO),  1st 
half    100 

Capitol — Wanted  by’  Police  (Mono),  2nd 
half    100 

Majestic — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN); 
Revue  with  Zasu  Pitts  on  stage      90 

Melba — Broadway  Musketeers  (WB)      80 
Palace — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    110 

Tower — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day  and 
date  with  the  Paramount    100 

Broadway — Boys  Town  (MG-M);  Rich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  both  after  two  weeks  at 
the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    150 
Denver — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 
Orpheum — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    180 

Paramount — Fire  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day 
and  date  with  the  Aladdin;  Meet  the  Girls 

(20th-Fox)    125 

Rialto — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
week  at  the  Denver;  Danger  on  the  Air 
(Univ)    100 

DETROIT 

Adams — King  Kong  (RKO);  The  Ghoul 
(GB)      85 

Cinema — If  War  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amklno), 
2nd  wk     65 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)      85 

Palms  State — Frankenstein  (Univ),  Dracula 
(Univ),  2nd  wk     75 
Dracula  (Univ),  2nd  wk      75 

Un'ted  Artists- — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk      85 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ)   300 
Circle — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   120 
Loew’s — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 2nd  wk     90 

Lyric — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 
stage  show    130 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.  150 
Midland — Drums  (UA);  Juvenile  Court  (Col)..  80 
Newman — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  held 

over    175 
Orpheum — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO);  A   Man 

to  Remember  (RKO)      85 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Indianapolis    300 

Moonlight  Sonata — Chicago 

(2nd  wk)    250 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Cincinnati    200 

Stablemates — Pittsburgh    200 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Cleveland  (3rd  wk.);  Los  An- 

geles (3rd  wk.)    200 

Stablemates  (dual) — Omaha   185 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Denver    180 

Arkansas  Traveler — Kansas 

City    175 

Suez — New  York  City   175 

That  Certain  Age — Washington.. ..175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York  City 

(3rd  wk.)    160 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 

Omaha    155 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  8th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City. 

Boys  Town,  7th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 
wk.,  Chicago,  Cincinnati. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati; 
3rd  wk..  New  York  City. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  3rd  wk., 
Cincinnati;  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles;  3rd  wk., 
Pittsburgh. 

If  I   Were  King,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Stablemates,  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Tower — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  plus 

Orrin  Tucker’s  band  and  stage  show   195 
Uptown — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 140 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)   100 
Downtown— The  Sisters  (WB);  Road  to  Reno 

(Univ)    100 

Four-Star— Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     80 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 
Paramount — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para),  plus 

stage  show      85 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Touchdown  Army  (Para),  plus 
Benny  Goodman  on  stage  175 

Riverside^The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ), 
plus  stage  show    100 

Strand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Three 
Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)      85 

Warner — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   The 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    125 

Wisconsin — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)      75 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) ;   The 

Chaser  (M-G-M)    100 
Century— Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   125 
Orpheum — Room  Service  (RKO)      70 
State— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 

World — Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel  (UA) .   60 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M; 
Gladiator  (Col),  2nd  wk    120 

Loew-Poli — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Myste- 
rious Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox),  moved  to 

College  for  2nd  wk    120 

Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  When 

Were  You  Born?  (FN)    140 

Roger  Sherman— Room  Service  (RKO); 

Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO)    130 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — City  Streets  (Col)      65 

Globe — Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox)     65 
Liberty — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      95 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
Saenger — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

(Col),  2nd  wk    lio 
State — Drums  (UA)    lio 
Tudor — .Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  return 

engagement    115 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  8th  wk. 
of  roadshow      75 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M).  3d  wk..!  70 
Cr.terion — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)      76 
Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  2nd  wk   120 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  3rd  wk.. 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — There  Goes  My  Heart 
(UA),  plus  stage  show      90 

Rialto — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ), 

reissues    140 

Rivoli — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      60 

Roxy— Suez  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage  show   175 
Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show.... 140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox),  4   days      35 

Criterion — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3 
days,  being  continued    120 

Liberty — Smashing  the  Rackets  (WB); 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox),  4   days   105 
Liberty — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN);  Time 

Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox),  3   days     90 
Midwest — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    90 
State— Prairie  Moon  (Rep) ;   Talk  of  the 

Devil  (GB)      95 

Tower — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)      80 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Af- 
fairs of  Annabel  (RKO)      80 

Omaha — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket 

Busters  (WB),  2   days;  Stablemates  (M-G-M): 
Mr.  Chump  (WB),  5   days    185 

Orpheum — That  Certain  Age  (Univ);  Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    155 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     86 
Boyd — The  Sisters  (WB)    120 
Earle — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Ted  Lewis    100 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk.     95 
Karlton — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)     90 

Keith's— Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Stanley— You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  135 
Stanton — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      90 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    120 

Barry — Dracula’s  Daughter  (Univ) ;   Bride  of 
Frankenstein  (Univ)    125 

Fulton — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    100 
Penn — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    200 
Stanley — Touchdown  Army  (Para);  Negro 
stage  show      65 

Warner — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN) ; 

Blockheads  (M-G-M)      75 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    150 
Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ),  7th  wk    100 

Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para) ;   Give 

Me  a   Sailor  (Para)    115 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk    110 

United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle 

(M-G-M),  2nd  wk    110 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox);  Racket 
Busters  (WB)    120 

Centre — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)     95 
Paramount — -Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 
Studio — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk    105 
Utah — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    100 
Victory — Good  Earth  (M-G-M);  You  and 

Me  (Para)    105 

V/ASHINGTON 

Capitol — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      75 

Columbia- — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  run.  80 
Earle — I   Am  the  law  (Col),  plus  stage  show.. 100 
Keith’s— That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    176 

Metropolitan — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  run    125 

Palace — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 
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NEW  EXHIBITOR  GROUP  CALLS  SESSIONS  FOR 

NOVEMBER  1   TO  FIGHT  ADVERSE  LEGISLATION 
ITO  of  W.  Va.  Will  Hold 

Its  Meeting  in 
Clarksburg 

Public  Education  Program 

Before  West  Va.  Managers 
By  ROBT.  F.  KLINGENSMITH 

Clarksburg,  W.  Va. — Independent  The- 
atre Owners  of  West  Virginia,  organized 

here  six  weeks  ago,  will  meet  in  its  sec- 
ond important  business  session  Tuesday, 

November  1,  at  the  Waldo  Hotel,  where 
plans  will  be  outlined  to  combat  adverse 
legislation,  and  vital  industry  problems 
will  be  discussed. 

The  meeting  has  been  called  by  R.  J. 

Hiehle,  of  Parkersburg,  president,  who  an- 
nounces that  business  at  hand  will  be  pre- 

sented at  1:30  p.  m.  “We  are  happy  to 
state  that  our  membership  is  growing 

fast,”  Hiehle  said.  “We  are  organized  on 
a   non-profit  basis  and  we  anticipate  a 
large  and  active  membership  as  a   protec- 

tion for  independent  theatres.” 
Annual  dues  are  two  cents  per  seat,  ac- 

cording to  Garland  West,  Buckhannon, 
treasurer. 

Among  the  legislative  subjects  to  be 
discussed  are  various  bills  which  will  be 
introduced  in  the  next  session  of  the 

house  of  delegates. 

These  include  another  attempt  to  pass 
a   measure  which  would  make  compulsory 
the  employment  of  two  projectionists  at 

all  times,  a   similar  bill  having  been  de- 
feated several  years  ago. 

Another  bill  would  provide  for  the  licen- 
sing and  regulation  of  all  operators,  with 

authority  for  such  actions  placed  in  the 
state  department  of  labor,  the  same  to 
enforce  all  provisions  of  the  act. 

Theatres  with  300  seats  and  upwards, 

Censorship  Threat 
In  W.  Va, 

Pittsburgh — For  some  months  there 

have  been  "inside"  rumors  of  a   threat 
of  censorship  for  West  Virginia. 

An  independent  exhibitor  of  the 

Mountain  State  is  said  to  be  the  new 

sponsor  of  such  a   program.  He  is  re- 

ported building  his  own  fences  and 

has  a   very  lucrative  political  job  in 

view.  The  story  is  that  he  has  sold 

the  idea  to  certain  politicians  that  in 

the  establishment  of  a   censor  board  for 

West  Virginia  a   new  source  of  revenue 

will  be  created;  he  figures  that  if  the 

politicians  can  “put  it  over,"  they  can 
arrange  for  his  appointment  as  chair- 

man of  the  board,  at  a   “Hollywood" 
salary,  and  that  the  politicians  will  be 

free  to  add  to  their  patronage  list  in 

the  appointment  of  other  board  mem- 

bers, clerks,  representatives,  investiga- 
tors, etc. 

Huntington,  W.  Va.  —   S.  J.  Hyman, 
president  of  the  West  Virginia  Managers 

Ass’n,  has  outlined  an  educational  pro- 
gram to  acquaint  theatre  patrons  and 

candidates  for  the  legislature  and  state 
senate  with  problems  of  exhibition  in  a 
campaign  to  defeat  threatened  adverse 
legislation. 

“There  has  never  been  a   time  in  the 
history  of  this  state  when  it  is  going  to 
be  so  necessary  to  watch  and  be  on  guard 
to  see  that  no  drastic  legislation  against 

our  business  is  adopted,”  Hyman  said, 
continuing: 

“Our  business,  in  a   sense,  belongs  to  the 
public.  It  is  one  great  source  of  enter- 

tainment for  the  American  people. 

“We  are  catering  to  the  public  for  our 
very  existence  and,  without  their  whole- 

hearted support,  we  cannot  exist.  Frank- 
ly, I   believe  that  if  the  public  understood 

our  problems,  from  the  minute  we  open 
our  doors  until  we  closed,  they  would  be 

would  be  required  to  have  a   main  control 
switchboard  for  the  control  of  all  lights, 
with  a   licensed  attendant  in  charge;  also 
theatres  would  be  required  to  have  an 
asbestos  or  steel  stage  curtain. 

Another  bill  would  set  up  regulations  for 
protection  from  fire  and  panic. 

Operators  to  Petition 

Operators  will  petition  for  an  act  which 
prohibits  theatre  managers  from  working 
machine  operators  seven  consecutive  days, 
the  measure  to  provide  at  least  one  day 
of  rest  in  each  calendar  week;  violations 
of  such  regulations  to  be  provided  for  at 
a   fine  of  not  more  than  $50  for  the  first 
offense  and  not  more  than  $250  for  the 
second  offense. 

The  “full  24-hour  day  of  rest  each 

week”  act,  a   regulation  measure  which 
will  be  sought  when  the  legislature  con- 

venes, and  the  licensing  and  regulating 

bills  are  said  to  be  modeled  after  Penn- 
sylvania laws. 

Paul  H.  Gooch,  secretary-treasurer  of 
the  West  Virginia  State  Federation  of  the 
IATSE,  theatrical  crafts  unions  affiliated 
with  the  AFL,  has  announced  that  these 

bills  will  be  introduced  in  the  general  as- 
sembly at  Charleston.  All  labor  measures 

have  been  drawn  by  the  theatrical  crafts 
and  will  be  a   part  of  the  State  Federation 

of  Labor’s  legislative  program. 
Invite  Attorney  General 

Hon.  Homer  S.  Cummings,  attorney 

general  of  the  U.  S.,  has  been  invited  to 

address  the  convention.  The  group  is  de- 
sirous of  first  hand  information  regarding 

more  sympathetic  and  understanding  and 

a   good  deal  of  goodwill  could  be  created 

by  thinking  of  our  public  and  acting  to- 
ward them  with  a   knowledge  of  their  part 

— that  they  actually  are  the  life  blood  of 
our  business. 

“The  trend  of  public  affairs  today  is  to 
carry  on  a   campaign  of  education.  We 
cannot  expect  the  other  fellow  to  be  so 
well  versed  in  our  business  as  would  en- 

able him  to  understand  it  unless  we  tell 
him  all  about  it,  and  the  only  way  that  we 
can  do  this  is  by  organization  and  a 

united  front.” 
The  West  Virginia  Managers  Ass’n,  re- 

cently invited  to  participate  in  an  indus- 
try “trade  reform”  conference  in  New 

York,  vested  its  authority  with  the 
MPTOA,  the  national  organization  to  meet 

with  a   distributors’  negotiating  commit- 
tee in  an  effort  to  bring  about  reforms  in 

exhibition  and  distribution. 

“what  the  government  is  doing  to  help 

independent  exhibitors.” 
A   constitution  and  by-laws  have  been 

prepared  by  the  executive  committee  and 
will  be  submitted  for  the  approval  of  the 
membership  at  the  Tuesday  meeting. 

Danny  Davis,  Monongah  exhibitor  and 

secretary  of  the  organization,  whose  Lum- 
berport  theatre  was  destroyed  by  fire  sev- 

eral weeks  ago,  said  this  week  that  “it 
will  take  all  the  fight  we  can  muster  to 
kill  some  of  the  legislative  bills  which 

threaten.” 

Gov.  Murphy  Scheduled 
To  Address  Variety  Club 
Detroit — Gov.  Frank  Murphy  of  Michi- 

gan, who  gained  national  recognition  as 

mediator  of  Detroit’s  “sit-down”  strikes 
last  year,  is  scheduled  to  speak  at  the  Va- 

riety Club  luncheon  on  October  31. 

By  many  political  wiseacres,  Governor 
Murphy  is  looked  upon  as  the  possible 
Democratic  presidential  nominee  in  1940. 

Assembly  Recesses 
Harrisburg — The  legislature  quit  law- 

making October  19  so  that  its  members 
could  go  forth  to  the  political  wars.  All 
representatives  and  half  of  the  senators 

are  seeking  re-election,  November  8.  Spe- 
cial session  will  be  reconvened,  No- 

vember 14. 
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VAGUENESS  CHARACTERIZES  PRESENT  STATUS 

OF  NEW  ROOKING  COMBINE  THAT  IS  SOUGHT 
Development  Is  Stymied 

By  Principals' Silence 

Detroit — Developments  in  the  reported 
new  booking  combine  following  removal  of 
Ray  Moon  and  H.  M.  Richey  from  Co- 

operative Theatres,  were  all  in  the  talking 
stage,  up  to  nearly  press  time  this  week. 
From  various  indications,  it  was  probable 
that  a   last-minute  development  would 
occur,  making  significant  changes  in  the 
setup,  but  details  were  highly  obscured 

by  conflicting  reports  and  lack  of  state- 
ments from  principals  involved. 

Moon  and  Richey  were  both  in  New 
York  City  on  undisclosed  business,  and 
Moon  confirmed  the  possibility  of  a   book- 

ing deal.  Meanwhile,  reports  were  circu- 
lating that  one  or  both  of  the  men  might 

take  a   strong  interest  in  a   new  type  of 

giveaway  proposition,  possibly  upon  a   na- 
tional basis. 

Strength  of  the  projected  booking  setup 
remained  undisclosed.  From  the  situation 
in  Cooperative,  it  did  not  appear  that  much 
booking  strength  would  be  drawn  from 
that  field,  barring  the  unexpected,  and 
upstate  houses  are  largely  organized  in 
Allied  Theatres,  although  booking  inde- 

pendently. Such  groups  as  the  Cassidy 
circuit,  involved  in  the  now-defunct  Amer- 

ican Theatre  Science,  former  booking 
group,  might  form  the  backbone  of  such 
a   combine. 

Reports  that  some  arrangement  with 
United  Detroit  or  even  Butterfeld  circuit 

might  emerge,  continued  to  circulate,  de- 
spite the  obvious  ability  of  these  groups 

to  handle  their  own  booking  arrange- 
ments. 

R.  W.  Rhodes  Takes  Over 

Fulton  Manager's  Berth 
Pittsburgh— Robert  W.  Rhodes  has  suc- 

ceeded John  P.  Goring  as  manager  of  the 
Fulton  Theatre.  The  newcomer  was  for- 

merly manager  of  Shea’s  Colonial  The- 
atre, Akron,  Ohio.  Goring  resigned  sev- 

eral weeks  ago  but  remained  on  the  job 
awaiting  the  appointment  of  a   new 
manager. 

Pop!  Goes  Explosion 

Detroit — The  Adams  Theatre,  first-run 

house  operated  by  Harry  Balaban,  was 
bombed  during  the  Saturday  matinee;  at 
least,  that  was  the  report  over  at  police 
headquarters,  and  a   stampede  of  police 
over  to  the  house  resulted,  with  ambu- 

lances, patrol  wagons  and  what  not 
promptly  dispatched  to  the  scene,  as  the 

result  of  what  was  said  to  be  a   “big  ex- 

plosion.” 
Investigation  showed  that  somebody  got 

the  facts  badly  twisted,  and  the  explosion 
was  magnified  in  the  brief  course  of  its 
reporting  from  the  theatre  to  the  police 
station.  One  of  the  projectionists  had 
dropped  a   small  bottle — no  damage  done 
outside  of  the  bottle — and  the  slight  pop 
which  resulted  caused  somebody,  evident- 

ly leaving  the  theatre,  to  take  it  for  an 
explosion,  resulting  in  the  rush  of  police. 

150  Fete  Pittsburgh  Trade 

Executives  With  Dinner 

Pittsburgh — The  “Big  Three”  testimo- 
nial dinner  Monday  evening  in  the  Italian 

Terrace  of  the  William  Penn  Hotel  brought 
out  150  industry  friends  to  honor  Jules 

Lapidus,  Clarence  Eiseman  and  Paul  Krum- 
enacker.  Jake  Soltz  was  chairman  of  the 
affair. 

Eiseman,  UA  manager  here  for  over  two 

years,  who  has  been  promoted  to  the  po- 

sition as  manager  of  the  company’s  Met- 
ropolitan exchange,  and  Krumenacker, 

Vitagraph  office  manager  for  many  years 
at  the  local  branch  who  has  assumed  the 

management  of  the  company’s  Albany 
branch,  were  presented  with  fine  wrist 
watches,  and  Lapidus,  GN  manager  who 
has  been  advanced  to  a   district  manage- 

ment post,  received  a   set  of  studs  and 
links.  Presentations  were  made  by  Harry 

M.  Kalmine,  WB  zone  manager,  who  pre- 
sided as  toastmaster. 

Preview  "The  Citadel" 
Pittsburgh  —   M-G-M’s  “The  Citadel,” 

starring  Robert  Donat  and  Rosalind  Rus- 
sell, was  screened  for  a   trade  audience 

Tuesday  midnight  at  Loew’s  Penn. 

announcement 

National  Theatrical  Valance  and  Decorating  Co. 
HENRY  RAVICK,  Mcmaaer 

MARQUEE  VALANCES.  STAGE  CURTAINS  AND  DRAPES 

’’24-Hour  Service  Whenever  Necessary'' 
Your  Inquiries  and  Orders  Solicited 

900  FIFTH  AVE.  PITTSBURGH,  PA.  Phone:  COurt  8200 

Formerly  Partner  in  American  Theatrical'  Valance  Company 

Drive  Wheel 

To  Trendle 

Detroit — George  W.  Trendle  succeeds 

H.  M.  Richey  as  regional  head  for  the 
“Greatest  Year”  drive,  it  is  announced  by 
George  J.  Schaefer,  national  chairman. 

Richey’s  resignation  followed  his  dis- 
connection with  Cooperative  Theatres  of 

Michigan  as  public  relations  head. 

Dick  Deutsch  Announces 

Plans  lor  Sports  Stadium 
Cleveland — Dick  Deutsch,  president  of 

the  Dick  Deutsch  Printing  Co.,  and  well- 
known  sports  promoter,  announced  that  a 
sports  stadium  to  present  football,  midget 
auto  racing,  boxing,  wrestling,  softball, 
motor-paced  bicycle  racing  and  soccer  will 
be  constructed  on  the  site  of  old  Luna 
Park. 

Work  on  the  new  stadium  estimated  to 
cost  $150,000,  will  start  within  three  weeks 
and  will  be  completed  early  in  the  spring. 
It  will  comprise  five  acres  bounded  by 
Baldwin  road  on  the  east,  Woodhill  road 
on  the  west  and  on  the  north  by  Ingersoll 
road.  The  stadium,  as  planned,  will  seat 

10,000  people  with  provisions  for  expan- 
sion. Parking  facilities  for  750  cars  will 

also  be  provided. 

Many  New  York  Film  Men 
Due  at  Pittsburgh  Game 
Pittsburgh — New  York  film  executives 

numbering  over  100  are  expected  to  be 
here  October  29  to  attend  the  Pitt  vs. 

Fcrdham  football  game  at  the  Pitt  Sta- 
dium along  with  a   record  crowd  of  mem- 

bers and  friends  of  the  local  Variety  Club. 
The  tenth  annual  banquet  of  the  No.  1 
tent  of  Variety  Sunday  evening  at  the 

William  Penn  Hotel,  always  a   “gigantic- 
colossal”  show,  honors  the  retiring  Chief 
Barker  John  T.  McGreevey,  his  associates 
and  the  officers  for  the  new  year  headed 

by  Ira  H.  Cohn.  The  banquet  chairman 
is  the  national  president  of  the  Variety 
Clubs  of  America,  John  H.  Harris. 

Sound  Repair  Firm 
Detroit  —   A   new  company  to  handle 

emergency  sound  work  for  theatres  is  be- 
ing organized  by  Joseph  A.  Petchuck. 

Headquarters  are  at  3547  Beniteau  Ave. 
Name  of  the  organization  will  be  Cadillac 
Sound  Equipment.  Sound  service  on  most 
types  of  public  address  systems  will  be 
handled. 
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Distribute  Dishes 

As  Patrons  Leave 

Detroit — Complaints  are  coming  in  from 

a   few  exhibitors  about  dish  premiums — 
not  because  they  object  to  dishes,  or  be- 

cause the  patrons  don’t  like  dishes  any 
more — they  do,  but  in  such  a   big  way 
that  they  have  become  a   bit  of  a   nui- 
sance. 

The  principal  difficulty  comes  from  a 
few  houses  where  patrons  have  dropped 
their  dishes  during  the  show — usually  at 
some  critical  moment  of  the  film.  The 
audiences  have  reacted  in  two  ways:  a 

titter  at  the  “break,”  and  a   bit  of  mild 
resentment  against  the  unfortunate  who 
dropped  the  dish. 

The  solution  that  exhibitors  have  adopt- 
ed is  to  give  out  the  dishes  when  the 

patrons  come  out  of  the  theatre.  One 
angle  is  that  the  manager  or  assistant 
can  be  on  hand  to  greet  customers  with 

the  dishes,  as  they  come  out,  and  get  re- 
actions to  films  as  well  at  the  same  time. 

Use  of  a   split  ticket  or  special  series 
ticket  for  dishes  is  probably  required  un- 

der this  method,  but  this  should  entail  no 
additional  expense  or  difficulty,  with  most 
major  theatres  consistently  returning  check 
stubs  to  patrons. — H.  P.  R. 

National  Valance  Co.  Is 

Opened  by  Henry  Ravick 
Pittsburgh — National  Theatrical  Val- 

ance &   Decorating  Co.,  has  opened  a   com- 
plete plant  and  office  at  900  Fifth  Ave- 
nue, third  floor,  with  Henry  Ravick  in 

charge,  the  new  firm  being  engaged  in  the 
manufacture  of  theatre  marquee  valances, 
stage  curtains,  drapes,  seat  covers,  ban- 

ners, etc. 

Ravick  has  been  engaged  in  this  busi- 
ness for  four  and  a   half  years. 

The  new  plant  is  fully  equipped  to  give 
complete  and  satisfactory  service,  and 
whenever  necessary  promises  a   24-hour 
service. 

George  C.  Davis  to  Build 
Theatre  at  Freedom ,   Pa. 

Pittsburgh — George  C.  Davis,  circuit  op- 
erator, stated  this  week  that  a   new 

theatre  would  be  under  construction  within 
a   few  days  at  Freedom,  near  Rochester,  Pa. 

The  former  railroad  hotel  building  has 
been  purchased  and  will  be  remodeled,  with 
the  theatre  lobby  extending  through  the 
structure.  Entire  three-story  building  will 
be  revamped  for  stores  and  offices.  Seat- 

ing capacity  will  be  around  500  and  ten- 
tative opening  date  is  December  1,  accord- 

ing to  Davis,  who  is  now  booking  for  more 
than  40  theatres  in  four  states. 

Installs  Heating  Plant 
Detroit — A   new  oil-burning  heating 

plant  has  been  installed  by  the  Komer 
brothers  in  the  Redford  Theatre  by  the 
William  A.  McKinnon  Co. 

QEORGE  CORCORAN,  manager  of  the 
Anton  Theatre,  Monongahela,  was  back 

on  the  job  this  week  after  vacationing  in 

New  York  .   .   .   Penna.  Game  Commission’s 
safety  first  film  is  playing  at  local  thea- 

tres under  the  auspices  of  sportsmen’s  as- 
sociations .   .   .   “Your  Movie  Magazine  of 

the  Air”  has  returned  to  KDKA  alter  hav- 
ing been  under  the  hands  of  doctors  lor 

several  weeks;  Bill  Beal,  ace  commentator, 
is  tne  new  editor-in-chief  .   .   .   Juanita 
Hansen,  former  screen  star  and  now  a 
crusader  against  the  evils  of  dope,  was  here 
seeking  some  organization  to  sponsor  her 
public  appearance  in  ihe  interest  of  com- 

batting this  horrible  curse. 

Richard  Battiston,  sub  end  gridder  for 

Duquesne  University,  is  the  oldest  son  of 

Andrew  Battiston,  the  exhibitor -politician 
.   .   .   Louis  Dattola,  son  of  Elmer  Dattola, 
Springdale  exhibitor,  is  a   member  of  the 
Carnegie  Tech  football  squad  .   .   .   Dave 
Kimelman,  Paramount  branch  manager, 
was  in  Morgantown,  W.  Va.,  last  week  to 

present  a   $100  check  to  Frank  W.  Miller, 
manager  of  the  Metropolitan  Theatre, 

who  was  one  of  the  winners  in  the  “ Para- 
mount on  Parade”  contest.  Also  present 

were  Ed  Stuve  and  Guy  Peterson  of  the 

film  company,  and  George  Sallows,  opera- 
tor of  the  Metropolitan  a?id  the  new  Mor- 

gan theatres  of  Morgantown. 

Harold  “Harry”  Kuffner,  projectionist 
at  the  Sewickley  Theatre  for  18  years,  was 
painfully  injured  in  an  auto  accident  Mon- 

day evening.  Col.  Billy  Wheat  jr„  the 
veteran  Sewickley  exhibitor,  was  much 
concerned  and  went  to  the  hospital  imme- 

diately. Kuffner  was  recovering  at  mid- 
week .   .   .   Fred  J.  Herrington  substituted 

for  M.  A.  Rosenberg  as  guest  speaker  at 
the  weekly  Tuesday  luncheon  of  the  Mc- 

Keesport Kiwanis  Club,  with  Frank  Pan- 

oplos,  Clairton  exhibitor,  in  charge.  Ros- 
enberg, Allied  alternate  on  the  negotiat- 

ing committee,  was  recalled  to  New  York 
on  Monday,  and  the  MPTO  secretary  ful- 

filled his  speaking  date. 

William  Grande  was  especially  busy  in 

this  territory  this  week  with  his  “The 
Lash,”  which  recently  played  to  good  re- 

sults at  the  Colonial,  Wheeling,  W.  Va. 

.   .   .   George  Wheeler  is  presiding  at  the  GB 

office  since  the  resignation  of  Joe  Kaliski 
and  he  reports  that  business  is  going  on 
as  usual. 

Rose  Leibhart,  Vitagraph  booker,  who 

underwent  an  operation  at  Shadyside  Hos- 
pital, has  returned  to  her  home  and  is 

recovering  very  satisfactorily  .   .   .   John 
Woffington,  who  accompanies  William  L. 
Brown  on  most  of  his  Filmrow  visits,  is 

his  assistant  at  the  Palace  Theatre,  Tar- 
entum  .   .   .   Frank  Panoplos,  the  Clairton 

exhibitor,  inquires  “Do  you  wanna  buy 
a   duck?”  He’s  been  duck  hunting  again 
.   .   .   Bob  White,  former  assistant  manager 

at  the  State,  Wilkinsburg,  has  joined  War- 
ner Bros,  as  assistant  manager  at  the  local 

Plaza  Theatre,  replacing  James  Elliott 
who  has  been  shifted  to  the  assistant  post 

at  the  circuit’s  Cathaum,  State  College 
.   .   .   Harry  Smythe,  Chicago  premium  and 
game  distributor,  was  here  on  business 
the  other  day. 

Walter  Thomas  sustained  painful  in- 
juries and  his  car  was  badly  damaged  in 

an  auto  accident  last  week  while  on  a   news- 
reel assignment  to  photograph  a   forest  fire 

near  Emporium  .   .   .   May  Schaffel,  former 

Beaver  exhibitor,  has  sold  his  Greensburg 

grill  and  he  hopes  to  re-enter  exhibition 

.   .   .   Henry  “Dad”  Feath,  veteran  theatre 
doorman  at  Loew’s  old  Aldine  and  the 
Penn,  has  retired  from  duties  at  the  age 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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J^ALPH  KINSLER,  local  manager  for 
Grand  National,  has  been  promoted  to 

division  manager  of  the  Cincinnati,  Cleve- 
land and  Indianapolis  offices.  Nick  Sha- 
fer, former  20th-Fox  city  salesman,  re- 

places Kinsler.  Si  Stewart  returns  to  the 

sales  force  .   .   .   Joe  Goetz  has  been  ap- 
pointed assistant  division  manager  of  RKO 

Midwest  Theatres  under  Col.  Arthur 

Frudenfeld.  Goetz,  with  Paramount  seven 
years,  is  succeeded  by  M.  J.  Kavanaugh, 
formerly  with  United  Artists. 

Bert  Fiala  is  remodeling  and  refront- 
ing  his  Alhambra,  Dayton.  The  Burkhart 
estate  is  also  remodeling  the  Music  Hall 

in  Newport,  with  a   new  front  and  side- 

walk .   .   .   Metro’s  advance  screening  here 
of  “The  Citadel ”   drew  many  from  the 
press  and  exhibitor  ranks. 

The  Alpine  circuit  has  taken  over  the 

Eskdale,  Eskdale,  W.  Va„  from  Rob  Wil- 
son .   .   .   The  Grand  Theatre  Bldg.,  Ash- 

land, Ky„  occupied  by  the  Capitol  Amuse- 
ment Co.  and  housing  the  Grand  Theatre, 

has  been  acquired  by  Mrs.  Fon  Sexton, 

motion  picture  operator  in  Ashland,  Iron- 
ton  and  New  Boston.  Mrs.  Sexton  will 

change  the  name  of  the  Grand  to  the 

“Alfon,”  after  her  husband  and  son. 

Mrs.  Mary  Schomaker,  mother  of  Flor- 
ence Schomaker,  office  manager  at  Uni- 

versal, is  dead  .   .   .   John  Hewitt,  son  of 
the  operator  of  the  Midway,  Bethel,  is  in 

Bethesda  Hospital,  following  injuries  re- 
ceived in  a   motorcycle  crash. 

John  Blackos,  who  formerly  managed 
the  Elm  here,  is  opening  the  State  at 
Harrison.  The  house  has  been  remodeled 

.   .   .   Jake  Gelman  was  to  open  the  Gayety, 
Erlanger,  Ky.,  October  29.  The  house, 

built  by  F   &   Y   Construction  Co.,  Colum- 
bus, seats  approximately  500. 

“Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula”  revivals, 
in  a   dual  billing  at  the  downtown  RKO 

Lyric,  with  a   42  cent  top,  broke  a   nine- 
year  attendance  record.  Skeletons  in  the 
boxoffice  and  other  weird  ballyhoo  helped. 

The  sad  news  of  the  untimely  death  of 
Elmer  J.  Barnard,  Paramount  business 
manager  at  Indianapolis,  was  received  this 

week.  Barnard  formerly  worked  in  Cin- 
cinnati. Many  from  here  attended  the 

obsequies,  October  14,  at  Indianapolis, 

including  Joe  Oulahan  of  the  local  Para- 
mount office. 

M-G-M’s  J.  J.  Maloney  was  here  with 
Tom  Connors,  assistant  general  sales 
manager  for  conferences  .   .   .   The  Cosy 

Theatre,  Cedarville,  Ohio,  operated  by  Nel- 
(Continued  on  page  23) 

AMERICAN 
THEATRICAL  VALANCE  COMPANY 

Pittsburgh’s  Leading  Decorators 

Design  and  Manufacture  All  Drapes  and 

Curtains  in  Our  Modern  Factory. 

Office  and  Factory  at  900  Fifth  Avenue 

Pittsburgh  COurt  9723 

Filmrow  Display  Room  at  1701  Blvd.  of 
the  Allies 

No  Bingo  Action  by 
Pitt  Mayor 

Pittsburgh  —   Although  Mayor  Cor- 

nelius D.  Scully  suggested  a   court  test 

be  made  to  determine  the  legality  of 

Bingo  he  has  ignored  newspaper  edi- 
torials and  feature  articles  which 

pointed  out  where  the  games  were 

operating  and  sponsored  by  Demo- 
cratic organizations. 

A   New  1,000-Seater 
For  Lansing,  Mich. 

Detroit — A   modern,  1,000-seat  theatre 
on  Grand  River  Ave.,  will  be  built  in 

Lansing,  Michigan’s  capital,  by  the  But- terfield circuit. 

Construction  will  start  the  first  of  the 

year  and  a   spring  opening  is  planned.  A 
name  for  the  theatre  will  be  announced 
later. 

The  new  theatre  will  give  Butterfield 

control  of  five  of  Lansing’s  eight  theatres. 

Cleveland  Party  Will 

Await  Paramount  Flyer 
Cleveland — “Duke”  Clark,  Paramount 

branch  manager,  was  all  set  to  throw  a 
party  last  Thursday  in  honor  of  Jack 
Knight,  United  Air  Lines  pilot  who 
started  on  a   transcontinental  flight  in  a 
20-year-old  de  Haviland  mail  plane  to 

exploit  Paramount’s  "Men  With  Wings,” 
but  it  was  called  off  at  the  last  minute 

because  the  guest  of  honor  was  conspicu- 
ous by  his  absence.  Clark  received  a   wire 

from  Knight  saying  that  he  was  grounded 
at  Las  Vegas  by  the  recent  storms.  So  the 
party  is  postponed  until  the  flier  actually 

arrives.  “Men  With  Wings,”  went  into 
Loew’s  State  starting  October  28. 

Drait  Kroger  Babb  lor 

Fund  Drive  by  Schools 
Springfield,  Ohio — Kroger  Babb,  until 

recently  publicity  director  for  Chakeres 
Theatres  here  and  presently  advertising 
director  for  Filmack  Trailer  Co.,  Chicago, 

is  here  conducting  the  campaign  for  a   new 

two-mill  levy  sought  by  the  city’s  public 
schools  in  the  coming  November  elections. 

Babb  successfully  engineered  the  school 

levy  here  two  years  ago  which  expires  soon. 

En  route  here  from  Chicago,  Babb  visit- 
ed showmen  in  Columbus,  Wilmington  and 

Cincinnati  in  the  interests  of  Filmack. 

Brown  Again  Operates 
Pittsburgh — Temple  and  Kane  theatres, 

Kane,  Pa.,  operated  for  the  past  two  years 
by  the  Michael  Manos  circuit  enterprises, 
have  reverted  to  C.  S.  Brown,  according 
to  Filmrow  report  this  week. 

Irving  Belinskg 

A   Variety  Guest 
Detroit — Irving  Belinsky,  operator  of 

the  Film  Drug  Store  and  owner  of  a 
small  drug  chain,  was  guest  of  honor 
Monday,  October  24,  at  the  Variety  Club 
banquet. 

Guests  included  Duncan  C.  McCrea, 

Wayne  county  prosecutor.  CKLW’s  “Mys- 
tery Broadcast,”  featuring  Joe  Gentile, 

Ralph  Binge,  George  Funkey,  and  J.  W. 
Brooks,  was  presented.  Others  on  the 

program  included  Peter  Higgins,  a   mem- 
ber of  Pittsburgh  Tent,  and  billed  as  the 

“Irish  Thrush,”  currently  at  Saks  Bar,  to- 
gether with  the  Vocalettes,  a   song  trio. 

Friday  night,  October  28,  was  to  be  an- 
other Junior  Variety  Night,  with  Mrs.  Wil- 
liam Carlson  and  Mrs.  Carl  Buermele  as 

co-hostesses.  Special  entertainment  was 
featured  by  Roth  and  Berdun  School  of 
Stage  and  Radio  Arts. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  Night  is  slated 
for  Saturday,  October  29,  with  Lester 
Sturm,  branch  manager,  and  Mrs.  Sturm 
as  hosts. 

PITTSBURGH 
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of  75.  One  of  the  best  known  theatre  door- 
men in  the  country,  he  is  the  father-in- 

law  of  Fred  Querner,  veteran  exhibitor 
and  operator  of  the  Dome,  Butler  street. 

Mrs.  Mary  Roney  has  joined  the  office 
staff  at  the  Columbia  exchange.  She  is 
a   well  known  former  Filmrow  employe  and 
the  wife  of  Harry  Roney,  Columbia  booker, 
who  has  recovered  from  a   serious  illness 

and  who  was  to  be  discharged  from  a   local 
hospital  this  week  .   .   .   John  J.  Maloney 
and  Burtus  Bishop  jr„  district  and  branch 

manager  respectively  for  Loew’s,  departed 
a   week  ago  for  Europe,  both  having  won 
the  trip  as  the  result  of  their  good  work 
in  the  billings  contest  .   .   .   Harry  E.  Reiff, 
on  the  sick  list  for  several  years,  is  ready 

to  return  to  work  and  has  filed  an  ap- 
plication for  employment  as  a   certified 

checker. 

Variety  Club’s  tenth  annual  banquet  at 
the  William  Penn  Hotel,  Sunday  evening, 

will  be  followed  by  regular  activities 
throughout  the  week.  George  Lefko  is  the 

Monday  chairman;  Phil  Spitalny,  Tues- 
day; Jim  Alexander,  Wednesday;  H.  Ad- 

lesberger,  Thursday;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  James 
G.  Balmer,  Friday;  Jake  Soltz,  Saturday. 
Chairmen  for  the  week  of  November  6: 

Bill  Benswanger,  Wednesday;  Buck  Gel- 
der,  Thursday ;   Brian  McDonald,  Friday; 
Elmer  Ecker,  Saturday. 

Filmrow  reports  indicate  that  a   theatre 
will  be  built  at  Stoneboro,  near  Sandy 

Lake.  Although  the  proposed  project  was 
refused  government  funds,  Stoneboro 
merchants  are  prepared  to  carry  out  their 

plans  and  erect  a   theatre  with  a   500-seat- 
ing  capacity  which  they  will  offer  for 
lease  .   .   .   November  6   approaches  and 

with  it  will  come  an  early  morning  wed- 
ding for  Louis  Jones,  colored  porter  at  the 

Vitagraph  exchange. 
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CLEVELAND Bookers  Shifted 

In  Three  Spots 
Detroit — Changes  in  bookers  were  re- 

ported at  three  spots  along  the  Filmrow 

this  week.  Cooperative  Theatres  of  Michi- 
gan engaged  Fred  Sturgess,  formerly  with 

Republic  Pictures,  to  work  on  their  book- 

ing desk.  Cooperative’s  move  was  a   fol- 
lowup of  the  recent  changes  in  this  or- 

ganization, with  removal  of  Ray  Moon  and 
H.  M.  Richey,  and  resultant  new  duties 
for  Carl  Buremele,  head  of  the  booking 

department,  who  became  general  manager 
as  well. 

Burt  Diamond,  who  was  formerly  with 
RKO  as  a   booker,  came  back  into  the  field 

as  booker  at  Republic,  taking  Sturgess’ 
vacated  place. 

Howard  Beck,  student  booker  with 

M-G-M  in  New  York  City — and  a   native 
of  Bridgeport,  Conn.,  came  to  Detroit  this 
week  to  assist  at  the  booking  desk. 

"Davie"  Davidson  Retires 
From  the  Film  Business 

Cleveland — “Davie”  Davidson,  for  the 
past  21  years  with  the  local  Fox  Film  Corp. 

and  20th  Century-Fox  Film  Co.,  as  city 
salesman,  is  retiring  from  business. 

A   testimonial  and  farewell  dinner  is  be- 
ing arranged  in  his  honor  to  take  place  at 

the  Variety  Club  on  Friday,  November  4. 
M.  B.  Horwitz,  Jack  Shulman,  Edwin 
Bergman  and  Sam  Lichter  are  in  charge 
of  details. 

“Davie”  Davidson  entered  the  motion 
picture  business  just  30  years  ago  as  an 
exhibitor  in  Cleveland.  He  owned  the 

Corona  Theatre  on  Prospect  Ave.  at  East 
7th  St.,  long  ago  torn  down  to  make  way 
for  a   commercial  building.  He  was  also  a 

part  owner  of  the  Cameraphone,  24-hour- 
a-day  grind  house  located  on  Euclid  Ave. 
near  East  Ninth  St. 

After  some  ten  years  in  the  exhibition  end  of 
the  industry  he  sold  out  his  theatre  interests  and 

joined  Fox  Film  Corp.  as  city  salesman.  Fox 
Film,  at  that  time,  was  located  in  the  Belmont 

Bldg-,  on  Prospect  Ave.  It  is  now  called  the  Fi- 
nance Bldg.  Sidney  Abel  was  the  branch  manager. 

Since  that  time,  Davidson  has  seen  more  than 

a   dozen  branch  managers  come  and  go.  He  has 
seen  two  moves,  first  to  the  Film  Bldg.,  and 

then  to  the  company’s  own  building  on  Payne 
Ave.,  where  the  exchange  now  occupies  two  en- 

tire floors  in  addition  to  having  one  of  the  most 
modern  screen  rooms  in  the  country. 

“Davie”  Davidson  and  Mrs.  Davidson  are  plan- 
ning to  follow  the  sun.  Florida  for  the  winter. 

Then  on  to  California  to  join  their  son,  Gerald 

Davidson,  associated  with  Paramount’s  scenario 
department. 

The  entire  Cleveland  territory  congratulates 

“Davie”  on  his  many  years  of  splendid  service  to 
the  industry.  He  takes  with  him  their  best 

wishes  for  happiness  and  contentment  during  his 
forthcoming  years  of  leisure. 

Shift  to  Thursdays 
Cleveland — Col.  Harry  E.  Long,  Loew 

division  manager,  last  week  inaugurated  a 

Thursday  change  policy  at  Loew’s  State 
Theatre,  in  anticipation  of  Thanksgiving 

Day.  This  week  Loew’s  Stillman  starts  its 
new  show  on  Thursday.  It  has  been  the 
Loew  practice  to  resume  the  Friday 
change  at  the  conclusion  of  the  holiday 
season. 

JJERBERT  OCHS,  Vitagraph  branch 
manager,  made  his  first  independent 

journey,  following  his  recent  operation,  to 
the  barber  shop,  showing,  among  other 
things,  the  influence  of  the  movies.  After 
another  week  or  two  of  rest,  here  and  in 
the  country,  Herb  will  take  up  the  reins 
of  the  branch  where  he  left  off  about 
three  weeks  ago. 

Sick  notes:  Ben  Schwartz,  manager  of 

Warner’s  Ohio  Theatre,  Canton,  is  in  St. 
Marys  Hospital  being  treated  for  an  in- 

jured knee,  the  result  of  a   fall  .   .   .   His 
assistant,  Jimmy  Skelly,  is  carrying  on 

until  Schwartz’s  recovery  ...  Mrs.  Elma 
Solomon  Albrecht,  who  owns  an  interest 
in  the  Johnson  and  Gross  Film  Delivery 
Service  was  operated  on  last  week  at  St. 
Alexis  Hospital  and  is  reported  doing 
nicely  .   .   .   Stanley  Sodenberg,  cashier  at 
the  GN  exchange,  is  temporarily  forced 
out  of  the  local  Bowling  League  weekly 

battles  by  reason  of  a   broken  finger  in- 

curred during  last  week’s  contest. 

Milton  Pollack  is  the  new  Vitagraph 

booker.  He  succeeds  “Sandy”  Leavitt, 
who  resigned  to  join  the  Washington  cir- 

cuit. Pollack  hails  from  New  York  and 

from  the  company’s  home  office  .   .   .   Joe 
Loeffler,  district  manager  for  Metro  Pre- 

mium Co.,  spent  a   few  days  here  with 
Jerry  Morrison,  local  sales  representative, 
after  they  had  completed  a   quick  trip 
around  the  territory.  Loeffler  reports  the 

demand  for  his  company’s  Beauty-Ware 
deals  is  way  ahead  of  the  supply. 

Paul  Gusdanovic,  circuit  owner  and 
builder  of  the  new  Avalon  Theatre,  has 

purchased  a   large  lot  adjacent  to  the  Ava- 
lon, to  provide  free  parking  space  for  some 

500  cars. 

Just  to  prove  how  unbiased  he  is,  John 

Himmelein,  GN  branch  manager,  has  add- 
ed blonde  Miss  Vera  Diamond  to  his  of- 

fice force  as  assistant  to  brunette  Mae 

Vincent,  who  is  in  charge  of  booking. 

Here-and-There:  Nat  Lefton,  Sam  Gor- 
rel  and  Al  Gregg,  all  of  Republic  Pictures, 
went  out  to  call  on  the  exhibitors  of  the 
territory  in  order  to  inform  them  of  the 
new  publicity  and  exploitation  service 
available  to  all  Republic  Pictures  users 
through  the  addition  to  the  clan  of  Al 
Gregg,  formerly  in  charge  of  publicity  for 
the  RKO  theatres  in  Cleveland.  Gregg  is 
geared  to  answer  any  and  all  calls  for  help 
from  Republic  customers. 

Lester  Zucker,  Columbia  branch  man- 
ager, i£  back  in  town  from  a   successful 

business  trip  through  the  territory  .   .   . 
Ed  Side  of  Lobby  Display  Co.  of  New  York 

was  in  town  looking  over  some  of  his  re- 
cent local  installations  including  the 

Beach  Cliff,  Parma  and  Embassy  theatres 
.   .   .   Ray  Cudmore,  former  manager  of  the 

Superior  Theatre  Supply’s  local  branch 
office,  is  now  concentrating  on  Heywood 
Wakefield  theatre  chairs  and  school  furni- 

ture. He  has  been  appointed  northern 

Ohio  sales  representative,  and  can  be  lo- 
cated at  Chagrin  Falls. 

Paul  Pontius,  a   newcomer  into  the  ex- 

hibition field,  will  open  his  new  500 -seat 
theatre  in  Sylvania  about  November  1   .   .   . 
Ralph  Kinsler  was  here  in  conference  with 

local  GN  Branch  Manager  John  Himme- 

lein, paying  his  first  visit  in  his  new  ca- 
pacity as  district  manager  .   .   .   Report  has 

it  that  L.  M.  Smith  is  plotting  a   new  the- 
atre in  Chardon  where  he  now  operates 

the  Chardon  Theatre. 

“Duke”  Clark,  Paramount  branch  man- 
ager, volunteers  the  happy  information 

that  the  Cleveland  office  has  broken  an 

all-time  record  in  the  number  of  1938-39 
contracts  effected  .   .   .   Alexander  Moss, 

head  of  Paramount’s  publicity  department, 
was  a   caller  last  week.  He  came  to  con- 

sult with  Col.  Harry  E.  Long,  Loew  divi- 
sion manager  and  Milt  Harris,  Loew  pub- 

licity director,  on  a   campaign  for  “Men 
With  Wings,”  opening  at  Loew’s  State, October  27. 

Loew’s  Stillman  has  followed  the  Thurs- 
day change  policy  established  last  week  by 

Loew’s  State.  It’s  an  annual  custom  aimed 
at  the  Thanksgiving  Day  program  change 

.   .   .   Dick  Deutsch  of  the  Dick  Deutsch 
Printing  Co.,  hereby  serves  notice  he  has 
received  a   supply  of  snappy  new  1939 
souvenir  calendars.  First  come,  first 

served  .   .   .   M-G-M’s  district  sales  man- 
ager, T.  J.  Connors,  spent  last  weekend  in 

coJiference  with  Branch  Manager  Frank 
Drew  and  District  Manager  J.  J.  Maloney, 

tieing  a   few  loose  ends  prior  to  Maloney’s leaving  for  his  prize  winning  trip  to Europe. 

“The  Citadel,”  the  M-G-M  opus  starring 
Robert  Donat  and  Rosalind  Russell,  drew 

a   capacity  crowd  at  a   trade  screening  held 
Friday  night  at  the  Lake  Theatre  .   .   .   Nat 
Lefton,  Republic  franchise  owner,  reports 

that  last  week’s  sales  were  the  largest  in 
the  history  of  the  company.  Proof  of  the 

pudding  was  the  unprecedented  situation 
where  Shipper  Max  Charnas  reported  that 

every  piece  of  film  was  out  of  the  ex- 
change with  the  racks  bare. 

NOW—  BUY  THEM 

OUTRIGHT -AT  A 
LOW  COST 

IDEAL  FOR 

MERCHAN- 
DISE 

and 
CASH 

GIVE 
AWAYS 

Cards  are  sold  outright  for  $3.50  per  1000. 
NO  OTHER  CHARGES  OR  ROYALTIES whatsoever. 

Send  in  a   Trial  Order  Today! 

LAKE  SHORE  SALES  CO. 
Theatre  Premium  Headquarters 

Complete  Salem  China  Line  on  Display 
404  FILM  BLDG.  —   CLEVELAND,  OHIO 

Phone — PRospect  4583 
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ID)  IE  T   R   O I T 
J^USSELL  N.  CARR,  son  of  George  W. 

Carr  of  the  International  Seat  Corp., 
is  establishing  his  own  business  in  the 
theatre  chair  contracting  and  repair  field. 

Young  Carr’s  headquarters  are  at  1430 
Cl  air  mount  Ave. 

Morton  Grass,  well  known  to  local  show- 
men, has  opened  new  offices  in  the  base- 
ment of  the  Film  Bldg.,  for  the  Progres- 

sive Premium  Co.,  which  he  will  represent 
in  this  territory. 

Col.  Lawrence  J.  Lewis  left  this  week 

on  a   tour  of  the  state  with  his  film,  “Jaws 
of  the  Jungle,”  opening  at  the  Ritz  The- 

atre, Muskegon,  for  Cooperative  Theatres, 

moving  to  Mrs.  Margaret  Vandenberg’s 
Crescent  at  Grand  Haven,  and  then  re- 

turning to  Detroit  to  play  several  Co- 
operative houses  .   .   .   A1  Dezel,  roadshow 

booker,  was  in  Chicago  the  first  of  the 
week  on  business,  returning  for  opening 

of  “The  Wages  of  Sin”  for  Associated 
Theatres  circuit,  starting  at  the  Granada. 

Charles  Perry,  manager  of  the  Adams, 
and  William  Flemion,  manager  of  Mono- 

gram Pictures,  returned  from  their  hunt- 
ing trip,  with  no  casualties  among  the 

elusive  pheasants.  Flemion  says  they’ll  try 
ducks  next  weekend — they  don’t  fly  so  fast. 

Harry  Hobolth,  circuit  owner,  and  his 
bride,  the  former  Mrs.  Crankshaw  of  his 

headquarters  town,  Imlay  City,  have  re- 
turned from  their  west  coast  honeymoon 

.   .   .   Dorothy  Brown  and  Clarence  Ber- 
phiaume,  both  of  the  M-G-M  staff,  have 
returned  to  work  after  prolonged  absence 
due  to  serious  illnesses. 

Tim  Cleary  of  Dublin,  Ireland,  and  late- 
ly supervisor  of  checkers  for  M-G-M  at 

Cincinnati,  has  been  made  a   student  sales- 
man and  temporarily  assigned  to  the  De- 
troit office. 

Terner  Sole  Owner  of 

American  Valance  Co. 
Pittsburgh — Martin  Terner  announces 

that  he  is  the  sole  owner  of  the  American 
Theatrical  Valance  Co.,  manufacturers 
of  theatre  drapes,  curtains,  valances,  seat 
covers,  etc.,  with  factory  and  office  at  900 
Fifth  Ave. 
The  organization  remains  intact  with 

the  entire  personnel  as  before,  Terner 
states.  His  display  room  on  Filmrow  at 
1701  Blvd.  of  the  Allies,  second  floor,  is 
being  continued. 

Mrs.  William  A.  Cassidy 

Dies  in  Detroit  Hospital 
Detroit — Mrs.  William  A.  Cassidy,  wife 

of  the  operator  of  the  Cassidy  circuit,  died 
in  the  hospital  Saturday  from  peritonitis 
which  set  in  following  an  operation.  She 
was  buried  Monday  in  Saginaw.  Funeral 
was  attended  by  a   number  of  members  of 
the  industry. 

Scott  to  Columbia 

Hollywood — Randolph  Scott  has  been 

given  a   long-term  contract  at  Columbia. 

Harry  W.  Hoffman,  new  manager  of 
the  Colonial  Theatre  for  Ray  Schrei- 
ber,  already  has  built  a   first-class  reputa- 

tion among  local  exhibitors  for  the  busi- 
ness-like way  he  has  spruced  up  the 

Schreiber  houses.  The  personnel  also  has 

been  “toned  up.”  Sam  Samuels,  by  the 
way,  rates  plenty  of  credit  for  the  new 
ideas  on  the  front  at  the  Colonial. 

Fred  C.  Dickely,  Altec  manager,  and 
his  staff  have  a   hard  time  getting  mixed 
up  in  directions;  their  street  number  is 
2111,  and  their  room  number  is  the  re- 

verse— 1112. 

Norman  Schram,  son  of  Wesley  B. 
Schram,  partner  in  the  New  Bijou  and 
Columbia,  has  been  released  from  the  hos- 

pital. He  has  been  suffering  with  a 
hernia.  He  expects  to  be  back  in  the 
harness  in  a   few  days.  Schram  sr.,  inci- 

dentally, is  still  out  of  town. 

Associated  Theatres  circuit  has  dissolved 
the  Three  Rivers  Rialto  Theatre  Co.,  fol- 

lowing sale  of  the  house  to  Butterfield. 

S.  H.  Greisman,  former  film  salesman 
here,  has  moved  on  to  Toronto  .   .   .   George 
Sampson  will  have  his  new  Esquire  The- 

atre, on  the  east  side,  ready  for  opening 
about  January  1. 

David  M.  Idzal,  managing  director  of 
the  Fox  Theatre,  was  in  New  York  on  a 
business  trip  .   .   .   Frank  Connors,  soloist  of 
the  Fox  Theatre,  is  away  on  a   four-week 
trip  to  Miami,  Fla.,  with  his  family.  He 

will  visit  with  Mrs.  Connors’  parents,  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  John  Kirk  of  Tampa. 

Harry  Komer  is  managing  the  Whittier 
and  Colony.  His  brother,  Charles,  head- 

quarters at  the  Redford;  their  associates, 
the  Goldberg  Twins,  manage  the  Royal 
Oak. 

Mork-Green  Jobs 
Detroit  —   Recent  theatre  remodeling 

and  refurnishing  jobs  announced  by  Mork- 
Green  Studios  include:  Martha  Washing- 

ton, Hamtramck,  Mich.;  Broadway,  Mt. 
Pleasant,  Mich.,  and  the  Maltz  Theatre, 
Alpena,  Mich.,  a   Butterfield  house. 

Amateur  Night  Again 

Detroit — Ray  Schreiber’s  Colonial  here 
is  restoring  Weekly  Amateur  Nights  on 

Mondays.  Amateur  Night,  once  extreme- 
ly popular  here,  in  recent  years  has  got 

little  play  in  local  theatres. 

State  Records  Fall 
Before  Horror 

Detroit  —   All  house  records  went 

smash  at  United  Detroit's  State  The- 

atre here,  according  to  the  manage- 

ment, before  the  turnaway  business 

done  by  the  double  horror  bill  of  "Drac- 
ula"  and  "Frankenstein." 

60  New  Pictures  and  12 

Reissues  Set  by  Monarch 
Pittsburgh — Monarch  Pictures  Co.  has 

lined  up  60  productions  for  the  new  sea- 
son in  addition  to  12  reissues,  Lew  and 

Milton  Lefton  announced  this  week  after 
returning  from  New  York  where  they 
closed  new  distributing  deals  with  various 
independent  producers.  Other  product 
will  be  acquired  at  an  early  date,  accord- 

ing to  the  Monarch  representatives. 
The  product  definitely  announced  in- 

cludes the  following  output  of  the  inde- 
pendent producers: 

4 — Progressive  Pictures  (Ben  Judell). 
20 — Malcolm-Browne  Productions  (4  spe- 

cials; 8   action;  8   Masked  Phantom  west- erns) . 

8 — Tim  McCoy  westerns  (Sam  Katzman Productions) . 

6 — Fred  Scott  musical  westerns  (Spec- 
trum Productions). 

12 — Standard  Productions  (Barry  Rich- 
ards, producer;  6   Headley  Family  se- 

ries with  Ralph  Morgan  and  Evelyn  Ven- 
able; 6   newspaper  dramas). 

6 — Action  melodramas,  all  independents. 

Jay  Dee  Kay’s  “Paroled  From  the  Big 

House.” 

Jake  Milstein’s  “Fight  for  Peace.” 
Reissue  of  “White  Zombie,”  S.  S.  Krell- 

berg. 

Reissue  of  “The  Monster  Walks,”  Astor Pictures  Corp. 

Reissue  of  6   Tom  Tyler  westerns. 
Reissue  of  6   Ken  Maynard  westerns. 

Variety  "Mother  s   Nite" Will  Honor  Mrs.  Harris 

Pittsburgh  —   Variety  Club’s  seventh 
Family  Nite  of  the  season,  November  18, 

has  been  designated  as  “Mother’s  Nite,” honoring  Mrs.  John  P.  Harris,  whose  late 

husband  operated  the  world’s  first  nickel- odeon. When  she  served  as  hostess  last 
year  a   record  attendance  was  established 
and  it  is  hoped  that  even  more  friends  in 
the  industry  will  present  themselves  for 
this  social  evening  November  18. 

Good  Sendoff  Is  Given 
"Drums"  in  Auto  City 

Detroit  —   “Drums”  got  a   good  start 

Thursday  at  the  United  Artists  Theatre. 
The  management  hosted  members  of  the 

Red  Arrow  Post  Drum  Corps  of  the  Ameri- 
can Legion.  The  corps  paraded  from 

Legion  quarters  to  the  downtown  district, 
winding  up  with  two  numbers  in  front  of 
the  theatre. 

On  Friday,  the  house  was  also  host  to 
the  drum  corps  of  Troop  244  of  the  Boy 
Scouts.  On  Saturday,  the  house  greeted 
the  Caledonian  Pipe  Band. 

Dickers  for  Mitzi 
Detroit  —   Mitzi  Green,  film  star,  may 

appear  shortly  in  unit  shows  produced  in 
this  territory.  Dr.  Fred  Merrill,  discloses. 

Her  Hollywood  contracts  leave  her  avail- 
able for  stage  shows.  Merrill  has  been 

manager  of  the  Zorine  Show  the  past  two 
seasons. 
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CINCINNATI 

(Continued  from  page  20) 

son  Crestwell,  is  remodeling  and  putting 
in  new  seats. 

A   large  group  of  exchange  men  and  ex- 

hibitors journeyed  to  Doc  Newbold’s 
opening  of  the  new  Lyric  at  Charleston, 

including  Max  Margolis,  Republic  man- 
ager; Ferd  Midelburg  and  Bill  Thalhei- 

mer,  Logan,  W.  Va.;  Ray  Phelan,  Clen- 
denin;  Roy  Leitsinger,  Amherstdale;  E.  C. 
Custer,  Custer  Theatre;  Manny  and  Louie 
Shore,  War  and  Williamson,  W.  Va.;  Ross 
Williams  and  Charley  Palmer,  Columbia. 
A   buffet  dinner  and  refreshments  were 

served  by  the  genial  host. 

Lou  Smith,  associate  producer  of  Para- 

mount’s “If  I   Were  King,”  attended  the 
private  screening  here.  A   luncheon  at  the 

Netherland  Plaza  followed  .   .   .   The  War- 

ner Club  will  give  a   Hallowe’en  party  at 
the  exchange  club  rooms,  October  29. 
Prizes  for  most  interesting  costumes  and 
a   dance  are  in  order. 

L.  O.  Davis  is  installing  350  more  seats 
in  his  theatre  at  Hazard  .   .   .   Dave  Bader 

is  the  new  National  Screen  Service  sales- 
man, traveling  Kentucky  and  West 

Virginia. 

Mrs.  O.  J.  Minnix,  London,  Ky„  has  re- 
turned home  after  a   prolonged  rest  at  Hot 

Springs,  Ark.  .   .   .   “Down  in  Arkansaw,” 
Republic’s  feature,  opened  in  Charleston 
to  very  satisfactory  business,  reports  Max 
Margolis. 

“The  Birth  of  a   Baby”  has  been  ap- 
proved in  Kentucky.  The  film  goes  in 

for  an -indefinite  run  at  the  Mary  Ander- 
son, Louisville,  and  has  been  booked  solid 

by  the  Libson,  Schine  and  the  Ward  El- 
liott circuits  in  Versailles,  Mt.  Sterling, 

Georgetown,  Somerset,  Winchester,  Frank- 
fort; also  the  Strand,  Newport;  and  the 

Paramount,  Ashland. 

The  Cinema  Profited 
Detroit  —   The  Cinema,  foreign  film 

house  here,  profited  when  Russian  airmen 

called  Charles  Lindbergh  a   “liar”  for  al- 
legedly talking  down  the  Soviet  strength 

in  the  air.  The  Cinema  was  playing  Am- 

kino’s  “If  War  Comes  Tomorrow,”  deal- 
ing with  Soviet  military  and  air  forces. 

Strength  in  "Alexander" 
Detroit — “Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band” 

is  doing  so  well  in  town,  now  in  its  third 
run  showings,  that  the  Ramona  Theatre, 
operated  by  United  Detroit  Theatres,  is 
opening  an  hour  earlier,  in  order  to  run 
an  extra  show. 

Working  Steadily 
Detroit — The  Ross  Roy  Service  is  now 

working  steadily  12  to  14  hours  daily  on 

a   six-day  schedule,  E.  C.  Schmalzriedt,  di- 
rector of  engineering,  said  this  week.  The 

company  produces  sound  slide  films. 

Cleveland  Variety  Post 

Names  Roth  Commander 
Cleveland — Howard  Roth,  Paramount 

booker,  was  formally  invested  with  the 
office  of  Commander  of  Variety  Post  313 
on  October  28  at  which  time  Harry  H. 
Goldstein,  Paramount  district  manager, 
automatically  became  past  commander. 

Ceremony  was  conducted  by  State  Com- 
mander Eli  Jensen  of  Dayton,  assisted  by 

County  Commander  Larry  Deering  of 
Cleveland. 

Following  the  ceremonies,  a   dinner  was 

served  to  the  members  in  the  Legion  head- 
quarters of  the  Arena. 

F.  C.  Dickely  Reports 

Ten  Installations  of  WE 
Detroit — Altec  Service  has  completed  a 

series  of  ten  installations  of  WE  equip- 
ment, Fred  C.  Dickely,  district  manager, 

reports. 

Houses  serviced  include:  Daisy,  Indian- 
apolis; Mystic,  Harrison,  Ohio;  Four  Star, 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich.;  Main,  Cincinnati; 

Lyric,  Bowling  Green,  Ohio;  Del-Lu,  Gib- 
sonburg,  Ohio;  Fort  Sackville,  Vincennes, 

Ind.;  Ohio,  Madison,  Ind.;  Lyric,  Lan- 
caster, Ohio  and  Jewel,  Mt.  Clemens,  Mich. 

Lande  and  Gerson  Sign 

To  Handle  " Monastery " 
Cleveland — Harry  Thomas  has  closed 

with  Harry  Lande  and  Nate  Gerson  for 

the  Ohio-Kentucky  distribution  of  “Mon- 
astary.”  Lande  reports  contracts  have  al- 

ready been  closed  to  exhibit  the  picture  at 
all  Warner  and  all  Shea  houses  in  the  ter- ritory. 

“Wajan,”  made  on  the  beautiful  island 
of  Bali,  is  also  being  released  by  Inde- 

pendent Film  Service  in  the  Ohio  territory. 

Add  More  Seats 
Detroit — Wade  Allen  and  Albert  West- 

away,  operators  of  the  Arcade  and  Willis 
theatres,  respectively,  are  tearing  out  most 
of  their  stages  to  make  room  for  more 
International  seats.  Allen  is  adding  67 
more  seats  in  the  Arcade,  while  Westaway 
has  ordered  36  more  for  the  Willis. 

Crescent  Loses  $100 

Grand  Haven,  Mich. — The  local  Cres- 

cent Theatre  safe  was  rifled  last  week  of 

$100,  mostly  in  silver,  by  a   thief  or  thieves 
believed  to  have  remained  in  the  theatre 
after  closing  time. 

"With  You"  Runs 
Three  Weeks 

Cleveland — Columbia's  "You  Can't 

Take  It  With  You"  played  a   three- 
week,  first-run  engagement  here,  with 

business  proportionately  stronger  the 

third  week  than  the  first.  The  opening 

week  at  Warner's  Hippodrome  it  did 
75  per  cent  better  than  average.  It  was 

held  over  a   second  week  at  the  Hippo- 

drome where  the  take  was  15  per  cent 

above  par.  For  the  third  week  it  was 

moved  over  to  the  Allen. 

BOWLING 

Pittsburgh — W.  Walters  of  the  Para- 

mount team  rolled  a   247  game  at  last 

Friday  evening’s  contests,  topping  last 
season’s  243  high  individual  score  for  one 
game  held  by  Pete  Quiter  of  Universal. 
Monarch  and  Superior  tied  for  Filmrow 
Bowling  League  honors  in  the  fifth  week 

of  the  season.  Quiter,  who  has  been  ab- 
sent from  the  games  due  to  a   foot  in- 

fection, was  back  in  the  lineup. 
Although  Walters  rolled  the  best  game 

of  the  evening  the  weekly  award  of  $1 
went  to  Saul  Perilman  of  the  Republic 
team,  who  rolled  a   225  game,  the  former 
being  ineligible  for  the  prize  because  he 
had  copped  it  the  week  before.  Walters 
also  went  into  the  three  games  high  score 
column  with  574.  There  are  60  bowlers 
in  the  league. 

New  High  Team  Scores  for  1   Game: 

Republic    774 
Paramount        745 

Standing  of  the  Teams: 
Won  Lost 

Monarch      10  5 

Superior            10  5 
Paramount              9   6 

Republic          8   7 
20th-Fox      8   7 
Universal      7   8 
Columbia      6   9 

Loew’s      2   13 

Cleveland — With  Henry  Fosbender  in 

the  lead  for  the  second  consecutive  week, 
the  Film  Bowling  League  announces  the 
following  scores  as  : result  of 

last 

week’s 

contest: 

Won 

Lost 

Pet. Columbia  .   .   . 
.   .   .   13 

5 
.722 Messengers 

.   .   .   11 7 

.611 

Central  Shipi>ers    .   .   11 
7 

.611 

Nat’!  Theatre 

Supply. 
.   ,   .   9 9 .500 

RKO    
.   .   .   6 12 .333 

Metro    
.   .   .   4 14 .222 Team  High Three 
Individual 

High 

Three 
Messengers  . . .   .   2426 Fosbender .   .   .   588 RKO    

  2397 
Baird  .   .   .   . 

Columbia  .   .   .   . 
. . . . 2395 Ivoteles  .   . .   .   .   575 

Team  High 
Singles 

Individual 

High 

Singles 
.   .   .   .   HSfi 

  245 
Nat’l  Supply  . 

.   ...  867 

Krupka 

    243 

Central  Shippers  .   .   .   843 
Baird 

  233 
Sharp  . .   . 

  233 

Individual 

Averages 

  173 Baird    
  173 

Hoobler 
  153 

Rice    

  168 
Bach 

  152 John  White  .   .   .   167 
Watts 

  151 
Miller      166 

Swee 

  150 
Gallupe      165 

Sabot 
  146 Sharp    

.   ...164 
H.  Fleming  .   .   . 

  144 
E.  Fleming-  .   .   .   164 

Steffens  . 

L.  C.  Gross. . .   . 
    164 

Steve  Andrews .   . 
    138 

Jay  White  .   .   .   162 
Brooks     137 

Melville    

  162 
B.  Andrews ....   136 

Mross      157 

Braeimig 

  134 
Bill  Cross  .... 

.   . .   157 
Walters 

Huber    

  154 

Bernstein 

Krupka    .   .   . .154 Jenks  . . . . ... .113 LaGrow  . 

Detroit — Film  Drug  continued  to  top 

the  Film  Bowling  League  this  week,  amaz- 
ing all  observers  who  have  watched  this 

team  trail  within  one  or  two  places  of  the 

cellar  for  the  past  several  seasons.  Rea- 
sons for  the  unexpected  strength  remained 

a   mystery  to  the  bowlers,  except  for  the 
suggestion  of  Secretary  Frank  Jones  that 

“they  dropped  Lou  Metzger” — only  Metz- 
ger is  near  high  man  for  the  League. 

Standings  are: 

Team  Won  Lost 

Film  Drug      12  4 

20th  Century-Fox      12  4 
Cooperative  Theatres      9   7 
Film  Truck      8   8 

Republic      8   8 
Amusement  Supply      7   9 
United  Artists      4   12 

Monogram      4   12 

High  teams  were,  three  games:  Film  Truck, 
2,568;  Film  Drug,  2,514;  for  one  game:  Film 
Truck,  893;  Amusement  Supply,  899. 

High  man  for  three  games  was  Jones,  608, 

followed  by  Adair  with  572.  Highs  for  one  game 
were:  Metzger,  238;  Jones,  226;  Metzger,  214 
(again);  Buermele,  213;  Malinowski,  211;  Saxe, 
205;  Adair,  208,  and  Pa vella,  200. 
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Republic  Celebrates  a   Birthday 

The  fourth  anniversary  of  the  Republic  Ohio  franchise,  under  the  banner 
of  Nat  L.  Lefton,  found  the  Cleveland  branch  observing  its  usual  busy  day. 
Standing,  left  to  right,  are:  Nat  Lefton,  discussing  a   contract  with  Frank 
Belles,  salesman;  Julius  Bossell,  contract  clerk,  checks  a   few  details  with 
Rudy  Norton,  salesman;  S.  P.  Gorrel,  sales  manager,  gives  an  okay  to  Jack 
Lefton,  salesman. 

"Waltz"  Contest 
Cleveland — Republic  Pictures,  under  the 

leadership  of  Nat  L.  Lefton,  owner  of  the 
Ohio  franchise,  is  celebrating  its  fourth 
anniversary  in  business.  And  celebrating, 

says  Lefton,  in  a   most  satisfactory  man- 
ner, with  business  about  40  per  cent  ahead 

of  last  year  at  this  time. 

“With  this  lead  over  last  season,”  Lefton 
said,  in  commenting  upon  this  statement, 

“we  have  every  reason  to  look  forward  to 

a   banner  year.” 

Lefton’s  anniversary  gift  to  the  exhibi- 
tors of  the  territory  is  A1  Gregg,  publicity 

expert,  who  is  on  call  at  all  times,  to  assist 
Republic  customers  in  putting  over  one  or 
all  of  their  pictures. 

It’s  the  serial,  “Dick  Tracy  Returns,” 

that  is  occupying  most  of  Gregg’s  time 
right  now.  It  has  been  booked  into  more 
than  40  Cleveland  theatres — half  of  all 
the  theatres  in  the  Greater  Cleveland 

area — with  break  dates  starting  Septem- 
ber 22.  About  60  theatres  in  northern 

Ohio  cities  also  have  booked  the  serial. 

Gregg  points  out  that  the  national  adver- 
tising on  the  Dick  Tracy  stories  includes 

157  newspapers  in  the  United  States — 
it’s  the  News  in  Cleveland — and  a   15- 
minute  radio  broadcast  five  days  a   week 

over  58  coast-to-coast  stations  with  an 
estimated  audience  of  15,000,000  people. 

Bookings  on  “Dick  Tracy  Returns”  are  50 
per  cent  ahead  of  last  year  for  the  first 
Tracy  serial,  Lefton  states. 

The  national  tieup  with  Quaker  Oats 
is  one  of  the  reasons  for  the  tremendous 
success  of  the  serial,  in  the  opinion  of  local 

Republic  officials.  This  tieup  provides 
for  display  of  window  ads,  streamers,  and 

announcements  included  in  grocery  pack- 
ages and  lobby  displays. 

Lefton  attributes  the  success  of  Repub- 
lic pictures  to  a   consistent  standard  of 

wholesome  family  pictures,  which  are  busi- 
ness builders  as  well  as  boxoffice. — Loeb. 

Wheeling,  W.  Va. — “The  Great  Waltz” 
finals  will  be  staged  at  the  Capitol  The- 

atre November  18  following  eliminations 

November  5   and  12.  The  final  event  will 

signalize  the  opening  of  the  new  Capitol 
Theatre  Ballroom. 

Will  Rebuild  House 

Lumberport,  W.  Va. — Opera  House,  de- 
stroyed by  fire  of  unknown  origin  several 

weeks  ago,  will  be  rebuilt,  it  was  an- 
nounced here  this  week.  The  house  was 

under  lease  to  Danny  Davis,  who  is  iden- 
tified with  exhibition  at  Monongah. 

A   Case  Wherein  Horror 

Pictures  Are  Bearable 
Detroit — Horror  week  in  Detroit  the- 

atres received  friendly  recognition  from 
the  Detroit  News,  in  an  editorial  on  the 
value  of  such  films.  The  editorial  fol- 

lowed the  combination  of  "Dracula”  and 
“Frankenstein”  at  the  Palms-State  and 

"King  Kong”  and  “The  Ghoul”  at  the 
Adams.  Said  the  News: 

“The  films  are  revivals,  which  suggests 
that  there  is  not  only  a   public  for  horror, 
but  a   part  of  it  that  will  come  twice. 

“The  horror  film  has  a   sedative  value, 
as  providing  a   light  interlude  among  the 
starker  actualities  which  threaten  to  suf- 

focate us  in  a   world  grown  too  small  for 
comfort  and  any  feeling  of  true  security. 

“Until  now  we  hadn’t  thought  of  the 
Karloff  countenance  as  a   pleasing  con- 

trast to  the  grimaces  of  the  newsreel 
Caesars  bawling  from  the  housetops,  but 
the  canny  film  exhibitor  may  have,  and, 

perhaps,  correctly. 

“There  is  something  in  knowing  that 
Dracula  will  have  done  his  worst  and 
faded  from  view  in  80  minutes,  whereas 
a   world  crisis  may  run  for  months.  At 
worst,  the  horror  film  is  bearable  on  the 

basis  that  it  feels  so  good  when  it  stops.” 

Open  New  Theatre 
Pittsburgh — Natrona  Heights’  Highland, 

newly  constructed  theatre  of  468  seats, 

was  scheduled  to  open  to  the  public  Oc- 
tober 29.  Joseph  P.  Benedek  of  New  Kens- 

ington and  John  Burin  of  Creighton  are 
owners.  Cost  was  approximately  $35,000. 

Ambos  Heed 

Detroit  —   Ambos  Heed,  head  of  the 
Moviescope  Development  Co.,  died  on 
October  15.  He  was  also  proprietor  of 

Heed’s  Chop  House.  He  is  survived  by  his 
widow.  Burial  was  in  Columbus,  Ohio. 

Dolores  Costello  Role 

Hollywood — Dolores  Costello  plays  the 

feminine  lead  in  Columbia’s  “Wreckage.” 

Ohioans  in  New  York 

Ohioans  were  prominent  in  the  Allied  contingent  in  New  York  negotiating 
with  distributor  representatives  on  trade  practice  concessions.  Left  to  right, 
Sidney  E.  Samuelson,  director  of  Allied  of  New  Jersey;  P.  J.  Wood,  business 
manager  of  the  ITO  of  Ohio;  Ernest  Schwartz,  president  of  Cleveland 

M.  P.  Exhibitors  Ass’n;  Martin  G   Smith,  president  of  the  ITO  of  Ohio; 
V.  U.  Young,  president  of  the  Theatre  Managers,  Inc.,  of  Indiana,  and 
alternate  with  I.  Holycross,  next  to  him,  who  is  vice-president  of  the  ATO 
of  Indiana. 
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Normal  Production 

Holds;  42  in  Work 
Hollywood — Maintaining  what  has  been 

established  as  a   normal  shooting  pace, 
Hollywood  cameras  were  turning  on  42 
features  as  the  week  opened,  only  two 

under  last  week’s  figure,  while  a   dozen 
more  were  poised  and  awaiting  the  gun. 

Hitting  the  season’s  peak  was  M-G-M, 
which  started  “Honolulu,”  co-featuring 
Eleanor  Powell  and  Robert  Young,  after 
many  delays  and  thus  boosted  its  total 

to  ten — one  above  last  week.  In  the  writ- 

ing mill  are  “The  Unvanquished,”  “Let 
Freedom  Ring,”  “The  Yearling”  and  other 
important  vehicles. 

In  the  second  spot,  with  eight  each,  were 

20th  Century-Fox  and  Universal.  The 
former  studio  broke  an  inactive  period  of 

several  weeks’  duration  by  sending  an 
untitled  “Camera  Daredevils”  adventure 

and  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu”  into  pro- 
duction, meantime  preparing  early  start- 

ing dates  on  “Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,” 
“Stanley  and  Livingstone”  and  “Mr.  Moto 
in  Trinidad.”  Universal  was  to  gun  “Swing 
Fever,”  second  in  its  Collegiate  series,  and 
has  “Three’s  Company,”  starring  Bing 
Crosby,  W.  C.  Fields  in  “You  Can’t  Cheat 
an  Honest  Man”  and  Danielle  Darrieux 
in  “Rio”  scheduled  for  starts  in  November. 

RKO  Radio,  through  Sol  Lesser’s  Prin- 
cipal Pictures,  put  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,” 

a   Bobby  Breen  starrer,  into  production, 
raising  its  shooting  total  from  five  to  six. 

In  script  form  are  “The  Castles,”  “The 
Flying  Irishman,”  “Arizona  Legion”  and 
others.  Also  filming  on  six  was  Para- 

mount. Getting  before  the  cameras  was 

an  untitled  Charlie  Ruggles-Mary  Boland 

comedy  and  “Radio  Troubadour,”  a   Span- 
ish-language  feature  being  produced  by 
Dario  Faralla.  The  Marathon  Street  plant 

has  “Midnight,”  “Union  Pacific,”  “Hotel 
Imperial”  and  others  on  the  line  and  ready 
to  go. 

Warner  Bros,  started  two — “Yes,  My 
Darling  Daughter”  and  “Always  Leave 
Them  Laughing,”  but  dropped  its  total 
from  seven  to  five.  A   busy  November  is 

in  sight,  however,  with  “Jaurez,”  “Dodge 
City,”  “Brother  Orchid”  and  “Tough  An- 

gels” slated  to  hit  the  cameras. 
Republic  penciled  a   start  this  week  on 

Hollywood ,   Land 
Of  Realism 

Hollywood' — The  legend  of  shifting 

sands  was  recently  re-enacted  on  the 
Hal  Roach  set  where  120  tons  of  sand 

comprised  a   beach  setting. 

By  the  time  a   gang  of  extras,  gaffers, 

property  men  and  others  got  through 

trudging  through  the  strip,  most  of  the 

sand  had  been  shoe-dragged  to  other 
parts  of  the  stage.  Faced  with  an 

emergency,  pails  were  spotted  with 

notices  to  remove  shoes  and  dump 
contents  therein. 

A   few  extras  took  the  notice  lit- 

erally. They  left  their  socks. 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

MIXED  CREDITS 

Kokomo,  Ind. — If  you  hate  a   “correc- 

tion” as  much  as  I   do,  you  won’t  care  a 
lot  about  this  letter,  but  I   have  found  an 

error  in  your  most  excellent  publication 
and  I   feel  sure  you  will  want  to  know 
about  it. 

On  page  27  of  the  October  15  issue  of 

Boxoffice  under  the  caption,  “Along  the 

Line  of  March,”  you  show  a   picture  of  a 
40  &   8   engine  in  the  American  Legion 

Parade  in  Los  Angeles.  But  in  the  cut 

lines  below,  you  say,  “An  engineer  of  the 
40  &   8   society  locomotive  from  Fort  Wayne, 

Ind.” 

“Ouch!  That  “locomotive”  is  the  pride 
and  joy  of  the  40  &   8   Society  of  Kokomo, 
Ind.,  and  the  writer  was  one  of  the  group 
of  11  men  who  drove  the  thing  overland 

to  participate  in  that  convention.  But 

don’t  get  the  idea  I’m  not  wholly  for  your 
publication.  I   think  it  is  great. — M.  C. 
TULL,  Kokomo  Tribune. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  its  1938-39 
specials,  which,  if  it  hit  the  camera, 
would  find  three  films  in  production  at 
the  North  Hollywood  plant.  The  vehicle 
was  as  yet  uncast,  however,  as  the  week 

opened.  Another  special,  “Doctors  Don’t 
Tell,”  was  being  scripted,  and  “Red  River 
Range,”  a   Three  Mesquiteers  western,  gets 
the  gun  next  week. 

No  starts  were  listed  at  Columbia,  which 
had  four  on  the  sound  stages,  one  less 

than  last  week.  In  process  of  prepara- 

tion are  “Plane  No.  4,”  which  Howard 
Hawks  will  direct;  “Good  Girls  Go  to 
Paris,”  starring  Jean  Arthur;  and  “Our 

Wife.” 

Monogram  continued  filming  on  Pro- 

ducer Edward  Finney’s  Tex  Ritter  west- 
ern, “Little  Tenderfoot,”  as  its  only  pro- 

duction in  work,  meanwhile  lining  up 

“I  Am  a   Criminal,”  “Streets  of  New  York” 

and  “Mr.  Wong  in  Chinatown”  as  Novem- 
ber camera  fodder.  Likewise,  United  Art- 

ists, through  Producers  Hal  Roach  and 
Edward  Small,  kept  a   pair  of  vehicles 

on  sound  stages  in  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip” 
(Roach)  and  “The  Duke  of  West  Point” 
( Small ) .   Samuel  Goldwyn  is  whipping 

“Wuthering  Heights”  into  shape  for  an 

early  start;  Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage 
Coach”  almost  ready  to  roll;  and  Roach 
will  soon  gun  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  first 
co-starring  vehicle  for  Harry  Langdon 
and  Oliver  Hardy. 

Paramount  '39-  40  Lineup 
Same  as  Current  List 

Hollywood — Paramount  is  expected  to 

have  the  same  number  of  pictures  next 

season  as  in  1938-39,  Barney  Balaban, 

president,  told  Boxoffice  while  here  con- 
ferring on  the  lineup  for  1939-40.  In  ad- 
dition, the  program  for  the  next  three 

months  is  being  gone  over. 
Here  for  the  production  meetings  are 

Stanton  Griffis,  chairman  of  the  execu- 
tive committee;  Neil  F.  Agnew,  general 

sales  manager,  and  Russell  Holman,  east- 
ern story  head.  Robert  M.  Gillham,  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  head,  is  due  from 
New  York  the  end  of  the  month.  Adolph 
Zukor,  William  LeBaron  and  other  studio 

executives  are  sitting  in  on  the  confer- ences. 

The  eastern  group  plans  to  return  to 

Milwaukee  to  Probe 

Film  Length  Effect 

Milwaukee — The  common  council’s  utili- 
ties and  health  committee  has  voted  an 

investigation  of  the  length  of  motion  pic- 
ture shows  and  their  effect  upon  child  and 

adult  health  as  a   result  of  a   resolution 

introduced  by  Aid.  Samuel  M.  Soref. 
Alderman  Soref  said  that  juvenile  crime 

records  had  shown  that  many  children 

gain  their  impression  of  gangdom  and 

criminal  life  from  the  “movies,”  and  urged 
that  more  educational  films  be  shown.  He 

also  urged  that  exhibitors  reduce  the 
amount  of  advertising  shown  between films. 

The  mayor’s  advisory  council  has  recom- 
mended that  a   representative  of  the  Par- 

ent-Teachers associations,  which  sought 
such  an  investigation  early  this  year,  be 

given  a   place  on  the  proposed  citizens’ committee  of  five  to  make  the  survey. 

At  the  time  of  the  previous  request  for 
an  investigation,  the  matter  was  referred 
by  Health  Commissioner  Dr.  John  P. 

Koehler  to  the  Milwaukee  Oto-Ophthal- 
mic  Society,  which  reported  that  double 
feature  programs  are  not  a   public  health 
problem.  As  a   result  of  this  report,  the 
matter  was  permitted  to  rest. 

Second  Musical  Short 

Series  for  Paramount 

Hollywood  —   “William  Tell,”  “Merry 

Wives  of  Windsor”  and  “The  Blue  Dan- 
ube” have  been  completed  and  edited  as 

the  second  series  of  musical  shorts  being 

produced  by  Symphonic  Films  for  Para- 
mount release.  The  National  Philharmonic 

symphony  orchestra,  under  Frederick 
Feher’s  direction,  was  featured. 

Prints  were  to  be  taken  to  New  York 

this  week  by  A1  Rosen,  Symphonic  sales 

manager,  who  will  negotiate  a   deal  there 
for  production  of  full-length  operas. 

New  York  next  week.  Paramount  plans 

to  release  all  on  its  announced  schedule 
of  58  this  season. 
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TWO  HORROR  REISSUES  TOP  NATIONAL  GROSSES 
CHARLOTTE (AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

I   >   ^   VTT  r.  *   *   t   ■   '   l »   n   V.  *   h   /   TV/T  T   \   1   n   T>  f 

Roger  Sherman — Room  Service  (RKO); 

Smashing-  the  Rackets  (RKO)    130 
uiuauwtt^   x   lit"  Y   v.  iva /   aoc  pai  i.  .   .   . 
Broadway — Smashing  the  Backets  (RKO) 
2nd  part      70 

Broadway — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)  3rd  part      90 

Carolina — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    110 
Imperial — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)  1st  halt     90 
Imperial — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 

2nd  half        95 

State — Painted  Desert  (RKO)      90 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — .Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  wk          85 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
plus  stage  show,  2nd  wk      90 

Garrick — Four  Daughters  (FN),  1st  half; 
Dracula  (Univ);  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
last  half,  and  held    120 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show,  held  2nd  wk    125 

Roosevelt — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   100 

State-Lake — The  Chaser  (M-G-M),  plus 
stage  show      90 

United  Art:sts — Boys  Tom  (M-G-M),  held 
3rd  wk   120 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  2nd  wk    250 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) .   .   110 
Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   115 
Grand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M).  4th  wk..H0 

Keith’s — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    110 
Lyric — Frankenstein  (Univ);  Dracula  (Univ). 200 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 120 
Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  3rd  wk    115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk    200 

Hippodrome — -That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    110 

Palace — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN);  stage: 
Wayne  Morris  in  person  and  vaudeville   110 

State — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  6   days.  .   50 

Stillman — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk  ....100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO),  1st 
half    100 

Capitol — Wanted  by  Police  (Mono),  2nd 
half    100 

Majestic — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN); 
Revue  with  Zasu  Pitts  on  stage      90 

Melba — Broadway  Musketeers  (WB)      80 
Palace — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    110 

Tower — You  Can't  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day  and 
date  with  the  Paramount    100 

Broadway — Boys  Town  (MG-M);  Rich  Man, 

Poor  Gi~l  (M-G-M),  both  after  two  weeks  at 
the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    150 

Denver — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 
Orpheum — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    180 

Paramount — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day 
and  date  with  the  Aladdin;  Meet  the  Girls 

(20th-Fox)    125 

Rialto — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
week  at  the  Denver;  Danger  on  the  Air 
(Univ)    100 

DETROIT 

Adams — King  Kong  (RKO);  The  Ghoul 
(GB)      85 

Cinema — If  War  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amklno), 
2nd  wk     65 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)          85 

Palms  State — Frankenstein  (Univ),  Dracula 
(Univ),  2nd  wk     75 
Dracula  (Univ),  2nd  wk      75 

Un  ted  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk      85 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ)   300 

Circle — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   120 

Loew’s — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk     90 

Lyric — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 
stage  show    130 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.  150 
Midland — Drums  (UA);  Juvenile  Court  (Col)..  80 
Newman — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  held 

over    175 
Orpheum — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO);  A   Man 

to  Remember  (RKO)      85 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Indianapolis    300 

Moonlight  Sonata — Chicago 
(2nd  wk)    250 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 
Cincinnati    200 

Stablemates — Pittsburgh    200 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 

Cleveland  (3rd  wk.) ;   Los  An- 
geles (3rd  wk.)    200 

Stablemates  (dual) — Omaha    185 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Denver    180 

Arkansas  Traveler — Kansas 

City    175 

Suez — New  York  City   175 

That  Certain  Age — Washington....  175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York  City 
(3rd  wk.)    160 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 
Omaha    155 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  8th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City. 

Boys  Town,  7th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 

wk.,  Chicago,  Cincinnati. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati; 

3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  3rd  wk., 
Cincinnati;  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles;  3rd  wk., 
Pittsburgh. 

If  I   Were  King,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Stablemates,  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Tower — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  plus 

Orrin  Tucker’s  band  and  stage  show   195 
Uptown — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 140 

LOS  ANGELES 
Chinese — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)   100 
Downtown — The  bisters  (WB);  Road  to  Reno 

(Univ)    100 
Four-Star — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk   80 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 
Paramount — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para),  plus 
stage  show      85 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Touchdown  Army  (Para),  plus 
Benny  Goodman  on  stage  175 

Riverside — The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ), 
plus  stage  show    100 

Strand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Three 

Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)      85 
Warner — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   The 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    125 

Wisconsin — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)      75 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) ;   The 

Chaser  (M-G-M)    100 

Century — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.   125 
Orpheum — Room  Service  (RKO)      70 
State— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 

World — Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel  (UA) .   60 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M; 
Gladiator  (Col),  2nd  wk    120 

Loew-Poli — Stablemates  (M-G-M) ;   Myste- 
rious Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox),  moved  to 

College  for  2nd  wk    120 

Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para) ;   When 
Were  You  Bom?  (FN)    140 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — City  Streets  (Col)      65 

Globe — Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox)     65 
Liberty — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      95 

Orpheum — Y'ou  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
Saenger — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

(Col),  2nd  wk    no 
State — Drums  (UA)    no 
Tudor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  return 

engagement    115 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  8th  wk. 
of  roadshow      75 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3d  wk. ..  70 
Cr.terion — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)      75 

Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  2nd  wk   120 
Paramount — If  I   AVere  King  (Para),  3rd  wk., 

plus  stage  show    160 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — There  Goes  My  Heart 
(UA),  plus  stage  show      90 

Rialto — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ), 

reissues    140 
Rivoli- — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      50 

Roxy— -Suez  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage  show   175 

Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show....  140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox),  4   days      35 

Criterion — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3 

days,  being  continued    120 
Liberty — Smashing  the  Rackets  (WB) ; 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox),  4   days   105 
Liberty — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN) ;   Time 

Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox),  3   days     90 
Midwest — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    90 
State — Prairie  Moon  (Rep);  Talk  of  the 

Devil  (GB)      95 
Tower — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)      80 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Af- 
fairs of  Annabel  (RKO)      80 

Omaha — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket 

Busters  (WB),  2   days;  Stablemates  (M-G-M); 
Mr.  Chump  (WB),  5   days    185 

Orpheum — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   Block- 
heads (M-G-M)    155 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     85 
Boyd- — The  Sisters  (WB)    120 
Earle — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Ted  Lewis    100 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk.     95 
Karl  ton — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)     90 

Keith’s — Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Stanley— You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  135 
Stanton — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      90 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  3rd  wk    120 

Barry — Draeuia’s  Daughter  (Univ) ;   Bride  of 
Frankenstein  (Univ)    125 

Fulton — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    100 

Penn — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    200 
Stanley — Touchdown  Army  (Para);  Negro 

stage  show      65 
Warner — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN); 

Blockheads  (M-G-M)      75 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    150 
Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ),  7th  wk    100 

Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para) ;   Give 

Me  a   Sailor  (Para)    115 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  2nd  wk    110 
United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle 

(M-G-M),  2nd  wk    110 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox);  Racket 
Busters  (WB)    120 

Centre — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)     95 

Paramount — Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 

Studio — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk    105 

Utah — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    100 
Victory— Good  Earth  (M-G-M);  You  and 

Me  (Para)    105 

V/ASHINGTON 

Capitol — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      75 

Columbia — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  run.  80 
Earle — I   Am  the  Law  (Col),  plus  stage  show.. 100 
Keith's — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    175 

Metropolitan — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  run    125 

Palace — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 
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POSSIBLE  DEPARTMENT  OF  JUSTICE  ACTION  IN 

CHICAGO  CLEARANCE  SUIT  ABSORBS  ATTENTION 
1932  Consent  Decree  Is 

Basis  for  Federal 

Maneuver 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — The  ever  changing  Chicago 

exhibitor-distributor  scene  this  week  found 
many  developments.  Chief  among  them 
was  the  possible  forthcoming  filing  by  the 
department  of  justice  of  information  for 
a   criminal  contempt  of  federal  court 
against  B&K  and  the  major  companies, 
coupled  with  the  increasing  desire  of  the 
major  distributors  to  attempt  to  satisfy 
the  demands  of  the  independent  exhibitors. 

These  demands  continue  to  be  a   short- 
ening of  the  clearance  and  protection 

enjoyed  by  B&K  from  the  loop-runs  to 
the  first-week  runs  and  elimination  of 
double  features. 

From  reliable  sources,  this  writer  heard 

that  department  of  justice  operatives  are 
in  the  final  stages  of  gathering  data  that 
may  result  in  the  filing  within  the  next 
week  or  ten  days  for  information  for  a 

criminal  contempt  of  federal  court  pro- 
ceedings against  B&K  and  the  majors, 

growing  out  of  reported  violations  of  the 
1932  consent  decree  here. 

Defendants  Seek  Compromise 

By  the  same  token,  as  reported  in  Box- 
office  last  week,  it  has  been  learned  that 

the  secondary  defendant  companies  in  the 
current  independent  exhibitor  suit  on 

clearance  and  duals — namely,  the  seven 

majors  outside  of  Paramount — have  con- 
sistently been  hammering  away  with  pro- 

posed realignment  of  the  clearance  sched- 
ule in  Chicago.  Some  weeks  ago,  Ned 

Depinet  of  RKO  and  Gradwell  Sears  of 

Warner,  spent  an  entire  day  at  the  Con- 
gress Hotel,  offering  suggested  changes  to 

B&K  and  Essaness  in  the  protection  setup, 

it  was  learned.  However,  the  meeting  end- 
ed with  B&K  still  unwilling  to  budge. 

Since  then,  it  is  understood  that  both 
Depinet  and  Sears,  plus  William  Gehring 

of  20th  Century-Fox,  have  been  named 
as  a   committee  of  the  majors  to  attempt 

a   satisfactory  negotiation  with  B&K,  to 
attempt  to  persuade  the  latter  to  make 
some  adjustment  in  the  clearance  here. 

Meanwhile,  it  is  thought  that  the  loom- 

ing up  of  any  U.  S.  action  here  in  fed- 
eral court,  based  upon  the  1932  consent 

decree,  might  do  more  than  anything  else 
to  persuade  B&K  to  make  a   satisfactory 
settlement  for  all  concerned  along  both 
clearance  and  duals  here. 

It  is  thought  that  the  Oriental  Theatre 
situation  here  has  been  a   factor  in  the 

recent  renewed  activity  of  department  of 
justice  agents  investigating  the  Chicago 
scene.  It  is  known  that  numerous  parties 
connected  with  the  management  operation 
of  the  theatre  property  attempted  in  the 

(Continued  on  page  19) 

In  the  Courtroom 

Chicago — Among  those  in  court,  as  spec- 
tators, toward  the  end  of  the  hearing  were 

Allen  Usher,  Jim  Donohue,  Ben  Bartlestein, 
Simon  Simansky,  Jack  Rose,  Charlie 

Cooper,  Harry  Goldman,  Leo  Solomon,  Abe 
Gumbiner,  Jack  Kirsch,  Lou  Abramson, 
Emma  Abplanalp,  Maurice  Leonard,  Tippy 
Harrison  and  Lester  Retschen. 

“First  runs  are  not  for  sale  in  Chicago 

at  any  price,  not  even  for  $100,000,”  said 
Joseph  Rosenberg.  He  later  answered  Rob- 

ert Golding,  defense  attorney,  who  sug- 
gested there  is  some  form  of  bidding  in 

Chicago,  that,  “If  there  is  open  bidding  in 
the  Chicago  territory,  I   will  move  for  an 

immediate  dismissal  of  the  entire  case.” 

Frederic  Burnham,  defense  attorney,  in 

summarizing  his  arguments  against  a   pre- 

liminary injunction  decree,  turned  to  Ros- 

enberg, with:  “He  ...  is  seeking  to  dis- 

rupt a   complicated  industry,”  and  accused 
him  of  attempting  to  throw  it  into  chaos 

in  Chicago  by  not  offering  any  alterna- 
tive of  what  should  be  used  in  lieu  of  the 

current  releasing  and  clearance  schedule, 
except  the  blank  suggestion  that  it  be 
abrogated. 

None  of  the  Balaban  family  came  near 

the  courtroom,  even  though  Barney,  presi- 
dent of  Paramount,  was  in  town  en  route 

to  the  west  coast,  the  first  day  of  the 
hearing. 

Golding  mentioned  that  33  of  the  plain- 
tiffs had  contracted  with  Paramount  for 

product  before  the  suit  was  filed.  Later 

it  was  learned  most  of  these  were  two- 
year  deals  going  back  to  1936. 

Tire  validity  of  Rosenberg’s  knowledge 
of  the  many  charges  made  in  the  main 
bill  of  complaint  was  attacked  by  both 

Golding  and  Burnham,  to  which  Rosen- 
berg immediately  volunteered  to  be  called 

as  a   witness  to  prove  them. 

In  attempting  to  elaborate  on  the  “se- 
riousness of  the  Chicago  monopoly,”  Rosen- 

berg at  one  time  remarked:  “No  monopoly 
in  the  U.  S.  is  as  bad  as  this  Chicago 

situation.” 

Filmrow,  after  Judge  Wilkerson’s  de- 
cision, was  abuzz  with  what  the  next  steps 

would  be.  The  rumor,  which  is  carried  in 
other  columns  of  this  edition,  continued 

to  grow,  too,  that  the  justice  department 

of  the  U.  S.  is  readying  criminal  con- 
tempt information  proceedings  against  the 

defendant  companies.  Everyone’s  guess  was 
as  good  as  the  next  one  on  “what  comes 

next.” 

B&K  and  Major  Attorneys 

Study  Charges For  Reply 

Chicago — With  30  days  granted  by  the 

court  for  answers  to  the  bill  of  complaint, 
B&K  and  major  company  attorneys  were 
busily  engaged  this  week  in  studying  the 
anti-trust  and  monopoly  charges  of  the 
independent  exhibitors  of  Chicago.  As  is 

known,  Judge  James  Wilkerson  last  week 
denied  a   plea  of  the  independents  for  a 
temporary  injunction  to  vacate  the  current 
clearance  schedule  now  practiced  here,  an 
order  from  which  Joseph  Rosenberg,  the 

plaintiffs’  attorney,  has  not  appealed. 
While  the  answers  to  the  114-page  com- 

plaint are  due  November  19,  from  argu- 
ments heard  in  court,  it  is  expected  that 

the  defense  will  seek  this  date  moved 
back  another  month  or  two,  contending 

that  they  need  more  time  to  answer  the 
broad  accusations  in  the  bill. 

However,  by  the  same  token,  the  opinion 
seems  to  be  growing  here  this  week  that 
the  case  proper  will  never  see  the  light  of 
court:  that  some  sort  of  a   settlement  will 

be  arranged:  that  possibly  the  current 
trade  practice  conferences  in  the  east 
might  take  a   hand  in  the  situation. 
At  the  conclusion  of  the  preliminary 

injunction  hearing  last  week,  Judge  Wil- 
kerson sustained  the  motion  of  Rosenberg 

to  quash  the  subpoenas  which  had  been 
issued  in  behalf  of  B&K  and  the  dis- 

tributors for  the  independent  exhibitors 

to  appear  in  court  with  their  business  rec- 
ords and  books.  While  some  of  the  ex- 

hibitors were  spectators  during  the  case, 

none  appeared  with  their  records. 

Judge  Wilkerson’s  ruling,  denying  the 

preliminary  injunction,  reflected  his  num- 
erous statements  during  the  course  of  the 

hearing.  He  said : 

.   .   the  motion  for  preliminary  in- 
junction must  be  denied.  Perhaps  there 

are  two  things  that  should  be  said  in  that 
connection.  One  is,  the  doubt  which  exists 
as  to  the  clear  right  to  relief  in  this  case, 

and  to  the  probability  that  the  plaintiffs 

will  prevail  at  the  final  hearing.  That 
doubt  is  created  by  the  abstract  nature  of 
the  alleged  threatened  injury,  as  stated  in 

the  bill,  and  particularly  in  the  argument 
here.  It  is  not  charged  that  pecuniary 

damage  is  about  to  be  inflicted  upon  the 
plaintiffs,  but  it  is  said  that  they  have  a 

right  to  free  competition  and  a   free  mar- 
ket with  reference  to  the  distribution  of 

these  pictures. 

“And  a   serious  question  is  in  the  case 
as  to  whether  the  injury  which  the  plain- 

tiffs claim  is  an  injury  which  is  peculiar 
to  them  and  distinct  from  that  which  is 
inflicted  upon  the  general  public.  The 

general  public  has  a   right  to  a   free  and 

(Continued  on  page  19) 
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Aids  Film  Drive 

Movie  Quiz  Contest  Not  Halted 

Bg  Lottery  Charges  in  Missouri 
St.  Louis — The  ruling  last  week  of  At- 

torney General  Roy  McKittrick’s  office  at 
Jefferson  City,  Mo.,  that  the  $250,000 
Movie  Quiz  contest  is  in  violation  of  the 
lottery  statutes  of  Missouri  has  had  no 
effect  on  the  operation  of  the  contest  in 
this  section  of  the  state.  No  change  in 
the  situation  is  anticipated  unless  Cir- 

cuit Attorney  Franklin  E.  Miller  of  St. 
Louis  and  the  prosecuting  attorney  in 
each  county  takes  action. 

The  opinion  for  the  Attorney  General’s 
office  was  written  by  its  lottery  expert, 
Assistant  Attorney  General  Franklin  E. 
Reagan  and  sent  to  Prosecuting  Attorney 
Elbert  L.  Ford  of  Dunklin  county  at  Ken- 
nett,  Mo. 

Reagan  held  the  $250,000  Quiz  Contest 
has  all  the  elements  of  a   lottery — consid- 

eration, prize  and  chance,  adding:  “The 
test  of  a   lottery  is  not  how  adroitly  word- 

ed the  scheme  is,  but  how  it  works.” 
“Consideration”  was  present  in  the 

scheme,  Reagan  held,  because  contestants 
must  purchase  theatre  tickets  in  order  to 
obtain  the  quiz  booklets  and  must  again 
attend  the  theatres  in  order  to  view  the 
pictures  to  obtain  the  right  answers  to 
the  queries  contained  in  the  booklet. 

“Prize”  is  an  element  in  the  scheme,  he 
ruled,  because  there  are  5,004  prizes,  in- 

cluding the  first  prize  of  $50,000. 

The  element  of  “chance,”  he  said,  is  the 
50-word  statement  each  contest  is  required 
to  write  describing  the  picture  he  or  she 
liked  best. 

“It  is  apparent  .   .   .   that  the  determina- 
tion of  the  best  statement  is  left  in  the 

uncontrolled  discretion  of  the  judges,”  the 
opinion  stated. 

Schaefer  Recalls  Assurances 

From  New  York  City  came  a   statement 
from  George  J.  Schaefer,  chairman  of  the 
campaign  committee,  to  the  effect  that  it 
would  have  been  the  height  of  folly  to 
have  even  started  the  big  contest  at  all 

if  it  were  a   lottery,  or  without  express  as- 
surance that  it  was  in  accordance  with 

the  postal  laws  that  govern  lotteries.  He 
described  the  contest  as  an  entertaining 

game,  and  added:  “No  legal  action  has 
been  recorded  against  the  contest,  and  that 
if  one  is  brought,  it  will  then  be  the  proper 
time  to  defend  the  contest  in  every  par- 

ticular.” 
In  St.  Louis,  Fred  Wehrenberg,  president 

of  the  local  MPTOA  unit,  announced  that 
he  had  written  for  a   copy  of  the  Attorney 

General’s  ruling  so  that  he  could  give  it 
careful  consideration  in  every  detail.  He 

said,  however,  that  the  contest  would  con- 
tinue in  the  St.  Louis  territory  regardless 

of  McKittrick’s  ruling.  He  plans  to  for- 
ward the  copy  of  the  ruling  to  the  con- 

test headquarters  in  New  York  when  it  is 
received. 

“We  will  continue  to  advertise  as  we 
have  been  doing,  and,  if  a   test  case  is 

made  of  it,  we  shall  take  it  to  the  supreme 
court,”  he  added. 

Wehrenberg,  who  was  a   member  of  the 
contest  committee  which  met  in  New  York 
City  to  draft  plans  for  the  contest,  said 
that  before  any  action  was  taken  toward 
telling  the  public  of  the  contest,  all  of 
the  details  had  been  submitted  to  Post- 

master General  Farley  and  that  the  com- 
mittee was  later  advised  that  the  contest 

was  not  in  conflict  with  the  postal  regu- 
lations concerning  lotteries. 

In  St.  Louis  and  vicinity  the  contest  has 
had  a   very  beneficial  effect  on  motion 
picture  theatre  attendance,  with  no  ob- 

jections against  the  contest  locally  so 
far  as  could  be  learned. 

In  recent  months  Attorney  General  Mc- 
Kittrick  has  been  making  a   big  play  for 

the  political  support  of  the  church  ele- 
ment in  the  state.  He  has  aspired  to  the 

United  States  Senate  but  sidestepped  the 
race  against  Senator  Bennett  C.  Clark 
last  August  when  he  was  unable  to  line 
up  the  support  of  any  of  the  prominent 
factions  in  the  Democratic  party. 

In  the  meantime  at  Columbia,  Mo.,  the 

Missouri  Baptist  General  Ass’n,  at  its 
104th  annual  convention  on  October  20, 

passed  resolutions  praising  Attorney  Gen- 
eral McKittrick  and  Gov.  Lloyd  C.  Stark 

for  “their  continued  efforts  to  suppress 
gambling,  vice  and  political  corruption  in 

our  state.” 

Newspaper  Editorial 
Adds  a   Mystery 

St.  Louis — The  mystery  that  has  sur- 

rounded the  identity  of  “William  P.  Strat- 
ton” and  his  “Independent  Exhibitors’ 

Protective  Ass’n”  resulting  from  the  letter 
“to”  the  St.  Louis  Post-Dispatch,  pub- 

lished in  that  paper  October  17  in  a   most 
unusual  spot  on  the  editorial  page,  has 

been  made  more  perplexing  by  an  edi- 
torial that  appeared  in  the  same  paper  the 

afternoon  of  Friday,  October  21.  The 

editorial  was  titled  “More  Grief  for  the 
Movies”  and  was  as  follows: 

“Bank  Nights  were  ruled  out  in  Missouri 
several  months  ago.  Now  the  attorney- 
general’s  office  hands  down  a   ruling  that 
the  current  ‘Movie  Quiz  contest,’  launched 
when  Bank  Nights  were  banished,  also 
violates  the  law  against  lotteries. 

“If  things  keep  on  at  this  rate,  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  may  be  driven  to  the 

desperate  expedient  of  producing  pictures 
of  sufficient  quality  to  attract  crowds 
without  any  side  appeal  to  their  gambling 
instincts.  And  in  the  long  run,  it  would 
probably  be  the  best  thing  that  could 
happen  to  the  movies,  especially  if  it  led 
to  elimination  of  the  double  feature  atro- 

city and  the  substitution  of  an  A-l  pic- 

ture plus  a   high  grade  of  short  subjects.” 
Can  it  be  that  “William  P.  Stratton” 

and  the  P-D  editorial  writer  have  minds 
that  run  in  the  same  channel?  This  is  a 

Philip  F.  La  Follette,  governor  of  Wis- 

consin, as  he  signed  a   “Motion  Picture 
Week”  proclamation  in  cooperation 
with  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year  drive. 

Projectionists  May 
Not  Get  Wage  Hike 

Milwaukee  —   Present  indications  are, 

because  of  existing  business  conditions, 
that  a   2V2  per  cent  increase  in  projec- 

tionists’ wages  scheduled  to  become  effec- 
tive November  1,  will  not  materialize. 

Local  exhibitors  contend  that  although 
the  two-year  contract  signed  in  1937  with 
the  Motion  Picture  Projectionists  Union, 
Local  164,  provides  for  the  increase,  they 
are  unable  to  meet  it.  Various  exhibitors 
contend  grosses  now  are  slower  than  dur- 

ing the  summer  months  and  others  main- 
tain the  juvenile  business  has  dropped  off 

as  much  as  60  per  cent. 

' Moonlight  Sonata  Breaks 
World  Playhouse  Records 
Chicago — The  surprise  of  the  loop  is  the 

current  sensation  at  the  World  Playhouse, 

“Moonlight  Sonata,”  which  features  Ignaz 
Paderewski,  world-famed  pianist  in  his 
initial  screen  appearance.  The  picture, 
distributed  by  Malmar  Pictures  of  New 
York,  on  Friday  was  to  go  into  its  third 
week  of  the  run  at  the  Michigan  Avenue 
theatre,  and  from  all  present  indications 
it  will  be  there  at  least  another  month,  if 
not  longer.  It  broke  the  house  record  the 
initial  week. 
Dan  Roach,  who  handles  publicity  for 

the  house  which  is  operated  by  Joe  Vice- 
domini,  arranged  an  ad  tieup  with  the 
Steinway  piano  store  here,  Lyon  and 
Healy.  The  cooperative  copy  plugged  the 
theatre,  Paderewski,  and,  of  course,  the 
piano  which  he  has  used  throughout  his 
concert  career. 

question  some  film  folk  have  asked.  In 
the  meantime  all  efforts  to  catch  up  with 

“William  P.  Stratton”  and  his  “Indepen- 
dent Exhibitors’  Protective  Ass’n”  have 

proved  unavailing.  No  one  in  the  film 
colony  would  admit  knowing  either. 
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Eyes  on  Possible 
Government  Move 

(Continued  from  page  17) 

last  two  months  to  obtain  major  product 
but  were  flatly  refused  in  varying  degrees, 

and  told  that  no  first-run  or  “A”  week 
product  is  available  for  any  loop  house, 
outside  of  the  RKO  Palace.  In  one  in- 

stance, it  was  definitely  stated  that  un- 
less B&K  has  the  operation,  the  house 

can’t  get  the  product,  it  was  said. 
It  is  also  understood  that  Y.  Frank 

Freeman,  head  of  Paramount’s  theatre 
operation  department,  made  a   flying  trip 
here  last  week  in  attempt  to  make  an  im- 

mediate deal  this  week  with  the  owners  of 
the  Oriental,  but  was  turned  down. 

Clue  in  Federal  Agent's 
Comments  to  Judge  Wilkerson 

Chicago — A   portion  of  the  transcription 
of  the  recent  hearing  for  a   temporary 
clearance  schedule  here,  and  containing 
injunction  of  the  independent  exhibitors 
against  B&K  and  the  majors  on  the 
statements  of  R.  L.  Wright,  an  assistant 
to  Thurman  Arnold  of  the  U.  S.  attorney 

general’s  office,  substantiates  the  possi- 
bility of  a   criminal  contempt  action  pro- 

ceedings by  the  government  against  the 
defendants. 
Wright,  who  was  in  court  throughout 

the  hearing  as  a   government  observor, 
made  his  comments  in  answer  to  Federal 

Judge  Wilkerson’s  query  on  whether  the 
attorney  general  has  done  anything  in  re- 

gard to  reported  violations  of  the  1932 
consent  decree. 

“I  am  simply  here  to  observe  this  pro- 
ceeding, because  the  charge  has  been  made 

that  a   consent  decree  has  been  violated,” 
said  Wright  to  the  judge.  He  added  then 
that  nothing  has  been  done  yet  on  the 

charges  and  that  the  government,  accord- 
ing to  his  information,  could  not  intervene 

in  that  suit,  but  that  the  government’s 
proposed  action  would  be  instituted  “by 
filing  an  information,  charging  these  de- 

fendants with  criminal  contempt  .   .   .” 
The  consent  decree  referred  to  was  the 

one  drawn  up  in  1932  that,  in  effect,  pro- 
hibited B&K  and  the  majors  from  pre- 
venting unaffiliated  and  independent  ex- 
hibitors from  obtaining  first-run  or  “A” 

and  “B”  week  product  in  the  city  of  Chi- 
cago and  from  setting  up  unreasonable 

and  arbitrary  clearance  schedules.  There 
are  numerous  complaints  that  these  prom- 

ises have  been  violated. 

UA  Reports  B&K  Deal  in 

Loop;  Suburbans  Open 
Chicago — While  UA’s  “Drums”  was  do- 

ing excellent  business  at  the  B&K  Apollo 
this  week,  it  was  still  not  definitely  es- 

tablished whether  UA  and  B&K  have  come 

to  an  agreement  for  1938-39  product.  At 
the  local  exchange,  Irving  Schlanck,  branch 
manager,  said  that  a   deal  had  been  con- 

summated for  the  loop  with  B&K,  but  that 
the  suburban  situation  still  was  open. 

Deposition  Taking 

Begins  Nov .   2 
Chicago — Not  wasting  any  time,  Jos- 

eph Rosenberg  and  Aaron  Stein,  attor- 
neys for  the  independent  exhibitors, 

filed  notice  this  week  that  they  would 

begin  taking  depositions  in  their  anti- 
trust clearance  suit  against  B&K  and 

the  major  companies  on  Wednesday  of 

next  week,  November  2. 

Subpoenas  were  issued  this  week  for 

the  branch  managers  of  the  eight  ma- 

jor exchanges  and  Elmer  Upton,  comp- 

troller of  Balaban  &   Katz,  to  be  pre- 

pared as  witnesses  to  give  testimony 

before  federal  master  in  chancery. 

Jacob  I.  Grossman. 

Grossman  is  understood  to  be  fa- 

miliar with  the  film  industry  and  the 

procedure  will  be  the  taking  of  the 

bulk  of  the  testimony  before  him  in 

preparation  for  the  actual  hearing  of 

the  case  before  Federal  Judge  James 
Wilkerson. 

The  depositions  will  be  taken  in 

Grossman's  chambers  in  the  federal building. 

Confirm  Lease  of 

Oriental  to  J.  L.  S. 

Chicago — A   possible  change  in  the  loop 

first-run  situation  looms  with  confirma- 
tion of  the  fact  that  leases  are  to  be 

signed  by  Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer  for 
the  rental  of  the  Oriental  Theatre.  It  is 
understood  the  Oriental  will  open  on  or 
about  November  11. 

Aaron  Jones  jr.  this  week  confirmed 

the  information,  which  Boxoffice  car- 
ried two  editions  back. 

It  is  understood  the  State-Lake  policy 
will  be  moved  to  the  Oriental.  This  may 
in  turn  be  the  signal  for  B&K  to  make 
its  long-awaited  shift  of  the  Roosevelt 

policy  of  extended  first-run  “A”  product 
to  the  State-Lake,  and  leave  the  Roose- 

velt open  to  negotiations  for  conversion 

into  commercial  property.  There  is  a   60- 
day  clause  in  the  JLS-State-Lake  lease 
which  gives  either  the  right  to  cancel  the 
lease  on  the  State-Lake. 

B&K  owns  the  State-Lake  building, 
which  JLS  rents.  Thus,  with  that  policy 
moved  to  the  Oriental,  and  still  an  extra 
house  in  the  loop,  B&K  could  take  over 
the  house,  set  in  the  Roosevelt  policy  and 

be  in  a   position  to  dicker  with  the  Mar- 
shall Field  estate  for  sale  of  the  land 

and  Roosevelt  building.  The  Field  estate 
has  long  sought  this  property  to  erect  a 
large  office  structure. 

Booth  Fire 
Chicago — The  Linden  Theatre  projec- 

tion booth  and  part  of  the  balcony  were 
gutted  by  fire  last  week,  in  a   blaze  that 
broke  out  after  all  the  patrons  had  left 
the  house.  The  theatre  is  operated  by 
John  Kempton. 

Majors'  Attorneys Formulating  Reply 

(Continued  from  page  17) 

unrestricted  market,  and  it  would  seem 
that  in  order  that  a   suit  of  this  kind  may 
be  maintained,  there  must  be  something 
more  than  a   mere  combination  to  fix  prices 
which  affect  everyone  who  comes  into  the market. 

Complaint  “Too  Bulky” 
“Nor  is  there  a   sufficient  showing  that 

the  danger  of  irreparable  loss  or  damage 
is  immediate.  The  actions  of  the  plaintiffs 
in  the  conduct  of  their  business  and  their 
course  of  dealing  with  the  defendants  are 

sufficient  to  prevent  the  court  from  mak- 

ing such  a   finding.” 
While  the  judge  denied  again  at  the 

final  day’s  hearing  to  strike  out  any  sec- 
tions of  the  independents’  bill  of  com- 

plaint, he  reiterated  again  that  “I  just 
can’t  see  how  some  of  these  things  (re- 

ferring to  sections  of  bill)  can  stay  in  at 

the  hearing.”  Throughout  the  proceedings 
he  had  constantly  reminded  Rosenberg 

that  the  bill  was  too  bulky  but  was  leav- 
ing the  material  in  to  expedite  the  hearing 

for  the  preliminary  restraining  order.  He 

finally  gave  the  defendants’  attorneys,  who 
spoke  in  court,  Robert  Golding  and  Fred- 

eric Burnham,  permission  to  incorporate 

in  their  answers  to  the  bill  another  mo- 
tion to  strike  out  those  sections  under 

argument. 

Babb  to  Springfield  to 

Lead  School  Fund  Drive 

Chicago — Filmack’s  advertising  director, 
Kroger  Babb,  after  numerous  SOS  calls 
from  Springfield,  Ohio,  where  he  formerly 
was  with  Chakeres-Warner  houses,  re- 

turned there  for  a   few  days  to  set  up  a 

campaign  for  the  city’s  schools,  seeking  a 
new  two-mill  levy  at  the  November  elec- tion. 

He  successively  handled  such  a   campaign 
there  two  years  ago.  While  on  the  trip,  he 
was  to  visit  Columbus,  Wilmington  and 
Cincinnati  showmen. 

Cordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 
Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE.  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 
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Indiana  ATO  Calls  to  Convention 

With  Pride  in  Recent  Achievements 

Indianapolis — In  welcoming  exhibitors 

of  Indiana  and  Illinois  to  the  12th  an- 
nual confab  of  Associated  Theatre  Owners 

of  Indiana  here  next  Tuesday  and  Wed- 
nesday, November  1   and  2,  Maurice  Rubin, 

president,  of  Michigan  City,  made  this 
statement  to  Boxoffice  : 

“Motion  pictures’  greatest  year  can  be 
termed  exhibitors’  greatest  year.  Exhibi- 

tor interest  in  organization  affairs,  local 
and  national,  is  manifestly  greater  now 

than  at  any  time  in  history.  That  ex- 
hibitor organizations  are  accomplishing 

much  in  the  industry  is  clearly  visible  in 

the  pending  producers-Allied  conference 
in  New  York. 

“Allied  and  its  affiliated  state  units  can 
be  credited  with  the  negotiation  for  better 
relations  and  the  endeavor  to  solve  in- 

dustry problems.  In  Indiana,  Associated 
Theatre  Owners  are  doing  great  work  in 
the  interests  of  the  exhibitors.  Not  an 

adverse  bill  has  passed  the  legislative 
sessions  in  the  last  few  years. 

“A  bill  is  being  sponsored  for  a   new  fire 
code  governing  all  places  where  entertain- 

ment is  given.  Non-theatrical  competition 
is  gradually  being  eliminated.  An  effort 

is  being  made  to  tax  so-called  ‘tax  ex- 
empt’ properties  now  being  used  as  com- 

petitive situations  to  exhibitors. 

“Our  organization  now  boasts  300  mem- 
bers, with  Don  Rossiter  as  the  new  execu- 

tive secretary.  The  coming  state  conven- 
tion promises  to  be  the  greatest  in  our 

history.  The  advance  registrations  are 
numerous,  the  entire  display  space  has 

been  sold,  and  in  terms  of  our  own  busi- 
ness the  SRO  sign  will  no  doubt  be  out. 

“Every  Indiana  exhibitor  should  attend 
to  hear  what  Abram  F.  Myers,  Allied  na- 

tional general  counsel  has  to  say  at  the 

banquet  Monday  night.  All  are  welcome 
and  we  hope  many  neighboring  exhibitors 

from  Illinois  will  also  attend.” 

|?MPLOYES  of  the  Kerasotes  Bros,  the- 
atres were  scheduled  to  hold  their  an- 

nual Hallowe’en  party  in  the  form  of  a 

weiner  roast  at  Carpenter’s  Park  Octo- ber 28. 

A   new  carpet,  supplied  by  the  National 
Theatre  Supply  Co.,  has  been  installed  at 

the  Lawford  Theatre  in  Havana  .   .   .   ‘‘The 
Citadel ”   was  given  a   trade  preview  at  the 
Orpheum  Theatre  Monday.  It  will  open  a 

week’s  engagement  there  October  30. 

The  annual  cooking  school  of  the  Illi- 
nois State  Register  will  be  held  at  the 

Orpheum  Theatre  November  15,  16,  17  and 

18  .   .   .   George  Kerasotes,  local  theatre 

operator,  attended  “Homecoming”  at  the 
University  of  Illinois  at  Urbana  last  week. 

Norman  Pyle,  M-G-M  representative, 
was  in  Springfield  making  arrangements 

for  a   “Great  Waltz’’  contest  and  for  the 

showing  of  “The  Citadel.’’ 
Bert  Wheeler,  former  RKO  player,  was 

to  appear  at  the  Orpheum  Theatre  with 

a   stage  show  October  28-29  ...  A   Major 
Bowes  vaudeville  unit  has  been  booked  for 
the  Orpheum  Theatre  November  4   and  5. 

A   Metro  Club  Organized 

By  Employes  in  Chicago 
Chicago — Growing  out  of  the  close  em- 

ploye cooperation  engendered  from  the  bon 
voyage  party  given  for  Branch  Manager 

W.  E.  Banford,  the  M-G-M  local  em- 
ployes this  week  organized  a   Metro  Club. 

Formation  took  place  under  the  temporary 

chairmanship  of  Jack  Shumow,  sales  man- 
ager and  acting  branch  manager. 

Art  O’Toole,  Dave  Moskowitz,  Bill 
Bishop,  Ona  Ross,  Marge  Crane  and  Leon- 

ard Shellstrom  were  named  members  of 

committee  to  draft  proposed  by-laws,  or- 
ganization details,  etc.,  to  be  ready  for 

the  first  official  meeting  this  coming  Mon- 
day evening  at  the  exchange. 

The  club  is  already  discussing  plans  for 
a   Christmas  party. 

Metro  Prize  Winners 

Sail  for  Europe 

Chicago — W.  E.  (Doc)  Banford,  Chicago 

branch  manager  for  M-G-M,  left  last  week 
for  New  York  from  where  he  sailed  Satur- 

day on  the  Conte  di  Savoia  for  the  first 
leg  of  his  prize  trip  as  a   result  of  having 
won  a   place  in  the  recent  international 
billing  contest. 

J.  F.  Willingham,  Memphis;  W.  B.  Zoell- 
ner,  Oklahoma  City;  and  W.  H.  Workman, 
Minneapolis,  all  branch  managers,  joined 
Banford  here  for  the  trip  to  New  York. 
Maurice  Saffle,  Salt  Lake  City  manager, 

stopped  off  here  a   day  earlier,  between 

planes  en  route  to  New  York.  He  was  an- 
other of  the  nine  U.  S.  winners.  They 

will  return  on  the  Queen  Mary  from  Lon- 
don November  22,  after  having  visited  in 

Monte  Carlo,  the  Riviera  and  Paris  in 
France.  An  overnight  stop  in  Italy  will 
also  be  made. 

Chicago  Metro  Bon  Voyage  Party 

Chicago — M-G-M  employes  frolicked  with  their  branch  manager,  W.  E.  (Doc) 
Banford,  as  they  tendered  him  a   bon  voyage  party  at  the  exchange  in  honor  of  his 

winning  one  of  the  Paris-trip  awards  in  the  recent  company  sales  drive.  Banford 
was  presented  with  a   traveling  wardrobe  bag  by  members  of  the  exchange. 

The  main  event  was  a   playlet  written  by  Bill  Bishop  and  Dave  Moskowitz, 

entitled  “You  Don’t  Have  to  Go  to  Europe  to  Marry  Abroad.”  Exchange  employes 
enacted  the  roles  in  the  skits,  presented  in  the  fashion  of  the  M-G-M  radio  pro- 

gram, “Good  News  of  1938.”  Those  who  participated  are  shown  above:  top  row, 
left  to  right:  John  Kemptgen  as  Count  Bern  Vicci,  Gene  Lynch  as  “Frankie,” 
Frank  Ishmael  as  “Doc”  Banford,  Dorothy  Vaness  as  Boulevard  Siren,  W.  E.  (Doc) 
Banford,  Evelyn  Severson  as  Greta  Jorgennsen,  Frances  Keil  as  waitress,  Sally  Gold 

as  Ninochka  Sonovitch;  seated,  Herman  Bezart  as  the  Maharajah  of  Rahma- 
hatpa,  Reggie  Biesiade  as  Lolita,  A1  Penman  as  dock  attendant;  Jack  Shumow  as 
steamship  officer,  Hitler  and  other  parts;  and  Vernon  Smith  as  Paris  vendor.  Bill 
Bishop  was  the  commentator,  and  produced  the  show  in  conjunction  with  Dave 
Moskowitz,  with  costumes  loaned  by  B&K. 
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Architects  Movie 

Ball  Ties  11  Films 

Chicago — The  eleven  forthcoming  major 

pictures  to  be  tied  in  with  the  Architects 
Movie  Ball  December  2   at  the  Drake  Hotel 

are  announced  by  William  Pereira,  in 
charge  of  film  participation  for  the  ball. 
They  are: 

“Artists  and  Models  Abroad,”  “Union 
Pacific,”  “If  I   Were  King,”  and  “Zaza” 
(Para) ;   “The  Young  in  Heart  (UA) ;   “The 
Great  Waltz”  (M-G-M);  “Suez,”  “Jesse 

James”  (20th-Fox) ;   “The  Dawn  Patrol” 
and  “The  Sisters”  (WB) ;   and  Walt  Dis- 

ney’s short,  “Ferdinand  the  Bull.” 
Various  committees  of  local  architects 

have  been  designated  and  each  has  been 

assigned  one  of  the  pictures.  Each  com- 
mittee will  design  a   set  for  its  assigned 

picture,  as  they  would  have  designed  it 
for  the  production.  These  will  be  produced 
on  the  first  and  second  floors  of  the  Drake. 

The  clerk’s  desk  of  the  hotel  will  be 
changed  to  a   casting  office,  and  all  guests 
will  be  required  to  come  garbed  in  costume 
suitable  for  one  of  the  picture  sets. 

Present  plans  call  for  Ozzie  Nelson  and 
Louie  Armstrong  and  their  bands  to  play 
for  dancing  throughout  the  night. 

Several  of  the  studios  are  cooperating 

by  sending  shooting  scripts  of  the  pictures 
to  be  tied  in.  Pereira  was  to  leave  this 
week  for  the  coast  to  contact  the  studios 

directly.  Margaret  Ettinger,  well-known 
coast  publicist,  will  work  with  Pereira  on 
the  plans  while  he  is  in  Hollywood. 

Woods  Theatre  Plugs  Film 

With  Big  Ad  Campaign 

Chicago — Possibly  it’s  the  start  of  the 
new  cycle  of  pictures.  Anyway,  Herb 

Elisburg  was  playing  Phil  Goldstone’s 
“Marriage  Forbidden”  this  week  at  the 
Woods  Theatre.  The  house  opened  with 
the  biggest  ad  campaign  it  has  used  since 
the  Essaness  organization  took  it  over.  A1 
Dezel  is  distributing  the  picture  in  the 
Chicago  territory. 

Meanwhile,  Elisburg  continues  to  iden- 
tify the  Woods  more  closely  with  news- 

reels. Preceding  each  showing  of  news- 
reels— which  runs  from  10  to  30  minutes 

— is  a   leader,  “Chicago’s  Newsreel  The- 
atre.” When  more  than  one  newsreel  is 

used  on  a   show,  the  reels  are  edited  so 
that  a   subject  is  not  used  twice. 
The  front  of  the  house  has  two  large 

bulletin  boards  devoted  to  detailed  an- 
nouncement of  what  is  contained  in  the 

day’s  newsreel  showings.  One  board  is  on 
either  side  of  the  boxoffice. 

Basement  Gutted 

Chicago — The  basement  of  the  Haymar- 
ket  Theatre,  operated  by  Mrs.  Florence 
Paley  and  George  Topper,  was  gutted  by 
fire  last  week.  One  hundred  patrons,  in 
the  theatre  at  the  time,  were  driven  out 
by  smoke  that  came  up  to  the  main  floor 
of  the  house  from  the  basement  blaze. 

C   1HI 1   C   A   G   €) 
TIM  CHRISTIE,  RKO  division  manager, 

ill  for  the  last  couple  of  weeks  due  to 

an  attack  of  the  flu,  was  confined  to  Pasa- 
vant  Hospital  last  week  in  an  attempt  to 
break  it  up. 

Gene  Autry  and  his  stage  troupe  go  into 

the  RKO  Palace  Theatre  next  Friday,  No- 
vember 4. 

Bill  Green  of  Music  Corp.  of  America 
was  one  of  the  judges  Bill  Bishop  of 

M-G-M  picked  for  the  “Great  Waltz” 
competition  held  here  last  Sunday  night 
under  the  auspices  of  Father  Dudek, 
Catholic  priest.  The  winners  will  appear 
in  the  city  finals  at  the  Chicago  Theatre. 

Elmer  Immerman,  formerly  unth  Essan- 
ess, is  now  assistant  manager  at  the  B&K 

Garrick  Theatre. 

It’s  been  many  years  since  M-G-M’s 
crack  exploiteer,  Bill  Bishop,  has  played 
one  night  stands.  He  resorted  to  that 
this  week,  however,  when,  with  a   print  of 

“The  Citadel”  in  his  car,  he  drove  from 
city  to  city  in  the  territory,  and  arranged 
for  special  trade  and  press  screenings  in 
Great  States  theatres. 

Francis  X.  Bushman,  former  silent  star, 
continues  on  the  upward  scale  on  his 

comeback  in  Chicago — except  that  now  it 
is  in  radio — ivith  a   night  program  series 
of  western  dramas,  twice  weekly  over 
WGN. 

All  theatres  in  the  city  used  a   special 
trailer  recently  on  fire  prevention  week. 

The  trailer  was  prepared  by  Fire  Mar- 
shal George  Graves. 

Lou  Blaine,  who  leaves  his  post  next 

week  as  publicity  head  for  the  Palace  The- 
atre, has  been  advised  that  he  will  handle 

special  campaigns  on  big  pictures  and 

key-city  runs  when  he  reports  to  Uni- 
versal for  his  new  publicity  job  on  the 

west  coast. 

Emma  Abplanalp  is  assisting  Jack 
Kirsch  with  the  administrative  details  of 
the  handling  of  the  amusement  section 
of  the  Community  Fund  Drive. 

Loop  observation:  No,  those  youngsters 
in  those  grotesque  looking  costumes  you 

see  parading  in  front  of  the  loop  theatres 

are  not  stooges  for  a   horror-show  bally- 

hoo; they're  pledges  of  the  high  school 
fraternities  and  sororities. 

Following  Orrin  Tucker’s  Band  into  the 
Chicago  is  Hal  Kemp’s  outfit,  who  just  left 
the  Gold  Coast  Room  of  the  Drake  Hotel. 

Next  week,  will  find  Bob  Crosby  and  his 
band,  moving  from  the  Blackhawk  to  the 
Chicago  stage  for  a   week. 

That  was  a   good  publicity  stunt  for 

Louise  Campbell,  current  fair-haired  child 
of  the  Paramount  lot  and  next  to  be  seen 

here  in  the  femme  lead  in  “Men  With 
Wings,’’  to  offer  a   year’s  scholarship  to 
some  talented  young  man  or  woman  at 
the  Chicago  School  of  Expression  and 

Dramatic  Art,  from  which  the  star  gradu- 
ated. The  school,  which  is  nationally 

(Continued  on  page  24) 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
IT  A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

CHICAGO 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters 

from  one  source — 50%  saving — one 
weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 
banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 

least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  3311-A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 
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Milwaukee  Rallgs 

Drooping  Grosses 
Milwaukee — Among  diverse  current  pro- 

motions being  employed  by  Wisconsin 
exhibitors  to  vitalize  drooping  boxoffices 
are  horror  shows,  cosmetic  nights  and 
dancing  on  the  stage. 

Supernatural  and  ghost  flickers  are  en- 
joying a   revival  throughout  the  state. 

Locally  Fox’s  Strand  is  playing  “The 
Walking  Dead”  and  “White  Zombie,” 
while  “The  Man  Who  Lived  Again”  and 
"Revolt  of  the  Demons”  has  been  getting 
a   good  play  at  Warner-Saxe’s  Princess. 
Both  are  downtown  houses,  the  former  a 
first  run  and  the  latter  a   subsequent  run 
house. 

In  addition,  the  Alhambra,  another 
downtown  house,  is  slated  for  reopening 

October  28  with  “Dracula”  and  “Franken- 
stein” on  one  bill.  E.  J.  Weisfeldt,  man- 
aging director  of  the  Riverside,  is  slated 

to  manage  the  house. 

Around  the  state,  managers  have  been 
putting  on  special  stunts  in  connection 
with  the  shows.  At  Sheboygan,  for  ex- 

ample, J.  C.  Ebersberger,  manager  of  the 
Rex  Theatre,  offered  $5  to  any  one  lady 
over  21  who  would  dare  to  sit  alone  in  the 

Rex  during  the  screening  of  “the  double 
Horror  Show  of  the  Century.” 

“Coffin”  Stunt 

At  Kenosha,  William  Exton  posted  $10 
to  be  given  any  man  over  21  years  who 
would  remain  two  full  days  and  one  whole 

night  in  the  lobby  of  the  Kenosha  Thea- 
tre in  a   coffin  during  the  two-day  engage- 

ment of  “Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula.” 
In  both  Milwaukee  and  state  houses 

cosmetics  are  currently  being  given  a   big 
play  as  giveaways.  In  most  instances,  the- 

atres are  giving  the  beauty  preparations 

away  two  nights  a   week.  The  State  Thea- 
tre in  Beloit  advertised  its  cosmetic  gift 

offer  as  “the  most  expensive  giveaway  in 
the  history  of  the  theatre  business,”  and 
proceeded  to  show  how  much  each  item 
would  cost  if  purchased  at  a   local  drug 
store. 

Most  unusual  innovation  was  the  inau- 
guration October  22  of  dancing  upon  the 

stage  of  the  Capitol  Theatre  in  Manito- 
woc following  the  final  show  at  10:30  p.  m. 

Bob  Guiterman,  manager  of  the  house,  is 
offering  free  dancing  until  midnight  along 
with  the  regular  theatre  admission  with  a 
charge  of  25  cents  for  dancing  after  12 
midnight. 

The  theatre  has  had  a   new  floor  laid 
on  its  stage  to  accommodate  the  dancers 

and  Casper  Reda’s  orchestra  has  been 
engaged  for  a   three-week  period  to  fur- 

nish the  music.  This  orchestra  is  also 
broadcasting  over  WOMT  from  the  stage 

of  the  Capitol  every  evening,  except  Sun- 
days, at  6:15  before  the  start  of  the  reg- 

ular show. 

Open  in  New  Haven,  111. 

New  Haven,  III. — A   new  motion  picture 
theatre  was  opened  here  recently  by  C. 
Chamness  of  Eldorado,  111. 

Pinch-Hitter 

Jack  Shumow,  sales  manager  here  for 
M-G-M,  is  acting  manager  of  the  local 
exchange  while  W.  E.  (Doc)  Banford, 

winner  of  the  recent  international  bill- 
ing contest,  is  traveling  in  Europe. 

Shumow  came  here  some  months  ago 

from  the  Milwaukee  M-G-M  exchange. 

MMAMAIFOILI18 
J^LBERT  LACHNIT,  northern  traveling 

representative  Universal  Pictures,  has 
resigned  to  become  manager  of  Big  Fea- 

ture Rights,  Inc.,  exchange.  He  succeeds 
Abe  Kaufman,  who  has  joined  the  Uni- 

versal sales  staff. 

With  Thanksgiving  only  five  weeks  away, 

Loew’s  Theatre  is  getting  its  patrons  into 
the  Thursday -holiday  mood  by  opening  its 
new  bill  one  day  earlier,  Thursday  in- 

stead of  Friday.  The  new  opening  day  will 
continue  through  the  holidays. 

The  Indianapolis  Bookers  Club,  com- 
posed of  local  bookers  from  all  exchanges, 

will  hold  its  annual  monthly  meeting  at 
the  home  of  G.  L.  Heinrich,  RKO  office 
manager  and  head  booker,  October  28. 

Audrey  Karsuak  is  the  new  switchboard 
operator  at  Universal  exchange.  Bert 
Steam,  United  Artists  district  manager, 
spent  Friday  in  Indianapolis  on  business. 

Mrs.  Thelma  Olbracht,  Jam  Handy  rep- 
resentative, was  a   visitor  at  the  Big  Fea- 

ture Rights,  Inc.,  exchange  during  the 
week  .   .   .   Oscar  Fine,  Evansville,  Ind., 
exhibitor,  has  adopted  the  combination 
policy,  pictures  and  stage  shows,  in  his 

Grand  Theatre  .   ,   .   “You  Can’t  Take  It 
With  You”  is  being  held  a   third  week 
at  the  Brown  Theatre,  Louisville,  Ky. 

Ground  has  been  broken  for  a   new 
theatre  in  Shelbyville,  Ind.,  which  is  ex- 

pected to  be  completed  before  the  new 

year.  The  builder’s  name  is  being  with- 
held but  it  is  understood  the  house  will 

be  leased  to  an  Indiana  circuit  when 
completed. 

B&K  Garrick  to  SRO 

With  Horror  Twins 

By  B.  O.  TELLER 
Chicago— When  it  came  to  horror,  B&K 

gave  it  to  them  with  a   vengeance  this 

week  with  “Frankenstein,”  and  “Dracula,” 
at  the  Garrick.  The  horror  twins  did  a 
whale  of  a   business  the  first  week  and 
were  set  for  a   probable  second  stanza. 
Plenty  of  stunts  were  engineered  by 

Jimmy  Savage  for  the  run  of  the  pictures. 
First  was  the  installation  of  a   Cardio- 
meter,  a   heart  testing  machine,  in  the 
outer  lobby  of  the  house.  Typical  copy 

of  “Is  your  heart  strong  enough  to  see 

these  two  spine-curdling  thrillers?  etc.." was  used. 

The  front  itself  contained  two  huge  ani- 

mated cutouts  of  “Dracula”  and  “Frank- 
enstein,” both  with  the  arms  in  action. 

The  ambulance  stunt,  that  of  carrying 
out  a   supposed  feinted  victim,  drew  a 
large  crowd  when  it  was  engineered  the 
opening  day.  It  went  astray,  however, 

when  a   staff  photographer  “happened”  to 
be  on  hand  to  snap  a   picture  of  the  event. 
SRO  was  the  vogue  at  the  house  over 

most  of  the  first  week’s  run.  B&K  aug- 
mented its  house  staff  with  Ben  Bloom- 

field, moving  in  to  assist,  from  the  Hard- 
ing where  he  is  now  manager,  and  Elmer 

Immerman,  being  named  assistant  to 

Sylvan  Goldfinger,  manager.  The  Gar- 
rick continued  at  its  new  50-cent  top  ad- 

mission for  this  attraction,  too. 

Outstate  the  two  pictures  emulated 
the  local  success.  Great  States  used  prints 
day-and-date  in  16  towns.  So  well  did 

midnight  ghost  shows  go,  that  in  prac- 
tically everey  town  two  houses  were  used 

for  these  late  shows,  with  the  prints  being 
bicycled. 

Meanwhile,  the  cycle  continued  to  hold 
on  here  with  other  houses  in  the  suburban 

areas  using  many  other  “horror”  pictures 
to  cash  in  on  the  trend.  It  was  under- 

stood that  usual  clearance  would  be 

changed  on  “Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula” to  make  them  immediately  available  to 
the  subseqeuents  here. 

A   Full-Time,  600-Seater 
Set  lor  Greenwood,  Ind. 

Greenwood,  Ind. — J.  B.  Sconce,  opera- 
tor of  the  Community  House  Theatre  here, 

has  announced  plans  for  remodeling  a 
store  building  on  West  Main  St.,  into  a 
600-seat  theatre.  Work  will  begin  next 

spring.  When  completed,  the  house  will 

be  open  seven  nights  a   week,  the  first  time 
Greenwood  has  had  a   full-time  theatre. 

Sconce  also  operates  the  theatre  at  Edin- burg, Ind. 

New  Dunlord  House 
Wayne  City,  III. — Gordon  Dunford  of 

Harrisburg,  111.,  plans  to  open  his  new 
theatre  here  on  or  about  October  29.  The 
house  will  start  out  with  300  seats  but  if 

the  patronage  warrants  the  move,  this  will 
be  increased  to  600  seats  at  an  early  date. 
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Gains  Lying  Ahead 

For  Redecorating 
St.  Louis — While  motion  picture  theatre 

redecorating,  remodeling,  refurnishing  and 

new  construction  in  the  St.  Louis  terri- 
tory has  been  running  from  20  to  25  per 

cent  compared  to  similar  periods  in  1937, 
the  immediate  outlook  is  more  promising 
than  it  has  been.  The  trend  at  this  time 

is  upward,  whereas  late  October  and 
early  November,  1937,  found  a   recession. 

Likewise,  other  sections  of  the  carpets 
and  draperies  contract  market  have  a 

more  promising  aspect  at  this  time  al- 
though the  full  force  of  the  beneficial  re- 

sults of  PWA  and  WPA  funds  being 
poured  into  public  construction  will  not 
be  attained  until  the  early  months  of 
1939. 

Hotels  and  large  apartment  houses  have 
been  out  of  the  local  market  for  many 

months.  Only  a   few  floor  covering  re- 
placements have  been  sold  to  that  trade 

during  October.  No  immediate  better- 
ment is  in  prospect  there. 

National  Theatre  Supply  reports  car- 
pet sales  in  recent  weeks  to  the  follow- 
ing theatres:  Clay  Theatre,  Clay  City, 

111.;  Marquette  Theatre,  St.  Louis,  Mo.; 
Bob  Cluster  for  a   house  in  Salem,  HI.; 
Manchester  Theatre,  Manchester,  Mo., 

and  the  Pox  Midwest’s  Broadway  Theatre 
in  Cape  Girardeau,  Mo. 

The  Exhibitors  Supply  Co.,  made  re- 
cent carpet  sales  to  Pauline  Theatre,  St. 

Louis,  Mo.;  Park  Theatre,  Valley  Park, 
Mo.;  Roseland  Theatre,  Flat  River,  Mo.; 
Uptown  Theatre,  St.  Louis;  Play  House, 
Centralia,  111.;  Grand  Theatre,  Hillsboro, 
111. 

George  Busher  sold  carpets  to  the  Main 
Theatre,  Altamont,  111.,  which  opened 
early  in  October. 

Big  St.  Louis  Contingent 
To  the  MPTOA  Meeting 

St.  Louis — The  St.  Louis  territory  is 

sending  a   delegation  of  at  least  100  to  the 
annual  meeting  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  of  America  to  be  held  in 

Oklahoma  City  on  October  30  to  Novem- 
ber 2,  inclusive. 

This  estimate  is  based  on  reports  that 

have  come  into  Fred  Wehrenberg,  presi- 
dent of  the  MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  E.  Mo. 

and  So.  111.,  who  is  a   director  of  the  na- 
tional body. 

The  central  inland  location  of  this  year’s 
meeting  place  is  expected  to  prove  bene- 

ficial and  it  is  probable  that  a   new  at- 
tendance mark  will  be  set. 

Mayor  Will  Build 
Carterville,  III. — Mayor  John  W.  Hay- 

ton,  who  now  operates  the  Hayton  The- 
atre here,  contemplates  the  early  erection 

of  a   new  600-seat  house.  When  the  new 

structure  is  ready  for  operation  he  proba- 
bly will  close  his  present  390-seat  Hayton. 

MILWAUKEE 
]yjR.  AND  MRS.  HAROLD  MIRISCH are  the  parents  of  a   baby  boy.  Papa 
operates  the  Tower  and  Oriental,  local 

neighborhood  houses  .   .   .   Bob  Hess,  Wis- 
consin counsel  for  Ascap,  was  feted  by 

friends  at  the  Schroeder  Hotel  here  last 
week  in  honor  of  his  50th  birthday. 

Ray  Tesch,  business  manager  for  the 
ITPA  of  Wisconsin,  is  back  on  the  job 

after  being  confined  to  his  home  by  ill- 
ness. Mrs.  Tesch  is  recovering  from  a   back 

injury. 

Fox’s  Wisconsin  advertised  “Eight  Good 
Reasons  for  Attending  the  Wisconsin 

Theatre,”  in  connection  with  the  show- 
ing of  “Five  of  a   Kind”  and  “Straight, 

Place  and  Show.”  The  reasons  were  the 
five  Dionne  quintuplets  and  the  three  Ritz 
Brothers. 

Orpheum  Theatre  at  Green  Bay  secured 
a   scoop  with  the  appearance  of  the  Green 
Bay  Packer  team  on  its  stage  to  welcome 
the  East  High  team  on  the  eve  of  one  of 

the  latter  school’s  big  games. 

F.  A.  “Red”  Felbinger,  Paramount 
Newsreel  cameraman,  has  been  assigned 

to  shoot  the  University  of  Wisconsin’s  50th 
Homecoming  celeberation  at  Madison, 
October  29. 

H.  B.  Toilette,  manager  of  the  Fond 
du  Lac  Theatre  in  Fond  du  Lac,  addressed 

a   joint  meeting  of  the  local  and  Sheboy- 
gan Better  Movie  councils  in  Fond  du  Lac 

last  week  on  “Possible  Help  to  the  Motion 

Picture  Industry.” 

The  Strand  Theatre  at  Madison  has  in- 
stalled new  seats. 

Stevens  Point  children  became  helpers 
for  Santa  Claus  last  week  when  a   show 
was  given  at  the  Fox  Theatre  with  a   toy 
as  admission.  Stevens  Point  fireman  will 

repair  the  toys  for  distribution  at  Christ- 
mas time  by  the  Lions  Club. 

Winners  Privilege 

Whiting,  Ind. — Rex  Williams,  manager 
of  the  Hoosier  Theatre  here  and  winner 

of  second  place  in  the  Indiana-lllinois 

Theatres’  fifth  anniversary  drive  on  ex- 
ploitation among  their  managers,  is  shown 

as  he  visited  in  New  York  on  the  Para- 

mount set  of  “Frankie.”  Aline  MacMa- 
hon,  one  of  the  stars  in  the  picture,  is 
shown  with  Williams. 

Plan  Ten  Houses 

Around  St.  Louis 
St.  Louis — New  theatres  announced  for 

the  St.  Louis  territory  recently  are: 

Theatre  on  South  Broadway  near 
southern  limits  of  St.  Louis  being  erected 

by  Leo  Lau  jr„  who  also  operates  the 
Lemay  Theatre  in  Luxemburg,  Mo. 

Barry,  III. — New  Clark  Theatre,  500 
seats.  Russell  Armentrout,  owner. 

Brooklyn,  III. — New  theatre  contem- 
plated by  Greenmann  Theatres,  St.  Louis. 

Carterville,  III.  —   Six  hundred  seat 

house  planned  by  Mayor  John  W.  Hay- 
ton, who  also  has  the  390-seat  Hayton 

Theatre  here. 

Herrin,  III.  —   New  Hippodrome  The- 

atre, 1,500  seats,  to  replace  house  de- 
stroyed by  fire  January  29,  1938.  John 

Marlow,  Marlow  Amusement  Co.,  owner. 

Jacksonville,  III. — Remodeling  and  re- 

decorating Illinois  Theatre  now  in  prog- 
ress. Fox  Midwest  Agency  Corp.,  Kan- 

sas City,  owner. 

Petersburg,  III. — New  house  planned 

by  J.  W.  Worth,  to  have  about  450  seats. 

Pinckneyville,  III. — Malcolm  Reid  is 

remodeling  store  building  to  provide  350- 
seat  theatre. 

Portageville,  Mo. — Maxon  Theatre,  500 
seats.  J.  C.  Shannon,  owner. 

Shawneetown,  III. — New  500-seat  the- 
atre planned  by  Harvey  H.  Goldman  and 

Herman  Ulmere,  6055  Waterman  avenue, 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 

St.  Charles,  Mo. — Strand  Theatre,  950 
seats,  to  be  remodeled,  redecorated  and 
refurnished.  Frisina  Amusement  Co., 

Springfield,  111.,  owner. 

St.  Louis — U-City — Five  hundred  seats, 
to  be  remodeled.  Greenmann  Theatres, 
Inc.,  owner. 

Tuscola,  III. — Strand  Theatre,  1,000 

seats,  George  Barber,  owner. 

Wayne  City  III. — Three-hundred  seat 

house  for  Gordon  Dunford  of  Harrisburg. 

111.,  will  open  about  October  29. 

Warner  Houses  Sign  for 

National  Theatre  Stamps 
Chicago — With  the  signing  of  the  War- 

ner houses  here  last  week,  Joseph  Beren- 
son  now  has  his  National  Theatre  Service 
Movie  Stamps  in  practically  every  house 
in  the  city.  Beside  Warner,  there  are 
B&K,  Essaness,  Lasker,  GCS,  Bland 

Brothers,  Goodman  and  Harrison,  In- 
diana-lllinois and  other  circuits,  in  addi- 

tion to  about  120  independent  exhibitors. 
The  plan  is  for  merchants  to  give  away 

the  stamps  with  purchases,  and  filled 
booklets  are  then  redeemed  by  Berenson 
from  the  theatres,  where  they  may  be 
used  for  full  admission  anytime. 

Prepare  Pinckneyville  Theatre 

Pinckneyville,  III. — Malcolm  Reid  is  re- 
modeling a   local  store  building  to  provide 

space  for  a   350-seat  motion  picture  the- 

atre. He  also  operates  the  400-seat  Capi- 
tol Theatre  here. 
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Maude  ADAMS,  who  made  “Peter  Pan” famous,  and  who  is  now  dramatic  arts 
professor  at  Stephens  College,  Columbia, 

dx-opped  into  the  Exhibitors  Supply  Co.  last 
week  to  purchase  some  spot  light  sup- 

plies, and  learned  that  Ray  Colvin,  owner 
of  Exhibitors  Supply,  ran  the  spot  light 
at  the  old  Olympic  Theatre  on  Broadway 
and  Walnut  Sts.  some  25  years  ago  when 

Maude  did  “Peter  Pan”  there. 

Herb  Washburn,  new  local  manager  for 
National  Screen  Service,  has  learned  of  the 
recent  marriage  at  Yuma,  Ariz.,  of  his 

nephew,  Bryant  Washburn  jr.,  23,  son  of 

the  screen  star  of  silent  days,  and  May- 
delle  Jewel,  24,  former  secretary  to  the 
late  Jean  Harlow.  It  was  an  elopement. 

Bob  Taylor  of  Monogram  is  all  steamed 

up  about  “Gangster’s  Boy”  in  which  Jackie 
Cooper  is  the  star.  A   telegram  from  W. 

Ray  Johnston  tells  him  that  “Gangster’s 
Boy”  should  prove  a   real  boxoffice  smash. 

Mrs.  H.  Davis  of  Golconda,  III.,  wife  of 

the  co-owner  of  the  Ohio  Theatre  in  that 
city,  is  a   patient  at  Barnes  Hospital  in 
St.  Louis  where  she  is  to  undergo  an 

operation. 

Tommy  Tobin,  Grand  National  manager, 
journeyed  to  Harrisburg,  111.,  the  other  day 
and  had  one  of  the  celebrated  rhummy 

sessions  with  Oscar  Turner  of  the  well- 
known  motion  picture  theatre  operating 
firm  of  Farrar  &   Turner.  Between  times, 

Tommy  lined  them  up  for  his  product, 
so  we  hear. 

In  anticipation  of  Thanksgiving  Day, 

Loew’s  last  week  advanced  its  opening  day 
to  Thursday  instead  of  Friday  .   .   .   The 
Mount  Vernon  chamber  of  commerce  and 

the  southern  Illinois  offices  for  the  Illi- 
nois chamber  of  commerce  have  moved 

their  offices  to  the  recently  completed 
Granada  Theatre  Bldg,  in  Mount  Vernon. 

The  membership  of  Electrical  Workers 
Union  No.  1,  at  their  regular  meeting 
October  21,  rejected  a   resolution  seeking 

to  raise  the  award  for  information  lead- 
ing to  the  arrest  and  conviction  of  the 

murderers  of  Arthur  Schading,  business 

agent  of  the  union,  from  $5,000  to  $10,000. 

The  World  Theatre  on  Delmar  Blvd., 

owned  by  Henri  Chouteau,  is  scheduled  to 
be  sold  for  taxes  November  7   unless  the 
amounts  due  the  city  are  paid  in  the 
meantime.  The  property  is  assessed  at 
$28,400  for  tax  purposes  and  according  to 

Collector  Baumann’s  office  there  is  now 
due  $20,756  in  general  taxes  plus  $22,021  in 

special  taxes  in  connection  with  the  Del- 
mar  Blvd.  widening  project. 

Dawn  football  was  ushered  in  here  last 
week  when  the  football  team  composed 
of  ushers  and  service  staff  members  of 

Loew’s  Theatre  met  the  Maplewood  Inde- 
pendents on  the  drill  grounds  in  Forest 

Park.  The  teams  battled  to  a   scoreless 
tie.  Since  the  theatre  workers  must  be 
on  their  regular  jobs  at  10  a.  m.  they 
have  had  trouble  finding  opponents  to 
play  in  the  early  morning  hours. 

For  Posterity 

Chicago — While  here  last  week,  Pris- 

cilla Lane  had  her  hand  and  foot-prints, 
together  with  her  signature,  set  in  cement 
as  she  stopped  off  en  route  to  attend  the 

world  premiere  of  “Brother  Rat,”  at  the 
Virginia  Military  Institute. 

The  concrete  plaque  will  be  used  during 
the  ceremonies  for  the  first  anniversary 
celebration  of  the  Warner  Rhodes  Theatre 

here  on  November  15.  Above,  Marlowe 
Connor,  manager  of  the  house,  is  shown 
with  Miss  Lane,  after  the  cinema  star  had 
completed  the  imprinting  job.  The  plaque 
will  be  placed  in  the  lobby  of  the  Rhodes 

along  with  those  of  numerous  other  Holly- 
wood stars,  installed  last  year  when  the 

house  was  opened. 

Safety  Award  Won 

By  Indiana  Transit 
Indianapolis — The  Indiana  Film  Tran- 

sit Co.  has  won  the  annual  national  truck 

safety  contest  conducted  by  the  Ameri- 

can Trucking  Ass’n,  Inc.  The  trucks  have 
been  driven  1,038,296  miles  with  only  two 
accidents,  to  win,  in  its  class,  the  national 
award. 

The  company,  located  at  220  Osage  St., 
operates  12  light  delivery  trucks.  W.  C. 
Smith  is  head  of  the  firm. 

RCA  Will  Service  All 

Settos  Circuit  Houses 
Indianapolis  —   The  Settos  circuit  has 

closed  a   contract  with  William  Trunick, 
RCA  representative,  for  service  and  parts 
in  all  theatres  controlled  by  the  company. 

In  addition,  the  Elks  Theatre,  New  Al- 
bany, Ind.,  has  contracted  for  new  RCA 

equipment. 
The  Princess  Theatre,  Portland,  Ind., 

has  installed  RCA  sound  equipment. 
George  Mailers  operates  the  house. 

P   HE  Cl  R   III  A 
TRADE  showing  of  “The  Citadel” 
(M-G-M)  for  Central  Illinois  indepen- 

dent and  chain  theatre  exhibitors  was  held 
at  the  Palace  Theatre  last  week.  William 

Bishop  and  Norman  Pyle,  M-G-M  exploi- 
teers,  handled  the  event. 

A   busy  week  lies  ahead  for  Peorians. 

Burton  Holmes,  veteran  travelogue  enter- 
tainer, ivill  make  his  first  appearance 

November  7   under  auspices  of  the  Jour- 
nal-Transcript. Fray  and  Braggiotti,  piano 

duo.  the  Heidelberg  octet  and  Vivian  Della 

Chiesa,  singer,  will  show  their  wares  for 
Mohammed  Temple  Shriners  and  their 
guests  November  11  on  the  stage  of  the 

recently  dedicated  new  Shrine  auditorium 
and  on  the  following  night  the  Star  is 
bringing  the  Navy  band. 

Henry  Stickelmeier,  Balaban  and  Katz 
executive,  and  Archie  Trebow,  purchasing 

agent  for  the  company,  were  Peoria  vis- 
itors last  week. 

The  Rialto  Theatre  held  a   Hallowe’en 
Horror  Show  October  29  with  spook  films 
the  attraction.  Newspaper  advertising  and 

exploitation  stressed  the  horror  angle. 

Ray  “Torchy”  Cooke,  film  comedian,  is 
making  a   personal  appearance  at  the  Faust 
Club  and  is  being  credited  with  upping  the 
take  generously. 

CHICAGO 

(Continued  from  page  21) 

recognized,  just  recently  instituted  a   full 
course  on  motion  picture  work. 

That  football  score  card  that  Roy  Bru- 

der  set  up  in  the  lower  lobby  of  the  Chi- 
cago Theatre  has  the  young  college  kids 

coming  out  of  the  theatre  regularly  to  see 
what  their  school  is  doing  on  the  gridiron 

every  Saturday.  It  carries  the  games  of 
every  Big  Ten  school  and  Notre  Dame. 

This  is  what  we  call  taking  advantage 

of  the  breaks.  An  accident  occurred  Sun- 
day night  in  front  of  the  Woods  Theatre, 

and  the  crowd  which  gathered  had  this 
spiel  thrown  at  them  by  the  Woods  barker: 

“Come  in  right  away  folks  and  see  how 
accidents  happen,  how  they  can  be  fore- 

told.” P.  S.:  The  picture  playing  was  War- 

ner’s  astrological  film,  “’When  Were  You 

Born?” 

Sam  Meyers  left  this  week  for  a   short 

trip  to  New  York  .   .   .   Johnny  Jones  was 
expected  back  this  week  from  New  York 
.   .   .   Word  has  been  received  from  Jesse 

Lordo,  former  owner  of  the  National  The- 
atre, that  he  is  convalescing  in  the  U.  S. 

Veterans’  Hospital  in  Tucson,  Ariz.,  where 
he  has  been  confined  for  some  weeks. 

Joe  Hartman  has  the  distribution  rights 

for  the  Theatre  Patrons’  Insurance  Night 
in  this  territory.  The  plan  is  for  ten  weeks 

and  consists  of  a   $10,000  maximum  acci- 
dent policy  being  given  free  at  the  end  of 

that  period  to  every  patron. 
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LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS Normal  Production 

Holds;  42  in  Work 
Hollywood — Maintaining  what  has  been 

established  as  a   normal  shooting  pace, 
Hollywood  cameras  were  turning  on  42 
features  as  the  week  opened,  only  two 

under  last  week’s  figure,  while  a   dozen 
more  were  poised  and  awaiting  the  gun. 

Hitting  the  season’s  peak  was  M-G-M, 
which  started  “Honolulu,”  co-featuring 
Eleanor  Powell  and  Robert  Young,  after 
many  delays  and  thus  boosted  its  total 
to  ten — one  above  last  week.  In  the  writ- 

ing mill  are  “The  Unvanquished,”  “Let 
Freedom  Ring,”  “The  Yearling”  and  other 
important  vehicles. 

In  the  second  spot,  with  eight  each,  were 

20th  Century-Fox  and  Universal.  The 
former  studio  broke  an  inactive  period  of 

several  weeks’  duration  by  sending  an 
untitled  “Camera  Daredevils”  adventure 

and  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu”  into  pro- 
duction, meantime  preparing  early  start- 

ing dates  on  “Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,” 
“Stanley  and  Livingstone”  and  “Mr.  Moto 
in  Trinidad.”  Universal  was  to  gun  “Swing 
Fever,”  second  in  its  Collegiate  series,  and 
has  “Three’s  Company,”  starring  Bing 
Crosby,  W.  C.  Fields  in  “You  Can’t  Cheat 
an  Honest  Man”  and  Danielle  Darrieux 
in  “Rio”  scheduled  for  starts  in  November. 

RKO  Radio,  through  Sol  Lesser’s  Prin- 
cipal Pictures,  put  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,” 

a   Bobby  Breen  starrer,  into  production, 
raising  its  shooting  total  from  five  to  six. 

In  script  form  are  “The  Castles,”  “The 
Flying  Irishman,”  “Arizona  Legion”  and 
others.  Also  filming  on  six  was  Para- 

mount. Getting  before  the  cameras  was 

an  untitled  Charlie  Ruggles-Mary  Boland 

comedy  and  “Radio  Troubadour,”  a   Span- 
ish-language  feature  being  produced  by 
Dario  Faralla.  The  Marathon  Street  plant 

has  “Midnight,”  “Union  Pacific,”  “Hotel 

Imperial”  and  others  on  the  line  and  ready 
to  go. 

Warner  Bros,  started  two — “Yes,  My 
Darling  Daughter”  and  “Always  Leave 
Them  Laughing,”  but  dropped  its  total 
from  seven  to  five.  A   busy  November  is 

in  sight,  however,  with  “Jaurez,”  “Dodge 
City,”  “Brother  Orchid”  and  “Tough  An- 

gels” slated  to  hit  the  cameras. 
Republic  penciled  a   start  this  week  on 

Hollywood ,   Land 
Of  Realism 

Hollywood' — The  legend  of  shifting 

sands  was  recently  re-enacted  on  the 
Hal  Roach  set  where  120  tons  of  sand 

comprised  a   beach  setting. 

By  the  time  a   gang  of  extras,  gaffers, 

property  men  and  others  got  through 

trudging  through  the  strip,  most  of  the 

sand  had  been  shoe-dragged  to  other 

parts  of  the  stage.  Faced  with  an 

emergency,  pails  were  spotted  with 

notices  to  remove  shoes  and  dump 

contents  therein. 

A   few  extras  took  the  notice  lit- 

erally. They  left  their  socks. 

MIXED  CREDITS 

Kokomo,  Ind. — If  you  hate  a   “correc- 

tion” as  much  as  I   do,  you  won’t  care  a 
lot  about  this  letter,  but  I   have  found  an 

error  in  your  most  excellent  publication 
and  I   feel  sure  you  will  want  to  know 
about  it. 

On  page  27  of  the  October  15  issue  of 

Boxoffice  under  the  caption,  “Along  the 

Line  of  March,”  you  show  a   picture  of  a 
40  &   8   engine  in  the  American  Legion 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  its  1938-39 
specials,  which,  if  it  hit  the  camera, 
would  find  three  films  in  production  at 
the  North  Hollywood  plant.  The  vehicle 
was  as  yet  uncast,  however,  as  the  week 

opened.  Another  special,  “Doctors  Don’t 
Tell,”  was  being  scripted,  and  “Red  River 
Range,”  a   Three  Mesquiteers  western,  gets 
the  gun  next  week. 

No  starts  were  listed  at  Columbia,  which 
had  four  on  the  sound  stages,  one  less 

than  last  week.  In  process  of  prepara- 

tion are  “Plane  No.  4,”  which  Howard 
Hawks  will  direct;  “Good  Girls  Go  to 
Paris,”  starring  Jean  Arthur;  and  “Our 

Wife.” 

Monogram  continued  filming  on  Pro- 

ducer Edward  Finney’s  Tex  Ritter  west- 
ern, “Little  Tenderfoot,”  as  its  only  pro- 

duction in  work,  meanwhile  lining  up 

“I  Am  a   Criminal,”  “Streets  of  New  York” 

and  “Mr.  Wong  in  Chinatown”  as  Novem- 
ber camera  fodder.  Likewise,  United  Art- 

ists, through  Producers  Hal  Roach  and 
Edward  Small,  kept  a   pair  of  vehicles 

on  sound  stages  in  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip” 
(Roach)  and  “The  Duke  of  West  Point” 
(Small).  Samuel  Goldwyn  is  whipping 

“Wuthering  Heights”  into  shape  for  an 

early  start;  Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage 
Coach”  almost  ready  to  roll;  and  Roach 
will  soon  gun  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  first 
co-starring  vehicle  for  Harry  Langdon 
and  Oliver  Hardy. 

Paramount  '3S-40  Lineup 
Same  as  Current  List 

Hollywood — Paramount  is  expected  to 

have  the  same  number  of  pictures  next 

season  as  in  1938-39,  Barney  Balaban, 

president,  told  Boxoffice  while  here  con- 
ferring on  the  lineup  for  1939-40.  In  ad- 
dition, the  program  for  the  next  three 

months  is  being  gone  over. 

Here  for  the  production  meetings  are 

Stanton  Griffis,  chairman  of  the  execu- 
tive committee;  Neil  F.  Agnew,  general 

sales  manager,  and  Russell  Holman,  east- 
ern story  head.  Robert  M.  Gillham,  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  head,  is  due  from 
New  York  the  end  of  the  month.  Adolph 
Zukor,  William  LeBaron  and  other  studio 

executives  are  sitting  in  on  the  confer- ences. 

The  eastern  group  plans  to  return  to 

Parade  in  Los  Angeles.  But  in  the  cut 

lines  below,  you  say,  “An  engineer  of  the 
40  &   8   society  locomotive  from  Fort  Wayne, 

Ind.” 

“Ouch!  That  “locomotive”  is  the  pride 
and  joy  of  the  40  &   8   Society  of  Kokomo, 
Ind.,  and  the  writer  was  one  of  the  group 
of  11  men  who  drove  the  thing  overland 

to  participate  in  that  convention.  But 

don’t  get  the  idea  I’m  not  wholly  for  your 
publication.  I   think  it  is  great. — M.  C. 
TULL,  Kokomo  Tribune. 

Milwaukee  to  Probe 

Film  Length  Effect 

Milwaukee — The  common  council’s  utili- 
ties and  health  committee  has  voted  an 

investigation  of  the  length  of  motion  pic- 
ture shows  and  their  effect  upon  child  and 

adult  health  as  a   result  of  a   resolution 

introduced  by  Aid.  Samuel  M.  Soref. 
Alderman  Soref  said  that  juvenile  crime 

records  had  shown  that  many  children 

gain  their  impression  of  gangdom  and 

criminal  life  from  the  “movies,”  and  urged 
that  more  educational  films  be  shown.  He 

also  urged  that  exhibitors  reduce  the 
amount  of  advertising  shown  between films. 

The  mayor’s  advisory  council  has  recom- 
mended that  a   representative  of  the  Par- 

ent-Teachers associations,  which  sought 
such  an  investigation  early  this  year,  be 

given  a   place  on  the  proposed  citizens’ 
committee  of  five  to  make  the  survey. 

At  the  time  of  the  previous  request  for 
an  investigation,  the  matter  was  referred 
by  Health  Commissioner  Dr.  John  P. 

Koehler  to  the  Milwaukee  Oto-Ophthal- 
mic  Society,  which  reported  that  double 
feature  programs  are  not  a   public  health 
problem.  As  a   result  of  this  report,  the 
matter  was  permitted  to  rest. 

Second  Musical  Short 

Series  for  Paramount 

Hollywood  —   “William  Tell,”  “Merry 

Wives  of  Windsor”  and  “The  Blue  Dan- 
ube” have  been  completed  and  edited  as 

the  second  series  of  musical  shorts  being 

produced  by  Symphonic  Films  for  Para- 
mount release.  The  National  Philharmonic 

symphony  orchestra,  under  Frederick 
Feher’s  direction,  was  featured. 

Prints  were  to  be  taken  to  New  York 

this  week  by  A1  Rosen,  Symphonic  sales 

manager,  who  will  negotiate  a   deal  there 
for  production  of  full-length  operas. 

New  York  next  week.  Paramount  plans 
to  release  all  on  its  announced  schedule 
of  58  this  season. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 
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TWO  HORROR  REISSUES  TOP  NATIONAL  GROSSES 
CHARLOTTE (AVERAGE  IS  100%) Roger  Sherman — Room  Service  (RKO); 

Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO)    130 

Broadway — The  Chaser  (M-G-M)  1st  part....  60 

Broadway — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO) 
2nd  part      70 

Broadway — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)  3rd  part      90 

Carolina — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    110 
Imperial — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)  1st  half     90 
Imperial — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 

2nd  half      95 

State — Painted  Desert  (RKO)      90 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  wk      85 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
plus  stage  show,  2nd  wk      90 

Garrick — Four  Daughters  (FN),  1st  half; 
Draeula  (Univ);  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
last  half,  and  held    120 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show,  held  2nd  wk    125 

Roosevelt — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   100 

State-Lake — The  Chaser  (M-G-M),  plus 
stage  show      90 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held 
3rd  wk   120 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  2nd  wk    250 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) .   .   110 
Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   115 
Grand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  4th  wk..H0 

Keith's — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    110 
Lyric — Frankenstein  (Univ);  Draeula  (Univ).  200 
Palace- — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 120 
Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  3rd  wk    115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Y'ou  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk    200 

Hippodrome — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    110 
Palace — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN);  stage: 
Wayne  Morris  in  person  and  vaudeville   110 

State — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  6   days..  50 
Stillman — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk  ....100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO),  1st 
half    100 

Capitol — Wanted  by  Police  (Mono),  2nd 
half    100 

Majestic — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN); 
Revue  with  Zasu  Pitts  on  stage      90. 

Melba — Broadway  Musketeers  (WB)      80 
Palace — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    110 

Tower — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day  and 
date  with  the  Paramount    100 

Broadway — Boys  Town  (MG-M);  Rich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  both  after  two  weeks  at 
the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    150 
Denver — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 
Orpheum — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    180 

Paramount-Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day 
and  date  with  the  Aladdin;  Meet  the  Girls 

(20th-Fox)    125 

Rialto — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
week  at  the  Denver;  Danger  on  the  Air 
(Univ)    100 

DETROIT 

Adams — King  Kong  (RKO);  The  Ghoul 
(C.B)      85 

Cinema — If  War  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amklno), 
2nd  wk     65 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — The  Sisters  (WB);  Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)          85 

Palms  State — Frankenstein  (Univ),  Draeula 
(Univ).  2nd  wk     75 

Draeula  (Univ),  2nd  wk      75 

Un  ted  Artists— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk      86 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Draeula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ)   300 
Circle — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   120 
Loew’s — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 

2nd  wk     90 

Lyric- — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 
stage  show    130 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.  150 
Midland — Drums  (UA) ;   Juvenile  Court  (Col)..  80 
Newman — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  held 

over    175 

Orpheum— Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO);  A   Man 
to  Remember  (RKO)      85 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Indianapolis    300 

Moonlight  Sonata — Chicago 
(2nd  wk)    250 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 
Cincinnati    200 

Stablemates — Pittsburgh    200 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Cleveland  (3rd  wk.) ;   Los  An- 

geles (3rd  wk.)    200 

Stablemates  (dual) — Omaha    185 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Denver    180 

Arkansas  Traveler — Kansas 

City    175 

Suez — New  York  City   175 

That  Certain  Age — Washington.. ..175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York  City 

(3rd  wk.)    160 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 
Omaha    155 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  8   th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City. 

Boys  Town,  7th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 

wk.,  Chicago,  Cincinnati. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati; 
3rd  wk..  New  York  City. 

You  Can't  Take  It  With  Y’ou,  3rd  wk., 
Cincinnati;  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles;  3rd  wk., 
Pittsburgh. 

If  I   Were  King,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Stablemates,  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Tower — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  plus 

Orrin  Tucker’s  band  and  stage  show   195 
Uptown — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 140 

LOS  ANGELES 
Chinese — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),   100 
Downtown — The  Sisters  (WB);  Road  to  Reno 

(Univ)    100 

Four-Star — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     80 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 
Paramount — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para),  plus 
stage  show      85 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Touchdown  Army  (Para),  plus 
Benny  Goodman  on  stage  175 

Riverside — The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ), 
plus  stage  show    100 

Strand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Three 

Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)      85 
Warner — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   The 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    125 

Wisconsin — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)      75 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster— King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) ;   The 

Chaser  (M-G-M)    100 

Century — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.   125 
Orpheum — Room  Service  (RKO)      70 
State — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 
World — Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel  (UA) .   60 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M; 
Gladiator  (Col),  2nd  wk    120 

Loew-Poli — Stablemates  (M-G-M) ;   Myste- 
rious Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox),  moved  to 

College  for  2nd  wk    120 

Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para) ;   When 
Were  You  Bora?  (FN)    140 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — City  Streets  (Col)      65 

Globe — Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox)     65 
Liberty — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      95 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
Saenger — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

(Col),  2nd  wk    lio 
State — Drums  (UA)    no 
Tudor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  return 

engagement    115 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  8th  wk. 
of  roadshow      75 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3d  wk. . .   70 
Criterion — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)      75 

Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  2nd  wk   120 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  3rd  wk., 

plus  stage  show    160 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — There  Goes  My  Heart 
(UA),  plus  stage  show      90 

Rialto — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
reissues    140 

Rivoli — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      50 

Roxy — Suez  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage  show   175 
Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show.... 140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox),  4   days      35 

Criterion — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3 

days,  being  continued    120 
Liberty — Smashing  the  Rackets  (WB); 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox),  4   days   105 
Liberty — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN);  Time 

Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox),  3   days     90 
Midwest — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    90 
State — Prairie  Moon  (Rep);  Talk  of  the 

Devil  (GB)      95 

Tower — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)      80 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Af- 
fairs of  Annabel  (RKO)      80 

Omaha — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket 

Busters  (WB),  2   days;  Stablemates  (M-G-M); 
Mr.  Chump  (WB),  5   days    185 

Orpheum — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    155 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     85 
Boyd — The  Sisters  (WB)    120 
Earle — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Ted  Lewis    100 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk.     95 
Karlton — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)     90 

Keith’s— Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Stanley — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col).. 135 
Stanton — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      90 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    120 

Barry — Draeula’s  Daughter  (Univ) ;   Bride  of 
Frankenstein  (Univ)    125 

Fulton — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    100 

Penn — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    200 
Stanley — Touchdown  Army  (Para);  Negro 

stage  show      65 
Warner — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN) ; 

Blockheads  (M-G-M)      75 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    150 

Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ),  7th  wk    100 

Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para);  Give 

Me  a   Sailor  (Para)    115 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk    110 

United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle 

(M-G-M),  2nd  wk    110 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox);  Racket 
Busters  (WB)    120 

Centre — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)     95 
Paramount — Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 

Studio — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk    105 

Utah — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    100 

Victory — Good  Earth  (M-G-M);  You  and 

Me  (Para)    106 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show    4     75 

Columbia — My  Tueky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  run.  80 
Earle — I   Am  the  Law  (Col),  plus  stage  show.. 100 
Keith's — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    175 

Metropolitan — You  Can't  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  run        125 

Palace — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 
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UPSURGE  IN  MINNEAPOLIS  AREA  REFLECTED 

BY  INCREASE  OF  THEATRE  CONSTRUCTION 

Demand  for  Houses  Belies 

Any  "Menacing”  Practices 

By  B.  O.  TELLER 

Minneapolis — Judging  by  the  demand 
for  theatres,  the  exhibiting  end  of  the 

business  is  plenty  healthy  in  this  territory, 

despite  the  distributors’  alleged  unfair 
trade  practices  that  are  supposed  to  be 

destroying  the  independents  and  making 

their  lot  a   most  difficult  and  unhappy  one. 

Fights  among  independent  interests  to 

obtain  permits  to  build  new  theatres  are 

common  occurrences  nowadays.  When  a 

theatre  is  thrown  on  the  market  an  army 

of  prospective  buyers  rushes  in  and  bids 

up  the  price  sky-high.  Opportunities  to 

buy  established  show-houses  at  anything 
resembling  a   reasonable  price  are  few  and 
far  between. 

Cases  in  point  are  the  St.  Louis  Park 

situation,  the  St.  Paul  Randolph  Theatre, 

the  Minnesota  Theatre  here  and  the  large 

numbers  of  would-be  builders  of  new  Min- 

neapolis neighborhood  theatres,  one  of 

whom,  H.  L.  Griffith,  has  been  waging  an 

unsuccessful  fight  for  more  two  points. 

Four  persons  were  engaged  in  a   scrap 

to  obtain  the  permit  to  build  a   new  $100,- 
000  showhouse  in  St.  Louis  Park,  local 

suburb.  Harold  Field,  Minneapolitan  and 

owner  of  a   large  circuit  of  theatres  in 

Iowa,  finally  emerged  victorious  by  offer- 
ing the  municipality  the  gift  of  14  acres 

of  property  for  park  purposes.  Before  final 
action  was  taken  Field  sent  a   letter  to 

every  St.  Louis  Park  resident — an  elaborate 

illustrated  four-page  pamphlet — explaining 
his  proposed  project  in  detail. 

When  it  became  necessary  for  the  own- 

ers of  the  Randolph  Theatre,  St.  Paul,  to 

dispose  of  their  ten-year  lease  to  the 
showhouse,  fully  a   dozen  of  Twin  City 

independents  started  bidding  for  it.  The 

original  price  of  $10,000  cash  and  $1,000 

per  month  rent  was  pushed  up  to  $15,500 

and  $1,200.  The  Franklin  Amusement  Co., 

operating  one  of  the  largest  independent 

circuits  in  the  territory,  seems  to  have  the 

inside  track  now,  but  Sol  Lebedoff,  who 

owns  two  independent  theatres  here,  claims 

that  his  offer  had  been  accepted.  Liti- 
gation now  threatens. 

H.  L.  Griffith  is  still  without  the  per- 

mit to  build  his  $150,000  local  neighbor- 
hood house.  For  the  third  time  the  coun- 

cil rescinded  a   permit  previously  granted 

him.  This  time,  the  aldermen  claim,  the 

permit  had  been  “slipped  through”  inad- 
vertently. On  a   number  of  other  occa- 

sions it  had  rejected  his  application.  Grif- 
fith unsuccessfully  instituted  court  action 

in  an  effort  to  compel  the  permit’s  is- suance. 

It  is  asserted  that  no  less  than  32  per- 

sons are  trying  to  obtain  the  4,200-seat 

Minnesota  Theatre  here  which  the  Minne- 

sota Amusement  Co.  was  unable  to  operate 

profitably  and  which  it  will  abandon  Jan. 

31,  1939,  when  its  lease  expires.  A   mys- 
tery is  how  any  other  operator  would  be 

able  to  obtain  film  product  for  the  house. 

New  Sound  Installed 

Coleraine,  Minn. — New  sound  has  been 
installed  in  the  Roxy  Theatre  here. 

"Boys  Town "   Grosses  But 
Real  Center  Nets  Less 

Omaha — M-G-M’s  “Boys  Town,”  strange 
to  say,  has  had  a   reverse  action  on  dona- 

tions to  Father  Flanagan’s  boys’  home  at 
Boys  Town,  Neb.,  just  west  of  Omaha. 

Everybody,  including  Father  Flanagan, 

thought  the  picture  would  be  a   bonanza 
for  the  home. 

On  the  contrary,  donations  to  the  home 

so  far  this  year  are  $5,000  less  than  a 

year  ago.  The  picture  had  one  definite  re- 
sult, Father  Flanagan  told  Boxoffice.  It 

has  boosted  the  number  of  boys  who  want 

to  get  into  the  home  tremendously.  In 

one  day  alone,  ten  lads  from  all  parts  of 

the  nation  arrived  at  Boys  Town  after 

they  had  seen  the  picture. 

Roller  Rinks  Plaguing 

Des  Moines  Theatremen 

Des  Moines — With  the  opening  of  the 
new  Grand  Roller  Rink  here  this  week, 

theatre  operators  are  beginning  to  serious- 
ly consider  the  recent  skating  craze  as  a 

definite  boxoffice  threat. 

There  are  now  three  large  roller  rinks 

in'  Des  Moines  open  every  evening  except 
Monday.  The  new  Grand  Rink  is  located 

in  the  old  Pla-Lan  dance  hall  in  the  heart 

of  the  loop  district  and  features  an  elec- 
tric organ.  Another  popular  rink  at  the 

Coliseum  on  the  river  bank  is  giving  the- 
atre men  gray  hair  by  sponsoring  a   roller 

derby  featuring  expert  out-of-town  skat- 
ers who  do  everything  on  skates  from  the 

Lambeth  Walk  to  staging  a   football  game. 

Latest  Project  Planned  Is 

1,000-Seat  Theatre 

In  St.  Paul 

Minneapolis— Theatre  building  activity 

is  a   significant  development  in  the  terri- 
tory— particularly  in  the  Twin  City  area. 

It  promises  to  attain  the  greatest  propor- 

tions for  the  past  ten  years  and  undoubt- 
edly reflects  confidence  in  the  outlook  for 

the  film  industry  and  general  business. 

The  latest  project  to  be  announced  is 

that  of  George  Granstrom,  owner  of  the 

Grand  View  Theatre,  one  of  St.  Paul’s 
leading  neighborhood  houses.  He  obtained 

a   permit  this  week  to  erect  a   $100,000 

1,000-seat  theatre  in  the  Highland  Park 

district  of  St.  Paul,  now  without  a   show- house. 

Another  new  $100,000  theatre  to  be 

operated  by  the  Franklin  Amusement  Co. 
of  Minneapolis  is  being  built  in  West  St. 

Paul,  just  outside  the  city  limits.  Work 

will  be  started  shortly  on  two  new  $100,- 

000  Minneapolis  suburban  houses — that  of 
Harold  Field  at  St.  Louis  Park  and  the 

other  the  Engler  Bros,  new  theatre  at 

Hopkins. 

At  least  a   half-dozen  new  neighborhood 
theatres  would  be  built  in  Minneapolis  if 

the  city  council  relented  from  its  present 

avowed  policy  not  to  issue  any  more  li- 
censes because,  it  believes,  the  city  al- 

ready is  overseated.  H.  L.  Griffith  has 

been  fighting  for  two  years — and  still  is 
fighting — for  a   license  to  erect  a   $150,000 
neighborhood  theatre  on  his  property. 

Des  Moines  Encouraged 

By  the  Trend  of  Business 
Des  Moines — Theatre  people  here  con- 

tinue to  be  encouraged  by  favorable  busi- 
ness trends  indicated  in  recently  published 

surveys. 

The  Register  and  Tribune’s  current  Iowa 
business  bulletin  shows  Iowa  farm  income 

up  $23,000,000,  or  7.0  per  cent  for  the 

first  eight  months  of  1938  over  same  per- 
iod of  1937.  Des  Moines  postal  receipts 

have  increased  5.8  per  cent.  More  than 

$5,000,000  worth  of  construction  is  now 

underway  in  Des  Moines.  Bank  loans 
here  have  increased  2.9  per  cent. 

The  bulletin  also  showed  unusual  in- 

creases nationally  in  building  permits  is- 
sued, number  of  automobiles  ordered, 

engineering  construction,  and  number  of 

unemployed  put  back  to  work. 

New  Seats  at  Bonesteel 

Bonesteel,  S.  D. — New  seats  have  been 
installed  in  the  Bonesteel  Theatre.  R.  E. 

Blakkolb  is  the  owner. 
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LEADERS  TO  DEFEND  ANY  ACTION  AGAINST  THE 

MOVIE  QUIZ  BROUGHT  BY  STATE  OF  MISSOURI 

Metro  Softens  'Em 
Minneapolis — Even  the  hardest  boiled  exhibitors  here — the  boys  who  never 

have  a   good  word  for  the  distributors — are  congratulating  M-G-M  on  the  quality  of 

its  product.  Never  before  has  this  company — or  any  other — turned  out  such  a   suc- 
cession of  outstanding  boxoffice  pictures,  the  local  trade  agrees. 

Here  a   week  ago  M-G-M  had  no  less  than  two  of  its  films  holding  over  at  the 

two  leading  loop  picture  houses.  The  pictures  were  "Too  Hot  to  Handle,"  in  its 

second  week  at  the  State,  and  "Boys  Town,"  remaining  a   third  week  at  the  Century. 
The  Mickey  Rooney  pictures  have  been  boxoffice  sensations  throughout  this 

territory.  "Boys  Town"  is  mopping  up  everywhere.  So  is  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy." 

"Too  Hot  to  Handle"  is  also  doing  very  well  and  “Marie  Antoinette,"  “Three  Loves 

Has  Nancy,"  "The  Crowd  Roars,"  "Shopworn  Angel,"  "Lord  Jeff,"  “Rich  Man,  Poor 

Girl,"  "Port  of  Seven  Seas"  are  other  outstanding  boxoffice  performers. — M.  W. 

Confidence  Expressed  the 

Contest  Is  Within 

Legal  Limits 

Kansas  City — Following  receipt  of  ad- 

vice from  the  central  committee  on  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  in  New  York 
this  week,  E.  C.  Rhoden  of  Fox  Midwest, 

campaign  chairman  for  this  area,  an- 
nounced that  (1)  the  $250,000  Movie  Quiz 

is  not  a   lottery  in  the  opinion  of  the 
postal  department  of  the  United  States, 
and  (2)  that  should  any  legal  action  be 
taken  by  the  state  of  Missouri  against  the 

contest,  the  campaign  backers  will  de- 
fend it. 

Last  week  Missouri’s  attorney  general, 
Roy  McKittrick,  approved  an  opinion  by 
Assistant  Franklin  Reagan  that  the  con- 

test portion  of  the  campaign  was  a   lot- 

tery, contrary  to  Missouri’s  anti-lottery 
laws,  and  subject  to  the  punishment 
thereunder.  Reagan  wrote  the  opinion  for 
the  Kennett,  Mo.,  prosecutor. 

“Express  Assurance” 

Writing  Rhoden,  George  J.  Schaefer, 
chairman  of  the  campaign  committee  in 
New  York,  pointed  out  that  it  would  have 
been  pretty  foolish  to  have  inaugurated 

the  contest  if  “it  were  a   lottery,  or  with- 
out express  assurance  that  it  was  in  ac- 

cordance with  the  postal  laws  that  gov- 

ern lotteries.” 
“The  quiz  was  purposely  not  made  too 

difficult,”  Schaefer  said,  in  answer  to  the 

Reagan  opinion’s  statement  that  the  con- 
test was  so  easy,  selection  of  winners 

could  be  said  to  be  within  the  “uncon- 
trolled discretion”  of  the  judges. 

“At  every  point  the  committee  con- 
sulted with  recognized  contest  authorities 

and  companies  which  have  conducted 

thousands  of  contests,”  who  advised  us 
“our  plan  was  in  accordance  with  all  the 

laws  relating  to  contests.”  The  contest 
was  submitted  to  U.  S.  postal  authorities, 
who  passed  it  in  every  particular. 

Ruling  Astonishes 

The  Missouri  opinion,  according  to 

Schaefer,  “is  a   great  astonishment  to  us. 
But  so  far  as  we  know  it  is  still  a   per- 

sonal opinion.  No  legal  action  has  been 
recorded  against  the  contest,  and  because 
of  the  national  interest  in  it  and  the 
thousands  of  theatre  owners  financially 
backing  it,  any  legal  action,  if  brought, 
will  be  defended  with  the  utmost  confi- 

dence.” 
Exhibitors  and  film  men  here  are  tak- 

ing little  interest  in  the  Missouri  attor- 
ney general’s  opinion.  They  regard  it  as 

simply  an  opinion,  and  exhibitors  are 
continuing  to  promote  the  contest. 

Field  Circuit  Men 

To  Meet  Nov.  4-5 
Minneapolis — The  annual  meeting  of 

managers  of  Harold  Field’s  circuit  of  Iowa 
theatres  will  be  held  here  November  4   and 

5.  The  managers  will  attend  the  Minne- 
sota-Iowa  football  game  .the  afternoon  of 

November  5   as  Field’s  guests. 
Discussion  of  impending  product  and 

the  best  ways  to  sell  it  to  the  public  will 

occupy  most  of  the  sessions.  Representa- 
tives from  the  various  film  companies  will 

be  present  to  tell  about  their  pictures  com- 
ing up  and  to  offer  exploitation  and  ad- 

vertising suggestions. 

For  the  ensuing  winter  Field  is  plan- 
ning one  of  the  most  vigorous  business 

drives  in  the  circuit’s  history.  There  will 
be  a   number  of  contests  for  the  managers 

with  generous  cash  prizes  for  the  best  box- 
office  showings. 

Exploiteer  Helps  Map 

Plans  for  Des  Moines 
Des  Moines  —   Cliff  Lewis,  Paramount 

advertising  and  exploitation  executive  in 

Hollywood,  conferred  with  Tri-States  the- 
atre officials  here  Thursday  on  plans  for 

publicizing  “If  I   Were  King”  and  “Men 

With  Wings.” 
In  addition  to  mapping  publicity  and 

ad  campaigns  with  Dorothy  Day,  Tri- 
States’  press  agent,  Lewis  spent  part  of 
the  day  with  Ken  Clayton,  Register  fea- 

ture and  amusements  editor,  and  Vernon 
Pope,  managing  editor  of  Look. 

He  found  time  to  catch  a   screening  of 

“Suez”  at  the  20th  Century-Fox  screen 
room  and  between  conferences  entertained 

the  Iowans  with  accounts  of  the  reckless- 
ness of  Tex  Rankin,  Frank  Clark  and 

Paul  Mantz.  stunt  flyers  who  performed 

the  daredevil  stunts  in  the  air  for  “Men 

With  Wings.” 

Metro  Marionettes 

Visit  Kansas  City 

Kansas  City — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s 
“Marionette  Moviettes”  were  shown  this 
week  in  three  programs  here.  The  first 
was  presented  in  the  parking  station  at 

1315  Main  St.,  near  Loew’s  Midland,  with 
four  performances  on  the  program  Mon- 

day; the  second  in  Kansas  City,  Kas., 
Tuesday  morning,  and  the  third  on  the 
Country  Club  Plaza,  Tuesday  afternoon. 
The  marionettes,  traveling  by  motor, 

give  sequences  from  three  Metro  pictures, 

“The  Great  Waltz,”  “Sweethearts,”  and 
“Citadel.”  The  3-foot-high  puppets  re- 

semble the  players  in  those  pictures,  and 
wear  costumes  that  duplicate  those  in  the 
films. 

The  marionettes  have  been  playing  in 
other  Missouri  cities  the  past  week  as  they 
worked  west  from  St.  Louis. 

Another  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  promo- 

tion in  connection  with  “The  Great  Waltz” 

is  its  sponsoring  of  a   “Great  Waltz”  con- 
test series  at  the  Pla-Mor.  Winners  of  six 

weekly  competitions  meet  November  4   for 
the  city  title  and  the  right  to  represent 
Kansas  City  in  the  state  contest. 

Most  of  Trade  to  Run 

Iowa's  Historical  Film 
Des  Moines — The  Iowa  film,  “As  Iowa 

Comes  of  Age,”  made  by  Burton  Jerrel 
of  Iowa  News  Flashes,  .will  be  shown  in 

all  the  Central  States’  theatres,  by  all  in- 
dependent exhibitors  belonging  to  the 

Allied  Theatre  Owners,  and  in  all  theatres 
of  the  Pioneer  and  Mort  Singer  circuits. 

The  film  is  a   35-minute  review  of  Iowa’s 
historical  background,  conservation  ex- 

perience, and  Iowa’s  present-day  indus- 
tries. 
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New  Group  Is  Formed  in  Kaycee 

To  Handle  Advertising  Pictures 

K   A\  Y   CC  IE  IE 
■pWENTIETH-FOX  held  a   trade  screen- 

ing at  the  Cozy  Theatre,  Norton,  Kas., 

on  “Suez”  Monday  night.  George  Puller, 
branch  manager  for  the  film  company, 
was  one  of  those  who  attended  from 
here  .   .   .   Mrs.  Jack  Truitt,  wife  of  the 

manager  of  the  Electric  Theatre  in  Kan- 
sas City,  Kas.,  underwent  a   serious  opera- 

tion last  Saturday  at  Menorah  Hospital. 

While  she  is  reported  recuperating  satis- 
factorily, she  will  be  confined  to  the  hos- 

pital for  a   month  or  so. 

Add  theatremen  on  Filmrow:  John 

Kongs,  Seneca,  Kas.;  Orville  Conard, 
Huntsville,  Ark.;  Lester  McCormick,  Green 
Forest,  Ark.  .   .   .   Homer  Blackwell  of  the 
Independent  Poster  exchange  left  with 
Mrs.  Blackwell,  Wednesday  morning,  on  a 

two-week  motor  trip  that  will  take  them 
to  Grand  Rapids,  Chicago,  Cincinnati  and 
Nashville. 

On  Friday,  Mrs.  Paul  Hannon,  wife  of 
the  Paramount  salesman,  was  operated  on 

at  Trinity  Lutheran  Hospital.  On  Satur- 
day, Paul  was  driving  south  of  Belton, 

Mo.,  when  he  ran  into  a   coal  truck  to 
avoid  a   car  passing  the  truck  on  a   curve. 
As  the  badly  smashed  car  was  being 
towed  into  Kansas  City,  it  slipped  its 
moorings,  rolled  across  a   street  and 
smacked  into  a   parked  car.  Which  is  a 

big  two  days’  worth,  Paul  thinks. 

Speaking  of  car  accidents,  George  Hin- 
ton of  Paramount  was  mentioned  in  the 

Boxoffice  “15-Years- Ago”  column  last 
week  as  having  turned  over  in  his  car.  He 
is  now  just  recovering  from  a   car  wreck 
that  occurred  several  weeks  ago. 

These  shiny  faces  were  picking  up  dust 

on  18th  St.  this  week:  Rex  Barrett,  Co- 
lumbia, Mo.;  Curly  Wilson,  Excelsior 

Springs  Mo.;  Gene  Kincaid,  Mainstreet, 
Lexington,  Mo.;  Lee  Sproule,  Newton, 
Kas.;  Ralph  Winship,  Phillipsburg,  Kas.; 
J.  R.  Cook,  Missouri,  Maryville,  Mo.;  John 

Brandt,  Oregon,  Mo.;  Tom  Wilhoit,  Platts- 
burg,  Mo. 

Lee  Balsly,  head  of  the  ad  sales  for 

20 th-Fox,  was  here  Monday.  He  used  to  he 
a   theatre  man  in  this  territory,  and  a 
visit  here  is  more  or  less  a   homecoming 
for  Lee. 

M-G-M  held  a   trade  showing  of  “The 
Citadel”  at  W.  D.  Fulton’s  Vogue  here  this 
week.  Frank  Hensler  arranged  it.  About 
200  exhibitors  attended  from  in  and  out 
of  town. 

Roy  Williams,  new  owner  of  the  Alad- 
din, Mound  City,  Kas.,  was  on  Filmrow 

.   .   .   W.  P.  “Senator”  Bernfield  is  in  the 
southwest  covering  the  exploitation  on 

“Drums"  at  Phoenix  and  Tucson  for 
United  Artists. 

Jay  Means  had  one  of  his  big  Popeye 
matinees  last  Saturday  afternoon.  The 
kids  jammed  in  and  really  raised  the  roof. 
A   week  before,  Means  had  films  taken  of 
club  members  going  into  the  theatre.  As 
usual,  it  proved  a   whale  of  an  attraction. 

A.  J.  Simmons  of  the  Plaza  at  Lamar, 
Mo.,  is  vacationing  in  California. 

Kansas  City — A   rough  spot  in  the  film 

advertising  field  has  been  ironed  out  with 

the  formation  here  recently  of  the  Asso- 
ciation of  Advertising  Film  Companies, 

which  has  evolved  a   plan  for  handling  ad 
films  a   part  or  all  of  the  cost  of  which 
must  be  sold  to  dealers. 

There  are  three  principal  types  of  film 
ads:  Local  dealer  ads  which  can  be  sold 

to  local  dealers  in  many  towns  for  the 

advertising  of  their  services,  their  “signa- 
ture” being  dubbed  in  in  each  instance; 

national  ads,  placed  by  national  advertis- 
ers on  the  screens  of  theatres  where  cover- 
age is  desired,  much  as  he  buys  newspaper 

space.  A   third  type  of  film  advertising, 
which  is  responsible  for  the  formation  of 

the  Association  of  Advertising  Film  Com- 
panies, is  the  dealer  cooperative  or  par- 

ticipating film  ad  campaign.  The  manu- 
facturer pays  for  the  production  of  a   pic- 

ture and  the  cost  of  the  negatives.  The 

manufacturer’s  dealers  then  must  pay  a 
part  or  all  of  the  cost  of  showing  the 
films  in  their  local  theatres.  Contracts  of 
this  kind  usually  are  originated  by  one 

film  ad  company,  and  the  film  ad  com- 
pany sells  the  dealers  on  such  participa- tion. 

A   difficulty  arose  in  the  distribution  of 

cooperative  campaigns,  however.  Each  of 

the  film  ad  companies  has  a   certain  num- 
ber of  theatres  under  contract  to  play  its 

film  ads  exclusively.  This  meant  that  the 

film  ad  company  that  sold  a   manufac- 
turer on  the  idea  of  a   cooperative  or  par- 

ticipating campaign  could  not  promise  the 

manufacturer  representation  in  those  the- 
atres with  which  other  film  ad  companies 

had  exclusive  contracts. 

“Obviously,  our  medium  is  best  serving 
a   manufacturer  when  the  manufacturer 
can  be  assured  that  his  film  campaign  will 
be  offered  to  his  dealer  organization  for 
showing  in  all  theatres  in  the  U.  S.  which 
screen  advertising  films,  regardless  of 

what  film  company  holds  screening  con- 

tracts with  such  theatres,”  commented  W. 
H.  Hendren,  president  of  United  Film  Ad 
Service,  Inc.,  here. 

“Recognizing  this  fact,  and  realizing 
that  unless  we  ourselves  did  something 

about  it,  sooner  or  later  the  advertisers 
would  lose  interest  in  cooperative  national 

programs,  representatives  of  all  the  prin- 
cipal advertising  film  companies  in  the 

U.  S.  gathered  here  to  discuss  the  prob- 
lem. They  have  now  worked  out  a   plan 

under  which  all  the  member  companies 

(Continued  on  page  24) 

An  Announcement  of  Great  Importance  to 

Every  Theatre  Owner  and  Manager! 

TRRIL€R-mHD€  SCRVICC,  HC. 
IN  ASSOCIATION  WITH  PATHE  FILM  CORP. 

Opens  Office  in  Kansas  City 

Supplying  a   Service  That  Is  Sorely  Needed 

TRAILERS  THAT  SELL  BUT  DON'T  TELL  ALL! 

With  a   policy  that  you  asked  for, 
TRAILERS  AT  LIVE  AND  LET  LIVE  PRICES! 

Results:  This  service  has  met  with  immediate  na- 

tional approval  of  independents  and  circuits  alike. 

Write  Us  About  Your  Trailer  Troubles 

TRAILCR-mODC  S6RVIC6  of  KRNSRS  CITY 
BEVERLY  MILLER,  Mgr.  Ill  West  18th  St.  Victor  3535 
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Minnesota  Goes  to  Polls  Nov.  8; 

Steffes  Claims  Divorce  Support 
Minneapolis— Minnesota  voters  will  go 

to  the  polls  November  8   to  elect  memoers 

of  a   state  legislature  which,  during  its 

term  that  starts  next  January  3,  will  con- 
sider enactment  of  a   theatre  divorcement 

bill  similar  to  the  one  enacted  in  North 

Dakota,  prohibiting  ownership  or  opera- 

tion of  theatres  by  distributor-producers. 

President  W.  A.  Steffes  of  Northwest 

Allied,  which  is  behind  the  measure, 

claims  he  has  enough  of  the  candidates 

pledged  for  the  bill  to  assure  its  passage. 

At  the  last  session  of  the  Minnesota 

legislature,  however,  the  theatre  divorce- 
ment bill  died  in  committee.  Steffes  at 

that  time  led  the  fight  for  its  passage  and 
the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  furnished 

the  opposition. 

The  fact  that  theatre  divorcement  is 

one  of  the  avowed  objectives  of  the  gov- 

ernment suit  against  the  major  film  pro- 

ducers, may  cause  the  Minnesota  legisla- 

ture to  hold  off.  During  the  period  be- 

fore it  convenes,  too,  peace  between  dis- 

Please Minneapolis 

Women  Fans 
Minneapolis — Through  an  unusual 

twist  of  bookings,  the  Minnesota 

Amusement  Co.  had  "Four  Daughters" 
and  "Five  of  a   Kind"  booked  the  same 

week  in  its  two  leading  local  loop 

houses,  the  State  and  Century — a 

great  break  for  the  fair  sex. 

tributors  and  independent  exhibitors  may 

come  out  of  the  trade  parleys,  thus  per- 

haps obviating  the  necessity,  or  desirabil- 
ity, of  compulsory  theatre  divorcement. 

A   30-day  extension  has  been  granted  to 
Paramount,  et  al,  plaintiffs  in  the  suit 

attacking  the  validity  of  the  North  Da- 
kota theatre  divorcement  law,  for  filing 

with  the  U.  S.  supreme  court  its  appeal 

from  the  decision  of  the  three-judge  court 
upholding  its  constitutionality.  The  new 
deadline  is  November  22. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
  A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 
130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr..  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 

126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 

2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY  
~ Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

On  His  Own  Now 

Shot  with  his  back  against  the  wall, 

but  only  by,  and  for,  the  camera,  is 

Gus  Diamond  who  has  struck  out  in 

the  exhibition  field  for  himself  by 

opening  the  Vogue  at  Salina,  Kas. 

Miller,  Norris  Form 

Kaijcee  Trailer-Made 
Kansas  City — Trailer-Made  Service  of 

Kansas  City  was  formed  this  week  by 

Beverly  Miller  and  W.  L.  Norris  to  dis- 

tribute weekly  trader  service  of  Trailer- 
Made  Service,  Inc.,  New  York  City,  in 

western  Missouri  and  Kansas. 

Daily  service  out  of  Chicago  is  now- 
available  and  will  be  until  the  first  of  the 

year,  when  the  company  here  will  be 

equipped  to  furnish  service  direct  from 
offices  at  111  West  18th  St. 

The  Trailer-Made  company,  although  it 
has  been  operating  only  one  year,  is 

serving  over  1,500  accounts  over  the  coun- 

try, according  to  Miller. 

Miller  is  a   familiar  figure  in  the  screen 
service  field  here.  He  was  with  National 

Screen  ten  years,  manager  here  five  years. 

Norris  formerly  was  with  Consolidated 

and  Monogram,  and  more  recently  with 
American  Films. 

Sponsor  Bowlers 
Kansas  City — Dubinsky  Brothers  are 

sponsoring  the  Variety  Club  bowling  team 

which  formerly  went  under  the  name  of 

Metro.  Members  are  Bill  Dubinsky,  Frank 

Hensler,  Leon  Abraham,  Harlan  Everett, 

Joe  Maguire,  Walt  Lambader.  Dubinskys 
are  furnishings  shirts  and  entry  fees. 
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O   m   A   1HI  A 
pUBE  WAGLE,  20th-Pox  booker,  is  burn- 

ing up  the  bowling  alleys  again  this 
year.  Rube  is  also  quite  a   hunter,  since 
he  got  his  limit  of  pheasants  the  other 
day  .   .   .   Oscar  Peck  is  back  from  his 

vacation  .   .   .   Wade  Knapp,  Brandeis  door- 
man, was  elected  senior  class  president  at 

Omaha  University. 

Carl  White  is  proudly  displaying  the  new 
America, n   Bodiform  chairs  .   .   .   Margaret 
Smith,  Universal  steno,  is  back  from  her 
vacation  .   .   .   After  seeing  a   screening  of 

“Men  With  Wings”  everybody  wondered 

why  somebody  hadn’t  made  a   color  picture 
before  about  the  air  and  aviation. 

Ted  Emerson  returned  from  Fairbury, 

Neb.,  where  he  was  doing  some  extra  ex- 
ploitation for  Tri-States  .   .   .   Mrs.  Frank- 

lin D.  Roosevelt  here  October  23  and  drew 

scarcely  1,000  at  the  City  Auditorium  .   .   . 

Ak-Sar-Ben’s  annual  stock  and  horse  show 
giving  exhibitors  a   few  headaches  this 
week. 

Short  short  story:  Pinky  Mcllvaine, 

Brandeis  assistant  manager,  heard  crick- 
ets in  the  theatre.  He  told  Manager  Will 

Singer  and  Will  also  heard  the  cricket. 

Turning  to  Pinky,  Will  said,  “If  you  want 
to  get  that  cricket,  you’ll  have  to  cut  it  out 
of  the  film!”  It  seems  the  “cricket”  was 
heard  in  a   scene  on  the  Brandeis  screen. 

Kay  Stewart,  classy  daughter  of  Charley 
Stewart,  operator  of  the  Mayfair  Theatre 
at  Shenandoah,  la.,  is  getting  a   big  break 

in  some  of  Universal’s  coming  pictures  .   .   . 
Hazel  Anderson,  M-G-M  booker,  is  vaca- 

tioning. She  took  a   trip  to  Chicago. 

The  Universal  chief  here  is  now  known 

as  “Two  Gun”  Palmquist.  Roy  got  up  be- 
fore daylight  one  morning  to  drive  out  into 

the  state  for  some  duck  hunting.  When 
he  got  all  ready  to  do  the  hunting  (it  was 
5   a.  m.)  he  found  he  had  left  his  gun  at 

home!  .   .   .   Evert  Cummings,  Tri- States 
district  manager,  smokes  snappy  looking 
pipes. 

Charles  A.  Sartorius,  Capitol  Theatre, 
Hartley,  la.,  was  on  the  Row  for  the  first 
time  in  several  months  .   .   .   Other  visitors 

to  Davenport  St.  included  Harold  Smith, 
Dreamland,  Carson,  la.;  Bob  Oliver,  Iowa, 
Onawa,  la.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  John  Noffsinger, 

Capitol,  Madison,  Neb.;  Frank  Good,  Io- 
wana,  Red  Oak,  la. 

It’s  like  old  times  ivith  the  Paramount 
Theatre  open  again  .   .   .   Lester  Dollison’s 
new  theatre,  the  Nebraska,  located  on  the 

edge  of  Omaha’s  main  business  section, 
had  a   nice  opening.  Lots  of  luck,  Lester 
.   .   .   Edwiri  Van  Ackeran,  Hollywood  Thea- 

tre, Cedar  Rapids,  Neb.,  was  in  town  on 
business. 

A   bouquet  to  Eddie  Forester,  Omaha 

Theatre  manager,  for  his  “shoe  matinee.” 
Price  of  admission  was  a   pair  of  shoes 
which  were  turned  over  to  needy  families 
after  being  repaired  by  one  of  the  local 
schools. 

John  Winn,  Grand  National  booker,  can 

tell  who’s  in  town  by  checking  the  auto 
licenses  along  Filmrow.  His  hobby  is  re- 

membering numbers. 

Omaha  Theatre  Business  Ahead 

Steadily  Despite  Varied  Bugahoos 
" Adopted  Son "   Visits 

Boone,  Ia.  —   Alan  Mowbray’s  English 
accent  and  the  fact  that  he  ate  his  break- 

fast on  a   high  stool  at  a   downtown  cafe 

like  any  hard-working  Iowan  were  the 
two  things  about  him  which  impressed 
Boone  people  most. 

Boone  is  one  of  the  seven  cities  in  the 
United  States  to  adopt  Mowbray  as  a 

“son,”  since  he  was  born  in  London  and 
has  no  American  home-town. 
Thursday  afternoon,  Mowbray  turned 

the  first  spade  of  dirt  at  the  site  of  the 
new  city  hall  to  be  erected  in  Boone.  He 
was  also  taken  into  the  Bricklayers  Union. 
Later,  he  attended  a   polo  game  at  the 
State  University  in  Ames,  Iowa. 

The  Rialto  Theatre,  showing  Mowbray’s 

picture,  was  temporarily  re-named  “Mow- 
bray Theatre”  in  honor  of  the  actor.  The 

premiere  was  broadcast  over  station  KSO. 

Harry  M.  Warren  of  Central  States  The- 
atre Corp.,  and  G.  Ralph  Branton,  and 

A.  H.  Blank  of  Tri-States  attended  the 
ceremony  from  Des  Moines. 

Omaha  Paramount 

Lights  Up  Again 
Omaha  —   The  Paramount  Theatre,  a 

3,000-seat  house  operated  by  the  Tri- 
States  Theatre  Corp.,  has  reopened  after 
being  dark  for  almost  two  years.  Jack 

Kolbo,  Orpheum  treasurer,  is  house  man- 
ager. 

The  theatre  opened  with  Universal’s 
double  scare,  “Dracula”  and  “Franken- 

stein.” Success  of  the  opening  bill  will 
decide  whether  the  theatre  will  remain 

open,  District  Manager  Evert  R.  Cum- 
mings told  Boxoffice. 

The  Paramount  was  built  about  11  years 
ago  as  the  Riviera  Theatre,  a   beautiful 
structure  of  Italian  Renaissance  design. 
Located  four  blocks  from  the  heart  of  the 
main  business  section,  the  theatre  has 
been  a   source  of  considerable  worry  to  the 
A.  H.  Blank  organization. 

The  theatre  was  last  open  from  October, 
1936  to  January,  1937.  Since  that  time 
it  has  been  opened  about  once  a   month 
for  one-night  legitimate  shows. 
Present  admission  price  is  ten  cents 

for  children,  15  cents  during  the  after- 
noon and  25  cents  at  night  for  adults. 

Formerly  the  Paramount  was  Omaha’s 
top  price  house,  going  to  55  cents  for  im- 

portant pictures. 

Opens  New  One 

Diagonal,  Ia. — H.  A.  Johnston  has  op- 
ened a   new  theatre  here.  The  town  has 

been  without  a   motion  picture  house  for 
nearly  10  years. 

Omaha — Despite  strong  competition  and 
possible  federal  regulation,  the  theatre 
business  in  the  Omaha  area  continues  on 

a   gradual  but  steady  upswing.  At  least 

that’s  the  way  things  look  when  you  start 
checking  up  on  openings,  remodeling  pro- 

jects and  new  theatres. 
Take  Omaha  proper,  for  example.  A 

week  ago,  and  for  a   year  prior  to  that 
time,  the  downtown  business  section  was 
served  by  four  houses.  Now  there  are  six 
operating  within  six  blocks  of  each  other. 

Tri-States  has  opened  the  3,000-seat 
Paramount  Theatre  on  a   trial  basis.  With 

this  house  open,  Omaha’s  theatrical  sec- 
tion assumes  a   top-notch  appearance. 

Lester  Dollison’s  new  Nebraska  Theatre, 
seating  350,  is  now  open  after  a   complete 
remodeling  and  redecorating  job. 

Reports  from  Nebraska  and  Iowa  also 

are  encouraging.  Members  of  the  Ameri- 
can Legion  at  Cedar  Bluffs,  Neb.,  are 

opening  a   theatre  in  the  town’s  new  com- 
munity building,  seating  300  persons. 

Quality  Theatre  Supply  Co.  of  Omaha 
handled  the  equipment  installation. 

Dunning,  Neb.,  also  is  the  scene  of  a 

community  theatre,  now  under  construc- 
tion. This  250-seat  house,  first  theatre 

the  town  has  had  in  15  years,  is  being 

equipped  by  Western  Theatre  Supply  Co. 
of  Omaha. 

Construction  of  Adolph  Rozanek’s  new 
house  at  Crete,  Neb.,  is  nearing  comple- 

tion. This  450-seat  theatre  is  being  built 
by  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha. 

More  theatres  in  the  Omaha  area  were 

remodeled  and  re-equipped  during  the  last 
six  months  than  during  the  same  period 

in  1937,  theatre  supply  men  told  Box- 
office.  However,  both  modernization  and 

equipment  projects  were  lower  in  dollars 
and  cents  per  theatre.  There  were  at 
least  three  major  remodeling  projects  in 
the  Omaha  territory  last  year  while  1938 
has  had  no  comparative  projects  so  far. 

Miller  Reopens  State 
Two  Harbors,  Minn. — R.  M.  Miller  has 

reopened  his  State  Theatre  here  after 
making  numerous  improvements.  The 
house  was  closed  for  three  weeks. 

Tops  in  Quality 

New  70  Amplifier 

Perfected  silent  change- 

over on  input  circuit — 
Perfectly  filtered  copper 

oxide  rectified  “DC”  ex- 
citer lamp  supply — Separ- 

ate meters  and  current 
controls  for  each  exciter lamp. 

The  Golden  Voice  of  the  Silver  Screen 

219  NORTH  161?  STREET.  ..  OMAHA.  NEBR. 
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Fanfare  Features 

Dickinson  Opening 
Kansas  City — The  Glen  W.  Dickinson 

Theatres,  Inc.,  opened  its  37th  unit  Octo- 
ber 20  in  Missionhill  Acres,  Johnson 

county,  Kansas,  to  a   packed  house  and  a 

number  of  guests  from  the  film  and  the- 
atre industry.  Architecturally  the  new 

$50,000,  800-seat  theatre  resembles  the 
Carlton,  opened  a   month  ago  in  Manhat- 

tan, Kas.  It  is  of  monolithic  concrete 
with  design  and  color  supplied  by  neon. 

Members  of  the  Dickinson  “family,” 
theatrical  as  well  as  personal,  were  on 
hand  for  the  opening:  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Fred 

Dickinson,  Mr.  Dickinson’s  parents,  and 
Mrs.  Edith  Cleveland,  sister,  of  Brookfield, 
Mo. ;   Glen  W.  Dickinson  jr.,  of  Manhattan, 
and  Carlton  C.  Dickinson  of  Lawrence, 
Kas.,  his  two  sons;  Bob  Parker,  Olathe, 

Kas.;  Bill  Gable,  Beloit,  Kas.;  Elmer  Dil- 
lon, Lawrence,  Kas.;  Jack  Sage,  Osage 

City,  Kas.;  Newton  Burchett,  Hiawatha, 
Kas.,  Dickinson  managers;  Ralph  Kiefer, 

head  booker  for  the  circuit;  Alberta  Mein- 

ert,  manager  of  the  circuit’s  Lobby  Shops, 
and  others  of  the  circuit  office  staff; 
Louis  Siebers,  circuit  architect. 

Also  Sam  Abend,  Film  Delivery;  Ernie 
Amaneno,  A   &   A   Electric;  Jim  Long,  Plaza 
Theatre;  Doug  Desch,  GB;  Ben  Marcus, 

Columbia;  Don  Davis,  RCA;  R.  R.  Bie- 
chele,  Osage  Theatre,  Kansas  City,  Kas.; 
A.  F.  Peck  Baker;  Hal  Perrin,  American 

Seating;  George  Fuller,  20th-Fox;  Russ 
Borg  of  Grand  National,  and  Mrs.  Borg; 
Ed  Peterson  of  Robert  T. -Stokes  Co.,  and 

Mrs.  Peterson;  George  Wing,  Great  West- 
ern Stage  Equipment,  and  Mrs.  Wing;  B. 

G.  Nicolay  and  Ralph  Scherzer  of  Mono- 
gram. 
Among  those  who  sent  flowers  were 

American  Seating,  Film  Delivery,  and 
United  Film  Ad  Service.  Dickinson  re- 

ceived about  50  congratulatory  wires. 
Two  features  of  the  opening  were  the 

appearance  of  Colorado  Pete,  cowboy, 

singer,  and  the  ushering  of  Willie  Chris- 
tians, freckled  faced  lad  who  looks  like 

Mickey  Rooney  and  has  as  much  per- 
sonality. Dickinson  will  make  Christians 

a   manager  when  he  gets  a   little  older — 
unless  the  movies  pick  him  up  before  that. 

The  new  Dickinson  is  operating  on  a 

double  bill,  25-cent  policy,  with  shopper’s 
matinees  daily. 

Bob  Guise  Resigns 

As  Dickinson  Manager 

Kansas  City — Glen  W.  Dickinson  this 

week  announced  the  resignation  of  Bob 
Guise  as  manager  of  the  two  Dickinson 

houses  in  Lawrence,  Kas.,  and  the  ap- 
pointment of  Elmer  Dillon  to  succeed  him. 

Dillon,  formerly  with  Warner  Bros,  here, 

has  been  managing  the  Dickinson  at  Chil- 
licothe,  Mo.  He  has  been  replaced  there 
by  Eldon  Harwood,  formerly  at  Creston, la. 

Mat  Betton  Orchestra  to 

Play  at  the  Movie  Ball 
Kansas  City  — <   Earl  Jameson,  general 

chairman  of  the  Movie  Ball,  has  an- 

nounced the  signing  of  Mat  Betton’s  or- 
chestra to  play  for  the  affair  November 

25.  The  orchestra  won  first  place  in  the 
recent  Jubilesta  contest. 

Entertainment  at  the  Ball  this  year 
will  be  held  to  30  minutes. 

Bums  and  Allen  Vehicle 

Hollywood — Burns  and  Allen  have  im- 

portant roles  in  Metro’s  “Honolulu,”  pro- 
duction on  which  began  this  week  with 

Eddie  Buzzell  directing. 

Get  Feature  Roles 

Hollywood — Gale  Page  and  Janet  Chap- 

man, juvenile  actress,  have  feature  roles 

in  Warner’s  “Hell’s  Kitchen.” 

Mound  City  Opening 

Held  by  Harttmann 
Kansas  City — George  Harttmann,  secre- 

tary of  the  Kansas-Missouri  Theatres 

Ass’n,  opened  his  new  State  Theatre,  a 
510-seat  house  at  Mound  City,  Mo.,  Octo- 

ber 21.  Although  the  opening  was  sched- 
uled to  be  a   “secret”  one  so  far  as  the 

industry  was  concerned,  several  from 
Filmrow  attended,  including  Frank  Cassil, 
St.  Joseph,  president  of  the  KMTA,  and 

Mrs.  Cassil;  Sam  Abend  and  Earl  Jame- 
son of  Film  Delivery,  and  Mrs.  Jameson; 

Don  “Hifi”  Davis  of  RCA;  Joe  Maguire, 
Metro;  Clarence  Schultz,  Commonwealth; 

Bob  Withers,  Republic-Midwest;  Clarence 
Kivett,  architect;  Frank  Bowen  and  Jim 
Lewis  of  RKO,  Judge  Olmstead  of  St. Joseph. 

“Garden  of  the  Moon”  opened  the  house 
which  will  single  bill  at  10  and  25  cents 
with  Sunday  matinees. 

H.  L.  Yous,  formerly  operator  of  the 
theatre  in  Mound  City,  is  managing  the 
house  for  Harttmann. 

This  gives  Harttmann  three  houses;  he 
also  operates  at  North  Kansas  City  and 
at  Lees  Summit,  Mo. 

Theatre  to  Sandler 

Northwood,  Ia.  —   Nathan  Sandler,  for- 
mer RKO  and  Warner  salesman,  has 

bought  the  Northwood  Theatre  here.  He 
plans  to  have  some  extensive  remodeling 
done. 

Buys  West  Union  Avalon 

West  Union,  Ia. — Harry  Pace,  after  28 
years  in  the  theatre  business,  sold  the 
Avalon  Theatre  here  to  Jack  Follows. 

Pace  is  going  to  California. 

The  Magic  Eye  Has  a   Premiere 

Exhibitor  Hugh  Gardner,  aided  and  abetted  by  R.  W.  McEwan  and  Ormand  P.  Hill  of  the  Magic  Eye  Dist.  Co.  of  Kansas 
City,  put  on  a   swank  premiere  of  The  Magic  Eye  and  Aisle  of  Fortune  at  the  Orpheum  Theatre  in  Neosho,  Mo.,  Tues- 

day with  the  above  results.  At  the  right,  Hugh  watches  a   patron  pass  along  the  aisle  before  the  camera’s  eye.  At  left  is 
shown  part  of  the  crowd  that  included  mayors  from  seven  surrounding  towns,  as  follows:  Jim  Owens,  Branson;  Clyde  All- 
man,  Stark  City;  E.  E.  Newton,  Neosho;  J.  W.  Hazel,  Wheaton;  W.  C.  Seiler,  Sulphur  Springs  (Ark.) ;   I.  K.  Carter,  Stella, 
and  W.  L.  Shewmake,  Gramby,  plus  the  Ozark  Smile  Girl  (Anna  Lena  Prater),  and  Ed  Harris,  manager  of  the  Neosho 
Orpheum. 
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MINNEAPOLIS 
Independent  Distributors  Make 

Progress  in  Minneapolis  Area 

J7LISSA  LANDI,  former  screen  star,  lec- 
tured before  the  Women’s  Club  here 

last  week  .   .   .   Orpheum  has  an  added 
mezzanine  attraction  in  the  person  of 

Robert  Bruce,  “handwriting  psychologist” 
.   .   .   Big  turnout  of  exhibitors  acclaimed 

“Arkansas  Traveler,”  “If  I   Were  King” 
and  “Men  With  Wings”  at  the  Paramount 
special  screening  here  .   .   .   “Hy”  Chapman, 
Columbia  branch  manager,  visited  north- 

ern Wisconsin  accounts. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  Clarence  Kaake,  Duluth;  John 

Bollig,  Pierz,  Minn.;  Bernie  Larkin,  Ma- 
delia,  Minn.;  George  Gunderson,  Grand 

Meadows,  Minn.;  Jimmy  Anderson,  Win- 
throp,  Minn.;  Don  Anderson,  Pine  Island, 
Minn.;  Fred  Schnee,  Litchfield,  Minn.; 
George  Westerman,  Milaca,  Minn.;  Mike 
DeFea,  Milbank,  S.  D.;  Bert  Parsons, 
Springfield,  Minn.;  A.  F.  Gumm,  Rib  Lake, 
Wis.;  Julius  Overmoe,  Hillsboro,  N.  D., 
and  Leo  Gillis,  Wahpeton,  N.  D. 

Morrie  Abrams,  M-G-M  exploiteer, 
pointing  with  pride  to  first  page  break  in 

the  Star  on  “Great  Waltz”  contest  which 
paper  is  sponsoring  as  result  of  Morrie’s 
promotion.  Incidentally,  Morrie  was  on 

the  Star’s  radio  broadcast  program  for  five 
minutes,  plugging  the  picture  which  comes 

into  the  State  here  later.  Paper’s  slo- 
gan is:  “Don’t  say  paper,  say  Star.”  Mor- 

rie wound  up  with:  “When  you  go  to  the 
theatre,  don’t  say  pictures,  say  M-G-M.” 

Paramount  News  has  “shot”  every  Min- 
nesota football  game  to  date  this  season 

and  exhibitors  surely  appreciate  this  fine 
service  .   .   .   Phil  Du?ias,  Columbia  district 
manager,  spent  two  days  here  .   .   .   The 

eagerly  awaited  “Men  With  Wings”  in  the 
State  currently  .   .   .   Bill  Cameron,  city 

salesman,  in  charge  at  M-G-M  for  a 
month  while  W.  H.  Workman,  branch 

manager,  is  visiting  France  and  England 

as  his  compa7iy’s  guest  in  reward  for  his 
sales’  record.  The  entire  gang  saw  Work- 

man off  last  week. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  con- 
tinues to  do  a   terrific  business  in  the  ter- 

ritory. In  Winona,  for  example,  it  played 
to  more  business  on  its  third  day  than 
was  chalked  up  during  the  entire  three- 
day  run  of  “The  Lost  Horizon,”  which, 
incidentally,  enjoyed  a   considerably  above 
normal  gross.  Thus  far  it  has  outgrossed 

“Lost  Horizon”  in  every  situation  in  which 
it  has  played  in  the  territory  .   .   .   Warner 
Bros.  Club  held  its  first  party  of  the  fall 
season  at  Glenwood  Farm  and  it  was  a 
big  success. 

Jack  Goldhar,  United  Artists  district 

manager,  a   two-day  visitor  .   .   .   Pat  Hallo- 

ran,  Universal’s  new  North  Dakota  sales- 
man, on  his  first  trip  into  his  territory 

.   .   .   Sid  Gillman,  son  of  Dave  and  brother 

of  Irving,  Twin  City  independent  exhibi- 
tors and  now  Ohio  State  assistant  coach, 

here  to  scout  Michigan  in  its  game  with 
Minnesota  .   .   .   Joe  Behan,  Warner  Bros / 
booker,  still  bringing  in  the  ducks.  Gene 
Meredith  of  the  same  office  reports 

“they’re  increasingly  hard  to  get”  .   .   .   Joe 
Podoloff,  20th-Fox  branch  manager,  re- 

suming handball  now  that  his  trick  knee 
is  o.k.  again  ...  St.  Paul  Orpheum  had  its 
second  successive  stage  show  the  past 
week. 

Desch  a   Poet 

Kansas  City — 'The  cool  weather  has  in- 

spired Douglas  Desch,  manager  for  GB 
here,  to  some  poetry.  The  GB  office  is 
sending  out  announcements  on  Xmas 

greeting  paper,  “Advance  Season  Greet- 
ings,” to  exhibitors  in  the  territory,  point- 

ing out  that  it  is  only  “60  days  till  Xmas” 
and  only  35  days  to  “Douglas  Desch 

Month.” 
“Do  Your  Shopping  Early, 
Make  Your  Plans  Today, 

Do  Your  GB  Booking  Early, 

Make  December  Pay.” The  announcement  also  explains  that 
the  “D’s”  in  Desch’s  name  (Douglas  D. 

Desch)  really  stand  for  “December  Dates 

for  Desch.” 

Press  Support  Lined  Up 

For  " Great  Waltz "   Test 
Des  Moines — Speed  Lambert,  M-G-M 

exploiteer;  Don  Allen,  Des  Moines  The- 
atre manager,  and  Kermit  Bierkamp,  Tro- 

mar  Ballroom  manager,  besieged  the  of- 
fice of  Ken  Clayton,  Register  amusements, 

roto  and  magazine  editor  Thursday  seek- 

ing Register  sponsorship  of  the  “Great 
Waltz”  contest  here. 

After  two  hours  of  pleading,  threaten- 
ing, ribbing,  etc.,  they  wrangled  a   tenta- 
tive promise  from  Ken  that  the  Register 

would  publish  registration  blanks  if  the 
Des  Moines  and  Tromar  would  sponsor 
the  contest. 

Legit  Players  Provide 

"Room  Service"  a   Break 

Des  Moines — Three  men  wearing  Marx 
Brother  masks  are  wandering  around  the 

loop  district  to  promote  “Room  Service.” 
The  Sunday  Register  unwittingly  donated 

a   full  page  of  “Room  Service”  promotion 
by  publishing  pictures  on  the  front  of  the 
Society  section  of  the  Kendall  Players  at 
work  on  the  play  which  will  run  two 
evenings  simultaneously  with  the  film. 

Garbetts  Buy  Site  Near 
Drake  U   for  New  House 

Des  Moines — Elias  Garbett  sr.,  and  his 

son,  E.  M.  Garbett,  Des  Moines  theatre 
operators,  have  purchased  a   two-story 
brick  building  for  a   motion  picture  the- 
atre. 
Work  is  already  underway  on  the 

structure,  which  faces  the  Drake  Uni- 
versity campus,  and  is  around  the  corner 

from  the  Varsity  Theatre  on  University 
which  is  also  operated  by  the  Garbetts. 
They  have  not  as  yet  decided  whether  the 
Varsity  will  be  abandoned. 
The  proposed  new  house,  expected  to 

open  about  December  15,  will  seat  be- 
tween 550  and  600  persons. 

Minneapolis  —   Independent  distributors 
are  continuing  to  make  great  progress  in 
this  territory.  Republic  and  Monogram 
report  the  biggest  business  since  the  es- 

tablishment of  their  exchanges  here.  For 
the  first  time  they  have  put  through  im- 

portant circuit  dais.  Moreover,  their  pic- 
tures are  being  exceptionally  well  received, 

a   survey  shows. 

Grand  National  also  is  starting  to  pro- 
pel itself  into  the  limelight  under  its  new 

setup  and  with  its  promise  of  greatly  ex- 
panded production  activities. 

Gilbert  Nathanson,  Republic  exchange 
owner,  says  his  exchange  is  far  ahead  of 
any  previous  year  in  deals  closed.  Three 
of  the  biggest  circuits  in  the  territory — 
the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  and  the 
Berger  and  Baer  chains — have  contracted 
for  the  Republic  product. 
Among  Republic  releases  that  have  been 

clicking  at  the  boxoffice  are  “Call  of  the 
Yukon,”  “Army  Girl,”  the  Gene  Autry 

westerns  and  the  Roy  Rogers’  westerns. 
The  first  named  has  been  breaking  some 
boxoffice  records. 

Charlie  Weiner,  co-Monogram  franchise 
holder,  has  set  a   new  high  mark  for  his 
exchange  in  deals  closed  during  the  past 
two  months.  Many  of  the  larger  cities  in 
the  territory  have  been  sewed  up.  Recent 

releases  that  are  delivering  include  “Mr. 
Wong,  Detective,”  “Barefoot  Boy,” 
“Wanted  by  the  Police”  and  “Under  the 
Big  Top.”  There  is  much  exhibitor  in- 

terest in  the  new  Jackie  Cooper  picture, 
“Gangster’s  Boy,”  soon  to  be  released. 
William  Crystal,  recently  appointed 

Grand  National  branch  manager  here,  is 
making  an  aggressive  bid  for  business,  and 
results  to  date  have  been  very  encourag- 

ing, he  says. 

Extensive  Revamp  Slated 

For  Orpheum  in  Lincoln 
Lincoln — The  Orpheum  Theatre,  which 

bowed  to  the  Lincoln  public  in  1910,  is 
slated  for  the  first  big  face-washing  in  all 
that  time,  when  it  shutters  about  Novem- 

ber 9,  to  be  completely  gutted,  re-rugged, 
re-seated,  re-lighted,  redecorated,  and 
have  the  floor  layout  changed,  a   new 
screen  and  sound  equipment  installed. 

Vaudeville  is  in  the  plans,  also,  and  to 
make  ready  the  stage  and  dressing  rooms 
will  be  trimmed  up.  Plan  is  for  day  and 
night  shifts  from  the  closing  date,  until 
the  house  reopens. 

Tentative  opening  will  be  New  Year’s Eve,  although  it  was  originally  planned 
to  open  it  as  a   Christmas  present  for  the 
town. 

It  will  be  named  in  a   contest  to  be  open 
to  the  public,  the  winning  name  to  win  a 
cash  prize.  It  will  be  the  first  time  the 
“Orpheum”  name  has  been  off  the  mar- 

quee, since  it  opened,  and  the  first  time 
the  town  has  been  without  an  Orpheum 
theatre  in  45  years. 
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JJXHIBITORS’  parade:  Stuart  Peak,  Ma- quoketa;  Okye  Goodman,  Rockwell 
City;  M.  L.  Dickson,  Mt.  Pleasant;  Mrs.  C. 
S.  Hoffman,  Knoxville;  Barbara  Newbold, 

Keosauqua;  C.  H.  Harris,  Guttenberg. 

Leona  Kirby,  M-G-M,  The  Girl.  Al  Bair, 
Grand  National,  The  Boy.  October  8,  The 

Date  .   .   .   Bud  Gaskill,  M-G-M  booker,  won 
the  Filmrow  ping-pong  derby  from  Doyle 
Anderson  of  National  Screen  .   .   .   Harry 

Shumow,  M-G-M  resident  manager  from 
Omaha;  H.  P.  Wolfberg,  Kaycee  district 
manager,  arid  Speed  Lambert,  whirlwind 

exploiteer.  Three  men  in  a   one-horse  town 
( reputably )   .   .   .   Metro  invited  a   number 

of  out-of-town  exhibitors  to  an  October 

31  screening  of  “Citadel.” 

A.  G.  Stolte  entertained  Tri-States  em- 
ployes at  his  home  Thursday  evening  with 

his  motion  picture  “catch”  in  Canada  this 
summer.  He  also  showed  some  scenic  films 
taken  in  Colorado  .   .   .   Madrine  Brooksbank 

yelled  herself  hoarse  at  the  Iowa-Kansas 
game  last  Saturday. 

Ted  Ashbey’s  daily  column  in  the  Des 
Moines  Tribune  carried  the  following  item : 

“Don’t  know  how  true  it  is,  but  they  say 
several  Chicago  millionaires  have  ap- 

proached Father  Edward  J.  Flanagan, 
founder  of  Boys  Town,  to  launch  a   similar 

project  at  Chicago.  He  has  refused,  ac- 
cording to  the  dope.  As  a   counter  proposi- 

tion the  Chicagoans  have  offered  to  fi- 
nance a   new  building  at  Omaha  for  hous- 

ing Chicago  boys,  it  is  said.” 

Mike  Riley  of  Film  Transportation  has 

taken  up  golf  and  is  fast  losing  his  repu- 
tation for  having  the  best  disposition  in 

the  business  .   .   .   Did  you  hear  Chesteen 

Naylor  and  Roger  Rose  yelling  under  Cheer 
Leader  Hal  Robinson  at  the  Roller  Derby? 

Jeanne  Bunge  retired  in  favor  of  matri- 
mony, so  Columbia  has  a   new  biller,  Ma- 

rion Stoll  .   .   .   Phil  Dunas,  district  mana- 
ger from  Chicago,  was  through  this  week 

...  A   cheery  bouquet  for  Marvin  Godwid, 
salesman,  who  is  ill  ..  .   And  another  to 
Elmer  Tilton,  Republic  manager,  who  has 
the  flu. 

James  Winn,  Grand  National  district 
manager  from  Chicago,  and  Lou  Levy  got 
out  their  rulers  to  figure  on  enlarging 

local  quarters  .   .   .   Lional  Wasson,  Central 

States’  publicity  director,  is  pinch-hittipg 
for  Jess  Day  as  operator  at  the  Ft.  Dodge 
Theatre.  Jess  is  recovering  from  a   heart 
attack  .   .   .   Pete  Dana,  Universal  district 

manager  from  Kaycee,  and  Jerry  Span- 
dau,  local  manager,  looked  busy  last  week. 

Maxine  Collins  is  leaving  National 
Screen.  Iona  Jones  is  replacing  her  .   .   . 
Chick  Friedman  was  forced  to  give  his 

staff  ( and  us)  a   rain  check  on  the  prom- 

ised weiner  roast.  His  baseball  bets  didn’t 

pan  out,  and  now  he’s  trying  for  an  Xmas 
party  off  the  gridiron  .   .   .   The  Paramount 

Pep  Club’s  annual  celebration  did  double 
duty  at  Wayside  Inn  last  week.  It  also  was 

a   farewell  party  for  Tom  McKean,  sales- 
man here  for  six  years  .   .   .   Tom  and  Slater 

O’Hare  of  Oklahoma  City  trade  places 
November  1. 

Advertising  Films 

Have  New  Facility 

(Continued  from  page  19) 

automatically  participate  with  the  selling, 

or  originating,  company  on  any  dealer  co- 

operative or  participating  program.” 
Members  of  the  association  are:  United 

Film  Ad  Service,  Inc.,  Kansas  City; 
Motion  Picture  Advertising  Service,  Inc., 
Cleveland;  Alexander  Film  Co.,  Colorado 

Springs;  Ray-Bell  Films,  Inc.,  St.  Paul; 
Motion  Picture  Advertising  Service,  Inc., 
New  Orleans;  Al  M.  Smith  Film  Service, 
Minneapolis;  Tad  Screen  Advertising,  Inc., 

Dallas;  A.  V.  Cauger  Service,  Inc.,  Inde- 
pendence, Mo.,  and  Screen  Ad  Exchange. 

Binghampton,  N.  Y. 

Under  the  plan  of  association  operation 
the  originating  company  will  get  ten  per 
cent  of  the  gross  on  all  contracts  sold  by 
other  film  ad  companies.  Only  each  com- 

pany’s salesmen  can  sell  dealers  where 
representation  is  in  a   theatre  with  which 

the  film  ad  company  has  an  exclusive  con- 

tract, but  in  open,  or  non-exclusive  the- 
atre accounts,  the  first  one  there  gets  the 

contract.  The  association  agreed  to  keep 
such  films  to  a   prescribed  length,  40  feet 
for  playlets  with  signature  not  over  20 
feet,  or  a   total  of  60  feet  for  the  unit.  The 
length  for  playlets  where  no  signature  is 
used  is  50  feet. 

The  originating  company  delivers  the 
film  to  the  other  ad  companies,  though 

picture  and  negatives  remain  the  originat- 

ing company’s  property.  However,  the 
originating  company  absorbs  the  cost  of 
films  and  negatives,  and  cost  of  getting 
them  to  other  ad  companies. 

Members  of  the  association  do  not  have 

to  participate  in  case  the  films  are  of 

quality  or  character  such  as  might  dam- 
age their  business,  or  if  they  already  have 

a   similar  campaign  serving  the  same 
dealers. 

An  advisory  committee  was  named  to 
study  operation  of  the  plan  and  work  out 

any  problems.  Its  members  are  I.  A.  An- 
derson, Tad  (with  C.  B.  Akers,  Tad,  alter- 

nate) ;   D.  M.  Alexander,  Alexander  Film 

(with  M.  J.  Mclnaney,  Alexander,  alter- 
nate) ,   and  C.  J.  Mabry,  Motion  Picture 

Advertising  Service,  Inc.,  (with  W.  H. 
Hendren  jr.,  United,  alternate). 

The  association  is  preparing  a   pamph- 

let to  be  used  by  all  companies  for  mail- 
ing to  advertising  agencies  and  accounts 

on  the  new  plan. 

Already  the  advertising  companies  have 
released  to  each  other  several  deals  which 
will  be  developed  under  the  plan. 

The  plan  of  course  does  not  affect  any 
of  the  other  types  of  film  advertising. 

Another  meeting  of  the  association  will 
be  held  on  or  before  March  20,  1939. 

It  is  estimated  that  approximately  9,000 

theatres  in  the  U.  S.  show  screen  adver- 
tising, and  that,  roughly,  between  2,000 

and  2,500  of  these  are  under  exclusive 
contract  to  one  of  the  film  ad  companies. 

The  better  service  to  manufacturers  un- 
der the  plan  is  expected  to  accrue  to  the 

general  benefit  of  film  advertising  in  gen- 
eral, commented  Mr.  Hendren. 

IIL  I   N   C   O   l   N 
JJOWARD  FEDERER  ducked  out  of town  for  Oklahoma  City,  somehow 

right  in  synchronization  with  the  Ne- 

braska football  team’s  jaunt  to  Norman, 
Okla.,  which  is  only  a   short  drive  away. 
Business  with  Partner  T.  B.  Noble  was 

the  excuse,  probably  both  of  them  con- 
ducting it  in  the  stadium  at  Norman  .   .   . 

Adair  Britton,  one  of  the  usherettes  se- 
lected by  Alvin  Hendricks  at  the  Varsity, 

has  been  promoted  to  cashier  for  the 
Kiva  .   .   .   Bill  Knight,  formerly  house 
manager  at  the  Kiva,  has  no  connection 
on  theatre  Row  at  present. 

Joe  Cooper  came  to  town  and  was 
shaved  side  by  side  with  Bob  Livingston 
in  a   theatre  Row  barber  shop,  but  neither 
knew  it.  The  barber  ivas  the  only  one  wise 
to  the  closeness  of  the  two  parties  who 
are  now  in  disagreement  .   .   .   Lou  Finske, 
Deliver,  met  Cooper  here  and  they  went 
over  plans  for  the  Orpheum  remodeling 
.   .   .   Eddie  Vaughn  is  really  moon-eyed 
about  the  young  lady  now,  and  hopes  all 

the  old  guard  will  understand — and  most 
of  all,  not  embarrass  him. 

Letter  from  Bill  Lindeman,  and  wife, 

Lorraine,  who  were  formerly  in  charge  of 
the  Liberty  here,  but  now  manage  affairs 
at  the  Mission,  in  Grand  Junction,  Colo. 

Bill’s  doing  a   lot  of  paint  brushing  at  the 

house,  and  Lorraine’s  a   little  homesick, 
but  since  she  has  never  ridden  on  a   train, 
is  afraid  to  take  one  by  her  lonesome  to 
come  back  here  for  a   visit  .   .   .   Orville 

Rennie  pens  from  Hastings,  that  his  re- 
cent home  talent  musical  comedy  packed 

’em  to  the  doors. 

Bill  Youngclaus  and  Evert  Cummings 
were  here,  hand  in  handing  down  the 
street.  The  Grand  Island  situation  must 

be  ultra-ultra  harmonious,  which  is  good 
.   .   .   Business  conferences  are  apt  to  be 
domino  games  in  this  town,  so  when  the 
outside  secretary  says  the  boss  is  very 

busy  in  some  of  the  theatre  Row  offices, 
film  salesmen  should  listen  carefully  for 

the  clack  of  the  white-eyed  boards  .   .   . 
Harold  Hellerich  has  to  look  in  the  film 
can  when  it  arrives  nowadays  to  find  out 

what  he’s  playing  .   .   .   Young  George  Mon- 
roe has  found  running  the  pop-corn  ma- 

chine interferes  with  his  .snooker  game. 

Joe  Scott,  Bob  Livingston,  and  Box- 
office  framed  that  Fox  Movietonewsreel 

shot  of  the  Nebraska  governor,  R.  L. 

Cochran,  and  Orchestra  Leader  Herbie 
Kay.  The  governor  is  a   prime  friend  and 
favorite  of  the  film  boys  .   .   .   Bob  Huffman 
gets  more  kick  out  of  writing  an  ad,  than 

any  other  phase  of  the  business — except 
seeing  big  dough  come  in  at  the  boxoffice 
.   .   .   Film  Salesmen  Roy  Palmquist  and 

M.  Stem  were  here  for  dates — and  not  the 
femme  kind  either. 

Dorothy  Day  Talks  to 
Des  Moines  Clubwomen 

Des  Moines — Dorothy  Day,  promotion 

manager  of  Tri-States  Theatres,  was  guest 
speaker  at  the  meeting  of  the  Des  Moines 

Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs  at  Hoyt 
Sherman  place  on  Tuesday. 
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Normal  Production 

Holds;  42  in  Work 
Hollywood — Maintaining  what  has  been 

established  as  a   normal  shooting  pace, 
Hollywood  cameras  were  turning  on  42 
features  as  the  week  opened,  only  two 

under  last  week’s  figure,  while  a   dozen 
more  were  poised  and  awaiting  the  gun. 

Hitting  the  season’s  peak  was  M-G-M, 
which  started  “Honolulu,”  co-featuring 
Eleanor  Powell  and  Robert  Young,  after 
many  delays  and  thus  boosted  its  total 

to  ten — one  above  last  week.  In  the  writ- 

ing mill  are  “The  Unvanquished,”  “Let 
Freedom  Ring,”  “The  Yearling”  and  other 
important  vehicles. 

In  the  second  spot,  with  eight  each,  were 

20th  Century-Fox  and  Universal.  The 
former  studio  broke  an  inactive  period  of 

several  weeks’  duration  by  sending  an 
untitled  “Camera  Daredevils”  adventure 

and  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu”  into  pro- 
duction, meantime  preparing  early  start- 

ing dates  on  “Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,” 
“Stanley  and  Livingstone”  and  “Mr.  Moto 
in  Trinidad.”  Universal  was  to  gun  “Swing 
Fever,”  second  in  its  Collegiate  series,  and 
has  “Three’s  Company,”  starring  Bing 
Crosby,  W.  C.  Fields  in  “You  Can’t  Cheat 
an  Honest  Man”  and  Danielle  Darrieux 
in  “Rio”  scheduled  for  starts  in  November. 

RKO  Radio,  through  Sol  Lesser’s  Prin- 
cipal Pictures,  put  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,” 

a   Bobby  Breen  starrer,  into  production, 
raising  its  shooting  total  from  five  to  six. 

In  script  form  are  “The  Castles,”  “The 
Flying  Irishman,”  “Arizona  Legion”  and 
others.  Also  filming  on  six  was  Para- 

mount. Getting  before  the  cameras  was 

an  untitled  Charlie  Ruggles-Mary  Boland 

comedy  and  “Radio  Troubadour,”  a   Span- 
ish-language  feature  being  produced  by 
Dario  Faralla.  The  Marathon  Street  plant 

has  “Midnight,”  “Union  Pacific,”  “Hotel 

Imperial”  and  others  on  the  line  and  ready 
to  go. 

Warner  Bros,  started  two — “Yes,  My 
Darling  Daughter”  and  “Always  Leave 
Them  Laughing,”  but  dropped  its  total 
from  seven  to  five.  A   busy  November  is 

in  sight,  however,  with  “Jaurez,”  “Dodge 
City,”  “Brother  Orchid”  and  “Tough  An- 

gels” slated  to  hit  the  cameras. 
Republic  penciled  a   start  this  week  on 

Hollywood ,   Land 
Of  Realism 

Hollywood — The  legend  of  shifting 

sands  was  recently  re-enacted  on  the 
Hal  Roach  set  where  120  tons  of  sand 

comprised  a   beach  setting. 

By  the  time  a   gang  of  extras,  gaffers, 

property  men  and  others  got  through 

trudging  through  the  strip,  most  of  the 

sand  had  been  shoe-dragged  to  other 
parts  of  the  stage.  Faced  with  an 

emergency,  pails  were  spotted  with 

notices  to  remove  shoes  and  dump 
contents  therein. 

A   few  extras  took  the  notice  lit- 

erally. They  left  their  socks. 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

MIXED  CREDITS 

Kokomo,  Ind. — If  you  hate  a   “correc- 

tion” as  much  as  I   do,  you  won’t  care  a 
lot  about  this  letter,  but  I   have  found  an 

error  in  your  most  excellent  publication 
and  I   feel  sure  you  will  want  to  know 
about  it. 

On  page  27  of  the  October  15  issue  of 

Boxoffice  under  the  caption,  “Along  the 

Line  of  March,”  you  show  a   picture  of  a 
40  &   8   engine  in  the  American  Legion 

Parade  in  Los  Angeles.  But  in  the  cut 

lines  below,  you  say,  “An  engineer  of  the 
40  &   8   society  locomotive  from  Fort  Wayne, 

Ind.” 

“Ouch!  That  “locomotive”  is  the  pride 
and  joy  of  the  40  &   8   Society  of  Kokomo, 
Ind.,  and  the  writer  was  one  of  the  group 
of  11  men  who  drove  the  thing  overland 

to  participate  in  that  convention.  But 

don’t  get  the  idea  I’m  not  wholly  for  your 
publication.  I   think  it  is  great. — M.  C. 
TULL,  Kokomo  Tribune. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  its  1938-39 
specials,  which,  if  it  hit  the  camera, 
would  find  three  films  in  production  at 

the  North  Hollywood  plant.  The  vehicle 
was  as  yet  uncast,  however,  as  the  week 

opened.  Another  special,  “Doctors  Don’t 
Tell,”  was  being  scripted,  and  “Red  River 
Range,”  a   Three  Mesquiteers  western,  gets 
the  gun  next  week. 

No  starts  were  listed  at  Columbia,  which 
had  four  on  the  sound  stages,  one  less 

than  last  week.  In  process  of  prepara- 

tion are  “Plane  No.  4,”  which  Howard 
Hawks  will  direct;  “Good  Girls  Go  to 
Paris,”  starring  Jean  Arthur;  and  “Our 

Wife.” 

Monogram  continued  filming  on  Pro- 

ducer Edward  Finney’s  Tex  Ritter  west- 
ern, “Little  Tenderfoot,”  as  its  only  pro- 

duction in  work,  meanwhile  lining  up 

“I  Am  a   Criminal,”  “Streets  of  New  York” 

and  “Mr.  Wong  in  Chinatown”  as  Novem- 
ber camera  fodder.  Likewise,  United  Art- 

ists, through  Producers  Hal  Roach  and 
Edward  Small,  kept  a   pair  of  vehicles 

on  sound  stages  in  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip” 
(Roach)  and  “The  Duke  of  West  Point” 
( Small ) .   Samuel  Goldwyn  is  whipping 

“Wuthering  Heights”  into  shape  for  an 

early  start;  Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage 
Coach”  almost  ready  to  roll;  and  Roach 
will  soon  gun  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  first 
co-starring  vehicle  for  Harry  Langdon 
and  Oliver  Hardy. 

Paramount  '39-' 40  Lineup 
Same  as  Current  List 

Hollywood — Paramount  is  expected  to 
have  the  same  number  of  pictures  next 

season  as  in  1938-39,  Barney  Balaban, 

president,  told  Boxoffice  while  here  con- 
ferring on  the  lineup  for  1939-40.  In  ad- 
dition, the  program  for  the  next  three 

months  is  being  gone  over. 

Here  for  the  production  meetings  are 

Stanton  Griffis,  chairman  of  the  execu- 
tive committee;  Neil  F.  Agnew,  general 

sales  manager,  and  Russell  Holman,  east- 
ern story  head.  Robert  M.  Gillham,  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  head,  is  due  from 
New  York  the  end  of  the  month.  Adolph 
Zukor,  William  LeBaron  and  other  studio 

executives  are  sitting  in  on  the  confer- ences. 

The  eastern  group  plans  to  return  to 

Milwaukee  to  Probe 

Film  Length  Effect 

Milwaukee — The  common  council’s  utili- 
ties and  health  committee  has  voted  an 

investigation  of  the  length  of  motion  pic- 
ture shows  and  their  effect  upon  child  and 

adult  health  as  a   result  of  a   resolution 

introduced  by  Aid.  Samuel  M.  Soref. 
Alderman  Soref  said  that  juvenile  crime 

records  had  shown  that  many  children 
gain  their  impression  of  gangdom  and 

criminal  life  from  the  “movies,”  and  urged 
that  more  educational  films  be  shown.  He 

also  urged  that  exhibitors  reduce  the 
amount  of  advertising  shown  between films. 

The  mayor’s  advisory  council  has  recom- 
mended that  a   representative  of  the  Par- 

ent-Teachers associations,  which  sought 
such  an  investigation  early  this  year,  be 

given  a   place  on  the  proposed  citizens’ 
committee  of  five  to  make  the  survey. 

At  the  time  of  the  previous  request  for 
an  investigation,  the  matter  was  referred 
by  Health  Commissioner  Dr.  John  P. 

Koehler  to  the  Milwaukee  Oto-Ophthal- 
mic  Society,  which  reported  that  double 

feature  programs  are  not  a   public  health 
problem.  As  a   result  of  this  report,  the 
matter  was  permitted  to  rest. 

Second  Musical  Short 

Series  lor  Paramount 

Hollywood  —   “William  Tell,”  “Merry 

Wives  of  Windsor”  and  “The  Blue  Dan- 
ube” have  been  completed  and  edited  as 

the  second  series  of  musical  shorts  being 

produced  by  Symphonic  Films  for  Para- 
mount release.  The  National  Philharmonic 

symphony  orchestra,  under  Frederick 
Feher’s  direction,  was  featured. 

Prints  were  to  be  taken  to  New  York 

this  week  by  A1  Rosen,  Symphonic  sales 

manager,  who  will  negotiate  a   deal  there 

for  production  of  full-length  operas. 

New  York  next  week.  Paramount  plans 
to  release  all  on  its  announced  schedule 
of  58  this  season. 
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TWO  HORROR  REISSUES  TOP  NATIONAL  GROSSES 
CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — The  Chaser  (M-G-M)  1st  part....  60 
Broadway — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO) 
2nd  part      70 

Broadway — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)  3rd  part      90 

Carolina — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    110 
Imperial — 1   Am  the  Law  (Col)  1st  half     90 

Imperial. — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  half      95 

State — Painted  Desert  (RKO)      90 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  wk      85 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
plus  stage  show,  2nd  wk      90 

Garrick — Four  Daughters  (FN),  1st  half; 
Dracula  (Univ) ;   Frankenstein  (Univ), 
last  half,  and  held    120 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show,  held  2nd  wk    125 

Roosevelt — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   100 

State-Lake — The  Chaser  (M-G-M),  plus 
stage  show      90 

United  Art;sts — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held 
3rd  W'k.    120 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  2nd  wk    250 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) . .   110 
Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   115 
Grand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  4th  wk..H0 

Keith’s — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    110 
Lyric — Frankenstein  (Univ);  Dracula  (Univ). 200 
Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.  .120 

Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen— -You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk    200 

Hippodrome — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    110 
Palace — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN);  stage: 
Wayne  Morris  in  person  and  vaudeville   110 

State — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  6   days..  50 

Stillman — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk  ....100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Sma  king  the  Rackets  (RKO),  1st 
half    100 

Caritol — Wanted  by  Police  (Mono),  2nd 
half      100 

Majestic — 1   ail'. V   of  the  Giants  (FN); 
Revue  with  Zasu  Pitts  on  stage      90 

Melba — Broadway  Musketeers  (WB)      80 
Palaoe — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    110 

Tower — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day  and 
date  with  the  Paramount    100 

Broadway — Boys  Town  (MG-M);  Rich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  both  after  two  weeks  at 
the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    150 

Denver — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

Orpheum — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Block- 
heads (M-G-M)    180 

Paramount — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day 
and  date  with  the  Aladdin;  Meet  the  Girls 

(20th-Fox)    125 

Rialto — nold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
week  at  the  Denver;  Danger  on  the  Air 

(Univ)    100 

DETROIT 

Adams — King  Kong  (RKO);  The  Ghoul 
(GB)      85 

Cinema — If  W'ar  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amklno), 
2nd  wk     65 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)        85 

Palms  State — Frankenstein  (Univ),  Dracula 
(Univ),  2nd  wk     75 

Dracula  (Univ),  2nd  wk      75 

Un’ted  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk      85 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ)   300 

Circle — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   120 

Loew’s — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk     90 

Lyric — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 
stage  show    130 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.  150 
Midland — Drums  (UA);  Juvenile  Court  (Col)..  80 
Newman — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  held 

over    175 

Orpheum — Breaking:  the  Ice  (RKO) ;   A   Man 
to  Remember  (RKO)      85 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Indianapolis    300 

Moonlight  Sonata — Chicago 

(2nd  wk)    250 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Cincinnati    200 

Stablemates — Pittsburgh    200 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Cleveland  (3rd  wk.) ;   Los  An- 

geles (3rd  wk.)    200 

Stablemates  (dual) — Omaha      185 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Denver    !   180 

Arkansas  Traveler — Kansas 

City    175 

Suez — New  York  City   175 

That  Certain  Age — Washington.. ..175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York  City 
(3rd  wk.)    160 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 

Omaha    155 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  8th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City. 

Boys  Town,  7th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 

wk.,  Chicago,  Cincinnati. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati; 

3rd  wk..  New  York  City. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  Yon,  3rd  wk., 
Cincinnati;  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles;  3rd  wk., 
Pittsburgh. 

If  I   Were  King,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Stablemates,  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Tower — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  plus 

Orrin  Tucker’s  band  and  stage  show   195 
Uptown — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 140 

LOS  ANGELES 
Chinese — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)   100 
Downtown — The  Sisters  (WB);  Road  to  Reno 

(Univ)    100 
Four-Star — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     80 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 
Paramount— King  of  AJcatraz  (Para),  plus 
stage  show      85 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Touchdown  Army  (Para),  plus 

Benny  Goodman  on  stage  175 
Riverside — The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ), 

plus  stage  show    100 
Strand— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Three 

Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)      85 
Warner — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   The 

Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    125 
Wisconsin — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)      75 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Aster — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para);  The 

Chaser  (M-G-M)    100 

Century — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.   125 
Orpheum — Room  Service  (RKO)      70 

State— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 
World — Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel  (UA)  .   60 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M; 
Gladiator  (Col),  2nd  wk    120 

Loew-Poll — Stablemates  (M-G-M) ;   Myste- 

rious Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox),  moved  to 
College  for  2nd  wk    120 

Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para) ;   When 
Were  You  Bom?  (FN)    140 

Roger  Sherman — Room  Service  (RKO); 
Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO)    130 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — City  Streets  (Col)      65 
Globe — Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox)     65 
Liberty — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      95 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
Saenger — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

(Col),  2nd  wk    110 

State — Drums  (UA)    110 
Tudor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  return 

engagement    115 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  8th  wk. 
of  roadshow      75 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3d  wk...  70 
Cr.terion — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)      75 

Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  2nd  wk   120 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  3rd  wk., 

plus  stage  show    160 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — There  Goes  My  Heart 
(UA),  plus  stage  show      90 

Rialto — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
reissues    140 

Rivoli — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      50 

Roxy-- Suez  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage  show   175 

Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show.... 140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox),  4   days      35 

Criterion — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3 

days,  being  continued    120 
Liberty — Smashing  the  Rackets  (WB); 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox),  4   days   105 
Liberty — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN);  Time 

Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox),  3   days     90 
Midwest — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    90 
State — Prairie  Moon  (Rep);  Talk  of  the 

Devil  (GB)      95 

Tower — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)      80 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Af- 
fairs of  Annabel  (RKO)      80 

Omaha — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket 

Busters  (WB),  2   days;  Stablemates  (M-G-M): 
Mr.  Chump  (WB),  5   days    185 

Orpheum — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   Block- 

heads (M-G-M)      155 

PHILADELPHIA 
Aldine — Drams  (UA),  2nd  wk     85 
Boyd — The  Sisters  (WB)    120 
Earle — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Ted  Lewis    100 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk.     95 
Karlton — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)     90 

Keith’s — Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Stanley — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  135 
Stanton — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      90 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  3rd  wk    120 
Barry — Dracula’s  Daughter  (Univ) ;   Bride  of 
Frankenstein  (Univ)    125 

Fulton — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    100 

Penn — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    200 
Stanley. — Touchdown  Army  (Para);  Negro 

stage  show      65 
Warner — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN); 

Blockheads  (M-G-M)      75 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    150 

Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ),  7th  wk    100 

Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para) ;   Give 

Me  a   Sailor  (Para)    115 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  Yon 

(Col),  2nd  wk    110 
United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle 

(M-G-M),  2nd  wk    110 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox);  Racket 
Busters  (WB)    120 

Centre — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)     95 

Paramount — Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 

Studio- — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk    105 
Utah — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    100 

Victory — Good  Earth  (M-G-M);  You  and 

Me  (Para)    106 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      75 

Columbia — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  run.  80 
Earle — I   Am  the  Law  (Col),  plus  stage  show.. 100 

Keith’s — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)      175 

Metropolitan — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  run    125 

Palace— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 
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NEWS  AND  VIEWS  OF  THE  PRODUCTION  CENTER 

(Hollywood.  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager ) 

TENSION  OP  BETWEEN  SAG  AND  INDEPENDENTS 
IMPPA  Is  for  Concession 

In  Wage  and  Hour 
Provisions 

A   Restful  Spell  for  NLRB; 

Conclude  Several  Hearings 
Failure  of  members  of  the  newly-re- 

vived Independent  Motion  Picture  Pro- 

ducers Ass’n  to  attend  the  arbitration  ses- 
sion scheduled  by  the  Screen  Actors  Guild 

with  a   view  to  negotiating  amicable  con- 

tracts for  the  independents  on  the  Guild’s 
new  eight-year  produced  pact,  plus  post- 

ponement of  another  arbitration  confer- 
ence which  was  to  have  been  held  on 

Wednesday,  have  served  to  push  the  rela- 
tionship between  the  SAG  and  the  indus- 

try’s smaller  producers  near  the  breaking 
point. 
The  independents  are  holding  out  for 

concessions  in  the  wage  and  hour  provi- 
sions of  the  new  SAG  pact,  holding  that 

payment  of  regular  Guild  scale,  in  view  of 
the  limited  budgets  on  which  most  of 
them  operate,  is  impossible.  The  IMPPA 

further  has  registered  strenuous  objec- 
tions to  the  inclusion  of  B.  B.  Kahane, 

Columbia  counsel  and  producer,  as  a   mem- 
ber of  the  independent  arbitration  com- 

mittee. 

This  latter  point  was  threshed  out 

thoroughly  by  the  Guild  at  a   brief  meet- 
ing, during  which  Kahane,  while  declar- 
ing he  is  willing  to  resign,  pointed  out 

that  the  arbitration  board,  as  incorpo- 
rated under  the  supervision  of  the  Ameri- 
can Arbitration  Association,  would  be 

forced  to  disband.  The  IMPPA  holds  that 

Kahane’s  position  with  a   major  produc- 
ing company  disqualifies  him  to  serve  in 

arbitrating  the  differences  now  existing 
between  independent  producers  and  the 
Guild. 

The  SAG  is  awaiting  the  IMPPA’s  next 
move — generally  expected  to  be  a   request 
by  Phil  Krasne,  counsel  for  the  indepen- 

dent organization,  that  the  Guild  name 
a   committee  to  discuss  the  problem.  All 
majors  have  signed  the  new  SAG  code, 
leaving  the  independents  as  holdouts. 

Among  the  SAG’s  precedent-setting  de- 
velopments during  the  week  was  the  pro- 

jected installation  of  time  clocks  in  all 
studios  signatory  to  the  Guild  pact,  the 

mechanical  time-keepers  probably  to  be 
placed  in  operation  on  November  1   as  a 
means  of  keeping  accurate  check  on 

Thespics’  working  hours — now  limited,  un- 
der the  new  agreement,  to  48  hours  week- 

ly for  players  earning  less  than  $1,000  per 

Having  cleared  its  docket  of  a   majority 
of  the  myriad  of  requests  for  exclusive 
bargaining  certification  filed  with  it  by 
scores  of  studio  labor  organizations,  the 
national  labor  relations  board  finds  itself 

in  a   position  to  breathe  easily  for  a   few 

days  before  plunging  again  into  the  sev- 
eral important  petitions  still  to  be  acted 

upon. 
In  rapid  fire  order,  the  NLRB  disposed 

of  recognitional  petitions  requested  by  the 
Screen  Publicists  Guild,  the  Society  of 

Motion  Picture  Art  Directors,  Motion  Pic- 
ture Film  Editors  and  the  Federation  of 

Screen  Cartoonists  by  conducting  brief 
hearings  and  forwarding  testimony  and 
recommendations  to  the  parent  NLRB  in 
Washington,  D.  C.  Further,  it  certified 

the  Scenic  Artists  Ass’n  as  exclusive  bar- 
gaining agent  for  that  craft  within  the 

film  industry  after  an  election,  conducted 
by  the  NLRB,  had  resulted  in  a   39  to  21 

victory  for  the  SAA  over  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Painters  Local,  644,  which  had  con- 

tested the  SAA’s  jurisdictional  claims. 
A   multitude  of  perplexing  jurisdictional 

claims  remain  to  be  acted  upon,  however, 

the  newest  of  them  a   petition  filed  by  In- 
ternational Photographers  Local  659, 

IATSE,  by  which  it  contends  it  should  be 
designated  as  bargaining  representative 
for  all  cameramen  and  assistants  in  every 

phase  of  motion  picture  production.  In- 
terpreted generally  as  a   development  in 

the  IATSE’s  avowed  intention  of  assum- 
ing control  over  every  phase  of  film  labor, 

the  petition  will  call  for  a   hearing  to  de- 

week. The  proposition  has  been  discussed 

by  the  Guild  with  various  studio  managei's 
and  is  destined  to  be  one  of  the  first 

matters  to  be  considered  by  the  permanent 
arbitration  board  to  be  set  up  as  one  of 

the  provisions  of  the  SAG-studio  agree- 
ment. As  yet  only  Murray  Kinnell,  of  the 

SAG,  is  definitely  slated  as  one  of  the 

arbitei-s,  though  the  producer  representa- 
tive was  to  be  chosen  Wednesday  night  at 

a   meeting  of  the  studio  signatories  to  the 
Guild  pact.  Third  member  of  the  board 
will  be  chosen  by  producers  and  the  SAG. 

Kenneth  Thomson,  SAG  executive  sec- 

tei’mine  whether  Local  659  or  the  inde- 

pendent cameraman’s  union,  the  Ameri- 
can Society  of  Cinematogi’aphers,  should 

be  ordained  as  bargaining  body  for  the 

craft.  Dr.  Towne  Nylander,  regional  di- 
rector  of  the  NLRB,  has  set  no  date  for  a 
hearing  as  yet. 

Postponed  for  the  third  time,  now 
scheduled  to  be  held  November  21,  is  the 
hearing  on  a   complaint  filed  by  Jeff 

Kibre,  representing  the  Motion  Picture 
Technicians  Committee,  that  the  IATSE 

was  “sold  down  the  river”  by  ex-executive 
William  Bioff  for  a   reported  $100,000  pay- 

off and  has  become  a   company  union. 

Kibre ’s  organization  is  a   rebellious  divi- 
sion once  within  Local  695  of  the  IATSE. 

Being  held  in  indefinite  abeyance,  but 
also  slated  for  consideration  shortly,  is  the 

Screen  Writei's  Guild’s  charge  that  pro- 
ducer's are  guilty  of  unfair  labor  practices, 

according  to  the  SWG’s  contention  that 
they  have  refused  to  negotiate  a   work- 

ing code  with  the  writers  although  the 
SWG  has  been  certified  by  the  NLRB  as 
exclusive  bargaining  agent  for  film 
scriveners. 

The  Screen  Publicists,  Art  Directors, 
Film  Editors  and  Screen  Cartoonists 

hearings  elictied  no  fireworks.  The  Film 
Editors,  who  hold  working  agreements 
with  most  studios,  petitioned  to  be  so 
designated  at  the  Walt  Disney  plant,  as 
did  the  Screen  Cartoonists.  Testimony 

was  bi’ief,  producers  entering  their  argu- 
ments pi’ineipally  by  stipulation. 

retai-y,  returned  from  San  Francisco  on 
Monday  after  journeying  there  in  the 
company  of  Frank  Gillmore,  president  of 
the  Associated  Actors  and  Artistes  of 

America,  to  negotiate  deals  for  the  ap- 

pearance of  film  and  x*adio  stai's  at  the 
Golden  Gate  Exposition.  He  plans  another 
trip  to  the  Bay  City  shortly. 

Manifesting  customary  interest  in  labor 
developments  and  the  political  scene,  the 
SAG  has  named  a   committee  to  cooperate 
with  other  studio  organizations  in  fighting 

the  anti-picketing  pi'oposal  on  Califoimia’s 
election  ballots. 
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Screen  Writers  Guild  Casts  Aside 

NLRB  Battle  to  Center  on  Election 
With  the  hearing  before  the  National 

Labor  Relations  Board,  on  its  charges  that 
the  producers  are  guilty  of  unfair  labor 

practices  because  they  allegedly  have  re- 
fused to  negotiate  a   working  contract,  in- 

definitely postponed,  the  Screen  Writers 

Guild  has  washed  its  hands  of  its  years- 
old  battle  for  recognition,  at  least  for  the 
time  being,  and  has  turned  its  attention 
to  the  forthcoming  election  of  officers, 
set  to  take  place  November  9. 

Dr.  Towne  Nylander,  regional  director 
of  the  NLRB,  notified  SWG  executives  he 

intended  to  spend  considerable  time  in  in- 
formal conferences  and  surveys  of  the 

SWG-producer  embroglio  before  coming  to 
a   decision  as  to  whether  the  evidence  pre- 

sented is  sufficient  to  warrant  issuing  a 

complaint  against  the  producers.  He  ar- 
rived at  this  conclusion  after  several  hud- 

dles with  Leonard  Janofsky,  attorney  for 
the  writers,  and  producer  attorneys. 
Meanwhile  ballots  were  mailed  out  to 

SWG  members  this  week  listing  candi- 
dates chosen  to  run  for  offices  by  the  SWG 

nominating  committee.  Nominated  for 
president,  without  opposition,  to  succeed 

Dudley  Nichols,  was  Charles  Brackett,  cur- 
rently vice-president.  Unless  nominations 

are  made  from  the  floor,  which  is  per- 
missible, Brackett  will  inherit  the  top  spot 

in  the  organization  at  balloting  time. 
Other  nominations: 

Philip  Dunne  and  Mary  C.  McCall  jr., 

for  vice-president,  succeeding  Brackett: 
Sheridan  Gibney  and  Maurice  Rapf,  secre- 

tary, replacing  Frances  Goodrich;  Boris 
Ingster  and  Ring  Lardner  jr.,  treasurer, 

Personnel  Changes 
At  Metro  Dominate 

The  M-G-M  film  foundry  in  Culver  City 

was  the  scene  of  most  of  the  week’s  shifts 
of  studio  personnel,  a   number  of  import- 

ant changes,  additions  and  promotions  be- 
ing recorded  at  the  home  of  Leo  the  Lion. 

Topping  the  list  was  the  announcement 
that  Lucien  Hubbard  had  been  signed  to  a 
producer  contract,  effective  immediately. 
Hubbard  thus  returns  to  the  studio  with 
which  he  was  affiliated  for  a   number  of 

years,  leaving  his  production  berth  at 

Paramount  after  a   year  with  that  organi- 
zation. His  first  assignment  will  be  the 

production  of  “On  Borrowed  Time,”  from 
the  stage  play  by  Paul  Osborn. 

The  Metro  plant  also  disclosed  the  ap- 
pointment of  Kenneth  MacKenna  as 

studio  story  editor,  replacing  the  late 
Kate  Corbaley.  MacKenna  had  been 

M-G-M’s  eastern  story  editor  for  several 
years. 

After  directing  several  “Crime  Does  Not 
Pay”  shorts,  interspersed  with  acting 
chores,  Leslie  Fenton  has  been  boosted 

replacing  John  Grey.  For  the  executive 

board,  the  SWG  will  choose  21  of  the  fol- 
lowing candidates:  Melville  Baker,  Charles 

Brackett,  John  Dunne,  Philip  Dunne,  Je- 
rome Chodorov,  Guy  Endore,  Julius  Ep- 
stein, Gilbert  Gabriel,  Sheridan  Gibney, 

James  Gow,  Dashiell  Hammett,  Don  Hart- 
man, Lillian  Heilman,  David  Hertz,  Boris 

Ingster,  Paul  Jarrico,  Aben  Kandel, 

Gordon  Kahn,  Curtis  Kenyon,  Ring  Lard- 
ner jr.,  Leonard  Lee,  Mary  McCall  jr., 

Richard  Maibaum,  Henry  Myers,  Dudley 

Nichols,  George  Oppenheimer,  Frank  Par- 
tos,  Laura  Perelman,  Gertrude  Purcell, 
Maurice  Rapf,  Gordon  Rigby,  Frederic 
Rinaldo,  Robert  Rossen,  Wells  Root,  Dore 
Schary,  Budd  Schulberg,  Milton  Sperling, 
Donald  Ogden  Stewart,  Robert  Tasker, 
Harry  Tugend,  Anthony  Veiller  and  Billy 
Wilder. 

Also  to  be  considered  at  the  election 

meeting  will  be  a   proposed  revision  in 

the  present  system  of  computing  assess- 
ments, establishing  them  on  a   quarterly 

basis;  a   proposal  for  group  hospitaliza- 
tion, and  reports  by  the  outgoing  execu- 

tive committee,  standing  committees,  and 

a   detailed  resume  of  the  SWG’s  NLRB 
case,  to  be  made  by  Attorney  Janofsky. 

The  SWG’s  executive  board  met  Tues- 
day night  to  discuss  the  forthcoming 

election  and  its  NLRB  complaint. 
Also  holding  a   routine  board  meeting 

was  the  Screen  Directors  Guild,  whose 

complaint  against  the  producers  and  re- 
quest for  certification  as  exclusive  bar- 

gaining agent  for  the  craft  is  now  in  the 
hands  of  the  parent  NLRB  in  Washington. 

to  a   feature-length  directorial  status  at 
Metro.  His  first  assignment  will  be  an 
untitled  crime  melodrama,  expanded  from 
an  idea  which  was  to  have  been  used  in 

one  of  the  “Crime  Does  Not  Pay”  briefies. 

Jimmie  Gleason’s  name  goes  on  the  Re- 
public payroll  again,  this  time  on  a 

straight  acting  deal.  Gleason  left  the 

North  Hollywood  studio  when  he  and  com- 
pany executives  failed  to  agree  on  terms 

for  a   renewal  of  his  producer-director- 
writer-actor  pact.  His  new  ticket  calls 
for  four  features  on  the  1938-39  quota, 

first  to  be  another  in  the  “Higgins  Fam- 
ily” series,  now  being  scripted  by  Jack 

Townley.  Republic  also  holds  options  on 
the  services  of  Russell  and  Lucile  Glea- 

son, who  appeared  with  Jimmie  in  the 
‘Higgins”  initialer. 

Sid  Brod,  production  manager  for 

Samuel  Goldwyn,  turned  in  his  resigna- 
tion, effective  Saturday.  He  moved  over 

from  Paramount  two  years  ago. 

A   Kanin  Chore 
RKO  Radio  has  assigned  Garson  Kanin 

to  direct  “Sorority  House,”  co-featuring 
Anne  Shirley  and  James  Ellison,  which 
goes  before  the  cameras  November  14.  It 

will  be  Kanin’s  fourth  directorial  assign- 
ment under  his  term  contract. 

Found  at  Last 

Scarlett  O’Hara  has  been  found  at 
last.  She — a   young  burro — was  a 
birthday  gift  to  Carole  Lombard, 
shown  above  in  the  company  of  Selz- 
nick  International’s  16-cylinder  press- 
agent,  Russell  Birdwell,  during  a 

celebration  staged  at  the  studio  re- 

cently in  honor  of  Miss  Lombard’s 
natal  day.  The  blonde  star  received 
stuffed  animals  and  birds  of  all  kinds, 
in  tribute  to  her  prowess  as  a   hunt- ress. 

Studying  Production  of 

Duplicate  Master  Prints 
To  investigate  means  of  coordinating 

the  production  of  duplicate  master  prints 
and  negatives,  Maj.  Nathan  Levinson, 
vice-president  of  the  Academy  Research 
Council,  has  appointed  a   new  probing 

committee.  Functioning  under  the  chair- 
manship of  Gerald  M.  Best  of  Warners, 

the  committee  will  coordinate  and  dis- 
seminate information  on  improved  studio 

laboratory  processes  in  connection  with 
prints  and  negatives  for  foreign  releases. 
Subsequently  it  will  outline  a   program  for 
standardizing  domestic  laboratory  pro- 
cedure. 

Lawrence  Aicholtz,  Fred  Albin,  Philip 
Brigandi,  L.  E.  Clark,  Alan  Freedman, 
Franklin  LaGrande,  Michael  Leshing, 

Charles  Levin,  A.  W.  Miller,  J.  M.  Nicko- 
laus,  Gerald  Rackett,  George  Seid,  Sidney 

Solow,  Joseph  Spray,  John  Swain,  Ray 
Wilkinson,  and  Gordon  S.  Mitchell  will 

work  under  Best’s  supervision.  Repre- 
senting the  British  film  industry  will  be 

Claude  Parfrey  of  the  Elstree  Laboratories 
and  Randall  Terraneau  of  the  Humphries 
Laboratories,  both  of  London. 

Directs  "G-Dog" 
RKO  Radio  has  assigned  David  Howard 

to  direct  “G-Dog,”  a   story  by  Earl  John- 
son and  Guy  K.  Austin.  Bert  Gilroy  will 

produce  from  a   script  now  being  written 

by  Morton  Grant. 
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THE  impending  breach  between  Hol- lywood players — members  of  the 
Screen  Actors  Guild  —   and  their 

agents  was  materially  widened  when  the 
directorate  of  the  talent  organization 
early  this  week  voted  to  reject  the  counter 

proposal,  submitted  by  the  Artists  Man- 
agers Guild  and  a   number  of  independent 

agents  as  a   compromise  measure  with 
which  the  AMG  has  hoped  to  replace  the 

SAG’s  stringent  19-point  franchising  pro- 
gram for  the  talent  peddlers.  The  artists’ 

representatives’  proposal  was  designated, 
in  the  letter  of  rejection  sent  the  AMG,  as 

“unacceptable,”  and  Guild  leaders  de- 
clared the  original  19-point  plan  will  be 

placed  into  operation — or  else. 

Film  capital  dopesters  seem  unanimous 
in  the  opinion  that  the  members  of  the 
AMG,  who  apparently  are  determined  to 
fight  to  the  last  ditch  the  licensing  plan 
in  the  form  it  is  being  projected  by  the 
SAG  committee  on  future  agent-client 
relationships,  will,  as  their  next  move, 
carry  their  case  directly  to  their  respec- 

tive clienteles,  explaining  the  agents’ 
viewpoint  and  endeavoring  to  garner  their 
individual  support  in  opposition  to  the 

SAG’s  present  firm  stand. 
It  is  doubted  that  the  agents,  who  in 

most  cases  have  risen  to  their  present 
high  stations  of  influence  and  affluence 

through  exercising  good  business  judg- 
ment and  vision,  will  resort  to  so  foolish 

and  futile  a   step — and,  if  they  should,  the 
move  seems  almost  certain  to  meet  defeat. 

During  the  many  years  when  the  SAG 
was  battling  with  the  producers  for  the 
unqualified  recognition  it  now  enjoys, 
scores  of  similar  efforts  were  made  by  the 
latter  in  vain  attempts  to  deal  individu- 

ally with  their  respective  lists  of  stars 
and  players  and  with  the  obvious  object 

of  weakening  the  Guild’s  solid  front.  The 
unrestricted  failure  which  attended  all 
such  endeavors  is  now  history. 

Certainly,  if  the  producers,  who,  after 
all,  sign  the  paychecks,  were  unsuccessful 

in  denting  the  talent  organization’s  unity 
during  a   time  when  the  SAG  was  in  its 
struggling  and  formative  stages,  the 
agents  would  have  even  less  chance  now 
that  the  Guild  has  attained  unprecedented 
strength.  A   too  concerted  attempt  in  this 
direction  might  easily  place  the  members 
of  the  AMG,  individually  and  collectively, 
in  an  even  more  precarious  predicament 
than  that  into  which  the  popular  trend 
toward  franchising  has  already  precipi- 

tated them;  might,  in  fact,  bring  about  a 
total  collapse  of  the  agency  system. 

A   very  definite  '‘goose”  complex  seems 
to  have  settled  on  Metro.  Last  week,  Leo’s 
publicity  department  caused  the  welkin  to 

ring  with  the  breath-taking  announce- 
ment that  an  untold  number  of  goose- 

feathers  had  been  purchased  to  provide 
Indian  head-dresses  for  the  dancing  gals 

in  ‘‘Ice  Follies.”  Now  is  released  the  equal- 
ly startling  information  that  Jack  Hinds, 

of  the  M-G-M  prop  department,  bought 
ten  geese,  of  the  same  size,  one  to  be 

roasted  daily  during  the  ten  days  of  film- 
ing “Christmas  Carol,”  which  Edwin  L. 

Marin  is  directing. 

At  least,  the  boys  are  doing  their  best 
to  shy  clear  of  turkeys.  Or,  are  tm  pants indicated? 

While  official  confirmation  is  still  forth- 
coming, several  printed  reports  regarding 

Charlie  Chaplin's  future  production  plans 
hold  that  his  next  picture  will  be  a   satirical 

comedy  in  which  the  veteran  humorist  will 

portray  a   dual  role — that  of  a   powerful  Euro- 
pean dictator  and  of  a   meek  and  inoffensive 

housepainter  who  is  his  exact  double  and 

who  projects  himself  into  riotous  complica- 
tions when  he  is  mistaken  for  the  over- 

lord.  The  parallel  with  the  life  of  Adolf 
Hitler  is,  of  course,  obvious. 

It  is  to  be  sincerely  hoped  that  Chaplin 

will  carry  out  these  plans,  reputedly  now  in 

scripting  stages,  and  thereby  stamp  himself 

as  the  second  top-bracket  Hollywood  actor 

to  manifest  sufficient  courage  to  set  forth 

his  views  of  dictatorship  in  general  and 

Herr  Hitler  in  particular — the  way  having 

been  courageously  paved  by  Eddie  Can- 
tor whose  outspokenness  and  activities  in 

behalf  of  the  persecuted  peoples  of  dictator- 

ruled  European  nations  need  no  amplifica- tion. 

Perhaps  Chaplin,  through  using  the  sharp- 
pointed  foil  of  ridicule,  can  accomplish  more 

toward  exposing  Der  Fuehrer  in  his  true 

(Continued  on  page  22) 
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Angels-One  Flies,  One  Flops 
Among  the  octet  of  features  unreeled  for  Hollywood  re- 

viewers' critical  reaction  during  the  week,  three  definitely 
qualified  as  top-bracket  pictures,  each  contributing  its  re- 

spective share  toward  substantiating  the  now  famous  "Motion 
Pictures  Are  Your  Best  Entertainment"  claim.  As  to  which 
measured  up  as  the  best  of  the  week,  that  is  purely  a   matter 
of  individual  taste,  since  all  of  them  contain  sufficient  meat  to 

satisfy  almost  any  cinematic  taste. 

Attaining  a   new  altitude  record  as  an  epical  treatment  of 
aviation  and  the  men  who  have  developed  that  great  industry. 

Paramount's  “Men  With  Wings"  emerged  as  well-nigh  perfect 
entertainment  of  its  type.  It  bears  the  stamp  of  greatness  in 

story,  historical  background  and  in  sincerity  of  acting,  its  en- 
tertainment qualities  even  further  enhanced  by  the  use  of 

Technicolor  photography,  resulting  in  some  of  the  most  gor- 
geously filmed  action  scenes  ever  caught  by  the  camera.  Louise 

Campbell  stamps  herself  as  an  actress  of  the  first  calibre  and 

William  A.  Wellman,  who  produced  and  directed,  can  add  an- 

other boxoffice  hit  to  his  list.  "Angels  With  Dirty  Faces," 
James  Cagney's  second  starring  vehicle  since  his  return  to  the 
Warner  Bros,  fold,  brings  the  virile  Thespian  to  the  screen  again 
in  the  type  of  role  which  first  won  him  a   place  among  the  most 

popular  stars — a   hardboiled,  ruthless  gangster.  While  the  pic- 

ture is  reminiscent  of  "Public  Enemy  Number  One,"  one  of  his 
first  successes,  as  well  as  "Dead  End" — the  famous  kids  from 
that  epic  sharing  the  acting  honors  with  Cagney — it  is  an 
even  more  penetrating  and  action-laden  study  of  crime  and 
reform  than  either  of  the  others.  The  Cagney  name,  the 

"Dead  End"  kids  and  a   well-mounted  vehicle  should  do  their 

share  in  drawing  the  crowds.  Also  rating  high  in  the  week's 
offerings  was  Metro's  "The  Citadel,"  produced  in  London  with 
an  almost  entirely  British  cast  and  based  on  the  best-selling 
novel  of  the  same  name.  It  presents  a   vivid  picture  of  the 
modern  society  doctor,  and  is  so  substantially  constructed  that 

it  will  undoubtedly  be  joyously  received  by  intelligent  and  dis- 
criminating audiences  both  here  and  abroad.  Robert  Donat 

is  flawless  in  the  leading  role,  while  Rosalind  Russell,  only 
American  member  of  the  cast,  stands  out  well.  Director  King 
Vidor  did  an  able  job  of  transferring  the  book  to  the  screen. 

*   *   * 

The  film  capital's  sandwich-snatching  reviewers  found 
themselves  in  considerable  of  a   predicament  when  two  pre- 

views, accompanied  by  groceries,  were  presented  on  the  same 

evening — Fine  Arts'  "Cipher  Bureau,"  for  Grand  National  re- 

lease, and  Harry  Sherman's  ’Sunset  Trail"  for  Paramount. 
Those  luckless  individuals  who  neglected  to  provide  them- 

selves with  bicycles  had  to  be  content  with  one  or  the  other. 
As  picture  fare,  both  rate  solidly  in  the  program  bracket.  Fine 

Arts'  "Cipher  Bureau"  sustains  interest  throughout,  showing 
particular  authenticity  in  revealing  the  workings  of  this  little- 

known  government  department.  "Sunset  Trail"  will  prove  no 
disappointment  to  the  "Hopalong"  fans,  containing  a   full  mea- 

sure of  ridin'  and  shootin',  and  additionally  has  been  provided 
with  more  comedy  and  humorous  situations  than  is  customary 
in  the  series.  Larrv  Darmour  contributed  a   new  Jack  Holt 

starrer,  "Not  for  Glory,"  for  Columbia  release,  which  deviated 
from  the  usual  melodramatic  Holt  fare  but,  nevertheless,  is  so 

workmanlike  a   job  that  it  is  certain  to  satisfy  the  veteran  ac- 

tion star's  fans.  From  out  Monogram  way  came  "Where  the 
Buffalo  Roam,"  a   Tex  Ritter  western  produced  by  Edward  Fin- 

ney, and  classifying  as  ace-high  sagebrush  entertainment. 
*   *   * 

Undisputed  occupant  of  the  rear-rank  was  RKO  Radio's 
"Tarnished  Angel."  From  its  trite  title  to  the  fadeout  it  is  un- 

stimulating and  unoriginal,  the  fault  lying  principally  with  the 
story  construction.  Attractive  Sally  Eilers  does  her  able  best 
in  the  lead  and  Director  Leslie  Goodwins  put  his  heart  into 

the  megaphonic  chore,  but  the  concoction  failed  to  jell. 
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Executive  Visits  Interpreted  as 

Portent  of  Impending  Revisions 
Reacting  true  to  the  form  which  seems 

to  indicate  that  studio  visits  by  important 

homeoffice  executives  of  any  major  com- 
pany must  have  a   Hollywood  interpreta- 

tion placed  upon  them,  usually  asserting 
itself  in  reports  of  sweeping  shakeups  in 

studio  executive  personnel,  the  film  capi- 
tal was  rife  with  reports  as  to  what  may 

happen  to  those  executives  in  high  places 

at  Paramount — which  rumor-monging  at- 
tained its  high  point  with  the  arrival  here 

for  their  regular  quarterly  visit  of  Presi- 
dent Barney  Balaban,  Stanton  Griffis, 

Russell  Holman,  Robert  Gillham  and  Neil 

Agnew,  the  company’s  New  York  moguls. 
The  industry’s  grapevine  communica- 

tion system,  both  locally  and  in  the  east, 
has  been  humming  with  reports  that 

Paramount’s  visitors  are  contemplating 
drastic  revisions  on  the  studio’s  executive 
roster;  while,  locally  at  least,  conjectures 
have  been  flying  even  faster  as  to  the 

possibility  that  the  studio  publicity  de- 
partment may  be  in  for  its  share  of  scru- 

tiny and  possible  executive  alteration.  The 
visitors,  however,  were  emphatic  in  their 

denials  that  any  such  changes  are  cur- 
rently being  contemplated. 

On  the  other  hand,  local  dopesters  have 
pointed  out  that  such  categorical  denials 

also  run  true  to  the  pattern  set  by  count- 
less previous  executive  visits.  Thus  the 

situation  remains  that  any  possible  per- 
sonnel changes  must  remain  in  the  rumor 

classification  until  the  Paramount  chief- 
tains declare  themselves  officially  either 

pro  or  con. 
Balaban,  upon  his  arrival  Thursday,  did 

commit  himself  to  the  statement  that  de- 
clining foreign  grosses  must  entail  the 

trimming  of  production  costs  wherever 
possible.  He  declared,  however,  that  the 
MPAYBE  campaign  is  leading  the  film 

industry  into  the  biggest  year  in  its  his- tory. 

“Optimism  throughout  the  nation  is  al- 
ready reflected  in  a   definite  upswing  in 

business,”  Balaban  asserted,  plunging  im- 
mediately into  conferences  with  Adolph 

Zukor,  William  LeBaron  and  other  studio 
executives. 

Balaban,  Griffis,  Agnew  and  Holman 

were  joined  on  Tuesday  by  Gillham,  pub- 
licity-advertising director,  who  will  work 

out  the  schedule  for  the  balance  of  the 

1938-39  season  on  sales  and  advertising. 
Agnew  was  to  pull  out  Wednesday  night 
to  attend  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre 

Owners  of  America  convention  opening 
October  31  in  Oklahoma  City,  while  the 
other  visitors  will  remain  from  two  to 
three  weeks. 

Arrivals  and  departures  at  other  lots 
were  numerous.  S.  Barret  McCormick, 

advertising-publicity  director  for  RKO 
Radio,  planed  in  to  look  over  current  and 

forthcoming  product  and  shape  up  adver- 
tising and  exploitation  campaigns,  while 

the  studio  was  readying  itself  for  the  first 
visit  of  its  new  president,  George  Schae- 

fer, expected  here  early  in  November. 

Joseph  Seidelman,  vice-president  of  for- 
eign operations  for  Universal,  arrived  for 

a   week  of  conferences,  while  Dan  Kelly, 
casting  director,  returned  from  a   two- 
week  talent-scouting  trip  to  New  York. 

Declaring  the  present  boom  in  legiti- 
mate theatres  along  Broadway  will  re- 

flect itself  favorably  in  the  film  world, 
Samuel  Goldwyn  arrived  from  his  short 

trip  to  New  York,  during  which  he  at- 
tended the  special  Hays  office  conference 

there.  Clarence  E.  Ericksen,  business 
manager  of  Walter  Wanger  Productions, 
returned  from  three  weeks  in  Gotham  on 
business,  while  Henry  Ginsberg,  general 
manager  for  Selznick  International,  was 
called  east  by  the  sudden  illness  of  his 
mother. 

Richard  Rowland,  executive  of  Edward 
Small  Productions,  left  over  the  weekend 
to  attend  the  MPTOA  convention,  which 
is  also  being  attended  by  President  Nate 

Blumberg  of  Universal,  William  Scully,  U’s 
sales  head,  and  Murray  Silverstone,  head 
man  at  United  Artists — all  of  whom  are 
expected  here  following  the  windup  of 
the  MPTOA  parley.  Leaving  for  the  east 
also  were  W.  Ray  Johnston,  Monogram 
president,  and  Leon  Fromkess,  company 
treasurer,  after  spending  nearly  two 
months  here  conferring  on  the  product 
lineup  with  Scott  R.  Dunlap,  production 

head.  S.  Charles  Einfeld,  Warner  ad- 
vertising-publicity chief,  leaves  Novem- 

ber 1   for  a   four-week  stay  in  New  York. 
David  O.  Selznick  went  east  over  the 
weekend  to  work  with  Jo  Swerling  on  the 

script  of  “Gone  With  the  Wind,”  expect- 
ing to  return  in  about  a   month. 

For  conferences  with  studio  executives 

with  a   view  to  improving  its  electrical 

equipment,  T.  K.  Stevenson,  president  of 
Electrical  Research  Products,  Inc.,  arrived 
here  Monday,  accompanied  by  George  C. 

Pratt,  Erpi  vice-president.  He  is  seeking 
first-hand  information  on  the  use  of  Erpi 

equipment. 

"Invasion"  by  an  Army 

Chemist ,   for  Paramount 
Cited  by  Adolph  Zukor,  production 

chieftain,  as  the  biggest  screen  venture  in 

Paramount’s  history,  preparatory  work 

has  been  launched  on  “Invasion,”  a   story 
idea  by  Capt.  William  F.  Cox  of  the 

United  States  Army  chemical  warfare  ser- 
vice, which  concerns  the  theoretical  in- 

vasion of  North  America. 

Cox  is  currently  on  leave  and  is  de- 
voting full  time  to  story  preparation  at 

the  studio.  Full  cooperation  of  the  gov- 

ernment’s military  forces  has  been  as- 
sured the  studio,  and  Zukor  declared  more 

than  a   dozen  of  Paramount’s  top  stars 
and  scores  of  featured  players  will  appear 
in  the  cast. 

Dix  Starrer 
Richard  Dix  has  been  signed  by  RKO 

Radio  to  star  in  “What’s  Your  Number?” 
a   Robert  Sisk  production  which  Lew  Lan- 

ders will  direct.  Dix,  who  last  appeared 

in  “Sky  Giant”  for  the  company,  goes 
before  the  cameras  in  December.  John 
Twist  did  the  script  from  an  original  by 
Garrett  Fort. 

Homeward ,   After  "Gunga  Din ” 

Back  from  the  base  of  Mt.  Whitney  in  the  California  Sierras  come  Pandro  S. 
Berman,  head  of  production,  and  George  Stevens,  producer -director  as  RKO 

finishes  “Gunga  Din,”  described  as  the  biggest  film  in  the  history  of  the 
company,  after  104  days  before  the  camera. 
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BOXOFFICE  Blue  Ribbon  Award  Winners 

Here  are  a   few  of  the  creators  responsible 

for  M-G-M's  "Boys  Town,"  the  picture  which 

was  awarded  the  BOXOFFICE  Blue  Ribbon 

when  it  was  selected  by  the  National  Screen 

Council  as  the  best  film  entertainment  for 

family  consumption  released  during  the 

month  of  September.  At  their  desks,  proudly 

displaying  their  plaques,  are  Producer  John 

W.  Considine  jr.;  Director  Norman  Taurog; 

Dore  Schary  and  John  Meehan,  who  did  the 

screenplay,  and  Leslie  Fenton,  who  had  one 

of  the  featured  acting  roles. 

NORMAN  TAUROG DORE  SCHARY 

JOHN  MEEHAN  LESLIE  FENTON 
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Federal  Wage-Hour  Law  Does  Not 
Affect  Time  Schedule  in  Plants 

Confident  that  working  conditions  for 
their  30,000  employes  are  well  above  the 

minimum  wage  and  maximum  hour  limi- 
tations prescribed  by  the  federal  govern- 

ment’s wage-hour  legislation,  which  be- 
came effective  throughout  the  nation  on 

Monday,  and  acting  on  the  advice  of  the 
special  committee  appointed  last  week  to 
consider  the  ramifications  of  the  measure, 

Hollywood’s  film  plants  this  week  were 
operating  virtually  as  usual  in  regard  to 
time  schedules. 

Uncertainty  as  to  provisions  of  the  law, 

however — which  has  prevailed  because  of 

the  government’s  “do  the  best  you  can” 
attitude  in  answer  to  repeated  pleas  by 

the  Hays  office  for  federal  cooperation— 
this  week  prompted  Victor  Clarke,  labor 

contact  for  the  producers’  association,  to 
entrain  for  New  York  to  meet  Pat  Casey, 
also  of  the  Hays  office,  from  where  they 
were  to  journey  to  Washington  to  discuss 
the  situation  with  Administrator  Elmer 

Andrews  on  Friday. 

Clarke  asked  for  and  obtained  the  ap- 
pointment late  last  week,  after  hearing 

the  report  of  Maurice  Benjamin,  Ross 
Hastings,  Bill  Holman  and  Keith  Glennon, 
who  had  been  selected  to  thresh  out  the 

matter  with  studio  managers  and  attor- 
neys representing  every  major  film  plant. 

Using  data  compiled  by  Casey  over  the 
past  six  months,  the  committee  conferred 
at  length  over  the  weekend  and  advised 

studio  executives  that,  pending  govern- 
ment action,  their  safest  course  would  be 

one  of  maintaining  the  status  quo.  Hol- 
man and  Glennon  are  studio  managers  at 

Columbia  and  Paramount,  respectively, 

while  Benjamin  and  Hastings  are  at- 
torneys. 

1.  Clarification  of  the  wage-hour  mea- 
sure in  relation  to  present  working  agree- 

ments held  by  the  studios  with  numerous 
Guilds  and  labor  unions.  With  the  ex- 

ception of  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  con- 
tract, which  provides  for  a   48-hour  mini- 
mum week,  the  union  pacts  specify  wage 

and  hour  scales  which  are  well  above  the 

government’s  mark,  while  the  SAG,  repre- 
senting actors,  is,  to  the  best  of  local  be- 

lief, a   “professional”  organization  and  its 
members,  consequently,  exempt. 

2.  Definite  demarcation  of  the  line  be- 
tween those  workers  who  are  exempt  and 

those  who  will  come  under  the  provisions 

of  the  act.  The  local  investigating  com- 

mittee reported  to  Clarke  that  approxi- 
mately 620  classifications  of  duties  in- 
volving professional,  executive,  artistic, 

managerial  and  manual  services  had  al- 
ready been  tabulated. 

The  answer  to  these  problems,  now  be- 
ing more-or-less  sidestepped,  is  expected 

to  be  forthcoming  when  Clarke,  after  his 
conferences  with  Andrews,  returns  to  the 
coast.  Until  that  time,  studio  managers 
and  executives  have  placed  production 
crews,  clerical  workers  and  a   few  other 
classifications  of  workers  on  a   44-hour 
week  in  those  plants  where  they  have 
heretofore  been  putting  in  longer  hours. 

Parade  Off; 

Drive  Quiet 
Having  called  off  preparatory  plans  for 

the  "Parade  of  Stars”  which  was  to  have 

been  Hollywood’s  next  contribution  to  the 
“Motion  Pictures  Are  Your  Best  Enter- 

tainment” drive,  the  local  campaign  com- 
mittee apparently  has  arrived  at  a   stale- 

mate in  its  efforts  to  stimulate  interest  in 

the  nation-wide  back-to-the-boxoffice 
campaign. 

After  gaining  assurances  from  studios 
that  they  would  cooperate  to  the  fullest 

in  staging  the  parade  pageant,  local  com- 
mitteemen scrapped  all  plans  when  noti- 

fied by  the  general  committee  in  New  York 
that  it  is  too  late  in  the  campaign  for  the 
stunt,  which  will  be  shelved  for  possible 

inclusion  in  the  industry’s  “Golden  Anni- 
versary” jubilee  in  1939.  Police  parade 

permits  had  been  granted  and  the  spec- 
tacle, in  which  film  stars  from  every 

studio  were  to  participate,  was  to  have 
marched  down  Hollywood  Blvd.  on  the 
evening  of  October  25. 

The  committee  completed  one  task  when 

the  all-industry  featurette,  “The  World  Is 
Ours,”  was  previewed  at  the  Westwood 
Village  Theatre  on  Monday  night.  Nega- 

tives and  prints  have  been  shipped  to 
New  York  for  release  early  in  November. 
Meantime,  until  further  instructions  are 
received  from  the  general  eastern  drive 

headquarters,  local  committeemen  are  do- 
ing but  little. 

Pascal  to  Produce  Shaw 

Play  for  Metro  Release 
Final  plans  have  been  set  for  Gabriel 

Pascal  to  produce  "The  Devil’s  Disciple,” 
from  the  George  Bernard  Shaw  play,  at 

M-G-M's  Culver  City  lot.  Pascal,  who 

produced  “Pygmalion,”  another  Shaw 
play,  in  England,  has  taken  space  on  the 
lot  and  plans  to  get  into  production  about 

January  1   on  a   profit-sharing  deal,  the 

picture  to  bear  Metro’s  release  banner. 
“The  Devil’s  Disciple,”  according  to 

plans  threshed  out  at  studio  conferences, 
will  have  a   preponderantly  American  cast. 

Pascal  also  holds  film  rights  to  Shaw’s 
“Caesar  and  Cleopatra,”  but  whether  it 
will  be  made  here  or  in  England  has  not 
been  decided. 

Sign  Cossacks 
The  Don  Cossacks  Male  Choir  of  50 

voices  has  been  signed  by  Boris  Morros, 

Paramount  musical  director,  for  singing- 

acting chores  in  “Hotel  Imperial,”  co- 
starring  Isa  Miranda  and  Ray  Milland. 

SPEARHEADS 

(Continued  from  page  19) 

light  than  has  been  done  through  the  more 

serious  efforts  of  such  crusaders  as  Cantor. 

Having  at  long  last  decided  on  an  actor, 

Sidney  Toler,  to  succeed  the  late  Warner 

Oland  in  the  “Charlie  Chan”  series, — but 
only  after  a   publicity  department  talent 
search  which  dwarfed  the  now-famous 

hunt  for  a   Scarlett  O’Hara — 20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox’s blurbists  are  trying  to  repeat 

with  an  equally  mythical  and  prolonged 
quest  for  a   player  to  replace  Keye  Luke 

as  Chan’s  Number  One  son.  Proving  that 

originality  is  still  one  of  Hollywood’s  pub- 
licists’ rarest  qualities. 

If  production  on  the  popular  “Chan” series  is  held  up  much  longer  while  the 
suspense  of  selecting  a   cast  is  milked  to 
the  limit  for  publicity  possibilities,  some 

of  this  super-searching  will  be  necessary 
to  find  an  audience  to  attend  the  resumed 

features  if,  when  and  as  any  of  them  are 
completed. 

In  which  connection  it  might  be  pointed 
out  that  a   refreshing  and  welcome  change 

of  pace  could  be  displayed  if  Errol  Flynn 

ever  started  on  a   trip  without  the  accom-  • 

paniment  of  a   “mysterious  disappearance.” 
Latest  Flynn  “mystery”  found  its  way  into 
type,  with  Bob  Taplinger  and  his  able  crew 
acting  as  midwives,  when  the  Warner 
studio  was  reported  to  be  running  around 
in  circles  after  Flynn,  who  ostensibly 

sailed  for  a   Honolulu  vacation,  could  not 
be  located  on  the  boat.  A   great  load  was 

allegedly  removed  from  the  collective 

Warner  brain  when  the  studio’s  dashing 
star  turned  up  in  San  Francisco  with  the 
simple  explanation  that  he  disembarked 
when  the  vessel  stopped  there. 

Warner  Plans  Sequel 

To  "Four  Daughters" 
As  a   sequel  to  “Four  Daughters,”  Hal 

Wallis,  executive  producer  at  Warner,  is 

planning  early  winter  production  on  “Four 
Sons  Meet  Four  Daughters,”  with  sev- 

eral members  of  the  former  picture’s  cast 
appearing  in  the  new  vehicle. 
George  Brent,  Eddie  Albert,  Jeffrey 

Lynn  and  John  Payne  will  have  the  top 
male  roles,  while  the  feminine  contingent 
will  comprise  Priscilla,  Rosemary  and  Lola 
Lane  and  Gale  Page.  Michael  Curtiz  will 
direct  from  a   script  being  written  by 

Julius  Epstein. 

English  Firm  to  Produce 

"Two  Orphans"  in  Colony 
Max  Mack,  managing  director  and  pro- 

ducer for  Ocean  Films,  English  produc- 
tion organization,  has  announced  plans 

to  produce  “Two  Orphans”  in  Hollywood 
for  English  and  American  distribution. 
Mack,  who  has  been  visiting  here  for  two 
weeks,  is  searching  for  available  shooting 

space. 
Ocean  Films  recently  acquired  film 

rights  to  the  story  from  a   French  com?, 

pany.  D.  W.  Griffith  once  made  it  as  a 

silent  under  the  title  “Orphans  of  the 

Storm.” 
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Plays   Possibilities 

New  York — Another  in  the  series  of 

“boildown”  reviews  of  new  Broadway 
plays.  Comment  by  the  New  York  critics. 
Editing  by  Boxoffice: 

"Knickerbocker  Holiday  " 
Twenty-second  play  of  the  season,  this 

opened  at  the  Ethel  Barrymore,  October 
19.  A   musical  comedy  in  two  acts  with 
book  and  lyrics  by  Maxwell  Anderson  and 
music  by  Kurt  Weill.  Joshua  Logan  staged 
in  settings  by  Jo  Mielziner.  Carl  Randall 
and  Edwin  Denby  arranged  the  dances. 

The  Playwrights’  Company  produced  with 
a   cast  including  Walter  Huston,  Jeanne 
Madden,  Richard  Kollmar,  Ray  Middle- 
ton,  Harry  Meehan  and  Clarence  Nord- 

strom. The  critics  now: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror — But 
even  Babe  Ruth  struck  out  .   .   .   The  first 

act  is  pedestrian,  after  which  the  pro- 
duction slows  up  .   .   .   The  theme  extends 

over  300  years,  but  the  show  seems  much 
longer  .   .   .   The  book  deals  with  imaginary 
suspension  of  law-making  powers  of  old 
Nieuw  Amsterdam’s  council  by  Peter  Stuy- 
vesant  who  attempts  to  invade  their 

“ancient  liberties”  under  the  guise  of  free- 
dom .   .   .   Jeanne  Madden,  making  her 

debut  in  New  York,  has  the  leading  lady 
assignment.  There  is  a   youthful  clarity 
to  her  performance  and  she  sings  her 
songs  winsomely. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (three  stars) 

—   ...  there’s  fun  and  fine  music  here 
and  a   book  that  is  intelligent  even  if  it 

isn’t  exactly  bubbling  .   .   .   The  score  should 
attract  customers  and  hold  them  while 
they  are  adjusting  themselves  to  a   musical 
comedy  without  the  usual  chorus  figures, 
without  the  usual  tap  dancing,  without  the 
usual  low  comedy  interludes  and  with  one 
of  the  best  dramatic  actors  in  America 
playing  the  lead  (Walter  Huston). 

Richard  Watts  jr„  Herald-Tribune — 
Kurt  Weill’s  score  is  admirable,  the  pro- 

duction is  colorful  and  charming,  and  the 

players,  headed  by  the  ever-welcome  Wal- 
ter Huston,  are  excellent,  but  it  seems  to 

me  that  most  of  Mr.  Anderson’s  work  is 
both  ponderous  and  heavy-handed  .   .   . 
John  Anderson,  Journal- American — It 

is  more  cheerful,  then,  to  report  first  that 

Kurt  Weill’s  music  is  continuously  beguil- 
ing and  that  Walter  Huston  gives  a   bril- 
liant performance  ...  It  is  dull  and  heavy- 

handed,  especially  in  the  second  half  .   .   . 
two  gifted  newcomers  to  Broadway, 
Jeanne  Madden  and  Richard  Kollmer, 
talented  youngsters. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — Although 
Walter  Huston  is  excellent  in  it  and  Kurt 
Weill  has  provided  it  with  some  beguiling 
music  and  Maxwell  Anderson  has  given  it 
the  benefit  of  some  ingenious  and  intelli- 

gent lyrics,  “Knickerbocker  Holiday” 
comes  as  no  more  than  a   good  idea  gone 
wrong. 

Robert  Lockridge,  Sun — It  all  scatters 
like  a   charge  of  buckshot,  hit  or  miss,  at 
many  targets.  This  incoherence  is  one  of 
the  most  prominent  aspects  of  Mr.  An- 

derson’s first  essay  at  musical  comedy, 
made  with  the  abounding  aid  of  Kurt 
Weill  whose  music  has  body  as  well  as 
sweetness  and  often  a   surging  beat  .   .   . 

Mr.  Huston’s  Peter  Stuyvesant  ...  is  at 
once  easy  and  robust,  humorous  and  com- manding. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — -   .   .   .   there  is 
much  to  recommend  it  in  the  way  of  in- 

telligent showmanship  to  excellent  music. 

But  Mr.  Anderson’s  style  of  writing  leans 
toward  the  pedantic  in  a   brisk  musical 
setting.  He  cannot  trip  it  quite  gayly 
enough  for  the  company  he  is  keeping. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
.   .   .   provided,  at  least,  while  the  genial 
Walter  Huston  was  on  the  stage,  a   rollick- 

ing evening  .   .   .   Mr.  Anderson’s  book  is 
not  impressive,  although  it  is  pleasant 
enough  for  all  ordinary  purposes.  It  serves, 
however,  as  the  framework  for  some  of  the 
most  sparkling  lyrics,  set  to  infectious 
melodies,  that  have  been  heard  in  these 
parts  in  many  years  .   .   .   Jeanne  Madden 
.   .   .   carries  the  principal  feminine  role 
.   .   .   and  does  it  with  pert  and  confident 
vivacity  and  has  a   sweet  and  appealing 
voice. 

"Case  History" 
Dr.  Louis  S.  Bardoly  wrote  this,  the 

23rd  play.  It  opened  at  the  Lyceum,  Octo- 
ber 21,  is  in  three  acts  and  eight  scenes 

and  was  staged  by  Adelyn  Bushnell  in  a 
setting  by  James  Morcom.  James  Troup 
produced.  The  cast  embraced  Ned  Wever, 
Ruth  Abbott,  Ruth  Lee,  Babs  Savage,  G. 
Pat  Collins  and  Evelyn  Mills.  The  judg- 
ment: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   . 
has  on  the  credit  side  earnestness  and 
sincerity.  On  the  debit  side  is  the  fact  that 
it  is  a   tract  rather  than  a   play  ...  A 
competent  cast  is  helpful. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
Controversial  drama  is  never  particularly 
satisfying  to  me.  If  it  is  written  with  the 
necessary  force  of  conviction,  it  is  too 

plainly  biased.  If  it  isn’t,  there  is  no  real 
satisfaction  in  it. 

R.  W.  jr„  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   .   one  of 
the  calamities  of  the  season  .   .   .   But 
though  ardent  as  a   propagandist  (Dr. 
Bardoly)  is  feeble  and  obvious  as  a   dra- 

matist ...  As  usual,  the  actors  strive nobly. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — The  dialogue 
is  serviceable  enough  and  in  its  medical 
passages  it  works  up  to  good  lather  of 
anger.  Otherwise,  it  is  completely  unre- 

lieved and  solemn.  The  chief  asset  ...  is 

Ned  Wever’s  portrayal  of  the  tolerant 
and  kindly  doctor. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — It  comes  as  what  is 
known  as  a   sincere  effort — on  both  sides 
of  the  footlights  .   .   .   has  not  been  able  to 
get  it  said  with  skill. 

R.  L.,  Sun — If  fervor  and  honest  indig- 
nation produced  good  drama,  or  even 

made  it  particularly  probable,  life  would 
be  far  easier  for  playwrights  and,  as  far 
as  that  goes,  the  rest  of  us. 

B.  A.,  Times — As  a   play,  “Case  History” 
stands  in  need  of  a   play  doctor. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram —   ...  a   pretty 
terrible  example  of  medical  propaganda. 

"Madame  Capet" 

Twenty-fourth  play,  “Madame  Capet” 
opened  at  the  Cort,  October  25.  Marcelle 

Maurette  wrote  the  original  French  from 
which  George  Middleton  made  the  trans- 

lation. Jose  Ruben  staged  and  Eddie 
Dowling  produced  with  Eve  Le  Gallienne, 
Frederic  Tozere,  William  Post  jr.,  Blanche 
Ring,  George  Coulouris,  Jose  Ruben, 
among  others.  The  critics: 

R.  C.,  Daily  Mirror —   ...  a   joy  to  the 
eye  .   .   .   adaptation  .   .   .   does  not  match  the 
production  in  distinction  .   .   .   workmanlike 
adaptation  but  the  tragic  story  of  the 

pretty  young  queen  driven  to  the  guillo- 
tine by  forces  beyond  her  control  deserves 

even  better  .   .   .   Miss  Le  Gallienne  effects 
the  transition  of  Marie  Antoinette  from 

headstrong  youth,  through  awakened  ma- 
turity to  dignified  resignation  with  superb artistry  .   .   . 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
Miss  Le  Gallienne’s  performance  is  also 
one  worthy  of  praise  .   .   .   deftly  and  feel- 

ingly emphasized.  The  fault  .   .   .   stems 
from  a   story  that,  however,  poignant  it 
was  in  fact,  has  lost  effective  emotional 
appeal  through  repetition. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American —   ...  an  un- 
moving and  arid  chronicle  which  leaves 

unshed  Broadway’s  solvent  dews  of  grief 
...  a   sob-sister  caught  in  a   drought  .   .   . 
This  failure  is  due,  I   should  say,  partly  to 
the  writing,  partly  to  the  production  and 

partly  to  Miss  Le  Gallienne’s  performance 
.   .   .   seemed  very  nervous  and  overwrought 
though  well  sustained  in  its  quieter  mo- 

ments and  very  touching  in  her  Duse-like 
outbursts  when  the  young  Dauphin  is 
taken  from  her. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   ...  a   bad 
play  from  the  French  .   .   .   Miss  Le  Galli- 

enne tries  earnestly  in  the  title  role,  but 
her  efforts  are  unavailing. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   ...  a   very  sorry  example 
of  historical  playwrighting  .   .   .   leaves  al- 

most everything  to  be  desired.  Although 
Miss  Le  Gallienne  is  charming  in  her  high 
wigs  and  hollowing  skirts,  her  playing  is 
uneven. 

R.  L.,  Sun —   .   .   .   somewhat  enlivened  by 
the  presence  of  Eva  Le  Gallienne  .   .   . 
pretty  costume  drama,  if  not  biography, 
but  it  does  not  provide  drama  with  much 
iron  in  it. 

B.  A.,  Times' —   .   .   .   her  acting  as  the 
stricken  queen  is  superb  .   .   .   only  a   drama 
of  convenience.  There  can  be  little  dif- 

ference of  opinion,  however,  about  the 
dramatic  grimness  of  the  concluding 

scene,  laid  in  the  queen’s  cell  at  the  Con- 
ciergerie  just  before  the  execution  .   .   . 
Miss  Le  Gallienne  acts  this  scene  with 
stunning  authority. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   dra- 
matic action  is  often  slowed  to  a   positive 

standstill  .   .   .   Miss  Le  Gallienne  .   .   .   does 
her  best — and  her  best  is  excellent,  in- 

deed— to  make  the  play  come  alive.  So  do 
such  good  and  honest  and  sincere  actors 
as  George  Coulouris,  Frederic  Tozere  and 
Bram  Nossen. 

One  Play  Closes 

New  York — “I  Have  Been  Here  Before” 
which  opened  at  the  Guild  Theatre,  Octo- 

ber 13,  closed  October  29  after  20  per- formances. 
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Joe  Pasternak  was  due  back  at  his  Uni- 

versal production  desk  this  week  after  a 
short  vacation  in  New  York.  He  will  be- 

gin preparations  shortly  for  a   new  Deanna 
Durbin  musical. 

★ 

Jack  L.  Warner  joins  six  other  nation- 

ally-known figures,  including  Faith  Bald- 

win, the  novelist,  to  form  a   "jury"  which 

will  choose  the  "Cosmopolitan  Girl"  for 
Cosmopolitan  Magazine. 

★ 

Talbot  Jennings,  Paramount  scrivener, 

is  vacationing  in  New  York,  having  com- 
pleted a   writing  assignment  for  Producer 

Albert  Lewin. 
★ 

Eddie  Cantor,  who  moves  his  radio  con- 

tingent to  New  York  next  week,  will  par- 
ticipate in  the  United  Palestine  annual 

benefit  show  at  Madison  Square  Garden 

during  his  four-week  stay  in  the  east. 
★ 

Gloria  Dickson,  Warner  contract  ac- 
tress, is  planning  a   trip  to  Chicago  on 

which  she  will  leave  in  a   few  days. 
★ 

Ted  Lesser,  Paramount  talent  depart- 

ment chief,  has  returned  from  a   three- 
week  vacation  in  New  York  and  Mexico. 

His  wife  accompanied. 
★ 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Douglas  Fairbanks  sr., 
trained  in  from  New  York,  as  did  Roscoe 
Karns,  comedian.  The  Fairbankses  have 
been  in  Europe,  while  Karns  went  east 
for  a   vacation. 

★ 

William  Pine,  associate  producer,  and 

Joe  De  Yong,  artist,  have  joined  Cecil  B. 

DeMille’s  second  " Union  Pacific”  unit, 
shooting  at  Iron  Springs,  Utah. 

For  a   vacation  and  to  look  over  the  new 

fall  crop  of  shows,  Edmund  Grainger,  Uni- 
versal producer  is  in  New  York.  He  will 

be  gone  two  weeks. 
★ 

Producer-Director  John  M.  Stahl  trav- 
eled to  San  Francisco  to  investigate  the 

Golden  Gate  Exposition  there,  with  a   view 

to  selecting  location  sights  for  a   picture, 

based  on  the  fair,  which  he  may  produce. 
★ 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Allen  Jenkins  are  due  in 
from  a   vacation  in  New  York. 

★ 

Tex  Ritter,  Monogram  cowboy,  is  in 

town  after  a   horse-buying  expedition 
which  took  him  to  Tonopah  and  Reno. 

Tex  will  train  several  horses  for  rodeo  ap- 
pearances this  winter. 

Shirley  Temple  has  been  named  by  the 
Tournament  of  Roses  Association  to  lead 

the  Golden  Jubilee  parade  in  Pasadena  on 

New  Year’s  Day,  marking  the  first  time 
a   child  has  been  so  honored  since  the  pa- 

rade was  launched  50  years  ago. 
★ 

To  embark  on  his  radio  program,  Robert 

Benchley  sailed  for  New  York  on  Sun- 
day. He  goes  by  way  of  the  Panama  Canal. 

★ 

Film  notables  galore  will  be  on  hand 
when  the  Helpers,  relief  organization, 
holds  its  fifth  annual  dinner  dance 

Thanksgiving  Eve  at  the  Biltmore  Bowl. 

Jerry  Hoffman,  20th  Century-Fox  asso- 
ciate producer,  is  guiding  the  floor  show, 

and  reservations  have  already  been  placed 
by  William  Gargan,  Franciska  Gaal,  Anita 
Louise,  Dick  Powell,  Alice  Faye,  Joe  E. 
Brown,  Gene  Autry,  Walter  Connolly, 
William  Keighley,  Tom  Brown,  Dore 
Schary,  Budd  Schulberg,  Claire  Trevor 
and  many  others. 

Constance  Bennett  entertained  in  honor 

of  the  return  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Douglas 
Fairbanks  sr.,  from  Europe  recently. 

Guests  included  the  Darryl  Zanucks,  the 

Pandro  Bermans,  Charles  Fieldman,  Mr. 

aiid  Mrs.  Mervyn  LeRoy,  the  Milton  Brens, 
Norma  Shearer,  Joan  Bennett,  Howard 

Hughes  and  Gilbert  Roland. 

★ 

Making  a   third  and  final  change  in  va- 
cation plans,  Bob  Burns  left  Friday  for 

Honolulu,  accompanied  by  his  wife.  His 
recently-announced  European  trip  was 
called  off  when  he  could  not  obtain  a 

suitable  sailing  date  from  New  York.  De- 
parting from  San  Francisco,  Burns  was 

serenaded  at  the  dock  by  the  University 
of  Arkansas  band. 

★ 

Mary  Carlisle,  Paramount  actress,  is  re- 

ported doing  well  at  the  Cedars  of  Le- 
banon Hospital,  where  she  underwent  an 

emergency  appendectomy  last  week. 

* 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sol  Wurtzel  and  the  Nor- 
man Fosters  will  return  next  week  from  a 

three-week  vacation  in  Mexico. 

* 

Nat  Deverich,  associate  of  Myron  Selz- 

nick  and  Ernst  Lubitsch  in  their  produc- 
tion organization,  returned  this  week  from 

New  York,  where  he  has  spent  the  last 
month  negotiating  a   release  for  the  first 
Lubitsch  picture. 

★ 

Producer  Harry  Sherman  intends  to  em- 
bark on  an  extended  vacation  late  in  De- 

cember, when  he  has  completed  the  final 

“Hopalong  Cassidy”  western  for  Para- 
mount and  a   Zane  Grey  outdoor  film.  He 

will  resume  production  in  1939. 

GN  Production  Left 

Mainly  to  Fine  Arts 
Production  activities  for  the  new  Grand 

National  remain  in  the  hands  of  Franklyn 

Warner’s  Fine  Arts  Pictures,  scheduled  to 

deliver  26  films  on  GN’s  1938-39  program, 
as  the  delayed  return  of  Jack  Skirball, 

GN’s  production  manager,  from  the  east 
left  studio  attaches  with  naught  to  do 
but  twiddle  their  thumbs. 

Skirball  was  expected  in  over  the  week- 
end, but  informed  aides  here  that,  instead, 

he  will  remain  in  New  York  until  E.  W. 

Hammons,  new  president  of  GN,  has  re- 
turned from  England  about  November  15. 

Edward  Alperson,  vice-president  and  sales 
chieftain,  will  also  stay  in  New  York  until 
Hammons  concludes  his  English  business 
trip. 

Meantime  Warner  is  effecting  changes 
within  the  FA  setup,  aiming  at  expansion 
and  adhering  to  his  policy  of  creating  a 

unit  composed  principally  of  producer- 
directors.  Sam  Berkowitz,  now  in  Eng- 

land with  Hammons,  will  bow  out  of  his 

post  as  executive  producer  and  hereafter 
will  remain  in  the  distribution  end.  Also 

checking  off  the  roster  is  Edward  Hal- 
perin,  who  was  acting  as  associate  pro- 

ducer on  “Wonder  World.”  Charles  La- 

mont  is  currently  the  nucleus  of  Warner’s 
projected  staff,  having  been  signed  some 

weeks  ago  to  a   producer-director  ticket. 

Lamont  has  “The  Long  Shot,”  a   race- 
track story,  in  production  with  Marsha 

Hunt,  Gordon  Jones  and  C.  Henry  Gor- 
don topping  the  cast.  Only  other  produc- 
tion in  work  on  the  lot  for  GN  release  is 

“Exiled,”  the  Anna  Sten  starrer  which  Eu- 
gene Frenke  is  producing  and  Otis  Gar- 

rett directing. 

GN  continues  to  hold  forth  in  the  studio 

rental  field,  however,  with  Studio  Man- 
ager Jack  Pearl  having  signed  a   deal  with 

Coronado  Pictures  whereby  that  organiza- 
tion leases  office  and  studio  space  for  the 

production  of  six  pictures.  Also  head- 

quartering at  GN  is  B.  W.  Richards’ Standard  Pictures. 

Nick  Grinde  Signed 
Nick  Grinde  has  been  signed  to  direct 

“Federal  Man  Hunt”  at  Republic.  Armand 
Schaefer  will  produce. 

Thespic  Tours  Nosedive 

With  Production  Rising 

Personal  appearance  tours,  which  serve 

to  keep  Hollywood’s  acting  talent  busy 
when  not  called  for  service  before  the 

camera,  took  a   substantial  nosedive  this 
week,  indicating  that  production  has,  at 
long  last,  hit  the  upward  trail. 

Plans  for  a   p.  a.  jaunt  were  disclosed 
by  Edith  Fellows  and  Cliff  Edwards,  who 
check  out  at  the  end  of  the  month  for  a 

tour  through  the  midwest  and  south.  They 

will  appear  in  conjunction  with  showings 

of  “The  Little  Adventuress,”  the  Colum- 
bia picture  in  which  they  have  featured 

roles. 

Having  settled  his  Paramount  acting 
contract,  Comedian  Ben  Blue  opens  in 
Denver  with  a   stage  act  which  he  will  pilot 

through  an  extended  cross-country  tour. 
Featured  in  the  troupe  are  Betty  and  Jane 
Kean,  singers  and  dancers. 

Completing  a   six-week  tour  in  the  east, 
Johnny  (Scat)  Davis  reported  back  to 
Warner  for  his  next  film  assignment.  One 

of  his  p.  a.  stops  was  in  Lexington,  Vir- 
ginia, in  connection  with  the  premiere  at 

the  Virginia  Military  Institute  of  “Brother 

Rat.” 
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Stabilization  for AMG  Gives  In  to  License 

Independent  Seen 
With  the  projected  incorporation  in 

Sacramento  this  week  of  Equity  Pictures, 
Inc.,  the  final  link  in  a   new  independent 

production-distribution  organization  de- 
signed to  function  as  a   clearing-house  for 

motion  picture  product  of  this  nature,  and 
one  which  its  backers  believe  will  place 

independent  production  and  release  on  a 
more  stable  basis  than  it  has  enjoyed  for 
the  past  several  years,  will  have  been 
forged. 

Organizers  are  John  E.  Browne,  now  to 
production  circles,  Joseph  Malcolm,  for 
many  years  a   laboratory  operator  here, 
and  Bennie  F.  Zeidman.  Their  plans,  only 
this  week  disclosed  in  full,  and  as  outlined 
by  Herbert  T.  Silverberg,  their  attorney, 
include: 

1.  Formation  of  Equity  Pictures  to  pro- 
duce from  16  to  20  features  for  the  1938- 

39  market. 

2.  Perfection  of  a   franchise  distribution 

organization,  under  the  name  of  Malcolm- 
Browne  Productions,  with  exchanges  in  32 

key  cities,  to  handle  product  not  only  fur- 
nished by  Equity  but  by  any  and  all  in- 

dependent producers  whose  films  measure 

up  to  Malcolm-Browne’s  established 
standards. 

Headquartering  at  Talisman  Studios, 
Zeidman,  as  executive  producer  for  Equity, 

has  already  completed  one,  “Prison  Train,” 
and  is  at  work  on  the  second.  Addition- 

ally, Browne,  who  has  been  conferring 

here  with  Malcolm,  Zeidman  and  Silver- 
berg, is  on  his  way  to  New  York  with  dis- 

tribution contracts  for  18  more  indepen- 
dent films — six  to  be  made  by  Ashton 

Deerholt,  formerly  with  Burrough-Tarzan; 
six  from  Craig  Hutchinson,  and  six  from 

George  Hirliman,  labeled  the  “Preacher 
Devlin”  series,  which  Hirliman  at  one 
time  planned  to  release  through  Grand 
National. 

Six  Hold  Franchises 

Franchise-holding  exchanges  have  been 
set  up  in  New  York,  Philadelphia,  Wash- 

ington, Boston,  Buffalo  and  Chicago,  and 

Browne  will  carry  out  the  work  through- 
out the  midwest,  south  and  on  the  Pa- 
cific Coast,  Silverberg  said. 

Spurred  by  these  elaborate  plans,  Holly- 

wood’s independent  production  circles  ad- 
vanced another  notch  in  their  comeback 

fight,  while  a   survey  of  activities  in  other 
independent  quarters  showed  additional 
encouraging  prospects. 
Standard  Pictures,  headquartering  at 

Grand  National,  is  preparing  for  an  im- 

mediate launching  of  “The  Headleys  Go 
Hollywood,”  second  in  its  “Headley  Fam- 

ily” series,  with  Ralph  Morgan  replacing 
Grant  Mitchell  in  the  cast.  Standard  also 

has  “20,000,000  Witnesses”  in  script  form 
as  one  of  the  16  features  it  plans  to  pro- 

duce during  the  coming  season,  and  for 
which  a   release  is  being  set  in  New  York 

by  B.  W.  Richards,  president  of  the  com- 
pany. 

Planning  to  turn  the  cameras  shortly 

on  the  second  of  its  cowgirl  westerns,  Don- 

ald K.  Leiberman’s  Coronado  Pictures  has 
taken  space  at  GN.  George  Hirliman  is 
associated  with  Leiberman  in  the  com- 

Plan  Advanced  by  the  SAG 

Mid-week  developments  in  Hollywood’s 
most  dynamite-laden  organizational  con- 

troversy— that  between  the  Screen  Actors 

Guild  and  the  film  capital’s  talent  agents 
— contained  but  little  to  indicate  that  an 

early  truce  can  be  effected  in  the  battle 

between  the  actors’  organization  and  the 

ten -percenters  over  the  SAG’s  projected 
adoption  of  a   19-point  franchising  pro- 

gram to  exercise  control  over  actor-agent 
relationships. 

The  AMG,  Thursday,  at  a   mass 

meeting,  agreed  to  accept  the  SAG’s 
licensing  plan.  However,  the  AMG 

will  continue  its  fight  to  win  conces- 
sions in  the  more  drastic  licensing 

clauses. 

On  Saturday,  representatives  of  the 

SAG  and  AMG  were  to  meet  in  dis- 
cussions on  the  application,  in  detail, 

of  the  franchise  plan. 

The  agents,  including  the  Artists  Man- 
agers Guild — composed  of  some  30  of  the 

top-bracket  managerial  representatives — 
and  approximately  125  smaller  percenters 
were  to  meet  Wednesday  night  to  tighten 
their  solid-front  battle  lines  against  the 
SAG  after  their  counter-proposal,  con- 

taining a   working  code  with  which  they 
hoped  to  replace  the  stringent  SAG  plan, 
met  with  a   flat  rejection  on  the  part  of 

the  SAG’s  negotiating  committee.  The 
Guild  board  of  directors,  after  scrutiniz- 

ing the  compromise  plan  submitted  by  Abe 

Lastfogel  and  William  Woolfenden,  head- 

ing the  agents’  committee,  rebuffed  it  in 
a   letter  to  the  AMG  which  declared  it  to 

be  “unacceptable,”  and  pointing  out  that 
“the  agency  committee  (headed  by  George 

Murphy)  will  meet  with  any  agents’  com- 
mittee, Artists  Managers  Guild  or  inde- 

pendent, to  hear  suggestions  on  the  de- 
tailed provisions  of  the  licensing  plan,  but 

any  such  meeting  must  be  held  promptly.” 
Agents  set  forth  that  their  self-regula- 

tory code  contains  most  of  the  provisions 

provided  for  in  the  Guild’s  franchise  pro- 
ject, but  the  Guild  directorate,  in  its  let- 

ter of  rejection,  declared  the  talent  man- 

agers’ objections  to  the  licensing  plan — 
particularly  that  clause  limiting  agent- 

actor  contracts  to  one  year — were  “not 

persuasive.” 
IATSE  Intervenes  at 

Cartoonists'  Hearing 
What  was  expected  to  be  a   routine 

hearing  to  dispose  of  the  collective  bar- 
gaining petition  filed  with  the  NLRB  by 

the  Federation  of  Screen  Cartoonists,  who 
seek  recognition  at  the  Walt  Disney  plant, 

developed  into  a   red-hot  session  when 
representatives  of  four  IATSE  locals,  pre- 
ent  at  the  proceedings,  filed  petitions  of 
intervention,  based  on  their  claims  that 
the  FSC  is  attempting  to  organize  the 
studio  along  vertical  lines  similar  to  the 

tactics  adopted  by  the  Committee  for  In- 
dustrial Organization  and,  hence,  is  over- 

stepping its  jurisdictional  confines.  Make- 
up artists,  technicians,  photographers  and 

sound  technicians  intervened  as  IA 
unions  which,  it  is  claimed,  the  FSC  is 
attempting  to  take  over.  Hearing  was 
scheduled  to  wind  up  Tuesday,  as  Trial 
Examiner  William  R.  Ringer  indicated  he 
must  return  to  Washington. 

The  complaints  registered  by  the  four 
IATSE  locals  against  the  Federated  Screen 

Cartoonists  petition  for  recognition  at  the 
Disney  studio  resulted  in  victory  for  them 
when  the  FSC  agreed  to  relinquish  claims 
to  jurisdiction  over  musicians,  grips,  prop 

men,  process  and  miniature  workers, 
sound  men  and  film  editors,  who  were 
listed  as  FSC  members  on  the  original 
charter  and  whom  the  IA  locals  claims. 

The  amended  FSC  petition  contends  the 

organization  should  be  designated  as  bar- 
gaining agent  for  animators,  artists  and 

“creative  illustrators.” 

pany,  which  recently  bought  out  the  in- 
terests of  Roy  Wolf,  Arthur  Dreifuss  and 

others. 

Emerging  from  temporary  inactivity,  B. 
P.  Schulberg,  for  some  time  a   Paramount 

“sharecropping”  producer  and,  until  a 
short  time  ago,  a   production  aide  at  Selz- 
nick  International,  disclosed  sketchy  plans 

to  produce  “The  Life  of  Enrico  Caruso,” 
with  Edward  Arnold,  whom  he  has  under 
personal  contract,  essaying  the  title  role. 

Operating  on  a   skeleton  staff,  David  L. 

Loew’s  production  organization  has  moved 
from  Universal  to  the  Selznick  Interna- 

tional lot,  where  it  will  mark  time  until 
Loew,  now  in  the  east  and  soon  to  head 

for  a   South  American  vacation,  has  re- 
turned here,  probably  early  next  year. 

Cukor  Takes  Over 
Sudden  and  serious  illness  of  Richard 

Thorpe  has  caused  him  to  drop  out  of 

the  directorial  seat  on  Metro’s  “The  Wiz- 
ard of  Oz,”  with  George  Cukor  taking 

over.  Picture,  which  Mervyn  LeRoy  is 

producing,  has  been  underway  two  weeks. 

Assign  Air  Speed  King 

Role  in  Republic  Film 
Republic  has  signed  Roscoe  Turner, 

high-speed  aviator,  for  the  top  role  in 

“Flight  at  Midnight,”  which  John  H. 
Auer  will  produce  and  direct.  Hugh  King 
and  Daniel  Moore  are  scripting,  the  film 

to  get  underway  in  mid-November.  Turn- 
er planed  in  this  week. 

Shift  Directors 
Changes  in  directorial  assignments  at 

Paramount  have  James  Hogan  moving 

from  “Persons  in  Hiding”  to  “Bulldog 
Drummond’s  Secret  Police,”  and  Louis 
King,  who  was  to  have  megaphoned  the 

"Drummond”  episode,  taking  over  “Per- 

sons in  Hiding.” 

Set  Next  Rogers 

Next  Roy  Rogers  western  at  Republic 

will  be  “Shine  On,  Harvest  Moon.”  Joe 
Kane  will  direct. 
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SCRIPTERS 

— Columbia 

FRANK  FENTON  and  LYNN  ROOT  teamed  on 

an  untitled  original  mystery  story. 

— Fine  Arts 

ARTHUR  HOERL  to  an  untitled  story  in  the 

“Cipher  Bureau”  series,  based  on  espionage  ac- 
tivity around  the  Panama  Canal. 

EWART  ADAMSON  to  "Full  Speed  Ahead,”  a 
railroad  story  by  James  Henrihan.  Grand  Na- 

tional will  release. 

— Metro 

LEON  GORDON  to  “Balalaika,”  collaborating 
with  RICHARD  CONNELL.  Nelson  Eddy  will 

star,  with  Larry  Weingarten  as  the  producer. 

— RKO  Radio 

ADELE  COMANDINI  to  "Little  Orvie,”  based 
on  the  Booth  Tarkington  stories,  with  Peter  Hol- 

den and  Bob  Burns  to  be  co-starred. 

OWEN  FRANCIS  to  adapt  "Wildcat  Bus,”  his 
own  original,  which  Cliff  Reid  will  produce. 
CLARENCE  YOUNG  also  signed. 

BEN  ORKOW  polishing  "The  Pure  in  Mind,” 
which  went  into  production  last  week. 

Utilize  Films  for 

Community  Chest 
Utilizing  that  medium  with  which  it  is 

best  acquainted — motion  pictures — to  lend 
its  cooperation  to  the  local  and  national 

Community  Chest  drives  now  being  con- 
ducted, Hollywood  has  released  two 

locally-made  trailers  to  theatres,  clubs, 
educational  and  industrial  groups, 

churches  and  schools  throughout  the  na- 
tion— the  films  being  sent  out  as  a   means 

of  stimulating  interest  in  and  response  to 
the  appeals  of  Chest  organizations. 
Paramount  and  the  National  Broadcast- 

ing Co.  cooperated  on  one  of  the  trailers, 
the  studio  directing  and  photographing 

OPTIONS 
— Metro 

CHARLES  McARTHUR,  in  from  New  York, 

joins  writing  staff. 

GUS  KAHN,  lyricist,  signs  new  long-term  con- 
tract. He  has  been  with  the  studio  for  six  years 

and  is  currently  working  with  Sigmund  Romberg 

on  songs  for  “Balalaika.” 
— Monogram 

BORIS  KARLOFF  signed  for  four  more  “Mr. 
Wong”  detective  thrillers,  in  addition  to  the 
original  quartette. 
— Republic 

MAXWELL  SHANE  completes  "Federal  Man 

Hunt”;  PAUL  FRANKLIN  completes  "Ridin’ 
the  Range,”  a   Gene  Autry  western. 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

LOU  SILVERS,  musical  director,  given  new  one- 

year  pact. 
— Warner  Bros. 

GLORIA  DICKSON,  actress,  given  new  long- 
term contract. 

— Republic 

CHARLES  FRANCIS  ROYAL  to  “Western  Jam- 
boree,” a   Gene  Autry  vehicle. 

GEORGE  ROSENER  to  "Rovin’  Tumbleweeds.” 
Gene  Autry  will  star. 

FRANKLYN  COEN  to  "Phantom  of  the 
Screen”  for  Producer  M.  H.  Hoffman. 

■WILLIAM  ULLMAN  jr.,  completes  "Undercover 
Woman,”  which  M.  H.  Hoffman  will  produce: 
FRED  SCHILLER  and  CROMWELL  ORMSBY 

finish  “Girls  of  the  Road.” 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

LAMAR  TROTTI  to  “Lawyer  of  the  West," 
his  own  original,  dealing  with  Abraham  Lincoln 

and  the  early  phases  of  the  martyred  president’s 
life.  Kenneth  Macgowan  will  produce,  shooting 
to  start  shortly. 

LENORE  COFFEE  completes  "Red  Cross 

Nurse.” 

the  short,  while  the  NBC  artists’  bureau 
supplied,  gratis,  the  personalities  and 

commentator,  the  latter  being  Don  Wil- 
son, announcer  for  the  Jack  Benny  broad- 

cast. Running  ten  minutes  in  length,  it 
depicts  the  work  of  various  Chest  agencies. 

The  other,  produced  by  20th  Century- 
Fox,  stars  Jane  Withers,  and  has  been 
distributed  to  more  than  125  Southern 

California  theatres.  Raw  film  was  con- 
tributed by  the  Eastman  laboratories. 

Meantime,  with  the  announcement  that 

the  Gulf  Oil  Co.  has  been  signed  to  spon- 
sor the  Screen  Actors  Guild-Motion  Pic- 

— Universal 

KONRAD  BERCOVICI  to  an  untitled  original 
for  Producer  John  Stahl. 

EDMUND  HARTMANN  to  "Murder  In  the  Sur- 

gery,” from  a   novel  by  Dr.  James  Edwards,  as  a 
Crime  Club  production. 

— Warner  Bros. 

CHARLES  TEDFORD  to  "Lincoln  in  the  White 

House,”  one  of  the  studio’s  series  of  historical 
short  subjects. 

VINCENT  SHERMAN  completes  "Concentra- 

tion Camp.”  in  which  John  Garfield,  Humphrey 

Bogart  and  the  "Dead  End”  kids  will  be  fea- 

tured; EARLE  SNELL  to  "Torchy  for  Mayor," 
co-featuring  Glenda  Farrell  and  Barton  MacLane. 

CASEY  ROBINSON  completes  "Yes,  My  Darling 
Daughter,”  based  on  Mark  Reed’s  stage  play. 
Jeffrey  Lynn  and  Priscilla  Lane  will  be  featured. 
JERRY  WILD  and  RICHARD  MACAULAY  to 

“The  Poor  Nut,”  based  on  the  stage  play,  which 
will  serve  as  a   starring  vehicle  for  Eddie  Albert. 

MICHAEL  FESSIER  to  "Broadway  Cavalier.” 
Wayne  Morris,  Joan  Blondell,  Pat  O’Brien  and 
Maxie  Rosenbloom  head  the  cast,  shooting  to 
start  in  November. 

SMITH  DAWLESS  to  “Goodbye  Again,”  re- 
make of  an  early  talkie,  which  Max  Siegel  will 

produce. 

ture  Relief  Fund  airshow,  the  MPRF  has 

begun  to  round  up  stars  from  the  SAG’s 
ranks  and,  in  cooperation  with  the  Music 
Corporation  of  America,  will  outline  the 
format  of  the  broadcast.  Under  the  deal, 

Gulf  will  pay  $10,000  weekly  to  the  SAG 
for  the  use  of  top  acting  talent,  this 
amount  to  be  turned  over  to  the  MPRF. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  ‘ 

Rathbone  and  Bruce  Cast 

As  Sherlock  and  Watson 
Basil  Rathbone  will  portray  Sherlock 

Holmes,  fiction’s  most  famous  sleuth  and 
Nigel  Bruce  will  be  Dr.  Watson,  in  20th 

Century-Fox’s  picturization  of  “The 
Hound  of  the  Baskervilles,”  by  Arthur 
Conan  Doyle.  Picture  starts  about  De- 

cember 19  with  Irving  Cummings  direct- 
ing and  Gene  Markey  as  associate  pro- 

ducer. Ernest  Pascal  is  doing  the  screen 

play. 
The  studio  will  send  a   camera  crew  to 

England  for  background  and  atmospheric 
shots. 

Corrigan  Checks  In  lor 
Part  in  RKO  Production 

With  the  picture  being  readied  to  roll 

November  1,  Douglas  (Wrong  Way)  Cor- 
rigan, Atlantic  flier,  returned  to  Holly- 

wood and  RKO  Radio  this  week.  Corrigan 
will  portray  himself  in  the  filmization  of 

his  life  story,  tentatively  titled  “The  Fly- 
ing Irishman,”  with  Pandro  Berman  pro- 

ducing and  Leigh  Jason  directing.  Ernest 

Pagano  and  Dalton  Trumbo  did  the  screen- 

play. 

Werner  Is  Made  Casting 

Director  of  Small  Unit 
David  C.  Werner  has  been  added  to  Ed- 

ward Small’s  production  unit  as  casting 
director,  going  to  work  immediately  on 

“King  of  the  Turf,”  Small’s  next  for 
United  Artists  release.  Adolphe  Menjou 
will  be  starred,  the  picture  to  roll  when 

“The  Duke  of  West  Point”  is  completed. 
Werner  has  been  casting  director  and 

talent  scout  for  Universal,  Republic  and 

an  independent  literary  agent.  Jack  Mor- 

ton, signed  by  Small  to  cast  “The  Duke,” 
remains  as  Werner’s  assistant. 

Hogg  to  Baker 
Charles  Hogg,  juvenile  stage  and  radio 

singer  who  was  placed  under  long-term 
contract  by  Republic  recently,  will  be 
known  hereafter  as  Buddy  Baker.  He  is 
currently  making  his  film  debut  in 

“Orphans  of  the  Streets,”  with  Tommy 
Ryan  and  Robert  Livingston. 

ARTISTS  AND  MODELS  ABROAD  (Para)— 

Does  not  include  as  many  lavish  produc- 
tion and  musical  numbers  as  predecessors 

in  the  series,  but  compensates  for  such 

shortage  with  larger  doses  of  story  and 

comedy,  affording  Jack  Benny,  who  easily 

dominates  the  cast,  free  reign  for  the  dis- 
tinctive type  of  drollery  on  which  his  popu- 

larity is  built.  An  impressive  display  of 

Paris  fashions  will  prove  a   lure  in  wooing 

women  patrons  to  the  wickets.  Picture  is 

skillfully  directed  by  Mitchell  Leisen.  Ar- 
thur Homblow  jr.  produced. 

STORM,  THE  (Univ) — Red-blooded  and  thril- 

ling melodrama  of  the  two-fisted  men  who 
sail  the  seas.  Filled  with  action  all  the 

way  this  packs  the  authentic  tang  of  mari- 
time adventure  and  can  be  counted  upon 

as  tip-top  program  fare.  Charles  Bickford 
scores  a   distinct  triumph  in  his  screen 

comeback.  Ken  Goldsmith  produced.  Har- 
old Young  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

"Chan"  Feminine  Lead 

Goes  to  Phyllis  Brooks 
Feminine  lead  in  “Charlie  Chan  in 

Honolulu,”  first  of  the  series  in  which  Sid- 
ney Toler  will  impersonate  the  Oriental 

sleuth,  goes  to  Phyllis  Brooks.  Twentieth 

Century-Fox  will  get  the  picture  under- 

way October  31  with  H.  Bruce  Humber- 
stone  directing  from  a   script  by  Charles 

Belden.  Eddie  Collins  will  have  a   com- 

edy role. 

Role  for  Spencer  Tracy 

In  'Stanley-Livinqstone' 
Snencer  Tracy  has  been  borrowed  from 

Metro  bv  20th  Centurv-Fox  to  portray 

Henry  M.  Stanley  in  “Stanley  and  Liv- 

ingstone.” 
Walter  Brennan  goes  on  loan  from 

Samuel  Goldwyn  for  a   featured  role. 
Scrint  is  being  readied  as  one  of  the 

studio’s  forthcoming  specials.  . 
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MAJOR  EXCHANGES  IN  LOS  ANGELES  ARE  SILENT 

ON  RECEIPT  OF  GOVERNMENT  QUESTIONNAIRES 

Booklet  Demand  Up 
Los  Angeles — Demand  by  Southern  California  exhibitors  for  "Movie  Quiz"  book- 
lets and  “Motion  Pictures  Are  Your  Best  Entertainment"  campaign  accessories  regis- 

tered a   slight  upturn  after  two  weeks  of  absolute  inactivity  when  the  Paramount 

exchange,  handling  accessories  for  this  area,  reported  delivery  of  1,000  “Quiz" 
booklets — first  sales  accounted  for  since  early  in  October. 

The  booklets  were  ordered  by  and  delivered  to  the  American  Potash  Co.  of 

Trona,  Cal.,  which  operates  the  Trona  Theatre  there  chiefly  for  the  benefit  of  its 
employes,  charging  a   low  admission. 

Paramount  reported,  however,  that  no  orders  had  been  placed  by  any  other 

independent  or  chain  exhibitors.  With  Robert  Poole,  general  secretary  of  the  Inde-> 
pendent  Theatre  Owners  of  Southern  California,  still  in  New  York  attending  the 

distributor-exhibitor  trade-practice  parleys,  his  promised  survey  of  attendance  and 
grosses  in  theatres  enlisted  in  the  campaign  in  this  area  remains  undelivered. 

Anti-Nazis  Turning 
To  New  Interests 

Hollywood — Having  experienced  what 
Donald  Ogden  Stewart,  chairman  of  the 

Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League,  termed  “one 
of  the  happiest  and  proudest  moments  in 

the  Hollywood  liberal  movement”  through 
the  appearance  of  Secretary  of  the  Interior 
Harold  L.  Ickes  at  a   mass  meeting  spon- 

sored by  the  Hollywood  Council  for  Dem- 
ocracy at  the  Shrine  Auditorium  last 

Wednesday,  the  film  capital’s  progressive 
groups  were  turning  with  renewed  interest 
to  plans  for  forthcoming  political  meet- 

ings and  social  gatherings. 
Among  events  to  be  staged  in  the  near 

future  will  be  an  elaborate  fashion  show 
and  dinner,  to  be  given  November  2   under 
the  sponsorship  of  the  League  of  Women 
Shoppers,  at  which  Marie  Wilson,  Lucille 
Ball,  Whitney  Bourne,  Gale  Sondergaard, 
Nancy  Carroll,  Gale  Page,  Helen  Gahagan 
and  Linda  Winters  will  model  the  newest 
in  fall  and  winter  creations.  Ben  Blue 
and  Lionel  Stander  will  entertain,  as  will 
Faith  Bacon,  fan  dancer;  Fred  Keating 
will  be  master  of  ceremonies,  and  Melvyn 
Douglas  and  Philip  Dunne  are  scheduled 
for  brief  speeches.  Affair  will  be  held  at 
the  Trocadero. 

On  Friday  night  the  local  chapter  of  the 
Associated  Film  Audiences,  a   nation-wide 
group  organized  to  combat  intolerance  and 
picketing  of  topical  sociological  and  eco- 

nomic themes  in  motion  pictures,  held  a 
membership  meeting,  with  Aben  Kandel 
and  Gilbert  Gabriel,  screen  writers,  as 
chief  speakers. 

Secretary  Ickes’  visit  here  aroused  con- 
siderable interest  and  enthusiasm  among 

many  members  of  the  film  colony.  Prior 
to  his  address  at  the  Shrine  auditorium, 
the  national  executive  was  feted  at  lunch- 

eon at  20th  Century-Fox,  at  which  he  de- 
livered a   fervent  plea  for  freedom  of 

speech  and  of  the  screen.  Flanking  the 
visitor  at  the  luncheon  were  Darryl  Zan- 

uck,  and  Louis  B.  Mayer,  while  other 
celebrities  included  Walter  Wanger,  Sam 
Katz,  Fred  Beetson,  Sam  Briskin,  Melvyn 
Douglas,  John  Ford,  William  Goetz,  M.  C. 
Levee,  Eddie  Mannix,  Dudley  Nichols, 
Harry  Rapf,  Gale  Sondergaard,  Donald 
Ogden  Stewart,  Gloria  Stuart,  Adolph 
Zukor  and  Hal  Wallis. 

Ickes’  Shrine  address,  titled  “The 
Crisis  of  Democracy,”  pleaded  for  the 
strengthening  of  democracy  and  liberalism 

in  America  as  a   weapon  against  “the 
threat  of  Fascism”  and  the  “spirit  of  in- 

tolerance and  suppression  that  is  now  a 

threatening  storm  on  the  far  horizon.” 
Following  his  talk,  the  audience  adopted 
a   resolution  to  be  sent  to  President 
Roosevelt  again  urging  him  to  lift  the 
embargo  against  the  Spanish  Loyalists 

and  requesting  him  to  “call  upon  the  other 
democratic  nations  to  meet  with  you  in  a 
genuine  peace  conference  to  plan  for  col- 

lective defense  of  democracy  throughout 

the  world.” 
Another  milestone  in  liberal  Hollywood’s 

autumn  calendar  of  activities  was  passed 
on  Sunday  when  the  Motion  Picture 

Democratic  Committee  held  its  “Victory 
Ball”  at  the  Riverside  Breakfast  Club. 
Hosts  and  hostesses  included  Miriam 
Hopkins,  Gloria  Stuart,  Gale  Sondergaard, 
while  Culbert  L.  Olson,  Democratic  can- 

didate for  governor,  was  guest  of  honor. 

Monogram  Will  Handle 

"Dark  Sands"  on  Coast 
Los  Angeles — Monogram’s  Pacific  Coast 

exchanges  will  handle  distribution  on 

“Dark  Sands,”  English-made  film  pro- 
duced by  Walter  Futter,  under  terms  of  a 

deal  closed  this  week.  Henry  Wilcoxon, 
Wallace  Ford  and  Paul  Robeson  are  fea- 

tured in  the  picture. 

Bronstein  Will  Build 

New  900-Seater  in  L .   A. 
Los  Angeles — Construction  of  a   new 

900-seat  house  at  73rd  St.  and  Vermont 
Ave.  will  be  launched  here  shortly  by 
Ben  Bronstein,  owner  of  the  Lux. 

At  20th-Fox  and  Universal 
It  Is  Admitted  They 

Received  Them 

Los  Angeles — Apparently  under  “sealed- 
lips”  orders  from  their  home  offices,  bind- 

ing them  to  silence,  all  but  two  of  the 
local  branches  of  the  major  exchanges  in- 

volved in  the  federal  government’s  anti- 
monopoly  suit  against  film  producer-dis- 

tributor organizations  refused  to  expand 
on  reports  that  they  were  in  receipt  of 
questionnaires  anent  operational  policies 
sent  them  this  week  by  U.  S.  attorneys. 

That  such  questionnaires  are  in  their 
hands,  however,  was  clearly  indicated  when 
20th  Century-Fox  and  Universal  exchange 
operators  readily  admitted  having  received 
them.  The  blanks  in  each  instance  are 
to  be  filled  out  immediately,  returned  to 

the  exchanges’  respective  home  offices  and 
then  forwarded  to  government  attorneys. 

The  Fox  questionnaire,  labeled  “Form 
No.  3,”  is  in  the  hands  of  Jack  Dillon, 
exchange  manager,  and  is  designed  to 
elicit  information  concerning  operations 

of  those  exchanges  whose  parent  com- 
panies are  affiliated  with  or  who  sub- 

sidize theatre  circuits.  Business  relation- 
ships with  every  theatre  serviced  by  the 

exchange  are  to  be  transcribed,  including 
such  information  as: 

1.  Date  theatre  opened. 
2.  Number  of  changes  in  ownership. 
3.  Number  of  deals  consummated 

in  the  past  two  years. 
4.  Number  of  pictures  played  by  the 

theatre  in  the  past  two  years. 

5.  Seating  capacity  of  the  house  and 
the  clearance  and  zoning  protection 
it  is  afforded. 

6.  Admission  price  and  number  of 
price  changes  since  house  opened. 

This  questionnaire  form,  it  is  under- 
stood, goes  also  to  the  Warner,  Para- 
mount, Metro  and  RKO  Radio  exchanges, 

the  parent  companies  of  which  are  con- 
nected in  some  way  with  theatre  circuits, 

but  whose  local  operators  remained  non- committal. 

The  quiz  received  by  Universal,  labeled 
“Form  No.  4,”  goes  also  to  Columbia, 
parent  companies  of  which  exchanges  do 
not  operate  theatre  circuits.  It  asks  such 

questions  as: 
1.  The  number  of  pictures  contract- 

ed for  in  houses  served  by  the  ex- 
changes in  this  area  since  the  1934-35 season. 

2.  The  number  of  such  features  so 
contracted  for  which  were  actually 

exhibited,  regardless  of  date  of  ex- 
hibition. 

3.  The  number  of  such  features  not 
exhibited. 

4.  Reasons  why  they  were  not  ex- hibited. 
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LOS  ANGELES 

gEN  BERINSTEIN,  who  operates  the  Wil- 
tern  Theatre  here  and  is  a   partner  with 

Abe  and  Mike  Gore  in  the  Studio  City 

Theatre,  went  to  San  Francisco  over  the 
weekend.  He  will  look  over  four  houses 

in  the  suburbs  of  the  Bay  City,  with  a 

view  to  negotiating  deals  for  their  pur- 
chase. 

In  Monday  morning  and  out  again  Mon- 
day night  was  Harry  L.  Nace,  operator  of 

the  Nace  circuit  with  headquarters  in 

Phoenix,  Ariz.  He  garnered  some  product 
for  his  houses  .   .   .   Baking  out  a   heavy 
cold  in  Palm  Springs  is  W.  E.  Calloway, 
Warner  Bros,  western  district  manager. 

He  expected  to  be  back  on  the  job  by  the 
end  of  the  week. 

In  on  a   booking  expedition  was  Roy 
Keene  of  the  Park  Theatre  in  Huntington 

Park  .   .   .   Eddie  Cooke,  Universal’s  office 
manager,  was  married  in  mid-July,  but  he 
and  his  bride  were  never  able  to  find  suf- 

ficient time  for  a   honeymoon.  So  this 
week  Eddie  and  Mrs.  Cooke  motored  off 

on  a   belated  wedding  trip,  their  destina- 
tion a   secret.  They  will  be  gone  two  weeks. 

Morris  Safier,  western  division  mana- 
ger for  Grand  National,  has  returned  from 

his  weekend  trip  to  the  Salt  Lake  City 
exchange  .   .   .   Having  reported  record 

grosses  on  the  first  week’s  booking  of  “Un- 
finished Symphony,”  “The  Life  and  Loves 

of  Beethoven”  and  a   short  subject,  “Hun- 
garian Rhapsody,”  Harold  Glass  has  held 

them  over  for  a   second  week  at  the  Gor- 
don Theatre. 

In  to  acquire  product  for  his  Barton 
Theatre  in  San  Pedro  was  Herz  Shute  .   .   . 
Jimmy  Edwards,  who  heads  the  Edwards 
circuit,  has  returned  from  a   two-week 
fishing  trip  in  the  High  Sierras  .   .   .   Mike 
Newman  has  returned  to  his  desk  at  Co- 

lumbia as  exploitation  man,  having  com- 
pleted a   special  assignment  in  connection 

with  the  opening  of  “You  Can’t  Take  It 
With  You”  in  San  Francisco. 

Ray  Olmstead  of  the  Monogram  ex- 
change was  to  leave  this  week  for  Seattle, 

to  spend  a   week  there  on  busi?iess  .   .   . 
A   late  summer — or  early  fall — cold  caught 
up  with  Rube  Harris  and  sent  him  home. 
Harris  is  a   Metro  salesman  .   .   .   Vacation- 

ing for  a   few  days  in  San  Francisco  is  Al 

Hanson,  owner-operator  of  the  Vogue  The- 
atre in  South  Gate. 

In  on  booking  jaunts  were  Hollis  Scheir- 
meir,  who  recently  acquired  the  Placentia 
Theatre  in  Placentia,  and  Gail  Mullins, 
who  books  for  the  Harry  L.  Nace  theatres 
in  Arizona  .   .   .   Glenn  Harper,  of  the 
Corona  Theatre  in  Corona,  is  the  latest 

candidate  for  the  “local  boy  makes  good” 
crown.  The  Corona  Rotary  Club  has  nom- 

inated him  for  the  office  of  district  gov- 
ernor of  the  organization  at  its  24th  an- 

nual convention  in  Coronado  next  April. 
Harper  has  been  in  show  business  for  25 
years. 

Mike  Rappaport  has  begun  remodeling 
operations  on  his  Arlington  Theatre,  on 
Washington  Blvd.  New  seating  is  being 

installed  by  the  Grewell- Wilcox  Seating 

Co.,  with  Rappaport  planning  to  redec- 
orate the  entire  house,  in  and  out  .   .   . 

Bob  Dunagan,  of  the  Rio  Theatre  in 
Blythe,  and  George  Diamos,  head  of  the 
Lyric  Amusement  Co.  of  Tuscon,  Ariz., 
came  in  on  booking  expeditions. 

With  his  house  scheduled  to  open  Octo- 
ber 29,  Arthur  Klein,  president  of  the  Tele- 

View  Newsreel  Corp.  and  owner  of  the 

new  Tele-View  Newsreel  Theatre  on  Hol- 
lywood Blvd.,  stopped  in  along  the  Row 

to  line  up  news  clips  for  his  opening  per- 
formance. 

To  survey  its  theatres  in  Butte  and  Red 
Falls,  Mont.,  W.  H.  Lollier,  head  of  Fox 

West  Coast’s  real  estate  department,  and 
R.  H.  McCullough,  construction  super- 

visor, trained  out  this  week.  They  expect 
to  be  gone  several  days. 

Guy  Gunderson,  United  Artists  sales- 
man, has  been  designated  by  W.  H.  Lollier, 

chairman  in  charge  of  exchanges  and  the- 

atres for  southern  California’s  Community 
Chest  Drive,  as  head  of  the  Filmrow  com- 

mittee. Other  members  include  N.  P. 

Jacobs,  of  RKO  Radio;  Clayton  Lynch, 

M-G-M;  Jack  Brower,  Warner;  and  El- 
mer Benjamin,  National  Screen  Service. 

Independent  theatremen  are  represented 
by  Albert  Galston,  Max  Sinker,  Irving 
Carlin,  Jay  Sutton  and  Jack  Y.  Berman. 

Ollie  Wog,  Universal  salesman,  is  spend- 
ing the  week  in  the  San  Diego  territory  on 

one  of  his  periodic  business  jaunts  .   .   . 

Morris  Safier,  Grand  National's  western 
division  manager,  has  returned  from  a 

three-day  trip  to  the  Salt  Lake  City  ex- change. 

Arriving  on  Thursday  from  New  York 
was  Nat  Saland,  of  the  Mercury  Film 
Laboratories.  He  plans  to  spend  about 
two  weeks  here  on  business  and  pleasure, 
much  of  his  time  being  devoted  to  visiting 

S.  L.  Decker,  owner  of  the  recently-op- 
ened Majestic  Distributing  Corp. 

Visitors  along  the  Row  included  Dave 

Freed,  who  operates  the  Alhambra  Thea- 
tre in  Alhambra  for  the  Jimmy  Edwards 

circuit;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  Hoffman  of 
the  Soboba  Theatre  in  San  Jacinto,  and 
A.  F.  Minor,  owner  of  the  Major  and  Loma 
theatres  in  Burbank. 

Abba  Blackwood,  switchboard  operator 
at  the  RKO  Radio  exchange,  celebrated  a 

birthday  this  week — she  wouldn’t  say  which 
one — and,  as  one  of  her  most  prized  gifts, 
received  a   little  red  telephone  to  practice on. 

Planning  to  embark  on  an  extended 
vacation  before  returning  to  work,  C.  B. 

Corcoran,  operator  of  the  Ventura  Thea- 
tre in  Ventura  and  a   partner  with  Mike 

Rosenberg  in  the  Principal  Theatres  cir- 
cuit of  northern  California,  left  the  Good 

Samaritan  Hospital  this  week.  He  spent 

ten  days  there  under  observation  for  a 
nervous  disorder. 

New  local  representative  for  Coulter  Pre- 

( Continued  on  page  24-F) 

No  Concern  Over 

Wage -Hour  Law 
Los  Angeles — Maintaining  that  the  Cal- 

ifornia wage-hour  legislation,  to  which 

they  adhere,  provides  the  same  basic  ad- 
ministration as  that  specified  in  the  new 

federal  law  which  went  into  effect  on 

Monday,  chain  and  independent  exhibi- 
tors and  exchange  operators  in  this  ter- 

ritory expressed  no  concern  over  possible 

ramifications  of  the  new  national  meas- 
ure. 

Circuit  and  non-affiliated  showmen  de- 
clared that  in  every  instance  where  the 

wage-hour  law  might  apply,  their  em- 
ployes come  well  within  its  provisions  and 

that,  therefore,  but  few  changes  in  em- 
ployment policies  will  be  effected. 

Dick  Dickson,  Fox  West  Coast  execu- 
tive, summed  the  situation  for  his  circuit 

with  a   brief: 

“It  will  have  practically  no  effect.” 
Dickson  cited  the  fact  that  ushers, 

cashiers,  ticket-takers,  doormen,  and 

house  managers  now  are  working  a   44- 
hour  maximum  week  and  declared  many 

of  these  workers  put  in  considerably  less 
time.  Projectionists  and  stagehands  are 

protected  by  union  contracts  as  affiliates 

of  the  IATSE,  with  new  pacts  being  ne- 
gotiated and  nearly  ready  for  signing 

which  provide  minimum  wages  and  max- 
imum hours  on  a   much  higher  scale  than 

those  contained  in  the  federal  law. 

The  same  comment  was  elicited  from  a 

number  of  independent  circuit  heads, 

smaller  exhibitors,  as  well  as  independ- 
ent exchange  managers. 

Pereiras  Will  Open  New 
Office  on  the  West  Coast 

Chicago — William  Pereira,  of  the  archi- 

tectural firm  of  Pereira  &   Pereira,  mem- 
bers of  the  Boxoffice  Modern  Theatre 

Remodeling  Institute,  this  week  an- 
nounced that  his  concern  would  open  a 

western  office  in  Los  Angeles  next  spring. 

Pereira  was  en  route  to  the  coast  this 

week  to  inspect  plans  for  several  build- 
ings they  are  erecting  for  clients  for  the 

San  Francisco  World’s  Fair  next  year. 
While  on  the  coast,  he  expects  to  confer 
with  several  studio  executives  also. 

Managers  in  California 
Seek  $10,000  FWC  Bonus 

Los  Angeles — California  division  house 

managers  in  the  Fox  West  Coast  circuit 

will  participate  in  a   $10,000  bonus  set 

aside  by  Charles  P.  Skouras,  FWC  presi- 

dent, as  an  award  for  the  fourth-quarter 
sales  drive  which  winds  up  December  24. 

Managers  making  the  best  showings  in 

their  respective  divisions  will  receive 
bonus  checks  before  Christmas,  Skouras 
declared. 
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FEATURE  PRODUCTIONS 
12 

Excellent 

Attractions 

Season 

1938-1939 

12 
Box  Office 

Attractions 

2301 ★Thanks  for  Listening 
Pinky  Tomlin 
Maxine  Doyle 

2302 
★Swing  It  Professor 

Pinky  Tomlin 

Paula  Stone 

2303 ★Devil  Diamond 
Frankie  Darro 

June  Gale 

2304 ★Young  Dynamite 
Frankie  Darro 

Charlotte  Henry 

2305 Anything  for  a   Thrill 
Frankie  Darro 

June  Johnson 

2306 The  Thoroughbred 
Toby  Wing 

Kenneth  Duncan 

2307 Flying  Fists 
J.  Farrel  McDonald 

Fuzzy  Knight 

2308 Million  Dollar  Racket In  Production 

2309 Amateur  Crook In  Production 

2310 Clipped  Wings 
Lloyd  Hughes 

Rosalind  Keith 

2311 
Sky  Racket In  Preparation 

2312 Million  to  One Joan  Fontaine 
Reed  Howes 

Special  Productions 

2313 ★Rebellious  Daughters 
Marjorie  Reynolds 
Sheila  Bromley 

2314 ★Delinquent  Parents 
Maurice  Murphy 

Doris  Weston 

2315 
-►Slander  House Adrienne  Ames 

Craig  Reynolds 

2316 ★Droken  Dlossoms Triumphant 

Dolly  Haas 

2317 The  Speed  Demon 
Muriel  Evans 

Rex  Lease 

2318 Mile-A-Minute  Love In  Production 

2319 Dynamite  Delaney In  Preparation 

2320 
Fury  Delow 

Russell  Gleason 
Maxine  Doyle 

2321 Bars  of  Hate Regis  Toomey 
Sheila  Terry 

2322 
Singapore  Sal In  Preparation 

2323 Meet  the  Mayor 
Frank  Fay 

Nat  Pendleton 

2324 The  Reno  Flyer In  Preparation 

^   Special  Productions 

6 
KERMIT  MAYNARD 

Based  on  Stories  by 

JAMES  OLIVER  CURWOOD 

12 
EPIC  WESTERNS 

6 
COL.  TIM  McCOV 

Produced  by 

SAM  KATZMAN 

ROARING  SIX  GUNS 
FIGHTING  TEXAN 
WHISTLING  BULLETS 
VALLEY  OF  TERROR 
ROUGH  RIDING  RHYTHM 
THE  APACHE  TRAIL 

LIGHTNING  CARSON  RIDES 
RETURN  OF  THE  TERROR 

OUTLAWS'  PARADISE 
CODE  OF  THE  CACTUS 
TEXAS  WILDCAT 

TRIGGER  FINGERS 

MAJESTIC  DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
REpublic  3138  Formerly  All  Star  Pictures  LOS  ANGELES 
REpublic  3139  1928  SOUTH  VERMONT  AVENUE  CALIFORNIA 
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S   HE  A   T   T   IL  IE 
K.  BRIN  has  resigned  as  Grand  Na- 

tional branch  manager.  He  has  taken 
over  the  Mission  Theatre  in  Mount  Ver- 

non. Lloyd  Lamb  succeeds  Brin  .   .   .   Ray- 
mond Morrow,  former  USC  ice  hockey 

captain,  has  joined  the  local  Paramount 
exchange  .   .   .   Henry  Davidson  and  Ed 
Hallberg  in  from  Port  Angeles  .   .   .   The 
George  Blairs  spent  the  weekend  with  the 
Pete  Higgins  .   .   .   Bert  Williams  in  from 
Cashmere  .   .   .   Burt  Jones  here  from  Hol- 

lywood. Burt  is  taking  a   vacation  from 
his  boss  and  handling  a   special  picture  at- 

traction, which  he  previewed  on  the  Row 
for  many  exhibitors  .   .   .   Paul  Aust  of  the 
Broadway  Theatre  has  opened  a   broker- 

age office  on  Filmrow.  Paul  will  handle 
the  buying  and  selling  of  theatres  and 
properties. 

Al  Goldstein  with  the  cast  off  but  still 
on  crutches  .   .   .   Al  Rosenberg,  feeling  in 

the  pink,  spending  some  time  at  Dunge- 
ness  .   .   .   F .   F.  Airey,  who  owns  the  Twisp 
Theatre  in  Twisp,  Wash.,  is  building  a 
new  hotel  in  the  town  .   .   .   W.  L.  Talking- 
ton  will  open  his  new  Davenport  Theatre 
in  the  very  near  future  .   .   .   Al  and  Evelyn 
Oxtoby  spending  a   weekend  in  Portland 
.   .   .   The  Grover  Kirleys  at  a   preview  with 
the  John  Hamricks  .   .   .Art  Huot  almost 

ran  down  a   deer  on  the  highway  between 
Metaline  and  Colville  .   .   .   The  Warner 

Club  has  made  plans  for  holding  a   cos- 

tume Hallowe’en  party  at  the  Queen  Anne 
Club. 

Among  the  filmites  at  the  Cedarbrook 
Hunt  Club  dance  at  Sand  Point  were 
Frank  Christie  and  Betty  Pritchard,  Harry 
Blatt  and  Mildred  DeFoi,  Eddie  and 
Marion  Walton,  Pat  Kahlke,  and  Roy  and 
Frankie  Peacock  .   .   .   Archie  and  Mrs.  Holt 
back  from  Portland  where  they  were 
called  on  account  of  the  death  of  Mrs. 

Holt’s  father,  Lee  Downey  .   .   .   Mrs.  Charlie 
Grieme  and  daughter  back  from  a   trip  to 
Vancouver,  Can.,  and  out  for  their  home 
in  Wenatchee  with  Charlie  .   .   .   The  Rev. 
J.  Warren  Hastings,  popular  pastor  of  the 
Northwest  show  world,  will  be  honored  by 

a   Hallowe’en  dinner  to  be  held  in  the 
quarters  of  the  Northwest  Film  Club.  All 
seats,  reserved,  at  this  writing  are  gone. 

Zelma  Bush  will  open  her  new  theatre 
in  Dishman  just  about  the  time  you  are 
reading  this  column  .   .   .   The  committee  for 
entertainment  of  the  Northwest  Film  Club 
announces  the  program  listing  the  events 

for  November  is  in  the  hands  of  the  prin- 
ter and  will  be  in  the  mail  within  a   few 

days  .   .   .   Big  surprise  to  the  Row  was  the 
marriage  of  Dorothy  Felker.  Dorothy,  the 

daughter  of  Ray  Felker,  said  “I  do”  to 
Robert  Harnish;  then  they  both  slipped 
away  on  their  honeymoon.  At  present  they 
are  in  Detroit  selecting  a   car  in  which 
they  will  drive  back.  They  will  make  their 
home  in  Kirkland. 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN”  Facts 
A   Burch  popcorn  machine  In  your  lobby 

is  equal  to  a   Gold  Mine  in  the  same  spot. 

“But,  you’ve  got  to  own  it” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 

Ralph  Abbott,  theatrical  distributor  for 
Jam  Handy  Picture  Service,  is  here  from 
Detroit  .   .   .   Mrs.  Pete  Higgins  off  by 
plane  for  Los  Angeles  to  visit  with  rela- 

tives .   .   .   The  Tony  Filignos  have  named 
their  new  daughter  Jeane  Helen  .   .   .   The 
board  of  trustees  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  of  Washington  called  a 

special  hurried  meeting  last  week  to  se- 
lect a   delegate  to  attend  the  national  con- 

vention in  Oklahoma  City.  L.  O.  Lukan, 
president,  was  given  the  honor.  At  the 
meeting  were  Bill  Ripley,  Longview;  H.  T. 
Moore,  Tacoma;  Harry  Black,  B.  F. 
Shearer,  Fred  Mercy  jr.  and  James  Hone, 
all  of  Seattle. 

Because  of  the  national  trade  confer- 
ence now  in  session  in  New  York,  the 

MPTO  has  postponed  its  annual  conven- 
tion in  Seattle  from  October  28  to  No- 

vember 18  .   .   .   John  Dane  still  in  New 
York  .   .   .   Visitors:  The  Rev.  Phillip  Graf 
with  W.  A.  Cochrane  from  Snogualmie; 

Hal  Murphy  from  Olympia;  Morrie  Nim- 
mer  from  Wenatchee;  Joe  Rosenfield  from 
Spokayie ;   Louie  Perunko  and  H.  T.  Moore, 
Tacoma;  E.  Pollock  from  Mount  Vernon; 
Ernie  Shields  from  Kent;  Charlie  White 
from  Concrete;  Mrs.  Tom  and  Corrine 
Berry  from  Edmonds  .   .   .   Mary  Eder  of  the 

Sheffield  Republic  exchange  is  in  the  hos- 
pital preparing  to  undergo  an  operation. 

Her  spot  is  being  held  down  by  Mary 

Sheffield. 

Edward  Lewis  Acquires 

American  Theatre  Bldg. 
Portland,  Ore. — Edward  Lewis,  Salem, 

Ore.,  theatre  operator,  has  purchased  the 
American  Theatre  building  here,  it  has 
been  announced  by  Walter  M.  McMonies, 
president  of  Metzger-Parker  Co.,  property 
management  firm. 

Seller  of  the  property  was  Minnie  Rosen- 
felt  of  San  Francisco,  represented  by  Otto 
J.  Kramer,  attorney.  The  purchase 
price  was  not  disclosed. 

Millard  C.  Holbrook,  sales  manager  of 
Metzger-Parker,  said  Lewis  plans  to  spend 
several  thousand  dollars  in  renovating. 
The  interior  and  exterior  will  be  com- 

pletely redecorated,  new  sound  equipment 
will  be  installed  and  a   minimum  of  400 
seats  utilized  in  the  location. 

The  site  has  been  dormant  for  a   con- 
siderable period. 

The  American  Theatre  building  was  built 

at  the  time  that  Portland’s  First  avenue 
carried  a   heavy  pedestrian  traffic  and  the 

logging,  shipping  interests  and  ship  build- 
ing industries  brought  the  location  into 

prominence. 

R.  E.  Brooks  of  Metzger-Parker  repre- 
sented both  parties  in  the  transaction. 

Prestige  in  L.  A. 
Los  Angeles — Prestige  Pictures,  which 

operates  exchanges  in  Portland,  Seattle 
and  San  Francisco,  opened  offices  here 
last  week  at  1922  S.  Vermont.  Al  Gorrel 
has  been  appointed  local  sales  manager. 

Herman  Robbins  in 
LA  for  Conferences 

Los  Angeles — In  for  three  weeks  of  con- 
ferences with  Harry  Taylor,  western  divi- 

sion sales  manager,  and  Tom  Baily,  oper- 
ator of  its  production  studio,  Herman 

Robbins,  president  of  National  Screen 
Service,  arrived  in  town  on  Monday.  He 
was  accompanied  by  Mrs.  Robbins. 

The  NSS  president’s  visit  was  considered 
to  be  only  routine  in  nature,  as  he  had  no 
comment  to  make  on  possible  topics  of 
discussion  to  be  taken  up  with  Taylor  and Baily. 

LOS  ANGELES 
(Continued  from  page  24-D) 

miums  is  Floyd  Lewis,  who  received  his 

appointment  this  week  from  Arthur  Un- 
ger, national  sales  manager  for  the  give- 

away outfit  .   .   .   Dode  Samuels,  RKO  Ari- 
zona salesman,  bought  himself  a   new  car 

this  week. 

In  for  a   ten-day  visit  at  the  local  ex- 
change is  Harry  Cohen,  district  manager 

for  RKO  Radio.  He  headquarters  in  San 
Francisco.  Also  visiting  are  Kurt  Laemmle, 

of  the  Franklin  Theatre  in  Highland  Park; 
Dan  Johnston,  of  the  Ritz,  Escondido  .   .   . 

On  a   business  trip  to  San  Diego  cund  En- 

senada is  Jack  Anderson,  of  Exhibitors’ Service. 

Jack  Chazan  has  upped  admission  prices 
at  his  Rosebud  Theatre  on  Central  Ave. 
from  15  to  20  cents. 

Hi  Peskay,  manager  of  the  Majestic 

Distributing  Corp.,  has  added  W.  J.  Mul- 
laney  to  the  staff  as  state  salesman. 

In  on  booking  jaunts:  Frank  Baluskis, 
from  the  Buena  Theatre  in  Buena  Park; 
Simon  Lazarus,  once  connected  with  Harry 
Vinnicoff’s  circuit  and  now  operator  of  a 
suburban  house;  Irving  Carlin,  of  the 
Carlin-Sinker  circuit,  operators  of  the 
Oriental  and  Empire  theatres. 

Carroll  Peacock,  Paramount’s  exchange 
manager,  shot  up  to  Lompoc,  just  north  of 

Santa  Barbara,  on  a   one-day  business 

trip. 

Howard  Hawks  Prepares 
Aviation  Drama  at  Col. 

Hollywood — Under  the  title,  “Plane  No. 

4,”  Howard  Hawks  is  preparing  an  aviation 
drama  as  his  first  production  under  his 
recently-signed  Columbia  director  ticket. 
William  Rankin,  Eleanore  Griffin  and 
Jules  Furthman  are  scripting. 

Elder  Scheduled  to  Open 

New  Arlington  Next  Week 

Arlington,  Cal. — Bob  Elder’s  new  Ar- 
lington Theatre,  a   300-seater,  will  open 

early  next  week.  It  will  operate  on  a   10 
and  25-cent  admission  scale. 
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Field  Continuing 

Views  on  "Boycott" 
(Continued  from  page  18) 

garding  the  boycott  pamphlet  circulated 
in  the  vicinity  of  Middle  West  theatres  and 
elsewhere,  the  concensus  of  opinion  was 
that  the  less  said  about  it  the  better. 

Naturally,  everyone  deplored  the  pamph- 
let, but  refused  to  make  statements  for 

publication  because  of  the  religious  issue. 
They  do  not  believe  Boxoffice  wrong  in 
reproducing  the  pamphlet  or  in  comment- 

ing on  it,  however. 

Des  Moines  Now  Calling 

For  Complete  Exposure 

Des  Moines — General  opinion  here  is 
Boxoffice  should  not  have  published  the 

boycott  leaflet,  but  that,  since  is  done, 
every  effort  should  be  bent  toward  expos- 

ing the  offenders. 
However,  Leo  P.  Wolcott  of  Eldora, 

president  of  Allied  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska, 

says:  “I  think  it  was  a   good  idea  to  bring 
this  thing  to  light.  Boxoffice  should  fol- 

low it  through  now  and  expose  the  cul- 

prits.” Lou  Elman,  RKO  manager:  “I  feel  the 
pamphlet  should  have  been  picked  up  and 
passed  on  to  responsible  parties  who  might 
be  able  to  do  something  about  the  thing, 
but  I   am  definitely  opposed  to  its  having 

been  published.” 

Luckett  Views  Method 

As  Effectively  Correct 

Dallas — “Uncle  Joe”  Luckett  who  runs 

several  neighborhood  theatres  for  Inter- 
state views  the  Boxoffice  expose  as  the 

“smartest  thing  that  could  have  been 
done.”  He  declares  there  is  an  undercur- 

rent in  the  country  and  in  the  southwest 
against  the  Jews  as  a   result  of  propa- 

ganda pouring  in  from  Europe  and  be- 
lieves the  only  way  to  stop  it  is  to  bring 

it  into  the  open.  Luckett  is  a   sort  of  sage 
in  this  region  and  bears  weight  in  film 
circles. 

Not  Taken  Seriously 

In,  Around  Atlanta 

Atlanta  ■ —   “Just  a   fanatical  nut.  Not 

wrorth  bothering  about,”  sums  the  cross- 
sectional  reaction  of  Atlanta  film  men  to 
the  boycott  throwaway. 

New  Orleans  Outraged 

By  Venomous  Attack 

New  Orleans  —   Exhibitors  and  ex- 

changemen,  cross-sectionally,  brand  the 
poison  attack  exposed  by  Boxoffice  as  one 
of  the  most  dastardly  attacks  on  a   major 
American  industry  within  their  memory. 

Buffalo  Area  Shocked; 

Urge  Its  Unraveling 

Buffalo — Exhibitors  and  exchangemen 
generally  express  the  view  every  effort 
should  be  made  to  run  down  the  perpetra- 

tors of  the  boycott  leaflet.  Several  say 
they  are  amazed  such  a   situation  could 
arise  and  are  mystified  as  to  what  may 
have  instigated  the  attack. 

One  Deplores ,   Four  Commend 

Des  Moines — “Many  of  our  business  as- 
sociates, the  rabbi  of  one  of  our  finest 

synogogues  in  Des  Moines,  and  many 
others  who  would  presumably  have  known 
better  had  they  read  more  carefully,  ac- 

tually believed  that  the  pamphlet,  ‘Boy- 
cott the  Movies,’  was  published  as  an  ad- 

vertisement in  your  publication.  I   know 
this  is  difficult  to  believe,  but  it  is,  never- 

theless, the  regrettable  situation,  many 

who  noted  what  they  believed  to  be  a   ‘paid 
ad’  failed  to  stop  and  read  the  editorial. 

“While  I   deeply  appreciate  your  own 
personal  aim  in  publishing  the  comment 
and  the  reproduction,  I   believe  your  edi- 

torial staff  handled  it  badly  and,  as  a   re- 
sult, I   seriously  question  the  good  results 

of  not  only  paying  any  attention  to  the 
enterprise,  but  also  of  pushing  the  whole 
matter  further  into  the  limelight.  While 
the  matter  may  arouse  one  group  of  us  to 
action,  by  the  same  token,  it  only  adds 
incentive  to  fan  dormant  ideas  into  ac- tivity. 

“My  purpose  in  writing  you  is  not  so 
much  to  criticize,  as  to  give  you  a   picture 
of  the  local  reception  to  the  matter  as  it 
was  read  in  your  publication.  Meanwhile, 
you  have  my  personal  regards  and  good 

wishes,  always.” — A.  H.  Blank,  Tri-States Theatre  Corp. 

New  York — “More  power  to  you  for 
turning  the  cold  white  light  of  publicity 
on  a   Nazi  leaflet  in  order  to  expose  an 
un-American  attack  on  the  entire  film 
industry.  You  are  to  be  commended. 

“Some  folks  may  construe  the  leaflet  as 
merely  an  assault  on  the  Jews.  Such  is 
not  the  case.  Nazism,  from  which  this 
leaflet  stems,  is  definitely  anti-Catholic, 
anti-religion,  anti-Masonic,  anti-educa- 

tion, anti-enlightenment,  anti-Negro,  anti- 
unions. In  short,  anti-minorities. 

“While  for  the  moment,  the  spearhead 
of  the  offensive  may  be  directed  against 

the  Jews,  as  the  weakest  group  of  the  mo- 
ment, both  reason  and  experience  tell  us 

in  no  uncertain  terms  that,  when  the  Nazis 
have  delivered  a   setback  to  the  Jews,  the 
next  attack  will  be  against  the  Catholics 
or  the  Masons,  or  the  burning  of  books 
and  films. 

“Germany  yesterday,  Czechoslovakia  to- 
day, Austria  this  minute  reveal  the  Nazi 

Kultur  in  operation.  Let  us  not  be  fooled 
or  lulled  into  a   false  sense  of  security.  Per- 

haps, the  faint  of  heart  may  cry,  ‘hush, 
hush — keep  it  quiet’  as  the  best  method  to 
evaluate  this  leaflet. 

“On  the  contrary,  silence  will  only  give 
encouragement  to  such  anti-American 
procedures  just  as  silence  in  Austria  made 
of  some,  first  the  tool  and  then  the  vic- 

tim. Today,  it’s  boycott  the  movies.  To- 
morrow, the  newspapers.  The  day  after, 

the  radio,  then  it’s  boycott  the  pulpits. 

Cleveland  Is  Generally 

In  Complete  Accord 

Cleveland — Most  of  the  important  mem- 
bers of  the  film  industry  here  and  in  the 

surrounding  area  believe  Boxoffice  pur- 

Thus,  it  is  evident  this  drive  against  the 
industry  is  really  an  offensive  against  free 
speech,  free  press,  free  screen  and  the 
freedom  of  religion.  This  first  Nazi  boy- 

cott must  be  stopped. 

“The  time  is  here  for  exposure,  publicity 
and  action.  Forward-looking  people  of  all 
groups  in  the  industry  should  unite  right 
now  to  halt  this  anti-democratic  trend. 

“By  such  action,  Hitler’s  agents  can  be 
stopped — and  will  be  stopped.  As  for  me, 
I   stand  ready  to  raise  my  voice  again  and 
again  and  to  fight  at  any  time  with  all  the 
democratic  weapons  at  my  command  if 
and  when  the  next  blast  is  made  against 

the  Catholics  or  Protestants.” — Victor  M. 
Shapiro. 

Los  Angeles — “The  last  sentence  in  your 
editorial,  ‘This  publication  will  convert 
itself  into  a   detective  agency  for  causes 

such  as  this  any  time,’  inspires  the 
thought  that  you  can  count  on  me  as 
deputy  at  all  times  in  the  successful 
championing  of  this  cause.  Rumors  are 
often  recurrent  in  times  such  as  these  of 
the  dissemination  of  such  vicious  propa- 

ganda and  the  subersive  air  surrounding 
them  makes  manifest  the  infinite  value  of 
merciless  publicity. 

“Since  I   am  in  hearty  accord  with  your 
analysis  of  the  situation,  I   do  not  propose 
to  take  up  your  time  by  dwelling  at  length 
upon  it  further;  it  is  sufficient  unto  the 
cause  thereof  to  take  immediate  remedial 

measures.  Constant  alertness  to  a   condi- 
tion which  has  no  national  limitations 

but  at  once  assumes  international  propor- 
tions demands  a   cooperative  spirit  as  pre- 

scribed by  various  anti-Nazi  assemblies,  to 
which  I   subscribe  unreservedly. 

“We  have  sufficient  ammunition  to  back 
up  our  rights  in  logic,  reason  and  facts. 
These  can  be  blasted  forth  with  effective 
explosiveness  when  fired  from  the  proper 
calibred  weapons;  and  equally  ineffective 
when  placed  in  the  magazines  of  pop  guns. 
Boxoffice  is  sufficiently  geared  up  to 

awaken  those  in  the  industry  who,  intent 

upon  their  jobs,  may  unconsciously  as- 
sume aspects  of  smugness,  satisfied  that 

things  like  that  couldn’t  happen  here.” — 
Harry  Stern,  GB  branch  manager. 

Columbia  City,  Ind. — “That  pamphlet 
is  serious  business.  I   think  that  you  can 
be  sure  that  all  fair-minded  people  in  the 
industry  will  be  behind  you  in  running 

down  such  a   pernicious  article.” — A.  E. 
HANCOCK,  Columbia  Theatre. 

Spearville,  Kas. — “You  stated  you  may 
be  criticized  and  likely  you  will.  People 

don’t  seem  to  like  the  truth.  However, 
you  are  doing  the  biggest  and  finest  piece 

of  work  that  can  be  done.” — ERNEST  F. 
QUIRK,  De  Luxe  Theatre. 

sued  the  correct  procedure  in  exposing  the 
“Boycott  the  Movies”  pamphlet.  There 
were  fewer  who  viewed  it  as  harmful  as 
giving  comfort  and  support  to  the “enemy.” 
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Smart  showmen  all  over  the 
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SCHENCKS  READY  TO  SELL  INTEREST  IN  GB; 

DP  TO  THE  "RIGHT  BOYER,"  JOSEPH  M.  SAYS 
" They  Want  Laughs " 

- — Metropolitan  Photos 

New  York — Predicting  “Brother  Rat” 
will  be  one  of  the  best  pictures  of  the 
year  for  his  circuit,  Mort  Singer,  partner 
with  RKO  in  a   number  of  midwest  situa- 

tions, tells  Boxoffice  “the  people  want  to 
laugh  and  they  want  good  sane  comedy.” 
He  points  to  Olsen  &   Johnson,  who  are 

doing  a   smash  business  in  “Hellzapoppin.” 
Singer  says  his  theatres  have  played  the 
act  for  15  years  and  always  have  done 
very  well  with  the  comedians. 

“The  public  is  not  going  to  poor  pic- 
tures. The  product  is  got  to  have  some 

backbone  and  other  stuff  to  hold  up”  he 
contends.  “The  Sisters,”  according  to 
Singer,  looks  very  good. 
No  theatre  expansion  is  contemplated 

by  the  circuit  head,  who  left  for  Chicago 
over  the  weekend  and  returned  Wednesday 
to  complete  bookings  for  pictures  and 
shows  for  his  units. 

Loew's  Head  to  Coast  on 
Annual  Studio  Checkup 

New  York — Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  presi- 

dent of  Loew’s,  heads  for  the  coast  next 
Friday  for  his  usual  checkup  on  studio 
activities. 

A1  Lichtman,  his  executive  assistant, 
left  Monday  night  after  two  and  a   half 
weeks  here. 

Ben  Goetz,  British  production  head,  and 

Sam  Wood,  who  will  direct  “Goodbye  Mr. 
Chips,”  sailed  on  the  Queen  Mary  for 
London  to  begin  work  on  the  picture.  Un- 

able to  cast  a   leading  woman  from  Holly- 
wood to  appear  opposite  Robert  Donat,  it 

appeared  likely  a   British  actress  will  be 
recruited  for  the  role. 

First  Word  on  Subject 

Since  Collapse  of 
Ostrer  Deal 

New  York — Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chair- 

man of  the  20th  Century-Fox  board,  is  in 

favor  of  selling  the  company’s  24 1/2  per 
cent  interest  in  GB  provided  the  right 
buyer  comes  along.  This  is  the  first  time 
since  the  collapse  of  negotiations  with  the 
Ostrers  about  three  years  ago  that  Schenck 
has  officially  admitted  he  is  receptive  to 
offers  to  sell. 

Although  Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  president 

of  Loew’s,  which  holds  a   similar  interest 
in  the  British  company,  has  not  voiced  an 
opinion,  his  thoughts  are  understood  to 

be  along  the  same  lines  as  his  brother’s. 
In  the  September  17  issue,  Boxoffice  ex- 

clusively reported  from  London  that  both 

20th-Fox  and  Loew’s  were  considering  the 
sale  of  their  combined  interest  in  GB.  It 
was  related  at  the  time  that  a   preliminary 
talk  along  these  lines  was  had  between 
Joseph  Schenck  and  Isidore  Ostrer,  the 
head  of  GB,  while  the  20th-Fox  chairman 
was  in  England. 

Schenck,  on  his  arrival  from  the  coast 
over  the  weekend,  told  Boxoffice  he  is 

willing  to  sell  “if  they  give  us  plenty  of 
money.”  He  also  admitted  having  a   brief 
talk  with  Ostrer,  but  did  not  go  into  details 
on  what  the  conference  was  about. 

Remember  “Run  Out” 

The  Schencks,  it  is  said,  have  never  for- 

gotten “the  run  out”  by  the  Ostrers  after 
making  a   deal  in  writing  for  the  sale  of 
their  (the  Ostrers)  holdings  in  GB.  Under 

terms  of  the  plan  set  at  the  time,  distribu- 
tion facilities  of  the  three  companies 

were  to  have  been  combined  with  GB  han- 
dling English  production  requirements  for 

both  20th-Fox  and  M-G-M  under  the 
quota.  Robert  T.  Kane  is  British  produc- 

tion supervisor  for  20th-Fox  under  Darryl 
F.  Zanuck  and  Ben  Goetz  is  handling 

M-G-M’s  picture  making  in  England. 
Goetz  sailed  during  the  week  with  Sam 

Wood,  who  is  to  direct  “Goodbye,  Mr. 
Chips,”  with  Robert  Donat.  This  is  the 
third  picture  on  the  M-G-M  British  pro- 

duction program  and  several  others  have 
been  lined  up  to  follow.  Kane  also  has 
been  busy  on  a   number  of  pictures. 

Schenck  does  not  plan  a   trip  to  England 
at  this  time,  but  he  may  sail  the  end  of 
the  year. 

Asked  if  there  was  any  significance  in 

his  selling  some  of  his  20th-Fox  stock, 
Schenck  said  it  was  “a  personal  affair  and 
did  not  mean  anything.”  While  here  he  at- 

tended a   session  of  the  company’s  board. 
He  also  visited  Washington  during  the  week 
on  behalf  of  the  paralysis  relief  movement 
of  which  he  is  coast  chairman.  Jay  Paley, 
as  usual,  accompanied  him. 

- — Metropolitan  Photos 

New  York — “Life  Began,”  tentative  title 

for  his  pre-historic  picture,  will  be  one  of 
his  “greatest  undertakings,”  Hal  E.  Roach 
said  on  his  departure  for  the  coast  after 
a   two-week  visit  here.  About  two  months 
have  already  been  spent  on  preparation 
and  Roach  sees  another  six  months  before 
a   cast  is  lined  up.  Present  plans  indicate 
it  will  be  10  reels  and  not  ready  for  re- 

lease until  next  season. 

Otherwise,  Roach  said,  his  schedule  re- 
mains about  the  same.  “Topper  Takes  a 

Trip”  is  being  completed  and  “It’s  Spring” 
was  put  into  work  this  week  with  Oliver 
Hardy,  Harry  Langdon,  Billie  Burke  and 

Alice  Brady,  if  the  latter’s  doctor  will  per- 
mit her  to  appear  before  the  camera. 

“Water  Gypsies”  is  next  and  this  will  be 
followed  by  “Captain  Midnight.”  The  pro- 

ducer and  his  wife  are  shown  above. 

Leases  Broadway  Theatre 

For  Foreign  Film  Policy 
New  York  —   Moe  Goldman,  head  of 

Foreign  Cinema  Arts,  has  leased  the  Conti- 
nental, Broadway  and  51st,  from  Warner 

and  will  operate  under  a   foreign  picture 
policy,  featuring  Yiddish  films  mainly.  He 
plans  to  reopen  the  house  November  1 

with  a   Jewish  production,  “The  Singing 

Blacksmith.” Goldman  also  reports  his  company  will 
produce  six  Yiddish  pictures  at  the  old 
Biograph  studios  in  the  Bronx. 

Grineff  Sails  for  Paris 

New  York  —   Jacques  Grineff,  French 

film  man  who  owns  the  rights  to  “Grand 
Illusion,”  is  bound  for  Paris. 
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Consider  Richey  as 

Manager  of  Allied 
Atlantic  City — H.  M.  Richey,  who  re- 

cently resigned  as  director  of  theatre 
operations  and  publicity  for  Cooperative 
Theatres  of  Michigan,  is  being  mentioned 
as  business  manager  of  the  national  Al- 

lied organization,  it  was  reliably  reported 
here  as  the  Allied  of  New  Jersey,  Allied  of 
New  York  and  eastern  Allied  regional 
meetings  got  under  way  at  the  Ritz 
Carlton. 

The  discussion  on  Richey  is  understood 
to  have  been  taken  up  at  the  adjourned 

directors’  session,  after  being  informally 
discussed  in  New  York  by  Nathan  Yamins, 
president,  and  other  directors.  Richey  has 
been  with  the  Allied  unit  in  Michigan  for 
16  years  and  is  credited  with  a   complete 

knowledge  of  Allied’s  aims  and  purposes. 
Particularly  in  view  of  the  trade  discus- 

sions on  self-regulation,  in  which  Allied  is 
playing  a   prominent  part,  it  is  felt  by 

numerous  Allied  leaders  that  Richey’s  ap- 
pointment as  business  manager  would  be 

a   good  move. 
Whether  Richey  will  continue  to  main- 

tain his  headquarters  in  Detroit,  if  chosen, 
remains  to  be  seen. 

Richey  is  not  here  and  did  not  attend 

the  directors’  meetings  in  New  York.  He 
is  reported  working  on  a   new  theatre  or- 

ganization in  Michigan.  Whether  this  will 
interfere  with  Allied  leaders  plans  to  name 
him  to  a   national  post  is  among  other 
things  yet  to  be  decided.  Richey  has  not 
yet  been  approached,  it  is  said,  but  Yam- 
ins,  Col.  Harry  A.  Cole  and  several  others 
are  seriously  considering  talking  to  him 
in  the  next  week  or  ten  days. 

Peskay  Is  Distribution 
Head  lor  Yermie  Stern 

New  York — Edward  J.  Peskay,  formerly 
sales  manager  for  Grand  National,  is  now 
general  manager  in  charge  of  distribution 
for  Yermie  Stern  Commercial  Attractions, 
Inc.  The  company  is  marketing  a   Kute 
Kris  Kringle  lobby  attraction  in  which  a 

three-inch  Santa  Claus  lives  in  a   doll’s 
house.  The  illusion  is  created  by  vanish- 

ing mirrors. 

There  Goes  Another 

Illusion 
Hollywood — There  are  always  things 

coming  to  light  to  ease  the  burden  of  a 

life  fraught  with  emptiness.  Take 

Frank  Lloyd's  recent  discovery  that 
thinning  the  eyebrows  is  not  a   modern 
beautification  idea. 

It's  15th  century  stuff,  Lloyd  says,  and 
this: 

"Why  they  not  only  plucked  the  eye- 
brows to  thin  lines  and  sometimes  re- 

moved them  entirely,  but  in  many  cases 

plucked  or  shaved  the  neck  and  fore- 

head so  that  no  hair  would  be  visible 

beneath  their  headdresses."  Really? 

Charge  Wealthy  Pasadena 
Women  Back  Henry  Allen 

(Continued  from  page  16) 

draw  from  his  defense  and  insisted  that 
he  continue  his  services  and  collect  from 

them  according  to  the  agreement.” 
Efforts  made  by  Boxoffice  to  obtain 

statements  from  the  women  named  in  the 
Elder  action  have  proved  unavailing. 

“Boycott"  Circulars  Are 
Distributed  in  Chicago 

Chicago  —   Hundreds  of  copies  of  the 

“Boycott  the  Movies”  throwaway,  attack- 
ing the  motion  picture  industry,  were  dis- 

tributed at  a   meeting  of  the  German- 
American  Bund  last  Sunday  at  Lincoln 

Turner  Hall  here  on  Chicago’s  north  side. 
The  meeting,  attended  by  about  500  men, 

women  and  children,  was  addressed  by 
Bundesfuehrer  Fritz  Kuhn  of  New  York. 

Hours  before  the  meeting  started,  crowds 

of  anti-Nazi  groups  gathered  in  front  of 
the  hall,  until  by  nightfall  several  thou- 

sand persons  were  congregated  to  protest 
against  the  meeting.  It  resulted  in  nearly 
200  policemen  being  hurried  to  the  scene 
to  prevent  the  protestors  from  storming 
the  building. 
Boxoffice  this  week  learned,  too,  that 

copies  of  the  throwaway  had  been  pasted 
on  windows  next  to  theatres  in  Cicero, 
Chicago  west-side  suburb,  some  weeks  ago. 
Authorship  and  those  responsible  for  the 
acts  could  not  be  learned. 

Industry  leaders  here  this  week,  after 
learning  of  the  distribution  of  the  leaflets 
locally,  again  complimented  Boxoffice  on 
its  editorial  stand  of  October  1   in  regard 

to  the  matter.  However,  opinion  was  di- 
vided on  reprinting  of  the  copy  of  the 

throwaway.  Many  felt  that  the  mere  edi- 
torial comment  was  sufficient  to  bring  the 

matter  to  the  surface  and  that  the  pub- 
lication of  the  leaflet  itself  aided  instead 

of  hindered  the  aim  of  those  who  produced 
the  throwaway. 

On  Tuesday  of  this  week  the  Chicago 
Times,  which  has  vigorously  crusaded 
against  Nazism  in  America,  quoted  from 
the  numerous  comments  run  in  Boxoffice 
for  October  15  in  regard  to  the  leaflet. 
Among  those  quoted  were  Joseph  I.  Breen, 
Abram  F.  Myers,  William  F.  Rodgers,  Ed- 

ward A.  Golden  and  Monogram’s  associated 
producer,  Frank  Melford. 

Would  Fight  Propaganda 

With  Propaganda 

New  York — P.  S.  Harrison  would  fight 

anti-screen  propaganda,  as  evidenced  in 
the  boycott  pamphlet,  with  a   one-reeler 
“with  some  of  the  most  prominent  mov- 

ing picture  stars  delivering  a   speech  to 
picture  audiences  assuring  the  American 
people  that  there  is  no  Communism  in 

Hollywood.” He  writes: 

“Harrison’s  Reports  gladly  joins  Mr. 

Kann  on  stigmatizing  this  vicious  propa- 
ganda, instigated  no  doubt  by  believers 

in  Nazi  type  of  totalitarianism,  and  sug- 
gests to  exhibitors  to  fight  it  with  all  the 

means  at  their  command,  not  only  because 
the  democratic  principle  of  tolerance  is 
violated,  but  also  because  the  interests  of 

"Quiz"  Extension 

Hinges  on  Field 
New  York — Fate  of  the  industry  drive 

committee’s  proposal  to  extend  the  expira- 
tion date  of  the  Movie  Quiz  contest  beyond 

December  31  rests  on  the  consensus  of 
opinion  obtained  from  35  regional  chair- 

men in  this  country  and  Canada.  Tele- 
grams were  still  coming  in  over  the  week- 

end in  the  shadow  of  the  general  commit- 
tee’s specially  called  meeting  at  the  Hotel 

Astor  Tuesday  to  consider  what  course  to 
take  to  include  that  portion  of  subsequent 
runs  claiming  inability,  due  to  clearance 
difficulties,  in  obtaining  the  minimum  re- 

quired contest  pictures. 
At  committee  headquarters,  no  one 

would  venture  a   probable  course  in  the 
event  the  extension  proposal  is  vetoed. 
Regional  chairmen  have  been  advised  to 
refund  to  pledges  any  money  demanded  on 
the  grounds  that  insufficient  contest  pic- 

tures are  available. 
Those  opposed  to  extending  the  contest 

period  hold  considerable  damage  from  a 
prestige  viewpoint  might  attach  to  the 
industry  if  the  public  construes  this  as  an 

indication  that  the  Movie  Quiz  is  a   “flop.” 

the  entire  industry  will  suffer  unless  such 
propaganda  is  counteracted. 

“In  the  case  of  Shirley  Temple  whose 
name  has  figured  prominently  in  the  in- 

vestigation of  the  Dies  committee,  an  at- 
tempt to  ridicule  the  assertion  (of  Com- 

munism) should  be  made.  And  one  way 
by  which  it  could  be  ridiculed  is  to  show 
Shirley  giving  a   suit  of  clothes  to  some 

poor  girl  and  a   bystander  saying,  ‘She  is  a 

communist.’ “The  industry  leaders  may  have  a   dif- 
ferent way  of  doing  it,  but  it  should  be 

done  and  every  exhibitor  in  the  country 
should  volunteer  to  show  such  a   reel  on 
his  screen. 

“This  is,  of  course,  an  indirect  way  of 

fighting  propaganda,  but  Harrison’s  Re- ports believes  that,  in  fighting  this  sort  of 
attack  upon  the  industry,  the  indirect  way 
is  the  most  effective. 

“Harrison’s  Reports  calls  upon  the  in- 

dustry’s leaders  to  consider  these  sugges- 

tions.” Gulick  Out  Franklin 
Helms  Drive 

New  York — With  the  resignation  of 

Paul  Gulick  as  coordinator  of  the  Mo- 

tion Pictures'  Greatest  Year  campaign, 
Harold  B.  Franklin,  administrator  of  the 

drive,  takes  over. 

To  become  effective  November  1, 

Gulick's  resignation  returns  him  to  Earl 

Newsom  &   Co.,  from  which  he  was  bor- 
rowed for  the  campaign. 

An  increase  in  independent  exhibitor 

pledges  is  noted,  the  figure  rising  to 

67  the  past  week.  The  title  of  the  all- 
industry  drive  short  has  been  changed 

from  “The  World  Is  Yours"  to  “The 

World  Is  Ours." 
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FRANK  CAPRA  HIT  SCORES  AGAIN  IN  HOLDOVER 
BOSTON 

Fenway — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Campus 
Confessions  (Para),  2nd  run   110 

Memorial — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox); 
Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)   105 

Metropolitan — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox);  Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)   100 

Orpheum — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  The  Lady 
Objects  (Col),  2nd  wk   195 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway   125 

State — Same  as  Orpheum    155 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
held  2nd  wk   115 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
stage  show,  held  2nd  wk   120 

Garrick — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)     95 
Palace — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  stage 

show   100 

Roosevelt — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB)     80 
State-Lake — Army  Girl  (Rep),  Hugh  Herbert 

on  stage   110 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held  2nd 
wk   180 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — The  Gladiator  (Col),  3   days;  The  Lady 
Objects  (Col),  4   days      75 

Hippodrome — Yon  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   115 

Palace — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ);  stage: 
Duke  Ellington  and  his  band    105 

State — Stnblemates  (M-G-M)      95 

Stillman—  Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  wk. .   .   70 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Prairie  Moon  (Rep),  1st  half   125 
Capitol — 10th  Avenue  Kid  (Rep),  2nd  half.... 100 

Majestic — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col). .150 
Melba — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN)     85 

Palace — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox)     80 

Tower — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Girls’  School  (Col)    130 
Broadway- — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB),  after 

a   wk.  at  the  Denver      80 

Denham — Campus  Confessions  (Para),  plus 
stage  show    105 

Denver — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-F'ox); 
Major  Bowes’  unit    ,   150 

Orpheum — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Kich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   125 

Paramount — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN); 
The  Missing  Guest  (Univ)      80 

Rialto — Four  Daughters  (FN),  after  a   wk.  at 
the  Denver  and  Aladdin;  Mr.  Moto  Takes 

a   Chance  (20th-Fox)    110 

DETROIT 

Adams — noosier  Schoolboy  (Mono);  Mr.  Wong:, 
Detective  (Mono)      85 

Cinema — If  War  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amk)     75 

Fox — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — Algiers  (UA) ;   Touchdown  Army 
(Para)      85 

Pal  ms-State — Frankenstein  (Univ) ;   Dracula 
(Univ)    110 

United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)..  105 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  wk     80 
Circle — Boom  Service  (RKO)      90 

Loew’s — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)... 150 
Lyric — The  Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show    125 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esouire — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox)..  75 
Midland — Sfablemntes  (M-G-M);  Vacation 

From  Love  (M-G-M)    135 

Newman — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB) ;   Touch- 
down Army  (Para)      90 

Orpheum — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN) ;   Secrets 
of  an  Actress  (FN)      85 

Tower — Personal  Secretary  (Univ) ;   Glen  Gray 
and  his  Casa  Loma  orchestra   150 

Uptown— Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)     85 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox);  Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)   100 

Downtown — Girls  on  Probation  (FN);  Secrets 
of  an  Actress  (FN)    100 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 

Los  Angeles,  2nd  wk   210 

Valley  of  the  Giants  (stage 

show) — Minneapolis    200 

Boys  Town  (dual) — Boston   195 

Boys  Town — Chicago,  2nd  wk   180 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Pittsburgh,  2nd  wk   175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York 

City,  2nd  wk   175 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Indianapolis,  Dallas,.  New  Or- 
leans   150 

Boys  Town — Minneapolis    150 

Too  Hot  to  Handle — Portland, 
Ore   150 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  7th  wk.  of  roadshow. 
New  York  City;  4th  wk.,  Washington;  3rd 

wk.,  Philadelphia. 

Boys  Town,  6th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  4th 

wk.,  Milwaukee. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk.,  Salt  Lake City. 

Room  Service,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Four  Daughters,  3rd  wk.,  Washington. 

Four  Star — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk   100 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown   100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet   210 
Paramount — Campus  Confessions  (Para),  Gene 

Autry  and  Betty  Grable  on  Stage     90 

State — Same  as  Chinese   100 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Campus  Confessions  (Para);  Veloz  & 
Yolanda  on  stage    120 

Riverside — Juvenile  Court  (Col),  vaudeville ....  100 

Strand — Boys  Town  (M-G-M) ;   Speed  to  Burn 
( 20th-Fox) ,   4th  wk     85 

Warner — Room  Service  (RKO);  Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)    100 

Wisconsin — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M).  The 
Chaser  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   100 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox);  Fugitives  for 
a   Night  (RKO)      95 

Century — Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M) ...  100 
Orpheum — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN),  stage 

show   200 

State — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    150 
World — Charm  of  La  Boheme  (Foreign)     70 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk   145 

Loew-Poli — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M); 
Gladiator  (Col)    130 

Paramount — Touchdown  Army  (Para);  Men 
Are  Such  Fools  (WB),  8   days   115 

Roger  Sherman — Four  Daughters  (FN);  Mr. 
Boodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO),  2nd  wk     90 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — The  Lady  Objects  (Col)   100 
Globe- — The  Crowd  Roars  (M-G-M),  2nd  run..  85 

Liberty — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)   100 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col). .150 
Saenger — Sing,  You  Sinners  (Para)   110 
State — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    125 

Tudor — The  Charm  of  La  Boheme  (Foreign) ...  100 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  7th  wk. 
of  roadshow      85 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  .105 
Criterion — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)   115 
Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ)    115 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd 

wk.,  plus  stage  show    175 
Radio  City  Music  Hall— Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk., 

plus  stage  show      95 
Rivoli- — Room  Service  (RKO),  3rd  wk     75 

Roxy — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show   100 

Strand — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN),  plus 

stage  show      75 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   105 
Liberty — The  Painted  Desert  (RKO) ;   Give 

Me  a   Sailor  (Para),  4   days   100 
Liberty — Personal  Secretary  (Univ) ;   Safety 

in  Numbers  (20th-Fox),  3   days     80 
Midwest — -Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 
State — Crime  Takes  a   Holiday  (Col) ;   Flight 

to  Fame  (Col)      80 
Tower — Mother  Carey’s  Chickens  (RKO), 

4   days      50 

Tower — Cowboy  From  Brooklyn  (WiB),  3   days..  50 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — Room  Service  (RKO);  The  Lady 

Objects  (Col)    120 
Omaha — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Rich 

Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  2   days  of  2nd  wk; 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket  Bust- 
ers (WB),  5   days    125 

Orpheum — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox) ;   Hunted  Men  (Para)    125 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Drums  (UA)     90 

Boyd — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   110 
Earle — Campus  Confessions  (Para),  plus  stage 

show  featuring  Chick  Webb’s  Orchestra   150 
Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   125 

Karlton — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   120 

Keith’s — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox)   100 

Stanley — Stablemates  (M-G-M)   110 
Stanton — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)   100 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   175 

Barry — Delinquent  Parents  (Monarch);  Meet 
the  Mayor  (Monarch)    110 

Fulton — The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ) ;   Meet  the 

Girls  (20th-Fox)      70 
Penn — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)     60 
Stanley — Room  Service  (RKO) ;   Wayne  Morris 
and  Johnnie  Davis  in  person   110 

Warner — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  d.  t.  wk   105 

PORTLAND,  ME. 

State — Four  Daughters  (FN) ;   Touchdown 

Army  (Para)    125 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway- — That  Certain  Age  (Univ);  10th 

Ave.  Kid  (Rep),  2nd  wk   110 
Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 

Year  (Univ),  6th  wk   110 

Orpheum — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox) ;   The  Lady  Objects  (Col)    100 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col)      135 
United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M).. 150 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox); 

Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)    100 
Centre — Drums  (UA)    110 
Paramount — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    100 
Studio — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  4th  wk. .   .   90 
Utah — Cowboy  From  Brooklyn  (WB)      90 
Victory — Colorado  Kid  (Rep) ;   Vacation  From 

Dove  (M-G-M)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) 
plus  stage  show      75 

Columbia — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  4th  wk..  90 
Earle — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)  plus 

stage  show,  2nd  wk   110 

Keith’s — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (RKO)     85 
Metropolitan — Four  Daughters  (FN),  3rd  wk. .   .   90 
Palace — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)     85 
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LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

FRANKLIN  REPLIES 

New  York — Your  representative  asked 

me  to  comment  in  connection  with  the  let- 

ter by  N.  H.  Waters,  published  in  the  Oc- 
tober 8th  issue  of  Boxoffice. 

To  begin  with,  I   was  surprised  to  find 
that  Mr.  Waters  has  not  pledged  any 
of  his  theatres.  Notwithstanding  this 

fact,  we  feel  Mr.  Waters’  letter  should  not 
be  allowed  to  create  an  unfair  impression. 

The  question  of  subsequent  run  exhibi- 
tors has  been  receiving  serious  considera- 
tion by  the  general  committee  and  we  hope 

a   way  will  be  found  to  satisfy  every  type 
of  exhibitor.  Some  exhibitors,  however, 
have  tried  to  use  the  Movie  Quiz  contest 
as  a   wedge  to  improve  their  clearance. 

The  question  of  clearance  is  definitely  one 
between  the  exhibitor  and  the  distributor 

and  the  general  committee  cannot  inject 

itself  into  such  a   problem  because  clear- 
ance, after  all,  is  a   part  of  the  rental  that 

an  exhibitor  pays.  Whether  such  terms 

are  fair  or  not  depends  upon  the  particu- 
lar situation  involved. 

We  do  know  that,  after  a   careful  sur- 
vey, most  exhibitors  who  have  pledged 

themselves  to  this  campaign  will  have 
made  available  for  their  use  a   minimum  of 

30  pictures.  While  there  may  be  some 

exhibitors  who  are  unable  to  play  at  least 

30  pictures,  the  great  majority  of  exhibi- 
tors realize  that  the  committee  has  sin- 

cerely attempted  to  set  up  regulations  that 
woud  benefit  most  theatres. 

Yet  it  is  the  hope  of  our  committee  to 

find  a   way  to  meet  every  reasonable  sug- 
gestion. For  that  purpose  a   meeting  will 

be  held  on  October  25  in  New  York  by  the 

general  committee  to  consider  the  prob- 
lem of  extreme  subsequent  run  situations. 

— HAROLD  B.  FRANKLIN,  for  the  Cam- 

paign Committee,  Motion  Pictures’  Grea- 
est  Year. 

MORE  MODERNIZATION 

Unionville,  Mo.  —   Just  thought  you 

mi?ht  be  glad  to  know  we  have  just  in- 
stalled all  new  equipment,  new  Motio- 

graph  machines  complete  with  new  lamp 
house  and  new  half -size  lenses  with  the 
latest  automatic  changeovers  and  the  lat- 

est Western  Electric  Mirrophonic  Sound. 
Our  opening  Sunday  was  a   big  success  and 

everyone  was  well  pleased  with  our  pres- 
entation. I   have  been  a   regular  reader  of 

Boxoffice  for  a   long  time  and  could  not 

do  without  it. — G.  W.  SUMMERS,  Royal 
Theatre. 

EXTEND  THE  QUIZ 

Chicago — The  Movie  Quiz  contest  will 

have  to  be  extended  or  the  industry  will 
take  an  awful  walloping  from  both  the 

public  and  the  smaller  subsequent-run  ex- 
hibitors. 

If  the  drive  is  for  the  benefit  of  all,  the 
small  showman  should  have  the  same 

chance  to  benefit  as  the  large. — A.  L.  C. 

Conciliation  Trend 

In  Trade  Parleys 

(Continued  from  page  4) 

ventions  of  the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  and 
Allied  of  New  York  at  the  Ritz-Carlton. 

It  is  understood  Allied  is  insistent  upon 
a   written  agreement,  if  any  when  that 
point  is  reached,  this  to  be  binding  upon 

all  participating  groups.  This  condition, 
Allied  maintains,  is  necessary  in  the  light 

of  the  organization’s  stand  that  promises 
made  by  Kent  during  the  5-5-5  confer- 

ences in  1932  were  not  observed  by  other 

distributors.  This  attitude  on  Allied’s  part 
applies  to  other  conferences  held  from 
time  to  time  with  distributors  as  well.  Be- 

cause the  organization  further  charges  the 

MPTOA  has  “walked  out”  on  it,  Allied 
likewise  insists  its  deliberations  with  dis- 

tributors must  be  separately  conducted. 

Allied’s  stand,  as  outlined  by  Myers  in 
Columbus  in  December,  1937,  has  been 
further  riveted  by  additional  demands, 
Boxoffice  learns.  Nathan  Yamins  ad- 

mits this,  but  refuses  to  supply  detail.  All 
of  the  points,  however,  were  thoroughly 

aired  when  Allied’s  directorate  met  on 
Monday  after  which  its  negotiating  com- 

mittee was  named. 

As  they  met  at  the  Warwick  Hotel,  a 
report  persisted  their  meetings  were  being 
observed  by  an  FBI  investigator,  but  this 
was  denied. 

After  two  days  of  meetings  with  the 
MPTOA  committee,  Kuykendall  declined 
to  comment  on  whether  or  not  the  or- 

ganization had  in  any  wise  departed  from 

its  original  ten-point  program.  The  indi- 
cations are,  however,  that  it  has  not. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  he  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

First— Last— And  Only  Advertisement 
About 

“KIITE  KRIS  KRINGLE” 
The  Living-Breathing-Human 

3 -INCH  TALL 

SANTA  CLAUS 
The  Most  Amazing  Box-Office  Attrac- 

tion Developed  Since  the  Inception  of 
Show  Business. 

Due  to  Limited  Number  Available  We 

Will  Accept  Contracts  in  Order  of  Re- 
ceipt. 

We  own  the  basic  patents. 

We  have  NO  competition. 

He  is  BEYOND  THE  SHADOW 

OF  A   DOUBT  the  greatest  magnet — 
the  most  tremendous  attractor  of 
crowds  in  history. 

KUTE  KRIS  KRINGLE 

A   living,  breathing,  human  SANTA 
CLAUS. 

He  stands  THREE  INCHES  TALL 

in  his  stocking  feet. 

He  occupies  a   gloriously  appoint- 
ed, brilliantly  lighted.  luxurious 

home,  2%  feet  high,  3%  feet  long. 
He  walks,  he  talks,  he  sits,  he 

stands,  he  laughs,  he  answers  all 

questions. 
He’s  alive — he  actually  breathes — ■ 

and  leaves  your  patrons  breathless! 

In  this  little  house  are  running 

electric  trains,  a   lighted  Xmas  tree, 
a   roomful  of  colorful  toys.  A   REAL 
THRILL! 

AND  HERE’S  THE  TOPPER! 

HE  TALKS  TO  YOU — CARRYING 
ON  A   RUNNING  CONVERSATION. 

FIRST  SERVED FIRST  COME  — 
Wire  —   Phone  —   Best  Thing  To  Do  Come  See  Him  Yourself 

YERMIE  STERN  COMMERCIAL  ATTRACTIONS 
1902  RKO  Bldg.,  NEW  YORK  32  W.  Randolph  St.,  CHICAGO 
Phones — Circle  5-7135 — 7155  Phone — Central  8505 

Alvin  Sloan  Is  First  to 

Enter  Exhibitor  Contest 
New  York  —   Alvin  Sloan,  Washington, 

N.  J.,  exhibitor,  evidently  believes  in  the 
adage  of  the  early  bird.  His  was  the 

first  entry  blank  signifying  his  participa- 
tion in  the  $2,100  exhibitor  contest  for 

the  best  campaign  in  connection  with 

Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year.  Sloan  sent 
his  entry  in  the  day  after  the  blanks  were 
distributed  from  campaign  headquarters. 

Monogram  Head  East 

After  Hollywood  Delay 
Hollywood — W.  Ray  Johnston,  presi- 

dent of  Monogram,  plans  to  leave  for  New 
York  next  week.  Pressure  of  business  at 
the  studios  prevented  him  from  attending 
the  testimonial  dinner  given  by  exhibitors 

to  Edward  A.  Golden,  vice-president,  in 
Minneapolis  last  weekend. 

Warner  in  Deal  With 

Minnesota  Amusement 
New  York — Warner  has  closed  a   deal 

with  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  for 

45  houses  in  Minnesota,  South  and  North 
Dakota  and  Wisconsin. 
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MPTOA  CONVENTION  WORKERS  AWAIT  SPEAKERS 

ACCEPTANCES;  18TH  CONCLAVE  IS  PROMISING 
MPTOA  Reservations Kuykendall  Loewenstein 

Are  Busy  With  Final 

Arrangements 

Oklahoma  City — An  unofficial  list  of 

speakers  for  the  MPTOA  convention  was 
released  by  President  Ed  Kuykendall  while 
visiting  here  with  Morris  Loewenstein, 
convention  chairman.  Actual  names  that 

will  appear  on  the  convention  program 
will  depend  upon  acceptance  of  a   number 
of  invitations  just  sent  out. 

Hal  Roach  will  have  a   spot  on  the  pro- 
gram, Kuykendall  informed  Boxoffice,  as 

will  Leo  Spitz,  president  of  RKO;  William 
F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  manager  for 

M-G-M;  Eddie  Golden,  vice-president  of 

Monogram;  Charles  Casanave,  vice-presi- 
dent of  National  Screen  Service;  Frank 

Cassil,  member  of  the  board,  Kansas  City; 
George  Schaefer,  retired  general  sales 

manager  for  United  Artists;  Herman  Wob- 
ber,  general  manager  of  distribution  for 

20th  Century-Fox;  Fred  Wehrenberg, 
chairman  of  the  MPTOA  board  of  direc- 

tors; Lewen  Pizor  of  Philadelphia;  Arthur 
Lockwood  of  Connecticut;  Ed  Levy  of  New 

Haven,  general  counsel  for  the  MPTOA; 

M.  C.  Moore  of  Jacksonville;  Charley  Wil- 
liams of  Omaha;  L.  C.  Hayman  of  Buf- 

falo; M.  A.  Lightman  of  Memphis;  Bob 

O’Donnell  of  Interstate  circuit,  Dallas; 
L.  C.  Griffith,  president  of  the  Griffith 

Amusement  Co.;  Robert  Ripley  of  Long- 
view, Wash.;  J.  Frank  Martin,  mayor  of 

Oklahoma  City;  R.  X.  Williams  of  Ox- 
ford, Miss.,  board  member;  Mitchell  Wolf- 

son  of  Miami,  and  R.  A.  Harvey  of  San 
Francisco. 

Kuykendall  also  stated  that  he  had  made 
arrangements  with  a   number  of  major 

studios  for  stars  to  make  personal  ap- 
pearances at  the  convention  and  the  Movie 

Ball.  Officials  of  M-G-M  and  20th-Fox 
have  each  promised  two  stars,  depending 
upon  which  names  are  not  in  production 
at  the  time,  Kuykendall  stated.  Morris 
Loewenstein  has  received  a   personal  letter 
from  Herbert  Yates,  president  of  Republic 
Pictures,  assuring  him  that  he,  Yates,  will 
do  his  best  to  see  that  Gene  Autry,  Roy 
Rogers  and  Smiley  Burnette  make  personal 
appearances. 

Registration  will  open  Sunday  morning, 
October  30,  Loewenstein  has  announced 

as  the  convention  program  begins  to  as- 
sume shape.  A   number  of  entertainment 

affairs  have  been  set  for  definite  spots 

with  the  president’s  reception  slated  for 
Sunday  night  in  the  Civic  Room  of  the 
Biltmore  Hotel,  convention  headquarters. 
Ann  Bond,  beautiful  young  songstress, 
Cleibert  and  Siebert  Dalton,  two  wizards 
with  the  harmonicas  and  WKY  stars,  and 

Herman  Chaney  and  his  KOMA  staff  or- 
chestra, are  set  for  this  affair. 

Noonday  luncheons  in  the  Biltmore  have 

Oklahoma  City — Reservations  for  room 

space  for  the  MPTOA  convention  con- 
tinues to  mount  at  local  hotels  with  indi- 

cations that  attendance  will  exceed  by  a 

considerable  margin  that  of  last  year’s 
meet.  The  following  list  comprises  early 

reservations  at  the  Biltmore  Hotel,  con- 
vention headquarters,  and  lists  only  those 

names  in  which  rooms  have  been  reserved. 
In  several  instances  reservations  have  been 

made  for  several  room  suites  and  in  be- 
half of  unnamed  friends  or  associates  and 

reservation  lists  have  not  been  sent  at  the 

time  of  writing  for  more  than  150  dele- 
gates pledged  by  various  groups  and  who 

have  written  Convention  Chairman  Mor- 
ris Loewenstein  of  their  intention  to  at- 

tend the  convention  and  reserved  space 

but  only  in  the  name  of  associates. 
The  list,  to  date,  follows: 

Alfred  M.  and  Lester  Sack,  Sack  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  Dallas;  H.  B.  Snook  and  Ed 

Auger,  RCA,  New  York  City;  E.  W.  Aaron 

and  William  F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M;  Russell 

Borg,  Kansas  City;  R.  R.  Biechele,  Kan- 
sas City;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  Barron, 

Pratt,  Kan.;  M.  M.  Buchanan,  Chicago, 

111.;  Les  Abbott  and  R.  E.  Klechner,  Chi- 
cago; A.  Broggini,  J.  A.  Hammond  and  G. 

H.  Meyer,  all  of  Cleveland;  G.  Carey, 
Paris,  Ark.;  Victor  Cornelius,  Eastland, 

Texas;  E.  B.  Coleman,  M-G-M,  Dallas; 
Walter  E.  Green,  Cleveland. 

Oscar  S.  Oldknow,  Los  Angeles;  Frank 
Cassil,  St.  Joseph,  Mo.;  Mrs.  Cecil  Capp, 

Arkadelphia,  Ark.;  Douglas  Desch,  Kan- 
sas City;  H.  B.  Doering,  Garnett,  Kan.; 

Roy  Durmock,  Atchinson,  Kan.;  Wm.  G. 

Formby,  Kansas  City;  T.  W.  Edwards,  El- 
don, Mo.;  W.  R.  Ferguson,  New  York  City; 

Charles  and  W.  E.  Gregory,  Kansas  City; 

J.  G.  Haney,  Colorado  Springs;  O.  B.  Hunt 

and  S.  W.  Hand,  Kansas  City;  A.  C.  Hay- 
man,  Buffalo;  Finton  Jones,  Kansas  City. 

George  Harttmann,  North  Kansas  City: 

been  scheduled  for  Monday,  Tuesday  and 

Wednesday  and  are  provided  as  part  of  the 
registration  fee  for  the  convention.  This 
will  enable  delegates  to  go  directly  from 
business  sessions  to  luncheon  and  return 

without  leaving  the  convention  headquar- 
ters, a   practice  that  has  worked  out  quite 

successfully  for  the  state  association  con- 
ventions in  the  past. 

Two  stag  affairs  have  been  arranged  for 
Monday  night,  one  for  the  men  and  one 

for  the  women.  The  men’s  affair  will  be 

in  the  Biltmore  Civic  room  and  the  ladies’ 
affair  at  an  as  yet  undetermined  place. 
A   string  orchestra  and  harp  and  floor  show 
will  entertain  the  ladies.  Songstresses, 

special  dances,  a   line  of  girls  and  a   special 

act  are  set  for  the  men’s  stag  affair. 
Tuesday  night  the  MPTOA  banquet  and 

dinner  dance  will  be  held  at  the  Oklahoma 

F.  C.  Hensler,  Kansas  City;  E.  A.  Harris, 
Kansas  City;  E.  T.  Jones,  Ralph  Larned, 
Camden,  N.  J.;  Edward  G.  Levy,  New 

Haven,  Conn.;  Harry  Lowenstein,  Ard- 
more, Okla.;  Sidney  B.  Lust,  Washington, 

D.  C.;  Jack  London;  June  Medcalf,  Kan- 
sas City;  W.  J.  McKinney,  Topeka;  Ar- 
thur Ungar,  Hollywood;  C.  L.  McCoy,  Dal- 

las; Ben  Marcus,  Kansas  City;  A.  A.  Moud- 
ler,  Sapulpa,  Okla.;  S.  E.  Pirtle,  Jersey- 
ville,  111.;  Hugh  Owen,  Dallas. 
George  Nescher,  Valley  Falls,  Kas.; 

George  K.  O’Rourke,  Dallas;  C.  C.  Koontz, 
Dallas;  Fred  Pickrel,  Ponca  City,  Okla.; 
J.  C.  Pennington,  Kansas  City;  Dave 

Palfreyman,  New  York  City;  Lewen  Pizor, 
Philadelphia;  Ed  Rolsky,  Kansas  City;  J. 
T.  Roberts  and  H.  B.  Robb,  Dallas;  A1 

Steen,  New  York  City;  A.  J.  Simmons,  La- 
mar, Mo.;  Louis  Sosna,  Moberly,  Mo.;  Sam 

Sosna,  Manhattan,  Kas.;  S.  Schwahn, 
Lawrence,  Kan.;  H.  J.  Strowig,  Abilene, Kan. 

W.  E.  Scott,  New  York  City;  O.  F.  Sul- 
livan, Wichita,  Kan.;  John  C.  Stapel, 

Rockport,  Mo.;  Wallace  Walthall,  Dallas; 

Roy  D.  Thresh,  Dallas;  C.  B.  Akers,  Dal- 
las; Herman  Wobber,  New  York  City;  W. 

J.  Kupper,  New  York  City;  R.  X.  Williams, 
Oxford,  Miss.;  Warren  Weber,  Stafford, 

Kas.;  C.  E.  Williams  Omaha;  Judge  and 
Mrs.  Roy  Walker,  Lampasas,  Tex.; 
Mitchell  Wolfson,  Miami,  Fla.;  E.  Wagner, 

Chicago;  R.  F.  Wilburn,  Duncan,  Okla. 
Allen  Bachrach,  New  York  City;  A.  J. 

Brylawski,  New  York  City;  Chick  Lewis, 

New  York  City;  George  Weeks,  sales  man- 
ager, Monogram;  H.  V.  Harvey,  California; 

Joe  Lehoni,  Pittsburg,  Kan.;  Sam  Abend, 
Kansas  City;  Reube  Finkelstein,  Kansas 
City;  L.  W.  Connor,  Kansas  City;  C.  J. 
Zern,  Kansas  City;  W.  Johnson,  New 
Orleans;  J.  Means,  Kansas  City;  Phil  Isley, 
Tulsa,  Okla;  M.  A.  Lightman,  Memphis, Tenn. 

City  Golf  and  Country  Club  with  only 
members  of  the  industry  being  present.  At 

preliminary  meetings  it  has  been  decided 

to  abandon  the  practice  of  inviting  so- 

called  “big  shots”  and  other  outsiders.  Al- 
lan Clark  and  his  orchestra  have  been  set 

for  this  affair. 

The  Movie  Ball  had  been  previously  set 

for  Wednesday  night  but  may  be  arranged 

for  Tuesday  with  the  banquet  and  dinner 
dance  shifted  to  Wednesday.  The  Movie 
Ball  is  to  be  held  in  the  local  municipal 
auditorium  which  seats  7,000  people.  Allan 
Clark  and  his  orchestra,  exceptionally 

popular  in  this  area,  have  been  set  for 

this  spot  and  all  motion  picture  stars  at- 
tending the  convention  are  set  to  make 

personal  appearances.  Several  feature  acts 
are  also  on  the  schedule.  The  Ball  will  be 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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TEXAS  THEATRE  BUILDING  TO  THE  FORE  WITH 

TEN  NEW  HOUSES  UP  WITHIN  RECENT  MONTHS 
All  Factions  Take  Part  in  Independent  Ownership  Is Construction  Upsurge  x 

In  Lone  Star  State  Dominant  in  Southwest  Area 

Houston — A   wave  of  theatre  construc- 

tion is  underway  in  Texas.  Openings  of 
new  theatres  have  been  made  in  six  Texas 

towns  recently  while  construction  is  going 

on  in  four  others  and  extensive  remodel- 
ing in  one. 

The  centers  where  new  theatres  have 

opened  are  Houston,  San  Diego,  Stock- 
dale,  Waxahachie,  Collinsville  and  Brown- 

field. In  Gainsville,  Port  Lavaca,  Long- 
view and  Pecos  construction  is  going  on. 

In  Houston,  which  is  experiencing  a 
booming  growth,  Stewart  Moody  and 

Ernest  Megowan  opened  the  Union  The- 
atre four  miles  out.  In  San  Diego,  Dr. 

A.  Duran  is  owner  of  the  new  Regis.  The 

Stockdale  in  Stockdale  is  under  the  man- 
agement of  Donald  Smith  of  San  Antonio. 

L.  A.  Franks,  operator  of  the  Midlothian 
in  Waxahachie,  has  opened  the  Rio  here. 
E.  L.  Black  is  in  personal  charge  of  his 
new  Village  Theatre  in  Collinsville  and 
Earl  Jones  has  opened  his  third  theatre, 
the  Rio,  in  Brownfield. 
Busy  building  new  houses  are  A.  V. 

Wade,  affiliated  with  Griffith,  whose  State 
Theatre  at  Gainsville  is  expected  to  be 
ready  by  November  1;  the  J.  G.  Long 

circuit  of  Bay  City,  who  also  expect  a   No- 
vember 1   opening  for  their  new  Port 

Lavaca  house;  the  Jefferson  Amusement 
Company,  who  with  Tracy  Flanagan  as 
a   partner,  are  speeding  the  new  Arlene 

at  Longview,  and  M.  A.  Sanders  of  Lub- 
bock who  is  remodeling  a   building  at  Pecos 

to  house  a   600-seater. 

Extensive  remodeling  has  just  been  com- 
pleted on  the  neighborhood  house,  the 

Liberty  at  Amarillo  by  Morris  Mendel. 

MPTOA  Workers  Awaiting 

Invitation  Acceptances 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

open  to  the  general  public  at  $1.00  a   ticket 

but  MPTOA  members  will  have  their  tick- 
ets as  part  of  their  registration  fees. 

E.  B.  Coleman,  Dallas  publicity  director 

for  M-G-M,  has  informed  Loewenstein  that 
besides  the  M-G-M  Marionettes,  the  com- 

pany has  also  arranged  to  have  costumes 
and  dresses  worn  in  three  of  its  pictures 
available  as  the  feature  attraction  at  a 

special  style  show  for  women  delegates. 

These  will  be  costumes  from  “The  Great 
Waltz,”  “Sweethearts”  and  “Marie  An- 

toinette.” 
Program  Ad  Space  Available 

Following  repeated  requests  for  adver- 
tising on  the  convention  program  the  con- 

vention committee  has  decided  to  reverse 

its  former  position  of  not  selling  adver- 

Oklahoma  City — The  independent  ex- 
hibitors still  are  in  the  majority  as  far  as 

ownership  of  theatres  in  six  southwestern 
states  is  concerned,  a   survey  reveals.  A 

check-up  of  ownership  of  some  2,134 
houses  in  the  states  of  Louisiana,  Arkan- 

sas, Oklahoma,  Texas,  New  Mexico  and 
Arizona  reveals  that  38.5  per  cent  of  that 
total  are  owned  by  circuits. 

A   breakdown  of  the  figures  by  states 
shows  that  96  or  33.9  per  cent  of  the  284 
houses  in  Louisiana  are  circuit  owned  or 

operated,  that  80  or  41.5  per  cent  of  the 
193  houses  in  Arkansas;  in  Oklahoma  it  is 

125  or  28.9  per  cent  of  the  432  houses 
there;  in  Texas  it  is  417  or  40.3  per  cent 
of  the  1,035  theatres;  in  New  Mexico  it  is 

25  or  27.1  per  cent  of  the  92  theatres  and 
in  Arizona  it  is  21  or  21.4  per  cent  of  the 
98  houses  listed  in  that  state. 

Breaking  down  the  figures  still  further 
we  find  the  following  circuit  holdings  in 
this  area:  Affiliated  Theatres  Corp.  of 

New  Orleans,  27  houses  in  Louisiana;  Ar- 
kansas Amusement  Co.,  four  in  Arkansas; 

Bijou  Amusement  Co.  of  Nashville,  five 

in  Louisiana,  one  in  Arkansas,  two  in  Ok- 
lahoma and  one  in  Texas;  Cole  Theatres 

of  Texas,  eight;  L.  B.  Crow  circuit,  Texas, 

tising  space  and  has  notified  all  trade  ex- 
hibitors and  other  manufacturers  that  a 

rate  of  $50  for  a   page  and  $25  for  half 

page  has  been  set.  The  convention  pro- 
gram will  be  in  two  colors  with  full  page 

type  size  8x9  inches  and  half  page  size 
4x8  inches. 

Twenty-four  of  the  25  booths  set  up  on 
the  mezzanine  of  the  hotel  adjacent  to  the 

convention  meeting  room  have  been  re- 
served, Loewenstein  has  announced,  and  a 

second  section  in  Parlor  A   of  the  hotel, 

directly  adjoining  the  mezzanine,  has  been 
reserved  wherein  eight  more  booths  will  be 

erected.  However  these  eight  are  all  that 
remain  with  possibility  only  slight  that  any 
others  may  be  obtained.  All  of  these  33 

booths  are  directly  in  line  with  the  con- 
vention hall. 

Reservations  for  booths  at  this  writing  are  as 
follows:  National  Screen  Service,  three  booths: 

International  Seating  Corp.,  two  booths;  National 

Theatre  Supply  Co.,  two  booths;  Nap-Ads  Co., 
one  booth;  Radio  Corp.  of  America,  two  booths; 
the  American  Desk  Co.,  one  booth;  The  Magic 

Eye  C'o.,  one  booth;  Motiograph,  Inc.,  two  booths; 
the  American  Seating  Co.  through  Jasper  Sipes 

('o..  one  booth ;   the  Wagner  Sign  Service,  two 
booths;  the  Burch  Mfg.  Co.,  one  booth;  the  Kroeh- 
ler  Mfg.  Co.,  one  booth;  the  Salem  China  Co., 
one  booth;  Tad  Screen  Advertising  Service,  one 

booth;  Betz  Air  Conditioning  Co.,  one  booth; 

TexLite,  Inc.,  one  booth,  and  the  Oklahoma  The- 
atre Supply  Co.,  one  booth. 

Loewenstein  called  attention  to  a   ruling 
of  the  hotel  management  that  all  displays 

four;  L.  R.  Dollison  of  Dallas,  five;  Frels 
Theatres  of  Victoria,  Texas,  five;  S.  G. 

Fry  Theatres  of  Tyler,  Texas,  six;  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.  and  its  subsidiaries  and 

affiliates,  89  in  Oklahoma,  60  in  Texas  and 
19  in  New  Mexico;  Haven  circuit,  five  in 
Arkansas;  H.  &   H.  Theatre  Co.,  15  in 
Texas;  Haynes  circuit,  three  in  Arkansas; 

Heard  in  Louisiana,  three;  Imperial  cir- 
cuit, five  in  Arkansas;  Interstate  circuit, 

114  in  Texas  and  six  in  New  Mexico;  Joys 

Shows,  Inc.,  17  in  Louisiana;  A.  W.  Lilly 

circuit,  seven  in  Texas;  Loew’s,  Inc.,  one 
in  Louisiana,  one  in  Texas;  J.  H.  Long 
circuit,  20  in  Texas;  Louis  L.  Long,  five 
in  Arizona;  D.  F.  Luckie  circuit,  six  in 

Texas;  Malco  Theatres,  Inc.,  35  in  Ar- 
kansas; O.  K.  Theatres,  Inc.,  15  in  Texas; 

W.  E.  Page  Co.,  six  in  Louisiana;  Para- 
mount, 17  in  Louisiana,  18  in  Arkansas,  five 

in  Texas,  seven  in  Arizona;  Principal  The- 
atre Co.  of  America,  two  in  Arizona;  Robb 

&   Rowley  United,  six  in  Arkansas,  11  in 

Oklahoma,  67  in  Texas;  I.  W.  Rodgers  cir- 
cuit, three  in  Arkansas;  Southwestern 

Theatres,  Inc.,  12  in  Oklahoma;  Standard 

Theatres,  11  in  Oklahoma,  Strand  Enter- 
prises, Inc.,  four  in  Arkansas;  Talley,  eight, 

Texas;  United  Theatres,  18  in  Louisiana. 

must  be  completely  set  up  before  Sunday 

morning  as  no  construction  will  be  per- 
mitted Sunday  or  any  day  during  the  con- 

vention. Space  will  be  available  all  day 

Saturday,  October  29,  for  displays  to  be 
set  up  and  arranged. 

No  Griffith  Managers  Meet 

The  Griffith  Amusement  Co.  has  de- 

cided not  to  hold  its  managers’  meeting 
during  the  convention  but  instead  will  call 

in  all  officers,  directors  and  company  part- 
ners, as  a   check-up  revealed  that  holding 

the  managers  meeting  at  this  time  would 

strip  the  organization  of  every  local  mana- 

ger and  key  man  during  an  important  busi- 
ness period.  Representation  from  the  Grif- 
fith organization  at  the  convention  will, 

however,  be  exceptionally  heavy. 
Feature  reservation  last  week  was  a   wire 

from  Fred  Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis,  chairman 

of  the  MPTOA  board,  stating  that  a   spe- 
cial train  was  being  arranged  at  St.  Louis 

and  that  the  convention  might  expect  ap- 
proximately 100  delegates  aboard  the  train. 

M.  C.  Moore,  president  of  the  Southeastern 

Theatre  Owners  Ass’n,  also  wired  in  that  a 
special  Pullman  car  had  been  reserved  and 
that  18  reservations  were  already  lined 

up  for  the  convention.  These  supplement 

many  wires  and  letters  for  single  and  dou- 
(Continued  on  page  38) 
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THEATRE  SEATING 
We  Will  See  You  at  M.P.T.O.A.  Convention 

Send  for  Our  New  Catalogue 

AMERICAN  DESK  MFG.  COMPANY 
Temple,  Texas 

Sales  Offices  in:  Memphis,  New  Orleans,  Dallas 

Illustrating  our  No.  903WS  Chair 
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Final  Date  for  Momand  Hearing 

Reported  Set  for  Next  Tuesday 

He'll  Have  to  Make 

Quick  Time Dallas — Although  he  expects  to  at- 

tend the  three-day  MPTOA  convention 

in  Oklahoma  City  beginning  October 

31,  R.  J.  O'Donnell,  Interstate  circuit 
vice-president  and  general  manager, 

this  week  said  he  would  attend  the 

annual  Variety  Club  banquet  in  Pitts- 

burgh, October  30. 

Oklahoma  City — It  is  understood  next 

Tuesday,  set  as  the  date  for  the  hearing 
of  the  A.  B.  Momand  suit  petitions  in  his 
$4,500,000  suit  against  major  producers, 

distributors  and  circuits  charging  anti- 
trust law  violation,  will  be  the  last  grant- 

ed by  U.  S.  District  Judge  A.  P.  Murrah. 

The  case  was  set  to  go  to  trial  several 

months  ago,  but  has  been  delayed  repeat- 

edly for  procuring  of  depositions  and  evi- 
dence in  support  of  motions.  The  last 

delay,  from  September  30  to  October  24, 

was  granted  by  Judge  Murrah  to  enable 
the  plaintiffs  to  secure  depositions  from 
major  production  heads  in  New  York. 

All  points  involved  in  preliminary  hear- 
ings before  the  actual  trial  have  been 

cleared  by  Judge  Murrah  except  that  of 

his  complete  jurisdiction  in  the  matter 
which  is  dependent  upon  plaintiffs  proof 

of  the  company’s  named  in  the  defense 
list,  as  doing  business  in  Oklahoma. 
Defendants  named  by  Momand  in  his 

original  petition  which  is  divided  into  two 

suits,  include  the  following:  20th  Century- 

Fox  Film  Corp.;  Loew’s,  Inc.;  Vitagraph. 
Inc.;  RKO  Distributing  Corp.;  RKO  Pic- 

tures, Inc.;  United  Artists  Corp.;  Univer- 
sal Film  Exchange,  Inc.;  Columbia  Pic- 

tures Corp.;  Griffith  Amusement  Co.; 
Consolidated  Theatres,  Inc.;  Consolidated 
Amusement  Co.;  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.; 
Publix  Theatres  Corp.;  Regal  Theatres, 

Inc.;  Consolidated  Amusement  Co.;  Warner 
Bros.  Pictures,  Inc.;  The  Vitaphone  Corp.; 

Warner  Bros.  Theatres,  Inc.;  First  Na- 
tional Pictures,  Inc.;  Pathe  Exchange, 

Inc.,  and  Educational  Film  Exchange,  Inc. 

Olsmith  Promotes  Four 

At  Universal  in  Dallas 
Dallas — With  Sid  Simpson  no  longer 

selling  Universal  pictures  in  the  south 
Texas  territory,  E.  S.  Olsmith,  Dallas 
branch  manager,  has  moved  several  up  the 
ladder  and  employed  one  new  worker  to 

fill  the  vacancy  caused  by  Simpson’s leaving. 

C.  M.  Miller,  office  manager,  is  now  on 

the  road  in  Simpson’s  place.  J.  E.  Mitchell 
is  moved  up  from  head  booker  to  office 

manager.  Ruby  Gibson  is  the  new  em- 
ploye as  cashier,  having  come  over  from 

Grand  National.  Eddie  Green  is  upped 

to  head  booker,  while  Walter  Armbruster 
moves  from  cashier  to  booker. 

John  Blocker  Opens  New 

House  in  Abilene ,   Tex. 

Abilene,  Tex. — Johnny  Blocker’s  new 
Texas  Theatre  opened  a   few  days  ago 
with  a   radio  broadcast  and  talks  by  the 

mayor  and  postmaster.  Visiting  exhibi- 
tors included  Andy  Mauldin  of  Lubbock; 

LeRoy  Land  of  Ralls;  Jack  Arthur  of 
Crosby  ton;  Jack  Scales  of  Ballinger,  and 

Wally  Aikin,  Interstate’s  local  city  man- 
ager. 

The  new  Texas  seats  483  and  represents 
$18,000  invested  by  Blocker. 

No  Baseball  Owner 
Dallas — Karl  Hoblitzelle,  head  of  the 

Interstate  circuit,  is  in  no  way  connected 
with  Dallas  baseball  ownership,  it  is 

learned  with  authority.  A   previous  re- 
port had  him  so  linked. 

EXHIBITORS 
Who  have  not  seen  the  display  of 

Theatre  Equipment  and  Merchandise 
on  our  floor  should  look  it  over  for  their  own  benefit 

No  doubt,  what  you  want  or  will  need, 

IS  RIGHT  HERE 

and  at  the  price  you  want  to  pay. 

We  have  all  theatre  requirements  in 

SOUND  -   -   -   PROJECTION  -   -   -   COOLING 
and  our  stock  of  MISCELLANEOUS  SUPPLIES  will 

meet  your  needs. 

—   Let  Us  Prove  It  — 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
"Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always" 

210  SOUTH  HARWOOD  DALLAS,  TEXAS 
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"YouWanlAclion  ForYourMoney/ •   you  WANT  THE  BEST 
•   THE  GOLDEN  AISLE-ROBOT  PHOTOGRAPHER  gives  PLENTY 

ACTION  to  the  PROGRESSIVE  THEATRE  OWNER! 

Action  that  spells  PROFITS  IN  THE  CASH  DRAWER! 

®   No  other  similar  device  has  the  SMOOTHNESS  or  SIMPLICITY 

of  operation  as  THE  GOLDEN  AISLE-ROBOT  PHOTOGRAPHER. 

VANITY  .   ACQUISITIVENESS  .   MYSTERY 

NOVELTY  .   .   .   ENTERTAINMENT 
Installation  in  'Midland  Theatre-Newark,  Ohio-1650  Seats 

Utie  &&>(?<>•  RoSot 
Patents  Pending  M 
Patents  Pending 

WRITE  FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION 

BUSINESS  BUILDERS,  INC. 
GRAND  THEATRE  BLDG.  COLUMBUS,  OHIO 

Distributorships  yet  available  in  film  zones.  Write  us. 
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Aviators  Preview 

"Men  With  Wings" 
Atlanta — A   special  premiere  of  Para- 

mount’s “Men  With  Wings”  was  shown  at 
the  Eastern  Air  Lines  convention  held  here 
October  20,  21  and  22. 

Captain  Eddie  Rickenbacker,  war  ace 
and  now  president  of  the  air  line,  got 

an  old-fashioned  war  flier  scarf,  the  type 
used  in  the  days  when  flying  ships  were 

“crates,”  on  the  night  of  the  screening. 
The  scarf  contained  autographs  of  every 

employe  of  Eastern  Air  Lines,  and  bore 

the  inscription:  “Presented  to  one  of  the 
truly  great  men  with  wings  by  the  At- 

lanta staff  of  Eastern  Air  Lines  and  the 

fliers  in  ‘Men  With  Wings.’  ” 
Oscar  A.  Morgan,  Paramount  district 

manager,  said  the  fliers  in  the  picture 
knew  Rickenbacker,  or  flew  with  him,  in 
World  War  days. 

Two  Theatre  Companies 

Settle  Equipment  Tangle 
Greensboro,  N.  C. — Lee  P.  Barnard  of 

Greensboro,  president  of  Southeastern 

Theatres,  Inc.,  has  announced  that  a   “sat- 
isfactory agreement”  between  his  com- 

pany and  Greensboro  Criterion  Theatre, 
Inc.,  has  ended  litigation  over  certain 
equipment  in  the  house  on  north  Elm  St. 

The  house  was  to  have  opened  under 
management  of  the  Southeastern,  with 
Barnard  as  manager  for  an  indefinite 
period.  Barnard  further  stated  that  he 
planned  to  redecorate  the  theatre  in  the 
near  future. 

A   T   1L  AWT  A 
TACK  O.  LAMONT  has  returned  from  New 

*   York,  with  his  new  job  as  southern  di- 
vision manager  for  Grand  National.  He 

predicts  a   big  future  for  Joan  Page,  re- 

cently signed  radio  singer.  “She’ll  be  an- 
other Pearl  White,”  he  prophesies  .   .   .   Carl 

Cape  of  Buford  was  a   recent  Row  visitor. 

Mrs.  J.  O.  Lamont,  wife  of  the  Grand 
National  southern  division  manager,  is  in 

Hollywood  on  a   vacation.  She  is  related 
to  Movita,  the  screen  personality . 

Roy  Williams,  assistant  manager  of  the 
Tifton  Theatre  at  Fitzgerald,  Ga.,  for  the 

past  two  and  a   half  years,  has  been  pro- 

moted to  manager  an:'  transferred  to  Port 
St.  Joe,  Fla. 

J.  C.  H.  Wink  has  reopened  the  Shadow- 
land  Theatre  at  Dalton,  Ga.,  with  shows 

Thursdays,  Fridays  and  Saturdays  of  first- 
run  pictures. 

A   ten-week  course  in  acting  technique, 

under  direction  of  Leigh  Seymour,  is  be- 
ing planned  by  the  Atlanta  Theatre  Guild, 

it  is  announced  by  Mrs.  Paula  Causey, 
director. 

Business  Notes:  General  Theatres 

Equipment,  Greenville,  S.  C.,  has  declared 

a   25-cent  dividend  to  stockholders  of  rec- 

ord October  11,  payable  October  18;  char- 
ter granted  at  Tallahassee,  Fla.,  to  Lake 

Theatre,  Inc.,  Lakeland,  50  shares,  $100 
par  value;  directors,  R.  H.  Boardman,  G. 
Petteway  and  G.  B.  Smith. 

L.  E.  Ram  of  the  Patricia  Theatre,  Aiken 

S.  C.,  was  a   Row  visitor,  and  reported 
good  business  with  his  new  house  .   .   .   Oscar 
Lam  attended  a   special  meeting  in  New 

York,  prior  to  the  opening  of  the  MPTOA 
meeting  October  22  in  Oklahoma  City. 

Samuel  A.  Borisky 

Dies  in  Baltimore 

Atlanta — Film  and  theatremen  here 

were  grieved  to  learn  of  the  death  October 
14  of  Col.  Samuel 
(Sam)  A.  Borisky, 

vice-president  of  In- 
dependent Theatres, 

Chattanooga,  and 

formerly  of  this  city 
and  well  known  here, 
who  died  in  Johns 
Hopkins  Hospital,  in 
Baltimore. 

Borisky,  who  had 
been  in  ill  health 

several  months,  en- 
s.  a.  bokisky  tered  the  hospital  last 

Wednesday,  suffering  from  a   kidney  ail- ment. 

Borisky  was  a   native  of  this  city  and 

attended  public  schools  here,  later  attend- 
ing Georgia  Tech.  His  first  employment 

was  with  his  father  in  the  shoe  business. 
In  1918,  Borisky  enlisted  at  Atlanta. 

During  the  World  War  he  served  with  the 
famous  Rainbow  division.  He  left  the 

army  as  a   second-lieutenant,  and  estab- 
lished himself  in  Chattanooga,  his  home 

at  the  time  of  his  death. 

He  was  a   Mason,  an  Elk  and  active  in 

the  SMPTOA.  An  active  American  Le- 
gionnaire, he  once  served  as  commander 

of  Chattanooga  post. 

He  was  active  in  philanthropic  and  civic 

work  in  Chattanooga,  and  served  as  chair- 
man of  the  Chattanooga  chapter  of  the 

Jewish  Welfare  Federation. 

Borisky  is  survived  by  his  wife;  his 
mother,  Mrs.  Carrie  Borisky;  four  sisters, 
Mrs.  A.  Solomon  and  Mrs.  Julius  Schwartz, 

both  of  Chattanooga;  Mrs.  David  Rosen- 
bloom,  of  Butler,  Pa.,  and  Mrs.  Stanley 
Rocker,  of  New  York,  and  a   brother,  Abe 
Borisky,  of  Chattanooga. 

Holden  Starts  Juvenile 

Amateur  Acts  in  Atlanta 
Atlanta — A   new  series  of  amateur  con- 

tests will  begin  soon  on  the  stage  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre,  Earle  M.  Holden,  mana- 

ger, announced. 
The  contest  will  be  for  junior  amateurs, 

Holden  said,  and  will  be  held  Friday  nights, 
as  soon  as  applications  are  assorted.  The 
contests  will  probably  begin  within  a   week, 
Holden  said. 

Contestants  must  be  under  16  years  of 

age,  and  prizes  will  be  awarded  on  the 
same  basis  as  those  awarded  senior  con- 

testants. Holden  said  he  was  especially 

interested  in  novelty  acts,  such  as  dancers, 

musicians,  comedians  and  acrobatic 
dancers. 

Carolina  Theatre  Reopened 

Charlotte,  N.  C. — Completely  redeco- 

rated and  remodeled,  the  Carolina  The- 
atre has  reopened.  Emil  Bernstecker  is 

manager. 

VISUGRRPHIC*FILm*CDRP 

G€  T   P€RSonRL w   With  Your  Patrdfis,  uAe... 
VlSUERAPHIE  ^TRAILERS 

Made  up  to  your  own  individual  copy  with  ap- 
propriate and  original  ideas  that  will  appeal  to 

your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

Present  Your  Screen  Announcements  Effectively 
With  a   Dash  of  Local  Color  and  Originality. 

4   STAR 
SRO-PDQmoi that's  VISU6RAPHIC.1 
T«e  SMART  WORD 

SMART  EXHIBITORS 

ilw  IDEAL 

USH ELIVERV 

&_limTRnDinG 

■   dJotnUte  Pahadetb—m 

I<*>B  UIRLTOn  ST.,n.UJ.  P.O.B.3B5- 
WM.  Kimberly  .   Prei. 

QTLRnTR  — 
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ID)  A   IL  IL  A   $ 
QETTING  back  to  Lance  Davis  of  Rotan 

we  recall  and  still  find  he  likes  to 
visit  around  and  talk  to  people.  Since  he 

put  his  theatres  in  the  R&R  circuit  he 
misses  film  salesmen  calling  on  him,  he 

said.  So  that’s  why  he  went  around  to  all 
exchanges  this  trip  and  talked  to  the  man- 

agers and  salesmen. 

Zasu  Pitts  was  the  honored  guest  at  last 

Monday’s  Variety  luncheon.  She  made  a 
short  talk,  making  a   hit  because  of  her 
sincere  simplicity.  There  she  made  a   bar- 

gain with  Chief  Barker  R.  J.  O’Donnell 
to  go  to  the  Oklahoma  City  convention. 
She  would  go  if  he  would  go,  and  he  would 

go  if  she  would,  so  they’re  both  going. 
Zasu  headed  a   musical  revue  at  the  Ma- 

jestic this  week. 

Frank  Wilke,  Boulevard,  Houston,  was 
enjoying  himself  on  Filmrow,  the  Variety 
Club  and  other  places  of  interest  this  week 
and  was  even  more  pleased  because  it  took 
him  several  days  to  wind  up  his  business 

before  he  could  go  home  and  back  to 
work.  He  has  lots  of  friends  here,  there 
and  yonder. 

Pete  Barnes,  the  Buck-Nite  and  Golden 
Aisle  man,  is  going  into  the  southeast 
next  week  in  the  interest  of  his  stimula- 

tors. He  owns  Buck-Nite  and  has  several 
southeastern  states  on  the  Aisle. 

Ray  Jennings,  owning  a   fine  little  the- 
atre at  Hondo,  was  in  town  Tuesday  and 

Wednesday  to  supply  the  modern  theatre 

with  more  “fillum.”  He  calls  it  the  Raye 

and  it’s  the  brightest  spot  in  the  town, 
judging  from  a   group  of  photographs  we 
have  seen.  Ray  has  a   haberdashery  and 
tailor  shop  in  addition  to  his  theatre. 

Ted  Lewis  of  Texarkana  has  bought  a 
camera  and  projection  outfit,  16 mm,  out 
of  which  he  expects  to  have  a   lot  of  fun 
and  maybe  make  some  money  with  local 
newsreels  around  his  Texarkana  and  Over- 

ton  houses.  He’s  going  to  make  picture 
taking  a   regular  hobby  as  long  as  it  holds 
out.  Lewis  was  on  the  Row  this  week. 

Herman  Graver,  Columbia’s  southwest 
Texas  salesman,  is  back  in  the  territory 
after  recovering  from  a   car  smashup  which 
cracked  his  knee  cap.  He  was  off  the  job 
several  weeks. 

Jake  Lutzer,  the  other  recent  knee  cap 
victim  of  a   car  crash,  is  also  back  in  the 
field  for  Universal. 

In  a   letter  from  his  Lubbock  home  the 

other  day,  Joe  Bryant,  former  exhibitor, 

read  that  his  little  two-year-old  daughter 
had  just  gone  to  Sunday  School  for  the 
first  time.  As  the  child  walked  up  the 
church  steps  with  Mrs.  Bryant  she  said, 

“Mamma  has  the  feature  started  yet?” 

Pat  Duffy,  who  spent  several  days  in 
Dallas  this  week,  said  his  new  theatre  at 
Sweetwater  will  be  ready  for  opening  the 
middle  of  next  week  .   .   .   Col.  H.  A.  Cole  has 
gone  east  on  an  extended  trip  and  may 
be  away  from  Dallas  about  two  weeks. 

He  Wins  by  a 

Bristle 
Houston — An  18-year-old  lan  who 

had  not  been  able  to  cash  in  on  the 

upside  down  auction  held  at  the  Ma- 
jestic midnight  shows  each  Saturday, 

finally  took  desperate  measures.  He 

carried  a   handbag  filled  with  articles 

of  all  kinds,  hoping  at  least  one  would 

be  called  for  in  the  auction  in  which 

the  master  of  ceremonies  buys  from 

the  audience.  The  bag  contained  key 

rings,  stockings,  pocket  knives,  a   but- 
ton, a   pair  of  garters,  and  a   powder 

puff  with  no  rouge  on  it — an  article  as 

scarce  as  hen's  teeth,  according  to 

Manager  Ray  Jones.  Also  a   blue- 
handled  toothbrush — and  this  won 
him  $5. 

Lakewood,  Dallas, 

Opens  October  27 
Dallas  —   An  October  27  opening  is 

planned  for  the  Lakewood,  Interstate  cir- 
cuit’s newest  neighborhood  theatre  here, 

according  to  R.  J.  O’Donnell,  general  man- 
ager. 

The  new  house  has  an  ultra-modern 

front,  with  a   vari-colored  tower.  Neon- 
lighted,  shooting  upward  and  brightly 
some  50  feet. 

The  Lakewood  will  change  programs 
three  or  four  times  weekly,  depending  on 

the  pulling  power  of  the  picture. 

Price  downstairs  will  be  35  cents,  with 

the  balcony  at  night  25  cents. 

Dickie  Foy  will  manage  the  Lakewood, 
which  will  be  under  the  direct  supervision 

of  James  O.  Cherry,  Interstate  city  man- 
ager. 

Laurel  Grand  Jury  Makes 

Sunday  Shows  Possible 
Laurel,  Miss. — Sunday  motion  picture 

shows  became  a   certainty  for  Laurel  as 
the  Jones  county  grand  jury,  failing  to 

return  indictments  for  alleged  illegal  opera- 
tions, reported: 

“It  is  not'  the  way  of  law  to  prevent 
one  man  or  business  house  from  operating 
and  permit  others  to  do  so  and  inasmuch 

as  the  people  of  the  county  have  coun- 
tenanced operation  of  business  houses  over 

the  weekend,  it  is  not  the  intention  of  this 

body  to  put  a   stop  to  it.” 

Chesher  Opening  Soon 

Littlefield,  Tex. — W.  J.  (Bill)  Chesher 

will  open  his  third  theatre,  now  under 
construction,  about  November  1.  He  is 
investing  about  $20,000. 

JOHN  McLEOD  JR.,  for  a   number  of 
years  with  the  law  firm  of  Monk  and 

McLeod,  is  manager  of  the  Strand  at  Pine 
Bluff,  succeeding  Tommy  Dowdy,  who 
took  over  the  Ritz  at  Crenshaw,  Miss. 

The  Melba  Theatre,  Batesville,  is  in- 
stalling a   new  neon  lighting  system.  The 

improvement  program  calls  for  complete 
relighting  of  the  front  of  the  building  with 

neon,  with  the  name  “Melba”  outlined  in 
bright  red,  with  18  ten- foot  sections  of 
blue  neon  tubing  for  the  skirt.  In  all,  there 
will  be  about  250  feet  of  neon  tubing, 

lighted  by  four  15,000 -volt  transformers. 

Mrs.  John  Harkey  of  Hardy,  owner  of  a 

number  of  theatres  in  the  northwest  sec- 
tion of  the  state,  has  purchased  the  equip- 

ment of  the  Rex  Theatre  from  Ray  Lewis 
of  Clinton  and  plans  to  open  a   house  at 
Mammoth  Spring  soon.  Mammoth  Spring 
has  been  without  a   theatre  since  early  in 
June.  The  Rex  was  opened  by  Ray  Lewis 

in  September,  1937,  and  leased  to  Walter 
Hollowell  of  Pocahontas  in  March,  1938, 
who  operated  the  house  until  June. 

The  New  Theatre,  Magazine,  managed 

by  E.  W.  Savage,  of  the  Palace,  Boone- 
ville,  has  opened  .   .   .   DeWitt’s  new  house, 
the  New,  owned  and  managed  by  Ray  Wil- 

son, opened  last  week. 

11  Theatre  « 
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Q   K.  BOURGEOIS  of  Atlantic  Pictures 
Corp  of  New  York  was  visiting  the 

local  distributor,  Superior  Film  Supply  Co., 

this  week.  Bourgeois  left  here  for  Kan- 
sas City. 

E.  F.  Stein,  who  recently  resigned  from 

the  local  RKO  sales  force  to  oven  a   the- 
atre, will  go  into  Jackson,  Tenn.,  with  a 

new  house  in  the  location  formerly  occu- 
pied by  the  old  Gem  Theatre.  The  new 

house  will  be  knovm  as  the  MET. 

J.  Frank  Willingham,  M-G-M  branch 
manager,  is  leaving  Wednesday  for  a   four- 

week  trip  to  Europe  “on  the  house.”  In 
a   recent  international  sales  campaign  con- 

ducted by  M-G-M,  the  southern  district 
led  the  nation  in  increased  film  sales,  and 

the  Memphis  territory  was  one  of  the 

three  leaders  in  the  south.  That’s  why 
Willingham  is  getting  a   free  trip  .   .   . 

Willingham  and  the  other  southern  win- 
ners in  the  contest  will  be  guests  at  a 

testimonial  dinner  in  New  York  Friday 
night,  and  will  sail  Saturday  on  the  Conte 
de  Savoia  for  Paris,  London,  Naples  and 
other  European  points,  returning  on  the 

Queen  Mary.  Mr.  Willingham  has  man- 
aged the  Memphis  branch  for  the  past  12 

years. 

Tom  C.  Tobin,  St.  Louis  branch  mana- 
ger of  Grand  National  Pictures,  Inc.,  was 

in  Memphis  this  past  week  looking  for  a 
location  to  open  a   Memphis  branch  which 
is  expected  to  be  functioning  some  time 
in  November. 

MPTO  Workers  Awaiting 
Invitation  Acceptances 

(Continued  from  page  32) 
ble  reservations  received  during  the  past 
two  weeks. 

Several  entertainment  plans  are  now  be- 
ing worked  out  under  direction  of  Dinty 

Moore,  chairman  of  the  entertainment 

committee  for  the  convention.  These  in- 

clude Indian  and  cowboy  affairs  and  simi- 
lar stunts  which  many  Easterners  have  in- 

timated they  are  looking  forward  to  see- 
ing. An  extensive  automobile  tour  of  the 

area  is  also  on  the  program  schedule. 
Delegates  will  be  given  an  opportunity 

to  see  Oklahoma  City’s  famed  oil  field 
which  extends  for  12  miles  along  the  east- 

ern edge  of  the  city,  jutting  up  into  the 

heart  of  Oklahoma  City’s  warehouse  dis- 
trict, in  homes  and  backyards  and  on  the 

very  lawn  of  the  state  capitol  where  oil 
derricks  have  been  planted  and  are  now 
being  drilled  or  are  producing. 

While  here  in  Oklahoma  City,  MPTOA 

President  Ed  Kuykendall,  discussed  at  con- 
siderable length  his  personal  plans  for  the 

convention  and  felt  certain  that  much 

would  emerge  from  the  trade  conference 
in  New  York  City  that  would  be  welcome 
news  for  the  delegates.  A   good  portion 
of  the  convention  sessions  will  probably 
be  taken  up  with  discussion  of  the  results 
of  the  conference.  Kuykendall  felt  certain 

that  exhibitors  can  look  forward  to  favor- 
able action  on  the  shorts  problem,  holding 

out  of  product  from  one  year  to  another, 
an  increase  in  cancellation  percentage  and 

other  long -sought  points. 

Are  You  Going  to  Redecorate 

Your  Theatre? 
IF  SO 

Let  WIL-KIN 
Give  You  An  Estimate 

You  will  be  surprised  how  little  the  cost  is  . . . 

How  it  will  improve  your  theatre. 

ASK  OR  WRITE 

ROY  ROSSER,  TEMPLE  THEATRE,  SANFORD,  N.  C. 

SIDNEY  STEVENSON,  STEVENSON  THEATRE,  HENDERSON,  N.  C. 

A   Complete  Service  Offered  Exhibitors 

Over  the  Southeast  by 

WIL-KIN. 
150  Walton  St.,  ATLANTA 

Phone  WALnut  4613 

il 321  S.  Church,  CHARLOTTE 
Phone  8620 

“EVERYTHING  FOR  THE  THEATRE  EXCEPT  FILM” 

OKLA.  CITY 
jyjITCHELL  WOLFSON  of  Wometco  in Miami  has  wired  in  MPTOA  reserva- 

tions .   .   .   H.  P.  Everett  of  Republic  in  town 
to  dicker  on  Republic  franchises;  settling 
with  T.  B.  Noble  and  Griffiths  .   .   .   Jimmy 

Hobbs,  new  Universal  exchange  manager, 
to  Dallas  on  business  .   .   .   Mrs.  Bertha 

Barrett  in  town  .   .   .   Leonard  White  of 

Weatherford  off  for  Montana  on  his  an- 
nual hunting  trip;  last  year  it  was  a 

mountain  goat  .   .   .   Ward  E.  Scott,  20th- 
Fox  Kansas  City  manager,  in  town  on 

business  .   .   .   Joe  Cooper,  of  the  Standard 

Theatres  Coopers,  and  his  right-hand  man, 
Joe  Phillipson,  in  town. 

A.  R.  Bender  of  Cleveland  on  Filmrow 
with  dotted  line  pencil  in  hand  .   .   .   Emma 

Hargrave,  head  inspectress  at  20 th-Fox, 
on  the  sick  list  and  off,  now  back  on  as 

a   result  of  a   relapse  .   .   .   Jim  Boyle,  for- 
merly with  Griffith,  now  State  Theatre 

Co.  bookkeeper  .   .   .   Charles  Hall  opening 
a   new  300-seater  at  McLeod  .   .   .   Mrs.  G.  C. 

Wright  opened  her  new  Alamo  at  Hig- 
gins, Texas,  and  C.  L.  Lance  opened  his 

new  Vogue  at  LeFlores,  Texas. 

Tom  Boland,  vice-president  of  Midwest 
Enterprises,  in  town  .   .   .   J.  J.  Unger,  east- 

ern district  manager  of  Paramount,  and 

Hugh  Braley  of  Dallas  with  J.  J.  Curry, 
all  Paramount,  making  deals  .   .   .   T.  B. 

Noble  jr.  to  Dallas  where  Lester  Dent  is 
ill  ...  W.  P.  Kerr,  who  has  the  Gem  in 
Sulphur,  on  Filmrow  .   .   .   Ace  Hudson  busy 

putting  out  an  MPTOA  edition  of  the 
Bandwagon,  local  society  magazine. 

The  Liberty  getting  set  to  put  on  a   $150 
prize  contest  in  an  Opportunity  Night 

stunt,  broadcasts  from  theatre  stage  of 

amateur  talent  .   .   .   Kroehler  Mfg.  Co.  re- 

serving booth  No.  25  for  the  MPTOA  con- 
vention .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  G.  Carey  of 

the  Strand,  Paris,  Ark.,  wiring  in  reserva- 
tions for  MPTOA  meet. 

A   new  carpet  in  the  lobby  of  the  Liberty 
and  one  set  for  the  mezzanine  shortly. 

Bob  Pfotenhauer’s  father  out  of  danger 
in  a   Kansas  City  hospital  following  a   hit- 
and-run  accident  .   .   .   Floyd  Williams, 
manager  of  the  Pix  Theatre  here,  on  the 
resigned  list  with  Bob  Gallman,  formerly 

with  Southwestern  Theatres,  new  man. 

K.  Lee  Williams  is  building  a   new  road 

show  unit  with  the  Circle  S   Ranch  Cow- 

boys and  “Land  of  the  44s”  and  has  under 
construction  something  new:  a   duplex 
trailer  that  is  slated  to  be  a   honey  .   .   . 
Williams  has  just  received  13  contracts 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 
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with  Pox  West  Coast  Theatres  for  St. 

Louis  area  on  his  Red  River  Wranglers 
unit,  it  having  finished  its  contract  with 
the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  circuit  and 
Fox  West  Coast  in  Illinois. 

Harry  McKenna  back  on  the  job  at  Wil- 
liams exchange  .   .   .   Earl  Barrett  opened 

his  New  Theatre  at  Atoka  last  week  .   .   . 

Claude  O.  Fulgmn’s  home  near  completion 
on  Larchmont  Drive  in  Nichols  Hills;  he 
is  district  manager  for  Griffiths  and  has 
a   new  bride  .   .   .   H.  R.  Falls  and  H.  J. 

Griffith  back  from  a   Dallas  business  trip. 

The  State  Theatre  is  shifting  its  open- 
ing day  from  Friday  to  Thursday  with 

inauguration  of  new  single  bill  policy  .   .   . 

The  Army’s  new  $110,000  theatre  at  Fort 
Sill,  which  is  near  Lawton  has  been  open- 
ed. 

Frank  Tracey,  known  in  these  parts  as 
Tracey  Brown,  orchestra  conductor,  has 
opened  a   booking  office  for  theatrical 
talent  with  one  of  his  first  tasks  that  of 
providing  the  talent  for  the  forthcoming 

MPTOA  convention  here;  Tracey  was  for- 
mer producer  at  the  Tower  in  Kansas  City 

and  Capitol  in  New  York  City. 

The  Griffith  Amusement  Co.  has  pm- 
chased  to  date  some  750,000  of  the  Movie 
Quiz  booklets  for  use  in  its  houses.  Be- 

sides all  of  the  accessory  ideas  Griffiths 

are  using  a   house-to-house  canvass  stunt 
in  each  location,  having  high  school  boys 
and  girls  take  the  books  from  door  to 
door  and  explain  how  the  contest  works. 

Officers  of  Southwestern  Theatres,  Inc., 
at  15 th  a/nd  Peoria  in  Tulsa,  were  robbed 
recently  of  $100.  The  robbery  was  dis- 

covered a   few  hours  after  it  was  commit- 

ted by  A.  L.  Pickens,  the  circuit’s  adver- 
tising manager.  Entry  was  obtained  by  use 

of  a   pass  key.  A   Negro  porter  at  the 
Plaza  Theatre,  where  the  offices  are  lo- 

cated, is  being  sought  by  police  for  ques- 
tioning. 

Birmingham  Police  Chief 

Assails  " Tobacco  Road" 
Birmingham,  Ala. — “Tobacco  Road,”  the 

Broadway  play  that  has  been  running  for 
five  years  on  the  strength  of  its  deline- 

ation of  life  among  the  “poor  whites”  of 
the  South,  will  not  show  in  Birmingham. 

Chief  of  Police  Riley,  who  acts  as  cen- 

sor for  Birmingham  amusements,  asked 
the  Wilby  interests  not  to  book  the  play. 

The  “extreme  vulgarity”  of  the  dia- 
logue and  the  “objectionable  theme”  were 

given  as  his  reasons. 

Greensboro  City  Council 

Refuses  Building  Permit 
Greensboro,  N.  C. — The  request  of  E.  C. 

Sutton  to  erect  and  operate  a   theatre  at 

1006  Walker  Ave.  was  rejected  by  the  city 
council  by  a   vote  of  four  to  one. 

Opposition  came  from  officials  of  the 

Woman’s  college.  The  council  felt  the 
wishes  of  the  college  officials  should  be 
respected. 

He  Encounters  the 

Exception 
Houston — Ushers  have  their  troubles. 

A   new  boy  at  Loew's  State  recently 
was  taken  aback  when  a   gentleman 

absent-mindedly  brushed  by  his  ex- 

tended arm  and  walked  into  Manager 

Frank  Deering's  office. 
"Hey,''  he  called  to  a   fellow  usher. 

"Isn't  he  supposed  to  be  announced?'' 

“Not  so's  you  can  notice  it,"  an- 

swered his  co-workers.  "That's  W.  A. 

Finney,  Loew's  southern  representa- 

tive." 

■QNIVERSAL  and  United  Artists  are  the only  major  exchanges,  to  date,  who 
have  not  closed  with  the  Saengers  for  the 

coming  season’s  output  who  are  said  to 
have  bought  all  but  three  of  three  majors 
for  their  houses  and  affiliates.  However, 
the  independents  are  said  to  be  well  fixed 
for  product  for  the  coming  season  with 
Republic  and  one  or  two  of  the  smaller 
distributing  concerns. 

Dorris  Bowdon  of  L.  S.  U .,  who  was 

given  her  first  break  in  the  Jones  Family 

series,  has  an  important  part  in  the  pic- 

ture “Down  on  the  Farm,”  which  will  be 
shown  here  soon. 

Elaine  Russell,  Gulport  girl  who  is  em- 
ployed in  civil  service  at  Vicksburg,  Miss., 

and  is  a   colonel  on  the  staff  of  the  gov- 
ernor of  that  state,  is  scheduled  to  get  a 

screen  test  by  20th-Fox  this  coming  spring. 
She  was  elected  Miss  American  Legion  in 
1934. 

Streckfus  Steamers,  which  with  such 
excursion  boats  as  the  President  and  the 

Capitol,  have  made  trips  in  the  New  Or- 
leans harbor  for  the  past  30  years,  will 

cease  operations  here  after  November  1 
because  of  a   500  per  cent  increase  in 
wharfage  charges  assessed  against  their 
steamers  by  the  dock  board. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  is  being 
held  over  at  the  Orpheum  for  a   second 
week,  and  will  move  for  a   third  week  to 
the  Liberty  Theatre. 

Local  business  men  saw  their  own  city 

in  moving  pictures,  Thursday  October  13, 

at  the  luncheon  of  the  members’  council 
of  the  Association  of  Commerce.  The  film 

was  made  under  the  direction  of  the  pub- 

licity and  the  convention  and  visitors' 
bureaus,  for  the  purpose  of  advertising  the 
tourist  attractions  of  the  city. 

Louis  Armstrong,  famed  New  Orleans 
trumpeter,  was  to  have  arrived  in  New 

Orleans  Sunday,  his  native  city,  for  a   “one- 
night  stand,”  from  lengthy  stays  in  New 
York,  Chicago  and  Hollywood. 

Lights  for  Dawn 
Fayetteville,  Tex. — The  Dawn  has  been 

opened  by  Ignac  Mynar,  after  being  dark 
six  months. 

Cantor,  Cohan  on 

Rogers  Broadcast 
Oklahoma  City — Eddie  Cantor  and 

George  M.  Cohan  have  accepted  invita- 
tions to  appear  on  the  nationwide  broad- 

cast of  the  Will  Rogers  memorial  dedica- 
tion at  Claremore,  November  4.  The  radio 

broadcast  has  been  set  definitely  with  the 
National  Broadcasting  Co. 

Ennis  Helm,  state  travel  and  tourist  di- 
rector, has  completed  a   Will  Rogers-In- 

dian  pageant  for  presentation  the  evening 
of  November  4.  Cantor  will  be  cut  in  on 

the  dedication  broadcast  from  Los  An- 
geles and  Cohan  from  Pittsburgh. 

The  Will  Rogers  collection,  which  will 

take  a   year  to  be  brought  to  the  museum 
in  its  entirety,  will  be  there  in  sufficient 
quantity  to  make  a   creditable  showing. 

There  will  be  a   cast  of  1,000  people  in 

the  Rogers  pageant,  symphonic  musical 
combination  of  150  pieces,  glee  club  choral 

voices  of  100  trained  members,  and  cos- 
tumes valued  at  over  $25,000.  There  will 

be  25  episodes,  starting  with  the  Battle  of 
Claremore  Mound,  between  the  Osage  and 
Cherokee  Indians  in  1818,  through  the 
Trail  of  Tears  in  1838,  the  birth  of  Will 

Rogers  on  Nov.  4,  1879,  through  his  Wild 
West  Show  days,  with  Colonel  Mulhall; 
with  Ziegfeld  Follies,  as  a   writer,  humorist, 

motion  picture  actor;  his  acquaintance 
with  Wiley  Post,  and  their  last  flight. 

The  Ziegfeld  Mid-Night  Follies  will  live 
again  when  100  beautiful  Oklahoma  girls 
combine  their  curves  and  lines  to  portray 
the  Follies  when  Rogers  made  his  big  hit. 

The  Will  Rogers  room  in  the  museum  is 

to  be  equipped  entirely  with  the  late  come- 
dian-commentator’s possessions,  the  latter 

selected  by  the  widow,  Betty  Rogers,  and 

catalogued  for  shipment  by  Paula  Mc- 

Spadden  Love,  Rogers’  niece  who  was  sent 

to  the  West  Coast  by  the  state’s  memor- 
ial commission  for  that  purpose  as  soon 

as  the  Rogers  family  indicated  these  treas- 
ures are  to  “come  home,  where  Will  Rog- 

ers meant  to  erect  a   haven  for  retirement 

days.” 

The  $200,000  memorial  museum  stands 

on  the  site  Rogers  selected  for  that  re- 
tirement. The  plot  was  given  to  the  state 

of  Oklahoma  by  the  Will  Rogers  estate. 

Will  Hays  has  certified  to’  the  memorial 
commission  a   list  of  approximately  400 
names  of  representatives  of  the  industry 

and  film  stars  who  expect  to  attend  dedi- 
cation of  Oklahoma’s  memorial  to  the 

humorist-actor-commentator.  Principal  big 

name  on  the  dedication  program  at  pres- 
ent is  John  Boles,  who  will  repeat  his 

singing  contribution  to  the  Will  Rogers 
funeral  ceremony. 

Soapsuds,  Will  Rogers’  favorite  polo 
horse,  will  come  to  Claremore  some  time 
after  November  4   to  go  into  retirement  on 
the  memorial  grounds. 

Vice-President  John  Nance  Garner  has 
also  accepted  an  invitation  to  be  present 
and  speak  at  the  dedication. 
The  memorial  commission  has  also  set 

aside  $1,000  for  bronze  gates  to  the  memor- 
ial and  is  planning  permanent  radio  con- 

duits to  be  installed  into  the  museum. 
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Griffiths  Develop  a 
Retirement  Scheme 

Oklahoma  City — A   continuation  of  its 

policy  of  consideration  of  employes  and 
broad  plans  for  the  future  along  that  line 
were  ironed  out  at  a   meeting  of  the  board 

of  directors  and  partners  of  the  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.  and  its  subsidiaries  here 
last  week. 

Under  discussion  as  the  latest  step  is  a 
plan  of  retirement  income  for  employes  not 
to  supplement  social  security,  but  to  add 

to  it,  and  enable  certain  classes  of  em- 
ployes which  will  comprise  the  major  part 

of  the  organization,  to  retire  at  60  or  65 
with  two-thirds  salary  the  balance  of  their 
lives. 

The  present  set-up  was  confirmed  and 
extended  during  the  local  meeting.  An  em- 

ploye benefit  trust  fund  maintained  for 

several  years  for  the  more  than  700  em- 
ployes has  been  continued.  On  one  group 

of  insurance  coverage  with  the  Great 
Southern  Life  Insurance  Co.  the  Griffith 
firm  pays  all  premiums  at  the  annual  rate 
the  first  of  each  year  then  gives  employes 
the  benefit  of  this  saving  permitting  them 
to  pay  it  weekly  out  of  their  pay  checks. 
Griffith  employes  now  have  under  this 
plan  $1,250,000  worth  of  insurance  in 
force. 

During  the  past  year  the  company  has 
also  contributed  to  the  premium  on  the 
first  thousand  dollars  of  life  insurance  of 
each  employe  for  an  additional  $750,000 
worth  of  life  insurance  with  the  John 
Hancock  Mutual  Life  Insurance  Co.  These 
policies  also  include  disability  coverage, 
which  if  all  700  employes  were  to  be  sick 
at  one  time,  would  cost  the  insurance  com- 

pany $5,650  per  week  during  the  period  of 
their  disability. 

To  the  employes  in  the  lower  salary 
brackets  receiving  $10  or  less  per  week,  the 
company  gives  $1,000  worth  of  insurance 
and  pays  the  premium.  This  protects  the 
usher  or  other  young  employe  against  him- 

self and  in  the  event  of  his  death  his 
family  does  not  have  the  financial  burden 
of  a   funeral  to  pay  out  of  their  savings. 

The  employe  benefit  trust  fund  has  been 
continued  and  is  supported  by  both  the 
Griffith  firm  and  the  employes  and  used 
for  hospital  and  medical  care. 

In  1925  the  Associated  Investment  Co. 
was  formed  with  the  Griffith  brothers, 
L.  C.,  H.  J.  and  R.  E.,  and  other  execu- 

tives and  stockholders  of  the  Griffith 
Amusement  Co.  and  its  subsidiaries  giving 
up  part  of  their  stock  in  the  company. 
This  stock  was  then  given  to  the  employes 
of  the  company  and  payment  for  the  stock 
was  made  from  money  that  would  ordi- 

narily have  been  paid  out  to  the  employe 
in  salary  bonuses,  thereby  being  free  to 
the  employe. 

In  the  event  of  death  of  the  employe 
stockholder  it  must  be  sold  back  to  the 
Associated  Investment  Co.  to  keep  control 
within  the  circuit. 

Attending  the  local  meeting  were  L.  C. 
Griffith,  B.  J.  McKenna,  Claude  O.  Ful- 
gum,  Harry  Loewenstein,  Mrs.  I.  G.  Kil- 

Bravos  for  Films 

Oklahoma  City — A   novelty  for  his  Mid- 
west Theatre  patrons  has  been  provided 

by  Manager  Pat  Patchen  who  invites  the 
audience  to  applaud  the  scenes  and  the 
acting  they  approve,  just  as  they  would 
for  a   stage  presentation.  Patchen,  at  the 
end  of  the  feature,  brings  back  the  cast 
for  curtain  calls  and  applause  by  taking 
the  trailer  on  the  film,  wherein  stars  are 
usually  shown  individually,  and  tagging  it 
onto  the  feature  being  shown  for  curtain 
calls.  The  audience  likes  it. 

Location  for  New  Theatre 

At  Columbia  Announced 

Columbia,  S.  C. — Columbia’s  new  thea- 
tre, to  be  erected  in  the  Five  Points  sec- 

tion, will  be  built  on  the  east  side  of 
Harden  St.,  between  Devine  and  Blos- 

som Sts.,  it  was  announced  by  Warren 
Irvin,  district  manager  of  Palmetto 
Amusements,  Inc. 

Earl  Stilwell,  of  Hendersonville,  N.  C., 
who  designed  the  Palmetto  Theatre  here, 
will  design  the  new  Five  Points  Theatre. 

LeBlanc  Opens  Dudley 

Theatre  at  Kaplan ,   La. 
Kaplan,  La. — The  New  Dudley  Theatre, 

owned  by  Dudley  J.  LeBlanc  of  Abbeville, 

La.,  recently  opened  here,  with  “Snow 
White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs”  as  the  main 
attraction. 

The  house  seats  500  persons,  and  was 
erected  at  a   cost  of  $15,000,  including  ail 
equipment.  The  building  is  air-cooled, 
with  modern  motion  and  sound  picture 
machines. 

Work  Progressing  on  New 

House  at  Statesville ,   N.  C* 

Statesville,  N.  C. — The  old  and  dilapi- 

dated frame  building  on  Cooper  St. — built 
as  a   livery  stable  in  days  before  motor 
vehicles — has  been  torn  down,  and  work 
is  progressing  on  construction  of  this 

community’s  new  theatre  building. 
The  house  will  have  an  arcade  entrance 

from  south  Center  St.,  between  the  old 
St.  Charles  Hotel  building  and  the  Hol- 

land Bldg. 

Balcony  Is  Damaged 
Wichita  Falls,  Tex. — The  balcony  floor 

of  V.  E.  Hamm’s  Ritz  Theatre  was  only 
slightly  damaged  by  fire  early  Saturday 

afternoon  by  someone.  A   carelessly  dis- 
carded cigarette  is  blamed  for  starting  the 

blaze. 

lough,  Foster  McSwain,  H.  G.  Stettmund, 
Ralph  Leachman,  A.  R.  Powell,  W.  M. 

Moore,  Malcolm  Cook,  James  R.  Zartu- 
ludes,  George  Stovall,  W.  T.  Spears,  Jack 
Wilburn,  H.  J.  Griffith,  Claude  Motley, 
Martin  Wade,  Howard  Hodge,  John  Terry, 
Adam  Hombeck. 

Judge  Flags  and 
Lauds  Crime  Films 

Americus,  Ga. — Gangster  films — even 

those  in  which  gangsters  are  “busted” — 
spur  criminals  to  action,  in  the  opinion 
of  Superior  Court  Judge  W.  M.  Harper, 
veteran  of  26  years  on  the  bench. 

The  judge  explained  the  criminal  psy- 
chology as  follows: 

“He  sees  flaws  in  an  almost  perfect 
crime,  and  then,  stirred  with  anger  at  the 

stupidity  of  the  ‘reel’  criminal,  goes  forth 
to  do  the  job  as  he  thinks  it  should  be 

be  done.  Hence,  more  crime.” 
He  added,  however,  that  most  gang- 

ster films  have  good  morals  for  the  ma- 
jority of  persons  and  spread  worthwhile 

ideas  along  lines  of  “crime  does  not  pay.” 
It  is  only  the  small  minority  of  warped 
minds  who  go  into  reverse  after  seeing 
such  films,  he  concluded. 

A   Cooking  School  Slated 

For  Three  Georgia  Towns 
Atlanta — The  motion  picture  cooking 

school,  “Star  in  My  Kitchen,”  is  sched- 
uled for  three  Georgia  communities  this month. 

In  cooperation  with  local  newspapers, 

the  film  will  be  shown  at  the  Roxy,  Com- 
merce, October  25  and  26,  in  the  after- 

noon, and  October  27,  in  the  morning; 

Star  Theatre,  Toccoa,  October  31,  Novem- 
ber 1   and  2;  Grand  Theatre,  Montezuma, 

October  24. 

Jefferson  Circuit  House 

Destroyed  in  Arp  Fire 
Arp,  Tex. — The  Rex  Theatre,  operated 

by  Jefferson  Amusement  Co.,  was  destroyed 
in  a   recent  fire  which  also  took  several 
adjoining  businesses.  The  fire  is  said  to 
have  started  in  the  projection  room  short- 

ly after  the  show  closed  for  the  night. 
Whether  or  not  the  circuit  would  replace 
the  property  with  a   new  theatre  was  not 
learned. 

Star  to  Home  Town 
Atlanta — Gail  Patrick,  film  actress,  was 

flown  by  friends  to  Birmingham,  her  home 
town,  to  visit  her  mother  in  the  Alabama 
city,  following  her  appearance  in  Little 
Rock  in  connection  with  the  opening  Octo- 

ber 7   of  “The  Arkansas  Traveler.” 

Starr  at  LaFeria  Helm 

LaFeria,  Tex. — Noyes  C.  Starr  has  been 
made  manager  of  the  Rialto  succeeding 
R.  F.  Holtz.  Starr  has  been  connected 
with  Hall  Industries,  owners  of  the  La 
Feria  Theatre,  for  a   number  of  years. 

Rowena  to  Haley 

Rowena,  Tex. — DeWitt  Haley,  formerly 

of  San  Angelo,  has  opened  the  Rowena Theatre. 
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Four  memorable  days,  Oct.  30th  to  Nov.  2nd,  are  yours  to  spend  out  where  the 

West  begins.  Combining  business  matters  of  vital  importance  to  every  exhibitor 

with  pleasure  which  has  been  bountifully  provided.  (The  squaws  are  cordially 

invited ,   too.)  A   glamorous  setting  ( Indians ,   cowboys ,   rodeos ,   oil  fields )   for  an 

important  gathering  that  will  be  attended  by  leading  showmen.  Make  reservations 

today  [rates  $2.50  up)  direct  to  J.  C.  Rader,  Biltmore  Hotel,  Oklahoma  City,  Okla. 

For  further  details  write  National  Headquarters,  MPTOA,  1600  B’way,  N.Y.  C. 



■yiSITORS:  J.  J.  Unger,  division  man- ager, New  York,  and  Hugh  Braley,  dis- 
trict skipper  of  Paramount,  Dallas;  Paul 

Foag,  Del  Rio;  Carl  Garner,  Lantex, 
Llano;  Lyn  Smith,  Crystal,  Gonzales; 
Gene  Burris,  Majestic,  Sabinal;  Carl  John- 

son, Arcadia,  Floresville;  Raymond  Jen- 

nings, Ray,  Hondo;  Frank  “Fats”  Nance, 
Hall  Industries,  Beeville;  M.  F.  Garcia, 
Garmon,  Rio  Grande  City;  Gidney  Talley, 
Plestex,  Pleasanton,  and  Ernesto  Ramirez, 
Roma,  Roma,  Tex. 

The  AFL-IATSE  convention  at  Houston 
recently,  had  two  San  Antonians  present. 
They  were  Walter  R.  Tinney,  president, 
and  Bill  Keeler,  business  agent  for  the 
local  operators  union. 

Lectures  in  connection  with  motion  pic- 
tures on  safety  were  delivered  by  Edwin 

Sedgwick  Coppock,  former  theatreman, 
now  San  Antonio  Automobile  League  man- 

ager, at  the  new  Fort  Sam  Houston  The- 
atre, last  week. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  W.  G.  Thomas,  whose  son, 
O.  B.,  runs  the  State  Theatre,  are  here 
from  Louisville,  Ky.,  making  their  tem- 

porary home  in  the  Interstate  Penthouse 
atop  the  Majestic  Theatre  Bldg.  .   .   .   Miss 
Irene  Broivn,  State  cashier,  attended  the 

Aggies-T.  C.  U.  College  Station  go. 

Searcy  Lacy  of  Texas-Valley  Film  Ser- 
Service,  took  in  the  Texas  vs.  Oklahoma 

tilt  in  Dallas  the  other  Sunday  .   .   .   “Stout” 
Jackson  of  Alice,  Kinksville  and  Robs- 
town,  was  in  Latin-American  Films  office 
the  other  day  lining  up  Mexican  product 
for  his  three  tent  roadshow  situations. 

Patricia ,   Aiken,  S.  C„  Is 

Reopened  in  Record  Time 
Aiken,  S.  C. — The  Patricia  Theatre,  own- 

ed by  H.  B.  Ram.  has  opened. 

The  theatre  was  erected  in  record  time. 

When  fire  destroyed  the  old  Opera  House 
last  August,  in  which  Ram  operated  the 
State  Theatre,  he  doubled  the  force  of 

workmen  on  his  new  building,  then  under 
construction. 

The  'Teens  Turn  Out  for 
New  Deanna  Durbin  Film 

Houston — Girls  of  “that  certain  age” 
turned  out  in  force  to  see  Deanna  Durbin 

in  her  new  picture,  but  the  boys  and  men 
were  conspicuous  for  their  scarcity. 

Majestic  officials  estimated  there  were 
about  300  men  and  2,600  women  and  girls 

— most  of  them  of  ’teen  age — in  the  open- 
ing audience. 

New  Theatre  Site 
Winfield,  Ala. — W.  S.  Thornton  an- 

nounces he  has  purchased  additional 
ground  and  that  work  has  begun  on  a 
new  home  for  the  Pastime  Theatre.  The 

new  building  will  be  in  the  space  west 

of  the  Marion  County  Motor  Company’s 
building,  facing  on  First  Ave. 

" Nap-Ads "   Originator HI  CO)  U   S   T   CO  M 
gEN  HILL,  district  representative  for 

United  Artists,  stirred  up  a   lot  of  ex- 
citement at  the  A1  G.  Barnes  circus  which 

played  here  two  days  before  “Drums” 
opened  at  Loew’s  State.  Hill  carried  a 
local  pickaninny,  dressed  like  Sabu,  and 
the  whole  drum  family  from  kettle  to  big 

bass,  out,  in,  and  among  the  circus  crowds. 

From  the  days  when  the  Houston  fire 

xvagon  was  drawn  by  horses  and  Houston’s 
finest  amusement  house  was  the  old  Prince 
Theatre  (now  a   tumbling  store  house  on 
the  bayou) ,   Eddie  Bremer,  Kirby  manager, 
has  been  an  ardent  fire  fan.  As  a   member 
of  the  fire  prevention  committee  of  the 
Houston  chamber  of  commerce,  he  pre- 

pared a   city-wide  program  in  observance 
of  National  Fire  Prevention  Week.  Then 

the  week  started  locally  with  a   fire  Sun- 
day night  and  another  Monday  night! 

Bob  Kelley,  publicity  director  of  Inter- 
state theatres  in  Houston,  and  A1  Lever, 

city  manager,  have  returned  from  the  Va- 
riety Club  golf  tournament  in  Dallas  of 

which  R.  J.  O’Donnell,  Interstate  general 
manager,  is  one  of  the  sponsors. 

Eastland,  Tex. — “Nap-Ads”  Service  for 
theatres,  started  two  years  ago,  now  lists 

hundreds  of  theatres  throughout  the  coun- 
try. And  above  is  the  man,  Victor  Cor- 

nelius, who  originated  the  newly  patented 
displays  on  napkin  holders.  The  devices 
are  used  to  list  current  and  forthcoming 
attractions. 

Anniversary  and  Drive 

Tied  by  Florida  Showman 
Fort  Pierce,  Fla. — Rupert  N.  Koble- 

gard  jr„  manager  of  the  Sunrise  Theatre 

here,  tied  in  the  Motion  Pictures  Great- 
est Year  campaign  with  the  10th  anniver- 

sary of  his  own  theatre  with  noteworthy 
results. 

Mayor  Fred  Holtsburg  designated  the 

week  of  October  16  as  “Go  to  the  Theatre 

Week"  and  the  local  press  has  been  grati- 
fyingly  cooperative. 

Among  stunts  put  over  by  Koblegard 

was  a   hunt,  in  conjunction  with  the  News- 
Tribune,  for  persons  who  had  never  seen 

a   talking  motion  picture,  and  their  invi- 
tation as  guests  of  the  house,  later  in- 

terviewed by  the  paper.  A   register  for 
patrons  who  wished  to  enter  the  Quiz 
contest  has  provided  Koblegard  with  a 
good  mailing  list  and  he  provides  the 
registrants  with  special  information  on 
the  contest  from  time  to  time. 

Re-equip  at  Waco 
Waco,  Tex. — New  sound,  screen  and  pro- 

jection equipment  has  been  installed  in 
the  Crystal,  on  Austin  Ave.,  one  of  the 
oldest  Waco  picture  shows.  The  house 
was  remodeled  about  a   year  ago.  It  was 
operated  for  many  years  by  the  late  J.  A. 
Lemke  who  died  in  1934.  The  theatre  is 

now  operated  by  Mrs.  Lemke  with  C.  R. 

Lemke  as  active  manager  and  E.  W.  Ham- 
mer, assistant  manager. 

Dallas  Conventioneers' 
List  Is  Still  Incomplete 

Dallas — While  Texas  is  expected  to  be 

well  represented  at  the  Oklahoma  City 
MPTOA  convention,  the  list  so  far  of  those 

who  will  be  there  is  still  more  or  less  in- 
complete. 

Those  expected  to  go  are:  H.  B.  Robb 
and  Don  Douglas  of  the  Robb  &   Rowley 

circuit;  R.  J.  O’Donnell  of  Interstate;  Zasu 
Pitts,  in  Dallas  for  a   stage  appearance  this 
week;  M.  M.  Buchanan,  sales  manager  of 
Motiograph,  Inc.,  presently  in  Texas; 

Henry  Sorensen  of  Modern  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Co.;  Paul  Short  and  Wallace  Wal- 
thall of  National  Screen;  R.  E.  Griffith 

of  the  R.  E.  Griffith  circuit;  George 

O’Rourke  of  the  O’Rourke  Construction 

Co.;  Sol  Sacks,  RKO’s  district  manager, 
and  Corgan  &   Moore,  theatre  architects. 

Also  Hugh  Owen,  United  Artists  man- 
ager; Fred  Jack,  district  manager  and 

Doak  Roberts,  branch  manager  of  Warner 
Bros.;  Jack  Zern  of  Altec  Service;  C.  B. 
Akers;  Buddy  Harris,  R.  A.  Duncan,  and 
I.  A.  Anderson,  all  of  Tad  Screen;  Johnny 
Long,  Long  Theatres,  Bay  City;  Homer 
Mulkey,  Pastime  at  Clarendon;  W.  J. 
Wooten,  Olympic  at  Canyon,  and  C.  W. 
Niece,  Crystal  at  Hubbard. 

Ingram-Howard  Wed 
Franklin,  N.  C. — The  marriage  of 

Charles  W.  Ingram,  co-operator  with  his 
brother  of  a   chain  of  motion  picture  the- 

atres in  Georgia  and  North  Carolina,  and 

Miss  Nancy  Irene  Howard  was  solemnized 
recently. 

New  Azteca  Film 

San  Antonio — The  booking  department 

of  Latin-American  Film  Exchange  here  has 
announced  another  new  Azteca  Film  for 

release.  Title  of  the  picture  is  “Bandidos 
del  Rio,”  (The  River  Bandits). 
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SASKATCHEWAN  EXHIBITORS  SET  HP  OWN  FILM 

DELIVERY  SYSTEM  WHEN  RAES  SNUB  DEMAND 
A   Colorful  Toronto  Parade 

For  "Motion  Picture  Week" 

Motor  Service  Tying  Key 

Cities  in  Province 
Is  Planned 

Toronto — “Motion  Picture  Week  in  To- 

ronto” opened  in  rousing  fashion  with 
a   colorful  parade  staged  here  by  the 

entire  motion  picture  industry.  Tens  of 
thousands  of  the  citizens  witnessed  the 

procession,  which  covered  a   20-mile  route 
through  some  of  the  principal  business 

streets,  and  also  took  in  some  of  the  most 

populous  residential  areas.  In  the  latter 

sections,  the  crowds  were  out  in  especially 
fine  force  and  lined  the  streets  several 

deep.  There  were  28  floats  in  the  parade 

and  some  of  them  were  the  equal  of  any 

parade  floats  ever  seen  in  this  city,  both  in 

regard  to  impressiveness  and  beauty  of  de- 
sign. Groups  of  young  ladies,  who  for  the 

day,  were  queens  of  the  motion  picture 

industry,  added  greatly  to  the  splendor 

and  general  attractiveness  of  the  special 
floats. 

The  “Motion  Picture  Industries”  had 
one  of  the  chief  floats.  The  larger  floats 

were  all  impressive  and  vied  with  each 

other  in  this  respect.  Some  of  the 

principal  floats  were  those  representing 

the  chain  of  Capitol  Theatres  (Famous 

Players  Canadian  Corp. ) ;   the  Independent 

Theatres’  Ass’n;  the  several  floats  entered 

by  the  Uptown  Theatre,  Loew’s  Theatre, 
Imperial  Theatre,  Tivoli  Theatre,  Shea’s 
Hippodrome,  Associated  Screen  News, 
Film  Laboratories,  Ltd.,  Bloom  &   Fine 

Theatres,  Dominion  Sound  Equipments, 

Ltd.,  Audio  Pictures,  General  Theatre 

Movie  Quiz  Is  No 

Lottery  in  Canada 
Ottawa — The  Department  of  the  Min- 

ister of  Justice  for  Canada  was  consulted 

regarding  the  technical  legality  of  the 

Movie  Quiz  Contest  by  Col.  John  A. 

Cooper,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Distributors  Ass’n,  and  no  objections  were 
forthcoming  against  the  nature  of  the 

contest,  it  has  been  announced  following 

the  publication  of  a   report  that  the  Quiz 

feature  had  been  found  to  be  a   lottery  in 
violation  of  the  laws  of  the  state  of  Mis- 

souri by  the  attorney-general  of  that 
state. 

Intimation  was  forthcoming  that  this 

checkup  had  been  made  to  ascertain  the 

legality  of  the  quiz  form  of  competition 

for  cash  prizes  because  of  prosecutions  in 

the  past  under  the  criminal  code  against 
merchants  who  had  conducted  business- 

Supply  Co.,  and,  also,  floats  publicizing 

current  hit  pictures,  which  were  entered 

by  the  various  exchanges.  The  military 

bands  of  the  48th  Highlanders’  and  the 

Royal  Grenadiers’  regiments,  as  well  as 
clown  and  cowboy  bands,  added  to  the 

parade’s  effective  appeal.  Officials  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Industry  were  in  the  pa- 

rade, including  the  Toronto  Film  Board 
of  Trade. 

Jack  Arthur,  popular  manager  of  the 

Uptown  Theatre,  headed  the  committee  in 

charge  of  the  parade  arrangements.  This 

committee  consisted  of  Harold  Kay  of  the 

Independent  Theatres’  Ass’n,  Frank 
O’Bryne  of  Associated  Screen  News,  Ben 
Cronk  of  Famous  Players  sign  department, 

James  Nairn,  director  of  publicity  for 

Famous  Players,  and  James  Cameron  of 

Famous  Players  exploitation  staff.  Mor- 
ris Stein,  Toronto  divisional  manager  for 

Famous  Players  theatres,  acted  in  con- 
junction with  the  parade  and  publicity 

committees  in  coordinating  the  efforts  of 

every  branch  of  the  film  industry  in  the 

parade  arrangements.  The  industry’s  pub- 
licity committee  consisting  of  Dewey  D. 

Bloom  of  M-G-M;  Tom  Daley,  manager 

of  Imperal  Theatre;  Mrs.  S.  H.  Falk,  edi- 
tor of  the  Canadian  Independent;  Jack 

Arthur,  who  also  is  responsible  for  radio 

publicity;  M.  H.  Wilkes  of  UA,  and  James 
Cameron  of  Famous  Players,  publicized 

the  parade. 

boosting  stunts  requiring  the  purchase  of 

merchandise  by  participants.  The  view  is 

held  that  the  Movie  Quiz  Contest  does  not 

come  under  the  same  category. 

Radio  Net  Plugs 

"Greatest  Year" 

Ottawa  —   The  Canadian  Broadcasting 
Corp.  extended  its  blessing  to  the  Motion 

Pictures  Greatest  Year  Campaign  with  a 

musical  program  Wednesday  night,  Octo- 
ber 26,  which  had  special  significance  for 

the  cinematic  sphere.  During  the  half- 

hour  sustaining  broadcast  over  the  na- 
tional network,  there  was  rendered  James 

McHugh’s  song,  “For  the  First  Time,”  from 

the  Quiz  feature,  “Youth  Takes  a   Fling,” 
the  vocalist  being  Louise  King,  while  the 
orchestral  numbers  included  a   series  of 

film  hits  by  Mack  Gordon  and  Harry 

Revel  in  past  and  current  pictures.  These 

were  “Good  Night,  My  Love,”  “Did  You 

Ever  See  a   Dream  Walking?”  “You  Hit 

the  Spot”  and  “Paris  in  the  Spring.”  The 
latter  were  played  as  tribute  to  the  song- 

writing team. 

Regina,  Sask. — Irritated  by  the  appar- 
ent indifference  of  the  railways  to  their 

requests  for  a   downward  revision  of  ex- 

press rates  on  film  shipments,  the  Sas- 

katchewan Motion  Picture  Exhibitors’ 

Ass’n  has  set  up  a   committee  to  formu- 
late plans  for  a   motor  truck  delivery  pick- 

up service  linking  key  cities  of  the  province. 

I.  Reinhorn  is  chairman  of  the  com- 

mittee which  already  has  plans  sufficiently 

far  advanced  that  tenders  are  being  called 

on  the  motorized  service.  This  is  in  line 

with  truck  services  already  operating  in 

Manitoba  and  Alberta,  sister  provinces. 

It  has  been  submitted  to  the  railways 

that,  as  the  film  express  delivery  is  a   two- 

way  service,  not  just'  single  shipment,  and 
that  the  rates  for  all  other  types  of  ex- 

press were  reduced  materially  last  fall, 

the  exhibitors’  request  for  lower  rates  is 
justified.  It  is  estimated  the  motor  truck 

service  would  cut  delivery  costs  50  per  cent. 

Film  Extolling  Disease 

Prevention  to  Dominion 

Ottawa — As  a   step  in  the  world-wide 

organization  of  disease-preventive  mea- 
sures under  the  sponsorship  of  the  League 

of  Nations,  a   sound  film  entitled  “Fight 
for  Life”  has  been  brought  to  the  Do- 

minion by  Duncan  Hall  of  the  League  of 

Nations  secretariat,  Geneva,  to  be  booked 

into  the  theatres  of  this  country.  The 

film  was  produced  by  Boris  Grunberg  of 
Information  Films,  Paris,  France,  for  the 

League  in  various  languages,  the  prints 

for  the  Dominion  being  the  English  ver- 
sion. The  picture  deals  with  the  results 

of  malnutrition  among  the  poor  and  the 

causes  of  great  epidemics  and  their  pre- 
vention. 

“Fight  for  Life”  was  screened  at  a   pri- 

vate showing  in  the  Capitol  Theatre,  un- 
der the  auspices  of  the  League  of  Nations 

Society  in  Canada,  before  a   large  gather- 

ing of  government  officials,  representa- 
tives of  the  medical  profession  and  many 

other  interested  persons. 

Protest  Bingo  Ban 
Montreal — Representatives  of  a   score 

of  York  (Ontario)  Township  welfare, 

church  and  veterans  organizations  pro- 
tested before  the  township  council  against 

Police  Chief  Robert  Alexander’s  ban  on 
Bingo  games.  Spokesmen  said  every 

Bingo  game  held  during  the  past  five  years 
was  for  charitable  purposes,  assistance  of 

families  on  relief,  or  for  underprivileged 
children. 
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DEMAND  FOR  16MM  FILM  IN  DOMINION  GREATER 

THAN  SUPPLY,  GOVERNMENT  REPORT  INDICATES 
Print  Rental  Library  Is 

Organized  by  Bureau 
In  Ottawa 

By  MILTON  GALBRAITH 

Ottawa — The  progress  in  the  field  of 

16mm  film  exhibition  in  Canada  is  re- 

flected in  the  annual  report  of  the  Cana- 
dian Government  Motion  Picture  Bureau, 

Ottawa,  a   branch  of  the  department  of 
trade  and  commerce,  an  advance  copy  of 

which  was  secured  by  the  Ottawa  repre- 
sentative of  Boxoffice. 

The  report,  covering  the  12-month  period 
ending  March  31  last  and  prepared  by 
Frank  C.  Badgley,  director,  sets  forth  that 

“a  most  noteworthy  development  was  the 
initial  production  of  16mm  sound  films  of 
which,  as  a   result  of  recent  International 
standardization,  there  has  been  a   marked 

increase  in  circulation  in  English-speak- 

ing countries.”  It  is  pointed  out  that  the 
demand  for  narrow  prints  is  greater  than 
the  bureau  is  able  to  supply,  although  a 
total  2,f  almost  400,000  feet  of  16mm  film, 

“equivalent  to  approximately  1,000,000  feet 
of  35mm  standard  film  insofar  as  the 

exhibition  is  concerned,”  was  completed  in 
the  Ottawa  laboratory  during  the  fiscal 
year.  At  the  same  time,  approximately 
350,000  feet  of  35mm  film,  including  both 
negatives  and  positive  prints,  were  turned 
out  by  the  bureau. 

Over  7,000  Bureau  Films 

On  March  31  last,  7,092  copies  of  bureau 
films  were  in  circulation  throughout  the 
world,  this  being  an  increase  of  585  over 

the  previous  year.  Among  the  more  im- 
portant outlets,  these  were  distributed  as 

follows:  United  States,  3,794;  Canada, 
1,646;  United  Kingdom,  531;  Australia, 
232;  South  America,  100;  Germany,  96; 
Central  European  countries,  84;  Italy,  70; 

West  Indies  and  Cuba,  69;  China,  67;  Nor- 
way, Sweden,  Finland  and  Denmark,  64; 

France  and  Switzerland,  63;  Holland,  51; 
Greece,  Turkey  and  Near  East,  48;  South 

Africa,  39;  Hawaiian  Islands,  33;  Bel- 
gium, 31,  and  Japan,  30.  Canadian  gov- 

ernment films  were  also  distributed  in 

India,  Straits  Settlement  and  the  Dutch 
East  Indies. 

Announcement  is  made  that  the  gov- 
ernment bureau  has  organized  a   16mm 

film  rental  library  from  which  prints  are 
loaned  to  companies  and  individuals  for  a 
small  service  charge.  Such  films  are  also 

supplied  to  16mm  distributing  organiza- 
tions in  Canada  which  refund  a   portion  of 

the  rental  fee  charged  until  the  cost  of 
the  prints  has  been  met.  Many  of  these 
are  exhibited  in  halls  of  rural  communi- 

ties. Approximately  600  loans  of  films  were 

made  during  the  year  to  schools  and  edu- 
cational institutions.  In  addition,  accord- 

ing to  the  report,  there  were  400  loans 
through  government  offices  and  regional 

agencies  and  it  is  estimated  that  the  total 
number  of  persons  to  see  these  films  in 
the  year  would  be  200,000. 

During  the  year  the  Department  pro- 
duced two  6-reel  sound  features,  one  being 

“Salute  to  Valour,”  d'epicting  the  pilgrim- 
age of  the  Canadian  Legion  to  the  Vimy 

Battlefield  in  France,  which  is  in  circula- 
tion among  theatres  in  Canada  through 

Columbia  Pictures,  and  the  second  en- 

titled “Unlocking  Canada’s  Treasure 
Trove,”  dealing  with  all  phases  of  gold 
mining  in  the  Dominion.  This  picture  was 
made  in  cooperation  with  the  department 
of  mines  and  resources.  In  the  case  of 

short  subjects,  close  to  30,000  feet  of  new 
material  was  obtained,  including  scenics 

covering  all  parts  of  the  country,  com- 
prehensive pictures  of  the  drought  areas 

in  Saskatchewan  and  Alberta,  travelogues 
describing  the  cities  of  Ottawa,  Winnipeg 

and  Quebec  and  several  industrial  sub- 

jects. 
The  Bureau  produced  or  provided  mo- 

tion pictures  for  every  federal  department, 

also  the  Canadian  Legations  at  Washing- 

ton and  Paris,  the  High  Commissioner’s 
office  at  London,  England,  Canadian  Le- 

gion, Canadian  National  and  Canadian 
Pacific  Railways,  Canadian  Broadcasting 

Corp.,  Canadian  Forestry  Ass’n,  Canadian 
Travel  Bureaus,  and  the  governments  of 

the  provinces  of  Alberta,  British  Columbia, 
Ontario  and  Quebec. 

The  report  states  that  the  requirements 

of  the  laboratory  in  Ottawa  entailed  such 
a   considerable  degree  of  work  for  the  staff 

of  the  bureau  that  not  so  much  field  ac- 
tivities could  be  undertaken  as  in  recent 

years,  yet  considerable  new  material  was 

obtained  for  forthcoming  release  to  the- 
atres and  otherwise. 

Ontario  Uncertain 

On  Status  of  Bingo 

Toronto — Contradictory  stands  in  re- 

spect to  enforcing  the  recently-enacted 
federal  regulation  forbidding  the  playing 

of  Bingo,  even  in  churches  or  in  aid  of 
charity  funds,  are  now  prevailing  insofar 
as  the  province  of  Ontario  is  concerned. 

In  Toronto,  the  police  raided  a   Bingo 
game  at  the  Society  of  Truth  Spiritualist 

Church,  trapping  278  persons.  In  Hamil- 
ton, it  is  reported  practically  no  action  is 

being  taken  by  the  civic  authorities  to 

stop  the  game,  especially  if  held  for  charit- 
able purposes.  Also,  the  statement  is  now 

being  made  by  public  relief  administra- 
tive officials,  that  if  Bingo  is  banned,  the 

cities’  relief  departments’  costs  will  be 
higher. 

A   DELEGATION,  which  included  How- ard Boothe,  Dunbar  Theatre;  Fred 

Guest,  Stanley  Theatre,  and  Russel  Mc- 
Tavish,  Cambie  Theatre,  went  to  Victoria 

last  week  to  confer  with  the  attorney- 
general  on  the  question  of  projection 

booth  operation.  No  definite  conclusion 
was  reached. 

Don  McMillan,  Nova  Theatre,  North 

Vancouver,  is  away  on  a   hunting  expedi- 
tion .   .   .   G.  A.  Gough,  manager  of  the  Ace 

Theatre,  Goldbridge,  B.  C.,  is  another  ex- 
hibitor who  has  gone  afield  writh  dog  and 

gun,  and  so  confident  is  he  of  a   success- 
ful hunt,  that  he  has  promised  a   whole 

deer  to  the  boys  on  Filmrow.  As  the 
standard  deer  has  but  four  quarters,  and 

there  are  ten  of  the  boys,  the  division  of 
that  carcass  looks  like  a   puzzle.  However, 

first  get  the  deer. 

Dan  Sutherland,  Kingsway  Theatre,  was 

down  with  a   severe  cold,  but  is  now  on 
the  upgrade.  Dan  always  seems  so  rugged, 

so  able  to  withstand  anything,  but  ap- 
parently one  of  those  invisible  little  germs 

caught  him  off  his  guard  .   .   .   Willis  De- 
wees is  away  and  not  expected  back  for 

a   month,  or  more. 

W.  P.  Nichols,  manager  of  the  Royal 
Theatre,  gave  his  Chinese  patrons  a   treat 
when  he  put  on  a   film,  produced  in  China 
by  their  own  countrymen,  picturing  that 
country  under  the  stress  of  war  conditions 
from  1931  to  today.  The  sound  was  in  the 
native  tongue,  with  English  text,  and  the 

accompanying  music  was  distinctly  Orien- 
tal. The  film  was  released  by  International 

Films  through  their  local  distributor,  Nor- 
man  Clavier. 

Joe  Plottel,  Warner  Bros,  distributor, 
has  returned  from  a   one-week  trip  in  the 
Interior  and  claims  an  all-time  record  for 
swift  coverage  of  the  territory;  by  railway, 

bus  and  auto,  he  made  the  1,300  miles  in 
three  days.  To  make  all  the  connections 
and  see  the  exhibitors,  involved  much 

night  work  with  sleep  snatched  where  and 
when  possible,  but  Joe  says  it  was  worth 
the  effort. 

Fred  Guest,  Stanley  Theatre,  is  still 

with  us,  and  to  while  away  the  time  is 
doing  things  to  the  Stanley.  After  having 
new  lighting  effects  installed  on  the  front 
and  marquee,  he  decided  to  remodel  and 
augment  the  ventilating  system. 

Mrs.  Tillie  Fox,  Granada  Theatre, 
Grand  Forks,  B.  C„  spent  a   few  busy  days 
in  town  with  her  time  divided  three  ways: 

Filmrow,  the  theatres  and  the  shopping 
district. 

The  Paradise  and  Bay  theatres  are  hav- 
ing work  rushed  for  openings  set  for  the 

early  part  of  next  month. 
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Invite  Suggestions  to  Premier 

Regarding  Juvenile  Admissions 
By  ROY  CARMICHAEL 

Montreal  —   Parents,  educators,  the 

clergy  and  youth  organizations  are  in- 

vited to  send  to  Premier  Maurice  Duples- 

sis  their  suggestions  regarding  the  ad- 

visability of  amending  the  Quebec  pro- 
vincial law  prohibiting  the  admission  of 

juveniles  under  16  to  motion  picture  the- 
atres, whether  accompanied  by  adults  or 

not. 

The  ban  has  been  in  effect  since  short- 

ly after  the  tragic  fire  in  the  Laurier 

Palace  Theatre  on  January  9,  1927,  took 
the  lives  of  77  children. 

Invitation  to  parents  and  others  to 

voice  their  views  direct  to  the  prime 

minister  was  conveyed  by  the  Hon. 

Thomas  Coonan,  K.  C.,  who  attended  a 

private  screening  sponsored  by  Famous 

Players  Canadian  Corp.  of  M-G-M’s 

“Boys  Town,”  the  story  of  Father  Flana- 

gan’s institution  in  Nebraska  for  home- 
less boys. 

Many  Roman  Catholic  educators  at- 

Pictures  Valued  as 

Advertising  Medium 

Toronto — “Motion  pictures  combine  the 

best  features  of  all  advertising  mediums,” 
said  Jack  Chisholm  of  Associated  Screen 

News,  addressing  the  24th  annual  meet- 
ing here  of  the  Association  of  Canadian 

Advertisers  in  session  at  the  Royal  York 
Hotel. 

Chisholm  pointed  out  advertisers  have 

always  wanted  to  get  into  the  theatre,  in- 
stancing old  times  when  the  screen  of 

silent  movies  was  surrounded  with  a   bor- 

der of  showcards  advertising  the  wares  of 
local  merchants. 

“Pictures  are  the  earliest  definite  rec- 
ords of  civilization;  even  our  alphabet  was 

originated  from  drawings  which  had  be- 
come phonetic  symbols  to  our  ancestors. 

Objects  leave  a   definite  impression  of  at 

least  three  dimensions  on  our  mind.  That 

is  why  the  first  use  an  infant  makes  of  a 

crayon  is  to  draw  crude  pictures  on  the 

wallpaper  and  other  handy  spots  around 

the  house.  Very  young  children  under- 

stand pictures  and,  until  a   youngster’s 
schooling  begins,  he  insists  upon  having 
picture  books  to  look  at. 

“Adults  today  have  reverted  to  this 
habit;  in  fact,  they  have  developed  a   lazy 

streak.  They  don’t  want  to  study  music 
as  they  used  to  do  but  prefer  to  sit  back 

and  let  the  radio  entertain  them.  Even 

books  have  been  largely  supplanted  by 

motion  picture  magazines  which  are  the 

most  widely  purchased  magazines  on  the 

stands  ...  or  people  wait  until  a   new 

book  has  been  streamlined  into  a   motion 

tended  the  screening  which  was  ar- 

ranged to  show  them  what  could  be  ac- 
complished in  the  way  of  producing  a 

film  suitable  for  children.  Representa- 

tives of  the  Centre  Catholique  de  l’Action 
Cinematographique,  and  a   number  of 

clergy  were  present. 
Coonan  recounted  the  history  of  the 

ban  on  juveniles  and  said  that  Premier 

Duplessis  had  promised  that  study  would 

be  given  to  the  problem  of  amending  the 

law,  with  a   view  to  action  being  taken  at 

the  next  session  of  Quebec  legislature. 

Already  discussions  had  taken  place, 
and  there  was  an  inclination  to  consider 

favorably  adoption  of  the  system  in  use 

in  Belgium  by"  which  films  are  divided into  two  classes;  (1)  Those  suitable  for 

adults,  and,  (2)  Those  specially  suitable 
for  children. 

“The  government  recognizes  that  films 
can  be  one  of  the  greatest  adjuncts  to  edu- 

cation, since  the  greatest  stimulus  to  the 

intellect  is  through  the  vision,”  declared 
Coonan. 

picture,  which  they  much  prefer  to  the 

labor  of  reading  the  book  itself. 

“Realizing  this,  advertisers  everywhere 
are  turning  to  the  new  talking  motion 

picture  medium,  and  sales  executives 

everywhere  are  realizing  that  the  most 

dramatic  way  to  train  salesmen  and  sales- 
women is  by  means  of  this  new  method. 

Motion  pictures  for  this  purpose  can  be 

produced  for  the  exact  needs  of  every 

concern  with  something  to  sell,  and  every 

industry  that  wishes  to  promote  public 

good  will. 

“Many  agencies  and  advertisers  are  re- 
luctant to  consider  using  motion  pictures, 

thinking  this  medium  too  complicated  or 

too  expensive,”  said  Chisholm  in  outlining 

the  struggle  it  took  to  develop  radio  ad- 
vertising from  a   small  program  with  a   lot 

of  advertising  plugged  into  it  to  elaborate 

productions  staged  for  advertisers  like 

Chase  &   Sanborn,  Maxwell  House  Coffee 
and  many  others. 

“Unfortunately  for  the  use  of  the  new 
medium  in  Canada,  many  agencies  hesitate 

at  its  application  thinking  that  the  pic- 
tures are  produced  exclusively  in  the 

United  States.  Although  there  is  only  an 

imaginary  line  separating  us  from  the 

States,  there  are  clearly  defined  differ- 
ences in  our  ideas  and  topography,  in  our 

habits,  pronunciation  and  standards  of 

living.” 

Warren  Cooper  to  Build 

Theatre  in  Revelstoke 
Revelstoke,  B.  C. — Warren  Cooper  has 

assumed  the  interest  of  the  W.  P.  Dewees 

Theatre  Enterprises  in  the  Columbia 

Hardware  Bldg.,  and  has  placed  a   con- 

tract with  a   local  builder  for  the  com- 

plete remodeling  of  it  into  a   500-seat  thea- tre. 

Helms  New  House 

Gordon  Dann,  who  has  been  named  man- 

ager of  the  York  Theatre,  in  Montreal, 

United  Amusement  Corp.’s  newest  theatre. 
The  house  will  be  opened  in  November. 

Dann  has  been  managing  the  Seville  at 

Montreal  for  United  Amusement. 

T   Cl  R   OHIO 
w   H.  SMITH,  who  was  manager  of  the Trent  Theatre  in  Trent,  Ont.,  a   Fam- 

ous Players  Canadian  house,  has  come 
here  to  manage  the  Beach  Theatre,  one 

of  F-P  theatres  comprising  their  Capitol 
Entertainment  chain  of  theatres  in  this 

city.  Prior  to  going  to  Trent,  Smith  was 

assistant  manager  of  the  Palace  Theatre 

here  and  then  manager  of  the  Teck. 

One  of  the  features  of  Canada’s  biggest 
advertising  show,  the  annual  exhibition  of 

the  Toronto  Advertising  and  Sales  Club, 

held  at  the  Royal  York  Hotel  this  week, 

was  the  setting  up  of  a   theatre  seating 

400  persons,  complete  with  smart  usher- 
ettes and  a   marquee.  The  work  of  Toronto 

advertising  agencies,  a   film  was  presented, 

which  was  over  an  hour  in  length,  depict- 
ing a   cavalcade  of  advertising  in  North America. 

“Where  the  Rainbow  Ends,”  an  epic 
picture  of  the  American  west,  filmed  by 

Howard  B.  Macdonald,  F.  R.  G.  S.,  of  New 

York,  was  presented  at  the  Eaton  Audi- 
torium here.  Macdonald  described  the 

pictures.  The  film  is  in  natural  colors. 

Grand  National  reports  that  in  Sudbury, 

where  “Damaged  Goods,’’  which  it  is  dis- 
tributing, was  given  its  Ontario  premiere 

at  the  Regent  Theatre,  Roy  Lerner,  man- 
ager, enlisted  the  support  of  the  mayor, 

the  district  health  officer,  as  well  as  the 

churches,  and  it  is  understood  this  cam- 
paign resulted  in  the  film  drawing  so  well 

the  house  hit  a   new  all-time  high  on  this 

picture. 

By  special  permission  of  the  Toronto 
board  of  control,  huge,  white  footprints, 

containing  the  words:  “It’s  Movie  Week 
in  Toronto,  Let’s  Go,”  have  been  painted 
on  the  sidewalks  downtown. 
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OTTAWA 
'j’HE  Imperial  Amateur  Hour  has  been 

inaugurated  as  a   regular  Friday  night 

stage  feature  at  the  Imperial  Theatre  by 

Manager  Isser  Singerman  with  Ernie  Ed- 
elstein  as  master  of  ceremonies.  Little  by 

little  the  stages  of  Ottawa  theatres  are 

coming  to  light  with  revues,  orchestras, 

contests  and  other  extra  attractions. 

Manager  A.  Stevens  held  “Boys  Town” 
for  a   second  week  at  the  Regent  Theatre 

and  also  put  on  a   special  Saturday  morn- 

ing showing  of  this  picture  to  which  chil- 
dren were  admitted  for  ten  cents  .   .   . 

Charles  Wilson,  assistant  manager  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre,  has  returned  to  his  duties 

after  recovery  from  an  operation  for  the 
removal  of  his  appendix. 

Recent  trade  visitors  in  the  Capital  City 

were  J.  L.  Hunter,  Ontario  branch  man- 

ager, and  Harold  Pfaff  of  the  Toronto  of- 
fice of  Paramount  Film  Service,  Ltd.  M. 

A.  Wilkes,  exploiteer  for  United  Artists, 

also  took  time  off  from  his  work  as  a 

member  of  the  Canadian  Publicity  Com- 
mittee for  the  Greatest  Year  Campaign, 

to  check  up  with  Ottawa  managers. 

Still  another  local  engagement  of 

“Mayerling”  was  seen  with  a   three-day 
repeat  run  of  this  French  picture  at  the 
Cartier  Theatre,  Manager  Bob  Maynard 

reporting  excellent  revenue  .   .   .   Seasonal 

opposition  for  Ottawa  theatres  has  been 
revived  in  the  making  of  the  ice  surface 
at  the  Auditorium  where  skating  mid 
hockey  have  been  resumed. 

When  the  Mordkin  Ballet  played  a   one- 

night  engagement  at  the  Capitol  Theatre, 

the  last  complete  regular  film  show  started 

on  the  screen  at  4   p.  m.,  the  theatre  being 

cleared  of  patrons  before  7   p.  m.  to  make 

way  for  the  one  stage  performance. 

The  Regent  Theatre  is  the  scene  each 

Sunday  night  of  a   radio  amateur  contest 
and  sing-song  sponsored  by  the  Ontario 
Credit  Jewelers,  admission  tickets  being 

distributed  from  this  company’s  store.  The 
theatre  is  filled  to  capacity  each  Sunday 
night.  Under  the  Sunday  observance  law, 
no  regular  performance  can  be  given  in  a 
local  theatre  for  which  an  admission  fee  is 
charged  and,  therefore,  this  free  radio 

stunt  forms  the  only  Sunday  entertain- 
ment in  town. 

Giveaways  have  brought  a   lineup  of 

patrons  to  the  Mayfair  Theatre  on  the 

first  three  nights  of  each  week,  the  prem- 
iums being  pieces  of  chinaware.  Ottawa 

theatres  had  been  entirely  free  of  gift 

nights  for  many  months  until  Manager 
Robertson  decided  to  revive  the  idea. 

Manager  Ray  Tubman  is  making  good 

use  of  the  names  in  his  Movie  Quiz  regis- 
ter in  the  foyer  of  the  Capitol  Theatre 

where  patrons  inscribe  their  signatures 
when  receiving  a   booklet.  He  has  secured 
a   valuable  mailing  list  for  the  sending  out 

of  weekly  notices  regarding  coming  pro- 
grams—with  an  added  plug  for  the  quiz 

contest. 

Three  theatres  are  cashing  in  on  the 

Bo-La  bat  and  ball  craze  among  the  kids 

by  staging  Bo-Lo  contests  on  the  stage 
each  Saturday  afternoon.  These  are  the 

Rideau,  Mayfair,  and  Avalon  theatres. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

(Answers  on  next  page) 

1.  When  is  official  announcement  of  pro- 

posed reductions  in  customs  duties  be- 
tween Canada  and  the  United  States 

expected? 

2.  A   depressed  trade  outlook  in  northern 

Saskatchewan  is  blamed  on  what  fac- 
tors? 

3.  What  indication  is  there  that  television 

may  be  operated  as  an  exclusive  gov- 
ernment monopoly? 

4.  How  many  Movie  Quiz  books  have  been 
distributed  in  Alberta? 

5.  What  move  has  been  made  to  activate 

the  ITA  conciliation  committee? 

Films  of  Ottawa  Visit 

By  Chichihus  to  Japan 
Ottawa  —   Although  the  man  on  the 

street  is  not  inclined  to  a   friendly  view 

towards  Japan  because  of  the  invasion  of 

China,  that  government  has  purchased 

three  copies  of  the  sound  film  record  of 

the  visit  to  Ottawa  of  Their  Imperial 

Highnesses,  the  Prince  and  Princess  Chi- 
chibu,  members  of  the  Japanese  royal 

house,  according  to  an  announcement  by 
the  Dominion  government. 

The  films  were  made  by  the  govern- 

ment’s motion  picture  bureau.  The  pur- 
chase of  the  prints  is  regarded  as  a   ges- 

ture of  goodwill  on  the  part  of  the  Japan- 
ese government. 

J.  P.  Kiely  Recalls 

Pioneer  Show  Days 
Montreal — The  good  old  days  of  Mon- 

treal’s pioneer  theatre,  “The  Nickel,”  still 
fondly  remembered  by  veteran  fans,  are 

commemorated  in  far-off  Newfoundland 

by  its  first  manager,  J.  P.  Kiely,  proprie- 

tor of  the  Nickel  and  the  Crescent  the- 
atres in  St.  John. 

Well  over  20  years  ago,  Kiely  went  from 

Montreal  to  Newfoundland,  little  thinking 

he  would  make  its  capital  city  his  life 

home.  His  Newfoundland-born  son,  G. 

Kiely,  is  now  with  the  advertising  de- 

partment of  WB-Vitagraph  in  Montreal. 

Talking  of  the  theatre  in  Newfoundland, 

the  younger  Kiely  emphasized  the  handi- 
cap caused  by  heavy  customs  duty  on 

films  entering  the  island  colony,  but  men- 
tioned that  exhibitors  had  one  advantage 

over  Quebec  in  being  permitted  to  admit 

children.  There  is  practically  no  com- 
petition for  the  films  from  regular  stage 

companies  which  seldom  visit  Newfound- 
land, although  he  recalled  that  his  father 

had  been  responsible  for  the  original 

“Dumbells”  company  appearing  in  St.  John 
after  the  war. 

There  are  half  a   dozen  cinemas  in  St. 

John  and  only  about  as  many  again  in  the 

entire  island,  notably  at  Cornerbrook,  Bell 
Island  and  Grand  Falls. 

Hawks  on  Air  Drama 

Hollywood — Howard  Hawks,  renowned 

flyer,  is  preparing  an  aviation  drama  for 

Columbia.  Tentative  title  is  “Plane  No.  4.” 

Vallee  Dresses  the  Granada 

The  presentation  of  Universal’s  “Letter  of  Introduction”  occasioned  this  impres- 
sive front  at  the  Granada  Theatre,  Sherbrooke,  Que.  Rudolph  (“Rudy”)  Vallee  is 

manager  of  the  house. 
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gALLYHOOED  by  radio,  newspapers  and 
word  of  mouth,  the  “Notre  Dame 

Night”  at  the  Capitol  Theatre  drew  big 
crowds  to  the  Regina  playhouse  which  the 
Famous  Players  Canadian  management 
had  turned  over  for  the  evening  to  the 
Wilcox  College.  A   sizeable  sum  was 

realized  for  Father  Athol  Murray’s  col- 
lection of  railway  boxcars,  abandoned 

bank  buildings  and  stores,  and  other 
strange  things  that  go  to  make  up  the 
most  unique  college  in  Canada  where  tui- 

tion costs  whatever  one  can  give.  The 

175  students  were  at  the  show,  which  in- 
cluded participation  by  amateur  radio 

finalists  of  the  Saskatchewan  Farmer 

weekly  program  and  a   motion  picture, 

“Hold  That  Kiss.”  Lieut. -Gov.  A.  P.  Mc- 
Nab  and  local  bigwigs  were  also  present. 

No  interest  at  all  has  been  manifest  in 
the  Movie  Quiz  contest  by  patrons  of  his 
string  of  houses  along  the  main  line  of  the 
Canadian  Pacific  Railway  outside  of  first 
days  of  the  announcements,  according  to 

H

.

 

 

S.  Humphrey ,   operator  of  the  Windsor 

Theatre,  

Grenfell.  

He  said  
that  

80  per  
cent 

of  his  
Quiz  

books  
were  

handed  
out  

the 
first  

few  
days,  

but  
since  

that  
time  

he  had 
only  

received  

two  
requests.  

Humphrey  

is 

currently  

showing  

“Alexander’s  

Ragtime Band.”  
It  is  booked  

in  for  
the  

Windsor, the  
Savoy  

at  Wolsley,  

Rex  
at  Whitewood, 

and  
town  

halls  
at  Wapella  

and  
Broadview. Frank  Kershaw,  regional  manager  of 

Famous  Players  Canadian,  returned  to 
Winnipeg  after  a   business  visit  to  Regina, 
Moose  Jaw  and  Saskatoon.  He  will  travel 

east  to  Fort  William,  Ont.,  before  the 
snow-in,  then  return  home  via  Minne- 

apolis, always  safer  with  snow  in  the  air. 

With  winter  just  ahead,  a   considerable 
drop  in  the  number  of  theatres  operating 
in  the  north  and  northwestern  parts  of 
the  province  is  forecast  by  film  salesmen. 
This,  for  the  most  part,  is  just  seasonable 
as  the  snows  generally  block  up  the  roads 
badly  and  make  travel  to  various  towns 
difficult  if  not  impossible.  The  situation  in 
the  north  this  year  was  aggravated  by 
poor  grain  crops  in  the  fall. 

Famous  Players  have  contracted  “Prof. 

Gladstone,”  mystery  and  mental  act,  at  a 
Fort  William,  Ont.,  playhouse,  the  Royal, 
as  a   tryout.  If  the  stunt  goes  over  well, 
the  show  will  be  booked  into  Winnipeg 
for  a   while  and  then  routed  westward. 
Gladstone  played  the  western  circuit  a 
number  of  years  ago. 

Built  up  largely  through  newspaper  ad- 

vertising, “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” 
had  a   dandy  run  at  the  Tivoli,  Saskatoon, 
according  to  Manager  Harry  Hurwitz  .   .   . 

John  J.  Korchinski  is  showing  “The  Girl 
From  the  Ukraine,”  language  picture, 
October  31  af  Candiac  and  November  1   at 
the  Windsor,  Grenfell. 

Interesting  to  Moose  Jaw  theatres  from 
a   boxoffice  point  of  view,  was  the  passing 

of  a   by-law  providing  for  Wednesday 
afternoon  closing  for  most  shops  and 

stores  throughout  the  year  except  De- 

cember. Stores  will  close  at  1   o’clock  dur- 
ing winter  months  and  12  o’clock  noon  in 

summer.  An  attempt  by  one  section  of 

council  to  make  the  half-holiday  Satur- 
day instead  of  Wednesday  failed. 

Ontario  May  Amend 

Projectionist  Laws 
Toronto — There  is  believed  to  be  some 

prospect  that  the  statutes  in  Ontario  may 
be  so  amended  as  to  make  it  permissible 

for  theatres  with  a   seating  capacity  un- 
der 750  to  operate  with  one  qualified  pro- 

jectionist. At  present,  the  Theatres  and 

Cinematographs  Act  in  this  province  re- 

quires that  in  theatres  “where  the  seat- 
ing capacity  is  less  than  1,000  a   qualified 

projectionist  and  apprentice  shall  be  em- 

ployed.” 

As  the  foregoing  clause  in  the  statutes 
is  considered  unnecessarily  burdensome  to 
the  owners  of  the  smaller  theatres,  a 

deputation  waited  on  O.  J.  Silverthorne, 
chairman  of  the  Motion  Picture  Censor- 

ship and  Theatre  Inspection  departments, 
at  the  parliament  buildings  here  and 
urged  that  only  one  operator  be  required 
for  the  smaller  theatres.  The  deputation 
was  assured  by  Silverthorne  that  their 

request  for  such  an  amendment  would  re- 
ceive early  consideration  by  the  authori- 

ties. 

P.  /.  Nolan  May  Enter 
Ottawa  Mayoralty  Race 

Ottawa — The  whisper  has  gone  out  that 
P.  J.  Nolan,  owner  of  three  theatres  here, 

will  toss  his  cap  into  the  ring  in  the  mu- 
nicipal elections  in  December  for  which  he 

will  come  out  as  an  aspirant  for  the  of- 
fice of  mayor.  More  than  usual  rivalry  is 

expected  to  develop  in  the  coming  race  be- 
cause the  mayor  of  the  Canadian  Capital 

will  hold  a   place  of  special  honor  in  1939 
because  of  the  announced  visit  here  of 
Their  Majesties  King  George  and  Queen 
Elizabeth.  As  elected  representative  of 
the  federal  municipality,  he  would  be  to 

the  forefront  in  state  functions  and  prob- 
ably will  be  the  recipient  of  a   decoration 

at  the  hands  of  the  British  ruler  as  a 
commemoration  of  the  Royal  tour. 

“Paddy”  Nolan  has  been  prominent  in 
the  civic  life  of  Ottawa  over  a   period  of 
many  years  although  he  did  not  run  for 
office  for  the  current  term.  Twice  he  has 

been  the  mayor  of  the  city  and  has  also 

served  as  an  alderman.  He  has  continu- 
ously operated  the  Rexy  Theatre  since 

1914,  to  which  he  added  the  Nola.  He 
also  owns  the  Avalon  property. 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Questions  on  preceding  page) 

1.  Shortly  after  mid-November. 
2.  Poor  crops  and  strong  competition  by 

operators  of  16mm  films. 

3.  The  department  of  transport’s  refusal 
to  grant  a   television  license  to  a   pri- 

vately owned  radio  station. 
4.  Over  140,000. 

5.  A   general  meeting  authorized  N.  A. 

Taylor,  vice-president  of  the  Ontario 
ITA,  to  ask  for  an  early  meeting  of  the 
committee. 

JMPROVED  general  business  is  reflected 
in  western  Canada  because  of  a   300,- 

000, 000-bushel  crop,  the  promise  of  war 
plane  orders  from  Britain,  and  the  re- 

moval of  uncertainties  caused  by  the  re- 
cent European  crisis.  The  Movie  Quiz 

contest,  no  doubt,  accounts  for  part  of 

the  large  patronage  of  pictures  men- 
tioned in  the  booklet,  but,  so  far,  Mon- 

treal has  not  become  excited  over  the 
contest. 

Filmrow  has  launched  a   bowling  team, 

of  which  Sol  Levitt,  Paramount’s  studio 
operator,  is  the  bright  star  .   .   .   The  Row 
had  its  usual  run  of  visitors  from  the 

country,  the  fine  Indian  summer  encour- 
aging them  to  take  the  motor  trips  to  the 

city.  Carl  Brock  of  the  Princess,  Cowans- 
ville;  J.  E.  Gagnon,  Francais,  Quebec;  G. 
Lapierre  of  Brownsburg,  and  R.  Berzan 
of  Coaticook  were  added  to  the  regulars. 

John  Costis  of  the  Palace,  Granby,  is 

receiving  congratulations  on  his  recent 
marriage  .   .   .   Condolences  were  extended 
Eugene  Maynard  of  the  Savoy,  Verdun, 
and  the  Outremont,  on  the  death  of  his 
father-in-law. 

Tried  for  the  death  of  Ernest  Hebert, 

veteran  motion  picture  operator  and  pro- 
prietor of  Laprairie,  Que.,  Cyrille  Van- 

dermearle,  Belgian  war  veteran,  was  found 

guilty  of  manslaughter  by  a   King’s  Bench 
jury  in  Montreal.  Sentence  will  be  pro- 

nounced at  the  end  of  the  assizes. 

Sent  out  to  Canada  under  the  auspices 
of  the  League  of  Nations,  a   film  entitled 

“The  Fight  for  Life,”  portraying  the  war 

against  disease,  was  exhibited  at  the  Asso- 
ciated Screen  News  studio  by  Duncan  Hall 

of  the  information  section  of  the  league. 

A   centenarian  who  has  never  seen  a 

motion  picture  or  listened  to  the  radio, 
is  Mrs.  Judique  Angeline  Dorey,  a   Nova 
Scotian.  She  spends  her  time  spinning 

yarn,  and  although  she  is  nearing  her 
105 th  birthday,  expects  to  live  many  years 

longer,  as  her  grandfather  reached  109 
and  several  of  her  relatives  passed  the 
century  mark. 

Queen  Mary  and  a   party  of  her  guests 
witnessed  the  premiere  at  the  Odeon, 

London,  of  “Sixty  Glorious  Years.”  Anna 
Neagle  and  her  co-star,  Anton  Walbrook, 
attended  .   .   .   Color  films  will  be  featured 

by  South  Africa’s  new  film  industry  which 
will  get  the  support  of  the  Union  govern- ment. 

“Drums,”  originally  announced  for  the 
Orpheum,  is  the  attraction  at  the  Capitol. 
The  Princess  shows  the  Ritz  Brothers  in 

“Straight,  Place  and  Show,”  and  the  Pal- 

ace repeats  Deanna  Durbin  in  “That  Cer- 
tain Age.”  Deanna’s  “Mad  About  Music” 

is  showing  at  the  Snowdon  .   .   .   Gladys 

Cooper,  distinguished  British  actress- 

manager,  will  appear  at  His  Majesty’s Theatre  here  the  week  of  November  21,  as 

the  lead  in  “Spring  Meeting,”  a   comedy  by 

J

.

 

 

M.  Farrell  
and  John  

Perry. 

Gordon  Dann,  popular  young  manager 

of  the  United  Amusement’s  west-end  the- 
atre, the  Seville,  is  receiving  congratula- 
tions on  his  appointment  as  manager  of 

the  York,  to  be  opened  in  November. 
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N.  B.  Censors  Put 

Ban  on  "Blockade" 
St.  John— Reversing  their  previous  de- 

cision, the  New  Brunswick  censors  have 

condemned  “Blockade”  insofar  as  exhibi- 
tion in  this  province  is  concerned.  It  is 

believed  this  is  the  first  sizeable  territory 

—province  or  state — to  ban  the  film. 

Fortunately  for  United  Artists,  “Block- 
ade” had  been  shown  in  a   large  proportion 

of  New  Brunswick  communities — although 
not  in  this,  the  principal  city — when  the 
recall  order  went  out. 

The  first  time  it  was  seen  by  the  cen- 
sors, the  picture  was  passed,  but  subse- 

quently representations,  believed  to  have 

been  made  by  the  Catholic  Women’s 
League  and  the  Knights  of  Columbus,  in- 

fluenced the  board  to  review  it  a   second 
time,  when  it  was  turned  down. 

The  UA  branch  manager,  Charles  S. 
Chaplin,  appealed  the  decision  to  Judge 
J.  A.  Barry,  who  saw  the  film  alone  and 

upheld  the  censors’  attitude.  He  said, 
however,  that  he  did  not  base  his  view  on 
religious  grounds. 

“There  is  no  mistaking  the  fact  that 
the  picture  is  the  product  of  Loyalist 

sympathies,”  the  judge  asserted.  “Seeing 
it,  the  public,  not  knowing  the  allegations 
of  the  Rebels,  might  easily  be  led  to  what 
might  be  very  false  conclusions.  As  a 

matter  of  fact,  the  British  government  in- 
vestigated the  question  of  the  sinking  of 

‘food  ships’  and  the  prime  minister,  Mr. 
Neville  Chamberlain,  stated  in  the  House 

of  Commons  that  these  same  ships  car- 
ried war  material  to  the  Loyalists  and 

were  very  largely  owned  by  foreign  capi- 
tal. It  is  well  to  have  this  fact  in  mind 

when  taking  note  of  a   picture  that  sets 
forth  those  responsible  for  the  destruction 
of  such  ships  as  being  inhuman  monsters 
and  which  picture  carefully  omits  the 
idea  of  the  carrying  of  war  material. 

“It  is  not  to  be  forgotten  that  ‘running 
the  blockade’  has  rightly  or  wrongly 
come  to  be  a   means  of  warfare.  The  Allies 

used  it  against  Germany  in  the  World 
War  and  England  may  have  to  do  so  again 
against  any  aggressor.  Such  means  of 
warfare  is  not  more  cruel  than  attacks 
from  the  air  upon  civilians. 

“Aside  from  this,  it  is  a   well-known 
fact  that  Italy  has  supported  the  Rebels 
and  Russia  has  given  her  assistance  to  the 
Loyalists.  At  the  present  time  the  British 
government,  through  Italy,  is  endeavoring 
to  bring  peace  to  this  troubled  land  and 

such  a   picture  shown  now  would  not  only 
do  no  good,  but,  in  my  opinion,  do  great 
harm  to  the  efforts  of  Mr.  Chamberlain 

'in  a   worthy  cause. 

“This  picture  ‘Blockade’  is  very  pointed- 
ly a   picture  made  to  create  world  sym- 

pathy for  the  Loyalists  and,  considering 
world  conditions  today,  I   unhesitatingly 
say  it  is  not  proper  to  show  it  to  the 

public.” 
Frank  C.  Owens,  chairman  of  the  New 

Brunswick  censor  board,  when  approached 
by  the  daily  press  for  the  reason  of  the 

ban,  would  say  only,  “The  Board  of  Cen- 
sors makes  no  statements.” 

^^OLFE  COHEN  of  Toronto,  Canadian general  manager  for  Vitagraph,  has 
been  spending  several  days  in  St.  John 
conferring  with  L.  McKenzie,  Maritime 

branch  manager  .   .   .   Stills  from  “Marie 
Antoinette”  are  on  view  in  the  St.  John 
Public  Library,  where  scenes  from  out- 

standing historical  pictures  are  displayed 

to  increase  public  interest  in  its  books  per- 
taining to  the  period.  The  books,  in  turn, 

bring  more  people  to  the  theatres. 

“Archie”  Laurie,  Toronto,  assistant  gen- 
eral manager  of  Empire  Universal  Films, 

has  been  touring  the  Maritime  territory 

with  G.  M.  (Gerry)  Hoyt,  branch  man- 
ager at  St.  John  .   .   .   Mayor  N.  W.  Mason 

of  the  Roseland  and  Academy,  New  Glas- 
gow, N.  S.,  passed  through  St.  John  on  a 

motor  trip  the  other  day  .   .   .   Another  brief 
visitor  was  Jack  Butler  of  the  Imperial, 
Moncton,  N.  B. 

When  Howard  Mandigo,  superintendent 

of  the  Boys’  Industrial  Home,  East  St. 
John,  saw  “Boys  Town”  at  the  Capitol, 
he  commented  that  the  picture  realistic- 

ally reproduced  some  of  the  experiences 

he  has  had  as  head  of  the  reform  institu- 
tion. He  told  the  management  it  would 

be  “a  great  thing”  if  some  of  the  boys 
could  see  the  film,  so  an  invitation  was 
immediately  extended  to  his  boys,  to  the 
local  orphans  and  to  underprivileged  boys 
attending  Rotary  recreational  clubs. 

The  front  windows  of  the  St.  John  Capi- 
tol were  filled  with  produce  and  merchan- 

dise of  all  descriptions  for  several  days  as 

a   tieup  with  the  Kiwanis  Club’s  annual 
radio  auction  of  contributed  goods  rang- 

ing from  a   permanent  wave  to  a   live  pig. 

It  is  one  of  the  many  public-spirited  ges- 

jyjANAGER  M.  PRIESWERCK  of  the 
Atlas  has  invited  the  lieutenant-gov- 

ernor, members  of  the  provincial  cabinet, 
members  of  the  Victoria  city  council,  army 

and  navy  veteran  club  officers,  and  of- 
ficers of  the  16th  Canadian  Scottish,  and 

5th  B.  C.  Coast  Brigade  to  a   private  show- 

ing of  “Salute  to  Valor,”  a   Canadian  gov- 
ernment record  of  the  unveiling  of  the 

War  Memorial  at  the  Vimy  Ridge  Pil- 
grimage. 

Manager  C.  Denham  of  the  Dominion 
Theatre  arranged  an  effective  tieup  for 

“Youth  Takes  a   Fling.”  There  were  good 
window  displays  at  a   drug  store  tying  up 
with  cosmetics,  at  a   bicycle  store,  at  a 

music  store  and  at  a   men’s  clothing  store. 

Three  free  passes  a   week  have  been  of- 
fered to  the  blind  of  Victoria  and  their 

guides  by  Manager  R.  Calladine  of  the 
Plaza  and  Columbia  theatres. 

“Marie  Antoinette”  was  held  over  three 
days  by  Manager  J.  M.  Robertson  of  the 
Capitol  Theatre.  Publicity  was  secured  by 
a   tieup  with  the  Victoria  Daily  Times 

which  ran  a   serial  story  of  “Marie  Antoin- 
ette,” tieups  with  leading  department 

stores.  Several  clever  window  displays  were 

arranged  by  the  art  department.  To  at- 
tract automobile  traffic,  two  large  ban- 

ners carrying  the  stars’  names  and  the 

tures  by  which  this  theatre  earns  goodwill 
in  the  community. 

The  critic  of  the  Halifax  Chronicle,  re- 

viewing a   reissue  of  “Son  of  the  Sheik”  at 
the  Orpheum,  said,  “The  brooding,  burn- 

ing eyes  of  the  screen’s  greatest  lover 
have  not  lost  their  power  to  thrill,  as  he 
woos  and  wins  Vilma  Banky  .   .   .   Older 
movie  fans  will  recognize  with  pleasure 
Agnes  Ayres  and  Monte  Blue  .   .   .   For  a 
real  romantic  drama  with  considerably 
more  punch  than  many  of  our  modern 

offerings,  the  picture  can  be  highly  recom- 

mended.” Upon  receiving  an  inquiry  from  Cana- 
dian headquarters  of  the  Movie  Quiz  in 

Toronto,  New  Brunswick  Chairman  W.  H. 
Golding  polled  the  participating  theatres 
in  the  province  for  their  opinions  on  the 
advisability  of  extending  the  contest  date 

limit  so  the  deferred-run  theatres  would 
have  time  to  finish  screening  the  special 
films.  In  St.  John,  more  than  30  of  the 
contest  pictures  already  have  been  seen. 
One  theatre  has  distributed  more  than 
15,000  books  and  interest  of  the  public, 

generally,  has  been  keen. 

Two  Movie  Quiz  pictures,  “Little  Miss 
Broadway”  and  “Gateway,”  opened  the 
new  Mayfair  Theatre  of  Franklin  and 
Herschorn  in  Dartmouth,  N.  S.  Thus  the 
partners  celebrated  the  25th  anniversary 
of  their  entry  in  the  business  in  Halifax 
with  the  old  Imperial,  now  the  Family 
Theatre.  The  Mayfair,  hailed  in  two 

special  pages  of  the  Halifax  Herald  as  “the 
first  stadium-type,  balcony-free,  stair- 

free  auditorium  east  of  Montreal,”  is  a 
double-feature  house  with  1-11  continuous 
performances,  two  changes  weekly. 

picture  title  were  spread  across  the  front 

of  the  theatre. 

Congratulations  are  extended  to  E.  A. 

M.  Morbey  of  the  Dominion  Theatre  on 
the  birth  of  a   son,  Michael. 

Extensive  newspaper  advertising  is  be- 
ing carried  on  in  Victoria  to  sustain  the 

popularity  of  the  Quiz  pictures  with  good results. 

To  advertise  Paramount’s  “Spawn  of 
the  North,”  Manager  M.  Prieswerck  of  the 

Atlas  arranged  a   tieup  with  Foster’s  Fur 
Store.  It  included  a   poster  background 

bearing  the  words  “These  furs  from  the 

Arctic.”  The  advertisement  for  “Spawn” followed. 

The  doorman  and  ushers  of  the  Capitol 
have  new  uniforms  that  are  snappy  and 
up-to-date. 

Metro  Loans  Spencer  Tracy 

Hollywood — Spencer  Tracy,  Metro  play- 

er, is  on  a   loanout  to  20th-Fox  for  the 
role  of  Stanley  in  “Stanley  and  Living- 

stone.” 

Start  “Never  Say  Die" 
Hollywood — Paramount  this  week  be- 

gan shooting  on  “Never  Say  Die,”  with  El- liott Nugent  directing. 
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WINNIPEG From  the  Press 

Motion  Picture 

Appreciation 
The  (Sarnia,  Out.)  Observer 

The  motion  picture  industry  is  spend- 
ing a   million  dollars  in  newspaper  adver- 

tising on  this  continent  before  the  end  of 

this  year,  with  the  object  in  mind  of  mak- 
ing the  next  12  months  the  greatest  year 

in  the  history  of  this  type  of  entertain- 
ment. 

It  might  be  assumed  superficially,  that 
everybody  attends  the  movies,  yet  in  fact 
there  are  thousands  of  people  who  do  not 
and  it  is  hoped  to  reach  these  as  well  as 
to  educate  the  already  convinced  fans  in 
the  wider  mission  of  the  pictures  they  see 
and  to  lead  them  to  a   greater  appreciation 
of  the  vast  industry  that  provides  them 
with  such  pleasing  recreation,  week  upon 
week,  throughout  the  year.  For  when  one 
gives  the  situation  some  thought,  where  is 

there  comparable  entertainment  to  mov- 
ing pictures  that  bring  the  whole  world 

to  the  stage  of  the  most  inconspicuous 
theatre  in  every  part  of  the  country  and 

offers  to  the  humblest  citizen  the  rap- 
tures of  an  unrivalled  illusion,  at  a   cost 

much  lower  than  that  for  a   single  meal. 
Certainly  the  moving  picture  theatre  has 
accomplished  an  economic  miracle  when 
it  is  considered  that  for  35  cents  one  can 

witness  the  most  gorgeous  spectacles  that 

highly  paid  artists  and  artisans  have  de- 
vised at  an  outlay  of  millions. 

It  must  be  admitted  that  the  great  ma- 
jority of  people  who  patronize  moving  pic- 
tures have  never  given  any  thought  to  the 

magnitude  of  the  operations  that  have 
placed  at  their  disposal  these  wonderful 
panoramas  of  art,  of  education,  of  travel, 
of  comedy,  of  drama  and  tragedy.  The 
ends  of  the  earth  have  been  ransacked  to 

provide  the  material  that  is  flashed  on  the 
screen  for  the  edification  of  the  public  at 
a   cost  that  all  can  afford.  Probably  no 
other  comparable  recreation  is  offered  at 

such  an  insignificant  charge.  It  has  re- 
quired great  vision,  enterprise  and  energy 

to  put  into  being  an  industry  that  can 
thus  amuse,  entertain  and  educate  the 
world.  The  moving  picture  people  have 
been  great  benefactors  of  humanity.  They 
have  provided  an  outlet  for  every  mental 
mood.  Those  who  are  glad  or  depressed, 

who  are  tired  with  the  stresses  of  ma- 
terialism, who  seek  a   respite  from  the 

wearing  actualities  of  the  material  world, 

may  enter  a   picture  show  and  be  trans- 
ported to  a   paradise  of  make-believe  that 

is  capable  of  banishing  care,  weariness 
and  discouragement. 

The  industry  is  justified  in  making  the 
energetic  gesture  that  is  embodied  in  a 
million  dollar  advertising  scheme.  The 
public  ought  to  be  reminded  of  the  debt 
of  gratitude  they  owe  the  motion  picture. 

Far-Reaching 
Fascism 

The  (Calgary)  Albertan 

It  is  reported  that  Hollywood  is  becom- 
ing a   little  anxious  whether  it  has  not 

conceded  too  much  to  Fascist  sensibilities. 

It  seems  it  started  as  a   diplomatic  ques- 
tion, somewhat  as  Mr.  Chamberlain  was 

faced  with  but  on  a   commercial  scale,  and 

now  let  us  see  where  it  has  landed  them. 
The  Fascist  machine  is  marching  to  war 

against  two  Hollywood  pictures — “Marie 
Antoinette,”  recently  produced,  and  “Fare- 

well to  Arms,”  filmed  some  years  ago  and 
currently  having  a   revival. 

The  first  one,  it  seems,  offended  because 

it  displays  “all  the  ferocious  bloodiness, 
malice  and  barbarian  qualities  of  the  peo- 

ple of  the  French  revolution  from  which, 

after  a   hundred  and  four  years,  the  Peo- 

ple’s Front  has  been  born.” 
And  the  second  is  described  as  “an  in- 

sult to  the  Italian  soldier  who  has  won 

three  wars.”  A   revival  of  the  film  will 
not  be  looked  upon  lightly  by  Rome,  even 
if  no  Italian  ever  sees  it;  for,  says  Roberto 

Farinacci,  “defamation,  calumny  and  in- 
sult would  remain  even  if  the  film  were 

shown  in  the  smallest  Broadway  house.” 
It  must  be  a   sensitive  people  that  gets 

so  stirred  up  by  a   couple  of  movies.  There 
is  indeed  something  rather  ridiculous 
about  a   nation  which  insists  that  it  is  the 

reincarnation  of  Caesar’s  Rome  being  so 
mortally  offended  at  the  thought  that 
someone  in  some  suburban  movie  house  in 
the  United  States  or  Canada  may  see  a 
moving  picture  which  purports  to  show 
the  Italian  army  retreating.  A   nation 
which  really  felt  that  it  was  great,  mighty 

and  all-powerful  would  hardly  worry  so 
much  about  an  insignificant  slight;  which 
indicates,  perhaps,  that  the  dictator  states 

— and  they  all  seem  to  be  just  as  touchy 
in  these  matters  as  Italy  is — do  not  be- 

lieve in  their  own  boasts.  They  bruise 
too  easily. 

But  there  is  another  side  to  it  which  is 

not  quite  so  humorous.  It  is  quite  possible 
that  this  counter-offensive  from  the  land 
of  Fascism  may  have  some  effect  on  the 

kind  of  dramas  American  movie-goers 
may  see  in  their  own  theatres.  Moving 

picture  companies  do  a   big  export  busi- 
ness; they  cannot  always  afford  to  get  in 

wrong  with  a   European  government  for 
fear  of  reprisals.  It  has  happened  before 

that  Hollywood  has  laid  off  certain  sub- 
jects, certain  stories  and  certain  methods 

of  treatment  in  order  to  avoid  the  ill  will 
of  one  or  another  of  the  dictators. 

And  that  from  the  Hollywood  or  any 
other  point  of  view  is  carrying  things  a 
bit  too  far.  As  long  as  the  uniformed 
braggarts  of  Europe  confine  their  wars  on 
freedom  and  truth  to  their  own  lands  no 

one  abroad  can  complain  much.  But  when 

they  exert  a   censorship — and  that  is  what 
it  amounts  to — over  the  channels  of  ar- 

tistic expression  in  someone  else’s  coun- 
try, people  have  a   right  to  object. 

Quiz  " Tipsters' In  Ottawa 

Ottawa — Tipster  sheets  for  the  Movie 

Quiz  Contest,  purporting  to  give  the 

correct  answers  for  the  questions  in 

the  official  booklets,  are  being  offered 

for  sale  at  a   small  fee.  So  far,  no  action 

has  been  taken  by  the  theatres  or  the 

Canadian  campaign  committee  to  com- 

bat the  "bootleg  answers." 

J^ECENT  illegitimate  competition  for showmen  manifested  itself  here  in  the 

form  of  private  screenings  of  16mm  reels 
of  a   highly  inflammable  nature.  Reports 
that  the  projection  machine  was  kept  in 
a   refrigeration  chamber  to  avoid  fire 
hazard  are  probably  exaggerated,  but  the 
film  is  said  by  those  who  witnessed  it  to 
have  been  hot  stuff.  Promoters  of  the 
affair  carried  on  a   lucrative  business  until 

city  police  made  an  unexpected  appear- 
ance at  a   screening  in  a   downtown  hall 

and  confiscated  the  film.  Local  young  men 
about  town  are  back  to  the  Garter  Girls 
for  that  well-known  thrill. 

The  Rio  is  staging  an  extensive  adver- 
tising program  for  its  coming  showing  of 

the  reissue  of  “Street  Scene”  .   .   .   Th)e 
home  of  Deanna  Durbin,  Winnipeg,  has 

properly  enough  the  only  official  Deanna 
Durbin  Club  in  existence,  operating  with 
the  sanction  and  support  of  the  young 
star.  Although  its  membership  includes 

young  people  from  distant  parts  of  the 

Empire  as  ivell  as  numerous  spots  in  Can- 
ada and  the  United  States,  the  member- 
ship in  Winnipeg  is  very  small.  Officials 

hope  that  the  coming  showing  of  Deanna’s 
new  picture  at  the  Capitol  soon  will  add 
to  their  numbers  materially . 

In  the  recent  newspaper  poll  to  decide, 

by  popular  acclaim,  an  actress  to  play  the 
part  of  Jane  Arden,  of  comic  strip  fame,  in 
the  forthcoming  Warner  Bros,  production, 

local  fans  gave  the  nod  to  red-headed  Ann Sheridan. 

Of  506  votes  polled  she  received  182. 
Results  were: 

Ann  Sheridan    182 
Rosella  Towne    127 

Jane  Bryan    115 
Jane  Wyman      39 
Janet  Shaw      23 
Marie  Wilson      19 
Gloria  Dickson      1 

Total  vote    506 

The  social  implications  of  “Boys  Town,” 
in  its  second  week  at  the  Capitol,  so  ably 
exploited  by  Manager  Harold  Bishop,  have 

elicited  some  interesting  results.  Out- 
standing among  these  is  a   letter  received 

by  Bishop  from  the  officials  of  the  Sir 
Hugh  John  MacDonald  Memorial  Hostel 

of  this  city.  The  letter  reads: 
Dear  Sir: 

It  is  with  great  pleasure  that  I 
thank  you  for  giving  the  boys  of  the 

Hostel  a   chance  to  see  ‘Boys  Town.’ 
Upon  arriving  home,  there  was  a   full 

evening’s  discussion  among  the  boys. 
The  boys  in  the  hostel  are  identical 

to  the  ones  in  Father  Flanagan’s Home. 

Mr.  Bishop,  I   had  the  pleasure  of 

having  my  “Whitey  Marsh”  there.  A 
boy  who  for  a   quite  a   period  before 
and  after  he  came  to  us,  was  a   great 
problem  in  lying,  stealing,  smoking, 

etc.,  and  he  too  made  the  turn  and 
was  chosen  captain  of  the  Home. 

It  certainly  was  the  best  show  the 
boys  could  have  seen,  and  I   wish  to 

thank  you  once  again  for  your  kind- ness. 

Yours  faithfully, 

(Signed)  J.  E.  LANG, 

House  Father. 
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LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS Normal  Production 

Holds;  42  in  Work 
Hollywood — Maintaining  what  has  been 

established  as  a   normal  shooting  pace, 
Hollywood  cameras  were  turning  on  42 
features  as  the  week  opened,  only  two 

under  last  week’s  figure,  while  a   dozen 
more  were  poised  and  awaiting  the  gun. 

Hitting  the  season’s  peak  was  M-G-M, 
which  started  “Honolulu,”  co-featuring 
Eleanor  Powell  and  Robert  Young,  after 
many  delays  and  thus  boosted  its  total 
to  ten — one  above  last  week.  In  the  writ- 

ing mill  are  “The  Unvanquished,”  “Let 
Freedom  Ring,”  “The  Yearling”  and  other 
important  vehicles. 

In  the  second  spot,  with  eight  each,  were 

20  th  Century- Fox  and  Universal.  The 
former  studio  broke  an  inactive  period  of 

several  weeks’  duration  by  sending  an 
untitled  “Camera  Daredevils”  adventure 

and  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu”  into  pro- 
duction, meantime  preparing  early  start- 

ing dates  on  “Wife,  Husband  and  Friend,” 
“Stanley  and  Livingstone”  and  “Mr.  Moto 
in  Trinidacf.”  Universal  was  to  gun  “Swing 
Fever,”  second  in  its  Collegiate  series,  and 
has  “Three’s  Company,”  starring  Bing 
Crosby,  W.  C.  Fields  in  “You  Can’t  Cheat 
an  Honest  Man”  and  Danielle  Darrieux 
in  “Rio”  scheduled  for  starts  in  November. 

RKO  Radio,  through  Sol  Lesser’s  Prin- 
cipal Pictures,  put  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,” 

a   Bobby  Breen  starrer,  into  production, 
raising  its  shooting  total  from  five  to  six. 

In  script  form  are  “The  Castles,”  “The 
Flying  Irishman,”  “Arizona  Legion”  and 
others.  Also  filming  on  six  was  Para- 

mount. Getting  before  the  cameras  was 

an  untitled  Charlie  Ruggles-Mary  Boland 

comedy  and  “Radio  Troubadour,”  a   Span- 
ish-language  feature  being  produced  by 
Dario  Faralla.  The  Marathon  Street  plant 

has  “Midnight,”  “Union  Pacific,”  “Hotel 

Imperial”  and  others  on  the  line  and  ready 
to  go. 

Warner  Bros,  started  two — “Yes,  My 
Darling  Daughter”  and  “Always  Leave 
Them  Laughing,”  but  dropped  its  total 
from  seven  to  five.  A   busy  November  is 

in  sight,  however,  with  “Jaurez,”  “Dodge 
City,”  “Brother  Orchid”  and  “Tough  An- 

gels” slated  to  hit  the  cameras. 
Republic  penciled  a   start  this  week  on 

Hollywood ,   Land 
Of  Realism 

Hollywood — The  legend  of  shifting 

sands  was  recently  re-enacted  on  the 
Hal  Roach  set  where  120  tons  of  sand 

comprised  a   beach  setting. 

By  the  time  a   gang  of  extras,  gaffers, 

property  men  and  others  got  through 

trudging  through  the  strip,  most  of  the 

sand  had  been  shoe-dragged  to  other 

parts  of  the  stage.  Faced  with  an 

emergency,  pails  were  spotted  with 

notices  to  remove  shoes  and  dump 

contents  therein. 

A   few  extras  took  the  notice  lit- 

erally. They  left  their  socks. 

MIXED  CREDITS 

Kokomo,  Ind. — If  you  hate  a   “correc- 

tion” as  much  as  I   do,  you  won’t  care  a 
lot  about  this  letter,  but  I   have  found  an 

error  in  your  most  excellent  publication 
and  I   feel  sure  you  will  want  to  know 
about  it. 

On  page  27  of  the  October  15  issue  of 

Boxoffice  under  the  caption,  “Along  the 

Line  of  March,”  you  show  a   picture  of  a 
40  &   8   engine  in  the  American  Legion 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  its  1938-39 
specials,  which,  if  it  hit  the  camera, 
would  find  three  films  in  production  at 

the  North  Hollywood  plant.  The  vehicle 
was  as  yet  uncast,  however,  as  the  week 

opened.  Another  special,  “Doctors  Don’t 
Tell,”  was  being  scripted,  and  “Red  River 
Range,”  a   Three  Mesquiteers  western,  gets 
the  gun  next  week. 

No  starts  were  listed  at  Columbia,  which 
had  four  on  the  sound  stages,  one  less 

than  last  week.  In  process  of  prepara- 

tion are  “Plane  No.  4,”  which  Howard 
Hawks  will  direct;  “Good  Girls  Go  to 
Paris,”  starring  Jean  Arthur;  and  “Our 

Wife.” 

Monogram  continued  filming  on  Pro- 

ducer Edward  Finney’s  Tex  Ritter  west- 
ern, “Little  Tenderfoot,”  as  its  only  pro- 

duction in  work,  meanwhile  lining  up 

“I  Am  a   Criminal,”  “Streets  of  New  York” 

and  “Mr.  Wong  in  Chinatown”  as  Novem- 
ber camera  fodder.  Likewise,  United  Art- 
ists, through  Producers  Hal  Roach  and 

Edward  Small,  kept  a   pair  of  vehicles 

on  sound  stages  in  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip” 
(Roach)  and  “The  Duke  of  West  Point” 
( Small ) .   Samuel  Goldwyn  is  whipping 

“Wuthering  Heights”  into  shape  for  an 

early  start;  Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage 
Coach”  almost  ready  to  roll;  and  Roach 
will  soon  gun  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  first 
co-starring  vehicle  for  Harry  Langdon 
and  Oliver  Hardy. 

Paramount  '39-' 40  Lineup 
Same  as  Current  List 

Hollywood — Paramount  is  expected  to 

have  the  same  number  of  pictures  next 

season  as  in  1938-39,  Barney  Balaban, 

president,  told  Boxoffice  while  here  con- 
ferring on  the  lineup  for  1939-40.  In  ad- 
dition, the  program  for  the  next  three 

months  is  being  gone  over. 
Here  for  the  production  meetings  are 

Stanton  Griffis,  chairman  of  the  execu- 
tive committee;  Neil  F.  Agnew,  general 

sales  manager,  and  Russell  Holman,  east- 
ern story  head.  Robert  M.  Gillham,  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  head,  is  due  from 
New  York  the  end  of  the  month.  Adolph 
Zukor,  William  LeBaron  and  other  studio 

executives  are  sitting  in  on  the  confer- 
ences. 

The  eastern  group  plans  to  return  to 

Parade  in  Los  Angeles.  But  in  the  cut 

lines  below,  you  say,  “An  engineer  of  the 
40  &   8   society  locomotive  from  Fort  Wayne, 

Ind.” 

“Ouch!  That  “locomotive”  is  the  pride 
and  joy  of  the  40  &   8   Society  of  Kokomo, 
Ind.,  and  the  writer  was  one  of  the  group 
of  11  men  who  drove  the  thing  overland 

to  participate  in  that  convention.  But 

don’t  get  the  idea  I’m  not  wholly  for  your 
publication.  I   think  it  is  great. — M.  C. 
TULL,  Kokomo  Tribune. 

Milwaukee  to  Probe 

Film  Length  Effect 

Milwaukee — The  common  council’s  utili- 
ties and  health  committee  has  voted  an 

investigation  of  the  length  of  motion  pic- 
ture shows  and  their  effect  upon  child  and 

adult  health  as  a   result  of  a   resolution 

introduced  by  Aid.  Samuel  M.  Soref. 
Alderman  Soref  said  that  juvenile  crime 

records  had  shown  that  many  children 
gain  their  impression  of  gangdom  and 

criminal  life  from  the  “movies,”  and  urged 
that  more  educational  films  be  shown.  He 

also  urged  that  exhibitors  reduce  the 
amount  of  advertising  shown  between films. 

The  mayor’s  advisory  council  has  recom- 
mended that  a   representative  of  the  Par- 

ent-Teachers associations,  which  sought 
such  an  investigation  early  this  year,  be 

given  a   place  on  the  proposed  citizens’ committee  of  five  to  make  the  survey. 
At  the  time  of  the  previous  request  for 

an  investigation,  the  matter  was  referred 
by  Health  Commissioner  Dr.  John  P. 

Koehler  to  the  Milwaukee  Oto-Ophthal- 
mic  Society,  which  reported  that  double 
feature  programs  are  not  a   public  health 
problem.  As  a   result  of  this  report,  the 
matter  was  permitted  to  rest. 

Second  Musical  Short 

Series  for  Paramount 

Hollywood  —   “William  Tell,”  “Merry 

Wives  of  Windsor”  and  “The  Blue  Dan- 
ube” have  been  completed  and  edited  as 

the  second  series  of  musical  shorts  being 

produced  by  Symphonic  Films  for  Para- 
mount release.  The  National  Philharmonic 

symphony  orchestra,  under  Frederick 
Feher’s  direction,  was  featured. 

Prints  were  to  be  taken  to  New  York 

this  week  by  A1  Rosen,  Symphonic  sales 

manager,  who  will  negotiate  a   deal  there 
for  production  of  full-length  operas. 

New  York  next  week.  Paramount  plans 
to  release  all  on  its  announced  schedule 
of  58  this  season. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 
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TWO  HORROR  REISSUES  TOP  NATIONAL  GROSSES 
CHARLOTTE (AVERAGE  IS  100%) Roger  Sherman — Room  Service  (RKO); 

Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO)    130 

Broadway — The  Chaser  (M-G-M)  1st  part....  60 
Broadway — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO) 
2nd  part      70 

Broadway — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox)  3rd  part      90 

Carolina — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)    110 
Imperial — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)  1st  half     90 

Imperial — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  half      95 

State — Painted  Desert  (RKO)      90 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
2nd  wk      85 

Chicago — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
plus  stage  show,  2nd  wk      90 

Garrick — Four  Daughters  (FN),  1st  half; 
Dracula  (Univ) ;   Frankenstein  (Univ), 

last  half,  and  held    120 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show,  held  2nd  wk    125 

Roosevelt — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   100 
State-Lake — The  Chaser  (M-G-M),  plus 

stage  show      90 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held 
3rd  wk   120 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  2nd  wk    250 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox) .   .   110 
Capitol — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   115 
Grand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  4th  wk..H0 

Keith’s — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    110 
Lyric — Frankenstein  (Univ);  Dracula  (Univ).  200 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 120 

Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk    200 

Hippodrome — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    110 
Palace — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN);  stage: 
Wayne  Morris  in  person  and  vaudeville   110 

State — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  6   days..  50 

Stillman — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk  ....100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO),  1st 
half    100 

Capitol — Wanted  by  Police  (Mono),  2nd 
half    100 

Majestic — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN); 
Revue  with  Zasu  Pitts  on  stage      90 

Melba — Broadway  Musketeers  (WB)      80 
Palace — •Stablemates  (M-G-M)    110 

Tower — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day  and 
date  with  the  Paramount    100 

Broadway — Boys  Town  (MG-M);  Rich  Man, 
Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  both  after  two  weeks  at 
the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    150 

Denver — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 
Orpheum — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    180 
Paramount — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  day 

and  date  with  the  Aladdin ;   Meet  the  Girls 

(20th-Fox)    125 

Rialto — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
week  at  the  Denver;  Danger  on  the  Air 
(Univ)    100 

DETROIT 

Adams — King  Kong  (RKO) ;   The  Ghoul 
(GB)      85 

Cinema — If  War  Comes  Tomorrow  (Amkino), 
2nd  wk     65 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Michigan — The  Sisters  (WB);  Broadway 
Musketeers  (FN)      85 

Palms  State — Frankenstein  (Univ),  Dracula 
(Univ),  2nd  wk     75 

Dracula  (Univ),  2nd  wk      75 

Un'ted  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 2nd  wk      85 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ)   300 
Circle — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   120 

Loew’s — Yon  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk     90 

Lyric — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 
stage  show    130 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.  150 
Midland — Drums  (UA) ;   Juvenile  Court  (Col)..  80 
Newman — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  held 

over    175 

Orpheum — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO);  A   Man 
to  Remember  (RKO)      85 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Indianapolis    300 

Moonlight  Sonata — Chicago 

(2nd  wk)    250 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Cincinnati    200 

Stablemates — Pittsburgh    200 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Cleveland  (3rd  wk.) ;   Los  An- 

geles (3rd  wk.)    200 

Stablemates  (dual) — Omaha    185 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (dual)  — 
Denver    180 

Arkansas  Traveler — Kansas 

City    175 

Suez — New  York  City   175 

That  Certain  Age — Washington.. ..175 

If  I   Were  King — New  York  City 
(3rd  wk.)    160 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 

Omaha    155 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  8th  wk.  of  roadshow. 
New  York  City. 

Boys  Town,  7th  wk.,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd 

wk.,  Chicago,  Cincinnati. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati; 

3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  3rd  wlc., 
Cincinnati;  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles;  3rd  wk., 
Pittsburgh. 

If  I   Were  King,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Stablemates,  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Tower — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  plus 

Orrin  Tucker’s  band  and  stage  show   195 
Uptown — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  held  over.. 140 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)   100 
Downtown — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Roa<l  to  Keno 

(Univ)    100 
Four-Star — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk   80 

Hfllstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With;  Yrou  (Col), 
3rd  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 
Paramount — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para),  plus 

stage  show      85 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Touchdown  Army  (Para),  plus 
Benny  Goodman  on  stage  175 

Riverside — The  Road  to  Reno  (Univ), 
plus  stage  show    100 

Strand — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Three 
Loves  Has  Nancy  (M-G-M)      85 

Warner — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   The 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    125 

Wisconsin — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)      75 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) ;   The 

Chaser  (M-G-M)    100 

Century — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   125 
Orpheum- — Room  Service  (RKO)      70 

State— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 
World — Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel  (UA) .   60 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M; 
Gladiator  (Col),  2nd  wk    120 

Loew-Poli — Stablemates  (M-G-M) ;   Myste- 
rious Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox),  moved  to 

College  for  2nd  wk    120 

Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  When 
Were  You  Bora?  (FN)    140 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — City  Streets  (Col)      65 
Globe — Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox)     65 
Liberty — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      95 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
Saenger — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    130 

(Col),  2nd  wk    110 
State — Drums  (UA)    110 
Tudor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  return 

engagement    115 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  8th  wk. 
of  roadshow      75 

Capitol — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3d  wk. . .   70 
Cr.terion — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)      75 

Globe — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  2nd  wk   120 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  3rd  wk., 

plus  stage  show    160 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — There  Goes  My  Heart 
(UA),  plus  stage  show      90 

Rialto — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
reissues    140 

Rivoli — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      50 

Roxy— Suez  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage  show   175 
Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show.... 140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 
Fox),  4   days      35 

Criterion — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  3 

days,  being  continued    120 
Liberty — Smashing  the  Rackets  (WB) ; 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox),  4   days   105 
Liberty — Broadway  Musketeers  ( FN)  ;   Time 

Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox),  3   days     90 
Midwest — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    90 
State — Prairie  Moon  (Rep);  Talk  of  the 

Devil  (GB)      95 

Tower — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)      80 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Af- 

fairs of  Annabel  (RKO)      80 

Omaha — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox);  Racket 

Busters  (WB),  2   days;  Stablemates  (M-G-M); 
Mr.  Chump  (WB),  5   days    185 

Orpheum — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   Block- 

heads (M-G-M)    155 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk     85 

Boyd — The  Sisters  (WB)    120 
Earle — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Ted  Lewis    100 

Fox — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk     95 
Karlton — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)     90 

Keith’s — Room  Service  (RKO)      90 

Stanley — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  135 
Stanton — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      90 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — Y'ou  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  3rd  wk    120 

Barry — Dracula’s  Daughter  (Univ) ;   Bride  of 
Frankenstein  (Univ)    125 

Fulton — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    100 
Penn — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    200 
Stanley — Touchdown  Army  (Para);  Negro 

stage  show      65 
Warner — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN); 

Blockheads  (M-G-M)      75 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    150 
Mayfair — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ),  7th  wk    100 

Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para);  Give 

•   Me  a   Sailor  (Para)    115 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  wk    110 

United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle 

(M-G-M),  2nd  wk    110 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox);  Racket 
Busters  (WB)    120 

Centre — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)     95 
Paramount — Four  Daughters  (FN)    105 

Studio — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk    105 
Utah — Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)    100 
Victory — Good  Earth  (M-G-M);  You  and 

Me  (Para)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      75 

Columbia — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  2nd  run.  80 
Earle — I   Am  the  Law  (Col),  plus  stage  show.. 100 
Keith’s — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    175 

Metropolitan — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  2nd  run    125 

Palace— Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT,  THEATRES.  SERVICES 

Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. 

&leatlna  4jou5e 
Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request  • 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT THEATRES  FOR  SALE POSITIONS  WANTED 

CLEARANCE  SALE  OF  USABLE  SOUND 

APPARATUS.  GOOD  USED  HALSTEAD, 

Webster,  Cinemaphone,  RCA  Amplifiers 

from  $14.50.  Soundheads,  $9.95  up.  Speak- 
ers low  as  95c.  Some  swell  buys — New 

Bargain  Lists  just  out.  S.O.S.,  638  Elev- 
enth Ave.,  New  York. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

IT’S  OFF  THE  PRESS — READY  FOR 

YOU  NOW!  BRAND-NEW  S.O.S.  “Booth- 

side  Companion”— -Most  complete  theatre 

equipment  catalog  in  industry.  Shows  ev- 
erything for  the  modern  theatre  at  prices 

that  can’t  be  beat.  Rush  name  Today. 
S.O.S. ,   636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York, 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 

tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 
reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 
219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 

OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  219  North 
16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

VARIOUS  TYPE  frames,  1,  3   sheets, 

inserts;  also  ticket  box,  practically  new. 

New  Atlas,  2603  Perrysville  Ave.,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 

FOR  SALE — RCA  sound  with  motors, 

heads,  amplifier,  two  speakers  with  direc- 
tional horns  and  GE  motor  generator  with 

lamps.  First  $350  cash  takes  all.  Also, 

180  rebuilt  veneer  seats,  like  new.  Make 

offer.  W.  J.  Ladwig,  Princeton,  Wis. 

30  USED  16mm  sound  projectors,  $135; 

Roshon,  State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

USED  CHAIR  WAREHOUSE  BULG- 
ING WITH  GREATER  BARGAINS!  LIST 

15Q  offers  thousands  of  fine  American 

Seating,  Ideal,  Irwin,  other  famous  makes 

— biggest  variety  veneer  and  upholstered 

at  75c  up.  Write  today.  S.O.S.,  636  Elev- 
enth Ave.,  New  York, 

THEATRE  TICKETS 

UNEXCELLED  QUALITY— 50  rolls 

stock  tickets,  $12.50;  20  rolls,  $5.80;  100,- 

000  special  printed  rolls  or  machine  tick- 
ets, $14.90.  Shipping  charges  paid  to  1,000 

miles.  Cash  with  order.  K.  C.  Ticket  Co., 

Dept.  8,  1717  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City, 
Mb. 

FOR  SALE— My  paying  circuit  of  three 

theatres,  Star  at  Ardmore,  Plaza  at  Den- 
ton, Village  at  Collinsville.  Just  want  to 

retire.  E.  L.  Black,  Plaza  Theatre,  Denton, 
Tex. 

MODERN  THEATRE — East  Texas,  pay- 

roll town,  2,500  population,  no  opposition. 

Perfectly  equipped.  Thousand  dollars  cash 

will  handle.  B-1047,  Boxoffice,  4704  E. 
9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

FOR  SALE — Only  theatre  Northwest 

Iowa  town  1,200  population.  Terms.  Rent 

cheap.  B-1038,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 
St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St„ 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

EXPERIENCED  SHOWMAN  will  lease 

or  rent  theatre  in  Iowa  or  Missouri  small 

town.  Write  complete  details  in  first  let- 
ter. B-1045,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  Sc., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

WANTED — Aggressive,  young,  experi- 
enced showman  wants  theatre  anywhere, 

to  lease  with  option  to  purchase.  Write 

details.  B-1046,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

FILM  CEMENT 

PATCo  FILM  CEMENT  will  not  get 

thick  or  gummy.  Dealers,  film  exchanges 

send  for  price  list.  Wholesale  only.  J.  J. 

Patrick,  3037  Milton,  Dallas,  Tex. 

BOOKS 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 
bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  (52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping  details  of  book- 
ing, dating,  advertising  and  exploiting 

pictures.  Also  contains  space  for  the  fil- 
ing of  Boxoffice  reviews  on  every  picture 

released.  Order  your  copy  today.  Write 

Subscription  Department,  Boxoffice,  4704 

East  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

OUR  OWN  “MOVIE  QUIZ”  BOOKS! 
YOU  QUESTION  —   THEY  ANSWER!  — 

RCA  Handbook  of  RCA  equipment — and 

Sloane’s  “Motion  Picture  Projection”  both 
only  $1.29.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

PROJECTIONIST — 9   years  experience, 

Simplex  E-7  with  Simplex  sound,  all  pro- 
jectors and  sound  equipments,  excellent 

references.  John  Kraner,  820  Elm  St., 
Hillsboro,  111. 

PROJECTIONIST — Now  working,  desires 

change;  capable  of  handling  any  type  of 

equipment;  will  go  anywhere;  excellent 

references.  B-1048,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 
St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

YOUNG  MAN  wants  work  of  any  kind 

in  theatre,  anywhere;  wants  to  learn  the 

projectionist’s  trade.  B-1044,  Boxoffice, 
4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

PROJECTIONIST — Age  33,  married,  re- 

liable, now  employed,  wishes  change. 

B-1043,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 

City,  Mo. 

HELP  WANTED 

HOUSE  MANAGER  AND  EXPLOITA- 
TION— Texas  town,  5,000,  has  job  open  for 

good  all-around  man  capable  getting  re- 

sults and  not  afraid  of  work.  Splendid  op- 
portunity for  man  who  can  deliver;  others, 

please  don’t  answer.  B-1040,  Boxoffice, 
4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

OPERATORS — Experienced — every  state 
— movie  circuit  work — car  needed.  520 
State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

WANTED — Young  man  for  manager 

and  general  work  around  small  suburban 

theatre  in  Kansas  City;  state  age,  mar- 

ried or  single,  experience  and  salary  ex- 

pected. B-1049,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 
St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

IN  ADVERTISING 

THERE  IS  NO 

SUBSTITUTE 

FOR  GOOD 

RESULTS 
Advertise  in 

for  Quick  Action 
BOXOFFICE  ; :   October  29,  1938 

•   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding  publication  date. 
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THEY  MIGHT  AS  WELL  FACE  IT 
T   N   NEW  YORK  and  in  Chicago,  the  self-regulatory  con- 

ferences,  foundationed  on  a   desire  to  eliminate  some 

and  to  straighten  others  of  the  malpractices  which  keep 

the  industry  nicely  torn  asunder.  A   difficult  job,  per- 

haps best  defined  by  one  of  the  negotiators  for  the  dis- 

tributors who  remarked,  "You  can't  expect  to  end  or  cure 
the  accumulated  troubles  of  twenty  years  in  a   handful 

of  hours." 
And  you  cannot.  But  about  the  current  effort  is  the 

apparent  desire  to  turn  in  a   job  well  done.  To  be  co- 
ordinated and  integrated  with  the  final  whole  are  many 

points  of  view.  Because  there  are  many,  it  follows  very 

quickly  that  a   compromise  must  be  made  in  some  direc- 
tions, since  obviously  everybody  cannot  have  his  own 

way. 

Exactly  how  much  of  a   realization  prevails  on  this 

score  is  questionable.  The  desirable  climax  to  write 

would  be  one  indicating  the  complexities  of  the  prom- 
lem  are  appreciated  and  that  no  millennium  can  be 

reached.  Yet,  it  does  not  necessarily  follow  for  this  to 

be  so  and,  therefore,  the  final  answer  remains  to  fashion 

itself.  It  would  be  well  to  bear  this  in  mind  and  to  couple 

with  it  the  old  one  about  hope  which  springs  eternal,  etc. 

Confronted  as  it  is,  then,  by  this  serious  domestic 

problem  with  cannon  roars  supplied  by  the  govern- 

ment's anti-trust  suit  and  overtones  by  the  Dallas  de- 
cision, the  North  Dakota  theatre  divorcement  situation, 

still  rising  production  costs  and  a   depression  year,  the 

industry  has  even  more  on  its  crowded  hands. 

It  has  a   foreign  problem  which  takes  on  increasingly 

alarming  turns  as  the  weeks  go  by,  for,  as  it  computes 

an  approximate  forty  cents  of  each  international  dollar 
from  overseas  markets,  it  finds  situations  like  these: 

A   German  market,  never  friendly  since  Hitler  came 

to  power,  turning  more  difficult. 

An  Austria  under  Berlin's  influence. 

A   Czechoslovakia  going  the  tragic  way  of  Austria. 

Rumania  swinging  into  the  economic  orbit  of  these 
others. 

An  Italian  government  seemingly  determined  to  elimi- 
nate American  films. 

A   France,  already  onerous  with  restrictive  imposts, 

torn  by  internal  unrest. 

A   Spain  divided  by  civil  conflict  and  the  regions  con- 
trolled by  General  Franco  playing  nursemaid  to  German 

and  Italian  films  alike. 

In  England,  richest  outlet  of  all,  a   quota  demanding 

native  production  which  may  cost  American  producers 
as  much  as  $85,000,000  in  the  next  decade. 

A   Japan  controlling  the  flow  of  film  money  by  official 

edict. 

The  American  exhibitor,  deep  in  his  own  difficulties, 

may  ponder  what  all  of  this  has  to  do  with  him.  It  has 
this  to  do  with  him:  There  can  be  no  isolation  as  the 

industry  is  today  geared  up.  What  happens  to  the 

American  film  abroad  happens  to  the  American  exhibi- 
tor as  well,  since  and  unless  readjustment  comes,  the 

industry  will  continue  to  stagger  further  and  further  as 
its  foreign  revenue  is  dried  up  for  it. 

The  leaders  know  this  and  they  are  worried,  as  well 

they  might  be.  They  look  around  and  they  find  that, 

not  only  are  they  hamstrung  in  the  pursuit  of  export 

sales,  but  that  foreign  governments  reach  beyond  their 

own  borders  and  instruct  what  pictures  might  or  might 

not  be  made.  Germany,  for  instance,  is  doing  a   great 

deal  of  casting  these  days  when  she  refuses  permits  for 

films  on  racial  grounds.  Italy  has  been  telling  Metro 

what  to  do  about  "Idiot's  Delight"  and  Turkey  how  to 

handle  "The  Forty  Days  of  Musa  Dagh."  Hollywood 
may  be  an  all-American  institution,  but  Europe  is  run- 

ning the  works. 
Ultimately,  as  a   consequence,  and  not  so  ultimately  at 

that,  the  readjustments  which  currently  mark  the  domes- 
tic scene  must  also  resolve  themselves  into  the  question 

of  what  is  to  be  done  overseas.  There  are  some —   and 

they  are  important  men — who  are  for  a   complete  with- 
drawal from  the  dictator  nations  and  their  spheres  of 

influence.  They  view  this  as  an  inevitable  decision  to 

make  and  they  see  in  it  the  re-establishment  of  business 
independence  with  which  is  coupled  an  unshackled 

Hollywood,  free  to  produce  what  it  likes  as  it  likes. 

Yet,  if  this  comes  about,  the  grosses  lost  must  be  re- 
placed. South  America  may  supply  some  of  the  slack 

which  explains  why  much  attention  and  many  eyes  now 
turn  toward  the  south.  But  before  this  comes  about, 

if  it  does  come  about  in  the  light  of  Nazi  enterprise  in 

that  area,  exhibitors  here  might  just  as  well  face  the  facts. 

Either  they  may  be  called  upon  to  meet  the  situation 

with  higher  rentals,  increase  their  admissions — a   brave, 

but  futile,  prospect — or  be  content  with  a   product  that 
may  prove  to  be  inferior  because  it  will  have  to  be  made 
less  expensively. 

This  may  be  no  decision  for  answer  today  or  for  the 
immediate  tomorrow,  but  it  is  on  the  way  and  nothing 

seems  able  to  forever  more  delay  it. 
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IF  the  members  of  the  industry drive  committee  have  no  vio- 

lent objections,  this  department  feels 

it  must  keep  its  fingers  crossed 
where  decision  not  to  extend  the 

drive  beyond  December  31  is  con- 
cerned. 

This  watchtower  ought  to  make 

it  clear  at  the  very  beginning  that, 

in  a   matter  as  ticklish  as  this,  its  ob- 

server hopes  the  future  makes  a 

sucker  out  of  his  trepidations.  It 

would  be  pleasant  for  the  drive  as 
well  as  for  him. 

Also,  he  desires  to  go  further  with 
the  editorial  stand  assumed  in  the 

"Whole  Hog  or  No  Hog"  dissertation 
which  appeared  on  neighboring 

page  three  two  weeks  ago.  There 

was  a   pretty  complete  realization 
that,  in  matters  having  to  do  with 

the  public,  it  is  speculative,  if  not 

downright  dangerous,  to  fiddle 
around  with  dates,  conditions  and 

stipulations  originally  set  forth  and 

then  widely  publicized  and  adver- 
tised to  the  customers. 

The  committee,  for  itself,  felt  ac- 
cusations might  fly  on  several 

counts.  One,  that  the  industry  would 

be  trying  to  convert  the  drive  into 
additional  business  by  the  mere 

process  of  extending  it.  Two,  that 

the  whole  proposition  thereby  might 
be  viewed  as  phony,  or,  if  not  phony, 

suspect.  These  are  good  reasons. 

Actually  making  these  points,  but 
in  different  language,  George  J. 

Schaefer,  as  drive  chairman,  has 

been  issuing  this  statement: 

"In  view  of  the  fact  that  it  has 

been  publicly  stated  that  the  con- 
test is  to  end  on  December  31,  the 

executive  committee  of  the  industry 

campaign  feels  that  it  will  not  be 

keeping  faith  with  the  public  to  ex- 
tend the  contest  beyond  that  date 

...  In  deciding  against  the  exten- 
sion, the  executive  committee  takes 

particular  cognizance  of  the  dis- 
tribution of  more  than  30,000,000 

booklets  among  patrons  of  motion 
picture  houses  connected  with  the 

campaign." Note  the  phrase  having  to  do  with 

the  public  and  keeping  the  faith. 

True  and  valid  enough  as  far  as  it 

goes,  but  does  it  go  far  enough? 

There  is  the  matter,  also  and  im- 

portantly, of  keeping  faith  with  all  of 

the  public  of  which  part  is  now  ex- 
cluded from  the  contest  because 

clearance  bars  many  of  the  subse- 

quent runs  who  would  participate 

if  only  they  could. 

It  is  an  embarrassing  situation, 

but  after  all,  is  it  an  impossible  sit- 
uation? They  failed  to  think  so  in 

Canada  where  Famous  Players  Ca- 

nadian lifted  clearance,  thus  mak- 

ing it  possible  for  smaller  runs  to 
get  on  the  bandwagon.  True,  of 
course,  that,  as  the  dominant  chain 

in  the  Dominion,  this  one  fell  swoop 

action  cleared  the  atmosphere.  True, 

likewise,  that  the  major  circuits  and 

the  many  independent  chains  dot- 

ting the  competitive  American  pic- 
ture preclude  identical  action  in  so 

sweeping  a   manner. 
The  drive  committee  in  New  York 

has  been  badgered  and  bothered 
about  clearance.  To  all  comers,  it 

has  consistently,  and  accurately, 

maintained  protection  is  a   problem 

of  the  buyer  and  the  seller  and  not 

within  the  framework  of  the  com- 

mittee's functions.  Accurate,  it  is, 
but  only  technically  accurate. 

For,  stripping  the  situation  to  its 
essentials  and  carving  now  close  to 

the  bone,  isn't  it  the  truth  of  the 
matter  that  the  major  circuits,  all 

heavy  contributors  to  the  drive, 

could  temporarily  adjust  clearances 
in  order  to  embrace  many  of  those 

theatremen  now  outside  the  pale? 

Sure.  It  carries  startling  connota- 
tions and  inferences. 

Certainly  this  would  be  constru- 
able  as  establishing,  perhaps,  a 

precedent  to  which  to  turn  after  the 

drive  is  gone,  but  not  forgotten. 

But  isn't  the  entire  troublesome 
clearance  issue  slated  for  the  at- 

tention of  those  conciliation  boards 

expected  to  emerge  from  the  trade 

practice  conferences?  And  aren't 
some  changes  indicated  as  the  con- 

sequence of  such  local  handling? 

And,  finally,  isn't  it  possible, 
therefore,  to  meet  the  problem  of 
the  drive  and  its  concluding  date 

from  the  inside  without  the  knowl- 

edge of  the  outside  and,  in  the  do- 
ing, maintain  the  public  goodwill 

which  otherwise  may  be  seriously 
threatened? 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 
On  page  30-E  of  this  issue 
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Get  It  Now!  It’s  Ready  for  Release  by 

WARNER  BROS. 

,: 1   ■ .-.  ■   - 

DICK 

Powell 

oOs\  - 

Vftatv (A  neu»  team — and  a   swell  one!) 

CHARLES  WINNINGER  •   ALLEN  JENKINS 

BONITA  GRANVILLE  •   MELVILLE  COOPER 

"VI 

Directed  by  RAY  ENRIGHT  •   Screen  Play  by  Jerry  Wald,  Maurice  Leo  and  Richard 

Macaulay  •   From  an  Original  Story  by  Wally  Klein  and  Joseph  Schrank  •   Suggested  by  a 

Story  by  Stephen  Morehouse  Avery  •   Music  and  Lyrics  by  Harry  Warren  and  Johnny  Mercer 



FROM  COAST  TO  COAST  THEY  CALL 

Naval  Academy  midshipmen  cheer  “Sub- 
marine Patrol”  as  only  middies  can!  From 

Washington,  Commander  James  Compton 

is  quoted-  “A  wow  of  a   picture.  True  in 

depicting  experiences  of  splinter  boats.” 
While  Commander  G.  B.  Kelly  says:  “A 
thrilling  romantic  story.” 

Attorney-General  and  Mrs.  Homer  S.  Cummings 

arrive  for  screening  in  nation’s  capital.  Enthuses 
Mrs.  Cummings:  “The  picture  is  first  rate  entertain- 

ment. Nancy  Kelly  is  fine.”  Mr.  Cummings  adds: 
“A  swell  picture — very  stirring.” 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Don  Ameche  in  famed  Chinese 

Theatre  forecourt.  In  far-off  Washington  Paul 

McGahan,  Phila.  Inquirer,  says:  “One  of  the  most 
important  pictures  of  the  year.”  And  Robert  Hen- 

derson, Central  Press  Association,  says:  “Hits  the 
mark!  Worthwhile  in  every  respect.” 

Richard  Greene  is  happy.  No  wonder — for 
Hollywood  Reporter  says:  “What  good 
news  this  one  is  for  exhibitors!  A   honey!” 
—and  Film  Daily  cheers:  “One  of  the  best 

of  new  pix  crop!” 

Lieut.  Maurice  Aroff,  Carolyn  Ransom,  Maj. 
Victor  Bleasdale  and  Lieut.  Comm.  Herman 
Spitzel  at  Coast  preview.  Echoing  audience 

cheers,  M.  P.  Daily  raves:  “A  natural!”  L.  A. 
Times  says  -.“Comes  through  with  flying  colors !’ 



The  risk  involved  in  showing  a   Navy 

picture  to  Navy  men  was  bravely 

taken  by  20th  Century-Fox  when 

previews  were  held  for  audiences  in- 

cluding high-ranking  Navy  officers  at 

Washington’s  Press  Club,  the  Chinese 
Theatre  in  Hollywood  and  right  in  the 

beating  heart  of  the  Navy  itself,  the 

U.  S.  Naval  Academy’s  Mahan  Hall, 
Annapolis. 

And  20th’s  faith  was  justified,  when 

the  Navy  out-cheered  stars,  important 

Government  officials,  press  represen- 

tatives of  national  standing  and  others 

who  called  SUBMARINE  PATROL 

"The  Big  Parade  of  the  Navy." 

Rear  Admiral  Wilson  Brown,  superinten- 
dent of  U.  S.  Naval  Academy,  and  staff 

discuss  the  picture.  At  the  same  time  in 
Washington  Commander  Leland  P.  Lovette 
remarks:  “A  first  rate  picture.  The  service 

is  proud  to  have  been  of  help!” 

Constance  Bennett  in  time-honored  Jack  Benny,  one  of  hundreds  of  screen  fa- 
ff oily  wood  premiere  custom  of  talking  vorites  at  Hollywood  premiere.  Their  reac- 

through  mike.  While  3,000  miles  away  tion  is  reflected  by  Daily  Variety: ‘‘A  smash 
Midshipmen  and  their  dates  hurry  to  Mahan  Hall.  While  Earl  Godwin,  President,  White  House  entry  in  the  new  b.o.  upswing” — and  by 
at  Washington,  Mrs.  John  J.  Hughes,  wife  of  commander  Correspondents  Assoc,  says:  “A  smack-  Boxoffice:  “As  loaded  with  boxoffice  TNT 
of  U.  S.  S.  Panay,  says:  “Such  a   thrilling  picture.  The  ing  good  picture!”  and  Constantine  as  a   depth  bomb!” 
romantic  interest  was  beautifully  sustained.”  Brown,  Wash.  Star  Syndicate  cheers: 

“Kept  me  thoroughly  engrossed!” 

IT  THE  BIG  PARADE  OF  THE  NAVY 

Midshipmen  serve  as  ushers  at  Annapolis. 

Their  enthusiasm  is  equalled  ̂ "Washington, 
where  Earl  Berkley,  A.  P.,  says:  “Stands  at 
the  top  of  the  list.”  Seconds  George  Durno, 
I.N.S.:  “More  than  swell — it  is  great!” 

Randolph  Flinn,  Director,  National  Press  Club, 
Arthur  Hachten,  Vice-Pres.,  Mrs.  Hachten, 
Frederick  Simpich,  feature  writer  enjoy  Wash- 

ington showing.  Says  Mr.  Hachten:  “Thrilling! 
Richard  Greene,  Nancy  Kelly  real  discoveries!” 

Attorney-General  Homer  S.  Cummings,  Harold 
Brayman,  Pres.  National  Press  Club  and  Phelps 
Adams,  N.  Y.  Sun,  attend  Washington  preview. 

Says  Mr.  Brayman:  “A  Zanuck  picture  is  a   guar- 
antee of  first-class  entertainment.”  Encores  Mr. 

Adams:  “I  enjoyed  every  minute!” 



FBI  MEN  HAVING  BUSY  TIME  PBOBING  OVER 

100  PLAINTS  AGAINST  MAJORS,  IND'P'T  CHAINS 
One  Goes  Over  the  Legal 

Angles  of  Anti-Trust 

Suits  in  Talk 

New  York  —   More  than  100  exhibitor 
complaints  against  major  and  independent 
circuits  in  various  parts  of  the  country 
have  been  checked  up  in  recent  weeks  by 
FBI  men  so  assigned  by  the  department 
of  justice,  it  is  learned.  There  are  600 
FBI  men  available  for  investigation  of 
any  calibre.  Seven  of  these  are  lawyers 
and  now  are  looking  into  reported  griev- ances. 

Within  the  past  week,  Seymour  Kreiger 
contacted  a   number  of  local  exhibitors,  in- 

cluding Harry  Brandt,  president  of  the 
circuit  bearing  his  name  and  the  ITOA; 
William  Yoost,  head  of  the  Yoost  chain; 
Sam  Strassberg,  head  of  Interboro;  Lau- 

rence Bolognino,  executive  head  of  Con- 
solidated Amusements;  and  John  C.  Bolte, 

who  operates  about  four  theatres  in  the 
Bronx.  Ralph  Butterworth,  another  FBI 
man,  spent  a   week  in  Boston  and  re- 

turned to  the  local  scene  on  other  com- 
plaints dealing  with  the  industry. 

No  affidavits  have  been  obtained  from 
local  theatre  men,  it  is  learned,  but  Krei- 

ger is  understood  to  have  gone  over  legal 
angles  as  they  pertain  to  anti-trust  suits 
in  his  talks.  Where  evidence  is  secured 
against  major  circuit  operations,  it  is  said, 
this  will  be  used  by  the  government  in  the 
pending  suit.  On  material  gathered  in- 

volving independent  circuits,  the  indica- 
tion is  suits  will  be  filed  after  the  action 

now  before  the  federal  courts  is  eliminated 
from  the  calendar. 

One  exhibitor  who  conferred  with  Krei- 
ger says  he  is  informed  by  the  FBI  law- 

yer-investigator that  some  theatre  owners 
are  not  aware  of  the  fact  that  a   govern- 

ment suit  is  in  court.  However,  it  is  added, 
many  of  the  complaints  investigated  have 
not  sufficient  factual  data  to  supply  the 
basis  of  a   suit. 

Expect  Thornton  Kelly  in 
Buffalo  for  Allied  Confab 
Buffalo — E.  Thornton  Kelly,  executive 

secretary  of  Allied  of  New  York,  is  expect- 
ed here  November  12  to  spend  three  days 

conferring  with  local  exhibitors  on  plans 
for  calling  a   statewide  meeting  for  Novem- 

ber 21.  While  here,  he  will  contact  Allied 
and  non-Allied  members  on  grievances  and 
complaints,  not  necessarily  having  to  do 

with  the  government’s  suit. 
Kelly  has  been  in  Albany  for  several 

days.  He  leaves  there  Monday  for  Utica 
where  he  will  spend  a   day.  From  there 
he  goes  to  Syracuse,  Rochester  and  then 
on  to  Buffalo. 

No  Questionnaires 
Bob  Up  Here 

New  York — Although  coast  branch 

managers  have  received  questionnaires 

from  the  department  of  justice  for  in- 

formation on  bookings,  play-offs  and 

theatre  changes  in  1934-35,  no  such 

requests  have  been  made  of  local  ex- 

change heads.  Neither  has  the  Film 

Board  of  Trade,  which  compiles  year- 

by-year  data  on  management  changes 

and  new  theatres,  been  tapped  by  FBI 
men. 

Moveovers  Hit, 
Also  Cut  Rates 

New  York — Moveovers  and  elimination 
of  cut-rate  admissions  through  the  dis- 

tribution of  coupons  were  among  the  card- 
inal topics  discussed  by  the  distributors’ 

committee,  comprising  Sidney  R.  Kent  and 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  with  Albert  A.  Galston, 
president;  Robert  H.  Poole,  general  man- 

ager and  secretary,  and  Hugh  W.  Bruen 
of  the  ITO  of  Southern  California  and 
Arizona  at  a   one-day  meeting  following  a 
general  round-robin  of  representatives 
from  seven  independent  exhibitor  organ- izations. 

The  particular  grievance  stressed  by  the 
coast  group  was  the  asserted  practice  of 
the  Carthay  Circle,  which  runs  pictures 
on  a   roadshow  policy  and,  after  the  first 
week,  distributes  coupons  to  stores  and 
other  business  places  entitling  the  holder 
to  pay  less  than  the  advertised  admission 
price.  The  contention  of  the  California 

independents  is  said  to  be  that,  by  this 

alleged  practice,  subsequent  runs  follow- 
ing the  Carthay  Circle  charge  a   greater 

admission  for  the  same  pictures.  The 
house  is  operated  by  Fox  West  Coast. 

Hold  Moveovers  Separate  Runs 

It  was  further  declared  by  Galston,  Poole 
and  Bruen  that  moveovers  should  be 

viewed  as  separate  runs  on  the  theory 

the  practice  of  switching  pictures  to  a   sec- 
ond house  without  a   lapse  of  time,  but  at 

the  same  admissions,  tends  to  hold  up 
availabilities.  The  independents  figure 
moveovers  should  be  declared  a   separate 
run  so  that  other  theatres  following  can 
establish  their  availabilities  accordingly. 

Under  the  moveover  plan,  pictures  can  run 

indefinitely  at  the  second  house  and  there- 
by holds  up  subsequent  houses,  they  argue. 
Galston,  prior  to  his  departure  by  plane 

Tuesday  for  Detroit,  told  Boxoffice: 

“This  conference,  regardless  of  what  the 
future  benefits  may  be,  will  accomplish 
one  important  change  in  this  industry 

and  that  is  a   new  relationship  between  ex- 
hibitor and  distributor. 

“The  opportunity  of  intelligent  men  to 

Motions  Step 

Concerns  Gov. 

New  York — Considerable  concern  over 

the  major  companies’  motions  for  bills  of 
particulars  is  reported  felt  by  the  govern- 

ment which  is  understood  preparing  to 

bitterly  oppose  the  requests  at  the  hear- 
ing Thursday  before  Federal  Judge  Wil- 

liam O.  Bondy.  Indications  over  the 
weekend  veered  to  the  belief  no  further 
adjournment  will  be  sought. 

Reported  as  the  chief  reason  for  the 

government’s  attitude  is  the  impression 
that,  if  the  motions  are  granted,  Paul 

Williams  will  have  to  provide  specific  in- 
formation concerning  allegations  in  the 

bill  of  complaint.  If  such  data  is  fur- 
nished, the  report  continues,  the  govern- 

ment must  limit  its  suit  to  the  cases  cited. 
Further,  it  is  stated,  material  gathered  by 

FBI  agents  after  the  government  identi- 
fies specific  instances  where  alleged 

monopolies  and  unfair  trade  practices  ex- 
ist will  not  be  allowed  in  the  presentation 

of  its  defense  later. 

It  is  held  defendants  will  base  their 

defense  on  those  cases  outlined  in  the  bills 

of  particulars  and  that  anything  develop- 
ing in  the  course  of  investigations  subse- 

quent to  making  known  these  facts  can- 
not be  considered. 

sit  around  a   table  and  discuss  their  mu- 
tual problems  from  an  open,  rather  than 

a   prejudiced  mind,  has  been  recognized 
as  a   result  of  these  conferences  as  a   logical 
means  to  settle  problems  from  time  to time. 

“I  am  keenly  optimistic  over  the  whole 
thing.  We  think  exhibitors  have  a   great 
deal  to  gain  from  the  proceedings  and 
we  think  we  will  get  something,  but  what 
this  will  be  we  cannot  say  at  this  time. 

Certainly,  we  can’t  lose.  The  only  way  we 

can  go  is  up.” After  two  days  in  Detroit,  where  he  vis- 
ited his  family,  Galston  continued  on  to 

the  coast  by  plane. 

The  trio  from  California  represented 
the  newly  formed  independent  group  in 
the  state  of  Washington  at  the  request 
of  John  Danz,  who  returned  to  Seattle 
before  the  parleys  got  under  way  here. 

Charles  R.  Gilmour,  president,  and  E. 
J.  Schulte,  director  of  the  Rocky  Mountain 
Theatre  Owners  and  Managers,  departed 
for  Salt  Lake  City  Monday  afternoon. 

On  November  8,  the  California  trio  will 
report  to  directors  of  the  ITO  of  Southern 
California  and  Arizona.  This  session  will 

be  attended  by  Ned  Calvi,  vice-president; 

Charles  Ferry,  Jack  Berman,  Robert  Wit- 
son,  William  Woodworth,  Mrs.  Jennie 

Dodge,  T.  P.  Huntington  and  Max  Sinker, 
and  a   date  will  be  set  for  a   general  mem- 

bership gathering. 
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FOREIGN  MARKETS  FACE  FURTHER  DRYING  UP; 

ISSUE  SERIOUS;  WAY  OUT  NOT  YET  APPARENT 
Thought  Is  Divided  on 

Method  to  Combat 

Restriction 

New  York — Renewed  fears  that  Amer- 

ica’s essential  overseas  markets  are  in 
danger  of  further  drying  up  reflect  in  a 

current  circumstance  which  finds  the  for- 
eign sales  chiefs  of  major  company,  but 

one,  on  distant  terrain.  The  situation  is 

unique. 
While  home  office  observers  decline  to 

see  anything  but  coincidence  in  the  exodus, 

on-the-surface  factors  definitely  indicate 
otherwise.  Film  topflighters  are  openly 
much  concerned  over  the  situation  in 

various  parts  of  the  world  and  over  meth- 
ods of  meeting  it. 

The  methods  range  from  opinion  which 

argues  American  distributors  ought  to 
withdraw  from  those  countries  where  it 

is  becoming  increasingly  difficult,  if  not 

impossible,  to  operate  to  a   school  of 

thought  which  believes  the  unsatisfactory 

status  quo  might  be  remedied  through 

representations  made  to  foreign  powers 

through  the  State  Department  at  Wash- 
ington. 

A   whirl  of  the  globe  produces  a   trouble- 

some picture.  The  Italian  decree,  nulli- 
fying existing  contracts  and  the  latterly 

developed  unchanging  attitude  of  Rome 
toward  American  difficulties  within  its 

borders,  are  proving  a   considerable  shock. 

Nazi  Extension  Hurts 

Secondly,  the  cutting  off  of  virtually  all 

business  possibilities  in  Austria  and 
Czechoslovakia  in  the  extension  of  the 

Nazi  regime  is  an  additional  blow  of  no 

small  proportions. 

The  fact  that,  under  the  existing  Brit- 
ish quota  laws,  American  producers  will 

be  compelled  to  put  a   minimum  of  $85,- 

000,000  into  films  within  ten  years  with- 
out necessarily  getting  a   larger  return 

than  heretofore  is  occupying  an  up-front 
position  in  the  minds  of  those  concerned. 

There  seems  to  be  a   particularly  un- 

satisfactory condition  in  France.  This  em- 
braces the  fact  there  is  a   limit  to  the 

number  of  films  from  foreign  countries 

that  may  carry  permits  for  exhibition. 

Such  a   privilege  makes  it  mandatory  that 
each  film  be  dubbed  into  French.  For 

some  unknown  reason  Hollywood  product 

seems  to  be  given  consideration  only 

when  the  permit  limit  is  near  the  ceiling. 

The  aforementioned  countries  are  pur- 
portedly the  largest  revenue  producers, 

even  considering  restrictions  on  exchange. 

There  are,  however,  even  other  sore  spots. 

Puerto  Rico  has  jumped  the  tax  on 
American  films  from  one  to  two  cents 

per  linear  foot.  Although  there  has  been 

a   resumption  of  service  with  Japan,  the 

amount  of  actual  cash  that  may  be  taken 

out  is  negligible.  While  Loyalist  and  rebel 

Spain  continue  to  exhibit  major  product 
this  amounts  to  not  much  more  than  a 

Outlook  on  Japan 

Again  Clouds 
New  York — Despite  recent  indica- 

tions that  the  Japanese  situation  is 

clearing  up,  there  is  a   strong  possibil- 

ity American  companies  will  be  shut 

out  there  after  the  first  of  the  year. 

This  prediction  comes  from  an  authori- 
tative source  and  is  based  on  the 

knowledge  that  within  30  days,  Japan 

will  become  a   completely  totalitarian 

state  similar  to  the  Italian. 

continuous  repetition  of  films  which  were 

there  at  the  time  of  the  outbreak  of  the 

civil  conflict.  For  some  time  the  Aus- 

tralian government  has  threatened  repri- 
sals in  the  way  of  new  tax  statutes. 

Phil  Reisman,  head  of  foreign  sales  for 

RKO,  leaves  Paris  on  the  Normandie  Sat- 

urday. He  has  been  on  the  Continent  for 

the  past  few  months.  Jack  Warner  and 

Sam  Morris,  vice-president  and  foreign 

chieftain,  respectively,  are  presently  tour- 

ing the  principal  European  countries. 

Jack  Cohn,  Columbia  vice-president,  Joe 

McConville  and  Jack  Segal,  head  and  as- 

sistant, respectively,  of  the  company’s  for- 
eign affairs,  left  for  Europe  on  the  Queen 

Mary  Friday. 

Arthur  W.  Kelly  is  on  the  Rex.  He  has 

charge  of  UA’s  foreign  sales.  Walter 
Gould,  his  assistant,  arrives  from  South 

America,  where  he  has  been  making  a 

survey  for  the  past  few  months,  on  No- 
vember 9.  Arthur  Loew,  director  of  for- 

eign affairs  for  M-G-M,  is  in  South 
America  and  may  go  to  Europe  from 

there.  In  any  event  he  is  not  due  to  re- 
turn to  the  home  office  until  well  after 

the  new  year.  John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  head 

of  Paramount’s  sales  abroad,  has  been  on 
the  other  side  for  about  a   month  and 

plans  to  cover  the  entire  Continent  be- 
fore returning. 

Walter  Hutchinson,  in  charge  of  20th 

Century-Fox’s  foreign  sales,  is  due  to 
leave  Australia  shortly  for  London.  Jos- 

eph M.  Schenck,  chairman  of  the  board, 

plans  to  meet  Hutchinson  there  after  the 

first  of  the  year.  Spyros  Skouras,  operat- 

ing head  of  National  Theatres,  is  con- 
sidering a   trip  to  Australia  soon. 

Map  Golden 
Year  Plans 

New  York — The  industry  will  plunge 

its  combined  resources  into  a   Golden 

Jubilee  celebration  to  commemorate  50 

years  of  motion  pictures  at  the  turn  of  the 
new  year.  The  hint  was  first  dropped  by 

George  J.  Schaefer,  chairman  of  the 
MPAYBE  drive  about  two  months  ago. 

The  final  decision  to  go  ahead  with  the 

Jubilee  theme  came  upon  realization  that 
much  valuable  material  could  be  utilized 

from  the  current  business  campaign. 

Not  the  least  consideration  is  the  list  of 

some  few  million  names  that  will  come 

from  Movie  Quiz  contest  booklets. 

The  Jubilee  may  be  international  in 

scope.  There  will  be  no  contest  strings; 

being  purely  institutional  in  character. 
While  the  majors  may  ultimately  subsidize 

the  cost  of  the  entire  project,  mainly 

through  sustained  newspaper  advertising, 

and  possibly  radio,  independents  may  be 

asked  to  contribute  at  the  rate  of  five 

cents  per  seat. 

For  some  time  tentative  plans  have  been 

taking  shape.  A   number  of  preliminary 

ads  have  been  prepared,  as  well  as  a 

catch-phrase,  “It’s  always  time  for  a 

movie.” Majors  to  Not  Contest 

New  Puerto  Rican  Levy 

New  York — After  another  study  of  the 

new  Puerto  Rico  import  tax  provisions, 

major  companies  have  decided  not  to  file 
a   test  suit  contesting  its  legality.  The 

statute  provides  for  a   100  per  cent  in- 
crease and  this  cannot  be  passed  on  to 

exhibitors. 

Whether  distributors  will  continue  to 

export  as  many  prints  as  heretofore  has 
not  been  decided  and  further  moves  are 

being  held  in  abeyance  until  they  see  how 
the  law  affects  operations. 

Rome-Berlin  Axis  Busy  in  Spain 
New  York — A   further  shriveling  of  American  markets  abroad  is  seen  in  the  im- 

portation by  Insurgent  Spain  of  German  and  Italian  films  as  the  favored  output  over 

all  other  nations'. Word  of  this  development  reaches  here  in  a   confidential  report  to  the  head  of 

one  of  the  major  companies  from  a   representative  who  had  just  reached  London 

from  Burgos,  the  capital  maintained  by  General  Francisco  Franco,  head  of  the 

Insurgent  forces. 

The  move  is  a   direct  application  of  the  Rome-Berlin  axis  and  is  viewed  by  the 

investigator  as  a   concession  to  the  German  and  Italian  governments  in  recognition 

of  their  military  aid  in  the  civil  conflict  against  the  Loyalists. 
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The  NEW  UNIVERSAL  presents 

ENNETT 

with 

CHARLIE 
VINCENT  PRICE 

HELEN MISCH 

RUGGLES  •   BRODERICK  •   AUE 
JOY  HODGES 

.reenplay  by  GERTRUDE  PURCELL  and  Original  story  by  Bruce  Manning  &   Vera  Caspary 

LEONARD  SPIGELGASS  Directed  by  Rowland  V.  Lee 

l   ROWLAND  V.  LEE  Production  Associate  Producer:  Edmund  Grainger 



TRADE  PRACTICE  COURSE  WINS  MPTOA  SUPPORT; 

NEGOTIATORS  RETURNING  TO  NEW  YORK  PARLEY 
Impatient  at  the  Delay  in 

Concessions,  Group 

Favors  Accord 

Early  Trade  Practice  Program 

Is  Predicted  by  Wm.  F.  Rodgers 

Oklahoma  City — When  MPTOA  repre- 
sentatives resume  negotiations  with  major 

distributors  for  trade  practice  concessions 

they  will  carry  a   mandate  from  the  or- 
ganized membership  to  secure  the  best  deal 

possible.  The  18th  annual  convention  of 
the  organization  here  this  week  took  care 
of  that  detail  by  expressing  its  approval 

of  the  committee  personnel  and  its  con- 
fidence in  the  strategy  of  President  Ed 

Kuykendall  and  his  brother  negotiators. 

While  obviously  impatient  at  delay  so 
far  experienced  in  action  on  the  MPTOA 

ten-point  trade  practice  reform  program, 
membership  temper  nevertheless  remained 

keyed  to  the  oft-expressed  ideal  of  indus- 
try regulation  by  the  industry  as  opposed 

to  legislative  or  administrative  control. 

Kuykendall  Sounds  Keynote 

Kuykendall  immediately  struck  into  the 

heart  of  the  problem  in  his  opening  ad- 
dress of  the  convention  Monday  when  he 

criticized  “meddlers”  he  charged  dwelt 
both  inside  and  outside  the  trade.  Sound- 

ing a   note  of  optimism,  he  asserted  he 

was  imbued  with  hope  for  the  future  wel- 
fare of  the  trade.  He  expressed  confi- 

dence in  the  outcome  of  the  trade  prac- 
tice parleys. 

Following  the  presidential  address  of 
Kuykendall,  a   number  of  matters  such 

as  the  appointment  of  committees,  pre- 
sentation of  information,  etc.,  were  pre- 

sented to  the  delegates. 

A.  Julian  Brylawski,  MPTOA  vice-presi- 
dent, read  a   letter  from  Calvert  Magruder, 

general  counsel,  department  of  commerce, 
on  the  wage  and  hour  problem,  which 
opinion  held  theatres  not  subject  to  the 
wage  and  hour  provisions. 

At  the  Monday  afternoon  session  Ed 

Levy,  MPTOA  general  counsel,  read  tele- 
grams from  Cliff  Work,  Universal  City,  a 

cable  from  W.  B.  Zoellner  and  K.  E. 

Keshnig,  a   telegram  from  Louis  B.  Mayer 
and  from  Don  E.  Burther,  extending  good 
wishes  for  success  of  the  convention. 

“It  is  my  pleasure  to  be  here  at  this 
convention  and  bring  you  the  personal 
greetings  from  the  secretary  of  commerce, 

Daniel  C.  Roper,”  Nathan  D.  Golden,  chief 
of  the  motion  picture  division  of  the  de- 

partment of  commerce,  Washington,  told 
the  delegates  in  the  opening  address  of 
the  session. 

Golden  pointed  to  the  necessity  of  main- 
tenance of  a   foreign  market,  referring  to 

the  fact  that  40  per  cent  of  the  industry’s 
gross  revenue  comes  from  the  foreign 
market.  He  related  problems  in  each  of 
the  foreign  markets  today. 

Next  speaker  on  the  program  was  Harry 

Oklahoma  City — Dealing  only  in  a   gen- 

eral way  with  the  trade  practice  negotia- 
tions between  exhibitors  and  distributors 

in  New  York,  William  F.  Rodgers,  general 

sales  manager  of  M-G-M,  and  spokesman 
for  other  major  distributors,  told  the 
MPTOA  convention  here  Tuesday  that  a 

program  of  trade  practices  “will  be  a 
realization  within  a   very  short  time.” 

Discussion  of  specific  points  and  the 
degree  of  progress  attained  to  date  were 

avoided  by  Rodgers,  who  nevertheless  de- 
clared that  definite  progress  had  been 

made.  “As  chairman  of  the  negotiating 
committee,  I   can  say  to  you  sincerely  that 

we  are  greatly  encouraged,”  he  said.  No 
announcement  will  be  made  until  a   pro- 

gram is  agreed  upon,  Rodgers  emphasized, 

pointing  out  that  both  sides  in  the  nego- 
tiations had  agreed  to  such  restriction. 

Tribute  to  Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA  pres- 
ident, and  to  other  members  of  MPTOA 

was  paid  by  Rodgers  for  their  share  in  the 
parleys  and  in  the  developments  leading 
up  to  the  meetings. 

“Many  problems  have  been  overcome,” 
he  continued,  “and  more  will  be.  Out  of 
these  conferences  will  come  a   thorough 
understanding  of  the  problems  of  each 
branch  of  our  business  with  the  resultant 

tolerance  on  both  sides.” 
Admitting  that  distributors  and  exhibi- 

tors have  created  “some  causes  for  mis- 

Sherman,  producer  of  the  “Hopalong  Cas- 
sidy” films  for  Paramount.  Sherman 

touched  at  length  on  the  problems  of  the 

producer  in  bringing  pictures  of  high  qual- 
ity to  the  exhibitor  without  exorbitant 

rental  charges. 

“If  the  new  wage  and  hour  laws  are  in- 
terpreted to  apply  to  my  business  the  cost 

of  making  my  pictures  will  rise  40  per 

cent,”  he  said. 

M.  A.  Lightman,  head  of  the  Malco  Cir- 
cuit, Memphis,  then  took  his  place  on  the 

platform  and  presented  a   speech  on 
exhibition  and  the  relationship  between 
the  public  and  the  industry. 

Some  amusing  incidents  in  the  history 

of  the  industry  were  next  related  by  Ter- 

rye  Ramsaye,  billed  as  “Motion  Pictures 
Historian,”  as  he  told  of  the  old  Biograph 
company,  of  the  Motion  Pictures  Patents 

Co.,  of  Pop  Luben  and  of  his  own  experi- 
ences in  the  early  industry  while  con- 
nected with  the  Mutual  Film  Co. 

“Without  the  Better  Films  Council  I 

don’t  think  the  industry  would  be  on  its 
present  high  plane,”  Fred  Wehrenberg, 
chairman  of  the  MPTOA  board,  told  the 

delegates  in  the  next  speech,  “Their  work 

understanding,”  Rodgers  asserted  that 

“none,  however,  are  so  serious  as  to  jus- 
tify outside  agencies  cutting  a   pattern 

fashioned  to  destroy  the  very  principles 
of  our  business  which  has  caused  all  of 

us  to  prosper  with  the  development  of  our 

industry.” 
Attacking  the  Neely  and  Pettengill  bills 

as  too  constrictive  on  production  and  dis- 
tribution, Rodgers  charged  that  there  is 

not  one  company  of  importance  that  could, 
or  would,  operate  successfully  under  their 

provisions. 
Doubling  back  over  ground  he  previous- 
ly has  covered  with  other  trade  groups, 

Rodgers  said  adoption  of  the  anti-block 

booking  measures  would  create  “serious” 
product  shortage  because  every  large  com- 

pany will  be  forced  to  withhold  sale  of 
product  until  it  is  finished;  increase  film 
rentals,  and  generally  precipitate  a   chaotic 
condition  in  the  trade. 

Outside  interests  were  scored  by  Rodg- 

ers, who  joined  Ed  Kuykendall  in  lam- 

basting “meddlers  and  professional  re- 
formers.” He  urged  exhibitors  to  “sell” 

the  trade  to  their  state  and  federal  law- 
makers and  thereby  give  the  industry  a 

chance  “to  regulate  itself  from  within.” 
“The  negotiations  to  date  have  pro- 

gressed to  a   point  where  many  of  the  is- 
sues involved  have  been  met  and  in  prin- 

ciple agreed  upon,”  he  concluded. 

has  taught  people  to  appreciate  good  pic- 
tures; has  made  them  want  to  see  the  kind 

of  pictures  we  could  not  have  profitably 
made  a   few  years  ago.  They  will  make 
people  movie  conscious  who  have  never 

seen  a   motion  picture  before.” 
Wehrenberg  also  touched  on  the  union 

situation,  particularly  with  reference  to 
the  smaller  exhibitor  in  equally  small 
towns.  He  related  his  own  experiences  in 
St.  Louis. 

The  final  address  of  this  session  was  de- 
livered by  Charles  L.  Casanave,  president 

of  National  Screen  Accessories,  Inc.,  who 

told  the  story  of  his  experiences  in  the  in- 

dustry, laying  the  foundation  for  his  de- 
velopment of  the  types  of  advertising  now 

being  offered  the  exhibitors.  He  pointed 
at  considerable  length  to  the  fact  that  the 

industry  has  stood  still  in  development  of 
point-of-sale  selling  of  its  films  up  until  a 
short  time  ago. 

Tuesday’s  morning  session  opened  with  a 
presentation  by  Edward  G.  Levy,  MPTOA 
general  counsel,  of  a   speech  by  Lewen 
Pizor  of  Philadelphia.  Pizor  had  been 
stricken  the  night  before  and  taken  to 

St.  Anthony’s  Hospital  where  he  was  in  no 
danger  whatever.  His  address  carried  a 
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EXTENSION  OF  DRIVE  DEADLINE  OR  REDDCTION 

IN  MINIMUM  QUIZ  PICTURES  ASKED  BY  MPTOA 
Kuykendall  Continues  MPTOA 

Leadership;  Roster  Re-elected 

Follows  Contest  Attack  by 

President  of  West 

Coast  Unit 

Oklahoma  City — All  of  the  present 

MPTOA  officers  were  re-elected  in  a   spe- 
cial board  of  directors  meeting  held  Sun- 

day afternoon,  opening  day  of  the  con- 
vention, with  Ed  Kuykendall  slated  again 

to  head  the  association  as  well  as  Morris 

Loewenstein  to  continue  as  secretary.  Suc- 
cess of  the  present  officers  and  board 

over  the  past  year  and  the  importance 
of  the  trade  practices  work  they  are  now 
doing  were  endorsed  by  the  board.  The 
points  under  discussion,  as  enumerated  in 

Kuykendall’s  report  to  the  convention, 
were  discussed  at  length  and  approved 
by  the  board. 

The  slate  of  officers  for  1938-39  stands 
as  follows: 

President — Ed  L.  Kuykendall,  Co- 
lumbus, Miss. 

Vice-Presidents — M.  E.  Comerford, 

Scranton,  Pa.;  M.  A.  Lightman,  Mem- 
phis, Tenn  ;   E.  C.  Beatty,  Detroit, 

Mich.;  Mitchell  Wolfson,  Miami,  Fla.; 
A.  Julian  Brylawski,  Washington, 
D.  C. 

Secretary — Morris  Loewenstein,  Ok- 
lahoma City,  Okla. 

Treasurer — Walter  Vincent,  New 
York  City. 

General  Counsel — Edward  G.  Levy. 

Fred  Wehrenberg  of  St.  Louis  again  was 

named  chairman  of  the  board  which  re- 
mains the  same,  appointments  of  the  year 

somewhat  pessimistic  attitude  toward 
present  contractual  relations.  He  backed 
the  conciliation  boards  idea,  but  pointed 
to  his  belief  that  the  industry  must  clean 
its  own  house  and  that  the  independent 
exhibitor  must  be  maintained  to  insure 

runs  following  showings  in  distributor 
operated  houses. 

Harold  Rodner,  director  of  the  Will 

Rogers  Memorial  Fund,  spoke  next,  re- 
lating what  the  fund  was  doing,  its  origi- 

nation, and  how  the  hospital  at  Saranac 
Lake  functions.  He  urged  exhibitors  to 
see  that  underprivileged  ill  men  in  their 
employment  were  sent  to  Saranac.  He 
pointed  out  a   new  ruling  that  forbids 
entrance  of  a   man  whose  employer  does 
not  guarantee  him  continuation  of  a   job 
upon  his  release  from  the  hospital. 

The  final  address  of  the  Tuesday  morn- 
ing session  was  made  by  George  J.  Schae- 
fer, RKO  president,  who  related  in  detail 

the  work  of  the  Motion  Pictures  Greatest 

Year  committee  and  gave  many  details 
of  what  had  been  accomplished.  He  cited 
public  interest  and  an  improved  newspaper 
attitude  toward  pictures  as  indicative  of 

having  been  confirmed.  These  include 
those  of  S.  S.  Stevenson  of  Henderson, 

N.  C.,  replacing  Chas.  W.  Picquet  of  Pine- 
hurst,  N.  C.;  Frank  Cassil  of  St.  Joseph, 
Mo.,  replacing  John  Stapel  of  Rockport, 
Mo.,  and  A.  C.  Hayman,  Buffalo,  N   Y„ 
replacing  J.  H.  Michaels  of  Buffalo,  N.  Y. 

Other  board  members  of  the  1938-39 
complete  the  list  as  follows: 

William  Benton,  Saratoga  N.  Y.;  Jos- 
eph Bernhard.  New  York  City;  E.  M.  Fay, 

Providence,  R.  I.;  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  New 

York  City;  Frank  Cassil,  St.  Joseph,  Mo.; 

John  J.  Gillette,  Tooele,  Utah;  L.  C.  Grif- 
fith, Oklahoma  City:  H.  V.  Harvey,  San 

Francisco;  O.  C.  Lam,  Rome,  Ga.;  Arthur 
H.  Lockwood,  Middletown,  Conn.;  Sidney 

B.  Lust,  Washington;  L.  O.  Lukan,  Se- 
attle; Jack  Miller,  Chicago;  Samuel  Pi- 

nanski,  Boston;  Benjamin  Pitts,  Frede- 
ricksburg, Va.;  Lewen  Pizor,  Philadelphia: 

William  G.  Ripley,  Longview,  Wash.;  E.  A. 

Schiller,  New  York  City;  Spyros  P.  Skou- 
ras,  New  York  City;  Major  L.  E.  Thomp- 

son, New  York  City;  R.  X.  Williams,  Ox- 
ford, Miss.;  Judge  Roy  L.  Walker,  Lam- 

pasas, Tex.;  Charles  E.  Williams,  Omaha, 
and  Mitchell  Wolfson,  Miami. 

Present  were  Fay,  Cassil,  Griffith,  Har- 

vey, Hayman,  Lam,  Lockwood,  Lust,  Lu- 
kan, Pizor.  Ripley,  Stevenson,  Williams, 

Judge  Walker,  Wehrenberg,  and  Wolfson, 
besides  association  officers. 

the  campaign’s  progress,  emphasizing  the 
larger  part  of  the  program  was  for  long- 

term gain  in  contrast  to  the  quick  reali- 
zation of  increased  grosses  via  the  Movie 

Quiz  contest. 

Schaefer  also  cited  rising  costs,  both  in 
exhibition  and  production  and  declared 
that  confronted  with  this  rise  in  cost,  as 

well  as  a   shrinkage  in  the  foreign  mar- 
ket, further  inroad  on  the  industry  by 

increased  cancellation  demands  would 
prove  a   burden. 

Dinty  Moore,  manager  of  Standard  The- 
atres Corp.,  Oklahoma  City,  then  intro- 
duced Harry  Goldberg,  director  of  adver- 
tising and  publicity  for  Warner  theatres, 

who  issued  a   call  for  more  showmanship 

in  the  merchandising  of  “class”  pictures. 
H.  V.  Harvey.  San  Francisco,  president 

of  the  Independent  Theatre  Owners  of 

California,  presented  a   four-minute  dis- 
cussion on  the  problems  of  allocation.  He 

favored  the  allocation  stand  taken  in  the 
MPTOA  program  and  contended  it  was 
far  more  advisable  to  establish  a   plan  of 
allocation  adaptable  to  each  key  exchange 
rather  than  a   single  national  plan;  the 

Oklahoma  City — Trailing  closely  on  the 

heels  of  the  Greatest  Year  drive  com- 

mittee’s decision  not  to  extend  the  Movie 
Quiz  deadline  beyond  December  31,  the 
MPTOA  convention  here  Wednesday  pass- 

ed a   motion  asking  an  extension  of  30 

days  or  a   reduction  in  the  minimum  num- 
ber of  pictures  on  which  questions  must 

be  submitted. 

Aimed  to  aid  subsequents  who  have 

claimed  they  are  unable  to  play  the  re- 
quired minimum  pictures  because  of 

clearance  restrictions,  the  motion  was 

touched  off  by  H.  V.  Harvey  of  San  Fran- 
cisco, president  of  the  Theatre  Owners 

of  Northern  California,  who  characterized 

the  Movie  Quiz  a   “dud”  and  urged  it  be 
excluded  in  the  plans  for  next  year.  He 

urged  that  next  year’s  campaign  also  be 
begun  much  earlier  and  not  during  the 

contract-signing  time.  He  charged  the 

current  Quiz  was  “shoved  down  the 
throats  of  exhibitors”  and  asserted  that 

next  year’s  plans  “will  have  to  have  a   lot 

more  thinking  done  on  them.” 
A   resolution  put  the  organization  again 

on  record  as  opposed  to  radio  appearances 
of  screen  stars  on  commercial  programs. 

Another  urged  the  executive  board  to  re- 
new its  efforts  to  secure  relief  from  the 

music  tax. 

latter  being  “too  hard  upon  the  distribu- 

tors and  unfair  to  them.” 
The  program  was  then  interrupted  for 

a   radio  presentation  from  the  convention 
floor  by  KOMA  in  Oklahoma  City  which 

station  fed  a   30-minute  program  to  a   net- 
work of  32  stations  of  the  Texas  State 

Network  and  the  Oklahoma  Network.  It 

was  called  “Oklahoma’s  Serenade  to  Hol- 
lywood” and  featured  presentation  in  the 

convention  hall  and  over  the  network  of 

stars  Mickey  Rooney,  Gene  Austin,  Olivia 
de  Havilland,  Marie  Wilson.  Margaret 
Lindsay  and  Jane  Bryan.  W.  S.  Lukenbill, 

program  director  for  the  station,  was  mas- 
ter of  ceremonies.  Others  at  the  met  t 

ing,  but  not  in  the  broadcast,  included 
Nan  Grey,  Tex  Ritter  and  Zasu  Pitts. 

The  program  was  then  resumed  with  an- 
other brief  address  by  Edward  Golden, 

vice-president  of  Monogram.  New  York, 

on  the  subject  of  self -regulation  vs.  gov- 
ernment regulation  which  reviewed  the 

facts  involved  in  each  instance  and  point- 
ed to  the  need  of  a   clearer  understanding 

of  both  sides  of  the  problem,  particularly 
that  of  an  understanding  on  the  part  of 

the  exhibition  branch  of  what  the  prob- 

( Continued  on  page  20  > 
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Backed  by  the  most  extensiv 

campaign  any  short  featun 

THANKSGIVING  WEEK  ATTRACTION  AT 



Never  in  all  motion  picture  history  have  any 
but  the  most  important  feature  attractions 

been  given  such  nation-wide  plugging! . . 
Stories,  articles,  art  and  pictorial  layouts, 

editorials  and  fashion  announcements  in  mag- 
azines whose  NET  PAID  CIRCULATIONS  TOTAL 

15,542,945!  Look  at  the  list  already  committed: 
LIFE . .   PHOTOPLAY . .   CUE . .   SCREEN  GUIDE . . 
VOGUE .. MICKEY  MOUSE  MAGAZINE.. LOOK.. 

McCALLS . .   HARPER'S  BAZAAR .. STAGE .   .YOUNG 
AMERICA . .   MOVIE  LIFE . .   LIBERTY . .   WOMAN’S 
DAY. .   MOVIE  STORY.  .THEATRE  ARTS. . 
SCHOLASTIC.. ROCKEFELLER  CENTER  WEEKLY. 

Add  to  this  a   total  of  sixty-four  licensees 
signed  up  for  one  hundred  and  two  sepa- 

rate articles  of  merchandise.  Big  window 
displays  everywhere.  Big  fashion  parades 
in  department  stores.  A   PROMOTIONAL 
CAMPAIGN  THAT  CAN  BE  COMPARED 

ONLY  WITH  “SNOW  WHITE.” 

romotionai 
aver  received! 

.EADING  FIRST  RUNS  EVERYWHERE! 



GREATER  N.Y.  AS  SINGLE  FEATURE  TERRITORY 

SEEN  AS  A   POSSIBILITY  BY  THE  END  OF  1939 
Started  at  20, 

Ended  at  15 
New  York — Although  no  copy  ol  the 

program  is  available,  it  is  learned  the 

ITO  ol  Southern  Caliiornia  and  Ari- 

zona proposed  a   15-point  program  to 

the  independent  exhibitor  groups  when 

they  met  here  for  two  days  last  week. 

All  of  the  points  were  included,  some 

in  different  language,  in  the  final  15- 

point  schedule  adopted  for  presenta- 

tion to  the  distributors'  committee. 

The  program  of  the  MPTO  of  Virginia 

contained  12  points,  all  of  which  were 

embraced  in  the  final  analysis.  The 

ITOA  had  no  specific  schedule,  but 

orally  cited  the  problems  to  be  cor- 

rected or  eliminated.  Another  group 

presented  a   20-point  program. 

Raps  "Early''  Sale 
Of  Television  Sets 

Chicago — Citing  that  technical  problems 
still  remain  unsolved,  E.  F.  McDonald  jr„ 

vice-president  of  Zenith  Radio  Corp.  of 
Chicago,  said  that  sale  of  television  re- 

ceivers at  the  present  time  to  the  public 

is  premature  and  “unfair  to  the  public.” 
He  made  his  view  public  in  a   letter  to 
stockholders. 

McDonald’s  letter  referred  to  recent  an- 
nouncements by  David  Sarnoff,  president 

of  Radio  Corp.  of  America,  that  RCA 
would  place  television  receivers  on  the 
market  before  the  world  fair  opens  April 
30  in  New  York. 

He  added  that  “any  premature  introduc- 
tion of  television  commercially  will  result 

in  loading  the  public  with  undue  experi- 

mental replacement  cost.” 
McDonald  added  that  Zenith  will  be  on 

the  air  shortly  with  its  own  experimental 
television  programs,  but  will  make  no 

commercial  sales  of  its  receivers.  The  re- 
ceivers will  be  loaned  to  limited  groups 

for  experiments. 

Lubitsch  Dickering,  But 
No  RKO  Deal  Is  Sealed 
Oklahoma  City — Ernest  Lubitsch,  who 

recently  organized  his  own  producing 

company  in  association  with  Myron  Selz- 
nick,  is  negotiating  an  RKO  release. 
George  J.  Schaefer,  while  here  for  the 

MPTOA  convention,  confirmed  the  ne- 

gotiations but  said  “nothing  has  been 
formalized.”  From  here,  Schaefer  left  for 
Dallas  and  then  headed  for  New  York. 

Move  Said  to  Hinge  on 
Chain  Product  Deals 

For  New  Season 

New  York — Reports  are  astir  ag^in  that 
single  features,  bulwarked  by -a  sufficiency 

of  quality  shorts,  will  flourish  a^ain  in  the 
local  area  by  the  end  of  19.39.  vAt  least 
so  the  grapevine  has  it,  plus  reasthis. 
Among  them  is  the  impression  that,  as 

soon  as  RKO  bottles  up  Warner  product 
for  another  four  or  five  years  and  upon 

the  conclusion  by  Loew’s  of  a   five-year 
Paramount  product  pact,  these  circuits  will 
seek  to  get  together  with  other  major 

and  independents  to  abandon  two-feature 
policies.  The  contention  in  tying  up  the 

product,  which  comes  up  for  renewal  at 
the  end  of  the  current  season,  is  that 

the  circuits  could  eliminate  the  weak  sis- 
ters and  only  show  those  attractions  which 

they  believe  can  stand  on  their  own. 
It  is  held  distributors  will  welcome  such 

a   plan  because  where  pictures  are  played 
singly  the  percentages  are  greater  than 
when  a   film  is  coupled  with  another.  It 
is  also  pointed  out  runs,  following  the  key 
circuit  houses  in  neighborhoods,  will  get 

a   break  on  the  “sluffs,”  which  actually 
will  be  first  run  in  their  houses. 

One  of  the  first  moves  to  be  made  as 
soon  as  conciliation  boards  are  set  up 

here  will  concern  a   new  clearance  sched- 

ule. Independents,  namely  ITOA  and  Al- 
lied of  New  York,  are  expected  to  have  a 

powerful  voice  in  the  procedure  because  of 
iheir  participation  in  the  trade  practice 
conferences. 

Tne  ITOA,  which  met  with  representa- 
tives of  six  other  independent  organiza- 

tions, set  up  a   program  and  then  sub- 
mitted the  15  points  to  Sidney  R.  Kent 

and  Ned  E.  Depinet.  They  did  not  sug- 
gest conciliation  boards,  knowing  that  dis- 

tributors wanted  them  and  exhibitors 
would  get  them  without  even  asking. 

Allied  is  insisting  on  conciliation  with 

arbitration  privileges  and  instead  of  recom- 
mending decisions,  on  boards  which  will  be 

empowered  to  act.  Appeals,  if  taken,  would 
be  referred  to  a   central  board  in  New 
York. 

When  the  local  conciliation  committee 

is  organized,  the  elimination  of  giveaways 
and  other  extraneous  business  builders 

will  be  sought.  The  local  group  is  ex- 
pected to  set  up  a   code  of  ethics  of  its 

own,  to  be  observed  by  every  major  and 
independent  theatre,  no  matter  how  large 
or  small  the  house  may  be. 

Exchange  managers  and  exhibitors  are 

putting  two  and  two  together  on  a   lot 
of  angles  that  they  believe  eventually  will 
develop  in  this  area  as  a   result  of  the 
trade  practice  meets.  There  will  be  many 
reforms,  exhibitors  feel,  among  them  a 

return  to  single  features  with  a   revision 
of  the  admission  scales,  according  to  size 

of  theatres,  type  of  run  and  location. 

Coincidence,  Arnold 

And  Theatres 

New  York — The  long  arm  of  coinci- 
dence knows  no  bounds,  it  seems.  It 

stretches,  in  this  case,  from  Washing- 
ton to  Denver  to  Laramie,  Wyoming. 

And  plumb  into  the  depths  of  irony. 

It  is  no  secret  that  Thurman  Arnold, 

who  is  responsible  for  the  government 

suit,  wants  major  circuits  to  lay  off  all 

theatre  activity  during  pendency  of  the 
action. 

The  scene  shifts  to  Denver,  home  of 

Fox  Intermountain,  which  recently  an- 

nounced it  has  some  theatre  building 

in  mind. 

One  of  the  projected  group  of  five 

houses  is  slated  for  Laramie,  Wyoming. 

Arnold  used  to  be  mayor  of  Laramie. 

Richey  Joins  RKO 
Radio  on  Monday 

New  York — H.  M.  Richey,  ex-director  of 
relations  for  Cooperative  Theatres  ol 

Michigan,  has  turned 

down  Allied’s  offer 
to  become  business 

manager  for  the  na- 
tional organization 

and  next  Monday 

takes  up  his  new 
duties  as  director  of 
exhibitor  relations  for 
RKO.  He  will  work 
out  of  the  home office. 

He  spent  the  past 
h.  m.  kichey  week  in  Detroit  pre- 

paring to  move  his  family  east.  Ray 
Moon,  who  was  associated  with  Richey  in 
Detroit,  has  no  immediate  plans. 

Richey,  for  many  years,  had  been  ac- 
tive in  Allied  affairs  and  was  one  of  this 

group’s  representatives  on  the  contract 
and  NRA  code  drafting  committees.  He 
has  also  been  chief  barker  of  the  Variety 
Club  in  Detroit. 

Revives  " Things  to  Come " 

Following  Radio  "Scare" New  York — United  Artists  is  reviving 

the  H.  G.  Well’s  film,  “Things  to  Come,” 
as  a   result  of  interest  generated  by  news- 

paper references  following  the  Orson 
Welles  broadcast  of  an  imaginary  war 
which  caused  widespread  panic  among 

radio  listeners.  The  picture  opened  Fri- 

day at  the  Sam  H.  Harris  for  an  indefi- 
nite run,  with  bookings  being  arranged 

for  New  York  and  New  Jersey. 
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about  Paramount’s 

and  Theatre,  Albany — "MEN  WITH  WINGS" 

nging  up  record  as  a   top  Paramount  grosser 

ox  Theatre,  Atlanta— "MEN  WITH  WINGS 

smashes  to  60%  above  average  business. 

Proctor’s  Theatre,  Schenectady — "MEN  WITH 

WINGS" — smashes  "Wells  Fargo"  and 

"Buccaneer"  records  to  register  new  highs. 

Majestic  Theatre,  San  Antonio — "MEN  WITH 

WINGS"  clicks  to  35%  above  normal  business 

Paramount  Theatre,  New  York — "MEN  WITH 

WINGS  "   on  opening  day  stands  ’em  in  line  for 

a   block  .   .   .   grosses  build  to  tremendous 

^   week-end  business. 

Metropolitan  Theatre,  Boston — "MEN  WITH 

WINGS"  turns  in  record  of  49%  above  average 

L   business. 

State  Theatre,  Minneapolis — "MEN  WITH 

WINGS"  tops  normal  business  by  30%. 

Michigan  Theatre,  Detroit— "MEN  WITH  WINGS 

tops  average  business  by  45%. 

State  Theatre,  Cleveland — "MEN  WITH  WINGS" 

running  well  ahead  of  such  Paramount  grossers 

■k  as  "Wells  Fargo"  and  "The  Buccaneer." 

MEN  WITH  WINGS 
in  Technicolor 



Many  Trade  Figures 
Address  Convention 

(Continued  from  page  15) 

lems  of  self-regulation  by  the  industry  it- 
self involves. 

William  F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  mana- 

ger of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  then  de- 
livered as  the  concluding  address  of  the 

day’s  sessions  the  speech  reported  in  other 
columns  of  this  issue. 

Activities  of  the  convention  Tuesday  eve- 
ning were  centered  on  the  Movie  Ball 

when  the  industry  played  host  to  Okla- 
homa City  in  the  new  civic  auditorium 

where  the  stars  attending  the  conven- 
tion were  presented  to  the  public.  More 

than  10,000  people  attended  the  affair, 
one  of  the  largest  crowds  ever  to  view 
an  activity  in  the  hall. 

Presented  by  Warner  Bros,  were  Mar- 
garet Lindsay,  Marie  Wilson,  Olivia  de 

Havilland,  Jane  Bryan.  Nan  Grey  was 

presented  by  Universal  Pictures;  Tex  Rit- 
ter by  Monogram;  Zasu  Pitts  through  the 

courtesy  of  the  Interstate  circuit;  Gene 
Austin  through  Roadshow  Attractions, 
Inc.;  Jack  Hoxie,  through  Milton  Britton 
Productions;  the  Weaver  Brothers,  through 

Phil  Isley’s  arrangements. 
Tells  of  Ascap  Campaign 

An  attack  on  the  American  Society  of 

Composers,  Authors  and  Publishers  and 
an  explanation  of  how  it  was  enjoined 

from  collections  in  the  state  of  Washing- 
ton was  the  Wednesday  morning  session 

opened  by  L.  O.  Lukan  of  Seattle.  He 
explained  that  his  exhibitor  organization 
cooperated  with  radio  stations  and  other 
interests  in  drafting  a   law  they  felt  would 
hold.  He  said  his  committee  (music  tax 
committee)  would  present  in  its  report  a 

resolution  urging  every  exhibitor  to  pro- 
ceed along  the  same  lines  followed  in 

Washington,  declaring  that  “complete  or- 
ganization within  every  legislative  district 

in  the  state  effectively  countered  lobbying 

by  Ascap.”  He  said  the  Washington  bill 
has  saved  exhibitors  there  $60,000  per  year 

formerly  paid  as  music  tax,  urging  ex- 
hibitors to  obtain  for  the  cost  of  tran- 

scriptions a   copy  of  the  law  and  transcript 
of  the  case  from  J.  N.  Hone,  secretary  of 
the  MPTO  of  the  Northwest,  2323  Second 
Ave.,  Seattle. 

A.  Julian  Brylawski  of  Washington, 
D.  C.,  told  the  convention  of  the  Neely 

bill,  pointing  to  the  “tremendous  force” 
behind  the  measure  that  finally  brought 

it  approval  by  the  Senate.  He  charged 
that  some  exhibitors  had  run  pictures  they 
knew  offended  people  and  had  blamed  the 
pictures  on  block  booking.  He  said  that 
Congressman  Clarence  F.  Lee,  committee 
chairman,  had  informed  him  the  bill  would 
not  be  reported  next  session  until  new 
hearings  had  been  held. 

The  “Americanism”  speech  by  Harry  M. 
Warner  made  to  the  American  Legion 
convention  in  Los  Angeles  was  presented, 

followed  by  a   screening  of  the  Vita- 

phone  subject,  “The  Declaration  of  In- 

dependence.” 
Fred  H.  Wehrenberg,  chairman  of  the 

A   Drive  for  Him 

New  York — Republic’s  J.  R.  Grainger 
Sales  Drive  gets  under  way  November  7 
and  will  continue  for  seven  weeks  until 
December  17.  Finishing  touches  were  put 
on  the  drive  at  a   luncheon  meeting  at 
the  New  York  Athletic  Club  which  was 

attended  by  officers  of  the  company  and 
divisional  sales  managers. 

The  sales  managers  at  the  meeting  in- 
cluded Jack  Bellman,  eastern;  Harry  La 

Vine,  central;  “Heck”  Everett,  southern; 
Max  Roth,  middle  west;  Grover  Parsons, 
western;  and  Clair  Hilgers,  special  sales 
representative.  Herbert  J.  Yates,  Grainger, 
Morris  Goodman  and  Grover  Schaefer 
were  home  office  executives  attending. 

Griffith  Adopts 

Retirement  Plan 

Oklahoma  City — The  retirement  plan 

for  approximately  1,000  employes  of  the 
Griffith  Amusement  Co.  under  discussion 

for  almost  a   week,  has  been  adopted  by 

the  partners  and  members  of  the  board  of 
directors  and  will  allow  employes  to  quit 

at  the  age  of  65  years  on  two-thirds  of 
their  salaries. 

Claude  O.  Fulgham,  division  manager, 
has  announced  that  employes  will  pay  in 

three  per  cent  of  their  salary,  with  the 
corporation  contributing  the  difference 

necessary  for  the  John  Hancock  and  Phoe- 
nix-Mutual insurance  companies  to  guar- 

antee the  payments. 

The  retirement  fund  is  provided  for  men 

only,  since  the  women  employes  of  the 
theatres  usually  work  such  a   short  time 
that  it  could  not  be  applied  to  them.  An 

employe  may  retire  at  the  end  of  five 
years  of  operation  of  the  new  system  and 
receive  about  17  per  cent  of  his  salary,  or 
one-fourth  of  the  accrued  benefits.  At  the 

end  of  20  years’  service  the  employe  would 
receive  the  entire  accrued  benefit. 

committee  on  labor  relations,  presented  a 
confidential  report  which  he  requested  not 

be  released  to  the  press  “due  to  the  deli- 

cacy of  material  therein.” 

Ask  10-Dag  Halt 
In  Federal  Suit 

(Continued  from  page  5) 

support  to  put  the  bill  through. 
Although  Ralph  Butterworth,  an  FBI 

agent,  recently  visited  him  and  said  he 
had  sent  the  complaint  to  Washington, 
Bill  Brown  of  Prefect  Theatres  has  re- 

tained Willard  S.  McKay  to  file  an  anti- 
trust suit  against  Skouras  Theatres  and 

the  major  companies  in  connection  with 
clearance  as  it  pertains  to  the  Pickwick, 
Greenwich,  Conn.  Skouras  operates  the 
Embassy  and  Capitol  at  Port  Chester,  N. 
Y.,  and  receives  60  to  120  days  protection 
on  the  Connecticut  house  which  Brown 
claims  is  unfair  and  ruinous  to  his  theatre. 
McKay  informs  Boxoffice  he  is  trying 

to  amicably  adjust  the  dispute  before  go- 
ing into  the  courts.  He  lives  in  Green- 

wich and  is  familiar  with  the  Pickwick.  He 
also  feels  his  friendship  with  George 
Skouras  may  allow  a   settlement  out  of 
court.  However,  if  this  fails,  he  intends 

going  through  with  the  action,  he  states. 
Defendants  in  the  suit  are  asking  60 

days  to  answer  after  the  government  com- 
plies with  the  bills  of  particulars.  This 

means  that  any  arguments  on  a   prelimin- 
ary injunction  will  not  come  up  before  the 

first  of  the  year.  In  the  motions  filed  by 
major  company  counsel,  specific  data  is 

requested  on  “whether  the  allegations  pur- 
port to  allege  a   single  monopoly  of  pro- 

duction and  exhibition  or  whether  a   sepa- 
rate monopoly,  or  whether  the  government 

purports  to  allege  an  attempt  to  monopo- 
lize production,  distribution  and  exhibi- 

tion.” 

Moving  in  on  Chicago 

The  department  of  justice  is  seen  mov- 

ing in  on  the  independents’  dispute  in 
Chicago  with  B&K.  Reports  are  current 

the  government  is  planning  to  file  a   con- 
tempt order  against  the  major  circuit  af- 
filiate for  allegedly  violating  a   consent  de- 

cree of  1932.  FBI  operatives  are  said  to 

be  in  the  Windy  City  completing  an  ex- 
haustive study  of  the  situation,  the  under- 

standing being  sufficient  material  has 
been  collected  by  which  the  government 

may  now  proceed  with  its  contemplated 
action. 

At  a   recent  court  hearing  in  Chicago,  R. 

L.  Wright,  an  assistant  to  Thurman  Ar- 
nold, heard  arguments  by  independents 

in  connection  with  the  B&K  case  and  in- 
formed Federal  Judge  James  Wilkerson, 

“I  am  here  to  observe  this  proceeding,  be- 
cause the  charge  has  been  made  that  a 

consent  decree  has  been  violated.” 
Desirous  of  obtaining  first-hand  infor- 

mation on  what  the  government  planned 

in  aiding  the  small  independent  exhibitor, 
the  ITO  of  West  Virginia  invited  Attorney 

General  Homer  S.  Cummings  to  a   meet- 
ing at  the  Waldo  Hotel,  Clarksburg,  W. 

Va.,  but  pressure  of  business  kept  him  in 
Washington. 

Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  who  has  played  an  im- 
portant part  within  Allied  in  efforts  made 

to  induce  the  government  suit,  will  high- 
light the  convention  of  the  ATO  of  Texas, 

Tuesday  and  Wednesday  in  Dallas,  with  a 
talk  on  trade  practice  developments  and 

the  progress  made  in  its  suit. 
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DYNAMIC 

MOVING 
SWIFTLY  TO  THE  TOPI 

A. 
BILL 
ELLIOTT 

W I LU  DILL 

H   I   C   K   O   K" 

STARRETT 
the  sensational  action  "find”  of 

the  year  wins  his  spurs  as  the 

newest  idol  of  Western  fans  .   .   . 

in  a   hoof-thundering  romance 

of  the  lawless  frontier  .   .   . 

“IN  EARLY  ARIZONA” 

whose  rapidly  mounting  popular- 

ity has  definitely  established  him 
in  the  front  rank  of  tried  and  true 

Western  favorites  ...  in  a   bullet 

whistling,  song  roaring  hurricane 
of  hot  lead  and  cold  terror  .   .   • 

“RIO  GRANDE" 

They’re  both  stars  in  the  kind  of  Westerns  i$  famous  for! 



Phone  Hollywood  2211 

Hollywood  Pantages  Theatre  Corporation 

B233  Hollywood  Boulevard 

Hollywood,  California 

October  27,  1938 

Columbia  Pictures  Corporation 
729  Seventh  Avenue 

New  York  City 

Gentlemen: 

We  are  happy  to  report  that  YOU  CAN’T  TAKE  IT  WITH  YOU 
has  broken  every  attendance  and  box  office  record,  dur- 

ing its  day  and  date  run  in  the  Pantages  Hollywood  and 
RKO  Hillstreet  Theatres.  This  is  also  the  first  time 

since  we  have  been  operating  these  two  houses  on  a   day 

and  date  policy,  that  any  attraction  has  been  held  over 

for  five  weeks,  and  according  to  present  business  indi- 
cations, the  picture  will  be  held  for  six! 

When  you  consider  that  we  have  a   combined  seating  ca- 
pacity of  6000  seats,  I   believe  this  engagement  consti- 

tutes an  all  time  record  for  the  City  of  Los  Angeles, 

and  is  ample  evidence  of  the  great  pulling  power  of  the 
picture  and  the  enthusiastic  word  of  mouth  publicity  it 

has  been  receiving  from  the  thousands  who  hav; 

Kindest  regar 

Rodn 

RAP  VT 



ZDKOR  TRANSFER  TO  LONDON  MARKS  VICTORY 

FOR  LE  BARON  AS  PARAMOUNT  STUDIO  HEAD 
Y.  Frank  Freeman  Moves 

To  Coast  as  Direct 

Studio  Contact 

Pro-Peace  Group  Fears  Film 
Would  Bestir  War  Sentiment 

Hollywood — With  the  decision  to  trans- 

fer Adolph  Zukor’s  base  of  activities  from 
Hollywood  to  London,  William  Le  Baron 

emerges  as  victor  in  the  inside  adminis- 
t   r   a   t   i   v   e   difficulties 

which,  for  many 
months,  have  beset 
the  Paramount  studio. 

Y.  Frank  Freeman, 

a   vice-president  of 
Paramount  Pictures, 
Inc.,  and  head  of  the 

company’s  theatre  ac- 
tivities, transfers  to 

the  coast  as  the  di- 
rect representative  of 

the  company  at  the 
studio,  and  therefore, 
as  successor  to  the 

Zukor  post. 

There  has  been  conflict  between  both 

executives  and  about  it,  also,  there  has 
been  no  secrecy.  Le  Baron  is  known  to 
have  maintained  for  some  time  that  he 

regarded  his  sphere  of  authority  limited 

by  Zukor’s  presence 
here.  It  is  understood  he 
had  informed  Barney 
Balaban  and  Stanton 
Griffis  several  months 

ago  that,  unless  he  is  to 
be  vested  in  complete 

charge  by  approximate- 
ly December  1,  he  had 

no  intention  of  remain- 

ing with  the  organiza- 
tion. 

With  the  move  carry- 
y.  f.  fijeeman  ing  Zukor  overseas  with- 

in the  month  “to  coordinate  and  develop 
Paramount’s  production,  distribution  and 
theatre  activities  in  Great  Britain  and 

the  continent,”  as  the  official  press  re- 
lease puts  it,  it  may  be  expected  that  the 

veteran  company  executive’s  influence 
upon  future  policy  will  carry  with  it  the 

stamp  of  long-distance  suggestion  and 
application  only. 

As  a   matter  of  fact,  the  extent  of  Le 

Baron’s  emergence  as  victor  is  evidenced 
by  the  Balaban  statement  which,  at  one 

point,  states,  “William  Le  Baron  will  as- 
sume responsibility  for  all  production  ac- 

tivities at  the  Hollywood  studio.” 
Current  here  is  speculation  over  the  fu- 

ture status  of  Eugene  Zukor,  Adolph’s  son, 
and  Mel  Shauer,  now  an  associate  pro- 
ducer. 

Balaban  expresses  “satisfaction  at  the 
progress  the  studio  has  made  on  its  1938- 

39  pictures.”  He  said  the  studio  was  far- 
ther along  in  its  annual  feature  program 

than  in  years  and  has  piled  up  a   “substan- 
tial backlog  of  completed  pictures.”  Of 

48  to  be  produced  on  its  program  of  55, 
27  are  completed  or  shooting  and  11  more 
are  to  go  before  the  cameras  between  now 
and  the  first  of  the  year,  leaving  only  ten 
more  to  go.  These  ten  are  declared  to  be 

in  preparation. 
From  the  statement: 

“Mr.  Balaban  said  that  Paramount  is 
fortunate  in  Mr.  Zukor’s  desire  to  take 
over  the  highly  important  task  of  direct- 

ing and  developing  Paramount’s  British 
and  continental  interests  in  the  same  way 
that  he  took  over  active  control  of  the 

Hollywood  studio  at  a   critical  time  in  the 

company’s  history.” 
Balaban,  Griffis  and  Russell  Holman 

are  slated  to  leave  here  for  New  York  on 

Tuesday,  but  Freeman  is  already  here. 

This  may  delay  the  return  east  of  the  en- 
tire group. 

Freeman  Hurries  West 

To  Get  Set  in  Post 

New  York — Y.  Frank  Freeman  is  in 

Hollywood  to  acquaint  himself  in  greater 
detail  with  his  new  post  as  representative 
of  the  home  office  at  the  studio.  The 

transfer  from  his  current  spot  as  head- 
quarters contact  between  Paramount  and 

its  theatre  partners  is  permanent. 

On  July  9,  Boxoffice  reported  from  the 

coast  Adolph  Zukor,  who  now  goes  to  Lon- 
don, was  heading  in  that  direction.  Said 

the  story: 

“His  trip  abroad  will  be  a   combination 
of  business  and  vacation.  He  may  take  an 

active  part  in  setting  up  British  produc- 

tion unit  in  England  ...” 

Adolph  Zukor 

By  EARLE  A.  DYER 

Washington — Possibilities  of  a   well-de- 
fined intention  on  the  part  of  the  military 

services  to  build  up  a   war  sentiment  in 
this  country  are  seen  by  the  National 
Council  for  Prevention  of  War  in  reports 
that  Paramount  is  preparing  to  produce  a 

picture,  the  theme  of  which  will  be  in- 
vasion of  the  United  States  by  a   foreign 

power. The  military  tieup  is  seen  in  the  state- 
ments that  the  story,  tentatively  called 

“Invasion”  is  being  prepared  by  Captain 
William  F.  Cox  of  the  chemical  warfare 

division  of  the  war  department. 
Not  only  do  the  reports  indicate  that 

the  producers  are  working  with  the  gov- 
ernment in  its  preparedness  effort,  the 

council  intimated,  but  they  make  the 

promises  of  neutrality  voiced  by  the  pro- 
ducers a   month  age  look  like  press  agent 

yarns. “While  Paramount’s  efforts  to  capitalize 
on  the  recent  war  scare  and  on  chaotic 
world  conditions  may  be  understandable,  it 

is  none  the  less  alarming  that  so  provoca- 
tive a   theme  as  the  invasion  of  America 

has  been  chosen  as  the  subject  of  a   mo- 

tion picture,”  it  was  declared  by  Albert 

Denham,  director  of  the  council’s  moving 
picture  department,  in  a   bulletin  to 
members. 

Cites  “Responsibility” 
“Barely  a   month  ago,”  Denham  pointed 

out,  “the  film  industry  is  supposed  to  have 
admitted  that  in  the  event  of  war  in  Eu- 

rope ‘a  tremendous  responsibility  for  pre- 
serving the  peace  and  neutrality  of  the 

United  States  would  at  once  be  thrown  on 

the  shoulders  of  the  film  business.’ 
“Does  the  announced  production  of  ‘In- 

vasion’ mean  that  Hollywood’s  recognition 
of  the  motion  picture’s  responsibility  for 
helping  to  keep  this  country  at  peace  was 
just  another  yarn  from  the  typewriter  of 
an  ambitious  publicity  man? 

“It  is  not  to  be  argued  here  whether  the 

underlying  purpose  of  ‘Invasion’  will  be  to 

propagandize  for  support  of  this  country’s increasing  its  armament  expenditures,  or 

to  kindle  feelings  of  distrust  against  cer- 
tain foreign  powers.  It  is  without  ques- 
tion, however,  that  implications  will  be 

drawn  from  the  picture  by  millions  who 
see  it — implications  for  which  producers 
will  disclaim  any  responsibility,  but  which 

nevertheless  will  have  no  constructive  ef- 
fect upon  the  future  welfare  and  peace  of 

this  nation. 

“The  function  of  the  screen,  says  the 

film  industry,  is  to  entertain.  The  drama- 

tization of  this  country’s  invasion,  no  mat- 
ter how  excitingly  or  thrillingly  it  is  told, 

can  hardly  come  under  entertainment.” 
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Columbia  Financing 
French  Productions 

New  York — Columbia  is  definitely  set 
to  finance  French  production,  probably 

three  pictures  a   year,  under  the  terms  of 

a   deal  signed  with  Paul  Graetz,  head  of 
Transcontinental  Films.  In  addition,  seven 

pictures  made  last  year  in  France  by 

Graetz  have  been  acquired  for  distribu- 
tion in  the  United  States  and  possessions. 

All  of  the  films  to  be  made  by  Trans- 
continental, in  the  future,  will  have  two 

versions,  English  and  French,  and  will  be 

handled  internationally  by  Columbia, 

which  is  to  finance  50  per  cent  of  the 

negative  costs,  Graetz  putting  up  the  other 

half.  The  first  to  be  production  under  the 

deal  wall  star  Charles  Boyer  with  Julien 

Duvivier,  who  directed  “Carnet  de  Bal,” 
at  the  megaphone.  No  title  is  set,  but 

Jack  Cohn,  Columbia  vice-president,  sail- 
ed Friday  for  London  and  from  there  will 

go  to  Paris  to  set  up  budgets,  approve  this 

story  and  others  on  the  Transcontinental 

program. 

“Port  Arthur”  and  “Carnet  de  Bal,” 
originally  produced  in  French,  are  being 

dubbed  in  English  for  distribution  in  the 

No  Lambeth? 

Hollywood — Many  years  ago,  because 

of  his  work,  Norman  McLeod  began  tak- 

ing academic  interest  in  walking.  That’s 
as  good  a   reason  as  any  for  letting  him 

have  this  space  to  remark: 

“The  worst  pedestrians  of  all  Americans 
are  citizens  of  Detroit  who  walk  like  pen- 

guins— with  a   waddle  that  causes  them  to 
bump  into  each  other. 

“New  Yorkers  are  the  briskest  walkers. 
They  take  galloping  strides  and  are  the 
worst  gawkers  in  the  country. 

“Los  Angeles  residents  are  just  the  op- 

posite; they  have  what  I   call  a   ‘manana’ 
shuffle.  They  hunch  their  heads  and  stare 

at  the  ground. 

“Chicago  features  the  furtive  walk. 

Pedestrians  look  as  if  they’re  always  dodg- 
ing bill  collectors. 

“San  Francisco  favors  a   brisk  walk 

that’s  aimless — a   case  of  people  hurrying 
to  get  nowhere. 

“Des  Moines  walkers  don’t  care  when 

they  arrive  where  they’re  going;  they 
dawdle. 

“In  Boston  you’ll  find  a   circular  walk, 
caused  possibly  by  years  of  traversing  the 

city’s  circuitous  streets. 

“In  Pittsburgh  there’s  the  top-heavy 

walk.  Everyone  has  his  head  ’way  out 

like  a   periscope,  probably  ti-ying  to  chart 
a   course  through  the  smoke. 

“In  Denver  they  sort  of  goose-step,  like 

they’re  in  a   trance. 

“St.  Louis  features  a   ‘barrel-roll,’  a 
round-house  swinging  of  the  legs  that 

takes  thrice  the  energy  of  ordinary  walk- 

ing.” McLeod  himself  prefers  a   limousine  with 

chauffeur. 

domestic  market.  Columbia  feels  the  sec- 

ond picture  has  a   good  chance  of  win- 
ning an  award  for  the  best  foreign  film 

this  year. 

The  arrangement  with  Graetz  runs  in- 
definitely and  as  long  as  both  parties  are 

satisfied.  Budd  Rogers,  American  repre- 
sentative for  Graetz  and  BIP,  is  working 

temporarily  at  the  Columbia  home  office 
on  distribution  details. 

Before  the  Columbia  deal,  Graetz  pre- 
viously completed  an  arrangement  with 

B.  S.  Moss  and  formed  Empress  Pictures. 

Moss,  who  sails  next  week  for  Paris,  claims 

he  is  still  interested  in  financing  Graetz’s 
producing  unit.  Graetz  sailed  for  home 

last  week  after  signing  the  Columbia  pact. 

J.  H.  McConville  and  his  assistant.  Jack 

Segal,  accompany  Cohn. 

With  this  deal,  Columbia  marks  the  first 

American  company  to  actively  participate 

in  French  production.  Alexander  Korda, 

head  of  London  Films,  has  been  consider- 
ing the  idea,  but  has  made  no  definite 

plans.  There  is  a   likelihood  he  may  start 

one  or  two  pictures  in  France  the  latter 

part  of  next  year. 

“The  Spy  in  Black,”  with  Conrad  Veidt 
and  Vivian  Leigh,  is  the  second  Columbia 

quota  picture  to  be  put  in  work  at  Den- 

ham studios  in  England.  “Q  Planes,”  the 
first,  is  finished. 

German  Experts  Keen 
On  New  Color  Process 

New  York — Film  experts  in  Germany 

are  displaying  keen  interest  in  a   new 

color  process  that  enables  pictures  to  be 

projected  under  the  same  conditions  as 

black  and  white,  according  to  a   dispatch 

from  the  German  News  Agency  Wireless. 

It  is  a   three-color  process  known  as  Agfa 
Pantachrome,  which  has  been  developed 

in  the  laboratories  of  the  I.  G.  Farben- 

industrie — German  Dye  Trust. 

No  additional  apparatus  is  said  to  be 

requii'ed  for  projection  through  standard 
machines. 

AF A   Would  Return  Flesh 

To  All  Houses  Possible 
New  York — The  American  Federation 

of  Actors  has  a   high-minded  purpose;  the 
return  of  flesh  entertainment  to  as  many 

“spots”  as  the  country  can  comfortably — 
or  otherwise — hold.  Ralph  Whitehead, 

executive  secretary  of  the  AFA,  is  re- 
porting his  findings  along  these  lines  in 

the  AFA  Reporter,  official  organ. 

“The  long-awaited  upturn  in  employ- 
ment is  seemingly  at  hand.  Today  we 

find  close  to  300  theatres  throughout  the 

country  playing  vaudeville  on  a   more  or 
less  regular  basis.  This  is  the  high  point 

in  stage  playing  time  in  many  years.  This 
is  sweet  music  to  the  ears  of  performers. 

It  means  that  movies  are  losing  their 

hold  on  the  public.” 

RKO  Pathe  Music  Deal 
New  York — RKO  Pathe  has  signed  a 

five-year  deal  with  the  Sam  Fox  Publish- 
ing Co.  for  the  use  of  all  Sam  Fox  music 

catalogues  in  Pathe  newsreels  and  short 
subjects. 

Super  Salesmanship 

New  York  —   The  mailbag  from  Push- 

over, Miss.,  brings  the  regular  sales  re- 

port from  U.  Ulysses  Klutz,  still  a   mem- 
ber in  good  standing  of  Bravo!!  Pictures. 

Dear  Veronica:  First,  tell  Mr.  Peer- 

less that  I   didn’t  get  my  customary  ex- 

pense check.  I’m  sure  it  was  an  over- 
sight (I  hope).  Huh,  huh! 

Tell  him  also  that  eight  other  film  sales- 

men were  here  when  I   came  in  last  Mon- 

day. Exhibitor  asked  me  to  see  him  later 

in  the  week  because  he  knew  I   was  en- 

titled to  the  best  deal,  but  if  he  bought 

from  me  first,  all  the  others  would  want 

as  much  as  I   got  which  would  make  it 

impossible  for  him  to  exist,  he  said.  So  I 

waited,  saw  him  each  day  for  a   few  min- 
utes and  each  time  he  asked  me  to  wait 

another  day.  Today,  Saturday,  he  apolo- 
gized for  keeping  me  waiting  but  said  his 

plan  had  worked  out  100%.  He  made  such 

good  deals  with  the  other  guys  he  bought 

everything  he  needs  for  the  year  and  don’t 
believe  he  can  use  our  stuff — especially 

since  it’s  such  a   high  class  line  and  most 
of  the  people  here  are  illiterous  farmers. 

It  has  been  raining  here  for  almost  a 

week,  and  I   personally  think  it’s  a   good 
thing.  It  has  made  the  people  hungry  for 

pictures,  but  in  the  meantime  the  theatre 
has  closed  because  nobody  showed  up. 

Staying  here  tonight  to  get  suit  pressed 

as  I   want  to  make  a   good  appearance 

when  I   get  to  Hip  Boot,  where  the  ex- 
hibitor promised  me  a   deal  almost  two 

years  ago.  Can’t  miss.  Same  to  you, 

U.  U.  Klutz. 

Skouras  to  Visit 

Division  Offices 
New  York — Spyros  Skouras  leaves  next 

week  by  plane  for  a   visit  of  National 
Theatres  divisional  offices  in  Milwaukee, 

Kansas  City,  Denver,  Seattle,  Portland, 

San  Francisco  and  Los  Angeles.  He  will 

be  gone  about  two  weeks. 
Charles  Skouras,  operating  head  of 

FWC,  is  due  shortly  from  the  coast  en 
route  to  Greece  for  a   vacation  and  visit 

with  his  family.  Spyros  spent  a   few  weeks 
in  his  native  land  early  this  year. 

J.  J.  Sullivan,  FWC  buyer  who  has  been 

spending  the  summer  here  on  product 

deals,  heads  back  for  the  coast  in  about 
a   week  or  two.  He  sat  in  with  other  home 

office  executives  on  the  closing  of  the 

UA  one-year  deal  over  the  weekend.  This 
deal  has  been  in  work  since  last  April. 

He's  Satisfied 

New  York — Sam  Cocalis,  head  of  the 
Cocalis  circuit  with  38  theatres  spread  over 

the  Greater  New  York  territory,  has  closed 

with  M-G-M  for  the  current  lineup.  Mon- 
roe Stein  assisted  him,  while  E.  K.  (Ted) 

O’Shea,  Dave  Levy  and  Jack  Bowen  repre- 
sented the  distributor.  Cocalis  told  Box- 

office  that  he  gave  M-G-M  whatever  it 

wanted  on  the  deal,  “which  is  good  enough 
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Members  of  Combine 

Dealing  Separately 

Launched  Without  Incident 
    By  DAVE  GOLDING   

New  York — The  log  of  an  Odyssey  under  the  auspices  of  20th  Century-Fox. 
Commanded  by  Earl  Wingart.  Assisted  by  William  C.  Chambliss.  With  a   crew  of 
nine  trade  paper  men.  Destination:  Annapolis.  Purpose:  A   special  preview  of 

“Submarine  Patrol’’  at  the  TJ.  S.  Naval  Academy. 

Saturday 
1.  P.  M. — Pennsylvania  Hotel  bar  where 

many  a   thirsty  traveler  has  wet  his  whis- 
tle with  a   cool  draught  before  launching 

upon  the  perils  of  his  journey.  This 
crew  needed  no  urging  and  started  a   half 
hoar  late. 

3:30 — En  route  through  the  lower  flat- 
lands  of  New  Jersey  when  the  Skipper 

espied  a   roadside  diner.  The  crew  scram- 
bled out  of  the  omnibus,  which  is  nor- 

mally used  for  plane  connections,  and 
surrounded  the  counter  where  a   lovely 

lass,  christened  Helen,  was  kept  busy 
dishing  out  hamburgers.  Mike  Vogel,  of 

the  opposition,  and  Hank  Linet  did  yeo- 
man’s service  behind  the  counter. 

4:00 — Rolling  along  to  the  Delaware 
River  ferry,  causing  much  consternation 
to  the  natives  who  were  wondering  what 
plane  the  men  were  trying  to  catch. 

5:30 — The  Delaware  River  ferry,  a   his- 
toric spot,  where  the  crew  tried  out  its 

sea  legs  and  the  coin  machines  caused 
much  damage  among  the  members. 

6:30 — Passing  through  Elkton,  Md„ 
where  many  a   knot  was  tied  in  a   hurry. 
Much  gayety  at  the  number  of  minister 
signs  proclaiming  their  wares. 

7:45 — Baltimore  and  Miller’s  .   .   .   the 
high  spot  of  the  voyage.  Here  the  Skip- 

per did  himself  proud.  Introduced  to  the 
famous  Chincateague  oysters  dredged 

from  the  Chesapeake  Bay.  Large  and  lus- 
cious, they  have  no  equal.  The  repast  was 

most  excellent.  Light  wines  with  the 

oysters,  red  wine  of  superb  bouquet  for 
the  meat  and  brandy  with  the  coffee. 

While  the  crew  enjoyed  cigars,  the  Skip- 
per enlightened  them  about  the  variety  of 

oysters.  Vogel  spoke  eloquently  on  his 

favorite  topic — good  coffee.  Truly  an  epi- 

curean’s haven  and  ideal  for  the  gour- 
mets. 

10:00 — Annapolis,  where  out  of  the  dark- 
ness, J.  P.  Cunningham,  also  of  the  op- 

position, boomed  a   question,  “Baltimore?” 
10:05 — Carvel  Hall  Hotel  and  Marcel- 

lus,  the  dean  of  the  bellhops,  a   colored 
gentleman  who  proved  very  helpful. 

11:30 — Joined  by  Marc  Lachman,  portly 

and  genial  Tony  Muto  of  Pox  Movietone, 
and  his  brother,  Frank.  They  departed 
early  with  assurances  that  they  would 

rejoin  on  the  morn. 
12:00 — Bed  for  some  of  the  crew  and 

poker  for  the  rest. 
Sunday 

4:00  A.  M. — Lady  Luck  smiled  on  Roy 
Chartier  and  the  boys  decided  to  call  it  a 
night. 

11:30 — The  crew,  impatient  to  tour  the 
Naval  Academy,  but  deterred  because 
Cunningham  had  breakfast  in  bed. 
Brother  Muto  proved  a   splendid  guide 
and  pointed  out  the  tiny  boats  once  part 

of  the  “Splinter  Fleet”  on  which  the 
picture  is  based. 

12:30  p.  m. — Back  to  Carvel  Hall  for 
more  Chincateagues  and  beer  which 
Brother  Muto  downed  with  great  ease 
and  in  copious  quantities. 

1:30 — More  Naval  Academy  and  envy 
and  amazement  at  the  number  of  pretty 
lassies  walking  with  the  midshipmen. 

3:00 — The  screening  and  the  picture 
which  was  greeted  with  a   great  deal  of 

enthusiasm  by  the  Middies.  Much  busi- 
ness which  the  general  public  may  miss 

brought  gales  of  laughter.  Particularly, 
the  scene  in  which  Preston  Foster,  as  the 

lieutenant,  tells  Warren  Hymer,  “You  can 
be  captain  of  the  head.”  On  inquiring 
about  the  uproar  which  followed,  it  was 
divulged  by  one  of  the  midshipmen  that 

the  “head”  is  more  commonly  known  as 

the  men’s  retiring  room  aboard  a   ship. 
Authentic  trappings  of  the  picture  earned 
the  admiration  of  the  audience.  Picture 

was  strong  on  action  and  comedy.  Char- 
tier  had  to  caution  a   couple  of  plebes 
from  laughing  loudly  so  he  could  hear 

the  dialogue.  The  romance  in  the  pic- 
ture left  the  navy  cold.  Spontaneous 

applause  greeted  the  finish. 

5:00 — Goodbye  to  Annapolis  and  Mar- 
cellus. 

6:15 — Baltimore,  but  this  time  the  omni- 

bus rode  past  Miller’s  and  the  crew  heaved 
a   deep  sigh  of  regret  at  the  thought  of 
the  Chincateagues. 

7:30 — Fried  chicken  at  Havre  de  Grace 

New  York — Associated  Theatres  of  New 

Jersey,  booking  combine  of  15  northern 
state  independent  operators,  is  making 
headway  on  film  deals  with  most  majors, 
but  not  as  a   unit.  Contracts  are  being 
signed  individually. 

Before  the  season  opened  there  was 

some  question  as  to  whether  local  ex- 
change managers  would  go  for  bulk  deals. 

In  fact,  about  half  of  the  sentiment  was 
against  combines  of  any  sort.  The  factor 
then  looming  largest  was  a   disinclination 

to  jeopardize  other  independent  accounts 
who  might  construe  deals  with  combines 
as  being  favored  in  respect  to  terms  and 

playing  time. 

It  now  develops  those  distributors  who 
have  closed  deals  insist  no  consideration 

is  given  to  the  combine,  per  se,  merely  re- 
garding the  group  situation  as  a   matter 

of  convenience  in  that  all  pictures  are 

booking  office.  In  all  instances,  it  is  em- 
phasized, contracts  are  signed  by  indi- 

vidual operators,  and  do  not  provide  for 

special  terms. 
One  exchange  manager  put  it  this  way: 

“The  group  might  conceivably  save  money 
when  it  goes  out  to  buy  carbon,  paper, 

seats,  etc.,  but  not  when  it  comes  to  get- 

ting special  prices  on  films.” 

New  Philadelphia  Allied 
Unit  Wastes  Little  Time 

New  York — It  didn’t  take  the  new  the- 
atre group  in  Philadelphia,  which  lined 

up  with  Allied  last  week,  long  to  get  into 

the  general  business  affairs  of  the  na- 
tional organization. 

Dave  Milgram,  one  of  the  organizers  of 
the  new  Quaker  City  group,  accompanied 
the  New  York  and  New  Jersey  units  to 
Chicago  and  sat  in  at  the  board  meeting 

held  at  the  Congress  Hotel.  At  the  ses- 
sion, the  negotiating  committee,  compris- 

ing Nathan  Yamins,  Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  Sid- 
ney Samuelson,  Ray  Branch  and  W.  A. 

Steffes  detailed  an  outline  of  negotiations 

with  the  distributors  on  a   trade  prac- 

tice program  and  asked  for  further  in- 
structions. 

Interviewed  by  Boxoffice  before  board- 
ing the  train,  Milgram  said  the  new  unit 

will  probably  be  named  Allied  of  eastern 
Pennsylvania. 

where  Brother  Vogel  spake  at  length  on 
the  virtues  of  good  malt  brew. 

9 : 30 — The  Delaware  River  crossing 

again  by  ferry  but  which  Master  Cun- 
ningham affectionally  referred  to  as  a 

“ship.”  Also  much  action  at  the  coin 
machines. 

10:30 — More  refreshments,  and  by  this 
time,  a   very  sleepy  crew. Monday 

1   A.  M. — Home.  Sleep.  And  the  usual 

Monday  growls  about  the  office. 
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Doesn't  Believe  in 
The  Boycott 

Hollywood — Judy  Garland  is  grow- 

ing up.  She  wore  silk  stockings  for 

the  first  time  on  her  “Good  News" 
broadcast  the  other  night  and  looked 

very  smart  .in  a   dress  of  black  wool 

crepe  with  a   tiny  pin  stripe  and  large 

black  halo  hat.  Next  year,  mink. 

Film  Bookers  Club 

Has  National  Goal 
Chicago  —   The  Film  Bookers  Club  of 

America  now  has  a   national  federal 

charter  and  plans  are  underway  to  make 

a   national  organization  of  film  bookers. 

Membership  is  limited  to  exchange  and 

exhibitor  bookers  in  the  industry. 

The  first  off-shoot  from  the  local  group 
is  expected  to  be  a   club  organized  in  Los 

Angeles  or  San  Francisco,  and  as  rapidly 

as  is  feasible  other  groups  will  be  organ- 
ized, with  the  Chicago  group  as  the  mother 

club.  The  purpose  of  the  organization  is 

to  create  a   better  understandnig  between 

exchange  bookers  and  the  men  who  book 
film  for  exhibitors. 

The  local  club  will  hold  open  house  at 

its  quarters  in  the  Crillon  Hotel  on  No- 
vember 22,  and  at  that  time  will  raffle 

off  a   Zenith  radio  and  five  turkeys. 

It's  News  to  Bookers 

On  Gotham's  Filmrow 
New  York — News  that  the  Film  Bookers, 

Club  of  America  has  taken  a   federal  char- 

ter for  the  purpose  of  forming  a   national 

organization  apparently  has  failed  to  filter 

through  to  the  bookers  on  Filmrow  here. 

A   canvas  shows  that,  as  yet,  no  attempt 

has  been  made  to  organize  a   similar  group 

here.  One  comment  by  a   booker  at  Co- 
lumbia is  typical  of  the  general  reaction: 

“It  sounds  like  a   good  idea  if  it  has  noth- 

ing to  do  with  unionism.” 

Metro  May  Light  Puerto 
Rico  House  in  December 

New  York — Metro  expects  to  open  its 

1,000-seat  house  in  San  Juan,  Puerto  Rico, 

sometime  in  December.  Bids  are  now  be- 
ing received  on  the  contemplated  house  in 

Adelaide,  Australia,  and  construction  is 

getting  ready  to  start  on  the  new  site  in 

Cairo,  Egypt.  When  the  above  houses  are 

completed,  Metro’s  overseas  circuit  will 
number  27. 

Another  Newsreeler  in 

Times  Square  Reported 
New  York — Another  newsreel  theatre  is 

scheduled  for  the  Times  Square  area  with 

the  filing  of  plans  for  a   862-seat  house 
on  the  site  of  the  former  Drake  restaurant. 

Jack  Steiner,  who  operates  the  Penn 

Newsreel,  is  understood  to  have  taken  a 

lease  on  the  project  to  be  constructed  by 

Alexander  S.  Andrews,  president,  and  C.  Z. 

Christopher,  secretary  of  Freya,  Inc. 

Assure  Universal 

Time  on  Broadway 

New  York  —   Having  completed  deals 

with  the  Rivoli,  Rialto  and  Globe,  Uni- 
versal is  guaranteed  52  weeks  of  playing 

time  on  Broadway  for  the  current  season’s 
product  as  compared  to  11  weeks  last 

year  when  the  Roxy  held  a   selective  con- 
tract. 

Under  a   deal  worked  out  with  George 

Skouras,  the  Rivoli  will  give  Universal  30 

weeks.  The  arrangement  with  Arthur  L. 

Mayer  and  Harry  Brandt  provides  for  12 

weeks  at  the  Rialto  and  10  weeks  in  the 

Globe.  The  Rivoli  has  already  played  four 

pictures  and  is  now  showing  “The  Storm,” 
the  fifth.  The  Rialto  has  played  Univer- 

sal product  for  three  weeks  and  the  Globe 

two  weeks  since  the  first  of  September. 

“That  Certain  Age,”  latest  Deanna  Dur- 
bin vehicle,  opened  Friday  at  the  Roxy 

and  washes  up  the  pact.  It  is  a   last  sea- 

son’s picture. 

Universal  has  taken  advantage  of  the 

publicity  attending  the  Sunday  night 

broadcast  of  H.  G.  Wells’  “The  War  of 

the  Worlds”  by  releasing  “Mars  Attacks 

the  World,”  based  on  the  newspaper  car- 

toon feature  “Flash  Gordon.” 

The  film,  which  has  been  in  the  pro- 

cess of  assembly  for  some  time,  was  rush- 
ed to  completion.  It  has  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  in  the  lead.  The  story  deals  with 

an  attempt  by  Martians  to  destroy  the 

earth  by  means  of  a   nitron  ray  and  other 

ultra-scientific  methods  of  destruction. 

Traveling  Man 

—Metropolitan  Photos 

Hal  Horne,  representing  Mickey,  Min- 

nie, Donald  and  the  assorted  Disney- 

ites,  now  on  the  Continent  to  confer 

with  RKO’s  representatives  on  sales. 

Before  or  After 

Appendicitis Hollywood — A   Dorothy  Lamour  fan  in 

Canada  sent  word  to  her  that  he's  de- 
signed a   chair  for  her  use  between 

scenes  on  stage.  He  explains  that  it  is 

constructed  to  give  a   maximum  of  re- 

laxation and  recommends  it  for  any- 

one recuperating  from  appendicitis. 

O'Connor  Confers 
On  a   Schine  Deal 

Syracuse — John  J.  O’Connor,  vice-presi- 
dent and  general  manager  of  the  RKO 

circuit  and  his  assistant,  Fred  Meyers, 

were  here  the  latter  part  of  the  week  to 

confer  with  Meyer  and  Louis  Schine  on 

the  proposed  plans  of  the  Schine  circuit 
to  take  over  two  neighborhood  houses. 

Under  a   long-standing  agreement,  the 

Schine  circuit  cannot  expand  in  Syra- 
cuse without  the  approval  of  RKO.  The 

impression  prevails  here  that,  although 

the  two  theatres  involved  do  not  com- 

pete with  RKO,  the  circuit  will  not  ac- 

quiesce to  the  takeover. 
Louis  Schine  had  a   preliminary  talk 

with  O’Connor  and  Meyers  in  New  York 
earlier  in  the  week  when  the  RKO  men 

agreed  to  come  here  to  look  over  the 
theatres  involved. 

For  some  time,  the  Schine  interests 

have  had  a   deal  on  with  the  Fo-nvessey 
circuit  to  buy  the  group  of  about  ten 

units  in  the  Rochester  area.  These  ne- 
gotiations have  never  progressed  to  a   point 

where  a   contract  was  mentioned. 

Two  Get  Vaudeville 

New  York — Vaudeville  is  to  be  rein- 
stated in  two  RKO  houses,  the  Palace, 

Cleveland,  November  11,  when  Gene  Autry 

heads  the  opening  bill  and  the  Shubert, 

Cincinnati,  a   week  later  with  Don  Bestor 

and  Clyde  McCoy  and  their  bands  put  on 

a   swing  musical  fiesta. 

Gypsy  Rose  Lee  opens  in  Cleveland 
November  18  and  will  follow  Horace  Heidt 

and  his  band  at  the  Cincinnati  Shubert. 

Nat  Holt,  Ohio  district  manager  for  the 

circuit,  was  in  town  during  the  week  con- 

ferring with  John  J.  O’Connor  and  Wil- 
liam Howard  on  bookings.  He  returned  to 

Cleveland  Thursday. 

Consolidated  Reports  a 

Net  Profit  of  $536,205 

New  York — Consolidated  Film  Indus- 
tries reports  a   net  profit  of  $536,205  for 

nine  months  ended  September  30.  This 

is  equal  to  $1.34  a   preferred  share  and 

compares  with  $541,023,  or  $1.35  a   pre- 
ferred share  for  1937. 

Net  profit  for  the  September  quarter 

is  $218,873,  equal,  after  dividend  require- 
ments on  400,000  shares  of  $2  preferred, 

to  three  cents  each  on  524,973  common 
shares.  This  compares  with  $159,761,  or 

40  cents  a   preferred  share,  in  the  third 

quarter  of  1937. 
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Cites  Damage  Angle 

In  Quiz  Extension 

New  York  —   Legal  opinion  has  been 

sought  and  indicates  the  industry  might 

be  open  to  damages  if  the  Movie  Quiz  is 

extended,  on  the  ground  that  when  the 

contest  booklet  stipulated  December  31  as 

the  closing  date  this  constituted  a   contract 
with  contestants. 

This  is  the  reply  of  Harold  B.  Franklin, 

drive  administrator,  to  the  resolution  pass- 

ed by  the  MPTOA  in  convention  in  Okla- 
homa City  that  the  general  committee 

either  extend  the  drive  30  days  or  reduce 

the  contest  answers  to  help  subsequent 
runs. 

With  about  450  first  runs  throughout 

the  country  completing  their  schedule  of 

Movie  Quiz  pictures  by  next  week,  the 

general  committee  is  urging  continued  use 

of  campaign  slogans  in  their  advertising 
to  sustain  interest  in  the  drive.  Although 

the  need  for  the  Quiz  seal  disappears  with- 

out contest  pictures  it  is  hoped  that  man- 
agers will  capitalize  on  the  slogans  that 

have  been  popularized  in  ads  up  to  now. 

Although  statistics  are  not  available  as 

yet,  it  has  been  estimated  a   large  portion 
of  first  runs  was  not  able  to  show  more 

than  12  to  15  of  the  Quiz  films. 

In  the  course  of  answering  a   critical 

letter  from  an  associate  of  his  theatre 

circuit,  Spyros  P.  Skouras  declares  the 

business  drive  has  brought  lasting  good 

to  the  industry,  has  stilled  criticism  with- 
in and  without,  and  must  be  given  credit 

for  a   definite  share  of  improved  business 

conditions.  Skouras  compares  the  present 

high  prestige  with  a   condition  of  not  more 

than  seven  weeks  ago,  when,  he  says,  the 

industry  was  in  the  doldrums  of  what  eco- 

nomic experts  refer  to  as  a   “retrogres- 

sion,” caused  by  adverse  unfavorable  im- 
pressions about  its  affairs  and  conduct 

registered  by  publicity-seeking  executives 

within  its  ranks.” 
Meanwhile,  the  nationwide  fashion  show 

which  major  studios  were  to  sponsor  for 

exhibition  in  numerous  key  cities  has  been 

virtually  abandoned.  Since  a   few  of  the 

studios  went  to  great  lengths  in  prepar- 

Nizer Tries  Cupid 

Role  and  Lands 
New  York — Lawyers  usually  get  rich 

by  proving  to  judges  that  a   husband 

is  a   brute  or  a   wife  is  neglectful,  or 

vice-versa,  depending  on  who  is  seek- 

ing the  divorce.  Not  so  with  the  Male 

Madonna  of  Times  Square,  as  one  of 

the  industry's  barristers  is  tagged. 
Instead  of  collecting  a   nice  fee  from 

Luise  Rainer  to  untie  a   matrimonial 

knot  from  Clifford  Odets,  that  very  un- 

usual fellow  Louis  Nizer  goes  and 

brings  them  together  again.  Nizer  em- 

ployed a   little  showmanship,  too.  He 

took  Miss  Rainer  to  dinner  and  pre- 

arranged to  have  Odets  waiting  there. 

The  reconciliation  clicked  like  a   spark. 

They  Had  16  Hours 
For  the  Job 

Grand  Central  Depot,  New  York — 

Sidney  Samuelson,  about  to  leave  for 

Chicago  with  Max  A.  Cohen  and 

Harry  G.  Kosch  of  Allied  of  New  York, 

Irving  Dollinger  of  Allied  of  New  Jer- 

sey and  David  Milgram  of  the  re- 

cently-formed Allied  group  in  Phila- 

delphia, spotted  Gradwell  L.  Sears  of 

Warners  and  A.  Montague  of  Colum- 

bia checking  in  on  the  same  train. 

“Well,  boys,"  he  said  jocularly  to 

his  theatre  associates,  "now's  a   good 

time  to  take  them  over.  If  we  don't 

do  it  now,  we  never  will.'' 

ing  original  designs  for  dresses,  coats  and 

other  apparel,  a   few  larger  theatres  will 

take  advantage  of  this.  The  Music  Hall 

here  and  one  or  two  other  spots  will  put 

the  show  on  in  cooperation  with  leading 

department  stores. 

Returns  to  date  on  the  Movie  Quiz 

show  that  New  York  State  is  leading, 
with  California  a   close  second.  Entries 

are  coming  in  at  about  1,000  daily.  The 

great  bulk  of  the  returns  are  expected  in 
December. 

To  stimulate  interest  of  youngsters  in 

the  Movie  Quiz  contest,  Deanna  Durbin 

has  offered  a   special  trophy  to  the  boy 

or  girl  nearest  her  age,  which  is  15,  who 

wins  any  one  of  the  5,404  cash  prizes. 

Trailer  No.  10,  to  tie  in  with  the  Christ- 
mas holiday  season,  is  being  prepared  for 

release  late  this  month.  It  will  stress  the 

fact  that  there  is  still  time  to  enter  the 
contest. 

Schine  Circuit  Acquires 

Eight  Maryland  Theatres 
New  York — Eight  theatres  in  five  Mary- 

land situations  have  been  acquired  by  the 

Schine  circuit  which  is  now  operating. 

The  units  and  towns  involved  are  Avalon 

and  Music  Hall,  Easton;  Federal,  Federals- 
burg;  Hurlock,  Hurlock;  Arcade  and 

Womoco,  Salisbury;  and  the  Arcade  and 

State,  Cambridge. 

George  Lynch,  chief  buyer  and  booker 

for  the  circuit,  spent  two  days  in  Wash- 
ington working  on  film  deals  for  these 

theatres  He  arrived  here  Thursday,  and 

Friday  was  met  by  Meyer  Schine.  That 

same  night  they  returned  to  Gloversville 

with  John  J.  O’Connor  and  Fred  Meyers 
of  the  RKO  circuit. 

Lynch  informs  Boxoffice  negotiations 

are  on  for  a   number  of  other  houses,  in- 

cluding two  in  Syracuse.  Towns  and  thea- 
tres were  not  divulged.  The  Maryland 

deals,  made  with  individual  operators, 

marks  invasion  by  the  circuit  in  that  state. 

Last  year,  Schine  took  over  a   group  in 

Kentucky  and  about  five  months  ago 

acquired  another  theatre  in  the  state. 

Chapman  Opens  Exchange 

New  York — Julie  Chapman  has  opened 

the  Merit  Pictures  exchange  in  the  Film 

Center.  Mike  Thomas  is  associated  with 
him. 

20th-Fox  Net  Off 

In  Latest  Report 

New  York — Net  earnings  of  20th-Fox 
for  the  39  weeks  ended  September  24 

were  slightly  off  as  compared  to  last  year. 
The  difference  in  earnings  was  $276,802. 

For  the  39  weeks,  the  consolidated  profit 

amounted  to  $4,622,091.  Last  year  it  was 

$4,898,893. 
The  third  quarter  earnings  totaled  $1,- 

202,433.  This  compares  with  $1,778,121  for 

the  second  quarter  and  $1,143,410  for  the 

third  quarter  of  1937.  Current  earnings, 

after  allowing  for  preferred  disbursements, 

equalled  $2.04  on  the  common. 
Dividends  of  37  V2  cents  on  the  preferred 

and  50  cents  on  the  common,  payable  De- 
cember 15  to  record  holders  of  December 

1,  have  been  declared. 

The  Metropolitan  Opera 

House  Wired  lor  Sound 
New  York — The  historic  Metropolitan 

Opera  House  is  being  wired  for  sound  so 
that  a   motion  picture  may  be  projected 

within  its  classic  walls. 

The  occasion,  on  November  18,  is  the 

premiere  of  “Sable  Cicada,”  a   Chinese 
film,  which  is  being  sponsored  by  the  As- 

sociated Boards  for  Christian  Colleges  in 

China,  cooperating  with  the  Church  Com- 
mittee for  China  Relief.  The  proceeds  will 

go  to  its  national  fund  appeal,  in  which 

Catholic,  Jewish  and  Protestant  groups  are 

united.  Henry  R.  Luce  is  chairman  of  the 

sponsoring  committee.  Leon  J.  Rubin- 
stein is  in  charge. 

The  film  was  made  in  Shanghai  with  a 

cast  of  actors  of  the  native  theatre.  The 

staging  is  typically  Chinese,  as  is  the  dia- 
logue and  musical  background. 

Duport  in  Detroit 
New  York  —   Ray  Duport  was  at  the 

SMPE  convention  in  Detroit,  after  which 

he  intended  to  spend  considerable  time  in 

the  west,  contacting  dealers  in  the  in- 

terests of  his  two  “children,”  Forest  Recti- 
fiers and  Hurley  Screen. 

Trying  to  Get  Into 
Albany 

New  York — In  rather  circuitous  fash- 

ion, the  industry  may  get  some  repre- 

sentation in  the  official  state  family. 

Frank  J.  Ruddock,  vice-president  of 

Local  306,  projectionists  union,  is  run- 

ning for  state  senator  in  the  19th  sena- 

torial district.  It's  his  first  dabble  in 
politics.  One  of  the  founders  of  Local 

306,  48  years  old,  with  19  months'  ser- vice overseas  in  the  World  War,  Past 

Commander  of  the  Veterans  of  Foreign 

Wars,  Ruddock  is  running  on  the 

American  Labor  Party  ticket.  He  has 

been  endorsed  by  the  Republican 

party,  the  CIO,  AFL,  World-Telegram 
and  Post. 
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TOP  RANK 

EASTMAN  Super  X   won  its  top  ranking  on 

performance.  The  results  obtained  from 

its  combination  of  speed,  fine  grain,  and 

general  photographic  quality  make  it  the 

world’s  first  choice  in  negative  materials. 

Eastman  Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

(J.  E.  Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort 

Lee,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  A 
PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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BROADWAY- 
gILL  CONSELMAN,  in  the  other  day 

from  London,  returned  to  the  coast  and 
the  20th-Fox  studio  over  the  week- 

end .   .   .   Harry  M.  Goetz’s  guests  around 
an  Astor  luncheon  table:  Joe  Moskowitz, 

Max  Gordon,  Jack  Goetz  and  Arthur  Gott- 
lieb .   .   .   Jimmy  Coston,  zone  manager  for 

Warner  theatres  in  and  adjacent  to  Chi- 
cago, has  been  visiting  .   .   .   Prior  to  his 

departure  for  the  Allied  meeting  in  Chi- 
cago, Max  Cohen  conferred  with  the  di- 

rectors of  Allied  of  New  York  in  the  open 
spaces  of  the  Hunting  Room  of  the  Astor. 

“Why  not?”  he  said.  “We  have  nothing 
to  conceal.” 

Nate  Blumberg  and  Mrs.  B   contemplate 
a   trip  to  Hollywood  about  December  1   .   .   . 
James  R.  Grainger  and  his  wife  will  go 
west  for  the  holidays  this  year,  of  course. 

It’s  been  family  practice  for  years  and 
years  now  .   .   .   Lou  Pollock  quit  at  2   a.  m. 
the  other  morning,  but,  before  he  called 
a   day  as  well  as  a   night,  had  completed 

the  pressbook  for  “Mars  Attacks  the 
World’’  .   .   .   Freddie  Meyers  looks  with 
anticipation  toward  November  10,  but  he 

won’t  say  why.  Or  wherefore  .   .   .   Charles 
E.  McCarthy  is  getting  ready  for  his  regu- 

lar fall  holiday  cruise.  It  will  be  into  the 
Caribbean  again. 

Rube  Jackter  heads  for  Pinehurst  next 

week  for  his  annual  golf  jamboree.  When 

he  comes  back,  he’ll  spend  a   few  days 
in  town  and  then  go  to  the  coast  for  the 
second  Columbia  regional,  which  most 
likely  will  be  held  in  San  Francisco,  about 

November  19-20  .   .   .   Allen  Usher,  Para- 
mount midwest  district  manager  with 

headquarters  in  Chicago,  has  been  in  town 
conferring  with  Charles  M.  Reagan  .   .   . 

Bcb  Christenberry  is  vacationing  in  Ber- 
muda .   .   .   Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  on  the 

coast  for  his  usual  November  looksee,  is 
extending  his  visit  about  a   week  before 
coming  east  .   .   .   John  Dervin,  Boston  UA 

manager,  and  Bert  Stearn,  district  mana- 
ger for  the  same  company  and  head- 

quartering in  Pittsburgh,  were  home  office 
visitors  the  other  day. 

Bill  Holman,  Columbia  studio  manager, 
was  in  town  for  the  wage  and  hour  law 
discussions  here  and  in  Washington  .   .   . 

Douglas  Fowley,  who  appears  in  “Sub- 
marine Patrol,”  is  visiting  the  Big  City  .   .   . 

Harry  Kalmine  and  Harry  Feinstein,  War- 
ner circuit  men  from  Pittsburgh,  paid 

local  booking  agents  a   visit  this  week  .   .   . 
Leonard  Picker  has  tossed  off  16  pounds 
from  his  waistline  these  past  few  weeks 

.   .   .   Marvin  Schenck’ s   carnations  are  not 
as  big  as  they  used  to  be.  Depression? 

Bill  Hollander,  veteran  B&K  advertis- 
ing and  publicity  executive,  was  in  town 

with  Mrs.  Hollander.  On  hearing  this, 
Monroe  Greenthal  immediately  invited 

them  to  dinner  and  “Hellzapoppin.”  Mon- 
roe happened  to  mention  this  to  Lynn  Far- 

nol.  Farnol  insisted  everyone  have  din- 
ner with  him.  Farnol  happened  to  men- 

tion this  to  Oscar  Doob.  Doob  insisted 

everyone  have  dinner  with  him.  Net  re- 
sult: Cocktails  on  Doob,  dinner  on  Farnol, 

“Hellzapoppin”  on  Greenthal. 

Moe  Streimer  bundled  a   couple  of  reels 

of  “Things  to  Come”  under  his  arm,  trun- 
dled over  to  New  Jersey  and  showed  the 

film  to  operators  on  the  fringe  of  the 
county  where  the  war  scare  took  place 

after  Orson  Welles’  Sunday  night  broad- 
cast. There  weren’t  enough  prints  to  go 

around  .   .   .   Charles  Moss,  son  of  B.  S. 

Moss,  will  be  married  to  Paula  Mendel- 
sohn at  the  Hotel  Pierre  December  1.  The 

couple  will  honeymoon  in  Florida,  return- 
ing by  Christmas  .   .   .   Moss  sr.  may  leave 

for  Paris  next  week  to  look  into  produc- 
tion of  pictures  in  which  he  and  Paul 

Graetz  are  interested  .   .   .   Paul  Lazarus 

hosted  Haskell  Masters  to  a   Lindy  lunch 

He  Saw  Plays 

Hollywood — Back  from  a   couple  weeks 

in  New  York,  J.  Edmund  Grainger,  asso- 
ciate producer  at  Universal,  is  again  on  the 

job  with  New  York  plays,  the  Stork  Club 
and  the  Rainbow  Room  behind,  but  not 

necessarily  forgotten.  He  flew  west  Sat- 
urday after  accompanying  his  mother,  Mrs. 

James  R.  Grainger,  east. 

Grainger,  whose  last  picture  was  “Ser- 
vice De  Luxe,”  is  planning  “The  Sun 

Never  Sets”  and  “Big  Town  Czar.” 

before  the  UA  Canadian  district  manager 
hopped  a   return  train  .   .   .   Sammy  Cohen, 
overcoated  but  hatless,  walking  crosstown, 

being  offered  a   “$15  hat  at  your  price” 
by  a   delivery  truck  driver.  Cohen  offered 
to  sell  the  driver  his  coat. 

The  Newsreel  Theatre  marquee  on 

Broadway:  “Extra — Seabiscuit  Wins  Four 

Major  Football  Games.” 

Ferdinand  Reinlieb,  Roxy  purchasing 

agent,  is  a   dead  ringer  for  Thomas  E. 
Dewey,  the  Republican  hope  for  governor. 
Reinlieb  is  the  center  of  attraction  when 
he  takes  to  the  sidewalk.  So  much  so  that 

he's  having  his  meals  in  the  theatre  .   .   . 
Jean  Lenauer  discussed  French  films  as 

a   guest  of  the  French  Club  of  Hunter 
College  .   .   .   Harry  Moskowitz  performed 

another  theatre  face-lifting  miracle  when 
he  virtually  reconstructed  the  White 
Plains  without  interfering  with  a   single 
performance  .   .   .   While  in  London  Joseph 

A.  McConville  will  set  up  plans  for  launch- 

ing “ You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  in 
European  capitals  .   .   .   Hugh  Herbert  was 

a   guest  of  Leon  and  Eddie's,  who  tendered 
him  a   “Woo  Woo”  party  .   .   .   Jerry  Wilson, 
formerly  connected  with  Principal  Film 

Exchange,  has  joined  Advance  Film  Ex- 
change as  vice-president  in  charge  of  sales, 

in  partnership  with  Emil  Rosenbaum  .   .   . 
Homer  Harmon  removed  his  moustache 

about  two  months  ago  but  it  wasn't  until 
the  other  day  that  Secretary  Isabelle  Aus- 

tin noticed  it. 

A   Testimonial  for  Stern 

Charles  K.  Stern,  assistant  treasurer  of  Loew’s,  Inc.,  at  the  dinner  given  for 
him  at  the  Astor.  Prudence  Lodge,  1066,  as  the  sponsor  and  Louis  Nizer,  the  Just  as  Scotch  goes  with  soda  so  did 

master -of -ceremonies.  the  film  fraternity  descend  upon  the  As- 
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The  Mayor  Gets  a   Key 

The  mayor  of  North  Hollywood,  also  known  as  Glenda  Farrell,  visits  New 

York’s  night  life  artery,  also  known  as  52 nd  Street.  At  Leon  and  Eddie’s,  that 
quiet  retreat,  she  is  given  a   key.  It  has  something  to  do  with  a   Celebrity  Night 

party  given  in  her  honor. 

tor’s  Hunting  Room.  John  C.  Bolte  broke 
bread  with  Seymour  Kreiger,  FBI  inves- 

tigator .   .   .   Bill  Yost  and  Sam  Strassberg 

made  a   twosome  .   .   .   Ditto  Mike  Poller 

and  Sam  Lefkowitz  .   .   .   Add  E.  M.  Saun- 

ders, Tom  Connors,  Ted  O’Shea,  Jack 
Bowen  and  Dave  Levy  for  an  all-Loew 
lineup  .   .   .   Lou  Frisch,  Sam  Rinzler,  Henry 

Randall  and  Billy  Brandt  divided  a   check 

.   .   .   Maurice  Bergman,  Morris  Helprin  and 

A1  Margolies  together  .   .   .   Max  Cohen, 

Harry  Kosch,  Harry  Brandt  .   .   .   Herman 
Starr  and  a   friend  .   .   .   Harold  Franklin 

and  smoked  glasses  .   .   .   Charles  McCarthy 

and  Morris  Kinzler  .   .   .   Ralph  Kohn  .   .   . 

Ben  Sherman  .   .   .   Abe  Warner  .   .   .   George 

Weltner  .   .   .   Joe  Siccardi  with  John  Man- 
heimer  .   .   .   George  W.  Weeks  and  Clair 

Hilgers  ...  Joe  Katch  .   .   .   Toby  Gruen 

and  M.  A.  Schlesinger. 

John  B.  Nathan,  Paramount  head  in  the 

Argentine,  sailed  for  home  over  the  week- 
end after  an  extended  visit  here  and  at 

the  studios  .   .   .   John  W.  Hicks  jr.  may  not 

return  from  Europe  before  Christmas,  af- 
ter all,  the  way  things  look  now  .   .   .   Clair 

Hilgers,  special  home  office  representative 
for  Republic,  left  for  Atlanta  during  the 
middle  of  the  week  .   .   .   S.  Sagall,  Scophony 
managing  director,  is  making  a   survey  on 
marketing  television.  He  came  over  on  the 

Queen  Mary  .   .   .   Harry  M.  Warner  depart- 
ed for  the  coast  over  the  weekend  and 

S.  Charles  Einfeld  came  to  town  Friday 

.   .   .   Ed  Raftery  of  O’Brien,  Driscoll  & 
Raftery,  who  has  been  spending  consid- 

erable time  on  the  William  S.  Hart  suit 

against  UA,  was  in  court  until  10  p.  m. 

And  for  Him ,   Too 

New  York — The  sales  drive  idea  now 

reaches  out  to  encompass  Jules  Levy. 

RKO’s  district  managers  have  designated 
special  weeks  as  homage  tokens  to  the 

company’s  general  sales  manager. 
For  instance,  with  Walter  Branson  in 

the  middle  west,  it’s  the  week  which  ended 
November  4.  Harry  C.  Cohen  in  the  far 

west  has  set  aside  November  5-11.  H.  M. 

Lyons  in  the  southeast  has  determined 

upon  November  12-18;  Herb  MacIntyre 

December  10-16  in  the  northeast  and  Nat 
Levy  ditto  in  the  east  central  district. 

Tuesday  evening  .   .   .   Luise  Rainer,  while 
here  on  a   short  visit,  has  been  conferring 
with  Louis  Nizer,  her  attorney. 

Phil  Reisman,  RKO’s  foreign  chief,  Anna 
Neagle  and  Producer  Herbert  Wilcox  are 
on  the  French  liner  Normandie  which 

docks  Thursday  .   .   .   Carl  Kreuger  is  the 

father  of  an  eight- pound  boy,  James.  The 

mother  is  resting  comfortably  at  the  Wom- 

en’s Hospital  .   .   .   Meanwhile  Film  Daily's 
Hollis  Kenahan  is  denying  he  became  a 

father  over  the  weekend,  but  proudly  says 

it  will  happen  shortly  ...  Ed  Schreiber, 

of  Sid  Rechetnik’s  staff,  is  handling  all 
publicity  at  the  Vitaphone  studios  in 

Brooklyn.  Morty  Gerber  is  filling  Schrei- 

ber’s  spot  at  the  home  office  .   .   .   AMPA 
honors  George  J.  Schaefer  Thursday  .   .   . 

Joe  Hummel,  general  foreign  sales  mana- 

ger for  Warner,  is  getting  ready  for  an- 
other trip — this  time  to  the  continent  .   .   . 

Jane  Bryan  is  getting  her  first  glimpse  of 
New  York. 

Walter  Gould,  assistant  to  Arthur  W. 
Kelly  at  UA,  returns  from  Rio  de  Janeiro 
November  9   .   .   .   Dave  Loew  sailed  Satur- 

day on  the  Santa  Lucia  for  South  Ameri- 
ca where  he  joins  brother  Arthur  for  an 

extended  vacation.  He’s  due  back  two 
days  after  Christmas  .   .   .   Jack  Goetz  flew 
in  from  Hollywood  after  spending  six 
weeks  there  on  behalf  of  DuArt  Labs 
...  Max  Cohen  and  Bob  Christenberry 

were  among  the  many  localites  attending 
the  Pittsburgh  Variety  affair  .   .   .   Tom 
Connors,  on  his  return  from  Oklahoma 
City,  spent  three  days  in  Canada. 

E.  M.  Saunders  wasn’t  able  to  continue 
on  west  from  Oklahoma  City  after  the 
MPTOA  convention  and  had  to  return  east 

on  an  important  deal  .   .   .   Henry  Ginsberg 

flew  back  to  the  SI  studios  .   .   .   Sam  Marx, 

Columbia  producer,  is  still  around  town 

checking  up  on  the  company’s  eastern 
editorial  department  .   .   .   Abe  Meyer,  who 

does  a   lot  of  synchronization  work  for 

independent  companies,  is  visiting  here briefly. 

Billy  Wilkerson  ambling  down  Broad- 
way hatless  and  coatless  the  other  after- 

noon .   .   .   Bill  Scully  hadn’t  planned  go- 
ing to  the  MPTOA  convention  in  Okla- 

homa City,  but  changed  his  mind  at  the 
Pittsburgh  Variety  shebang  .   .   .   Ditto 

George  J.  Schaefer  .   .   .   Louis  Schine  came 

on  from  the  Pittsburgh  affair,  while  Broth- 

er Meyer  left  for  Ohio  and  a   tour  of  the- 
atres .   .   .   George  Lynch  headed  straight 

for  Gloversville  after  the  Smoky  City  event 
.   .   .   William  Rowland  is  in  Mexico  City 

on  business  .   .   .   A.  J.  Herman  was  in  Bos- 

ton and  Philadelphia  on  Universal  busi- 
ness .   .   .   Bernice  (Babe)  Goebel  of  Hor- 

tense  Schorr’s  staff  is  back  from  a   New 
Jersey  vacation. 

Norman  Harrington,  manager  of  the 

Northern  Transport  Travel  Bureau  in  Eng- 
land, was  among  the  Queen  Mary  arrivals 

and  plans  to  sail  for  home  November  12 
cn  the  Normandie  .   .   .   David  Pollock,  new 

Trinidad  representative  for  Western  Elec- 
tric succeeding  R.  R.  Abaranell,  is  en 

route  to  Port-of-Spain  on  the  Lady  Nel- 
son .   .   .   Albert  Hay  Malotte,  who  handles 

the  scores  for  Walt  Disney  subjects,  is 

visiting  the  town  .   .   .   Armand  Denis  is 

touring  key  spots  on  behalf  of  “Dark 
Rapture.”  Among  cities  being  visited  are 
Atlanta,  New  Orleans,  Dallas,  Fort  Worth, 

Memphis,  St.  Louis,  Kansas  City,  Omaha, 

Des  Moines,  Minneapolis,  Chicago,  Mil- 
waukee, Cleveland,  New  Haven  and  other 

New  England  spots. 

Gordon  E.  (Tubby)  Youngman,  RKO 
attorney,  is  a   virtual  stranger  on  the 
home  terrain.  He  spends  most  of  his  time 

at  the  downtown  office  of  Donovan,  Lei- 
sure, Lumbard  &   Newton  on  the  govern- 

ment suit  .   .   .   Bob  O’Donnell  says  his 
trip  east  was  to  visit  his  dentist.  He  was 
scheduled  to  leave  Tuesday  to  attend  the 

(Continued  on  page  28) 
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Theatres  Not  Encompassed  in 

Wages  and  Hours  Regulations 
Taking  Depositions 

In  Chicago  Nov.  10 

Washington  —   Motion  picture  theatres 
will  not  come  within  the  scope  of  the  fair 
labor  standards  act. 

This  view,  subject  only  to  review  by  the 
courts,  has  been  made  known  by  Calvin 

Magruder,  general  counsel  of  the  wage- 
hour  administration,  in  response  to  an 
inquiry  submitted  by  A.  J.  Brylawski  of 

Washington,  D.  C.,  vice-president  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
America. 

However,  the  exhibitors  were  warned 
through  Mr.  Brylawski,  the  act  is  so 

worded  as  to  vest  entirely  in  the  courts 
the  responsibility  for  a   final  determination 

of  the  status  of  any  industry  or  job  re- 
garding which  there  may  be  controversy. 

“In  our  opinion,”  the  general  counsel 
said,  “it  is  very  doubtful  whether  on  the 
basis  of  the  facts  submitted  orally  by 
you  to  Mr.  Poole,  employes  of  motion 
picture  theatres  (not  connected  with  the 
interstate  distribution  of  films)  can  be 

regarded  as  engaged  in  commerce  or  in 
the  production  of  goods  for  commerce. 

Unless  the  work  which  they  are  perform- 
ing falls  under  one  of  these  two  cate- 

gories they  would  not  be  affected  by  the 
wage  and  hour  provisions  of  the  law. 

“Even  though  we  were  to  assume  the 
commerce  fact,  it  is  our  opinion  that  such 
employes  are  exempt  by  the  provisions  of 
Section  13  (a)  (2)  as  employes  engaged 
in  a   retail  or  service  establishment  the 
greater  part  of  whose  selling  or  servicing 

is  in  intrastate  commerce.” 
This  opinion,  Mr.  Magruder  emphasized, 

is  subject  to  the  restrictions  of  the  law. 

International  Film  Unit 

Plans  Congress  in  N.  Y. 
New  York — A   congress  of  the  members 

of  the  International  Federation  of  Film 

Archives  is  scheduled  for  New  York  in 

August,  1939.  John  E.  Abbott,  director  of 

the  Museum  of  Modern  Art  Film  Library, 
is  the  first  president  of  the  federation 

which  was  recently  organized  for  the  pres- 
ervation of  significant  films  and  the  dis- 

semination of  the  latest  film  information. 

Charter  members  include  the  Cinema- 

theque Francaise,  Paris;  Reichsfilmarchiv, 

Berlin;  the  National  Film  Library,  Lon- 
don, and  the  Museum  of  Modern  Art  Film 

Library.  The  central  office  is  located  in 
the  Palais  Royal  in  Paris  in  quarters  made 

available  by  the  French  government.  Ad- 
ditional countries  are  expected  to  join  by 

the  time  the  group  meets. 

as  summarized  by  Administrator  Elmer  F. 
Andrews  early  last  month. 

“The  statute  does  not  confer  upon  the 
administrator  any  general  power  to  issue 
rulings  including  industries  within  the 

coverage  of  the  act,  or  excluding  them,” 
Mr.  Andrews  said  at  that  time. 

“Under  the  act,  employments  are  in- 
cluded or  excluded  by  the  terms  of  the 

statute  itself  as  interpreted  by  the  courts, 

and  not  by  the  force  of  any  administra- 
tive action. 

“Interpretations  announced  by  the  ad- 

ministrator, except  in  certain  specific  in- 
stances where  the  statute  directs  the  ad- 

ministrator to  make  various  regulations, 

definitions  and  classifications,  serve  there- 
fore to  indicate  merely  the  construction 

of  the  law  which  will  guide  the  administra- 
tor in  the  performance  of  his  administra- 
tive duties,  unless  and  until  he  is  directed 

otherwise  by  authoritative  ruling  of  the 

courts.” Claims  Wage-Hour  Law 
Does  Not  Affect  Theatres 

New  York — Members  of  Allied  of  New 

Jersey  hold  the  wage  and  hour  law  does 
not  affect  theatres,  firstly  because  they 

are  intra-state  operations  and  secondly  be- 

cause there  is  an  exemption  of  retail  ser- 
vice trades  and  employes  in  theatres  give 

most  of  their  time  in  service. 

The  next  meeting  of  the  organization 
will  be  held  at  the  Lincoln,  November  15. 
The  one  after  that  will  be  in  Newton 

in  line  with  plans  to  hold  one  meeting  a 
month  in  different  communities. 

DuArt  Makes  a   Bid  tor  a 

Laboratory  in  Hollywood 
New  York — DuArt  Laboratories  has 

made  a   bid  for  International  Cinema 

Laboratories  in  Hollywood.  The  plant  will 

be  put  up  for  public  sale  Wednesday. 
Lawrence  Fox,  producer  of  eight  Crime 

Club  pictures  for  Universal,  also  has  filed 
a   bid. 

Arthur  Gottlieb  of  DuArt  returned  early 

this  week  by  plane  from  the  coast  after 

presenting  his  offer  and  will  leave  via 
the  air  route  again  Monday  or  Tuesday. 
In  the  event  he  is  successful  in  taking 

over  the  plant,  this  will  make  the  third 
for  the  company  which  now  operates  here 
and  in  Canada.  Jack  Goetz  of  the  same 

company  has  also  been  on  the  coast  look- 
ing over  the  situation.  He  returned  last 

week. 

New  York — Depositions  of  Chicago 
branch  managers  are  scheduled  to  start 

November  10  and  run  four  days  there- 
after by  attorneys  for  87  independents 

in  their  action  against  major  distributors 
and  B&K  on  clearance  and  dual  bills. 
At  a   recent  hearing  in  Chicago,  the 

federal  judge  granted  defendants  a   tem- 
porary stay  on  the  depositions  with  the 

proviso  that  the  plaintiffs’  attorneys  could 
start  taking  them  about  a   week  before 
November  18  when  answers  are  due,  and 
that  for  as  much  time  is  consumed  in 

the  examinations  before  trial  the  defend- 
ants will  be  given  double  that  time  to 

file  answers. 

The  judge,  in  his  opinion,  hinted,  ac- 

cording to  major  company  attorneys,  “that 
a   lot  in  the  bill  of  complaint  will  be 

stricken  out.” 
Depositions  Temporarily 

Halted  in  Loew  Action 

New  York — There  was  a   lull  this  week 

for  Loew  executives  and  directors.  No 

depositions  were  taken  by  Emil  K.  Ellis, 

attorney  for  minority  stockholders  seek- 
ing liquidation  of  12  profit-sharing  con- 

tracts, but  they  will  be  resumed  next 
week.  Nicholas  M.  Schenck  and  David 
Warfield  were  examined  before  trial  last 

week  and  plans  for  the  next  Loew  execu- 
tive to  be  questioned  were  being  worked 

out  over  the  weekend  by  Leopold  Fried- 
man and  J.  Alvin  Van  Bergh,  for  the 

defendants  and  Ellis. 

Univ .   British  Financing 

May  Not  Yet  Be  Complete 
New  York — J.  Cheever  Cowdin  sailed 

Saturday  from  London  on  the  He  de 

France,  due  here  next  Thursday.  It  is  un- 
derstood arrangements  for  financing  by 

British  interests  have  not  been  completed, 
but  will  be  in  the  next  five  or  six  months. 

Proving  It's  a 
Dog's  Lite 

Hollywood  —   Ever-obliging  Frank 

Seltzer  comes  through  with  some  awe- 
some facts. 

There  are  more  than  15,000,000  dogs 

in  the  U.  S.;  more  dog  food  is  sold  than 

any  other  tinned  food;  the  annual  ca- 
nine food  bill  in  the  country  exceeds 

the  Navy  appropriation  by  $75,000,000 

and  is  eight  times  the  amount  spent 

upon  aircraft  and  four  times  the  amount 

going  for  farm  implements  and  ap- 
proximately three-fourths  of  the  volume 

expended  for  automobiles,  tires  and 

other  accessories. 

The  serious  thing  about  it  all  is  that 

Seltzer  forgot  to  tie  the  data  up  with  a 

picture  plug.  He  gives  credit  to  the 

Tailwaggers  Foundation  of  America. 

INDUSTRY  PAYROLL  GENERALLY  UNTOUCHED 

BY  WAGES-HOUR  BILL;  C^YmuiiEASE  LIKELY 
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Korda  Ahead  With 

"Thief  of  Bagdad" 
New  York — Alexander  Korda  is  goini 

ahead  with  “Thief  of  Bagdad,’’  Steven 
Pallos,  general  manager,  told  Boxoffice 

before  sailing  on  the  Queen  Mary  for 

home.  He  discounted  rumors  that  the  pic- 
ture will  be  delayed.  He  indicated  for  the 

time  being  “Lawrence  in  Arabia”  has  been 
taken  off  the  schedule.  This  was  to  have 

been  the  first  Paramount  British  produc- 
tion under  its  own  setup  with  David  Rose 

supervising. 

Columbia’s  current  commitments  at  Den- 

ham, Pallos  added,  ends  with  the  next  pic- 
ture to  go  into  work  within  a   week  or  so. 

This  will  make  the  third  for  the  present 

quota  year.  Upon  his  return  to  England, 
Pallos  said  he  will  advise  Korda  to  visit 

here  again  before  Christmas.  This  may 

indicate  that  the  UA  annual  stockholders’ 
meeting  for  election  of  Maurice  Silver- 
stone  as  president  will  not  be  held  until 
then. 

Jack  Cohn,  who  with  McConville  and 

Jack  Segal,  are  on  the  same  boat,  will 

confer  with  Korda  while  in  England  on 

new  producing  arrangements  at  Denham. 

Irving  Asher  is  supervising  the  Columbia 

trio  this  year. 

Artists  Union  Studying 
Procedure  on  Fleischer 

New  York — No  comment  is  forthcoming 

from  Local  60  of  the  United  American  Ar- 

tists, a   CIO  affiliate,  concerning  the  elec- 
tion at  the  Fleischer  studios  in  Miami  in 

which  the  employes  decided  aganst  the 

UAA  as  their  bargaining  agency  by  a   vote 
of  66  to  58. 

Although  the  vote  excludes  the  UAA  as 

the  exclusive  bargaining  body,  the  same 

salaries  and  working  hours  continue  as 

existed  the  previous  year.  It  is  under- 
stood, however,  that  the  UAA  is  going  to 

question  the  result  and  conferences  have 

been  going  on  at  the  International  office 

to  decide  a   plan  of  action. 

Wont  Do  lor 

Trains ,   Planes 

New  York — Roland  Young  had  the 

reporters  guessing.  They  spied  him 

wearing  two  watches,  one  on  either 

wrist.  Young  simply  explained  that  a 

particular  idiosyncracy  has  something 

to  do  with  maintaining  a   reputation  for 

always  being  on  time.  He  pointed  to 

spare  tires  on  cars  and  all  the  extra 

spectacles  that  exist  merely  for  emer- 

gencies. 

In  order  to  be  punctual  Young  says 

he  looks  at  one  watch,  then  the  other, 

and  between  them  strikes  a   fair  de- 

gree of  accuracy. 

The  reporters  were  impressed.  Then 

one  got  nosey.  He  found  the  left  time- 

piece pointing  to  4:20  p.  m.;  the  other 

5:15.  Young  asked  for  the  correct  time. 

GN's  British  Deal  Seen  Closed 
With  John  Maxwell  ABFD  Unit 

A   Conscientious 

Stockholder 
New  York — Metro  has  a   new  color 

picture.  Metro  also  has  Billy  Ferguson. 

And  now  a   lot  of  people  have  pencils, 

with  a   three-color  lead  to  fix  the  color 

idea  firmly  in  the  mind. 

All  of  which  led  a   couple  of  nosy 

BOXOFFICE  scribes  to  wonder  about 

Technicolor  and  Ferguson,  who  is 

Scotch. 

The  next  move  was  a   telegram  to 

Ferguson.  It  went:  “Are  you  also  on 

Technicolor  payroll?  Please  advise." 
The  next  move  was  a   reply  to  two 

nosy  scribes.  It  went:  “Not  on  Techni- 
color payroll.  Only  control  1,500  shares 

stock." 

WB  Foreip  Gross 

Over  Last  Year's New  York — Warner  foreign  gross,  esti- 

mates Sam  E.  Morris,  vice-president  in 
charge  of  foreign  affairs,  for  the  fiscal 

year  ending  will  be  greater  this  year  than 

last  year.  Morris,  with  this  cheery  note, 
arrived  on  the  White  Star  Cunard  liner 

Queen  Mary. 

Concerning  the  Italian  situation,  Mor- 

ris says,  realistically,  all  American  com- 

panies are  starting  to  liquidate.  “We  are 
not  interested  in  selling  to  ENCI,  the 

Italian-owned  monopoly,  at  any  price.  We 
either  have  the  pictures  the  Italians  want 

to  see  or  we  haven’t.” 
Warner  is  considering  no  further  theatre 

expansion,  Morris  asserts.  “Our  new  house 
in  London  has  given  us  the  necessary  out- 

let. The  Apollo  in  Paris  plays  Warner 

product  exclusively  and  where  there  is  an 

outlet,”  he  says,  “we  have  no  intention  of 

building.” Morris  condemns  the  increasing  growth 

of  economic  nationalism.  “You  must  have 

trade,”  he  declares,  “and  tariff  barriers 
affect  not  only  the  film  industry,  but  all 
industries.  The  world  needs  trade  and 

American  pictures.” 
He  is  also  of  the  opinion  that  unneces- 

sary talk  is  not  helping  the  situation 

either.  “There  are  too  many  statements 

being  made  for  and  against  the  industry,” 
Morris  asserts.  “The  less  said  the  better.” 

The  Warner  British  studios,  according  to 

Morris,  will  produce  16  pictures  for  the 

1939-40  season.  Among  these  will  be  one 
triple  quota  film,  a   double  quota  and  the 

rest  will  be  single  quota  films.  He  says 

there  is  a   possibility  that  some  of  the 

Warner  stars  may  work  in  England. 

Morris  reports  Jack  L.  Warner  will  sail 
for  home  on  the  French  liner  Normandie 

Fineman  Leaving  RKO 

Hollywood — B.  P.  Fineman  is  leaving 

his  producer  berth  at  RKO  Radio,  effec- 
tive December  1. 

New  York — Grand  National’s  board  of 
directors  will  meet  Wednesday  to  ratify 

a   distribution  deal  for  the  United  King- 
dom which  Earle  W.  Hammons  is  under- 

stood to  have  negotiated  with  John  Max- 

well of  Associated  British  Film  Distribu- 
tors. The  deal  is  initialed  and  formal 

terms  of  the  contract  will  be  cabled  here 

in  time  for  the  board  meeting. 

According  to  Hammons,  who  docked  on 

the  Cunard  White  Star  liner  Queen  Mary, 

the  pact  is  for  five  years  with  a   one-year 
cancellation  clause.  Quota  pictures  are 

included  in  the  terms  and  one  or  two  pic- 
tures may  be  produced  with  ABFD  under 

a   joint  financing  plan. 

Hammon  returns  without  any  British 

capital  for  Grand  National  and  denies  that 

was  the  purpose  of  the  trip.  “I  didn’t  ap- 
proach anyone  in  England  for  money.  I 

went  abroad  to  arrange  for  proper  dis- 

tribution,” he  says. 
About  the  probability  of  a   merger  be- 

tween Gaumont  British  and  Odeon,  Ham- 
mons is  of  the  opinion  it  is  very  possible. 

He,  however,  points  out  that  he  does  not 
think  John  Maxwell  will  join  the  two 

groups  because  such  an  organization  would 
create  a   virtual  buying  monopoly  and,  as 

a   result,  the  Americans  might  organize  a 

selling  monopoly  to  counteract  it. 

Prospects  of  a   financial  arrangement 

with  Louis  Jackson,  British  promoter,  who 

was  here  a   short  time  ago  for  confer- 

ences with  Hammons,  dwindled  to  a   con- 
tract whereby  Jackson  would  distribute 

the  reissues  on  40  short  subjects  produced 

under  the  Educational  banner.  All  fur- 
ther shorts  will  be  distributed  by  ABFD. 

Hammons  did  say  that  Jackson  wanted 

to  form  his  own  company  and  give  Grand 

National  a   percentage  of  it.  Jackson,  ac- 
cording to  the  Grand  National  head,  was 

able  to  put  up  $500,000  in  bank  credits. 
Aside  from  his  United  Kingdom  deal, 

Hammons  says  he  made  no  others.  He 

did,  however,  sell  three  pictures,  “Cipher 
Bureau,”  “Shadows  Over  Shanghai”  and 

“Titans  of  the  Deep.” 
Following  the  board  meeting,  Hammons 

will  decide  whether  he  will  join  Jack  Skir- 
ball,  production  manager,  who  leaves  for 
the  coast  shortly  thereafter. 

Among  the  arrivals  was  Sam  Berkowitz, 
general  manager  for  Fine  Arts,  a   Grand 

National  production  unit.  Fine  Arts  is 

making  26  of  which  four  are  completed. 

He  terms  his  trip,  “a  pleasure  voyage.” 

Arnold  Court  Job  Talk 

Raising  Trade  Interest 
New  York — Thurman  Arnold  is  one  of 

two  candidates  for  the  supreme  court  in 
the  event  the  President  decides  not  to 

name  Felix  Frankfurter,  according  to 

Drew  Pearson  and  Robert  S.  Allen  in  their 

copyrighted  “Washington  -   Merry  -   Go- 
Round”  column.  The  other  is  Senator 
Louis  Schwellenbach  of  New  Jersey. 

Conversationally  around  is  early  specu- 

lation over  the  bearing  Arnold’s  appoint- 
ment, if  made,  would  have  on  the  govern- 
ment’s anti-trust  suit. 
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Johnston  Favors 

20  %   Cancellation 

New  York — Adoption  by  major  distrib- 
utors of  20  per  cent  cancellation  clauses 

in  standard  contracts — as  proposed  by  in- 
dependents in  current  trade  practice  par- 

leys— would  be  “a  great  thing”  for  Mono- 
gram, W.  Ray  Johnston  told  Boxoffice. 

While  declining  to  estimate  the  aggre- 
gate in  new  revenue  should  such  a   course 

eventuate  the  Monogram  president  en- 
visioned inestimable  new  accounts  in  those 

situations  where  his  company  is  now 

“locked  out.”  He  reasons  that,  with  the 
proposed  cancellation  privileges,  new  op- 

portunities would  be  open  for  Monogram 
representation.  Johnston  said  he  would  be 
satisfied  to  gain  these  accounts  through 
selected  deals,  not  necessarily  embracing 

contracts  for  Monogram’s  entire  lineup. 
Johnston,  returning  from  three  months 

of  coast  conferences,  said  the  company  is 
putting  one  picture  a   week  before  the 
cameras  up  to  January  1   to  insure  delivery 
of  the  full  schedule  of  42  by  June  1,  a 
full  month  before  the  date  originally  set. 

The  company  has  500  more  accounts 
today  than  at  this  time  last  year,  when  the 
total  was  4,300,  he  declared.  This  upturn 

makes  him  “confident”  that  the  company 
will  hit  its  sales  quota  of  $6,750,000,  which 
is  $2,500,000  over  1937.  Johnston  said 

Monogram  is  “operating  in  the  black,”  this 
despite  a   $1,000,000  budget  increase  in 
the  current  production  program. 

Hereafter  and  beginning  in  January 
when  he  goes  to  the  coast  again,  Johnston 

will  spend  three-quarters  of  each  year  at 
the  studios.  Up  to  the  present  it  has  been 
the  reverse.  He  said  he  was  in  favor  of 

transferring  “certain  departments”  of  his 
publicity  and  advertising  staff  there,  but 

“not  for  the  time  being.”  Johnston  is  defi- 
nitely against  switching  sales  to  Hollywood. 

The  company  has  closed  deals  with  all 

Latin-American  countries  with  the  excep- 
tion of  Peru.  An  Italian  deal  was  dropped 

when  it  became  apparent  that  no  money 
could  be  withdrawn,  he  added. 

W.  J .   Gell  Negotiates  tor 

Mono.  English  Production 
New  York — Negotiations  for  the  pro- 

duction of  a   number  of  Monogram  pic- 
tures in  England  by  Pathe  Pictures,  Ltd., 

are  underway  with  the  arrival  of  William 
J.  Gell,  managing  director,  on  the  Queen 
Mary. 

Gell  states  he  is  working  on  a   long-term 
deal.  The  present  contract  with  Mono- 

gram has  two  years  to  run.  He  says  his 
company  produced  12  pictures  last  year  at 
an  estimated  cost  of  $1,500,000  and  he 

hopes  to  make  arrangements  for  Ameri- 
can distribution. 

Lusty  Quits  RKO 
Hollywood — Lou  Lusty  has  resigned  as 

a   producer  for  RKO  Radio.  The  action 
becomes  effective  December  1. 

Hardy  May  Join  Gov't  Staff 
Washington — Russell  Hardy,  who  resigned  from  the  department  of  justice  several 

months  ago,  may  be  in  the  government's  legal  lineup  under  Paul  Williams  in  the 
anti-trust  suit  against  major  companies  now  pending  in  the  New  York  federal  court. 

He  is  now  working  on  the  anti-trust  case  against  the  oil  industry  on  a   retainer  from 

the  government  and,  because  of  his  handling  of  the  St.  Louis  criminal  and  equity 

anti-trust  suits  three  years  ago,  may  fill  the  spot  vacated  by  John  J.  Abt,  who  had 

been  working  with  Williams  on  the  New  York  case  and  resigned  a   few  weeks  ago. 

Reflects  on  Pants,  Suits  But 

Not  on  How  He'd  Vote  Neely 
New  York — “If  I   want  to  buy  a   pair  of 

pants  I   don’t  want  to  have  to  buy  the 

whole  suit.” It  may  sound  far-fetched,  but  these 
words  on  what  a   well-dressed  Washing- 

tonian prefers  sartorially  parallel  to  how 
he  feels  toward  block  booking  and  its 
legislative  counterpart,  the  Neely  bill. 

They  come  from  Congressman  Sol  Bloom, 
whose  love  for  shows  and  showmanship 
started  about  60  years  ago  at  the  old 
Baldwin  Theatre  in  San  Francisco,  where 
he  enacted  the  role  of  Peter  Rich  in 

“Under  the  Gas  Light.”  It  was  a   cele- 
brated performance,  celebrating  the  mar- 

riage of  Joe  Grisman  and  Phoebe  Davis. 
David  Belasco  was  a   call  boy  at  that 
memorable  occasion. 

Congressman  Bloom  wasn’t  called  on  to 
vote  on  the  Neely  bill  during  the  last 
session  of  Congress.  He  refuses  to  go  on 

record  which  way  he’ll  vote  if  he  casts 
a   ballot  in  the  forthcoming  session.  But 
he  is  familiar  with  what  he  believes  the 

bill  purports  to  achieve. 

“When  you  shut  something  up  it  is 

closed  to  your  own  interests,”  the  veteran 
legislator  commented.  “There  should  be 
open  competition.  Big  business  does  not 
use  a   system  for  the  consumer;  it  is  done 
to  further  its  own  interests.  Big  business 

should  be  shown  the  light.” 
Cites  Standard  Oil 

For  illustration.  Bloom  referred  to  the 

breaking  up  of  the  Standard  Oil  trust, 
which,  in  its  present  setup  of  segregated 

companies  is,  he  asserts,  prospering  un- 
like at  any  time  during  its  combined 

activities. 

“If  the  little  fellow  gets  a   break,  so 
does  the  big  fellow.  It  is  my  duty  to  do 
that  which  is  best  for  the  interests  of  the 

whole  trade;  not  part  of  it.  The  exhibitor 
is  part  of  the  trade.  He  is  being  asked 
to  buy  something,  sight  unseen,  and  pay 
for  it  whether  he  likes  it  or  not.  I   wonder 
if  the  film  distributors  realize  this  is 

choking  their  own  outlets.  Let’s  have  open 

competition.” Bloom  made  a   point.  This:  If  a   banker 
had  a   choice  of  accepting  a   $1,000,000 
deposit  from  a   single  client  as  against 
accepting  a   $1,000,000  deposit  from  a   group 
of  20  clients,  the  chances  are  the  banker 
would  deal  with  the  group.  Because  if  he 

lost  one  client  he’d  still  have  19  left. 
“I  am  told  that  people  aren’t  going  to 

the  movies.  They  can’t  all  get  into  the 
Paramount.  They  might  want  to  stay 

closer  to  home.  If  they  were  given  this 

opportunity,  the  distributor  would  bene- 
fit just  as  well  in  the  end. 

“I  hate  to  think  of  what  would  happen 
if  you  fellows  didn’t  have  Will  Hays.  I 
will  always  remember  something  he  said. 
It  is  one  of  the  wisest  of  wise  sayings: 
‘It  isn’t  the  length  of  the  step  that  counts, 

it’s  the  direction.’  ” 

A   New  Television  Corp. 

In  America  'Very  Likely' New  York — Organization  of  a   $10,000,- 
000  Scophony  television  corporation  in 
America  with  the  backing  of  a   number  of 

film  people,  notably  Eddie  Cantor,  is 
“very  likely,”  according  to  Sol  Sagall, 
managing  director  of  Scophony,  Ltd.,  who 
arrived  on  the  Queen  Mary. 
He  is  the  managing  director  of  the 

British  company  which  already  has  mar- 
keted sets  for  the  home  with  a   two-foot 

picture  screen  at  $200.  He  is  accompanied 

by  Arthur  Levy,  Monogram’s  London 
representative  who  is  also  a   member  of 
the  Scophony  board. 

Sagall  claims  his  company  has  been  ap- 

proached by  interested  American  film  in- 
terests and  that  Scophony  differs  from 

other  television  systems  in  that  it  has  a 
strong  independent  patent  position. 

He  reports  the  Odeon  circuit  is  installing 

television  receiving  screens  in  approxi- 
mately 70  houses  in  the  greater  London 

area  and  is  awaiting  the  license  from  the 

British  Broadcasting  Co.  before  broad- 
casting. Television  transmission,  he  says, 

has  a   radius  of  40  to  50  miles. 

Sagall  states  that  should  an  American 
corporation  be  formed  it  would  supply 

programs  and  manufacture  receiving 
equipment  for  the  homes.  He  plans  to 

arrange  a   Scophony  demonstration  at  the 
World’s  Fair. 

Exhibitors  Squawk  About 

Film  Grosses'  Nosedive 
New  York — Local  exhibitors  are  squawk- 

ing about  business  again.  In  the  past  few 

weeks,  grosses  have  taken  a   nosedive,  ac- 
cording to  theatremen,  who  blame  this 

partly  on  the  forthcoming  elections  and 
otherwise  on  the  indifferent  crop  of  films 
being  released. 
An  upturn  is  expected  after  Tuesday 

when  the  question  of  the  governorship  will 
be  settled  at  the  polls. 
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UA  to  Challenge 
Federal  Plaints 

New  York — Motions  to  strike  out  parts 
C,  D   and  E   of  the  government  complaint 

on  the  ground  they  are  “irrelevant,  imma- 
terial and  do  not  state  any  matter  of  claim 

against  United  Artists,”  have  been  filed 
in  the  federal  court  by  O’Brien,  Driscoll 
&   Raftery,  attorneys  for  the  distributor. 

Counsel  for  the  company,  however,  also 
is  seeking  the  same  bills  of  particulars  as 
other  companies,  although  the  motion  was 

filed  separately.  Columbia  also  filed  in- 
dividually. 

In  Part  C   of  the  bill  of  complaint, 
monopoly  of  production  is  charged,  but, 
according  to  UA  attorneys,  this  is  limited 
to  other  defendants  and  nothing  is  said 
about  UA.  In  Part  D,  harsh  and  onerous 
trade  practices  are  alleged  and  again  UA 
is  not  cited.  Part  D   deals  with  exchange 

of  favors  between  producers  and  exhibi- 
tors. UA  contends  it  has  no  theatres  and 

employs  no  artists,  being  solely  a   dis- 
tributor, and,  therefore,  should  not  be 

included. 

Seventy  Columbia  Men 

Attend  Chicago  Parley 
Chicago — More  than  70  delegates  were 

on  hand  over  the  weekend  at  the  Black- 
stone  Hotel  for  the  first  of  a   series  of 

Columbia  regional  meetings.  New  prod- 
uct and  liquidation  of  contracts  high- 

lighted the  talks. 

Among  those  attending  were  A.  Mon- 
tague, Rube  Jackter,  Louis  Astor,  Lou 

Weinberg,  Max  Weisfeldt,  Hank  Kauf- 
man, George  Josephs,  Milton  Hannock 

and  Maurice  Grad,  from  the  home  office; 

Sam  Galanty,  Phil  Dunas  and  Carl  Sha- 
lit,  district  managers,  and  managers  and 

salesmen  from  Chicago,  Des  Moines,  Mil- 

waukee, Minneapolis,  Omaha,  Detroit,  In- 
dianapolis, Kansas  City,  St.  Louis,  Cin- 

cinnati, Cleveland,  Pittsburgh  and  Wash- 
ington. 
Another  session  will  be  held  in  New 

York  for  the  eastern  and  New  England 

groups,  and  possibly  the  southern  contin- 
gent. West  coast  personnel  will  meet  later, 

probably  in  Los  Angeles  where  Jerome 
Safron,  western  division  head,  resides. 

Newsreel  Theatres  Link 

To  Open  on  December  2 
New  York — Newsreel  Theatres  will  open 

the  new  house  at  33  W.  50th  St.  on  De- 
cember 2.  This  will  give  the  circuit  four, 

the  others  being  the  former  Embassy  on 

Broadway,  the  72nd  St.  and  one  in  New- 
ark, N.  J. 

David  Weinstock  is  understood  to  have 
outbid  Leo  Brecher  for  the  new  Normandie 
on  53rd  St.  off  Park  Ave. 

Gets  "Navy  Girl" 
Hollywood — Lindsley  Parsons  has  been 

assigned  to  produce  “Navy  Girl”  for  Mono- 
gram. 

Allied  and  Distributors  Are 

Trying  for  Peace  in  Chicago 

Chicago — Generally  agreeing  there  is 

definite  room  for  conciliation,  Allied’s  na- 
tional board  met  with  Chicago  members 

of  the  Illinois  unit  in  an  all-day  session 
Thursday  at  the  Congress  Hotel. 

While  there  was  nothing  official  forth- 

coming, it  was  learned  all  points  of  Al- 

lied’s proposed  program  were  discussed 
and  no  final  instructions  were  given  to  the 

Allied  national  committee.  They  were 

told  to  meet  again  with  the  distributor 

committee  late  Thursday  night  in  a   sin- 
cere effort  to  reach  a   common  point  of 

view. 

The  group,  numbering  36  independent 
exhibitor  leaders  of  Chicago  and  the  na- 

tion, voted  to  keep  their  plans  more  in  the 

open  than  in  the  past.  One  national  Al- 
lied leader  said:  “We  feel  that  what  is 

going  on  here  is  for  the  good  of  the  entire 
industry  and  we  should  inform  the  trade 
about  it  through  the  trade  press.  For  that 
reason,  there  will  be  some  statement  avail- 

able after  every  meeting  henceforth.” 
Clearance  Comes  Up 

Since  the  Chicago  clearance  situation  is 

of  paramount  importance  to  independents 
throughout  the  country,  a   major  portion 
of  the  Thursday  morning  session  was 
was  given  over  to  a   discussion  of  that 
subject.  It  was  also  brought  up  many 

times  during  the  day.  Among  the  speak- 
ers were  Joseph  Rosenberg  and  Aaron 

Stein,  attorneys  for  Allied,  and  also  the 

legal  firm  handling  the  current  indepen- 
dent anti-trust  clearance  suit  against  B&K 

and  the  major  companies. 

It  was  also  learned  Illinois  Allied  has 

virtually  decided  to  concentrate  on  slash- 
ing of  clearance  time  here,  and  not  to  at- 

tempt forcing  of  single  features  again, 
since  the  recent  supreme  court  ruling  in 
Philadelphia  that  duals  are  legal. 

An  air  of  optimism  pervaded  the  day- 
long session,  which  was  interrupted  only 

for  lunch  served  in  the  meeting  room. 

While  this  was  going  on  William  F.  Rodg- 
ers, M-G-M;  Gradwell  Sears,  Vitagraph, 

and  Abe  Montague,  Columbia,  were 

Again  Name  Rodgers 

Spokesman 
Chicago — William  F.  Rodgers  was 

again  named  spokesman  of  the  trade 

practice  sessions  here,  with  Allied's 
Abram  Myers,  Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  and 

others  referring  all  questions  on  re- 
leases to  the  M-G-M  sales  head,  who 

has  so  capably  handled  press  contacts. 

awaiting  a   call  from  the  Allied  committee 
in  their  Congress  Hotel  room. 

The  call  came  shortly  before  the  Allied 
general  board  meeting  was  adjourned  for 

the  day  at  5:30  o’clock,  when  the  dis- 
tributors’ representatives  were  asked  for 

a   meeting  at  8   o’clock  Thursday  night,  at 
which  time  discussions  toward  agreement 

on  trade  practices  were  to  take  place. 

Noted  at  Allied  Meet 

Chicago — Those  noted  at  the  Allied  na- 
tional board  meeting,  including  Chicago 

Allied  members,  were: 

Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel;  Na- 
than Yamins,  president;  Sidney  Samuelson 

and  Irving  Dollinger,  New  Jersey;  Max  A. 

Cohen,  Harry  Kosch,  New  York  City; 
Harold  Stoneman,  Boston;  H.  A.  Cole, 

Texas;  Ray  Branch,  Michigan;  Pete 
Wood,  Martin  Smith  and  Moe  Horwitz, 
Ohio;  David  A.  Milgram,  representing  the 

new  Philadelphia  unit;  Maurice  Rubin,  In- 
diana; Ike  Holycross  and  V.  U.  Young, 

Indiana;  M.  A.  Rosenberg  and  Fred  Her- 
rington, Pittsburgh;  Herman  Blum,  Mary- 

land; H.  F.  Mertz  and  Max  Krofta,  Mil- 
waukee; A1  Steffes,  Benny  Berger,  and 

A.  A.  Kaplan,  Minneapolis;  and  the  fol- 
lowing from  Chicago,  Jack  Kirsch,  Illi- 

nois unit  president;  Edwin  Silverman, 
Emile  Stern,  Ludwig  Sussman,  Jack  Rose, 

Van  Nomikos,  Verne  Langdon,  Lou  Har- 
rison, and  Lou  Abramson,  in  addition  to 

Joseph  Rosenberg,  and  Aaron  Stein,  Al- 
lied attorneys. 

TO:  Red  Kann  written  at:  The  Typewriter 

from:  Dave  Golding  date:  Friday 

I   don't  mind  going  to  the  Rialto  and  seeing  a   GB  picture  called  "Man 

With  100  Faces"  and  standing  because  the  joint  is  crowded.  But  when  the 

chief  crook  in  the  film  is  a   guy  by  the  name  of  Hambro  Golding,  that's  too 

much.  He's  a   pretty  lowdown  guy,  and  not  too  smart.  I   assure  you  he's  no 
relative  of  mine.  Maybe  I   ought  to  tell  Arthur  A.  Lee  about  it? 

Your  faithful  reviewer  and  etc.. 
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(Continued  from  page  26-E) 

MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoina  City,  but 
delayed  his  departure  until  Thursday  when 
he  went  straight  home  to  Dallas  .   .   .   Ross 
Hastings,  RKO  studio  lawyer,  left  dur- 

ing the  week  for  Hollywood  after  at- 
tending  meetings  in  Washington  on  the 
wage  hour  law  .   .   .   E.  J.  Smith,  Imperial 
sales  manager,  is  on  a   three-week  trip 
to  key  cities  .   .   .   Lucius  Beebe,  news- 

paper writer,  is  on  the  coast  working  as 
technical  adviser  to  Cecil  Be  DeMille  on 

“ Union  Pacific.” 

Si  Fabian’s  son.  Robert  Melvin,  will  be 
Bar  Mitzvahed  at  Temple  Emanuel,  Pater- 

son, November  19.  Many  exchange  heads 
and  exhibitors  are  invited  .   .   .   Lou  Smith, 
Paramount  associate  producer,  will  be  in 
town  again  next  week  to  meet  Frank 

Lloyd,  who  returns  from  Europe  after  a 
vacation  .   .   .   Jimmy  McFarland  is  work- 

ing at  the  Astoria  studios  doing  publicity 
.   .   .   Milt  Kusell  has  been  in  Albany  dur- 

ing the  week  .   .   .   Loew’s  State’s  manager, 
A1  Rosen,  turned  his  50th  milestone  Fri- 

day .   .   .   Hamilton  C.  Rickaby,  Atlas  at- 

torney in  the  RKO  reorganization,  is  on  a 

16-day  cruise  to  Jamaica  and  Haiti  .   .   . 
Phillips  Holmes  is  back  from  England 
where  he  produced  the  English  version  of 

"On  Borrowed  Time”  .   .   .   Bill  Hart,  vet- 
eran six-gun  shooter,  got  a   terrific  hand 

from  the  State  audience  when  Rudy  Val- 
lee  had  the  spotlight  thrown  on  him  .   .   . 

Sam  Jaffe  has  deserted  Hollywood  for 

Broadway  where  he  has  joined  the  Group 
Theatre. 

Bill  Sussman  is  mourning  the  loss  of  his 

mother-in-law  .   .   .   Doris  Kenyon,  now  Mrs. 
Albert  D.  Lasker,  is  honeymooning  abroad 
.   .   .   Jack  Partington  is  back  from  the  coast 
and  Sam  Dembow  has  returned  to  his 
desk  after  paying  Harry  C.  Arthur  a   visit 
in  St.  Louis,  which  makes  it  old  home 

week  at  the  F&M  offices  .   .   .   Joe  Seidel- 
man  is  on  the  local  scene  again  after  a 
quick  visit  to  the  Universal  studios  .   .   . 
Monty  Banks  was  not  among  the  Queen 
Mary  arrivals. 

Irving  Lincer,  of  the  20th-Fox  contract 

department,  is  seriously  ill  with  pneu- 
monia at  the  Beth  David  Hospital.  The 

illness  resulted  from  exposure  suffered 

during  a   Caribbean  cruise  when  the  boat 

sailed  smack  into  a   hurricane.  Lincer  also 

doubles  as  transportation  manager  .   .   . 

Frank  Gillmore,  head  of  the  4A’s,  is  back 
from  California  .   .   .   Ken  Thomson,  execu- 

tive secretary  of  the  SAG,  is  not  expected 

for  another  month  .   .   .   Jack  Shea,  of  the 

Feiber  and  Shea  circuit,  is  making  a   tour 

of  the  situations  in  Pennsylvania  and  Ohio 

.   .   .   J.  D.  Bermann,  Metro  manager  for 

Japan,  sails  for  home  on  the  Dollar  line 

Empress  of  Canada  November  14  .   .   .   Joe 

Walsh,  director  of  RKO-Pathe  Sportscopes, 
is  in  Pinehurst,  N.  C.,  arranging  for  a 

one-reel  short  on  archery. 

Alma  Lloyd,  daughter  of  Frank  Lloyd, 
planed  into  town  to  be  on  hand  for  the 
arrival  of  her  mother  and  father  from 
Europe  next  Saturday  .   .   .   Richard  de 

Rochemont,  general  manager  and  editor- 
ial representative  for  March  of  Time  in 

Europe,  is  in  town  .   .   .   Clint  White,  as- 

sistant general  sales  manager  at  GB,  is 
visiting  middle  western  exchanges  .   .   . 
Arthur  Greenblatt,  GB  eastern  division 

manager,  visited  the  Boston  office  for  a 

few  days  .   .   .   Doug  Fairbanks  jr.  enter- 
tained a   party  of  guests  after  the  premiere 

of  his  latest  picture,  “The  Young  in  Heart,” 
and  then  sailed  the  following  day  on  the 
Cunard  White  Star  liner  Queen  Mary  for 

a   European  vacation. 

Gary  Cooper  spent  just  24  hours  in  New 
York  and  was  among  the  passengers  on 

the  Queen  Mary  when  she  sailed  Friday. 

He  is  taking  a   European  vacation  pending 

production  delay  on  “The  Last  Frontier” 

caused  by  injury  to  Andrea  Leeds’  foot  .   .   . 
S.  Barret  McCormick  is  back  from  studio 

conferences  and  is  preparing  to  launch  one 

of  the  biggest  campaigns  yet  on  “Gunga 

Din.” 

Lou  Wechsler,  UA  manager  in  New  Ha- 
ven, visited  the  local  film  center  when 

he  was  in  town  the  other  day.  He  well 
remembers  the  days  when  he  worked  as 
a   salesman  here  for  RKO  .   .   .   Willard 

McKay  took  in  the  Pitt-Fordliam  game  and 
the  Variety  Club  affair  in  the  Smoky  City 
over  the  weekend  .   .   .   Frank  Seltzer,  Hal 
Roach  studio  publicity  and  advertising 
head,  returned  to  the  coast  via  Cincin- 

nati and  promises  to  be  back  again  the 

second  week  in  January  .   .   .   G.  L.  Car- 

rington, vice-president  and  general  mana- 
ger of  Altec,  stopped  over  in  Detroit  for 

the  SMPE  convention  on  his  way  to  Holly- 
wood .   .   .   King  Vidor,  after  a   vacation  in 

Switzerland  after  directing  “The  Citadel” 
for  M-G-M,  arrived  on  the  Nieuw  Amster- 

dam Friday  e?i  route  to  the  coast. 

Over  at  the  Loew  home  office  they’re 
having  a   lot  of  fun  these  days  with  the 

following  gag:  “I  hear  ‘Pygmalion’  goes 
into  the  Astor.  What’s  happening  to  Lee 

Cameron?”  To  clarify,  Cameron  is  the 
manager  .   .   .   Bill  Ferguson  spent  the 
weekend  in  Boston  and  Ogunquit  .   .   .   Bill 

Scully  pinch  hit  for  Nate  J.  Blumberg  at 

the  M.  P.  Associates  rally  meet  at  the 

Astor,  Thursday,  when  plans  were  dis- 

cussed for  the  annual  dinner-dance,  No- 
vember 26,  at  the  Astor  .   .   .   Leonard 

Schlesinger  left  over  the  weekend  on  a 

cruise  which  will  bring  him  to  Bermuda. 

It’s  a   honeymoon  trip  .   .   .   Just  before 
Dave  Selznick  flew  to  Bermuda,  a   print  of 

“Young  in  Heart”  was  rushed  there  so 
that  it  could  be  showing  while  the  pro- 

ducer was  in  town. 

Meyer  Schine  will  leave  for  Miami, 
where  he  has  a   winter  home,  in  January 

.   .   .   George  J .   Lynch  will  follow  in  Febru- 
ary and  stay  away  a   month,  his  usual  va- 

cation period  .   .   .   Greer  Garson,  British 
actress  under  contract  to  M-G-M  at  the 

Hollywood  studios,  gets  the  leading  femin- 

ine role  in  “Goodbye,  Mr.  Chips.”  She 
sails  next  week  for  London  .   .   .   Bob  Smelt- 
zer,  Warner  central  district  manager,  was 
in  town  conferring  with  Hunter  Perry  of 

Paramount’s  theatres  in  Charlottesville, 

Va.  .   .   .   Arthur  Arent,  author  of  “   .   .   .   one 
third  of  a   nation,”  is  Paris  bound  to  talk 
to  Jean  Renoir,  director  of  “Grand  Illu- 

sion,” on  the  English  adaptation  of 
“Marseillaise.” 

Pay  Increase  for 

Operators'  Union 
New  York — Members  of  the  ITOA,  who 

signed  up  with  Local  306  two  years  ago, 

will  have  to  pay  the  operators  an  increase 

for  the  next  two  years,  it  is  learned,  ac- 

cording to  the  terms  of  the  contract.  Al- 
though the  union  is  seeking  a   48  per  cent 

boost,  final  outcome  of  negotiations  will 

probably  find  the  union  men  getting  an 

increase  of  $1  or  $2  a   week. 

Discussions  were  taken  up  at  the  last 

meeting  in  addition  to  Harry  Brandt’s 
outline  of  developments  of  the  indepen- 

dents’ proposals  to  distributors  on  trade 
practices.  The  ITOA  head  spoke  briefly 

on  the  15  points  and  indicated  this  is  not 

the  ultimate  program  to  be  adopted.  An- 
other meeting  of  the  seven  independent 

exhibitor  groups  will  be  held  shortly,  he 

said,  with  the  men  present  feeling  some- 
thing beneficial  to  them  will  come  out  of 

the  deliberations. 

Negotiating  committees  will  meet  Mon- 
day to  attempt  a   settlement  of  terms  as 

provided  in  the  10-year  master  agreement. 

Union  delegates  have  also  submitted  de- 
mands for  two-week  vacations  instead  of 

the  customary  one  week.  Tins  was  flatly 

rejected  by  the  ITOA. 

Announce  Five  Winners 

Of  Skouras  Chain  Drive 
New  York — Winners  in  the  eighth  week 

week  of  the  Skouras  circuit’s  efficiency 
drive  are  George  Djimos,  Plaza,  Engle- 

wood, N.  J.;  George  Balsdon,  Victory,  Bay- 
side,  L.  I.;  Elton  Lewis,  Beacon,  Port 

Washington,  L.  I.;  Dillon  Krepps,  Scars- 
dale,  Scarsdale,  N.  Y.;  and  Oscar  Lehr, 
Brook,  Bound  Brook,  N.  J. 

The  five  managers  split  $500  in  prizes. 

Second  Spanish  Film  for 

RKO  Is  Under  Production 
Mexico  City — William  Rowland  is  here 

from  New  York  to  spend  about  eight 

weeks  producing  a   Spanish  film  for  RKO, 
second  of  six  to  be  made  by  him  during 

the  first  year  of  his  distribution  contract. 

He  has  outside  financing.  His  first,  pro- 
duced at  Astoria  studios  in  Long  Island, 

has  been  turned  out  at  a   cost  of  $40,000. 

Kellogg  Air  Show 
Hollywood — An  airshow  for  manufac- 

turers of  Kellogg  breakfast  cereals  will 
start  here  on  January  25,  1939,  over  the 

NBC  net.  No  information  has  been  re- 

ceived locally  on  the  format  or  the  con- 
tents of  the  show. 

Remake  " Dulcy " Hollywood  —   Metro  has  announced 

plans  to  remake  “Dulcy”  as  a   Marion 
Davies  starrer,  from  the  stage  play  by 

George  Kaufman  and  Marc  Connolly.  Ed- 
ward Chodorov  will  produce. 
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REVIEW  FLASHES gTILL  come  the  new  theatres.  This 

time  it’s  Sidney  Lust,  who  announces 
he  will  construct  a   new  theatre  in  subur- 

ban Hyattsville,  Md.,  on  Washington- 
Baltimore  Blvd.  It  will  seat  1,000  and  one 

of  the  features  will  be  an  adjoining  park- 

ing lot  for  500  cars.  John  Eberson,  de- 
signer of  a   number  of  local  theatres,  is 

the  fellow  from  whose  drawing  board  the 

new  Lust  enterprise  will  spring  .   .   .   Never 

in  a   long  time  has  so  much  praise  been 

accorded  luncheon-arrangers  as  is  being 

passed  out  to  Kings-for-a-Day  Alvin  New- 

myer  and  Archie  Engel  for  last  Monday’s 
Variety  luncheon.  Joseph  P.  Tumulty 

was  the  speaker  and  Eleanore  Whitney, 

film  starlet,  one  of  the  honor  guests  .   .   . 

Walter  Winchell  and  J.  Edgar  Hoover  are 

two  of  the  “names  in  the  news”  an- 
nounced by  Variety  as  guests  of  honor  for 

the  annual  dance  November  19. 

Loew  Publicist  Ray  Bell  has  been  busy 

all  last  week  whipping  up  furore  for  the 

premiere  of  the  new  Shirley  Temple  ve- 

hicle, “Just  Around  the  Corner,”  which 
had  one  of  those  bright  light  and  hoop-la 
openings  at  the  Capitol  last  night  (Friday) 

.   .   .   Air  attaches  from  foreign  embassies 

and  legations  joined  General  H.  H.  Arnold 

in  the  Earle’s  screening  room  for  an  ad- 
vance peek  at  Paramount’s  Technicolor 

aviation  history,  “Men  With  Wings”  .   .   . 

Revival  of  “Little  Women”  proved  some- 

thing even  a   pulmotor  couldn’t  accomp- 
lish. It  opened  on  a   Friday  at  the  Metro- 

politan and  closed  Sunday  night  with  a 

dull  thud.  So  the  boys  brought  “You  Can’t 

Take  It  With  You”  back  again  and  say 

they’ll  keep  it  until  the  celluloid  wears  out 
.   .   .   Critic  Andy  Kelley  of  the  Times  sug- 

gests 20 th  Century-Fox  might  better  have 

passed  options  of  a   few  people  responsible 

for  their  scripts  than  let  the  Dionne  Quins 

go.  It’s  something  for  the  poor  lassies  to 
live  down — though  at  four. 

Dan  Terrell  jr„  arrived  last  week  in 

time  to  have  a   toast  drunk  to  him  by 

Eleanore  Whitney  and  the  press  WB  had 

gathered  to  meet  her  .   .   .   Eunice  Healy  and 

George  Beatty  of  the  Capitol  stage  show 

were  guests  of  honor  at  the  Young  Demo- 

crats’ costume  ball  at  the  Shoreham  .   .   . 
After  a   week  of  opera  the  Belasco  goes 

back  to  being  a   photoplay  house,  bringing 

back  “Grand  Illusion,”  following  it  with 

“Peg  of  Old  Drury”  .   .   .   Louise  Noonan 
Miller  and  Abe  Tolkins  helped  keep  the 
critics  from  starving,  feeding  them  before 

screening  “Three  on  a   Week-End,”  next 
at  the  Little  .   .   .   Dave  Gould  has  learned  to 

like  the  Washington  clime;  for  his  open- 
air  theatre  still  is  open. 

Blumiield  Circuit  Buys 

RKO's  Complete  Lineup 
San  Francisco — RKO  has  sold  its  en- 

tire lineup  to  the  Blumfield  circuit  which 

has  units  in  San  Rafael,  San  Anselmo, 

Mill  Valley,  No.  Sacramento,  Turlock, 

Berkeley,  Oakland,  Sausalito,  Walnut 
Creek  and  here. 

Drops  "Oz"  Meg 
Hollywood— To  direct  “Gone  With  the 

Wind”  for  Selznick  International,  George 
Cukor  has  had  to  give  directorial  reins 

on  “The  Wizard  of  Oz”  at  Metro. 

ARIZONA  WILDCAT  (20th-Fox)— Combines 

enough  of  the  peppery  Jane  Withers  brand 

of  fun  with  a   rip-snorting  tale  of  the  old 

west  to  do  double  duty  in  satisfying  both 

the  Withers  fans  and  those  whose  celluloid 

tastes  lean  toward  ridin'  and  shootin'.  Leo 
Carrillo  steals  the  show  as  the  bad  man. 

John  Stone  produced.  Herbert  Leeds  di- rected. 

BALLERINA  (Mayer-Burstyn) — Limited  ap- 

peal, but  extremely  worthwhile  French- 
made  film  of  the  ballet  school  attached  to 

the  National  Opera  of  Paris.  Charmingly 

acted,  beautifully  danced,  intelligently  di- 

rected by  Jean  Benoit-Levy. 

GANGSTER'S  BOY  (Mono) — A   presentation 
of  Jackie  Cooper  at  his  best  in  a   capably 

produced  and  directed  melodrama  which 

should  boost  Monogram's  stock  consider- 
ably. The  youthful  star  has  been  given  a 

powerful  story  whose  few  flaws  will  be 

overlooked  by  Cooper  fans  and  those  who 

like  red-blooded  fare.  William  Nigh  di- 

rected, William  Lackey  produced. 

GREAT  WALTZ  (M-G-M) — This  glorious  musi- 

cal treats  with  the  story  of  Johann  Strauss, 

his  life,  his  loves,  and  his  waltzes.  With 

its  lilting  melodies,  and  touching  romance, 

this  sweeping  spectacle  must  spell  “a  hit" 

in  any  man's  theatre.  Luise  Rainer,  Fer- 
nand Gravet,  and  golden-voiced  Miliza 

Korjus  head  a   large  cast.  Bernard  Hyman 

produced.  Julien  Duvivier  directed. 

HARD  TO  GET  (WB) — It  won't  be  hard  to 
get  the  patrons  in  an  enthusiastic  mood 

over  this  brisk  and  diverting  farce  com- 

edy in  which  a   poor  but  honest  boy  meets 

and  wins  a   rich  but  spoiled  girl.  One  of 

Dick  Powell's  best  starring  vehicles,  with 
Olivia  De  Havilland  as  his  charming  foil 

and  Charles  Winninger  contributing  an 

hilarious  character  portrayal.  Sam  Bis- 

choff  produced,  Ray  Enright  directed. 

MAN  WITH  100  FACES  (GB)— A   suave  crook 

drama,  missing  the  mark  of  satisfactory 

entertainment  because  of  a   slow  pace  that 

should  round  out  a   double  bill.  It  is  an 

Loew's,  Wilmer  &   Vincent 
Reach  Union  Agreements 
New  York — Loew’s  and  Wilmer  &   Vin- 

cent have  signed  new  contracts  with  the 

Harrisburg  operators’  local  whereby  each 
projectionist  gets  a   $2  increase  starting 

in  January.  The  pact  is  for  15  months. 

Loew’s  has  one  house  in  the  town  while 
W.  &   V.  has  three. 

Allan  Brown  to  Metro 

Hollywood  —   Allan  Brown,  formerly 

with  Life,  has  joined  Metro’s  publicity staff. 

unimaginative  directorial  effort  lacking 
both  tempo  and  suspense.  Tom  Walls  and 
Lilli  Palmer  handle  top  roles  effectively. 

MARS  ATTACKS  THE  WORLD  (Univ)— 

Flash"  Gordon  in  feature  form.  Very 
wild,  very  fantastic  and  very  tall  yarn 
about  rocket  ships,  death  rays  from  Mars 
seeking  to  destroy  the  world.  Also,  in 
view  of  recent  Orson  Welles  radio  upset, 
possibly  very  hot  for  quick  money,  which 
explains  why  Universal  is  rushing  release. 
Larry  Crabbe  is  featured. 

THANKS  FOR  THE  MEMORY  (Para)— Bright, 
effervescent  and  highly  entertaining  com- 

edy of  the  younger  married  set,  plentifully 
sprinkled  with  sufficient  laughs  and  pathos 
to  satisfy  every  member  of  the  family.  Bob 
Hope  and  Shirley  Ross  top  a   splendid  cast. 
Mel  Shauer  produced.  George  Archain- 
baud  directed. 

THE  YOUNG  IN  HEART  (UA)— Through  an 
adroit  blending  of  comedy,  philosophy  and 
satire,  this  becomes  a   thoroughly  human 
and  entertaining  document  whose  success 

seems  certain,  particularly  among  the  cus- 

tomers who  enjoy  a   garnish  of  subtlety 
with  their  screen  fare.  The  cast,  boasting 

such  topnotchers  as  Janet  Gaynor,  Doug- 

las Fairbanks  jr.  and  Paulette  Goddard,  is, 

of  course,  flawless.  Production  is  of  the 

high  calibre  expected  of  David  Selznick. 
Richard  Wallace  directed. 

STORM  OVER  BENGAL  (Rep) — Demonstrates 

this  studio's  canny  ability  to  produce  su- 
perlative action  pictures  at  comparatively 

low  cost.  Every  foot  of  this  gripping  and 

highly  entertaining  yarn  of  British  army 

activity  on  India's  frontiers  packs  a   trip- 
hammer wallop  and  the  film  can  be  de- 

pended upon  to  account  for  itself  nobly  on 

any  bill.  Production,  direction  and  cast 

— in  which  Patric  Knowles,  Richard  Crom- 

well and  Rochelle  Hudson  are  featured — 

would  do  credit  to  many  of  the  more  pre- 

tentious and  expensive  efforts  on  the  same 

subject.  Armand  Schaefer  produced.  Sid- 

ney Salkow  directed. 

All  Majors  Expected  to 

Be  ANG  Show  Boxholders 

New  York — All  major  companies  are 

expected  to  be  among  the  boxholders  at 
the  fifth  annual  benefit  show  and  dance 

of  the  American  Newspaper  Guild  to  be 

held  at  the  Hotel  Commodore,  December 

16.  Richard  Himber  and  his  orchestra 

will  supply  the  music  and  there  will  be 

a   benefit  show  comprising  celebrities  from 

many  fields. 

Proceeds  will  go  to  the  Guild  Emer- 

gency Fund  to  aid  newspapermen  locally 
and  nationally. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above  pictures  will  appear  in  an 

early  issue  of  BOXOFFICE. 
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In  order,  Alexander  Korda,  his  son,  Peter,  and  Stephen  Pallos,  the  latter  gen- 
eral sales  manager  of  London  Films.  The  scene:  the  south  of  France.  The 

idea:  vacation  stuff. 

■pHE  PARK,  formerly  the  Isis,  a   Wilmer &   Vincent  house,  closed  for  a   number 

of  years,  is  undergoing  extensive  altera- 
tions with  opening  expected  this  month 

.   .   .   Work  has  also  been  started  on  a   new 

theatre  being  built  in  Tappahannock  by 
the  Daw  Corp.  Edward  F.  Sinnott  is  the 

architect.  The  550-seat  house  is  expected 

to  be  ready  by  Christmas  .   .   .   “The  Birth 
of  a   Baby”  did  terrific  business  at  the 
Capitol,  following  a   court  ruling  allowing 
the  film  to  be  shown  at  the  State. 

The  State  Corporation  Commission  has 
issued  a   charter  to  the  New  Theatre,  Inc., 
Portsmouth,  with  capital  of  $5,000.  Rosa 
Levine  of  Norfolk  is  president.  Robert 
Levine  of  the  Colony  Theatre,  Portsmouth, 
is  attorney  .   .   .   Leroy  Ford,  projectionist 
at  the  Byrd  Theatre,  is  now  the  proud 
daddy  of  his  seventh  child,  Judith  Lee 

.   .   .   D.  M.  Kirby,  Altec  official  from  Phila- 
delphia, was  a   recent  visitor  .   .   .   Graham 

Barbee,  district  manager  of  Lichtman  The- 
atres, was  also  in  town  the  other  day  .   .   . 

Rudolph  Berger,  Loew’s  Washmgton  ex- 
change manager,  was  here. 

John  Duffus  is  now  manager  of  the 
Ashton,  Arlington  .   .   .   New  Officers  of 
the  Social  Club  of  Neighborhood  Theatres 
are  Garrett  Leahey,  president;  Allen 

Brown,  vice-president;  Harry  Nordin,  sec- 
retary, and  Gertrude  Peace,  treasurer  .   .   . 

The  Roth  brothers  have  closed  their  Sper- 

ryville  Theatre  permanently;  they’re  re- 
pairing their  Pastime,  Shenandoah  .   .   . 

Cecil  Curtis,  manager  of  the  Harrison, 
Lynchburg,  is  staging  Amateur  Nights  .   .   . 
Mrs.  Tunter  Perry,  wife  of  the  president 

of  Dominion  Theatres,  is  dead  .   .   .   Nor- 
folk neighborhoods  have  raised  night 

prices  .   .   .   W.  O.  Fishback  is  again  man- 
aging the  Colley,  Norfolk. 

Paramount  Signs  Krupa 

Hollywood — Gene  Krupa  and  his  swing 
orchestra  have  signed  to  appear  in  a 
forthcoming  Paramount  film. 

Indiana  Unit  Re-elects 

Officers;  Myers  Attends 
Indianapolis  —   All  officers  and  regional 

vice-presidents  of  the  Associated  Theatre 
Owners  of  Indiana  were  re-elected  Wed- 

nesday by  the  board  of  directors  at  the 

12th  annual  convention  of  the  organiza- 
tion. 

Abram  F.  Myers,  national  Allied  general 
counsel  and  principal  convention  speaker, 

reviewed  his  organization’s  attempts  to 
better  relations  among  the  various 
branches  of  the  industry.  He  touched 
upon  the  government  suit,  Neely  bill,  and 
tax  problems. 

A   general  discussion  was  held  on  radio 

competition,  undelivered  product,  clear- 
ance, and  the  benefit  of  regional  meetings. 

PHILADELPHIA 
piLM  people  are  going  in  for  this  jitter- 

bug business  themselves  in  a   big  way, 

with  a   jitterbug  dance  scheduled  for  Fri- 

day at  the  Showmen’s  Club  .   .   .   Bill  Clark, 
chief  barker  of  the  Variety  Club,  went  to 
Detroit  to  attend  the  convention  of  the 

American  Trucking  Ass’n  .   .   .   Jeff  Davis, 
United  Artists  salesman,  leaves  for  At- 

lanta, Ga.,  to  become  the  UA  office  man- 
ager there. 

Bill  Friedenberger  and  Joe  Linaka,  the 
two  firemen  killed  in  an  accident  last 
Sunday,  were  well  known  and  well  liked 
on  Movie  Row  .   .   .   George  Fishman  has 
been  engaged  to  set  up  the  program  for  the 

Variety  Club  banquet.  The  banquet  com- 
mittee held  a   meeting  on  Thursday  after- 

noon. 

The  Plaza  Theatre,  Milford,  Del.,  is  be- 
ing remodeled  .   .   .   The  Rex  Theatre,  Nur- 

emburg,  shuttered  for  a   long  time,  is  be- 
ing readied  for  a   reopening  .   .   .   Clifford 

and  Flynn,  who  operate  theatres  in  White 
Haven  and  other  upstate  towns,  have 
taken  over  the  Fox  Theatre,  Mifflenburg, 

and  re-tagged  it  the  Bandbox.  They  have 
also  tacked  the  same  name  to  the  Key- 

stone Theatre,  Middleburg,  Pa. 

IBi  IU  IF  IF  A   IL  © 
pjALF  a   dozen  Buffalo  exchange  man- 

agers and  several  exhibitors  journeyed 
to  Hornell  for  the  opening  of  the  Cohen 
&   Gaby  Steuben,  a   standout  among  small 
city  film  houses.  Congratulations  aplenty 
for  Irving  Cohen,  head  of  the  firm. 

J.  B.  Harrison,  here  from  Philadelphia’s 

Europa,  is  ?nanagi?ig  Dewey  Michaels’ 
Mercury,  arty  devoted  largely  to  foreign 

productions  .   .   .   Jack  Richards,  Harrison’s 
predecessor,  has  returned  to  New  York. 

Albert  Cassidy,  doorman  for  several 

years  at  A.  Charles  Hayman’s  Buffalo 
Lafayette,  has  been  upped  to  the  assist- 

ant managership,  vice  Ray  Noonan,  re- 
signed .   .   William  Gibson,  for  several 

years  assistant  to  Manager  George  C. 
Mason  at  the  Great  Lakes,  has  resigned 

to  join  the  exchange  force  of  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox. 

Conflict  of  dates  has  caused  a   change  of 

the  Variety  Club’s  testimonial  dinner  to 
20 tli  Century-Fox’s  Sydiiey  Samson  from 
November  28  to  December  5.  It  will  take 

place  in  the  Terrace  Room  of  Buffalo’s 
Hotel  Statler.  At  least  20  of  the  Barkers  are 

working  on  details  for  the  affair  which 

gives  promise  of  paralleling  that  arranged 

for  Edward  K.  (Ted)  O’Shea  when 
M-G-M  moved  to  its  New  York  offices  and 
a   district  managership. 

Robert  T.  Murphy,  Shea  circuit  booker, 
has  discarded  the  cane  he  was  toting 
around  for  several  days  because  of  a   pain- 

fully twisted  ankle  .   .   .   William  Richmond, 
formerly  with  National  Screen  Service, 
now  is  Grand  National  representative  in 
the  Rochester  and  Syracuse  territory. 

Exhibitors  are  awaiting  with  great  in- 
terest a   ruling  from  the  Erie  County  dis- 

trict attorney  on  the  legality  of  a   giant 

twice-weekly  bingo  game  sponsored  by 
a   former  mayor,  Frank  X.  Schwab,  in  the 
old  Gayety  Theatre,  last  used  for  pictures 
by  Maurice  Love.  Schwab  sought  a   ruling 
from  the  city  corporation  counsel,  who 

passed  the  request  along  to  the  D.  A.  An- 
other development  in  the  bingo  situation 

hereabouts  is  a   diocesan  decision  ruling 

them  out  of  Catholic  churches  during  Ad- 

vent and  a   report  that  there’ll  be  no  re- 
sumption thereafter. 

Await  Word  on  Wage , 

Hour  Law 

Hollywood — Studios  have  informed 

workers  that  benefits  of  the  new  fed- 

eral wage-hour  law  will  be  made  retro- 
active to  the  effective  date,  October 

24,  if  pending  interpretations  show 

they  are  affected  by  the  law. 

Production  executives  are  awaiting 

word  on  the  matter  from  Victor  Clarke, 

Hays  office  labor  contact,  who  has 

been  delegated  to  talk  with  Elmer  An- 
drews, administrator. 

Most  studios  are  maintaining  their 

operating  schedules  in  effect  before 

the  hour-wage  law  was  invoked. 

Minor  working  hour  changes  are  noted 

among  some  clerical  help. 
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This  Award  is  given  each 

month  to  the  film  receiving 

the  highest  number  of  votes 

by  the  members  of  the  Na- 

tional Screen  Council,  whose 

selection  is  governed  by  out- 

standing merit  and  suitabil- 

ity of  the  film  to  whole-fam- 
ily entertainment.  Members 

of  the  Council  include  over 

200  motion  picture  editors  of 

leading  newspapers  through- 

out the  country,  motion  pic- 

ture reviewing  committee  of 

the  International  Federation 

of  Catholic  Alumnae,  and 

state  motton  picture  chair- 

men of  the  General  Fed- 

eration of  Women’s  Clubs. 

"You  Can't  Take  It  With  You" 
Awarded  October  Blue  Ribbon 

Columbia's  production,  "You  Can't  Take  It  With  You,"  adapted from  the  Pulitzer  Prize  play,  was  voted  by  members  of  the  Na- 
tional Screen  Council  as  the  outstanding  film  release  for  October 

and  winner  of  the  BOXOFFICE  Blue  Ribbon  Award  for  that  month. 
Directed  by  Frank  Capra,  who  has  won  previous  BOXOFFICE 

Blue  Ribbon  Awards  for  his  direction  of  "Mr.  Deeds  Goes  to  Town" 
and  "Lost  Horizon,"  "You  Can't  Take  It  With  You"  has  as  its starring  cast  Jean  Arthur,  Lionel  Barrymore,  James  Stewart  and Edward  Arnold. 

You  Can  t   Take  It  With  You"  is  a   comedy  of  an  eccentric  house- 
hold who  find  their  lives  enriched  by  following  their  own  artistic 

inclinations.  The  only  sane  member  in  the  house,  the  grand- 
daughter, falls  in  love  with  a   millionaire's  son,  whose  parents  dis- 

approve of  the  romance.  The  young  man's  father  needs  the  prop- 
erty belonging  to  the  girl  s   grandfather  in  order  to  expand  his  plant, 

but  Grandpa  refuses  to  sell.  After  a   series  of  hilarious  events, 
Grandfather  breaks  down  the  barriers  and  reunites  his  grand- 

daughter and  the  young  man,  saves  his  house,  and  at  the  same 

time  gives  the  boy's  father  a   new  slant  on  how  to  enjoy  life. 
Holiday,"  another  Columbia  production,  received  the  June 

Award.  Winner  of  the  September  Award  was  "Boys  Town,"  an M-G-M  picture. 

Cast  of  Characters 

Alice  Sycamore   Jean  Arthur 
Martin  V anderhof 
    Lionel  Barrymore 

Tony  Kirby   James  Stewart 
Anthony  P.  Kirby 
  Edward  Arnold 

Essie  Carmichael   Ann  Miller 
Kclenkhov    Mischa  Auer 
Penny  Sycamore 
  Spring  Byington 

Paul  Sycamore.... Samuel  S.  Hinds 
Poppins    Donald  Meek 
Ramsey   H.  B.  Warner 

De  Pinna   Halliwell  Hobbes 

Ed  Carmichael   Dub  Taylor 

Mrs.  Anthony  Kirby. Mary  Forbes 

Rheba   Lillian  Yarbo 
Donald   Eddie  Anderson 
John  Blakely   Clarence  Wilson 
Professor    Josef  Swickard 

Maggie  O’Neill   Ann  Doran 
Schmidt   Christian  Rub 
Mrs.  Schmidt   Bodil  Rosing 
Henderson   Charles  Lane 
Judge   Harry  Davenport 

Production  Staff 

Executive  Producer.... Harry  Cohn 
Director   Frank  Capra 
Assistant  Director.... Arthur  Black 
Original  Stage  Play 
  George  S.  Kaufman 

and  Moss  Hart 

Screenplay   Robert  Riskin 
Photographer 

  Joseph  Walker,  A.S.C.' 

Film  Editor   Gene  Havlick 
Art  Director   Stephen  Goosson 
Associate  Art  Director 
  Lionel  Banks 

Goums  for  Miss  Arthur 
  Bernard  Newman  and  Irene 

Musical  Director... Morris  Stoloff 
Special  Score   Dimitri  Tiomkin 
Sound  Engineer   Ed  Bernds 



Sell  To,  Not  Away 
From,  Old  Accounts 

(Continued  from  page  4) 

which  may  play  in  schools  and  other  in- 
stitutions in  competition  with  theatres. 

Complaints  on  non-theatrical  competition 
generally  will  be  a   matter  for  local  boards, 

however,  when  individual  cases  crop  up. 

The  theatre  men  insisted  on  delivery  of 
all  product  bought,  regardless  of  whether 
pictures  are  made  two  or  three  years  after 
purchased.  Distributors  are  reported  to  be 

in  favor  of  this,  although  no  definite  com- 
mitment has  been  made. 

Interchanging,  reallocating  and  substi- 
tuting of  pictures  also  were  scored  by  the 

independents  with  distributors  promising 
to  deal  with  this  as  best  they  can. 

Although  distributors  insist  they  have 
no  set  program,  particularly  as  it  relates 
to  setting  up  of  local  conciliation  boards. 
Allied  is  reported  demanding  such  boards 

be  composed  of  an  equal  number  of  dis- 
tributors and  independent  exhibitors  and  a 

neutral  third  party  to  function  in  case  of 
a   tie. 

Allied  Personnel  Demand 

In  a   recent  bulletin  sent  out  by  Abram 
P.  Myers,  general  counsel,  to  member  units, 

he  states:  “This  machinery,  as  envisioned 
by  Allied  contemplates  local  arbitration 
boards,  freed  of  the  abuses  of  outlawed 

compulsory  arbitration  boards,  and  con- 
sisting of  an  equal  number  of  distributors 

and  independent  exhibitors  and  a   neutral 
third  party  to  function  in  case  of  a   tie.  Also 

a   national  appeal  board,  similarly  con- 
stituted, to  entertain  appeals  from  the 

local  boards  in  contract  cases,  and  to 
have  original  jurisdiction  in  matters  of 

general  importance.” 
While  spokesmen  from  the  Allied  ranks 

are  secretive  in  talking  about  their  nego- 
tiations with  distributors,  it  is  learned  this 

group  is  insisting  on  a   program  based  on 

the  government’s  bill  of  complaint. 

After  meeting  with  the  distributors’  com- 
mittee compared  of  William  P.  Rodgers, 

general  sales  manager  of  M-G-M,  and 
Gradwell  L.  Sears,  president  of  Vitagraph, 

in  New  York  for  two  weeks,  Allied  ad- 
journed its  sessions  to  Chicago  this  week. 

Directors  of  the  national  organization, 

comprising  presidents  of  all  units,  con- 
vened. The  men  comprised  the  same 

group  which  met  at  the  Warwick  Hotel 
here  before  negotiations  opened  with  the 
trade  practice  committee. 

Max  A.  Cohen,  president  of  Allied  of 
New  York;  Irving  Dollinger,  president,  and 
Sidney  Samuelson,  a   director,  of  Allied  of 
New  Jersey;  Nathan  Yamins,  president  of 

the  Independent  Exhibitors  of  New  Eng- 
land: Col.  Harry  A.  Cole,  head  of  Allied 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT’S 

"TUNES"  - 
TUNES,  INC.  . 

1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  III 

SHORT  SUBJECT  REVIEWS 

The  Papanin  Diary 
Amkino  53  Minutes 

A   film  record  of  the  Soviet  polar  ex- 
pedition that  is  a   compilation  of  some  of 

the  shots  taken  by  the  scientists  them- 
selves and  newsreels  clips.  It  is  an  elon- 
gated affair  and  not  very  exciting.  Those 

four  Soviet  scientists,  who  spent  274  days 
on  a   drifting  ice  floe,  are  shown  in  their 
camp  inspecting  the  perilous  chasms, 
grinding  in  shifts  for  36  hours  at  a   stretch 
cn  the  winch  whose  cable  brought  up 

specimens  from  the  Arctic  sea  floor,  hunt- 
ing, fishing,  and  sending  daily  reports  to 

Moscow.  Then  the  rescue  and  their  wel- 
come on  their  return.  It  lacks  a   running 

“voice”  commentary.  The  film  contains 
some  scientific  value  and  will  appeal  to 
those  interested  in  Soviet  events. 

The  Spider's  Web 
Columbia  (Serial — 15  Chap.)  28  Minutes 

All  the  tried  and  true  formulas  of  sus- 
pense calculated  to  keep  the  youngsters 

from  biting  their  nails  until  the  next 

chapter  comes  around  are  included  in  Co- 
lumbia’s serialization  of  the  famous  char- 

acter found  within  the  pages  of  The  Spider 
magazine.  After  viewing  the  opening 
three  chapters,  it  is  obvious  that  Columbia 

has  another  money-maker  for  the  ex- 
hibitor. There  is  never  a   dull  moment  and 

a   duel  between  the  law  and  the  under- 

world is  a   tasty  dish  for  serial  fans.  War- 
ren Hull  does  nicely  as  the  very  versa- 
tile young  man  who,  in  turn,  is  Richard 

Wentworth,  a   respectable  criminologist, 
alias  Blinky  McQuade,  a   denizen  of  the 

underworld,  alias  The  Spider,  a   black- 
hooded  scourge  of  the  gangster  operating 

outside  the  law.  It  took  four  script  writ- 
ers to  prepare  the  yarn  in  which  an  un- 

known character,  The  Octopus,  and  his 

gang  intend  to  wreck  all  the  transporta- 
tion systems  so  that  he  can  gain  control 

of  the  key  industries.  That  is  where 

€HORT 
the  week 

The  World  Is  Ours 
All-Industry  Production  12  Minutes 

Hollywood's  contribution  to  the  in- 
dustry's "Motion  Pictures  Are  Your 

Best  Entertainment"  drive  presents, 
within  its  brief  running  time,  a   sweep- 

ing and  entirely  entertaining  picture 
of  the  movies  and  their  place  in  mod- 

em American  life.  Telling  a   simple 

story  of  a   typical  American  family  and 
its  reactions  to  motion  pictures  as  en- 

tertainment, the  short  combines  statis- 

tical information  on  production  and 

consumption  with  touches  of  humor,  is 
well  manufactured  and  should  be  a 

worthwhile  addition  to  any  program.  Of 

especial  interest  are  cut-backs  to 

laughable,  crude  films  of  early  vint- 

age, used  in  comparison  with  today's 
technically  excellent  product.  Basil 

Wrangell  directed  and  Frank  Whitbeck, 

of  Metro's  advertising  department, 
shouldered  the  production  chore. 

Warren  Hull  and.  his  triple  role  comes  in 

and  it  is  a   pretty  good  guess  he  snares 
The  Octopus.  Iris  Meredith  is  the  heart 

interest.  Ray  Taylor  and  James  W.  Horne 
did  the  directing. 

of  Texas,  left  here  Wednesday  night  for 
the  Chicago  conclave. 

Several  individual  Allied  units,  including 
Ohio  and  New  York,  will  hold  meetings 

in  the  next  week  to  discuss  the  trade  prac- 
tice meetings.  On  Monday,  Harry  Brandt 

divulged  to  the  ITOA  membership  the  15- 

point  plan  promulgated  by  the  seven  in- 
dependent exhibitor  groups  from  all  parts 

of  the  country.  The  board  of  the  ITO  of 
southern  California  and  Arizona  meets 

Tuesday  to  hear  an  outline  of  the  de- 
velopments from  A.  A.  Galston,  Robert 

H.  Poole  and  Hugh  W.  Bruen.  The  MPTOA 
over  the  weekend  went  into  detail  of  its 

meetings  with  distributors  at  the  four- 
day  convention  in  Oklahoma  City  conven- 
tion. 

The  MPTOA  negotiating  committee  is 
expected  back  in  New  York,  probably  next 

week,  to  resume  where  it  left  off.  How- 

ever, the  distributors’  committee  feels  it 
has  a   well  defined  idea  of  what  this  group 
wants  and  that,  if  further  meetings  are 
called,  they  will  be  short. 

Bingo  Ban  Vexes 
New  Jersey  Chains 

Newark — New  Jersey  major  and  inde- 
pendent circuit  heads  are  up  in  arms  over 

the  ban  on  Bingo  in  theatres  and  con- 
tinuance of  the  practice  in  Democratic 

clubs  and  churches.  Particularly  annoy- 
ing to  exhibitors  in  recent  weeks  has  been 

the  fact  that  games  have  caused  such  an 

overflow  in  churches  it  has  become  neces- 
sary to  rent  armories  located  nearby. 

Theatre  owners,  recalling  the  situation 

is  the  reverse  in  New  York,  cannot  un- 
derstand how  games  can  be  illegal  for 

theatres  and  not  for  clubs,  churches  and 
other  institutions.  There  is  a   movement 
on  foot  to  band  a   strong  group  of  major 

and  independent  circuit  heads  in  an  ap- 
proach on  the  mayor  to  rescind  the  order. 
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Variety  Club  Unit 

Plans  Nearing  End 
New  York — Plans  for  establishment  of 

a   Variety  Club  unit  in  New  York  will  be 

developed  next  week  when  Wm.  P.  Rodgers, 

general  sales  manager  for  M-G-M,  re- 
turns from  Chicago  where  he  has  been 

conferring  with  Gradwell  L.  Sears  and  Al- 

lied’s board  of  directors  on  the  industry’s 
proposed  trade  practice  program  of  seli- 
regulation. 

In  a   seven-minute  talk  before  the  lead- 

ers of  the  industry  assembled  in  Pitts- 

burgh for  the  Variety  Club’s  annual  jam- 
boree, Rodgers  stated  he  always  felt  a 

need  for  a   Variety  Club  in  New  York. 

"Whether  such  an  organization  here  would 
pursue  the  same  policy  as  the  Pittsburgh 

tent  and  sponsor  donations  for  a   milk 

fund,  Rodgers  was  not  in  a   position  to 

say.  He  did  state,  however,  there  was 

a   definite  need  for  a   charity  organization 

lor  the  industry  in  New  York  and  a 

Variety  Club  “will  fill  the  bill.” 

George  J.  Schaefer,  RKO  head,  and  Max 

A.  Cohen,  head  of  Allied  of  New  York  and 

president  of  Cinema  Circuit,  signed  the 

first  application  blanks  distributed  in 

Pittsburgh.  Further  signing  of  applica- 

tions was  held  up  because  all  present  en- 
dorsed the  idea  and  it  was  felt  additional 

organizers  should  pledge  their  support  at 

the  first  rally  meeting  in  New  York  next 
week. 

Similar  movements  are  under  way  in 

Chicago  and  San  Francisco  where  Jack 

Flynn,  M-G-M  district  manager  in  the 

Windy  City,  and  George  Hickey,  western 

district  manager,  and  Ira  Furman,  M-G-M 
branch  manager,  are  now  proceeding  with 
local  plans. 

Warner  Is  Expected  to 

Re-elect  All  Olticers 
New  York — All  Warner  officers  are  ex- 

pected to  be  re-elected  at  the  annual  board 
meeting  to  be  held  here  December  13,  the 

day  after  stockholders  meet  at  Wilming- 
ton to  continue  five  directors  for  two  years. 

These  are  Stanleigh  P.  Friedman,  Samuel 

Carlisle,  Charles  S.  Guggenheimer,  Morris 
Wolf  and  Sam  E.  Morris. 

Ivan  Culbertson,  Carlisle  and  Joseph  H. 

Hazen  have  been  named  as  the  commit- 

tee on  proxies  for  the  stockholders’  meet- 
ing. Other  matters,  such  as  the  financial 

report,  also  will  be  discussed  at  the  Wilm- 
ington session. 

Officers  slated  to  be  re-elected  include 

Harry  M.  Warner,  president;  Albert  War- 

ner, Jack  L.  Warner,  Morris,  Herman 

Starr,  Friedman  and  Hazen,  vice-presi- 

dents; Robert  W.  Perkins,  general  coun- 

sel and  secretary;  Harold  S.  Bareford,  R. 

J.  Obringer  and  E.  K.  Hessberg,  assistant 

secretaries;  A.  L.  Warner,  treasurer;  W. 

Stewart  McDonald  and  C.  H.  Wilder,  as- 

sistant treasurers;  and  Carlisle,  assistant 

treasurer  and  comptroller. 

LETTERS  FROM  OUR  READERS 

QUESTION  AND  ANSWER 

Holyoke,  Mass.  —   Question:  A   Holly- 
wood studio  makes  a   big  production  that 

is  a   success  from  an  entertainment  stand- 
point. Can  this  production  succeed  at  the 

boxoffice  with  the  aid  of  simple  announce- 

ment advertising  or  does  it  need  the  sup- 
port of  superlatives  in  advertising  the 

production? 

Answer:  The  movie-going  public  has 
been  educated  to  a   point  where  it  believes 

that  the  good  pictures  are  introduced 

through  the  medium  of  circus  ballyhoo 

and  high  pressure  salesmanship.  To  cre- 
ate the  desire  to  see  a   great  production, 

superlatives  must  be  used.  Superlatives 

in  the  ads  are  a   questionable  selling  meth- 

od, but  the  superlative  form  of  advertis- 

ing must  be  used  in  one  manner  or  an- 
other. This  form  may  mean  increased 

use  of  space  in  the  newspapers  .   .   .   large 

and  dominant  type  .   .   .   use  of  a   catchline 

such  as  20th-Century-Fox  use  when  they 

say  “The  Keystone  of  Your  Future”  .   .   . 
and  a   superlative  form  of  layout  ...  all 

of  them  an  implied  superlative. 

The  use  of  superlatives  gives  the  picture 
a   momentum  at  the  boxoffice  which  it 

would  not  attain  otherwise  until  the  word- 

of-mouth  advertising  had  started.  After 

the  picture  has  been  exhibited  a   few  times, 

a   simple  announcement  may  be  used,  for 

by  that  time  word-of-mouth  advertising 
has  started  and  the  picture  will  do  well 

at  the  boxoffice  if  it  is  a   good  picture 

and  can  live  up  to  the  superlatives  used. 

When  many  thousands  of  dollars  have 

been  spent  in  making  a   good  picture,  it 

would  be  inexcusable  to  jeopardize  the 

money-getting  possibilities  it  contains  by 
not  informing  the  public  that  it  iSi  a   big 

production.  And  how  else  may  bigness 

be  conveyed,  without  the  use  of  superla- 
tives and  enthusiasm? — LOUIS  MARCKS, 

Strand  Theatre. 

  o   

ON  THE  PAMPHLET 

Paris,  Ark. — Scanning  the  pages  of  Box- 

office  containing  letters  about  your  re- 
printing of  the  ugly  leaflet  (the  Boycott 

the  Movies  pamphlet) ,   I   notice  that  only 

“big  shots”  are  mentioned.  Didn’t  any 
of  the  boys  who  are  in  touch  with  the 

masses  venture  an  opinion? 

I   think  you  did  the  sensible  and  cour- 
ageous thing  if  there  is  no  truth  in  the 

leaflet.  If  there  is  any  truth  in  any  line 

of  it,  you  did  the  right  thing  as  the  guilty, 

if  there  are  any  guilty  ones,  will  scamper 

to  cover.  Abram  F.  Myers  expresses  my 

sentiments.  You  are  not  in  a   position  to 

know  the  sentiment  of  the  people  in  the 

sticks,  apartment  houses,  fields,  mills,  etc. 

— only  those  in  the  offices  connected  with 
our  business,  but  we  humbly  suggest  this: 

As  an  exhibitor  for  22  years,  I   dread 

to  see  anything  injected  that  will  hurt 

our  business,  as  it  has  enough  of  its  own 
faults  to  answer  for.  Am  sure  hundreds  of 

small  town  men  approve  your  method  and 

could  and  would  give  you  a   great  deal 

of  illuminating  information  if  it  came  to 

the  point  where  you  need  defense.  None  but 

the  guilty  fear  the  truth. — G.  C.,  Strand 
Theatre. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from  readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  he  signed.  Identity  withheld  on  request. 

A   CLIMAX  TO  5   YEARS 
OF  THEATRE 

MERCHANDISING 

Sensational  New  1939 
HOLLYWOOD 
Streamlined 

SPEED-0- KI1G 
BICYCLE 

Deluxe  Appointments 
Extra  Refined  Equipment 

NO  COST  TO 
THEATRES 

Including  Trailer  Showing 

Mauch  Twins  riding  Bike. 

Blow-ups — Circulars 
Window  Posters 

A   Coast-to-Coast  Organization — Geared  for  Greater  Box  Office  Results 

INTERNATIONAL  ENTERPRISES 
724  So.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  Illinois  Wabash  1515 
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PR  ACTI  C.AL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWM  E   N 

Proving  Constructive  Ideas  Pay 

By  ELSIE  LOEB 

Cleveland — How  a   small  idea,  contain- 

ing the  twin  qualities  of  merit  and  con- 
structiveness, can  grow  national  in  charac- 

ter, is  demonstrated  by  a   traffic  safety 
campaign  tieup  which  Ed  R.  Cole,  manager 
of  the  Waldorf  Theatre  here,  effected  with 
the  Cleveland  police  department. 

With  the  opening  of  school,  the  traffic 
department  inaugurated  a   campaign  to 

make  the  children  “traffic”  conscious. 
Cole  stepped  into  the  campaign  with  a 
special  slide  on  his  screen,  following  up 
the  traffic  campaign  with  added  warnings 
to  both  motorists  and  pedestrians  and 
emphasizing  the  importance  of  caution  by 
the  children. 

The  slide  was  greeted  with  such  great 
applause,  that  Cole  decided  to  extend  the 
goodwill  established  between  the  theatre 
and  his  patrons.  To  this  end,  he  had 
printed  3,000  heralds  and  100  window  cards 
on  Yellow  (for  safety)  paper  with  Red  (for 
danger)  ink  containing  the  following  copy: 

FATHERS  and  MOTHERS 

We  Are  Cooperating  with  the 

CLEVELAND  POLICE 

in  their 

SAFETY  CAMPAIGN 

to 

PROTECT  THE  KIDDIES 

Circulars  containing  the  same  copy  were 
distributed  to  eight  parochial  schools  by 
Officer  Henry  G.  Hein.  In  the  elementary 
schools,  the  WPA  guards  appointed  the 
larger  boys  to  pass  out  the  circulars. 

The  danger  of  jallopies  to  pedestrians 
was  emphasized  by  an  old  dilapidated  car 

Cole  parked  in  front  of  his  theatre  cov- 

ered with  safety  slogans. 

Police  Captain  Caka,  immensely  im- 
pressed with  the  value  of  the  theatre  safety 

cooperation,  made  known  his  appreciation 
in  the  letter  that  follows: 

September  15,  1938 
Cleveland,  Ohio 

Mr.  E.  R.  Cole 
Waldorf  Theatre 

E.  119th  &   Kinsman  Rd. 

My  dear  Mr.  Cole: 

On  behalf  of  the  Cleveland  Police  depart- 
ment I   wish  to  express  my  appreciation  of 

your  kind  cooperation  with  our  Traffic  Safe- 
ty Campaign. 

There  is  no  doubt  that  your  projection  of 

slides  on  the  screen  showing  the  danger  of 
careless  driving,  the  carelessness  on  the  part 
of  pedestrians,  the  display  of  a   dilapidated 
auto  in  front  of  your  theatre,  the  distribution 
of  circulars  containing  safety  slogans,  aided 

greatly  in  reducing  the  number  of  accidents  of 
all  nature. 

My  only  wish  is  that  others  emulate  the 
fine  example  that  you  have  set. 

Sincerely  yours 

(signed)  AUGUST  F.  CAKA, 

Captain  16th  Precinct  Station. 

Seeing  the  advantage  and  prestige  gained 
by  this  cooperation,  Cole  followed  up  by 
introducing  a   Saturday  matinee  policy  at 
the  Waldorf.  Officer  Hein  was  assigned 

to  give  the  children  attending  the  per- 
formance extra  protection.  Heralds  dis- 

tributed throughout  the  neighborhood,  ac- 
quainted the  parents  with  this  special  pro- 

tection offered  their  children  at  the  Wal- 
dorf. Result  is  the  house  is  packed  every 

Saturday  afternoon  and,  more  important, 
adults  in  the  neighborhood  are  patroniz- 

ing the  Waldrof  in  greater  numbers  than 
ever  before.  Many  of  them  stop  to  con- 

gratulate Cole  on  his  policy  and  his  safety 
advertising  and  offer  the  hope  that  his 
plan  be  adopted  universally  throughout 
the  city  and  country. 

Claims  Mouse  Club 

Is  World's  Largest 
Birmingham,  Ala. — The  world’s  largest 

juvenile  theatre  club  is  the  record  claimed 
for  the  Mickey  Mouse  Club,  sponsored 
here  by  the  Alabama  Theatre,  a   Wilby- 
Kincey  house.  It  was  organized  six  years 
ago  and  now  numbers  18,000  members. 
The  “meeting”  of  the  club  is  held  every 
Saturday  morning. 

Affairs  of  the  club  are  under  the  direc- 
tion of  Francis  Falkenberg,  manager  of 

the  theatre,  and  Russell  Morgan,  assistant manager. 

Honorary  members  of  the  club  include 
such  personages  as  Mrs.  Franklin  D. 
Roosevelt,  Doug  Corrigan,  Rep.  William 
B.  Bankhead  and  City  Commissioners 
James  M.  Jones,  James  W.  Morgan  and 
Eugene  Connor. 

On  October  26  the  club’s  12-piece  swing 
band  will  trek  to  the  railroad  station  and 
serenade  Member  Roosevelt  when  she  ar- 

rives that  day  for  a   speaking  engagement 
in  Birmingham. 

Member  Mickey  Mousers,  for  whom 

“Uncle  Mickey”  Morgan  acts  as  spokes- 
man, wish  it  understood  that  they  conduct 

a   pleasure  club,  simply  and  strictly,  and 

have  no  “pressure  group”  irons  in  the  fire. 
After  paying  their  dimes  for  admission, 

boys  and  girls  holding  M.  M.  cards  are 
allowed  to  clap,  cheer  and  even  whistle  as 
dancing  school  students  perform  before 
the  footlights  and  Stanleigh  Malotte,  the- 

atre organist,  adds  new  twists  to  nursery 
rhymes  and  tunes. 

Before  the  meeting  adjourns  for  the  day, 
the  boys  and  girls  compete  for  prizes,  view 
the  latest  cartoons,  exercise  their  lungs  in 
group  singing,  applaud  footlight  efforts 
of  volunteer  fellow  members  and  sit  en- 

raptured and  a   little  afraid  as  a   two-reel 
serial  ends  abruptly  with  some  sinister 
figure  all  set  to  squeeze  the  very  daylights 
out  of  the  manliest  hero  a   silver  screen 
ever  reflected. 

The  Personalized 

Approach Detroit — Something  new  (at  least 

here)  in  salutes  from  one  film  to  an- 

other was  tried  out  by  United  Detroit's 

Earl  Hudson  when  “Boys  Town"  was 
held  over  lor  a   third  week,  setting  back 

opening  of  “Too  Hot  to  Handle."  At 
the  top  of  a   three-column  spread  ap- 

peared a   picture  of  Myrna  Loy  and 

Clark  Gable,  with  Spencer  Tracy  and 

Mickey  Rooney  a   few  inches  below. 
Lines  from  the  Rooney  and  Tracy  heads 

led  to  a   large  caption,  “Hold  her, 

Clark!  Hold  him,  Myrna!  Your  ’Too  Hot 

to  Handle'  has  to  wait!  We're  TOO 
HOT  to  leave!  Detroiters  insist  we 

remain  for  a   third  and  final  week." 
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PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRAC  T   I   C   A   L   SHOWMEN 

Selling  Seat5 
Getting  Most  Out  of 

Your  Theatre  Front 

How  to  get  the  most  out  of  theatre 
fronts,  front  cases  and  other  display  pieces 
is  the  problem  of  every  exhibitor.  Here  are 
a   number  of  suggestions  offered  by  lead- 

ing showmen. 
(a)  The  theatre  manager  should  get 

out  in  front  of  his  theatre  every  day  of 
the  week,  step  across  the  street,  and  at- 

tempt to  see  how  these  set-ups  appear  in 
the  eyes  of  the  people  who  pass  his  the- 

atre. He  should  stop  these  passers-by 
and  ask  them;  after  all,  it  is  these  very 
people  whom  we  seek  to  impress.  Always 
look  for  the  little  things  that  may  be  kill- 

ing the  effectiveness  of  these  displays. 
(b)  Look  for  the  things  that  might  stop 

customers  from  coming  in;  they  are  of  as 
much  importance  as  the  points  that  may 
bring  the  patrons  to  the  boxoffice.  Dust 

or  dirt  on  glass,  heralds,  cashier’s  window, 
etc.,  are  unforgivable.  Look  also  for  any 
still  that  might  have  been  better  left  out 
of  the  display. 

(c)  Study  stills  carefully.  Though  they 
are  not  as  important  today  as  they  were 
in  the  past  they  do  nevertheless  heighten 

a   passerby’s  interest  in  a   picture.  If  a 
still  cannot  do  that  in  one’s  eyes  it  has 
no  justification  in  being  set  up  on  the 
house  front. 

(d)  Don’t  neglect  displaying  paper  on 
the  shorts  being  shown;  today  they  are 
of  as  much  importance  as  features  in  pull- 

ing in  the  passerby.  Many  house  man- 
agers have  cutouts  to  stand  beside  the 

boxoffice  for  leading  cartoon  characters 
and  every  wise  showman  always  tells  his 
public  either  on  posters  or  on  the  mar- 

quee itself  just  what  shorts  are  on  his 
bill.  Many  a   coin  has  been  brought  to  the 
boxoffice  because  a   favorite  comic  charac- 

ter has  been  labeled  on  the  bill. 
(e)  Leave  plenty  of  room  for  people  to 

move  about  the  theatre  front  or  through 
the  lobby.  Many  theatre  men  make  the 
mistake  of  over  advertising  in  these  spots, 
cluttering  up  passage  ways  with  advertis- 

ing, showcases  of  related  items,  etc.,  giv- 
ing people  no  room  to  move  about.  Make 

it  easy  for  the  prospective  patron  to  step 
up  to  the  boxoffice,  and  easy  for  them 
to  get  in  and  out  of  the  theatre. 

(f)  Never  overlook  the  fact  that  the  best 

place  to  show  “next  week’s  attractions”  is 
where  the  patron  will  see  the  poster  on 
his  or  her  way  out  of  the  theatre,  after 
they  have  seen  the  current  feature.  Every 
house  should  have  a   one-sheet  board  at 
some  spot  in  the  lobby  where  no  patron 
can  miss  it  as  he  or  she  leaves  the  the- 

atre and  that  board  always  should  adver- 
tise the  feature  attraction  for  the  next 

week,  not  “coming”  or  many  weeks  hence. 
(g)  Cleanliness  and  brightness  is  of  the 

utmost  importance.  Every  theatre  front 
in  the  country  should  always  have  a   spot- 

less appearance  and  appear  freshly 
painted.  This  costs  money,  but  if  we 

Always  Ready 

RED  CROSS  ROLL  CALL 

Nov.  11-24,  1938 

Your  memberships  given  NOW  assure 
prompt  disaster  relief ,   help  for  disabled 
veterans,  and  life  saving  and  first  aid training. 

Motion  Picture  Group 

NEW  YORK  CHAPTER 

AMERICAN  RED  CROSS 

315  Lexington  Ave.  New  York 

study  theatre  operation  closely  we  will 

notice  that  the  “money”  houses  are  those 
who  adhere  to  this  rule. 

" Breaktast  Show "   Helps 
Utica  House  Bally  Film 

Utica,  N.  Y. — Apparently  utilizing  the 

time-proven  adage  that  the  early  bird 
catches  the  worm,  the  Avon  here  inaugu- 

rated a   “breakfast  show”  with  the  theatre 
serving  breakfast  as  an  advance  cam- 

paign for  “Garden  of  the  Moon.” 
Two  weeks  before  the  opening,  the  Avon 

started  to  stimulate  interest  in  the  early- 
bird show.  Radio  and  newspaper  ads  car- 
ried the  news  while  stores  and  the  trucks 

of  a   local  bakery  were  used  for  display 

purposes. 
For  breakfast,  the  theatre  served  toma- 

to juice,  doughnuts,  coffee,  gum,  mints 
and  cigarettes  to  the  early  risers. 

Spots  Flagpole  Sitter 
Kalamazoo,  Mich. — A   dummy  flagpole 

sitter  atop  a   tall  pole  erected  on  the  thea- 
tre canopy  was  spotted  by  Manager  Pat 

Heavey  of  the  State  as  part  of  the  cam- 
paign on  “Room  Service.”  At  the  bottom 

of  the  pole  there  was  a   large  sign  with 

the  wording:  “I  won’t  come  down  until 
the  Marx  Brothers  in  ‘Room  Service’  ar- 

rive.” The  dummy  was  erected  two  weeks 
in  advance  of  playdate. 

Gets  Ad  Series  Break 
New  York  —   Douglas  George,  former 

Warner  publicist  in  Philadelphia  and  now 
working  in  Oklahoma  City,  was  able  to 

place  a   series  of  ads  gratis  on  “Motion 
Pictures’  Are  Your  Best  Entertainment” 
in  22  papers  around  Philadelphia. 

Letter-Front  Money  Lure 

Oliver  Thomas,  house  manager  of  the  State  in  San  Antonio,  went  gar- 
gantuan in  his  exploitation  of  “13 th  Man.”  Taking  his  cue  from  the  title,  he 

had  13-foot  letters  and  numerals  placed  on  the  curbstone  in  front  of  his  thea- 
tre. Visible  for  blocks,  they  were  prepared  at  very  low  cost. 
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CAPRA  FILM  LEADS  FIRST-RDN  GROSSES  AGAIN 
BOSTON 

Fenway — If  I   Were  King:  (Para);  Mysterious 

Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)    125 
Fine  Arts — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar), 

23rd  wk   140 

Memorial — That  Certain  Agre  (Univ) ;   Mr. 
Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO),  2nd  wk   150 

Metropolitan — Men  With  Wings  (Para) ; 
Koad  Demon  (20th-Fox)        150 

O   pheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),;  Vacation  From  Cove  (M-G-M)   175 

Paramount — -Same  as  Fenway    130 

State — Same  as  Orpheum    155 

CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — Sky  Giant  (RKO)    100 
Carolina — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   110 

Imperial — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)   100 
State — Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox),  1st  part... 100 
State — Born  to  Be  Wild  (Rep),  2nd  part     90 

State — Black  Bandit  (Univ),  3rd  part   115 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Drums  (UA),  held  2nd  wk   135 

Chicago — If  1   Were  King-  (Para),  stage  show..  110 
Garrick — Frankenstein  (Univ) ;   Dracula 

(Univ),  reissues,  held  2nd  wk   175 
Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  stage  show, 

held  3rd  wk     110 

Roosevelt — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
held  2nd  wk.      120 

State-Lake — Girls’  School  (Col),  stage  show.  ...  95 
United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  held 

4th  wk   100 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar), held  3rd  wk   140 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — The  Sisters  (WB),  held  over   115 

Capitol — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk   110 
Grand — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  4th  wk., 

held  for  5th    110 

Keith’s — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)   115 
Lyric — Frankenstein  and  Dracula  (Univ), 

2nd  wk   110 

Palace — Stableinates  (M-G-M),  held   115 

Shubert — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  4th  wk.,  held   115 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk   160 

Hippodrome — The  Sisters  (WB)    100 

Palace — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox)  .110 
State — If  I   Were  King  (Para)    100 
Stillman — Give  Me  a   Sailor  (Para)      60 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para)      80 
Capitol — Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (Mono)     90 
Majestic — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   150 
Melba — Vacation  From  Love  (M-G-M)     90 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    120 

Tower — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  wk   110 

DENVER 

Aladdin — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  after  a 
wk.  at  the  Denver    120 

Broadway — Boys  Town  (M-G-M);  Rich  Man, 

Poor  Girl  (M-G-M),  4   days  after  a   wk.  at 
each  the  Orpheum  and  the  Broadway; 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M);  Blockheads 
(M-G-M),  3   days  after  a   wk.  at  the 
Orpheum    135 

Denham — Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para),  and 
Morton  Downey  stage  show    150 

Denver — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)...  130 
Orpheum — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M); 
Blockheads  (M-G-M);  4   days  on  2d  wk. ; 
Room  Service  (RKO) ;   A   Man  to  Remember 
(RKO),  3   days    110 

Paramount — Drums  (UA) ;   Personal  Secretary 
(Univ)    115 

Rialto — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  after  a 
wk.  at  each  the  Paramount  and  Aladdin; 

Convicted  (Col)      90 

DETROIT 

Adams — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  after  a 
wk.  at  Fox;  Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox).  90 

Cinema — The  Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven 
(SR)      80 

Fox — Carefree  (RKO),  plus  stage  show     80 
Michigan — Listen  Darling  (M-G-M);  Vaca- 

tion From  Love  (M-G-M)      75 

Palms-State — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
after  2   wks.  at  United  Artists     80 

United  Artists — Drums  (UA)      95 

INDIANAPOLIS  • 
Alamo — Billy  the  Kid  Returns  (Rep),  1st  half.  .   80 
Alamo — Durango  Valley  Raiders  (Rep), 
2nd  half      50 

Apollo — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   100 

Circle — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   100 
Indiana — The  Sisters  (WB)    100 

Loew’s — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    100 
Lyric — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN),  plus 
stage  show      85 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Los  Angeles  (4th  wk.)   300 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Oklahoma  City    265 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Boston  (dual) ;   Philadelphia.... 175 

Stablemates — Philadelphia    175 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 

Chicago  (2nd  wk.)   175 

Suez  (dual) — Omaha    175 

That  Certain  Age  (dual)  — 

New  Haven    170 

Garden  of  the  Moon  (dual)  — 

Omaha    160 

Too  Hot  to  Handle — Oklahoma 

City    160 

That  Certain  Age — Cleveland 

(2nd  wk.)    160 

The  Sisters — Philadelphia    155 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Moonlight  Sonata,  23rd  wk.,  Boston;  3rd 

wk.,  Chicago. 

Marie  Antoinette,  9th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  4th  wk., 
Cincinnati;  4th  wk.,  Los  Angeles;  4th  wk., 
Washington;  3rd  wk.,  Dallas;  3rd  wk., 
Portland,  Ore. 

Boys  Town,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati;  4th  wk.. 
Chicago;  3rd  wk.,  Minneapolis. 

If  I   Were  King,  4th  wk.,  New  York  City. 

That  Certain  Age,  3rd  wk.,  Chicago. 

Dark  Rapture,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle,  3rd  wk.,  Portland, 

Ore. 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  holdover ..  125 
Midland — Listen  Darling  (M-G-M);  Flight 

to  Fame  (Col)      85 
Newman — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para), 
holdover      90 

Orpheum — Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)      SO 
Tower — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ) ;   Veloz 
and  Yolanda  on  stage    175 

Uptown — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  holdover.  .   100 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Vacation 
From  Love  (M-G-M)    125 

Downtown — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Road  to  Reno 
(Univ),  2nd  wk   100 

Four  Star — Drums  (UA),  3rd  wk     75 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  4th  wk   300 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    300 
Paramount — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para), 

stage  show    100 
State — Same  as  Chinese    140 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Sing  Yon  Sinners  (Para);  Gene 
Krupa  and  band  on  stage    150 

Riverside — Swing  That  Cheer  (Univ) ;   Phil 
Spitalny  and  orchestra  on  stage   175 

Strand — rile  Walking  Dead  (WB);  White 
Zombie  (UA)    125 

Warner — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN);  Youth 
Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      ....  85 

Wisconsin — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox); 

Straight,  Place  and  Show  (2'Oth-Fox)   100 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Touchdown,  Army  (Para);  Time  Out 
for  Murder  (20th-Fox)        90 

Century — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk   100 
Orpheum — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show    150 

State — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  ..100 

World — Drums  (UA)    100 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Stablemates  (M-G-M) ;   Mysterious 

Mr.  Moto  (20th-F'ox),  2nd  wk   130 
Loew-Poli — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 

Fox);  Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  6   days....  80 

Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  When 
Were  You  Born?  (FN),  2nd  wk     75 

Roger  Sherman — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ; 
Broadway  Musketeers  (FN)    170 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — Fast  Company  (M-G-M)      95 

Globe — Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th-Fox)..  80 
Liberty — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 

3rd  consecutive  run    100 

Orpheum — Four  Daughters  (FN)    125 
Saenger — Hold  That  Co-ed  (20th-Fox)    115 
State — Listen  Darling  (M-G-M)    130 
Tudor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)    100 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  9th  wk. 
of  roadshow      70 

Capitol — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    100 
Criterion — Girls  on  Probation  (WB)     75 

Globe — Dark  Rapture  (LTniv),  3rd  wk   130 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  4th  wk. 

plus  stage  show    150 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — The  Mad  Miss 

Manton  (RKO),  plus  stage  show     85 
Rialto — Dracula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ),  re- 

issues, 2nd  wk   120 

Rivoli — Service  Deluxe  (Univ)      50 
Roxy — Suez  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk.,  plus 

stage  show    145 

Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show.. 125 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M)   160 
Liberty — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO); 

Wives  Under  Suspicion  (LTniv),  4   days     8   5 
Liberty — Freshman  Year  (LTniv) ;   One  Wild 

Night  (20th-Fox),  3   days     90 
Midwest — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    125 

State — You  Can’t  Take  It  W   ith  You  (Col)   265 
Tower — Four  Daughters  (FN),  4   days  (move- 
over)      75 

Tower — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  (move- 
over)      95 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN) ;   Secrets 

of  an  Actress  (FN)    160 

Omaha — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Mr.  Chump 
(WB),  2nd  wk   105 

Orpheum — Suez  (20th-Fox);  Keep  Smiling 

(20th-Fox)    175 
Paramount — Dracula  (Univ) ;   Frankenstein 

(Univ),  reissues    150 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)     85 
Boyd — Listen  Darling  (M-G-M)      90 
Earle — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show  featuring  Freddie  Bartholomew   120 

Fox — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)      85 
Karlton — The  Sisters  (WB)    155 

Keith’s — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   110 
Stanley — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  2nd  wk   175 
Stanton — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    175 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)   150 
Barry — Prairie  Moon  (Rep) ;   Slander  House 
(Monarch)    110 

Fulton — Give  Me  a   Sailor  (Para);  Bulldog 
Drummond  in  Africa  (Para)      85 

Penn — The  Sisters  (WB)    100 
Stanley — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para); 

Ted  Lewis  stage  show    125 

Warner — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2d  d.  t.  wk.  ...120 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — Stablemates  (MG-M),  2nd  wk   100 

Mayfair — Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB) ;   Booloo  (Para).  100 
Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para);  Give 

Me  a   Sailor  (Para),  2nd  wk     80 
Paramount — Y'ou  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  3rd  wk   100 
United  Artists — Too  Hot  to  Handle 

(M-G-M),  3rd  wk   105 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox);  Swing 
That  Cheer  (Univ)    115 

Centre — Suez  (20th-Fox)    110 
Paramount — The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    110 
Roxy — Action  for  Slander  (UA) ;   I   Promise 

to  Pay  (Col)    100 
Studio — Four  Daughters  (FN),  2nd  wk   100 
Utah — White  Banners  (WB)    100 
Victory — Freshman  Year  (Univ) ;   Road  to 

Reno  (Univ)    100 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  plus 
stage  show      90 

Columbia — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para), 
2nd  wk     85 

Earle — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN),  plus 

stage  show      75 

Keith’s — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk....l25 
Metropolitan — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  4th  wk   100 
Palace — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. .   85 
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SAG  POWER  INCREASES  MIGHTILY  WITH  SWIFT 

VICTORIES  CHALKED  DP  OVER  AMG  &   IMPPA 
20  Independent  Producers 

Effect  Peace  Accord 

With  Actors 

Wage-Hour  Law  Retroactive  to 

Studio  Employes— It  and  When 
Two  heretofore  discordant  factors  on 

Hollywood’s  embattled  inter  -   factional 
front  moved  toward  peace  with  surpris- 

ing swiftness  as  the  Screen  Actors  Guild, 
wielding  the  power  it  has  gained  as  one 

of  the  industry’s  strongest  talent  unions, 
won  out  in  a   brace  of  arguments  that  had 
been  looked  upon  as  potentially  explosive. 

The  SAG  scored  its  first  victory  in  its 
bitterly-contested  plan  to  franchise  all 
talent  agents,  when  the  Artists  Managers 
Guild,  after  meeting  en  masse  to  con- 

sider the  Guild’s  unyielding  position, 
capitulated  and  agreed  to  the  licensing 
plan  on  the  condition  that  further  discus- 

sion be  held. 
Second,  the  dove  of  peace  flew  into  the 

SAG-Independent  Motion  Picture  Pro- 
ducers Ass’n  tangle  as  members  of  the 

latter,  comprising  some  20  independent 
picture-makers,  affixed  their  signatures  to 
the  Guild’s  new  eight-year  working 
agreement  after  the  Guild  had  agreed  to 
several  concessions  in  working  hours  and 
overtime  clauses. 

Committees  Into  Huddle 

Negotiating  committees  representing  the 
AMG  and  the  SAG  went  into  a   huddle  im- 

mediately after  the  agents  had  signified 
their  agreement  to  the  19-point  licensing 
project.  The  talent  representatives  bowed 
their  heads  after  an  attempt  to  gain  the 

SAG’s  approval  of  a   compromise  fran- 
chising plan  had  met  with  decided  failure 

and  after  the  AMG  had  issued  associate 
memberships  to  80  additional  agents  in 
what  was  generally  interpreted  as  a   move 
to  conduct  a   bitter  fight. 

The  SAG  learned  of  its  victory  over  the 
agents  in  a   mass  meeting  Thursday  night, 
at  which  a   letter  from  M.  C.  Levee,  presi- 

dent of  the  AMG,  was  read  to  the  as- 

semblage. Levee’s  message  declared  the 
AMG  was  “willing  to  accept  the  principle 
of  licensing”  and  named  several  conditions 
of  acceptance — among  them  the  follow- 
ing: 

1

.

 

 

Licenses  
to  be  isued  to  all  agents 

Still  in  the  dark  as  to  what  effect,  if 
any,  the  federal  wage-hour  law,  which 
went  into  effect  October  24,  will  have  on 
thousands  of  workers,  studios  have  in- 

formed all  such  people  that  benefits  of  the 
law  will  be  made  retroactive  to  the  effec- 

tive date  if  pending  interpretations  re- 
veal the  act  affects  coast  employes. 

Production  executives  are  awaiting  the 
return  from  Washington  of  Victor  Clarke, 
Hays  office  labor  contact,  who  was  dele- 

gated to  confer  with  Elmer  Andrews,  ad- 
ministrator of  the  law.  He  is  expected 

back  early  next  week. 
While  the  past  week  has  seen  little 

abatement  in  the  steady  change  in  studio 
working  conditions,  through  which  evolu- 

tionary process  Hollywood  has  been  pass- 
ing for  more  than  two  years,  the  develop- 

ments of  the  past  two  weeks  are  trace- 
able more  to  the  results  of  the  activities 

of  various  guilds  and  trade  unions  than  to 

now  engaged  in  business  in  the  motion 
picture  industry. 

2.  Adoption  of  a   code  of  ethics 
specifying  those  acts  or  omissions  for 
which  licenses  may  be  revoked. 

3.  Setting  up  of  an  arbitration 
board  to  consider  both  sides  before  a 
license  is  rescinded. 

Levee’s  suggestion  that  an  investigator, 
salary  to  be  paid  by  the  AMG,  be  ap- 

pointed to  probe  disputes  between  agents 
and  their  acting  clients,  met  with  a   turn- 

down by  SAG  leaders,  who  declared  the 
selection  of  an  impartial  representative 
under  those  conditions  would  be  impos- sible. 

Meetings  between  the  SAG  and  AMG 
committees  were  scheduled  to  be  held 
throughout  the  week.  Ralph  Morgan,  SAG 
president,  Laurence  Beilenson,  Guild 
counsel,  George  Murphy,  chairman  of  the 
agency-franchise  committee,  and  Ken- 

neth Thomson,  executive  secretary,  are 

the  new  federal  legislation. 
Among  these  changes  was  the  entrance 

into  actual  operation  of  the  Screen  Actors 

Guild’s  new  eight-year  closed  shop  con- 
tract with  the  studios. 

Such  revisions  and  improvements  in  the 

lot  of  the  film  city’s  studio  toilers  have 
thus  far  been  the  result  of  unceasing  work 
on  the  part  of  union  and  guild  leaders. 
When  they  have  reached  their  highest 
point  of  development,  students  of  the  labor 
situation  opine,  working  conditions  of  ap- 

proximately 30,000  film  industry  employes 
— or  a   large  share  of  them — will  be  such 
that  the  federal  wage-hour  measure  can- 

not possibly  affect  them. 
Until  Clarke’s  return  to  report  his  find- 

ings, most  studios  are  operating  under 

status  quo,  although  in  some  instances — 
particularly  among  clerical  and  white-col- 

lar workers — a   40-hour  week  has  been 
established. 

handling  negotiations  for  the  actors. 
Sitting  in  for  the  agents  are  Levee,  Abe 
Lastfogel,  Bert  Allenberg  and  William 
Woolfenden.  Their  chief  consideration  is 

the  drafting  of  a   code  of  ethics,  as  sug- 
gested by  Levee. 

Most  important  of  the  19  points  are 
set  forth  in  the  SAG  franchise  project  is 

that  limiting  agent-client  contracts  to 
one  year — the  clause  which  created  such 
strenuous  objection  on  the  part  of  AMG 
members. 

Peace  between  the  SAG  and  the  IMPPA 

came  only  after  the  Guild  agreed  to  sev- 
eral concessions  in  the  contract  which  it 

now  holds  with  the  major  production  com- 
panies, and  the  terms  of  which  the  inde- 

pendent producers  declared  would  make 
it  impossible  for  them  to  remain  in  busi- 

ness. The  SAG  has  agreed  to  extend  the 
48-hour  week  for  contract  players  to  54 
hours,  and  to  limit  overtime  to  straight 

(Continued  on  page  40) 
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Making  Four,  New  GN  Hits 

High  Point  Since  Merger 

New  Studio  Flood 

Light  Passes  Test 
With  four  pictures  currently  in  produc- 

tion and  several  others  in  scripting  stages. 
Grand  National  has  reached  the  highest 
point  of  its  activity  since  announcing  its 

1938-39  production  schedule,  even  though 

it  is  moving  “under  wraps”  in  the  absence 
of  Jack  Skirball,  general  production  man- 

ager, and  Edward  L.  Aiperson,  vice-presi- 
dent and  distribution  chieftain. 

GN’s  biggest  current  problem  has  been 
that  of  supplying  its  exchanges  with  suf- 

ficient product  to  keep  them  busy  until 

all  details  of  its  new  season  program,  in- 
cluding a   possible  deal  to  distribute  Eng- 

lish product,  now  being  negotiated  in  Lon- 
don by  President  E.  W.  Hammons,  have 

been  smoothed  out.  It  is  Hammons’  trip 
to  England,  and  Skirball’s  consequent  de- 

cision to  remain  in  New  York  until  his 

chieftain’s  return,  that  has  kept  the 
clamps  on  full-throttle  activity  on  the 
coast. 

For  that  reason  Fine  Arts,  set  to  make 
26  for  GN  release,  has  shouldered  most  of 

the  production  burden.  This  week,  how- 
ever, FA  was  given  support  from  another 

source  when  Coronado  Pictures,  under 

George  Hirliman’s  executive  supervision, 
put  two  pictures  in  production  simultan- 

eously on  location  in  Arizona.  The  pair 

are  westerns,  starring  Dorothy  Page,  un- 

der the  titles  “The  Last  Barrier”  and 

“Lady  Buckaroo,”  both  being  megaphoned 
by  Sam  Diege  from  stories  by  Arthur 
Hoerl.  Coronado  is  to  deliver  a   minimum 
of  six  features  to  GN  this  season. 

In  the  works  are  Eugene  Frenke’s 
“Exiled  Express,”  starring  Anna  Sten, 
and  FA’s  “The  Long  Shot,”  the  latter 

nearing  completion.  FA  has  several  in 

preparatory  stages,  including  "Wonder 
World,”  while  Skirball,  in  the  east,  is  su- 

pervising the  writing  of  "Jitterburg”  and 
Vina  Delmar’s  “Uptown  New  York.” 
GN  will  fail  to  meet  one  of  its  release 

dates,  however,  as  a   repercussion  of  a 
suit  brought  by  F.  C.  Scott  against  George 

Hirliman,  producer  of  “The  Sunset  Strip 
Case,”  and  Eugene  Frenke  and  other  as- 

sociated in  its  production.  The  film  was 

set  to  go  into  GN’s  exchanges  November  8, 
but  Scott  has  requested  superior  court  to 
issue  a   temporary  injunction  until  the 

status  of  his  claims  that  he  is  not  get- 
ting his  share  of  the  profits  therefrom 

have  been  clarified.  Scott  alleges  he  con- 
tributed $7,500  toward  the  making  of  the 

picture,  for  which  he  claims  he  was  to 

receive  one-third  of  the  gross  profits. 

As  an  organizational  detail,  GN  has 
transferred  its  accounting  department  to 
New  York,  with  William  J.  Neary,  who 
headed  the  department  here,  leaving  for 
the  east  to  assume  control. 

Bankruptcy  proceedings  found  the  pro- 
jected sale  of  the  International  Cinema 

Laboratories,  scheduled  to  have  been  held 
October  26  under  federal  court  order  in 
the  chambers  of  Referee  Samuel  McNabb, 

postponed  until  November  9   at  the  re- 
quest of  Rupert  B.  Turnbull,  representing 

a   number  of  stockholders.  Turnbull  is 

readying  a   bid  for  the  property  which,  if 
accepted,  indicates  International  Cinema 
will  remain  in  operation.  The  laboratory 
went  into  77B  last  January  and  several 
times  since  has  been  reported  in  the 
process  of  reorganization. 

Preliminary  tests  in  20th  Century-Fox’s 
makeup  department  of  a   new  type  of  flood 
light  for  use  on  studio  sound  stages,  which 
give  off  virtually  no  heat  and  generate  an 
unvarying  amount  of  light,  have  met  with 

enthusiasm  on  the  part  of  the  studio’s 
makeups,  electricians  and  technicians. 

The  light  is  being  developed  at  the  Gen- 
eral Electric  laboratories  in  Schenectady, 

New  York,  and  20th  Century-Fox  is  the 
first  film  plant  to  receive  them.  Ac- 

cording to  Clay  Campbell,  the  studio’s 
makeup  chief,  the  lights  simulate  daylight 
with  near-perfection  and  cut  down  the 
tremendous  heat  usually  generated  on 

sound  stages  by  utilizing  only  one-third 
the  customary  current. 

GE  is  currently  working  to  eliminate  a 
barely  noticeable  hum  in  the  operation  of 
the  flood  lights  which  technicians  fear 

may  be  picked  up  by  the  sound  recording 
equipment.  If  successful  in  so  doing,  the 
new  lights  will  be  made  commercially 
available  to  all  studios. 

Wurtzel,  Pratt  Organize 

New  Short  Subject  Unit 
Organization  of  a   new  short  subjects 

production  unit  to  produce  52  two  and 

three  reelers  yearly  has  been  announced 
by  Harry  Wurtzel  and  Gilbert  Pratt. 

Incorporated  as  Sunset  Productions,  the 

company  is  headquartering  at  General  Ser- 
vice studios  and  plans  to  get  into  produc- 
tion within  a   month,  at  which  time,  it  is 

hoped,  a   major  release  will  have  been  set. 

The  series  will  be  known  as  “America  on 
Parade,”  and  will  present  historical,  eco- 

nomic and  industrial  picturizations  of  each 
of  the  states.  Pratt  will  produce  and 
direct. 

Cukor  Drops  Assignment 

On  "Oz"  for  "Wind"  Job 
A   third  shift  in  directors  on  Metro’s 

“The  Wizard  of  Oz”  has  placed  Victor 

Fleming  in  the  pilot’s  seat,  replacing 
George  Cukor,  who  has  been  recalled  from 
his  loan-out  by  David  Selznick  to  prepare 
“Gone  With  the  Wind.”  Cukor  took  over 

the  “Oz”  picture  a   week  ago  when  the 
starting  director,  Richard  Thorpe,  was 
forced  out  by  illness. 

Signs  Krupa 
Gene  Krupa  and  his  swing  orchestra 

have  been  signed  by  Paramount  to  appear 
in  featured  roles  in  a   forthcoming  film,  as 

yet  untitled,  production  scheduled  to 
start  in  January.  William  Thomas  will 

produce. 

Brown  to  Metro 
Metro  has  added  Allan  Brown  to  its 

publicity  staff.  Brown  has  been  coast 
representative  for  Life  Magazine  and  was 
also  associated  with  the  March  of  Time. 

A   Merit  Award  tor  "Wings” 

Adolph  Zukor,  on  the  right ,   receives  the  Parents’  Magazine  Medal  from  Mrs. 

Palmer  Cook,  far  left,  and  Mrs.  John  Vruwink,  members  of  the  magazine’s 
film  advisory  board,  for  Paramount’s  “Men  With  Wings,”  chosen  by  the  publi- 

cation as  the  “best  family  picture  released  during  November,”  and,  conse- 

quently, “the  movie  of  the  month.”  Porter  Hall,  a   member  of  the  aviation 

picture’s  cast,  is  the  man  hiding  behind  the  mustache. 
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TOP  RANK 

EASTMAN  Super  X   won  its  top  ranking  on 

performance.  The  results  obtained  from 

its  combination  of  speed,  fine  grain,  and 

general  photographic  quality  make  it  the 

world’s  first  choice  in  negative  materials. 

Eastman  Kodak  Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

(J.  E.  Brulatour,  Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort 

Lee,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  SUPER  A 
PANCHROMATIC  NEGATIVE 
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IA  and  Producers 

Are  Termed  'Unfair' 
The  NLRB  was  plunged  into  the  thick 

of  another  jurisdictional  strife  this  week 
when  the  Studio  Utility  Employes,  Local 
724 — an  affiliate  of  the  American  Federa- 

tion of  Labor — filed  petitions  charging  16 
production  companies,  as  well  as  the  In- 

ternational Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage 

Employes,  with  “unfair”  labor  practices. 
Specifically,  the  SUE  petition  charges 

William  E.  Browne,  IATSE  president,  and 
William  Bioff,  former  IA  executive,  with 

being  “corruptly  controlled"  by  the  studios, 
and  complains  that  producers  ordered 

SUE  members  to  relinquish  their  affilia- 

tion and  to  join  the  IATSE’s  Local  37,  em- 
bracing grips,  mechanics  and  prop  men. 

The  SUE  asks  certification  as  exclusive 

bargaining  agent  for  miscellaneous  studio 
laborers,  numbering  approximately  1,700 

— most  of  whom,  the  SUE  charges,  be- 
longed to  that  union  before  being 

“coerced”  into  joining  the  IATSE  local. 
This  is  the  second  such  attack  launched 

against  the  IATSE,  as  a   hearing  is  set  for 
November  21  before  the  NLRB  on  charges 
filed  by  the  Motion  Picture  Technicians 
Committee,  a   rebel  unit  within  Local  695 
of  the  IATSE,  that  the  international  is 

“company  controlled”  and  that  Bioff  ac- 
cepted a   $100,000  payoff  to  “sell  the  IA 

down  the  river.” 
No  SUE  Hearing  Date 

Dr.  Towne  Nylander,  regional  director 
of  the  NLRB,  has  set  no  hearing  date  as 

yet  on  the  SUE’s  charges.  Carey  Mc- 
Williams, attorney,  and  L.  C.  Helm,  busi- 

ness manager,  filed  for  the  utility  em- 

ployes’ organization. 
Fighting  back  at  the  attacks,  the  IATSE 

continued  its  campaign  to  be  officially  ar- 
firmed  as  sole  bargaining  agent  for  a 

majority  of  the  workers  in  the  film  indus- 
try by  filing  NLRB  petitions  on  behalf  of 

Local  683,  comprising  laboratory  techni- 
cians, and  Local  37,  composed  of  film 

technicians,  electricians  and  mechanics. 
Similar  petitions  have  already  been  filed 
by  cameramen  and  sound  technicians. 

The  NLRB  put  one  recognitional  peti- 
tion out  of  the  way  by  forwarding  to  the 

labor  board  headquarters  in  Washington, 

D.  C.,  the  testimony  recorded  in  the  re- 
cent certification  hearing  on  the  bargain- 

ing request  of  the  Society  of  Motion  Pic- 
ture Film  Editors,  which  asked  to  be 

designated  as  exclusive  agent  for  members 
of  that  craft  at  the  Walt  Disney  cartoon 
plant.  The  film  editors  have  a   working 
agreement  with  other  major  studios. 

A   $60,000  Allocation  for 

Para.  Film  Campaign 

Paramount  is  splitting  a   $60,000  allo- 
cation three  ways  on  amplified  newspaper 

advertising  campaigns  for  “If  I   Were 
King,”  “The  Arkansas  Traveler”  and  “Men 
With  Wings.”  Similar  campaigns,  cover- 

ing the  country’s  principal  key  cities,  will 
be  launched  for  “Thanks  for  the  Mem- 

ory” and  “Say  It  In  French.” 

Harry  Warner  to  Receive 

American  Legion  Citation 
With  2,500  American  Legion  officials 

and  civic  and  state  notables  attending, 

Harry  M.  Warner,  president  of  Warner 
Bros.,  will  be  awarded  Legion  citation  for 

his  “outstanding  contributions  to  Ameri- 
canism” and  his  "patriotic  service  to  his 

country.” A   mass  meeting  of  Legionnaires,  Dis- 
abled American  Veterans  of  the  World 

War,  and  the  Americanism  Educational 
League  will  participate  in  the  ceremony, 

which  will  take  place  at  Warner’s  Holly- 
wood Theatre,  Sunday  morning,  Novem- 

ber 20.  Dr.  John  R.  Lechner,  chairman 

of  the  Legion’s  “Americanism”  commit- 
tee, will  preside,  and  four  Warner  Techni- 

color shorts — “Declaration  of  Independ- 
ence,” “Man  Without  a   Country,”  “Ro- 
mance of  Louisiana”  and  “Give  Me  Lib- 

erty"— will  follow. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
GANGSTER'S  BOY  (Mono) — A   presentation 

ol  Jackie  Cooper  at  his  best  in  a   capably 

produced  and  directed  melodrama  which 

should  boost  Monogram's  stock  consider- 
ably. The  youthful  star  has  been  given  a 

powerful  story  whose  few  flaws  will  be 

overlooked  by  Cooper  fans  and  those  who 

like  red-blooded  fare.  William  Nigh  di- 

rected, William  Lackey  produced. 

GREAT  WALTZ  (M-G-M) — This  glorious  musi- 

cal treats  with  the  story  of  Johann  Strauss, 

his  life,  his  loves,  and  his  waltzes.  With 

its  lilting  melodies,  and  touching  romance, 

this  sweeping  spectacle  must  spell  "a  hit'' 
in  any  man's  theatre.  Luise  Rainer,  Fer- 

nand Gravet,  and  golden-voiced  Miliza 

Korjus  head  a   large  cast.  Bernard  Hyman 

produced.  Julien  Duvivier  directed. 

HARD  TO  GET  (WB)—  It  won't  be  hard  to 
get  the  patrons  in  an  enthusiastic  mood 

over  this  brisk  and  diverting  farce  com- 

edy in  which  a   poor  but  honest  boy  meets 

and  wins  a   rich  but  spoiled  girl.  One  of 

Dick  Powell's  best  starring  vehicles,  with 
Olivia  De  Havilland  as  his  charming  foil 

and  Charles  Winninger  contributing  an 

hilarious  character  portrayal.  Sam  Bis- 

choff  produced,  Ray  Enright  directed. 

THE  YOUNG  IN  HEART  (UA)— Through  an 

adroit  blending  of  comedy,  philosophy  and 

satire,  this  becomes  a   thoroughly  human 

and  entertaining  document  whose  success 

seems  certain,  particularly  among  the  cus- 

tomers who  enjoy  a   garnish  of  subtlety 

with  their  screen  fare.  The  cast,  boasting 

such  topnotchers  as  Janet  Gaynor,  Doug- 

las Fairbanks  jr.  and  Paulette  Goddard,  is, 

of  course,  flawless.  Production  is  of  the 

high  calibre  expected  of  David  Selznick. 

Richard  Wallace  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Nearly  Half  Chest 
Quota  From  Films 

Hollywood,  long  noted  as  a   generous 

donor  of  both  talent  and  money  in  charit- 
able activities  and  relief  programs,  gave 

concrete  proof  that  she  intended  to  more 

than  live  up  to  her  reputation  when  fig- 

ures tabulating  the  first  three  days’  con- 
tributions to  the  Los  Angeles  Community 

Chest  Drive  showed  that  the  film  capital 
had  already  contributed  nearly  50  per  cent 
of  its  $400,000  quota. 

Under  the  guidance  of  Joseph  M. 
Schenck,  chairman  of  the  drive  within 
the  film  capital,  $190,000  has  gone  into 
Chest  coffers,  with  indications  that  screen 
folk  will  go  over  the  top  and  thus  set  a 
precedent  for  other  industries  to  follow. 

Meantime  the  Motion  Picture  Relief 
Fund  and  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  were 

engaged  in  perfecting  the  setup  of  the 
new  airshow,  to  be  sponsored  by  Gulf  Oil, 
which  hits  the  airlanes  as  a   Columbia 

network  offering  December  18,  with  the 
SAG  turning  over  the  proceeds  derived 
from  spotting  actors  on  the  show  to  the 

MPRF.  The  Fund,  at  an  executive  meet- 
ing, appointed  Huntley  Gordon  as  contact 

man  to  round  up  SAG  talent  and,  in  the 

course  of  routine  business,  named  a   fi- 
nance committee  comprising  Ralph  Block, 

Joseph  Schenck,  George  Bagnall  and 
George  Schaefer.  Walter  Wanger  has  been 

elected  a   member  of  the  executive  com- 
mittee, while  the  resignation  of  Eddie 

Mannix  from  the  board  of  trustees  was 
accepted. 

Supplements  Revenues 

To  supplement  its  revenues,  the  Fund 
has  begun  selling  Christmas  cards  of  two 

types — one  at  five  cents,  the  other  a   dime 
— which  have  been  made  available  at  the 
MPRF  headquarters,  5444  Hollywood  Blvd. 

Theatre  Authority  having  delivered  an 
ultimatum  declaring  that  screen  talent 
used  in  the  project  must  be  paid,  two 

downtown  newspapers — the  Examiner  and 
Herald-Express — have  canceled  plans  to 

sponsor  days  at  the  annual  food  fair  to 

be  staged  at  the  Pan-Pacific  Auditorium. 
The  newspapers  had  planned  to  call  upon 

the  SAG  to  furnish  acting  talent  as  addi- 
tional draws.  Theatre  Authority  restric- 
tions provide  that  such  performances, 

however,  must  be  remunerated  and  that 
the  proceeds  would  go,  in  this  instance, 
to  the  Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund. 

Bob  Baker  Is  Injured 

In  Scene  on  Location 
A   too  realistic  action  scene,  in  which  a 

stagecoach  tipped  over,  seriously  injured 
Bob  Baker,  cowboy  star,  on  location  at 
Kernville.  Baker  incurred  a   possible  skull 
fracture  and  a   broken  cheek  bone,  it  was 

learned  at  the  Mercy  Hospital,  in  Bakers- 
field, where  he  was  rushed. 

The  sagebrusher  was  appearing  in  a 

scene  for  “The  Phantom  Stage,”  a   Trem 
Carr  production  for  Universal  release. 

Only  a   half-day  of  work  on  the  film  re- mains. 
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TO  the  accompaniment  of  significant silence  and  general  lack  of  interest, 

RKO  this  week  launched  actual  pro- 

duction on  “The  Flying  Irishman,”  on 
which  Douglas  (Wrong  Way)  Corrigan 

serves  as  technical  advisor  deluxe  and  in 

which  he  will  portray  the  title  role — to 
the  tune  of  $75,000. 

Thus  another  of  Hollywood’s  expensive 
experiments,  in  its  apparently  uncontroll- 

able and  thus  far  unfulfilled  desire  to 

prove  that  headline  personalities  can  con- 

sistently be  converted  into  profitable  box- 
office  characters  is  put  to  the  test. 

Ever  since  the  industry  was  weaned 

from  its  nickelodeon  days,  this  hysterical, 

and  often  competitive,  rush  for  the  camera 
services  of  individuals  who  have  won 

places  in  the  limelight,  through  athletic 

prowess  or  because  of  some  freak  adven- 
ture or  accomplishment,  has  been  one  of 

production  geniuses’  greatest  and  most 
costly  weaknesses. 

The  fact  that  most  attempts  to  make 

motion  picture  stars  of  these  limelight  re- 
cipients have  laid  colossal  Thespic  and 

financial  eggs  seems  to  have  done  little  to 

curb  this  avid  tendency.  Witness  the  mad 

scramble,  in  which  RKO  Radio  emerged 

the  doubtful  winner,  for  the  celluloid  ser- 
vices of  Corrigan.  True,  there  have  been 

isolated  cases  in  which  similar  efforts  have 

been  successful.  There  is  Sonja  Henie, 

Johnny  Weissmuller  and,  perhaps,  a   few 

others.  These  may  be  considered  the  ex- 
ceptions that  prove  the  rule  and  in  their 

cases  a   sizeable  amount  of  natural  at- 

tractiveness, personality  and  inherent  act- 
ing talent  augmented  the  widespread 

popularity  they  had  won  in  other  fields. 

But  for  every  one  of  those  who,  sensa- 

tional in  other  spheres,  was  lured  to 

Hollywood  by  production  gold  to  make 

good  for  the  picture-makers  and  the  ex- 
hibitors, there  are  several  who,  after  one 

picture,  went  the  floppolo  route  to  abso- 
lute cinematic  oblivion — in  which  con- 

nection consider  such  classic  examples  as 

Glenn  Morris,  Dick  Merrill,  Lou  Gehrig, 

Eleanor  Holm,  Ruth  Elder,  Red  Grange. 

Upon  Corrigan’s  return  to  Los  Angeles 
last  week  to  report  to  the  studio,  his  ar- 

rival was  completely  ignored  by  the  local 

press,  despite  the  fact  that,  two  months 

ago,  every  move  the  intrepid  oceanic  flier 
made  was  transcribed  into  screaming 

black  headlines.  Commentators  on  mat- 

ters cinematic  explained  such  lack  of  in- 
terest by  recalling  that  Corrigan,  during 

his  last  visit,  snubbed  the  press  and  thus 

incurred  the  enmity  of  the  fourth  estate. 

This  explanation  is  ridiculous  upon  its 

very  face.  If  the  editors  of  local  publica- 

tions had  considered  the  flier’s  arrival  here 
as  newsworthy,  it  would  have  rated  space, 
snub  or  no  snub.  There  can  be  but  one 

conclusion — and  that  one  obvious.  The 

fickle  public  has  forgotten  that  it  once 

made  an  idol  of  the  Atlantic-spanning 

pilot. 
In  view  of  which,  Hollywood  is  inclined 

to  raise  the  question  as  to  just  how  much 

Corrigan  can  contribute  to  the  merit  of 

the  forthcoming  air  epic.  Certainly,  his 

acting  ability,  if  judged  from  his  many 
appearances  before  the  newsreel  cameras, 

will  be  no  great  asset;  and,  since  his  ap- 

peal as  a   public  figure  is  apparently  wan- 

ing at  breakneck  speed,  consensus  of  opin- 
ion leans  toward  the  conclusion  that  RKO 

Radio,  latest  of  the  major  companies  to 

be  bitten  by  the  get-them-out-of-the-head- 
lines  bug,  has  bought  itself  a   $75,000  white 

elephant. 

What' s-in-a-name-department : 
Sir  Samuel  Hormel,  British  barrister,  is 

visiting  George  Raft.  The  publicity  re- 
lease discreetly  omitted  mention  as  to 

whether  Sir  Samuel  is  a   member  of  the 
famous  ham  family. 

Hearst's  Los  Angeles  Examiner  proudly 
announces  that  its  Number  One  film  column- 

ist, Dowager  Queen  Louella  O.  Parsons,  has 

been  requested  by  the  editors  of  the  En- 

cyclopedia Brittanica  to  be  the  principal  con- 

tributor to  that  weighty  tome's  motion  pic- 
ture division  in  its  forthcoming  edition. 

Judging  from  the  timeliness  of  most  of 

Louella's  reportorial  ruminations,  she  has 

been  pointing  toward  this  historical  and 
academic  accolade  for  many  years. 

For  the  past  several  weeks  those  ghou- 

lish columnists  who  specialize  in  predict- 

( Continued  on  page  40) 

Salty ,   Subtle  and  Shirley 
Hollywood's  official  preview-goers  experienced  one  of  those 

rare  weeks  when  no  really  bad  pictures  were  unwound  for 

their  critical  attention,  with  each  of  the  eight  offerings  sub- 

jected to  pre-release  screenings  rating  at  least  par  in  its  re- 
spective field. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  bagged  the  lion's  share  of  plaudits 

by  contributing  two  of  the  top  trio  of  features  in  "Submarine 

Patrol"  and  “Just  Around  the  Corner."  The  former  is  a   canny 
blend  of  adventure,  hokum,  romance  and  comedy  presenting 

an  exciting  insight  into  the  daring  deeds  of  the  little  known 

war-time  "sprinter  fleet"  of  submarine  chasers,  given  opulent 
production  by  Gene  Markey  and  neatly  piloted  by  the  veteran 

John  Ford.  The  cast,  headed  by  the  rising  Richard  Greene 

and  Nancy  Kelly,  a   newcomer  of  vast  potentialities,  is  excel- 

lent throughout.  "Just  Around  the  Corner"  presents  the  studio's 
Number  One  money-maker,  Shirley  Temple,  in  a   brisk  and 

wholesome  comedy  which  is  sure  to  reap  substantial  grosses. 

Young  Miss  Temple,  growing  into  adolescense,  has  lost  none 

of  her  charm  and  appeal  and,  if  that  is  possible,  has  increased 

her  ability  as  an  actress  and  entertainer.  Producer  David 

Hempstead  has  surrounded  her  with  an  able  cast  headed  by 

such  laugh-makers  as  Joan  Davis,  Franklin  Pangborn  and  Bert 

Lahr,  while  Irving  Cummings'  direction  is,  as  usual,  sure- 
footed. 

Third  feature  in  the  top  triumvirate  was  Selznick  Inter- 

national's "The  Young  in  Heart,"  a   cunning  mixture  of  com- 

edy, philosophy  and  satire,  produced  with  Selznick's  customary 
perfection  and  certain  to  garner  enthusiastic  reaction  at  the 

boxoffice,  especially  with  theatregoers  whose  tastes  lean 

toward  the  more  subtle  fare.  An  outstanding  cast  is  headed 

by  Janet  Gaynor,  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  Paulette  Goddard  and 
Roland  Young. 

*   *   *   * 

Occupying  niches  as  superior  program  product  was  a   brace 

of  pictures — Universal's  "The  Storm"  and  Paramount's  "Artists 

and  Models  Abroad."  The  Universal  contribution  registered 
as  a   hairy-chested,  well-tailored  maritime  melodrama  that  will 

be  right  down  the  alley  for  thrill  fans.  Producer  Ken  Gold- 

smith lined  up  a   competent  cast,  headed  by  Charles  Bickford, 

making  a   triumphant  screen  return,  and  Director  Harold  Young 

did  a   workmanlike  job  of  meshing  the  story  threads  and  action 

sequences.  "Artists  and  Models  Abroad"  contained  a   more 
substantial  load  of  plot  motivation  and  comedy  than  its  pre- 

decessors— of  which  Jack  Benny,  in  the  lead,  took  full  advan- 

tage to  display  his  unique  talents — albeit  Arthur  Hornblow  jr.. 

as  producer,  gave  it  less  spectacularly  lavish  production 

sequences  and  musical  interludes.  Benny  and  his  far-flung 

popularity,  plus  a   gorgeous  display  of  the  new  winter  fashions, 

will  do  their  part  in  attracting  the  cash  customers. 

*   *   *   * 

The  remaining  three  features  in  the  week's  list  are  all  ser- 
viceable, though  unpretentious,  celluloid  concoctions.  As  a 

novelty  offering  that  ably  brings  to  the  screen  the  characters 

of  the  popular  comic  strip,  Columbia's  "Blondie"  rates  com- 
mendation. Arthur  Lake,  Penny  Singleton  and  moppet  Larry 

Simms  are  unusually  successful  in  their  portrayals  of  Dag- 

wood,  Blondie  and  Baby  Dumpling,  and  the  film,  first  in  a 

projected  series,  speaks  well  for  its  continuation.  Frank  R. 

Strayer  turned  in  an  intelligent  job  of  megaphoning.  Rating 

as  one  of  the  best  in  its  cycle  of  gangster  yams  is  Paramount's 

"Illegal  Traffic."  Director  Louis  King,  given  the  benefit  of  a 
tightly-woven  and  fast-moving  script,  draws  credit  for  a   com- 

mendable programmer  which  should  account  for  itself  well. 

RKO  Radio  presented  George  O'Brien  in  another  of  his  stan- 

dardly good  sagebrushers,  "Lawless  Valley,"  vividly  enacted, 
competently  directed  and  rating  on  a   par  with  previous  out- 

door epics  featuring  the  virile  action  star. 
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Plays  ....  Possibilities 

New  York — A   sparse  week  in  the  local 

theatre.  Openings  have  dropped  off,  but 

the  lull  is  merely  temporary .   The  current 
score  card: 

” The  Girl  From  Wyoming ” 
Twenty-fifth  play  of  the  year,  this 

throws  official  authorship  to  J.  Van  Os- 
tend  Van  Antwerp  or,  in  other  words, 
Jerrold  Krimsky  who  happens  to  have 
produced  with  the  connivance  of  his 
brother,  John.  A   musical  show  in  three 
acts,  Richard  Lewine  did  the  music,  Ted 
Fetter  the  lyrics,  Robert  Ross  the  staging. 
Opening  took  place  at  the  American  Music 
Hall,  October  29,  with  a   cast  including 

Philip  Huston,  June  Walker,  Donald  Mc- 
Donald, Billy  M.  Greene  and  George 

Petrie.  The  hammer-throwers: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   . 
third  and  best  of  a   series  of  musical  bur- 

lesque on  ye  olde  time  melodramas  .   .   . 

continuously  amusing  rip-roaring,  rowdy- 
dow  about  a   Harvard  graduate  who  takes 

Horace  Greeley’s  advice  and  goes  west. 
Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (no  star 

designation) —   .   .   .   lacks  that  spark  of 
inspiration  that  gave  zest  to  the  first  of 
its  kind.  Repetition  dulls  the  edge  of 
interest  with  such  shows. 

Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   . 
whole  affair  takes  on  the  aspect  of  a   party, 
rather  than  of  anything  to  do  with  the 
drama  .   .   .   formula  for  laughing  at  the 
oldtime  melodramas  has  run  pretty  thin 
and  requires  a   bit  of  freshness  and  novelty 
to  prop  it  up. 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American — It 
is  a   wild  raspberry  tossed  in  the  direction 
of  all  the  western  mellers  that  were  ever 
written. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — Eat  and 

drink  to  your  heart’s  content,  but  do  not 
expect  to  be  merry  in  the  presence  of  the 

Krimsky’s  most  recent  prank. 
Richard  Lockridge,  Sun — It  lacks,  I   feel, 

a   little  of  the  drive  and  bite  so  evident  in, 

say,  “The  Fireman’s  Flame.” 
Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — Since  “The 

Girl  From  Wyoming”  is  only  a   hoot-and- 
hiss  show,  criticism  had  better  hold  its 
solemn  tongue. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
.   .   .   amusing  musical  melodrama. 

" Waltz  in  Goose  Step" 
This,  26th  play  of  the  season,  opened 

at  the  Hudson,  November  1.  Written  by 
Oliver  H.  P.  Garrett  who  has  had  an 

occasional  contact,  at  least,  with  Holly- 
wood, Julian  Chaqueneau  produced  as  Ar- 

thur Hopkins  directed  the  three  acts.  The 
cast  includes  Henry  Oscar,  Leo  Chalzel, 
John  Boruff,  Barrie  Wanless,  Harold 
Johnsrud,  Frederic  Tozere,  and  Mariana 
Flory.  The  verdict: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror — The 
play  attempts  to  caricature  the  master 
minds  in  a   dictator  nation  and  under- 

score the  familiar  front  page  reports.  It 
fails  miserably  .   .   .   Henry  Oscar  ...  is 
listenable  and  engaging.  Leo  Chalzel  is 

seen  as  the  noisy  Leader.  He  gives  you 
a   headache. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
.   .   .   an  evening  of  fairly  tense  drama  that 
is  continually  promising  to  stir  up  some- 

thing more  telling  than  curiosity  and 
never  does. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   .   Garrett 
.   .   .   has  successfully  captured  the  sinister 
aura  of  melodramatic  terror  that  sur- 

rounds the  Nazi  rule  .   .   .   Unfortunately 
however,  it  was  necessary  to  get  a   good 
play  to  fit  into  the  shrewdly  arranged 
setting  of  the  work  and  here  he  has  missed 
out  with  singular  completeness  .   .   .   Oscar 
handles  the  role  of  the  dilettante  com- 

panion and  final  enemy  of  the  Leader, 
vividly  and  expertly. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — Now  and  then 
a   good  hearty  and  satisfying  crack  came 

over  the  footlights,  but  they  were  very  in- 
frequent and  it  is  impossible  to  escape  the 

conclusion  that  Mr.  Garrett  has  done 

some  very  trivial  writing  on  what  may  be 

described  as  the  outskirts  of  a   good  sub- 

ject or  the  bottom  of  the  Leader’s  garden, 
filling  up  the  deficiencies  with  a   rather 
casual  assortment  of  hokum. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   .   .   .   very  tepid  affair 
indeed  .   .   .   melodrama  loses  its  point  of 
view.  It  begins  to  run  a   rudderless  and 
uneventful  course  .   .   .   And  it  is  on  the 
whole  effectively  acted,  particularly  by 
Leo  Chalzel  as  the  Leader  and  Henry 
Oscar  as  his  decadent  minister  of  defense. 

R.  L.,  Sun — It  sputters  its  contempt  for 
a   Leader  who  is  Hitler  in  impercetible 

disguise.  It  loses  itself  in  cryptic  melo- 
drama .   .   .   Mr.  Garrett  is  against  Hitler, 

I   guess,  but  it  is  sometimes  a   little  hard 
to  tell. 

B.  A.,  Times —   .   .   .   proceeds  from  a   sin- 

cere contempt  for  Hitler’s  gang  and 
methods.  It  is  better  written  than  some 
of  the  others  and  better  staged  than  any 
of  them.  But  the  jinx  that  follows  every 
attempt  to  dramatize  the  tyranny  of  Nazi 
Germany  has  not  been  laid  yet.  Nothing 
Mr.  Garrett  can  say  is  a   hundredth  part 
as  agonizing  as  the  current  newspaper 

stories  of  Jew- driving  across  the  Polish 

border.  By  comparison  with  the  cold  dis- 
memberment of  a   gallant  little  democracy, 

“Waltz  in  Goose  Step”  is  very  trifling,  in- 
deed .   .   .   characters  are  only  stuffed  shirts 

and  the  tale  is  only  an  ordinary  stage 

intrigue  ...  It  is  easy  to  sit  in  an  orches- 
tra chair  and  say  “no”  to  every  Nazi  play 

that  raises  a   curtain.  It  is  much  harder 

to  discover  the  reason  way  ...  If  a   drama- 
tist ever  writes  it  in  our  time  he  will  have 

to  be  a   tragic  poet  who  thinks  in  terms  of 
justice  and  humanity.  What  he  writes  will 
be  an  ode  to  the  death  of  the  high  hopes 
that  men  have  had  for  their  kind. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — As  a   play 
.   .   .   able  to  command  diligent  attention  .   .   . 

because  of  its  dramatic  qualities.  As  anti- 
Nazi  propaganda  it  fails  because  there 
seems  to  be  in  it  a   confusion  of  purposes 
.   .   .   Dramatic  as  the  facts  may  be,  I   do  not 
feel  that  he  (Jarrett)  has  done  anything 
important  with  what,  some  day,  might  be 
the  subject  for  a   great  play.  This  is  not  it. 

To  the  Warehouse 

New  York — “Dame  Nature,”  which 
opened  at  the  Booth,  September  26,  closed 
November  5   after  48  performances. 

These  plays  closed  October  29: 

“Missouri  Legend”  after  48  perform- 

New  Shorts  Firm 

Formed  on  Coast 

Entering  the  short  subjects  production 
field  on  an  independent  scale  for  an  as 
yet  unset  release,  incorporation  papers 
were  to  be  filed  in  Sacramento  this  week 
for  the  Laughing  Gas  Pictures  Corp., 
which  thus  becomes  the  newest  addition 

to  Hollywood’s  roster  of  independent  pro- 
duction units. 

According  to  George  Franklin,  one  of 
the  organizers,  who  bears  the  title  of 

president.  Laughing  Gas  Pictures  has  se- 
cured sufficient  eastern  financing  to  em- 

bark on  a   52-picture  shooting  schedule  of 
one-reel  comedies,  to  be  made  with  name 
casts.  The  company  has  temporary  of- 

fice space  on  Hollywood  Blvd.  and  is 
negotiating  for  studio  shooting  space. 
Other  officers  include  John  Colombo, 

vice-president,  and  Boris  Charsky,  secre- 
tary-treasurer. A   2,400-share  stock  issue, 

of  no  par  value,  will  be  alloted  equally 
among  the  trio  of  officers,  while  Franklin 
will  assume  duties  as  production  manager 
in  addition  to  heading  the  company. 

Independent  shooting  activity  on  other 

fronts  found  Sam  Katzman’s  Victory  Pic- 
tures sending  “Six-Gun  Trail,”  second  in 

a   series  of  eight  Tim  McCoy  westerns,  into 

the  cutting  room  for  a   November  25  re- 
lease; Coronado  Pictures,  producing  for 

GN,  doing  a   double  stint  by  starting 
simultaneous  production  on  two  Dorothy 

Page  westerns,  “The  Last  Barrier”  and 
“Lady  Buckaroo;”  and  Standard  Pictures 

nearing  the  starting  line  with  “20,000,000 
Witnesses”  as  the  second  in  its  announced 

program  of  16  features  for  the  1938-39 season. 

Well  along  is  Equity  Pictures’  second, 
and  as  yet  untitled,  melodrama  which 

Bennie  F.  Zeidman  is  producing  at  Talis- 
man studios.  It  is  the  second  in  a   group 

of  eight  action  melodramas  being  made 

for  distribution  by  the  Malcolm-Browne 
Productions  Corp.,  which  is  establishing 
exchanges  in  32  key  cities.  Equity  will 
also  deliver  eight  westerns  and  four 

“specials.” 

Ritter's  Next  Picture  Is 

"Sundown  on  the  Prairie " 
Tex  Ritter’s  next  musical  western  for 

Monogram,  to  be  produced  by  Edward 

Finney,  will  be  “Sundown  on  the  Prairie.” 
Featured  with  the  cowpoke  will  be  the 

“Musical  Tornadoes.”  John  Rathmell 
wrote  the  original. 

Ritter  returns  next  week  from  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America 

convention  and  a   short  p.  a.  tour. 

ances  at  the  Empire  where  it  opened  Sep- 
tember 19. 

“Knights  of  Song”  after  16  perform- 
ances at  51st  St.  where  it  opened  Octo- 

ber 17. 

“Case  History”  after  11  performances  at 
the  Lyceum  where  it  opened  October  21. 

“Madame  Capet”  after  seven  perform- 
ances at  the  Cort  where  it  opened 

October  25. 
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OPTIONS 

— Columbia 

PAUL  FRANKLIN  joins  writing  staff. 

— Metro 

DENNIS  O’KEEFE  held  for  another  six-month 
term. 

SALKA  VIERTEL,  currently  scripting  “Madame 
Curie,”  wins  new  term  writing  contract. 
MILIZA  KORJUS,  Hungarian  singing  star,  held 

for  another  year.  Next  picture  will  be  “Madame 
Pompadour.” 

— Monogram 

HOWARD  RRETHERTON  signs  two-picture  di- 

rectorial deal.  He  will  megaphone  “Tough  Kid,” 
with  Frankie  Darro,  and  “Navy  Girl.” 

— Paramount 

HEATHER  ANGEL  signs  two-picture  acting 

pact,  to  appear  in  a   pair  of  “Bulldog  Drummond” 
adventures  opposite  John  Howard. 

—Hal  Itoach 

COREY  FORD  signs  writing  ticket. 

BERT  KALMAR  and  HARRY  RUBY  join  writ- 
ing department  to  write  the  second  of  the 

Langdon-Hardy  comedies. 

— Selznick  International 

PAULETTE  GODDARD  signs  new  long-term 
acting  contract,  having  completed  loan-out  chore 

to  Metro  in  “Dramatic  School.” 

— Universal 

JUANITA  QUIGLEY,  seven-year-old  actress, 
signs  term  contract. 

JERRY  SACKHEIM,  assistant  to  Cliff  Work,  re- 
ceives new  contract. 

ARTHUR  T.  HORMAN  joins  writing  staff. 
GUY  ENDORE  joins  the  writing  staff,  to  do 

an  original  for  Producer  John  Stahl. 

Story  Buys 
— Metro 

“Madame  Pompadour,”  a   musical  comedy  by 
Charles  Dillingham  and  Martin  Beck.  Miliza 
Korjus  will  be  starred. 

“The  Nickel  Show,”  a   novel  by  Vera  Caspary. 
It  is  a   fictionized  treatment  of  films’  early  days. 
“Hot  Piano,”  by  Richard  English.  Jimmie 

Stewart  to  be  starred  in  the  “jitterbug”  story. 

— Paramount 

“Moon  Over  Burma,”  by  Wilson  Collison. 
George  Raft,  Dorothy  Lam'our  and  Fred  Mac- 
Murray  will  be  co-starred. 

— RKO  Radio 

“What’s  a   Fixer  For?”  by  Director  Henry  C. 
Potter. 

— Universal 

“Bull  by  the  Horns,”  a   new  novel  by  Charles 
Bonner  as  a   John  M.  Stahl  production.  Bonner 
will  script. 

Universal  to  Capitalize 

On  the  Martian  "Scare" 
While  several  studios  have  been  re- 

ported frantically  searching  for  an  idea 

on  which  to  predicate  a   screen  story  as  a 

result  of  the  nation-wide  interest  in  the 

sensational  “War  of  the  Worlds”  broad- 
cast over  the  Columbia  network  last  Sun- 

day, Universal  has  placed  in  release  “Mars 

Attacks  the  World,”  a   picture  which  went 
into  production  more  than  a   year  ago  un- 

der the  title  “Flash  Gordon.” 
When  the  radio  show  startled  the  na- 

tion, Universal  immediately  speeded  up 

the  editing  process  and  slapped  the  new 
title  on  the  film,  which  is  based  on  the 

“Flash  Gordon”  syndicated  comic  strip. 
It  depicts  an  attempt  by  Martians  to  de- 

stroy the  earth.  Larry  Crabbe,  Jean 

Rogers  and  Beatrice  Robert  head  the  cast. 

Ford  Beebe  directed  for  Producer  Barney 

Sarecky. 

To  Remake  "Dulcy" 
M-G-M  has  announced  plans  to  re- 

make “Dulcy,”  filmed  several  years  ago 
as  a   Marion  Davies  starrer,  from  the  stage 

play  by  George  Kaufman  and  Marc  Con- 

nolly. Edward  Chodorov  will  produce. 

Cruzes  Head 

Court  Tiffs 

A   superior  court  battle  between  James 

Cruze,  veteran  director,  and  his  daughter 

Julie  over  $150,000  worth  of  property  now 

held  by  her,  was  in  the  forefront  of  local 

litigious  activity  involving  screen  folk 

during  the  week. 

Cruze  instituted  suit  to  recover  the 

property,  deeded  to  his  daughter  in  1933, 

on  the  grounds  that  at  that  time  he  be- 
lieved he  was  near  death  from  a   heart 

ailment.  Miss  Cruze,  however,  maintains 

in  a   cross-complaint  that  her  father 
transferred  the  property  to  her  to  avoid 

losing  it  to  creditors,  and  asks  that  she 

be  given  a   clear  title.  The  real  estate  in- 
cludes nine  parcels  of  land  in  Hollywood, 

Flintridge  and  La  Canada. 

Also  on  the  records  in  superior  court  is 

a   suit  filed  by  A.  P.  Scott  against  George 

Hirliman,  Eugene  Frenke,  International 
Cinema  and  others,  asking  that  his  rights 

to  a   portion  of  the  profits  from  the  film 

“Sunset  Strip  Case”  be  established.  Scott 
contends  that  he  and  Frenke,  at  Hirli- 

man’s  request,  contributed  $15,000  to  the 
production  of  the  picture,  which  GN  is 

releasing,  for  which  Scott  claims  he  was 

to  receive  one-third  of  the  net  profits. 
That  agreement,  however,  has  not  been 

lived  up  to,  he  charges.  An  injunction 

against  the  picture’s  release  is  also  asked. 

Josephine  Hutchinson  to 

Face  3   "Horror  Menaces" 
To  Josephine  Hutchinson  has  been  as- 

signed the  task  of  thwarting  the  com- 
bined menaces  of  Boris  Karloff,  Basil 

Rathbone  and  Bela  Lugosi  in  Universal’s 

horror  special,  “The  Son  of  Frankenstein.” 
Miss  Hutchinson  joins  the  cast  as  the 
feminine  lead. 

Picture  is  underway  with  Rowland  V. 
Lee  directing. 

Roach  Assigns  McLeod 

“Captain  Midnight,”  starring  Brian 
Aherne,  will  be  directed  for  Hal  Roach 

by  Norman  MacLeod.  Picture  starts  in 

December  for  United  Artists  release. 

SCRIPTERS 

— Columbia 

MICHAEL  BLACKFORT  to  “Blind  Alley."  Fred 
Kohlmar  produces. 

— Nat  Levine 

AURANIA  ROUVEROL  to  "Diary  of  the 
Nurse,”  which  Levine  will  produce  for  Metro release. 
— Metro 

BEN  HECHT  to  “Let  Freedom  Ring;,”  a   musi- 
cal western  which  Harry  Rapf  will  produce,  star- 

ring' Nelson  Eddy. 
— Paramount 

LAURA  and  S.  J.  PERELMAN  to  an  untitled 

original,  which  will  feature  Gene  Krupa  and  his 
swing  orchestra.  William  Thomas  will  produce. 

TALBOT  JENNINGS  to  “Ruler  of  the  Seas,”  a 
Frank  Lloyd  production. 

HARRISON  JACOBS  to  “Heritage  of  the 
Desert,”  from  the  Zane  Grey  novel,  which  Harry 
Sherman  will  produce. — Principal 

HERBERT  CLYDE  LEWIS  collaborates  with 

IAN  HUNTER  on  “Wings  of  Tomorrow,”  a 
Tommy  Kelly  starrer. 
— Republic 

BEN  MARKSON  to  “Pride  of  the  Navy,”  a 
Herman  Schlom  production. 

MAXWELL  SHANE  to  “Undercover  Woman,” 
an  M.  H.  Hoffm'an  production;  JOSEPH  MON- 

CURE MARCH  to  “All  the  Tomorrows,”  starring 
Frieda  Inescourt,  which  Sol  Siegel  will  produce. 

CHARLES  ARTHUR  POWELL  to  “State  Line,” a   Gene  Autry  western. 
— RKO  Radio 

CHARLES  KAUFMAN  and  MICHAEL  SHERI- 

DAN to  “The  Saint  in  London.”  Bernie  Fineman 

will  produce. 

PAUL  TAWITZ  and  BERT  GRANET  to  “What’s
 

a   Fixer  For?”  an  original  by  Director  H.  C. 
Potter. 

DONALD  OGDEN  STEWART  borrowed  from 

Metro  to  polish  “Love  Affair,”  now  before  the cameras. 

ADELE  COMANDINI  to  “Little  Orvie,”  from 
the  Booth  Tarkington  story,  which  George  Haight 

will  produce. 
JOHN  TWIST  to  an  original  for  production  by 

Robert  Sisk. 
— Hal  Roacli 

COREY  FORD  teamed  with  EDDIE  MORAN 

on  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  the  Langdon-Hardy  com- 

edy, which  rolls  next  week. 
— Edward  Small 

GEORGE  BRUCE  completes  “The  Man  in  the 

Iron  Mask”  and  moves  to  Paramount  for  a   12- 

week  stretch,  on  a   previously-made  commitment. 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

HAROLD  LAMB  to  “Red  Cross  Nurse.” 

BARRY  TRIVERS  to  “Man  Bites  Dog,”  a   Jane 
Withers  vehicle. 

M.  M.  MUSSELMAN  to  "Song  of  the  Islands. 
Alice  Faye  will  be  starred. — Universal 

EARL  FELTON  to  an  untitled  original  for 
Producer  Barney  Sarecky. 
— Warner  Bros. 

JOHN  HUSTON  to  “Footsteps  in  the  Dark, "an 
English  mystery  play.  He  has  just  completed 

DEAN  FRANKLIN  and  LEE  KATZ  to  the 

fourth  in  the  “Secret  Service”  series  starring Ronald  Reagan. 

ANTHONY  COLDEWAY  to  “Student  Nurse. 

Ann  Sheridan,  Marie  Wilson  and  Margaret  'Lind- 

say will  be  featured,  shooting  to  start  about January  1. 

ALBERT  DEMOND  to  an  untitled  orig.nal  for Marie  Wilson. 

ERNEST  T.  BOOTH  to  the  third  in  the  "Secret Service”  series. 

Trophy  by  Deanna 
From  the  offices  of  the  Hollywood  committee  representing  the  "Motion  Pictures 

Are  Your  Best  Entertainment"  campaign  this  week  came  an  announcement  designed 

to  stimulate  interest  in  the  $250,000  “Movie  Quiz"  contest  on  the  part  of  the  nation's 

more  youthful  theatre-goers — particularly  those  in  their  'teens. 

Local  committeemen  disclosed  that  Deanna  Durbin,  Universal's  15-year-old 
singing  star,  has  offered  a   trophy  to  the  boy  or  girl  nearest  her  own  age — born  on 

or  near  December  4,  1922,  which  is  Deanna's  natal  day — who  wins  one  of  the  cash 

prizes  in  the  contest.  The  winner's  name,  as  well  as  Deanna's  signature,  will  be 
engraved  on  the  cup. 

Otherwise  the  local  committee,  with  no  other  specific  activities  to  occupy  its 

attention  for  the  present,  went  to  work  to  spur  interest  in  this  area  in  observance  of 

“Music  Week,"  which  was  set  aside,  beginning  Monday,  by  the  New  York  head- 
quarters of  the  MPAYBE  drive.  Local  orchestra  leaders  in  night  clubs,  hotels  and 

radio  programs  are  devoting  programs  to  a   series  of  song  successes  from  or  in- 

spired by  past  and  current  motion  pictures.  “Music  Week"  has  the  endorsement  of 
the  American  Society  of  Composers,  Authors  and  Publishers. 
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Junior  Guild  Is  Disbanded 
The  Junior  SAG,  as  such,  officially  went  out  of  existence  this  week  when,  by  a 

majority  vote,  the  Guild  membership  expressed  its  approval  of  the  new  by-laws 

which  abolish  the  Juniors  and,  in  their  stead,  set  up  Class  "A"  and  “B"  divisions. 

The  extras  and  bit-players  who  had  been  classified  as  Juniors  will  hereafter  be 

granted  a   voice  in  the  operation  of  the  talent  union.  A   51  per  cent  vote  of  the 

“B's”  will  permit  them  to  withdraw  from  the  SAG;  a   strike  can  be  called  if  a   75 

per  cent  favorable  vote  is  tallied,  and  other  reforms,  granting  the  lower-division 

members  more  representation,  have  been  conceded.  Details  of  the  reorganization 

will  be  explained  to  the  "B”  members  at  a   mass  meeting  on  Sunday. 

"Cavalcade”  Grinds 
“California  Cavalcade,”  an  outdoor  ac- 

tion feature  for  Columbia  release,  has 

gone  before  the  cameras  as  a   Larry  Dar- 
mour  production.  Joseph  Levering  directs 

from  an  original  screenplay  by  Nate  Gat- 
zert.  Bill  Elliott,  Luana  Alcaniz,  Charles 

King  and  Hal  Taliaferro  have  the  lead- 
ing roles. 

Switch  Young 
A   switch  in  assignments  at  Universal 

has  placed  Harold  Young  in  the  director’s 
seat  on  “Newsboys’  Home,”  slated  to  roll 
this  week  with  Jackie  Cooper  starred. 

"The  Sun  Never  Sets,”  on  which  Young 
was  to  go  next,  has  been  postponed  until 

early  in  December. 

Scotto  to  "Luck" 
Aubrey  Scotto  will  direct  “Lady  Luck,” 

an  Irving  Starr  production  for  Universal, 

featuring  Robert  Wilcox  and  Helen  Mack. 

Story  has  a   gambling  ship  background. 

The  picture  was  to  go  into  production 
this  week. 

Nigh  to  "Criminal" Monogram  has  assigned  William  Nigh 

to  direct  “I  Am  a   Criminal,”  starring  John 
Carroll,  which  E.  B.  Derr  is  producing. 

Picture  was  to  get  underway  over  the 

weekend  with  Prank  Melford  as  associate 

producer. 

" Wuthering "   Role 
Samuel  Goldwyn  has  borrowed  Geral- 

dine Fitzgerald  from  Warners  for  a   role 

in  “Wuthering  Heights”  when  she  has 

completed  her  part  in  Warner’s  “Dark 

Victory.” 

"Sweepstakes"  Director 
“Kentucky  Sweepstakes”  will  be  Sidney 

Salkow’s  next  directorial  chore  at  Re- 

public. “All  the  Tomorrows,”  which  was 
to  go  into  work  this  week  under  his  di- 

rection, has  been  postponed. 

A   Seiler  Chore 

Lew  Seiler  will  direct  “Hell’s  Kitchen” 
for  Warners,  the  picture  to  feature  the 

“Dead  End”  kids,  Gale  Page  and  Hum- 
phrey Bogart.  Crane  Wilbur  is  doing  the 

script. 

"Lone  Wolf"  Series 
“The  Lone  Wolf’s  Daughter”  will  be  the 

first  of  Columbia’s  new  “Lone  Wolf”  series, 
in  which  Warren  William  has  the  title 

role.  Picture  gets  underway  shortly  from 

a   script  being  prepared  by  Peter  Dixon, 

Prank  Fenton  and  Lynn  Root.  William 

is  under  contract  to  make  two  of  the 

mystery  thrillers  yearly. 

"Stagecoach"  Location 
Led  by  Director  John  Ford,  some  80 

studio  technicians,  laborers  and  Claire 

Trevor,  topping  the  cast,  have  transferred 

to  Kayenta,  Ariz.,  to  begin  filming  Wal- 

ter Wanger’s  “Stagecoach”  for  United 
Artists  release.  Some  200  Indians  and  a 

troop  of  “cavalry”  will  also  be  assembled there. 

To  Produce  Two 

With  the  addition  of  “Bull  by  the 

Horns,”  a   novel  by  Charles  Bonner,  to  his 
schedule,  John  M.  Stahl  is  slated  to  pro- 

duce two  pictures  for  Universal’s  1938-39 
program.  The  other  is  an  as  yet  un- 

selected vehicle  for  Irene  Dunne. 

Two  More  "Chillers" Sensational  grosses  rolling  up  on 

“Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  in  their 
dual  bookings  around  the  country  have 

prompted  Universal  to  reissue  “Dracula’s 
Daughter”  and  “The  Bride  of  Franken- 

stein.” The  two  “chillers”  go  out  imme- diately. 

DeMille  Signs  Beebe 
Lucius  Beebe,  society  columnist  and 

member  of  the  Railway  and  Locomotive 

Historical  Society,  has  been  signed  by 

Cecil  B.  DeMille  as  technical  advisor  on 

“Union  Pacific,”  co-starring  Barbara  Stan- 
wyck and  Joel  McCrea  for  Paramount. 

Beebe  arrived  November  2. 

Directorial  Shift 

A   change  in  20th  Century-Fox  direc- 
torial assignments  puts  William  Seiter  on 

“The  Hound  of  the  Baskervilles,”  replac- 
ing Irving  Cummings,  with  Cummings  to 

“Alexander  Graham  Bell,”  filmization  of 
the  life  of  the  telephone  inventor. 

Columbia  Assigns  Stolofi 

Columbia  has  signed  Ben  Stoloff  to 

direct  “Old  Mrs.  Leonard  and  Her  Ma- 

chine Guns.”  Fred  Kohlmar  will  produce. 

Plan  Kellogg 

Air  Program 

Still  another  new  radio  program  will  be 

added  to  the  imposing  list  which  has  al- 

ready classified  Hollywood  as  the  nation’s 
broadcasting  center,  it  was  disclosed 

through  the  announcement  that  a   one- 

hour  airshow,  sponsored  by  the  manufac- 
turers of  Kellogg  breakfast  cereals,  will 

emanate  from  the  National  Broadcasting 

Co.’s  new  “Radio  City”  beginning  January 

25,  1939. 
No  information  has  been  received  local- 
ly as  to  format  or  content  of  the  show, 

other  than  that  it  will  be  of  a   musical- 
variety  nature,  with  one  or  more  screen 

stars — unselected,  as  yet — to  top  its  cast. 
The  deal  was  set  in  New  York. 

The  industry’s  other  large-scale  forth- 
coming program,  the  Screen  Actors  Guild- 

Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund  show,  will  go 

on  the  air  December  18,  it  has  been  de- 
cided after  considerable  mulling  on  the 

part  of  the  SAG,  the  MPRF  and  the 
Young  and  Rubicam  Advertising  Agency, 

which  is  producing  for  the  Gulf  Oil  Co.  As 
a   Columbia  network  offering,  it  has  been 

sealed  for  a   13-week  stretch,  with  options 

up  to  39  weeks.  Thespians  to  headline 
the  initial  show  are  now  being  lined  up. 

Beginning  its  second  year  of  broadcast- 

ing, Metro’s  “Good  News  of  1939”  trans- 
ferred its  scene  of  origin  from  the  El 

Capitan  Theatre  to  NBC’s  new  “Radio 
City.”  Another  shift  found  Eddie  Cantor 
moving  to  New  York  this  week  with  his 
entire  air  crew. 

Although  it  recently  sold  to  the  Radio 

Corp.  of  America  the  basic  patents  and 

licensing  permits  on  a   number  of  television 
broadcasting  and  reception  devices,  the 

Don  Lee-Mutual  network  is  continuing  its 

experiments  in  connection  with  visual 

broadcasting.  H.  R.  Lubcke,  chain  tele- 
vision director,  has  applied  to  the  FCC 

for  a   television  broadcasting  license. 

Hathaway  Assigned 

Paramount  has  assigned  Henry  Hath- 

away to  direct  “Knights  of  the  Round 
Table,”  which  Albert  Lewin  will  produce, 

as  his  next  chore  after  Hathaway  com- 

pletes his  loan-out  to  Samuel  Goldwyn 

for  “The  Last  Frontier.” 

Brahm  to  "Let  Us  Live" 
Columbia  has  assigned  John  Brahm  to 

direct  “Let  Us  Live,”  an  original  by  Jos- 
eph Dineen,  production  to  start  shortly. 

20th-Fox  Finds  Son  lor 

New  "Chan" 
Another  allegedly  exhaustive  casting 

search  was  concluded  this  week  when 

20th  Century-Fox,  hunting  for  a   Num- 

ber One  son  for  Charlie  Chan  to  re- 

place Keye  Luke,  wound  up  by  sign- 

ing Sen  Yew  Cheung,  a   23-year-old 
Chinese  boy.  It  will  be  his  first  screen 

work.  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu," 
first  in  the  series  starring  Sidney  Toler, 

went  into  work  this  week  with  H.  Bruce 

Humberstone  directing. 
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Johnston  for 

20  %   Rejection 
44  Pictures  Are  in  Work,  With  15 

On  the  Sidelines  Ready  to  "Shoot" 
New  York — Adoption  by  major  distrib- 

utors of  20  per  cent  cancellation  clauses 

in  standard  contracts — as  proposed  by  in- 

dependents in  current  trade  practice  par- 

leys— would  be  “a  great  thing”  ior  Mono- 
gram, W.  Ray  Johnston  told  Boxoffice. 

While  declining  to  estimate  the  aggre- 
gate in  new  revenue  should  such  a   course 

eventuate  the  Monogram  president  en- 
visioned inestimable  new  accounts  in  those 

situations  where  his  company  is  now 

“locked  out.”  He  reasons  that,  with  the 
proposed  cancellation  privileges,  new  op- 

portunities would  be  open  for  Monogram 
representation.  Johnston  said  he  would  be 

satisiied  to  gain  these  accounts  through 

selected  deals,  not  necessarily  embracing 

contracts  for  Monogram’s  entire  lineup. 
Johnston,  returning  from  three  months 

oi  coast  conferences,  said  the  company  is 
putting  one  picture  a   week  before  the 

cameras  up  to  January  1   to  insure  delivery 

oi  the  full  schedule  of  42  by  June  1,  a 

lull  month  before  the  date  originally  set. 

The  company  has  500  more  accounts 

today  than  at  this  time  last  year,  when  the 

total  was  4,300,  he  declared.  This  upturn 

makes  him  “confident”  that  the  company 
will  hit  its  sales  quota  of  $6,750,000,  whicn 

is  $2,500,000  over  1937.  Johnston  said 

Monogram  is  “operating  in  the  black,”  this 
despite  a   $1,000,000  budget  increase  in 

the  current  production  program. 

Hereafter  and  beginning  in  January 

when  he  goes  to  the  coast  again,  Johnston 

will  spend  three-quarters  of  each  year  at 
the  studios.  Up  to  the  present  it  has  been 
the  reverse.  He  said  he  was  in  favor  of 

transferring  “certain  departments”  of  his 
publicity  and  advertising  staff  there,  but 

“not  for  the  time  being.”  Johnston  is  defi- 
nitely against  switching  sales  to  Hollywood. 

The  company  has  closed  deals  with  all 

Latin-American  countries  with  the  excep- 
tion of  Peru.  An  Italian  deal  was  dropped 

when  it  became  apparent  that  no  money 

could  be  withdrawn,  he  added. 

Politico-Social  Calendar 

Slowing  Down  to  Routine 

Progressive  Hollywood’s  calendar  of  spe- 
cial events  in  the  political  and  social 

world  was  unusually  quiet  this  week,  other 

than  routine  meetings  of  various  Anti- 

Nazi  League  districts  and  a   fashion  show, 

sponsored  by  the  League  of  Women  Shop- 

pers, scheduled  to  be  held  on  Wednesday. 

Utilizing  the  proceeds  to  fight  what 

they  term  “pro-Fascist”  legislation,  includ- 
ing the  anti-picketing  ordinance  which 

will  be  voted  upon  at  California’s  forth- 

coming elections,  the  Women  Shoppers’ 
show  was  set  to  be  held  at  the  Troca- 

dero,  with  Gale  Sondergaard,  Lucille  Ball, 

Marie  Wilson,  Whitney  Bourne,  Nancy 

Carroll,  Gale  Page,  Helen  Gahagan  and 

Linda  Winters  modeling  new  winter  cre- 

ations. Faith  Bacon  was  to  present  her 

fan-dance  specialty  to  the  accompaniment 
of  wisecracks  by  Lionel  Stander. 

Hollywood’s  production  index  registered 
a   slignt  gain  over  previous  tabulations  as 

tne  beginning  of  the  week  found  44  iilms 
in  work  at  various  studios  and  lo  other 

vehicles  on  the  sidelines  ready  to  go. 

Three  studios — Metro,  Paramount  and 
RKO  Radio — shared  the  honors  as  most 

acave  film  plants,  each  with  eigne  in  pro- 

uucuon.  Metro,  with  no  new  starts,  drop- 

pea  two  under  last  week’s  ten-picture  peak, 

iraramount  was  set  to  gun  a   trio — “Ari- 
zona Bracelets,”  one  of  Producer  Harry 

Sherman’s,  “Hopalong  Cassidy”  westerns; 

“notei  Imperial,”  with  Isa  Miranda,  and 

“jbundog  Drummond’s  Secret  Police.” 

Lined  up  for  early  launching  are  “Mid- 
night,” “Union  Pacific,”  “I’m  From  Mis- 
souri” and  “Man  About  Town.”  RKO 

Radio  chalked  up  the  most  ambitious 

spurt,  allocating  four  for  starts — “Beauty 

for  the  Asking,”  “The  Castles” — with  As- 

taire and  Rogers — “The  Flying  Irishman,” 
featuring  Doug  (Wrong  Way)  Corrigan, 

and  “Arizona  Legion,”  a   George  O’Brien western. 

Universal,  giving  “The  Son  of  Fran- 
kenstein” and  “Lady  Luck”  the  nod,  had 

seven  features  and  a   serial  in  work,  keep- 

in  g   pace  with  last  week’s  figure.  The  Uni- 
versal City  lot  has  an  impressive  assem- 
blage on  the  waiting  list,  including 

“Three’s  Company,”  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an 
Honest  Man”  and  “Three  Smart  Girls 

Grow  Up.” Twentieth  Century-Fox  put  “Wife,  Hus- 

band and  Friend”  into  work  but,  with  six 
in  production,  dropped  two  under  Iasi 

Week.  The  Westwood  plant’s  activity  will 
be  supplemented  when  the  Sol  Wurtzel 

unit  gets  underway  on  a   “Camera  Dare- 

devils” adventure;  a   “Big  Town  Girls” 

episode;  “Mr.  Moto  in  Porto  Rico,”  and 

Jane  Withers  in  “The  Texas  Kid.” 

Hollywood,  in  the  persons  of  some  of 

its  most  scintillating  film  stars,  played  an 

active  part  in  the  Motion  Picture  The- 

atre Owners  of  America’s  convention  in 
Oklahoma  City  Monday  and  Tuesday,  as 

a   number  of  local  studios  shipped  out 

acting  talent  for  personal  appearances  at 

the  MPTOA’s  eighteenth  annual  session. 
Largest  single  delegation  went  out  from 

the  Warner  Bros,  studio,  which  placed 

seven  of  its  players  aboard  a   transcon- 
tinental airliner  to  be  transported  to  the 

midwestern  city.  The  Warner  contingent 

comprised  Olivia  de  Havilland,  Margaret 

Lindsay,  John  Payne,  Frank  McHugh, 

Marie  Wilson,  Jane  Bryan  and  Anita 

Louise.  They  were  to  plane  back  to  the 

film  capital  Wednesday,  after  attending 

the  motion  picture  dinner  and  ball  on 
Tuesday  night. 

From  20th  Century-Fox  went  Brian  Don- 

levy  and  Marjorie  Weaver.  Accompanied 

Columbia  registered  a   substantial  spurt 

by  launching  three  new  productions— 
“California  Cavalcade,”  being  produced  by 

Larry  Darmour;  “Rio  Grande  Roundup” 
and  “Racketeer.”  Coming  up  are  “The 

Lone  Wolf’s  Daughter,”  “Good  Girls  Go 

to  Paris”  and  “Mrs.  Leonard  and  the  Ma- 

chine Guns.”  The  plant  has  five  films 
on  its  sound  stages,  one  more  than  last 
week. 

Warners,  reporting  that  70  writers — the 

greatest  number  in  two  years — are  cur- 

rently under  contract,  placed  “Jane  Ar- 
den” and  “Nancy  Drew,  Reporter,”  in  the 

mill  to  bring  its  total  from  five  to  six. 

On  the  firing  line  are  “Dodge  City,” 
“Juarez,”  “Tough  Angels”  and  “Brother 

Orchid.” 

“Red  River  Range,”  a   Three  Mesqui- 

teers  western,  and  “Shine  On,  Harvest 
Moon,”  starring  Sagebrusher  Roy  Rogers, 
went  into  work  at  Republic,  where  three 

films  are  before  the  cameras.  Both  “Wag- 

ons Westward”  and  "Doctors  Don’t  Tell,” 

slated  to  start  during  the  week  as  “spe- 
cials,” have  been  postponed.  Next  to  get 

the  gun  will  be  “Flight  Inspector,”  fea- 
turing Roscoe  Turner,  highspeed  air  pilot. 

Monogram  sent  “I  Am  a   Criminal”  and 
“Tough  Kid”  into  production,  increasing 
its  index  from  one  to  three  in  work.  In 

scripting  stages  are  “Mr.  Wong  in  China- 
town,” “The  Streets  of  New  York”  and 

“Skipper  McCoy.” 
United  Artists  had  two  new  pictures  in 

work,  as  Walter  Wanger  sent  his  “Stage- 
coach” company  on  location  and  Hal 

Roach  gunned  “It's  Spring  Again,”  a   Harry 
Langdon-Oliver  Hardy  feature-length 

comedy.  These  will  be  supplemented  short- 

ly by  Samuel  Goldwyn’s  “Wuthering 
Heights”  and  Edward  Small’s  “King  of 

the  Turf.” 

by  Mrs.  Donlevy,  Miss  Weaver’s  mother 
and  Phil  Gersdorf,  of  the  studio  pub- 

licity department,  the  two  featured  play- 
ers were  not  only  to  attend  the  MPTOA 

huddles,  but  were  also  to  be  guests  of 

the  state  of  Oklahoma,  at  the  invitation 

of  Gov.  E.  W.  Marland,  at  the  dedica- 

tion on  Friday  of  the  Will  Rogers  Mem- 
orial in  Clare  more. 

Metro  kindly  permitted  Mickey  Rooney 

to  combine  a   vacation  with  his  personal 

appearance  at  the  MPTOA  conclave. 

Mickey  stopped  off  in  Omaha  to  visit 

Boys  Town,  glimpsed  the  Nebraska-Mis- 
souri  football  game  in  Lincoln  on  Satur- 

day and  spent  two  days  at  the  theatre 
owners’  parley. 

A   western  atmosphere  was  injected  by 

Tex  Ritter,  Monogram’s  crooning  cow- 
poke, who  paid  his  respects  to  the  theatre 

men  as  the  forerunner  of  a   three-week 

personal  appearance  tour  through  Texas. 

Stars  to  MPTOA  Conclave 
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Honoring  Robert  Miller,  president  of 
the  San  Francisco  Opera  Co.,  Gladys 
Swarthout  and  her  husband,  Frank  Chap- 

man, gave  a   party  at  their  home  Saturday night. 
★ 

Lucius  Beebe,  society  columnist  and 
railroad  hobbyist,  is  at  Paramount  acting 
as  technical  advsior  on  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s 
“ Union  Pacific.” 

* 

Director  King  Vidor  cabled  M-G-M  that 
he  would  arrive  in  New  York,  November 
4   from  London,  in  time  to  catch  “The 
Citadel,”  which  he  directed  in  England, in  its  first-run. 

* 

Metro’s  studio  club  held  its  first  annual 
Hallowe'en  dinner  dance  at  the  Brent- 

wood Country  Club,  Saturday  night,  with 
600  executives  and  employes  attending. 
Charles  Irwin  was  master  of  ceremonies, 
Mickey  Whalen’s  orchestra  provided  the 
music  and  Danny  Gray  was  chairman  of 
the  arrangements  committee. 

* 

Mort  Green,  Metro  scripter  and  song- 
writer, and  Ann  Lawrence,  non-profes- 

sional, will  be  married  November  19,  they 
have  disclosed. 

* 

PaJidro  S.  Berman,  chief  of  RKO  pro- 
duction, has  returned  from  a   week’s  fish- 

ing trip  in  the  Rouge  River,  Oregon, country. 
* 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Gary  Cooper  have  trained 
out  for  New  York  en  route  to  Europe  for 
a   short  holiday. 

* 

Frank  McFadden  of  Universal’s  exploi- 
tation department,  has  planed  to  Chicago 

and  Detroit  to  effect  commercial  tieups  on 
forthcoming  pictures  with  manufacturers 
in  those  cities. 

* 

Following  a   short  trip  to  New  York,  Di- 
rector Anatole  Litvak  is  back  on  the  War- 

ner lot  looking  over  scripts  for  his  next 
assignment. 

★ 

Ann  Sothern  planed  in  over  the  week- 
end from  Chicago  to  report  to  the  Walter 

Wanger  production  unit  for  a   film  assign- ment. 
* 

George  Nicholls  jr.,  left  for  New  York 
for  the  weekend  in  search  of  talent  for 

“Wagons  Westward,”  his  next  production- direction  assignment  at  Republic. 
* 

Southern  California  dedicated  its  own 

Boys  Town”  at  Rancho  San  Antonio,  near 
fhatswortli,  this  week,  with  Joseph  I. 
ireen  delivering  the  dedicatory  address, 
"he  institution  was  constructed  by  the 

Ellison  Draws  Lead 
James  Ellison  draws  the  male  romantic 

lead  in  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  the  Oliver 
Hardy-Harry  Langdon  comedy  at  Hal 
Roach.  Gordon  Douglas  directs,  picture 
to  roll  next  week  for  United  Artists  re- 
lease. 

Catholic  Big  Brothers  organization  and  is 

patterned  after  the  famous  “ Boys  Town” 
near  Omaha,  Neb. 

* 

Funeral  arrangements  were  being  made 
this  week  for  Fred  Kohler  sr„  who  died 
suddenly  of  a   heart  attack  after  28  years 
of  Hollywood  acting  experience.  Kohler 
is  survived  by  a   son,  Fred  jr.,  also  a   screen 
player,  and  a   widow,  Mrs.  Marjorie  Prole 
Kohler. 

* 

A   son  was  born  to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Anthony 
Quinn  (Katherine  DeMille )   at  the  Good 
Samaritan  Hospital  last  week.  Young 
Christopher  Quinn  has  already  been  signed 
to  begin  his  screen  career,  having  a   part 

in  Grandpa  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s  " Union 

Pacific.” 
* 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank  Lloyd  will  arrive  in 
New  York,  November  12,  concluding  a   two- 
month  vacation  trip  to  London  and  the 
Scandinavian  countries. 

* 

Claire  Dodd  is  off  to  Antelope  Valley  for 
the  fall  hunting  season. 

★ 

Vacationing  briefly  in  Ensenada  is 
Myrna  Loy. 

* 

Mrs.  Edwin  L.  Marin,  wife  of  the  Metro 

director,  left  for  a   New  York  holiday. 
★ 

Tyrone  Power  and  his  secretary,  Wil- 
liam Gallagher,  left  this  week  for  a   four- 

week  tour  of  South  America,  traveling 
most  of  the  route  by  air. 

* 

Brian  Aherne  is  in  Tucson  for  a   short 
vacation  before  reporting  to  Warner  Bros. 

for  a   role  in  “Juarez.” ★ 

Pat  O’Brien  will  attend  the  world  pre- 
miere of  Warner’s  "Angels  With  Dirty 

Faces,”  in  which  he  co-stars  with  James 
Cagney,  when  the  picture  is  given  its 

opening  at  the  East  Side  Boys’  Club  in 
New  York  City  early  this  month. 

* 

Sidney  Franklin,  Metro  producer -direc- 
tor, is  in  New  York. 

* 

To  join  his  father,  who  is  seriously  ill 
in  New  York,  Jerry  Wald,  Warner  writer, 
planed  out  for  the  east. 

★ 

Off  to  New  York  on  business  and  plea- 
sure for  two  weeks  is  Claudine  West,  mem- 

ber of  Metro’s  scripting  staff. 
* 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ernst  Lubitsch  are  the 

parents  of  a   new  baby  daughter,  born  at 
Cedars  of  Lebanon  Hospital.  Mrs.  Lubitsch 
is  the  former  Vivian  Gaye. 

New  Rogers  Starrer 
RKO  Radio  has  announced  plans  to 

star  Ginger  Rogers  in  “Little  Mother,” 
from  an  original  story  by  B.  G.  DeSylva, 
who  will  produce.  Shooting  is  expected  to 
start  early  in  December,  when  Miss  Rogers 
has  completed  her  role  opposite  Fred 

Astaire  in  “The  Castles.” 

Victories  Boosting 
The  Power  of  SAG 
(Continued  from  page  31) 

pay  instead  of  the  time  and  a   half  which 
players  on  major  lots  now  draw.  These 
concessions  apply  only  to  westerns,  how- 

ever, and  the  Guild  turned  down  the 

IMPPA’s  request  that  wage  scales  for  ex- 
tras and  other  players  be  pruned. 

First  to  sign  the  agreement  were  Mono- 
gram, represented  by  Attorney  Sam  Wolf, 

and  Republic,  represented  by  Edwin  Loeb. 
Contracts  were  immediately  signed  by  all 

other  independents,  making  it  unnecessary 
for  the  arbitration  board,  which  had  been 

set  to  meet  Monday,  to  convene.  The  in- 
dependents, it  has  been  agreed,  will  be 

permitted  to  survey  the  situation  and 
petition  for  further  adjustments  if  they 
are  deemed  necessary  within  a   six-month 

period. 

Col.  Borrows  Fonda 
Columbia  has  borrowed  Henry  Fonda 

from  Walter  Wanger  to  star  in  the 

filmization  of  “Murder  in  Massachusetts,” 
from  the  Broadway  play,  which  John 
Brahm  will  direct.  The  film  will  go  into 

work  shortly  under  the  title  “Let  Us  Live.” 

SPEARHEADS 

(Continued  from  page  35) 

ing  disaster  for  others  have  been  prophe- 

sying a   forthcoming  shakeup  in  the  Para- 
mount studio  publicity  department.  How- 

ever, despite  the  fact  that  Robert  Gill- 
ham,  supreme  commander  of  the  com- 

pany’s advertising,  publicity  and  exploita- 

tion, has,  with  others  of  the  organization’s 
top  executives,  been  visiting  the  Mara- 

thon Street  plant  for  the  past  two  weeks, 

nothing  along  this  line  has  happened — • 
and,  it  is  to  be  hoped,  nothing  will  hap- 

pen. Terry  DeLapp,  who  heads  the  de- 
partment at  the  studio,  has  been  and  is 

doing  a   splendid  job,  and  rates  as  one  of 
the  few  Hollywood  publicity  chieftains 
who  apparently  has  a   sense  of  news  and 

news  values.  Although  the  material  be- 
ing released  through  his  department  is  not 

so  voluminous  as  that  coming  from  some 

other  film  plants’  praiseries,  it  is  concise, 
to  the  point,  and — in  most  instances — 
newsworthy  and  printable. 

Proof  of  this  can  be  seen  through  a 

check  of  the  news  of  studio  activities  car- 
ried in  trade  papers,  newspapers,  fan 

magazines,  columns  and  the  myriad  other 
media  for  the  dissemination  of  news  and 

gossip  about  the  film  world,  which  check 
shows  that,  after  the  smoke  has  cleared 
away,  Paramount  comes  up  with  its  full 
share. 

The  studio  could  do  a   whole  lot  worse 

than  keeping  DeLapp  in  the  position  he 
now  occupies. 

Warner  Bros,  announces  that  “Old  Bill,” 
the  buffalo  which  modeled  for  the  buffalo 
nickel  in  1913,  will  receive  screen  credit  in 
“Dodge  City.” 

It  will  certainly  be  refreshing  to  have 

the  buffalo  replace  the  bull  in  Hollywood’s 
system  of  doling  out  screen  recognition. 
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Quiz  Book  Demand 

Slumps  on  Coast 
Los  Angeles — As  the  nation-wide  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign 
went  into  its  third  month,  sales  of  Movie 

Quiz  booklets  and  accessories  dropped  back 

to  rock-bottom  in  the  southern  California 

territory,  according  to  reports  from  the 

Paramount  exchange  here,  which  is,  han- 
dling the  equipment. 

Up  to  mid-week  no  orders  had  been 
placed  and  no  accessories  delivered. 

The  return  of  Robert  Poole,  general 

secretary  of  the  Independent  Theatre 

Owners  of  Southern  California,  from  a 

New  York  trip  early  next  week  is  expected 

to  bring  forth  an  official  estimate  as  to 
what  effect  on  the  boxoffice  the  drive  has 

had  throughout  the  Southland.  Poole  has, 

for  some  weeks,  been  compiling  data 

gleaned  from  exhibitor-subscribers  to  the 
campaign  which  he  originally  intended 

publishing  early  in  October.  Tire  ITO 

official,  however,  has  been  in  the  east 

for  the  past  two  weeks  as  one  of  the  or- 

ganization’s delegates  to  the  exhibitor- 
distributor  trade  practice  conferences 
there. 

Projector  Efficiency  Is 

Increased  by  Almost  50% 
Los  Angeles— Efficiency  of  projectors  at 

the  Paramount  Theatre  has  been  increased 

approximately  50  per  cent,  according  to 

Arthur  Zaugg,  of  the  Paramount  studio 

engineering  department,  who  has  been  re- 

vamping the  theatre’s  apparatus  in  prep- 

aration for  the  showing  of  “Men  With 

Wings.” 
Zaugg  installed  new  Hall  and  Conley 

condensers,  upping  the  brilliancy  of  the 

projectors.  The  studio  has  been  similarly 

aiding  exhibitors  in  other  parts  of  the 

country  by  inspecting  and  improving  sound 

and  projection  facilities. 

B.  F.  Shearer  Attends  the 

SMPE  Meet ,   Detroit,  Mich. 

Seattle — B.  P.  Shearer,  head  of  the 

theatre  supply  concern  by  that  name,  at- 
tended the  SMPE  convention  in  Detroit 

last  week.  He  was  expected  to  be  in 

Menominee,  Mich.,  on  November  3   to  at- 

tend a   Heywood-Wakefield  Co.  managers’ 
meeting  there.  The  new  1939  model  Hey- 

wood-Wakefield opera  chairs  were  sched- 
uled to  be  displayed  at  this  meeting. 

Postpone  Convention 
Seattle — The  Northwest  MPTO  conven- 

tion, originally  set  for  October  28,  will 

be  held  here  on  November  18.  The  change 

was  necessitated  by  the  three-day  national 
MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma  City, 
which  began  on  October  30. 

FWC  Concentrates  Supervision 

Via  Shifts  and  Realignment 

Los  Angeles — Sweeping  shakeups  in  the 

managerships  of  Fox  West  Coast’s  south- 
ern California  theatres  were  announced 

this  week  by  Charles  P.  Skouras. 

Changes  were  made  by  Skouras,  a   FWC 

official  explained,  in  an  effort  to  con- 

centrate supervision  of  the  chain’s  far- 
flung  units  locally,  as  much  as  possible, 

before  the  circuit  head  embarks  on  a   pro- 
jected European  trip  early  in  1939. 

Most  important  was  the  abolishing  of 

District  No.  5,  covering  the  valley  area 

from  Pomona  to  San  Bernardino  and  ex- 
tending north  to  Bakersfield  and  Taft. 

Cullen  Espy,  manager  of  District  No.  1   in 

Los  Angeles,  will  assume  general  supervi- 
sion over  the  houses  in  the  inland  district, 

bringing  forth  the  following  managerial 
changes: 

Ernest  Martin,  manager  of  the  United 

Artists  in  Long  Beach,  goes  to  San  Ber- 
nardino to  operate  the  West  Coast  Theatre 

and  supervise  operations  of  the  Califor- 
nia and  Fox  houses  there. 

Robert  Cannon  takes  over  the  Fox  and 

Sunkist  in  Pomona.  Roy  Hunt,  partner 

with  FWC  in  Riverside,  assumes  control 

over  the  Golden  State,  Riverside  and  Ru- 

bidoux  theatres  in  that  city.  Jack  Ander- 
son takes  over  direct  supervision  of  the 

Granada  and  California  theatres  in  On- 
tario. 

Bert  Henson  moves  from  the  West  Coast, 

San  Bernardino,  to  Redlands  to  super- 
vise FWC  operations  there.  A1  Schwartz 

moves  from  the  Fox,  Riverside,  to  the  Iris 

in  Hollywood,  replacing  Robert  Rothafel, 

who  goes  to  the  new  La  Reina  Theatre  on 
Ventura  Blvd. 

Espy  has  taken  Earl  Rice  into  the  home 
office  as  his  assistant,  while  Spencer  Leve, 

who  supervised  the  now-abolished  District 
No.  5,  replaces  Rice  as  manager  of  the 
Westlake.  Robert  Moore  shifts  from  the 

Orpheum,  in  San  Diego,  to  the  UA  in 

Long  Beach;  Willard  Tatreaux  goes  from 

the  West  Coast  in  Long  Beach  to  the  Plaza 

in  San  Diego,  while  Fred  McSpadden  moves 

from  the  Plaza  to  the  Orpheum  in  that 
city. 

Remove  Lobby  Fire 
Hazards  in  Houses 

Los  Angeles — Frames,  easels,  standards, 

and  other  lobby  equipment  that  might 

conceivably  obstruct  patrons  fleeing  a   pos- 
sible theatre  fire  were  ordered  removed 

last  week  from  a   number  of  local  and 

Hollywood  theatres  by  the  city  fire  depart- 
ment as  one  of  the  measures  in  its  current 

safety  drive. 

Theatres,  likewise,  were  requested  to 

hold  down  their  Hallowe’en  decorations, 
such  as  streamers  and  banners,  to  the 

minimum  because  of  their  inflammability. 

The  fire  laddies  paid  particular  attention 

to  the  Pantages  and  Fox  West  Coast’s 
Egyptian  theatres  in  Hollywood  and  inti- 

mated they  would  issue  similar  mandates 
for  several  other  houses. 

All  advertising,  save  that  in  wall  cases 

or  panels,  must  be  eliminated. 

Klein  House  Opens 
Los  Angeles — The  Tele-View  Theatre, 

owned  and  operated  by  Arthur  Klein,  op- 
ened on  Hollywood  Blvd.  on  Wednesday. 

Klein  will  offer  a   program  of  selected 

newsreels  and  short  subjects,  changing  the 
bill  thrice  weekly. 

New  Griffith  Link 
Eloy,  Ariz. — L.  F.  Long,  of  the  Griffith 

Amusement  Co.,  announced  he  will  start 

construction  on  a   new  theatre  here  short- 

ly. The  company  operates  about  20  thea- 
tres in  Arizona. 

ITO  Parley  Envoys 

Are  Expected  Soon 
Los  Angeles  —   Albert  Galston,  Robert 

Poole  and  Hugh  Bruen,  ITO  of  Southern 

California’s  delegates  to  the  exhibitor- 
distributor  trade-practice  parleys  in  New 

York,  are  expected  to  return  here  early 

next  week  after  spending  two  weeks  in  the 

cast,  the  ITO  office  was  informed  via  tele- 

gram. 
Galston,  ITO  president,  will  plane  in, 

probably  on  Monday,  he  informed  local 

ITO  representatives.  Poole,  general  sec- 
retary of  the  organization,  and  Bruen, 

operator  of  a   Whittier  theatre,  were  to 
leave  Thursday  or  Friday  by  train. 

Galston  appointed  himself,  Poole  and 

Bruen  as  ITO  representatives  at  the  con- 

clave in  accepting  the  invitation  of  Wil- 
liam F.  Rodgers,  leader  of  the  parley,  to 

attend. 

Meets  Personnel 

Los  Angeles — To  meet  the  personnel  of 
the  United  Artists  exchange,  Joe  Goltz, 

j   newly- appointed  district  manager  for  UA 
in  Tokyo,  stopped  off  for  a   day  en  route 

to  Vancouver,  where  he  embarks  for  Japan. 
Goltz  checked  in  from  Venezuela,  where  he 

has  been  territorial  manager  for  M-G-M 
the  past  six  years. 

Glendora  House  Renamed 

Glendora,  Cal. — H.  E.  Brookings,  who 

recently  took  over  the  Beacon  Theatre, 
has  changed  its  name  to  the  Glendora. 
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Theatre;  Harry  Johnson,  who  runs  Walk- 

er’s State;  and  Joe  Hammon,  who  man- 
ages the  Princess. 

THANKSGIVING  benefit  dance  is  be- 

ing planned  for  the  evening  of  No- 

vember 18  by  the  Film  Exchange  Em- 
ployes, Local  B61.  Those  attending  will 

be  privileged  to  enter  two  dancing  con- 
tests, according  to  present  plans — one  a 

“jitterbug”  affair,  with  a   trophy  presented 

by  LeRoy  Prinz,  dance  director  at  Para- 
mount, as  the  prize,  the  other  a   waltz 

contest  for  a   trophy  presented  by  the  Uni- 
versal exchange.  Dance  will  be  staged  at 

the  Diana  Ballroom,  directly  opposite  the 

Forum  Theatre  on  West  Pico  Blvd.  One 

dollar  per  couple  is.  the  admission  fee. 

W.  H.  Lollier,  in  charge  of  real  estate 

operations  for  Fox  West  Coast;  Dick  Dick- 
son, Los  Angeles  district  manager,  and 

R.  H.  McCullough,  head  of  the  construc- 
tion department,  left  for  Montana  to  look 

over  theatre  properties  in  Butte  and  Great 
Falls. 

Louis  Kaplan,  formerly  a   showman  in 

Santa  Barbara  and  San  Diego,  has  dis- 

closed to  Filmrow  acquaintances  his  inten- 

tion to  re-enter  the  exhibition  field.  Kap- 
lan is  currently  shaping  plans  to  remodel 

the  Masonic  Temple,  in  Glendale,  into  an 

800-seat  theatre,  with  general  admissions 
set  at  ten  cents. 

Ned  Calvi  and  Gene  O'Keefe  have  dis- 
solved their  partnership  as  operators  of  the 

Maywood  Theatre  in  Maywood  and  the 
Lomita  in  Lomita,  both  suburbs  of  Los 

Angeles.  Calvi  will  retain  the  Maywood, 
with  Bob  Berreti  as  manager,  while 

O’Keefe  will  operate  the  Lomita. 

Filmrow  visitors:  R.  E.  Vincent,  up  from 

his  South  Coast  Theatre  at  Laguna  Beach; 

Joe  Green,  in  booking  for  his  Raymond 
Theatre  in  Pasadena. 

Jack  Funk,  son  of  L.  E.  Funk,  who 

operates  the  Bellflower  Theatre  in  Bell- 

flower, will  be  married  on  Sunday  to  one 

of  the  town’s  local  girls,  his  father  in- 
formed Filmrowites  this  week  while  in  on  a 

booking  trip.  Young  Funk  and  his  bride 
will  honeymoon  in  northern  California, 
Nevada  and  Arizona. 

In  and  out  along  the  Row  were  Bill 

Knotts,  from  the  Covina  Theatre,  Covina; 

R.  E.  Vincent,  up  from  the  South  Coast 

Theatre  in  Laguna  Beach;  Fred  Siegel, 

who  runs  the  Margo  and  Palomar  houses 

in  Oceanside;  and  Harry  Goldfarb,  in  from 

National  City,  where  he  operates  the  Na- 
tional Theatre. 

Off  to  San  Francisco  on  business  is  Al 

O'Keefe,  Universal's  western  district  man- 
ager, while  Charles  Feldman,  head  man  at 

the  local  exchange,  has  pulled  out  to  Ari- 
zona on  a   sales  trip. 

Gene  Kohler,  manager  of  Fox  West 

Coast’s  Strand  Theatre,  is  back  on  the 
job  after  a   three-week  illness.  He  has  been 

suffering  from  a   throat  ailment  .   .   .   Uni- 

versal’s jungle  picture,  “Dark  Rapture,” 
has  been  booked  into  the  Paramount  Thea- 

tre, downtown,  to  follow  “If  I   Were  King” 
as  a   first-run  offering. 

Bjorn  Foss,  Grand  National  salesman, 
traveled  to  Sa?i  Diego  on  business,  return- 

ing Saturday  .   .   .   Frank  Ullman,  of  the 
Azteca  Theatre  in  Calexico,  was  a   Film- 
row  visitor. 

The  staffs  of  three  of  Vic  Walker’s  the- 
atres in  Santa  Ana  formed  a   rubber-neck 

party  on  a   sight-seeing  tour  through  the 
RKO  Radio  studios  this  week.  Meeting  at 

the  Exhibitors  Service,  Inc.,  offices  on  the 

Row,  the  party  was  herded  Hollywood- 

way by  Harry  Rackin,  head  man  at  Exhibi- 

tors Service,  whose  brother  Al  is  in  RKO‘s 
publicity  department.  In  the  group  were 

Glen  Cole,  manager  of  Walker’s  Walker 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  RE-  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“Theatre  Equipment  Specialists” 
Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 
1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

“Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 

1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

"LOVE  LIFE  OF  A   GORILLA" 

"CHILDREN  OF  LONELINESS" 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

Francis  Bateman,  manager  of  the  Re- 
public exchange,  off  to  Arizona  on  a   sell- 

ing trip  .   .   .   Kurt  Laemmle  has  boosted 
admission  prices  at  his  Franklin  Theatre, 
Highland  Park,  from  15  to  20  cents. 

A   Hallowe’en  prankster  stole  Hi  Peskay’s 
car  Monday  night,  and  Peskay,  sales  man- 

ager for  the  Majestic  Distributing  Corp., 

had  a   police  dragnet  out  before  the  ve- 

hicle was  found,  slightly  damaged,  in  May- 

wood  .   .   .   Less  harmful  and  more  enter- 

taining was  the  blow-out  held  by  the  RKO 
Radio  exchange  staff  in  the  recreation 

room  at  the  office  .   .   .   Sam  Boren  was  in 

booking  for  his  Rialto  Theatre  in  El  Monte 

and  his  Baldwin  Park  in  Baldwin  Park. 

Also  booking  was  Charlie  Olds,  of  the  Ar- 
royo Grande  in  Arroyo  Grande. 

Charles  Fogel,  of  Metro’s  home  office 
maintenance  department,  is  visiting  the 

Metro  exchange  on  a   short  trip  from  New 
York  .   .   .   Offices  were  opened  on  the  Row 

this  week  by  Murray  L.  Fischer  to  dis- 
tribute a   new  electric  dish-washing  ma- 

chine. He  is  offering  it  as  a   giveaway  for 

exhibitors,  supplying  a   humorous  trailer 
and  throwaway  literature.  Fischer  is  a 
nephew  of  Max  Meyer,  office  manager  at 
Columbia  .   .   .   Majestic  Distributing  Corp. 

has  remodeled  its  projection  room  and  in- 
stalled new  sound  equipment. 

Visiting  Bill  Riter,  manager  of  the  local 
Grand  National  exchange,  is  Harry  Denny, 

who  has  been  connected  with  the  GN 

sales  force  in  Chicago  for  the  past  several 
months. 

In  for  bookings:  Jules  Wolfe,  of  the 
Lincoln  Theatre  on  Central  Ave.;  Glenn 

Harper,  with  his  two  sons,  Leslie  and 
Ernest,  who  operate  the  Corona  Theatre 
in  Corona,  and  the  Fontana  in  Fontana, 
respectively ,   for  their  dad;  Roy  Pawley,  in 
from  his  Desert  Theatre  in  Indio;  Glenn 
Cooper,  who  books  for  the  Wardman  and 
Whittier  theatres  in  Whittier. 

Bert  H.  Todd,  Cleveland  showman, 

checked  in,  accompanied  by  Mrs.  Todd, 

for  a   two-week  stay.  Todd  is  surveying 
the  local  exhibition  situation  and  may, 

he  discloses,  line  up  a   house  here.  He 
has  been  in  the  show  business  for  25 

years,  having  only  recently  sold  his  Great 

Lakes  Theatre  in  Cleveland  to  the  Lefko- 
witz  circuit. 

Ben  Fish,  United  Artists’  district  mana- 
ger, off  to  San  Francisco  on  business  .   .   . 

Fred  Gage,  UA  salesman,  to  Arizona  on  an 
extended  selling  trip. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 
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24 
FEATURE  PRODUCTIONS 

12 
Excellent 

Attractions 

Season 

1938-1939 

12 
Box  Office 

Attractions 

2301 ★Thanks  lor  Listening 
Pinky  Tomlin 
Maxine  Doyle 

2302 ★Swing  It  Professor 
Pinky  Tomlin 
Paula  Stone 

2303 ★Devil  Diamond 
Frankie  Darro 

June  Gale 

2304 
★Young  Dynamite 

Frankie  Darro 

Charlotte  Henry 

2305 Anything  for  a   Thrill 
Frankie  Darro 

June  Johnson 

2306 The  Thoroughbred 
Toby  Wing 

Kenneth  Duncan 

2307 Flying  Fists 
J.  Farrel  McDonald 

Fuzzy  Knight 

2308 Million  Dollar  Racket In  Production 

2309 Amateur  Crook In  Production 

2310 Clipped  Wings 
Lloyd  Hughes 
Rosalind  Keith 

2311 
Sky  Racket In  Preparation 

2312 Million  to  One Joan  Fontaine 
Reed  Howes 

fa  Special  Productions 

2313 
★Rebellious  Daughters Marjorie  Reynolds Sheila  Bromley 

2314 ★Delinquent  Parents 
Maurice  Murphy 

Doris  Weston 

2315 ^Slander  House Adrienne  Ames 

Craig  Reynolds 

2316 ★Droken  Dlossoms Triumphant 

Dolly  Haas 

2317 The  Speed  Demon 
Muriel  Evans 

Rex  Lease 

2318 Mile-A-Minute  Love 
In  Production 

2319 Dynamite  Delaney In  Preparation 

2320 

Fury  Below 
Russell  Gleason 
Maxine  Doyle 

2321 Bars  of  Hate Regis  Toomey 
Sheila  Terry 

2322 
Singapore  Sal 

In  Preparation 

2323 Meet  the  Mayor 
Frank  Fay 

Nat  Pendleton 

2324 The  Reno  Flyer In  Preparation 

fa  Special  Productions 

6 
HERMIT  MAYNARD 

Based  on  Stories  by 

JAMES  OLIVER  CURWOOD 

12 

EPIC  WESTERNS 

6 
COL.  TIM  McCOV 

Produced  by 

SAM  KATZMAN 

ROARING  SIX  GUNS 
FIGHTING  TEXAN 
WHISTLING  BULLETS 
VALLEY  OF  TERROR 
ROUGH  RIDING  RHYTHM 
THE  APACHE  TRAIL 

LIGHTNING  CARSON  RIDES 
RETURN  OF  THE  TERROR 

OUTLAWS'  PARADISE 
CODE  OF  THE  CACTUS 
TEXAS  WILDCAT 
TRIGGER  FINGERS 

MAJESTIC  DISTRIBUTING  CORP. 
REpublic  3138  Formerly  All  Star  Pictures  LOS  ANGELES 
REpublic  3139  1928  SOUTH  VERMONT  AVENUE  CALIFORNIA 
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Radio  and  Trailer  Spoil  Films 

For  Fans,  Contends  Seattle  Star 
Seattle — Too  much  revelation  of  plot 

and  punch  lines  via  radio  and  the  ad- 
vance trailer  are  spoiling  motion  pictures 

for  the  fans,  contends  the  Seattle  Star,  a 
unit  of  the  Scripps  chain,  in  the  following 
front-page  open  letter  to  Will  H.  Hays, 
MPPDA  president: 

“The  Seattle  Star  would  like  to  call  to 
your  attention  an  evil  that  is  fast  building 
opposition  to  the  moving  picture  industry 
and  that  we  believe,  if  allowed  to  con- 

tinue, has  a   good  chance  of  wrecking  it 
completely. 

“We  refer  to  the  widespread  use  of 
movie  stars  on  radio  programs  and  the 
increasing  custom  of  broadcasting  the 

highlights,  gags  and  ‘punch  lines’  of  new 
movies  over  the  air  before  they  are  shown 
in  the  theatres. 

“The  extent  of  the  opposition  of  movie- 
goers to  this  was  not  recognized  by  us 

until  a   few  weeks  ago.  Recently,  in  con- 
nection with  other  newspapers  of  the 

country,  the  Star  has  been  attempting  to 
stimulate  interest  among  theatre-goers  in 
the  $250,000  prize  contest  of  the  movie 
industry. 

“Scarcely  had  this  campaign  got  under 
way  when  the  complaints  began  to  come 
in  by  letter  and  phone — complaints  that 
the  pictures  the  public  was  being  urged  to 
see  were  old;  that  the  plots  had  been  used 

in  condensed  radio  versions;  that  the  pub- 
lic was  tired  of  the  stars  from  having 

heard  them  so  often  over  the  air. 

“We  paid  no  particular  attention  at  the 
time.  But  the  kicks  continued  to  come  in. 
When  the  number  of  protests  had  passed 
the  200  mark  we  decided  we  owed  it  to 
our  friends  in  the  industry  to  pass  the 
word  along  and  give  the  movies  the  op- 

portunity to  at  least  recognize  and  per- 
haps correct  a   bad  situation. 

“Hence  this  letter. 
“A  checkup  with  movie  exhibitors  in  this 

territory  showed  that,  in  their  opinion  and 
from  their  books,  many  of  the  film  stars 
who  once  were  close  to  the  top  in  pulling 
power  had  become  “flops”  from  a   box- 
office  standpoint.  And  the  exhibitors 

were  unanimous  in  laying  the  blame  to  the 
fact  that  these  stars  have  been  heard  so 

often  on  the  air  that  their  one-time  fans 
were  tired  of  them. 

Among  the  stars  who  once  ‘packed  them 
in,’  but  whose  drawing  power  in  the  the- 

atres, the  exhibitors  agree,  now  has  been 

killed  off  by  radio  are  such  old-time  favo- 
rites as  A1  Jolson,  Fred  Astaire,  Jack 

Oakie,  Dick  Powell  and  others. 

"The  fault,  in  our  opinion,  does  not  lie 
with  the  stars  themselves.  It  lies  with 

producers  who,  eager  to  ‘ballyhoo’  their 
coming  pictures,  encourage  the  use  of 
their  stars  and  the  punch  lines  of  their 

plots  over  the  air  in  advance  of  the  pic- 
ture premiere.  In  many  cases  the  studios 

have  opened  their  own  radio  departments 
to  encourage  the  use  of  their  stars  on  air 
programs.  In  at  least  one  case  tne  studio 
itself  is  broadcasting  its  own  programs, 
with  its  own  stars. 

“What  chance  has  a   movie  exhibitor  to 
get  a   patron  to  come  downtown  in  the 
evening  and  pay  an  admission  price  to  see 
ONE  movie  star  on  the  screen  when,  if 
he  stays  at  home,  he  can  hear  a   DOZEN, 
in  the  flesh,  at  no  cost? 

“While  we  are  protesting,  let  us  regis- 
ter an  objection  also  to  the  trailers  used 

by  the  theatres  themselves  to  advertise  the 

following  week’s  show.  At  present  they 
show  so  many  of  the  punch  scenes  of  the 
film  that  the  picture  is  robbed  of  most  of 
its  interest  for  the  patrons  who  pay  their 
money  to  see  it  in  its  entirety. 

“Why  not  a   return  to  the  old-fashioned 
idea  of  introducing  merely  the  stars  and 
the  characters  they  play?  Save  the  thrills 
for  the  cash  customers. 

“Perhaps,  Mr.  Hays,  we  are  sticking  out 
our  neck  where  it  doesn’t  belong.  But 
the  newspapers  and  the  movies  have  been 

long-time  friends.  If  we  saw  any  other 
friend  attempting  to  commit  suicide,  we 

would  do  everything  we  could  to  pre- vent it. 

“And  that’s  what  the  movies  are  doing, 

just  as  surely  as  if  they  were  using  cya- 

nide or  a   gun.” 

^ED  R.  GAMBLE  taking  Seabiscuit  in  a 
bet  with  Gordon  Craddock  who  took 

War  Admiral,  the  former  winning  .   .   .   Phil 
Carlin  of  the  Lincoln,  Taylor  Street,  Blue- 

bird and  Firefly  theatres  having  a   heart- 

to-heart  talk  with  Jack  Kloepper,  Port- 

land’s UA  manager  .   .   .   George  Jacoby, 
traveling  auditor  for  Universal,  turning 
the  Portland  office  upside  down. 

Guy  Garrison  of  St.  Helens  heading  the 

visitors’  list  .   .   .   M.  W.  and  Bob  Matte- 
check  of  McMinnville,  Eno  Hemmila  of 
Medford,  George  Gould  of  Dallas  and 

“Dusty”  Rhoads  of  Woodland,  Wash.,  add- 
ing their  names  .   .   .   Frank  Clark  of  Para- 

mount leaving  word  he’ll  be  back  at  4   p.  m. 

...  W.  A.  Ling  of  Oregon  City  making  the 
rounds. 

Sammy  Siegel  still  in  town  whooping  it 

up  for  “There  Goes  My  Heart”  .   .   .   Dwaine 
Esper  returning  to  town  to  assign  Doug 
Kimberly  to  the  northwest  territory  for  his 

pictures  which  include  "How  to  Undress 
in  Front  of  Your  Husband,”  “March  of 
Crime”  and  others  .   .   .   Frank  and  Mrs. 
Newman  and  Pandro  S.  Berman  and  wife 

fishing  on  the  Rogue  River  .   .   .   Johnny 
McGeehan  and  his  new  bride  in  town 

briefly  and  then  away  again  for  Astoria. 

Sound  for  Village 

Westwood,  Cal.  —   Simplex  sound  and 
projection  equipment  has  been  installed 
in  the  Village  Theatre,  a   Fox  West  Coast 
house. 

Capra  Hit  Marks  Up 
Two  Records 

Los  Angeles — Smashing  all  previous 

records  for  sustained  grosses  and  ex- 

tended runs,  Columbia's  "You  Can't 

Take  It  With  You"  began  its  sixth  day- 
date  week  at  the  Hollywood  Pantages 

and  Los  Angeles  Hillstreet  theatres  on 

Tuesday.  The  Frank  Capra  production 

has  been  single-billed  throughout  and 

has  hit  an  average  weekly  gross  at 

the  two  houses  of  $24,000 — approxi- 

mately twice  the  average  take. 

JJENNETH  ROCK,  34,  projectionist  at  the Paramount  exchange,  died  at  a   Denver 

Hospital  from  a   cerebral  hemorrhage  fol- 
lowing a   fall  in  his  home.  Burial  was  in 

Sterling,  Colo.,  his  birthplace.  Rock  was 
a   member  of  the  Masonic  Lodge,  Rocky 

Mountain  Screen  Club  and  the  Motion 

Picture  Projectionists  union.  He  is  sur- 
vived by  his  wife,  Mrs.  Oleta  Rock,  and  his 

father,  Eugene  Rock  of  Sterling. 

About  75  attended  the  Hallowe’en  party 
of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Screen  Club  at  the 
clubrooms.  Two  prizes  were  awarded  for 

ladies’  costumes,  and  the  Lind  family  took 
them  both,  with  Mrs.  Fred  Lind  taking  the 

first,  and  her  daughter  Pat  copping  the 

other. 

Gibralter  Enterprise  has  taken  over  the 
Alma  Theatre  at  Craig,  Colo.  This  gives 

the  group  33  theatres  in  Colorado,  Wyom- 
ing, Nebraska  and  New  Mexico. 

Seen  on  the  Row  were  Sam  Feinstein, 
theatre  magnate  of  Lusk,  Wyo.,  and  Claude 

Graves,  owner  of  the  Coronado,  Albur- 
querque,  N.  M.  .   .   .   Dave  Cockrill  has  gone 
to  New  York  on  business  .   .   .   The  Rocky 

Mountain  Screen  Club  is  starting  Wed- 

nesday evening  bridge  sessions,  with  four- 
somes. The  ladies  think  they  are  pretty 

good,  and  have  dared  the  men  to  meet 
them  in  the  game. 

Tally  Named  Defendant 

In  $151,890  Damage  Suit 
Los  Angeles — T.  L.  Tally,  veteran  local 

exhibitor,  was  named  defendant  in  a   $151,- 
890  damage  suit  filed  in  superior  court 
by  A.  M.  Gallos,  theatrical  producer,  who 

charges  Tally  with  wrongful  eviction.  Gal- 

los contends  he  leased  Tally’s  Criterion 
Theatre,  downtown,  last  July  2   for  one 

year,  but  that  on  July  29  Tally  evicted  him 
after  the  plaintiff  had  spent  large  sums  of 

money  reconditioning  and  redecorating  the house. 

Freight  Terminal 
Phoenix,  Ariz. — A   new  freight  terminal, 

in  a   modern,  fireproof  building,  was  op- 
ened this  week  at  Third  Ave.  and  Lincoln 

St.  by  Ben  Goldberg,  head  man  of  the 
Goldberg  Film  Delivery. 
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At  Los  Angeles  Exchange 
Los  Angeles — Paying  a   return  visit  to 

the  20th  Century-Fox  exchange  are  Her- 
man Wobber,  general  sales  manager; 

William  Kupper,  western  sales  head;  W.  C. 
Clark,  who  handles  short  subject  sales; 

and  J.  P.  O’Loghlin  in  charge  of  the  cur- 
rent Sidney  R.  Kent  sales  drive.  They 

plan  to  spend  only  a   few  days  here,  having 
sojourned  at  both  the  exchange  and  the 
studio  some  weeks  ago.  The  sales  officials 

have  been  traveling  up  and  down  the  Pa- 
cific coast. 

SALT  LAKE 
^J*HE  new  700-seat  Murray  Theatre,  un- 

der construction  the  past  five  months, 

opened  last  week  with  “Alexander’s  Rag- 
time Band”  as  the  opening  attraction. 

The  modernistic  Murray  is  owned  by  Joe 
Lawrence,  who  also  operates  the  Rialto 

and  State  here  and  the  Southeast  at  Sug- 
arhouse,  a   Salt  Lake  suburb. 

As  a   Hallowe’en  "spook”  show,  the  Vic- 
tory here  played  "The  Case  of  the  Black 

Cat”  and  “ Devil  Doll ”   .   .   .   Among  visitors 
here  were  Cartoonist  George  McManus, 

creator  of  “Jiggs,”  and  Actor  Edward  Ever- 
ett Horton. 

A   successor  to  H.  Bradley  Fish,  who 
moved  on  to  San  Francisco,  has  not  been 

named  at  the  local  Grand  National  ex- 

change .   .   .   Paramount’s  air  epic,  “Men 
With  Wings,”  was  to  open  at  the  Centre 
here  on  November  4. 

RKO’s  H.  C.  Fuller  is  all  pepped  over 
his  company’s  forthcoming  release  of 
“ Gunga  Din,”  from  the  Kipling  story  of 
the  same  name  .   .   .   And  Manager  C.  F. 
Rose  of  GB  feels  the  same  way  about  his 

company’s  "Strange  Boarders.” 

Majestic  Distr.  Corp .   to 

Release  One  Every  Week 
Los  Angeles — Beginning  December  3, 

the  Majestic  Distributing  Corp.  will  launch 

a   one-picture-per-week  release  schedule, 
according  to  Hi  Peskay,  exchange  mana- 
ger. 

Going  out  December  3   will  be  “Swing 
It,  Professor.”  This  will  be  followed  De- 

cember 10  by  “Devil  Diamond;”  December 
17,  “Slander  House;”  December  24, 
“Thanks  for  Listening,”  and  January  1, 
“Anything  for  a   Thrill.”  The  picture-a- 
week  basis  will  be  adhered  to  thereafter. 

" Submarine "   Premiere 
San  Diego  —   Twentieth  Century-Fox’s 

“Submarine  Patrol”  will  have  its  world 
premiere  at  the  Fox  Theatre  here  Novem- 

ber 9.  Many  of  the  atmospheric  and  back- 
ground shots  for  the  picture  were  filmed 

at  the  U.  S.  Navy  yards. 

T   T.  SHEFFIELD  has  sold  his  Mascot  and 

*   Majestic  holdings  to  Wayne  Christy  of 
General  Films  which  gives  Christy  the  right 

to  distribute  the  product  in  Oregon  and 

Washington.  Sheffield  is  president  of  Re- 
public Pictures  of  the  Northwest  .   .   .   Dick 

Hays,  drama  editor  of  the  Times,  is  tak- 
ing a   two-week  vacation.  Jack  Ryan  will 

edit  his  column  during  the  absence.  Dick 
and  his  wife  are  motoring  to  California 

and  will  spend  some  time  at  the  studios 
.   .   .   Mrs.  Jim  Hone,  wife  of  the  executive 

secretary  of  the  MPTO,  is  in  the  hospital 
doing  nicely  after  a   throat  operation  .   .   . 
L.  O.  Lukan,  president  of  the  Northwest 
MPTO,  was  in  Oklahoma  City  attending 
the  national  convention.  Bill  Ripley  of 

Longview,  former  president,  also  attended 
and  arrived  there  by  plane. 

Bill  Blank,  son  of  the  Montana  theatre 
owner,  is  in  town  and  meeting  the  boys 
along  Filmroio  .   .   .   Elsie  Gravert  of  the 

Fox  office  is  the  piano  player  in  a   ten- 
piece  girl  band  that  is  one  of  the  best 
rhythm  orchestras  in  the  Northwest  .   .   . 
Al  Bloom  is  adding  more  accounts  to  his 

business.  Al  is  doing  the  booking  for  var- 
ious theatres  throughout  the  state,  saving 

exhibitors  much  ivorry  .   .   .   W.  H.  McDon- 
ald, who  keeps  an  eye  on  the  Fox  houses 

in  Great  Falls,  is  a   welcome  visitor. 

Bill  Parker,  publicity  ace  for  M-G-M  in 
this  territory,  has  arranged  for  a   nice 

tieup  on  “The  Great  Waltz.”  A   contest 
has  been  set  involving  the  Seattle  Star 
and  the  Trianon  Ballroom  and  lots  of 

space  is  being  donated  by  the  paper  to 
the  affair  .   .   .   Art  Hile  of  the  Bob  White 
theatres  in  Portland  is  back  for  a   visit  to 

his  old  stomping  ground  .   .   .   J.  and  Gene 
von  Herberg  entertaining  a   party  of  eight 
at  their  home  on  Bainbridge  Island  .   .   . 

Junior  Mercy  and  Rex  Thompson  off  for 

Butte,  Mont.,  where  they  meet  Bill  Heine- 
man  and  Bill  Powers  from  New  York.  The 

group  will  then  start  a   hunting  trip. 

Bishop  Baranco 
Denver — M.  J.  Baranco,  manager  of  the 

State  Theatre,  who  came  here  from  New 

York  last  spring,  is  getting  up  in  the  re- 
ligious world  as  well  as  doing  a   good  job 

as  an  exhibitor.  Baranco  has  been  made 

a   bishop  in  the  Liberal  Church  by  Bishop 
Frank  Rice,  head  of  the  church.  The 
church  is  just  what  the  name  implies,  and 

at  the  meeting  at  which  Baranco  was  or- 
dained 50  gallons  of  beer  donated  by  a 

local  brewery,  and  much  liverwurst,  given 
by  a   local  packer,  were  consumed  by  the 
congregation.  Now  Baranco  may  marry, 
bury  or  christen  his  friends,  customers 
and  their  children,  as  evidenced  by  the 
papers  on  file  with  the  secretary  of  state. 

Moves  to  "Reno" Hollywood — “Charlie  Chan  in  Reno” 

follows  “Charlie  Chan  in  Honolulu”  on 

20th  Century-Fox’s  production  schedule.  It 
will  be  the  second  of  the  Oriental  sleuth 
series  with  Sidney  Toler  in  the  title  role. 

Sammy  Siegel  back  from  Portland  in  the 

interest  of  "Drums”  .   .   .   Leonard  Raatz 
has  resigned  from  the  GB  sales  staff  to 
join  Grand  National  .   .   .   Lloyd  Thayer 

in  from  Aberdeen,  also  his  side-kick 
Tommy  Olsen  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Johnnie 
Collins  in  from  Dishman  booking  pictures 
for  their  new  theatre  .   .   .   Mrs.  Mary 
Browne,  after  a   visit  with  her  daughter 

Lorraine  Armstrong ,   has  gone  on  to  Riv- 
erside and  Sacramento,  Cal.  .   .   .   Hermine 

Bernhard  back  from  the  San  Francisco 
visit  .   .   .   The  L.  J.  McGinleys  and  the 

Les  Theurkaufs  back  from  the  Port  An- 
geles trip  .   .   .   Hap  Frederick  sporting  a 

new  car. 

Ray  Ackles  over  from  Spokane  for  a 
couple  of  days  .   .   .   Eva  Lukan  entertaining 
15  youngsters  at  the  third  birthday  party 

she  gave  for  her  grand-daughter,  Janet 
Lee  Cunningham,  at  her  home  on  Haller 
Lake  .   .   .   Frank  and  Mrs.  Newman  of  the 
Fox  Evergreen  Theatres  on  to  Oregon 

to  enjoy  a   fishing  spell  on  the  Rogue  River 
with  their  son-in-law  and  daughter,  Pan- 
dro  and  Mrs.  Berman,  who  will  join  them 
from  Hollywood  .   .   .   Young  Michael  Mercy 
celebrating  his  birthday  in  fine  style  .   .   . 
Cecil  Gwinn  telling  of  his  new  theatre  in 
Chehalis  expecting  to  get  open  about 
November  10. 

Lou  Baxley  has  resigned  as  salesman  for 
Warner  Bros,  in  Portland  to  return  to 

Texas  .   .   .   Edith  Giles  off  again  to  Califor- 
nia .   .   .   Kelly  Cruz,  diminutive  Filipino 

waiter  at  the  Northwest  Film  Club,  rating 

a   full  column  in  daily  paper  containing  a 
human  interest  story  about  his  dog,  Skeeter 
who  was  killed  by  an  automobile.  A   very 
touching  and  beautiful  article  with  the 

background  of  "why  give  your  heart  to  a 
dog  to  tear”  .   .   .   John  Danz  back  from 
New  York  .   .   .   Dave  Manley  moving  to 
Portland  to  do  his  auction  nights  .   .   . 
Eddie  Walton  to  Spokane  and  points  east. 

"Cowboy"  Eddy 

Hollywood — Deserting  his  screen  mate, 

Jeanette  MacDonald,  Nelson  Eddy  will  don 

boots  and  spurs  to  become  the  latest  vocal- 

izing cowboy  in  M-G-M’s  “Let  Freedom 
Ring,”  a   story  of  pioneer  days  in  the  west. 
Jack  Conway  will  direct  from  a   script 

being  prepared  by  Ben  Hecht,  with  Harry 
Rapf  as  the  producer. 

"Drew"  lor  Clemens 

Hollywood — William  Clemens  directs 

the  second  of  the  “Nancy  Drew”  series, 
featuring  Bonita  Granville,  for  Warner. 
Production  starts  shortly. 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN"  Facts 
It’s  so  pitifully  easy  to  increase  your  net 

take  another  $100.00  a   month. 

“Sounds  screwy,  but  is  it?” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 
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STARTING WELL  ALONG  COMPLETED 

CALIFORNIA  CAVALCADE — Bill  Elliott,  Luana 

Alcaniz,  Charles  King-,  Hal  Taliaferro,  Ed  Cas- 
sidy. Producer:  Larry  Darmour.  Director: 

Joseph  Levering.  Original  Screenplay:  Nate 
Gatzert. 

RACKETEERS  — •   Alan  Baxter.  Producer:  Irving 
Briskin.  Director:  C.  C.  Coleman. 

THERE’S  THAT  WOMAN  AGAIN— Melvyn  Doug 
las,  Virginia  Bruce,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Gordon 
Oliver.  Producer:  B.  B.  Kahane.  Director:  A1 

Hall.  Screenplay:  Phillip  Epstein,  James  Ed- 
ward Grant. 

INTERNATIONAL  SPY  —   Ralph  Bellamy,  Pay 
Wray,  Regis  Toomey,  Ann  Doran,  Lorna  Grey. 

Producer:  Jack  Pier.  Director:  Christy  Ca- 
banne. 

AVRECKAGE — Jack  Holt,  Dolores  Costello,  Pert 

Kelton,  Addison  Richards,  Joseph  Chehan.  Pro- 
ducer: Larry  Darmour.  Director:  Lewis  D.  Col- 

lins. Original  Screenplay:  Gordon  Rigby. 

THE  LAST  BARRIER  and  FURY  IN  THE  SAD- 

DLE —   (Simultaneous  production)  —   Dorothy 

Page,  David  O’Brien.  Producer:  George  Hirli- 
man  (Coronado  Pictures).  Director:  Sam  Diege. 
Screenplay:  Arthur  Hoerl. 

EXILED — Anna  Sten,  Alan  Marshal,  Paul  Lukas, 
AValter  Catlett,  Jed  Prouty,  Ruth  Donnelly. 
Producer:  Eugene  Frenke.  Director:  Otis  Gar- 

rett. Original :   Edwin  Justus  Mayer. 

THE  LONG  SHOT — Marsha  Hunt,  Gordon  Jones, 
C.  Henry  Gordon,  Harry  Davenport.  Producer: 
Charles  Lamont  (Fine  Arts).  Director:  Charles 
Lamont.  Original:  Harry  Beresford,  George 

Callahan.  Screenplay:  Ewart  Adamson. 

HONOLULU  —   Eleanor  Powell,  Robert  Young, 

George  Burns,  Gracie  Allen,  Judith  Allen.  Pro- 
ducer: Jack  Cummings.  Director:  Eddie  Buzzell. 

THE  AVIZARD  OF  OZ — Judy  Garland,  Ray  Bol- 
ger,  Gale  Sondergaard,  Buddy  Ebsen,  Charley 
Grapewin.  Producer:  Mervyn  LeRoy.  Director: 
George  Cukor.  Original:  L.  Frank  Baum. 

KATHERINE  THE  LAST— Franciska  Gaal,  Fran- 
chot  Tone,  Walter  Connolly,  Reginald  Gardiner, 
Charles  Judell,  Robert  Coote.  Producer:  Harry 
Rapf.  Director:  Norman  Taurog.  Original: 
Alec  Huynady.  Screenplay:  Gerald  Savery,  Jack 
Mintz. 

OUT  AVEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS — Mickey  Roo- 
ney, Ann  Rutherford,  Lewis  Stone,  Fay  Holden, 

Ralph  Morgan,  Nana  Bryant,  Cecilia  Parker, 
Gordon  Jones.  Producer:  Lou  Ostrow.  Direc- 

tor: George  Seitz.  Screenplay:  William  Ludwig. 

I   AM  A   CRIMINAL — John  Carroll,  Mary  Korn- 
man,  Craig  Reynolds,  Kay  Linaker.  Producer: 
E.  B.  Derr.  Director:  William  Nigh.  Original 

Screenplay:  John  Krafft. 

LITTLE  TENDERFOOT— Tex  Ritter.  Jinx  Fal- 
kenberg,  Charles  King,  Mary  Ruth,  Snub  Pol- 

lard. Producer:  Edward  Finney.  Director 
A1  Herman.  Screenplay:  John  Rathmell. 

PARENTS  ON  PROBATION  —   Charlie  Ruggles, 

Mary  Boland,  Joyce  Mathews,  Donald  O’Connor, 
Billy  Lee,  Hartley  Tufts.  Producer:  William  H. 
Wright.  Director:  George  Archainbaud. 

DESERT  BRACELETS — William  Boyd,  Russell 

Hayden,  George  Hayes,  Charlotte  Wynters,  Rus- 
sell Hopton,  John  Merton,  Roy  Barcroft.  Pro- 

ducer: Harry  Sherman.  Director:  Lesley  Se- 

lander.  Original:  Clarence  E.  Mulford.  Screen- 
play: Harrison  Jacobs. 

CAFE  SOCIETY — Madeleine  Carroll,  Fred  Mac- 
Murray,  Shirley  Ross,  Harlan  Briggs,  Claude 
Gillingwater.  Producer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Direc- 

tor: Edward  H.  Griffith.  Original:  Lucius 
Beebe.  Screenplay:  Virginia  Van  Upp. 

AMBUSH — Gladys  Swarthout,  Richard  Stanley, 
Broderick  Crawford,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Ernest  Truex, 
AVilliam  Frawley,  Antonio  Moreno.  Producer: 

Harold  Hurley.  Director:  Kurt  Neumann.  Ori- 
ginal: Robert  Ray.  Screenplay:  Laura  and  S.  J. 

Perelman. 

BEAUTY  FOR  THE  ASKING — Lucille  Ball,  Don- 

ald Woods,  Inez  Courtney,  Frances  Mercer,  Whit- 
ney Bourne,  Patric  Knowles.  Producer:  Bernie 

Fineman.  Director:  Glenn  Tryon.  Original: 

Edmund  L.  Hartmann.  Screenplay:  Doris  An- 
derson, Paul  Jarrico. 

ARIZONA  LEGION  —   George  O’Brien,  Laraine 
Johnson.  Producer:  David  Howard.  Director: 

Bert  Gilroy.  Original:  Bernard  McConville. 
Screenplay:  Oliver  Drake. 

FISHERMAN’S  AVHARF  —   Bobby  Breen,  Henry 
Armetta,  Leo  Carrillo,  Rossina  Galli,  Lee  Pat- 

rick. Producer:  Sol  Lesser.  Director:  Bernard 

Arorhaus.  Screenplay:  Marshall  Neilan,  Erie 
Kenton. 

THE  GREAT  MAN  AOTES  —   John  Barrymore, 
Peter  Holden,  Katharine  Alexander,  Virginia 
Weidler,  Luis  Alberni.  Producer:  Robert  Sisk. 

Director:  Garson  Kanin.  Original:  Gordon  Hill- 
man. Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

SHINE  ON,  HARVEST  MOON — Roy  Rogers,  Lulu 

Belle,  Scotty.  Producer:  Charles  Ford.  Direc- 
tor: Joe  Kane. 

RED  RIVER  RANGE — John  Wayne,  Max  Ter- 
hune,  Ray  Corrigan,  (Three  Mesquiteers),  Polly 
Moran.  Producer:  William  Berke.  Director: 

George  Sherman.  Original:  Luci  Ward.  Screen- 
play: Betty  Burbridge,  Stanley  Roberts,  Luci 

Ward. 

BLOOM  ON  THE  SAGE — Gene  Autry.  Jean  Rou- 
verol,  Smiley  Burnette,  Esther  Muir,  Kermlt 
Maynard.  Producer:  Harry  Grey.  Director: 
Ralph  Staub. 

ORPHANS  OF  THE  STREETS — Tommy  Ryan, 
Robert  Livingston,  June  Storey,  Charles  Hogg, 

Harry  Davenport.  Producer:  Herman  Schlom. 
Director:  John  H.  Auer.  Screenplay:  Olive 

Cooper.  Original:  Earl  Felton. 

CAMERA  DAREDEVILS  (Untitled)  —   Preston 
Foster,  Lynn  Bari,  Wally  Vernon.  Producer: 
Sol  Wurtzel.  Director:  Ricardo  Cortez. 

CHARLIE  CHAN  IN  HONOLULU — Sidney  Toler, 
Phyllis  Brooks,  Sen  Yew  Cheung,  Richard  Lane. 
Producer:  John  Stone.  Director:  H.  Bruce 
Humberstone. 

TATLSPIN — Alice  Faye,  Nancy  Kelly,  John  King, 

Joan  Davis,  Wally  Vernon,  Jane  Wyman.  Pro- 
ducer: Harry  Joe  Brown.  Director:  Roy  Del 

Ruth.  Screenplay:  Frank  Wead. 

KENTUCKY  —   Loretta  Young,  Richard  Greene, 

Walter  Brennan,  Ralph  Morgan,  Douglas  Dum- 
brille.  Producer:  Gene  Markey.  Director:  David 
Butler.  Original:  John  Taintor  Foote. 

•JESSE  JAMES  —   Tyrone  Power,  Henry  Fonda, 
Randolph  Scott,  Arleen  Whelan,  Walter  Bren- 

nan, Douglas  Fowley,  J.  Edward  Bromberg, 
John  Carradine.  Producer:  Nunnally  Johnson. 
Director:  Henry  King.  Screenplay:  Nunnally 

Johnson. 

IT’S  SPRING  AGAIN  - —   Oliver  Hardy,  Harry 
Langdon,  Alice  Brady,  June  Lang,  Jean  Parker, 
Billie  Burke.  Producer:  A.  Edward  Sutherland 

(Hal  Roach).  Director:  Gordon  Douglas.  Origi- 
nal: H.  C.  Bunner.  Screenplay:  Walter  DeLeon. 

TOPPER  TAKES  A   TRIP — Constance  Bennett, 

Roland  Young,  Billie  Burke,  Franklin  Pang- 

born,  Alan  Mowbray,  Paul  Lukas,  Verree  Teas- 
dale.  Producer:  Hal  Roach.  Director:  Norman 

Z.  McLeod.  Original:  Thorne  Smith.  Screen- 
play: Jack  Jevne,  Eddie  Moran,  Milton  H.  Bren, 

Norman  Z.  McLeod. 

LADY  LUCK — Robert  Wilcox,  Helen  Mack.  Pro- 
ducer: Irving  Starr.  Director:  Aubrey  H. 

Scotto.  Screenplay:  Alex  Gottlieb. 

SAVING,  SISTER,  SWING — Frank  Jenks,  Dorothea 
Kent,  Ken  Murray,  Johnny  Downs,  Ernest 
Truex,  Ted  Weems  and  Orchestra.  Producer: 
Burt  Kelly.  Director:  Joseph  Santley.  Original 
Screenplay:  Charles  Grayson. 

JANE  ARDEN — Rosella  Towne,  William  Gargan, 
Benny  Rubin,  Peggy  Shannon,  John  Harron, 

James  Stephenson.  Producer:  Bryan  Foy.  Di- 
rector: Terry  Morse.  Screenplay:  Charles  Cur- 

ran, Larry  Kimble. 

SON  OF  FRANKENSTEIN — Boris  Karloff,  Bela 
Lugosi,  Basil  Rathbone,  Josephine  Hutchinson. 
Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director:  Rowland  V. 
Lee.  Screenplay:  Willis  Cooper. 

LITTLE  TOUGH  GUYS  IN  SOCIETY  —   Frankie 
Thomas,  Hally  Chester,  David  Gorcey,  Jack 

Searl,  Peggy  Stewart,  Mary  Boland,  Edward 
Everett  Horton,  Mischa  Auer.  Producer:  Ken 
Goldsmith.  Director:  Erie  Kenton.  Original: 

Edward  Eliscu,  Mortimer  Offner. 

YES,  MY  DARLING  DAUGHTER— Jeffrey  Lynn, 
Priscilla  Lane,  Fay  Bainter,  Roland  Young,  Ian 
Hunter.  Director:  William  Keighley.  Original: 
Mark  Reed.  Screenplay:  Casey  Robinson. 

ALWAYS  LEAVE  THEM  LAUGHING — Dick  Pow- 
ell, Gale  Page,  Ann  Sheridan,  Zasu  Pitts,  Louis 

Prima,  Helen  Broderick,  Maxie  Rosenbloom, 
Halliwell  Hobbes.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff. 

Director:  Ray  Enright. 



B&K,  MAJORS  HAVE  THEIR  ATTORNEYS  READY 

ANSWERS  FOR  ANTI  -   TRUST  CLEARANCE  SHIT 

"No  Hard  Feelings”  Held  by  Judge  Wilkerson  Permits «   m   v   i   Bill  of  Complaint  to 
Balaban  &   Jones  on  Oriental  stay  in  Full 

Chicago — Both  John  Balaban  of  B&K 

and  John  Jones  of  Jones,  Linick  &   Schae- 
fer reiterated  to  Boxoffice  this  week  that 

“there  is  no  hard  feeling  between  us”  over 
the  JLS  acquisition  of  the  3,200-seat  Ori- 

ental Theatre  in  the  Chicago  loop. 

It  was  learned  JLS  did  not  enter  into 

bidding  for  the  house  till  about  five  weeks 

ago,  after  B&K  and  Paramount  had  defi- 
nitely withdrawn  from  the  picture.  JLS 

won  out  in  the  final  awarding  of  the  lease 
over  Essaness  and  the  CGS  circuit,  it 
was  said. 

There  are  expected  to  be  as  many  pic- 
tures available  for  the  Oriental  under  the 

vaude-film  policy  it  will  pursue  as  were 
available  for  the  State-Lake,  and  pos- 

sibly more.  Present  plans  of  JLS,  Jones 
said,  are  to  continue  operation  of  the 

State-Lake. 

The  policy  to  be  used  at  the  State- 

Theatre  Lease  Suit 

Entered  in  Chicago 
Chicago — Suit  was  filed  in  superior  court 

of  Cook  county  this  week  by  the  Meltzer 
Bros,  against  the  Continental  Properties, 

Inc.,  for  “specific  performance,”  alleging 
failure  to  sign  a   proposed  lease  on  the 
Milford  Theatre. 

Harry  Balaban  is  president  of  Conti- 
nental Properties,  Inc.,  with  Elmer  Bala- 

ban, secretary.  Others  in  the  corporation 
are  Milton  Spitz  and  Maurice  Leonard. 

The  Meltzer  Bros,  have  operated  the 
Milford  Theatre,  through  their  Harriet 
Amusement  Co.  for  about  17  years,  and 
it  is  understood,  through  the  suit,  that 

a   new  seven-year-lease  had  been  prepared 
several  weeks  in  advance  of  the  recently 

filed  anti-trust  clearance  suit  in  Chicago 
by  the  independents  against  B&K  and 
the  majors.  The  Meltzers  are  among 

Report  Milford  Lease 
To  Metzlers 

Chicago — It  was  understood  the  mid- 

dle oi  this  week  that  an  out-of-court 

settlement  had  been  reached  in  the 

suit  of  the  Meltzer  Bros,  against  the 

Continental  Properties,  Inc.,  with  Melt- 

zers obtaining  the  Milford  Theatre  lease. 

Lake  depends  upon  the  outcome  this  we?!' 
of  conferences  between  Jones  and  union 

representatives.  If  enough  consideration 
is  given  to  JLS,  it  is  possible  that  the 

vaude-film  policy  may  be  continued  at 
the  State-Lake,  as  well  as  at  the  Ori- 

ental Theatre. 

Oriental  Policy  Not  Ready 

As  Boxoffice  goes  to  press,  details  of 
operation  of  the  Oriental  were  not  yet 

ready,  John  Jones  said.  It  was  understood 
that  the  job  of  readying  the  house  may 

set  the  opening  back  from  November  Il- 
ls, but  this  will  not  definitely  be  known 

until  later  this  week. 

The  status  of  the  State-Lake  was  also 
undecided  this  week,  as  J.  L.  S.  continued 
discussions  with  labor  groups  as  to  whether 
the  house  will  continue  with  vaude-film 

policy  or  shift  to  another  type  of  opera- 
tion. 

the  plaintiffs  in  that  suit. 

The  Meltzers  claim  that  the  Continental 

Properties,  Inc.,  failed  to  sign  the  lease, 
which  they  had  verbally  agreed  upon, 
after  the  anti-trust  suit  was  filed.  Ro- 

senberg, Stein  and  Rosenberg  are  attor- 
neys for  the  Meltzers. 

The  current  lease  of  the  Meltzers  on 

the  Milford  expired  Monday  night  of  this 
week  at  midnight,  and  was  taken  over  for 
operation  by  Harry  and  Elmer  Balaban 
Theatres. 

While  it  was  announced  more  than  a 

week  ago  that  Harry  and  Elmer  Balaban 
would  take  over  operation  of  the  Milford, 
Maurice  Leonard  said  this  week  that  this 

had  not  been  done,  and  that  “I  have  had 
an  understanding  with  Saul  Meltzer  re- 

garding the  renewal  of  the  lease,  and  I 
feel  that  this  suit  in  superior  court  is  an 

unnecessary  act  and  uncalled  for.” 

Start  Work  on  20th-Fox 

Exchange  Last  of  Month 
Chicago — Work  is  expected  to  get  under 

way  late  this  month  on  the  long-proposed 
20th  Century-Fox  exchange  building  on 
the  northwest  corner  of  13th  and  Wabash. 

Matter  of  clearing  records  on  the  prop- 
erty titles  is  now  being  taken  care  of, 

and  as  soon  as  this  is  completed  exca- 
vation will  begin. 

Kay  Sutton  a   Westerner 

Hollywood — Kay  Sutton  makes  her  de- 

but as  a   Western  heroine  in  RKO’s  “Law- 
less Valley,”  a   George  O’Brien  starrer. 

By  GENE  RICH 
Chicago — Rebuffed  for  a   third  time  in 

efforts  to  have  numerous  sections  of  the 
bill  of  complaint  stricken  out  by  the  judge, 

B&K  and  the  major  companies  had  their 

attorneys  settling  down  to  answer  the  ac- 
cusations in  the  anti-trust  clearance  suit 

of  the  independent  exhibitors,  as  time 

drew  near  this  week  for  taking  of  depo- 
sitions in  the  cast. 

Judge  Jaimes  Wilkerson  ordered  post- 
ponement of  the  taking  of  depositions 

from  the  eight  branch  managers  and  El- 
mer Upton,  comptroller  of  B&K,  from 

Tuesday  of  this  week,  till  next  Wednesday, 
November  10.  This  was  done  on  the  plea 
of  Robert  N.  Golding,  one  of  the  defense 
attorneys,  that  he  had  to  be  in  New  York 
in  behalf  of  another  client  this  week. 

However,  the  judge,  in  hearing  the  vari- 
ous motions  of  the  defense  last  week,  ruled 

again  that,  despite  the  fact  that  he  felt 
the  bill  of  complaint  could  be  boiled  down 

to  one-fifth  its  size  and  still  be  a   stronger 
bill,  he  would  permit  all  of  it  to  remain. 
He  stated  that  at  the  time  of  the  trial, 
as  the  testimony  progressed,  arguments 
could  be  heard  then  on  the  merits  of  the 
various  sections  the  defense  wanted 
stricken. 

Judge  Wilkerson  set  November  18  as  the 
date  for  the  defense  to  seek  continuation 

for  filing  of  their  answers.  It  was  ver- 
bally understood  among  the  attorneys 

present,  however,  the  extension  would 

probably  not  be  any  longer  than  twice  tlv3 
time  to  be  consumed  in  taking  of  the 
depositions. 

The  defense  sought  originally  last  week 
to  continue  the  time  for  filing  of  their 
answers  to  December  15,  and  the  taking  of 
depositions  until  after  that  date. 

Due  to  Joseph  Rosenberg’s  absence  from 
the  city,  the  independents  were  repre- 

sented in  court  last  week  by  Aaron  Stein. 

Stein  proved  the  equal  of  Golding  in  a 
couple  of  the  exchanges  of  words  they 
had  before  Judge  Wilkerson  during  the hearing. 

During  the  arguments,  the  judge  in- 
(Continued  on  page  51) 

Deposition  Taking 
Set  Nov,  10 

Chicago — The  dale  for  deposition 

taking  of  branch  managers  and  the 

B&K  comptroller,  Elmer  Upton,  in  the 

anti-trust  clearance  suit  has  been 

moved  up  to  November  10,  continuing 

to  November  14  for  an  all-day  hearing. 
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Take  Up  Industry  Problems 

At  ATO  of  Indiana  Meeting 

Indianapolis — Members  of  the  Associat- 
ed Theatre  Owners  of  Indiana  this  week 

heard,  criticized  and  recommended  tax 

reforms  and  measures  to  regulate  non- 
theatrical activities  and  amendments  to 

the  present  fire  code  law  in  Indiana. 
Jacob  Weiss,  a   member  of  the  law  firm 

of  Weiss,  Segelman  and  Born,  association 
attorneys,  was  the  principal  speaker  at  the 

afternoon  meeting  of  the  12th  annual  con- 
vention of  the  organization  in  the  Ant- 

lers Hotel. 

After  the  talk  by  Weiss,  members  went 

into  a   round-table  discussion  on  industry 
problems. 

Twenty  members  to  constitute  the  board 
of  directors  were  then  elected  from  the 

floor,  as  follows: 

District  No.  1 — Maurice  Rubin,  Michi- 

gan City,  Ind.;  Alex  Manta,  Indiana  Har- 
bor; R.  L.  Kreighbaum,  Rochester;  V.  U. 

Young,  Gary;  Pete  Mailers,  alternate,  Ft. 
Wayne. 

District  No.  2 — I.  Holycross,  Anderson; 

Leonard  Sowar,  Muncie;  William  Stude- 
baker,  Logansport;  Sam  Neall,  Kokomo; 
Sam  Switow,  alternate,  New  Albany. 

District  No.  3 — Harry  Markun,  Ernest 
Miller,  R.  R.  Bair,  Frank  Sanders,  Fred 
Dolle,  alternate,  all  of  Indianapolis. 

District  No.  4 — Roy  Harrold,  Rushville; 

Walter  Easley,  Greensburg;  Harry  Von- 
derschmitt,  Bloomington;  Trueman  Rem- 
musch,  Columbus;  Paul  Meloy,  alternate, 
Shelbyville. 

District  No.  5 — H.  H.  Johnson,  Madison; 
Bruce  Kixmiller,  Bicknell;  Oscar  Fine. 
Evansville;  Sam  Switow,  New  Albany;  A. 
Lyons,  alternate,  Vincennes. 

I.  R.  Holycross,  one  of  the  delegates  to 
the  New  York  trade  talks,  spoke  briefly 

on  remedies  for  existing  industry  prob- 
lems. 

Tuesday  night  delegates  were  entertain- 
ed at  the  local  Variety  Club  and  at  a   mid- 

night screening  of  Paramount’s  “Men  With 
Wings”  at  the  Cinema  Theatre. 

Hathaway  to  "Frontier" 
Hollywood — Henry  Hathaway  will  di- 

rect “The  Last  Frontier”  for  United  Artists 
release. 

Cordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 
Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE.  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 

Kerasotes  Planning 

A   New  1,000-Seater 
Peoria,  III. — A   new  1,000-seat  theatre 

for  Peoria’s  West  Bluff  to  cost  $125,000 
will  be  built  by  George  Kerasotes,  promi- 

nent Springfield  theatre  operator  and 
owner  of  the  Beverly  Theatre  here. 

The  theatre,  to  be  known  as  the  “Var- 
sity,” will  be  located  at  2119  Main  St. 

Plans  have  been  completed  by  J.  Fletcher 
Lankton,  architect. 
Work  of  razing  the  present  building  on 

the  site  will  be  started  presently  and  it 
is  hoped  to  start  construction  work  by 
November  15  and  to  complete  the  theatre 
by  next  February. 

Featured  will  be  a   modern  “cry  room” 
where  parents  may  take  their  babies  so 
they  will  not  disturb  the  audience,  but 
so  arranged  that  such  parents  will  have 
a   full  view  of  the  screen  and  be  able  to 

enjoy  the  show  themselves. 

The  murals  will  depict  a   “college  life” 
motif  and  the  theatre  will  be  equipped 
with  the  latest  in  sound  and  projection 

equipment,  spacious  lobby  and  foyer,  mod- 
ern rest  rooms  and  complete  year-round 

air  conditioning. 

Radio  Quickens  Delivery 

Of  Advertising  Supplies 
Chicago — Radio  helped  H.  Williams,  who 

operates  the  Stockton  Theatre  at  Stock- 

ton,  111.,  get  quick  delivery  on  some  ad- 
vertising accessories  last  week. 

Williams  is  an  amateur  radio  enthusi- 
ast and  has  his  own  amateur  station. 

When  he  needed  some  quick  changes  in 
lobby  paper  and  stills,  due  to  a   quick 
booking,  he  decided  to  try  to  contact  some 

local  “ham,”  and  have  the  Chicago  ama- 
teur relay  his  order  to  Photoplay  Adver- 

tising Co. 

H.  W.  Hamilton,  owner  of  station 

W9MRQ  here,  intercepted  the  message 
His  call  later  to  Hank  Porter  of  Photo- 

play Advertising  got  the  order  for  lobby 

display  posters,  stills  and  other  acces- 
sories out  in  time  to  get  to  Stockton  be- 

fore the  next  day’s  change. 

Bishop  Heads  Club 
Chicago — William  Bishop,  district  ex- 

ploiteer  for  M-G-M,  was  elected  president 
of  the  M-G-M  Booster  Club  of  Chicago  at 
its  first  formal  meeting  this  week.  Other 

officers  named  were  Art  O’Toole,  vice- 
president;  Gene  Lynch,  secretary;  Dorothy 

Vaness,  treasurer,  and  Harry  Todd,  ser- 
geant-at-arms. 

"Heart"  World  Premiere 

New  York — David  O.  Selznick’s  “The 

Young  in  Heart”  was  world  premiered 
here  November  3   at  the  Radio  City  Music 
Hall. 

QSCAR  KEUSCHNER,  former  manager 
of  Warner  Bros.’  local  exchange,  and 

now  operating  the  Hollywood  Theatre 
here,  is  seriously  ill  and  confined  to  St. 

Vincent’s  Hospital,  after  a   major  operation on  Monday. 

A   fire  of  unknown  origin  destroyed  the 
projection  room  in  the  Lincoln  Theatre, 

Tuesday  night.  Ger-Bar  Equipment  Co. 
will  re-equip  the  room.  Other  damage  to 
the  house  was  slight. 

Harry  Kornblum,  operator  of  the  Rose- 
dale  Theatre,  Evansville,  Ind.,  has  gone 
on  a   southern  fishing  trip  .   .   .   E.  W.  Dozier, 
operator  of  the  Roxy  Theatre,  Earlington, 
Ky.,  is  interested  in  the  oil  boom  near  his 

town. 

Hadley  H.  Hull,  Grand  National  ex- 
change manager,  returned  from  a   busi- 

ness trip  to  Louisville,  Ky. 

Frank  Carroll,  operator  of  the  Orleans, 

Ind.,  returned  home  after  a   trip  to  In- 
dianapolis, to  find  that  most  of  his  wearing 

apparel  was  destroyed  by  fire  during  his 
absence.  The  blaze  was  confined  to  the 
clothes  closet. 

Mary  Fuller  of  Warner  Bros,  staff  will 
be  married  next  week  to  William  Long  of 

Parkersburg,  W.  Va.  She  is  succeeded  by 
Dorothy  Robinson. 

The  new  theatre  at  Knox,  Ind.,  has  been 

completed  and  formally  opened.  It  has  a 
seating  capacity  of  450  chairs  and  will  b? 
known  as  the  Knox. 

Bill  Passen  has  remodeled  his  Amuse-ZJ 
Theatre  in  Jasonville,  Ind.  Among  im- 

provements is  a   new  fire-proof  projection booth. 

Kenneth  Collins,  manager  of  the  Indiana 
and  Apollo  theatres,  will  return  to  his 
office  Friday  after  being  away  a   month. 

He  has  fully  recovered  following  an  ap- 
pendectomy. 

See  Historical  Films 
Indianapolis — Officers  of  the  American 

Legion  were  guests  Friday  night  of  Fred 
Greenberg,  local  manager  of  Warner 

Bros.’  branch,  at  a   showing  of  two  his- 

torical pictures,  “The  Declaration  of  In- 
dependence,” and  “A  Man  Without  a 

Country.”  The  group  was  headed  by 

Homer  L.  Chaillaux,  head  of  the  “Ameri- 
canization” department  of  the  organiza- tion. 

To  Reopen  Keith's Indianapolis — Lou  Goodman,  formerly 

of  Washington,  D.  C.,  will  reopen  Keith’s 
Theatre  here  on  north  Pennsylvania  St. 

about  the  middle  of  November.  The  the- 
atre has  been  dark  a   long  time.  The  house 

will  be  renovated. 

Plans  for  Chilton 
Chilton,  Wis. — Kermit  Charboneau  of 

Lodi,  Wis.,  is  readying  plans  for  the  erec- 
tion of  a   500-seat  theatre  here,  at  a   cost 

of  approximately  $40,000. 
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Business  Promotion  Plan  in 

Wisconsin  Branded  "Lottery” 

C   IHI 1!  C   A   G   CO 
p   ’S  getting  to  be  pretty  romantic  around the  Warner  exchange  here,  what  with 
three  of  the  girls  in  the  office  having 
recently  announced  their  engagements. 

The  lucky  girls  (they’ll  find  out  later  how 
lucky  they  were)  are:  Anne  Dwyer,  to 
be  married  Thanksgiving  Day;  Gertruds 
Barr,  who  will  be  married  next  April, 
and  Beatrice  Feuchtwanger,  who  has  not 
yet  set  the  date. 

Mike  Roth,  formerly  exploiteer  and 
salesman  for  Columbia  out  of  the  Kansas 

City  office,  has  been  named  city  sales- 
man for  Grand  National  by  Ben  Benja- 
min, branch  manager.  He  succeeds  Harry 

Denny,  who  has  gone  to  Los  Angeles. 

B&K’s  ad  chief,  Bill  Hollander,  was  in 
New  York  for  a   few  days  this  week  .   .   . 

Joseph  Rosenberg,  chief  counsel  for  the 
independent  exhibitors  in  Hot  Springs 

Ark.,  one  week,  is  back  at  his  office  muc’. refreshed. 

Tony  Owens,  formerly  amusement  ad- 
vertising manager  for  the  Daily  News,  and 

Jimmy  Luntzel,  formerly  with  B&K  and 
more  recently  in  the  public  relations  field, 

have  both  joined  the  J.  R.  Hamilton  Ad- 
vertising Agency. 

Sylvan  Goldfinger  has  resigned  as  man- 
ager of  the  B&K  Garrick  and  has  been 

succeeded  by  Elmer  Immerman  .   .   .   “The 
Singing  Blacksmith,”  Yiddish  talking  pic- 

ture starring  Moishe  Oysher,  which  Irving 
Franklin  is  distributing  in  this  territory, 

started  out  well  last  week  at  the  Sono- 
tone  Theatre. 

Next  time  you  see  an  ambulance  or  fir: 

truck  going  down  Randolph  St.  or  any- 

where in  the  loop,  don’t  bother  to  look. 
Will  probably  be  another  stunt  for  the 
Woods,  Garrick  or  Apollo. 

Jack  Thoma,  Columbia  exploiteer,  made 

a   quick  trip  through  the  territory,  going 
as  far  east  as  Detroit. 

J.  H.  Hoffberg,  here  from  New  York 

last  week,  named  Archie  Spenser  loca1 
manager  of  his  Special  Attractions,  or- 

ganized to  handle  his  pictures.  Several  of 
his  pictures  are  understood  to  have  been 
set  for  loop  runs  at  the  Woods  Theatre 
shortly. 

Mrs.  Richard  M.  McClure,  president  of 
the  Better  Films  Council  of  Chicago,  has 

been  making  frequent  trips  to  nearby 

cities,  including  Bay  City,  Mich.,  Bloom- 
ington, Gary,  Ind.,  and  other  spots,  to 

speak  on  motion  pictures,  in  cooperation 
with  the  exhibitors  of  the  various  towns. 

Jack  Shumow,  acting  branch  manager 

for  M-G-M,  had  two  screenings  last  week 

of  “The  Citadel ”   for  exhibitors  at  Igel’s 
screening  room  ...  So  well  did  “Marriage 
Forbidden”  go  at  the  Woods  last  week, 
that  Herb  Elisburg  upped  the  night  price 
of  the  house  to  55  cents. 

Jack  Kirsch,  Allied  president,  was  con- 
fined to  his  home  several  days  this  week 

with  a   throat  infection  .   .   .   Hazel  An- 
derson, chief  booker  at  the  M-G-M  Oma- 

ha exchange,  visited  several  friends  in 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Madison,  Wis. — Atty.  Gen.  Orland  S. 
Loomis,  who  early  this  year  ruled  Bank 

Night  a   lottery,  has  given  a   similar  de- 
cision to  a   business  promotion  plan  used 

by  merchants  in  a   number  of  Wisconsin 
cities. 

The  plan  provides  for  the  displaying  by 
merchants  of  books  in  their  stores  which 

the  public  is  invited  to  sign.  Each  week 
cash  prizes  are  given  away  by  lot  among 

those  registering.  Announcement  of  win- 
ners is  made  at  a   certain  hour  over  the 

local  radio  station.  A   winner  thus  an- 
nounced is  required  to  be  present  in  the 

store  where  his  name  is  registered  when 
the  announcement  is  made  in  order  to 

be  eligible  to  collect  the  prize.  At  no  time 
is  it  necessary  to  purchase  anything. 

Maintaining  that  the  three  elements  of 

a   lottery,  namely,  prize,  chance  and  con- 
sideration, are  involved,  the  ruling  cov- 

ered the  last  point  by  concluding  as  fol- 
lows: 

“It  must  be  supposed  that  the  motive 
behind  this  plan  is  not  completely  al- 

truistic and  that  the  merchants  involved 

anticipate  some  material  benefits  from 
it.  The  presence  of  throngs  of  potential 
customers  may  reasonably  be  expected  to 
divert  at  least  some  quantum  of  trade 

from  non-participating  merchants,  and 
perhaps  induce  some  sales  which  might  not 
have  been  made  had  not  the  customer 
first  been  lured  to  the  store  by  the  promise 
of  something  free. 

“Thus,  it  may  well  be  concluded  that 
the  element  of  consideration  is  present 
and  that  the  scheme  consequently  falls 

within  the  purview  of  the  lottery  statute.” 
So  far  attempts  by  the  state  to  secure 

convictions  on  the  Bank  Night  ruling  ha\e 
been  unsuccessful. 

In  Milwaukee  last  week,  a   group  of  re- 

ligious leaders  called  upon  law  enforce- 
ment officers  to  adhere  to  the  attorney 

general’s  ruling  regardless  of  whether 
games  of  chance  are  being  sponsored  ty 
church,  civic  or  charitable  organizations 
or  by  private  interests.  Milwaukee  police 
have  adopted  the  policy  that  they  will  not 

prosecute  such  games  where  they  are  bein^ 
sponsored  by  church,  civic  or  charitable 

groups. 

A   New  Type  Shutter  Is 

Reported  by  Colortone 
Chicago — More  light,  greater  definition 

and  a   perfect  black  and  white  picture,  is 

what  exhibitors  who  have  seen  the  new- 
type  shutter  of  the  Colortone  Acoustics 

Devices,  Inc.,  have  said  about  the  mechan- 
ism. Designed  by  an  exhibitor,  the  shut- 

ter was  shown  here  recently  to  several 

circuit  and  independent  exhibitors,  as  well 

as  members  of  the  operators’  union. 
The  shutter  will  be  placed  on  the  market 

shortly  by  the  manufacturers,  who  are 
located  in  South  Bend,  Ind. 

The  device  is  also  said  to  cause  an  ab- 
sence of  yellow  from  the  screen  which 

eliminates  eye-fatigue  of  patrons. 

At  SMPE  Confab 
New  York — At  the  SMPE  convention 

last  week  in  Detroit  was  Ray  Duport,  who 
intended  to  head  for  the  west  following  the 

confab,  traveling  in  the  interests  of  For- 
est Rectifiers  and  Hurley  Screen. 

Thank  You!  Chicago  Exhibitors  .   .   .   . 
Pardon  our  pride,  but  the 

^   ONE  AND  ONLY  — 

fllOVIE  STAMPS 
must  be  good  if  every  circuit  is  using  them . 

B&K,  ESSANESS,  WARNERS,  INDIANA-ILLINOIS, 
G.  C.  S.,  BLAND  BROS.,  GOODMAN -HARRISON, 

LASKER  and  120  INDEPENDENTS! 

"Movie  Stamps  Mean  Business"  .   .   .   Is  our  Slogan 

NATIONAL  THEATRE  SERVICE 
JOS.  BERENSON,  Manager 

1325  South  Wabash  CHICAGO.  ILL.  Phones.  CALumet  7733-4 

MOVIE 

STAMP 
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Varied  Opinions  Voiced  on  the 

Value  of  "Greatest  Year"  Drive 
By  B.  O.  TELLER 

Chicago — Varied  opinions  are  being 

voiced  locally  as  to  the  benefits  and  detri- 

ments of  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year  drive. 

Practically  all  executives  coming  through 
the  Windy  City,  en  route  to  either  coast, 

feel  it  is  generally  benefiting  the  indus- 
try. Leo  Spitz,  who  left  this  week  for  the 

coast,  said  “I  have  found  the  Movie  Quiz 
has  been  helping  business  everywhere  I 

have  been.” 
Smaller  exhibitors  in  the  city,  however, 

feel  the  contest  is  not  benefiting  them, 
primarily  because  they  do  not  have  the 
opportunity  of  playing  sufficient  product 
for  their  patrons  to  enter  the  contest  by 
the  time  it  closes. 

“'This  contest  is  like  anything  else  that 
has  to  be  pushed,”  said  one  executive 
passing  through  here.  ‘‘Naturally  the  ex- 

hibitors should  realize  that  they  will  have 

to  get  behind  the  contest  in  their  par- 
ticular neighborhood  and  boost  it  or  else 

the  patron  will  not  be  interested.  We  have 
found  that  wherever  exhibitors  have  boost- 

ed the  campaign,  they  have  many  patrons 
entering  the  contest  and  watching  for  the 
films  as  they  are  shown.  This  is  true  of 

smaller  exhibitors  as  well  as  circuit  opera- 

tors.” 
Most  local  newspapers  are  putting  stars 

after  quiz  pictures  in  advertisements  to 
help  identify  the  contest  films  for  the 
fans. 

Univ.  Speeds  Release 

Schedule  of  Horror  Duo 
Chicago — In  order  to  give  exhibitors  a 

chance  to  cash  in  on  the  horror  craze 

while  it’s  still  hot,  Universal  is  stepping 
up  the  regular  release  schedules  of  ‘‘Fran- 

kenstein” and  “Dracula.”  It  will  be  avail- 
able for  first-week  houses  the  week  of 

December  11. 

It  opened  this  week  at  the  Southtown. 

Other  availabilities  listed  are  "B”  week, 
November  18;  second  “B”  week,  Novem- 

ber 25;  “C”  week,  December  4. 

Spitz  to  Coast 
Chicago — After  spending  a   few  days  here 

at  his  law  offices,  Leo  Spitz  was  to  leave 
this  week  for  the  west  coast.  He  expects 
to  be  there  about  two  weeks  before  re- 

turning to  his  law  practice  here  with  the 
firm  of  Spitz  &   Adcock. 

WPA  Play  Hurts 
Chicago — The  swingcopated  version  by 

the  WPA  theatre  project  of  “The  Mikado,” 
currently  at  the  Great  Northern  Theatre, 
is  cutting  into  film  theatre  grosses  in  tip 

loop.  It  features  an  all-Negro  cast. 

" Degree "   From  Columbia 
Given  Jimmy  Durante 

Chicago — A   new  high  in  press  agenting 

was  reached  here  this  week  when  Jimmy 
(Schnozzle)  Durante,  who  opened  at  the 
Chez  Paree,  was  awarded  an  honorary 
degree  of  master  of  speech  by  the  Colum- 

bia College  of  Drama  and  Radio. 

The  gag  broke  in  all  of  the  local  dailies 
and  even  received  wired  consideration 
from  the  news  services.  The  degree  was 

conferred  on  Durante  by  Norman  Alex- 
androff,  dean  of  the  school,  which  re- 

cently instituted  a   complete  motion  pic- 
ture department.  The  school,  48  years 

old,  is  one  of  the  recognized  of  its  type  in 
the  country. 

Lasky  Silent  on  Type  of 

Airshow  Planned  by  RKO 
Chicago— Jesse  Lasky,  here  negotiating 

on  the  proposed  RKO  tieup  on  the  new 
forthcoming  Wrigley  show,  said  this  week 
that  a   statement  on  the  type  of  program 
will  probably  be  ready  next  week.  He 

said  that  until  the  deal  is  completed  noth- 
ing can  be  stated  as  to  what  type  of  pro- 

gram, and  how  RKO  will  fit  into  the  pic- 
ture. 

It  is  thought  that  the  Billy  House- 
Laugh  Liner  program,  currently  on  Co- 

lumbia at  6:30  p.  m.  Sundays,  will  run 
until  about  the  first  of  the  year,  when  the 

Lasky-RKO  show  will  replace  it  at  the 
same  time. 

To  Screen  "Waltz" Chicago — M-G-M  will  hold  a   trade  and 

press  screening  of  “The  Great  Waltz” 
Thursday,  November  10,  at  the  Esquire 
Theatre. 

But  " Seeing  Is 

Believing" 
Chicago — When  Sam  Schoenstadt 

drove  the  car,  which  CAPA  is  giving 

away,  into  the  lobby  of  the  Crillon 

Hotel,  he  didn't  know  it,  but  he  was 
unwittingly  the  cause  of  an  innocent 

bystander  declaring  himself  (the  i.  b.) 

a   little  tetched  in  the  head. 

The  innocent  bystander  was  talking 

to  someone  on  the  telephone,  and  he 

was  overheard  to  say,  just  as  the  car, 

minus  the  doors,  was  driven  into  the 

lobby:  “Yesterday,  you  (referring  to 

the  party  at  the  other  end  of  the  tele- 

phone) told  me  I   was  nuts.  Now  I   be- 

lieve it.  Either  that  or  I'm  drunk,  be- 

cause I'd  swear  I   see  them  driving  a 
car  into  the  lobby  of  the  hotel  here. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

the  Chicago  office  last  week  during  her 
vacation  stay  here. 

Larry  Stem  handled  the  campaigns  for 

the  Grove,  Ogden  and  Parthenon  (Ham- 

mond, hid.)  theatres,  on  their  Hallowe’en shows  held  last  week.  All  clicked  to  the 

tune  of  capacity  and  SRO  crowds  for  the 
midnight  shows. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Randolph  Scott  was  a   passenger  on 
the  Santa  Fe  Chief  when  it  arrived 
from  the  west  coast.  He  went  on  to 
New  York.  Also  on  the  train  was 

Jimmy  Durante  on  his  way  here  for 
his  Chez  Paree  engagement  .   .   . 

Groucho  and  Harpo  Marx  were  on 
the  Super  Chief  Tuesday  night  when 
it  left  Dearborn  Station  for  the  west 
coast. 

Joseph  Pasternak,  Universal  pro- 
ducer, was  through  here  Tuesday  en 

route  to  the  west  coast. 

Red  Skelton,  through  here  Sunday 
en  route  to  New  York  where  he  will 

headline  in  the  Paladium-type  show  to 
open  a   two-a-day  run  at  the  Colony 

Theatre,  said  the  show  is  being  bank- 
rolled with  $50,000  for  the  opening, 

and  with  more  where  that  comes  from. 
The  Chester  Hale  Girls,  currently  at 

the  Palace  here,  will  go  into  the  show 
as  will  Gil  Lamb  and  Eddie  Garr. 

Ann  Sothern  was  through  here  via 
TWA  last  week  on  her  way  to  the 

coast  for  retakes  on  “Trade  Winds.” 
She  had  one  of  those  new  up-do  hair- 

dresses,  and  the  usual  Hollywood  dis- 
guise of  dark  glasses,  as  she  saun- 
tered about  the  city  airport  .   .   .   John 

Boles  was  another  TWA  passenger  .   .   . 

Roland  Young  left  on  the  Super  Chief 
on  Saturday  for  the  west  coast,  after 
a   short  New  York  vacation. 

The  first  report  of  the  amusement  sec- 
tion contributions  to  the  Community  Fund 

drive  this  week  amounted  to  $2,125  .   .   . 

It's  now  “Jitterbug”  contests  in  the  local 
theatres.  B&K  has  been  running  them 

at  the  North  Shore,  Congress  and  Gate- 
way, while  Harry  Balaban  has  one  going 

weekly  at  the  Commercial  on  the  south 
side,  with  plans  of  both  circuits  calling 
for  more.  Jones,  Linick  &   Schaefer  offer 

a   “Jitterbug  Night”  every  Wednesday  at 

the  State-Lake. 

Mrs.  Marion  W.  Nichols,  35,  wife  of  a 
Ross  Federal  Service  research  engineer, 

mysteriously  met  her  death  here  early 
Sunday  morning,  shortly  after  she  had 
left  her  home  in  Evanston  for  a   walk. 

Allied  Theatres  of  Illinois  had  a   regu- 
lar membership  meeting  this  week  at  the 

CAPA  quarters  .   .   .   It’s  a   new  baby  brother 
for  Ronnie  and  Buddie  at  the  Cal  Her- 

mers,  born  two  weeks  ago,  “and  with 
everybody  doing  swell,”  says  Cal. 

Finish  Photography 

Hollywood  —   Photography  on  “Trade 
Winds,”  a   Walter  Wanger  picture,  was 

completed  this  week.  Tay  Garnett  is  di- 
recting the  film  and  United  Artists  re- 

leases. 
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By  Indiana  Motion  Picture  Group 

B&K  and  Major  Lawyers 

Ready  Answers  on  Suit 

(Continued  from  page  47) 

ferred  in  one  discussion  he  had  with  the 

attorneys  that  his  reason  for  leaving  the 

bill  intact  was  that  he  felt  the  indepen- 
dents were  attempting  to  show  the  power 

of  the  combination  of  the  defendants  and 

their  power  to  make  their  will  effective 
as  a   combination  through  the  mass  of  in 
formation  contained  in  the  complaint. 

Miles  Seeley  was  in  court  with  Golding 
to  represent  the  defendant  companies. 

Strong  Words  in 

"Clearance"  Hearing 
Chicago  —   Judge  James  H.  Wilkerson, 

hearing  the  independent  exhibitors’  anti- 
trust clearance  suit  in  federal  court,  again 

last  week,  in  strong  words,  intimated  that 
he  felt  the  matter  of  monopolistic  actions 
should  be  taken  up  by  the  department  of 

justice — if  there  is  a   violation  of  the  mo- 
nopoly and  trust  laws — and  not  by  pri- 

vate individuals. 

The  transcript  of  the  hearing  last 
Thursday,  as  obtained  by  Boxoffice,  had 
Judge  Wilkerson  saying  in  part: 

“You  (directing  his  remarks  to  Aaron 
Stein,  attorney  for  the  independents) 
have  come  in  here  with  a   bill  of  com- 

plaint, almost  the  like  of  which  I   never 

saw  in  private  litigation.  You  have  a   his- 
tory of  this  business  almost  from  the  be- 

ginning of  the  industry.  And  over  the — 
at  your  very  strong  insistence,  I   permitted 
all  of  that  to  stay  in,  and  have  put  the 
defendants  to  the  task  of  answering  the 
bill  ...  I   think  that  bill  could  be  boiled 

down  to  within  one-fifth  of  its  present 
compass  and  be  a   stronger  bill  than  it  is 
.   .   .   The  bill  is  not  drawn  according  to 
the  rules  of  equity  pleading  as  we  have 
been  enforcing  them  here  every  since  I 
have  known  anything  about  the  equity 
rules. 

“If  this  were  a   case  of  any  other  kind, 
if  it  hadn’t  been  for  what  some  of  the 
courts  have  said  about  these  long  allega- 

tions of  history,  I   would  have  stricken  this 
bill  on  the  ground  that  it  was  too  prolix 
and  too  verbose,  and  made  you  bring  in 
a   bill  in  here  of  about  25  or  30  pages, 
which  would  have  been  limited  to  an 

avertment  of  ultimate  facts.” 
Judge  Wilkerson  made  it  clear  that  he 

was  open  to  conviction  on  any  part  of  the 

case,  added  later  in  the  hearing:  “I  recog- 
nize that  the  courts  have  been  pretty  lib- 
eral in  pleadings  of  these  anti-trust  cases, 

and  I   am  obliged  to  say  that  there  is  some 

law  about  these  private  suits  that  I   didn’t 
understand. 

“You  may  educate  me  before  I   am 
through  with  this,  but  I   had  always  sup- 

posed that  where  the  only  injury  which 
was  sustained  was  one  which  was  common 
to  the  general  public,  as  the  law  now 
stands,  that  the  suit  has  to  be  brought  by 

the  United  States.” 
Stein  interrupted  Judge  Wilkerson  with 

“   .   .   .   but  the  injury  is  not  one  in  com- 
mon with  the  general  public.” 

To  which  the  judge  answered:  “Well,  I 
think  it  is — that  is  where  you  and  I   differ. 
The  way  that  case  was  put  up  to  me,  it 
seemed  to  me  that  the  injury  which  was 
sustained  was  an  injury  to  every  one  who 
wanted  to  open  a   moving  picture  theatre 
and  to  the  public  as  well. 

Women  Hold  Round-table 

On  Pictures  in  Chicago 
Chicago  —   A   round-table  institute  on 

motion  pictures  was  held  at  the  northern 
regional  meeting  of  the  motion  picture 
department  of  the  Illinois  Federation  of 

Women’s  Clubs  last  week  at  the  Sherman 
Hotel,  with  Miss  Elsie  Clanahan,  East 
St.  Louis,  state  chairman,  in  charge. 

The  women  discussed,  at  length,  “Why 
has  attendance  at  motion  picture  the- 

atres declined?”  Among  the  many  rea- 
sons advanced  were: 

“Double  features  cause  patrons  to  be- 
come tired  and  they  miss  the  short  sub- 

jects of  years  past. 

“Radio  dramatization  of  popular  films 
give  patrons  an  idea  of  the  story  and  they 

don’t  care,  then,  to  see  the  picture. 
“Too  many  conversational  films,  with 

the  dramatic  ability  of  present  stars 

much  lower  than  those  of  the  past.” 
The  department  plans  to  push  the  edu- 

cational value  of  pictures  throughout  its 
coming  season. 

Get  Outdoor  Scenes 
Hollywood — Walter  Wanger  has  a   tech- 

nical crew  in  Kayenta,  Ariz.,  getting  out- 

door scenes  for  his  forthcoming  “Stage- 

coach.” 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 

1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 

  MAINTENANCE   

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  <&  Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 

1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 
COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

Indianapolis — The  October  report  of  the 

picture  committee  of  the  Indiana  Indors- 
ers of  Photoplays  shows  22  feature  pictures 

and  five  shorts  have  been  previewed  dur- 
ing the  month.  Eighteen  were  listed  and 

approved,  one  listed  below  average,  one  as 
not  worthwhile  and  two  reissues  approved 
for  the  second  time. 

Two  pictures,  “Too  Hot  to  Handle”  and 
“Campus  Confessions,”  were  considered 

poorly  titled  and  misleading;  “Sing,  You 
Sinners”  was  listed  as  “misleading”  in  title. 

“Affairs  of  Annabel”  was  considered  be- 

low average.  “Vacation  From  Love”  was 
not  considered  worthwhile. 

The  five  shorts  were  classed  as  good  en- 
tertainment for  both  children  and  adults. 

Discussing  the  “Better  Pictures  Con- 
test,” Mrs.  David  Ross,  president  of  the 

Indiana  Indorsers  of  Photoplays,  said, 

“Many  thousands  of  people  have  been  in- 
terested in  the  contest  put  on  by  the  mo- 

tion picture  industry.  This  contest  has 

had  the  effect  of  making  the  public  con- 
scious of  the  detail  work  given  by  artists 

to  make  the  story  impressive.  The  im- 
mense number  of  specialists  employed  in 

different  lines  of  work  in  film  production 

will  have  to  watch  very  close  for  that  in- 
significant error  to  which  the  industry  has, 

by  this  contest,  called  to  our  attention.” 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters 

from  one  source — 50%  saving — one 
weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 

banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 

least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  331 1-A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 

■   Si  as  mm  A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR    

CHICAGO 
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Q.  H.  BATES,  state  sales  tax  supervisor, 
in  an  address  at  the  convention  of  the 

Missouri  Retailers  Ass’n  here,  expressed 
the  belief  that  no  increase  in  the  present 
two  per  cent  state  sales  tax  would  be 

necessary  if  the  present  tax  law  was  bol- 

stered by  a   “use”  tax  and  by  more  effi- 
cient methods  of  collecting  the  present  tax. 

In  the  meantime,  Atty.-Gen.  Roy  McKitt- 
rick  is  threatening  to  file  embezzlement 
charges  against  merchants  and  others  who 
fail  to  remit  to  the  state  sales  taxes  which 

they  have  collected  from  their  customers. 

Four  of  the  first  five  M-G-M  pictures 

shown  first  run  at  Loew’s  State  since  the 
1938-39  season  got  under  way,  have  shown 
enough  activity  at  the  boxoffice  to  be  held 

for  a   second  week.  The  repeaters  are  “Too 
Hot  to  Handle ,”  “Boys  Town,”  and  “Marie 
Antoinette,”  all  of  which  did  better  than 
$20,000  their  opening  week,  and  the  cur- 

rent attraction,  “ Stablemates”  and  “Vaca- 
tion From  Love,”  which  did  $16,000  last 

week  and  seems  set  for  another  $11,000  or 
better  this  week. 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  his  “Jitterbug”  con- 
test at  the  Municipal  Auditorium  drew 

about  40,000  cash  customers  .   .   .   The  stage 

version  of  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” 
will  open  another  engagement  at  the 
American  Theatre  here  on  November  6. 

The  cast  will  be  different  from  the  com- 
pany that  did  the  show  here  last  year. 

Clarence  M.  Turley  attended  the  two- 
day  North  Central  Conference  of  Building 
Owners  and  Managers  at  Cleveland,  Ohio, 

last  week.  Turley,  who  is  a   former  presi- 
dent of  the  national  association,  spoke  on 

“The  Effect  of  Stabilization  on  the  Sky- 
scraper Industry.” 

Bids,  opened  last  week  for  improvements 
on  the  Municipal  Theatre  in  Forest  Park, 

showed  the  following  low  bids:  General 
work,  J.  S.  Alberici,  $183,000;  electric  work. 
Gamp  Electrical  Co.,  $27,396.  Tire  total 
of  the  lowest  bids  was  $211,396. 

Screenings  Planned  lor 

"Waltz"  Around  Chicago 
Chicago — M-G-M  is  planning  trade  and 

press  screenings  for  the  “Great  Waltz”  in 
this  territory  next  week.  Tuesday  a   screen- 

ing will  be  held  at  the  Crocker  Theatre, 
Elgin;  Wednesday,  Majestic,  LaSalle; 

Thursday,  Orpheum,  Springfield,  and  Fri- 
day, Colfax,  South  Bend. 

Contests  for  local  participation  in  the 
nationwide  competition  were  being  set 
this  week  throughout  the  state  by  Bill 
Bishop. 

Road  Taking  Shape 
Chicago — Work  is  progressing  rapidly 

on  the  completion  of  the  Road  Theatre 
at  3725  W.  Roosevelt.  The  house  will  be 

opened  late  in  November  by  Charles  Nel- 
son, who  also  operates  the  Lawndale  on 

Roosevelt. 

Feldstein  Honored 

At  Variety  Dinner 

St.  Louis — William  Feldstein,  who  re- 

cently resigned  from  his  position  as  mana- 
ger of  the  St.  Louis  office  for  United 

Artists,  to  become  booker  and  film  buyer 
for  the  Frisina  circuit  of  southern  Illi- 

nois and  eastern  Missouri,  was  the  guest 

of  honor  at  a   testimonial' dinner  given  by 
the  members  of  the  Variety  Club  of  St. 

Louis  in  the  club’s  headquarters  in  the 
Roosevelt  Hotel.  Among  those  present  was 
his  successor  as  UA  manager,  Ben  Robbins, 

who  formerly  was  city  salesman  in  De- 
troit, and  Jack  Goldhar,  district  mana- 

ger. 
At  the  conclusion  of  the  dinner  came 

a   presentation  speech  in  proffering  Feld- 
stein the  emblem  of  the  film  exchange. 

In  addition  he  was  given  a   beautiful  loung- 
ing robe.  Speakers  at  the  dinner  included 

Ray  Colvin,  Goldhar,  Lou  Ansel  and  Har- 
old W.  “Chick”  Evens.  A   floor  show  fol- 

lowed. 

Hallowe'en  Parties  lor 

Milwaukee's  Youngsters 
Milwaukee — Theatres  throughout  the 

state  staged  special  Hallowe’en  parties  for 
youngsters,  in  most  instances  on  October 

29.  Fox’s  Paradise,  World,  Layton  Park 
and  Kosciuszko  theatres,  all  neighborhood 
houses,  offered  parties  with  free  candy 
and  free  prizes  for  the  best  costumes. 

H.  J.  Mirisch’s  Tower  and  Oriental  the- 
atres offered  stage  contests,  free  spooky 

film  and  Hallowe’en  masks. 

F.  S.  Norton,  manager  of  the  Bay  The- 

atre at  Green  Bay,  advertised  “ten  big 
show  units  for  10  cents  (only  a-penny- 

apiece)  ”   for  that  theatre’s  Saturday  morn- 
ing Hallowe’en  show.  Program  include  _i 

two  western  features,  “Renegade  Ranger,’ 
and  “Sing  Cowboy  Sing,”  Mickey  Mouse 
cartoon,  two  other  cartoons,  scenic  and 

four  stage  contests,  namely,  a   tug-of-war, 

girls’  sing  contest,  ice  cream  contest  and 
apple  ducking  contest.  Cash  prizes  went 

to  winners  of  these  contests  and  free  Hal- 

lowe’en apples  were  given  to  all  boys  ani 
girls  attending. 

The  Superior  Theatre  at  Superior,  in 
cooperation  with  the  PTA,  schools,  police 
department  and  other  civic  organizations 
arranged  a   special  party  for  children  on 

Monday  night.  The  specially  selected  pro- 
gram included  games  with  prizes  offered 

for  the  best  costumes. 

" London  Bridges " 
Chicago — We  overheard  some  girls  in 

the  RKO  exchange  talking  about  those 
new  fancy  bathtub  hair  dresses. 

Said  one  girl:  “I  hear  those  new  up- 
do hair  dresses  are  on  the  decline.” 

And  not  to  be  outdone,  Kathryn  Wright 

quipped  back:  “Yes,  mine  seems  to  be 

coming  down,  too.” 

R   A   CC  HI  N   IE 
jyjYRON  KUHR,  who  has  been  assistant 

manager  for  the  past  year  at  War- 
ner’s Venetian,  has  been  transferred  to  the 

Warner  Theatre  in  Milwaukee.  He  as- 
sumed his  new  duties  on  October  31.  Re- 

placing him  at  the  Venetian  is  Jim  Gor- 
man, who  came  to  Racine  from  Milwaukee. 

Appealing  principally  to  the  women 
patrons,  two  Racine  theatres  have  added 
cosmetic  products  as  giveaways.  At  the 

Capitol,  compacts  are  given  to  women  pat- 
rons once  a   week,  and  at  the  Granada, 

face  powder  is  a   weekly  gift. 

After  only  three  weeks  of  discontinuance, 

Bank  Night  has  again  been  placed  in  op- 

eration at  Warner’s  Venetian.  Using  the 
same  registrations,  the  first  Bank  Night 

award  offered  by  the  theatre  on  Novem- 
ber 2   and  3   was  $1,500.  The  Racine  Novelty 

Co.  offers  an  insurance  guarantee  of 

$1,000.  Ten-O-Win,  which  replaced  Bank 
Night,  has  been  moved  from  the  Venetian 

to  Warner’s  Rialto,  where  it  will  be  play- 
ed on  Friday  nights. 

Everett  Anderson,  after  a   five  weeks’ 
leave  of  absence,  has  resumed  his  duties 

as  assistant  manager  at  the  Rialto.  Har- 

vey Kny,  Rialto  manager,  and  Don  Nich- 
ols, Venetian  manager,  were  recent  speak- 
ers before  the  Better  Films  League,  and 

offered  thier  fullest  cooperation  to  that 
organization  in  its  program  of  selection 

and  recommendation  of  the  better  film  re- leases. 

Hugh  Herbert,  recently  featured  at  the 
food  show  in  Milwaukee,  paid  a   short  visit 
to  Racine.  Several  film  fans  recognized 
him  in  front  of  a   downtown  theatre  and 

are  now  proudly  displaying  his  autograph. 

Many  Racme  persons  were  in  the  audience 
which  heard  Elissa  Landi  when  she  spoke 
recently  at  Kenosha,  contrasting  acting 

for  the  stage  and  screen.  Miss  Landi  spent 
the  entire  day  in  Kenosha,  attended  the 
Kenosha  Theatre  in  the  afternoon,  and 

was  the  guest  of  honor  at  a   small  dinner 

party  given  by  a   group  of  Racine  and 

Kenosha  teachers  preceding  her  evening’s 
lecture  at  the  Kenosha  High  School. 

Answering  a   classified  advertisement  in 

a   local  daily,  which  offered  $5  to  the  wom- 
an who  would  attend,  alone,  a   midnight 

showing  of  “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein” 
at  the  completely  darkened  Rialto  Thea- 

tre, a   young  woman  employed  at  the  Wis- 
consin Telephone  Co.  accepted  the  offer 

of  Manager  Harvey  Kny  and  saw  the  two 

horror  pictures.  A   letter  telling  of  her  re- 
actions was  published  the  following  day 

in  the  local  daily. 

Working  with  the  union  bakers  of  Ra- 
cine, the  Uptown  Theatre  has  inaugu- 

rated a   series  of  Saturday  matinees  at 
which  the  first  200  children,  bringing  ten 

union  bread  wrappers  or  labels  of  bread 
that  is  made  in  Racine,  are  admitted  free. 
For  eight  weeks,  starting  October  29,  a 

bicycle  will  be  given  to  some  boy  or  girl 
in  the  audience. 

Open  at  Altamont 
Altamont,  III. — The  Main  Theatre  here 

was  recently  opened  by  Miss  A.  Wohlert. 
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Fox  Houses  in  Wisconsin 

Find  Something  in  Name 

MILWAUKEE 
JJ  J.  FITZGERALD,  general  manager  of 

Fox  here,  addressed  a   meeting  of  cir- 
cuit managers  in  Beaver  Dam  October  27 

.   .   .   State  finals  in  M-G-M’s  “Great  Waltz’’ 
contest  in  Wisconsin  are  slated  to  be  con- 

ducted November  18  on  the  stage  of  Fox's 
Wisconsin  here. 

George  Shelley,  under  contract  to  RKO, 

and  his  mother,  Mrs.  Janet  Harvey  Schal- 
ert,  stopped  off  in  Watertown  last  week 

to  visit  cousins  while  en  route  from  Holly- 
wood to  New  York. 

Arlene  Judge  and  George  Raft,  film 
stars,  were  spectators  at  the  last  Green 
Bay  Packer  game  in  Milwaukee. 

Robert  A.  Hess,  local  attorney  and  coun- 
sel for  Ascap  in  Wisconsin ,   has  been  ap- 

pointed by  the  state  tax  commission  as 
special  counsel  to  prosecute  gift  tax  cases 
involving  more  than  $1,000,000. 

Last  week  saw  the  showing  of  “Pagli- 
acci,”  a   home  movie  produced  by  Cinema 
Antics  Motion  Picture  Co.  under  the  di- 

rection of  William  S.  Mehring,  at  the 
Appleton  Theatre  in  Appleton.  It  is  said 
to  have  marked  the  first  presentation  of 
a   16mm  film  on  a   large  theatre  screen. 

Oscar  Baumann  is  installing  new  seats 
and  carpeting  in  his  Classic  Theatre  at 
Watertown. 

A.  C.  Gutenberg,  proprietor  of  the  Grand 

and  president  of  the  Holton  Street  Ad- 

vancement Ass’n,  presided  at  the  cele- 
bration last  week  in  connection  with  the 

opening  of  the  widened  Holton  St.  More 
than  15,000  persons  attended  the  event, 
which  included  pavement  dancing. 

Rivoli  Theatre,  La  Crosse,  as  an  added 

novelty  last  week,  presented  “The  Great 
Train  Robbery,”  the  first  feature  picture 
made  in  America. 

Each  month,  F.  S.  Norton,  manager  of 
the  Bay  Theatre  in  Green  Bay,  is  host 

to  members  of  the  school  boy  safety  pa- 
trols of  the  city  and  Brown  county  at  a 

special  Saturday  theatre  party.  The  boys’ 
belts  and  badges  admit  them  to  the  show. 

Superior  Theatre  at  Superior  observed 
its  first  anniversary  October  29  with  a 
special  array  of  programs  for  the  entire 
week,  with  the  various  days  dedicated  to 
local  and  surrounding  communities. 

M-G-M  Marionettes  to 

Visit  Windy  City  Nov,  14 
Chicago — The  M-G-M  traveling  marion- 

ette studio  will  be  here  a   week  from  Mon- 

day, November  14,  for  a   two-day  stay. 
In  charge  will  be  Capt.  Volney  Phifer,  who 

has  headed  many  special  M-G-M  road 
displays. 

While  here,  the  marionette  troupe  will 

offer  parts  from  three  forthcoming  M-G-M 

releases — “The  Citadel,”  “Great  Waltz” 
and  “Sweethearts.” 

Chicago  Business 
Continues  Upturn 

Chicago — Business  continued  generally 

upward  this  week. 

Malmar’s  “Moonlight  Sonata”  con- 
tinued its  SRO  stand  at  the  World-Play- 

house.  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,” 
doing  a   repeat  at  the  Garrick,  as  a   third 
loop  week,  held  up  exceptionally  well. 

“Drums”  continued  big  at  the  Apollo,  as 

did  “Boys  Town,”  the  four-week  veteran 
at  the  United  Artists. 

“Too  Hot  to  Handle”  bogged  down  a 
little  and  as  a   result  went  only  two  weeks 

at  the  Roosevelt.  Warner’s  “The  Sisters” 
was  off  to  a   rousing  good  week  at  the 

Chicago,  while  “Mad  About  Music”  was 
doing  well  in  its  third  stanza  at  the 
Palace. 

“Marriage  Forbidden,”  at  the  Woods, 
was  going  into  its  second  week,  with  the 

first  week  having  eclipsed  the  house  re- 
cord since  it  was  taken  over  by  Essaness, 

by  a   goodly  margin. 

P   IE  O   R   1!  A 
pEORIA  film  men  feel  the  boycott  leaflet 

reproduced  by  Boxoffice  to  be  a   vic- 
ious, unfair  and  unjustified  attack  on 

the  picture  industry.  Although  it  was  ad- 
mitted by  all  interviewed  that  the  whole 

affair  was  a   touchy  subject,  condemna- 
tion of  the  leaflet  was  general  and  in 

most  cases  extremely  severe. 

Members  of  the  championship  basket- 
ball team  of  Bradley  College  were  guests 

of  the  Palace  Theatre  management  at 

a   night  showing  of  “ Campus  Confessions” 
(Para)  and  it  was  a   successful  bit  of  pro- 

motion as  townsmen  flocked  to  the  the- 
atre to  get  closeups  of  their  heroes  who 

have  been  undefeated  for  two  years  in 
the  Little  19  Conference  and  who  played 
at  Madison  Square  Garden  during  the 
last  Christmas  holidays.  The  film  tieup 
is  that  Hank  Luisetti,  great  Stanford  cage 
star,  has  a   role  in  the  picture. 

Jack  Thoma,  publicity  director  for  Co- 

lumbia, was  a   visitor  here  promoting  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  which  is  to 
show  at  the  Madison  Theatre.  The  lobby 

has  a   clever  display,  featuring  life-size 
replicas  of  featured  members  of  the  cast 

which  are  placed  in  a   long  row  continu- 
ing from  the  lounges,  the  effect  being 

startling  and  giving  the  impression  the 
lobby  is  always  swarming  with  people. 

Jimmy  McCullough,  former  manager  of 
the  Rialto  Theatre  in  Peoria  and  now  city 
manager  for  Publix-Great  States  Theatres 
in  La  Salle,  is  visiting  here  with  his  wife. 

Milwaukee — With  Fox  getting  the  jump 

on  the  opposition  by  a   week  or  more  in 
various  spots  with  the  horror  flicker  craze, 

it  plugged  the  names  of  “Frankenstein” 
and  “Dracula”  in  its  advertising  and  min- 

imized the  title  of  the  pictures  being 

played,  “The  Man  Who  Lives  Again,”  “The 
Walking  Dead”  and  “White  Zombie.” 

In  Milwaukee,  where  Fox’s  Strand  open- 
ed October  21  with  “The  Walking  Dead” 

and  “White  Zombie,”  the  Alhambra,  which 
opened  October  27  advised  the  public  in 

newspaper  advertising  as  well  as  theatre 
front  placard  and  picket  in  front  of  the 

theatre  that  it  would  be  showing  the  orig- 

inal and  only  “Dracula”  and  “Franken- 
stein” horror  show,  other  theatre  adver- 

tising to  the  contrary. 

Similar  situations  existed  in  Madison, 

between  the  Parkway  and  Capitol  the- 
atres and  in  Janesville  between  the  Jef- 

fris  and  Myers  theatres.  In  Madison,  the 

Parkway,  playing  “The  Walking  Dead”  and 
“White  Zombie,”  beat  the  Capitol  by  about 
a   week  on  the  Universal  combo,  while  in 
Janesville,  the  Myers  was  out  in  front  by 

11  days  with  “The  Man  Who  Lived  Again” 
and  “White  Zombie”  over  the  Jeffris,  which 

booked  the  “original”  films. 

Upon  the  opening  of  the  Alhambra  here 

with  “Frankenstein”,  and  “Dracula,”  Fox’s 
Strand  dropped  its  reference  to  these  pic- 

tures in  its  advertising.  The  combo  has 

gone  into  its  second  week  with  the  Al- 
hambra show  also  slated  for  two  weeks. 

Both  houses  have  dressed  up  their  lob- 

bies, boxoffices  and  advertising  in  bang- 

up  horror  fashion  with  the  Alhambra  ad- 
vertising “Complete  first  aid  and  emer- 

gency ambulance  instantly  available  for 

those  who  can’t  take  it.” 

The  cashier  in  Strand’s  boxoffice  is 
garbed  in  nurses  outfit,  while  lobby  sports 
a   bally hooer  in  skeleton  garb.  This  theatre 

is  holding  to  its  regular  35-50-cent  ad- 
mission, while  the  Alhambra  is  charging 

only  30  and  40  cents. 

Warner-Saxe  theatres  are  breaking  out 
with  horror  shows  in  neighborhood  spots 

here  playing  such  pictures  as  "The  Man 
Who  Lived  Again,”  “Condemned  to  Live,” 
“Revolt  of  the  Demons,”  “The  Ghost 
Walks,”  “The  Death  Kiss”  and  “The  Miss- 

ing Guest.” 

Ofstie  Buys  Hartman  s 

Midwest  Film  Studios 
Chicago — Burt  Ofstie,  for  ten  years  a 

member  of  the  Balaban  &   Katz  adver- 

tising department,  has  purchased  the  Mid- 
west Film  Studios  from  Bob  Hartman,  the 

latter  to  devote  all  his  time  to  his  In- 
ternational Enterprises. 

Ofstie  is  inaugurating  a   special  adver- 
tising and  publicity  service  which  he  will 

offer  free  to  users  of  his  trailers.  He  also 

has  a   new  music  and  display  background 
library  for  all  trailers. 
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Bookers  Are  Planning 

A   National  Organization 
Chicago — The  Film  Bookers  Club  of 

America  now  has  a   national  federal  char- 
ter and  plans  are  underway  to  make  a 

national  organization  of  film  bookers. 
Membership  is  limited  to  exchange  and 
exhibitor  bookers  in  the  industry. 

The  first  off-shoot  from  the  local  group 
is  expected  to  be  a   club  organized  in  Los 
Angeles  or  San  Francisco,  and  as  rapidly 

as  is  feasible  other  groups  will  be  or- 
ganized, with  the  Chicago  group  as  the 

mother  club.  The  purpose  of  the  organi- 
zation is  to  create  a   better  understanding 

between  exchange  bookers  and  the  men 
who  book  film  for  exhibitors. 

The  local  club  will  hold  open  house  at 

its  quarters  in  the  Crillon  Hotel  on  No- 
vember 22,  and  at  that  time  will  raffle 

off  a   Zenith  radio  and  five  turkeys. 

It's  News  to  Bookers 

On  Gotham's  Filmrow 
New  York — News  that  the  Film  Bookers 

Club  of  America  has  taken  a   federal  char- 
ter for  the  purpose  of  forming  a   national 

organization  apparently  has  failed  to  filter 
through  to  the  bookers  on  Filmrow  here. 

A   canvas  shows  that,  as  yet,  no  attempt 
has  been  made  to  organize  a   similar  group 

here.  One  comment  by  a   booker  at  Co- 
lumbia is  typical  of  the  general  reaction: 

"It  sounds  like  a   good  idea  if  it  has  noth- 

ing to  do  with  unionism.” 

Lakeland  Theatre  Corp . 

Buys  in  Fort  Atkinson 
Fort  Atkinson,  Wis. — Lakeland  Theatre 

Corp.,  operator  of  the  Strand  Theatre  at 
Whitewater,  has  purchased  half  interest 
in  the  Fort  Theatre  here  with  Robert 

Baier,  who  in  turn  have  taken  control  of 
the  Uptown  Theatre  here  from  John 
Mayles.  Fred  C.  Hinds,  Whitewater,  is 
general  manager  of  the  corporation.  The 
Uptown  here  was  completed  last  year. 

Award  Contract 

Murray,  Ky. — The  contract  for  the  con- 
struction of  a   new  theatre  here  has  been 

awarded  to  Charles  McMahon  &   Sons, 

Paducah,  Ky.  L.  E.  Cord  is  the  owner. 

The  Pictures  Count 

Chicago — Pictures  with  merit  are  prov- 
ing that  patrons  will  dig  down  into  their 

pockets  for  the  price  of  a   theatre  ticket. 
When  B&K  was  faced  with  the  imme- 

diate necessity  of  playing  UA’s  "Drums,” 
it  was  placed  in  the  Apollo,  which  ordi- 

narily plays  “moveovers”  from  the  loop 
and  class  “B”  product.  This  did  not 
handicap  this  excellent  film,  presently  in 
its  second  week  after  an  exceptional  gross 
the  first  seven  days. 

"Too  Hot  to  Handle,”  opening  on  a 
Wednesday  at  the  Roosevelt,  topped  any- 

thing that  house  has  done  on  a   Saturday 

opening  in  a   long  time.  This  Metro  pic- 
ture seems  set  for  a   possible  three  weeks. 

M-G-M’s  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy”  has 
actually  had  Chicago  film  fans  watching 
for  its  playing  engagements. 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  November  3,  1928) 

gOUND  pictures  have  completely  revo- 
lutionized the  motion  picture  business 

in  Chicago,  the  steady  increase  in  box- 
office  grosses  being  the  tell-tale  barome- 

ter .   .   .   Treasurer  George  Rochford  frus- 
trated a   holdup  at  the  Woods  when  he 

seized  the  gun  which  the  bandit  was  hold- 
ing .   .   .   But  not  so  lucky  were  Blume 

and  Morris  Slazansky,  owners  of  the  Fran- 

cis, when  two  bandits  “relieved”  them  of 

$200. A   new  constitution  and  by-laws  were 
adopted  at  the  recent  meeting  of  the 
Screen  Club  of  Indiana  in  Indianapolis 

.   .   .   Indianapolis’  B.  F.  Keith’s  is  dark 
again  after  being  opened  for  an  eight-day 
run  of  "The  Road  to  Ruin”  .   .   .   A.  C. 
Zaring  is  still  confined  to  his  home  due 
to  illness  .   .   .   The  Knox,  Freelandsville, 

Ind.,  is  being  dismantled  .   .   .   The  Na- 
tional, West  Terre  Haute,  reopened  No- 

vember 1. 

Citizens  of  Urbana,  111.,  okayed  Sunday 
shows  recently  .   .   .   H.  M.  Kirkham  has 
been  appointed  house  manager  for  the 
new  St.  Louis  Fox  .   .   .   MPTO  of  E.  Mo. 
and  So.  111.  has  perfected  plans  for  a 
regional  membership  drive  .   .   .   All  of  the 
St.  Louis  first  runs  and  most  of  the 

neighborhood  houses  are  preparing  to  fur- 

nish patrons  with  up-to-the-minute  elec- 
tion returns  on  the  night  of  November  6 

.   .   .   The  Mikado  has  joined  the  growing 
list  of  talking  picture  houses. 

A   Personal  Appearance 
Series  Set  for  Deanna 

Chicago — Deanna  Durbin  will  make  a 
series  of  personal  appearances  in  the  east 
upon  completion  of  her  next  picture 

"Three  Smart  Girls  Grow  Up,”  Joe  Pas- 
ternak, ace  Universal  director,  told  the 

press  when  he  stopped  here  briefly  on 
his  way  to  the  west  coast. 

Following  the  appearance  series,  the 

singing  starlet  will  make  "First  Love”  and 
“Jenny  Lind.”  Charles  Boyer  draws  the 
male  lead  in  the  first. 

Pasternak  announced  three  new  ve- 

hicles for  Danielle  Darrieux,  Universal’s 
French  import.  “Almost  An  Angel,”  with 
Jimmy  Stewart,  will  be  the  first.  Then, 

in  order,  will  follow  “Rio”  and  “Half 

American.” 

St.  Louis  Bids 

St.  Louis — Bids  were  opened  October  31 
for  the  construction  of  a   new  motion 

picture  theatre  to  be  located  at  3116-3118 
Laclede  Ave.  Alex  Pappas,  who  is  also 
interested  in  the  Webster  Theatre,  will  own 
and  operate  the  new  house. 

WPA  Signs  Keith 
Chicago — Ian  Keith  of  the  films  has 

been  signed  by  the  WPA  Federal  Theatre 

project  here  to  play  the  lead  in  “Ex- 
President,”  a   play  to  be  produced  and 
ready  for  opening  at  the  Blackstone  The- 

atre here  about  Christmas  time. 

Warner  Holds  Screening 

Of  Patriotic  Short  Reels 
Chicago — Numerous  PTA  and  school 

leaders,  in  addition  to  critics  and  other 

newspaper  representatives,  attended  a 
screening  held  last  week  at  the  Warner 

exchange  of  several  patriotic  short  sub- 
jects. Arranged  by  Sam  Clark,  exploiteer, 

and  Harry  Mandel,  booker,  numerous  ex- 
hibitors were  also  present  to  see  how 

Americanism  can  be  presented  advanta- 

geously in  theatres  throughout  these  two- reelers. 

The  subjects  screened,  all  in  Techni- 

color, were:  “Give  Me  Liberty,”  “The 
Declaration  of  Independence,”  “The  Man 
Without  a   Country,”  “The  Song  of  a 
Nation,”  “The  Romance  of  Louisiana,” 
"Under  Southern  Stars.” 

" Mickey  Rooney  Show " 
A   Treat  to  the  Boxoffice 

Chicago — Clarence  Wagner,  who  handles 
the  Bugg  Theatre  booking,  did  a   piece  of 
smart  booking  last  week  that  resulted  in 
the  house  doing  much  better  than  average. 
Capitalizing  on  the  current  popularity  of 

Mickey  Rooney,  Wagner  arranged  a 

"Mickey  Rooney  Show.” 

He  ran  the  Columbia  two-reeler, 
"Mickey’s  Covered  Wagon,”  showing  him 

at  11  years  old;  plus  Republic’s  feature, 
“The  Healer,”  in  which  the  star  appeared 

at  14  years  of  age,  and  then  “Love  Finds 
Andy  Hardy,”  his  current  M-G-M  hit. 

Of  course,  since  the  Bugg  runs  triples 
always,  there  had  to  be  a   third  feature, 

“The  Missing  Guest,”  a   horror  opus  from 
Universal. 

$100  to  Steve  Fitzgerald  in 

" Yellow  Jack "   Campaign 
Chicago — Steve  Fitzgerald,  manager  of 

the  Warner  Grove  Theatre  here,  won  $100 

in  the  “Yellow  Jack”  exploitation  com- 
petition held  by  M-G-M  for  managers 

nationally.  Two  other  Warner  managers 
won  in  the  competition  conducted  by 

Warner  Bros,  for  “White  Banners.”  They 
are  Ben  Cohn  of  the  Frolic  and  Richard 

Berry  of  the  Capitol,  both  winning  $50 
each. 

Change  to  " Topper " Chicago — Hal  Roach’s  “Topper  Takes  a 
Trip”  has  been  substituted  for  “The  Young 
in  Heart,”  in  the  list  of  motion  pictures 
to  be  used  as  background  sets  for  the 

Architects’  Movie  Ball  to  be  held  Decem- 
ber 2,  at  the  Drake  Hotel.  Admission,  by 

invitation  only,  will  be  $12.50  per  couple, 

plus  $6.00  per  couple  for  dinner. 

Likely  Talent 
Chicago — Hailed  as  star  timber,  Tom 

Collins,  25  years  old  and  six  feet  two 

inches,  a   young  Chicago  man,  leaves  No- 
vember 10  for  the  M-G-M  lot,  under  con- 

tract to  the  company.  Collins  passed  his 

final  tests  under  A1  Altzman,  Metro  east- 
ern talent  director,  and  was  given  his 

contract. 
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NEARLY  HALF  MILLION  FOR  REMODELING  SPENT 

IN  KAYCEE  TERRITORY  SINCE  FIRST  OF  YEAR 

Vogue  Theatre  to 

Foreigns  in  K.  C. 
Kansas  City — Herbert  Rosener  of  San 

Francisco,  operator  of  foreign  picture  the- 

atres along  the  West  Coast  and  in  Cleve- 
land, this  week  announced  the  purchase 

of  the  Vogue,  34th  and  Broadway,  from 
W.  D.  Fulton.  Rosener  will  establish  a 

policy  of  showing  foreign  made  films  at 

the  Vogue  when  he  takes  it  over  Novem- 

ber 18,  beginning  with  “Mayerling.” 
Roland  Lloyd,  who  has  been  managing 

Rosener’s  Esquire  in  Portland,  which  has 
successfully  operated  for  some  time  as  a 

foreign  picture  theatre,  is  being  trans- 
ferred here  to  handle  the  Vogue. 

A   theatre  showing  foreign  films  exclu- 
sively on  an  extended  run  basis  will  be  a 

unique  entertainment  institution  in  Kan- 
sas City,  and  both  film  and  theatre  men 

are  watching  the  experiment  with  a   great 
deal  of  interest.  While  there  is  some 

skepticism  among  them,  inasmuch  as 

Kansas  City  has  perhaps  as  few  foreign 

born  among  its  population  as  any  city  in 

the  United  States,  Rosener’s  experience 
in  operating  theatres  with  such  a   policy  is 

substantial.  He  has  similar  operations  in 

Cleveland,  Seattle,  Portland,  San  Fran- 
cisco, Hollywood,  and  Los  Angeles. 

The  Vogue  was  remodeled  and  redeco- 

rated extensively  earlier  this  year  by  Ful- 
ton, who  spent  several  thousand  dollars 

in  the  process,  and  the  theatre  has  one  of 

the  most  attractive  fronts  of  any  house 
in  town. 

Rosener  expected  to  return  to  San 
Francisco  this  week. 

W.  D .   Fulton  Disposing 

Of  His  String  of  Houses 
Kansas  City — W.  D.  Fulton,  whose  the- 

atre operations  here  at  one  time  included 

nine  theatres,  will  continue  to  reduce  his 

holdings  until  he  has  only  the  Southtown, 

suburban  house  here.  That  theatre  he 

does  not  intend  to  sell;  he  will  probably 

remodel  it  extensively. 

During  the  past  year  Fulton  has  sold 

the  Colonial  and  Mo-Kan;  he  relinquished 
the  Brookside,  now  a   Fox  Midwest  house, 

and  he  has  just  disposed  of  the  Vogue. 

Use  Work  Night 
Kansas  City — Two  more  Nebraska  the- 

atres are  using  Work  Night,  screen  game 

designed  to  reduce  unemployment  origi- 
nated by  Howard  White  here.  H.  D. 

Bower’s  Chief  at  Weeping  Water,  and  W. 

Gunther’s  Palace  at  Syracuse,  Neb.,  re- 
cently signed  for  Work  Night,  White  said. 

Mars  and  "Movies" 

Kansas  City  —   National  mass  hysteria 
produced  by  the  CBS  broadcast  Sunday 

evening,  October  29,  was  an  amazing 

revelation  of  (1)  the  power  of  radio,  and 

(2)  the  fear  psychosis  of  the  country. 

Both  factors  have  proved  interesting 

topics  of  conversation  to  exhibitors  and 
film  men  here  as  indicative  of  two  of  the 

things  currently  wrong  with  boxoffice  re- 
turns. 

In  spite  of  the  admitted  popularity  of 

NBC’s  Maxwell  House  Coffee  program  at 
the  same  hour  Sunday  evening,  there 

were  thousands  of  persons  listening  to 

another  air  show.  One  exhibitor  put  it, 

“Add  them  all  together  and  you  have  the 

total  number  of  persons  who  didn’t  go  to 

the  movies  Sunday  night.” 
The  hysteria  phenomenon  has  given 

sharp  impetus  to  talk  among  exhibitors 

relative  to  appearance  of  motion  picture 

stars  on  radio  programs.  Whether  it  will 
lead  to  more  definite  and  effective  action 

is  still  a   question,  but  exhibitors  are  firmly 

convinced  the  radio  is  a   powerful  com- 
petitor whose  use  of  film  stars  is  sapping 

their  value  at  the  boxoffice  as  well  as 

keeping  people  away  from  motion  pic- 
tures. 

Warm  Weather  Is 

Cutting  Grosses 
Kansas  City — If  there  isn’t  a   change  in 

the  weather  pretty  shortly,  what  hair  ex- 
hibitors have  left  over  after  the  recession 

and  the  summer  will  be  gone.  Business  is 

not  good  for  theatremen  or  anyone  else, 

and  one  of  the  principal  deterrents  is  the 

continued  mild  temperatures.  There’s 
enough  else  wrong,  and  a   good  dose  of 

snow  and  sleet  probably  wouldn’t  stop  the 
complaints,  but  exhibitors  here  and  in  the 

territory  generally  feel  their  worst  prob- 
lem currently  is  80  degree  temperatures. 

In  spite  of  the  weather,  however,  ex- 
hibitors are  spending  a   little  more  money 

on  film  and  making  a   little  more  effort 

in  general  to  get  business.  Some  the- 
atres have  reopened — the  Fox  Jayhawk 

in  Salina,  Kas.,  for  instance;  the  Orpheum 

and  State  in  Topeka,  Kas.,  also  Fox 

houses,  and  some  others — and  there  has 
been  a   slight  increase  in  the  number  of 

changes  over  the  summer  months.  These 

openings  and  the  upping  of  film  used  has 

increased  the  poundage  of  film  going  into 

theatres  of  the  territory  to  a   point  above 

what  it  was  during  the  summer,  though 
it  still  is  behind  a   year  ago. 

It’s  a   strange  situation  when  practically 
everyone — and  other  businesses  are  in  the 

same  boat — are  praying  for  bad  weather. 

New  Houses,  Planned  and 

Completed,  to  Cost 
About  $800,000 

Kansas  City— ^Although  film  men  and 

theatre  men  agree — separately,  not  when 

they  are  together — that  business  has  not 
been  brisk  since  October,  1937,  and  has 

failed  to  show  any  material  gains  this  fall 

over  summer,  there  is  plenty  of  money 

going  into  new  equipment,  new  furnish- 
ings, structural  changes  of  existing  the- 

atres, and  new  theatres  in  the  Kansas 
City  area. 

Of  particular  interest  just  now  is  the 
fact  that  approximately  $200,000  worth  of 

new  theatres  are  in  the  planning  stage 

right  now.  This  includes  M.  A.  Summer- 

our’s  projected  “Santa  Fe”  at  Overland 
Park,  Kas.,  for  which  plans  have  been 

drawn,  and  which  is  scheduled  to  cost 

$50,000.  Glen  W.  Dickinson  Theatres, 

Inc.,  plan  a   new  house  at  Monett,  Mo.,  to 

cost  $30,000  or  more. 
In  addition  to  these  there  are  three 

planned  but  not  yet  announced:  Ore  $50,- 
000  house,  a   $20,000  one,  and  a   $35  030  one. 

Frank  Weary’s  new  theatre  in  Fichmond, 
Mo.,  which  will  run  over  $15,009,  is  in 

progress. 
Just  completed  are  Dickinson’s  new 

Carlton  at  Manhattan,  Kas.,  $50,000,  and 

his  Dickinson  in  Missionhill  Acres, 

$50,000;  Commonwealth’s  Garden,  Wash- 

ington, Mo.,  $10,000;  George  Harttmann’s 
State  at  Mound  City,  Mo.,  $22,000;  E.  E. 

Webber’s  Colonial,  Kansas  City,  $100,000; 

Gus  Diamond’s  Vogue,  Salina,  Kas., 

$35,000. 
Other  new  ones  opened  since  the  first 

of  the  year  are:  Dubinsky  Bros.’  $100,000 
Hollywood,  Leavenworth,  Kas.;  Simon 

Galitzki’s  $30,000  Coed,  Topeka,  Kas.;  Joe 

Lenski’s  $40,000  Cozy,  Girard,  Kas.; 

George  S.  Welling’s  new  $18,000  house  at 
Natoma,  Kas.;  new  Army  Theatre  at  Ft. 
Leavenworth,  $100,000. 

Counting  only  new  houses  constructed 

or  definitely  announced  for  the  future,  a 

total  of  7,850  seats  will  have  been  added 

to  the  seats  available  in  the  territory  in 1938. 

Planned  and  completed,  new  theatres  in 

the  area  represent  an  investment  of  over 

$800,000  for  the  year.  This  is  a   larger 

outlay  on  new  houses  than  last  year. 

The  growing  familiarity  of  the  public  to 

comfortable  surroundings  in  which  to  en- 
joy motion  pictures,  combined  with  the 

increasing  difficulty  of  getting  people 

through  the  turnstiles,  has  stimulated  re- modeling. 

A   casual  survey  of  expenditures  in  this 

respect  in  the  Kansas  City  territory  since 

January  1,  1938,  results  in  a   total  of  al- 
most $500,000.  Exhibitors  have  bought 

practically  everything,  although  it  is  not- 
able that  their  purchases  of  screens  has 

(Continued  on  page  58) 
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A   'Giveaway'  Dodge Seems  Untouchable 
Lincoln — “Salary  Night”  seems  to  be 

the  last  vestige  of  the  giveaway  dodge  in 

Nebraska,  and  so  far,  it  appears  untouch- 
able by  the  state  lottery  law.  Izzy  Kuhl, 

manager  of  the  Rivoli  in  Seward,  has  been 

using  it  for  some  time. 

Gag  is  that  he  offers  to  “hire”  an  am- 
bassador of  goodwill  each  week  for  $20. 

Every  patron  fills  out  an  “application” 
blank,  and  on  a   given  night  each  week, 

Kuhl  attempts  to  fill  the  job.  If  the 

applicant  he  selects  does  not  happen  to 

be  in  the  house,  Kuhl  declares  the  job 

vacant  immediately  and  says  he  will  add 

the  unclaimed  “salary”  to  the  next  week’s 
salary  as  additional  incentive  for  the  ap- 

plicant to  attend. 

Attorney  General  Hunter  fought  Bank 

Night  through  the  supreme  court  and  won 

a   restriction  on  it.  He  later  issued  a   state- 
ment against  Screeno,  Bingo,  or  anything 

of  that  nature  which  fell  under  the  lot- 
tery law.  He  has  said  nothing  about  this. 

As  a   crowd  producer,  “Salary  Night”  is 
not  up  to  Banko. 

Educational  Screenings 
Harlan,  Ia. — The  Harlan  board  of  edu- 

cation has  purchased  a   sound  film  pro- 
jector with  microphone  stand  and  screen 

for  use  in  the  local  schools.  Educational 

films  will  be  shown  throughout  the  system. 

A   newly  developed  dynamic  speaker  and  horn 

baffle  designed  to  give  as  wide  a   range  of 

frequency  response  and  tone  quality  as  is 

possible  with  a   single  unit  type  of  speaker. 

Voice  Coil  Impedence  9   Ohms  at  400  Cycles — 
Complete  with  500  Ohm  line 

coupling  transformer  and 
baffle   

219  NORTH  I6T_M  STREET.  ..  OMAHA.  NEBR. 

©   Ml  A   1IHII  A 
JJAZEL  ANDERSON,  M-G-M  head  book- 

er, is  back  from  a   vacation  trip  to 

Chicago  where  she  met  Abe  Lyman  and 

Harry  Richman  .   .   .   P.  T.  Dana  of  Kan- 
sas City,  Universal  district  manager,  were 

here  conferring  with  Roy  Palmquist  .   .   . 

Sol  Francis  has  signed  H.  D.  Bowers, 

Chief  Theatre,  Weeping  Water,  Neb.,  on 
a   Work  Nite  deal. 

All  the  Columbia  lads  were  planning  to 

attend  the  midwest  division  conclave  in 

Chicago.  Iz  Weiner,  branch  manager,  and 

Salesmen  Bill  Foley,  Sol  Yeager  and  El- 
mer Dunas  were  scheduled  to  go  ..  .   Foley 

has  been  sick  but  is  improving  .   .   .   Jane 

Stamm,  M-G-M  steno,  is  vacationing  in 
Ohio. 

Alice  Neal,  Warner  booker,  just  fin- 
ished a   fine  new  home  in  the  northern 

part  of  Omaha  .   .   .   J.  H.  Hoffberg  of 

New  York,  president  of  the  film  company 

bearing  his  name,  was  here  on  business 

and  had  high  praise  for  “Red”  Kann  and 
the  Boxoffice  organization  .   .   .   Bob  Bal- 

lantyne’s  secret  is  out  in  public. 

Corrinne  Riley,  Brandeis  cashier,  got 

married  this  week.  She’ll  keep  on  icork- 

ing  for  a   while  .   .   .   M.  A.  Wally,  Uni- 
versal home  office  real  estate  represen- 

tative, was  here  inspecting  the  local  ex- 

change building.  There’ll  be  a   decision 
soon  on  a   new  building  or  a   remodel  job, 

probably  the  latter. 

George  Bonacci’s  father  died  this  week 
.   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  George  Norman  of 

Storm  Lake,  la.,  were  here  en  route  to 

the  football  game  at  Lincoln.  George 

was  all  excited  about  his  new  Vista  The- 
atre at  Storm  Lake  .   .   .   Harry  Pace  sold 

his  Avalon  Theatre  at  West  Union,  la., 

to  Jack  Fallows. 

Harry  Shumow,  M-G-M  chief,  leaves 

soon  for  a   month’s  trip  through  Mexico, 
Florida  and  points  south.  Mrs.  Shumoiv 

will  go  with  him.  They  will  visit  their 
son  hi  New  Orleans  .   .   .   Roy  Palmquist 

thanks  exhibitors  for  the  biggest  month’s 

business  in  the  local  exchange’s  history. 

Mrs.  Earle  Perkins,  wife  of  the  WB 

boss,  is  a   crack  bowler  and  she  proved 

it  to  Perk,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank  Hannon, 

the  other  night  by  hitting  the  maples 

for  games  of  210,  221  and  245  with  a   side 
bet  .   .   .   Bert  Beams  of  Red  Cloud,  Neb., 

was  spotted  at  the  Nebraska  game. 

Filmrow  visitors:  Mr.  and  Mrs.  A.  H. 

Lehman,  Harris  Theatre,  Avoca,  la.; 

Charles  Prokop,  Wahoo,  Wahoo,  Neb.;  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Art  Miller,  Broadway,  Audubon, 

la.;  Albert  M.  Bang,  Bend,  North  Bend, 

Neb.;  Frank  Good,  lowana.  Red  Oak,  la.; 
J.  E.  Holben,  Pisgah,  Ia. 

Joe  Rosenberg  denies  “everything”  the 
Lincoln  correspondent  said  about  him  last 

week  .   .   .   Herman  Fields,  Clarinda,  Ia„ 

and  Fred  Dethlefs,  Manning,  Ia.,  on  the 

Row  .   .   .   Keith  Wilson,  Omaha  World- 
Herald  critic,  back  from  a   vacation. 

Contest  Short  Now 

Available  to  Trade 
Omaha — Every  exhibitor  in  the  Omaha 

area  who  is  participating  in  the  “Motion 
Pictures  Greatest  Year”  campaign  should 
contact  D.  V.  McLucas,  United  Artists  ex- 

change manager,  at  once  in  connection 

with  “The  World  Is  Ours,”  contest  enter- 
tainment subject. 

Twenty  prints  of  the  20-minute  program 

are  now  available,  McLucas  told  Boxof- 
fice. The  short  contains  62  stars  in  a   very 

interesting  and  entertaining  program  de- 

signed to  delight  patrons,  he  said.  The 

film  depicts  the  history  and  background 
of  the  motion  picture  industry,  right  up 

to  and  including  the  present  season. 

Prints  will  be  booked  to  exhibitors  co- 

operating in  the  campaign  for  one  change 

of  program.  McLucas  asked  exhibitors  to 
send  in  dates  at  once.  If  a   print  is  not 

available  on  certain  dates  asked,  a   print 

will  be  sent  to  the  exhibitor  for  the  cor- 

responding days  of  the  week,  as  soon  as 
available. 

Prints  will  be  booked  through  the  United 

Artists  exchange  for  all  theatres  in  the 

Omaha  area,  both  circuit  and  independent, 

which  are  participating.  The  film  will  be 

furnished  gratis,  McLucas  said. — M.  D. 

M.  E.  Lofgren  to  Helm 
Of  Lincoln  in  Lincoln 

Lincoln — M.  E.  Lofgren,  who  managed 

the  J.  H.  Cooper  Enterprises’  Mission  in 
Colorado  Springs,  Colo.,  has  been  moved 

here  to  take  over  the  Lincoln.  Ed  Vaughan, 

former  manager  of  the  Lincoln,  has  been 

moved  over  to  the  Cooper  deluxer,  the 

Stuart,  as  house  manager. 

Move  takes  part  of  the  load  off  Harvey 

Traylor,  who  has  been  handling  most  of 

the  load  as  assistant  manager,  since  John 

Cherry  resigned  a   couple  of  months  ago. 

Moves  were  made  by  L.  J.  Finske,  Coop- 

er’s division  manager  for  Nebraska  and 
Colorado. 

Filmites  Are  Invited  to 

Exchange  Union  Dance 
Omaha — All  exhibitors  and  persons  con- 

nected with  the  film  industry  and  their 

friends  have  been  invited  to  attend  the 

dance  to  be  given  November  12  by  Local 

B-47,  Film  Exchange  Employes  Union,  at 

the  German- American  Club.  This  an- 
nouncement was  made  because  several 

thought  the  party  was  to  be  for  union 
members  only.  Tickets  are  40  cents  each. 

But  They  Didn't Oiler  Beds 
Omaha — Multiple  features  hit  a   new 

high  here  this  week  when  Ralph  Gold- 

berg offered  six  features  for  25  cents 

at  his  Town  Theatre  in  downtown  Oma- 

ha. Patrons  went  at  7:30  p.  m.  to  see 

the  entire  bill  and  were  out  at  2   a.  m. 
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K   A\  Y   C   IE  IE 
RAY  JOHNSTON,  head  of  Monogram, 

was  here  last  week  visiting  L.  F.  Dur- 
land,  Monogram  branch  manager,  who 

still  is  confined  to  his  home  with  injuries 

suffered  in  a   recent  automobile  accident. 

Johnston  also  was  seen  with  other  old 

friends  in  Kansas  City,  including  R.  R. 

Biechele,  C.  A.  Schultz  and  Bob  Withers. 

Mickey  Rooney,  young  Metro  star,  was 

in  Kansas  City  Monday.  John  McManus, 

manager  of  Loew’s  Midland;  his  mother, 
Mrs.  Fred  Pankey,  and  his  aunt,  Mrs.  W. 

H.  Prewitt  of  Kansas  City,  met  him  on 

the  train.  Mickey  was  on  his  way  to  the 
MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma  City. 

He  came  here  from  Omaha  and  attended 

the  Missouri-N ebraska  game  Saturday. 

Another  top  ranking  star,  and  ace  of 

the  Westerns,  Gene  Autry,  has  been  a 

frequent  visitor  at  Variety  Club  and  along 
Filmrow  this  week.  He  appeared  on  the 

Tower  stage  show  this  week.  Gene  met 

most  of  the  “boys”  .   at  Variety  Club- 
rooms  and  impressed  them  with  the  face 

that  he  is  a   regular  guy.  He  helped  the 

Roy  Knapp  Rough  Riders  of  Kansas  City, 

Kas.,  put  on  a   show  on  the  Liberty  Mem- 

orial Mall  last  Saturday,  and  then  pa- 
raded with  them  to  the  Tower. 

Arthur  Burke  pulled  a   nice  stunt  at 

the  Gillham  in  conjunction  with  “Pen- 
rod’s Twin  Brother.”  He  admitted  free 

all  twins  accompanied  by  their  parents 

.   .   .   Ray  Cresswell,  son  of  Norris  B.  Cress- 
well,  photographer,  has  written  home  that 

he  is  being  mustered  out  of  the  Loyalist 

army  in  Spain. 

The  Oak  Park  gave  away  two  goldfish, 

a   globe,  a   set  of  “jewels,”  sea  plant,  and 
box  of  fish  food  two  nights  last  week  with 

the  purchase  of  two  or  more  adult  tickets 
.   .   .   Mike  Cullen,  district  manager  of 

Loew’s,  was  here  visiting  John  McManus, 

manager  of  Loew’s  Midland.  Mike  head- 
quarters in  Columbus. 

Eyed  cm  Eighteenth  St.:  Earl  Kerr,  Al- 
bany and  Bethany,  Mo.;  T.  A.  Spurgeon, 

Stanberry,  Mo.;  H.  C.  Musgrave,  Minne- 
apolis and  Wamego,  Kas.;  Louis  Griefe, 

Windsor,  Mo.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Dewey  Gates, 

Waterville,  Kas.;  E.  E.  Baker,  Cainsville, 

Mo.;  Don  Martin,  Shafer,  Edgerton,  Mo.; 

Cle  Bratton,  Council  Grove,  Kas.;  J.  J. 

“Newk”  Newcomb,  Burlington,  Kas.;  John 

Brandt,  Oregon,  Mo.;  Hugh  Gardner,  Neo- 
sho, Mo.;  H.  B.  Doering,  Garnett,  Kas.; 

Bill  Welton,  Chapman,  Chapman,  Kas.; 

R.  E.  Conrad,  Burlingame,  Kas.;  C.  E. 

Lancaster,  Strong  City  and  Cottonwood 

Falls,  Kas.;  Mrs.  Marion  Miller,  Boon- 
ville,  Mo.;  E.  O.  Briles,  Emporia,  Kas.; 

Lloyd  Lenhart,  Clinton,  Mo.;  Mike  Smith, 

U.  S.  motion  picture  service,  St.  Louis; 

Clif  Johnson,  Bucklin,  Kas.;  Paul  Oetting, 

Concordia,  Kas.;  George  Nescher,  Valley 

Falls,  Kas. 

What  attractive  gal  from  Filmrow  and 

what  good-looking  film  star  were  seen  to- 

gether at  least  twice  the  past  week?  Per- 

sonally, we  don’t  know  .   .   .   The  junior 
police  force  of  Kansas  City  attended  the 

opening  of  “Brother  Rat”  at  R.  J.  Haley’s 

Orpheum  here  the  past  week  as  guests  of 
Mr.  Haley.  Nice  idea. 

Wednesday,  November  2,  was  kiddies’ 
day  at  Republic-Midwest.  The  exchange 

screened  “Rhythm  of  the  Saddle”  at  Fox 
at  4:30  for  the  children  of  exhibitors  here 
and  immediate  vicinity,  and  after  the 

screening  Gene  Autry  personally  was  in- 
troduced to  them  at  the  Republic  offices. 

Gene  accommodated  all  the  kids  with  an 
autograph. 

It  was  Gene  Autry  week  in  Kansas  Cny 

all  around.  Autry  purchased  a   golden 

colored  horse  with  white  mane  and  tail 

at  Lenexa,  Kas.,  for  $3,000.  Gene  said 

he  was  preparing  for  Technicolor.  Lcn 

Cox,  district  manager  of  Fox  Midwest, 

spotted  the  horse. 

Three  men  on  the  Cinema  Club  bowling 

team  “guttered”  the  other  evening  as  the 
team  dropped  three  in  a   row.  Tsk,  tsk! 

.   .   .   Al  Adler,  Metro  booker,  has  moved 
into  that  new  house  at  112  East  72 nd  St. 

Open  house  will  be  held  a   week  from  Sat- 
urday night — say  the  other  bookers  at 

Metro.  Al  himself  will  be  out  of  town  that 

night. 

Henry  Goldberg,  traveling  auditor  for 
Paramount,  is  here  for  several  weeks. 

Goldberg  was  chief  accountant  at  the  lo- 
cal exchange  here  several  years  ago  .   .   . 

Jack  J.  Weil  of  St.  Louis  was  in  town 

this  week  screening  “The  Wages  of  Sin,” 
on  which  he  has  the  franchise  for  Mis- 
souri. 

William  Pincus  has  moved  his  Royal 

Film  Exchange  from  113  West  18 th  St.  to 

1820  Wyandotte. 

Mrs.  Dewey  Gates  of  Waterville,  Kas., 

came  to  town  again  without  bringing  jam, 

fried  chicken,  or  country  ham,  all  of  which 

she  has  repeatedly  promised  Jimmie  Fo- 
land  and  associates.  She  said  she  had  it 

ready,  but  left  it  on  the  stove. 

Cresswell  and  Dubinsky 

Lead  Bowlers  in  Kaycee 
Kansas  City — Cresswell  and  Dubinsky 

Bros.,  winning  two  out  of  three  matches 
this  week,  are  tied  for  the  lead  in  the 

Variety  Bowling  League  race  with  nine 
victories  and  six  defeats. 

RESULTS  LAST  WEEK 

W.  1.. National  Screen  .   .   . 926 
923  945 

2794 

1   2 

Dubinsky  Bros   977  983 
2860 

2   1 

Cinema  Club  .... 811 761  869 

2441 

1   2 

Cresswell  Photos 864 
941  847 

2652 2   1 

Barkers    

876 

986  1051 
2913 

2   1 
Don  Davis    897 

787  800 

2323 

1   2 

Film  Delivery    

819 

842  858 2519 
0   3 

Finton  Jones    941 874  891 

2705 3   0 
TEAM 

STANDINGS 

Won 

Lost 

Pet. 
Cresswell  Photos 6 

.600 
Dubinsky  Bros. 6 

.600 

Don  Davis    

.   .   8 

7 

.533 
Cinema  Club    .   .   8 7 

.533 
National  Screen 

.   .   8 

7 

.533 
Finton  Jones    .   .   7 8 

.467 Film  Delivery  .... .   .   6 9 

.400 Barkers    10 

.333 HOT  SHOTS 

Frank  Lambader,  213-235-234 — 682;  Walt 
Lambader,  194-204-237 — 635;  Jack  Barnett, 

160-226-203 — 589;  Andy  Anderson,  172-199-213 

— 584;  David  Cooper,  209-205-168 — 582;  Har- 
lan Everett,  573;  Bill  Kuhitzki,  573;  Leon 

Abraham,  572;  Jimmie  Lewis,  569. 

NEXT  WEEK’S  SCHEDULE 
Alleys 

Finton  Jones  vs.  Barkers   11  and  12 

Don  Davis  vs.  Filin  Delivery   13  and  14 
Cinema  Club  vs.  Dubinsky  Bros   15  and  16 
Cresswell  Photos  vs.  National  Screen .   17  and  18 

Neil  Agnew  Optimistic 

In  a   Kaycee  Stopover 
Kansas  City — Neil  F.  Agnew,  vice-presi- 

dent and  sales  manager  of  Paramount 

Pictures,  was  optimistic  about  business 

when  queried  at  the  airport  here  last 
week.  He  was  en  route  to  Chicago. 

One  reason  more  people  are  turning  to 

films  for  recreation,  Agnew  believes,  is 

because  of  the  human  stories  and  homely 

humor  that  is  getting  into  pictures.  He 

cited  the  success  of  Bob  Burns’  “Arkan- 
sas Traveler”  to  make  his  point. 

ZHI  NDEPENDENT  ~ 

40  YEARS  EXPERIENCE 
Furnishing  and  Servicing  Theatre  Equipment 

^   Does  That  Mean  Anything  to  You? 
£   j? 
u   IT  IS  THE  EXHIBITORS'  CONFIDENCE  THAT  HELPED.  LIKE  THE  ° 

Q   COUNTRY  DOCTOR,  STEBBINS  IS  ALWAYS  ON  THE  JOB  TO  SERVE  ” 
5   YOU  DAY  AND  NIGHT.  M 
“   2 

u   Prompt  and  Personal  Attention  Given  All  o 

°   Orders  by  Clyde  Badger  and  Bill  Porter  3 2   H 
Modern  Theatre  Equipment  of  Quality  at  a   Savings 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 
“The  Old  Reliable”  —   Since  1899 

1804  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  Phone  GRand  0134;  Night,  DRexel  2791 

j-    1   NDEPENDENT     
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Exhibitors  Turn  Out  for  "Suez” 

The  above  turned  out  for  a   screening  of  “Suez”  at  the  Cozy  Theatre  in  Nor- 
ton, Kas.,  October  25.  Many  exhibitors  from  surrounding  towns  are  shown 

with  their  wives.  Following  the  show  a   buffet  supper  and  dancing  was  held 
at  the  Country  Club.  George  Fuller,  manager  of  the  20 th  Century-Fox 
exchange,  is  standing  in  the  second  row,  third  from  the  left. 

Theatre  Remodeling  Cost 

In  Kaycee  near  $800,000 

(Continued  from  page  55) 
been  heavier  this  year,  their  purchases  of 
cooling  equipment  lighter.  Sound  and 
projection  continue  the  principal  items  of 
replacement. 

Among  the  major  refurbishing  jobs  were 
the  following: 

Vogue,  W.  D.  Fulton,  Kansas  City,  Mo„ 
$25,000,  remodeled  and  re-equipped; 
Sosna,  Sam  Sosna,  Manhattan,  Kas.,  $20,- 

000;  Dickinson,  Glen  W.  Dickinson  The- 
atres, Inc.,  Osage  City,  Kas.,  $12,000; 

Klock,  Glen  Klock,  Neodasha,  Kas.,  $5,000; 

Ritz,  E.  Van  Hyning,  Parsons,  Kas.,  $7,- 
000;  Star,  Commonwealth  Amusement 
Corp.,  Warrensburg,  Mo.,  $5,000;  Esquire, 
Fox  Midwest,  Kansas  City,  $40,000;  Gregg, 
O.  H.  Gregg,  Sedan,  Kas.,  $20,000;  Royal, 
Commonwealth,  Trenton,  Mo.,  $15,000; 
Orpheum,  RKO,  Kansas  City,  $12,000. 

The  Fox  Linwood  plans  to  spend  an 
estimated  $15,000  for  a   new  front,  new 
lounges  and  rest  rooms,  new  drapes  and 
light  fixtures. 

A   Hallowe'en  Party  by 
Cinema  Club  Draws  50 

Kansas  City — The  Cinema  Club  held  its 

first  Hallowe’en  affair  and  most  success- 

ful party  at  the  Variety  clubrooms,  Octo- 
ber 28.  More  than  50  attended,  to  dance 

and  sup,  and  most  of  them  were  in  cos- tumes. 

Attraction  of  the  evening  was  the  ap- 
pearance of  Gene  Autry,  western  star,  with 

Frankie  Marvin,  who  has  been  in  all  of 

Autry’s  pictures,  and  Carl  Cotner,  who  is 
Gene’s  fiddler  in  his  current  vaudeville 
appearances.  Autry  signed  autographs 

(pictures  supplied  by  Charley  Seibenthaler 
of  Independent  Poster)  for  the  ladies,  and 

sang.  In  addition  there  was  a   five-piece 

band  and  four  of  Kansas  City’s  best 
•‘shag”  dancers. 

Highlight  of  the  evening,  however,  was 

the  appearance  on  the  entertainment  floor 
of  F.  E.  Ritter,  manager  of  the  Fox  Isis, 
with  his  accordion. 

In  charge  of  the  party  were  Harry 
Wheeler,  Albert  Morris,  Woody  Sherrill, 
Harold  Hume,  and  Harry  Biedermann. 

William  A .   Brown 
Kansas  City — William  Arthur  Brown, 

salesman,  and  husband  of  Mrs.  Gretchen 
Brown  of  Commonwealth  Amusement 

Corp.,  died  October  26  at  Research  Hos- 
pital after  an  illness  of  a   week.  He  was 

56.  He  is  survived  by  his  wife  and  two 
sons.  Funeral  services  were  Friday  at 

Newcomer’s,  and  burial  was  at  Warsaw, Mo. 

The  Greatest  of  All  ~   - 

COSTUME  MOVIE  BALL 
Sponsored  by  the 

FILM  RELIEF  AND  CRIPPLED  CHILDREN'S  FUND  OF  THE  VARIETY  CLUB 
OF  KANSAS  CITY 

PLA-MOR  BALLROOM 
FRIDAY  NIGHT,  NOVEMBER  25 

Tickets  and  Cash  Prizes  Max  Betton's 
Reservations  •   For  the  Best  #   lubilesta  Winner 
Now!  Costumes!  Orchestra! 

“It  will  be  a   Grand  Night  of  Entertainment  and  Fun!” 
E.  E.  JAMESON,  General  Chairman 
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15  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  November  3,  1923) 

BELIEVE  I’ll  like  Kansas  City,” 
said  Ed  Alperson  as  he  assumed  man- 

agerial duties  for  Preferred  Pictures.  Al- 
person formerly  was  with  First  National 

and  A.  H.  Blank  in  Omaha. 

Charles  H.  Barron  is  now  sole  owner 

of  the  Kansas  in  Wichita  .   .   .   “The  Birth 

of  a   Nation”  continues  to  draw  good 
crowds  at  the  Twelfth  Street  Theatre  .   .   . 

Fred  Schlosser  is  leaving  the  local  Para- 
mount office  to  go  into  business  as  a 

florist  in  Springfield,  111. 

A   new  Fox  representative  is  J.  H.  (Cur- 

ley) Calvert  .   .   .   E.  C.  Rhoden  is  all  “en- 

thused up”  over  First  National’s  newest 

release,  “The  Bad  Man”  .   .   .   Happy  days 
tor  Bill  Sears,  of  the  Arkansas.  City,  Kas., 

Rex,  who  reports  that  a   new  million  dol- 
lar refinery  is  being  constructed  in  the 

town. 

E.  E.  Frazier  of  Pittsburg,  Kas.,  has 

bought  the  Empress  at  Osawatomie  from 

Cy  Carson  .   .   .   Emmett  Nolan  recently 

installed  a   Fotoplayer  in  his  Star,  Yates 

Center,  Kas.  .   .   .   Claire  Woods  now  an- 

swers calls  for  “Booker”  at  United  Art- 
ists exchange  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Schultz 

of  Clay  Center,  Kas.,  were  talking  ex- 

ploitation with  John  Friedl  at  the  Para- 
mount exchange  last  week. 

Charles  Russell  is  now  with  Metro  .   .   . 

H.  H.  Woody  has  sold  the  Princess  at 

Lincoln,  Kas.,  to  Ray  Musselman  of  Clay 

Center  .   .   .   Filmrow  visitors:  Louis  Bar- 

ker, Snappy,  Marceline,  Mo.;  E.  M.  Boyles- 

ton,  Victoria,  Hiawatha,  Kas.;  Frank  Den- 

ton, Garden,  Colony,  Kas.;  William  Good- 
night, Lyric,  Holden,  Mo. 

Kaycee’s  Newman  and  Wichita’s  Mil- 

ler this  week  inaugurated  Paramount’s 

“demonstration  plan,”  with  Pola  Negri  in 

“The  Spanish  Dancer”  as  the  attraction 
.   .   .   The  MPTO  of  Kansas  has  approved 
of  the  Continental  Screen  Service  and 

Artwin  Service  Corp.  screen  advertising 

plans. 

Relighted  are  three  Kansas  City  thea- 

tres. They  are:  Empress,  showing  mu- 
sical comedy  and  pictures  at  popular 

prices;  the  Garden,  housing  a   civic  comic 

opera  company  headed  by  De  Wolf  Hop- 
per; and  the  Grand,  showing  roadshows 

at  popular  prices. 

Jack  Hoshau  is  the  new  owner  of  the 

Star  at  Sarcoxie,  Mo.,  having  bought  the 

theatre  from  James  L.  Newman  .   .   .   “Get- 

ting myself  into  shape”  last  week  at  Ex- 
celsior Springs  was  Ed  Frazier  of  Pitts- 

burg, Kas. 

Filmrow  visitors  included  Ed  Raymond, 

Orpheum,  Wichita,  Kas.,  and  Tom  Ma- 

gruder,  Elite,  Iola,  Kas.  .   .   .   “The  Gold 

Diggers,”  current  Warner  release,  will  have 
its  first-run  at  the  Newman  .   .   .   Roy 
Crawford,  vice-president  and  treasurer  of 

Associated  Exhibitors,  is  visiting  the  mid- 
dle west. 

Charles  M.  Stebbins  advertises:  “Every- 

thing for  the  theatre  but  the  film”  .   .   . 
Billy  Andlauer  has  been  kept  busy  taking 
pictures  for  concerns  interested  in  the  Fall 

Festival  and  Industrial  Exposition  now  in 

progress  in  Kansas  City. 

Francis-Hoilberg  Deal 
Omaha — Sol  J.  Francis  of  American 

Distributing  Corp.  has  just  signed  con- 
tracts with  J.  H.  Hoff  berg  of  New  York 

for  distribution  of  foreign  language  pic- 
tures in  Nebraska  and  Iowa.  Francis  will 

have  pictures  available  in  Swedish,  Bo- 

hemian, German,  French,  Spanish,  Rus- 
sian, Polish,  Dutch  and  Japanese. 

UA  to  Tri-States 
Omaha — D.  V.  McLucas,  United  Art- 

ists manager,  announces  he  has  closed  a 

deal  with  Tri-States  Theatres  for  first 

runs  and  subsequent  runs  in  24  situations. 

G.  Ralph  Branton,  Tri-States  general 
manager,  handled  the  other  half  of  the 
deal. 

Fox  Opens  State 
Topeka,  Kas. — The  State,  Fox  Midwest 

house  here,  dark  several  years,  has  been 

reopened  as  a   dime  house.  Charles  Lind- 
quist is  managing. 

Equip  Broadway 
Des  Moines  —   New  projectors,  sound, 

lamphouses  and  rectifiers  have  been  in- 

stalled by  the  Broadway  Theatre,  Brook- 
lyn, la.  NTS  handled  the  job. 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 
C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr..  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

Steffes  Is  Silent 

On  Trade  Parley 
Minneapolis — Back  from  the  industry 

trade  conference,  W.  A.  Steffes,  president 

of  Northwest  Allied,  declined  to  express 

any  opinion  on  the  results  or  to  state 

whether  he  was  hopeful  that  the  desired 

goal  would  be  realized.  He  announced  that 

any  statements  would  have  to  come  out 
of  New  York. 

Steffes,  however,  did  declare  that  the 

fight  to  obtain  passage  of  a   theatre  di- 
vorcement law,  similar  to  that  of  North 

Dakota,  will  not  be  abandoned.  Efforts  to 

secure  its  enactment,  requiring  the  Minne- 
sota Amusement  Co.  to  relinquish  its  70 

odd  Minnesota  theatres,  will  be  pushed 

vigorously  in  the  next  state  legislature 

which  convenes  early  in  1939,  he  asserted. 

Election  of  Minnesota  legislators  occurs 

next  week.  Steffes  claims  to  have  a   ma- 
jority of  the  candidates  pledged  to  vote 

for  the  divorcement  law  which  was  tabled 

by  the  last  legislature  after  a   number  of 

public  hearings. 

Steffes  departed  again  Thursday  to  at- 
tend the  Allied  meeting  in  Chicago.  Be- 
fore leaving,  he  said  he  had  no  plans  to 

call  a   Northwest  Allied  meeting  or  to 

make  any  report  on  the  national  parley. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 
Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 
126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 
2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 
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Ambition  Is  Filled 

By  Earl  Manbeck 
Des  Moines— When  Earl  Manbeck  jr„ 

aged  17,  opened  the  Carlisle  Theatre  in 
Carlisle,  la.,  a   few  weeks  ago,  he  realized 
an  ambition  which  materialized  at  the 
tender  ago  of  six.  That  was  when  he 
started  entertaining  the  family  by  throw- 

ing stills  on  a   sheet  with  his  tiny  “magic” 
lantern. 

When  Earl  was  eight,  he  started  build- 
ing a   screening  room  in  the  upstairs  of 

the  house.  Here  he  showed  silent  films 
for  the  neighborhood  gang  until  sound 
came  in.  Then  he  started  rebuilding 
again,  and  was  soon  showing  subsequent 
run  talkies  with  a   16mm  machine. 

Now  Earl,  who  is  a   junior  at  Roosevelt 
High  here,  is  a   full-fledged  exhibitor  and 
owns  a   35mm  projector.  He  shows  a   pic- 

ture every  Saturday  in  Carlisle.  Earl’s 
father  is  president  of  the  Manbeck  Motor 
Co.,  in  Des  Moines,  and  had  hoped  that 
his  son  would  follow  in  his  footsteps,  but 
Earl  has  never  indicated  the  slightest  in- 

terest outside  the  motion  picture  business. 
As  soon  as  he  is  out  of  school,  he  hopes 
to  own  a   theatre. 

'Little  Dutch  Town'  Nods 
To  ’ Little  Dutch  Theatre' 

Pella,  Ia. — This  little  Dutch  town  is  to 
have  a   little  Dutch  theatre. 

J.  H.  and  Charles  A.  Anderson  recently 
purchased  the  Pella  Theatre  and  are  mak- 

ing plans  to  remodel  it.  They  will  spend 
approximately  $30,000. 

Plans  call  for  a   new  front  of  Dutch 
colonial  architecture,  new  seats  and  sound 
equipment. 

Later,  the  present  auditorium  will  be 
used  as  a   lobby  and  a   new  auditorium 
built. 

Given  Screen  Test 
Shenandoah,  Ia. — Miss  Maribelle  Red- 

field,  former  dramatic  star  at  Shenandoah 

High  School  and  Christian  College,  Co- 
lumbia, Mo.,  was  given  a   screen  test  in 

New  York.  She  is  studying  dramatics 
there.  A   Selznick  representative  is  to  come 
to  Iowa  shortly  to  see  Miss  Redfield,  who 
is  visiting  here,  about  a   contract. 

New  Corporation 
Des  Moines — Rosenthal  Bros.,  Inc., 

Waterloo,  filed  incorporation  papers  with 

the  secretary  of  state’s  office  this  week. 
An  amount  of  $25,000  was  named  in  con- 

nection with  the  amusement  enterprises. 
Barney  Rosenthal  of  St.  Louis  is  president. 

Eben  Hays  Sells 

Des  Moines — Eben  Hays  has  sold  his 
Memphis,  Mo.,  theatre  to  Art  Blum.  Blum 

also  runs  the  theatre  in  Kahoka,  Mo. 

DES  MOINES 
JITLM  FOLKLORE:  Dorothy  Day,  Tri- 

States  publicity  chief,  has  the  sweetest 

telephone  voice  .   .   .   Art  Anderson’s  knotty 
pine  office  at  Warner  Bros,  is  tops  for 

originality  and  he-mannish  atmospnere 

.   .   .   National  Screen’s  Chick  Friedman 
is  Filmrow’s  most  popular  bachelor  .   .   . 
Is  Bill  Toney  over  at  National  Theatre 

so  handsome  because  he  has  one  olue  and 

one  brown  eye?  .   .   .   Four  out  of  every 
live  nominate  Lou  Elman  of  RKO  as  the 

niitiesc  ribber  on  the  Row  .   .   .   Ken  Clay- 

ton, R&T  Amusements  editor,  hates  to 

wear  a   hat,  yet  he  does  so  with  a   jaunty 

abandon  which  is  very  fetchin’  ...  If  you 
know  a   sculptor  who  wants  a   fine  head 

with  lots  of  character  to  sculp,  R.  W. 

Copeland’s  at  Paramount  is  a   natural  .   .   . 

If  it’s  feminine  loveliness  you  seek — but 
who  could  decide  between  the  bevy  of 

beauties  at  20th  Century-Fox  offices  and 

the  pretty  collection  at  Tri-States? 

Ted  Ashby,  R&T  columnist,  claims  that 

while  the  people  of  Boone  were  welcom- 
ing Actor  Alan  Mowbray,  Fred  Neher, 

bigtime  New  York  cartoonist  and  humor- 

ist, quietly  visited  the  town.  Neher  buys 

some  of  the  material  turned  out  by  Clyde 

Heintz  of  Boone  .   .   .   Jim  Bennett  of  Film 

Transportation  is  studying  up  on  his  mul- 

tiplication tables.  He’s  raising  rabbits. 

One  of  the  skaters  appearing  in  the  Rol- 
ler Derby  here  claims  that  he  and  Eleanor 

Powell  of  the  films  are  old  pals  .   .   .   People 

are  remarking  about  the  inconsistency  of 

the  Amuz-U  Theatre’s  advertisement 

“SHAME”  followed  by  “See  the  Beautiful 

Story  of  Life’s  Creation”  .   .   .   Des  Moines 

Theatre  showed  a   special  Hallowe’en  pre- 
view of  “Arkansas  Traveler”  at  midnight Saturday. 

M.  L.  “Cannonball”  Lee,  Central  States, 
finally  got  himself  a   couple  of  ducks  last 

week  .   .   .   E.  J.  Tilton  of  Republic  hoped 

to  do  the  same  on  his  three-day  hunting 
trip  in  Nebraska  .   .   .   Roy  Rogers,  new 

Republic  singing  western  star,  will  make 

personal  appearances  in  Nebraska  and  Iowa 
late  in  November  .   .   .   Columbia  is  holding 

a   regional  meeting  of  managers  and  sales- 
men in  Chicago  this  weekend. 

Visitors:  Okey  Goodman,  Rockwell  City; 

Bob  Johnston,  Newton;  O.  Rafferty,  Coon 

Rapids  .   .   .   M.  A.  Levy,  Fox  district  man- 
ager from  Minneapolis,  visited  last  week 

...  As  usual,  S.  J.  Mayer  made  good  his 
threat  that  his  office  would  lead  the 

country  in  division  managers’  week  .   .   . 
One  of  his  salesmen,  Harry  Gottlieb,  top- 

ped all  the  others  in  the  country,  too. 

Basing  the  layout  on  Harry  Gillette,  a 

former  Des  Moines  man  now  extra-ing  in 

Hollywood,  the  Sunday  Register  roto  sec- 
tion gives  the  pictorial  lowdown  on  the 

life  of  an  extra  in  the  October  30  issue 

.   .   .   When  Priscilla  Lane  stepped  off  the 

train  in  Chicago,  III.,  recently,  she  was 

greeted  by  three  Thomas  sisters,  her  for- 
mer neighbors  at  Indianola,  Ia.  Miss  Lane 

is  also  one  of  three  sisters,  all  of  whom 

were  recently  featured  in  “Four  Daugh- 

ters.” 

Des  Moines  Trade 

Assists  on  Drive 
Des  Moines — Nearly  all  motion  picture 

theatres  in  Iowa  have  contributed  to  Mo- 

tion Pictures’  Greatest  Year.  Tri-States’ 
Theatres  Corp.  here  is  making  the  most  of 

the  film  industry’s  laudable  attempt  to 
live  up  to  its  slogan. 

With  the  approach  of  November,  Tri- 
States  in  Des  Moines  and  throughout  Iowa, 

Nebraska  and  Illinois,  has  selected  11 

praiseworthy  attractions  and  is  advertis- 

ing them  as  “November’s  winning  11,”  in 
line  with  the  football  spirit  of  the  season. 

Three  of  the  “winning  11”  are  in  Des 

Moines  theatres  this  weekend.  “Suez,”  at 
the  Des  Moines  and  Roosevelt;  “Listen, 

Darling,”  at  the  Paramount,  and  “Racket 
Busters,”  at  the  Orpheum. 

Other  members  of  the  Tri-States  “win- 

ning 11”  include  “If  I   Were  King,”  “The 

Arkansas  Traveler,”  “Hold  That  Co-ed,” 
"The  Young  in  Heart,”  “Men  With  Wings,” 

“Just  Around  the  Corner,”  “Sweethearts,” 

and  “Stablemates.” 

New  First  Run  Easing 

Minneapolis  Clearance 
Minneapolis — With  the  opening  of  the 

new  Gopher  by  the  Minnesota  Amusement 

Co.,  there  again  are  six  loop  first-run 
houses  in  operation — the  same  number  as 

when  the  Minnesota  Theatre  was  open — 
and  independent  neighborhood  houses  are 

placed  in  an  improved  position  for  clear- 
ance. The  six  do  not  include  the  Time. 

With  only  five  downtown  first-runs  and 

with  one  of  them,  the  World,  using  most- 

ly foreign  pictures  and  extended  run  en- 
gagements, the  neighborhoods  began  to 

fear  a   product  shortage  later  in  the  win- 
ter because  holdovers  have  been  so  nu- 

merous. 

The  Aster,  playing  “B”  and  lesser  pic- 
tures on  dual  bills,  have  been  running 

many  of  their  shows  a   full  week,  ag- 

gravating the  situation. 
It  now  is  believed  that  the  threatened 

shortage  of  available  pictures  for  the 

neighborhood  spots,  which  must  await 

clearance,  will  be  averted. 

A   Magazine  Film 
Des  Moines — The  Commerce  Club  of 

the  Drake  College  of  Commerce  and  Fi- 
nance will  feature  a   sound  film  produced 

by  Modern  Packaging  magazine  on  No- 

vember 7.  The  picture  is  entitled,  “Over 

the  Counter  and  Off  the  Shelf.” 

Hope  Dare  in 
Fairfield 

Fairfield,  la.  —   Hope  Dare,  once 

Broadway's  most  beautiful  showgirl 

and  heart  interest  in  Buck  Jones'  films, 

is  doing  her  shopping  in  this  conven- 
tional little  Iowa  city.  Hope  is  hiding 

out  in  the  home  of  her  grandparents. 
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Seeks  to  Obtain 

Theatre  Via  Suit 
Minneapolis — Sol  Lebedoff  in  behalf  of 

himself  and  Sidney  Volk  has  filed  suit  in 

district  court  in  an  effort  to  obtain  pos- 
session of  the  Randolph  Theatre,  St.  Paul 

independent  neighborhood  house,  which 

was  taken  over  by  the  Franklin  Amuse- 

ment Co.,  local  independent  circuit  opera- 
tors. 

Lebedoff  claims  that  he  completed  a 

deal  with  the  theatre’s  owner  on  the  basis 

of  a   cash  payment  of  $10,000  for  a   10- 

year  lease  and  a   $1,000  monthly  rental. 

Trustees  appointed  by  the  court  to  dis- 

pose of  the  property,  however,  disposed 

of  it  to  the  Franklin  Amusement  Co. 

which  had  raised  the  ante  to  $15,500  and 

$1,200. 

Bidding  for  the  Randolph  was  spirited, 

more  than  a   half-dozen  independent  ex- 

hibitors and  groups  having  been  in  the 

market  for  it. 

Tax  Deadline,  Election 

Activity  Depress  Grosses 
Minneapolis — Present  boxoffice  slump 

in  Twin  Cities  and  territory  is  believed 

to  be  only  temporary  and  is  ascribed  to 

several  causes  which  will  not  be  factors 

after  next  week. 

One  of  the  reasons  for  the  business 

drop,  it’s  agreed,  is  the  fact  that  heavy 
real  estate  taxes  and  other  taxes  were 

due  October  31  and  many  people  had  to 

conserve  their  finances  and  probably  could 

not  spend  so  much  for  entertainment  as 

they  ordinarily  do. 

The  election  for  governor  and  legisla- 
tive candidates,  taking  place  next  week, 

undoubtedly  has  hurt  the  show  business. 

A   red-hot  gubernatorial  fight  has  divert- 
ed attention  away  from  the  theatres.  The 

uncertainty  in  connection  with  the  elec- 
tion no  doubt  has  depressed  trade. 

Unseasonably  warm  weather  has  been 

no  help  to  business  generally.  In  fact, 

complaints  have  been  heard  on  every  hand. 

Riddell  Buys  Cozy 

Cottonwood,  Minn. — The  Cozy  here  has 

been  acquired  by  L.  W.  Riddell  who  never 
has  been  in  the  show  business  before. 

He  took  the  house  over  from  M.  D.  Lau- 
ritzen. 

Roxy  to  Amundson 

Hayfield,  Minn. — H.  M.  Amundson  has 

bought  the  Roxy  from  Ed  Behrndt,  who 

also  owns  the  State,  Kassen,  Minn. 

To  Bruisers  From 
Grunters 

Minneapolis  —   Gordon  Green,  man- 

ager oi  the  Palace,  has  been  granted 

a   boxing  franchise  and  will  stage  one 

show  a   week  in  conjunction  with  his 

film  programs,  he  announces.  He  also 

has  wrestling  one  night  a   week. 

QUITE  a   few  of  the  boys  in  Chicago 
'“'last  week  to  witness  the  Minnesota- 
Northwestern  football  game.  Among  those 

who  had  reason  to  use  the  crying  towel 

in  the  Windy  Ctiy  following  the  Gophers’ 
defeat  were  Abe  Kaplan,  Fred  Ableson, 

Bill  Shartin,  “Nickey”  Goldhammer,  Sid- 
ney Volk,  Sol  and  Max  Torodor,  Eddie 

Ruben,  W.  A.  Steffes,  Ben  Friedman  and 
Sam  Zuckman.  Some  of  the  lads  were 

very  much  in  evidence  the  night  before 
the  battle  at  the  Chez  Paree  and  other 

night  spots  .   .   .   While  in  Chicago  for  the 

game,  Bill  Shartin,  Warner  city  salesman, 

received  a   telegram  from  his  young  son 

stating  the  latter  had  won  $10  in  the 

Journal’s  radio  Umbrella  Court,  answering 

the  most  questions  in  the  contest  correct- 
ly. A   chip  off  the  smart  old  block  .   .   . 

A1  Steffes  celebrated  a   birthday  in  Chi- 

cago the  day  of  the  game  en  route  to 

Minneapolis  from  New  York.  The  missus 

joined  him  there  for  the  celebration.  A 

few  close  friends  participated  in  the  fes- 
tivities. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  E.  A.  Coppt,  Ramsey,  Mich.; 

Harry  Simon,  Walker,  Minn.;  A.  L.  Ol- 
son, Grantsberg,  Wis.;  John  Piller,  Valley 

City,  N.  D.;  Lewis  Handy,  Preston,  Minn.; 

E.  L.  Danielson,  Mabel,  Minn.;  Cecil  Charb- 
neau,  Baldwin,  Wis.;  Bert  Parsons, 

Springfield,  Minn.;  Don  Buckley,  Redivood 

Falls,  Minn.;  William  Amacher,  Castle- 
wood,  S.  D.,  and  George  Westerman, 
Milaca,  Minn. 

Don  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls,  Minn.,  ex- 
hibitor, chose  to  go  hunting  instead  of 

attending  the  Minnesota-Northwestern 
football  game  at  Chicago  and,  as  events 

developed,  he  wasn’t  a   bit  sorry  .   .   . 
M-G-M’s  dolling  up  its  exchange  with  new 

decorations,  lights,  etc.  .   .   .   Bennie  Ber- 
ger still  making  those  freak  football  bets 

and  winning  .   .   .   Clarence  K.  Olson,  War- 
ner branch  manager,  visited  La  Crosse, 

Wis.,  Bismarck,  N.  D„  and  Pierre,  S.  D., 
all  in  one  week. 

Bill  Shartin  bacheloring  it  while  his  wife 

spends  a   fortnight  in  Cleveland  .   .   .   Gene 

Meredith  of  Warner  accompanied  Shel- 
don Beise,  assistant  Minnesota  coach  a?id 

scout,  to  the  Iowa-Purdue  game  at  Iowa 

City  .   .   .   Paramount  Pep  club’s  fall  out- 
ing a   big  success  .   .   .   Lots  of  fun,  too,  at 

the  Warner  club’s  Hallowe’en  party  .   .   . 

Paramount’ s   “If  I   Were  King,”  expected 

to  be  one  of  the  year’s  outstanding  box- 
office  hits,  has  its  territory  premiere  at 

the  State  here  November  11  .   .   .   “Hy” 
Chapman,  branch  manager,  and  Salesman 

Joe  Jacobs  of  Columbia  made  the  Duluth 
territory  together. 

Another  motorist  bumped  the  rear  of 

A1  Putz’s  auto,  but  the  M-G-M  office 
manager  escaped  uninjured  .   .   .   Columbia 

already  has  ten  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You”  prints  working  and  more  are  needed 
to  handle  the  demand  .   .   .   After  landing 

a   permit  for  a   new  $100,000  theatre  in 

the  Highland  Park  section  of  St.  Paul, 

George  Granstrom,  owner  of  the  Grand- 

( Continued  on  next  page) 

Lauds  Exhibitors 

For  'Being  on  Toes' 
Minneapolis — Exhibitors  in  the  territory 

are  on  their  toes  and  doing  the  best  sell- 

ing job  ever,  in  the  opinion  of  Morrie 

Abrams,  special  M-G-M  exploiteer  here, 
and  other  local  industry  authorities.  The 

exploitation  is  the  finest  within  memory, 
more  and  better  showmanship  is  being 

demonstrated  and  theatre  owners  are  go- 

ing to  commendable  length  in  advertising 
their  attractions,  they  declare. 

Evidence  of  the  exhibitors’  activity  is 
found  in  the  record  sales  of  advertising 

accessories  reported  by  practically  all  ex- 
changes here.  Theatre  owners  are  buying 

more  “paper”  than  ever  before,  a   survey shows. 

“Exhibitors  are  wide  awake  now,”  says 

Abrams.  “They  realize  that  even  the  out- 

standing pictures  must  be  sold  and  no- 
body is  laying  down  on  the  job.  Managers 

and  owners  are  using  their  noodles  and 

working  hard.  It’s  surprising  how  many 
ideas  they  themselves  think  up  and  how 

many  tieups,  they  make.  They  aren’t  de- 
pending on  press  books  or  on  special  ex- 

ploiteers.” 

Tire  trade  attributes  the  improving 

showmanship  to  the  fact  that  it  is  be- 
coming increasingly  more  difficult  to 

bring  customers  into  theatres,  even  for 

good  pictures,  due  to  general  economic 

conditions,  and  to  more  and  tougher  en- 
tertainment opposition  provided  by  the 

radio,  night  clubs,  boxing,  wrestling,  dance 

halls,  etc.  There  is  more  resistance  to 

films  than  there  used  to  be,  but  exhibi- 

tors are  overcoming  this  and  outdistanc- 
ing competition  by  working  harder  and 

more  effectively,  it’s  pointed  out. 

Roy  Slentz  Manages  New 

Minneapolis  Chain  Unit 
Minneapolis — Roy  Slentz  has  been  pro- 

moted by  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 
from  the  Aster  to  manage  the  new  Gopher, 

one  of  the  city’s  nicest  houses. 
Freddie  Bachman  has  been  moved  up 

from  assistant  manager  at  the  Century  to 
Aster  manager. 

Watmough  Advanced 
Minneapolis  —   William  Watmough, 

Grand  National  booker,  has  been  appoint- 
ed northern  Minnesota  salesman.  Howard 

Chisholm  has  been  promoted  from  shipper 

to  booker.  Oscar  Galanter,  formerly  with 

Majestic,  replaces  Chisholm  as  shipper. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 
Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 

nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 
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)IL  I   M   C   (0)  IL  N 
L.  DENT  is  some  pool  shark,  too. 

Stopped  off  here  to  clinch  another  film 

deal,  and  wound  up  contract  signing  by 

giving  the  local  hotshots  a   good  lesson 

in  properly  applied  English  .   .   .   T.  B. 

Noble  jr.  of  Oklahoma  probably  would 

have  been  here  during  Dent’s  visit,  but  he 
was  busy  pinning  badges  on  the  visiting 

firemen  at  Oklahoma  City’s  MPTOA  con- 
fab .   .   .   M.  E.  Lofgren  and  the  Mrs.  set- 
ting up  housekeeping,  and  getting  used  to 

new  surroundings  after  leaving  Colorado 

Springs,  Colo,  (the  Mission),  to  manage 
the  Lincoln  here. 

D.  V.  McLucas,  back  tied  up  with  arth- 
ritis, and  still  suffering  a   little  from  the 

recent  holdup  and  beating  in  Omaha,  was 

in  town  for  the  Missouri-Nebraska  game 
.   .   .   Traded  gas  with  Izzy  Kuhl  at  Seward 

one  night.  Izzy  says  the  farmers  have  no 

money  in  his  area,  and  the  shadow  falls 

on  him  .   .   .   Now  that  Ed  Vaughan  is 

over  at  the  Stuart,  Harvey  Traylor  says 

he  goes  giddy  after  the  boxoffice  reports 

are  checked  listening  to  Ed  pour  honey 

into  the  telephone  to  a   local  heiress. 

There’s  nothing  Bob  Livingston  hopes 
so  much  as  that  Governor  Cochran  will 

return  to  office  .   .   .   Legislatively  speak- 
ing, theatre  Row  hears  reports  ranging 

from  10  per  cent  tax  on  film  rentals  to 

outlawing  Sunday  shows  by  the  solons 

when  they  come  here  in  January  .   .   . 

Good  thing  the  celebrities  have  decided 

to  come  to  the  Nebraska  games,  or  the 

ticket  buyers  wouldn’t  have  anything  to 
see.  Herbie  Kay  was  here  for  Indiana, 

and  Mickey  Rooney  for  Missouri. 

Harold  Hellerich  will  be  busying  him- 

self with  the  Liberty  alone  after  Novem- 
ber 9.  The  Orpheum  will  close  then  for 

that  long  promised  redecoration.  Guess- 
ing on  the  spending  to  accomplish  the 

new  face  wash,  runs  all  the  way  from 

$20,000  to  $75,000  .   .   .   Bob  Huffman  is  of 

the  opinion,  it  was  by  no  means  “Too 
Hot  to  Handle.”  Quite  the  contrary  .   .   . 
Capitol  has  two  ushers,  named  Tom  and 
Jerry. 

Nebraska  Theatres  in 

A   Deal  With  Monogram 
Lincoln — A   deal  was  made  here  this 

week  for  Monogram  by  L.  L.  Dent  and 

Howard  Federer,  of  the  Nebraska  The- 
atres, Inc.  Bob  Ringler  did  the  signing 

for  Monogram.  Films  will  be  used  in  the 

Colonial,  which  NTI  has  on  a   partnership 

basis  with  George  O.  Monroe.  Last  year 

this  string  was  bought  by  J.  H.  Cooper, 

of  the  opposition  Lincoln  Theatres  Corp. 

This  makes  a   split  of  Warner  Bros.,  split 

of  United  Artists,  Republic  and  Mono- 
gram to  come  over  to  NTI  in  the  last  few 

months. 

New  Sound  Installed 

Coleraine,  Minn. — The  Roxy  Theatre 
here  has  been  improved  by  its  owners, 

Sim  Heller  and  M.  Kubiac,  with  new 

sound  equipment. 

They're  Interested 
In  Chemistry 

Iowa  City,  la. — Bing  Crosby,  Ted 

Lewis,  Kathleen  Norris  and  Bob  Burns 

are  famous  names — and  they're  all  en- 
rolled for  inorganic  chemistry  at  the 

University  of  Iowa.  But  Iowa's  Bing 

Crosby  doesn't  sing.  "Heavens,  no," 
he  says.  Bing  is  a   sophomore  from 

Oskaloosa.  All  the  university's  Ted 
Lewis  does  musically  is  play  the  radio. 

He  is  from  Sac  City.  Bob  Burns,  claim- 

ed by  Iowa  City,  has  never  been  in 

Arkansas.  Looking  over  her  test  tubes 

in  the  chemistry  laboratory,  Kathleen 

Norris  (of  Cosgrove,  la.)  denied  any 

claim  to  literary  ability. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Moving 

To  Larger  Quarters  Dec .   1 
Omaha — Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  theatre 

supply  house,  will  move  from  present  quar- 

ters directly  across  the  street  to  a   three- 

story  building,  about  December  1,  accord- 

ing to  R.  S.  “Bob”  Ballantyne.  In- 
creased business  made  the  expansion 

necessary,  he  said. 

The  main  store  will  be  located  on  the 

first  floor,  in  addition  to  displays  and 

city  sales  department.  The  wholesale  and 

Ballantyne  Co.  division  will  be  on  a   mez- 
zanine floor.  Special  emphasis  will  be 

placed  on  a   large  window  display  and 

showroom. 

Of  special  interest  to  exhibitors’  wives 
will  be  a   ladies  lounge  on  the  mezzanine 

floor.  It  will  be  the  first  lounge  of  its 

kind  along  Filmrow,  Ballantyne  said. 

The  basement  will  house  used  equip- 
ment. The  shop  and  wholesale  shipping 

department  will  be  located  on  the  second 

floor  and  new  merchandise  will  be  stored 

on  the  third  floor.  The  interior  of  the 

entire  building  will  be  white. 

Bob  Ballantyne  has  been  connected  with 

the  industry  for  30  years,  as  theatre 

operator,  theatre  supply  man,  film  sales- 

man, branch  manager  and  division  man- 

ager. The  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  was  form- 
ed in  1932.  The  new  address  will  be  222 

North  16th  St. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

view,  and  the  wife  left  for  St.  Louis  to 

enjoy  a   brief  vacation. 

The  young  son  of  Ralph  Bloom,  owner 

of  the  Lyric,  Redfield,  S.  D.,  enclosed 

10  pocket  combs  in  a   letter  to  W.  M. 

Workman,  M-G-M  branch  manager.  “I’m 
trying  to  sell  these  in  a   contest  to  win  a 

bicycle,”  wrote  Bloom  jr.  “You’re  always 
bothering  dad  about  contests,  so  I   thought 

you’d  help  me.”  The  kid  won. 

Charlie  Stoflet,  M-G-M  checking  su- 

pervisor, was  married  last  June  in  Yank- 
ton, S.  D.,  and  kept  the  event  a   secret 

until  last  week.  When  the  news  finally 

leaked  out  Charles  got  a   thorough  work- 
ing over  from  the  rest  of  the  gang  .   .   . 

Morrie  Abrams,  M-G-M  exploiteer,  back 
from  LaCrosse,  Wis.,  where  he  helped  sell 

“Boys  Town”  to  the  populace. 

Learn  Outstanding  Films 

Count ,   Not  Stage  Shows 
Minneapolis — They’re  finding  out  here 

that  boxoffice  dependence  must  be  main’y 

on  screen  offerings — that  stage  shows  can’t 
be  relied  on  for  the  most  part. 

A   few  stage  name  bands,  like  Horace 

Heidt  and  Bennie  Goodman,  are  sure- 

fire, of  course,  judging  by  the  Orpheum’s 
experience  here.  But  there  are  only  a 
handful  of  such  attractions,. 

Lesser  names,  apparently  can’t  fill  the 
bill.  The  stage  shows,  which  they  head, 

may  do  good  business,  but  the  theatre’s 
"nut”  is  boosted  so  high  that,  even  with 
the  increased  patronage,  it  is  unable  to 
finish  in  the  black.  At  any  rate,  this  has 
been  found  to  be  the  case  at  the  local 
Orpheum. 

On  the  other  hand,  outstanding  pictures, 
even  without  any  stage  show  support,  have 

been  doing  profitable  business  here  con- 

sistently. And  more  of  such  boxoffice  pic- 
tures come  along  than  the  number  of 

magnet  stage  attractions  available. 

Whitehead  of  AFA  Says 

Vaudeville  Shows  Gain 
New  York — The  American  Federation 

of  Actors  has  a   high-minded  purpose;  the 
return  of  flesh  entertainment  to  as  many 

“spots”  as  the  country  can  comfortably — 
or  otherwise— hold.  Ralph  Whitehead, 
executive  secretary  of  the  AFA,  is  re- 

porting his  findings  along  these  lines  in 
the  AFA  Reporter,  official  organ. 

“The  long-awaited  upturn  in  employ- 
ment is  seemingly  at  hand.  Today  we 

find  close  to  300  theatres  throughout  the 

country  playing  vaudeville  on  a   more  or 

less  regular  basis.  This  is  the  high  point 

in  stage  playing  time  in  many  years.  This 
is  sweet  music  to  the  ears  of  performers. 

It  means  that  movies  are  losing  their 

hold  on  the  public.” 

Honor  Arthur  Loew 

New  York — Branch  managers  of  Metro’s 
international  organization  are  designat- 

ing one  month  of  the  current  season  as 

their  “Arthur  M.  Loew  Month”  as  a   tribute 

to  the  managing  director  of  M-G-M’s 
overseas  forces.  Loew  is  now  touring  the 

company’s  South  American  offices. 

Starts  Eveleth  House 

Eveleth,  Minn.  —   Sam  Adelstein  has 
started  construction  on  a   new  600-seat 

theatre  to  cost  $75,000.  Two  other  houses 

now  are  in  operation  here.  Adelstein’s 
brother  has  a   theatre  in  Hibbing,  Minn., 

operated  in  conjunction  with  the  Minne- 
sota Amusement  Co. 

Distributes  Hoffberg 
Minneapolis — The  J.  H.  Hoffberg  lineup 

for  1938  will  be  distributed  in  the  Minne- 
sota and  North  Dakota  territories  by 

Elliott  and  Elliott  exchange  here.  Among 

Hoffberg  releases  are  “Forbidden  Ter- 
ritory,” “For  Husbands”  and  “Talking 

Feet.” 
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200  REGISTER  AT  THREE-DAY  SMPE  CONCLAVE 

IN  DETROIT;  E.  A.  WILLIFORD  IS  PRESIDENT 
Numerous  Technical  Talks 

Featured  at  Sessions 

At  Statler  Hotel 

Detroit — The  Society  of  Motion  Pic- 

ture Engineers  opened  their  three-day  fall 
convention  Monday  at  the  Hotel  Statler 

here,  with  a   registration  of  200. 

Election  of  officers  was  completed  at 

the  Monday  morning  session,  with  the 

following  named: 

E.  Allan  Williford,  manager  of  the  sales 

division  of  National  Carbon  Co.,  presi- 
dent; Nathan  Levinson,  director  of  War- 

ner Bros. -First  National  and  vice-presi- 
dent of  the  Ampas,  executive  vice-presi- 
dent; Arthur  S.  Dickinson,  MPPDA,  fi- 

nancial vice-president;  John  I.  Crabtree, 
editorial  vice-president,  a   post  he  has 
held  for  five  years;  William  C.  (Bill) 

Kunzman  of  National  Carbon  Co.,  Cleve- 
land, re-elected  convention  vice-president; 

J.  Frank  jr.,  re-elected  secretary,  and  L. 
W.  Davee,  re-elected  treasurer. 

Max  C.  Batsel,  director  of  engineering 

for  RCA-Photophone,  was  re-elected  to 
the  board  of  governors,  and  Homer  G. 
Tasker,  former  president  of  the  SMPE 
and  now  with  Paramount  Studios,  was 
named  to  the  other  vacant  post  on  the 
board.  Loyd  A.  Jones,  chief  physicist  of 

Eastman  Kodak  Co.,  continues  as  engi- 
neering vice-president,  and  R.  E.  Farn- 

Heods  the  SMPE 

E.  Allen  Williford,  manager  of  the 

carbon  sales  division  of  National  Car- 

bon and  new  president  of  the  SMPE, 

succeeding  S.  K.  Wolf. 

Two  SMPE  Conclaves 

Are  Set 

Detroit — The  SMPE  Spring  conven- 

tion will  be  held,  April  17-19,  in  Holly- 
wood; the  1939  fall  conclave  is  slated 

for  October  16-19  in  New  York,  it  was 

determined,  by  vote,  at  the  meeting 

here  at  the  Hotel  Statler. 

The  membership  committee  an- 

nounced a   gain  of  100  members  this 

year  in  a   convention  report. 

The  new  schedule  of  dues  on  a 

yearly  basis  for  various  members  fol- 
lows: Associate  members,  from  $6  to 

$7.50;  actives,  from  $10  to  $15;  fellows, 

from  $20  to  $15. 

Actives  may  now  hold  office,  it  was 

decided  by  amendment.  This  privilege 

previously  was  limited  to  fellows. 

ham,  A.  C.  Hardy  and  H.  Griffin  are 

other  governors. 

Opening  remarks  at  the  Monday  morn- 
ing session  were  made  by  S.  K.  Wolf, 

retiring  president.  A   report  by  the  con- 
vention committee  was.  presented  by  Vice- 

President  Kunzman;  the  membership  com- 
mittee was  represented  by  E.  R.  Geib, 

chairman. 

Talks  were  given  by  F.  J.  Herman  of 

Jam  Handy,  Detroit  commercial  film  pro- 

ducers, on  “The  Future  of  Commercial 
Motion  Pictures,”  and  by  H.  Traub  of 
Berlin.  Germany,  on  Oskar  Messter,  a 

pioneer  in  this  field. 
Interest  in  the  morning,  aside  from  the 

election,  centered  on  illustrating  talks  on 

“Underwater  Cinematography,”  by  E.  R. 
F.  Johnson  of  the  Mechanical  Improve- 

ments Corp.,  Moorestown,  N.  J.,  and  on 

“The  Spectroheliokinematograph,”  by  R. 
R.  McMat.h  of  the  McMath-Hulbert  Ob- 

servatory at  the  University  of  Michigan. 

The  session  was  adjourned  to  the  Michi- 
gan Room  of  the  Statler  for  a   luncheon, 

which  was  opened  with  an  address  of 
welcome  by  Mayor  Richard  W.  Reading. 
Jamison  Handy,  president  of  Jam  Handy, 

paid  tribute  to  the  engineering  depart- 
ment of  the  motion  picture  industry. 

George  W.  Trendle,  president  of  United 
Detroit  Theatres,  welcoming  the  guests, 

extended  to  them  the  courtesy  of  all  the- 
atres operated  by  him. 

Dr.  C.  F.  Kettering,  vice-president  and 
director  of  research  for  General  Motors, 

who  was  expected  to  speak  at  the  noon 

luncheon  did  not  appear,  but  an  unsched- 
uled talk  was  given  by  Gerald  Rackett, 

vice-president  of  Technicolor,  Inc.,  Hol- 

lywood, who  reminisced  on  the  develop- 
ment of  the  SMPE. 

Opening  paper  in  the  afternoon  session 

was  presented  by  R.  O.  Strock  of  East- 
ern Service  Studios,  Long  Island,  who  de- 

scribed “Some  Practical  Accessories  for 

Motion  Picture  Sound  Recording.” 
H.  J.  Hasbrouck  jr.,  of  the  RCA  Manu- 

Progress  of  Sound  and 

Equipment  Studied 

By  Delegates 

facturing  Co.,  Camden,  N.  J.,  gave  a   dem- 

onstrated talk  on  “Improving  the  Fidelity 
of  Disk  Records  for  Direct  Playback.”  This 
paper  aroused  much  interest  in  its  cov- 

erage of  new  possibilities  in  directorial 
technque,  as  directors  by  this  method  will 
be  able  to  have  the  sound  recorded  and 
immediately  played  back  from  a   record 
requiring  no  processing  to  give  maximum 
fidelity,  allowing  immediate  decision  on 
revisions  to  adjust  sound  effects. 

W.  H.  Offenhauser  jr.,  of  New  York 

City,  and  J.  J.  Israel  of  Brooklyn  col- 
laborated on  a   demonstrative  talk  on 

“Some  Production  Aspects  of  Binaural 

Recording  for  Sound  Motion  Pictures.” 
The  authors  concentrated  on  new  possi- 

bilities of  sound  control. 

“Unidirectional  Microphone  Technique” 
was  discussed  by  J.  P.  Livadary  of  Co- 

lumbia Pictures,  Hollywood,  and  M.  Ret- 
tinger  of  RCA  Manufacturing  Co.,  Los 
Angeles. 

F.  Durst  and  E.  J.  Shortt  of  the  In- 
ternational Projector  Corp.,  New  York 

City,  discussed  “The  Characteristics  of 
Film  Reproducing  Systems.” 

The  SMPE  convention  devoted  the  Tues- 
day morning  session  to  a   series  of  general 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Gets  Progress  Award 

— Bachrach 

Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kalmus,  president  of 

Technicolor,  who  gets  the  1938  Prog- 
ress Award  of  the  Society  of  M.  P. 

Engineers. 
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W.  PENNSYLVANIA  MPTO  RE  -   ELECTS  OFFICERS 
Eighteenth  Annual  Meet  E.  A.  Williford  Is  Elected Is  Held  in  Pitts- 

burgh President  at  SMPE  Conclave 

Pittsburgh — The  18th  annual  conven- 

tion of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Own- 

ers of  Western  Pennsylvania,  Inc.,  staged 

October  27  at  the  William  Penn  Hotel,  re- 
affirmed the  faith  of  the  membership  in 

national  Allied’s  program  and  re-elected 
all  local  officers. 

William  L.  Brown,  Tarentum,  vice- 
president,  presided  in  the  absence  of  M. 

A.  Rosenberg,  president,  who  was  in  New 

York  serving  on  the  national  Allied  nego- 
tiating committee  which  was  meeting  with 

representatives  of  distributors  on  the  sub- 
ject of  fair  trade  practices. 

Harry  Walker,  Crafton,  was  named  as 

chairman  of  the  grievance  committee,  and 

various  cases  were  presented. 

E.  T.  Beedle,  Canonsburg,  chairman  of 

the  ways  and  means  committee,  reported 

that  the  local  exhibitor  organization  had 

made  progress  during  the  year.  Finan- 

cial report  was  submitted  by  Bennett  Am- 

dur,  Pittsburgh,  a   member  of  the  com- 
mittee. 

Read  Sympathy  Messages 

Resolutions  adopted  included  messages 

of  sympathy  to  members  of  the  families 

of  three  departed  members,  David  J.  Selz- 
nick,  former  president  of  the  MPTO  of  W. 

Pa.,  Inc.;  Chris  Vollmer,  George  Pana- 

gatocas  and  I.  W.  Shearer,  all  veteran  ex- 
hibitors and  members  of  the  organization, 

who  died  since  the  last  annual  convention. 

One  of  the  highlights  of  the  afternoon 

meeting  was  the  reading  of  a   special  mes- 
sage prepared  by  M.  A.  Rosenberg  and 

read  by  Miss  Mathilda  Kiel,  assistant 
secretary. 

The  following  officers  were  re-elected: 

Rosenberg,  president;  Fred  J.  Herring- 

ton, secretary;  William  L.  Brown,  vice- 
president;  Joseph  Gellman,  treasurer. 

Terms  of  three  members  of  the  board 

of  directors  expired,  with  Bennett  Amdur 

and  Frank  Panoplos  being  re-elected. 
Third  elected  member  was  M.  N.  Shapiro 

who  replaced  William  Finkel. 

For  the  tenth  consecutive  year  the  or- 
ganization passed  a   resolution  in  favor  of 

exhibitors  giving  support  to  Boxoffice  anci 

its  representative,  R.  F.  Klingensmith. 

Only  other  paper  given  such  favor  was 

Harrisoji’s  Reports. 
Discuss  Legislation 

Legislative  subjects  were  discussed  dur- 
ing both  morning  and  afternoon  sessions. 

Other  topics  included  overbuying;  forced 

sale  of  short  subjects,  including  serials  and 

newsreels;  clearance;  industry  cases  in 

litigation;  wage-hour  law;  Pennsylvania’s 
compulsory  gas  lid  law  (outdoor  aperture 

to  prevent  passage  of  gas) ,   with  prosecu- 
tion for  non-compliance  deferred  pending 

a   test  case  on  constitutionality;  various 

activities  of  national  Allied  and  its  posi- 
tion in  the  fair  trade  practice  conferences; 

new  theatre  liability  insurance  plan  avail- 

able only  to  Allied  members;  the  indus- 

try’s “greatest  year”  campaign  and  the 
Movie  Quiz;  special  references  to  defense 

of  the  North  Dakota  law  which  would  di- 

( Continued  from  preceding  page) 

talks,  including:  “A  Machine  for  Artifi- 
cial Reverberation”  by  S.  K.  Wolf,  Acoustic 

Consultants,  Inc.,  New  York;  “A  Motion 

Picture  Dubbing  and  Scoring  Stage,”  by 
C.  L.  Lootens,  of  Republic  Productions,  M. 

Rettinger  of  RCA  Mfg.  Co.,  and  D.  J. 

Bloomberg  of  Republic  Productions,  all  of 

Hollywood;  “The  Road  Ahead  for  Tele- 

vision,” by  I.  J.  Kaar,  General  Electric  Co., 

Bridgeport,  Conn.;  “Some  Television  Prob- 

lems from  the  Motion  Picture  Standpoint,” 
by  G.  L.  Beers,  E.  W.  Engstrom,  and  I.  G. 

Maloff  of  RCA  Mfg.  Co.,  Camden,  accom- 
panied by  a   demonstration. 

No  formal  luncheon  was  scheduled.  The 

afternoon  session  was  devoted  to  labora- 

tory papers,  including:  “Some  General 
Characteristics  of  Chromium-Nickel-Iron 

Alloys  as  Corrosion-Resisting  Materials,” 
by  F.  J.  LaQue,  International  Nickel  Co., 

Inc.,  New  York;  “A  Color-Temperature 

Meter,”  by  E.  M.  Lowry  and  K.  S.  Weaver, 
Kodak  Research  Laboratories,  Rochester, 

N.  Y.;  “Technicolor  Adventures  in  Cinema- 

land,’'  by  H.  T.  Kalmus,  Technicolor  Mo- 

tion Picture  Corp.,  New  York;  “Chemical 

Analysis  of  an  MQ  Developer,”  R.  M.  Evans 
and  W.  T.  Hanson  jr.,  Kodak  Research 

Laboratories,  Rochester,  N.  Y.;  “Opaci- 

meter  Used  in  Chemical  Analysis,”  by 
R.  M.  Evans  and  G.  P.  Silberstein,  Kodak 

Research  Laboratories,  Rochester,  N.  Y.; 

“Latest  Developments  in  Variable-Area 

Processing,”  A.  C.  Blaney  RCA  Mfg.  Co.. 
Lcs  Angeles,  and  G.  M.  Best,  Warner  Bros., 
Burbank,  Cal. 

Grand  banquet  of  the  convention  fol- 

lowed in  the  evening,  with  the  presenta- 
tion of  the  SMPE  progress  medal  to  Dr. 

Kalmus  as  its  outstanding  event. 

A   highlight  of  the  banquet  was  the  pres- 
entation of  the  Journal  Award  of  the 

SMPE  to  Dr.  K.  S.  Gibson,  of  national 

bureau  of  standards  of  the  department  of 

commerce,  for  his  paper,  “The  Analysis 

and  Specification  of  Color,”  published  in 
the  April.  1937,  issue  of  the  SMPE  Journal. 

This  award  is  made  annually  for  the  most 

outstanding  article  in  the  magazine. 
As  his  final  function  in  office,  S.  K. 

Wolf,  retiring  president,  presided  at  the 

vorce  producers  from  exhibition;  new  leg- 
islative plans;  reading  of  a   message  from 

Abram  F.  Myers,  national  counsel;  sign- 
ing of  new  members;  plans  for  issuance  of 

a   questionnaire  regarding  product  deals 

offered,  signed,  and  future  prospects; 

government  suit;  ways  and  means;  good 

and  welfare.  Most  of  the  information  re- 

vealed at  the  business  sessions  was  “con- 

fidential, and  not  for  publication.” 
Secretary  Herrington  reported  on  the 

regional  Allied  conference  and  spoke  on 
legislative  and  organization  subjects. 

William  L.  Brown,  chairman  of  the 

MPTO’s  legislative  committee,  who  pre- 

banquet. Induction  of  officers  was  held, 

followed  by  presentation  of  awards  and 
entertainment. 

The  Wednesday  morning  session  was 
devoted  to  studio,  lighting  and  theatre 
problems,  with  the  following  topics  and 

speakers:  “The  Evolution  of  Arc  Broad- 

side Lighting  Equipment,”  P.  Mole-Rich- 
ardson  Co.,  Hollywood;  report  of  studio 

lighting  committee,  Chairman  C.  W.  Hand- 

ley;  "The  Lighting  of  Motion  Picture  The- 
atre Auditoriums,”  F.  M.  Falge  and  W.  D. 

Riddle  of  General  Electric  Co.,  Cleveland, 

accompanied  by  a   demonstration  and  talks 

by  A.  C.  Hardy,  L.  A.  Jones,  and  B. 

Schlanger;  report  of  the  projection  com- 

mittee, Chairman  H.  Rubin;  “Coordinat- 
ing Acoustics  and  Architecture  in  the  De- 

sign of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre,”  C. 
C.  Potwin,  Electrical  Research  Products, 

Inc.,  N.  Y„  and  B.  Schlanger,  N.  Y.;  “The 
Copper  Sulphide  Rectifier  as  a   Source 

of  Power  for  the  Projector  Arc,”  C.  A. 
Kotterman,  of  P.  R.  Mallory  and  Co.,  In- 
dianapolis. 

Final  session  that  afternoon  was  devoted 

largely  to  16mm  interests.  Topics  and 

speakers  included: 

“A  16mm  Studio  Recorder,”  R.  W.  Ben- 

fer,  Erpi,  N.  Y.,  with  demonstration;  “A 

Super  Sound  and  Picture  Printer,”  O.  B. 
Depue,  Burton  Holmes  Films,  Chicago; 

“A  New  16mm  Developing  Machine,”  J.  M. 
Blaney,  Cinaudaugraph  Corp.,  Stamford, 

Conn.;  “New  Sound  Recording  Equipment,” 
D.  R.  Canady  and  V.  A.  Welman,  Canady 

Sound  Appliance  Co.,  Cleveland;  “A  Si- 
lent Wind  Machine  for  the  Production 

Stage,”  F.  G.  Albin,  UA;  “Independent 
Drive  for  Camera  in  the  AC  Interlock  Mo- 

tor System,”  also  by  Albin;  “A  Semi-Au- 
tomatic Follow-Focus  Drive,”  J.  Arnold, 

M-G-M;  “The  Evaluation  of  Motion  Pic- 

ture Films  by  Semimicro  Testing,”  J.  E. 
Gibson  and  C.  G.  Weber,  National  Bureau 

of  Standards,  Washington;  “The  Stability 
of  the  Viscose  Type  of  Osaphane  Photo- 

graphic Film,”  A.  N.  Sookne  and  C.  G. 

Weber,  National  Bureau  of  Standards;  “A 
New  Single-System  Recording  Attachment 

for  Standard  35mm  Cameras,”  A.  Reeves, 
Art  Reeves  Motion  Picture  Equipment  Co. 

sided,  spoke  on  the  value  of  organization 
in  combating  adverse  legislation,  as  did  A. 

P.  Way,  DuBois  showman.  Both  are  for- 
mer members  of  the  house  of  representa- 

tives. Among  the  60  members  participat- 
ing were  Mrs.  Martha  Guthrie,  Grove  City, 

and  Miss  M.  E.  Shively,  Clearfield,  both 
of  whom  spoke  briefly. 

Next  year’s  convention  will  be  a   two- 

day  affair  with  entertainment  and  a   ban- 
quet. These  features  were  not  included  on 

the  program  this  year  because  of  the  fact 

that  the  successful  national  Allied  con- 

vention was  staged  here  during  the  sum- 
mer with  sufficient  entertainment. 
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Public  Buys  Pictures,  Not 

Contests,  Survey  Indicates 

Yearbooks  Are 

In  Demand 
Detroit — Requests  for  the  valuable 

yearbooks  of  the  industry,  such  as 

those  published  by  trade  papers,  are 

frequently  received  by  BOXOFFICE. 

Instead  of  throwing  away  older  edi- 

tions, turn  them  over  to  the  local  cor- 

respondent, or  advise  us  that  you  have 

certain  issues  to  dispose,  and  they  may 

be  placed  where  they  will  be  of  fur- 
ther use. — H.  F.  R. 

Less  Costly  Technicolor 

Leads  to  Added  Interest 

Detroit — The  recent  development  of  a 

new  and  less  expensive  method  of  repro- 
duction in  Technicolor  is  resulting  in  in- 
creased activity  in  the  motion  picture 

line,  according  to  Alban  J.  Norris,  head 

of  Michigan  Film  Library  here.  He  re- 

ports General  Motors  and  Western  Elec- 

tric are  going  into  a   big  program  in  in- 
dustrial 16mm  pictures,  and  that  Ford 

Motor  Co.  is  doubling  its  film  promotion 

department  at  Dearborn. 

The  entire  process  of  photographing, 

processing,  printing  and  reproducing  film 

is  to  be  shown  at  the  World’s  Fair.  This 
new  development,  according  to  Norris,  will 

stimulate  the  showing  of  motion  pictures 

by  industrial  sponsors. 

Fox  Theatre  in  Detroit 

May  Give  Up  Vaudeville 
Detroit— This  week  was  expected  to 

see  a   decision  as  to  whether  the  down- 

town area  of  the  motor  city  would  be 

without  a   first-run  vaude-film  house.  The 

lone  remaining  dual  policy  house,  the  Fox, 

faced  with  paring  its  operating  expenses 

$5,000  a   week,  was  dickering  with  the 

labor  unions  to  make  this  possible. 

Dave  Idzal,  managing  director,  and 

trustee  for  the  receivers,  asked  the  labor 

groups  to  absorb  one-fifth  of  the  $5,000, 
or  $1,000.  If  this  is  done  by  the  unions, 

the  house  will  absorb  the  other  $4,000  and 
vaudeville  will  continue  in  the  house. 

Otherwise,  the  house  will  go  to  double  fea- 
tures on  a   straight  film  policy. 

Robber  Is  Held 
Columbus,  Ohio — A   man  who  gave  his 

name  as  Dan  Yuhas,  22,  of  Columbus,  is 

being  detained  in  jail  here  after  police 

said  he  admitted  robbing  the  Markham 

Theatre  of  $100.  The  loot,  a   black  mask 

and  a   revolver,  used  in  the  holdup,  were 

found  on  Yuhas,  authorities  said. 

Park  to  Foreigns 
Detroit — Interest  in  foreign  films  lo- 

cally is  shown  by  the  entry  of  the  Krim 

Bros.’  Park  Theatre  into  this  field,  spe- 
cializing in  Italian  films. 

A   two-day  change  every  other  week 
will  be  devoted  to  Italian  films. 

Cleveland — Looking  back  over  the  first- 
run  business  in  Cleveland  from  the  middle 

of  August  until  November  1   of  this  season 

and  comparing  it  with  the  same  period 

last  year,  it  becomes  obvious  that  this 

year’s  grosses  are  trailing  those  of  last 

year. In  view  of  the  fact  that  the  Movie  Quiz 

Contest  was  aimed  directly  at  this  box- 
office  with  the  intention  of  speeding 

grosses  upward,  the  next  move  was  to  in- 

quire whether  this  year’s  business  would 
have  been  worse  without  the  Quiz  or 

whether  the  Quiz  has  had  no  effect  on 
business  at  all. 

To  get  an  unbiased  slant  on  the  situa- 

tion locally,  Boxoffice  talked  to  exhibi- 
tors in  and  around  the  Greater  Cleveland 

area. 

On  two  counts  they  are  unanimous.  One 

is  that  business  is  as  bad  if  not  worse, 

than  last  year.  The  other  is  that  the 

Movie  Quiz  contest  has  not  affected  busi- 
ness either  favorably  or  unfavorably.  As 

one  exhibitor  tersely  put  it,  "Patrons  come 
to  the  theatre  for  entertainment.  If  the 

picture  provides  entertainment,  they  come 

in  numbers.  If  it  doesn’t,  they  stay 

away.” 

This  was  exemplified  clearly  in  Cleve- 

land where  one  theatre,  playing  a   succes- 
sion of  four  or  five  established  boxoffice 

hits,  had  just  that  many  good  weeks  with 

grosses  up  in  the  happy  figures.  All  of 

these  hits  were  Quiz  pictures.  Then  fol- 

lowed a   picture  the  public  wouldn’t  buy. 
It,  too,  was  a   quiz  picture.  If  the  contest 

meant  anything  to  the  patrons  of  that 

theatre  they  would  have  come  in  even  if 

they  didn’t  like  the  picture  so  well.  But 

they  didn’t.  The  result  was  a   new  low 

record  for  that  particular  house. 
And  in  Cleveland,  the  Movie  Quiz  got  a 

big  play  from  the  newspapers.  Editorial 

space  was  devoted  to  it.  The  critics 

plugged  it  loud  and  often.  Movie  Quiz  pic- 
tures are  so  marked  in  all  advertising 

copy.  And  still  the  public  refuses  to  see 

a   Quiz  picture  just  because  it  is  a   Quiz 

picture. 
Exhibitors  operating  theatres  in  the  sur- 

rounding towns  have  an  even  sadder  story 
to  tell.  One  exhibitor  said  he  cannot  get 

rid  of  his  Quiz  booklets.  His  patrons  do 

not  want  them.  Another  said  that  he 
maintains  an  attendant  in  the  lobby  just 

to  handle  the  booklets.  Nobody  asks  for 
them. 

In  Cleveland,  the  drop  in  first-run 
takes  is  marked.  Comparison  of  the 

eleven- week  period  from  August  13  to  No- 
vember 1,  1937,  with  the  same  period  in 

1938,  shows  a   discrepancy  of  over  $150,000 
in  favor  of  1937.  In  1937  the  approximate 
total  take  for  this  period  was  $696,000. 
In  1938  it  was  $540,000. 

All  of  which  resolves  itself  into  the  basic 

fact  that  the  public  buys  pictures,  not 

contests.  Also  that  grosses  go  up  in  pro- 

portion as  the  pictures  offer  popular  en- 
tertainment. 

Special  Session 
Pittsburgh — Directors  of  the  MPTO  of 

W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  were  in  special  session  Mon- 
day afternoon  at  exhibitor  headquarters 

on  Filmrow.  Purpose  of  the  meeting  was 

not  disclosed  for  publication.  M.  A. 

Rosenberg,  re-elected  president  of  the 

group  last  week,  was  present  at  the  Mon- 
day session. 
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|   COMPLETE  DECORATING  and  DRAPERIES  ( 

|   MURALS  —   DRAPES  —   STAGE  CURTAINS  | 

1   Specialists  in  Creation  of  Smart  Interiors  | 

If  you  have  a   decorating  or  drapery  problem  it  will 

pay  you  to  get  our  ideas  and  prices. 

Installations  Everywhere  = 

NOVELTY  SCENIC  STUDIOS  Inc.  I 
Cleveland,  O.  = =   5713  Euclid  Ave. 
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Michigan  Governor  Talks  at 

Detroit  Variety's  Luncheon 
Detroit — Gov.  Frank  Murphy  of  Michi- 

gan was  the  speaker  Monday  at  the  Va- 
riety Club  luncheon  and  two  extra  tables 

had  to  be  set  up  at  the  last  minute  to 
take  care  of  the  bulging  attendance  for 

which  his  appearance  was  to  a   good  ex- 
tent responsible. 

Talking  on  his  chosen  work,  “Govern- 

ment,” Governor  Murphy  told  those  as- 
sembled that  “modern  government  is  a 

scientific  instrument  to  serve  the  public.” 
He  classified  it  as  an  “art,”  inasmuch 
as  it  is  “administered  by  men.” 

“I  have  a   vast  interest  in  the  orderli- 
ness of  the  economy  of  this  country,  and 

I   wish  business  to  prosper,”  continued 
Murphy,  who  last  year  gained  national 

recognition  for  his  mediation  of  the  “sit- 
down”  strikes  here  last  year. 

“We  cannot  have  the  desired  orderli- 
ness unless  we  take  care  of  the  crowds 

who  go  to  your  theatres  and  place  pur- 

chasing power  in  their  hands,”  the  gov- 
ernor said  in  amplifying  his  point. 

Edmund  C.  Shields,  Butterfield  circuit 

vice-president  and  slated  as  a   Democratic 
nominee  for  a   federal  judgeship,  toastmas- 
tered. 

An  array  of  political  figures  were  guests 
at  the  luncheon.  Among  those  introduced 
were:  Leo  J.  Nowicki,  lieutenant  governor: 

Barney  Youngblood,  assistant  secretary-of- 
state;  Theodore  I.  Fry,  state  treasurer: 

Raymond  W.  Starr,  attorney-general; 
Duncan  C.  McCrea,  Wayne  county  prose- 

cuting attorney:  Sheriff  Thomas  C.  Wil- 
cox: Probate  Judge  Thomas  C.  Mur- 
phy; Carl  Staebler,  deputy  sheriff;  Harry 

Colburn,  chief  prosecutor’s  investigator; 
Harold  Heinrich,  deputy  in  probate  court, 

and  Samuel  Ostrow,  assistant  attorney- 
general. 

McCrea  and  Nowicki  gave  brief  talks, 
as  did  Irving  Kessler  of  Capetown,  South 

No  Wonder  They 
Are  Such  a   Hit! 

B   A   N   K   O 

or  WINNER 

CARDS 
Perfect  for  All 

Merchandise  or  Cash 
Giveaways 

•   Any  quantity  sold,  with  a   weekly 
minimum  of  $2.00. 

•   NO  OTHER  CHARGES  OR  ROYAL- 
TIES Whatsoever. 

Write  for  Free  Sample  Today 

LAKE  SHORE  SALES  COMPANY 
Theatre  Premium  Headquarters 

Complete  Salem  China  Line  on  Display 

404  Film  Bldg.  Cleveland 

Africa,  a   cousin  of  the  London  Bros.,  De- 

troit’s veteran  theatre  owners. 
On  Friday  night,  November  4,  Mrs.  Max 

Smitt  and  Mrs.  William  Carlson  were  to 
be  hostesses  for  Junior  Variety.  Michigan 

Institute  of  Music  was  to  present  a   spe- 
cial dance  program. 

On  Saturday,  November  5,  a   United 
Artists  Night  is  slated,  with  Branch  Man- 

ager Moe  Dudelson  and  his  wife  as  hosts, 
assisted  by  E.  Weingarden,  S.  J.  Bowman, 
Ben  J.  Robins  and  J.  D.  Goldhar  and 
their  wives. 

Monday,  November  7,  will  be  Gus  Sun 
Day.  Gus  Sun,  veteran  booking  agent, 
with  his  brother,  Pete,  is  celebrating  his 
50th  anniversary  in  the  business. 

10th  Variety  Feast 

Honors  McGreevey 

Pittsburgh — Tenth  annual  banquet  of 

the  Variety  Club,  Tent  No.  1,  Sunday  eve- 
ning at  the  William  Penn  Hotel,  crowded 

the  “big  tent”  to  overflowing.  More  than 
a   thousand  persons,  at  $10  a   plate,  were 
in  attendance  to  honor  John  T.  McGree- 

vey, outgoing  chief  barker  and  his  asso- 

ciates, and  to  “meet”  George  Variety  Bar- 
ker II,  a   17-month-old  boy,  the  fourth 

child  to  be  adopted  by  the  club  as  its  ward. 

Among  the  film  notables  present  were: 

Harry  Goldstein  and  Duke  Clark,  Cleve- 
land, and  Eddie  Fontaine,  Washington,  of 

Paramount;  20th-Fox  guests  included 
Jack  Sichelman,  William  Gehring,  Har- 

vey B.  Day,  Charles  Goetz,  New  York; 

George  Roberts  and  Izzy  Schmertz,  Cleve- 
land, and  Sidney  Samson,  Buffalo;  Bert 

M.  Stearn  of  Cleveland  represented  United 
Artists;  W.  A.  Scully,  Max  Cohen,  and 
Dave  Miller  were  the  New  Universal 
representatives;  E.  L.  Alperson,  Grand 

National;  Herbert  J.  Yates  and  Harry  La- 
Vine,  Republic. 

M-G-M’s  delegation  included  William 
F.  Rodgers,  T.  J.  Connors,  E.  M.  Saunders, 

E.  K.  O’Shea,  New  York,  and  J.  E.  Flynn, 
Detroit;  Vitagraph’s  guests  included  Roy 
Haines,  Benj.  Kalmenson,  Eddie  Schnit- 

zel’, New  York,  and  Robert  Smeltzer, 
Washington.  From  Columbia  were  Rube 
Jackter,  Louis  Weinberg,  New  York,  and 

Sam  Galanty,  Washington;  RKO’s  new 
president,  George  J.  Schaefer,  was  present 
with  Ned  Depinet,  Jules  Levy  and  Eddie 
McEvoy  of  New  York  and  Nat  Levy  of 
Detroit. 

Eddie  Golden  and  George  W.  Weeks, 
New  York,  and  Ben  Welansky,  Boston, 

were  Monogram’s  delegates;  among  the 

AMERICAN 

THEATRICAL  VALANCE  COMPANY 

Pittsburgh’s  Leading  Decorators 

Design  and  Manufacture  All  Drapes  and 

Curtains  in  Our  Modern  Factory. 

Office  and  Factory  at  900  Fifth  Avenue 
Pittsburgh  COurt  9723 

Filmrow  Display  Boom  at  1701  Blvd.  of 
the  Allies 

Ross  Federal  Service  representatives  were 
H.  A.  Ross  and  Densmore  and  Richard 
Ross,  Frank  Miske,  Don  Hall,  New  York, 

and  C.  R.  Corridani,  Cincinnati,  and  Wal- 
ter Brown,  Chicago;  Charles  L.  Casa- 

nave  and  George  Dembow  of  National 
Screen  Accessories,  etc. 

Speakers  included  Senators  James  J. 

Davis  and  Joseph  F.  Guffy  of  Pennsyl- 
vania, and  Rush  Holt  of  West  Virginia; 

Former  Gov.  Harold  G.  Hoffman  of  New 

Jersey;  Jim  Crowley  and  Dr.  Jock  Suther- 
land, coaches  of  Fordham  and  Pitt,  re- 

spectively; “Babe”  Ruth,  Wally  Ford, 
Freddie  Bartholomew,  and  others.  Nor- 

man Frescott  was  toastmaster  at  the  din- 

ner and  Jay  C.  Flippen,  as  master  of  cere- 
monies, directed  the  floor  show.  John  H. 

Harris  was  general  chairman  and  George 
D.  Tyson  was  in  charge  of  the  program. 

Detroit  Variety  to 

Vote  on  Members 

Detroit — The  Variety  Club  here  will 

vote  on  several  new  membership  appli- 
cants on  November  14.  They  include: 

W.  R.  Stebbins,  manager  of  the  Film  Ex- 
change Bldg.;  Nathan  Jack  Haase  of 

Metro  Premium  Co.;  Tunis  (Eddie)  Stin- 
son, manager  of  the  Shrine  Circus;  James 

A.  Caleman,  supervisory  engineer  of  RCA 
Mfg.  Co.,  and  Harold  Munz,  manager  of 
the  Century  Theatre. 

One  non-resident  member,  Sheldon  H. 

Fairbanks  of  Campbell-Fairbanks  Expo- 
sitions, Inc.,  is  also  on  the  list,  as  well 

as  four  associate  members,  Wayne  Ed- 
wards and  William  Gage  of  the  Variety 

Band  and  Police  Censors  Joseph  M.  Kol- 
lar  and  Charles  W.  Snyder. 

Chief  Barker's  Team Oversells  Knife  Quota 

Detroit — The  chief  barker’s  team  of 
Variety  Club  turned  in  its  report  on  the 
Movie  Funds  for  Shut-Ins  drive  this  week, 
showing  a   total  of  116  knives  sold,  20  more 
than  quota.  A   total  of  $276  was  turned 
in  by  the  team,  consisting  of  William  A. 

Carlson,  Duncan  C.  McCrea,  Jack  Dick- 
stein,  Richard  W.  Reading,  Dave  Diamond 
and  Joe  Watson. 

The  largest  individual  donations  were 

those  of  Prosecutor  McCrea,  his  assist- 
ant, William  E.  Dowling,  and  Mayor  Read- 

ing. 

Detroit  Variety  Club 

Issues  Barker  Roll 

Detroit — A   20-page  Barker  Roll,  giving 

a   complete  list  of  members,  has  been  is- 
sued by  the  local  Variety  Club.  The  book 

was  published  through  the  courtesy  of  the 
Book-Cadillac  Hotel,  where  all  meetings 
are  held. 

Offices,  all  past  chief  barkers,  addresses 
and  telephone  numbers  of  all  members, 
and  the  national  officers  and  addresses  of 
all  other  Variety  Tents  are  included. 

The  roster  shows  a   total  of  155  active 
members. 

William  R.  Mellen 

Zanesville,  Ohio — William  Russell  Mel- 

len, 57,  former  newsreel  cameraman  of 
Chicago,  died  in  a   hospital  here  after  a 
brief  illness.  He  had  lived  here  for  the 

past  six  years  and  prior  to  that  had  been 
connected  with  Universal  Newsreel  and 
several  Chicago  daily  newspapers. 
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Say  Exhibitors ,   Grocers 

Urged  Bingo  Playing  Ban 
Pittsburgh — Grocers  and  theatre  opera- 

tors were  charged  this  week  as  responsible 

for  the  city  officials’  “ban”  against  Bingo 
by  40  organizations.  Meeting  at  600  East 

Ohio  St.,  the  group  pledged  themselves — 
if  Bingo  can  be  restored  in  Pittsburgh — to 
patronize  only  the  neighborhood  grocers 
in  purchasing  prizes. 

Officials  for  the  group  intimated  “we 
might  have  good  news  soon”  regarding 
lifting  of  the  Bingo  ban. 

They  made  no  overture  to  their  stated 
opponents,  the  theatre  operators. 

He  Sees  Charlie 
Cleveland — Mayor  La  Guardia  of  New 

York,  here  on  Saturday  to  speak  on  the 
proposed  civil  service  amendment,  took 
time  out  from  his  full  program  to  see  his 
favorite  screen  star,  Charlie  McCarthy,  in 

his  newest  picture,  “A  Letter  of  Introduc- 
tion,” at  the  Homestead  Theatre.  Manager 

Edward  Wise  learned  who  his  dis- 
tinguished visitor  was  from  the  children 

who  flocked  around  the  mayor  seeking 
autographs. 

Benedict  Bernstein 
Cincinnati  —   Harold  Bernstein  of  the 

Plaza  Theatre,  Norwood,  president  of 

Greater  Cincinnati  Exhibitor’s  League  is 
leaving  for  Los  Angeles  to  be  married  to 
Miss  Gladys  Horwitz.  Following  a   tour 
of  studios,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Bernstein  will 
honeymoon  in  Honolulu. 

gYMPATHY  to  Gerald  J.  and  George  P. 
Geinzer,  operators  of  three  local  the- 

atres, whose  mother,  Mrs.  Mathilda  Lo- 
fink  Geinzer,  died  Sunday,  October  30, 
after  a   lingering  illness  .   .   .   Ira  H.  Cohn, 

20th-Fox  manager,  and  Mrs.  Cohn  will 
spend  the  Christmas  holidays  in  South 

America.  Variety  Club’s  new  chief  barker 
and  his  wife  will  depart  on  December  17 
for  Rio  de  Janeiro.  Local  film  men  will 
furnish  food  and  beer  for  members  at  the 
Variety  Club  on  December  13  when  new 
officers  of  the  club  will  be  inducted. 

Father  E.  J.  Flanagan’s  famous  Boys 
Town  choir  of  70  voices  comes  to  the  stage 

of  the  Stanley  Theatre,  opening  Decem- 
ber 16  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  John  P.  Goring 

departed  this  week  by  automobile  for 
Hollywood  where  the  former  local  Fulton 
Theatre  manager  hopes  to  connect  with  an 
independent  producer. 

Clarence  Eiseman  was  called  to  New 

York  to  his  new  position  as  UA  manager 
at  the  Metropolitan  exchange,  Sunday.  He 
was  succeeded  here  several  weeks  ago  by 
Abe  Weiner,  who  had  been  connected  with 

the  company’s  Boston  exchange  since 
1920  .   .   .   W.  C.  Jervis,  RCA  manager,  and 
Mrs.  Jervis  were  in  New  York  over  the 

weekend  attending  a   marriage  in  the  fam- 

ily ..  .   Don  D’Carlo,  theatrical  booker 
with  Filmrow  headquarters,  has  inaugu- 

rated Tuesday  amateur  nights  at  the 

Capitol,  Braddock.  D’Carlo  supplied  the 
“freak”  acts  at  the  Variety  Club  banquet. 

Dipson  Enterprises  at  the  Cathedral, 
New  Castle,  this  week  inaugurated  stage 

shows.  The  Cathedral  was  formerly  oper- 
ated by  Mike  Marks  and  Charles  Freeman. 

Extensive  remodeling  was  completed  be- 
fore the  3,500-seat  house  was  reopened  .   .   . 

Recent  installations  of  RCA  sound  sys- 
tems include  the  Bessemer  Theatre,  (for- 

merly the  Terrace),  East  Pittsburgh;  Ver- 
non Theatre,  Altoona,  and  the  Penn  The- 
atre, Conemaugh. 

Among  the  locals  who  got  the  hunting 
season  off  to  a   good  start  were  Harry 
Passarell,  Mel  Barrett,  Milt  Broudy,  Jim 
Alexander,  Frank  Panoplos  and  Homer 

Michael  .   .   .   New  student  at  Loew’s  ex- 
change is  Nat  Rochlin  who  comes  here 

from  New  York  .   .   .   Death  of  a   sister  pre- 
vented Edgar  Moss,  20th-Fox  district 

manager,  from  attending  the  Variety  ban- 

quet. Larry  Katz,  IATSE  representative,  was 
in  New  York  on  business  over  the  weekend 

but  ivas  back  on  the  job  here  early  in  the 
week  and  in  attendance  at  the  monthly 

labor  meeting  ivith  the  independent  ex- 
hibitors’ committee. 

Sol  Goldberg,  former  Elkins,  W.  Va„ 
exhibitor,  was  in  the  news  the  other  day. 
He  promised  his  son,  Biggie  Goldberg, 

Pitt’s  brilliant  fullback,  a   new  car  if  he 

scored  a   touchdown  against  Fordham’s 
Rams.  Biggie  obliged  in  double  order 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

JIMMIE  GRAINGER 
SALES  CAMPAIGN 
NOV.  1   to  DEC.  19 

< 

HONORING  OUR  GENIAL  PRESIDENT 

AND  GENERAL  SALES  MANAGER.  WE 

URGE  THE  USUAL  SPLENDID  COOPER- 

ATION OF  OUR  EXHIBITOR  FRIENDS 

REPUBLIC  PICTURES  CORPORATION  of  PITTSBURGH 
1701  BLVD.  OF  THE  ALLIES  JAMES  H.  ALEXANDER.  Mgr.  ATlantic  4858 

we  our  proud  of  our  product 
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(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

(but  Papa  only  promised  one  car!) 

Billy  ZeVan,  theatre  decorator,  with 
headquarters  on  Filmrow,  has  affiliated 
with  Henry  Ravick,  manager  of  National 
Theatrical  Valance  arid  Decorating  Co. 
ZeVan  will  continue  with  his  own  decorat- 

ing assignments  and  will  represent  Ra- 

vick’s  new  valance  company. 

All  Filmrow  rejoiced  this  week  when  one 

of  its  boys  came  back.  Harry  Roney,  for- 
mer Columbia  booker,  was  released  from 

a   local  hospital  after  eleven  months  and 

he  was  given  the  glad  hand  when  he  visit- 
ed the  film  market.  He  looks  and  feels 

fine,  we’re  glad  to  report. 

Lester  Hutchins,  former  McKees  Rocks 
theatre  manager,  arrived  here  from  Dover, 
Ohio,  this  week  as  a   substitute  manager 
for  the  Fulton.  New  Fulton  manager  for 
the  Shea  interest  will  be  appointed  soon. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Samuel  Fleishman  of  the 
Roxian,  McKees  Rocks,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Harry  Fleishman  and  sons,  Norman  and 
Francis  of  the  Brighton  Theatre,  have 

returned  from  New  York  where  they  at- 
tended a   wedding  in  the  family  .   .   .   Also 

returned  from  New  York  is  William  J. 

Walker,  Crafton  exhibitor,  who  drove  up 
to  attend  a   football  game  in  which  his 
son,  Bill,  participated.  Young  Bill,  a 
freshman  at  Columbia  University  and  a 
member  of  the  freshman  grid  team,  won  a 
scholarship  for  this  university  while  a 
student  at  Kiskiminetas  Spring  School, 
Saltsburg,  Pa. 

Our  sympathy  to  members  of  the  Silver- 
man  family  in  the  loss  of  Samuel  Silver- 
man,  aged  15,  who  died  last  Tuesday  of 
pneumonia.  Among  the  four  surviving 
brothers  are  three  Filmrow  boys,  Dave  at 
RKO,  Frank  at  Columbia  and  Henry  at 
Paramount  .   .   .   Guy  V.  Ida,  McDonald 
and  Springdale  exhibitor,  is  furnishing  a 

new  home,  but  he  won’t  admit  that  a 
wedding  date  is  set  .   .   .   Fran  Seubert,  of 
the  Paramount  booking  department,  was 
the  winner  of  the  Filmrow  drawing  for  a 

pair  of  tickets  for  the  Pitt-Fordham  game 
...  Ed  Kelley,  veteran  film  man,  is  re- 

ported on  the  road  to  recovery  after  a 
serious  illness  which  developed  last  week 

.   .   .   Norinan  and  Irving  Barnett  have  re- 
turned to  this  city  after  a   season  with  a 

carnival  which  toured  the  central  part  of 
the  country  and  the  latter  has  gone  back 
to  work  for  Ross  Federal  Service. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 
November  6:  Fabian  Wright,  Sunday; 

Charles  Kurtzman,  Monday;  Howard  Ad- 
lesberger,  Tuesday;  Bill  Benswanger, 
Wednesday;  Buck  Gelder,  Thursday;  Brian 

McDonald,  Friday;  Elmer  Ecker,  Satur- 
day. For  the  week  of  November  13:  Dr. 

Goldman,  Sunday;  Elmer  Ecker,  Monday; 

Dave  Brown,  Tuesday;  Bob  Bassett,  Thurs- 

day; Mrs.  John  P.  Harris  (Mother’s  Day, 
Family  Nite  Party),  Friday;  Harry  Feld- 

man, Saturday  .   .   .   Hattie  Fliegel  of  the 

Monarch  exchange  has  joined  the  20th- 
Fox  staff  in  the  inspection  department 
where  a   vacancy  was  created  by  the  death 

of  Cecelia  Ball.  Mary  Brennan  has  suc- 
ceeded the  former  at  Monarch  .   .   .   Israel 

Roth,  Penn  avenue  exhibitor,  and  Joseph 
Gellman,  Duquesne  theatre  manager,  were 

in  attendance  at  the  regional  Allied 
meeting  in  Atlantic  City.  Also  present  from 
the  local  Allied  unit  were  M.  A.  Rosenberg 

and  Fred  J.  Herrington  .   .   .   Arthur  Green- 
blatt,  eastern  division  manager  for  GB, 
is  in  charge  of  the  local  office  at  the 

20th-Fox  exchange  until  a   successor  to 
Joe  Kaliski,  resigned,  is  appointed. 

George  Elmo,  Paramount  sales  repre- 
sentative, is  back  on  active  duty  following 

a   serious  operation  .   .   .   Present  at  the 

MPTO  convention  here  were  the  “Three 
Mesquiteers”  of  Erie,  Pa.,  B.  G.  Neyland, 
J.  G.  Seyboldt  and  H.  E.  Hammond. 
Among  the  60  exhibitors  who  participated 
were  Miss  M.  E.  Shively  of  Clearfield  and 
Mrs.  Martha  Guthrie  of  Grove  City  .   .   . 

Art  England  spent  last  week  in  Phila- 
delphia on  business  .   .   .   Ignace  Jan  Pade- 

rewski’s “Moonlight  Sonata”  has  proven 
to  be  an  unusual  attraction  at  the  Art 
Cinema  where  it  is  in  its  third  week. 

For  the  first  time  in  the  history  of  the 
house,  the  Fulton  this  week  featured  a 

Warner  Bros,  production,  “Men  Are  Such 
Fools.”  It  played  on  a   dual  bill  with 
RKO’s  “Smashing  the  Rackets,”  which  we 
believe  is  another  first.  Stars  of  the  pic- 

tures were  Wayne  Morris  and  Chester 
Morris,  both  of  whom  were  recently  seen 
here  in  person  at  the  Stanley.  Week  prior 
to  this  engagement  the  house  used  two 
Paramount  pictures,  also  first  exhibitions 

of  this  company’s  product  at  the  Fulton. 
Many  exhibitors  are  of  the  opinion  that 
the  house  has  been  acquired  by  Warner 

Bros.  The  large  circuit  corporation  nego- 
tiated several  years  ago  to  take  over  the 

Sixth  street  theatre  from  the  Shea  Corp., 
but  there  was  no  deal.  Robert  W.  Rhodes, 

formerly  of  Shea’s  Colonial,  Akron,  was  on 
the  job  as  manager  at  the  Fulton  last 

week,  succeeding  John  P.  Goring,  who  ten- 
dered his  resignation  a   month  ago. 

" Shakes' '   on  Freddie 
Pittsburgh- — Freddie  Bartholomew,  now 

an  All-American  boy,  who  appeared  in 
person  at  the  Stanley  Theatre  this  week, 

and  his  aunt,  Cissy  (Miss  Myllicent) 
Bartholomew,  were  warmly  greeted  at 

Loew’s  exchange  Tuesday  afternoon  where 
the  young  star  shook  hands  with  all  the 
M-G-M  boys  and  girls. 

Wheeler  Resigns 

Pittsburgh  —   George  Wheeler  has  re- 
signed as  office  manager  here  for  GB  to 

join  the  GN  staff  in  Washington,  D.  C.  A 
new  GB  branch  manager  was  to  be  named 
this  week  to  succeed  Joseph  Kaliski. 

The  Stork  Again 
Visits  Hermans 

Pittsburgh — The  stork  has  visited  the 

C.  E.  Hermans  again. 

New  arrival  is  a   girl,  the  fifth  daugh- 

ter. With  five  sons,  the  children  num- 

ber ten.  Mother  and  daughter  are 

doing  well. 

Papa  is  chairman  of  the  board  of 
directors  of  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc., 

and  operator  of  four  theatres  at  Car- 

negie. He  is  a   practicing  physician 

and  chairman  of  the  annual  exhibitor 

corn  roast. 

RKO  ’s  “Great  Waltz”  contest  here  has reached  the  final  stages.  Sponsored 

by  the  publicity  department — E.  V.  Diner- 
man  and  H.  Whitmar — 10  lovely  ladies  will 
waltz  out  the  final  stretch  at  the  Nether- 
land  Plaza  Hotel  .   .   .   Herman  Goldberg 
and  Ben  Goldman,  with  WB  out  of  New 

York,  were  guests  of  honor  at  the  ex- 

change Hallowe’en  party,  October  28.  All 
desks  and  business  paraphernalia  was 
moved  for  dancing. 

Fred  Strief’s  son  has  completely  re- 
covered from  a   recent  attack  of  appen- 

dicitis, following  an  operation  .   .   .   Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Charles  Fine  suffered  severe 
shock  and  body  bruises  when,  at  Olney, 

III.,  en  route  from  St.  Louis,  their  auto 
was  ivrecked.  Mrs.  Fine  has  been  removed 

from  Olney  to  a   Cincinnati  hospital. 

Friends  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  L.  J.  Nally  of 
the  Lyric  Theatre,  Nitro,  will  be  glad  to 
learn  they  escaped  serious  injury  when 
their  car  was  wrecked  near  Nitro  .   .   .   J. 

R.  Frisch  was  here  this  week  from  Mays- 
ville.  Everett  Bennet,  Palace,  Dayton, 
was  here  too. 

The  Cincinnati  delegation  to  Variety 

Club’s  annual  installation  at  Pittsburgh 
included  Ralph  Kinsler,  GN ;   Allan  Mor- 

itz, Columbia;  Joe  Oulahan,  Paramount; 

J.  J.  Grady,  20 tli-Fox,  and  UA’s  Max Stahl. 

RKO’s  Stanley  Jacques  is  back  at  his 
desk  following  a   trip  to  Gloversville,  N.  Y„ 
for  a   personal  call  at  Schine  circuit  offices 
and  a   visit  at  RKO  quarters  in  New  York 

.   .   .   H.  L.  Booth,  GB  manager,  was  con- 
fined to  the  hospital  for  a   week  for  rest 

and  observation  .   .   .   Charles  Sugarman, 
18-year-old  son  of  A1  Sugarman,  popular 
RKO  representative,  is  confined  to  the 
Jewish  Hospital  with  pneumonia. 

Fred  Simpson  is  opening  a   new  house, 

200  seats,  at  Englewood,  Ohio,  for  Satur- 
day shows  only  .   .   .   Sidney  Eckman,  son  of 

Sam  Eckman,  British  representative  for 

M-G-M,  is  the  new  student  booker  at  the 
local  exchange. 

Nat  Lefton  and  A1  Gregg  of  Republic 

were  here  for  conferences  with  Max  Mar- 

golis,  who  reports  “Down  in  Arkansaw” held  a   second  week  at  Charleston,  and 
booked  for  the  RKO  Palace  here  this 
week. 

The  Jewish  Welfare  drive  in  Cincinnati 
went  over  with  a   bang,  under  the  capable 
chairmanship  of  Maury  White  of  United 

Theatres,  and  Billy  Bien  of  Theatre  Pos- ter Supply. 

New  GN  Product  Makes 

Bow  in  Cleveland  Area 

Cleveland — The  New  Grand  National 

product  made  its  initial  bow  in  this  ter- 

ritory on  October  27  when  Loew’s  Akron 
opened  with  “Cipher  Bureau,”  a   timely 
tale  of  espionage  starring  Leon  Ames.  The 
local  branch  manager,  John  Hammelein, 
will  shortly  announce  other  territorial 

playdates. 
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CLEVELAND 
Butterfield  to  Reopen 

The  McGinn  at  Cadillac 
Detroit — The  old  McGinn  Theatre  at 

Cadillac,  Mich.,  owned  by  Butterfield  for 

about  ten  years,  will  be  reopened  by  that 

circuit  about  the  middle  of  November  un- 
der the  name  of  the  Center.  This  house 

has  been  closed  about  eight  years. 

This  will  give  Butterfield  two  theatres 

at  Cadillac,  the  817-seat  Lyric  and  the 

new  Center.  The  house  is  being  complete- 
ly rebuilt  and  increased  from  400  to  700 

seats.  It  is  being  equipped  with  Mirro- 
phonic  sound. 

Michigan  Cooperative 

Reduces  Office  Space 
Detroit — Cooperative  Theatres  of  Michi- 

gan is  diminishing  the  size  of  its  offices 

on  the  tenth  floor  of  the  Pox  Theatre 

Bldg.,  following  recent  shifts  in  personnel. 

The  corner  suite,  added  a   year  ago  to 
provide  private  space  for  Henderson  M. 

Richey  as  director  of  publicity  and  the- 
atre operations,  is  being  closed  off. 

Indications  are  that  Co-op  will  not  name 
a   successor  to  Richey. 

Frank  DeLodder,  Brother 

Of  Fred ,   Is  Dead  at  58 
Detroit — Frank  B.  DeLodder,  brother 

of  Fred  DeLodder  of  the  Fred  DeLodder 

circuit,  died  suddenly  on  October  20  of 

a   heart  attack.  He  was  58  years  of  age 

and  had  lived  here  over  50  years. 

He  is  survived  by  his  wife  and  five  chil- 

dren, four  sisters  and  two  brothers.  Burial 

was  in  Mt.  Olivet  cemetery. 

Finish  Midland  Plans 
Detroit — William  A.  Cassidy,  who  now 

operates  six  Michigan  theatres — two  in 

Midland,  two  in  Alma  and  two  in  Sagi- 

naw— announces  that  plans  are  completed 
for  the  erection  of  a   new  house  at  Mid- 

land, Mich.,  for  which  ground  will  be 

broken  shortly.  Construction  will  go  for- 
ward as  soon  as  possible. 

To  Allied  Meet 
Pittsburgh- — M.  A.  Rosenberg  and  Fred 

J.  Herrington,  MPTO  president  and  secre- 

tary, respectively,  departed  Wednesday  for 
Chicago  where  they  were  called  to  at- 

tend a   special  meeting  of  the  national 
Allied  board  of  directors. 

Movie  Quiz  Plug 
Detroit — One  of  the  best  plugs  for  the 

Movie  Quiz  noted  here  is  a   permanent 

marquee  sign  on  the  Broadway-Capitol 
Theatre,  operated  by  United  Detroit  The- 

atres. A   sign  reads:  “Presenting  the  Big- 
gest Star  Hits  of  Motion  Pictures’  Great- 

est Year.” 

Work  on  Schedule 
Detroit — Construction  work  here  on  the 

Crystal  Theatre  for  B.  J.  Cohn  is  pro- 

gressing according  to  schedule.  It  is  hoped 
to  have  the  house  ready  for  opening  about 
December  1. 

pRANK  PHELPS,  WB  labor  adjuster, 
blew  into  town  for  a   one-day  social 

visit  with  the  local  outfit  on  his  way 

back  east  .   .   .   Bob  Richardson,  RKO 

booker,  and  Miss  Marjorie  Young,  daugh- 
ter of  Congressman  and  Mrs.  Stephen 

Young,  will  be  married  on  November  12 

at  4   p.  m.  at  St.  Paul’s  Episcopal  Church 
with  full  fanfare  of  bridesmaids,  ushers,  a 

reception  and  a   wedding  dinner  at  the 
Wade  Park  Manor. 

Don  Marcus  has  moved  to  the  RKO 

shipping  room  from  the  Warner  shipping 
department  where  his  successor  is  Harry 

Rothman,  formerly  with  Regal  Films  .   .   . 

Carl  Scheuch,  formerly  with  Monogram 

in  this  territory,  has  joined  the  Oliver 

Theatre  Supply  Co.  in  a   sales  capacity  .   .   . 

C.  H.  McDonald,  Columbus  theatre  circuit 

owner,  is  building  a   new  550 -seat  house 
in  Ada,  which  is  now  under  roof.  He  hopes 

to  have  it  in  full  swing  before  the  first  of 

the  year  .   .   .   Nate  Schultz  and  Meyer  Kap- 
lan confirm  the  previous  announcement 

that  Sam  Fine  of  the  Mt.  Pleasant  The- 
atre took  over  the  Arion  as  of  November  1. 

Abby  Fine,  his  son,  will  manage  the  house. 

In  Memoriam:  On  October  28  it  was 

just  a   year  since  the  death  of  Bill  Sher- 
man, popular  film  accountant  and  trade 

paper  owner  .   .   .   Cupid  on  Parade — Miss 

Edith  Lyon,  for  the  past  nine  years  con- 
nected with  the  fifth  largest  industry  as 

secretary  to  P.  L.  Tanner  of  Film  Transit 

Co.,  has  chosen  November  12  as  the  day 

of  her  marriage  to  A1  Myers,  a   film  mes- 
senger. On  Saturday  she  turned  over  her 

duties  to  Miss  Ruth  Kish.  The  girls  of 

the  Film  Bldg,  staged  a   surprise  shower 

for  Miss  Lyon  last  Thursday. 

S.  D.  Shia  reports  that  his  new  Old 
Trail  Theatre  in  St.  Clairsville  will  throw 

open  its  doors  on  Thanksgiving  Day.  The 

old  theatre  will  be  dismantled  simul- 

taneously with  the  opening  of  the  new  500 

seat  house  ...  W.  TV.  Skirball,  who  owns 

theatres  as  well  as  “The  Birth  of  a   Baby,” 
took  a   boat  ride  to  the  West  Indies  for  a 

short  rest.  On  the  way  home  he  plans  to 

stop  in  Miami  for  the  opening  of  “The 

Birth  of  a   Baby.” 

Seats  Transferred 
Xenia,  Ohio — Most  of  the  seats  in  the 

opera  house  portion  of  Xenia’s  71-year- 
old  city  hall,  which  has  been  razed,  will 

remain  in  service.  They  have  been  in- 
stalled in  the  assembly  room.  Greene 

county  commissioners  purchased  the  seats 

from  a   Dayton  firm  which  wrecked  the 
municipal  building. 

Moons  Divorced 
Detroit — Mrs.  Pearl  Moon  was  granted 

a   divorce  last  week  in  circuit  court  from 

Raymond  E.  Moon,  general  manager  of 

Cooperative  Theatres  of  Michigan  until  a 
month  ago. 

"No  Bumping  or  Grinding" 
Pittsburgh — Posted  backstage  at  George 

Jaffe’s  Casino,  burlesque  theatre:  “Notice, 

Strip  Dancers:  No  Bumping  or  Grinding.” 

Beryl  Steele,  who  sold  his  Kent  and 
Ravenna  theatre  interests  to  Schine  and 

then  took  himself  to  Florida  for  six 

months,  is  back  in  film  harness.  He 

bought  an  interest  in  the  Lincoln  Theatre, 

Cleveland — the  house  Paul  Gusdanovic 

purchased  from  the  RKO  circuit — and  is 
installed  as  house  manager  .   .   .   Jack  Es- 

sick,  assistant  manager  at  the  Highland 

Theatre,  Akron,  who  turned  radio  com- 

mentator with  three  15-minute  a   week 
broadcasts  of  notes  and  flashes  of  stars 

and  pictures,  has  added  columning  to  his 
list  of  activities.  He  is  doing  a   column 
of  movie  notes  for  a   weekly  Akron  paper 

with  50,000  circulation. 

Paul  Pontius’  new  Sylvan  Theatre  at 
Sylvania  opened  last  Saturday.  And 

Messrs.  Scoville,  Reif,  Kalafat  and  their 
associates  have  decided  to  name  their  new 

theatre  in  Euclid,  Ohio,  the  Shore  The- 

atre .   .   .   “The  Little  Flower  of  Jesus,”  dis- 
tributed by  George  Kendis,  Film  Bldg., 

opened  to  big  business  at  the  Penn  Square 
Theatre  last  week  and  is  being  held  for  an 

indefinite  run.  Interest  in  the  story  and 

its  presentation  proved  to  be  non-sectarian 
with  appeal  to  the  masses. 

“Crestwood”  seems  to  be  the  password 
in  carpets  around  here.  Lou  Walters  of 

National  Theatre  Supply  Co.  reports  he 

has  installed  new  Crestwood  carpets  re- 
cently in  the  Ezella  and  Madison  theatres, 

Cleveland:  Strand,  Canton,  and  Park, 

Mansfield  .   .   .   Out-of-town  exhibitor 
guests  of  the  last  week  included:  Ray 

Wallace,  Alliance;  Harry  Reinhart,  Can- 
ton; George  Delis,  Mansfield;  Joe  Trunk, 

Youngstown;  Charles  Mack,  Sebring,  and, 

of  course,  the  usual  contingent  from 

Akron,  Lorain  and  other  nearby  points. 

Ray  Brown,  southern  district  manager 
for  Warner  Ohio  theatres,  was  in  town  last 

week  discussing  with  the  powers-that-be 

the  details  of  the  “jitterbug”  dance  con- 
test that  will  soon  start  at  most  of  the 

houses  in  the  Warner  circuit.  All  amateur 

dance  teams,  18  years  of  age  or  over,  are 

eligible  to  compete.  There  will  be  local 

eliminations,  followed  by  zone  elimina- 
tions, with  ivinners  to  make  up  a   shoiv  to 

be  circuited  around  the  theatres. 

Carl  D.  Haug 

Louisville — Carl  D.  Haug,  51,  former- 

ly from  here,  died  Monday  at  his  resi- 
dence in  Birmingham,  Ala.  Haug  was 

manager  of  a   chain  of  the  theatres  in 

Birmingham.  He  is  survived  by  his  wife, 

Mrs.  Anna  Haug;  a   daughter,  Miss  Anna 

Marie  Haug,  both  of  Birmingham;  his 

mother,  Mrs.  Marie  Haug;  two  brothers, 

Reynold  Haug  and  William  Haug,  and  a 

sister,  Mrs.  Henry  Horst,  all  of  Louisville. 
Burial  was  in  Birmingham. 

Shannon  to  Build 
Woodsfield,  Ohio  —   James  Shannon, 

owner  of  the  Swissland  here,  announces 

that  construction  will  soon  start  on  a 

new  500-seater  which  he  will  operate. 
Opening  will  be  after  the  first  of  the 

year. 
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ID)  HE  T   R   CO)  III  T 
JJENDERSON  M.  RICHEY  was  around 

town  saying  farewell  before  taking  his 
new  post  in  New  York  this  week.  He 
leaves  a   lot  of  friends  behind  in  Detroit 

.   .   .   R.  H.  Ramsey,  Motiograph  represent- 
ative, was  in  town  en  route  from  Philadel- 

phia to  Chicago,  after  first  picking  up  his 
family  in  Indiana  to  bring  them  here. 

Mac  Krim  has  a   100 -pound.,  five-month- 
old  hear  cub  as  his  latest  companion.  He 
even  brought  him  down  to  Variety  Club 
the  other  day.  Mac  also  has  plenty  of 
scratches  and  he  lost  a   $90  suit  when  the 

bear  clawed  him — just  a   big  hug. 

Duncan  McCrea,  Variety  barker  and 
prosecutor,  delivers  a   solo  on  the  creed  of  a 

pessimist;  he’s  open  for  theatre  engage- 
ments. 

Nat  Haase,  Metro  Premium  agent,  re- 

ports himself  “going  great  guns.”  He  also 
believes  in  the  fountain  of  plenty  when 
it  comes  to  pouring  out  cream. 

Edmund  C.  Shields  refuses  to  be  de- 

scribed as  a   “leading  executive”  of  Butter- 
field; says  to  ask  Ed  Beatty  about  that — 

he  just  “works  there.” 

Sol  Krim  and  Charles  P.  Nathanson 

qualify  as  the  strong  men  of  the  business. 

Krim  takes  his  coffee  black,  and  Nathan- 

son his  beef  rare.  He  won’t  eat  chicken. 

Henry  P.  Zapp,  UDT  booker,  is  think- 
ing of  acquiring  a   little  country  estate, 

somewhere  out  in  Oakland  county. 

Irving  Kessler,  guest  of  his  cousin,  Wil- 
liam London,  at  Variety  luncheon  Monday, 

impressed  everyone  with  his  remarkable 
extemporaneous  on  the  reactions  of  a   man 

from  Capetown,  South  Africa,  to  America. 

And  our  Henry  Zapp  was  heard  to 

exult,  “I  got  the  contracts  signed  this 
morning.”  What’s  the  secret? 

Stanley  Oleszkowicz  is  planning  a   new 
Main  Theatre  at  15832  Plymouth  Road, 

the  “furtherest  west”  in  this  groiving  sec- 
tion of  Detroit,  according  to  last-minute 

report. 

Jack  Ferentz,  musicians’  federation  busi- 
ness agent,  is  reported  experimenting 

on  new  ways  to  catch  fish.  Technique 
is  to  back  flop  into  the  water,  entertain 
the  fish,  and  then  snag  them  .   .   .   Jack 
Dickstein,  booking  agent,  and  Milt  Holl- 
man  of  the  A.  F.  of  M.,  have  just  joined 
Russell  Johnson  Theatrical  Post  of  the 
Legion. 

Irving  Belinsky,  film-druggist,  furnished 
door  prizes  for  guests  at  Variety  luncheon 
last  week  .   .   .   Mrs.  David  Newman  was 
hostess  to  the  ladies  of  Variety  last  week, 
at  a   bridge  matinee  at  the  clubrooms  .   .   . 
David  N.  Idzal,  managing  director  of  the 
Fox,  left  for  the  East  over  the  weekend. 

P.  C.  Schram  and  wife,  of  Kalamazoo, 
were  in  Detroit,  Tuesday  .   .   .   Ray  Branch 
of  Hastings,  president  of  Allied  Theatres, 
was  in  New  York  last  week  for  the  con- 

ciliation board  meet  .   .   .   E.  C.  Loomis  has 

the  Community  Theatre  at  Elk  Rapids, 
not  Olson  Bros.  .   .   .   Ben  J.  Cohn  has  re- 

ceived an  okay  from  the  city  council  for 

marquee  and  sign  on  his  New  Crystal  The- 
atre, under  construction  .   .   .   Eve  Ross, 

chorus  producer  of  the  Fox,  was  inter- 
viewed over  WWJ  on  the  Radio  Extra 

Hour. 

Transfer  Liberty 
Midland,  Pa. — The  Liberty  Theatre  has 

been  transferred  to  Joseph  Sferra,  owner 
of  the  property.  For  the  past  six  years 

the  theatre  was  operated  by  James  Slani- 
cus  and  there  was  extended  litigation  re- 

garding the  lease,  with  approval  won  by 
the  exhibitor  in  a   superior  court  action 
about  a   year  ago. 

Duport  in  West 
New  York — Ray  Duport  was  scheduled 

to  be  in  the  west  this  week,  following  his 
attendance  at  the  SMPE  convention  in 

Detroit.  He  is  traveling  in  the  interest 
of  Forest  Rectifiers  and  Hurley  Screen. 

Terrace  Relights 
East  Pittsburgh,  Pa. — The  former  Ter- 

race Theatre,  owned  by  Fred  Kimmerly, 
was  scheduled  for  reopening  November  5 
following  renovations  and  installation  of 
new  equipments. 

Stanton  Closes  Office 

Detroit — Norman  B.  Stanton,  merchan- 
dising counsel,  writer  and  producer  of 

scenarios,  has  discontinued  his  office  at 
5850  Second  Blvd.,  and  is  devoting  his 
time  to  an  advertising  business. 

BOWLING 

Cleveland — The  Cleveland  Film  Bowl- 

ing League,  meeting  every  Tuesday,  re- 
ports Charles  Rice  as  the  curent  top  man. 

Rice  is  bowling  on  the  M-G-M  team. 
Scores  of  the  week  just  concluded  are: 

Standings  East  Week 

Won 
Ix>st 

Pet. 

Columbia    15 6 

.714 Central  Shippers  .   .   . 
    13 

8 

.619 Messengers    

12 

9 .571 
National  Supply 11 10 

.524 ItKO 7 

14 

.333 
Metro      5   16  .238 

Team  High Single Team  High Three 
Columbia  .   .   .   .     886 Messengers   2426 
Natl  T.  Sup. .     867 Nat  l   T.  Sup. .   2420 
Central  Ship.  .     843 RKO      2397 

Individual 
High  Three 

Individual  High Single 

    613 .   245 
Fosbencler     588 Krupka    .   .   .   243 Baird  .   . 233 

Sharp    

Individual Averages 

Rice      186 Hoobler    152 .   174 Watts 
Fosbencler   170 Sivee    
White  ...   167 Bach    149 
E.  Gross   167 Sabot    

  148 Miller      166 H.  Fleming  .... .   .145 
Sharp  ...   165 Steffons    143 

Jay  White   165 Brooks    
.   140 E.  Fleming 

  163 B.  Andrews  ....   137 Gallupe 
  162 

Brauenig      136 
Melville 

  162 S.  Andrews  .... 
Mross  ....   162 Walters      122 
Huber  .... 156 Jenks    

  122 W.  Gross 
  155 Bernstein    119 

Krupka  .   .   155 LaGrow 
.118 Koteles 

City  Council  Turns 
10  Percenter 

Washington,  C.  H.,  Ohio — The  city 

council  has  adopted  an  ordinance  mak- 

ing it  an  offense  for  theatres  to  oper- 
ate Bank  Nights  unless  they  obtain  a 

license  of  $7.50  a   day,  collect  ten  per 

cent  of  the  amount  paid  out  on  Bank 

Nights  and  turn  this  ten  per  cent  into 

the  city  treasury  within  three  days.  A 

penalty  of  $25  to  $50  for  each  violation 

is  provided. 

The  new  ordinance  here  is  patterned 

after  one  which  has  been  in  effect  at 

Alliance,  Ohio,  for  several  months. 

Reports  Active  Season 

In  Theatre  Renovation 

Cleveland — Lou  Opper,  manager  of  the 

Cleveland  offices  of  Novelty  Scenic  Stu- 
dios, located  at  5713  Euclid  Ave.,  reports 

this  has  been  an  active  season  in  re- 

habilitating old  theatres  and  in  furnish- 
ing decorative  equipment  for  new  theatres. 

Among  the  newer  houses  for  which  Nov- 
elty Scenic  Studios  has  supplied  complete 

interiors  including  draperies,  stage  cur- 
tains, murals  and  wall  panels  are  the 

1,800-seat  Shaker  Theatre  and  the  1,500- 
seat  Riverside  Theatre.  The  Uptown  and 
Variety,  both  Warner  theatres,  were  also 
decorated  by  the  same  company. 

Novelty  Scenic  Studios  maintain  an  art 
department  specially  qualified  to  execute 

in  pictures  the  color  and  line  effect  de- 
signated by  the  architect  and  the  owner, 

as  well  as  facilities  for  carrying  out  these 
designs. 

Lou  Opper  has  been  in  charge  of  the 
Cleveland  office  for  the  past  14  years. 

Recent  NTS  Sales 
Pittsburgh  —   National  Theatre  Supply 

Co.,  through  E.  B.  Morton,  manager,  re- 
ports the  following  sales:  Harris  Senator, 

Pittsburgh  (formerly  the  Aldine),  E-7 

heads,  super  pedestals,  HC-11  streamline 
lamps,  300  amp  generator.  Simplex  4-Star 
sound;  Grant,  Millvale,  300  chairs,  car- 

pets, drapes;  Highland,  Natrona  Heights, 
all  equipment  including  chairs,  carpets, 
lighting  fixtures,  screen,  curtain  controls, 
Simplex  machines  and  Hertner  generator. 

Cleveland  —   National  Theatre  Supply 

Co.  reports  installation  of  Simplex  projec- 
tors, Irwin  chairs,  Simplex  sound  and  rub- 

ber Tile-A-Mat  in  the  new  “Old  Trail” 
Theatre  at  St.  Clairsville,  which  S.  D. 

Shia,  owner,  plans  to  open  on  Thanks- 
giving Day. 

E.  S.  Rook  Injured 
Youngstown,  Ohio — Eugene  S.  Rook, 

81,  is  in  a   hospital  here  for  observation 
after  he  suffered  head  injuries  when  he 
slipped  and  fell  on  the  sidewalk  near  his 
home.  Rook  for  more  than  30  years  was 

manager  of  the  old  opera  house  on  public 

square. 
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Briefs  Filed  by 

Ascap  in  Suit They're  Still  Counting  the  Cost 
Of  Recent  Storm  in  New  England Boston — Briefs  were  filed  this  week  in 

federal  court  in  the  suit  brought  by  the 
American  Society  of  Composers,  Authors 

and  Publishers  against  the  Repertory  The- 
atre, Holyoke  Theatre,  Newsreel,  Inc.,  and 

the  Fitchburg  Amusement  Co.,  among 

others,  according  to  George  S.  Ryan,  coun- 
sel for  the  defense. 

The  theatres  are  defendants  in  a   suit 

brought  by  the  society  for  alleged  violation 

of  copyright  on  music  played  in  the  thea- 
tres. The  defense  has  claimed  that  it  was 

not  possible  to  obtain  one  number  alone 
but  that  a   blanket  right  for  all  copyrighted 

music  held  by  the  society  had  to  be  pur- 
chased. 

The  defense  has  charged  that  the  so- 
ciety is  maintaining  a   copyright  pool  in 

restraint  of  trade  and  is  monopolistic. 

Louis  D.  Froehlich  of  New  York,  who  is 
conducting  the  suit  for  the  society  against 
these  theatres  for  alleged  infringement  of 

copyright,  maintains  that  the  society  has 
been  upheld  by  the  courts  in  its  copyright 
suits  all  over  the  United  States  for  the 
past  20  years. 

Legitimate  Season  in 

Full  Swing  in  Boston 
Boston — The  legitimate  theatre  season 

is  in  full  swing  with  all  legit  houses  oc- 

cupied. “Golden  Boy,”  with  Frances  Far- 
mer, stills  holds  the  limelight  at  the  Ply- 

mouth. The  engagement  of  the  musical 

comedy,  “Leave  It  to  Me,”  at  the  Shubert 
was  extended  last  week  before  leaving  for 

New  York.  “Shadow  and  Substance”  is 
at  the  Wilbur,  and  Fred  Stone  and  his 

company  are  appearing  in  John  Golden’s 
“Lightnin’,”  at  the  Colonial. 

250  More  Seats  Added 

To  Nugget  in  Hanover 
Boston — The  Nugget  Theatre,  which 

nestles  in  the  hills  of  Hanover,  N.  H„ 

has  been  enlarged.  Seating  capacity'  has 
been  increased  from  600  to  850.  A   gen- 

eral modernization  of  the  theatre  has 
been  completed. 

The  Nugget  is  unique  in  that  the  en- 
tire orchestra  is  reserved  for  Dartmouth 

students  with  the  residents  using  the  bal- 
cony. A.  C.  Barwood  is  the  operator. 

McGee  and  Heiiner  Will 

Open  the  Tower,  Lowell 

Boston — The  Tower  Theatre  in  Lowell, 

a   900-seat  house,  will  be  opened  on  No- 
vember 9   by  Pat  McGee  and  Roy  Heffner. 

The  theatre  has  been  closed  for  some 

time  and  has  been  thoroughly  remodeled 
and  redecorated.  It  was  previously  known 
as  the  Victory  Theatre. 

Business  Survey  Is 
Favorable 

Boston — A   general  upward  trend  in 

i   Massachusetts'  industries  has  been  re- 

ported by  the  latest  figures  of  a   month- 

ly survey  announced  by  the  state  de- 
partment of  labor  and  industry.  The 

average  increase  in  employment  was 

reported  at  2.5  per  cent  while  wages 

jumped  3.1  per  cent.  Manufacturing 

industries  showed  an  improvement  of 

2.6  per  cent  and  wages  higher  by  4 

per  cent. 

Employe  Tribute  to 
Mullin  &   Pinanski 

Boston — The  employes  of  M&P  Theatre, 
Inc.,  paid  glowing  tribute  to  Martin  J. 
Mullin  and  Samuel  Pinanski.  The  em- 

ployes rejoice  that  Mullin  &   Pinanski  “are 
again  head  of  our  organization,  for  we 
feel  supremely  confident  that  with  your 
guidance  we  may  look  forward  to  the 

greatest  future  in  its  history.” 
The  testimonial  presented  to  Mullin  & 

Pinanski  stated:  “We  congratulate  you 
upon  the  honor  and  recognition  Para- 

mount Pictures,  Inc.,  and  its  associates 
have  bestowed  upon  you  in  extending  your 

jurisdiction  over  M&P  Theatres  for  an- 
other five  years  and  we  also  congratu- 

late Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  its  as- 
sociates for  their  foresight  and  judgment 

in  choosing  two  such  able  executives  to 

carry  on  such  great  responsibilities.” 
The  testimonial  concluded,  “We  pledge 

to  you  at  this  time  our  untiring  efforts  to 
render  the  same  kind  of  performance  in 
the  future  as  we  have  in  the  past,  and 

to  help  maintain  your  reputation  as  two 
of  the  leading  showmen  in  the  motion 

picture  industry.” 

Fred  Stone  Honored  on 

50th  Year  Under  Lights 

Boston — In  the  presence  of  city  offi- 
cials, business  and  theatre  men,  Mayor 

Maurice  Tobin  extended  to  Fred  Stone, 
veteran  stage  and  screen  star,  a   welcome 
to  Boston  at  city  hall.  The  occasion  was 

the  famous  song  and  dance  man’s  50th 
anniversary  on  the  stage. 

The  reception  was  repeated  at  the  Col- 
onial Theatre  a   few  hours  later  where 

Stone  and  his  company  opened  a   two-week 

engagement  of  John  Golden’s  revival  of 
“Lightnin’.”  While  the  city  fittingly  took 

note  of  Stone’s  half  century  in  the  the- 
atre, Stone  was  privately  celebrating  his 

65th  birthday. 

Boston — So  heavy  and  widespread  was 
the  damage  to  railroads,  telephone  and 

electric  lines,  power  plants  and  equip- 
ment as  a   result  of  the  hurricane  and 

floods  in  September  and  so  costly  the 
rehabilitation  work,  that  only  recently 
have  some  of  these  companies  been  able 
to  foot  up  their  loss  totals.  Theatres,  in 
many  instances,  suffered  direct  damages 
and  many  more  suffered  admission  losses 
because  of  lack  of  power  and  lighting. 
An  accurate  estimate  is  not  yet  available 
but  unofficial  figures  place  the  loss  to 
theatres  at  approximately  $300,000. 

New  England  Telephone  and  Tele- 
graph Co.  heads  the  present  list  with  an 

estimated  damage  of  $6,000,000,  not  in- 
cluding lost  revenue  as  a   result  of  dis- 
ruption of  facilities.  The  Boston  Edison 

Electric  Illuminating  Co.  and  the  New 

England  Power  Ass’n  were  estimated  to 
have  suffered  a   combined  loss  of  $4,500,- 
000,  including  lost  revenue.  The  New 
Haven  trustee  places  the  damage  to  that 

property  at  $3,386,000  which  includes  the 
rebuilding  of  a   large  segment  of  the 
shore  line. 

The  Boston  &   Maine  application  for  a 

loan  of  $1,500,000  from  the  RFC  esti- 
mates the  total  cost  to  repair  the  damage 

caused  by  floods  and  hurricane  at  $2,200,- 
000.  This  includes  nothing  for  loss  of 

revenue  as  a   result  of  having  the  Fitch- 

burg line  and  part  of  its  New  Hamp- 
shire lines  out  of  commission.  It  is  stated 

that  at  midnight,  September  22,  approxi- 

mately 1,000  miles  of  Boston  &   Maine’s 
total  of  1,960  miles  were  out  of  commis- 
sion. 

The  Boston  &   Albany  damage  is  unof- 
ficially placed  at  a   minimum  of  $600,000 

not  including  lost  revenue.  Damage  to 
southern  New  England  telephone  lines 
amounted  to  about  $2,000,000,  and  it  was 

stated  that  damage  to  Narragansett  elec- 
tric lines  and  equipment  would  run  into 

millions. 

Massachusetts  Governor 

Authorizes  a   Bond  Issue 
Boston — A   hurricane  relief  bond  issue 

of  $14,250,000  has  been  signed  and  author- 
ized by  Governor  Hurley,  the  money  to 

be  used  on  state,  county  and  town  roads 
and  bridges  damaged  in  the  hurricane  and 
flood. 

In  addition,  the  joint  committee  on  ways 

and  means  of  the  legislature  voted  further 
outlays  of  approximately  $4,000,000. 

Loew  Opens  Mohawk 
Boston — E.  M.  Loew,  Inc.,  was  sched- 

uled to  open  the  Mohawk  Theatre  in  North 

Adams  Saturday.  The  house,  newly  con- 
structed, has  a   seating  capacity  of  1,400. 

Bernard  Payne  has  been  appointed  man- 
ager of  this  latest  addition  to  the  E.  M. 

Loew  circuit. 
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JOSEPH  W.  FAITH,  owner  of  the  May- 
'   fair,  Terryville,  has  leased  the  Stock 
House,  Unionville,  from  the  Union  Box 
Board  Co.,  and  will  remodel  for  theatre 

operation  at  an  approximate  cost  of  $15,- 
000,  it  is  announced.  It  is  also  reported 
that  Faith  is  interested  in  a   site  for  a 

theatre  in  Collinsville.  Michael  Joyce 
operates  a   Town  Hall  Theatre  in  each  of 
the  proposed  towns  at  the  present  time. 

Reville  Kniffen  resigned  from  United 
Artists  sales  force  after  four  years  or  more 
with  the  company.  Kniffen  also  sold  for 
Metro  for  a   short  time  .   .   .   Jack  Davis, 
Boston  Republic  salesman,  spent  a   week 
at  the  new  Haven  office  with  the  new 

manager,  George  Rabinowitz  .   .   .   Herman 
Rifkin  rvas  also  a   visitor  for  two  days. 

Photo  Pay  Nite  and  the  Magic  Eye  go 
next  into  the  Proven  Pictures  Theatre, 
Hartford  .   .   .   Kameragraph,  similar  cash 

giveaway  idea,  is  being  tried  by  Warner’s, 
Torrington  .   .   .   The  Loew-Poli  manage- 

ment and  Metro  office  arranged  a   small 

private  showing  of  “The  Citadel”  for  the 
press,  some  town  officials,  outstanding 

doctors  and  Yale  key  people,  at  the  Loew- 
Poli  Tuesday  .   .   .   Following  the  screening, 

Robert  Donat’s  parents  were  guests  at  a 
luncheon  at  the  Taft 

Holdovers:  The  Strand,  Hartford,  held 

“The  Sisters”  a   second  week  .   .   .   Lyric, 

Bridgeport,  extended  “That  Certain  Age” 
three  days  .   .   .   Now  that  the  public  is 
known  to  be  able  to  take  two  horror 

pictures  at  a   sitting  and  like  it,  the  Proven 

Pictures  is  trying  “Kiss  of  Death”  and 
“Juggernaut,”  advertising  an  ambulance 
in  readiness  outside  the  theatre  .   .   .   Jos- 

eph Corwel  has  installed  a   new  Western 

Electric  Mirrophonic  system  in  his  500- 
seat  Liberty,  Bridgeport. 

Nothing  has  developed  since  the  en- 
thusiastic birth  of  the  idea  of  an  exhibi- 

tor club  in  Bridgeport  some  months  back 

.   .   .   “The  Great  Waltz”  contests  here 
have  been  staged  at  the  Seven  Gables, 

the  Taft,  Garde  and  Wilcox’s  Pavilion. 
Each  ran  ads  announcing  the  contest  and 
plugging  picture,  while  the  Poli  displayed 

40x60’s  on  the  picture  in  each  nighterie 
.   .   .   About  ten  couples  will  compete  in 
the  city  finals,  and  a   couple  from  each 
city  in  the  state  finals  .   .   .   Tuxedo  and 
gown  prizes  are  on  display  in  the  Poli 

lobby  .   .   .   Hartford  finals  are  at  the  Lob- 
ster; New  Haven  at  the  Taft. 

I.  Levine  is  sporting  a   new  grey  Buick 

sedan  .   .   .   Sympathy  to  Hugh  Maguire 
of  RKO  on  the  passing  of  his  mother  .   .   . 

Teachers’  convention  used  the  Loew-Poli 
here  this  year  .   .   .   Bob  Russell  only  had 
eyes  and  ears  for  his  son  who  is  almost 
a   vet  in  the  Hamden  High  and  Yale  bands 
.   .   .   Sam  Badamo  effectively  prepared 

New  Haven  for  “Frankenstein”  and  “Drac- 
ula”  by  shutting  off  house  lights  between 
shows  the  week  preceding,  running  bats 
across  the  screen,  playing  green  lights 

everywhere,  planting  a   woman  to  scream, 
and  otherwise  inducing  chills  a?id  shivers. 
Advance  curiosity  in  telephone  calls  was 
unprecedented. 

Visitors:  Maurice  Wolfe,  Metro  district 

manager;  Herman  Rifkin,  Republic  fran- 
chise holder;  Henry  Bolton,  Boston  in- 

surance man;  Charles  Aaron,  Metro  trav- 
eling auditor  .   .   .   Paramount  staged  a 

special  preview  of  "Men  With  Wings”  at 
the  Empress,  Norwalk,  with  Louise  Camp- 

bell, star,  appearing  in  person,  and  New 
York  film  moguls  in  attendance  .   .   .   The 
picture  was  greeted  with  warm  applause. 

National  Theatre  Supply  has  supplied 

Al  Pickus  of  the  Stratford  Theatre  with 

new  carpeting  .   .   .   Promotion  of  Abe  Wei- 
ner, Boston  UA  salesman,  to  the  Pitts- 

burgh managership  applauded  in  these 

parts  ...  On  “Suez,”  Bob  Russell  has 
distributed  10,000  special  tabloid  heralds. 

Style  windows  on  Loretta  Young  were  ef- 
fective .   .   .   The  Palace,  Stamford,  has 

booked  its  first  vaudeville  headliner  of  the 

new  season,  Paul  Whiteman  and  his  Ches- 
terfield Swing  orchestra  and  radio  show. 

House  has  occasional  vaudeville. 

Columbia  is  showing  an  interesting  toy 

tieup  on  “The  Spider,”  new  serial — detec- 
tophone  and  finger-print  equipment,  made 

by  New  Haven’s  A.  C.  Gilbert  Co.  .   .   . 
20th-Fox  is  enlarging  its  parking  space 

quarters  .   .   .   Ex-film  actor  James  Hall  is 
working  in  a   Bridgeport  night  club  .   .   . 

Jascha  Heifetz,  famous  violinist  who  will 

appear  in  Goldwyn  production,  “The  Rest- 
less Age,”  was  a   sellout  weeks  in  ad- 

vance during  his  concert  appearance  at 
Woolsey  Hall  last  week. 

WELPs  new  transmitter  site  in  Ham- 

den has  been  OK’d  and  the  station  will 
be  full-time  early  in  1939,  it  is  believed 
Ben  Cohen,  formerly  at  the  College  here 
and  now  managing  the  Metro,  Calcutta, 
India,  has  been  married  to  Bert  Doff, 

also  of  New  Haven,  who  made  the  trip  to 
join  him.  Miss  Doff  was  connected  with 
WELI  in  radio  work. 

Two  Women  Are  Slashed 

Leaving  Derby  Theatre 
Derby,  Conn. — Police  are  holding  Louis 

J.  Chovancik,  25,  of  Shelton  for  allegedly 
slashing  two  women  with  a   razor  blade 
when  they  were  leaving  the  Commodore 
Theatre  here.  Chovancik  was  held  by  the 
women  until  Manager  Barney  Gordon 
called  the  police. 

Police  found  several  blades  in  Cho- 

vancik’s  possession  and  said  he  admitted 
the  attack.  He  refused  to  give  a   motive 

for  the  assault,  according  to  police. 

More  Deals  Are  Effected 

By  Monogram  in  Boston 
Boston — Steve  Broidy,  branch  manager 

of  Monogram,  announces  that  extensive 
deals  have  been  made  with  exhibitors 

and  circuits  assuring  playing  time  in 
every  section  of  New  England. 

Among  recent  deals  are  those  with  the 
Giles,  Snyder,  Jacobson  and  Levin  and 
Maine  &   New  Hampshire  circuits.  Publix 

has  booked  the  first  of  the  “Mr.  Wong” 
pictures. 

Only  Two  Out  of  55 
Snipped  by  Censors 

Boston — Only  two  motion  pictures  in- 
curred deletions  in  the  last  55  to  be  re- 

viewed by  the  bureau  of  Sunday  censor- 
ship, a   division  of  the  Massachusetts  de- 

partment of  public  safety.  Twenty-two 
vaudeville  acts  were  approved  while  three 
were  ruled  out  completely  during  the  past 
week.  Three  other  acts  were  disapproved 
in  their  present  form  and  modifications 
were  recommended. 

Imperial  Pictures’  “I  Was  a   Captive  of 
Nazi  Germany”  was  deleted  in  three  spots. 

The  deletions,  all  in  dialogue,  were  “ver- 
damt  neceinmal,”  “May  they  thrice  be 
damned — ,”  and  “ —   Mein  Gott.” 

The  Star  Film  exchanges’  “Life’s  Ver- 
dict” had  several  scenes  deleted,  according 

to  Commissioner  Eugene  M.  Sweeney.  A 
scene  showing  couple  entering  bedroom; 
all  scenes  showing  interior  of  bedroom 
indicating  couple  had  occupied  same  and 
a   scene  showing  a   girl  being  ridiculed 

by  a   group  of  women,  were  eliminated. 

Among  the  55  motion  pictures  approved 

in  entirety  were  20th  Century-Fox’s 
"Suez”  and  all  of  the  newsreels. 

Move  Wendell  Prouty  to 

University  at  Cambridge 
Boston — Wendell  Prouty,  formerly  as- 

sistant to  Al  McAvoy  at  the  Union  Thea- 
tre in  Attlesboro,  has  been  named  assist- 
ant manager  at  the  University  Theatre 

in  Cambridge,  according  to  Stanley  Sum- 
ner, owner  and  operator.  Prouty  was  also 

assistant  manager  at  the  Granada  The- 
atre, Malden,  for  five  years. 

Prouty  replaces  Shep  Fields  who  resigned 

to  join  the  Schine  circuit.  Fields  will  prob- 
ably do  booking  for  his  new  connection. 

Price  Change 

Bridgeport,  Conn. — Admission  prices  at 

the  Globe,  Loew’s  second  run  house,  have 
been  reduced.  New  scale,  effective  from 
Monday  through  Saturday,  is:  Matinee, 
15  cents;  night,  orchestra,  25,  balcony,  15. 
Heretofore  the  night  balcony  price  has 

been  five  cents  below  the  balcony  ad- 
missions in  the  first  run  houses. 

Anger  Organizes 
Manchester,  Conn. — Louis  J.  Anger  of 

Bridgeport,  chain  operator,  has  organized 
the  R.  T.  O.  M.  Co.,  Inc.,  here  with  a 

capitalization  of  $25,000.  Associated  with 
Anger  are  Martha  Molloy  and  Sydney  P. 
Simons,  both  of  Bridgeport. 

Strand  Renovated 

Boston — The  Strand  Theatre  in  Rock- 

land, Mass.,  has  been  reopened  after  hav- 

ing been  completely  decorated.  Lee  Rhod- 
enizer  is  owner  and  manager. 
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Dixwell  Opening 

Auspicious  Event 
New  Haven — After  a   nine-month  dark 

period  since  the  burning  of  the  old  Dix- 
well Theatre  last  February,  and  feverish 

rebuilding  activity  on  the  part  of  all  the 

Fishman  Brothers,  the  new  1,062-seat  Dix- 
well Playhouse  opened  last  week  to  an 

overflowing  audience  of  patrons,  and  film 
people  and  friends  who  came  to  admire 
and  offer  congratulations.  Mayor  John 
W.  Murphy  was  guest  speaker  at  the 

dedication.  One  of  the  outstanding  neigh- 
borhood houses  in  New  England,  the  house 

includes  the  newest  technical  features  of 

construction  and  equipment,  and  combines 
beauty  of  color  and  line  with  efficiency 
and  comfort. 

The  front  of  the  building  is  in  Mo-Sai 
stone  in  two  pastel  shades.  Carrara  glass 
set  off  with  huge  round  mirrors  make  up 
the  lobby  side  walls.  Ceilings  of  lobby 
and  standee  room  are  covered  with  im- 

ported Teko  paper.  Entire  standee  rail 
and  lobby  corner  are  in  translucent  glass 

brick.  The  unusual  fan-shaped  ceiling  in 
the  theatre  is  silver  during  the  perform- 

ance and  soft  burnished  gold  when  indi- 
rect lights  are  open.  The  streamlined  walls 

are  further  accentuated  by  horizontal 
rows  of  aluminum  bands  on  the  brown 

acoustical  plaster. 
A   special  screen  acknowledgment  to  the 

“workers  who  contributed  hand  and  brain” 
to  the  construction  of  the  house  won  the 

applause  of  opening  week  audiences.  Tele- 
grams from  Shirley  Temple,  Alice  Faye, 

Dorothy  Lamour,  Bing  Crosby,  Tyrone 
Power,  Fred  MacMurray,  Sonja  Henie  and 
other  stars  were  mounted  in  the  lobby. 
Among  the  technical  details  is  complete 

fireproof  construction,  the  booth  having 

12-inch  firewalls  and  a   concrete  floor 

supported  by  structural  steel  and  rein- 
forced with  steel  wire,  and  exit  space 

exceeding  that  required  by  law.  General 

Electric  year-round  air  conditioning  has 
been  installed.  The  booth  is  one  of  the 

largest  in  the  state.  Projectors  are  Sim- 
plex E-7  mounted  on  Super  Simplex  bases. 

Projection  lamps  are  Peerless  Magnarc 
supplied  with  current  through  a   Hertner 

transverter.  Lenses  are  super-light.  Sound 
system  consists  of  new  Simplex  4-star 
type  B,  delivering  3   watts  output. 

Acousticon  hard-of-hearing  phones  have 
been  provided  in  14  stations.  Federal  Car- 

pet and  American  Seating,  and  S.  Rus- 
sota  &   Sons,  decorators,  were  among  the 
contractors  on  the  job,  while  Charles 
Abramowitz  of  New  Haven  was  the  ar- 
chitect. 

Federal  Film  Control 

Asked  by  WCTU  Group 
Rochester,  N.  H. — Federal  supervision 

of  motion  pictures  “to  improve  moral 
standards”  was  recommended  in  a   resolu- 

tion adopted  at  the  65th  annual  conven- 

tion of  the  New  Hampshire  Women’s 
Christian  Temperance  Union  here. 

The  WCTU  also  advocated  discontinu- 
ance of  Rockingham  horse  racing  track 

and  a   campaign  against  all  forms  of 
gambling. 

B   CO)  $   T   CO)  N 

fjENRY  SCHWARTZBERG,  executive statistician  for  M&P.  was  passing  out 

cigai’s  again,  the  occasion  being  the  birth 
of  a   second  daughter. 

Peggy  Flaherty,  now  Mrs.  William 
Shannon,  has  been  honeymooning  in 
Montreal. 

Loew’s  State  and  Orpheum  theatres  are 

rocking  with  laughter  these  days.  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  is  throwing  the 
customers  in  the  aisles. 

Helen  Peters,  secretary  to  Marion  Cole 
at  M&P  headquarters,  has  been  having 
trouble  with  her  throat.  A   little  Florida 

air  might  help,  don’t  you  think,  Helen? 

“A  good  idea  merits  duplication,”  says 
Hanley  Norins.  You  guessed  it.  He  is 
head  of  the  Avon  Mimeographing  Service. 

An  illuminated  airplane  has  been  flying 

over  Boston  at  night  plugging  “Men  With 

Wings.” Herb  Millard  of  the  M&P  booking  de- 
bartment  is  limping  around  with  a   cane 
as  the  result  of  getting  a   sprained  ankle. 

Jerry  Galvin  has  replaced  George  Wil- 
liams at  the  Keith  Memorial  Theatre  as 

stage  manager. 

Larry  Stone  has  resigned  as  manager  of 
the  Gayety. 

The  Trans-Lux  Theatre  is  steadily  gain- 
ing in  popularity ,   according  to  Arthur Tuohy. 

Meyer  Marcus  says  this  about  his  means 

of  conveyance,  “Now  you  see  it,  now  you 
don’t.  But  you  can  always  hear  it!” 

Eddie  Kline  has  moved  his  Bay  State 
Film  Co.  to  28  Church  St.  on  the  second 

floor.  Eddie  is  moving  up  in  the  world! 

Yep,  Walter  Gillis  is  still  on  jury  duty. 

Sam  Kurzon  of  the  Graphic  circuit  was 
in  town  greeting  his  old  friends. 

Maurice  Goldstein,  popular  city  sales- 
man for  M-G-M,  is  at  the  Beth  Israel  Hos- 
pital convalescing  after  a   throat  opera- tion. 

And  the  Metro  office  also  misses  Man- 

ager Henry  Wolper,  who  is  at  the  Charles- 
gate  Hospital. 

The  Cinema  Club  is  about  to  launch  its 
season. 

J.  Cummings ,   auditor  for  M-G-M,  is  re- 
cuperating from  a   recent  illness. 

The  Wholesome  Film  Service  is  dis- 

tributing “The  Memory  Lingers  On,”  a 
one-reel  special  packed  with  old-time 
movie  celebrities.  It  recently  played  the 
Trans-Lux. 

George  Williams,  stage  manager  for  the 

past  50  years  with  Keith’s,  has  been  pen- 
sioned. George  is  busily  engaged  in  writ- 

ing a   book  on  the  show  business  from  the 

early  days  up  to  the  present  time.  The 
book  will  be  published  in  a   month  or  so. 

Arthur  K.  Howard,  energetic  business 
manager  for  Independent  Exhibitors,  has 
been  fighting  a   bad  cold. 

Adolph  Bendslev  has  already  won  his 

fight  and  has  fully  recuperated  from  a 
bad  cold. 

Jack  Bronstein  is  back  in  Boston  after 

a   spell  in  New  York  City.  Jack  has  not 
yet  disclosed  his  plans. 

Frank  Petrone  has  been  operated  on  for 

appendicitis  and  is  doing  very  well.  The 
Columbia  exchange  shipping  department 
has  missed  Frank,  even  though  he  left 

(Continued  on  page  75) 

RUFFIN  AMUSEMENT  COMPANY.  Inc 

CHICKASAW  AMUSEMENT  COMPANY.  Inc 

COVINGTON  TENNESSEE 
// 
Purchased 

September  27,  1937 Additional 

Machines" 
Fifty  Million 

Boxes  of  Popcorn  Sold 

By  Burch  Machines  in 
1937 

We  Guarantee  a   Profit 

Before  You  Purchase! 

Samuel  Horenstein 

|   BURCH  MFG.  COMPANY! 

Box  239  New  Bedford,  Mass. 
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10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  November  3,  19281 

j^MID  the  fanfare  of  a   Hollywood  pre- 
miere, 2,900  seats  were  filled  in  tri- 

bute to  the  memory  of  B.  F.  Keith  as  the 
$5,000,000  Keith  Memorial  Theatre  made 

its  bow  as  Boston’s  newest  and  most  ex- 
quisite motion  picture  palace.  The  house 

is  located  almost  on  the  same  site  as  the 

first  Keith  Theatre,  where  vaudeville  was 
born. 

The  Revere  in  Revere,  Mass.,  will  open 

soon,  with  complete  Vitaphone  and  Movie- 
tone equipment  .   .   .   And  the  Capitol  in 

Somerville  will  follow  suit  .   .   .   Motion 

pictures  are  providing  severe  competition 
for  legits  in  Providence  .   .   .   The  Keith 

Albee,  Boston,  has  opened  with  com- 
plete Photophone  installation. 

The  $250,000  Auburn  at  Auburn,  Me., 

was  opened  recently  .   .   .   “Dancing  Daugh- 
ters,” starring  Joan  Crawford,  broke  all 

house  records  at  the  Boston  Orpheum — 
and  without  sound!  .   .   .   Marion  Zathmary, 
secretary  to  Manager  Rothenberg  of  the 

Strand,  Lawrence,  Mass.,  is  wearing  a   dia- 
mond on  the  tell-tale  finger  .   .   .   The  Ideal 

at  Milford,  Mass.,  has  been  relighted  by 
S.  Bunce. 

The  Palace  at  Waterbury,  Conn.,  has 
installed  sound  and  has  cut  the  admission 

price  from  60  to  50  cents  .   .   .   The  Sterling 
at  Derby,  Conn.,  has  reopened  with  a 
straight  film  policy  .   .   .   Ditto,  the  Capitol 
in  Bridgeport  .   .   .   Albert  F.  Winstrom  has 

resigned  as  manager  of  the  Palace,  Meri- 
dan.  Conn.;  Howard  Waugh  succeeds. 

Filmite  Thelma  Todd,  formerly  of  Law- 
rence, Mass.,  was  operated  on  at  Boston 

Hospital  last  week  for  throat  trouble  .   .   . 

E.  A.  Ducharme’s  Midway  at  Aldenville, 

Mass.,  has  reopened  .   .   .   John  O'Connell  is 
the  new  treasurer  of  Boston’s  Metropoli- 

tan, replacing  George  Higgins  who  goes 
to  a   similar  post  at  the  new  Paramount  in 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Fire  Threatens  Arcadia 

Theatre  in  Portsmouth 

Portsmouth,  N.  H. — Occupants  of  the 
Arcadia  Theatre  and  apartments  in  the 
same  building  were  routed  by  a   fire  which 
started  in  a   Congress  St.  department  store 
and  threatened  the  Freeman  block,  one 

of  the  city’s  largest  buildings,  on  Octo- 
ber 25. 

The  theatre  escaped  damage,  and  a 
sprinkler  system  which  had  been  installed 
several  months  previously,  was  credited 
by  fire  officials  with  holding  damage  to 
the  department  store  basement  down  to 
$1,500. 

Football  Game  in 
Natural  Color 

Boston — For  the  first  time  in  motion 

picture  history,  natural  color  film  was 

used  to  record  a   football  game  between 

Army  and  Harvard.  The  game  was 

photographed  in  slow  motion  telepho- 

tos with  a   one-inch  lens. 

Although  the  pictures  are  unusually 

clear,  the  time  required  to  process  the 

film  is  a   drawback. 

^JOLLY,  wife  of  Morris  Rosenthal,  Ma- jestic manager,  is  recuperating  from 
a   serious  illness  .   .   .   Samuel  Haldeman 
hosted  the  altar  and  choir  boys  of  Sts. 

Cyril  and  Methodius  Church  for  “Boys 
Town”  at  his  Capitol  Theatre. 

A   renovation  program  is  being  con- 
sidered for  the  Globe  which  will  include 

a   change  in  color  scheme  for  the  lobby 
recently  painted  in  three  shades  of  blue. 

Two  actresses,  Rosalind  Russell  and 
Louise  Campbell,  have  been  visiting  in 
this  section. 

The  Majestic  yanked  “ Five  of  a   Kind” 
after  six  days  to  open  a   day  early  with 

‘‘The  Mad  Miss  Manton.”  The  Quintuplets 
failed  to  click  as  well  as  expected. 

Miss  Alice  V.  Fox,  secretary  to  Matt  L. 

Saunders  of  the  Loew-Poli,  has  returned 
from  a   cruise  to  Panama  and  South  Amer- 

ica and  vacations  are  now  definitely  over 
at  the  house. 

The  Rudy  Vallee  Boosters  came  from  all 

over  Fairfield  county  to  see  “Gold  Dig- 
gers in  Paris”  at  the  American. 

Film  folk  here  are  mourning  the  death 
of  Joseph  Casillo,  proprietor  of  Seven 
Gables  Inn,  where  many  parties  were  held 
by  theatre  staffs  from  Bridgeport  and 
New  Haven. 

3   Form  Corporation  to 

Run  Manchester  Theatre 
Manchester,  Conn. — R.  T.  O.  M.  Co., 

Inc.,  cei’tificate  of  incorporation  has  been 
filed  by  Louis  Anger,  Martha  Molloy  and 
Sidney  P.  Simons,  all  of  Bridgeport,  with 
a   $25,000  capitalization.  The  corporation 

plans  to  operate  the  700-seat  Park  The- 
atre, closed  for  almost  ten  years.  The 

house  once  operated  by  John  Foy,  later 
by  Dave  Weinstock,  and  then  leased  and 

closed  by  Warner’s,  was  purchased  by 
Anger  interests  last  year.  It  is  believed 
no  action  to  condition  the  theatre  will 
be  taken  before  1939.  It  is  also  reported 
that  Anger  will  proceed  with  plans  to 

remodel  and  operate  the  long-closed  Ly- 
ceum Theatre,  New  London. 

" Mayerling "   Reported 

Doing  Good  Business 
Boston — Sam  Davidson,  head  of  Cameo 

Screen  Attractions,  Inc.,  states  that  “May- 
erling” is  doing  excellent  business  where- 

ever  it  is  being  shown.  It  will  begin  an 
indefinite  run  at  the  Newsreel  Theatre 

in  Back  Bay  on  November  14.  Lou  and 

Harry  Cohen  of  the  Winchester  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  in  Springfield  have  booked 

“Mayerling”  in  all  six  of  their  theatres. 
The  film  has  already  played  the  E.  M. 

Loew  Ludlow  and  Court  theatres  and  was 
first  run  at  the  Paramount  Theatre  in 

Springfield,  a   western  Massachusetts  cir- 
cuit house. 

Present  Demands 

REPRESENT ATIVES  of  1,600  indepen- 
dent theatre  owners  presented  a   15- 

point  program  to  distributors  as  their 
“asking”  price  in  the  parleys  being  held 
in  New  York  in  an  effort  to  iron  out  in- 

dustry problems  and  to  forestall  or  ease 
governmental  regulations.  Asked  by  the 
independents,  among  other  things,  was 
cancellation  of  product  up  to  20  per  cent, 

elimination  of  “moveovers,”  the  end  of 
forcing  of  shorts,  newsreels,  and  trailers, 
and  death  for  score  charges. 

With  bills  of  particulars  filed  by  majors, 

the  government  was  reported  ready  to 

argue  motions  this  Tuesday.  An  exten- 
sion of  60  days  for  answering  complaints 

was  asked  by  defendant  distributors. 

Speaking  in  New  York  at  a   forum  on 

“Current  Problems,”  Thurman  Arnold, 
assistant  U.  S.  attorney  and  prime  figure 
in  the  civil  suit  against  the  industry, 

sounded  the  keynote  of  “government” 
with:  “In  the  struggle  between  competing 
men  and  organizations,  which  is  the  es- 

sence of  life  and  progress,  I   prefer  that 
the  weapons  in  that  struggle  be  words  and 

not  guns." 

Characterizing  the  motion  picture  as  a 

product  of  the  “American  spirit,”  Will 

Hays,  at  the  same  meeting,  said  that  “To- 
day there  is  no  event  in  history  in  modem 

life  that  cannot  be  shown  upon  the  screen” 
if  it  is  shown  in  “good  taste.”  The  “bet- 

ter” films  made  by  the  industry  today, 

the  MPPDA  head  said,  “challenge  the 

encrusting  prejudices  of  ages.” 

" Horror "   Combination  Is 

Held  Over  Second  Week 
Boston — So  successful  was  the  double 

feature  horror  screen  show  of  “Dracula” 
and  “Frankenstein,”  that  the  entire  pro- 

gram was  held  over  for  another  week  at 
the  RKO  Boston  Theatre. 
The  management  also  introduced  a 

radical  innovation  in  permitting  swing 

dancing  on  the  stage  of  the  theatre  for 

a   full  hour  beginning  at  11  p.  m.  A   ten- 
piece  orchestra  furnished  the  music  and 
the  dancing  was  free  to  all  patrons.  It 

was  called  the  “Jitterbug  Jamboree”  with 
the  winning  couple  from  the  recent  con- 

test at  the  Boston  Garden,  which  at- 
tracted a   record-breaking  crowd  of  28,000 

people,  appearing  in  person. 

Lieberman  Chain  Puts 

" Magic  Eye"  in  Links 
Boston — The  F.  E.  Lieberman  circuit 

has  installed  the  “Magic  Eye”  in  the 
Square  Theatre,  Medford;  Strand,  Brock- 

ton; Proven  Picture,  Hartford;  Repertory, 

Boston;  Willow,  Williamsett,  and  the 
Holyoke  Theatre,  Holyoke. 

Pictures  of  patrons  are  taken  in  the 

lobby  of  these  theatres  by  the  “Magic  Eye” 
and  the  management  “buys”  the  best  pic- 

ture. Needless  to  say,  the  management 

pays  good  prices  for  selected  photographs 
and  this  new  wrinkle  for  building  up  the- 

atre patronage  is  proving  popular  with  the 

public. 
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^HE  publisher  of  Maine’s  biggest  news- papers was  ready  to  fly  to  Boston  and  get 
her;  Rudy  Vallee  had  agreed  to  intro- 

duce her  over  the  radio;  a   luncheon  in 
her  honor  had  been  planned,  and  a   lot 
of  publicity  had  been  released.  Then  the 
weather  God  called  the  whole  thing  off. 
Thus  it  was  Blue  Monday  in  the  office  of 
Harry  Botwick,  manager  of  the  State  The- 

atre, October  24.  Louise  Campbell,  stage 

and  screen  actress,  didn’t  come. 

William  F.  “Bill”  Freiday,  York  Harbor 
exhibitor,  for  the  fifth  consecutive  year 

has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  Port- 
land Automobile  Show  to  be  held  in  the 

Exposition  Building,  November  21  to  26. 

There  is  no  indication  that  the  Casco 
Theatre,  an  E.  M.  Loew  house  managed 
by  Fred  Stone,  will  reopen  in  the  imme- 

diate future.  The  subsequent-run  house 
is  located  on  Congress  St.  Serials  and  give- 

aways begun  by  the  Casco  will  be  carried 
on  by  the  Portland  Theatre,  also  oper- 

ated by  Stone. 

Filmrow  visitors:  Al  Sharby,  operator  of 
the  Lisbon  Theatre,  Lisbon  Falls,  in  for 
bookings  at  the  Paramount  exchange;  Bill 
Benjamin,  NS  salesman,  Boston;  Ernest 

Warren,  WB  salesman,  Boston;  John  Fel- 
oney,  20th-Fox  salesman;  Bob  Jennings, 
Republic  salesman;  Mr.  Bamberger  of  Kay 
Kamen  Enterprises,  New  York,  and  Carl 
Divizia,  RKO  salesman. 

W.  B.  Cole,  former  operator  of  the  Park 
Theatre,  Dexter,  will  open  a   theatre  at 
Brownville  Junction,  about  November  12 

.   .   .   “One-Shot”  Ross,  veteran  film  sales- 
man, has  again  joined  UA  for  this  terri- 

tory. 

Walter  Dyer,  assistant  booker  at  the 
Paramount  exchange,  made  the  supreme 
sacrifice,  October  29,  when,  instead  of 

standing  up  at  a   football  game,  his  favo- 
rite sport,  he  stood  up  with  his  brother- 

in-law. 

The  fourth  annual  A.  J.  Moreau  Week  is 
to  be  held  October  30  to  November  5   with 

all  M&P  theatres  in  Maine,  New  Hamp- 
shire and  Vermont  cooperating  to  honor 

their  branch  manager. 

Metropolitan  Display 

For  " Men  With  Wings' 
Boston — In  conjunction  with  the  first 

Boston  showing  of  “Men  With  Wings,” 
the  publicity  department  of  the  Metro- 

politan Theatre  has  arranged  an  unusual 
display  of  airplane  models  which  has  been 
featured  in  the  grand  lounge. 

The  models,  which  illustrate  the  prog- 
ress of  aviation  from  the  day  of  the  Wright 

Bros,  to  the  present  time,  are  part  of 
a   special  collection  of  Jesse  Davidson  of 
New  York  City,  well-known  aviation  au- 

thority. Davidson  has  been  in  attendance 
after  each  showing  of  the  picture  to  an- 

swer questions  with  reference  to  his  va- 
rious models. 

BOSTON 
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very  quietly  and  told  very  few  people 
about  his  ailment. 

The  Columbia  operation  statement  is 
the  highest  in  the  district.  Henry  Green- 

berg, booker,  has  also  been  operated  on — 
for  tonsils.  He  was  feeling  quite  low  for  a 
while. 

Mrs.  James  Donovan,  wife  of  the  Uni- 
versal booker,  won  the  $25  door  prize  at 

the  recent  installation  of  the  Lt.  A.  Mac- 
Cauley  Post  of  the  American  Legion. 

Mario  Massela,  popular  restaurateur  in 
the  film  district,  was  married  recently. 

William  Mancuso  jr.,  was  a   recent  win- 

ner in  the  “Jitterbug”  contest  and  ap- 
peared at  the  RKO  Boston  Theatre  and 

the  Mayfair. 

Harry  Martin  is  the  proud  possessor  of 

a   lighter  that  works.  In  between  book- 
ings at  the  Universal  exchange,  Harry  is 

proving  the  envy  of  all  his  friends  who 
have  thrown  their  flints  away  long  ago. 

Hy  Passman  has  been  named  manager 
of  the  Gayety  Theatre  by  E.  M.  Loew. 

Brad  Angier  has  brought  down  a   deer 
in  the  Canadian  Wilds. 

Robert  Stein  of  the  E.  M.  Loew  book- 
ing department  has  fully  recuperated  from 

an  operation. 

E.  M.  Loew  has  sold  the  Thompson 
Square  Theatre  in  Charlestown  and  has 
acquired  the  Larkum  Theatre  in  Beverly 
from  George  Ramsdell  of  Malden.  Wood- 

bury will  remain  as  manager  of  the 
Larkum. 

The  open-air  theatres  are  being  shut 

down  for  the  winter.  The  Lynn  Open-Air 
and  the  Providence  Drive-In  theatres 
were  darkened  last  week. 

The  Majestic,  long  closed,  will  reopen 
on  November  7   with  the  world  premiere 

of  Lew  Leslie’s  “Blackbirds  of  1939.”  The 
engagement  is  for  two  weeks. 

The  Boston  Auto  Show  opens  at  Me- 
chanics Bldg,  on  November  12. 

Mary  Gray  was  seen  rooting  for  Har- 
vard at  the  Princeton  game  last  weekend. 

Lewitt  Opens  House 
New  Britain,  Conn. — George  LeWitt  was 

scheduled  to  open  his  new  712-seat  Arch 
Street  Theatre  on  Wednesday.  RCA  sound 
has  been  installed,  with  National  Theatre 
Supply  filling  the  projection  and  screen 
contracts.  Novelty  Science  Studios  hung 
the  curtain,  and  American  Seating  in- 

stalled the  chairs.  Le  Witt  also  operates 
the  Strand  at  Plainville. 

Honeymooning 
Boston — Rene  Cummings  formerly  of 

the  Metropolitan  Theatre,  was  married 
to  Joseph  Martone  of  New  York  City  last 
week.  The  happy  couple  are  away  on  their 
honeymoon. 

^HIS  week  promises  to  be  a   gala  one  in 
local  theatre  history,  with  the  Strand, 

refurbished  and  redecorated  after  its  flood 

damage  of  September  21,  reopening  Thurs- 
day and  Freddie  Bartholomew  arriving  in 

town  Friday  for  a   week’s  personal  ap- 
pearance engagement  at  Loew’s  State. 

The  Strand  has  scores  of  workmen  rush- 
ing last  minute  touches  to  interior  and 

exterior  work.  Biggest  improvement  on 

outside  is  a   60-foot  marquee  sign  hung 
Saturday  by  Donnelly  Electric  &   Leon 
Co.  of  Boston,  biggest  marquee  sign  in 
city.  An  electric  clock,  giant  red  letters 

of  the  theatre  name  and  plenty  of  in- 
terchangeable space  below  for  current 

programs  (black  letters  on  white  back- 
grounds) features  of  installation. 

The  interior  has  been  entirely  reseated 

downstairs  with  modern  type  plush- and- 
chrome  seats  of  Hey  wood- Wakefield  make; 
modernistic  design  carpets  of  Alex  Smith 
make,  laid  by  Greater  New  York  Carpet 
Co.,  new  amplification  system  installed 
by  Altec  Service  of  Boston  and  dozens  of 
other  improvements  and  new  installations 
too  numerous  to  mention.  Manager  Ed- 

ward L.  Reed,  Assistant  Manager  Johnny 
Hodge  and  entire  staff  are  working  night 

and  day  to  see  that  nothing  delays  sched- 
uled reopening  Thursday.  Strand  certain- 

ly looked  a   sorry  sight  on  morning  of 
September  22,  but  this  week  comes  forth 

brighter,  better  and  handsomer  than  be- 
fore, thanks  to  initiative  of  owners,  man- 

agement and  staff. 

At  Loew’s  State,  House  Manager  Eddie 
McBride  and  his  crew,  assisted  by  Gene 

Murphy  of  New  York,  are  equally  busy  lay- 

ing plans  for  arrival  of  Freddie  Bartholo- 
mew Friday.  Murphy,  who  did  excellent 

yeoman  duty  handling  Judy  Garland’s 
personal  appearance  here  earlier  this  year, 
again  takes  the  reins  for  the  Bartholomew 
visit.  Tentative  schedule  calls  for  recep- 

tion at  the  depot  Friday  when  the  boy 

star  gets  here  from  Pittsburgh,  with  Gov- 
ernor Quinn  and  Mayor  Dunne  heading 

reception  committee.  LaSalle  Academy 
band  is  expected  to  lead  a   procession  of 
dignitaries,  boy  scouts,  civic  leaders,  etc., 

from  station  to  theatre.  Station  WPRO 
will  stage  a   studio  broadcast  interview 

with  Freddie  that  day  and  a   flock  of  tie- 
ups  (window  and  ad)  are  being  mapped 
out  for  the  week. 

With  Bank  Nights  generally  banned 
hereabouts  and  amateur  contests  passe, 

Rhode  Island  theatremen  are  now  tak- 

ing up  the  Jitterbug  Craze  as  a   business 
promoter.  Playhouse  here  started  a   series 

of  Jitterbug  contests  last  Friday.  Shea’s Paramount  at  Newport  also  is  launching 
a   similar  series  and  other  houses  about 

the  State  are  laying  plans  for  same. 

Swing  it,  Professor! 
New  State  at  Peace  Dale,  R.  I.,  had  a 

“natural”  for  its  Hallowe’en  booking — 

playing  the  thriller  bill,  “Frankenstein” and  “Dracula,”  on  that  eerie  date.  Good 

stunt  to  put  down  in  the  book  for  an- 
other year. 

Speaking  of  Hallowe’en,  E.  M.  Loew’s 
Colonial,  Newport,  passed  out  500  masks 
to  the  youngsters. 
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fOMTIOn  BUREAU 
Readers  oi  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

”   MT517  Air  filters 

ADVERTISING  MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 
MT519  Cooling  coils 

MT4  81  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 

MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT4S9  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  ^Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT51G  Motors,  constant  speed 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 
MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT529  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 

MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 
MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED,  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 
UNDER  "REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 

Chicago,  111.  11-5-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 
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MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

MT555  Spotlight  lamps 
MT556  Sign  lamps 

MT557  Dimmers 

MT558  Ultra  violet  lighting 

MT559  Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
MT560  Flashed  opal  glass 

MT561  Pot  metal  opal  glass 

MT562  Fuses,  indicator  type 

MT563  Fuses,  cartridge 

MT564  Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT5G9  Expansion  Bolts 

MT570  Chair  fastening  cement 

MT571  Chair  refinishing  materials 

MT572  Upholstering  materials 

MT573  Seat  patching  kits 

MT574  Seat  decking  materials 

MT575  Floor  surfacing  materials 

MT576  Carpet  cleaning  systems 

MT577  Floor  waxes 

MT578  Matting,  rubber 

MTS 79  Paint,  screen 

MT5S0  Paint,  plastic 

MT581  Paint,  aluminum 

MT582  Polish,  metal 

MT5S3  Polish,  furniture 

MT584  Fireproofing  compounds 

MT585  Fire  extinguishers 
MT58G  Ladders,  safety 

MT587  Uniforms,  staff 

MT588  Screen  cleaning  tools 

MT589  Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

MT591  Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
M T 592  Projectors,  standard 

MT593  Projectors,  semi-portable 
MT594  Projector  pedestals 
MT595  Projector  parts 
MT596  Lamps,  suprex  type 

MT597  Lamps,  reflector  arc 
MT598  Lamps,  high  intensity 

MT599  Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
MTGOO  Arc  regulators 
MT601  Arc  controls 

MTG02  Control  panels 

MTG03  Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
MT604  Rectifiers,  tube  type 

MT605  Bulbs,  rectifier 

MT606  Rheostats,  projection 

MT607  Motor-generators 
MT608  Lenses,  projection 

MT609  Lenses,  condenser 
MT610  Current  changers 
MT611  Mirror  reflectors 

MT612  Carbons,  projector 

MT613  Carbon  savers 
MT614  Reels 

MT615  Reel  alarms 

MT616  Rewinders,  automatic 

MT617  Change-over  devices 
MT618  Slide,  projection 

MT619  Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
MT620  Take-ups,  film 
MT621  Film  safety  controls 

MT622  Fire  prevention  devices 
MT623  Fire  shutters,  porthole 
MT624  Film  scales 
MT625  Film  scrapers 
MT626  Film  splicers 
MT627  Film  cleaners 

MT628  Air  gun  (cleaner) 
MT629  Tool  kits 
MT630  Film  cabinets 

MT631  Film  cabinet  stands 

MT632  Effect  projectors 

MT633  Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 
sulphide 

SANITATION 

MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 

MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 

MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MTG50  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT662  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 
MTG54  Rubber  link  matting 
MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MTG56  Plumbing  fixtures 
MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 

MT662  Sound  heads 

MTG63  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MTG72  Baffles,  horn 

MTG73  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT67G  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MTG78  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 

MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT892  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glass_es 

MT701  insulation  materials 
MT702  Acoustical  materials 
MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 

MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 
MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  Issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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TRADE  PRACTICES  TO  OCCUPY  ALLIED  MEET 

Opinions  on  Greatest  Year 

Drive  Vary  in  Dallas  Area 

Good  Worker  in 
Good  Cause 

Oklahoma  City — When  the  big  credit 
man  lines  up  the  boys  for  orchids  from 

the  MPTOA  convention  he  will  err  sad- 

ly if  he  doesn't  have  a   full  basket  for 

E.  B.  Coleman,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s 
publicity  director  in  the  17  southern 
states,  who  stole  the  show  not  only  at 

the  convention  but  in  Oklahoma  City 

for  Metro  and  whose  exploitation  of 

Mickey  Rooney's  appearance  was  a 
thing  to  behold. 

Not  only  did  Coleman  handle  these 

angles  but  he  came  in  three  days  early 

and  pitched  in  on  the  publicity  work 

for  the  convention  committee  serving 

as  director  of  publicity  in  those  har- 
ried days  just  before  the  convention 

and  during  the  convention  itself. — E.  F. 

Perkins  Lights  Astor 
Theatre  in  Oak  CliJi 

Dallas — The  Astor  Theatre  in  Oak 

Cliff,  formerly  operated  by  Interstate  and 
closed  because  it  did  not  pay,  has  been 
reopened  by  Ronald  Perkins.  The  first 

night  was  a   jamboree,  all  free,  with  re- 
freshments, candy,  a   stage  show,  cartoons 

and  comedies,  but  no  feature. 

Under  the  new  management,  the  Astor 
will  charge  10  and  15  cents  Monday 
through  Friday,  Sunday  matinee  five  and 

ten  cents,  with  Sunday  night  prices  un- 
announced at  this  time. 

A   Second  House 
Morrilton,  Ark. — This  town  will  soon 

have  a   second  picture  theatre,  according 

to  an  announcement  this  week  by  Mana- 
ger C.  A.  Smith  of  the  Rialto,  a   Malco- 

owned  house.  Malco  Theatres,  Inc.,  it  was 
reported,  have  leased  the  property  at  the 
corner  of  North  Railroad  Ave.  and  North 

East  St.  for  the  purpose  of  establishing 
another  theatre. 

Malco  Builds  at  Jonesboro 
Jonesboro,  Ark. — M.  A.  Lightman,  presi- 

dent of  Malco  Theatres,  Inc.,  stated  that 
a   new  structure  will  be  erected  on  the 

site  of  the  present  Palace  Theatre  which 
will  be  completely  torn  away.  Malco  owns 
the  Strand  and  Liberty  houses  here. 

Having  Face  Lifted 

Pecos,  Tex. — The  O.  K.  circuit’s  Grand 
Theatre  is  having  its  face  lifted. 

Dallas — On  the  Row  this  week  a   well 
established  east  Texas  exhibitor  said  the 

Movie  Quiz  started  off  well  with  him,  the 
upward  push  lasting  three  weeks.  Now  it 
is  lagging,  he  adds. 

At  the  same  time,  a   west  Texas  exhibi- 
tor believes  he  has  had  some  benefit,  al- 

though not  as  much  as  he  has  put  into 
it.  However,  he  believes  firmly  in  the 
drive. 

That’s  about  the  way  independent  opin- 
ion runs  on  the  contest  generally. 

Interstate,  it  is  learned,  has  carefully 
checked  with  all  managers  who  report 
the  Quiz  has  stimulated  business  over  the 
entire  circuit.  It  is  pointed  out,  however, 
that  definite  results  are  hard  to  figure  up 
at  this  time. 

It  also  is  understood  the  Quiz  has  put 

business  up  a   few  points  in  another  lead- 
ing circuit,  while  in  still  another  extra 

profit  has  not  been  realized  so  far. 

The  two-reel  subject,  “The  World  Is 
Ours,”  announced  as  one  of  the  accessory 
boosters  in  the  campaign,  is  now  at  the 

20th  Century-Fox  exchange  and  ready  for 
distribution  free  to  those  theatres  in  the 

Quiz. 

Sunset  to  Brown 
Dallas — Nathan  Brown  has  bought  the 

Sunset  in  Oak  Cliff,  Dallas  suburb,  from 

R.  H.  (Bob)  Clemmons,  taking  over  the 
house  November  1.  He  will  keep  present 

employes.  Policy  has  not  been  deter- mined. 

Aztec  to  Interstate 
McAllen,  Tex. — The  Aztec,  operated  for 

two  years  by  Bob  Hunter,  was  purchased 
recently  by  the  Interstate  circuit.  It  is 
closed  for  remodeling.  The  Aztec  will  be 
managed  by  L.  J.  (Shine)  Mason. 

Convention  Is  Scheduled 

For  November  8-9 
In  Dallas 

Dallas  —   Allied  Theatre  Owners  of 

Texas  which  will  hold  its  20th  annual  con- 

vention Tuesday  and  Wednesday,  Novem- 
ber 8   and  9   at  the  Baker  Hotel  in  Dallas, 

has  completed  its  program  for  the  affair 

which  will  be  highlighted  by  a   full  re- 
port of  what  has  been  going  on  in  New 

York  in  negotiations  between  distributors 
and  independent  exhibitors.  Col.  H.  A. 

Cole,  chairman  of  the  independent  ex- 
hibitors committee,  who  has  been  in  New 

York  the  past  two  weeks,  will  be  back  in 
Dallas  in  time  to  make  that  report. 

Strong  Bulletin  Issued 

Headquarters  of  Allied  in  Texas  issued 
a   strong  bulletin  this  week  to  independent 
Texas  Exhibitors,  urging  their  attendance 
due  to  the  importance  of  the  negotiations 
and  the  government  suits  now  in  the 

courts.  It  fired  up  by  saying  “What  about 
the  anti-trust  suit?”  The  bulletin  stressed 
that  all  previous  negotiations  in  behalf  of 
independents  had  failed,  but  that  now 
there  seems  to  be  a   chance. 

In  the  bulletin  Allied  cited  its  record  of 

passing  the  divorcement  bill  in  North  Da- 
kota; instituting  and  helping  to  win  the 

Government-Interstate  suit  in  Dallas; 

helping  to  defend  and  win  the  constitu- 
tionality of  the  divorcement  bill  in  the 

Fargo  trial,  and  persuading  the  department 

of  justice  to  undertake  the  New  York  anti- 
trust suit. 

Bob  Burns  Featured  in 

Film  Boosting  Arkansas 
Little  Rock,  Ark. — A   three-reel  film 

which  the  motion  picture  division  of  the 
department  of  interior  is  producing  for 
the  state  to  be  shown  at  the  New  York 

World’s  Fair  in  1939  will  show  Bob  Burns, 
screen  and  radio  star,  as  a   serious  booster 
for  his  native  state,  it  has  been  announced 

by  the  state  publicity  commission. 
The  film  will  open  with  an  introduction 

by  Bob  Burns,  speaking  from  Hollywood. 

A   Journalistic  Tribute 
Oklahoma  City — This  might  be  called  an  editorial  or  it  might  be  called  one 

brother’s  eulogy  of  another,  but  we  who  covered  the  MPTOA  for  BOXOFFICE  and 
were  in  there  pitching  from  weeks  before  hand  up  to  the  final  closing  hour, 

couldn't  present  this  story  of  the  convention  without  a   tribute  to  The  Oklahoma  News 
and  its  able  staff. 

From  the  very  start  Carl  V.  Little,  motion  picture  editor  with  the  paper,  backed 

the  convention  and  its  Movie  Ball  with  understanding  publicity.  Little,  too.  was 

on  the  job  at  the  convention  and  brilliantly  covered  it  for  the  columns  of  his  paper. 

A   pat  on  the  back  also  to  Ben  Kaplan  for  intelligent  reporting  of  the  business 

sessions,  to  Ed  Wallace  for  pictures  and  to  the  whole  darn  staff,  names  which  in 

the  hurry  of  the  convention,  we  might  have  overlooked. 

And  a   special  pat  on  the  back  to  C.V.L.  for  the  special  convention  issue  he 

produced  Monday  evening;  1,200  copies  of  the  paper  made  exclusively  for  the 
convention. — ERNEST  W.  FAIR. 
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Complete  Equipment  Display 

Features  MPTOA  Convention 

Oklahoma  City — One  of  the  largest  and 
most  complete  displays  ever  shown  at  a 
national  MPTOA  convention  was  featured 
at  the  18th  annual  here.  Exhibitors,  their 

representatives  and  displays  were  as  fol- 
lows: 

National  Carbon  Company,  Cleveland, 

Ohio.  Representatives  were  J.  A.  Ham- 
mond, assistant  sales  manager,  New  York; 

H.  H.  Frasch,  sales,  Dallas;  J.  S.  Capley, 
sales,  St.  Louis,  and  Dr.  M.  J.  Dorcas, 
Cleveland.  The  board  showing  National 
Projector  Carbons  in  high  intensity  trims, 

superior  trims,  A.  C.  Hi-Trims  and  SRA 
Trims  were  shown. 

American  Desk  Manufacturing  Co., 

Temple,  Tex.  Forrest  Dunlop,  sales  man- 
ager; Floyd  Schaffer  and  W.  A.  Pruitt, 

were  present.  Shown  were  chairs  in  model 
numbers  900,  300,  1,500,  200,  151  and  500 
as  well  as  velours  and  poster  material. 

Texlite,  Inc.,  Dallas,  Tex.  Roy  D. 
Thrash  and  Melvin  Baum.  Presented 

were  banner  type  changeable  letter  boards, 
new  set  up  of  lobby  display  frames,  three 
types  of  finished  porcelain  enamel,  new 
exit  signs,  restroom  signs,  aisle  lights  and 
admission  signs. 

International  Seating  Corp.,  Union  City, 
Ind.  C.  C.  Kontz,  president;  George 

O’Rourke,  Dallas,  and  E.  J.  Fitzmorris, 
Union  City.  Model  numbers  of  the  seats 
displayed  were  850,  201,  401A,  350,  650P, 

758P,  301,  801  as  well  as  the  famous  Lake- 
wood  Theatre  love  seat. 

Outdoor  Billboards 

Wagner  Sign  Service,  Chicago.  E.  Wag- 
ner, president,  Chicago,  and  Elizabeth  Day, 

sales  promotion  department,  New  York 

City.  Displayed  was  a   complete  sign  set- 

up as  well  as  a   model  of  the  firm’s  new 
outdoor  billboard. 

National  Screen  Service.  Paul  Short,  di- 
vision manager;  Wallace  Walthall,  Dallas 

branch  manager;  Joe  Estes,  manager  spe- 
cial trailer  department;  Doc  Allen,  sales- 

man; George  Dembow,  general  manager, 
New  York  City;  Charles  Casanave,  New 

York  City,  vice-president  and  general 
manager  National  Screen  Accessories.  Big 
all  new  accessories  were  shown,  shadow 
box  effects,  cutouts,  and  in  the  civic  room, 
ten  giant  40  by  80  panels,  representing 
each  major  production  company,  were 
shown.  A   cordiality  room  at  230  was 
set  up. 

Oklahoma  Theatre  Supply  Co.,  Okla- 
homa City.  J.  Eldon  Peak,  Walter  Dil- 

beck  and  Tom  Dyer,  Oklahoma  City.  Wen- 
zel Ace  Projector,  Operadio  sound,  Am- 

plifier, Jensen  speakers,  DaLite  screens, 
Forrest  rectifiers,  Strong  lamps,  boxoffice 

chairs,  Heywood-Wakefield  seats. 
Tad  Screen  Advertising  Co.,  Dallas,  Tex. 

C.  B.  Akers,  general  manager,  Dallas; 
Kenneth  Holloway,  cameraman,  the  Tad 

Dog  Catcher;  Bob  Mitchell,  credit  man- 
ager; Marietta  Gill,  special  representative 

and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Buddy  Harris,  roving 

representatives.  The  Tad  dog  house  can- 
did camera  shots  was  one  of  the  high  spots 

of  the  convention. 

Motiograph,  Inc.,  Chicago.  L.  R.  Ab- 

bott, vice-president  and  sales  manager, 
Chicago;  M.  M.  Buchanan,  southern  repre- 

sentative; W.  R.  Howell,  Oklahoma  City, 
and  Henry  Sorenson,  Dallas.  Displayed 
was  the  Model  K   projector,  and  Western 
Electric  sound. 

Governaire,  Inc.,  Oklahoma  City.  H.  B. 

Howry,  vice-president,  and  J.  D.  Wilson, 
sales  manager.  A   complete  air-condition- 

ing unit  in  commercial  size  with  all  parts 
enclosed  in  one  housing. 

Nap-Ads,  Inc.  Victor  Cornelius  and  T. 

C.  “Tom”  Collins.  A   mammoth  size  Nap- 
Ad  holder  and  general  display  of  Nap-Ad 
models. 

Sho-Ball,  Inc.,  Los  Angeles.  Charles  Hef- 
ley.  The  complete  Sho-Ball  setup  in 
operation. 
Westinghouse  Electric  Co.,  Chicago.  S. 

F.  Meyers,  manager  air-conditioning  di- 
vision, Chicago;  C.  E.  Badger,  supervisor, 

Birmingham;  E.  P.  Renouf,  supervisor, 

Dallas,  and  Bob  Krosehell.  A   Westing- 
house  refrigerating  unit  25  horse  power 

for  cooling  a   500-seat  theatre. 
Magic  Eye  Photo  Parade  Co.,  Dallas. 

Claude  Ezell,  Dallas.  A   complete  setup 
of  the  Magic  Eye  and  Aisle  of  Fortune, 
the  theatre  family  album,  etc. 

National  Theatre  Supply  Co.,  New  York 
City.  J.  J.  Watkins,  Oklahoma  City;  A. 
G.  Smith,  Oklahoma  City;  J.  J.  Roberts, 

Dallas;  Robert  Botick,  Memphis;  Walter 

E.  Green,  president;  Oscar  Oldknow,  south- 
ern manager;  Herbert  Griffin  and  Glen 

Caldwell.  Simplex  four  star  sound  and 

E-7  projectors  on  a   super  Simplex  base. 
Peerless  Arc  lamps,  Irwin  chairs.  Walker 
screens,  Timco  ticket  selling  machines, 
Hertner  transverters,  National  automatic 

curtain  controls,  display  of  E-zy  matts, 
Alexander  Smith  carpets  with  sound  and 

projector  assembled  and  operation. 
Consolidated  Book  Co.,  Chicago.  Lester 

F.  Martin,  Chicago;  Bev  Miller,  Kansas 

City.  Complete  book  displays  of  Master- 
pieces of  Literature,  Standard  American 

Encyclopedia,  Webster’s  Reference  Dic- 
tionary, Lifetime  Diary,  American 

Woman’s  Cook  Book,  Standard  Atlas,  Dic- 
tionary English  language  and  bookcases. 

Silhouette  Letters 

Adler  Sign  Letter  Co.,  Chicago.  Ben  H. 

Adler,  president  and  Jerree  Lee.  Com- 
plete display  of  changeable  Adler  cast 

aluminum  streamlined  silhouette  letters, 

supporting  frames  and  glass  used  in  mar- 
quee signs  where  one  size  letters  or  many 

sizes  can  be  used  from  eight  to  16  inches 
in  size. 

Betz  Air  Conditioning  Corp.,  Kansas 

City,  Mo.  H.  D.  Betz,  president,  and  N. 
B.  Smith,  sales  manager,  both  of  Kansas 
City.  Presented  testimonials,  electrical 
demand  charts,  pictures  of  installations. 

American  Seating  Co.,  Inc.,  Dallas.  H. 

W.  Leathstrom,  sales  manager;  J.  C.  Ket- 

tlesen,  salesman,  and  Jack  London,  Okla- 
homa City  manager.  Shown  were  seats 

models  number  7860,  1034,  5397,  7010,  1153 

and  the  new  10M  line  with  a   special  dis- 
play. 

"Where  the  Deer  and  Antelope  Play 77 

Here,  Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA  head  (he  kept  moving  so  fast  the  camera  was 

forever  finding  him),  discovers  himself  besieged  by  cowboy  gunmen  T.  B. 

Noble  jr.  (right)  and  C.  B.  Akers,  Oklahoma  City  showmen,  while  the  Bell 
Boys,  radio  singers,  get  ready  to  croon  a   requiem. 
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Views  of  the  MPTOA  Convention 

Ed  Kuykendall,  president  of  MPTOA,  at  the  right,  discusses 
convention  matters  with  Nate  Golden  (left),  head  of  the 
film  division,  U.  S.  department  of  commerce,  while  a   friend 
tries  not  to  listen  in. 

M.  A.  Lightman,  head  of  Malco  circuit  down  in  Memphis, 
and  onetime  president  of  MPTOA,  does  a   little  relaxing. 

They're  still  talking  about  the  invitation  to  the  Black  Hotel 
penthouse  party  he  threw. 

Roy  Martin,  head  of  that  sprawling  chain  of  houses  in  the 
southeast  that  has  its  headquarters  in  Columbus,  Ga. 

“No  invasion  of  the  oil  country  yet,”  he  says.  He  has  his 
hands  full  in  the  southeast. 

Kuykendall  again,  this  time  at  the  left  and  up  front,  enjoys 

the  Indian  head-dress  worn  by  Morris  Loewenstein, 
MPTOA  secretary  mid  convention  host  while  the  Biltmore 
lobby  upholds  onlookers. 

L.  C.  Griffith,  at  the  right,  of  Griffith  Amusement  Co., 
one  of  the  Oklahoma  City  hosts  to  the  gathering,  argues 
a   point  that  has  something  to  do  with  the  southwest  and 
the  convention. 

Bill  Coleman,  one  of  the  busiest  of  the  busy  during  the 
to-do.  Division  exploiteer  for  Metro,  he  guided  the  appear- 

ance of  Mickey  Rooney  and  handled  tremendous  publicity 
detail  for  the  meeting. 

More  Convention  News  on  Pages  14-15-20  This  Issue 
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The  BOXOFFICE  Spy  at  the 

MPTOA  Convention 

Test  of  Harmony 
Power  in  Trade 

Maybe  the  little  fellow  was  a   fly  hiding  in  the  dark  corners  of  the 
ceiling ,   or  maybe  he  was  just  a   breath  of  air  that  floated  hither  and 
yon  wherever  delegates  went;  but  here  is  the  odd  and  unusual,  not  to 
speak  of  tasty  bits  he  picked  up  at  the  18 th  annual  MPTOA  conven- 

tion in  Oklahoma  City. 

^*HE  Boys  on  the  reception  committee 
really  tried  to  outdo  each  other  on  the 

cowboy  atmosphere  with  C.  B.  Akers  and 
T.  B.  Noble  running  a   hot  race  for  Grade 

A   laughs  and  Double  AA  shirts  .   .   .   Noble’s 
spurs  won  in  all  competition  .   .   .   But 
Akers  did  the  telephoning  to  Hollywood 

to  a   w.k.  press  agent  but  Central  couldn't 
find  him  anywhere  until  she  followed  Ak- 

ers’ suggestion  to  try  a   certain  thirst  par- 
lor and  there  the  boy  was  .   .   .   And  what 

"big  shot”  from  Hollywood  beefed  plenty 
because  he  secured  no  special  rate  for  the 
convention  rooms  he  took,  but  had  to  pay 
just  like  the  other  boys. 

The  hotel  staff  around  press  headquarters 
held  onto  their  scalps  when  Morris  Loew- 
enstein  tore  in  to  inform  the  g.  of  the  p. 
that  the  Weaver  Bros,  were  coming  in  for 
the  convention  .   .   .   And  there  was  the 

trade  press  guy  who  never  saw  a   teletype 
before  but  sat  down  to  send  his  wires  and 

did  he  get  the  telegraph  boys  hot  send- 
ing back  corrections;  about  the  fifth  wire 

he  got  his  stuff  off  okeh  .   .   .   Claude  Ezell's 
opinions  are  generally  good  ones;  partic- 

ularly that  suggested  reply  to  a   producer’s 
information  of  sending  such-and-such 
players  to  wire  back  and  instruct  him  to 
send  a   bag  of  popcorn  instead. 

Victor  Cornelius  feeling  very  good  over 
his  ad  on  the  back  cover  of  Boxoffice 

and  reminding  every  one  to  read  it;  not 
a   bad  plug  for  our  rag,  eh  .   .   .   For  once 
Morris  Loewenstein  turned  down  someone 

else’s  cigarettes  when  E.  B.  Coleman  pro- 
duced one  of  “those-there”  brands  .   .   . 

Credentials  and  Rules — E.  G.  Levy, 
chairman,  New  Haven,  Conn.;  Joseph  R. 
Denniston,  Detroit;  Morris  Loewenstein, 
Oklahoma  City. 

Unfair  Trade  Practices — Oscar  Lam, 
Rome,  Ga.,  chairman;  L.  C.  Griffith,  Ok- 

lahoma City;  H.  V.  Harvey,  San  Fran- 
cisco; C.  E.  Williams,  Omaha. 

Conciliation  and  Arbitration  —   Lewen 
Pizor,  Philadelphia,  chairman;  S.  S. 

Stevenson,  Henderson,  N.  C.;  M.  A.  Light- 
man,  Memphis;  L.  C.  Hehl,  St.  Louis. 

Legislation  and  Taxation — Judge  Roy 

Walker,  Lampasas,  Tex.,  chairman;  Jos- 
eph H.  Brennan,  Boston;  A.  E.  Baker,  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo.;  R.  X.  Williams  jr.,  Oxford, 

Miss. 

Resolutions — Arthur  Lockwood,  Middle- 
town,  Conn.,  chairman;  W.  G.  Ripley, 

Longview,  Wash.;  A.  J.  Brylawski,  Wash- 
ington, D.  C.;  Mack  Jackson,  Alexandria 

City,  Ala. 
Entertainment  Values — A.  C.  Hayman, 

Buddy  Harris  in  a   corner  developing  a 
first  class  grin  and  chuckle  to  go  with 
his  hearty  laugh. 

First  tickets  went  to  Buddy  Harris  and 

his  wife  with  Convention  Chairman  Mor- 
ris Loewenstein  carrying  the  20  bucks 

around  in  his  pocket  .   .   .   Wallace  Walthall, 
the  busiest  man  at  the  convention  Satur- 

day, setting  up  the  Variety  Club’s  hospital 
service  .   .   .   Ed  Kuykendall  swamped  by  all 

of  the  press  boys  asking  for  news  after 
Boxoffice  had  it  three  hours  prior  and 

were  we  chuckling?  .   .   .   The  telegraph 

companies  had  a   holiday  on  some  pro- 

ducer’s last  minute  efforts  to  get  in  on  the 
publicity  spread  for  the  Movie  Ball,  etc. 

.   .   .   And  E.  B.  Coleman,  M-G-M’s  public- 
ity man,  had  one  big  laugh  when  the  ac- 

tivities manager  of  a   local  high  school 
called  him  and  wanted  to  know  if  he 
could  arrange  to  put  on  a   Rooney  show 
with  Mickey  Rooney  as  star  attraction 
for  a   percentage  cut. 

T.  B.  Noble  with  his  six-guns  scared 
the  wits  out  of  a   banker  meeting  when 
he  let  the  blanks  go  to  scare  the  press 
room  boys  but  had  the  bankers  yelling: 
they  were  meeting  next  door  .   .   .   Charley 
Zears  got  lost  in  the  lobby  for  two  hours, 
and  nobody  could  find  him  .   .   .   Ben  Adler 
pulling  wires  to  have  the  prettiest  gal  in 

town  at  his  booth  .   .   .   Dinty  Moore  be- 
ginning to  breath  easy  and  join  in  the 

convention  fun  as  his  job  of  entertain- 
ment provider  came  to  a   close  before  the 

convention  .   .   .   Paul  Short  everywhere,  but 

everybody  looking  for  him  and  nobody 
able  to  find  him. 

Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  chairman;  E.  M.  Fay, 
Providence,  R.  I.;  B.  P.  McCormick,  Canon 

City,  Colo. 

Music  Tax — L.  O.  Lukan,  Seattle, 
Wash.,  chairman;  Walter  Vincent,  New 
York  City;  Harry  Loewenstein,  Ardmore. 

Clearance  and  Zoning — Irving  C.  Ja- 
cocks  jr.,  Stamford,  Conn.,  chairman;  Phil 

Isley,  Oklahoma  City;  R.  R.  Biechele,  Kan- 
sas City,  Kan. 

Radio  and  Non- Theatrical  Competition 
— Frank  Cassil,  St.  Joseph,  Mo.,  chair- 

man; John  J.  Gillette,  Tooele,  Utah;  Roy 
W.  Martin,  Columbus,  Ga.;  Ed  Rowley, 
Dallas,  Tex. 

Public  Relations  and  Community  Affairs 
— Mitchell  Wolfson,  Miami,  chairman;  M. 
A.  Lightman  jr.,  Memphis;  B.  J.  Goodman, 
Sparkville,  Miss. 

Labor  Relations — Fred  Wehrenberg,  St. 

Louis,  chairman;  Ben  Pitts,  Fredericks- 
burg, Va.;  C.  B.  Akers,  Dallas,  Tex. 

Oklahoma  City — “The  various  factions 
of  the  industry  now  are  embarking  upon 
the  supreme  test  of  their  ability  to  live 

together  in  the  same  house  in  harmony,” 
William  F.  Rodgers,  Metro  general  sales 
manager,  commented  during  a   pause  in 
the  MPTOA  convention  activities  here. 

“Although  torn  by  dissention  and  weak- 
ened by  strife,  the  three  branches,  split 

into  factions  in  each  branch,  have 
achieved  for  the  industry  a   mighty  posi- 

tion of  power  and  influence,”  he  said.  “If 
this  can  be  accomplished  in  chaos,  it  is 
interesting  to  dwell  on  the  possibilities 
when  these  various  branches  decide  to 
march  forward  and  use  their  energy  to 
advance  the  common  cause  of  better  mo- 

tion pictures  and  a   more  profitable  trade 

for  all.” 

Declaring  that  the  industry  would  find 
a   way  out  of  the  current  confusion  to 

“bloom  as  a   greater  and  happier  trade,” 
the  Metro  sales  head  scoffed  at  the  idea 

of  surrender.  “The  industry  is  too  big  and 

too  important  to  falter,”  he  said.  Re- 
sponsible elements  welcome  the  oppor- 

tunity for  final  determination  of  the 

trade’s  rights  and  privileges.  Whether  the 
present  government  suit  ends  by  consent 

decree,  which  I   am  by  no  means  predict- 
ing, or  by  final  adjudication,  the  result 

will  give  the  industry  its  signal  of  a   clear 

track  ahead.” 

Sound  Improvement  Is 

Consistent  and  Steady 

Oklahoma  City — Continued  and  con- 

sistent improvement  in  the  quality  of 
sound  reproduction  has  walked  hand  in 

hand  with  heightened  technique  and  me- 
chanical perfection  in  the  recording  of 

dialogue  and  musical  scores,  in  the  opinion 
of  Ed  Auger,  assistant  manager  of  RCA 
Photophone. 

“Criticism  of  sound  reproduction  today,” 
he  said,  “in  most  cases  is  directed  at  the 
isolated  cases  of  obsolete  equipment  or 

inadequate  operation.  The  new  booth  and 
horn  equipment  today  will  reproduce  the 
recording  with  startling  fidelity  of  tone 

and  resonance.” Exhibitors  are  rapidly  surmounting  many 

of  the  aggravating  problems  of  sound  re- 
production, Auger  said,  by  gaining  a   bet- 

ter understanding  of  its  importance  and 
insisting  upon  closer  attention  to  proper 

operation. 

“As  in  anything  else,”  he  said,  “the 
man  who  knows  more  about  it  and  pays 

closer  attention  to  it  gets  better  results 
from  sound  than  his  fellow  exhibitors. 

There  always  will  be  theatre  owners  who 
leave  this  important  matter  strictly  to 
the  booth  and  who  never  check  the  volume 

by  becoming  a   member  of  the  audience. 
Fortunately,  however,  his  number  is  fast 

declining.  He  is  either  becoming  educat- 
ed in  sound,  or  he  is  going  out  of  business 

to  make  way  for  a   showman  who  will 

study  it.” 

Convention  Committees 
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Thousands  Attend 

Rogers  Dedication 
Claremore,  Okla. — Thousands  of  Okla- 

homans, southwesterners  and  people  from 
every  section  of  the  nation  attended  the 
dedication  of  the  $200,000  Will  Rogers 
Memorial  Museum  here  November  4,  as 
the  home  town  of  the  late  humorist  paid 
tribute  to  its  greatest  son. 

The  cornerstone  laying  was  done  un- 
der the  auspices  of  the  Masonic  Grand 

lodge  of  Oklahoma  and  was  followed  by 

a   colorful  pioneer  parade  of  the  old  cow- 
men and  neighbors  of  Rogers  who  lived 

and  worked  with  him  before  he  rose  to 
fame. 

A   beautiful  statue  of  Rogers,  executed 
by  Sculptor  Jo  Davidson,  was  unveiled, 
then  followed  the  ceremonies  part  of 
which  were  broadcast  by  the  National 

Broadcasting  Co.  and  included  cut-in 
tributes  from  President  Franklin  D.  Roose- 

velt, Fred  Stone,  Eddie  Cantor,  George 

M.  Cohan,  Irvin  S.  Cobb  and  Amon  Car- 
ter. The  dedication  address  was  deliv- 

ered by  Jesse  Jones,  chairman  of  the  Re- 
construction Finance  Corp.  and  treasurer 

of  the  Rogers  national  memorial  fund. 
In  the  evening,  under  the  direction  of 

Ennis  Helm,  a   mammoth  open-air  his- 
torical pageant  was  presented  on  the  mem- 

orial grounds.  “Beneath  Oklahoma  Skies,” 
the  pageant,  portrayed  the  stories  of  Okla- 

homa history. 

And  They  Were 
Reassured 

Houston — Theatres  here  had  their 

troubles  when  the  whole  city  got  jit- 

tery over  the  CBS's  "War  of  the 
Worlds"  broadcast  Sunday  night.  The 

Interstate's  switchboard  was  clogged 
for  an  hour  during  and  following  the 

radio  program  and  operators  stopped 

saying  "hello."  They  just  plugged  in 

and  said,  “It's  just  a   radio  play,"  over and  over. 

Few  of  the  callers  were  actually 

panicky,  officials  say,  but  all  were 

anxious  to  be  reassured.  One  man  de- 

clared it  was  “a  helluva  publicity 

stunt." 

V .   H.  Post  Is  New  Owner 

Of  the  Lancaster  Grand 
Lancaster,  Tex. — V.  H.  Post,  formerly 

with  Interstate  at  the  Majestic  in  San 
Antonio,  is  now  owner  and  manager  of 
the  Grand  here  where  he  has  lost  no  time 

in  making  improvements  on  the  theatre. 
The  front  will  be  remodeled,  new  carpets 
laid  and  the  interior  dressed  up. 

"Horror"  a   Lure 
Houston — Nearly  10,000  fans  saw  a 

double  bill  of  “Dracula”  and  “Franken- 
stein” at  the  Majestic  Theatre  on  Hallo- 

we’en. Some  of  the  theatre  doors  and  the 
lobby  chains  were  broken  by  the  crowds. 

Will  Horwitz  Bringing 

Back  Vaude  to  Houston 
Houston — Vaudeville  is  scheduled  to  re- 

turn here  for  the  first  time  in  five  years 
when  the  old  Palace  Theatre,  remodeled 

by  Will  Horwitz,  opens  November  6   with  a 
five-act  and  double  film  bill  program. 

Horwitz’  Ritz  has  played  a   girl  show  off 
and  on  during  the  past  year  in  the  eve- 

nings and  in  midnight  performances.  Hor- 
witz operates  the  Uptown,  Texan,  Iris  and 

Ritz,  subsequent  run  “Horwitz  Homefolks” 
chain.  He  has  presented  weekly  Amateur 
Night  at  the  Iris  for  several  years. 

Eleventh  Anniversary 

Celebrated  in  Houston 

Houston — For  the  11th  time,  Loew’s 
State  employes  gathered  in  the  theatre 
lobby  last  week  and  watched  the  manager 
cut  a   huge  birthday  cake  in  celebration 

of  the  theatre’s  opening.  Manager  Frank 
Deering  cut  the  cake  for  the  fourth  time. 
Homer  (Mac)  Macallon,  publicity  director, 

has  officiated  at  each  birthday  celebra- 
tion and  was  on  hand  at  the  opening. 

The  State  is  the  only  Loew  house  in 
Texas.  It  is  the  largest  theatre  in  Houston, 

seating  2,700,  and  is  considered  one  of  the 
most  beautiful. 

Fire  in  Texarkana 

Texarkana,  Ark. — Fire  broke  out  in  the 
projection  room  of  the  Capitol  Theatre, 

October  24,  causing  several  hundred  dol- 
lars damage  to  equipment. 

THE  NEW  LAKEWOOD 
Texas  Finest  Suburban  Theatre 

Installed 

MOTIOGRAPH  PROJECTORS 

BRENKERT  ENARC  LAMPS 

INTERNATIONAL  U-16  CHAIRS 
Distributed  By 

HENRY  SORENSON 

fOODERII  THEATRE  EQUIMERT  CDIMSOT 
20091/2  JACKSON  STREET 

DALLAS  Phone  7-5009  TEXAS 
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Jack  Hoxie  to  Make  Western  Films 

On  Location  Near  Hot  Springs,  Ark. 
Hot  Springs,  Ark. — The  Jack  Hoxie 

Western  Motion  Picture  Co.  is  locating 

at  Ozark  Lithia  Springs,  north  of  here, 
and  will  begin  shooting  western  films  soon. 

The  well-known  wild  west  star  has  a   com- 

pany of  60  at  Ozark  Lithia.  It  is  reported 

Hoxie  has  taken  a   ten-year  lease  on  320 
acres. 

Hoxie  has  his  famous  white  horse, 

“Scout,”  with  him.  The  horse  has  ap- 
peared in  pictures  with  him  for  19  years. 

A   large  force  of  men  this  week  will 

begin  the  erection  of  a   typical  western 
town.  It  will  have  a   store  and  saloon 

and  other  street  scenes  familiar  to  west- 
ern films. 

Associated  with  Hoxie  will  be  Melton 

Barker,  as  director;  Dick  M.  Keener,  local 

manager,  and  Harry  Welch. 

Jack  Hoxie  jr.  will  be  featured  in  a 

number  of  pictures.  The  boy  has  worked 

with  his  father  in  several  pictures. 

Work  Rapid  in  Crossville 

Crossville,  Tenn. — The  new  Mecca  The- 

atre building  is  rapidly  nearing  comple- 
tion on  the  exterior,  and  work  is  going 

forward  on  the  interior.  The  house  will 

seat  600  persons. 

Welcome 
Allied  exhibitors 
while  in  town  drop  by 

and  see  what's  new  in 
THEATRE  MODERNIZATION 

SEE:  An  economical 
FRONT  CURTAIN 

Installed 

SEE:  A   modernistic 
TICKET  BOOTH 

SEE:  A   demonstration 
of  the  sensational 

CONTI-GLO  PAINTS 
and  Mercury  Vapor  Lights 

Glad  to  Show  You  and  Explain 

1914  MAIN  ST. 

2   Blocks  off  Film  Row 
DALLAS 

Plans  FREE  on  Remodeling  Jobs 

S   A   M   T   ©   M   IE 
■pHE  service  staffs  of  the  Aztec,  State and  Texas  theatres  donned  their  new 

blue  and  grey  winter  uniforms  last  week 

which  may  be  a   good  omen  that  cold 
weather  is  in  the  offing  .   .   .   Madge  Doyle, 
Texas  Theatre  candy  saleslady,  and  Mal- 

colm Louis  Kopplin,  non  pro,  are  now  one. 
Miss  Ruth  Gallagher,  cashier  at  the  Texas, 
was  bridesmaid. 

Newest  Azteca  Films  Co.,  El  Paso,  re- 
lease distributed  through  the  Latin- Amer- 

ican Film  Exchange,  is  titled  “La  Tia  De 
Las  Muchachas ”   < The  Boy’s  Aunt)  .   .   . 
Senor  Ramon  Peon,  prominent  director  of 
Mexican  talking  pictures,  was  a   recent 
visitor  here  en  route  from  Havana,  Cuba, 
to  Hollywood. 

Charley  Brunning,  Texas  projectionist, 

is  sporting  a   new  shiny  canary  color  Pon- 

tiac .   .   .   Genaro  Garcia,  Empire  operator, 

still  waiting  for  that  chief  usher  to  pay 

off  his  California  trip  last  summer. 

In  observance  of  “Doughnut  Week”  here 
last  week,  Manager  Johnny  Floore  of  the 

Texas  had  Denny’s  Bakery  install  a   booth 

'in  his  lobby  and  pass  out  free  balloons 
and  doughnuts  to  his  patrons. 

“Rip”  Condren,  formerly  of  La  Feria, 
was  in  the  Paramount  branch  office  here 

the  other  day  and,  from  all  indications, 

we  wouldn’t  be  a   bit  surprised  if  “Rip” 
goes  back  into  show  business.  Our  news 

scout  reports  that  he  has  been  giving 

these  parts  the  once  over,  looking  for  a 
suitable  theatre  situation. 

Pre-Hallowe’en  midnight  horror  show 

at  the  Majestic  was  “Dracula”  and  “Fran- 
kenstein,” which  proved  that  the  public 

still  wants  these  spooky  pictures,  espe- 
cially on  owl  showings  .   .   .   Other  Hallow- 

e’en shows  included:  Empire,  “Mr.  Wong, 
Detective;”  Uptown,  “Tropic  Holiday,” 
“West  of  Rainbow  End,”  and  Harlandale, 
“Shadow  of  the  Orient.”  All  seats  at  the 
three  latter  houses  went  at  two-bits.  The 
Majestic  charged  50  cents. 

COCKER  SPANIELS  PUPS 
Championship  stock,  ex-Sandspring:  Smiling: 

Thru,  ex-Sandpring:  Surmise. 

A.  K.  C.  Registration. 

ORDER  FOR  HOLIDAYS 

Males  $50.00  Females  $35.00 

JACK  GROVES.  %United  Artists  Corp. 
DALLAS,  TEXAS 

ID)  A   IL  IIL  A   $ 
^HAT  was  an  odd  program  at  the  Variety 

luncheon — the  way  it  happened — al- 

though Chief  Barker  O’Donnell  managed 
to  turn  the  incident  into  a   sort  of  joke. 

State  Senator  Claude  Westerfield  was 

persuaded  to  make  a   speech  and  he  start- 

ed out  whaling  monopolies.  The  audi- 
ence, mostly  film  men,  perked  up  and  there 

was  some  laughing  and  undertone  wise- 

cracking going  on.  Also  O’Donnell’s  face, 
they  say,  grew  redder  and  redder.  Some- 

one wised  the  speaker  that  his  talk  might 

not  be  quite  appropriate,  and  when  he 

finished  O'Donnell  laughed  it  off  by  say- 

ing that  the  Interstate  circuit  wasn’t  such 
an  old  bogey  man  after  all. 

Buddy  Pope,  who  does  quite  a   bit  of 

fishing  in  between  theatre  jobs,  was  work- 
ing his  lines  at  2   a.  m.  in  Willow 

Lake  a   few  nights  ago.  He  heard  a   ter- 
rible splash  and  thought  a   giant  cat  was 

straining  at  his  line.  Another  splash  and 

a   bass,  fully  a   six-pounder,  flopped  volun- 
tarily into  his  boat.  He  had  witnesses  to 

the  automatic  catch,  but  before  he  could 

get  out  his  stringer  the  bass  jumped  over- 
board and  went  its  way. 

Earl  Jones  of  Brownfield  was  booking 

Wednesday  for  his  3R  circuit,  which  he 

said  is  getting  along  nicely.  In  the  one 
town  he  has  the  Rialto,  Ritz  and  the  Rio, 

just  opened. 

E.  J.  Fitzmaurice  and  C.  C.  Koontz,  of 
the  International  Seat  Corp.,  were  in  town 
chiefly  for  the  Lakewood  opening,  but  also 
visited  with  their  distributors. 

Ray  Shannon,  an  official  of  Motiograph, 

Inc.,  was  a   brief  visitor  on  a   tour  of  the 

south  and  spent  two  days  with  Henry 

Sorensen  of  Modern  Theatre  Equipment 

Co.,  the  Motiograph  dealers  in  Texas. 

The  union  projectionists  of  Dallas  had 

a   big  blow-out  a   few  nights  ago  with  eats, 
refreshments  and  an  out-of-the  ordinary 
entertainment  program  about  which  much 
was  heard  along  Filmrow  the  last  couple 

of  days. 

Dallas  was  almost  cleaned  out  of  film 

managers,  salesmen  and  theatre  men  who 

were  in  Oklahoma  City  at  the  MPTOA 
convention. 

The  “Frankenstein- Dracula”  combina- 
tion did  sensational  business  on  Elm  St.  at 

two  midnight  performances.  The  first 
night  filled  both  the  Majestic  and  Melba 
with  hundreds  turned  away. 

Monroe  Hopkins,  veteran  actor  and 

showman,  passed  away  in  Dallas  last  week. 

''Automovie"  in  Abbeville 

Abbeville,  La. — Chevrolet’s  Complete 

Theatre  on  Wheels,  called  the  “Auto- 
movie,” recently  visited  here  and  presented 

a   program  of  sound  films  under  auspices 

of  R.  P.  Fisk,  local  Chevrolet  dealer. 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  harwood  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas.  Texas 

New  Seats  at  Rockwood,  Tenn. 

Rockwood,  Tenn. — Cushion  seats  have 

been  installed  at  the  Lyric,  it  was  an- 
nounced by  Walter  Howard,  manager. 
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More  Negro  Films 
To  White  Patrons 

Oklahoma  City — An  appreciable  increase 

in  the  number  of  exhibitors  who  are  play- 
ing all-Negro  features  for  the  white  trade 

is  noted  by  Alfred  M.  and  Lester  Sack  of 
the  Sack  Amusement  Co.,  Dallas.  The 
trend  is  fairly  recent,  says  Lester  M., 
pointing  out  that  a   few  years  ago  he 
could  scarcely  give  away  Negro  films  to 
other  than  Negro  theatres. 

Concentrating  on  the  all-Negro  cast  pic- 
tures, the  Sack  brothers  have  built  up  a 

sizeable  distribution  system  embracing  ex- 
changes in  Dallas,  Atlanta  and  Chicago. 

Other  spots  will  be  opened  shortly,  ac- 
cording to  Lester  M.  The  firm  recently 

moved  its  headquarters  from  San  An- 
tonio to  Dallas. 

Files  Corp.  Notice 
Little  Rock,  Ark. — The  Commonwealth 

Searcy  Theatre  Corp.  of  Kansas  City,  Mo„ 

filed  notice  with  the  secretary  of  state’s 
office  of  entry  into  the  state  this  week. 
D.  E.  Fitton,  Searcy,  was  named  resident 
agent.  The  notice  listed  assets  at  $8,600, 
of  which  $8,000  will  be  used  in  Arkansas, 
and  liabilities  at  $2,100. 

Capps  to  Remodel 
Foreman,  Ark. — E.  W.  Capps  will  re- 

model his  Liberty  Theatre. 

Moral:  Be  Careful 

Dallas — Frank  Benson  is  a   good  show- 

man and  not  easy  to  get  to — if  you  know 
what  that  means — but  either  a   blonde  or 

brunette  did  it  the  other  day.  She  can- 
tered into  the  Majestic  at  Bowie,  told  Frank 

she  was  a   former  exhibitor,  knew  film 

people  he  did,  was  stranded  and  needed 
$2.00  to  get  to  some  point  west.  Benson 
let  her  have  the  two  bucks. 

He  stayed  on  the  job,  however,  and  saw 

her  drive  off  in  a   new  high-powered  car 
with  a   male  companion.  Benson  got  sore 
and  decided  to  catch  her  if  that  was  the 

game.  He  called  up  H.  L.  Bear  at  Hen- 
rietta and  warned  him,  learning  next  day 

the  woman  wanted  $2.00  from  Bear  which 

she  didn’t  get. 
The  incident  reminds  that  this  time  of 

year  they’re  flocking  in  on  Texas  exhibi- 
tors either  to  get  to  the  theatres  or  to 

the  exhibitors’  local  merchants.  An  ex- 
hibitor knows  that  when  trick  guys  come 

to  town  and  fleece  merchants  on  pretext 
of  theatre  affiliation  that  the  theatre  has 

to  pay  off  to  keep  the  peace,  or  at  least  the 

goodwill. 
So  why  not  have  it  understood  with 

every  local  merchant  that  the  theatre  is 

not  responsible  in  any  deal  unless  the  ex- 
hibitor directly  gives  his  okay. — CRISP. 

Improves  Sound 
Moody,  Tex. — O.  T.  McGinley  of  Mc- 

Gregor, who  recently  annexed  the  Palace, 
has  improved  his  sound  equipment. 

Draw  Plans  for  a 

New  Tyler  Theatre 
Tyler,  Tex. — Chamber  of  Commerce 

representatives  have  received  a   letter  from 

Karl  Hoblitzelle,  president  of  the  Inter- 
state circuit,  that  plans  have  been  drawn 

for  a   new  theatre  here  and  that  further 

steps  toward  construction  of  the  house 
would  be  taken  soon. 

The  letter  also  stated  that  changes 
would  have  to  be  made  in  present  plans 
and  that  Hoblitzelle  hoped  to  visit  Tyler 
within  a   few  weeks  in  this  regard.  The 
new  house  is  expected  to  be  located  at 
some  point  on  the  business  square. 

The  chamber  of  commerce  has  nego- 
tiated several  months  with  Hoblitzelle  for 

a   new  theatre  which,  the  chamber  claims, 
the  town  sorely  needs.  Hoblitzelle  gave 

assurance  shortly  before  leaving  for  Eu- 
rope early  in  the  summer,  that  something 

would  be  done  about  the  new  theatre 

soon  after  his  return.  Plans  were  drawn 
to  meet  that  promise. 

Now  Storerooms 

Amarillo,  Tex. — The  old  Deandi  The- 
atre is  being  converted  into  three  modern 

stores.  It  was  the  ace  house  of  the  former 

Dye,  Ford  &   Rogers  circuit  and  brought 
to  Amarillo  its  first  films. 

A   NEW  MONEY  MAKER 
Introducing  the  New 

ADVANCE  PEANUT  ROASTER 
Beautiful ,   Compact  Complete 

Peanuts  always  sell.  The  profits  are  big.  One 

pound  of  peanuts  costs  nine  cents  and  sells  out  at 

seven  or  eight  five-cent  sacks. 

The  Advance  Roaster  is  economical  to  own  and 

operate.  Simply  plug  into  electrical  connection 

and  it  is  ready  to  run.  It  roasts  peanuts  and  also 

has  large  warmer  compartment. 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
210  SOUTH  HARWOOD "Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always ” 

DALLAS,  TEXAS 
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OK  LA.  CITY 
gTANDARD  Theatres  pulled  a   good  one 

in  pre-promotion  for  “Suez,”  latest 
Tyrone  Power  starring  picture.  Standard 

contacted  Power  for  a   telephone  conver- 
sation with  Virginia  Nelson,  dramatic  crit- 

ic of  the  Daily  Oklahoman.  The  conver- 
sation was  wired  into  WKY,  local  radio 

station,  and  in  the  station’s  studios  a 
transcription  was  made.  The  record  was 
then  used  at  the  Criterion  and  over  the 

station  in  promotion  of  the  picture  .   .   . 
Beaver  &   Baker,  formerly  with  the  art 
department  of  Standard  Theatres  Corp., 

have  formed  their  own  art  service  organi- 
zation. 

Jim  Boyle  has  resigried  as  State  Theatre 

bookkeeper  .   .   .   Charles  Heflin,  former 

partner  of  A.  B.  Momand,  in  town  visit- 
ing and  then  to  Shawnee  to  visit  Momand 

.   .   .   John  Feeney,  Tulsa  exhibitor,  in  town 

swapping  “howdys”  with  local  film  folk  .   .   . 
E.  R.  “Red”  Slocum  of  El  Reno  visiting 
.   .   .   Dutch  Cammer  doing  the  checking 

job  on  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” 
(Col),  entering  its  second  week  at  the 
State  .   .   .   Charles  Zears,  former  film 

board  of  trade  secretary,  in  town  to  as- 
sist on  the  MPTOA  convention. 

Emery  M.  Austin,  assistant  manager  of 

the  Ralph  Talbot  Theatres,  Tulsa,  ad- 
dressed the  Central  High  School  Girls 

Reserves  on  “Prom  Studio  to  Theatre” 
...  A   shot  was  fired  in  the  direction  of 

the  Plaza  Theatre  here  the  other  night 
but  the  only  victim  was  a   dog.  Neither 
the  person  who  fired  the  shot  nor  the 

reason  for  so  doing  was  learned  .   .   .   Cush- 
ing high  schools  have  purchased  a   16mm 

projection  outfit  .   .   .   Fire  starting  in  the 

operator’s  booth  at  the  Roxy  Theatre, 
Tulsa,  last  week  resulted  in  approximate- 

ly $350  damage  to  film  and  equipment 

before  firemen  could  bring  the  blaze  un- 
der control. 

Improve  Liberty  Interior 

Johnston,  S.  C.  —   Extensive  improve- 
ments have  been  made  on  the  interior 

of  the  Liberty  Theatre. 

It  Must  Be  Good 

Oklahoma  City — A   motion  picture  has 

to  be  good  when  an  advertiser  goes  over- 
board and  devotes  his  own  advertising 

space  to  ballyhoo  for  the  picture.  That’s 
what  happened  after  LaVerne  Carleton, 
manager  of  the  General  Printing  Co.,  saw 

Columbia’s  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” 
at  the  special  screening  in  the  State  The- 

atre here. 

“Once  in  a   blue  moon  the  ’ole  General 

sees  a   movie  that  wows  him!”  Carleton 

stated  in  his  advertisement.  “Usually  it’s 
a   picture  that  has  a   moral  .   .   .   and  ‘You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You’  is  that  kind  of 
a   picture.  As  a   matter  of  fact  it  is  so 

good  that  the  ’ole  General  wishes  that 
everyone  could  see  it.  Just  before  going 

to  see  ‘You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,’  I 
learned  that  I   had  lost  a   large  printing 

order  and  I   was  pretty  low  .   .   .   but  after 
a   good  dose  of  this  picture  I   decided  that 

worry  wouldn’t  bring  that  order  back  .   .   . 
and  that  there  was  a   lot  to  enjoy  every 
day  .   .   .   orders  or  no  orders  .   .   .   and  that 
brought  up  another  thought  .   .   .   that 
down  at  the  General  Printing  plant  we 
were  in  business  for  the  fun  of  it  .   .   .   not 

for  the  money  .   .   .   because,  Heaven  knows, 
if  we  were  interested  in  money  alone  we 

certainly  wouldn’t  be  in  the  printing  busi- 
ness. So  you  see,  a   movie  that  would 

start  us  on  a   ‘brain  storm’  like  that  must 
pack  a   pretty  keen  wallop  .   .   .   and  that 
is  why  we  sincerely  hope  that  all  of  our 

friends  have  a   chance  to  see  it!” 

Favor  Sunday  Shows 
Knoxville,  Tenn. — The  fight  over  Sun- 

day films  here  has  brought  out  opinions 
pro  and  con.  A   survey  of  the  student  body 
of  the  University  of  Tennessee  develops 

that  student  leaders  strongly  favor  Sun- 
day shows. 

Repair  Suzore  Roof 

Memphis,  Tenn. — The  roof  of  the  Suzore 
Theatre  is  being  repaired. 

Hundreds  Celebrate 

New  Lakewood  Bow 
Dallas — With  hundreds  standing  in  the 

streets  unable  to  get  in,  one  of  Inter- 

state’s newest  and  most  brilliant  theatres, 
the  Lakewood,  has  become  a   part  of  show 
business  here.  The  house  is  the  pride  and 

joy  of  Karl  Hoblitzelle,  R.  J.  O’Donnell, 
and  on  down  to  Jake  Elder  and  Elmer 
Brenner,  in  the  engineering  department. 

Mickey  Rooney  was  there  in  "Love  Finds 
Andy  Hardy.”  Mayor  George  Sprague  cut 
the  ribbon  at  the  front  doors  admitting 
the  first  patron. 

Hoblitzelle  made  the  address  of  welcome 

and  R.  J.  O’Donnell  was  master  of  cere- monies. 

The  public  was  given  ample  time  to  in- 
spect all  parts  of  the  theatre.  Two  ar- 
tistic attractions  are  two  molded  white 

statues  on  either  side  of  the  screen  il- 

luminated with  “black  light.”  The  walls 
are  done  in  murals.  The  lobby  ceiling  is 
full  mirrored.  The  capacity  is  a   few 

over  1,000  with  seats  36  inches  apart. 
The  Lakewood  has  become  the  main 

stem  in  a   neat  and  fastly  growing  neigh- 
borhood business  section;  property  owners 

expect  values  to  grow  more  quickly  now. 
Dick  Foy  is  manager  of  the  Lakewood. 

Manager  Change 

Newport,  Tenn. — Wilburn  Birmingham 

of  Knoxville  has  succeeded  Vernon  Gay- 
Ion  as  manager  of  the  Palace  Theatre 

here,  Tim  W.  Smith,  owner  of  the  house, 
announces.  Gaylon  resigned  to  do  art 
work  with  another  theatrical  company  at 
Knoxville. 

New  Sound  for  Princess 

Columbia,  Tenn. — A.  L.  Shortley,  mana- 

ger, announces  Mirrophonic  sound  will  be 
installed  in  the  Princess  here.  The  theatre 

is  operated  by  Crescent  Amusement  Co. 

Three  Views  of  the  Lakewood 

In  Dallas  the  multi-colored  Lakewood  tower,  left,  reaches  skyward  100  feet.  At  night,  4,000  flashing  bulbs  come  to  life. 
The  projectionist  booth,  center,  has  a   shower,  plenty  of  room  for  a   bed,  but  no  rack  for  detective  magazines.  The  Lake- 

wood  interior,  right,  is  a   sweeping  symmetrical  affair.  Note  the  “stagger”  seating  arrangement  perfected  by  Interstate  en- 
gineers. 
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Birmingham  Radio  Station  and 

Theatres  Make  Up  After  Tiff 

A   T IL  A   N   T   A 
piLMROW  visitors:  Hal  Jordan  of  WB 

Charlotte  office;  Dick  Johnson  of  UA 
Charlotte  office;  Ray  Bussler  of  Bussler 
Equipment  Co.,  Tampa;  Henry  Glover, 
Republic  branch  manager  at  Tampa. 

Joe  Yowig  of  Paramount  advertising 
office,  has  returned  to  his  desk  following 
an  operation. 

W.  C.  Hames,  WB  branch  manager,  is 
on  vacation. 

W.  T.  Murray,  manager  of  the  Rialto, 
has  awarded  a   contract  to  American 

Seating  Co.  for  re-seating  his  950 -seat 
house. 

The  Jolly  Club’s  dance  recently  at 
Peachtree  Gardens  was  a   huge  success. 

Jack  O.  Lamont,  GN  division  manager, 
continues  enthusiastic  about  the  future  of 
Dorothy  Page  and  has  had  trailers  of  her 
made  to  further  convince  exhibitors  of  her 
potentialities.  Lamont  predicts  Miss  Page 
will  be  a   worthy  successor  to  Ruth  Roland 
and  Pearl  White. 

Fred  Wise  of  Savannah  Amusement  Co., 
hopes  to  open  his  new  house  at  Macon, 
Ga.,  by  Thanksgiving  Day. 

N.  E.  Savini,  Savini  Films,  put  in  the 
equipment  and  handled  the  lecture  for 
Osa  Johnson,  widow  of  Martin  Johnson, 
when  she  appeared  recently  before  a 
large  audience  in  Glenn  Memorial  audi- 

torium with  “Jungles  Calling.” 

T.  E.  Orr  of  Albertville,  Ala.,  and  Hugh 
Manning  of  Etowah,  Tenn.,  journeyed  to 
Hot  Springs,  Ark.,  last  week. 

Arthur  C.  Bromberg,  southeastern  Re- 
public chief,  is  on  a   trip  to  Arkansas  and 

Tennessee. 

George  Gaston,  operator  of  the  Madi- 
son Theatre,  East  Atlanta,  has  had  a 

trailer  made  of  that  community.  He  aided 
W.  H.  Kimberly,  president  of  Visugraphic, 
who  made  the  film,  by  showing  him  the 
various  points  of  interest. 

The  state  of  Georgia  has  appropriated 
$250,000  for  visual  education  in  the 
schools  of  the  state,  and  bids  have  been 

called  for  motion  picture  equipment  of 
all  kinds. 

A   Good  Sendoll  Given 

" The  Citadel"  in  Atlanta 
Atlanta — “The  Citadel,”  based  on  A.  J. 

Cronin’s  best-selling  novel  and  starring 
Robert  Donat  and  Rosalind  Russell,  got 

off  to  a   fine  start  at  Loew’s  Grand  The- 
atre last  week  with  an  added  attraction 

helping  to  pull  customers. 

Rich’s,  one  of  the  leading  department 
stores,  presented  a   fur  fashion  show  on 
the  stage  of  the  theatre  in  conjunction 
with  the  picture.  Newspaper  advertise- 

ments by  Rich’s  and  the  theatre  gave 
added  impetus  to  publicity. 

Birmingham,  Ala. — Although  radio  and 

the  theatre  were  at  loggerheads  locally 
last  year  because  Radio  Station  WSGN, 

owned  by  the  Birmingham  News  Age- 
Herald,  was  putting  on  its  Variety  Show 

at  a   local  night  club  and  charging  ad- 
mission therefor,  they  are  united  in  one 

purpose  this  year. 

The  Variety  Show  is  being  put  on  from 
the  stage  of  the  Lyric  Theatre,  operated 

by  the  Wilby-Kincey  interests  which  last 

year  protested  what  they  termed  “unfair 
competition”  from  the  radio  and  at  one 
time  threatened  to  boycott  the  newspaper 
owners  of  the  station.  Under  the  new  ar- 

rangement, Wilby-Kincey  gets  the  Variety 
Show  (from  3:3.0  to  4   each  Sunday  af- 

ternoon) as  an  extra  attraction  to  its  pic- 
ture at  the  Lyric.  The  radio  station  gets 

a   downtown  place  without  rent  for  pre- 
sentation of  its  feature  program  and  in 

addition  is  able  to  have  a   paid  sponsor 
(Utopia  Cleaners  and  Dyers)  as  in  the 

past. 
Last  year  the  Variety  Show  was  voted 

the  most  popular  local  program  on  the  air 
in  a   poll  conducted  by  the  Birmingham 
News.  It  was  held  to  be  the  fifth  most 

popular  feature  including  network  pro- 
grams also.  The  program  was  inaugurated 

in  1935  as  a   studio  feature,  the  next  year 

moved  to  the  Tutwiler  Hotel  terrace  ball- 
room and  in  1937  to  the  Club  Rex  where 

it  drew  a   capacity  audience.  Now  the 

hookup  is  with  the  theatre  for  a   13-week 
run  scheduled  as  a   beginner.  The  theatre 
admission  price  is  20  cents  as  usual. 

Joe  Ford  has  been  master  of  cere- 

monies for  the  program  from  the  begin- 
ning. The  Paul  Bryant  Orchestra  is  billed 

and  the  cream  of  local  talent  selected  each 
week  for  several  features.  As  one  feature 

this  year  Bill  Terry  gives  a   five-minute 
sportscast.  The  program  is  fed  by  Sta- 

tion WSGN  to  the  Alabama  network. 

Henry  P.  Johnston,  general  manager  of 

Station  WSGN,  said  he  instituted  the  Va- 
riety Hour  program  with  an  admission 

charge  to  help  pay  the  assessment  levied 
against  this  NBC  outlet  by  the  American 
Federation  of  Musicians,  explaining  that 

since  he  had  to  pay  the  assessment  he 
just  as  well  use  the  musicians  fully. 

Plan  Negro  House 
High  Point,  N.  C. — A   new  $10,000  thea- 

tre for  Negro  patrons  is  planned  by  Bijou 

Operating  Co.  The  house  will  seat  425.  It 
will  be  situated  on  East  Washington  St. 

NO  ORDER  TOO  SMALL 

NO  ORDER  TOO  LARGE 

NO  MATTER  WHAT  YOUR  REQUIREMENTS 

MAY  BE 

From 

A   COMPLETE  AIR  CONDITIONING  PLANT 

DOWN  TO 

A   SMALL  BOTTLE  OF  FILM  CEMENT 

“EVERYTHING  FOR  THE  THEATRE  EXCEPT  FILM" 

IT  WILL  PAY  YOU  TO  TRY 

150  Walton  St.,  ATLANTA 
Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church/  CHARLOTTE 

Phone  8620 

“EVERYTHING  FOR  THE  THEATRE  EXCEPT  FILM ” 
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Judgments  to  Ascap 
New  Orleans — Three  rulings  for  the  Ascap  have  been  handed  down  in  Missis- 

sippi courts,  charging  defendants  with  "unlawfully  broadcasting”  musical  com- 
positions of  members  of  the  society. 

In  Aberdeen,  a   judgment  of  SI, 500  was  given  the  society  against  radio  Station 
WHEF,  Kosciusko,  Miss. 

Will  Ellis  and  Paul  Morris  were  defendants  in  Clarksdale.  The  case  was  com- 
promised prior  to  final  judgment. 

William  Junken  &   Crystal  Amusement  Co.  had  to  pay  the  Ascap  S500  in 
Vicksburg,  Miss.,  for  copyright  violation. 

Death  of  Carl  D.  Haug 

Brings  Sorrow  to  Trade 
Atlanta — Showmen  here  expressed  sor- 

row at  the  death  of  Carl  D.  Haug,  mana- 
ger of  the  Empire  Theatre,  Birmingham, 

Ala.,  in  that  city. 
Haug  was  well  known  in  southern  film 

circles.  He  had  been  ill  for  a   long  time. 
He  was  formerly  exploitation  man  for 

M-G-M,  manager  of  the  Strand  Theatre, 
Birmingham,  and  manager  of  a   theatre 
in  Missouri. 

Pallbearers  included  Francis  Falkenburg, 
manager  of  the  Alabama  Theatre;  Joe 

Frey,  advertising  official  of  the  Birming- 
ham News  Age-Herald;  W.  H.  Merritt, 

manager  of  the  Royal  Theatre;  W.  Coop- 
er Green,  Birmingham  postmaster;  James 

Park  and  John  Douglas. 

Roy  Martin  Buy 
Columbus,  Ga. — Roy  E.  Martin  has  pur- 

chased the  two-story  brick  property  at 
115  First  Ave.  for  $22,500,  it  is  an- 

nounced. Martin  said  the  building  will 
be  razed,  but  added  he  did  not  know 
future  plans  for  the  property. 

Mrs.  J.  R.  Cunningham 

Dies  After  Long  Illness 

Atlanta — Mrs.  J.  Reuben  Cunningham, 

an  employe  of  Lucas  &   Jenkins  and  pri- 
vate secretary  of  Arthur  Lucas,  died  Mon- 

day in  a   Savannah,  Ga.,  hospital,  follow- 
ing a   six-month  illness. 

Mrs.  Cunningham  was  the  former  Miss 
Rose  Marie  Burke. 

Mrs.  Cunningham  was  a   native  of  Ma- 
con, Ga.  She  came  to  Atlanta  about  12 

years  ago,  and  had  been  Lucas’  secretary 
most  of  that  period. 

Surviving  are  her  husband  and  a   broth- 
er, Fred  T.  Burke,  of  Miami,  Fla. 

Continuous  Show 
Atlanta — T.  H.  Read,  manager  of  the 

Paramount  Theatre,  took  good  advantage 

of  the  fact  that  “Dracula”  and  “Fran- 
kenstein” were  playing  at  his  house  on 

Hallowe’en.  Read  ran  a   continuous  show- 

ing until  3:00  o’clock  that  morning  and 
grabbed  off  a   big  additional  slice  of 
business. 

Make  Timely  News  Tie 

For  " Men  With  Wings" 
Atlanta — Taking  advantage  of  news 

events  to  tie  up  with  motion  picture  pub- 
licity was  well  illustrated  here  last  week. 

When  Paramount’s  aviation  epic,  “Men 
With  Wings,”  opened  its  first  showing 
in  the  south  at  the  Fox  Theatre,  Lucas 
&   Jenkins  house,  three  bronze  placques 

were  presented  to  the  pilot,  co-pilot  and 
flight  steward  of  an  Eastern  Air  Lines 
plane  that  was  recently  brought  down, 
in  flames,  without  injury  to  any  persons 
aboard. 

William  K.  Jenkins  presented  the 
placques  to  Captain  Dave  Hissong,  pilot; 

C.  R.  Russell,  co-pilot,  and  Frank  Gibbs, 
i   light  steward.  Downing  Musgrove,  execu- 

tive secretary  to  Governor  Rivers,  also 

presented  the  fliers  with  honorary  lieu- 

tenant colonel’s  commissions  on  the  gov- 
ernor’s staff. 

The  theatre  was  packed  for  this  added 
attraction,  and  the  incident  was  given  a 

good  press.  The  brave  action  of  the  plane 
personnel  in  saving  the  lives  of  the  11 

passengers  on  the  ship,  forced  down  near 

Birmingham,  was  a   national  page-one 

story. 

Plan  New  Theatre  for 

A   Suburb  of  Atlanta 
Atlanta — F.  C.  Coleman,  president  of 

East  Point  Amusement  Co.,  announces  a 

contract  has  been  let  to  construct  a   $30,- 
000  theatre  at  Central  and  Virginia  Aves., 

Hapeville,  Atlanta  suburb. 
The  house  will  seat  500  and  will  occupy 

a   lot  50x100  feet.  A   full-sized  stage,  mod- 
ern projection  and  sound  equipment  and 

attractive,  modern  design  will  be  features. 

Coleman  said  construction  would  begin 
immediately. 

Present 
With  a 

IDEAL 

GGT  P€RSonnL w   With  YnuR  Patrdiis,  uAe... 
VISUGRAPHIE  ̂ TRAILERS 

Made  up  to  your  own  individual  copy  with  ap- 
propriate and  original  ideas  that  will  appeal  to 

your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

Your  Screen  Announcements  Effectively 
Dash  of  Local  Color  and  Originality. 

Iervice,  Price 

R>ush  Delivery 

OirnmnDinG  Quality/ 
c0otnUte  Pahadetu. 

4   STAR 
SAO-PDQako that’s  VISU6AAPHIC, 
the  SMART  word 
*>R  SMART  EXHIBITORS 

VISUGRRPHIC- FILfTICORP  * 
14  B   UJRLTOn  ST.,n.UJ.  P.O.B.3B5- 

W.H.  HiMBeftLv,  Pres. 

QTLRnTR  — 

23  Trailers  Help  Push 

An  Atlanta  Bond  Issue 
Atlanta — A   terrific  publicity  campaign 

aimed  at  passage  of  a   $6,500  bond  issue 

to  assure  this  city  of  many  civic  improve- 
ments was  aided  by  showing  of  23  trailers 

in  as  many  theatres. 

The  trailers  were  made  by  Visugraphic 
and  shown  in  conjunction  with  regular 

showings  as  film  men’s  contribution  to  the 
cause.  The  films  depicted  schools  and 
other  buildings  which  will  be  improved 
through  the  bond  money. 

Willis  J .   Davis  Is  L&J 

Public  Relations  Agent 
Atlanta — Willis  J.  Davis,  former  opera- 

tor of  motion  picture  theatres  here,  has 

been  appointed  public  relations  manager 
for  Lucas  &   Jenkins  theatres,  according 
to  Arthur  Lucas,  president. 

Davis,  from  Atlanta  and  Newnan,  is 
well  known  along  Filmrow.  For  several 

years  he  served  as  secretary  to  one  of  the 

major  congressional  committees  in  Wash- 
ington. 
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Window  " Soaping " 
Contest 

Springdale,  Ark. — Mischievous  youth, 

inclined  to  "soap  the  works"  on  Hal- 

lowe'en night,  were  given  a   chance  to 

apply  their  skill  at  "soaping"  the  mer- 

chants' windows  here  when  Manager 
Clyde  Allard  ol  the  Concord  offered 

ten  free  passes  to  his  theatre  to  those 

who  drew  the  best  cartoons  on  down- 

town windows.  Contestants  had  to  use 

wax  on  their  jobs. 

Sparks  Opening  in  Fort 

Lauderdale  in  January 
Port  Lauderdale,  Fla. — A.  R.  Ninninger, 

Broward  county  manager  for  Sparks  En- 
terprises, has  announced  January  1   as 

tentative  opening  date  for  the  new  the- 
atre being  built  here  at  a   cost  of  $250,000. 

The  house  will  seat  1,200  persons,  and 

will  embody  latest  developments  in  the- 
atrical construction. 

Move  McRae  Amateurs 

McRae,  Ga. — The  Princess  has  an- 

announced  amateur  contests  will  be  held 

Saturdays  at  4:30  p.  m.,  instead  of  8:30 

p.  m.  as  previously.  Prizes  will  be  offered 
at  the  afternoon  show  only,  and  winners 

will  appear  for  only  20  minutes  on  the 
night  show. 

Jimmie  King  Promoted 
DeRidder,  La. — Jimmie  King,  of  Many, 

La.,  employe  of  the  Southern  Amusement 

Co.  for  many  years,  has  assumed  manage- 
ment of  the  Uptown.  He  succeeds  Mr. 

Lacefield  as  manager. 

Gets  New  Sound 

Weldon,  N.  C. — Modern  sound  and  pro- 

jection machines  have  been  installed  in 

the  Opera  House,  Manager  Eugene  Batch- 
elor announces.  The  Opera  House  was 

recently  painted  and  renovated. 

Install  Oil  Heaters 

Marks,  Miss. — Three  oil  heaters  have 

been  installed  in  the  Folly  Theatre  here, 
two  in  the  front  of  the  house  and  one  in 
the  rear. 

Progress  in  lay,  Fla. 

Jay,  Fla. — Work  is  progressing  on  the 

new  Santa  Rosa  Theatre,  recently  named. 

Seating  capacity  will  be  between  300  and 
350. 

New  Seats  for  Arcade 

Williston,  Fla. — New  seats  have  been 

installed  in  the  Arcade  Theatre,  Brandon 
Warren,  manager,  announces. 

Move  Chatsworth 

Chatsworth,  Ga. — The  Chatsworth  The- 
atre has  moved  into  its  new  location  in 

the  Shelton  Bldg. 

J^JORT  H.  SINGER,  president  of  the  the- atre corporation  by  the  same  name, 
was  here  last  week  to  confer  with  Vic 

Meyers,  local  manager.  The  circuit  exec- 

utive optimistically  noted  that  “business 
in  New  Orleans  and  in  other  sections  of 

the  country  is  on  the  upgrade.” 

The  Metropolitan  Opera  Company  will 
not  he  in  New  Orleans  next  spring,  it  is 

reported  .   .   .   Police  are  searching  for  the 
bandit  who  slugged  and  robbed  Emile 

Reed,  Bunkie,  La.,  theatre  manager  .   .   . 

Dorothy  Lamour’s  mother,  Mrs.  Carman 
Lamour,  was  here  last  week  to  shop  for 

antiques  in  the  Vieux  Carre  for  her  daugh- 
ter’s Beverly  Hills  home. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  at  the 

Orpheum  for  two  consecutive  weeks,  is  now- in  its  second  week  at  the  Liberty  .   .   . 

Another  holdover  is  “Four  Daughters”  at 
the  Orpheum. 

To  Take  Bids 

Concord,  N.  C. — North  Carolina  The- 

atres, Inc.,  with  headquarters  in  Char- 
lotte, will  open  bids  here  November  1   for 

construction  of  Concord’s  newest  theatre. 
The  house  will  be  erected  on  property 

between  the  Hotel  Concord  and  Central 
Methodist  Church. 

New  Wilson  House 
Wilson,  N.  C.— A.  S.  Grist,  city  manager 

for  North  Carolina  Theatres,  has  an- 
nounced a   large  and  modern  theatre  will 

be  constructed  at  129-135  Goldsboro  St. 
The  house  will  have  a   stage.  Plans  are 
now  being  drawn  for  the  new  theatre. 

Remodel  at  Picayune 
Picayune,  Miss. — The  Dixie,  formerly 

the  Fornea,  is  undergoing  extensive  re- 

modeling, including  addition  of  a   ladies’ 
lounge.  The  regular  show  schedule  con- 
tinues. 

New  Plaza  Sound 

Asheville,  N.  C. — Installation  of  Mirro- 

phonic  sound  equipment  has  been  com- 
pleted at  the  Plaza  Theatre,  a   link  in  the 

Publix-Bamford  chain. 

Complete  Revamp 
Blackshear,  Ga. — Reconditioning  of  the 

Royal  has  been  completed.  J.  L.  Dixon  is 
manager.  Improvements  include  sound 
proofing  and  reconditioned  heating. 

The  Ripley  Bows  In 

Ripley,  Miss. — The  Ripley  Theatre,  un- 

der management  of  Fred  Crawford,  has 
opened.  The  house  seats  390  persons,  and 
is  modern  throughout. 

Open  in  Lillington 

Lillington,  N.  C. — The  most  recent  ad- 

dition to  Angier’s  business  district — a   mod- 
ern and  beautiful  theatre — has  been  op- 

ened. 

" Patronage  Thanks " 
In  Parade 

New  Orleans — Featuring  bands, 

floats  and  advertisements,  the  second 

annual  parade  "in  appreciation  of  pat- 

ronage," sponsored  by  United  Theatres, 
Inc.,  was  held  here  recently  under  the 

direction  of  “Pop"  Abe  Goldberg. 

About  $3,500  worth  of  electrical  re- 

frigeration equipment,  displayed  at  the 

parade,  will  be  given  away  by  the  17 
associated  theatres. 

Sudekum  Building  New 

House  in  Springfield 
Springfield,  Tenn. — Contract  has  been 

awarded  for  the  construction  of  a   new 

theatre  here  for  Tony  Sudekum  of  the 
Crescent  Amusement  Co.,  Nashville.  The 
building,  fronting  on  Main  St.,  will  be  of 
modern  design.  The  front  will  be  of  stone 
with  neon-lighted  marquee. 

The  Princess  Theatre  here,  operated  by 

the  same  company,  is  being  redecorated 

and  will  be  air  conditioned  and  new  cush- 
ioned seats  will  be  installed. 

L.  L.  Long 

Memphis — Louis  L.  Long,  who  for  the 

past  ten  years  painted  the  posters  in  front 

of  Loew’s  State  Theatre  here,  died  recent- 

ly in  Veteran’s  Hospital,  Hines,  111.  He 
did  similar  work  in  Washington,  D.  C., 
before  coming  here. 

No.  5 — Speaker  and  Horn  Baffle 

A   newly  developed  dynamic  speaker  and  horn 
baffle  designed  to  give  as  wide  a   rang:e  of 

frequency  response  and  tone  quality  as  is 

possible  with  a   single  unit  type  of  speaker. 

Voice  Coil  Impedence  9   Ohms  at  400  Cycles — 
Complete  with  500  Ohm  line 
coupling:  transformer  and baffle   
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The  Real  Jitterbugs 

Atlanta — The  complete  jitterbug  isn’t 

found  in  Harlem — he’s  found  in  deepest 
and  darkest  Africa. 

So  said  Armand  Denis,  explorer,  who 
spent  18  months  in  the  Belgian  Congo 

filming  “Dark  Rapture,”  on  a   visit  here 
last  week. 

“With  all  its  jam  sessions  and  swing, 
Harlem  cannot  produce  the  finished  type 

of  jitterbug  that  is  to  be  found  in  Africa,” 
said  Denis.  “The  native  dancers  reach 
such  a   frenzy  they  are  unaware  of  any- 

thing else  in  the  world. 

“These  primitive  peoples  are  far  ad- 
vanced in  their  music  and  dancing  be- 

cause the  average  native  spends  a   fourth 
of  his  time  dancing.  More  than  anything 
else,  he  is  interested  in  music  and  dancing. 

It  is  a   sort  of  relief  for  him — something 
like  getting  drunk. 

“It  takes  his  mind  off  his  troubles  and 
the  hard  struggle  for  existence  on  the 

dark  continent.” 
Denis  paused  here  en  route  from  New 

York  to  New  Orleans.  He  was  accom- 

panied by  Mrs.  Denis,  a   cousin  of  Elea- 
nor Roosevelt,  and  their  four  young  chil- 

dren. 

The  Rialto ,   Birmingham, 
Darkens  After  20  Years 

Birmingham — The  old  Rialto  Theatre, 

which  has  catered  to  film  patrons  here 

for  more  than  20  years,  closed  last  Sun- 
day. Appropriately,  the  title  of  the  last 

picture  was  “Always  Goodbye.” 
Many  persons  who  have  reached  high 

places  in  the  amusement  world  were  as- 
sociated with  the  Rialto,  but  one  man, 

Ralph  A.  Root,  projectionist,  who  flashed 
the  last  picture  on  the  screen,  was  in  on 
the  beginning. 

Open  Peach 
Fort  Valley,  Ga. — The  Peach  Theatre 

held  an  auspicious  opening  Monday  with 
many  notables  in  attendance.  The  new 

house  is  one  of  the  Martin  and  Thomp- 
son chain. 

Name  Brandon  Warren 
Williston,  Fla. — Brandon  Warren,  of 

Lake  Butler,  has  assumed  duties  as  mana- 
ger of  the  Arcade,  succeeding  Ralph  Weir, 

who  has  been  transferred  to  Wildwood. 

New  Bijou  Bows 
Houma,  La. — The  new  $85,000  Bijou 

Theatre  has  opened. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 
1912V>  Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-8665 

BIRMINGHAM,  ALA. 

New  Orleans  Theatres 

Push  Community  Chest 
New  Orleans — Several  local  theatres  are 

exhibiting  trailers  publicizing  the  Com- 
munity Chest  Drive. 

Among  the  cooperating  exhibitors  are: 
Vic  Meyers,  John  Quinlan,  Rodney  Toups, 

Car  W.  Loomis,  J.  H.  Moser,  Henry  Laza- 
rus. Earl  Kelly,  Jacob  Miller,  Henry  Hei- 

derich,  Robert  Blair,  W.  A.  Fonseca,  War- 
ren Salles,  Ira  Weingrum. 

J.  A.  Dicharry,  M.  Hemstreet,  Clarence 

Chandler,  Alex  Shulman,  Edward  Morti- 
mer, Lyle  Shields,  Alfred  E.  Groz,  Joe  Al- 

sina,  Ferdinand  Alsina,  H.  Houck,  Frank 

Ruffino,  H.  Bailey,  F.  Calamia,  I.  J.  Har- 
relson  and  A.  Demharter. 

Solve  a   " Mystery "   Pool 
In  Carolina  at  Wilson 

Wilson,  N.  C. — The  mystery  of  a   pool 

which  appeared  in  the  main  auditorium 
of  the  Carolina  Theatre  recently  was 
solved  when  it  was  learned  a   broken  pipe 
line  caused  the  damage. 

The  “mysterious”  spring  bubbled  up  into 
the  auditorium,  making  useless  the  first 
five  rows  of  seats.  Workmen  were  on  the 
job  three  days  and  three  nights,  trying 
to  find  the  source  of  the  water. 

The  broken  pipe  line  was  several  hun- 
dred yards  under  the  theatre. 

Baum  Enterprises 
Raleigh,  N.  C. — Charters  recently  an- 

nounced by  the  secretary  of  state  include 
Baum  Enterprises,  of  Kinston,  which  will 

operate  theatres  under  $50,000  authorized 
capital  with  $5,000  stock  subscribed  by 
Robert  L.  Baum,  George  L.  Weiland  and 
Fred  I.  Sutton,  all  of  Kinston. 

Kannapolis  Start 
Kannapolis,  N.  C. — Work  was  scheduled 

to  start  soon  on  a   new  theatre  on  South 

Main  St.,  just  south  of  the  new  underpass, 

with  plans  calling  for  brick  construction 
and  525  seats. 

Dress  Up  Capitol 
Clearwater,  Fla. — Ninety-four  seats 

have  been  added  and  extensive  improve- 
ments have  been  made  to  the  Capitol, 

Jack  Fitzwater,  manager,  announced. 

To  Rogersville  Helm 
Rogersville,  Tenn. — William  P.  Miller, 

formerly  of  the  old  Palace  Theatre  here 

for  21  years,  is  now  managing  the  Rog- 
ersville Theatre. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 
by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

Not  "Hardboiled" 

Atlanta — That  showmen  are  not  “hard- 

boiled”  but  believe  in  helping  others,  was 
demonstrated  here  again  last  week. 

Through  courtesy  of  Oscar  A.  Morgan, 
Paramount  district  manager,  and  W.  H. 

Kimberly,  of  Visugraphic,  crippled  chil- 
dren at  the  Scottish  Rite  Hospital  here 

were  able  to  see  the  only  movies  they  see 
in  a   year. 

Morgan  furnished  the  films,  “Betty 
Boop,”  “Popeye”  and  others  which  delight 
youngsters:  Kimberly  furnished  the 
equipment  and  handled  the  showing. 

It  was  the  third  annual  event  made 

possible  by  Atlanta  film  men,  and  the 
showing  brought  sunshine  into  the  lives 
of  the  little  sufferers. 

Henry  J.  Paradis  Dies 
At  Wilson,  N .   C„  Home 

Wilson,  N.  C. — Henry  Jules  Paradis, 

owner  and  operator  of  theatres  here  and 
in  Tarboro,  died  recently  at  his  home  here. 

Paradis,  56,  was  a   native  of  Mousse, 
France.  He  came  to  this  country  with  his 
parents  in  1885,  living  in  New  Jersey. 
The  family  later  moved  to  Philadelphia, 

and,  at  17,  Paradis  entered  partnership 
with  another  man  in  a   nickelodeon. 

The  venture  failed,  but  show  business 

was  in  Paradis’  blood,  and  31  years  ago 
he  came  here  to  operate  a   magic  lantern 
for  R.  W.  McFarland.  A   few  years  later 
he  bought  out  McFarland. 

At  one  time  Paradis  owned  and  operated 

11  theatres  throughout  eastern  North 
Carolina. 

Special  Rates 
Delray  Beach,  Fla. — Special  rates  at  the 

Delray  Theatre  for  high  school  students 
have  been  arranged  by  the  manager,  Dick 
Ludwig.  With  a   special  card,  purchased 

for  a   dime,  a   student  gets  into  the  the- 
atre for  25  cents,  instead  of  35  cents. 

Form  Supply  Co. 

Charlotte,  N.  C. — Bryant  Theatre  Sup- 

ply Co.,  Inc.,  has  been  organized  with 
authorized  capital  stock  of  $100,000,  and 

$300  stock  subscribed  by  Max  W.  Bryant, 

Rock  Hill,  S.  C.,  J.  B.  Erskine  and  T.  B. 
Autry,  both  of  Charlotte. 

Pantage  Opens 
Birmingham — The  Pantage  Theatre  was 

to  open  its  doors  on  November  4   for  the 
winter  vaudeville  season.  Eddie  Williams, 

former  manager  of  the  Strand  Theatre, 
has  been  transferred  to  the  same  position 
with  the  Pantage. 

Holland  in  Randleman 

Charlotte,  N.  C. — R.  O.  Holland  is  open- 

ing a   theatre  at  Randleman,  N.  C.  He 
also  operates  a   house  at  Clayton,  N.  C. 

Efron  Builds  in  Aiken 
Charlotte,  N.  C. — I.  Efron  is  building  a 

Negro  theatre  in  Aiken,  S.  C. 
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SEEK  RENEWAL  OF  ONTARIO  AMUSEMENT  TAX 

Quebec  Government  Aims  to 

Solve  Juvenile  Entry  Maze 

Three  Provincial  Cities 

Would  Use  Funds  for 

Relief  Purposes 

Montreal — Evidence  of  the  sincere  de- 

termination of  the  Quebec  provincial  gov- 
ernment to  find  a   way  satisfactory  to 

educators,  the  Roman  Catholic  Church 
and  the  theatres,  to  solve  the  problem  of 

admitting  children  to  theatres  without  en- 
dangering either  their  morals  or  their 

lives,  was  given  at  Quebec  when  two  cabi- 
net ministers  were  hosts  at  a   showing 

of  "Boys  Town.” 
The  film  was  shown  before  a   distin- 

guished gathering  of  Roman  Catholic 

clergy,  educators  and  members  of  gov- 
ernment departments  interested.  Hon. 

Albiny  Paquette  and  Hon.  Thomas  J.  Coo- 
nan  acted  as  hosts,  and  among  those  pres- 

ent was  a   personal  representative  of  Card- 
inal Villeneuve,  Archbishop  of  Quebec,  who 

was  unable  to  attend. 

Children  under  16  have  been  denied 

admission  to  motion  picture  theatres  in  the 
province  since  fire  at  the  Laurier  Palace 
Theatre  caused  the  deaths  of  79  children 

Dominion's  Airway 
Line  Aid  to  Trade 

Ottawa — The  opening  of  the  govern- 

ment-sponsored airways  system  over  the 
greater  part  of  the  Dominion  as  a   public 

utility  undertaking  called  Trans-Canada 
Airlines,  Ltd.,  is  expected  to  prove  a   great 
boon  to  the  film  distributors  and  theatre 

companies  which,  in  previous  emergencies, 
had  to  depend  upon  chartered  airplanes 

and  privately-owner  airports  for  the  de- 
livery of  important  films  and  accessories 

with  speed. 

Trans-Canada  Airlines  has  established 
modernly-equipped  routes  from  Windsor 
to  Montreal  and  from  the  latter  city 

across  country  to  Vancouver  on  the  Pa- 
cific Coast,  the  planes  flying  regular 

schedules  with  the  assistance  of  beacon 
and  wireless  facilities. 

According  to  the  federal  department  of 
transport,  special  films  can  be  delivered 
within  a   comparatively  few  hours  to  all 
key  cities  along  the  3,000  miles  between 
Montreal  and  Vancouver.  Fight  pictures, 
for  instance,  can  be  released  practically 
simultaneously  in  widely  scattered  cities 
and  theatres  everywhere  will  derive  much 
benefit  through  the  speedy  air  service 
which  has  been  badly  needed  in  past  years. 
Another  point  is  that  a   passenger  service 
is  promised  before  the  end  of  the  year  and 
exchange  and  theatre  chain  executives 
will  be  able  to  save  much  time  in  their 

inspection  trips.  For  the  present,  the 

Trans-Canada  Airlines  is  restricting  its 
business  to  express  and  mail  deliveries. 

on  January  9,  1927.  Since  then  theatres 
have  been  modernized  and  are  much  more 
secure  so  that  fatal  fires  are  less  likely, 
but  Roman  Catholic  authorities  have  been 
exercised  over  the  effect  of  certain  films 

on  the  morals  of  children,  and  pressure 
from  them  has  prevented  the  government 
so  far  from  lifting  the  ban.  Permission 
has  been  given  children  to  attend  motion 
picture  performances  given  gratuitously 

by  convents,  colleges  and  other  educational 

institutions,  and,  recently  a   special  excep- 
tion to  the  ban  was  made  in  according 

permission  to  admit  children  to  showings 

of  “Snow  White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs.” 
Premier  Maurice  Duplessis  has  pledged 

himself  that  the  question  will  be  discussed 
and  modifying  legislation  passed  in  the 
next  sesson  of  Quebec  legislature,  and  it 

was  with  this  in  view  that  interested  edu- 
cators were  invited  by  the  two  ministers 

named  to  view  the  showing  of  a   picture 

considered  eminently  suitable  for  children. 

A   War  Veteran  Draws  20 

Years  for  Manslaughter 

Montreal — Tided  on  a   charge  of  mur- 
der following  the  death  of  Joseph  Ernest 

Hebert,  72,  veteran  motion  picture  ex- 
hibitor of  Laprairie,  Que.,  Cyrille  Van- 

dermearle,  Belgian  war  veteran,  was  con- 

victed of  manslaughter  by  a   King’s  Bench 
jury  and  sentenced  by  Judge  Wilfrid 
Lazure  to  20  years  in  the  penitentiary.  He 
received  the  sentence  with  a   shrug  of  the 
shoulders. 

Vandermearle  assaulted  Hebert  after  a 

quarrel  over  rent.  He  was  arrested  in  the 
projection  room  of  a   small  building  which 
Hebert  used  as  a   cinema. 

Andrea  Leeds  Injured 

Hollywood  —   Andrea  Leeds,  who  will 

play  opposite  Gary  Cooper  in  Samuel  Gold- 
wyn’s  “The  Last  Frontier,”  will  be  unable 
to  answer  early  calls  for  the  picture  due 
to  an  injury  to  her  foot. 

Thomas  Bragg  Heads 
Film  Section 

Toronto — Thomas  Bragg,  at  a   meet- 

ing Tuesday,  was  elected  chairman 
of  the  film  section  of  the  Toronto 

board  of  trade,  succeeding  N.  A.  Tay- 

lor. Bragg  is  associated  with  Famous 

Players  Canadian  Corp.  It  was  also 

decided  to  merge  the  Toronto  “Go  to 

the  Movies"  campaign  with  the  gen- 
eral industry  Movie  Quiz  drive. 

Ottawa— According  to  Mayor  Stanley 

Lewis,  secretary  of  the  Ontario  Mayors’ 
Ass’n,  three  cities  of  the  province  have 
applied  to  the  Ontario  government  for 
permissive  legislation  to  secure  the  reve- 

nue from  a   renewed  amusements  tax 

which  would  replace  the  province-wide 
levy  on  admission  tickets  abolished  by 
Premier  M.  F.  Hepburn  18  months  ago, 
the  proceeds  of  the  proposed  tax  to  be 
devoted  to  unemployment  relief  measures. 

Ottawa  has  not  given  official  considera- 
tion to  the  proposed  tax,  but  Toronto, 

Hamilton  and  Windsor  are  in  favor  of  the 

move.  The  suggested  arrangement  is  that 
the  provincial  government  would  put  into 
effect  new  regulations  providing  for  the 
collection  of  a   ticket  impost  in  those  cities 

and  towns  which  desire  this  form  of  reve- 
nue. It  already  has  been  estimated  that 

Toronto  would  secure  $400,000  in  a   year 

from  the  patrons  of  local  theatres.  To- 
ronto has  more  than  100  theatres,  or  ap- 

proximately one  fourth  of  all  cinemas  in 

Ontario.  On  this  basis,  the  municipali- 
ties could  derive  a   total  of  $1,600,000  per 

annum  from  theatre  patronage  through- 
out the  province. 

Theatre  men  are  opposed  to  a   revival 
of  the  tax  because,  naturally,  they  figure 
that  the  public  has  so  much  money  to 
spend  on  film  entertainment  and  a   levy 
would  cut  down  the  boxoffice  receipts  to 
the  extent  of  the  tax.  The  issue  will  come 

to  a   head  when  the  Ontario  legislature 
goes  into  its  next  session. 

National  Film  Society 

Starts  Fourth  Season 
Ottawa — The  fourth  season  of  the  Na- 

tional Film  Society  of  Canada  was  form- 
ally opened  with  the  presentation  of  a 

group  of  foreign  pictures  in  the  lecture 
hall  of  the  Canadian  government  museum, 

Ottawa,  with  a   substantial  attendance  of 
members  and  critics. 

The  feature  was  Sach  Guitry’s  “Pearls 
of  the  Crown,”  a   historical  picture  in 
which  the  characters  employ  three  differ- 

ent languages,  English,  French  and 
Italian.  The  short  subjects  included 

“L’Hippocampe,”  a   French  picture  pro- 

duced by  Jean  Painleve,  and  “Invisible 
Clouds,”  which  was  made  in  Germany. 
Announcement  was  made  of  a   move  to 
attract  an  increased  membership  for  the 

organization  which  is  the  pioneer  of  its 
kind  in  Canada. 

RCA  Sound  in  Montreal  Majestic 

Montreal  —   Dominion  Sound  Equip- 

ments, Ltd.,  has  installed  new  RCA  sound 
equipment  in  the  Majestic  Theatre  here 
in  which  J.  Cytrenbaum  is  a   partner  and 
H.  Heller,  manager. 
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DECISION  TO  END  MOVIE  QUIZ  DISAPPOINTS 

Many  Residential  Houses  Toronto  "Film  Week”  Proves Have  Returned  Ad 

Supplies  Stimulant  to  Picture  Grosses 

Ottawa — The  reported  decision  of  the 

“Greatest  Year”  campaign  committee  at 
New  York  to  terminate  the  Movie  Quiz 
contest  on  the  scheduled  date  of  Decem- 

ber 31,  thus  putting  an  end  to  suggestions 
that  the  drive  be  extended  for  at  least 

another  month,  has  provided  considerable 
disappointment  for  theatre  operators  of 

the  dominion  who  have  been  working  to- 
gether under  the  sponsorship  of  a   separate 

Canadian  committee  headed  by  N.  A.  Tay- 
lor, vice-president  of  the  Independent 

Theatres  Ass’n  of  Ontario. 
The  extension  of  the  contest  until 

January  31  was  urged  by  both  indepen- 
dents and  circuits  because  of  the  greater 

opportunity  for  the  playing  of  quiz  fea- 
tures in  subsequent-run  theatres  particu- 
larly and  also  even  in  the  ace  houses 

where  single-feature  programs  have  been 
held  over  for  second  and  third  weeks. 
Furthermore,  it  is  anticipated  that  not 
even  the  lure  of  big  cash  awards  will  pull 

any  great  number  of  fans  into  the  the- 
atres during  the  two  weeks  before  Christ- 
mas, during  which  period  quiz  pictures 

would  be  missed  by  contestants. 
It  is  a   known  fact  that  a   number  of 

neighborhood  exhibitors  have  returned 

campaign  trailers  and  advertising  acces- 
sories without  using  them  at  all  and  more 

of  this  material  is  expected  to  be  turned 

back,  although  pledged  campaign  assess- 
ments have  been  paid  by  the  same  the- 

atres. 

Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.  halved 
the  clearance  on  more  than  50  per  cent  of 

the  quiz  pictures  in  order  to  give  the  in- 
dependents a   break  and  there  is  the  inti- 

mation that  executive  heads  of  the  big 
Canadian  chain  looked  with  favor  on  the 

proposal  for  a   lengthening  of  the  contest 

period  so  that  all  small  theatres,  indepen- 
dent or  chain,  would  derive  greater  bene- 

fit from  quiz  enthusiasm.  One  suggestion 
has  been  put  forward,  unofficially,  that 

a   further  contest  for  Canada  alone  be  or- 
ganized to  extend  the  quiz  theme. 

The  situation  has  had  the  effect  of  caus- 
ing a   number  of  independent  exhibitors  to 

declare  that  they  never  will  take  part  in 
another  general  trade  campaign  along 
similar  lines  because  they  believe  they 
have  been  the  victims  of  a   letdown.  They 

do  not  regard  it  as  intentional  but,  just 

the  same,  the  present  quiz  stunt  hasn’t 
clicked  for  them. 

Horror  Films  Pull 
Ottaw/ — As  in  other  cities,  the  horrific 

doubleheader,  “Frankenstein”  and  “Drac- 
ula,”  played  to  capacity  houses  at  the 
Centre  Theatre,  Ottawa,  during  the  past 

week  where  it  was  billed  as  the  “Mam- 
moth Horror  Show.”  There  was  no  doubt 

about  the  success  of  the  engagement  from 
the  time  the  doors  opened  the  first  day 

after  an  extensive  build-up  in  newspaper 
advertising. 

Toronto — Increased  attendances  at  the 
theatres  and  substantial  stimulation  of 

the  public  in  motion  pictures  have  marked 

the  holding  of  “Movie  Week  in  Toronto” 
which  extended  from  Saturday,  October 
22  to  October  30.  Set  off  a   week  ago  by  a 

two-mile-long  street  parade,  featured  by 

20  floats,  brass  bands  and  about  200  deco- 
rated cars,  the  special  celebration  spon- 

sored by  the  entire  film  industry  kept  the 
interest  of  Toronto  citizens  in  high  gear 

by  the  effective  publicity  campaign  in 

which,  not  only  the  motion  picture  in- 
terests, but  the  civic  authorities,  the  To- 

ronto daily  newspapers,  the  sign  com- 
panies, distributors  for  motion  picture 

magazines,  the  hotels  and  the  restaurants, 

as  well  as  the  department  stories,  par- 
ticipated in  generous  manner.  All  the- 

atres in  Toronto  were  especially  deco- 
rated for  the  week. 

Cooperating  with  the  Toronto  theatre- 
men,  the  press  of  Toronto,  consisting  of 
the  three  dailies,  the  Star,  the  Telegram 

and  the  Globe-Mail,  each  contributed  one 

full  page  of  advertising  free  to  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  and  not  only  do- 

nated the  space,  but  provided  the  en- 
gravings and  the  copy  as  well.  The  neigh- 
borhood newspapers  also  gave  the  cam- 

paign excellent  publicity  breaks. 

Mayor  Ralph  C.  Day  issued  a   proclama- 
tion for  the  new  motion  picture  season 

and  this  was  made  up  in  trailer  form 

with  the  mayor’s  portrait  and  run  on 
most  of  the  screens  in  the  city,  in  addi- 

tion to  a   trailer  calling  attention  to 
“Movie  Week”  celebrations. 

Adds  Film  Fame 

Ottawa — The  signing  of  Stewart  Re- 
burn, Canadian  fancy  skating  celebrity, 

by  20th  Century-Fox  for  Sonja  Henie’s 
next  picture,  has  brought  moving  picture 
fame  for  the  third  time  to  Upper  Canada 
College  which  Reburn  attended  in  recent 
years.  Previous  screen  stars  who  have 
been  educated  at  this  college  were  Bert 
Lytell,  who  broke  into  films  20  years  ago 
and  was  recently  a   Paramount  director, 
and  Reginald  Barlow,  another  veteran  of 
the  cinema  art. 

The  story  is  being  told  that  Reburn 
could  not  make  the  college  hockey  team 
although  he  is  a   wonderful  skater  but  he 

starred  as  a   halfback  in  football.  Cana- 
dian newspapers  have  been  giving  oceans 

of  publicity  to  Reburn’s  entry  into  films. 

“Gunga  Din"  Completed 

Hollywood  —   “Gunga  Din,”  RKO’s 
screen  story  based  on  the  Kipling  ballad, 
is  finished  and  being  edited  for  release  in 
December. 

To  aid  the  campaign  the  Toronto  city 
council  granted  special  permission,  a   rare 
concession  in  Toronto,  to  place  three 
banners  on  the  streets.  Two  were  placed 

across  Yonge  St. — one  at  the  corner  of 
King  and  Yonge  and  the  other  near  Bloor 
and  Yonge.  A   third  was  hung  between 

Eaton’s  and  Simpson’s  department  stores. 
All  restaurants  in  Toronto  serving  the 
downtown  areas  carried  stickers  on  all 

menus  urging  people  to  bring  the  fam- 
ily and  then  see  a   show.  All  menus  in 

the  King  Edward  Hotel  carried  an  under- 

line calling  attention  to  “Movie  Week  in 

Toronto.” 
Donation  was  made  by  the  E.  L.  Ruddy 

Sign  Co.  of  a   full  showing  of  billboards 

and  posted  them  free  of  charge  with  24- 

sheet  signs  carrying  the  slogan:  “Toronto 
Welcomes  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year 
— Let’s  Go.”  All  Famous  Players’  the- 

atres, Bloom  &   Fine  theatres,  Loew’s  The- 
atre and  many  independents  made  con- 

tributions to  carry  the  cost  of  the  banners, 

24-sheet  posters,  bands  in  the  parade  and 
the  campaign  generally. 

In  addition  to  the  theatre  chains,  and 

independent  theatres,  and  the  equipment 
and  supply  companies,  the  producers  had 
handsome  floats  in  the  parade,  these  in- 

cluding Paramount,  M-G-M,  Empire- 
Universal,  United  Artists,  RKO  Radio  and 

20th  Century-Fox.  The  parade  marshal 

was  Frank  O’Bryne,  Toronto  manager  of 
Associated  Screen  News,  and  assisting 
marshals:  N.  L.  Jackson,  Walter  Kennedy, 

Charles  Murphy,  Harold  Kay,  Morris  Rit- 
tenberg,  Art  Knowlton,  Jack  Chisholm. 

Turn  Away  500  Kids  at 

A   Calgary  Toy  Matinee 
Calgary,  Alta. — The  Capitol  Theatre  on 

October  29  was  so  crowded  it  had  to  turn 

away  over  500  children  at  its  annual  toy 
matinee.  This  is  an  annual  free  show 
started  some  seven  years  ago  by  the 
Capitol.  It  is  now  conducted  by  many 
theatres  over  the  Canadian  chain  of  the 
Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp. 

A   screen  show  is  arranged  in  conjunc- 
tion with  the  boy  scouts.  Broken  toys  or 

books  are  accepted  as  the  admission  price 
and  this  has  proven  a   big  event  with  the 
children.  The  boy  scouts  have  a   well 
fitted  workshop  where  they  repair  broken 
toys  each  fall.  These  repaired  toys  are 
given  away  at  the  Christmas  season  to 
children  of  needy  families.  Boy  scouts 
and  school  children  take  a   great  interest 
in  this  work. 

This  is  community  work  which  brings 

city-wide  goodwill  to  the  Capitol  each 
year.  The  citizens  now  take  special  pride 
in  the  event  and  many  donate  toys,  in 

addition  to  those  gathered  at  the  theatre 
door. 
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How  Toronto  Sold  n Movie  Week ” 

1.  Miss  Diana  Perkins,  the  “Miss  Toronto’’  for  1938,  rode 
in  splendor  in  this  impressive  float  entered  in  the  city’s 
great  “Go-to-the-movies”  parade. 

2.  One  of  the  handsomest  floats  in  the  parade  was  this  one, 
representative  of  the  motion  picture  industry. 

3.  One  of  the  several  attractive  floats  in  Toronto’s  motion 
picture  parade  entered  by  the  Imperial  Theatre,  of  which 
Tom  Daley  is  the  manager. 

4.  This  striking  float  of  Famous  Players  Canadian,  Ltd., 
featuring  the  names  of  its  chain  of  Capitol  Entertainment 
Theatres  in  Toronto,  headed  the  huge  parade. 

5.  Prominent  in  the  parade  was  this  strikingly  effective  float 

representing  the  Independent  Theatres  Ass’n  of  Ontario. 
Exhibitors  comprising  the  Toronto  section  of  the  associa- 

tion also  had  individual  decorated  motor  cars. 

6.  Another  of  the  fine  floats  which  took  part  in  Toronto’s impressive  parade. 
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Canadian  Council 

Praises  16  Films 

Ottawa — The  Canadian  Council  on 

Family  Welfare  has  words  of  commenda- 
tion for  16  current  feature  releases  in  its 

latest  approved  list  which  is  distributed 

to  women's  clubs,  patriotic  organizations 
and  school  and  welfare  bodies  for  their 

official  guidance,  the  films  being  recom- 
mended for  family  and  young  children  in 

one  group  and  for  adolescents  in  another 

section.  Heading  the  list  in  the  current 

“white  paper”  is  "Boys  Town”  which  is 

described  as  “A  very  good  drama  with 

strong  emotional  appeal,”  to  which  is 
added:  "There  are  no  women  in  the  cast.” 
Others  follow: 

“In  Old  Mexico” — Stirring  western 
melodrama.  The  family  and  juveniles. 

“Breaking  the  Ice” — Fairly  good  com- 
edy. Would  appeal  to  young  children. 

“Valley  of  the  Giants” — Excellent  Tech- 
nicolor photography.  Would  appeal  to 

nearly  everyone. 

“Garden  of  the  Moon” — Will  appeal  to 
swing  fans.  A   bit  mature  but  the  music 

would  appeal  to  older  children. 

“Carefree”  —   Another  Astaire-Rogers 
picture  but  not  quite  up  to  the  standard 

of  their  previous  ones.  The  family. 

“My  Lucky  Star” — The  pageant  is  the 
feature  of  the  picture.  Adults  and  young 

people. 

“Too  Hot  to  Handle” — Story  of  adven- 
ture with  plenty  of  thrills  and  comedy. 

The  family. 

“Hold  That  Co-ed” — Good  college  com- 
edy which  satirizes  politics  and  football 

in  a   good-natured  way.  The  family. 

“Spawn  of  the  North” — Strong  melo- 
drama that  should  appeal  particularly  to 

men. 

“Pygmalion” — Dialogue  is  witty  and  cast 
well  chosen.  For  adults  and  older  chil- 
dren. 

“Royal  Divorce” — Settings  are  elaborate 
and  photography  good.  Mature. 

“The  Last  of  the  Cavalry” — Military  and 
romantic  melodrama  which  is  American 

in  sentiment.  The  family. 

“If  I   Were  King” — Excellent  production 
with  adventure,  comedy,  thrills  and  ro- 
mance. 

“Dark  Rapture” — Extremely  interesting 
travelogue.  Adults  and  young  people. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” — An  ex- 
cellent production  and  well-chosen  cast. 

The  story  has  universal  appeal,  as  it  of- 

fers romance,  comedy,  pathos  and  home- 
ly philosophy  that  is  understandable  to 

the  masses.  A   picture  for  everybody. 

Local  Ad  Campaigns 
New  York — Paramount  has  launched  a 

series  of  national  cooperative  newspaper 

campaigns  in  connection  with  local  re- 

leases of  “If  I   Were  King,”  “The  Arkansas 

Traveler”  and  “Men  With  Wings.” 

CO)  T   T   A   W   A 
•pHE  story  is  going  the  local  rounds  that, 

while  "Dracula”  and  "Frankenstein” 
were  in  the  projection  room  of  the  Centre 

Theatre  for  the  past  week’s  engagement, 
Manager  Don  Stapleton  declined  to  be  left; 
alone  in  the  theatre  after  hours. 

J.  J.  Paul,  manager  of  the  Elgin  Thea- 

tre, is  definitely  gutting  across  a   big  sea- 
son for  this  independent  cinema  through 

newspaper  and  outdoor  advertising  that 

has  plenty  of  punch.  Opened  a   year  ago, 

the  Elgin  has  come  up  with  a   rush  and 

the  crowds  continue  excellent  despite  an 

increase  in  the  admission  scale  early  in 

September.  Holdovers  have  been  the  rule 

for  two  months. 

The  Imperial  has  been  featuring  stage 

vaudeville  of  the  unit  type,  the  latest  to 

be  booked  by  Manager  I.  Singerman  being 

Flo  Nickerson  and  her  Swingtime  Varie- 

ties, the  screen  feature  being  “County 

Fair.” 
Hallowe’en  masks  were  the  added  in- 

ducement at  the  Avalon  last  Saturday 

afternoon  when  Manager  Holmes  gave  a 

face  to  every  child  attending  “Little  Miss 
Broadway .”  The  timely  stunt  brought  the 
kids  from  all  over  town. 

Ottawa  exhibitors  are  facing  another 

big  community  opposition  in  the  Winter 
Fair  and  Horse  Show  at  the  Coliseum 

starting  November  8,  which  opens  the 

social  season  in  the  capital.  Hockey  is 

also  getting  under  way  to  split  the  pat- 
ronage. 

When  Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke  turned  ra- 
dio star  to  make  a   personal  appearance 

on  the  Canadian  Broadcasting  Corp.  net- 

work in  “The  Merchant  of  Venice,”  he 
was  paid  a   handsome  sum  for  his  one- 

hour  engagement.  The  Ottawa  head- 
quarters of  the  system  has  been  advised 

that  the  screen  and  stage  player  turned 

the  amount  over  to  a   hospital  fund. 

W.  E.  Mason,  owner  of  the  Grand  Thea- 
tre and  publisher  of  the  Star  at  Sudbury, 

recently  visited  Ottawa  and  Montreal  for 

the  purpose  of  purchasing  equipment.  He 

is  also  proprietor  of  the  independent  radio 
station  in  Sudbury. 

The  Dominion  department  of  trade  and 

commerce  has  released  for  theatrical  dis- 
tribution a   number  of  sound  shorts  on  the 

maple  products  industry  in  Canada,  Jas- 
per National  Park,  the  City  of  Quebec  and 

the  fresh  fruit  industry. 

The  concert  season  opened  here  with 

the  presentation  at  the  Capitol  on  Thurs- 
day night,  November  3,  of  Helen  Jepson, 

soprano  of  the  Metropolitan  Opera.  The 

regular  film  shows  for  the  evening  were 

cancelled  by  Manager  T.  R.  Tubman. 

RKO  Buys  “The  G-Dog" 
Hollywood — RKO  announces  purchase 

of  “The  G-Dog,”  an  original  by  Guy  K. 
Austin  and  Earl  Johnson,  to  be  produced 

for  this  season’s  program. 

Ease  Restrictions 

On  Bingo  Plaging 

Ottawa — The  authorities  in  Canada  are 

obviously  back-pedaling  in  the  enforce- 
ment of  the  amended  criminal  code  with 

respect  to  the  playing  of  Bingo  and  other 

organized  games  of  chance  for  profit  and 

the  theatre  owners  do  not  like  the  atti- 

tude of  law  officials  in  granting  unpro- 

vided concessions  to  churches  and  so- 
called  social  clubs. 

New  rulings  by  Judge  Daniel  O’Connor 
and  J.  W.  McFadden,  Crown  attorney, 

grant  the  privilege  of  conducting  Bingo 
tournaments  with  an  admission  fee  and 

for  prizes  where  total  proceeds  are  devoted 

to  charity  providing  the  games  are  played 

“occasionally.”  This  was  followed  by 
flourishing  announcements  that  Bingo 

nights  would  be  resumed  on  a   big  scale 

once  more  and  the  theatre  managers  are 

finding  themselves  practically  back  where 

they  started  with  the  gambling  forming 

big  opposition  to  heavily-taxed  entertain- 
ment. Already  a   dispute  has  arisen  as  to 

the  legal  meaning,  if  any,  of  the  word 

“occasionally.”  It  has  been  classed  as  a 
dangerous  word  by  college  professors.  The 
matter  is  sure  to  come  before  the  next 

session  of  Parliament  for  explicit  con- 
sideration. 

Conditions  Outlined  for 

Legality  of  Games 

Montreal — Conditions  under  which  Bin- 

go  parties  may  be  played  legally  were  out- 
lined to  a   York  Township,  Ontario,  dele- 

gation of  club  and  church  representatives 

by  Judge  Daniel  O’Connor,  chairman  of 
the  York  police  commission. 

“If  it  is  contrary  to  the  law  to  stage 

Bingo  games,  my  clients  have  no  desire 

to  continue  them,”  explained  K.  V.  Strat- 
ton, K.  C„  speaking  for  the  delegation. 

“But  we  do  want  to  know  what  the  law 

is  on  the  point.” 
“Under  certain  conditions  Bingo  games 

are  legal,”  Judge  O’Connor  said.  “Pro- 
vided the  entire  proceeds  are  devoted  to 

charity,  the  game  may  be  played — but  only 
occasionally — when  sponsored  by  churches 

or  charitable  institutions.” 
If  a   church  staged  regular  Bingo  games 

at  definite  intervals  in  its  parish  hall,  the 

church  would  be  overstepping  the  law,  the 

judge  explained,  “but  if  only  occasional 

games  were  put  on,  it  would  be  different.” 

The  degelation’s  visit  arose  from  threats 
of  police  officials  to  punish  any  infringe- 

ment of  the  criminal  code  by  operating 

Bingo  games. 

Foreign  Film  Service 
Toronto — Under  the  sponsorship  of  the 

local  branch  of  National  Film  Society  of 

Canada,  a   series  of  English  and  foreign 

language  pictures,  with  sub-titles  in  Eng- 
lish, which  the  society  announces  will  be 

of  exceptional  interest,  will  be  presented 
in  the  Eaton  Auditorium  here  during  the 
winter  season. 
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A   British  Empire  Film  Quota  Is 

Advanced  for  Dominion  Provinces 

Music  House 

May  Appeal 
Montreal — The  Privy  Council  in  London 

has  granted  the  music  publishing  house 
of  Francis,  Day  and  Hunter  special  leave 
to  appeal  a   decision  of  the  Ontario  court 

of  appeal  which  favored  20th  Century-Fox 
Corp.  and  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp. 

The  appeal  raised  the  point  whether  the 

title  of  the  song,  “The  Man  Who  Broke 
the  Bank  at  Monte  Carlo,”  was  original 
and  distinctive  and  whether  the  use  of  that 

title  for  a   motion  picture  constituted  an 
infringement  of  copyright. 

Lord  Atkin  asked  if  “Keep  the  Home 
Fires  Burning”  (the  great  war  song)  would 
be  “original”  and  “distinctive.” 

Counsel  for  the  appellants  answered  in 
the  affirmative,  submitting  that  the  title 
conveyed  one  idea  only.  He  also  argued 

that  if  one  work  had  an  original  and  dis- 
tinctive title,  none  was  entitled  to  take  it 

in  its  entirety  to  use  for  another  work. 
Several  months  ago  the  Ontario  court 

of  appeal  dealt  with  the  suit,  when  Sha- 
piro, Burnstein  and  Co.  of  New  York,  as 

agents  of  the  English  publishing  house  of 

Francis,  Day  and  Hunter,  acted  as  com- 
plainants. The  publishers  entered  suit 

when  a   motion  picture  bearing  the  name 

“The  Man  Who  Broke  the  Bank  at  Monte 

Carlo,”  identical  to  the  name  of  a   song 
written  about  40  years  ago,  was  produced. 

Dominion  Film  Figures 

On  Campaign  Committee 
Ottawa — Numerous  stars,  directors  and 

producers  of  Hollywood  who  are  of  Cana- 
dian birth  or  who  have  resided  in  Canada, 

have  accepted  honorary  membership  in 

the  Canadian  Committee  of  “Motion  Pic- 

tures’ Greatest  Year”  campaign,  giving 
permission  for  the  use  of  their  names. 

Among  those  who  have  extended  per- 
sonal cooperation  are:  Norma  Shearer, 

Norman  Reilly  Raine,  Louis  B.  Mayer, 
Gene  Lockhart,  Loretta  Young,  Warner 
Baxter,  Boris  Karloff,  Jack  L.  Warner, 

Clark  Gable,  Bobby  Breen,  Alice  Faye,  Ty- 
rone Power,  Allan  Dwan,  Cecil  B.  DeMille, 

Victor  McLaglen,  Sonja  Henie,  Henry 
King,  Joel  McCrea,  Jack  Carson,  Ben 

Blue,  George  Bagnall,  Jack  Benny,  Claud- 
ette Colbert,  William  A.  Wellman,  Fay 

Holden  and  Nan  Grey. 

" Damaged  Goods "   Does 
Well  in  Alberta  Runs 

Calgary,  Alta.  —   “Damaged  Goods,” 
playing  day  and  date  at  the  Strand  in 
Calgary  and  the  Rialto  in  Edmonton,  did 
capacity  business  at  both  houses  for  six 
days. 

Wolfe  Blankstein,  local  manager  for 
Grand  National,  got  endorsements  from 
medical  health  officers  of  both  cities.  A 

private  screening  brought  additional  en- 
dorsements from  the  public  health  doctor 

and  the  Child  and  Family  Welfare 
League. 

Blankstein  reports  that  “Damaged 
Goods”  has  been  booked  locally  by  the 
Sharpe  circuit,  covering  40  towns,  and  the 

Cole  circuit  of  Crow’s  Nest. 

W.  PERRY,  general  manager  of  Em- 
pire-Universal Films,  has  returned 

from  a   few  days  in  Montreal  ...  An  ex- 
hibition of  the  original  painting  on  cellu- 

loid for  the  Walt  Disney  picture,  “Snow 
White,”  over  a   hundred  in  number,  has 
attracted  great  throngs  of  people  to  the 

art  gallery  of  Eaton’s  department  store 
here.  The  show  is  synchronized  with  To- 

ronto’s “Movie  Week.” 

Grand  National  announces  for  release 
in  Canada  the  Danielle  Darrieux  picture, 

“Club  de  Femmes,’’  which  it  is  expected 
will  have  its  Toronto  premiere  at  the 
Hollywood  Theatre. 

Archie  J.  Laurie,  assistant  general  man- 

ager of  Empire-Universal  Films,  returned 
to  Toronto  after  a   two-week  business  trip 
to  Montreal  and  the  Maritime  Provinces. 

RKO  is  sending  its  special  sales  pro- 

motion portfolio,  in  the  interests  of  “The 
Mad  Miss  Manton,”  to  a   host  of  Canadian 
exhibitors,  circuit  officials  and  house 
managers. 

Selwyne  Ginsler  was  the  winner  of  a 
candid  camera  in  a   draw  held  by  the  staff 
of  Empire-Universal  offices  here  ...  A 
feature  of  the  new  de  luxe  Avenue  The- 

atre here  is  permission  to  smoke  in  the 
loges. 

During  Toronto’s  “ Go-to-the- Movies 
Week,”  the  exhibitors  had  keen  competi- 

tion because  of  the  fact  that  the  Bob 
Morton  Circus  was  in  town  giving  per- 

formances afternoons  and  evenings  in  the 
huge  Maple  Leaf  Gardens,  which  seats 
over  16,000. 

Andy  Sinclair  of  Empire-Universal,  who 
also  is  a   star  in  the  squared  circle,  will 
appear  on  the  same  boxing  program  this 
coming  week  here  as  Sixto  Escobar,  world 
featherweight  champion.  Sinclair  meets 
Will  Hicks,  a   lightweight. 

James  Melton,  screen,  stage  and  radio 
tenor,  sang  here  at  the  Victoria  Theatre 

in  the  National  Opera  Co.’s  presentation 
of  “ Madame  Butterfly .” 

George  Oullahan  of  Empire-Universal 
Films  is  aiding  in  putting  on  a   big  cam- 

paign for  “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein” 
at  Shea’s  here,  where  near-record  attend- 

ances are  reported  .   .   .   George  Peters,  also 

of  E-U,  went  to  London,  Ont.,  for  the 
football  game. 

Mayor  Ralph  C.  Day  of  Toronto  won 
additional  friends  in  the  film  industry 
here  when  he  overrode  objections  by  some 
of  his  colleagues  on  the  city  council  and 
ruled  that  the  film  industry  was  entitled 
to  use  the  city  sidewalks  for  special  cam- 

paign advertisement  signs. 

Victoria — A   British  Empire  motion  pic- 
ture quota  for  the  Dominion  provinces  has 

been  advocated  by  W.  T.  Straith,  Victoria 

lawyer  and  member  of  the  B.  C.  legisla- ture. 

In  making  the  opening  speech  of  the 
British  Columbia  parliament,  Straith  said 
he  thought  the  provinces  of  Canada  could 

pass  laws  individually  providing  for  a   pro- 
portion of  pictures  produced  in  the  British 

Empire  to  be  shown  in  every  motion  pic- 
ture house  in  the  province.  The  states 

of  the  Commonwealth  of  Australia  have 

adopted  this  course. 
If  British  Columbia  passed  a   British 

Empire  quota  law  as  suggested,  greater 

support  and  encouragement  would  be  giv- 
en to  the  production  of  pictures  in  Canada 

and  would  grant  a   new  foothold  to  an 
industry  which  was  badly  hit  when  Britain, 

a   year  ago,  changed  its  picture  quota  law. 

The  change  in  Britain  limited  quota  pic- 
tures to  those  produced  in  Britain  instead 

of  the  Britsh  Empire,  as  the  law  stood 
before  the  change,  Straith  pointed  out  to 
the  British  Columbia  parliament. 

Straith  told  the  house  how  the  film 

production  industry  had  been  hit  in  Brit- 
ish Columbia  by  the  change  in  the  British 

quota  and  suggested  that  the  British  Co- 
lumbia department  of  industries  should 

direct  its  attention  to  ways  of  re-establish- 
ing it. 

In  this  connection,  it  may  be  pointed 

out,  that  Central  Films  started  produc- 
tion in  Victoria  in  September,  1935,  and 

for  a   time  looked  like  a   promising  indus- 
try. Twelve  pictures  were  produced  for 

Columbia  at  an  average  expenditure  of 

$40,000  a   picture.  Hollywood  players  were 

engaged  for  main  roles,  and  in  some  in- 
stances Hollywood  players  of  English  or 

Canadian  birth.  For  the  rest  of  the  pic- 
ture locally  picked  actors  and  extras  took 

part.  The  venture  was  succeeding  and 

equipment  was  added  until  a   studio  of  some 
size  was  established.  The  change  in  the 
British  quota  law  removed  the  necessity 

for  such  pictures  and  since  then  no  pic- 
tures have  been  made  in  Victoria  although 

Central  Films  retains  its  buildings  rented 

from  the  city  with  its  equipment  and  sets 
all  ready  to  shoot. 

CBC  Signs  Walter  Huston 

And  Wile  lor  " Othello " Ottawa  —   The  Canadian  Broadcasting 

Corp.,  Ottawa,  brought  Walter  Huston, 
screen  star,  and  his  wife,  Nan  Sunderland, 
to  the  Dominion  this  week  to  portray 
roles  in  the  fifth  Shakespearian  program, 

“Othello,”  over  the  Canadian  network 

starting  at  9   p.  m.,  EST,  November  6.  Hus- 
ton is  Canadian  born  and  made  his  first 

appearance  in  the  theatres  of  Ontario  in 1902. 

Raymond  Massey,  another  Canadian- 
born  star  of  screen  and  stage,  is  also  re- 

turning to  his  homeland  shortly  to  act  the 

lead  in  “Richard  the  Second”  for  CBC. 
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^HE  conflict  between  advocates  of  single 
and  double  features  comes  no  nearer 

solution,  if  one  may  judge  from  the  huge 
bills  shown  by  some  of  the  theatres  in  the 
less  prosperous  sections  of  Canadian  cities. 
While  patrons  of  some  neighborhood 

houses  complain  that  if  they  go  to  “the 

show”  at  8   p.  m.  they  cannot  leave  before 
midnight,  customers  of  other  shows  are 
clamoring  for  even  longer  bills.  Four- 
hour  shows  are  rather  common. 

The  record,  so  far  as  Canada  is  con- 
cerned, has  just  been  achieved  by  the 

Passetemps  Theatre  of  Montreal,  which  is 
giving  a   5   Yz  hour  performance  including 
three  feature  pictures,  one  episode,  a 
newsreel,  cartoons  and  short  subjects. 
Asked  why  this  should  be  necessary,  Jules 
Duhamel,  manager,  declared  the  film  fans 
of  the  district  compare  the  programs  of 
rival  theatres  and,  preferring  quantity  to 
quality,  invariably  select  the  theatre  that 
offers  the  largest  number  of  subjects  and 

the  longest  performance.  “I  don’t  give 
away  silver  or  glassware,  and  so  I   must 
offer  my  patrons  some  extra  inducement, 
and  I   feel  what  appeals  jnost  to  them  is  an 

extra  feature  or  additional  subjects,”  he 
said. 

In  Montreal  on  business  were  A.  W. 

Perry,  general  manager  of  Empire-Uni- 
versal Films,  and  Paul  Nathanson,  vice- 

president.  Archie  J.  Laurie,  assistant  gen- 
eral manager,  returning  from  St.  John, 

N.  B.,  dropped  in  at  the  Filmrow  office  en 
route  to  headquarters  in  Toronto. 

Charlie  Ruggles  has  a   Canadian  proto- 
type. He  is  Charles  Ruggles,  steward  at 

Rideau  Hall,  Ottawa,  the  residence  of  the 

governor-general.  It  will  be  his  task  to 
prepare  for  the  entertainment  of  King 
George  and  Queen  Elizabeth  when  they 
arrive  at  the  Canadian  capital  in  the 
course  of  their  North  American  tour  next 
summer. 

Sponsored  by  the  Canadian  Syrian 

Ass’n,  the  all-talking  Arabic  film,  “Nashid- 
El-Amal,”  starring  Im  Kaltu,  female 
singer  famous  in  the  Near  East,  was  shown 

at  the  Roxy  to  help  fill  the  charitable  cof- 
fers of  the  association. 

Starting  October  28  and  continuing 
every  Friday  thereafter ,   the  Orpheum  will 
present  a   new  change  of  program.  Until 

now,  the  change  had  been  made  on  Satur- 

day. “Hold  That  Co-ed ”   and  “Gangs  of 
New  York”  are  the  current  features. 

Filmrow  received  a   call  a   few  days  ago 
from  two  exhibitors  who  journeyed  from 
far  distant  centers  in  Quebec  province. 
Gonzague  Tremblay,  who  operates  the 
Capitol  at  Chicoutimi  and  the  Palace  at 
Arvida,  was  one,  and  Alfred  Roy  of  the 
Royal,  Amos,  here  on  his  annual  business 
trip,  was  the  other. 

United  Amusement  theatre  managers, 
assistant  managers  and  a   number  of  other 
people  connected  with  the  film  industry 

got  together  at  an  oyster  party  .   .   .   Al- 

ways public-spirited,  Montreal  theatre 
managers  are  cooperating  to  help  the 
street  sale  of  poppies  on  Armistice  Day  by 

shounng  the  100 -foot  trailer  on  the  sub- 
ject produced  by  ASN. 

Telephone  inquiries  have  been  received 

as  to  the  whereabouts  of  “Associated 
Sound  News,”  mentioned  in  Boxoffice  of 
October  22.  This  was,  of  course,  a   slip, 

and  should  have  read  “Associated  Screen 

News.”  ASN,  by  the  way,  has  just  com- 
pleted for  the  Quebec  government  “Trea- 

sure Hunt,”  a   two-reel  subject  dealing 
with  prospecting.  It  has  also  completed 

for  the  C.  P.  R.,  “Ski  Time  in  the  Lauren- 
tians,”  and  for  the  same  company,  “Ski 
Trails  of  New  France.”  The  latter  deals 
with  Quebec  and  has  been  distributed  to 
300  theatres  in  the  United  States. 

“That  Certain  Age,”  Deanna  Durbin’s 
latest  picture,  drew  such  enthusiastic 
patronage  at  the  Palace  that  it  was  held 

a   second  week.  “Drums,”  at  the  Capitol, 
was  also  held  over  .   .   .   Estelle  Taylor,  in 

person,  appeared  at  Loew’s  where  the  fea- 
ture picture  was  “ Mysterious  Mr.  Moto.” 

Charles  Rioux  of  the  Cambrai,  Quebec, 

in  a   visit  to  Filmrow,  revealed  he  has  in- 

troduced a   new  policy  of  “dubbing  in” 
French  dialogue  in  Hollywood  pictures  .   .   . 
France  Film  has  taken  over  the  Arlequin, 

Quebec,  formerly  operated  by  Hal  Vance 
...  A.  Chouinard,  who  runs  the  Princess 

at  Quebec,  has  taken  over  the  old  France 
Film  house  there,  the  Cinema  de  Paris. 

Hi  pursuance  of  the  campaign  to  se- 
cure relaxation  of  the  ban  on  the  admis- 
sion of  juveniles  to  theatres  in  Quebec, 

Montreal  theatres  are  showing  an  ASN 
trailer  towards  the  end  of  the  feature 

picture,  advising:  “If  you  would  like  your 
children  to  see  this  picture,  write  your 
M.  L.  A.  (member  of  legislature  assembly) 

or  the  Prime  Minister  at  Quebec.” 

Spontaneous  combustion  caused  fire  in 
the  coal  cellar  of  the  Monument  National 

Theatre  which  destroyed  part  of  the  floor- 
ing and  necessitated  removal  of  90  tons 

of  fuel  .   .   .   Mrs.  H.  A.  Pickens  told  the 

American  Women's  Club  that  this  season 
is  notable  for  increased  interest  in  bio- 

graphical plays  and  also  for  the  growing 
importance  of  male  stars,  as  indicated  by 

the  popularity  of  Raymond  Massey  in 

“Abraham  Lincoln;”  Walter  Huston,  as 

Peter  Stuyvesant  in  “Knickerbocker  Holi- 
day;” Robert  Morley  in  “Oscar  Wilde,” 

and  Maurice  Evans  in  his  five-hour  per- 

formance of  “Hamlet.” 

Frank  H.  Fisher,  manager  of  the  east- 
ern division  of  Empire-Universal,  has  re- 

ceived wires  indicating  that  the  “horror” 
double  bill,  “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein,” 
has  opened  at  the  Centre  Theatre,  Ottawa, 
and  the  Strarid,  V ancouver ,   to  the  biggest 
business  in  the  history  of  either  house  .   .   . 
The  Majestic  Theatre  has  reopened  with 

RCA  sound  equipment  supplied  by  Domin- 
ion Sound. 

What  Is  Your 

Trade  I-Q? 

(Answers  on  page  96) 

1.  How  are  Quiz  Contest  managers  meet- 
ing the  problem  of  making  participa- 
tion possible  for  the  French-speaking 

people  in  Quebec? 
2.  What  single  British  feature  is  one  of 

the  Quiz  contest  pictures? 
3.  Who  is  the  new  head  of  the  Maritime 

Film  Board  of  Trade? 

4.  What  obstacle  blocks  television  from 
becoming  a   serious  competitor? 

5.  What  is  the  gist  of  a   business  report 

made  by  F.  H.  Kershaw,  western  divi- 
sion manager  of  Famous  Players? 

J^GAIN  there  is  a   persistent  rumor  that Vancouver  is  to  have  another  theatre 
to  be  located  in  the  heart  of  Kerrisdale,  a 

popular  residential  district.  There  has 
been  great  activity  in  home  building  in 
that  section. 

Jim  Patterson,  20 th-Fox  distributor ,   is 
again  packing  his  traveling  bag,  this  time 
for  a   run  dow?i  to  Seattle  to  meet  J.  P. 

O'Loghlin,  his  Canadian  general  man- 

ager. 

During  Dan  Sutherland’s  absence  from 
his  Kingsway  Theatre,  nursing  a   bad  cold, 
his  son,  Jerry,  has  been  carrying  on  with 

the  assurance  and  success  of  an  old  show- 
man. Jerry  can  write  B.  A.  after  his  name, 

a   degree  conferred  upon  him  by  the  Uni- 
versity of  B.  C. 

Sid  Western,  Oliver  Theatre,  William’s 
Lake,  B.  C.,  drove  in  with  his  wife  last 
Sunday,  apparently  in  quest  of  the  last 

word  in  sound  equipmeiit.  Sid  has  oper- 
ated the  Oliver  for  some  time,  with  a   never 

faltering  effort  to  keep  it  up-to-date,  and 

his  present  concentration  on  “sound”  is another  evidence  of  his  ambition  to  make 

his  house  outstanding  in  that  mining  dis- trict. 

Bob  Scott,  Lyric  Theatre,  is  off  on  a 

little  fishing  trip.  Fishing  is  one  of  Bob’s 
hobbies,  but  on  the  lake  and  along  the 
streams,  he  seems  to  hook  new  ideas  as 
well  as  fish,  and  comes  back  ready  to  put 
them  into  action. 

Mrs.  W.  K.  Knowles  has  succeeded  Miss 
Ailsa  Maclachlan  as  secretary  to  Charlie 

Ramage  in  the  Regal  Films  office. 

The  new  Capitol  Theatre  at  Vernon, 
B.  C.,  is  to  open  its  doors  on  November  7 

with  “Valley  of  the  Giants,”  Warner  Bros., 
as  the  attraction.  Nothing  has  been  spared 

to  make  this  theatre  up-to-date  in  every 

particular,  and  the  cold  water  of  an  ar- 
tesion  well  has  been  taken  advantage  of, 

in  connection  with  the  air-conditioning 

equipment,  to  assure  comfortable  tempera- 
ture in  the  hot  weather  which  is  frequent- 

ly extreme  in  that  district. 

Andy  Digney,  Oak  Theatre,  divides  his 
time  into  three  periods:  His  theatre,  bad- 

minton. and  raising  chrysanthemums.  In 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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Film  Booklet  by 
Dominion  Bureau 

Ottawa  —   The  Canadian  Government 
Motion  Picture  Bureau,  which  has  been 

operating  here  since  1917,  has  issued  a   40- 
page  catalogue  giving  titles  and  descrip- 

tion of  scores  of  films  which  are  available 
to  theatres  and  others  on  a   rental  or  loan 

basis  either  in  35  or  16  mm  width,  ten 
days  notice  being  required  by  Director  F. 
C.  Badgley  for  delivery.  Copies  of  the 
catalogue  can  be  obtained  at  25  cents 

each  on  application  to  the  King’s  Printer, 
Ottawa,  Ont. 

Notice  is  given  that  films  intended  for 

non-theatrical  use  are  supplied  on  cellu- 
lose-acetate stock  as  a   precaution  against 

fire  while  those  sent  to  theatres  are  nitro- 
cellulose prints.  Titles  of  all  films  are 

in  English  but  many  prints  are  also  avail- 
able in  French  and  other  languages  on 

request. 
Three  outstanding  film  men  have  been 

directors  of  the  government  bureau  since 
its  inception.  It  was  organized  by  B.  E. 
Norrish  who  became  head  of  Associated 

Screen  News,  Ltd.,  in  whose  laboratory 
prints  are  made  from  Hollywood  and 

British  negatives  for  Canadian  distribu- 
tion. Norrish  was  followed  by  the  late 

Ray  Peck,  previously  a   film  exchange  of- 
ficial who  was  prominent  in  the  Society 

of  Motion  Picture  Engineers  before  his 
death.  The  present  encumbent  is  Frank 
C.  Badgley,  who  won  the  military  cross  in 
the  World  War  and  was  previously  a 
newspaperman  and  film  specialist. 

ALTER  WILSON  of  the  Edmonton 

Capitol,  was  in  Calgary  this  week  at- 
tending the  removal  of  his  daughter,  Mrs. 

Innes,  from  the  Turner  Valley  Oilfields 
to  the  Holy  Cross  Hospital.  Mrs.  Innes  is 
still  confined  under  medical  care. 

Mrs.  Zorn  and  her  mother,  Mrs.  H.  C. 
Haas,  have  arrived  here  from  Boston  to 
join  Eddie  Zorn,  Alberta  manager  for  the 
Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.  E.  Zorn  is 

domiciled  in  Calgary,  making  his  head- 
quarters at  the  Capitol. 

Gordon  and  Lee  Burton,  theatre  owners 
of  Cardston,  spent  a   couple  of  days  on 
Filmrow  here,  booking  and  dating.  He  re- 

ported business  greatly  improved  this  fall. 

Izzy  Shaker,  who  adds  the  duties  of 
mayor  of  Hanna  to  the  business  of  run- 

ning his  theatre  circuit,  spent  a   day  on 
Filmrow  here  booking  new  product.  He  is 
most  enthusiastic  over  the  opening  of  his 
new  house,  the  Roxy,  in  Edmonton. 

Jimmy  Dezeeuw,  controlling  the  Napier 
at  Drumheller,  was  a   visitor  to  Calgary. 

Joins  "Love  Affair"  Cast 
Hollywood — Madame  Maria  Ouspens- 

kaya,  noted  for  her  work  with  the  Russian 

Art  Theatre,  joins  the  cast  of  RKO’s  first 
Leo  McCarey  production,  “Love  Affair.” 

C.  SPRAGUE  left  Saint  John  this  week 

for  Shelburne,  N.  S.,  to  install  complete 
new  sound  and  projection  equipment  in 
the  Magnet,  owned  and  operated  by  Mayor 
F.  S.  King.  Sprague  and  his  brother,  L.  A., 

partners  in  the  Maritime  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Co.,  have  been  exceptionally  busy 

lately,  having  supplied  the  facilities  for  the 
new  Mayfair  in  Dartmouth,  N.  S.,  and  the 
new  Empire  in  Halifax. 

J.  M.  Franklin  and  Mitchell  Franklin 

have  returned  to  Saint  John  after  attend- 
ing the  opening  of  the  Franklin  &   Hersc- 

horn  Mayfair  in  Dartmouth  .   .   .   Branch 
managers  and  theatre  men  generally  agree 

that  they  are  to  be  congratulated  on  the 

high  standard  of  attractiveness  and  de- 
sign of  their  new  house  .   .   .   Maurice 

Rafuse,  Windsor,  N.  S„  made  a   special  trip 
to  Dartmouth  to  see  it. 

Leo  M.  Devaney,  general  manager  of 

RKO  in  Canada,  visited  Saint  John  dur- 
ing a   trans-Canada  tour. 

Boy  Scouts  of  Saint  John  cashed  in  on 

the  theme  message  of  “Boys  Town”  to  gain 

public  support  for  their  annual  “Apple 
Day”  financial  drive. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  McLaughlin  of  the 
Opera  House,  Newcastle,  N.  B.,  visited 
Filmrow  in  Saint  John  to  book  for  winter 
and  spring. 

Again  this  year  the  Capitol  became  a 

Hallowe’en  community  center  in  Saint 
John,  when  hundreds  of  masquerading 

VANCOUVER 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

the  latter,  his  success  is  evidenced  by  the 
masses  of  bloom  in  the  theatre  lobby,  and 
a   first  prise  in  the  Horticultural  Show.  As 

an  exhibitor,  Andy  “knows  his  stuff”  and 
in  badminton,  if  almost  daily  practice 
counts  for  anything,  he  should  be  winning 
more  honors. 

John  Dawson  is  a   dusty  individual  these 
days,  for  he  just  cannot  keep  out  of  his 
Paradise,  and  he  does  not  mind  a   blob 
or  two  of  plaster,  for  it  means  that  the 
work  is  being  feverishly  pushed  for  an 
early  opening. 

“Drums,”  United  Artists,  was  the  sur- 
prise preview  at  the  Kerrisdale,  and  its 

reception  prophesies  another  big  success  at 
the  Capitol  where  Maynard  Joiner,  the 
manager,  has  had  an  unbroken  run  of 
crowded  houses. 

Warren  Cooper  of  the  Province.  Revel - 
stoke,  B.  C.,  was  planning  well  ahead  when 
he  recently  placed  his  order  for  chairs: 

500  British  deluxe  Roxy  seats  to  be  in- 
stalled before  the  opening  on  December  15. 

Joe  Archer,  Empire  Films,  wears  a 

permanent  smile  on  account  of  three  re- 

cent Universal  hits:  “Dracula”  and 
“Frankenstein,”  Strand  Theatre;  “ Letter 
of  Introduction,”  Dominion  Theatre,  and 
“That  Certain  Age,”  Capitol. 

children  paraded  its  stage  and  received 

prizes  both  afternoon  and  evening,  Oc- tober 29. 

Motion  pictures  of  Saint  John  and  Hali- 
fax harborfronts  were  taken  by  H.  C. 

Barry,  Toronto,  representative  of  a   marine 
insurance  firm,  in  a   program  designed  to 

interest  Canadian  manufacturers  in  boost- 

ing exports. 

“Billy”  Steen  of  UA,  “Jerry”  McCarthy 
of  RKO  and  John  Fitzpatrick  of  Mari- 

time recently  made  a   weekend  trip  from 
Saint  John  to  Montreal  .   .   .   Sam  Kunitzky 

of  Eastern  is  back  from  New  York. 

The  Maritime  Film  staff  in  Saint  John 

has  had  some  tough  luck  with  illness.  Miss 

Jennie  Kashetsky  is  back  after  an  ap- 
pendix operation,  but  Miss  Rose  Bloom, 

cashier,  has  been  seriously  ill  and  will  be 
away  for  some  time. 

Dalhousie  University  students  in  Hali- 
fax have  organized  a   film  society  to  bring 

to  the  students  foreign  and  domestic  pic- 
tures which  have  not  been  shown  in  that city. 

Halifax  has  an  active  Cinema  Club  which 

holds  monthly  meetings  to  review  films 
taken  by  the  members  and  discuss  camera 
technique. 

Title  Role  to  Menjou 

Hollywood — Adolphe  Menjou  has  the 

title  role  in  Edward  Small’s  production  for 

UA  release,  “King  of  the  Turf.” 

V1IC  TORI  A 
JN  THE  recent  showing  of  “Campus Confessions”  at  the  Dominion,  Man- 

ager Cliff  Denham  played  on  the  fact  that 

Victoria  is  a   very  basketball-minded  city. 

A   tieup  was  arranged  with  a   local  sport- 
ing goods  store  featuring  basketball.  The 

sports  editor  of  the  Victoria  Tunes  gave 
a   review  of  the  picture  in  his  daily  column. 

A   personal  appearance  of  Miss  Soo 
Yong  at  the  Empire  Theatre,  under  the 
auspices  of  Canadian  Friends  of  China, 

proved  a   good  drawing  card.  Miss  Soo 
Yong,  ivho  has  appeared  in  several  major 
Hollywood  productions,  gave  some  of  her 
own  original  monologues. 

“Boys  Town”  drew  large  crowds  at  the 
Capitol  and  was  held  over  for  three  days. 

One  hundred  and  thirty  members  of  the 

fifth  B.  C.  Coast  Brigade  Royal  Canadian 
Artillery  marched  with  a   band  in  front  to 
the  Atlas  Theatre  from  the  armories,  a 
distance  of  one  mile,  to  attend  a   showing 

of  “Salute  to  Valour.” 

The  Capitol  is  planning  the  renewal  of 

carpets  for  certain  portions  of  the  the- 
atre. The  contract  has  also  been  let  to 

Prentiss  &   Son,  Victoria  decorators,  for 
the  redecoration  of  the  lobby  and  foyer. 
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WINNIPEG 
A   DAILY  feature  appearing  in  the  Free 

Press,  local  daily,  has  been  the  means 
of  attracting  attention  to  the  films  and 
figures  of  the  industry.  This  feature  is 
in  the  form  of  a   series  of  articles  by 
Frank  Morriss,  film  critic  of  the  paper, 
who  is  vcaationing  in  Hollywood,  from 
where  he  has  been  penning  interviews 
with  stars  and  bits  of  gossip  about  the  film 
center. 

For  its  'premiere  showing  in  Winnipeg  at 

the  Garrick,  UA  has  given  “Algiers”  an 
extensive  buildup.  A   comprehensive  cam- 

paign has  included  tieups  with  travel  bu- 
reaus, displays  in  fashion  shops  and  beauty 

parlors  playing  up  Hedy  Lamarr,  and  the 
reappearance  of  the  distinctive  newspaper 

advertising  for  which  the  Garrick  has  be- 
come noted.  A   clever  tieup  was  effected 

with  the  Picaddilly  Florists,  local  flower 
shop.  The  first  100  ladies  entering  the 

theatre  at  seven  in  the  evening  were  pre- 
sented with  a   rose  each,  on  both  the  Fri- 

day and  Saturday  of  the  opening  of  the 
film. 

Manager  Harold  Bishop  of  the  Capitol 

tied  up  his  presentation  of  “Too  Hot  to 
Handle”  with  camera  stores  in  the  city 
playing  upon  the  theme  of  no  shot  too 
hot  to  handle.  Bishop  is  hard  at  work  now 
on  large  scale  exploitation  campaign  for 

Deanna  Durbin’s  “That  Certain  Age”  for 
which  advance  publicity  has  already  brok- 

en through  a   magazine  story  on  the  star 

and  colored  layout  in  last  week’s  magazine 
section  of  the  local  Free  Press. 

Directed  at  the  large  Ukrainian  section 

of  the  Winnipeg  population,  “Marusya,” 

Answers  to 

I-Q  Test 

(Questions  on  page  94) 

1.  Quiz  booklets  are  being  distributed  in 

both  English  and  French.  One  hun- 
dred and  twenty-five  thousand  to  date, 

with  more  required. 

2.  “Drums.”  It  is  being  distributed  by 
United  Artists. 

3.  E.  A.  Whelpley  of  RKO  Distributing 
Corp.  of  Canada. 

4.  The  means  of  bringing  television  images 
up  to  a   suitable  size  have  not  yet  been 
developed. 

5.  That  film  business  in  the  west  has 
shown  a   10  to  20  per  cent  increase  over 
last  year. 

Ukrainian  talking  picture,  should  do  well 

in  its  scheduled  four  days’  run  at  the 
Orpheum.  Of  special  interest  to  Winnipeg 

members  of  the  national  group  is  the  ap- 
pearance in  the  film  of  Maurice  Lechow, 

popular  young  exponent  of  folk  dances, 
whose  billing  is  receiving  prominent  place 

in  the  advertising ,   slanted  for  local  dis- 
play. 

A   piling  up  of  counter  attractions  pre- 
sented heavy  competition  for  Winnipeg 

showmen.  In  the  course  of  a   single  week 
rugby  football  games,  exhibition  games 
between  stellar  American  hockey  squads 

and  the  one-stand  of  Glen  Gray  and  the 
Casa  Loma  Orchestra  offered  strenuous 

competition.  Glen  Gray  packed  5,000 
swing  crazy  jitterbugs  into  the  Winnipeg 
Auditorium  for  some  sort  of  a   record. 

^HE  Duke  of  Kent,  a   brother  of  King 
George  VI,  is  an  ardent  film  fan.  He 

was  recently  quoted  as  saying:  “I  have 
often  thought  that  one  of  the  reasons 

why  one  country  loses  the  friendship  of 
another  is  because  the  peoples  do  not 

know  one  another  well  enough  to  under- 
stand any  point  of  view  but  their  own. 

In  overcoming  this,  the  film  is  playing  a 

great  part.” About  600  members  are  being  sought  in 

the  drive  for  a   Regina  branch  of  the  Na- 
tional Film  Society  of  Canada.  The  plan 

is  being  sponsored  by  the  Local  Council 

of  Women. 

More  than  200  painters  of  Regina  and 

vicinity  witnessed  a   film  dealing  with  in- 
terior decorating  and  the  making  of  wall- 

paper by  the  world’s  largest  wallpaper 
mills  at  Perivale,  Eng.,  during  a   confer- 

ence at  the  King’s  Hotel. 

Good  news  for  theatre  men  of  Saska- 

toon was  Monday  night’s  approval  by  the 
city  council  of  a   by-law  declaring  Wednes- 

day afternoon  a   holiday  for  retail  stores 
and  general  shops  through  nine  months  of 

the  year.  October,  November  and  Decem- 
ber are  the  three  months  not  affected. 

Moose  Jaw  and  Regina  close  Wednesday 
afternoons  11  months  each  year. 

J.  J.  Doyle  of  Edmonton  is  planning  to 

operate  a   tractor  train  service  to  Gold- 
fields, Sask.  this  coming  winter.  At  the 

present  time,  all  film  for  the  new  theatre 
at  Goldfields  has  to  be  flown  in  over  the 
500  miles  separating  the  mining  town 
from  civilization.  A   tractor  train  would 
offer  cheaper  rates. 

How  to  operate  motion  picture  theatres 

profitably 
Here  is  a   new  book  full  of  HOW  TO  DO  IT  information,  written  by  a   man 

who  believes  that  the  first  objective  of  theatre  management  is  to  make  money. 

In  this  book  he  covers  motion  picture  theatre  management  from  A   to  Z, 

giving  the  best  results  of  years  of  experience  as  a   guide  in  establishing 

successful  policies,  building  profitable  business,  and  efficiently  operating  any 
size  theatre. 

The  Management  of 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 

By  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON,  Jr. 

Get  This  Great  Aid  to  Theatre  President,  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Management!  GET  IT  TODAY!!  375  pages,  6x9,  illustrated.  $3.50 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  4704  East  Ninth  Street,  Kansas  City,  Missouri 
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L-       ■’    Z.        — 1 ; 

MAY  21 MAY  28 
JUNE  4 

JUNE  11 JUNE  18 

JUNE  24  | 

Drama  8001 

4>Holiday  (93) 

K.  Hepburn-C.  Grant 
EP — Apr.  9;  R — May  21 HU  Wester

n  8211 

(Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 

John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

[30]  Western  8206 

West  of  Cheyenne  (53) 

Charles  Starrett 

I.  Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

25]  Wes
tern  224 

jix  Shootin’  Sheriff  (59) 
ten  Maynard 

HU  Melo
drama  222

 
Held  for  Ransom  (60) 

Grant  Withers R— July  30 

HU  Dr
ama  223 

Life  Returns  (60) 

Lois  Wilson 

Igjj]  Come
dy  830 

Swiss  Miss  (73) 
Laurel  &   Hardy 

EP — Feb.  19;  R — May  14 

[27]  Drama  834 
Yellow  Jack  (83) 

Robert  Montgomery 

Vlrg.  Bruce  R — May  28 

[jf|  Dram
a  832 Three  Comrades  (98) 

Taylor,  Tone,  Sullavan, Young 

EP — Mar.  26;  R — May  28 
HU  Dr

ama  836 
Toy  Wife  (95) 
L.  Rainer-M.  Douglas 
R — June  11 HU  Dra

ma  838 

Woman  Against  Woman 

(61)  (For.  One  Woman’s 

Answer) 

V.  Bruce-H.  Marshall R — June  25 

[24]  Comedy  Drama  837 

Lord  Jeff  (8  4) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
Mickey  Rooney R — June  25 

HU  Drama
  3709 

Numbered  Women  (63) 

(For.  Private  Nurse) 
S.  Blaine-J.  Arledge 
R — May  14 

HU  Weste
rn  3730 

Phantom  Ranger  (57) 
Tim  McCoy 
R — July  2 

|~g~[  Comedy  Drama  3712 Marines  Are  Here  (60) 

J.  Travers-G.  Oliver HU  Outdoor  Drama  3702 
Romance  of  the  Limber- 

lost  (81) 

Jean  Parker-Eric  Linden R — June  25 

|2q|  Com.  with  Music  374
0 

Cocoanut  Grove  (94) 
F.  MacMurray 

EP — Mar.  12;  R — May  14 

[27]  Drama 
 3741 

Hunted  Men  (67) 

(For.  Crime  Gives 

Orders)  EP — Apr.  2 
L.  Nolan-M.  Carlisle 
R— May  21 

pf|  Rom. Drama  Reis-3769 Farewell  to  Arms  (79) 

(Reissue) 

G.  Cooper-Helen  Hayes 

|^o]  Drama 
 3742 

You  and  Me  (90) 

Sylvia  Sidney-Geo.  Raft R — June  4 
HU  Melodr

ama  3743 

Prison  Farm  (70) 

S.  Ross-L.  Nolan R — June  25 

HU  West
ern  3758 

Bar  20  Justice  (70) 

Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  16 

[23]  Melodrama  7
004 

Gangs  of  New  York  (67) 
Chas.  Bickford 

Ann  Dvorak  R — May  28 |jf]  West
ern  7127 

Desert  Patrol  (56) 

Bob  Steele R — June  11 
HU  West

ern  7117 

Riders  of  Black  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R — June  25 

H|]  Comedy  D
rama  7012 

Ladies  in  Distress  (65) 

Alison  Skipworth 

Polly  Moran;  R — June  11 

|2p|  MeTodrama  829 

Blind  Alibi  (61) 
R.  Dix-W.  Bourne 

EP — Apr,  2;  R — May  14 

|~3~|  Melodrama  830 
Saint  in  New  York  (72) 

Louis  Hayward 

Kay  Sutton 
R — May  7 

HU  Action  Dr
ama  871 (Reissue) 

King  Kong  (99) 

Fay  Wray-R.  Armstrong 
HU  Comedy  D

rama  831 

Blond  Cheat  (63) 

Derrick  de  Marney 

Joan  Fontaine  R-May  28 
|24]  Weste

rn  882 

Border  G-Man  (60) 

George  O’Brien 

R — June  18 

|2o|  Comedy  849 

Rascals  (77) 
J.  Withers-R.  Hudson 

R — Apr.  9 

g   Historical  Drama  846 Kidnapped  (90) 
Warner  Baxter 

Freddie  Bartholomew 

EP— Feb.  12;  R — May  28 

[3]  Musical  Comedy  839 Josette  (70) 

D.  Ameche-S.  Simon 
EP— Feb.  19 HU  Com

edy  850 

One  Wild  Night  (72) 

June  Lang-D.  Baldwin 
R — May  14 

Comedy  851 
Three  Blind  Mice  (75) 

Li.  Youfig-J.  McCrea R — June  11 
HU  Melodrama

  819 

Mr.  Moto  Takes  a Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson 
R — June  18 

HU  
Drama 

Blockade  (85) 

Madeleine  Carroll 

Henry  Fonda R — June  11 

|2p|  Action  Drama 

Devil’s  Party  (67) 
V.  McLaglen-B.  Roberts 
R — May  28 

HU  Drama  Reis-30
71 

All  Quiet  on  the  West- 
ern Front  (87) 

^   Comedy 
 3073 

Love  Before  Breakfast 

(70) 
C.  Lombard-P.  Foster 

HU  Comedy
  3074 Lady  Tubbs  (69) 

A.  Brady  (Reissue) 

[3]  Wester
n  2058 Western  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker;  R — July  9 

|~3~|  Drama  2010 
Wives  Under  Suspicion 

(68)  Warren  William R — June  11 

HU  Melodram
a  2039 

Young  Fugitives  (68) 

D.  Kent  R — July  2 

HU  Weste
rn  2059 

Outlaw  Express  (56) 

Bob  Baker  R — July  30 

gl|  Melodrama  FN277
 

Mystery  House  (56) 
Dick  Purcell 
Ann  Sheridan 

R — May  14 

HU  Action  Drama  FN25
6 

Crime  School  (86) 

H.  Bogart-Gale  Page 
R- — May  14 

|~4~|  Com.  Drama  WB219 
Little  Miss  Thorough- bred (63) 

Janet  Kay  Chapman 
John  Litel 

[nj  Mus.  Com.  W
B206 Gold  Diggers  in  Paris 

(97) 

Rudy  Vallee 
Priscilla  Lane R — May  21 

[is]  Mys.  Drama
  FN263 

When  Were  You  Born? 
(65) 

Anna  May  Wong 

Margaret  Lindsay R — June  18 

HU  Drama
  WB208 

White  Banners  (88) 

Claude  Rains-F.  Bainter 
EP — Feb.  26;  R — June  4 

[x7|  Com.  Drama  Atlantic 

Tonight  or  Never  ( . . ) 
Melvyn  Douglas 
Gloria  Swanson 
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Action  Drama 

Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J.  Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 

[T|  Drama  80X9 
City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 
Leo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

[T|  Melodrama 
I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 
Neil  Hamilton 

R — July  16 

225 

|T|  Adven.  Drama  829 
Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M,  O’Sullivan 
R — July  16 

819 
|T|  Comedy 
Having  Wonderful 
Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 

Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP— Oct  23;  R— June  18 

(T)  Drama  852 
Always  Goodbye  (75) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 
Herbert  Marshall 
R — July  2 

[T|  Action  Drama  2032 

Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 
Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

(T|  Comedy  2005 

Rage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux 

R — June  18 

[7]  Drama  GB 
Three  on  a   Weekend  ( 72 ) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
John  Lodge 
R — June  11 

[¥]  Western  226 Rollin’  Plains  (75) 
Tex  Ritter 

fa!  Comedy  Drama 
Fast  Company  (74) 
Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 
R — July  2 

|~6~1  Western  3742 
Man’s  Country  (55) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Aug.  6 

[T|  Western  3854 
Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong Cassidy) 

R — July  2 

[T]  West,  with  Music  7103 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Slcv 

(60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes R — July  9 

f~8~|  Drama  reissut 
Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

|T|  Melodrama  836 
Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

0 Western  853 

Panamint’s  Bad  Man(60) 
Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

n   Comedy  857 
We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich 

(78) 

Victor  McLaglen 

Gracie  Fields:  R — July  9 

[9]  Drama  FN260 My  Bill  (60) 

K.  Francis-D.  Moore 
R — June  25 

H|]  Western  8212 
Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay 

|Ts|  Melodrama  227 The  High  Command  (59) 
Lionel  Atwill R — July  30 

[Is]  Drama  835 Shopworn  Angel  (85) 
James  Stewart 

Margaret  Sullavan R— July  9 

[22]  Comedy  3744 Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 

Bob  Burns R — July  2 

Drama  7002 

Army  Girl  (85) 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster R — July  23 

HU  Comedy  854 
Passport  Husband  (67) 
Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore R — July  2 

[15]  Melodrama  2028 Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 

Glenda  Farrell R — July  23 

[16]  Com.  Drama  WB215 Men  Are  Sueh  Fools  (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane R — June  25 

|H|  Melodrama  WB205 Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

HU  Musical  Comedy  GB Evergreen  ( .   . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 

Barry  Mackay 

g   Action  Drama 

Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters R — June  25 

HU  Action  Drama  228 
Renfrew  on  the  Great White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

HU  Comedy  Drama  841 $£Love  Finds  Andy 
Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone R — July  16 

H|]  Adven.  Drama  3745 

Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara R— July  23 

Ho]  Western  7118 

Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 
Three  Mesquiteers R — Aug.  13 

HU  Action  Drama  835 Sky  Giant  (8  0) 

(For.  Northern  Flight) 
Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix R — July  23 

HU  Romantic  Drama  855 
I’ll  Give  a   Million  (70) 
Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver R — July  16 

2008 

HU  D
rama 

Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 

“Dead  End”  Kids 

Robt.  Wilcox R — July  16 

g   Com.  Drama  FN276 Penrod’s  Double Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins R — April  2 

HU  Western  8207 

south  of  Arizona  (56) 

C   has.  Starrett 1 '   is  Merert  i t   b 
R — Oct.  15 

HU  Comedy  Drama  842 

The  Chaser  (75) 

Dennis  O’Keefe 

Ann  Morri-ss 
R — July  30 

HU  Comedy  3746 

Professor  Beware  (93) 

Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch:  R-July  16 

HU  Com.  Drama  833 Mother  Carey's  Chickens (80) 

Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison 
R— July  23 

HU  Comedy  Drama  856 

Lillie  Miss  Broadway 

(70) 
'hirlej  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 

R— July  9 

g   Melodrama  FN262 
Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhousr 

(85) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Claire  Trevor 

R— July  9 

|~5~|  Action  Drama  84 
The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 
Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 

R— Aug.  6 

|~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  381 Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran 
R — Sept.  10 

(~5|  Melodrama  374’ 
Bulldog  Drummond  in 
Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel 
R — Aug.  6 

HU  Western  861 

Pals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R— Sept.  17 

|~5~|  Com.  with  Music  834 I’m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton 
R — July  30 

|~5~[  Drama Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameche 
Arleen  Whelan R — Aug.  6 

901 

|~5~|  Drama 
Algiers  (95) 

Charles  Boyer 
Sigrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr 

R— July  2 

|~6~]  Comedy 
Mr.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davis 

Lola  Lane 
R— July  23 

WB227 

fl~|  Drama  GB 
Strange  Boarders  (79) 
Tom  Walls 

Renee  Saint-Cyr R— Sept.  10 
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A   GUIDE  TO  f   CURRENT  RELEASES 

'   AUGUST  13 
AUGUST  20 AUGUST  27 SEPTEMBER  3 SEPTEMBER  10 

SEPTEMBER  17  | 

*   1 
[15]  Comedy  8011 
The  Gladiator  (72) 
Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

HU  Action  Drama  8039 
Convicted  (58) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley 
R — Sept.  3 

)~2~]  Drama  800 1   Am  the  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  2 

HU  Western  821; 

Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden-Beth  Marion 

j~9~|  Comedy  Drama  8015 Lady  Objects  (67) 

Lanny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

[~8~|  Western  8208 Colorado  Trail  (57) 

Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith 

[15]  Melodrama  8026  1 
Juvenile  Court  (61)  K Paul  Kelly 

Rita  Hayworth 

*   i 
fra  Western  229 
Utah  Trail  (59) 

I'ex  Ritter 
[26]  Western  231 King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 

Wonder  Horse 

[l2]  Comedy  Drama  843 

Rich  Mail,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey 

R — Aug.  13 

[19]  Comedy  844 
Block-heads  (58) 
Laurel  &   Hardy 
R— Aug,  20 

[26]  Drama  815 Marie  Antoinette  (157) 
Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power 
R— Sept.  17 

[~ 2~ |   Comedy  901 
Three  Loves  Has  Nancy (69 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y R — Sept.  3 [9]  Comedy  Drama  902 
UsBoys  Town  (93) 
Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney R — Sept.  10 

HU  Com.  Romance  903  1 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108)  1 

Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy  t-f 
R— Sept.  17 

[31]  Drama  3811 Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to Town ) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

[7]  Western  3859 
Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Ritter H?|  Western  3741  W 

Mexicali  Kid  (56)  K 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 

Jack  Randall  K 
R — Sept.  10  p,t 

(l2|  Outdoor  Drama  3748 

The  Texans  (93) 
Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott 
R — July  23 

[19]  Comedy  3719 Gi\c  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Alaitha  Raye-Bob  Hope 
R— July  30 

[26]  Action  Drama  3750 Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 

George  Raft 
Dorothy  Lamour 
Henry  Fonda 
R — Aug.  27 

|~2~|  Com.  with  Music  3801 
Sing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 

Fred  MacMurray 
R — Aug.  13 

|~9~|  Western  3855 In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) R — Aug.  6 
[l6|  Drama  3803  1 
Sons  of  the  Legion  (60)  K 

Lynne  Overman  K 
Billy  Lee  K 
R— Sept.  17 

[~8~|  Action  Drama  7024 
Gome  on  Leathernecks 
(66) 

Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt 

R — Aug.  27 

[la]  Romantic  Drama  7013 
Desperate  Adventure(65) 
Ramon  Novarro 
Marian  Marsh 

[15]  Western  
7104 

Man  From  Music  Moun- 
tain (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aug.  13 

[22]  Action  Drama  7025 Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 
Beverly  Roberts 

[22]  Western  7128 Durango  Valley  Raiders 

(56) 
Bob  Steele 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  7015 The  Higgins  Family  (64) 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 
The  Gleason  Family 
R — Sept.  10 

|~4~]  Western  851 
Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(66) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

R — Sept.  3 |2U  Western  7107  
1 

Prairie  Moon  (58)  K 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette  H R — Oct.  29  K 

[l2|  Western  883 

Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
R — Aug.  6 

|X9]  Melodrama  832 
Smashing  the  Rackets 

(80) 
(For  Cleanup) 
Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer 
R — July  30 

|26]  Com.  with  Music  845 Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare 
R— Sept.  3 

[~2~[  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers F’red  Astaire 
R— Sept.  3 

[~9~|  Comedy  902 
Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 
Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie 
R — July  16 

HU  Wester
n  884  1 

Kenegade  Ranger  (60)  H 

George  O’Brien  H R— Sept.  17  ■ 

|l2|  Drama  902 

Keep  Smiling:  (77) 
Jane  Withers 

Gloria  Stuart 

R — June  18 

[l9|  Musical  Comedy  903 

^Alexander’s  Ragtime Band  (105) 

Tyrone  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche 
R — June  4 

[26]  Action  Drama  904 Speed  to  Burn  (60) 
Michael  Whalen 

Hynn  Bari 
R — June  11 

[~2~|  Comedy  Drama  905 
My  Lucky  Star  (8  4) 
Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene 
R — Sept.  3 

[~9]  Comedy  Drama  906 Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family 
R— Aug.  13 

HU  Comedy
  907  1 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 
John  Barrymore  1 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R— Sept.  17 

|l2|  Com.  with  Music 

Letter  of  Introduction(103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 
Bergen  and  McCarthy 

[12]  Mystery  Drama  2031 

.Missing  Guest  (69) 
Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore;  R — Aug.  20 

HU  Western  Reissue  3057 Strawberry  Roan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

HU  Western  Reissue  3058 
Fiddlin’  Buekaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

HU  Exploitation  Adven. 
Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast — R-Oct.  15 

HU  Western  Reissue  3059 King  of  the  Arena  (60) 

Ken  Maynard 

1   [2]  Comedy  Drama  3025 
Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 

Ernest  Truex R — Aug.  27 
[9~|  Melodrama 

Personal  Seeretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 

Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges R— Oct.  15 

[Je]  West
ern 

Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West)  1 Bob  Baker  Q 

[13]  Com.  Music  WB217 

i   owbo.v  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — Juno  18 
Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lane 

[27]  Com.  Drama  VVB303 
Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney-O’Brien 

[3]  Com.  Drama  WB213 
Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 
Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland R — July  30 [iq|  Drama  FN36
5 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 
Geo.  Brent 
Kav  Francis R— Oct.  22 

HU  Drama  
WB305  1 ©Valiev  of  the  Giants 

(79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor R — Sept.  17 

HU  Action  Drama  
GB 

Crime  Over  London  (03) 

Margot  Grahame 

Paul  Cavanaugh 
R— Aug.  13 

|^5|  Melodrama 
 GB  1 

The  39  Steps  (..) 

(Reissue) 
Robert  Donat 
Madeleine  Carroll 
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1   [22]  Western  8284 
|   Stranger  From  Arizona 

(56) 
Buck  Jones 

|3p]  Drama  8012 
Girls’  School  (73) 

A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy R — Oct.  1 

|29]  Comedy  9101 
You  Can’t  Take  It  With 

Y’ou  (127)  J.  Arthur 
J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

Melodrama  9021 

Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 

(59) Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

|3]  Western  
9201 West  of  the  Santa  Fe(57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

|l2]  Action  Drama  9026 Flight  to  Fame  (57) 

Charles  Farrell 
Jacqueline  Wells 

[24]  Action  Drama Little  Adventuress  ( . . )   to  *■ (For.  Thoroughbred)  P 

E.  Fellows-J.  Wells  P'0 

|24]  Western  8285 

Law  of  the  Texan  (57)  ; 

Buck  Jones  R — 'Oct.  29 

[23]  Melodrama  230 
Dangerous  Secrets  (60) 
Paul  Lukas 

]   R— Oct.  29 

[15]  Drama 

Shadows  Over  Shanghai 

(65) 
James  Dunn 
Glenda  Gray 

I22]  Western 

Frontier  Scout  (62) 

Geo.  Houston |29]  Melodrama 

Cipher  Bureau  ( . . ) 

Ames- Woodbury 

[30]  Comedy  905 
Vacation  From  Love  (G5) 
D.  CVKeefe-F.  Rice 
R— Oct.  8 

|~7~|  Comedy  Drama  906 Stablemates  (89) 

Wallace  Beery 
Mickey  Rooney R — Oct.  8 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  907 
Young  Dr.  Kildare  (81) 
Lew  Ayres 

Lionel  Barrymore R— Oct.  22 

[21]  Com.  with  Music  904 
Listen,  Darling  (75) 

Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew R— Oct.  22 

|28|  Drama  909  lj[ 
The  Citadel  (112) 

Robert  Donat 

Rosalind  Russell 
R — Oct.  29 

|2i|  Melodrama  3817 
Wnnted  by  the  Police 

(60) 
Frankie  Darro 

Evalyn  Knapp 
R — Oct.  1 

[5]  Melodrama  3804 Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (69) 
Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent R— Oct.  8 

Musical  Reissue 

Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi (•  ■) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

[l2|  Western  3860 Where  Buffalo  Roam(62) 

Tex  Ritter  R — Oct.  29 

|23|  Com.  with  Music  3802 

Campus  Confessions  (66) 
Betty  Grable 
Hank  Luisettl 

[30]  Melodrama  3804 
King  of  Alcatraz  (57) 
Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh 
R — Oct.  8 

|71  Action  Drama  3805 Touchdown,  Army  (71) 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle R — Oct.  1 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  3706 
Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter R — Oct.  8 

|2l|  Western  3707 
Mysterious  Rider  (73) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 

|28|  Drama  (Spec.  Rel.) 
Men  With  Wings  (105) 

Fred  MacMurray 

Ray  Milland 

R— Oct.  29 

|2o|  Western  862 

Overland  Stage  Raiders 
(55) 

Three  Mesqulteers 
Louise  Brooks 

[J]  Melodrama  817 
Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston-J.  Travis R — Oct.  1 
[|]  Hillbilly  Music

al 
Down  in  Arkansaw  (66) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 
)28]  Melodrama 

I   Stand  Accused  (61) 

Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack R — Oct.  22 

|23]  Melodrama  803 

Fugitives  for  a   Night 
(63) 

Eleanor  Lynn 
Frank  Albertson 
R— Oct.  1 

[30|  Comedy  901 
Room  Service  (80) 

Marx  Brothers 
R— Sept.  17 

[~7~|  Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis R — Sept.  10 [J4J  Drama 
 905 

A   Man  to  Remember(80) 

Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley R— Oct.  8 

[24]  Mystery  Comedy  906 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (78) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda R— Oct.  15 
[28|  Melodrama  907 

Tarnished  Angel  ( . . ) 

(For.  Miracle  Racket) 

Sally  Eilers 
Dee  Bowman 

[23]  Melodrama  908 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (60) 
Gloria  Stuart 

Michael  Wlhalen 
R — July  2 

|3o|  Musical  911 
Straight,  Place  and  Show 
(65) 

Ritz  Bros. -Ethel  Merman R — Oct.  1 

|~7~|  Adven.  Comedy  910 Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari R— July  23 
[44]  Comedy  Drama  919 
Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints R — Oct.  15 

|24l  Melodrama  912 
Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 
Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire R — June  4 

|28|  Historical  Drama  913 

Suez  (104) 

Tyrone  Power Annabella R — Oct.  22 

[30]  Adventure  Drama 

Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 

R — Aug.  6. 

[44]  Comedy  Drama 
There  Goes  Sly  Heart 

(84) 
F.  March-V.  Bruce R — Oct.  1 

|27|  Comedy  Drama 

Young  in  Heart  ( . . ) 

Janet  Gaynor 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

[30]  Comedy  Drama 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling(78) 
J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds 
R — Oct.  1 

[23]  Drama 

Road  to  Reno  (69) 
Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell 
R — Sept.  3 

[T]  Musical  Comedy That  Certain  Age  (95) 

Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper R — Oct.  8 

[44]  Comedy  Drama 
Swing  That  Cheer  (63) 
Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine 
|2l|  Comedy 

Service  De  Luxe  (85) 

C.  Bennett-C.  Ruggles R — Oct.  22 

|2i|  Western 

Guilty  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker 

|28|  Melodrama 

The  Storm  ( . . ) 

Preston  Foster 

|28]  Action  Drama 

Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent  1 

R — Oct.  8 

[24]  Drama  FN359 

Four  Daughters  (90) 
Lane  Sisters 

Jeffrey  Lynn 

R — Aug.  20 

|T|  Mus.  Comedy  FN358 
Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay 
R — July  30 

|~8~]  Drama  FN368 
Broadway  Musketeers (62) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 
R — Oct.  29 

[15]  Drama  WB302 
The  Sisters  (99) 

Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis R — Oct.  8 

I22]  Melodrama  FN369 
Girls  on  Probation  (63) 
Ronald  Reagan 
June  Bryan R— Oct  29 I29]  Comedy  WB 

Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane 
R — Oct.  22 

n   Drama  Tri-Nat’l Orage  ( . . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 
Michele  Morgan 

n   Comedy  Tri-Nat’l Carnival  in  Flanders (..) 
(Reissue) 

Francoise  Rosay 

n   Melodrama  GB 
Man  with  100  Faces  (   .   . ) 
Noel  Madison 
Lilli  Palmer 

[45I  Drama  Tri-Nat’l 
Peg  of  Old  Drury  ( . . ) 
Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 
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A   GUIDE  TO/  CURRENT  RELEASES 

^1 

NOVEMBER  5 NOVEMBER  12 NOVEMBER  19 NOVEMBER  26 

DECEMBER  3 

DECEMBER  10 

Western  9211 

*’  (.,  Early  Arizona  (58) 
"<!)  11  Elliott 

Jrothy  Gulliver 
82* 

*   (il| Oct  j 

|jj]  Action  Dra
ma Adventure  in  the  Sahara 

(••) Paul  Kelly 
Lenora  Gray 

(30|  Comedy 

Blondie  ( . . ) 

Penny  Singleton 
Arthur  Lake 

[T|  Western 

Rio  Grande  (   .   . ) 

Charles  Starrett 

Ann  Doran 

a 

)   j 

90S  1   Musical  Drama  908 

reat  Waltz  (..) 
luise  Rainer 
grnand  Gravet 

[ll|  Comedy  Drama Spring  Madness  ( ,   . ) 
Franchot  Tone 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 

[lg|  Drama 
Shining  Hour  ( . . ) 

Joan  Crawford 

Margaret  Sullavan 

Melvyn  Douglas 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  913 Out  West  With  the Hardys  ( .   . ) 

Mickey  Rooney 

Lewis  Stone [2]  Comedy 

Flirting  with  Fate  ( . .   ) 

Joe  E.  Brown 
Leo  Carrillo 

1 9   ■'  Drama 
Dramatic  School  ( . . ) 

Luise  Rainer 

Alan  Marshal 
Paulette  Goddard 

[9]  Western  3851 
Gun  Packer  ( .   . ) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

|~9~]  Drama 
Gangster’s  Boy  ( .   . ) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Lucy  Gilman 

[ie]  Melodrama
 Gang  Bullets  ( .   . ) 

Ann  Nagel 

Robt.  Kent 
|23[  Western 
Little  Tenderfoot  ( . . ) 
Tex  Ritter 

el)  f]  Melodrama 

5)  (legal  Xraffic  ( . . ) 
e   .   Carrol  Nalsh 

lary  Carlisle 

[li|  Historical  Drama If  I   Were  King  (101) 
Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Dee 

[II]  Comedy 
Thanks  for  the  Memory 

(■  ■) 
Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross 

|25|  Melodrama 
Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- mond ( .   . ) 

John  Howard 
Heather  Angel 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama 
Little  Orphan  Annie  ( .   . ) 
Ann  Gillis 

Robert  Kent 
[7j~|  Western 

Sunset  Trail  ( .   . ) 

William  Boyd 

Charlotte  Wynters 

[|  Western 

ihythm  of  the  Saddle(58) 

(1  [For.  Song  of  the  West) 

Ijlene  Autry-S.  Burnette 

pf|  Action  Drama Storm  Over  Bengal  ( .   . ) 
Patric  Knowles 
Rochelle  Hudson [19]  Weste

rn 
Santa  Fe  Stampede  ( .   . ) 

Three  Mesquiteers 

5]  Western 

Lawless  Valley  ( .   . ) 

George  O’Brien 
Say  Sutton 

[il]  Comedy Annabel  Xakes  a   Xour 
(61) 

Jack  Oakie 
Lucille  Ball 
R— Oct.  22 

[X8]  Western 
Law  West  of  Tombstone 

(••) 
Harry  Carey 

Tim  Holt 

HU  Comedy  Dra
ma 

Peck’s  Bad  Boy  at  the Circus  ( . . ) 

Tommy  Kelly 

Ann  Gillis 
[2]  Comedy 

Trailer  Romance  ( . . ) 

Lucille  Ball 

James  Ellison 

T]  Comedy  Drama  914 

Uways  in  Xrouble  (70) 
lane  Withers 

lean  Rogers 

ft — Aug.  20 

)ll]  Comedy  Drama  915 
Just  Around  the  Corner 

(71) 
Shirley  Temple 
Bert  Lahr 

|pjj  Action  Drama  916 Sharpshooters  (64) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari 

[2]  Action  Dra
ma 

Road  Demon  ( .   . ) 

Henry  Arthur 
Joan  Valerie 

[9]  Comedy
 

Up  the  River  (..) 

Tony  Martin 
Phyllis  Brooks 

[1*7]  Com.  Drama Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
Gary  Cooper 
Merle  Oberson 

JTj  Action  Drama 

Exposed  ( . . ) 
!   Glenda  Farrell 

Otto  Kruger 

,   [T|  Western 

Prairie  Justice  (57) 

'   Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

[ll|  Comedy 
His  Exciting  Night  (   .   . ) 
Chas.  Ruggles 
Ona  Munson 

[is]  Action  Drama 
Strange  Faces  ( .   . ) 

Dorothea  Kent 

Andy  Devine 

HU  Comedy  Dra
ma 

Little  Tough  Guys  in Society  ( . . ) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer 

[~2~|  Action  Drama Secrets  of  a   Nurse  ( .   . ) 
Edmund  Lowe 

Helen  Mack 

[5]  Comedy  WB 

Hard  to  Get  (79) 
Dick  Powell 

Olivia  de  Havilland 

[12]  Drama 
Nancy  Drew,  Detective 

(.  •) 
Bonita  Granville 

[xq|  Comedy  Drama  WB Torchy  Gets  Her  Man (62) 
Glenda  Farrell 
Barton  MacLane 
R— Oct.  15 

p6|  Action  Drama 
Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(68) James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien R — Oct.  29 

T]  Melodrama  GB 

Eady  Vanishes  (97) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 

R— Oct.  16 

[15]  Melodrama  GB The  Frog  ( .   . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 

|~f]  Musical  GB 
Climbing  High  ( . . ) 

Jessie  Matthews 

Michael  Redgrave 
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£hott5 
Numerals  Following  Titles  are 

Running  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 

tional Release,  1938,  Unless 
Otherwise  Specified. 

O   Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugo  Reisenfeld 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9)  .Apr.  30, ’38 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

Ankles  Away  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17%).. July  1 
Jump  Chump  Jump  (19%) .. -Apr.  5 

Firechief  Andy  Clyde  falls  for  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  ..  .Aug.  19 
Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  16 

The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  39 
Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18)  ..  .Oct.  38 
The  Soul  of  a   Heel  (16%) . . . .   June  4 
Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff’s  daughter. 
COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)...  Aug.  36 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).. Oct.  35 
Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  23 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

(

7

)

 

 
 

 

..Sept.  
23 

©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 
Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(1®)    Sept.  9 
Provincial  Quebec  (..)   Oct.  21 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  7   (Gus  Van — Song  Shop) 

(10)    May  6, ’38 
Songs  the  folks  used  to  sing. 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  .June  25 

No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs. ..  .July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No-  12  (••)    Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

(New  Series) 

No.  1   College  Songs  (..)   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (..)   Oct.  4 

KRAZY  KAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 

Krazy  Magic  (7)   May  20 

Krazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)...  July  4 
The  Little  Buckaroo  (6)   Apr.  11 

NEW  SPORT  THRILLS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 
Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Fistic  Fun  (9%)    July  1 
Football  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 
Ski  Legs  (10)   Oct.  20 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10,  ’38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTUREGRAPH 

No-  1   (•  •)    Aug.  31 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (6%)    July  22 
Early  Bird  (7)   Aug.  31 
Happy  Birthday  (7)   Oct.  7 

Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7)   Apr.  27 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  16) 

No.  2   ( .   . ) 
No.  8   (10) 
No.  9   (10) 
No.  10  (10) 
No.  11  (10) 

No.  12  (10) 
Series 

No.  1   (..) 

No.  2   ( . . ) 

18 

. . .   .Sept.  16 

.   .Apr.  1,  ’38 
.   Apr.  29,  ’38 

.May  27,  ’38 
June  24,  ’38 
  July  29 

....  Sept.  16 
  Oct.  14 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)      May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 
the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 

zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 

Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  29 

Three  Missing  Links  (18)  .   . .   .   July’ 29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 
WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Mar.  25, ’38 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7)   May  27,  ’38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (.  .).  .June  10 
Maid  in  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 
Robinson  Crusoe’s  Broadcast 

(7)    Apr.  15 

The  Big  Top  (7)..   May  13, ’38 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  (10) ..  .Apr.  22 

Return  of  the  Buffalo  (10). Apr.  8,  ’38 

We  Live  in  Two  W'orlds  (..)..  July  22 
TWO  BEELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 
capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  ( .   .)   Apr.  29,  ’38 
Jefferson  Machamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( . . )   .May  13, ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 
Pardon  My  Accident  (17) .   . . .   June  10 

Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 
Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

livan's plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 
Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 
to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 

his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- 
test. 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22).. Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (20)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10)  . . . .   June  25 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)...  .Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 

The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALK8 
In  Technicolor 

Ancient  Egypt  (..)..   Jan.  21 
Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czeclio-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 

Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (8)... Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (..)...  Dec.  31 
Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 

(..)    Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

(JBravest  of  the  Brave  (11)  .   .Aug.  6 
The  Face  Behind  the  Mask 

(11)    Mar.  19, ’38 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  ..  .Sept.  3 
Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollywood  Handicap  (10) . . .   .May  28 

Strentlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 

QThat  Mothers  Might  Live 

(10)    Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10) .   .May  7,  ’38 
They  Live  Again  (10)   Oct.  22 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 

(10)    July  9 

Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris 
Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 

Eleanor  Lynn  and  Frankie  Albert- 
son. 

Snow  Gets  In  Your  Eyes  (20)  .   May  14 

M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 

Released  twice  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 

Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .May  17, ’38 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 

Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 
Men  in  Fright  ( . . )         Oct.  15 

Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26,  ’38 
PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (10)    Oct.  15 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

^Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)  ...... .Jnly  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 

Hot  on  Ice  (10)....   Oct.  22 

La  Savate  (8)   Mar.  12, ’38 
Humorous  account  of  French  sport 
in  which  opponents  rely  mainly  on 
their  feet. 

Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (..).. Nov.  19 
Modeling  for  Money  (10) .   .   .   .Apr.  30 

©Penny’s  Party  (9)   Apr.  9,  ’38 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 

How  to  Watch  Football  (9)...  Oct.  8 
How  to  Figure  Income  Tax 

(8)    Mar.  19, ’38 ()How  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)...  July  2 
Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
Out  of  the  Inkwell  (7)   Apr.  22 

Pudgy  the  Watchman  (7)  .   .   .   .   Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7)  .   . .   .   Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 
Hold  It  (8)   Apr.  29 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 
The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7).. Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12  (10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 
ery— a   day  In  a   dogs  life. 

No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 
Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 

Aquatic  Antics. 
No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- 
rises, elephants. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

Big  Chief  Ugh-Amugh-Ugh 

(7)    Apr.  15 Bulldozing  tho  Bull  (7)  . . .   .Aug.  19 

Goonland  (8)    Oct.  21 
1   lam  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 

The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   “Pipe”  (7)... June  17 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

©No.  4   (10)    Mar.  18 
No.  5   (10)    May  13 
No.  6(10)    July  8 

No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8)..  July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
Thanks  for  the  Memory  (7).. Mar.  25 

Bert  Block  and  orchestra  supply 

the  music. 
You  Leave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10)  . . .   .Oct.  28 
Deals  with  the  fascinating  sport 

of  gliding  and  soaring  In  motorless 

planes. 
Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red,  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    ...May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 
Question  answers  in  the  field  of 

sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 
Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 

ing. 

Win,  Place  or  Show  (10)   Apr.  22 

Human  interest  yarn  of  the  Hia- leah racing  track. 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    May  6 
Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 

Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 

Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 

Shirley  Foster. 
Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 
©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   .   .   .   Aug.  5 

Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 
Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 

Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 

Wynn. PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGRAPHICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  20 
Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

CjFind  What’s  Wrong  (10)  ..  .June  17 
Jungle  Glimpses  (10)   Mar.  25 

A   colorful  camera  trip  through 

South  America  tropics. 
Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) .   .   .   Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(

9

)

 

 

 

 
Oct.  

14 

Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

^Silver  Millions  (10)    July  15 

Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner’s 
Immortal  "Tanhaueser”  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  9   (10)    Apr.  1 
The  Bureau  of  Standards  in 

Washington,  trained  fish  and  Al- 
pine aqueduct. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 
(In  Color) 

©No.  5   (10)    Apr.  15 
Gold  beating;  circulating  library; 

woman  chimney  sweep;  tool  leath- 

er  portraits. 
No.  6(10)    June  10 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  6 

yNo.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald’s  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald’s  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. 
©Donald’s  Nephews  (8) .   .Apr.  15, ’38 

Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 
and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 
Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 
Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 

A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17, ’38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 

Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 

0©The  Moth  and  the  Flame 

(8)    Apr.  1, ’38 Adventures  of  a   boy  and  girl  moth. 

The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 
A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey. 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

Q©Wynken,  Blynken  and  Nod 
(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 
wooden-shoe. 
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EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  In  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Dove  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Fio  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino. 

LEON  ERROR  COMEDIES 

Berthqualtes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 

child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  ̂ .ver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife's  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)      Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
“Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain’s 
dilemma. 

No.  3   (20)      Oct.  28 
Inside  the  Maginot  line. 

yuo.  9(21)    Apr.  15 
The  Nazi  conquest  of  Austria  and 

a   pictorial  discussion  on  crime 
and  prisons. 

No.  10  (19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

ONo.  11  (17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 

threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  .   Rhythm  (10) .   .   .June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10) .   .   .   .Apr.  22,  ’38 
Ray  Fabing’s  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 

Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Reillys,  Paul 
Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10) .   .   .   .Sept.  2 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

()No.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (15) ..  .June  17, ’38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  Into 

difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13,  ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

Q Deep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 

Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 
pions photographed  in  action  by 

the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) .   .   .   .Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros. 

Underwater  (9)    June  3 

New  underwater  sport  “goggle 
fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

Twenty  Girls  and  a   Band 

(18)    Apr.  8, ’38 Nick  Stuart  and  his  orchestra, 

Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  June  Johnson. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 
(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 

Cowboy  band. 

REELISMS  (New  Series) 

Submarine  Circus  (10)   Sept.  16 

20th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 
CAMERAMAN 

Filming  Big  Thrills  (..)....  Sept.  30 
Recording:  Modern  Science 

(10)      Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoroughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 

Timber  Toppers  ( . . )   Oct.  28 
Winter  Sports  ( . . )   Dec.  9 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) .   . .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

Fashion  Forecasts  (..)   Nov.  11 
Winter  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 
Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 

(11)    Sept.  2 
What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

( .   . )     Nov.  25 

LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)   Aug.  5 

Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 
Land  of  Contentment  (..)....  Oct.  14 

TERRY-TOONS 

Chris  Columbo  (7)    Aug.  12 
Gandv  Goose  in  Doomsday 

(..)    Dec.  16 
Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 

Housewife  Herman  ( .   .)   Nov.  18 

String  Bean  Jack  ( 7 )   Aug.  26 
The  Glass  Slipper  (7)   Oct.  7 
The  New  Comer  ( .   . )   Oct.  21 

The  Stranger  Rides  Again 

(..)    Nov.  4 
Village  Blacksmith  (..)   Dec.  2 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story 

(7)    Sept.  23 

United  Artists 
SCENIC 

Eternal  Fire  (8)          . Oct.  1 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  48(9)    Apr.  11, ’38 
No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  25 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 

No.  51  (10)    JuneS 
No.  52  (   9)    June  27 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

No.  56  (9)      Nov.  14 
No.  57  (9)      Nov.  28 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19%)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 
Yorke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 

Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh 
The  Merry  Macs. 

High-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18, ’38 James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Hi-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 

Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mc- 
Gurns’  Dancers. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19)  .   . .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Patio  Serenade  (17)   Nov.  16 
Tito  Coral,  Laura  Suarez,  Armida, 
Gloria  Belmonte  and  others. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17%)    Oct.  12 
Somewhere  in  Paris  (17)  . . .   .Mar.  23 

J.  Harold  Murray,  Three  Samuels 

and  Harriet  Hayes,  Ben  Yost’s Varsity  Eight. 

Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 

Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 
Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 
Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s Daughter  (7)    June  6 
Nellie  the  Sewing  Machine 

Girl  (7%)    Apr.  11 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 

Rabbit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 
Sailor  Mouse  (7)   Nov.  7 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 
Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

The  Problem  Child  (7) ..  .May  16,  ’38 

Trade  Mice  (7)    Feb.  28,  ’38 
Tail  End  (7)    Apr.  25 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  18 
No.  50  (   9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 
No.  52  (   9)    June  20 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 

No.  55  (9%)    Oct.  10 

No.  56  (9)        .Nov.  21 
No.  57  (9)    Dec.  5 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 

Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) .   .June  11,  ’38 
BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20)  . . . .   Oct.  29 

Toyland  Casino  (21)    ..Oct.  8 

Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 
Zero  Girl  (22)    Sept.  3 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURES 
The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)..  .Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Mechanlx  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4, ’38 

Torndja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30, ’38 (New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Mechanix  Illustrated  ( . .)   Nov.  5 

Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

LOONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  in  Wackyland  (7)  . . .   .Sept.  24 
Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  Apr.  16,  ’38 
Porky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7)  .   .Apr.  30,  ’38 
Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew(7) .   . Oct.  15 

Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7)  .   .July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7,  ’38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18,  ’38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, ’38 
(11)    May  28, '38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 

Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 
Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 
Mike  Riley  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Mar.  26, ’38 
Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 

(10)    Oct.  1 
Rubinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)    July  30, ’38 
MERIIIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Feud  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jul.  23 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  ( .   . )   .May  28, ’38 

Katnip  Kollege  (7)   June  11, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  Sc  Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7)   Oct.  8 

Now  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7)  .   . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 
No.  8   (11)    Apr.  2 

Song  writers  —   bowling  —   rubber 
bathing  suits. 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  30, ’38 
Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 
toy  trains. 

No.  10  (10)    June  4,  ’38 
Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11(10)      July  9, ’38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12  ( . . )     Aug.  13 

Holly  wood-Sculling- Furs. 
PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Got  a   Match?  (20)   Apr.  9, ’38 
Rainbow’s  End  ( . .)   July  2,  ’38 
Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

JjgOut  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 
Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19) . . .   July  30,’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series) 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (..)    July  16, '38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20)  .   .May  21. ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  23. ’38 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20)  ..  .Aug.  27 

Fifi  D’Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Crawfords,  The  (10)   Apr.  9, ’38 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) .   . .   .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prima 

Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)    Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10) .   .June  18,  ’38 
TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4, ’38 
Dear  Old  Dad  (12)   Apr.  16, ’38 
Identified  (12)      Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 
COLUMBIA 

The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 
Bill  Hickolt    June  30 
15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol 
Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 

(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island.  .   .Mar.  17 

(15  episodes),  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s island. 

The  Spider’s  Web   Oct.  22 
15  chapters.  Out  of  the  Spider 

magazine  stalks  crimedom’s  most 
amazing  character  impersonated 

by  Warren  Hull  who  comes  to 

grips  with  The  Octopus.  Iris 
Meredith  is  the  heart  interest. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The.  .   .   .May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 
Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu Love. 

Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brix,  Jill Martin. 

Painted  Stallion    Jane  5,  ’38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 

Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flashi  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  ’38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  "Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Wlthers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 
possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 

agents  of  two  foreign  powers  in  a 
Chinatown  setting. 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT,  THEATRES,  SERVICES 

& 'leatina  4jou.se •   Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT THEATRES  FOR  LEASE FILM  CEMENT 

JUST  A   FEW  SAMPLE  PEACHES 
FROM  OUR  BARGAIN  TREE.  Gold 

bronze  exit  boxes,  $1.19.  G.E.  Motors,  1/12 

h.  p.  220V  3ph.  $1.95.  Chair  ash  dis- 
pensers, $1.85.  Thumb  tacks,  carton  of 

1,000,  79c.  Sand  urns,  $2.95.  Fire  extin- 
guishers, $2.95.  Seat-patch  kits,  $1.98. 

Photo  cells,  868  type,  guaranteed,  $1.49. 

"Type-it”  Slide  Mats,  package  of  fifty, 
89c.  Thousands  of  others.  S.O.S.,  636 
Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 

tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 
reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 
219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 
OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  219  North 
16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

IT’S  IN  THE  MAILS  AND  ON  THE 
WAY!  BRAND-NEW  S.O.S.  “BOOTHSIDE 

COMPANION”  —   Most  complete  theatre 
equipment  catalog  in  industry.  Shows  ev- 

erything for  the  modem  theatre  at  prices 

that  can’t  be  beat.  If  you  don’t  get  yours, 
write  S.O.S. ,   636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

FOR  SALE — Two  Simplex  sound  portable 
machines  complete;  amplifier,  speaker, 
screen,  reels.  Like  new,  bargain.  P.  O. 
Box  662,  Gainesville,  Ga. 

COMPLETE  RCA  sound  equipment. 
Perfect  condition.  Two  Powers  heads, 

$500.  Terms.  Mesa  Theatre,  Victorville, 
Cal.,  or  call  PArkway  3124. 

30  USED  16mm  sound  projectors,  $135; 
Roshon,  State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

TRY  YOUR  SEATS  AND  THEN  BUY 

OURS!  LIST  15Q  offers  thousands  of  fine 

American  Seating,  Ideal,  Irwin,  other  fa- 
mous makes — biggest  variety  veneer  and 

upholstered  used  chairs  at  75c  up.  Let  us 

quote.  S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

FOR  SALE — Used  theatre  chairs,  ply- 
wood back,  box  spring  seat;  inserted  panel 

back  and  box  spring  seat  in  good  condition. 
George  W.  Carr,  1177  Webb,  Detroit,  Mich. 

FOR  SALE  —   400  used  chairs,  spring 
cushion  seat,  veneer  back,  also  Strand 
electric  vertical  sign,  bargain  price.  Rivola 
Theatre,  Oskaloosa,  la. 

THEATRE  in  Excelsior  Springs,  Mo., 

population  6,000;  completely  equipped  ex- 
cept booth  equipment  and  screen.  Only 

one  other  theatre  in  town.  Good  oppor- 
tunity for  right  party.  Very  reasonable 

terms.  R.  B.  Christian,  Colonial  Hotel, 
Excelsior  Springs,  Mo.,  Phone  997. 

PATCo  FILM  CEMENT  will  not  get 

thick  or  gummy.  Dealers,  film  exchanges 
send  for  price  list.  Wholesale  only.  J.  J. 
Patrick,  3037  Milton,  Dallas,  Tex. 

FILM  PROCESSING 

FOR  SALE — Only  theatre  Northwest 
Iowa  town  1,200  population.  Terms.  Rent 

cheap.  B-1038,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 
St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

OUTDOOR  16MM  MOVIE  FILM— 100 
feet  or  50  feet  double  8 — $2.00;  processing 
included.  SOF  features  wanted.  Movie 
Service,  Washington,  Ind. 

THEATRES  WANTED 
INTERCOMMUNICATION  SYSTEM 

WILL  BUY  OR  LEASE  theatre  within 

250  miles  of  Amarillo.  Address,  Box  402, 
Shamrock,  Tex. 

WALL  TYPE  TELEPHONES.  Operate 

on  dry  cell.  Batteries  from  office  to  booth, 
stage,  boxoffice.  $1.00  each  instrument. 

D’Armand  Supply  Co.,  Grant-Grandview 
Ave.,  Portsmouth,  Ohio. 

THEATRES  WANTED— Will  pay  spot 

cash  small  or  large  theatre  near  Pitts- 
burgh; also  cash  for  theatre  in  Kentucky. 

McIntyre,  312  Lisbon,  Buffalo. 

THEATRE  WANTED  —   500  to  1,000 
HELP  WANTED 

seats;  give  all  information  in  first  letter. 

Must  stand  investigation.  Box  125,  Ken- 
neth Williamson,  Plainwell,  Mich. 

OPERATORS — Experienced — every  state 
— movie  circuit  work — car  needed.  520 
State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
POSITIONS  WANTED 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

PROJECTIONIST  —   Six  years’  experi- 
ence; excellent  references.  Western  Elec- 

tric Ultraphone  sound.  Edward  Williams, 
516/2  Central  Ave.,  Ft.  Dodge,  la. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 
81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 
from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- 
ton. 

DESIRES  TO  LEARN  operator’s  trade. 
Single,  sincere,  reliable,  courteous  service. 
Ralph  Wright,  Taylorville,  111. 

PROJECTIONIST — Young,  single,  expe- 

rienced, neat  workman.  Simplex,  West- 
ern Electric.  State  salary.  B-1050,  Box- 

office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

BOOKS 

TO  ACQUAINT  YOU  WITH  S.O.S.  BIG 
VALUES  WE  OFFER  RCA  Handbook  of 

RCA  equipment — and  Sloane’s  “Motion 
Picture  Projection”  —   both  only  $1.29. 
S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

PROJECTIONIST — Five  years’  experi- 
ence Simplex,  Powers.  Reliable,  sober. 

Low  salary.  G.  F.  Smith,  933  N.  H.  St., 
Lawrence,  Kas. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 

BOXOFFICE, 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

(Send  Cash  J   !°C 
 a 

r.  ,   .   <   4   insertions With  Order)  )   .   .   0 

1   at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad     times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE”  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 

Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to cover  cost  of  postage. 

•   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding  publication  date. BOXOFFICE  :;  November  5,  1938 



BUSINESS  RECORD Week  ending. 

TICKET  SALES 
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c lue. 
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RECEIPTS 
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TOTAL 

Uvi. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

TOTAL 

Sat. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

TOTAL 

WEEKS  TOTAL 

GENERAL  WEEKLY  EXPENSE PAYROLL 

RENT 
4 POSITION NAME SALARY 

HEAT MANAGER 
¥ 

POWER  &   LIGHT ASSISTANT 
MANAGER 

FILM  RENTAL OPERATOR 

ADVERTISING 
ASSISTANT 
OPERATOR 

ADV.  ACCESSORIES CASHIER 

LICENSE DOORMAN 

TAXES JANITOR 

TRAILERS USHERS 

INSURANCE 

FILM  DELIVERY 

SOUND  COST 

SOUND  REPAIRS 

EQUIPMENT  COST 

EQUIP.  REPAIRS 

SUPPLIES 

MISCELLANEOUS TOTAL  PAY  ROLL  EXPENSE 

DEPRECIATION TOTAL  RECEIPTS 

TOTAL  EXPENSE 

OVERHEAD  COST 
NET 

One-half  actual  size. 

THIS  GREAT  BOOK 
IS  WORTH  A   YOUNG 

FORTUNE-^  YOU 
FREE! MAY  HAVE  IT 

ABSOLUTELY 
IT'S  YOURS!  The  most  important  selling  aid  to  showmen 

since  the  inception  of  the  press  book — the  BOXOFFICE  PIC- 
TURE GUIDE  &   DATE  AND  RECORD  BOOK!  Newly  de- 

signed, newly  improved  in  quality  and  simplicity,  the  Pic- 

ture Guide's  "step"  filing  system  holds  the  entire  report  on 
all  Major  and  Independent  Productions  intact.  The  book  is 

a   beauty  to  behold  physically  and  a   joy  forever  to  those 

who  use  it — for  filing  of  BOXOFFICE  Reviews  and  for  the 

daily  record  of  pictures  booked  and  pictures  played.  It's 
the  handiest  thing  yet  devised  for  use  in  operation  of  a 

theatre!  It's  Yours!  With  a   subscription  to  BOXOFFICE. 
Get  it  now! 

Date       193 .... 
ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS, 

4*01  East  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Please  enter  niy  subscription  for  one  year  (52  issues)  for 

BOXOFFICE  (13  of  which  contain  The  MODERN  THE- 
ATRE section),  including  BOXOFFICE  PICTURE  GUIDE, 

and  Annual  BAROMETER.  Herewith  is  $2.00  (Except 
National  Edition,  $7.50). 

Theatre    

Signed      

Address        

City      State   
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"YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE",  the  first  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  production  to bow  into  NewYork  via  Radio  City  Music  Hall  screen,  is  a   product  worthy  of 
both  its  studio  and  the  theatre.” 

Kate  Cameron  —   N.Y.  DAILY  NEWS 

The  Radio  City  Music  Hall,  ordinarily  dedicated  to  the  presentation  of  the 
most  stupendously  elaborate,  this  week  presents  a   refreshingly  modest  and 
winning  story.  In  its  simple  humanity  the  film  packs  its  strongest  appeal. 
\OUNG  DR.  KILDARE’  captures  your  interest  and  holds  it.” 

Bland  Johaneson —   N.Y.  DAILY  MIRROR 

“Encouraged  by  the  success  of  its  ‘Judge  Hardy’  pictures,  M-G-M  is  launching another  film  series.  The  first  opened  yesterday  at  the  Radio  City  Music  Hall 

and,  judging  by  the  initial  entry,  the  series  should  become  a   popular  one. 
Like  the  films  in  the  Hardy  list,  YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE  is  warmly,  like- 

ably human.” 

Rose  Pelsivick —   N.Y.  JOURNAL  AND  AMERICAN 

“So  admirably  turned  out,  so  expertly  are  the  story,  direction  and  acting 
woven  together,  that  ‘YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE’  rises  far  and  becomes  the 
first  M-G-M  picture  ever  to  have  been  booked  into  the  Radio  City  Music 

Hall.” 

“The  Music  Hall  film,  first  M-G-M  production  to  run  at  the  great  theatre, 
tells  of  people  whom  you  would  like  to  know  and  whom  maybe  you  do  know, 
of  the  real  life  of  America.  There  is  word  from  Hollywood  that  this  may  be 
the  first  of  a   series  like  the  Hardy  family.  That  is  good  word.  The  movies 

could  stand  a   good  many  more  people  like  Dr.  Kildare  and  his  friends.” 

Eileen  Creelman  —   N.Y.  SUN 

Leo  Mishkin  —   N.Y.  MORNING  TELEGRAPH 

"Credit  it,  too,  with  cementing  the  comeback  of  Lew  Ayres.  ’YOUNG  DR. 
KILDARE  has  refreshing  simplicity  of  story,  honesty  of  characterization  and 

naturalness  of  presentation.” 

YOUNG  DR.  KILDARE’  at  the  Music  Hall  is  as  entertaining  and  pleasant 
a   film  as  you  will  see  in  a   month  of  looking.  In  fact,  if  the  same  people  make 

the  next  one,  this  department  will  positively  look  forward  to  it.” 

Archer  Winsten  —   N.Y.  EVE.  POST 

Frank  S.  Nugent  —   N.Y.  TIMES 

Leo,  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  lion,  growled  for  the  first  time  from  the 
screen  of  the  Radio  City  Music  Hall  yesterday  and  a   healthy  growl  it  was. 
Leo  may  well  count  his  debut  a   success.” 

Herbert  Cohn  —   BROOKLYN  EAGLE 
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COOPERATION ;   NOT  CAPITULATION 
THE  STANDARD  crack  turned  loose  on  the  inside  at 

those  on  the  outside  when  it  is  observed,  "Everyone 

has  two  businesses;  his  own  and  the  movies,"  ought  to 
be  bandied  about  with  more  discretion.  For,  with  ever 

the  slightest  of  twists,  it  applies  within  as  well. 

The  exhibitor,  looking  at  his  screen  and  then  at  his 

gross,  often  feels  he  should  be  the  producer.  The  dis- 
tributor, who  surveys  the  lemons  shipped  from  his  west 

coast  orchard,  frequently  is  inclined  to  touch  himself  up 

with  the  same  brush.  The  target  of  both  alone  remains 

that  one  timeless  equation:  the  Hollywood  producer  who 

continues  on  his  calm,  uninterrupted  course  protected 

by  the  mountains  on  two  sides,  the  never  used  valley  of 

escape  to  the  north  and  the  Pacific  on  the  west. 

It  can  be  a   sort  of  perfect  vacuum  as  those  who  thrive 

inside  of  it  well  enough  know. 

Of  course,  Hollywood  makes  a   perfect  mark  and  it  is 

very  simple  to  let  the  guns  pop.  The  studios,  by  this 

time,  find  regular  and  great  comfort  in  the  unshakable 

conviction  that  those  to  the  north,  the  south  and  the 

east  of  their  pearly  gates  can  never  understand  the 

gigantic  job  of  making  pictures.  Being  the  focal  point 

or  points  of  the  industry,  they  now  no  longer  especially 

care  about  taking  on  new  ideas  along  lines  already 
well  worn. 

The  industry,  less  Hollywood,  on  the  other  hand  re- 

luctantly accepts  a   studio-imposed  fate,  frequently  for- 
gets to  praise  merit  but  never  to  bemoan  the  lack  of  it, 

wonders  over  the  how  come  and  the  why  and  ultimately 
returns  to  its  comfortable  haunches. 

Not  always,  fortunately.  In  this  mercurial  enterprise 

where  the  idea,  if  not  the  stock,  market  remains  perpet- 
ually bullish,  innovations  do  break  through  occasionally. 

You  have  experienced  one  in  a   theatre  man  named 

Nate  Blumberg  who  quit  two  decades  and  more  of 

exhibition  to  take  over  the  presidency  of  Universal  and 

shortly  thereafter  put  another  theatre  operator  named 

Cliff  Work  in  charge  of  the  studio.  On  the  skeptics,  the 

dubious  and  the  doubters,  it  should  be  impressed  the 

plan  is  working.  Now  the  wheel  turns  again,  up  to 

pop  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  his  allegiance  exhibition,  as  home 

office  representative  for  Paramount  at  the  factory. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  Hollywood  will  not  turn  too  aghast; 

that  it  will  not  view  this  heretical  and  unprecedented 

circumstance  as  any  invasion  of  its  divine  right;  that  it 

will  turn  out  to  be  understanding  enough  to  understand 

that  it's  pretty  good  going,  after  all,  to  have  the  manu- 
facturer on  speaking  terms  with  his  customer;  that 

cooperation,  not  capitulation,  is  the  intent. 

Such  cooperation,  moreover,  is  not  only  desirable, 

but  essential.  It  is  desirable  under  the  obvious  man- 

date automatically  imposed  by  sound  business  adminis- 
tration. It  is  essential  in  that  it  points  a   way  toward 

the  achievement  of  a   more  evenly  sustained  perform- 
ance more  regularly  delivered. 

Let  there  be  no  misunderstanding  that  this  page 

today  strikes  for  a   Hollywood  dominated  by  a   theatre 

point  of  view.  In  the  first  instance,  we  would  pity  the 

poor  representative  of  exhibition  who  might  be  fool- 
hardy enough  to  believe  he  could  get  away  with  it. 

Secondly,  this  would  be  far  removed  from  the  argu- 

ment. That  argument  simply  sounds  off  for  a   mutuality 

which  can  be  forged  out  of  the  straight  studio  approach 
and  the  straight  theatre  approach. 

For  somewhere  in  an  honest  welding  there  must  re- 

pose a   common  point  of  meeting  which  can  do  this 

industry  enormous  good.  Without  it,  you  will  continue 

to  have  negatives  running  well  over  a   million,  and  into 

two  and  beyond,  made  to  satisfy  the  ego  and  not  the 

boxoffice.  Without  it  you  might  have  production  with- 

out progress,  without  ingenuity,  without  imagination, 

without  the  courage  to  foray  into  the  little  known  and 

you  might  very  easily  have  an  output  even  further 

carbon-impressed  with  the  short-sighted  precedent  es- 
tablished by  the  successful  formula. 

Both  would  be  dangerous  and,  thus,  both  are  not  to 
be  desired. 

But  within  the  framework  of  the  changing  situation 

represented  now  by  the  Freeman  move,  and  perhaps 

others  to  come,  it  becomes  possible,  as  it  should  be, 

to  dig  out  a   foundation  with  integrity,  intelligence  and 

sincerity  the  spades.  Therefore,  we  view  it  as  not  too 

rosy  a   forecast  to  indulge  that  an  entirely  new  vista 

might  display  itself  for  Paramount  now,  the  rest  of  the 

major  companies  tomorrow  and  all  of  their  customers 
thereafter. 



TRADE  PRACTICE  PROGRAM  NOW  HINGES  UPON 

EFFECTIVE  MACHINERY  TO  SETTLE  DISPUTES 
Setup  Must  Win  Favor 

Before  It  Begins 
Functions 

New  York — Marked  by  the  necessity  for 
clarifying  scattered  issues  but  with  the 

spade  work  already  completed,  success  of 

an  acceptable  industry-wide  trade  practice 
program  now  swings  around  the  ability  of 

the  negotiators  to  evolve  a   nation-wide 

machinery  which  can  effectively  adjudi- 
cate whatever  disputes  may  arise. 

This  is  quite  a   task. 

Its  inherent  and  troublesome  character- 

istics involve  the  necessity  for  developing 

a   formula  which  not  only  will  work,  but 
which  at  the  outset  must  establish  to  the 

interested  groups  that  it  can  work.  In 

other  words,  the  inclination,  especially  on 

the  part  of  Allied,  is  a   sort  of  “show  us” 
attitude  before  its  board  of  directors  will 

formally  ratify  the  written  document  now 

apparently  destined  to  emerge  as  repre- 
sentative of  the  consolidated  enterprise 

of  the  three  major  theatre  groups  which 

figured  in  the  parleys.  These,  of  course, 

are  Allied,  MPTOA  and  the  seven  inde- 

New  York — While  the  chief  remaining 
obstacle  to  the  formalizing  of  a   trade 

practice  program  is  the  development  of 

the  machinery  to  enforce  that  which  is 

determined  upon,  the  steps  between  that 

concluding  step  and  the  completion  of  the 

document  itself  are  many.  This  is  what 

must  happen: 

Allied’s  program,  orally  agreed  upon  in 

principle  with  the  distributors’  negoti- 
ators in  Chicago  late  last  week,  must  be 

reduced  to  writing.  It  is  understood  the 

Windy  City  meetings,  which  were  recog- 
nized in  advance  as  finally  determining 

whether  or  not  this  group  and  the  dis- 
tributors could  find  a   common  meeting 

ground,  ended  with  a   17-point  program. 
Many  of  these  were  subdivided  but,  if 

consolidated,  are  believed  to  be  a   close 

approach  to  MPTOA’s  10-point  agenda. 
The  Kuykendall  group,  essentially,  is 

set,  but  not  quite.  There  are  three  or 

four  points  on  which  the  MPTOA  wants 

further  concessions,  one  of  them  dealing 

with  cancellations  in  the  20  per  cent 
bracket. 

The  independent  organizations  rested 

their  case  on  a   15-point  plan,  but  all  of 
them  have  to  be  resolved  into  one  overall 

document,  representative  of  the  issues  de- 

manded and  granted  to  each  and  ap- 
proved by  each.  This  calls  for  a   final 

pendent  exhibitor  associations  not  identi- 
fied with  either  of  them. 

Officially,  all  participating  lips  remain 

discreetly  buttoned.  William  P.  Rodgers, 

representing  the  distributors,  continues  to 

report  progress.  This  is  echoed  by  Allied 

via  its  negotiating  chairman,  Colonel  H.  A. 

Cole.  Both  points  of  view  accurately  re- 
flect the  frame  of  mind  of  the  interests 

each  spokesman  represents. 

However  and  hurdling  the  considerable 

job  that  yet  remains  before  the  one  pro- 

gram can  be  merged  from  MPTOA  formu- 

la, the  15-point  program  arrived  at  by  the 
independent  associations  and  the  Allied 

agenda  now  being  reduced  to  wi'iting,  the 
major  stymy  at  the  minute  is  the  ma- 

chinery to  be  invented  so  that  the  finalized 

plan  might  function. 

Conciliation  has  been  widely  and  in- 
tensively discussed,  as  frequently  reported 

in  Boxoffice.  There  is  a   difference  in 

opinion  on  its  efficacy.  This  difference 

is  predicated  on  the  belief  among  theatre 

negotiators  that  it  will  not  go  far  enough. 

They  point  out  conciliation  allows  for  no 

decisions,  that  it  sets  up  a   system  where 

disputants  are  to  be  submitted  to  argu- 
ment and  persuasion  until  they  arrive 

at  their  own  settlement  of  whatever  the 

meeting  of  Allied's  board  and  probably 

MPTOA’s  executive  committee,  no  doubt 
in  New  York  at  a   date  to  be  determined. 

Lawyers  for  the  major  companies  will 

have  to  approve  the  sometimes  described 

Magna  Charta. 

Company  presidents  then  are  expected 

to  approve. 

When  this  is  rounded  and  out  of  the 

way,  the  program  goes  to  the  department 

of  justice,  not  necessarily  for  its  approval, 

but  certainly  in  an  endeavor  to  learn  that 

it  has  no  objections.  Sanction  is  difficult 

to  obtain,  as.  the  majors  appreciate.  Aside 

from  that  and  provided  approval  were 

granted,  the  department  cannot  be  bound 

from  proceeding  further  under  the  law  if 
it  so  elects. 

Therefore  and  in  the  event  the  program 

is  eventually  worked  out,  as  it  is  now  gen- 
erally accepted  it  will  be,  a   number  of 

weeks  must  elapse  before  the  task  is  com- 
pleted. Dates  are  difficult  to  compute,  as 

a   consequence,  but  the  impression  per- 

sists— and  this  was  reported  in  Boxoffice 
last  week — the  earliest  will  be  the  end  of 

the  calendar  year.  This,  it  is  quite  likely, 

will  set  back  the  effective  date  to  the  be- 

ginning of  the  1939-40  season,  although 
some  aspects  of  the  anticipated  agreement 

may  become  operative  with  whatever  deals 

fcr  1938-39  product  remain  to  be  closed. 

Arbitration  as  Bolster  for 
Conciliation  Is 

Desired 

given  problem  may  be.  They  feel  results 

might  not  be  obtained  unless  those  results 

can  be  voted  and,  thus,  consideration  ex- 

tends itself  to  a   combination  of  concili- 

ation and  arbitration  as  a   passible  method. 

But  it  cannot  be  compulsory  arbitra- 

tion, which  has  been  ruled  illegal  by  the 

United  States  supreme  court.  On  the  other 

hand,  it  is  pointed  out  the  revenue  brand 

of  arbitration,  if  voluntarily  and  mutually 

determined  upon,  is  available.  This  is  the 

circumstance  which  now  gives  rise  to  the 

double-headed  plan:  Conciliation,  firstly. 
If  it  fails,  the  voluntary  agreement  method 

of  arbitration  with  the  inevitable  outsider, 

preferably  not  an  attorney,  casting  the 
determining  ballot. 

In  this  fashion,  proponents  of  such  a 

plan,  and  they  are  largely  Allied  men, 
foresee  a   formula  which  not  only  will 

work,  but  which  will  have  the  necessary 

“teeth”  to  bite  into  the  many  problems 
which,  by  general  consent  now,  are  to  be 
handled  in  the  field. 

They  envision  thereby  a   means  to  make 
effective  adjudication  of  clearance  and 

overbuying  and,  contrawise,  ask  what  good 

it  will  do  to  throw  these  issues  to  the 

country  at  large  if  no  method  of  ade- 

quately solving  them  is  created. 

Optimism  Obtains,  But 

Much  Road  Yet  to  Travel 

Chicago  —   The  Chicago  session  of  the 

trade  practice  conferences  has  come  and 

gone,  and  while  optimism  was  the  pre- 

vailing note,  digging  deeper  into  Allied’s 
statement  released  after  the  Wind  City 

sessions  one  finds  that  there  is  consider- 

able distance  to  go  before  final  settlement. 

One  section  of  that  statement,  released 

to  the  trade  press  by  the  chairman  of  the 

Allied  committee,  H.  A.  Cole  of  Dallas, 

reads  “   .   .   .   meetings  were  suspended  to 
enable  a   drafting  committee  to  reduce  to 

writing  all  the  matters  discussed,  including 

the  details  of  the  industry  machinery 

which  has  been  proposed  for  interpreting 

and  applying  the  fair  trade  practices  un- 

der consideration.”  This  is  the  joker  in 
the  Allied  statement. 

Of  main  interest  to  Allied  is  the  findings 

of  some  method  where  particular  and  im- 
portant problems  arising  from  time  to 

time  can  be  settled  by  some  central  agency. 

Included  in  this  is  Allied’s  contention  that 
the  distributors  must  promise  that  their 

theatre  departments  also  will  agree  to 
arbitration  when  difficulties  arise  between 

the  affiliated  circuits  and  the  independent 
exhibitors.  One  Allied  leader  said  no  such 

assurance  had  been  given. 

What  Must  Happen  Now 
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MPTOA  WANTS  CANCELLATIONS  TO  APPLY  AS 

NEW  DEALS  CLOSE,  NOT  DELAYED  TO  '39-40 
How  the  Sliding  Scale  Works 

New  York — Sliding  cancellations,  an  essential  oi  the  about-to-be  trade  practice  pro- 
gram, have  been  worked  out  on  this  basis: 

Twenty  per  cent  where  rentals  average  $100  or  less. 

Fifteen  per  cent  on  prices  averaging  $101  to  $200. 

Ten  per  cent  on  all  rentals  above  $200. 

The  formula  is  to  apply  to  the  contract.  Example:  If  Exhibitor  A   makes  a   deal  with 

Company  X   and  averages  prices  up  to  and  including  $100,  he  gets  the  full  20  per  cent 

privilege.  If  Exhibitor  A,  however,  makes  a   deal  with  Company  Y   and  averages  prices 

from  $101  to  $200,  he  drav/s  on  the  15  per  cent  bracket.  In  other  words,  the  highest  bracket 

of  cancellation  would  apply  to  the  deal  with  Company  Y,  but  the  15  per  cent  bracket 
to  Company  X. 

The  MPTOA,  however,  is  not  satisfied  with  the  formula  as  it  now  stands.  It  seeks  to 

extend  the  20  per  cent  classification  to  embrace  average  prices  up  to  $200. 

Way  to  End  Radio  " Headache ” 
Large -Sized  Stumbling  Block 

Allied  Said  to  Be  Content 

With  Later  Start;  All 

Factions  Optimistic 

New  York — Sliding  cancellations,  out- 
lined in  detail  in  an  adjoining  column,  are 

virtually  assured  for  the  exhibitor  at  large, 

but  the  MPTOA  is  currently  insisting  the 

right  be  applied  as  new  product  deals  are 

closed  without  any  deferment  to  the 

launching  of  the  1939-40  season.  No  retro- 

active action  is  being  sought,  however. 

Boxoffice  learns  the  negotiating  exhibi- 

tor groups  are  in  accord  on  the  system. 

This  goes  for  Allied,  MPTOA  and  the  seven 

independent  associations.  Distributors  re- 

gard the  concession  as  a   telling  rebuttal 

to  the  block  booking  method  of  sales,  see 

in  it  the  maintenance  of  the  marketing 

plan  under  which  they  have  so  long  oper- 
ated and  are  hopeful  outside  criticism 

against  the  evils,  actual  or  imaginary, 

that  are  charged  against  the  method  will 

largely  eliminate  themselves. 

The  MPTOA  attitude  maintains  that, 

once  the  cancellation  clause  is  finally  ap- 

proved, it  ought  to  apply  on  whatever 

contracts  for  1938-39  product  are  closed 

without  delay.  Contrary-wise,  the  effective 

date  of  the  complete  trade  practice  pro- 

gram is  generally  regarded  as  tying  in  with 

1939-40  season  contracts  on  the  basis  of 

a   “clean  slate”  start  and  in  order  to  avoid 
dislocation  which  will  follow  widespread 
adjustments.  It  is  understood,  on  the 
other  hand,  Allied  is  content  to  await  the 

“New  Deal”  until  the  forthcoming  selling period  comes  around. 

“Written”  Hurdle  Near 

Out  of  Chicago  and  last  week’s  con- 
ferences of  the  Allied  and  distributor 

negotiators  comes  the  word  that  all  is  in 
accord.  Allied  will  not  accept  any  ar- 

rangement until  a   complete  program  is  set. 
down  in  writing  and  approved  by  its  board,, 
with  insistence  upon  an  agreement  in  per- 

manent form.  At  the  same  time,  the  es- 

sence of  the  organization’s  reaction  seems; 
to  run  something  like  this: 

“If  the  language  of  the  negotiations agreed  to  in  principle  can  be  worked  out 
to  the  satisfaction  of  both  sides,  the  great- 

est document  ever  written  in  the  history 
of  the  industry  will  be  a   reality  in  a 
month.” 

In  view  of  the  intervening  steps,  the 
impression  in  New  York  is  that  a   30-day 
period  will  not  prove  enough  to  complete 
the  job.  The  inclination,  as  well  as,,  the 
intent,  is  to  hurry  through  to  consumma- 

tion, but  the  odds  against  completion  in 
the  period  of  time  advanced  are  rather 
heavy. 

The  midwest  meetings  were  marked  by 
optimistic  statements  emanating  from  both 
quarters.  William  P.  Rodgers,  for  the  dis- 

tributors, said: 

“An  oral  agreement  has  been  reached 

in  principle  with  Allied  Theatres,  subject 

to  the  reducing  of  such  agreements  to  the 

proper  written  form.  Details  must  of  ne- 
cessity be  withheld  at  this  time  pending 

the  final  shaping  up  of  written  document, 

but  in  the  meantime  it  must  be  publicly 

expressed  that  all  meetings  have  been  con- 
ducted pleasantly  with  a   full  appreciation 

on  each  side  of  the  other’s  problems.  It 
is  expected  that  such  further  discussions 

necessary  for  final  completion  of  details 

will  be  completed  in  the  early  future.  The 

committee  meets  again  early  next  week 

with  representatives  of  MPTOA  and  the 

independent  units  throughout  the  country 

for  final  disposition  of  matters  previously 

discussed  and,  considering  those  princi- 
ples. on  which  agreements  have  so  far  been 

reached,  it  is  anticipated  that  final  ne- 

gotiations with  all  interests  will  be  defi- 

nitely completed  at  an  early  date.” 
For  Allied,  Colonel  H.  A.  Cole,  chairman 

of  the  negotiating  committee,  declared: 

“All  subjects  brought  forward  by  both 
sides  have  been  fully  discussed.  The  Allied 

committee  has  received  from  the  distribu- 

tors’ committee  the  maximum  concessions 
which  the  distributors  feel  that  they  can 

yield.  Publication  of  the  details  must 

await  the  final  action  by  the  several  in- 

terested groups  based  on  a   written  state- 
ment setting  forth  all  the  details. 

“There  being  no  occasion  for  further 
oral  discussion  at  this  time,  meetings  were 

suspended  to  enable  a   drafting  committee 

to  reduce  to  writing  all  the  matters  dis- 

cussed, including  the  details  of  the  indus- 

try machinery  which  has  been  proposed 

for  interpreting  and  applying  the  fair  trade 
practices  under  consideration. 

“When  and  if  a   satisfactory  document 
has  been  evolved,  it  will,  following  a   reso- 

lution of  the  Allied  board  of  directors, 

be  reported  back  to  the  board  for  final 

action.” 

New  York  —   The  demand  that  radio 

competition  be  eliminated  looks  like  the 

only  point  of  the  15-point  program 
adopted  by  seven  independent  exhibitor 

organizations  which  distributors’  trade 
practice  committee  will  be  unable  to  con- 

sider. The  draft  of  the  independents’ 
committee,  representing  1,600  houses,  also 

does  not  touch  upon  theatre  divorcement 

or  local  agencies  to  handle  trade  disputes. 

Eight  points,  either  in  their  entirety  or 

in  substance,  appear  to  have  been  con- 

ceded. Six  points  are  open  for  further  de- 
bate. These  will  be  the  subject  of  future 

meetings,  slated  for  next  week,  between 

committees  representing  the  independents 
and  distributors.  Formal  commitment  on 

the  eight  points  agreed  to  in  principle  is 

still  lacking,  but  when  the  entire  program 

has  been  covered  each  point  will  be  re- 

duced to  writing  and  compared  to  the  de- 
mands of  Allied  and  MPTOA  for  the  final 

“offering”  by  the  majors. 

Those  points  on  which  there  has  been 

agreement,  either  entirely  or  in  part,  fol- 
low: 

Score  Charges — These  will  be  elimi- 
nated, retroactively  to  last  season,  and  not 

included  in  film  rentals. 

Forcing  of  Westerns,  Reissues,  Serials, 
Shorts  as  a   Condition  to  Procure  Features 

— The  first  three  categories  will  be  elimi- 
nated. Shorts  will  be  sold  in  proportion 

to  exhibitors’  needs  on  a   basis  of  features 
contracted.  Distributors  agree  not  to 

force  the  acceptance  of  foreign  pictures, 

other  than  those  produced  by  respective 

companies,  as  a   condition  to  obtain  fea- 

tures. In  other  words,  independent  for- 

eign pictures  bought  by  majors  for  gen- 
eral release  in  this  country  will  not  be  in- 

cluded in  deals  unless  desired.  The  forcing 

of  newsreels  is  open  for  further  discussion. 

Clearance—' This  would,  of  necessity,  be 

(Continued  on  page  11) 
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IT  APPEARS  a   demonstration  of wish  fulfillment  on  the  part  of 

Ed  Kuykendall  when  he  informed 
the  recent  MPTOA  convention  at 

Oklahoma  City: 

"I  am  sure  that  when  we  are  fin- 
ished with  these  discussions  [on 

trade  practices],  particularly  as  to 

cancellations,  there  will  be  senti- 
ment on  the  part  of  distributors  to 

make  fewer  pictures  and  that  the 

cancellation  privilege  will  be  pro- 

ductive of  encouragement  to  the  in- 

dependent or  smaller  producer  be- 
cause it  will  give  him  more  playing 

dates.  The  matter  of  fewer  pictures 

will  be  glad  news  to  some  exhibi- 
tors, and  not  so  good  to  others.  It 

should  be  an  inspiration  for  better 

pictures  from  the  studios  and  longer 
runs  for  the  exhibitors  rather  than 

a   lot  of  numbers  that  mean  noth- 

ing at  the  boxoffice." 
Any  move,  by  whatever  method, 

to  bring  about  better  product  must 

be  supported.  But  the  sliding  can- 
cellation plan,  fixed  at  twenty  per 

cent  for  pictures  averaging  a   price 

that  makes  the  bracket  applicable 

to  all  small  theatre  men,  at  fif- 
teen per  cent  for  the  next  higher 

average  and,  finally,  at  ten  per  cent 

for  the  group  composed  chiefly  of 
first  runs  which  make  selective  deals 

anyway — will  the  sliding  cancella- 
tion plan  do  it? 

Perhaps,  but  how  and  through 
what  method  is  not  clear.  It  becomes 

quickly  obvious  that  the  national 

total  of  playdates  remains  essen- 

tially fixed,  although  what  distribu- 

tor gets  the  bulk,  under  the  pro- 
posal, becomes  a   direct  matter  of 

commercial  quality  and  exhibitor 

opinion.  As  a   matter  of  fact,  the 

cancellation  right  may  not  prove  to 

be  as  serious  a   problem  in  any  re- 
adjustment of  the  structure  of  the 

individual  distributor  as  he  may  be- 
lieve now  it  will  be. 

There  is  one  company,  and  it  is 

very  major,  which  functions  with 

(Continued  on  page  32) 

Unfair 
For  whatever  reasons,  the  sen- 

sationally successful  “Dracula- 
Frankenstein"  combination  did  not 

play  Fox  Midwest  theatres  in  Mil- 
waukee and  other  Wisconsin  cities, 

such  as  Madison  and  Janesville. 

Booking,  instead,  "The  Walking 
Dead,"  with  Boris  Karloff,  and 

“White  Zombie,"  with  Bela  Lugosi, 
the  newspaper  campaign  whipped 

up  for  the  joint  booking  is  illus- 
trated on  this  page.  Its  unfairness 

requires  no  comment  beyond  the 

exposure. 
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ALLIED  BALK  ON  TRADE  REFORMS  SEEN  AS 

'OLD  GUARD'  DESIRE  TO  STAY  ON  WARPATH 
Reports  Persisting  Myers 

May  Seek  Withdrawal 

From  Parleys 

By  RED  KANN 

New  York — Behind  Abram  F.  Myers’ 
statement  Allied  had  agreed  to  no  agree- 

ment in  Chicago  last  week  is  a   chain  of 

circumstantial  evidence,  and  beyond,  to 

indicate  that  association’s  “old  guard” 
is  stalling  on  the  trade  practice  program 

in  preference  to  the  continuance  of  its 

“on  the  warpath”  program  of  legislation 
and  litigation. 

The  situation  may  even  go  beyond  a 

mere  stall.  Very  closely  held  reports  per- 
sist that  Myers,  as  general  counsel  and 

author  of  Allied’s  bulletins,  is  preparing  a 
statement  in  which  he  will  announce  the 

complete  withdrawal  of  the  association 

from  trade  practice  discussions.  A   tele- 
graphic opportunity  for  him  to  comment 

has  not  been  answered. 

Myers’  statement,  published  in  full  in 
this  edition  of  Boxoffice,  rests  his  claim 

no  agreement  was  reached  upon  two 

points.  One  is  abolishment  of  compul- 
sory block  booking  and  blind  selling.  The 

other  is  separation  of  production  and  dis- 
tribution from  exhibition.  In  the  memo- 

randum of  the  negotiating  committee,  as 

finally  prepared  and  carried  away  from 

the  midwest  powows  by  members  of  Al- 

lied’s own  committee  and  the  distributors, 

Allied  Alter  Funds 

At  $5  Per  House 
New  York — National  Allied  is  after 

a   bolstered  treasury  and  is  seeking  to 

bring  about  this  end  through  an  im- 

post of  $5  a   theatre.  The  anticipation 

is  the  drive,  now  under  way,  may  net 

$20,000,  indicating  a   total  membership 

of  4.000  houses.  There  won't  be  any 
complaints  if  the  final  tally  signifies 

half  of  that  amount. 

Herman  A.  Blum  of  Baltimore,  as 

treasurer,  is  the  clearing  house  for  the 

campaign  which  is  designed  to  replace 

the  formerly  used  method  of  taxing 

each  association  member  on  the  basis 

of  the  number  of  seats  he  controls. 

represented  by  William  F.  Rodgers,  Grad- 

well  L.  Sears  and  Abe  Montague,  it  is  re- 
liably understood  both  of  these  points, 

basic  to  Allied  according  to  Myers,  were 

discussed,  if  not  determined. 

In  his  statement  issued  following  the 

conferences,  Rodgers  pointed  out  an  agree- 
ment orally  and  in  principle  had  been 

reached.  As  a   matter  of  fact,  the  memo- 
randum of  the  negotiating  committee  has 

been  worked  over  during  the  week  in  New 

York  in  an  effort  to  reduce  its  points  to 

writing  and  to  integrate  them  with  the 

demands,  points,  requests  and  petitions 

made  by  the  two  other  principal  groups 

in  the  three-ply  negotiations.  These,  of 

course,  are  MPTOA  and  the  seven  inde- 

Lieutenants  Seem  Shocked 

As  Well  As  Majors 

At  New  Turn 

pendent  exhibitor  associations  which  are 

not  affiliated  with  either  of  the  two  na- 
tional theatre  associations. 

Rodgers  is  completely  silent.  Not  so, 

however,  is  Sidney  R.  Kent,  chairman  of 

the  distributors’  committee.  He  tells 

Boxoffice,  in  comment  on  the  Myers  bul- 

letin: “Sorry  to  see  that.  That  isn’t  so 
(in  reference  to  the  statement  no  agree- 

ment had  been  reached) .   We  are  going 

ahead  just  as  fast  as  we  can  with  or 

without  Allied.  With  so  many  parties  in- 

volved, we  have  to  go  slowly.” 
Myers’  officially  expressed  attitude,  fur- 

thermore, is  not  in  consonance  with  the 

impression  created  in  the  minds  of  some 

of  his  associates,  Boxoffice  learns.  It 

learns  this  despite  the  complete  and  stony 

“no  answer”  attitude  maintained  by  mem- 
bers of  the  negotiating  committee  to 

whom  wires  were  sent  in  an  effort  to  as- 

certain if,  as  Myers  puts  it,  “the  Allied 
committee  is  at  a   loss  to  understand  this 

(again  on  any  agreement)  since  their 
statement  did  not  warrant  the  assumption 

and  they  made  it  clear  to  the  distributors’ 
committee  that  the  publicity  should  not 

reflect  even  by  implication  that  there  was 

an  agreement.” Thus,  the  situation  by  those  familiar 

(Continued  on  page  6-B> 

Said  Rodgers  and  Cole  Then  —   And  Now  Myers 

New  York — Text  of  statement  issued  by 

William  F.  Rodgers,  for  the  distributors’ 
negotiating  committee,  at  the  termination 

of  the  conference  with  Allied  in  Chicago: 

“An  oral  agreement  has  been  reached 
in  principle  with  Allied  Theatres,  subject 

to  the  reducing  of  such  agreements  to  the 

proper  written  form.  Details  must  of  ne- 
cessity be  withheld  at  this  time  pending 

the  final  shaping  up  of  written  document, 

but  in  the  meantime  it  must  be  publicly 

expressed  that  all  meetings  have  been  con- 
ducted pleasantly  with  a   full  appreciation 

on  each  side  of  the  other’s  problems.  It 
is  expected  that  such  further  discussions 

necessary  for  final  completion  of  details 

will  be  completed  in  the  early  future.  The 

committee  meets  again  early  next  week 

with  representatives  of  MPTOA  and  the 

independent  units  throughout  the  country 

for  final  disposition  of  matters  previously- 
discussed  and,  considering  those  princi- 

ples on  which  agreements  have  so  far  been 

reached,  it  is  anticipated  that  final  ne- 

gotiations with  all  interests  will  be  defi- 

nitely completed  at  an  early  date.” 

New  York — Text  of  statement  issued  by 

Colonel  H.  A.  Cole,  chairman  of  Allied's 

negotiating  committee,  after  his  group’s 
meeting  with  the  distributors  in  Chicago: 

“All  subjects  brought  forward  by  both 
sides  have  been  fully  discussed.  The  Allied 

committee  has  received  from  the  distribu- 

tors’ committee  the  maximum  concessions 
which  the  distributors  feel  that  they  can 

yield.  Publication  of  the  details  must 

await  the  final  action  by  the  several  in- 

terested groups  based  on  a   written  state- 
ment setting  forth  all  the  details. 

“There  being  no  occasion  for  further 
oral  discussion  at  this  time,  meetings  were 

suspended  to  enable  a   drafting  committee 

to  reduce  to  writing  all  the  matters  dis- 

cussed, including  the  details  of  the  indus- 
try machinery  which  has  been  proposed 

for  interpreting  and  applying  the  fair 

trade  practices  under  consideration. 

“When  and  if  a   satisfactory  document 
has  been  evolved,  it  will,  following  a   reso- 

lution of  the  Allied  board  of  directors, 

be  reported  back  to  the  board  for  final 

action.” 

Washington  —   Co?nplete  text  of 

statement  from  Abram  F.  Myers,  gen- 
eral counsel  of  Allied,  denying  any 

agreement  was  reached  between  the 

associatio7i’s  negotiating  committee 
and  distributors  in  Chicago  last  week: 

“In  Chicago  on  the  fourth  instant, 

Chairman  Cole,  of  Allied’s  negotiating 
committee,  issued  a   statement  setting 

forth  the  status  of  the  negotiations  with 

the  distributors’  committee.  That  state- 

ment pointed  out  that  the  Allied  Commi- 
mittee  had  received  from  the  Distributors 

the  maximum  concessions  the  latter  felt 

they  could  yield  and  that  these  were  be- 
ing reduced  to  writing  after  which  they 

would  be  reported  to  Allied’s  board  of  di- 
rectors for  final  action. 

“Unfortunately,  Cole’s  statement  was 
not  published  in  full  but  appeared  under 

headlines  announcing  that  an  agreement 
between  Allied  and  the  Distributors  had 

been  reached.  The  Allied  committee  is  at 

a   loss  to  understand  this  since  their  state- 
ment did  not  warrant  the  assumption  and 

(Continued  on  page  28) 
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POSSIBILITY  OF  CONSENT  DECREE  IN  GOV'T 
SOIT  SEEN  SLIPPING  FURTHER  INTO  DISCARD 

Allied  Trade  Reform  Balk  Seen 

As  Old  Guard  Warpath  Yen 

(Continued  from  page  6- A) 

with  the  very  peculiar  course  it  has  been 
pursuing,  by  one  approach  reduces  itself 
to  the  validity  of  the  men  who  have  been 
making  the  statements.  It  is  factual  to 
report  that  Rodgers  has  been  extremely 
cautious  and  non-communicative  in  all  of 
his  press  releases.  The  corollary  of  this 
is  that,  when  he,  therefore,  declared  as  he 
did  that  an  agreement  with  Allied  had 
been  reached  orally  and  in  principle,  his 
reliability  is  to  be  thoroughly  depended 
upon.  That  the  distributors  are  under  the 
impression  which  Myers  seeks  to  kick  out, 
an  understanding  has  been  arrived  at  is 
demonstrated  by  their  discussions  during 
the  week  of  the  terms  of  such  a   memo- 

randum written  in  Chicago. 

This  is  the  background  of  the  surprise 

engendered  by  Myers’  bulletin.  However, 
the  astonishment  is  not  so  overwhelming 
as  the  externals  may  indicate.  There  is, 
for  instance,  the  inside  story  of  what 

took  place  at  Allied’s  own  meetings  in  the 
Windy  City.  Unreported  until  now  is  the 
wide  difference  of  opinion  which  crept 
into  those  deliberations.  The  directors  di- 

vided themselves  into  what  might  be  de- 
scribed loosely  as  two  groups.  Myers 

headed  one  and  by  his  side  were  some  of 

the  Allied’s  “Old  Guard,”  including  Cole 
of  Texas,  Samuelson  of  New  Jersey  and 
Blum  of  Maryland.  They  are  understood 
to  have  argued  for  hammering  the  majors 
down  the  line  and  to  their  knees.  Arrayed 
against  them  and  on  the  theory  current 
distributor  willingness  to  effect  reforms 
represented  an  encouraging  beginning,  if 
not  the  end,  are  understood  to  have  been 
Yamins  of  Massachusetts,  Branch  of 
Michigan,  Steffes  of  Minnesota  and  Cohen 
of  New  York. 

Rouch  for  a   Time 

The  going  was  rough  for  a   time  with  not 

all  the  victories  swinging  in  Myers’  di- 
rection. But  out  of  it,  at  least,  did  come 

the  memorandum,  designed  for  reduction 

to  writing  and  ultimate  approval  by  Al- 

lied’s board  of  directors. 
It  is  extremely  significant  Allied  men 

broke  up  under  the  impression,  and  per- 
haps, as  it  now  appears,  laboring  under  it, 

that  the  trade  practice  program  was  well 
on  its  way  with  the  odds  much  in  favor  of 
ultimate  adoption. 

In  view  of  this,  Myers’  statement  tech- 
nically denying  any  agreement  had  been 

reached  has  raised  a   number  of  eyebrows, 
quickened  a   number  of  pulses  and  shot  up 
an  assortment  of  blood  pressures,  not 
necessarily  in  the  ranks  of  the  distributors. 
The  mood  appears  to  be  an  angry  one, 
leading  to  any  assortment  of  deductions. 

Only  Seven  Similar 
To  Chicago  Action 

New  York — The  criminal  contempt  pro- 
ceedings filed  against  B&K  and  the 

majors,  with  the  exception  of  Columbia, 
in  Chicago,  is  the  first  time  such  a   move 
has  been  instituted  against  any  individuals 
or  companies  in  the  industry.  It  is  also 
believed  to  represent  only  the  seventh  such 

action  brought  by  the  department  of  jus- 
tice in  all  fields  in  the  last  40  years.  On 

November  28,  defendants’  attorneys  will 
seek  to  show  that  the  consent  decree  al- 

legedly violated  has  not  been.  This  is  the 
routine  in  procedure  of  this  nature: 

The  hearing  will  be  assigned  a   federal 

judge  or  a   special  master,  usually  a   for- 
mer judge,  for  hearing.  The  judge,  or 

the  special  master,  will  determine  if  the 

government’s  motion  should  be  granted. 
He  may  also  take  the  case  under  advise- 

ment, ask  both  sides  to  file  briefs  and 
then  conduct  a   trial,  but  without  jury.  It 
is  possible,  likewise,  for  the  defendants  to 

purge  themselves  of  the  contempt  allega- tion. 

Under  the  law,  punishment  may  be 
meted  out  in  terms  of  prison  sentences  or 
fines,  or  both,  without  limit.  However,  a 
separate  civil  action  is  required  before  any 
monetary  figure  can  be  fixed. 

Indicating  the  latitude  in  the  hands  of 
the  bench  is  the  recent  instance  of  the 

criminal  proceedings  against  Standard  Oil. 
That  company  paid  fines  totaling 

$23,000,000. 

Federal  Advertising  Rein 

Bid  in  Trust  Law  Revamp 
Washington,  D.  C. — Federal  control  of 

the  advertising  of  companies  dominant 
in  their  respective  industries  will  be  sought 

by  the  department  of  justice  when  Con- 
gress undertakes  revision  of  the  anti-trust 

laws,  it  was  disclosed  in  Washington  this 
week. 

The  department’s  plan  was  revealed  in 
a   statement  explaining  the  terms  of  the 
consent  decree  reached  in  the  suit  brought 

by  the  government  against  Ford  and 

Chrysler,  involving  their  methods  of  oper- 
ating and  advertising  finance  companies 

owned  by  them. 

Under  that  decree,  the  two  companies 
will  discontinue  the  advertising  of  their 

Position  May  Be  Untenable 

After  Chicago  Action 

Against  Majors 

New  York — Discussed,  but  never  re- 

garded as  a   likely  outcome,  a   consent  de- 

cree ending  the  government’s  anti-trust 
suit  is  now  viewed  as  even  further  remote. 

The  reason  stems  to  the  criminal  con- 

tempt proceedings  instituted  by  the  de- 
partment of  justice  in  Chicago  against 

B&K,  and  all  majors  with  the  exception 
of  Columbia. 

The  quick  reaction  which  may  prove  to 
be  a   permanent  reaction  swings  around 
the  impression  that  the  latest  move, 
which  came  as  a   shock  to  many  quarters 
here,  demonstrates  there  is  no  limit  to 
the  punishment  possible  under  the  consent 
decree  formula.  This  is  regarded  as  hav- 

ing evidenced  itself  in  the  criminal  turn 
which  the  Chicago  situation  has  taken 
and,  it  is  argued,  might  turn  out  to  be 

the  case  as  well,  if  the  government  anti- 
trust is  disposed  of  by  the  same  method  in 

that  subscribing  parties  apparently  con- 

tinue to  be  suspect  on  all  of  their  fu- 
ture business  deportment  in  something 

approaching  perpetuity. 
Defendants 

The  defendants  in  the  criminal  con- 
tempt proceedings  are  Barney  Balaban, 

who  was  served  as  he  passed  through 

Chicago  en  route  to  New  York  from  Hol- 
lywood on  Thursday;  B&K,  Paramount, 

Loew’s,  RKO,  20th  Century-Fox,  United 
Artists,  Universal,  Vitagraph  and  Warner. 
There  seems  to  be  some  question  whether 

the  step  develops  out  of  the  anti -trust  suit 
on  clearances  filed  against  the  major  dis- 

tributors by  89  Chicago  independent  ex- 
hibitors on  September  19.  The  indica- 

tion is  that  it  does  not,  but  that  it  relates 
to  a   consent  decree  entered  upon  by  B&K 

and  the  majors,  except  Columbia,  in  1932. 
The  government  contends  the  decree  has 
been  violated  during  the  last  three  years 
and  accuses  the  defendants  of  comprising 
to  maintain  a   monopoly  in  distribution 
and  exhibition  in  the  Chicago  exchange 

territory  and  in  also  conspiring  to  control 
first-run  exhibition.  The  30-page  petition 
filed  by  attorneys  for  the  department  of 
justice  maintains  the  defendants  control 

90  per  cent  of  the  first  runs  shown  in  the 
Chicago  area. 

The  show  cause  order  was  filed  by 

Michael  L.  Igoe,  United  States  district  at- 
torney for  Chicago  and  Robert  L.  Wright, 

special  assistant  to  Thurman  Arnold  in 
Washington  and  developed  after  many 

weeks  of  investigation,  as  reported  ex- 
clusively in  Boxoffice,  October  29. 

finance  companies  by  name,  unless  they 

also  give  the  names  of  all  other  finance 
companies  offering  the  same  service.  No 

(Continued  on  page  28) 
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GOV'T  STILL  AFTER  CIRCDIT  CORTAILMENT; 
WILL  SEEK  INJUNCTION  AS  AN  EAEY  MOVE 

A   Purported  Unwillingness 

To  Keep  Status  Quo 
Is  Reason 

MPTOA  Meet  Kent  This  Week; 

Kuykendall  Hopes  It  Is  Final 
New  York — The  department  of  justice 

will  move  for  a   preliminary  injunction  re- 
straining the  five  major  circuits  named  in 

its  equity  suit  from  participating  in  any 

form  of  theatre  activity,  its  No.  1   objec- 
tive, immediately  after  disposition  is  made 

of  major  attorneys’  motion  for  a   bill  of 
particulars,  Thurman  Arnold,  assistant  at- 

torney general,  tells  Boxoffice.  Arnold 

was  a   surprise  visitor  here  where  he  ad- 
dressed a   meeting  of  the  Academy  of  Poli- 

itcal  Science  at  the  Hotel  Astor. 

The  injunction  would  obtain  until  the 

final  decree  in  the  government  suit,  or  un- 
til such  time  as  the  court  orders.  That 

the  department  has  decided  to  take  this 

step  is  seen  as  a   result  of  the  unwilling- 
ness, purportedly  expressed  by  industry 

attorneys  to  department  representatives 

at  two  meetings  in  Washington,  to  main- 

tain a   “status  quo”  of  theatre  activity 
during  pendency  of  the  suit. 

Circuits  Want  Protection 

Mainstay  of  the  attorneys’  attitude  is 
said  to  be  the  circuits’  inability  to  protect 
their  theatre  interests  if  independent  oper- 

ators were  left  free  to  build  or  acquire 
theatres  in  competitive  areas. 

Meanwhile,  Federal  Judge  William  O. 
Bondy  has  taken  under  advisement  the 
motion  of  major  attorneys  for  a   bill  of 
particulars.  A   small  army  of  legal  talent, 

headed  by  Col.  William  J.  Donovan,  repre- 
senting the  majors,  crossed  swords  with 

the  department  of  justice,  represented  by 

Paul  Williams,  in  a   three-hour  session  in 

Judge  Bondy’s  chambers  on  Thursday. 
The  issues  upon  which  Judge  Bondy  will 

base  his  ruling  are  non-technical  in  char- 

acter. They  revolve  about  the  defendants’ 

contention  that  the  government’s  petition 
is  “vague  and  ambiguous,”  and  the  gov- 

ernment’s belief  that  its  case  would  suffer 

“serious  injury”  if  it  is  compelled  to 
“particularize”  specific  instances  of  al- 

leged conspiracy. 

Williams  left  with  Judge  Bondy  the 

government’s  brief  in  reply  to  defendants’ 
motion  for  the  bill  of  particulars.  Major 
attorneys  sought,  and  were  granted,  one 
week  to  file  answering  briefs. 

Present  at  Pleadings 

In  addition  to  Donovan,  attorneys  who 
either  participated  or  were  present  during 
the  pleadings  in  behalf  of  the  industry,  in- 

cluded: Thomas  D.  Thacher  of  Simpson, 
Thacher  &   Bartlett,  for  Paramount;  Ralph 
Harris  of  Dwight,  Harris,  Koegel  &   Caskey, 

for  20th  Century-Fox;  Otto  C.  Doering  jr., 
and  James  Hawley,  assistants  to  Donovan, 
whose  law  firm  is  Donovan,  Leisure,  New- 

ton &   Lumbard;  John  W.  Davis,  who  act- 

ed as  an  observer;  Bertram  F.  Shipman 
of  Mudge,  Stern,  Williams  &   Tucker,  for 
Chase  National  Bank;  Robert  W.  Perkins, 

head  of  Warners’  legal  department;  Jer- 
ome C.  Strumpf  of  Goldwater  &   Flynn, 

for  KAO;  Saul  Rogers,  for  Courtland 
Smith;  Louis  J.  Frohlich  of  Schwartz  & 

Frohlich,  for  Columbia;  and  Benjamin 

Pepper,  of  O’Brien,  Driscoll  and  Raftery, for  UA. 

For  the  government,  in  addition  to  Wil- 
liams, who  is  in  charge  of  the  suit,  were 

Moses  M.  Lewis,  Shelby  Fitje  and  William 
L.  McGovern.  Williams  alone  pleaded  the 

government’s  case. 
At  the  outset  it  was  made  clear  by  Froh- 

( Continued  on  page  28) 

He  Didn't.  Eh! 

New  York — There  are  those  who, 

wrongly  or  rightly,  say  that  a   good  rea- 
son for  the  willingness  of  distributors  to 

make  concessions  along  new  trade  practice 
lines  is  the  government  suit. 

Probably  one  of  the  most  momentous 

of  all  trade  practice  meetings  was  the 
one  held  in  the  College  Room  of  the  Hotel 

Astor  on  Tuesday,  hours  after  the  surpris- 

ing “no  agreement”  statement  of  Abram 
F.  Myers  reached  distributors.  At  the 

meeting  were  eight  executives,  all  but  one 
defendants  in  the  government  suit.  These 

were  William  F.  Rodgers,  Robert  W.  Per- 
kins, Ned  E.  Depinet,  Sidney  R.  Kent, 

Neil  F.  Agnew,  Abe  Montague  and  George 
J.  Schaefer. 

Now,  in  the  order  of  things,  it  might 
not  go  far  afield  to  say  that  with  these 
men  there  is  no  love  lost  for  one  Thur- 

man Arnold,  assistant  attorney  general, 
who  brought  the  government  suit.  Going 
from  love  back  to  the  Hotel  Astor,  a 
Boxoffice  reporter  ran  smack  into  Thur- 

man Arnold.  He  was  sitting  in  the  foyer 
that  adjoins  the  College  Room,  waiting 

his  turn  to  address  the  Academy  of  Po- 
litical Science,  about  to  convene  in  the 

North  Ball  Room. 

The  Boxoffice  reporter  though  he  might 
prove  socially  useful  by  introducing  Arnold 
to  the  men  he  had  named  defendants  in 
his  civil  suit.  In  fact,  he  even  went  so  far 

as  to  audibly  suggest  it.  Arnold  caught 
the  words  very  plainly,  but  begged  off. 

“I’d  like  to,  but  I   haven’t  the  time,” 
was  the  rejoinder  as  he  glanced  at  his 
watch.  The  dials  indicated  1:25  p.  m. 

The  “Today’s  Events”  board  at  the  Astor 
read:  Meeting,  Academy  of  Political  Sci- 

ence, North  Ball  Room,  2:30. — L.  W. 

New  York — MPTOA’s  executive  com- 
mittee will  meet  with  Sidney  R.  Kent, 

chairman  of  the  distributors’  committee 
in  New  York  early  this  week,  to  finalize 

the  former’s  program  in  the  long-extended 
trade  practice  negotiations.  Ed  Kuyken- 

dall, in  a   statement  which  follows  in  full, 
says  he  anticipates  this  conference  will  be 

the  last  required  to  complete  his  organiza- 

tion’s end  of  the  parleys.  His  statement: 
“The  executive  committee  of  my  organi- 

zation who  have  been  conducting  the  ne- 

gotiations with  the  distributors’  represen- 
tatives on  trade  practices  made  a   full  de- 

tailed report  on  the  joint  conferences  to 

date  to  the  entire  MPTOA  Board  of  Di- 
rectors in  Oklahoma  City.  This  report 

had  to  be  confidential  because  the  negotia- 
tions are  not  yet  completed.  The  board  of 

directors  unanimously  approved  the  work 

of  the  committee  and  instructed  the  com- 
mittee to  complete  the  negotiations  as 

early  as  possible,  and  to  insist  that  the 
proposals  accepted  by  the  distributors  be 
given  immediate  effect.  .   .   . 

“My  executive  committee  was  com- 
mended for  going  into  these  conferences 

thoroughly  prepared  and  organized  to 
negotiate  on  definite,  specific  proposals. 
We  knew  what  we  wanted  and  were  in  a 

position  to  get  quick  results  and  to  go 
through  with  a   well  and  carefully  planned 
program  which  had  been  formulated  and 

approved  by  our  organization  more  than 
three  years  ago.  .   .   . 

“I  have  just  returned  to  New  York  for 
a   conference  with  Mr.  Sidney  R.  Kent, 

general  chairman  of  the  distributors’  com- 
mittees, and  have  impressed  upon  him  the 

attitude  of  my  board  of  directors  on  these 

trade  practice  proposals,  as  they  were  ex- 
pressed to  me  at  our  meeting  in  Okla- 

homa City.  We  are  ready  for  a   final  con- 

ference with  the  distributors’  representa- 
tives to  conclude  our  negotiations  and  to 

secure  the  definite  acceptance  of  the  dis- 
tributors to  our  proposals,  to  resolve  the 

points  that  are  still  in  dispute  and  to  lay 
plans  to  give  these  proposals  immediate 
effect.  Any  particular  item  to  which  the 
distributors  will  not  agree  at  this  time  can 
be  the  subject  of  future  negotiations.  If 
my  organization  is  not  satisfied  with  any 
of  the  final  proposals,  we  reserve  the  right 
to  fight  for  a   better  deal. 

“I  have  now  arranged  with  Mr.  Kent 
for  a   meeting  of  my  executive  committee 
with  the  distributors  in  New  York  early 
next  week.  We  are  hopeful  that  other 
negotiations  on  these  proposals  will  not 
be  drawn  out  so  long  that  important  and 

immediate  benefits  to  independent  exhibi- 
tors from  these  efforts  will  be  unneces- 

sarily delayed  or  lost.” 
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Lack  of  Unanimity 

Over  Italy  Worries 
New  York — Indecision  by  United  Art- 

ists, RKO  and  Columbia  over  joining 

Warner,  Metro,  Universal,  Paramount  and 

20th-Fox  in  withdrawing  from  Italy  is 
causing  foreign  department  executives  of 

the  five  companies  some  anxious  mo- 
ments. 

What  is  feared  if  some  of  the  com- 
panies continue  to  operate  after  the  first 

of  the  year  under  the  conditions  laid  down 

by  the  Italian  film  monopoly,  is  a   spread 

of  the  Italian  plan  to  other  countries. 

Only  a   united  front  and  unanimity  of 

opinion  among  the  companies,  it  is  felt, 

will  stave  off  increasing  nationalistic  re- 
strictions. A   strong  stand  on  the  Italian 

matter  will  force  Premier  Mussolini’s 

capitulation  in  a   year’s  time,  it  is  pre- 
dicted, since  the  English  are  not  inclined 

to  sell  the  Italian  films  and  the  French 

are  asking  rentals  that  are  much  too  high. 

It  appears  to  boil  down  to  how  long  the 

exhibitors  in  Italy  can  exist  without  prod- 

uct. Mussolini,  at  present,  remains  ada- 
mant and  all  efforts  to  persuade  him  to 

change  his  mind  have  failed.  The  Ameri- 
can companies  are  also  cognizant  of  the 

fact  they  are  dealing  with  a   totalitarian 

state  where  11  Duce  is  top  man  and  ex- 
hibitor squawks  can  be  stifled  easily. 

The  Current  Situation 

Currently,  the  situation  shapes  up  thus- 
ly.  All  companies  sell  their  pictures  in 

Italy  on  a   percentage  basis  and  that  is 

one  of  the  reasons  for  the  dissatisfaction 

with  the  flat  offer  of  $1,000,000  annually 

for  their  films.  Warner,  Metro,  Para- 
mount and  20th-Fox  have  their  own  offices 

and  were  able  to  liquidate  without  much 

difficulty.  The  other  companies  have  con- 
tract agreements  which  in  some  cases  are 

binding,  it  is  claimed  by  them,  but  Uni- 
versal recently  has  been  able  to  see  its 

way  clear  and  sever  its  Italian  ties. 

Meanwhile,  the  Italian  cabinet  approved 

a   tax  decree  which  clouded  the  situation 

further.  It  imposed  an  extraordinary  capi- 
tal levy  of  7V2  per  cent  on  the  capital  of 

all  partnerships  and  private  companies 

gross  earnings  of  which  exceed  $526,500 

annually.  It  follows  a   10  per  cent  tax 

levied  a   year  ago. 

Continental  managers  and  legal  repre- 
sentatives of  the  major  companies  abroad 

are  to  hold  a   final  meeting  on  the  prob- 
lem in  Paris  shortly.  It  is  expected  Jack 

Cohn  and  Joseph  McConville,  of  Colum- 
bia, who  are  abroad,  will  attend.  Walter 

J.  Hutchinson,  director  of  foreign  activi- 

ties for  20th-Fox,  reaches  France  from 

South  Africa  in  December  4   and  will  at- 
tend if  the  meeting  is  held  during  his 

brief  stay.  Arthur  W.  Kelly,  also  in  South 

Africa,  may  return  with  Hutchinson,  and 

John  W.  Hicks  jr.  of  Paramount  will  go 

over  from  London. 

Produces  "Star  Maker" 
Hollywood  —   Paramount  has  signed 

Charles  R.  Rogers  to  produce  “The  Star 

Maker,”  a   film  based  on  the  life  of  Gus 
Edwards  and  starring  Bing  Crosby. 

He'll  Decide 

— Photo  by  Harris-Ewing- 

Elmer  Andrews,  wage-hour  adminis- 
trator, who  ultimately  will  decide  how 

the  new  federal  law  affects  the  indus- 

try. This  photograph  was  made  at  the 

Washingtoji  premiere  of  “Just  Around 

the  Corner.” 

Columbia  Forming 

Foreign  Company 
Chicago — Columbia  is  to  be  the  parent 

company  of  a   foreign  language  distribut- 
ing organization  to  be  headed  by  Budd 

Rogers,  Abe  Montague,  general  sales  man- 
ager of  Columbia  Pictures,  announced 

here  over  the  weekend.  Physical  distribu- 

tion will  be  through  the  Columbia  ex- 
changes, though  the  sales  of  the  foreign 

language  company  will  be  separate  and 

apart  from  the  Columbia  American  Co. 

Montague  said  that  there  are  seven 

French  pictures  to  be  released  first,  with 

the  initial  one  ready,  “Carnet  de  Bal.” 
There  are  two  Darrieux  French  produc- 

tions among  the  seven.  Other  foreign 

product  will  augment  the  product  avail- 
able from  time  to  time. 

Columbia  is  the  first  of  the  major  com- 
panies to  handle  physical  distribution  for 

foreign  product,  and  it  was  intimated  that 

Columbia  may  possibly  go  into  foreign 

production  either  in  Hollywood  or  abroad 

in  the  future.  Hollywood  foreign  product 

might  possibly  be  foreign  remakes  of 
American  product. 

Columbia  to  Sell  Singles 

Under  New  Import  Plan 

New  York — Recognizing  that  foreign 
pictures  cannot  be  sold  in  groups  like 

domestic  product,  Columbia  will  make 

single  film  deals.  Budd  Rogers,  Ameri- 
can representative  for  Paul  Graetz,  who 

will  supervise  French  production  for  Co- 

lumbia, will  be  in  sole  charge  of  Colum- 

bia’s foreign  sales  for  the  time  being. 
First  production  abroad,  presently  oc- 

Qualms  Over  Wage, 

Hour  Law  Lacking 

New  York — Major  producers  are  “sit- 

ting still”  regarding  official  interpreta- 
tion of  those  classifications  of  studio  la- 

bor which  come  within  the  scope  of  the 

federal  wage  and  hour  law,  Pat  Casey,  pro- 

ducers’ labor  arbitrator,  states. 

Since  there  has  been  no  serious  discon- 
tent with  conditions  as  they  presently  exist 

in  the  studios  and  no  complaints  from 

unions,  “we  are  not  unduly  concerned,” 
Casey  said.  He  pointed  out  that  white 

collar  and  clerical  workers  are  not  af- 

fected, nor  are  most  crafts  or  department 

heads-,  who  come  within  the  40-hour  week. 

There  is,  however,  some  doubt  as  to  the 

status  of  certain  employes,  whom  Casey 

would  not  identify.  But  in  the  light  of  an 

unproductive  visit  to  Washington,  where 

Wage-Hour  Administration  officials  re- 
fused to  commit  themselves,  no  effort  will 

be  made  to  press  for  an  official  ruling. 

“We  hope  to  be  able  to  accomplish  our 
objectives  by  waiting  for  rulings  in  other 

industries  that  will  apply  to  us,”  Casey 
said. 

Majors  Will  Test  Tax 
Statute  in  Puerto  Rico 

New  York — Action  will  be  brought  by 

the  major  companies  to  test  the  consti- 
tutionality of  the  additional  one  cent  tax 

on  each  foot  of  film  levied  by  Puerto  Rico. 

The  law  also  provides  the  increase  cannot 

be  passed  on  to  the  exhibitor. 
Following  weeks  of  discussion,  attorneys 

of  the  various  companies  have  agreed  to 

ask  for  a   declaratory  judgment  in  the 

Puerto  Rican  courts  to  force  a   clarifica- 
tion of  the  law.  If  the  law  is  declared 

unconstitutional,  it  will  be  reversed  when 

the  legislature  meets  in  February. 

The  Puerto  Rican  Film  Board  composed 

of  American  distributors  will  decide  which 

one  of  the  companies  is  to  bring  the  suit. 

It  is  expected  the  court  action  will  take 

place  in  December. 

Challenge  SAG 
Hollywood — The  bargaining  rights  of 

the  Screen  Actors  Guild  and  the  validity 

of  its  contract  with  producers  are  chal- 
lenged in  a   petition  filed  here  with  the 

national  labor  relations  board  by  two  Class 

B   guild  members. 

cupying  the  attention  of  J.  H.  McConville, 

foreign  sales  head,  and  Jack  Cohn,  vice- 
president,  gets  under  way  shortly.  It  will 

star  Charles  Boyer,  with  Julien  Duvivier 

directing.  It  will  bear  the  trade  mark  of 

AFE,  which  Graetz  heads. 

In  addition  to  the  normal  foreign  ex- 

hibition channels,  Columbia  sees  poten- 
tialities in  universities,  schools  and  clubs 

for  outlets.  It  has  been  estimated  there 

are  only  about  200  theatres  available  for 
better  grade  overseas  product. 
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alike!  The  picture 

that  climaxes  John 

Ford's  award-winning 

career!  One  of  the 

most  valuable  enter- 





The  Big  Parade  of  the  Navy! 



raging 

ing  shells  what  it  takes  to  stand 

and  deliver.  A   drama  powerful 

and  unlimited  in  appeal. 

with 

RICHARD  GREENE  *   NANCY  KELLY 
PRESTON  FOSTER  •   GEORGE  BANCROFT 
SLIM  SUMMERVILLE  •   JOHN  CARRADINE 
JOAN  VALERIE  •   J.  FARRELL  MacDONALD 
WARREN  HYMER  •   MAXIE  R0SENBL00M 
HENRY  ARMETTA  *   DOUGLAS  FOWLEY 

Directed  by  JOHN  FORD 
Associate  Producer  Gene  Markey.  Screen  Play  by  Rian  James, 

Darrell  Ware  and  Jack  Yellen,  From  a   book  by  Ray  Milholland 

DARRYL  F.  ZANUCK  la  Charge  of  Production 



HIGH  TRIBUNAL  WODLD  DETERMINE  NATIONAL 

PROBLEMS,  NOT  SQUABBLES  FROM  THE  FIELD 

Way  to  End  Radio  "Headache”  Newlv  Evolved  Sales  and Theatre  Policies  Would 

Large -Sized  Stumbling  Block  Be  Its  Province 
(Continued  from  page  5) 

handled  locally.  It  is  agreed  proposals  of 

the  independents  be  taken  up  by  what- 
ever form  of  conciliation  or  arbitration 

board  finally  eventuates.  The  indepen- 
dents have  asked  all  clearances  be  com- 
puted from  the  opening  date  of  each  first 

run  in  giving  exchange  territories.  They 
have  asked  a   first  run  in  excess  of  two 
weeks  be  considered  an  extended  first  run 

and  the  subsequent  run  be  compensated  in 
the  event  of  an  extended  first  run. 

The  stipulation  is  also  made  the  avail- 
ability of  contracted  pictures  to  subse- 

quent runs  shall  not  be  delayed  due  to 
the  inability  of  the  distributor  to  con- 

clude a   prior  run  sale.  Also  that  dis- 
tributors shall  endeavor  to  control  those 

prior  runs  where  there  is  undue  delay  in 
dating  pictures,  thus  delaying  availability 
of  such  pictures  to  subsequent  runs. 
Elimination  of  unfair  clearance  is  asked 
for. 

Selective  Contracts — Exhibitors  shall  be 
required,  where  such  a   contract  exists,  to 
announce  acceptance  or  rejection  of  any 
picture  within  one  week  of  receipt  of 
notice  of  availability  in  order  to  establish 
a   definite  availability  to  subsequent  run 
exhibitors. 

Divulging  Information — The  distributor 
shall  not  publish  or  interchange  informa- 

tion relative  to  the  prices  paid  by  exhibi- 
tors for  film  rentals,  conditions  of  sale, 

theatre  grosses,  progress  of  negotiations 
or  other  information  in  the  course  of  busi- 

ness relations. 

Non-Theatrical  Engagements  —   Selling 
of  film,  or  gratis  distribution  of  same  by 

majors  to  any  type  of  non-theatrical  ac- 
count where  this  would  conflict  or  com- 

pete with  an  exhibitor  shall  be  stopped. 

Moveovers- — The  practice  of  moveovers, 
unless  such  a   booking  constitutes  a   second 
run,  shall  be  permanently  eliminated. 

Those  points  on  which  there  are  to  be 
further  talks  follow: 

The  question  of  discrimination,  where 
it  favors  affiliated  theatres  or  booking 
combines  as  against  exhibitors  not  so  af- 

filiated. Such  discrimination  includes  the 

“right  to  buy,”  terms,  allowances,  settle- 
ments, rebates  and  availability  of  prints. 

The  exhibitor  shall  not  be  required  to 
accept  any  pictures  other  than  those  con- 

tracted for ;   each  contract  to  identify  those 
films  leased.  Elimination  of  juggling  or 
interchanging  of  price  allocations.  In 
cases  where  delivery  of  pictures  is  not 
made  as  specified  there  shall  be  a   re- 

adjustment whereby  the  average  price  of 
the  pictures  delivered  shall  not  exceed  the 
average  provided  under  the  contract.  The 

right  to  cancel  20  per  cent  of  pictures 
contracted. 

Subsequent  runs  shall  not  be  required 

to  pay  percentage  rentals  in  situations  of 
5,000  or  less  population.  Elimination  of 
designated  playdates.  Percentage  shows 

to  be  checked  by  the  distributors’  repre- 
sentatives, under  bond  against  divulging 

information. 

There  shall  be  on  hand  in  all  exchanges 

enough  prints  on  all  pictures  to  eliminate 
“tagging”  or  switching. 

A   new,  short,  standard  exhibition  con- 
tract. 

Where  the  practice  of  previews,  prior  to 
general  release,  calls  for  paid  admissions, 
this  shall  be  considered  a   first  run. 

The  elimination  of  “stop”  pictures.  In 
cases  where  a   subsequent  run  account  is 
not  delinquent  he  should  not  be  compelled 
to  date  a   number  of  available  pictures  in 
order  to  obtain  one  he  prefers. 

The  problem  of  radio  competition  is  said 

to  have  elicited  from  the  distributor’s  com- 
mittee the  attitude  that  this  is  as  much 

of  a   “headache”  to  them  as  it  is  to  the 
exhibitors  and  that  no  solution  seems  to 
have  been  evolved. 

Hutchinson  Returns  Home 

Via  Normandie  Dec.  17 
New  York — Walter  J.  Hutchinson,  in 

charge  of  foreign  distribution  for  20th- 

Fox,  is  expected  to  sail  from  London  De- 
cember 17  on  the  French  liner  Normandie. 

Hutchinson,  who  is  now  in  South  Africa, 

plans  to  hop  by  plane  from  Durban  to 
Marseilles  on  December  4. 

With  or  Without 
Allied 

New  York — Distributors  will  proceed 

with  trade  practice  reformation  with 

or  without  Allied,  Sidney  R.  Kent,  20th- 
Fox  president,  told  BOXOFFICE  when 

asked  to  comment  on  an  Allied  bulle- 

tin denying  an  agreement  was  reached 

in  Chicago  last  week,  despite  the 
statement  of  Col.  H.  A.  Cole  after  the 

meeting  an  understanding  was  struck 

orally  and  in  principle.  The  bulletin 
came  from  the  office  of  Abram  F. 

Myers,  and  declared  it  impossible  for 

Allied  to  enter  an  agreement,  claiming 

the  following  two  major  planks  were 

not  considered:  1.  Abolishment  of  com- 

pulsory block  booking  and  selling;  2. 

Divorce  of  production  and  distribution 
from  exhibition. 

New  York — Hand  in  hand  with  what- 

ever industry  machinery  is  set  up  to  decide 

local  issues  will  go  a   national  board,  sit- 
ting in  New  York,  convening  infrequently 

and  then  only  to  discuss  and  pass  on  prob- 
lems of  national  significance  in  exhibitor- 

distributor  relationships. 

This  would  be  a   somewhat  revamped 
National  Appeals  Board,  which  represents 

Allied’s  idea,  and  probably  would  be 
dubbed  finally  the  National  Advisory 

Board.  It  will  have  nothing  to  do  with  ap- 
peals from  the  field,  but  a   great  deal  to 

do  with  newly  evolved  sales  and  theatre 
policies  which  exhibitors  or  distributors 

may  view  as  unfair. 
As  an  illustration  of  the  work  of  this 

highest  tribunal  to  be  proportionately 

represented  by  distributors  and  theatre- 
men,  it  would  have  handled  the  Para- 

mount situation  of  several  seasons  ago 

when  the  company  determined  to  withhold 
six  major  releases  and  ended  up  with  a 

“hot  potato”  on  its  hands.  The  theory  is 
the  National  Advisory  Board  would  have 

the  determination  of  such  a   question  with- 
in the  scope  of  its  authority. 

No  Field  Appeal  Cases 
In  connection  with  discussions  about 

such  a   board,  the  intent  is  to  bring  it  into 
existence  with  a   definite  understanding 
that  it  is  not  to  devote  time  to  appeal 

cases  from  the  field.  The  industry’s  ex- 
perience with  Campi — Code  Authority  of 

the  Motion  Picture  Industry — under  the 
NRA  is  plentifully  and  vividly  recalled. 
Under  the  Blue  Eagle,  carelessness  and 

indifference  frequently  marked  the  rul- 
ings of  local  boards  because  final  appeal 

was  vested  in  Campi  sitting  in  New  York. 
With  this  ultimate  disposal,  of  course, 

commonly  known,  many  disputes  were 
tossed  around  in  the  advance  knowledge 
New  York  would  finally  get  them  anyway. 

The  intent  now  is  to  sidestep  a   similar 
situation  by  actually  and  efficaciously 
seeking  to  develop  a   field  machinery  which 
has  the  constituency  and  the  authority 

to  keep  local  situations  entirely  localized. 
This  would  keep  the  National  Advisory 

Board  removed  from  strictly  territorial  is- 
sues and  enable  it  to  ponder  over  new 

situations  bearing  on  the  entire  national 

picture. A   method  by  which  its  decisions  would 

become  enforceable  would  have  to  be  de- 
veloped. The  answer  to  this,  however, 

may  rest  in  decision  to  create  such  a   body 
which  would  have  to  be  supported  by  all 

of  the  major  companies  and  exhibitor  as- 
sociations. It  is  presumed  that,  if  all  in- 

terests agree  on  the  advisability  of  the 

procedure,  they  will  be  prepared  to  abide 
by  the  findings.  Whether  any  penalties 
would  be  invoked  in  the  case  of  defection 
in  the  ranks  is  not  known. 
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BICKFORD  *   NacLANE  •   FOSTER 
™   BROWN  »*“  GREY 

Andy  Devine  *   Frank  Jenks  *   Samuel  S.  Hinds 
Screenplay  hy  Theodore  Reeves,  Daniel  Directed  by  Harold  Young Moore  and  Hugh  King 

Original  story  by  Daniel  fttaore  and  Hugh  King  Produced  by  Hen  Goldsmith 

A   NEW  UNIVERSAL  PICTURE 



-IN  A   FURY  OF 
PRIMITIVE  DRAMA! 

“. . .   Raw  meat . . .   plenty  of  rough 

and  tumble  brawls . . . !” 
—   NEW  YORK  WORLD  TELEGRAM 

“Practically  all  action . . . !” —NEW  YORK  SUN 

“Vigorously  handled!” 
-NEW  YORK  JOURNAL  &   AMERICAN 

“The  devils  that  rage... in  a   mon- 

ster storm ...  are  now  let  loose!” -NEW  YORK  POST 
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V   V- „,«»  LARRY  "BUSTER”  CRABBE JEAN  ROGERS  •   CHARLES  MIDDLETON 
FRANK  SHANNON  •   BEATRICE  ROBERTS 

Original  story  and  screen  play  by  Ray  Trampe,  Norman  S.  Had, 

Wyndham  Gittens 

Based  on  Alex  Raymonds  newspaper  feature  “Flash  Gordon** 
owned  and  copyrighted  by  King  Features  Syndicate,  Ian.  7, 1934, 
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USE  STORY  BEFORE  YOUR  VERY  EYES! 

UNIVERSAL’S  GREAT  THRILL-PICTURE ! 

killers  dropping 

from  the  skies  in 

by  Earth’s 



MUSICIANS  REACH  FOR  $20,000,000  A   YEAR 

TO  HELP  MEMRERSHIP  MADE  IDLE  BY  SOUND 

Endorses  Stand  on  Pamphlet 
London — "Onlooker"  in  his  daily  column  in  "The  Cinema,"  British  daily  trade 

paper,  writes: 

"If  what  I   read  in  American  papers  be  the  facts,  there  is  very  obviously  being 

conducted  (through  'underground'  means)  a   determined  effort  to  undermine  the 
social  as  well  as  the  commercial  structure  of  Hollywood. 

"As  an  example,  there  has  been  unearthed  in  the  States  a   specimen  of  a 
pamphlet  which,  it  is  said,  has  been  widely  distributed  throughout  theatre  dis- 

tricts of  the  Middle  West.  It  is  openly  anti-Semitic  in  its  attack  on  the  heads  of 
the  studio  businesses  and  accuses  producers  and  directors  and  the  like  of  the  most 

diabolically  treacherous  acts  against  humanity  in  general. 

"As  is  usual  with  filth  of  this  kind  the  source  remains  hidden  and,  so  far,  all 
efforts  to  discover  the  sponsors  have  failed.  I   admire  Red  Kann  of  BOXOFFICE 

for  his  vigorous  attack  that  appears  in  a   current  issue  and  compliment  him  on  his 

initiative  in  placing  his  columns  open  for  the  purpose  of  unearthing  those  re- 

sponsible. Concerted  action  is  obviously  needed  because  no  matter  how  vilely 

false  may  be  the  accusations  against  the  industry  they  cannot  be  permitted  to  go 

unchallenged." 

Would  Tax  Films;  Scheme 

To  Get  Airing  at  the 

Miami  Meeting 

New  York — The  American  Federation  of 

Musicians  wants  major  distributors  to  con- 
tribute $20,000,000  annually  to  relieve  its 

unemployment  problem. 

The  proposal  was  made  after  distribu- 
tors turned  down  a   plan  calling  for  re- 

instatement of  orchestras  in  affiliated  the- 
atres. Answer  to  this  was  that  experiments 

with  live  music  have  been  failures,  only 
name  bands  having  brought  a   modicum 
of  financial  success. 

Plaint  of  the  AFM  is  that  the  industry 

actively  stifles  more  jobs;  every  dupli- 
cate print  merely  reducing  that  number 

of  players  that  might  have  work.  There- 
fore, the  organization  states,  its  members 

should  be  taken  care  of  and  this  could 
be  done  through  distributors  placing  a   tax 
on  all  films  that  would  bulk  $20,000,000 
each  year.  The  levy  would  be  similar  to  a 
score  charge  to  theatres. 

The  whole  problem  will  be  formally 
thrashed  out  at  an  AFM  council  meeting 
in  Miami,  January  8.  At  the  sessions,, 
which  will  last  about  a   week,  will  be  the 
entire  AFM  national  executive  board  and 
industry  representatives.  So  far  Nicholas 
M.  Schenck,  who  usually  winters  in  Florida 
that  time  of  year,  is  the  only  executive 
set  to  sit  in. 

Meanwhile,  exhibitor  bodies,  affiliated 
and  independent,  are  being  sounded  out 
by  the  distributors  on  the  proposition.  It 
is  too  early  to  estimate  reaction,  but  those 
who  have  been  through  this  sort  of  situa- 

tion before  do  not  expect  any  encourage- 
ment. They  veer  toward  the  belief  that, 

if  theatres  generally  are  sympathetic  to 

the  AFM’s  problem,  any  sort  of  tax  would 
have  to  go  to  the  boxoffice  for  collection, 
and  that,  unless  there  was  100  per  cent 

cooperation  by  every  house  in  each  situa- 
tion, the  idea  will  not  find  acceptance. 

Another  factor  which  may  reduce  the 
AFM  proposal  to  shambles  is  the  declared 
position  of  the  distributors  toward  any 

move  that  might  be  construed  as  a   con- 
certed act.  In  the  order  of  things  recent- 

ly there  is  a   definite  coolness  toward  giv- 
ing the  government  reason  to  believe  the 

majors  make  a   habit  of  dictating  terms  or 
proposals  to  exhibitors. 

Aim  at  Date  Record 
New  York — Warner  is  set  to  run  up 

the  greatest  number  of  day  and  date 

bookings  in  its  history  with  “Angels  With 
Dirty  Faces.”  To  this  end  the  company 
has  penciled  in  more  than  350  dates  for 
simultaneous  bookings  during  Thanks- 

giving week  release. 

Trade,  Public  Balk 

At  Nazi  "Olympia" New  York — A   poll  of  producers  and 
editors  reveals  strong  opposition  to  any 

domestic  showings  of  “Olympia,”  German 
film  which  Leni  Riefenstahl  presumably 
is  seeking  to  introduce  in  this  market, 

according  to  the  Non-Sectarian  Anti-Nazi League. 

“This  visit,”  League  officials  declare,  “is 
part  of  the  Nazi  campaign  to  flood  the 
United  States  with  Nazi  doctrines  and  is 

in  accord  with  recent  statements  by  Ger- 
man consuls  here  and  German  officials 

abroad  in  which  they  attacked  American 
principles  and  ethics  and  sought  to  prove 

the  superiority  of  Nazism.” 
It  is  understood  Miss  Riefenstahl,  fol- 

lowing a   trip  to  Florida,  plans  a   visit  to 
Hollywood.  Vittorio  Mussolini,  the  last  rep- 

resentative of  the  totalitarian  form  of  gov- 
ernment to  tom-  the  studios,  was  greeted 

by  an  anti-Fascist  campaign  engendered 
by  the  Motion  Picture  Artists  Committee 
and  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League. 

Sears  to  Coast  Following 

Return  of  Jack  L .   Warner 
New  York — Gradwell  L.  Sears,  presi- 

dent of  Vitagraph,  is  planning  a   coast 

trip,  but  not  before  Jack  L.  Warner  re- 
turns from  Europe  on  or  about  November 

24.  Sears  originally  considered  the  trek 
following  the  trade  practice  conferences 
with  Allied  in  Chicago,  but  returned  to 
New  York. 

With  Warner  about  to  descend  on  these 
shores  again  and  Hal  B.  Wallis,  executive 
producer,  and  S.  Charles  Einfeld,  director 
of  advertising  and  publicity,  on  the  local 
scene,  product  talks  will  be  held  soon. 

Drive  Will  Legally 

Protect  Exhibitors 
New  York — While  no  formal  announce- 

ment has  been  made,  Boxoffice  learns 
plans  have  been  completed  to  protect  the 
legal  rights  of  theatre  owners  who  are 
participating  in  the  MPAYBE  drive  in  the 
event  law  suits  develop  over  the  outcome 
of  the  $250,000  Movie  Quiz  contest. 
George  J.  Schaefer,  chairman;  Harold 

B.  Franklin,  administrator,  and  Louis  Ni- 
zer,  counsel  of  the  general  committee,  met 
and  discussed  the  possible  legal  entangle- 

ments. It1  was  pointed  out  by  Nizer,  it  is 
said,  that  a   way  has  been  found  to  cir- 

cumvent any  damage  suits  that  may  crop 
up  pursuant  to  the  winding  of  the  drive. 

Quiz  Book  Credits 
For  Late  Buyers 

New  York — Exhibitors  participating  in 

the  Movie  Quiz  contest  will  benefit  imme- 
diately on  the  purchase  of  contest  book- 

lets. The  general  committee  has  agreed 
to  offer  credits  good  for  any  type  of  ac- 

cessory now  in  stock  with  all  booklet  sales. 
A   scale  is  being  worked  out.  This  will 

determine  how  much  credit  will  be  offered 
with  large  and  small  sales.  The  plan  is 
made  possible  due  to  the  balance  that  has 
been  maintained  between  outlay  and  in- 

come on  accessories.  Inasmuch  as  cer- 
tain accessories  are  now  in  stock  and  will 

serve  no  useful  purpose  after  the  contest 
period,  it  was  decided  to  pass  this  along 
to  exhibitors. 

Dual  " Antoinette  " 
New  York — Loew’s  will  double  feature 

“Marie  Antoinette”  locally  with  “Killers 
of  the  Sea,”  a   five-reel  travelogue  being 
released  by  Grand  National. 
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VAUDEVILLE  EXPERIMENT  CONTINUES  SPOTTY; 

TOYED  WITH  ON  "CATCH-AS-CATCH-CAN"  BASIS 
Chains,  However,  Sight  No 

Uptrend;  Amateurs  in 

Unimportant  Bid 

New  York — Spotty  signs  of  vaudeville 
revival  are  in  evidence  in  various  sectors 

of  the  country.  However,  in  practically 
all  instances  shows  are  being  booked  on  a 

“catch-as-catch-can”  basis,  indicating  per- 
manency is  unassured. 

For  the  moment,  exhibitors  are  being 

attracted  to  stimulants  such  as  photo- 
graphic eye  devices.  Giveaways,  such  as 

dishes,  linen  and  culinary  appear  to  be 

petering  out.  Amateur  vaudeville  is  mak- 
ing a   slight,  but  unsuccessful,,  bid  for 

favor  once  again.  In  one  or  two  spots, 
amateur  shows  have  replaced  crockery 
giveaways  and  indications  are  the  policy 
will  last  until  the  patrons  again  desire 
something  different. 

Most  of  the  new  and  remodeled  theatres 

being  opened  and  reopened  are  announc- 
ing straight  film  policies.  There  are  some 

exceptions  where  vaudeville  and  presen- 
tation policies  enter  in.  However,  major 

circuits  do  not  see  any  notable  signs  of 
vaudeville  returning,  but  by  the  same  token 
and  where  houses  permit  would  like  to 

book  “name”  bands.  These  are  usually 
for  one  and  two-night  stands  and,  where 
theatres  have  one  change  a   week,  such 
bookings  are  made  accordingly. 

Two  Records  Recently 

Within  the  past  few  weeks,  two  “name” 
bands  have  been  instrumental  in  estab- 

lishing new  records  for  Paramount  and 
National  Theatres  out  west.  It  is  also 

admitted  that  an  outstanding  film  at- 
traction was  coupled  in. 

Booking  agents  in  the  Detroit  sector 

report  several  exhibitors  contemplating 
vaudeville.  Negotiations  are  said  to  be  on 

and,  if  consummated,  would  not  only  es- 
tablish the  policy  in  the  auto  city  but  in 

suburban  towns  as  well.  The  Fox  in  De- 
troit is  the  big  vaudeville  time  unit  in 

that  situation. 

In  addition  to  Fox’s  Palace,  Milwaukee, 
spotting  bands,  the  Empress  is  flirting 

now  with  burlesque  and  films.  The  Capi- 

tol, Manitowoc,  has  been  offering  “flesh” 
shows  Wednesdays  and  Thursdays  and  the 

Riverside  in  Milwaukee  is  on  a   full-week 
stage  show  policy.  Others  in  the  state 
using  added  attractions  include  the  Rex, 
Beloit;  the  Cosmo  and  Badger,  Merrill; 
the  Rivoli,  Chippewa  Falls,  and  Standard 
Gateway,  Kenosha.  In  most  of  the  houses 

there  are  no  hikes  in  admissions,  while  in 
others  the  tilt  is  negligible. 

Charles  W.  Koemer,  RKO  district  man- 
ager in  New  England,  states  he  plans  no 

expansion  of  the  vaudeville  policy  at  the 
Lyric,  Hartford,  Conn. 

Locally,  the  Brandt  Brothers  seemingly 
can  get  nowhere  with  the  unions.  There 

Why  Vaudeville  Is 
Gone — To  Him 

New  York  —   A   veteran  vaudeville 

booker  quotes  a   quote  to  bolster  his 

opinion  that  “flesh''  is  a   gonner  in  the 
nation's  theatres. 

“A  winter  on  Broadway — and  a   sum- 

mer on  your  bank  account — was  about 
all  an  actor  could  expect  20  years  ago. 

But  now,  radio  has  put  show  business 

on  a   52-week  basis,  with  a   fair  chance 

of  a   renewal  option  which  will  take  you 

into  your  second  year.  This  freedom 

from  financial  worry  means  a   lot." 

have  been  plans  for  reinstating  vaudeville 
but  unless  a   deal  can  be  made  with  labor, 
it  will  be  no  dice  for  the  Brandts.  RKO 

is  spotting  Arthur  Murray’s  dancers  in 
some  of  the  local  houses,  also  occasional 
units  that  come  along. 

The  Shubert,  Cincinnati,  an  RKO  unit, 
on  November  18  switches  to  vaudeville 
when  Don  Bestor  and  Clyde  McCoy  and 

their  bands  stage  a   “swing”  musical  fiesta. 
Plans  are  in  the  air  for  the  Proctors  in 

Troy  and  Schenectady.  Warner  is  mulling 

over  the  idea  of  spreading  out  with  “acts.” 
At  least  six  houses  are  being  considered. 
Paramount  has  ideas  of  dating  bands  in 
houses  in  Buffalo,  Minneapolis  and  St. 
Paul. 

Regular  at  Fort  Wayne 

Stage  shows  are  part  of  the  regular 
policy  for  the  Paramount  which  recently 
opened  at  Fort  Wayne,  Ind.  Amateur  shows 
are  meeting  with  some  popularity  at  the 

Warner-Saxe  Parkway  at  Milwaukee. 

In  Minneapolis,  John  J.  Friedl  and  Mort 
Singer  are  lining  up  talent  in  a   strong 

competitive  bid.  Among  the  names  to  ap- 
pear in  that  city  within  the  last  few 

weeks  are  Tommy  Dorsey,  the  Andrew 

Sisters,  Hal  Kemp,  Glen  Gray  and  his 
Casa  Loma  orchestra,  and  others.  Tire 

demand  for  bands  is  strong  in  Minneapo- 
lis where  they  have  proven  their  boxoffice 

worth.  Curiously  enough,  Congressman 

Dewey  Johnson  of  Minneapolis  is  plan- 

Giveaways  and  Drawings 
Still  Chief  Foe  of 

Flesh's  Return 

ning  to  introduce  a   bill  for  elimination  of 

theatre  taxes  on  “all-flesh”  houses.  Ex- 
hibitors are  seeking  to  have  houses  where 

stage  shows  form  a   part  of  the  bill  in- cluded. 

Fifi  D’Orsay  headlined  the  opening  bill 
at  the  Colonial,  Detroit.  Duke  Ellington, 

Wayne  Morris,  Gene  Autry  and  Jan  Gar- 
ber’s orchestra  have  been  on  the  Palace, 

Cleveland,  booking  schedule. 

Loew’s,  Montreal,  has  inaugurated  an 
eight-act  vaudeville  policy  to  supplement films. 

Amateur  vaudeville,  which  burgeoned  in 

these  parts  several  years  ago,  is  in  the 
limbo  of  the  forgotten  today  as  exhibitors 
look  to  other  stimulants,  particularly 

games,  for  extra  shekels  that  may  be 
around.  It  has  been  found  that  theatre 

owners  are  steadily  increasing  the  num- 
ber of  times  per  week  games  are  being 

used  and  one  circuit  has  gone  so  far  as 

to  add  Sunday  evenings  to  the  list.  On 
Saturday  matinees,  this  same  independent 

circuit  operator  puts  on  an  amateur  show7 
for  the  kiddies  and,  occasionally,  a   west- 

ern as  a   third  feature. 

Jersey  City  Idea  Folds 
Jersey  City — Stage  shows  are  out  at 

the  Orpheum  here,  a   Rosenblatt  &   Welt 

house,  after  “Room  Service”  and  “Brother 
Rat”  played  to  good  business.  Jules  Leven- 
thal,  who  had  been  booking  the  roadshow 
units  of  the  Broadway  plays,  is  said  to 
have  failed  to  live  up  to  the  contract  by 

supplying  additional  bookings  and  hence 
Bernie  Brooks,  booker  for  the  circuit, 
abandoned  the  idea. 

Cleveland  Palace  Reinstates 

New  York — Vaudeville  has  been  rein- 
stated at  the  RKO  Palace,  Cleveland,  with 

Gene  Autry  heading  the  opening  bill. 

Pay  for  11,  Get  One  Free 
Des  Moines — As  an  offshoot  of  the  Movie  Quiz  contest,  Tri-States  is  now 

operating  a   "Winning  Eleven  100%  Club"  which  guarantees  one  free  admission 
if  11  designated  features  are  seen  at  either  the  Des  Moines,  Paramount  or  Orpheum. 
This  is  how  it  works: 

The  patron  is  given  a   non-transferable  card  calling  for  a   reproduction  of  his 
signature  at  the  option  of  the  doorman.  Every  time  he  sees  a   designated  picture, 

the  card  is  punched.  After  paying  for  11,  the  punch  holes  indicate  complete  at- 

tendance and  the  free  ride  follows.  The  pictures  are  “Arkansas  Traveler,"  “Sweet- 

hearts," "Four's  a   Crowd,"  “I  Am  the  Law,"  ‘Drums,"  “Young  in  Heart,"  “Valley 

of  the  Giants,"  “Men  With  Wings,"  “Stablemates,"  “The  Sisters,"  “The  Mad  Miss 

Manton." 
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with  Dirty  Faces 
Warners 97  mins. 

One  of  the  cleverest  concoctions  of  pulse- 

pounding excitement,  heart-stopping  thrills  / 

and  throat-catching  emotional  human  __ 

touches  ever  to  hit  the  screen.  It  sets  a 
i 

new  milestone  in  gangster  dramas  with 

a   powerful  human  story.  Large  praise,  but  v   r \   i 
this  Warner  whirlwind  of  power-drama  is  \ 

something  to  let  your  hair  down  about  and  ,, 
w. 

give  it  the  ole  showman  gun  on  all  counts.  v   ̂  

([Any  exhibitor  who  can’t  knock  off  recent  box- 

office  records  with  this  b.  o.  baby  is  simply 

asleep  at  the  turnstile  switch.  Look  what 

you’ve  got  to  play  with:  Names  —   Jimmy 

Cagney,  Pat  O’Brien,  ‘Dead  End’  Kids, 

Humphrey  Bogart,  George  Bancroft.  And 

what  a   line-up  of  tough-egg  talent  that  is!  rr M 
([Story — this  story  has  never  been  topped  'll 



in  its  theme-field  for  downright  excitement, 

close-knit  driving  punch,  glamour  of  gang- 

sterism contrasted  with  the  finer  things  in 

life  building  to  a   great  emotional  climax 

with  the  humanities  triumphing.  It  extracts 

every  last  ounce  of  entertainment  value  out 

of  the  thrills,  menace,  danger  and  suspense. 

(I Warners  have  done  a   great  service  to  the 

industry  in  pointing  the  way  to  the  proper 

handling  of  the  gangster  theme 

so  that  not  even  the  narrow- 

est-minded reactionary 

can  find  material  to 

quibble  with.  ([Director 

Curtiz  has  done  one  of 

the  finest  heart  -   stopping 

dramas  of  the  day.  So,  exhibitors,  give  it  all 

you  can  on  a   doubled  ballyhoo  budget,  and  you 

won’t  regret  it!  ([CAST:  James  Cagney ,   Pat  O’Brien,  Humphrey 

Bogart,  Ann  Sheridan,  George  Bancroft,  Billy  Halop, 

Bobby  Jordan,  Leo  Gorcey,  Gabriel  Dell,  Huntz  Hall, 

Bernard  Punsley,  Joe  Downing,  Edward  Pawley, 

Frankie  Burke,  William  Tracy .   ([CREDITS:  In 

Charge ,   Hal  Wallis;  Producer,  Sam  Bischoff; 

Director,  Michael  Curtiz;  Author,  Rowland  Brown; 

Screenplay,  John  Wexley,  Warren  Duff;  Music,  Max 

Steiner.  ([DIRECTION:  Excellent.  PHOTOGRAPHY:  Grade  A. 



Mono.  Doubles  Revenue 

In  Latin-American  Area 

New  York — With  distribution  for  Mono- 

gram’s product  set  in  every  Latin  and 
South  American  country  except  Peru, 

Norton  V.  Ritchey,  foreign  export  man- 
ager, estimates  a   100  per  cent  increase  in 

revenue  from  these  territories. 

The  consummation  of  a   deal  pending 
with  Peru  will  round  out  distribution 

throughout  Spanish  and  Portuguese  coun- 
tries. It  also  will  mark  the  first  time 

Monogram  has  had  a   complete  setup  in 
Latin  and  South  American  countries. 

In  addition,  new  deals  have  been  con- 
cluded with  all  the  islands  of  the  West 

Indies:  Cuba,  Puerto  Rico,  Santa  Do- 
mingo, Haiti  and  Trinidad.  The  Central 

American  countries  include  Honduras, 

Salvador,  Guatemala,  Panama  and  Costa 

Rica.  Franchises  also  have  been  estab- 
lished in  British  and  Dutch  Guinea. 

Metro  " Good  News"  Air 
Show  Continues  to  April 

New  York — M-G-M’s  airshow,  “Good 

News  of  1939,”  continues  to  April,  rumors 
to  the  contrary,  Nicholas  M.  Schenck, 
president,  told  Boxoffice  on  his  arrival 
from  the  coast.  Schenck  was  at  the  stu- 

dios but  three  days  on  his  customary 

late-in-the-year  visit. 

“I  did  nothing,  just  looked  around. 
It’s  the  best  trip  I   ever  had,”  he  said. 
What  will  be  done  with  the  airshow 

after  its  expiration  date  has  not  been 
decided  upon,  Schenck  declared.  Right 

now,  “everybody  is  happy,”  he  added. 

Pizor  Home  Soon 

Oklahoma  City — The  condition  of  Lew- 

en  Pizor,  Philadelphia  exhibitor  leader, 
stricken  at  the  MPTOA  convention  here, 
has  improved  to  the  extent  that  he  will 
be  taken  home  to  Philadelphia  soon.  His 

daughter,  Patricia,  has  arrived  to  accom- 
pany him. 

It's  Really  Serious 
With  Bolger 

Hollywood — Aside  to  Natalie  Kalmus: 

Ray  Bolger  came  very  close  to  not 

needing  any  Technicolor  makeup  for 

his  newest  role.  Thanks  to  a   freak  of 

laundering  his  rehearsal  costumes,  he 

dyed  himself  blue. 

Bolger  had  been  annoyed  because 

the  laundry  wasn't  getting  his  re- 
hearsal shirts  and  slacks  white  enough. 

He  admitted  he  got  them  dirty  while 

practicing  his  dance  steps,  but  still 

thought  they  could  be  washed  better. 

So  he  asked  his  wife  to  try  a   new  type 

of  blueing.  She  did.  The  new  costume 

was  whiter  than  ever.  Then  he  no- 

ticed that  his  skin,  from  neck  to  ankles, 

was  taking  on  a   blue  tinge.  The  doc- 

tor says  it's  from  perspiration.  And 
although  Bolger  likes  the  whiteness  of 

his  costume  he  doesn't  know  how  to 
check  perspiration. 

Wanted:  Indian 

With  "Umph" Hollywood  —   Cecil  B.  DeMille  is 

stumped.  He  can't  find  a   wooden  In- 

dian with  the  proper  amount  of  ’’umph'' for  his  new  picture. 

“There  are  plenty  of  wooden  Indians 

available,  but  those  I've  seen  so  far  are 
just  about  as  terrifying  as  Shirley 

Temple.  Besides,  they  don't  have  the 
proper  quality;  that  aged  in  the  wood 

appearance."  Could  the  critics  help? 

Lasky-Wrigley-RKO  Deal 
Calls  lor  One  Picture 

New  York — The  Jesse  L.  Lasky-Wrigley- 
RKO  deal  calls  for  the  production  and 
distribution  by  RKO  of  one  picture. 

The  property  has  been  selected,  but 

Lasky  will  not  personally  supervise  pro- 
duction. He  will  stay  close  to  the  radio 

program  that  gets  under  way  under  Wrig- 
ley  sponsorship  early  next  year  to  handle 
a   talent  quest  for  the  boy  and  girl  lead 
for  the  picture.  In  this  way  it  is  hoped 
the  picture  will  be  virtually  presold  to 

audiences  by  the  time  it  is  ready  for  re- 
lease. 

It  is  understood  that  the  deal  also  calls 

for  judicious  spotting  of  plugs  for  RKO’s 
current  product. 

"Chico"  Producer  to  Coast 
To  Make  Another  Feature 
New  York — Stacy  Woodward,  producer 

of  “The  Adventures  of  Chico,”  is  on  his 
way  to  the  coast  where  he  will  make  an- 

other feature.  He  told  Boxoffice  before 

he  left  he  hopes  to  close  a   deal  with  a 
major  company  for  a   national  release. 

He  has  recently  closed  a   deal  with  most 
of  the  Monogram  franchise  holders  to 

handle  “The  Adventures  of  Chico”  domes- 
tically. It  is  expected  before  long  that  all 

Monogram  offices  will  distribute  the  film. 

Kaltenborn  Edits  Pathe 

Review ;   Will  Announce 
New  York — H.  V.  Kaltenborn,  CBS 

political  commentator,  will  edit  and  do 

the  announcing  for  RKO  Pathe  News  Re- 
view of  the  Year.  During  the  recent 

Czech  crisis,  Kaltenborn  attracted  a   large 

radio  audience  by  his  concise  and  ex- 
temperaneous  interpretation  of  the  news 
as  it  came  from  abroad.  There  has  been 
some  discussion  about  adding  Kaltenborn 
to  the  staff  of  Pathe  News  announcers, 
but  no  agreement  has  yet  been  reached. 
The  contract  is  for  the  one  assignment 
and  Kaltenborn  will  have  the  final  say 
on  how  the  news  review  will  be  lined  up. 

Trans-Radio  Contract  Is 

Sealed  by  Pathe  News 
New  York — Pathe  News  is  assuring  it- 

self of  24-hour  nation-wide  news  cover- 

age in  a   contract  signed  with  Trans-Ra- 
dio Press.  The  contract  also  calls  for  the 

development  of  special  stories. 

RKO  Turns  Down  Schine 

Joint  Deal  in  Syracuse 

New  York — RKO  has  turned  down  a 

proposal  of  Meyer  and  Louis  Schine,  up- 
state New  York  operators,  that  called  for 

a   joint  deal  in  the  takeover  of  two  thea- 

tres in  suburban  Syracuse.  John  J.  O’Con- 
nor, RKO  vice-president  and  circuit  man- 

ager, and  Fred  Meyers,  his  assistant,  look- 
ed over  the  properties  with  the  Schines, 

with  whom  they  have  a   pooling  deal  in 

Syracuse. 
The  RKO  executives  also  visited  Roch- 

ester. While  there  they  discussed  next 

month’s  booking  arrangements. 

More  Schine  Expansion 

As  Circuit  Seeks  Trio 
New  York — Meyer  and  Louis  Schine  are 

further  expanding  their  circuit  with  ne- 
gotiations on  for  three  additional  houses. 

One  deal  is  on  for  the  Plaza,  Milford, 

Del.,  and  the  second  is  with  the  Harry 
Gilbert  estate  for  the  Brighton  and 
Riviera  in  Syracuse. 

Recently,  the  circuit  acquired  eight  the- 
atres in  five  Maryland  towns.  Both  deals 

under  way  are  expected  to  come  to  a   head shortly. 

Skouras  Making  Annual 

National  Chain  Survey 
New  York — Spyros  Skouras  is  making 

his  annual  business  survey  of  the  divis- 
ional headquarters  of  National  Theatres. 

He  is  using  the  airways  in  an  effort  to 

cover  Kansas  City,  Denver,  Seattle,  Mil- 
waukee, San  Francisco  and  Los  Angeles 

in  about  a   week’s  time.  Peter  Levathes,  his 
secretary,  is  accompanying  him. 

Charles  Kirby  Due 
New  York — Charles  A.  Kirby,  assistant 

to  J.  H.  Seidelman,  director  of  foreign 

activities  for  Universal,  is  expected  to  re- 
turn over  the  weekend  from  a   short  visit 

to  the  Havana  and  Panama  offices.  Kirby 
planed  down  on  an  unscheduled  trip. 

"Colossal  Modesty" 
Brings  Reward 

Hollywood — Since  it's  the  custom  for 
every  new  meat  market,  frankfurter 

stand  and  garage  to  ape  the  film  pre- 
mieres with  kleig  lights  and  speeches 

it  was  fitting  that  something  be  done 

in  recognition  of  NBC's  “colossal  mod- 
esty" in  opening  its  new  studio  without 

the  usual  fanfare. 

Therefore,  NBC  and  Don  E.  Gilman 

were  honored  by  the  Scotch  Treat  Clan 

of  the  Authors'  Club,  similar  to  the 
Dutch  Treat  Club  of  New  York,  through 

the  presentation  by  Rupert  Hughes  of 

a   plaque,  which  read: 

“Presented  by  the  Authors'  Club  to 
the  National  Broadcasting  Co.  and  Don 

E.  Gilman  for  colossal  modesty  in  pre- 

miering NBC's  Hollywood  Radio  City 
without  Hollywood  fanfare,  kleig  lights, 

pretty  girls  and  vice-presidents' 
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Can  you  pick  the  winning  team? 

What  team  will  get  the  Rose  Bowl  assignment?  Who  are  going  to 

make  that  team  of  teams — the  All-American?  Important  question, 

boys.  But  not  half  so  important  to  your  pocketbooks  as  who  in 

moviedom  are  going  to  be  the  next  big  young  comedy-love  team? 

Frankly,  our  selection,  inspired  by  audience  reactions  to  Paramount’s 

'THANKS  FOR  THE  MEMORY  ”,  is  the  brand  new  star  combina- 

tion of  Bob  Hope  and  Shirley  Ross.  And  here’s  why.'  Bob  and  Shirley  manage  to  pack  in 

plenty  of  comedy  wallop  without  making  things  too  goofy  for  the  audience  to  get  easily. 

Their  comedy  is  smart  and  new,  with  plenty  of  punch  .   .   .   but  best  of  all,  it’s  real!  You 

feel  that  you’re  laughing  at  and  with  a   couple  of  youngsters  in  real  life  situations. 

A   team  must  have  more  these  days  than  just  comedy.  The  audience  has  to  feel  an  occasional 

lump  in  its  throat,  has  to  want  to  see  the  two  kids  win  their  way  out  of  the  set  of  problems 

they  face.  They  want  boy  to  get  girl  in  the  end  because  they  like  the  boy  and  they  like  the 

girl.  Bob  and  Shirley  are  that  kind  of  boy  and  girl  combination.  They  give  their  dramatic 

moments  that  emotional  wallop  which  is  pure  box-office. 

Topping  all  that,  both  of  them  can  put  over  a   number — and  how!  And  this  picture  has-the 

right  kind  of  hit  tune  for  them  to  work  out  on.  It’s  already  up  among  the  ace  radio  favorites, 

with  the  name  bands  all  playing  it.  Its  name?  You've  heard  it  plenty  .   .   .“Two  Sleepy 

People’’  by  Hoagy  Carmichael,  whose  hits  include  “Stardust”  and  “Small  Fry”.  Yes, 

watch  Bob  and  Shirley,  listen  to  Bob  and  Shirley  in  this  laughable,  lovable  comedy  of 

young  married  life — “THANKS  FOR  THE  MEMORY”- — and  you’ll  know  why  critics  and 

audiences  agree  they’re  the  winning  team  for  1938. 

> 

The  hit  SONG  of  the  year  .   . 

is  now 

the  hit  PICTURE  of  the  year!... 

THANKS  FOR  THE  MEMORY 
with  Bob  Hope  *   Shirley  Ross 

Chas.  Butterworth  *Otto  Kruger 
A   Paramount  Picture  •   Directed  by  George  Archainbaud  •   Screen  Play  by 

Lynn  Starling.  Based  on  a   Play  by  Albert  Hacketf  and  Frances  Goodrich 

V 



As  the  AMP  A   invites  its  guests  of  honor,  each  is  to  be  presented  with  a   “proc- 
lamation” signalizing  the  individual’s  importance  as  well  as  his  appearance 

before  the  advertising  and  publicity  group.  Here,  George  J.  Schaefer,  presi- 
dent of  RKO  who  spoke  on  Thursday,  gets  his. 

Schaefer  in  Favor 

Of  Annual  Campaign 
New  York — While  no  decision  has  been 

made  as  yet,  George  J.  Schaefer,  chair- 
man of  the  industry  drive,  believes  the 

campaign  now  under  way  ought  to  be  an 
annual  fixture. 

Addressing  the  AMPA  on  Thursday,  he 

reviewed  the  organization  of  the  present 

drive  and  stressed  it  as  his  opinion  a   perm- 
anent structure  should  be  developed  for 

this  purpose,  getting  under  way  its  plans 

with  the  turn  of  each  calendar  year. 

“That  organization  should  be  perman- 

ent,” he  said.  “We  should  make  a   survey 
now  on  the  job  that  is.  to  be  done  so  that 

it  isn’t  a   hurried  one.” 
He  cited  the  more  than  600  favorable 

editorials  given  the  industry  as  evidence 

of  the  goodwill  created  with  newspapers 

and  thus,  with  the  public. 

John  Balaban  Scoffs  at 

Paramount  Tie  Reports 
Chicago — John  Balaban  said  this  week 

that  he  had  not  been  approached  “nor 

do  I   expect  to  be  approached”  on  being 
placed  in  charge  of  operation  of  Para- 

mount’s theatre  holdings,  the  post  which 
Frank  Freeman  leaves  for  Hollywood. 

It  is  thought  here  that  Barney  Balaban 

will  assume  any  direct  connection  entail- 

ing supervision  of  the  company’s  the- 
atre operations,  with  the  understanding 

that  perhaps  Freeman  will  remain  at  the 

studio  only  long  enough  to  work  out  the 
difficulties  on  the  Paramount  lot  and 

leave  to  William  F.  LeBaron  then  com- 

plete production  supervision. 

The  thought  behind  the  idea  ties  in 

with  Korda’s  impression  that  he  might  get 
a   better  break  in  the  American  market 

by  active  production  in  Hollywood.  The 

theory  in  that  connection  is  that,  in  ef- 

fect, he  thus  will  be  an  American  pro- 
ducer turning  out  Hollywood  pictures  like 

his  competitors  and  that  the  fact  finances 

may  come  from  another  country  will  re- 

solve itself  into  no  more  important  a   cir- 
cumstance than  the  source  from  which 

other  west  coast  producers  draw  their 

production  financing. 

1TOA  to  Hold  Meeting 

On  Local  306  Demands 
New  York  —   Counter-proposal  by  the 

ITOA  to  the  demands  of  Local  306,  pro- 

jectionists’ union,  for  wage  increases  of 

48  per  cent  and  two  weeks’  vacations,  will 
be  made  at  a   meeting  between  representa- 

tives for  both  organizations  Tuesday.  The 

negotiations  are  provided  as  part  of  the 

ten-year  master  contract  made  between 
the  two  parties. 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

Hal  B.  Wallis,  associate  executive  in  charge  of  Warner  production,  hits  the 
town  for  the  usual  round  of  conferences  and  plays.  S.  Charles  Einfeld  supplies 
the  handshake  on  the  left,  while  on  the  right  is  Casey  Robinson  who  fmished 

off  the  script  on  “Dark  Victory”  before  he  left  Hollywood. 

Wallis  and  a   Handshake 

Schaefer  Gets  a   Scroll Korda  Considering 

Split  in  Production 
London — Alexander  Korda  is  seriously 

considering  splitting  production  activities 

between  here  and  Hollywood  and  may 

launch  his  American  plan  with  a   picture 

starring  Merle  Oberon. 

This  is  not  as  simple  a   procedure  as 

it  sounds.  It  involves  a   complete  rear- 

rangement of  Korda’s  financial  structure 
to  permit  a   divorce  between  his  functions 

as  a   producer  for  London  Films  and  as 

operator  of  the  Denham  studios  where 

space  is  leased  to  outside  producers,  in- 

cluding M-G-M’s  British  unit. 
To  do  this,  it  is  understood  he  must 

have  the  sanction,  as  well  as  the  reorgani- 

zation assistance,  of  Prudential  Life  As- 
surance Co.,  his  chief  money  backer.  The 

scheme  likewise  involves  a   liquid  enough 

operating  arrangement  to  permit  him  to 

split  his  time  between  here  and  Holly- 
wood without  throwing  his  organization 

out  of  kilter  in  point  of  costs  and  over- 
head. 
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Now  a   Case  of  Too 

Much  Realism 
Hollywood — Shortly  before  Alexander 

D'Arcy  appeared  in  a   scene  with  Ro- 
land Young  in  which  his  face  is  to 

show  the  effect  of  a   beating  received 

from  Young  in  a   cafe  brawl,  D'Arcy 
tripped  over  a   cable  on  the  set,  hit  the 

side  of  his  face  on  a   light  standard 

and  came  out  with  an  inch  cut  above 

his  left  eye  and  several  bruises.  The 

wound  was  camouflaged  with  adhesive 

for  that  day's  shooting,  but  D'Arcy  fig- 

ured he'd  save  lots  of  time  the  next 

day  by  just  ripping  off  the  adhesive. 

When  shooting  resumed  next  day  he 

was  instructed  to  get  some  scars  paint- 

ed on  the  right  side  of  his  face.  The 

cuts  on  the  left  cheek  turned  out  to  be 

too  realistic. 

Warner  Report  of 

Refunding  Progress 
New  York — “Slow,  but  steady,  progress 

is  being  made  in  Warner  Brothers’  re- 

funding plan  for  its  six  per  cent  notes,” 
reports  the  Wall  Street  Journal,  usually 

reliably  informed  daily  newspaper  of  the 

financial  fraternity.  “About  $18,700,000 
have  been  deposited  out  of  a   total  of  $29,- 

412,000  outstanding,”  the  paper  adds. 

The  Journal,  further,  sees  theatre  at- 

tendance picking  up  and  remarks  “the 
amusement  industry  is  looking  for  im- 

proved earnings  during  the  winter  months. 

“Loew’s,  Inc.  and  20th  Century-Pox 
continue  to  show  earnings  as  good  or  bet- 

ter than  a   year  ago,  the  article  declares. 

It,  however,  reports  Warners  “running 
slightly  behind  last  year  in  net  and  Para- 

mount shows  a   sharp  drop  in  profits  from 

1937.” 
The  forecast  on  the  per  share  earnings 

of  Loew’s  is  “close  to  $6  a   share”  and  on 
20th  Century-Fox  at  $3.75  to  $4  a   share 
against  $4.12  reported  in  1937. 

On  the  Paramount  situation,  this: 

“Paramount  this  year  has  shown  heavy 
losses  from  its  film  production  activities 

which  has  more  than  consumed  profits 

from  the  large  chain  of  theatres  which  the 

company  owns.  Unsatisfactory  showing  of 

the  production  division  has  been  due  in 

part  to  the  rapid  mark-down  of  a   series 
of  high  cost  films  over  the  greater  part  of 

the  year.  It  is  possible  that  with  the 

greater  part  of  this  amortization  out  of 

the  way,  profits  may  be  considerably  bet- 
ter in  the  final  quarter  and  in  the  first 

three  months  of  next  year.” 
On  Warner: 

“Warner  Brothers’  net  for  the  Novem- 
ber quarter  will  be  below  that  of  the  1937 

period,  when  earnings  were  equal  to  43 

cents  a   share  on  the  common  stock.” 

Paramount  Net  Shows 

A   Sharp  Falling  Off 

New  York  —   Paramount’s  earnings  of 
$650,658  for  the  third  quarter  ended  Octo- 

ber 1   show  a   sharp  drop  as  compared  with 

Warning  With  Return 
Of  Theatre  Licenses 

New  York — Licenses  of  the  five  theatres 
in  Harlem  which  were  revoked  because 

adults  were  permitted  to  sit  in  sections 

reserved  for  children,  have  been  reinstated 

with  a   severe  warning  against  repeating 
the  offense. 

No  further  drive  is  contemplated  by 

Commissioner  Paul  Moss.  “Ever  so  often 
we  must  blast  out  in  a   spectacular  drive 

to  scare  those  who  are  violating  the  law,” 
he  explains. 

Failure  of  theatres  to  provide  a   uni- 

formed attendant  to  guard  juvenile  pat- 
rons, brought  down  the  wrath  of  Mayor 

LaGuardia,  who  warned  every  theatre  in 

the  city  would  be  inspected  and  its  license 
revoked  if  violations  continued. 

$1,958,000  for  the  same  period  last  year. 

This  includes  $495,000  representing  Para- 

mount’s direct  and  indirect  net  interest 
as  a   stockholder  in  the  combined  undis- 

tributed earnings  for  the  quarter  of 

partially  owned  non-consolidated  sub- 
sidiaries, also  $233,000  profit  on  purchase 

of  debentures  of  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc. 

Computed  on  the  same  basis,  earnings 

of  $1,876,469  are  estimated  for  the  nine 

months  ended  October  1,  including  $1,- 
660,000  share  of  undistributed  earnings 

of  partially  owned  non-consolidated  sub- 
sidiaries and  $245,000  profit  of  purchase 

of  debentures  of  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc. 

Consolidated  earnings  for  a   corresponding 

period  last  year  were  $5,276,000,  and  Para- 

mount’s share  of  undistributed  earnings  of 
partially  owned  subsidiaries  aggregated 

$1,420,000,  a   combined  total  of  $6,696,000. 

Extension  Granted  on 

Educ'l  Warrants  to  Dec.  31 
New  York — Holders  of  Educational  18- 

month  common  stock  purchase  warrants, 

which  in  effect  are  options  to  purchase 

the  company’s  common  stock  at  $10  per 
share,  have  been  given  until  December 

31,  1939  to  exercise  this  privilege. 

Roxy  Paying  37 y%  Cents 
New  York — The  Roxy  has  declared  a 

quarterly  dividend  of  37 y2  cents  per  share 

on  outstanding  preferred,  payable  De- 
cember 1,  to  stockholders  of  record  on 

November  17. 

Taylor  Has  Words 
Of  Wisdom 

Hollywood — Robert  Taylor  will  not 

ride  any  of  his  own  horses  in  his  latest 

M-G-M  picture,  since  they  are  not 

trained  for  picture  work. 

“Much  as  I'd  like  to  be  on  a   horse 

of  my  own,  there's  no  sense  in  doing 
so  when  horses  are  available  which 

understand  what's  required  of  them  in 

front  of  the  camera.'' The  word  should  be  passed  around. 

Koalas  Must  Have 
Eucalyptus 

Hollywood — In  two  weeks  a   crew 

from  the  Hal  Roach  studio  goes  on  lo- 

cation to  Santa  Cruz  Island.  The  pic- 

ture's locale  is  the  colonization  of  New 
South  Wales,  Australia,  during  the 

1850's. 
Taking  no  chances  with  authenticity, 

the  studio  has  enlisted  the  aid  of  Sir 

Earle  Page,  commissioner  of  commerce 

of  Australia.  Page  will  shortly  send  to 

Santa  Cruz  a   flock  of  little  koala  bears, 

the  original  model  for  children's  teddy 
bears.  The  koalas  eat  nothing  but 

eucalyptus  leaves  and  die  almost  at 

once  without  them.  So  Sir  Earle  is 

shipping  over  20  trees  in  time  for  them 

to  be  in  good  eating  shape  when  the 

bears  arrive.  It  all  depends  on  nature. 

"Night  of  Stars" 
A   Stellar  Event 

New  York — Wednesday  night  at  Madi- 

son Square  Garden  will  truly  be  a   “Night 
of  Stars.”  The  amusement  industry  head- 

ed by  Eddie  Cantor,  Walter  Huston,  Ray- 
mond Massey,  Irving  Berlin,  A1  Jolson, 

George  Jessel,  Hugh  Herbert,  Lillian  Gish, 

Glenda  Farrell,  Kitty  Carlisle,  Lou  Holtz, 

Ben  Bernie  and  Orson  Welles  will  par- 

ticipate in  this  fifth  annual  affair  with 

proceeds  to  go  to  Jewish  refugees. 

Cantor  and  Jessel  will  roll  back  the 

years  and  don  blackface  as  the  reunited 

team  of  “Cantor  and  Jessel.”  Massey  will 

do  a   scene  from  “Abe  Lincoln  in  Illionis,” 

Welles  a   scene  from  “Danton’s  Death,” 

and  a   large  Negro  chorus  the  “Franklin 
D.  Roosevelt  Jones”  number  from  “Sing 

Out  the  News.” 
Inaugurating  a   new  idea  for  this  year’s 

show,  the  combined  cast  of  1,200  actors, 

singers,  musicians  and  dancers  will  sit 

on  the  stage  and  pass  judgment  as  the 

show  rolls  along.  Louis  K.  Sidney  is  chair- 

man of  the  producing  committee,  assist- 
ed by  Ben  A.  Boyar. 

Double  Bill  Houses  Make 

No  Exception  of  "Waltz" New  York — “The  Great  Waltz”  is  get- 
ting double  bill  treatment  wherever  duals 

are  an  established  policy.  No  effort  is 

being  made  to  set  the  costly  film  up  as  a 

single  bill  attraction  in  normally  twin  bill 

houses,  as  has  been  the  case  in  a   few 
instances. 

The  picture  was  coupled  with  “Young 
Dr.  Kildare”  in  Springfield,  Bridgeport 
and  New  Haven,  Loew-Poli  situations,  this 
week,  while  the  same  combination  opens 

in  Worcester  and  Hartford  Thursday. 

“Waltz”  has  already  played  with  an  asso- 

ciate feature  in  Rochester,  Syracuse,  To- 

ledo, Indianapolis,  Kansas  City  and  Louis- 
ville. It  will  probably  be  sold  in  the  30 

per  cent  bracket. 
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British  Production 

Tone  More  Cheerful 

By  DAVE  GOLDING 

New  York — Optimism  over  British  pro- 
duction flourishes  strongly  among  the 

group  of  film  personalities  unloaded  by 
the  French  liner  Normandie.  Included  in 

this  contingent  are  Montague  Marks, 

Walter  Futter  and  Leslie  Howard,  Herbert 

Wilcox  and  Monty  Banks.  RKO’s  Foreign 
Manager  Phil  Reisman  and  J.  Cheever 

Cowdin,  chairman  of  Universal’s  board, 
were  the  local  representatives  returning. 

Futter  and  Howard,  who  have  formed 

Major  Pictures,  Ltd.,  are  ready  to  affix 
their  signatures  to  a   distribution  deal  with 

RKO  for  three  triple  quota  pictures.  Reis- 

man figured  in  the  preliminary  discus- 

sions in  London  and,  it  is  likely  the  con- 
tract will  meet  with  home  office  approval. 

Futter  expects  to  go  to  the  coast  shortly 

where  the  script  on  the  first  will  be  pre- 
pared. The  company,  Futter  says,  owns 

the  rights  to  “Mississippi  Bubble”  and 
“Chinese  Gordon.” 

Figuring  prominently  in  this  setup  is 

Howard,  who  plans  to  act,  direct  and 

produce  all  pictures.  He  declares,  “I 

won’t  perform  in  Hollywood  any  longer 
in  the  sense  that  I   am  fulfilling  a   job.” 
Howard  expresses  a   great  deal  of  en- 

thusiasm over  the  prospect  of  making  his 

own  pictures.  He  infers  his  company  will 

do  a   certain  number  of  pictures  in  Eng- 
land and  Hollywood. 

Marks,  former  general  manager  for 

Alexander  Korda,  follows  closely  with  the 

word  he  has  organized  Albion  Films,  Ltd., 

in  association  with  Douglas  Fairbanks,  to 

produce  three  triple  quota  pictures  which 

will  be  handled  by  United  Artists.  He 

estimates  each  will  run  from  $500,000  to 

$750,000.  One  of  the  backers  is  Sir 

Adrian  Baillie,  English  financier. 

Marks  is  now  out  on  the  coast  confer- 

ring with  Fairbanks.  He  expects  to  re- 
turn next  weekend  with  Fairbanks  and  his 

wife  with  all  three  sailing  for  England 

shortly  after.  Marks  says  early  plans  call 

for  two  productions  to  be  made  in  Eng- 
land and  one  in  Hollywood. 

Reisman  believes  RKO’s  foreign  gross 

Changed  by  an  Act 

Of  Congress 

Washington — Paramount's  "St.  Louis 

Blues''  has  the  distinction  of  being  the 
first  picture  of  record  to  be  changed  by 

an  act  of  Congress. 

In  one  sequence,  Dorothy  Lamour 

runs  away  from  Lloyd  Nolan  and  goes 

to  New  York.  Originally  she  was 

shown  going  on  an  airplane  pass. 

Since  the  script  was  written,  however, 

passage  of  the  McCarron-Lea  bill,  plac- 

ing all  air  lines  under  the  Civil  Aero- 

nautics Authority,  has  made  all  air 

passes  illegal.  So  Miss  Lamour  will 

be  shown  thumbing  a   ride  in  an  auto- 
mobile. 

Dead ,   Also  Out  of 
The  Premises 

New  York — Best  animal  story  of  the 

week  has  a   Hays  office  setting. 

A   visitor  happened  into  the  office  as 

a   Haysian  was  phoning. 

Haysian:  "Hello,  Lewis  and  Conger? 
Do  you  have  a   good  preparation  that 

destroys  rats?"  (He  listens).  “You  say 
it  is  called  Rat  Nuts.  How  does  it 

work?" 

Then:  "No,  that  won't  do.  We  don't 
want  the  dead  rats  on  the  premises. 

It  must  be  something  that  drives  them 

out  of  the  building,  too." 

Haysian,  aside  to  visitor:  "Don't  get 

me  wrong.  This  is  a   personal  call." 

will  be  considerably  better  than  last  year. 

He  attributes  the  rise  to  better  pictures. 
No  comment  on  the  Italian  situation  is 

forthcoming  from  Reisman  who  says  he 

did  not  even  venture  into  Italy.  RKO’s 
personnel  on  the  continent,  according  to 

Reisman,  remains  the  same.  He  did  ad- 

mit a   deal  pending  with  Major  Pictures. 

Here  for  the  opening  of  “60  Glorious 
Years”  at  the  Music  Hall,  Thursday,  is 
Herbert  Wilcox,  British  producer,  accom- 

panied by  Anna  Neagle,  star.  The  film 

winds  up  Wilcox’s  one  picture  deal  with 
RKO  and  he  is  negotiating  for  a   new 
contract. 

Discussion  on  future  distribution  will 

not  be  confined  to  RKO,  Wilcox  says.  “I 
hope  to  have  conversation  with  two  or 

three  other  companies  to  size  up  the  situa- 

tion.” Future  production  plans,  accord- 
ing to  Wilcox,  call  for  an  outlay  of  over 

$2,000,000  for  three  pictures. 

Banks,  producer  and  director  for  20th- 
Fox  in  England,  brings  with  him  a   print 

of  Grade  Fields’  latest,  “Smiling  Along.” 
In  his  opinion,  UK  production  is  thriving. 

As  for  the  distribution  here  of  20th-Fox 

British-made  pictures,  he  declares  Sid- 
ney R.  Kent  will  decide  on  those  which 

are  suitable.  Banks  is  on  his  way  to  the 

coast  where  he  will  confer  with  Darryl 
F.  Zanuck. 

Also  on  board,  were  Laurence  Olivier, 

English  actor,  who  is  on  his  way  to  Holly- 

wood to  appear  in  “Wuthering  Heights,” 
Noel  Coward,  who  is  here  for  a   musical 

revue,  “Set  to  Music,”  and  Berton  Church- 
ill, film  actor. 

A   Better  British  Deal 

Is  Reported  for  GN 
New  York — Grand  National  is  under- 

stood to  have  received  a   better  British 

offer  than  that  originally  made  by  Asso- 
ciated British  Film  Distributors,  a   John 

Maxwell  company,  and  is  prepared  to  ex- 
plore it  before  making  any  decision  on 

English  distribution. 

For  this  reason,  the  Grand  National  di- 

rectors, slated  to  meet  this  week,  to  dis- 
cuss and  possibly  ratify  the  ABFD  deal, 

failed  to  convene. 

Educational’s  board  meets  on  Monday. 

Director  Wernsdorf  Dies  in  London 

London— Burial  rites  were  held  here  for 

O.  F.  Wernsdorf,  Austrian-born  director. 

Five  Exchanges  Shg 

From  Combine  Deals 

New  York — Although  there  is  a   ten- 

dency on  the  part  of  some  majors  to  ne- 
gotiate deals  with  Associated  Theatres  of 

New  Jersey,  independent  booking  combine, 

five  local  branches  are  disinclined  to  rec- 

ognize the  group.  These  are  Paramount, 

Universal,  Columbia,  Warner  and  United 
Artists. 

M-G-M,  RKO  and  20th  Century-Fox  are 

said  to  have  closed  deals  with  Associated, 

but  only  after  each  of  the  14  members 

of  the  combine  signed  individual  contracts. 

The  procedure  was  for  a   buyer’s  commit- 
tee of  three,  Irving  Dollinger,  Jack  Unger 

and  Paul  Josephs,  to  negotiate  for  the 

best  possible  deal,  submit  the  terms  to  the 
combine  and  then  take  majority  opinion 

as  determining  its  course.  In  the  three 

instances  where  deals  were  signed  the 

terms  are  said  to  have  been  on  a   par 

with  those  of  last  season,  without  re- 
ductions of  any  sort. 

It  is  this  very  element  of  group  strength 

that  augurs  potential  danger  in  the  future, 

according  to  a   spokesman  for  one  com- 
pany whose  product  has  not  been  bought. 

His  argument  is  that,  if  he  approves  a 

deal  on  the  same  basis  as  last  season, 

this  establishes  a   precedent  that  would 

forbid  him  from  getting  higher  prices 

if  his  companys’  policy  called  for  an  in- crease. 

Metro  Contest  Winners 

Due  Back  From  Cruise 
New  York — Nine  winners  in  the  M-G-M 

sales  and  billings  contest  who  have  been 

abroad  for  the  past  month  as  guests  of 

the  company  return  on  the  Queen  Mary 
November  16. 

The  group  consists  of  Branch  Managers 
W.  E.  Banford,  Chicago;  Leroy  Bickel, 

Dallas;  J.  F.  Willingham,  Memphis;  W.  H. 

Workman,  Minneapolis;  W.  B.  Zoellner, 

Oklahoma  City;  B.  Bishop  jr.,  Pittsburgh; 

M.  Saffle,  Salt  Lake  City;  and  District 

Managers  J.  J.  Maloney,  Pittsburgh,  and 
C.  E.  Kessnich,  Atlanta. 

Cowpunchers  Now 
Clock-Punchers 

Hollywood — Harry  Sherman  has  pur- 
chased a   time  clock.  And  now  all  his 

cowpunchers  have  become  clock- 

punchers. 
As  a   result  of  the  new  contract  be- 

tween the  SAG  and  producers,  cow- 

boys employed  by  Sherman  have  to 

register  their  working  time  on  a 

chronometer.  Free  lance  players  now 

put  in  48  hours  a   week  as  compared 

to  54.  Since  overtime  will  be  figured 

in  tenths  of  hours  only,  a   recording 

mechanism  can  be  depended  upon  for 

an  accurate  check.  Long  term  con- 

tract players  are  exempt. 
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Just  Visiting 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

In  the  middle,  S.  Charles  Einfeld,  di- 

rector of  advertising  and  publicity 

for  Warner,  et  al.  To  the  right,  Mrs. 

Einfeld.  To  the  left,  Samuel  Band, 

Mrs.  Einfeld's  father.  Einfeld  is  in 
New  York  to  discuss  forthcoming 

product  with  home  office  executives 

and  expects  to  remain  here  about  a 
month. 

jgILLY  FERGUSON  visited  Boston  where 

he  spent  a   few  days  on  the  “Great 

Waltz”  contest  .   .   .   Santon  Griffis,  Barney 
Balaban  and  Russ  Holman  trained  in  to- 

gether from  the  coast  Friday  .   .   .   Paul 

Osborn,  who  did  the  screenplay,  “The 

Young  in  Heart,”  is  back  in  town  .   .   .   New 
branch  managers  for  Ross-Federal  Ser- 

vice, Inc.,  are  F.  S.  McKeown,  Detroit; 

C.  J.  Storeim,  Cleveland;  F.  A.  Rosevelt, 

Charlotte,  and  F.  B.  Gamble,  Portland. 

R.  W.  Oudersluys,  former  branch  manager 

of  Detroit,  is  assigned  to  the  new  credit 

promotion  division.  Thomas  B.  Ellsworth 

is  the  new  assistant  in  the  advertising 

department  and  will  edit  the  house  organ 

Service  .   .   .   Charlie  Goetz,  of  the  20th- 
Fox  talent  department,  is  in  Chicago  to 

see  what  the  middle  west  has  to  offer  .   .   . 

Irving  Lincer,  20th-Fox’s  transportation 
manager,  is  making  progress  in  his  fight 
against  pneumonia. 

Scene  at  Mrs.  Astor’s  boarding  house: 
Ned  E.  Depinet  breaking  bread  with  Jack 
Alicoate;  Harry  G.  Kosch  and  Max  Cohen 

a   twosome  with  William  F.  Rodgers  drop- 
ping by  after  abandoning  the  regular 

Metro  table  which  this  day  houses  Eddie 
Saunders,  Tom  Connors  and  James  A.  Fitz- 

Patrick;  Jimmy  Grainger  with  Herman 
Gluckman,  Morris  Epstein  and  Sam  Rinz- 
ler ,   the  latter  of  Randforce,  of  course; 
Alec  Moss  and  Jack  Barnstyn  also  among 
those  present  .   .   .   Harry  Goetz  says  he 
has  packed  his  golf  clubs  for  the  season. 
That  is,  unless  he  decides  to  visit  Hot 
Springs  or  Florida. 

BROADWAY 
J)OROTHY  AYLESWORTH,  daughter  of 

Merlin  H.  and  Mrs.  Aylesworth,  is  en- 
gaged to  Robert  G.  Knott.  They  will 

marry  January  4   .   .   .   Arlene  Francis,  in 

private  life  Mrs.  Neil  F.  Agnew,  plays  one 

of  the  leads  in  “Danton’s  Death,”  latest 
venture  of  the  Mercury  Theatre  .   .   .   Har- 

old B.  Franklin  taking  time  out  to  write 

the  editors  he  likes  Boxoffice’s  new  front 
cover  .   .   .   Charlie  Moskowitz,  sans  carna- 

tion again,  and  a   staff  reporter  consti- 

tuted the  two -some  who  greeted  Nicholas 
M.  Schenck  on  his  return  from  that  quick 

Hollywood  trip  .   .   .   Mort  Blumenstock  is 

plotting  a   holiday,  now  that  Charlie  Ein- 
feld is  around  for  a   couple  of  weeks  .   .   . 

If  you’ve  missed  Ralph  Rolan,  it’s  because 
he’s  confined  to  the  RKO  studio  while  the 
Douglas  Corrigan  film  is  in  production. 

The  place:  Dinty  Moore’s.  The  per- 
formers, including  these:  Howard  Dietz 

and  Si  Seadler  in  the  back  room  hard  by 

the  kitchen.  At  one  table:  Carl  Leser- 

man,  Roy  Haines,  Ben  Kalmenson,  Clay- 
ton Bond,  Harry  Kalmine  making  up  one 

Warner  group.  Separately ,   Barristers 

Perkins  and  Levinson  of  the  same  com- 
pany. Neil  Agnew  with  Charlie  Reagan. 

Nestling  close  to  the  cigar  counter,  Char- 
lie Moses,  Bob  Wolff,  Harry  Shiffman,  Joe 

Lee,  Harry  Buxbaum,  Bert  Sanford,  as- 
sembled for  a   vague  purpose  occasionally 

described  as  Moses’  birthday.  Eddie  Grain- 
ger dropping  by  to  chat.  The  plot: 

Lunch.  Just  that  .   .   .   Al  Sherman  back 

from  three  weeks  in  London  where  he 
had  a   time  of  it  .   .   .   Jimmy  Grainger 
planning  a   trip  into  the  south  shortly. 
Then  back  to  New  York.  Then  to  the  coast 

for  the  Christmas-New  Year’s  holidays  as 
per  custom. 

■^TALTER  GOULD.  Latin-American  di- visional manager  for  UA,  is  back  from 

a   four  months’  visit  to  exchanges  in  his 
territory  ...  Vic  Shapiro  is  pondering  a 

trip  to  the  coast  .   .   .   Dorothy  Lamour  is 

here  from  Hollywood  on  a   six-day  vaca- 
tion .   .   .   Laurence  Olivier,  in  from  London, 

will  appear  opposite  Merle  Oberon  in 

“Wuthering  Heights”  for  Sam  Goldwyn  .   .   . 

Seymour  Vorzimer,  manager  of  the  Flat- 
bush  in  Brooklyn  is  engaged  to  Roslyn 

Lefkowitz  .   .   .   Al  Aaronson  sails  for  Eu- 
rope Wednesday.  He  expects  to  make  it 

a   long  trip  and  be  away  for  almost  four 
months  .   .   .   Lillie  Messenger,  story  editor 

for  RKO,  is  here  from  California-a-a-y  to 

scan  the  play  market.  It  won’t  be  par- 
ticularly strange  to  further  report  she  saw 

“Gunga  Din”  before  she  left  Hollywood 

and  thinks  it’s  a   pretty  good  job. 

Edwin  A.  Aaron,  William  F.  Rodgers’ 
right  hand  bower,  is  missing  two  weeks 

of  Texas  Sunshine  and  golf  because  a 
sudden  phone  call  made  it  necessary  for 
him  to  return  to  the  home  office.  Aaron 
had  been  in  Dallas  a   month,  relieving 

District  Manager  C.  E.  Kessnich,  who  is  in 
Europe.  What  with  the  press  of  business 

due  to  time  spent  with  the  distributors’ 
trade  practice  committee,  Rodgers  found 

it  necessary  to  bring  his  aide-de-camp  in 
.   .   .   Bob  Christenberry ,   managing  direc- 

tor of  the  Hotel  Astor,  is  back  from  White 

Sulphur  Springs,  where,  he  reports,  Sid- 
ney Lanfield  is  enjoying  rounds  and  rounds 

of  golf  .   .   .   Thursday’s  incoming  Nor- 
mandie brought  a   flock  of  film  personali- 

ties, i.  e.,  Phil  Reisman,  Herbert  Wilcox, 
Laurence  Olivier,  Anna  Neagle,  J.  Cheever 
Cowdin,  Walter  Futter,  Leslie  Howard, 

Checking  Those  Foreign  Grosses 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Rapidly  changing  conditions  in  Europe  take  a   trio  of  Columbia  executives  over- 
seas. From  left  to  right,  Joe  McConville,  general  foreign  manager;  Jack  Cohn, 

vice-president ;   Bill  Ornstein  of  Boxoffice  who  got  in  the  middle  again,  and 

Jack  Segal,  McConville’ s   assistant  and  manager  of  foreign  exchange  operations. 
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Monty  Banks  and  Vivian  Leigh  .   .   .   Rob- 
ert Benchley  is  here  from  San  Francisco, 

via  the  City  of  Norfolk  via  the  Panama 

Canal  .   .   .   Fredric  March,  in  from  Holly- 
wood, looking  around  for  a   Broadway  play 

.   .   .   James  Ellison  has  delayed  his  trip 

from  the  studios  until  after  Christmas  .   .   . 

Bill  Rodgers  says  he’ll  take  that  proffered 
post  of  chief  barker  for  the  New  York 
Variety  Club  if  someone  finds  him  some 
time. 

Sam  Levene,  the  actor,  and  Chester 

Erskine,  the  Broadway  producer,  talking 

shop  the  other  afternoon  in  front  of  the 

RCA  Bldg.,  where  Universal  has  its  head- 
quarters .   .   .   Marcell  Heilman,  the  French 

producer,  left  for  the  coast  Wednesday 

to  look  over  Hollywood  and  try  to  dis- 
pose of  certain  stories  he  owns  .   .   .   Hugh 

Owen,  Dallas  UA  branch  manager,  gone 

over  the  weekend  for  home  after  a   three- 

day  visit  .   .   .   Ditto  Bert  Stearn,  district 

manager  with  headquarters  in  Pittsburgh 

.   .   .   Steve  Pallos  will  be  back  in  the  spring. 
Before  he  sailed  for  home  he  tendered 

the  UA  home  office  executive  personnel  a 

farewell  party  and  was  given  a   golf  wrist' 
watch  as  a   gift  .   .   .   Ralph  Bettinson,  Mono- 

gram English  representative  at  the  stu- 
dios, went  back  to  Scott  R.  Dunlap  to  the 

coast. 

Dave  Levy  pays  his  debts  on  time.  On 

Thursday,  Ted  O’Shea  lent  him  $25  and 
before  O’Shea’s  pockets  could  cool  off  the 
money  was  back  .   .   .   Janet  Martin,  assist- 

ant to  Gregory  Dickson,  Walt  Disney  stu- 
dio publicity  and  advertising  head,  has 

gone  back  to  the  coast  after  a   brief  visit 
here  ..  .   .   Hal  Horne  will  be  back  from 
abroad  about  the  middle  of  next  month 

.   .   .   Joe  McConville  doesn’t  plan  to  re- 
turn from  his  odyssey  to  France  and 

England  before  Christmas.  He  says  his 

trip  is  to  finish  up  plans  laid  out  on  his 
first  visit  and  which  were  mterrupted  by 
the  war  scare  .   .   .   Jack  Cohn,  however, 
will  be  back  in  time  for  all  the  Christmas 

parties  .   .   .   When  Gary  Cooper  sailed  on 
the  Queen  Mary,  he  was  escorted  in 
through  a   side  entrance  and  were  the 
fa?is  disappointed.  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr., 

however,  almost  caused  a   riot  and  had  to 
be  rushed  aboard  to  dodge  the  autograph 
hounds. 

Pauline  Kelen,  switchboard  operator  at 

the  Walter  Reade  office,  has  realized  a 

lifelong  ambition  to  become  a   cop.  She 

is  one  of  the  successful  321  of  3,000  wom- 
en who  took  the  stiff  examination.  All 

she  has  to  do  now  is  wait  about  three 

years  for  an  appointment  .   .   .   Steve  Broidy 
and  Nat  Furst  were  weekend  visitors  to 

the  Monogram  plant  .   .   .   Herb  Crooker 

goes  to  the  coast  the  end  of  the  month 

to  supervise  the  featurette  that  MacFad- 
den  Publications  will  show  at  its  exhibit 

at  the  World’s  Fair  .   .   .   May  Kelly,  Bill 

Howard’s  secretary  at  RKO,  is  back  from 
a   tropical  cruise  .   .   .   Jules  Levy  was  in 
Atlanta  for  RKO  sales  conferences  with 

Cresson  E.  Smith  and  H.  M.  Lyons  .   .   . 

Max  Fellerman  is  being  deprived  of  in- 

viting company  to  the  house  if  the  com- 
pany happens  to  bring  its  offspring  along. 

All  because  little  Joan  has  the  mumps. 

Among  the  passengers  bound  for  home 

on  the  French  liner  Normandie  are  Wil- 
liam J.  Gell,  managing  director  for  Pathe 

Pictures,  Ltd.;  Arthur  Levey,  Monogram’s 
British  representative,  and  Sam  Smith , 
head  of  British  Lion  .   .   .   Charlie  Stern 
visited  the  UA  branches  in  Philly  and 

Washington  .   .   .   E.  K.  (Ted)  O'Shea  vis- 

Romeo  and  Juliet 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

“Woo  Woo"  Herbert  plays  Montague 

to  Eddie  Davis’  Capulet,  or  maybe  it’s 
the  other  way  around,  at  a   party  for 

the  comedian  at  Leon  and  Eddie's  in 
the  quiet  of  roaring  52 nd  St. 

ited  his  son  at  Ithaca  where  they  took  in 
the  Cornell-Dartmouth  game.  Prior  to 

that  O’Shea  made  stops  at  Albany  and 
Buffalo  .   .   .   RKO  Pathe  short  subject 
director  Frank  Donovan  spent  a   couple 

of  days  on  a   pilot  boat  waiting  for  a 
storm  to  break  so  it  could  be  filmed  for 

the  short,  “Pilot  Boats”  .   .   .   Scott  R. 
Dunlap  and.  Ralph  Bettinson  are  back  on 
the  coast  following  home  office  huddles 
.   .   .   Louis  Nizer  and  Harry  Hershfield 
in  a   serious  discussion  in  front  of  the 
Paramount  Bldg. 

Jack  Ellis  of  630  Ninth  Ave.,  is  a   fre- 

quent visitor  to  a   “friend”  at  9   Rockefeller 
Plaza,  way  over  the  other  side  of  town  .   .   . 

Local  802 ’s  annual  benefit  dance  takes 
place  at  Manhattan  Center  November  15. 

More  than  30  bands  will  appear  for  the 

musicians’  union  .   .   .   Before  Robert  W. 
Perkins  left  the  U.  S.  district  court  the 

other  day  he  lingered  long  enough  to  enjoy 

the  pleading  of  Morris  Ebenstein,  WB  at- 
torney, before  Judge  Bondy  .   .   .   Stuart 

Aaron  was  another  interested  spectator 

.   .   .   Lou  Brown,  formerly  with  Loew’s  pub- 
licity in  the  Bronx,  has  been  transferred 

to  the  Loew-Poli  circuit,  with  headquarters 

in  New  Haven.  He  replaces  Erie  Wright, 

resigned.  Carl  Fishman  succeeds  Brown. 

He  will  headquarter  at  the  Paradise  .   .   . 

Sol  Hankin,  for  many  years  with  Warners 

in  Philadelphia,  has  acquired  an  interest 

with  Moe  Rosenberg  in  three  Bronx  thea- tres. 

St.  Moritz  Hotel  lobby  huddle :   Jack 
Skirball,  and  brother  Bill,  Ohio  operator, 

and  Sam  Wheeler,  20  th  Century-Fox 
Washmgton  branch  manager  .   .   .   Sam 
Marx,  Columbia  producer,  has  extended 
his  local  visit  .   .   .   Bernard  Zimmetbaum, 

(Continued  on  page  29) 

An  Award  for  Safety's  Sake 

Louis  de  Rochemont,  (right)  producer  of  the  March  of  Time,  accepts  the 
David  S.  Beyer  Memorial  Award,  of  the  Motion  Picture  Traffic  Safety  Commit- 

tee for  “Man  at  the  Wheel,”  released  through  RKO.  Thomas  H.  MacDonald 
(left) ,   chief  of  U.  S.  Bureau  of  Public  Roads,  does  the  presenting  at  the  silver 
jubilee  congress  of  the  National  Safety  Council,  Chicago. 
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Gov't  Still  Seeking Chain  Curtailment 

(Continued  from  page  6-C) 

lich  and  Pepper  that  Columbia  and  United 

Artists  plan  to  move  for  dismissal  of  the 

case  as  made  out  against  these  companies. 

Their  arguments  were  that  neither  of  these 

companies  owns  theatres  and  that  nothing 

is  made  clear  in  the  government  suit  that 
would  connect  them  with  the  abuses 

charged.  At  the  request  of  Donovan,  Pep- 
per put  Universal  in  the  same  category, 

although  said  nothing  of  “U’s”  plans,  for 
a   dismissal. 

During  a   debate  over  major  attorneys’ 
request  for  a   60  day  extension,  Williams 

insisted  the  defendants  have  had  ample 

time  for  answers  since  filing  of  the  suit  in 

July.  Donovan  thought  60  days,  was  not 

unreasonable  and  Judge  Bondy  concurred, 

although  he  did  not  rule  on  it.  However, 

his  attitude  on  this  point  was  made  clear 

when  he  informed  Williams  he  personally 

was  advised  almost  five  years  ago,  when 

he  participiated  in  RKO’s  77B  proceed- 
ings, that  the  department  of  justice  had 

begun  to  prepare  its  case  against  the  in- 
dustry. 

Frohlich  followed  this  up  immediately 

by  declaring  that,  in  view  of  the  govern- 

ment’s long  preparation,  it  now  was  at- 

tempting to  give  the  industry  the  “rush 

act.” Williams  countered  with  this  up  with 

the  assertion  the  industry  was  attempting 

to  “force  the  government’s  hand  before 

trial.” Cites  New  Rules 

Judge  Bondy,  time  and  again,  suggest- 
ed to  Williams  that,  under  the  new  rules 

of  pleadings,  it  is  desirable  for  both  sides 

to  “particularize  the  issues  you  must  meet.” 
He  stressed  the  fact  that,  inasmuch  as 
Williams  must  have  had  certain  cases  on 

which  to  base  his  case,  he  should  enter- 

tain no  fear  in  stating  them.  “If  you 

know  the  facts  you  should  give  them,”  he 
added. 

To  this,  Williams  struck  a   technical 

note,  seemingly  sparring,  by  pleading  that 

officers  of  the  companies  involved,  and 

not  their  attorneys,  should  sign  affidavits. 

Judge  Bondy  agreed  this  was  technically 

correct,  but  that  it  could  be  easily  over- 
come by  another  technicality.  Williams 

then  declared  he  did  not  want  the  motion 

decided  on  technicalities. 

Thacher  made  a   brief  plea  in  behalf 

of  the  bill  of  particulars  by  citing  the  dif- 

ficulties he  experienced  in  the  North  Da- 
kota theatre  divorcement  proceedings 

where  this  procedure  was  not  followed.  He 

did  this  just  after  a   verbal  exchange  that 

led  Judge  Bondy  to  remark  to  Williams: 

“These  men  want  to  know  the  facts  that 
led  to  the  cause  of  action.  You  need  not 

prepare  evidence.  Put  in  plain  English 

what  they  have  been  doing.”  Judge  Bondy 

said  he  would  “protect”  Williams  if  he 
cited  names  and  specific  instances  of  al- 

leged conspiracy  by  permitting  him  to  add 

as  many  names  and  acts  desired  up  to  20 
days  before  trial. 

“After  all,”  he  added,  “these  men  should 

Maybe  It  Served 
Them  Right 

Hollywood  —   Fredric  March,  noting 

the  similarity  in  the  dress  of  Japanese 

men  and  women,  made  inquiry  from 

one  of  the  Nipponese. 

He  wanted  to  know  how  to  disting- 
uish between  the  men  and  women,  and 

got  for  an  answer: 

"How  do  you  tell  the  Hollywood  girls 
and  boys  apart  when  they  both  wear 

short  hair  and  long  pants?" 

March  is  said  to  have  replied,  “Oh, 

that's  easy.  The  girls  are  the  ones 

who  carry  pocketbooks."  Only  we 
don't  believe  March  said  that. 

not  be  asked  to  prepare  for  more  than  that 

which  they  are  charged  with.” 
Major  attorneys  made  much  of  the  fact 

that  hundreds  of  thousands  of  transac- 
tions occur  annually  with  each  defendant 

and  that  to  investigate  each  one,  not 

knowing  which  would  be  necessary  in  trial, 

would  delay  preparation  for  trial. 

And  these  are  the  issues  which  Judge 

Bondy  will  rule  on,  possibly  within  the 
next  two  weeks. 

Federal  Advertising  Rein 

Bid  in  Trust  Law  Revamp 

(Continued  from  page  6-B> 

restrictions,  however,  are  placed  against 

the  advertising  of  the  latter. 

In  the  explanatory  statement,  issued  by 

Assistant  Attorney  General  Thurman  Ar- 

nold, it  was  declared  that  the  same  con- 
ditions which  surrounded  the  advertising 

of  the  motor  manufacturers’  finance  com- 
panies prevail  in  other  industries  and  that 

“monopoly  is  fostered  when  advertising 

is  used  to  put  competitors  at  a   disad- 
vantage for  the  sole  reason  that  they  do 

not  have  resources  sufficient  to  expend 

equally  large  sums  in  advertising  par- 

ticular products  or  the  services  of  par- 

ticular companies.” 
“By  a   variety  of  modern  refinements 

upon  the  methods  of  the  circus  barker, 

advertising  is  used  to  build  up  public 

preference  for  the  products  of  one  pro- 
ducer or  manufacturer  solely  because  he 

has  the  most  advertising  money  and  can 

make  the  most  noise,”  Arnold  charged. 
“To  meet  the  monopoly  control  which 

this  advertising  gives,  the  anti-trust  laws 

by  themselves  are  inadequate,”  Ar- 
nold held.  “Nevertheless,  the  purpose  of 

the  anti-trust  laws  will  be  furthered  if 

advertising  is  limited  to  its  proper  func- 
tion of  building  up  consumption,  and  if 

restrictions  are  placed  against  its  use  for 

the  purpose  of  giving  a   monopoly  ad- 
vantage to  the  competitor  with  the  largest 

pocketbook. 

“Where  advertising  stresses  the  pecu- 
liar qualities  of  common  goods  under  a 

particular  trade  name,  competitors  must 

either  go  out  of  business  or  spend  like 

large  sums  in  building  up  their  own  trade 

names  for  the  same  common  commodity. 

The  result  is  either  a   wasteful  system  of 

distribution  on  the  one  hand,  or  monopoly 

on  the  other.” 

Denies  Trade  Talk 

Won  Allied  Accord 
(Continued  from  page  6- A) 

they  made  it  clear  to  the  distributors’  com- 
mittee that  the  publicity  should  not  re- 

flect even  by  implication  that  there  was 
an  agreement. 

“Cole’s  statement  pointed  out  that  a 
resolution  of  the  Allied  board  required 

that  the  maximum  concessions  of  the  dis- 

tributors be  reported  back  for  final  ac- 
tion. Not  only  does  the  board  want  the 

final  say,  but  in  the  nature  of  the  case 

there  could  be  no  agreement  at  this  time, 

since  much  will  depend  on  the  manner  in 
which  the  commitments  of  the  distributors 

in  reference  to  trade  practices  and  the 

details  of  the  arbitration  machinery  are 

set  down  on  paper.  In  order  that  there 

may  be  no  further  misunderstanding,  the 

following  is  quoted  from  the  resolution  of 

the  Board  authorizing  the  continuation  of 

negotiations: 
“   *   *   *   final  approval  and  ratification 

by  the  board  of  directors  to  be  conditioned 

upon  the  working  out  of  a   satisfactory  ar- 

bitration procedure  to  deal  with  import- 
ant issues  as  enumerated  in  the  memoran- 

dum of  the  negotiating  committee  dated 

October  27,  and  upon  the  further  condi- 
tion that  nothing  in  the  arrangement  shall 

bind  Allied  or  any  of  its  members  from 

pursuing  such  measures  as  may  be  de- 
cided upon  to  gain  such  further  relief  as 

may  seem  necessary  or  desirable.” 
“Ignored  Two  Points” 

“An  additional  and  important  reason 

why  Allied’s  committee  could  not  enter 
into  an  agreement  at  this  time  is  that  the 

two  main  planks  in  Allied’s  platform — 
(a)  abolishment  of  compulsory  block 

booking  and  blind  selling  and  <b)  separa- 
tion of  production  and  distribution  from 

exhibition — have  not  been  considered  in 

the  negotiations.  The  reason  for  this  is 

that  the  distributors’  committee  an- 
nounced that  it  was  not  authorized  to  go 

any  further  on  one  than  to  offer  a   small 

cancellation  privilege  and  was  not  au- 
thorized to  deal  with  the  other  at  all. 

“It  goes  without  saying  that  the  board 
will  want  to  consider  with  the  greatest 

care  any  proposed  agreement  which  does 

not  include  the  two  points  for  which  Al- 
lied has  waged  a   campaign  for  many 

years. “Another  matter  that  has  caused  un- 
easiness in  independent  exhibitor  ranks  is 

the  rumor  that  a   movement  to  merge  Al- 

lied into  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Own- 

ers of  America  is  on  foot.  This  sugges- 

tion, coming  at  this  time,  tends  to  impair 

the  confidence  of  the  independent  exhibi- 

tors in  the  pending  negotiations  as  re- 
flected by  inquiries  reaching  this  office. 

“Let  it  be  known  that  no  such  action 

is  in  contemplation  so  far  as  Allied  is  con- 

cerned. Nor  would  such  action  be  pos- 

sible under  the  constitution  which  re- 

stricts membership  to  independent  the- atres. 

“The  Allied  negotiating  committee  joins 
in  urging  the  trade  papers  to  correct  the 

inaccurate  impressions  that  have  been 

created  regarding  the  status  of  the  nego- 
tiations and  the  continued  independence 

of  Allied.” 28 BOXOFFICE  ::  November  12,  1938 



Paramount  Economy 

Changes  Only  Slated 
New  York — “There  will  be  no  vital 

change  in  Paramount  studio  operation, 

save  along  economy  lines,”  Barney  Bala- 
ban,  president,  declared  Friday  on  his  ar- 

rival with  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  new  home 

office  contact  with  the  studio.  “We’re  not 

interested  in  bookkeeping  savings,”  he 
said. 

Freeman’s  duties  on  the  coast  have  not 
been  defined,  but  they  will  be  contact  with 

the  market.  Meanwhile,  no  successor  to 

his  position  as  head  of  the  theatre  ac- 
tivity here  has  been  chosen.  Balaban  will 

assume  greater  authority  over  that  de- 

partment, but  “probably  will  not”  take 
over  all  control.  Freeman  returns  to 

Hollywood  in  two  weeks. 

Adolph  Zukor,  who  leaves  for  England 

December  2,  is  counted  up  on  to  lend  “wide 

experience”  in  consolidating  Paramount’s 
interests  overseas.  He  will  determine  the 

status  of  John  Cecil  Graham’s  successor, 
if  one  is  appointed.  Graham  recently  re- 

signed as  managing  director  of  the  com- 

pany’s British  activities.  John  W.  Hicks 
jr„  foreign  head,  will  confer  with  Zukor 

a   few  weeks,  returning  here  for  Christmas. 

Stanton  Griffis,  detrained  at  Utica  to 

take  in  the  football  game  Saturday.  Rob- 
ert Gillham  stopped  in  Kansas  City  to  visit 

with  members  of  his  family  and  is  expected 

to  arrive  here  Monday. 

Herbert  Moulton  Back 

To  Trailer  Department 

Hollywood — Robert  M.  Gillham,  direc- 

tor of  Paramount  advertising  and  publicity, 
has  removed  Herbert  Moulton  from  the 

supervisory  post  over  the  studio  publicity- 
advertising departments  and  has  trans- 

ferred him  back  to  his  former  position  as 

head  of  the  trailer  department. 

Operation  of  the  Plaza 

In  Walter  Reade' s   Hands 
New  York — In  a   surprise  move,  Walter 

Reade  has  secured  from  Leo  Brecher  opera- 

tion of  the  Plaza,  “carriage  trade”  house 
in  the  fashionable  East  Fifties,  where  the 

scale  for  a   program  of  one  feature,  al- 

ways after  Leow’s  has  played  it,  and  some 
shorts,  but  no  newsreels,  is  $1.25  and  75 
cents. 

Reade  bought  the  property  from  Ger- 

trude Vanderbilt  Whitney  at  a   price  re- 
ported to  be  $450,000.  He  takes  possession 

in  September,  1939. 

Meet  Fourth  Time  to  Iron 

Out  Copyright  Revisions 
New  York — Further  discussion  on  the 

revision  of  the  United  States  copyright  law 

is  scheduled  to  take  place  on  Friday  when 

representatives  of  the  various  interests  will 

meet  for  the  fourth  time  to  iron  out  the 

interrelated  problems. 

•   REVIEW  FLASHES  • 

COWBOY  AND  THE  LADY  (UA)— Sparkling 

romantic  comedy,  meticulously  produced 

and  richly  endowed  in  the  best  Samuel 

Goldwyn  tradition,  yet  possessing  plenty 

of  sound,  down-to-earth  showmanship,  this 

is  thoroughbred  stock  for  audience  appeal 

and  resultant  top  profit  grosses.  Gary 

Cooper's  part  is  custom  built  for  his  un- 
bounded talents,  while  Merle  Oberon, 

pressing  on  his  heels  for  acting  honors,  de- 
livers her  best  in  her  most  human  part. 

Directed  by  H.  C.  Potter. 

CRIME  AFLOAT  (Treo  Films) — A   weak  offer- 

ing, rather  slowly  paced,  in  which  the  vil- 

lain tries  to  get  the  hero  out  of  the  motor- 

boat  race.  William  Bakewell,  Arietta  Dun- 

can. Elmer  Clifton  directed. 

GUN  PACKER  (Mono) — An  average  western 

containing  a   lot  of  swell  hokum  for  the 

youngsters.  The  sweep  of  wide  open 

spaces  is  lacking  but  there  is  sufficient  ac- 

tion of  the  two-fisted  variety.  Jack  Ran- 

dall, Louise  Stanley.  Wallace  Fox  directed. 

MR.  MOTO  TAKES  A   VACATION  (20th-Fox) 

— Well  up  to  par  as  a   thrill-a-minute 

chapter  in  the  wily  Japanese  detective's 
career.  Should  win  a   legion  of  new  friends 

for  the  series.  Production  is  standard  and 

cast  is  excellent.  Peter  Lorre,  Joseph  Schild- 
kraut.  Norman  Foster  directed. 

RHYTHM  OF  THE  SADDLE  (Rep)— Not  repre- 

sentative of  the  western  or  color  that  usual- 

ly attaches  to  the  cowboys  who  habituate 

it.  The  plot  is  jerky  with  Gene  Autry's  per- 
formance lacking  enthusiasm.  George 

Sherman  directed. 

SHINING  HOUR  (M-G-M) — Typical  Joan 

Crawford  poor-girl-wins-rich-man  story,  a 

bit  involved  in  plot  but  impressively  pro- 

duced and  brilliantly  portrayed,  should  en- 

joy more  than  moderate  popularity.  Mar- 

garet Sullavan  takes  acting  honors,  while 

Robert  Young,  Melvyn  Douglas,  Fay 

Bainter  are  strong  in  support.  Joseph  L. 

Mankiewicz  produced.  Frank  Borzage  di- 
rected. 

SPRING  MADNESS  (M-G-M)— The  exhibitors 

who  book  this  one  and  the  patrons  who 

pay  their  money  to  see  it  will  supply  the 

madness.  An  attempt  at  college  comedy, 

it  is  neither  collegiate  nor  comical  and 

stacks  up  as  the  poorest  offering  to  come 

from  a   major  studio  this  season.  A   po- 

tentially good  cast  with  Maureen  O'Sulli- 
van and  Lew  Ayres  in  top  lines  is  hope- 

lessly lost  in  a   maze  of  unbelievable  story 

and  situations.  Edward  Chodorov  pro- 

duced. S.  Sylvan  Simon  directed. 

SWING  THAT  CHEER  (Univ) — A   late  but 

noteworthy  contribution  to  the  annual 

autumn  lineup  of  swineskin  classics. 

Marked  improvement  in  production,  di- 

rection and  cast  over  its  predecessor  in 

the  series.  Tom  Brown  and  Robert  Wilcox 

deliver  commendable  performances.  Max 

H.  Golden  produced.  Harold  Schuster  di- 
rected. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above  pictures  will  appear  in  an 

early  issue  of  BOXOFFICE. 

Major  Play  Financing 

May  Get  Another  Tryout 
New  York — Under  a   plan  worked  out  by 

Jacob  Wilk  of  Warner,  John  F.  Wharton 

of  Selznick  International  and  Sidney  R. 

Fleischer,  Dramatist  Guild  attorney,  pros- 

pects for  the  resumption  of  the  financing 

of  Broadway  plays  by  the  major  companies 

are  improved  considerably. 

The  plan  calls  for  as  follows:  “An  au- 
thor may  contract  for  the  disposition  of 

motion  picture  rights  of  his  play  before 

its  production  to  a   motion  picture  com- 

pany which  backs  the  stage  production — 
the  backer  to  pay  an  advance  against 

royalties  for  motion  picture  rights  and  to 

pay  as  royalties  a   fixed  percentage  of  the 

gross  weekly  boxoffice  receipts  of  the  play 

as  long  as  it  shall  run;  this,  of  course, 

being  in  addition  to  the  regular  play 

royalties.” A   definite  decision  on  the  new  plan  is 

expected  to  be  reached  shortly,  according 

to  Robert  E.  Sherwood,  chairman  of  the 

Dramatists’  Guild.  Sherwood  says  the 

solution  will  probably  be  settled  satis- 
factorily. 

BROADWAY 
•   Continued  from  page  27) 

partner  with  Joe  Katsch  in  the  Dale,  Riv- 
erdale,  has  installed  a   new,  single  feature 

foreign  film  policy.  “Life  and  Loves  of 
Beethoven”  is  the  opener.  To  quote  Ber- 

nard:   “Setup  looks  promising  as  house 

not  only  hasn't  any  competition  in  that 
highly  classy  neighborhood,  but  this  is  the 

first  time  they’ve  had  a   chance  to  see 

foreign  product  near  home.”  .   .   .   Now  that 
Raymond  Massey  has  created  a   stir  with 

his  portrayal  of  Abe  Lincoln,  the  actor  is 

being  billed  above  Sabu  in  “Drums.”  The 
idea  belongs  to  Oscar  A.  Doob. 

Ralph  Rolan  popped  into  town  by  ’plane 
from  the  coast.  First  job  was  to  preside 

at  the  Ampa  luncheon  for  George  J. 

Schaefer  .   .   .   Pat  O’Brien  has  returned  to 
Hollywood  after  New  York,  night  clubs, 

Grad  Sears  and  Bermuda  .   .   .   Bob  Smelt- 
zer,  Central  district  manager  for  Warners 
in  town  from  Washington.  He  was  talking 

to  Roy  Haines  .   .   .   Hal  B.  Wallis  didn’t 
stay  long.  He  left  for  the  coast  Saturday 

with  Casey  Robinson.  It  was  Robinson,  a 

Warner  writer,  who  came  east  on  the  brief 
Wallis  sojourn. 
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Futuristic  Terror  Film  Cycle 

Trails  " Mars ”   Radio  Fright 
Hollywood — Reverberations  of  the  Or- 

son Welles-Mercury  Theatre  “War  of  the 
Worlds”  broadcast  over  the  Columbia  net- 

work some  weeks  ago,  which  threw  half 
the  nation  into  panic,  are  taking  concrete 

form  in  the  film  capital,  where  announce- 
ments by  various  producers  indicate  the- 

atre audiences  will  shortly  be  confronted 

with  a   cycle  of  futuristic  “terror”  films 
based  on  similarly  fantastic  plot  motiva- 
tions. 

Universal,  of  course,  is  well  out  in  front, 

having  already  placed  in  general  distribu- 
tion its  “Mars  Attacks  the  World,”  cut 

down  to  feature-length  from  a   “Flash 
Gordon”  serial. 

Universal  also  has  in  work  a   "Buck  Rog- 
ers in  the  25th  Century”  serial,  based  on 

the  syndicated  comic  strip,  which  treats 

of  inter-planetary  travel  and  other  futuris- 
tic endeavors.  This  is  being  rushed  to  com- 

pletion with  Buster  Crabbe  and  Jean  Rog- 
ers in  the  leads.  It  has  been  in  produc- 

tion for  several  months. 

Columbia  has  secured  distribution  rights 

to  the  now-being-prepared  “The  Lost  At- 
lantis,” a   speculative  story  of  the  continent 

which  sank  beneath  the  Atlantic,  accord- 
ing to  history  and  fable,  thousands  of 

years  ago.  It  is  being  produced  on  a   lav- 
ishly-budgeted scale  by  Fred  Jackman, 

of  the  Jackman  Process  Corp.,  and  Trem 
Carr,  who  has  added  it  to  his  chores  as 
a   producer  of  Bob  Baker  westerns  for 
Universal.  Jackman,  who  was  responsible 

for  the  technical  processes  on  “The  Lost 
World”  and  other  productions  of  that  type, 
and  Carr  are  currently  making  exhaustive 

researches  and  will  shortly  begin  produc- 
tion, the  story  dealing  with  the  successful 

efforts  of  man  to  penetrate  beneath  the 
seas  and  reach  the  lost  land. 

The  Welles  broadcast,  too,  has  reviewed 
industry  interest  in  the  progress  being 
made  by  two  other  companies  on  another 

pair  of  features  of  a   type  similar  to  “The 
Lost  World.”  Under  the  tentative  title, 
“The  Age  of  Man,”  Producer  Hal  Roach 
has  his  process,  special  effects  and  research 
departments  going  full  blast  on  a   story 

idea  which  will  delve  into  pre-historic 
times.  Jack  Jevne,  contract  writer,  is  on 
the  script  and  Fred  Guiol,  head  of  the 
process  department,  is  developing  special 
cameras  and  directing  the  construction  of 

numerous  sets  and  models  of  pre-historic 
animals. 

Fine  Arts  has  been  in  preparatory  stages 
for  several  months  on  what  it  asserts  will 

be  its  most  elaborate  undertaking  to  date 

— another  film  going  back  into  prehistoric 

times,  titled  “Wonder  World.”  George 
Berthelon  and  Howard  Higgin  have  com- 

pleted the  script  and  the  vehicle  was  being 

readied  for  camera  work  by  Edward  Hal- 
perin,  as  associate  producer,  until  he  left 
the  organization  a   short  time  ago.  As 
yet  no  successor  has  been  chosen  to  carry 
on  his  work.  The  picture  will  be  released 

by  Grand  National. 

Tying  in  more  closely  with  the  broadcast 
which  thrilled  and  shocked  radio  listeners 

is  Paramount’s  “Invasion,”  concerning  the 
theoretical  attack  of  North  America,  which 
had  been  acquired  by  the  studio  some 
weeks  before  the  Welles  airshow  was  heard. 

“Invasion”  is  now  in  writing  stages,  based 
on  an  original  idea  by  Capt.  William  Cox 

of  the  U.  S.  army,  and,  according  to  pres- 
ent studio  plans,  will  be  filmed  on  a   gi- 

gantic scale. 

So.  California  ITO  Board 

Hears  Conference  Report 
Los  Angeles — The  report  of  what  oc- 

curred at  the  trade  practices  parley  held 
in  New  York  was  delivered  to  the  board 

of  directors  of  the  Independent  Theatre 
Owners  of  Southern  California,  Tuesday, 

in  a   closed  session.  The  meeting  ad- 
journed until  next  Monday  following 

which  a   general  membership  parley  will 
be  called. 

Any  hint  as  to  what  attitude  the  ITO 
board  has  taken  toward  the  distributor- 
exhibitor  conclusions  is  forestalled  by  the 

“gentlemen’s  agreement”  by  which  Al- 
bert Galston.  ITO  president,  has  bound 

the  directorate. 

A   certainty  is  that  consideration  was 
given  by  the  session  to  the  question  as  to 
what  action  the  organization  should  take 

toward  achieving  the  15-point  program 
formulated  by  the  united  independent  ex- 

hibitors’ groups. 

Vote  on  Sunday  Shows 

Pittsburgh — Referendums  gave  Sunday 
shows  to  Mt.  Lebanon  near  here. 

Sam  Fox  Effects 

A   20th-Fox  Deal 
New  York— Sam  Fox,  representing  the 

Sam  Fox  Publishing  Co.,  has  closed  a 

long-term  deal  with  20th  Century-Fox  to 

supervise  all  musical  scores  on  eastern- 
made  product.  Coast  handling  has  been 

Fox’s  for  some  time.  The  deals  run  out 
in  1949. 

Hollywood  Knows 
No  Boundaries 

Hollywood — It  doesn't  make  much 
sense,  but  it  demonstrates  the  inter- 

national spirit  that  prevails  here. 

Hedy  Lamarr,  Viennese  actress,  star- 

ring in  "A  New  York  Cinderella,"  will 
sing,  for  the  first  time  on  the  screen,  a 

Spanish  love  ditty  while  taking  a 

shower  in  a   quaint  Yucatan  hotel. 

New  British  Deal 

Signed  bg  Republic 
New  York — Republic  is  assured  of  dis- 

tribution outlet  in  the  United  Kingdom 
for  the  next  five  years  in  the  renewal  of 
its  franchise  deal  with  British  Lion. 

Sam  Smith,  head  of  British  Lion,  and 
Herbert  J.  Yates,  and  Morris  Goodman  of 
Republic  reached  an  agreement  Friday 
after  three  weeks  of  discussion. 

Distribution  of  British  Lion  product  in 
the  domestic  market  still  is  a   moot  issue. 

Two  Republic  Deals 
New  York — Republic  has  closed  with 

the  J.  G.  Long  circuit,  for  14  Texas  situa- 
tions, and  consummated  a   distribution 

deal  for  Columbia  with  Compania  Dis- 
tribuidora  Films  of  Bogota. 

Filmrow  in  Philadelphia 

Aids  Jewish  Appeal  Fund 
Philadelphia — Meeting  at  the  Ritz  Carl- 

ton Hotel,  Wednesday  night,  members  of 
the  local  film  industry  pledged  more  than 
$15,000  to  the  Allied  Jewish  Appeal  fund, 
with  at  least  $2,000  more  to  come  from 
absentee  members. 

The  meeting  was  called  by  Jack  Beresin, 
past  chief  barker  of  the  Variety  Club,  and 

Edgar  Moss,  local  manager  of  the  20th 
Century-Fox  exchange. 

The  main  speaker  was  Marvin  Lowen- 
thal,  prominent  lecturer  on  Jewish  prob- 

lems in  Europe.  Other  speakers  were  Leo 
C.  Sundstein,  Kurt  Peiser,  Jacob  Fox,  Jay 
Emanuel  and  Dave  Barrist. 

Members  of  the  floor  committee  were 

Dave  Milgram,  Harry  Blumberg,  A1  Blof- 
son,  Sam  Gross,  George  Aarons,  Isidor 
Epstein  and  Ben  Amsterdam. 

Among  those  who  attended  were: 

Leo  Posel,  Abe  Rovner,  Abe  Sablosky, 

Lou  Berger,  Simon  Libros,  Sam  Stiefel, 
Nate  Stiefel,  William  I.  Greenfield,  Harry 
Blumberg,  Morris  Wax,  Moe  Wax,  Marcus 
Benn,  Bill  Spiegel,  Sam  Segal,  Harry 
Wiener,  Milt  Rogasner,  Dave  Shapiro, 

Izzy  Hirst,  Charles  Stiefel,  George  Res- 
nick, Harry  Fried,  Herbert  Elliot,  Phil 

Harrison,  Sam  Hyman,  Myer  E.  Edelman, 

Ray  Schwartz,  Ben  Fertel,  Phil  Gerson, 
Harry  Waxman,  Sam  Gross,  A1  Davis, 
Martin  Ellis,  Murray  Beier  and  George 
Lessy. 

Two  Remodeled  Theatres 

Reopen  in  Philadelphia 

Philadelphia — The  local  Byrd  and  Lo- 

cust theatres  relighted  recently  after  be- 

ing completely  redecorated  and  re-equip- 
ped. Carpets  and  sound  equipment  were 

purchased  from  National  Theatre  Sup- 
ply; interior  decorating  was  done  by 

Paramount  Decorating  Co.,  and  the  seats 

were  supplied  by  Nat  P.  Fleisher,  local 
distributor  for  International  Floating 
Comfort. 
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Momand  Wins  New 

Round  in  Action 

Oklahoma  City — Another  point  in  his 
favor  was  scored  here  in  federal  district 

court  by  A.  B.  Momand’s.  legal  staff  when 
Judge  A.  P.  Murrah  granted  him  20  days 
in  which  to  amend  his  petition  to  comply 
with  the  orders  of  Judge  Edgar  S.  Vaught 
in  the  previous  Momand  cases,  a   good 
deal  similar  to  the  one  now  being  heard 
in  western  district  court  here. 

Hearings  are  still  being  held  on  motions 
in  the  $4,500,000  suits  directed  against 

22  major  producers,  distributors  and  cir- 
cuits. All  motions  of  defendants  have 

been  cleared  off  the  docket  with  prac- 

tically everyone  having  been  in  Momand’s 
favor  to  date. 

Henry  Griffing,  attorney  for  the  de- 
fendants, complying  with  previous  in- 

structions of  Judge  Murrah,  filed  an  or- 

der on  defendants’  motion  to  strike  the 

plaintiff’s  petition  from  the  file.  Follow- 
ing the  hearing,  the  judge  struck  this 

order  from  the  record  and  granted  the 
Momand  attorneys,  represented  then  by 
C.  Ray  Smith,  20  days  in  which  to  draw 
up  their  new  petition  so  that  it  might 

comply  with  Judge  Vaught’s  orders  in 
the  previous  case. 

Opinion  at  “Proper”  Time 

Judge  Murrah  unofficially  informed  the 

parties  that  the  orders  of  his  colleague  in 
that  case  must  stand  as  the  law  in  this 

case  and  while  he  could  not  at  this  stage 
of  the  hearings  enter  such  an  opinion  into 
the  records  he  would  do  so  at  the  proper 

time.  He  then  pointed  out  that  the  prop- 
er action  for  the  plaintiffs  was  to  take 

one  of  two  courses:  (a)  Comply  with  the 
orders  of  Judge  Vaught  in  the  previous 
Momand  case,  or  (b)  stand  on  the  present 
petition.  Smith  chose  to  comply  with 

Judge  Vaught’s  orders  and  the  time  ex- 
tension was  granted. 

Smith  stated  after  the  hearing  that  he 
will  confer  within  the  next  few  days  with 

George  S.  Ryan,  Momand’s  chief  coun- 
sel who  is  in  Boston,  on  drafting  a   new 

brief  to  conform  with  these  orders  of 
Judge  Vaught. 

Judge  Murrah  also  granted  the  defend- 

ants a   period  of  20  days  following  filing 
of  this  amended  petition  by  the  defend- 

ants,, in  which  to  plead. 

Thus,  after  another  postponement, 
more  than  four  months  have  gone  by 
since  filing  of  the  original  petition  and 
hearings  on  the  first  motion,  without 
action. 

Temple  University  Oilers 

Film  Appreciation  Course 
Philadelphia — A   course  in  motion  pic- 

ture appreciation  has  been  launched  at 
Temple  University — the  first  class  of  its 
kind  in  the  Philadelphia  area.  Under  the 

auspices  of  the  “hobby  courses,”  the  classes 
will  be  held  by  Dr.  Arthur  England,  pro- 

fessor of  English. 

Oklahoma  Educator  Assails 

MPTOA  Industry  Policy 

Oklahoma  City — “Propaganda  methods” 
of  the  MPTOA,  the  speech  of  Ed  Kuyken- 

dall before  the  convention  here  last  week 

and  Kuykendall’s  actions  in  the  past,  were 
attacked  here  by  Mrs.  Winifred  Perry, 
Norman,  before  members  of  the  English 

department  of  the  city  district  of  the  Ok- 
lahoma Educational  association,  immedi- 

ately after  the  MPTOA  convention. 

The  association’s  convention  was  termed 

by  Mrs.  Perry,  a   theatre  historian,  “as  a 
Roman  holiday  for  publicity  purposes  of 

the  motion  picture  industry.” 

She  charged  that  “propaganda  methods 
and  policies  are  employed  by  the  MPTOA 

in  fighting  independent  theatre  owners” 
and  stated  that  if  independent  operators 

only  had  a   “fair  break”  in  getting  products 
they  could  defeat  the  chain  operator. 

Her  remarks  were  given  prominent  posi- 
tion in  local  newspapers  and  were  carried 

over  press  wires  throughout  the  south- 
west. 

In  her  fiery  attack  she  pointed  out  that 

the  above  referred  to  “break”  is  pro- 
hibited by  producer-operator  tieups  spon- 

sored by  such  organizations,  as  the  MPTOA. 

“Ed  Kuykendall  has  been  sounding  off 

for  a   long  time,”  she  said  in  her  refer- 
ence to  the  MPTOA  president,  "and  always 

on  the  same  theme;  harmony  within  the 

industry,  cooperation  between  exhibitors, 

distributors  and  producers  and  self-regu- 
lation rather  than  control  by  legislation. 

“He  charged  that  the  Allied  States  As- 
sociation of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  is 

formulating  internal  strife  among  exhibi- 
tors and  that  the  anti-monopoly  suit  in- 

stituted by  the  department  of  justice 

against  tieups  between  exhibitors  and  dis- 

tributors could  be  productive  of  no  good.” 
Mrs.  Perry  described  Allied  members  as 

“mainly  community  or  neighborhood  the- 
atres, the  inexpensive  houses  that  you 

and  your  children  would  attend  if  the 
exhibitor  could  get  the  pictures  you  want 

him  to  show.” She  then  urged  her  listeners  to  support 

the  Neely  anti-block  booking  bill  "which 
would  make  it  possible  for  the  theatre 

owner  to  buy  pictures  he  considers  de- 
sirable without  taking  a   number  of  un- 

wanted productions.” 
She  charged  that  “block  booking  is  a 

discriminatory  and  obstructive  practice 
which  cuts  down  on  the  profits  of  the 
independent  exhibitor  and  puts  money  in 

the  pockets  of  the  big  producers.” 
She  is  the  wife  of  Charles  M.  Perry, 

head  of  the  philosophy  department  at  the 
University  of  Oklahoma,  and  is  author  of 
two  college  text  books  on  the  theatre. 

Two  WB  Theatre  Men  on 

Exploitation  Honor  Roll 
Washington — C.  H.  McKinney  of  the 

Masonic  Theatre  in  Clifton  Forge,  Va„ 

hit  the  honor  roll  of  Warner  Bros,  ex- 
ploitation office  for  this  zone  on  two 

counts.  Both  were  for  distribution  of 

heralds,  notices  on  the  showing  of  “Four 
Daughters”  going  into  all  Richmond  Sun- 

day papers  distributed  in  the  Clifton  Forge 
area.  Other  heralds  were  advertising  for 

Masonic’s  Kiddies’  Hallowe’en  Party,  dis- 
tributed to  children  as  they  left  all  ele- 
mentary schools  the  week  before  the  party. 

Tom  Baldridge  of  the  Capitol  Theatre 
in  Winchester,  Va„  is  on  the  honor  roll 

for  his  “Brother  Rat”  campaign.  He  sent 
cards  to  all  V.M.I.  alumni  in  the  vicinity, 

signed  “Brother  Rat”  and  pm-porting  to 
come  from  V.M.I.  boys  who  had  seen  the 
world  premiere  at  Lexington  and  were 
anxious  to  tell  their  friends,  how  good  the 
picture  was. 

Grand.  National  Sets  Deal 

For  New  England  Circuit 
New  York — Grand  National  has,  closed 

a   split  product  deal  with  Loew’s  for  six 
Poli  towns  in  New  England.  These  are 

Bridgeport,  New  Haven,  Worcester,  Wat- 
erbury,  Hartford  and  Meriden. 

Sol  Edwards,  head  of  circuit  sales,  takes 
to  the  road  next  week  to  finalize  deals 
with  the  Shea  circuit  for  situations  in 

Ohio,  Pennsylvania  and  New  England; 
Warners  in  Philadelphia  and  Cleveland; 

Butterfield  and  Co-Operative  in  Detroit; 
Ike  Libson  in  Cincinnati  and  Comerford 

circuit  in  Philadelphia.  Edwards  is,  pres- 

ently working  out  a   deal  with  C.  C.  Mos- 

kowitz  and  Eugene  Picker  of  Loew’s  for 
its  metropolitan  chain. 

With  “The  Long  Shot”  and  the  new 
Anna  Sten  picture  almost  completed,  GN 
is  currently  in  the  field  with  eight  new 
releases. 

Five  Amusement  Concerns 

Incorporated  in  Delaware 
Dover,  Del. — Five  motion  picture  film, 

theatre  and  amusement  companies  were 
incorporated  with  the  Delaware  secretary 
of  state  as  follows: 
Lindmont  Theatre  Corp.,  to  deal  in  places  of 

amusement  with  a   capital  of  $1,000.  M.  M.  Lucey, 

M.  K.  S.  Lucey,  and  A.  R.  Shannon  of  Wilming- 
ton are  the  incorporators. 

Dwight  Deere  Wiman,  Inc.,  to  deal  in  per- 
formance of  stage  plays  with  a   capital  of  100 

shares,  no  par  value.  David  Klinger,  Howard  A. 
Seitz,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  and  Myer  D.  Mermin,  New 
York,  are  the  incorporators. 

Mayflower  Motion  Picture  Service,  Inc.,  to  deal 

in  motion  pictures  and  stage  circuits  with  a   capi- 
tal of  ten  shares,  no  par  value.  L.  Fillingame, 

M.  E.  Pinder,  and  O.  B.  Clayton  of  Wilmington, 
are  the  incorporators. 

Southland  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc.,  to  en- 
gage in  the  business  of  wholesale  and  retail 

dealer  in  theatre  equipment  with  a   capital  of 

2,000  shares,  no  par  value.  Sam  M.  Berry,  James 
D.  Sifford,  and  P.  H.  Savin  of  Atlanta,  Ga.,  are 
the  incorporators. 

GN  Ups  Krugmctn 

New  York — Sol  Krugman,  former  as- 
sistant to  Ed  Alperson,  has  been  named 

manager  of  the  GN  exchange  in  Phila- 
delphia, replacing  Moe  Sherman,  former 

acting  manager,  who  takes  over  the 
Scranton  territory. 
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WASHINGTON 
gIDNEY  MAYERS,  new  managing  direc- 

tor of  the  Belasco,  returns  from  a   fly- 

ing trip  to  New  York  with  a   list  of  book- 
ings which  seems  to  bode  well  for  the 

immediate  future  of  the  Lafayette  Square 

house.  Indications  are  that  the  theatre 

will  become  strictly  a   legitimate  foreign 

film  outlet,  getting  away  from  the  sex- 
picture  onus  still  hanging  over  from  weeks 

and  weeks  of  “Ecstasy”  with  such  items 

as  “Peg  of  Old  Drury,”  “Orage,”  “La 
Marseillaise”  and  “Beethoven  Concerto.” 
Quality  short  subjects,  probably  mostly 

devoted  to  classical  music  interpretations, 

are  in  store,  too. 

M-G-M’s  “The  Citadel’’  came  to  town 

for  an  advance  showing,  a   benefit  screen- 
ing at  the  Capitol  Wednesday  midnight 

for  the  National  Library  for  the  Blind  .   .   . 

Headliners  for  Variety’s  annual  banquet 
and  dance  at  the  Willard  November  19 

will  be  Jimmy  Dorsey’s  swmg  crew  and 
Master  of  Ceremonies  Johnny  Perkins. 

.   .   .   Irene  Rich,  who  made  a   film  come- 

back as  Deanna  Durbin’s  mamma  in  “That 

Certain  Age,”  a   Washington  visitor. 

Paramount’s  shots  of  the  War  Admiral- 
Seabiscuit  tilt  being  highly  praised  around 

town,  bangtail  followers  saying  the  cam- 
eramen got  a   much  better  view  than  from 

the  grandstand  .   .   .   Columbia’s  Sam  Gal- 
anty  also  had  the  right  slant  on  the  duel. 

Not  content  with  seeing  “You  Can’t  Take 

It  With  You”  sailing  through  a   fifth  week 
downtown,  he  rode  the  Biscuit  on  the 

nose,  then  almost  had  to  have  help  carry- 
ing home  the  loot  when  he  hit  the  right 

nag  in  the  eighth  .   .   .   Loew’s  Palace  and 
Columbia  seem  to  have  gotten  around  to 

Thursday  opening,  deserting  the  usual 

Friday  bowing-in  of  new  films.  Critics 

aren’t  complaining,  for  it  lightens  the 
weekend  load. 

Charlotte  “Rusty”  Duncan,  Frank  La- 

Falce’s  secretary  in  the  Warner  press  de- 
partment, found  the  Notre  Dame  sinking 

of  the  Navy  too  wet  going,  deserted  the 

stadium  for  a   radio  in  a   nearby  tea  room 

for  the  second  half  .   .   .   Sidney  Lust  is 

cashing  in  on  that  Orson  Welles  scare  of 

a   couple  of  weeks  ago  by  reviving  H.  G. 

Wells'  “Things  to  Come”  at  his  Boro  The- 
atre in  nearby  Bethesda  .   .   .   Winter  fi- 

nally arrives  and  with  it  various  chit-chat 

from  Steve  Cochran  ament  the  next  sea- 
son at  his  summer  theatre  at  Olney,  Md. 

.   .   .   The  Lunts’  production  of  “The  Sea 

Gull”  did  so  handsomely  at  the  National 
an  extra  matinee  was  tossed  in  Armistice 

Day. 

The  Film  Society  of  Washington  an- 
nounces its  new  season  will  include  such 

outstanding  items  as  “The  Big  Parade,” 

“Anna  Christie,”  “The  Last  Laugh,”  “What 

Price  Glory,”  the  Fairbanks  “Robin  Hood” 

and  “Greed.”  Showings  this  year  will  be 
at  Pierce  Hall  .   .   .   Frank  LaFalce  feted 

local  Warner  executives  and  wives  at  a 

house-warming  last  Sunday  .   .   .   Marc 

Lachman,  20th  Century-Fox  exploitation 
chief,  no  sooner  got  out  of  town  after 

arranging  preview  showings  of  “Submarine 

Patrol”  than  he  bounced  right  back  for 

the  premiere  of  Shirley  Temple’s  “Just 

Around  the  Corner”  at  the  Capitol. 

FHA  Is  Taking  Bids  lor 
Color  Film  Production 

Washington,  D.  C. — The  federal  hous- 
ing administration  early  next  year  will 

offer  exhibitors  Technicolor  films  pub- 
licizing its  activities,  the  first  government 

agency  to  go  into  the  color  picture  field. 

Elizabeth  M.  Presley,  senior  purchasing 

agent  of  the  FHA,  this  week  sent  out  in- 

vitations for  bids  on  production  and  print- 
ing of  both  sound  and  silent  technicolor 

films,  in  35  and  16mm  widths,  to  be  open- 
ed November  18. 

It  was  disclosed  that  the  first  effort  of 

the  administration  in  the  color  field  will 

be  a   picture  not  exceeding  2,000  feet  in 

length,  based  on  a   scenario  to  be  pre- 
pared by  the  contractor  in  cooperation 

with  the  FHA.  If  successful,  it  may  be 

followed  by  other  productions  not  ex- 

ceeding 4,000  feet  in  length.  The  black- 

and-white  pictures  heretofore  produced 
for  the  organization  have  averaged  700 
feet  in  length. 

" Mars  Attacks'  Turning 
In  Satisfactory  Grosses 

New  York — The  “Dracula-Frankenstein” 
grosses  are  reported  by  Universal  on  first 

dates  of  “Mars  Attacks  the  World.” 

The  picture  has  established  some  sort 

of  precedent,  since  within  the  four  days 

it  received  its  present  title,  press  books 

were  printed  and  distributed,  and  the 

film  opened  in  almost  a   dozen  situations. 

Satisfactory  grosses  have  been  turned, 

the  sales  department  says,  by  the  Boston, 

Boston;  Terminal,  Newark;  Albany,  New 

Brunswick;  State,  Trenton;  the  RKO  the- 
atres in  Rochester  and  Syracuse,  and  the 

Rialto  here. 

Funeral  Services  for 

Louis  Myers  Are  Held 
New  York — Funeral  services  for  Louis 

Myers,  former  theatre  operator  who  died 
at  his  home  in  the  Bronx  after  a   long 

illness,  were  held  at  the  Park  West  Mem- 
orial Chapel  on  Wednesday.  He  was  52. 

Until  recently  Myers  operated  the  Five 

Boroughs  circuit.  He  was  at  one  time 

treasurer  of  the  ITOA.  Myers  also  was  a 

founder  and  acting  treasurer  of  the  Non- 

Sectarian  Anti-Nazi  League  and  a   vice- 
president  of  the  Order  Sons  of  Zion. 

Surviving  are  his  widow;  a   daughter, 

Renee  Myers,  and  a   son,  Dr.  Bernard 

Myers. 

Cowdin,  Back  From  Trip, 

Quiet  on  Finance  Deals 
New  York — J.  Cheever  Cowdin,  chair- 

man of  Universal’s  board,  arriving  on  the 
French  liner  Normandie,  parried  all  ques- 

tions on  finance  deals,  intimating  that 

“no  news  is  good  news.”  He  asserts  he 

went  over  on  “regular  business.”  Concern- 
ing trouble  stories  on  Danielle  Darrieux, 

who  left  for  France  after  the  filming  of 

“The  Rage  of  Paris,”  Cowdin  declares  it 

is  all  “poppycock”  and  says  she  will  re- 
turn shortly. 

piLMROW  was  saddened  to  hear  of  the 
untimely  death  of  Harry  Kendrick, 

who  managed  theatres  in  Philadelphia  for 

many  years.  He  died  last  week  of  pneu- 
monia. He  was  managing  a   theatre  in 

Ambridge  at  the  time  he  was  taken  ill  .   .   . 

Lewen  Pizor,  UMPTO  president,  is  re- 
covering from  his  sudden  illness  in  St. 

Anthony’s  Hospital,  Oklahoma  City  .   .   . 
Pizor  was  stricken  while  attending  the 

MPTOA  convention  in  that  city  .   .   .   The 

Showmen’s  Club  is  making  elaborate  plans 
for  their  Thanksgiving  party. 

Morris  Wax’s  Lincoln  Theatre  is  ex- 
pected to  reopen  with  sepia  shows  within 

the  next  few  weeks  .   .   .   Sam  Stiefel  and 
Eddie  Sherman  are  reported  readying  the 

reopening  of  the  Nixon-Grand  Theatre 

with  a   film-sepia-vaude  policy  .   .   .   Mike 
Katz  denies  published  reports  that  he  left 

the  Hollywood  exchange  .   .   .   Monogram’s 
attractive  window  display  on  the  film, 

“Gangster’s  Boy,”  is  the  brain  child  of 

George  Nonamaker  .   .   .   The  Europa  is  get- 
ting a   new  front  .   .   .   Jack  McNeill,  new 

manager  of  the  house,  is  conducting  a   con- 
test among  his  patrons  for  a   new  tag  for 

the  theatre.  The  winner  will  get  a   season 

pass. 
Izzy  Hirst’s  Gayety  Theatre  is  reported 

getting  ready  to  shutter  within  the  next 
couple  of  weeks  .   .   .   Dot  Beresin  of  Metro 

is  sharpening  up  her  ice  skates  for  the 

season  at  Lake  Arena  .   .   .   Ray  Smith,  for- 
merly of  Allied,  has  joined  the  accessories 

department  of  Grand  National  .   .   .   Oscar 

Neufeld  and  Jim  Clark  were  very  active 

in  the  Democratic  campaign  in  Tuesday’s 
election  .   .   .   The  Rexy  Theatre  is  ex- 

pected to  have  a   Thanksgiving  reopening 

.   .   .   The  Casimer  Welch’s  (she’s  the  pretty 
cashier  at  the  Lyric  Theatre,  Chester) , 

have  returned  from  their  honeymoon  .   .   . 

Charlie  Goldfine’s  new  theatre  in  East 
Falls  is  readying  for  an  opening  next  week. 

South  Philly — which  had  a   “gentle- 
men’s agreement”  against  giveaways — has 

been  swamped  with  dishes  in  the  past  few 

weeks  .   .   .   The  gimmicks  blossomed  out 

virtually  overnight  with  nearly  a   dozen 

houses  enticing  the  trade  with  them  .   .   . 

Among  the  houses  featuring  the  dish  lure 
are  the  Lyric,  the  Jerry,  the  Empress,  the 

Dante  and  the  Stratford.  The  Grand  The- 
atre is  featuring  dresserware  .   .   .   Warner 

Bros,  had  a   shakeup  in  its  managerial 

staff  .   .   .   Ben  Blumberg,  former  manager 

of  the  Commodore,  was  made  manager  of 
the  new  Lane  Theatre.  Other  changes 

were:  Tommy  Scholl,  from  333  Market, 

to  the  Keystone;  Ronald  Moray,  from  the 

Sedgewick,  to  333  Market;  Joe  Nevinson, 

from  the  Fox  Theatre,  to  the  Orange; 

Matty  Rosenbluth,  from  the  Grange  to 

the  C   olney;  Roland  Haines,  from  the 

Colney  to  the  Colonial;  Lee  Kline,  from 
the  Colonial  to  the  Orpheum;  Stanley 

Benford,  from  the  Orpheum  to  the  Boyd. 

Many  of  the  leading  denizens  of  Vine 

Street  were  at  the  Bellevue-Stratford 
Hotel  last  Saturday  to  bid  Leonard 

Schlesinger  bon  voyage  for  his  Bermuda 

honeymoon  with  the  beauteous  Rose 

Veronica  Coyle,  who  was  “Miss  America 
1936”  .   .   .   Abe  Einstein,  Warner  Bros, 

exec.,  has  a   pinochle  feud  against  Lou 

(Continued  on  page  30-D) 
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They  Decide  British  Plans 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

To  produce  in  Britain  or  not  to  produce!  That  is  the  question  settled  by  these 

gentlemen  with  the  decision  to  extend  the  Monogram  British  franchise  with 
Pathe  Films,  Ltd.,  for  two  years.  The  deal  calls  for  joint  production  there  of 

four  pictures  in  England  as  part  of  the  1939-40  program.  Above,  and  left  to 
right,  are  Scott  R.  Dunlap,  production  chief;  W.  Ray  Johnston,  president; 
William  J.  Gell,  managing  director  of  Pathe  Pictures,  Ltd.,  and  Arthur  Levey, 

Monogram’s  representative  in  England. 

Circuit  Deals  by  UA 

Being  Closed  Fast 
New  York  —   United  Artists  is  moving 

rapidly  in  consummating  national  circuit 

deals  which  have  been  pending  for  some 
time. 

The  week  witnessed  a   contract  with  Na- 
tional Theatres.  Spyros  Skouras,  William 

T.  Powers,  Jack  J.  Sullivan  and  Edward 

Zabel  represented  the  buyer  and  L.  Jack 

Schlaifer,  western  sales  manager  for  UA, 
the  distributor. 

Harry  U.  Gold,  eastern  sales  manager, 

finally  has  finished  the  two-year  Loew 
deal,  also  impending  for  some  time.  The 

circuit,  in  this  instance,  was  represented 

by  Charles  C.  Moskowitz,  Joseph  Vogel 

and  Eugene  Picker. 

UA  Sends  Exploiteers 

Ahead  of  "My  Heart" 
New  York — United  Artists  has  13  ex- 

ploitation men  in  the  field  to  back  up  ma- 

jor city  engagements  of  “There  Goes  My 

Heart.” 

The  ballyhoo  staff  and  their  assign- 
ments are:  Don  Prince,  Grand,  Atlanta; 

Ben  Hill,  Loew’s,  Louisville;  Bob  Wood, 

Loew’s  State,  New  Orleans;  Louis  Ramm, 

Loew’s,  Rochester;  Ed  Gallner,  Century, 

Baltimore;  Max  Abramson,  Loew’s,  Syra- 

cuse; Ed  Fisher,  Loew’s,  Dayton;  Frank 

Moneyhun,  Loew’s,  Indianapolis;  Bidwell 
McCormick,  Midland,  Kansas  City;  Fritz 

Witte,  Albee,  Cincinnati;  Ed  Milburn, 

Strand,  Albany,  and  Art  Catlin,  Warner’s, 
Milwaukee. 

Pathe  Stockholders 

To  Meet  on  Dec.  6 
Olajos  Becomes 

Treasurer  of  Erpi 
Five  Winners  Collect 

For  "Marco  Polo"  Work 
New  York — A   total  of  $250  has  gone  to 

five  winners  in  United  Artists’  national 
exploitation  contest  for  the  best  cam- 

paigns on  “The  Adventures  of  Marco  Polo.” 
First  prize  of  $100  went  to  Ed  Levin  of 

B&K,  Chicago.  Other  winners  were  John 

Hesse,  Roger  Sherman  Theatre,  New  Hav- 

en, $50;  Russell  Bovim,  Loew’s  Columbus, 
Columbus,  $50;  Marsline  K.  Moore,  Holly- 

wood, Fort  Worth,  $25;  and  Bill  Saxton, 

Century,  Baltimore,  $25. 

Judges  were  Samuel  Goldwyn,  James 

Mulvey,  Lynn  Farnol  and  Monroe  Green- 
thal. 

UA  Will  Appeal  Verdict 

Awarding  Hart  Damages 
New  York — United  Artists  will  appeal 

the  verdict  of  the  supreme  court  which 

awarded  William  S.  Hart  $190,484  with 

interest  $276,965,  for  damages  incurred  by 

breach  of  contract  in  failing  to  exploit 

properly  Hart’s  picture,  “Tumbleweeds.” 

Directors  Not  Called 

New  York — UA  directors  failed  to  meet 

in  New  York  during  the  week.  Murray 

Silverstone  explains  there  was  nothing 

beyond  routine  business  necessitating  such 

a   get-together.  Therefore,  no  call  and  no 
meeting. 

New  York — Stockholders  of  Pathe  Film 

Corp.  will  meet  on  December  6   for  the 

purpose  of  approving  a   plan  to  liquidate 

this  company  and  distribute  its  assets  un- 

der the  provision  of  Section  112-B,  of  the 
Revenue  Act  of  1938.  Stockholders  of 

record  as  of  November  16  will  be  entitled 
to  vote. 

Officials  say  the  purpose  of  the  liquida- 
tion is  to  insure  the  passage  of  income 

from  its  investment  in  Dupont  Film 

Manufacturing  Corp.  directly  to  Pathe 

Film  Corp.  stockholders.  Under  Section 

112-B  of  the  Revenue  Act  of  1938  the 

benefits  which  are  provided  for  may  be- 
come available  to  the  Pathe  stockholders. 

Present  capitalization  of  DuPont  Film 

Manufacturing  Corp.,  which  is  the  prin- 

cipal asset  to  be  distributed,  consists  sole- 
ly of  10,000  shares  of  capital  stock  of 

which  3,500  shares  are  owned  by  Pathe 

and  the  remainder  of  E.  I.  duPont  de  Ne- 
mours &   Co.  In  1937,  net  earnings  for 

DuPont  Film  totaled  $1,522,267  and  the 

value  of  a   share  equalled  $152. 

Grainger  Making  Swing 

Of  Southern  Territory 
New  York — James  R.  Grainger,  presi- 

dent of  Republic,  is  on  a   ten-day  sales 
swing  of  southern  exchanges.  Prior  to  his 

departure,  he  closed  a   deal  with  National 
Theatres. 

New  York — Charles  Olajos,  former  as- 

sistant treasurer  of  Erpi,  becomes  treas- 
urer of  that  company  December  1   when 

F.  B.  Foster  resigns  the  office  to  become 

comptroller.  Before  joining  Erpi,  Olajos 

was  in  the  treasury  department  of  West- 
ern Electric  and  joined  Erpi  in  1929. 

C.  W.  Smith  Named 

Erpi  West  Coast  Manager 

Los  Angeles — Clifford  W.  Smith,  for- 

merly general  foreign  manager  for  Erpi, 
has  been  appointed  west  coast  general 

manager,  a   newly-created  post. 
E.  S.  Gregg  replaces  Smith  as  general 

foreign  manager,  and  F.  B.  Foster,  trea- 
surer, succeeds  Gregg  as  Erpi  comptroller 

on  December  1. 

Lane  Opening  in  Philly 

Is  a   Glittering  Attair 
Philadelphia — Warner  Bros.’  new  Lane 

Theatre  had  a   “Hollywood”  opening 
Wednesday  night. 

The  house,  seating  600  persons,  opened 

its  doors  at  6:30  p.  m.,  with  speeches  by 

civic  and  political  dignitaries  headed  by 

Mayor  S.  Davis  Wilson.  Preceding  the 

opening  was  a   parade  of  military  and 
school  bands  of  the  Oak  Lane  section. 

A   four-and-a-half-mile  run  up  Broad 

St.  from  the  Uptown  Theatre  to  the  new 
house  also  featured  the  event. 
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Two  Troopers  and  a 
Box  Lunch 

Butte  Meadows,  Cal. — When  Charles 

Bickford  was  told  the  location  shots  in 

his  latest  film  were  completed  he  de- 

cided to  take  advantage  of  a   long 

postponed  dinner  appointment.  Hours 

later  director  W.  S.  Van  Dyke  decided 

he  needed  Bickford  for  some  additional 

scenes. 

A   call  went  out  but  no  Bickford.  A 

local  sleuth  got  a   tip  that  he  bought  a 

railroad  ticket  at  the  Chico  station. 

From  the  agent  he  learned  that  Bick- 

ford was  headed  for  dinner  with  Gov- 

ernor Frank  Merriam. 

A   hurried  phone  call  verified  this. 

Bickford  was  ordered  back,  post  haste. 

Governor  Merriam  supplied  Bickford 

with  two  state  troopers  for  his  return 

trip.  Good  naturedly,  he  threw  in  a 

box  lunch. 

Drop  Depositions 

In  Anti-Trust  Suit 
Chicago — Taking  of  the  scheduled  depo- 

sitions in  the  independent  exhibitors’ 
anti-trust  clearance  suit  were  eliminated 
shortly  before  they  were  scheduled  to  get 

underway  Thursday  afternoon.  Judge 

James  Wilkerson,  in  federal  court,  instead 

ordered  the  exchanges  to  furnish  photo- 

static copies  to  the  independents’  attor- 
neys of  all  B&K  film  and  clearance  con- 

tracts wanted  for  the  last  five  years. 

With  the  defendants  entering  a   plea  for 

continuation  of  the  depositions  generally 

with  the  matter  to  be  reset  by  the  court 

and  also  seeking  continuation  to  Decem- 

ber 17  for  the  date  for  defendants  an- 
swers to  be  filed  to  the  bill  of  complaint, 

Judge  Wilkerson  failed  to  grant  this  order. 

Instead,  he  granted  the  order  for  the 

photostatic  copies  of  the  contracts  be 
made  available. 

Balaban  Subpoenaed 

In  Federal  Action 

Chicago — As  he  alighted  from  the  Santa 

Fe  Super  Chief,  Barney  Balaban  on 

Thursday  was  served  with  a   subpoena  on 

the  federal  criminal  contempt  citation,  re- 
turnable in  federal  court  here  Monday, 

November  28.  Balaban  was  here  between 

trains  en  route  to  New  York  and  left  later 

in  the  day  for  New  York  via  the  Century. 
With  him  were  Stanton  Griffis,  Y.  Frank 

Freeman  and  Russell  Holman.  Paramount 

story  editor,  all  en  route  to  Gotham. 

Neither  Griffis  nor  Freeman  would  com- 
ment on  studio  affairs,  nor  would  Balaban 

discuss  the  contempt  action. 

Third  Annual  Sears  Drive 

Will  Start  on  Christmas 
New  York — The  third  annual  Gradwell 

L.  Sears  drive  is  set  to  begin  Christmas 

and  run  for  16  weeks.  Carl  Leserman  is 

coordinator  of  the  drive.  Cash  prizes, 

totaling  $25,000,  have  been  earmarked  for 
awards. 

Fourth  Unit  of  Newsreel 

Theatres  to  Bow  Dec .   2 

New  York — Latest  of  the  recent  crop  of 
newsreel  theatres  is  that  at  33  W.  50th 

St.,  which  makes  its  formal  debut  De- 
cember 2.  It  is  the  fourth  unit  in  the 

Newsreel  Theatres  chain. 

Murray  Ginsberg  has  taken  over  the 

Newkirk,  Brooklyn,  and  renamed  it  the 
Cinema. 

The  Royal,  13th  Ave.,  Brooklyn,  is  now 

the  Radio.  S.  Stephans  is  operating. 

The  Reid  Amusement  Corp.  has  taken 

from  Herbert  Jacobs  the  Eagle  on  Cen- 
tral Ave.,  Brooklyn.  H.  Donowitz  is  head 

of  Reid. 

The  Folly  in  Brooklyn  opens  next  week 

under  the  management  of  Aaron  Binkov. 

It  was  formerly  held  by  Koch  and  Mack- 
ler. 

Si  Fabian  has  taken  over  the  Royal, 

Port  Jervis,  N.  Y.,  giving  him  three  opera- 
tions in  the  town.  Others  are  the  Ritz 

and  Strand.  Max  Bernstein  had  the  Royal. 

Herman  Pekelner  is  the  new  operator 

of  the  Williston,  Mineola,  L.  I.,  formerly 

held  by  Sam  Cocalis  and  Dave  Rosenzweig. 

The  Warburton,  Yonkers,  has  been  taken 

by  Catherine  Mattram.  Matty  Kutinsky 

and  Harold  Freidman  were  the  previous 

operators. 

The  Cameo  and  American,  Newark,  N.  J., 

formerly  Picture  Playhouses  operations, 

are  now  part  of  the  H.  S.  Eskin  group. 
Eskin  is  from  New  Haven. 

Albert  Spitz  has  replaced  Harry  K. 

Hecht  as  president'  of  the  corporation  oper- 
ating the  Capitol,  Paterson,  N.  J. 

PHILADELPHIA 
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Wilgarde,  Mayor  Wilson’s  “Man  Friday.” 

Dave  Lodge’s  wife  was  taken  suddenly 
ill  on  a   recent  trip  to  New  York  .   .   .   Who 

was  that  beautiful  red-head  Ben  Kresh 

had  at  the  Variety  Club  last  week?  .   .   .   Ben 

Barison,  local  rep  for  the  French  film 

“Grand  Illusion,”  had  a   grand  illusion  of 

his  own  at  the  Rendevous  the  other  night 

.   .   .   When  Ben  Blumberg  made  that  pre- 

sentation to  “Miss  Oak  Lane”  at  the  Lane 
Theatre,  Wednesday  night,  why  did  he 

have  that  dreamy  look  in  his  eye?  .   .   . 

Harry  Lavine  has  a   very  efficient  secre- 

tary .   .   .   Warner  Bros,  will  have  a   six- 

page  Sunday  supplement  in  the  Phila- 
delphia Record  in  connection  with  the 

opening  of  the  “Great  Waltz”  .   .   .   The  WB 
crowd  have  a   unique  basketball  and 

bowling  league — the  games  don’t  start 
until  way  past  midnight  and  last  until  3 

a.  m.  or  later. 

Small  Getting  Finances 

Hollywood — Edward  Small  is  under- 
stood to  have  made  a   deal  with  Guaranty 

Trust  Co.  of  New  York  to  finance  his 

series  for  United  Artists. 

JIJLEVEN  local  theatre  managers  met  last 
week  with  Mayor  Walter  W.  Bason,  Fire 

Chief  W.  J.  Lutz  and  a   representative  of 

the  News-Journal  to  launch  the  city’s  an- 

nual campaign  to  provide  a   “Toy  for 

Every  Kiddie”  this  Christmas.  Discarded 
toys  will  be  collected  before  Thanksgiving 

to  be  repaired  by  firemen.  The  toys  will 

be  taken  up  as  admission  at  the  various 
theatres.  Managers  who  approved  the  plan 

are:  Lewis  S.  Black,  Aldine;  Benjamin 

Shindler,  Ace;  Edgar  Doob,  Loew’s;  Sid- 
ney Munter,  Arcadia;  Wallace  Harding, 

Grand;  A.  Joseph  DeFiore,  Park;  Rich- 

ard Kirsch,  Queen;  Earl  G.  Finney,  Sa- 
voy; Benjamin  Seligman,  Strand;  John 

O.  Hopkins,  National,  and  A.  J.  Belair, 
Rialto. 

Benjamin  Shindler,  manager  of  the  Ace, 

independent  neighborhood  house,  and  the 

Mrs.  tendered  a   second  birthday  anni- 

versary party  at  Shindler’s  Star  Theatre 
in  Harrisburg,  Pa.,  last  week.  Twenty- 

five  persons  attended. 

Five  members  of  Manager  Benjamin 

Seligman’s  Service  Club  of  the  Strand 
Theatre  were  guests  of  the  Service  Club 

of  Manager  A.  Joseph  DeFiore’s  Park 
Theatre  at  a   Hallowe’en  party  last  week 
.   .   .   Manager  Wally  Harding  of  the  Grand 

was  so  swamped  with  children  during  the 

theatre’s  Hallowe’en  party,  he  had  to  call 
off  the  scheduled  Wheatie  eating  contest 

that  day  until  last  Saturday. 

The  Consolidated  Engineering  Co.  of 

Baltimore,  general  contractors  on  the  new 

$660,000  Warner  Bros,  theatre  under  con- 
struction here,  announces  the  house  would 

be  completed  on  December  15. 

Republican  and  Democratic  rallies  were 

conducted  in  John  O.  Hopkins’  National 
Theatre  here  and  in  the  old  Green  Lan- 

tern at  Claymont  .   .   .   Andrew  Ziemienski, 

who  broke  a   large  plate  glass  window  in 

A.  J.  Belair’s  Rialto  Theatre,  was  paroled for  one  year. 

What  a   Little  Ice 

Will  Do 

Hollywood — The  chance  lor  ice  skat- 

ing comes  so  infrequently  hereabouts 

that  the  company  in  Metro's  new  ice 
picture  just  went  wild  with  fun.  Mem- 

bers took  the  form  of  Mother  Goose 

characters  in  their  cavortings. 

Joan  Crawford  was  Cinderella.  Roy 

Shipstead  was  Prince  Charming.  Bess 

Ehrhardt  was  the  Fairy  Godmother. 

Harry  Legg  was  the  cow  that  jumped 
over  the  moon.  Heinie  Brock  was  the 

Crooked  Man.  The  24  girls  who  com- 

prise the  chorus  were  the  blackbirds 

who  sang  when  the  pie  was  opened. 

The  slightly  inebriated  carpenter  who 

happened  to  walk  by  as  all  this  was 

going  on  was  the  fellow  who  was 
taken  to  the  observation  ward. 
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•   “/  consider  my  trailers  the  cheapest  advertising  that  I   buy— yet  /   />mA 

trailers  at  the  top  as  being  most  important  in  actually  selling  tickets.  .   .   .” 

No  truer  word  was  ever  spoken  than  this  remark  by  one  of  the  12,000  ex- 

hibitors who  use  National  Screen  Service. 

Trailers  ARE  low  in  price  .   .   .   maybe  too  low  .   .   .   for  the  job  they 

do.  Measure  them  any  way  you  like  —   they  cost  less  per  reader,  per 

prospective  customer,  per  circulation  unit,  per  results !   you  KNOW  how 

many  ticket-buyers  read  your  trailers— you  can  only  guess  when  it  comes 

to  other  advertising  media. 

Only  bad  trailers  are  expensive  .   .   .   because  they  do  not  sell  tickets. 

Good  trailers  really  cost  nothing.  They  are  an  investment  that  return  a 

grand,  quick  profit. 

Ever  figure  what  part  of  your  gross  you  spend  for  trailers?  Probably 

just  a   small  fraction  of  one  percent. 

Don’t  waste  your  screen  and  money  on  inferior  trailers.  The  best  is 

always  cheapest  .   .   .   NATIONAL  SCREEN  PRE-VUES  .   .   .   screen 

showmanship  at  its  best! 

ATLANTA   147-73  Walton  St.,  N.W. 
BOSTON   36-38  Melrose  St. 

CHARLOTTE       219-21  Mint  St. 
CHICAGO   1307  So.  Wabash  Ave. 

CINCINNATI....!  19  West  Central  Pkway. 

CLEVELAND   KANSAS  CITY  ...   1706  Wyandotte  St. 
DALLAS   LOS  ANGELES ... 2018  So.  Vermont  Ave. 
DENVER   MEMPHIS   500  So.  2nd  St. 

DES  MOINES     l003'/2  High  St. MINNEAPOLIS  ..   1 105  Currie  Ave. 
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genuine  liberality  along  this  very 

line.  All  factors  of  the  buy  and  the 

sale  being  equal  and  the  reputa- 
tion for  fairness  and  responsibility 

of  the  exhibitor  being  well  estab- 

lished, this  sales  organization  rare- 
ly throws  up  serious  hurdles  in  the 

path  of  a   cancellation  request.  The 

results,  studied  over  a   period  of  time 

sufficiently  long  to  establish  the 

consequences,  have  turned  out  to 

be  extremely  interesting.  They  show 

that,  where  the  privilege  exists,  rel- 

atively few  theatre  operators  ex- 
ercise it. 

However,  to  return.  What  may 

have  been  crystal  clear  to  Kuyken- 

dall on  this  score  finds  this  depart- 

ment strolling  through  a   rather  com- 

plete fog.  It  is  self-evident,  of  course, 
that  the  three-bracket  cancellation 

proposal  does  open  up  possibilities 

for  more  enthused  selling  by  any 

distributor's  opposition  and  that  it, 
likewise  and  by  theory,  suggests 

a   less  stringent  market  for  the  inde- 

pendent. Yet,  certainly  no  one  can 

question  but  that  the  cream  of  the 

dates  will  continue  to  go  to  the  com- 

panies which  now  get  them.  In  dif- 

ferent ratio,  no  doubt,  but  not  vio- 

lently different. 

The  Structure  Stays 
It  is  to  be  doubted  most  seriously 

if  any  of  the  majors  will  even  con- 

sider rearranging  their  well-defined 
system  of  production  and  sales 

merely  because  of  cancellations  on 

a   sliding  or  any  other  kind  of  scale. 

Your  Paramounts,  your  Metros  and 

your  Warners  continue  to  make 

their  approximate  fifty-two  features 
each  season  because  they  have 

built  their  organizations  around 

such  a   program.  It  takes  care  of 
studio  overhead  and  it  also  takes 

care  of  sales  overhead  on  the  long- 
sounded  theory  the  film  peddler  can 

sell  the  big  smear  as  well  as  any 
smaller  one. 

If  the  cancellation  plan,  as  dis- 

cussed and  as  generally  agreed 

upon,  becomes  part  of  the  trade 

practice  program,  the  immediate  re- 
sult, so  far  as  it  is  apparent  to  the 

end  of  this  analytical  nose,  will  re- 
solve itself  into  a   more  intensified 

type  of  selling  after  the  original 

sale  is  made  in  order  to  safeguard 

current  volume  from  becoming 

something  less. 

On  the  other  hand  and  while  this 

space  fails  to  understand  the  point, 

it  joins  what  it  views  as  the  Kuyken- 
dall wish  program  and  hopes  that 

he  may  prove  to  be  correct.  A   re- 
luctant joining,  it  is  true,  but  on  his 

side,  anyway. 

Before  moving  along,  some  slight 

attention  to  a   very  significant  line 

of  the  speech  of  the  MPTOA  presi- 

dent. He  was  referring  to  the  de- 
liberations with  Sidney  R.  Kent  and 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  tipping  off  by  that 

juncture  a   slight  this  and  a   slight 
that  on  the  inside  of  the  extended 

self-regulation  parleys.  Said  Kuy- 
kendall then: 

"All  were  in  accord  that  steps 

must  be  taken  to  protect  the  invest- 
ment of  the  so-called  small  exhibi- 

tor for  the  good  of  the  industry 

as  a   whole." 
The  Essential  Forty 

This  is  as  proper  as  it  is  impor- 
tant. An  approximate  sixty  per  cent 

of  the  revenue  may  accrue  from  the 

first  runs  in  an  approximate  ninety 

days  and  this  is  money  no  distribu- 
tor can  afford  to  overlook.  However, 

he  can  no  more  afford  to  overlook 

the  remaining  forty  per  cent  than 

he  can  the  sixty  and,  let  it  be  said 

for  him,  the  distributor  knows  it. 

Vitally  essential,  as  a   consequence, 
is  it  for  the  thousands  of  theatres 

which  bulk  this  return  to  remain 

in  prosperous  business. 

Without  them,  it  seems  almost 

totally  unnecessary  to  point  out  that 

this  industry  is  licked.  Not  par- 
tially, but  entirely.  The  first  sixty 

per  cent  may  permit  the  distributor 

to  get  quick  returns  on  his  invest- 
ment, to  keep  his  treasury  liquid 

and  to  keep  on  sending  the  dollars 

to  Hollywood  so  that  future  product 

can  be  made,  but  the  second  forty, 

accumulated  slowly  and  laboriously, 

is  a   comforting  and  necessary  back- 

log to  his  existence. 

It  is  well,  therefore,  to  learn  the 

little  fellow  is  up  front  in  the  read- 
justments now  being  worked  out. 

LETTERS 

JOHN  LASTRUN  REFLECTS 

New  York — “Between  the  dark  and  the 

daylight,  when  shadows  begin  to  fall” 
(that’s  Longfellow  for  ‘supper  show’)  is 
my  time  for  reflection.  This  evening  my 

topic  for  thought  is  “Who’s  going  to  pay 
the  costs  of  the  distributors  defending 

themselves  in  the  government’s  monopoly 
suits?”  By  costs,  I   refer  specifically  to 
the  actual  expenditures  for  the  array  of 

legal  talent  the  distributors  have,  and 

will  hire,  to  defend  this  suit.  If  you  tell 

me  it’s,  none  of  my  business,  you’re  wrong, 
Mr.  Editor,  because  I   have  concluded  that 

I’m  going  to  pay  part  of  it.  If  you  will 
drop  your  Titian  eyebrows  for  a   moment 

I   will  show  you  how  I   arrive  at  that 
conclusion. 

Whatever  the  outcome  of  the  suit,  the 

defending  distributors  will  have  incurred 

an  expense  of  millions  of  dollars  for  law- 
yers. That  expense  will  be  deemed  a 

cost  of  operation  and  will  be  charged  to 

the  costs  of  production  and  distribution. 

The  only  way  they  know  how  to  get  back 

increased  costs  of  operation  is  by  in- 
creased film  rentals.  And  that,  my  friend, 

is  where  I   come  in.  I   and  about  10,000 

of  my  brother  exhibitors  will  each  get  a 

little  jack-up  in  prices  next  season  to 
enable  the  particular  distributor  to  get  his 
increased  costs  back. 

Call  it  what  you  will,  “A  Vicious  Circle” 
or  “The  Old  Army  Game,”  I’ll  take 

"Holding  the  Bag”  for  mine. — JOHN 
LASTRUN. 

P.  S. — Not  to  mention  my  share,  as  a 

taxpayer,  of  the  government’s  cost  in  this 
suit.  Excuse  me  while  I   go  outside  to 

see  if  the  popcorn  machine  is  ready  for 

the  evening  rush.  Incidentally,  my  per- 

centage on  popcorn  last  season  was  four 

points  higher  than  on  Simone  Simon. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from 

readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 

trade  topics.  All  letters  must  be  signed. 

Identity  withheld  on  request. 

Paramount  Will  Appeal 

Court  Poster  Decision 
Oklahoma  City — Paramount  Pictures, 

Inc.,  has  posted  bond  in  federal  district 
court  here  and  filed  notice  of  appeal 

to  the  circuit  court  of  appeals  from  the 

decision  of  Judge  Edgar  S.  Vaught  in  its 

case  against  The  Leader  Press,  Inc. 

The  suit  sought  to  restrain  the  print- 
ing organization  from  preparing  and 

printing  any  posters  or  other  advertis- 
ing pertaining  to  Paramount  Pictures  and 

asked  damages  for  some  of  the  posters  it 

had  produced  on  “Cleopatra”  and  “Big 

Broadcast  of  1937.” 
Paramount  alleged  in  its  original  peti- 

tion that  the  posters  produced  by  The 
Leader  Press  did  not  conform  to  the 

standards  of  motion  picture  posters,  were 

inaccurate,  left  out  certain  vital  informa- 
tion and  failed  to  follow  provisions  of  the 

film  company’s  contracts  with  stars  as 
to  billing  of  names. 
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-fstfopg  //tsafas  -p-cmfo 
THAT  STAY  NEW! 

Progressive  theatre 

men  everywhere 

are  using  modern 

LOF  Glass  and 

Metal  Theatre  fronts  to  stage  a   stronger  bid  for 

public  preference  than  ever  before.  They  are 

adding  the  lure  of  gay  colors  and  glamorous 

lighting  effects,  to  the  drawing  power  of  popular 

shows  to  attract  greater  patronage. 

Today  three  exclusive  Libbey-Owens-Ford 

products  of  modern  glass  and  metal  are  play- 

ing leading  parts  in  the  creation  of  show  houses 

that  stand  out — that  draw  the  crowds  day  after 

day.  They  are  .   .   . 

VITROLITE — the  colorful  structural  glass  for  facing  theatre 

fronts,  for  ticket  booths,  lobbies  and  washrooms; 

VITROLUX— the  new,  color-fused,  tempered,  plate  glass 

for  luminous  color  areas,  built-in  illumination  and  signs; 

EXTRUDALITE — the  beautiful,  new,  pressure-controlled, 

shock-absorbing  sash  especially  designed  for  use  with 
L   O   F   Glass  Products. 

LOF  Complete  Theatrefronts,  constructed  of 

these  materials,  are  exceedingly  durable.  Wind, 

soot,  sun,  rain,  ice  do  not  harm  the  surface. 

Painting  or  re-finishing  are  never  needed.  These 
are  fronts  that  stay  new  for  years.  Only  soap 

and  water  is  needed  to  keep  them  that  way. 

Moderate  cost  is  another  feature  of  LO  F 

Theatrefronts. 

Mail  the  coupon  to  us.  We  will  send  you  our 

newest  illustrated  booklet  showing  latest  L   O-F 

Theatrefronts  and  Interiors.  There  is  no  charge 

and  no  obligation  is  involved.  Libbey-Owens-Ford 
Glass  Company,  1311  Nicholas  Bldg.,  Toledo,  Ohio. 

Kallet  Theatre,  Oneida,  N.  Y.  Bley  &   Lyman,  Architects,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.  Installation  made  by  Syracuse  Class  Company,  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

Libbey*  Owens/Ford 
For  mirrors,  L-O-F  Polished  Plate  Class,  clear 

or  in  colors.  For  display  windows,  L-O-F 

Polished  Plate  Glass.  For  lighting,  the  new 

Vitrolux  color-fused,  tempered  plate  glass. VITROLITE  •   VITROLUX  •   EXTRUDALITE 

LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD  GLASS  COMPANY 

1311  Nicholas  Bldg.,  Toledo,  Ohio 

Please  send  new  illustrated  booklet  showing 
L-O-F  Theatrefronts  and  Interiors. 
Name 

■   •   -   - 

Make  certain  your  Vitrolite  installation  is  made  by  a   franchised  L-O-F  dealer. 

Address 

City.  .   . State 



Bouquets  for  a 
GREAT  NEW  STAR! 

oilmens  cum 
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AMERICAN 

odiform 
Restful  I   Chairs 

^jfhose  who  have  seen  this 

new  chair  say,  "It  has  everything — beauty,  com- 

fort and  economy"  .   .   .   "has  overcome  every 

possible  objection”  .   .   .   "The  most  beautiful 

theatre  chair  I   ever  saw  regardless  of  price” 

.   .   .   "undreamed  of  comfort”  .   .   .   "100%  from 

engineering  standpoint.” 

"You’ll  never  really  know  how  far-reaching 
the  changes  and  improvements  are  until  you 

actually  see  it  yourself.” 

And  they  are  saying  it  ivith  orders. 

//me/uam GRAND  RAPIDS.  MICHIGAN 

Pioneers  and  pacemakers  in  theatre,  auditorium,  school, 

church,  stadium  and  transportation  seating 

Branch  Offices  and  Distributors  in  Principal  Cities 
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The  "Props"  of  Picture  Show 
Sales  Promotion 

In  the  lingo  of  stagecraft,  the  word  "prop"  has  long been  used  to  describe  a   mechanical  element  for  studio 

or  stage  productions. 

Colloquially,  it  is  a   simple  contraction  of  the  word 

"property"  used  to  describe  all  sorts  of  gadgets  that 
give  authenticity  to  a   performance. 

We  use  the  word  "prop"  here  in  a   dual  capacity  to 
bring  out  a   point  of  sales  promotion— seat  selling,  if 

you  please. 

Property — the  real  estate  of  moving  picture  theatre 

business — has  long  been  our  uplift  objective.  We  be- 
lieve it,  not  pictures  nor  policies  nor  the  protection  of 

play  dates,  should  be  the  pressing  concern  of  theatre 
management  in  these  modern  times. 

Papa  Webster  defines  prop  as  "a  support  or  stay; 

something  placed  under  or  against  to  sustain."  We 
accept  that  definition  wholly  in  its  application  to  our 
ideas  of  showmandising. 

The  boxoffice  nowadays  needs  and  must  have  more 

support  than  can  be  given  it  with  an  infrequent  hit  pic- 
ture. Even  the  best  of  them  needs  propping  if  the  the- 

atre's prestige  with  the  public  is  to  be  sustained. 

Aids  to  Advertising  is  the  subject  of  this  issue.  Sev- 

eral of  these  promotional  "props"  are  set  out  specific- 
ally in  the  following  pages.  It  is  difficult  to  classify 

them  as  to  importance. 

Broadly,  every  blessed  thing  about  your  theatre 

that  may  serve  to  attract  and  then  please  more  pat- 
rons is  an  aid  to  advertising.  Put 

them  all  together  and  you  have  House 

Appeal,  a   perfect  prop  for  impotent 

pictures. 

November  12, 1938 



The  designer  very  evidently  had  the  public  viewpoint  prominently  in  mind  when  he  formed  the 

facade  of  the  Silver  Theatre.  Provision  for  point-of-sale  attraction  is  plentifully  provided  and  the 

main  sign  and  marquee  are  striking  examples  of  modern  theatre  advertising  media. 

By  Helen  Kent 

ANY  contemplation  of  theatre  adver- tising methods  and  media  must  cer- 
tainly take  into  consideration  that 

prime  factor,  the  theatre  itself;  its  adapt- 

ability to  exploitation  and  its  effective- 

ness as  a   basis  upon  which  to  build  pro- 
ductive advertising. 

House  Appeal  is  a   theatre’s  best  insti- 
tutional advertisement.  It  is  a   builder- 

upper  which  cannot  be  overlooked  in  any 

analysis  of  merchandising  technique.  It  is 
a   form  of  silent  ballyhoo  which  is  on  the 

job  at  all  hours,  coaxing,  persuading  and 
inviting  patronage  to  come  once  and  then 
return  again  and  again. 

It  is  a   groundwork  for  advertising, 
seconding  the  prevalent  slogan  that 

“Movies  Are  Your  Best  Entertainment.” 
For  it  is  a   well-known  fact  that  pictures 
can  be  far  from  that  in  a   theatre  where 

the  vestiges  of  House  Appeal  have  lapsed 
or  were  never  present. 

As  an  aid  to  advertising,  the  beauty  of 
form  and  functional  design  of  the  modern 
theatre  building  cannot  be  overestimated. 

These  characteristics  are  built-in  requisites 
of  present-day  moving  picture  merchan- 

dising which  have  displaced  sidewalk  bark- 
ing as  a   means  of  luring  crowds  into  the 

theatre.  Theatregoers  have  outgrown 
blatant  baiting  just  as  they  have  learned 
to  distrust  the  entertainment  value  of 

moving  pictures  under  disturbing  condi- 
tions due  to  lack  of  attention  to  the 

physical  charm  of  theatre  property. 

Beauty  Versus  Blatancy 

Subtlety  is  demanded  today.  Brilliancy 
takes  the  place  of  blatancy  in  advertising 
a   much  finer  type  of  entertainment  than 
that  provided  in  the  days  before  House 

Appeal  was  made  a   part  of  the  program. 
Both  outside  and  inside,  the  theatre  of 

today  speaks  for  itself  as  a   deciding  factor 

in  the  ever-increasing  competition  offered 
by  other  forms  of  entertainment.  There 

is  no  more  definite  business-building  me- 
dium to  be  used  by  showmen  today  than 

that  offered  in  the  appeal  to  patronage 

of  their  own  property — modern  theatres. 

The  size  or  location  of  the  theatre  doesn’t 
matter  greatly. 

A   striking  example  of  the  type  of  the- 
atre which  is  its  own  best  advertisement 

is  the  new  Silver  Theatre,  in  Silver  Spring, 

Maryland,  a   suburb  of  the  nation’s  capital 

Reft:  The  foyer  of  the  Silver  Theatre  is  an 

attractive  reception  room  with  added  provi- 

sion for  good  advertising-  display.  Right:  A 
sectional  view  of  the  auditorium  wherein 

House  Appeal  is  artfully  achieved  in  every 

particular. 

city.  It  is  a   small  community-type  play- 
house, seating  1,000  patrons,  and  is  the 

most  recent  addition  to  Warner  Bros.’ 
Washington  Zone.  John  J.  Payette,  gen- 

eral zone  manager,  supervises  the  new 
house  and  Lamar  Keen  is  its  resident 
manager. 

An  extensive  shopping  center  is  an  ad- 
joining part  of  the  theatre  building,  which 

serves  to  focus  interest  on  the  theatre 

as  the  dominant  eye-attraction  of  the 
entire  neighborhood.  The  building  is  a 

sleek,  streamlined  expression  of  modern- 
ity in  construction  and  compactness  in 

design.  It  was  designed  by  John  Eber- 
son,  veteran  theatre  architect,  and  was 
constructed  by  Mohler  Construction  Co., 

of  Washington,  under  the  supervision  of 
A.  Julian  Brylawski  and  Herman  Maier, 

Warner  Bros.’  real  estate  department  man- 

40 The  MODERN  THEATRE  SECTION 
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ager  and  chief  of  construction  for  the 
Washington  Zone  respectively. 

The  theatre  front  offers  the  first  con- 
crete example  of  eye  appeal  as  an  aid  to 

advertising,  as  well  as  an  effective  model 

of  exploitation  value  in  its  adaptation  to 
program  promotion.  Everything  that  can 
be  done  in  a   refined  manner  to  exploit 

moving  pictures  has  been  provided  for  in 

the  Silver  Theatre’s  facade.  The  front  is 
of  pleasing  contour,  with  curved  lines  and 

gleaming  wainscot  as  its  only  embellish- 
ment. 

Efficiency  Built  In 

A   large  and  brilliantly  lighted  marquee 
serves  to  promote  current  programs 

through  the  medium  of  double-line  sil- 
houette letters  on  three  sides.  The  Silver 

name  sign  is  of  unusual  design.  It  is. 
formed  in  the  shape  of  a   pylon  with  two 
wings  and  is  constructed  of  porcelain 

enamel.  Poster-style  letters  outlined  in 

neon  compose  the  name.  Built-in  poster 

display  frames  for  the  exploitation  of  cur- 
rent and  coming  attractions  flank  the 

entrance  and  further  advertising  space  is 

provided  above  the  attractive  metal 
trimmed  entrance  doors.  Unobtrusiveness 

of  the  advertising  display  adds  no  little 
to  the  attraction  value  of  this  facade. 

The  spacious  lobby  of  the  Silver  The- 
atre offers  yet  another  example  of  ap- 
plied advertising  technique,  in  which  every 

furnishing  and  fixture  is  dedicated  most 

clearly  to  bringing  the  patrons,  back  again 
and  again.  The  lobby  is  a   medium  for 
exploitation  second  only  to  the  theatre 
front. 

Lighting  in  the  Silver  lobby  is  indirect 
from  ceiling  coves  and  the  display  cases 
located  on  the  side  walls  are  also  lighted 

from  concealed  sources  above.  Change- 
able letter  troughs  placed  above  the  doors 

at  each  end  of  the  lobby  are  an  adver- 
tising innovation  to  catch  the  eyes  of 

patrons  when  they  are  entering  or  leav- 
ing the  theatre. 

Walls  of  the  lobby  are  magnificently 

treated  in  rich  wood  veneers  and  lus- 
trous marble.  Rubber  matting  in  modern 

design  and  conveniently  siaed  pieces  com- 
pletely covers  the  floor.  Modern  stencil 

designs  on  the  ceiling  further  enhance 

the  decorative  effect  and  advertising  set- 
ting of  the  room. 

The  foyer  of  the  Silver  Theatre,  di- 
rectly beyond  the  lobby,  and  with  adjoin- 

ing lounges  and  rest  rooms,  is  large  and 
most  attractively  decorated.  Colorful 
swirl  pattern  carpeting  sets  the  scheme 

for  the  room  and  a   similar  pattern  on  the 
walls  repeats  the  modern  feeling  most 
effectively.  A   highly  reflective  wainscot 
as  well  as  the  gleaming  doors  add  further 

beauty  to  the  Silver’s  foyer. 
Blue  and  brown  are  the  dominant  colors 

throughout  the  theatre  and  the  color 

scheme  is  set  most  attractively  in  this 
room,  where  various  shades  and  harmoniz- 

ing hues  are  used  for  color  interest.  The 

ceiling  light  fixtures  provide  the  correct 

amount  of  subdued  light  and  are  aug- 
mented by  the  modern  designed  exit  and 

direction  signs  at  the  doors. 

New  Interest  for  Patrons 

The  Silver  auditorium  shows  a   marked 
departure  from  the  usual  in  the  fact  that 
it  is  separated  from  the  foyer  by  merely 

SHOPPING  CENTER  IDEA  IN  SHOWMANDISING 

The  Cine  Theatre  building:  in  Chicago,  designed  by  Rapp  &   Rapp,  architects,  exemplifies  the  trend 

toward  capitalizing  the  community  center  idea  in  theatre  construction.  The  tower  of  glass  block  is 

an  irresistible  eye-stopper,  especially  under  illumination  at  night.  The  two-story  extension  to  the 

corner  serves  as  a   shopping  center  and  an  actual  “feeder”  for  the  theatre,  which,  as  it  should,  domi- 
nates the  whole  scene.  (Photo  by  Owens-Illinois  Glass  Co.) 

a   standee  rail,  thus  adding  spaciousness  to 
the  room  and  providing  a   new  interest 
for  patrons.  The  auditorium  is  77  feet 
by  120  feet  in  size  and  seats  its  1,000 
capacity  entirely  on  the  main  floor,  which 

is  scientifically  sloped  for  correct  sight- 
lines. 

The  decorative  motif,  which  was  set  in 
the  foyer,  is  carried  into  the  auditorium 

proper,  and  use  is  made  of  the  same  car- 

peting and  wall  covering.  Hand-painted 
murals  on  the  side  walls  of  the  auditorium, 

however,  serve  to  lend  interest  and  bright- 
ness to  the  larger  room.  The  ceiling  also 

is  brightly  decorated  in  graduated  shades 
of  the  predominant  colors. 

Lighting  in  the  auditorium  deserves 
mention  for  its  efficiency  as  well  as  beauty. 
Glare  is  eliminated  entirely  by  skillful 

(Continued  on  page  69) 

SHOWMANDISING  ALONG  THE  HIGHWAYS 

The  use  of  the  biU-board  for  theatre  program  exploitation  is  suggested  by  this  sketch.  The  idea  is 
particularly  adaptable  to  the  needs  of  houses  located  off  the  main  highways.  The  center  panel  for 
changeable  copy  and  illumination,  using  various  sizes  of  letters  which  are  locked  on,  makes  a   most 

dominating  display  for  the  attention  of  passing  motorists,  (Photo  courtesy  Wagner  Sign  Service,  Inc.) 
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By  David  H.  Dewey* 

WHEN  Mr.  A.  H.  Blank,  president  of Tri-States  Theatre  Corp.,  decided 
to  enter  the  suburban  theatre 

field  in  north  Des  Moines,  Iowa,  his  first 
thought  was  to  give  to  that  community 
a   modern,  comfortable  theatre  such  as  the 
district  deserved — so  it  was  with  this 
thought  in  mind  that  the  planning  of  the 
new  Hiland  Theatre  was  undertaken. 

First  of  all,  considerable  time  and 
thought  was  spent  in  the  selection  of  a 
site  for  the  theatre.  We  wished  to  have 
it  centrally  located  where  it  would  be 
most  easily  accessible  to  the  majority  of 
the  people  in  north  Des  Moines,  and  where 
parking  facilities  were  the  best.  The  north- 

east corner  of  Fifth  and  Euclid  Avenues 
was  selected  for  this  purpose,  since  it  was 
between  the  two  business  sections  of  the 
suburb  and  facing  the  main  thoroughfare. 
A   plot  of  ground  50x150  was  purchased 
in  order  to  construct  a   building  with 

*Purchasing  Agent,  in  charge  of  main- 
tenance and  construction  for  Tri-States 

Theatres. 

The  new  Hiland,  so  interestingly  de- 
scribed by  the  author  herein,  is  said  to 

be  the  first  theatre  built  by  Tri-States 
Theatres  Corp.,  in  which  the  organization 
has  been  able  to  employ  its  25  years  of 
experience  in  the  successful  operation  of 
motion  picture  theatres.  Many  of  the 
functional  ideas  expressed  in  this  project 
were  conceived  by  Mr.  Dewey,  with  the 

able  collaboration  of  Wetherell  &   Har- 
rison, Architects,  who  are  members  of  the 

Advisory  Board  of  The  Modern  Theatre 

Planning  Institute. — Editor’s  Note. 

ground  dimensions  of  50x125.  The  zoning 
regulations  in  this  district  require  a   25- 
foot  rear  yard. 

Next  came  the  selection  of  architects, 
and  for  this  the  firm  of  Wetherell  & 
Harrison,  Des  Moines  architects,  was 
chosen  because  of  their  experience  and 
success  in  designing  new  modern  theatres 
throughout  this  section  during  the  past 

The  Hiland  foyer  is  impressive  by  reason  of  an 

interesting:  decorative  treatment  and  the  pro- 
vision of  comfortable  furnishing^  and  exqui- 

sitely carpeted  floors. 

several  years.  Our  problem  and  objectives 
were  thoroughly  explained  and  discussed 
with  the  architects,  and  they  set  about 

designing  a   theatre  particularly  appropri- 
ate for  this  location  and  one  that  would 

not  only  satisfy  the  requirements  of  today 
but  as  well  the  need  of  the  future. 
As  usual  in  such  cases,  many  rough 

sketches  were  made  before  hitting  upon  a 

scheme  and  design  which  we  felt  “filled 
the  bill.”  The  one  and  two-story  step- 
back,  giving  prominence  to  the  glass  brick 
tower,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying  il- 

Streamlining  is  the  motive  of  the  Hiland’s  trim  auditorium,  equipped  with 
extraordinarily  comfortable  seats  and  cleverly  lighted.  Its  simplicity  is striking. 

A   splendid  example 

of  architectural  de- 
sign for  effective 

advertising  display, 

in  which  modern 

materials  perform 

their  several  func- 
tions. An  equip- 

ment room  forms  the 

tower  behind  the 

main  sign,  with  ex- cellent results. 
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Tan  leatherette  walls  in  two  shades  plus  modern  fitting's,  lighting  fixtures  and  The  vanity  of  the  fair  sex  was  not  forgotten  in  the  planning  and  provision  of 

a   beautiful  pattern  of  floor  covering  are  features  of  the  Hiland’s  lobby.  this  pretty  powder  room — a   section  of  the  Hiland’s  modern  lounge  located immediately  off  the  foyer. 

lustration,  was  thought  to  be  particularly 
advantageous  due  to  the  corner  location 
and  in  consideration  of  the  adjoining 

property,  also  providing  an  opportunity  for 
lighting  effects  accentuating  the  building 

front,  and  adding  height  through  this  me- 
dium. It  was  decided  to  erect  a   fireproof 

structure,  using  concrete  floors,  brick 
and  tile  walls,  steel  roof  trusses,  and  a 
suspended  rock  lath  and  plaster  ceiling. 

The  Main  Objective 

In  designing  the  interior  of  the  build- 
ing, the  first  consideration  was,  naturally, 

the  auditorium  and  the  problem  of  pro- 
viding the  most  comfortable  seating  ar- 

rangement possible,  giving  to  every  patron 
clear  vision  of  the  screen.  We  had  felt 

that  this  community  could  support  a   600- 
seat  theatre,  and  it  developed,  after  giving 
spaces  over  to  the  stage  end,  exits  and 
adequate  aisles,  that  we  could  properly 
and  comfortably  handle  658  seats.  The 
seating  arrangement  was  planned  in  three 
sections — one  center  section  with  twelve 
seats  to  the  row  and  two  side  sections  each 
having  six  seats  to  the  row.  thus  necessi- 

tating only  two  aisles  and  the  least  pos- 
sible disturbance  to  the  patrons. 

Next  came  the  planning  of  the  public 
spaces  and  restrooms.  It  was  decided  that 
all  possible  space  should  be  given  to  the 
lobby  and  the  foyer  and  that  adequate 

space  should  be  provided  for  the  ladies’ 
restroom. 

Next  and  finally  was  the  planning  of 
the  spaces  required  for  the  projection 
booth  and  housing  of  the  heating,  cooling 
and  ventilating  equipment.  Inasmuch  as 
the  tower  idea  had  been  accepted,  it  was 
felt  that  this  space  might  very  properly 
be  put  to  a   practical  use  in  addition  to  its 
outside  appearance,  wtih  the  result  that 
the  tower  was  designed  to  house  not  only 
the  projection  apparatus  but  also  the 
other  mechanical  equipment.  This  idea 
seemed  to  present  many  advantages  over 
the  usual  and  standard  practice  of  plac- 

ing some  of  this  equipment  in  the  base- 
ment, as  the  necessity  of  any  excavation 

was  entirely  eliminated  and  with  it  the 
cost  of  foundation,  walls,  and  other  de- 
tails. 

Thus  with  the  general  layout  and  plan- 

ning completed,  detailed  plans  and  speci- 
fications were  made  and  given  out  for 

competitive  bids,  being  divided  into  gen- 
eral construction,  plumbing,  heating  and 

electric.  Prom  the  competitive  bids  the 
selection  of  contractors  was  made  and 
contracts  made  with  each.  Ninety  days 

AID  to  be  the  largest  changeable  let- 
ter attraction  board  in  show  busi- 

ness, this  is  but  one  of  six  huge  signs 
used  on  the  marquee  and  at  various  other 

entrances  of  Hamid’s  Million  Dollar  Pier, 
seaside  amusement  center  in  Atlantic City. 

The  big  signboard  is  73  feet  in  length, 
and  as  noted  is  equipped  with  10-inch, 
12-inch  and  16-inch  cast  aluminum  sil- 

The  main  en- 
trance marquee 

of  the  Million 
Dollar  Pier  is 

likewise  amply 

equipped  with 
multiple  -   decked 
attraction  boards 

using:  three  dif- 
ferent sizes  of 

changeable  sil- 
houette letters 

for  effective 

copy  display. 
(Photos  courtesy 

Adler  Sigrn  Let- ter Co.) 

from  contract  date  was  allowed  for  the 
completion  of  all  work. 

Selection  of  Materials 

At  the  time  of  the  letting  of  the  gen- 
eral contract,  a   final  decision  had  not  been 

reached  as  to  the  selection  of  facia  ma- 
(Continued  on  page  52) 

houette  letters  mounted  on  glass-in- 
frame construction  to  accommodate  three 

lines  of  copy  across  the  entire  boafd. 
The  total  display  job  involved  three 

single  face  signs  and  three  boards  on  the 
marquee  at  the  main  entrance,  all  simi- 

larly constructed.  Approximately  700 
lineal  feet  of  letter  space  is  provided  and 
some  1,500  letters  and  characters  are  kept 
on  hand  for  publicizing  attractions. 

WORLD'S  LARGEST  CHANGEABLE  LETTER  BOARD 

KoDivmcttKANDBu
mw 
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By  E.  Wagner* 

N   MY  business, 
which  is  that  of 

spreading  the 

gospel  of  point-of- 
sale  publicity 

amongst  you  fel- 
lows in  show  busi- 

ness,  I   travel 
around  the  country 

quite  a   bit.  Thus, 
I   meet  up  with  all 
sorts  of  people  and 
run  into  conditions 

that  are  subject  to  commendation  as  well 

as  criticism.  I’ve  got  some  of  both  to  get 
off  my  chest. 

Recently,  I   tried  to  tell  the  editor,  in 

person,  what  I   thought  about  certain 
conditions,  citing  personal  observations 
and  experiences,  with  an  idea  of  telling 
HIM  what  HE  ought  to  say  about  them 

in  print. 

But  he  stopped  me  cold,  before  I   could 

get  started,  with  a   command  to  “put  it 
in  writing  and  we'll  print  it.”  So  here 
goes. 

In  recent  years,  it  is  become  more  and 
more  obvious  to  me,  as  I   presume  it  may 
be  also  to  other  salesmen  of  theatre 

equipment  and  supplies,  that  it  is  the  be- 
lief of  great  numbers  of  exhibitors  that 

the  whole  success  of  their  business  de- 
pends entirely  on  the  pictures  they  book. 

Pictures  All-Powerful? 

In  other  words,  a   distorted  opinion 

seems  to  have  arisen  among  those  exhibi- 
tors favored  by  first-run  privileges  that 

the  picture  is  all-powerful  in  itself,  and 
therefore  needs  little  assistance  mechan- 

ically or  otherwise. 

Assuming  this  attitude  toward  the  pro- 
vision of  up-to-date  selling  accessories, 

they  would  apparently  have  you  believe 

that  all  the  showmanship  needed  is  cre- 
ated in  Hollywood  and  comes  shipped  to 

you  in  the  can  along  with  the  films. 
With  little  else  besides  some  especially 

“canned”  publicity  run  in  the  local  papers 
and  a   “best  show  on  earth”  banner  across 
the  canopy,  they  expect  the  public  to 

guess  what’s  going  on. 
Showmanship,  in  my  humble  opinion, 

can’t  be  canned.  It  is  a   combination  of  in- 
dividual salesmanship  and  advertising 

ability.  As  such,  it  is  a   very  live  expres- 
sion of  individuality  and  ability  on  the 

*President,  Wagner  Sign  Service,  Inc. 

part  of  the  showman  himself.  Showman- 
ship is  salesmanship. 

Another  observation  I’ve  made  is  that 
the  average  independent  exhibitor  is  more 

inclined  than  his  better  protected  com- 
petitor to  practice  good  salesmanship — 

because  he  has  to  sell  or  sink. 

But  a   closed  town  or  a   first-run  situ- 
ation does  not  of  itself  eliminate  com- 

petiiton,  nor  does  it  create  new  movie 
fans  because  of  that  fact.  You  may  have 
the  situation  sewed  up  tight  as  a   drum, 

but  don’t  overlook  the  point  that  your 
real  competition  is  to  be  found  in  other 
forms  of  entertainment,  such  as  radios, 

taverns,  dine-and-dance  places,  automo- 
biles, bridge  parties  and  other  forms  of 

spare-time  diversion  too  numerous  to  men- 
tion. 

What  you  have  to  sell,  Mr.  Exhibitor, 
and  regardless  of  your  situation,  is  the 
entertainment  that  is  delivered  to  you  in 
film  cans.  It  is  up  to  YOU  to  sell  it  and 

if  it  is  not  sold  by  YOU  while  it  is  run- 
ning at  your  theatre,  the  extra  income 

to  be  obtained  by  good  salesmanship  is 
forever  lost  to  you. 

Ability  Plus  Equipment 

Good  point-of-sale  advertising  expresses 

good  showmanship-salesmanship.  All  con- 
sist entirely  of  the  ability  and  means  you 

possess  to  impress  would-be  customers 
with  the  importance  of  the  better  fea- 

tures of  your  product  entertainment. 
Since  picture  show  business  does  not 

lend  itself  very  well  to  personal  house-to- 
house  canvassing,  being  more  of  a   point- 
of-sale  proposition,  some  means  of  catch- 

ing the  customers  on  the  run  must  be 

provided. 
Here  the  theatre  front  with  its  marquee 

and  attraction  board,  display  signs  and 
other  accessories  becomes  a   selling  force 
for  better  business  at  the  boxoffice.  It 

is  at  this  point  where  real  showman- 
ship, or  the  absence  of  it,  is  usually 

displayed. 

One  of  the  biggest  drawbacks  to  be 
noticed  generally  around  the  country,  and 
in  big  towns  as  well  as  small  ones,  is  the 

lack  of  proper  provision  for  theatre  front 
salesmanship. 

In  a   lot  of  cases,  the  marquee  is  skimpy 

and  poorly  lighted  and  in  many  cases 

lacking  the  punch  it  takes  to  attract  pub- 
lic attention.  Insufficient  space  is  often 

allowed  in  the  erection  of  the  marquee 
or  the  arrangement  of  the  front  for  the 

use  of  informative  advertising  copy.  Re- 
member— the  public  wants  to  know. 

As  an  aid  to  advertising  for  any  theatre, 

I   haven’t  run  across  anything  yet  that 

can  do  the  job  better  or  more  econom- 
ically day  or  night,  day  in  and  day  out, 

than  the  changeable  letter  attraction 
board  that  tells  the  passersby  what  is 

going  on  inside  the  house. 
Our  organization  recently  contributed  to 

show  business  a   mighty  good  means  of  ex- 
( Continued  on  page  67) 

A   close-up  of  the  Woods  Theatre’s  at- traction hoards  which  are  doing  a   big 

selling  job  for  the  new  management. 

Copy  thus  displayed  sells  more  tickets. 

The  Broadway  —   a   Para- 
mount house  in  Newburgh, 

N.  Y.,  likewise  makes  use 

of  its  marquee,  merchan- 
dising its  programs  with 

“punch”  copy  through  the 

use  of  multiple  three-in- 
one  application  of  change- able silhouette  letters. 

(Photos  courtesy  Wagner 
Sign  Service,  Inc.) 
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AIL  Q4M2A'  iJ/LC'  Heywood  Streamline  Chairs  are  paying  profit- 
able dividends  right  through  the  box  office.  These  swanky,  luxurious  chairs  will  put  plenty 

of  new  life  .   .   .   new  style  .   .   .   new  flash  and  comfort  into  older  houses  that  need  reseating. 

For  new  theatres  they’re  unbeatable  when  it  comes  to  smart  designs  that  will  blend  with  any 
modern  interior.  Test  after  test  has  been  made  of  these  Heywood  Streamline  Chairs.  And  the 

owners’  and  operators’  verdict  always 

Heywood  Wakefield 
^kecdsie 

is  “Heywood  Streamline  Chairs  are 

real  box  office  stars  on  any  program.'' 
Ask  your  H-W  Sales  Representative 

to  show  you  photos. 

GARDNER  established  1826  MASSACHUSETTS 



BIGGER  and 
BETTER  this 
YEAR 

BOXOFFICE  BAROMETER  is  the  only 

annual  publication  that  virtually  goes 

to  every  theatre  in  the  United  States 

and  Canada — that  gives  the  exhibitor 

practical  information  and  guidance  of 

daily  use  in  every  phase  of  his  busi- 

ness. It  is  the  only  year  book  com- 

piled expressly  for  service  to  theatre 

owners  and  managers.  It  tells  them 

what  they  need  and  want  to  know — 

an  authentic  guide  to  booking,  buying 

and  exploitation  of  pictures.  It  con- 

tains also  a   complete  section  covering 

the  mechanics  of  theatre  operation, 

property  modernization  and  equip- 

ment maintenance,  conducted  by  the 

editors  of  the  Modern  Theatre  section 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Manufacturers  ! 
Are  your  products  and  local  sup- 

ply sources  properly  listed  in  The 

BAROMETER  for  1939?  If  not,  write 

at  once  for  report  forms  with  rates  and 

data. 

Forms  close  Nov.  30 

CONTAINING: 

1.  A   Resume  of  Progress  in  Theatre  Planning — with  facts 

and  figures  on  theatre  improvements  during  1938; 

A   Forecast  of  Structural  Form  and  Furnishing  for  1939 

— with  annotations  by  leading  theatre  architects; 

3.  New  Products  of  the  Period — a   functional  outline; 

Architectural  Round  Table — conducted  by  members  of 

The  Modern  Theatre  Planning  Institute  Advisory  Board; 

Gj.  Outstanding  Theatre  Projects  of  1938;  pictures  and  par- 
ticulars; 

A   Manual  of  Theatre  Modernizing  and  Maintenance  Re- 

quirements; 

7_  "THE  KEY  TO  BETTER  BUYING"— a   classified  directory 
of  all  commodities  used  in  theatre  construction  and  out- 

fitting; with  a   cross-indexed  guide  to  local  sources  of 
supply. 



LITERATURE 

The  following  concerns  have  recently 

filed  copies  of  interesting  descriptive 

literature  with  The  Modern  Theatre  In- 
formation Bureau.  Readers  who  wish 

copies  of  such  literature  may  obtain  them 

promptly  by  addressing  The  Modern  The- 
atre, 332  S.  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

American  Mat  Corp.,  Toledo,  Ohio,  of- 

fers an  illustrated  folder  covering  its  ex- 
tensive line  of  colored  rubber  link  mat- 

tings for  theatre  entrance  and  lobby 

floors.  Application  details  and  prices  are 

included  in  the  pamphlet. 

Carrier  Corporation,  Syracuse,  N.  Y„ 
submits  a   new  catalogue  on  Carrier  Unit 

Heaters.  The  16-page  bulletin  is  amply 

illustrated  with  diagrams  of  special  ap- 

plications and  photos  of  typical  illustra- 
tions. Specifications  are  covered  fully. 

Dayton  Safety  Ladder  Co.,  Cincinnati, 

Ohio,  submits  a   new  catalogue,  No.  5, 

showing  a   complete  line  of  safety  step 

ladders  for  all  purposes  and  many  other 

accident  prevention  devices  for  theatre 

operation. 

Hurley  Screen  Company,  Belleville,  N.  J„ 

presents  a   folder  on  “Even-Lite”  grada- 
tionally  perforated  sound  screens — a   new 

product.  Full  specifications  are  given  in- 
cluding laboratory  test  data  and  other 

details. 

Ideal  Seating  Company,  Grand  Rapids, 

Mich.,  submits  an  interesting  illustrated 

catalogue  covering  the  “New  500”  line  of 
theatre  seating— popularly  priced  chairs 
that  present  most  of  the  features  of  higher 

priced  lines  of  Ideal  seating. 

Lihhey-Owens-Ford  Glass  Co.,  Toledo, 
Ohio,  offers  a   new  illustrated  booklet 

showing  L-Q-F  theatre  fronts  and  inter- 
iors and  stressing  the  beauty  and  other 

advantages  of  Vitrolux,  Vitrolite  and 

Extrudalite  for  modern  theatre  front  con- 
struction. 

national  Super  Service  Co.,  Toledo, 

Ohio,  submits  an  informative  illustrated 

folder  entitled  “Modern  Cleaning,”  which 
describes  their  product  (the  Super  cleaner) 

and  sets  out  its  several  specific  uses  in 
theatre  maintenance. 

Nelson-Spear  Company,  Houston,  Texas, 

presents  an  illustrated  brochure  describ- 
ing a   new  engineering  improvement  in 

projector  magazine  design  and  construc- 
tion, in  which  space  has  been  provided  for 

the  “Cuerite”  system. 

Notice:  Manufacturers  of  all  products 

o,dapted  to  theatre  modernization  or  main- 
tenance are  invited  to  file  latest  copies  of 

their  catalogues  or  descriptive  literature 

with  The  Modern  Theatre  Information 

Bureau. — The  Editor. 

years  experience 
The  ten  employees  below  have 

had,  among  them,  more  than  five 

hundred  years  of  service  with 
Alexander  Smith  6   Sons.  A 

merger  of  long  experience  with 

“Nearly  Right  Won’t  Do”  meth- 
ods is  one  reason  why  Alexander 

Smith  CRESTWOOD  Carpet 

“can  take  it”  long  after  most  other 

carpets  have  succumbed  to  the  rav- 
agesof  scuffing  feet, chewing  gum 
and  other  tvr»e<;  nf  theatre  ahnee 

ALEXANDER  SMITH 

Crestwood  Carpet 
Mill:  Yonkers,  New  York 

Sales  Office:  295  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York 
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u L u V 1 
By  Ansel  M.  Moore 

Public  seating  deserves  high  rank  among 

the  few  big  businesses  that  have  pioneered 

a   new  prosperity  .   .   .   An  instance  in  proof 
thereof. 

RDINARILY,  we  are  not  so  prolific 
in  passing  out  the  orchids,  but  in 
this  event  a   true  appreciation  for 

services  rendered  impels  us  to  speak  free- 
ly and  with  frankness  in  tribute  to  the 

entire  theatre  seating  industry. 
A   feeling  of  downright  admiration 

prompts  us  to  pay  our  respects  in  this 
manner  and  we  are  confident  that  many 
of  our  readers  will  concur  with  us  in  the 
conclusion  to  be  formed. 

Let  us  reminisce  a   bit  in  order  to  formu- 
late a   basis  for  the  broad  statement  we 

are  about  to  make;  i.  e.,  that  the  seat- 
ing industry  has  done  more  to  hold  and 

sustain  the  movie-going  habit  than  any 
other  contributor  to  the  rise  of  better 
business  at  the  boxoffice. 

In  retrospect,  we  can  appraise  the  pro- 
gressiveness of  the  chair  people;  the  con- 

tinuity of  their  efforts  in  the  past  to  im- 
prove their  product;  the  aggressiveness 

they  have  shown  not  only  in  designing 

and  making  a   better  commodity  for  pub- 
lic comfort,  but  in  selling  their  products 

through  you  to  the  public. 

Continuous  Exploration 

During  the  past  decade,  each  year  has 
brought  forth  a   continuous  revelation  of 

refinement  in  theatre  seating.  And  the 

chief  characteristic  has  always  been  an 

ever-increasing  regard  for  the  comfort  and 
convenience  of  your  patrons. 

The  idea  of  posture  comfort  in  theatre 
seating,  which  gained  impetus  with  every 
new  model  that  has  been  introduced,  is  in 

reality  a   depression-born  idea.  That  idea 
consistently  impressed  and  capitalized  has 
been  of  incalculable  service  and  profit  to 
the  entire  theatre  industry  during  a   rather 
hectic  recent  past. 

But  the  trend  of  public  demand  for  com- 
fort in  reclining  postures  goes  a   bit  be- 

yond the  theatre  field.  Its  most  notable 

expression  has  been  observed  in  the  auto- 
motive industry,  from  whom  the  public 

seating  industry  probably  received  its  in- 
spiration. 

By  simply  recalling  the  Model  T   flivver 

days  and  the  flimsy  fidget  provoking  ply- 
wood theatre  seats  of  that  period,  one  can 

approximate  the  closeness  with  which 
seating  has  kept  pace  with  automotive 

progress  toward  public  comfort. 

Significantly,  every  new  mechanical  de- 

A   battery  of  powerful  presses  is  used  to  form 
steel  sheets  into  backs  and  seat  bottoms  for 
the  new  theatre  chairs.  The  master  dies 

(shown  at  right)  are  used  in  forming  steel 
sheets  into  shapes  and  contours  scientifically 

computed  for  body  comfort  in  theatre  seat- 
ing. (Photos  by  American  Seating  Co.) 

velopment  for  human  use  or  occupancy 
that  has  been  accepted  so  generously  by 

the  public  during  our  depression  years 
has  had  its  conception  in  comfort,  that 

quality  with  which  every  human  being  is 
instinctively  concerned. 

So  we  may  say  without  fear  of  serious 
disagreement  that  the  seating  industry,  as 

a   whole,  has  done  much  for  theatre  busi- 
ness— much  more  than  might  be  apparent 

to  the  casual  observer.  Above  all  things, 
it  has  made  theatre  owners  conscious  of 

seating  comfort  as  a   primordial  element 
of  House  Appeal. 

Because  of  unremitting  research  and 
constant  quest  for  improvement  in  theatre 

chairs — for  eye  appeal,  sturdiness  of  con- 
struction and  perfect  form  for  body  re- 

laxation— we  have  wondered  at  times  if 
the  ultimate  had  not  been  achieved.  But 

each  new  development  has  provided  evi- 
dence that  seating  progress  apparently 

has  no  deadline. 

We  Go  to  Grand  Rapids 

Our  accustomed  complacency  with  re- 
spect to  chair  improvements  was  disturbed 

recently  by  a   special  invitation  to  appear 

at  the  plant  of  American  Seating  Com- 
pany, in  Grand  Rapids,  Michigan,  there  to 

inspect  another  innovation  in  theatre 

seating  efficiency.  We  accepted  the  bid 
as  a   matter  of  courtesy,  anticipating  no 

great  upset  to  the  traditional,  but  rather 
just  another  important  refinement  to  the 
latest  prevailing  models. 

Greeting  us  warmly,  but  with  an  air  of 
mysticism  that  left  us  almost  clammy  with 

anticipation,  H.  B.  (Jack)  Myers,  the 

production  manager  of  American’s  theatre 
seating  division,  brought  our  curiosity  to 

the  boiling  point  with  the  assertion  that 
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An  aerial  perspective  of  American  Seating  Co.’s 
factory  in  Grand  Kapids. 

what  we  were  about  to  see  would  “make 
every  current  model  of  theatre  chair  seem 
as  obsolete  as  an  ocean  liner  with  paddle 

wheels  or  an  airplane  with  an  open  cock- 

pit.” Thus  with  such  a   build-up,  we  felt 
somewhat  prepared  for  a   surprise  at  our 

formal  introduction  to  the  new  “Bodi- 
form”  chair  about  which  Myers  had  boast- 

ed so  broadly.  Still  anticipating  the  big 
shock,  we  were  ushered  into  the  presence 

of  the  new  “American  Beauty.” 
Fully  expecting,  as  a   result  of  the  build- 

up, to  be  brought  face  to  face  with  some 
dymaxion  design  creation  of  the  Buck 

Rogers  era,  we  saw  instead  a   trim-looking 
theatre  chair,  at  first  glance  not  so  very 
different  in  form  and  figure,  and  even 

smaller  in  appearance,  than  the  older  mod- 
els arranged  about  it,  obviously  for  com- 

parison. 
Sensing  our  surprise  at  this,  Myers 

abruptly  broke  the  spell  by  commanding 

us  to  “sit  in  it.”  Comfortable?  Yes,  ex- 
tremely so.  But  what  of  it?  Other  chairs 

were  quite  cozy,  too.  Good  looking?  Quite; 
but  so  were  the  older  models  ranged  about 

it.  Were  we  being  deliberately  kidded  by 
a   facetious  host?  Well,  hardly. 

Use  Values  Explained 

Completing  our  customary  routine  ex- 
amination of  the  chair  and  settling  back 

comfortably  for  an  explanation  of  its 
points  of  preference,  we  were  given  a 
comprehensive  explanation  of  its  latest 

(Continued  on  page  57) 

Cover  Illustration 

A   day-time  view  of  the  Comerford 
Theatre,  at  Wilkes-Barre,  Pennsyl- 

vania, in  which  contrast  with  sur- 
roundings is  an  obvious  advertising 

angle.  The  entire  front  elevation  serves 

as  an  ideal  setting  for  the  sort  of  dis- 
play that  does  a   selling  fob  for  the 

boxoffice.  Of  particular  interest  is  the 
manner  in  which  the  current  attrac- 

tion is  made  to  dominate  the  scene. 

This  is  accomplished  by  the  use  of 
modern  silhouette  letter  signs  on  three 

sides  of  the  attractive  modified  V- 
shaped  marquee.  (Photo  courtesy 
Adler  Sign  Letter  Company) . 

PARAMOUNT  PREVIEW  THEATRE 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

CHARLES  C.  BURTON,  Architect 

DRAFTLESS  AIR  DISTRIBUTION 
COMBINED  WITH  INDIRECT  LIGHTING 

The  problem  of  air  distribution  in  combination  with  indirect  lighting  in  this 
modern  preview  theatre  of  Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.,  was  solved  by  the  architect, 
Charles  C.  Burton,  to  the  complete  satisfaction  of  the  owners  through  the  use  of 

"Anemostat"  high  velocity  air  diffusers.  The  Anemostats  provide  equal  distribu- 
tion of  the  conditioned  air,  both  winter  and  summer.  Free  from  annoying  and 

harmful  drafts.  Lighting  units  concealed  behind  the  outer  cone  of  the  Anemostat 

throw  light  onto  a   plaster  cove  around  the  Anemostat.  Unusual  and  colorful  light- 

ing effects  are  obtained  by  colored  lamps  placed  in  alternate  sockets  of  the  re- 
flectors. 

The  air  distribution  problem  of  any  air  conditioning  or  ventilating  system  re- 
gardless of  size  can  be  solved  by  the  use  of  Anemostats.  Anemostats  can  be 

applied  to  existing  systems  as  well  as  to  new  installations.  The  Anemostat  has 
no  moving  parts  and  is  easily  installed. 

Our  catalog,  “The  Anemostat  Combined  with  Indirect  Lighting,''  of  particular 
interest  to  theatre  owners,  is  available  upon  request. 

ANEMOSTAT  CORPORATION  OF  AMERICA 
10  EAST  39TH  STREET  NEW  YORK 

“No  Air  Conditioning  System  Is  Better  Than  Its  Air  Distribution’’ 
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MOTION  PICTURE  ENGINEERS  NAME  NEW  EXECS. 

TECHNICAL  training  and  practical  ex- perience are  both  admirably  repre- 
sented in  the  new  group  of  executive 

officers  selected  by  the  Society  of  Motion 

Picture  Engineers  at  its  1938  Fall  Conven- 
tion, held  October  31st  to  November  2nd  at 

the  Hotel  Statler  in  Detroit. 

New  officers  elected  for  1939  are  E. 

Allan  Williford,  president;  Nathan  Levin- 

son, executive  vice-president;  Arthur  S. 

Dickinson,  financial  vice-president;  John 

I.  Crabtree,  editorial  vice-president,  and 
William  (Bill)  C.  Kunzman,  convention 

vice-president.  J.  Frank  jr„  and  L.  W. 

Davee  were  re-elected  secretary  and  trea- 

surer, respectively.  Loyd  A.  Jones  con- 

tinues in  office  for  another  year  as  engi- 

neering vice-president,  and  R.  E.  Farn- 
ham,  A.  C.  Hardy,  and  H.  Griffin  as 

governors. 

E.  Allan  Williford,  the  president  elect, 

was  born  at  Nokomis,  Illinois,  in  1892.  He 

graduated  with  a   B.  S.  in  electrical  engi- 
neering from  the  University  of  Illinois, 

with  honors,  and  was  associated  for  some 

time  with  the  Wagner  Electric  Company. 

He  has  been  connected  with  the  National 

Carbon  Company  for  the  past  18  years 

and  at  present  is  manager  of  the  Carbon 
Sales  Division.  He  was  a   captain  in  the 
U.  S.  Army. 

Nathan  Levinson,  executive  vice-presi- 

dent elect,  more  familiarly  known  as  “The 
Major,”  was  born  in  New  York  in  1888. 
He  was  major  of  the  U.  S.  Signal  Corps 

during  the  Great  War.  Major  Levinson  is 

now  recording  director  of  Warner  Broth- 
ers-First National  Studios  in  Hollywood, 

and  has  long  been  active  in  Hollywood 

technical  affairs.  He  is  vice-president  of 
the  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and 

Sciences,  chairman  of  the  Technicians’ 
Branch,  and  vice-chairman  of  the  Re- 

search Council. 

Luxury-loving  America  demands  comfort  and  goes  where  it 

can  get  it.  IRWIN  chairs  are  comfortable  to  the  extent  of  woo- 

ing the  would-be  stay-at-homes;  styled  to  please  the  most  fas- 

tidious; built  to  endure; —   first  choice  of  hundreds  of  leading 

exhibitors.  See  this  great  line  or  write  for  catalog  NOW. 

Distributed  By 

NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY  COMPANY 

Branches  in  All  Principal  Cities 

GRAND  RAPIDS,  MICH. 

Loyd  A.  Jones,  engineering  vice-presi- 
dent, is  a   well-known  expert  of  the  East- 
man Kodak  Company  of  Rochester,  with 

whom  he  has  been  connected  for  the  past 

26  years,  being  chief  physicist  since  1916. 

He  was  born  in  Nebraska  in  1884,  gradu- 
ated from  the  University  of  Nebraska,  and 

has  the  degrees  of  B.  S.  in  E.  E.,  A.  M. 

and  D.  Sc.  Dr.  Jones  was  president  of  the 

S.  M.  P.  E.  in  1924-1925  and  has  served 

as  engineering  vice-president  since  1934. 
In  addition,  he  was  president  of  the 

Optical  Society  of  America  in  1930-1931. 
He  is  a   highly  recognized  expert  on  the 

subject  of  photography  and  sensitometry 
and  has  done  much  research  work  in 

physical  optics,  illumination,  colorimetry, 

etc.  He  has  to  his  credit  many  publica- 
tions in  scientific  journals. 

John  1.  Crabtree,  re-elected  editorial 

vice-president,  was  president  of  the  So- 

ciety in  1930-1931,  and  has  served  as 

editorial  vice-president  for  the  past  five 
years.  He  was  born  in  England  in  1891 

and  is  a   graduate  of  Victoria  University, 
England.  In  1912  he  received  honors  in 

chemistry  and  in  1913  his  M.  S.  Mr.  Crab- 
tree was  awarded  the  Progress  Medal  of 

the  French  Photographic  Society  in  1924 

and  he  has  published  many  papers  on  the 

subjects  of  photography  and  sensitometry. 

Arthur  S.  Dickinson,  financial  vice- 
president  elect,  has  been  associated  with 

Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distribu- 
tors of  America,  Inc.,  better  known  as  the 

“Hays  office,”  since  1927,  as  Director  of 
Conservation  and  Contact  with  Technical 

Branches  of  the  Industry.  He  was  born 

in  Tennessee  in  1888,  and  graduated  in 

engineering  from  the  Georgia  School  of 

Technology.  For  a   number  of  years  Mr. 
Dickinson  was  Southern  District  sales 

manager  for  Famous  Players  and  Metro, 

and  branch  manager  for  several  other 
concerns. 

William  (Bill)  C.  Kunzmann,  perennial 

convention  vice-president  of  the  Society, 

has  been  associated  with  National  Car- 
bon Company  at  Cleveland  for  the  past  30 

years.  He  graduated  in  technical  engi- 
neering from  Akron  College  and  was  pre- 

viously a   theatre  owner  and  operator.  He 

joined  the  National  Carbon  Company’s 
Research  and  Sales  Department  in  1907. 

Kunzmann  was  one  of  the  charter  mem- 
bers of  the  Society  and  has  been  active 

in  its  affairs  since  1916,  having  been  con- 

vention vice-president  since  1934. 
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PUNCH! 

Plenty  of  advertising;  puneh  is  apparent  in  this 
view  of  the  new  front  of  the  Fox-Dincoln  The- 

atre, at  Springfield,  111.  One  result  of  a   re- 
modeling and  equipment  replacement  program 

recently  completed  under  the  direction  of 
Manager  A.  R.  Zimmer. 

New  Contrivance  for 

Control  of  Flutter 

“A  development  of  far  reaching  import- 

ance” in  the  promotion  of  high  quality 
performance  in  sound  reproduction  sys- 

tems is  claimed  by  officials  of  Altec  Ser- 
vice Corporation  in  an  announcement  that 

company  engineers  have  perfected  a   new 

type  of  flutter  bridge  that  makes  possible 
the  measurement  and  control  of  flutter 

as  a   part  of  regular  servicing  operations. 

Previous  flutter  bridges,  restricted  to 

laboratory  use  by  their  bulk  and  intricate 

design,  were  used  only  by  manufacturers 

of  sound  equipment  and  a   few  of  the 

major  producing  studios.  The  new  units 

weigh  less  than  nine  pounds,  and  are  ap- 

proximately the  size  of  a   portable  type- 
writer case. 

“These  new  devices  were  given  exhaus- 
tive operating  trials  both  in  the  U.  S.  and 

Canada,”  said  L.  W.  Conrow,  president  of 
Altec.  “We  have  now  ordered  a   number 
sufficient  to  equip  each  service  office  with 

them.  They  will  be  used  as  part  of  regu- 
lar service  routine  whenever  the  need 

arises.” 
Special  films  to  be  used  with  the  bridges 

have  been  produced  for  Altec  by  M-G-M 
at  Culver  City  and  by  Fox  Movietone  and 

Eastern  Service  Studios  in  New  York, 

Conrow  stated.  Advance  showings  of  the 

new  test  instrument  have  been  made  be- 
fore members  of  the  Research  Council  of 

the  Academy  of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and 

Sciences  and  indications  are  that  the  de- 

vice may  become  standard  for  use  through- 
out the  industry. 

“The  new  flutter  bridges  appear  at  a 
particularly  fortunate  time,”  Conrow 

said,  “in  view  of  the  emphasis  the  pro- 
ducers are  placing  on  high  quality  sound 

reproduction  as  a   boxoffice  factor  in 

present  and  contemplated  product.” 

Showmanship  is  a   combination  of  indi- 

vidual salesmanship  and  advertising  abil- 

ity. It  is  a   very  live  expression  of  indivi- 
duality and  ability  on  the  part  of  the 

showman  himself.  Showmanship  is  sales- 
manship. 

Dramatize 

Theatre 

Lighting 
WITH  THE  NEW  G-E 

FLUORESCENT 
MAZDA  LAMPS 

FLUORESCENT  LIGHTING  with  the  new 

Genera]  Electric  Fluorescent  Mazda 

lamps  offers  theatre  operators  an  excit- 

ing new  way  to  build  ”box  office”  by 
installing  dramatic  new  lighting  ef- 

fects. Here’s  why: 
FITS  IN  WITH  MODERN  DESIGNS  .   .   .   ABUN- 

DANT color... cooler — The  new  G-E 

Fluorescent  Mazda  lamps  give  several 
times  more  light  than  ordinary  Mazda 

lamps  of  the  same  wattage  and  color. 
For  the  same  amount  of  light,  they 

are  50%  cooler. 

BRILLIANT  NEW  COLORS — These  lamps 

available  in  red,  gold,  pink,  blue,  and 

green,  in  addition  to  white  and  day- 
light, have  a   wide  range  of  lighting  ap- 

plication for  marquees,  lobbies,  foyers, 
auditoriums,  rest  rooms,  and  displays. 

By  combining  different  colored  lamps, 
spectacular  color  effects  are  possible. 

new  indoor  daylight — The  daylight 

Fluorescent  lamps  provide  the  closest 

approach  to  real  daylight  ever  pro- 
duced at  high  efficiency.  They  will  be 

particularly  useful  in  rows  under  mar- 
quees, to  light  posters,  to  speed  change 

making  at  ticket  booths  and  for  ready 
identification  of  paper  money,  as  well 
as  in  theatre  entries  and  lobbies  to 

ease  the  transition  from  outdoor  light 
to  auditorium  darkness  in  entries. 

SEND  FOR  YOUR  FREE  COPY  OF  NEW  BOOK  ON 

FLUORESCENT  LIGHTING  ! 

Street . 

MAIL  THIS  COUPON  TODAY! 

General  Electric  Co.,  Dept.  166-BO. 
Nela  Park,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Please  send  me  a   free  copy  of  your  new  book 

on  G-E  Fluorescent  Mazda  lamps: 
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terial  and  metal  trim,  and  proper  alter- 
nates were  provided.  Separate  bids  were 

later  received  on  this  material;  and  after 
due  consideration  of  each,  terra  cotta  with 
aluminum  trim  was  chosen.  It  was  lelt 

that  this  material  had  certain  advantages 

— one,  in  that  it  formed  a   part  of  the  wall, 

being  four  inches  in  thickness,  and,  sec- 
ondly, it  offered  more  lasting  qualities 

than  some  other  materials  considered. 
The  main  field  of  the  facade  was  done  in 

a   mottled  cream  and  tan,  with  a   trim  of 

deep  raspberry.  Spaces  were  provided  in 

the  face  of  the  building  for  built-in  poster 
frames  adequate  for  three  40x60  frames 

and  two  still  frames,  thus  giving  the  the- 
atre sufficient  display  space  for  any  and 

all  programs.  As  will  be  noted  from  the 
picture,  a   changeable  copy  space  was  also 
provided  over  the  boxoffice  wherein  the 
same  changeable  letters  are  used  as  on  the canopy. 

As  to  the  canopy,  it  was  felt  desirable 

to  have  the  architects  make  up  the  de- 
sign as  well  as  the  detailed  specifications 

for  competitive  bids,  as  we  were  most 
anxious  to  have  the  canopy,  in  design  as 
well  as  color,  tie  into  the  architecture. 

The  V-shaped  design  was  considered  par- 
ticularly adaptable  due  to  the  heavy  motor 

traffic  nearby  the  theatre.  Three  lines  of 

changeable  copy  were  provided  on  each 
side,  also  allowing  adequate  space  for  any 
and  all  programs. 

The  vertical  sign  is  somewhat  unusual 
in  that  it  is  constructed  as  a   part  of  the 
tower  and  was  included  in  the  general 

contract.  The  framing  of  the  sign  is  ex- 
tended from  the  tower  framing  and  cov- 

ered in  20-gauge  galvaneal.  The  letters 

in  the  name  “HILAND”  present  a   some- 
what unusual  effect,  giving  both  a   direct 

light  as  well  as  a   silhouette  effect.  The 
color  of  luminous  tubing  is  old  rose  and 
blends  very  well  with  the  other  colors  of 
the  front. 

The  step-back  arrangement  of  the  one 

and  two  stories  presents  a   feature,  allow- 
ing the  roof  of  the  marquee  to  be  on  the 

same  elevation  as  the  first  story,  thus 

eliminating  the  usual  marquee  drain  over 
the  sidewalk  or  front  of  the  building. 

Unusual  Wall  Treatment 

Several  practical  as  well  as  decorative 
features  are  introduced  in  the  lobby.  The 
floor  and  base  are  of  terrazzo  in  three 

colors,  laid  in  a   modern  design.  The  walls 

are  covered  in  two  shades  of  tan  leather- 

ette. Its  method  of  application  was  ar- 
rived at  after  a   great  deal  of  experi- 

menting and  exchange  of  information  with 
the  factory.  The  material  was  applied 

direct  to  the  plastered  surface  and  pre- 
sents a   finished  appearance  quite  impos- 

sible with  paint.  We  feel  that  it  is  highly 

practical,  as  it  can  be  cleaned  innumer- 
able times,  can  be  waxed,  shellacked,  var- 

nished or  otherwise  treated.  Divisions  were 

made  by  aluminum  mouldings. 

The  ceiling  of  this  space  is  particularly 

unusual,  having  a   stepped  plaster  cornice, 
with  the  main  field  of  the  ceiling  covered 

entirely  with  colored  mirrors,  the  center 
being  flesh  colored  and  the  border  of  blue. 
The  light  fixture  is  of  a   flat,  modern 

design,  installed  against  the  mirror,  of- 
fering many  interesting  reflections  of  both 

the  fixture  and  light. 

Built-in  display  cases  are  provided  on 

each  side  of  the  lobby,  space  being  al- 
lotted for  40x60  posters,  as  well  as  stills 

and  other  small  accessories. 

In  the  foyer,  the  floor  is  carpeted 
to  the  walls  with  a   delightful  new 

pattern  of  carpet.  Incidentally  this  same 
pattern  of  carpet  is  used  throughout  the 
theatre.  Again,  the  walls  are  covered  with 
leatherette;  however,  in  this  area  the 
space  is  treated  with  considerably  more 
color  and  decoration,  five  shades  being 

used,  with  panels  created  by  aluminum 

mouldings,  and  a   center  feature  decora- 
tion applied  over  this  material.  Two 

leather  covered  settees  were  especially 
built  to  tie  in  with  the  other  furnishings 

in  color  and  design.  The  light  fixture  is  of 
a   flat  modern  type  installed  against  the ceiling. 

The  ladies’  lounge,  which  opens  off  the 
foyer,  is  done  in  a   modern  manner  in 
decoration  as  well  as  furnishings.  Two 
chrome  cosmetic  consoles  are  provided, 

and  the  other  furniture  is  Swedish  Mod- 
ern with  highly  colored  upholstery  fabrics. 

Comfort  Seating  Featured 

As  we  enter  the  auditorium,  our  atten- 
tion is  first  attracted  to  the  seats.  These 

are  of  the  extremely  comfortable  posture 

type  and  are  upholstered  in  two  contrast- 

shown  is  The  Savoy,  one  of  the  eight 

chairs  comprising  the  new  “500”  Line. 
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ing  shades  of  material  —   the  colors  se- 
lected being  the  predominating  shades  in 

the  carpet.  The  colors  are  alternated  in 
the  installation,  as  will  be  noted  in  the 

illustration,  and  present  a   most  striking 
appearance. 

The  walls  of  the  auditorium,  from  the 
proscenium  arch,  are  covered  with  two 

shades  of  wood  fibre  plank  laid  in  a 
streamlined  design,  which  adds  height  and 

length  to  the  appearance  of  the  auditor- 
ium. The  proscenium  arch  area,  as  well 

as  the  ceiling,  is  plastered.  Color  was 
mixed  into  the  plaster,  thus  eliminating 
the  necessity  of  painting  or  decorating. 

The  lighting  of  the  auditorium  was  es- 
pecially designed  and  is  probably  the  most 

unusual  feature  of  the  auditorium,  giving 
to  it  color  as  well  as  accentuating  the 

design.  Two  fixtures,  running  the  length 
of  the  auditorium  from  the  proscenium  to 

the  rear  wall,  were  installed  in  the  place 
of  a   cornice.  These  fixtures  are  made  up 
of  three  louvres  which  break  up  and  re- 

flect interesting  shapes  and  effects  in  col- 
ored lighting.  Into  the  ceiling  are  placed 

recessed  flood  lamps,  used  only  for  house 
light.  The  stage  draperies,  as  well  as 
those  used  in  the  exits,  are  in  the  same 

tones  of  color  as  the  carpet  and  seat 
coverings. 

The  stairway  leading  off  the  end  of  the 

foyer,  leads  to  the  projection  and  equip- 
ment spaces  located  in  the  tower.  The 

projection  room  is  fitted  out  with  all  the 

latest  modern  equipment — newest  projec- 
tors, high  intensity  lamps,  and  a   motor 

generator.  High  fidelity  sound  equipment 
provides  excellent  reproduction. 

Immediately  behind  the  projection  room 
is  the  space  referred  to  as  the  equipment 
room,  which  houses  all  of  the  heating, 

cooling  and  ventilating  equipment.  In  this 
we  believe  we  have  accomplished  a   very 

practical  as  well  as  economical  innova- 
tion. As  previously  mentioned,  the  cost  of 

excavation  for  a   basement  was  eliminated; 

and  by  placing  the  equipment  on  a   level 

above  the  auditorium,  the  amount  of  nec- 
essary duct  work  was  cut  to  a   minimum, 

the  longest  supply  duct  running  approxi- 
mately 14  feet.  Heating  is  done  by  oil 

with  the  forced  air  method.  Cooling  is  by 

mechanical  refrigeration  with  direct  ex- 

pansion coils. 
All  in  all,  we  believe  this  completed 

structure  offers  a   modern  up-to-date  sub- 
urban theatre,  combining  in  it  many  un- 
usual and  different  applications  of  ma- 
terials and  arrangements  which  have  been 

done  in  a   practical  and  economical  man- 
ner, and  is  an  indication  of  the  results 

that  can  be  obtained  through  careful  plan- 
ning and  the  use  of  the  materials  which 

the  market  of  today  offers. 

Hints  on  Cleaning  of 

Oil  Painted  Surfaces 

Oil  painted  surfaces  can  be  washed  re- 
peatedly with  a   proper  type  of  cleaning 

material  for  the  purpose  without  scratch- 
ing, dulling  or  discoloring  the  cleaned  area. 

For  the  most  effective  results,  the  fol- 
lowing method  is  recommended:  Use  one 

pint  measure  of  cleaning  powder  to  one 
gallon  of  water.  Wash  the  painted  sur- 

faces with  a   sponge.  Dip  the  sponge  to  the 
bottom  of  the  pail  in  order  to  get  the  full 
cleaning  effects.  Before  washing,  squeeze 
excess  solution  from  the  sponge. 

Clean  but  a   small  portion  of  the  painted 
surface  at  a   time.  After  washing,  rinse 
with  clean  water  and  a   clean  sponge.  Then 
buff  the  washed  area  with  a   soft  cloth, 
using  an  up-and-down  motion.  On  paint- 

ed walls,  wash  from  the  bottom  up  to 
avoid  streaks. 

If  more  than  ordinary  soil  is  found, 
sprinkle  a   little  dry  cleaning  powder  di- 

rectly on  the  sponge,  and  apply  to  the 
surface  to  be  cleaned.  After  cleaning, 
rinse  and  buff  as  described  above. 

Oil  painted  surfaces  washed  with  a 

specially  prepared  material  for  the  pur- 
pose and  in  the  proper  manner  of  ap- 

plication will  stay  clean  for  a   long  time 
because  they  are  free  from  any  substance 
which  will  attract  or  hold  dust  or  soil. 

A   distorted  opinion  among  many  first- 
run  exhibitors  is  that  the  picture  is  all- 
powerful  and,  therefore,  needs  little  as- 

sistance mechanically  or  otherwise. 

Attractiveness  of  surroundings  is  an  im- 

portant “plus  value”  in  the  operation  of 
your  theatre.  Constant  vigilance  is  the 
way  to  ensure  this  quality. 

With  winter  upon  us,  how  many  of  you 
have  overhauled  the  furnace  or  boiler 
and  removed  all  clinging,  soggy  soot? 

■"NAUGHTY  MARIETTA"  | 
,,•*  "A  Slight  C«e  of  Mume*” .’"EDWARD  G.  ROBINSON 

SHOWMANSHIP 
in  the  marquee 

WYANDOTTE  of 
suburban  Detroit using 
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Multiple-Size 
Silhouette  Letters 
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DISPLAY,  ATMOSPHERE  AND  BETTER  VISION 

rescent  lamps  it  is  necessary  to  use  a 
number  of  lines  of  them.  Where  color  is 
desired,  however,  the  comparison  greatly 
favors  the  fluorescent  lamps. 

From  the  above  analysis,  it  will  be  seen 
that  the  fluorescent  lamps  can  be  used  to 
advantage  in  many  places  but  misapplied 
in  others.  If  it  is  remembered  that  the 

efficiency  of  incandescent  lamps  increases 

with  size  (a  10-watt  lamp  gives  approxi- 

The  New  Fluorescent  Lamps  for 
Exterior  Display 

By  Francis  M.  Falge* 

1||  N   RECENT  years 

||[  theatre  fronts  have 
again  resumed  the 

commanding  position 
they  formerly  held  in 
most  communities. 

More  than  ever  before, 
the  architects  and 
the  manufacturers 

have  combined  tal- 
ents to  produce  fronts 

that  present  an  out- 
standing night  time 

invitation.  To  effect  this  luminous  appeal, 
many  of  the  new  materials — structural 
glasses,  porcelain  enamels,  glass  blocks, 
corrugated  and  polished  metals,  new  light 

sources  and  reflector-adapters — have  been 
used  to  great  advantage. 

A   new  tool,  the  fluorescent  lamp,  has 
just  appeared  to  enhance  exterior  displays. 
For  the  first  time  a   wide  variety  of  color 
is  provided  in  abundance;  color  that  pro- 

duces 50  to  100  times  as  much  light  in 
some  of  the  colors,  such  as  green  and  blue 
as  the  respective  incandescent  colored 
lamps.  Also  included  in  this  palette  is  a 
daylight  color  giving  an  excellent  match 
for  standard  white  light,  previously  not 
obtainable  at  a   practical  cost.  These  fluo- 

rescent lamps  are  housed  in  tubes  of  glass 

in  18,  24  and  36-inch  lengths,  and  fit  in 

well  with  the  “line”  vogue  of  modern  de- 
sign. 

When  contemplating  the  use  of  these 
lamps  outside,  consideration  should  be 
given  to  one  of  their  characteristics,  the 
reduction  of  light  output  in  cold  weather. 
The  reduction  begins  to  be  serious  below 
freezing  temperatures.  For  that  reason  in 
cold  climates  exposed  lamps  should  not 

be  used.  If,  however,  the  lamps  are  oper- 
ated in  some  kind  of  an  enclosure,  as  is 

often  the  case  for  luminous  elements  and 

attraction-letter  panels  the  lamps  can  be 
expected  to  operate  satisfactorily.  If  some 
incandescent  illumination  is  combined 
with  the  fluorescent,  then  the  heat  from 

the  incandescent  lamps  will  aid  the  oper- 
ation of  the  fluorescent  lamps  to  a   great 

extent. 

In  applying  these  new  lamps  it  should 

also  be  recognized  that  they  operate  at 
only  ten  watts  per  running  foot.  There- 

fore, a   careful  check  should  be  made  to 
see  how  the  lumen  output  of  fluorescent 
lamps  compares  with  incandescent  sources 
now  being  used.  In  other  words,  one 
lamp  can  only  light  a   limited  area;  for 
larger  areas  a   number  of  lamps  may  have 
to  be  grouped  together. 

In  order  to  clarify  this,  let  us  investi- 
gate the  possibilities  of  these  lamps  in  a 

number  of  applications. a   vertical  element  in  accordance  with  Chart  I. 

CHART  I — Comparison  of  Illumination  of  a   Vertical  Luminous  Element  Sign  With 
Incandescent  and  Fluorescent  Lighting 

Row  of  lamps    

Distance  to  glass  (inches) ... 

Spacing  of  lamps  (inches) 
Size  of  lamps    

Watts  per  linear  foot    
Lumens  per  linear  foot    
Brightness  (footlamberts) 

Incandescent 
Inside-frosted 
    6 

15-w 
23 

211 100 

Incandescent 
Daylight  Lamp 

6 

25-w 
46 

211 

100 

Fluorescent 
Daylight  Lamp 

6 
8 

Connected 

30-w 

10 

300 
130 

In  this  case  it  is  seen  that  the  com- 
parison greatly  favors  the  fluorescent 

lamp.  This  is  especially  true  when  com- 
pared with  daylight  lamps,  which  even 

then  do  not  duplicate  the  daylight  qual- 
ity of  the  fluorescent  lamps.  The  day- 

light color  should  provide  greater  dis- 
tinction and  better  contrast  with  sur- 

rounding displays  which  do  not  now  fea- 
ture this  color.  The  next  step  in  com- 

pleting the  comparison  above  would  be  to 
add  in  the  initial  costs  which  favor  the 

incandescent  installation  and  the  operat- 
ing costs  which  favor  the  fluorescent. 

Below  is  another  comparison  showing 
larger  incandescent  lamps  lighting  larger 
surfaces,  in  white  or  colored  light. 

mately  19  L.P.W.,  a   60-watt  lamp  14 
L.P.W.,  a   100-watt  lamp  16  L.P.W.,  etc.), 

mistakes  in  misapplying  the  new  fluores- 
cent lamps  will  be  reduced.  With  the 

higher  wattage  lamps  and  white  lighting, 
it  will  therefore  be  more  difficult  to  justify 
fluorescent  lamp  installations. 

With  these  facts  in  mind,  let  us  review 

other  possibilities  in  the  exterior  applica- 
tion of  these  lamps. 

Glass-Faced  Block  Letters 

The  same  reasoning  applies  here  as  for 
vertical  signs.  However,  such  letters  are 
usually  not  too  large  to  use  fluorescent 
lamps  advantageously.  Furthermore,  color 
can  often  be  used  here  to  advantage.  The 

CHART  II — Comparison  of  Illumination  of  a   Vertical  Luminous  Wedge  Sign  With 
Incandescent  and  Fluorescent  Lighting 

Incandescent Fluorescent Incandescent Fluorescent 

Inside-frosted Daylight Green 
Green 

Spacing  of  lamps  (inches)     12 Continuous 12 Continuous 
Rows  of  lamps    1 4 1 2 
Size  of  lamp    

100-w 30-w 1000-w 30-w 
Watts  per  linear  foot   

    100 

40 

1000 
20 

Lumens  per  linear  foot   
  1580 

1400 1580 1400 

Brightness  (footlamberts) 

100 

90 

100 

90 

*Nela  Park  Engineering  Department, 
General  Electric  Company. 

From  this  chart,  it  is  apparent  that  be- 
cause of  the  low  watts  per  foot  of  the  fluo- 

box  construction,  with  letter  strokes 
formed  by  opaque  inserts  applied 
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Fig1.  2 — Comparison  of  construction  of  wedgre  type 
luminous  element  sig;n  with  fluorescent  lamps  as 

compared  with  incandescent.  See  Chart  II. 

to  the  diffusing  glass,  permits  a   simple 
lamping  arrangement. 

Attraction-Letter  Signs 

Here  white  light  produced  by  incandes- 
cent lamp  systems  has  been  commonly 

accepted  for  both  the  silhouette  and  opal- 
glass  letter  displays.  Because  the  white 
light  gives  a   very  favorable  contrast  with 
black  silhouette  letters,  it  is  questionable 
whether  color  would  add  much  to  such 

FLUORESCENT 

Fig-,  ,'i — A   simple  arrangement  for  luminous  glass 
faced  letters  using  fluorescent  lamps. 

applications.  Furthermore,  colors,  such  as 
reds  and  blues  give  reduced  legibility. 
Spilled  light  from  street  lamps  also  washes 
out  colors,  although  such  effects  will  be 
far  less  noticeable  with  the  large  volume 
of  colored  light  obtainable  from  fluores- 

cent lamps. 

The  daylight  lamp  shoud  be  very  accept- 
able for  attraction  sign  applications,  be- 

cause it  gives  a   sparkling  crispness  that 
contrasts  favorably  with  both  incandes- 

cent lighting  and  other  surrounding 
colors. 

Attraction-letter  signs  of  the  silhouette 
type  are  usually  lamped  with  approxi- 

mately 25-watt  lamps  on  8"  centers,  pro- 
viding 260  lumens  for  an  area  8"x  8".  The 

daylight  fluorescent  lamps  may  also  be 

placed  on  8"  centers  and  8"  behind  the 
glass.  The  36"  lamps  will  be  found  most 
economical  for  this  purpose,  though  220 
volts  must  be  supplied  for  this  purpose. 

These  lamps  supply  350  lumens  per  run- 

ning foot  or  233  lumens  each  8"  to  com- 
pare with  the  260  lumens  for  25-watt lamps. 

Floodlighting 

Because  of  the  relatively  high  wattages 

used,  floodlighting  with  white  incandes- 
cent light  compares  favorably  with  flu- 

orescent white  or  daylight.  The  principal 
advantage  of  fluorescent  is  had  when 
color  is  desired.  The  green  and  blue  are 
especially  useful  due  to  the  difficulty  of 
providing  adequate  light  of  these  colors 
with  incandescent  lamps. 

In  some  cases,  however,  surfaces  are  ef- 
fectively flooded  with  light  from  lamps 

concealed  in  silhouette  strips,  or  in  coves 

in  which  case  relatively  low-wattage  lamps 
are  used.  Here  the  fluorescent  lamps 

should  prove  of  advantage.  For  cold  cli- 
mates the  troughs  may  be  covered  with 

glass  or  incandescent  lamps  may  be  alter- 

fluorescent 

Fig:.  4 — Lamping:  arrangement  with  fluorescent 

lamps  for  attraction-letter  displays. 

nated  with  fluorescent  to  provide  addi- 
tional heat. 

Marquee  Ceiling 

The  usual  method  for  lighting  the  un- 
der surfaces  of  marquees  is  to  stud  them 

with  low- wattage  exposed  lamps;  reflec- 
tor-adapters have  a   similar  application. 

An  interesting  addition  to  this  method  can 
be  had  by  using  exposed  fluorescent  lamps, 

preferably  of  the  daylight  color,  so  ar- 

ranged as  to  provide  directing  lines  to 
the  boxoffice  and  interior.  In  addition  to 
the  more  interesting  appearance,  there 

will  be  a   corresponding  reduction  in  heat 
which  is  especially  advantageous  during 

hot  summer  days.  The  heat  from  sur- 
rounding exposed  lamps  should  be  ade- 

quate for  proper  performance  of  the 
fluorescent  lamps  in  cold  weather. 

Other  lighting  methods  with  fluores- 
cent lamps  can  also  be  used  beneath  the 

marquee.  Luminous  elements  of  various 

kinds  should  be  very  useful  for  this  pur- 

pose. 

You  save  money  by  keeping  down  re- 
placement charges;  you  make  money  by 

keeping  on  drawing  patrons  to  an  attrac- 
tive amusement  center. 

Efficient,  methodical  vacuum  cleaning 

is  an  exhibitor’s  cheapest  insurance  on  the 
good  appearance  and  proper  maintenance 
of  his  theatre. 

'   BEST  MODEL  "0" PEE  WEE  SPOTLIGHT 
...for  short  range,  brilliant 

white  or  colored  lighting 

effects.  Aluminum  castings 

and  compact  design  (Hood 

4V2"x5"x2V2")  afford  lightest 

focused  from  12  spot  to  36 

spread  at  3   ft.  Greater  spread  possible.  Ade- 

quate ventilation.  Durable  black  and  silver 

wrinkle  finish.  Complete  with  asbestos  cord, 

plug,  mirror,  lens,  universal  mounting  bracket, 

gelatin  holder,  3   sheets  colored  gelatin,  less 

bulb,  $4.75.  75-watt  bulb,  $1.25;  lOO-watt, 

85c.  400-watt  Best  Spotlights,  less  bulb,  $5. 

BEST  DEVICES  CO.,  10516  Western  Avt..  Cleveland.  Ohio 

YOU  CAN’T  BEAT 

JOINTLESS  CURTAIN  TRACKS 

for 

Smooth ,   Quiet  Operation 

For  all  around  economy  and  effi- 

ciency you  can  rely  on  the  satis- 
factory performance  of  SILENT 

STEEL  Curtain  Track.  Outstanding 

features  such  as — No  welds  or 

joints  up  to  72  ft.  gross  length, 

adjustable  attachment  clamps, 

perfect  alignment,  ball  bearing 

carriers  and  pulleys — have  made 
it  the  leader  in  the  field. 

AUTOMATIC  DEVICES  CO. 
737  Hamilton  St.  Allentown,  Pa. 

Export  Office,  220  W.  42nd  St.,  New  York  City 

Also  Manufacturers  of  Allentown  Steel 
Curtain  Tracks  and  Curtain  Machines 
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PUBLIC  UTILITY  PLUGS  NEW  THEATRE  PROJECT 

The  local  Public  Service  office  at  Vincennes,  Indiana,  devoted  its  windows  to  a   display  of  the 

mechanical  excellence  being:  provided  for  patrons  of  the  new  Fort  Sackville  Theatre.  (Photo  courtesy 
National  Theatre  Supply  To.,  Indianapolis.) 

AS  A   CAT'S  STEP 
In  the  foyer — on  the  stairs,  Mohawk 

Carpets  say  —   color,  luxury,  swank. 
But  —   down  the  aisles,  theatre-wise 

Mohawk  hushes  footsteps  in  the  depths 

of  its  sound-absorbing  softness.  And, 

if  cats  do  have  nine  lives,  that’s  an- 
other advantage  they  share  with  Mo- 

hawk Carpets.  Even  your  Treasurer 

will  approve  of  that  built-in  Mohawk 

durability  that  cuts  upkeep  cost.  The 

sky’s  the  limit  —   in  your  choice  of 
designs  —   colors  —   textures  —   grades. 
Any  one  of  the  popular  Mohawk 

Theatre  Carpets — such  as  Broadway, 

Rialto,  or  Scotia  —   will  bring  your 

House-Appeal  up  to  top  billing! 

MOHAWK  CARPET  MILLS 
295  FIFTH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK 

REGIONAL  SALES  OFFICES 

PHILADELPHIA  BOSTON  LOS  ANGELES 
CHICAGO  HIGH  POINT  ST.  LOUIS 
DETROIT  SAN  FRANCISCO  DALLAS 

EVERAL  weeks  prior  to  the  recent 
opening  of  the  new  Fort  Sackville 

Theatre  at  “Old  Vincennes”  in  In- 
diana, Adler  Lyons,  alert  manager  of  the 

house  arranged  with  the  local  public  ser- 
vice office  for  a   most  effective  public  in- 

terest build-up. 
Not  satisfied  to  merely  publish  the  fact 

at  opening  time  that  the  finest  projection 
and  sound  equipment  and  comfortable 

seating  had  been  provided,  Mr.  Adler  de- 
cided to  give  the  public  a   preview  of  the 

sources  of  these  House  Appeal  elements. 

The  prospective  customers  of  the  Pan- 
theon Theatre  Company’s  new  project 

Moving  Words  Projector 

Novel  Advertising  Aid 
Effective  theatre  advertising  is  now  be- 

ing produced  at  nominal  cost  with  the 

moving  words  projector.  This  is  an  elec- 
tro-mechanical device  designed  to  spell  out 

a   sales  story  or  announcement  to  the  pub- 
lic either  indoors  or  outdoors,  in  a   brief 

but  forceful  presentation. 

With  it,  announcements  of  current  and 
coming  events  can  be  projected  on  walls 
of  buildings,  inside  of  entrances,  around 

borders  of  canopies  extending  over  side- 
walks and  countless  other  objects. 

Two  types  of  machines  are  built  by 

Moving  Words  Projection  Company,  of  Chi- 
cago, and  according  to  specifications  either 

film  or  stencil  belts  can  be  used.  Unlimited 
number  of  words  can  be  used  if  desired, 

and  letters  from  l/z  inch  to  3   feet  high 
with  a   spread  to  35  feet  and  any  color 
may  be  produced.  The  reading  matter  can 
be  shown  on  a   straight  or  angular  line. 

-   The  adaptability  of  the  moving  words 

projector  makes  it  possible  to  attract  the 

passersby  practically  everywhere.  Installa- 

were  thus  subjected  to  an  arousal  of  in- 
terest that  will  assert  itself  at  the  box- 

office  for  a   long  time  to  come. 

Showmen  who  improve  their  theatres 
mechanically,  unquestionably  should  take 
advantage  of  every  opportunity  to  exploit 
their  investments  for  House  Appeal. 

No  more  effective  aid  to  advertising  is 

available  than  that  to  be  found  in  showing 
as  well  as  telling  the  public  what  has  been 
provided  to  enhance  their  enjoyment  of 
moving  pictures. 

It’s  a   fine  way  to  foster  the  movie-going 
habit,  and  the  cost  is  usually  inconse- 

quential. 

tion  is  simple  and  the  machine  is  con- 
tinuous and  automatic.  Since  it  weighs 

only  30  pounds,  it  can  be  moved  about 
from  place  to  place  easily.  In  addition  to 

operation  on  marquees  and  in  theatre  lob- 
bies, it  can  be  used  in  waiting  rooms, 

hotels,  sales  and  show  rooms,  exhibition 
displays,  in  public  buildings  and  on  tops 
of  buildings. 

It  appears  to  be  an  able,  inexpensive, 
result-producing  advertising  medium  for 
theatres.  It  operates  from  alternating  or 
direct  current.  The  message  is  made  of  a 
special  belt  of  long  wearing  material  and 
is  fireproof.  The  projector  requires  no 
more  attention  than  any  ordinary  fan  and 
functions  continuously,  effectively  and 
noiselessly.  It  is  operated  on  the  principle 
of  a   projection  machine  using  one  500  or 
1,000  watt  lamp. 

House  Appeal  is  a   theatre’s  best  insti- tutional advertisement.  It  is  a   form  of 

silent  ballyhoo  which  is  on  the  job  at  all 
hours,  coaxing,  persuading  and  inviting 
patrons  to  come  once  and  then  to  return 
again  and  again. 

Does  your  theatre  have  House  Appeal? 
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44 One  of  the  most  elaborate  theatres  recently  built 

Uses  ADLER  “ Streamline ” 
SLOTTED  SILHOUETTE  LETTERS 

and  ADLER  MULTI-DECKER 

GLASS-IN-FRAME  UNITS 
IN  ONE  LARGE  OPENING  IN  SIGNS,  FOE 

8//-10/,-12//-16//  ADLER  SLOTTED  LETTERS 
AEE  ADLER  EQUIPMENT  FULLY  APPROVED  BY  UNDERWRITERS 

Fully  Covered  by  U.  S.  and  Canadian  Patents 

ADLER  SIGN  LETTER  CO. 
2909- A   Indiana  Ave.,  CHICAGO  -   -   -   1457-A  Broadway,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

CHICAGO   NEW  YORK   TORONTO,  CAN.  -   -   -   LONDON,  ENG. 

An  Up-and-Coming  Indus- 
try Conceived  in  Comfort 

(Continued  from  page  49) 

charms  by  Myers,  a   good  master  of  cere- 

monies. He  called  them  “use  values,”  and 
proceeded  to  point  them  out  to  us. 

Listening  and  looking,  we  learned  many 

surprising  things  about  the  new  model 

structural  and  mechanical  and  design  fea- 

tures that  could  hardly  be  explained  be- 

lievably by  words  and  pictures  or  with- 
out an  actual  spot  demonstration  such  as 

we  were  given.  Therefore,  to  enumerate 

and  attempt  to  explain  them  here  would 

serve  no  useful  purpose. 

Again  the  seating  industry,  represented 

in  this  instance  by  one  of  its  acknowl- 

edged leaders,  has  demonstrated  its  dis- 
position to  be  of  service  to  its  very  good 

customer,  the  theatre  industry.  The  latter 

will  respond  as  usual  to  another  forward 
advance  in  the  cause  of  comfort. 

The  economic  side  of  chair  production 
and  the  constant  research  for  greater 

value  in  theatre  seating  is  an  important 
consideration,  too;  one  that  might  well 
have  escaped  us  had  we  not  taken  a   walk 
through  the  plant  at  the  conclusion  of 
the  demonstration. 

Here  is  a   new  annex  erected  especially 
to  fabricate  and  finish  the  new  product 
in  large  volume,  we  saw  huge  presses 
pounding  away  on  steel  back  supports  and 

one-piece  pans  for  chair  bottoms,  and  pur- 
veyors propelling  parts  along  a   progres- 

sive assembly  line  some  700  feet  long. 

The  entire  plant  was  fairly  teeming  with 
production  activity  on  a   new  product 

created  in  the  cause  of  comfort  for  the- 
atre patrons. 

The  brand  of  showmanship  necessary 
to  sell  pictures  to  the  public  is  not  found 

in  cans;  it  can’t  be  canned,  it’s  your  job 
to  sell  it. 

PROPHESY 

A   better-lighted  world  in  which  elec- 
trical engineers  would  duplicate  daylight, 

or  tint  illumination  to  harmonize  with 

walls,  gowns  and  complexions,  was  pic- 
tured at  the  recent  World  Power  Confer- 

ence in  a   paper  by  Dr.  S.  G.  Hibben,  Di- 
rector of  Applied  Lighting  of  the  Westing- 

house  Electric  and  Manufacturing  Com- 
pany. 
Emphasizing  that  America  is  leading 

the  way  in  the  demand  for  better  illumina- 

tion, Dr.  Hibben  noted  that  “in  1947  it  is 
safe  to  say  we  will  expect  the  average 
residence  in  the  United  States  to  con- 

sume easily  1,300  kilowatts  or  more  an- 
nually, as  compared  with  425  in  1926.  To- 

day there  are  22,500,000  wired  homes  in 

my  country;  there  will  probably  be  25,- 

000,000  by  1947.” 
Costs  have  declined,  he  reported.  “For 

15  cents  today  one  might  buy  a   lamp  bulb 

consuming  one-sixth  the  current  and  giv- 
ing double  the  light  output  of  its  $1.75 

predecessor  of  a   generation  ago.  Yet,”  he 
added,  “quality  has  steadily  risen  with 

tapering  prices.” Foremost  among  such  advances,  he 
listed  the  growth  of  the  new  tubular  lamps 
with  interior  fluorescent  coatings  recently 
introduced  in  the  United  States.  These 

“Fluorescent  Lumilines,”  he  said,  were 

valuable  because  of  “greatly  increased  ef- 
ficiencies of  luminous  output  of  colored 

light:  very  much  less  heat;  qualities 

duplicating  daylight;”  and  apparently 
limitless  opportunities  for  “painting  with 

light.” 

RUSSIALOID 
REG.  TRADE-MARK 

Artificial  Leather  for  Seating 

Mod  ern  theatre  designers  and  owners  are  specify- 

ing RUSSIALOID  because  it  is  smarter  looking 
and  wears  better. 

RUSSIALOID  insures  long  and  satisfactory  ser- 
vice. Cleans  easily.  It  comes  in  many  fast  colors 

and  varied  patterns. 

Write  us  for  samples. 

THE  PANTASOTE  COMPANY,  INC. 
250  PARK  AVENUE  AT  46TH  STREET,  NEW  YORK 
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All  Exhibitors, 

Please  Note 

The  San-  V al   
a   different  kind  of  modern  theatre 

If  you  have  recently  remodeled  or 

otherwise  modernized  your  theatre  and 

are  particularly  proud  of  the  result, 

please  send  us  photographs  and  de- 
tails. Through  the  presentation  of 

these  Case  Histories,  it  is  our  purpose 

to  raise  the  standard  of  theatre  con- 

struction and  outfitting  and  thus  ren- 
der a   service  to  the  entire  industry. 

Your  cooperation  is  requested. — The 
Editor. 

Description  of  a   new  Drive-In  Theatre  by 

C.  A.  BALCH,*  Los  Angeles  theatre  architect, 
who  designed  it. 

THE  San-Val  is  an  entirely  new  auto- parking theatre  located  at  Naomi 
and  Winona  on  San  Fernando  Road 

in  Burbank,  California.  It  is  the  property 

of  the  San-Val  Theatre  Corp.  of  California 
and  is  managed  by  Seth  D.  Perkins. 

The  principals  of  California  Drive-In 
Theatres,  Inc.,  are  major  stockholders  in 

the  San-Val  Theatre  Corp.,  for  whom  the 
theatre  was  built.  It  opened  last  June 

and  has  a   capacity  for  618  cars. 

Drive-In  theatres  in  California  are  feas- 

ible and  profitable  the  whole  year  ’round. 
The  California  public  has  taken  them  to 
its  heart  for  their  novelty  and  comfort  as 

*Mr.  Balch  is  a   member  of  the  Advisory 
Board  of  The  Modern  Theatre  Planning 
Institute. 

well  as  for  the  fact  that  they  reach  a 
class  of  people  heretofore  unable  to  avail 

themselves  of  the  offerings  of  the  ordi- 
nary show  houses. 

The  Sierra  Madre  mountains  make  a 

rugged  background  for  this  theatre  of  the 

San  Fernando  Valley,  named  San-Val  in 
recognition  fo  its  location  on  the  outskirts 

of  the  city  of  Burbank,  an  outlying  sub- 
urb of  Los  Angeles.  The  theatre  is  in  a 

former  vineyard,  close  to  an  important 

highway  from  Los  Angeles  to  northern 
points,  and  occupies  about  ten  acres  for 
the  screen  building,  ramps  and  approaches. 

The  accompanying  pictures  show  some  of 
the  new  features  used  for  this  type  of 

open-air  theatre. 

Notes  on  Construction 

About  150  feet  from  the  intersection 
of  two  streets  with  the  main  highway  sets 

the  screen  building  of  the  San-Val  Drive- 
In  Theatre,  which  was  constructed  of 

plastered  wood  and  steel  frame  anchored 
to  a   reinforced  concrete  foundation.  This 
screen  building  is  74  feet  from  the  ground 

to  the  top  of  the  fire  wall. 
The  stage  floor  is  15  feet  above  ground 

level,  the  proscenium  arch  is  38  feet  above 
the  stage  floor,  and  space  under  the  stage 

is  used  for  the  manager’s  office,  locker 
room  and  storage.  Wing  walls  on  each 
side  of  the  stage  are  22  feet  high  and 

plastered  on  both  sides. 
The  screen  used  is  a   smooth  plastered 

wall  on  steel  studs,  the  surface  of  which 
is  tilted  forward  three  feet  at  the  top 
and  made  independent  of  the  stage  wall 

so  that  all  settling  or  contraction  of  sur- 
faces is  avoided.  The  plastered  face  of 

the  screen  is  covered  with  a   light-weight 
canvas  painted  with  three  coats  of  flat 
white.  It  measures  55  feet  wide  by  36  feet 

high.  Some  idea  of  the  size  of  the  screen 
may  be  obtained  by  comparison  with  the 

man-sized  entrance  doors  in  the  compart- 
ment beneath  the  screen. 

The  location  of  the  projection  building 
is  186  feet  from  the  screen  building.  It 
contains  the  projection  room,  generator 

room  and  ladies’  and  men’s  rest  rooms. 

Perfect  Screen  Vision 

Nine  ramps  to  accommodate  618  cars 
were  provided  for  parking.  Each  ramp 
is  43  feet  clear  width  between  bumpers, 

which  gives  ample  turning  space  for  every 

type  of  car.  These  ramps  were  formed 
by  grading  so  that  each  car  would  have 
the  proper  tilt  and  clearance  for  a   perfect 
view  of  the  screen.  All  ramps  were  paved 

with  road  oil  and  gravel  and  rolled  to  a 

hard  surface,  and  are  provided  with  a 
double  line  of  wood  bumpers  for  the  cars. 

Individual  horns,  one  to  each  car,  are 
mounted  on  a   wood  frame  attached  to 

cross  pieces  between  the  bumpers.  They 

are  placed  between  cars  so  that  the  sound 
enters  the  windows  better  than  if  the 

horns  were  placed  exactly  in  front  of  the 
radiators.  Sound  is  regulated  by  a   switch 
for  each  ramp  so  that  one  ramp  at  a   time 
can  be  switched  on  as  required. 

Amber  lights  are  located  on  the  inside 

This  aerial  view  of  the  San-Val  Drive-In  Theatre 
affords  an  idea  of  its  unusual  fitness  for  outdoor 

moving-  picture  presentation. 
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bumper  of  each  ramp  to  outline  the  way 
for  drivers.  Illuminated  numerals  mark 

the  entrance  to  the  ramps,  and  a   center 

aisle  from  the  last  ramp  to  the  rear  of 

the  projection  room  enables  patrons  to 
find  the  rest  rooms  easily. 

A   slight  dip  in  front  of  the  projection 

building  for  the  first  ramp  makes  possible 

all  cars  on  this  ramp  exiting  to  one  end 

without  obstructing  the  light  from  the 

projection  machines. 

Sound  System  Protected 

The  sound  system  was  carefully  engi- 

neered and  perfect  results  have  been  ob- 

tained, the  individual  horns  proving  high- 
ly satisfactory.  These  horns  were  built 

of  three-eights  inch  plywood  with  joints 
reinforced  and  glued  with  waterproof  glue. 

All  surfaces  were  primed  and  painted  at 

the  mill  and  an  extra  coat  of  paint  was 

applied  after  erection. 

The  entire  lot  other  than  the  portion 

used  by  the  stage  and  wing  walls  is  sur- 

rounded by  a   tight  wood  fence.  At  night 

the  colorful  neon  sign  to  be  seen  at  great 

distance  makes  an  impressive  sight  as  it 

guides  cars  up  to  the  boxoffice. 

The  stage  end  of  the  San-Val  Theatre,  which 

houses  the  huge  screen  with  an  apartment  be- 

neath for  the  manager’s  office,  locker  room  and 
storage  space. 

Marquee  a   Major 

Advertising  Medium 
The  theatre  marquee,  properly  designed 

and  equipped,  is  one  of  the  most  effective 

and  economical  tools  for  the  production  of 
new  business  at  the  boxoffice. 

The  opportunity  it  affords  for  both  eye- 
catching and  informative  copy  display  on 

current  and  coming  attractions  is  well- 

known  and  appreciated  by  most  showmen, 

but  many  still  fail  to  take  full  advantage 
of  its  facilities. 

Light,  color,  animation,  visibility  and 
changeability  of  copy  are  the  features  of 

the  functional  marquee.  With  these  char- 

acteristics working  in  combination,  it  be- 

comes the  exhibitor’s  most  forceful  means 
of  fattening  boxoffice  receipts. 

The  marquee  should  be  pleasing  to  look 

at — but  never  a   mere  ornament.  It  has  a 

vital  task  to  perform — Selling  Seats. 

A   Protective  Measure 

Against  Carpet  Wear 
Where  carpets  and  rugs  are  subjected 

to  unusually  severe  wear  conditions,  such 
as  when  laid  on  concrete  and  marble  floors 

or  on  stairs,  the  use  of  rug  cushions  is 

especially  indicated. 
In  all  cases  the  condition  of  the  floor  is 

important.  Rough  and  uneven  floors  and 

those  with  spaces  between  boards  or  with 

raised  parts,  such  as  door  sills  or  sliding 

door  trolleys  are  a   frequent  cause  of  severe 
localized  wear. 

It  is  recommended  that  especially  with 

fabrics  of  light  weight  and  open  con- 
struction, rug  cushions  which  have  a 

raised  design  on  one  side,  be  laid  with  the 

design  side  down  and  the  smooth  side  up. 

THEATRE  MODERNIZING  GUIDE 
Through  the  co-operation  of  our  affiliated  architects,  leading  manufac- 

turers, their  engineers,  designers,  dealers,  contractors  and  others,  a   ma- 
jority of  whom  are  active  members  of  The  Modern  Theatre  Planning 

Institute,  we  are  prepared  to  assist  the  theatre-owner  in  selection  and 
application  of  all  commodities  and  services  needed  in  remodeling  and 

modernizing  by  placing  him  in  touch  with  dependable  sources  of  sup- 
ply. As  sponsor  of  the  Institute,  we  strive  to  impartially  relay  each 

inquiry  only  to  sources  of  reliable  information.  However,  we  do  not 

guarantee  all  statements  or  claims  made  in  connection  with  products 
offered. 

MAIL  THIS  FORM  FOR  FREE  INFORMATION 

The  MODERN  THEATRE  Planning  Institute,  11-12-38 

Room  334 — 332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago,  111. 

Gentlemen:  Without  cost  or  obligation  please  arrange  to  have  data  supplied  to  us 
covering  the  following  subjects: 

□   Acoustics 
□   Air  Conditioning 

□   Amplifiers 
□   Architectural  Service 

□   Carpets 
□   Coin  Changers 

□   Complete  Remodeling 

G   Decorating 

□   Heating  Equipment 

G   Lighting  Fixtures 

□   Lounge  Furniture 

□   Plumbing  Fixtures 

□   Projectors 
□   Projection  Lamps 

□   Screens G   Seating 

G   Signs  and  Marquees 

G   Sound  Equipment 

G   Theatre  Fronts 

G   Ticket  Machines 

G   Other  Subjects 

Theatre    Seating  Capacity   

Address    

City      State. 

Signed. (Owner-Manager) 
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wrong  with  its  action.  To  diagnose  that, 

the  heart  has  to  be  beating. 

Similarly,  the  engineers  could  take  the 
reproducing  mechanism  down  when  it  was 

stopped  and  put  it  together  again — but 

they  couldn’t  tell  how  to  cure  the  wow — 
because  wowing  can  only  happen  when  the 
machine  is  turning. 

And  So,  the  Strobo-lamp 

"Wow" ,   the  Distressing  Symp- 
tom of  a   Sound-Ache 

By  H.  S.  Morris* 

44'VTOl/'OW”  can  mean  two  things. IfinSy  It  means  smash-hit  product 

that  packs  ’em  three  deep  at  the 
boxoffice.  But  ask  an  exhibitor  what 

“wow”  means  in  the  sound  system.  He’ll 
shudder,  turn  purple,  and  cursing  softly, 

will  answer:  ‘'Wow  is  a       headache.” 

Technically,  of  course,  “wow”  is  a 
sound-ache.  Let’s  go  to  a   theatre  and  see 
how  it  works. 

The  customers  are  sitting  in  the  audi- 
torium, emoting  pleasantly.  The  hero  is 

making  a   long  and  impassioned  speech 
into  the  shell -like  ear  of  the  heroine.  The 
hero  speaks  in  a   deep,  manly  voice,  way 
down  in  the  bass-drum  level. 

Then  all  of  a   sudden,  the  hero’s  voice 
goes  haywire.  Instead  of  saying,  as  per 

the  sound  track,  “Darling,  I   shall  love  you 
.   .   .   always!”,  he  sounds  as  though  some- 

body had  pushed  his  head  under  water. 

Like  a   drowning  man  yelling  for  help  with 
a   mouthful  of  bubbles,  the  hero  says: 

“wow” — upward  and  downward  variations 
in  pitch  through  regular  cycles — resulted. 

It  was  an  entirely  new  type  of  trouble. 
Wows  were  known  before,  but  not  this 
particular  wow.  It  was  an  entirely  new 

type  of  the  problem. 

The  service  engineers  discovered  that 

the  cause  of  wowing  might  be  in  the  scan- 
ner itself,  or  it  might  be  that  the  scanner 

couldn’t  cope  with  disturbances  set  up  by 
other  elements  of  the  equipment. 

The  service  engineer  was  in  much  the 

same  fix  as  a   doctor  who  had  no  stetho- 
scope to  listen  to  the  heart  action  of  his 

patient. 
A   doctor,  to  find  what  ails  the  heart 

action  of  his  patient,  can’t  stop  the  pa- 
tient’s heart  to  find  out.  Even  if  he  could 

stop  the  heart,  he  couldn’t  find  what  was 

Then  the  scientists  and  laboratory  tech- 
nicians in  the  Altec  engineering  labora- 

tories designed  a   “stethoscope”  by  which 
the  “heart  action”  of  the  sound  repro- 

ducer mechanism— the  stabilizing  scanner 
— could  be  analyzed. 

This  “stethoscope” — by  which  wow  trou- 
bles were  reduced  in  the  amazing  ratio 

of  11  to  1,  and  by  which  a   “wow”  in any  reproducer  set  can  now  be  quickly 
diagnosed  and  cured  is  in  the  regular 

traveling  kit  of  every  Altec  service  in- 
spector in  the  field. 

It  is  called  the  “strobo-lamp.” 
The  strobo-lamp  is  a   small  compactly 

designed  piece  of  equipment  which  actu- 
ates a   special  neon-lamp  so  that  it  gives 

an  accurately  spaced  flash  60  times  a 
second. 

That  sharp,  instantaneous  flash  of  in- 
finitesimally short  duration  is  the  secret 

of  the  strobo-lamp.  For  when  the  stabiliz- 
ing scanner,  actually  rotating  196  times  a 

minute,  is  viewed  by  the  flashing  light 

from  the  strobo-lamp,  the  scanner  appears 
to  be  standing  still! 

It  is  just  as  if  a   doctor — with  such  a 

lamp  coupled  with  an  X-ray — could  ex- 
amine the  beating  heart  of  his  patient — 

but  see  the  heart  as  standing  still  at  any 

point  in  the  heart’s  action.  He  could,  that 
way,  see  just  what  valve  in  the  heart  was 

Altec  inspector  Harry  Fetig  (right)  demonstrates  the  use  of  the  strobo-lamp,  by  which  the  sta- 
bilizing scanner,  actually  rotating  at  196  r.  p.  m.,  is  made  to  seem  to  stand  still.  Sam  Silber,  pro- 

jectionist of  the  Colony  Theatre,  New  York  (left),  registers  keen  interest  in  the  demonstration. 

I 
1 

i 

"Burgle-burgle-burgle-burgle !   ” 

That,  my  friends,  is  “wow.” 
What  to  Do  About  It 

In  answer  to  a   need  for  a   better  sound 

reproducing  system,  a   new  type  sound 
mechanism  was  invented  and  placed  on 
the  market. 

This  system,  an  outstanding  improve- 
ment over  previous  ones,  was  particularly 

favored  because  it  handles  the  film  with 

a   smooth  drum  rather  than  sprockets.  It 
eliminated  flutter.  It  constituted  a   big 
step  forward. 

In  these  reproducer  sets  the  film  passes 
the  scanning  beam  over  a   stabilizing  scan- 

ner, a   mechanism  consisting  of  two  re- 
volving flywheels.  When  it  is  operating 

properly,  the  stabilizing  scanner  smooths 
out  any  variations  in  film  speed,  makes 
the  film  run  evenly. 

But  when  the  stabilizing  scanner  was 
not  kept  entirely  clean,  or  not  maintained 

in  perfect  adjustment,  slow,  oscillating 
variations  in  film  speed  developed  as  the 

film  passed  the  scanning  beam,  and 

*A  member  of  the  engineering  head- 
quarters staff  of  Altec  Service  Corp.,  New 

York. 
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missing,  just  what  parts  of  the  heart  were 
acting  in  an  abnormal  manner. 

The  inspector’s  strobo-lamp  not  only 
enables  him  to  examine  minutely  the  scan- 

ner’s action  while  it  is  apparently  stand- 
ing still,  but  also  enables  him  to  inter- 

pret what  is  wrong.  Small  lines,  en- 
graved on  the  two  flywheels  of  the  scan- 

ner, enable  the  inspector  to  measure  how 
long  it  takes  the  rear  flywheel  of  the 
scanner  to  pick  up  speed,  to  see  whether 

“.  .   .   the  customers  are  emoting  pleas- 
antly .   . 

it  is  slipping  or  dragging  behind  the  front 
flywheel. 

Foretells  Trouble  Ahead 

By  applying  established  technical  limits 
to  these  measurements,  the  inspector  is 

not  only  able  to  interpret  the  scanner’s 
operation  in  terms  of  existing  trouble,  but 
he  can  see  whether  conditions  are  de- 

veloping which  might  cause  wowing  to 
appear  at  a   later  date. 

Altec  field  inspectors  are  instructed  to 
use  the  strobo-lamp  on  each  regular  ser- 

“.  .   .   sounds  as  though  somebody  had 
pushed  his  head  under  water  .   . 

vice  call,  as  a   protection  to  the  theatre 
against  subsequent  development  of  wowing 
in  the  sound. 

Included  with  the  strobo-lamp,  in  each 
inspector’s  traveling  equipment,  is  a   kit  of 
replacement  parts  and  full  instructions  on 
the  technique  of  diagnosis.  These  in- 

structions are  the  distilled  essence  of  all 
the  findings  of  the  laboratory  staff,  as 
well  as  of  exhaustive  field  investigations 
that  followed  the  development  of  the 
strobo-lamp. 

Despite  the  amazing  reduction  in  the 
ratio  of  emergency  calls  resulting  from 

wowing  (11  to  1),  each  inspector  is  in- 
structed to  furnish  complete  data  to  the 

engineering  staff  of  the  Altec  laboratories, 
covering  measurements  made  with  the 
strobo-lamp  on  routine  and  emergency 
calls.  Progressive  changes  in  the  tech- 

nique of  strobo-lamp  diagnosis  are  re- 
layed to  all  inspectors  in  the  field. 

Today,  “wow,”  instead  of  being  a   per- 
manent sound-ache,  can  now  be  quickly 

cured.  Thanks  to  Altec’s  strobo-lamp. 

Have  You  a   Problem? 
Conductors  of  the  CINE  CLINIC  will  be 

grind  to  answer  questions  relating-  to  problems 
of  projection  and  sound  operation  and  prac- 

tices through  these  columns.  State  your  prob- 
lem clearly,  detailing  symptoms  of  trouble. 

Answers  to  questions  of  general  interest  will 

be  published  in  a   later  issue,  identified  by  in- 

quirer’s initials  only.  Should  you  desire  pri- 
vate information  or  advice,  enclose  stamp  for 

reply.  Address  The  MODERN  THEATRE, 

Room  334,  332  S.  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

ROLL  ’EM  AND 
WEEP 

In  the  United  States  of  America 

last  year  more  than  90,000,000 

people  attended  motion  picture 

theatres  weekly.  You  can  imagine 

how  long  it  would  have  taken 

to  dispense  90,000,000  tickets 

weekly  at  the  box  offices  if  the 

nation's  leading  theatres  were  not 

provided  with  ticket  issuing  ma- 
chines. 

Theatres  equipped  with  General 

Register  ticket  issuing  machines 

not  only  control  their  cash  but 

also  handle  efficiently  hundreds 

of  patrons  lined  up  at  the  box 
offices. 

If  you  want  to  operate  your  busi- 
ness in  the  same  efficient  manner 

and  protect  your  interest  we  sug- 

gest you  check  with  your  GEN- 
ERAL REGISTER  authorized  deal- 

er, or  write  to: 

GENERAL  REGISTER  C0RP. 
1540  Broadway — New  York 

PROJECTION 

ARC 
LAMPS 

•   provide  2   to  3   times  as  much  light — steady,  brilliant 

light — as  your  currentwasting  low  intensities. 

•   reduce  the  cost  per  light  unit  so  that  Simplified  High 
Intensity  Projection  is  within  the  reach  of  even  the 
smallest  theatre. 

•   provide  the  snow  white  light  essential  to  satisfactory 
projection  of  color  pictures. 

•   assure  long,  dependable,  troublefree  service. 

Write  for  interesting  catalog  on  Strong 
For  Sale  by  Independent  Theatre  Supply  Products  ....  the  reliable  guide  to  better 
Dealers  Everywhere.  projection.  Demonstration  in  your  theatre 

without  obligation. 

ELECTRIC  COR.POR.ATION 
2501  LAGRANGE  STREET  •   TOLEDO,  OHIO 
Export  Office;  Room  2002,  220  W.  42nd  St.,  New  York  City  ■   ■   ■ 
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Ulords  IDove— People  Read! 
Increase  Ticket  Sales 

With  Moving  Messages 
Build  better  attendance  for  your  theatre  by 
flashing  attractive  Moving  Messages  before 

the  public  with  this  low  cost  efficient  pro- 

jector. It's  the  only  patented  device  of  its 
kind  on  the  market — runs  unlimited  number 
of  words  on  film  or  stencil  belts  continuously 

with  letters  of  any  size  or  color.  Easily  in- 
stalled anywhere.  Every  architect  should 

consider  "Moving  Words  Projector"  when 
building  or  remodeling  theatre  fronts.  Also 
ideal  for  theatre  and  hotel  lobbies,  tops  of 
buildings,  sales  and  show  rooms,  etc.  List 

Price,  complete,  F.  O.  B.  Chicago   $135.00 

WARNINP-  "ill  prosecute  both **  rtl»l»  I   IvU.  USers  and  sellers  who  in- 
fringe on  the  patents  of  the  Moving  Words 

Projector! 

MOVING  WORDSjPROJECTING 
4505  N.  Kedzie  Avenue  Chicago,  Illinois 

ASK  FOR  r 

REG. U.S. PAT.  OFF. 

FORM 
Theatres  requiring  screens  even  as 

large  as  16'x22'  can  have  the  superior 
picture  quality  of  seamless  construction 

by  specifying  Da-Lite.  Da-Lite  alone 
makes  both  white  and  silver  seamless 

screens.  See  your  dealer  or  write  for 
catalog. 

DA-LITE  SCREEN  CO., Inc. 
2725  N.  Crawford  Ave.,  Chicago,  Illinois 

/HE  OPERATOR 

IS  CHANGING- REELS 

or  the  Trials  of  01/  CINE'  SAM 
ROYCE  WINKELMANN.  projectionist  at  the  Grand  The- 

atre, Estherville,  Iowa,  tells  another  one  on  Ol'  Sam 
and  thus  cops  a   second  dollar. 

The  Boss,  looking  for  the  cause  of  all  that  “motor  boating"  in  the  sound,  catches  our 
hero  red-handed  testing  out  his  newest  screw-ball  invention — a   motor  scooter  (kiddie 

car  plus  old  washing-machine  motor).  Soon  our  hero  is  on  his  way  to  ELMWOOD,  NEB. 

Poster  Projector  an 

Aid  to  Advertising 
Theatre  managers  and  advertising  men 

who  find  it  expedient  to  design  and  exe- 
cute their  own  lobby  displays  will  find  the 

poster  projector  a   most  helpful  device. 

It  is  a   simple  and  inexpensive  stereo- 
scopic projector  by  which  copy — illustra- 

tions, photos  or  designs  of  any  kind — can 
be  projected  in  any  size  desired  and  then 

traced  for  reproduction.  It  is  particu- 
larly useful  in  producing  blow-ups  and 

poster  cut-outs  and  other  ingenious  ad- 
vertising displays. 

An  amateur  can  use  it  most  effectively 

in  making  all  sorts  of  displays,  cut-outs 
and  accessories. 

WHY  .   .   .   when  building  a   new  theatre  of  the  latest  and  most  per- 

manent construction,  consider  any  equipment  that  quickly 

loses  its  efficiency! 

With  the  TRANSVERTER  .   .   .   efficiency  of  operation  is  MAINTAINED. 

Sold  through  The  National  Theatre  Supply  Co.;  in  Canada, 

General  Theatre  Supply  Co.;  or  write  us 

THE  HERTNER  ELECTRIC  CO. 
12695  Elmwood  Avenue  Cleveland,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 

EXCLUSIVE  MANUFACTURERS  OF  THE  TRANSVERTER 
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MAGAZINE 

TRUE  STORIES  FROM  ALTEC  FILES 

J.  T.  BONNEY, 
President  of  the 

Asney  Amusement  Corp. 

Head  Freezes  up; 

Rips  Fibre  Gear 

During  Eve.  Show 
EAST  ROCKAWAY,  L.  I.,  N.  Y.— "During  an  eve- 

ning show  a   few  weeks  ago,  the  sound  suddenly 
went  off  in  one  of  the  machines  of  the  Criterion 

Theatre  here,”  declared  J.  T.  Bonney,  president 
of  the  Asney  Amusement  Corporation. 

"Upon  contacting  the  booth,  our  projection- 
ist advised  us  to  immediately  call  the  Altec 

emergency  desk,  which  we  did.  Inspector  How- 
ard arrived  at  the  theatre  in  short  order. 

"He  found  that  the  intermittent  movement 
on  the  disabled  machine  had  frozen  up  in  such 

a   way  that  it  had  ripped  up  the  fibre  gear  on 

the  flywheel,  and  had  broken  loose  the  connec- 
tions on  the  vertical  shafts. 

"Soon  after  the  Altec  Inspector  arrived,  we 
were  again  able  to  operate  properly  on  both 

machines.” 

Altec  maintains  a   complete  stock  of  over 
5,000  parts  needed  for  replacement  in  sound 
equipment  of  all  types  and  makes.  Strategic- 

ally located  stock  points  throughout  the  coun- 
try remain  open  during  all  show-operating 

hours  to  make  immediate  shipment  of  parts. 

.ALTEC 
ALTEC  SERVICE  CORPORATION 
250  West  5   7th  Street 
New  York  City. 

Gentlemen:  If  Altec  service  can  save  me  money,  I 
will  let  the  Altec  man  in  my  neighborhood  explain 
it  to  me.  Have  him  make  an  appointment  at  my 
convenience. 

NAME 

THEATRE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

.   .   THAT  YOUR  THEATRE  MAY  NEVER  BE  DARK.” 

Three-sided  view  of  a   new  (upper)  3,000-foot  pro- 

jector magazine,  engineered  and  now  being  manu- 

factured by  Nelson-Spear  Company  of  Houston, 

Tex.  In  its  streamlined  design  and  coordinated 

construction  are  said  to  be  embodied  many  fea- 

tures not  heretofore  found  in  projector  magazines. 

Peru  Good  Market  for 

Cinematic  Equipment 
There  are  approximately  205  motion 

picture  theatres  in  Peru,  all  of  which  are 

reported  to  be  wired  for  sound  with  the 

exception  of  about  25  small  theatres  situ- 
ated in  remote  sections  of  the  provinces, 

according  to  a   report  to  the  Department 

of  Commerce  from  the  office  of  the  Ameri- 
can Commercial  Attache  at  Lima. 

Practically  all  of  the  motion  picture 

theatres  located  in  the  Lima-Callao  dis- 
trict and  in  the  other  commercial  centers 

of  the  Republic  are  equipped  with  two 

projectors.  Dealers  report  that  the  imme- 
diate future  prospects  for  the  sale  of 

sound  and  projection  equipment  are  con- 
fined principally  to  replacing  antiquated 

and  inferior  equipment  with  up-to-date  ap- 
paratus, the  report  states. 

The  United  States  is  the  principal  sup- 
plier to  the  Peruvian  market  of  sound 

equipment  for  theatres.  The  quality  and 

reputation  of  American  sound  systems  are 

well  established  in  Peru,  and  they  are  in- 

stalled in  the  great  majority  of  first,  sec- 
ond and  third  rate  theatres  throughout 

the  Republic,  according  to  the  report. 

Durability  a   Demand 

For  Display  Fixtures 
Poster  and  photo  display  frames  at 

present  available  to  theatre  owners  are 
commendable  alike  for  their  neatness  and 

durability.  The  flimsy  wooden  and  com- 
position frames  of  former  years  have  been 

largely  displaced  by  metal  cases  that  with- 
stand hard  wear  and  retain  their  original 

good  looks. 

Most  owners  in  building  or  remodeling 

their  theatres  specify  built-in  frames  of 
metal — chrome,  aluminum,  stainless  steel 
or  other  durable  materials.  Ingenious 

lighting  arrangements  are  supplied  to  set 

off  the  subjects  to  advantage. 

TRUE  STORIES  FROM  ALTEC  FILES 

IRVING  VINCENT, 

Manager  of  the 

Grand  Theatre, 

Oconto  Falls,  Wis. 

Manager  So  Sure 

of  Getting  Sound 
Sells  Nite  Show 

OCONTO  FALLS,  WIS.— "I  was  playing  'Snow 

White’  to  a   very  good  business  on  Sunday  after- 
noon, but  during  the  second  reel  of  the  second 

matinee  the  sound  went  completely  dead,”  said 
Irving  Vincent,  Manager  of  the  Grand  Theatre 
here. 

"I  checked  on  everything  I   could  but  with 
no  success,  so  I   called  our  Altec  Inspector, W.  H. 
Lewis  at  5:30  P.M.  at  Iron  Mountain,  Mich.,  a 
distance  of  85  miles. 

"I  had  visions  of  losing  a   good  Sunday  nite’s 

business,  but  took  a   chance  on  Lewis’  getting 
sound  restored,  and  sold  out  the  house  for  the 

evening  show  before  he  arrived. 

"In  less  than  two  hours,  Lewis  arrived,  and 
cleared  the  trouble  in  ten  minutes.  My  Sunday 

nite  show  hit  the  sheet  on  schedule.” 

Altec  inspectors  are  intimately  familiar 
with  all  types  of  sound  projection  equip- 

ment, irrespective  of  who  manufactured 
it.  An  Altec  Service  Agreement  gives 

you  greater  protection  for  your  theatre. 

.ALTEC miiui tMLM 

ALTEC  SERVICE  CORPORATION 

250  West  57th  Street 
New  York  City. 

Gentlemen:  Have  the  Altec  man  in  my  neighbor- 
hood call  me  for  an  appointment.  No  obligation  to 

me,  of  course. 
NAME 

THEATRE 

ADDRESS   

CITY   

. .   THAT  YOUR  THEATRE  MAY  NEVER  BE  DARK.” 
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Mr.  Quizem  Makes  Out  a   Case  lor 

Winter  Air  Conditioning 

By  Gordon  H.  Simmons* 

Heating  and ventilating  are  a 

part  of  air  con- 
ditioning, you  know. 

Or  air  conditioning
  

is 

a   part  of  heating  and 

ventilating
.  I’m  not 

sure  which.  But  does 

it  matter?  They  are 

intimately  associated. 

How  many  of  you 
theatre  owners  who 

figure  on  building  new 
theatres  or  remodeling  are  contemplating 

insulation?  Adequate  insulation  (equiva- 
lent of  four  inches  of  rock  wool)  will  ma- 

terially reduce  heating  costs! 

Now  that  winter  is  upon  us,  how  many 

of  you  have  overhauled  the  furnace  or 
boiler  and  removed  all  the  clinging,  cloggy 
soot?  Soot  is  an  insulator,  too,  you  know. 

It  insulates  the  fire  from  the  water  in 

the  boiler,  prevents  the  transfer  of  heat 
to  the  building,  and  materially  increases 
heating  costs. 

Johns-Manville  is  authority  for  the 

statement  that  1/16  inch  of  soot  is  equal 
to  3/16  inch  of  asbestos.  I   believe  it. 

How  many  of  you  are  purchasing  “fire- 
proof” coal?  Coal  that  may  be  25  cents 

per  ton  cheaper  than  the  best,  but  which 

requires  25  per  cent  more  tonnage  to  heat 
your  building? 

What  Ho/  Combustion  Too? 

Among  our  other  accomplishments,  we 
are  a   combustion  engineer,  having  long 

been  employed  by  operating  coal  com- 
panies, and  we  are  supposed  to  know  fuels 

available  in  various  parts  of  the  country. 
If  we  know  what  make  of  boiler  you  have 

and  whether  or  not  you  have  a   stoker, 
we  can  make  a   shrewd  guess  about  the 
fuel  you  should  use.  Try  us  and  see. 

How  many  of  you  theatre  owners  are 
using  filters  to  clean  and  purify  the  air 
and  thus  save  wear  and  tear  on  your 

draperies  and  decorations  by  keeping  soot 

*   Air  Conditioning  Engineer,  Milwaukee, 
Wis. 

and  other  impurities  away  from  costly 
theatre  furnishings? 

How  many  of  you  are  regulating  the 
heat  in  your  house  by  hand,  and  how 

many  of  you  are  using  a   simple  inexpen- 
sive thermostat  to  do  the  same  thing  and 

do  it  better  than  you  can? 

How  many  of  you  have  proper  air  dis- 
tribution in  your  house?  How  many  of  you 

are  reconciled  to  draughts  and  breezes? 
It  is  not  necessary,  you  know.  And  this 
department  was  instigated  to  help  you 
abate  your  troubles. 

How  many  of  you  are  troubled  with 
odors  in  your  house,  especially  when 
crowded?  There  is  a   remedy  for  that,  too. 

How  many  of  you  have  100  per  cent  per- 
fect heating,  ventilating  and  air  condi- 

tioning systems?  Let  us  hear  from  you. 

We’d  like  to  write  up  your  installation 
and  will  do  so  if  you  give  us  some  facts. 

How  many  of  you  manufacturers  and 
equipment  men  who  read  these  articles 
would  like  to  say  something  either  pro 
or  con  on  my  preachments,  but  are  too 
bashful  to  come  out  in  the  open  and  say  it? 

Many  of  the  letters  I   get  from  you  sup- 
pliers are  too  personal  for  publication  and 

too  often  mention  your  product,  which 

you  desire  to  call  to  my  attention.  Such 
subjects  are  not  suitable  for  editorial  space 
and  we  have  an  advertising  section  for 
that  purpose. 

But  your  comments  on  air  conditioning, 

problems  confronting  it  in  theatre  appli- 
cations, suggestions  of  use  to  theatre  own- 

ers, and  such,  are  most  welcome  and  will 

be  published.  It’s  high  time  someone  be- 
sides myself  held  forth  in  these  columns. 

Surely  other  people  have  ideas,  too,  and 
quite  possibly  much  better  than  mine. 
Let’s  hear  from  you  all. 

Caricatures/  Phooey// 

After  I   got  a   glimpse  of  that  cartoon 

of  me  in  last  issue,  I   think  maybe  it’s 
time  for  me  to  resign  and  appear  on  Dave 

Elman’s  “Hobby  Lobby”  as  a   purveyor  of 
“Fishy  Tales”  (I’m  sure  I   spelled  that 
word  correctly.)  Possibly  I   should  write 
my  monthly  columns  in  a   more  serious 
vein  and  not  lay  myself  open  to  being 
lampooned  by  cartoonists.  When  I   saw 

that  last  one  I   jumped  as  if  I   had  sat  on 
a   fish  hook. 

Now,  I   don’t  mind  being  the  butt  of  a 
joke,  provided  you-all  take  me  seriously 
now  and  then.  I   have  already  mentioned 
in  this  article  some  things  that  you  should 
consider  seriously.  They  are  mentioned 
for  your  benefit.  Lots  of  you  burn  the 
midnight  oil  planning  ways  and  means  to 
increase  the  take  at  your  boxoffices.  But 
how  many  of  you  are  giving  the  least 
thought  to  decreasing  the  outgo  at  your 
chimney  top?  Are  your  heating  costs  so 

low  that  you  can  pay  them  out  of  cigar- 
ette money?  I’d  like  to  know. 

Our  mail  order  engineering  department 
is  no  silly  thing  anymore.  Too  many  of 

you  have  availed  yourselves  of  our  un- 
biased willingness  to  help  you,  and  have 

profited  by  our  specific  recommendations. 
At  any  rate,  you  write  me  and  say  so.  But 

we  have  not  yet  heard  from  all  17,500  the- 

atres in  this  country.  We  haven’t  yet 
heard  from  ten  per  cent  of  you,  and  more 
than  ten  per  cent  of  you  must  have  some 
troubles  of  one  kind  or  another.  If  not,  let 

me  know  and  I’ll  come  down  and  make  a 
little  for  you.  I’m  accommodating  that 
way. 

It’s  becoming  too  cold  to  go  fishing.  So 

I   guess  I’ll  have  to  get  out  my  (t)  rusty 

gun  and  shoot  a   goose.  Too  bad  there’s 
a   closed  season  on  theatre  owners.  I   hear 

their  “honk,  honk”  outside  their  theatres, 
voicing  an  invitation  to  come  in  and  see 
a   double  feature,  with  free  dishes  and  a 
bingo  game  thrown  in  for  good  measure. 
No  doubt  if  a   few  of  them  went  down  in 
that  furnace  room  and  cleaned  out  their 

boilers,  the  local  fuel  companies  might  not 
make  so  much  dough  off  them. 

Just  An  Old  Fuss  Box 

Sure,  I’m  a   fuss  box.  That’s  what  I   was 

hired  for;  to  pick  on  you.  Well,  ain’t  I 
doin’  it?  (Boss,  how  about  a   raise?)  This 
business  of  giving  information  away  is  cer- 

tainly a   tough  racket.  I’d  much  rather 
give  free  information  to  Hollywood  star- 

lets than  you  hard-boiled  theatre  owners. 
I   could  tell  them  how  glamorous  they  are, 
hold  their  hands  to  tell  their  misfortunes 

and  things  like  that.  Next  thing  to  ap- 
pear in  these  pages  I   suppose  will  be  a 

cartoon  of  me  doing  just  that. 

I   accepted  the  invitation  to  write  for 
this  journal  with  the  hope  that  doing  so 
might  bring  me  a   little  prestige.  Instead, 

I'm  becoming  notorious.  I’m  known  from 
coast  to  coast  all  right — entirely  too  well 
known,  thanks  to  the  editor  and  his 
satellites  and  their  exaggerated  sense  of 

humor.  It’s  been  quite  a   strain  on  my 
own  air  conditioning  system. 

I   think  the  cognomen,  “Gordon  Hot- 
Air  Simmons,”  was  wished  on  me  by  the 
editor  or  some  ghost  writer,  I   forget 
which.  While  it  may  have  caused  a 

chuckle  at  my  expense,  it  may  also  have 
caused  some  of  you  to  consider  my  serious 
words  entirely  too  lightly.  May  I   say  in 

all  seriousness  that  it’s  no  skin  off  my 
hinder?  If  any  of  you  have  asbestos  pro- 

tection against  my  hot-air,  rip  that  in- 
sulation off  and  let  me  heat  you  up  for 

your  own  benefit. 
Response  to  my  repeated  pounding  of 

essential  elementary  information  in  these 

columns  has  been  “spotty.”  In  this  terri- 
tory, I   can  hardly  call  on  one  of  you 

without  your  greeting  me  at  the  door  with, 
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“Well,  well,  well!  Mr.  Gordon  Hot-Air 
Simmons  in  PERSON!”  And  “How  many 

passes  do  you  want  for  the  show  tonight?” 
Or  “My  Gosh!  What  a   fisherman!” 

Crack  Your  Dampers,  Men 

Well,  boys,  I   appreciate  good  fellowship 

and  I   do  get  it  from  you;  but  I   also  appre- 
ciate what  your  patrons  say  to  me  (behind 

your  backs)  about  the  ventilation  in  your 
places.  And  other  things.  I   wrote  an 

article  a   long  time  ago  entitled  “My  Nose 
Knows.”  And  it  does.  But  have  I   ever 
been  able  to  get  any  of  you  to  open  your 
fresh  air  dampers  in  the  wintertime?  Not 
by  the  slightest  crack. 

Now,  I’m  smart.  If  you  don’t  believe 
me,  ask  my  wife.  She  says  I’m  smart; 
entirely  too  smart — but  I   can’t  fool  her. 
Well,  maybe  she’s  right,  but  I   sure  am 
fooling  the  theatre  owners  on  the  jobs  I’ve 
been  doing  recently.  Some  of  these  con- 

ditioning jobs  in  new  houses  require  fresh 
air  to  keep  the  winter  temperature  down. 
Yet  in  one  1,000  seat  house,  the  heating 
cost  for  the  month  of  April,  using  city 
steam,  was  only  $31.00  (name  furnished 
on  request). 

I   wish  I   could  meet  up  with  somebody 
who  knew  the  psychology  of  the  theatre 
owner.  Maybe  I   should  meet  your  wives. 

I’d  like  that.  But  if  anybody  can  tell  me 
how  to  get  under  your  skin  and  stay 

there,  boys  I’ll  be  after  doing  it. 

I’ve  got  an  ice-box  brim  full  of  glass 
covered  dishes  given  me  by  theatre  owners. 
My  wife  can  break  all  the  crockery  she 

wants  to,  and  she  wants  to  often,  but  it’s 
all  right  except  when  she  throws  dishes 

at  me.  She  knows  where  the  replace- 
ments come  from. 

One  local  theatre  owner  advertises  “Free 
Cosmetics  Night.”  This  is  thoughtful  of 
him  because  his  chimney  is  20  feet  away 

from  his  fresh  air  intake  and  in  the  sum- 
mertime at  least,  his  show  will  soot  you. 

But  in  spite  of  dishes  and  cosmetics  and 
double  features  and  bingo  games,  does  the 
boxoffice  pull  to  suit  you? 

I’ve  a   purely  selfish  reason  for  nagging. 
I   don’t  want  to  work  for  a   busted  bunch 
of  theatre  owners.  So,  look  after  your 

air  conditioning — both  winter  and  sum- 

mer. I   don’t  care  if  you  have  a   perfect 
system  installed.  Why  don’t  you  operate 
it  properly?  And  if  you  don’t  know  him, 
why  don’t  you  ask? 

Expel  That  Effluvia 

Nobody  likes  to  breathe  air  previously 
used  by  somebody  else.  Nobody  likes  other 

persons’  odors.  Nobody  likes  to  be  first 
heated  up  and  then  frozen  stiff.  Nobody 
likes  draughts  and  breezes.  Look  to  your 
houses,  people.  Some  of  the  biggest  and 
most  ornate  of  them  are  the  worst  of- 

fenders. “Seventy  degrees  cool”  in  the 
summertime;  indeed!  An  ice-box  in  the 
summer  and  a   stuffy  hole  of  a   place  in 

the  winter.  Not  all,  of  course.  I’ve  air 
conditioned  some  of  your  houses,  you 
know. 

I’d  like  to  make  it  so  damn  hot  for  some 

of  you  that  you’d  write  in  any  say,  “Lay 
off,  MacDuff.”  And  “What  must  I   do 
to  be  saved?”  That’s  when  I’ll  “sweet 

talk”  you.  That’s  when  I’ll  get  downright 
confidential,  ask  you  a   few  intimate  ques- 

tions about  your  local  conditions  and  pre- 
scribe for  you  just  like  any  country  doctor. 

When  I   die,  I   suppose  the  truth  about 

air  conditioning  will  go  with  me.  I’ll 
probably  need  it,  too,  if  my  castigators  are 

SIMMONS'  Q-AND-A  CORNER 
Problems  presented  herein  are  bona  fide  and  are  not  imaginary  coneoctions  for  the  purpose  of  mis- 

representing reader  interest.  Original  signed  letters  are  on  file  for  examination,  subject  to  the  ap- 

proval of  correspondents. 

Somewhat  belatedly  we  pick  up  the 

threads  of  our  country-wide  correspond- 
ence with  a   confrere  over  in  Pennsylvania. 

This  theatre  owner’s  problem  is  typical  of 
the  confusion  that  exists  in  the  minds  of 

many  theatre  men.  We  quote: 

“Being  a   reader  of  your  interesting 
columns  and  considering  you  a   reputable 

air  conditioning  engineer,  I   would  appre- 
ciate some  advice  on  the  air  conditioning 

of  my  new  theatre  which  will  soon  be  con- 
structed. 

“Could  you  please  inform  me  as  to  a 
reliable  and  responsible  party  who  can 
install  air  conditioning?  I   have  heard 
of  many  exhibitors  who  have  never  been 
satisfied  with  the  results  of  their  outfits. 
What  is  your  opinion  of  the     
who  have  representatives  in   

“I  am  having  a   well  dug  where  I   can 
get  water  at  50  degrees.  Would  this  be 
cheaper  and  less  expensive  a   system  using 
the  well  water,  or  a   refrigerating  system? 
Is  the  well  system  a   good  one  to  use? 

“My  new  theatre  will  be  100  by  53  feet 
and  approximately  20  feet  in  height.  Seat- 

ing capacity  of  650. 

“I  consider  air  conditioning  to  be  one 
of  the  most  important  problems  in  the 
building  of  a   theatre  and  am  looking  for 

your  appreciated  advice. — S.M.R.” 

The  Answer :   “I  am  in  receipt  of  your 
letter  of  June  4,  and  I   appreciate  your 

kind  words  relative  to  my  articles  ap- 
pearing in  Boxoffice. 

“In  regard  to  your  request  that  I   in- 
form you  as  to  a   reliable  and  responsible 

party  who  installs  air  conditioning,  I   am 
pleased  to  give  you  the  name  of  a   party 

who  can  do  a   real  job  for  you  and  per- 
haps save  you  some  money. 

“In  the  words  of  Bazooka  Bob  Burns,  the 

name  of  this  party  is  ‘Me.’ 

“If  you  are  able  to  get  50  degree  water 
out  of  the  well  you  are  now  having  drill- 

ed, this  temperature  water  will  do  a   per- 
fect job  of  cooling  and  the  operation  of 

your  cooling  system  will  be  quite  inexpen- 
sive. Of  course,  when  such  cold  water 

is  not  available,  it  would  be  proper  to  in- 
stall mechanical  refrigeration.  We  do 

this  in  many  instances. 

“Send  me  a   set  of  your  architect’s  plans 
and  I   will  make  a   complete  detailed  air 
conditioning  construction  drawing  for  you. 
You  can  use  the  same  system  for  heating 
your  theatre  and  need  not  install  any 
radiators  anywhere  unless  you  want  to. 
I   am  assuming  that  the  theatre  only  needs 
to  be  heated,  as  well  as  cooled.  Sometimes 

stores  and  apartments  are  part  of  a   the- 
atre building. 

“My  charge  for  making  your  plans  will 
be  an  annual  pass  to  your  theatre  and 
gasoline  to  get  there  should  you  want  me 
to  inspect  your  job  or  supervise  it.  What 
I   am  trying  to  do  is  to  see  the  country  at 

the  theatre  owners’  expense.  And  as  ye 

editor  has  called  me  an  ‘Itinerant  Engi- 
neer,’ I   don’t  want  to  make  a   liar  out  of him. 

“Of  course,  it  sometimes  happens  that 
when  a   conditioning  job  works  extra  good, 
the  owner  expresses  his  appreciation  with 

a   check.  But  I   don’t  usually  stipulate  the 
amount  nor  necessarily  expect  it,  for  many 
times  I   get  other  than  theatre  business 

when  on  one  of  these  ‘good  will’  tours. 
My  non-theatrical  work  supports  me  in  a 

style  to  which  I’m  not  accustomed,  so  I’m 
after  prestige  more  than  cash  while  en- 

gaged in  theatre  air  conditioning  activi- 

ties.—G.  H.  S.” 

correct  about  where  I’m  going.  In  the 
meantime,  however,  can’t  we  get  rid  of 
some  of  the  worst  features  of  uncondi- 

tioned houses  by  at  least  getting  an  ele- 
mentary understanding  of  what  constitutes 

good  practice? 

Now  see;  I   haven’t  told  a   single  fish 
story.  Nor  is  this  article  a   “Fishy  Tale,” 
either.  It  is  packed  with  nuggets  of  in- 

formation and  advice  which  you  can  use 
if  you  want  to.  But  do  you? 

Does  your  theatre  front  give  off  an 
outstanding  night  time  invitation?  If 
not,  investigate  the  many  resources  at 
your  command. 

Many  new  materials — structural  glass, 
porcelain  enamels,  glass  blocks,  corru- 

gated and  polished  metals,  new  light 

sources  and  reflector-adapters — have  been 
used  to  advantage. 

HORSE-SENSE 

When  the  owner  of  a   prize  race  horse 

in  Colombo,  Ceylon,  installed  a   portable 

air  conditioner  in  his  mount’s  stall  re- 
cently, he  meant  it  only  for  the  horse. 

Imagine  his  surprise  one  hot  night  dur- 
ing the  last  race  meet  at  the  Ceylon  Turf 

Club  to  find  the  jockey  and  the  stable  boy 

had  “moved  in”  with  the  horse!  All  three 
were  curled  comfortably  around  the  air 
conditioner. 

Installation  of  the  portable  unit  was 

made  by  the  Carrier  representative  at  Cey- 

lon, in  an  effort  (B.  Crosby  note)  to  im- 
prove the  time  of  the  race  horse.  High 

relative  humidity  and  high  temperatures 

are  frequent  on  the  island. 
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EMPHASIZING  THE  ESSENTIAL  PHASES  OF 

HOUSE  HYGIENE  IN  THEATRE  MAINTENANCE 

Cleanliness  a   Successful  Curb 

on  Deterioration 

By  William  Shaw 

N   INGENIOUS  Chicago  dealer  in 
used  cars  advertises  with  this  line: 

‘•Remember,  every  automobile  you 
see  on  the  streets  is  a   used  car.” 

That  is  one  way,  and  a   particularly  good 

one,  for  emphasizing  the  fact  that  de- 
preciation starts  with  the  moment  of  pur- 

chase, or  the  beginning  of  use. 

This  is  just  as  true  in  the  operation  of 
a   theatre,  as  it  is  in  the  purchase  and  use 
of  a   motor-car. 

Any  motion  picture  theatre  starts  wear- 
ing out,  the  moment  its  doors  are  opened 

to  its  first  audience. 

How  can  this  deterioration — which  is 

costly  and  continuous — be  kept  down  to  a 
minimum? 

It  is  only  good  common  sense  to  fight 
deterioration  with  every  means  at  your 
command,  for  two  reasons: 

You  save  money  by  keeping  down  re- 
placement charges  and  you  make  money 

by  keeping  on  drawing  patrons  to  an  at- 
tractive amusement  center. 

Competition  Considerable 

There  are  17,541  theatres  in  the  United 

States  and  between  83,000,000  and  88,000,- 

000  persons  spend  $18,000,000  to  $19,000,- 
000  at  their  boxoffices  every  week,  which 
is  a   pretty  sizeable  stake  to  work  for,  with 
plenty  of  competition  and  with  no  one 
under  compulsion  to  spend  his  money  in 
any  particular  place. 

People  go  to  a   motion  picture  theatre 
to  see  motion  pictures,  of  course.  They 
will  put  up  with  a   certain  amount  of  poor 
service  and  unattractive  surroundings  if  it 

is  necessary  to  endure  them  in  order  to 
see  good  pictures;  but  in  the  long  run, 

as  in  any  other  line  of  business,  the  pro- 
prietor who  gives  the  most  plus  values  is 

the  fellow  who  gets  and  keeps  the  pat- 
ronage. 

Attractiveness  of  surroundings  is  an  im- 

portant one  of  these  plus  values,  and  con- 
stant, unrelaxing  vigilance,  is  the  way  for 

insuring  it. 
Just  how  smart  is  it  to  work  out  an 

interior  decoration  scheme  designed  to 
draw  and  hold  trade,  spending  good  money 
and  good  taste  on  selecting  carpets,  rugs, 

draperies,  furniture,  upholstering  and  fur- 
nishings in  harmony  with  each  other,  and 

then  let  the  whole  arrangement  start  to 

go  to  pot  at  once  through  indifference 
and  faulty,  infrequent  cleansing? 

In  these  days  when  every  item  of  operat- 
ing expense  must  be  watched  more  closely 

than  ever  before,  it  is  important  for  every 
theatre  operator  to  find  out  for  himself, 

in  his  own  activities,  that  full,  up-to- 
date  cleaning  equipment  pays  handsome 
dividends  by  keeping  down  repair  costs, 
deferring  the  time  for  replacements,  and 

playing  its  part  in  maintaining  the  plus- 
value  of  attractiveness  in  the  theatre. 

Dumps  Are  Distasteful 

No  self-respecting  film  lover  likes  to 
patronize  a   dump,  no  matter  how  good 
the  picture  being  shown  there  may  be, 

and  conversely  he  has  a   perhaps  indefin- 
able feeling  of  extra  satisfaction  through 

seeing  the  same  picture  in  a   well-kept 
environment. 

Freshness  in  theatre  surroundings  plus, 

of  course,  a   pleasant,  attentive  staff,  even 
can  give  theatregoers,  a   more  agreeable 

attitude  toward  “double  features”  and  a 
surplusage  of  Grade  B   Hollywood  creations. 

Every  theatre  but  the  smallest  should 

have  a   heavy-duty  industrial  type  elec- 
trical vacuum  cleaner  as  minimum  main- 

tenance equipment.  Every  theatre  should 
have  a   regulation  vacuum  cleaner. 

And  every  theatre  should  use  what  it  has. 
Expressing  Cleanliness 

The  necessity  for  keeping  large  areas 
of  floor  coverings  clean,  dusting  draperies 

and  going  over  upholstering  regularly  calls 

for  equipment  capable  of  standing  up  un- 
der long  daily  use.  The  necessity  for  do- 
ing pick-up  cleaning  during  the  hours  the 

theatre  is  open,  if  only  to  impress  patrons 
with  the  degree  of  service  being  given 
them,  calls  for  a   handy  household  type 
cleaner. 

Together,  they  are  the  answer  to  the 
problem  of  maintaining  the  appearance  of 

a   theatre.  And  beyond  this  prime  con- 
sideration,— the  correct  care  of  fabrics  and 

wall  and  floor  areas  for  the  maintenance 

of  the  house’s  “looks,” — is  the  fact  that 
the  reassuring  whirr  of  the  sturdy  vacuum 

means  reduced  repair  bills,  postponed  re- 
placement expenses. 

Efficient,  methodical  vacuum  cleaning 

is  the  exhibitor’s  cheapest  insurance  on 
the  good  appearance  and  the  maintenance 
of  his  theatre. 

A   showman’s  personal  “front,”  in  vir- 
tually all  instances,  is  dependent  on  the 

one  gracing  his  theatre. 

A   MAT  THAT  DOES  MORE 

THAN  JUST  COVER  THE  FLOOR 

can  be  made 

basic  colors. 

1.  Cuts  cleaning  costs  to  a 
minimum.  Traps  all  dirt  at 

the  door,  keeps  it  out  of 

sight,  and  prevents  track- 
ing throughout  the  theatre. 

2.  Eliminates  frequent  redeco- 
rating necessitated  by 

tracked-in  dirt  whirled  into 

the  air  by  the  heating 

system. 3.  Modernizes  and  beautifies 
entrance  and  lobby.  Any 

pattern  and  theatre  name 
from  the  eleven  attractive 

4.  Eliminates  dangers  of  wet,  slippery  floor- 

ing. The  sure-grip  surface  is  safe  even  with 
high  heels.  Has  a   non-trip  beveled  edge. 
Will  not  curl. 

5.  Durable  and  reversible,  the  life  is  doubled. 

6.  Prevents  grit  being  tracked  onto  carpets, 

prolonging  their  life. 
7.  Easily  handled. 

8.  Odorless. 

9.  Moderately  priced. 

Shown  is  the  installation,  “Old  Man  of  the 
Mountain”  in  the  Albert  Theatre,  Berlin,  N.  H. 

The  American  Mat  line  in- 
cludes a   Mat  for  Every 

Purpose. 

Write  today  for  free  illus- 
trated folder  and  prices. 

Distributors  and  train- 
ed matting  e   n   g i   n   e   e   r   s 

throughout  the  United States. 

AMERICAN  MAT  CORPORATION 1719  ADAMS 
TOLEDO, 

STREET 
OHIO 
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Showmanship  Doesn't 
Come  in  the  Film  Cans 

(Continued  from  page  44) 

pressing  showmanship  in  marquee  adver- 
tising copy.  It  is  a   display  unit  wherein 

numerous  sizes  of  silhouette  letters  of  the 

most  legible  type  may  be  used  in  com- 
bination anywhere  on  the  display  space, 

without  necessity  for  structural  changes. 

These  letters  may  be  spaced  and  capi- 
talized almost  in  the  same  manner  as  a 

printer  spaces  and  emphasizes  type  dis- 
play in  advertising  copy,  thereby  allowing 

emphasis  to  feature  points  of  the  program. 

An  Aid  to  Advertising 

While  we  do  not  contend  that  these 
new  letters  will  of  themselves  solve  the 

whole  problem  of  showmanship  unassist- 
ed, I   do  humbly  submit  them  as  a   part 

of  the  necessary  working  tools  of  a   good 
show-merchant. 

Don’t  forget  that  smart  showmen  now 
recognize  quite  well  that  the  changeable 
portion  of  displays  is  the  one  place  where 

they  can  use  and  express  their  indi- 
viduality as  showmen.  Many  of  them  are 

doing  it;  while  others  are  missing  it, 
either  by  lack  of  proper  tools  or  failure 
to  use  the  ones  they  have  properly.  And 
the  cost  of  the  best  tools  obtainable  for 

the  selling  job  is  only  a   small  fraction  of 
the  cost  of  the  main  display  itself. 

I’d  like  to  insert  here  some  reference 
to  a   case  in  point  that  indicates  the  abil- 

ity of  good  changeable  advertising  dis- 
play to  overcome  competitive  conditions. 

Recently  in  Chicago,  the  management 
of  the  old  Woods  Theatre  was  taken  over 

by  Essaness  Theatres  Corp.  This  circuit 

operates  some  28  theatres  in  neighbor- 
hood locations  here,  but  this  was  their  first 

invasion  of  the  Loop  District. 
Herb  Elisburg,  who  for  some  time  had 

directed  the  advertising  of  the  Essaness 

theatres,  was  given  free  rein  in  the  man- 
agement of  the  Woods.  The  house  start- 

ed and  is  still  running  pictures  months 
behind  any  of  the  other  major  theatres 

in  Chicago’s  Loop. 
The  first  move  made  under  Elisburg’s 

astute  management  was  an  alteration  of 
their  attraction  board  so  that  different 

sizes  of  interchangeable  letters  could  be 
combined  for  greater  copy  emphasis  on 

the  most  important  features  of  the  pro- 
grams. As  a   matter  of  fact,  this  has  been 

the  only  alteration  made,  and  aside  from 
this  change,  the  theatre  is  exactly  as  it 
was  before. 

A   Set-up  for  Selling 

Means  for  the  display  of  good  program 
selling  copy  on  the  marquee  was  provided 

by  Mr.  Elisburg,  who  is  advertising-mind- 
ed, and  the  gross  of  this  theatre  imme- 

diately went  up  over  50  per  cent  despite 
the  fact  that  no  better  or  later  pictures 
were  played  than  before.  Latest  reports 

indicate  that  business  continues  to  im- 
prove. 

I   could  cite  numerous  instances  of  this 

kind,  but  this  happens  to  be  the  most  re- 
cent case  in  my  own  home  town.  It  sug- 

gests a   plan  that  can  be  applied  in  many 
cases  for  business  stimulation  in  both 

neighborhood  and  downtown  houses. 
It  is  true  with  salesmen  as  it  is  with 

Not  All . 
In  This  Picture 

The  illustration  shows  only  the  Specialized  Super 

Theatre  Cleaner  and  floor  tool.  You  might  think 

that  it  is  “just  another  suction  cleaner."  What  you cannot  see  here  is  the  Screen  Cleaning 

Brush,  that  renews  and  prolongs  the  life  of 

your  screen — the  Floor-Lite  that  cleans  in  the 
dark— the  Hi-up  Tube  that  reaches 

and  cleans  30  ft.  up  plus  the  height 

of  the  operator,  nor  the 
Super  Shampoo  that 

lets  you  scrub  and  re- 
new lobby  and  lounge 

carpets  WITHOUT 

TAKING  THEM  UP. 

Thousands  of  theatre  owners  save  money  every  day  with  
these  special  tools,  using  the 

great  power  and  durability  of  the  Super  itself,  all  engin
eered  for  easy  theatre  cleaning. 

You.  too.  can  put  that  added  profit  into  your  pocket. 
 Ask  your  wholesaler  or  wnte  us 

for  a   free  trial  to  prove  our  promise. 

THE  NATIONAL  SUPER  SERVICE  COMPANY 
1941  N.  12th  Street,  Toledo,  Ohio 

showmen :   that  all  do  not  possess  the  same 

ability.  Some  stand  out  more  prominently 
as  business  getters  than  others.  But  my 

point  is:  Why  not  give  all  of  them  an 

opportunity  to  use  the  ability  they  have 

to  the  best  possible  advantage  of  the  box- 
office?  A   workman's  efficiency  is  largely 
affected  by  the  tools  he  uses. 

In  conclusion,  let  us  bear  in  mind  that 

the  picture  producer  may  do  everything 
in  his  power  to  make  a   good  product  and 
promote  the  sale  of  it  to  you.  He  then 
puts  it  in  a   can  for  shipment  to  your 
theatre.  But  the  brand  of  showmanship 
necessary  to  sell  that  product  to  your 

patrons  is  not  in  the  can,  and  it  can’t 
be  canned  because  it’s  your  individual  job 
to  sell  it. 

™ E C/ -eAtjeSwvC  chair "SOLO  EVERYWHERE  BY  DEALERS  SUllARE^ 

ALBANY 
Empire  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

ATLANTA 

N.  E.  Savini  Theatrical 

Supplies 
BOSTON 

Theatre  Service  &   Supply  Co. 

BUTTE 
Western  Theatre  Equipment Co. 

DETROIT 

Oliver  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

FARGO 

McCarthy  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
Modern  Soles  Company 

KANSAS  CITY 

Independent  Theatre  Sup.  Co. 

LIMA 
Pictur-Fone  Company 

LOS  ANGELES 

Projection  Equipment 
Maintenance 

LOUISVILLE 

Sheekler’s  Theatre  Supplies 

MEMPHIS 

Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

NEW  YORK 

Crown  Motion  Picture  Supplies 

Co. 
OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Dyer  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

OMAHA 

Scott  Ballantyne  Company 

PHILADELPHIA 
Penn  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

PITTSBURGH 

A.  &   S.  Steinberg',  Inc. 
PORTLAND 

Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 

ST.  LOUIS 
General  Air  Conditioning  Co. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 

R.  A.  Eckels  Studios 

SEATTLE 

Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 
SHREVEPORT 

Southern  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

TAMPA 

United  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

WASHINGTON 
Ben  Lust  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

EXPORT  AGENT:  International  Theatre  Accessories  Corporation,  NEW  YORK 

GENERAL  SEATING  COMPANY 
CHICAGO 
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THE  SUPPLy  (II ART 
WHAT  YOU  MAY  NEED  \ 

AND  WHERE  TO  FIND  IT  1 

WHEN  YOU  FASTEN  ANYTHING 

IN  MASONRY,  DEPEND  ON  THESE 
CHICAGO  PRODUCTS 

Expansion  nuts  where  exterior  finish 

is  important. 
Four  theatre  style  expansion  bolts 

for  fastening  theatre  seats  perma- 
nently. 

Drill  points,  chucks  and  setting  tools. 
SEE  YOUR  DEALER  —   or  write  us. 

CHICAGO  EXPANSION  BOLT  CO. 
Room  601,  134  S.  Clinton  St.,  Chicago 

DUO  'LIGHT-MASTER' 
Super 

Low  Intensity 

Projection Lamp 

More  Light 

With  No  Increase  in  Operating  Cost 

The  BALLANTYNE  CO.  Omaha,  Nebr. 

ELECTRIC  OPERATED 

CURTAIN 
CONTROL* 

GH  >TRACK* 
TOR  THEATERS  A   A/D  AUO/TOR/U/V\S 

VALLEN,  INC.  —   Akron,  Ohio 

The  Public  Patronizes 

THE  QUALITY  SHOW 
Produced  By 

BRENKERT  ENARC 

IMPROVE  YOUR  SOUND 
WITH 

CETRON 
PHOTOCELLS 

CONTINENTAL  ELECTRIC  CO. 

GENEVA,  ILL. 

SOLD  BY  ALL  SUPPLY  DEALERS 

l-T=^===^^= 

AXZ  Ijl'i;*  JRR 
pBlf 

KStl 

WERS 

ilating, 

n.  Can 

refrig- 
ler  type 

oration- 

q   varia- 

CARRIER  CORPORATION— SYRACUSE,  N.  Y- 

Something  Entirely  New  in  Theatre  Dec- 
oration! Predecorated,  beautifully  finished 

KOLOR-TRIM  MOLDINGS  for  use  with  NU- 

WOOD  ---  the  modern  interior  finish  that 

decorates,  insulates,  controls  sound. 

Write  for  complete  facts. 

WOOD  CONVERSION  COMPANY 

Room  134-1  1   First  National  Bank  Building 

ST.  PAUL,  MINN. 

For  Accuracy 
and  Speed  in 
Making:  Chang:© |7/Ly.

  J   0   H   R   S   0   H   FARE  BOX  CO. U/ZlllC  4619-4625  RAVENSWOOD  CHICAGO. 
50  CHURCH  ST.  NEW  YORK  150  CAUSEWAY  ST.  BOSTON. 

Specify  GoldE  Standard 
Products  and  know  you 

have  the  best  in  Spotlights, 

Rewinds,  Rewind  Tables, 

Film  Cabinets,  New  Alum- 

inum Magazines,  Stereopti- 
cons.  Cleaner  Stands,  New 
Roto-Chrome  Color  Spot- 

light, Changeover,  Take- 
ups,  etc.  —   New  Catalog. 

GOLDE  MFG.  CO. 
1214-23  W.  Madison  St. 

Chicago,  Illinois 

Smart  Interiors 
Complete  Interior  Decorations — Draperies — 

Stage  Curtains — Murals 
Seventeen  years  superior  value  and  superior 

service  is  your  guarantee  of  complete  satis- 
faction. Inquiries  Invited. 

Novelty  Scenic  Studios,  Inc. 
320  WEST  48TH  ST.,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

    Installations  Everywhere!    

Insist  on  forest 
A   complete  line  of  dependable 

for  every  purse  and  purpose 

LD-30  Low  Intensity  Rectifiers 
LD-60  for  Simplified  High  Intensity 
M   C   S   with  Mallory  Rectifying  Units 
THERMIONIC  RECTIFYING  TUBES,  7^-15  AMPERES 

FOREST 
IE  ILEVIILI 

NEW  JERSEY 

$difiU  j/eadfuaUiti  MM  1912 

RECTIFIERS 

KndmsiEki 
AMPLIFIERS 

SOUND  HEADS }   —   /»*«•'}  1 
HORN  SYSTEMS 

Top  Quality  at K   j   s   it 

i.  I   -•
  ' 

Low  Cost 

THE  BALLANTYNE  CO. 
Omaha,  Nebr. 

Quick,  Easy  Way  to  Make 
LOBBY  DISPLAYS 

Now,  make  swell  business  getting 

lobby  displays.  Less  time.  Less 
work.  Simply  trace  enlargements 

of  photos,  ads,  etc.,  in  natural 
color  with  Postoscope  Projector. 

Anyone  can  do  it. 

Cppp  Get  full  details,  liberal 

ri»tt  TRIAL  OFFER,  low 

prices  now.  Write 

F.  D.  KEES  MFG.  COMPANY 
Dept.  102  Beatrice,  Nebraska 

WHEN  ANSWERING 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

LISTED  ON  THIS  PAGE 

OR  ELSEWHERE  HEREIN 

—TELL  THEM  YOU  SAW 

IT  IN  THE 

MODERN  THEATRE 

section  of 

BOXOFFICE! 
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Save  Ti  me 
AVOID  MISTAKES 
Handsome  Coinometer 

is  mechanically  perfect 

coin  -   changer.  Works 
with  new  or  worn  coins. 

Guaranteed  for  10  years. 
Used  and  approved  by 
thousands  of  theatres. 
No  theatre  should  be 

without  it.  Write  TO- 
DAY for  complete 

descriptive  circular 
and  price  list. 

Universal 

Stamping:  & 

Mfg.  Co. 
2839  N.  Western 

Ave., 

Chicago,  111. 

COINOMETER 

PEABODY 
THEATRE  CHAIRS 

•   Hold  Their  Beauty 
•   Stay  Comfortable 
•   Operate  Freely 
•   Seldom  Need  Service 
•   Last  Longer 
PEABODY  Improved 
Ball  Socket,  Self  Cushion- 

ing Roller  Bearing  Hinge 

— gives  to  Peabody  Chairs  a 

smooth,  noiseless,  easy  action.  It 

is  the  finest  chair  hinge  of  all,  be- 

cause not  only  does  it  give  our 

perfectly  balanced  seat  finger  touch 

action,  but  needs  practically  no 

servicing.  It  has  no  springs  or  gad- 

gets to  get  out  of  order. 

Be  sure  to  investigate  Peabody 

Chairs  before  you  buy  another  seat. 

Prices  are  right,  quality  is  unsur- 

passed. Write  for  Peabody's  Thea- 
tre Chair  Catalog  Folder  today. 

PEABODV  SEATING  CO. 
Dept.  5   North  Manchester,  Ind. 

FINE  WORK!  BUT  NOT  QUITE  ENOUGH  OF  IT 

Front  elevation  of  the  Robinson  Grand  Theatre,  at  Clarksburg:,  \V.  Va.,  showing-  the  new  modern 

marquee  and  main  sign  recently  installed  at  a   cost  of  $8,000.00. 

WHAT  is  wrong  with  this  picture? It’s  a   highly  commendable  ex- 
ample of  theatre  front  improve- 

ment; an  obviously  new  main  sign  of 
unusually  striking  design  and  a   marquee 
that  embodies  most  all  the  requirements 

of  modern  showmandising.  What,  there- 
fore, is  missing? 

Obviously,  the  maximum  attraction 
value  of  this  elegant  modern  display  unit 
is  missed  because  its  background  (the  old 
facade)  fails  to  set  it  off  properly,  and 

thus  help  it  do  a   job.  Here  a   job  of 

structural  face-lifting  would  have  in- 
creased the  use  value  of  the  sign  and  mar- 

quee investment  many  times. 

The  owner,  Mr.  Claude  Robinson,  may 

or  may  not  have  considered  this  vital  point 
in  planning  the  improvement.  Conditions 
may  have  prevented  a   complete  follow 

through  in  this  instance.  The  circum- 
stances are  not  known. 

The  case  is  cited  constructively  to  im- 
press theatre  owners  with  the  necessity  of 

correlating  their  improvements  for  greater 
eye  attraction  and  operating  efficiency. 
The  old  and  the  new  invariably  clash 

when  they  are  placed  in  close  proximity. 
Theatre  front  improvements,  therefore, 

should  be  as  all-inclusive  and  harmonious 

as  it  is  possible  to  make  them.  It’s  the secret  of  successful  advertising  display. 

House  Appeal  First  Aid 
to  Advertising 

(Continued  from  page  41) 

concealment.  The  coves  in  four  corners 

of  the  room  are  of  porcelain  enamel,  which 

produces  a   soft  glow  that  is  particularly 
pleasing.  Recessed  spots  in  the  ceiling 
and  decorative  fixtures  on  the  side  walls 

and  flanking  the  proscenium  are  the  only 
other  means  of  illumination. 

A   “floating”  screen,  of  the  type  most 
suitable  to  modern  moving  picture  pre- 

sentation, was  provided  and  it  is  effec- 
tively curtained  in  the  modern  manner 

between  programs.  Patron  comfort  was 
not  the  least  consideration  either.  It  has 

been  provided  in  most  luxurious  theatre 
chairs  which  have  been  generously  spaced 

for  easy  access.  Complete  year-round  air 
conditioning  and  finest  projection  and 
sound  were  made  further  requisites  of  this 

self-advertising  theatre. 
The  theatre  and  its  shopping  center 

have  also  banded  together  to  provide  ex- 
tensive parking  space  for  the  patrons.  In 

addition  to  space  in  front  of  the  stores, 
a   spacious  lot  in  the  rear  has  been  made 
available  to  park  cars. 

A   theatre  of  this  type,  one  which  has 

been  thoughtfully  provided  with  House 

Appeal  as  a   prime  essential,  is  the  mov- 

ing picture  industry’s  greatest  ally.  It 
represents  progress  in  an  industry  which 
thrives  on  newness.  It  is  the  moving  pic- 

ture theatre  industry’s  best  advertisement 
of  the  one  and  only  one  thing  it  has  to 
sell — Entertainment. 

"WOODSY"  ODORS 

Pungent  odors  imprisoned  in  wood  such 

as  pine,  cypress,  sandalwood  and  balsam 

may  be  recovered  today  through  air  con- 
ditioning long  after  their  fragrance  has 

been  “dried  out.” 
The  discovery  was  made  accidentally  re- 

cently in  the  air  conditioned  cypress- 
walled  office  of  the  W.  F.  Slater  Engineer- 

ing Company,  in  Memphis,  Tennessee. 

After  he  installed  a   portable  air  condi- 
tioner in  his  office,  Mr.  Slater  noticed  a 

pleasant  aroma  from  the  cypress  boards 
while  the  conditioner  was  operating.  When 
the  air  conditioner  was  turned  off,  the 
odor  diminished.  Mr.  Slater  then  made 
observations  and  found  that  as  the  air 

in  the  office  is  circulated,  the  conditioned 
air  diffuses  the  pleasant  cypress  aroma. 

Experiments  are  now  being  planned  in 
the  Carrier  research  laboratories  to  de- 

termine if  “scented”  rooms  may  result 
from  a   combination  of  air  conditioning 
and  fragrant  woods. 
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Advisory  Board 
The  PLANNING  INSTITUTE  is  conduct- 

ed in  collaboration  with  the  following  thea- 
tre architects,  structural  designers  and  en- 

gineers, who  have  agreed  to  act  as  technical 
advisers  to  the  Institute  and  editorial  text 
contributors  to  THE  MODERN  THEATRE 

from  their  respective  localities. 

Charles  N.  Agree, 

Detroit,  Michigan. 

Samuel  C.  Allen, 

Saginaw,  Michigan. 

Clifford  A.  Balch, 

Los  Angeles,  Calif. 

Bruce  F.  Barnes, 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Arnold  E.  Basclien  &   Assoc., 
Hannibal,  Mo. 

ltoy  A.  Benjamin, 
Jacksonville,  Fla. 

Bennett  &   Straight, 
Dearborn,  Mich. 

T.  H.  Buell  &   Co., 
Denver,  Colo. 

Corgan  &   Moore, 
Dallas,  Tex. 

Eugene  DeRosa, 

New  York,  N.  Y. 

Wm.  I.  Ilohauser,  Inc., 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

Houston  &   Smith, 

Dallas,  Tex. 

Mark  I).  Kaliseher, 
Chicago,  111. 

Kaplan  &   Spraehman, 
Toronto,  Ont.,  Can. 

Clarence  Kivett, 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

S.  Charles  Lee, 
Los  Angeles,  Calif. 

Edward  Paul  Lewin, 
Chicago,  III. 

Liebenberg  &   Kaplan, 
Minneapolis,  Minn. 

MacKie  &   Kamrath, 
Houston,  Tex. 

Marr  &   Holman, 

Nashville,  Tenn. 

Paul  Matzinger, 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Pereira  &   Pereira, 
Chicago,  111. 

H.  F.  Pettigrew, 

Dallas,  Tex. 

H.  A.  Raapke, 
Omaha,  Neb. 

C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp,  Inc., 
Chicago,  111. 

Victor  A.  Rigamount, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Ben  Schlanger  Associates, 

Eliasoph  &   Greenspoon, 
Montreal,  Que.,  Canada 

Spillman  &   Spillman, 
San  Antonio,  Tex. 

O.  IV.  Stiegemeyer, 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 

David  Supowitz, 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Wetherell  &   Harrison, 
Des  Moines,  la. 

NOTE:  The  Institute  does  not  undertake 

the  practical  functions  of  an  architect  or 
designer.  Its  service  is  intended  merely 
to  piuce  our  readers  in  touch  with  reliable 
local  sources  of  preliminary  information 

and  advice  on  theatre  planning  and  struc- 
tural problems.  Inquiries  pertaining  to 

Architectural  Service  will  be  relayed 

promptly  to  the  nearest  member  of  the  ad- 
visory board. 

HEALTH  HINT 

Chicago  Board  of  Trade  members  and 
employes  came  through  last  winter  and 
spring  with  a   health  record  of  practically 
100  per  cent  freedom  from  pneumonia, 
influenza  and  common  colds. 

Exposure  to  respiratory  diseases  is  at 

its  maximum  in  “the  pit,”  heart  of  the 
world’s  grain  trading,  where  some  800 
buyers  and  sellers  crowd  close  to  each 
other  for  hours  at  a   time. 

Explanation  of  the  Board’s  impressive 
health  record  lies  in  the  fact  that  the 
trading  hall  and  the  executive  offices  are 
air  conditioned,  says  Peter  J.  Niemann, 
exchange  hall  supervisor. 

“Where  could  there  be  a   better  test  of 
the  efficacy  of  air  conditioning  as  a   guar- 

dian of  health?”  he  asked.  “Many  of  the 
traders  stand  close  to  giant  windows,  often 
swept  outside  by  icy  air.  Special  ducts 
discharge  warm  air  against  these.  Scores 
of  private  telephone  users  work  at  one  side 

of  the  room.  Other  ducts  supply  air  with- 
out discomfort  to  them.  Tire  whole  sys- 
tem cleanses  the  air,  adds  or  removes 

moisture  as  needed,  warms  or  cools  the 
air,  and  circulates  it.  On  the  old  building 
trading  floor  there  were  heat  prostrations 
every  summer.  We  have  had  none  here  in 

the  eight  years’  use  of  our  year-round,  full 

air  conditioning  system.” 

At  the  headquarters  of  the  Air  Condi- 

tioning Manufacturers’  Association  in 
Washington,  William  B.  Henderson,  ex- 

ecutive vice-president,  described  the  Chi- 
cago Board  of  Trade  case  as  one  of  the 

graphically  illustrative  examples  of  air 
conditioning  for  health. 

DUST  WANTED! 

Stagehands  generally  are  as  orderly  as 

housewives  in  the  care  they  give  the  cur- 
tains, draperies,  carpets,  furniture  and  all 

the  details  of  settings  in  Broadway  plays. 
Few  homes,  in  fact,  can  boast  of  as 
thorough  cleanings  as  are  given  stage 
scenes  nightly  and  at  matinees. 

The  property  men  employed  for  “Tova- 
rich,”  New  York  success  for  almost  a   year 
and  which  toured  the  country  through  the 

1937-1938  season,  found  it  difficult,  con- 
sequently, to  leave  alone  the  first  scene 

in  the  play.  They  were  under  strict  orders 
to  let  dust  accumulate.  The  electrical 
vacuum  cleaner  used  to  keep  the  other 

settings  spic-and-span  was  barred. 

The  opening  scene  represents  a   cheap 
hotel  in  a   Paris  tenement  district,  in  which 
two  aristocrats  exiled  from  Russia  have 
had  to  take  refuge.  Draperies,  carpet, 
curtains,  upholstering,  all  must  be  frowsy 
and  unkempt. 

For  the  rest  of  the  performance,  much 
more  attractive  surroundings  are  kept  that 

way  by  the  frequent  use  of  the  same 
vacuum  cleaner  barred  from  the  first  act. 
— Theatre  Journal. 
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THE  MOST  IMPORTANT 
IN  THEATER  OPERATION 

FILM  RENTAL,  SUPPLIES 

AND  ALL  OTHER 

COST  OF  LAND,  THEATER  BUILDING 

SEATING,  FURNISHINGS 

L   AND  OTHER  EQUIPMENT  / OPERATING  EXPENSES 

The  entertainment  which  brings  patrons  to  your 

theater  night  after  night  is,  in  the  last  analysis,  just 

a   rapidly  changing  pattern  of  light  and  shadow.  The 

film  which  provides  the  shadow  pattern  is  rented,  but 

YOU  provide  the  light.  The  quality  and  quantity  of 

that  light  determines  the  effectiveness  with  which  the 

picture  is  presented.  The  finest  story  and  the  most 

beautiful  photography  will  often  fail  to  please  if 

poorly  projected. 

Simplified  High  Intensity  projection  provides  the 

best  projection  light  available  to  tbe  average  theater 

today.  Yet  the  required  investment  is  onlv  per  cent 

of  the  total  investment  in  the  average  theater  and  the 

operating  cost  only  2%  per  cent  of  total  operating 

expense. 
It  provides  the  screen  brightness  and  sharp  defini- 

tion desired  by  that  large  percentage  of  your  patrons 

not  blessed  with  perfect  vision.  It  gives  the  most 

realistic  reproduction  of  the  increasingly  popular  color 

features.  It  permits  a   comfortable  and  safe  level  of 

general  illumination.  Ask  your  dealer  to  show  you  the 

economy  of  Simplified  High  Intensity  projection. 

SIMPLIFIED 

PROJECTION 
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,s^D  u*o, 
additiona 

further 
users  of 

Sound d   Visual  Proiectio 

THE  DEPENDABILITY  AND  GENERAL  EFFICIENCY 

OF  PROJECTORS  ARE  DUE  TO 

BASIC  MECHANICAL  SUPERIORITY 

SOME  OF  THE  ADVANTAGES  OF 

THE  WORLD’S  FINEST  PROJECTOR 
Synchronized  Front  and  Rear 
Shutters  -   INCREASED  LIGHT, 
SHARPER  PICTURE,  LESS  EYE 
STRAIN. 

One-Shot  Oiling  System— CLEANER 
PICTURE,  BETTER  SHOW,  LONGER 

LIFE,  LESS  MAINTENANCE. 

Studio  Type  Guides  —   PREVENTS 
SIDE  SWAY  OF  FILM. 

Cone-shaped  Pad  Springs  —   RE- 
DUCES SPROCKET  WEAR. 

Removable  Film  Gate  and  Trap 
-READILY  DEMOUNTABLE  FOR 

CLEANING  AND  ADJUSTMENT. 

Oversize  Drive  Gears— LONGER 
LIFE- EASIER  MAINTENANCE. 

Rear  Shutter  Cooling  Fins  —   IN 
SURE  MUCH  COOLER  FILM  PATH 

Intermittent  Movement  Oil  Cush 

ion -GIVES  LONGER  WEAR,  RE 

DUCES  VIBRATION,  INCREASES 
STEADINESS. 

MANUFACTURED  BY 

INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR 

CORPORATION 

88-96  GOLD  STREET,  NEW  YORK,  N.  Y. 

DISTRIBUTED  BY 

NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY 

COMPANY 
BRANCHES  IN  PRINCIPAL  CITIES 



Short  Subject  s<evlew5 
Inside  the  Maginot  Line 
RKO  (March  of  Time)  20  Minutes 

Well  up  to  the  March  of  Time  stand- 
ard. In  view  of  the  obvious,  difficulties 

of  placing  cameras  within  the  recesses 

of  France’s  famous  concrete  and  steel  de- 
fenses and  the  resultant  necessity  of  sur- 

rounding actual  shots  with  largely  extra- 
neous pictorial  and  narrative  discussions 

of  how  France  builds  her  army,  this  is 

an  excellent  job.  Actually,  the  two-reeler 
is  a   complete  story  of  how  the  conscripted 
Frenchman  is  taken  from  the  factory  or 
the  fields  and  developed  into  a   fighting 
machine.  The  whole  tempo  is  one  of 

praise  for  the  country,  its  military 
system  and  how  it  is  made  to  function. 
The  actual  Maginot  line  scenes,  of  course, 
dominate  the  rest  and  are  well  worth  the 

surrounding  footage.  Camera  work,  edit- 
ing and  narrative  are  topnotch. 

They  Live  Again 
M-G-M  (Miniature)  10  Minutes 

A   superior  one-reel  dramatization  that 
deserves  special  billing.  Crammed  into 

one  reel  is  the  dramatization  of  the  dis- 

covery of  insulin  by  Doctors  Fred  Bant- 
ing and  Charles  Best.  It  is  a   gripping 

saga  as  told  by  John  Nesbitt  and  enacted 
by  Emmet  Vogan,  Louis  Jean  Heydt  and 
Rowland  Varnow.  The  story  shows  Dr. 

Banting’s  avid  interest  in  the  cure  for 
diabetes,  and  the  work  he  does  on  dogs 

trying  to  find  the  solution.  Due  to  the 
courage  of  a   friend,  Dr.  Gilchrist,  who 
acts  as  a   human  guinea  pig,  the  doctors 
cap  their  experimentations  when  they 

isolate  insulin.  Fred  Zinneman’s  skilful 
direction  rates  a   bow. 

Men  in  Fright 
M-G-M  (Our  Gang)  11  Minutes 

Good  fun  for  the  youngsters  with  enough 
gags  to  make  the  elders  enjoy  it  also. 
This  time  Alfalfa  gets  mixed  up  in  all 
sorts  of  difficulties  as  he  and  the  rest  of 

the  gang  visit  Darla  at  the  hospital.  He 
is  mistaken  for  a   tonsil  patient  and  is 
rescued  by  the  gang  when  some  laughing 
gas  escapes.  Then  they  all  return  to 

Darla’s  room  and  eat  the  food  they  brought 
with  them.  The  gang  becomes  ill  and 
castor  oil  is  in  the  offing  for  the  little 
gourmands. 

Sailor  Mouse 
Universal  (Oswald  Cartoon)  7   Minutes 

Slightly  entertaining,  this  earns  no  bet- 
ter than  a   juvenile  rating.  This,  one  deals 

with  a   Baby  Mouse  who  runs  away  from 
home  to  go  to  sea.  He  finds  the  going 
very  rocky,  especially  when  he  tries  to 

steal  the  Captain’s  cheese.  Disillusioned, 
he  returns  home  and  determines  never  to 

run  away  again. 

Hot  on  Ice 

M-G-M  (Pete  Smith  Specialty)  10  Min. 

That  man  is  here  again  and  it  should 

be  good  news  for  the  exhibitors  be- 
cause Pete  Smith  has  turned  out  a 

timely  and  diverting  sport  short.  It's 
all  about  ice  hockey  and  filmed  in  a 

very  clever  manner.  Using  the  hockey 

teams  of  Loyola  University  of  Los  An- 

geles, reputed  to  be  the  finest  aggre- 
gations on  the  coast.  Smith  takes  the 

game  of  hockey  apart  and  illustrates 

the  fine  points.  It  is  a   game  that  takes 

speed,  grace,  intelligence  and  courage. 

It  is  also  one  of  the  fastest  and  most 

thrilling  sports  and  commands  big  fol- 

lowing wherever  it  is  played.  There 

are  the  Smithian  touches  to  brighten  the 

proceedings.  It's  filmed  in  sepia  tone. 

Dude  Ranch 

RKO  (Reelism)  10  Minutes 

Some  glorious  background  shots  make 
this  a   grand  outdoor  short.  There  are 

some  particularly  fine  scenes  in  this  pic- 
torial study  of  a   western  dude  ranch.  Out- 

standing one  and  most  impressive  is  a 
view  of  the  mountains  from  a   church 
window  with  a   cross  in  the  foreground. 
Shown  are  dudes  as  they  ride  the  trails, 
cook  their  grub  over  the  campfire  and 
some  fine  night  shots.  The  camera  quite 
definitely  captures  the  invigorating  spirit 
of  the  outdoors. 

Going  Places 
Universal  (No.  54)  9V2  Minutes 

A   trip  into  the  rich  past  of  the  old 

South.  Once  every  year  the  Natchez  Gar- 
den Club  conducts  a   pilgrimage  and  brings 

forth  the  pre-War  hospitality  and  tradition 
that  is  part  of  the  South.  It  is  a   pic- 

turesque interlude  as  the  manners,  cus- 
toms and  styles  of  the  period  are  paraded 

in  nostalgic  splendor.  It’s  the  type  of  stuff 
“Gone  With  the  Wind”  fans  will  relish. 

John  Nesbitt's  Passing Parade 

M-G-M  (No.  1)  10  Minutes 

John  Nesbitt  brings  his  popular  radio 

program  to  the  screen  and  it  is  big-time 
stuff.  He  takes  some  ordinary  happenings 

and  converts  them  into  absorbing  drama- 
tizations. Glance  over  his  three  topics  he 

selected:  Unclaimed  bank  accounts,  the 
marriage  industry  and  the  autobiography 

of  a   car.  Nesbitt  imparts  to  these  a   dra- 
matic force  that  commands  instant  at- 

tention. He  illustrates  his  first  story  with 
the  tale  of  a   soldier  who  leaves  his  bank 

account  which  for  years  lays  dormant  until 

his  sister  is  located.  The  marriage  indus- 
try is  about  the  Lonely  Hearts  clubs  that 

are  so  prevalent.  And  the  last  tells  the 
story  of  car  that  ends  up  in  a   junk  heap 
to  be  converted  into  an  instrument  of  war. 

Patio  Serenade 
Universal  (Mentone)  17%  Minutes 

One  of  the  best  turned  out  by  Milton 
Schwartzwald  in  a   long  time.  The  acts 
have  an  authentic  Spanish  flavoring  and 

provide  two  reels  of  pleasant  entertain- 
ment. Laura  Suarez  gets  top  notice  by 

her  rendition  of  “Siboney”  and  pulchri- 
tude. Then  there  is  the  very  spicy  Ar- 

mida;  a   rhythmic  castanet  dancer  in  the 
person  of  Gloria  Belmonte:  the  dancing 
team  of  Theodore  and  Denesha;  two  young 

Cuban  vocalists,  Blanco  and  Blenet;  and 
Seven  Songsters.  On  the  debit  side  are 

the  ordinary  background  and  mediocre 
lighting  and  photography. 

How  to  Watch  Football 
M-G-M  (Robert  Benchley)  9   Minutes 

Robert  Benchley  has  hit  upon  a   fertile 

subject  for  his  fecund  wit.  Anyone  who 

has  ever  been  to  a   football  game  will  en- 
joy its  gentle  satire.  It  shows  Benchley 

listening  to  a   football  broadcast  comfort- 
ably ensconced  in  an  easy  chair  with  his 

pipe.  He  thinks  back  about  a   game  he  at- 
tended accompanied  by  a   beautiful  but 

dumb  blonde  and  some  of  the  annoyances 
at  getting  seated,  the  people  standing  up, 
the  drunk,  the  enthusiastic  spectator  at 
his  left  and  the  drenching  rain.  When 
the  announcer  mentions  the  rain  at  the 

game,  Benchley’s  contented  smile  is  some- 
thing to  see.  A   really  enjoyable  short. 

Madeira,  Isle  of  Romance 
M-G-M  (FitzPatrick)  8   Minutes 

The  quaint  and  lovely  island  of  Madeira 

makes  an  ideal  subject  for  FitzPatrick’s 
camera  and  the  result  is  another  good 
program  filler.  The  best  shot  is  the  one 
of  the  island  with  the  low  clouds  nestling 
over  the  town  as  the  boat  sails  away.  As 
usual,  the  color  is  of  high  order.  A   fine 

singing  “voice”  is  included. 
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CAPRA  FILM  TOPS  GROSSES  FOR  FOURTH  WEEK 
BOSTON 

Fenway — If  I   Were  King:  (Para);  Mysterious 

Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)    150 

Memorial — That  Certain  Age  (Univ);  Mr. 
Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO),  2nd  wk     85 

Metropolitan— Men  With  Wings  (Para); 

Road  Demon  (2 0th -Fox)    180 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col); 
Vacation  From  Love  (M-G-M)    205 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway    155 

State — Same  as  Orpheum    180 

CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — Vacation  From  Love  (M-G-M)....  50 

Carolina — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  11 5 
Imperial — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    100 
State — Juvenile  Court  (Col),  1st  half   110 
State — Feud-Maker  (Rep),  2nd  half   115 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Drums  (UA),  2nd  loop  wk     95 

Chicago — The  Sisters  (WB),  stage  show   105 

Garrick — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
3rd  loop  wk     95 

Palace — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  stage  show, 
3rd  wk     90 

Roosevelt — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk     90 

State-Lake — Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox),  stage 
show      90 

United  Artists — Boys  Town  (M-G-M),  4th  wk. .   .   95 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar), 
held  4th  wk   150 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — The  Sisters  (WB),  2nd  wk   150 

Hippodrome — Suez  (20th-Fox)    125 

Palace — I   Am  the  Law  (Col)      95 

State — Men  With  Wings  (Para)      90 

Stillman — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd  wk     90 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Fugitives  for  a   Night  (RKO),  1st  half  80 

Capitol — Juvenile  Court  (Col),  2nd  half     90 

Majestic — Suez  (20th-Fox)    135 

Melba — Room  Service  (RKO)    115 

Palace — The  Sisters  (WB)    110 

Tower — -Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  .120 

DETROIT 

Adams — Carefree  (RKO),  after  wk.  at  Fox; 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      85 

Cinema — Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven  (SR), 
2nd  wk     90 

Fox — Suez  (20th-Fox).  plus  stage  show   115 

Michigan — Men  With  Wings  (Para);  Garden  of 
the  Moon  (FN)    100 

Palms  State — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB); 
Tenth  Ave.  Kid  (Rep)      90 

United  Artists— The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    100 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Circle — Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)   100 

Apollo — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk     90 

Indiana — Suez  (20th-Fox)    110 

Loew’s — Citadel  (M-G-M)      90 

Lyric — Brother  Rat  (FN),  plus  stage  show.... 115 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Suez  (20th-Fox)    125 

Midland — Citadel  (M-G-M);  Girls’  School 
(Col)      80 

Newman — The  Sisters  (WB)      85 

Orpheum — Brother  Rat  (FN)      80 

Tower — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO); 
Gene  Autry  on  stage    140 

Uptown — Suez  (20th-Fox)    140 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Suez  (20th-Fox)    170 

Downtown — Brother  Rat  (FN) ;   Broadway 

Musketeers  (FN)    100 

Four  Star — Drums  (UA),  4th  wk.      60 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
5th  wk   225 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 

Paramount — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  2nd 

wk.,  stage  show      70 

State — Same  as  Chinese    170 

MILWAUKEE 

Alhambra — Dracula  (Univ);  Frankenstein 

(Univ)    100 

Palace — Men  With  Wings  (Para)    125 

Riverside — Flight  to  Fame  (-Col);  Red  Skelton 

on  stage    120 

Strand — The  Walking  Dead  (WB);  White 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Los  Angeles  (5th  wk.)   225 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(dual) — Boston    205 

Stablemates  (dual)  — Providence.. 200 

Frankenstein  and  Dracula — 
New  Haven    185 

Men  With  Wings  (dual)  — 
Boston    180 

Suez — Los  Angeles    170 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
— Oklahoma  City  (2nd  wk.)   165 

The  Sisters  (dual)— New  Haven.. 160 

If  I   Were  King  (dual) — Boston. .155 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Philadelphia  (2nd  run)   150 

The  Sisters — Cleveland  (2nd 
wk.)    150 

Moonlight  Sonata — Chicago 
(4th  wk. )     150 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  10th  wk.  of  roadshow, 

New  York  City. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  4th  wk., 
New  Orleans,  Portland,  Ore.;  3rd  wk., 
Chicago. 

Boys  Town,  4th  wk.,  Chicago. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  4th  wk.,  Chicago. 

Drums,  4th  wk.,  Los  Angeles. 

That  Certain  Age,  3rd  wk.,  Chicago, 
Washington. 

Suez,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

The  Sisters,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

Zombie  (UA),  2nd  wk     90 

Warner — The  Sisters  (WB);  Annabel  Takes 

a   Tour  (RKO)    120 

Wisconsin — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Blockheads 

(M-G-M)    135 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster- -Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO);  Crime  Takes 
a   Holiday  (Col)      90 

Century — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)      80 

Orpheum — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)      90 

State — Four  Daughters  (FN)    125 

World— Drums  (UA)    100 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Dracula  (Univ);  Frankenstein 
(Univ),  6   days    185 

Loew-Poli — Suez  (20th-Fox);  Keep  Smiling 

(20th-Fox).  Moved  to  College  for  2nd  wk.  .110 
Paramount — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para);  Sons 

of  the  Legion  (Para),  9   days    110 

Roger  Sherman — The  Sisters  ( WB) ; 

Mr.  Chump  (WB)    160 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Globe — -Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band  (20th-Fox)  65 

Liberty — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
4th  wk     60 

Orpheum — Four  Daughters  (FN),  2nd  wk   110 

Saenger — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)    125 

State— The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    130 

Tudor — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      85 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  10th  wk. 
of  roadshow      10 

Capitol — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   70 
Criterion — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      75 

Globe — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)     75 
Paramount — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  plus 

stage  show    120 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — Young  Dr.  Kildare 
(M-G-M),  plus  stage  show      85 

Rialto — Man  With  100  Faces  (GB)      90 

Rivoli — The  Storm  (Univ)      50 

Roxy — Suez  (20th-Fox),  3rd  wk.,  plus 

stage  show    125 

Strand — The  Sisters  (WB),  3rd  wk.,  plus 

stage  show    120 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Suez  (20th-Fox)    115 

Liberty — Girls  on  Probation  (Col)  ;   Freshman 

Year  (Univ),  4   days    105 
Liberty — The  Storm  (Univ) ;   Lady  in  the 

Morgue  (Univ),  3   days    100 
Midwest — Citadel  (M-G-M)      75 

State- -You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(Col),  2nd  wk   165 

Tower — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M),  move- 

over,  4   days    125 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — The  Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO); 

Disney’s  Novelty  Revue  (RKO)    140 
Omaha — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para);  Fresh- 

man Year  (Univ)    130 

Orpheum — Listen  Darling  (M-G-M);  Sons  of 

the  Legion  (Para)    130 

Paramount — Mars  Attacks  the  World  (Univ) ; 

Magnificent  Obsession  (Univ),  reissue   110 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA),  2nd  wk. .   .   60 

Boyd — Citadel  (M-G-M)    120 

Earle — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  Henry 

Busse  and  Ella  Logan  on  stage      90 

Fox — Mad  Mis^  Manton  (RKO)      60 

Karlton — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  run    150 

Keith’s — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  run   100 

Stanley — Suez  (20th-Fox)    115 

Stanton — Girls  on  Probation  (WB)    100 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin— That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk   105 

Barry — White  Zombie  (Monarch),  reissue; 

Monster  Walks  (Monarch)  reissue    130 

Fulton — Men  Are  Such  Fools  (WB) ;   Smash- 

ing the  Rackets  (RKO)    110 

Penn — Sing  Yrou  Sinners  (Para)    105 

Stanley — Hard  to  Get  (WB);  Freddie  Bartho- 
lomew in  person    110 

Warner — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO);  King  of 

Alcatraz  (Para)    100 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA) ;   Per- 

sonal Secretary  (Univ)    125 

Mayfair— You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
4th  wk   125 

Orpheum — Men  With  Wings  (Para);  Always 

in  Trouble  (20th-Fox)    125 
Paramount— The  Sisters  (WB);  Touchdown 

Army  (Para)    110 
United  Artists — Brother  Rat  (FN);  Vacation 

From  Love  (M-G-M)    110 

PROVIDENCE 
Albee — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Mr. 

Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO),  6   days     80 

Carlton — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  "Vacation 
From  Love  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   200 

Fay’s — Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th -Fox), 
plus  stage  show    130 

Majestic — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB);  Girls  on 
Probation  (WB)    125 

Playhouse — Forbidden  Valley  (Univ),  plus 

stage  show    105 

State — Drums  (UA) ;   Reformatory  (Col)   125 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 
Capitol — The  Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO) ; 

listen.  Darling  (M-G-M)      95 

Centre — Men  With  Wings  (Para)    105 

Murray — Carefree  (RKO)      95 

Paramount — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)    105 

Studio — Suez  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   100 

Utah— There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)    105 
Victory — Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (Mono); 

Things  to  Come  (UA),  reissue    110 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  plus  stage 
show    110 

Columbia — Sing  You  Sinners  (Para),  2nd  run..  90 

Earle — Brother  Rat  (FN),  plus  stage  show.... 125 

Keith’s — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  3rd  wk     85 
Metropolitan — Little  Women  (RKO),  3   days.  .   .   50 

Metropolitan — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col),  4   days      85 

Palace — Suez  (20th-Fox)      85 
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PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWMEN 

i Selling  Seats 

Always  Ready 

RED  CROSS  ROLL  CALL 

Nov.  11-24,  1938 

Your  memberships  given  NOW  assure 

prompt  disaster  relief,  help  for  disabled 

veterans,  and  life  saving  and  first  aid 
training. 

Motion  Picture  Group 

NEW  YORK  CHAPTER 

AMERICAN  RED  CROSS 

315  Lexington  Ave.  New  York 

Juvenile  Programs 

At  Chicago  Esquire 
Chicago — The  Esquire  Theatre,  operated 

on  Chicago’s  near  north  side  Gold  Coast 
by  Harry  and  Elmer  Balaban,  will  on 

Saturday,  November  26,  inaugurate  a   new 

sphere  of  action  in  drawing  additional 

theatre  patronage  to  films.  The  theatre 

will  start  an  extended  series  of  specially 

edited  children’s  programs,  by  subscrip- 
tion only,  to  consist  of  outstanding  short 

subjects  suitable  for  children  from  four 

to  nine  years  of  age. 

The  programs  will  be  directed  by  Elmer 

Balaban,  and  Mrs.  Charles  Dewey  jr„  the 

latter  heading  a   special  committee  of  the 

Women’s  Exchange  of  Chicago.  Proceeds 
will  go  to  charities  sponsored  by  the 

Women’s  Exchange  group. 
This  plan  will  open  a   new  field,  which 

has  thus  far  been  ignored  by  the  industry 

— a   plan  of  using  visual  education  and 
other  types  of  short  subjects  produced  by 

the  studios  for  complete  programs.  Pro- 

grams will  be  offered  weekly  every  Satur- 
day morning. 

This  is  another  of  the  many  innovations 

started  by  the  Esquire.  Its  “Esquire  Hour,” 
which  utilizes  a   full  hour  of  short  subjects, 

newsreels,  travelogues  and  similar  ma- 
terial, has  received  national  recognition. 

For  " Dark  Rapture " 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

A   collection  of  knives,  spears,  and 

other  contemporary  instruments  of 

warfare  used  in  the  Belgian  Congo 

was  displayed  in  the  lobby  of  the  Globe 

Theatre  in  New  York.  These  articles, 

used  to  exploit  “Dark  Rapture,”  ivere 
collected  by  Leila  Roosevelt  during  the 

filming  of  the  jungle  picture  which 

is  being  released  by  Universal. 

Dick  Tracy  Quiz  Helps 

Interest  Fans  in  Serial 
Cleveland  —   A1  Gregg  who  heads  the 

newly-formed  exploitation  and  publicity 
department  of  Republic  Pictures,  offers  to 

the  exhibitors  in  this  territory  a   15-week 
Republic  boxoffice  booster  in  the  form  of 

a   Dick  Tracy  Quiz  covering  all  15  episodes 

of  the  serial  “Dick  Tracy  Returns.” 
This  contest  is  designed  to  start  the 

Dick  Tracy  fans  coming  to  the  theatre  and 

to  keep  them  coming  for  each  chapter  of 

the  serial.  Two  questions  are  provided 

for  each  episode.  Both  questions  are  sim- 
ple, but  to  answer  them  correctly  it  is 

necessary  to  see  the  episode.  Prizes  may 

be  awarded  weekly  or  at  the  conclusion 

of  the  run,  or  both. 

Regina  Fashion  Tieups 

Sell  " That  Certain  Age" 
Regina,  Sask. — Fashion  tieups  with  nu- 

merous stores  in  Regina  served  to  sell 

“That  Certain  Age”  for  the  Capitol,  when 
Jack  Parsons,  assistant  manager,  was  in- 

vited to  put  over  the  campaign  by  his  boss, 

Bill  Novak.  Practically  every  young 

woman’s  store,  every  girl’s  shop  and  oth- 
er stores  that  might  be  interested  were 

tied  into  a   big  fashion  window  show  fea- 

turing things  for  girls  of  “that  certain 

age.” 

Personalized  Postcards 

Publicize  Stage  Show 
Atlanta — In  offering  as  special  added 

stage  attraction  at  the  Capitol  Theatre 

of  the  Dixie  Novelettes,  the  Capitol  man- 

agement employed  a   novel  “selling  seats” idea. 

A   total  of  1,500  special  postcards  were 

printed.  These  were  distributed  among 

the  50  young  musicians  in  the  south’s 
only  juvenile  orchestra.  Copy  on  the  cards 
called  attention  to  the  fact  the  sender 

was  appearing  on  the  Capitol  stage  and 

were  sent  to  personal  friends. 

The  child  sending  the  card  signed  his 

or  her  name,  adding  a   personal  touch. 

Thanksgiving  Tieup  With 

Postal  Made  on  ' Memory 1 
New  York — A   Thanksgiving  Day  stunt 

for  “Thanks  for  the  Memory”  has  been 
arranged  by  Paramount  in  a   tieup  with 

Postal  Telegraph.  Enlarging  the  plan  that 

Postal  already  has  of  singing  birthday 

greetings  over  the  telephone  on  Thanks- 
giving Day,  the  telegraph  company,  for 

a   nominal  charge,  will  present  vocally  a 

chorus  of  the  recent  song  hit,  “Thanks  for 

the  Memory,”  with  special  lyrics  written 
for  the  occasion  by  Larry  Clinton.  Special 

blanks  are  also  being  prepared  carrying 

these  same  lyrics  for  birthday  greetings. 

"Ferdinand"  Is  OH  to 

Flying  Start  for  Tieups 

New  York — Walt  Disney’s  new  cartoon, 
“Ferdinand  the  Bull”  is  off  to  a   flying 

start  with  licenses  granted  to  46  manu- 
facturers for  merchandise  tieups.  The  list 

ranges  from  inexpensive  toys  to  jewelry 
from  Cartiers. 

The  manufacturer  of  Post  Toasties  alone 

will  distribute  more  than  3,000,000  pack- 

ages decorated  with  characters  from  “Fer- 

dinand.” 

With  its  national  release  coinciding  with 

dealers  on  how  to  cooperate  with  RKO 

Book  Week,  late  in  November,  the  short 

has  been  tied  in  for  theatre-bookshop  pro- 
motion. Publishers  have  informed  dealers 

on  how  to  cooperate  with  RKO  exchanges 

and  theatres  for  the  display  of  stills  and 

for  local  advertising  on  the  Munro  Leaf- 
Robert  Lawson  best  seller. 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT’S "TUNES" 
TUNES,  INC. 

1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  III 
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ELECTED  UNANIMOUSLY!! 

One-half  actual  size. 

Reports  coming  in 

daily  from  all  parts 

of  the  nation  show 

that  exhibitors  every- 

where vote  for  the 

BOXOFFICE 

PICTURE  GUIDE 

as  the  one  most  val- 

uable aid  in  the  book- 

ing of  pictures  and 

the  operation  of  their 

theatres. 

Here  are  a   few  typical  ballots  from  widely  separated  districts: 

NEW  YORK— 

The  Picture  Guide  is  a   very  handy 

article  in  our  office  and  is  in  con- 

stant use.  Its  completeness  and  com- 
pactness are  invaluable.  —   A.  E. 

Clancy,  Smalley’s  Theatres,  Inc., 
Cooperstown,  N.  Y. 

INDIANA— 

Your  1938-39  Picture  Guide  received 
and  have  put  it  to  work  and  find  it 

most  satisfactory  and  believe  it  an 

improvement  of  the  old  Guide. — E. 

L.  Zaring,  Zaring’s  Egyptian  Theatre, 
Indianapolis,  Ind. 

ILLINOIS— 
I   need  a   Date  and  Record  Book.  I 

think  my  subscription  is  paid  up  for 

another  year,  and  would  you  sell  me 

one  of  these  books?  It’s  about  the 

handiest  thing  I’ve  had. — D.  O.  Lan- 
ham,  Eldorado,  111. 

NORTH  DAKOTA— 

I   find  the  Picture  Guide  so  essential 

and  practical  that  it  would  be  very 

hard  to  get  along  without  one. — Mrs. 
Ernest  E.  Schneider,  Roxy  Theatre, 

Lidgerwood,  N.  D. 

MICHIGAN— 
I’d  like  to  tell  you  how  much  I   en- 

joy my  Boxoffice  Picture  Guide.  It 
makes  booking  very  simple  and  saves 

my  time  as  well  as  the  time  of  my 

bookers.  The  opinions  in  your  re- 
views are  very  helpful  and  very  sel- 
dom incorrect. — Claire  M.  Barry 

Hoover  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. 

COLORADO— 
We  would  appreciate  your  forward- 

ing another  Boxoffice  Date  &   Record 
Book  as  we  find  it  invaluable  in  the 

maintenance  of  our  records. — C.  W. 
Shepherd,  Louviers  Club,  Louviers, 

Colo. 

THE  PICTURE  GUIDE  IS  A   PART  OF  BOXOFFICE'S  GREAT  SERVICE 



INTER. 

(Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

NEWS 

PARAMOUNT  BUYS  HALF  INTEREST  IN  UUMONT 

LABORATORIES,  MAKERS  OF  TELEVISION  SETS 
Stanton  Griffis  Announces 

Step,  First  of  Kind 

By  Film  Firm 

M-G-M  and  Para.  Leading 
Production  Pace  With  9   Each 

Firmly  convinced  that  television — the 
newest  field  of  entertainment — should  be 

in  the  hands  of  the  motion  picture  in- 
dustry both  in  its  broadcasting  procedure 

and  in  the  manufacture  and  distribution  of 

receiving  sets,  Paramount  is  the  first  film 
company  to  step  in  and  take  an  active 

part  in  the  development  of  sight-and- 
sound  broadcasting  along  these  lines. 

The  company,  it  was  disclosed  by  Stan- 
ton Griffis,  chairman  of  the  executive 

committee  now  visiting  the  Hollywood 
studio,  has  established  as  a   subsidiary 
and  acquired  a   50  per  cent  interest  in 
the  DuMont  Laboratories,  Inc.,  pioneers 
in  the  television  field,  because  of  its  strong 
conviction  that  the  film  industry  is  best 
equipped  to  bring  the  new  entertainment 
media  into  commercial  practicability. 

Griffis  cited  the  present  state  of  tele- 

vision’s development  in  England  in  sup- 
port of  Paramount’s  reasoning  along  this 

line  by  pointing  out  two  factors  which, 
he  declared,  will  make  the  motion  picture 

industry  a   dominant  factor  in  sight-and- 
sound  broadcasting: 

1.  Television,  even  in  England  where 
it  has  reached  a   more  perfected  state 
than  in  America,  is  limited  in  range. 
Power  stations  can  reach  out  over  an 

area  of  only  an  approximate  40  miles, 

after  which  programs  must  be  re- 
layed. The  use  of  film  solves  this 

problem,  according  to  Griffis,  by  re- 
cording the  broadcasts  and  shipping 

them  to  the  various  transmission 

areas,  effecting  tremendous  economies 
thereby. 

In  this  regard,  Griffis  commented: 

“Experiments  on  the  controlled  trans- 
mission of  television  images  by  means  of 

coaxial  cable  have  so  far  indicated  a 

transmission  cost  rendering  this  method 

practically  prohibitive.  The  motion  pic- 
ture industry  already  has  solved  this  prob- 
lem of  transmission.  It  simply  records 

Reflecting  a   substantial  upturn  over  the 

first  week  in  November,  Hollywood  stu- 
dios had  their  cameras  trained  on  47 

features  as  the  week  opened,  with  another 
14  in  final  script  form  and  awaiting  the 
gun.  That  the  remainder  of  the  month 
will  see  a   maintenance  of  this  rapid  pace 
is  seen  in  ambitious  production  schedules 
for  the  next  three  weeks  at  nearly  every 

plant. 
Each  with  nine  films  in  production, 

Paramount  and  Metro  were  out  in  front 

as  the  most  active  film  foundries.  Metro 

gained  one  over  last  week  by  scheduling 

a   start  on  “Skids,”  first  in  a   projected 
auto-racing  series  featuring  Dennis 

O’Keefe  and  is  set  to  start,  in  about  two 

these  images  on  film  and  sends  them 

around  in  cans.” 
2.  The  very  nature  of  sight-and- 

sound  broadcasts  calls  for  perfect  per- 
formances and  faultless  staging, 

which  can  be  gained  most  simply  and 

economically  by  making  them  photo- 

graphed entertainment,  cut  and  edit- 
ed until  they  have  attained  a   high 

standard. 

In  establishing  its  liaison  with  the  Du- 
Mont Laboratories,  Griffis  contended, 

Paramount  has  been  guided  by  the  firm- 
ly-entrenched opinion — for  the  reasons 

outlined  above — that  television  can  and 

should  be  made  an  integral  part  of  mo- 
tion pictures  and — equally  important — can 

therefore  be  made  a   valuable  adjunct  rath- 
er than  a   competitor. 

The  DuMont  Laboratories  have  been 

licensed  by  the  Federal  Communications 
Commission,  Griffis  disclosed,  to  conduct 
experimental  television  broadcasts,  and  a 
transmitter,  located  at  Montclair,  N.  J„ 
is  expected  to  be  in  operation  in  January. 

Receiving  sets  will  be  on  the  market  corn- 

weeks,  “Huckleberry  Finn,”  with  Mickey 
Rooney  in  the  title  role.  Paramount, 
launching  the  Claudette  Colbert  starrer, 

"Midnight,”  has  more  definite  plans  for 
the  next  few  weeks,  with  starting  dates 

set  on  six  features — including  studio  work 

on  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s  “Union  Pacific,” 
Jack  Benny  in  “Man  About  Tuwn”  and others. 

Held  over  from  last  week,  RKO  Radio 

was  to  gun  “The  Flying  Irishman,”  with 

Douglas  Corrigan,  and  George  O’Brien’s 
“Arizona  Legion,”  giving  the  plant  a   total 
of  eight  films  in  production  as  against 

six  for  last  week.  Four  others  are  ten- 

tatively set  for  November  filming,  includ- 
( Continued  on  page  80) 

mercially  within  a   few  weeks  and  will 
range  in  price  from  $150  to  $250.  They 
will  receive  images  eight  by  eleven  inches. 

Griffis  was  vague  as  to  the  manner  in 
which  Paramount  will  tie  in  its  television 

activities  with  theatre  operation.  Likewise 
he  declared  no  exact  conception  of  the 
financing  procedure  has  been  mapped  out, 

but  ventured  as  his  best  guess,  that  tele- 
vision programs  will  ultimately  be  spon- 

sored by  commercial  interests  as  is  radio 
entertainment.  Aside  from  declaring  that 

the  company  will  bend  every  effort  to 
make  sight-and-sound  broadcasting  a   val- 

uable asset  to  itself  and  to  the  film  in- 
dustry, Griffis  admitted  it  was  impossible 

at  this  time  to  say  exactly  what  methods 
will  be  used  until  the  tangents  yet  to  be 

pursued  are  adopted. 

DuMont’s  system  of  telecasting  reflects 
an  improvement  over  other  methods,,  Grif- 

fis pointed  out,  in  that  it  requires  a   trans- 
mission band  of  only  three  megacycles — 

just  half  the  width  required  by  other  sys- 
tems— and  thereby  raising  the  number  of 

channels  available  to  12. 
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SWG  Elects  Brackett  Head 

And  Votes  to  Reduce  Dues 

Watch  Effect  of 

Wage -Hour  Law 
Indicating  that  its  membership  is  united 

in  its  determination  to  maintain  continued 

loyalty  toward  the  organization’s  efforts 
to  effect  a   recognitional  working  agree- 

ment with  the  major  studios,  the  Screen 

Writers  Guild  met  on  Wednesday  in  what 

was  looked  upon  as  the  most  important 

session  of  the  year  and  selected  a   slate  of 
officers  to  guide  its  future  destinies. 
Members  also  voted  to  amend  the  dues 

scale,  lightening  burden  for  smaller  sala- 
ried writers  from  $30  to  $14  yearly. 

Acquiring  the  gavel  as  president,  having 
been  nominated  without  opposition,  was 
Charles  Brackett.  He  had  served  two 

terms  as  vice-president  under  Dudley 
Nichols,  who  conducted  the  meeting  as 
his  last  official  duty  as  president. 

Succeeding  Brackett  in  the  vice-presi- 

dency was  Philip  Dunne,  while  other  of- 
ficers chosen  included  Maurice  Rapf  as 

secretary,  replacing  Frances  Goodrich; 
Ring  Lardner  jr.,  treasurer,  taking  over 
from  John  Grey,  and  the  following  21 
board  members:  Charles  Brackett,  Philip 

Dunne,  Gilbert  Gabriel,  Sheridan  Gibney, 

Dashiell  Hammett,  Lillian  Heilman,  Boris 

Ingster,  Ring  Lardner  jr.,  Mary  C.  Mc- 
Call jr.,  Dudley  Nichols,  Laura  Perelman, 

Maurice  Rapf,  Budd  Schulberg,  Donald 

Ogden  Stewart,  Anthony  Veiller.  Alter- 
nates on  board:  Julius  Epstein,  David 

Hertz,  Henry  Myers,  Frank  Partos,  Ger- 
trude Purcell,  Wells  Root. 

Discuss  SWG  Complaint 

Status  of  the  SWG’s  “unfair  labor  prac- 
tices” complaint  lodged  with  the  National 

Labor  Relations  Board  against  the  pro- 
ducers was  discussed  by  Nichols  and 

Leonard  Janofsky,  Guild  counsel,  with 
Janofsky  pointing  out  that  no  action  can 
be  expected  until  Dr.  Towne  Nylander, 

the  NLRB’s  regional  director,  returns  to 
Hollywood,  December  1.  The  SWG  has 
already  been  certified  as  sole  bargaining 
agent  for  film  scriveners  but  has,  so  far, 

been  unsuccessful  in  negotiating  a   work- 
ing code  with  the  studios. 

While  the  SWG  was  realigning  its  forces 

for  a   continuation  of  its  campaign,  how- 
ever, its  rival,  the  Screen  Playwrights, 

Inc. — little  heard  from,  of  late — took  ac- 
tion to  solve  a   dispute  over  screen  credits 

on  a   Universal  film.  Now  holding  a   work- 
ing contract  with  the  producers,  the  SP 

has  lodged  a   formal  demand  with  the 
studios  that  an  amendment  providing  a 
penalty  payment  be  adopted  whenever  the 
name  of  a   writer  entitled  to  credit  is 

omitted  from  film  prints  and  advertising 
matter.  This  decision  was  reached  when 

the  SP’s  credits  committee  met  to  consider 
a   complaint  filed  by  Scenarist  Milton 

Gropper,  alleging  he  had  received  no  bill- 

ing for  his  scripting  work  on  Universal’s 
“Exposed.”  John  Lee  Mahin,  James  Ed- 

ward Grant  and  Jack  O’Donnell  imme- 
diately took  the  matter  up  with  Universal 

attorneys  and  executives,  who  agreed  to 
call  back  prints  of  the  picture  which  have 
already  been  distributed  and  clip  in 

Gropper’s  name. 

Arrival 

Shown  here  arriving  in  Hollywood  is 
Flora  Robson,  noted  in  England  as  a 
character  actress.  Miss  Robson  has 
been  signed  by  Samuel  Goldwyn  for 

one  of  the  featured  roles  in  his  forth- 
coming “Wuthering  Heights,”  in  which 

Merle  Oberon  and  Laurence  Olivier 

will  be  co-starred  for  United  Artists 
release. 

A   Quiet  Interlude 
Faces  Labor  Front 

Hollywood’s  labor  battalions  faced  one 
of  the  most  peaceful  weeks  of  the  year 
as  Dr.  Towne  Nylander,  regional  director  of 

the  national  labor  relations  board — which 
has  been  a   vital  factor  in  most  of  the  labor 

wars — lived  up  to  his  announcement  no 
further  cases  would  be  heard  until  De- 

cember 1   by  planing  out  for  San  Fran- 
cisco on  Wednesday. 

From  the  Bay  City,  Dr.  Nylander  goes 

on  to  Washington,  D.  C.,  where  he  will 
confer  with  NLRB  headquarters  on  the 

status  of  the  jurisdictional  petitions  filed 
there  on  behalf  of  the  Screen  Directors 
Guild  and  a   number  of  other  film  talent 

unions. 

Through  the  NLRB’s  decision  to  post- 
pone action  until  December,  a   number  of 

complex  tangles  are  forced  to  mark  time. 
Among  them  are  such  petitions  as: 

1.  That  filed  by  the  Studio  Utility 
Employes,  Local  724,  charging  16 
studios,  IATSE  President  William  E. 

Browne,  and  ex-IATSE  Executive  Wil- 

liam Bioff  with  “corruption”  in  the 
operation  of  the  IA  and  asking  that 

the  SUE  be  certified  as  exclusive  bar- 
gaining agent  for  approximately  1,700 

miscellaneous  laborers  whom,  the  SUE 
charges,  were  ordered  to  join  the 
IATSE  at  the  behest  of  the  producers. 

2.  The  charges  brought  against  the 

IATSE  by  the  Motion  Picture  Tech- 

With  the  return  on  Wednesday  of  Keith 
Glennan,  Paramount  studio  manager,  and 
the  expected  arrival  on  Friday  of  Victor 
Clarke,  Ross  Hastings,  Maurice  Benjamin 
and  William  S.  Holman,  studio  executives 
and  labor  leaders  early  this  week  were 

moving  closer  to  a   comprehensive  visuali- 
zation of  what  effect  the  federal  wage- 

and-hour  legislation  may  have  on  thous- 
ands of  studio  employes. 

Clarke,  Glennan,  Benjamin,  Hastings 
and  Holman  scurried  to  Washington,  D. 

C.,  two  weeks  ago  for  conferences  with 

Elmer  Andrews,  administrator  of  the  mea- 
sure, in  an  endeavor  to  clarify  the  chaotic 

condition  in  which  studio  managers  and 

union  and  guild  officials  found  them- 
selves through  conflicting  interpretations 

of  the  act. 

Studios  have  largely  pursued  a   status 
quo  operational  policy  while  awaiting  the 

report  of  the  industry’s  delegates.  In  two 
instances,  however,  precautions  were  taken 

when  20th  Century-Fox  and  Warner  in- 
stalled time-clocks  in  their  respective  pub- 
licity departments  and  placed  members 

of  their  praiseries  on  44-hour  weeks.  Al- 
though a   conference  of  studio  managers 

and  attorneys  was  held  on  Monday,  action 

was  deferred  until  Clarke’s  report  had 
been  presented. 

Decisive  action,  either  with  or  without 
government  sanction  and  assistance,  was 
expected  to  be  taken  when  the  findings  of 
the  quintet  of  industry  representatives  had 
been  studied.  Pat  Casey,  Hays  office 
labor  contact,  who  has  been  in  New  York 
for  several  weeks  discussing  the  measure 

with  the  major  companies’  homeoffices 
and  with  international  union  leaders, 

plans  to  stay  in  the  east  for  some  time. 

Fourth  of  Mesquiteer 
Film  Series  Is  Ready 

Completion  of  “Red  River  Range”  at 
Republic  early  this  week  signifies  the 
windup  of  the  fourth  in  a   series  of  eight 

“Three  Mesquiteers”  westerns  being  pro- 
duced on  the  lot  by  William  Berke,  who 

is  a   month  and  a   half  ahead  of  schedule. 

With  two  additional  scripts  ready  for 

shooting,  Berke  is  giving  his  staff  a   breath- 
ing spell.  Director  George  Sherman  is  go- 

ing to  New  York  for  a   month’s  holiday; 
Scripter  Betty  Burbridge  draws  a   bonus 

and  a   two-week  vacation;  Luci  Ward, 
writer,  has  been  promoted  to  the  Gene 
Autry  writing  staff  under  Producer  Harry 
Grey. 

nicians  Committee  alleging  the  union 

is  “company  controlled”  and  that  Bioff 

accepted  a   $100,000  payoff  to  “sell  the 

IA  down  the  river.” 

3
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THAT  moss-covered  adage  about  the burnt  child  avoiding  the  fire  appar- 
ently never  registered  very  deeply  in 

Hollywood;  an  indication  of  which  is  the 

deep-rooted  habit  of  film-makers  to  ex- 
periment with  ideas  and  situations  that, 

in  the  past,  have  seared  the  financial  and 
artistic  fingers  of  their  contemporaries. 

But,  in  justification  of  this  unorthodox 
reaction,  it  must  be  observed  that  every 
now  and  then  some  producer  plays  with 
the  flames  of  past  floppolas  and  comes 
away  unscathed;  in  fact,  emerges  as  a 
genius. 

Two  such  engagements  with  fiery  situa- 
tions are  current.  One  is  to  be  found  at 

RKO  Radio,  where  the  Gower  St.  film 
foundry  is  undertaking  to  make  a   picture 
with  Douglas  Corrigan,  despite  the  fact 
that  practically  every  past  attempt  to 

feature  a   headline  personality  sans  Thes- 
pic  talent  has  met  with  dismal  failure. 

The  other  situation,  in  which  past  per- 
formances are  being  defied,  prevails  at 

Metro  where  “The  Wizard  of  Oz”  is  near- 
ing completion. 

For  many  years  the  studio  master-minds 
avoided  the  medium  of  fantasy  as  possible 
screen  material  as  though  it  were  the 
bubonic  plague.  This  universal  taboo  had 
its  genesis  in  the  egg  laid  by  every  picture 
of  this  type  and  was  crystallized  by  the 

classic  nosedive  by  Paramount’s  “Alice  in 
Wonderland,”  last  major  sally  into  the 
realm  of  material  fantastic. 

Then  along  came  Walt  Disney  with 

“Snow  White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs”  to 

take  in  more  folding  money  than  any  pic- 
ture ever  before  filmed.  This  unprece- 

dented, perhaps  paradoxical,  success 

caused  the  film  capital’s  inveterate  experi- 
menters to  drool. 

“See,”  they  argued,  “fantasy  can  be 

made  profitable  screen  material.” 
“It  doesn’t  mean  a   thing,”  countered  the 

reactionaries.  “Pen-and-ink  production 
cannot  be  compared  with  photography, 
and  if  there  is  a   repeat  market  for  pictures 
of  this  ilk,  their  making  must  be  limited 

to  the  former.” 
Mervyn  LeRoy  and,  apparently,  his  su- 

periors at  Metro,  belong  to  the  first  school 

of  thought  and  are  firmly-enough  en- 
trenched in  that  category  to  back  up  their 

judgment  to  the  tune  of  $2,000,000,  albeit 
the  original  announcement  regarding  the 

filming  of  Frank  Baum’s  childhood  classic 
brought  forth  a   literal  avalanche  of  “it- 
can’t-be-dones”  from  production  and 

world-wide  exhibition  circles. 

According  to  present  indications,  how- 
ever, LeRoy,  who  is,  after  all,  a   showman 

in  the  true  sense  of  the  word,  is  going  to 

make  the  doubting  Thomases  “eat  them 
woids.”  In  guiding  the  production  of 
“The  Wizard  of  Oz,”  LeRoy  is  attempting 
to  capture  all  of  the  warmth,  sentiment 
and  fantasy  of  the  Baum  original  and,  at 
the  same  time,  make  it  appealing  both  to 
the  children  of  the  present  day  and  those 
adults  who  enjoyed  the  books  as  kids  at 

the  turn  of  the  century.  Where  Para- 

mount, in  “Alice  in  Wonderland,”  used 
such  name  players  as  Gary  Cooper,  Edna 

May  Oliver  and  Cary  Grant  and  then  com- 
pletely obliterated  their  identity  by  cover- 

ing them  with  elaborate  masks  and  cos- 
tumes, LeRoy  is  seeing  to  it  that  the 

“Wizard,”  the  “Scarecrow,”  the  “Cowardly 

Lion,”  the  “Tin  Woodman”  and  the  legion 
of  other  famous  citizens  of  Oz  will  be 

recognizable  as  Frank  Morgan,  Ray  Bol- 
ger,  Bert  Lahr,  Buddy  Ebsen  and  the 
actors  who  portray  other  parts. 

Laying  the  groundwork,  designing  the 
sets,  studying  costumes  and  makeup  and 

selecting  the  Thespians  for  the  film  re- 
quired nine  careful  months,  during  which 

LeRoy  kept  in  the  front  of  his  mind — so 
as  to  avoid  them — the  mistakes  made  in 

the  past  by  other  producers  who  embarked 
on  similar  celluloid  enterprises. 

With  this  avoidance  of  previously-estab- 

lished pitfalls  and  LeRoy’s  intelligent, 
painstaking  preparations  for  production, 

(Continued  on  page  84) 

Concertos ,   Cowhands  and  Cons 
It  would  probably  be  lese  majesty,  in  considering  the  pre- 

view offerings  unwound  for  Hollywood's  trade  critics  during  the 

week,  to  rate  Samuel  Goldwyn's  first  completed  feature  for  the 

new  season,  "The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady,"  in  any  other  posi- 
tion than  best  of  the  period.  However,  and  aside  from  the 

veteran  producer's  deep-founded  reputation  for  traditional  ex- 
cellence, the  Gary  Cooper-Merle  Oberon  co-starrer  is  certainly 

a   strong  contender,  albeit  music  lovers  may  classify  M-G-M's 

“The  Great  Waltz"  as  its  superior  in  entertainment  potentiali- 
ties. 

Goldwyn's  venture  into  the  wide  open  spaces  is  a   bril- 
liantly-mounted and  enacted  romantic  comedy,  presenting 

Cooper  and  Miss  Oberon  at  their  best  and  reflecting  the  United 

Artists'  producer's  opulent  treatment  in  every  way.  Exploitation 
angles  are  unlimited  and,  steeped  in  solid  showmanship,  it 

should  bring  in  grosses  comparable  to  its  merit.  Cooper's  part, 
that  of  a   strong,  silent  cowpoke,  is  a   natural  for  this  capable 

actor.  H.  C.  Potter's  directorial  job  is  excellent. 

Melodically  superb,  “The  Great  Waltz"  has  as  its  potential 
customers  the  legion  of  music-lovers  who  place  lohann  Strauss, 

the  waltz  king,  high  in  their  esteem;  and.  overlooking  no  bets, 

M-G-M  gave  it  spectacle,  romance  and  comedy  to  make  its 

appeal  well-nigh  universal.  Among  other  assets  it  lists  Miliza 

Korjus,  a   Hungarian  nightingale  who  has  charm  and  beauty  as 

well  as  a   splendid  singing  voice,  while  Fernand  Gravet,  as 

Strauss,  and  Luise  Rainer  turn  in  solid  acting  stints.  The 

story's  diverse  elements  and  musical  interludes  have  been 
intelligently  blended  by  julien  Duvivier,  a   French  directorial 

importation,  in  his  first  American  assignment. 

*   *   * 

No  less  than  five  features  must  be  catalogued  as  above- 

average  in  the  rank-and-file  niche  of  program  material.  Para- 

mount slipped  in  a   sleeper  in  "Thanks  for  the  Memory,"  a 
warmly  human  and  effervescent  romantic  comedy,  sparkUngly 

enacted  by  Bob  Hope  and  Shirley  Ross  and  stamping  itself  as 
one  of  those  bundles  of  cinematic  entertainment  which  will 

enjoy  substantial  patronage.  George  Archainbaud  rates 

plaudits  as  the  director.  Republic  turned  out  another  classic 

example  of  its  excellent  action  fare  in  "Storm  Over  Bengal" — 

a   sweeping,  spectacular  story  of  adventure  on  Britain's  India 
frontier  that  can  stand  shoulder-to-shoulder  with  other  pictures 

of  the  same  type  whose  production  costs  were  much  higher. 

Moving  rapidly  all  the  way,  well  cast  and  mounted  by  Producer 

Armand  Schaefer  and  ably  directed  by  Sidney  Salkow,  it  will 

increase  Republic's  prestige  with  moviegoers  everywhere. 

"Gangster's  Boy"  presented  Monogram's  Number  One  asset — 
Jackie  Cooper — in  a   well-made,  human  melodrama  that  will 

more  than  satisfy  the  young  star's  fans,  giving  him  a   role  well- 
suited  to  his  talents  and  faltering  only  in  its  story  climax.  It 

is  one  of  the  studio's  most  creditable  offerings  for  the  season, 
budgeted  more  lavishly  than  is  customary  by  Producer  William 

Lackey  and  intelligently  piloted  by  William  Nigh.  Warner 

delved  back  into  its  "Boy  Meets  Girl"  formula  to  present  Dick 

Powell  and  Olivia  de  Havilland  in  "Hard  to  Get,"  a   highly 

entertaining,  farcical  comedy,  with  Powell's  singing  held  to  the 
minimum  and  sparkling  throughout  with  gags  and  bright  dia- 

logue. Sam  Bischoff  and  Ray  Enright  share  the  bows  as,  re- 

spectively, producer  and  direclor.  Twentieth  Century-Fox  sent 
its  effervescent  moppet,  Jane  Withers,  into  the  Old  West  in 

"Arizona  Wildcat,"  an  itinerary  which  should  delight  not  only 
the  Withers  Worshippers  but  those  whose  celluloid  tastes  are 

all  for  the  Where-men-are-men  formula.  Her  cohort  in  peppery 

pranks  is  Leo  Carrillo,  a   soft-hearted  bad  man  who  rounds  up 

the  acting  honors.  Producer  John  Stone  has  made  it  one  of 

the  best  Withers  comedies  to  date,  aided  by  a   neat  directorial 

job  by  Herbert  Leeds. *   *   * 

Twentieth  Century-Fox's  penitentiary  special,  "Up  the 

River,"  must  take  the  rap  as  the  poorest  of  the  week.  Ostensibly 
a   burlesque  treatment  of  the  many  prison  pictures  which  have 

graced  the  nation's  screens  in  the  past,  it  veers  away  from  its 
mark  despite  an  excellent  cast  and  a   story  idea  which  had,  at 

least,  a   germ  of  merit.  Other  than  the  sterling  Thespic  work 

of  Preston  Foster  in  the  lead,  it  can  claim  as  its  only  redeeming 

factor  a   spottily  funny  jailhouse  football  game. 
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Independents  Denote  Action 

As  Plans  Form,  Cameras  Roll 

Action — the  new  and  encouraging  watch- 

word for  Hollywood’s  independent  picture- 
makers — was  apparent  on  many  fronts  as 
proponents  of  this  phase  of  production 
elaborated  on  their  plans  to  get  into  work 
and,  in  several  cases,  started  their  cameras 
rolling. 

Particularly  noticeable  was  an  impend- 
ing boom  in  Spanish-language  pictures, 

with  two  independent  producers  working 
on  their  quotas  for  major  release. 

Arriving  over  the  weekend  to  start 
preparations  on  the  first  of  a   quartet  of 
Spanish  talkers  he  will  make  for  20th 

Century-Fox  distribution  was  Ramos  Co- 
bian,  head  of  Cobian  Productions.  His 

initialer  will  be  “Los  Hijos  Mandan,” 
starring  Blanca  de  Castejon,  which  has 
a   December  1   starting  date.  Cobian  will 
select  shooting  space  and  complete  his 
technical  staff  within  a   few  days. 

With  “Radio  Troubadour,”  starring  Tito 
Guizar,  now  in  the  cutting  rooms,  Dario 
Faralla,  head  of  Dario  Productions,  has 

set  a   November  28  starting  date  on  “Papa 
Soltero,”  second  in  a   series  of  four  he  is 
producing  for  Paramount  release.  Arthur 
Vernon  Jones  and  Dana  Wilma  are  doing 
the  script.  No  director  has  been  assigned 
as  yet. 

Although  as  yet  he  has  remained  com- 
paratively quiet,  indications  from  the  Nat 

Levine  organization  point  toward  an  early 

swing  into  action  on  the  part  of  this  pro- 
ducer, formerly  head  of  production  at  Re- 
public and  more  recently  at  M-G-M.  Le- 

vine now  holds  a   Metro  releasing  con- 

A   Wave  of  Economy 

Grips  Film  Colony 
The  growing  feeling  within  the  walls  of 

the  film  capital  that  the  unusually  heavy 
influx  of  eastern  executives  is  bringing 

with  it  the  beginning  of  a   new  economy 

wave,  has  already  had  its  effect  at  vari- 
ous film  plants. 

Two  producers,  it  is  disclosed,  check 
off  the  RKO  Radio  lot  on  December  1 — 
each  with  three  pictures  to  his  credit. 
Those  leaving  are  Lou  Lusty  and  Bernie 

Fineman,  whose  latest  effort,  “Beauty  for 
the  Asking,”  is  nearing  completion. 

Leaving  20th  Century-Fox,  where  he  had 
spent  14  months  as  aide  to  Producer  Ken- 

neth Macgowan,  was  Robert  Guggenheim 
jr„  scion  of  the  noted  financial  tycoons. 
While  on  the  lot  he  supervised  production 

of  “Hold  That  Coed,”  working  under  Pro- 
ducer David  Hempstead  and,  prior  to  af- 

filiating with  20th  Century-Fox,  had  been 
with  Selznick  International. 

Paramount  announced  the  appointment 
of  Eugene  Zukor  as  an  associate  producer, 

working  in  the  Harold  Hurley  unit.  “Fed- 
eral Offense,”  a   story  by  J.  Edgar  Hoover, 

tract  for  a   series  of  action  pictures  and, 
it  has  been  disclosed,  will  transfer  to  the 
Culver  City  lot  early  in  December  to  start 

shooting  on  the  first.  He  has  been  head- 
quartering at  Selznick  International  and 

has  been  recruiting  a   production  staff  from 
the  list  of  aides  who  worked  under  him  at 

Republic — including  Albert  M.  Levoy,  Col- 
bert Clark  and  Victor  Zobel. 

Incorporation  of  a   new  'company  under 
the  name  of  Cinemart  Productions,  Inc., 
was  recorded  at  Sacramento,  with  Philip 

N.  Krasne,  former  Grand  National  attor- 
ney, at  its  head.  Cinemart  will  produce 

six  musical  westerns  for  GN  release,  starr- 
ing Arthur  Jarrett.  Combined  with  its 

production  activities  will  be  an  enterprise 

known  as  Circle-K  Ranch,  a   300-acre  tract 
near  Lake  Sherwood,  which  Cinemart  will 
use  as  a   location  site  for  its  series  and 

as  a   rental  ranch  for  other  sagebrush 

producers. 

First  of  the  Cinemart  offerings  gets  into 

work  next  week  under  Sam  Neufield’s  di- 
rection, titled  “The  Trigger  Pals.”  It  is  a 

screen  play  by  George  Plympton. 

To  aid  in  ironing  out  the  details  of 
a   new  English  production  unit  of  which 
his  client,  Leslie  Howard,  is  one  of  the 
founders,  Agent  M.  C.  Levee  planed  out 
for  New  York  this  week.  There  he  was 

to  meet  Howard,  Walter  Futter  and  Phil 

Reisman,  RKO  Radio’s  foreign  distribution 
chieftain,  the  consensus  of  reports  holding 
that  RKO  Radio  will  acquire  releasing 
rights  to  the  pictures  which  Howard  and 
Futter  intend  to  produce. 

will  be  his  first  assignment.  At  the  Mara- 
thon Street  plant,  also,  minor  changes  in 

departmental  organization  were  effected. 
Les  Nettenstrom  has  been  transferred  from 

head  of  the  payroll  department  to  the 
casting  office,  with  his  assistant,  William 
Cowitt,  taking  over  his  job.  Art  Burt,  in 
charge  of  the  special  effects  department, 
was  moved  to  props,  his  successor  as  yet 
unnamed. 

Universal’s  casting  department  and  legal 
department  switched  offices  during  the 

week  as  a   further  step  in  the  lot’s  ex- 
pansion and  construction  program. 

Producer  Edward  Small  signed  John  R. 

London  as  assistant  to  Joseph  Nadel,  re- 
cently-appointed production  manager. 

London  comes  over  from  20th  Century- Fox. 

Lucien  Hubbard  reported  to  Metro  as 
the  week  opened,  having  wound  up  his 
contract  as  a   Paramount  producer  some 

weeks  ago.  Hubbard  had  been  with  M-G-M 
for  six  years  prior  to  joining  Paramount 
a   year  ago. 

Second  in  Series 

Second  of  the  “Secret  Service”  series 
featuring  Ronald  Reagan  at  Warner  will 

be  “Queer  Money.”  It  is  scheduled  to  go 
into  production  November  14. 

M-G-M  and  Paramount 

Lead  Production  Pace 

(Continued  fi'om  page  77) 

ing  “Twelve  Crowded  Hours,”  “The  Saint 
in  London,”  “Sorority  House”  and  “Little 

Orvie.” 

Warner  Bros,  gunned  “Dodge  City,” 
slated  as  one  of  its  more  elaborate  efforts, 

to  boost  its  production  total  from  six  to 
seven,  and  indicated  it  would,  during  the 

balance  of  the  month,  start  “Juarez,” 
“Brother  Orchid,”  “The  Desert  Song,” 

“Broadway  Cavalier”  and  three  others. 
Director  Ricardo  Cortez  gave  the  nod 

to  “Dangerous  Cargo,”  one  of  the  “Cam- 
era Daredevils”  series  at  20th  Century- 

Fox,  with  the  Westwood  plant  maintaining 

last  week’s  six-picture  speed.  Well  along 
with  its  1938-39  schedule,  the  studio  plans 

to  coast  for  the  rest  of  the  month,  chalk- 

ing up  only  two  films — both  in  the  Sol 

Wurtzel  unit — for  filming.  “The  Jones 

Family  in  Hollywood”  and  the  third  in 
the  "World  of  Sports”  series  are  those  to 
be  given  the  gun. 

With  Cliff  Work,  production  manager, 

sending  the  scripts  on  three  vehicles  back 

for  additional  polishing,  Universal  has  de- 

layed its  starting  dates  on  “You  Can’t 
Cheat  an  Honest  Man,”  “Three’s  Com- 

pany” and  "Three  Smart  Girls  Grow  Up.” 
All  were  to  be  started  this  week  but  will 

be  carried  over  for  several  days.  Hit- 

ting the  cameras  was  “Newsboys’  Home,” 
the  studio  dropping  from  eight  to  five 

pictures  in  production.  In  addition  to  the 

delayed  trio,  “Key  Woman”  and  “For- 
gotten Boy”  are  definitely  set  to  roll  dur- 

ing the  month. 

Columbia  put  “Rio  Grande  Ranger,”  a 
Charles  Starrett  western,  into  work  as  a 

holdover  from  its  originally-scheduled 
starting  date  of  last  week.  Four  pictures 

are  on  the  lot’s  sound  stages,  holding  even 
with  the  previous  week,  while  November 

starting  dates  have  been  affixed  to  “The 
Lone  Wolf’s  Daughter”  and  “Let  Them 

Live.” 

Republic,  with  nearly  half  of  its  1938- 
39  schedule  of  56  features  set  to  be  com- 

pleted by  the  end  of  December,  is  show- 

ing no  reduction  in  pace.  “Federal  Man 
Hunt”  went  into  work  as  the  week  open- 

ed, the  studio  maintaining  its  three-pic- 
ture shooting  speed,  while  writers  are 

working  on  a   dozen  or  more  scripts,  sev- 
eral of  which  will  be  placed  in  produc- 
tion before  the  month  is  over. 

E.  B.  Derr  finished  “I  Am  a   Criminal” 
for  Monogram  in  rapid-fire  order  and  the 

studio,  listing  no  starts  for  the  week,  con- 

tinued filming  on  “Tough  Kid.”  Both 
“Navy  Girl”  and  “Wild  Horse  Trail”  will 
be  shoved  before  the  cameras  within  two 
weeks. 

Hal  Roach  put  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  his 
Harry  Langdon-Oliver  Hardy  comedy,  into 

work  on  Monday  after  several  postpone- 
ments. For  United  Artists  release,  it  dou- 

bles UA’s  current  production  speed,  as 

Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage  Coach”  before 
the  cameras.  UA  Producer  Edward  Small 

has  announced  he  will  start  “King  of  the 
Turf”  by  November  15.  Samuel  Goldwyn, 
however,  will  not  get  into  action  until 
December,  early  in  which  month  he  will 

start  “Wuthering  Heights.” 
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SAG  Rests  After 

Two  Big  Victories 

Predict  GN  Shortly  Will  Give 

Full  Gun  to  1938-39  Program 

Fresh  from  its  victorious  encounters 

with  the  Artists  Managers  Guild  and  the 

Independent  Motion  Picture  Producers 

Ass’n,  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  has  settled 
down  to  a   period  of  comparative  rest  and 

quiet — disturbed  only  by  a   few  bugs  in 

the  operation  of  its  new  eight-year  pro- 
ducer contract  and  by  the  functioning  of 

its  newly-reorganized  structural  setup,  in 

which  the  Junior  Guild  has  been  abol- 

ished in  favor  of  a   Class  “B”  division. 

The  Guild’s  next  important  item  of  busi- 
ness will  be  a   scrutiny  of  the  code  of 

ethics  now  being  drafted  by  the  executive 

committee  of  the  Artists  Managers  Guild, 

which  last  week  capitulated  to  the  SAG’s 
19 -point  licensing  plan  designed  to  effect 
major  changes  in  the  business  relationships 

between  actors  and  their  talent  agents. 

Several  further  meetings  between  the  two 

groups  will  be  called  before  the  “fran- 

chising” project  goes  into  operation. 
Points  in  the  application  of  the  franchise 

scheme,  the  operation  of  the  new  Guild- 

producer  agreement  and  possible  ramifi- 

cations of  the  federal  wage-hour  law  were 
taken  up  for  discussion  at  the  SAG  board 

of  directorsi’  regular  weekly  meeting  Mon- 
day night. 

Agency  Seeks  “Damages” 
Scheduled  to  be  the  first  argument  sub- 

mitted to  the  arbitration  board  whose 

operation  is  provided  for  under  the  fran- 

chising plan  is  that  between  the  Cooley- 
Ullman  Agency  and  Actor  Robert  Gleck- 

ler,  in  which  the  agency  has  already  filed 

a   superior  court  action  seeking  $4,000  in 

damages  on  an  allegedly  voided  contract. 

Cooley-UUman  has  agreed  to  withdraw  the 
suit  and  transfer  it  to  the  jurisdiction  of 

the  arbiters,  who  as  yet  have  not  been 

selected  and  will,  in  all  probability,  not 

be  named  until  the  plan  has  been  placed 
in  operation. 

On  the  day  before  the  new  Class  “B” 
members  met  to  hear  President  Ralph 

Morgan,  Secretary  Kenneth  Thomson,  and 

Irving  Pichel  explain  the  details  of  the 

new  setup,  under  which  the  “B”  division 
receives  a   degree  of  autonomy  its  mem- 

bers hitherto  have  not  enjoyed.  Major 

Philip  J.  Kieffer,  formerly  president  of  the 

Juniors  and  now  chairman  of  the  “B” 
council,  presided. 

Methods,  of  checking  the  weekly  work 

schedules  of  those  Guild  members  who, 

receiving  less  than  $1,000  per  week,  come 

under  the  new  contract’s  48-hour-per- 
week  maximum  restriction,  are  engender- 

ing considerable  discussion  by  both  pro- 
ducers and  actors.  The  installation  of 

time  clocks  for  this  purpose,  effected 

on  most  lots,  has  brought  forth  criticism 

by  studio  managers  and  executives,  who 

assert  confusion  and  loss  of  time  has  been 

caused  by  technicalities  involved.  Meet- 

ing with  more  favorable  reaction  is  the 

system  worked  out  at  M-G-M,  which  has 

a   card  system  with  billets  being  handed 

to  each  actor  and  tabulated  by  the  as- 

sistant director  on  sets  where  the  Thes- 

pians are  working. 

Optimistic  predictions  Grand  National 

will  shortly  give  full  gun  to  its  1938-39 

picture- making  activities  were  circling 
around  the  GN  lot  this  week  as  the  news 

flashed  to  the  coast  that  E.  W.  Hammons, 

new  president,  had  arrived  in  New  York  on 

Monday  after  an  extended  trip  to  England. 

Immediately  upon  Hammons’  arrival, 
Franklyn  Warner,  president  of  Fine  Arts 

— which  will  deliver  26  pictures  to  GN  on 

the  coming  season’s  program — left  for  the 
east  to  discuss  with  Hammons  a   deal 

whereby  GN  may  distribute  English  prod- 
uct in  this  country,  negotiation  of  which 

was  the  purpose  of  Hammons’  trip.  Al- 
though studio  attaches  are  uninformed  as 

to  the  exact  nature  of  the  deal,  it  is  un- 
derstood a   reciprocal  distribution  plan  has 

been  worked  out  and  is  awaiting  the  sig- 
nature of  Warner  and  Edward  L.  Alperson, 

vice-president  in  charge  of  sales. 

Arriving  on  the  coast  after  attending 

the  London  huddles  with  Hammons  was 

Sam  Berkowitz,  top  sales  executive  of  FA, 

who  will  sit  in  at  the  studio  until  Warner 

has  returned  from  New  York,  probably 

within  ten  days.  Expected  to  accompany 

Warner  here  is  Jack  Skirball,  general  pro- 
duction manager  for  GN,  who  has  been  in 

the  east  awaiting  the  return  of  Hammons 
from  England. 

In  Warner’s  absence,  FA  will  hold  its 
fire  on  a   half-dozen  pictures  which  are  in 

scripting  stages  and  ready  to  go  into  pro- 
duction, with  shooting  activity  on  the  lot, 

consequently,  dropping  off.  Into  the  cut- 

Perlect  New  Five-Track 

Sound  Projector  System 
Paramount  has  perfected  a   new  five- 

track  sound  projector  for  its  recently-con- 
structed sound  cutting  rooms,  which  will 

enable  sound  cutters  to  test  synchroniza- 
tion of  five  effects  before  final  dubbing. 

Made  under  the  supervision  of  Lorin  Grig- 

non,  chief  transmission  engineer,  the  pro- 

jector can  be  stopped  and  reversed  quick- 

ly to  eliminate  re-threading. 

Townley  Promoted 
Jack  Townley,  Republic  scrip  ter,  has 

been  promoted  to  a   directorship  and  will 

pilot  “Mexicali  Rose,”  the  next  Gene  Autry 
western,  as  his  initial  assignment.  Shoot- 

ing starts  November  25. 

Question  Bargaining 

Rights  of  Guild 
Bargaining  rights  of  the  Screen 

Actors  Guild  and  the  legality  of  the 

Guild's  contract  with  producers  are 
attacked  in  a   petition  by  two  Class  B 

members  to  the  national  labor  relations 

board.  The  Motion  Picture  Producers 

Ass'n  and  Central  Casting  Agency  also 
are  listed. 

ting  rooms  for  almost  immediate  release 

went  FA’s  “Long  Shot,”  starring  Marsha 
Hunt,  while  Eugene  Frenke  was.  reported 

well  along  with  “Exile  Express,”  the  Anna 
Sten  starrer. 

Also  reported  well  along  are  two  “cow- 
girl” westerns  being  produced  by  Coro- 

nado Pictures — “The  Last  Barrier”  and 
“Lady  Buckaroo” — which  are  being  filmed 
simultaneously  on  location  in  Arizona  with 

Dorothy  Page  as  the  star.  Coronado  will 

deliver  six  to  GN  during  the  season. 

Adding  to  its  product  lineup  for  the  new 

season,  GN  has  closed  a   deal  with  Philip 

Krasne’s  newly-incorporated  Cinemart  Pic- 
tures to  release  a   series  of  six  musical 

westerns,  starring  Arthur  Jarrett,  the  first 

of  which  goes  into  work  next  week  on  lo- 

cation at  Krasne’s  ranch.  Sam  Neufield directs. 

Release  of  still  another  picture,  which 

had  been  held  up  temporarily  when  F.  R. 

Scott  requested  superior  court  to  issue  an 

injunction  against  the  distribution  of  “The 
Sunset  Strip  Case,”  was  assured  when  GN 
attorneys  succeeded  in  obtaining  a   clear- 

ance for  it.  Scott  brought  suit  against 

George  Hirliman,  its  producer,  and  others 

to  have  the  court  clarify  his  share  of  the 

expected  profits  therefrom.  GN  will  send 

the  film  intoi  its  exchanges  November  18. 
GN  added  to  its  income  from  studio 

rentals  when  Cinema  Sales,  commercial 

film  producing  unit,  leased  shooting  space 

from  Richard  Pearl,  studio  manager,  to 

make  an  industrial  feature. 

Reviewer  Praises 

Film  Improvement 
Citing  a   100  per  cent  improvement  in 

the  quality  and  content  of  American-made 

pictures  in  the  past  year,  Helen  H.  Kel- 
logg, member  of  the  reviewing  staff  of 

the  New  York  state  motion  picture  divi- 
sion of  the  board  of  education,  arrived  in 

Hollywood  for  a   two-week  stay  here  to 
visit  the  studios. 

Producers,  represented  by  the  Hays  of- 
fice, have  cooperated  with  the  various 

state  reviewing  boards,  Miss  Kellogg  de- 
clared, to  effect  this  improvement.  Most 

potent  current  problem  of  the  reviewing 

agencies,  she  avers,  is  the  “subtle,  destruc- 
tive propaganda”  in  foreign  films  which 

she  challenges  as  “dangerous  weapons  for 

propagandists.” Miss  Kellogg’s  office  turns  back  dozens 
of  foreign  films  every  week  for  this  reason, 
she  said. 

Directs  "Jones  Family” 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  assigned 

Malcolm  St.  Clair  to  direct  “The  Jones 

Family  in  Hollywood,”  next  in  the  series, 
which  has  a   November  28  starting  date. 
Sol  Wurtzel  produces. 
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Plays  ....  Possibilities 

New  York — New  plays  are  slow  in 
arriving,  but  producers  promise  many 

are  on  the  way.  The  current  crop 
herewith : 

"Danton’s  Death" 

This,  27th  play  of  the  season,  opened  at 

the  Mercury  Theatre,  November  2.  From 

the  German  of  Georg  Buchner,  the  Eng- 
lish text  is  by  Goeffrey  Dunlop.  Orson 

Welles  staged,  Stephen  Jan  Tichacek  did 

the  settings  and  Marc  Blitstein,  the  songs. 

The  cast  includes  Martin  Gabel,  Orson 

Welles,  Vladimir  Sokoloff,  Morgan  Far- 
ley, Edgar  Barrier,  Anna  Stafford  and 

Arlene  Francis.  The  critics  now: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror —   ...  a 
noisy  and  wearisome  show  better  described 

as  fake  art  .   .   .   dreary  literature  and  one 

of  us  wished  the  hysterical  actors  in  it 

hadn’t  taken  it  so  seriously. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (two  stars 

plus) —   .   .   .   achieves  a   definite  and  dra- 
matic eloquence.  It  is,  however,  not  to  be 

classified  nor  confused  with  the  ordinary 
dramatic  entertainment  of  the  theatre.  It 

is  a   distinctive  and  different  type  of  show 

.   .   .   Sokoloff’s  Robespierre,  deliberate  of 
speech,  finely  impassioned  and  eloquent  of 

gesture.  And  that  of  Martin  Gabel’s  Dan- 
ton,  sturdy,  physical,  full-blooded  and 
defiant. 

Richard  Watts  jr„  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   . 

mannered,  stately  and  artificial  .   .   .   de- 
livered in  self-conscious  fashion  and  the 

resulting  drama  is  effective  neither  in 

ideas,  narrative  nor  production  ...  I   am 

afraid  I   cannot  even  be  particularly 

friendly  toward  the  acting. 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American — Mr. 

Welles  has  given  an  impressive  and  pro- 

vocative production  to  a   play  that  is  sim- 

ply not  worth  the  trouble  .   .   .   Sokoloff’s 

.   .   .   is  a   vivid  and  beautifully  px-ojected 
performance,  superbly  poised  and  full  of 

arid  life.  As  Danton,  Mr.  Gabel  provides 

the  perfect  contrast  in  a   broad-beamed 
portrait  of  exuberant  humanity  and  Mr. 

Welles  gives  us  a   powerful  glimpse  of  St. 

Just  .   .   .   Others  in  the  cast  are  generally 

excellent,  notably  Edgar  Barrier  and  Ar- 
lene Francis. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — It  is  a   tech- 

nician’s holiday;  a   feast  for  the  regisseur; 
a   barbecue  for  the  fellow  who  lives  to  dem- 

onstrate his  wizardy  by  attempting  to  say 

for  a   script,  in  terms  of  his  handling  of 

crowds  and  lights  and  visual  effects,  what 

that  script  fails  to  get  said  for  itself  .   .   . 

You  tire  of  looking  and  begin  to  want  to 
listen. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun — The  acting  is, 

I   think  for  the  first  time  in  the  Mercury’s 
brilliant  career,  fully  the  equal  of  the  con- 

ception. Martin  Gabel  is  vital  and  com- 
pelling as  Danton;  Vladimir  Sokoloff  dry 

and  incisive  as  Robespierre,  although  now 

and  then  a   little  too  brittle  for  the  pro- 
duction .   .   .   Throughout,  imagination  of 

a   high  order  is  combined  with  theatrical 

ingenuity  to  produce  effects  which  are  at 

once  amazing  and  curiously  stirring. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — Like  all  vivid 
drama,  the  expressionistic  chiaroscuro  of 

“Danton’s  Death”  crackles  with  contem- 
porary significance  ...  By  the  wizardy  of 

lighting  he  (Welles)  gives  the  broken  nar- 
rative a   fluid  progress  across  the  stage 

and  at  times  a   dazzling  brilliance  when 
the  mood  of  a   scene  is  a   bold  one. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World- Tele  gram — 
.   .   .   may  be  considered  an  artistic  triumph, 

but  it  casts  no  illumination  upon  the 

bloody  ferment  of  the  French  Revolution 

.   .   .   startling  framework  for  a   play — but 
not  a   play.  » 

". Run  Sheep  Run" 

Opening  November  3   at  Windsor,  “Run 
Sheep  Run,”  28th  new  play,  was  produced 
by  Donald  Blackwell  and  Raymond 

Knight.  It  is  a   comedy  in  three  acts  by 

Knight  and  staged  by  his  partner,  Black- 

well,  with  this  cast:  Hugh  O’Connell,  Vir- 
ginia Campbell,  Ruth  Weston,  Enid  Mar- 

key,  Alan  Bunce,  Beatrice  Herford  and 
John  Kirk.  The  decision: 

W.  W„  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   not  very 

amusing  .   .   .   O’Connell  .   .   .   was  disap- 
pointing .   .   .   Ruth  Weston  ...  is  charm- 

ing and  attractive  actress  whose  skill  at 

timing,  and  at  low  or  high  comedy,  has 
few  equals. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
Raymond  Knight  .   .   .   started,  by  report, 

to  dramatize  a   possible  adventure  in  the 

life  of  the  late  Odd  McIntyre  and  lacked 

the  courage,  or  the  wisdom,  to  be  honest 
.   .   .   Just  another  rather  obvious  farce  in 

which  the  hero  combines  the  professional 

characteristics  of  many  columnists  and 

does  no  one  of  them  justice. 

R.  W.  jr„  Herald-Tribune —   ...  a   feeble 
and  ineffectual  work  .   .   .   through  it  all, 

Mr.  O’Connell  works  valiantly  in  his  bland 
and  ingratiating  manner,  but  the  laborious 
material  is  too  much  for  him. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — Without  a   lit- 
tle solid  plotting  it  is,  of  course,  pretty 

thin  and  the  second  act  is  almost  a   total 

loss,  certainly  a   concentrated  bore. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — Even  a   good  company  at 
the  Windsor  cannot  hide  the  fact  that,  in 

spite  of  its  amusing  moments  and  promis- 

ing material,  “Run  Sheep  Run”  suffers 
slightly  from  a   theatrical  equivalent  of 
hoof-and-mouth  disease. 

R.  L.,  Sun —   .   .   .   being  generally  a   little 
routine  and  always  a   bit  pat  .   .   .   Mr. 

O’Connell  trundles  through  it  humorously 
and  Ruth  Weston  lends  her  sharp  comedy 

to  some  of  the  better  lines. 

B.  A.,  Times — By  letting  his  fancy  roam 

up  and  down  Broadway,  Mr.  Knight  has 

managed  to  keep  his  farce  thoroughly 

labored  and  noisily  dull. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — The  idea  is 
interesting  and  the  argument  probably  is 

sound,  but  it  is  a   little  thin  to  spread  into 

three  acts  of  comedy  .   .   .   The  result  is  an 
innocuous  and  mildly  amusing  play. 

Produces  “Star  Maker" 
Paramount  has  signed  Charles  R.  Rog- 

ers to  produce  “The  Star  Maker,”  based 
on  the  life  of  Gus  Edwards  and  starring 

Bing  Crosby. 

Hollywood  Braced 
For  Charity  Push 

What  with  the  current  Community  Chest 

drive,  the  approaching  Christmas  season 

with  its  attendant  bull  market  in  bene- 
fit performances,  and  other  factors,  the 

screen  colony  is  bracing  itself  for  a   heavy 

increase  in  charity  and  relief  activities 

during  the  next  few  weeks. 

Going  over  the  top  with  surprising  speed 

is  the  Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund's  new- 
est money-raising  scheme — the  sale  of 

Christmas  cards  at  low  rates  on  the  theory 

that  purchasers  will  make  up  the  differ- 
ence in  donations  to  the  Fund.  Adorned 

with  a   Santa  Claus  drawn  by  Shirley 

Temple,  more  than  50,000  of  the  greet- 

ing cards  have  already  been  ordered,  ac- 

cording to  the  latest  report  by  Jean  Hers- 
holt,  MPRF  president. 
Somewhat  removed  from  the  local  hub, 

but  bearing  Hollywood’s  stamp  neverthe- 
less, was  an  American  Federation  of 

Actors’  benefit  show  held  last  Sunday  in 

San  Francisco.  Bearing  with  her  the  bene- 
diction of  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  and 

Theatre  Authority,  Inc.,  Edith  Fellows, 

Columbia  moppet,  was  guest  of  honor  and 

featured  performer  at  the  show.  She  was 

a   guest  of  Mayor  Angelo  Rossi  of  the 
Bay  City. 

A   meeting  of  the  local  Community  Chest 

drive  committee,  headed  by  Joseph  M. 

Schenck,  was.  to  be  held  Thursday  at  20th 

Century-Fox  to  discuss  the  excellent 
progress  being  made.  More  than  50  per 

cent  of  the  industry’s  $400,000  quota  has 
already  been  pledged,  according  to  latest 
tabulations. 

Signed  to  Lead 

Keep  your  seats,  folks.  The  gentleman 
on  the  right,  with  whom  E.  H.  (Manny) 

Goldstein,  Republic’s  studio  manager, 

is  shaking  hands  isn’t  Der  Fuehrer. 
He  happens  to  be  Roscoe  Turner, 

famed  high-speed  air  pilot,  who  has 

just  affixed  his  signature  to  a   contract 

whereby  he  will  enact  the  leading  role 

in  “Flight  Inspector,”  a   forthcoming 
aviation  feature  to  be  produced  on  the 
North  Hollywood  lot. 
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Ready  to  conquer  the  film  world  is 

Tillie,  who  was  adjudged  grand  cham- 

pion of  all  mules  at  the  recent  Ameri- 
can Royal  livestock  show  in  Kansas 

City.  When  news  of  her  triumph 

reached  Paramount,  Bob  Burns  for- 

warded a   special  trophy,  which  is  be- 

ing presented  by  Theodore  Reed,  di- 

rector of  the  next  Burns  picture,  “I’m 

From  Missouri.”  The  two  gentlemen  in 
the  center  of  the  scene  are  George  and 

H.  T.  Hineman,  Tillie’s  owners.  Tillie 
will  have  a   role  in  the  forthcoming 

Burns  comedy. 

A   Spell  of  Quiet 

For  Anti-Fascists 

Sheer  exhaustion,  the  aftermath  of  pro- 

gressive Hollywood’Si  fever-heat  excitement 
over  the  California  elections  on  Tuesday, 

left  its  mark  on  members  of  the  film  col- 

ony’s various  anti-Fascist  and  leftist  or- 
ganizations, as  evidenced  by  the  quietus 

which  seems  set  to  overhang  them  for  the 

next  few  weeks. 

Not  until  December  3   will  anything  other 

than  routine  meetings  and  discussions 

take  place  to  shatter  the  lull.  At  that 

time,  under  plans  by  which  the  Holly- 

wood Anti-Nazi  league  is  aiming  to  en- 

list the  support  of  “every  big  name  in 

progressive  Hollywood,”  a   “Talent  in  Exile” 
concert  will  be  held  at  the  Philharmonic 

Auditorium.  Already  at  work  lining  up  en- 

tertainers— specifically  those  whose  pres- 

ence in  Europe’s  Nazi  countries  is  unwel- 
come— are  Clarence  Muse,  Boris  Morros, 

Melvyn  Douglas,  Robert  Benchley,  Miriam 

Hopkins,  Ernst  Lubitsch,  Sigmund  Rom- 
berg, Salka  Viertel,  Luise  Rainer  and  other 

screen  notables.  The  program  is  being  pat- 

terned after  the  League’s  “Talent  in  Exile” 
radio  broadcast,  and  proceeds  from  it  will 

go  into  a   relief  fund  for  medical  aid  in 

China. 

Climaxing  its  pre-election  activities,  the 
Motion  Picture  Democratic  Committee, 

piloted  by  Melvyn  Douglas,  Miriam  Hop- 

kins and  Philip  Dunne,  held  a   member- 

ship meeting  Monday  night.  Piece  de  re- 
sistance was  a   short  motion  picture,  titled 

“California  Speaks,”  made  under  the  su- 

In  from  a   New  York  holiday  is  Sam 

Coslow,  Paramount  song  writer. 

★ 

Using  “Why  They’re  Shooting  at  Holly- 

wood” as  his  topic,  Russell  Birdwell,  Selz- 

nick  International’ s   publicity  director, 
made  his  fourth  public  appearance  as  an 

orator  when  he  addressed  the  Advertising 

Club  of  Sa7i  Diego.  His  talk  went  out 

over  the  air  for  a   half  hour. 

k 

Bert  Granet,  RKO  Radio  scripter,  and 

Charlotte  Lewis,  a   non-professional,  are 

honeymooning  in  Palm  Springs  after  a 

surprise  marriage  last  week. 

★ 

Producer  Edmund  Grainger  is  back  at 

Universal  after  a   two-week  vacation  in 

New  York,  where  he  combined  homeof- 

fice  conference  with  a   look-see  at  the 
Broadway  plays. 

* 

Dorothy  Lamour  is  in  the  east  this  week, 

between  broadcasts,  mingling  business  with 

pleasure. 
★ 

Back  in  Hollywood  is  Dr.  Herbert  T. 

Kalmus,  president  of  Technicolor,  Inc.  He 

brought  with  him  the  progress  award  of 

the  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers, 

given  him  at  the  Society’s  convention  in 
Detroit,  and  is  currently  laying  out  plans 

for  his  1939  Technicolor  program. 

k 

Bobby  Breen,  Principal  star,  celebrated 

his  birthday  on  the  set  of  “Fisherman’s 
Wharf”  at  RKO  Radio  last  week. 

★ 

The  Los  Angeles  Teachers'  Institute 
heard  Oliver  Hinsdell,  Paramount  talent 

coach,  discuss  “The  Rocky  Road  to  Pic- 

ture Fame”  at  a   meeting  at  Beverly  Hills 
High  School. 

* 

Shirley  Temple  and  her  mother  head 

for  Palm  Springs  next  week,  when  Shirley’s 
current  20th  Century-Fox  picture  is  com- 

pleted. 
* 

Edgar  Bergen  and  Jack  Benny  were  to 

be  guests  of  honor  at  a   testimonial  din- 

ner at  the  Masquers  Club,  actors’  or- 
ganization. Charlie  McCarthy  was  to  serve 

as  master  of  ceremonies  during  part  of 

the  program,  of  which  Edivard  Earle  ivas 
to  be  chairman. 

k 

Roland  Young  checked  in  at  Warner’s 

pervision  of  Director  Frank  Tuttle  and 

photographed  by  James  Wong  Howe. 

Significant  of  the  interest  taken  by  ele- 
ments within  the  film  world  in  some  of 

the  measures  voted  upon  on  Tuesday  was 

the  disclosure  that  Local  47  of  the  Ameri- 
can Federation  of  Musicians  had  set  aside 

a   $20,000  fund  to  fight  Proposition  No.  1, 

the  anti-picketing  measure,  which  the 

MPDC,  the  Anti-Nazi  League  and  other 
organizations  united  in  condemning. 

from  New  York  to  prepare  for  a   forth- 
coming film  assignment. 

★ 

Everett  Riskin,  Columbia  producer,  has 

gone  east  on  a   business-pleasure  jaunt, 

spending  three  weeks  looking  over  the  new 

plays. 
★ 

For  conferences  with  Scenarist  Talbot 

Jennings  in  New  York,  Lou  Smith,  aide 

to  Frank  Lloyd  at  Paramount,  planed 

east  over  the  weekend.  Jennings  is  pre- 

paring “Ruler  of  the  Seas”  as  Lloyd’s 
next  production.  Lloyd  and  his  wife  were 
due  in  November  12  from  a   European 

vacation,  at  which  time  he  and  Smith 

will  study  with  experts  on  early  day  clip- 

pers and  steamships.  The  Lloyds  are  ex- 
pected back  in  Hollywood  by  Thanksgiving. 

★ 

More  than  1,500  executives  and  em- 
ployes turned  out  for  the  RKO  Radio 

studio  club’s  fourth  annual  dinner  dance 
at  the  Ambassador  Hotel.  Proceeds  went 

to  the  employes’  sick  fund.  Ruby  Rosen- 
berg and  Hal  Gerson  were  chairmen. 

* 

Arriving  in  San  Francisco  on  Wednes- 
day, aboard  the  China  Clipper  from  a 

Hawaiian  vacation,  Errol  Flynn  immedi- 

ately headed  for  Modesto  to  work  in  ex- 

teriors for  “Dodge  City,”  his  current  War- 
ner assignment. 

* 

To  select  locatioyi  sites  for  his  next  film, 

Producer  Harry  Sherman  treks  to  Arizona 
within  a   few  days. 

* 

Crane  Wilbur,  Warner  writer-director, 
is  venturing  into  oratory.  This  week  he 

was  to  address  the  Parent-Teacher  Ass’n 
of  North  Hollywood;  on  November  15  he 

will  speak  before  the  Shakespeare  Club  of 

Pasadena,  and,  as  a   climax,  will  be  the 

featured  speaker  at  an  American  Legion 

rally  at  Warner’s  Hollywood  Theatre,  No- 
vember 25.  Wilbur  will  use  the  Warner 

patriotic  short  subjects,  most  of  which  he 
directed,  as  his  topic. 

* 

William  Berke,  Republic  producer,  went 

to  Sa7i  Francisco  this  week  for  a   short 
vacation. 

k 

Franchot  Tone  heads  east  shortly,  when 

his  current  Metro  film  assignment  is  com- 
pleted, to  begin  rehearsals  for  a   Group 

Theatre  play. 

" Parole  Racket"  Is  Next 

On  E.  B.  Derr  Schedule 

“Parole  Racket”  will  be  E.  B.  Derr’s 

next  production  for  Monogram,  to  be  fol- 

lowed by  “Star  Reporter.”  John  Krafft 

did  the  original  screenplay  on  “Parole 
Racket,”  while  John  T.  Neville  draws 

story  credits  on  “Star  Reporter.”  Frank 
Melford  will  function  as  associate  pro- 

ducer on  both. 
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SCRIPTERS 

— Columbia 

ALBERT  DUFFY'  to  “The  Lone  Wolf  Returns,” 
starring  Warren  William. 

ALLEN  RIVKIN  to  “Let  Us  Live.” 
ALLEN  RIVKIN  to  “Murder  in  Massachusetts.” 

— Samuel  Goldwyn 

MYLES  CONNOLLY"  completes  treatment  on 
“The  Life  of  Hans  Christian  Andersen”  and  goes 
on  the  screenplay  after  a   short  trip  to  New  YTork. 
ROBERT  PRESNELL  to  “Raffles,”  a   re-make 

which  will  star  David  Niven. 

— Metro 

DORE  SCHARY  and  DAVID  HERTZ  to  “Lady 

of  the  Tropics.”  Robert  Taylor  and  Hedy  La- 
marr will  be  co-starred,  with  Joseph  Mankiewicz 

producing  and  Josef  von  Sternberg  directing. 

BEN  FREEDMAN  to  “A  Day  at  the  Circus,” 
a   Marx  Brothers  comedy. 
— Paramount 
WILLIAM  R.  LIPMAN  and  HORACE  McCOY 

teamed  on  “Federal  Offense,”  first  production  as- 
signment for  Eugene  Zukor.  Lloyd  Nolan,  Ellen 

Drew  and  Robert  Preston  head  the  cast. 

IRVING  REIS  and  BOB  Y'OST  to  “The  Moral 

Code,”  a   newspaper  story  which  Samuel  Engel 
will  produce. 

CY  BARTLETT  to  “Invasion.” 
— RKO  Radio 

JOHN  TWIST  to  “American  Fable.” 
— Republic 

FRANKLYN  COEN  to  “Kentucky  Sweep- 

stakes,”  which  Armand  Schaefer  will  produce. 
ROBERT  ANDREWS  to  adapt  an  untitled  story, 

his  own  original. 

ALBERT  DEMOND  to  “Phantom  of  the  Circus” 
for  Producer  M.  H.  Hoffman. 

OWEN  FRANCIS  to  “Forged  Passport.”  John 
H.  Auer  produces. 

HUGH  KING  and  DANIEL  MOORE  to  “Flight 
at  Midnight,”  in  which  Roscoe  Turner  will  have 
the  starring  role. 
— Ilal  Roach 

GROVER  JONES  to  “Captain  Midnight.” 
— Harry  Sherman 

HARRISON  JACOBS  completes  “Heritage  of 
the  Desert.” 
— 20th  Century-Fox 

MILTON  SPERLING  to  “Return  of  the  Cisco 

Kid,”  in  which  Warner  Baxter  will  have  the 
title  role. 

BROWN  HOLMES  to  “Army  vs.  Navy.” 
— Universal 

ARTHUR  KOBER  to  “Three’s  Company,”  the 
Bing  Crosby  starrer. 

S.  K.  LAUREN  to  “Bull  by  the  Horns,”  which 
John  M.  Stahl  will  produce. 

ROBERTSON  YVHITE  to  “Victoria  Docks  at 

Eight,”  a   Crime  Club  mystery. 
— Warner  Bros. 

CASEY"  ROBINSON  to  “And  It  All  Came  True,” 
a   Louis  Bromfield  story,  to  star  Dick  Powell. 
KEN  GAMET  to  an  untitled  story  to  be  used  as 

the  sixth  in  the  “Nancy  Drew”  series. 

A   Termer  at  Paramount 

For  Madeleine  Carroll 
Madeleine  Carroll  has  been  signed  to  a 

long-term  acting  contract  at  Paramount 

as  a   result  of  her  work  in  “Cafe  Society,” 
currently  in  production.  Her  first  as- 

signment under  the  new  pact  will  be  the 

feminine  lead  in  “Air  Raid,”  which  will  be 
produced  by  Jeff  Lazarus. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
COWBOY  AND  THE  LADY  (UA)— Sparkling 

romantic  comedy,  meticulously  produced 

and  richly  endowed  in  the  best  Samuel 

Goldwyn  tradition,  yet  possessing  plenty 

of  sound,  down-to-earth  showmanship,  this 

is  thoroughbred  stock  lor  audience  appeal 

and  resultant  top  profit  grosses.  Gary 

Cooper's  part  is  custom  built  for  his  un- 
bounded talents,  while  Merle  Oberon, 

pressing  on  his  heels  for  acting  honors,  de- 
livers her  best  in  her  most  human  part. 

Directed  by  H.  C.  Potter. 

CRIME  AFLOAT  (Treo  Films) — A   weak  offer- 

ing, rather  slowly  paced,  in  which  the  vil- 

lain tries  to  get  the  hero  out  of  the  motor- 

boat  race.  William  Bakewell,  Arietta  Dun- 

can. Elmer  Clifton  directed. 

GUN  PACKER  (Mono) — An  average  western 

containing  a   lot  of  swell  hokum  for  the 

youngsters.  The  sweep  of  wide  open 

spaces  is  lacking  but  there  is  sufficient  ac- 

tion of  the  two-fisted  variety.  Jack  Ran- 

dall, Louise  Stanley.  Wallace  Fox  directed. 

RHYTHM  OF  THE  SADDLE  (Rep)— Not  repre- 

sentative of  the  western  or  color  that  usual- 

ly attaches  to  the  cowboys  who  habituate 

it.  The  plot  is  jerky  with  Gene  Autry's  per- 
formance lacking  enthusiasm.  George 

Sherman  directed. 

SPRING  MADNESS  (M-G-M)— The  exhibitors 

who  book  this  one  and  the  patrons  who 

pay  their  money  to  see  it  will  supply  the 

madness.  An  attempt  at  college  comedy, 

it  is  neither  collegiate  nor  comical  and 

stacks  up  as  the  poorest  offering  to  come 

from  a   major  studio  this  season.  A   po- 

tentially good  cast  with  Maureen  O'Sulli- 
van and  Lew  Ayres  in  top  lines  is  hope- 

lessly lost  in  a   maze  of  unbelievable  story 

and  situations.  Edward  Chodorov  pro- 

duced. S.  Sylvan  Simon  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  mil  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

" Kitchen "   for  WB 
“Hell’s  Kitchen  to  Hollywood,”  an  orig- 

inal screenplay  by  Vincent  Sherman,  has 

been  added  to  Warner’s  production  sched- 
ule. Humphrey  Bogart,  Gale  Page  and  the 

“Dead  End”  kids  will  be  featured. 

Metro  Replaces  Sternberg 

Metro  has  replaced  Josef  von  Sternberg 

in  the  director’s  seat  on  “I  Take  This 
Woman,”  with  Frank  Borzage  taking  over 
after  two  weeks  of  shooting.  The  Hedy 

Lamarr  starrer  was  first  titled  “New  York 

Cinderella.” 

Drive  Committee  Lowers  Gear 
With  the  nation-wide  Motion  Pictures  Greatest  Year  campaign  well  past  the 

half-way  mark,  the  local  committee  'fessed  up  this  week  by  declaring  that  it  has 
found  but  little  to  occupy  its  attention  of  late  in  stimulating  local  interest  in  the 

back-to-the-boxoffice  drive. 

Pointing  out,  however,  that  California  is  second  only  to  New  York  in  the  num- 

ber oi  replies  being  sent  in  on  the  $250,000  “Movie  Quiz''  contest,  the  MPAYBE 
committee  here  asserted  it  will  shift  into  high  gear  again  as  soon  as  it  leams  from 

its  New  York  headquarters  what  new  tactics  will  be  employed  in  intensifying  pub- 
lic reaction  to  the  better-business  movement. 

OPTIONS 
— Metro 

DR.  ARTHUR  GUTMANN,  musical  director, 
signs  new  pact. 
ANN  MORRISS,  actress,  held  for  another  term. 
BEN  FREEDMAN  joins  writing  staff. 

WILLIAM  POWELL  signs  new  long-term  con- 

tract, with  “The  Return  of  the  Thin  Man”  as  his 
next  vehicle.  Production  starts  next  January, 

with  W.  S.  Van  Dyke  directing,  Hunt  Stromberg 
producing  and  Myrna  Loy  playing  opposite. 
RAND  BROOKS  given  new  acting  contract 

after  finishing  role  in  “Dramatic  School.” 
HARLAN  FENGLER  signs  as  technical  ad- 

visor on  “Skids,”  automobile  racing  story  in 
which  Dennis  O’Keefe  will  be  featured. — Paramount 

GEORGE  ARCHAINBAUD,  director,  held  for 
another  year. 

DONALD  O’CONNOR,  child  actor,  held  for  an- 
other term. — KKO  Radio 

ALLEN  KNEIP  signs  acting  contract  after  ap- 

pearance in  “Beauty  for  the  Asking.”  He  has 
been  James  Ellison’s  stand-in. 
— Hal  Roaeh 

WILLIAM  ALSTON  joins  staff  as  technical  ad- 

visor and  dialogue  coach  on  “It’s  Spring  Again,” 
the  Harry  Langdon-Oliver  Hardy  comedy. 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

ROBERT  HARARI  continues  writing  for  the 
studio  for  another  year,  his  contract  having  been 
renewed. 

VALENTINE  WOOD,  retired  lieutenant-com- 
mander of  the  U.  S.  navy,  signed  as  technical  ad- 

visor on  “Take  Her  Down,”  a   submarine  story 
which  John  Stone  will  produce. 

M.  M.  MUSSELMAN  signs  new  one-year  writ- 

ing ticket. 
— Universal 

KAREN  DEWOLF  and  ROBERT  CHAPIN  join 

writing  staff  to  do  an  untitled  original  for  Pro- 
ducer Max  Golden. 

— Warner  Bros. 

WAYNE  MORRIS  draws  new  acting  contract. 

His  next  assignment  will  be  “Broadway  Cavalier,” 

sharing  top  acting  honors  with  Pat  O’Brien  and Joan  Blondell. 

JOHN  M1LJAN  signs  long-term  acting  contract. 

First  assignment:  “Juarez.” 
JULIUS  J.  EPSTEIN,  writer,  renewed  for  long 

term. 
HEINZ  PIERALD  joins  writing  department  and 

goes  on  an  untitled  original  for  Producer  Henry Blanke. 

SPEARHEADS 

(Continued  from  page  79) 

it  would  seem  to  be  a   pretty  safe  wager 

that  Leo’s  expensive  trip  to  Fairyland  will 
pay  dividends  to  all  concerned — studio, 
exhibitors  and  theatre  patrons  alike. 

Suggestion  to  end  the  indeterminable  cast- 

ing search  for  a   male  lead  for  Columbia's “Golden  Boy": 

Why  not  Yehudi  Menuhin?  He's  the 
fightin'est  fiddler  ever  to  invade  Hollywood. 
Incidentally,  the  form  sheets  indicate  that 

"Golden  Boy"  may  place  in  the  Hollywood 

who  -   can  -   we  -   possibly  -   get  -   to  -   play- 

so-and-so  sweepstakes.  Russell  Birdwell's 

“Scarlett  O'Hara"  long  since  took  a   strangle- 

hold on  first  place  and  Harry  Brand's 
“Charlie  Chan"  has  been  scratched. 

Popular  and  gingery  Jane  Withers  re- 

cently completed  “The  Arizona  Wildcat,” which  emerged  as  a   typically  peppery 

Withers  vehicle  laid  against  an  old-time 
western  background.  Now  those  indi- 

viduals who  guide  her  destiny  at  20th 

Century-Fox  announce  that  her  next  ef- 

fort will  be  yclept  “The  Texas  Kid.” If  this  startling  Wurtzelian  originality 
holds  out  long  enough,  and  if  Jane  lives 

long  enough,  she  sure  will  be  able  to  cover 
a   lot  of  states.  When  she  simultaneously 

reaches  middle  age  and  Pennsylvania — 
on  the  eastward  trek — Jane  can  appear  in 
“The  Pennsylvania  Palooka,”  and  by  the 
time  the  moppet  reaches  her  dotage  she 

will  be  prime  for  the  lead  in  “The  Maine 

Methuselah.” 
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ITO  DELEGATES  REPORT  PRACTICES  PARLEY 

RESULTS  TO  DIRECTORS  IN  CLOSED  SESSION 

' Judge  Hardy'  Program 
Wins  Repeat 

Los  Angeles  —   Having  doubled  his 

business  on  an  "All-Judge  Hardy"  pro- 
gram at  the  Regina  Theatre,  Manager 

Emil  Umann  is  planning  another  dual 

booking  of  the  Metro  "family"  series 
during  the  Christmas  holidays. 

Fantasy  Is  Finding 

Responsive  Public 

Los  Angeles — As  a   result  of  the  nation- 

wide radio  “scare”  caused  by  the  Colum- 
bia network’s  recent  Mercury  Theatre 

“Man  Prom  Mars”  broadcast,  local  exhibi- 
tors are  already  beginning  to  capitalize 

on  current  public  interest  in  fantastic 

“terror”  stories  by  reviving  a   pair  of  Eng- 
lish-made features  based  on  tales  by  H. 

G.  Wells. 

The  El  Rey  and  Million  Dollar  theatres 

opened  day-and-date  showings  of  “Things 
to  Come,”  a   Korda-United  Artists  film, 

and  “The  Man  Who  Could  Work  Miracles,” 
starring  Ronald  Young,  while  the  UA  ex- 

change, handling  bookings,  on  the  features, 
reported  an  unusually  heavy  waiting  list 

for  available  prints.  During  the  first  week’s 
showing,  the  El  Rey  reported  business  to 
be  40  per  cent  over  normal,  with  the 
biggest  Sunday  gross  in  more  than  a   year, 
while  the  Million  Dollar  did  equally  as 
well.  Pictures  are  being  held  over  in  both 
spots. 

Especial  interest  was  being  directed  to- 

ward “Things  to  Come”  in  Hollywood,  as 
the  film  was  directed  by  William  Cameron 
Menzies,  now  a   member  of  the  Selznick 
International  organization  as  production 
designer. 

The  pair  of  thrillers  was  to  open  on 
Thursday  at  the  La  Mar  Theatre  in  Man- 

hattan Beach,  following  which  it  goes  into 
the  Strand,  at  Redondo,  both  Gore  Bros, 
houses. 

The  Universal  exchange  was  anticipat- 

ing heavy  orders  for  prints  of  “Mars  At- 
tacks the  World,”  based  on  the  “Flash 

Gordon”  syndicated  comic  strip.  No  spe- 
cific dates  for  local  bookings  had  been 

made  by  mid-week,  however. 

Novel  Purchase  Announced 

Hollywood — “Moon  Over  Burma,”  an 
unpublished  novel  by  Wilson  Collison,  has 
been  bought  by  Paramount.  Scheduled  to 

co-star  are  George  Raft,  Dorothy  Lamour 
and  Fred  MacMurray. 

Second  Meeting  by  Board 

May  Terminate Secrecy 

Los  Angeles — Amid  the  utmost,  and 

as  yet  unexplained,  secrecy,  the  Independ- 
ent Theatre  Owners  of  Southern  Califor- 

nia held  a   meeting  of  its  board  of  direc- 
tors on  Tuesday  to  hear  reports  by  Presi- 

dent Albert  Galston,  General  Secretary 
Robert  Poole  and  Hugh  Bruen,  who  were 

the  organization’s  delegates  to  the  distrib- 
utor-exhibitor trade  practice  conferences 

in  New  York  some  time  ago. 

The  board  meeting,  a   lengthy  session, 
was  adjourned  until  next  Monday,  at  which 
time  it  will  resume. 

As  to  what  transpired,  nothing  could  be 
learned,  as  Galston  bound  the  directorate 

to  a   “gentleman’s  agreement”  to  maintain 
silence.  That  a   thorough  threshing  out  of 

such  important  questions  as  the  likelihood 
of  early  action  on  the  united  independent 

exhibitors’  groups’  15-point  reform  pro- 
gram, and  the  next  steps  to  be  taken  in 

that  direction,  formed  the  topic  of  the 
meeting,  was  considered  certain,  however. 

Whether  the  ITO’s  demands,  coupled  with 
those  of  other  exhibitor  organizations,  will 
accomplish  the  purpose  for  which  they 

were  intended,  was  expected  to  be  re- 

ported to  the  directorate’s  satisfaction. 
The  veil  of  secrecy  is  expected  to  be  torn 

asunder  after  the  second  session  of  the 

board  meeting  has  been  concluded,  at 
which  time  a   general  membership  parley 
will  be  called,  Secretary  Poole  declared. 

Two  FWC  Managers  Cop 

Top  Exploitation  Prizes 
Los  Angeles — Two  Fox  West  Coast  the- 

atre managers  bagged  first  and  second 
prize  in  the  national  contest  staged  by 

Spyros  Skouras,  president  of  National  The- 

atres— FWC’s  parent  company — for  the 
best  exploitation  campaigns  in  connection 

with  showings  of  “Three  Blind  Mice.” 
First  prize  of  $200  went  to  Sam  Peck- 

ner,  of  the  Warfield  Theatre,  San  Fran- 
cisco. Ed  Penn,  manager  of  the  Arlington, 

Santa  Barbara,  drew  down  the  second- 
place  award  of  $100. 

To  Feature  Amateurs 

Salt  Lake  City — “Amateur  Nights”  will 
be  featured  by  the  new  600-seat  Olympus 
Theatre  which  was  to  open  here  this  week, 
according  to  Manager  Phil  Guss.  The 
theatre,  of  reinforced  concrete  and  steel 
framework,  takes  its  name  from  Mt. 

Olympus,  rising  directly  east  of  Holladay, 
a   local  suburb. 

Trailer  lor  Quiz 

Short 
Los  Angeles — In  preparation  by  Na- 

tional Screen  Service  is  a   200-foot 

trailer  ballyhooing  "The  World  Is 

Ours,"  the  "Motion  Pictures'  Are  Your 

Best  Entertainment"  campaign  short 

subject. 

C.  W.  Smith  Erpi 

West  Coast  Chief 

Los  Angeles— Clifford  W.  Smith,  for- 
merly general  foreign  manager  of  Erpi, 

has  been  appointed  west  coast  general 

manager,  a   newly-created  post. 
E.  S.  Gregg  replaces  Smith  as  general 

foreign  manager,  and  F.  B.  Foster  jr.  suc- 
ceeds Gregg  as  Erpi  comptroller. 

Smith,  who  reports  for  his  new  duties 

to  G.  C.  Pratt,  vice-president  on  the  west 
coast,  has  been  associated  with  Erpi  since 

1929.  He  entered  the  organization  as  com- 
mercial manager  out  of  the  Paris  office. 

The  next  year  he  became  continental  man- 
ager with  offices  in  London. 

After  serving  as  commercial  director  of 
Western  Electric  Co.,  Ltd.,  Smith  returned 
to  New  York  in  1936  as  assistant  foreign 

manager.  In  1938,  he  was  named  gen- 
eral foreign  manager. 

Before  his  association  with  Erpi,  Smith 
was  a   Washington  staff  correspondent  of 
the  Associated  Press.  He  also  served  on 
various  commercial  boards  for  the  United 
States. 

San  Clemente  Reverts 

To  Full-Week  Schedule 
San  Clemente,  Cal. — Beginning  Novem- 

ber 4,  the  San  Clemente  reverted  to  an 

open-all-week  policy.  Shortly  after  Labor 

Day  the  theatre’s  owner-operator,  A1 
Pointer,  began  operating  only  on  weekends 
due  to  the  diminishing  of  summer  tourist 
trade  in  this  beach  town.  He  declares, 
however,  he  has  been  doing  sufficient 
business  to  warrant  continuous  runs. 

Build  at  Warren 

Warren,  Ariz. — The  Harry  L.  Nace  cir- 
cuit is  constructing  a   600-seat  theatre 

here,  planning  to  have  it  in  operation 
shortly  before  Christmas. 

Team  MacDonald-Ayres 
Hollywood — Jeanette  MacDonald  and 

Lew  Ayres  will  co-star  in  “Remember 
Tomorrow”  for  Metro. 
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$   HE  A   T   T   IL  IE 
QHANGES  by  Fox-Evergreen  Theatres 

find  Jack  Rosenberg  coming  here  from 
Bellingham.  He  will  be  assistant  booker 
for  the  chain.  A1  Baker,  manager  of  the 
Fox  in  Spokane,  replaces  Jack  at  the 
Mount  Baker  in  Bellingham.  In  Spokane 
Oscar  Nyberg,  formerly  of  the  State,  takes 
over  the  Fox  with  Willard  Coghlan  from 

the  booking  department  in  Seattle  as  as- 
sistant manager.  Ernie  Rose  of  the  Lib- 

erty, Spokane,  moves  to  the  State,  while 
Russell  Brown  remains  at  the  Orpheum 
with  Jim  Keefe  transfered  from  the  Fox 

as  assistant.  Willard  “Buck”  Seals  moved 
up  from  assistant  at  the  Orpheum  to 
manager  of  the  Liberty.  Joe  Rosenfield 
is  the  city  manager  in  Spokane. 

The  MPTO  of  the  Northwest  have  set 
November  18  as  the  definite  day  for  their 
annual  convention.  Luncheon  will  be  at- 

tended by  exhibitors,  distributors  and 
their  wives.  Following  the  luncheon  the 
exhibitors  will  get  down  to  serious  busi- 

ness. In  place  of  the  usual  Movie  Ball,  a 
midnight  jamboree  will  be  held  in  the 
Orpheum  Theatre  where  it  is  expected 

some  known  star  will  come  from  Holly- 
wood to  act  as  master  of  ceremonies. 

Election  of  officers  mill  follow  the  busi- 
ness session. 

The  Rev.  Warren  Hastings  was  guest  of 
honor  at  a   dinner  given  in  appreciation  of 
his  interest  in  showfolk.  The  gathering 
was  held  in  the  Northwest  Film  Club  quar- 

ters with  a   good  crowd  on  hand.  Among 
those  present  were  Roy  Peacock,  Eddie 
Lamb,  Keith  Beckwith,  Don  Hoidale,  Tom 
Dempsey,  Bill  Forman,  L.  J.  McGinley 
who  acted  as  toastmaster,  Dwight 
Spracher,  Morrie  Segel,  Jean  Spear,  Jack 
Flannery,  George  Blair,  Mannie  Segel,  Art 
Gollofon,  Bjarne  Moe,  Frederick  Mercy 

sr„  Ed  Miller,  Lloyd  Lamb,  Butch  Wing- 
ham,  Jim  Hone,  Kenny  Schultz,  Harry 

Blatt,  Mac  Rubenfeld,  A1  Oxtoby,  Guy  Na- 
varre, A1  Ahlskog,  W.  E.  Calloway,  divi- 

sion manager  for  Warner  Bros.;  Ray  Fel- 
ker,  Roy  Brobeck,  Archie  Holt,  and  Leroy 

V.  Johnson,  who  pi-esided.  Dr.  Hastings 
made  one  of  his  usual  fine  talks  and  a 

grand  evening  was  had  by  all. 

Charlie  Greime  of  Wenatchee  sending 

the  annual  boxes  of  apples  to  all  film  ex- 
changes. Jim  Hone  got  his  then  another 

box  from  George  Johnson  of  Green  Bluff, 
Spokane,  and  also  of  the  state  capital  in 
Olympia  .   .   .   Mary  Eder  of  the  Republic 
office,  pulled  through  the  operation  in 

fine,  shape  .   .   .   G.  L.  Rose,  owner  of  the- 
atres in  Freewater  and  Milton,  Ore., 

spending  some  time  on  the  Row.  Rumors 
have  it  that  he  will  be  an  exhibitor  in 

Washington  also. 

During  the  stag  party  at  the  Northwest 

Film  Club,  Mrs.  Frederick  Mercy  jr.  en- 
tertained a   number  of  wives  of  club  mem- 

bers at  her  home  .   .   .   Billy  Hartford,  city 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN”  Facts 
The  Exhibitor  with  a   Burch  makes  twice 

as  much  as  the  one  without. 

“Dollars  to  Doughnuts  He  Does” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 

manager  for  Evergreen  in  Everett,  in  town 

and  giving  a   few  pointers  on  theatre  deco- 
ration .   .   .   Mike  Berovic  exhibitor  of  Ta- 

coma and  Puyallup  off  for  San  Francisco 

with  his  daughter,  Beverly,  who  will  un- 
dergo an  eye  operation. 

Frank  Newman  sr.,  president  of  Fox 
Evergreen,  spending  some  time  at  home 
fighting  a   severe  cold  .   .   .   Al  Rosenberg 
being  generous  rnith  his  ducks  he  bagged 
at  Dungeness.  He  got  the  limit  then  gave 
to  his  friends  on  Filmrow  .   .   .   B.  F.  Shearer 
off  on  a   business  trip  to  Chicago  and  New 
York  .   .   .   George  Jacobi,  traveling  auditor 
for  Universal,  has  completed  his  work  here 
and  is  now  in  Portland  .   .   .   Don  Beckman 

back  from  the  business  trip  to  Los  Angeles 
and  telling  of  experiences  in  Slapsie 

Maxies.’ Archie  Holt  announces  that  GB  has  dis- 
continued its  booking  department  with 

20th  Century-Fox  doing  that  work  .   .   . 
Mark  Corey,  branch  manager  for  RKO 
in  Portland,  making  a   flying  trip  here  and 
back  .   .   .   W.  J.  Kupper,  western  division 
manager  for  Fox,  accompanied  by  Jim 

O’Loghlin,  drive  leader,  and  William 
Clarke  in  charge  of  short  subject  sales  in 
Seattle  for  a   conference  with  Herndon 
Edmond  and  his  sales  force  .   .   .   Eddie 

Lamb,  Jack  Flannery,  Junior  Mercy  and 
George  Blair  attending  the  General  Motors 
banquet  at  the  Olympic  Hotel. 

Frank  Christie  taking  charge  of  the 

Hamrick-Evergreen  open  house  at  the 
Film  Club  .   .   .   Visitors  during  the  week 
included  Howard  McBride  from  Spokane 
for  the  Hostack  fight  .   .   .   O.  T.  Taylor 
from  Aberdeen,  George  Hickey,  western 

division  manager  for  M-G-M;  Mrs.  Abbie 
Thompson  from  Pomeroy;  Mr.  mid  Mrs. 
Jimmie  Ewing  from  Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho; 
Cecil  Gwinn  from  Centralia  and  Chahalis; 
Louis  Perunko  and  Johnny  Smythe  from 
Tacoma;  W .   B.  McDonald  from  Olympia; 
Jean  Groesbeck  from  Enumclaw;  Ernie 
Shields  from  Kent;  Carrol  Barney  from 
Arlington;  E.  C.  Olsen  from  Bainbridge 
Island;  A.  G.  Basil  from  Raymond. 

The  Northwest  Film  Club  have  set  aside 

Friday,  December  2,  for  a   “Movie  Ball”  to 
be  held  at  the  Century  Ball  Room  on  the 
Tacoma  Highway.  Committees  include,  in 
charge  of  entertainment,  Dwight  Spracher 

and  Keith  Beckwith;  the  Tacoma  commit- 
tee, Bill  Connor,  Louis  Perunko  and  H.  T. 

Moore;  Valley  committee,  Mike  Berovic, 
Ernie  Shields;  Seattle  committee,  Frank 

Christie  and  Eddie  Rivers.  Hollywood  tal- 
ent will  be  brought  up  for  the  affair. 

Buses  will  be  chartered  to  convey  mem- 
bers to  the  affair. 

During  the  MPTO  convention  various 
activities  for  visiting  wives  will  be  staged 
at  the  Film  Club.  Committees  in  charge 

of  Mrs.  B.  F.  Shearer,  Mrs.  Al  Oxtoby, 
Mrs.  Dwight  Spracher  and  Mrs.  John 

Danz.  Men’s  committee  is  Richard  Hayes, 
L.  J.  McGinley  and  William  Forman  .   .   . 
There  is  a   good  looking  goat  on  the  desk 

of  Guy  Navarre  but  from  what  we  can 
gather,  this  goat  will  go  to  the  winner  of 
the  booby  prize  in  a   forthcoming  drive. 
The  model  is  just  making  a   tour  to  give 
branch  managers  an  idea  of  what  he  looks 
like. 

Weekly  Vaudeville 
At  Wilshire-Ebell 

Los  Angeles — Exhibitors  here  will  soon 
be  faced  with  competition  from  a   source 

that  hasi  long  been  considered  well-nigh 
def  unct — vaudeville . 

The  Wilshire-Ebell  Theatre  has  an- 
nounced that,  beginning  November  20,  it 

will  present  a   Sunday  night  variety  show 

each  week  with  “name”  acts  as  the  attrac- 
tions throughout. 

Opening  show  will  include  Jan  Rubini 
and  his  orchestra  with  Sammy  White  as 

master  of  ceremonies,  and  the  customary 
vaudeville  aggregation,  including  jugglers, 

comedy  teams,  a   toe-dancing  chorus,  nov- 
elties and  Comedian  Ben  Blue.  Harry 

Lash,  night  club  entertainer,  and  Jack 
Barr  are  sponsoring  the  enterprise. 

Fox  West  Coast  Closes 

Deal  lor  UA's  Product 
Los  Angeles — Fox  West  Coast  has  fi- 

nally, after  several  months  of  negotiation, 

closed  a   deal  for  United  Artists’  1938-39 
product  to  be  booked  throughout  the 
chain’s  theatres.  FWC  will  not  play  the 

UA  output  on  a   strictly  first-run  basis,  as 

two  Warner  houses  here — the  Hollywood 

and  Downtown — will  continue  to  have  first 

call.  In  neighborhood  and  subsequent- 

rim  houses,  however,  FWC  will  draw  pref- erence. 

The  deal  is  on  a   first-run  basis  in  all 
other  situations  along  the  coast. 

Aliena  to  Lena  Shatz 

Los  Angeles — The  Aliena  Theatre  here 
has  been  taken  over  from  Al  Pavolo  by 
Lena  Shatz. 

" Good  Neighbor " 

San  Diego — Hollywood  must  adopt  a 

“good  neighbor”  policy  toward  the  the- 
atre-going public  if  it  wants  to  have  them 

line  up  at  the  boxoffice  as  they  used  to. 
And  the  responsibility  for  pointing  up 

the  human  qualities  of  the  screen  capi- 
tal’s leading  citizens  and  minimizing  the 

"phoney  and  artificial”  lies  directly  with 

the  film  plants’  publicists. 
These  were  the  keynotes  of  an  address 

delivered  before  the  San  Diego  Advertising 

Club  this  week  by  Russell  Birdwell,  pub- 

licity-advertising director  for  Selznick- 
International,  attended  by  more  than  300 
advertising  and  newspaper  men  and 
broadcast  via  a   radio  network.  Titling  his 

talk  “Why  They’re  Shooting  at  Holly- 
wood’” Birdwell  pointed  out: 

“They  are  shooting  at  Hollywood  today 
because  the  world  outside  believes  the 
town  as  a   whole  has  forgotten  to  behave 

like  a   human  being  .   .   .   It’s  time  we  pub- 
licized the  right  side— the  other  side  of 

Hollywood — so  all  the  world  may  know 
there  are  those  in  Hollywood  who  want 

to  be  good  neighbors  with  their  fellow 

man.” 
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Great  Falls  Lease 

Renewed  by  FWC 
Great  Falls,  Mont. — Fox  West  Coast 

has  renewed  its  lease  on  the  Alcazar  The- 
atre, which  has  been  dark  for  more  than 

a   year,  and  will  reopen  it  within  six  weeks 
as  the  Ritz  Theatre  after  installing  a   new 
marquee,  seating  and  other  improvements. 

The  transaction  is  a   part  of  a   $75,000 

expenditure  to  be  made  on  theatre  re- 
habiliation  here  by  FWC,  a   decision  which 
was  reached  as  a   result  of  the  recent  visit 

of  Dick  Dickson,  supervisor  of  the  circuit’s 
Montana  houses,  and  R.  H.  McCullough, 

head  of  the  chain’s  maintenance  depart- 
ment. 

The  Clinton  Opens 
Hollywood — C.  W.  Blake  opened  his 

new  Clinton  Theatre,  a   600-seat  house, 
last  week.  It  is  located  on  Western  Ave. 
near  Sunset  Blvd. 

Ripley  Checks  In 
Hollywood — Robert  L.  Ripley  checks 

in  at  20th-Fox  next  week  for  production 

of  a   “Believe  It  or  Not”  short  subject, 
based  on  the  life  of  Jesse  James. 

JUNIOR  executives  (assistant  managers) 
1   of  Fox  theatres  in  the  Intermountain 
division  met  here  to  iron  out  operating 

problems.  The  convention  was  held  at  the 
Cosmopolitan  Hotel.  Members  of  the  press, 

exchange  managers  and  bookers  were  in- 
vited to  a   luncheon. 

Edward  Alperson,  salesman  for  Grand 
National,  and  Morris  Safier,  western  sales 
manager,  spent  a   few  days  here  conferring 
with  the  local  manager,  Glen  Gregory, 
and  interviewing  theatremen. 

Gene  Gerbase,  manager  of  Republic- 
Sheffield  exchange,  is  back  from  a   New 
Mexico  sales  trip,  as  is  Frank  Sheffield, 

who  returned  from  the  north.  Both  re- 
port better  business. 

Mike  Smith  of  St.  Louis,  booker  for  the 

TJ.  S.  army  posts,  was  here  booking  films 

for  the  soldier  boys  .   .   .   L.  L.  Dent,  presi- 
dent of  Westland  Theatres,  was  here  .   .   . 

Charles  Gilmour,  president  of  the  Theatre 

Owners  and  Managers  of  the  Rocky  Moun- 
tain region,  is  back  from  his  trip  to  New 

York. 

Gibraltar  Theatres  has  promoted  Bob 
Sweeten  from  Socorro,  N.  Mex.,  to  Rocky 
Ford,  Colo.,  where  he  will  manage  their 
house.  William  Simons  has  been  sent  to 

Socorro  .   .   .   Mrs.  Pearl  N.  Gay  ton  is  op- 
erating the  Colonial,  Pueblo,  Colo.,  two 

days  a   week  on  Spanish  films. 

Seen  on  the  Row  were:  Harry  McDon- 
ald, Torrington,  Wyo;  Sam  Feinstein,  Lusk, 

Wyo.;  C.  E.  McLaughlin,  Las  Animas, 
Colo.;  J.  H.  Hoffberg  of  the  distributing 
firm  of  the  same  name,  New  York. 

1L€>8  ANGELES 

COMPLICATIONS  in  a   severe  attack  of 
pleurisy  sent  Paul  Glick  of  the  Canoga 

Theatre,  Conoga  Park,  to  the  Cedars  of 

Lebanon  Hospital  for  observation.  Doc- 
tors report  his  condition  to  be  serious. 

Booking:  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Roy  Pierson,  in 
from  the  Lone  Pine  Theatre,  Lone  Pine; 

Fred  Siegal,  Margo  and  Palomar,  Ocean- 
side;  Glenn  Harper,  Corona,  Corona,  and 
Fontana,  Fontana;  Howard  Brookings, 
Beacon,  Glendora;  L.  A.  Williams,  Rialto, 
Downey;  H.  M.  Thomas,  Ramona,  San 
Diego. 

Bill  Callahan,  Metro  salesman,  was  on 
the  job  this  week  after  curing  a   severe 
cold.  With  his  return,  however,  Janet 

Bussey,  switchboard  operator  at  the  ex- 
change, went  out  with  the  same  ailment 

.   .   .   Art  La  Shelle,  owner-operator  of  the 
Avalon  Theatre,  Catalina  Island,  has  re- 

turned from  a   vacation  trip  to  Chicago 

.   .   .   Back  at  work  after  a   two-week  honey- 

moon is  Eddie  Cooke,  Universal’s  office 
manager. 

Robert  Long,  Metro  auditor,  came  in 
from  the  New  York  office  to  look  things 
over  at  the  local  exchange.  He  remains,  he 

declared,  “as  long  as  will  be  necessary” 
to  clean  up  his  work  here. 

Along  the  Row:  H.  C.  Munroe,  who  runs 
the  Rex  and  Dale  theatres  in  Long  Beach; 

Jack  Gross,  who  doubles  as  RKO  west- 
ern division  manager  and  as  manager  of 

the  RKO  Hillstreet  Theatre. 

Off  to  visit  the  old  folks  in  Kansas  are 

Ted  Gruwell  of  the  Gruwell-Wilcox  Co., 
and  his  wife  ...  A   severe  attack  of  pleur- 

isy will  keep  Paul  Glick,  operator  of  the 
Canoga  Theatre  in  Canoga  Park,  confined 

to  bed  for  a   week  or  more  under  doctor’s care. 

W.  E.  Calloway,  Warner  district  mana- 
ger, has  returned  from  a   short  business 

trip  to  San  Francisco  .   .   .   E.  M.  Saunders, 

Metro’s  western  division  sales  manager, 
became  a   grandfather  last  week  when  a 

son  was  born  to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Bob  Saun- 
ders, his  son  and  daughter-in-law,  who 

live  here  but  are  not  connected  with  the 

motion  picture  industry. 

Ollie  Wog,  Universal  salesman,  returned 

from  an  Arizona  selling  trip  and  imme- 
diately broadcast  a   warning  to  all  film 

salesmen  intending  to  make  Jerome,  Ariz., 

one  of  their  stopovers.  Jerome’s  one  and 
only  hostelry,  Wog  asseverates,  is  closed. 

J.  B.  Sloat,  owner  of  the  Maynard  The- 
atre here,  has  returned  from  a   vacation 

trip  which  took  him  to  Sioux  City,  Omaha, 
Minneapolis  and  Chicago.  Sloat  formerly 
owned  a   house  in  Sioux  City. 

Arthur  De  Stefano,  manager  of  the  lo- 
cal National  Theatres  Supply  branch  com- 

bined business  with  a   belated  vacation  by 

attending  the  MPTOA  convention  in  Ok- 
lahoma City.  He  was  expected  back  here 

late  this  week. 

Francis  Bateman  has  returned  to  his 

desk  as  Republic’s  exchange  manager  after 
an  extended  selling  trip  throungh  Arizona. 

Fred  Eull,  operator  of  the  Ramona  The- 
atre in  Ramona,  came  in  to  do  some  book- 
ing and  also  to  inform  the  Row  that  he 

was  on  the  committee  handling  the  annual 
Ramona  turkey  festival  which  was  held 

Saturday  and  Sunday.  Turkey -raising , 

Eull  explained,  is  the  town’s  leading  in- 
dustry, and  Ramona  donned  festive  garb 

to  welcome  thousands  of  visitors  who  turn- 
ed out  for  the  occasion. 

Visitors:  Ai't  Brick,  in  from  the  Palace, 
(Continued  on  next  page) 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
      A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  RE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“Theatre  Equipment  Specialists” 
Heywood-Wakeiield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 
Motiograph  Projectors 

1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 
NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

"Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 

1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 
—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

“LOVE  LIFE  OF  A   GORILLA" 

"CHILDREN  OF  LONELINESS" 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 
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JJERBERT  L.  LARSON,  drama  editor  of 
the  Oregonian,  became  the  proud 

father  of  a   boy,  November  7.  The  weight 
is  unknown,  but  the  name  is  reportedly 
Herbert  L.  Larson  jr.  .   .   .   Paul  S.  For- 

sythe, assistant  manager  of  Portland’s  new 
Downtown  Theatre,  dropped  in  at  the 
Multnomah  county  courthouse  the  other 
day  and  purchased  a   marriage  license.  The 

girl  was  Katheryn  A.  Harvey  of  Multno- 
mah, Ore. 

Visitors  on  Portland’s  Filmrow  were 
scarce  during  the  week,  but  we  did  see 
Ray  Henderson  of  Albany,  Edgar  Mercy 
of  Camas,  Wash.,  Al  Adams  of  Silverton 
and  Carl  Porter  of  the  Warner  Bros, 
houses  in  Salem  .   .   .   The  grapevine  tells 

us  Gordon  Morris  of  the  San  Francisco  of- 
fice of  B.  F.  Shearer  Co.,  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  Seattle. 

S.  G.  Mendenhall’s  new  house,  the 
Rogue,  at  Grants  Pass,  had  its  formal 
opening  with  guests  of  honor  including 
Gordon  Craddock  and  R.  O.  Wilson  of 

Universal;  Charlie  Powers  of  20th-Fox; 
Jimmie  Beale  of  Columbia,  and  Vete 
Stewart  of  Warner  Bros.  .   .   .   Biggest  event 
in  the  lives  of  the  Filmrow  bookers  during 

the  week  was  an  18-pound  turkey  dinner. 
Twelve  places  were  set. 

Jim  Hone  of  the  Esquire  Theatre  in  Los 
Angeles  has  arrived  in  Portland  to  take 
over  management  of  the  Esquire  here.  He 
replaces  Rowland  B.  Lloyd,  who  recently 
married  Marian  Lee  Hawksley.  Lloyd 

moves  to  Kansas  City,  where  he  will  oper- 
ate the  Vogue  as  a   foreign  film  house  for 

Herb  Rosener. 

Municipal  Judge  Julius  Cohn  brought 

gate  crashing  to  a   sudden  halt  at  Ham- 

rick-Evergreen’s  Paramount  Theatre  the 
other  day.  He  sentenced  three  offenders 
to  serve  one  day  in  jail,  then  ordered  the 
youths  to  be  in  their  homes  by  9   p.  m. 
each  night  for  the  next  60  days.  Previously 

gate  crashers  received  only  a   lecture.  Fre- 
quent attempts  made  the  sterner  measures 

necessary. 

A   new  neon  sign  front  now  decorates 
the  new  Rivoli  Theatre.  Its  manager, 
Robert  L.  Farrell  jr.,  was  well  pleased  with 

the  election  .   .   .   M-G-M  took  over  J.  J. 

Parker’s  United  Artists  Theatre  for  a 
trade  showing  of  “ The  Great  Waltz.” 
Everybody  was  there. 

Poynter  Buys  in  San  Clemente 

San  Clemente,  Cal. — J.  E.  Poynter  has 
purchased  the  San  Clemente  Theatre  from 
Abe  and  Mike  Gore. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I A 

Selected  Interest 

Sold  by  Biederman 
Los  Angeles — Dave  Biederman  has  sold 

his  one-half  interest  in  the  Selected  Pic- 
tures exchange  to  Max  Shapiro,  operator 

of  the  La  Habra  Theatre  in  La  Habra  and 
the  Metro  in  San  Diego. 

Bill  Kohler  retains  his  half -interest  in 
the  exchange. 

Personal  Appearances 

Lure  Only  Lola  Lane 
Hollywood — A   neat  nosedive  in  person- 

al appearance  tours  launched  by  Hollywood 
personalities  was  recorded  during  the 
week,  with  only  one  player  hitting  the 

road — while  two  other  players  wound  up 
short  tours  and  checked  back  at  the  film 

capital  for  a   resumption  of  their  picture- 
making activities. 

Lola  Lane  was  to  depart  on  Friday  for 

a   six-week  trek,  opening  in  Hartford, 
Conn.,  and  moving  through  key  cities  in 
the  east  and  midwest. 

Coming  in  during  the  week  was  Repub- 

lic’s pride  and  joy.  Gene  Autry,  and  his 
sagebrush  sidekick,  Smiley  Burnette,  who 

terminated  their  respective  two-week  tours 
along  the  coast  to  begin  preparations  for 

“Mexicali  Kid,”  the  next  Autry  starrer, 
in  which  Burnette  will  have  his  usual  fea- 

tured role. 

Ash  Fork's  Theatre  Closes 
Ash  Fork,  Ariz. — The  Ash  Fork  Thea- 

tre, only  house  in  town,  put  up  the  shut- 
ters this  week,  to  be  closed  indefinitely. 

LOS  ANGELES 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

Las  Vegas;  Earl  Strebe,  who  owns  the 
Palm  Springs  and  Plaza  in  Arrowhead. 

In  booking :   Wade  Loudermilk,  from 
the  Buckeye  Theatre  in  Buckeye,  Ariz.; 

Bill  Knott,  operator  of  the  Covina,  Co- 
vina; Tommy  Huntington,  booker  for  the 

Jack  Keogh  Theatres  in  San  Diego;  Leo 
Hamecher,  from  the  New  Victory,  San Diego. 

Ida  L.  Haas,  mother  of  Jay  Haas,  of  the 
Paramount  exchange,  observes  her  75th 
birthday  on  Sunday  and  will  be  feted  at 
a   dinner  party  which  will  be  attended  by 
three  generations  of  the  family. 

Charles  P.  Skouras,  Fox  West  Coast 
president;  Mike  Rosenberg ,   president  of 
Principal  Theatres,  FWC  subsidiary,  and 

Charles  A.  Buckley,  circuit  attorney,  re- 

turned this  week  from  a   week’s  business 
trip  to  San  Francisco  and  Seattle. 

TELEPHONE  NOrmandy  4101 

QUICK  GUARANTEED 
PROJECTION  REPAIR  SERVICE 

Projection  Lamps  —   Parts  —   Supplies 
Everything  for  the  Theatre 

HAROLD  B.  EDINGER,  Proprietor 

CALIFORNIA  THEATRE  SUPPLY  COMPANY 
4112  Sunset  Blvd.  LOS  ANGELES 

MILT  LAKE 
CAPITALIZING  on  the  recent  “War  of the  Worlds”  broadcast  over  CBS,  the 

Victory  Theatre  booked  in  H.  G.  Wells’ 
“Things  to  Come”  with  excellent  results. 

M.  K.  Ross,  Republic  branch  manager, 

is  winding  up  a   tour  of  Idaho  territory 
in  the  interests  of  his  company. 

R.  J.  Cadman,  UA  sales  manager  here, 
is  due  from  a   trip  over  Montana  with 
Walt  Millar,  salesman. 

Thanksgiving  Opening 

For  Van  Nuys  Theatre 

Van  Nuys,  Cal. — The  La  Reina  Theatre, 

new  900-seat  house,  will  formally  open 
November  23,  with  Robert  Rothafel  as 
manager. 

The  theatre  was  constructed  by  Fox 

West  Coast  and  Nate  Scheinberg  in  part- nership. 

Mayer  Is  Defendant  in 

$500,000  Slander  Suit 
Los  Angeles — The  tide  of  litigation  and 

court  battles  involving  filmites  washed  up 

into  high  places  in  the  screen  world  when 

Louis  B.  Mayer,  vice-pres.  and  production 
chieftain  at  M-G-M,  was  made  defendant 
in  a   $500,000  slander  suit  brought  against 

him  in  superior  court  by  William  H.  Neb- 
lett,  local  attorney.  Neblett  bases  his  action 
on  statements  alleged  to  have  been  made 

by  Mayer  as  a   witness  before  Sacramento 

county’s  grand  jury  some  weeks  ago  dur- 

ing a   probe  of  the  State  Assembly’s  capi- 
tal-labor investigating  committee,  a   pic- 

ture into  which  Neblett,  the  IATSE  and 

studio  personalities  were  closely  fitted. 
Mayer,  Neblett  charges,  falsely  quoted  him 

“with  malicious  intent  to  injure  him  and 

his  reputation”  by  declaring  that  Neblett 
had  stated  he  could  use  his  influence  to 

have  the  Assembly  committee  “destroy  and 
put  out  of  business”  the  IATSE.  Neblett, 
of  course,  denies  having  made  such  state- ments. 

Studio  dance  directors  had  their  share  of  court 

tangles.  Dave  Gould  and  his  wife  were  sued  by 
Winfield  King  to  recover  $7,410  in  damages,  which 

King  claims  is  due  because  of  the  mistreatment 

they  accorded  a   house  which  they  leased  from 
him.  The  Goulds  entered  a   general  denial. 

Another  terpsichorean  tutor,  Seymour  Felix, 

went  into  U.  S.  district  court  to  plead  bank- 
ruptcy, his  petition  listing  $9  in  assets  as  against 

$32,097.54  in  liabilities. 

An  out-of-court  settlement  was  effected  be- 
tween John  Leal,  midget  actor,  and  Jed  Buell 

Productions  in  Leal’s  suit  charging  that  the 
faulty  use  of  makeup  while  he  was  working  in 

“The  Terror  of  Tiny  Town”  caused  a   permanent 
scar  on  his  face  for  which  Buell  and  Louis 

Philippi,  makeup  artist,  were  responsible.  Set- 
tlement of  a   municipal  court  action  against  Actor 

Paul  Lukas  was  also  written  into  the  records.  A 

merchandising  house  had  brought  suit  to  recover 

an  allegedly  unpaid  clothing  bill  of  $123.30. 

Another  municipal  court  action  was  directed 

against  Alice  Brady,  comedienne,  and  her  father, 

William  Brady,  by  a   florist  who  charges  the  de- 
fendants with  failing  to  pay  for  a   $65  order  of 

flowers. 

An  agent-client  suit  found  Sam  Jaffe,  Inc., 

filing  in  superior  court  to  seek  $19,600  in  dam- 
ages from  Richard  Arlen  as  compensation  for 

an  assertedly  voided  managerial  contract,  the 

agency  complaining  that  Arlen  allegedly  can- 
celed his  five-year  pact  after  it  had  been  ef- 

fective for  only  six  months. 
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CONCILIATION  AGREEMENT  BY 

AND  ALLIED  IN  CHICAGO  GIVES 
Eastern  Meeting  Called 

Between  Distributors 

And  MPTOA 

Chicago — With  both  the  Allied  and  Dis- 

tributors’ committee  announcing  that  oral 
agreement  in  principle  had  been  reached 
in  regard  to  conciliation,  the  scene  shifts 
back  to  New  York  where  the  distributors 

group  meets  with  MPTOA  and  other  ex- 
hibitor unit  representatives. 

The  announcement  came  on  the  oral 

agreement  after  a   day  and  a   half  of  con- 
ferences at  the  Congress  Hotel.  The  Allied 

national  board,  augmented  by  numerous 
Chicago  Allied  leaders,  met  all  day  Thurs- 

day formulating  its  plan  for  discussion 
with  the  distributor  group,  William  P. 
Rodgers  of  M-G-M,  Gradwell  Sears  of 
Warner,  and  Abe  Montague  of  Columbia. 

Thursday  night  the  first  discussion  be- 
tween the  two  groups  took  place.  Meet- 

ing with  the  distributor  leaders  were  the 
following  Allied  men,  headed  by  Chairman 
H.  A.  Cole  of  Texas:  Ray  Branch,  Has- 

tings, Mich.,  president  Allied  Theatres  of 
Michigan;  Nathan  Yamins,  Fall  River, 
Mass.,  president  of  National  Allied;  W.  A. 

Steffes,  Minneapolis,  president  of  North- 
west Allied;  Sidney  E.  Samuelson,  New- 
ton, N.  J.,  director  of  national  Allied 

and  Allied  of  New  Jersey. 

Cancellations,  score  charges,  the  matter 

of  moveovers,  radio  competition,  and  nu- 
merous other  matters  which  are  up  for 

conciliation  were  discussed  Thursday 
night.  Shortly  before  midnight  the  group 
adjourned  to  permit  the  Allied  committee 
to  report  back  to  its  full  national  board 
Friday  morning.  After  this  was  done,  a 
final  conference  shortly  before  lunch  took 
place.  It  was  concluded  shortly  after 

lunch,  at  which  time  both  Rodgers,  a   dis- 
tributor spokesman,  and  Cole,  Allied  press 

contact,  made  their  separate  announce- 
ments that  oral  agreements  had  been 

reached. 

A   general  note  of  optimism  and  cor- 
diality existed  throughout  the  two  days 

of  discussions. 

It  was  understood  considerable  time 
was  spent  the  opening  day  at  the  Allied 
meeting  discussing  the  Chicago  clearance 
situation.  That  was  the  reason  for  the 

larger  Chicago  representation  at  the  gath- 
ering. Joseph  Rosenberg,  Allied  attorney, 

spoke  for  Jack  Kirsch,  president  of  Allied 
of  Illinois,  who  had  been  ill  with  a   serious 

sore  throat,  and  was  under  doctor’s  orders 
not  to  speak  excessively.  Aaron  Stein, 
associate  of  Rosenberg,  also  attended  the 
Thursday  meeting. 

Rodgers,  in  his  statement  following  the 

conclusion  of  meetings,  said  that  “an 
oral  agreement  had  been  reached  in  prin- 

Charge  B&K 
In  Contempt 

Chicago — The  government  late  Wed- 

nesday filed  an  information  in  federal 

court  here  against  Balaban  &   Katz  and 

major  distributors  charging  violation  of 

the  consent  decree  of  1932  wherein  the 

circuit  and  current  defendants  were  con- 

strained from  certain  practices  held 

detrimental  to  public  interest  and  inde- 

pendent exhibitors. 

Filed  by  Warren  Canady,  assistant 

district  attorney,  and  Robert  L.  Wright, 

special  aide  to  Thurmon  Arnold,  assist- 

ant U.  S.  attorney  general,  the  petition 

resulted  in  an  order  to  show  cause  why 

the  defendants  should  not  be  held  in 

contempt  of  the  federal  court  for  "con- 

spiring to  monopolize  the  distribution 

and  exhibition  of  motion  pictures  in  the 

Chicago  area  to  the  detriment  of  the 

public  and  private  independent  exhibi- 

tors." 

The  defendants: 

Barney  Balaban,  Balaban  <&  Katz, 

Paramount,  Loew's,  Inc.,  RKO  Radio, 

20th  Century-Fox,  United  Artists,  Uni- 

versal, and  Vitagraph  and  Warner  Bros. 

The  petition,  a   brief  of  30  pages,  was 

filed  with  Federal  Judge  Charles  E. 

Woodward. 

Agents  of  the  federal  bureau  of  in- 

vestigation, attached  to  Washington  and 

the  local  branch,  have  been  working 

with  Wright  for  some  time  here  gather- 

ing data  for  the  case. 

ciple  with  Allied  Theatres,  subject  to  the 
reducing  of  such  agreements  to  the  proper 
written  form.  Details  must  of  necessity 
be  withheld  at  this  time  pending  the  final 
shaping  up  of  the  written  document,  but 
in  the  meantime  it  must  be  publicly  ex- 

pressed that  all  meetings  have  been  con- 
ducted pleasantly  with  a   full  appreciation 

on  each  side  of  the  other’s  problems.  It 
is  expected  that  such  further  discussions 
necessary  for  final  completion  of  details 
will  be  completed  in  the  early  future.  The 
committee  meets  again  next  week  with 
representatives  of  MPTOA,  and  the  inde- 

pendent units  throughout  the  country  for 
final  disposition  of  matters  previously  dis- 

cussed, and  considering  those  principles  on 
which  agreements  have  so  far  been  reach- 

ed, it  is  anticipated  that  final  negoti- 

DISTRIBUTORS 

NEW  YORK  CUE 
Moveovers,  Score  Charges, 

Cancellations  Among 

The  Topics 

ations  with  all  interests  will  be  definitely 

completed  at  an  early  date.” 
The  Cole  statement,  after  telling  of  the 

resumption  of  deliberations  in  Chicago, 
said: 

“All  subjects  brought  forward  by  both 
sides  have  been  fully  discussed.  The  Al- 

lied committee  has  received  from  the  dis- 
tributors’ committee  the  maximum  con- 

cessions which  the  distributors  feel  that 
they  can  yield.  Publication  of  the  details 
must  await  the  final  action  by  the  several 
interested  groups  based  on  a   written  state- 

ment setting  forth  all  the  details. 

“There  being  no  occasion  for  further 
oral  discussion  at  this  time,  the  meeting 

was  suspended  to  enable  a   drafting  com- 
mittee to  reduce  to  writing  all  the  mat- 

ters discussed  including  the  details  of  the 

industry  machinery  which  has  been  pro- 
posed for  interpreting  and  applying  the 

fair  trade  practices  under  consideration. 

“When  and  if  a   satisfactory  document 
has  been  evolved  it  will,  following  a   reso- 

lution of  the  Allied  board  of  directors,  be 
reported  back  to  the  board  for  final 

action.” 

At  the  Meeting 

Chicago — Among  those  noted  at  the  Chi- 

cago trade  practice  conferences  repre- 
senting Allied,  were: 

Nathan  Yamins,  president;  Abram  My- 
ers, general  counsel;  Sidney  Samuelson 

and  Irving  Dollinger,  New  Jersey;  Col. 
H.  A.  Cole,  Dallas;  Max  A.  Cohen  and 
Harry  Kosch,  New  York  City;  Harold 
Stoneman,  Boston;  Ray  Branch,  Michi- 

gan; Martin  Smith,  Pete  Wood  and  Moe 
Horwitz,  Ohio;  David  A.  Milgram,  Phila- 

delphia; M.  A.  Rosenberg  and  Fred  Her- 
rington, Pittsburgh;  Maurice  Rubin,  In- 

diana; Ike  Holycross  and  V.  U.  Young, 
Indiana;  Herman  Blum,  Maryland;  Charles 
Olive,  Washington,  D.  C.;  H.  F.  Mertz  and 
Max  Krofta,  Milwaukee;  W.  A.  Steffes, 

Benny  Berger  and  A.  A.  Kaplan,  Minne- 
apolis, and  the  following  from  Chicago, 

Jack  Kirsch,  president;  Edwin  Silverman, 
Emile  Stem,  Ludwig  Sussman,  Jack  Rose, 
Van  Nomikos,  Verne  Langdon,  Lou  Har- 

rison and  Lou  Abramson,  in  addition  to 
Joseph  Rosenberg  and  Aaron  Stein,  Allied attorneys. 

Those  from  out  of  the  city  returned  to 
their  homes  Friday,  while  Sears  and  Rodg- 

ers left  for  New  York  Saturday  after- 
noon. Montague  remained  over  for  a   re- 
gional Columbia  meeting  at  the  Black- 

stone  Hotel  Saturday  and  Sunday,  be- 
fore going  back  to  New  York. 
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B&K  Clearance  Slash  Is  Columbia  Midwest 

Exhibitors'  Main  Objective  Parley  Is  Ended 
By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — It  is  learned  here  that  the 

independent  exhibitors,  motivated  by  Al- 

lied thoughts  on  the  matter,  have  prac- 
tically decided  to  concentrate  now  on 

slashing  of  the  clearance  time  enjoyed 

by  B&K  here,  and  will  forego  attempts 

to  force  back  single  features  in  the  Chi- 
cago area  again. 

The  matter  was  discussed  at  length  at 

the  Allied  national  board  meeting  here 

last  week,  at  which  Chicago  Allied  lead- 

ers, including  Jack  Kirsch,  president,  Ed- 
win Silverman,  Emile  Stern  and  others 

were  present. 

At  that  time  the  recent  decision  of  the 

supreme  court  giving,  in  effect,  legal  sanc- 
tion to  the  showing  of  double  bills,  based 

on  the  Perelman  case  in  Philadelphia,  was 

discussed  by  Joseph  Rosenberg,  Allied  at- 

torney, and  chief  attorney  in  the  inde- 

pendents’ pending  federal  anti-trust  clear- 
ance suit  against  B&K  and  the  majors. 

It  is  known  that  many  of  the  Allied 

members  locally  have  been  definitely  op- 
posed to  double  bills,  and  outwardly  hoped 

that  their  current  legal  action  would  aid 

them  in  their  plan  to  regain  single  fea- 
ture programs  for  Chicago. 

However,  it  appears  now  that  the  dif- 
ferences between  the  independents  and 

B&K  will  have  to  be  settled  along  clear- 

ance lines.  Depositions  regarding  the  clear- 
ance situation  as  it  now  stands  were  to 

be  taken  beginning  on  Thursday  after- 
noon of  this  week  by  Rosenberg  &   Aaron 

Stein,  his  law  partner,  before  Jacob  I. 
Grossman,  federal  master  in  chancery. 

Subpoenaed  for  this  purpose  were  the 
eight  major  branch  managers  and  Elmer 

Upton,  comptroller  of  B&K.  Due  to  Fri- 
day being  Armistice  Day,  the  taking  of 

depositions  was  to  be  postponed  after 
Thursday  afternoon  till  next  Monday 

morning.  Stein  told  Boxoffice  that  only 

a   day  or  two  would  be  required  for  the 
deposition  taking. 

Other  Suits  Center 

On  Product  Availability 

The  suit  of  V.  U.  Young,  Gary,  Ind., 

against  B&K  and  the  majors,  also  on  prod- 
uct availability,  is  status  quo  for  the 

present,  awaiting  action  of  the  attorneys 
before  proceeding  further. 

The  suit  of  the  Meltzer  Brothers  against 
Harry  and  Elmer  Balaban  for  a   renewal 

of  the  formers’  lease  on  the  Milford  The- 
atre, filed  last  week,  will  not  go  to  court. 

It  has  been  satisfactorily  settled  by  at- 
torneys for  both  sides.  The  Balabans  did 

not  take  over  operation  of  the  house  at 
any  time,  as  was  stated  in  these  columns 
last  week,  but  had  only  announced  they 
planned  to  do  so.  The  Meltzers  remained 
in  charge  of  operation  of  the  house  all 

during  the  dickering  and  misunderstand- 
ings, and  will  continue  to  operate  the 

theatre. 

Late  this  week  final  papers  were  signed 

Confidence  in  Trade 

Practice  Talks 
Chicago — Following  the  trade  prac- 

tice conferences  held  here  last  Thurs- 

day and  Friday,  Abe  Montague,  gen- 
eral sales  manager,  Columbia,  told 

BOXOFFICE: 

"I  have  full  confidence  that  a   defi- 
nite and  favorable  understanding  to 

all  will  be  reached  in  a   very  short 

time." 

The  Columbia  sales  head  praised  the 

cooperation  of  the  trade  press  in  work- 

ing with  the  committees. 

for  renewal  of  the  Milford  lease  between 
the  Meltzer  Brothers  and  Continental 

Properties,  Inc. 

Meanwhile  it  is  understood  that  the  law 
firm  of  Jacobson,  Merrick,  Nierman,  and 

Silbert  is  preparing  a   suit  to  be  filed 

shortly  over  the  clearance  situation  in 
Evanston.  Lewis  Jacobson  said  this  week 

that  papers  on  this  action  will  be  ready 
shortly  but  did  not  say  who  was  filing 
the  suit.  It  was  said,  however,  that  the 
action  is  thought  to  be  directed  again 
against  B&K  over  availability  or  rather, 
lack  of  availability,  of  product  for  the 
Stadium  Theatre,  Evanston  independent 

house,  formerly  operated  by  Leo  Solomon 
and  now  by  Frank  Ford. 

Vincennes  Opening 

Vincennes,  Ind. — Capacity  audiences  at- 
tended the  three  shows  held  the  opening 

night  of  the  Fort  Sackville  Theatre  here. 
The  house  is  owned  and  operated  by  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  M.  W.  Welsh. 

Chicago — With  everyone  in  the  indus- 

try, second-guessing  on  what  may  happen 
as  a   result  of  all  the  pending  court  action 
between  the  independents  and  B&K  and 

the  major  companies,  it’s  an  open  secret 
that  many  of  the  independent  exhibitors, 
especially  those  with  only  a   house  or  two, 
feel  that  they  are  in  for  the  worst  of  it. 

It’s  all  predicated  on  this  fact — the 
Chicago  exchange  territory  is  regarded  by 
distributors  as  a   five  per  cent  territory, 
and  that  much  revenue  must  be  gleaned 

from  every  picture  proportionately,  re- 
gardless of  how  it  is  obtained. 

Thus,  under  the  present  clearance  sys- 
tem, with  B&K  getting  first  play  on  prod- 
uct and  extended  loop  runs,  the  major 

portion  of  the  revenue  is  taken  out  of 
B&K  rentals  for  practically  all  product. 
Therefore,  it  is  easier  for  exhibitors  to 
make  product  deals  and  for  less  money. 

Chicago — After  discussing  the  product 

for  the  remainder  of  the  1938-39  season 

with  managers  and  salesmen  of  the  mid- 

west, Columbia’s  home  office  personnel 
was  back  in  New  York  this  week.  The 

meetings,  over  the  weekend,  were  held  at 
the  Blackstone  Hotel. 

Abe  Montague,  Columbia  sales  manager, 
said  that  within  the  next  month  similar 

gatherings  will  be  held  for  the  eastern, 
southern  and  western  divisions. 

With  the  entire  two  days  taken  up  with 

group  and  individual  branch  sessions,  there 
was  time  for  screening  of  only  one  picture, 

"Blondie,”  based  on  the  cartoon  strip. 

Those  here  from  the  home  office  be- 
sides Montague,  were  Rube  Jackter,  Louis 

Astor,  Louis  Weinberg,  Max  Weisfeldt, 
Hank  Kaufman,  George  Josephs,  Milton 
Hanncock  and  Maurice  Grad.  Division 
Managers  Sam  Galanty,  Washington,  Carl 

Shalit,  Detroit,  and  Phil  Dunas  attended. 
Branch  managers  and  the  salesmen  from 

the  14  exchanges  who  attended  were:  W. 
Bradfield,  B.  C.  Marcus,  C.  E.  Reynolds, 
H.  S.  Stultz,  L.  E.  Royster,  Kansas  City; 
T.  J.  MacEvoy,  S.  R.  Chapman,  O.  J.  Ruby, 

M.  Weisner,  Milwaukee;  A.  B.  Leake,  M. 
H.  Evidon,  M.  Goodman,  M.  L.  Godwin, 

Des  Moilnes;  J.  H.  Jacobs,  H.  J.  Chap- 
man, A.  L.  Aved,  M.  W.  Sgutt,  I.  Marks,  D. 

H.  Conley,  Minneapolis;  I.  M.  Weiner,  S. 
Yaeger,  E.  Dunas,  W.  J.  Foley,  Omaha; 
R.  F.  Cloud,  C.  H.  Townsend,  L.  Soskin,  G. 

L.  McCoy,  Detroit;  W.  C.  Craig,  H.  Kauf- 
man, C.  Butler,  A.  J.  Gelman,  Indianapolis; 

Clarence  Hill,  C.  Ferris,  L.  A.  LaPlante, 
James  Bradford,  St.  Louis;  A.  H.  Levy,  J. 

Gins,  G.  Tice,  S.  Sugarman,  C.  B.  Kosco, 
Pittsburgh;  L.  Zucker,  G.  Becker,  M.  Glick, 

S.  Gerson,  Cleveland;  L.  E.  Davis,  P.  Ni- 
land,  C.  R.  Palmer,  H.  W.  Rullman,  Cin- 

cinnati; and  O.  D.  Weems,  C.  A.  Wingfield, 
J.  B.  Walsh,  and  B.  Caplon,  Washington. 

Chicago  is  known  for  its  small  number 

of  percentage  deals  and  its  great  number 
of  flat  rental  contracts,  as  compared  with 
other  territories  in  the  country. 

It  is  said  by  numerous  exchange  mana- 
gers that  while  the  general  percentage 

rental  paid  throughout  the  country  on  an 
average  is  about  17  per  cent  by  exhibitors, 
and  that  the  Chicago  general  average  is 
no  more  than  eight  to  ten  per  cent. 

In  the  event  B&K  clearance  is  cut  con- 
siderably by  court  action,  or  any  other 

plan  be  used  to  cut  that  first  big  chunk 
of  revenue  from  the  top  runs,  it  will  be 

the  independent  exhibitors  who  will  have 

to  make  up  the  difference.  Which,  natu- 
rally, means  that  there  will  be  many  more 

pictures  on  percentage  deals  in  Chicago 

than  heretofore  and  that  the  average  ren- 
tal will  be  a   lot  more  than  the  current 

eight  to  ten  per  cent. 

The  Old  Percentage  Game 
    By  B.  O.  TELLER    
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Jitterbug  Shows 

Draw  in  Chicago 
Chicago — It’s  now  double  features  and 

jitterbugs  in  numerous  Chicago  theatres, 
thanks  to  Sam  Herman,  booking  agent, 
who  is  not  only  putting  on  and  m.  c.ing 
most  of  the  shows,  but  also  furnishes 

most  of  the  couples  for  the  contests.  Her- 
man has  tied  up  his  shows  with  the  Chi- 
cago Herald  &   Examiner,  with  the  ulti- 
mate zone  winners  to  be  given  a   final 

contest  on  the  stage  of  the  Chicago  The- 
atre. 

There  are  cash  prizes  given  to  not  only 
the  winners  but  each  contesting  team  at 

every  house,  totaling  at  least  $20,  which 
is  put  up  by  the  theatre.  One  night  a   week 
is  set  aside,  and  Herman  is  booking  up 
now  so  that  he  has  at  least  one  house  every 

night  during  the  week.  The  newspaper 
is  giving  the  contest  plenty  of  daily  play 
in  its  news  column  and  has  even  tied  up 
the  ballrooms  in  the  city  with  waltz,  tango, 
fox  trot  and  other  dance  contests. 

The  theatres  in  Chicago  and  Illinois  ter- 
ritory tied  in  with  the  Herald  &   Examiner 

are: 

Berwyn  in  Berwyn;  Rialto  in  Joliet; 
Genesse  in  Waukegan;  Majestic  in  St. 

Louis;  Grand  in  Alton;  Lincoln-Dixie  in 
Chicago  Heights;  Wood  River  in  Wood 

River;  Lincoln  in  Decatur;  Wilday  in  Ed- 
wardsville,  and  the  Congress,  Norshore, 

Terminal,  Senate  and  Belpark  all  in  Chi- 
cago. All  of  these  are  either  Great  States 

or  B&K  houses.  Others  in  the  group  of 

21  thus  far  tied  up  are  the  State-Roseland, 
Lou  Reinheimer;  Englewood,  Ed  Beattie; 

Forest  Park,  Jack  Miller;  Picadilly,  Scho- 
enstadt  Bros.;  Commercial,  Harry  and 
Elmer  Balaban,  all  in  Chicago;  and  the 

Kenosha,  Warner  subsidiary  house,  in  Ken- 
osha, Wis. 

Practically  every  house  has  oeen  doing 

near-capacity  and  SRO  business  the  nights 
they  offer  the  jitterbug  contests. 

Has  Berlin  Memento 
Chicago — Harry  Hadfield.,  oldest  B&K 

manager  in  point  of  years  in  the  industry, 
and  now  at  the  Belpark  Theatre,  has  one 
of  the  original  typed  copies  of  the  words 

to  Irving  Berlin’s  “Oh  How  I   Hate  to  Get 
Up  in  the  Morning,”  one  of  the  tunes  used 
in  20th  Century-Fox’s  “Alexander’s  Rag- 

time Band.”  Hadfield  was  given  his  copy 
along  with  many  others  at  the  Lambs 
Club  in  New  York  one  morning,  as  the 
group  was  attempting  to  raise  war  funds 
in  1917,  by  Berlin  himself. 

Autry  Moves  On 
Chicago — Finishing  his  week  here  at  the 

RKO  Palace,  Gene  Autry  moved  on  to 
Cleveland,  after  which  he  returns  to  the 

coast  for  his  next  Republic  opus.  While 
Smiley  Burnette  was  not  in  his  act  here, 
Autry  said  that  Burnette  will  continue  in 

his  pictures.  Burnette  is  out  on  a   personal 
appearance  tour  of  his  own. 

Gets  Testimonial 

Chicago — A   testimonial  dinner  honoring 
Jack  Kirsch  upon  his  recent  election  to 

the  presidency  of  Allied  Theatres  of  Illi- 
nois will  be  held  Friday  night,  December  2, 

in  the  Gold  Room  of  the  Congress  Hotel. 

It  will  be  a   stag  affair  and  will  be  $10  per 

person. 
Henri  Elman  and  Johnny  Mednikow  head 

the  committee  in  charge  of  the  event, 

which  includes  also  Ben  Lasker,  Tippy 

Harrison,  Ludwig  Sussman,  Van  Nomikos, 

Moe  Wells,  Mort  Goldberg  and  Herb 
Elisburg. 

Studios  Cooperate 
On  Architects  Ball 

Chicago — Word  received  here  from  Wil- 
liam Pereira,  now  in  Hollywood,  is  to 

the  effect  that  the  major  studios  are  co- 
operating in  furnishing  material  for  the 

Architects’  Movie  Ball  to  be  held  December 
2   at  the  Drake  Hotel. 

In  preparation  at  the  Walt  Disney  stu- 
dios now  is  a   life  size  papier  mache  model 

of  “Ferdinand  the  Bull,”  which  will  be 
shipped  here  within  the  next  several  days. 

A   reception  similar  to  that  accorded  celeb- 
rities is  being  planned,  to  be  followed  by 

a   Michigan  Avenue  parade. 

This  week  an  “artists’  marathon”  was 
held  at  the  Sherman  Hotel.  Competing 

were  15  of  the  city’s  outstanding  artists 
to  create  a   poster  that  will  be  the  ad- 

vertising theme  of  the  ball.  Each  artist 

furnished  his  own  model  and  the  compe- 
tition was  limited  to  the  six  hours  from 

6   o’clock  to  midnight  on  Wednesday  eve- 
ning. It  was  used  primarily  as  a   publicity 

stunt  with  the  press  of  the  city  invited. 

Heliotes  Remodels 
Fort  Wayne,  Ind. — George  Heliotes  is 

remodeling  his  Rialto  here  at  a   cost  of 

$5,000. 

Now  The  Outstanding  BoxOffice 

Attraction  To-Day 
A   $10,000.00  MAXIMUM  TRAVEL  AND 
PEDESTRIAN  POLICY  FOR  YOUR 
PATRONS  FROM  AGES  10  TO  70 

NO  MEDICAL  EXAMINATION  REQUIRED 

Policy  Form  Approved  Under  Illinois  Insurance  Laws 

EXCLUSIVE  —   DIGNIFIED  —   BENEFICIAL 

Short  10-week  plan  at  no  Greater  Cost  than  Regular  Premium. 

Your  Patrons  Will  Thank  You  for  Making  It  Possible  for  Them 
to  Obtain  This  Protection. 

Exclusive  Distributors  by  Mail  Throughout 
the  United  States  and  Canada. 

Theatre  Patrons  Insurance  Nite 
1325  So.  Wabash 

(Copyright,  1938) 

Chicago,  111. CALumet  7617-8 
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Report  Chicagoans 

Seek  Shubert-Rialto 
St.  Louis — It  has  been  learned  that  cer- 

tain Chicago  motion  picture  interests  have 
opened  negotiations  looking  to  a   lease  on 

the  Shubert-Rialto  Theatre,  2,000-seater 
located  on  Grand  Blvd.  If  the  deal  now 

on  the  fire  goes  through,  the  house  will 
show  both  foreign  and  American  pictures 
not  now  being  exhibited  in  St.  Louis. 

If  the  Shubert-Rialto  reopens  it  will 
provide  the  first  competition  on  Grand 
Blvd.  the  Fanchon  &   Marco  interests  have 

had  for  many  months. 

Fanchon  &   Marco  interests  now  are  in- 

terested in  the  5,000-seat  Fox,  the  Mis- 
souri, the  St.  Louis  and  the  Empress  in 

the  Grand-Olive  sector. 

It  will  be  recalled  that  when  F&M  sign- 
ed the  famous  peace  pact  with  Warner 

Bros.,  et  al  in  1936,  they  added  the  Shu- 
bert-Rialto and  the  Orpheum  to  their  lo- 

cal holdings.  Both  of  those  houses  had 

been  operated  by  Warner  Bros.,  in  oppo- 
sition to  the  F&M  houses. 

For  some  months  F&M  operated  the 

Shubert-Rialto  as  a   third  runner,  but  let 
go  of  the  house  when  the  Warner  lease 
it  had  assumed  expired.  Tire  house  was 
darkened  early  in  1937.  The  lease  expired 
in  September  of  that  year. 

Balaban  &   Katz  of  Chicago  on  several 
occasions  were  reported  as  about  ready 
for  an  invasion  of  St.  Louis,  but  nothing 
developed.  The  current  information  is  that 

the  Chicago  interests  now  dickering  for 
the  Shubert-Rialto  are  not  connected  with 
Balaban  &   Katz. 

Insurance  Policy  Plan 

Completed  by  Hartman 
Chicago  —   Completion  of  the  Theatre 

Patrons’  Insurance  Night  plan  was  an- 
nounced this  week  by  Joe  Hartman,  who 

is  handling  all  key  situations  in  the  United 
States  on  the  plan. 

An  arrangement  has  been  completed 
with  the  George  Rogers  Clark  Casualty 

Company  of  Rockford,  111.,  for  a   fully  ap- 
proved plan  by  the  state  of  Illinois,  where- 

by theatres  offer  their  patrons,  from  10 

to  70,  a   $10,000  maximum  travel  and  pe- 
destrian accident  policy  free.  Numerous 

inquiries  have  been  received  by  Hartman 
on  the  plan. 

"Society"  Cast  Additions 
Hollywood — Charles  Trowbridge,  Frank 

Dawson,  Cupid  Ainsworth,  Gloria  Williams, 
Gus  Glassmire  and  Lillian  Yarbo  have 

been  assigned  to  Paramount’s  “Cafe  So- 

ciety,” co-starring  Madeleine  Carroll,  Fred 
MacMurray  and  Shirley  Ross. 

Cukor  to  "Wind" 
Hollywood — George  Cukor  will  direct 

“Gone  With  the  Wind”  for  Selznick  Inter- 
national. He  dropped  the  “Wizard  of  Oz” 

meg  at  Metro  for  the  assignment. 

Petitioned 

An  invitation  to  attend  the  homecom- 

ing at  Grinnell  College,  Gary  Cooper’s 
school,  was  extended  the  star  during  his 

stopover  in  Chicago,  en  route  to  an  Euro- 
pean vacation.  The  invitation,  signed  by 

786  Grinnell  students,  was  presented  to 

Cooper  by  the  coed  on  his  left,  Mary  Beth 
Gee,  and  embodied  a   petition  that  the  star 

consider  playing  the  title  role  of  the  cur- 

rent hit  play,  “Abe  Lincoln  of  Illinois.” 
With  Cooper  was  his  wife,  the  former 
Sandra  Shaw. 

TRADE  preview  of  M-G-M’s  “The 
Great  Waltz”  was  given  at  the  Or- 

pheum Theatre  Thursday,  November  10. 

The  Boys  Town  choir  is  scheduled  for  a 

stage  appearance  at  the  Orpheum  Theatre 
November  24  and  25. 

Burton  Holmes,  famous  traveler  and 
lecturer,  gave  two  lectures  at  the  Orpheum 
Theatre  Thursday  afternoon  and  evening 

under  sponsorship  of  the  State  Journal 
and  American  Legion. 

The  Orpheum  Theatre  is  reverting  to 
30  cents  for  balcony  and  40  cents  main 

floor  from  their  summer  prices  Nov.  13. 

Indianapolis  RCA  Host 

To  Visiting  Executives 
Indianapolis — The  RCA  Manufacturing 

Co.  was  host  during  the  week  to  company 
executives  from  other  cities  and  officials 

of  Kiefer-Stewart  Co.,  Central  Indiana 
distributors  of  the  firm. 

The  guests  visited  the  plant  at  LaSalle 
and  Michigan  Sts.  Those  present  were 
R.  A.  Graver,  sales  manager,  Chicago 

district;  Hugh  Green,  Kiefer-Stewart  ap- 
pliance manager;  O.  C.  Maurer,  Kiefer- 

Stewart  vice-president;  G.  Barrett  Moxley, 
Kiefer-Stewart  president;  J.  M.  Smith, 
vice-president  and  plant  manager  of  RCA 

Mfg.  Co.  of  Indianapolis,  and  Fred  E.  Wil- 
son, national  sales  manager  of  RCA,  Cam- 
den, N.  J. 

Nazi  Propaganda 
Showers  St.  Louis 

St.  Louis — The  anti-Jewish  pamphlets 

attacking  the  motion  picture  industry  have 
made  their  belated  appearance  in  St. 
Louis.  Presumably  the  distribution  here 
is  in  the  hands  of  Hitlerite  Germans. 

The  first  batch  of  the  pamphlets  were 
showered  on  thousands  of  shoppers  who 

attended  the  Opportunity  Day  sales  at  the 
Stix,  Baer  &   Fuller  Department  Store  on 

Washington  Ave.  between  Sixth  and  Sev- 
enth Sts.  the  afternoon  of  Saturday,  No- 

vember 5. 

The  Nazi  agents  carried  the  pamphlets 
to  the  upper  floors  of  a   building  and  let 
them  shower  down  on  the  crowd.  Some 

suspected  that  the  distribution  was  han- 

dled by  an  airplane  rider,  but  that  hasn’t 
been  verified,  although  in  the  past  that 

method  has  been  used  to  circulate  propa- 
ganda leaflets  in  this  sector. 

Local  theatre  folks  are  not  alarmed  at 
the  situation.  It  is  known  that  the  Nazi 

strength  here  is  not  really  important,  not- 
withstanding the  fact  many  St.  Louisans 

are  of  German  extraction. 

R .   Levine  Reports  Two 

Indiana  Theatre  Deals 
Chicago — Two  Indiana  theatre  deals  were 

announced  this  week  by  R.  Levine  &   Co. 
One  was  the  sale  of  the  Diana  Theatre, 

Noblesville,  Ind.,  for  the  former  owner, 

C.  J.  Hayward,  to  Harry  Vonderschmidt  of 
Noblesville. 

The  other  is  the  announcement  that 

construction  has  already  begun  on  the 

650-seat  Roxy  Theatre,  being  erected  by 
Levine  for  Nate  Kaufman  at  Shelbyville, 
Ind.  Kaufman  lives  in  Shelbyville  and 

will  spend  $50,000  on  the  new  house.  The 

supplies  will  be  furnished  by  Stanley  The- 
atre Supply  of  Chicago. 

City  of  St.  Louis  Bids  lor 
Taxes  on  World  Theatre 

St.  Louis — The  city  of  St.  Louis  on  No- 

vember 7   bid  in  for  taxes  the  World  Thea- 

tre, 3627  Grandel  Square,  on  which  de- 
linquent tax  bills  for  the  third  year  were 

auctioned  by  Collector  William  F.  Bau- 
man’s office  at  the  Civil  Courts  Bldg. 

About  180  other  pieces  of  property  also 
were  auctioned.  The  city  bought  in  the 

theatre  for  $1,500.  Delinquent  taxes  on 

the  property  amounted  to  $20,756.  The 
property  has  an  assessed  value  of  $61,025. 

Recalls  School  Days 
Chicago — One  of  the  most  enthusiastic 

supporters  of  the  new  Warner  film,  “Broth- 
er Rat,”  is  a   Brother  Rat,  S.  R.  (Ki) 

Claggett,  manager  of  the  B&K  Belmont 
Theatre.  Claggett  attended  the  Virginia 
Military  Institute,  around  which  the  plot 

of  the  picture  is  laid,  shortly  before  the 
war.  The  term.  Brother  Rat,  is  used  at 
VMI.,  the  same  as  Plebe  at  West  Point. 
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Metro  Show  Opens 

Oriental  in  Chicago 

Chicago — An  all-M-G-M  show  will  head- 

line the  opening  bill  for  the  Oriental 
Theatre  next  Friday,  November  18,  when 
Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer  reopen  it  after 
the  house  had  been  dark  since  late  last 

May.  Freddie  Bartholomew,  M-G-M  star 
now  on  tour,  will  top  the  vaude  bill  in 

person,  while  “Vacation  From  Love,’’  with 
Dennis  O’Keefe  and  Florence  Rice,  will 
be  the  picture. 

The  rest  of  the  stage  acts  will  be  the 
Twelve  Aristocrats,  Carr  Brothers  and 
Betty,  Kirby  and  Duval,  and  Ross,  Pierre 
and  Sweeney. 

Jack  Hunt,  who  has  been  with  J.L.S. 
for  20  years  in  various  capacities  in  loop 
houses,  will  leave  the  State-Lake  where  he 
has  been  since  they  opened  the  house  five 
and  a   half  years  ago,  to  become  manager 
of  the  Oriental.  Verne  Buck,  emcee  and 
orchestra  director,  will  go,  too,  as  will  the 
line  of  girls,  the  State-Lake  Sweethearts, 
and  a   majority  of  the  house  staff.  Chester 

Amburg,  Hunt’s  assistant,  will  go  with  him 
to  the  Oriental. 

Hunt  has  been  in  five  other  houses  in 

the  loop  during  J.L.S.  management,  in- 
cluding the  McVickers,  Rialto,  Orpheum, 

Woods  and  State-Lake. 

State-Lake  to  Close 

A   decision  to  close  the  State -Lake  on 
the  opening  day  of  the  Oriental,  Novem- 

ber 18,  to  permit  remodeling,  was  reached 
at  a   conference  this  week  between  John 
Balaban  of  B&K  and  John  Jones  of  J.L.S. 

It  is  planned  to  reopen  the  house  under 
B&K  operation,  on  Christmas  Day,  with  a 
vaude  and  film  policy. 

The  State-Lake  price  policy  will  be 
moved  to  the  Oriental  also:  25,  30  and  40 
cents,  week  days;  25,  35  and  55  cents, 
Saturdays,  and  40  and  55  cents  Sundays. 

Indiana  Film  Transport 

Heads  Bring  Back  Prize 

Indianapolis — William  C.  Smith,  owner 

of  the  Indiana  Film  Transit  Co.,  and  Mar- 
jorie S.  White,  manager  of  the  firm,  re- 

turned to  Indianapolis  from  Detroit,  Mich., 
by  plane  after  receiving  the  highest  na- 

tional safety  award  of  the  American  Truck- 

ing Ass’n. 
The  Indiana  company  recently  won  first 

place  in  the  open  division  safety  contest 
for  all  companies  in  the  United  States, 
regardless  of  number  of  trucks  operated. 
It  also  took  first  place  in  the  11  to  25-truck 

class  for  the  period  between  July  31,  1937, 
and  Aug.  1,  1938. 

Devine  and  Mowbray  Check  In 
Hollywood — Andy  Devine  and  Alan 

Mowbray  have  checked  in  at  Paramount 
for  featured  roles  with  Bob  Hope  and 

Martha  Raye  in  “Never  Say  Die.” 

(C  IH1  111  CC  A   G   O 

QRRIN  TUCKER  can  thank  his  second 
week  holdover  at  the  Chicago  Theatre 

for  the  way  the  audiences  took  to  cute 
Bonnie  Baker,  petite  songstress  with  his 

band.  Before  the  second  week’s  engage- 
ment was  over,  the  theatre  was  featuring 

Bonnie  on  even  billing  with  Tucker,  the 
band  and  the  feature  film. 

General  Film  Lab  is  handling  all  cam- 
era work  for  the  screen  work  being  done 

as  part  of  the  new  motion  picture  course 
of  the  Columbia  College  of  Drama  and 
Radio. 

The  first  meeting  of  the  new  season  for 
the  Better  Films  Council  of  Chicagoland 
will  be  held  Thursday  morning,  November 
17,  at  the  Chicago  Lighting  Institute. 

It’s  a   boy  at  the  Martin  (Paramount 
News)  Barnetts,  the  blessed  event  occur- 

ring last  week  at  Michael  Reese  Hospital. 

Yes,  boys,  pop’s  holding  up  under  the 
strain.  And  Lieut.  John  Shea  says  he’ll 
be  there  for  the  “briss”  with  his  hat  on. 

Incidentally,  talking  about  Shea,  re- 
minds us  that  he  is  rapidly  becoming  one 

of  the  best  amateur  gate-crashers  in  the 
middle  west.  Wherever  there  is  a   news- 

reel camera  crew,  you  can  depend  upon  it 
that  Lieutenant  Shea,  the  best  fireman  in 
the  fire  department,  will  be  there  with  the 

boys.  They’re  all  the  same  to  him — Ken- 
tucky Derby,  all-star  football  and  baseball 

games,  golden  glove  amateur  boxing  tour- 

naments, the  Indianapolis  race,  etc. — he’s 
been  everywhere.  Right  now,  he’s  Red 

Felbinger’s  sports  expert  without  port- 
folio for  Paramount  News. 

Phil  Fischer  has  sent  his  brother,  O.  K. 

Fischer,  out  on  the  road  as  southern  dis- 
trict manager  for  Hollywood  Amusement 

Co. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Charles  Yaeger,  the  Bank  Night 
impresario,  was  through  Chicago  over 
the  weekend,  en  route  back  to  Denver. 

Charlie  Einfeld,  Warner  publicity 
and  advertising  chief,  passed  through 
the  Windy  City,  Friday,  en  route  to 
New  York  by  plane. 

Rudy  Vallee,  coast-bound  to  Holly- 
wood, left  via  the  Santa  Fe  Super 

Chief,  Friday  night,  followed  later  by 
his  18  band  members  on  the  Scout. 

Sidney  Lanfield,  20th  Century-Fox 
director,  stopped  off  here  last  week  to 
visit  with  his  mother  for  a   few  days 

before  proceeding  on  to  New  York. 
Hal  Wallis,  executive  in  charge  of 

Warner  production,  was  through  here 
Monday  en  route  to  New  York  .   .   . 
Returning  from  Gotham  to  California 
on  the  same  day  was  his  chief,  H. 
M.  Warner. 

Dave  Wallerstein  left  this  week  for  Mex- 
ico where  he  will  vacation  till  Thanks- 

giving .   .   .   Jimmy  Thomson  is  back  in  the 
loop  again,  this  time  as  assistant  manager 
to  Elmer  Immerman  at  the  Garrick. 

The  Warner  Club  will  hold  its  annual 

fall  party  next  Wednesday  night,  Novem- 
(Continued  on  page  95) 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
■   -   -   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR    

CHICAGO 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 

1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 

1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 
COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters 

from  one  source — 50%  saving— one 

weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 

banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 

least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  331 1-A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 
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pjARRY  MacDONALD,  manager  of  the 
Warner  Theatre  here,  staged  a   bene- 
fit performance  November  5   with  “Broth- 
er Rat”  as  the  flicker.  Youngsters  under 

16  were  admitted  upon  presenting  some 
article  of  clothing  and  were  lined  up  at 
the  boxoffice  at  8:30,  although  the  show 

didn’t  start  until  9:30  a.  m.  Milwaukee 
Goodwill  industries  were  beneficiaries  of 
the  clothing,  and  the  Motion  Picture  Op- 

erators’ Local  164  and  Stagehands’  Local 
18  donated  their  services  for  the  perform- 
ance. 

Fox’s  Venetian,  north  side  neighborhood 
house,  is  sporting  Merchants  Gift  night 
each  Wednesday  with  giveaways  including 
baskets  of  groceries. 

“Men  With  Wings”  was  soloed  at  Fox’s 
Palace  last  week  and  teamed  with  “Five 

A   Motion  Picture 

Week  for  Madison 
Madison,  Wis. — Gov.  Philip  F.  LaFollette 

has  signed  a   proclamation  designating 
November  13  to  19  Motion  Picture  Week  as 
follows : 

“From  the  days  of  the  magic  lantern  to 
the  modern  cinema,  the  story  of  motion 
picture  development  is  itself  a   dramatic 
episode  in  the  annals  of  American  in- 
dustry. 

“The  production,  distribution  and  ex- 
hibition of  motion  pictures  constitute  an 

industry  that  employs  large  numbers  of 
persons  over  a   wide  area.  In  the  state  of 
Wisconsin  the  motion  picture  employes 
number  118,000. 

“As  an  industry  it  has  grown  fast,  spread 
rapidly,  and  changed  constantly.  It  has 
the  task  of  catering  to  public  tastes  on  a 
relentless  production  schedule.  The  in- 

dustry itself  is  today  appraising  its  posi- 
tion in  modem  life. 

“The  task  of  producing  good  motion  pic- 
tures is  essential  of  course,  the  same  as 

the  task  of  writing  a   good  story.  The 
functions  of  literature  are  to  instruct,  to 
animate,  or  to  amuse.  The  enduring  works 
in  literature  have  done  one  or  all  of  these 
things  well,  and  the  cinema  art  has  on 
occasion  attained  these  heights. 

“The  appraisal  of  the  cinema  by  the 
industry  itself  is  laudable.  Included  in 
such  inventory,  of  course,  is  the  taking 
stock  of  public  reactions.  Such  involun- 

tary enterprise  on  the  part  of  the  indus- 
try will  appropriately  receive  the  interest 

and  cooperation  of  people  generally. 

“Now,  therefore,  I,  Philip  F.  La  Follette, 
governor  of  Wisconsin,  do  hereby  desig- 

nate and  proclaim  the  week  of  Nov.  13  to 
19,  1938,  as  Motion  Picture  Week  and  urge 
citizens  throughout  the  state  to  review  the 
program  which  the  cinema  industry  is  try- 

ing to  accomplish.” 

of  a   Kind”  at  the  circuit’s  Strand  here 
for  a   second  week. 

Frankie  Masters  and  his  College  Inn  or- 
chestra played  the  Bay  Theatre,  Green 

Bay,  and  the  Kenosha,  Kenosha,  last  week 
for  one-day  stands. 

Edward  F.  Morton  has  been  named  as- 
sistant manager  of  the  Orpheum  Thea- 

tre in  Kenosha,  succeeding  Edward  Saxe, 
who  has  moved  to  Texas. 

Division  managers  of  the  public  seating 

division  of  the  Heywood-Wake field  Co. 
closed  a   three-day  meeting  November  4   at 
the  Hotel  Menominee. 

Fox’s  Wisconsin  staged  a   special  pre- 
view showing  of  “The  Great  Waltz”  at 

11:45  p.  m.  November  4   for  the  estimated 
3,000  members  of  the  Wisconsin  Educa- 

tional Ass’n  in  town  for  their  convention. 

John  Balaban  Hits 

At  Para.  Tie  Talk 
Chicago — John  Balaban  said  this  week 

that  he  had  not  been  approached  “nor 
do  I   expect  to  be  approached”  on  being 
placed  in  charge  of  operation  of  Para- 

mount’s theatre  holdings,  the  post  which 
Y.  Frank  Freeman  leaves  to  go  to  Hol- 
lywood. 

It  is  thought  here  that  Barney  Balaban 

will  assume  any  direct  connection  entail- 

ing supervision  of  the  company’s  the- 
atre operations,  with  the  understanding 

that  perhaps  Freeman  will  remain  at  the 
studio  only  long  enough  to  work  out  the 
difficulties  on  the  Paramount  lot  and 

leave  to  William  F.  LeBaron  then  com- 
plete production  supervision. 

Milwaukee  "Blockade" 
Settlement  Is  Reached 

Milwaukee — An  out-of-court  settlement 

has  been  reached  in  the  controversy  be- 
tween the  American  League  for  Peace  and 

Democracy  which  charged  the  Oriental 
Theatre  Corp.,  operator  of  the  Oriental 
here,  with  breaking  faith  with  them  by 

showing  “Blockade”  for  only  one  night 
instead  of  two  as  originally  scheduled. 

Seeking  $2,500  from  the  theatre,  the 
league  maintained  that  groups  hostile  to 

it  had  forced  the  management  to  with- 
draw the  film.  H.  J.  Mirisch,  head  of  the 

theatre  company,  denied  this,  declaring 
that  poor  business  forced  the  cancellation. 

Screen  Eight  Disney  Shorts 

Chicago — RKO  will  hold  a   trade  screen- 

ing of  eight  Walt  Disney  Technicolor  short 
subjects  next  Wednesday  morning  at  11 

o’clock,  at  the  Esquire  Theatre.  Included 
will  be  shorts  ready  for  release  up  to 
April,  1939. 

Plans  to  Feature 

Series  of  Shorts 
Chicago — A   plan  whereby  Booker  Harry 

Mandel  hopes  to  use  several  of  the  War- 
ner patriotic  two-reelers  in  a   group  for 

feature  length  presentation  was  outlined 
to  several  exhibitors  at  a   screening  at  the 
Warner  exchange. 

It  is  Mandel’s  plan  to  arrange  the  many 
Technicolor  patriotic  shorts  which  War- 

ner has  produced  in  the  last  year  or  two 
in  chronological  order.  It  is  then  proposed, 
if  exhibitors  like  the  plan,  to  attempt  to 

get  an  introduction  to  explain  the  se- 
quences, and  to  add  commentaries  be- 

tween each  short  to  produce,  in  effect, 
a   running  story. 

The  shorts  to  be  used,  in  order,  are: 

“Give  Me  Liberty,”  “Declaration  of  Inde- 
pendence,” “Man  Without  a   Country,” 

“The  Romance  of  Louisiana,”  and  “The 

Song  of  a   Nation.” 

Horror  Show  Craze  Is 

Passing  in  Milwaukee 
Milwaukee — Indications  are  that  hor- 

ror shows,  in  Milwaukee  at  least,  have  run 
their  course.  The  Alhambra,  reopened  on 

October  27  with  “Dracula”  and  “Frank- 
enstein,” and  originally  slated  for  a   two- 

week  run,  was  dark  again,  November  4. 
At  the  height  of  the  craze  here,  nine 

horror  pictures  were  being  shown  in  the 
downtown  area — two  at  the  Alhambra,  two 
at  the  Strand,  two  at  the  Miller,  two  at 
the  Princess  and  one  at  the  Whitehouse. 

Reports  from  local  film  exchanges,  how- 
ever, are  that  the  shows  are  just  beginning 

to  catch  in  smaller  towns  around  the 
state.  At  Oshkosh  where  the  Grand  was 

showing  “The  Juggernaut”  and  “Con- 
demned to  Live,”  and  the  Oshkosh  playing 

"Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein,”  the  Rex 
took  exception  to  the  trend,  in  newspaper 
advertising  by  declaring: 

“No  Horror,  but  good  pictures.  You  will 

be  able  to  sleep  after  seeing  our  show.” 

CAPA  Discusses  Plans 

For  Annual  Xmas  Party 
Chicago  —   Preliminary  plans  for  the 

fourth  annual  Movie  Christmas  Basket 
Party  were  discussed  at  a   meeting  held 
Tuesday  in  the  CAPA  clubrooms  in  the 
Crillon  Hotel.  The  free  shows  will  be  held 

this  year  Tuesday,  December  20.  Cost  to 
theatres  will  be  $5.00,  which  will  include 
all  material  necessary  such  as  trailer,  bags 

and  posters. 

Quota  Hall  In 
Chicago — The  amusement  section  of  the 

Community  Fund  Drive  reported  50  per 

cent  of  its  quota  in  collections  at  this  week’s report  luncheon.  Quota  is  $25,000. 

Open  at  Altamont 
Altamont,  III. — The  Main  Theatre  here 

was  recently  opened  by  Miss  A.  Wohlert 
after  being  redecorated. 
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10  Years  Ago 

( From,  Boxoffice  Files,  November  10,  1928) 

JWO  more  houses  to  the  Wehrenberg 
circuit!  This  time  the  chain  has  ac- 

quired the  Cinderella  and  Virginia  in 
South  St.  Louis  .   .   .   Practically  every  St. 
Louis  theatre  gave  election  returns  last 

Tuesday  evening  .   .   .   Manager  Roy  Dick- 
son of  Tiffany-Stahl  visited  a   number  of 

southern  Illinois  key  towns  during  the  past 
week. 

The  reason  there  is  so  little  talking  in 

a   picture,  according  to  Director  Alan  Cros- 
land  who  stopped  off  in  Chicago  last  week: 

“Just  about  half  of  the  actors  you  see 
in  the  headlines  today  are  going  to  be 
dropped  from  sight  in  about  two  years. 
The  performers  themselves  are  blocking 

the  ‘movies.’  They  can’t  talk  and  they 
can’t  sing,  most  of  them,  and  what  good 
are  they  when  the  public  is  calling  for 

talking  pictures?” 

Plans  for  rebuilding  the  lone  house  in 
Wilmette,  111.,  are  underway  .   .   .   Work 
on  the  new  Colonial  at  Logansport,  Ind., 
is  progressing  rapidly  ...  A   new  business 
block  and  theatre,  to  cost  more  than 
$1,500,000,  will  rise  on  the  ashes  of  the 
million  dollar  fire  that  recently  destroyed 
the  Sylvandell  Bldg,  and  Rialto  Theatre 
at  Aurora,  111.,  according  to  present  plans. 

Chicago’s  German  Theatre  was  perma- 
nently closed  last  week  due  to  lack  of  pat- 

ronage .   .   .   V.  C.  Tustison,  New  Haven, 

Inc.,  exhibitor,  attended  the  last  arbitra- 
tion meeting  of  the  Film  Board. 

Charles  C.  Pettijohn,  counsel  for  the 
Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors 

of  America,  becomes  an  exhibitor  in  In- 
diana in  a   deal  completed  last  week  with 

Frank  J.  Rembusch,  operator  of  a   string 
of  theatres  in  Indianapolis  and  adjoining 
towns,  and  H.  H.  Woodsmall,  Indianapolis 
realtor. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued  from  page  93) 

her  16,  at  the  College  Inn  of  the  Hotel 
Sherman. 

Joe  McMahon,  M-G-M  state  salesman, 
was  confined  in  a   LaSalle,  111.,  hospital 
last  week  following  an  emergency  opera- 

tion for  acute  appendicitis. 

‘‘The  Singing  Blacksmith,”  which  Irv- 
ing Franklin  is  distributing  in  this  terri- 

tory, topped  every  Jewish  picture  which 
has  played  at  the  Sonotone  the  opening 
day,  and  finished  the  week  breaking  the 
fiouse  record. 

If  you  saw  Phil  Fischer  industriously 
gathering  those  Hollywood  and  Wahoo 
cards  together  in  his  office  last  week, 

here’s  why.  He  heard  that  Orson  Welles’ 
broadcast  and  decided  to  clear  out  before 

the  “enemy”  got  to  Chicago. 

Gypsy  Rose  Lee  was  the  current  week’s 
attraction  on  the  stage  at  the  RKO  Palace. 

She  succeeded  Republic  cowboy  star,  Gene 
Autry. 

ST.  1L  #   U   III  S 
ROBERT  E.  ALLAN  is  the  new  manager 

of  Superior  Pictures,  Inc.,  at  3317 
Olive  St.  He  succeeds  Alan  Rosenberger 
who  has  accepted  a   position  with  Grand 
National  Pictures,  Inc.  Allan  formerly  was 
affiliated  with  the  Chicago  Herald  &   Ex- 

aminer and  the  Chicago  Evening  Ameri- 
can, the  Hearst  papers  in  Chicago. 

“Dark  Eyes,”  a   French  picture  with  Eng- 
lish subtitles,  is  to  be  exhibited  at  the 

S’Renco  Screening  Room,  3143  Olive  St., 
on  November  12,  13  and  14.  The  accom- 

panying film  will  be  a   revival  of  “The 
River.”  Two  showings  will  be  given  each 
evening  at  7:30  and  9 : 00  p.  m. 

Sonja  Henie  and  her  Hollywood  Ice 
Revue  will  be  on  display  at  the  Arena  on 
Oakland  avenue  from  November  22  to  26, 
inclusive.  Harry  Losee,  dance  director  of 
20th  Century-Fox  films,  is  director  of 
the  spectacle. 

Armand  George  Denis  and  Mrs.  Delia 
Roosevelt  Denis,  his  wife,  were  in  St. 

Louis  on  November  7   to  speak  at  a   meet- 

ing of  the  Women’s  Advertising  Club  at 
Hotel  Statler.  The  visit  was  something  of  a 

homecoming  for  Mrs.  Denis,  who  is  a   na- 
tive of  Webster  Groves,  a   local  suburb. 

Their  latest  film,  “Dark  Rapture,”  is  a 
comprehensive  study  of  the  races  living  in 
remote  sections  of  the  Belgian  Congo. 

A   total  of  27,550  persons  attended  the 
three  performances  of  the  Ice  Follies  at 
the  Arena.  The  attendance  on  the  clos- 

ing night,  November  6,  was  9,750  according 
to  the  promoter,  Earl  Reflow.  The  show 
was  presented  under  the  auspices  of  the 
St.  Louis  Skating  Club. 

Harry  C.  Arthur  jr.,  Fanchon  &   Marco, 
is  an  admiral  of  the  American  Air  Lines. 
He  has  flown  52,000  miles  in  ojie  year. 

Paul  Beisman,  American  Theatre  man- 
ager, is  another  local  theatrical  man  hold- 

ing a   similar  honor. 

Larry  Kent’s  stage  presentation  at  the 
Mikado  Theatre  last  week  made  such  a 
hit  with  the  cash  customers  his  kiddie 
revue  has  been  billed  for  a   showing  at  the 
Kingsland  Theatre  on  Gravois  avenue  on 
the  night  of  November  11. 

That  much  talked  about  Loew’s  Theatre 
football  team  has  finally  lined  up  an  op- 

ponent in  the  local  theatrical  circles.  Bill 

Abeln,  chief  of  service  at  the  Fox  The- 
atre, accepted  a   challenge  hurled  by  Ray 

Quillen,  stalwart  doorman  at  Loew’s.  It  is 
interesting  to  note  that  the  Fox  crowd 

came  out  after  they  learned  the  Loew’s 
crowd  didn’t  do  so  well  in  a   recent  game 
with  the  Sentinel  De  Molays. 

Operators'  Contract 
Bargain  Waits 

Chicago — Due  to  the  absence  from 

the  city  of  John  Smith,  business  agent 

of  the  operators'  union,  for  several  days, 
negotiations  between  the  exhibitors 

and  the  operators  on  a   new  contract 

for  1938-39  season  continued  at  a 

standstill  this  week,  with  conferences 

due  for  resumption  early  next  week. 

Heard  Between  Trains 

Chicago — Eddie  Cantor  does  things  dif- 
ferently, and  last  week  he  conducted  a 

“different”  audition.  He  listened  to  15- 
year-old  Gloriana  Sandquist,  junior  in 
Roosevelt  Junior  High  School,  singing  in 

the  club  car  of  his  New  York  Central  spe- 
cial train  as  engines  were  being  switched 

preparatory  to  its  run  to  New  York. 

Here’s  how  it  happened.  Gloriana’s  glo- 
rious voice  was  called  to  Cantor’s,  atten- 

tion some  time  ago  and  he  advised  her 
mother  he  would  be  in  Chicago  last  week. 

They  were  to  audition  her  in  Cantor’s  suite 
at'  the  Sherman  Hotel  between  trains. 

However,  the  Santa  Fe  Chief  was  four 
hours  late  arriving  from  the  west  coast. 
Cantor  with  his  entourage  of  19  persons 
from  his,  radio  troupe,  loaded  down  with 

baggage,  had  to  hurry  from  Dearborn  Sta- 
tion to  LaSalle  Street  Station  in  time  to 

catch  the  special  train. 

Suddenly  Cantor  remembered  about 
Gloriana.  A   hurry-up  call  revealed  the 
youngster  and  her  mother  had  been  wait- 

ing four  hours  at  the  Sherman.  Things 
were  remedied  in  a   jiffy.  The  piano  which 
Cantor  had  along  on  the  train  to  rehearse 

for  his  next  week’s  air  show  was  put  into 
the  club  car,  and  there  Gloriana  sang. 

And,  according  to  the  pop-eyed  comedian, 
it  was  not  in  vain.  He  plans  further  au- 

ditions for  the  youngster  and  a   possible 
spot  on  his  air  show  later  on. 

Cantor’s  hurry  to  get  to  New  York, 
necessitating  the  special  train,  was  caused 
by  his  having  to  be  there  for  the  Will 
Rogers  Memorial  Show  program  over  the 
radio  last  Friday,  something  which  the 

comedian  vowed,  “I  wouldn’t  miss  for 

anything.” 
This  week  Cantor  is  to  appear  on  the 

night  of  stars  benefit  show  for  the  United 
Palestine  Appeal  in  New  York. 

OWLING 
Chicago — Universal  continues  to  lead 

the  pack  in  the  film  bowling  league  with 
14  games  won  and  7   lost. 
Max  Dreifuss  of  Republic  is  leading  the 

individual  bowlers  with  an  average  of  182.9 

per  game.  High  team  game  is,  held  by  Re- 
public with  912,  with  individual  high  going 

to  B.  Klass,  of  Film  Carriers  with  246.  S. 
Anderson  of  Essaness  won  the  sweepstakes 
last  week  with  a   661. 

Russell  Baker  of  National  Screen’s  team 
has  been  transferred  to  St.  Louis  and  the 
league  wishes  him  success  in  his  new 
location. 

Team  standings: 

W.  L. 

Universal      14  7 

Republic      12  6 
Film  Carriers      13  8 

Paramount      10  8 

Photoplay      9   12 
National  Screen      7   11 

20th-Fox      7   14 
Essaness      6   12 
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R   A   C   HI  N   HE 
^ITH  the  resumption  of  Bank  Night  at 

Warner’s  Venetian  after  two  weeks  of 
Ten-O-Win  has  come  a   flood  of  protest 
from  patrons.  The  Better  Films  League, 
at  its  November  meeting,  voted  to  protest 
the  resumption  of  Bank  Night.  Numerous 
letters  have  been  published  in  the  daily 

newspaper’s  “Voice  of  the  People,”  urg- 
ing especially  that  new  registration  lists  be 

compiled,  instead  of  including  the  35,000 
or  more  names  registered  before  the  dis- 

continuance of  Bank  Night. 

Methods  used  in  advertising  the  horror 
films,  currently  in  Vogue,  were  condemned 
by  the  Gilbert-Knapp  PTA  at  its  No- 

vember session. 

Previewed  last  week,  “Sons  of  the  Le- 
gion” has  been  selected  as  a   benefit  film 

for  which  five  groups  affiliated  with  the 
American  Legion  will  sell  tickets.  The 
film  will  show  at  the  Venetian. 

Stanley  Gere,  artist  at  the  Venetian 
Theatre,  was  heard  in  flute  solos  when 
the  Racine  Symphony  Orchestra,  in  which 
he  is  a   member,  presented  its  opening  con- 

cert on  November  2,  with  Harold  Bauer, 
pianist,  as  the  guest  artist. 

Theatre  managers,  operators  and  others 
associated  with  amusement  enterprises  in 
Racine,  are  members  of  a   bowling  league 
which  bowls  each  Tuesday  night  at  a 
downtown  alley.  The  bowlers  start  their 
competition  about  midnight,  after  the 

day’s  business  has  been  concluded. 

Lulu  Belle,  Skyland  Scotty  and  the  en- 
tire WLS  National  Barn  Dance  group  will 

appear  on  the  Venetian  stage  on  Novem- 
ber 22.  Standing  Room  Only  greeted  their 

previous  appearance  here. 

MacMullen  Is  New  Head 

Of  B&K  Employes  Club 
Chicago — Roy  MacMullen,  Granada 

manager,  is  the  new  president  of  the  B&K 

Employes’  Club,  following  the  election 
held  last  week.  Other  officers  named: 

Charles  N.  Burris,  Nortown,  first  vice- 
president  in  charge  of  welfare:  Walter 

Lyons,  Biltmore,  second  vice-president  in 
charge  of  entertainment;  Joe  Kearns,  ac- 

countant, third  vice-president  in  charge 
of  athletics:  Althea  A.  Levy,  secretary,  and 
Otto  Seman,  treasurer.  The  latter  two  are 
employed  in  the  office. 

The  regional  directors  named  were  Ralph 
Sherry,  loop;  Leslie  C.  Walrath,  north  side; 
William  L.  Bader,  south  side,  and  Thurs- 

ton Wayne,  northwest  side. 

Laraine  Johnson  in  "Legion" 
Hollywood — Laraine  Johnson  has  been 

selected  to  play  opposite  George  O’Brien 
in  RKO’s  “Arizona  Legion.” 

Alan  Hale  in  "Pacific  Liner" 
Hollywood — Alan  Hale  reported  to  RKO 

for  a   featured  role  in  “Pacific  Liner,” 
starring  Chester  Morris  and  Wendy  Barrie. 

Tom  Collins 

— Photo  by  Nelidoff 

When  Metro’s  eastern  talent  director, 

Al  Altman,  wired  instructions  to  ar- 
range transportation  to  Hollywood  for 

the  new  find,  Tom  Collins,  he  specified 

“an  actor.”  Collins,  who  left  for  the 

west  coast  arid  an  M-G-M  contract, 

was  “discovered”  by  Clarence  Sha- 

piro, the  studio’s  talent  scout  in  Chi- 
cago. 

Boosts  Boys  Town  in 

Chicago  Tribune  Review 
Chicago  —   Mae  Tinee,  Chicago  Tribune 

film  critic,  included  an  indirect  appeal  for 

funds  for  Father  Flanagan’s  famous  Boys 
Town,  in  her  list  of  the  ten  best  pictures 
of  October.  After  mentioning  the  cast 
of  the  picture,  the  critic  added  that  since 
the  appearance  of  the  picture,  contribu- 

tions to  the  home  have  fallen  off  mate- 
rially, due  to  the  fact  that  fans  got  the 

wrong  impression  that  the  Boys  Town  is 
an  established  place  and  needs  no  funds, 

and  secondly  because  they  think  that  Fath- 
er Flanagan  is  a   financial  wizard  who  picks 

thousands  out  of  the  air.  To  both  she  gave 

her  own  answers  thus:  “It  ISN’T  and  he 

AIN’T.” Besides  listing  “Boys  Town,”  other's 
named  by  Mae  Tinee  as  October’s  ten  best 
were:  “Four  Daughters,”  “The  Sisters,” 
“That  Certain  Age,”  “You  Can’t  Take  It 
With  You,”  ‘Drums,”  “The  Courier  of 
Lyons,”  “If  I   Were  King,”  and  “The  Ar- 

kansas Traveler.”  In  listing  “Moonlight 
Sonata,”  also,  the  critic  gave  only  one 
reason  why  it  was  included,  thus:  “PAD- 

EREWSKI.” Doris  Arden,  the  Chicago  Times  critic, 
who  usually  lists  six  best,  said  that  in 

October  “the  gentlemen  who  have  been 
saying  that  ‘motion  pictures  are  your  best 
entertaianment,’  have  practically  clinched 
their  argument,”  and  she  listed  seven, 
thus:  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,” 
“Drums,”  “If  I   Were  King,”  “Moonlight 
Sonata,”  “Boys  Town,”  “That  Certain 
Age,”  and  “Four  Daughters.” 

JJARRY  GORMAN,  Republic  Pictures 
Corp.  salesman,  is  confined  to  the  Vet- 

erans Hospital  following  an  appendectomy 

on  Tuesday.  He  is  reported  to  be  improv- 

ing rapidly.  Gorman  is  a   World  War  vet- eran. 

The  V onder schmitt  circuit  has  acquired 
the  Diana  Theatre  in  Noblesville,  Ind.  In 
addition  to  the  newly  acquired  house,  the 
circuit  operates  the  Wild  Opera  House 
there.  Future  plans  have  not  been  made 

public. 
Bob  Harned  has  taken  over  the  Empire 

in  Sellersburg,  Ind.,  from  Earl  Fischer. 
Harned  has  redecorated  and  renovated 

the  house.  Opening  night  was  Novem- ber 5. 

The  Columbia  salesmen,  accompanied 

by  Guy  Craig,  manager,  attended  a   district 
sales  meeting  in  Chicago  .   .   .   The  Star 
Theatre,  Geneva,  has  closed. 

C.  G.  Brabant,  operator  of  the  Arcade 
Theatre,  Cloverport,  has  sold  his  house 

to  W.  H.  Conway,  Cannelton,  Ind.,  exhibi- 
tor. Brabant  was  compelled  to  sell  on  ac- 

count of  poor  health.  Conway  operates  the 
Irwin  Theatre  in  Cannelton. 

Wilbur  Grant,  new  booker  at  Universal 
exchange,  was  formerly  manager  of  the 
Warner  Bros.  Theatre,  Philadelphia.  Prior 
to  that  time  he  had  charge  of  the  book- 

ing for  WB  theatres  out  of  Albany,  N.  Y„ 
and  at  one  time  was  connected  with 
M-G-M  in  New  Haven,  Conn. 

Mary  Lough,  secretary  to  Hadley  H.  Hull, 
Grand  National  Pictures  exchange  mana- 

ger, will  be  married  to  John  Wodell,  No- 
vember 12. 

Cooking  School  Set  at 

Theatre  During  Mornings 
Springfield,  III. — All  the  Springfield 

theatres  will  benefit  from  the  Illinois 

State  Register’s  cooking  school  being  held 
at  the  Orpheum  Theatre  this  year,  No- 

vember 15,  16,  17  and  18,  instead  of  at 
the  state  armory. 

For  the  past  two  years  the  school  was 
held  in  the  afternoon  and  evening  at  the 
armory,  thus  taking  away  many  theatre 

patrons. With  this  in  mind,  the  Orpheum  man- 
agement was  successful  in  bringing  the 

school  to  the  theatre  in  the  mornings, 
thus  eliminating  the  conflict. 

W.  C.  Meloy.  75.  Dies 

In  Shelbyville.  Indiana 
Shelbyville,  Ind. — W.  C.  Meloy,  75  years 

old,  pioneer  in  the  motion  picture  business 

in  Indiana  and  one  of  Shelbyville’s  most 
widely  known  residents,  died  Friday  after- 

noon, November  4,  at  his  home  here. 
Meloy  founded  the  Strand  Theatre  in 

1916.  The  business  was  extended  several 

years  ago  when  he  purchased  the  Alham- 
bra Theatre.  Survivors  include  the  widow, 

three  sons  and  four  brothers. 
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MINNESOTA  INDEP'DENTS  THINK  LONG-SOUGHT 
REFORMS  WILL  COME  FROM  PRACTICES  PARLEY 
Minneapolis  Drive 

Spirit  Grows 
Minneapolis — Increased  interest  is 

reported  throughout  the  territory  in  the 

"Motion  Pictures'  Greatest  Year"  cam- 
paign and  contest,  thanks  largely  to 

the  more  effective  advertising  now  be- 

ing used.  More  enthusiasm  also  is  be- 

ing engendered  among  exhibitors,  and 

the  general  feeling  is  that  the  drive 

has  struck  real  pay  dirt. 

KMTA  Moving  Into 
New  Location  Dec.  1 

Kansas  City — December  1   will  be  mov- 

ing day  for  the  Kansas-Missouri  Theatres 

Ass’n.  It  is  changing  its  location  on  Film- 
row  on  that  date  from  128  West  18th  St., 
where  it  has  been  located  several  years, 

to  the  back  part  of  the  offices  at  221  West 

18th,  where  Republic-Midwest  now  has 
quarters.  The  film  exchange  is.  moving 
this  month  to  their  new  office  building 

between  their  present  building  and  the 

Paramount1  exchange  this  month,  along 
with  Commonwealth  Amusement  Corp. 

For  the  association  the  move  will  be  a 

return  to  quarters  it  occupied  for  three 
or  four  years  when  the  building  was  new. 

At  the  same  time  George  and  A.  F. 

Baker  ( Baker  Enterprises ) ,   which  has  oc- 
cupied the  quarters  at  128  West  18th,  also 

will  move  to  221  West  18th,  first  floor 

east;  and  R.  R.  Bieohele  will  have  offices 
in  the  same  location. 

Omaha  Barkers  Will  Elect 

New  OHicers  December  3 
Omaha — Members  of  the  Omaha  Variety 

Club  will  hold  their  annual  election  of 
officers  on  December  3   at  a   luncheon 

meeting  in  the  club  headquarters,  ac- 
cording to  Chief  Barker  Walter  M.  Green. 

Officers  will  be  selected  to  succeed  Chief 

Barker  Green,  Sol  J.  Francis,  first  as- 
sistant; Ted  Mendenhall,  second  assistant; 

Sam  Epstein,  dough  guy,  and  Edward 

Shafton,  property  master.  Present  can- 
vassmen  are  Harry  J.  Shumow,  D.  V.  Mc- 
Lucas,  Roy  Palmquist,  R.  S.  Ballantyne, 
W.  J.  Foley,  Hymie  Novitsky,  E.  I.  Rubin, 
M.  G.  Rogers  and  Mendenhall. 

Owen  in  "Hotel  Imperial" 
Hollywood — Reginald  Owen  has  been 

signed  for  a   featui’ed  role  in  Paramount’s 

“Hotel  Imperial,”  co-starring  Isa  Miranda 
and  Ray  Milland. 

An  End  to  Litigation  as 

A   Suggested  Reward 
For  Concessions 

Minneapolis — Local  independent  exhibi- 
tors are  expecting  that  the  important 

trade  practice  concessions  to  eventuate 

from  the  “deal”  pending  between  the  pro- 
ducer-distributors on  the  one  hand  and 

theatre  interests  on  the  other  will  in- 
clude several  of  the  reforms  for  which 

the  independents  have  been  fighting  and 
agitating  for  many  years. 

Although  W.  A.  Steffes,  president  of 

Northwest  Allied,  continued  his  silence  fol- 
lowing his  return  from  the  national  Allied 

directors’  Chicago  meeting,  refusing  to  di- 
vulge any  of  the  developments,  and  al- 

though no  statement  whatsoever  has  been 
forthcoming  here  from  any  qualified  or 

authoritative  source,  certain  of  the  “terms” 
necessary  to  bring  “peace”  in  the  industry 
have  come  to  light  nevertheless. 

Concessions  Assured 

It  is  understood  that  the  independents 
have  been  assured,  among  other  things, 
of  the  elimination  of  favored  protection 

which,  it  is  alleged,  producer-owned  the- 
atre circuits  have  been  enjoying,  the  elim- 

ination of  forced  buying  of  shorts  and 
newsreels,  and  a   privilege  of  20  per  cent 
cancellations. 

Under  the  proposed  new  set-up,  pictures 
would  be  released  simultaneously  to  the 
same  theatres  according  to  admission 
scales  regardless  of  whether  the  houses 
were  circuit  or  individually  owned. 

If  a   “peace  pact”  is  agreed  upon,  it  is 
understood  that  the  independent  theatre 

interests  will  join  with  the  producer-dis- 
tributors in  petitioning  the  government  to 

withdraw  its  present  anti-trust  suit  against 

the  major  producers  and  that  the  “terms” 
would  be  embodied  in  a   consent  decree. 

Producer-distributors  would  agree,  also, 
not  to  build  or  acquire  any  more  theatres, 

but,  according  to  the  reports  in  circula- 
tion here,  would  be  allowed  to  retain  their 

present  holdings. 

Would  Quit  Courts 

If  “peace”  comes,  the  Allied  organiza- 
tions and  the  national  body  would  cease 

their  fights  for  legislative  remedies  and 
resort  to  law  courts  would  cease.  The 

campaign  for  an  anti-block  booking  law 
in  Congress  and  theatre  divorcement  meas- 

ures in  the  state  legislatures  would  be 
called  off. 

Steffes,  however,  continues  to  insist  that 

he’s  going  ahead  with  his  fight  for  a   Min- 
nesota theatre  divorcement  law  in  behalf 

of  Northwest  Allied  and  he  is  confident 

of  its  passage.  Of  course,  as  soon  as  any 
pact  is  agreed  upon  he  could  abandon  this 
campaign. 

K,  C,  Airport  Filmed 

For  " Tailspin " Kansas  City — Twentieth  Century-Fox 

is  beginning  to  like  Missouri.  After 

shooting  Jesse  James  in  Chariton 

County,  representatives  were  in  Kan- 

sas City  this  week  taking  background 

shots  to  be  used  in  "Tailspin."  Work- 
ing at  the  Municipal  Airport  were  two 

technical  men,  John  Fulton  and  A.  F. 

Erickson,  and  others  from  the  Fox  lot. 

Charge  Exhibitors 
"Sneak"  Dualling 

Minneapolis — That  certain  Twin  City 

exhibitors  are  “sneak”  double  featuring, 
is  the  charge  in  local  trade  circles  just 

at  a   time  when  the  dual  bill  “evil”  ap- 
parently had  been  gotten  under  control. 

The  houses  in  question  do  not  adver- 
tise in  newspapers  or  otherwise,  but  show 

two  feature  films  just  the  same.  Only  one 

of  the  duals  is  plugged  in  the  outside  and 
lobby  dsiplays. 

However,  patrons  of  these  theatres  ex- 
pect and  get  the  double  features.  They 

themselves  attended  regularly  because  of 

the  bargain  bills  and  they  advertise  the 

shows  by  word-of-mouth. 
Some  of  the  Minneapolis  independent 

opposition  exhibitors  are  planning  to  bring 
the  matter  to  the  attention  of  Northwest 
Allied  at  its  next  meeting.  The  offenders 

are  said  to  be  independents,  but  not  North- 
west Allied  members. 

Only  Two  Use  Duals 

Otherwise  double  featuring  in  the  Twin 
Cities  now  is  being  confined  to  the  two 
Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  houses,  one  each 
in  downtown  Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul,  and 

to  the  independents  bargain  Saturday 
midnight  shows. 

In  the  territory  there  is  some  double 
featuring,  but  the  policy  is  not  spreading. 

A   comparatively  few  houses  double  fea- 
ture regularly  and  a   larger  number  offer 

dual  bills,  once  or  twice  a   week. 

Although  Northwest  Allied  would  like 
to  have  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 
discontinue  the  twin  bills  at  the  Aster 

here  and  Tower,  St.  Paul,  it  is  not  ex- 
pected to  do  so  in  the  near  future.  John 

J.  Friedl,  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  gen- 
eral manager,  says  he  has  no  plans  to  drop 

twin  bills  at  the  two  houses,  but  also 

has  no  plans  to  extend  the  policy.  The 
company  recently  opened  the  new  Gopher 

with  single  features  first-run  at  25-cent admission. 
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Paramount  Is 

Against  a 

Minneapolis — Paramount  here  again  is 

the  target  of  Twin  City  independent  ex- 
hibitors, but  a   survey  shows  the  company 

is  doing  “all  right” — in  fact,  plenty  good 
— even  though  Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul 

independents  for  the  most  part  are  lay- 
ing off  1938-39  deals  and,  in  effect,  con- 

ducting another  “buyers’  strike”  against  it. 
Because  of  its  Minnesota  Amusement 

Co.  connection,  giving  its  pictures  entry 
into  most  of  the  important  Twin  City 

loop  and  neighborhood  houses,  and  because 
practically  all  of  the  possibilities  outside 
Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul  have  been  closed. 
Paramount  continues  in  a   dominant  trade 

position  despite  the  independents’  vir- 
tual boycott. 

Twin  City  independents’  present  griev- 
ance is  due  to  the  price  which  Paramount 

is  demanding  for  1938-39  product.  Claim- 
ing its  production  expenditure  is  greater 

and  that  the  quality  of  product  is  su- 
perior, it  wants  more  money  than  a   year 

ago.  On  their  part,  the  independents  seek 
reductions.  Thus,  its  Twin  City  selling,  as 
far  as  the  independents  are  concerned,  has 
rim  into  a   snag  and  a   virtual  deadlock 
has  ensued. 

United  Artists  is  another  company  that 
has  made  no  deals  generally  with  Twin 
City  independents,  but  it  has  sold  a   few 

individual  pictures.  Company  hasn’t  closed 
yet  with  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 

and  states  that  it  won’t  approach  Minne- 
apolis and  St.  Paul  independents  until 

after  the  deal  is  made.  It  also  insists  it 

will  sell  only  on  percentage  while  the  ex- 

hibitors assert  they’ll  buy  flat  or  not  at  all. 
A   year  ago  independent  exhibitors  in 

the  territory  conducted  a   buyers’  strike 
against  Paramount  because  the  company 

allegedly  withheld  pictures  from  their  con- 
tracts. The  strike  later,  however,  was  fi- 

nally settled  to  the  satisfaction  of  all  con- 
cerned and  friendship  has  been  restored 

between  the  company  and  independent 
exhibitors. 

Nebraska  Theatres ,   Inc,. 

Publicity  Post  to  Monroe 
Lincoln — George  F.  Monroe,  formerly 

with  the  L.  L.  Dent-Westland  Theatres  in 
Colorado,  has  joined  Nebraska  Theatres, 
Inc.,  here  as  publicity  man.  NTI  is  a   Dent 
ally. 

Monroe  was  last  with  Dent  in  Greeley, 

Colo.,  sold  “Birth  of  a   Baby”  in  Nebraska 
and  Colorado,  and  now  is  with  NTI  tem- 

porarily before  going  to  Colorado  as  man- 
ager of  one  of  the  Dent  spots. 

Two  Buy  Work  Nite 
Omaha — Sol  J.  Francis  of  American  Dis- 

tributing Corp.  reported  contracts  signed 
on  Work  Nite  with  Albert  Bang,  Bend 
Theatre,  North  Bend,  Neb.,  and  Henry 
Carlin,  Carlin  Theatre,  Spaulding,  Neb. 

Bulwarked 

" Buying  Strike ” 
"Boys  Town"  Showed 

Them  How 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. — Besides  playing 

some  attendance  tunes,  pleasant  to 

hear  at  the  boxoffice,  "Boys  Town" 
had  another  effect  in  St.  Joseph,  with 

a   group  of  boys  at  a   recreation  center 

for  underprivileged  children  launching 

their  own  governmental  organization, 

patterned  after  Boys  Town,  Neb.  Dur- 

ing the  five-day  showing  at  the  Mis- 

souri Theatre,  a   longer  run  than  most 

films  get  here,  the  theatre  management 

was  host  to  children  of  local  orphan- 

ages. 

Gala  Variety  Club 

Party  Set  Nov.  19 
Kansas  City — High  jinks  and  low  fowls 

will  split  the  bill  at  the  Variety  Club  Sat- 
urday night,  November  19,  when  barkers 

dance,  play  and  auction  off  turkeys,  geese, 

ducks,  and  chickens  in  the  club’s  first  big 

annual  “Poultry  Show.” 
In  the  meantime,  preparation  for  the 

Charity  Ball  on  November  25  at  Pla-Mor 
are  moving  forward  to  the  social  climax 
of  the  film  and  theatre  season,  with  Earl 
Jameson,  general  chairman,  practically 
having  to  resort  to  roller  skates  to  get 
around  to  all  the  jobs  he  has  in  progress. 

M-G-M  Marionette  Show 

Delights  Des  Moines  Fans 

Des  Moines  — -   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s 
marionette  theatre,  with  puppet  players 
molded  in  the  likeness  of  Hollywood  stars, 
scored  an  instantaneous  hit  during  four 

scheduled  performances  in  Des  Moines  last 

week.  The  delight  of  grown-ups  as  well 
as  of  children  witnessing  the  perform- 

ances was  unusual. 

The  little  “theatre  on  wheels”  carries 
sound  tracks  from  actual  M-G-M  pro- 

ductions. Movements  of  the  puppets  are 

synchronized  to  give  audiences  the  illu- 
sion of  seeing  stars  performing  in  person. 

Five  K,  C,  Columbians 

Attend  Chicago  Meeting 

Kansas  City — Ben  Marcus,  Columbia  ex- 

change manager,  and  his  four  salesmen — 
Herb  Stulz,  Bill  Bradfield,  L.  E.  Royster, 

and  Charley  Reynolds — returned  Monday 

from  Chicago  where,  on  Saturday  and  Sun- 

day, they  attended  a   sales  meeting  of  Co- 

lumbia executives  and  screened  “Blondie.” 

Reservations  Move 

Rapidly  for  Dance 
Kansas  City  —   Earl  Jameson,  general 

chairman  of  the  annual  Variety  Club- 

Filmrow  Charity  Ball  at  the  Pla-Mor  No- 
vember 25  has  issued  a   general  call  to 

Variety  Club  members  to  turn  in  the  money 
for  the  sale  of  tickets  next  week. 

Table  reservations  for  the  big  affair  are 

going  fast,  and  Jameson  this  week  was 

urging  members  of  the  industry  who  want- 
ed to  “sit  down”  at  the  ball  to  call  Miss 

Herring  at  the  M-G-M  exchange. 

Up  to  November  10  the  following  bark- 
ers had  turned  in  their  ten-ticket  quota  of 

sales,  or  more: 
George  Harttmann,  Sam  Abend,  J.  W. 

Lewis,  C.  E.  Cook,  W.  A.  Burke,  Rex  Bar- 
rett, Eddie  Green,  Don  Davis,  R.  R. 

Biechele,  Carl  Muehlebach,  Jack  Shriner, 
Joe  Manfre,  Harold  Lux,  Finton  Jones, 
Chuck  Esterle,  Norris  B.  Cresswell,  Jack 
Gregory,  Reube  Finkelstein,  Roy  Young, 
Harris  Wolfberg,  Peck  Baker,  George 
Baker  and  Earl  Jameson. 

The  ball  is  to  be  a   costume  affair,  but 
costumes  are  not  compulsory,  Jameson 
emphasized.  There  will  be  prizes  for  the 

best,  however. 
Frank  Hensler  of  Metro  is  handling  the 

poultry  auction  on  November  19,  which, 
a   week  prior  to  the  ball,  is  really  a   rally 
for  that  affair. 

Bourgeois  Joins  GN 

As  Traveling  Auditor 
Kansas  City — O.  K.  Bourgeois  of  Atlan- 
tic Pictures  has  gone  with  Grand  National 

as  traveling  auditor.  Bourgeois  is  working 
with  J.  A.  A.  Smith,  traveling  auditor  for 
this  division,  while  Smith  is  at  the  local 
exchange,  and  will  accompany  him  to  St. 
Louis  and  Chicago.  Later  on,  Bourgeois 
will  be  assigned  a   territory.  He  expects 

also  to  handle  promotion  for  Atlantic  Pic- 
tures in  exchange  centers  where  he  is  au- diting. 

Bourgeois  established  the  Atlantic  Pic- 
tures branch  here  in  July,  and  has  been 

working  with  exchanges  in  the  middle  and 
southwest. 

Congo  Film  Producers 

Spend  Day  in  Des  Moines 
Des  Moines — Armand  Denis  and  Leila 

Roosevelt,  producers  of  Universal’s  “Dark 
Rapture”  made  during  a   three-year  ex- 

pedition through  Africa,  were  in  Des 
Moines,  November  10.  Their  four  children 
accompanied  them. 

The  producers  were  scheduled  to  speak 
before  the  Chamber  of  Commerce,  and  at 
a   number  of  schools  in  the  city  during 
their  two-day  stay  here. 

Cody  Buys  Monroe  Theatre 

Monroe,  Ia. — Stanley  Swarzman,  Des 
Moines  lawyer,  sold  his  theatre  here  to 
William  F.  Cody. 
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J^ENO  WILK,  who  did  such  a   swell  job 
with  “Marijuana,”  now  is  selling  an- 

other roadshow  attraction,  “French  Girls,” 
starring  Danielle  Darrieux  ...  It  was  a 

girl  at  the  Johnny  Diedenhofen’s  of  La 
Crosse.  He’s  the  able  assistant  to  Ted 
Bolnick  at  the  Hollywood  Theatre  .   .   . 
And  rumor  persists  that  Cyril  Lebedoff, 
Minneapolis  neighborhood  exhibitor,  soon 
will  join  the  daddy  ranks,  though  odds  are 

heavy  that  he’ll  fall  far  short  of  his 
brother,  Martin,  also  an  exhibitor.  The 
latter,  you  know,  is  the  papa  of  triplets. 

Art  Ableson,  North  Dakota  showman, 

and  “Swede”  Bartlett  of  the  Roxy,  Lang- 
don,  N.  D.,  Minneapolis  visitors.  Accom- 

panied by  their  wives  .   .   .   Joe  Floyd  in 
from  Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.,  with  his  corps 
of  architects,  conferring  on  the  beauitful 

new  Hollywood  Theatre,  rearing  its  ma- 

jestic dome  in  the  South  Dakota  metropo- 
lis ..  .   20 th-Fox  exchange  showed  the 

greatest  gain  of  any  of  the  local  film 
branches  over  last  year  in  Community 

Fund  contributions.  Hats  off  to  the  em- 

ployes who  made  this  fine  showing  pos- 
sible. 

“Hy”  Chapman  of  Columbia,  and  his 
salesmen,  back  from  their  Chicago  jaunt. 
They  attended  a   sales  meeting  there  and 
had  to  miss  the  Minnesota-Iowa  football 

game  .   .   .   “Curly”  Johnson  has  sold  out 
his  truck  service  to  Jack  Bradley  and  will 
take  over  the  theatre  in  Prescott,  Wis. 

.   .   .   Ben  Spewak  has  abandoned  plans  for 
a   theatre  in  south  Minneapolis  to  devote 
all  his  time  to  building  his  open  air  film 

stadium.  It’s  expected  to  be  ready  by  next 
spring  and  will  be  located  near  the  mu- 

nicipal airport. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  Mrs.  Helen  Lehman,  Enderlin, 

N.  D.;  John  Filler,  Valley  City,  N.  D.; 

Bernie  Larkin,  Madelia,  Minn.;  E.  P.  Par- 
sons, Renville,  Minn.;  A.  R.  Krueger,  Glen- 

wood  City,  Wis.;  George  Westerman,  Mi- 
laca,  Minn.,  and  E.  C.  Hackleman,  Cannon 

Falls,  Minn.  .   .   .   Morrie  Abrams,  M-G-M 
exploiteer,  getting  great  publicity  breaks 

for  “Great  Waltz.”  Widely  acclaimed  pic- 
ture goes  into  the  State  here  December  2. 

A.  Selby  Carr,  Paramount  advertising 
head  here,  planning  a   Thanksgviing  house 
warming  in  his  new  home,  now  almost 
completed  .   .   .   George  Turner  and  Mickey 
Coen  of  the  M-G-M  sales  staff  made  a 

trip  into  North  Dakota,  covering  the  ter- 
ritory of  the  late  Walter  McKeen,  re- 
cently killed  in  an  auto  accident. 

Rud  Lohrenz,  Warner  district  manager, 
a   weekend  visitor  .   .   .   Many  of  the  gang 
in  South  Bend,  Did.,  today  attending  the 

Notre  Dame-Minnesota  football  game.  In- 
cluded were  Abe  Kaplan,  Charlie  Weiner, 

Eddie  Ruben,  Don  Woods,  Harold  Kaplan, 
Ben  Friedman,  Ben  Blotcky  and  Bennie 

Berger.  W.  A.  Steffes  preferred  deer  hunt- 
ing to  the  football  game  which,  at  this 

writing,  looks  like  a   cinch  victory  for  the 
Irish. 

Abe  Kaplan,  incidentally,  is  getting  to 
be  considerable  of  a   traveler.  He  has  taken 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Projectors 

Proven  BEST  by  Actual  TEST 

THE  NEW ‘FIVE  POINT7  PEDESTAL.. 
MODERN,  scientifically  designed  and  manufactured  under  the 

Kaplan  Standard  of  Quality,  Performance  and  Dependability. 

•   Sturdily  built — Vibration-proof. 

•   Easily  adjustable — Improved  ballbearing  vertical  adjustment. 

•   Easily  accessible — Smooth  side  motion  obtained  with  new  lateral  ad- 

justing device. 

•   Heavy  one-piece  carriage  arm  for  all  modern  lamphouses. 

•   Heavy  cast  iron  switch  box — 100  ampere  switch. 

•   Soundhead  adaptor  furnished  to  meet  any  requirement. 

•   Incorporates  all  the  important  features  of  the  highest  priced  projection 
stands. 

•   Unbeatable  in  quality. 

The  "FIVE-POINT"  pedestal  insures  steady 

projection  —   ALWAYS. 

All  KAPLAN  PRODUCTS  are  Proven  BEST  by  Actual  TEST! 

Inquire  of  your  local  dealer 

SUM  KAPLUN  MANUFACTURING  &   SUPPLY  CO.,  Inc. 
729  SEVENTH  AVENUE  NEW  YORK  CITY 
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Credits  Superior  Product  Gus  Diamond  Buys 

For  Augmented  Business  Fulton's  Howard 
Minneapolis — Hollywood  studios  are 

turning  out  “the  best  product  in  a   long 
time”  and  the  public  is  aware  of  that 
fact,  Harold  Field,  president  of  the  Pio- 

neer Theatre’s  circuit,  operating  17  houses 
in  Iowa,  one  of  the  largest  independent 

chains  in  the  state,  told  his  theatre  mana- 
gers at  their  convention  here. 

The  result  of  this  strong  product  is  im- 
proved midweek  business  over  the  entire 

circuit,  Field  said.  Moreover,  the  fact  that 
the  producers  have  been  able  to  turn  out 
a   larger  percentage  of  boxoffice  pictures 
is  a   cause  for  a   fair  degree  of  optimism 
over  the  business  outlook  for  the  ensuing 

winter,  according  to  Field. 

Managers  attending  the  convention  were 

a   unit  in  indorsing  the  present  industry’s 
“Greatest  Year”  drive.  They  unanimously 
held  that  it  has  been  a   boxoffice  aid  and 

the  opinion  was  expressed  that  it  will  be 
an  annual  event. 

The  Pioneer  circuit  starts  an  eight  - 

week  managers’  drive  of  its  own,  in  con- 
nection with  the  industry  campaign,  start- 

ing next  week. 

At  the  meeting  here,  forthcoming  prod- 
uct was  discussed,  and  exploitation  and 

publicity  planned.  Representatives  of  the 
major  distributing  companies  went  over 
impending  releases,  explaining  in  detail 

their  boxoffice  potentialities  and  suggest- 
ing methods  of  selling  them  to  the  public. 

The  managers  attended  the  Minnesota- 

Iowa  football  games  as  Field’s  guests. 

Problems  Facing  Family 
Contest  for  UA  Picture 

Des  Moines — Last  week,  Dorothy  Day, 

Tri-States’  publicity  director  and  W.  P. 
Bernfield,  United  Artists’  exploiteer,  visited 
Ken  Clayton  at  the  Register  and  Tribune 
in  connection  with  solving  the  exploitation 

problem  of  “The  Young  in  Heart.” 
They  suggested  that  the  Register  and 

Tribune  sponsor  a   contest  with  $100  in 
prizes  for  letters  on  interesting  problems 
readers  have  faced  and  how  they  solved 
them.  This  will  tie  in  with  the  family  in 
the  film  facing  the  problem  of  securing 
room  and  board.  Ken  was  already  beset 

with  problems,  however,  regarding  “The 
Great  Waltz”  and  “Match-the-Iowans” 

contests  coming  up,  so  he  couldn’t  help 
Dorothy  and  Bernfield  solve  their’s. 

Regina  Molseed  Again  to 

Lead  Omaha  Chest  Drive 
Omaha — Regina  Molseed,  RKO  booker, 

again  will  handle  Filmrow’s  part  in  this 
city’s  annual  Community  Chest  drive. 

Each  exchange  will  be  asked  to  handle 

its  own  solicitation  among  employes,  with 
Miss  Molseed  as,  general  chairman.  This 

year’s  quota  will  be  $400  for  Filmrow,  the 
same  as  1937,  when  the  quota  was  ex- 
ceeded. 

In  One  Breath 

Des  Moines — Last  Wednesday’s  Tribune 

carried  Walter  Winchell’s  column  and  this 
item,  “Ely  Culbertson,  the  card  player, 
and  Helen  Twelvetrees,  the  former  movie 

pet,  are  breathless.”  On  the  same  day,  Mr. 

Culbertson  was  lecturing  at  Younker’s 
store  here. 

“Yes,  ’tis  true,  I   am  breathless,”  said 
Culbertson,  “I  am  breathless  because  Miss 
Twelvetrees  is  such  a   fine  actress  and  I 
will  be  breathless  until  I   find  two  fine 

actresses  for  the  leading  role  in  the  mys- 
tery play  I   am  producing.  I   hope  that 

Miss  Twelvetrees  will  be  one  of  them.” 

He  laughed  at  the  reference  to  a   pos- 
sible romance  with  the  actress,  but  his 

secretary  confessed  that  Mr.  Culbertson 
did  take  Miss  Twelvetrees  to  a   motion 

picture  once. 

K.  C.  Grand  National 

To  Move  Quarters 
Kansas  City — Grand  National  is  mov- 

ing its  exchange  offices  from  the  Vitagraph 
building  at  17th  and  Wyandotte  to  221 

West  18th  St.,  first  floor  east,  on  De- 
cember 1.  The  offices  will  be  remodeled 

and  redecorated,  according  to  Russell  Borg, 

exchange  manager,  and  are  already  air- 
conditioned. 

The  Grand  National  exchange  has  step- 
ped up  activity  substantially  during  the 

past  several  weeks  with  its  new  lineup  of 
product.  Bill  Flynn  and  Pat  Pinnell  now 
are  traveling  the  Kansas  City  territory 
in  addition  to  Borg. 

Trailer-Made  Prevues 

Distribution  for  Burke 

Minneapolis — Eddie  Burke  has  resigned 

from  National  Screen  to  become  associ- 

ated with  his  brother  Tom,  former  Na- 
tional Screen  branch  manager  here  and  in 

Chicago,  and  Reno  Wilk  in  the  distribu- 
tion of  state-right  pictures  and  Trailer- 

Made  prevues.  Offices  have  been  estab- 
lished in  the  Majestic  exchange. 

Rivoli  Is  Robbed 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. — A   third  attempt  to  rob 
the  Rivoli  here  was  successful  last  week. 

Twice  previously,  during  the  past  few 
months,  robbers  failed  in  their  mission. 
An  ex-convict  is  being  held  on  suspicion 
in  the  burglary. 

Kansas  City — Gus  Diamond,  who  last 

month  opened  the  new  Vogue  Theatre  in 
Salina,  Kas.,  this  week  purchased  the 
Howard  Theatre  in  Arkansas  City,  Kas., 

from  W.  D.  Fulton.  The  600-seat  house, 
which  is  operating  on  a   20-cent  policy, 
will  give  Diamond  two. 

The  sale  brings  Fulton’s  holdings  down 
to  the  Tivoli  and  Southtown  in  Kansas 

City  and  the  State  in  Kansas  City,  Kas. 
He  sold  the  Vogue  at  34th  and  Broadway, 

here,  last  week  to  Herbert  Rosener  of  the 
West  Coast,  who  will  take  over  this  month 

and  operate  it  as  a   foreign  language  pic- 
ture theatre. 

Diamond  formerly  was  office  manager 
and  head  booker  for  Warner  Bros.,  and 
then  in  charge  of  booking  for  the  Glen 
W.  Dickinson  Theatres,  Inc. 

Fulton  Plans  Revamping 

Kansas  City  Southtown 
Kansas  City — W.  D.  Fulton  shortly  will 

start  a   general  remodeling  of  the  South- 
town  Theatre  here.  Plans  call  for  a   new 

canopy,  new  lounges  and  restrooms,  struc- 
tural changes  of  the  interior  which  include 

reduction  in  size  of  the  lobby  and  mod- 
ernistic refinishing  of  interior  surfaces 

and  lines;  new  seats;  rearrangement  of 
duct  work  on  air  conditioning,  and  new 
lighting. 

Fulton  hopes  to  finish  the  remodeling  by 
Xmas  or  shortly  after. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

three  trips  in  the  past  two  weeks — twice 
to  Chicago  and  once  to  South  Bend — and 
next  week  will  board  the  rattlers  again, 

going  to  Madison,  Wis.,  to  see  the  Minne- 
sota-Wisconsin  football  game  .   .   .   The 
M-G-M  crowd  pointing  with  pride  to  the 

“Boys  Town”  boxoffice  accomplishments 

throughout  the  territory.  At  the  Wiscon- 
sin Theatre,  La  Crosse,  they  held  this 

Mickey  Rooney  picture  over  five  additional 

days,  making  a   12-day  run. 

The  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  has 

closed  with  United  Artists  for  “Drums” 
for  the  entire  circuit  outside  the  Twin 
Cities  .   .   .   Walter  Nass  of  the  National 

Screen  home  office  left  for  St.  Louis  after 
six  weeks  here  .   .   .   United  Artists  here  still 

leading  nationally  in  the  company’s  20 th 
anniversary  drive  which  ends  December  31. 

Warner  Bros,  here  looking  forward  with 

high  confidence  to  three  sure-fire  box- 

office  smashes  coming  up.  They’re  “An- 

gels With  Dirty  Faces,”  “The  Sisters”  and 
“Brother  Rat.”  .   .   .   Sid  Gilman,  son  of 

Dave  and  brother  of  Irving,  Twin  City  in- 
dependent exhibitors,  in  town  again  last 

Saturday  to  scout  the  Minnesota  football 

game.  He’s  assistant  Ohio  State  coach. 
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New  Projector  Pedestal 

Announced  by  Kaplan 
New  York  —   A   new  pedestal  has  been 

placed  on  the  market  by  the  Sam  Kaplan 
Mfg.  &   Supply  Co.  It  is  designed  to  meet 
the  requirements  of  modern  projection 

equipment  and  still  be  in  the  low-price 
range. 

This  new  equipment  has  a   heavy  one- 
piece  carriage  arm  made  to  accommodate 
all  modern  lamphouses.  The  front  plate 

will  take  sound  head  and  projector  sup- 
ports for  all  standard  and  modern  sound 

heads.  A   lifting  screw  or  rod  connects 
the  rear  end  of  the  carriage  with  the  base 
and  when  locked  makes  the  pedestal  a 
rigid  unit  said  to  be  free  from  vibration. 
The  lifting  screw  rests  on  ball  bearings  to 
make  the  tilting  operation  an  easy  one 
and  allowing  a   movement  of  from  five 
degrees  up  to  30  degrees  down. 

Another  innovation  is  the  lateral  ad- 
justing device  with  knobs  accessible  at 

either  front  or  rear.  By  loosening  two 
knobs  and  the  center  column  bolt,  a 
quick,  smooth  side  adjustment  can  be 
obtained.  A   wrench  furnished  with  the 
pedestal  is  kept  on  the  center  column  bolt 
to  facilitate  quick  side  adjustment. 

Cinema  Club ,   National 

Screen  in  First  Place 
Kansas  City  —   Cinema  Club  and  Na- 

tional Screen  jumped  all  over  last  week’s 
Variety  Bowling  League  leaders  to  gain 
a   deadlock  for  first  place  in  the  team 
standings. 

Cinema  Club  turned  back  Dubinsky 
Bros,  in  three  matches,  while  National 
Screen  was  doing  the  same  thing  to  Cress- 
well  Photos. 

The  leaders  meet  next  week. 

RESULTS  LAST  MONDAY 

W.  L. 
Finton  Jones      908  835  884  2627  1   2 

Barkers      862  970  949  2781  2   I 

Don  Davis      844  752  803  2399  1   2 

Film  Delivery      878  786  779  2443  2   1 

Cinema  Club    1101  1028  945  3075  3   0 

Dubinsky  Bros     964  921  861  2746  0   3 

Cresswell  Photos  .   .   744  741  772  2257  0   3 

National  Screen  .   .   .   937  929  851  2717  3   0 

TEAM  STANDINGS 

Won  Lost  Pet. 

Cinema  Club      11  7   .611 
National  Screen      11  7   .611 
Cresswell  Photos      9   9   .500 

Dubinsky  Bros     9   9   .500 
Don  Davis      9   9   .500 
Finton  Jones      8   10  .444 

Film  Delivery      8   10  .444 
Barkers      7   11  .389 

INDIVIDUAL  HIGH  SCORES 

Walt  Lambader,  644;  Walt  Ivirkham,  636; 

C.  Decker,  590;  T.  Wilkins,  580;  Georg-e  Frie- 
del,  577;  David  Cooper,  573;  Frank  Ritter, 
568;  Jack  Gregory,  563;  Frank  Lambader,  562; 
George  Peterson,  561;  Bill  Pritchett,  559. 

NEXT  WEEK’S  SCHEDULE Alleys 

Cinema  Club  vs.  National  Screen.  ..  .11  and  12 

Cresswell  Photos  vs.  Dubinsky  Bros. .   .13  and  14 
Don  Davis  vs.  Finton  Jones   15  and  16 

Barkers  vs.  Film  Delivery    17  and  18 

Becker  Closes  House 
Burwell,  Neb. — C.  W.  Becker  has  closed 

the  Electric  Theatre,  seating  250  persons, 
he  advised  film  exchanges  at  Omaha. 

Rufe  Davis  Heads  Auto  Show 

Omaha — Rufe  Davis,  screen  and  stage 

star,  will  headline  the  34th  annual  auto 

show  and  transportation  exposition  at 
Ak-Sar-Ben  Coliseum  starting  Nov.  15. 

K   A   Y   C   IE  IE 
jyjISS  BARBARA  LINDEN,  secretary  to 

Leroy  J.  Miller,  branch  manager  of 
Universal,  is  leaving  for  Washington,  D.  C., 
next  week  to  assume  a   civil  service  post. 
Before  going  with  Universal,  she  was  at 
Paramount.  Virginia  Gaylord,  who  has 

been  at  Republic-Midwest  several  years,  is 
succeeding  Miss  Linden. 

George  Kopf,  Warner  shipper,  just  be- 
came a   benedict. 

What  young  premium  salesman  on 
Filmrow,  who  has  distributed  thousands  of 
dishes,  invited  friends  in  the  other  night 

for  chili  and  couldn’t  find  enough  dishes 
in  the  pantry  on  which  to  serve  them? 

Homer  Snook,  salesmanager  of  RCA, 
was  here  late  last  week  visiting  with  Don 
Davis,  local  sound  sales  manager  for  the 

company.  Snook  reports  prospects  for  the- 
atre sound  sales  better  than  they  have 

been  in  a   long  time.  He  was  on  his  way 
home  to  Camden  after  attending  the 
MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma  City. 

Metro  Premiums,  under  Stan  Goldberg, 
has  taken  over  the  entire  space  at  113 
West  18th  St. 

Hot  or  cold,  exhibitors  still  tramp  18 tli 
street:  Roy  Williams,  Mound  City,  Kas.;  C. 
A.  Botkin  jr.,  Harper,  Kas.;  Charley 
Swiercinsky ,   Washington,  Kas.;  Lee 

Sproule,  Neivton,  Kas.;  Doc  Lisbona,  Mait- 
land, Mo.;  Paul  Oetting,  Concordia,  Kas.; 

John  E.  Courter,  Gallatin,  Mo.;  R.  E. 
Conrad,  Burlingame,  Kas.;  Howard  Meek, 
Maysville,  Mo.;  A.  N.  Brown,  Roxie,  New 
Franklin,  Mo.;  Jim  Russell  jr.,  Lancaster, Mo. 

Picture:  C.  M.  Parkliurst  sloshing  along 
Filmrow  in  the  snow,  Monday,  studying 
an  excuse  good  enough  to  keep  him  in 
town  till  the  weather  cleared.  He  failed. 

Kaycee  World-in-Motion 
Is  Leased  to  D,  Donnici 

Kansas  City  —   The  World-in-Motion, 

owned  by  Frank  P.  Dickson  and  operated 
for  several  years  by  E.  H.  Roraback,  was 
leased  last  week  by  Dominick  Donnici, 

veteran  exhibitor  here.  Donnici’s  two  sons, 
Louis  and  Richard,  will  manage  the  the- 

atre, Donnici  continuing  at  the  Palace, 
where  he  has  been  for  22  years. 

Donnici  has  been  an  exhibitor  in  Kan- 
sas City  since  1914,  when  he  bought  the 

old  Broadmour  (now  the  Vogue) .   After 

two  years  he  sold  the  Broadmour  and  pur- 
chased the  Palace  at  Tenth  and  Main.  He 

has  maintained  a   policy  of  showing  mostly 

action  pictures,  westerns,  adventure  films, 
cop  and  robber  features,  during  all  that 
time,  and  has  found  the  policy,  at  ten  and 
15  cents,  successful. 

The  World-in-Motion  has  been  operated 
about  18  years. 

Fire-Prevention  Film  Is 

Being  Distributed  Free 
Omaha — A   ten-minute  educational  pic- 

ture about  fire  prevention  now  is  available 
to  exhibitors  in  the  Omaha  trade  area, 
according  to  Horace  M.  Davis,  Nebraska 
state  fire  marshal. 

The  film  is  entitled  “More  Dangerous 
Than  Dynamite”  and  will  be  shipped  gratis 
to  exhibitors,  interested  in  showing  it.  The 
picture  contains  no  advertising. 

Dubinsky  Better 
St.  Joseph,  Mo. — Barney  Dubinsky,  re- 

covering from  an  operation  in  Menorah 
Hospital,  Kansas  City,  is  expected  here 

soon  to  again  helm  Dubinsky  Brothers’ theatre  properties. 

WITH 

1.  IDEAL  Seats  3.  SILVERTONE 

Sound  Equipment 
2.  KAPLAN  New 

Projectors  4.  DA-LITE  Screens 

5.  SUPREX  and  Low  Intensity  Reflector 

Arc  Lamps  —   Rectolite  Rectifiers 

Clyde  Badger  and  Bill  Porter  at  Your  Service 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 
“The  Old  Reliable”  —   Since  1899 

1804  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  Phone  GRand  0134;  Night,  DRexel  2791 
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1*0  DATE,  the  double  feature,  “Franken- 
stein” and  “Dracula,”  has  broken  every 

boxoffice  record  in  every  large  city 
throughout  America!  Jerry  Spandau,  Uni- 

versal manager  here,  says  “Universal”  is  a 
very  fitting  name. 

Slater  O’Hare,  Paramount  salesman,  re- 
turned to  Des  Moines  from  Oklahoma  and 

Texas  this  week  in  a   flurry  of  snow  after 

a   12-year  absence.  He  ivas  glad  to  see  his 
old  friends,  sorry  to  see  the  snow,  mid 

conscious  that  he’d  acquired  a   southern 
accent.  He  says  Iowa  theatres  on  a   whole 
are  equal  in  modernization  to  those  in 

Texas,  and  far  superior  to  those  in  Okla- 
homa. 

Lee  Township  Special  Edition:  State 
Theatre  replaced  that  cracked  pane  in 
the  boxoffice,  bought  a   new  popcorn  ma- 

chine, rebuilt  sound  heads,  strong  arcs  and 
installed  new  amplifiers  for  the  winter 
trade  .   .   .   Not  to  be  outdone,  or  because 
the  salesman  was  a   good  one,  Iowa  The- 

atre put  in  a   new  popcorn  machine  also, 
and  redecorated  inside  and  put  up  a   new 
front  oustide  .   .   .   The  Grand  Theatre  got 
the  fever  and  now  is  sporting  a   new  paint 
job. 

S.  J.  Mayer  got  back  from  a   conference 
with  M.  A.  Levy  in  Minneapolis  in  time 

to  brush  the  snow  off  the  “welcome”  on 

Fox’s  doormat  for  W.  C.  Gehring,  New 
York  division  manager;  J.  P.  O’Loghlin, 
Canadian  manager  in  charge  of  the  drive, 
and  Wm.  Clark,  short  subject  head  from 

New  York.  They’re  expected  here  for  a 
drive  meeting. 

O.  Rafferty,  Coon  Rapids  exhibitor, 
wrecked  his  car  when  he  hit  a   truck  en 
route  to  Des  Moines  near  Johnson  Station 

.   .   .   Jerry  Spandau,  Universal,  says  he’d 
never  forget  Garbo’s  Stokowski  because 
he  once  trod  heavily  on  Jerry’s  newly- 
polished  white  brogans  in  a   Hollywood 
night  club. 

The  Northwesterners,  stars  of  “Starlight 
Over  Texas,”  will  represent  Iowa  at  Kan- 

sas City  in  the  national  contest  for  novelty 
bands  there  this  week  .   .   .   Opal  Judd  at 
Monogram  banks  on  her  daily  trip  to  the 

bank  .   .   .   Denis  &   Roosevelt,  “Dark  Rap- 
ture” producers,  promise  to  bring  one  back 

alive  for  the  Des  Moines  zoo  if  the  city 
will  build  one. 

A   sign  at  the  Strand  Theatre  here  says 

“Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band”  “Wanted  by 
the  Police”  .   .   .   They’ve  been  calling  Jim 
Bennett  of  Film  Transportation  “Honest 
Abe”  since  he  explained  a   delivery  delay 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

by  writing  on  the  bottom  of  his  report, 

“Slept  20  min.” 

Considering  that  the  Jane  Arden  comic 
is  distributed  by  the  Des  Moines  Register 
syndicate,  it  is  interesting  to  note  that, 
unlike  other  papers  carrying  the  strip,  the 
Register  did  not  sponsor  a   contest  to  help 

determine  by  reader  votes  who  should  ap- 
pear in  the  forthcoming  Warner  series 

based  on  the  Arden  Adventures.  Rosella 
Towne  is  slated  for  the  role. 

Film  Transportation  has  a   new  Dodge 

pick-up  on  the  Omaha  route  .   .   .   War- 

ner will  soon  follow  “Four  Daughters” 
starring  Iowa’s  Lane  sisters  with  “Four 
Sons  Meet  Four  Daughters”  .   .   .   George 
Brent,  Eddie  Albert,  Jeffrey  Lynn  and 
John  Payne  will  be  the  sons. 

Attending  a   country  club  party  at  Fair- 
field  a   week  ago,  one  Des  Moines  redhead 
was  mistaken  for  Hope  Dare  and  rushed 

off  her  feet  by  the  stagline.  Miss  Dare,  ac- 
tress, is  hiding  out  in  Fairfield. 

F.  E.  Judd,  Monogram,  went  to  Cedar 
Falls  with  the  Northwesterners  who  are  on 

the  road  with  their  picture  “Starlight  Over 
Texas”  .   .   .   Over-zealous  Hallowe’en 
pranksters  broke  two  plate  glass  windows 
at  the  Monogram  exchange. 

When  complimented  by  admiring  friends 

on  his  expert  execution  of  the  “Lambeth 
Walk”  the  first  time  he  tried  it  in  a   Holly- 

wood night  club,  Fred  Little,  local  attor- 

ney, said,  “It  was  nothing — I   simply 
watched  the  fellow  in  front  of  me.”  The 
fellow  in  front  of  him  just  happened  to  be 

Fred  Astaire  dancing  with  Joan  Craw- 

ford! 

Ethel  Barrymoi'e  will  appear  here  Janu- 

ary 9   at  the  Shrine  Auditorium  in  “White- 
oaks”  .   .   .   The  advertising  of  the  ticket  sale 
for  Nelson  Eddy’s  personal  appearance 
here  April  24  won’t  hurt  his  picture 
“Sweethearts,”  which  will  be  shown  in  Des 
Moines  soon. 

Franklin  Amusement  Co. 

Reopens  a   Minny  House 
Minneapolis — The  Franklin  Theatre, 

one  of  the  Franklin  Amusement  Co.’s 
houses  and  one  of  the  larger  and  more 
important  local  neighborhood  theatres, 
was  reopened  last  week  after  extensive 
remodeling.  The  house  was  thoroughly 
modernized  and  redecorated  and  new 
sound  was  installed. 

Sproule  Sells  a   Half 
Interest  in  Winfield 

Kansas  City — Lee  Sproule,  western  Kan- 
sas exhibitor,  has  sold  a   half  interest  in 

the  Ritz  at  Winfield,  Kas.,  to  Ray  Walsh, 
who  operates  the  Mainstreet  at  Chanute, 
Kas. 

Business  in  Iowa 
Looks  Encouraging 

Des  Moines — Discernible  increases  at 

the  boxoffice,  together  with  encouraging 

reports  in  the  Iowa  Business  Digest’s  sur- 
vey during  the  last  few  months  have  been 

doing  much  toward  bucking  up  the  film 

industry’s  outlook  for  the  coming  year  in Iowa. 

During  the  first  nine  months  of  1938, 
Iowa  barely  felt  the  recent  recession  in 
comparison  to  the  remainder  of  the  nation 
according  to  Prof.  G.  R.  Davies,  University 
of  Iowa  economist,  in  the  current  issue  of 
the  Digest  which  he  edits. 

Ballrooms  Aid  Theatres 

In  " Great  Waltz"  Plugs 
Des  Moines — The  Des  Moines  Theatre 

and  Tromar  ballroom  here  are  cooperat- 
ing in  the  sponsoring  of  the  Des  Moines 

Great  Waltz  contest  starting  tomorrow. 

The  contest  is  designed  to  publicize  the 

motion  picture,  “The  Great  Waltz,”  and 
is  being  handled  in  this  territory  under 
the  direction  of  M-G-M  Exploiteer  H.  W. 
Lambert. 

Entry  blanks  for  the  dance  contest  were 
given  out  at  the  theatre  and  ballroom 
throughout  this  week.  The  preliminary 
contest  for  the  area  is  scheduled  at  the 

Tromar  Sunday  night  with  Doc  Lawson’s 
band  providing  the  waltz  music.  Finals 
for  the  Des  Moines  sector  will  be  at  the 
Tromar  November  20  and  state  finals  are 
scheduled  there  December  4. 

Iowa  winners  will  compete  with  11  other 
state  winners  at  Omaha  where  judges  will 

pick  the  couple  which  wins  a   trip  to  New York. 

Don  Allen,  Des  Moines  Theatre  manager, 
and  Kermit  Bierkamp,  Tromar  executive, 

are  in  direct  charge  of  the  three-four  time 
details  here. 

Kansas  City — The  Pla-Mor  Ballroom 
here  conducted  a   Great  Waltz  contest  last 

week.  One  of  the  judges  was  Ernest  Fox, 

assistant  manager  of  the  Loew’s  Midland Theatre. 

Partners  Ready  Opening 

Of  New  Eveleth  Theatre 

Eveleth,  Minn. — The  new  Grand  The- 
atre, a   600-seat  house,  built  here  by  Sam 

Aluni,  Virginia,  Minn.,  and  Sam  Edelstein, 
Hibbing,  Minn.,  will  be  opened  next  week. 
It  represents  an  expenditure  of  $30,000. 

Cassil  Opens  Roxy 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. — The  Roxy  Theatre,  in 
the  South  Side  residential  district,  has 
been  reopened  by  Frank  Cassil,  owner.  The 
house  had  been  dark  for  almost  a   year. 
Wilbur  Pringle  is  manager. 
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<0>  MI  A   HI  A 
C.  LUND,  Glud  Theatre,  Viborg,  S.  D„ 
was  on  the  Row  this  week  and  Hazel 

White  asked  him  to  explain  how  he  came 
to  name  his  theatre  the  Glud.  It  seems 
that  Glud  is  Norwegian  for  a   place  of 
amusement  or  a   place  to  have  a   good  time. 
Can  you  think  of  a   more  fitting  name  for 
a   theatre?  .   .   .   And  so  Boxoffice  clears 

up  another  mystery. 

Candid  shots:  Guy  Griffin,  Cass  The- 
atre, Plattsmouth,  Neb.,  inhaling  a   bowl  of 

soup  at  the  Brown  Derby  (in  Omaha,  not 
Hollywood)  .   .   .   Pinky  Mcllvaine,  Brandeis 
assistant  manager,  trying  to  dope  football 
games  .   .   .   Mort  Troxell,  Moon  Theatre, 
Wilber,  Neb.,  missed  a   Monday  on  Film- 
row. 

Chief  Barker  Walt  Green  is  recovering 

nicely  from  a   broken  right  arm  but  has 
trouble  getting  any  work  or  eating  done 
.   .   .   Bill  Foley,  Columbia  salesman,  is  back 
on  the  job  after  a   brief  illness  .   .   .   Charles 

E.  Williams,  prexy  of  the  MPTO  of  Ne- 
braska and  western  Iowa,  back  from  the 

national  convention. 

A   couple  of  bouquets  to  Eddie  Forester 
and  Bill  Miskell  for  their  lobby  displays 
at  the  Omaha  and  Orpheum  on  several 

recent  pictures  .   .   .   The  Orpheum’s  lobby 
is  large  and  Bill  goes  in  for  eye-knocker- 
outers  while  the  Omaha’s  lobby  is  smaller 
and  Eddie  has  to  depend  more  on  novelty 
stuff. 

Dora  McLaren  of  Warner  had  a   birth- 

day recently  .   .   .   Sol  Francis’  son  was  one 
year  old  this  week  .   .   .   Carl  Weeks,  Para- 

mount salesman,  and  Louise  Cotter,  Bran- 

deis press  agent,  celebrate  birthdays  No- 
vember 14  .   .   .   Barbara  May,  daughter  of 

Howard  Harvey  of  Western  Theatre  Sup- 
ply, will  be  one  year  old  next  week. 

Bob  and  Billy  Kozal,  twin  sons  of  Lou 
Kozal,  Tri-States  ad  artist,  were  in  a   big 
coronation  affair  this  week  ...  By  this 
time  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  Shumow  are  in 
Dallas  or  even  farther  south  en  route  to 
Mexico  City  .   .   .   Julia  Anderson,  Grand 
National  office  manager,  went  to  Des 
Moines  for  a   visit. 

D.  V.  McLucas,  UA  manager,  got  a   port- 
able radio  from  the  Hal  Roach  studios  for 

a   premature  Xmas  present  .   .   .   James 

Winn,  now  of  Chicago,  GN  midwest  dis- 
trict manager,  was  here  on  business.  Jim 

is  a   brother  of  John  Winn,  booker  at  the 
local  GN  exchange  .   .   .   Mike  Smith  of 
St.  Louis,  who  books  films  for  the  army 
posts  in  this  area,  was  on  Davenport  St. 

It  takes  more  than  cold,  windy  weather 
to  keep  the  Filmrow  football  fans  from 
attending  local  games  .   .   .   Boxoffice  spot- 

ted the  following  at  a   Creighton  U.  game: 
Larry  Hensler,  B.  A.  Tomte,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Al  Hill,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  D.  V.  McLucas, 
Keith  Wilson,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ted  Emerson 
and  family. 

A   few  exhibitors  braved  the  wintry  winds 
to  come  to  Omaha:  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Fred 

Schuler,  Humboldt  Theatre,  Humboldt, 
Neb.;  Harold  Schoonover,  Mazda,  Aurora, 
Neb.;  C.  J.  Kremer,  Rialto,  Stanton,  Neb.; 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Bob  Booth,  Mainstreet,  Fre- 

mont, Neb. 

Several  Big  Films 

Pulling  Records 
Minneapolis — Strength  of  current  prod- 

uct continues  to  hearten  exhibitors  in  this 

territory  and  stimulate  the  boxoffice.  Rec- 
ord number  of  holdovers  in  Minneapolis 

still  attests  to  the  fact  that  the  film  re- 
leases are  delivering  in  a   big  way  and  that 

grosses  are  holding  up  despite  the  adverse 

pre-election  and  tax  payment  influences. 
Here,  last  week,  for  the  second  time 

within  two  months,  the  two  leading  pic- 
ture theatres,  the  State  and  Century, 

housed  holdovers.  The  Century  had  “That 
Certain  Age”  moved  there  after  a   big 

first  week  at  the  Orpheum.  “Men  With 
Wings,”  doing  a   fine  business,  remained 
over  at  the  State  for  a   second  week. 

“Drums”  just  completed  three  big  weeks 

at  the  World.  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You”  comes  into  the  Orpheum  shortly  for 
a   minimum  of  two  weeks. 

Turkey  Bingo 
Omaha — Members  of  Omaha  Variety 

Club  and  their  wives  will  have  a   turkey 

bingo  party  in  the  club  headquarters  No- 
vember 20.  Chief  Barker  Walter  M.  Green 

is  directing  arrangements. 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 

Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Erush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  'R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

Bowen  Distributing 

New  Line  of  Seats 

Kansas  City — Frank  Bowen  this  week 

assumed  distribution  in  Missouri,  Kansas, 
Nebraska  and  Iowa  for  the  theatre  seats 

of  the  American  Desk  Mfg.  Co.  of  Temple, Tex. 

Bowen,  with  19  years  of  experience  in 
the  theatre  seating  and  supply  field,  is 

enthusiastic  about  the  quality  of  Ameri- 

can’s product.  He  will  have  samples  on 
Filmrow  this  week.  The  firm  has  sup- 

plied 43  of  the  Griffith  circuit  houses  dur- 
ing the  past  two  years,  and  has  furnished 

seats  to  the  Tri-State  group  of  Texas,  the 
Southwestern  (Moran  &   Isley)  circuit,  etc. 

For  18  years  Bowen  represented  the  Hey- 
wood-Wakefield  line  of  theatre  seating, 
most  of  it  in  this  area. 

Shunt  Remodeling 
Lincoln — The  Orpheum  will  stay  open 

until  the  middle  of  November  at  least.  It 
was  scheduled  to  shut  November  9   for  re- 

modeling, but  will  remain  lighted  until 

after  playing  the  Universal  scarer,  “Mars 

Attacks  the  World.” 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE 
 ~ 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 
126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 
2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR   

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 
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Leeves  Acquires 

Int.  Seating  Line 
Kansas  City — E.  C.  Leeves,  head  of  the 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Co.  here,  has 

acquired  the  Missouri  and  Kansas  dis- 
tribution of  International  Seating  Cor- 

poration’s line  of  theatre  chairs. 

Recent  installations  of  International’s 
product  in  this  territory,  according  to 

Leeves,  are  Dubinsky’s  Hollywood  at  Leav- 
enworth and  Capitol  at  Jefferson  City  and 

RKO’s  Orpheum  in  Kansas  City. 
Formed  by  Leeves  on  May  1   this  year, 

Central  Equipment  also  handles  Motio- 
graph  projectors.  Western  Electric  sound, 
Brenkert  lamps  and  other  such  general 
accessories  as  generators,  rectifiers,  etc. 

Incorporation  Sought 

By  Two  Firms  in  Iowa 
Des  Moines — Two  Iowa  firms  have  filed 

papers  of  incorporation  with  the  secretary 
of  state. 

The  Home  Town  Picture  Corp.  of  Des 
Moines,  declared  a   capital  of  $10,000  and 
designated  motion  pictures  as  the  business. 

Rex  M.  Bell  of  Des  Moines  is  the  presi- 
dent. 

The  American  Theatre  Co.,  also  of  Des 
Moines,  filed  to  enter  the  entertainment 
field  with  an  investment  of  $25,000.  Frank 

D.  Rubel  of  Des  Moines  will  head  the  com- 
pany. 

Reseats  Theatre 
Kansas  City — Lester  McCormick  is  re- 

seating his  Majestic  Theatre  at  Green 

Forest,  Ark.,  with  upholstered  chairs.  In- 
dependent Theatre  Supply  Co.  supplied 

the  General  Seating  seats. 

Build  in  Sauk  Centre 

Sauk  Centre,  Minn. — Work  has  started 
here  on  the  new  563-seat  Main  Street 
Theatre.  Bert  Parsons  is  building  and  will 

operate  the  house.  He  has  one  other  the- 
atre here. 

Producer  Visits 
Minneapolis — Armand  Denis,  producer 

of  Universal’s  “Dark  Rapture,”  and  his 
wife,  Leila  Roosevelt  Denis,  are  in  Minne- 

apolis and  will  make  a   personal  appear- 
ance in  connection  with  the  picture. 

"Honolulu"  Cast  Additions 
Hollywood — Judith  Allen  and  Jo  Ann 

Sayers  have  been  added  to  the  cast  of 

M-G-M’s  “Honolulu,”  which  will  go  be- 
fore the  cameras  soon. 

C.  W.  Peterson  Dies 

Sioux  City,  Ia. — C.  W.  Peterson,  man- 
ager of  the  Princess  Theatre  here,  died 

after  a   long  period  of  illness  at  his  home. 

IL  II  N   C   O   IIL  M 
JJOWARD  FEDERER  spent  a   couple  of 

days  in  Denver,  while  L.  J.  Finske 
ducked  Denver  for  a   couple  of  days  in 
Lincoln  .   .   .   Bob  Ringler  was  that  happy 

when  he  signatured  the  Nebraska  The- 
atres, Inc.,  for  his  Monogram  setup  for 

the  coming  year  .   .   .   Alvin  Hendricks 
parted  company  with  his  tonsils,  and  went 
around  stiffened  as  if  with  a   billiard  cue 

up  his  back. 

Ed  Vaughan  and  Harvey  Traylor  waited 
each  other  out,  got  something  good  on 
each  other,  and  now  neither  will  talk  .   .   . 
Quite  the  most  serious  minded  manager  to 

hit  the  Row  in  a   long  time  is  Manny  Lof- 

gren,  at  the  Lincoln  .   .   .   George  F.  Mon- 
roe is  seeing  what  it  feels  like  to  be  un- 
der a   desk  again,  writing  ads  for  the  NTI 

string.  His  wife,  Erma,  takes  Mrs.  Box- 
office  on  almost  every  night  at  dominoes, 
while  the  boys  are  out  playing  pool. 

Bob  Livingston,  theatre  Row’s  Jim  Far- 
ley, is  glad  now  that  the  work  is  over  try- 

ing to  deliver  the  state’s  show  business 
vote  to  Governor  Cochran  .   .   .   Ralph  Blank 
was  in  and  out  on  a   quickie. 

Bob  Huffman  spends  most  of  his  time 

being  city  manager,  now  that  the  Stuart 
is  completely  staffed  again  .   .   .   Nobody 
can  get  used  to  calling  the  former  Klara 
Hanneman,  Lincoln  Theatres  Corp.  booker, 
Mrs.  Cook  .   .   .   Harold  Hellerich  has  played 
on  the  average  of  seven  pictures  a   week 

in  the  two  houses  he’s  managing,  and  it 

keeps  him  busy  trying  to  remember  what’s 
on  ..  .   Ruth  Johnson,  former  hello  girl  at 

KFAB,  is  now  at  the  Varsity,  handling  re- 
ception duties  for  Howard  Federer. 

Society  notes:  L.  L.  Dent  trimmed  the 

boys  at  snooker  .   .   .   Bet  nobody  had  a   bet- 
ter time  at  the  MPTOA  meeting  than  the 

reception  committeeman,  T.  B.  Noble  jr„ 
who  is  said  to  have  done  his  bit  to  enrich 
the  DuPonts  in  using  an  arsenal  full  of 
ammunition  for  the  welcome  .   .   .   H.  W. 

“Speed”  Lambert  in  town  crying  because 

his  marionette  show  hadn’t  been  heralded 
by  front  page  streamers. 

15  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  Nov.  10,  19231 

£   C.  CLAY,  recent  FBO  salesman  who won  second  prize  in  the  Boxoffice 
popularity  contest,  is  a   new  addition  to 
the  Fox  sales  force  .   .   .   John  Graham,  new 

owner  of  the  Tourney  in  McPherson,  was 
meeting  exchange  managers  this  week  for 
the  first  time. 

N.  W.  Hudson,  Liberty,  Columbus,  Kas., 
made  a   flying  trip  to  meet  his  son,  who 
came  in  from  the  coast  .   .   .   W.  C.  Ansell 
is  back  as  a   salesman  for  Standard  Film 

Co.,  with  whom  he  started  in  business 
seven  years  ago  .   .   .   Sol  J.  Davidson  is  the 
new  owner  of  the  Empress  at  Enid,  Okla. 
Rumor  has  it  that  three  unidentified 

men  have  purchased  a   site  in  Clinton,  Mo., 
upon  which  they  intend  to  erect  a   new 
house.  Plans  are  indefinite  as  yet  .   .   . 

Tom  Byerly,  assistant  manager  for  First 

National,  is  passing  out  cigars — a   boy,  and 
a   future  film  mogul,  says  Tom. 

Censorship  Menace 
Is  Greatest  Danger 

Des  Moines — Censorship  is  more  dan- 

gerous than  sex  in  the  films,  “horror  pro- 
grams” on  the  air,  or  any  distortion  in  the 

press,  according  to  Miss  Lillian  Herstein, 
member  of  the  executive  board  of  the  Chi- 

cago Teachers  Ass’n  and  vice-president  of 
the  Chicago  forums. 

Miss  Herstein  arrived  in  Des  Moines  to 
lead  the  local  forums  this  week. 

“Censorship  hasn’t  got  rid  of  sex  in  the 
movies,”  she  charged. 

“The  way  it  is  now,  kids  sit  through  an 
hour  and  a   half  of  sex  appeal,  with  women 
in  low  dresses  and  all  that,  and  then  we 
call  it  all  right  because  the  heroine  leaves 
all  the  other  men  she  has  lived  with  and 

marries  a   real  American  he-man.” 
She  went  on,  biting  her  words  through 

her  teeth:  “Look  at  how  these  kids  who 
are  protected  on  sex  come  out!  The  way 

to  make  kids  sane  about  sex  is  to  so  en- 
rich the  other  aspects  of  their  lives  that 

sex  is  subordinated.” Sex  is  the  only  thing  left  for  motion 

picture  subjects,  she  said,  because  pro- 
ducers won’t  tackle  economic  and  social 

problems  and  shy  from  treating  foreign 

countries  in  films  for  fear  of  loss  of  show- 
ing abroad. 

“I  saw  this  Dillinger  picture,”  she  went 
on.  “I  tell  you,  if  I   had  been  a   small 

boy,  his  death  at  the  end  wouldn’t  have 
turned  me  from  a   career  of  crime,  because 
his  life  until  then  was  so  thrilling  that  it 

would  have  been  worth  death!” 
Education,  not  censorship,  is  the  answer, 

Miss  Herstein  declared.  Children  must  be 

educated  so  they  will  “never  be  the  prey 

of  demagogues.” 

Jimmie  Foland  Operates 

K.  C.  Atlantic  Exchange 

Kansas  City — Jimmie  Foland,  veteran 

film  and  theatre  supply  man,  this  week 

took  over  distribution  of  Atlantic  Pic- 
tures in  western  Missouri  and  Kansas. 

The  change  was  effective  Monday. 
The  exchange  formerly  was  operated  by 

Ed  Kolb,  with  offices  in  Foland’s  Inde- pendent Theatre  Supply  Co.  at  115  West 
18th  St.  It  was  opened  here  in  July. 

Atlantic  has  a   lineup  of  14  reissues  of 

notable  pictures,  including  “Scarface,” 
“Hell’s  House,”  “Street  Scene,”  “Last  Mile,” 

“Last  Journey,”  “Hell’s  Angels,”  “Heart 
of  New  York”  with  A1  Jolson,  “Tombstone 
Canyon”  with  Bob  Burns,  etc.,  and  some shorts. 

Foland  has  been  in  the  film  business 

for  26  years,  most  of  it  in  this  area,  and 

at  one  time  was  secretary  of  the  area’s 
exhibitors’  association. 

Moscovitch  in  “Love  Affair" 
Hollywood — Maurice  Moscovitch  has 

been  added  to  the  cast  of  RKO’s  Leo  Mc- 

Carey  production,  “Love  Affair,”  co-starr- 
ing Irene  Dunne  and  Charles  Boyer. 
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Product  Survey  by 
W.  Pa.  MPTO  Group 

Pittsburgh  —   A   product  survey  was 
planned  this  week  by  the  MPTO  of  W. 
Pa.,  Inc. 

It  is  understood  the  questionnaire,  to  go 
forward  to  each  independent  theatre  in  the 
territory,  is  a   form  to  be  used  by  Allied 

in  a   national  survey.  It  will  seek  informa- 
tion on  the  names  of  distributors;  whether 

the  completed  deal  was  the  same  as  last 

season’s,  or  whether  the  exhibitor  paid 
more  or  less  for  the  product,  whether  con- 

tracted for  on  percentage  or  flat,  how 
many  on  percentage,  what  percentage,  etc., 
etc.  No  names  were  to  be  signed  by  the 
exhibitor  in  responding. 
Announcement  of  this  survey  was  made 

at  the  18th  annual  convention  of  the  local 

Allied  group  several  weeks  ago. 

M.  A.  Rosenberg  and  Fred  J.  Herring- 
ton, local  Allied  leaders,  were  back  on  the 

job  here  this  week  after  special  trade 

practice  conferences  in  Chicago.  The  for- 
mer was  expected  to  be  recalled  to  New 

York  for  further  conferences.  MPTO  di- 

rectors have  recently  met  in  special  ses- 
sion in  regard  to  the  distributor-Allied 

confabs,  but  no  statement  will  be  given  to 
the  press  other  than  that  Allied  will  not 
deviate  from  its  course. 

Financial  report  of  the  MPTO  shows  the 
association  in  its  best  condition  in  the 

history  of  organized  independent  exhibi- 
tors here.  Five  new  members  have  been 

added  to  the  roster  in  recent  weeks  and 
others  outside  the  fold  are  expected  to 
submit  applications  at  an  early  date. 

Ross  Federal  Appoints 

Graner  Pittsburgh  Head 
Pittsburgh  —   Ross  Federal  announces 

the  promotion  of  William  Graner  to 

branch  manager  of  the  Pittsburgh  terri- 
tory. 

A   veteran  in  local  film  distribution, 

Graner  has  been  employed  as  office  man- 
ager here  by  Ross  Federal  for  the  past 

five  years.  He  is  active  in  theatre  and 

marketing  research  work  of  the  organiza- 
tion. 

McKeown  Detroit  Manager 

Detroit — Frank  S.  McKeown  is  the  new 

manager  of  the  Detroit  offices  of  Ross 

Federal  Service,  succeeding  R.  W.  Ouder- 
sluys,  who  moves  to  Milwaukee  with  the 
same  company. 
McKeown  is  from  Portland,  Ore.,  where 

he  has  been  associated  with  Ross  Federal 

service  for  seven  years. 

Glazer  Remodeling 
McKees  Rocks,  Pa. — Parkway  Theatre 

is  undergoing  extensive  remodeling  and 
will  be  closed  until  Christmas,  A1  Glazer, 
proprietor,  stated  this  week.  A   glass  front 
and  a   new  marquee  are  being  installed. 
The  auditorium  also  is  being  decorated. 
Sam  Barbalat  is  the  architect  on  the  re- 
modeling. 

A   Trade  Conference  Report 

Awaits  Ohio  ITO  Parley 

Koppel  Taking  On 
New  Life 

Koppel,  Pa. — This  little  town  of  1,200, 
beaten  into  a   virtual  state  of  business 

paralysis  by  the  depression,  and  then 

the  recession,  is  taking  on  new  life. 

Meade  F.  Steiner,  new  to  exhibition 

but  once  with  Ross  Federal  Service,  is 

unboarding  the  town  theatre,  dark  six 

years,  and  is  starting  to  rebuild. 

Steiner,  full  of  hope  and  ideas,  is 

ready  to  give  Koppel  "all  I've  got." 

Meet  in  Wheeling 

Set  by  W.  Va.  ITO 
Pittsburgh — The  ITO  of  W.  Va.  will 

meet  in  Wheeling,  November  29,  officers 
stated  this  week.  Forty  members  met  in 

Clarksburg  last  week  where  the  constitu-* 
tion  and  by-laws  were  approved.  There 
was  much  enthusiasm  among  the  member- 

ship which  planned  a   campaign  to  defeat 
threatened  adverse  legislation. 

Joseph  W.  Mercer,  Warwood  exhibitor, 
and  George  Capps,  Wheeling,  will  be  in 
charge  of  the  Wheeling  meeting  which  is 
slated  for  the  McClure  Hotel. 

All  independent  exhibitors  of  West  Vir- 
ginia are  invited  to  attend. 

Circuit  Adjusts  Vaude 

Schedules  to  Fit  Towns 
Detroit — An  adjustment  of  vaudeville 

schedules  to  more  adequately  benefit  by 

patronage  conditions,  has  been  effected  by 
Associated  Theatres  circuit  in  their  Rialto 

at  Flint  and  the  Wyandotte  at  Wyandotte. 

Both  houses  offer  stage  shows  three 

days  a   week,  but  the  Rialto,  which  hither- 
to opened  on  Saturdays,  finding  that  a 

large  proportion  of  the  employes  in  Flint 
were  paid  on  Mondays,  has  shifted  its 
vaudeville  dates  to  that  day. 

In  Wyandotte,  typically  suburban,  with 

a   five-day  week  fairly  prevalent,  Friday 
openings  have  proved  most  remunerative. 

Statements  of  Associated  executives  this 

week  disclose  the  pending  deal  for  pur- 
chase of  the  Majestic  Theatre  at  Wyan- 
dotte from  George  Wilbur  will  probably 

not  be  completed  for  several  months,  pend- 
ing settlement  of  existing  film  contracts. 

Present  probability  is  that  the  house  may 
be  taken  over  at  the  expiration  of  this 

season’s  film  contracts,  nearly  a   year  away. 

Indian  Princess  Has  Role 

Hollywood — Princess  Wyhnemah,  one 
of  the  450  Delawares  still  alive  in  this 

country,  appears  in  RKO’s  “The  Law  West 
of  Tombstone,”  which  stars  Harry  Carey. 

Columbus — A   complete  report  of  the 

latest  developments  in  the  distributor- 
exhibitor  conferences  underway  in  New 
York,  to  be  made  by  Abram  F.  Myers, 

general  counsel  of  National  Allied,  is  prom- 
ised exhibitors  attending  the  ITO  of  Ohio 

convention  November  15  and  16  at  the 

Deshler-Wallick  Hotel  in  Columbus,  Ohio. 
The  invitation  to  attend  this  convention 

is  extended  to  every  theatre  owner  in 
Ohio  whether  or  not  he  is  a   member  of 
the  ITO. 

Display  space  has  already  been  booked 
by  the  following  firms: 

RCA,  American  Seating  Co.,  Ideal  Seat- 
ing Co.,  Burch  Mfg.  Co.,  National  Screen 

Service,  National  Theatre  Supply,  F.  &   Y. 
Construction  Co.,  Kroehler  Mfg.  Co.,  Oliver 

Theatre  Supply,  Inc.,  Mid-West  Theatre 
Supply  Co.,  Metro  Premium  Co.,  Theatre 
Poster  Supply  Co.,  Exhibitor  Poster  Serv- 

ice Co.,  Acousticon-Dictagraph  Division, 
International  Seat  Corp.,  American  Thea- 

tre Equipment  Co. 
Officers  and  directors  for  the  following 

year  will  be  elected  at  the  final  business 
session,  Wednesday,  November  16.  The 
annual  banquet  will  be  held  Tuesday  eve- 

ning, November  15. 

Goldman  Puts  Monogram 
Product  in  Many  Circuits 
Pittsburgh  —   Every  circuit  in  western 

Pennsylvania  and  West  Virginia  has  con- 
tracted to  use  Monogram  product  for  1938- 

39,  Mark  Goldman,  local  manager,  an- 

nounces. The  productions  include  “Bare- 
foot Boy,”  “Mr.  Wong,  Detective,” 

“Wanted  by  the  Police,”  “Where  the  Buf- 
falo Roam,”  and  “Gangster’s  Boy.” The  last  named  is  slated  to  be  the 

initial  feature  at  the  Harris  Senator  The- 

atre, Pittsburgh’s  newest  first-run,  which 
will  open  around  Thanksgiving. 

Schultz  Reports  Deal 

With  Two  Circuits 

Cleveland  —   Nate  Schultz,  Monogram 
franchise  owner,  announces  that  his  of- 

fice has  closed  100  per  cent  1938-39  con- 
tracts with  the  Schine  circuit,  involving 

13  situations  in  Ohio.  Also  a   blanket  con- 
tract has  been  closed  with  Max  Lefkowich 

of  the  Community  circuit  in  a   deal  cover- 
ing ten  Cleveland  theatres. 

Reeder  Rents  a   Theatre 

Building  in  Lawton ,   Mich . 
Lawton,  Mich. — J.  A.  Reeder  of  Benton 

Harbor  has  rented  the  theatre  building 
here  with  the  expectation  of  buying  the 
property.  The  deal  was  made  with  Frank Stainton. 

Reeder  expects  to  open  the  house  as 

soon  as  the  building  can  be  put  in  suit- 
able condition.  He  has  a   chain  of  the- 
atres to  which  the  local  enterprise  will  be 

added. 
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Many  Turn  Out  in 
Honor  of  Gus  Sun 

Detroit — Variety  Club’s  Monday  lunch- 
eon last  week  was  a   genuine  tribute  to 

the  club’s  name,  in  the  person  of  Gus 
Sun,  nationally  known  vaudeville  or  va- 

riety booker,  in  celebration  of  his  50th 
anniversary  in  show  business.  In  a   long 
talk,  Sun  described  his  long  career  in 
vaudeville,  circus,  minstrel,  medicine  and 
other  shows,  as  actor,  producer,  press 

agent,  advance  man,  and  just  about  every- 
thing. 

Variety  had  a   host  of  vaudeville  and 
other  show  world  figures  in  attendance 

Monday,  including  Walter  Shafer,  owner 
of  the  Wayne  Theatre;  Eddie  Stinson, 
manager  of  the  Shrine  Circus;  Prank 

Tout,  Potentate  of  Moslem  Temple;  Mich- 
ael Schoenherr,  manager  of  the  Strand 

Theatre;  Jack  Dickstein,  manager  of  the 

Detroit  Sun  office;  Pete  Sun,  special  rep- 
resentative; Sol  Berns,  Detroit  booking 

agent,  and  Dave  King  and  George  Schil- 
ler of  the  National  Theatre. 

Following  up  the  all-Democratic  Day  of 
the  week  before,  Variety  presented  an  all- 

Republican  “slate,”  under  the  direction 
of  Barker  Heinrich  Pickert,  Detroit  police 

commissioner,  who  introduced:  Frank  D. 

Fitzgerald,  an  honorary  member,  and  for- 
mer governor  of  Michigan;  Farry  Kelly, 

nominee  for  secretary  of  state;  Fred  Ray- 
mond, candidate  for  sheriff,  and  Probate 

Judge  Edward  Command. 

Fitzgerald  spoke  briefly,  as  did  George 
Brand,  president  of  the  Michigan  Bar 

Ass’n,  who  discussed  the  appointment  of 
judges. 

Attendance  at  the  luncheon  again  was 

one  of  the  heaviest  on  record — with  every 
week  recently  holding  up  to  a   very  good 
level.  A   strong  program  of  entertainment 
was  presented. 

Variety  Will  Fete 

Richey  on  Nov.  28 

Detroit — A   farewell  party  for  H.  M. 

Richey,  formerly  director  of  theatre  opera- 
tions and  public  relations  for  Cooperative 

Theatres  of  Michigan,  will  be  tendered 

by  Variety  Club  on  November  28.  Richey 

took  up  his  new  post  as  director  of  ex- 
hibitor relations  for  RKO  last  Monday. 

His  new  chief,  George  J.  Schaefer,  is  ex- 
pected to  attend,  as  well  as  other  RKO 

executives. 

The  Richey  party  will  be  an  evening 
banquet,  taking  the  place  of  the  usual 
noonday  luncheon. 

Armistice  Day  Program 

On  Barkers'  Schedule 
Detroit  —   Armistice  Day  is  slated  as 

Junior  Variety  Night  by  the  local  Variety 
Club,  with  Mrs.  William  Carlson,  wife  of 

the  chief  barker,  and  Mrs.  Ben  Wachnan- 
sky,  wife  of  the  manager  of  the  New 

Bijou  and  Columbia  theatres,  as  joint 
hostesses. 

Republic  Pictures  Night  is  slated  for 

November  12,  with  Sam  Seplowin,  Detroit 

Freddie  in  Pittsburgh 

Freddie  Bartholomew  showing  Eddie 

Moriarty,  M-G-M  booker  at  the  Pitts- 
burgh office,  how  to  get  the  early 

dates  in  on  “Listen  Darling.” 

Frank  Biordi,  Bartholomew  and  Andy 

Biordi  having  a   laugh  in  the  Pitts- 
burgh Metro  office.  Biordis  own  and 

overate  the  Majestic  Theatre,  Ellwood 
City,  Pa. 

Republic  manager,  and  his  wife,  as  co- hosts. 

Deliver  First  Show 

Pittsburgh — Initial  use  of  the  Variety 

Club’s  new  film  projectors  and  truck, 
which  were  purchased  by  the  sale  of  pen 
knives,  was  an  event  of  last  Friday.  First 
show  was  presented  at  the  Eastern  Star 
Home  for  Aged,  Bellevue. 

Francis  Guehl  and  Peter  Quiter  of  New 
Universal  have  been  appointed  as  booker 

of  all  shows  for  the  institutions  of  Alle- 
gheny county. 

Horwitz  Heads  Charity  Committee 

Cleveland — Nat  Wolf,  Variety  Club  chief 
barker,  has  named  M.  B.  Horwitz,  past 
chief  barker,  as  general  chairman  of  a 
committee  whose  job  will  be  to  raise  a 
charity  fund.  Horwitz  is  drafting  plans  to 
hold  a   Keeno  party  at  the  club  rooms  in 
December. 

New  Four  Star  at 

Grand  Rapids  Bows 
Detroit — The  new  Four  Star  Theatre  at 

Grand  Rapids  was  opened  Wednesday  by 
Butterfield  circuit.  Allen  Johnson  will 

manage  the  house.  A   preview  for  in- 
vited guests  was  held  Tuesday. 

Design  of  the  new  900-seat  theatre  is 
based  on  Swedish  modeme  style.  Carpet- 

ing and  general  decorations  also  repeat 

and  amplify  the  “four  star”  idea. 
Unique  in  the  house  is  the  first  installa- 

tion in  any  theatre,  according  to  Butter- 
field executives,  of  the  new  Bodiform  chair 

produced  by  the  American  Seating  Co.  of 

Grand  Rapids — making  it  a   home  town 

product. 
The  Four  Star  is  equipped  with  Simplex 

E7  projectors  with  Western  Electric  Mir- 
rophonic  sound. 

The  house  was  built  by  Osterink  Con- 
struction Co.  of  Grand  Rapids,  as  gen- 

eral contractors,  with  Frank  Parker  of 

Grand  Rapids  as  architect.  National  The- 
atre Supply  Co.  installed  most  of  the 

equipment.  Decoration  was  by  Jurgens  & 
Meiers  Co.  of  Grand  Rapids. 

Policy  of  the  house  will  be  the  same  as 
the  Our  and  Eastown  theatres  of  Grand 

Rapids,  also  operated  by  Butterfield  & 

Johnson.  Twenty-five  cent  night  admis- 
sion for  adults  with  20-cent  Saturday  and 

Sunday  matinees  will  be  in  effect. 

Jack  Kull,  who  went  to  Grand  Rapids 
to  become  an  assistant  house  manager 
for  Butterfield  about  a   year  ago,  is  to  be 

assistant  to  Allen  Johnson  as  house  mana- 

ger. 
To  Nominate  Heads  for 

Exchange  Employes  Unit 
Pittsburgh — Nomination  of  officers  for 

Local  B-ll,  the  film  exchange  employes 
union,  for  the  new  year  will  be  made  at 
the  next  meeting,  Thursday,  November  17. 
Election  will  be  Thursday,  December  22. 

A   turkey  dinner  was  served  members  of 

B-ll  at  the  Peoples  Alliance  Building  fol- 
lowing the  October  meeting  last  Thurs- day. 

Theatre  employes  local  B-12  will  nomi- 
nate officers  for  1939  at  the  November  26 

meeting,  with  election  scheduled  for  late 
in  December. 

Ben  Cohen  Undergoes  Leg 

Amputation  at  Ann  Arbor 
Detroit — Sympathies  of  Michigan  show- 

men were  extended  to  Ben  Cohen,  operator 
with  his  brother  Lou,  of  the  Cohen  chain 

here,  when  he  had  to  undergo  an  opera- 
tion and  amputation  of  one  leg  this  week, 

at  the  University  Hospital,  Ann  Arbor. 
He  suffered  from  a   foot  infection  and 

gangrene  set  in,  requiring  the  operation. 

Several  Detroit  showmen  planned  to 
drive  out  to  Ann  Arbor  to  see  Ben  this 

week  and  will  carry  the  best  wishes  of 
all  to  him. — H.F.  R. 
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QROVER  C.  SCOTT,  motion  picture 

operator  of  Harlan,  Ky.,  and  owner  of 
a   string  of  thoroughbreds,  will  build  a   new 
theatre  at  Corbin,  Ky.,  to  be  opened 
April  1. 

Stanford  Remington,  president  of  Rem- 
ington Quality  Pictures,  Cincinnati  dis- 

tributor, died  of  a   heart  attack  October  31. 
Remington  conducted  the  business  for  a 
number  of  years  and  was  well  known  in 
film  circles.  He  was  49  years  old.  His 
widow  survives  him. 

J.  W.  Story,  superintendent  of  schools 

at  Jamestown,  Ky.,  will  operate  the  first 

motion  picture  theatre  in  that  town. 

Story  has  completed  a   new  building  which 

has  been  equipped  by  National  Theatre 

Supply.  The  house  will  open  Thanksgiving 
day. 

Weddings  are  in  order.  Warner’s  Doro- 
thy Davey  was  married  to  Gordon  T. 

Maddux  in  a   surprise  elopement  October 
29.  Marie  Minser  of  Columbia  announced 

her  secret  marriage,  last  August,  on  the 
occasion  of  her  resignation  this  week. 

Paramount’s  Adrian  Stouffer  resigned  to 
be  married. 

RKO  Shubert  opened  their  winter  season 
of  vaudeville  and  films  November  9.  The 

Strand,  downtown  second  run,  has  also 

adopted  a   stage-film  policy  .   .   .   Schine  cir- 
cuit has  taken  over  the  Hippodrome  and 

the  Kentucky  at  Corbin,  Ky. 

Columbia’s  sales  force,  Pete  Niland, 
Harold  Rullmwn,  Link  Davis  and  Charley 
Palmer,  headed  by  B.  M.  Allan  Moritz, 
attended  the  mid-season  convention  of 
their  company  at  the  Blackstone,  Chicago, 
November  6. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Phil  Semelroth,  Dayton, 

visited  the  Row,  this  being  Phil’s  first 
visit  in  six  months,  due  to  his  long  ill- 

ness in  the  hospital.  He  is  now  complete- 
ly recovered  .   .   .   Rosemary  Roche  has 

joined  Universal  .   .   .   Warner’s  are  mov- 
ing into  their  new  building  this  week.  All 

new  furnishing  and  a   fireproof,  air  con- 
ditioned building  make  the  new  home  the 

most  modern  on  the  Row.  Their  old 

quarters  are  reported  to  be  leased  by  Na- 
tional Screen. 

Herman  Hunt,  National  Theatre  Sup- 
ply, reports  September  one  of  the  biggest 

business  months  in  the  history  of  the  local 
office.  National  completely  equipped  Mrs. 

Fon  Sexton’s  new  Alfon,  which  opened 
November  2. 

The  Black  Diamond  Theatre  Co.,  Mont- 
gomery, W.  Va.,  is  opening  a   new  home  at 

Smithers,  W.  Va.,  November  9.  The  com- 
pany operates  ten  theatres  in  West  Vir- 

ginia. 

Harry  Levine,  Republic  division  mana- 
ger, arrived  in  Cincinnati  November  6   to 

inaugurate  the  Jimmy  Grainger  drive, 
which  will  run  from  Nov.  7   to  Dec.  17  .   .   . 

Republic’s  Max  Margolis  announces 
“Crime  of  Dr.  Crespi”  as  his  company’s 
contribution  to  the  cycle  of  “horror”  fea- 

tures now  sweeping  the  nation. 

Joseph  Krul  Takes  Over 
Fredro  Theatre  in  Detroit 

Detroit — Joseph  B.  Krul,  part  owner  of 

the  New  Home  Theatre,  has  taken  over  the 
Fredro  Theatre  from  George  R.  Doyle  and 
Arthur  W.  Koch. 

He  has  closed  the  house  for  remodeling. 

New  equipment  will  be  installed  by  Na- 
tional Theatre  Supply  Co.  The  house  will 

reopen  in  about  two  weeks. 

Mansfield  Ritz  Reopens 

Mansfield,  Ohio — The  Ritz,  an  indepen- 
dent house  here,  owned  and  operated  by 

Sol  Bernstein,  has  reopened  after  being 
dark  several  weeks  for  modernization. 

Celebrity  Shows 

Replacing  Vaude 
Cleveland — Vaudeville,  once  the  main- 

stay of  the  local  entertainment  field,  took 
its  final  bow  on  Friday  when  the  old  policy 

made  way  for  the  new  “In  Person”  policy at  the  RKO  Palace. 

The  new  name  policy,  will,  according  to 

Nat  Holt,  RKO  Great  Lakes  division  man- 
ager, bring  to  Cleveland  during  the  cur- 

rent season,  the  biggest  boxoffice  person- 
alities of  screen  and  stage. 

Gene  Autry  has  already  appeared. 

ASSASSIN  OF  VOUTH 
(MARIJUANA  MADNESS  EXPOSED) 

BREAKING  RECORDS  EVERYWHERE 

2   Weeks  Strand  Thea- 
tre, Cleveland 

1   Week  Strand  Thea- 
tre, Youngstown 

1   Week  Post  Theatre, 

Warren 

1   Week  State  Thea- 
tre, Canton 

1   Week  Allen  Thea- 
tre, Akron 

Endorsed  by  Boards  of  Education,  Federation  of 
Churches,  State  Health  Departments,  PTAs 

TIE  UP  WITH  LOCAL  SCHOOLS  AND  PUBLIC  OFFICIALS 

THIS  IS  NOT  A   SEX  PICTURE 
Distributed  by 

MONOGRAM  FILM  DISTRIBUTORS,  Inc. 
507  Film  Bldg. Phone:  PRospect  2740 

CLEVELAND 
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A   Billboard  Drive 

Near  in  Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh — The  city  council  has  asked 

the  law  department  to  advise  if  legal 
grounds  can  be  found  to  ban  billroads  on 
new  boulevards,  particularly  Bigelow 
Blvd.,  and  to  determine  if  a   special  tax 

can  be  imposed  on  billboards  as  com- 
mercial structures  anywhere  in  the  city. 

The  resolution  was  presented  by  James 

L.  O’Toole,  president  of  the  council,  and 
was  adopted  without  debate  or  dissent 

after  he  announced  he  had  learned  no  im- 

provement tax  was  assessed  against  pro- 
perties when  signboards  were  erected. 

Declaring  such  signs  constitute  com- 
mercial structures,  he  was  of  the  opinion 

they  were  subject  to  taxation.  At  present, 
the  city  licenses  billboard  companies  but 
imposes  no  tax  on  the  individual  billboard. 
An  effort  to  force  advertising  companies 

to  erect  their  signs  at  least  200  feet-  from 
state  highways  failed  during  the  last  ses- 

sion of  the  legislature. 

" Great  Waltz "   Preview 
Attracts  a   Full  House 

Detroit — Something  of  a   record  for 

local  previews  this  season  was  set  for  the 

M-G-M  showing  of  “The  Great  Waltz” 
at  the  Wilson  Theatre.  Event  was  pub- 

licized by  Warren  Slee,  M-G-M  exploiteer, 
and  was  the  first  such  to  use  the  Wilson 

Theatre,  swanky  local  house  usually  de- 
voted to  legit  exclusively.  The  crowd  came 

early,  filling  every  seat  long  before  cur- 
tain time. 

The  film  opened  to  a   good  start  at  the 
United  Artists  Theatre,  where  it  was  set 
for  a   first  run. 

Dickinson  Visits 
Pittsburgh  —   A.  Dickinson  of  the 

MPPDA  was  a   visitor  on  Filmrow  last 

week  and  with  Fire  Marshal  Peter  Quiter, 

of  New  Universal,  inspected  all  film  ex- 
changes. 

A   new  fire  marshal  will  be  appointed 
next  month  to  succeed  Quiter  who  has 

served  the  usual  six-month  term. 

ZeVAN  STUDIO 
Distinctive  Decorating 

THEATRES 

CLUBS 

1723  Blvd.  of  the  Allies 

ATlantic  7877— COurt  3354 

PITTSBURGH 

Our  Specialty 
Drapes  and  Stage  Settings 

Check  for  Charity 

Pittsburgh — Impressed  by  the  charity 

work  being  done  by  the  Variety  Club  of 

this  city,  a   check  for  $500  has  been  re- 
ceived by  John  H.  Harris,  founder  and 

national  president,  from  Herbert  J.  Yates, 

Republic  Pictures  head.  The  donation  ap- 
plies to  the  Milk  Fund.  Yates  (at  the 

right)  was  a   recent  guest  of  James  H. 

Alexander,  manager  of  Republic  Pictures 

Corp.  of  Pittsburgh,  and  they  were  pho- 

tographed together  by  a   Boxoffice  re- 

porter. 
L.  A.  Swirbul,  vice-president  of  the 

Grumman  Aircraft  Corp.,  Bethpaige,  Long 

Island,  N.  Y„  who  accompanied  Yates  to 
Pittsburgh,  has  forwarded  a   check  for  $25 

to  the  Variety  Club’s  Milk  Fund. 

15,000  Detroit  People  See 

" one  third  of  a   nation " 
Detroit — Fifteen  thousand  people  saw 

“one  third  of  a   nation”  at  the  Federal 
Theatre  here  in  a   29-day  run  which  ended 
last  Monday. 

Attendance  was  boosted  by  a   pass  pro- 
motion among  WPA  workers,  which  were 

redeemable  at  the  boxoffice  by  the  holder 
upon  payment  of  10  cents  and  the  signing 
of  his  WPA  number. 

New  1,000  Seater 
Lansing,  Mich.  —   Butterfield  Theatres, 

Inc.,  will  add  a   1,000  seater  here  to  its 

Michigan  string,  according  to  announce- 
ment from  headquarters.  Work  on  the 

new  building,  which  will  have  a   66-foot 
frontage  on  Grand  River  Ave.  and  will  be 
modern  in  every  detail,  will  be  started 
shortly. 

EXHIBITORS! 

Don’t  Be  Lelt  Holding  the  Bag 
Book  Your  Holiday  Acts  Now 

Everything  in  the  Line  of  Vaudeville 

DON  D’CARLO 
Entertainment  Service 

PITTSBURGH 
1723  Blvd.  of  the  Allies  —   ATlantic  7877 

A   Vaude  Test  for 

Three  in  Detroit 

Detroit — A   vaudeville  test  will  be  made 

at  the  Broadway-Capitol,  Fisher  and 
Riviera  theatres  here  following  the  Detroit 
Automobile  Show,  opening  November  11 
and  continuing  for  eight  days. 

The  houses,  double  billers  over  two 

years,  have  each  booked  the  Music  Mys- 

tery Maids,  an  all-girl  band,  for  a   week’s 
engagement,  according  to  Jules  Klein, 

orchestra  booker.  No  other  acts  will  sup- 
plement the  bill. 

The  New  Manos  in  Elkins 

Will  Reopen  November  21 
Elkins,  W.  Va. — November  21  has  been 

designated  as  the  opening  date  for  the 
new  Manos  Theatre  here.  The  property 
is  the  Roosevelt  Theatre,  formerly  owned 

by  Sol  Goldberg,  which  is  being  remodeled. 
Seating  500  when  recently  closed,  the 

new  Manos  will  seat  around  1,000.  In 
addition  to  the  interior  remodeling  and 

the  installation  of  new  decorations,  fix- 
tures and  equipments,  the  front  will  be 

modernized  with  decorative  glass  and  a 
new  marquee  will  be  installed.  James 
Salsgiver  is  house  manager. 

Purdue  Students  Praise 

UDT's  Michigan  Theatre 
Detroit  —   Seventy  Purdue  University 

students,  seniors  in  the  school  of  mechani- 
cal engineering,  last  week  after  studying 

the  engineering  features  of  UDT’s  Michi- 
gan Theatre,  hailed  it  as  “the  outstanding 

example  of  theatrical  development  in  this 

part  of  the  country.” The  students  conducted  their  hour  study 
under  the  direction  of  Prof.  H.  M.  Jacklin. 

Society  Sees  "Birth" Pittsburgh — “The  Birth  of  a   Baby”  was 
screened  here  last  week  for  the  first  time 

for  members  of  the  health  institute  con- 

ducted by  the  Women’s  Auxiliary  to  the 
Allegheny  County  Medical  Society.  Fif- 

teen hundred  women  of  all  ages  packed 
themselves  into  the  Chatterbox  of  the 
William  Penn  Hotel,  where  1,300  chairs 

had  been  placed,  and  a   second  showing  was 

necessary  to  accommodate  the  “disap- 

pointees.” Buy  Coldwater  Strand 
Coldwater,  Mich. — Childs  and  Herman 

Kaufman,  both  of  Detroit,  have  purchased 
the  Strand  here  from  R.  H.  Moore.  They 
plan  to  reside  in  Bellevue  and  personally 
supervise  the  management  of  the  house. 

Build  at  Graiton 

Grafton,  W.  Va. — A   new  theatre  is  un- 
der construction  here  for  Phillip  and 

Phillip,  local  businessmen.  House  will 
have  a   seating  capacity  of  500. 
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Dick  McCool  Takes  First 

Prize  in  Manos  Campaign 
Greensburg,  Pa. — Cash  awards  totaling 

$550  were  awarded  to  managers  of  the 
Manos  theatrical  enterprises  at  a   recent 
meeting  at  the  home  office  here.  The 
awards  represented  the  largest  increased 
percentage  on  grosses  for  a   three  month 
period,  ending  November  1,  the  contest 
being  participated  in  by  the  21  theatres 
in  the  circuit  which  is  owned  and  oper- 

ated by  Michael  Manos  and  William  Lipsie. 

Dick  McCool,  Blairsville,  copped  first 
honors  and  a   cash  award  of  $300;  V.  L. 
Wadkins,  Indiana,  was  second,  winning 
$150;  third  prize  of  $50  went  to  Gene 
Basle,  Kane.  The  Kane  theatres  have 
since  reverted  to  the  owner  and  former 

operator,  C.  S.  Brown.  First  prize  carried 

a   $50  award  for  the  assistant  to  the  man- 
ager, and  this  was  won  by  John  Ward, 

Blairsville.  Managers  of  the  circuit  were 
addressed  by  Louis  Manos,  who  presented 

the  awards,  and  Bernard  Buchheit,  dis- 
trict manager.  Following  the  meeting,  a 

dinner  was  served  at  a   local  hotel. 

John  Walsh  Is  Manager 

Oi  the  Pittsburgh  Fulton 
Pittsburgh  —   John  Walsh  has  been 

named  manager  of  the  Fulton  Theatre  by 
E.  C.  Grainger,  general  manager  of  the 
Shea  Operating  Corp.  Walsh  comes  here 

from  Newport,  R.  I.,  where  he  was  man- 
ager of  the  Paramount  Theatre.  Until  the 

appointment  of  Walsh,  Robert  W.  Rhodes 
of  Akron  and  Lester  Hutcheon  of  New 

Philadelphia,  Ohio,  served  as  substitute 
managers,  following  the  resignation  of 

John  P.  Goring,  who  has  gone  to  Cali- 
fornia to  engage  in  the  production  field 

with  an  independent  company. 

Eddie  Moreels  Succeeds 

J.  Fleshin  at  Monarch 
Pittsburgh — Joseph  Fleshin,  West  Vir- 

ginia sales  representative  for  Monarch 

Pictures,  has  resigned  to  join  Billy  Bien’s 
Theatre  Poster  Supply  Co.,  Cincinnati. 
Succeeding  him  is  Eddie  Moreels,  former 
sales  representative  here  for  Vitagraph. 

Fleshin  is  a   brother  of  Mrs.  Lew  Lef- 
ton,  manager  of  Monarch  Pictures. 

Oaks  to  Open 
Oakmont,  Pa. — The  Oaks  Theatre,  new 

600-seat  house  under  construction  for  a 
number  of  months  for  Stephen  Rodnenok, 
will  be  opened  November  18.  The  veteran 
Oakmont  exhibitor  invites  all  of  his 

friends  in  the  industry  to  celebrate  the 
occasion  with  him  and  his  family. 

Plan  in  Fairmount 
Pittsburgh  —   Preliminary  sketches  are 

completed  and  plans  are  being  prepared 

for  a   new  800-seat  theatre  at  Fairmount, 
W.  Va.  The  property,  on  Main  St.,  has 
been  purchased  for  the  Friendly  City 
Amusement,  Inc. 

JRVING  BELINSKY,  owner  of  the  Film 
Drug  Store,  is  concentrating  his  interests 

on  his  drug  business,  selling  his  affiliated 
Igloo  Ice  Cream  Co.  at  Woodward  Ave.  and 
Charlotte  St.  to  Alex  Belinsky  .   .   .   Maybe 

we’ll  see  more  of  Irving  at  the  Film  Bldg. 
.   .   .   International  Cinema,  Inc.,  of  Otto 

Marx’s  Europe  Theatre,  has  been  formally 
dissolved  .   .   .   Stanley  Oleszkowicz,  who 

projected  his  new  house,  under  construc- 
tion on  Plymouth  Road,  as  the  Main,  has 

registered  the  name  of  Atlas  Theatre  for 
it  now. 

Hal  Burriss,  sign  specialist,  is  demon- 
strating his  ability  to  play  five  instruments 

at  one  time  at  Variety’s  Saturday  nights 
.   .   .   It  was  Sun-Day  at  Variety  in  earnest 
Monday — not  only  Gus  and  Pete  Sun,  but 
the  Two  Detroit  Sols — Sol  Krim  and  Sol 
Berns,  rarely  seen  together  before,  were 
at  the  same  table  .   .   .   Jack  Dickstein,  Sun 
manager,  believes  in  getting  pictures  of 

his  guests  and  “does  them  up  brown.” 
He  was  so  busy  that  Mac  Krim  mistook 
him  for  a   waiter. 

Gus  Sun’s  visit  also  made  it  Old  Timers 
Day  and  a   lot  of  forgotten  stage  careers 
came  to  light.  Ed  Beatty  of  Butterfield 
was  once  in  an  act  that  played  for  Sun 
.   .   .   Mike  Schoenherr,  Strand  manager, 

formerly  booked  Sim  vaudeville  as  mana- 
ger of  the  Columbia  for  the  present  King- 

Trendle  houses  .   .   .   Walter  D.  Shafer, 

manager  of  the  Wayne  Theatre,  was  treas- 
urer of  a   Sun  circus  back  in  1918  ...  or 

was  it  1917?  They  argued  over  the  date 

.   .   .   And  Bill  Carlson,  Variety’s  Chief 
Barker,  was  disclosed  as  a   comedian  by 
Mike  Schoenherr,  who  says  he  was  a   good 
one  on  the  stage,  too. 

Barney  Kilbride  has  sworn  off  sitting 

by  the  posts  at  luncheons ;   too  many 
people  want  to  nudge  his  elbow  .   .   .   Mike 

Schoenherr,  manager  of  Kilbride’s  Strand, 
says  “there  aren’t  any  better  jobs”  .   .   . 
William  Flemion,  Monogram  branch  man- 

ager, and  Howard  Paul,  Romeo  Theatre 
owner,  left  Saturday  for  two  weeks  in  the 
Upper  Peninsula;  Flemion  guarantees  to 
bring  back  the  venison  .   .   .   Frank  Wets- 

man  can  mystify  filmites  any  day  by  pro- 
ducing his  brother;  exactly  alike,  even  in 

gestures,  till  you  notice  that  Frankie  is 
a   bit  larger. 

Mme.  and  S.  K.  Etienne,  bookers  and 
show  producers,  celebrated  their  tenth 
wedding  anniversary  with  a   host  of  friends 

and  special  two  hour  show  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Dancing  last  Saturday  night. 

Jack  Sharkey,  RKO  manager,  disclosed 
his  abilities  as  an  orchard  specialist  this 
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week— on  “bigger  and  better  apples”  .   .   . 

Irving  Belinsky,  Film  Druggist,  was  mod- 

estly pleased  when  he  received  “first  class 

publicity  in  a   national  paper” — consult  re- cent issues  of  Boxoffice. 

George  B.  Finch,  on  the  executive  con- 

tact staff  of  Jam  Handy,  is  being  trans- 
ferred to  New  York  as  office  manager 

.   .   The  Sam  Brown  circuit  is  remodeling 
the  Ambassador  Theatre. 

Barkers  here  have  started  organizing  for 

the  1939  national  convention  of  Variety 

Clubs,  under  the  direction  of  M-G-M’s J.  E.  Flynn. 

John  Tabor,  manager  of  the  Chandler 

Theatre  of  the  Joseph  Mellon  circuit,  re- 
ports a   considerable  pickup  in  business 

the  past  month. 

Merle  Clark,  organist  for  several  years 

in  a   number  of  Detroit  theatres,  has  open- 

ed an  indefinite  engagement  in  the  Cock- 
tail Grill  of  Webster  Hall. 

William  V.  (Major  Bill)  Jackson  of  the 

Fox  is  becoming  quite  expert  on  the  add- 
ing machine  over  at  the  Stage  Door  Room 

of  the  Fox  Grill,  the  town’s  theatrical  cafe center. 

Joseph  Ellul,  owner  of  the  Empress, 
downtown  burlesque  house,  is  planning  to 

reopen  the  Gem,  at  17617  Dequindre,  as 
the  Regal. 

damage  &   Rothstein  are  refurbishing 
the  front  of  the  Gayety  Theatre.  The 
house  has  been  closed  for  two  seasons. 

C.  C.  Dash  of  Hertner  Electric  Co., 

Cleveland;  Herb  Griffin,  vice-president  of 
International  Projector  Co.,  New  York; 

George  Friedl,  sound  department  head  of 
International  Projector  Co.,  New  York; 

John  McRay,  J.  E.  McAuley  Mfg.  Co.,  Chi- 
cago; and  J.  Harry  Toler,  conductor  of  the 

Modern  Theatre  section  of  Boxoffice,  Chi- 

cago, were  in  town  for  the  SMPE  conven- tion. 
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ROBERT  BROWN,  assistant  manager  at 
the  WB  Harris  Etna  Theatre,  has  been 

promoted  to  the  position  of  manager  for 

the  circuit’s  Ritz  Theatre,  New  Kensington. 
He  is  a   brother  of  Dick  Brown,  manager 

of  WB’s  Rowland,  Wilkinsburg  .   .   .   Eddie 
Moreels,  former  Vitagraph  sales  represen- 

tative, has  connected  with  Monarch  Film 
Exchange  here  in  a   sales  capacity. 

Filmrow  visitors  the  other  day  included 
Jack  Shea,  Duke  Prince  and  Lester  Hutch- 
eon,  of  the  Shea  theatrical  enterprises. 
Dave  Trimble,  Masontoum  showman  and 
newspaper  veteran,  was  a   visitor  of  Theo- 

dore Mikalowsky’s,  Masontoum  exhibitor 
for  a   quarter  of  a   century.  Trimble  will 

reopen  his  fair  grounds  at  Carmicliael’s 
next  season  .   .   .   George  Lefko  is  conduct- 

ing a   special  sales  drive  in  honor  of  Jules 
Levy,  RKO  sales  chief,  dates  for  the  period 
in  the  east  central  district  being  De- 

cember 10-16. 

Regent  Theatre,  a   WB  house  in  East 

Liberty,  celebrated  its  silver  anniversary 
last  week  .   .   .   Ollie  Kihchel  has  found  it 

impossible  to  go  through  with  the  re- 
modeling and  renovation  as  planned  for 

his  Princess  Theatre,  Jeannette,  because 
a   foot  and  a   half  of  property  on  the  alley 
cannot  be  purchased.  Right  now  Kihchel 
is  working  on  a   new  remodeling  scheme 
and  he  reports  that  this  plan  will  prove 
immeasurably  better  in  the  long  run. 

John  Bixler,  Scottdale  exhibitor,  was  in 
the  city  the  other  day  to  take  Mrs.  Bixler 
home  from  the  local  Mercy  Hospital.  The 
exhibitor  was  a   hospital  patient  himself 
for  several  days  recently  because  of  an 
infection  .   .   .   Fred  Querner,  exhibitor 
here  for  more  than  a   quarter  of  a   cen- 

tury, and  operator  of  the  Dome,  Butler 
St.,  whose  health  has  been  delicate  in 
recent  years,  is  confined  to  a   local  hos- 

pital for  treatment.  Quemer’s  father-in- 
law,  Henry  “Dad”  Feath,  veteran  Loew’s 
Penn  doorman,  recently  retired  from  the- 

atre duties  at  the  age  of  75. 

Harriett  Pettit  is  chairman  of  the 
annual  Warner  Club  dinner  dance 

which  will  be  an  event  of  Sunday  eve- 
ning, November  13,  at  the  William  Penn 

Hotel  .   .   .   Harry  Seed,  Vitagraph  man- 
ager, is  colonel  of  the  Filmrow  area  in 

the  Community  Fund  drive,  serving  under 
Branch  Chairman  John  J.  Maloney, 
M-G-M  district  manager,  who  with  Burt 
Bishop,  local  M-G-M  manager,  will  re- 

turn from  their  Paris  holiday  in  another 
week.  Every  person  engaged  in  the  film 
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and  theatre  industry  is  urged  to  support 
the  Community  Fund  drive. 

Columbia  exchange  visitors  include  Irv- 
ing Hanower,  auditor,  who  has  been  com- 
ing here  for  a   number  of  years,  and  Ber- 

nard Zeeman,  assistant  in  charge  of 
branch  operations  .   .   .   Sympathy  to  the 
Sam  Fleishmans  on  the  death  of  Mrs. 
Sadie  Lewis,  mother  of  Mrs.  Fleishman 
.   .   .   Lew  Lefton,  Monarch  manager,  has 
acquired  four  additional  independent  pic- 

tures for  distribution  in  the  local  area. 

They  are  “The  Dead  March,”  “I  Demand 
Payment,”  “Virgin  of  Bali”  and  “The  Fight 
for  Peace.”  Mannie  Greenwald,  manager 
of  the  Barry  Theatre,  screened  “The  Fight 
for  Peace”  for  an  invited  audience  last 
Sunday  noon. 

Harry  Gantz,  former  WB  Ritz  Theatre 

manager,  Clarksburg,  W.  Va„  demon- 

strated “Lucky”  at  the  ITO  of  W.  Va. 
meeting  last  week.  He  has  the  agency  for 
this  game  for  Ohio  and  West  Virginia  .   .   . 

With  all  the  horror  revivals,  Jim  Alexan- 
der is  broadcasting  that  Republic  is  book- 

ing Eric  Von  Stroheim  in  “The  Crime  of 
Dr.  Crespi,”  which  will  “make  them 

quake,  quaver,  quiver  and  quail!” 

Louie  and  Christ  Michael,  veteran  south 
side  exhibitors,  have  straightened  out  their 
recent  theatre  property  sales  which  were 
forced  by  them  in  order  to  have  deeds 
produced.  Everything  is  in  shape  now  and 
Louie  is  operating  the  Liberty  Theatre  as 

usual,  and  the  Strand  Theatre’s  lease  has 
been  extended  in  favor  of  Simon  Cotton. 

Andy  Battiston  and  his  brother  Mio  will 
drive  to  Florida  within  the  next  few  days 
and  on  Friday  will  attend  a   football  game 

at  Miami  in  which  Andy’s  son,  Richard  of 
Duquesne  University,  will  participate. 

Andy’s  younger  son,  Wallace,  will  accom- 
pany the  strolling  Battistons. 

Fred  J.  Herrington,  MPTO  secretary, 

addressed  the  Duquesne  Business  Men’s 
Ass’n  at  the  Steel  Works  dining  room, 
Wednesday  evening.  He  was  the  guest  of 
Joseph  Gellman,  manager  of  the  Plaza 
Theatre,  Duquesne,  and  MPTO  treasurer, 
who  presided. 

William  R.  Wheat  jr.,  veteran  Sewickley 
exhibitor,  is  resting  at  home  following  a 

heart  attack  Monday  a-week-ago.  “Col. 
Billy,”  as  he  is  affectionately  known,  has 
everyone  in  the  entire  industry  pulling  for 
his  swift  and  complete  recovery  ...  Ed 
Kelley,  another  veteran  in  film  circles, 
who  has  been  left  weak  following  severe 

hemorrhages,  may  find  it  necessary  to  gain 
strength  through  blood  transfusions  .   .   . 
Walt  Thomas,  recently  severely  injured 
in  an  auto  accident  while  en  route  to 

photograph  newsreel  events,  is  reported 
much  improved,  although  it  will  be  some 
time  before  he  will  be  able  to  be  on  the 

job  .   .   .   Sam  Gould,  north  side  indepen- 
dent exhibitor,  has  returned  to  his  home 

and  is  much  better  after  a   rheumatic  at- 
tack which  confined  him  to  Mercy  Hos- 
pital for  some  weeks. 

Hugh  Herbert,  the  screen’s  Woo-Woo 
man,  will  be  featured  at  the  Stanley  The- 

atre with  Roger  Pryor’s  Band  for  the  week 
of  November  25.  Harry  Kalmine,  WB  zone 

manager,  is  back  at  his  desk  after  book- 
ing a   number  of  stage  shows  in  New  York. 

Billy  ZeVan,  theatre  decorator,  opened 
his  new  Filmrow  quarters  at  1723  Blvd.  of 
the  Allies  with  a   buffet  luncheon  Monday. 
Open  house  at  the  studio  show  room  was 

enjoyed  by  many  visitors  during  the  day. 
ZeVan,  who  will  work  with  Henry  Ravick, 
manager  of  National  Theatrical  Valance 
&   Decorating  Co.,  has  outfitted  his  new 
quarters  with  various  samples  of  his 

workmanship.  Don  D’Carlo,  theatrical 
booker,  with  whom  ZeVan  shares  head- 

quarters, furnished  a   number  of  acts  dur- 
ing the  afternoon  and  ZeVan  got  a   couple 

of  theatre  contracts. 

Bob  Freeman,  former  local  Erpi  sales 
chief  here,  is  up  and  around  again  after 
a   long  illness.  He  has  dropped  35  pounds 
.   .   .   Little  Elmer  Spangler,  known  pro- 

fessionally as  Johnny  Morris  jr.,  who  has 
been  making  appearances  at  local  theatres 
and  night  clubs  for  the  past  six  months 

as  Johnny  the  Call  Boy  for  Philip  Mor- 
ris Cigarettes,  a   Don  D’Carlo  act,  has 

been  rushed  to  the  M-G-M  studios  to  en- 

act a   role  in  “The  Wizard  of  Oz.” 

Many  theatres  here  announced  election 
returns  Tuesday  evening  .   .   .   How  about 

that  midnight  show  New  Year’s  Eve?  De- 
cember 31  falls  on  a   Saturday  this  year 

and  a   midnight  show  would  run  into  Sun- 
day and  Sunday  exhibitions  are  illegal 

until  2   p.  m. 

Akron  Local  Celebrates 
Akron,  Ohio — Akron  Motion  Picture 

Operators  Local  364  held  its  annual  ban- 
quet recently  at  the  Elks  Club.  The  party 

started  at  11:30  and  the  banquet  was 

served  at  midnight.  A   program  of  enter- 
tainment was  followed  by  dancing. 

Frank  King  Aide 
Newark,  Ohio — Fred  Lahrmar,  who  has 

been  identified  with  the  Paramount  The- 
atre here  for  several  years,  has  been 

named  assistant  to  Frank  King  in  the 

management  of  the  Midland  and  Audi- 
torium, both  Shea  houses. 

Newell  to  Battiston 
Newell,  Pa. — Andy  Battiston  has  ac- 

quired and  reopened  the  Newell  Theatre. 
He  operates  theatres  at  Export  and  Manor 

and  is  an  inspector  for  the  state  depart- 
ment of  revenue. 

No  More  Dishes 

Available 
Export,  Pa. — Mio  Battiston,  operator 

of  the  Ritz  Theatre,  is  in  a   quandary. 

After  a   continuous  dinnerware  give- 

away one  day  weekly  for  over  three 

years  he  has  reached  the  end  of  his 

merchandise.  The  giveaway  has  held 

its  own  during  this  long  period,  Bat- 

tiston says,  but  he  finds  it  impossible 

to  match  any  additional  articles  to  the "set." 
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gOB  MENCHES,  who  doubles  as  owner 
of  Akron’s  Liberty  Theatre  and  as 

president  of  the  Akron  Independent  The- 
atre Owners,  was  on  the  inactive  list  last 

week  on  account  of  a   severe  cold,  so  that 
A1  Ploenes  was  chairman  at  the  monthly 

organization  meeting  held  Wednesday  at 

the  Portage  Hotel  .   .   .   Harry  Levine,  Re- 
public district  manager,  dropped  in  for  a 

visit  with  Nat  Lefton  and  the  local  Re- 
public boys  who  are  all  set  to  go  to  town 

in  behalf  of  the  James  Grainger  Sales 
Drive,  November  7   to  December  17. 

Visitors  of  the  week  included  J.  A.  Beid- 
ler  of  Toledo;  Leo  Jones  of  Upper  San- 

dusky; August  Ilg  of  Lorain  and  the  usual 
Akron  contingent  ...  A.  M.  Goodman, 
United  Artists  branch  manager,  gives  the 

information  that  every  Cleveland  circuit 

has  closed  for  the  UA  1938-39  product 
with  one  exception,  and  negotiations  with 

that  one  circuit  are  now  in  progress.  War- 
ner and  Shea  circuits  have  previously  an- 

nounced closing  UA  contracts. 

Norman  Levin,  UA  city  salesman,  has 

bought  Myer  Pine’s  home  on  Demmington 
Drive,  Cleveland  Heights.  Fine  now  lives 
in  Shaker  Heights  .   .   .   The  Lake  Theatre 
was  over  sold  last  Tuesday  night  for  the 

trade  screening  of  M-G-M’s  “The  Great 
Waltz”  .   .   .   Nate  Schultz,  Monogram  fran- 

chise owner,  and  distributor  of  “Assassin 
of  Youth,”  reports  the  picture  is  breaking 
records  wherever  played. 

Jack  Greenberg  reports  “Wahoo”  is  now 
playing  approximately  20  theatres  in 

Cleveland,  including  most  of  the  Asso- 
ciated circuit  houses  .   .   .   Nat  Wolf,  War- 

ner zone  manager  and  Saul  Bragin,  War- 
ner theatre  booker,  were  in  New  York  for 

a   session  with  home  office  officials  .   .   . 
And  the  Warner  Club  is  now  serving 
luncheon  to  its  members  every  day  in  the 

Club  Rooms.  That’s  what  comes  of  having 
a   girl,  Evelyn  Friedl,  as  president. 

The  Jitterbug  Dance  contest  started  last 
week  at  the  Uptown  and  Variety  theatres, 
Cleveland,  and  will  continue  for  six 
weeks,  with  a   weekly  cash  prize.  Winners 
will  participate  in  a   grand  elimination 
contest. 

Through  an  error,  the  prices  for  Banko 
or  Winner  cards,  sold  through  Lake  Shore 

Sales  Co.,  of  404  Film  Bldg.,  Cleveland, 
were  incorrectly  quoted  in  the  October  29 
issue. 

A   Swiftly  Sliding 
Scale 

Detroit — How  to  buy  acts  was  exem- 
plified here  this  week,  when  a   book- 

ing agent  offered  a   theatre  owner  a 

certain  act  for  $250,  then  promptly 
told  another  booker  about  it.  Second 

booker  offered  the  same  act  for  $200, 
and  the  first  one  meanwhile  comment- 

ed that  he  would  now  be  able  to  close 

the  deal  for  $150.  And  it  all  happened 
in  about  ten  minutes! 

Two  Theatres  Remodeled 

In  Pittsburgh  Reopened 
Pittsburgh  —   Two  local  theatres  have 

been  remodeled  and  reopened. 

The  Grant,  Millvale,  with  seating  ca- 
pacity increased  from  500  to  800  seats, 

has  reopened  under  the  management  of 
Floyd  Bender.  The  old  Pearl  Theatre, 
uptown  Fifth  Ave.,  has  been  renovated 

from  front  to  back,  wall  to  wall  and  ceil- 
ing to  floor.  The  house  has  a   new  name, 

too.  It  is  now  the  Avenue.  The  owner 
is  Jacob  Richman. 

Marie  Schmidt  Resigns 
Pittsburgh — Marie  Schmidt,  a   Filmrow 

booker  for  23  years,  has  resigned  her  posi- 
tion with  RKO.  No  reason  was  given  for 

her  resignation  except  that  she  was  tired 
and  wished  to  rest.  Paul  Reith  remains 

on  the  job  as  booker,  where  he  has  worked 
with  Miss  Schmidt  for  a   number  of  years, 

and  William  Twig  has  been  promoted  from 

accessory  manager  to  the  booker’s  desk  to 
serve  with  Reith.  Saul  Steinfeld  remains 

in  the  accessory  department,  with  Twig’s 
former  post  unfilled  at  midweek. 

To  Develop  Film 
Detroit — A   machine  to  develop  16  and 

35  mm  film  has  been  installed  at  local 
laboratories  of  Engineering  Specialties 

Corp.  The  company  is  increasing  its  capi- 
tal stock  from  1,000  to  2,000  common 

shares,  no  par  value,  according  to  Gen- 
eral Manager  Robert  Matson. 

Players  Frolic 
Detroit — The  Players,  Club  holds  its  first 

frolic  of  the  season,  November  12,  at  the 

clubhouse.  Three  one-act  plays  are  to 

be  given,  one  of  which,  “Super  Service,” 
was  written  by  Sheldon  R.  Noble,  a   mem- 

ber of  the  club. 

Screen  "Waltz" Pittsburgh  —   M-G-M’s  “The  Great 

Waltz”  was  screened  for  a   trade  audience 

last  Saturday  midnight  at  Loew’s  Penn 
Theatre.  The  company  has  recently  pre- 

viewed “Marie  Antoinette”  and  “The 
Citadel”  for  theatre  owners,  managers  and 
others  of  the  trade. 

Decapitalizing 
Detroit — L.  E.  Larkin,  operator  of  the 

Beckwith  and  Century  theatres  at  Dowa- 
giac,  is  decreasing  capitalization  of  the 
Larkin  Theatre  Corp.  from  $25,000  to 

$4,000,  according  to  articles  of  amendment 
filed  at  Lansing. 

Reel  for  "Jobs" Detroit — A   special  reel  urging  coopera- 

tion in  the  local  “Crusade  for  Jobs”  is  be- 
ing distributed  to  150  theatres  here  through 

Cooperative  Theatres  of  Michigan,  under 
the  direction  of  General  Manager  Carl 
Buermele. 

Mankiewicz  Adaptation 

Hollywood — M-G-M  has  engaged  Her- 
man Mankiewicz  to  prepare  an  adaptation 

of  the  story,  “Hooray,  I’m  Alive.” 

A   Dinner  for  Him 

Cleveland — One  hundred  and  20  mem- 

bers including  branch  managers,  book- 
ers, salesmen  and  exhibitors  gathered  for 

dinner  at  the  Variety  Club  last  Friday 

to  honor  “Davie”  Davidson,  Fox  city 
salesman  for  the  past  21  years,  who  is 
retiring  from  business  to  spend  the  rest 

of  his  days  in  well-earned  rest.  With  M. 

B.  Horwitz,  general  manager  of  the  Wash- 
ington circuit  as  master  of  ceremonies  giv- 

ing “Davie”  a   great  send-off,  speeches 

were  made  by  George  Roberts,  20th-Fox 
district  manager;  I.  J.  Schmertz,  20th-Fox 
branch  manager;  Frank  D.  Drew,  M-G-M 
branch  manager;  Henry  Greenberger  of 
Community  circuit;  Jack  Shulman,  circuit 
owner;  Eddie  Bergman  and  Sam  Lichter, 
20th-Fox  salesman. 

More  than  50  telegrams  were  received 

from  friends  and  from  Fox  officials,  in- 
cluding Herman  Wobber,  Bill  Sussman, 

Bill  Gehring  and  Jack  Sichelman. 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Davidson  are  leaving 

shortly  for  Florida. 

PERMANENT  construction  that  means 
lowest  upkeep  cost  at  a   surprisingly  low 
first  cost. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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of  a   disastrous  fire  on  the  north  side. 

Long,  Long  Ago 

PITTSBURGH’S  Filmrow  was  on  Fourth Ave.  and  Ferry  St.  in  1915;  the  great 
film  exchange  fire  was  to  come  several 
years  later.  Mayer  Silverman,  operating 
Liberty  Film  Renting  Co.,  was  offering 

seven  D.  W.  Griffith  productions  .   .   .   Har- 
vey B.  Day,  manager  for  Fox  Film  Corp., 

was  celebrating  the  company’s  first  an- 

niversary, William  Fox’s  first  feature, 
“Life’s  Shop  Window’’  having  been  pre- 

sented Nov.  1,  1914  .   .   .   Rowland  &   Clark, 

expanding  in  exhibition,  observed  the  first 
anniversary  of  the  Regent  Theatre,  East 

Liberty,  offering  Paramount’s  “Carmen,” 
starring  Geraldine  Farrar  and  Wallace 
Reid,  and  increasing  the  admission  price 
to  20  cents.  This  was  the  first  theatre  in 

western  Pennsylvania  to  have  a   daily  price 
at  this  new  high  figure.  Prof.  Charles 
Graniger,  organist  at  the  Sixth  U.  P. 
Church,  was  engaged  as  house  organist. 

Henry  Poke  acquired  the  Palace,  Home- 
stead, and  the  property  was  being  remod- 

eled and  enlarged.  H.  W.  and  R.  T.  Mey- 
ers were  managers  .   .   .   Friedberg  &   Ad- 
ler installed  a   new  front  at  their  Alham- 

bra, East  Liberty  .   .   .   S.  J.  Goldstein 

opened  the  new  Regent,  Ambridge  .   .   . 
Weiland  Film  Co.  was  selling  independent 

product,  including  14  European  war  pic- 

tures. Two  of  the  titles  were  “At  the 

Siege  of  Constantinople”  and  “With  the 
Allies  on  the  Western  Front”  .   .   .   Hilda 
Lissman  was  a   member  of  the  general  of- 

fice staff  for  Famous  Players  Film  Ser- 

vice, Inc.  (Paramount),  and  W.  C.  Bach- 
meyer  was  manager;  Russell  Smith  was  his 
assistant  .   .   .   A.  W.  Cross  was  manager 

of  Hudson  Feature  Film  Co.,  which  ad- 
vertised that  it  was  the  only  exchange 

which  cleaned  its  films  daily  by  machinery. 

One  of  Hudson’s  satisfied  customers  was 
Theodore  Mikalowsky  of  the  Rex,  Mason- 

town,  who  wrote  his  patrons  liked  “Ven- 
geance of  the  Wild,”  an  animal  picture. 

R.  L.  Carline  announced  he  would  enlarge 

his  Ideal,  Fairmont,  W.  Va.  .   .   .   Harry 

Grelle  Feature  Film  had  a   9-reel  version 

of  “Les  Miserables.” 
Max  W.  Herring,  manager  of  Quality 

Film  Co.,  established  a   branch  office  at 
Charleston,  W.  Va.,  with  Mark  Horowitz 
in  charge  .   .   .   J.  E.  Davis  was  manager  of 

Metro  Pictures  Service,  and  Emmy  Weh- 

len  was  starring  in  “Tables  Turned,”  a 
drama  in  five  acts.  Metro’s  slogan  was 
“You  See  Stars  in  Metro  Pictures.”  “My 

Madonna,”  with  Mme.  Olga  Petrova  and 
Guy  Coombs,  was  a   coming  attraction  .   .   . 

Paramount  exchange  managers  of  Pitts- 
burgh, Chicago,  Cincinnati,  Detroit  and 

Indianapolis  held  a   three- day  business 
meeting  at  Cincinnati.  General  Manager 
James  Steele  was  in  attendance  as  was 

Mr.  Nordlie,  recently  appointed  sales  man- 
ager, with  Pittsburgh  headquarters  .   .   . 

Manager  McAleer  of  the  Picture  Play- 

house was  all  “het  up”  because  the  Penn- 
sylvania censors  had  banned  his  “Flames 

of  Passion.” 

Harry  A.  Lande  advertised  for  all  ex- 
hibitors to  try  all  the  other  companies 

and  “if  you  have  not  improved  your  busi- 
ness, come  and  see  us.”  He  was  operat- 

ing United  Film  Service  .   .   .   Cort  Film 
Co.  was  offering  the  Vernon  Castle,  hailed 

as  the  most  famous  dancers  in  all  Ameri- 

ca, in  “The  Whirl  of  Life”  .   .   .   J.  O.  “Ollie” 
Brooks,  formerly  a   local  film  salesman,  was 

soliciting  film  contracts  in  Michigan  .   .   . 
D.  F.  France  was  manager  of  Feature 

Film  &   Calcium  Light  Co.,  which  sold  pic- 
tures and  equipments.  Frank  L.  France, 

his  brother,  was  a   road  representative  and 

was  known  to  “every  exhibitor  of  western 
Pennsylvania,  West  Virginia  and  eastern 
Ohio,  and  was  a   welcome  visitor  at  every 

house.”  The  Bulletin’s  title  page  portrait 

was  of  Frank  L.  France.  One  of  France’s 
novelties  was  film  star  souvenir  spoons 

and  only  one  house  in  a   section  was  sup- 
plied with  this  matinee  stimulator. 

Pittsburgh — Many  readers,  person- 

ally and  in  letters,  have  expressed  ap- 

preciation for  our  “Yesterday”  column, 
which,  turning  hack  our  pages  10 
years,  reveals  many  interesting  stories 
of  the  trade  in  the  past. 

This  week,  in  addition,  is  presented 

a   special  article  on  Pittsburgh’s  Film- 
row  telling  of  happenings  23  years 

ago.  It’s  made  possible  by  an  old  copy 
of  the  Pittsburgh  Moving  Picture  Bul- 

letin, published  a   quarter  of  a   century 

ago  by  William  and  Charles  Mayer. 

Paul  Huhn  acquired  the  old  Palace, 
Homewood,  and  changed  the  name  to  the 
Homewood  Cameraphone.  Huhn  and  his 

partner,  Christ  Vollmer,  at  the  Idle  Hour, 

downtown,  installed  a   new  automatic  or- 

gan at  the  Diamond  St.  house  .   .   .   “Rube” 
Robinson  of  the  Robinson-Grand,  Clarks- 

burg, W.  Va.,  was  using  Paramount,  Metro 
and  Fox  pictures  .   .   .   A.  S.  Davis  was 

manager  and  Charles  F.  Miller  was  fea- 
ture and  serial  department  manager  at 

the  Independent  Film  Exchange,  home  of 
Universal  Pictures.  They  had  a   branch 
office  at  Wheeling  and  their  big  star  was 

Frank  Keenan  .   .   .   James  Freeman,  mana- 
ger of  the  Comique  and  Variety  theatres, 

Beaver  Ave.,  announced  T.  A.  Gilbert  was 
no  longer  connected  with  the  Freeman 

houses  .   .   .   General  Manager  John  Dono- 
van of  Rowland  &   Clark  announced  the 

circuit’s  new  theatre,  the  Strand,  Oak- 
land, would  be  opened  December  1. 

Manager  Ainsworth  of  “The  Diamond 
From  the  Sky”  department  of  the  Mutual 
exchange  was  hittin’  the  territory  .   .   . 
J.  J.  Page’s  Star,  Tarentum,  stood  re- 

splendent in  a   new  coat  of  paint  .   .   . 

Michaels  &   Freeman  Co.,  photoplay  bro- 
kers, were  selling  state  rights  in  United 

States,  Canada  and  South  America,  of- 
fering European  war  films,  also  600  feet 

on  the  Erie  flood  disaster  .   .   .   Manager 

Rodgers  was  preparing  to  open  a   Tri- 
angle exchange  here  .   .   .   Tom  Hollis  and 

Harry  J.  Smith  were  progressing  in  the 

theatre  equipment  business  and  specializ- 

ing on  repairs,  and  “Smitty”  was.  even 
then  referred  to  as  “your  old  repairman” 
.   .   .   Union  operators  of  the  district  were 
arranging  a   benefit  show  at  the  Nixon, 
the  proceeds  to  be  donated  to  the  victims 

R.  C.  Byrnes,  formerly  of  Reliance  M.  P. 

Repair  Co.,  joined  the  staff  at  Hommel’s, 
theatre  equipment  distributors  .   .   .   Charles 

Hart  pulled  his  equipment  at  the  Star, 
Emlenton,  and  moved  it  to  a   new  house 

at  Foxburg.  He  installed  his  own  light- 
ing plant  .   .   .   George  Bates  was  operating 

a   commercial  motion  picture  company  and 

Jerry  J.  Kuffner,  theatrical  sign  writer, 
was  turning  out  artistic  slides;  American 
Poster  Co.  was  located  at  109  Diamond 

St.  .   .   .   Ed  Elder  and  his  partner,  Mr. 

Parker,  were  buying  and  selling  nickelo- 
deons .   .   .   William  A.  McShaffrey  replaced 

a   piano  with  a   fine  organ  at  his  Star, 
Monessen  .   .   .   Fred  J.  Herrington  was  the 

champion  of  the  independents,  being  na- 
tional president  of  the  Motion  Picture  Ex- 

hibitors League  of  America. 

Among  pictures  and  stars  of  the  fall 
productions  of  1915  were:  Dustin  Farnum 

in  “The  Gentleman  From  Indiana;”  “Still 
Waters,”  with  Marguerite  Clark,  who  “rus- 

ticated” in  the  interests  of  art  at  Easton, 
Pa.;  Margaret  Vale,  niece  of  President  Wil- 

son and  star  of  “Was  He  a   Coward?”,  got 
a   generous  quantity  of  publicity  as  a   re- 

sult of  her  being  an  active  participant  in 

a   “Suffrage”  parade  in  New  York;  Edna 
Goodrich,  in  “Armstrong’s  Wife;”  Minerva 
Courtney,  in  “On  Her  Job  in  a   Laundry;” 

E.  K.  Lincoln,  in  “The  Littlest  Rebel;” 
“Where  Cowboy  Is  King,”  an  outdoor  fea- 

ture which  played  two  weeks  at  the  New 
York  Hippodrome;  Jackie  Saunders,  in 

“Reaping  the  Whirlwind;”  Beulah  Poyn- 
ter  in  “Lena  Rivers;”  “The  Envoy  Ex- 

traordinary or  The  World’s  War;”  A1  Jen- 
nings (sensational  bandit,  himself)  in 

“Beating  Back;”  Henry  B.  Walthall  and 

Blanche  Sweet,  in  “The  Avenging  Con- 
science,” a   Griffith  masterpiece. 

A   1915  Tear-Jerker 
Pictures  of  1915  were  decorated  with 

lovey-dovey,  sentimental  subtitles,  some 
switching  to  the  ridiculously  farcical  .   .   . 

and  villains  were  obtrusive  .   .   .   melodramas 

were  ripe.  Stories  were  real  publication 
features.  We  reprint  one: 

AFTER  THE  BALL 

A   little  maiden 

Climbed  on  old  man’s  knee. 
Begged  for  a   story, 

“Do  Uncle,  please, 

Why  are  you  single, 
Why  live  alone, 

Have  you  no  babies 

Have  you  no  home?” 
Then  follows  the  old  man’s  story  of 

Louise,  the  daughter  of  a   friend.  She 
loved  him  devotedly,  but  their  happiness 
ceased  when  he  found  her  in  the  arms  of 

another.  She  dared  not  explain  the  man 
was  her  brother,  an  escaped  convict,  and 

he  left  her  “After  the  Ball.” 
She  tried  to  tell  him, 

Tried  to  explain, 

He  would  not  listen, 
Pleadings  were  vain. 

He  travels  abroad,  tries  to  forget.  In 
the  meantime,  Louise  dies  broken  hearted. 
Fate  brings  him  face  to  face  with  the  man 
who  caused  him  to  give  up  Louise.  The 

man,  in  an  effort  to  save  the  life  of  his 

sister’s  sweetheart,  is  shot.  Before  he  dies 
he  explains  to  his  assailant  the  cause  for 
the  tragic  end  of  his  love  affair. 
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A   NATIONWIDE  CANVASS  OF  INDEPENDENTS  IS 

LADNCHED  TO  REPLENISH  ALLIED  "WAR  CHEST" 
An  Extension  Course  Offers 

Film  Technical  Instruction 

Five  Dollar  Contribution 

Sought  From  Each 

Theatre 

Boston — Subjects  closely  allied  with  the 
motion  picture  industry  are  included  in  the 
1938-39  industrial  and  scientific  courses 

offered  by  the  university  extension  divi- 
sion of  the  state  department  of  education. 

Enrollment  for  classes  may  be  made  at 
Room  217  in  the  State  House  in  Boston. 

Total  charge  ranges  from  five  to  ten 
dollars. 

A   course  of  instruction  in  motion  pic- 
ture projection  is  among  those  offered. 

Lewis  Frey,  projectionist  and  Rhode 
Island  theatre  operator,  is  the  instructor. 
Classes  are  held  in  Room  147  of  the 

Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology. 

“This  course  in  motion  picture  projec- 
tion has  been  planned  to  aid  those  who 

have  some  knowledge  of  motion  picture 

work  to  secure  an  operator’s  license.  Sub- 
jects of  this  course  are:  Wiring  and  uses 

of  the  booth,  machine,  spotlight,  rheostat, 

Boston — Joseph  A.  DiPesa,  Loew’s  pub- 
licity agent  in  Boston,  has  discovered  that 

there  is  a   “Boys  Town’’  in  Boston  Har- 
bor. Situated  on  Thompson’s  Island,  the 

community  of  Cottage  Row  has  flourished 
for  a   half  century  as  a   government  of,  by, 
and  for  the  close  to  one  hundred  boys  of 
the  Farm  and  Trades  School. 

It  all  started,  DiPesa  advises,  in  the 

summer  of  1888  when  a   dozen  boys 
camped  out  on  the  island.  In  the  course 
of  events,  they  elected  a   mayor  and  other 
municipal  officers.  What  originated  in 
play  became  the  basis  for  present  juvenile 
government. 

The  experiment  proved  such  sport  that 
when  chilly  harbor  winds  made  tents  too 

uncomfortable  for  sleeping,  the  boys  de- 
termined to  build  a   permanent  cottage 

the  next  spring.  Charles  H.  Bradley,  then 
superintendent  of  the  Farms  and  Trades 
School,  endorsed  the  idea. 

Work  was  begun  on  “City  Hall,”  before 
the  ground  started  to  soften  the  next 
spring.  Houses  were  built  in  such  rapid 
succession  in  the  next  three  years  that  in 
a   charter  granted  by  Bradley  in  1891  the 
site  was  limited  to  12  buildings. 

The  school  was  the  first  in  America  to 

introduce  woodworking  classes.  As  early 
as  1893,  the  boys  were  quick  to  apply 

their  newly  gained  skill  to  the  improve- 
ment of  their  cottages. 

The  superintendent,  in  1893,  stabilized 

the  boys’  .   government  by  an  official 
proclamation  that  the  name  of  the  city 

motor  generator,  mercury  arc  rectifier, 

compensator,  economizer;  rules  and  regu- 
lations of  a   booth;  operation  of  the 

mechanism  of  the  machine,  including 

sprockets,  loops,  intermittent  movement, 

automatic  fire  shutter,  cam,  lenses,  take- 
up  devices,  upper  and  lower  magazines, 
timing,  stereopticon ;   motors;  horizontal 
and  vertical  arcs;  rewinding  and  patching 

films.  There  will  be  opportunity  for  in- 

dividual questions  to  be  answered.” 
Air-conditioning  for  theatres  is  being 

offered  in  a   15-lecture  course,  in  which 
Raymond  U.  Fittz,  professor  of  mechanical 
engineering,  is  in  charge. 

This  course  presents  the  fundamentals 

of  air  conditioning  together  with  illustra- 
tive examples  covering  a   wide  range  of 

application. 
Also  offered  are  a   series  of  studies  on 

public  address  systems  and  neon  signs. 

should  be  “Cottage  Row.”  He  regulated 
the  citizenship  and  shareholding  laws  and 
announced  that  all  offices  should  be  filled 

by  elections  held  under  the  Australian  bal- 
lot system. 

When  a   boy  has  been  at  the  school  six 

months,  he  becomes  a   citizen,  and  is  eli- 
gible to  vote,  to  own  shares  in  any  of  the 

houses,  and  to  hold  any  office,  elective  or 

appointive. 
Each  of  the  houses  is  owned  jointly  by 

the  owners  of  the  12  shares,  although  most 
shareholders  own  from  three  to  five 

shares,  which  are  valued  on  a   closed  mar- 
ket from  a   quarter  to  $1.00,  depending  on 

the  desirability  and  condition  of  the  cot- 
tage. About  half  of  the  citizenry  are 

property  owners  and  as  such  constitute 

the  privileged  class,  as  they  alone  are  al- 
lowed to  enter  the  cottages  without  the 

expressed  permission  of  the  mayor. 
This  is  the  most  important  power  of 

the  mayor,  whose  other  duties  are  similar 
to  those  of  executives  of  larger  cities.  He 
has  a   vote  in  the  board  of  alderman,  where 

he  often  proves  to  be  the  balance  of  power, 
and  also  appoints  the  city  clerk,  building 
and  street  inspectors,  the  assessor  and 
seven  policemen,  including  a   chief  and  a 
lieutenant. 

The  “Boys  Town”  mayor  is  assisted  by 
a   board  of  aldermen,  consisting  of  a   share- 

holding chairman,  two  shareholding  citi- 
zens, and  two  non-property  owners.  The 

city  clerk  acts  as  clerk  of  the  courts,  and 
also  records  council  and  town  meetings. 

Boston — A   nationwide  canvass  of  in- 

dependent exhibitors  for  donations  of  five 

dollars  apiece  for  every  independent  the- 
atre in  the  country  was  inaugurated  from 

Boston  last  week  by  Nathan  Yamins,  local 
and  national  president  of  Allied  States 

Ass’n.  Telling  the  independents,  “It’s 
your  fight,”  Yamins  said  that  while  Al- 

lied war  expenses  are  mounting  daily, 
finances  are  running  low. 

The  Fall  River  exhibitor  who  has  long 

been  a   champion  of  the  independents,  de- 
manded that  small  theatremen  through- 

out the  United  States  “remember  the 

headlines  of  the  past  year  or  so!” 
He  laid  particular  stress  on  the  passage 

of  the  North  Dakota  theatre  divorcement 

bill,  the  Dallas  Interstate  case,  Senate  pas- 

sage of  the  Neely  bill,  federal  court  up- 
holding of  the  North  Dakota  measure, 

announcement  of  a   sweeping  monopoly  in- 
vestigation by  the  government,  and  the 

filing  of  the  governmental  motion  picture 
anti-trust  suit. 

“All  these  have  been  instigated  through 

Allied’s  work,”  Yamins  said,  “and  as  a 
direct  result  negotiations  are  now  being 

carried  on  with  distributors’  committee 
looking  to  regulation  within  the  industry, 

if  possible,  of  the  following  trade  prac- tices: 

1.  Compulsory  block  booking. 
2.  Right  to  buy. 

3.  Unfair  allocation  changes. 

4.  Forcing  of  shorts,  newsreels  and 
trailers. 

5.  Contract  description  of  product. 
6.  Exclusive  selling. 

7.  Unreasonable  protection. 
8.  Designated  playdates. 

9.  Non-delivery  of  pictures. 
10.  Score  charges. 

11.  Minimum  admissions. 

Yamins  stated,  “The  tactical  situation  of 
the  independent  exhibitor  today  is  marve- 

lous. His  fighting  forces — Allied’s  nego- 
tiating committee — are  entrenched  in  im- 

pregnable positions.  The  battle  is  almost 

won — but  the  ammunition  is  running  low.” 

Verbal  bullets  and  powder  may  be  re- 
plenished, the  national  prexy  said,  if 

“every  independent  theatre  sends  to  Na- 
tional Allied  its  check  for  five  ($5.00)  dol- 

lars for  this  emergency.” 
Asking  a   fin  for  each  theatre,  not  for 

each  theatre  owner,  Yamins  said  that  al- 

though this  would  be  “pin  money”  for  the 
individuals,  “the  agggregate  can  amount 

to  a   large  figure.” 
Checks  are  to  be  made  out  to  Herman 

A.  Blum,  treasurer,  and  mailed  to  Allied 

States  Ass’n  of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors, 
729  15th  St.,  N.  W.,  Washington,  D,  C, 

A   50-Year-Old  ” Boys  Town " 
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Response  to  Questionnaire 

Affords  Advertising  Key 

Boston  —   George  S.  Kraska,  foreign 
film  distributor  and  operator  of  the  Fine 

Arts  Theatre  in  Boston,  has  received  12,- 
000  answered  questionnaires  out  of  a   total 
of  50,000  handed  out  to  Fine  Art  patrons. 

On  the  basis  of  the  survey  which  was  con- 
ducted in  an  effort  to  promote  maximum 

efficiency  in  the  operation  of  the  house, 
Kraska  learned  that  better  than  nine  out 

of  ten  foreign  filmgoers  are  repeats,  and 
that  slightly  more  than  half  of  these 
consider  foreign  production  superior  to 
Hollywood  output,  and  that  the  foreign 

language  preference  in  Boston  is  pre- 
dominantly French. 

The  questionnaire  was  distributed  to 
Fine  Arts  patrons  over  a   period  of  six 

Boston — Foreign  film  fans  believe,  in 
preponderant  percentage,  that  imported 
motion  pictures  are  superior  to  Hollywood 
celluloid.  This  startling  fact  was  brought 

out  as  a   result  of  a   survey  recently  com- 
pleted by  George  Kraska,  operator  of  the 

Fine  Arts  Theatre  in  Boston  and  distribu- 
tor of  a   number  of  foreign  flickers  in- 

cluding “Ski  Chase,”  “Life  and  Loves  of 
Beethoven,”  and  “Monastery.” 
Kraska  distributed  50,000  questionnaires 

over  a   half-year  period  to  audiences  on 
hand  at  the  Fine  Arts  to  view  diversified 

screen  offerings.  Approximately  12,000 
of  the  queries,  only  slightly  less  than 

one-fourth,  were  returned  answered. 
The  concise  question  that  gave  the  sur- 

prising picture  of  a   portion-of-America’s 
film  likes  was:  “Do  you  think  foreign  films 
are  superior  to  Hollywood  films?” 

“Exactly  55.9  per  cent  said,  ‘Yes’,”  Mr. 
Kraska  told  Boxoffice.  “Voting  ‘no’  were 
only  34.8  per  cent,  while  9.3  per  cent  were 
undecided,  in  itself  a   startling  answer  to 
what  would  seem  to  many  but  a   rhetorical 

question.” 
“One  Harvard  professor,”  the  theatre- 

man  told  this  publication,”  answered  that 
in  his  estimation  foreign  films  are  “tre- 

mendously superior  because  of  their  lack 
of  undue  sentimentality,  deeper  content, 

historical  accuracy.” 
“Another  accorded  them,  ‘more  courage 

and  imagination,  better  taste,  restraint  of 

presentation,  under-statement.’  ” 
“One  patron  wrote,”  Kraska  said, 

“   ‘Very  few  of  the  Hollywood  films  bring 
out  the  better  and  deeper  things  of  life. 
Too  much  happens  in  one  picture  (thus 
making  everything  too  fast) .   Hollywood 
often  makes  an  ideal  of  circumstances  and 

facts  that  are  often  not  ideal;  yes,  even 

absolutely  wrong.’ 
“One  enthusiast  wrote  that  foreign  films 

are  superior  because  they  are  ‘more  true 
and  simple — not  so  artificial,  theatrical, 
and  spectacular;  but  American  photog- 

raphy is  superior.’ 
“Another  one  answers,  ‘Yes,  and  no! 

Hollywood  technique,  I   think,  is  far  ahead 
of  foreign  technique,  but  in  some  of  the 

months.  It  covered  audiences  that  came 

to  view  French,  German,  Yiddish,  Russian 
and  English  films.  Through  the  survey, 

Kraska  was  able  to  determine  such  con- 
crete money  savers  as  from  which  of 

Boston’s  nine  daily  and  Sunday  news- 
papers came  the  largest  advertising  re- 

turns. 

“In  answering  this  questionnaire,” 

George  Kraska  told  his  patrons,  “you  will 
greatly  assist  us  in  our  aim  to  give  you 
what  you  most  desire  in  film  programs, 

as  well  as  help  to  indicate  the  most  ef- 
ficient method  for  us  to  employ  in  ac- 

quainting you  with  our  attractions.” 
The  return,  answered,  of  approximate- 

ly 23  per  cent  of  the  50,000  that  were  dis- 

photographic  effects  and  in  some  of  the 

acting  I   think  foreign  films  excel.’ 
“Of  course,”  said  Mr.  Kraska,  who  has 

his  audience  problems,  “some  of  the  Har- 
vard boys  had  to  be  clever.  One  of  them 

replied  to  this  question,  ‘Yes,  they  are  su- 
perior.’ His  reason  for  it  was  merely  that 

it  gave  him  ‘a  chance  to  be  snobbish  with 

his  friends.’ “One  Beacon  Hill  blueblood  considered 
foreign  films  superior  in  some  ways  be- 

causes,  ‘on  the  whole,  foreign  films  give  a 
more  realistic  impression  without  all  the 

veneer  and  gaudiness  of  Hollywood  pic- 

tures.’ 
“One  patron  from  Wellesley  Hills  didn’t 

consider  foreign  films  superior  to  Holly- 

wood product.  ‘The  production,’  this  man 
had  it,  ‘is  generally  not  so  good.  Char- 

acters are  not  natural  enough.  Some  of 

the  characters  are  too  real  and  grue- 
some. 

“A  member  of  the  Republican  branch  of 
our  country’s  national  executive  family 

considered  foreign  films  superior,  ‘es- 
pecially the  French  and  German — they  are 

generally  handled  much  more  subtly; 

points  are  not  driven  in.’ 
“A  minister  answering  the  questionnaire 

said  that  foreign  films  are  superior  to  Hol- 

lywood films  as  a   rule.  ‘Perhaps  it  is  be- 
cause we  see  only  the  best  in  foreign  films,’ 

he  admitted.  ‘I  agree  there  are  good 
American  films  as  well.’  The  things  that 
mainly  please  this  man  in  imported  mo- 

tion pictures  are  ‘maturity,  candor,  power, 

and  freedom  from  triviality.’ 
“A  patron  from  a   nearby  girls’  college 

town  said  that  foreign  films  are  usually 

not  superior  to  Hollywood  films  for  ‘the 
foreign  countries  have  not  progressed  as 
far  in  sound  and  general  technique  of 

movie-making  as  have  we.’ 
“   ‘The  actors  are  much  more  natural 

and  not  all  Apollos  and  Venuses  in  for- 

eign films,’  opined  one  patron  in  according 
second  place  to  Made-in-America  screen 
entertainment.  Another  one  makes  the 

observation  that  ‘the  best  of  the  Holly- 
wood productions  compare  favorably  with 

the  best  of  the  foreign’.” 

tributed,  is  not  only  something  slight  of 
phenomenal  but  is  held  to  afford  a   high 
sensitive  medium  for  future  policy  basing. 

There  were  six  questions  in  all.  The 

first  was,  “Is  this  the  first  foreign  film 

you  have  ever  seen?” “To  this  question,”  Mr.  Kraska  told 
Boxoffice,  “we  found  that  8.7  per  cent 
were  newcomers  and  that  91.3  per  cent 
have  seen  foreign  language  films  before. 

Some  of  the  patrons  were  rather  indig- 
nant at  being  asked  such  a   question;  and 

with  pride  they  underscored  the  fact  that 
they  have  always  patronized  foreign  films, 

with  such  answers  as  ‘decidedly  no!’ — and 

underscoring  ’decidedly’.” One  thing  has  always  bothered  Mr. 

Kraska,  so  he  says,  and  that  was  his  ad- 
vertising budget. 

“Somehow,  I   could  never  keep  within  its 

limits.” 

Accordingly,  one  question  on  the  sur- 
vey was,  “From  which  newspapers  do  you 

learn  of  our  attractions?” 
“This  was  truly  a   most  important  ques- 

tion from  my  point  of  view,”  Kraska  told 
Boxoffice.  “The  nine  Boston  daily  and 
Sunday  newspapers  were  listed,  and  the 
results  were  illuminating.  One  paper  re- 

ceived 49.1  per  cent;  the  next  in  line  was 

20.2  per  cent;  two  others  ran  ‘neck  and 
neck’  -with  9.7  per  cent;  another  one  6.4 
per  cent,  and  one  of  the  leading  morning 
newspapers  only  received  4.9  per  cent,  with 
three  other  popular  papers  receiving  less 
than  one  per  cent. 

“After  tabulating  the  above  results,  I 

proceeded  to  alter  my  policy  as  far  as  ad- 
vertising copy  was  concerned,  and  in- 

stead of  giving  every  one  of  the  nine  Bos- 
ton papers  equal  copy  and  hardly  getting 

a   showing,  owing  to  my  limited  budget,  I 

completely  eliminated  the  less  than  one 
per  cent  three  papers,  gave  the  paper  that 
received  49.1  per  cent  the  major  portion  of 

my  lineage,  and  divided  the  balance  among 
the  other  five  papers. 

“In  this  way,  I   have  been  able  to  make 
quite  a   showing  in  the  paper  that  reaches 
most  of  our  customers  and  still  have  some 

showing  in  the  other  papers  and  remain 
within  my  budget. 

Not  Generally  Applicable 

“Naturally  this  survey  on  newspapers 
cannot  be  used  for  other  houses,  for  we 

happen  to  attract  a   highly  discriminating 
element,  by  the  very  nature  of  our  films. 

I   believe  every  house  must  find  out  for  it- 
self according  to  its  own  particular  fol- lowing. 

“I  can  truthfully  say  that  since  my 

change  in  policy,  I   have  found  my  opera- 
tion very  successful  (although  I   will  ad- 

mit that  the  attraction  has  something  to 
do  with  it)  since  I   am  now  in  the  25th 

week  of  Paderewski’s  ‘Moonlight  Sonata’ 
and  it’s  still  going  strong.  I   have  now 
broken  every  available  long-run  record  in 
Boston,  and  by  the  looks  of  things  this 

Patron  Space 

Available 
Boston — A   local  film  man  reported 

that  he  stood  for  a   half  hour  this  week 

in  front  of  a   Boston  theatre  where  the 

doorman  was  enthusiastically  shout- 

ting  "No  waiting  for  seats." 
One  patron  entered  the  house  during 

the  30  minutes. 

Poll  Favors  Foreign  Films 
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film,  at  the  rate  it  is  going  now,  will  hang 
up  a   record  that  will  be  very  difficult  to 
beat. 

“The  above  question  also  furnished  an- 
other very  interesting  bit  of  information, 

and  that  is  the  combination  of  papers 
that  people  read.  Approximately  60  per 
cent  read  a   morning  and  afternoon  paper; 
20  per  cent  read  one  paper  a   day;  and 
the  balance  was  divided  between  various 
combinations  from  three  to  four  to  five 

papers  a   day. 

“This  gives  me  further  material  to 
realize  that  I   am  covered  fairly  well  be- 

tween the  morning  and  evening  papers 
so  that  at  times  I   can  even  remain  out  of 

an  evening  paper  and  concentrate  on  a 
morning  paper,  and  still  be  covered. 

Patrons  were  asked  to  indicate  in  what 
section  of  the  newspaper  they  learned  of 
the  Fine  Arts  Theatre  attractions:  Re- 

views, ads,  movie  time  clock,  or  stories. 

“Reviews  received  67  per  cent;  ads  were 
next  with  15.5  per  cent;  the  movie  time 
clock  was  9.8  per  cent;  press  agent  stories 

1.8  per  cent,  while  5.9  per  cent  were  un- 
decided. 

“This  plainly  shows  that  after  the  re- 
views are  out,  the  only  other  and  best 

method  to  attract  attention  is  through 

advertising,  that  the  press  agent  blurbs 
are  not  taken  too  seriously  by  our  type  of 
patron. 

“Here  again  one  must  take  into  con- 
sideration the  type  of  our  audience — a 

more  mature  kind  that  won’t  fall  for  the 
usual  superlatives. 

“In  the  survey  of  foreign  language 
preference  in  films,”  the  theatre  operator 
said,  “French  predominated  with  41  per 
cent;  German  with  24.2  per  cent;  English 
with  7.9  per  cent;  Russian  6.9  per  cent; 
Yiddish  3.9  per  cent;  Spanish  2.4  per  cent; 
Italian  1.8  per  cent  satisfied  with  our 
choice,  9.9  per  cent;  miscellaneous,  two 
per  cent. 

"Moonlight  Sonata"  Sets 
An  All-Time  Record 

“Moonlight  Sonata,”  in  its  25th  con- 
secutive week  at  the  Fine  Arts  Theatre, 

has  established  an  all-time  record  for  Bos- 
ton film  houses. 

The  film  opened  its  first-run  stand  on 
May  25,  at  which  time  the  majority  of 
local  film  men  scoffed  at  Operator 

George  Kraska’s  prognostication  that  the 
feature  would  hold  a   long  series  of  weeks 
in  the  intimate  house. 

An  important  reason  for  the  sustained 
success  of  the  English  feature  at  the  Fine 
Arts  has  been  the  exhaustive  and  diversi- 

fied publicity  campaign  put  on  in  its  be- 
half. 

Erie  Wright  Leaves  Pali 

Publicity  to  Lou  Brown 
New  Haven — Erie  Wright,  publicity  di- 

rector of  the  Poli  Theatre  for  more  than 

six  years,  has  resigned.  Lou  Brown,  head 
of  publicity  under  Oscar  Doob  of  the  New 
York  Loew  office,  is  the  new  director  here. 

Columbians  Celebrate  Hallowe'en 
Boston — The  local  Columbia  Club  cele- 

brated Hallowe’en  with  a   party  at  the 
Latin  Quarter,  Lou  Walters’  new  night 
club  in  the  film  district.  The  organization 
is  planning  a   Christmas  frolic. 

QHARLES  REPEC,  head  of  the  Boston 
Cinema  Club,  received  a   congratula- 

tory telegram  from  the  local  Polish  envoy 
this  week  on  the  event  of  his  birthday. 

He  read  it  without  the  aid  of  a   trans,- 
lator. 

Alice  Tanzvian,  secretary  to  Lila  Izen 
at  Wholesome  Film  Service,  was  absent 

from  the  district  last  week.  Her  mother 
has  been  critically  ill. 

Dave  Whalen,  national  exploitation 

manager  for  Republic  Pictures,  has  for- 
mally moved  to  New  York  City.  Whalen 

has  taken  over  an  apartment  on  Madison 
Ave.  He  recently  married  Kathleen  Lamb, 
radio  commentator  on  film  topics. 

nomination  of  officers  for  the  local  pro- 

jectionists’ union  will  be  held  next  month 

.   .   .   The  Columbia  Club  had  a   Hallowe’en 
party  Monday. 

Bucky  Levin  and  Meyer  Fox,  local  Co- 
lumbia accessories  department  heads,  were 

busy  last  week  mailing  out  distributor’s 
1938-39  campaign  books. 

George  Beede  has  taken  over  the  Strand 

in  Westboro.  The  house  was  formerly  op- 
erated by  Joseph  Mathieu. 

Pat  McGee  and  Roy  Heffner  are  sched- 
uled to  open  the  Tower  in  Lowell  this  week. 

Extensive  renovation  work  has  been  going 

on  the  past  few  months.  Paul  Ketchum, 
formerly  of  Oklahoma,  will  be  manager. 

A   group  of  film  men  left  from  the  film 
district  Friday  for  a   Retreat  at  Campion 
Hall  in  North  Andover  .   .   .   The  Sea  Breeze 

at  Oak  Bluffs  has  closed  for  the  winter. 

Henry  Straut,  local  film  figure,  has  been 
around  these  past  few  days  with  a   new 

T   CO)  N   
black  brief  case  and  not  denying  rumors 
he  has  a   new  deal  on  tap. 

Frank  Petrone,  Columbia  shipper,  has 
been  recuperating  following  an  appendix 
removal  .   .   .   The  Moosehead  at  Green, 

Me.,  has  passed.  The  house  is  now  named 
the  New. 

Leonard  Kraska,  Fine  Arts  manager,  has 

turned  photographer.  A   montage  he  pre- 

pared on  “Moonlight  Sonata”  was  featured 
last  week  in  the  Boston  Herald. 

“The  Little  Flower ”   has  been  booked  by 
Maine  and  New  Hampshire  Theatres.  Spe- 

cialty Pictures,  Inc.,  is  the  distributor. 

Joseph  Schmuck,  Trailer-Made  repre- 
sentative, is  still  using  a   cane  which  has 

long  since  become  far  less  troublesome  than 
the  resulting  questions. 

Jimmie  O’Brien,  New  England  sales  rep- 
resentative for  International  Seat  Co.,  has 

sold  Charles  Morse  and  Louis  Rothenberg 

700  “Floating  Comfort”  seats  for  use  in 

the  circuit  operators’  new  Kenmore  Thea- 
tre on  Beacon  St. 

Hall-in-Pines  has  closed  at  Breton 

Woods  and  is  scheduled  to  reopen  next 
summer  .   .   .   Milton  Glickman  has  taken 

over  the  Majestic  at  Brownville  Junction, 
Me.,  from  W.  Mills. 

John  Spencer,  film  censor  here,  is  sched- 

uled to  become  a   father  about  New  Year’s. 

Frederick  E.  Lieberman  has  installed 
RCA  sound  in  the  Majestic,  West  Spring- 
field,  and  the  Bijou  here. 

It’s  now  the  Central  Theatre  in  Hyannis. 
The  house  was  formerly  the  Idle  Hour. 
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Deletions  for  Six 

Films  in  October 

Boston  —   Massachusetts  state  censors 

got  down  to  work  again  in  October  and 
ordered  deletions  on  six  out  of  67  motion 

pictures.  Celluloid  scissoring  has  been 

nearly  non-existent  these  past  few  months. 
October  cuts  were  slight,  however.  Out 

of  the  half  dozen  cut,  four  were  inde- 
pendent releases. 

An  example  of  stringent  interpretation 
of  Massachusetts  statutes  regarding  screen 

morals  was  seen  in  the  passage  of  “Meet 
the  Mayor,”  released  locally  by  Specialty 
Pictures  for  the  seven-reeler  was  forth- 

coming only  after  exclusion  of  the  dia- 

logue, “Mon  Dieu!”  Censors  are  linguists. 
Two  bedroom  scenes  were  sliced  from 

“Confirmation,”  otherwise  known  as  “Bar 
Mitzvah.”  A   “posing  scene  in  bedroom” 
was  snipped  from  the  fourth  reel.  The 

“scene  showing  bedroom  with  woman 
partially  disrobed”  was  taken  from  reel 
five.  The  feature  is  a   release  of  Lynn 
Productions  of  New  York  City. 

“Scenes  showing  dance  of  nude  women” 
was  cut  from  the  second  reel  of  Loew’s, 
Inc.,  11-reeler,  “Aldebaran.” 

“Lost  Love”  lost  a   number  of  scenes 

from  its  first  reel.  Shots  “showing  man 
and  woman  in  sensual  embrace  at  piano” 
were  taken  out  of  the  Victoria  Italian 

Film  Co.’s  feature,  otherwise  titled  “Amore 
Che  Non  Torna.” 
The  October  record  for  eliminations 

went  to  “White  Zombie.”  Deletions  from 
the  Imperial  release  were: 

“Eliminations:  Scene  showing  Madeline 
in  lingerie,  in  part  three.  Scene  showing 
Zombies  tossing  Silver  into  water  and 
sounds  of  drowning,  in  part  six.  Scene 

showing  Master  Zombie’s  body  in  water, 
in  part  eight.” 

A   portion  of  Pathe  News  No.  28  was 
ordered  out. 

On  the  vaudeville  side  of  the  ledger,  five 
acts  were  refused  Sunday  licenses  in  the 

Bay  State.  Dancing,  scant  and  nude  at- 
tire, so-called  suggestive  and  objection- 
able dialogue  and  actions,  and  profanity 

were  ordered  out  of  eight  other  routines. 

Thirty-four  other  stage  combinations  were 
okayed. 
Films  passed  as  presented  by  the 

Massachusetts  bureau  of  Sunday  censor- 

ship included  RKO’s  “Tarnished  Angel,” 
Paramount’s  “Illegal  Traffic,”  Monogram’s 
“Gangster’s  Boy,”  and  RKO’s  "Hectic 

Honeymoon.” 

Allied  Luncheon 
New  Haven — Allied  Theatres  of  Connec- 

ticut will  meet  at  luncheon  at  the  Hof- 
brau  Haus  on  Tuesday,  with  Maurice 
Shulman  presiding. 

WHEN  LOOKING  FOR 

16  mm  Films  and  Projectors 

DON’T  FORGET 

LILA  IZEN 

WHOLESOME  FILM  SERVICE,  INC. 
48  Melrose  St.  —   HAN  0155  —   BOSTON 

A   Variety 
of 

Keligious 
Films 
Now 

Booking: 

Le  Baron  Triumphs 

yyiLLIAM  LE  BARON  emerges  as  vic- 
tor in  the  trade  administrative  diffi- 
culties which,  for  many  months,  have 

beset  the  Paramount  studio,  with  the  de- 

cision to  transfer  Adolph  Zukor’s  base  of 
activities  from  Hollywood  to  London. 

Other  eastern  highlights: 

A   well-defined  intention  on  the  part  of 

military  services  to  build  up  a   war  senti- 
ment in  this  country!  That,  says  the  Na- 
tional Council  for  Prevention  of  War,  ema- 

mates  from  reports  that  Paramount  is 

preparing  to  produce  a   picture,  the  theme 
of  which  will  be  invasion  of  the  United 

States  by  a   foreign  power. 

News  to  Gotham  from  the  Windy  City 
is  that  the  Film  Bookers  Club  of  America 

has  taken  a   federal  charter  for  the  pur- 
pose of  forming  a   national  organization. 

“It  sounds  like  a   good  idea  if  it  has 

nothing  to  do  with  unionism,”  said  one booker. 

Movie  Quiz  note:  Legal  opinion  has 
been  sought  and  indicates  the  industry 
might  be  open  to  damages  if  the  Quiz  is 
extended,  on  the  ground  that  when  the 
contest  booklet  stipulated  December  31  as 

the  closing  date  this  constituted  a   con- 
tract with  contestants. 

Motion  picture  theatres  will  not  come 

within  the  scope  of  the  fair  labor  stan- 
dards act.  This  view,  subject  only  to  re- 

view by  the  courts,  has  been  made  known 
by  Calvin  Magruder,  general  counsel  of 
the  wage-hour  administration. 

Feels  Censorship 

Perils  Democracy 

Boston — “The  American  people  are  so 
accustomed  to  the  liberties  they  possess 
that  the  great  majority  distinctly  recoil 
from  censorship,  and  the  more  familiar 
they  are  with  the  history  of  our  own  and 
other  countries,  the  more  positive  they 
are  in  their  conviction  that  federal  cen- 

sorship would  be  a   peril  to  democracy,” 
the  Boston  Herald  states  editorially. 

The  opinion  was  centered  at  the  talk  on 
radio  regulation  that  dealt  with  censorship 

as  a   whole.  It  stressed  self-regulation,  a 
catch  phrase  increasingly  prevalent  in 
film  ranks  these  past  few  days. 

At  one  point  the  Herald  quoted  the 
truism  of  Supreme  Court  Justice  Holmes: 

“The  most  stringent  protection  of  free 
speech  would  not  protect  a   man  in  falsely 

shouting  fire  in  a   theatre.” 
“Fortunately  censorship  seems  a   remote 

possibility,”  the  Herald  said.  “The  pub- 
lic does  not  fancy  what  we  know  exists 

in  Italy,  Germany  and  Russia. 

“The  wise  policy,”  sums  the  daily,  “is 
to  preserve  full  freedom  and  hold  agencies 
accountable  under  the  law  for  any  abuse 

of  privilege,  as  is  done  with  the  news- 
papers. Once  we  enter  under  a   policy  of 

suppression,  there’s  no  telling  how  far  we 
might  go,  and  we  might  not  have  to  go 
very  far  before  ceasing  to  be  a   real 

democracy.” 

War  Pictures  Are 

Kept  From  Public 
Boston — Calling  them  “Censored  Hor- 

rors,” the  Boston  Post  told  its  readers  last 
week  that,  “The  movies  have  in  their 
vaults  such  actual  war  films  as  no  ex- 

hibitor dares  to  sell.  About  nine-tenths 
of  it  is  carefully  edited  before  it  is  sent 

on,  and  then  it  is  re-edited  further  to 
sweeten  the  grim  product  for  the  eyes  of 
the  ultimate  beholders. 

“This  is  all  done  voluntarily  for  the 
most  part,  because  for  the  time  being  there 
is  no  call  for  actual  war-films  since  most 
film  enthusiasts  come  to  the  theatre  for 
entertainment  and  not  to  be  stricken  with 

shock  and  depression. 

“Nobody  has  yet  guessed  the  thing  out, 
but  there  is  no  limit  to  the  indignation 

and  the  crowd-mania  that  might  follow 
some  of  the  things  that  have  actually 

been  recorded  by  the  war-news  camera- men. 

“As  a   potent  force  for  propaganda  the 
locked  and  vaulted  film  is  dynamite  it- 

self. Of  course  like  any  war  correspond- 
ence, written  or  filmed,  it  can  be  pre- 

sented from  several  points  of  view  and 
there’s  the  rub. 

“The  theatres  have  seen  it  on  their  own 

and  decided  not  to  exhibit  it.” 

B-41  in  New  Haven  Will 

Plan  a   Christmas  Party 
New  Haven — Unit  B-41  of  exchange  em- 

ployes will  hold  its  regular  meeting  Mon- 
day at  the  Hotel  Garde  and  plans  will  be 

made  for  the  annual  Christmas  party. 
Katherine  Fitzgerald  will  preside. 

Local  No.  273  of  motion  picture  opera- 
tors will  elect  officers,  November  20,  at 

Trades  Council  Hall,  with  Maurice  Mo- 
riarty  presiding. 

Wholesome  Film  Service 

Booking  16mm  Product 
Boston  —   Lila  Izen  of  the  Wholesome 

Film  Service,  Inc.,  is  pushing  a   line  of 
16mm  product.  She  is  already  booking  a 

variety  of  religious  subjects  for  the  Christ- 
mas season.  Theatre  managers  who  are 

approached  by  amateur  film  fans,  the 
veteran  film  executive  suggests,  might  well 

recommend  the  services  of  this  long  es- 
tablished film  district  exchange. 

Timely  Booking 

Boston — Ben  Domingo,  RKO  city  man- 
ager, capitalized  on  prevalent  publicity  by 

booking  “Mars  Attacks  the  World”  into 
the  RKO  Boston  this  week.  “Dark  Rap- 

ture” also  hit  the  house.  Present  policy 

indicates  that  the  second-run  establish- 
ment will  return  to  the  first-run  field 

spasmodically  for  exploitation  features  on 
which  Publicist  Jack  Granara  can  sink  his 
claws. 
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Lieberman  Places 

Equipment  Orders 
Boston — Frederick  E.  Lieberman,  inde- 

pendent circuit  owner,  is  going  ahead  with 
equipment  orders  for  a   proposed  theatre  in 
the  former  Normandie  Ballroom.  The 
house  will  be  the  second  of  a   theatre 

trilogy  that  the  “Proven  Pictures”  pur- 
veyor told  this  publication  last  summer  he 

intended  to  put  in  the  former  B.  F.  Keith 
Bldg. 

Lieberman  recently  opened  the  Bijou 
in  the  structure,  a   second  floor  house 
operated  for  the  past  few  decades  by  RKO 
interests.  The  second  theatre  is  planned 
for  the  main  auditorium  of  the  building 
which  was  formerly  a   half  million  dollar 
Keith  showplace.  Lieberman  has  been 

talking  first-run  pictures  and  stage  shows 
for  this  latter  situation. 

With  the  report  prevalent  in  some  quar- 
ters that  the  independent  circuit  opera- 

tor has  surmounted  his  difficulties  in  se- 
curing a   license,  Lieberman  has  ordered 

RCA  equipment  from  H.  C.  Elwes  jr.,  and 

seats  from  Jimmie  O’Brien. 
The  third  theatre  proposed  for  the 

Washington  Street  landmark  would  be  a 
newsreel. 

Loew's.  Meriden.  Starts 
Vaudeville  on  Sundays 

Meriden,  Conn. — Loew’s  has  instituted 
vaudeville  and  second  run  M-G-M  pictures 
Sundays  only  at  the  Poli.  The  house  has 

been  closed  since  December,  1937,  and  was 
previously  leased  for  a   short  time  by  Leo 
Ricci  of  the  Capital. 

Joe  Samartano  of  the  Palace  will  also 
manage  the  Poli. 

Dondis  Equips  Skowhegan 

Theatre  for  Reopening 
Boston — Joseph  Dondis  is  reopening  the 

Opera  House  in  Skowhegan,  Me.  He  has 
purchased  the  latest  type  of  RCA  equip- 

ment for  the  house.  Dondis  operates  the- 
atres in  conjunction  with  M&P  Theatres 

Corp.  in  Rockland,  Me.  Also  in  the  Pine 
Tree  state,  he  controls  independent  loca- 

tions in  Calais  and  Skowhegan. 

Operators  Will  Nominate 
Boston — Nominations  for  a   slate  of  of- 

ficers will  be  in  order  at  the  next  meeting 
of  the  Moving  Picture  Operators  Union, 
local  182.  The  confab  will  take  place  at 
union  headquarters  on  Broadway  on  De- 

cember 6.  Indications  are  that  present 
union  officers  will  be  largely  retained. 
Thad  C.  Barrows,  perennial  president,  is 
regarded  as  a   certainty  to  be  returned  to 
office. 

"Bagdad"  Roles  Assigned 
London — Alexander  Korda  has  engaged 

Vivien  Leigh  and  Conrad  Veidt  for  major 

roles  in  “The  Thief  of  Bagdad,”  his  forth- 
coming Technicolor  production  which  will 

co-star  Jon  Hall  and  Sabu. 

QONGRATS  of  Meadow  Street  went  to 
George  LeWitt  on  the  opening  of  the 

Arch  Street,  New  Britain,  with  wired,  flow- 
ered and  personally  expressed  good  wishes 

on  the  first  night.  The  house  is  described 

as  ultra-modern  in  use  of  color;  lobby 
outstandingly  attractive. 

Massachusetts  Theatres  continues  re- 
seating and  redecorating  activities  at  the 

Rialto,  New  Britain,  leased  in  October, 
with  opening  expected  in  a   few  weeks. 

16* 

New  Haven  took  the  College  manage- 

ment’s dare  and  came  out  to  see  the  dou- 

ble horror,  “Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula,” 
in  droves.  The  house  practically  doubled 

its  normal  seven-day  gross  at  the  25-35c 
price  in  six  days  .   .   .   Word  comes,  too, 

that  Proven  Pictures,  Hartford,  did  re- 
markable business  with  another  chill  com- 

bination, “Juggernaut”  and  “Death  Kiss.” 

Previews:  Preview  of  “The  Citadel”  for 
Mrs.  Ernst  Donat,  John  and  William  Do- 

nat, mother  and  brothers  of  the  star,  was 
preceded  by  a   luncheon  at  the  Hotel  Taft 
in  New  .Haven.  All  Loew-Poli  managers 
and  representatives  of  newspapers  through- 

out the  state  were  invited,  with  much 
subsequent  picture-taking  and  newspaper 
space. 

Lewis  Carroll,  Lincoln  Theatre  mana- 

ger, has  arranged  a   preview  of  “Spy  of 
Napoleon”  and  the  “Oxford  Group  Move- 

ment” short  for  a   selected  audience  of 
educators,  church  people  and  members  of 
the  press. 

Sam  Badamo  is  working  on  a   preview 

for  “Dark  Rapture,”  with  the  Denis  Roose- 
velts and  their  four  children  arriving  by 

private  trailer  plane,  and  New  Haven’s 
own  Roy  Phelps  also  in  attendance.  Lunch- 

eon and  reception  will  follow. 

Exhibitors  can  avail  themselves,  of  a 

beautiful  gratis  short,  “Ski  Trails  of  New 
France.”  Connecticut  Films  Distributing 
Co.  will  have  this  winter  sports  film  of 
Quebec  available  after  November  15. 

Visitors:  Steve  Broidy  and  Nat  Furst  of 
Monogram  .   .   .   Ed  Morey,  Boston  Republic 
division  manager  .   .   .   Harry  Asher,  Grand 
National  district  manager  .   .   .   Bill  Brown 
of  the  Palace  and  Strand,  Stamford,  in 
from  New  York. 

In  for  the  Yale-Harvard  football  tilt: 
the  Joseph  Vogels,  Leopold  Friedmans, 
John  Murphy,  Ben  Joel,  Marvin  Schencks, 
Jean  Pickers,  and  numerous  other  nota- bles. 

Sheriff  Slavin,  again  a   candidate  for 

high  sheriff  here,  may  appear  in  the  “First 
Offender”  feature  which  his  radio  series 
has  inspired  Columbia  to  make.  Report 
is  that  the  money  earned  would  go  to  the 
First  Offender  Club,  now  numbering  35,- 
000  boys  in  the  state. 

City  and  state  finals  in  the  “Great 
Waltz”  contest  are  now  out  of  the  way, 
with  a   big  job  of  exploitation  accom- 

plished by  theatre  managers  playing  the 
feature.  State  eliminations  were  on  the 

stage  of  the  Loew-Poli,  New  Haven, 
Wednesday  night  at  9:15,  with  one  couple 
and  alternate  from  each  of  the  various 

cities.  A   gold  cup  was  the  prize. 

Youngest  “Jitterbug”  on  record  is  the 
four-year-old  who  got  up  in  front  of  the 
screen  at  the  Capitol,  Meriden,  and  hot- 

cha’d  to  the  tunes  of  “ Alexander’s  Rag- 
time Band”  in  the  last  scenes  of  the  pic- 
ture. Operator  Leo  Ricci  had  to  yank  him 

off. 

Metro  Premium  has  signed  Strand 

Amusement  Co.  for  five  houses  in  Bridge- 
port on  the  24-week  Sweetheart  Beauty- 

ware  set  .   .   .   Leo  Schapiro  states  the 
Guilford  opening  on  Progressive  Hollywood 

Vanity  Wear  broke  all  records. 

Bob  Russell  offered  15  prizes  of  cash, 

books  and  guest  tickets  in  a   review  con- 
test on  “The  Citadel”  in  the  Journal-Cour- 

ier. “Not  high  falutin’  language,”  but  “sin- 

cerity and  appreciation  of  the  picture’s 
values”  were  fudging  points. 

Other  stunts  on  the  picture  included 

distribution  of  400  study  guides  in  Ham- 
den, New  Haven,  and  East  Haven  highs, 

printing  of  library  book  marks,  and  dis- 
tribution of  10,000  book-shaped  heralds. 

Work  is  going  ahead  on  the  new  600- 
seat  Park,  Stamford,  a   Sam  Weiss  house, 
and  completion  is  expected  in  the  next  six months. 

John  Hesse’s  eight-foot  reader  board  on 
“Brother  Rat”  is  drawing  plenty  of  at- 

tention. Background  of  white  corrugated 

paper  is  set  off  with  red,  white  and  blue 

letters  and  center  circle  enclosing  blow- 
ups of  the  stars. 

Morris  Nunes  spent  most  of  last  week  in 
Chicago  .   .   .   Harold  Eskin  was  fined  for 

speeding  in  Westport  .   .   .   Nathan  Lam- 

pert,  chief  of  the  “borscht”  circuit,  is  still 
confined  in  a   Poughkeepsie  hospital  as  a 
result  of  an  auto  accident  about  six  weeks 
ago  .   .   .   John  Kantaras  has  recovered  the 
use  of  his  leg  and  is  back  on  the  job  at 
the  Rialto,  Stamford,  seven  days  and 
nights  a   week. 

The  case  of  Tomasino  vs.  Cascioli  seek- 
ing to  break  the  Park  Theatre,  Ailing- 

town,  lease,  was  set  over  for  Tuesday  in 

the  superior  court  .   .   .   Case  of  Jack  Fish- 
man vs.  Connecticut  Co.  was  also  set  over. 

Chris  Joyce,  formerly  at  the  Regent, 

Norwalk,  and  now  managing  the  Old  Col- 
ony, Plymouth,  is  confined  to  Grace  Hos- 
pital, New  Haven,  following  a   minor  opera- 

tion. 

Palace,  Stamford,  made  a   gala  week  of 
the  Paul  Whiteman  engagement  with  jam 

sessions  every  performance,  “shag”  con- 
test on  the  stage,  and  a   Legion  parade 

winding  up  with  a   celebration  on  the  stage 
also. 

“Ecstasy”  and  “Mayerling”  continue  to 
pop  up  on  programs  here  abouts,  the  for- 

mer at  the  Liberty,  Bridgeport,  and  the 
latter  at  the  Proven  Pictures,  Hartford. 
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^^EDDING  bells  rang  this  week  for  two 
Filmrowites — Marjorie  Makowski,  sec- 

retary to  J.  Harold  Stevens,  Paramount 
branch  manager,  and  Donald  J.  Sweeney, 
head  of  the  advertising  department  of  the 
Paramount  exchange.  After  a   honeymoon 

in  Boston  and  New  York,  the  young  cou- 
ple will  live  at  94  Park  Avenue.  The  bride 

is  the  daughter  of  Mrs.  Adele  Makowski 
of  Westbrook;  the  groom  is  the  son  of  Mrs. 
J.  H.  Cochran  of  Medfield,  Mass. 

A   cigar  humidor  and  lighter  of  ham- 
mered silver  was  presented  to  A.  J.  Mo- 

reau, district  M&P  manager,  by  managers 
in  his  district,  October  31,  by  way  of  open- 

ing the  annual  “A.  J.  Moreau  Week.”  C.  J. 
Russell  sr.  of  Bangor  and  Joe  Dondis  of 
Rockland  headed  the  arrangement  com- 

mittee which  included  C.  J.  Russell  fr., 
Bangor;  J.  P.  Hassett,  manager  of  the 
Paramount  Theatre,  Barre,  Vt.;  Frank 
Vennett  of  the  Opera  House,  Bath  and 
George  Sargent  of  the  Paramount  The- 

atre, Rutland,  Vt. 

Among  Filmrow  Visitors:  John  Herbert 
McIntyre,  former  Paramount  branch 
manager  here  and  now  district  manager 
for  RKO  out  of  Boston;  Charles  Brooks, 
operator  of  the  Opera  House,  Ashland  and 

E.  A.  Cuddy,  divisional  manager  for  Mul- 
lin  &   Pinanski  Theatres,  Inc.  .   .   .   Harry 
Botwick,  manager  of  the  State  Theatre, 

has  been  named  to  the  publicity  commit- 
tee for  the  local  Red  Cross  drive  which 

was  to  have  opened  November  11. 

Two  women  and  one  man  were  killed 
last  week  at  almost  the  identical  spot  where 
Edward  Bradley,  Paramount  salesman,  was 
injured  in  an  automobile  accident  recent- 

ly. Bradley,  who  escaped  with  only  bruises 

and  cuts,  is  reported  to  be  “up  and 
around”  at  his  home. 

Ben  Bernie,  the  “Old  Maestro”  of 
screen  and  radio,  was  to  have  made  a 
personal  appearance  at  Lewiston  the  night 

of  November  10.  Bernie  and  “all  the 

lads”  have  been  engaged  to  play  for  the 
Armistice  Eve  Ball  in  the  Lewiston  Arm- 

ory. Proceeds  are  to  go  to  the  Milk  Fund 

for  undernourished  children  being  spon- 
sored by  the  Lewiston  Post  of  the  Ameri- 

can Legion. 

A   six  o’clock  opening  one  day  in  advance 
of  regular  opening,  was  scheduled  for 

“Men  With  Wings,”  November  8   at  the 
State  Theatre  .   .   .   John  Pendergast,  Para- 

mount shipper,  returned  from  his  vaca- 
tion Monday  .   .   .   Betty  Kaplan,  Form- 40 

clerk,  was  to  have  returned  November  7   .   . . 
Malcolm  Lester  is  pinch  hitting  for  Don 
Sweeney,  Paramount  advertising  head, 
while  the  latter  is  honeymooning  in  New 
York  .   .   .   Louise  Kaplan  of  the  Paramount 
exchange,  was  given  a   surprise  house- 

warming the  other  night  by  members  of 
the  Paramount  office  force  and  friends. 

The  motion  picture  “Moonlight  Sonata,” 
featuring  the  famous  pianist,  Paderewski, 
will  be  shown  locally  at  the  Portland  High 
School  auditorium,  November  25  and  26 
.   .   .   Rudy  Vallee,  screen  and  stage  star, 
this  week  presented  his  alma  mater,  the 
University  of  Maine,  with  a   set  of  six  dif- 

ferent editions  of  the  “Stein  Song,”  which 
he  made  famous.  It  is  believed  that  Rudy 
owns  the  only  other  like  collection. 

10  Years  Ago 

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  November  10,  1928) 

J^EGAL  difficulties  highlight  New  Eng- land news  this  week.  Latest  dispatches 
state  that  the  repudiation  by  Abraham 

Goodside  of  the  recently  announced  agree- 
ment between  him  and  the  New  England 

Theatres  Operating  Corp.,  whereby  Netoco 
was  to  take  over  the  controlling  share  in 
the  Goodside  Theatre  interests  in  Portland 

and  in  Springfield,  Mass.,  has  resulted  in 
litigation. 

E.  M.  Loew’s  Capitol  in  Lynn,  Mass., 
has  joined  the  ranks  of  sound  houses  with 

Photophone  installation  .   .   .   Samuel  Pinan- 
ski announces  the  acquisition  of  three  more 

houses  for  his  Netoco  chain — the  Warren 
at  Roxbury,  and  the  Casino  and  Globe  in 
Boston. 

Motivated  by  a   letter  from  a   Lynn  wom- 
an who  objected  to  the  showing  of  the 

“salacious,  suggestive  and  immoral”  mov- 
ing picture,  “Dancing  Daughters,”  Mayor 

Ralph  S.  Bauer  of  the  Shoe  City  ordered 
the  Olympia  to  close  immediately.  More 

than  2,000  men,  women  and  children  wait- 
ed in  vain  for  entrance  into  the  house 

shortly  after  the  shuttering  order  had  been 
announced. 

A   $50,000  theatre  is  in  prospect  for 
Salem,  Mass.,  with  Paramount  designated 

as  lessee  .   .   .   The  New  Premier  at  New- 

buryport,  Mass.,  has  reopened  after  ex- 
tensive remodeling  .   .   .   Harry  Segal,  man- 

ager of  Royal  Film  Exchange,  is  passing 

out  cigars — a   boy  .   .   .   The  Colonial,  Port- 
land, has  shuttered. 

J^RTHUR  “OTTO”  ESPOSITO,  assistant to  Matt  Saunders  at  the  Loew-Poli, 

celebrated  Hallowe’en  and  his  birthday  to- 
gether, but  refused  to  give  his  age. 

The  West  End  Theatre  has  changed  the 
color  of  its  passes  from  blue  to  brown. 

Empress  Theatre,  Norfolk,  previewed 

“Men  With  Wings”  with  Louise  Campbell 
as  guest. 

Edgar  Lynch  of  the  Warner  switched 
his  opening  day  from  Wednesday  to  6 
p.  m.  on  Tuesday  to  catch  the  election 

day  crowds  with  “Brother  Rat.” 

Sunday  vaudeville  at  the  Globe  is  defi- 
nitely out  this  season.  Higher  priced  acts 

will  be  used  for  the  Monday  night  shows. 

Installation  of  new  orchestra  seats  at 
the  Globe  Theatre  is  expected  in  the  near 
future. 

Palace,  New  Britain,  is  now  opening 
doors  at  9:45  a.  m.  on  Saturdays  with 
10  cent  admission  until  12:30  p.  m. 

Republicans  were  the  only  party  to  use 
slides  in  motion  picture  theatres  during 
the  state  political  campaign. 

George  Spelvin  has  started  a   theatrical 
column  in  Greenwich  Time. 

I'HE  Strand  Theatre’s  reopening  came 
off  as  scheduled  November  3.  The  lobby 

looked  like  a   florist  shop  with  scores  of 
floral  good  wishes  received  from  film  ex- 

changes and  film  executives,  local  busi- 
ness firms  and  friends.  The  house  has 

been  greatly  improved  with  thousands 

spent  on  redecorating,  reseating  and  reno- 
vations. The  new  marquee  dominates 

Washington  street  much  more  effectively 

than  did  the  old  sign.  Business  was  “turn- 
away”  on  opening  day  and  continued  good 
through  the  week.  Manager  Edward  L. 
Reed  held  a   midnight  show  Armistice  eve 

with  a   special  showing  of  “Men  With 
Wings.”  Reopening  of  the  house  follow- 

ing flood  damage  sees  theatre  returning 
to  a   50  cent  top  night  price,  dropped  to 
45  cents  earlier  this  fall. 

When  Freddie  Bartholomew  arrived  in 

toum  for  his  week  of  p.  a.’s  at  Loew’s State  the  reception  at  the  station  was 
quite  a   gala  affair,  with  school  band  out, 

ushers  from  theatre  toting  “welcome” 
banners,  the  governor  and  mayor  on  hand. 
With  the  band  leading  the  procession, 
special  autos  transported  the  visiting  kid 
star,  his  Aunt  Cissy,  Division  Manager  H. 
M.  Addison  and  other  dignitaries  in  the 
parade  from  station,  around  the  Mall  in 
the  heart  of  the  city  and  then  to  theatre. 
The  Sunday  Journal  had  an  illustrated 
interview  with  Freddie  and,  all  in  all,  the 
town  gave  him  a   warm  reception. 

RKO-Albee  didn’t  do  so  well  with 
“Mars  Attacks  the  World.”  The  picture 
was  pulled  out  after  four  days,  making 

possible  Election  Day  opening  with  “Ser- 
vice DeLuxe”  and  “Dark  Rapture.”  Ken 

Rockwell,  manager  of  the  house,  left  Wed- 
nesday for  a   short  trip  to  New  York  to 

look  over  some  special  holiday  season  fea- 
tures for  the  house. 

Howard  Burkhardt,  former  manager  at 

Loew’s  State,  now  in  Washington,  in  town 
Sunday  and  Monday,  was  reported  to  be 
looking  over  a   vaudeville  act  playing  here 
with  view  to  putting  it  into  a   unit  at  his 
house  in  the  Capital. 

E.  M.  Loew’s  Drive-In  Theatre  here 
closed  its  second  season  October  30  with 

Resident  Manager  Walter  D.  McGhee  re- 
porting results  very  satisfactory.  McGhee 

went  direct  from  Providence  to  Boston  to 

take  over  managerial  reins  at  the  circuit’s 
Lancaster  Theatre  there  for  winter  and 
spring. 

Both  the  Rotary  Club  and  the  citizenry 
of  Attleboro,  Mass.,  were  very  pleased  with 
the  civic  Hallowe’en  program  held  in  that 
city  October  31.  The  stunt  effectively 
eliminated  much  of  the  destruction  noted 
in  other  years.  The  program  included 

a   parade  of  masked  youngsters  who  wound 
up  at  Union  Theatre  where  Manager  Al 
McEvoy  and  the  Rotarians  had  a   corps 
of  clowns  who  called  prizewinners  to  the 
stage  to  receive  awards  and  perform  for 
audience. 

Armetta  in  Breen  Starrer 

Hollywood — Henry  Armetta  will  have 
one  of  the  leading  roles  in  the  new  Bobby 

Breen  starrer,  “Fisherman’s  Wharf,”  to be  released  by  RKO. 
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ALLIED  THEATRE  OWNERS  OF  TEXAS  MOLDED 

INTO  SOLID  SENTIMENT  AGAINST  MONOPOLY 

Allied  Asks 
More  Funds 

Cole  Prophesies  a   Victory 

For  Independents  in 
Court  Cases 

Will  Press  Neely  Bill  and 

"Divorce"  Action,  Unit 
Indicates 

Dallas — Texas  Allied  will  continue  to 

work  for  abolition  of  compulsory  block 

booking  and  passage  of  the  Neely  bill  and 

will  increase  its  cooperation  with  the  gov- 

ernment in  the  theatre  “divorce”  proceed- 
ings against  major  companies  despite  the 

progress  of  the  trade  practice  conferences 

in  New  York,  the  organization  indicated  in 
the  closed  session  of  its  convention  here 

Wednesday. 

On  the  Neely  Bill 

WHEREAS,  the  Neely  bill  outlawing 

compulsory  block  booking  in  the  picture 

industry,  obtained  passage  in  the  late  ses- 
sion of  the  U.  S.  Senate. 

WHEREAS,  the  abolishment  of  block 

booking  has  been  a   continuous  demand  of 
Allied. 

Be  it  resolved,  that  the  Allied  Theatre 

Owners  of  Texas,  in  Convention  at  Dallas, 

Nov.  9,  1938,  extended  its  thanks  to  Sena- 
tor Neely  and  the  full  Senate  for  his  and 

its  interest  in  correcting  this  trade  abuse. 

Be  it  resolved,  that  Allied  urge  con- 

tinued congressional  action  until  full  pas- 

sage and  approval  shall  have  been  ob- 
tained. 

On  the  “Divorce”  Suit 

WHEREAS,  the  federal  anti-trust  suit 
in  New  York  against  all  the  division  of 

monopoly  in  the  trade,  including  produc- 

tion, distribution,  and  exhibition  is  of  pri- 
mary concern  to  the  members  of  Allied; 

WHEREAS,  the  Allied  leadership  is  re- 

sponsible for  the  action  taken  by  the  gov- 
ernment in  this  suit  with  respect  to 

monopoly  and  unfair  trade  practices  in 
distribution  and  in  exhibition. 

Be  it  resolved,  that  the  Allied  Theatre 

Owners  of  Texas  in  Convention  at  Dallas, 

November  9,  1938,  approve  of  the  negotia- 
tions affecting  trade  practices  which  now 

are  under  way  as  a   result  of  this  suit, 

That  we  urge  a   continuation  of  the  ne- 
gotiations to  the  end  that  agreements  may 

be  obtained  on  distribution  formula  which 

shall  be  substantially  in  harmony  with  the 

demands  in  the  government’s  suit. 
Beyond  the  distribution  problems,  we 

urge  that  the  suit  be  prosecuted  to  a   con- 

clusion to  the  end  that  there  may  be  re- 

stored to  the  industry  possibility  for  suc- 

cessful independent  production  of  pic- 

tures, and  their  free  and  unhampered  dis- 
tribution through  independent  trade 

channels. 

We  urge  a   continuation  of  the  suit  to  a 
conclusion  on  the  demand  for  divestment 

of  ownership  of  theatres  by  film  com- 
panies (or  the  reverse)  which  divestment 

will  remove  a   controlling  cause  for  favorit- 
ism leading  to  monopoly  in  distribution 

and  exhibition  alike. 

A   third  resolution  is  on  the  death  of 

Thos.  Donnell  and  offering  all  services  of 

Boston — A   nationwide  appeal  for  con- 

tributions of  $5  from  each  independent 

theatre  to  replenish  the  Allied  “War 

Chest"  for  prosecution  of  its  legislative 
program  was  issued  last  week  in  Boston 

by  Nathan  Yamins,  national  president. 

“While  Allied  'war'  expenses  are 

mounting  daily,"  said  Yamins,  finances 

are  running  low."  He  said  that  although 

the  amount  asked  “might  be  pin  money 
to  the  individual  exhibitor,  the  aggregate 

can  amount  to  a   large  figure." 
Yamins  cited  the  tactical  situation  of 

the  independent  exhibitor  today  as  "mar- 

velous," asserting  that  “his  fighting 

forces  (Allied's  negotiating  committee) 
are  entrenched  in  impregnable  posi- 

tions." Allied  to  Mrs.  Donnell  in  perpetuation  of 

the  operation  of  Stephenville  theatres. 

Vote  Support  to  Cole 

The  convention  unanimously  supported 

and  endorsed  the  leadership  of  Col.  H.  A. 

Cole,  not  only  as  head  of  Texas  Allied  but 

also  as  chairman  of  the  organization’s 
committee  carrying  on  negotiations  with 
distributors  in  New  York. 

Officers  Elected 

Cole  was  elected  president  for  about 

the  20th  time.  Vice-presidents  are 

Rubin  Frels,  Henry  Hall,  Mrs.  Marthe  Mc- 
Spadden,  R.  N.  Smith,  W.  A.  Mauldin,  L. 

M.  Threet.  Secretary-treasurer  is  A.  W. Lilly. 

Directors:  T.  W.  Lewis,  Will  Dorbandt, 

L.  C.  Tideball,  C.  M.  Cooper,  Henry 

Sparks,  Mrs.  Thos.  Donnell,  R.  V.  Wil- 
liams, Homer  Mulkey,  Lonnie  Legg,  Roy 

Howell,  Ray  Jennings,  Otto  Schmidt,  and 
W.  J.  Chesher. 

Included  among  exhibitors  attending: 

Paul  P.  Scott,  Dallas;  L.  C.  Tidball  and 

Leon  Lewis,  Ft.  Worth;  R.  N.  Smith,  Mis- 
sion; R.  I.  Condron  and  L.  Legg,  Denison; 

Rubin  Frels  and  Mrs.  Frels,  Victoria; 

Miss  Norma  Frels,  El  Campo;  W.  A. 

Mauldin,  Lubbock;  Homer  Mulkey,  Clar- 
endon; Will  Dorbandt,  Athens;  Mrs. 

Marthe  McSpadden,  Electra;  H.  S.  Usry, 

Decatur;  John  Stewart,  Kaufman;  W.  F. 

Zimmerman,  San  Marcos;  C.  W.  Niece, 
Hubbard. 

Otto  Schmidt,  Mason;  T.  W.  Lewis, 

Texarkana;  Pat  Duffy  and  Leo  Duffy, 

Sweetwater;  Johnny  Blocker,  Abilene; 

Ben  Ferguson,  Dallas;  A.  W.  Lilly,  Green- 
ville; H.  S.  Cole,  Bonham;  P.  V.  Williams, 

Munday;  Henry  Hall,  Beeville;  B.  L.  Mc- 
Lendon, Atlanta;  Ben  Knoch  and  Earnest 

Rockett,  Itasca;  John  Cates,  Iowa  Park; 

A.  B.  Momand,  Shawnee,  Okla.;  H.  D. 

Massey,  Killeen;  F.  C.  Smith,  Falfurrias; 

B.  M.  Boswell,  Raymondville. 

Dallas  —   With  about  50  independent 

Texas  exhibitors  present,  the  first  session 

Tuesday  of  Allied  Theatre  Owners  of 
Texas  in  its  20th  annual  convention  at 

the  Baker  Hotel  was  molded  into  solid 
sentiment  against  monopoly. 

Report  of  H.  A.  Cole,  president;  ad- 
dresses by  P.  M.  Brinker,  chairman  of  the 

Independent  Retail  Grocers  of  Texas,  and 

by  S.  G.  Howell,  former  exhibitor  and 

trade  paper  publisher,  were  principal  fea- 
tures for  the  day. 

In  general  remarks,  Cole  traced  Allied 

activity  and  results  accomplished  from 
the  Atlanta  convention  of  some  years  ago 

to  the  present  time.  In  Atlanta,  he  said, 

Allied  switched  its  course  from  negotiation, 

through  which  it  had  accomplished  noth- 

ing, to  a   policy  of  legislative  effort  and 
court  procedure  in  order  to  find  out  what 
rights  the  independent  exhibitor  had  in 

the  motion  picture  industry.  And  these 

rights  are  now  about  to  be  defined,  he 
added. 

There  will  probably  be  a   ruling  by  the 

supreme  court  on  the  Interstate  case  in 

December  and  it  is  Cole’s  belief  that  the 
issue  will  result  in  a   complete  victory  for 

independent  theatres.  The  matter  of  the 

high  court  returning  the  case  to  Dallas 

was  of  small  significance  and  amounted 

only  to  Judge  Atwell  having  his  papers 

drawn  up  wrong,  and  with  the  supreme 

court  wanting  them  in  proper  form,  Cole said. 

Predicts  Neely  Bill  Passage 

Another  prediction  by  the  Allied  presi- 
dent was  that  the  Neely  bill  would  pass 

both  houses  of  Congress  next  session.  In 

a   general  way  he  touched  on  negotiations 
in  New  York  between  distributors  and  the 

independent  exhibitors’  committee. 
“For  the  first  time  in  history  the  in- 

dependent exhibitor  has  the  opportunity 

to  paddle  his  own  canoe  and  not  have  it 

upset  under  him,”  Cole’s  report  con- cluded. 

Brinker,  ram-rod  of  the  independ- 
ent grocers,  told  exhibitors  they  could 

get  nowhere  in  fighting  organized  monop- 
oly without  a   strong  organization  among 

themselves.  Quoting  from  original  let- 
ters and  photostats  of  records  he  showed 

how  independent  food  stores  had  held 

their  own  against  chain  competition  and 
how  his  organization  had  prompted  and 

passed  the  chain  tax  bill. 
Non -members  of  any  trade  organization 

are  riding  on  a   free  ticket  and  are  bene- 
fiting at  the  expense  of  members  who  are 

working  and  footing  the  bill,  he  said. 

Brinker  cited  a   number  of  acts  of  corrup- 
tion and  high-powered  lobbying  down  at 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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Oklahoma  Educator  Assails 

MP  T OA  Industry  Policy 

Allied  Continuing 

Monopolg  Assault 
Oklahoma  City — “Propaganda  methods” 

of  the  MPTOA,  the  speech  of  Ed  Kuyken- 
dall before  the  convention  here  last  week 

and  Kuykendall’s  actions  in  the  past,  were 
attacked  here  by  Mrs.  Winifred  Perry, 
Norman,  before  members  of  the  English 

department  of  the  city  district  of  the  Ok- 
lahoma Educational  association,  immedi- 

ately after  the  MPTOA  convention. 

The  association’s  convention  was  termed 

by  Mi's.  Perry,  a   theatre  historian,  “as  a 
Roman  holiday  for  publicity  purposes  of 

the  motion  picture  industry.” 

She  charged  that  “propaganda  methods 
and  policies  are  employed  by  the  MPTOA 

in  fighting  independent  theatre  owners” 
and  stated  that  if  independent  operators 

only  had  a   “fair  break”  in  getting  products 
they  could  defeat  the  chain  operator. 

Her  remarks  were  given  prominent  posi- 
tion in  local  newspapers  and  were  carried 

over  press  wires  throughout  the  south- 
west. 

In  her  fiery  attack  she  pointed  out  that 

the  above  referred  to  “break”  is  pro- 
hibited by  producer-operator  tieups  spon- 

sored by  such  organizations  as  the  MPTOA. 

“Ed  Kuykendall  has  been  sounding  off 
for  a   long  time,”  she  said  in  her  refer- 

ence to  the  MPTOA  president,  “and  always 
on  the  same  theme;  harmony  within  the 

industry,  cooperation  between  exhibitors, 

distributors  and  producers  and  self-regu- 
lation rather  than  control  by  legislation. 

“He  charged  that  the  Allied  States  As- 
sociation of  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  is 

formulating  internal  strife  among  exhibi- 
tors and  that  the  anti-monopoly  suit  in- 

stituted by  the  department  of  justice 

against  tieups  between  exhibitors  and  dis- 

tributors could  be  productive  of  no  good.” 
Mrs.  Perry  described  Allied  members  as 

“mainly  community  or  neighborhood  the- 
atres, the  inexpensive  houses  that  you 

and  your  children  would  attend  if  the 
exhibitor  could  get  the  pictures  you  want 

him  to  show.” 
She  then  urged  her  listeners  to  support 

the  Neely  anti-block  booking  bill  “which 
would  make  it  possible  for  the  theatre 

owner  to  buy  pictures  he  considers  de- 
sirable without  taking  a   number  of  un- 

wanted productions.” 
She  charged  that  “block  booking  is  a 

discriminatory  and  obstructive  practice 
which  cuts  down  on  the  profits  of  the 
independent  exhibitor  and  puts  money  in 

the  pockets  of  the  big  producers.” 
She  is  the  wife  of  Charles  M.  Perry, 

head  of  the  philosophy  department  at  the 
University  of  Oklahoma,  and  is  author  of 
two  college  text  books  on  the  theatre. 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

Austin  designed  to  defeat  independent 

grocers. 
Howell  said  20  years  ago  he  saw  that 

the  independent  exhibitor  organization 
was  not  functioning  and  that  he  took  the 
liberty  of  calling  a   convention.  On  the 

nominating  committee  were  Joe  Clem- 
mons of  Beaumont  and  H.  G.  Hodge  of 

Abilene.  “Where  are  these  men  today?” Howell  asked. 

All  that  has  been  done  for  the  inde- 
pendent exhibitor  has  been  done  by  Allied 

and  nobody  else.  In  this  connection  he 
gave  highest  praise  to  Abram  F.  Myers 
and  Cole,  whom,  he  said,  were  working 

for  principle  and  not  money.  He  de- 
scribed the  MPTOA  as  “purely  a   pro- 

ducers’ organization.” 
Committees  Appointed 

Three  committees  were  appointed:  Fi- 
nance— Jack  Lilly,  Andy  Mauldin,  Ted 

Lewis,  Bob  Smith  and  Rubin  Frels.  Reso- 
lutions— S.  G.  Howell,  L.  C.  Tidball  and 

C.  W.  Niece.  Nominations — Mrs.  Marthe 
McSpadden,  Henry  Hall  and  Homer Mulkey. 

Luncheon  was  served  in  the  convention 
room  before  start  of  the  meeting. 

George  Hoover  to  Head 

Miami's  New  Sheridan 
Miami — When  the  Sheridan  reopens  for 

the  winter  season  November  16,  it  will  have 

as  its  manager  George  Hoover,  who  comes 
here  from  Springfield,  Mass.,  where  he 

managed  Warner’s  Capitol  for  five  years. 
Hoover,  a   graduate  of  Annapolis  Naval 
academy,  has  been  in  the  theatre  business 
for  22  years,  most  of  which  has  been  spent 
in  New  York  City. 

Opening  with  “If  I   Were  King,”  the 
Sheridan  will  again  assume  rank  of  the 

Paramount’s  first  run  house  in  the  area. 
The  present  season  will  be  the  third  for 
this  Miami  Beach  deluxer.  George  Allen 

returns  to  the  Sheridan  as  assistant  mana- 

ger. 
A   Thanksgiving  Day  opening  is  sched- 

uled for  the  new  Paramount,  which  has 
been  converted  into  a   deluxe  house  during 

the  summer.  Its  manager  will  be  Rollin 

K.  Stonebrook,  former  manager  of  the 
Sheridan.  He  also  will  continue  in  his 

present  capacity  as  director  of  publicity 
for  all  houses  in  the  Paramount  chain. 

Johnny  Dwyer,  assistant  manager  at  the 
Cinema  Theatre,  is  being  transferred  to 

the  Paramount  as  Stonebrook’s  assistant. 
T.  W.  Skipper,  chief  usher  at  the  Olym- 

pia, will  go  over  on  the  beach  to  be  Joe 
Abercrombie’s  assistant  at  the  Cinema. 

All  theatres  in  the  Paramount  circuit 

will  again  be  reopened  when  the  Com- 
munity, on  Lincoln  road,  Miami  Beach, 

relights  in  marquee  in  December.  Charlie 
Whitacre  is  to  go  in  as  manager  there. 

WIL-KIN  LEADS 
From  the  Booth 

MOTIOGRAPH  PROJECTORS 
WESTERN  ELECTRIC  SOUND 
BRENKERT  LAMPS 

HURLEY  SCREENS 

STRONG  CHANGEOVERS 

CINEPHOR  LENS 

IMPERIAL  GENERATORS 

FOREST  RECTIFIERS 

DA-LITE  SCREENS 

WIL-KIN  DRAPERIES 

To  the  Screen 

Serving  the  Southeast  With 

'Everything  for  the  Theatre  Except  Film' 

WIL-KIN 
150  Walton  St..  ATLANTA 

Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church/  CHARLOTTE 
Phone  8620 

“EVERYTHING  FOR  THE  THEATRE  EXCEPT  FILM ” 
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Momand  Wins  New 

Round  in  Action 

Oklahoma  City — Another  point  in  his 

favor  was  scored  here  in  federal  district 

court  by  A.  B.  Momand’s  legal  staff  when 
Judge  A.  P.  Murrah  granted  him  20  days 

in  which  to  amend  his  petition  to  comply 

with  the  orders  of  Judge  Edgar  S.  Vaught 

in  the  previous  Momand  cases,  a   good 

deal  similar  to  the  one  now  being  heard 
in  western  district  court  here. 

Hearings  are  still  being  held  on  motions 

in  the  $4,500,000  suits  directed  against 

22  major  producers,  distributors  and  cir- 
cuits. All  motions  of  defendants  have 

been  cleared  off  the  docket  with  prac- 

tically everyone  having  been  in  Momand’s 
favor  to  date. 

Henry  Griffing,  attorney  for  the  de- 

fendants, complying  with  previous  in- 

structions of  Judge  Murrah,  filed  an  or- 

der on  defendants’  motion  to  strike  the 

plaintiff’s  petition  from  the  file.  Follow- 
ing the  hearing,  the  judge  struck  this 

order  from  the  record  and  granted  the 

Momand  attorneys,  represented  then  by 

C.  Ray  Smith,  20  days  in  which  to  draw 

up  their  new  petition  so  that  it  might 

comply  with  Judge  Vaught’s  orders  in 
the  previous  case. 

Opinion  at  “Proper”  Time 

Judge  Murrah  unofficially  informed  the 

parties  that  the  orders  of  his  colleague  in 
that  case  must  stand  as  the  law  in  this 

case  and  while  he  could  not  at  this  stage 

of  the  hearings  enter  such  an  opinion  into 

the  records  he  would  do  so  at  the  proper 

time.  He  then  pointed  out  that  the  prop- 
er action  for  the  plaintiffs  was  to  take 

one  of  two  courses:  (a)  Comply  with  the 

orders  of  Judge  Vaught  in  the  previous 

Momand  case,  or  (b)  stand  on  the  present 

petition.  Smith  chose  to  comply  with 

Judge  Vaught’s  orders  and  the  time  ex- 
tension was  granted. 

Smith  stated  after  the  hearing  that  he 

will  confer  within  the  next  few  days  with 

George  S.  Ryan,  Momand’s  chief  coun- 
sel who  is  in  Boston,  on  drafting  a   new 

brief  to  conform  with  these  orders  of 

Judge  Vaught. 

Judge  Murrah  also  granted  the  defend- 

ants a   period  of  20  days  following  filing 

of  this  amended  petition  by  the  defend- 

ants, in  which  to  plead. 

Thus,  after  another  postponement, 

more  than  four  months  have  gone  by 

since  filing  of  the  original  petition  and 

hearings  on  the  first  motion,  without 
action. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 
1912%  Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-86G5 

BIRMINGHAM,  ALA. 

Convict  and  Drop  Sentences 

Of  Two  Operating  on  Sunday 

Atlanta  —   Operators  of  the  Avondale 

Theatre  were  convicted  of  violating  the 

Georgia  Sunday  blue  law  and  given  sus- 

pended sentences  to  prevent  future  Sab- 
bath amusements. 

The  case  was  one  of  the  first  of  its  kind 

in  the  history  of  DeKalb  county. 

Superior  Court  Judge  James  C.  Davis 

imposed  $100  fines  and  12-month  sen- 
tences against  C.  H.  Rogers,  M.  R.  Brew- 

ster and  J.  R.  Haeger,  operators  of  the 

theatre,  but  suspended  sentences  and  fines 

on  “future  good  behavior.” 
The  judge  made  it  clear  that  operation 

of  the  theatre  on  Sunday  would  be  a   viola- 
tion of  good  behavior. 

The  operators  contended  the  house  was 

operated  on  Sundays  for  charity  by  the 

Scottish  Rite  Hospital,  with  only  enough 

revenue  returned  to  the  management  to 

pay  expenses. 
But  a   DeKalb  county  superior  court  jury 

found  them  guilty  of  violating  the  old 

Georgia  sky  blue  law  which  prohibits 
amusements  on  the  Sabbath.  Solicitor 

Roy  C.  Leathers,  who  represented  the 

state,  said  several  similar  cases  are  pend- 
ing on  the  court  calendar. 

Sunday  Test  Looms 

In  Nashville,  Tenn. 

Nashville,  Tenn. — An  indictment  of  the 

Crescent  Amusement  Co.  for  operating  a 

theatre  at  Madison,  a   local  suburb,  on 

Sunday  has  been  obtained  before  the 

Davidson  county  grand  jury,  and  a   matter 

under  litigation  before  is  headed  for  a 
court  test. 

Charges  specify  that  the  Madison  The- 

atre’s plan  of  charging  25  cents  for  park- 

ing an  automobile  on  the  house’s  parking 
lot  and  presenting  the  parking  check  as 
admission  to  the  theatre  is  a   violation  of 
the  Sunday  law. 

Knoxville  Labor  Groups 

Favor  Sunday  Shows 

Knoxville,  Tenn. — Regardless  of  whe- 

ther Sunday  shows  are  voted  in  Knox- 

ville, the  city’s  strong  labor  groups — Cen- 
tral Labor  Union  of  the  American  Federa- 
tion of  Labor  and  the  Knoxville  Industrial 

Council  of  the  Committee  for  Industrial 

Organization — favor  them.  Approval  was 
unanimous  by  both  groups. 

Sunday  Show  Proceeds 
For  Charity 

Douglas,  Ga. — By  recent  action  of  the 

city  council,  funds  from  Sunday  shows  at 
the  Rivoli  Theatre  here  will  be  taken  over 

for  charitable  purposes. 

Previously,  the  funds  went  into  the 

treasury  of  the  local  American  Legion  post, 

a   percentage  of  the  ticket  sales  going  into 

the  building  fund  for  construction  of  a 

post  home. 
The  Legion  inaugurated  the  Sunday 

shows  about  three  years  ago.  The  show- 
ings, attract  persons  from  long  distances. 

Douglas  is  one  of  the  few  places  in  Geor- 
gia where  Sunday  films  are  shown. 

Rogers  to  Remodel 
Cheraw,  S.  C. — Bob  Rogers,  owner  of 

the  Cheraw  Theatre,  is  planning  many 

improvements,  including  a   special  en- 
trance. 

4   STAR  Maw 
SRO-PDQakd that*  VISU6RAPH1C, 
THE  smart  word 

SMART  EXHIBITORS  A 

Made  up  to  your  own  individual  copy  with  ap- 
propriate and  original  ideas  that  will  appeal  to 

your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

TRAILERS 

Patrdhs,  uie... 

Present  Your  Screen  Announcements  Effectively 
With  a   Dash  of  Local  Color  anil  Originality. 

—Service,  Price 

R   ush  Delivery 

DroTRiiDinG  Quality 

Jfotnifie  P"hnrl»l7.  
• 

VISUGRRPHIC  FILII1*CDRP 
l<*B  UIRLTOn  ST.,n.UI.  P.O.B.3B5 

W.fi,  Htmeefu-v,  Pre\. 
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^yiL-KIN  THEATRE  SUPPLY  sales 
meeting  brought  together  Ed  Car- 

roll,  manager  of  the  Charlotte  branch;  W. 

C.  Hutt,  also  of  Charlotte,  and  the  fol- 
lowing Atlanta  salesmen:  Roy  Malmborg, 

George  Tarrant,  W.  C.  Girard,  Charles 

Moore,  Milton  Mueller,  Claude  Boyd,  and 

C.  Porter.  Harry  Paul  was  in  charge  of 

the  meeting. 

Talcing  advantage  of  interest  aroused  in 

works  of  H.  G.  Wells  since  Orson  Welles’ 

“ nightmare  broadcast”  of  the  “War  of  the 

Worlds,”  the  Paramount  Theatre  last  week 

showed  the  futuristic  “Things  to  Come,” 
Alexander  Korda  production,  starring 

Raymond  Massey,  from  a   novel  by  the 

imaginative  Wells.  The  filming  was  a   spe- 
cial midnight  show. 

Charles  W.  Fortune,  head  of  Wil-Kin 

Theatre  Supply’s  sound  department,  at- 
tended the  SMPE  convention  in  Detroit. 

Paramount’s  “Men  With  Wings”  is  defi- 
nitely a   boxoffice  hit  in  Atlanta.  It  is  be- 

ing held  over  at  the  Paramount,  after 

opening  at  the  Fox  and  playing  to  big 
business. 

Mrs.  Ola  Higgins,  chief  inspectress  at 

the  Paramount  exchange,  has  undergone 

an  operation.  She  is  recovering,  and  her 

many  friends  wish  her  well. 

Nash  Weil,  general  manager  of  Wil-Kin, 

KNOW 
What's  New  in  Theatre 

Modernization 

SEE:  An  economical 
FRONT  CURTAIN 

Installed 

SEE:  A   modernistic 
TICKET  BOOTH 

SEE:  A   demonstration 
of  the  sensational 

CONTI-GLO  PAINTS 
and  Mercury  Vapor  Lights 

G'ad  to  Show  You  and  Explain 

1914  MAIN  ST. 

2   Blocks  off  Film  Row 
DALLAS 

Plans  FREE  on  Remodeling  Jobs 

has  returned  from  his  vacation,  the  first 

in  years. 

Paramount’s  new  house  in  Miami,  a 
1,200 -seater,  is  due  to  open  November  18 

.   .   .   Harry  Paul,  Wil-Kin  sales  manager, 
has  returned  from  a   trip  to  Florida. 

John  J.  Mangham,  president  of  Mono- 

gram-Southern Films  exchanges,  was  in 
town  last  week,  after  trips  on  business 

here,  there  and  everywhere  in  the  terri- tory. 

Wil-Kin  Theatre  Supply  is  now  esconced 
in  its  large  and  improved  quarters  on  the 

second  floor  of  150  Walton  St.  ..  .   H. 

Parker  of  Monogram,  has  been  transferred 

to  the  company’s  Memphis  office. 

Bob  Hess,  popular  organist  at  Lucas  & 

Jenkins  Capitol,  Atlanta's  only  vaudeville 
house,  has  turned  song  writer.  He  has 

written  “Heaven  in  Your  Arms”  and  “The 

Soldiers  From  the  Sandman’s  Armory.” 
Enrico  Leide,  Capitol  musical  director, 

played  both  numbers  as  special  overtures 
last  week. 

Mildred  Matthews,  comely  treasurer  of 

RKO’s  southern  division  office,  was  con- 
fined to  her  bed  with  an  attack  of  in- 

fluenza. 

Sherman  to  Film  Story 

Based  on  A1  Jennings 
Oklahoma  City — Production  of  a   $750,- 

000  western  in  Oklahoma  City  to  start 

next  May  was  announced  by  Harry  Sher- 
man, Paramount  producer,  before  leaving 

for  the  Pacific  coast  after  the  MPTOA 
convention. 

The  story  will  be  filmed  in  and  about 

Oklahoma  City  and  will  be  based  on  the 

life  of  A1  Jennings,  reformed  Oklahoma 

outlaw  now  living  in  California  who  was 

once  a   candidate  for  governor.  It  will  also 

carry  the  largest  budget  Sherman  has  had 

for  any  of  his  westerns  to  date. 

Jennings  once  produced  a   picture  of  his 

own  life.  It  was  called,  “Beating  Back,” 

but  it  was  “poorly  produced  and  made  in- 

dependently,” Sherman  stated. 

Hedrick  to  Design 
Hollywood — Earl  Hedrick  has  been  as- 

signed to  design  settings  for  the  forth- 

coming Paramount  production,  “I’m  From 
Missouri,”  starring  Bob  Burns. 

HEVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

3EVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  harwood  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas,  texas 

To  Remove  Will  Rogers' 
Body  to  Rogers  County 

Claremore,  Okla. — Mrs.  Betty  Rogers, 

widow  of  the  late  actor-humorist,  Will 

Rogers,  has  announced  this  his  body  will 
be  brought  back  to  the  hills  of  Rogers 

County  for  permanent  burial  from  the 

famous  Wee  Kirk  of  the  Heather  at  Bev- 
erly Hills,  Cal. 

Her  announcement  came  after  the  dedi- 

cation ceremonies  at  the  $200,000  Will 

Rogers  Memorial  Museum  here  last  week, 
attended  by  more  than  25,000  people. 

OKLA.  CITY 
'J'HIS  week’s  Standard  Theatres  changes.: 

Ben  Langdon  from  assistant  ad  man  to 

assistant  manager  of  the  Liberty  under 

Paul  Townsend:  George  Harold  from 

Philadelphia  as  assistant  to  ad  man  Doug- 
las George  and  in  charge  of  all  commercial 

art  for  the  organization;  J.  E.  Brown,  as- 
sistant manager  of  the  Liberty,  resigned; 

C.  C.  Kirsch,  assistant  at  the  Midwest 

from  the  booking  job  in  the  main  offices; 

Frank  Casota  from  assistant  at  the  Mid- 
west to  a   similar  post  at  the  Warner. 

T.  B.  Noble  jr.,  State  managing  director, 

after  considerable  wild  west  activity  as  a 

member  of  the  reception  committee  for 
the  MPTOA  meet  off  to  Hot  Springs,  Ark., 

for  a   rest  and  to  recover  his  voice  .   .   . 

T.  B.’s  familiar  higli-pitch  slipped  way 
down  deep  as  the  MPTOA  sessions  became 
past  history  .   .   .   Dinty  Moore  resting  up 

after  a   couple  of  strenuous  weeks  as 

chairman  of  the  convention  entertainment 

committee,  impresario  of  the  convention 

stag  party,  as  well  as  a   week  of  confer- 
ences with  Standard  big  shots  during  the 

pre- convention  week. 

Bob  Gallman  smiling  after  a   rise  in 

grosses  for  his  first  week  as  new  man- 

ager of  the  Pix  Theatre  .   .   .   K.  Lee  Wil- 
liams glowing  with  pride  at  thoughts  of 

his  new  Duplex  trailer  being  built  for  a 

new  road  unit  he  is  readying  .   .   .   Morris 

Loewenstein  finally  at  peace  in  his  pala- 
tial offices  at  his  Majestic  Theatre,  for  the 

first  time  in  many  weeks  .   .   .   Local  boys 

wondering  what  happened  to  one  A.  A. 

Graeves  .   .   .   Ferrell  Higgins  now  custodian 
of  the  light  switches,  motors,  plugs, 

plumbing,  heating,  etc.  at  the  State  The- 
atre. 

We  should  be  ashamed  of  it  but  we  for- 
got to  mention  in  convention  stories  that 

Mrs.  Ed  Kuykendall  captured  a   de  luxe 

radio  as  first  prize  at  the  official  bridge 

party  held  for  the  ladies  .   .   .   You  may 
scold  us,  Miss  Johnson  .   .   .   Tom  Dyer  with 

portfolio  in  hand,  is  now  on  the  sales  staff 

of  the  Oklahoma  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

Compared  with  the  convention  days  this 

is  one  quiet  town;  particularly  in  the  film 
business  here.  Most  of  the  boys  and  girls 

are  settling  back  and  adjusting  them- 
selves to  the  old  routine — no  easy  thing 

to  do.  There  hasn’t  been  a   lot  of  busi- 

ness being  done  either,  lately  .   .   .   It’ll  take 
about  another  week  for  film  folks  to  get 

back  in  the  old  stride  and  start  hitting  the 

ball  again. 
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Court  Ruling  Supersedes 

Texas  Suit  Settlement 

Washington — With  grounds  for  action 
by  it  eliminated  by  a   decree  entered  in 

the  federal  district  court,  the  supreme 

court  on  November  7   dismissed  the  peti- 
tion of  the  Texas  Consolidated  Theatres, 

Inc.,  for  review  of  a   circuit  court  of  ap- 
peals decision  affirming  an  award  of 

damages  to  S.  H.  Pittman,  for  injuries 

suffered  by  his  wife.  Costs  of  the  peti- 
tion were  assessed  against  the  theatre 

company. 

Pittman  recovered  a   judgment  in  the 

district  court.  The  theatre  chain  ap- 

pealed to  the  circuit  court  of  appeals.  Be- 

fore a   decision  was  rendered,  a   compro- 
mise was  reached  whereby  Pittman  was 

to  accept  less  than  the  amount  awarded 

by  the  district  court,  and  a   stipulation  was 
filed  with  the  circuit  court.  The  circuit 

court  refused  to  accept  the  stipulation  and 

affirmed  the  judgment  of  the  district 
court. 

The  case  was  appealed  to  Washington, 

but  before  argument  the  matter  was  set- 
tled in  the  district  court. 

Fischer  in  Southwest 
Chicago — O.  K.  Fischer  has  been  named 

southern  district  manager  for  Hollywood 

Amusement  Co.,  working  out  of  the  local 
office.  He  is  now  in  the  Oklahoma  and 

Texas  territory. 

AMERICAN  Desk  Mfg.  Co.  at  Temple 
has  opened  a   sales  office  in  Kansas 

City,  it  is  announced  by  Forrest  Dunlap, 

sales  manager.  F.  C.  Bowen,  who  has  been 

in  seating  business  18  years,  is  in  charge 
of  the  new  office. 

Ben  Ferguson  paraded  his  big  Saint  Ber- 
nard dog  on  Harwood  St.  the  other  day. 

At  the  convention  he  talked  to  Johnny 

Blocker,  who  not  only  had  one  of  this 

variety  but  several.  A   debate  followed  071 

how  much  to  feed  the  animals.  Blocker’s 
dogs  got  eight  pounds  of  beef  a   day.  Fer- 

guson’s got  two  big  cans  of  dog  food  and 
accessories.  One  said  he  was  overfeeding 

and  the  other  charged  underfeeding ,   so 

there  you  are. 

The  Allied  confab  finished  with  a   jam- 
boree, dinner  and  dance  in  the  mural  Room 

at  the  Baker.  So  it  can  be  said  in  ad- 

vance that'  all  who  attended  will  have 

had  a   good  time  .   .   .   Buck  Weaver  of  Para- 

mount was  showing  two  tickets  to  the  Rice- 
TCU  game  at  Houston. 

L.  N.  Crim  will  build  a   new  $150,000  the- 
atre at  Kilgore.  His  operations  there  have 

been  in  association  with  Jefferson  Amuse- 
ment Co. 

Tex  Ritter  got  by  in  Bob  Burns  fashion 

at  the  convention,  Tuesday  afternoon.  He 

said  he  put  Grand  National  into  bank- 
ruptcy, that  RKO  wanted  him  to  help  sell 

“Snow  White,”  but  that  he’ll  string  along 
with  Monogram  in  westerns. 

R.  J.  O’Donnell,  Variety’s  chief  barker, 
sent  word  that  independent  exhibitors  are 

welcome  at  the  Variety  clubrooms  and 

that  only  a   convention  registration  card 
was  needed  to  avail  themselves  of  this courtesy. 

Jack  Groves,  well-known  United  Artists 
salesman,  has  a   hobby  of  raising  fine  dogs. 

He  now  has  a   litter  of  championship 

stock,  Cocker  Spaniel  variety. 

Two  Houston  Theatres 

Schedule  Revival  Week 

Houston — Revival  Week  will  be  cele- 
brated in  Houston  by  two  neighborhood 

theatres,  November  23-30.  The  Tower 

and  North  Main  will  hold  one-day  runs  of 

"Front  Page,”  “Cimarron,”  “Les  Miser- 

ables,”  “Lives  of  a   Bengal  Lancer,”  “The 

Charge  of  the  Light  Brigade”  and  “Test 

Pilot.” 

The  pictures  have  been  chosen  as  the 

best  of  the  eight-year  period  from  1930 
to  the  present,  managers  say. 

“Jitterbug  Jubilee"  Opener 
Birmingham,  Ala. — The  Pantage  The- 

atre opened  its  winter  season  last  week 

with  Dan  Fitch’s  “Jitterbug  Jubilee.” 

New  Model  Dual  Amplifier 

GOOD  BUYS/ 
FOR  EXHIBITORS* 

New  Master  Model  Sound  Equipment 
with  either  single  or  double  channel  amplification 

OPERADIO  AMPLIFICATION  for  any  type 
sound  heads 

— Also  Used — 

RCA  Sound  Heads 

Wide  Range  Sound  Heads 

Universal  Sound  Heads 

Mellaphone  Sound  Heads 

At  very  low  prices 

These  are  equipments  trad- 

ed in  on  our  New  Master 

Model  Sound  Systems. 
•   New  Master  Model  Sound  Head 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
"Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always ” 

210  SOUTH  HARWOOD DALLAS.  TEXAS 
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Sparks  Is  Building 
At  Ft.  Lauderdale 

Miami — Biggest  theatre  news  of  the  sea- 

son is  the  announcement  of  a   new  $250,- 
000  theatre  being  erected  in  Ft.  Lauderdale 

as  the  most  recent  unit  in  the  Sparks  cir- 
cuit. The  theatre,  to  be  known  as  the 

Broward,  represents  the  largest  single 
building  permit  issued  in  Ft.  Lauderdale 
this  year. 

The  building  itself,  60  by  176  feet,  will 
cost  $150,000,  it  is  estimated.  A   specially 

designed  air-conditioning  plant,  furnish- 
ings, fixtures  and  decorations  will  account 

for  an  additional  $100,000. 

A   scene  loft  above  the  stage  will  be 
included  in  the  setup  which  will  be  able 
to  accommodate  roadshows  and  other  stage 
presentations.  For  the  1,500  seats  to  be 

installed  in  the  new  Broward  a   new  type 
of  construction  is  being  utilized  for  the 
first  time  in  the  country.  Architecture 

and  decorations  throughout  will  be  mod- 
ernistic. Roy  A.  Benjamin  of  Jacksonville 

is  the  architect. 

The  Broward  is  to  have  a   holiday  open- 
ing, having  announced  its  premier  per- 

formance for  New  Year’s  Day. 

Charlotte  Visitors 
Charlotte,  N.  C. — Visitors  on  the  Row 

last  week  included  Boyd  Brown,  Winnsboro; 
F.  G.  Rogers,  Lillington;  J.  M.  Highsmith, 
Roberson  ville;  George  Hughes,  Albe- 

marle; Jim  Reynolds,  Shelby,  and  E.  L. 
Hearne,  Albemarle. 

Help  Hospital  Fund 
Kannapolis,  N.  C. — The  Gem  and  Colo- 

nial theatres  here  cooperated  with  the 
Cabarrus  county  hospital  auxiliary  in 
helping  the  organization  raise  funds  for 

the  hospital  by  donating  part  of  proceeds 
of  two  programs  to  the  organization. 

Whitmire  Charter 
Columbia,  S.  C. — A   charter  has  been 

granted  the  Whitmire  Theatre,  Inc.,  Whit- 

mire, S.  C.  “to  engage  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture and  theatre  business,”  with  a   capital 

stock  of  $10,000.  Officers  are  F.  H.  Bed- 
dingfield,  president  and  treasurer,  and 
Shannon  Suber,  secretary. 

Fire  Levels  Theatre 
Fayette,  Miss. — Fire  of  undetermined 

origin  destroyed  a   store  and  a   theatre 
building  owned  by  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jack 
Scarborough  and  badly  damaged  several 
other  downtown  business  houses  recently. 
The  entire  business  district  was  threat- 

ened. The  theatre  was  operated  by  Mary 
and  Jack  Barber. 

Bid  by  Loftis 
Charlotte,  N.  C. — V.  P.  Loftis  has  bid 

on  a   theatre  to  be  built  in  Concord  by 
North  Carolina  Theatres,  Inc.,  of  Char- 

lotte. Bids  were  taken  November  1. 

m   in  a   m   in 
jyjR.  AND  MRS.  S.  A.  LYNCH  have  re- turned from  their  summer  in  France 

and  have  reopened  their  home  on  Sunset 
Islands,  Miami  Beach.  Lynch  is  president 
of  Paramount  Enterprises,  Inc.  W.  R. 

Lynch,  general  manager  of  the  organiza- 
tion, spent  the  past  week  in  Cuba. 

The  “bundle  from  heaven”  which  ar- 
rived at  the  Eddie  Atkinsons  ( he’s  the 

Paramount  booker)  last  week  has  been 
named  Janet  Louise. 

Exterior  work  is  practically  completed 
on  the  new  Surf  Theatre,  second  of  the 

chain  to  be  built  locally  by  Herman  Wein- 
garten.  Construction  is  being  pushed  for 
a   December  opening. 

The  Miami  Daily  News  is  cooperating  in 

“The  Great  Waltz”  competition.  Arrange- 
ments have  been  completed  with  the  Royal 

Palm  Club  to  stage  the  contest  there  the 
latter  part  of  the  month  in  time  to  send 
local  winners  on  to  the  state  contest  at 
Jacksonville  November  28.  Eddie  Atkinson 

and  Carl  Roller  and  the  News’  Eddie 

Cohen  are  the  contest’s  prime  movers. 

Plugged  as  strong  favorites  to  win  the 
Little  River  softball  championship  is  the 

hard-hitting  softball  team,  playing  under 
the  banner  of  the  Rosetta  Theatre.  This 
is  the  first  season  the  Rosetta  has  been  a 

contender  in  this  league.  Moving  spirit 
behind  the  organization  of  this  Rosetta 

outfit,  which  is  proving  as  adept  with 
bats  as  it  is  with  flashlights,  is  Jimmy 

Daughton,  doorman  at  this  theatre  for  the 
past  six  years. 

J.  C.  Faircloth  jr.  has  been  advanced 

to  the  post  of  assistant  manager  at  the 
Tower  Theatre  following  the  resignation 

of  Jack  Van  Lloyd  to  join  Herman  Wein- 
garten’s  organization. 

Wometco  Again  to 

Hold  Charity  Shows 
Miami — All  theatres  of  the  Wometco 

chain  join  once  a   year  in  a   circuit-wide 
matinee  program  for  the  benefit  of  hungry 
families  being  cared  for  by  the  Salvation 
Army.  That  precedent  is  being  carried  on 
this  year  with  the  scheduled  date  set  on 
Monday  afternoon,  November  21. 
Two  theatres  which  do  not  ordinarily 

have  matinees,  the  Biltmore  in  Buena  Vis- 
ta and  the  Grove  in  Coconut  Grove,  open 

up  their  houses  at  two  o’clock  on  the 
afternoon  of  this  annual  benefit. 

Admission  is  given  at  these  matinees  to 

everyone  presenting  any  article  of  canned 

goods — even  when  someone’s  “whips  a 
willing  horse”  as  one  beach  theatre  patron 
did  last  year  by  presenting  a   can  on  which 

the  imprint,  “Sample,  Not  for  Sale,”  was 
discovered! 

More  than  $1,000  worth  of  canned  fruit 

and  vegetables  was  trucked  to  the  Salva- 
tion Army  for  distribution  at  Thanksgiv- 

ing time. 

Jack  Van  Lloyd  at 
Helm  ol  the  Cameo 

Miami — Jack  Van  Lloyd,  associated  dur- 

ing the  past  two  and  one-half  years  with 
local  theatres  of  Wometco  and  Paramount, 
is  manager  of  the  new  Cameo  Theatre  on 
Miami  Beach  and  also  will  be  general 

manager  of  the  12-unit  circuit  being  de- 
veloped by  Herman  Weingarten.  He  came 

to  Miami  from  New  Orleans.  Previous  as- 

sociations have  been  with  Loew’s  and 
RKO. 

Spaciousness,  dignity  and  a   carpeting 
job  of  extraordinary  beauty  characterize 

this  new  house  which  had  its  gala  open- 
ing last  week.  There  were  cameramen, 

floodlights  and  speeches  by  civic  leaders, 

preceded  by  a   parade,  to  give  the  opening 
the  expected  Hollywood  aura. 
Opening  with  the  first  double  feature 

schedule  in  the  area,  the  Cameo  will  show 

French  and  English  features  on  a   split- 

week  booking.  Initial  features  were  GB’s 
“To  the  Victor”  and  “The  Lie  of  Nina 

Petrovna.” 
Herman  Lawner,  down  from  New  York 

where  he  has  been  with  Weingarten  houses 
on  Long  Island,  is  assistant  manager  at 
the  Cameo. 

Changes  Day  Earlier 
Atlanta — The  Rialto  Theatre  has  an- 

nounced it  will  change  programs  on  Thurs- 
days, instead  of  the  customary  Fridays, 

beginning  last  week  and  continuing 
through  Thanksgiving  week. 

Peoples  Let  Contract 
Georgiana,  Ala. — Peoples  Theatres,  Inc., 

of  Alabama,  has  let  the  contract  for  con- 
struction of  a   theatre  here  to  Jim  C. 

Johnson.  The  site  will  be  the  Shell  store 
building. 

Dilworth  Bids  Soon 
Charlotte — It  is  learned  from  J.  H. 

Kincey,  head  of  the  North  Carolina  The- 
atres, Inc.,  that  bids  will  be  called  for  soon 

on  the  new  theatre  the  company  is  to 
build  in  Dilworth. 

Armistead  Wins  $500 

Easley,  S.  C. — Harold  Armistead,  man- 
ager of  the  Lyric  Theatre  here,  won  first 

prize  of  $500  in  a   national  advertising  con- 
test held  recently  by  Paramount  for  the- 

atres in  towns  under  15,000  population. 

Stephens  Again  Active 
Pickens,  S.  C. — W.  S.  Stephens,  man- 

ager of  the  Jefferson  here  and  the  Roxie 
at  Liberty,  has  again  taken  over  active 
management  of  the  Roxie,  which  has  been 
remodeled. 

"High  Tor"  in  Atlanta 
Atlanta — The  Federal  players  opened 

their  fall  season  last  week  with  a   presen- 

tation of  Maxwell  Anderson’s  “High  Tor” at  the  Erlanger  Theatre. 
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At  the  MPTOA  Convention 

Oklahoma  City — The  official  registra- 

tion list  at  the  18th  annual  MPTOA  con- 
vention here  included  leaders  of  every 

branch  of  the  industry  from  every  section 

of  the  country.  In  addition  to  this  list 

more  than  a   hundred  and  fifty  other  in- 
dividuals from  the  area  attended  the  con- 

vention sessions: 

Cecil  Cupp,  Royal,  Arkadelphia,  Ark.; 
Tom  G.  Clark,  same;  Miss  Amye  Jones, 

Malco,  North  Little  Rock,  Ark.;  O.  F. 

Collins,  Capitol  and  Majestic,  Paragould, 

Ark.;  J.  F.  Norman,  Too- Ark,  Little  Rock. 
Ark.;  M.  A.  Lightman  jr.,  Malco,  Hope, 

Ark.;  G.  Carey,  Strand,  Paris,  Ark.;  Rufus 

A.  Davis,  Martin  &   Davis  Theatre,  Do- 

than, Ala.;  Mack  Jackson,  Strand,  Alexan- 
der City,  Ala.;  Arthur  Ungar,  Daily 

Variety,  Hollywood,  Cal. 

H.  V.  Harvey,  Harvey  Amusement  Co., 

San  Francisco;  Charles  Heffley,  Sho-Ball 

Co.,  Los  Angeles;  O.  C.  Alexander,  Alexan- 

der Film,  Colorado  Springs;  R.  Rick  Rick- 
etson,  Fox,  Denver;  Joe  Haney,  Alexander, 

Colorado  Springs;  J.  Don  Alexander, 

Alexander,  Colorado  Springs;  Mike  Mc- 
Inaney,  Alexander,  Colorado  Springs;  Mrs. 

P.  B.  McCormick,  Canon  City,  Colo.;  B.  P. 

McCormick,  McCormick  Theatres,  Canon 

City;  Mrs.  Ed  Levy,  New  Haven,  Conn.; 

Edward  G.  Levy,  New  Haven. 

Ted  Jacocks,  Branford  Theatres,  Bran- 
ford, Conn.;  Arthur  H.  Lockwood,  Capitol, 

Middletown,  Conn.;  Mitchell  Wolfson, 

Wometco,  Miami;  Oscar  Lam,  Lam 

Amusement  Co.,  Rome,  Ga.;  Hugh  G.  Mar- 
tin, Martin  Theatre,  Columbus,  Ga.;  J.  H. 

Thompson,  Martin  &   Thompson  Theatres, 

Hawkinsville,  Ga.;  R.  E.  Martin,  Martin 

Theatres,  Columbus,  Ga.;  Charles  L.  King, 

Bach  Theatres,  Atlanta,  Ga.;  Mrs.  L.  S. 

Bach,  Bach,  Atlanta;  Fred  Levine,  Bach, 

Atlanta;  J.  W.  Rogers,  Rogers,  Cairo,  111.; 

Ben  H.  Adler,  Adler  Sign  Letter,  Chicago; 

B.  B.  Buchanan,  Kroehler,  Chicago;  Les- 
ter F.  Martin,  Consolidated  Book,  Chicago; 

E.  Wagner,  Wagner  Sign,  Chicago;  M.  M. 

Buchanan,  Motiograph,  Chicago. 

Les  Abbott,  Motiograph,  Chicago;  A.  A. 

Graves,  Life,  Chicago;  S.  E.  Pirtle,  Pirtle 

Circuit,  Jerseyville,  111.;  Mrs.  S.  E.  Pirtle; 

B.  F.  Myers,  Westinghouse,  Chicago;  Bob 

Krosechell,  Westinghouse,  Chicago;  C.  C. 

Koontz,  International  Seat,  Union  City, 

Ind.;  E.  J.  Fitzmaurice,  International  Seat, 

Union  City,  Ind.;  R.  R.  Biechele,  Osage, 

Kansas  City,  Kas.;  O.  Hunt,  Altec,  Kan- 
sas City;  Warren  L.  Weber,  Ritz  Theatre, 

Stafford,  Kas.;  W.  H.  Slothower,  State, 

Wichita,  Kas.;  Mrs.  W.  H.  Slothower;  H. 

B.  Doering,  Peoples,  Garnett,  Kas.;  E.  B. 

Danielson,  Dream,  Russell,  Kas.;  Mrs. 

Chas.  Barron,  Barron,  Pratt,  Kas.;  Ralph 

Lamed,  Lacrosse,  Parr,  Kas.;  H.  F.  Stro- 
wig,  Abilene,  Abilene,  Kas.;  W.  Johnson, 

M.  P.  Advertising  Service,  New  Orleans; 

W.  A.  Prewitt,  American  Desk,  New 
Orleans. 

J.  M.  Brennan,  Allied  Theatres,  Boston; 

J.  R.  Denniston,  Butterfield,  Monroe, 

Mich.;  Bernard  Haberfeld,  Haberfeld  & 

Flexer,  Amory,  Miss.;  David  Flexer,  New 

Albany,  Miss.;  R.  X.  Williams,  Lyric,  Ox- 

ford, Miss.;  R.  J.  Goodman,  Rex,  Stark- 
ville,  Miss.;  Mrs.  R.  J.  Goodman;  Ed 

Kuykendall,  Columbus,  Miss.;  Jerry  Kuy- 

kendall, Oklahoma  City;  Pete  Kuyken- 

dall, Columbus,  Miss.;  Grady  Cook,  Ponto- 
toc, Miss.;  R.  W.  McEwan,  Magic  Eye, 

Kansas  City;  W.  E.  Gregory,  Altec,  Kan- 
sas City;  Russell  Borg,  Grand  National, 

Kansas  City;  W.  E.  Scott  20th-Fox, 
Kansas  City;  E.  C.  Rhoden,  Fox,  Kansas 

City;  A.  C.  Mercier,  Mercier,  Perry ville, 

Mo.;  C.  A.  Schultz,  Commonwealth,  Kan- 
sas City;  Tom  Edwards,  Ozark,  Eldon, 

Mo.;  W.  Hardy  Hendren  jr..  United  Ad, 

Kansas  City;  George  W.  Lincoln,  Rodgers, 

Not  to  Be  Overlooked 

Though  last  week’s  issue  of  Boxoffice 
contained  more  inches  of  news  about  the 

MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma  City 

than  any  other  single  issue  of  any  trade 

paper,  there  were  nevertheless  a   number 

of  important  sidelights  left  out  as  we  went 

to  press  that  the  editors  felt  should  be  in- 
cluded. They  are  presented  herewith. 

Leon  Pantell,  caterer  at  the  Biltmore, 

convention  headquarters,  has  announced 

his  opinion  that  move  people  are  “plain 
crazy.”  The  MPTOA  session  in  the  civic 
room  went  a   half  hour  beyond  its  sched- 

ule to  12:30  when  the  Rotary  club  was 

supposed  to  hold  its  weekly  luncheon.  But 

Leon  couldn’t  hurry  the  MPTOA  boys  and 

he  couldn’t  stall  the  Rotarians  so  there 
was  nothing  he  could  do  but  sweat  until 

the  MPTOA  session  was  completed  while 

200  Rotary  boys  waited  impatiently  in  the 
hotel  lobby. 

Nan  Grey,  Universal’s  young  blonde 

star,  was  the  forgotten  “star”  of  the  con- 
vention until  newspaper  boys  realized  she 

was  being  overlooked  in  the  day’s  publicity 

and  made  her  the  next  day’s  heroine  in 
front-page  stories. 

Joe  Estes  and  Pete  Crown  met  each 

other  at  the  MPTOA  convention  and  had 

a   big  laugh  for  it  was  the  first  time  they 

had  met  since  Joe  went  to  jail  for  Pete 

25  years  ago.  That  was  when  Pete,  now 

operator  of  theatres  at  Borger  and  Pampa, 

Texas,  and  Bartlesville,  was  running  a 

theatre  in  Houston  and  Joe  was  the  lea- 

der of  the  Houston  operators’  union.  Pete 

was  showing  “The  Soul  of  Broadway”  and 
it  was  about  sin  which  made  the  Houston 

board  of  censors  unhappy,  and  Pete  got 

mad  and  refused  to  make  the  changes  re- 
quested by  the  board.  So  they  had  Pete 

arrested  and  continued  to  arrest  him 

every  10  or  15  minutes  to  prevent  him 

getting  out  an  injunction  against  the  cen- 

sors. So  Joe  made  him  a   proposition:  “If 
you  will  keep  on  running  the  picture,  em- 

ploying us  operators,  we  will  go  to  jail 

for  you.”  Pete  said  okeh,  so  18  members 
of  the  union  went  to  jail  for  Pete  Crown, 

before  he  secured  the  injunction  and 

bailed  them  out.  Joe,  one  of  the  18,  is 

now  regional  representative  for  National 
Screen  Service. 

L.  C.  Hehl,  St.  Louis,  was  on  hand  for 

the  18th  consecutive  time,  which  means  he 

has  attended  every  convention  since  the 

MPTOA  began.  He  is  81  years  old  and  is 

secretary  of  the  Missouri  association. 

Caruthersville,  Mo.;  Frank  Cassil,  Kansas 

Missouri  Theatre  Owners  Ass’n,  St.  Joseph, 

Mo.;  John  C.  Stapel,  Paramount,  Colum- 
bia, Mo.;  C.  E.  Williams,  Park,  Omaha; 

E.  C.  Cahill,  RCA,  Camden,  N.  J.,  Homer 

D.  Snook,  RCA,  Camden. 

E.  T.  Jones,  RCA,  Camden;  G.  W.  Hartt- 
mann,  Armour,  Kansas  City,  Mo.;  E.  L. 
Harris,  Alexander,.  Kansas  City;  Viola 

Frank,  St.  Louis-E.  Mo. -So.  111.,  St.  Louis; 

Louis  C.  Hehl,  Southern  111.  Ass’n,  St. 
Louis,  Mo.;  Lillian  Krueger,  St.  Louis; 

Fred  Wehrenberg,  Missouri-So.  Illinois, 
St.  Louis;  Wm.  Beverly  Miller,  Kansas 

City;  William  G.  Formby,  editor,  Box- 
office;  Glen  Caldwell,  Princess,  Aurora, 

Mo.;  Don  Davis,  RCA,  Kansas  City;  Cecil 

E.  Maberry,  Monogram,  New  York  City; 

Walter  E.  Green,  National  Theatre  Sup- 

ply, New  York  City;  J.  A.  Hammond,  Na- 
tional Carbon,  New  York  City;  Edward 

Auger,  RCA,  New  York  City;  Irving  Brody, 
Athletic  Film  Co.,  New  York  City;  Terrye 

Ramsaye,  Motion  Picture  Herald,  New 

York  City;  A1  Bondy,  Select  Attractions, 
New  York  City. 

Charles  L.  Casanave,  National  Screen, 

New  York  City;  Elizabeth  Day,  Wagner 

Sign  Service,  New  York  City;  George  F. 

Dembow,  National  Screen,  New  York  City; 

A.  C.  Hayman,  Lafayette,  Buffalo;  R.  A. 

Hayman,  Buffalo;  Helen  O’Toole,  MPTOA, 
New  York  City;  Dave  Palfreyman, 

MPTOA,  New  York  City;  Joe  Phillipson, 

Standard  Theatres,  New  York  City;  Chick 

Lewis,  Showman’s  Trade  Review,  New  York 
City;  A1  Steen,  Film  Daily,  New  York  City; 
S.  S.  Stevenson,  Henderson,  N.  C.;  Mrs. 

Adam  Hornbeck,  Griffith,  Shawnee,  Okla.; 

Les  Gibbs,  Griffith,  Oklahoma  City;  W.  L. 

Berryman,  Griffith,  Bartlesville,  Okla.;  L. 

A.  Chatham,  Griffith,  Norman,  Okla. 

Adam  Hornbeck,  Griffith,  Shawnee, 

Okla.;  Bob  Browning,  Griffith,  Ponca 

City;  Melvin  Baum,  Texlite,  Inc.,  Tulsa, 
Okla.;  Fred  Allred,  Allred,  Pryor,  Okla.; 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Homer  Jones,  Ritz,  Alva, 

Okla.;  Ray  Higdon,  National  Screen,  Okla- 
homa City;  J.  C.  Hunter,  Talbot  theatres, 

Tulsa,  Okla.;  John  Feeney,  Gem,  Tulsa, 

Okla.;  Pete  Crown,  Crown,  Bartlesville, 

Okla.;  O.  E.  Enlow,  Criterion,  El  Reno, 

Okla.;  Chet  Humphrey,  Ritz,  Britton, 
Okla.;  Max  Brock,  Lawton,  Lawton,  Okla.; 

0.  K.  Kemp,  Victory,  Poteau,  Okla.; 

George  Limerick,  Griffith,  Enid,  Okla.; 

Fred  B.  Pickrel,  Ki-He-Kah,  Ponca  City, 

Okla.;  Harry  Lowenstein,  Griffith,  Ard- 
more; P.  R.  Isley,  Southwestern,  Tulsa, 

Okla.;  I.  G.  Killough,  Griffith,  Ada;  Mrs. 

1.  G.  Killough;  Claude  Leachman,  Grif- 

fith, Stillwater,  Okla.;  Mrs.  Ellen  Mohr- 
bacher,  Savoy,  Prague,  Okla.;  W.  W.  Sides, 

Ritz,  Talihina,  Okla.;  A.  R.  Powell,  Grif- 
fith, Guthrie,  Okla.;  Bill  Slepka,  Jewel, 

Okemah,  Okla.;  W.  T.  Spears,  Plaza,  At- 
lus,  Okla.;  George  Proctor,  Proctor  & 
Marsh,  Muskogee,  Okla.;  R.  V.  Scott,  Kaw 

City,  Okla.;  Ralph  Talbot,  Talbot  The- 
atres, Tulsa,  Okla,;  John  Terry,  Cozy, 

Tulsa,  Okla.;  L.  A.  White,  Bungalow, 

Weatherford,  Okla.;  W.  P.  Moran,  South- 
western, Oklahoma  City;  Wade  Schroeder, 

Griffith,  Oklahoma  City. 

R.  F.  Wilbern,  Griffith,  Duncan,  Okla.; 

Lewen  Pizor,  Pizor,  Philadelphia;  Edward 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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M.  Fay,  Providence,  R.  I.;  Elsie  Wagner, 

Film  Transit,  Inc.,  Memphis;  Bob  Bos- 
tick, National  Theatre  Supply,  Memphis; 

Floyd  Shaffer,  American  Desk,  Memphis; 

M.  A.  Lightman,  Malco,  Memphis;  Hugh 

Braly,  Paramount,  Dallas;  Marietta  Gill, 

Tad  Screen  Service,  Dallas;  Neil  Houston, 

20th-Fox,  Dallas;  A.  J.  Del  Cambre,  United 
Artists,  Dallas;  Don  C.  Douglas,  Robb  & 

Rowley,  Dallas;  Jack  Corrigan,  Griffith, 

Dallas;  H.  R.  Beierdorf,  20th-Fox,  Dallas; 
Duke  Evans,  Evans  Printing,  Dallas;  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Buddy  Harris,  Tad  Screen,  Dal- 
las. 

Howard  Hodge,  Griffith,  Midland,  Texas; 

H

.

 

 

T.  Hodge,  H&H,  Abilene,  Tex.;  John 

L.  Franconi,  

Monogram,  

Dallas;  
Joe  

Estes, 
National  

Screen,  
Dallas;  

Forrest  
Dunlap, American  

Desk,  
Temple;  

Victor  
Cornelius, Nap- 

Ads,  
Eastland,  

Tex.;  
Murray  

Harris, Paramount  

Display,  

Ft.  
Worth,  

Tex.;  
H. 

H.  Frasch,  
National  

Carbon,  
Dallas;  

Tom 
C.  Collins,  

Nap- 
Ads,  

Eastland,  

Tex.;  
Pat 

Garyn,  

Trailer- 
Made,  

Dallas;  

Brownie Akers,  
Griffith,  

Dallas;  
N.  B.  Blount,  

Mem- 
phis, RCA;  

E.  B.  Coleman,  

M-G-M.  

Dal- 
las; Claude  

Ezell,  
Magic  

Eye,  
Dallas;  

Bert 
King,  

RCA,  
Dallas;  

Mrs.  
Bert  

King;  
Art 

Jones,  
press,  

Dallas;  
Fred  

M.  Jack,  
Warner Bros.,  

Dallas;  
H.  W.  Lauthstrom,  

American Seating,  

Dallas;  
Carl  

Johnson,  

RCA,  
Dal- 

las; C.  V.  Jones,  
Robb  

&   Rowley,  
Dallas. 

I

.

 

 

P.  Renouf,  Westinghouse,  Dallas; 

Bill  
Moore,  

Griffith,  

Dallas;  

W.  
P.  

McIn- tosh, Alexander,  

Amarillo;  

H.  
B.  

Robb, Robb  

&   Rowley,  

Dallas;  

J.  
A.  

Mclnaney, 
Alexander,  

Dallas;  

H.  
Mulkey,  

Pastime, Clarendon,  

Tex.;  

Hugh  

Owen,  

United  

Art- 
ists, Dallas;  

Geo.  

P.  
O’Rourke,  

Interna- 
tional Seat,  

Dallas;  

Mrs.  
F.  

S.  
Oliver,  

Lib- erty, Shamrock,  

Tex.;  

Eloise  

Phifer,  

press, Dallas;  

Fred  

S.  
Oliver,  

Liberty,  

Shamrock, 
Tex.;  

Volney  

Phifer,  

press,  

Dallas;  

C.  
L. 

McCoy,  

Kroehler,  

Dallas;  

E.  
R.  

Rowley, R&R,  

Dallas;  

E.  
C.  

Mayfield,  

press,  

Dal- las; Roy  

Olson,  

press,  

Dallas;  

J.  
I.  

Rob- erts, National  

Theatre,  

Dallas;  

Geo.  

W. 
Thornton,  

Buffalo  

Engineering,  

Dallas;  

W. 

J

.

 

 

Wooten,  Olympic,  Canyon,  Tex.;  L.  F. 

Stocker,  

Griffith,  

Dallas;  

Roy  

D.  
Thrash, 

Texlite,  

Inc.,  

Dallas;  

E.  
A.  

Warner,  

Burch Popcorn,  

Dallas. Jack  Zei'n,  Walltex  Service  Corp.,  Dal- 
las; Alfred  N.  Sack,  Sack,  Dallas;  Paul 

Short,  National  Screen,  Dallas;  S.  M. 

Sachs,  RKO,  Dallas;  Wallace  Walthall, 

National  Screen,  Dallas;  Roy  L.  Walker, 

LeRoy,  Lampasas,  Tex.;  Henry  Sorenson, 

Modern  Theatre  Equip.  Co.,  Dallas;  Frank 

Sullivan,  press,  Dallas;  Nonia  Sullivan, 

press,  Dallas;  Frank  Stzzra,  press,  Dallas; 

L.  O.  Lukan,  Green  Lake,  Seattle,  Wash.; 

W.  G.  Ripley,  MPTO  of  NW,  Longview, 

Wash.;  Allen  J.  Bachrach,  Calvert,  Wash.; 

A.  J.  Brylawski,  Washington,  D.  C.;  Lloyd 

J.  Wineland,  Washington,  D.  C.;  George 

Caughan,  Paramount,  Oklahoma  City. 

Charles  Clark,  20th-Fox,  Oklahoma  City; 
T.  H.  McKean,  Paramount,  Oklahoma 

City;  B.  J.  McKenna,  Griffith,  Oklahoma 

City;  Bob  Hutchinson,  Oklahoma  City; 

J.  O.  Rhode,  Vitagraph,  Oklahoma  City; 

Bob  Pfotenhauer,  State,  Oklahoma  City; 

T.  B.  Noble,  State,  Oklahoma  City;  Ed 

Walber,  K.  Lee  Williams,  Oklahoma  City; 

Harry  McKenna,  K.  Lee  Williams,  Oklaho- 
ma City;  Bob  Gallman,  Pix,  Oklahoma 

City;  Mrs.  Fred  Hohenscheidt,  Griffith, 

Oklahoma  City.;  C.  A.  Gibbs,  Columbia, 

Oklahoma  City;  Fred  Hohenscheidt,  Grif- 

fith, Oklahoma  City;  J.  W.  Loewe,  War- 

ner, Oklahoma  City;  Ona  Johnson,  Majes- 

tic, Oklahoma  City;  John  J.  Curry,  Para- 

mount, Oklahoma  City;  Mack  Tritch,  Na- 
tional Screen,  Oklahoma  City;  C.  V.  Little, 

press,  Oklahoma  City;  Jake  Watkins,  Na- 
tional Theatre,  Oklahoma  City;  H.  T. 

Van  Meter,  Warner,  Oklafioma  City;  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  C.  O.  Fulgham,  Griffith,  Okla- 
homa City;  J.  Eldon  Peak,  Oklahoma 

Theatre  Supply,  Oklahoma  City;  L.  J. 

Kimbriel,  Oklahoma  Theatre  Supply,  Ok- 

lahoma City;  Tom  Dyer,  Oklahoma  The- 
atre Supply,  Oklahoma  City;  H.  O.  Stark, 

Griffith,  Oklahoma  City;  J.  E.  Hobbs, 

Universal,  Oklahoma  City;  Sol  Davis,  Re- 
public, Oklahoma  City. 

Bill  Howell,  Motiograph,  Oklahoma 

City;  Claud  Motley,  Griffith,  Oklahoma 

City;  Dinty  Moore,  Standard,  Oklahoma 

City;-  William  Quinn,  city  manager,  Okla- 
homa City;  Ernest  W.  Fair,  trade  press, 

Oklahoma  City;  Fred  Schofield,  Motion 

Picture  Daily,  Oklahoma  City;  Frank  Lee, 

press,  Oklahoma  City;  Governor  E.  W. 

Marland,  Oklahoma  City;  Granville  Scan- 
land,  police  chief,  Oklahoma  City;  Tom 

Webb,  police,  Oklahoma  City;  Lee  Hills, 

press,  Oklahoma  City;  Ed  Wallace,  press, 

Oklahoma  City;  Mayor  J.  Frank  Martin. 

Oklahoma  City;  Walter  Harrison,  oress, 

Oklahoma  City;  Dean  Boswell,  press,  Ok- 
lahoma City;  R.  G.  Miller,  press,  Okla 

homa  City;  Morris  Moore,  press,  Oklahoma 

City;  Herb  Turpie,  Tad,  Dallas;  Harold 

Rodner,  Warner  Bros.,  New  York  City; 

Nathan  D.  Golden,  department  of  com- 
merce, Washington;  L.  J.  Finske,  Cooper, 

Denver;  Mrs.  Malcolm  Cook;  Okmulgee, 

Okla.;  A.  F.  Baker,  A.  F.  Baker  Ents., 

Kansas  City,  Kas.;  Milton  Wade,  Majestic, 

Gainesville,  Tex.;  Stanley  W.  Hand,  Wall- 
tex, New  York  City;  Cossie  Smith,  New, 

Sasakwa,  Okla.;  Arthur  de  Stefano,  Na- 
tional Theatre  supply,  Los  Angeles;  Byron 

Adams,  Warner  Bros.,  Dallas;  I.  A.  Ander- 

son, Tad,  Dallas;  Oscar  S.  Oldknow,  Na- 
tional Theatre,  Los  Angeles;  Jack  Lilly, 

Greenville,  Tex. 

Two  Uvalde  Houses  to 

A   Griffith  Subsidiary 
Uvalde,  Tex. — H.  W.  Little,  president  of 

Uvalde  Theatres,  Inc.,  has  sold  the  Strand 

and  Ritz  theatres  to  Consolidated  Thea- 

tres, Inc.,  a   Griffith  subsidiary,  includ- 

ing buildings  and  equipment.  The  pur- 
chasers are  now  in  charge  of  operations. 

Foster  Lyman  is  the  new  manager  of  both 
houses. 

Little,  who  has  been  in  the  wholesale 

grocery  business,  is  an  uncle  of  Don  C. 

Douglas  of  Dallas,  who  has  also  been  in- 
terested in  theatres  here. 

Under  the  new  ownership,  the  theatres 

have  been  leased  to  Jack  Pickens,  Theatres, 

Inc.,  a   subsidiary  of  Consolidated  Thea- 
tres, the  announcement  states. 

gUSTER  SMITH’S  new  film  house  at 
Horatio  opened  November  3.  The  the- 

atre is  located  in  the  building  adjoining 

Shull’s  store  and  has  undergone  complete 

alteration.  New  sound  equipment  was  in- 
stalled and  a   large  stage  for  home  talent 

productions  was  constructed. 

W.  D.  Mitchell,  enterprising  manager  of 

the  Gem,  Dumas,  gave  away  pictures  of  the 

Boeing  Flying  Fortress  and  50  authentic 

gliding  models  to  children  who  attended 
the  matinee  last  Saturday. 

One  exhibitor  still  believes  that  “hon- 

esty is  the  best  policy.”  D.  E.  Fitton,  man- 
ager of  the  Lyric,  Harrison,  recently  in- 

serted a   sign  in  his  ticket  window  which 

read,  “Tonight’s  Picture  Is  Very  Poor. 

Take  Our  Word  For  It.” 

Burton  Walker,  Dixie  Theatre,  Ashdown, 

did  some  remodeling  at  his  theatre  this 

week,  moved  the  screen  hack  eight  feet 
and  installed  three  rows  of  seats. 

J.  Bye  Coverston  of  the  Gentry  The- 
atre, Gentry,  announces  that  beginning 

this  week  his  house  will  operate  Monday, 

Thursday  and  Saturday  nights. 

Eli  Whitney  Collins  of  Little  Rock,  for- 
mer president  of  the  MPTOA,  and  for  the 

past  two  years  public  relations  director  in 

Arkansas,  has  been  appointed  state  di- 

rector of  the  Unemployment  Compensa- 
tion Division. 

Motion  picture  views  of  Arkansas,  which 

will  be  shown  at  the  New  York  World’s 
Fair,  are  being  filmed  in  Arkansas  by 

a   camera  crew  from  Washington.  Last 

Monday  the  crew  filmed  cotton  sequences 

on  plantations  and  in  cotton  gins  and  com- 
presses in  the  eastern  part  of  the  state. 

Plantation  melodies  and  Negro  spirituals 

for  a   musical  background  also  were  re- 
corded. Tuesday  shots  of  the  annual  state 

fox  hunt,  held  near  Forrest  City,  were made. 

Jack  Hoxie,  hero  of  ma?iy  western  films, 

entertained  a   large  group  last  week  at 

Ozark  Lithia,  near  Hot  Springs,  at  his 

new  motion  picture  colony. 

Caswell  Is  Opened 

Yanceyville,  N.  C. — The  Caswell  Thea- 

tre has  been  opened  by  the  North  Caro- 
lina Amusement  Co.  Manager  of  the  new 

house,  which  seats  400,  is  E.  W.  Sell. 

400  Are  Expected  at 
Carolinas  Meet 

Charlotte — About  400  will  attend  the 

annual  convention  here  of  the  TOA 

of  North  and  South  Carolina,  December 

4   and  5,  according  to  Pauline  Griffith, 

secretary  and  treasurer.  More  than 

200  theatres  will  be  represented. 

S.  S.  Stevenson,  president  of  the 

association,  attended  the  annual 

MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma  City 

last  week. 
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MENACE  OF  16MM  FILM  COMPETITION  BECOMES 

VIVID  AS  TWO  ONTARIO  TOWNS  ARE  INVADED 

Child  Entry  Law  Amendment 

To  Be  Suggested  Next  Year 

Itinerants  Drain  Business 

From  Established 

Theatres 

Montreal — An  amendment  to  the  Que- 
bec law  barring  children  under  16  from 

theatres  in  the  province  will  be  suggested 

next  year,  Cyrille  Delage,  Quebec  superin- 
tendent of  education,  reports.  The  amend- 

ment will  be  aimed  at  making  educational 
films  available  to  Quebec  children. 

During  the  last  legisltaive  session,  Pre- 
mier Duplessis  declared  the  government 

saw  in  films  possibilities  of  an  education 
medium  but  the  chief  objection  to  their 

present  use  lay  in  the  lack  of  suitable  pic- 
tures. 

That  this  objection  is  being  overcome  is 
evident  from  the  favor  with  which  the  re- 

cent showing  of  “Boys  Town”  was  greeted 
in  educational  circles  in  both  Montreal 

and  Quebec  City. 

Public  opinion  in  favor  of  amelioration 
of  the  ban  on  juveniles  is  crystallized  in 
the  following  editorial  in  which  Montreal 
Gazette,  leading  morning  paper,  urges 
removal  of  the  discriminatory  legislation: 

“The  Provincial  government  is  quite 
evidently  inclined  to  modify  the  existing 
law  barring  children  from  moving  picture 

theatres  if  it  can  be  assured  of  public  sup- 
port. To  that  end  it  is  seeking  the  opin- 

ion of  representative  citizens,  both  clerical 

and  lay,  particularly  those  whose  voca- 
tions and  experience  have  qualified  them 

to  form  and  express  dependable  judgment 
in  a   matter  of  this  kind.  The  result  ought 
to  be  an  almost  unanimous  decision  in 
favor  of  relaxation.  Children  under  16 

years  are  being  denied  access  to  these  the- 
atres, and  to  their  own  loss,  to  that  of 

their  parents,  and,  of  course,  to  that  of 

the  theatres  themselves.  This  is  not  a   pro- 
position, but  a   fact,  unless  it  can  be  shown 

that  the  censorship  in  this  province  is  in- 
adequate and  that  undesirable  pictures  are 

being  shown.  It  will  be  hard  to  prove  this, 

and  in  view  of  two  things,  first,  the  ac- 
knowledged strictness  of  the  censorship 

and,  second,  the  policy  which  producers 
have  pursued  in  recent  years,  which  is  that 
of  giving  the  public  clean  and  wholesale 

entertainment.  Furthermore,  it  is  uni- 
versally conceded  now  that  the  moving 

picture  theatre  is  an  educational  agency 
of  the  highest  value.  Why  exclude  chil- 

dren from  its  benefits? 

“The  whole  situation  as  it  now  exists 
is  paradoxical.  The  law  closes  all  mov- 

ing picture  theatres  to  children  under  16 
years  of  age  and  has  done  so  for  ten 

years,  not  because  of  the  fare  that  is  of- 
fered on  the  screen  or  the  fear  that  it  may 

impress  injuriously  the  immature  minds  of 
young  people,  but  because  one  theatre  was 
burned  with  attendant  loss  of  life.  The 

Laurier  Palace  Theatre  disaster  was  ap- 

Discuss  Child  Ban 

Montreal  —   An  independent  board  of 

censors  should  be  appointed  to  review  mo- 
tion pictures  suitable  for  children  between 

seven  and  16  years  of  age,  Gerald  A. 

Coughlin,  K.  C.,  told  the  Catholic  School 

Commission  at  its.  weekly  meeting.  Cough- 

lin’s suggestion  came  during  the  commis- 
sion’s discussion  of  this  question,  which 

the  president,  Armand  Dupuis,  introduced. 
Dupuis  sought  the  opinion  of  his  colleagues, 
which  ultimately  may  be  submitted  to  the 
investigation  which  began  on  this  problem 
in  Quebec  recently. 

No  general  rule  could  be  adopted,  Cough- 
lin stated.  Children  under  seven  years 

of  age  should  not  be  permitted  to  go  to 

theatres,  children  between  seven  and  12 
might  be  allowed  to  see  certain  types  of 

pictures,  and  children  between  12  and  16 
might  be  permitted  more  latitude,  Coughlin 
declared.  What  pictures  were  permissible 
should  be  decided  by  an  independent  and 

reliable  board  of  censorship,  the  commis- 
sion was  told. 

Proper  supervision  of  theatres  is  another 

major  point,  Dupuis  pointed  out  to  avert 
anything  like  the  Laurier  Palace  disaster. 

Other  commissioners  expressed  different 

views.  One  gave  examples  of  students’ 
imaginations  being  fired  by  moving  pic- 

tures to  the  extent  that  studies  are  neg- 
lected in  the  intervals,  between  visits  to  the 

theatre.  Dupuis,  however,  believed  simi- 
lar after-effects  could  result  from  baseball 

and  hockey  games  as  well.  Another  com- 
missioner felt  that  admittance  of  children, 

under  proper  circumstances,  might  result 
in  production  of  pictures  exclusively  for 
juvenile  entertainment. 

The  matter  was  finally  referred  to  the 

pedagogic  committee  for  study  and  sug- 
gestions. 

palling,  and  at  the  same  time,  very  natur- 
ally, measures  against  any  possible  recur- 

rence were  not  only  advocated,  but  urged. 
The  present  law  was  the  result.  It  did  not 
then  and  does  not  now  affect  the  fire 

hazard  itself,  but  merely  applies  to  that 
hazard  a   human  age  limit. 

“It  is  scarcely  surprising  in  these  cir- 
cumstances that  the  original  main  reason 

for  the  existing  statute  does  not  enter  at 
all  into  the  discussions  now  in  progress  as 
to  whether  the  law  should  or  should  not  be 

amended.  Those  discussions  turn  upon 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

By  WALT  FESSEY 
Toronto — Because  two  16mm  theatres 

have  now  invaded  towns  in  Ontario,  in- 
stead of  being  restricted  to  rural  districts 

or  to  towns  located  at  least  ten  miles  from 

any  established  theatre,  some  exhibitors, 
who  have  been  loath  to  believe  that  16mm 
ever  would  become  much  of  a   menace  to 
the  35mm  houses,  are  now  declaring  that 
the  medium  has  burst  its  bounds. 

A   warning  note  in  this  regard  is  now 
being  sounded  by  Harold  Kay,  secretary 

of  the  Independent  Theatres  Ass’n  of  On- 
tario, who  after  pointing  out  he  “for  one was  slow  to  believe  that  the  narrow  gauge 

film  would  be  a   serious  competitor  to  the 

regulation  film  as,  the  supply  of  feature 

subjects  was  extremely  limited  and  theatre 

comforts  too  well  developed  and  didn’t 
see  any  cause  for  shouting  stop  thief  or 

fire  before  we  were  hurt,”  now  declares: 
“Like  a   nice  homey  fire  confined  to  the 
hearth,  it  (16mm)  suddenly  leaped  out 
and  now  threatens  to  burn  the  house  down 

ai’ound  us.  Narrow  gauge  film  is  creeping 
closer  and  closer  to  established  theatres 
and  in  two  instances  has  set  up  regular 

business  in  competition  with  existing 

theatres.” 
Forty  in  Ontario 

After  pointing  out  that  “Welland,  Ont., 
has  a   150-seat  16mm  showplace,  and  Grand 

Valley,  Ont.,  a   185-seat  theatre  giving 
three  shows  a   week  with  the  expectation 

of  soon  making  them  every  night,”  Kay 
reports  there  are  now  40  itinerant  ex- 

hibitors in  Ontario  squabbling  for  terri- 
tory, overlapping,  crowding  each  other  for 

show  dates,  covering  up  each  other’s  ad- 
vertising posters  and  so  forth. 

He  says  that  exhibitors  on  the  edge  of 

cities  and  in  the  larger  towns  are  com- 
plaining bitterly  that  their  business  is 

being  seriously  drained  by  these  shows. 
Kay  stresses  that  the  owner  of  a   regular, 

35mm,  theatre  pays  a   15-cent  seat  tax, 
business  tax,  real  estate  tax  and  gives  em- 

ployment locally;  is  forced  by  the  Province 

of  Ontario’s  motion  picture  bureau  to  spend 
a   substantial  amount  of  money  in  fire- 

proofing his  building,  arranging  enough 
exits,  laying  concrete  floors,  in  short,  to 

insure  the  maximum  of  safety  to  audi- 
ences. 

“If  the  motion  picture  bureau  can  step 
in  and  regulate  the  35mm  theatre  for  the 

safety  and  comfort  of  patrons,”  asks  Kay, 
“why  are  16mm  showplaces  permitted  to 
run  practically  unregulated,  in  fire  traps 
without  proper  exits,,  in  untaxed  town 
halls,  by  exhibitors  who  pay  a   negligible 

license  fee  per  year,  take  the  town’s 

money  and  move  on?” 
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EDUCATIONAL  CENTERS  EXPRESS  READINESS 

TO  UTILIZE  INCOME  FROM  AMUSEMENT  LEVY 
A   Prospective  Restoration 

Of  Tax  Tempts  Bids 

From  Many 

By  MILTON  GALBRAITH 

Ottawa — The  latest  development  in 

connection  with  the  prospective  restora- 
tion of  the  amusement  tax  for  patrons  of 

theatres  in  Ontario  is  the  suggestion  from 
institutes  of  higher  learning  for  a   slice  of 
the  proposed  levy  as  financial  aid  for  the 
cause  of  education — to  the  extent  of  one 
cent  on  every  theatre  admission  ticket  in 
the  community  in  which  the  university  is 
situated. 

This  appears  to  be  the  open  season  for 
theatre  operators  because,  from  all  sides, 
there  are  threats,  demands  and  requests 
for  an  assessment  on  theatre  admissions 
for  special  purposes. 

Premier  M.  P.  Hepburn  of  Ontario  wiped 
off  the  previous  ten  per  cent  ticket  tax 
on  June  1,  1937,  shortly  before  the  Pro- 

vincial elections  when  the  theatre  com- 
panies gave  an  undertaking  that  admis- 

sion prices  would  be  reduced  to  the  ex- 
tent of  the  tax — which  was  readily  done. 

Cities  Would  Impose  Tax 

Premier  Hepburn  has  been  proclaiming 
that  the  exhibitors  have  not  kept  faith 
with  him  and  has  threatened  to  put  the 
ticket  tax  back  in  the  statute  book.  On 
the  other  hand,  Famous  Players  Canadian 
Corp.  has  shown  that  admission  scales 
have  not  been  raised  since  June,  1937,  al- 

though there  have  been  some  price  adjust- 
ments in  several  locations. 

The  Ontario  Mayors  Ass’n,  by  resolution, 
is  seeking  legislative  permission  from  the 
Provincial  government  so  that  municipali- 

ties can  secure  ticket  tax  revenue  for  un- 
employment relief  purposes,  the  Province 

Toronto  First-Runs 

Report  Grossers 
Toronto — It  is  reported  "You  Can't 

Take  It  With  You"  grossed  $14,000  in 
its  first  week  at  the  Uptown  Theatre 

in  Toronto.  At  Loew's  Theatre  here 

"Boys  Town,"  which  did  $13,000  in  the 
first  week,  was  expected  to  do  at  least 

$8,500  in  the  second.  “Dracula"  and 

"Frankenstein,"  which  were  such  a 

magnet  at  Shea's  Hippodrome  here 
they  attracted  patrons  enough  to  make 

it  the  biggest  week  in  a   long  time, 

have  finished  another  week  of  near- 

record business.  "That  Certain  Age" 
drew  immense  throngs  to  the  Imperial 

Theatre  here,  piling  up  between  $10,- 

000  and  $20,000  during  the  two-week 
showing. 

to  do  the  collecting  and  the  subsequent 
dividing  of  the  spoils. 

Three  cities  have  made  known  their  in- 
tention to  apply  to  the  legislature  for  en- 

actments which  would  enable  them  to  im- 
pose a   local  amusement  tax.  The  To- 
ronto city  fathers  have  already  estimated 

that  $400,000  per  year  could  be  collected 
from  this  source  on  a   ten  per  cent  basis. 
Ottawa  has  not  shown  any  interest  in  the 
proposal,  however. 

And  now  the  dignified  seats  of  learning 

have  made  it  known  that  a   special  one- 
cent  tax  on  every  theatre  ticket  sold  in 
the  community  would  be  desirable  to 
augment  finances.  There  are  recognized 
universities  at  Ottawa,  Kingston,  Toronto, 

Hamilton,  London  and  Windsor,  with  col- 
leges, affiliated  and  otherwise,  in  many 

other  cities  and  towns  across  the  Province 

so  that  the  special  one-cent  levy  might 
prove  to  be  widespread. 

The  Ontario  Government  was  the  first 
anywhere  to  impose  a   ticket  tax  as  a   war 
revenue  measure,  the  initial  levy  in  1917 
being  a   so-called  war  tax  of  one  cent  on 
every  theatre  admission  regardless  of 
ticket  value.  The  war  came  to  an  active 
end  in  1918  but  the  war  tax  merely  be- 

came an  amusement  tax  and  was  raised 
from  time  to  time  until  the  maximum  was 
reached  in  1935  when  a   5-cent  admission 
ticket  was  assessed  one  cent,  or  20  per 
cent  of  face  value.  Then  the  whole  tax 
schedule  was  abolished  in  1937,  obviously 
as  an  election  dodge. 

V   ICC  TO  Kill  A 
CIG  HERZIG,  writer  for  Warner  Bros.’ 

studios  in  Hollywood,  and  his  wife  were 

visitors  here  .   .   .   “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You”  made  the  third  successive  holdover 
for  J.  M.  Robertson  of  the  Capitol  Theatre. 
It  met  with  enthusiastic  crowds  and  was 

held  over  three  days.  “Marie  Antoinette” 
and  “Boys  Town”  were  other  pictures  held. 

Six  hundred  and  fifty  new  seats  have 
reached  Victoria  and  Manager  R.  Calla- 
dine  reports  they  will  soon  be  installed  in 
the  Plaza  Theatre  .   .   .   Victorians  were 

amused  over  a   huge  sign  outside  the  Cap- 
itol Theatre  bearing  the  words,  “Win  $250,- 

000  in  Big  Movie  Quiz.”  The  other  side  of 
the  sign  stated,  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 

You.” 

A   young  boy  caused  quite  a   commotion 
in  a   local  theatre  when,  in  the  middle  of 

a   picture,  he  got  out  of  his  seat  and  shout- 
ed, “Is  there  a   doctor  in  the  house?”  After 

some  time  a   doctor  was  found  and  brought 

to  the  boy  who  calmly  said,  “Hi-ya  Doc.” 
Manager  J.  M.  Robertson  of  the  Capitol 

has  arranged  an  extensive  publicity  cam- 

paign for  “That  Certain  Age,”  starring Deanna  Durbin. 

Child  Admissions  Law 

Amendment  Named  Goal 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

the  quality  or  suitability  of  pictures  shown 
and  they  should  result  in  some  reasonable 
amendment,  for  the  reasons  already  given. 
In  addition  to  the  fact  that  screen  pictures 

as  shown  in  this  province  are  of  a   uni- 
formly high  standard  there  is  the  further 

consideration  that  in  many  instances,  they 

are  peculiarly  suited  to  the  younger  gener- 
ation and  calculated  to  strengthen  young 

minds.  One  such  picture  ‘Boys  Town’ 
which  was  screened  privately  here  and  in 
Quebec  in  the  presence  of  leading  educa- 

tionists, clergy  and  representatives  of  the 
state,  is  so  unique  in  its  appeal  as  to  put 
the  case  for  revision  past  argument.  A 
true  story  has  been  dramatized,  the  story 

of  a   priest’s  belief  in  the  inherent  good- 
ness of  boys  and  of  the  building  of  a   city 

for  homeless  boys  with  that  belief  as  its 
foundation.  It  is  a   fine  story  and  ad- 

mirably acted.  We  believe  that  no  boy 
could  see  it  without  definite  spiritual  bene- 

fit. But  the  law  says  this  must  not  be.” 
That  all  is  not  plain  sailing  yet,  how- 

ever, is  evident  from  the  attitude  of  the 
provincial  secretary,  who,  after  viewing 
“Boys  Town”  at  the  private  showing  for 
Quebec  educators,  approved  the  picture 

but  still  expressed  himself  as  “totally  op- 
posed” to  the  admission  of  children  to 

theatres.  The  provincial  secretary  added, 

however,  he  favored  showing  “documen- tary films  on  history,  geography  and 

science”  to  school  children  in  school  halls. 
“Theatres  are  not  places  for  youngsters 

to  frequent,”  said  Secretary  Paquette. 

Canadian-U.  S.  Trade 

Pact  Awaits  Signature 
Ottawa — Announcements  elsewhere  to 

the  contrary,  Prime  Minister  W.  L.  M. 
King  of  Canada  has  not  yet  signed  the  new 
trade  pact  with  the  United  States,  accord- 

ing to  his  statement  on  return  recently 
from  a   holiday  in  the  West  Indies.  It  was 
made  known  here  that  the  premier  will 
proceed  to  Washington  shortly  to  affix 
his  signature  to  the  agreement  and,  in  the 
meantime,  negotiations  are  still  in  progress 
with  a   view  to  the  amelioration  of  existing 

tariffs  on  trade  between  the  two  coun- 
tries. 

Ottawa  officials  declare  that  no  diffi- 
culties have  been  encountered  because  of 

the  discussions  between  the  United  States 
and  the  United  Kingdom  for  a   new  trade 
treaty  which  will  be  distinct  from  the 
U.  S. -Canada  agreement.  There  has  been 
no  denial  that  high  tariff  restrictions  af- 

fecting the  moving  picture  business  will 
be  appreciably  reduced. 
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fjARRY  ADKINS,  personable  young 
veteran  of  exhibiting  16  mm  films — he 

is  supposed  to  have  been  the  first  to  bring 

them  into  Canada — has  decided  to  quit 
the  touring  game  which  has  taken  him 
three  times  around  the  world,  and  settle 
down  and  operate  a   permanent  house.  On 
a   visit  to  Filmrow  in  St.  John,  Harry  said 
he  would  open  his  new  Kent  Theatre  in 
Richibucto,  N.  B.,  about  November  18. 

Ronald  T.  Watters,  well  known  in  the 

film  fraternity,  has  joined  the  staff  of  Em- 
pire-Universal at  St.  John  as  salesman 

.   .   .   Miss  Grace  K.  Patterson,  who  has  been 

cashier  of  the  Empire-Universal  branch 
since  the  company  was  organized  in  1932, 
resigned  to  return  to  her  home  in  Halifax 

for  a   while  because  of  illness  in  the  fam- 
ily .   .   .   Filmrow  tendered  her  a   farewell 

party. 

The  little  mining  city  of  Sydney,  Cape 
Breton,  N.  S„  is  an  active  film  market. 
Famous  Players  Canadian  already  has  one 
house  there,  the  Capitol,  and  expects  to 
have  a   new  one,  the  modern  Uptown,  built 
in  time  to  open  about  January  10  .   .   . 
M.  S.  Bernstein  has  returned  to  St.  John 

after  a   tour  of  the  B&L  theatres  in  An- 

dover, Hartland,  McAdam  and  Edmund- 
ston,  N.  B. 

Several  eastern  Canadian  theatres  have 

been  varying  their  screen  fare  lately  by 

presenting  a   small  stage  revue,  “This  Is 
the  Life,”  along  with  films,  to  test  public 
reaction.  After  playing  Cornwall,  Hamil- 

ton, Three  Rivers,  Quebec  and  other 

Amusement  Levy 
Deviser  Is  Dead 

Ottawa — The  father  of  the  amusement 

tax,  John  T.  White,  K.  C.,  former  deputy 
treasurer  of  the  Ontario  government, 
passed  away  after  an  illness  of  three  years 

which  compelled  his  retirement  from  pub- 
lic office  in  1935. 

As  an  authority  on  taxing  legislation, 
White  was  delegated  in  1917  to  devise  new 

sources  of  revenue  for  the  treasury  de- 
partment to  meet  the  increasing  financial 

demands  of  the  war  and  produced  the  first 
amusements  tax  act  in  the  world  which 

was  speedily  adopted  as  an  emergency  war 
measure,  the  initial  impost  being  a   mere 

one-cent  levy  on  every  theatre  admission 
ticket  regardless  of  face  value.  Other  al- 

lied countries  quickly  picked  up  the  idea. 
White  personally  supervised  the  collection 
of  the  amusement  tax  in  Ontario  until 
1933  and  it  was  only  once,  in  1932,  that 
he  encountered  the  organized  objection  of 
theatre  owners  when  a   schedule  revision 

brought  a   graduated  scale  which  imposed 

a   two-cent  impost  on  admissions  up  to  25 
cents.  After  considerable  agitation  on  the 
part  of  exhibitors,  all  theatre  tickets  of 
25  cents  and  under  were  given  exemption 
by  the  government  then  headed  by  Hon. 
George  S.  Henry. 

Famous  Players  Canadian  situations,  the 
show  swung  into  the  Maritimes  for  stands 
at  the  Capitol,  St.  John;  Garrick,  Halifax, 
and  Capitol,  Sydney. 

Again  this  year  the  Capitol  of  St.  John 
made  an  appreciated  contribution  to  the 
Armistice  Day  observances  by  preparing 
itself  to  accommodate  2,000  veterans,  their 
bands  and  so  on,  if  weather  interfered  with 

the  open-air  ceremony  at  the  memorial  in 
adjacent  King  Square.  Although  it  has 
been  necessary  to  utilize  the  house  only 

three  or  four  times,  the  “stand-by”  ar- 
rangement has  been  in  effect  nearly  every 

year  since  the  close  of  the  war. 

Leaving  St.  John  for  Montreal,  to  em- 
bark for  the  Old  Country,  John  G.  Bridges, 

F.R.G.S.,  development  secretary  of  the 
Overseas  League,  announced  he  would 

spend  the  winter  in  an  intensive  Ca?ia- 
dian  film  lecture  tour  in  Britain.  A   screen 
publicity  drive,  he  said,  would  do  much  to 

start  a   “reverse”  influx  of  European  tour- 
ists to  Canada. 

Structural  changes  are  being  made  in 
the  branch  building  of  Regal  Films  at  St. 
John  to  provide  new  office  facilities  for 

the  manager,  A.  E.  Smith,  and  the  book- 
ing department,  headed  by  Eric  Golding. 

Many  of  St.  John's  film  people  had  the 
pleasure  of  meeting  Mrs.  H.  Marston 

Bailey  and  her  young  daughter  of  Greens- 
boro, N.  C.,  and  Falmouth,  Mass.,  during 

their  visit  as  guests  of  Capitol  Manager 
and  Mrs.  W.  H.  Golding. 

Toronto  Liberty  Remodel 

Project  Is  Costing  $30,000 
Toronto — Under  the  direction  of  Kaplan 

and  Sprachman,  Toronto  architects,  the 
Liberty  Theatre,  which  is  being  renamed 
the  La  Salle,  is  being  remodeled.  It  will 
seat  700  persons. 

The  reconstruction  work,  costing  $30,000, 

includes  in  addition  to  general  moderniz- 
ing, new  seats,  indirect  Neon  lighting,  a 

new  air-conditioning  system,  and  new 

Mirrophonic  sound  and  projection  equip- 
ment being  installed  by  Dominion  Sound 

Equipments,  Ltd. 

Improve  Film  Quality 
Montreal — British  films  being  submitted 

for  entry  into  Canada  are  of  a   higher 
quality  this  year  than  last,  according  to 
Mrs.  H.  S.  Angus,  National  Film  Convener 
of  the  Independent  Order  of  Daughters  of 

the  Empire.  She  told  the  national  execu- 
tive committee  of  the  order  the  Cana- 

dian public  can  now  look  forward  to  see- 
ing better  films  from  the  mother  country. 

Install  Projectors 
Montreal — Two  Motiograph  projectors 

have  been  installed  in  the  Roxy  Theatre, 
Edmonton,  Alberta,  by  Dominion  Sound 

Equipment,  Ltd.  L.  R.  Abbott,  sales  man- 
ager of  Motiograph  Co.,  Inc.,  Chicago,  is 

in  town  conferring  with  L.  C.  Pearson, 
sales  manager  of  Dominion  Sound. 

Fire-Ravaged  Rex  in 
Regina  Is  Going  Dp 

Regina,  Sask. — Contracts  have  been  let 

to  Bird  Construction  Co.  for  the  recon- 
struction of  the  Rex  Theatre,  destroyed 

by  fire  September  14.  Construction  began this  week. 

Because  the  walls  were  left  in  good 

shape,  it  is  estimated  the  full  cost  of  re- 
building, reseating  and  equipping  the  700- 

seat  showhouse  will  be  $37,000.  The  sud- 
den arrival  of  winter  weather  may  slow 

up  work  somewhat,  but  it  is  hoped  the  Rex 
will  be  completed  for  reopening  early  in 
the  new  year. 

Plans  for  the  building  have  been  drawn 

by  W.  G.  Van  Egmond  and  Stan  E.  Storey, 
Regina  architects,  and  call  for  a   modern 

style  front,  air  conditioning,  a   new  heat- 
ing system,  and  better  interior  design. 

The  Rex  was  built  originally  in  1912.  It 
was  in  the  process  of  remodeling  when 
fire  destroyed  it. 

Jack  Watson  is  owner  of  the  Rex  and 
H.  A.  Bercovich  the  lessee. 

Finley  McRae  Candidate 
For  Ottawa  Civic  Board 
Ottawa — Finley  McRae,  once  an  active 

figure  in  production  in  Hollywood  and 
son-in-law  of  the  late  Harry  E.  Brouse  of 
Ottawa,  original  franchise  holder  of  Asso- 

ciated First  National,  has  announced  his 
candidacy  for  the  civic  board  of  control 
at  the  elections  in  December. 
McRae,  who  has  already  served  three 

years  as  alderman,  was  “practically” 
elected  to  the  board  of  control  for  1938 
in  a   most  unusual  race.  He  and  another 
candidate  were  tied  in  the  voting  for  the 
fourth  and  last  seat  on  the  board  when 
the  returns  were  tabulated  at  the  City 
Hall.  To  break  the  tie,  the  city  clerk  cast 

the  deciding  vote  in  favor  of  McRae,  only 
to  have  the  rival  candidate  apply  to  the 
civil  court  for  a   recount  when  the  judge 
found  that  McRae  had  been  defeated  by 
37  votes. 

McRae  is  the  administrator  of  the 
Brouse  Estate  which,  at  the  time  of  his 

death,  was  probated  for  more  than  $800,- 
000.  Brouse  owned  and  operated  the  Im- 

perial and  Family  theatres  in  Ottawa  for 

many  years  as  well  as  being  a   pioneer  as- 
sociate of  First  National  in  the  producing 

field.  As  estate  manager,  McRae  is  in 
close  touch  with  theatre  operators. 

Duzack  Bros,  Open  New 

Palace  in  Cadillac.  Que, 
Toronto  —   Duzack  Bros,  of  the  Palace 

Theatre,  Valdor,  Que.,  have  opened  their 
new  Palace  Theatre  in  Cadillac,  Que.  This 

new  theatre,  like  their  original  house,  is 

equipped  with  C.  T.  R.  sound  equipment. 

The  new  Cartier  Theatre,  which  opened 

in  Timmins,  Ont.,  on  November  3,  is  equip- 
ped with  C.  T.  R.  sound  and  projection 

equipment  supplied  by  the  Perkins  Electric 
Co.,  Ltd. 
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Likelihood  Grows 

Of  Odeon's  Entry 
Ottawa  —   Official  word  has  been  re- 

ceived that  Harry  Weedon,  chief  archi- 
tect for  the  Odeon  Theatre  circuit  in  Eng- 

land, has  arranged  to  return  to  Canada 
immediately  after  Christmas  for  a   second 
survey  of  the  theatre  field  in  the  Dominion 
in  behalf  of  Oscar  Deutsch,  with  a   view 
to  the  establishment  of  a   chain  of  Odeon 

Theatres  in  this  country. 

Intimation  has  been  made  that  43  the- 
atres are  under  consideration  in  Canada, 

the  centers  being  chiefly  Ottawa,  Mon- 
treal, Quebec  and  Toronto  which  were 

covered  by  Mr.  Weedon  on  the  occasion  of 
his  first  trip  last  September.  Associated 

with  Mr.  Deutsch  in  the  prospective  under- 
taking is  a   prominent  Canadian  theatre 

man  who  has  held  executive  posts  in  three 
circuits  of  the  Dominion  over  a   period  of 

30  years,  and  who  already  has  consider- 
able data  for  the  proposed  Odeon  chain. 

His  identity  is  being  withheld  for  the 
present. 

Commission  Film  Bureau 

To  Record  Royal  Visit 
Ottawa — Capt.  Frank  C.  Badgley,  M.  C., 

director  of  the  Canadian  government  mo- 
tion picture  bureau,  Ottawa,  has  been 

commissioned  by  the  secretary  of  state  to 
produce  a   complete  film  record  of  the 
forthcoming  visit  to  the  Dominion  of  their 
Majesties  King  George  VI  and  Queen 
Elizabeth.  The  whole  tour  of  Canada  will 
be  reproduced  in  sound  films,  copies  of 
which  will  be  placed  in  the  government 
archives  and  others  provided  for  theatrical 
distribution  immediately  after  the  royal 
tour. 

The  last  feature-length  picture  made  by 
the  bureau  was  distributed  throughout  the 

Dominion  by  Columbia  Pictures  of  Can- 
ada, Ltd.,  but  it  is  expected  that  Canadian 

and  world  rights  for  the  visit  of  Their 
Majesties  will  be  open  to  the  highest  bid 
by  film  companies. 

Many  Merchants  Tie  In 

On  Cooperative  Stunt 
Ottawa  —   No  less  than  36  local 

merchants  tied  in  with  the  Regent  The- 
atre for  a   slogan  advertising  stunt  in  con- 

nection with  the  engagement  of  “That 
Certain  Age,”  starring  the  Canadian  girl, 
Deanna  Durbin,  in  cooperation  with  Man- 

ager Angelo  Stevens. 

The  slogans  only  were  published  in  a 

full-page  display  in  the  Ottawa  Journal 
and  the  public  was  invited  to  name  the 
respective  business  firms. 

Eight  principal  prizes  were  offered  for 
perfect  answers  and  the  prize  list  was 
completed  with  ten  pairs  of  tickets  to  the 

Regent  Theatre  for  the  current  engage- 
ment, the  contest  coming  to  a   close  last 

Thursday. 

COME  idea  of  disaster  Saskatchewan 
farmers  met  in  1937  crop  failure  was 

given  in  Saskatchewan  Wheat  Pool  fig- 
ures released  at  the  annual  meeting  in 

Regina  last  week.  They  showed  that  the 

deficit  in  operations  for  1937-38  was  $703,- 

826.  The  provincial  average  yield  was  es- 
timated at  2.8  bushels  per  acre. 

Small  town  exhibitors  and  subsequent 

exhibitors  throughout  Saskatchewan  want 
the  Movie  Quiz  contest  extended  into  the 

new  year,  claiming  they  are  just  now  be- 
ginning to  get  a   kick  back  on  the  promo- 

tional advertising .   Country  folk  have  been 
naturally  suspicious  of  the  whole  thing 

and  the  prize  money  is  only  now  begin- 
ning to  get  a   hold  on  their  imaginations, 

it  is  claimed. 

Refusal  of  the  Hudson’s  Bay  Co.  to 
build  the  $1,000,000  store  it  contracted  to 
build  in  Regina  has  caused  a   sensation 

in  the  city  council.  Tire  company  pur- 
chased a   large  piece  of  land  in  the  down- 

town area  nearly  ten  years  ago  with  the 
announced  intention  of  building.  As  a 

result,  the  Regina  Theatre,  a   legit  house, 
part  of  the  property,  was  closed  and  has 
remained  so  since.  Because  of  the  poor 
business  conditions,  in  1931  the  company 
was  granted  an  extension  on  its  contract 
to  build.  Negotiations  between  council  and 
store  authorities  were  recently  reopened. 

Phil  Watson,  former  western  Canada 
hockey  player  a?id  now  rookie  star  of  New 

York  Rangers,  is  crashing  the  films  short- 
ly as  a   double  for  Clark  Gable.  Watson 

will  rip  around  the  ice  of  Madison  Square 

Gardens  during  the  filmization  by  M-G-M 
of  a   picture  based  on  hockey  but  it  will 

be  Gable  in  the  close-ups. 

Talking  of  hockey  means  wintry  weather. 

H.  A.  Bercovich,  present  “holidaying” 
manager  of  the  Rex  Theatre  in  Regina  (it 
burned  down  six  weeks  ago ) ,   was  en  route 

home  by  car  from  Winnipeg  when  he  was 
caught  in  a   blizzard  that  swept  the  west. 
He  fought  a   losing  fight  against  the  snow, 

got  stuck,  and  had  to  walk  miles  through 
freezing  temperatures  for  aid. 

A   special  preview  of  “Boys  Town”  con- 
siderably in  advance  of  the  showing  got 

Manager  Bill  Novak  plenty  of  plugs  from 

the  pulpits  and  in  Sunday  Schools  for  the 
picture  when  it  opened  in  Regina. 

All  theatres  in  Regina  are  cooperating 
in  the  Community  Chest  drive  for  funds 

by  running  special  trailers. 

After  one  of  the  longest  and  most  en- 
joyable Indian  summers  Saskatchewan  has 

experienced,  winter  rolled  in  on  the  wings 
of  a   blizzard  November  1.  It  resulted  in 
a   heavy  buying  splurge  by  the  public  and 
most  theatre  men  look  forward  to  increase 
in  business.  Only  in  some  of  the  smaller 
centers,  and  in  the  north  where  money  is 
not  so  plentiful  this  year,  will  it  mean 
shutdowns. 

St  John  Amusement  Co. 

Stock  Suit  Is  Settled 
St.  John — The  case  of  John  Crowley 

and  James  E.  Quinn  vs.  Nicholas  A.  Vas- 
sis,  Alexander  Demerson  and  the  St.  John 
Amusement  Co.,  Ltd.,  was  withdrawn  from 
the  docket  of  the  chancery  court  after  the 
trial  had  proceeded  for  two  days,  when 
a   settlement  was  announced. 

The  suit  involved  a   claim  for  specific 
performance  of  an  alleged  agreement  for 
the  transfer  of  stock  in  the  amusement 

company,  and  arose  from  transactions  re- 
lating to  the  organizing  and  financing  of 

the  Empire  Theatre  here. 

An  Honest  Woman 

Regina,  Sask. — Some  honest  people  need 
a   lot  of  convincing. 

A   meek  looking  young  woman  entered 
the  Capitol  here  the  other  night,  stepped 
up  to  Cashier  Lenora  Williams  and  plopped 

down  a   $5  bill.  “You  gave  me  this  last 

night  by  mistake  so  I’m  returning  it.” 
Lenora,  remembering  “last  night’s”  tally 

had  shown  her  short  a   five  spot,  was 

profuse  in  her  thanks.  A   report  to  Mana- 
ger Bill  Novak  brought  a   request  the  hon- 
est young  woman  accept  a   courtesy  pass. 

“Indeed  no!”  Her  tone  was  one  of  in- 

dignation. “I’m  only  bringing  back  what 

belongs  to  you!” 
“Not  many  will  do  that,”  sighed  Miss 

Williams. 

“Hmph.  Then  they  are  not  honest!”  she 
declared,  rushing  off, 

Intensify  Efforts 
To  Use  Movie  Quiz 

St.  John — Nearing  the  closing  phase  of 
the  Movie  Quiz  contest,  New  Brunswick 
participating  houses  have  been  making 
special  efforts  to  boost  attendance  figures, 

especially  since  the  central  executive  com- 
mittee in  New  York  decided  against  ex- 

tending the  time  limit,  December  31,  Pro- 
vincial Chairman  W.  H.  Golding  told 

Boxoffice. 

In  this  city  alone,  about  25,000  contest 
books  have  been  distributed,  and  there  is 
a   general  feeling  that  a   surprisingly  good 

number  of  these  will  be  turned  in  as  en- 

tries. One  theatre  published  an  advertise- 
ment reviewing  the  questions  on  more  than 

30  pictures  already  shown  on  its  screen, 
for  the  benefit  of  late  competitors,  and 
indicating  how  many  more  features  are  to 
come,  and  erected  a   bulletin  board  with 
the  pictures  already  played  checked  off. 

As  well  as  the  first-run  houses,  a   fairly 

large  number  of  second-runs — and  a   few 
third-runs  in  the  cities — will  be  able  to 
show  enough  contest  pictures  before  the 
deadline  to  give  their  respective  patrons 
the  opportunity  of  competing,  it  was  said. 

Hubbard  Signs  M-G-M  Pact 
Hollywood — Lucien  Hubbard  has  signed 

a   new  contract  as  producer  at  the  M-G-M 
studios. 
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Opinions  Varying 

On  Bingo  Status 
Toronto — Although  the  authorities  in 

different  Ontario  centers  are  varying 

greatly  as  to  whether  they  shall  take  the 
stand  of  stamping  out  Bingo  or  standing 
aside,  it  is  stated  that  the  Toronto  board 
of  police  commissioners  intends  to  start 

a   city-wide  drive  to  halt  the  game. 

In  York  township,  which  adjoins  To- 
ronto, however,  a   group  of  township  or- 

ganizations are  still  trying  to  convince 
the  authorities  that  Bingo  games  are  not 

operating  contrary  to  the  Dominion’s  crim- 
inal code.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that 

James  Molclough  of  Post  57,  of  the  Ca- 
nadian Legion  of  War  Veterans,  declares 

that  10,000  respectable  citizens,  in  York 

township  alone,  are  playing  Bingo  regu- 
ularly  and  warns-  that  less  innocent  rackets 
may  be  encouraged  with  the  cutting  off 
of  the  Bingo  pastime. 

TORONTO 
JJ^RCHIE  J.  LAURIE,  assistant  general 

manager  of  Empire-Universal  Films, 
has  returned  to  his  desk  in  Toronto  after 

a   business  trip  of  some  two  weeks’  dura- 
tion to  points  as  far  east  as  Cape  Breton 

on  the  Atlantic  coast.  From  Halifax,  Nova 

Scotia  and  St.  John,  New  Brunswick,  Lau- 
rie proceeded  to  Sydney  and  Glace  Bay, 

Cape  Breton,  covering  all  the  points  en 
route,  including  Stellarton,  New  Glasgow 

and  Sydney  Mines.  “It  was  my  first  trip 
through  the  Maritimes  and  I   met  a   fine 

bunch  of  men,”  he  commented  on  his  re- 
turn here  this  week. 

The  Toronto  Filmrow  was  well  repre- 

sented among  those  witnessing  the  Esco- 
bar-Hook  boxing  bout  here.  Those  at- 

tending included  H.  Cass  of  Columbia 

Pictures ,   Wolfe  Cohen,  of  Warner  Bros.; 

Harry  Kaufmann  of  State  Rights,  and  sev- 
eral out-of-town  visitors,  among  them  Don 

Stapleton,  of  the  Centre  Theatre,  Ottawa; 
Joe  Lightstone  of  the  Orpheum  Theatre, 

Montreal,  and  Simon  Maretsky  of  the  Capi- 
tol Theatre,  Windsor,  Ont. 

Grand  National  Pictures,  Inc.,  reports 

from  its  head  offices  here  that  it  will  re- 

lease in  Canada  during  the  1938-39  sea- 
son 44  feature  pictures,  four  series  of 

westerns  (24  in  all),  18  two-reel  shorts, 
18  two-reel  comedies  and  two  series  of 

one-reel  subjects.  There  will  be  26  one- 
reelers. 

Frank  Fisher,  formerly  of  the  Toronto 

office  of  Empire-Universal  Films,  now 
eastern  divisional  manager  and  located 

in  Montreal,  was  in  Toronto  for  the  week- 
end .   .   .   Charles  Mavety  of  Mavety  Film 

Delivery  service  has  gone  hunting. 

M.  H.  Wilkes,  exploiteer  for  United 
Artists,  who  was  in  Montreal  aiding  in 
picture  promotion  work,  was  expected 
back  in  Toronto  during  the  present  week. 

From  Silver  Falls 

Helmer  Jernberg,  of  the  new  Rio, 
Nimrod  among  Winnipeg  showmen, 
exhibits  with  pride  a   catch  made  by 
him  at  Silver  Falls  just  before  the 

fishing  season  came  to  an  end.  This 
supplies  visible  evidence  of  one  that 
did  not  get  away. 

William  Gargan  in  "Probation" 
Hollywood — Newest  addition  to  the  cast 

of  Paramount’s  “Parents  on  Probation” 
is  William  Gargan  in  a   supporting  role. 

Now  a   Quiz  Essay 

Service 
Ottawa — Movie  Quiz  participants  are 

being  invited  through  the  medium  of 

newspaper  classified  advertising  to 

buy  their  contest  essays  from  an  au- 

thor who  identified  himself  as  J.  Sav- 

age, the  fee  for  the  required  number 

of  words  being  50  cents  which  is  to 

be  sent  by  mail  along  with  name  and 

address  of  purchaser.  The  advertise- 

ment reads  in  part  as  follows: 

"Movie  Quiz  contestants — Let  a   pro- 

fessional write  your  essays.  Satisfac- 

tion guaranteed/' The  matter  has  been  referred  to  the 

Canadian  Committee  of  Motion  Pic- 

tures' Greatest  Year  Campaign  for  con- 
sideration and  probable  reference  to 

the  campaign  headquarters  in  New 
York. 

Quiz  contestants  can  now  buy  tipster 

sheets  giving  the  answers  to  questions 

on  individual  pictures  and  also  procure 

ready-made  essays  for  the  quiz  book- 

lets— without  attending  a   single  per- 

formance at  a   theatre  anywhere. 

Nova  Scotians  Call 

Tax  Rig  "Unfair" New  Glasgow,  N.  S.  —   Condemning  as 

“unfair”  the  present  tax  situation,  Nova 
Scotian  exhibitors  decided  at  a   confer- 

ence here  to  urge  upon  the  provincial 
government  the  taxing  of  all  dance  halls 
and  the  tickets  of  their  patrons. 

Also  under  discussion  was  a   proposal  to 
ask  for  a   law  prohibiting  the  showing  of 
16mm  film  within  ten  miles  of  any  town 
with  a   licensed  theatre,  and  requiring  such 

operators  to  be  on  the  same  basis  as  li- 
censed theatres.  Several  other  grievances 

of  exhibitors  were  considered. 

A.  J.  Mason  of  Springhill,  president  of 
the  provincial  Allied  Exhibitors,  was  in 
the  chair. 

Others  present  were  N.  W.  Mason,  New 
Glasgow;  W.  H.  Cuzner,  Sydney  Mines; 
Edward  Lynn,  Sydney;  Johnny  Farr,  North 
Sydney;  Fred  Gregory,  New  Waterford, 
and  M.  Green,  Glace  Bay. 

€)  T   T   A\  W   A\ 
^   RAY  TUBMAN,  manager  of  the  Capi- tol Theatre  and  city  district  manager 
for  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.,  has 
been  again  honored  in  the  community  by 
his  election  as  a   member  of  the  board  of 

directors  of  the  Ottawa  Branch  of  the 
Canadian  Legion  which  is  affiliated  with 

the  British  Empire  Service  League.  Tub- 
man  served  with  distinction  as  an  officer 
in  the  Canadian  Expeditionary  Force  in 
France  during  the  Great  War,  following 
which  he  started  in  the  theatre  business  in 

Calgary  and  was,  for  a   time  recently,  dis- 
trict manager  of  Famous  Players  at  Win- nipeg. 

Raymond  Massey,  Canadian  star  of  the 

screen,  has  notified  the  Canadian  Broad- 
casting Corp.  that  he  cannot  fill  an  en- 

gagement to  play  the  title  role  of  ‘‘Richard 
II”  over  the  Canadian  network  on  Novem- 

ber 27  because  of  the  continued  success  of 

“Lincoln  in  Illinois”  on  Broadway  in 

which  he  is  portraying  the  role  of  Abra- 
ham Lincoln. 

The  Somerset  Theatre  has  joined  the 

local  procession  of  cinemas  which  have 
added  stage  features  during  the  past  two 
months.  Manager  M.  Berlin  presented  a 
marionette  show  Monday  and  Tuesday  in 

conjunction  with  a   repeat  engagement  of 

“Snow  White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs.” 

Fans  of  the  Ottawa  district  listened  last 
Sunday  night  with  interest  to  the  voice  of 

Franchot  Tone  as  the  star  of  the  “Silver 
Theatre”  radio  program  over  the  Canadian 
network  from  CBS  with  Conrad  Nagle  as 
the  narrator  and  producer.  Members  of 

the  Tone  family  at  Buckingham  were  eager 
listeners  .   .   .   J.  J.  Paul,  manager  of  the 

Elgin  Theatre,  reverted  to  a   double  bill 

policy  after  three  successive  two  weeks’ engagements  with  attractions  that  proved 

to  be  highly  popular,  these  being  “Drums,” “To  the  Victor”  and  “There  Goes  My 

Heart.” 
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fOMTIOn  BUREAU 
Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 

MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  irames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MTS  15  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT51G  Motors,  constant  speed 
MT517  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 
MT519  Cooling  coils 

MT551  Colored  lamps 

MT552  Lumiline  lamps 

MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 
MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

MT555  Spotlight  lamps 

MT556  Sign  lamps 

MT557  Dimmers 

MT558  Ultra  violet  lighting 

MT559  Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 

MT560  Flashed  opal  glass 

MT561  Pot  metal  opal  glass 

MT562  Fuses,  indicator  type 

MT563  Fuses,  cartridge 

MT564  Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT569  Expansion  Bolts 

MT570  Chair  fastening  cement 

MT571  Chair  refinishing  materials 

MT572  Upholstering  materials 

MT573  Seat  patching  kits 

MT574  Seat  decking  materials 

MT575  Floor  surfacing  materials 

MT576  Carpet  cleaning  systems 

MT577  Floor  waxes 

MT578  Matting,  rubber 

MT579  Paint,  screen 

MT580  Paint,  plastic 

MT581  Paint,  aluminum 

MT582  Polish,  metal 

MT583  Polish,  furniture 

MT584  Fireproofing  compounds 

MT585  Fire  extinguishers 
MT586  Ladders,  safety 

MT587  Uniforms,  staff 

MT588  Screen  cleaning  tools 
MT589  Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

SANITATION  STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 
MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 
MTG55  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 
MTG57  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT6G1  Sound  systems,  complete 
MT662  Sound  heads 

MTG63  Amplifiers 

MT6G4  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 
MT666  Rectifiers 

MTG67  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 

MTG71  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 

MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 
MTG78  Acoustical  materials 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glasses 
MT701  Insulation  materials 

MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 

MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 

MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 
MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 

MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 
MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT529  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 

MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 
MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT591  Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
MT592  Projectors,  standard 

MT593  Projectors,  semi-portable 
MT594  Projector  pedestals 
MT595  Projector  parts 
MT596  Lamps,  suprex  type 

MT597  Lamps,  reflector  arc 

MT598  Lamps,  high  intensity 

MT599  Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
MT600  Arc  regulators 
MT601  Arc  controls 

MT602  Control  panels 

MT603  Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
MTG04  Rectifiers,  tube  type 
MT605  Bulbs,  rectifier 

MT606  Rheostats,  projection 

MT607  Motor-generators 
MT608  Lenses,  projection 
MT609  Lenses,  condenser 
MT610  Current  changers 
MT611  Mirror  reflectors 

MT612  Carbons,  projector 
MT613  Carbon  savers 
MT614  Reels 

MT615  Reel  alarms 

MT616  Rewinders,  automatic 

MT617  Change-over  devices 
MT618  Slide,  projection 

MT619  Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
MT620  Take-ups,  film 
MT621  Film  safety  controls 

MT622  Fire  prevention  devices 
MT623  Fire  shutters,  porthole 
MT624  Film  scales 

MT625  Film  scrapers 
MT626  Film  splicers 
MT627  Film  cleaners 

MT628  Air  gun  (cleaner) 
MT629  Tool  kits 

MT630  Film  cabinets 
MT631  Film  cabinet  stands 

MT632  Effect  projectors 

MT633  Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 
sulphide 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN’T  LISTED,  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  'REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 

Chicago,  111.  11-12-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 
items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks:. 

Name   

Theatre   

City       State. 
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J^ONTREAL  is  preparing  to  celebrate 
the  tercentenary  of  the  foundation  of 

the  city  in  1942.  To  get  things  going, 
Alderman  Leon  Trepannier  has  been  ap- 

pointed organizer  and  manager  at  a   cost 
of  $10,000  a   year.  What  part  motion  pic- 

tures will  play  in  the  celebration  is  not 
yet  known,  but  newsreelers  will  assuredly 
be  active. 

The  man  who  sang  in  the  role  of  Prince 

Charming  in  ‘‘Snow  White  and  the  Seven 
Dwarfs,”  Harry  Stockwell,  made  his  first 
public  appearance  here  at  the  Normandie 

Roof.  He  sang  a   medley  of  melodies  from 

“Snow  White”  and  from  Irving  Berlin’s 
famous  songs. 

Toys  were  the  sole  price  of  admission 
to  a   matinee  held  at  the  Capitol,  Van- 

couver, as  a   gesture  of  goodwill  towards 
the  Scout-Guide-Sunshine  Toy  Shop.  New 
or  old  toys  to  be  used  in  a   Christmas  dis- 

tribution to  needy  children  were  accepted. 
The  idea  of  the  toy  matinee  originated  in 
Calgary,  and  has  since  been  adopted  by 
theatre  managers  across  Canada. 

United  Amusement’s  York  Theatre  is  ex- 
pected to  open  November  19  .   .   .   Specu- 

lation is  rife  as  to  who  will  succeed  Gor- 
don Dann  as  manager  of  the  Seville.  Dann 

will  manage  the  York. 

A   French  version  of  “Treasure  Hunt” 
has  been  prepared  by  Associated  Screen 
News  and  delivered  to  the  Quebec  govern- 

ment for  distribution  in  the  province  of 
Quebec  and  in  France. 

Grand  National’s  district  manager,  I. 
Sourkes,  has  been  in  Toronto  attending  a 
convention  of  district  managers  gathered 

to  plan  the  coming  season’s  sales  cam- 
paign .   .   .   L.  S.  B.  Shapiro,  Montreal 

Gazette’s  Broadway  columnist,  is  spend- 
ing a   few  weeks  in  Hollywood  and  devot- 
ing his  column  to  impressions  of  the  film 

colony. 

“Bill”  Wright  of  the  Monkland  achieved 
what  the  French  call  “un  success  fou” 
with  his  Saturday  morning  performance 
for  children  of  the  musical  presentation, 

“The  Ghost  of  Hallowe’en,”  and  the  added 
attraction,  “Babes  in  Toytown,”  presented 
by  the  Little  Players  of  the  Air,  under 
the  direction  of  Miss  Moira  Sheehy. 

Larry  Burke,  motion  picture  singing 
star,  was  the  featured  artist  at  the  Fifth 
Avenue,  Verdun,  which  recently  intro- 

duced vaudeville  .   .   .   Vaudeville  has  also 
been  added  to  the  attractions  of  the  Am- 

herst on  Sundays. 

Tenders  Are  Received 

For  New  Sudbury  House 
Sudbury,  Ont. — Tenders  are  in  for  the 

construction  of  the  proposed  $100,000  the- 
atre here.  J.  I.  English  is  architect  on  the 

project.  Plans  call  for  an  auditorium 

50x133  feet,  the  building  to  be  flanked 

by  a   store  room  and  to  include  two  apart- 
ments to  be  located  over  the  foyer  and 

store.  The  owner’s  name  has  as  yet  not 
been  divulged. 

Prize  Amateur 

Montreal — A1  Plunkette  and  his  prize 

winning  amateur,  12-year-old  Walter  As- 
pell.  Master  Aspell,  a   character  singer, 
won  a   trip  to  Hollywood  and  a   screen  test 
in  the  contest  staged  by  Plunkette  in  the 
United  Amusement  Corp.  theatres  in 
Montreal. 

Plunkette  is  the  originator  of  the 

“Dumbbells,”  a   troupe  of  soldiers  who 
proved  a   hit  in  Canadian  and  American 
theatres  for  several  years  after  the  war. 

Wit  MM  IIP  EG 
DON  GAULD,  supervisor  of  Western 

Theatres,  Ltd.,  announces  the  estab- 
lishment of  a   Fine  Arts  theatre  in  the  city, 

with  the  adoption  of  a   policy  of  foreign 
films  for  the  Times  Theatre,  unit  of  the 
circuit.  H.  B.  Shawn  of  Toronto,  who  has 
specialized  in  the  presentation  of  foreign 
films  both  in  the  west  and  in  Toronto, 
will  manage  the  house.  The  new  policy  at 
the  Times  will  come  into  effect  on  No- 

vember 19. 

Moving  pictures  with  sound,  to  aid  the 
police  in  the  conviction  of  drunken  car 
drivers,  are  unnecessary  in  the  opinion  of 
Police  Chief  George  Smith.  The  chief  was 
commenting  on  a   story  from  Detroit, 
Mich.,  saying  police  there  are  in  favor  of 
them  and  are  seeking  financial  aid  to  put 

the  scheme  into  effect.  “The  best  fudges 
of  whether  or  not  a   man  is  drunk  are  the 
police  who  arrest  him  and  any  witnesses 

who  are  on  the  scene  of  the  arrest,”  said 
Chief  Smith. 

An  unusual  stage  attraction  scheduled 
for  the  Lyceum  and  Gaiety  the  week  of 

November  16,  is  the  act  of  Professor  Glad- 
stone who  uses  the  trade  name,  Mem-o- 

rey.  Professor  Gladstone  is  a   psychologist 

who  presents  a   mind-reading  performance, 
although  he  refuses  to  be  called  a   mind- 
reader.  He  is  an  old-timer  who  has  been 
working  the  circuit  for  the  past  55  years. 

The  twin  horror  bill  of  “Frankenstein” 
and  “Dracula”  is  scheduled  for  the  Ly- 

ceum for  the  week  of  November  23.  A 

C.  HAMLY,  owner  of  Port  Theatre, 

Port  Alberni,  was  in  Vancouver  look- 
ing over  the  lists  of  releases  and  introduc- 
ing W.  A.  Ackland,  who  will  act  tem- 

porarily as  manager  of  that  house,  taking 
the  place  of  Bert  Moore  who  recently died. 

G.  A.  Gough,  Ace  Theatre,  Goldbridge,  is 
back  from  his  hunting  trip  with  a   deer 

and  32  fish.  The  deer  promised  for  dis- 
tribution  among  the  boys  on  Filmrow  did 
not  turn  up,  so  the  problem  of  dividing 
one  deer,  equally  and  satisfactorily  into 
ten,  ivas  obviated. 

S.  V.  Henn,  Ganges,  Salt  Spring  Island, 

is  planning  to  exhibit  films  there.  He  has 
a   hall  with  a   seating  capacity  of  160 

where  he  proposes  to  give  145  minutes’  en- 
tertainment once  or  twice  a   week,  with  a 

Universal  portable  projector.  He  is  can- 
vassing Filmrow  for  suitable  presentations. 

Tom  Shields,  Olympia  Theatre,  is  driv- 
ing about  town  in  a   new  Plymouth  sedan 

.   .   .   Howard  Boothe,  Dunbar  Theatre,  and 
Leon  Shelly,  Screenadz,  are  busy  among 
the  picture  men,  selling  tickets  for  the  Ice 
Carnival. 

E.  L.  Bovier,  Legion  Theatre,  Oliver, 

and  Rialto  Theatre,  Summerland,  is  re- 
ceiving congratulations  on  his  recent  mar- 
riage. The  film  board  of  trade  wired  him 

felicitations  from  all  its  members. 

G.  C.  Baiss,  Capitol  Theatre,  Duncan, 
stopped  over  in  V ancouver  on  his  return 
from  a   hunting  trip  to  the  mountains  in 
the  Ashcroft  district.  He  was  enthusiastic 
about  his  experience,  even  the  sleeping  in 
straw  in  an  old  shack  at  an  altitude  of 
5,000  feet. 

The  success  of  that  get-together  lunch- 
eon last  year,  when  all  the  film  fraternity 

spent  an  hour,  or  two,  eating  and  joshing, 
is  encouraging  the  promoters  to  start  a 
campaign  for  another  this  winter.  They 
are  confident  that  there  will  be  a   much 
larger  attendance  from  out  of  town. 

Frank  Gow,  Famous  Players  executive, 
left  last  Saturday,  by  rail,  for  Penticton, 

and  planned  to  drive  from  there  to  Ke- 
lowna and  then  to  Vernon  to  attend  the 

opening  of  the  Capitol,  which  promises  to 
be  a   gala  occasion.  On  the  return  trip,  he 

proposes  to  stop  off  at  Kamloops  to  at- 
tend to  some  business  in  connection  with 

the  Capitol  there. 

Jack  Bain,  district  manager  for  Domin- 
ion Sound  Equipment  Co.,  has  his  staff 

working  overtime  getting  the  sound 

equipment  ready  for  installation  in  the 
new  Paradise  Theatre.  This  contract, 

treading  fast  on  the  heels  of  the  installa- 
tions of  sound  for  the  Capitol,  Vernon, 

and  equipment  for  the  Tivoli,  Creston  and 
the  Rex,  Merrit,  has  kept  Jack  and  his 
boys  on  their  toes  for  some  time. 

strong  publicity  campaign  has  been  pre- 
pared by  Manager  Eddie  Newman  which 

will  get  under  way  shortly. 

C.  Fallis  of  Rainy  River  is  a   visitor  to 
the  city  .   .   .   J.  Zaitzow  of  Melville,  Sask., 
is  in  Winnipeg  .   .   .   H.  Bercovich  and  I. 
Reinhorn  of  Regina  are  visiting  here. 
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A   GUIDE  TO  J   CURR
ENT  RELEASES 

JUNE  24 JULY  2 

HU  West
ern  8211 

Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 

John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

35j  Wester
n  8206 

West  of  Cheyenne  (53) 

Charles  Starrett 

I.  Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

HU  Action  Drama  8029 
Highway  Patrol  (68) 

J.  Wells-Page — R- Aug.  13 

|Y~|  Drama  8019 
City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 
Leo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

[Y|  Melodrama  225 

I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 

Neil  Hamilton 
R — July  16 

HU  Comedy  Dr
ama  837 

Lord  Jeff  (84) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
Mickey  Rooney R — June  25 

[Y]  Adven.  Drama  82
9 

Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M.  O'Sullivan 

R— July  16 

HU  Outdoor  Drama  
3702 

Romance  of  the  Limber- 
lost  (81) 

Jean  Parker-Eric  Linden R — June  25 

[|4|  Weste
rn  3758 

Bar  20  Justice  (70) 

Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  16 

[24]  Weste
rn  882 

Border  G-Man  (60) 

George  O’Brien 
;   R — June  18 

[Y~|  Comedy  819 Having  Wonderful 
Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP — Oct  23;  R — June  18 

Hi|  Melodrama  
819 

Mr.  Moto  Takes  a Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson R — June  18 

[Y~|  Drama  852 
Always  Goodbye  (75) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Herbert  Marshall 

R— July  2 

9 

2 

9 

|Y~|  Action  Drama  2032 Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

[Y~|  Comedy  2005 
Rage  of  Paris  (78) 

Danielle  Darrieux R — June  18 

3   §5]  Drama  
WB208 

?   White  Banners  (88) 

Claude  Rains-F.  Bainter 
EP — Feb.  26;  R — June  4 

|~j]  Drama  GB 

Three  on  a   Weekend  (72) 

Margaret  Lockwood John  Lodge 
R — June  11 

MAY  28 

834 
|27|  Dr

ama 

Yellow  Jack  (83) 

Robert  Montgomery 

Virg.  Bruce  R — May  28 

|22]  Drama
  3709 

Numbered  Women  (63) 

(For.  Private  Nurse) 
S.  Blaine- J.  Arledge 
R — May  14 

3741 
[27]  Dra

ma 

Hunted  Men  (67) 

(For.  Crime  Gives 

Orders)  EP — Apr.  2 
L.  Nolan-M.  Carlisle 
R — May  21 

[23]  Melodrama  7004 

Gangs  of  New  York  (67) 
Chas.  Bickford 

Ann  Dvorak  R — May  28 

g   Historical  Drama  846 dnapped  (90) 
Warner  Baxter 

Freddie  Bartholomew 

EP — Feb.  12;  R — May  28 

HB]  Comedy  3073 
Love  Before  Breakfast 

(70) 
C.  Lombard-P.  Foster 

3074 
[15]  Comedy 

Lady  Tubbs  (69) 
A.  Brady  (Reissue) 

|28]  Action  Drama  FN256 

Crime  School  (86) 

H.  Bogart-Gale  Page 
R — May  14 

JUNE  4 JUNE  11 

Drama  832 

Three  Comrades  (98) 

Taylor,  Tone,  Sullavan, Young 

EP — Mar.  26;  R — May  28 

Western 

Phantom  Banger 
Tim  McCoy 
R— July  2 

3730 
(57) 

[~3~|  Rom. Drama  Reis-3769 
Farewell  to  Arms  (79) 

(Reissue) 

G.  Cooper-Helen  Hayes 

|~3~|  Melodrama  830 
Saint  in  New  York  (72) 

Louis  Hayward 

Kay  Sutton 
R — May  7 

[3]  Musical  Comedy  839 
Josette  (70) 

D.  Ameche-S.  Simon 
EP — Feb.  19 

[3]  Western 
 2058 Western  Trails  (67) 

Bob  Baker;  R — July  9 

[3]  Drama 
 2010 

Wives  Under  Suspicion 

(68)  Warren  William 
R — June  11 

|~4~|  Com.  Drama  WB219 
Little  Miss  Thorough- 

bred (63) 

Janet  Kay  Chapman 
John  Litel 

7f|  Melodrama  222 
Held  for  Ransom  (60) 

Grant  Withers R — July  30 

Drama  223 

Life  Returns  (60) 

Lois  Wilson 

Toy  Wife  (95) 
L.  Rainer-M.  Douglas 
R — June  11 

Comedy  Drama  3712 

Marines  Are  Here  (60) 

J.  Travers-G.  Oliver 

|ip|  Drama
 

You  and  Me  (90) 

Sylvia  Sidney-Geo. R — June  4 

3742 

|~6~]  Western 
Desert  Patrol  (66) 

Bob  Steele 
R — June  11 

7127 

871 
Jlo|  Action  Dram

a (Reissue) 
King  Kong  (99) 

Fay  Wray-R.  Armstrong 

850 

[Sj]  Co
medy 

One  Wild  Night  (72) 

June  Lang-D.  Baldwin R — May  14 

[n]  Mus.  Com.  WB206
 Gold  Diggers  in  Paris 

(97) 

Rudy  Vallee 
Priscilla  Lane R — May  21 

JUNE  18 

8001 

J5]  Dr
ama 

^Holiday  (93) 

K.  Hepburn-C.  Grant 
EP — Apr.  9;  R — May  21 

Drama  838 

Woman  Against  Woman 

(61)  (For.  One  Woman’
s 

Answer) 

V.  Bruce-H.  Marshall R — June  25 

Melodrama  3743 
Prison  Farm  (70) 

S.  Ross-B.  Nolan R — June  25 

^|]  Wes
tern  7117 

Riders  of  Black  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R — June  26 

H|j  Comedy  
Drama  7012 

Ladies  in  Distress  (65) 
'Alison  Skipworth 

HU  Comedy 
 Drama  831 

Blond  Cheat  (63) 

Derrick  de  Marney 

HU  
Comedy 

Three  Blind  Mice  (75) 

L.  Young-J.  McCrea R — June  11 

851 

HU  
Drama 

Blockade  (85) 

Madeleine  Carroll 

Henry  Fonda R — June  11 

HU  Melod
rama  20 

Young  Fugitives  (68) 

D.  Kent  R — July 

HU  Wes
tern  2( 

Outlaw  Express  (56) 

Bob  Baker  R — July  30 

Mys.  Drama 
(65) 

Anna  May  Wong 

Margaret  Lindsay R — June  18 
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226 

Rollin’  Plains  (75) 
Tex  Ritter 

[~g~|  Comedy  Drama 
Fast  Company  (74) 
Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 

R— July  2 

|~6]  Western 
3742 

Man’s  Country- 
Jack  Randall 

R — Aug.  6 

(55) 

fgl  Western 3854 
Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong 
Cassidy) 

R— July  2 

[~4~|  West,  with  Music  7103 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 

(60) 

Gene  Autry-C. 
R — July  9 

Hughes 

[~g~|  Drama  reissue 
Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

|~8~|  Melodrama  836 
Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

[~8~]  Western  853 
Panamint’s  Rad  Man (60) 
Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

|T|  Comedy  857 

We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich 
(78) 

Victor  McLaglen 

OraHe  Fields:  R — July  9 

[9]  Drama 
My  Bill  (60) 

K.  Francis-D.  Moore 
R — June  25 

FN260 

JULY  16 

Western 8212 

Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay 
R — Sept.  17 

|l5|  Melodrama  227 
The  High  Command  (59) 
Lionel  Atwill 
R— July  30 

[15]  Drama  835 
Shopworn  Angel  (85) 
James  Stewart 

Margaret  Sullavan R— July  9 

Hp  Comedy  3744 
Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 

Bob  Burns 
R— July  2 

Drama 7002 

Army  Girl  (85) 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster 
R— July  23 

|l5]  Comedy  854 
Passport  Husband  (67) 
Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore 
R— July  2 

[15]  Melodrama  2028 
Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 
Glenda  Farrell 
R — July  23 

[is]  Com.  Drama  WB215 
Men  Are  Such  Fools  (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane 
R — June  25 

[l6|  Melodrama  WB205 
Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

[15]  Musical  Comedy  GB 
Evergreen  ( . . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 
Barry  Mackay 

JULY  23 

[21]  Action  Drama 
Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters R — June  25 

|22|  Action  Drama  228 Renfrew  on  the  Great 
White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

[22I  Comedy  Drama  841 yLove  Finds  Andy Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone R — July  16 

|22|  Adven.  Drama  3745 
Hooloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara R — July  23 

[20]  Western  7118 Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
R — Aug.  13 

[22]  Action  Drama  835 Sky  Giant  (80) 

(For.  Northern  Flight) 
Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix R — July  23 

[22]  Romantic  Drama  855 I'll  Give  a   Million  (70) 

Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver R — July  16 

HU  Drama
  2008 

Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 

“Dead  End’’  Kids 
Robt.  Wilcox R— July  16 

I23]  Com.  Drama  FN276 Penrod’s  Double Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins 
R — April  2 

JULY  30 

[28]  Western  8207 
JSouth  of  Arizona  (56) 

Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith R— Oct.  15 

Comedy  Drama  842 
The  Chaser  (75) 

Dennis  O’Keefe 
Ann  Morriss R— July  30 

[29]  Comedy  3746 Professor  Beware  (93) 

Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

(29]  Com.  Drama  833 Mother  Carey’s  Chickens (80) 

Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison R— July  23 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  856 Little  Miss  Broadway 

(70) 
Shirley  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 
R— July  9 

[30]  Melodrama  FN262 Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse 

(85) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Claire  Trevor 
R— July  9 

AUGUST  6 

[5]  Action  Drama  840 
The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 
Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 
R — Aug.  6 

[~3]  Outdoor  Drama  3810 
Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran R — Sept.  10 

|~jf|  Melodrama  3747 Bulldog  Drummond  in 
Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel 
R — Aug.  6 

HU  Western
  861 

Pals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R— Sept.  17 

[~5~j  Com.  with  Music  834 I’m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton 
R— July  30 

[5]  Drama 

Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameohe 

Arleen  Whelan R — Aug.  6 

901 

[~S~|  Drama Algiers  (95) 

Charles  Boyer 

Sigrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr 

R — July  2 

[U  Comedy  WB227 

Dir.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane 
R— July  23 

[Y|  Drama  OB 

Strange  Boarders  (79) 

Tom  Walls 
Renee  Salnt-Cyr R — Sept.  10 

AUGUST  13 

229 

Utah  Trail  (59) 

Tex  Ritter 

|i5|  Comedy  Drama  843 
Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey R — Aug.  13 

|l2]  Outdoor  Drama  3748 

The  Texans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott 
R — July  23 

[§]  Action  Drama  7024 
Come  on  Leathernecks 

(66) Richard  Cromwell 

Marcia  Hunt R— Aug.  27 

HU  Western  
883 

Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien 

R — Aug.  6 

HU  Drama 

Keep  Smiling  (77) 

Jane  Withers 
Gloria  Stuart 
R — June  18 

902 

H|]  Com.  with  Mus
ic 

Letter  of  Introduction!  103; 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 

Bergen  and  McCa-rthv 

HU  Mystery  Drama  2031 

Missing  Guest  (69) 
Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore;  R — Aug.  20 

HU  Com.  Music  WB217 Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lan 
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AUGUST  20 AUGUST  27 SEPTEMBER  3 SEPTEMBER  10 SEPTEMBER  17 

SEPTEMBER  24  | 

HU  Comedy  
8011 

The  Gladiator  (72) 
1   Joe  E.  Brown  ! 
June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

jUj  Action  Drama  
8039 

Convicted  (B8) 

R,  Hayworth-C.  Quigley 
R — Sept.  3 

[~2~|  Drama  800 I   Am  the  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  2 

[31]  Western  82J Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden-Beth  Mario 

9]  Comedy  Drama  8015 Lady  Objects  (67) 

Lanny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

i]  /Vestern  8208 olorado  Trail  15  7) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith R — Nov.  5 

[15]  Melodrama 
 8026 

Juvenile  Court  (61) 
Paul  Kelly 

Rita  Havwnrth R—Sept.  17 

[22|  Western  82
84  1 

Stranger  From  Arizona 

(56) Blink  Jones R—Sept.  24 

[2s]  Western 
 231 

King:  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 
Wonder  Horse 

[23]  Melodrama  230 
 1 

Dangerous  Secrets  (60) 

Paul  Lukas R— Oct.  29 

ra  Comedy  844 

Block-heads  (58) 
Laurel  &   Hardy 

R — Aug.  20 

|2s]  Drama  
845 

Marie  Antoinette  (157) 
Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power 
R — Sept.  17 

[~2~|  Comedy  901 
Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (61- 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y R — Sept.  3 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  902 
4|Bo.vs  Town  (93) 
Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney R—Sept.  10 

[jg]  Com.  Romance  903 
Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gahle-Myrna  Loy R—Sept.  17 

[31]  Drama  3811 
Under  the  Big:  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to Town) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

[~7]  Western  3859 Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

Hi]  Western  3741 

Mexicali  Kid  (56) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall R—Sept.  10 

[2TI  Melodrama  3817 
Wanted  by  the  Police 

(60) Frankie  Darro Evalyn  Knapp R — Oct.  1 

HH  Comedy 
 3749 

Give  Me  a   SaUor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hope 

R — July  30 

[26]  Action  Drama  3750 
Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 
George  Raft 
Dorothy  Lamour 

Henry  Fonda 
R — Aug.  27 

[~2~]  Com.  with  Music  3801 
Sing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 
Fred  MacMurray 

R — Aug.  13 

[~9~|  Western  3865 In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) R — Aug.  6 H|]  Drama  
3803 

Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 

Lynne  Overman Billy  Lee 
R—Sept.  17 [23]  Com.  with  Music  3802 

Campus  Confessions  (66) 

Betty  Grable 
Hank  Luisetti 

R—Sept.  17 

HU  Romantic  Drama  701
3 

Desperate  Adventure(65) 
Ramon  Novarro 

Marian  Marsh 

J   Western  7104 

Man  From  Music  Moun- 
tain (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aug.  13 

[22]  Action  Drama  7025 Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 
Beverly  Roberts 

[22]  Western  7128 
Durango  Valley  Haiders 

(56) 
Bob  Steele 

|29]  Comedy  Drama  7015 The  Higgins  Family  (64) 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 
The  Gleason  Family 
R — Sept.  10 

[~4~[  Western  851 
Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 
Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart R — Sept.  3 H]  Western 

 7107 

Prairie  Moon  (58) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette R— Oct.  29 

H|]  Wes
tern  862 

Overland  Stage  Raiders 

(55) 
Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

jig]  Melodrama  832 

Smashing  the  Rackets 
(80) 

(For  Cleanup) 
Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer 

R — July  30 

|2fl|  Com.  with  Music  845 
Breaking  the  lee  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare 
R — Sept.  3 

|Y|  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Fred  Astaire 
R — Sept.  3 

[sTI  Comedy  902 Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 

Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie R — July  16 HU  Western  884 

Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

George  O'Brien 
R—Sept.  17 

[23]  Melodram
a  803 

Fugitives  for  a   Night 
(63) 

Eleanor  Lynn 

Frank  Albertson 
R— Oct.  1 

| 

Musical  Comedy  903 

^Alexander’s  Ragtime 
Band  (105) 

Tyrone  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche 

R — June  4 

[26]  Action  Drama  904 
Speed  to  Burn  (60) 
Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari 
R — June  11 

[7f|  Comedy  Drama  905 
My  Lucky  Star  (8  4) 

Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene 
R — Sept.  3 

[9]  Comedy  Drama  906 Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family R — Aug.  13 HU  Comedy  907 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 

John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver R — Sept.  17 
|^|  Melodrama

  908 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (60) 

Gloria  Stuart 
Michael  Whalen 

R — July  2 

|§5[  Adventure  D
rama 

Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson R — Aug.  6. 

i 

]ib[  Western  Reissue  3057 

Strawberry  Roan  (63) 
Ken  Maynard 

j   H|]  Western  Re
issue  3058 

Fiddlin'  Buekaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

[26]  Exploitation  Adven. 
Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast — R-Oct.  15 

[l5|  Western  Reissue  3059 
King  of  the  Arena  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

[~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3025 Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 

Ernest  Truex 
R — Aug.  27 

[~9|  Melodrama  3034 Personal  Secretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 

Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges R— Oct.  15 

|l6]  Western  3051 

Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Baker 
R — Nov.  5 

[30]  Comedy  Drama  3
012 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling(78) 

J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds 
R— Oct.  1 

Drama  3017 
Road  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrel 

R—Sept.  3 

"■HI  III  II 

r 

[27]  Com.  Drama  WB303 
Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney-O’Brien 

[3]  Com.  Drama  WB213 Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 
Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland R— July  30 

[iq]  Drama  FN3G5 Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 

Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Francis R — Oct.  22 

[l7|  Drama  WB305 ®Valley  of  the  Giants 
(79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor R — Sept.  17 

[24]  Drama
  FN359 

Four  Daughters  (90) 
Lane  Sisters 

Jeffrey  Lynn  c 

R — Aug.  20 

|p]  Action  Drama  GB 

Crime  Over  London  (63) 
Margot  Grahame 

.   Paui  Cavanaugh 

i   R — Aug.  13 

[l5|  Melodrama  GB 
The  39  Steps  ( .   . ) 

(Reissue) 
Robert  Donat 
Madeleine  Carroll 
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Hooking  &katt A   GUIDE  TO  /   CURRENT  RELEASES 

JUNE.  1939 JULY,  1939 
AUGUST,  1939 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

12  3 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

1 

S   M   T   VV  T   F   S 

1   2   3   4   5 

4   5   6   7   8   9   10 2   3   4   5   6   7   8 6   7   8   9   10  11  12 

11  12  13  14  15  10  17 9   10  11  12  13  14  15 13  14  15  16  17  18  19 
18  19  20  21  22  23  24 16  17  18  19  20  21  22 20  21  22  23  24  25  26 

25  26  27  28  29  30 
23  24  25  26  27  28  29 
30  31 27  28  29  30  31 

OCTOBER  1 OCTOBER  8 OCTOBER  15 OCTOBER  22 
OCTOBER  29 NOVEMBER  5 

(30]  Drama  8012 

Girls’  School  (73) 
A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy 
R — Oct.  1 

I29]  Comedy  9101 

yYou  Can’t  Take  It  With 
Vou  (127)  J.  Arthur 

J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

1 5]  Melodrama  9021 
Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 
(59) 
Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

m   Western  9201 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe(57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

[l2]  Action  Drama  9026 Flight  to  Fame  (57) 
Charles  Farrell 

Jacqueline  Wells 

|5]  Action  Drama  9020 

Little  Adventuress  (62) 

(For.  Thoroughbred) 
E.  Fellows-J.  Wells 

(24]  Western  8285 

Law  of  the  Texan  (57) 

Buck  Jones  R — Oct.  29 

[~2]  Western  9211 
In  Early  Arizona  (58) 

Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 

[l4|  Drama  311 Shadows  Over  Shanghai 
(65) 

James  Dunn 
Glenda  Gray 
R — Sept.  17 

[21]  Western  325 
Frontier  Scout  (62) 

Geo.  Houston 
R — Sept.  17 

|28]  Adventure  326 
Titans  of  the  Deep  (47) 
Dr.  Wm.  Beebe 

|~4~|  Melodrama  312 
Cipher  Iiureau  (70) 
Ames- Woodbury R — Oct.  29 

|30]  Comedy  905 

Vacation  From  Dove  (65) 

D.  O'Keefe-F,  Rice 
R— Oct.  8 

[~7~|  Comedy  Drama  906 Stablemates  (89) 
"Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney 
R— Oct.  8 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  907 Young:  Dr.  Kildare  (81) 
Lew  Ayres 

Lionel  Barrymore 
R— Oct.  22 

[2i|  Com.  with  Music  904 
Listen,  Darling:  (75) 

Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew 
R— Oct.  22 

|28l  Drama  909 
Tlie  Citadel  (112) 

Robert  Donat 
Rosalind  Russell R— Oct.  29 

[T]  Musical  Drama  908 

Great  Waltz  (104) 

Luise  Rainer 

Fernand  Gravet 

|~5~|  Melodrama  3804 
Mr.  Wong:,  Detective  (69) 
Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent 
R — Oct.  8 

[To]  Musical  Reissue Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi 

(..) 
Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

|J^]  Western  3860 Where  Buffalo  Roam(62) 

Tex  Ritter  R — Oct.  29 

[30]  Melodrama  3804 

King;  of  Alcatraz  (57) 
Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh 
R — Oct.  8 

|T|  Action  Drama  3805 
Touchdown,  Army  (71) 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle R — Oct.  1 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  3706 Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter R — Oct.  8 

|Il|  Western  3707 Mysterious  Rider  (73) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 
R — Sept.  24 

|28|  Drama  (Spec.Rel.)3808 
Men  With  Wings  (105) 
Fred  MacMurray 

Ray  Milland 

R— Oct.  29 

|T|  Melodrama  3809 

Illegal  Traffic  (87) 

J.  Carrol  Nalsh 

Mary  Carlisle 

R — Nov.  5 

[T|  Melodrama  817 

Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston- J.  Travis 
R — Oct.  1 

[~8~|  Hillbilly  Musical  805 
Down  in  Arkansaw  (66) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 

|28]  Melodrama  806 
1   Stand  Accused  (61) 

Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack 
R— Oct.  22 

[~5]  Western  7108 Rhythm  of  the  Saddle(58) 

(For.  Song  of  the  West) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 

[30]  Comedy  901 

Room  Service  (80) 
Marx  Brothers 

R — Sept.  17 

p7]  Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis 
R— Sept.  10 

Drama  905 

A   Man  to  Remember (80) 
Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley 
R— Oct.  8 

[2i|  Mystery  Comedy  906 Mnd  Miss  Manton  (78) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda R — Oct.  15 

[28]  Melodrama  907 

Tarnished  Angel  (67) 

(For.  Miracle  Racket) 
Sally  Ellers 
Lee  Bowman 
R— Oct.  29 

[T|  Western  981 

Lawless  Valley  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
Kay  Sutton 

R — Nov.  5 

[30]  Musical  911 

Straight,  Place  and  Show 
(65) 

Ritz  Bros. -Ethel  Merman 
R — Oct.  1 

m   Adven.  Comedy  910 
Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari 
R— July  23 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  
919 Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints 
R— Oct.  15 

|2i|  Melodrama  912 Mysterious  Dir.  Moto  (62) 
Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire R — June  4 

[2§]  Historical  Drama  913 

Jsuez  (104) 

Tyrone  Power 
Anna  bella R— Oct.  22 

|T|  Comedy  Drama  914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 

Jane  Withers 
Jean  Rogers 
R — Aug.  20 

[X4]  Comedy  Drama There  Goes  My  Heart 

(84) 
F.  March-V.  Bruce R— Oct.  1 

[27]  Comedy  Drama 

Young  in  Heart  ( .   . ) 

Janet  Gaynor 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

|~7l  Musical  Comedy  2007 That  Certain  Age  (95) 
Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper 
R — Oct.  8 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  3026 Swing:  That  Cheer  (63) 
Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine 
[|l]  Com

edy 

Service  De  Luxe  (85) 

C.  Bennett-C.  Ruggles R— Oct.  22 

|2i|  Western  3052 
Guilty  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker 

[jjg]  Melodra
ma 

The  Storm  (78) 

Preston  Foster 

|28]  Action  Drama  3028 

Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent 
R — Oct.  8 

[~4~|  Action  Drama Exposed  (63) 

Glenda  Farrell 
Otto  Kruger 

Qf|  Western  3053 

Prairie  Justice  (57) 

Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

[T1  Mus.  Comedy  FN358 

Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brlen-Mar.  Lindsay 
R — July  30 

|8~|  Drama  FN368 Broadway  Musketeers (62) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 
R — Oct.  29 

|l5|  Drama  WB302 The  Sisters  (99) 

Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis R— Oct.  8 

[22I  Melodrama  FN369 
Girls  on  Probation  (63) 

Ronald  Reagan 

June  Brvan 
R— Oct  29 

[29]  Comedy  FN355 
Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane R— Oct.  22 

[~5~|  Comedy  WB Hard  to  Get  (79) 

Dick  Powell 
Olivia  de  Havilland 
R— Nov.  12 

[TJ  Drama  Tri-Nat’l 
Orage  ( . . ) 
Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

[l]  Comedy  Tri-Nat’l 
Carnival  in  Flanders( . . ) 

(Reissue) 

Francoise  Rosay 

|T|  Melodrama  GB 

Man  With  100  Faces  (72) 
Noel  Madison 
Lilli  Palmer 

[l5|  Drama  Tri-Na
t’l Peg  of  Old  Drury  (   .   .   ) 

Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 

|Y|  Melodrama  GB 

Lady  Vanishes  (97) 

Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 
R — Oct.  16 
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NOVEMBER  12 NOVEMBER  19 NOVEMBER  26 
DECEMBER  3 DECEMBER  10 

DECEMBER  17  | 

[j]i|  Action  Drama 
Adventure  in  the  Sahara 

(.  .) 
Paul  Kelly 
Lenora  Gray 

(30|  Comedy 

Blondie  (72) 

Penny  Singleton 

Arthur  Lake;  R-Nov.  5 

[7]  Western  9202 
Rio  Grande  ( . . ) 

Charles  Starrett 
Ann  Doran 

[15]  Western  8206 

California  Frontier  (   .   . ) 

Buck  Jones 

[li]  Melodrama  345 
Sunset  Stripease  ( .   . ) 

Sally  Rand 

[U]  Comedy  Drama  911 

Spring:  Madness  (70) 

I1  Franchol  Tone 
Maureen  O’Sullivan 

[is]  Drama  912 
{Shining  Hour  (   . . ) 
Joan  Crawford 

Margaret  Sullavan 
Melvyn  Douglas 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  913 Out  West  With  the 
Hardys  ( .   . ) 

Mickey  Rooney 
Lewis  Stone 

|~2~|  Comedy 
Flirting  with  Fate  ( . . ) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

Leo  Carrillo 

[~9~j  Drama Dramatic  School  ( . . ) 

Luise  Rainer 

Alan  Marshal 
Paulette  Goddard 

[xe]  Comedy  Drama 

Katherine  the  Last  ( .   . ) 

Franchot  Tone 
Franciska  Caal 

H   |~9~]  Western  3851 
1   Gun  Packer  ( . . ) 
(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

[9]  Drama  3801 

Gangster’s  Boy  ( .   . ) 

|‘  Jackie  Cooper Lucy  Gilman 

[X6]  Melodrama Gang  Bullets  ( .   . ) 
Ann  Nagel 

Robt.  Kent 

[23]  Western  3861 Little  Tenderfoot  ( . . ) 
Tex  Ritter 

[~7~|  Drama 
I   Am  a   Criminal  ( .   . ) 

John  Carroll 
[l4~|  Action  Drama 

Tough  Kid  ( .   .   ) 

Frankie  Darro 

[jj]  Historical  Drama  3810 

If  I   Were  King:  (101) 
3   Ronald  Colman 

l[  Frances  Dee 

I   R —
 Oct

.  1 

[Tg|  Comedy  3811 
Thanks  for  the  Memory 

(78) 

Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross 
R — Nov.  12 

[25]  Melodrama  3812 
Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- mond ( .   . ) 

John  Howard 
Heather  Angel 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama 
Little  Orphan  Annie  ( .   . ) 
Ann  Gillis 

Robert  Kent 

[~9~[  Western Sunset  Trail  (68) 

William  Boyd 

Charlotte  Wynters R — Oct.  29 

[l6]  Comedy
 

Say  It  in  French  ( .   . ) 

Ray  Milland 
Olympe  Bradna 

[~7~[  Action  Drama 
Storm  Over  Bengal  (..) 
Patric  Knowles 
Rochelle  Hudson 

R — Nov.  12 

[19]  Western  863 
Santa  Fe  Stampede  (..) 
Three  Mesqulteers 

|22|  Drama 
Orphans  of  the  Street 

(.  .) 

Tommy  Ryan 

Bob  Livingston 

[28]  Western  841 
Western  Jamboree  (..) 
Gene  Autry 

Smiley  Burnette 

!   [n]  Comedy  908 
Annabel  Takes  a   Tour 

(61) 

1   Jack  Oakie 

1   Lucille  Ball 

R — Oct.  22 

[l8]  Western  909 
Law  West  of  Tombstone 

(•  •) 
Harry  Carey 
Tim  Holt 

|25|  Comedy  Drama  948 
Peck’s  Bad  Boy  at  the Circus  ( . . ) 

Tommy  Kelly 

Ann  Gillis 

[2]  Comedy  910 
Trailer  Romance  ( . . ) 

Lucille  Ball 

James  Ellison 
[Tfi]  Action  Drama 

Saints  Without  Wings 

(..) Anne  Shirley 

Roger  Daniel 

[ll]  Comedy  Drama  915 
Just  Around  the  Comer 

(71) 
Shirley  Temple 
Bert  Lahr 

R — Nov.  5 

fig]  Action  Drama  916 
Sharpshooters  (64) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari 

[25]  Action  Drama  909 Submarine  Patrol  (95) 
Richard  Greene 
Nancy  Kelly 
R — Nov.  5 

[~2~|  Action  Drama  918 Road  Demon  (70) 

Henry  Arthur 
Joan  Valerie R — Aug.  27 

[9]  Comedy  924 
Up  the  River  (..) 

Tony  Martin 
Phyllis  Brooks 

[X6]  Comedy  Drama  920 

Down  on  the  Farm  (61) 

Jones  Family 

Jed  Prouty-S.  Deane 
R— Oct.  15 

[17]  Com.  Drama Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
(.  .) 

Gary  Cooper 
Merle  Oberson 

!   [n]  Comedy 

His  Exciting:  Night  ( .   . ) 
Chas.  Ruggles 
Ona  Munson  ; 

[jg|  Action  Drama  3035 
Strange  Faces  (66) 
Dorothea  Kent 

Andy  Devine  : 

[25]  Comedy  Drama Little  Tough  Guys  in 
Society  ( . . ) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer 

[~2~|  Action  Drama Secrets  of  a   Nurse  ( .   . ) 
Edmund  Lowe 

Helen  Mack [9]  Melodrama 

Last  Warning  ( .   . ) 

Preston  Foster 

[jj]  Drama  WB319 

Nancy  Drew,  Detective 

(65)  j Bonita  Granville  ; 

[19]  Com.  Drama  WB318 
Torehy  Gets  Her  Man(62) 

Glenda  Farrell 
Barton  MacLane 
R — Oct.  15 

|26|  Action  Drama  FN351 
Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(68) 

James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien R— Oct.  29 

[~3~|  Action  Drama Devil's  Island  ( .   . )   ; 

Boris  Karloff 
Neda  Harrigan 

[To]  Action  Drama 

Secret  Service  of  the  Air 

(.  .) 
Ronald  Reagan 

Ila  Rhodes 

[17]  Drama
 

Comet  on  Broadway  ( .   . ) 

Kay  Francis-John  Litel 

fl5|  Melodrama  GB The  Frog  (   .   . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 

|Y]  Musical  
GB 

Climbing  High  (..) 

Jessie  Matthews 
Michael  Redgrave 
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Numerals  Following:  Titles  are 
Running:  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 

tional Release,  1938,  Unless 
Otherwise  Specified. 

^Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating:. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugo  Reisenfeld 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9)  .Apr.  30, ’38 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

Ankles  Away  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17%).. July  1 
Jump  Chump  Jump  (19%) ..  .Apr.  5 

Firechief  Andy  Clyde  falls  for  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  ..  .Aug.  19 
Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 

Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  16 
The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 

Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18) . .   .   Oct.  28 

The  Soul  of  a   Heel  (16%)   June  4 
Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff's  daughter. 
COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)...  Aug.  26 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7)  . Oct.  25 
Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

(V    Sept.  23 

©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 
Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(10)    Sept.  9 
Provincial  Quebec  ( . . )   Oct.  21 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  7   (Gus  Van — Song  Shop) 

<10>    May  6, '38 
Songs  the  folks  used  to  sing. 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  June  25 
No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs ...  July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No.  12  ( .   . )     Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

(New  Series) 

No.  1   College  Songs  (..)   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (..)   Oct.  4 

KIIAZV  HAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 
Krazy  Magic  (7)   May  20 
Krazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)  .   .   .   July  4 The  Little  Buckaroo  (6)   Apr.  11 

NEW  SPORT  THRILLS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 
Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Fistic  Fun  (9%)    July  1 
Football  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 
Ski  Legs  (10)   Oct.  20 
Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10, '38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTUREGRAPH 

No-  1   (•  •)    Aug.  31 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (6%)    July  22 
Early  Bird  (7)   Aug.  31 
Happy  Birthday  (7)   Oct.  7 
Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7)   Apr.  27 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS 

No.  2   ( .   . )     
No.  9   (10)    
No.  10  (10)    
No,  11  (10)    

No.  12  (10)    " Series  18 

No-  1   (■•)    
No.  2   (..)    

(Series  16) 

. . .   .Sept.  16 

■   Apr.  29,  ’38 

.May  27,  ’38 
June  24,  ’38   July  29 

....  Sept.  16 
  Oct.  14 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)      May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 

Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  29 

Three  Missing  Links  ( 18) .   .   .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 
WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Mar.  25, ’38 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7) . . .   .May  27, ’38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (..).. June  10 
Maid  in  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 
Robinson  Crusoe’s  Broadcast 

(7)    Apr.  15 

The  Big  Top  (7)   May  13, ’38 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  ( 10) .   . .   Apr.  22 

Return  of  the  Buffalo  (10)  .Apr.  8, ’38 
We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  (.  .) .   .July  22 

TWO  REELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  In 
capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  ( .   .)   Apr.  29,  '38 
Jefferson  Macliamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( .   . )   .   May  13, ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17) . . .   .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 

Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

livan's plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 
Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 
to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 

his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- test 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22).. Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (20)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10)  . . .   .   June  25 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)....  Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    ..Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirutes  (9)   Apr.  16 

The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALKS 
In  Technicolor 

Ancient  Egypt  (.  .)   Jan.  21 
Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9) .   .Sept.  10 
Czecho-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 

Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (8)... Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 

Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (..)..  .Dec.  31 

Sidney — Pride  of  Australia 
(..)    Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

©Bravest  of  the  Brave  (11)..  Aug.  6 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  ..  .Sept.  3 
Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollywood  Handicap  (10)  . . .   .May  28 

Strentlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 
©That  Mothers  Might  Live 

(10)    Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10)  .   .May  7,  ’38 
They  Live  Again  (10)   Oct.  22 

Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 
(10)    July  9 

Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 

Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris 
Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 

Eleanor  Lynn  and  Frankie  Albert- 
son. 

Snow  Gets  in  Your  Eyes  (20). May  14 

M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 
Released  twice  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 

Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .   May  17, '38 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 
Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 
Men  in  Fright  ( . . )   Oct.  15 
Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26,  ’38 
PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (10)    Oct.  15 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

©Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)   July  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 
Hot  on  Ice  (10)   Oct.  22 

Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (..).. Nov.  19 
Modeling  tor  Money  (10) . .   .   .   Apr.  30 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 
How  to  Watch  Football  (9)... Oct.  8 

How  to  F’igure  Income  Tax 

(8)    Mar.  19, ’38 ©How  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9) .   .   .July  2 
Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
Out  of  the  Inkwell  (7)   Apr.  22 

Pudgy  the  Watchman  (7) . .   .   .   Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 

The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 
COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7) . . .   .Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Hold  It  (8)   Apr.  29 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 

The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7)..  Oct.  28 
COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    May  6 
Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 
Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 

Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 
©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   .   .   .   Aug.  5 

Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 
Orrin  Tucker  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  4 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 
Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 

Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 
Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 

Wynn. 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PAItAGRAPHICS 

Crime  F’igliters  (10)   May  20 
Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

©Find  What’s  Wrong  (10) ..  June  17 
Jungle  Glimpses  (10)   Mar.  25 

A   colorful  camera  trip  through 
South  America  tropics. 

Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Raising  Canines  (10)   Nov.  11 
All  about  raising  dogs  based  on 
the  information  supplied  by  expert 

Carl  Spitz. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 
(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 

lowlifes. 
©Silver  Millions  (10)    July  15 

Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner's 
immortal  “Tanhaueser"  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12  (10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 

Aquatic  Antics. 

No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- rises, elephants. 

No.  4   (10)    Nov.  4 
Prospecting  for  oil,  mountain 

climbing  and  a   visit  to  southeast- ern United  States. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

A   Date  to  Skate  (7)   Nov.  18 

Big  Chief  Ugh-Amugh-Ugh 

(7)    Apr.  15 Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7)  . . .   .Aug.  19 

Goonland  (8)    Oct.  21 
I   Yum  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 
The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   “Pipe”  (7)... June  17 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 
©No.  4   (10)    
No.  5   (10)    
No.  6   (10)    

No.  1   (10)    
No.  2   (11)    

SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8)..  July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
You  Leave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10) . . .   .Oct.  28 
Deals  with  the  fascinating  sport 

of  gliding  and  soaring  in  motorless 

planes. 
Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. Red,  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 

Question  answers  in  the  field  of 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 

ing. 

Super-Athletes  (10)    Nov.  25 
An  analysis  of  the  progress  made 
in  track  and  field  sports. 

Win,  Place  or  Show  (10)   Apr.  22 

Human  Interest  yarn  of  the  Hia- 
leah racing  track. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 
(In  Color) 

©No.  5(10)    Apr.  15 
Gold  beating;  circulating  library; 

woman  chimney  sweep;  tool  leath- 

er portraits. 
No.  6(10)    June  10 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

©No.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 

Mar.  18 
.May  13 
.   .July  8 

.Sept.  2 
.   .Nov. 4 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  little  Tailor  (9) . . .   . .   .Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald's  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald’s  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. 
©Donald’s  Nephews  (8) .   .Apr.  15,  '38 

Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- 
tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 

and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 

Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 
Mickey's  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 

A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17,  *38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 
Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 

0©The  Moth  and  the  Flame 

(8)    Apr.  1, '38 Adventures  of  a   boy  and  girl  moth. 
The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 

A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

0©Wynken,  Blynken  and  Nod 
(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 

wooden-shoe. 
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EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  In  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Flo  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino. 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Berthquakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 

child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
‘‘Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain’s dilemma. 

No.  3   (20)    Oct.  28 
Inside  the  Maginot  line. 

QNo.  9(21)    Apr.  15 
The  Nazi  conquest  of  Austria  and 
a   pictorial  discussion  on  crime 
and  prisons. 

No.  10  (19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

ONo.  11(17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 
threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10)...  June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10) ...  .Apr.  22, ’38 
Ray  Fabing’s  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 

Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Reillys,  Paul 
Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10)  . . .   .Sept.  2 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

4>No.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (15)  ..  .June  17, ’38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13,  ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

QDeep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 

Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 
pions photographed  in  action  by 

the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) .   . .   .   Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    Jnne  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros. 

Underwater  (9)    June  3 

New  underwater  sport  "goggle 

fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

Twenty  Girls  and  a   Bnml 

(18)    Apr.  8, ’38 Nick  Stuart  and  his  orchestra, 

Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  June  Johnson. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 
(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 
Cowboy  band. 

REELISMS  (New  Series) 

Submarine  Circus  (10)   Sept.  16 

20th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 

CAMERAMAN 

Filming  Big  Thrills  (..)...  .Sept.  30 
Recording  Modern  Science 

(10)    Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoroughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 

Timber  Toppers  (..)   Oct.  28 
Winter  Sports  ( .   . )   Dec.  9 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) .   . .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

Fashion  Forecasts  (..)   Nov.  11 
Winter  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEnR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 
(11)    Sept.  2 

AVhat  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

(..)    Nov.  25 

LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)   Aug.  5 
Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 
Land  of  Contentment  (..)....  Oct.  14 

TERRY-TOONS 

Chris  Columbo  (7)    Aug.  12 

©Gandy  Goose  in  Doomsday 

(..)    Dec.  16 
Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 

Housewife  Herman  (..)   Nov.  18 

String  Bean  Jack  (7)   Aug.  26 
The  Glass  Slipper  (7)   Oct.  7 
The  New  Comer  (..)   Oct.  21 

The  Stranger  Rides  Again 

( .   . )     Nov.  4 
Villnge  Blacksmith  ( .   . )   Dec.  2 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story 

(7)    Sept.  23 

United  Artists 
SCENIC 

Eternal  Fire  (8)    Oct.  1 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  48  (   9)    Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  25 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 

No.  51  (10)    Junes 
No.  52  (   9)    June  27 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

No.  56  (9)      Nov.  14 
No.  57  (9)    Nov.  28 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19%)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 
Yorke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

Hlgli-Jaek  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18,  '38 James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Hi-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 

Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mc- 
Gurns’  Dancers. 

Music  nnd  Flowers  (19)  . . .   .   June  15 

Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Patio  Serenade  (17)   Nov.  16 
Tito  Coral,  Laura  Suarez,  Armida, 
Gloria  Belmonte  and  others. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Bovs,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17%)    Oct.  12 
Somewhere  in  Paris  (17) .   . .   .   Mar.  23 

J.  Harold  Murray,  Three  Samuels 

and  Harriet  Hayes,  Ben  Yost’s 
Varsity  Eight. 

Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 

Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke.  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 

Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 
Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s 
Daughter  (7)    June  6 

Nellie  the  Sewing  Machine 

Girl  (7%)    Apr.  11 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 
Rabbit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 
Sailor  Mouse  (7)   Nov.  7 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 
Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

WALTER  LANTZ  CAKTUNES 

The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

Disobedient  Mouse  (8)   Nov.  28 

The  Problem  Child  (7) . .   .May  16,  ’38 

Trade  Mice  (7)    Feb.  28,  ’38 
Tail  End  (7)      Apr.  25 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  18 
No.  50  (   9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 
No.  52  (   9)    June  20 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 

No.  55  (9%)    Oct.  10 

No.  56  (9)    Nov.  21 
No.  57  (9)      Dec.  5 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 
Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 
Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) ..  June  11,  ’38 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20) .   . .   .Oct.  29 
Toyland  Casino  (21)    Oct.  8 

Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 
Zero  Girl  (22)    Sept.  3 

COLOR TOUR  ADVENTURES 

The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)...  Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Meehanix  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4, ’38 

Toradja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30,  ’38 
(New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Meehanix  Hlustrated  (..)   Nov.  5 

Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

I.OONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  in  Wackyland  (7)  . . . . Sept.  24 

Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  .Apr.  16, ’38 

Porky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7)  ..  Apr.  30, ’38 

Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew(7) .   . Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7)  .   .July  16 
W’holly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7, ’38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18,  ’38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, ’38 
(11)    May  28, ’38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 

Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 
Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 
Mike  Riley  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Mar.  26, ’38 
Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 

(10)    Oct.  1 
Rubinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)    July  30, ’38 
MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Feud  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jul.  23 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  ( .   . )   .   May  28, ’38 

Katnip  Kollege  (7)   June  11, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  &   Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 
Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7)....  Oct.  8 
Now1  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7) .   . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 
(Some  sequences  in  color) 

No.  8(11)    Apr.  2 

Song  writers  —   bowling  —   rubber 
bathing  suits. 

No.  9   (10)    Apr.  30,  ’38 
Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 
toy  trains. 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11(10)    July  9, ’38 
Bakeiite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12  ( .   .)    Aug.  13 

Hollywood-Sculling-Furs. 
PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Got  a   Match?  (20)   Apr.  9, ’38 
Rainbow’s  End  ( .   . )   July  2,  ’38 
Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

*.} ©1 hit  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 
A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 

Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19) ..  .July  30/38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series) 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (   .   .   )     July  16,  ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) .   .May  21, ’38 

VITAPHONE  GA  Y-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  23. ’38 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20)  ..  .Aug.  27 

Fifi  D’Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Crawfords,  The  (10)   Apr.  9, ’38 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10)  . .   . .   Aug.  6 Louis  Prlma 

Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)    Sept.  10 
Vitaphone  Capers  (10) .   .June  18,  ’38 

TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4, ’38 
Dear  Old  Dad  (12)   Apr.  16, ’38 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 
COLUMBIA 

The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 

Bill  nickok      June  30 
15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 
(30) — Frank  Buck.  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island.  .   Mar.  17 

(15  episodes).  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s island. 

The  Spider’s  Web   Oct.  22 
15  chapters.  Out  of  the  Spider 

magazine  stalks  crlmedom’s  most 
amazing  character  Impersonated 
by  Warren  Hull  who  comes  to 

grips  with  The  Octopus.  Iris 
Meredith  is  the  heart  Interest. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The.  .   .   .May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 

Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu Love. 

Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brix,  Jill Martin. 

Painted  Stallion    Jnne  5, ’38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 

Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  ’38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  "Buster"  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  In  exciting  adventures on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Withers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 

agents  of  two  foreign  powers  In  a 
Chinatown  setting. 

BOXOFFICE November  12,  1938 



SJn  "The  Aiakln^ STARTING  |   WELL  ALONG 
COMPLETED 

CALIFORNIA  CAVALCADE — Bill  Elliott,  Luana 
Alcaniz,  Charles  King,  Hal  Taliaferro,  Ed  Cas- 

sidy. Producer:  Larry  Darmour.  Director: 
Joseph  Levering.  Original  Screenplay:  Nate 
Gatzert. 

THERE’S  THAT  WOMAN  AGAIN— Melvyn  Doug- 
las, Virginia  Bruce,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Gordon 

Oliver.  Producer:  B.  B.  Kahane.  Director:  A1 

Hall.  Screenplay:  Phillip  Epstein,  James  Ed- ward Grant. 
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EXILED — Anna  Sten,  Alan  Marshal,  Paul  Lukas, 
Walter  Catlett,  Jed  Prouty,  Ruth  Donnelly. 

Producer:  Eugene  Frenke.  Director:  Otis  Gar- 
rett. Original:  Edwin  Justus  Mayer. 

THE  LAST  BARRIER  and  FURY  IN  THE  SAD- 

DLE —   (Simultaneous  production)  —   Dorothy 

Page,  David  O’Brien.  Producer:  George  Hirli- 
man  (Coronado  Pictures).  Director:  Sam  Diege. 
Screenplay:  Arthur  Hoerl. 

SKIDS — Dennis  O’Keefe,  Harry  Carey.  Producer: 
g   Harry  Rapf.  Director:  Edward  Sedgwick. 

0   HUCKLEBERRY  FINN— Mickey  Rooney.  Pro- 

5*  ducer:  Joseph  Mankiewicz.  Director:  Richard 
^   Thorpe.  Original:  Mark  Twain. 

A   CHRISTMAS  CAROL  —   Reginald  Owen,  Terry 
Kilbourne,  Lynn  Carver,  Gene  Lockhart,  Kath- 

leen Lockhart.  Producer:  Joseph  Mankiewicz. 
Director:  Edwin  L.  Marin. 

IDIOT’S  DELIGHT — Clark  Gable,  Norma  Shearer, 
Charles  Coburn,  Joe  Yule,  Pat  Paterson,  Bern- 
ardine  Hayes,  Laura  Hope  Crews,  Skeets  Gal- 

lagher, Virginia  Grey.  Producer:  Hunt  Strom- 
berg.  Director:  Clarence  Brown.  Original: 
Robert  E.  Sherwood. 

O   WILD  HORSE  TRAIL — Jack  Randall.  Producer: 
Robert  Tansey.  Original  Screenplay:  Robert 

O   Emmett. 

I   AM  A   CRIMINAL — John  Carroll,  Mary  Korn- 
man,  Craig  Reynolds,  Kay  Linaker.  Producer: 
E.  B.  Derr.  Director:  William  Nigh.  Original 
Screenplay:  John  Krafft. 

HOTEL  IMPERIAL — Isa  Miranda,  Ray  Milland, 
Reginald  Owen,  Gene  Lockhart,  Rudolph  For- 

ster; Betty  Compson.  Producer:  Harlan  Thomp- 
son. Director:  Robert  Florey.  Original:  Lajos 

H   Biro,  Gilbert  Gabriel.  Screenplay:  Robert 
55  Thoeren. 

ID  MIDNIGHT  —   Claudette  Colbert,  Don  Ameche, 
O   Mary  Astor,  Elaine  Barrie,  John  Barrymore. 

Producer:  Arthur  Hornblow  jr.  Director: 

Mitchell  Leisen.  Original:  Edwin  Justus  Mayer, 

PS  Franz  Schulz.  Screenplay:  Charles  Brackett, 
Billy  Wilder,  Ken  Englund. 

O,  BULLDOG  DRUMMOND'S  SECRET  POLICE — 
John  Howard,  Heather  Angel,  H.  B.  Warner, 
Reginald  Denny,  Elizabeth  Patterson,  E.  E. 
Clive.  Producer:  Edward  T.  Lowe.  Director: 

James  Hogan.  Original:  H.  C.  McNeile. 

PERSONS  IN  HIDING — Patricia  Morrison,  Lynne 
Overman,  William  Henry,  Elisabeth  Risdon, 
Richard  Carle.  Producer:  Edward  T.  Lowe. 

Director:  Louis  King.  Original:  J.  Edgar  Hoo- 

ver. 

PARENTS  ON  PROBATION  —   Charlie  Ruggles, 
Mary  Boland,  William  Gargan,  Joyce  Mathews, 

Donald  O’Connor,  Billy  Lee,  Hartley  Tufts. 
Producer:  William  H.  Wright.  Director:  George 
Archainbaud. 

THE  CASTLES — Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers, 
Edna  May  Oliver,  Walter  Brennan,  Jack  Car- 
son,  Donald  McBride,  Esther  Muir.  Producer: 

George  Haight.  Director:  Henry  Potter. 

THE  FLYING  IRISHMAN  —   Douglas  Corrigan. 

q   Penny  Singleton,  Paul  Kelly,  Robert  Armstrong, 
^   John  Arledge.  Producer:  Pandro  S.  Berman. 

PS  Director:  Leigh  Jason.  Screenplay:  Ernest  Pa- 
gano,  Dalton  Trumbo. 

12  CROWDED  HOURS — Richard  Dix.  Pro- 
ducer: Robert  Sisk.  Director:  Lew  Landers. 

Original:  Garrett  Fort,  Peter  Ruric.  Screen- 
play: John  Twist. 

BEAUTY  FOR  THE  ASKING— Lucille  Ball,  Don- 

ald  Woods,  Inez  Courtney,  Frances  Mercer,  Whit- 
ney Bourne,  Patric  Knowles.  Producer:  Bernie 

Fineman.  Director:  Glenn  Tryon.  Original: 

Edmund  L.  Hartmann.  Screenplay:  Doris  An- 
derson, Paul  Jarrico. 

ARIZONA  LEGION  —   George  O’Brien,  Laraine 
Johnson,  Carlyle  Moore.  Producer:  David  How- 

ard. Director:  Bert  Gilroy.  Original:  Bernard 
McConville.  Screenplay:  Oliver  Drake. 

•   FEDERAL  MAN  HUNT — Robert  Livingston,  June 
Travis,  Ben  Welden,  Horace  MacMahon.  Pro- 

J   ducer:  Armand  Schaefer.  Director:  Nick  Grinde. 
Screenplay:  Maxwell  Shane. 

SHINE  ON,  HARVEST  MOON  —   Roy  Rogers, 
Mary  Hart,  William  Farnum,  Lulu  Belle.  Scotty. 
Producer:  Charles  Ford.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

RED  RIVER  RANGE — John  Wayne,),  Max  Ter- 
hune,  Ray  Corrigan,  (Three  Mesquiteers),  Polly 
Moran.  Producer:  William  Berke.  Director: 

George  Sherman.  Original:  Luci  Ward.  Screen- 
play: Betty  Burbridge,  Stanley  Roberts,  Luci 

Ward. 
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CAMERA  DAREDEVILS  (Untitled)  —   Preston 
Foster,  Lynn  Bari,  Wally  Vernon,  Joan  Wood- 

bury, Henry  Wilcoxon.  Producer:  Sol  Wurtzel. 
Director:  Ricardo  Cortez. 

WIFE,  HUSBAND  AND  FRIEND— Loretta  Young:, 
Warner  Baxter,  Joseph  Sehildkraut,  George  Bar- 

bier,  Eugene  Pallette,  Helen  Westley,  J.  Ed- 
ward Bromberg,  Lionel  Atwill.  Producer:  Nun- 

nally  Johnson.  Director:  Gregory  Ratoff.  Ori- 
ginal: James  Cain. 

THANKS  FOR  EVERYTHING — Jack  Haley,  Ar- 
leen  Whelan,  Jack  Oakie,  Tony  Martin,  Blnnie 

Barnes,  Adolphe  Menjou.  Producer:  Harry  Joe 

Brown.  Director:  William  A.  Seiter.  Screen- 
play: Harry  Tugend. 

KING  OF  THE  TURF — Adolphe  Menjou.  Pro- 
ducer: Edward  Small.  Director:  Alfred  E. 

Green.  Original  Screenplay:  George  Bruce. 

IT’S  SPRING  AGAIN  —   Oliver  Hardy,  Harry 
Langdon,  Alice  Brady,  June  Lang,  Jean  Parker, 

Stepin  Fetchit,  Billie  Burke.  Producer:  A.  Ed- 
ward Sutherland  (Hal  Roach).  Director:  Gor- 

don Douglas.  Original:  H.  C.  Bunner.  Screen- 
play: Walter  DeLeon. 

THREE’S  COMPANY' — Bing  Crosby.  Producer: 
Herb  Polesie.  Director:  David  Butler.  Screen- 

play: Arthur  Kober. 

NEWSBOYS’  HOME  —   Jackie  Cooper,  Edmund 
Lowe,  Wendy  Barrie,  Little  Tough  Guys.  Pro- 

ducer: Ken  Goldsmith.  Director:  Harold  Young. 

Original  Screenplay:  Gordon  Kahn. 

PIRATES  OF  THE  SKIES — Kent  Taylor,  Roch- 
elle Hudson,  Lucien  Littlefield,  Marion  Martin, 

Sid  Saylor.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director: 
Joe  McDonough.  Screenplay:  Lester  Cole,  Ben 
Grauman  Kohn. 

SAVING,  SISTER,  SWING — Eddie  Quillan,  Kath- 
ryn (Sugar)  Kane,  Nana  Bryant,  Ken  Murray, 

Johnny  Downs,  Ernest  Truex,  Ted  Weems  and 
Orchestra.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director: 

Joseph  Santley.  Original  Screenplay:  Charles 
Grayson. 

THE  LAST  AA’ARNING  —   Preston  Foster,  Frank 
Jenlcs,  Frances  Robinson,  Kay  Linaker,  Joyce 

Compton,  E.  E.  Cline.  Producer:  Irving  Starr 
(Crime  Club  Productions).  Director:  A1  Rogell. 

Original:  Jonathan  Latimer.  Screenplay:  Ed- 
mund L.  Hartmann. 

LITTLE  TOUGH  GUYS  IN  SOCIETY  —   Frankie 
Thomas,  Hally  Chester,  David  Gorcey,  Jack 

Searl,  Peggy  Stewart,  Mary  Boland,  Edward 
Everett  Horton,  Mlscha  Auer.  Producer:  Ken 
Goldsmith.  Director:  Erie  Kenton.  Original: 
Edward  Eliscu,  Mortimer  Offner. 

g HELL’S  KITCHEN  —   Humphrey  Bogart,  Gale 
Page,  Dead  End  Kids,  Janet  Chapman,  Frankie 
Burke.  Producer:  David  Lewis.  Screenplay: 
Crane  Wilbur.  Director:  William  McGann. 

DARK  VICTORY  —   Bette  Davis,  George  Brent, 
Humphrey  Bogart,  Ronald  Reagan,  Geraldine 
Fitzgerald.  Producer:  David  Lewis.  Director: 
Edmund  Goulding.  Original:  George  Brewer  jr., 
Bertram  Bloch. 

THE  OKLAHOMA  KID — James  Cagney,  Rosemary 
Dane,  Donald  Crisp,  Granville  Bates,  Edward 
Pawley.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff.  Director: 
Lloyd  Bacon. 



SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES,  SERVICES 

Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. 

(?leatlna  4jou5e 
Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request  • 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

TYPICAL  VALUES  FROM  THE  NEW 

5.0. 5.  
CATALOG.  Gold  bronze  exit  boxes, 

$1.19.  G.  E.  Motors,  
1/12  h.  p.  220  V   3ph„ 

$1.95.  Chair  ash  
dispensers,  

$1.95.  Thumb 
tacks,  carton  

of  1,000,  79c.  Sand  
urns, 

$2.95.  
Fire  extinguishers,  

$2.95.  
Seat- 

patch  Kits,  $1.98.  
Photo  Cells,  868  

type, 

guaranteed,  
$1.49.  “Type-it”  

Slide  Mats, 
package  

of  fifty,  89c.  Thousands  
of  others. 

5
.
0
.
 
5
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636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT   

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 

tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 

reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 

219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 

OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  219  North 

16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

SOUND  EQUIPMENT   

TWO  MELLOPHONE  wide  range,  up-to- 

date  soundheads  for  Simplex;  one  thea- 

tre amplifier  approximately  10  watts.  All 

tried  and  tested.  O.  K.  condition.  Tired 

of  storage.  As  is— $50.00.  R.  B.  Henninger, 

Beloit,  Kas. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

FOR  SALE — 750  reupholstered  back 

spring-edge  chairs  like  new.  Large  stock 

veneer  chairs.  Stanley  Theatre  Supply, 

1235  South  Wabash,  Chicago. 

FOR  SALE — Used  theatre  chairs,  ply- 

wood back,  box  spring  seat;  inserted  panel 

back  and  box  spring  seat  in  good  condition. 

George  W.  Carr,  1177  Webb,  Detroit,  Mich. 

FOR  SALE  —   400  used  chairs,  spring 

cushion  seat,  veneer  back,  also  Strand 

electric  vertical  sign,  bargain  price.  Rivola 

Theatre,  Oskaloosa,  la. 

FOR  SALE — 300  Veneer  Opera  Chairs — 

$1.00  each.  F.O.B.  Birmingham,  Ala.  2012 

Third  Ave.,  North,  Birmingham,  Ala. 

1500  New  full-spring  mohair-back  seats 

for  immediate  sale.  Lowest  prices  on  re- 
conditioning all  types  seats.  Specialty 

Manufacturing,  1806  Michigan,  Chicago. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 

81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 

from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- 
ton. 

FILMS  WANTED 

WANTED— 16mms  of  features;  good 

condition;  also  shorts.  F.  Shafer,  Wash- 
ington, Ind. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

COMPLETE  RCA  sound  equipment. 

Perfect  condition.  Two  Powers  heads, 

$500.  Terms.  Mesa  Theatre,  Victorville, 

Cal.,  or  call  PArkway  3124. 

30  USED  16mm  sound  projectors,  $135; 

Roshon,  State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

PAIR  complete  Powers  6B,  recently  over- 
hauled, $200.  Colony  Theatre,  McKees 

Rocks,  Pa. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE — Theatre,  four  small  towns 
to  draw  from.  $1,500,  terms.  Randsburg, 
Cal. 

MODERN  THEATRE.  New  equipment. 

Town  1500,  central  Indiana.  Business  good. 

Check  it.  $4,000  cash.  B-1052,  Boxoffice, 
4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

SMALL  TOWN  THEATRE  wanted  any- 
where in  Texas.  Give  full  particulars  first 

letter.  227  W.  Calera  St.,  Uvalde,  Tex. 

THEATRE  WANTED  —   500  to  1,000 

seats;  give  all  information  in  first  letter. 

Must  stand  investigation.  Box  125,  Ken- 
neth Williamson,  Plainwell,  Mich. 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

WANTED — Good  theatre  in  Colorado  or 

Nebraska;  give  full  particulars.  B-1053, 
Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City, 
Mo. 

EXPERIENCED  SHOWMAN  desires  the- 

atre percentage  or  rental  basis.  B-1055, 
Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City, 

Mo. 

WANTED — Small  town  or  small  neigh- 
borhood theatre  in  Ohio.  Cash  available 

to  buy  or  lease.  B-1057,  Boxoffice,  4704 
E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

HELP  WANTED 

OPERATORS — Experienced — every  state 
— movie  circuit  work — car  needed.  520 

State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

MANAGERS  —   Projectionists  wanted. 
Salaries  are  open.  Box  165,  Troy,  Ohio. 

WANTED — Theatre  manager,  good  per- 

sonality, integrity,  honesty  and  ability. 

Excellent  opportunity  with  progressive  in- 

dependent theatre  chain.  Address  B-1058, 
Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City, Mo. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

AT  LIBERTY  —   Projectionist,  young 

man,  8   years’  experience,  sober  and  re- 
liable. References  upon  request.  B-1056, 

Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City, Mo. 

PROJECTIONIST — 12  years’  experience. 
Sober,  reliable,  appreciate  decent  job. 
P.  O.  Box  No.  173,  Canton,  Tex. 

PROJECTIONIST  —   Electrician,  want 

work,  go  anywhere.  J.  Marcum,  Hunting- 
don, Pa. 

PROJECTIONIST — 20  years’  experience 
on  any  make  of  equipment.  Married  and 
reliable.  Now  employed;  wish  a   change; 

will  go  anywhere.  B-1051,  Boxoffice,  4704 
E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

DESIRES  TO  LEARN  operator’s  trade. 
Single,  sincere,  reliable,  courteous  service. 
Ralph  Wright,  Taylorville,  111. 

PROJECTIONIST — Young,  single,  expe- 

rienced, neat  workman.  Simplex,  West- 

ern Electric.  State  salary.  B-1050,  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

PROJECTIONIST — Now  working,  desires 

change;  capable  of  handling  any  type  of 

equipment;  will  go  anywhere;  excellent 

references.  B-1048,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th 
St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE.  |   in„  „   m   , 

4704  East  Ninth  S
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Kansas  City,  Mo.  j   at  pnce  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE”  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 
Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

BOXOFFICE  :;  November  12,  1938 •   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding  publication  date. 
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JACKIE  COOPER  AT  HIS  BEST... POWERFUL  STORY — Box-Office 

BETTER  PRODUCTION  THAN  BOY  OF  THE  STREETS’ 
Jay  Emanuel 

ROBERT  WARWICK 

LUCY  G   I   LM AN 
LOUISE  LORIMER 

Screenplay  by  ROBERT  D.  ANDRI 

Story  by  KARL  BROWN 
and  ROBERT  D.  ANDREWS 

Directed  by  WILLIAM  N I 

MaB^f 

fgF  M   T
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V   Ml  >JL  \ 

1   * 1 ̂   L 
/> 
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Drama  packed  story.  Best  in- 

dependent release  in  many, 

many  months  and  one  that 

will  do  good  business  right 

down  the  line.  Cooper  deliv- 

ers a   walloping  good  acting 

performance. 

— Film  Bulletin 

A   fitting  successor  to  Mono- 

gram's profitable  "Boy  of  the 

Streets".  Jackie  Cooper,  in  a 

designed -to -measure  role, 

turns  in  a   splendid  perform- 

ance, driving  for  effective 

heart-tugs. 

—Daily  Variety 

Portrayals  of  Jackie  Cooper, 

Robert  Warwick  and  Tom- 

my Wonder  will  be  remem- 
bered. Production  values  are 

surprisingly  above  stand- 

ard insofar  as  sets  are  con- 

cerned. Story  is  sound. 

— Hollywood  Reporter 
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ITS  STILL  ONE  OF  THE  BEST 
OMETHING  io  read.  Also,  something  to  ponder  over: 

"Torn  by  dissension  and  weakened  by  strife,  the  three  branches,  split  into  fac- 
tions in  each  branch,  have  achieved  for  the  industry  a   mighty  position  of  power 

and  influence.  If  this  can  be  accomplished  in  chaos,  it  is  interesting  to  dwell  on 
the  possibilities  when  these  various  branches  decide  to  march  forward  and  use 

their  energy  to  advance  the  common  cause  of  better  motion  pictures  and  a   more 

profitable  trade  for  all." 
These  sentences  are  from  the  address  made  by  William  F.  Rodgers  at  the  MPTOA 

convention.  The  event  already  is  fading  in  the  industry's  history  books,  as  all  events 
have  a   habit  of  doing,  but,  before  any  chapters  may  be  finalized,  attention  properly 

directs  itself  to  the  fundamental  truth  Metro's  general  sales  manager  has  stressed. 
It  has  been  said  frequently  this  business  grows  apace  despite,  and  not  because,  of  itself. 

As  you  survey  past  and  current  landscapes  and,  in  the  passing,  take  note  of  some 

of  the  decisions  made  and  many  of  the  policies  evolved,  it  becomes  easier  to  understand 
how  such  a   conclusion  is  reached. 

And,  while  what  follows  does  not  provide  justification,  it  also  is  historically  correct, 

at  least,  to  point  out  that  the  injustices  which  have  crept  in  follow  directly  in  the  path 

of  the  vast  and  mushroom-like  growth  of  an  enterprise  which  had  no  idea  on  its  own 
of  the  extent  to  which  it  could  flourish  and  the  dynamic  paths  along  which  it  might 
travel. 

But  there  comes  a   time,  by  whatever  the  direct  causes,  when  appraisal  has  to  be 

made  and  adjustments  determined  from  the  inspection.  It  is  proper  for  the  industry 

itself  that  this  be  done  and,  of  course,  necessary  for  those  who  are  members  in  it. 

The  purpose  of  the  trade  practice  meetings  has  been  exactly  this.  Suppose  it  be  true 

advance  word  of  the  government's  anti-trust  suit  hurried  the  decision?  Assume  it,  if 
you  like,  that  liberality  on  cancellations  traces  back  to  the  fear  that  a   Neely  bill  may  be 
enacted  in  Washington? 

Granted  is  the  desirability  of  a   house  set  in  order  without  pressure  applied,  but,  ac- 

tually, what  difference  does  it  finally  make  what  contributes  to  the  conclusion  if  the  con- 
clusion is  sound  and  constructive?  Distributors,  at  no  time,  should  have  been  expected 

to  give  their  businesses  away.  There  is  no  reason  why  they  should  and  there  is  no 

reason,  as  business  goes,  to  expect  them  to  give  up  more  than  the  situation  dictates  is 
necessary. 

It  is  important  that  their  collective  viewpoint,  which  it  may  be  expected  Rodgers  ac- 
curately reflects,  is  now  one  of  recognizing  the  immediacy  of  problems  in  other  branches 

of  the  industry  and  a   desire  for  remedy.  BOXOFFICE  repeatedly  has  expressed  its  con- 
viction distributors  mean  what  they  have  been  saying  on  trade  practices.  This  is  not  to 

say  that  exhibitors  will  get  all  that  they  are  after,  but  by  the  same  token  it  does  mean 
distributors  will  not  retain  all  that  they  now  have. 

The  give-and-take  idea,  by  its  very  nature,  places  a   check  on  both  sides  in  any  nego- 

tiations. What  emerges,  therefore,  from  these  long-extended  discussions  ought  to  be 
looked  upon  as  a   beginning.  There  can  be  future  meetings  and  there  will  be  future 
meetings  as  time  and  the  tide  dictate. 

Those  who  want  progress  understand  that  it  rarely,  if  ever,  is  attained  as  quickly  as  it 

might  be.  This  tempers  their  hopes  and  their  understanding  with  patience.  If  you  are 

interested  in  virtues,  the  suggestion  is  made  this  one  continues  to  hold  up  as  one  of  the best, 
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AGE  OF  SOPER  SELLING  AND  MERCHANDISING 

IS  FORESEEN  UNDER  LIRERAL  CANCELLATIONS 
It  Might  Be  Worth  Checking 

While  compulsory  arbitration  is  illegal,  voluntary  arbitration  is  not. 

A   nation-wide  arbitration  method,  in  a   form  not  yet  completely  devised,  in  some 
quarters  is  viewed  as  an  essential  to  back  up  the  conciliation  system  which,  by  sub- 

stantial straws  in  the  wind,  will  emerge  from  the  trade  practice  deliberations. 

As  a   possible  keynote  to  voluntary  arbitration  is  the  formula  included  in  the 
standard  license  agreement  endorsed  by  the  MPTOA  on  June  1,  1936.  That  agreement 
was  based  on  the  optional  standard  license  agreement  conforming  to  the  Code  of  Fair 
Competition  evolved  under  the  NRA  and  never  put  into  operation. 

It  may  prove  historically  interesting  for  comparative  purposes  at  some  later  date. 

"Golden  Age"  Era  Impends 
In  View  of  Scramble 

For  Playdates 

New  York — Competition  may  be  keen 

now.  Sales  managers,  their  divisional  and 

exchange  managers,  even  their  salesmen, 
may  find  the  conditions  of  the  initial  sale 

tough  and  the  Big  Push  for  the  play- 
dates  that  bring  in  the  money  tougher. 

There  is  no  need  for  them  to  be  dis- 
couraged. 

For,  destined  to  descend  upon  the  in- 
dustry is  what,  in  advance,  lines  up  as  the 

Golden  Age  of  selling  and  merchandising. 
It  ties  neatly  with  the  trade  practice 

conferences  and  the  particular  aspect  of 

those  extended  meetings  which  deal  with 
cancellations.  There  is  so  little  doubt  that 

it  might  at  once  be  discounted  about  the 

adoption  of  sliding  scale  arrangement  out- 
lined in  full  in  Boxoffice  last  week.  Where 

film  prices  average  $100  or  less,  the  re- 
jection bracket  will  be  20  per  cent.  Where 

the  price  average  is  $101  to  $200,  any 
exhibitor,  under  certain  conditions  outlined 
elsewhere  in  this  issue,  may  throw  out 

15  per  cent.  The  10  per  centers,  em- 
bracing the  larger  theatres  which  make 

selective  deals  and  have  matters  enough 
of  their  own  way  to  cause  no  concern,  will 
be  those  who  pay  $201  and  up. 

Preserves  Block  Idea 

Their  answer  to  compulsory  block  book- 
ing, this  will  preserve  that  system,  pro- 
vide exhibitors  with  leeway  and,  at  the 

same  time,  confront  distributors  with  a 
situation  quite  unique  in  the  modern  day 
history  of  the  industry. 

There  will  be  no  advance  method  of 

figuring  out  what  any  exhibitor  will  re- 
ject under  this  arrangement.  Theoretical- 

ly and  actually  it  can  be  any  company’s 
No.  1   attraction,  although  obviously  and 
in  practical  operation  no  exhibitor  will 

turn  potential  money  away  from  his  box- 
office. 

The  point  about  this,  however,  is  the 
distributor  will  be  in  the  dark  on  the  se- 

lected rejections  and,  thus,  will  be  faced 
with  the  necessity  for  not  merely  making 
the  original  sale,  but  returning  to  the 

scene  of  that  sale  in  an  effort  to  per- 
suade the  exhibitor  to  play  his  attractions 

and  cancel  someone  else’s.  Since  this  ob- 
viously will  apply  to  all  distributors,  it  is 

expected  even  now  before  the  cancella- 
tion formula  is  officially  declared  that  the 

selling  steam  to  be  generated  up  and  down 

the  line  will  reach  and  transcend  any- 
thing the  industry  until  now  has  experi- 

enced. 

A   corollary  of  this  upsurge  is  inevit- 
ably seen  in  more  acute  and  intensified 

merchandising  in  all  of  its  tried  and  ac- 
cepted trade  forms.  Where  those  com- 

Voluntary  arbitration  is  provided  for  in 
Clause  20  which  is  preceded  by  this: 

“The  following  Clause  Twentieth  is  op- 
tional with  the  parties  thereto.  If  it  is 

desired  to  make  such  clause  a   part  of  this 

license,  the  exhibitor  and  the  duly  au- 

thorized representative  of  the  disti'ibutor 
shall  sign  their  respective  names  where 

indicated  immediately  following  this  para- 

panies  which  indulge  in  national  adver- 
tising and  exploitation  campaigns  are  con- 

cerned, the  expectancy  is  this  activity  will 
be  augmented.  It  is  not  at  all  remote  that 

permanent  exploitation  staffs,  once  wide- 
ly utilized  by  most  of  the  majors  and  only 

sporadically  in  the  last  few  years,  will 

embroider  the  distribution-exhibition  scene 
once  again. 

Whether  or  not  the  situation  will  re- 
solve itself  into  one  where  sales  staffs  will 

have  to  be  increased  is  not  apparent  at 

the  moment,  but  what  is  apparent  is  a 
very  probable  increase  in  sales  overhead 
conditioned  by  the  desire  to  hold  current 
ground  and  a   natural  reluctance  over  a 

diminished  national  gross  through  play- 
dates  lost  via  the  cancellation  formula. 

“More  Sales  Influence’’ 
The  impending  picture  goes  even  further. 

There  are  those  who  foresee  “a  greater 
impost  placed  upon  the  studios  by  the 

selling  arm  of  the  business.”  Since  genuine 
attractions  will  not  be  rejected,  the  rea- 

soning, simple  enough,  follows  that  the 

company  or  companies  which  deliver  su- 
perior product  in  greater  numbers  will 

fare  the  best. 

Where  the  distributor  has  a   chance  of 

finding  his  rainbow  is  the  celluloid  de- 

mand dictated  by  the  double  feature  situ- 
ation. There  will  be  many  instances  where 

any  form  of  cancellation  will  be  without 
significance  because  the  exhibitor  has  to 

put  hands  on  practically  anything  he  can 
find  to  keep  his  screen  occupied  under  his 
twin  bill  policy.  At  the  same  time,  there 
is  an  untold  number  of  country  towns 
which  are  also  frequently  closed  towns. 
The  fate  of  the  film,  no  matter  what  the 
trademark,  is  essentially  in  the  hands  of 
this  type  of  exhibitor.  He  is  the  boss  of 
the  situation  and  knows  it.  So  does  the 
distributor. 

graph  and  unless  so  signed  the  said  clause 
shall  be  deemed  excluded  from  this  license 

agreement.” 
The  clause  itself: 

“The  exhibitor  and  the  distributor  re- 
spectively, freely  and  voluntarily  agree 

that  as  a   condition  precedent  to  the  com- 
mencement of  any  action  or  proceeding 

in  any  court  by  either  of  them,  to  deter- 
mine, enforce  or  protect  the  legal  rights 

of  either  hereunder,  each  shall  submit  all 
claims  and  controversies  arising  hereunder 

for  determination  by  arbitration  to  an  ar- 
bitration board  (hereby  expressly  waiving 

the  oath  of  the  arbitrators)  which  shall 
consist  of  four  members,  each  of  whom 
shall  be  engaged  in  the  motion  picture 
business  and  two  of  whom  to  be  appointed 

by  the  exhibitor  and  the  remaining  two 
to  be  appointed  by  the  distributor. 

Hearing  After  Seven  Days 

“Upon  the  written  request  of  the  dis- 
tributor or  the  exhibitor  for  the  arbitra- 

tion of  any  dispute  or  controversy  arising 

hereunder,  the  party  making  such  request 
shall  name  therein  two  arbitrators  stating 

the  business  address  and  business  or  busi- 
ness connection  of  each  and  shall  designate 

therein  the  date,  time  and  place  of  the 
hearing  of  such  controversy.  The  date  of 
such  hearing  shall  not  be  earlier  than 

seven  (7)  days  from  the  date  of  the  send- 
ing of  such  notice,  unless  it  shall  be 

claimed  in  such  notice  that  irreparable  in- 
jury will  result  unless  there  is  a   speedy 

determination  of  such  controversy  in  which 
case  such  hearing  may  be  designated  to 
be  held  earlier  than  said  seven  (7)  day 

period. “Within  five  (5)  days  after  the  mailing 
of  such  request  for  arbitration,  the  party 

upon  whom  such  request  is  made  shall 
name  two  arbitrators  in  a   written  notice 
mailed  or  delivered  to  the  other  party, 

stating  therein  the  business  address  and 
business  or  business  connection  of  each 

arbitrator.  If  either  party  fails  or  refuses 

to  name  the  arbitrators  as  herein  pro- 
vided or  if  any  arbitrator  so  named  shall 

fail  or  refuse  to  act,  or  be  unable  to  serve 
or  shall  be  challenged  and  others  are  or 

another  arbitrator  qualified  and  then 
available  to  act  is  not  then  appointed, 

(Continued  on  page  18) 
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MPTOA  DEMANDS  FLAT  CANCELLATION  RIGHT; 
MAJORS  INSIST  IT  RESTS  ON  OFFER  AND  BDY 

Two  Viewpoints  Expected 
To  Be  Reconciled  as 

Parleys  Resume 

New  York — Aside  from  its  intention  of 

extending  the  20  per  cent  cancellation 
bracket  to  encompass  films  which  average 

$200  in  price,  the  MPTOA  negotiating 
committee  is  prepared  to  insist  that  all 
rejections  be  based  on  flat  buys  where  the 

buys  cover  ten  or  more  features,  Ameri- 
can-made, and  with  westerns  not  forced 

in  the  contract. 

Distributors,  on  the  other  hand,  are  thus 

far  holding  out  on  the  advanced  argu- 
ment the  rejection  right  ought  to  be 

set  up  on  a   basis  of  films  offered  and 

subsequently  bought. 
The  two  viewpoints,  however,  are  not 

irreconcilably  apart  and  are  expected  to 

jell  on  mutually  satisfactory  ground,  de- 
tails yet  to  be  determined. 

“Controlled”  Situation  Problem 

The  difference  of  opinion  traces  to  situ- 
ations, largely  in  country  or  controlled 

towns,  where  the  exhibitor  buys  what  he 

wants.  In  those  cases,  the  distributor  can- 
not offer  his  entire  program  and  makes 

the  sale  because  he  has  no  competition 

to  which  he  may  turn.  This,  in  the  dis- 
tributor view,  therefore,  is  tantamount  to 

a   selective  contract  and  precludes  consid- 
eration where  cancellations  are  concerned. 

MPTOA,  on  the  other  hand,  is  insisting 
cancellations  must  be  flat,  unequivocable 
and  generally  applied  regardless  of  the 
specific  situation. 

So  long  as  the  theatre  operator  buys 
all  the  films  offered,  distributors  agree 
cancellations  are  to  apply.  The  number 

naturally  will  vary.  In  competitive  spots, 
a   program  of  40  may  be  split  evenly  over 
two  accounts.  Thus,  even  on  a   buy  of  as 
low  as  20  features,  an  exhibitor  would 

function  under  the  rejection  setup  which, 
in  an  instance  like  this,  would  allow  him 

to  discard  four  out  of  the  total  group  of 
20  if  his  price  average  is  $100  or  less, 
three  if  it  hovers  between  $101  and  $200 
and  two  if  the  average  is  above  $200. 

Lawyers  Still  at  It; 

MPTOA  Meeting  Delays 

New  York — Because  lawyers  were  un- 
able to  complete  the  first  draft  of  the 

trade  practice  agreement  in  time  to  per- 
mit Ed  Kuykendall  to  assemble  his  execu- 
tive committee  in  New  York  this  week,  the 

conference  slated  between  the  MPTOA 
and  Sidney  R.  Kent  has  been  set  back  to 
December  8-9. 

Kuykendall  has  been  marking  time,  but 
has  been  closeted  with  Kent  several  times 

in  the  last  few  days  “discussing  the  langu- 
age and  details  of  those  issues  that  my- 

Final  Eye  to 
Curb  by  Law 

New  York — Dedicated  to  conciliation  as 

representative  of  its  view  that  it  means 

“peace  with  honor,”  the  ITOA  of  New 
York,  nevertheless,  holds,  as  its  final  ace 
legislation  within  the  state  of  New  York 

if  the  trade  practice  conferences  should 
fail. 

Harry  Brandt,  ITOA  president,  points 

out  the  state  has  its  racing  and  its  box- 
ing commissions  and  sees  no  reason  why, 

if  circumstances  in  his  opinion  warrant  it, 

there  cannot  also  be  a   motion  picture  com- 
mission. He  quickly  adds,  however,  he 

regards  this,  as  undesirable  and  only  a   pro- 
cedure to  contemplate  as  a   last  resort. 

In  the  meantime,  the  current  issue  of 
The  Independent,  ITOA  organ,  lets  loose 

a   handsome  blast  at  Myers.  “We  were 
much  amazed  at  the  conflicting  statements 

given  out  by  Allied  leaders  last  week,  on 

the  same  day  that  Colonel  Cole  announced 
that  the  Allied  negotiating  committee  had 

reached  an  agreement  in  principle  with  the 
distributor  committee,  Abram  F.  Myers 
issued  a   statement  flatly  denying  that  an 

agreement  had  been  reached,”  it  declares. 

Editor’s  Note  —   This  is  incorrect. 

Cole’s  statement  was  issued  in  Chicago 
on  November  4.  The  Myers  statement, 

denying  an  agreement  had  been  made, 
released  in  Washington  November  8. 

“From  the  point  of  view  of  common 
sense  and  policy,  Allied  should  not  weaken 

its  position  by  this  sort  of  internal  wrang- 
ling. It  is  not  for  Allied  to  say  what  it 

wants  and  does  not  want. 

“That  is  up  to  the  distributors. 
“They  realize  that  they  must  do  now 

what  they  should  have  done  long  ago. 

“Allied  and  the  other  exhibitors  are  in 
the  best  position  they  ever  have  been  in. 
They  have  made  their  demands  and  they 
should  let  the  distributors  take  the  next 
step. 

“The  ITOA  wants  conciliation;  it  has 
too  much  to  lose  by  legislation  and  reg- 

ulation. We  hold  no  brief  for  the  distrib- 
utors, since  they  were  well  aware  of  the 

abuses  inflicted  upon  independent  exhibi- 
tors and  they  did  nothing  about  them  for 

(Continued  on  page  13) 

self  and  the  executive  committee  discussed 
in  general  when  we  met  with  Mr.  Kent 

and  Mr.  Depinet,  October  19-20,”  as  the 
MPTOA  president  put  it  in  a   statement. 

He  said  further: 

“There  are  many  little  details  yet  to  be 
cleared  as  well  as  accord  to  be  reached 
on  some  of  the  larger  issues  that  we  feel 

Meeting  With  Distributors 

Delayed  to  Dec.  8-9, 

Says  Kuykendall 

are  essential  to  a   well  clarified  under- 
standing and  fair  trade  adjustments. 

“I  feel  that  there  should  not  be  too 
much  hurry  in  this  work,  but,  at  the  same 
time,  these  trade  practice  adjustments  are 
so  important  and  are  so  badly  needed  by 

theatre  owners  everywhere  that  I   would 

be  negligent  in  my  duty  if  I   did  not  do  all 
possible  to  bring  these  agreements  to  a 
conclusion  at  the  earliest  possible  time. 

“However,  the  distributors  themselves 
are  not  in  complete  accord  as  to  some  of 
the  issues.  So  it  becomes  necessary  to 

defer  the  final  meeting  between  my  com- 

mittee and  the  distributors’  committee 
until  they  can  reach  an  agreement  between 
themselves.  This  will  in  all  probability 

be  brought  about  in  the  next  few  days. 
Mr.  Kent  and  myself  agreed  that  he  and 

Mr.  Depinet  would  meet  with  my  commit- 
tee on  December  8   and  9   at  which  time 

we  will  discuss  final  details  and  I   will  sub- 
mit whatever  we  arrive  at  to  my  complete 

board  of  directors.  I   am  then  hopeful  that 

it  will  only  take  a   few  more  days  after 
this  meeting  to  make  them  effective. 

“One  thing  I   am  sure  of  is  the  sincerity 

of  the  distributors’  committee  in  their  de- 

sire to  bring  about  a   more  friendly  under- 

standing and  fair  trade  practice  adjust- 
ments at  the  earliest  possible  moment  and 

I   have  every  assurance  that  out  of  the 

meetings  on  December  8   and  9   will  come 

something  definitely  good  for  all  of  us.” 

Allied  Texas  Unit  Head 

Lends  Support  to  Myers 

Dallas — Harry  A.  Co.  2,  chairman  of  Al- 

lied’s trade  practice  negotiating  commit- 

tee, stands  foursquare  behind  Abram  F. 

Myers’  statement  of  November  8   in  which 

the  association’s  general  counsel  denied  any 

agreement  had  been  reached  with  distrib- utors in  Chicago. 

“I  am  in  complete  accord  with  Mr.  Myers’ 

statement  of  November  8,”  Cole  tells  Box- 
office.  “The  only  statement  issued  at 

Chicago  by  me  as  chairman  of  the  nego- 
tiating committee  contains  nothing  which 

can  be  interpreted  as,  the  announcement 
that  an  agreement  had  been  reached.  It 

was  stated  positively  ‘the  Allied  Commit- 

tee has  received  from  the  distributors’  com- mittee the  maximum  concessions  which  the 
distributors  feel  that  they  can  yield  .   .   . 

When  and  if  a   satisfactory  document  has 

been  evolved  it  will,  following  a   resolu- 
tion of  the  Allied  board  of  directors,  be 

reported  back  to  the  board  for  final  ac- 

tion.’ ” 
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■   and  these  LITTLE  TOUGH  GUYS 

FRANKIE  THOMAS  •   HARRIS  BERGER  ■   HILLY  CHESTER 
CHARLES  DUNCAN  ■   DAVID  GORCEY  •   WILLIAM  BENEDICT 

">  Helen  PARRISH  Jackie  SEARL 
OHginal  screenplay  by  /Jf  Directed  by  ERLE  C.  KENTON 
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And  more  sensational 
boxoffice  news  from : 

BALTIMORE  S   Held  over  in  socko  run 

pacing  "Suez”  record! 

WASHINGTON:  Biggest  of  all  20th 
hits  playing  Capitol  this  season! 

CHICAGO:  Terrific  crowds,  sensational 
word-of-mouth  presage  record  run ! 
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IN  A   LARGE  Middle  Western  city, the  perennial  conflict  between 
singles  and  duals  was  under  way. 
The  tide  had  turned  sharply  toward 

double  features  and  protest  from 

some  segments  of  the  public  had 
developed. 

It  has  to  be  said  on  behalf  of  the 

theatre  operator  whose  story  this  is 
that  he  was  aware  of  the  need  for 

action.  Nothing  much  in  the  record 
indicates  what  his  own  point  of 

view  was.  Besides,  it  makes  little 

difference  when  you  place  his  im- 
pression of  that  which  ought  to  be 

done  alongside  the  final  determina- 
tion, usually  called  the  boxoffice. 

At  least,  he  tried  to  do  something. 

That  something  centralized  itself  in 

one  theatre  and  a   policy  of  single 

bills,  fenced  in,  as  it  was,  by  brother 
houses  committed  to  duals. 

"It's  no  use.  We  tried  it  and  the 

public  kept  on  walking,”  was  the conclusion. 

"But  did  you  give  the  noble  ex- 
periment a   chance?  How  long  did 

you  play  singles?"  came  the  inquiry. 
"A  full  week,”  was  the  rejoinder. 
No  doubt,  this  theatreman  was 

convinced  then,  as  probably  he  is 

until  this  very  day,  that  his  enter- 
prise represented  all  that  could  have 

been  done.  No  doubt  at  all,  as  well, 

that  this  industry  is  crowded  with 

many  men  who  figure  out  problems 

along  the  same  lines  and  then  ex- 
pect them  to  determine  conclusions 

in  the  approximate  identic  period  of 
time. 

Now  the  Analogy 

This  little  yarn  hits  the  page  today 

because  it  bears,  not  remotely  but 

very  directly,  on  the  industry  drive. 

George  J.  Schaefer  and  some  others 
believe  the  campaign  terminating 

December  31  ought  to  be  continued 

as  a   permanent  adjunct  next  year 

and  thereafter.  He  and  they  cite  the 

goodwill  quotient  developed  with 

the  nation's  press  and  they  proudly 
point  to  the  over  six  hundred  edito- 

rials in  pro-industry  tempo  which 
have  been  written  up,  down  and 

across  the  land.  They  feel,  and  this 

department  agrees,  that  the  cellu- 
loid institution  is  being  set  up  pleas- 

ingly in  an  attractive  frame  for  the 
many  millions  who  regularly  gaze 

upon  the  scene  to  further,  if  only 

perhaps  subconsciously,  appreciate. 

There  is  a   great  deal  of  truth  in 

that  appraisal,  but  the  discouraging 

circumstance  which  runs  as  hand- 
maiden to  it  is  the  lack  of  company 

trailing.  The  drive  has  been,  is  be- 

ing, severely  criticized.  Some  dis- 
like the  complete  industry  approval 

of  extra  attraction  gadgets  like  con- 
tests which,  of  course,  the  Movie 

Quiz  in  itself  emphasizes.  Hundreds 

of  theatres  cannot  play  contest  pic- 

tures because  of  the  clearance  set- 

ups. They  believe  they  are  right  and 
BOXOFFICE  not  only  believes  they 

are  right,  but  has  said  so.  To  these 

theatremen,  obviously,  the  drive  re- 
duces itself  to  a   basis  of  favoritism 

showering  the  first  runs  and  circuit 

subsequents  with  the  blessings  and 
all  others  with  whatever  remains. 

It  is  essential,  as  well  as  accu- 
rate, to  point  out,  however,  all  of 

this  becomes  a   reflection  on  the 

method  and  not  the  purpose.  The 
unfortunate  facts  clearly  prove  the 

campaign  was  launched  in  a   vio- 
lent hurry.  That  means  an  avenue 

thrown  open  to  mistakes.  And  the 

mistakes  lost  no  time  in  establish- 

ing their  presence.  Very  old  stuff 

now  and  to  repeat  on  it  solves  noth- 
ing, advances  no  objectives. 

The  significant  point  is  this  has 

little  bearing  on  the  basic  decision. 

The  question  now  is:  Should  the  in- 
dustry, following  the  institutional 

successes  of  other  major  industries, 
continue  to  maintain  and  to  seek  to 

further  fortify  its  place  in  the  con- 
sciousness of  its  public?  It  seems 

to  us  the  answer  can  only  be  one. 

Despite  It  All 
We  strike  for  the  continuance  of 

the  drive  in  the  face  of  its  birth  pains, 

the  difficulties  which  beset  its  first 

sprawling  year,  the  loopholes  that 
permeate  the  initial  structure.  We 

do  not  necessarily  believe  the  cur- 
rent formula  or  even  the  method  is 

perfected.  There  is  definite  room 

for  improvement,  intelligently  ap- 

plied, but  there  is  also  no  reason 
not  to  believe  a   way  will  be  found. 

But  before  this  can  be  done  it 

appears  quite  essential  to  sound  off 

on  some  urgings  at  large.  The  char- 
acteristic impatience  of  the  business 

must  learn  to  curb  itself.  It  must 

learn  to  understand  the  possibilities 

of  eventual  good  and  perhaps  per- 

manent impression  take  time  to  re- 
solve themselves.  A   one-week  test 
(Continued  on  page  29) 
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A   GREAT  FIRST  OF  A   NEW  SERIES... 
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*   BLONDIE 
E   New  sweetheart 

H   of  the  screen ! 

DAGWOOD 
In  hot  water.. .but  head 

over-heels  in  love! 
BABY 

DUMPLING 
An  angel  child... 

when  he’s  asleep! 

DAISY 
Always  in  the 

dog-house ! 

BASED  UPON  THE  FAMOUS  COMIC  STRIP  CREATED  BY  CHIC  YOUNG 
with  PENNY  SINGLETON  •   ARTHUR  LAKE  •   LARRY  SIMMS  •   GENE  LOCKHART 
Screen  play  by  Richard  Flournoy 
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.   .   A   NEW  IDEA...  IF 

IT  S   ENTERTAINMENT... 

IS  INVALUABLE . . .   HERE’S 
ONE  DESIGNED  TO  BRING 

ADDED  PATRONAGE  TO 

THEATRES.  ALREADY  PRE- 

SOLD TO  MILLIONS  OF  FANS 

OF  CHIC  YOUNG’S  FAMOUS 

COMIC  STRIP. . .   RELEASED  BY 

COLUMBIA  NOVEMBER  30th! 



MYERS  SAYS  PRESS  "GARBLED"  ALLIED  STAND 

TO  AID  "MASTER  MINDS"  BEAT  GOV'T  MOVES 

How  They  "P honied"  It 
New  York — They  “garbled”  the  story  of  Allied’s  negotiations  in  Chicago,  did  the 

trade  papers.  Abram  F.  Myers  says  so,  anyway.  This  is  what  a   partial  record  says: 

Under  the  caption,  “Trade  Practices  Agreement  Reached  With  Allied  Heads,” 
Motion  Picture  Daily  on  November  7   said,  in  part: 

“The  agreement  with  Allied  will  be  reduced  to  writing.  Final  agreement  is 
subject  to  the  board’s  approval.” 

The  Film  Daily,  same  issue,  gave  the  yarn  a   full  page  streamer,  “Distribs.,  Allied 
Agree  on  Reforms.”  That  paper’s  report,  in  part: 

“Col  H.  A.  Cole  of  Texas,  chairman  of  the  Allied  conferees,  in  a   statement  to 
The  Film  Daily,  Friday  night,  said  that  his  committee  had  received  from  the  Rodgers’ 
group  the  ‘maximum  concessions  they  can  yield.’ 

“The  Chicago  meeting,  he  continued,  was  ‘adjourned  to  enable  a   drafting  com- 
mittee to  reduce  to  writing  all  matters  discussed,  including  details  of  industry  ma- 

chinery which  is  proposed  for  consideration’.” 
Motion  Picture  Herald  for  November  12  under  the  heading,  “Substantial  Agree- 

ment Appears  Reached  on  Self-Regulation,”  published  Cole’s  statement  in  full,  in- 
cluding the  reference  to  final  action  by  Allied’s  board. 

The  Chicago  statements  from  both  William  F.  Rodgers  and  Cole  broke  after 
Boxoffice  for  November  5   had  gone  to  press.  They,  however,  were  published  in  full 
on  Page  5   of  all  editions  for  November  12  and  repeated  elsewhere  in  the  national 

edition  in  couplet  with  Myers’  denial  statement  from  Washington. 

Drags  Up  'Subsidized  Press' 
Charge  Again;  Silence 

Greets  Queries 

New  York — Allied,  or  Abram  F.  Myers, 

at  least,  is  yelling  “subsidized  trade  press” 
again. 

It,  or  he,  is  charging  reports  of  the  trade 

practice  negotiations  in  Chicago  were  de- 

liberately “garbled”  to  satisfy  the  “master 
minds  behind  the  distributor  committee” 
in  order  to  give  comfort  to  the  majors  in 

the  anti-trust  hearing  here  last  Thursday 
and  to  mitigate  against  the  filing  of  the 

department  of  justice’s  criminal  contempt 
proceedings  in  Chicago. 

The  charge,  this  time  and  thus  far,  is 
not  included  in  any  press  release,  but 
takes  the  form  of  a   mimeographed  letter 
sent  to  various  Allied  units  and  directors 

across  the  country.  The  communication, 
firstly,  deals  with  the  20th  anniversary  of 
P.  S.  Harrison  and  an  official  solicitation 

by  Allied,  or  by  Myers,  for  subscriptions 

and  renewals  of  subscriptions  to  Harrison’s 
Reports  by  way  of  recognizing  the  event. 

In  stressing  that  drive,  Myers,  at  one 
point,  writes: 

“Surely  all  Allied  leaders  must  know 
how  important  it  is  to  support  the  publi- 

cations that  are  not  subsidized  by  the  pro- 
ducers and  give  the  independent  exhibitors 

a   square  deal.  We  cannot  hope  to  get  our 
position  on  important  questions  before  the 

exhibitors  through  the  papers  that  sub- 

sist on  producer  advertising.” 

Cites  “Recent  Example” 

As  a   “recent  example,”  Myers  thereafter 
proceeds  to  throw  light  into  the  following: 

“In  Chicago  last  week,  the  Allied  nego- 
tiating committee  released  a   statement 

regarding  the  status  of  the  negotiating 
committee  and  emphasizing  that  no  agree- 

ment had  been  reached.  Nevertheless,  the 
statement  appeared  in  garbled  form  under 
headings  to  the  effect  that  an  agreement 
had  been  arrived  at.  This  was  no  mere 
oversight.  The  master  minds  behind  the 
distributor  committee  (we  absolve  that 

committee)  wanted  it  to  appear  at  that 
time  that  an  agreement  on  all  points  had 
been  reached  for  its  effect  (1)  on  the 

scheduled  hearing  on  the  government’s 
case  in  New  York  on  November  10  and 

(2)  to  discourage  the  department  of  jus- 
tice from  filing  contempt  proceedings  in 

Chicago.  Luckily,  Allied  was  able  to  spike 
the  falsehood  before  it  could  do  any  dam- 

age.” In  the  meantime,  a   great  deal  of  silence 

courses  through  many  of  the  Allied’s  up- 
per ranks.  Statements  are  noticeable  by 

their  absence  with  the  exception  of  a 

telegraphic  confirmation  of  Myers’  stand 
that  no  agreement  had  been  reached  in 
Chicago  from  Colonel  H.  A.  Cole. 

Myers  was  in  Columbus  during  the  week 
addressing  the  ITO  of  Ohio.  Claiming 

his  bulletin  on  the  trade  conference  to  be 

self-explanatory  and  bitterly  resenting  a 
Boxoffice  story  indicating  all  was  not  in 
accord  with  Allied  ranks  and  that  the 

possibility  of  a   split,  therefore,  was  not 

remote,  he  refused  to  make  any  state- 

ment to  this  publication’s  correspondent 
covering  that  convention.  To  date,  a   tele- 

gram to  his  Washington  office  reporting 
the  rumor  of  a   few  days  ago  that  Allied 
was  about  to  withdraw  entirely  from  the 
negotiations  and  asking  for  comment  has 
not  been  answered.  Boxoffice  assumes  by 
this  time  that  it  will  not  be. 

On  Inside  Information 

Based  on  inside  information  which 

reached  its  reportorial  staff,  Boxoffice 
then  published  a   story  captioned: 

Allied  Balk  On  Trade  Reforms  Seen  As 

“Old  Guard”  Desire  to  Stay  On  Warpath 

The  opening  paragraph  highlighted  what 
followed: 

“Behind  Abram  F.  Myers’  statement 
Allied  had  agreed  to  no  agreement  in  Chi- 

cago last  week  is  a   chain  of  circumstantial 
evidence,  and  beyond,  to  indicate  that 

association’s  ‘old  guard’  is  stalling  on  the 
trade  practice  program  in  preference  to  the 

continuance  of  its  ‘on  the  warpath’  pro- 
gram of  legislation  and  litigation.” 

This  is  the  kernel  of  the  article  to  which 

Myers  expressed  bitter  resent  at  Columbus. 
The  government  suit  to  which  he  refers 

had  its  first  formal  move  here  last  Thurs- 

day. This  came  about  through  the  mo- 
tion of  major  attorneys  for  a   bill  of  par- 

ticulars from  the  department  of  justice. 

There  was  a   three-hour  hearing  before 
Judge  William  O.  Bondy,  at  which  both 
sides  stated  their  positions;  the  industry 
pressing  for  specific  instances  of  alleged 
conspiracy  to  better  prepare  its  answers, 
the  department  of  justice  opposing  this 
on  the  ground  that  sufficient  evidence  is 

contained  in  the  government  petition  to- 
ward this  end.  Judge  Bondy  is  reviewing 

briefs  from  both  sides  and  may  make  a 
decision  next  week.  He  is  also  expected 

to  rule  on  the  majors’  request  for  a   60- 
day  extension  for  filing  of  answers. 

New  York  ITOA  Turning 

Final  Eye  to  Legislation 

(Continued  from  page  5) 

too  long  a   time.  But  the  ITOA  and  the 

other  committees  of  independent  exhibi- 
tor organizations  who  sat  in  on  the  trade 

practice  meetings  found  a   sincerity  and 

a   willingness  on  the  part  of  the  distribu- 
tors to  arrive  at  an  understanding  and  an 

amicable  adjustment  of  all  questions  in- 
volved. We  have  common  sense  enough  to 

realize  that  no  exhibitor  leader  or  leaders 

can  stymie  the  attempts  of  exhibitors  to 

gain  trade  practice  reforms.  Whether  it 
be  on  the  part  of  the  ITOA  or  Allied  or  any 

other  exhibitor  group,  conciliation  will 
become  a   fact  if  the  distributors  see  the 
light  of  day. 

“Conciliation  is  peace  with  honor  and 
toward  that  end  we  earnestly  dedicate  our- 

self. The  distributors  are  in  possession  of 

the  ball — what  they  will  do  with  it  will  de- 
termine the  future  course  of  exhibitor 

activity.” 
Counter  Musicians 

New  York  —   Major  representatives, 

probably  headed  by  Nicholas  M.  Schenck, 
intend  to  make  a   counter-proposal  to  that 
of  the  American  Federation  of  Musicians 

for  $20,000,000  annually  for  unemploy- 
ment relief  before  the  AFM  council  meet- 

ing convenes  in  Miami,  January  8. 
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SOME  OF  THE  SMART  SHOWMEN  WHO 

HAVE  BOUGHT  REPUBLICS  1938-39  PROGRAM 
R.K.O.  National  Circuit 

Loew  National  Circuit 
Warner  National  Circuit 

R.K.O.  Metropolitan  Circuit 

Loew  Metropolitan  Circuit 

Slcouras  Metropolitan  Circuit 
Fox  West  Coast  Circuit 

Publix  Great  States 

Publix  Comerford 

Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 

Publix  Wilby  Theatres 
Publix  Wilby  Kincey 
Publix  Bamf ord  Theatres 

Publix  New  England  Theatres 

Paramount  Enterprises  Inc. 

Butterfield  Theatres  Corp. 
Schine  Circuit 

Fabian  Theatres 

M.  A.  Shea  Theatres 

Interstate  Texas  Theatres 

Interstate  New  England  Theatres 
E.  M.  Loew  Theatres  Inc. 

Jefferson  Amusement  Co.,  Inc. 

Robb  and  Rowley  United  Inc. 
Griffith  Amusement  Co. 

Tri-Slate  Theatres  Inc. 

Tri-Stale  Circuit  ^ 
Central  States  Theatre  Corp. 

Smalleys  Theatres  Inc. 
Charles  Morse  Circuit 

Graphic  Theatres  Circuit 

Schulte's  Theatres 

Walter  Reade  Enterprises 
William  Toost  Circuit 

Leon  Rosenblatt  Circuit 

Stamatis  Amusement  Co. 

Etlelson  Circuit 

Moscalo  Circuit 

Better  Theatres  Inc. 

Essaness  Theatres  Corp. 

Chakeres  Theatres  Inc. 

Paul  Gusdanovic 
W.  C.  Chesbrough 
Associated  Theatres 
Affiliated  Theatres  Circuit  Inc. 

Wilmer  and  Vincent  Corp. 
Harris  Theatres  Corp. 

Alpine  Theatres  Circuit 
Ideal  Amusement  Co. 

Dipson  Circuit 
Man  os  Amusement  Co. 

A.  N.  Notopoulos  Circuit 

Neighborhood  Theatres  Inc. 
Durkee  Theatres  Corp. 

Sidney  B.  Lust  Theatres 
Marcus  Notes  Theatres 

Lichtman  Theatres 

M.  K.  Murphy  Theatres 

Rome  Theatrical  Enterprises 

Greater  Indianapolis  Theatres 

Fourth  Ave.  Amusement  Co. 

Sproule  Theatre  Circuit 
File  Bros.  Theatre  Corp. 

Commonwealth  Amusement  Corp. 
Baehr  Bros. 

Berger  Circuit 
Frisina  Amusement  Co. 

Gus  Kerasotes  Circuit 

R.  E.  Martin  Circuit 

Lam  Amusement  Co.  Inc. 
Lucas  and  Jenkins 

Hall  Industries  Theatres 
Rubin  Frels  Theatres 

Malco  Circuit 

Strand  Enterprises 

Southwestern  Theatres  Inc. 

Theatrical  Managers  Inc. 
Theatre  Service  Corp. 
Mulco  Circuit 

Black  Hills  Amusement  Co. 
Atlas  Theatre  Corp. 

Westland  Theatres  Inc. 
Simons  Amusement  Co. 

Maine  and  New  Hampshire  Circuit 

Golden  State  Circuit 

T.  and  D.  Jr.  Enterprises  Inc. 

Harvey  Amusement  Co. 
Redwood  and  Midland  Circuit 

Sterling  Theatres  Inc. 

Mercy  Circuit 



IS  PREPARED  TO  SERVE 

YOU  A   STEADY  FLOW 

OF  QUALITY  PRODUCT 

Now  booking 

KING  OF  THE  NEWSBOYS 
PRISON  NURSE 
CALL  OF  THE  YUKON 
GANGS  OF  NEW  YORK 
ARMY  GIRL 
COME  ON  LEATHERNECKS 
10th  AVE.  KID 
THE  HIGGINS  FAMILY 
THE  NIGHT  HAWK 

DOWN  IN  'ARKANSAW' 
I   STAND  ACCUSED 
STORM  OVER  BENGAL 
ORPHANS  OF  THE  STREET 
FEDERAL  MAN  HUNT 
PRIDE  OF  THE  NAVY 
COME  ON  RANGERS 

FIGHTING  THOROUGHBREDS 

HI-YO,  SILVER 

In  preparation 
WAGONS  WESTWARD 
MYSTERIOUS  MISS  X 

GIRL  FROM  GOD’S  COUNTRY 
GIRLS  OF  THE  ROAD 

GENE  AUTRY 
The  nation's  No.  1   cowboy  star  at  the  box  office, 
with  Smiley  Burnette  in 
GOLD  MINE  IN  THE  SKY  •   MAN  FROM 
kMUSIC  MOUNTAIN  •   PRAIRIE  MOON 
RHYTHM  OF  THE  SADDLE  •   WESTERN 
JAMBOREE  •   ln  preparation 

IN  OLD  MONTEREY  •   MOUNTAIN 
THM  •   MEXICALI  ROSE 

ROY  R06ERS-NARY  HART 

TING 

Skyrocketed  to  stardom  in  two  pictures— 
"Under  Western  Staraj/and  "Billy  the  Kid  | 
Returns"  Now  in 

SHINE  ON  HARVEST  MOON 

In  preparation 
GIRL  OF  MY  DREAMS  . 

COWBOY  ♦   COLORADO 

THE  THREE  MESQUITEERS 
JOHN  WAYNE,  Ray  Corrigan,  Max  Terhune 
in  outstanding  roles  based  on  characters  cre- 

ated by  William  Colt  MacDonald. 
Now  booking 

CALL  THE  MESQUITEERS  •   OUTLAWS 
OF  SONORA  •   RIDERS  OF  THE  BLACK 
HILLS  .   HEROES  OF  THE  HILLS  .   PALS 
OF  THE  SADDLE  •   OVERLAND  STAGE 
RAIDERS  *   SANTA  FE  STAMPEDE 

In  preparation LONE  STAR  BULLETS  •   HEROES  OF 
THE  DESERT  •   THREE  TEXAS  STEERS 

LONE  RANGER 
Serials 

Acknowledged  "tops"  in  the  chapter  play 
field.  Second  "Ranger"  serial  available  ap- 

proximately Feb.  1st.  IS  episodes 

DICK  TRACY 
Serials 

Backed  by  coast-to-coast  radio  and  newspaper 
co-operative  advertising.  Perfect  running  mate 

■   The  Lone  Ranger.  IS  episodes 

  IGHTING  DEVIL  DOGS Service  serial  with  a   "sock."  12  episodes 

OF 
HAWK E   WILDERNESS 

Bring-' em-back-for-mo 12  epis outdoor  adventures. 



Ponder  Industry  Organization 

To  Fight  for  Jews  in  America 

No  Outside  Product 

Sales  by  20th-Fox 
New  York — A   group  of  New  York  film 

men,  chiefly  in  publicity  and  advertising 
and  currently  preferring  to  remain  under 
the  cloak  of  anonymity,  met  during  the 

week  to  discuss  a   mass  industry  organiza- 
tion to  openly  espouse  the  cause  of  the 

Jews  in  America. 

The  sponsors  declare  themselves  for  a 
militant  campaign  in  keeping  with  the 
attitude  rapidly  asserting  itself  in  other 
industries  and  with  social  and  civic  groups 
throughout  the  country.  They  propose  a 
defense  for  all  Jews  and  have  no  intention 

of  circumscribing  their  activities  by  con- 
fining their  program,  still  nebulous  and 

awaiting  definition,  to  Hebrews  identified 
with  the  film  business. 

They  point  to  the  protests  lodged 
against  the  current  reign  of  Nazi  terror 

over  the  radio  and  in  newspapers  by  sig- 
nificant figures  of  the  American  scene  and 

to  the  recall  of  Ambassador  Hugh  R.  Wil- 
son from  Berlin  by  President  Roosevelt. 

They  subscribe  to  the  slant  given  the  re- 
call by  the  New  York  Times  which  on 

Tuesday  interpreted  the  order  from  Wash- 
ington in  this  language: 

“Technically,  it  was  not  a   recall;  actu- 
ally it  carried  just  that  implication  ...  It 

was  manifest,  however,  that,  if  the  situa- 
tion continued  in  its  present  form,  con- 

sideration might  well  be  given  to  holding 
Ambassador  Wilson  here  indefinitely.  That 
would  be  tantamount  to  a   recall  of  the 

ambassador  as  a   sign  of  displeasure.” 
The  organizing  group,  which  expects  to 

be  in  communication  by  letter,  telephone 

and  private  meeting  with  500  men  and 
women  in  the  New  York  film  trade  by 

Monday  morning,  views  the  issue  as  one 
now  more  than  ever  in  the  open  and  one 
which,  in  the  light  of  official  Washington 

action  and  widespread  American  denun- 
ciation, must  be  fought  with  vigor  and 

decisiveness  as  well  as  in  the  clear  under 

policies  that  are  known  and  in  no  wise 

soft-peddled  or  confused. 
There  is  talk  of  organizing  a   mass  meet- 

ing, under  film  auspices  but  open  to  the 
public.  In  this  connection,  stars  visiting 
in  New  York  may  be  sought  for  platform 
appearances. 

Boycott  Leaflet  Found 
On  St.  Louis  Scene 

St.  Loins — Nazi  agents  working  in  this 
sector  are  taking  advantage  of  every  large 

crowd  to  get  wider  circulation  for  their 

anti-Jewish  pamphlets  attacking  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry. 

The  appearance  of  the  pamphlets  here 
has  prompted  a   statement  by  the  St.  Louis 
branch  of  the  American  League  for  Peace 

and  Democracy,  warning  these  leaflets  and 

others  of  similar  character  constitute  “a 

symptom  of  incipient  Fascism.” 
Rev.  Charles  C.  Wilson,  president  of  the 

local  branch,  said  that  the  pamphlets  con- 
tain base  and  scurrilous  imprecations,  sug- 

gest a   boycott  on  Hollywood  and  the  forma- 
tion of  a   Christian  vigilance  committee. 

“Such  leaflets  should  be  scorned  by 
American  citizens  who  value  their  free 
institutions  and  do  not  wish  to  see  their 

own  country  fall  under  the  shadows  of  the 

swastika,”  he  said. 
Hitler  Germans  and  Fascistic  Italians 

are  far  in  the  minority  in  these  sectors, 
although  the  former  are  very  active  in 
their  effort  to  spread  their  propaganda. 
On  several  occasions  when  these  Germans 

became  too  outspoken,  Americans  have 

physically  resented  such  outbursts.  Gossip 
has  it  that  one  prominent  beer  garden  in 
the  southwestern  section  of  the  city  was  a 
favorite  meeting  place  of  the  Nazi  crowd 
until  some  of  the  cash  customers  resented 

their  attitude.  The  place  has  been  closed 
for  several  weeks. 

When  the  anti-Jewish  pamphlets  first 
made  their  appearance  in  the  western  part 

of  the  country,  Fred  Wehrenberg,  presi- 
dent of  the  MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  E.  Mo. 

and  So.  111.,  denounced  them  as  the  most 

unfair  and  poisonous  attack  on  an  im- 
portant industry  that  he  had  ever  read. 

His  views  are  shared  by  the  majority  of 
the  folks  in  the  industry  here  as  well  as 
by  prominent  men  and  women  in  other 
walks  of  life. 

A   small  minority  of  film  folks  have  ex- 
pressed the  belief  that  the  circulation  of 

the  pamphlets  should  not  have  been  ex- 
posed on  the  theory  that  published  stories 

about  them  have  given  too  much  promi- 
nence to  them. 

Hitler's  Own  Paper  Picks 
Up  Scurrilous  Throwaway 

New  York — The  United  Press  reports 

from  Vienna  the  “Boycott  the  Movies” 
pamphlet  has  been  reprinted  in  the  Voel- 

kische  Beobachter,  Adolf  Hitler’s  own 
paper  which  concludes  its  circulation  in 

New  York — Twentieth  Century-Fox  is 

going  it  alone  as  a   producer  of  its  own 

merchandise  and  will  not  sell  outside  prod- 

uct. The  solo  representative  to  the  con- 
trary is  the  series  of  Terry-Toon  cartoons 

stemming  from  the  studio  of  Paul  Terry. 

The  company  was  never  strong  for  ac- 
quired releases  and,  as  a   matter  of  fact, 

has  been  practically  self-contained  since 
20th  Century  took  the  forepart  of  the 
corporate  name.  The  exception  was  the 

George  O’Brien  westerns  produced  by  Sol 
Lesser. 

In  the  light  of  this  policy,  those  who  are 
familiar  with  the  situation  see  no  reason 

to  credit  reports  Gaumont  British  sales 

will  be  taken  over  by  20th-Fox  salesmen. 
Further  physical  details,  perhaps  bookings 
for  GB,  may  be  taken  on,  but  not  the 
actual  job  of  selling  the  film. 

GB  uses  20th-Fox  physical  facilities  un- 
der a   deal  made  a   few  years  ago  when 

the  British  company  entered  this  market. 

Forty-nine  per  cent  of  the  stock  in  the 
present  GB  organization  in  London  is  held 

by  20th-Fox. 

this  country  indicates  the  rise  of  anti- 
Semitism  in  the  United  States. 

“Despite  the  great  howl  which  the  Jews 
and  Jewish  press  of  America  created 

against  anti-Semitism,  they  are  not  able 

to  prevent  that  also  in  ‘God’s  own  coun- 
try’ where  there  are  ever  more  people  who 

recognize  the  destructive  activities  of  Jew- 
ish blood  suckers,”  states  the  paper. 

As  part  of  the  renewed  anti-Semitic 
frenzy  evident  in  Germany,  Jews  are  no 

longer  permitted  to  attend  picture  the- atres. 

The  sailor  man  and  the  mouse  don’t  fit  into  the  Mussolini  ideology;  they’re 

sissies  and  so  they’re  out  in  Italy.  (See  “Notes  to  You’’  on  pages  10  and  29). 

Purged  by  Fascist  Italy 
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Paramount’s  "THANKS  FOR  THE  MEMORY" 

Paramount’s  "THANKS  for  the  MEMORY' 
AN  EXPLOITATION  NATURAL! 

Based  on  the  greatest  popular  song  of  the  year,  Paramount’s  "THANKS  FOR  THE 

MEMORY"  features  a   new  smash  song  hit,  "TWO  SLEEPY  PEOPLE",  already  fourth 

in  the’,Variety"rating  and  climbing  fast  into  No.  1   place  on  the  air.  Bob  Hope  and 

Shirley  Ross  are  a   brand  new  comedy  romance  team  to  exploit  (don’t  forget  Bob’s 
a   big-timer  on  the  airwaves  now).  Charles  Butterworth  and  Otto  Kruger  are 

additional  pop  names. ..AN  EXPLOITATION  NATURAL  IF  THERE  EVER  WAS  ONE! 



Freeman  Coastward 

Soon  for  New  Job 
New  York — Y.  Frank  Freeman  leaves  for 

Hollywood  a   week  from  Monday  to  repre- 

sent the  home  office  at  the  seat  of  Para- 

mount production  without  “preconceived 

ideas  or  thoughts/’  The  transfer  from 
his  current  post  as  theatre  head  is  de- 

signed to  be  permanent. 

As  liaison  officer  between  Paramount 

headquarters  and  its  theatre  partners 

scattered  throughout  the  country,  Free- 

man is  expected  to  make  a   gradual  im- 

press on  production  policy  without  direct- 

ly participating  in  the  job  of  making  pic- 

tures which  is  William  LeBaron’s. 
He  informs  Boxoffice  he  is  hopeful  the 

task  will  shape  itself  in  a   manner  which 

will  relieve  Barney  Balaban,  company 

president,  of  many  of  the  details  of  pro- 
duction with  which  he  is  now  concerned. 

The  vacated  theatre  post  apparently  is  not 

to  be  filled,  but  will  be  accorded  super- 
vision by  Balaban  working  with  those  now 

in  the  department,  including  Leon  D.  Net- 
ter  and  Louis  Notarius. 

Adolph  Zukor,  whose  specific  duties 

Freeman  is  about  to  assume,  goes  to  Lon- 

don December  2.  There  he  will  coordin- 

ate all  of  Paramount’s  activities  in  Eng- 
land and  on  the  continent. 

Majors  May  Urge  Delay 

For  Chicago  Suit  Replies 
New  York — Major  attorneys,  with  the 

exception  of  Columbia  which  is  not  involv- 

ed, are  expected  to  ask  for  a   postponement 

beyond  November  28  for  filing  of  answers 

in  the  criminal  contempt  proceeding  filed 

by  the  government  against  B&K,  Barnev 

Balaban,  and  seven  distributors. 

Reason  for  the  contemplated  move  as 

circulated  in  legal  quarters  is  that  the 

pressure  of  preparing  cases  in  the  gov- 

ernment suit  and  the  Adelphi  action  in 

Chicago  make  it  virtually  impossible  to  be 

ready  to  answer  by  November  28. 

Wilcox  and  Anna  Neagle 

En  Route  to  Hollywood 
New  York — Herbert  Wilcox,  British  pro- 

ducer, and  Anna  Neagle,  star  of  “60  Glor- 

ious Years,”  are  on  their  way  to  Holly- 
wood where  Wilcox  expects  to  confer  with 

producers  on  a   number  of  stories  he  owns. 

Wilcox  is  anxious  to  get  the  “American 

angle”  on  a   few  vehicles  he  would  do. 

See  Buying  Pace 
Retarded 

Chicago — The  filing  of  the  criminal 
contempt  information  in  federal  court 

here  is  now  definitely  expected  to 

curtail  independent  exhibitor  buying 

even  more  than  the  recently  instituted 

suit  of  the  independent  exhibitors  on 

clearance. 

It  Might  Be  Worth  Checking 

(Continued  from  page  4) 

others  or  another  arbitrator  may  be  ap- 
pointed by  the  other  party  as  the  case 

may  be. 

“No  member  of  the  arbitration  board 
shall  hear  or  determine  any  controversy 

in  which  he  has  an  interest  direct  or  in- 

direct and  any  member  having  such  in- 
terest shall  be  disqualified  to  act. 

“If  the  arbitrators  or  a   majority  of  them 
are  unable  to  agree  upon  the  selection  of 

an  umpire,  the  American  Arbitration  As- 
sociation shall  be  requested  to  make  such 

selection. 

“The  arbitration  board  shall  have  gen- 
eral power  to  determine  such  dispute  or 

controversy  as  shall  be  submitted,  to  make 

findings  of  fact  in  respect  thereof  and  to 

direct  specific  performance  of  a   contract, 

and/or  that  the  same  has  been  breached 

in  whole  or  in  part,  and/or  that  damages 

on  such  account  shall  be  paid.  The  board 

of  arbitration  shall  have  the  power  only 

to  give  force  and  effect  to  the  provisions 

of  this  license  agreement  and  the  rights 

or  obligations  of  the  parties  thereunder; 

provided  that  if  after  a   full  hearing  of  any 

controversy  submitted  for  arbitration  here- 

under, excepting  any  submission  to  an  um- 
pire designated  as  hereinabove  provided, 

the  arbitrators  or  a   majority  of  them  are 

of  the  opinion  that  because  of  unusual 

circumstances  arising  after  the  execution 

of  this  license  agreement  and  beyond  the 

direct  control  of  the  parties  hereto  dis- 

closed at  such  hearing,  a   strict  enforce- 
ment of  the  provisions  of  this  license 

agreement  would  impose  undue  hardship 

upon  one  of  the  parties,  the  arbitrators 

or  a   majority  of  them  may  recommend 

in  writing  to  the  parties  a   settlement  of 

such  controversy  upon  such  terms  and 

conditions  deemed  by  the  arbitrators  fair 

and  just.  If  such  settlement  is  not  agreed 

to  by  the  parties  within  five  (5)  days  after 

the  receipt  of  a   copy  of  such  recommen- 
dation, the  controversy  shall  be  deemed 

withdrawn  from  the  arbitrators  and  shall 

be  submitted  with  a   written  statement  of 

all  of  the  facts  adduced  to  the  hearing 

before  the  arbitrators  together  with  all 

documentary  evidence,  to  the  National 

Appeal  Board  in  New  York.  The  disposi- 
tion by  the  National  Appeal  Board  of  any 

such  recommendation  shall  be  final  and 

binding  upon  the  parties  hereto. 

“The  hearing  of  any  such  controversy 
shall  be  had  before  the  arbitration  board 

in  the  city  wherein  is  situated  the  ex- 
change of  the  distributor  from  which  the 

exhibitor  is  served  unless  the  parties  agree 

in  writing  that  such  hearing  be  had  in 

some  other  place.  If  either  party  fails  or 

refuses  to  submit  to  arbitration  any  such 

claim  or  controversy  the  other  party  may 

apply  to  a   United  States  District  Court, 

or  to  any  other  court,  including  a   court 

of  a   state  in  which  such  hearing  would 

otherwise  not  be  had,  for  an  order  to  pro- 

ceed to  arbitrate  in  which  case  such  hear- 
ing shall  be  had  in  such  place  as  the  court 

to  which  such  application  is  made  may 

lawfully  direct. 

“The  parties  hereto  further  agree  to 

abide  by  and  forthwith  comply  with  any 

decision  or  award  of  the  arbitrators,  or  a 

majority  of  them  and  consent  that  any 

such  decision  or  award  shall  be  enforce- 

able in  or  by  any  court  of  competent  juris- 

diction pursuant  to  the  law  of  such  juris- 
diction now  or  hereafter  in  force. 

“If  the  exhibitor  shall  fail  or  refuse 
to  submit  to  arbitration  any  such  claim 

or  controversy  or  to  abide  by  and  comply 

with  the  award  of  the  arbitrators  in  re- 
spect thereto,  within  seven  (7)  days,  the 

distributor  may  at  its  option  suspend  the 

deliveries  of  motion  pictures  provided  for 

in  this  and  in  each  other  existing  license 

agreement  between  the  parties  hereto 

and/or  terminate  this  and  each  such  other 

license  agreement;  and  upon  such  termina- 
tion the  aggregate  of  the  license  fees  of 

all  motion  pictures  specified  in  this  and 

any  other  such  license  agreement  then  not 
exhibited  forthwith  shall  become  due  and 

payable  by  the  exhibitor. 

“If  the  distributor  shall  fail  or  refuse 
to  submit  to  arbitration  any  such  claim 

or  controversy  or  to  abide  by  and  comply 

with  the  decision  or  the  award  of  an  ar- 
bitration board  in  respect  thereto  within 

seven  (7)  days,  the  exhibitor  may  at  the 

option  of  the  exhibitor  terminate  this  and 

any  other  existing  license  agreement  be- 

tween the  parties  hereto  by  mailing  a   no- 

tice to  such  effect  to  the  distributor  with- 
in seven  (7)  days  after  such  failure  or 

refusal;  and  the  exhibitor  shall  have  the 

rights  and  remedies  provided  in  Clause 
Second  (b)  for  failure  to  deliver  motion 

pictures. 
“Any  such  termination  by  either  party 

shall  be  without  prejudice  to  any  other 

right  of  remedy  which  the  party  so  ter- 
minating may  have  by  reason  of  any 

breach  by  the  other  party  to  this  or  any 

other  existing  agreement  between  the 

parties. 
“Each  of  the  parties  hereto,  without  no- 

tice to  the  other,  may  apply  to  any  court 

having  jurisdiction  to  make  this  agreement 

to  arbitrate  a   rule  or  order  of  such  court.” 

Five  Judges  Named 

For  Quiz  Contest 
New  York — A   “working  committee”  of 

five  outstanding  national  figures  has  con- 
sented to  act  as  judges  in  the  $250,000 

Movie  Quiz  contest  of  MPAYBE.  None  is 
connected  with  the  industry.  They  have 

agreed  to  pitch  in  and  personally  scan 

thousands  of  replies  in  the  contest,  rather 

than  merely  voice  approval  of  selections 

made  by  the  contest  staff. 

The  judges  will  be  Congressman  Bruce 

Barton,  Mrs.  Ogden  Reid,  vice-president 

and  publisher  of  the  New  York  Herald-Tri- 
bune; Dr.  James  E.  West,  Boy  Scout  execu- 

tive; Hendrik  Willem  van  Loon,  historian 

and  writer;  and  Mrs.  Helen  Wills  Moody. 
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CAN  DRAW  AS  NO  SERIES  HAS  BEFORE! 

m'ghty  swell! 

She’s  sweet  sixteen  and  the  sweetest  idea  yet  pre- 

sented in  a   family-patronage  feature  series!  Yours 

from  WARNERS— straight  from  the  famous  Carolyn 

Keene  books  with  a   mass  appeal  de  luxe, p/us  a   mat- 

inee magnetism  no  other  series  has  approached! 

See  the  First— You’ll  Demand  Them  All! 

Now  Booking, 

NANCY  DREW,  Detective 

Now  in  Production 

NANCY  DREW, 



85  NEW  PROJECTS  MARK  EXHIBITION  SCENE; 

MANY  ENTIRELY  NEW;  OTHERS  ARE  REBUILDS 
Overwhelming  Majority  Is 

Independent;  Middle 

Atlantic  Tops 

New  York  —   About  85  theatres  were 

either  opened,  under  construction  or  plan- 
ned during  the  past  month,  a   comprehen- 
sive checkup  by  Boxoffice  correspondents 

shows.  In  about  six  instances  the  new 

projects  come  under  the  aegis  of  affiliat- 
ed circuits;  all  others  being  independent 

ventures. 

Greatest  activity  is  in  the  Middle  At- 
lantic areas,  but  the  Midwest,  namely  Illi- 

nois with  13  projects,  running  closely  be- 
hind. A   substantial  portion  of  the  build- 

ing spree  embraces  the  conversion  of  out- 
moded houses  into  modern  structures.  Key 

cities  are  contributing  but  a   small  share 

toward  the  building  program.  Small  com- 
munities continue  to  lead  the  pace. 

The  trend  is  maintained  toward  small 

theatres,  although  a   few  are  in  the  1,500- 
seat  class.  Not  included  in  the  survey, 

yet  noted,  is  considerable  activity  in  spruc- 
ing up  and  renovations.  Heading  this  cat- 

egory is  the  $250,000  which  Paramount  has 

appropriated  for  the  Paramount  on  Broad- 
way; Grand,  Minneapolis,  and  Paramount, 

Miami. 
In  the  Midwest  Area 

Here  is  the  picture  for  Illinois,  alone. 
In  Herron,  John  Marlow  is  replacing  the 

house  that  was  destroyed  by  fire  last  Jan- 
uary with  the  New  Hippodrome,  seating 

1,500.  J.  W.  Worth  plans  a   new  450-seater 
for  Petersburg.  Harvey  Goldman  and  Her- 

man Illmere  of  St.  Louis  plan  a   500-seater 
for  Shawneetown.  Tuscola  will  have  a   new 

1,000-seat  house  by  George  Narber.  Work 
has  been  started  on  the  Fox-Illinois  at 
Jacksonville.  Albert  Critchlow,  former 
operator  of  the  Temple  in  Alton,  plans  a 
new  structure  for  the  same  town.  Gordon 

Dunford  of  Harrisburg  has  opened  a   300- 
seat  house  in  Wayne  City.  Carterville  will 
get  a   second  theatre  under  plans  of  Mayor 
John  W.  Hayton,  who  has  the  Hayton 
there  now.  Hayton  may  abandon  his 
present  operation.  Russell  Armentrout 
is  putting  up  the  Clark  of  500  seats  in 
Barry.  A   new  house  is  contemplated  for 
Brooklyn  by  Greenmann  Theatres  of  St. 
Louis.  In  Pickneyville,  Malcolm  Reid  is 
remodeling  a   local  store  to  provide  for  a 

modern  350-seater.  A   $15,000,  440-seat 
house  is  under  way  in  Sheffield  by  E.  O. 

Runft,  Herbert  Wolf  and  Charles  W.  Boy- 
den. 

The  situation  in  Iowa.  E.  A.  Johnston 

has  opened  a   house  in  Diagonal;  the  first 
new  theatre  structure  there  in  10  years. 
Des  Moines  will  have  another  house 

around  December  15  by  Elias  Garbett  sr„ 

and  E.  M.  Garbett,  his  son.  Work  is  un- 
der way  on  a   site,  formerly  a   two-story 

building,  facing  Drake  University  cam- 

pus. It  will  seat  600.  The  Garbetts  also 
operate  the  Varsity.  James  G.  Fair  has 
opened  the  $30,000  Ogden  in  Ogden. 
George  Norman  has  opened  the  New  Vista 
in  Storm  Lake.  There  are  750  seats.  The 
Normans  also  have  the  Empire.  Ames  has 
the  new  Varsity,  costing  $40,000,  seating 
510  and  owned  by  Central  States  Theatre 

Corp.  of  Des  Moines.  Victor  Mantz,  for- 
mer newspaper  owner  of  Strawberry  Point, 

is  the  new  owner  of  the  house  operated 

by  James  Fair  in  Ogden.  The  Avalon  in 
West  Union  has  been  sold  to  Jack  Follows. 

Harry  Pace  had  it.  Nathan  Sandler,  for- 
mer RKO  and  Warner  salesman,  has 

bought  the  Northwood  in  Northwood. 
Down  South 

In  North  Carolina.  The  house  being  built 

by  Parks  Blair  and  P.  J.  Claudell  in  Marsh- 
ville  will  be  ready  in  a   few  weeks.  Con- 

struction has  begun  on  a   site  at  South 
Main  and  H.  Streets  in  Kannapolis.  In 

Techwood,  close  by  the  federal  low  cost 
housing  project,  the  Lanier  Development 
Corp.  will  soon  get  under  way  with  a   new 

500-seater,  costing  $40,000.  In  Wake  For- 
est, a   house  being  built  for  T.  C.  Hester 

of  Durham  is  nearing  completion.  Work 
has  started  on  the  new  $30,000  house  in 
Siler  City  for  H.  H.  Elder,  local  auto 

And  Now  for  Him 

For  the  third  time,  the  Warner  sales 

force  will  put  its  collective  best  foot 
forward  in  a   national  sales  drive  for 
Gradwell  L.  Sears,  smilingly  shown 

above.  It  will  run  over  a   16-week 
course  beginning  Christmas  Day  and 
terminating  April  16,  1939,  with  Carl 

Leserman  again  the  coordinator  and 

$25,000  in  cash  prizes  for  the  winners. 

The  Trend  Mainly  Toward 
Small  Houses;  Jump 

In  Remodeling 

dealer.  There  will  be  628  seats.  A   10-year 
lease  is  said  to  have  been  closed  with  T.  C. 
Frazier  and  Mrs.  Runa  Curtis,  owners  of 

the  Gem.  Opening  is  set  for  January  1. 
Plans  have  been  completed  by  Talmadge 

Shearhouse  to  build  a   house  on  Laurel 

St.,  on  the  site  formerly  occupied  by  the 

Hodges  store,  Springfield,  Ga.  In  Pem- 
broke, Ga.,  the  space  formerly  held  by  the 

Sims  store  will  be  remodeled  for  a   modern 

theatre,  work  to  start  January  1.  The  800- 
seat  house  in  Macon,  Ga.,  for  J.  Clay 

Murphy,  realtor,  is  nearing  completion. 
Construction  is  underway  in  Anderson, 

S.  C.,  for  a   house  for  Palmetto  Theatre 
Co.  Palmetto  also  will  build  in  the  Five 

Points  section  of  Columbia,  S.  C.  It  will 
be  on  the  east  side  of  Harden  St.,  between 

Devine  and  Blossom  Streets.  The  old  Op- 
era House  in  Aiken,  which  was  destroyed 

by  fire  in  August,  has  been  replaced  by 
a   new  structure,  the  Patricia,  by  H.  B. 

Ram. 

West  Virginia  is  set  with  three.  In  Hun- 
dred, the  Walter  Urling  circuit  is  build- 

ing a   300-seater  for  November  opening. 
The  400-seat  Lyric  in  Glenville,  by  Bruce 
Haney  and  Hollie  Stump,  is  expected  to  be 
ready  for  early  December  opening.  Fred 

Midelburg  has  opened  the  1,200-seat  Lo- 
gan in  Logan. 

More  South 

Louisiana  has  two  new  theatres:  the 

Dudley  in  Kaplan,  costing  $15,000  and  seat- 
ing 500,  operated  by  Dudley  LeBlanc  of 

Abbeville,  and  the  New  Realart  in  DeRid- 
der,  with  900  seats,  owned  by  W.  S.  Sam- 
uell  and  Lamar  Hargrove. 

W.  S.  Thornton  has  started  work  on  a 
new  home  for  the  Pastime  in  Winfield, 

Ala.  J.  C.  Shannon  has  opened  the  500- 
seat  Max  on  in  Portage  ville,  Mo.  The 

Quimby  circuit  is  reported  to  be  planning 
a   de  luxe  house  in  Fort  Wayne,  Ind.  It 
is  slated  for  the  east  side  of  Calhoun  St., 

between  Gumper  Ave.  and  Rudisill  Blvd. 
Activity  in  the  Minneapolis  sector  is 

greater  than  during  any  time  over  the  past 

10  years.  Newest  project  is  the  1,000- 
seater  in  the  Highland  Park  district  of  St. 

Paul.  It  is  being  built  by  George  Gran- 
strom,  owner  of  the  Grand  View,  and  will 

cost  $100,000.  Another  $100,000  venture 
is  that  going  up  in  West  St.  Paul  by 
Franklin  Amusement  Co.  Work  is  to  start 

shortly  on  two  suburban  houses;  that  of 
Harold  Field  at  St.  Louis  Park  and  the 

Engler  Bros,  unit  at  Hopkins.  For  the 
third  time  H.  L.  Griffith  has  been  turned 

down  for  a   permit  for  his  contemplated 

$150,000  neighborhood  theatre. 
Also  bullish  is  Texas.  In  Port  Arthur, 

(Continued  on  page  29) 
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INDUSTRY  "PLIGHT"  CAPITAL'S  FAULT,  SAYS 
WANGER  IN  HOT  BLAST  AGAINST  WALL  STREET 

Abuse  Effective  Agent  for 

Increasing  Trade 
Abroad 

Chicago — Walter  Wanger  places  what  he 

terms  the  chief  responsibility  for  the  in- 

dustry’s “plight”  on  the  “doorstep  of  fi- 

nancing capital.”  With  this  as  his.  spring- 
board, he  discusses  the  industry  in  “The 

Wherefore  of  Movie  Ills”  in  the  current 
edition  of  Ken. 

Wanger,  who  has  reputation  for  step- 
ping away  from  orthodoxy  in  his  point 

of  view  and  in  his  public  statements 

charges  none  of  the  industry’s  leaders  or 
their  financial  mentors  “thinks  seriously 

about  developing  future  leadership.”  Then, 
this: 

“The  policies  of  the  financiers  in  rela- 
tion to  the  movies  have  really  been  little 

short  of  criminal.  Some  otherwise  unoc- 

cupied vice-president  may  come  to  Holly- 
wood every  six  months  or  so  to  look  tilings 

over.  This  process  will  mean  assurance  to 
Wall  Street  that  it  is  getting  its  share  or 
more  of  the  gravy,  but  little  else.  The 

moment  this  vice-president  hits  Holly- 
wood, he  will  probably  become  dreamy- 

eyed — just  an  over-privileged  film  fan  who 
wants  to  meet  the  glamorous  Miss  So-and- 
So  and  take  her  to  the  Trocadero.  Wall 
Street  treats  us  as  if  we  were  a   rich  uncle 

when  it  comes  to  relieving  us  of  our  money 
and  playing  around,  but  when  it  comes  to 

getting  serious  guidance,  we’re  just  a   poor 
relation.  Despite,  not  because  of,  the  fi- 

nanciers, Adolph  Zukor,  Carl  Laemmle, 
Marcus  Loew  and  others  were  able  to 

build  a   creditable  international  distribu- 
tion system. 

Cites  Trade  Influence 

“The  indifference  and  irresponsibility 
become  doubly  damning  when  we  consider 
what  American  movies  mean  for  American 

industry  generally.  Trade  used  to  follow 
the  flag,  but  these  days  trade  follows  the 
films. 

“In  these  days,  when  the  world  is  a 
powder  keg,  with  every  nation  straining 
to  build  goodwill  with  every  other,  our 

industry  is  regarded  by  the  financial  pow- 
ers as — well,  as  something  slightly  dis- 

turbing to  their  peace.  What  wouldn’t 
British  financial  interests  give  for  a   film 
industry  as  powerful  as  ours  for  their 

intra-Empire  and  international  goodwill 

ambassador?  They’d  probably  trade  half 
the  Royal  Navy  for  it.  But  our  industry’s 
potentialities  are  never  considered  here  at 

home.  A   few  years  back,  when  I   was 
negotiating  a   deal  with  Mussolini — not  be- 

cause I   was  a   Fascist  sympathizer,  but 
because  I   saw  a   chance  to  root  American 

films  in  a   foreign  nation,  and  a   way  of 
estalishing  friendship  for  Americanism  in 

Italy — I   found  myself  covered  with  a   large 
wet  blanket. 

“Another  striking  weakness  is  our  in- 

dustry’s lack  of  any  solid  backlog  of  train- 
ing, research  and  experimentation.  Where 

is  our  Sheffield  Scientific  School,  our 
Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology,  our 
Columbia  School  of  Mines?  Where  is 

there  any  serious  training  ground  for  our 
future  artists,  craftsmen,  technicians, 
business  managers?  .   .   .   Not  only  do  we 

fail  to  encourage  outside  research  and  ex- 

perimentation, but  consciously  and  un- 
consciously we  stifle  them  within  the  in- 

dustry. 

Deluxers  as  “Obstacle” 

“The  unconscious  stifling  of  experimen- 
tation within  our  industry  stems  from  our 

mode  of  distribution  and  exhibiton.  The 

biggest  obstacle  to  our  progress  is  the 

super-colossal  first-run  theatre.  Through- 
out the  land  these  tryannosaurs  lie  in  am- 

bush to  devour  us.  Each  successive  feature 

film  must  be  turned  out  from  the  stand- 

point— which  is  humanly  impossible — of 

being  capable,  at  the  five-thousand  seat 
theatre,  of  breaking  a   dozen  records  dur- 

ing the  first  day  of  its  run.  If  it  doesn’t, 
the  word  spreads  like  a   prairie  fire  that 

so-and-so’s  new  picture  has  laid  an  egg. 
This  is  sheer  madness. 

“The  moral  is  this:  Our  industry  should 
develop  an  additional  first-run  circuit  of 
medium-sized  houses — for  which  we  could 

produce  good  medium-budget  films  which 
would  not  have  to  possess  record-breaking 
mass  appeal  in  order  to  make  money.  We 
should  recognize  our  distribution  and  ex- 

hibition setup  so  that  we  are  not  always 

forced  to  try  to  make  money  through — to 
use  the  magazine  analogy  again — the  Sat- 

urday Evening  Post  route.  The  New 

Yorker  and  Harper’s  make  money  on  a   li- 
mited appeal  basis.  We  could  do  the same. 

“Such  an  additional  first-run  circuit 
would  have  another  very  salutary  effect. 
Movie  makers  would  be  in  a   position  to 

risk  the  introduction  of  new  ideas  with- 
out the  ogre  of  a   mountainous  deficit  star- 
ing them  in  the  face.  We  would  also  have 

The  Arliss  Legend 

Around  Again 
New  York — Leonard  Lyons,  in  his 

New  York  Post  column: 

"Hollywood  now  is  planning  to 

screen  the  Stanley-Dr.  Livingstone  epi- 

sode in  Africa.  George  Arliss  has  been 

invited  to  play  either  role — and  the 

producers  fear  that  in  the  famed  meet- 

ing scenes  both  Livingstone  and  Stan- 

ley may  greet  each  other  with  ’George 

Arliss,  I   believe'.'' 

Advises  Additional  Line  of 

A   First-Run  Chain  of 

Class  Houses 

the  opportunity  to  educate  audiences  to 

new  types  of  films — and,  indeed,  to  win 
entirely  new  audiences  from  among  those 

who  can’t  stomach  the  type  of  formula 

films  we  concentrate  on  at  persent.” 
Wanger  strikes  also  for  encouragement 

of  independent  producers  and  for  a   profit- 
sharing  plan  for  established  personalities. 

He  draws  on  the  legitimate  theatre  pro- 
cedure for  his  latter  argument.  Reiter- 

ating previously  espoused  views  of  the 

foreign  market,  the  producer  states  the  in- 

dustry must  overhaul  its  “attitude.” 
“If  we  are  going  to  make  movies  to  suit 

some  dictator  who  reaches  for  his  revolver 

every  time  a   little  bird  mentions  the  facts 
of  life,  then  our  films  must  necessarily 

lose  appeal  in  our  best  market — America. 
And  this  is  just  what  has  been  happening. 

Even  from  the  standpoint  of  business  prac- 

tice, I   simply  don’t  believe  we  can  con- 
tinue to  do  business  with  these  people.” 

As  an  illustration,  he  cites  this: 

“Recently  our  distributors  informed  us 
that  unless  our  firm  would  agree  to  stop 

the  showing  of  ‘Blockade’  in  every  part  of 
the  world,  the  Franco  government  would 
take  extreme  measures  against  the 
branches  of  our  distributors  in  Seville  and 

Bilbao,  which  would  mean  complete  cessa- 
tion of  the  activities  of  our  distributors  in 

Spain  and  the  prohibition  in  Spain  or  its 
colonies  of  any  films  belonging  to  our 
firm. 

Blasts  “Blockade”  Ban 

“So  ‘Blockade’  is  not  only  to  be  sup- 
pressed in  Spain,  but  all  United  Artists 

pictures  are  to  be  banned  unless  we  with- 
draw ‘Blockade’  on  a   world  scale.  If  we 

knuckle  under  to  this  sort  of  thing  it  seems 

to  me  we  might  just  as  well  have  Hitler 

right  in  our  own  White  House.” 
Other  criticism  attacks  “snoopers  and 

snipers  who  in  the  newspapers  and  on  the 

air  steadily  blackmail  and  undermine  us.” 
On  this  point,  Wangers  says,  “Unless  a 
picture  maker  buys  a   considerable  volume 
of  advertising  space  for  a   new  film,  he  is 

quite  likely  to  see  it  roundly  panned  or  at 
best  damned  with  faint  praise  by  some  of 

the  trade  papers.” His  conclusion  goes  along  these  lines: 

“The  grand  strategy  of  the  movie  busi- 
ness must  be  turned  inside  out.  Now  it  is 

chaotic  where  it  should  be  smoothly  co- 
ordinated, as  in  its.  public  relations  and  in 

its  competition  with  our  industries  for  the 

consumer’s  dollar;  and  it  is  coordinated 
to  the  point  of  regimentation,  where  it 
should  be  flexible  and  varied,  as  in  the 

(Continued  on  page  28) 
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See  Taxes,  Interest,  Rental 

Charges  Hurting  Exhibition 

New  York — The  handicap  of  heavy  tax, 
interest,  rental,  depreciation,  and  theatre 

remodeling  charges  will  prevent  uniform- 
ly profitable  results  in  exhibition. 

Increases  in  attendance,  in  boxoffice 

prices,  and  in  rental  receipts  during 

periods  of  general  business  recovery  help 

the  earnings  showing.  However,  the  over- 

capacity in  the  industry  more  than  off- 
sets the  fact  that  operations  are  less  de- 

pendent on  personal  talents,  and  those 
companies  with  interests  concentrated  in 

production  and  distribution,  therefore 
show,  greater  stability  than  those  heavily 
interested  in  theatre  operation. 

Such  are  the  conclusions  reached  in- 
sofar as  exhibition  is  concerned  by 

Standard  Statistics  Co.,  in  a   survey.  Pro- 
duction and  foreign  markets  play  an 

equally  important  part  in  the  checkup. 

Several  reasons  are  given  for  the  low 

level  of  admissions.  A   scramble  for  ex- 
hibiting properties  on  the  part  of  the 

producers,  notably  in  1929  and  1930,  has 

had  the  effect  of  over-expansion,  it  is 
pointed  out.  Additional  theatres  made 
necessary  by  population  shifts  continue  to 
maintain  seating  capacity  of  theatres  at 

a   high  level.  Meanwhile,  many  older 
houses  which  have  lost  patronage  to  the 
new  are  kept  open,  and  the  pressure  of 

rents,  taxes,  and  depreciation  forces  them 

to  continue  operating  even  despite  a   de- 
cline in  attendance  and  boxoffice  prices. 

Cites  Keen  Competition 

On  the  basis  of  the  79,000,000  weekly 
admissions  of  1938,  each  theatre  seat 
would  be  filled  less  than  once  daily,  if  all 
the  units  in  the  country  (see  chart)  were 

operating,  the  report  declares.  With  the- 
atres giving  two  to  four  or  more  shows 

daily,  in  most  cases,  they  are  obviously 
operating  at  far  less  than  capacity,  and 

the  result  has  been  extremely  keen  com- 
petition, which  has  kept  average  boxoffice 

prices  at  low  levels,  the  survey  maintains. 

Thus,  the  forecast  for  the  future  is  that 
with  no  further  rapid  gain  in  attendance 

probable,  abandonments  of  existing  the- 
atres likely  to  be  slow,  and  constant  new 

building  to  accommodate  population  shifts, 
a   condition  of  overcapacity  will  continue 
for  a   long  time  to  come. 

pire  units  second  in  importance,  and 

South  America,  the  Scandinavian  nations 

and  France  next.  In  addition  to  dimin- 

ishing markets,  due  to  government  re- 
strictions, in  Italy,  Germany  and  Japan, 

a   steady  decline  as  the  world  depression 
deepened  is  found.  But,  barring  any 

marked  change  in  the  relation  of  the  dol- 
lar to  the  sterling  bloc  currencies,  for- 
eign demand  for  American  pictures  prob- 
ably will  change  little,  the  analysis  points 

out.  However,  the  growing  British  indus- 
try and  the  British  quota  law  may  curtail 

activities  of  American  companies  in  these 
markets,  it  is  held.  (See  chart). 

Standard  Statistics,  one  of  the  leading 
financial  marketing  counsellors,  makes  a 

significant  observation  regarding  produc- 
tion. 

While  admitting  there  is  widespread 
criticism  of  double  billing,  the  survey  states 
the  adverse  effect  on  the  industry,  if  any, 
has  been  greatly  overemphasized.  True 
double  bills  are  seldom  shown,  but  rather 
one  feature  and  one  filler  of  equal  length 
and  inferior  quality,  which  replaces  some 

of  the  short  subjects  and  newsreel  pre- 
viously shown,  is  the  conclusion.  In  es- 

sence, it  is  viewed  as  an  attempt  by  ex- 
hibitors to  present  a   more  entertaining 

program  and  thus  bring  in  greater  re- 
ceipts. 

On  foreign  markets,  England  continues 
to  be  the  principal  overseas  outlet  for 

Hollywood  product,  with  other  British  Em- 

“Business principles  applicable  to  in- 
dustry in  general  frequently  cannot  be  ap- 

plied to  picture  production.  For  example, 
executives  whose  training  has  been  largely 
in  finance  have,  on  occasion,  attempted 

to  limit  expenditures  for  feature  produc- 
tions in  line  with  probable  returns,  with 

the  result  that  the  product  has  been  in- 
ferior and  savings  achieved  have  been 

more  than  offset  by  lower  boxoffice  in- 

take.” 

Writers,  actors  and  directors  are,  as  a 

rule,  viewed  as  more  concerned  with  en- 
hancing their  artistic  reputations  than 

with  the  cost  of  production.  But  the  waste 

of  materials,  labor,  and  the  time  of  high- 

How  It  Rates  'Em 

New  York — The  Standard  Statistics  sur- 

vey makes  a   point  that  no  forecast  on  film 

quality  is  predictable,  because  of  the  vag- 
aries of  the  industry  and  the  dependence 

on  individual  talent.  However,  it  is  main- 

tained, those  companies  which  have  con- 
sistently held  to  quality  are  most  likely  to 

produce  high  boxoffice  appeal  pictures  in 
the  future.  And  to  aid  in  charting  the 
relative  indicated  boxoffice  strength  of 
the  majors  over  the  past  five  years,  the 
following  table  has  been  prepared. 

  Ratings   

Company  1933  1934  1935  1936  1937  1938* 
Columbia    260  .302  .335  .366  .339  .347 

M-G-M    582  .552  .519  .521  .510  .538 

Paramount    380  .508  .425  .435  .415  .467 

RKO    395  .433  .411  .361  .400  .384 

20th-Fox**    368  .446  .427  .466  .508  .527 

Warners    486  .429  .468  .456  .466  .434 

UA**»    583  .762  .750  .675  .570  .700 

Universal    362  .366  .366  .378  .351  .392 

‘January  to  September  30,  inclusive. 

**Fox  Film  only  to  and  including  Sept.  30,  1935. 

•‘♦Includes  Twentieth  Century  to  Sept.  30,  1935. 

NOTE — Each  feature  release  is  assigned  a 
weight,  according  to  indicated  boxoffice  appeal 

(estimated),  and  a   weighted  average  for  the  en- 
tire year  is  then  computed.  A   perfect  score  of 

1.000  weuld  result  only  if  every  film  of  each 

producer  were  given  a   “hit”  rating. 

salaried  artists — which,  in  many  cases,  is 

responsible  for  heavy  production  costs — 
contributes  little  or  nothing  to  the  artistic 
or  boxoffice  value  of  the  production,  the 

survey  brings  out.  The  heavy  dependence 
of  the  industry  on  individual  talent  is 
described  as  an  element  of  weakness,  since 
loss  of  one  producer,  director  or  star 
could  have  a   pronounced  adverse  effect  on 
the  earning  power  of  a   company.  This 
applies  more  to  the  smaller  than  to  the 
larger  companies,  the  report  continues. 

Commenting  on  the  subject  of  “pressure 
groups”  to  agitate  for  investigations  and 
regulation  of  the  industry  by  federal  and 

state  government — the  latter  through  cen- 
sorship boards — the  report  says  this  had 

the  “net  effect  on  the  film  companies  of 
not  only  restricting  them  in  production 

but  also  to  increase  costs  as  films  are  re- 
vised to  meet  the  objections  of  individual 

state  boards. 

Reviewing  the  government  suit  against 
the  industry,  the  survey  is  of  the  opinion 

that  “methods  by  which  sales  of  pictures 
are  made  to  exhibitors  will  undoubtedly  be 

revised,  with  malpractices  eliminated,”  this forecast  is  made: 

“While  changes  in  the  methods  of  in- 
dustry operation  are  always  disturbing 

and  costly  to  effect,  it  should  not  be  con- 
cluded that  the  eventual  effect  will  prove 

adverse.  For  instance,  divorce  of  theatres 

from  operating  companies  could  be  ef- 
fected through  transfer  of  theatre  pro- 
perties to  a   new  company  and  distribu- 

tion of  the  stock  of  that  company  to  pres- 
ent stockholders  of  the  combined  proper- 

ties. Stockholders  thus  would  retain 

ownership  in  the  entire  enterprise.” 
On  color.  Increasing  use  of  color  film 

appears  assured,  although  the  higher  cost 
and  the  limited  capacity  for  developing 

and  printing  color  film  will  continue  to  re- 
tard its  general  adoption. 
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See  Approval  of 

RKO  Revamp  Plan 
New  York — Whether  Judge  William  O. 

Bondy  will  render  a   final  decision  on  the 

proposed  plan  of  reorganization  of  RKO 
Tuesday  is  a   matter  of  conjecture. 

Those  who  have  been  working  on  the 
matter  for  close  to  six  years  maintain  that 
the  position  of  RKO  and  its  creditors  has 
been  presented  to  the  court  to  the  fullest 

possible  extent,  and  that  only  an  unfore- 
seen development  will  prevent  Judge  Bondy 

from  putting  his  stamp  of  approval  on  the 
proposed  plan.  On  October  26  Judge 
Bondy  put  the  matter  over  to  Tuesday, 
declaring  he  desired  more  time  to  study 
the  voluminous  briefs. 

There  is  the  possibility  that,  because  of 

Judge  Bondy’s  participation  in  the  first 
stages  of  the  government  suit,  he  may  re- 

quire additional  time  beyond  Tuesday  be- 
fore giving  his  approval.  Any  more  delay 

would  be  contrary  to  the  court’s  urgency 
that  the  situation  be  cleared  up  as  soon 
as  possible. 

Nearly  AH  Fox  Situations 

Are  Closed ,   Says  Wobber 
New  York — “Ninety-six  or  97  per  cent 

of  the  possible  situations  have  been  closed” 
at  20th  Century-Fox,  declares  Herman 
Wobber,  general  sales  manager. 

Back  from  a   trip  to  the  coast,  he  re- 
ports grosses  in  that  area  are  not  good, 

although  a   noticeable  flurry  in  activity  was 
felt  immediately  after  elections. 

On  his  company’s  business  trend,  Wob- 
ber looks  for  a   steady  increase  over  last 

year.  He  is  bullish  on  “Jesse  James”  and 

“Kentucky,”  both  of  which  he  saw  while 
at  the  studio. 

Loew  Profit-Split  Suit 
May  Be  Set  Next  Week 

New  York — Date  for  trial  of  the  stock- 

holders suit  seeking  to  prevent  adoption  of 

a   profit-sharing  plan  for  12  Loew’s,  Inc., 
executives  is  expected  to  be  set  next  week. 

Only  the  taking  of  further  depositions 
might  delay  the  trial.  Depositions  were 

taken  of  David  Bernstein,  vice-president 
and  treasurer,  this  week. 

A   separate  action  taken  in  Delaware  by 
the  same  group  of  stockholders  will  follow 
the  New  York  trial. 

Meeting  to  Hear  Cowdin 

Described  as  " Routine " 
New  York — Universal’s  adjourned  board 

meeting  was  described  by  an  executive  as 

“routine.”  It  is  known,  however,  that  the 
session,  scheduled  earlier  this  month,  was 
put  over  to  hear  a   report  from  J.  Cheever 

Cowdin,  board  chairman,  over  “U’s”  pos- 
sibilities in  the  purported  Odeon-General 

Theatres-GB  theatre  merger  in  England. 

No  Help  for  Distributors  in 

Anglo-American  Trade  Pact 
Kelly  to  Cohen 

New  York— It  all  started  when  Sammy 

Cohen,  of  UA  publicity,  took  it  upon  him- 
self to  wish  bon  voyage  to  Arthur  W. 

Kelly,  head  of  foreign  affairs,  before  the 
latter  sailed  for  the  other  side. 

Cohen’s  message  embraced  a   company 
slogan  that  has  deep  significance  in  the 

foreign  department.  It  went:  “Remember, 
you  can’t  have  Sunny  Italy  without  UA.” 

The  other  day  there  was  a   reply.  The 

envelope,  postmarked  Genoa,  went:  “Mr. 
Sammy  Cohen,  The  Superior  Foreign  Pub- 

licity Department,  United  Artists.  Daly: 

This  is  not  personal.  Get  into  it.” 
The  message:  “To:  The  Head  Noise  of 

the  Foreign  Publicity  Department.  From: 
Something  similar.  Providing  you  did  not 
charge  your  telegram  to  UA,  you  may, 

therefore,  convey  my  appreciation  to  all 
your  staff  for  their  very  lovely  thoughts, 

but  if  it  was  charged  to  UA  then  to  H   

with  you  and  I   shall  tell  Wilcox.  AWK.” 

Grant  Distributors 

More  Time  to  File 
New  York — Further  delay  in  the  move 

of  distributor  defendants  in  the  govern- 
ment suit  to  obtain  a   bill  of  particulars  to 

facilitate  preparation  of  its  answers  de- 
velops in  their  request,  which  has  been 

granted,  for  a   10-day  extension  for  filing 
of  briefs. 

Major  attorneys  were  to  have  filed  the 
briefs,  which  would  seek  to  break  down 

the  government’s  contention  that  there  is 
no  justification  for  a   bill  of  particulars,  on 
Thursday.  The  date  has  been  extended  to 
November  28.  Judge  William  O.  Bondy  is 
to  rule  on  the  motion  for  the  particularized 

statement  of  facts,  as  well  as  the  majors’ 
plea  for  a   60-day  extension  for  answering 

the  government’s  petition. 

Empire  Submits  Answer 

Brief  to  Contempt  Charge 
New  York — Empire  State  M.  P.  Opera- 

tors’ union  has  submitted  a   memorandum 
and  affidavits  in  opposition  to  the  order 
issued  by  Justice  Aaron  J.  Levy  in  Bronx 
county  court  holding  Empire  and  Abraham 
Kindler,  its  president,  in  contempt  of 
court.  Upon  submission  of  answering 
briefs  by  plaintiffs,  date  for  arguments  will 
be  set. 

The  contempt  citation  was  secured  by 
Joseph  Kimmel,  Empire  member  who  was 
discharged  and  who  sought  to  restrain 

Kindler  from  interfering  with  his  employ- 

ment as  operator  in  Sam  Cocalis’  Marble 
Hill  in  the  Bronx,  according  to  counsel  for 
Empire. 

Washington — American  motion  picture 

distributors  lost  their  fight  for  relaxation 

of  British  quota  agreements,  no  conces- 
sion whatever  being  granted  on  films  in 

the  English  market  under  the  reciprocal 
trade  agreement  with  the  United  Kingdom, 
signed  Thursday  in  Washington. 

The  only  concession  relating  to  films  in 
the  agreement  was  a   guarantee  that 
American  pictures  and  apparatus  would 
not  lose  their  margins  of  preference  in  ten 
British  colonies,  whose  imports,  however, 

ran  only  to  $390,000  in  1936. 
The  distributors  fared  better  in  the  new 

Canadian  agreement,  signed  at  the  same 
time,  securing  a   reduction  from  3   to  2y4 
cents  per  linear  foot  on  positive  films, 
Canadian  imports  of  which  last  year 
amounted  to  $254,000. 

The  British  colonies  where  present  tariff 
treatment  is  bound  are  Bahamas,  British 
Guiana,  British  Honduras,  Ceylon,  Gold 
Coast,  Jamaica,  Federated  Malay  States, 
Northern  Rhodesia  and  Trinidad  and 

Tobago.  Imports  by  these  colonies  in  1936 
ranged  from  $1,735  in  the  case  of  Jamaica 
to  $113,829  in  the  case  of  the  Malay  States. 

Formal  Monogram  British 

Deal  Awaits  Convention 
Hollywood — Although  negotiations  for 

Monogram’s  entrance  into  British  produc- 
tion, in  association  with  Pathe  Films,  Ltd., 

of  England,  have  been  “practically  closed,” 
according  to  Scott  R.  Dunlap,  vice-presi- 

dent and  production  chieftain  for  the 

company,  completed  plans  for  the  enter- 

prise will  hang  fire  until  Monogram’s  an- nual sales  convention  next  May. 

That  was  the  report  brought  back  here 

by  Dunlap  and  Ralph  Bettinson,  Pathe’s 
Hollywood  representative,  after  huddles  in 

New  York  with  W.  Ray  Johnston,  Mono- 

gram president,  and  William  Gell,  man- 

aging director  of  Pathe’s  London  activi- ties. 

Many  details  remain  to  be  ironed  out, 
Dunlap  declared,  including  the  choice  of 
vehicles  and  the  number  of  pictures  to  be 
made  all  of  which  will  be  allocated  and 
announced  at  the  sales  huddle.  Gell  made 

the  trip  across  from  London  especially  for 
the  conference,  returning  immediately. 

See  Possibility  Sound 

Patents  May  Face  Test 
Washington — Announced  foray  of  the 

monopoly  investigating  committee  into 
patents  gives  rise  to  speculation  as  to 

whether  or  not  sound  patents  and  a   pos- 
sible monopoly  in  that  direction  will  fall 

within  the  agenda  of  the  investigators. 

There  may  or  may  not  be  any  connec- 
tion between  this  and  the  planned  re- 

sumption of  the  probe  into  the  AT&T  sit- 
uation which  would  involve  Western  Elec- 

tric, Erpi  and  the  activities  of  those  com- 
panies in  the  sound  field.  The  possibility, 

however,  is  not  being  totally  dismissed. 
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Permanent  Press 

Bureau  Advocated 

New  York — That  the  industry  maintain 
a   permanent  press  relations  bureau  in 
order  to  preserve  the  goodwill  established 
as  a   direct  result  of  the  current  drive,  is 
the  highlight  of  a   report  from  Howard 
Dietz,  chairman  of  the  advertising  com- 

mittee, to  George  J.  Schaefer,  executive 
chairman  of  the  general  committee. 

Dietz  recommends,  and  he  is  backed  up 

by  Oscar  A.  Doob  of  Loew’s,  and  Harry 
Goldberg  of  Warner,  that  the  bureau  be 
established  through  a   paid  staff,  with  one 
of  its  more  important  functions  the  con- 

stant personal  contact  with  daily  news- 
papers and  other  related  organizations. 

Of  paramount  importance  would  be  the 
research  activities,  going  so  far  as  house- 
to-house  canvassing,  polls  and  patron  in- 

terviews, in  order  to  tap  public  tastes  in 
films,  with  a   view  toward  establishing  a 

“psychological”  basis  for  a   continuous 
goodwill  advertising  campaign,  similar  to 
that  of  the  utility  industries.  The  ap- 

proach would  be  scientific  in  character. 

The  report  states  that  the  goodwill  now 

existing  in  the  nation’s  press  did  not  exist 
before  the  MPAYBE  started.  Therefore, 

it  urges,  “we  must  continually  present  the 
press  with  the  story  of  motion  pictures  in 
the  best  light.  We  must  not  allow  this 
story  to  be  impaired  by  temporary  com- 

petitive gains.” 
It  also  brings  out  more  than  one  quar- 

ter of  the  country’s  1,950  newspapers 
“have  said  good  things  about  our  indus- 

try” since  the  campaign  started.  About 
30,000,000  contest  booklets  have  been  sold, 
included  in  an  approximate  total  of  $185,- 
000  in  accessories.  Five  field  representa- 

tives visited  155  cities,  working  very  close- 
ly with  the  press.  The  preparation  of  the 

advertising  campaign,  the  dissemination  of 
publicity  and  direct  contacts  with  pub- 

lishers and  the  promotion  of  the  contest 
were  the  three  branches  of  activities. 

Those  with  direct  assignments  were: 
S.  Barret  McCormick,  in  charge  of  the 
publicity  section  of  the  pressbook  with 
Monroe  Greenthal  handling  the  exploita- 

tion; Robert  M.  Gillham  and  Charles  E. 
McCarthy  supervised  the  Movie  Quiz  con- 

test; Earl  Wingart,  stills;  Mort  Blumen- 
stock,  radio;  Oscar  A.  Doob,  John  E. 
Dowd  and  Harry  Goldberg,  theatre  ex- 
ploitation. 

Recognizing  that  opinion  was  divided  as 
to  the  merit  of  the  newspaper  advertising 

campaign,  the  report  states:  “It  was  un- 
derstood in  advance  there  would  be  great 

criticism  of  the  advertising  because  in  an 
industry  accustomed  to  flamboyant  show- 

manship, modest  statements  editoralizing 
copy  with  its  necessity  for  length  pre- 

cluded enthusiastic  approval.”  But,  it  de- 
veloped, the  report  concludes,  that  “if 

there  was  an  over  dignity,  it  was  a   far 

wiser  course  than  over  sensationalism.” 

Schwartz  to  Helm 
Philadelphia — George  E.  Schwartz  has 

replaced  Sig  Whittman  as  Universal 
branch  manager  here. 

Elliott  Wins  Point 

In  Major  Suit 
Philadelphia — Ordering  a   complete 

investigation  into  alleged  monopolistic 

practices  on  the  part  of  chain  theatres 

during  the  injunction  hearing  Friday 

of  Herbert  J.  Elliott  against  major  dis- 

tributors, U.  S.  Judge  George  Welsh 

also  instructed  that  Elliott's  Fern  Rock 
Theatre  here  be  allowed  to  show  three 

pictures  before  chain  theatres  in  that 

area.  The  pictures  are  "Hold  That 

Coed,"  “Straight,  Place  and  Show"  and 

“That  Certain  Age."  He  ordered  an- 
other hearing  at  a   later  date. 

Elliott,  who  operates  the  Fern  Rock 

Theatre  in  Philadelphia,  is  suing  War- 

ner, RKO,  Loew's,  20th  Century-Fox, 
Columbia  Universal  and  United  Artists 

under  the  Clayton  Act,  the  Robinson- 

Patman  anti-price  discrimination  act 

and  the  Sherman  anti-trust  act. 

The  suit  charges  Stanley-Wamer 

with  an  alleged  monopoly  and  asks  in- 

junctions restraining  Warner  Theatres 

from  building,  buying,  selling  or  other- 

wise acquiring  any  additional  theatres 

until  final  decree  by  the  courts. 

William  Fox  Case 

Decision  Nov.  30th 
Atlantic  City — With  counsel  and  trus- 

tee of  William  Fox’s  bankrupt  estate 
favoring  a   $500,000  cash  settlement,  and 
creditors  bitterly  opposing  it,  Federal 
Referee  Allen  B.  Endicott  jr.,  set  Novem- 

ber 30  for  his  decision. 
Everything  seems  to  revolve  about  the 

value  of  All-Continent  Corp.,  the  trust 
fund  which  the  former  film  executive  set 
up  for  his  wife,  Mrs.  Eva  Fox,  and  two 
daughters,  eight  years  ago,  who  now  have 
preferred  the  $500,000.  William  E.  Brown, 
counsel  for  Hiram  Steelman,  trustee  of  the 
estate,  believes  the  offer  to  be  a   fair  one. 
Brown  started  the  present  suit. 

He  is  of  the  opinion,  he  said,  that  All- 
Continent  would  not  bring  $1,500,000  in 
liquidation.  This  was  met  with  a   barrage 
of  purportedly  conflicting  facts.  For  in- 

stance, Walter  Hanstein,  of  counsel  for  the 
Capital  Co.  and  Chicago  Title  and  Trust 
Co.,  creditors,  said  that  even  the  $2,- 
800,000  valuation  shown  in  an  audit  was 
too  low.  Samuel  B.  Stewart  jr.,  another 

creditor’s  lawyer,  brought  out  that  among 
All-Continent  assets  is  the  Fox  Los 
Angeles  Theatre,  which  cost  more  than 

$1,000,000. 
Carroll  Hall,  New  York  auditor,  said 

the  corporation  increased  $1,000,000  in 
net  worth  in  1935  and  had  almost  $2,- 
000,000  net  profit  in  1936.  Among  All- 
Continent’s  assets  are  a   large  block  of 
stock  in  Bankers’  Securities  Corp.,  Phila- 

delphia, for  which  Hanstein  said  there  is 
a   book  value  of  more  than  $6,000,000,  and 
the  Mitchell  Camera  Co.,  with  a   record  of 
earnings  said  to  be  in  excess  of  $100,000 

a   year. 
Fox  went  into  bankruptcy  in  1936,  list- 

ing liabilities  of  $9,535,000  and  assets  of 

$1,590,000. 

Gov't  Won't  Restrict 
Advertising  Volume 

Washington — The  government,  through 

its  anti- trust  division,  entertains  not  the 
slightest  desire  to  invoke  legislation  to  re- 

strict advertising  volume  which  it  may  re- 
gard as  creative  of  monopoly. 

This  position  is  maintained  by  Thurman 
Arnold,  assistant  attorney  general  who 
brought  the  government  suit  against  the 
film  industry,  in  answer  to  a   request  for 

clarification  of  the  department’s  stand  on 
advertising  in  connection  with  the  recent 
Ford-Chrysler  consent  decrees. 

In  the  department’s  press  release  on 
these  decrees,  it  was  suggested  aggressive 

advertising  by  large  and  wealthy  com- 
panies might  create  a   competitive  situa- 

tion in  which  the  survival  of  a   competitor 
would  depend  not  upon  efficiency,  or  the 
quality  of  the  product  or  the  price  at 

which  it  was  sold,  but  upon  mere  su- 
periority of  financial  resources. 

Arnold  made  it  plain  “the  anti-trust 
laws  do  not  vest  in  the  department  of 

justice  any  general  jurisdiction  over  ad- 
vertising. Nor  has  the  department  any 

intention  by  any  means  to  seek  to  regulate 

advertising.”  However,  he  pointed  out 
“cases  may  arise  in  which  advertising  may 
be  used  as  an  instrument  of  fraud  or  con- 

spiracy toward  some  illegal  end,  and,  in 
any  such  case,  it  would  be  the  duty  of 
the  department  to  take  action  according 

to  law.” 

He  recognizes,  he  said,  advertising  may 
be  of  such  a   character  or  may  be  so  used 

as  to  be  economically  harmful,  but  “in  my 
judgment  sound  advertising  is  a   creative 
effort  and  would  not  be  an  appropriate 

subject  for  coercive  regulation.  Any  de- 
termination that  a   particular  kind  or  use 

of  advertising  is  uneconomic  can  best  be 
made  by  the  business  men  and  advertisers 
concerned,  and  unsound  results  can  best 
be  remedied  through  voluntary  action  on 

the  part  of  advertisers. 
“Thus,  when,  by  vountary  agreement 

with  competitors,  any  concern  seeks  to 
set  up  advertising  practices  designed  to 
promote  maximum  consumption  and,  at 
the  same  time,  to  give  smaller  competitors 
fair  access  to  the  market,  such  an  effort 

will  be  encouraged  by  the  anti-trust  divi- 
sion, within  the  framework  of  its  consent 

decree  policy,  as  reasonable  and  bene- 

ficial.” Full  Educational  Slate 

Is  Continued  in  Office 

New  York — Educational’s  directors  and 
officers  remain  intact.  Headed  by  Earle 

W.  Hammons,  the  full  directors’  slate  was 
re-elected  at  the  annual  stockholders’ 
meeting.  The  board  includes  Bruno  Wey- 
ers,  T.  R.  Williams,  John  R.  Munn,  Hugh 
M.  Kahler  and  Norman  C.  Nicholson.  Of- 

ficers re-elected  are  Hammons,  president; 

Weyers,  vice-president;  Williams,  secre- 
tary and  treasurer,  and  Harold  Saxe,  as- sistant treasurer. 
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Reisman  Discusses 

Italian  Situation 

New  York — RKO  is  planning  to  operate 
in  Italy  as  long  as  circumstances  permit, 
is  the  gist  of  the  statement  made  at  a 

press  conference  by  Phil  Reisman,  in  clari- 

fying the  company’s  stand  in  the  Italian 
situation.  According  to  Reisman,  the  con- 

tract with  RKO’s  distributor  there,  Gen- 
eralcine,  has  one  more  year  to  run. 

Deploring  the  fact  that  American  com- 
panies are  being  forced  out  of  Italy  be- 

cause of  the  monopoly  which  goes  into 

effect  after  December  31,  Reisman  ex- 
presses regret  at  the  turn  of  events  since 

RKO’s  business  relations  in  Italy  always 
have  been  friendly. 

He  admits  the  seriousness  of  the  situa- 
tion and  intimates  RKO  will  withdraw 

along  with  the  other  companies  if  the  con- 
tract is  abrogated  by  the  Italian  dis- 

tributor. 

In  the  European  countries  that  lie  with- 
in the  orbit  of  Nazi  influence,  anti-Semitic 

agitation,  Reisman  reveals,  is  causing  con- 
siderable damage  at  the  boxoffice  for 

American  films. 

However,  he  dismisses  those  territories 

including  the  Sudeten  area  as  insignifi- 

cant in  RKO’s  sphere  of  foreign  opera- 
tions. The  bright  spots  which  have 

helped  make  the  foreign  gross  better  than 
ever  before,  according  to  Reisman,  are  the 

United  Kingdom,  the  Scandinavian  coun- 
tries, Czechoslovakia,  China,  Switzerland 

and  a   number  of  the  Latim-American  ter- 
ritories. At  this  point,  he  answers  a 

question  on  “Snow  White”  and  says  the 
foreign  gross  on  the  picture  should  equal 
the  domestic  figure. 

There  is  nothing  new  to  report  on  deals 
with  Major  Pictures,  Ltd.,  or  with  Herbert 
Wilcox,  Reisman  says.  He  again  states 
that  RKO  is  not  interested  in  establishing 
its  own  British  production  unit,  but  will 
continue  to  participate  with  other  British 
companies  to  keep  the  channels  clear. 

Fabian  Maintains  Vodvil 

At  Schenectady  Proctors 
New  York — Following  a   month’s  experi- 

ment, Si  Fabian  has  decided  to  maintain 

a   three-day  vaudeville  policy  at  the  Proc- 

tor’s, Schenectady,  until  next  Easter.  The 
house  did  exceptional  business  Thursday, 
Friday  and  Saturday  with  Paul  Whiteman 
and  his  orchestra  as  the  attraction. 

Fabian  is  considering  some  form  of 
stage  show  for  the  Paramount,  Brooklyn. 
The  house  is  pooled  with  the  Fox  and 

Strand,  the  latter  having  adopted  a   full- 
week  band  policy.  Fabian  featured  bas- 

ketball games  and  other  spot  shows  on  the 
Paramount  stage  last  winter. 

Levy  Week  in  Canada 

Toronto — At  the  designation  of  Cana- 
dian district  manager,  L.  M.  Devaney, 

the  week  of  November  26-December  2   has 
been  set  aside  in  Canada  as  Jules  Levy 
Appreciation  Week. 

"Snegurochka  i   Siem 

Karlikov" 
New  York — Russian  filmgoers  may 

soon  have  the  opportunity  of  witness- 

ing "Snegurochka  i   Siem  Karlikov," 

more  familiarly  known  as  "Snow  White 

and  the  Seven  Dwarfs."  In  the  last 
few  years,  the  Foreign  Office  of  the 

Soviet  Film  Industry  has  purchased  a 

number  of  Mickey  Mouse  cartoons 

which  have  proved  very  popular. 

Strong  interest  in  the  Disney  feature 

has  been  evinced  by  the  Soviets  and 

Reginald  Armour,  RKO's  Continental 
manager,  is  slated  to  leave  for  Moscow 

shortly  to  close  the  deal. 

No  German  Inroad 

In  Latin-America 
New  York — Despite  the  fact  that  the 

Nazis  are  making  very  serious  effort  to 

gain  a   foothold  in  Latin-America,  German 

pictures  enjoy  little  prestige  in  that  mar- 
ket, reports  Walter  Gould,  United  Artists 

supervisor  for  that  territory. 

Increasing  importance  of  Latin-Ameri- 
ca for  the  American  companies  is  seen  by 

Gould,  who  estimates  those  countries  aver- 
age about  6   to  15  per  cent  of  the  world 

gross. 
Pointing  to  the  strides  taken  by  Ameri- 

can companies,  Gould  figures  business 
there  since  1935  has  increased  more  than 

50  per  cent.  One  of  the  things  that  strikes 
him  is  a   production  boom  below  the  Rio 
Grande.  He  says  Mexico  should  be  good 

for  40  pictures  and  Argentine  is  aiming 
to  turn  out  about  60  annually. 

In  Ai*gentine,  he  reports,  exhibitors  are 
urging  distributors  to  keep  the  B   pictures 
out.  However,  Gould  says.,  the  protest  has 
not  crystallized  into  anything  definite. 

United  Artists,  in  addition  to  its  regu- 
lar product,  will  distribute  six  pictures 

made  in  Mexico,  Gould  states,  and  is 

planning  to  revive  the  “Son  of  the  Sheik” annually. 

According  to  Gould,  there  is  considerable 

theatre  building  activity  in  Latin-Ameri- 
ca where,  he  estimates,  50  theatres  are 

constructed  during  the  year. 

An  interesting  sidelight  on  the  ethno- 
logical differences  between  Argentina  and 

Mexico  is  given  by  Gould  who  tells  how 
the  product  of  one  country  is  unpopular 
in  the  other,  although  both  peoples  speak 

Spanish.  The  reason  for  that  is  the  lin- 
guistic characteristics  that  differentiate 

the  Argentinian  from  the  Mexican  tongues. 

Sunday  Shows  Lose 
Philadelphia — Sunday  motion  pictures 

were  defeated  in  the  borough  of  Hatboro, 

near  here,  by  a   vote  of  524  to  461.  The 
proposed  ordinance  allowing  the  Sabbath 

showing  was  fought  by  church  organiza- 
tions. 

Universal  Foreign 
Grosses  in  Jump 

New  York  —   Universal’s  foreign  gross 
this  year,  according  to  J.  H.  Seidelman, 

vice-president  in  charge  of  foreign  activi- 
ties, should  show  an  increase  of  from  30  to 

50  per  cent. 
Seidelman  is  particularly  pleased  with 

the  results  obtained  in  the  Scandinavian 

countries  where  he  says  business  is  run- 
ning ahead  of  last  year  by  more  than  50 

per  cent.  Other  favorable  spots  are  the 

United  Kingdom  and  Latin-American  ter- 
ritories.. 

The  Italian  situation  is  viewed  gravely 

by  Seidelman.  He  says  Universal  has  an 

iron-bound  contract  with  I.  C.  I.,  Italian 
distributors,  for  five  years.  The  company 
will  continue  to  fulfill  its  obligations,  he 

asserts,  and  expects  I.  C.  I.  to  do  likewise. 

Seidelman  will  not  make  any  forecasts 

on  what  will  happen  when  the  Italian 
monopoly  is  set  up  January  1.  Apparently, 

he  feels,  if  there  is  to  be  any  deviation 
from  the  terms  of  the  deal,  it  will  have  to 
come  from  I.  C.  I. 

Second  Columbia  Division 

Meeting  at  New  Orleans 
New  York  —   Columbia’s  second  of  a 

series  of  divisional  sales  meetings  took 
place  over  the  weekend  at  the  Roosevelt 

Hotel,  New  Orleans,  with  sales  personnel 
of  six  southern  exchanges  present.  From 

the  home  office  were  Abe  Montague,  gen- 

eral sales  manager;  Rube  Jackter,  Mon- 

tague’s assistant,  and  Max  Weisfeldt,  head 
of  short  subjects  sales. 

Southern  Division  Manager  Sam  Mos- 
cow headed  the  groups  from  the  New 

Orleans,  Atlanta,  Dallas,  Charlotte,  Mem- 
phis and  Oklahoma  City  branches. 

" Pygmalion "   at  the  Astor 
For  Popular  Priced  Run 
New  York  —   M-G-M  is  temporarily 

dropping  the  roadshow  status  of  the  Astor 

for  the  run  of  “Pygmalion,”  taken  from 
the  George  Bernard  Shaw  play,  which 

opens  December  1   at  popular  prices.  Scale 
runs  from  25  cents  in  the  morning  to  a   55 

cent  top,  except  weekends  and  holidays, 
at  65  cents.  The  film,  starring  Leslie 
Howard  and  Wendy  Hiller,  was  produced 

by  Gabriel  Pascal  in  England.  The  Astor 

tenanted  “Marie  Antoinette”  as  a   two-a- 
day  for  13  weeks. 

RKO  and  UA  Close  New 

Chain  Deals  in  the  South 
New  York — RKO  and  UA  have  closed 

new  season  deals  with  the  Publix-Kincey 
circuit  in  North  and  South  Carolina.  RKO 

has  also  signed  Lucas  and  Jenkins-Publix, 
embracing  32  theatres  in  Georgia,  and  Wil- 

by-Publix,  with  about  56  houses  in  Ala- 
bama and  Tennessee. 
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B   HR!  CD  A   ID)  W   A   1Y, 
QVER  300  men  and  women,  and  a   goodly 

percentage  of  them  in  the  business, 

turned  out  on  Saturday  for  the  sixth  an- 

nual dinner-dance  of  the  Pyramid  League 

in  the  Crystal  Room  of  the  Ritz.  Howard 

Lanin  supplied  the  music.  Johnny  O’Con- 
nor and  Freddie  Meyers  may  have  found 

it  necessary  to  hop  to  Chicago  and  Kan- 

sas City  on  RKO  theatre  business,  but 

they  also  found  it  necessary  to  get  back 

to  New  York  in  time  for  this  function 

which  they  and  their  wives  never  miss. 

The  League  is  an  organization  of  16 

women.  Fifteen  are  not  identified  with 

the  film  industry,  but  the  sixteenth  is. 

She  is  the  president  and  Mrs.  Nate  J. 

Blumberg.  Each  member  commits  herself 

to  take  responsibility  for  one  down-on-its- 

luck  family,  not  on  any  part-time  basis 

but  throughout  the  entire  year.  Much 

good  work  has  resulted  from  the  plan. 

A   sartorial  sight  to  see  is  Leonard  Gay- 

nor’s  olive-colored  suit  with  a   light  pin 
stripe.  It  certainly  is  unique  .   .   .   Revers- 

ing the  customary  procedure,  Bill  Boehnel, 

World-Telegram  critic,  threw  a   cocktail 
party  for  Anna  Neagle  and  Herbert  Wil- 

cox, and  invited  all  the  other  film  critics 

■   .   .   Nancy  Kelly,  featured  in  “Submarine 

Patrol,”  is  stopping  at  the  Sherry -N  ether  - 
land  and  is  happy  to  be  back  in  New  York 

.   .   .   Irv  Shiffrin,  Charlie  Cohen,  Milton 

Perlman,  Jimmy  Boyle  and  Ed  Harrison 

making  up  a   luncheon  table  at  the  News- 
paper Guild  clubrooms. 

Walter  Gould  took  most  of  the  week  off, 
by  getting  out  of  town,  to  get  rid  of  the 

sea  legs  he  encountered  on  the  voyage 
from  South  America  .   .   .   Cresson  Smith 

has  hit  for  the  wide  open  spaces  of  Okla- 

homa City  .   .   .   Jimmy  Sileo  is  rightfully 

proud  of  the  lobby  display  at  the  Music 

Hall.  It  consists  of  direct  color  photo- 
graphs of  a   stage  performance,  the  first 

time  this  has  ever  been  achieved  .   .   .   A1 

Sherman,  now  a   Montclair  commuter,  is 

asking  suburban  friends  about  the  neces- 

sary equipment  for  negotiating  snowdrifts, 

etc.  .   .   .   E.  W.  Hammons  says  he  expects 

to  have  GN  headquarters  comfortably  set- 
tled in  the  new  AP  Building  in  Radio  City 

by  December  1   .   .   .   Max  Cohen  got  the  big 

city  out  of  his  hair  for  a   three-day  week- 
end by  hopping  off  to  White  Sulphur  .   .   . 

Vincent  McFaul  of  the  Shea  circuit  was 

a   visitor  with  Y.  Frank  Freeman  .   .   .   Her- 
man Robbins  due  from  his  California  trek 

Monday. 

W.  G.  Van  Schmus,  the  always  genial 

host,  gave  a   reception  for  Anna  Neagle 
and  Herbert  Wilcox  atop  the  Music  Hall 

following  the  premiere  of  “Sixty  Glorious 

Years,”  Thursday  night.  Leslie  Howard 
and  Noel  Coward  were  among  those  who 

officially,  more  or  less,  represented  the 

British  stage.  Present,  too,  were  George  J. 

Schaefer,  Ned  E.  Depinet,  Phil  Reisman, 

Dorothy  Gish ,   Harold  Auten  and  a   num- 
ber of  representatives  of  various  English 

organizations  .   .   .   Bill  Sussman  is  booked 
on  the  Nieuw  Amsterdam  and  sails  down 

to  Rio  with  Mrs.  S.,  January  14  .   .   .   Ray 

Johnston  has  been  suffering  from  a   sore 

For  Charity 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

A   president  in  her  own  right,  Mrs. 

Nate  Blumberg  heads  the  Pyramid 

League,  a   New  York  charitable  organi- 

zation which  held  its  annual  dinner- 

dance  at  the  Ritz,  Saturday  night. 

Many  film  men  and  their  wives  at- 

tended, as  usual. 

throat  .   .   .   Doug  Fairbanks  arrived  in 

time  for  the  U A   directors’  meeting  Friday. 

Si  Fabian’s  son,  Robert  Melvin,  was  Bar- 
Mitzvahed  at  Temple  Emanuel,  Paterson, 

N.  J.,  Saturday.  Rabbi  Reuben  Kaufman 
officiated  .   .   .   Abe  Schneider  and  Dave 

Chatkin  were  among  the  party  that 

traveled  to  Pinehurst  for  weekend  golf 

.   .   .   John  Beal  and  Dorothy  Lamour,  not 

together,  among  the  clients  visiting  Louis 
Nizer  .   .   .   Stanton  Griffis  and  Barney 

Balaban  a   symphony  of  animated  con- 
versation along  West  44th  St.  .   .   .   Joseph 

R.  Vogel  and  Oscar  A.  Doob  made  a   Astor 

Hunting  Room  luncheon  combination  .   .   . 

Ditto  Eugene  Picker  and  Marvin  Schenck 

.   .   .   Sidney  Kaufman’s  “Cinema  Comment” 
program  over  WQXR  has  been  shifted  to 
Thursdays  from  9:45  to  10  p.  m. 

Lew  Lehr  will  handle  a   daily  humor 

column  in  the  Will  Rogers  manner  for  the 

Walton  Syndicate  starting  January  1   .   .   . 

Incidentally,  most  interesting  place  in 

town  is  the  Fox  Movietone  set,  where 

Vyvyan  Donner  is  shooting  her  “Fashion 
Forecasts”  with  a   bevy  of  beauties  acting 

as  models  for  all  kinds  of  winter  sports- 
wear, including  bathing  suits  for  the 

southern  resorts  .   .   .   Irv  Lincer,  trans- 

portation manager  for  20 th-Fox,  has  left 
the  hospital  and  is  now  recuperating  from 

pneumonia  at  his  home  .   .   .   Arthur  Loew  is 

making  a   survey  of  the  Metro  offices  in 
Chile  this  week. 

Ed  Kuykendall,  who  lives  in  Columbus, 

Miss.,  is  being  butted  about  unmercifully 

by  Ed  Levy,  MPTOA  counsel.  It  seems 

Levy  picked  up  a   Columbus  newspaper 
that  told  of  an  incident  which  would  only 

happen  in  a   town  of  Columbus  proportions. 

A   burglar  broke  into  the  most  prominent 
church  and  walked  off  with  the  furnace 

.   .   .   Harry  Gold  barely  had  removed  the 

North  Carolina  dust  from  his  traveling 
shoes  when  he  turned  about  and  headed 

for  Dallas  .   .   .   The  Messrs.  Max  and  Wil- 

liam Goldberg  concluded  certain  news- 
paper headlines  were  too  closely  related  to 

the  Europa,  their  Philadelphia  showcase, 

so  they  retagged  it  the  Studio  .   .   .   Mon- 
roe Greenthal  is  a   Columbia  alumnus,  but 

he  doesn’t  always  bet  on  the  football  team. 

He  managed  to  clean  up,  instead,  on  Cor- 
nell taking  Dartmouth  .   .   .   Bob  Weitman 

treated  Tracy  Barham,  Paramount  Ohio 

partner,  to  a   Lindy  lunch. 

It  could  only  happen  on  42 nd  St.  The 

marquee  on  the  Wallack:  “Amphitryon — 

Martians  Invade  the  Earth”  .   .   .   M-G-M 

has  bought  film  rights  to  “Salute  to  the 
Gods,”  Sir  Malcolm  Campbell  story  that 
originally  appeared  in  the  London  Sunday 
Pictorial  magazine  .   .   .   The  departing 

Normandie  carried  Sam  W.  Smith,  Andre 

Daven,  French  director,  and  Albert  Pre- 
jean,  French  film  star  .   .   .   The  City  of 
Baltimore  brought  from  Hollywood,  via 

the  Panama  Canal,  Louise  Latimer  for  a 
Gotham  vacation. 

Ann  Rosenthal,  who  left  GN’s  legal  de- 
partment to  take  a   fling  at  the  coast,  is 

back  in  harness  .   .   .   Harry  Michalson,  RKO 

shorts  sales  manager,  and  Walter  Bran- 
son, midwestern  district  manager,  are  on 

a   tour  of  midwestern  branches  .   .   .   Carl 

Kruger  personally  dropped  in  to  boast 

about  his  15-day-old  son.  He  brought 

along  what  he  claims  is  the  infant’s  first testimonial.  Written  in  shorthand,  it 

went:  “Boxoffice  is  the  greatest  paper  in 

the  field”  .   .   .   When  Barney  Balaban  ar- 

rived from  Sunny  California  he  was  wear- 
ing an  overcoat.  The  next  day  he  was 

struttin’  along  the  Main  Stem  with  a 

lightweight  topcoat  .   .   .   Leonard  Picker 

took  advantage  of  the  Armistice  Day  holi- 
day for  an  extended  weekend. 

Charles  E.  McCarthy  is  bounding  along 

on  his  long -anticipated  Caribbean  cruise. 

He’s  aboard  the  Nerissa  .   .   .   King  Vidor 
is  back  in  Hollywood  now,  but  one  of  his 

last  bits  of  activity  prior  to  his  departure 

was  a   visit  to  “Sing  Out  the  News”  as 
guest  of  Max  Gordon  .   .   .   Harry  A.  Ross 
is  well  under  way  on  another  of  his  forays 

into  the  field.  This  time,  he’ll  visit  Miami 
and  end  up  in  California  .   .   .   Jack  Oakie 

to  Europe  on  a   holiday  .   .   .   Arthur  L. 

Mayer  is  turning  author  again.  This  time, 

another  article  on  the  films  .   .   .   Don  Mer- 
sereau,  general  manager  of  The  Film 

Daily,  will  spend  Thanksgiving  in  Cali- 
fornia, then  return  east  .   .   .   Bill  Gehring 

still  making  trips  on  the  Kent  sales  drive. 

J.  R.  Grainger,  Republic’s  sales  chief, 
gets  back  today  from  Jacksonville  .   .   . 

Miriam  Gibson  of  the  Monogram  pub- 
licity staff  is  all  excited  about  her  new 
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The  Question 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

He  is  the  son  of  what  well-known 

father?  Page  28 -D  for  the  answer. 

apartment  at  the  Beaux  Arts  .   .   .   Lunch- 
eon towsome  at  the  Algonquin:  Ben 

Washer  and  Ruth  Weston.  She  is  on  her 

way  to  the  coast  to  appear  in  a   Paramount 

picture  .   .   .   New  faces  on  the  UA  publicity 

staff  are  Dave  Parry,  formerly  of  Dona- 

hue and  Coe,  and  Joe  Gould  .   .   .   The  Her- 

bert Whites  (she’s  lone  Reid  Lowrance 
of  the  UA  publicity  department)  are  ex- 

pecting a   “blessed  event”  in  June.  The 
“blessed  event”  being  a   31-foot  sloop  now 
under  construction  and  which  will  be  ap- 

propriately christened  the  “lone  Reid.” 

Jack  H.  Levin,  managing  director  of  the 

Copyright  Protection  Bureau,  is  on  a   swing 

of  exchanges.  The  trip  will  take  him  to 

the  coast  .   .   .   Frances  Farmer,  wearing  a 

green  kerchief  on  her  head,  startled  the 

business  luncheon  aggregation  at  the  Astor 

the  other  day.  Tall  and  towering  Leif 

Erickson,  her  husband,  accompanied  her 

.   .   .   Sam  Dody,  oldtime  vaudevillian,  regal- 

ing the  Motion  Picture  Associates  lunch- 
eon with  a   wide  variety  of  dialect  stories 

.   .   .   Vic  Shapiro  is  now  minus  his  tonsils. 

Mort  Blumenstock  is  on  a   14-day  Carib- 

bean cruise  .   .   .   Charlie  Stern  was  a   Wash- 
ington visitor  .   .   .   Harry  Brandt  and  Harry 

Hershfeld  swapping  “glad  to  see  you” 
handshakes  in  the  Astor  lobby  .   .   .   Manny 

Reiner  was  invited  to  go  duck  shooting 

with  some  friends.  He  declined,  saying 

he  was  afraid  of  catching  fresh  air  poison- 
ing .   .   .   Irving  Hyland,  Milton  Weiss  and 

Ben  Jacobson  prefer  the  L’  Orangerie 
Room  at  the  Astor — “the  name  has  such 

a   pleasant  ring”  .   .   .   Frank  Lloyd,  who 
has  been  on  a   European  vacation  since 

September  13,  returned  on  the  Oslofjord. 

Lou  Smith  planed  in  from  Hollywood  to 

meet  him.  Also  at  the  pier  were  Lloyd’s 
daughter,  Alma,  and  Talbot  Jennings, 

scripter  on  the  forthcoming  “Ruler  of  the 
Seas”  .   .   .   Norman  H.  Moray  was  in  Chi- 

cago, Cleveland  and  Pittsburgh,  conferring 
with  district  managers  on  the  Sears  Drive 

.   .   .   Mack  Gordon  and  Harry  Revel  are  in 
from  the  coast  for  a   looksee  at  their 

favorite  Broadway  habitats. 

Bob  Wilby  of  Atlanta  a   visitor  around 
the  Paramount  offices,  of  course  .   .   .   Will 

H.  Hays  en  route  to  Hollywood  on  a   quick 

visit  .   .   .   Jules  Levy  is  back  from  that 

southern  sales  trip.  One  of  the  first  deeds 

vjas  a   luncheon  combination  with  Sam 

Dembow  .   .   .   Herbert  J.  Yates’  current 
Hollywood  visit  will  be  a   matter  of  only  a 

couple  of  weeks  .   .   .   Grad  Sears  having 

dinner  with  “Toots”  Schor,  but  that’s 
hardly  news  it  happens  so  frequently  .   .   . 

Bob  Goldstein  has  returned  from  Holly- 
wood .   .   .   Pete  Mayer  is  heading  for  the 

coast  .   .   .   Freddie  Meyers,  for  weeks,  has 

been  hinting  at  mid-November  as  a   big 
and  important  time  in  his  life.  Now  he 

maintains  there  is  nothing  to  say,  mak- 
ing it  all  very  mysterious. 

Bob  Gillham,  Paramount’s  advertising 
and  publicity  chieftain,  will  travel  west 
when  Y.  Frank  Freeman  leaves  to  assume 

his  new  post  as  New  York’s  representative 
at  the  studio.  The  departure  date  is  slated 
to  be  November  28.  Gillham  will  remain  at 

the  studio  until  Christmas  or  a   few  days 

ahead  of  it  .   .   .   Frank  Lloyd  is  off  to  the 
coast  with  Lou  Smith,  who  flew  in  to  meet 

the  producer-director  on  his  return  from 
Europe,  as  a   traveling  companion  .   .   . 

George  Sanders  is  en  route  to  Hollywood 

to  assume  the  title  role  in  “The  Saint 
Strikes  Twice”  for  RKO.  This,  of  course, 
will  be  the  second  in  the  series  based  on 

the  detective  character  from  the  pen  of 
Leslie  Charteris. 

If  things  work  out,  Jack  Skirball  hopes 

to  leave  finally  for  the  coast,  Wednesday, 

where  he  will  supervise  Grand  National’s 
production  activities.  In  the  interim,  he 

will  have  to  search  for  a   new  secretary 

since  his  present  one,  Doris  Clark  Keene, 

is  to  be  married  in  December.  Wedding 

bells  are  also  going  to  ring  for  Ann  Pop- 
per, secretary  to  Paul  Berhke  of  the 

Skouras  Theatres  .   .   .   Spyros  Skouras  is 

back  from  his  annual  survey  of  conditions 
.   .   .   David  O.  Selznick  is  back  at  the 

Sherry -Netherlands  .   .   .   Charles  A.  Kirby, 
assistant  to  J.  H.  Seidelman  at  Universal, 

is  back  from  a   trip  to  Panama. 

Joe  Hummel  is  planning  another  one  of 

his  long  jaunts  shortly  after  Christmas 

.   .   .   E.  K.  O’Shea  was  in  Washington  for 
a   few  days  .   .   .   G.  W.  Budd  and  I.  H. 
Birnbaum  are  working  on  the  Warner 

Club  Christmas  Kiddie  party  to  be  held  at 

the  Vitaphone  studios,  Brooklyn,  Decem- 
ber 17.  John  Holmes  is  in  charge  of  the 

committee  for  the  big  annual  shindig  at 

the  Waldorf-Astoria  which  will  be  held  in 

March  .   .   .   Bob  Montgomery  is  in  town 
.   .   .   Bill  Sussman  is  on  the  road  this  week 

with  the  Kent  Drive  crew  .   .   .   UA  foreign 

department  scene:  Walter  Gould  enter- 
taining a   rapt  group  with  stories  of  his 

South  American  travels. 

Arriving  on  the  Cunard  White  Star  liner 

Queen  Mary  from  a   grand  jamboree  in 

Paris  were  the  nine  M-G-M  sales  win- 

ners. The  party  includes  Charles  E.  Kess- 

nich,  Atlanta,  and  John  J.  Maloney,  Pitts- 
burgh, both  district  managers  and  these 

branch  managers:  Burtus  Bishop  and 

Walter  E.  Banford,  St.  Louis,  but  since 

transferred  to  Pittsburgh  and  Chicago  re- 

spectively; J.  Frank  Willingham,  Mem- 
phis; Maurice  D.  Saffle,  Salt  Lake  City; 

W.  H.  Workman,  Minneapolis  and  Leroy  A. 

Bickel,  Dallas.  The  group  or  the  “nine 

old  men,”  as  they  called  themselves,  spent 
eight  hectic  days  in  Paris  and  a   week  in 

London.  There  wasn’t  a   thing  they  didn’t 
do,  they  say.  It  was  to  bed  at  five  and  up 

at  six  to  see  the  sights.  They  all  en- 

thusiastically chorused  on  landing  that  “it 

was  a   marvellous  experience.” 

Bert  Jolley  of  Ross  Federal  has  the  kind 

of  eyes  that  wouldn’t  miss  this  plea  from 
the  situations  wanted  column  of  Shears: 

“Situation  wanted,  by  young  woman  21 
years  of  age.  Unusual  experience  includes 

three  years  Necking  and  Stripping”  .   .   . 
Ray  Milland  leaves  Hollywood  by  plane, 

December  12,  on  the  first  leg  of  a   journey 

to  his  native  England  .   .   .   That’s  a   grand 
job  Michael  Hoffay  is  doing  in  editing  the 

“Phil  Reisman  Flight  to  New  York  Drive” 
weekly  bulletin.  The  inside  pages  of  his 
last  issue  is  one  of  the  toniest  color  jobs 

put  to  print. 

Virginia  Phillips,  Grad  Sears’  secretary, 
is  taking  gobs  of  kidding  over  the  initials 
on  a   certain  dress  .   .   .   Ilona  Massey  is 

here  from  the  coast  for  a   brief  vacation 

.   .   .   Irving  Windisch,  what  with  the  ad- 
ditional duties  of  press  agent  for  the  folks 

who  appear  on  the  Strand  stage,  has  for- 

gotten what  his  cabin  in  the  pines — of 
Greenwood  Lake — looks  like  .   .   .   June 

Preisser  leaves  shortly  for  Hollywood  and 

an  M-G-M  feature  .   .   .   Joseph  Allen  jr., 

son  of  the  Broadway  actor,  gets  his  first 
film  role  in  a   Paramount  picture.  He  gets 

to  the  studios  in  February. 

Edgar  H.  Kernel’  left  Friday  on  the  Cot- 
tica  to  become  assistant  manager  of  Co- 

lumbia’s Trinidad  branch.  It  is  a   promo- 

tion after  three  years  in  the  company’s 

(Continued  on  page  28-D) 

Presidential  Aide 

— Pat  Terrys  Photos 

E.  J.  Wall,  now  personal  assistant  to 

Harry  A.  Ross  at  Ross  Federal.  With 
Paramount  since  1923,  Wall,  among 

other  duties,  has  surveyed  theatre 

situations  for  that  company  in  Aus- 
tralia, Tasmania  and  New  Zealand,  to 

mention  a   couple  of  far-off  places. 
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Democratic  Trend 

New  Film  Co.  Aim 

New  York — Films,  designed  to  point  up 

democratic  and  progressive  trends  with- 
out indulging  in  straight  propaganda,  are 

the  objective  of  a   new  organization  known 

as  Films  for  Democracy  which  held  its 

first  organizational  meeting  at  the  Town 

Hall,  Friday  evening. 

Samuel  J.  Rodman,  executive  secretary, 

is  already  on  the  hunt  for  an  initial  story 

to  be  made  with  the  cooperation  of  pro- 
duction elements  viewed  as  liberal  and 

progressive  in  Hollywood  and  to  be  pro- 
duced with  commercial  distribution  in 

mind.  A   first  step  in  this  direction  takes 

the  form  of  a   letter  to  “Hollywood  scenar- 

ists of  known  liberal  sympathies.”  That 
communication  has  as  its  keynote: 

“We  want  a   story  with  a   genuine 
American  background,  with  the  plain  peo- 

ple for  its  characters.  It  must  be  fast- 
moving,  entertaining,  and  at  the  same 

time  have  progressive  social  content.  It 

must  fit  a   product  on  budget  not  exceed- 

ing $100,000.” 
The  organization  committee  is  headed 

by  Dr.  Ned  H.  Dearborn,  dean  of  the  di- 
vision of  general  education  of  New  York 

University,  and  the  sponsor  list  includes  a 

lengthy  list  of  prominent  men  and  women 

in  various  walks  of  life.  Among  them  are: 

Hadley  Cantril,  George  S.  Counts,  Ar- 
thur Hopkins,  Dudley  Nichols,  George 

Seldes,  Herman  Shumlin,  Sigmund  Spaeth, 

Frank  P.  Walsh,  Freda  Kirchway,  Sher- 
wood Anderson,  James  W.  Angell.  Dr.  A. 

A.  Brill,  Heywood  Broun,  Senator  Arthur 

Capper,  Marc  Connelly,  Olin  Downes, 

Walter  Pritchard  Eaton,  Dorothy  Canfield 

Fisher,  Abraham  Flexner,  Edwin  Franko 

Goldman,  Stanley  M.  Isaacs,  Thomas 

Mann,  Philip  Merivale,  Libby  Holman  Rey- 
nolds, Will  Rogers  jr.,  Robert  K.  Strauss, 

Rexford  G.  Tugwell,  Walter  F.  Wanger 

and  Mary  E.  Wooley. 

Rodman  asserts  that  other  film  person- 
alities on  his  advisory  committee  are 

Fredric  March  and  Fritz  Lang.  Where 

theatres  may  not  be  interested  in  the  pro- 
posed films,  the  organization  asserts  it 

will  seek  outlet  through  local  groups  or 
trade  unions. 

N.  Y.  Allied  Buffalo  Meet 

December  6;  Kelly  Tours 
New  York — Allied  of  New  York,  at  its 

meeting  here,  set  December  5   for  a   session 

at  the  Hotel  Statler,  Buffalo.  Thornton 

Kelly  is  presently  touring  upstate  and 

Western  New  York  to  promote  interest 

in  the  meeting. 

A   delegation  from  here,  headed  by  Max 

A.  Cohen,  president,  will  travel  to  Buffalo. 

He  expects  to  be  in  a   position  to  inform 

those  present  of  the  position  of  the  dis- 
tributors in  the  trade  practice  negotiations. 

Dover  Leaves  Fox 

Hollywood  —   William  Dover  has  re- 
signed as  chief  of  writers  and  directors 

at  20th  Century-Fox. 

Sideline 

— Charles  A.  White  Photos 

New  York — Andre  Baruch  is  the  voice 

of  Pathe  News.  Fred  Ullman,  of  course, 

is  aware  of  that,  but  he  may  not  know 

how  his  commentator  looks  in  chef’s  re- 
galia. Such  as  here,  for  instance. 

It  seems  Baruch  entered  a   men’s  cook- 
ing contest  at  the  Governor  Clinton  Hotel, 

whose  manager,  Robert  J.  Glenn,  stands 

upright  on  the  left,  and  won  first  prize,  a 

silver  chafing  dish,  for  an  affair  called 
lobster  a   la  de  Zutter.  Goes  like  this: 

One  medium-sized  carrot,  one  good- 
sized  onion,  half  a   celery  stalk,  one  sprig 

of  parsley — these  to  be  chopped  exceed- 
ingly fine. 

A   lobster,  boiled,  placed  for  a   few  min- 
utes in  hot  butter  and  then  flamed  with 

two  ponies  of  brandy. 

A   beaten  mixture  of  two  ounces  of 

cream  and  one  egg  yolk  poured  over  the 

lobster  and  the  whole  enterprise  cooked 
one  minute. 

It’s  served  on  Melba  toast. 
No  other  kind  will  do. 

Wanger  Blames  Capital 

For  Industry's  " Plight " 
(Continued  from  page  21) 

subject  matter  of  pictures  and  in  its  ex- 
hibition and  distribution  setup.  The  in- 

dustry must  realize  it  has  attained  its  ma- 

jority, and  act  its  age.  Research  and  ex- 
perimentation must  be  encouraged  and 

organized.  The  industry  must  drop  its 

defensiveness  and  boldly  assert  its  dignity 

and  power.  In  this  the  top  men  of  the 

industry  and  Wall  Street  share  the  great- 
est burden  of  responsibility.  When  they 

begin  to  take  the  American  picture  busi- 
ness as  seriously  as  it  is  taken  by  the 

world  there  will  be  no  question  that  mo- 

tion pictures  are  our  best  entertainment.” 

H.  Warner  in  Hospital 
Hollywood — Harry  M.  Warner  proba- 

bly will  remain  in  the  hospital  for  two 

weeks,  it  was  indicated  following  his  ad- 

mission this  week  for  treatment  of  stom- 
ach disorders. 

450  Foreign  Films 
Reviewed  in  Year 

Albany — While  all  of  them  may  not 

have  captured  playdates,  450  foreign- 
made  films  were  submitted  to  the  Motion 

Picture  Commission  of  the  Division  of  the 

State  Education  Department  for  review 

and  licensing  for  the  year  ending  June 

30,  1938.  The  censor  commission,  itself, 

draws  attention  to  the  number  and  points 

out  the  imports  came  from  many  coun- 
tries. These  include  Great  Britain  and 

its  possessions,  France,  Sweden,  Germany, 

China,  Poland,  Mexico,  Hungary,  Italy, 

Russia,  Czechoslovakia,  Argentina,  Spain, 

Egypt,  Arabia,  Denmark,  Greece,  Borneo 
and  Java. 

Of  the  1,955  films  reviewed,  23  were  re- 
jected and  eliminations  made  in  772 

scenes,  subtitles  or  dialogue  in  110  films 

on  statutory  grounds.  Eliminations,  how- 

ever, were  fewer  this  pei’iod  than  last. 

The  commission  points  out,  “This  de- 
crease is  also  due  in  part  to  the  facts 

many  producing  companies  have  become 
so  familiar  with  the  law,  regulations  and 

procedures  of  the  Motion  Picture  Division 

that  eliminations  are  made  before  the  pic- 

tures are  presented  for  review.” 
The  reasons  for  the  eliminations  are 

these:  Indecent,  364;  inhuman,  28;  tend- 
ing to  incite  to  crime,  60;  immoral,  or 

tending  to  corrupt  morals,  265;  sacri- 
legious, 55. 

Total  receipts  amounted  to  $304,073.83, 

as  compared  with  $292,435.62  for  the  pre- 

ceding year.  Expenditures  totaled  $64,- 
648.61  and  net  revenue  to  the  state  was 

$239,425.22.  Total  net  revenue  since  the 

organization  of  the  motion  picture  divi- 
sion in  1921  amounts  to  $2,537,322.02. 

Twelve  appeals  were  taken  to  the  Com- 
missioner of  Education  and  the  Board  of 

Regents.  In  each  case,  the  action  of  the 

director  was  sustained.  In  litigation  in- 
volving two  pictures,  the  higher  courts 

sustained  the  action  of  the  director  each time. 

International  Lab  Sale 

Is  Set  lor  December  23 
Los  Angeles — Date  for  public  sale  of 

International  Cinema  Laboratories  has 

been  put  off  to  December  23  by  Judge 
McNabb,  referee  in  bankruptcy. 

Adjournment  was  at  the  request  of 

stockholders,  holding  about  300,000  shares, 

who  seemingly  desire  to  consolidate  their 

strength  for  making  a   bid.  Others  inter- 

ested in  the  plant,  which  has  been  dor- 
mant for  some  time,  are  Lawrence  Fox 

and  DuArt  Laboratories  of  New  York. 

Gets  Foreign  Rights 
New  York — Post  Pictures  has  acquired 

foreign  distribution  of  18  one-reel  subjects 
in  Cinecolor  produced  by  Scientific  Films, 

Inc.  One  series  of  six  is  “Popular  Scence,” 

the  other  group  of  12  being  “Unusual 

Occupations.” 
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Report  by  Warner 

To  Spur  Deposits 
New  York — Holders  of  Warner’s  six  per 

cent  debentures  are  in  receipt  of  a   letter 
informing  them  almost  $18,800,000  have 

been  deposited  out  of  a   total  of  $29,412,- 
000,  as  a   spur  for  additional  deposits  be- 

fore December  1. 

The  company  holds  the  option  to  de- 
clare its  refunding  plan  in  effect  if  75 

per  cent  of  outstanding  bonds  are  in  by 
that  date.  The  sum  represented  would  be 
roughly  $22,000,000.  If  deposits  aggregate 
95  per  cent  of  notes  outstanding  the  plan 
is  mandatory. 

Warner  reserves  the  right  to  extend 

the  date  in  which  deposits  may  be  made. 

Cagney  and  O'Brien 
Head  Sears'  Areas 

New  York — James  Cagney  heads  the 
eastern  and  Canadian  territories  and  Pat 

O’Brien  the  southern  and  western  terri- 
tories as  honorary  captains  in  the  Sears 

Drive  which  gets  under  way  December  25 
and  runs  for  16  weeks  until  April  16. 

Plans  for  the  forthcoming  drive  have 
been  made  in  Chicago  and  New  York.  In 
Chicago,  Ben  Kalmenson,  western  and 
southern  Warner  sales  manager,  met  with 
Fred  Jack,  southern  district  manager; 
Rud  Lohrenz,  acting  midwest  district  man- 

ager, and  W.  W.  Calloway,  west  coast  dis- 
trict manager.  Roy  Haines,  eastern  and 

Canadian  sales  manager,  conferred  here 

with  Bob  Smeltzer,  central  district  man- 
ager; Ed  Schnitzer,  eastern  district  man- 
ager, and  Wolfe  Cohen,  Canadian  district 

manager. 
After  these  two  meetings,  the  district 

managers  returned  to  their  various  posts 
where  meetings  were  held  with  branch 
managers  in  the  respective  territories. 
Calloway  met  with  the  west  coast  group 
in  Los  Angeles,  Lohrenz  held  the  midwest 
meeting  in  St.  Louis,  the  southern  group 

met  with  Jack  in  New  Orleans,  the  cen- 
tral branch  managers  in  Pittsburgh  with 

Smeltzer,  the  Canadian  group  met  in  To- 
ronto with  Cohen  and  the  eastern  man- 
agers here  with  Schnitzer. 

Warner  has  appropriated  a   quarter  of 

a   million  dollars  for  an  advertising  cam- 

paign on  “The  Dawn  Patrol.”  Media  which 

Trouble  Is,  Those  Days 
Are  Gone 

New  York — In  the  early  days  of 
radio,  a   veteran  actor  relates,  there 

was  no  such  thing  as  a   dramatic  pause 

as  it  is  known  now. 

“Today,''  he  goes  on,  "a  pause  prop- 
erly timed,  heightens  the  effectiveness 

of  a   drama,  but  in  the  old  days  the 

dramatic  pause  was  not  used  for  fear 

that  the  listeners  with  their  crude  bat- 

tery sets  might  mistake  ’dead  air 

space'  for  a   lapse  in  transmission  and 

turn  the  program  off." 
Those  good  old  days! 

The  Cycle  Inlluence  in 
The  West 

Hollywood — If  ever  a   situation  de- 
veloped to  demonstrate  the  avidity 

with  which  cycles  grip  the  studios,  a 

glance  toward  M-G-M  is  worth  while. 

Wallace  Beery  is  to  ride  the  same 

stallion.  Warrior,  which  carried  him 

through  “Viva  Villa." 
Robert  Young  and  Allan  Jones,  who 

own  20  horses,  have  added  six  stalls  to 

their  stables. 

Skeet  Noyes,  Walter  Connolly's 
stand-in,  is  the  first  of  his  line  to  re- 

ceive credentials  from  the  California 

Racing  Commission  as  a   race  horse 
trainer. 

Clark  Gable,  it  is  interesting  to  note, 

is  different.  He  is  devoting  his  lunch 

hours  to  tap  dancing  lessons. 

will  be  used  are  newspapers  and  maga- 
zines. The  picture  is  set  for  Christmas 

release  and  is  the  company’s  first  in  the 
national  sales  drive. 

Warner  to  Finish  39 

New  Films  by  Jan.  1 

Hollywood — Warner  will  have  complet- 
ed 39  of  its  new  season  feature  lineup  by 

January  1.  The  high  in-advance  pace  is 
calculated  to  get  releases  into  the  market 

on  prescribed  dates. 
Set  for  completion  within  the  next  five 

weeks  are  “Always  Leave  Them  Laughing,” 
“Dodge  City,”  “Oklahoma  Kid,”  “Yes,  My 

Darling  Daughter”  and  “Dark  Victory.” 

"Rat"  Holds  16  Times 

New  York  —   Key  cities  have  given 

“Brother  Rat”  16  holdovers  in  its  first  en- 
gagements, the  home  office  reports.  The 

film  has  been  held  for  second  stanzas  in 

Newark,  Memphis,  Jersey  City,  New  Haven, 

Bridgeport,  Worcester,  Springfield,  Day- 
ton,  Philadelphia,  Louisville,  Hartford,  Bos- 

ton and  New  York;  the  latter  in  its  third 
week. 

Loew's  Common  Holders 
Due  lor  an  Extra  Halt 

New  York — As  a   New  Year’s  eve  gift, 

common  stockholders  of  Loew’s,  Inc.  will 
receive  an  extra  dividend  of  50  cents  a 

share.  It  will  go  to  those  stockholders  of 

record  at  the  close  of  business  on  Decem- 
ber 13.  The  directors,  at  the  same  time, 

declared  a   regular  of  50  cents  on  the  com- mon. 

Yates  to  Coast 
Hollywood — Herbert  J.  Yates  arrived 

from  New  York  over  the  weekend  on  a 

regular  visit  to  Republic. 

Fairbanks  in  New  York 

New  York  —   Douglas  Fairbanks  sr.,  is 

here  from  Hollywood.  He  may  return  to 
London  shortly. 

Selznick  Is  Dealing 

With  UA  and  RKO 

New  York — David  O.  Selznick,  head  of 
Selznick  International,  says  a   distribution 

deal  with  United  Artists  is  “most  likely” 
but  emphasizes  he  is  only  interested  in  a 

“short  term  contract.”  Selznick  returned 
from  a   Bermuda  vacation  via  the  Pan- 
American  Airways. 

Whether  he  will  continue  releasing 

through  UA  or  seek  a   new  deal  with  RKO 
will  be  contingent  on  discussions  that  are 
slated  to  get  under  way  this  week.  John 

Hay  Whitney  is  expected  back  from  Eu- 
rope to  join  in  the  talks. 

Selznick  reiterates  he  is  “not  interested 
in  a   merger  or  a   partnership  deal  with 

any  company.” 

Burial  Rites  in  Yonkers 

For  Amedee  Van  Beuren 
New  York — Burial  rites  for  Amedee  J. 

Van  Beuren,  former  president  of  the  Van 

Beuren  Corp.,  were  held  at  the  Church 
of  the  Holy  Rosary,  Yonkers.  He  was  58. 

Van  Beuren  retired  from  active  busi- 
ness when  he  suffered  a   stroke  last  July. 

He  gradually  recovered,  but  was  confined 
to  his  home. 

One  of  the  earlier  and  most  successful 

Van  Beuren  productions  was  the  series 

of  “Aesop  Fables.”  Later  his  company 

produced  a   number  of  shorts  and  fea- 
tures through  RKO. 

Surviving  are  one  brother,  Henry  V.  Van 
Beuren  of  Norwalk,  Conn.,  and  two  sisters, 

Mrs.  Alfred  Barrett  and  Mrs.  Harry  Lan- 
their,  both  of  Flushing,  L.  I. 

Sees  Big  Attendance  tor 

Annual  Associates  Party 
New  York — The  annual  party  of  Mo- 

tion Picture  Associates  to  be  held  at  the 
Hotel  Astor  November  26  will  draw  an 

estimated  600,  according  to  Jack  Ellis, 

president.  Last  lap  arrangements  are  now 
being  made. 

The  organization  is  adopting  a   guest 

schedule  of  trade  paper  editors  for  its  reg- 
ular meetings.  First  on  the  list  this  week 

was  Red  Kann. 

That  P.  A,  Man  Is 

Back  Again 

Hollywood — William  Boyd  is  reported 

to  have  encountered  the  strangest 

autograph  hunter  ever  loose  here. 

As  Boyd  tells  it,  a   man  stopped  him 
near  the  studio  and  abruptly  asked 

him:  “Will  you  be  good  enough  to  let 

me  have  your  autograph?"  Boyd 
looked  for  the  conventional  book  and 

pencil.  Instead  the  man  merely  drew 

a   trouser  leg  up  and  said,  “Here." The  man,  Boyd  says,  wanted  the 

autograph  on  his  hickory  leg.  Only  we 

don't  believe  it  was  hickory. 
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Farnsworth  Claims  Spot 

Coverage  lor  Television 
Rochester — Spot  coverage  by  television 

is  claimed  by  Philip  T.  Farnsworth,  a 
pioneer  in  television  experiments,  who 
states  his  new  vacuum  tube  makes  pos- 

sible the  transmission  of  everyday  events 

to  homes  “as  soon  as  the  truck  can  get 
to  the  scene.” 

According  to  Farnsworth,  the  tube  em- 

ploys nothing  more  than  a   camera  lens 

to  complete  it  as  a   “sight  microphone  or 
an  electrical  camera.”  He  calls  the  tube 
“nothing  more  than  the  film  of  a   cam- 

era.” Lens  could  be  interchanged  so  that 
a   “camera”  on  top  of  a   stadium  press  box 
could  pick  up  field  action  with  a   tele- 

scopic lens. 

$500  in  Three  Prizes  for 

Best  "Heart"  Promotions 
New  York — UA  has  set  up  a   $500  prize, 

to  be  split  three  ways,  among  National 
Theatres  managers  who  contribute  out- 

standing promotional  campaigns  and  best 

comparative  grosses  on  “The  Young  in 
Heart.”  This  was  decided  at  a   meeting  at 
the  St.  Moritz  between  Monroe  Greenthal, 
head  of  UA  exploitation,  and  J.  J.  Sulli- 

van, Aubrey  Schenck,  George  Balsdon, 
Milton  Hossfeld,  A.  S.  Gambee  and  H.  C. 
Kopf  of  National. 

The  contest  terminates  February  13. 
Judges  will  be  Spyros  Skouras,  William 
T.  Powers  and  A.  S.  Gambee.  Green- 

thal will  represent  UA  First  award  will 
be  $250;  second,  $150;  third,  $100. 

Johnson  Wins  Nomination 

As  Exchange  Union  Head 
New  York — Lou  Johnson  is  the  unani- 

mous nomination  for  president  and  busi- 

ness agent  of  the  Film  Exchange  Employes 

Union,  Local  B51,  and  thus  automatically 

assumes  office  for  another  year.  Elections 

will  be  held  at  the  Capitol  Hotel  Decem- 

ber 5.  The  slate  includes  Leo  Braun,  Para- 

mount, and  John  Cronin,  20th-Fox,  vice- 

president;  Dave  Newman,  Warner,  finan- 

cial secretary;  Gerald  Lee,  Metro,  record- 

ing secretary;  and  August  Kubart,  M-G-M, 

and  Harry  Bernstein,  Warner,  sergeant- 

at-arms.  The  members  will  also  vote  on 
an  executive  grievance  committee  and  a 
board  of  trustees. 

Nine  Territories  Closed 

For  Bert  Ennis'  Series 
New  York  —   Distribution  contracts  for 

Bert  Ennis’  series  known  as  “The  Memory 

Lingers  On”  have  been  concluded  for  nine 
territories.  They  are  American  Film  Ex- 

change, New  York;  Monarch  Pictures 

Corp.,  Pittsburgh  and  Detroit;  Big  Fea- 

tures Exchange,  Cincinnati,  Indianapolis 

and  Memphis;  Masterpiece  Attractions, 

Philadelphia;  Trio  Productions,  Washing- 

ton, and  Wholesome  Films,  Boston. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  • 
THE  FRONTIERSMAN  (Para) — Hopalong  Cas- 

sidy sagebrusher  into  which  a   sizeable 

slice  ol  music  has  been  incorporated 

through  the  impressive  use  of  the  St. 

Brendan  Boys'  Choir  and  which  undertakes, 
with  considerably  less  success,  to  include 

a   larger  measure  of  comedy  and  romance 

than  is  normal,  all  of  which  is  necessarily 

done  at  the  expense  of  the  action  which 

won  the  series  its  high  popularity  among 

western  fans.  Harry  Sherman  produced. 

Lesley  Selander  directed. 

LITTLE  TOUGH  GUYS  IN  SOCIETY  (Univ)— 

It's  a   knockdown,  dragout  fight  to  the 
finish  as  these  six  alley  kids  take  a   fling 

at  the  social  whirl  in  a   fist-swinging  com- 

edy that  will  have  the  juvenile  trade  tear- 

ing up  the  seats.  Their  boisterous  antics 

are  neatly  complemented  by  the  reliable 

comedy  of  Mischa  Auer  and  Mary  Boland. 

A   breathless  pace  has  been  sustained  by 

Director  Erie  C.  Kenton.  Max  Golden  pro- 
duced. 

PECK'S  BAD  BOY  WITH  THE  CIRCUS  (RKO) 
— A   Sol  Lesser  production  featuring  Tommy 

Kelly  and  Ann  Gillis.  The  feature  will  be 

riotous  entertainment  for  juveniles  and  ac- 

ceptable program  material  for  adult  audi- 

ences. Talented  duo  of  moppets  prove  as 

captivating  as  in  their  debut  in  "Tom  Saw- 
yer." Edward  F.  Cline  directed. 

SAY  IT  IN  FRENCH  (Para) — Lightweight 

farce  which  has  its  diverting  moments  and 

a   pair  of  ingratiating  performances  by  Ray 

Milland  and  Olympe  Bradna.  The  film 

packs  its  share  of  entertainment  and 

should  register  for  above  average  popu- 

larity. Andrew  Stone  produced  and  di- 
rected. 

SIXTY  GLORIOUS  YEARS  (RKO)— A   sequel 

to  "Victoria,  the  Great."  Made  in  England 
and  in  Technicolor.  Interestingly  and  fre- 

quently moving,  but  unavoidably  reminis- 

cent of  its  predecessor.  Very  British  in 

subject  matter  and,  therefore,  approach. 

Looks  dubious  for  widespread  popular  ap- 

peal here.  Anna  Neagle  starred.  Herbert 

Wilcox  produced  and  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

To  Aid  Refugee  Fund 
New  York  —   Adam  Adams,  Paramount 

partner  in  Newark,  will  contribute  25  per 

cent  of  his  Monday’s  receipts  next  week 
to  the  fund  to  aid  German  refugees. 

"Angels"  Premiere 

Wilmington  —   About  150  persons  at- 

tended a   preview  of  “Angels  With  Dirty 

Faces”  here  at  the  Stanley-Warner  Aldine 
Theatre. 

Sargoy  Bar  Association 

Copyright  Branch  Head 
New  York — Edward  A.  Sargoy,  a   special- 

ist in  legal  and  legislative  aspects  of  copy- 

right law,  has  been  appointed  chairman 
of  the  committee  on  copyright  of  the 

section  of  patent,  trade  mark  and  copy- 

right law  of  the  American  Bar  Ass’n,  of 
which  Thomas  E.  Robertson  of  Chevy 

Chase,  Md.,  is  chairman. 

Sargoy,  in  association  with  Gabriel  L. 

Hess,  MPPDA  general  counsel,  and  Joseph 

L.  Stein,  has  for  the  past  nine  years  rep- 

resented major  distributors  in  infringe- 
ment matters  arising  out  of  unauthorized 

exhibitions  of  copyrighted  films,  disclosed 

by  the  Copyright  Protection  Bureau. 

Loew's  Shuffles  Several 

In  Publicity  Department 
New  York — Loew’s  has  effected  a   re- 

alignment of  its  publicity  personnel  in  the 

Metropolitan  area. 

George  Sharf,  formerly  handling  east 

Bronx  houses  with  Carl  Fishman,  has 

been  put  in  charge  of  nine  midtown  houses. 

Sam  Coolick,  who  had  a   group  of  north 

Queens  units,  is  now  handling  east  Bronx. 

Ray  Jacobson  of  Brooklyn  publicity,  has 

been  transferred  to  north  Queens.  Lou 

Brown  is  now  handling  publicity  for  the 

Loew-Poli  chain,  with  headquarters  in 
New  Haven. 

Saenger,  With  87  Links , 

Signs  for  Republic  List 
New  Orleans — Saenger  Amusement  Co. 

and  affiliate  theatres,  representing  87 

situations.,  have  signed  for  Republic’s  new 
season  product.  J.  R.  Grainger  closed  the 

deal,  assisted  by  Arthur  Bromberg,  Re- 
public franchise  holder;  H.  H.  Everett, 

southern  district  sales  manager,  and  L.  V. 

Seicshnaydre,  manager  of  the  local  Repub- 

lic office.  Gaston  Dureau  and  Lee  Mont- 
gomery acted  for  Saenger. 

"Waltz"  Bows  in  Gotham 

With  Finals  of  Contest 

New  York — “The  Great  Waltz”  opens  at 
the  Capitol  December  1.  The  premiere  has 

been  timed  to  tie  in  with  the  opening 

day  of  a   full  week’s  finals  at  the  circuit’s 
State  on  Broadway  of  the  nationwide 

waltz  contest  sponsored  by  M-G-M. 
The  elaborate  contest  will  culminate 

with  a   benefit  affair  at  the  Waldorf- 
Astoria,  under  the  auspices  of  the  Red 

Cross,  which  will  share  in  the  receipts. 

Roosevelt  and  Hays  Talk 

World  Fair  Film  Details 
Washington — A   White  House  conference 

had  President  Roosevelt  and  Will  Hays 

discussing  the  composite  film  which  is  be- 
ing made  depicting  the  principal  events  in 

American  history.  The  film  will  be  exhi- 

bited in  the  Federal  Bldg,  of  the  World’s Fair  next  year. 
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^NOTHER  new  house  here  made  its  bow 
this  week.  This  time  it  was  Charlie 

Goldfine’s  Aldan  Theatre  in  East  Falls, 

opened  with  appropriate  fanfare  Wednes- 

day night.  All  of  Charlie’s  friends — and 
he  has  hundreds — were  there  to  wish  him 

the  best  .   .   .   The  Europa  Theatre  has  been 

re-tagged  “The  Studio  Theatre,”  the  re- 
sult of  a   two  weeks’  christening  contest 

among  the  patrons  .   .   .   Lewen  Pizor,  ail- 

ing UMPTO  president,  is  on  the  mend. 

Things  must  be  picking  up  in  South 

Philly  these  days — Allen  Lewis  and  Jack 
Blumberg  are  getting  chubbier  ...  A   big 

sign  in  the  window  of  Quality  Premium 

Co.  advertises  “Twenty-five  Days  That 

Will  Shake  the  Movie  World.”  Sounds  like 
another  Orson  Welles  broadcast  .   .   .   And 

speaking  of  frighteners — Jack  McNeil  has 

scheduled  the  “Frankenstein  -   Dracula” 

dual  for  Thanksgiving  at  his  Europa- 
Studio  Theatre  .   .   .   Mrs.  Arthur  Goldsmith , 

president  of  the  Motion  Picture  Study 

Group,  has  fully  recovered  from  her  re- 
cent illness.  She  viewed  a   screening  of 

Monogram’s  “Gangster’s  Boy”  the  other 
day  and  gave  it  her  okeli. 

A   new  pest  has  made  his  appearance 

along  Filmrow — the  bagatelle  kibitzer. 

The  species  can  be  found  hanging  around 

the  pinball  machines  in  Nuckey  Beckett’s 
cigar  store  and  the  Film  Center  Cafeteria 

.   .   .   George  Schwartz,  ex-Metro  salesman, 
has  been  named  exchange  manager  for 

Universal  in  the  place  of  Sig  Wittman 

.   .   .   Sammy  Cohen,  manager  of  Bill  Gold- 

man’s 56th  Street  Theatre,  is  chesty  about 
the  arrival  of  a   baby  boy  .   .   .   Sol  Hankin, 

formerly  associated  with  Warner  Bros.,  is 
now  managing  three  theatres  in  the  Bronx. 

The  Douglas  Theatre  is  now  under  the 

management  of  Myer  Michaelson  .   .   .   Dave 

Lodge  is  organizing  a   girl’s  softball  team 
to  play  at  Convention  Hall  .   .   .   Harry  La- 
Vine  and  George  Fishman  are  proud  these 

days  over  the  success  of  their  prodigy, 

Buddy  Baker,  starred  in  Republic’s  “ Or- 

phans of  the  Street.”  They  found  the  kid, 
born  Charles  Hogg,  singing  at  a   Temple 

University  alumni  convention  .   .   .   Magis- 
trate Carl  Muhly,  a   friend  of  many  on 

Movierow,  is  ailing  at  the  Broad  Street 
Hospital. 

Quite  a   delegation  of  Vine  Streeters  were 

expecting  to  attend  the  Variety  Club  ban- 
quet at  the  Willard  Hotel,  Washington,  on 

Saturday  night.  Among  those  having 
reservations  were  Harry  Weiner,  Edgar 

Moss,  Oscar  Neufeld,  Jim  Clark  and  Bill 
Clark. 

Dave  (Skip)  Weshner  has  been  chosen 

chairman  of  the  entertainment  committee 

for  the  Variety  Club  banquet  .   .   .   Edgar 

Wolf,  formerly  of  Atlantic  City,  has  been 

appointed  manager  of  the  Sedgewick  The- 
atre, a   Warner  house  .   .   .   Norman  Moray, 

who  formerly  held  that  spot,  is  now  man- 
ager of  the  333  Market  .   .   .   Eddie  Klein  of 

Warner’s  circuit  advertising  department, 
has  been  replaced  by  Leo  Weiss  .   .   .   The 

Clinton  Theatre,  Montgomery ,   Pa.,  has 

been  reopened  by  Louis  Hauser. 

Federation  Heads 

To  Report  Progress 
New  York  —   Chairmen  of  the  various 

groups  in  the  motion  picture,  theatrical 

and  allied  professions  are  to  meet  some 
time  this  week  at  the  Hotel  Astor  to  make 

their  initial  report  on  progress  made  in 

the  1938  campaign  of  the  New  York  and 
Federations  of  Jewish  Charities. 

The  latest  groups  never  before  affiliat- 

ed with  philanthropic  activities  of  the  mo- 
tion picture  and  theatrical  division  are  the 

booking  agents  and  the  theatrical  acces- 
sories interests.  William  Morris  jr.  is 

chairman  of  the  former  group  which  in- 
cludes Abe  Lastfogel  and  Arthur  Lyons. 

The  chairman  of  the  theatrical  accessories 

committee  is  B.  S.  Moss  and  active  in  this 

group  are  Sam  Dembow  jr.,  Eugene  Picker 
and  Joe  Hornstein. 

David  Bernstein  and  Major  Albert  War- 

ner are  acting  as  co-chairmen  of  the  drive 
for  the  fifth  successive  year  and  have 

pledged  themselves  to  continue  in  that 

capacity  permanently. 

All  groups  are  out  to  top  the  $180,000 

raised  last  year.  Under  the  leadership  of 

Bernstein  and  Major  Warner,  the  amount 

has  grown  steadily  from  the  sum  of  $30,- 
000  raised  in  1934. 

Affiliated  with  the  two  Federations  are 

116  health  and  welfare  agencies.  A   large 

proportion  served  by  the  agencies  are  non- 
Jews.  Figures  show  that  46  to  53  per  cent 

of  the  free  patientSi  in  the  ten  Federation 

hospitals  were  non-Jews  and  in  a   home  for 
crippled  children,  only  nine  of  the  boys 

and  girls  cared  for  were  Jewish. 

ITOA  Vests  Authority  in 

Committee  on  Practices 
New  York — Tire  ITOA,  at  its  meeting 

at  the  Hotel  Astor,  vested  full  authority 

in  the  organization’s  committee  to  con- 
clude the  best  possible  deal  with  the  dis- 

tributors over  current  trade  practice  ne- 

gotiations. About  50  members  were  pres- 
ent. Harry  Brandt,  president,  presided. 

There  was  a   discussion  over  the  oper- 

ators’ situation  and  it  was  decided  to  hold 
further  meetings  with  representatives  of 

Local  306,  projectionists’  union  seeking  a 
48  per  cent  wage  increase,  before  sending 
the  matter  to  an  arbitrator. 

At  the  suggestion  of  Brandt,  a   tele- 

gram was  forwarded  to  President  Roose- 
velt and  a   copy  to  Secretary  of  State 

Cordell  Hull,  endorsing  the  President’s 
humanitarian  stand  on  the  situation  in 

Germany.  The  wire  was  signed  by  W. 

French  Githens,  Rudolph  Sanders  and 
Arthur  M.  Rapf. 

GB  Booking  Shift 
"Straw"  in  Phillg 

Philadelphia — Indication  that  GB  book- 

ings will  be  taken  over  nationally  by  20th 

Century-Fox  is  seen  here  in  the  dissolution 
within  the  next  two  weeks  of  the  booking 

department  of  the  local  GB  organization. 

Lillian  Gimbel,  GB  booker,  loses  out  in 
the  consolidation. 

Actors  Equity  Still  Seeks 

Stock  Production  Outlet 

New  York  —   About  two  months  ago 

Actors  Equity  suggested  the  formation  of 

a   joint  committee  of  the  legitimate  the- 
atre and  the  film  industry  to  consider 

opening  certain  theatres  in  key  cities 

owned  by  film  circuits  to  dramatic  stock 

companies,  and  that  the  studios  lend  their 

stars  and  players  to  those  stock  produc- 
tions. The  proposal,  so  far,  has  been 

ignored.  Actors  Equity  revives  the  issue, 
saying : 

“When  motion  picture  players  go  on 

tours  of  the  picture  houses,  or  make  per- 
sonal appearances  in  presentation  houses, 

they  are  playing  to  audiences  who  are  al- 
ready motion  picture  fans.  But  if  they 

went  into  stock  companies  they  would  be 

making  whole  groups  of  new  friends,  who 

might  not  have  known  them  previously 

and  who  would  certainly  be  stimulated  by 

the  personal  contact  between  audiences 

and  actors  which  the  theatre  provides. 

They  would  certainly  be  better  actors 
from  the  routine  of  stock  work  upon  their 

return  to  their  studios.” 

Albany  Filmites  Plan  to 

Fete  Myer ,   Louis  Schine 
Albany — In  recognition,  apparently,  of 

the  unalterable  fact  that  20  years  in  the 

exhibition  business  is  something  to  crow 

about,  the  local  industry  has  decided  on  a 

testimonial  dinner  to  Myer  and  Louis 
Schine. 

It  will  be  an  elaborate  affair,  at  the 

Ten  Eyck  Hotel,  December  19.  Parties 

from  New  York,  Washington,  Buffalb, 

Gloversville,  Cincinnati,  and  Cleveland  are 

being  formed  to  make  the  journey  here. 

Phil  Fox  is  general  chairman  of  the  com- 

mittee. Working  with  him  are  C.  East- 

man, A.  Newman,  Bernie  Kranze,  M.  Grass- 
green,  R.  Pielow,  L.  Herman,  A.  G.  Leary, 

E.  Lowe,  P.  S.  Krumenacker,  B.  Mills  and 
B.  Smith. 

Watch  -- / CINECOLOR. 
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WASHINGTON 

VARIETY  Club’s  election  of  officers  Mon- day brings  the  Chief  Barker  title  now 
to  A.  E.  Lichtman,  head  of  the  theatre 
chain  bearing  his  name.  Hardie  Meakin, 

manager  of  RKO  Keith’s,  was  elected  first 
assistant  chief  barker;  Sidney  Lust,  inde- 

pendent theatre  operator,  second  assistant 

chief  barker;  Harry  Brown,  Grand  Na- 
tional branch  manager,  secretary,  and 

Sam  Galanty,  Columbia  division  manager, 

with  a   tidy  figure  in  Variety’s  bank- 
book to  recommend  him,  again  is.  treasurer. 

He’s  held  the  post  since  the  club  was 
formed  here.  Ray  Bell,  Loew  tub-thump- 

er, was  renamed  executive  secretary  and 
A.  Julian  Brylawski,  manager  of  Warner 
Bros,  real  estate  department,  was  voted 
delegate  to  the  councils  of  the  national 

organization  of  Variety  Clubs.  Angie  Rat- 
to,  Eddie  Fontaine,  Joe  Makover  and 

Lichtman,  Brown  and  Lust  go  on  the  club’s 
board  of  governors,  to  serve  with  Archie 
Engel,  Sam  Galanty,  Sam  Flax,  Hardie 
Meakin  and  Harry  Lohmeyer,  whose  terms 

do  not  expire  until  next  year.  Tire  board 

also  includes  the  club’s  former  chief  bark- 
ers, John  J.  Payette,  Rudy  Berger,  Car- 

ter Barron  and  A.  Julian  Brylawski. 

Warner  plans  a   series  of  “Secret  Am- 
bition’’ contests,  to  give  local  talent  a 

break  on  the  Earle  stage.  And  Dan  Ter- 
rell, of  the  Warner  publicity  office,  claims 

his  secret  ambition  is  to  be  Tyrone  Power 

and  never  grow  old  .   .   .   The  town’s  turn- 
ing out  this  season  to  be  one  of  the  bright- 

est lights  on  “the  road.’’  Alfred  hunt 
and  Lynn  Fontanne  here  in  “The  Sea 
Gull,”  brought  upwards  of  $25,000  into  the 
National’s  till  .   .   .   Noel  Coward,  freshly 
back  from  England,  down  to  visit  the 
Lunts  .   .   .   And  is  reported  to  have  re- 

marked “It’s  a   shame  you’re  not  taking 
this  to  Hollywood,  Alfred.  I   did  so  want 

to  know  Joan  Crawford's  reaction  to  the 
Russian  drama”  .   .   .   Paramount’s  Bob 
Denton  is  recovering  nicely,  for  which 
hooray,  from  severe  burns  on  his  face  in- 

flicted by  the  fire  he  was  newsreeling  at 
Quantico. 

John  J.  Payette,  general  zone  manager 
for  Warner,  announced  several  managerial 
changes  last  week  for  theatres  in  Virginia 
and  Maryland.  Frank  Shaffer  has  been 

to  the  Dixie  at  Staunton,  E.  A.  Crowther, 
moved  from  the  Virginia  in  Harrisonburg 

formerly  at  the  Dixie,  now  is  manager  of 

the  Opera  House,  Frederick,  and  Waldo 
Chandler  has  been  moved  from  the  Opera 
House  to  the  Virginia  in  Harrisonburg. 
John  Ramey,  assistant  manager  of  the 
Capitol  in  Winchester,  has  been  made 
manager  of  the  Strand  in  Staunton,  which, 

incidentally  and  if  you’re  interested,  the 
natives  pronounce  Stanton  and  not  Stawn- 
ton  .   .   .   Leroy  Thayer,  at  the  Variety 

Club  Saturday  night,  maintains  the  waltz 
is  coming  back  but  soon,  but  consoles 

Capitol  Theatre  Manager  Howard  Burk- 

hardt  with  assurance  that  those  “jitter- 
bug” contests  Howard  plans  for  his  stage 

will  be  terrific  because  the  waltz  has  not 
come  back  yet. 

Henri  Diamant- Berger,  noted  French  di- 
rector, passing  through  town  on  the  first 

lap  of  an  extensive  tour  of  the  country. 

He’s  here  on  a   “command  performance,” 
to  get  for  the  French  government  a   film 

record  of  life  “as  it  is  lived  in  America.” 
M.  Diamant-Berger  is  the  fellow  who  per- 

suaded Pearl  White  to  make  a   film  in 
France,  thus  lost  the  serial  queen  to 
American  pictures;  also  the  fellow  credit- 

ed with  the  discovery  of  Maurice  Cheval- 
ier .   .   .   Vince  and  Mildred  Daugherty ,   in 

a   Saturday  night  appearance  at  Variety, 

assure  every  one  that  two-month-old  Vin- 
cent junior  already  is  telling  his  pop  what 

is  wrong  with  Paramount  pictures. 

Varieteers  are  keeping  informed  by  a 

bright  new  and  newsy  project  of  Ray 

Bell’s  The  Barker,  the  second  edition  now 
out.  In  it  Tony  Muto  denies  he’s  being 
torn  down  to  make  room  for  an  office 

building  .   .   .   Irene  Rich  planed  into  town 
for  the  unveiling  of  a   War  Nurse  Memorial 
designed  by  her  daughter,  Frances  .   .   . 
The  Arthur  DeTittas  write  friends  from 

Paris,  saying  the  war  scare  is  over  and 
all  is  quiet  with  Movietone  Actualities  .   .   . 

Capitol  Theatre  invited  the  Navy’s  high 
command,  held  much  fiesta  for  “Navy 
Night”  to  help  ballyhoo  “Submarine  Pa- 

trol” .   .   .   Bill  Hoyle,  Lichtman  Theatres 
publicist,  is  a   new  Variety  barker  .   .   . 
Mrs.  William  Powell,  who  used  to  be  Miss 

Wells  Hills,  cashier  of  the  Chadwick,  Suf- 
folk, Va.,  honeymooning  in  New  York 

with  her  new  husband,  also  of  Suffolk 

.   .   .   Ancient  Order  of  Hibernians  spon- 
soring two- day  showing  at  the  Rialto  of 

“Dawn  Over  Ireland.” 

One  Reopens,  Two  Darken ; 

One  Changes  in  New  York 
New  York — The  Thalia  on  West  95th 

St.,  Manhattan,  has  reopened  with  a   for- 
eign policy. 

The  Folly  in  Brooklyn,  formerly  operated 
by  A1  Mackler  and  Joe  Katsch,  has  closed. 
Also  darkened  is  the  Scott  on  Atlantic 

Ave.,  Brooklyn,  which  Victor  Behar  had 
operated. 

Frank  V.  Walsh  has  taken  over  the  High- 
land, Highland,  N.  Y„  from  Robert  Horo- 

witz. 

Audio  Signs  3   Clients 
For  Technicolor  Films 

New  York — Audio  Productions  has  con- 
tracted for  three  institutional  films  to  be 

done  in  Technicolor.  The  color  facilities 

are  a   new  service  at  the  company’s  stu- 
dios here.  The  pictures  are  for  industrial 

clients  and  are  to  be  released  at  the 

New  York  World’s  Fair.  Audio  has  com- 
pleted a   film  for  Western  Electric  to  de- 
scribe production  activities  at  the  various 

plants  of  the  company.  It  is  for  non- 
theatrical showing. 

The  Answer 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

Truman  jr.,  up  and  smiling  on  page 
27,  is  the  son  of  Truman  H.  Talley, 

general  manager  of  Fox  Movie- 
tonews  and  immediately  above. 

BROADWAY 
(Continued  from  page  27) 

home  office  foreign  department  .   .   .   Ben 

Kalmenson,  southern  and  western  sales 

manager  for  Warner,  is  en  route  to  Los 
Angeles.  A   business  trip  which  will  take 

about'  two  weeks  .   .   .   Rouben  Mamoulian 
is  here  from  the  coast  to  survey  local  ter- 

rain for  the  lead  in  “Golden  Boy”  which 
he  is  to  direct  for  Columbia  .   .   .   Jack  L. 

Warner  left  Saturday  on  the  Normandie 
for  New  York.  In  London,  he  attended 

the  opening  of  the  new  Warner  theatre. 
Arriving  here  Thanksgiving  Day,  he  leaves 
for  Hollywood  December  3   accompanied 

by  S.  Charles  Einfeld,  director  of  the  com- 
pany’s advertising  and  publicity  activities. 

John  Fletcher  Caskey,  representing  20 th 
Century-Fox;  Adolph  Shimel,  representing 
Universal  and  Len  Picker,  representing  Co- 

lumbia— lawyers  all — were  in  Philadelphia 

Friday  taking  up  the  cudgels  for  the  ma- 
jors in  the  latest  anti-trust  suit,  the  one 

filed  by  Herbert  J.  Elliott  who  operates 
the  Fern  Rock  Theatre  there  .   .   .   Ward 
Morehouse  is  cruising  the  Caribbean  on 
the  Santa  Rosa,  the  lucky  guy  .   .   .   When 
“Sable  Cicada,”  a   Chinese  production,  was 
screened  over  at  Miles  the  other  day,  the 

outpouring  may  have  been  limited,  but  it 
was  distinguished.  Among  those  there 
were  Paul  D.  Cravath,  Carl  Milliken,  Henry 

R.  Luce,  Wellington  Koo  jr.,  Mai-Mai  Sze 
and  Professor  Oliver  J.  Caldwell.  Later 
bulletin'.  Dave  Selznick,  in  from  Bermuda, 
expects  to  remain  in  New  York  a   week  or less. 

Young  and  Ameche 
Hollywood — Loretta  Young  has  been 

assigned  to  the  feminine  lead  opposite 

Don  Ameche  in  20th-Fox’s  “Alexander 
Graham  Bell.”  Ameche  has  the  title  role. 
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New  Projects  Mark 
Exhibition  Scene 

(Continued  from  page  20) 

L.  M.  Threet  and  Sam  Hyman  of  Lufkin 
are  remaking  the  building  at  624  Proctor 

St.  into  a   modern  800-seater.  Ralph  Moore 
of  Stonewall,  Okla.,  has  opened  the  new 

Deport,  Deport.  A.  V.  Wade’s  new  State, 
on  the  site  of  the  old  Majestic,  has  op- 

ened in  Gainesville.  The  J.  G.  Long  cir- 
cuit of  Bay  City  is  building  a   house  in 

Port  Lavaca.  The  Jefferson  Amusement 

Co.,  with  Tracy  Flanagan  as  partner, 
is  building  the  Arlene  in  Longview. 
M.  A.  Sanders  of  Lubbock  is  remodeling  a 
building  in  Pecos  to  seat  600. 

John  Blocker  has  opened  the  Texas, 

seating  483,  in  Abilene,  at  a   cost  of  $18,000. 
Newest  in  the  Interstate  chain  is  the 

Lakewood,  recently  opened  in  Dallas.  W. 
J.  Chesher  is  building  in  Littlefield.  It 
will  be  his  third  unit,  and  will  cost  $20,000. 
W.  B.  Blankenship  has  let  a   contract  for 
a   new  house  in  Seagraves  to  seat  500.  It 

is  to  be  completed  by  January  1.  Blanken- 
ship also  plans  a   house  for  Levelland.  Carl 

Milentz  and  W.  R.  Wright  have  opened 
the  New  Winona  in  Tom  Ball.  It  seats 

450.  Griffith  Amusement  plans  to  open 
the  New  Cherokee  in  Enid,  seating  946, 
in  a   few  weeks.  Oskar  Korn  has  opened 
the  Palace  on  the  site  of  the  old  Texan 

in  Quanah. 
Out  West 

Two  houses  were  opened  during  the 
month  in  Los  Angeles,  while  another  is 
set  for  immediate  construction.  Bob  Elder 

has  opened  the  300-seat  Arlington  with  a 
10-25  cents  scale.  Harry  L.  Vinnicoff  has 
opened  the  Centro  on  Central  Ave.  Ben 

Berinstein  expects  to  light  up  the  new 

900-seat  house  at  73rd  St.  and  Vermont 
Ave.  shortly.  Lou  Berkoff,  owner  of  La 
Tosca,  plans  immediate  construction  of  a 

600-seater  at  Pico  Blvd.  and  Manhattan 
Ave.  Arthur  Klein  has  opened  the  new 
Teleview  on  Hollywood  Blvd.,  Hollywood, 
for  exclusive  showings  of  newsreels  and 
shorts. 

The  American  Theatre  Building  in  Port- 
land, Ore.,  has  been  purchased  by  Edward 

Lewis,  Salem  operator,  who  plans  to  com- 
pletely renovate  and  modernize  the  struc- 

ture with  400  seats.  Robb  &   Rowley  are 
spending  about  $18,000  to  convert  the  old 

Hinton  Opera  House  in  Muskogee,  Okla., 
known  recently  as  the  Ritz,  into  a   modern 
theatre.  The  Auditorum,  new  400-seat 
house  in  Chester,  Neb.,  has  been  opened 
by  G.  D.  VanCleef,  banker,  and  R.  Cissna, 
operator  of  the  Chester  Herald.  The  cost 

was  $30,000.  In  Dunning,  Neb.,  H.  K. 
Holly  plans  to  start  work  shortly  on  a 

250-seat  house  to  cost  $12,000.  It  is  to  be 
ready  for  late  November  opening.  Warren 
G.  Hall  and  James  Walker  have  opened 
the  300-seat  Rodeo  in  Burwell,  Neb.,  at 
a   cost  of  $12,000. 

The  Butterfield  circuit  plans  to  start 
work  shortly  on  a   1,000-seat  house  in 
Lansing,  Mich.  It  will  be  on  Grand  River 

Ave.,  and  on  completion  will  give  Butter- 

field control  of  five  of  the  city’s  eight 

L 
(Continued  from  page  10) 

of  singles  versus  doubles  proves 

nothing.  A   one-time  national  cam- 

paign proves  little. 
For  the  rewards  which  frequently 

go  with  patience,  in  fairness,  ought 
to  be  given  the  chance  to  prove 

themselves  or  otherwise.  A   first  dis- 

appointing experience,  if  finally  it 
turns  out  to  be  disappointing,  may 

be  tough  to  take,  but  it  must  not  be 

permitted  to  becloud  the  final  hori- 
zon and  confuse  the  vision. 

This,  above  all,  is  the  point  to 
remember. 

II  Ducel  II  Duce! 
A   few  weeks  back,  the  Marx  and 

Ritz  Brothers  were  barred  from 

Italian  screens.  Through  the  remote 

processes  by  which  the  doctrines  of 
the  totalitarian  states  arrive  at  their 

convenient  conclusions,  these  come- 
dians were  viewed  as  beating  down, 

not  drumming  up,  Fascist  spirit.  A 

laugh  if  ever  one  rippled  across  the 

tragic  international  scene. 

Yet,  fast  on  the  heels  of  that  one 

and  as  if  deliberately,  although 

probably  not  consciously,  designed 
to  further  tickle  the  funnybone  of  the 

world — less  Germany,  Japan  and 

Franco  Spain — comes  another  de- 
cree, this  time  barring  that  great 

spinach  champion,  Popeye,  and  one 

of  the  genuinely  free  and  non-in- 
hibited  sprites  of  modern  times, 

Mickey  Mouse.  Other  comic  strip 

and  cartoon  characters  appear  des- 

tined to  go  the  same  way.  They're sissies. 

It  is  the  United  Press  which  reports 

how  this  comes  about,  the  words 

rolling  from  the  lips  of  Dr.  Gherardo 
Casini,  officially,  if  wonderingly, 

attached  to  the  Italian  Ministry  of 

Culture. 

"Our  aim  is  to  raise  the  children 

in  the  firm  imperialist  spirit  of  the 
Fascist  Revolution.  We  have  to  look 

after  the  spiritual  formation  of 

youths.  We  must  follow  II  Duce's orders  to  sleep  with  our  heads  on  a 

soldier's  knapsack.  We  have  decid- 
ed to  revive  in  a   totalitarian  man- 

ner the  principles  underlying  pres- 

ent juvenile  literature.” II  Duce!  II  Duce! 

houses.  Gus  Diamond  has  opened  the  new 
$35,000  Vogue  in  Satina,  Kas.,  with  500 
seats.  In  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  the  Glen  W. 
Dickinson  Theatres  Co.  has  opened  its 
37th  unit.  It  is  in  Mission  Halls  Acres, 
seats  800,  at  a   cost  of  $50,000.  In  nearby 

Mound  City,  George  Harttmann  has  op- 
ened the  State.  Henry  Greenberger  and 

Max  Lefkowich  have  opened  the  Embassy 
in  Cleveland.  Built  on  the  site  of  the  old 

Cameo,  its  cost  is  estimated  at  $150,000. 

It  seats  1,200.  J.  B.  Sconce  plans  a   600- 
seat  house  for  Greenwood,  Ind.  It  will 
occupy  the  site  of  a   store  on  West  Main 
St.,  is  set  to  open  next  spring  and  will, 
when  completed,  give  the  town  its  first 

full-time  operation.  Leo  Lau  jr.  is  build- 
ing a   house  on  South  Broadway,  near  the 

southern  limits  of  St.  Louis,  Mo.  Lau  op- 
erates the  Lemay  in  Luxemberg. 

Fox  Intermountain,  National  Theatres 

subsidiary,  is  planning  to  build  five  houses, 

three  “As”  and  two'  “Bs,”  starting  Jan- 
uary 1.  The  “A”  units  are  for  New  Fort 

Collins,  and  Longmont,  Colo.,  and  Laramie, 
Wyo.,  the  first  and  third  seating  1,000, 

the  second  850.  The  “B”  units  are  for 
Montrose  and  Trinidad,  Colo.,  each  seating 
600.  The  New  Fox  in  Sterling,  Colo.,  cost- 

ing $100,000,  is  set  to  open  November  15. 
Work  is  well  ahead  on  the  Road,  3725  W. 

Roosevelt,  Chicago.  The  house  will  be 

opened  in  late  November  by  Charles  Nel- 
son, who  operates  the  Lawndale  on  Roose- 

velt. Joseph  P.  Benedek  of  New  Kensing- 
ton and  John  Burin  of  Creighton  have  op- 

ened the  new  $35,000  Highland  at 

Natrona  Heights,  Pittsburgh.  It  has 
466  seats.  Warners  has  opened  the 
State,  State  College,  Pa.  George  C.  Davis, 
Pittsburgh  operator,  plans  a   new  house 
for  Freedom,  Pa.  The  property  is  the 
former  railroad  hotel  building.  There  will 

be  500  seats,  with  completion  set  for  De- 
cember 1.  Construction  has  started  on  a 

new  house  on  the  site  of  the  Mary  Ann, 

recently  destroyed  by  fire  in  Burgettstown, 
Pa.  Anthony  and  Donald  Mungello  are 
the  owners.  A   plot  on  Spring  St.,  between 

Exchange  Place  and  Franklin  St.,  Titus- 

ville, Pa.,  has  been  purchased  by  an  un- 
named builder  to  be  improved  with  a   950- 

seat  theatre,  costing  $100,000. 

The  situation  in  New  England.  Morse  & 

Rothenberg  will  shortly  open  the  Kenmore 
on  Beacon  St.,  Boston  neighborhood  area. 
A   contract  has  been  let  by  F.  E.  Weiss  for 

a   new  750-seat  house,  to  be  known  as  the 
Park,  in  Stamford.  It  will  be  on  Bedford 

St.,  opposite  Forest  St.  Weiss  has  the 
Stamford  there.  Construction  has  started 

on  the  Dixwell,  New  Haven,  to  seat  1,060, 
on  the  site  of  the  house  that  burned  down 

last  spring.  It  is  at  the  junction  of  New 

Haven  and  Hamden.  The  old  B.  F.  Keith’s, 
more  recently  the  Normandie  Ballroom  in 

Boston,  is  being  transformed  into  a   mod- 
ern theatre  by  the  Lieberman  circuit.  It 

will  be  known  as  the  Normandie  when  it 

opens  in  about  a   month.  Every  expecta- 
tion is  that  a   newsreel  theatre  is  to  go 

up  next  to  the  Bijou  in  Boston,  on  the 
site  now  occupied  by  a   hat  store.  Plans 
call  for  600  seats. 
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"GREAT  WALTZ"  TREBLES  NEW  ORLEANS  PAR BOSTON 

Fenway— Brother  Hat  (FN);  Five  of  a   Kind 
( 20th-Fox)    160 

Memorial — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ);  The  Storm 
(Univ)    105 

Metropolitan — Men  With  Wings  (Para) ;   Road 
Demon  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   115 

Orpheum — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col); 
Vacation  From  Love  (M-G-M)    120 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway    165 

State — Same  as  Orpheum      90 

CHARLOTTE 

Carolina — Men  With  Wings  (Para)     90 

Imperial- — Listen  Darling-  (M-G-M),  1st  half.  .   90 
Imperial — Young:  Doctor  Kildare  (M-G-M), 

2nd  half    120 

State— Hell’s  House  (SR)    100 
State — Danger  Patrol  (RKO)    100 
State — Billy  the  Kid  Returns  (Rep)   110 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — If  I   Were  King-  (Para),  2nd  loop  wk. .   .   90 
Chicago — Suez  (20th-Fox),  plus  stage  show.... 100 
Garrick — Girls  on  Probation  (FN);  Garden 

of  the  Moon  (FN)    100 

Palace — Mad  Miss  3Ianton  (RKO),  plus 
stage  show.  .   .   .   .       95 

Roosevelt — Brother  Rat  (FN),  held  2nd  wk.  ...110 

State-Lake — Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO), 
plus  stage  show      90 

United  Artists — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  held  2nd 
wk   125 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar), 
held  5th  wk   120 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — Suez  (20th-Fox),  held  over    125 
Capitol — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   110 

Family — In  Old  Mexico  (Para)    110 
Grand — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk., 

held  over    110 

Lyric — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  2nd  wk.  .110 
Shubert — Drums  (UA),  held  over    120 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)    120 
Hippodrome — Suez  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk. ; 

Brother  Rat  (FN),  3   days    120 

Palace — Hard  to  Get  (WB)      95 
State — The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    110 

Stillman — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  wk. .   .   90 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Service  de  Luxe  (Univ)    110 

Broadway — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
after  a   wk.  at  each  the  Denver  and  Aladdin..  125 

Denham— Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para)     95 
Denver — Suez  (20th-Fox)    120 
Orpheum — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Mr.  Doodle 
Kicks  Off  (RKO)      95 

Paramount — I   Am  the  Law  (Col);  Freshman 
Year  (Univ)    105 

Rialto — ^Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th-Fox), 
after  a   wk.  at  the  Denver;  Flight  to 
Fame  (Col)    105 

DETROIT 

Adams — Sue*  (20th-Fox),  after  wk.  at  Fox; 
Meet  tlie  Girls  (20th-Fox)    105 

Cinema — The  Birth  of  a   Baby  (GN)    110 

Fox — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
plus  stage  show    160 

Michigan — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Mother 

Carey’s  Chickens  (RKO)    115 
Palms  State — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  after 

wk.  at  Michigan;  When  Were  You  Born? 
(FN)    100 

United  Artists — The  Great  Walt*  (M-G-M) ....  105 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Sue*  (Para),  2nd  wk     75 

Circle — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ)   100 
Indiana — Men  With  Wings  (Para)    110 

Loew’s — The  Great  Walt*  (M-G-M)     90 
Lyric — Hard  to  Get  (WB),  plus  stage  show.... 115 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Sue*  (20th-Fox),  holdover      70 
Midland — The  Great  Walt*  (M-G-M);  Crime 

Takes  a   Holiday  (Col)      75 

Newman — If  I   Mere  King  (Para)    165 
Orpheum — Bride  of  Frankenstein  (Univ); 

Dracula’s  Daughter  (Univ)      85 
Tower — Road  to  Reno  (Univ) ;   Gypsy  Rose  Lee 

in  person    135 

Uptown — Sue*  (20th-Fox),  holdover      85 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Just  Around  the  Comer  (20th-Fox); 
Road  Demons  (20th-Fox)    100 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Great  Waltz — New  Orleans   300 

Suez — Pittsburgh    215 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 

Los  Angeles  (6th  wk.)   200 

Men  With  Wings  (dual)  — 

Omaha    190 

Brother  Rat  (dual) — Boston, 

Omaha    165 

If  I   Were  King — Kansas  City   165 

Suez — Milwaukee    160 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Detroit    160 

Men  With  Wings — Los  Angeles....  150 

That  Certain  Age — Minneapolis. .150 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 

(dual) — Milwaukee    150 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  11th  wk.  of  roadshow, 

New  York. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  6th  wk.,  Chicago. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  5th  wk., 
Portland,  Ore. 

Stablemates,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati. 

Drums,  3rd  wk.,  Minneapolis. 

Downtown — Hard  to  Get  (WB) ;   Gangster’s 
Boy  (Mono)    100 

Hillstreet — You  Can’t  Take  It  M'ith  You 
(Col),  6th  wk   200 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown   100 
Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    200 
Paramount — Men  With  Mings  (Para),  plus 

stage  show   150 
State — Same  as  Chinese    100 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — You  Can’t  Take  It  M’ith  You  (Col); 

Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)   150 
Riverside — Last  Express  (Univ) ;   Clyde  Mc- 

Coy’s orchestra  on  stage    140 
Strand — Men  With  Mings  (Para);  Five  of  a 

Kind  (20tli-Fox)    125 
Warner — Brother  Rat  (FN);  A   Man  to 

Remember  (RKO)    120 
Wisconsin — Suez  (20th-Fox)    160 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO);  Mysterious 

Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)    100 
Century — Four  Daughters  (FN),  2nd  wk   100 

Gopher — Gateway  (20th-Fox)    100 
Orpheum — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)    150 

State — Men  AAith  AA’ings  (Para)    125 
World — Drums  (UA),  3rd  wk   100 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Sue*  (20th-Fox);  Keep  Smiling  (20th- 
Fox),  2nd  wk   120 

Loew-Poli — The  Citadel  (M-G-M);  Listen  Dar- 

ling (M-G-M);  moved  to  College  for  2nd  wk...l25 
Paramount — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para);  Campus 

Confessions  (Para),  6%  days     80 

Roger  Sherman — Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN); 
Girls  on  Probation  (FN),  6%  days   100 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — Freshman  Year  (Univ)   100 

Globe — Boys  Town  (M-G-M)      95 
Liberty — Dark  Rapture  (Univ)    100 

Loew’s  State— The  Great  M'altz  (M-G-M)   300 
Orpheum — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB)    115 
Saenger — Men  AAith  Wings  (Para)    125 
Tudor — That  Certain  Age  (Univ)      8   5 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  11th 
wk.  of  roadshow      70 

Capitol — The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    120 
Criterion — Girls’  School  (Col)    115 

Globe — Gangster’s  Boy  (Mono)    115 
Paramount — Men  AVith  Wings  (Para),  2nd 

wk.  plus  stage  show    110 

Radio  City  Music  Hail — The  Young  in  Heart 
(UA),  plus  stage  show    110 

Rialto — Mars  Attacks  the  AVorld  (Univ)   105 
Rivoli — Man  to  Remember  (RKO)....     70 
Roxy — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  plus 

stage  show    130 

Strand — Brother  Rat  (FN),  plus  stage  show... 130 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Men  AVith  AA’ings  (Para)    125 
Liberty — Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox); 

Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO),  4   days     95 

Liberty- -Campus  Confessions  (Para);  Fugi- 
tives for  a   Night  (RKO),  3   days   100 

Midwest — The  Sisters  (WB)    110 
State — You  Can’t  Take  It  AA’ith  You  (Col), 

3rd  wk   115 

Tower— -Sue*  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   100 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — Brother  Rat  (FN) ;   Tarnished 

Angel  (RKO)    165 
Omaha  Men  AVith  AVings  (Para);  Campus 

Confessions  (Para)    190 

Orpheum — The  Young  In  Heart  (UA) ;   Vaca- 
tion From  Love  (M-G-M)    140 

Paramount — Imitation  of  Life  (Univ) ;   Slave 

Ship  (20th-Fox),  reissues    110 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO)      80 

Boyd — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   100 
Earle — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN),  with  stage 

show  featuring  Horace  Heidt’s  orchestra ...  120 
Fox — Brother  Rat  (FN)    120 

Karlton — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col)..  135 
Keith’s — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)     90 
Stanley — Men  With  AVings  (Para)      95 
Stanton — Dark  Rapture  (Univ)    105 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — Suez  (20th-Fox)    215 
Barry — Law  of  the  Underworld  (RKO);  Dan- 

gerous Secrets  (GN)    100 
Fulton — Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para);  Campus 

Confessions  (Para)      60 

Penn — Men  With  Wings  (Para)    110 
Stanley — Listen,  Darling  (M-G-M);  George 

Olsen  orchestra    110 
Warner — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN) ;   Mr. 

Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO)      45 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway —The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M);  Youth 
Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    125 

Mayfair— You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col); 
5th  wk.  .   .     125 

Orpheum — Men  AVith  Wings  (Para);  Always  in 

Trouble  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   100 
Paramount — Suez  (20th-Fox);  Mr.  Doodle 

Kicks  Off  (RKO)    125 

United  Artists — The  Citadel  (M-G-M);  Listen, 

Darling  (M-G-M)    100 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — Hard  to  Get  (WB);  Secrets  of  an 
Actress  (FN)    105 

Centre — The  Sisters  (WB)    105 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col)    125 

Studio — Men  With  Wings  (Para)    110 
Utah — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox) .   .   .   .   105 
Victory — Crime  Takes  a   Holiday  (Col);  Night 

Spot  (RKO)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 
plus  stage  show    100 

Columbia — Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M), 
2nd  run,  3rd  wk   100 

Earle — Men  AVith  AVings  (Para),  plus  stage 
show      90 

Keith’s — Draeula  and  Frankenstein  (Univ), 
reissues    110 

Metropolitan — Touchdown  Army  (Para)      90 
Palace —Suez  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk     75 
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Sfubject  ?2qvlgw5 
Think  It  Over 

M-G-M  (Crime  Does  Not  Pay)  20  Minutes 

If  there  is  a   patron  in  your  audience 
who  might  be  contemplating  a   phony  fire 

in  his  home  or  business  place  he’ll  dispel 
the  thought  pronto  on  viewing  this  grade 

“A”  subject.  The  racket  of  starting  fires 
to  collect  insurance  is  an  old  one,  but  as 

dramatized  here  it  packs  all  the  entertain- 
ment value  of  many  less  thoroughly  con- 

structed features.  An  estimated  annual 
loss  from  fire  of  $500,000,000  and  a   toll  of 
15,000  lives  are  largely  due  to  arson.  How 

the  authorities  go  about  tracking  the  per- 
sons responsible  for  preying  on  legitimate 

business  with  promises  of  easy  money  is 
something  to  hold  the  attention  of  every 

serious  thinking  citizen.  There  isn’t  a 
loose  thread  in  the  entire  production.  It 
builds  interest  and  suspense  admirably  and 

turns  in  some  neat  twists  to  win  the  con- 
fidence of  the  public  in  the  methods  of 

law  enforcement  agencies.  Every  show- 
man should  make  a   place  for  this  excellent 

subject. 

Qrrin  Tucker  and  His 
Orchestra 

Paramount  (Headliner)  10  Minutes 

The  clever  treatment  of  this  series  of 
musical  shorts  commands  the  attention 
of  exhibitors.  This  is  an  ideal  one  to 

exemplify  how  a   band  presentation  can 
be  made  interesting.  Orrin  Tucker  and 

the  boys  perform  in  swell  style  on  the 

famous  outdoor  boardwalk  of  the  Edge- 
water  Beach  Hotel.  Tucker  is  a   pleasing 

personality  and  his  vocalist,  Bonnie  Baker, 
is  above  average. 

The  Playful  Polar  Bears 
Paramount  (Color  Classic)  7   Minutes 

Dealing  with  the  antics  of  polar  bears 
and  a   cub,  this  cartoon  fails  to  register. 

It’s  shy  on  humorous  situations  and  slight- 
ly dull.  The  cub  is  very  playful  and  gets 

into  difficulties.  When  the  hunter  ap- 
pears on  the  scene,  the  mother  thinks  the 

cub,  who  has  been  stunned  by  falling  ice, 

is  killed.  A   decidedly  unfunny  wake  fol- 
lows. 

Paramount  Pictorial 
Paramount  (No.  4)  10  Minutes 

Dubious  entertainment  value  in  this  one. 

Only  one  topic,  dealing  with  the  modern 
way  of  prospecting  for  oil,  is  worthwhile. 

A   subject  showing  the  difference  between 
mountain  climbers  and  the  agility  of  moun- 

tain goats  is  quite  sappy.  The  last  item, 
presenting  the  sunny  climes  of  Florida 
smacks  of  a   plug  for  the  Orange  state. 

Goonland 
Paramount  (Popeye)  7   Minutes 

Introducing  the  Goons,  who  have  made 

already  their  bow  in  the  comic  strip.  It’s 

Titans  of  the  Deep 
Grand  National  38  Minutes 

Even  if  this  pulse-quickener  ran  half 

its  present  length  it  would  still  be 

head  and  shoulders  over  the  average 

adventure  film.  Firstly,  it's  the  "Mc- 

Coy." If  there  is  any  staged  business, 

it  is  certainly  not  detectable.  Some 

of  the  stuff  is  so  terrifyingly  excitable 

that  shudders  went  up  from  many  wom- 

en at  a   Broadway  showing.  It  starts  off 

mildly  enough,  with  some  unusual  spe- 

cies of  tropical  sea  life.  Then  the 

scientists  who  are  responsible  for  all 

this  unusual  footage  really  go  to  town. 

Tricky  multiple  camera  work  of  sub-sea 

battles  with  ferocious  man  eaters  is  the 

theme.  And  what  a   wallop  it  packs. 

Hair-breath  escapes  from  giant  saw- 

fish, sharks,  barracuda  and  the  like  are 

nerve-wracking  in  suspense.  Dr.  William 

Beebe,  noted  scientific  adventurer,  and 

Otis  Barton,  designer  of  the  "bathy- 

sphere," which  is  used  for  filming  the 

sub-sea  shots,  produced  the  picture. 

Lowell  Thomas  supplies  an  appropriate 

running  commentary. 

a   standard  Popeye  cartoon  with  a   number 

of  humorous  scenes  and  considerable  ac- 
tion. Another  deviation  in  this  is  that 

Popeye’s  dad,  who  has  been  separated  from 
him  a   great  many  years,  is  the  one  who 
utilizes  the  spinach  to  overcome  the  enemy. 

Situations  arise  from  Popeye’s  successful 
attempt  at  rescuing  his  dad  from  Goon- land. 

The  Rabbit  Hunt 

Universal  (Oswald  Cartoon)  7   Minutes 

Fairly  amusing  cartoon  stuff  whose  ap- 
peal is  mainly  directed  at  the  youngsters. 

It’s  about  a   rabbit  hunt  wherein  the  rab- 
bit saves  the  dog  who  gets  caught  in  a 

trap.  The  dog  does  not  forget  and  when 
the  hunter  corners  the  rabbit,  the  dogs 

prevent  the  hunter  from  killing  the  rabbit. 

The  Immortal  Brush 
Vitaphone  9   Minutes 

This  is  the  first  of  a   contemplated  series 

that  deals  with  some  of  the  world’s  most 
famous  paintings.  It  is  a   beautiful  sub- 

ject and  represents  the  epitome  of  art  on 

celluloid.  Conceivably,  it  might  not  re- 

ceive in  some  quarters  the  reception  bet- 
ter class  audiences  would  accord  it.  Be- 

ing a   forthright  exposition  of  Joshua  Rey- 
nolds’ “Red  Boy”  and  “Blue  Boy,”  Gains- 

borough’s “Mrs.  Siddons,”  Moissonier’s 

“Retreat  from  Moscow,”  Orchidson’s  “Na- 
poleon on  the  Bellerophon,”  and  Frans 

Hals’  “The  Laughing  Cavalier,”  the  reel 
makes  no  pretense  at  dramatization.  Yet 
it  does  bring  life  to  the  stilled  canvasses 

by  intelligent  off-screen  narration  cover- 
ing the  backgrounds  of  the  respective 

paintings  and  a   grand  sense  of  camera 
values. 

Going  Places 
Universal  (No.  55)  9   Minutes 

Two  topics  of  interest  are  coupled  to- 
gether for  some  good  program  filler.  One 

is  a   camera  dissertation  on  the  purchase 
of  Manhattan  Island  embellished  with 

some  nice  clips  of  city  landmarks.  It’s 
good  stuff  for  the  out-of-towners.  The 
other  item  is  about  chinchillas,  the  costliest 

fur  in  the  world,  and  a   man  who  raises 

them  out  in  California.  Besides  being  ex- 
pensive, the  little  chinchillas  before  being 

converted  into  pelts,  are  very  cute. 

Super  Athletes 
Paramount  (Sportlights)  10  Minutes 

An  interesting  sports  short  for  track  and 

field  fans.  Ted  Husing,  as  the  commen- 
tator, shows  what  50  years  in  track  and 

field  competition  has  done  in  the  way  of 

improving  the  records  made  by  athletes. 

Dean  Cromwell’s  squad  from  the  Univer- 
sity of  Southern  California  broad  jump, 

high  jump,  run  the  hurdles,  put  the  shot, 
pole  vault,  throw  the  discus  and  sprint. 
Slow  motion  photography  demonstrates 
the  difference  in  the  form  of  yesteryear 
and  today. 

Popular  Science 
Paramount  (No.  2)  11  Minutes 

The  current  issue  keeps  abreast  of  new 

developments  mechanically  and  otherwise. 

Lots  of  interesting  stuff  including  a   scien- 
tific device  used  by  the  Evanston,  111., 

police  force  to  check  on  drunken  drivers; 
a   Keedoozle  store;  experiments  on  flies; 
scientific  bedrooms;  and  a   visit  to  the 

modernly  run  Mississippi  State  Peniten- 

tiary. It’s  good  program  number. 
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Methods  to  Make 

Radio  Tieups  Pay 
Any  theatre  owner’s  radio  program  will 

gradually  attract  listeners  without  mer- 
chandising. Successful  exhibitors,  how- 

ever, use  proven  methods  to  build  the  au- 
dience faster. 

Here  are  listed  several  methods  now 

being  used  to  tie  in  radio  programs  with 
merchandising  and  promotional  activities: 

(a)  Printed  announcements  about  the 

program  at  the  start  of  the  campaign. 

(b)  Supply  employes  with  printed  post- 
cards announcing  the  program  which  they 

are  to  mail  to  their  friends. 
(c)  Release  news  items  for  the  radio 

columns  to  all  newspapers  before  and 
after  the  program. 

(d)  Have  the  cashier  mention  the  pro- 
gram whenever  she  answers  an  incoming 

call. 

(e)  Use  a   number  of  one-minute  spot 
announcements  prior  to  the  actual  start  of 
the  program  to  call  attention  to  the  show. 

(f)  Use  program  tie-ins  in  run-of-paper 
display  advertising.  Use  spotlight  ad- 

vertisements on  the  newspaper  radio  pages, 
particularly  during  the  first  four  or  five 
shows. 

(g)  Use  advertisements  carrying  tie-ins 

on  billboards,  posters,  car  cards,  etc., 
wherever  the  opportunity  is  available. 

(h)  Use  flesh  announcements  on  the 
screen. 

(i)  Have  the  radio  stars  and  charac- 

ters appearing  in  the  radio  show  make  per- 
sonal appearances  from  the  theatre  stage 

or  lobby  at  least  once. 

(j)  Make  prompt  acknowledgment  of 
all  listener  mail. 

(1)  Ask  employes  to  organize  special 

listen -in  parties. 

Promote  Horror  Show 

By  Distributing  Aspirin 
Chicago — H.  M.  Rouda,  manager  of  Lou 

Reinheimer’s  Roseland  State  Theatre,  ar- 
ranged a   stunt  in  advance  of  his  horror 

show  that  helped  bring  the  customers  in 
droves. 

Rouda  tied  up  with  a   druggist  and 
placed  aspirin  tablets  in  individual  little 
packets.  Each  packet  was  imprinted: 

“The  enclosed  aspirin  tablet  is  presented 
to  you  through  the  courtesy  of  Ford  Hop- 

kins. It  will  help  you  steady  your  nerves 
so  that  you  may  better  enjoy  our  super 
horror  show,  Sunday,  Monday,  Tuesday, 

Boris  Karloff  in  ‘The  Walking  Dead,’  and 
Lionel  Atwill  in  ‘The  Vampire  Bat,’  Rose- 

land  Theatre.” The  packets  were  distributed  on  the 
street  three  days  in  advance  by  a   man 
dressed  in  long  black  flowing  robes,  made 

up  to  represent  death. 

Always  Ready 

RED  CROSS  ROLL  CALL 

Nov.  11-24,  1938 

Your  memberships  given  NOW  assure 
prompt  disaster  relief,  help  for  disabled 
veterans,  and  life  saving  and  first  aid training. 

Motion  Picture  Group 

NEW  YORK  CHAPTER 

AMERICAN  RED  CROSS 

315  Lexington  Ave.  New  York 

"Submarine  Patrol" 

Exhibit  by  20th-Fox 
New  York — A   “Submarine  Patrol”  ex- 

hibit is  being  sponsored  by  20th-Fox  in 
the  main  room  of  the  New  York  Museum 

of  Science  and  Industry  in  Rockefeller 

Center  as  part  of  the  exploitation  on 

“Submarine  Patrol”  in  conjunction  with 
its  showing  at  the  Roxy  and  will  run 
until  December  11. 

On  display  are  the  following:  a   sub- 
marine torpedo,  a   harbor  mine,  a   peri- 

scope, a   radio  direction  finder,  several 
models,  of  submarines  and  subchasers, 

submarine  listening  devices  and  a   gyro- 
scope compass  installation.  In  addition, 

there  are  large  photo  murals  of  scenes 
from  the  picture. 

Lecturers  on  the  staff  of  the  museum 

are  giving  talks  to  visitors  explaining  the 
devices.  A   periscope  has  been  mounted 
on  a   replica  of  a   submarine  conning 
tower  for  visitors  to  look  through.  The 

equipment  was  borrowed  from  the  com- 
panies which  built  the  items  for  the 

Navy  during  the  war.  Marc  Lachmann, 

20th-Fox’s  exploitation  representative,  ar- 
ranged the  exhibit. 

A   Lesson  in  Safety 

When  Julius  Lamm,  manager  of  the  Warner  Uptown  Theatre  in  Cleveland, 

played  the  March  of  Time  subject,  ‘‘Man  at  the  Wheel,”  he  gave  passersby  a 
real  lesson  in  safety  with  the  above  stunt.  The  police  department  parked  the 
wrecked  car  in  front  of  the  house,  and  a   patrolman  made  a   three-minute 
speech  preceding  the  starting  of  the  subject. 
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Selling  Seat5 
Break  for  the  Sunners 

Sidewalk  sunners  particularly  appreciated  this  novelty  advance  stunt  engi- 

neered by  Manager  Arnold  Berger  of  the  Phil  Smith  circuit’s  Greenwich  Thea- 
tre, East  Greenwich,  R.  I.  Backs  of  chairs  served  as  sidewalk  billboard  space 

which  caught  the  eyes  of  passing  motorists  on  the  town’s  main  street.  But 
Berger  warns  the  stunt  proved  something  of  a   boomerang  when  regular  patrons, 
misreading  signs,  thought  the  house  was  changing  policy  to  reserved  seats  for 
“Boys  Town”  showing. 

Diversified  Campaign 

Plugs  for  " Brother  Rat" 

Xmas  "Shop  Early" 
Trailers  by  NSS 

New  York — One  of  the  fine  gestures  a 
local  exhibitor  can  make  at  this  time  of 

the  year,  according  to  Hal  C.  Young  of 

National  Screen  Service,  is  to  take  ad- 
vantage of  the  fact  that  local  merchants 

have  one  big  attraction  a   year  to  sell — 
and  that  is  Christmas. 

A   series  of  “Shop  Early”  trailers,  Young 
claims,  are  the  thing  for  this  time  of  the 
year.  It  is  the  type  of  local  cooperation 
appreciated  by  all  merchants  of  the  com- 

munity, he  states. 
National  Screen  has  utilized  this  idea 

and  created  a   series  of  five  “Shop  Early” 
trailers  with  appropriate  copy  which  are 
now  available. 

Horror  Duo  'Faint'  Check 
Stunt  Nets  Good  Results 
New  York — Benjamin  Katz,  manager 

of  Skouras’  State,  Jersey  City,  pulled  a 
clever  stunt  in  connection  with  the  com- 

bined showing  of  “Dracula”  and  “Frank- 
enstein” and  drew  considerable  attention 

with  the  idea.  As  patrons  walked  into  the 

theatre,  he  gave  out  “faint”  checks,  simi- 
lar to  those  distributed  at  baseball  games, 

with  the  provision  that  if  anyone  fainted 

during  the  picture  and  couldn’t  sit  through 
them,  he  could  return  at  a   later  date. 

Hillbilly  Flavor 

Here  goes  the  1908  Hupmobile  used  by 
Jack  Mercer  of  the  Majestic  Theatre 

in  Evansville,  Ind.,  for  Republic’s 
“Down  in  Arkansaw.”  The  two  toughs 
in  the  car  really  are  ushers. 

Cleveland  —   The  Warner  Bros,  local 

publicity  department  went  to  town  in  ex- 

ploiting “Brother  Rat,”  at  Warner’s  Hip- 
podrome. The  various  promotions  in- 

cluded a   contest  tieup  with  the  Plain 

Dealer  for  the  longest  list  of  college  nick- 
names; spot  announcements  daily  over 

WGAR  four  days  ahead  of  the  run  and 
concurrent  with  the  run;  tieup  with  the 

Junior  Aviator’s  Dept,  of  The  Press,  in 

which  bits  from  the  story  of  “Brother  Rat” 
appeared  in  advance  and  during  the  pic- 

ture’s run;  a   morning  matinee  at  the  Hip- 
podrome fox’  the  Junior  Aviators;  1,500 

Hi-ya  Brother  Rat  label  buttons  dis- 
tributed in  all  sections  of  the  city;  special- 

ly printed  “Brother  Rat”  plate  doilies  used 
at  downtown  cafeterias;  cards  in  all  hotel 
rooms. 

The  campaign  was  the  work  of  Sidney 
Dannenberg,  head  of  the  Warner  publicity 

and  exploitation  department,  and  his  as- 
sistants., Manny  Pearlstein  and  David 

Bachner. 

Liberty  Corrigan  Series 

Suggested  for  Tieups 
New  York — Starting  with  the  Novem- 

ber 5   issue  of  Liberty  magazine,  the  life 

story  of  Douglas  Corrigan  will  continue 
for  eight  consecutive  numbers.  Exhibitors 

looking  forward  to  booking  “The  Flying 
Irishman,”  starring  Corrigan,  might  set 
aside  these  copies  as  they  appear  on  the 

Great  Waltz"  National 
Finals  Are  Set  Dec.  12 

New  York — National  finals  of  Metro’s 
“Great  Waltz”  contest  will  take  place  De- 

cember 12  in  the  Grand  Ballroom  of  the 

Waldorf-Astoria  Hotel  with  proceeds  of 
the  grand  festival  going  to  the  American 
Red  Cross. 

The  contest  is  open  to  amateur  dancers 

16  years  of  age  or  over.  “Great  Waltz” 
competition  cups  will  be  awarded  to  the 
winning  teams  in  the  48  states  surviving 
the  territorial  eliminations.  Following  that 

will  be  zone  eliminations  with  12  teams  ap- 

pearing at  the  Waldorf-Astoria,  all  ex- 
penses paid. 

First  prize  winners  will  be  awarded  a 
three-month  M-G-M  contract.  Second, 
third  and  fourth  prize  winners  will  receive 

“Great  Waltz”  bronze  medals.  Special 
awards  will  go  to  the  other  contestants. 

newsstands  and  be  ready  for  a   lobby  dis- 

play when  playdate  time  arrives.  An  ex- 
ploitation tieup  has  been  arranged  for 

promotion  through  newsstands.  Liberty 
sales  boys  and  wholesalers. 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT’S "TUNES" 
TUNES,  INC. 

1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  III. 
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jOn  "The  AIg/c 
STARTING WELL ALONG COMPLETED 

TEXAS  STAMPEDE — Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Mere- 
dith. Producer:  Harry  L.  Decker.  Director: 

Sam  Nelson. 

LET  US  LIVE — Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Henry  Fonda.  Producer:  William  Perl- 

CALIFORNIA  CAVALCADE — Bill  Elliott,  Luana 

Alcaniz,  Charles  King,  Hal  Taliaferro,  Ed  Cas- 
sidy. Producer:  Larry  Darmour.  Director: 

Joseph  Levering.  Original  Screenplay:  Nate 
Gatzert. 

berg-.  Director:  John  Brahm. 

TRIGGER  PALS — Arthur  Jarrett,  Lee  Powell,  A1 
St.  John.  Producer:  Philip  N.  Krasne  (Cine- 
mart  Pictures).  Director:  Sam  Neufeld.  Ori- 

ginal Screenplay:  George  Plympton. 

EXILE  EXPRESS — Anna  Sten,  Alan  Marshal, 
Paul  Lukas,  Walter  Catlett,  Jed  Prouty,  Ruth 
Donnelly.  Producer:  Eugene  Frenke.  Director: 
Otis  Garrett.  Original:  Edwin  Justus  Mayer. 

2   REMEMBER  TOMORROW  —   Jeanette  MacDon- 
r*  aid,  Lew  Ayres,  Walter  Pidgeon,  Frank  Morgan. 
V   Producer:  Robert  Z.  Leonard.  Director:  Robert 

jg  Z.  Leonard. 

SKIDS — Dennis  O’Keefe,  Harry  Carey,  Cecilia 
Parker,  Nat  Pendleton,  Alan  Curtis.  Producer: 
Harry  Rapf.  Director:  Edward  Sedgwick. 

NEW  YORK  CINDERELLA — Hedy  Lamarr,  Spen- 
cer Tracy,  Walter  Pidgeon,  Louis  Calhern.  Pro- 

ducer: Lawrence  Weingarten.  Director:  Frank 

Borzage.  Original:  Charles  MacArthur. 

THE  AWAKENING  OF  KATHERINE  —   Fran- 
ciska  Gaal,  Franchot  Tone,  Walter  Connolly, 

Reginald  Gardiner,  Charles  Judell,  Robert  Coote. 

Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Director:  Norman 
Taurog.  Original:  Alec  Huynady.  Screenplay: 
Gerald  Savery,  Jack  Mintz. 

o 

5 
WILD  HORSE  TRAIL — Jack  Randall.  Producer: 
Robert  Tansey.  Director:  Bob  Hill.  Original 

Screenplay:  Robert  Emmett. 

I’M  FROM  MISSOURI — Bob  Burns,  Gladys  George. 
Producer:  Paul  Jones.  Director:  Theodore  Reed. 

Original:  Homer  Croy.  Screenplay:  John  Mof- 

o   fitt. 
5 

S   THE  LADY’S  FROM  KENTUCKY — George  Raft, 
p-  Ellen  Drew,  Hugh  Herbert,  Zasu  Pitts.  Pro- 

ducer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Director:  Alexander  Hall. 

d<  Screenplay:  Malcolm  Stuart  Boylan. 

MIDNIGHT  —   Claudette  Colbert,  Don  Ameche, 
Francis  Lederer,  Mary  Astor,  Elaine  Barrie,  John 
Barrymore.  Producer:  Arthur  Hornblow  jr. 
Director:  Mitchell  Leisen.  Original:  Edwin 

Justus  Mayer,  Franz  Schulz.  Screenplay:  Charles 

Brackett,  Billy  Wilder,  Ken  Englund. 

CAFE  SOCIETY — Madeleine  Carroll,  Fred  Mac- 
Murray,  Shirley  Ross,  Harlan  Briggs,  Claude 

Gillingwater.  Producer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Direc- 
tor: Edward  H.  Griffith.  Original:  Lucius 

Beebe.  Screenplay:  Virginia  Van  Upp. 

AMBUSH — Gladys  Swarthout,  Richard  Stanley, 
Broderick  Crawford,  Lloyd  Nolan,  Ernest  Truex, 

William  Frawley,  Antonio  Moreno.  Producer: 

Harold  Hurley.  Director:  Kurt  Neumann.  Ori- 
ginal: Robert  Ray.  Screenplay:  Laura  and  S.  J. 

Perelman. 

RADIO  TROUBADOR — Tito  Guizar,  Paco  More- 
no, Barry  Norton,  Paul  Ellis.  Producer:  Dario 

Faralla.  (Spanish-language  feature).  Director: 
Richard  Harlan.  Original:  Tito  Guizar. 

o 
M 
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THE  CASTLES — Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers, 
Edna  May  Oliver,  Walter  Brennan,  Robert 

Stfange,  Jack  Carson,  Donald  McBride,  Esther 
Muir.  Producer:  George  Haight.  Director: 
Henry  Potter. 

PACIFIC  LINER — Chester  Morris.  Wendy  Barrie, 
Victor  McLaglen,  Alan  Hale,  Walter  Miller,  Olin 

Howland,  Cy  Kendall,  John  Wray.  Producer: 
Robert  Sisk.  Director:  Lew  Landers.  Original: 

Anthony  Coldeway,  Henry  Robert  Symonds. 
Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

WHITE  SLAVES — Anne  Shirley,  James  McCal- 
lion,  Walter  Ward,  Charles  Powers.  Producer; 

P.  J.  Wolfson.  Director:  P.  J.  Wolfson.  Ori- 
ginal: Albert  Bein.  Screenplay:  Albert  Bein. 

FEDERAL  MAN  HUNT — Robert  Livingston,  June 

Travis,  Ben  Welden,  Horace  MacMahon.  Pro- 
ducer: Armand  Schaefer.  Director:  Nick  Grinde. 

Screenplay:  Maxwell  Shane. 

SHINE  ON,  HARVEST  MOON  —   Roy  Rogers, 
Mary  Hart,  William  Farnum,  Lulu  Belle,  Scotty. 
Producer:  Charles  Ford.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

X 
o 
In 
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CHARLIE  CHAN  IN  HONOLULU — Sidney  Toler, 
Phyllis  Brooks,  Sen  Yew  Cheung,  Richard  Lane, 
Claire  Dodd,  Eddie  Collins.  Producer:  John 
Stone.  Director:  H.  Bruce  Humberstone. 

TAILSPIN — Alice  Faye,  Nancy  Kelly,  John  King, 

Joan  Davis,  Wally  Vernon,  Jane  Wyman.  Pro- 
ducer: Harry  Joe  Brown.  Director:  Roy  Del 

Ruth.  Screenplay:  Frank  Wead. 

THE  LITTLE  PRINCESS — -Shirley  Temple,  Anita 

Louise,  Richard  Greene,  Ian  Hunter,  Cesar  Ro- 
mero, Arthur  Treacher.  Producer:  Gene  Markey. 

Director:  Walter  Lang.  Original:  Frances  Hodg- 
son Burnett. 

THE  THREE  MUSKETEERS — The  Ritz  Brothers, 
Don  Ameche,  Gloria  Stuart,  Binnie  Barnes, 

Joseph  Schildkraut,  Lionel  Atwill.  Producer: 

Raymond  Griffith.  Director:  Allan  Dwan.  Ori- 
ginal: Alexandre  Dumas. 

STAGE  COACH  —   Claire  Trevor,  John  Wayne, 
Andy  Devine,  John  Carradine,  Donald  Meek, 
George  Bancroft.  Producer:  Walter  Wanger. 

Director:  John  Ford.  Screenplay:  Dudley 
Nichols. 

KING  OF  THE  TURF — Adolphe  Menjou,  Frankie 
Thomas.  Producer:  Edward  Small.  Director: 

Alfred  E.  Green.  Original  Screenplay:  George Bruce. 

SON  OF  FRANKENSTEIN — Boris  Karloff,  Bela 
Lugosi,  Basil  Rathbone,  Lionel  Atwill,  Josephine 
Hutchinson.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director: 
Rowland  V.  Lee.  Screenplay:  Willis  Cooper. 

LADY  LUCK — Robert  Wilcox,  Helen  Mack,  Ed- 
ward Brophy,  Irving  Pichel,  Joseph  Sawyer. 

Producer:  Irving  Starr.  Director:  Aubrey  H. 

Scotto.  Screenplay.  Alex  Gottlieb. 

PIRATES  OF  THE  SKIES — Ken  Taylor,  Rochelle 
Hudson,  Lucien  Littlefield,  Marion  Martin,  Sid 

Saylor.  Producer:  Barney  Sarecky.  Director: 
Joe  McDonough.  Screenplay:  Lester  Cole,  Ben 
Grauman  Kohn. 

BROADWAY  CAVALIER  —   Wayne  Morris,  Pat 

O’Brien,  Joan  Blondell,  May  Robson,  Maxie 
Rosenbloom.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff.  Direc- 

tor: Lew  Seiler.  Original:  Dalton  Trurnbo. 

Screenplay:  Jerry  Wald,  Richard  Macaulay. 

NANCY  DREW,  REPORTER— Bonita  Granville, 
Frankie  Thomas,  Astrid  Allwyn,  Beulah  Bondi, 
Sheila  Bromley,  John  Litel.  Producer:  Bryan 
Foy.  Director:  William  Clemens. 

ADVENTURES  OF  JANE  ARDEN  —   Rosella 
Towne,  William  Gargan,  Benny  Rubin,  Peggy 

Shannon,  John  Harron,  James  Stephenson.  Pro- 
ducer: Bryan  Foy.  Director:  Terry  Morse. 

Screenplay:  Charles  Curran,  Larry  Kimble. 
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NEWS  AND  VIEWS  OF  THE  PRODUCTION  CENTER 

( Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

V* 

FILM  EXECUTIVES  AND  LABOR  CHIEFS  ANXIOUS 

TO  DETERMINE  INDUSTRY'S  WAGE-HOUR  ROUTE 
Warner  Bros.,  Paramount  and 

M-G-M Each  "Shooting”  Nine 

Conference  Will  Seek  a 

Temporary  Code  of 

Operation 

Hitting  full  stride,  with  most  studios 

reporting  themselves  to  be  well  ahead  of 

release  schedules  and  obviously  intending 

to  maintain  that  enviable  position,  Holly- 

wood’s cameras  were  turning  on  46  fea- 
tures as  the  week  opened.  Only  a   shade 

under  last  week,  the  figure  indicates  that 

comparable  activity  can  be  counted  upon 

for  the  balance  of  the  month,  as  another 

dozen  films  were  poised  and  ready  to  go 

during  the  week. 

Out  in  front  were  a   trio  of  film  plants, 

each  with  nine  in  production — Warners, 

Paramount  and  M-G-M.  The  Burbank  lot 

gunned  the  high-budgeted  “Juarez,”  with 

Paul  Muni  and  Bette  Davis,  and  “Smash- 

ing the  Money  Ring”  to  jump  two  above 

last  week,  and  listed  “Sweepstakes  Win- 

ner,” “Broadway  Cavalier,”  “We  Are  Not 

Alone”  and  “Brother  Orchid”  on  its  No- 
vember schedule. 

Metro  was  set  to  launch  “Huckleberry 

Finn,”  starring  Mickey  Rooney,  this  week 

and  has  “Let  Freedom  Ring,”  “The  Un- 

vanquished” and  several  others  in  script- 
ing stages  for  early  starts. 

Resuming  after  a   week’s  delay,  during 
which  Frank  Borzage  replaced  Josef  von 

Sternberg  as  director,  was  Metro’s  “I  Take 

This  Woman,”  starring  Hedy  Lamarr. 

Paramount  was  to  give  the  nod  to  “Me 

and  My  Gal”  and  Cecil  B.  DeMille  began 
studio  work  on  “Union  Pacific.”  Next  week 

will  see  “The  Lady’s  From  Kentucky”  and 

“I’m  From  Missouri”  before  the  cameras. 
Again  postponed,  but  definitely  listed 

as  a   starter  this  week  at  RKO  Radio, 

was  the  Douglas  Corrigan  vehicle,  “The 

Flying  Irishman,”  the  studio  thus  hold- 

ing even  with  last  week’s  eight-picture 

pace.  Coming  up  is  “Twelve  Crowded 

Hours,”  starring  Richard  Dix  and  “So- 

rority House.”  * 

Universal  had  three  starts  listed  for  the 

Paramount  Opening 

Bally  Guns 
Paramount's  advertising  and  publicity 

departments  are  turning  their  combined 

brain-power  on  greatly  expanded  ex- 

ploitation campaigns  in  connection 

with  a   half-dozen  or  more  forthcoming 

pictures,  topped  by  the  efforts  being 

expended  in  arranging  tieups  and  pub- 

licizing Cecil  B.  DeMille's  "Union  Pa- 

cific." 

Cliff  Lewis,  guiding  the  advertising 

department,  is  arranging  six  simulta- 

neous premieres,  a   nationwide  essay 

contest,  traveling  exhibits  of  U.  P.  rel- 

ics and  other  stunts,  while  being  given 

similar  treatment  are  "Paris  Honey- 
moon," “Zaza."  "St.  Louis  Blues,"  “Lit- 

tle Orphan  Annie"  and  other  films. 

week — “You  Can’t  Cheat  an  Honest  Man.” 

“Three  Smart  Girls  Grow  Up”  and  “For- 

gotten Boy” — raising  its  production  total 
from  five  to  seven.  On  tap  for  early  starts 

are  “Three’s  Company,”  with  Bing  Cros- 

by and  “Key  Woman.” 
A   blank  week  was  on  the  record  at  20th 

Century-Fox,  which  had  five  films  on  the 
sound  stages  as  compared  with  six  last 

week.  However,  a   substantial  upturn  is 

expected  shortly  when  “The  Texas  Kid,” 

“The  Jones  Family  in  Hollywood,”  “Mr. 
Moto  in  Puerto  Rico”  and  several  others 
hit  the  cameras  during  the  month. 

Monogram  put  “Tough  Kid,”  starring 
Frankie  Darro,  and  a   Jack  Randall  west- 

ern, “Wild  Horse  Trail,”  into  work  as 
the  week  opened,  carding  three  films  in 

work  to  triple  last  week’s  figure.  De- 
cember will  see  camera  action  on  “The 

Streets  of  New  York,”  “Tailspin  Tommy,” 
(Continued  on  page  40) 

Film  executives,  labor  union  leaders  and 

others  associated  with  the  industry  were 

impatiently  marking  time  during  the 

week  pending  the  long-awaited  conference, 
at  which  the  chaotic  studio  turmoil  over 

the  federal  wage-hour  legislation  was  ex- 
pected to  be  clarified  through  the  delivery 

of  the  combined  reports  of  Victor  Clarke 

and  Pat  Casey,  Hays  office  labor  contacts. 

It  was  indicated  that  the  conference 

would  result  in  decisive  action  to  end  the 

muddled  situation  in  which  the  studios 

have  found  themselves  through  conflict- 
ing interpretations  of  the  act,  and  that 

Casey  and  Clarke  would  recommend  adop- 
tion of  a   code  of  operations  to  be  used 

until  government  administrators  have 

sent  representatives  here  to  give  the  in- 
dustry an  official  scrutiny. 

Casey  arrived  unexpectedly  from  New 

York  on  Tuesday,  though  he  had  not  been 

anticipated  for  at  least  another  week,  and 

immediately  went  into  conference  with 

Clarke,  who  checked  in  from  the  east  last 

Friday.  At  mid-week  both  were  adamant 
in  declaring  no  disclosures  would  be  made 

about  their  findings  until  the  producer- 
labor  conference  had  been  held. 

Casey  has  spent  the  past  two  months 

in  New  York  and  Washington,  D.  C.,  hud- 
dling with  Elmer  Andrews,  administrator 

of  the  wage-hour  act,  and  conferring  with 
leaders  of  the  international  labor  unions 

whose  studio  locals  may  be  affected 

through  the  measure.  Clarke,  accom- 
panied by  two  studio  managers  and  a   pair 

of  film  attorneys,  spent  ten  days  in  the 

nation’s  capitol  with  Andrews  and  went 
on  to  New  York  for  brief  conferences  with 

Casey  before  returning  here. 

Expected  here  by  the  end  of  the  week  to 

participate  in  the  parley  was  George 

Browne,  president  of  the  IATSE,  which 

union  represents  some  12,000  film  workers 

— a   number  of  whom  may  be  affected 

through  application  of  the  wage-hour 
measure  to  studio  employment. 
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TWO  NEW  JURISDICTIONAL  ATTACKS  SHATTER 

SAG'S  HOPES  THAT  ITS  BATTLES  WERE  OVER 
Extra  Players  and  cinema  Extensive  Personnel  Shifts 

Players  Dispute  ■ 

Guilds  voice  At  20  th  Century -Fox  Studio 

Indicating  that  Hollywood’s  turbulent 
labor  sea  will,  in  all  probability,  never 

calm  itself,  the  Screen  Actors  Guild — 
unquestionably  the  farthest  advanced  and 

most  strongly-entrenched,  of  any  film 
talent  union,  and  consequently,  the  one 

whose  future  looked  to  be  the  most  tran- 

quil and  trouble-free — was  made  the  tar- 
get of  two  new  jurisdictional  attacks  dur- 
ing the  week. 

These  unheralded  threats  to  the  SAG’S 
harmonious  future,  however,  apparently 
perturbed  the  organization  but  little.  In 
its  regular  weekly  board  meeting  Monday 
night,  the  directorate  discussed  the  filing 
of  the  two  attacks  with  the  National  Labor 

Relations  Board  and  indicated  the  actors’ 
organization  would  take  no  defensive  ac- 

tion until  officially  notified  of  the  chal- 
lenges by  the  NLRB.  This  notification  is 

not  expected  to  be  made  until  after  De- 
cember 1,  at  which  time  Dr.  Towne  Ny- 

lander,  the  labor  board’s  regional  director, 
swings  into  action  once  more  after  a   tem- 

porary shutdown. 

The  charges,  filed  in  rapid  succession  by 
the  Riders,  Characters  and  Extra  Players 
Association  and  by  Cinema  Players,  Inc., 
were  described  by  Kenneth  Thomson,  SAG 

secretary,  as  “ridiculous”  and  “unfounded.” 
Thomson  pointed  out  that  under  the 

Guild’s  recently  revised  by-laws  Class  “B” members  can  withdraw  from  the  SAG  by 

a   51  per  cent  vote  at  any  time  they  may 
desire.  It  was  also  indicated  at  the  board 

meeting  that  retaliatory  measures,  if 

taken,  may  be  pursued  through  invoking  a 

clause  in  the  SAG  constitution  authoriz- 

ing suspension  of  any  member  who  fails 

to  notify  the  Guild  when  he  applies  for 

membership  in  another  trade  union. 

Directed  not  only  against  the  SAG,  but 

also  against  34  production  companies  and 

Central  Casting  Corp.,  was  the  complaint 

" Elmer  Gantry "   Signed 

By  Warner 
Warner  has  signed  "Elmer  Gantry," 

famous  blind  racing  and  jumping  horse, 

to  an  acting  contract  and  will  spot  the 

equine  in  the  title  role  of  a   film  to  be 

called  "Gantry  the  Great."  Bryan  Foy, 

who  will  produce,  and  Vincent  Sher- 
man, scenarist,  set  the  deal  with  the 

horse’s  owner,  Eleanor  Getzendaner,  in 

Des  Plaines,  111.,  last  week.  "Elmer" 
and  his  owner-trainer  will  arrive  in 

Hollywood  this  week  and  the  picture 

will  roll  in  December. 

Announcing  as  its  ultimate  goal  the  al- 
lotment of  higher  budget  expenditures  and 

more  careful  treatment  in  the  making  of 

its  program  product,  20th  Century-Fox 
was  the  scene  of  the  most  extensive  shifts 

of  production  personnel  recorded  during 
the  week.  Alteration  of  the  setup  struck 

specifically  at  Sol  Wurtzel’s  picture-cre- 
ating unit,  which  has  been  augmented 

by  the  addition  of  David  Hempstead  and 
Edward  Kaufman — both  transferred  from 
positions  as  associate  producers  under 

Darryl  Zanuck’s  immediate  wing. 

Additionally,  the  appointment  of  Bud- 
dy Ericksen  to  a   position  as  aide  to  Wil- 

liam Koenig,  general  production  mana- 
ger, was  announced,  Ericksen  moving  up 

from  an  assistant  directorship. 

Hempstead  drew  production  credit  on 
a   pair  of  Shirley  Temple  starrers,  as  well 

as  “Wake  Up  and  Live”  and  one  Sonja 
Henie  picture,  while  Kaufman,  who  has 
just  returned  from  an  extensive  vacation 
in  South  America,  was  responsible  for 

several  high-budgeted  studio  offerings. 
Immediate  assignments  for  the  pair  have 
not  been  handed  out. 

Just  prior  to  his  departure  for  New 
York  last  weekend  after  two  weeks  at  the 

studio,  Robert  Gillham,  director  of  Para- 

mount ’s  advertising  -   exploitation  -   publicity 
departments,  removed  Herbert  Moulton 

filed  by  the  Riders,  Characters  and  Extra 

Players.  Seeking  recognition  and  disput- 

ing the  Guild’s  collective  bargaining  rights 
for  certain  classifications  of  film  players, 

it  charges  that  the  Senior  SAG  has  de- 
prived its  junior  members — now  known  as 

Class  “B”  members — of  their  collective 
bargaining  rights  and  that  the  SAG 
fraudulently  conspired  with  the  studios  in 

negotiating  the  new  SAG-producer  code. 

Contending  that  the  SAG  should  be  dis- 
qualified as  bargaining  representative  for 

extras  because  Class  “B”  members  have 
no  right  to  self-organization,  the  Cinema 
Players,  Inc.,  petition  also  charged  that 
the  NLRB  has  never  officially  recognized 
the  SAG  as  official  bargaining  agent  for 

extra  players.  The  organization  claims  a 
membership  of  approximately  3,000  bit 

players,  extras,  dancers  and  other  portray- 
ers of  minor  parts. 

However,  whether  considered  serious  or 
not,  observers  point  out  that  the  two 
“mutinies”  have  at  least  cracked  the 

SAG’s  closely-knit  organization  just  at  a 
time  when  the  Guild  was  preparing  to  sit 

from  his  post  as  general  supervisor  of 

the  studio’s  advertising  and  publicity 
units,  transferring  him  to  his  old  position 

as  head  of  the  trailer  department.  Gill- 
ham,  who  stayed  over  for  several  days 
after  Barney  Balaban,  Stanton  Griffis  and 
Russell  Holman,  eastern  executives,  wound 

up  their  visit,  gave  no  indication  that 
other  changes  might  be  in  the  offing,  how- 

ever, and  was  mum  as  to  whether  a   suc- 
cessor to  Moulton  will  be  named  or  wheth- 

er the  post  will  be  dropped. 

Dropped  from  the  Paramount  roster 

upon  expiration  of  their  contracts  in  De- 
cember will  be  Burton  Lane  and  Ralph 

Freed,  song-writing  team.  Another  change 
on  the  Marathon  Street  lot  finds  Ralph 

Axness,  chief  clerk  in  the  call  sheets  bu- 
reau, boosted  to  an  assistant  director- 

ship, with  “Persons  in  Hiding”  as  his  first 
chore.  Richard  Stephens  takes  over 

Axness’  position  in  the  call  sheet  bureau. 

The  gradual  paring  of  Walter  Wanger’s list  of  contract  talent  continued  this  week 

as  it  was  announced  that  the  United 

Artists  producer  will  not  exercise  his  op- 
tion on  Henry  Fonda  when  the  actor  has 

completed  his  current  loan-out  chore  at 
Columbia.  Fonda,  who  plans  to  free-lance, 
follows  such  ex-Wanger  personalities  as 
Charles  Boyer  and  the  writing  team  of 
Gene  Towne  and  Graham  Baker. 

Frank  Ross ,   Hal  Roach 

Story  Editor ,   Promoted 
Frank  Ross,  Hal  Roach’s  story  editor, 

moves  into  the  production  ranks,  having 
been  assigned  as  associate  producer  on 

“Captain  Midnight.”  From  a   script  by 

Grover  Jones,  the  picture  will  roll  in  De- 
cember, with  Brian  Aherne  and  Victor 

McLaglen  in  the  top  spots. 

back  and  relax  after  winning  nearly  every 

point  in  its  three-year-old  battle  to  en- 

trench itself  as  the  film  capital’s  most 
powerful  talent  union. 

Along  more  routine  lines,  Murray  Kin- 
nell,  representing  the  SAG,  and  Lou 

Anger,  producer  delegate,  held  their  first 
meeting  to  discuss  the  selection  of  a   third 
and  neutral  member  to  complete  the 
three-man  arbitration  committee  which 
will  be  set  up  as  provided  for  under  the 

new  Guild-producer  contract. 
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Plays   Possibilities 

New  York  —   What  the  critics  think 

about  the  new  plays.  Venturing  hesitantly 

now,  the  season  continues  to  lag  although 

many  rehearsals  are  under  way: 

" Leave  It  to  Me” 

Twenty-ninth  play  of  the  season.  This 
opened  at  the  Imperial,  November  9.  A 

musical  comedy  in  two  acts  and  14  scenes, 

the  show  is  based  on  “Clear  All  Wires”  by 
Sam  and  Bella  Spewack.  Music  and  lyrics 
by  Cole  Porter;  dances  and  ensembles  ar- 

ranged by  Robert  Alton;  settings  by  Al- 
bert Johnson;  staged  by  Spewack  and 

George  Smith,  produced  by  Vinton  Freed- 
ley.  The  cast  includes  William  Gaxton, 

Victor  Moore,  Sophie  Tucker,  Mary  Mar- 
tin and  Tamara.  The  critics  liked  the 

proceedings  immensely,  as  this  proves: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror — The 
town  has  another  musical  hit  .   .   .   Hit- 

proof  words  and  music,  to  be  sure,  but  de- 
livered by  expert  entertainers  ...  It  all 

revolves  around  Mr.  Moore’s  appointment 
as  U.  S.  ambassador  to  the  Soviet  where 

he  didn’t  want  to  go  in  the  first  place. 
His  contribution  to  the  Democrats  assured 
him  of  exile  from  Topeka,  where  he  was 
happier.  The  numerous  attempts  to  be 
recalled  (by  his  blunders)  wind  up  mak- 

ing him  a   hero  among  the  Russians,  and 
some  of  it  is  very  funny. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (three  stars) 

— Not  a   raring  hit,  perhaps,  but  one  that 
will  linger  .   .   .   Most  of  the  songs  are 
Grade  A   Porter. 

Richard  Watts  jr„  Her  aid- Tribune — 

Aided  by  one  of  Cole  Porter’s  choicest 
scores,  the  enchanting  comedy  of  Victor 

Moore  and  the  pleasant  energy  of  Wil- 

liam Gaxton,  “Leave  It  to  Me”  proves  to 
be  a   lively,  tuneful  and  generally  attrac- 

tive musical  comedy  .   .   .   isn’t  really  much 
concerned  with  its  narrative,  being  prop- 

erly content  to  supply  Mr.  Moore  with  his 

best  vehicle  and  to  provide  us  with  a   con- 
tinuously delightful  series  of  songs  in  the 

best  Porter  vein.  The  local  musical  com- 
edy stage  is  in  proper  shape  again. 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American — As 
producer,  Mr.  Freedley  has  added  another 
to  his  list  of  blue  ribbon  musicals,  a   large 

and  lavish  show,  light-hearted  and  light- 
footed  .   .   .   When  he  (Victor  Moore)  has 

the  material  to  work  with,  material  that  is 
at  once  tender,  beaming  and  ridiculous, 
no  one  can  touch  him.  It  is  his  infallible 

gift  to  break  the  heart  and  the  funnybone 
at  the  same  time. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — The  mere 
fact  that  Mr.  Moore  is  back  again  should 
be  good  news  enough.  But  the  additional 
information  that  he  can  be  seen  from  now 

on  in  such  a   pleasant  musical  comedy  .   .   . 
with  such  welcome  performers  as  Sophie 
Tucker  and  William  Gaxton  among  his 
fellow  conspirators  against  dullness  ought 
to  be  a   cause  for  rejoicing  on  something 
like  a   grand  scale  ...  Its  spirit  is  gay, 
topical,  likeable  and  irreverent.  Its  hu- 

mor is  of  a   broad,  dependable  and  reward- 

ing kind  .   .   .   Sophie  Tucker  deserves  spe- 
cial mention. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun —   ...  a   crack- 
ling musical  .   .   .   But  mostly  it  is  Mr. 

Moore,  with  the  wistful  crack  in  his  voice 

and  his  deliriously  comical  appearance  and 
his  way  of  making  any  line  sound  five 
times  as  funny  as  it  really  is.  It  is  also 
Mr.  Gaxton,  full  of  rhythm  and  energy; 

Miss  Tucker,  retrieved  from  Hollywood, 

and  heartily  funny;  Tamara,  with  her 
abstract  face  and  polished  song  and  Mary 
Martin,  who  tosses  in  a   strip  tease  and  is 

impertinently  lyrical  .   .   .   Mr.  Porter’s 
music  and  lyrics  aren’t,  I   suspect,  quite 
the  best  he  has  ever  done. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — It  is  a   hand- 
some carnival  .   .   .   The  cast  reads  like  a 

roll  of  a   song-and-dance  honor  ...  If  Mr. 
Porter  were  not  at  the  top  of  his  form, 

the  performers  would  probably  have  less 
of  the  grand  manner.  But  he  has  written 

a   score  that  is  never  routine  for  a   mo- 
ment— swift,  smart  and  ingenious;  and 

his  lyrics  sparkle. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World  Telegram — 
.   .   .   not  a   lineal  descendant  of  the  historic 

“Of  Thee  I   Sing”  .   .   .   nor  has  it  a   great 
many  of  the  smashing  qualities  of  that 

musical  comedy.  But  it  bears  a   family  re- 
semblance to  past  political  satires,  chiefly 

in  its  familiar  treatment  of  Mr.  Moore, 

who,  as  usual,  is  pushed  around  and  brow- 
beaten and  made  a   hero  against  his  will. 

It  takes  Sophie  Tucker  to  put  over  a   num- 
ber .   .   .   Anyone  who  can  keep  his  eyes  off 

her  (Mary  Martin)  while  she  is  singing 

her  “Daddy”  number  is  not  a   man  and 
must  hence  be  a   mouse.  She  has  the  fresh- 

ness and  vitality  of  youth,  but  she  also  has 
poise  and  the  gift  of  devilish  honor,  and 
I   think  she  is  a   find. 

" Where  Do  We  Go  From  Here?” 

A   comedy  in  three  acts  by  William 
Bowers.  Produced  by  Oscar  Hammerstein 
and  Dwight  Taylor.  Anatole  Winogradoff 
staged.  This,  30th  play  of  the  season, 
opened  at  the  Vanderbilt,  November  15, 
with  a   cast  including  Edmund  Glover,  Dan 
de  Fore,  Stanley  Becker,  James  Truex, 
Ralph  Holmes,  Will  Dean,  Eugene  Gericke 
and  Ralph  Holmes.  The  critics: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   . 
long  on  youth,  high  spirits  and  amusing 
wisecracks,  but  a   little  short  on  story  .   .   . 
It  revolves  around  the  efforts  of  a   group 
of  youngsters  to  pay  off  the  old  mortgage 
on  their  beloved  fraternity  house  with  dat 

ol’  davil  depression  dogging  their  foot- 
steps .   .   .   Mr.  Bowers  has  fashioned  a   host 

of  interesting  characters  ...  It  is  too  bad 

that  he  couldn’t  have  added  a   more  solid 
and  cohesive  plot. 

B.  M„  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 

But  it  doesn’t  work  out  so  well  as  enter- 
tainment. It  needs  more  of  that  friendly 

and  warming  hokum  that  George  Abbott 

has  slipped  into  “What  a   Life”  .   .   .   How- 
ever, this  is  a   likeable  group  of  under- 

graduates ...  is  amiable  foolery. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American —   .   .   .   some 
shrewd  and  often  hilarious  observations  of 

life  in  what  is  so  laughably  called  a   secret 

fratei-nity  .   .   .   With  a   little  more  crafts- 
manship, Master  Powers  would  have  had 

a   school  play  better  than  either  "Brother 
Rat”  or  “What  a   Life”  ...  a   play  doctor 

probably  would  have  had  it  up  and  around. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune  —   But  it  is 
clumsy  and  aimless  play-making  and  re- 

sults in  an  unhappy  evening  in  the  the- atre. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — His  comedy  is  all  at- 
mosphere and  no  play.  It  ends  up  by 

being  pretty  hard  to  take,  in  spite  of  its 

brighter  moments  and  the  happy  casual- 

ness of  its  excellent  young  actors  .   .   .   Cer- 
tainly Ralph  Holmes  is  reliable  enough  as 

the  young  fraternity  president  who  rules 
the  roost  as  if  he  were  a   Fascist  dictator. 

And  Edward  Glover  is  a   lantern-faced 
fellow  with  a   delectable  flair  for  comedy. 

R.  L.,  Sun — The  play  is  pretty  much  of 

a   jumble,  too,  if  we  are  going  to  consider 

it  as  a   play,  as  I   guess,  we  really  needn’t. 

B.  A.,  Times — They  are  attractive  boys, 
particularly  in  the  acting  of  a   wisely 
chosen  cast;  Mr.  Bowers  has  found  a   good 

many  funny  things  for  them  to  say  and 
do.  But  even  a   college  charade  ought  to 
have  a   theme  ...  To  make  it  completely 
enjoyable,  all  they  need  is  a   play. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   ...  a   plaus- 
ible and  even  engaging  and  amusing  por- 

trait of  young  men  at  play  in  an  institu- 
tion of  so-called  higher  learning.  But  the 

picture  is  not  animated  by  anything  re- 

motely resembling  a   plot  and  it  is  ham- 
pered by  a   last-act  conglomeration  of 

hokum  that  was  long  ago  discarded  by 

more  experienced  dramatists. 

To  Meg  Eddy  Starrer 

Jack  Conway  has  been  assigned  to  di- 
rect “Let  Freedom  Ring,”  the  musical 

western  starring  Nelson  Eddy  at  Metro. 

Harry  Rapf  is  the  producer. 
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Myron  Selznick  Calls  Halt  to 

Plan  for  Profit-Sharing  Group 

Fairbanks  May  Set 

Release  Through  UA 
One  of  the  most  ambitious  independent 

production  projects  to  have  been  an- 

nounced in  Hollywood  in  several  years  ap- 
parently has  been  abandoned,  or,  at  least, 

temporarily  shelved,  as  the  result  of  con- 
firmation by  Myron  Selznick,  one  of  the 

film  capital’s  leading  talent  agents,  that 
he  definitely  has  concluded  for  the  time 

being  to  go  no  further  with  his  plans  to 

organize  profit-sharing  film  production 
companies  in  partnership  with  certain  of 
the  stars  and  other  film  talent  whom  he 

represents. 

Confirmation  of  Selznick’s  decision  has 
given  rise  to  the  usual  avalanche  of  con- 

jectures as  to  just  why  a   halt  has  been 

called  to  the  enterprise.  Local  dopesters, 

divided  in  their  opinions,  cleave  into  two 

schools  of  thought  as  to  possible  reasons: 

1.  Many  hold  that  Selznick  is  too  great- 

ly concerned  over  the  future  of  Holly- 

wood’s agency  business,  in  view  of  the 
greatly  changed  aspect  of  agent  relation- 

ships with  their  acting  clients  because  of 

the  “franchise”  plan  adopted  by  the 
Screen  Actors  Guild  after  a   bitter  fight 

with  the  ten-percenters.  Some  believe 
that  the  SAG  licensing  project,  exercising 

considerable  control  over  actor-agent  mat- 
ters, has  led  Selznick  to  the  conclusion 

that  it  would  be  wiser  to  lend  all  his  ef- 

forts to  working  with  the  Artists  Man- 
agers Guild  in  attempting  to  effect  a   less 

stringent  code  of  operations  with  the 

powerful  Thespic  union. 

2.  Other  students  of  the  situation  ad- 

here to  the  opinion  that  Selznick’s  pro- 
duction aspirations  met  with  considerable 

opposition  on  the  part  of  the  industry’s 
production  companies  and  that  they  may 

have  applied  pressure  in  some  undeter- 
mined form  to  successfully  dissuade  him 

from  branching  out  from  his  agency  ac- 

tivities into  a   competitive  film-making  en- 
terprise. 

Selznick's  first  move  toward  forming 
production-unit  partnerships  with  his 
clients  came  with  the  incorporation,  some 

months  ago,  of  Ernest  Lubitsch  Produc- 

tions and  the  appointment  of  Henry  Hen- 

igson  as  general  production  aide.  Henig- 

son  only  recently  returned  from  an  ex- 
tended trip  to  New  York  for  the  purpose 

of  effecting  a   release  for  “The  Shop 

Around  the  Corner,”  which  was  to  have 

been  Lubitsch’s  first.  Selznick  at  that 
time  indicated  he  would  form  similar  units 

headed  by  Carole  Lombard,  William  Pow- 
ell and  Janet  Gaynor,  but  took  no  further 

action  along  those  lines. 

The  future  of  Ernest  Lubitsch  Produc- 
tions and  disposition  of  the  story  property 

remains  in  the  unsettled  category. 

More  auspicious  was  the  progress  re- 
corded by  other  independent  production 

organizations.  After  several  months  of 

negotiations  and  conferences,  B.  W.  Rich- 

ards, head  of  Standard  Pictures,  an- 
f   nouneed  the  formation  of  Standard  Pic- 

tures Distributing  Corp.,  with  31  ex- 

changes,  in  the  nation’s  key  centers,  in 
f   the  setup  to  handle  the  14  which  Standard 

will  produce  for  the  1938-39  season.  Rich- 
:   ards,  an  an  extended  tour  through  the 

country,  signed  various  independent  ex- 

40 

Taking  His  Time 

On  " Pinoccio " In  no  hurry  to  negotiate  a   release  for 

his  second  feature-length  animated 

cartoon,  "Pinoccio/'  Walt  Disney  does 
not  intend  to  give  serious  consideration 

to  any  of  the  offers  so  far  received  at 

least  until  next  spring,  a   spokesman 

for  the  cartoon  producer  revealed  this 
week. 

"Pinoccio,"  based  on  the  Italian  folk 

legend,  has  been  in  work  for  nearly  a 

year  and  is  not  expected  to  be  com- 

ple:ed  until  next  September,  a   fact 

which  has  contributed  to  Disney's  deci- 
sion not  to  speed  arrangements  for  its 

distribution. 

changes  to  five-year  contracts  and,  in  the 

case  of  15  of  them,  holds  options  to  pur- 
chase if  such  a   move  seems  desirable.  The 

exchange  operators,  in  effect,  become  sub- 
sidiary partners  and.  in  addition  to  the 

Standard  product,  may  take  outside  films 

for  distribution.  Standard’s  production 

program  includes  six  “Headley  Family” 
films,  one  of  which  is  completed;  six 

“Radio  Reporter”  action  dramas,  and  two 
specials,  all  to  be  made  at  Grand  Na- 

tional studios.  G.  E.  Trainer,  secretary  and 

general  manager,  H.  C.  Leavitt,  vice- 

president,  and  George  Laganas,  trea- 

surer, sat  in  with  Richards  in  consummat- 
ing the  organization  of  the  distributing 

company. 

From  independent  production  back  to 

the  majors  went  Charles  R.  Rogers,  for- 
mer production  chief  at  Universal,  who 

signed  with  Paramount  as  a   producer. 

Rogers,  who  moved  onto  the  lot  this  week, 

brought  with  him  “The  Star  Maker,”  the 
story  property  which  he  had  announced 

for  independent  production  and  which  he 

will  bring  to  the  screen  under  the  Para- 
mount banner  with  Bing  Crosby  in  the 

title  role.  Under  terms  of  the  transaction 

Paramount  will  finance  its  making  and 

Rogers  joins  the  staff  as  an  associate 

producer.  The  picture  will  hit  the  cam- 
eras in  February  of  1939. 

The  steadily  rising  market  for  Spanish- 
language  pictures  led  by  Paramount  to 

sign  with  Dario  Faralla  for  the  release  of 

three  more  Spanish  pictures,  to  be  made 

by  his  Dario  Productions,  starring  Tito 
Guizar.  Faralla  has  already  delivered 

“Radio  Troubadour”  to  Paramount,  and 
plans  to  start  shooting  early  in  December 

on  “Papa  Soltero,”  first  of  the  additional 
trio. 

Set  to  get  into  action  shortly,  Nat  Le- 
vine moved  onto  the  M-G-M  lot  this  week. 

Levine  is  on  a   share-cropping  basis,  Metro 
to  release  a   number  of  action  melodramas 

to  be  made  by  his  production  unit.  The 

initialer  will  be  an  untitled  hospital  story. 

Opposite  John  Trent 
Appearing  opposite  John  Trent  in  the 

“Tailspin  Tommy”  series  for  Monogram 
will  be  Marjorie  Reynolds.  Paul  Malvern 

is  the  producer. 

Whether  or  not  United  Artists’  1938-39 
release  schedules  may  include  a   number 

of  pictures  produced  by  Douglas  Fair- 
banks sr.,  in  association  with  Montague 

Marks,  English  film  producer  and  finan- 
cier, was  expected  to  be  announced  in  New 

York  late  this  week  prior  to  Fairbanks’ 
departure  for  London,  it  was  revealed  here 

by  C.  E.  Ericksen,  Fairbanks’  business manager. 

Fairbanks  and  Marks,  the  latter  arriv- 
ing in  Hollywood  last  Friday  from  New 

York  and  England,  headed  east  Tuesday 

night  after  spending  several  days  in  con- 
ference and  will  embark  for  England  next 

week,  Ericksen  said.  Their  huddles  per- 
tained to  the  incorporation  of  a   new  pro- 

duction organization,  headquartering  in 

London,  to  be  known  as  Albion  Pictures, 

and,  although  no  official  disclosures  as  to 

detailed  plans  were  made  here,  it  was  in- 
dicated that  one  or  more  of  the  com- 

pany’s vehicles  may  be  made  in  Holly- 
wood. 

Fairbanks’  status  as  a   founder-member 

and  large  shareholder  in  UA  is  held  local- 
ly as  strong  evidence  that  Albion  films 

will  find  their  way  into  UA’s  exchanges 
for  distribution  when  cameras  begin  turn- 

ing on  the  new  project.  As  an  additional 
indication  that  UA  will  release  it  is 

pointed  out  that  Marks  was  formerly 

general  manager  for  Alexander  Korda, 

English  producer  whose  films  are  dis- 
tributed by  United  Artists. 

Three  Majors  Each  Have 

Nine  Before  the  Cameras 

(Continued  from  page  37) 

“Navy  Girl”  and  “Mr.  Wong  in  China- 

town.” 

Hitting  Republic’s  cameras  was  “The 
Fighting  Thoroughbred,”  a   horse-racing 
story.  The  North  Hollywood  has  three 

features  in  work,  equal  to  last  week’s 

pace,  with  “The  Mysterious  Miss  X,” 
“Mexicali  Rose”  and  “Wagons  Westward” next  to  go. 

Shot  into  production  after  one  post- 

ponement was  Columbia’s  “Racketeers.” 
This  plant  hit  a   low  mark,  however,  with 

only  two  pictures  before  the  cameras — 

a   pace  which  is  expected  to  pick  up  no- 

ticeably when  “Let  Us  Live”  and  “The 
Lone  Wolf’s  Daughter”  are  given  the  nod 

next  week,  followed  by  “Power  to  Burn” 
and  “Missing  Daughters.” 

As  per  schedule,  Edward  Small  gunned 

“King  of  the  Turf”  as  a   United  Artists 
release,  giving  UA  three  films  in  work. 

Hal  Roach  is  well  along  with  “It’s  Spring 

Again,”  and  Walter  Wanger  has  “Stage 
Coach”  in  production.  Samuel  Goldwyn 

will  get  into  action  next  week  on  “Wuth- 
ering  Heights,”  Roach  will  follow  with 

“Captain  Midnight”  and  Wanger  has  “The 
Illusionist”  set  as  his  next. 
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Jack  Benny  and  his  writing  staff — Bill 

Morrow  and  Ed  Beloin — headed  for  Palm 

Springs  this  week  to  enjoy  the  desert  air 

while  working  on  radio  and  screen  ma- 
terial. 

★ 

Honoring  Dean  George  H.  Chase  of 

Harvard’s  Graduate  School  of  Arts  and 
Sciences,  Producer  Albert  Lewin  was  host 
at  luncheon  at  Paramount  this  week. 

Attending,  to  fete  Dean  Chase,  were  Wil- 
liam LeBaron,  George  Cukor,  Preston 

Sturges,  Hans  Dreier  and  James  Seymour, 
president  of  the  Los  Angeles  Harvard  Club. 

* 

David  O.  Selznick  is  due  back  at  Selz- 
nick  International  in  two  weeks  from  his 

extended  sojourn  in  Bermuda,  he  notified 

studio  attaches,  bringing  with  him  a   com- 

pleted and  edited  script  of  “Gone  With 

the  Wind.”  His  message  to  the  studio 

branded  as  “greatly  exaggerated”  current 
reports  he  was  seriously  ill. 

★ 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  King  Vidor  have  returned 

from  a   lengthy  trip  to  England,  during 

which  Vidor  directed  “The  Citadel’’  for 
M-G-M  in  London. 

★ 

Prank  Lloyd,  Paramount  producer-di- 
rector; Mrs.  Lloyd,  their  daughter  Alma 

and  Associate  Producer  Lou  Smith  were 

expected  back  in  Hollywood  late  this  week. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Lloyd  recently  returned  from 

a   European  vacation.  The  producer  has 

been  spending  some  time  in  New  York 

initiating  research  on  his  next  picture. 
* 

On  the  road  to  recovery  at  the  Cedars 

of  Lebanon  Hospital  after  an  automobile 
accident  is  Lou  Ostrow,  Metro  producer. 

* 

In  observance  of  Carlisle  Jones’  tenth 

anniversary  with  Warners’  publicity  staff, 
male  members  of  the  department  feted 

him  at  a   party  at  the  home  of  Bob  Tap- 
linger,  publicity  director,  this  week. 

* 

Resting  comfortably  after  an  emergency 
appendectomy  at  the  Cedars  of  Lebanon 

Hospital  was  Hunts  Hall,  one  of  the  “Dead 
End’’  boys. 

k 

Bing  Crosby  and  his  wife,  Dixie  Lee, 

are  vacationing  for  a   few  days  and  at- 
tending the  races  at  Bay  Meadows. 

k 

Among  the  guests  attending  a   recep- 
tion given  by  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Richard  Hage- 

man  in  honor  of  the  Metropolitan  Opera 
artists  now  in  the  city  were  such  film 

notables  as  Nelson  Eddy,  Gladys  Swarth- 
out,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Basil  Rathbone,  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Edward  G.  Robinson  and  Boris 
Morros. 

k 

Patric  Knowles,  with  his  wife  and  son, 

will  spend  the  Christmas  holidays  in  the 

actor’s  native  England,  leaving  for  abroad 
early  in  December. 

* 

Mrs.  Edmund  L.  Hartmann,  wife  of  the 
Universal  scenarist,  became  the  mother 

of  a   baby  girl,  born  at  the  Hollywood 
Hospital  last  week. 

k 

Recovered  from  a   slight  illness  which 

put  him  a-bed  for  a   week.  Producer 
Charles  Ford  is  back  at  work  at  Republic. 

k 

Max  Gordon  and  Harry  Revel,  20 th  Cen- 
tury-Fox song  smiths,  are  in  New  York  on 

vacation  for  three  weeks. 
k 

Florence  Rice,  Metro  player,  is  vaca- 
tioning in  Palm  Springs,  having  completed 

a   film  assignment. 
k 

Off  to  New  York  for  two  weeks  is 
Frederick  Hazlitt  Brennan,  Paramount 
writer. 

★ 

Jack  Benny  and  Edgar  Bergen  were 

guests  of  honor  at  a   testimonial  dinner 

tossed  for  them  by  the  Masquers  Club, 

with  Charlie  McCarthy  as  official  host. 

Edward  Earle  presided  and  William  Col- 
lier sr„  was  toastmaster.  Entertainment 

was  headed  by  Mario  Chamlee,  Metro- 
politan Opera  tenor. 

* 

Phases  of  motion  picture  research  were 
to  be  explained  to  members  of  the  Pacific 

Coast  Registrars  Asshi,  convening  in  Hol- 
lywood this  week,  by  Herman  Lissauer, 

head  of  Warners  research  department. 
k 

Producer  Trem  Carr  has  been  elected 

president  of  the  Lakeside  Country  Club 

for  the  coming  year  by  its  board  of  di- 
rectors. Carr  previously  held  the  post  of 

treasurer. 

From  Overseas 

During  the  course  of  a   short  visit  to 

Hollywood,  the  Earl  of  Beatty — son  of 
the  late  Admiral  Earl  Beatty,  hero  of 

the  British  war-time  naval  battle  of 

Jutland — and  the  Countess  of  Beatty 

were  introduced  to  the  mysteries  of 

film-making  by  Samuel  Goldwyn. 

Here  the  Earl,  on  the  left,  and  his 

wife  are  being  shown  around  the 

United  Artists  lot  by  the  producer. 

Producer -Director  George  Nicholls  jr., 

or  Republic,  headed  for  New  York  again 

this  week  for  a   two-week  stay.  He  had  just 
returned  to  the  studio  from  an  eastward 

trek  in  search  of  acting  talent  for  “Wagons 
MresUvard,”  his  next  assignment. 

* 

To  gather  data  and  compile  material  for 
the  forthcoming  annual  edition  of  the 

Encyclopedia  Brittanica,  Marshall  Eltinge, 
field  representative  for  the  reference  tome, 

arrived  this  week.  An  expanded  section  on 

motion  pictures  will  be  included  in  the 
new  volume. 

k 

Rex  O’Malley,  stage  and  screen  player, 
arrived  from  New  York  this  week  to  begin 
work  in  a   film  at  Paramount. 

k 

With  his  script  assignment  on  Walter 

Wanger’s  “Stagecoach”  completed,  Dudley 

Nichols  is  en  route  east  for  a   month’s vacation. 
* 

Guest  of  honor  this  week  at  the  “Helza- popin’’  wild-west  celebration  in  Phoenix, 

Ariz.,  was  William  Boyd  of  “Hopalong 
Cassidy”  fame. 

k 

Bob  Burns  is  back  at  Paramount  for  his 

next  film  assignment,  having  spent  three 

weeks  in  Honolulu  with  Mrs.  Burns. 
★ 

Gail  Patrick,  her  husband,  Bob  Cobb, 
and  her  secretary,  Jean  Edwards,  arrived 

in  Hollywood  from  a   three-week  sojourn 
in  New  York. 

k 

Honeymooning  in  the  north  after  their 
marriage  in  Santa  Barbara  on  Wednesday 

are  Louis  Hayward  and  Ida  Lupino.  The 

bride’s  mother,  Mrs.  Stanley  Lupino,  at- 
tended the  ceremony. 

k 

Paramount  has  okayed  Ray  Milland’s 

request  for  a   vacation  in  his  native  Eng- 
land, and  the  actor  is  laying  plans  to  leave 

December  12,  following  completion  of  his 

current  film  assignment. k 

Many  of  the  film  colony’s  socially  elite 
attended  a   formal  dinner  party  given  by 

Joan  Bennett  at  her  Holmby  Hills  resi- 

dence. Among  those  present  were  Claud- 

ette Colbert  and  Dr.  Joel  Pressman,  Ron- 
ald Colman  and  Benita  Hume,  Samuel 

Goldwyn,  Arthur  Hornblow  and  Myrna 

Loy,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Basil  Rathbone,  Con- 
stance Bennett,  Merle  Oberon,  Loretta 

Young,  Norma  Shearer,  William  Powell, 

Robert  Riskin,  James  Stewart  and  Walter 
Wanger. ★ 

Bob  Hope  and  Shirley  Ross  are  sponsor- 
ing the  fifth  annual  Thanksgiving  Day 

“newsboy  dinner”  for  Hollywood’s  news- 

paper salesmen,  with  65  “newsies”  sched- uled to  don  bib  and  tucker  for  the  feast. k 

Robert  (Believe  It  or  Not)  Ripley,  who 

arrived  at  20th  Century-Fox  last  week  to 

make  a   short  subject  dealing  with  the  life 

of  Jesse  James,  was  introduced  to  the 

trade  and  metropolitan  press  at  a   studio 

luncheon.  Harry  Brand  and  his  studio 

publicity  department  were  the  hosts. 
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Television  Is  Rearing  Head 

High  at  Present  in  Colony 

Television — and  the  part  Hollywood’s 
radio  center  will  play  in  its  development 

and  operation,  when  it  arrives — bobbed  up 
for  serious  consideration  by  microphone 

moguls  this  week  as  an  echo  of  Para- 

mount’s recent  announcement  that  it  has 
stepped  in  to  take  an  active  part  in  sight- 
and-sound  broadcasting  by  acquiring  a   50 
per  cent  interest  in  the  DuMont  Labora- 

tories of  New  Jersey,  a   pioneer  in  the 
field. 

Under  the  auspices  of  the  Hollywood 

Television  Society,  a   one-week  convention 
of  the  American  Radio  Relay  League 

opened  locally,  the  session  to  be  high- 
lighted by  an  address  by  Dr.  Lee  De  For- 

rest, radio  pioneer,  on  his  theories  con- 
cerning visual  broadcasting. 

Superiority  on  West  Coast 

Returning  from  an  extended  tour  of 

the  nation’s  radio  centers,  Thomas  S.  Lee, 
president  of  the  Don  Lee  Broadcasting 
System,  which  has  maintained  consistent 
television  experimentation,  predicted  that 

sight-and-sound  reception  will  be  vastly 
superior  on  the  west  coast.  The  Don  Lee 
chain,  which  recently  embarked  on  a 
daily  television  program  featuring  short 

sketches,  singers  and  dance  bands,  is  pre- 

pared “at  a   moment’s  notice”  to  greatly 
expand  its  activity  in  this  direction,  Lee 
said. 

Other  developments  along  Radio  Row 
found  the  Southern  California  Broadcast- 

ers Ass’n,  at  its  annual  election  of  of- 
ficers’ session,  renaming  Leo  Tyson,  man- 

ager of  Station  KMPC,  as  president.  Re- 
tained also  were  Lawrence  MacDowell, 

vice-president,  and  Calvin  Smith,  secre- 
tary-treasurer. The  asociation  represents 

14  suburban,  independent  broadcasting 
stations. 

Set  to  open  Friday  at  the  University  of 
Southern  California  was  the  first  annual 

convention  of  the  Institute  of  Radio,  a 
cooperative  enterprise  sponsored  by  the 

university’s  radio  division,  with  the 
avowed  purpose  of  correlating  and  co- 

ordinating the  industry’s  diverse  activities. 
Don  Gilman,  vice-president  of  the  Na- 

tional Broadcasting  Co.;  Charles  D.  Pen- 
man, production  manager  for  Don  Lee; 

Helmer  Anderson,  chief  engineer  at  Sta- 
tion KFAC,  and  various  university  pro- 

fessors were  to  be  on  the  program,  which 
was  to  be  broken  into  seminars  covering 
virtually  every  phase  of  the  industry. 

Several  New  Airshows 

Reacting  from  the  excitement  and  jit- 
tery feeling  which  pervaded  the  radio 

center  when  the  announcement  came  last 

week  of  the  imminent  collapse  of  “Holly- 
wood Hotel,”  one  of  the  oldest  shows  to 

be  produced  locally,  several  new  airshows 
were  announced  as  additions  to  the  al- 

ready heavy  fall  crop.  Station  KFWB 
carded  a   quartet  of  newcomers,  headed  by 
a   dramatic  serial  with  William  Farnum, 
silent  screen  star,  topping  the  cast.  Being 
whipped  into  shape  for  a   January  debut 
by  the  Columbia  network  is  a   dramatic 

show  of  the  guest-star  variety,  created  by 
Jesse  Lasky,  film  producer  and  set  for 

Studio  Fire  Delays 

" Drummond " 
Inilicting  an  estimated  $40,000  dam- 

age, fire  hit  a   Paramount  studio  sound 

stage  Tuesday  night.  The  conflagra- 

tion, traced  to  faulty  wiring,  destroyed 

a   large  quantity  of  sound-proofing  ma- 
terial and  will  occasion  a   short  delay 

in  production  on  "Bulldog  Drummond's 

Secret  Police." 

sponsorship  by  Wrigley.  Transferring 
from  KECA,  NBC  affiliate,  to  KHJ  of  the 

Don  Lee  chain  was  an  educational  pro- 

gram, “Round  the  World,”  which  is  piped 
into  the  classrooms  of  the  city’s  schools each  Tuesday. 

Taxed  for  space  despite  the  opening  of 
its  new  Columbia  Square  studios,  CBS  has 
announced  plans  to  build  at  least  two  more 
theatres,  seating  approximately  400  each. 
Carrying  the  heaviest  load  in  its  history, 
the  network  has  overflowed  into  Station 

KFWB,  the  Warner  Brothers  outlet,  at 
which  plant  it  leases  broadcasting  space 
for  several  programs.  A 

W.  C.  Fields  has  wound  up  his  micro- 
phone chores  on  the  Lucky  Strike  pro- 
gram, via  CBS,  after  a   four-week  stint 

during  which  his  comedy  routine  was  piped 

into  the  regular  show  from  the  CBS  stu- 
dios here.  The  program  reverts  hereaf- 

ter to  its  straight  musical  format. 

Milton  Shubert  Assigned 

To  Produce  Warner  Pair 

Milton  Shubert  has  been  assigned  by 

Bryan  Foy  to  produce  a   pair  of  pictures 

at  Warners — “Sweepstakes  Winner,”  star- 
ring Marie  Wilson,  and  “The  Return  of 

Dr.  X,”  with  Boris  Karloff.  Shubert,  for- 
mer Broadway  stage  producer,  has  been 

at  the  Burbank  plant  for  eight  months 

acquainting  himself  with  production  pro- 
cedure. 

Co-Star  Loretta  Young , 

Ameche  in  ' Graham  Bell' 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  assigned  Lo- 

retta Young  to  the  feminine  lead  opposite 

Don  Ameche  in  “Alexander  Graham  Bell,” 
in  which  Ameche  will  play  the  title  role. 

Irving  Cummings  will  direct,  the  film 

going  on  the  studio’s  January  schedule. 

Set  Next  "Hardy" “The  Hardys  Step  High”  has  been  se- 

lected as  the  next  in  the  “Judge  Hardy” 
series  at  M-G-M.  George  Seitz,  who  re- 

cently completed  “Out  West  With  the 
Hardys”  will  direct. 

Jack  Skirball  Due 

At  Grand  National 

That  Grand  National,  idling  along  in 

low  gear  for  the  past  several  weeks  as 
far  as  production  speed  is  concerned,  will 

double- clutch  into  high  and  press  down 
on  the  throttle  within  two  weeks  became 
what  studio  attaches  considered  a   virtual 

certainty  when  word  was  received  from 

New  York  that  Jack  Skirball,  general  pro- 
duction manager,  was  to  check  in  locally 

late  this  week  after  more  than  a   month 
in  the  east. 

With  him  was  to  be  Franklyn  Warner, 

president  of  Fine  Arts  Pictures — which 
will  deliver  26  films  to  GN  on  the  com- 

ing season’s  program — and  Sam  Berko- 
witz,  executive  sales  manager  for  FA. 
Warner  and  Berkowitz  headed  east  last 
week  to  meet  and  confer  with  E.  W. 

Hammons,  GN  president,  upon  his  return 
from  a   trip  to  England,  during  which 
trip  Skirball  has  been  holding  down  the 
fort  in  New  York. 

In  Skirball’s  absence,  the  studio  has 
been  more  or  less  marking  time  on  its 

camera  work,  the  sole  GN  production  on 

the  lot  at  present  being  Eugene  Frenke’s 
Anna  Sten  starrer,  “Exile  Express.”  FA, 
which  has  manufactured  four  for  GN 

consumption  during  1938-39,  has  held  fire 
on  a   half-dozen  pictures  which  are  in 
completed  script  form — several  of  which 
will  be  allocated  starting  dates  upon  War- ner’s return. 

Set  to  go  into  the  cutting  rooms  shortly 

are  two  “cowgirl”  westerns  being  pro- 
duced by  Coronado  Pictures,  made  simul- 

taneously on  location  in  Arizona  with 
Dorothy  Page  as  the  star.  Now  shooting, 

also  on  location,  is  the  newly-organized 

Cinemart  Pictures’  initial  effort  for  GN 

release,  “Tigger  Pals,”  starring  Arthur Jarrett. 

Developments  along  Hollywood’s  Bank- 
ruptcy Row  found  the  projected  sale  of 

International  Cinema  Laboratories,  sched- 
uled to  be  held  before  U.  S.  Referee  Sam- 
uel McNabb  this  week,  postponed  until 

November  23  at  the  request  of  a   group  of 
stockholders.  Shareholders  were  granted 

a   similar  delay  last  month  on  the  plea 
that  they  are  attempting  to  form  a   pool 

in  order  to  purchase  the  laboratory  at  the 
coming  auction  and  keep  it  in  operation. 
International  went  into  bankruptcy  last 
January. 

Asks  for  Ideas 
Extending  its  search  for  story  material 

for  the  “Jones  Family”  pictures,  20th 
Century-Fox  has  notified  its  studio  em- 

ployes that  acceptable  basic  ideas  sub- 
mitted by  them  will  be  duly  considered 

and,  if  used,  paid  for  at  standard  rates. 

William  Dover  Leaves 
William  Dover,  in  charge  of  writers  and 

directors  at  20th  Century-Fox,  has  re- 
signed. 
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Lull  of  Visiting 

Moguls  to  Break 
Production  at  Hollywood’s  film  plants 

proceeded  apace  and  executives  and  per- 
sonnel of  the  picture-making  foundries 

returned  to  normalcy  as  it  apeared  that 
the  deluge  of  visiting  homeoffice  moguls, 
so  heavy  during  past  weeks,  had  eased  off 
— at  least  for  a   few  days. 

The  picture  will  be  materially  altered 
next  week,  however,  at  which  time  both 
Republic  and  RKO  Radio  will  be  prepared 
to  throw  open  their  doors  to  delegations  of 
eastern  executives.  Although  receiving  no 
definite  information  as  yet,  Republic  is 
expecting  Herbert  J.  Yates,  chairman  of 

the  board  and  power-behind-the-throne, 
to  check  in  for  one  of  his  periodical  sur- 

veys of  the  production  scene,  which  may 

occupy  him  from  two  to  three  weeks.  Con- 
ferences with  E.  H.  Goldstein,  M.  J.  Siegel 

and  other  studio  executives  anent  the 

present  status  of  the  North  Hollywood 

plant’s  shooting  schedules  and  other  mat- 
ters in  connection  with  the  operation  of 

the  plant  will  occupy  Yates’  chief  atten- 
tion, studio  spokesmen  predicted. 

RKO  Radio  is  dusting  off  the  chair  of 
honor  for  George  Schaefer,  recently 
elected  president  of  the  company,  who  is 
due  in  some  time  next  week  for  his  first 

official  visit  to  the  plant.  Schaefer  will 

be  accompanied  by  Ned  Depinet,  vice- 
president  in  charge  of  sales,  and  will  meet 

Leo  Spitz,  retiring  president,  here.  Spitz 
already  has  been  at  the  studio  for  several 

days  awaiting  Schaefer’s  arrival.  The  trio 
will  engage  in  conferences  with  Pandro  S. 

Berman,  production  chief,  to  familiarize 

Schaefer  with  operational  policies  and  rou- 
tine. 

Returning  to  Monogram  after  confer- 
ences with  President  W.  Ray  Johnston  in 

New  York  were  Scott  R.  Dunlap,  produc- 
tion chief,  and  Ralph  Bettinson,  Holly- 
wood representative  of  Pathe  Films,  Ltd., 

while  Edward  Golden,  vice-president  and 
sales  head  of  the  company,  left  last 
Saturday  after  a   few  days  at  the  studio. 
Golden  planned  to  stop  off  in  Oklahoma 
City  for  conferences  with  theatre  chain 
executives  and  was  to  move  on  to  Co- 

lumbus, Ohio,  to  address  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio  convention 

before  reporting  back  at  his  New  York 

office.  Before  his  departure,  Golden  con- 
ferred briefly  on  sales  policies  and  the 

production  outlook  with  Dunlap. 

Hal  Wallis,  executive  producer  at  War- 
ners, returned  to  the  Burbank  studio. 

Tuesday,  after  a   two-week  trip  to  New 
York  for  conferences  with  Major  Albert 
Warner,  S.  Charles  Einfeld,  Gradwell 
Sears  and  other  executives. 

Carrying  with  him  a   print  of  the  latest 

Principal  production,  “Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With 
the  Circus,”  Louis  Hyman,  in  charge  of 
distribution  for  the  Sol  Lesser  company, 
traveled  to  New  York.  RKO  Radio  will 

release  the  Tommy  Kelly  starrer. 

Warner  to  Hospital 
Harry  M.  Warner  was  admitted  to  a 

local  hospital  this  week  for  treatment  of 

stomach  disorders.  He  probably  will  be 
confined  two  weeks. 

OPTIONS 

— Columbia 

FRANK  STRAYER  signs  long-term  directorial 

contract  as  a   result  of  his  work  on  “Blondie.” 
PENNY  SINGLETON  draws  acting  contract  to 

appear  in  a   minimum  of  two  more  “Blondie” 
pictures.  She  had  the  title  role  in  the  first, 
recently  completed. — Metro 

LENI  LYNN,  13-year-old  singer,  held  for  an- 
other term. 

EDWARD  AXT,  son  of  Dr.  William  Axt,  com- 
poser-arranger, has  joined  the  studio  music  de- 

partment. 
NORMAN  TAUROG  draws  new  directorial  pact 

and  assignment  to  pilot  “The  Yearling”  when 
he  has  completed  “The  Awakening  of  Katherine.” 
KENNETH  McKENNA  draws  new  contract  as 

story  editor  after  being  transferred  to  the  studio 
from  a   similar  post  in  New  York  three  weeks  ago. 

TOM  COLLINS  signs  term  acting  deal.  First 

assignment:  “Skids.” TERRY  KILBOURNE,  child  actor,  draws  new 
term  contract. 

— Paramount 

JOSEPH  ALLEN  jr.,  signs  acting  agreement.  He 
is  from  the  Broadway  stage. 

ROBERT  THOEREN  joins  writing  department. 

He  will  collaborate  on  an  original  story  with  Gil- 
bert Gabriel. 

— RKO  Radio 

RICHARD  DIX  signs  two-way,  acting-directing 

contract.  He  is  currently  starring  in  “Twelve 

Crowded  Hours.” 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

HAROLD  LAMB  signs  writing  contract. 

DOUGLAS  FOWLEY  signs  a   new  long-term 

acting  contract.  Currently  in  “Dodge  City”  at 
Warners,  Fowley  recently  washed  up  a   previous 
pact  with  the  studio. 

NUNNALLY  JOHNSON,  associate  producer, 
held  for  another  term; 

IRVTNG  CUMMINGS  remains  for  another  term 
as  director. 

— Warner  Bros. 

DON  RYAN,  writer,  held  for  another  term.  He 

is  currently  on  a   script  for  the  studio’s  “Secret 
Service”  series. 
WILLIAM  DIETERLE,  director,  draws  new 

long-term  contract.  He  launched  “Juarez,”  co- 
starring  Paul  Muni  and  Bette  Davis,  this  week. 

IVAN  GOFF,  writer,  held  for  another  six 
months. 

RONALD  REAGAN  draws  new  term  acting 

contract;  WALLY  KLEIN,  writer,  held  for  an- 
other term. 

MIKE  McGREAL,  head  of  the  studio  camera 
department,  given  new  contract. 

SCRIPTERS 

— Columbia 

DAVID  LAMSON  to  “Missing  Daughters.” 
— Samuel  Goldwyn 

BORIS  INGSTER  joins  writing  staff  on  loan- 
out  from  20th  Century-Fox. 

HOUSTON  BRANCH  to  “Beach  Boy,”  in  which 
Jon  Hall  will  be  starred. 

— Paramount 

GEORGE  BRUCE  to  “Navy  Nurse,”  a   Jeff 
Lazarus  production. 
— Principal 

MICHAEL  SIMMONS  to  an  untitled  vehicle  as 
a   Bobby  Breen  starrer. 

— RKO  Radio 

JOSEPH  PAGANO  to  “G-Dog,”  for  Producer Bert  Gilroy. 

— Republic 

FRANKLYN  COEN  to  “Women  Make  News” 
for  Producer  Sol  C.  Siegel;  JACK  O’DONNELL 

to  “Probation  Nurse,”  which  Herman  Schlom 
will  produce. 

LEE  LOEB  to  “Forged  Passport,”  for  Producer- Director  John  H.  Auer. 

JAMES  WEBB  to  “Tidal  Wave.” 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

MANNY  SEFF  to  an  untitled  original. 
— Republic 

STEPHEN  VASS  to  “Capital  Punishment.” 
John  Auer  will  produce  and  direct. 

BETTY  BURBRIDGE  and  STANLEY  ROBERTS 

to  “Three  Texas  Steers,”  next  in  the  “Three 
Mesquiteers”  western  series,  which  William  Berke 
will  produce. 

BRENDA  WEISBERG  to  “Lady  Hoboes”  for Producer  Herman  Schlom. 

— Universal 

ROBERTSON  WHITE  to  “Victoria  Docks  at 

Eight,”  a   mystery  story  by  Rufus  King,  as  a 
Crime  Club  production. 

CHARLES  GRAYSON  to  “Three’s  Company,” 
the  Bing  Crosby  starrer,  collaborating  with  AR- 

THUR KOBER. 

EARL  FELTON  to  “Key  Woman.”  Barney 
Sarecky  will  produce. 

LEW  LIPTON  to  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an  Honest 

Scriveners  Discuss 

Credits  in  Writing 

Concern  over  the  proper  allocation  of 

writing  credits — those  most  highly-prized 

possessions  of  the  industry’s  film  scriv- 
eners— took  precedence  over  all  other  mat- 

ters, even  the  Screen  Writers  Guild’s  vast- 
ly important  one  of  negotiating  a   bargain- 

ing agreement  with  the  producers,  as  an 
item  of  business  for  both  the  SWG  and 
its  rival,  the  Screen  Playwrights,  Inc., 
this  week. 

With  Charles  Brackett,  newly-elected 
president,  officiating  for  the  first  time, 

the  SWG  board  of  directors  held  its  regu- 
lar weekly  meeting  Monday  night  and 

devoted  most  of  its  discussion  to  a   pro- 
jected plan  for  creating  an  arbitration 

board  as  a   means  of  settling  disputes 

among  film  writers  over  credit  designation. 

Under  discussion  was  the  feasibility  of  ap- 
pointing a   special  committee  to  further 

plans  for  the  creation  of  such  a   board,  a 
matter  which  was  to  be  decided  upon 
later  in  the  week.  Dore  Schary  was 
added  to  the  new  executive  board  when  a 

tally  of  the  ballots  cast  in  the  SWG  elec- 
tion last  week  revealed  he  had  carded  the 

same  number  of  votes  as  Henry  Myers, 
who  also  remains  on  the  board. 

The  SP,  which  is  the  only  organization 

empowered  to  act  in  credits  disputes — by 
dint  of  the  working  agreement  it  holds 

with  the  producers — continued  the  probe 
into  credits  tangles  which  it  began  last 
week.  The  SP  arbitration  committee, 

comprising  Jack  O’Donnell,  Eliot  Gibbons 
and  Jane  Storm,  overruled  a   protest  filed 

by  James  Edward  Grant,  who  challenged 
the  credit  given  Ken  Englund,  a   member 

of  the  rival  SWG,  on  a   Columbia  produc- 
tion. After  analyziing  the  script  in  ques- 

tion, the  arbitration  board  ruled  Englund 
to  be  entitled  to  share  writing  credits 
with  Grant  and  another  collaborator, 
Philip  Epstein. 

Last  week  the  SP  went  to  bat  for 
Scenarist  Milton  Gropper  in  a   tilt  with 
Universal  and  succeeded  in  having  his 

name  placed  on  the  credit  slide  of  “Ex- 
posed,” which  went  into  release  without 

bearing  Gropper’s  name  on  the  writing credits. 

No  action  will  be  taken  on  the  SWG’s complaint  to  the  National  Labor  Relations 

Board,  charging  producers  with  “unfair 
labor  practices”  in  refusing  to  negotiate  a 
working  agreement,  until  Dr.  Towne  Ny- 
lander,  regional  director  of  the  NLRB, 

checks  back  at  his  office  early  in  Decem- 
ber. In  the  same  status  is  a   similar 

complaint  filed  by  the  Screen  Directors Guild. 

Man,”  the  W.  C.  Fields-Edgar  Bergen-Charlie  Me- 
Carthy  starrer. 
— Warner  Bros. 

ROBERT  BUCKNER  and  NIVEN  BUSCH  to 

"Battle  of  City  Hall."  in  which  the  "Dead  End” kids  and  Humphrey  Bogart  will  appear. 

SETON  I.  MIDLER  to  “The  Sea  Hawk,”  from 
the  novel  by  Raphael  Sabatini,  In  which  Errol 
Flynn  will  be  starred. 

ANTHONY  COLDEWAY  to  “Student  Nurse,” which  will  feature  Ann  Sheridan,  Marie  Wilson 

and  Margaret  Lindsay;  WARREN  DUFF  to 
“Glitter,”  from  the  Katherine  Brush  novel.  Wayne 
Morris  will  star. 

JOHN  HUSTON  to  "Footsteps  in  the  Dark,”  an English  mystery  play. 

MAURICE  IIANLINE  to  an  untitled  “Torchy Blane”  story. 
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Hollywood  to  Help 

In  Paralysis  Drive 
That  Hollywood — always,  in  the  fore- 

front in  liberal  cooperation  with  worth- 
while charity  campaigns  and  benefits  for 

the  needy — will  be  called  upon  to  con- 

tribute lavishly  to  the  nation’s  annual 
infantile  paralysis  campaign,  sponsored  by 

President  Roosevelt,  seemed  assured  this 

week  when  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox executive  and  vice-president  of 
the  national  campaign  committee,  was 

reappointed  California  state  chairman  for 

the  drive,  a   post  which  he  held  last  year. 

Schenck,  who  is  also  piloting  the  in- 
dustry in  the  current  Community  Chest 

drive,  and  in  which  Hollywood  has  al- 
ready neared  its  $400,000  quota,  will 

plunge  immediately  into  the  work  of  or- 

ganizing his  staff  for  the  new  relief  as- 

signment. Having  returned  from  Washing- 
ton, D.  C.,  only  a   few  days  ago  after 

conferring  wtih  the  nation’s  chief  anent 
the  paralysis  campaign,  Schenck  has  ex- 

pressed his  determination  to  place  Cali- 
fornia again  in  the  national  lead,  the 

rank  which  it  occupied  last  year.  The 

1939  drive  will  begin  in  January,  culmi- 

nating with  President  Roosevelt’s  birth- 
day ball  January  30. 

Pertaining  more  specifically,  along  char- 
itable lines,  to  the  film  world  was  the 

progress  being  made  by  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Relief  Fund  in  its  present  sale  of 

Christmas  cards.  Under  the  direction  of 

Nedda  Harrigan,  chairman  of  the  com- 

mittee in  charge  of  the  enterprise,  mem- 
bers of  the  corps  are  being  stationed  at 

the  various  studios  to  sell  the  greeting 

cards,  proceeds  from  which  go  into  the 

coffers  of  the  industry-relief  organization. 

More  than  50  000  of  the  cards  have  al- 

ready been  ordered,  according  to  latest 
tabulations. 

Melvyn  Douglas  and  Edward  Arnold, 

among  other  screen  personalities,  will  do- 
nate of  their  time  and  talent  at  a   benefit 

concert  to  be  held  Sunday  by  the  Indus- 
trial Center  for  the  Aged,  scheduled  to  be 

staged  at  Trinity  Auditorium.  Tenen 

Holtz,  veteran  character  actor,  will  act  as 
master  of  ceremonies. 

Sign  Mexican  Vice-Consul 

As  an  Adviser  on  ' Juarez ' 
Ernesto  A.  Romero,  Mexican  vice-con- 

sul, has  been  signed  as  technical  ad- 

viser on  “Juarez,”  Paul  Muni-Bette  Davis 
co-starrer,  which  went  into  work  at  War- 

ners this  week.  Romero’s  chore  is  un- 
official, as  he  is  on  reserve  leave. 

Wayne  to  Wanger 
Walter  Wanger  has  borrowed  John 

Wayne  from  Republic  for  the  lead  oppo- 

site Claire  Trevor  in  “Stage  Coach,”  now 
on  location  at  Victorville.  John  Ford  di- 

rects for  United  Artists  release. 

Film  Stars  on  Personal 

Appearances  Returning 
Maintenance  of  heavy  production  sched- 

ules in  Hollywood’s  film  foundries  is  ad- 
ministering a   terrific  beating  to  screen 

personalities’  erstwhile  popular  pastime  of 
indulging  in  personal  appearance  tours  as 

a   means  of  profitably  whiling  away  time 

between  pictures. 

Several  stars  now  on  the  road  are  turn- 

ing their  footsteps  homeward  in  answer 

to  the  welcome  whir  of  turning  cameras 

— including  Gene  Autry,  Republic’s  super- 
sagebrusher,  who  was  due  in  late  this  week 

to  go  into  “Mexicali  Rose”  after  a   short 
coast-wise  trek.  Wayne  Morris,  Warner 

player,  wound  up  ten  weeks  through  the 

east  and  midwest  on  Monday  and  report- 
ed to  the  studio  for  his  next  assignment, 

“Broadway  Cavalier.”  Expected  at  War- 
ners next  week  is  Mabel  Todd,  comedienne, 

who  has  been  treading  the  boards  with 

Milton  Berle  in  New  York  and  Chicago. 

Returning  to  the  Warner  lot  with  Mor- 
ris was  Johnnie  (Scat)  Davis,  closing  a 

p.  a   trek  that  kept  him  on  the  road  for 
14  weeks. 

Republic’s  Roy  Rogers  checked  out 
Thursday  for  Lincoln,  Neb.,  to  launch  a 

four-week  tour  which  will  take  him  to 

Cincinnati,  Boston  and  other  key  cities. 

His  latest  starrer,  “Shine  On,  Harvest 

Moon,”  was  wound  up  early  in  the  week. 
Sticking  close  to  home,  Universal  sent 

six  of  its  players  into  the  RKO  Hillstreet 

Theatre  in  downtown  Los  Angeles  for  a 

one-night  flesh  appearance  in  connection 
with  the  showing  of  two  U   productions. 

Delegation  included  Mischa  Auer,  Nan 

Grey,  Andy  Devine,  Tom  Brown,  Frank 
Jenks  and  Joy  Hodges. 

Heading  for  New  York  was  John  Boles, 

who  will  do  p.  a.’s  there  as  well  as  in 
Pittsburgh  and  Chicago. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 

PECK'S  BAD  BOY  WITH  THE  CIRCUS  (RKO) 

— A   Sol  Lesser  production  featuring  Tommy 

Kelly  and  Ann  Gillis.  The  feature  will  be 

riotous  entertainment  for  juveniles  and  ac- 

ceptable program  material  for  adult  audi- 
ences. Talented  duo  of  moppets  prove  as 

captivating  as  in  their  debut  in  “Tom  Saw- 
yer." Edward  F.  Cline  directed. 

SAY  IT  IN  FRENCH  (Para)— Lightweight 

farce  which  has  its  diverting  moments  and 

a   pair  of  ingratiating  performances  by  Ray 

Milland  and  Olympe  Bradna.  The  film 

packs  its  share  of  entertainment  and 

should  register  for  above  average  popu- 

larity. Andrew  Stone  produced  and  di- 
rected. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 
pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Details  Remain  on 

Mono.  British  Tie 

Although  negotiations  for  Monogram’s 
entrance  into  British  production,  in  as- 

sociation with  Pathe  Films,  Ltd.,  of  Eng- 

land, have  been  “practically  closed,”  ac- 
cording to  Scott  R.  Dunlap,  vice-president 

and  production  chieftain  for  the  company, 

completed  plans  for  the  enterprise  will 

hang  fire  until  Monogram’s  annual  sales convention  next  May. 

That  was  the  report  brought  back  here 

by  Dunlap  and  Ralph  Bettinson,  Pathe’s 
Hollywood  representative,  after  huddles  in 

New  York  with  W.  Ray  Johnston,  Mono- 

gram president,  and  William  Gell,  manag- 

ing director  of  Pathe’s  London  activities. 
Many  details  remain  to  be  ironed  out, 

Dunlap  declared,  including  the  choice  of 
vehicles  and  the  number  of  pictures  to  be 

made,  all  of  which  will  be  allocated  and 
announced  at  the  sales  huddle.  Gell  made 

the  trip  across  from  London  especially 

for  the  conference,  returning  immediately. 

Planning  a   Film  on  Life 

Of  Oklahoma  Bad  Man 
Tentative  plans  for  producing  a   pic- 

ture based  on  the  life  of  A1  Jennings, 

reformed  Oklahoma  bad  man  who  is  now 

in  Hollywood,  have  been  announced  by 

Harry  Sherman,  manufacturer  of  the 

“Hopalong  Cassidy”  westerns  for  Para- 
mount release.  Sherman  has  just  returned 

from  a   trip  to  Oklahoma  scouting  loca- 
tion sites.  If  his  plans  are  carried  through, 

the  producer  declared,  a   $750,000  produc- 
tion budget  will  be  allotted  and  work  will 

start  when  he  has  completed  “Heritage 
of  the  Desert,”  a   Zane  Grey  story. 

Niven  in  Goldwyn  Film 

To  Be  Made  in  England 

With  the  picture  to  be  made  at  Alex- 

ander Korda’s  Denham,  England,  studios, 
Samuel  Goldwyn  has  selected  David  Niven 

for  the  starring  role  in  “Colonel  Rowan 
of  Scotland  Yard.”  Korda  is  due  here  next 
month  to  complete  arrangements  whereby 

Goldwyn  will  send  a   staff  abroad  for  the 

production  chore. 
Niven  is  also  set  for  the  title  role  in 

“Raffles.”  Both  Goldwyn  pictures  will  be 

released  by  United  Artists. 

Second  in  "Saint"  Series 
Given  to  George  Sanders 
RKO  Radio  has  signed  George  Sanders 

to  assume  the  title  role  in  the  “Saint” 
series,  replacing  Louis  Hayward,  who  por- 

trayed the  character  in  the  initialer,  “The 

Saint  in  New  York.” 
Sanders’  first  will  be  “The  Saint  Strikes 

Twice.”  He  is  currently  en  route  here 
from  London,  where  he  just  completed  a 

role  in  a   20th  Century-Fox  British  film. 
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DOUBLE  FEATURES  WILL  FACE  A   NEW  ASSAULT 

BY  INDEPENDENTS  OF  SOUTHERN  CALIFORNIA 
Forty  Assistant  Managers  secretary  Pooie  of  ito 

Hold  Convention  in  Denver  B1T?S  Drls  
for 

Denver — Forty  assistant  managers  at- 
tended what  is  thought  to  be  the  first 

convention  of  junior  executives  in  the 

country.  At  least  it  is  the  first  that  cov- 
ered so  much  territory.  The  meetings 

were  held  at  the  Cosmopolitan  Hotel  and 

were  presided  over  by  Rick  Ricketson,  di- 
vision manager.  Subjects  of  interest  were 

discussed  by  district  managers  and  by  the 

assistant  managers  themselves. 

In  attendance  besides  the  assistant  man- 

agers and  Ricketson  were  Harry  Huffman, 

Denver  city  manager;  Ray  Davis,  Fred 

Glass  and  Bill  Steege,  district  managers, 

with  several  from  the  Denver  head- 
quarters. 

Assistant  managers  attending  included 

William  E.  Parker,  Tom  Sutton,  Horace 

Pratt,  Press  Woods,  Bob  Wildes,  Tom 

Ward,  Elbie  Smith,  Bob  Dane,  Walter 

Michael,  Roy  Nelson,  Ed  Hinkle  and  Orvin 

Martin,  all  of  Denver;  Ben  Benda,  Boul- 
der, Colo.;  Ralph  Hamilton,  Longmont, 

Colo.;  Hershel  Wilson,  Ft.  Collins,  Colo.; 

Jack  Bruno,  Sterling,  Colo.;  Marvin  Skin- 
ner, Sidney,  Neb.;  Kenneth  Anderson, 

Alliance,  Neb.;  Ray  Search,  McCook,  Neb.; 

Lloyd  Boreing,  Cheyenne,  Wyo.;  Paul 

Smith,  Cheyenne;  Arthur  Kostad,  Raw- 
lins, Wyo.;  Bob  Pennock,  Laramie,  Wyo.; 

Virgil  O’Dell,  Sheridan,  Wyo.;  Gordon 
Edwards,  Rock  Springs,  Wyo.;  Lawrence 

Williams,  Kemmerer,  Wyo.;  Russell  Berry, 

Durango,  Colo.;  Earl  Pratt,  Leadville, 

Colo.;  Harry  Glass,  Walsenburg,  Colo.; 

Henry  Westerfield,  Trinidad,  Colo.;  Claris 

O'Brien,  La  Junta,  Colo.;  Ed  Nelson,  Las 
Vegas,  N.  M.;  Eddie  Sharp,  Las  Cruces, 

N.  M.;  Harold  Woods,  Helena,  Mont.; 

Floyd  Campbell,  Billings,  Mont.;  Jay  Mc- 

Masters,  Idaho  Falls,  Ida.;  De  Verl  Saun- 

ders, Ogden,  Utah;  Raymond  Hill,  Nampa, 

Ida.,  and  Warren  Stevens,  Caldwell. 

Ricketson  hopes  the  delegates  received 

enough  benefit  from  the  convention  to  en- 
able him  to  make  it  an  annual  affair. 

Los  Angeles  —   A   new  drive  will  be 

launched  against  double  features  by  local 

independent  exhibitors,  Robert  Poole,  ITO 

of  Southern  California  secretary,  indicates 

in  a   lengthy  blast  against  the  practice. 

Poole,  implacable  foe  of  twin  bills,  de- 

clares that  the  practice  is  confusing  au- 

diences, that  it  breaks  down  the  industry’s 
“fundamental  principles,”  and  blames  it 
for  decreasing  grosses. 

Hoiiberq  Surveys  Field 

For  Distribution  Center 
Los  Angeles — Checking  in  to  survey  the 

local  field  with  a   view  to  establishing  a 

distribution  center  here  was  J.  H.  Hoff- 

berg,  president  of  J.  H.  H.  Productions  of 

New  York  City,  which  handles  foreign- 
made  films  with  English  translations.  He 

will  set  up  local  offices  before  returning 

east  on  the  last  lap  of  a   trip  that  has  car- 

ried him  through  all  the  nation’s  key centers. 

Hoffberg,  while  here,  will  study  the  field 
in  an  effort  to  determine  whether  there 

may  be  a   market  in  the  territory  for  for- 
eign-made pictures  in  their  original 

language. 

FWC  Executives  Are  Back 

From  Brief  Business  Trip 
Los  Angeles — Charles  P.  Skouras,  Fox 

West  Coast  president,  and  Mike  Rosen- 

berg and  Charles  A.  Buckley,  circuit  at- 
torneys, returned  from  a   short  business 

trip  through  the  Pacific  northwest. 
Skouras  disclosed  that  he  had  transferred 

the  lease  of  the  Fox  Theatre  in  Spokane, 

Wash.,  from  the  Fox  Spokane  Theatre 

Corp.  to  the  Empire  Amusement  Co. 

Empire  is  a   subsidiary  of  Evergreen 

Theatres,  which,  in  turn,  is  a   subsidiary  of 
FWC. 

Wm.  Smith  Is  Hoiiberq 

Aqent  on  Pacific  Coast 
Los  Angeles — William  G.  Smith,  veteran 

exchangeman  and  exhibitor,  has  been  ap- 

pointed Pacific  Coast  distribution  repre- 

sentative for  foreign-language  films  han- 
dled by  J.  H.  Hoffberg,  Inc.,  of  New 

York.  Hoffberg,  currently  visiting  here, 

leaves  for  the  east  next  week  to  establish 

distribution  in  other  key  centers. 

SALT  LAME 
^HE  Intermountain  Theatres,  Inc.,  man- 

agement, under  the  general  direction  of 

Harry  David  here,  announces  the  personal 

appearance  on  the  stage  of  Cornelia  Otis 

Skinner  in  “Edna,  His  Wife”  for  one  day 
only,  November  21.  Mail  orders  are  now 

being  filled  with  prices  ranging  from  56 
cents  to  $2.24. 

Manager  Robert  Hill  of  the  local  Co- 

lumbia exchange  reports  that  “You  Can’t 

Take  It  With  You”  is  exceeding  the  busi- 
ness of  one  of  the  record-breaking  pic- 

tures, “Lost  Horizon”  which  went  so  tre- 
mendously big  here  .   .   .   Bill  Seib,  sales 

representative  for  Columbia  out  of  the 

local  exchange,  is  just  out  of  the  hospital, 

having  recovered  from  an  illness  which 

was  termed  not  overly  serious. 

Manager  Lee  Scott  of  the  Salt  Lake  Na- 

tional Theatre  Supply  Co.  offices,  was  on 

a   sales  trip  through  the  St.  George  sec- 
tion of  southern  Utah. 

Division  Manager  A.  J.  O’Keefe  of  Uni- 
versal, was  in  Salt  Lake  City  for  a   few 

days  recently,  having  left  here  for  Denver 

and  returned  to  Portland,  Ore.,  to  meet 
Western  Sales  Director  Bill  Heineman. 

Harrison  Forman,  whose  travels  in  the 

far  east  have  won  him  the  title  of  “The 

Modern  Marco  Polo,”  gave  an  illustrated 

lecture,  “The  Far  East  Aflame”  in  Salt 
Lake  City  last  week. 

Warners '   Western  Heads 
To  Discuss  Sears  Drive 

Los  Angeles  —   Plans  for  Pacific  Coast 

participation  in  the  annual  Gradwell  Sears 

sales  drive,  opening  shortly  before  Christ- 

mas throughout  the  nation’s  Warner  ex- 
changes, were  to  be  discussed  at  a   meeting 

of  the  western  territory’s  branch  man- 
agers late  this  week,  convening  in  San 

Francisco. 

Guilding  the  conferences  was  to  be  W. 

E.  Calloway,  western  division  manager. 

N.  H.  (Jack)  Brower,  head  man  at  the 

local  Warner  exchange,  planed  to  the  Bay 

City  on  Wednesday  to  attend. 

New  Olympus  Theatre 
Salt  Lake  City — The  Olympus  Theatre 

at  48th  South  and  Holladay  Blvd.,  was 

recently  opened  here.  This  fireproof 

building,  erected  by  Intermountain  Sup- 

ply Co.  with  Phil  Gus  managing,  incorpo- 
rates many  exclusive  features  new  to  the 

intermountain  west. 

Fire  Guts  Theatre 
Salt  Lake  City — Fire  of  undetermined 

origin  gutted  the  Marys  vale  here,  forcing 

a   small  audience  to  flee  in  panic,  and  de- 

stroying an  estimated  $5,000  worth  of 

property.  Flames  were  first  noticed  on  the 

stage  near  the  projection  screen  by  Clar- 

ence “Cot”  Chidester,  manager  of  the house. 
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Los  Angeles  Hardly  Hears  of 

Quiz's  End,  Naming  of  Judges 
Los  Angeles  —   Coupled  with  the  an- 

nouncement that  the  Hollywood  commit- 

tee representing  the  “Motion  Pictures  Are 
Your  Best  Entertainment”  drive  and  its 

running  mate,  the  $250,000  "Movie  Quiz” 
contest,  will  shutter  its  offices  and  cease 

firing  after  December  1,  this  area,  in  gen- 
eral, maintained  its  apathetic  reaction  to 

the  all-industry  boxoffice  stimulator  as 
word  was  received  locally  judges  for  the 

“Quiz”  contest  had  been  selected  in  New 
York. 

Tire  campaign’s  largest  local  subscriber 
to  the  campaign — Fox  West  Coast — con- 

tinued to  manifest  a   conservative  brand 

of  enthusiasm  on  improved  boxoffice  takes, 
however,  as  a   spokesman  for  Charles  P. 

Skouras,  FWC  president,  reported  the  cir- 
cuit head  had  expressed  satisfaction  with 

the  selection  of  the  “Quiz”  judges  and  had 
gone  on  record  as  indicating  the  campaign 
will  be  substantially  beneficial.  Skouras 
is  general  chairman  of  the  committee  of 
theatremen  and  exchange  operators  which 
have  been  participating  in  the  MPAYBE 
drive  throughout  southern  California  and 
Arizona. 

Tacitly  admitting  that  commerce  in  the 

paraphernalia  had  reached  a   probably 

permanent  stalemate,  the  Paramount  ex- 
change again  reported  that  no  sales  of 

“Quiz”  booklets  or  drive  accessories  had 
been  made  during  the  week.  The  last 

bulk  order — for  10,000  “Quiz”  folders — was 
placed  three  weeks  ago. 

Details  in  connection  with  the  judging  of 

the  “Quiz”  contest  will  be  handled  in  New 
York  by  the  National  Contest  Co.,  a   firm 

specializing  in  such  work.  Judges  will  be- 
gin their  task  early  in  January. 

ID)  IE  N   V   IE  R 
pRED  GLASS,  manager  of  the  southern 

district  of  the  Intermountain  division  of 

Fox  theatres,  has  been  promoted  to  dis- 
trict supervisor  out  of  Salt  Lake  City,  and 

will  have  charge  of  the  district  booking 

out  of  there.  He  is  succeeded  as  south- 
ern district  manager  by  Robert  Garland, 

booker.  No  successor  for  the  Garland 

berth  will  be  picked  until  after  the  re- 
turn of  Rick  Ricketson,  division  manager, 

from  Montana. 

Comment  of  a   columnist  in  the  Silver 

and  Gold,  student  newspaper  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Colorado:  “Double-feature 
shows  are  the  third  stage  of  movie  evolu- 

tion. First  they  had  silent  ones,  the  next 
group  talked,  and  now  the  ones  they  show 

in  double  bills  smell!” 

L.  C.  Snyder,  who  recently  opened  the 
latest  addition  to  his  chain,  is  planning  on 

opening  another  at  Ft.  Collins.  In  both 
these  towns  Fox  has  been  exclusive  for 
several  years. 

Sam  Cain  has  reopened  his  Avalon  at 

Pueblo,  Colo.,  following  considerable  re- modeling. 

500-Seater  for  Eloy 
Eloy,  Ariz. — Louis  Long,  operator  of 

an  independent  circuit  in  this  state,  has 

begun  construction  of  a   new  500-seat 
house  here.  It  will  be  open  shortly  after 
Christmas. 

Plaza  Theatre 
L   H   ICillingSTorth,  Owner 

Hokliburg.  Can 

Odt.  13th,  1937. 

,rr.  L.  C.  Dench te, 
Eerkeley,  Calif. 

Dear  ,fT.  Denehle:- 

Vlell  I   af  happy  to  admit  that  you  certainly 
did  me  a   great  favor  In  staying  with  me  until 
you  finally  convinced  me  that  you  were  not  ex- 

aggerating the  amount  of  business  that  I   would 

do  with  one  of  your  Burch  Popcorn  machines.  I 
presume  that  I   was  like  many  other  prospect  «»/ 
skeptical  as  to  Its  success  but  now  that  I   tiave 

been  operating  It  for  three  weeks  find  that  your 
prediction  was  VERY  consertatlve. 

The  amount  of  corn  that  I   have  been  selling  has 
certainly  exceeded  anything  that  I   dreamed  of 

and  my  only  ?egret  la  that  I   didn't  buy  It  two 
years  ago  when  you  first  approached  me.  The  most 
pleasing  part  of  the  entire  set  up  Is  that  the 
siles  continue  to  Increase  end  the  public  like 
each  box  better  that  the  last  one  they  bought. 

Any  exhibitor  that  hasn't  a   machine  Is  certainly 
depriving  himself  of  a   lot  of  easy  money.  If  you 
have  any  prospect  that  was  In  the  same  frame  of 

mind  that  I   was  before  buying  my  machine  I   will 
consider  It  a   pleasure  to  advise  them  In  detail 

as  to  the  success  that  can  be  had  In  operating one. 

Again  thanking  you  for  your  klrdness  In  convincing 
me  that  I   could  send  my  boy  through  college  with 
the  profits  from  this  machine,  I   am 

Yours  very  truly. 

“NO 

EXAGGERATION” 
It  is  regretable  that  exhibitors 

should  allow  themselves  to  be 

deprived  of  good  cold  bank- 

able cash  of  hundreds  of  dol- 

lars annually  because  they 

can't  believe  it's  TRUE. 

LET  THE  SUPER  SHOWMAN 

SHOW  YOU 

L.  C.  DENEHIE 
BURCH  MFG.  COMPANY 

2441  Haste  St.  Berkeley,  Cal, 

S   IE  A   T   T   IL  IE 
JI^RMISTICE  DAY  found  L.  J.  McGinley 

officer  of  the  day  at  the  Northwest 
Film  Club.  Mac  gave  a   slide  lecture  in 

the  afternoon,  for  men  only,  on  his  experi- 
ences in  the  French  army  during  the 

World  War.  It  was  a   young  riot.  At  5 

o’clock  the  doors  were  open  for  the  ladies 

and  at  6   came  mess  call.  At  8   o’clock  an- 
other slide  lecture  was  presented  which 

wound  up  with  community  singing  of  war 
songs  .   .   .   Frank  Christie,  head  booker  for 
Fox-Evergreen,  gave  a   dinner  party  at  the 

club  quarters  in  honor  of  Willard  Cogh- 
lan,  his  assistant,  who  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  the  Fox  Theatre  in  Spokane. 
About  20  guests  were  on  hand. 

Mrs.  Al  Bloom  is  still  in  the  hospital 

after  a   severe  attack  of  ptomaine  poison- 
ing .   .   .   Congratulations  to  the  Zaluskey 

family  upon  the  birth  of  a   daughter,  Carol 
Rosalie.  Papa  is  connected  with  National 
Theatre  Supply.  The  family  is  fine  after 
a   lot  of  trouble  trying  to  handle  papa  .   .   . 
In  toivn  for  a   week  is  Hugh  Bruen,  who 
owns  the  45 th  Street  Theatre  here  and  also 

three  houses  in  Whittier,  Cal.  Hugh  at- 
tended the  New  York  trade  parleys.  He 

was  one  of  the  California  delegates  repre- 
senting the  independent  theatre  owners  of 

the  south. 

Paying  a   visit  to  Jim  Hone  was  Bill  Wil- 
kins, chairman  of  the  state  parole  board. 

Bill  is  attorney  for  the  MPTO  of  the 
Northwest  .   .   .   Joe  Roberts,  editor  of  the 
Amusement  Guide  and  other  publications, 
is  once  again  successful  in  obtaining  a 
seat  in  the  legislature  .   .   .   The  blue  and 
white  uniforms  on  the  usherettes  at  the 

Liberty  Theatre  are  the  smartest  in  town. 

Cecelia  Schultz,  operator  of  the  Moore 

Theatre,  has  slated  a   theatre  ball  within 
the  next  couple  of  weeks.  Idea  is  to  give 
the  customers  a   chance  to  actually  rub 
elbows  with  the  stage  cast.  Following  the 

performance  of  the  San  Francisco  Opera 
Ballet,  everyone  seated  on  the  lower  floor 
will  be  invited  to  come  up  on  the  stage  for 

a   dance  period.  A   special  orchestra  will 
provide  the  music  and  the  formally  clad 
members  of  the  audience  will  mingle  with 
the  costumed  male  dancers  arid  ballerinas 
of  the  cast.  The  house  is  already  sold  out 

for  the  occasion. 

Visitors:  Sid  Dean,  from  Tacoma;  Cecil 
Miller,  Ritz  Theatre,  Spokane;  Charlie 
Laidlaw,  Dayton;  Duncan  MacPherson, 
Mason  City;  Joe  Rosenfield,  city  manager 
for  Fox  in  Spokane;  Harold  Murphy, 

Olympia;  W.  B.  McDonald,  Olympia,  and 

Bill  Ripley,  Longview,  who  has  just  re- 
turned with  L.  O.  Lukan  from  the  national 

convention  of  the  MPTOA  in  Oklahoma 

City  .   .   .   Seen  at  a   special  talk  on  “What 
Would  Teddy  Roosevelt  Do  Today,”  by 
the  Rev.  Warren  Hastings:  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
L.  J.  McGinley,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Al  Oxtoby, 
Jim  Hone,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Morris  Segel. 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN"  Facts 
Smart  Exhibitors  greet  the  kids  at  the 

popcorn  machine. 

‘‘Where  friendship  begins” 

POPCORN  SMITH.  BOX  284.  SEATTLE 
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HIM  ANGELES 
Hot  Springs,  N.  M.,  Council 

Orders  Gross  Takes  Revealed 
RESIGNING  his  post  as  a   salesman  with 

1   Exhibitors  Service,  Inc.,  as  of  Saturday, 
Andy  Anderson  is  accepting  a   position  as 

assistant  to  Earl  Strebe,  owner-operator 

of  the  Palm  Springs,  Plaza  and  El  Paso 

theatres  in  Palm  Springs. 

In  to  book  product  were  Judge  Roy 

Pawley  of  the  Desert  Theatre,  Indio;  Jules 

Wolf,  Lincoln  Theatre,  east  Los  Angeles; 

George  Halligan,  Liberty,  Blythe,  and  Mark 

Friend,  Montrose,  Montrose  .   .   .   Returning 

to  the  Warner  exchange  as  a   shipper,  after 

a   three-months’  leave  of  absence,  was  Bill 
Manion. 

Funeral  services  were  held  at  Inglewood 

Memorial  Park  for  Louis  Victor  Clement 

of  Monogram  exchange,  who  died  sudden- 
ly last  week.  Starting  as  a   booker,  he  was 

head  of  the  poster  department  at  the  time 
of  his  death. 

The  Linda  Theatre,  Watts,  formerly 
known  as  the  Watts  Theatre,  reopened  on 

Armistice  Day  under  the  management  of 

Jack  Berman  and  Ray  Robbins.  The  house 

had  been  dark  for  several  months.  It  is  a 

700 -seater. 

Back  from  a   short  business  trip  to  San 

Francisco  is  Sid  Bernstein  of  Metro  Prem- 
ium .   .   .   Visiting  at  the  home  office  here 

is  J.  C.  Brown,  manager  of  the  Fox  The- 
atre, Bakersfield. 

Off  to  San  Francisco  on  business  went 

Jerry  Safron,  general  western  dviision 

manager  for  Columbia,  after  spending  sev- 
eral weeks  at  the  local  exchange. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  M.  E.  Glascock  of  the 

Lake  Theatre,  Woodlake — near  San  Fran- 
cisco— were  Filmrow  visitors  during  the 

week.  Glascock  did  no  booking  here, 

that  being  handled  out  of  San  Francisco’s 
exchange  district,  but  dropped  in  for  a 

short  holiday. 

Making  it  a   family  affair,  Harry  Zydel 

brought  his  wife  and  two-year-old  Junior 
along  when  he  came  in  to  book  for  the 

Strand  Theatre,  So.  Broadway  house, 

which  he  manages  for  the  Harry  Vinnicoff 
circuit. 

Fox  West  Coasters,  the  theatre  circuit’s 
social  and  welfare  organization,  will  hold 

its  annual  Christmas  Party  at  the  Am- 

bassador Hotel  on  the  evening  of  Decem- 
ber 23.  Plans  for  entertainment  are  now 

being  made  .   .   .   Attending  a   meeting  of 

district  managers  in  Chicago  this  week  is 

W.  E.  Calloway,  chief  of  Warners’  west- 
ern sales  division.  He  planed  out  over  the 

weekend. 

As  an  advance  promotional  stunt  for  the 

Christmas  season,  Tom  Soriero,  manager 

of  the  United  Artists  Theatre  downtown,  is 

handing  out  boxes  of  Yuletide  cards  to  his 

customers,  donated  to  him  on  an  adver- 
tising tieup  .   .   .   Sailing  for  Hawaii  last 

Friday  were  Adolph  Ramish,  head  of  the 

Royal  Amusement  Co.  and  partner  with 

Mike  and  Abe  Gore  in  a   number  of  the- 
atres in  this  area,  his  wife  and  Louis  P. 

Rosen,  attorney  for  the  company.  They 

tvill  remain  in  the  islands  for  a   month, 

giving  the  once-over  to  Royal’s  new  the- 
( Continued  on  next  page) 

WB  " Patriotic "   Shorts 
For  Armistice  Program 

Inglewood,  Cal.  —   As  a   pre-Armistice 

Day  observance,  3,000  local  school  chil- 
dren attended  special  showings  of  four 

Warner  Bros,  “patriotic”  short  subjects  at 
the  Granada  and  United  Artists  theatres, 

November  10.  School  officials  cooperated 

with  the  Warner  studio  publicity  depart- 
ment in  arranging  the  screenings. 

Trailer-Made  to  Extend 

Service  Over  FWC  Chain 
Los  Angeles — Trailer-Made  will  extend 

its  service  into  Fox  West  Coast’s  entire 
theatre  circuit  during  the  coming  year, 

under  terms  of  a   deal  negotiated  this  week 

between  Leo  Schwartz,  of  the  trailer  com- 

pany, and  the  theatre  chain. 

Feder  Will  Reopen  the 

Stanley  in  Long  Beach 
Long  Beach,  Cal. — Sid  Feder,  operator  of 

the  Palace  Theatre,  has  taken  over  and 

will  reopen  the  Stanley,  long  dark.  The 

deal  was  handled  by  “Doc”  Barsky,  Film- 
row  realtor  of  Los  Angeles. 

FWC  Books  "Sonata" 
Los  Angeles — “Moonlight  Sonata,”  Po- 

lish film  starring  Ignace  Paderewski,  and 

being  handled  here  by  Prestige  Pictures, 
has  been  booked  into  the  Fox  West  Coast 
circuit. 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  RE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“ Theatre  Equipment  Specialists" 
Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 
1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

Denver  —   An  ordinance  passed  by  the 

city  council  of  Hot  Springs,  N.  M„  would 

force  exhibitors  of  that  city  to  reveal  their 

gross  business  every  year,  with  the  license 
fee  set  at  25  cents  a   seat  for  picture 

shows  annually.  Tire  statement  of  gross 

business  is  wanted,  according  to  the  ordi- 
nance, so  the  city  council  can  determine  if 

the  license  fee  is  too  high.  But  by  the 

same  token  exhibitors  point  out  it  could 

be  made  the  basis  for  boosting  the  tax. 

The  filing  of  the  gross  business  state- 
ment applies  to  every  business  in  the 

town. 

Other  license  fees  in  the  amusement 

field  include:  Ticket  brokers,  $10  per  day; 

regular  shows  less  than  six  nights  a   week, 

$100  a   year;  single  performance,  $15; 

circuses,  $50  for  main  show  and  $25  per 

single  concession,  with  not  more  than  two 

licenses  yearly;  concerts  and  traveling  ex- 

hibitions when  not  sponsored  by  charit- 
able groups,  $10  per  show;  amusement 

parks,  $50  yearly;  theatrical  agencies,  $100 

yearly;  carnivals,  $25  daily. 

Exhibitors  in  the  Denver  area  are  afraid 

the  scheme  of  the  Hot  Springs  city  coun- 
cil to  force  theatres  to  reveal  their  gross 

business  will  spread  to  other  communities 

if  the  Hot  Springs  law  is  found  constitu- tional. 

Revives  Stimulator 

Alhambra,  Cal.  —   Revival  of  “Country 

Store”  night  has  been  set  for  Thanks- 
giving Eve  by  O.  W.  Lewis,  of  the  Mission 

Playhouse.  He  will  continue  the  boxoffice 

stimulant  weekly  thereafter. 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

"Air  Conditioning  Engineers” 

1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

"LOVE  LIFE  OF  A   GORILLA" 

’’CHILDREN  OF  LONELINESS" 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 
AIR  CONDITIONING 
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Veil  of  Secrecy  Still  Shrouds 

Three  ITO  Parley  Delegates 

Los  Angeles — Poole,  Galston  and  Bruen 

may  come,  and  Poole,  Galston  and  Bruen 

may  go,  but  like  the  “Grand  Hotel”  of 
film  fame,  nothing  ever  happens  at  the 
ITO. 

That  conclusion  could  be  drawn  as  Rob- 

ert Poole,  executive  secretary;  Albert  Gals- 
ton, president;  and  Hugh  Bruen,  exhibitor 

member,  who  bore  the  banner  of  the  In- 
dependent Theatre  Owners  of  Southern 

California  and  Arizona  to  New  York  to 

participate  in  the  exhibitor-distributor 

trade-practice  parleys  there  some  weeks 

ago,  continued  to  shroud  in  mystery  those 

points  for  which  they  fought  and  bled  on 
the  eastern  battleground. 

For  the  second  successive  week  they  drew 

the  veil  of  secrecy  around  what  looms  as 

a   contender  for  the  marathon  record  in 

board  of  directors’  meetings,  and  an- 
announced  that  still  a   third — a   continua- 

tion of  the  first  two — will  be  held  next 

Monday.  What  action — if  any — may  be 

taken  to  carry  into  practice  the  15-point 

reform  platfrom  adopted  by  the  nation’s 
exhibitor  organizations,  in  the  drafting  of 

which  Poole,  Galston  and  Bruen  had  a 

hand,  and  the  next  steps  to  be  taken  in 

that  direction,  form  the  topics  being  dis- 
cussed at  the  sessions,  it  is  understood. 

However,  the  meetings  are  still  being 
conducted  behind  closed  doors  and  Poole 

and  Galston  are  being  kept  busy  plugging 

keyholes  and  binding  the  directorate  to  a 

“gentleman’s  agreement”  to  seal  its  col- 
lective lips. 

LOS  ANGELES 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

atre,  which  opened  in  Honolulu,  Novem- 

ber 9,  and  surveying  the  ground  for  pos- 
sible future  theatre  construction. 

Visitors  along  Filmrow:  J.  Paul  Swic- 
kard,  Strand  Theatre  on  Whittier  Blvd.; 

Charlie  Olds,  Arroyo,  Arroyo  Grande; 

Robert  Vincent,  South  Coast,  Laguna 

Beach;  O.  W.  Lewis  and  Leona  Echols, 

Mission,  San  Gabriel  .   .   .   Charlie  Rose, 

salesman  for  Trailer-Made,  has  returned 
from  a   business  trip  to  San  Francisco. 

Bill  Heineman,  Universal’s  western  dis- 
trict sales  manager,  popped  up  to  Seattle 

this  week  to  meet  Al  O’Keefe,  western  di- 
vision manager,  who  is  currently  scouting 

the  Seattle,  Portland  and  Spokane  ex- 

changes .   .   .   Harry  Arthur,  formerly  a   dis- 
trict manager  here  for  Fox  West  Coast, 

came  in  from  St.  Louis,  where  he  now  re- 

sides, to  visit  his  brother  Milt,  owner- 
operator  of  the  Cabart  Theatre. 

Visitors:  Dick  Lemucci,  Granada,  Bak- 
ersfield; Harry  Goldfarb,  Vista,  San  Diego 

and  National,  National  City;  Frank 

Baumgart,  who  does  two  men’s  work  by 
holding  office  as  mayor  of  Tehachapi  and 

also  running  the  Beekay  Theatre  there; 

Floyd  Ward,  Valley,  Lancaster;  Kurt 

Laemmle,  Franklin,  Highland  Park;  Jack 

Berman,  Linda,  in  Watts;  Robert  Gum- 
biner,  Cameo,  downtown  house. 

•^-HOLLy  WOOD 
CALIFORNIA 

-HOTEL 

BRfVGDRT 
•   FREE  OUTDOOR  SWIMMING  POOL  •   LUXURIOUS 

CATHEDRAL  LOBBY  •   DINING  ROOM  •   SIDEWALK 

CAFE  •   COCKTAIL  ROOM  •   NEAR  BUSINESS  CENTERS 

YET  SECLUDED  AND  QUIET  •   FREE  PARKING 

ALL  OUTSIDE  ROOMS 

Each  With  Private  Bath... 2sin6le  $3° 
DOUBLE 

BUNGALOW  SUITES  SET  IN  TROPICAL  GARDENS 

From  535  PER  WEEK  lor  TWO,  AMERICAN  PLAN 

From  525  PER  WEEK  lor  TWO,  EUROPEAN  PLAN 

J.  O'KEEFE,  Universal  western  divi- 
sion manager,  went  through  Portland 

during  the  week  on  his  way  to  Seattle.  He 

came  from  Salt  Lake  and  promised  to  re- 

turn to  the  City  of  Roses  shortly  .   .   .   Mrs. 

Bertha  Dixon,  who  has  theatres  in  John 

Day  and  Prairie  City,  was  a   recent  visitor 
on  the  Row  ...  So  were  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Milt  Odem  of  Redmond  .   .   .   Prowlers 

visited  the  Sellwood  Theatre  and  made 

away  with  $22  cash.  The  adjoining  ice 
cream  parlor  lost  a   similar  amount  of 

money  and  an  undetermined  quantity  of 
tobacco. 

The  Florence  Theatre  reopened  Novem- 
ber 13  following  a   renovation  .   .   .   T.  L. 

(Tom)  Shearer  of  the  Portland  office  of 

B.  F.  Shearer  and  Co.  is  in  Seattle  visit- 

ing the  home  office  of  his  firm  .   .   .   On  the 

Roiv  were  George  Gessler  of  Sweet  Home; 

J.  J.  Taggert  of  Vernonia;  Harry  Percy  of 

White  Salmon;  George  Dyer  of  Oakridge; 

Ray  Henderson  of  the  Rialto  at  Albany; 

E.  H.  Randall  of  Condon;  Albert  Harmon, 

formerly  of  Elgin,  and  Mrs.  G.  B.  Dickin- 
son of  Multnomah. 

Miilicent  Smith  said  she  couldn’t  think 

of  anything  more  dead  than  Portland’s 
Filmrow  on  Armistice  Day  .   .   .   Johnny 

Harvey,  Universal’s  booker,  is  sporting  a 
swollen  jaw  because  of  a   bad  tooth  .   .   . 

Bob  White  and  Gordon  Craddock  strolling 

down  the  Row  .   .   .   Local  exhibitors  mak- 

ing their  many  visits  during  the  week  in- 
cluded: C.  R.  McFadden  of  the  Laurel- 

hurst;  Joe  Bradt  of  the  Bagdad;  Bill 

Graeper,  Walter  Tibbets,  and  W.  F.  My- rick. 

An  Armistice  Day  crowd  filed  out  of  the 

Coliseum  Theatre  at  Tillamook  when 

flames  broke  out  in  the  projection  booth. 

Firemen  and  the  operator  confined  the 

blaze  to  the  booth,  which  was  heavily  dam- 

aged .   .   .   Bill  Parker,  M-G-M  publicity 

man  from  Seattle,  is  promoting  another 

"Great  Waltz”  contest,  this  time  in  Port- 

land .   .   .   Harry  Weber,  right-hand  man  of 
Mayor  Art  Kolstad  at  Hood  River,  made 

one  of  his  rare  visits  to  Portland  the  other 

day  .   .   Frank  Buckmiller  of  Baker  and 
M.  R.  Harrington  of  Clatskanie  were  other 
visitors. 

Monogram  took  over  the  State  Theatre 

for  a   preview  of  "Gangster’s  Boy,”  starring 
Jackie  Cooper  .   .   .   Sammy  Siegel  is  in 

town  for  “The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady”  .   .   . 

Burt  Jones  is  also  here  with  “Assassin  of 
Youth,”  which  will  move  into  the  New 
Rivoli  Thanksgiving  weekend  .   .   .   Robert 

J.  Farrell,  manager  of  the  New  Rivoli,  re- 
ceived the  second  highest  number  of  votes 

for  state  representative  from  the  fifth  dis- 
trict in  the  recent  general  election.  There 

were  27  candidates  for  13  positions. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 
Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 

nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 
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JUSTICE  DEPARTMENT  FILES  CHARGES  MAJORS 

IN  CONTEMPT  OF  COURT;  HEARING  ON  NOV.  28 
Accused  of  Violating  Con- 

sent Decree  Issued 

In  1932 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — The  first  information  charging 

criminal  contempt  of  a   federal  court  con- 
sent decree  or  injunction  ever  filed  in  the 

United  States  against  film  and  theatre 
companies  will  be  returned  for  hearing  in 
United  States  district  court  here  Monday, 
November  28. 

The  filing  of  the  information  order  came 
as  a   bombshell  to  the  defendants,  Barney 

Balaban,  B&K,  B&K  Management  Corp., 

Paramount,  Loew’s,  Inc.,  RKO,  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox, United  Artists,  Universal,  Vita- 

graph,  Inc.,  and  Warner  Bros,  though  the 
fact  that  the  case  was  in  readiness  was 

printed  exclusively  in  Boxoffice  for  Octo- 
ber 29.  At  that  time  this  paper  carried 

the  case  would  be  filed  within  a   week  or 

ten  days,  and  it  was  exactly  ten  days  from 
that  date. 

It  is  thought  that  the  major  companies 

will  have  to  engage  legal  counsel  com- 
parable to  those  employed  at  the  St.  Louis 

case  some  four  years  back.  However,  this 
case  appears  to  be  a   more  serious  one,  as 
it  alleges  violation  of  a   consent  decree, 
and  must  be  argued  before  a   federal  judge 
only,  when  the  St.  Louis  case  was  a   jury 
trial. 

Boxoffice  learned  this  week,  too,  that 

the  current  and  pending  suit  of  the  inde- 
pendent exhibitors  of  Chicago  against  B&K 

and  the  majors  in  federal  court,  was  in- 
directly responsible  for  the  criminal  con- 

tempt information  being  filed.  It  is  known 

that  the  department  of  justice  had  prac- 
tically forgotten  about  the  1932  consent 

decree,  and  that  the  matter  was  brought 

to  the  attention  of  the  attorney  general’s 
office  when  Robert  L.  Wright,  assistant 

to  Thurman  Arnold,  trust-buster  for 
Homer  Cummings,  when  he  came  here 

some  weeks  ago  to  observe  the  proceedings 

in  the  independent  exhibitors’  action  on 
local  clearance. 

It  is  said  that  the  criminal  contempt 
citation  here  is  only  the  seventh  such 

case  ever  filed  by  the  department  of  jus- 

tice in  40  years  of  anti-trust  actions,  not 
only  in  the  film  field,  but  in  all  fields 
of  industry. 

Of  the  major  companies,  only  Columbia 
is  not  a   defendant  because  that  company 
was  not  a   party  to  the  1932  decree.  In 

brief  the  1932  decree  presented  the  de- 

fendants from  “conclusively,  collectively, 
or  by  concert  or  agreement,”  among  other 
things, 

(
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to  restrict  the  course  of  interstate 

trade  

and  

commerce  

in  
motion  

pictures 
distributed  
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the  

defendant  

distributors 

All  Served 

Subpoenas 
Chicago — All  witnesses  and  parties  to  the 

government’s  criminal  contempt  informa- 
tion had  been  served  with  subpoenaes  to 

appear  Monday,  November  28,  in  federal 
court  before  Judge  Charles  E.  Woodward. 

Those  subpoenaed  and  some  of  the  ma- 
terial they  were  ordered  to  have  ready 

at  that  time  were: 

Representatives  of  each  of  the  major 

companies,  with  all  data,  contracts,  cor- 

respondence, etc.,  in  regard  to  B&K  con- 
tracts. 

B&K  and  B&K  Management,  with  all 
data,  contracts,  correspondence,  etc.,  in 
connection  with  all  their  downtown  houses. 

Edwin  Silverman  of  Essaness  with  data, 

etc.,  on  the  Oriental  and  Woods  theatres. 
Max  Slott  of  the  Park  Theatre  and  his 

attorney,  I.  B.  Perlman,  and  all  data  per- 

taining to  Slott’s  attempts  to  lease  the 
Oriental. 

Joseph  Rosenberg  of  Rosenberg,  Stein 

and  Rosenberg,  with  all  data  in  regard 

to  the  suit  he  had  prepared  in  1934  un- 
der the  anti-trust  laws  against  B&K  and 

the  majors  in  connection  with  the  Mc- 
Vickers Theatre,  and  which  was  settled 

just  before  the  case  was  filed. 

R.  O.  Farrell,  attorney  for  the  bond- 
holders of  the  Oriental  Theatre,  and  Har- 

old Costello,  manager  of  the  Oriental  The- 
atre Building  property,  with  all  data  on 

the  Oriental  Theatre  back  to  1926. 

Aaron  Jones  sr„  Johnny  Jones,  and  their 
attorney,  William  J.  Friedman,  with  all 

data  on  the  current  leasing  of  the  Ori- 
ental and  details  on  the  State-Lake  and 

McVickers  theatres. 

Barney  Balaban,  with  contractual  data. 
All  the  branch  managers  of  the  major 

exchanges,  except  Columbia,  with  their 

records  on  B&K  and  other  loop  house  con- 
tracts. 

for  first  run  exhibitions  in  Chicago  by 
B&K.  This  also  included  A   and  B   week 
release. 

(b)  to  prevent  unaffiliated  exhibitors 

from  contracting  or  securing  first-run  or 
A   and  B-week  release  product  in  Chicago. 

(c)  to  grant  arbitrary  or  unreasonable 

protection  or  clearance  to  B&K  over  com- 
peting unaffiliated  exhibitors. 

(d)  to  formulate  a   policy  whereby  B&K 
could  obtain  the  exclusive  first  choice  of 

motion  pictures  distributed  in  the  Chicago 
area  by  the  majors. 

All  these  restrictions,  taken  from  the 

30-page  citation  filed  last  week,  are  al- 

leged by  the  government  to  have  been  vio- 
lated for  the  past  three  years  by  B&K 

Dealings  of  JLS-B&K  Are 
Traced  to  the 

Present 

and  the  defendant  major  companies..  In 
particular  all  of  these  injunctions  placed 
in  the  1932  consent  decree  are  mentioned 

twice,  first  as  parts  of  the  decree,  and 
then  as  violations  of  it. 

Details  of  B&K’s  dealings  with  Jones, 
Linick  and  Schaefer  in  regard  to  the  Mc- 

Vickers Theatre  in  1934  are  discussed  in 

the  bill.  It  contends,  that  B&K  withdrew 

product  from  JLS  after  making  a   deal 

to  give  the  latter  the  McVickers  in  ex- 
change for  a   second  mortgage  held  on  the 

theatre.  It  follows  the  case  history  down 

to  the  present,  telling  of  the  JLS-B&K 
joint  operation  of  the  house  now. 
The  brief  specifically  states  that  the 

State-Lake  and  Woods,  “now  operated  en- 

tirely by  unaffiliated  exhibitors,”  have 
been  “systematically  excluded  from  first- 
run  exhibition  and  unaffiliated  exhibitors 

who  have  sought  to  lease  the  Oriental 

for  first-run  exhibition  have  been  sys- 
tematically excluded  from  that  privilege 

by  the  defendants.” The  citation  further  states  that  the 
clearance  and  zoning  agreements,  forcing 

the  “Oriental  to  play  second-run,  the 
State-Lake  third-run,  and  the  Woods 

fourth-run,”  are  arbitrary  and  unreason- 

able in  that  they  “ignore  the  normal  com- 
petitive advantages”  of  the  theatres.  The 

bill  charges  that  the  franchise  method  of 
selling  product  by  the  major  companies 

to  B&K,  also  excludes  unaffiliated  ex- 
hibitors from  getting  first-run  product  in 

the  loop.  It  adds  that  the  majors  “control 
90  per  cent  of  the  first-class,  feature  pic- 

tures produced  in  the  United  States,”  and 
that  “no  Chicago  motion  picture  exhibitor 
has  been  able  to  or  could  fill  the  play- 

ing time  of  a   first-run  theatre  in  the 

Chicago  loop  with  feature  pictures  ob- 

tained from  other  distributors.” 
The  complaint  also  mentioned  that  the 

McVickers  has  come  to  grief  because  of 

lack  of  product.  All  the  theatres  men- 
tioned— Woods,  State-Lake,  Oriental  and 

McVickers — were  listed  as  houses  that 

would  tend  to  cause  the  first-run  ad- 
mission price  of  75  cents  to  be  lowered 

if  those  houses  could  get  product  com- 
parable to  their  location,  size  and  equip- ment. 

An  Eye  on  Exchanges 
And  Offices  Involved 

Chicago  —   Though  the  local  F.B.I.  of- 
fice would  not  comment  on  it,  Boxoffice 

learned  this  week  that  G-men  have  been 

assigned  to  “look  things,  over”  at  the  local 
exchanges  and  the  B&K  offices.  It  is  said 

(Continued  on  page  51) 
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Milwaukee  Broadcaster  Is  Wage  Negotiations 
Alter  a   Television  Permit  Remain  Stalemated 

Milwaukee — Local  exhibitors,  particu- 
larly those  who  maintain  that  the  radio 

and  its  policy  of  film  guest  stars  has  se- 
riously curtailed  business  at  the  boxoffice, 

are  evincing  considerable  interest  over  the 

announcement  by  the  Journal  Co.,  operator 

of  WTMJ,  that  it  has  applied  for  a   permit 

to  operate  a   television  station. 

To  test  reception,  the  Journal  plans  to 

distribute,  at  its  own  expense,  at  least  50 

television  sets  of  various  types  in  strate- 
gically located  Milwaukee  homes  and  in 

public  places  where  the  programs  may  be 

viewed  by  the  general  public. 

It  was  also  announced  that  particular 

emphasis  will  be  placed  on  the  use  of  news 

in  pictures  in  Milwaukee  and  Wisconsin 

in  developing  the  station’s  own  newsreel. 
Plans  of  the  Journal  Co.  call  for  two 

1,000  watt  ultra  high  frequency  transmit- 
ters, one  for  the  picture  signal  and  one  for 

the  accompanying  soimd;  cameras  for  both 

film  and  studio,  and  a   complete  system  of 

amplifiers  and  control  panels,  permitting 

instant  switching  from  one  to  the  other 

without  breaks  in  the  program. 

The  company’s  plans  call  for  the  tele- 
casting of  every  type  of  program  including 

the  use  of  studio  talent,  broadcasting  of 

films  and  remote  control  broadcasts  from 

the  scene  of  action. 

Chicago  Ballrooms  Tie 

In  on  "Waltz"  Contest 
Chicago  —   The  Aragon  and  Trianon, 

leading  Chicago  ballrooms,  have  tied  in 

with  the  national  “Great  Waltz”  compe- 
tition, being  sponsored  by  M-G-M  in  con- 

nection with  the  picture  of  the  same  name. 

The  finals  of  the  statewide  contest,  with 

the  winners  of  competition  in  Springfield, 

Danville,  Peoria  and  other  cities,  will  be 

held  early  in  the  evening  on  December  9 

at  the  Aragon,  and  the  state  finalists  will 

then  meet  the  finalists  of  the  Missouri 

competition  later  that  night.  The  winner 

then  will  represent  the  Chicago  zone  in 

the  national  finals  to  be  held  in  Madison 

Square  Garden,  New  York,  beginning  Mon- 
day, December  12. 

Fourth  B&K  Unit 

Tests  Triples 
Chicago — The  fourth  B&K  house  to  go 

to  triple  features  was  the  Biltmore  on 

the  northwest  side,  which  early  this 

week  offered  “Girls'  School/'  "Block 

Heads,"  and  “Mr.  Wong,  Detective,"  on 
the  same  bill.  The  other  B&K  houses 

which  from  time  to  time  have  offered 

triples  are  the  Belmont,  Alba  and  Ter- 
minal. 

John  Balaban  this  week  said  there  is 

no  trend  toward  triples,  but  that  these 

billings  represent  just  occasional  book- 

ings in  that  order. 

WB  Houses  Run  National 

Anthem  at  Peak  Hours 
Chicago — In  line  with  the  nationwide 

policy  recently  adopted  by  the  Warner 

Theatres,  the  26  Warner  houses  in  Illi- 

nois, Indiana  and  Wisconsin  will  shortly 

inaugurate  the  playing  of  the  national 

anthem,  “The  Star  Spangled  Banner,” 
during  the  peak  afternoon  and  evening 
shows. 

Prints  will  arrive  here  within  the  next 

few  days  from  the  Vitaphone  studios. 

There  will  be  no  picture  on  the  screen, 

with  the  film  containing  nothing  but  the 

sound  track  of  the  score  of  the  song. 

“We  hope  thus  to  aid  in  better  American- 
izing all  our  patrons  and  in  keeping  them 

constantly  reminded  through  this  patriotic 

inspiration,”  said  Charles  Ryan,  assistant 
to  Jimmy  Coston,  head  of  the  theatres 
here. 

The  Warner  exchange  here  will  also  have 

available  shortly  for  all  houses,  the  single- 
reel featuring  the  recent  address  of  Harry 

Warner  before  the  American  Legion  in  Los 

Angeles  on  "Americanism.” 

Building  to  B&K 

Chicago — B&K,  which  has  been  operat- 

ing the  Terminal  Theatre,  this  week  an- 
nounced taking  over  the  bonds  on  the 

building. 

Chicago  —   With  nearly  three  months 

gone  since  negotiations  began  between  the 

operators  and  the  exhibitors  on  a   new 

1938-39  contract  on  a   wage  scale,  nothing 

has  yet  been  accomplished  toward  that end. 

This  week  both  sides  were  still  awaiting 

word  from  each  other.  Johnny  Smith  of 

the  operators  was  away  and  expected 

back  later  this  week,  at  which  time  all 

hoped  to  get  together  finally  to  thrash 
out  the  matter. 

It  still  stands  as  last  reported:  the  ex- 

hibitors say  they  cannot  pay  last  year’s 
scale  and  need  the  10  per  cent  reduction 

which  was  in  effect  this  summer,  and 

which  is  still  being  paid  by  all  Allied  the- 
atre members  and  affiliated  circuits.  Nu- 

merous exhibitors  unaffiliated  with  either 

Allied  or  Exhibitors’  Ass’n  of  Chicago  have 
since  September  1   been  paying  the  1937-38 scale. 

Ask  Operators  to 

Take  Wage  Cut 

Milwaukee — A   labor  committee  repre- 

senting Milwaukee  county  exhibitors  has 
demanded  of  a   committee  from  the  Motion 

Picture  Projectionists’  Union,  Local  164, 
a   1 2   Y2  Per  cent  reduction  in  wages. 

A   two-year  contract  entered  into  a   year 

ago  between  exhibitors  and  the  union  pro- 

vided for  a   2Yz  per  cent  increase  Novem- 

ber 1,  but  theatre  owners  declare  that  re- 
lief is  necessary  at  this  time  in  order  for 

them  to  continue  operating. 

The  union  will  consider  the  exhibitors’ 
request  at  a   meeting  to  be  held  soon. 

Garage  Tieup  Provides 

Patrons  Parking  Space 

Springfield,  III. — The  Orpheum  The- 

atre has  devised  a   way  to  save  its  mati- 
nee business  which  fell  off  considerably 

when  a   strict  parking  ordinance  went  into 
effect  about  a   year  ago. 

One  and  two-hour  areas,  were  set  off. 

Neither  of  these  allowed  a   patron  time 

enough  to  sit  through  a   program,  and  un- 
restricted parking  areas  were  so  far  from 

the  theatre  that  patrons  would  not  walk 

the  distance.  Consequently,  matinee  busi- 

ness of  all  the  Springfield  theatres  de- clined sharply. 

Through  an  arrangement  with  a   garage 

one  block  from  the  theatre,  Orpheum  pat- 

rons may  now  park  their  cars  free  at  the 

garage  for  three  hours  while  attending  the 

theatre.  Patrons  buy  their  theatre  tickets 

at  the  garage  which  is  paid  a   percentage. 

The  arrangement  is  rescuing  the  matinee 

business  for  the  Orpheum  and  also  aids 

the  garage  in  that  many  patrons  have 

their  cars  serviced  while  they’re  seeing  a 

picture. 

Still  Seek  Dual  Solution 
Chicago — While  the  independents  have  given  up  the  thought  of  getting  double 

features  abolished  through  court  procedure,  as  reported  in  BOXOFFICE  last  week,  it 

was  learned  this  week  they  still  hope  to  convince  B&K  one  way  or  another  that 

singles  are  the  thing. 

One  exhibitor  spokesman  said  "we  can  guarantee  the  independents  will  give  up 

double  features  the  minute  B&K  gives  them  up." 
Just  how  they  intend  to  do  this  was  not  revealed. 

With  B&K  almost  certain  now  to  go  through  the  maze  of  legal  proceedings 

pending  against  it  and  the  major  companies,  the  circuit's  executives  are  not  in- 
clined to  discuss  duals.  As  John  Balaban  has  said  time  and  again,  and  as  he  still 

says:  "We  must  once  and  for  all  get  the  matter  thrashed  out  in  courts  and  let  the 
decision  of  double  features  and  clearance  rest  there." 
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Let  Independents 
See  Pact  Copies 

Chicago — Photostatic  copies  of  all  B&K 
film  and  clearance  contracts  with  the 

major  companies  during  the  last  five  years 
were  to  be  made  available  to  Rosenberg, 

Stein  &   Rosenberg,  attorneys  for  the  in- 

dependent exhibitors,  in  a   new  develop- 
ment this  week  in  the  anti-trust  clear- 

ance suit  in  federal  court  here. 

This  order  was  granted  by  Judge  James 

H.  Wilkerson  in  lieu  of  plaintiff  attor- 

neys proceeding  with  scheduled  deposi- 
tions from  the  exchange  managers  and 

Elmer  Upton,  B&K  comptroller.  A   motion 

had  been  entered  previously  before  Judge 

Wilkerson  by  Robert  N.  Golding,  for  the 

defense,  seeking  to  have  the  taking  of 

depositions  continued  generally,  but  a 

conference  of  attorneys  resulted  in  the 

B&K  and  major  company  attorneys  grant- 

ing the  request  of  the  plaintiffs  for  the 

copies  of  the  contracts.  This  general 

agreement  suspended  the  need  for  further 

depositions.  Here  from  New  York  were 

Lou  Phillips  of  Paramount  and  Fred  Pride 

of  20th  Century-Fox. 

Another  motion  by  the  defendants  to 

move  back  to  December  17  the  date  for 

the  answers  to  the  original  bill  of  com- 

plaint to  be  ready,  was  not  acted  upon 

by  the  judge.  As  a   result,  it  was  expected 

that  the  defendants  would  appear  this 

week  on  November  18,  as  previously  ar- 

ranged to  advise  Judge  Wilkerson  whether 

they  would  have  their  answers  ready  on 

the  date  originally  set,  next  Monday,  No- 
vember 21. 

It  is  thought  possible  that  the  sudden 

filing  in  federal  court  here  by  the  de- 
partment of  justice  of  its  information  for 

criminal  contempt  of  court  might  have  a 

bearing  on  the  settling  of  the  independent 

suit  between  B&K  and  the  majors  out- 

side of  court.  It  is  known  that  all  parties 

are  concerned  principally  in  trying  to  ef- 

fect a   settlement  and  this  new  action  may 

hasten  the  matter  along. 

Jack  Kirsch  Testimonial 

Proceeds  to  Relief  Fund 
Chicago — Henri  Elman,  chairman  of  the 

committee  in  charge  of  the  Jack  Kirsch 

testimonial  dinner,  said  this  week  that  the 

major  proceeds  from  the  affair,  to  be  held 

December  2   at  the  Congress  Hotel,  will  go 

to  a   newly-created  Chicago  Film  Relief 
Fund. 

A   special  program  is  being  prepared  for 

the  affair  in  which  veterans  of  the  film 

industry  will  be  listed. 

Collecting  the  Fins 

Chicago — Jack  Kirsch,  president  of  Al- 

lied of  Illinois,  this  week  began  distribut- 

ing to  the  160  theatre  members  here,  let- 

ters in  regard  to  the  levy  of  $5  per  thea- 

tre which  national  Allied  is  seeking  to 

bolster  its  treasury. 

Why  An  Early 
Date  Set 

Chicago — The  reason  for  the  quick 

date  set  on  the  show-cause  hearing  on 

the  criminal  contempt  action  against 

Barney  Balaban,  B&K,  and  the  seven 

majors,  was  that,  under  statutes,  de- 
fendants must  show  cause  within  20 

days  from  filing  of  the  citation  why 

they  should  not  be  held  in  contempt 

of  court. 

Warren  Canaday,  assistant  to  U.  S. 

Attorney  Michael  L.  Igoe  here,  who  will 

work  on  the  case  for  the  government, 

said  that,  if  found  guilty,  the  defendant 

corporations  may  be  assessed  fines, 

and  any  individual  executive  of  the 

corporations  may  in  addition  be  fined 

or  given  jail  sentences. 
It  is  understood  that  some  officer  of 

each  of  the  corporations  will  have  to 

be  in  attendance  here  in  federal  court 

on  November  28  when  the  case  is 

heard.  Subpoenas  have  already  been 

served  the  corporations  in  New  York, 

to  John  Balaban  for  B&K  here,  and  to 

Barney  Balaban,  here  last  week  as  he 

stopped  off  between  trains  en  route  to 

New  York  from  the  west  coast. 

It  is  said  that  Joseph  Rosenberg,  of 

the  firm  of  Rosenberg,  Stein  &   Rosen- 

berg, may  be  subpoenaed  as  one  of 

the  government  witnesses  in  the  case. 

Government  Files 

Contempt  Charges 
(Continued  from  page  49) 

that  the  men  have  been  ordered  to  cir- 

culate about  the  offices  several  times  daily 

to  see  that  no  records  are  disturbed  or 

moved  out  that  might  hamper  the  govern- 
ment in  its  coming  contempt  proceedings 

against  the  majors  except  Columbia,  B&K, 

and  Barney  Balaban. 

B&K  and  Paramount  have  retained  the 

law  firm  of  Kirkland,  Fleming,  Green,  Mar- 
tin and  Ellis  of  Chicago  to  represent  them 

in  the  coming  action.  Definitely  handling 

the  case  are  Joseph  Fleming  and  T.  M. 

Thomas,  who  are  also  handling  the  legal 
matters  for  B&K  and  Paramount  in  the 

independent  suit  here.  They  are  also 

representing  Barney  Balaban. 

For  the  other  major  companies  involved, 

Mayer,  Meyer,  Austrian  and  Platt  have 

been  retained,  as  in  the  other  cases.  Fred- 

erick Burnham  is  working  on  the  case  for 

the  firm.  It  is  understood  that  both  firms 

have  been  in  constant  touch  with  the  New 

York  legal  departments  of  the  film  com- 

panies in  preparing  the  answers  to  the 

government’s  information  on  criminal  con- 
tempt that  must  be  ready  by  Monday,  No- 

vember 28. 

At  that  time,  according  to  Warren  Can- 

aday, assistant  United  States  district  at- 

torney here,  a   trial  date  will  be  set 

after  the  answers  are  presented  to 

Federal  Judge  Charles  E.  Woodward. 

And  despite  the  fact  that  it  is  only  neces- 

sary for  answers  to  be  ready  on  that  date, 

Independent  Cry 
Recalled  Decree 

Chicago — The  inside  on  how  the  de- 

partment of  justice  finally  brought  the 

information  for  criminal  contempt  of  fed- 
eral court  against  Barney  Balaban,  B&K 

and  the  seven  majors  last  week,  was  learn- 
ed here  this  week. 

It  is  said  that  the  1932  consent  decree, 

upon  which  the  action  is  based,  was  prac- 

tically forgotten  in  Washington.  How- 
ever, when  the  independent  exhibitors 

filed  their  anti-trust  clearance  suit  re- 

cently against  B&K  and  the  majors,  Ro- 

senberg, Stein  &   Rosenberg,  the  indepen- 

dents,’ attorneys,  requested  Thurman  Ar- 
nold, assistant  United  States  attorney  gen- 

eral, to  send  an  observor  to  hear  the  pro- 
ceedings in  the  case. 

When  Robert  L.  Wright,  one  of  Arnold’s 
aids,  was  sent  here,  he  first  looked  through 

the  114-page  complaint  of  the  plaintiffs. 

This  bill  contained  a   complete  text  of  the 

1932  consent  decree  agreed  to  before  Fed- 
eral Judge  Charles  Woodward.  That  was 

the  first  Wright  learned  of  the  existence 

of  such  a   decree.  And  from  reading  that 

he  began  investigating  further  other  com- 
plaints which  came  in  the  wake  of  the 

independents’  suit.  Among  these  is  said  to 
have  been  one  by  a   bondholder  of  the 
Oriental  Theatre  building,  which  went 

into  detail  about  the  original  construc- 
tion of  the  building  and  the  series  of 

leases,  it  has  gone  through.  With  all  this 

data,  Wright  returned  to  Washington, 

presented  his  material  to  Arnold,  who  in 

turn  enlisted  the  further  aid  of  the  fed- 
eral bureau  of  investigation.  Several 

F.  B.  I.  men,  both  from  Washington  and 
out  of  the  local  office,  began  gathering 

evidence,  including  the  taking  of  photo- 
graphs of  all  the  loop  theatres  and  major 

outlying  houses.  The  final  completed 

F.  B.  I.  report  went  to  Washington  a   short time  ago. 

When  Wright  returned  last  week  he 

brought  with  him,  it  is  said,  a   full-trunk 

of  evidence  to  be  used  in  the  case,  to- 

gether with  copies  of  the  information 

which  had  been  mimeographed  in  Wash- 
ington.— G.  R. 

Choose  Scrooge  as  Boy 

Hollywood — Ronald  Sinclair  will  have 

the  role  of  Scrooge  as  a   boy  in  M-G-M’s 

picturization  of  Dickens’  “Christmas 

Carol.” 

subpoenas  have  been  issued  and  served 

on  all  branch  managers  in  Chicago,  ex- 
cept Columbia,  John  Balaban  for  B&K, 

Barney  Balaban,  and  representatives  of 

the  other  majors  involved  in  New  York, 

to  appear  here  on  that  date.  According  to 

Canaday,  they  must  appear. 

Canaday  and  Robert  L.  Wright,  of  Thur- 

man Arnold’s  office  in  Washington,  will 
handle  the  case  directly  here.  Thus  far 

they  are  on  it  alone  but  it  is  expected 

that  additional  legal  talent  will  be  dis- 
patched here  when  the  case  actually  gets 

under  way. 
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Christmas  Basket 
Committees  Named 

Chicago — Committees  have  been  named 

to  work  on  the  fourth  annual  film  Christ- 
mas basket  parties  to  be  held  Tuesday, 

December  20,  in  all  participating  Chicago 

theatres.  Participation  of  any  theatre  is 

possible  upon  payment  of  $5.00  to  the  gen- 

eral committee,  which  fee  includes  the  nec- 
essary trailer  and  posters. 

Another  meeting  of  the  committee  was 

to  be  held  this  week  to  formulate  final 

plans.  Heading  the  list  are  Morris  G. 

Leonard,  president  of  the  Exhibitors’  As- 
sociation, and  Jack  Kirsch,  president  of 

the  Allied  of  Illinois,  as  co-chairmen. 
Others  are: 

Trailers,  W.  K.  Hollander;  writing  news- 
paper stories,  Eddie  Solomon  and  Eddie 

Seguin;  newspaper  ads,  Herb  Elisburg  and 

Larry  Stein;  newspaper  editorial,  W.  K. 

Hollander  and  Herb  Elisburg;  radio  an- 

nouncements, Dan  Goldberg,  Norman  Kas- 

sel and  Larry  Stein;  foreign  language  pa- 

pers, Herb  Elisburg;  community  news- 
papers, Ted  Morris,  Eddie  Seguin;  chain 

grocery  store  tieups,  S.  E.  Dennison  and 

Harry  Smythe;  transportation  posters,  Lou 

Abramson  and  Joe  McKeown;  mayor’s 
proclamation,  Jack  Kirsch;  bill  posting, 

W.  K.  Hollander;  union  participation,  Jack 

Kirsch;  school  contacts,  Emil  Garber;  kid- 

die clubs,  Henry  Markbreit;  stationery, 

Lou  Abramson;  trade  paper  publicity, 

Gene  Rich  and  William  Crouch. 

Horse  Hosts  Press 

Chicago — Members  of  the  Chicago  press 

had  a   new  experience  this  week — having 
breakfast  with  a   horse  as  the  host. 

The  host  was  Elmer  Gantry,  15-year- 
old  blue-blooded  blind  horse,  owned  by 

Eleanor  Getzendaner  of  Des  Plaines,  111., 

and  signed  on  Monday  by  Warner’s  Bryan 
Foy  to  a   contract  for  the  forthcoming 

picture,  “Gantry  the  Great.” 

The  picture  will  be  based  upon  the  in- 
cidents in  the  life  of  the  horse  and  its 

owner.  Details  of  the  story  were  given  to 

the  press  at  a   breakfast  Monday  at  the 

Blackstone,  after  which  all  journeyed  to 

Des  Plaines  to  witness  the  signing  cere- 
monies (the  newsreels  were  there,  too), 

and  to  see  the  horse  go  through  its  paces. 

Here  with  Foy  were  Vincent  Sherman, 

who  wrote  “Crime  School,”  and  is  work- 

ing on  the  screenplay  for  “Gantry  the 

Great;”  Irving  Rubine,  assistant  to  Robert 
Taplinger;  and  Milton  Drucker,  studio  still 

cameraman.  Local  press  details  were  han- 
dled by  Sam  Clark. 

One  anecdote,  coming  from  Rubine,  on 

signing  of  the  horse  bears  repeating;  Miss 

Getzendaner  insisted,  when  discussion  be- 
gan, on  using  the  horse  in  a   picture  that 

Warners  sign  “Elmer  Gantry”  himself  and 
that  the  contract  should  not  be  made  with 

the  owner.  Asked  why  she  was  so  in- 

sistant  on  it,  she  answered,  “Well,  who's 
going  to  take  care  of  ‘Elmer’  on  his  social 

security  when  he  gets  old,  if  you  don’t 

A   Community  Fund 

Drive  Progresses 
Chicago — The  amount  reported  thus  far 

in  the  amusement  division  of  the  Com- 
munity Fund  Drive,  totaling  slightly  more 

than  $12,500,  and  not  including  this  week’s 
reports,  is  as  follows: 
Abplanalp,  E.  M   $   15.00 

Ad-Art  Display  Studio      10.00 
Adelphi  Theatre      25.00 
Allied  Theatres  of  111.  Employes     150.00 

Am.  League  Ball  Club,  Harry  Grabiner..  50.00 
Astor  Theatre      15.00 

Austin,  Cinema  and  Karlov  Theatres     50.00 

B&K  Theatres  Co   *2500.00 
Bland  Bros     *95.00 
California  Theatre      25.00 

Capitol  Film  Exchange      70.00 
CAPA      100.00 
Clark  Theatre      50.00 

Columbia  Pictures  Corp     100.00 
Dearborn  Theatre      8.00 

Essaness  Theatre  Corp   :   *2000.00 
Film  Chauffeurs  &   Carriers      95.00 
Lavin  Bros     5.00 

Film  Truck  Service      48.00 

Film  Delivery  Service      50.00 
Garden  &   New  Paris  Theatres     20.00 
Garfield  Theatre      5.00 

Gaumont-British  Pictures      93.00 

General  Seating  Co     25.00 
Grand  Theatre      15.00 
Metro  Premium  Co     20.00 

Haymarket  Theatre      25.00 

Homan  Photoplay  Co     50.00 
Homewood  Theatre      13.50 

Jones,  Linick  &   Schaefer     200.00 
Kedzie  Amusement  Co     25.00 
State  Lake  Theatre      64.50 
Lake  Shore  Theatre      15.00 

LaSalle  Theatre      26.00 

Lexington  Theatre      10.00 
Lincoln  Square  Recreation  Co     10.00 

Loew’s,  Inc     194.50 
Madlin  &   Century  Theatres     300.00 
McVickers  Theatre      21.10 
Monroe  Theatre      50.00 

National  Screen  Service      *112.00 
National  Theatre  Supply      61.00 
New  Strand  Theatre      15.00 

Palace  Theatre  (W.  Randolph)     150.00 
Palace  Theatre  (J.  Plodna)      33.60 
Paramount  Pictures  Corp     227.50 
Park  Manor  Theatre      5.00 

Photoplay  Adv.  Co     100.00 
Plaza,  Ideal  &   Gold  Coast  Theatres     25.00 
RKO  Radio  Pictures      288.25 

Republic  Pictures  Corp     126.00 
Tiffin  Theatre      100.00 
Times  Theatre      50.00 

20th  Century-Fox  Film      593.54 
United  Artists  Corp     85.50 

Vitagraph,  Inc     279.10 
White  Way  Sign      1000.00 

Warner  Bros.  Circuit    *2000.00 
White  Palace  Theatre      25.00 
Wicker  Park  Theatre      35.00 

World  Playhouse      20.00 

*   Partial  Report. 

Warsaw  Acquisition  Is 

Hainline' s   Ninth  House 
Warsaw,  III. — Andrew  L.  Hainline  has 

acquired  his  ninth  theatre  in  western 

Illinois  with  assumption  of  the  Vivo  here 

from  Alexander  Steel.  Hainline  has  re- 

named the  house  the  Royal.  Laverne  Nich- 
ols is  the  new  manager. 

One  for  Washington 
Washington,  III. — Plans  for  erection 

of  a   new  theatre  here  have  been  an- 
nounced by  H.  U.  Bailey  of  Princeton,  who 

operates  numerous  other  theatres  in  cen- 
tral Illinois.  The  house  will  be  ready  for 

opening  in  the  spring. 

Todd  Is  Owner 

LaHarpe  III. — R.  D.  Todd  has  purchas- 

ed the  half  interest  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ewing 

in  the  Amus-U  Theatre  here  for  $10,000, 

to  become  sole  owner  of  the  modern  up- to-date  house. 

sign  him  up  himself?’ 

YOUR  NEIGHBORS 

ARE  IN  NEED 

n 
s   another  winter  approaches, 

thousands  of  unfortunates  in  Chicago 

turn  to  us  again  for  help.  The  sick, 

the  aged,  the  underprivileged,  the 

handicapped. 

Will  you  give  of  what  you  have 

to  help  a   little  child  to  walk  again 

...  to  help  a   broken  family  back 

on  its  feet  ...  to  ease  the  heavy 

burden  of  an  aged  couple  too  old 

to  work? 

Through  the  Community  Fund 

your  contribution,  no  matter  how 

small,  will  help  to  lessen  their  suf- 

fering and  want. 

Let  your  heart  answer  for  you 

when  you  are  asked  to  contribute 

to  the  Community  Fund. 

Chicago’s  8th  Annual 

C0MMUNITV  FUND 
give  -   - 

WE  MUST  NOT  FAIL  THEM 
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St.  Louisans  Plan 

Suburban  Deluxer 

St.  Louis — A   2,000-seat  theatre  is  to  be 
erected  on  a   site  fronting  on  the  south  side 
of  Clayton  road  east  of  Big  Bend  Blvd., 
it  has  been  learned.  The  project  is  being 
financed  by  a   syndicate  headed  by  Samuel 
Shuchart,  president  of  the  Shuchart  Realty 
Co. 

Clayton  road  at  this  point  is  the  border 
between  Richmond  Heights  and  Clayton, 

two  of  St.  Louis’  leading  suburban  com- 
munities. The  theatre  is.  to  be  located  in 

Richmond  Heights  and  will  be  designed  by 
Robert  O.  Boiler  of  Kansas  City. 

The  identity  of  those  in  the  syndicate 

with  Shuchart  and  Kohner  is  being  with- 
held for  the  present,  pending  the  comple- 
tion of  negotiations  with  films  interests. 

Likewise  it  has  not  been  announced  what 

company  will  operate  the  new  house. 

The  intersection  of  Clayton  and  Big 
Bend  is  one  of  the  most  important  in  St. 
Louis  county.  On  the  west  side  of  Big 
Bend  Blvd.  just  south  of  Clayton  Road  is 

the  650-seat  Richmond  Theatre  operated 
by  the  St.  Louis  Amusement  Co.  At  pres- 

ent the  Richmond  is  the  only  theatre  in 
this  general  territory,  although  some  blocks 
north  in  Clayton  is  the  Shady  Oak,  another 

650-seater  also  operated  by  the  St.  Louis 
Amusement  Co. 

Expect  to  Sign  Lease  for 

New  20th-Fox  Exchange 
Chicago — Signing  of  the  lease  for  the 

proposed  new  20th  Century-Fox  exchange 
building  on  the  northwest  corner  of  13th 

and  Wabash,  was  expected  to  take  place 
this  week.  After  that,  work  will  begin 
immediately  on  construction  of  the  modern 

two-story  building.  Work  of  clearing  the 
lot  already  has  been  started. 

Tie  With  Broadcast 
Chicago — The  Clark  Theatre  of  Lubliner 

and  Trinz  last  week  threw  its  hat  into  the 

loop  exploitation  ring  when  it  ran  UA’s 
“Things  to  Come.”  All  ad  copy  stressed 
the  fact  that  it  was  written  by  the  author, 

H.  G.  Wells,  of  the  broadcast  “that  pan- 
icked the  nation!” 

Oriental  Joins  Allied 
Chicago — The  Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer 

operated  Oriental  Theatre  has  been  added 
to  the  list  of  members  of  Allied  Theatres 

of  Illinois.  This  makes  160  theatre  mem- 
bers the  organization  now  has. 

Beymer  to  Delphi 
Delphi,  Ind. — The  new  Roxy  Theatre,  to 

be  opened  here  shortly  by  the  Gregory  cir- 
cuit, will  be  managed  by  Walter  Beymer, 

present  manager  of  the  Arc  Theatre  here. 

C   H I   C   A   G   © 

QJ.EORGE  RYAN,  manager  of  the  War- ner Stratford,  has  been  transferred  to 
the  Juneau  Theatre,  Milwaukee.  His  post 

at  the  Stratford  has  been  assumed  by  Clif- 
ford Farmer,  formerly  at  the  Symphony. 

Lou  Abramson  got  a   laugh  out  of  the 
Community  Fund  workers  last  week  at  the 

report  luncheon  when  he  became  a   stick- 
ler for  accuracy  and  asked  that  the  amuse- 

ment section’s  total  at  that  time  be  ac- 
curately listed  as  50  per  cent  of  the  qwota 

instead  of  the  49  per  cent  that  had  been 
marked  up. 

Whenever  you  hear  Herb  Elisburg  re- 
mark that  he  wants  to  take  a   short  drive 

in  the  evening  for  a   soda  or  milkshake, 

beware:  You’ll  end  up  touring  all  over 
north  and  west  Chicago  looking  for  Es- 
saness  theatre  advertising  that  Herb  is 
checking.  We  know,  we  tried  it  one  night 
with  him. 

Bill  Bishop  screened  "The  Great  Waltz” 
last  week  at  the  Esquire  Theatre  for 

dancing  teachers,  members  of  the  Better 
Films  Council  of  Chicagoland,  the  critics 
and  music  leaders  of  the  city  .   .   .   Raymond 
Duport,  theatre  division  sales  manager 
for  Forest  Mfg.  Co.  of  Belleville,  N.  Y., 
while  here  last  week,  named  the  Midwest 

Theatre  Supply  Co.  as  exclusive  distribu- 
tors of  Forest  rectifiers  and  Hurley  screens. 

Spencer  Tracy  has  been  invited  to  at- 
tend the  party  of  the  Notre  Dame  Club  of 

Chicago  here  this  evening  after  the  North- 
western-Notre  Dame  football  game  .   .   . 

All  the  newsreels  were  at  Notre  Dame 
last  week  for  the  Minnesota  game  and 

probably  will  do  an  encore  this  week  there 
for  the  Northwestern  battle. 

Ask  Lou  ( B&K )   Lipstone  what  a   fish  is. 

Lou’s  musical  ability  carried  him  nearly  to 

the  finals  of  one  of  Bob  Crosby’s  candid 
musical  camera  nights  at  the  Blackhawk 
the  other  evening.  But  when  Lou  answered 

that  a   fish  was  am  animal,  he  lost  out 
for  the  twenty  bucks  .   .   .   Joe  Holton  and 

Charlie  Goetz,  20 th  Century-Fox  talent 
scouts,  were  here  last  week  as  part  of  a 
nationwide  tour  seeking  new  film  faces. 

Wayne  Morris,  here  last  week  attend- 
ing the  opening  night  festivities  of  Ozzie 

Nelson’s  appearance  at  the  Drake  Hotel, 
pulled  a   gag  on  his  friend.  As  Nelson  was 

announcing  a   specialty  number,  a   “waiter” came  across  the  floor  with  a   tray  full  of 

dishes.  As  he  neared  Ozzie,  the  waiter 

“tripped”  and  spilled  the  tray  at  Nelson’s 
feet.  The  “waiter”  turned  out  to  be  Morris. 

Marion  Corcoran,  secretary  to  Walter 

Branson  at  RKO,  was  operated  upon  this 

week  for  appendicitis. 

Burt  Ofstie  of  Midwest  Film  Studios 

doubled  in  brass  recently  for  Charlie 
Dawn  on  the  Chicago  American,  while 
Charlie  was  away  attending  the  funeral 
of  his  father. 

Frank  Omick,  Great  States  booker,  is  at 

his  home  in  Berwyn  recovering  from  a   re- 
(Continued  on  page  55) 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 

  A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  ' 

CHICAGO 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  6782 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

THEATRE  MANAGERS 

Save  Time  and  Money.  Use  our  lobby 

Advertising  rental  plan.  All  posters 

from  one  source — 50%  saving — one 
weekly  invoice.  NO  CONTRACTS. 

All  posters,  complete  silk  screen  processed 

banners  and  Hollywood  transparencies. 

Majority  of  our  accounts  with  us  at 

least  10  years.  Record  speaks  for  itself. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  331 1-A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 
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Uses  Marquee  as  "Clock” 

A   new  use  for  marquee  letters  has  been  found  by  August  C.  Berkholtz  of 

Mermac  Theatre,  West  Bend,  Wzs.  “Augie,”  as  he  is  known  to  the  5,000  persons 
in  this  Wisconsin  town,  uses  the  lower  part  of  the  V-type  marquee  to  let  his 
patrons  know  when  the  feature  starts,  as  this  photograph  shows.  Berkholtz 
also  operates  the  West  Bend  Theatre  in  West  Bend,  and  the  Rivoli  in  Two 
Rivers,  Wis.,  and  has  been  in  show  business  27  years. 

JJARRY  KORNBLUM,  Evansville,  Ind., 
exhibitor,  was  injured  recently  near 

Cairo,  HI.,  when  a   severe  wind  storm 

swept  that  section.  The  car  he  was  driv- 
ing was  picked  up  by  the  gale  and  hurled 

from  the  road.  It  turned  over  twice,  set- 
tled in  a   roadside  ditch.  Confined  in  a 

Cairo  hospital  for  a   week,  he  is  now  at 
home  recuperating. 

Oscar  Kueschner,  operator  of  the  Holly- 

wood Theatre,  has  left  St.  Vincent’s  Hos- 
pital and  is  reported  resting  at  his  home. 

Bernie  Zeeman,  Columbia’s  assistant 
manager  of  exchange  operations,  spent 
several  days  at  the  local  exchange. 

Lottie  Cohen  of  the  Columbia  staff  has 
resigned.  She  will  head  for  Miami,  Fla., 
and  a   job  with  Wometco  Theatre  Corp. 
Guy  Craig,  Columbia  branch  manager, 
gave  a   farewell  party  in  her  honor  at  his 

home.  Employes  presented  her  with  a 
beautiful  farewell  gift. 

Abe  Baker,  Columbia  booker,  had  a   nar- 
row escape  one  day  while  driving  to  work. 

He  seemed  to  get  into  a   three-way  jam. 
The  front  end  of  his  car  was  demolished. 

Al  Lachnit  of  Big  Feature  Rights  ex- 
change has  resigned,  effective  November 

14.  No  successor  has  been  named. 

Ted  Nicholas,  manager  of  the  Lyric 
Theatre,  has  returned  after  several  days 
in  the  east  on  business. 

Roselind  Bindley,  secretary  to  the  local 

Paramount  branch  manager,  is  preparing 
to  spend  several  weeks  out  of  town  on 
vacation. 

Lloyd  Henrich,  Paramount  booker,  has 
been  transferred  to  Chicago  as  assistant 
to  the  chief  accountant.  He  is  succeeded 

by  John  Gentile  of  the  New  York  office 
contract  department. 

John  L.  Pettingill 
Victim  of  Gunman 

Superior,  Wis. — The  Superior  Theatre 

here  was  dark  all  day  November  11  in 

observance  of  the  death  of  John  L.  Pettin- 

gill, 40,  secretary-treasurer  of  the  theatre 
company,  who  was  shot  to  death  in  his 

mother’s  home  by  a   man  who  demanded 
restitution  for  a   $50  Liberty  Loan  bond  de- 

posited in  1917  in  an  Iron  River  bank,  now 

closed,  and  headed  by  Pettingill’s  father. 
Not  satisfied  with  the  Pettingill  explana- 

tion that  the  bond,  together  with  others, 
had  been  transferred  to  another  bank  in 
1924  when  the  Iron  River  institution  was 

merged  with  the  Wisconsin  State  Bank, 
and  that  he  would  see  what  could  be  done 

about  the  matter,  the  killer  shot  him. 
Charged  with  first  degree  murder  in 

the  shooting  is  G.  Albin  Berquist,  Ash- 
land, Wis.  The  Pettingills  were  among 

the  pioneers  of  this  section,  the  elder  Pet- 
tingill being  one  of  the  founders  of  the 

town  of  Iron  River. 

Last  year  the  Pettingill  interests  con- 
structed the  Superior  Theatre  here  at  an 

approximate  cost  of  $100,000.  Survivors, 

besides  Pettingill’s  mother,  are  a. sister  and 
three  brothers,  the  latter — Russell,  Nor- 

man and  Lyman — actively  in  charge  in  the 
management  of  the  theatre. 

Marionettes  Move  On 

Chicago — After  playing  two  days  here, 

M-G-M’s  traveling  Marionette  Moviettes 
caravan,  headed  by  Captain  Volney  Phifer, 
moved  on  this  week  to  Port  Wayne,  South 

Bend,  Toledo  and  Detroit.  Two  shows  were 

given  here  each  day  in  front  of  the  Roose- 
velt Theatre  on  Monday  and  Tuesday. 

16  Classed  Family 

By  Chicago  Group 
Chicago  —   The  October  report  of  the 

Better  Films  Council  of  Chicago  places  16 

pictures  in  the  family  group,  seven  in  the 
adult  and  young  adult  group,  and  three 
in  the  adult  class. 

The  family  films  listed:  “The  Arkansas 
Traveler”  and  “Touchdown  Army”  (Para) ; 
‘‘Boys  Town”  and  “Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl” 
(M-G-M);  “Drums”  CUAJ  ;   “Four  Daugh- 

ters” and  “Valley  of  the  Giants”  (WB); 
“Girls’  School”  and  “You  Can’t  Take  It 

With  You”  (Col) ;   “Straight,  Place  and 
Show,”  “Hold  that  Co-ed”  and  “Speed  to 

Burn”  (20th-Fox);  “That  Certain  Age” 
and  “Youth  Takes  a   Fling”  (Univ) ;   “Moon- 

light Sonata”  (Malmar);  and  “The  Rob- 

ber’s Bride.” 
The  adult  and  young  adult  group  in- 

cluded: “Affairs  of  Annabel”  and  “Smash- 

ing the  Rackets”  (RKO)  ;   “Army  Girl” 
(Rep) ;   “If  I   Were  King”  (Para) ;   “Too 
Hot  to  Handle”  and  “The  Chaser”  (M-G- 
M);  and  “The  Courier  of  Lyons”  (Pax). 

The  adult  group  were  “Algiers”  (UA) ; 
“King  of  Alcatraz”  (Para),  and  “The  Sis- 

ters” (WB). 

“The  Sisters”  was  listed  as  “highly  rec- 

ommended,” while  “You  Can’t  Take  It 

With  You”  was  tagged  as  a   “must  see” 
picture. 

The  council  held  their  monthly  meet- 
ing Thursday  of  this  week,  at  which  time 

one  of  the  scheduled  speakers  was  Norman 
Alexandroff  of  the  Columbia  College  of 
Drama  and  Radio. 

Republic  Leads  Chicago 
Bowlers  With  15  Won 

Chicago — Standings  this  week  in  the 

Chicago  Film  Bowling  League: 

Won  Lost 
Republic      15  6 
Universal      16  8 
Paramount        12  9 

Film  Carriers      13  11 
National  Screen      10  11 

Photoplay      10  14 
Fssaness      7   14 

20th -Fox      7   17 

High  team  game  honors  now  belong  to 
Universal  with  917,  with  Universal  also 
holding  down  high  series  with  2,619. 

High  individual  game  is  that  of  B.  Klass 
of  Film  Carriers  with  246,  and  high  series 
to  C.  Vestrover  of  Paramount  with  a   620. 

Screen  Disney  Octet 
Chicago — The  Walt  Disney  Technicolor 

shorts  screened  on  Wednesday  at  the  RKO 

trade  showing  at  the  Esquire  Theatre 

were:  “Ferdinand  the  Bull,”  “Donald’s 

Lucky  Day,”  “Goofy  and  Wilbur,”  “The 
Farmyard  Symphony,”  “The  Practical 
Pig,”  ‘The  Ugly  Duckling,”  “Mother  Goose 

Goes  Hollywood,”  and  “The  Brave  Little 

Tailor.” Stander  in  "Ice  Follies" Hollywood — Lionel  Stander  has  been 

added  to  the  cast  of  M-G-M’s  “The  Ice 

Follies.” 
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10  Years  Ago 

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  November  17,  1928) 

gT.  LOUIS  film  men  are  wondering  what 
effect  the  overwhelming  victory  of  Her- 

bert Hoover  and  the  Republican  ticket  in 

Missouri  will  have  on  motion  picture  in- 
terests. Governor  Caulfield  avverred  that 

“I  intend  to  carry  out  all  of  my  campaign 
pledges  100  per  cent  and  I   told  the  people 

I   would  stand  for  rigid  enforcement  of  all 

laws.”  Filmrowites  are  questioning  what 
effect  his  statement  will  have  on  ancient 

statutes  requiring  Sunday  closings. 

The  Midtown  in  St.  Louis  will  reopen 

soon  with  Warners’  ‘‘The  Singing  Fool” 
.   .   .   Bob  Stempfle,  Grand,  St.  Charles,  Mo., 

is  recovering  from  an  attack  of  tonsilitis 

.   .   .   Harry  Scheidker,  manager  of  the  Star 

and  Orpheum  in  Hannibal,  Mo.,  was  rushed 

to  the  hospital  for  an  appendectomy  .   .   . 

The  Mattoon,  Mattoon,  111.,  will  reopen  next 

month  as  a   Vitaphone  house. 

Dolores  del  Rio,  UA  star,  was  a   Chicago 

visitor  last  week  .   .   .   The  Pershing  in  the 

Windy  City  was  destroyed  by  fire  .   .   .   Her- 

bert Ellisburg,  of  B&K’s  publicity  depart- 
ment, is  back  at  his  desk  after  a   three- 

week  honeymoon  trip  to  New  England  .   .   . 

Morris  Heilman,  head  of  Reelcraft  ex- 

change, has  sent  his  wife  to  California  to 

recuperate  from  her  recent  illness. 

Business  Is  a   " Fright " 
But  Quite  Welcome  One 

Indianapolis— -The  Apollo  Theatre  pre- 

sented the  double  bill  of  “Dracula”  and 

“Frankenstein”  recently  and  the  1,154- 
seat  house  entertained  5,000  paying  cus- 

tomers on  three  days. 

After  adding  additional  help  Saturday 

to  handle  the  throng,  by  Saturday  night 

the  police  had  to  be  called  to  keep  pa- 

trons in  line,  three  abreast,  one  square 

long.  When  the  boxoffice  stopped  sell- 

ing tickets  three  times  during  the  eve- 

ning, insistent  fans  offered  to  wait  all 
night  to  get  in. 

When  the  last  of  the  seven  shows  was 

over  and  the  last  lingering  fan  had  de- 
parted, cleaners  went  to  work  on  the 

auditorium.  The  early  hours  of  the  morn- 

ing found  them  still  at  it,  removing  an 

accumulation  of  chewing  gum,  candy  and 

what-not  from  the  carpets,  replacing 
broken  curtain  rods  and  sweeping  off  the 
top  of  the  marquee  where  some  of  the 

overflow  had  to  stand  waiting  for  seats. 

The  three  hectic  days  were  marred  by  no 

accidents,  not  even  to  the  theatre  build- 
ing, and  boxoffice  results  were  the  best 

in  several  years  and  the  Apollo  found 

no  horror  in  “cleaning  up.” 

Panorama  Changes 
Chicago — The  Panorama  Theatre,  for- 

merly operated  by  the  Auerbach  Brothers, 

has  been  taken  over  by  the  C.  D.  M. 

Amusement  Co.,  headed  by  Si  Griever  as 

president. 

“Antoinette"  Smashes  Record 
London— -Opening  day  record  at  the  Em- 

pire here  was  smashed  by  “Marie  An- 
toinette.” 

CHICAGO 
(Continued  from  page  53) 

cent  serious  illness  .   .   .   Abe  Kaufman,  head 

booker  for  B&K,  is  now  spending,  several 

hours  a   day  at  the  office,  after  having  been 

ill  for  several  months. 

The  B&K  Employes’  party  will  be  held 
December  9   at  the  Palmer  House  .   .   . 

Harry  and  Elmer  Balaban  employes  are 

planning  organization  of  a   company  club 

with  about  100  employes  eligible. 

E.  T .   Gomersall’s  division  emerged  first 
in  the  18 -week  billing  drive  held  by  Uni- 

versal, with  Mannie  Gottlieb’s  Chicago  ex- 
change coming  in  second  among  the 

branch  offices  .   .   .   The  local  20 th  Century- 
Fox  exchange  is  fifth  among  all  the  offices 

in  the  Kent  Drive.  W.  C.  Gehring,  division 

sales  manager,  was  here  this  week  to  con- 

fer with  Clyde  Eckhardt  on  details  in  re- 
gard to  the  drive. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Mary  Brian  was  on  the  Santa  Fe 
Chief  last  week  when  it  left  here  bound 

for  the  west  coast  .   .   .   The  Ice  Follies 

troupe  which  just  finished  a   picture 

with  Joan  Crawford  for  M-G-M  was 
through  here  last  week  en  route  for 

personal  appearances  in  the  east  .   .   . 

Alvis  Kent,  popular  eastern  model, 

stopped  off  in  the  Windy  City  last 

week  long  enough  to  let  the  press 

know  that  she  is  contemplating  a   film 

career  .   .   .   A.  H.  Blank  of  Des  Moines 

was  here  for  several  days  last  week 

....  Pat  O’Brien  returned  to  the  coast Friday. 

Jack  Flynn  was  back  in  Detroit  this 

week  after  looking  over  things  here  in 

his  M-G-M  district. 

Glenda  Farrell  returned  to  the  coast 

Saturday  on  her  way  back  from  New 
York. 

Harry  Michaelson,  RKO  short  sub- 
jects sales  manager,  was  here  for  the 

Walt  Disney  shorts  screening  at  the 

Esquire  Theatre  on  Wednesday. 

Pramount’s  Bob  Gillham  was  here 

Monday  conferring  with  Bill  Hollan- 
der of  B&K  on  forthcoming  product 

exploitation. 
Armand  Denis,  the  African  explorer, 

and  his  wife,  Leila  Roosevelt,  who 

filmed  “Dark  Rapture,”  which  Uni- 
versal is  distributing,  were  here  this 

connection  with  the  film.  A   press 

week  as  part  of  nation-wide  tour  in 

conference  was  held  on  Monday,  ar- 

ranged by  B&K’s  Jimmy  Savage. 

Invitations  have  gone  forward  to  both 

ends  of  the  country  and  the  middle  west 

to  those  in  the  industry  for  the  Jack  Kirsch 

testimonial  being  held  here  Friday  night, 

December  2,  at  the  Congress  Hotel. 

Jack  Shumow,  back  as  sales  manager  at 

M-G-M  with  W.  E.  (Doc)  Bamford,  branch 

manager,  having  returned  from  his  Euro- 

pean jaunt,  was  in  Hoopeston,  Danville 

and  Springfield  on  contract  deals  last 
week. 

Lowell  Thomas  was  the  speaker  at  the 

Tuesday  noon  luncheon  meeting  of  the 

Headline  Club  of  Sigma  Delta  Chi  which 

was  held  at  the  Great  Northern  Hotel. 

Pioneer  Theatre  Corporation  (Har- 

old Field  Circuit)  who  operate  17  thea- 

tres in  Iowa,  recently  installed  ULTRA- 

PHONE SUPER  SOUND  SYSTEMS  in 

their  Iowa  Theatre,  Jefferson,  and 

Grundy  Theatre,  Grundy  Center. 

ie  ie  "k 

The  New  Vogue  Theatre,  (Alex 

Manta  Circuit)  now  in  the  process  of 

construction  has  tentatively  set  Thanks- 

giving Day  for  its  opening.  This  new 
and  beautiful  900  seat  theatre  will  be 

equipped  with  the  latest  type  ULTRA- 
PHONE  SUPER  MULTI-BEAM  SOUND 

SYSTEM,  purchased  through  the  Chi- 

cago office  of  the  ULTRAPHONE  COM- 
PANY. 

*   *   * 

Marchesi  Bros.,  who  operate  thea- 
tres in  Amboy,  Freeport,  Lockport,  and 

Prophetstown,  have  opened  their  new 

Warren  Theatre,  Warren,  Illinois.  All 

new  equipment  was  installed  includ- 

ing AIR-LOC  full-upholstered  chairs 
and  ULTRAPHONE  SUPER  SOUND 

SYSTEM. 

*   *   * 

The  J.  S.  Gregory  Circuit  of  Chicago 

who  operate  some  25  theatres  in  Wis- 
consin, Illinois  and  Indiana,  last  week 

opened  their  new  Delphi  Theatre,  Del- 

phi, Indiana.  The  latest  type  ULTRA- 
PHONE SOUND  SYSTEM  was  installed. 

*   *   * 

Sam  Myers  is  now  using  ULTRA- 
PHONE SOUND  SYSTEMS  in  both  his 

Wilmette  and  beautiful  400  seat  Teatro 

del  Lago  theatres  in  Wilmette. — Adv. 
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Architects  Movie 

Ball  Takes  Shape 
Chicago — Plans  are  shaping  into  form 

for  the  Architects  Movie  Ball  to  be  held 

here  Friday  night,  December  2.  Special 
posters  featuring  the  pictures  to  be  used 
as  the  basis  for  decorations,  at  the  party, 

to  be  held  at  the  Drake  Hotel,  were  print- 
ed last  week  by  outstanding  Chicago  art- 

ists. 

A   papier-mache  lifesize  model  of  Walt 

Disney’s  “Ferdinand  the  Bull”  will  ar- 
rive next  week  as  the  basis  for  a   Michigan 

Avenue  parade,  plugging  the  ball.  Arrange- 
ments for  this  were  made  by  William 

Pereira  on  his  recent  trip  to  Hollywood. 

Numerous  sketches  have  been  received 
from  the  various  studios  for  use  of  the 

architects  in  designing  the  sets  they  will 
use  for  the  party. 

M-G-M  is  sending,  in  addition,  gowns 
worn  by  Luise  Rainer  and  Miliza  Korjus 

in  “The  Great  Waltz.” 

The  affair  will  start  at  11  p.  m.,  with 
private  dinner  parties  being  held  earlier 

in  the  evening  on  the  specially -designed 
sets.  Two  floors  of  the  Drake  will  be  given 
over  to  the  festivities. 

A   Booking  Impels  Swilt 

Review  by  Film  Critics 
Chicago — “Vacation  From  Love,”  M-G-M 

picture,  set  for  opening  this  week  at  the 
Oriental  Theatre  by  Jones,  Linick  and 
Schaefer,  was  a   clear  picture,  when  first 
booked.  It  is  understood  the  picture  has 
been  ready  for  nearly  two  months  and  was 
unused. 

However,  on  Monday  of  this  week,  the 
picture  was  set  in  at  the  B&K  Riviera,  one 
of  the  de  luxe  suburbans  on  the  north 

side,  and  all  of  the  critics  of  the  news- 
papers were  requested  to  write  immediate 

reviews. 

Griever  Has  Sycamore  House 

Sycamore,  III. — Si  Griever  of  Chicago 

has  taken  over  the  Fargo  Theatre  here. 

Gordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 
Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 

CJTANLEY  MORNER'S  father  was  a   local visitor  last  week.  Stan,  now  known  as 

Richard  Stanley,  has  been  cast  in  Para- 
mount’s “Persons  in  Hiding.” 

Charles  W.  Trampe,  head  of  the  Midwest 
Film  Co.  and  interested  in  several  local 

theatres,  has  been  named  by  Mayor  Daniel 

W.  Hoan  to  the  motion  picture  commis- 
sion succeeding  George  Fischer,  resigned. 

Charles  Clark,  house  manager  of  E.  J. 

Weisfeldt’s  Riverside  Theatre  here,  is  the 

proud  daddy  of  a   six  and  one-half  pound 
girl  .   .   .   Frank  McCarthy,  actor  in  the 

flicker  “Brother  Rat,”  was  in  Milwaukee 
last  week  as  press  agent  for  the  legitimate 

show,  “What  a   Life.” 

Empress  here  has  dipped  its  early  ad- 
mission before  11  a.  m.  to  15  cents,  with 

prices  of  25  and  40  cents  prevailing  to  6 
p.  m.  and  closing,  respectively . 

Stan  Segelbaum,  manager  of  the  Miller 

Theatre,  downtown  second-run  house,  is 

offering  “Numbers”  every  night  in  the 
week  between  8   and  9   p.  m.  Five  silver 
dollars  are  dropped  into  as  many  fish 
bowls  and  the  winners  in  the  audience 
collect.  In  addition,  five  consolation  prizes 
are  awarded. 

Robert  A.  Hess,  Wisconsin  counsel  for 

Ascap,  outlined  the  functions  of  the  or- 
ganization in  an  address  last  week  before 

the  Milwaukee  Junior  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. 

The  Fond  du  Lac  city  council  last  week 

received  and  placed  on  file  a   letter  from  a 

citizen  requesting  the  council  to  have  the- 
atres stop  Bank  Night  .   .   .   C.  H.  Collins, 

owner  of  the  Roosevelt  Theatre,  Kenosha, 
was  host  last  week  to  officers  and  scouts 
of  Troop  25  at  a   theatre  party. 

Grand  Theatre  in  Hew  London  has  in- 
stalled new  sound  .   .   .   Lyric  Theatre  at 

Peshtigo  is  installi?ig  a   new  heating  plant, 
in  addition  to  other  changes. 

Motion  Picture  Operators’  Union,  Local 
457,  at  Superior  is  conducting  a   campaign 
to  obtain  sound  motion  picture  equipment 
for  the  Middle  River  sanitorium. 

Fox’s  Varsity  here  celebrated  its  first 
anniversary  November  11  and  12  with  a 

$1,200  Bank  Night  pot  as  the  big  attrac- 
tion ...  A.  C.  Gutenberg,  owner  of  the 

Grand,  north  side  neighborhood  house,  is 
a   member  of  the  celebration  committee  in 

charge  of  festivities  for  the  opening  of  the 

city’s  longest  trackless  trolley  route  No- 
vember 19. 

Sixteen  local  Fox  houses — the  Paradise, 

Plaza,  Shorewood,  State,  Riviera,  Sherman, 
Varsity,  Venetian,  World,  Layton  Park, 
Ogden,  Oakland,  Miller,  Allis,  Grace  and 
Kosciuszko — are  showing  the  latest  edition 

of  the  FHA  film,  “Better  Housing  News 
Flashes,”  during  November  and  December. 

With  all  kinds  of  incentives  being  of- 
fered kiddies  to  attend  Saturday  shows, 

A.  P.  Desormeaux  last  week  admitted  the 

first  50  children  free  at  the  1   o’clock  show 
Saturday  afternoon  at  his  Majestic  Thea- 

tre in  Madison. 

Special  Screening 
Accorded  Farrar 

St.  Louis — Among  exhibitors  invited  to 

a   trade  showing  of  “Great  Waltz”  at 
Mount  Vernon,  111.,  last  week  was  Steve 
Farrar  of  Harrisburg,  111.,  who  drove  65 

miles  to  be  present.  The  showing  had  been 
scheduled  for  11:15  p.  m.  to  enable  all 

who  had  been  invited  to  attend.  But  be- 
cause Farrar  and  his  group  of  managers 

were  12  hours  ahead  of  schedule,  a   spe- 
cial showing  of  the  film  was  held  at  noon. 

In  addition  to  the  trade  showings  in  Mount 

Vernon,  Irv  Waterstreet,  M-G-M’s  local exploiteer  for  the  St.  Louis  territory,  had 
shows  in  St.  Louis,  Mattoon,  111.,  Mount 

Carmel,  111.,  Cape  Girardeau,  Mo.,  and  Mal- 
den, Mo. 

An  added  plug  for  the  film  in  these  parts 
is  a   special  waltz  competition  in  various 

parts  of  the  St.  Louis  territory.  The  Mis- 
souri state  finals  are  to  be  held  in  St. 

Louis  on  December  3.  The  finalists  will  be 

sent  to  Chicago  to  compete  in  the  zone 
finals  on  December  8. 

“The  Great  Waltz”  and  “Crime  Takes 

a   Holiday”  at  Loew’s  State  got  away  to 
a   fine  start  and  with  holiday  business  on 
Armistice  Day  to  bolster  the  boxoffice 

drag,  it  should  gross  in  the  upper  brackets. 

Construction  Contract  Is 

Awarded  by  Alex  Pappas 
St.  Louis — The  general  contract  for  the 

construction  of  the  new  motion  picture 

theatre  at  3116-18  Laclede  Ave.,  to  be 
erected  by  Alex  Pappas,  has  been  awarded 
to  the  Schnur-Miller  Construction  Co. 

The  plans  prepared  by  O.  W.  Stiegemeyer 

call  for  a   brick  and  concrete  building  one- 
story  and  part  basement,  55x116  feet. 

Pappas  is  also  interested  in  the  Webster 
Theatre  at  2117  Hadley  St. 

Vaude  and  Films  Likely 

When  State-Lake  Opens 
Chicago  —   While  the  Oriental  Theatre 

was  relighted  this  week,  one  major  house 
still  remained  dark  in  the  loop  when  B&K 

closed  the  State-Lake  as  they  took  it 

over.  The  house  will  be  closed  until  Christ- 
mas Day  for  remodeling. 

John  Balaban  said  that  the  expected 

policy  will  be  vaudeville  and  films,  though 
it  has  not  been  determined  what  type  films 

and  stage  shows  will  be  offered,  and  what 
price  is  to  be  charged. 

Sears  Drive  Meeting 

Chicago — Carl  Leserman,  Warner  assist- 

ant general  sales  manager,  conferred  with 
district  and  division  managers  here  this 

week  on  forthcoming  product  and  the  com- 
ing Sears  drive.  Those  in  attendance  were 

Ben  Kalmenson,  western  and  southern 
sales  manager;  Rud  Lohrenz,  Chicago; 
Fred  Jack,  Dallas,  and  W.  B.  Calloway, 
Los  Angeles. 
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MINNESOTA  THEATRES  REPORTED  TARGETS  OF 

A   FEDERAL  PROBE  TO  STOP  "MERC ANTILING " 
Omaha  Making  a   Strong  Play 
For  MPTOA  1939  Convention 

Retailers'  Ass'n  Charges 
Selling  of  Candy,  Etc., 

Unfair  Practice 

Omaha — Apparently  holding  an  inside 
track  over  other  bidders,  Omaha  will 

make  a   strong  play  for  the  1939  conven- 
tion of  the  MPTOA,  Charles  E.  Williams, 

a   member  of  the  national  group’s  execu- 
tive board,  told  Boxoffice.  Williams  is 

president  of  the  MPTO  of  Nebraska  and 

Western  Iowa,  now  serving  his  20th  year 

as  head  of  the  organization. 

Williams  presented  Omaha’s  bid  at  this 

year’s  convention  at  Oklahoma  City.  He 
is  being  aided  in  the  work  of  bringing  the 

conclave  to  Omaha  by  Prank  P.  Fogarty, 
commissioner  of  the  Omaha  Chamber  of 

Commerce,  and  William  Loring,  conven- 
tions manager  of  the  Omaha  Chamber. 

Actual  selection  of  the  convention  city, 

Steffes  Optimistic 
Over  Divorce  Bill 

Minneapolis — Despite  the  fact  that  the 

Republicans  made  a   clean  sweep  in  the 

recent  election  and  that  the  Northwest 

Allied  strength  was  thought  to  rest  with 

the  Parmer  Labor  party  that  has  been 

holding  the  reins  of  power  for  the  past 

decade,  W.  A.  Steffes,  president  of  North- 

west Allied,  claims  the  organization’s 
chances  of  having  a   theatre  divorcement 

law  enacted  in  Minnesota  at  the  next 

legislative  session  early  in  1939  are  “as 

good,  if  not  better,  than  ever.” 

At  the  last  session  of  the  state  legisla- 

ture, Northwest  Allied  failed  in  its  fight 

to  have  the  measure  passed,  chiefly  be- 

cause of  Republican  opposition.  The  bill 

was  tabled  in  committee  after  lengthy 

hearings  and  never  reached  the  floor  of 

the  house  for  a   vote. 

Although  “peace”  negotiations  between 

the  producer-distributors  and  independent 

theatre  owners  are  under  way  and  though 

the  government  itself  has  made  theatre 

divorcement  one  of  the  goals  of  its  anti- 

trust suit,  Northwest  Allied  is  determined 

to  go  ahead  with  its  fight  to  have  the  law 

enacted  in  Minnesota,  Steffes  declares.  He 

claims  enough  of  the  legislators  elected 

this  month  are  pledged  in  its  favor  to  as- 

sure its  passage.  Many  others  in  the  trade 

believe,  however,  that  Governor-elect 

of  courses,  is  made  by  the  MPTOA’s  execu- 
tive board.  After  board  members  have 

talked  the  entire  matter  over  by  mail,  the 

host  city  will  be  named  sometime  next 

summer,  Williams  said. 

Omaha’s  strongest  competitor  in  the 
convention  race  is  San  Francisco,  which 
has  made  an  active  bid  for  the  event  in 

recent  years.  Other  cities  seeking  the 
convention  are  New  York  and  Chicago. 

National  conventions  have  been  more 

successful  in  the  smaller  cities,  Williams 

said.  An  example  was  Oklahoma  City, 

“the  best  business  convention  the  MPTOA 

ever  had,”  Williams  said,  “and  that  will 
be  one  of  the  reasons  Omaha  has  the  in- 

side track  on  the  1939  conclave.” 

A   Foe  of  Giveaways 

Beaten  in  Nebraska 

Lincoln  —   Nebraska’s  attorney  general 

who  broke  the  use  of  giveaways  -   in  Ne- 
braska when  he  got  Bank  Night  and  other 

chance  theatre  games  ruled  out  by  supreme 

court  lottery  law  decision,  was  lost  in  the 

shuffle  in  the  election.  Dick  Hunter,  the 

incumbent,  finished  30,000  behind  Ray 
Johnson. 

Johnson  had  the  support  of  the  A.  H. 

Blank  interests,  who  formerly  distributed 

Bank  Night  in  this  state,  and  also  of  Gene 

Blazer,  the  Ascap  representative. 

Hunter,  at  present,  has  a   case  on  docket 

in  the  federal  court  where  he’ll  try  to 

show  the  last  legislature’s  anti-Ascap  bill 
is  constitutional. 

Harold  Stassen  might  veto  it  if  it  did  get 

through  the  legislature. 

Paramount,  et  al,  is  appealing  to  the 

U.  S.  supreme  court  from  a   lower  tribunal 

ruling  holding  the  North  Dakota  theatre 

divorcement  law  constitutional  and  com- 

pelling the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  to 

relinquish  its  North  Dakota  theatres.  A 

Minnesota  divorcement  law  would  require 

the  same  company,  a   Paramount  sub- 

sidiary, to  give  up  some  85  showhouses  in 
this  state. 

Minneapolis — The  trade  here  professes 

to  be  in  ignorance  of  the  reported  presence 

in  the  Twin  Cities  and  elsewhere  through- 
out the  territory  of  federal  investigators 

said  to  be  looking  into  theatre  circuits’ 
business  activities  outside  of  entertain- 

ment purveying — such  as  the  selling  of 
candy  in  theatre  lobbies,  gifts  of  dishes, etc. 

Investigation  is  said  to  be  the  result  of 

a   complaint  by  the  Minnesota  Retailers’ 
Ass’n  against  alleged  unfair  competition. 

Among  other  things,  it’s  charged  that  the 
theatre  circuits  buy  candy  direct  from 
the  manufacturers,  instead  of  jobbers,  and 

sell  it  at  retail  in  their  lobbies. 

The  association  objections  to  the  the- 
atres’ “invasion”  of  their  mercantile  fields. 

They  claim  that  the  theatre  circuits’  pur- 
chases of  candy  from  the  manufacturers 

is  an  unfair  trade  practice  because  it  gives 

the  theatres  a   price  leverage  not  available 
to  small  retailers. 

It  has  been  reported  that  the  association 

has  appealed  to  U.  S.  Senator  Wright  Pat- 
man and  has  asked  him  to  make  their 

complaint  a   part  of  the  proposed  general 

bill  concerning  chain  store  operation.  It 

also  wants  legislation  divorcing  theatre 

operation  from  the  merchandise  business. 

Rogers  to  Colonial  in 

Lincoln  lor  Four  Days 

Lincoln — Roy  Rogers,  Republic’s  tour- 
ing western  star,  goes  into  the  Colonial 

here  for  four  shows  Sunday,  after  a   deal 

worked  out  by  Nebraska,  Theatres,  Inc., 

partner,  George  O.  Monroe  (Colonial). 
Rogers  routers  wanted  the  Varsity,  but 

General  Manager  Howard  Federer  held  for 

the  Colonial,  which  is  the  action  house. 

The  Rogers  entourage  includes  three 

other  cowboy  warblers  and  they  do  a   15- 

minute  stint.  “Under  Western  Stars”  is 
playing  with  him  on  the  screen. 

Sonosky  Joins  GN 
Minneapolis  —   Abe  Sonosky,  former 

manager  of  the  Granada  Theatre  here, 
has  been  added  to  the  Grand  National 

sales  staff.  He  will  cover  southern  Minne- sota. 

Brothers  Will  Build 

Waterloo,  Ia. — Lew  and  Barney  Rosen- 
thal contemplate  the  early  erection  of  a 

new  theatre  at  the  southwest  corner  of 

Fourth  and  Washington  Sts. 
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Kansas  City  Variety  Club  Ball 

Swings  Into  Action  Friday 

Kansas  City — The  prime  social  function 

of  the  year  for  the  motion  picture  and 
theatre  industry  will  be  unveiled  Friday 

night,  November  25,  at  Pla-Mor,  when 
the  annual  Variety  Club-Filmrow  Charity 
Ball  swings  into  action  under  the  baton 
of  Earl  Jameson,  general  chairman,  and 
his  confreres. 

Plans  this  year  call  for  one  of  the  best 

of  the  series:  a   45-minute  floor  show  of 

AAA  No.  1   talent,  Mat  Betton’s  swing  band 
to  furnish  music  for  dancing,  and  a   con- 

vivial atmosphere  that  will  be  Epicurean. 

The  show,  piece  de  resistance  of  the  ball 
for  the  sitters,  will  include  half  a   dozen 

acts  from  the  Tower  (out  of  a   new  pro- 
gram opening  there  on  the  day  of  the  ball) , 

the  Tower  orchestra,  and  other  numbers. 
It  should  be  tops  among  all  Charity  Balls, 

and  orchids  go  for  arranging  it  to  Stan- 
ley Chambers,  Senn  Lawler,  Harry  Mc- 

Clure, Barney  Joffee,  and  George  Baker. 

Home  Talent,  Too 

Home  talent  from  Filmrow,  equal  to 

anything  the  professional  stage  can  pro- 
duce, will  function  in  the  persons  of  the 

hostesses.  From  the  Kansas -Missouri  The- 

atres Ass’n  is  June  Medcalf;  Paramount, 
Ann  O’Toole;  Columbia,  Louise  Williams; 
Republic,  Dorothy  O’Brien;  United  Artists, 
Minnie  Schmiedgen;  Metro;  Lenora  Her- 

ring; 20th  Century-Fox.  Ann  Richey;  RKO, 

Margaret  O’Toole  (look  at  the  O’Tooles 
go!);  Universal,  Virginia  Gaylord;  Nation- 

al Screen  Service,  Arda  Mayer;  Warner 

Bros.,  Mary  Jones;  Exhibitors  Film  De- 

livery, Nadine  “Ma”  Messakian;  Grand 
National,  Mabel  Fisk;  Commonwealth,  Opal 
Winter;  and  Dorothy  Safferstein. 

Other  details  of  the  convention  are  being 

wound  up.  Finton  Jones,  Baker,  Norris 
Cresswell,  and  Jameson  have  completed 

the  program,  with  a   good  representation 
of  advertising;  Miss  Herring  of  Metro  has 
table  reservations  practically  all  made; 

Senn  Lawler  of  Fox  Midwest  is  doing  pub- 
licity (he  was  responsible  for  the  swell 

window  cards,  best  the  Ball  has  ever  had) ; 
general  membership  is  handling  ticket 
sales.  WHB  (Don  Davis)  is  running  spot 
announcements  on  the  Ball. 

Among  the  barkers  who  this  week  laid 

the  mazuma  for  tickets  on  the  line  (there- 
by making  Sam  Abend  very  happy)  are 

L.  F.  Durland,  Ernie  Block,  Charley  Greg- 
ory, Barney  Joffee,  Harry  McClure,  Bev- 
erly Miller,  C.  M.  Parkhurst,  Ed  Rolsky, 

C.  A.  Schultz,  Herb  Stulz,  Lee  Jones  and 
Hal  Perrin. 

Harms  Rejoins  S-B 
Omaha — E.  A.  “Gus”  Harms,  veteran 

theatre  supply  salesman,  has  rejoined  the 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  replacing  Jake 
Mitchell.  Harms  was  formerly  connected 

with  Ballantyne  for  six  and  one-half  years 
and  at  one  time  worked  under  Bob  Bal- 

lantyne as  film  salesman. 

Bribed  to  Fight 

Kansas  City — “Fifty  bucks  for  a   scratch 

on  the  phiz!” O.  G.  Bourgeois,  of  Atlantic  and  Grand 
National,  was  reminiscing  the  other  day 
and  recalled  the  time  he  reviewed  the  cost 

sheets  cn  the  Ken  Maynard  and  Bob  Steele 

pictures,  made  by  KBS  and  now  being  re- 
issued by  Atlantic. 

One  item  in  particular  interested  Bour- 
geois, a   bonus  of  $50  to  each  man  who 

came  out  of  the  fights  in  the  pictures  with 
blood  on  his  face.  The  lads,  so  producers 

told  Bourgeois,  really  went  into  the  gela- 
tin melees  socking  with  all  they  had — 

and  no  one  pulled  his  punches.  As  a   re- 
sult the  film  recorded  some  genuine  look- 
ing scraps.  On  one  picture  the  cost  sheet 

showed  $1,500  for  blood  on  the  face. 

“Men  were  men  in  those  westerns,”  Bour- 
geois boasted. 

Bourgeois  suggests  that  the  present 

westerns  are  too  prissle-tissle,  and  that  the 
cycle  will  shortly  swing  back  to  the  two- 
fisted,  fighting  variety. 

Jimmie  Foland  and  his  Independent 

Theatre  Supply  Co.  are  distributing  At- 
lantic. 

"Moveover"  Test  at 

Omaha's  Paramount 
Omaha  —   The  Paramount  Theatre,  a 

3,000-seat  house  reopened  by  Tri-States 
Theatre  Corp.,  a   month  ago  after  being 
dark  two  years,  is  now  being  tested  as  a 

“moveover”  theatre,  first  in  Omaha’s  his- tory. 

Reopened  on  a   15-25-cent  price  policy, 
the  Paramount  played  reissues  and  horror 
bills  fairly  successfully,  drawing  its  trade 
largely  from  suburban  residents  rather 

than  first-run  patrons.  The  price  policy 

was  boosted  to  25-40  cents  when  “Men 
With  Wings”  was  moved  to  the  Para- 

mount after  a   week  at  the  Omaha. 

Reversing  the  opening  policy,  Tri-States 
will  play  top-notch  first-run  pictures  at 
the  Paramount  during  the  Thanksgiving 
and  Christmas  season.  Formerly  the 

Paramount  was  Omaha’s  top  price  house, 
going  to  55  cents  for  important  pictures. 

Located  four  blocks  from  the  heart  of 

the  main  business  section,  the  theatre  has 
been  a   source  of  considerable  worry  to  the 
A.  H.  Blank  organization.  Present  policies 

are  on  an  “experimental”  basis,  said  Dis- 
trict Manager  Evert  R.  Cummings. 

Hollywood  Date  Set 
Sioux  Falls,  S.  D. — The  new  Hollywood 

Theatre,  725-seat  house,  will  be  opened 
about  December  15.  The  Eddie  Ruben  cir- 

cuit owns  and  will  operate  it. 

Kaycee  Suburbans 
Back  Into  Journal 

Kansas  City — After  being  out  for  several 

years,  21  suburban  theatres  here  have 

returned  to  the  Kansas  City  Journal  ad- 
vertising columns.  Fox  Midwest  subur- 

bans (not  first  runs),  which  have  not  ad- 
vertised in  the  Journal  since  early  in  the 

depression,  and  the  following  independents 

now  are  represented  in  the  Journal’s 
“Neighborhood  Theatre  Programs,”  for 
which  individual  theatres  pay  50  cents  per 
advertisement:  Ashland,  Belmont.  Central, 

Circle,  Gillham,  Mokan,  Ritz,  Roanoke, 
Sun,  and  Westport. 

L.  E .   Royster  Dies  From 

Injuries  Alter  Accident 
Kansas  City — L.  E.  Royster,  45  years 

old,  salesman  for  Columbia,  died  in  a 

Dodge  City,  Kas.,  hospital,  November  11 
from  injuries  suffered  when,  on  Novem- 

ber 9,  his  car  turned  over  near  Dodge  City. 

Royster,  who  sold  for  Columbia  in  the 
western  Kansas  territory,  had  been  with 

the  branch  here  six  and  one-half  years.  He 
headquartered  at  Wichita,  Kas.  A   brother, 

Harry  Royster,  is  with  Paramount  Publix 
in  New  York. 

Royster’s  car  got  out  of  control  as  he 
came  up  over  a   hill  into  a   heavy  wind.  The 
machine  turned  over  several  times. 

Funeral  services  were  held  Sunday  in 
Kansas  City.  Burial  was  in  Memphis. 

" Iowa  Comes  of  Age "   Is 

Doing  Big  Through  Iowa 
Des  Moines — Unusual  success  is  being 

enjoyed  by  the  Iowa  film,  “Iowa  Comes 
of  Age,”  produced  by  Burton  Jerrel  of 
Iowa  News  Flashes  for  the  conservation 
commission. 

The  picture  is  being  shown  in  almost 

every  Iowa  theatre  as  well  as  by  a   num- 
ber of  schools,  civic  organizations,  and 

garden  clubs. 

Clay  Center ,   Blue  Hill 
Houses  to  Leo  Fergen 

Clay  Center,  Neb. — Leo  M.  Fergen  of 

Clay  Center  has  taken  over  the  Clay  The- 
atre here  and  the  Strand  at  Blue  Hill, 

Neb.,  both  formerly  operated  by  Paul 

Tramp.  Tramp  is  looking  for  a   new  loca- 
tion and  meanwhile  is  staying  at  Crofton, 

Neb.,  where  Clem  Tramp  operates  the 
Home  Theatre. 

Theatre  at  Deshler  Is 

Taken  Over  by  Berkey 

Deshler,  Neb. — Lawrence  Berkey,  for- 
mer operator  at  the  Parrot  Theatre  at 

Alma,  Neb.,  owned  by  Paul  Haeker,  has 

taken  over  the  Aztec  Theatre  here. 
Charles  Laune  was  the  former  owner. 
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TRY  IOWA’S  BEST  REPAIR  SHOP 
NEW  EQUIPMENT-NEW  MECHANIC  "Member  A.  F.  L." 

Factory  Trained 

ALL  REPAIR  WORK  GUARANTEED  ON  COMPLETE  JOBS 
BEST  GRADE  OF  GENUINE  PARTS  USED 

Relief,  Movements  or  Heads,  loaned  to  you  at  no  charge 

SEND  US  your  repair  work.  Parts  for  MOTIOGRAPH,  SIMPLEX,  KAPLAN  &   POWERS 

DES  MOINES  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
1121  High  St. 

" Independent " 

Phone:  3-6520  Des  Moines,  Iowa 
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©)  Ml  A   1HI  A Recognize  Community  Show 
As  Valuable  Business  Aid 

Omaha — Several  small  communities  in 

the  Omaha  trade  area,  realizing  the  value 

of  a   theatre  as  a   drawing  power,  will 

operate  “community  theatres”  during  the 
winter  season,  according  to  a   survey 
made  by  Boxoffice. 

So,  it  seems,  the  free  shows,  which  were 

seriously  hurting  the  grosses  of  legitimate 

exhibitors  last  summer,  had  at  least  one 

worth-while  effect.  The  free  pictures 
made  merchants  realize  the  value  of  a 

theatre  to  a   community.  Now  these  same 

merchants  are  going  into  the  theatre  busi- 
ness. 

Chief  difference  between  the  free  shows 

and  the  community  theatres,  however,  lies 

in  the  fact  that  the  latter  will  be  operated 

on  a   legitimate  exhibitor  basis,  using  regu- 
lar films  and  charging  admission  prices. 

One  of  the  main  objections  to  the  free 

show  circuits  was  the  poor  quality  of 

product  and  the  “free”  admission  situa- 
tion. 

Several  communities  in  the  Omaha  dis- 

tribution area  are  seriously  considering 

the  theatre  idea.  In  most  cases,  the 
merchants  learned  what  a   tremendous 

pulling  power  a   theatre  possesses  when 

they  saw  crowds  of  two  and  three  thous- 

and persons  jam  a   village  of  300  to  400 

population  on  “theatre”  night. 
One  example  is  Holbrook,  Neb.,  where 

the  city  owns  a   town  hall  housing  a   the- 
atre, operated  by  Mac  Neel  and  Billy  Van 

Cleave.  Pictures  are  shown  every  night 

but  Wednesday  and  the  project  has  turned 

out  to  be  a   money-maker  for  Holbrook 
business  men. 

Kansas  City — H.  Kenneth  Taylor,  vice- 

president  of  John  Taylor’s,  Kansas  City 

department  store,  wonders  why  “the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  offers  some  of  the 

second  features  they  do.  They  leave  such 
a   bad  taste  in  the  mouth  that  the  next  two 

or  three  impulses  to  go  to  the  movies  are 

resisted  because  of  the  memory.  Producers 

would  be  money  in  pocket  if  they  kept 

them  off  the  market.” 

“Currently,”  Mr.  Taylor  thinks,  “top 
pictures  are  better  than  they  were  a   few 

months  ago  when  the  industry  seemed  to 

have  been  panicked  by  poor  business  into 

producing  poor  pictures.”  Mr.  Taylor  sug- 

gests that  “radio  has  hurt  picture  grosses, 
which  means  that  movies  have  to  be  bet- 

ter, not  worse.” 
Mr.  Taylor,  nationally  known  in  the  field 

of  department  store  sales  promotion,  rec- 
ognized the  difference  in  character  of 

merchandise  offered  by  store  and  movie, 

but  can  see  no  fundamental  difference  in 

the  merchandising.  When  a   store  offers 

a   dress,  it  succeeds  in  selling  it  only  when 

it  can  get  the  customer  to  visualize  herself 

in  that  dress  at  a   bridge  party,  among 

her  friends  or  members  of  her  family.  So 

in  the  movies  the  patron  must  be  able  to 

project  herself  into  the  role  of  heroine, 

himself  into  the  role  of  hero.  They  can 

x^t  Chester,  Neb.,  the  Auditorium  The- 

atre is  located  in  the  new  municipal  build- 

ing and  is  operated  by  Mr.  Cissna,.  the 

editor  of  the  Chester  newspaper.  As  in 

many  cases,  the  auditorium  is  also  used  for 

dances  and  sports  events  in  addition  to 

being  a   theatre. 

Businessmen  at  Johnson,  Neb.,  operated 

an  out-door  theatre  last  summer  and  now 
are  moving  it  indoors.  It  is  the  Johnson 

Theatre,  operated  by  H.  K.  Knudsen,  local 
lumberman. 

Soon  to  be  open  at  Dunning,  Neb.,  is  a 

new  250-seat  community  theatre,  in 
charge  of  H.  K.  Holly.  As  in  the  case  of 

Johnson,  this  is  the  first  theatre  in  Dun- 
ning in  over  15  years. 

Build  Municipal  Centers 

Other  communities  in  Nebraska  and 

Iowa  are  considering  a   “community  the- 
atre.” Two  for  certain  are  Leigh,  Neb., 

and  Snyder,  Neb.,  while  several  Iowa 
towns  would  like  a   theatre  but  have  no 

building  to  house  one.  In  many  instances 

small  towns  of  400-500  population  are 

building  municipal  centers  through  fed- 
eral aid  and  are  including  a   theatre  in 

the  project. 

These  community  theatres  are  supported 

by  the  merchants.  A   small  admission 

price  is  charged  and  regular  quality  prod- 
uct, obtained  through  Omaha  film  outlets, 

is  shown.  The  theatre  is  given  extensive 

publicity  and  advertising  by  the  merch- 

ants, who  consider  their  financial  invest- 

ment a   good  one,  since  the  theatre  “brings 

in  the  customers,”  as  one  of  them  said. 

hardly  visualize  themselves  as  a   “setting,” 
of  which  there  has  been,  Mr.  Taylor  feels, 

somewhat  too  much  in  “big”  pictures  of 
the  past  year.  This  has  been  detrimental 

to  action,  which  is  the  essence  of  movie 

appeal. Mr.  Taylor  offers  two  suggestions,  one 

in  merchandising  and  one  in  producaon. 

(1)  “The  consumer  survey  for  the  mo- 

tion picture  industry — to  find  out,  before 
pictures  are  made,  what  the  public  likes. 

These  have  proved  of  great  value  to  de- 

partment stores  when  intelligently  used.” 
(2)  “Producers  frequently  comment  on 

the  lack  of  good  story  material.  Why 

doesn’t  one  of  them  take  the  Dorothy  L. 

Sayers  series  of  novels  based  on  the  ex- 

ploits of  Loi’d  Peter  Wimsey,  probably  the 
most  fascinating  and  intelligent  of  modern 

fiction  detectives.  Although  an  English- 

woman, Miss  Sayer  has  written  books  pop- 
ular in  America  as  well  as  in  every  other 

English  speaking  country  in  the  world. 

She  has  created  in  ‘Murder  Must  Advertise’ 

(laid  in  an  advertising  agency),  'Busman’s 
Holiday’  (the  story  of  murder  on  a   honey- 

moon), ‘Gaudex  Night’  (scene,  a   woman’s 
college) ,   and  others  of  a   group  of  a   dozen 

of  more  excellent  books,  material  for  what 

could  be  one  of  the  most  successful  of  the 

movie  ‘series.’  ” 

CONGRATULATIONS  to  F.  B.  Johnson, 
Home  Theatre,  Danbury.  Neb.,  on  the 

birth  of  a   daughter  .   .   .   G.  W.  Baughman, 

exhibitor  at  Indianola,  Neb.,  is  also  a 

music  teacher  in  his  spare  time  .   .   .   Swain 

A.  Madsen,  Warner  booker,  has  a   birthday 
November  21. 

John  Metzger,  Oriental  Theatre,  Beaver 

City,  Neb.,  attended  a   family  reunion  at 

Syracuse.  It  was  the  first  time  the  Metz- 
ger family  had  been  together  in  30  years 

.   .   .   Louise  Cotter,  Brandeis  press  agent, 

pulled  a   good  “Brother  Rat”  stunt,  giving 
out  passes  to  all  former  V.M.I.  students 

.   .   .   Will  Singer  is  back  from  Chicago. 

Filmrow’s  quota  in  the  Community  Chest 
drive  is  $495,  which  will  be  reached  only 

through  complete  cooperation  among  film- 
ites,  says,  Regina  Molseed  .   .   .   Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Harold  Dunn,  Jewel  Theatre,  Val- 

entine, Neb.,  on  the  Row.  Harold  said 

he’s  ready  for  a   long  winter  now  that  he 
has  laid  in  a   supply  of  coal  and  fcod. 

Rabid  football  fans:  Al  Hill,  Creighton; 

Ike  Rubin,  Nebraska;  Boxoffice,  Missouri; 

Bert  Beams,  Red  Cloud.  Neb.,  any  school, 

fust  so  it’s  football  .   .   .   Mary  Francis  of 
American  Distributing  has  a   boy  friend  on 

the  Notre  Dame  squad  .   .   .   Harold  New- 

man of  Western  Theatre  Supply  traveled 

to  Harvard,  Neb.,  to  find  that  J.  V.  Franks, 

operator  of  the  Harvard  Theatre,  was  in 
Omaha. 

Adele  Anderson  of  the  Warner  exchange, 

has  a   birthday  this  week  .   .   .   Dorothy 

Langstram  Crouch,  UA  steno,  celebrates 

her  first  wedding  anniversary  next  Friday 

.   .   .   Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  will  do  most  of 
their  moving  this  week. 

Exhibitors  on  Davenport  street  included 

Allen  Banks,  Vogue  Theatre,  Remsen,  la.; 

Frank  Thoynas,  Thomas,  Brownville,  Neb.; 

Phil  Lamioji,  Nebraskan,  West  Point, 

Neb.;  Guy  Cocklin,  Strand,  Walnut,  la.; 
Mrs.  Jennie  Wickman,  Lyric,  Tekamah, 

Neb.;  Bob  Pennington,  Rialto,  Villisca, 

la. 

Ted  Emerson,  Tri-States  horn  blower, 
has  his  office  right  with  him.  Coat  pockets 

are  the  Orpheum  and  Omaha  theatres  and 

the  inside  pocket  carried  the  Paramount’s 
business  .   .   .   Incidentally,  the  Paramount 

is  doing  O.  K.  and  has  been  open  a   month 

now  .   .   .   Corrinne  Riley  Dwyer  is  back  on 

the  job  in  the  Brandeis  boxoffice  after  a 

honeymoon. 

Arthur  Records  has  slicked  up  the  Ma- 
jestic Theatre  at  Hebron,  Neb.,  our  scouts 

tell  us  ..  .   Chief  Barker  Walt  Green  still 

has  his  arm  in  a   sling  .   .   .   John  McQuis- 
tan,  Star  Theatre,  Bloomfield,  Neb.,  was  in 
town.  Also  C.  J.  Kremer,  Rialto,  Stanton, 

Neb.;  Bob  Oliver,  Iowa,  Onawa,  la.;  Har- 
old Schoonover ,   Mazda,  Aurora,  Neb. 

Candid  camera  shots:  Earle  Perkins, 

Warner  chief,  and  Iz  Weiner,  Columbia 

boss,  in  a   friendly  argument  .   .   .   Ted  Men- 
denhall, Don  McLucas  or  Bob  Ballantyne 

without  a   cigar,  which  is  never  .   .   .   Joe 

Rosenberg  is  Filmrow’s  most  optimistic 
salesman.  He  always  sees  a   bright  side. 

What  the  Film  Goer  Thinks 
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MINNEAPOLIS 
TACK  THOMA  up  from  Chicago  for  the 

first  time  in  a   year.  He’s  doing  his 

usual  tip-top  job,  helping  to  sell  “You 

Can’t  Take  It  With  You,’’  which  goes  into 
the  Orpheum  next  week.  Picture  follows 

closely  on  heels  of  stage  play  which  played 
a   return  engagement  at  the  Lyceum  here 

the  past  week  .   .   .   Bennie  Berger,  who 

usually  cops  the  coin  in  football  games, 
was  nicked  plenty  last  week  when  Notre 

Dame  won  over  Minnesota  by  more  than 
one  touchdown.  He  also  took  it  on  the 

financial  chin  when  the  Gophers  were  de- 

feated by  Northwestern.  It  hasn’t  been 
such  a   good  season  for  Bennie  who  knows 

his  football,  too. 

Charlie  Weiner  of  Monogram  felt  it  in 
his  hones  that  Notre  Dame  would  win 

from  Minnesota.  So  he  bet  on  the  Irish 

and  then  kept  hoping  the  Gophers  would 

he  the  victors  and  he’d  lose  his  het.  Charlie 
was  in  the  stands  at  South  Bend  and  is 

telling  everybody  how  it  happened.  Get 

him  to  tell  you,  too,  how  Abe  Kaplan 

dickered  for  taxi  service  to  and  from  the 

game  at  South  Bend  and  why  aforesaid 

service  cost  $17.  He  has  an  interesting 
story  to  relate,  too,  about  the  banquet  he 

and  his  bunch  enjoyed  at  the  Congress 

hotel,  Chicago,  en  route  home.  The  larger 

winners  of  bets  on  Notre  Dame  footed  the 
bill  and  told  Charlie  and  the  others  to 

order  everything  in  the  way  of  food  and 

drink  their  hearts  desire.  Maybe  you 

think  they  didn’t  do  it.  The  food  check 
alone  for  six  was  $60.  Charlie  himself  had 

eaten  a   steak  dinner  on  the  train  at  5   p. 

m.  following  the  game,  but  that  didn’t 
prevent  him  from  getting  away  with 

caviar,  broiled  lobster,  Alaska  pudding, 

etc.,  at  8:30  p.  m.  And  he  swears  he  didn’t 

need  any  doctor’s  attention  the  next  day. 

If  exhibitors  are  absent  from  their  the- 

atres these  days  there’s  a   reason:  The 
deer  hunting  season  has  opened.  W.  A. 

Steffes  and  Don  Buckley,  the  latter  Red- 

wood Falls,  Minn.,  exhibitor,  were  among 

the  first  to  sally  forth  with  their  rifles 

.   .   .   Jack  Heywood,  New  Richmond,  Wis., 

circuit  owner,  was  accompanied  by  his  son 

to  the  Minnesota-Notre  Dame  football 

game  at  South  Bend  .   .   .   Theodore  Hays, 

grand  old  man  of  the  Minnesota  Amuse- 

ment Co.,  has  sold  more  knives  by  far  of 

any  of  the  Twin  City  Variety  Club  mem- 
bers. His  total  is  $149  worth.  Profits  of 

the  sale  go  for  charitable  purposes. 

Sonja  Henie,  screen  star,  will  be  in 

Minneapolis,  December  1   to  3,  appearing 

at  the  Arena  with  her  Hollywood  ice  revue 

.   .   .   Professional  hockey  season  under  way 
and  cutting  into  theatre  business  .   .   . 

Lyceum,  roadshow  theatre,  had  its  first 

full  week  of  season,  “You  Can’t  Take  It 

With  You”  and  “What  a   Life”  splitting  the 
six  days  .   .   .   Armand  Denis  and  Lila 

Roosevelt,  producers  of  Universal’s  “Dark 

Rapture,”  spoke  over  radio  and  before 
dinner  club,  telling  how  they  were  com- 

missioned by  Belgian  government  to  ex- 
plore the  Belgian  Congo  and  made  the 

film. 

Jerry  Silver  of  the  Roxy  Theatre  off  on 

a   honeymoon  in  Bermuda.  The  bride  is 

the  former  Dolly  Cooperman  and  is  Jerry 

a   lucky  fellow  .   .   .   Among  the  theatrical 

(Continued  on  page  64) 

Monogram  Lineup 
To  Central  States 

Des  Moines  —   Monogram  1938-39  pic- 

tures will  play  in  every  Central  States  the- 
atre situation  including  the  one  theatre 

non-competitive  towns  under  the  terms  of 

a   deal,  negotiated  by  Harry  Warren  and 
Don  West  for  Central  States  and  F.  E. 

Judd  for  Monogram. 

Monogram’s  first  1938-39  special, 
“Gangster’s  Boy,”  with  Jackie  Cooper, 
goes  in  the  larger  Central  States  situa- 

tions such  as  Fort  Dodge,  Clinton,  Mason 

City,  etc.,  for  six-day  runs  commencing 

December  5.  “Starlight  Over  Texas,” 

starring  Tex  Ritter  and  Iowa’s  own  North- 
westerners,  also  is  being  booked  in  the 

balance  of  the  Central  States  situations 

where  the  picture  did  not  play  with  the 

roadshow  during  the  boys’  tour  of  Iowa. 

Monogram  in  Des  Moines 

Signed  by  Leading  Circuits 

Des  Moines  —   F.  E.  Judd  announced 

here  Friday  that  with  the  closing  of  deals 

between  Tri-States,  Central  States,  Pio- 
neer and  Monogram  locally  and  RKO 

Theatres  with  Monogram’s  home  office  in 
New  York,  Monogram  Pictures  are  as- 

sured of  playing  time  in  every  important 

circuit  situation  in  the  Iowa  territory  for 

1938-39. 

“Mr.  Wong  Detective,”  first  James  Lee 
Wong  Special  starring  Boris  Karloff,  opens 

at  the  Orpheum  Theatre,  here  No- 
vember 22. 

"Adventures  of  Chico" 
Distributed  by  Monogram 

Des  Moines — Arrangements  have  been 

made  between  Monogram  nationally  and 

Woodard  Productions,  Inc.,  for  distribu- 
tion through  the  Monogram  offices  of 

“The  Adventures  of  Chico,”  novelty  film 

photographed  by  Stacy  Woodward  in  Mex- 

ico and  starring  Chico,  the  seven-year-old 
boy  actor. 

This  film  received  two  pages  of  pic- 
tures in  a   recent  issue  of  Look  Magazine, 

as  well  as  enthusiastic  reviews  from  such 

publications  as  Life,  Time,  and  National 

Board  of  Review.  It  is  being  hailed  as  one 

of  the  most  unusual  pictures  of  the  year. 

New  Sound  for  State 

Des  Moines  —   The  National  Theatre 

Supply  Co.  has  completed  installation  of  a 

Simplex  sound  system  in  the  State  The- 
atre at  Cedar  Rapids,  la. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

News  in  Brief 

The  New  Franklin  Theatre,  Minne- 

apolis ( Frank- Woempner  Circuit),  re- 

opened last  week.  The  theatre  was 

closed  while  being  completely  rebuilt 

at  an  estimated  cost  of  $40,000.00.  The 

Front  including  Canopy  is  one  of  the 

most  beautiful  in  the  Twin  Cities.  1000 

DeLuxe  AIR-LOC  full-upholstered 

chairs  were  installed  and  the  theatre 

is  also  equipped  with  ULTRAPHONE 
SOUND  SYSTEM. 

*   *   * 

Bill  and  Sidney  Volk  who  operate 

three  other  theatres  in  Minneapolis  and 

St.  Paul,  have  re-opened  their  Falls 

Theatre  after  making  extensive  im- 

provements. All  new  equipment  was 

installed  including  ULTRAPHONE  SU- 

PER SOUND  SYSTEM  AND  AIR-LOC 

full-upholstered  chairs. 

★   *   * 

Ben  Friedman,  veteran  theatre  own- 

er of  Minneapolis,  has  installed  new 

AIR-LOC  full-upholstered  seats  in  his 

Tivoli  Theatre,  Albert  Lea,  Minnesota, 

which  was  recently  completely  remod- 

eled at  an  approximate  cost  of  $40,- 
000.00.  Mr.  Friedman  also  owns  the 

Broadway  at  Albert  Lea  as  well  as  the 

Edina  and  Westgate  in  Minneapolis. 

*   *   * 

The  Mohawk  Theatre,  St.  Paul,  own- 

ed by  Chas.  Christian,  has  replaced 

its  old.  Sound  equipment  and  installed 

ULTRAPHONE  MULTI-BEAM  SOUND 

SYSTEM. 

*   * 

* 

Pioneer  Theatre  Corporation  (Harold 

Field  Circuit)  who  operate  17  theatres 

in  Iowa,  recently  installed  ULTRA- 
PHONE SUPER  SOUND  SYSTEMS  in 

their  Iowa  Theatre,  Jefferson,  and 

Grundy  Theatre,  Grundy  Center.' — Adv. 
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Again  Deny  Griffith  Permit;  Variety  Club  Will 
Religious  Issue  Dragged  In  Nominate  Nov.  28 

Minneapolis — H.  L.  Griffith  lost  still 

another  of  the  many  rounds  in  his  fight 
to  obtain  a   permit  to  build  a   new  $150,000 
theatre  on  his  property  in  one  of  the 

city’s  most  exclusive  neighborhood  sections 
when  the  council  license  committee  this 

week  voted  three  to  two  to  reject  the 
application. 

The  vote  followed  a   lively  hearing  dur- 
ing which  much  bitterness  was  manifested 

and  the  religious  issue  was  brought  in. 

It  was  indicated  a   minority  report 
would  be  made  and  the  matter  battled  out 
for  the  sixth  time  on  the  council  floor. 

The  Griffith  permit  twice  has  been 
granted  and  as  many  times  rescinded.  The 
application  has  been  rejected  at  least  a 
half  a   dozen  other  times.  An  unsuccess- 

ful court  battle  to  force  issuance  of  the 

license  also  has  highlighted  the  proceed- 
ings. 

In  refusing  to  grant  the  license,  the 

city  council  is  on  record  to  refuse  to  al- 
low any  further  theatre  construction  here. 

Victory  for  Griffith  would  result  in  a 
flood  of  other  applications  to  build  new 
neighborhood  theatres. 

Opponents  of  the  Griffith  permit  this 
week  included  several  ministers  of  the 

gospel;  Theodore  Hays,  representing  the 
Minnesota  Amusement  Co.,  and  W.  A. 
Steffes,  president  of  Northwest  Allied, 
who  spoke  for  independent  theatre 
owners. 

The  Griffith  property  is  located  in  close 
proximity  to  a   Jewish  temple  and  this  is 
one  of  the  main  reasons  for  opposition 

to  it.  Hays  and  Steffes,  however,  con- 
tended the  city  now  is  overseated  and  it 

would  be  detrimental  to  the  public  wel- 
fare to  have  more  theatres  in  operation. 

They  asserted  the  quality  of  entertainment 
would  be  lowered  and  their  investments 

would  be  jeopardized.  Hays  suggested 
Griffith  lease  the  Minnesota  Theatre  in- 

stead of  building  a   new  one. 
Griffith  argued  he  was  entitled  to  use 

his  property  in  the  manner  desired  and 

that  the  city’s  theatre  owners  are  not  en- 
titled to  a   monopoly  of  the  business.  He 

and  one  of  the  other  speakers  dragged  in 

anti-Semitism,  charging  that  the  show 
business  is  in  control  of  members  of  the 

Jewish  race  and  “they  are  trying  to  keep 
others  out  of  it.”  Griffith  aroused  great 
indignation  among  the  opponents  by  call- 

ing attention  to  “outbreaks  against  Jews” 
in  other  nations  and  stating  that  the  Jews 

in  America  “might  encounter  similar 
troubles.”  “They’ll  bring  it  on  themselves,” 
he  shouted. 

Mrs.  J.  Barlow  Acquires 

Star  at  Hinckley,  Minn . 
Hinckley,  Minn.  —   The  Star  Theatre 

here  has  been  acquired  by  Mrs.  J.  Barlow 
from  H.  L.  McGoon. 

The  new  owner  formerly  operated  the 
Star  at  Bovey,  Minn. 

Wasson  Leads  Meet 
Des  Moines — Lionel  Wasson,  publicity 

director  for  Central  States  Theatre  Corp., 

was  in  charge  of  a   managers’  meeting  in 
Clinton  last  week. 

The  Greatest  Year  campaign  was,  dis- 

cussed and  plans  made  for  future  promo- tion. 

Minneapolis  —   The  Twin  City  Variety 

Club  at  a   dinner  meeting  to  be  held  No- 
vember 28  will  nominate  officers  for  the 

ensuing  year.  Election  of  officers  will 
take  place  December  12.  Announcement 

to  this  effect  was  made  at  the  club’s  din- ner meeting  this  week. 

At  the  same  time,  wheels  were  set  in 
motion  for  the  most  elaborate  season  of 

social  activities  in  the  organization’s  his- 
tory. Chief  Barker  W.  A.  Steffes  an- 

nounced that  the  various  film  exchanges 

would  take  turns  in  arranging  and  spon- 
soring programs,  starting  Friday,  Decem- 

ber 2. 

Steffes  also  appointed  Ray  Wylie  of 

United  Artists,  former  vaudeville  head- 
liner, as  new  chairman  of  the  entertain- 
ment committee.  Wylie  will  name  the 

other  committee  members  himself.  He 

pledged  a   succession  of  entertainment 
programs  for  the  rest  of  the  winter.  Wylie 

already  has  proved  his  mettle  as  an  en- 
tertainment committee  member. 

The  20th-Fox  exchange  will  be  in 
charge  of  the  first  Friday  night  party. 
On  succeeding  Friday  nights,  Paramount, 

Warner  Bros.,  M-G-M,  Universal,  United 
Artists,  Columbia,  independent  exchanges, 
National  Screen  and  Northwest  Allied.  It 

will  devolve  upon  the  exchange  to  decide 
the  nature  of  the  party  and  provide  the 
entertainment. 

A   financial  report  by  Dough  Man  J.  L. 
Stern  shows  the  club  to  be  in  healthy 
condition.  Nearly  $1,000  will  be  realized 
from  the  sale  of  pocket  knives  for  charity. 

Each  of  the  two  golf  tournaments  last 
summer  netted  approximately  $500  for charity. 

Cinema  Club  Bowlers  to 

Top  Spot  in  Kaycee  Race 
Kansas  City — The  Cinema  Club,  win- 

ning two  out  of  three  matches  with  Na- 
tional Screen,  this  week  broke  a   deadlock 

for  first  place  in  the  Variety  Bowling 
League  race. 

RESULTS  LAST  MONDAY 

W.  L. 
Cinema  Club      918  929  876  2723  2   1 
National  Sereen  ...  931  872  854  2657  1   2 

Cresswell  Photos  ..1027  894  923  2844  2   1 

Dubinsky  Bros.  ...  981  946  906  2833  1   2 

Don  Davis      824  815  787  2416  1   2 
Finton  Jones      759  833  831  2523  2   1 

Barkers      953  911  953  2817  3   0 

Film  Delivery      872  829  769  2470  0   3 

TEAM  STANDINGS 

Won  Lost  Pet. 
Cinema  Club      13  8   .619 
National  Screen      12  9   .571 

Cresswell  Photos      11  10  .524 

Dubinsky  Bros     10  11  .476 
Don  Davis      10  11  .476 

Finton  Jones      10  11  .476 

Barkers      10  11  .476 
Film  Delivery      8   13  .381 

INDIVIDUAL  HIGH  SCORES 

Walt  Lambader,  636;  Bill  Kubit/ki,  605; 
Frank  Lambader,  590;  Frank  Hensler,  589; 
Paul  Robinson,  584;  Frank  Ritter,  579;  George 
Friedel,  578;  Harlan  Everett,  575. 
Team  high  10 — Cresswell  Photos,  1,027 ; 

team  high  30 — Cresswell  Photos,  2,844. 

NEXT  WEEK’S  SCHEDULE 

Alleys 

Film  Delivery  vs.  Cresswell  Photos ...  11  and  12 
National  Screen  vs.  Don  Davis   13  and  14 
Barkers  vs.  Cinema  Club    15  and  16 

Dubinsky  Bros.  vs.  Finton  Jones   17  and  18 

For  the  Civic's  Second  Year 

O.  F.  Sullivan,  on  the  left,  and  Leonard  Kane,  on  the  right,  flank  the  Wichita 

Civic  Theatre’s  birthday  cake,  baked  to  celebrate  the  second  anniversary  of 
the  house.  Free  cake  and  coffee  were  served  to  all  patrons  the  last  three  days 
of  the  week.  The  cake,  six  feet  in  diameter  and  four  and  a   half  feet  tall,  is  the 
largest  ever  baked  in  Wichita. 
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K   A   Y   C   IE  IE 
TACK  GREGORY  of  Altec  did  some  hunt- 

ing  this  week  near  St.  Joseph,  which 
recalled  the  time  several  years  ago  when, 
with  a   friend,  he  started  out  of  town  at 
4:30  a.  m.  with  three  shotguns,  a   rifle, 
and  a   revolver  on  the  back  seat  of  a   black 

Cadillac  sedan,  with  the  purpose  of  bag- 
ging game.  A   radio  police  car  sirened  up 

behind,  but  kept  out  of  vision.  When 
Gregory  and  his  friend  stopped,  wondering 

what  they’d  done,  they  couldn’t  see  any 
cops.  Suddenly  one  of  the  cops  appeared 
at  each  window,  each  with  riot  guns,  and 

announced  that  “the  jig  was  up,”  or  words 
to  that  effect.  The  day  before,  a   local 
bank  had  been  held  up,  and  the  robbers 
had  escaped  in  a   black  Cadillac  sedan. 
The  two  hunters  really  had  to  do  some 
talking  after  the  cops  saw  the  armory  in 
the  back  seat. 

H.  C.  Vogelpohl,  booker  for  Warner 
here,  now  is  with  the  company  in  Dallas 
.   .   .   J.  Walter  Shreve,  branch  manager  for 
National  Theatre  Supply,  is  up  from  a 
bout  with  the  flu. 

Sheldon  Shumow,  son  of  Harry  Shu- 
mow,  branch  manager  for  Metro  in 
Omaha,  is  the  new  student  booker  at  the 
M-G-M  exchange  here  .   .   .   Beverly  Miller 

is  incorporating  Trailer-Made  Service  of 
Kansas  City,  and  will  be  president  and 
general  manager.  Miller  now  is  handling 
the  business  of  the  firm  by  himself. 

Early  on  18 th  St.  this  week  were  F.  L. 
Doc  Lowe,  Sterling,  Kas .;  George  Nescher, 
Valley  Falls,  Kas.;  Nick  Kotsis,  Holden, 
Mo.;  Warren  Weber,  St.  John,  Kas. 

Fred  Greenberg  of  Indianapolis,  for- 
merly with  Warner  here,  was  in  town  .   .   . 

Charles  S.  Hoge  is  comptroller  for  Glen 
W.  Dickinson  Theatres. 

Miss  Lora  Dever  has  replaced  Virginia 

Gaylord  at  Republic-Midwest.  Miss  Gay- 
lord is  at  Universal. 

Our  heartfelt  sympathy  is  extended  to 
the  Silverman  Bros,  of  the  Royal  Film 

Exchange  in  the  bereavement  of  their 

brother,  Jack,  who  passed  away  last  week. 
Eight  brothers  survive,  Leon,  Herman, 
Harry,  Sam,  Phil,  Benjamin,  Joseph  and 
Theodore. 

LaVerne  Woody,  Golden  City,  Mo.  ex- 
hibitor, ivas  on  Filmrow  this  week  to  bring 

Walt  Lambader  at  Metro  a   quail. 

The  nice  weather  brought  theatremen 
to  the  Row  this  week:  Art  Pugh,  Fredonia, 
Kas.;  Frank  Morris,  Meade,  Kas.;  LaVerne 
Woody,  Golden  City,  Mo.;  H.  F.  Higgins, 
St.  Marys,  Kas.;  Henry  Stapel,  Rockport, 
Mo.;  Ralph  Hackett,  Fairfax,  Mo.;  C.  C. 
Coffman,  Osceola,  Mo.;  A.  J.  Simmons, 
Lamar,  Mo.;  Frank  Weary,  Richmond, 

Mo.:  Mr.  and  Mrs.  W.  O.  Woody,  Stock- 
ton,  Mo.;  Bill  Blair,  Blair,  Osborne,  Kas.; 
Cawood  &   Worthy,  Wetmore,  Wetmore, 
Kas.;  Stanley  Schwahn,  Lawrence,  Kas.; 
Gus  Diamond,  Salina  and  Arkansas  City, 
Kas.;  Lloyd  Lenhart,  Lee,  Clinton,  Mo.; 
J.  W.  Davis,  Higginsville,  Mo.;  Harry  Till, 
Hamilton,  Mo.;  Virgil  Green,  LaPlata, 
Mo.;  M.  B.  Pressley,  Savannah,  Mo. 

No  Scanty  Panties 
For  Can  Can 

Des  Moines — The  Hays  office  told 

Paramount  it  might  be  a   good  idea  to 

attach  an  extra  ruffle  or  so  to  the 

panties  worn  by  Claudette  Colbert  in 

the  can  can  picture  reproduced  last 

week  on  the  front  cover  of  Look.  The 

magazine  is  published  in  Des  Moines. 

Minneapolis  World  and 

Ruben  Circuit  Sign  GB 
Minneapolis — As  the  result  of  a   deal 

between  Max  Mazur,  representing  GB,  and 

W.  A.  Steffes,  the  Minneapolis  World  will 
play  its  first  GB  picture  in  more  than  a 

year — “To  the  Victor.”  The  Eddie  Ruben 
circuit  has  contracted  for  GB  product  for 
the  first  time. 

Forest-Hurley  Agency  to 

K.  C.  Central  Equipment 
Kansas  City — E.  C.  Leeves  of  the  Cen- 

tral Equipment  Co.  announces  that  his 
company  has  become  territorial  distributor 
for  Forest  rectifiers  and  Hurley  screens 
following  a   deal  Tuesday  with  Ray  Duport 
of  Belleville,  N.  J. 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

Magic  Eye  Adds 
Des  Moines  Unit 

Kansas  City — The  Magic  Eye  Distribut- 

ing Co.,  composed  of  R.  W.  McEwan  and 

Ormond  P.  Hill,  has  taken  over  distribu- 
tion of  Photo-Pay  Nite  in  Nebraska  and 

Iowa.  McEwan  will  establish  offices  in 

Des  Moines  by  December  15,  and  in  the 

meantime  is  covering  the  Iowa  and  Ne- 
braska trade.  Hill  will  remain  here  to 

take  care  of  “Magic  Eye”  Fotoscope  and 
Aisle  of  Fortune  sales  in  western  Missouri 
and  Kansas. 

McEwari  and  Hill  started  distributing 

Photo-Pay  Nite  here  on  September  1,  and 
already  have  several  accounts  using  the 

boxoffice  stimulant,  including  F.  L.  Loew’s 

Star,  Hays,  Kas.;  C.  L.  McVey’s  Dream- 
land, Herington,  Kas.;  J.  W.  Rigney’s 

Westport,  Kansas  City;  Fox,  Joplin,  Mo., 

and  Hugh  L.  Gardner’s  Orpheum,  Neosho, 
Mo.  Additional  installations  are  being 
made  this  month  in  the  four  states. 

In  Iowa,  the  Iowa  Theatre  at  Keokuk 

began  to  use  the  promotion  on  No- 
vember 2. 

The  Cresswell  Photo  Service  here,  which 

is  photofinishing  all  negatives  from  west- 
ern Missouri  and  Kansas,  will  also  handle 

the  job  for  Iowa  and  Nebraska  theatres, 
according  to  McEwan. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 
109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVIC
E  ~ 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 

126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 

2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

“Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 
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1IL  11  M   C   CO  IL  N 
gARBARA  LIVINGSTON,  wife  of  the 

Capitol  manager,  had  a   bad  week.  She 

was  severely  ill  when  something  she  ate 

disagreed  with  her.  She  may  go  to  Tuc- 
son, Ariz.,  for  the  rest  of  the  winter  when 

she’s  fully  recovered  .   .   .   Maynard  Nelson, 
still  in  Norfolk,  hardly  ever  gets  around 

Filmrow  in  Omaha  or  Lincoln  any  more  .   .   . 

Boxoffice  get  about  20  phone  calls  a   week 

from  Lincoln  people  asking  when  Evert 

Cummings  is  going  to  have  another  stage 

show  at  the  Orpheum  in  Omaha.  They’ve 
given  up  the  idea  of  ever  seeing  flesh  here 

again. 

Harvey  Traylor  says  women  who  can  tell 

about  a   man — shouldn’t!  .   .   .   Bob  Huffman 
is  getting  good  service  out  of  Traylor  these 
days,  as  well  as  Eddie  Vaughan.  He  has 
something  on  both  of  them  which  their  best 

girls  would  like  to  knoiv.  They’re  try  mg  to 
frarne  him  .   .   .   Iz  Weiner,  in  spite  of  his 

picture  which  is  titled  “You  Can’t  Take 
It  With  You,”  thinks  he’ll  have  to,  because 
it  hasn’t  been  dated  here  yet  .   .   .   Howard 
Federer  spent  a   couple  of  days  in  Denver 
with  L.  L.  Dent. 

George  F.  Monroe  jr.  ate  a   gob  of  ham- 

burgers, saw  Columbia’s  midget  western, 

“Terror  of  Tinytown,”  and  then  had  night- 
mares all  night  .   .   .   Frank  Hollingsworth 

and  the  Mrs.  loafed  around  here  until 

after  checkup  time  at  their  Beatrice  box- 

office,  because  they  preferred  not  to  see 

the  day’s  take  .   .   .   Erma  Monroe,  incident- 

ally, was  another  on  the  sick  list  during  the 

week  .   .   .   Odds  are  five  to  one  Harold 

Hellerich  won’t  be  married  within  the  year, 

but  it’s  hard  to  believe. 

Matrimony  must  have  had  a   settling  in- 

fluence  on  Ray  Holtz  in  Fairbury,  not  a 

word  out  of  him  since  he  was  so  unmer- 

cifully charivaried  .   .   .   One  of  Carl  Rose’s 

pals  in  from  York  says  he’s  thinking  of 
doing  a   Santa  Claus,  uniform,  pillow, 

whiskers  and  all,  for  the  kid  this  year 

.   .   Others  giving  the  silent  treatment 

from  outstate  are  Charlie  Morehead  in 

Beatrice,  Nevins  Lynn  at  Kearney,  Harry 

Schiller  in  Grand  Island  and  Orville  Ren- 
nie in  Hastings. 

Super  Low  intensity  projection  lamp 

with  14-inch  reflector. 

219  NORTH  16™  STREET.  ..  OMAHA,  NEBR. 

(S@o 

It's  Still  Two  Bits 
Worth 

Omaha — Keith  Wilson,  film  critic  for 

the  Omaha  World-Herald,  said  he'd 
like  to  have  in  cash  what  is  spent  on 

postage  each  week  to  get  “hot  news" 
from  film  company  publicity  depart- 

ments to  his  desk.  It  totals  about  $5 

a   week. 

Wilson  told  BOXOFFICE  he  uses 

about  five  per  cent  of  the  stuff  in  his 

column,  the  other  95  per  cent  is  filed 

away  in  his  wastebasket! 

Frank  Rubel  Remodeling 

Granada  in  Webster  City 
Webster  City,  Ia. — Frank  Rubel  of  the 

Pioneer  circuit  in  Des  Moines  is  remodel- 

ing and  redecorating  the  Granada  The- 
atre which  he  recently  took  over  here.  He 

is  also  installing  new  seats,  building  a   new 
front  and  boxoffice. 

Percy  Long  will  be  the  manager. 

One  in  Grundy  Center 

Grundy  Center,  Ia. — Frank  Rubel  of 

Des  Moines  has  purchased  the  theatre  here 
from  Walter  Battenfield. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued  from  page  61) 

contingent  that  attended  the  Minnesota- 
Notre  Dame  football  game  at  South  Bend 

were  Abe  Kaplan,  Bennie  Berger,  Ben 

Friedman,  Charlie  Weiner,  Ben  Blotcky, 

Don  Woods  and  Eddie  Ruben.  Quite  a 

bunch  of  the  boys  were  at  Madison,  Wis., 
this  weekend  to  witness  the  final  contest 

of  the  season  between  the  Gophers  and 
Badgers. 

Ed  Seibel,  Minnesota  Amusement  Co. 

advertising  department  head,  held  a   spe- 

cial screening  of  “If  I   Were  King”  for 
school  principles  and  teachers  arid  the  re- 

action toward  this  fine  Paramount  picture 

was  highly  favorable  .   .   .   For  the  first 
time  in  his  ten  years  with  Universal,  Fred 
Finnegan,  office  manager,  had  to  lay  off 
two  days  on  account  of  illness.  It  was  a 

bad  case  of  flu  .   .   .   J.  R.  MacPherson,  Na- 
tional Screen  district  manager,  a   visitor 

.   .   .   Richard  Carlson,  film  actor,  here  from 

Hollywood,  visiting  his  parents  .   .   .   Nor- 
man Nelson,  Universal  bookkeeper,  in 

Swedish  Hospital  with  a   stomach  ailment. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Film- 
row  included  Louis  Handy,  Preston,  Minn.; 

Jimmy  Anderson,  Winnebago,  Minn.;  Don 

Anderson,  Pine  Island,  Minn.;  Bernie  Lar- 

kin, Madelia,  Minn.;  Leo  Allender,  North- 
olm,  Minn.;  A.  Tholen,  Clara  City,  Minn.; 

Elmer  Bang,  Aberdeen,  S.  D.,  and  G.  A. 

Quinn,  Prescott,  Wis.  .   .   .   W.  H.  Work- 
man, M-G-M  branch  manager,  due  back 

from  his  European  trip  this  week  .   .   . 

Myron  Adcock,  Warner  Bros.’  North  Da- kota salesman,  invested  in  new  auto  .   .   . 

E.  L.  Danielson,  Mabel,  Minn.,  exhibitor, 

one  of  this  week’s  deer  hunters  .   .   .   Mary 
Atkinson  of  the  Columbia  office  staff, 

wedded  last  week  to  Russell  Olsen,  will 

return  to  work  after  a   short  honeymoon. 

0OMPLAINT  Dept.:  Bill  Toney,  National 

Theatre  Sup.,  doesn’t  deny  being  hand- 
some, but  insists  that  his  eyes  match  .   .   . 

Lou  Levy  of  Grand  National  says  he’s  also 
a   bachelor  and  not  exactly  ineligible  .   .   . 

Since  Fox  and  Tri-States  gals  were  pointed 

to  with  pride,  nobody’s  been  willing  to 
let  it  rest  but  Stan  Mayer  and  A.  H.  Blank 

.   .   .   Frank  Rubel  of  Pioneer  says  if  Box- 

office  insists  on  spelling  it  “Ruble”  along 
with  the  R&T  which  has  carried  it  wrong 

for  years,  he’ll  begin  to  think  maybe  he’s 
wrong.  Incidentally,  he  managed  a   dis- 

trict meeting  in  Minneapolis  as  a   curtain- 
raiser  to  the  Iowa-Minnesota  game. 

Ben  Lass,  National  Screen  salesman,  is 
back  on  the  road  with  a   new  car  and  a   new 

scar  since  his  auto  accident  recently  .   .   . 

Chick  Friedman  conferred  with  the  Ne- 
braska representative  in  Omaha  November 

11  (no  connection  with  the  Nebraska-Pitt. 
game  at  Lincoln  next  day,  of  course)  .   .   . 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  McKechneay  of  Tri-States 
were  in  New  York  last  week  .   .   .   Lionel 

Wasson,  Central  States,  is  hitchhiking  un- 
til he  gets  his  new  car. 

We  heal’d  exhibitors  fretting  all  up  and 
down  the  Row  this  week  about  how  last 

Sunday’s  snowstorm  cut  their  grosses  .   .   . 
It  was  good  to  see  Mike  Smith,  St.  Louis 

district  manager  of  the  U.  S.  Army  circuit, 

swinging  along  Filmrow  last  week  in  his 
brown  camels  hair  coat.  He  was  on  his 

monthly  booking  tour. 

Elmer  Tilton,  Republic,  claims  he  got 

ducks  last  week,  but  there  was  no  duck 

dinner  so  we  can’t  be  sure  .   .   .   Boys  on  the 
Row  miss  Nate  Sandler  since  he  spends 

so  much  time  at  his  new  theatre  in  North- 

wood  .   .   .   D’ja  ever  see  Iowa  Film’s  lies 
without  McKinney  or  McKinney  without  a 

big  black  cigar?  .   .   .   Grand  National  has 
annexed  more  space.  Plans  are  being  made 
to  remodel  and  redecorate  the  space  in  the 
southwest  corner  formerly  occupied  by  the 
Western  Union. 

Burton  Jerrel,  Dorothy  Palmer  Jerrel, 

and  B.  J.  Peterson  of  Iowa  News  Flashes, 

returned  from  New  York  where  they  spent 

two  weeks  studying  editing  policies  and 

technique  of  the  DeLuxe  Laboratories, 

Pathe  Newsreel,  and  March  of  Time  .   .   . 

Evelyn  Rosen  of  Columbia  spent  the  week- 
end at  Sioux  City  .   .   .   Mel  Evidon  says 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  is  break- 
ing records  all  over  the  country. 

Universal’s  “Mars  Attacks  the  World” 
has  not  yet  been  booked  in  Des  Moines 
.   .   .   The  Roller  Derby  closed  last  week  and 

theatre  men  were  all  smiles  over  the  week- 

end, but  they  began  wringing  their  hands 

again  on  Monday  when  a   bang-up  auto 
show  with  scads  of  free  attractions  opened 

at  the  Coliseum.  There  was  crepe  on  the 

boxoffices  until  the  show  closed  No- vember 19. 

Thomas  Into  Everton 
Kansas  City — R.  E.  Thomas  is  opening 

a   theatre  at  Everton,  Mo. 
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TRADE  REFORM  "IN  PRINCIPLE"  ACCORD  STILL 
LONG  WAY  FROM  REALITY,  MYERS  HINTS 

Reports  Slow  Progress  to 

ITO  of  Ohio  Meeting 
At  Columbus 

By  ELSIE  LOEB 

Columbus  —   Abram  F.  Myers  told  the 
ITO  of  Ohio  convention  here  Tuesday 
about  the  progress  of  the  trade  practice 
conferences. 

From  facts  he  cited,  as  well  as  from  in- 
ference, it  was  obvious  the  national  Al- 

lied chairman  and  general  counsel  be- 
lieved the  parleys  had  accomplished  lit- 

tle. Analyzing  his  citations  of  distributor 
shortcomings,  results  of  his  report  sum  up 
about  like  this: 

Allied  and  producer-distributors  are  not 
together  on  block  booking,  on  formal  ma- 

chinery for  operation  of  arbitration 

boards,  on  designated  playdates,  or  on  per- 
centage pictures.  They  are  in  partial  ac- 

cord on  cancellations,  on  elimination  of 
forced  purchase  of  shorts  and  newsreels 
and  trailers,  and  on  the  principles  of 
clearance. 

Getting  specific,  Myers  touched  in  turn 
on  the  following  practices  and  the  degree 
of  progress  attained  in  each: 

Compulsory  Block  Buying  and 

Blind  Buying: 

Distributors  are  not  willing  to  agree  to 
abolish  these  practices.  Allied  asked  for 

identification  and  allocation  of  all  pic- 
tures. Failing  this,  Allied  asked  for  a 

sliding  10-15-20  per  cent  cancellation  on 
identified  pictures  with  20-25-30  per  cent 
cancellation  on  unidentified  pictures. 
Producers  response  to  the  demand  that 
pictures  be  identified  was,  according  to 
Myers,  that  they  would  identify  as  many 
as  possible,  but  they  announced  that  there 
would  not  be  many  in  this  classification. 

Myers  indicated  that  Allied  is  not  satis- 
fied with  the  recently  announced  sliding 

elimination  formula. 

Arbitration 

Allied  favors  arbitration  of  all  big  in- 
dustry questions.  It  favors  local  boards, 

with  parties  to  arbitrate  choosing  their 
own  representatives,  and  with  all  parties 
agreeing  to  abide  by  the  award.  Allied 

favors  setting  up  formal  machinery  to  in- 
sure security  of  awards. 

Clearance 

Allied  and  the  producers  are  in  ac- 
cord on  the  principle  of  clearance  ad- 

justments but  Allied  withholds  final 

agreement  to  producer  plans  pending  de- 
tails on  operation. 

Right  to  Buy 

Distributors  offer  two  approaches  on 
this  point.  One  is  that  every  established 
theatre  shall  have  a   run  of  pictures.  This, 
Myers  interprets  as  bringing  to  an  end 
exclusive  selling.  The  other  approach  is 

Reports  on  " Progress " 

Abram  F.  Myers,  national  Allied 

chairman  and  general  counsel,  who 

reported  comiderable  distance  be- 
tween distributor  and  Allied  nego- 

tiators on  trade  practice  reform. 

“Myers  Says  Press  ‘Garbled’  Al- 
lied Stand  to  Aid  ‘Master  Minds’ 

Beat  Gov’t  Moves.”  For  more  on 
this  slant  please  turn  back  to  page 

13  of  this  issue. 

not  to  sell  away  from  an  established 
customer. 

Shorts,  News,  Trailers 

All  are  agreed  that  these  shall  not  be 
forced  on  the  exhibitor  as  a   means  to  get 
feature  product.  Producers,  however, 

want  exhibitors  to  buy  them  in  propor- 
tion to  the  number  of  pictures  used. 

Designated  Playdates 

Distributors  are  not  willing  to  give  up 
much  in  the  matter  of  preferred  playing 

time.  Allied’s  attitude  here  is  “Don’t  Do 
It,”  while  producers  answer  “We  Have  a 
Right  to  Do  It.”  So  there  apparently  is 
a   stalemate  on  the  subject  of  designated 

play  dates.  Producers,  did,  however,  con- 
cede to  relinquish  preferred  playing  time 

on  flat  rentals  and  on  guaranteed  runs. 

Score  Charges 

Admitting  that  producers  have  an- 
nounced their  willingness  to  give  up  score 

charges,  it  is  Myers’  idea  that  these 
charges  will  ultimately  be  figured  in  rental 
costs  to  the  exhibitor  with  the  result  that 

one  negotiation  instead  of  two  will  dis- 
pose of  the  score  charge  evil. 

Percentage  Pictures 

Status  of  percentage  picture  is  not  very 
definite,  insofar  as  the  trade  conference 

No  Unanimity  Evident  on 

Any  Major  Point  in Discussion 

is  concerned.  The  inner  trade  confer- 
ence committee  of  producers  has  agreed 

to  recommend  action  to  their  full  com- 

mittee “when,  as  and  if  they  can  aban- 
don score  charges  on  percentage  pic- 

tures.” 

Coercive  Theatre  Buying 

Allied  asked  that  alleged  instances  of 

coercive  buying  be  turned  over  to  a   fact 
finding,  impartial  board.  This  has  not 
been  conceded  by  distributors. 

Not  at  all  discouraged  at  the  slow  pace 

of  progress  made  so  far,  Sidney  Samuel- 
son,  a   director  of  New  Jersey  Allied,  said 
the  organization  would  continue  to  fight 
for  the  principles  it  long  ago  announced, 
in  continued  trade  conferences. 

The  convention  was  called  to  order  at 

1:45  p.  m.  on  Tuesday  at  the  Deshler  Wal- 
lick  Hotel  by  President  Martin  G.  Smith 

of  Toledo.  For  the  first  time  in  the  his- 

tory of  the  organization,  formal  greet- 
ings by  the  mayor  of  the  city  and  by 

other  leading  officials  were  absent  and 
the  meeting  started  right  out  with  the 
business  of  the  day. 

Martin  Smith  spoke  briefly,  sounding 

the  keynote  of  the  convention  as  con- 
structive criticism. 

“The  success  or  failure  of  any  gathering 
of  exhibitors  depends  not  only  on  the 

number  present,  but  on  the  ideas  brought 

forth  and  the  action  taken,”  were  his 
opening  remarks,  followed  by  the  an- 

nouncement that  the  Wednesday  session 
would  start  at  11  a.  m.  with  an  open 
forum  in  which  all  exhibitors,  whether 

ITO  members  or  not,  are  invited  to  par- 
ticipate. 

Harold  Rodner  of  the  Will  Rogers  Me- 
morial Hospital  at  Saranac  Lake,  the  first 

speaker,  told  briefly  what  work  is  being 
done  at  the  institution,  made  it  clear  that 

any  members  of  the  motion  picture  or  the- 
atrical profession  are  eligible  to  receive  its 

benefits,  and  urged  the  exhibitors  to  get 
back  of  the  annual  Will  Rogers  Drive. 

Bringing  greetings  from  George  J. 
Schaefer  and  Ned  Depinet,  who  were  too 
immersed  in  work  to  attend  in  person, 

Henderson  M.  Richey,  formerly  of  Co- 
operative Theatre  of  Detroit,  and  now  di- 

rector of  exhibitor  relations  for  RKO 

made  his  first  public  declaration  as  to 
just  what  his  duties  are  with  RKO.  Richey 
said  that  his  job  will  be  to  establish  and 
maintain  friendly  relations  between  the 

exhibitors  and  RKO.  “Any  problem  that 

is  an  exhibitor  problem  is  my  problem,” 
Richey  told  his  former  exhibitor  brothers. 

“My  door  will  always  be  open  to  discuss 
the  good  and  welfare  of  any  exhibitor  and 

(Continued  on  page  68) 
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An  Allied -MPTO 

Merger  a   Mirage 
Cleveland — No  action  leading  to  a   mer- 

ger of  Allied  and  MPTOA  is  being  con- 
sidered, according  to  a   bulletin  issued  to 

independent  exhibitors  of  Cleveland. 

The  bulletin  adds  such  an  action,  re- 

cently rumored,  would  be  “entirely  im- 

possible” under  the  Allied  constitution  re- 
stricting membership  to  independent  the- 

atres. 

The  Allied  negotiating  committee  has 

urged  that  “the  false  rumors  of  a   proposed 
merger  be  denied,  so  that  the  records  of 

the  proceedings  of  Allied  may  be  kept 

straight.” 
Abram  F.  Myers  will  further  clarify 

Allied’s  position  in  this  matter  at  the  sixth 
annual  convention  in  Columbus  of  the 

ITO  of  Ohio. 

Soroker  Is  Branch  Head 

For  GB  in  Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh — Arthur  Greenblatt,  division 

manager  for  GB.  who  was  in  charge  of 

the  local  office  following  the  resignations 

of  Joe  Kalisli  and  George  Wheeler,  branch 

and  office  managers  respectively,  has 

named  Sam  Soroker  as  new  branch  man- 
ager. 

Soroker  comes  here  from  Boston  where 

he  had  been  connected  with  GB  for  a 

year  and  a   half.  He  took  up  his  new 
duties  this  week. 

Richey  Visits  Pittsburgh 

As  RKO  Exhibitor  Envoy 
Pittsburgh — H.  M.  Richey,  former  di- 

rector of  relations  for  Cooperative  The- 

atres of  Michigan,  was  here  for  several 

days  last  week  in  his  new  capacity  as 

director  of  exhibitor  relations  for  RKO- 
Radio. 

Well  known  in  exhibitor  circles  here  as 

a   veteran  Allied  leader,  Richey’s  business 
here  for  RKO  concerned  several  clearance 

complaints.  Among  his  stops  were  the  of- 

fices of  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  War- 

ner Bros.  Circuit  Management  Corp.,  and 

the  Harris  Amusement  Companies. 

Producers  Appear 
Pittsburgh — Armand  Denis  and  Leila 

Roosevelt  (Mrs.  Denis)  were  here  Friday 

for  personal  appearances  in  connection 

with  the  opening  at  the  Fulton  Theatre 

of  their  New  Universal  production,  “Dark 

Rapture,”  photographed  in  the  Belgian 
Congo. 

Remodel  Stratford  Theatre 

Detroit— The  Stratford  Theatre  here 

will  complete  an  extensive  remodeling  pro- 
gram in  about  ten  days.  Wright  &   Rognov, 

Detroit,  are  the  architects. 

ITO  Expects  Big  Meet 
At  Wheeling 

Wheeling,  W.  Va. — Joseph  Mercer, 

Wcrrwood  exhibitor,  co-chairman  of  a 

special  exhibitor  meeting  called  by  the 

ITO  of  W.  Va.  for  Tuesday,  November 

29  at  the  McClure  Hotel  here,  states 

that  a   large  crowd  of  exhibitors,  both 

members  and  non-members  of  the  new 

state  association,  are  expected  to  par- 

ticipate. Subjects  of  vital  importance 

will  be  discussed,  according  to  R.  J. 

Hiehle,  Parkersburg,  president,  and 

Danny  Davis,  Lumberport,  secretary. 

Forty  members  attended  a   recent  ses- 

sion of  the  organization  at  Clarksburg. 

George  Capps,  Wheeling  exhibitor,  is 

co-chairman  with  Mercer  in  charge  of 

the  November  29  meeting. 

Name  Directors  of 

Ohio  Cooperative 
Cleveland — Directors  of  Cooperative 

Theatres  of  Ohio  have  been  named  as 

follows:  Paul  Gusdanovic,  James  E.  Sco- 

ville,  Albert  E.  Ptak  and  Frank  Porozvn- 

ski  of  Cleveland,  Floyd  E.  Price  of  New- 
ark and  W.  A.  Smith  of  Akron. 

Milton  A.  Mooney,  organizer  and  head 

of  Cooperative  Theatres  of  Ohio,  reports 

the  addition  of  the  Union  Theatre,  Cleve- 
land; Lincoln,  Dennison,  and  Ohio  and 

State,  Urichsville,  to  membership  in  the 

organization.  This  brings  the  total  num- 
ber to  35  theatres  now  being  serviced  by 

Cooperative,  according  to  Mooney. 

Pennsylvania  Assembly 

Will  Adjourn  Shortly 
Harrisburg  —   Special  session  of  the 

Pennsylvania  legislature,  called  last  July 

primarily  to  halt  a   grand  jury  investiga- 

tion of  the  Earle  administration,  recon- 
vened Monday  evening  after  a   recess  of 

several  weeks  while  members  went  forth 

to  political  wars.  Expectations  are  that 

the  final  adjournment  is  but  a   matter  of 

a   few  days.  Following  setbacks  at  the 

polls  Tuesday-a-week  ago,  there  is  little 
interest  in  the  items  on  the  calendar  from 

a   “lame  duck”  Democratic  majority. 
Regular  session  of  the  General  Assembly 

is  scheduled  for  the  first  week  in  January. 

Dinner  lor  Two 
Pittsburgh— John  J.  Maloney  and  Burt 

Bishop,  M-G-M’s  district  and  branch 
managers,  respectively,  were  scheduled  to 
return  from  their  Paris  vacation,  Friday 

and  were  to  be  guests  of  the  local  M-G-M 

Pep  Club  at  a   dinner  to  be  given  Satur- 
day afternoon  at  a   downtown  restaurant. 

Fewer  Changes  at  Akron 

Akron,  Ohio — Changing  its  playing 

schedule,  the  Forum  Theatre  reduces  its 

number  of  program  changes  from  four  to 
three  per  week. 

Mt.  Lebanon  Gives 

Sunday  Shows  Nod 
Pittsburgh — Mt.  Lebanon  township 

voted  in  favor  of  Sunday  film  exhibitions 

at  last  week’s  election,  the  vote  being 
4,020  to  3,301.  Harris  Denis  Theatre, 

erected  during  the  year,  opened  on  Sun- 

day for  the  first  time,  offering  “Boys 
Town.”  Several  days  before  the  referen- 

dum the  Denis  Theatre  management  chal- 
lenged a   statement  which  was  passed  out 

to  Mt.  Lebanon  voters  saying  that  45  per 

cent  of  the  films  shown  in  Mt.  Lebanon 

during  October  were  regarded  as  unfit  for 

youth  by  the  National  Legion  of  Decency. 

Fact  of  the  matter  was  that  not  one  pic- 

ture exhibited  at  the  Denis  Theatre  dur- 
ing October  was  on  the  condemned  list, 

according  to  a   full  page  advertisement  in 

the  Liberty  Ledger  which  listed  all  book- ings. 

Cambridge  Denied 

Shows  on  Sunday 

Cambridge,  Ohio — Sunday  shows  here 
were  outlawed  in  the  recent  November 

election  by  a   vote  of  3,031  to  2,081.  Most 

all  cities  and  towns,  including  Zanesville, 

have  had  Sunday  films  for  years.  A   pre- 
vious vote  on  the  issue  also  was  defeated. 

Theatre  interests,  waged  an  extensive  cam- 

paign. They  contend  hundreds  of  resi- 
dents here  seek  theatre  entertainment  in 

nearby  towns  on  Sundays,  thereby  taking 

much  business  out  of  the  city. 
"No"  in  Chicora 

Chicora,  Pa. — Sunday  film  exhibition 
referendum  was  defeated  here  last  week. 

A.  J.  Proctor  operates  the  Chicora  Theatre. 

Edwin  Bergman  Is  Named 

Cleveland  Sales  Manager 
Cleveland — I.  J.  Schmertz,  local  20th 

Century-Fox  branch  manager,  announces 

the  appointment  of  Edwin  Bergman  as 

city  sales  manager.  Bergman,  with  Fox 

for  the  past  15  years,  succeeds  “Davey” 
Davidson.  Davidson  has  retired  after  serv- 

ing the  industry  for  30  years,  21  of  them 
with  the  Fox  organization. 

Ted  Scheinberg  has  been  transferred 

from  Albany  to  take  over  Bergman’s  ter- 
ritory. Prior  to  going  to  Albany  two  and 

a   half  years  ago,  Scheinberg  was  in  Cleve- 
land as  Fox  ad  sales  manager. 

Preview  "Blondie" Pittsburgh — Columbia’s  “Blondie,”  di- 
rected by  Frank  R.  Strayer  and  described 

by  Art  Levy,  local  company  branch  man- 

ager, as  a   “surprise”  picture,  was  screened 

for  members  of  the  trade  and  friends  Sat- 

urday midnight  at  the  Harris  Alvin  The- 

atre. The  “Blondie”  cartoon  strip  is  fea- 

tured daily  in  the  Pittsburgh  Sun-Tele- 

graph. 
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Rename  Mrs.  Gross 

Ohio  Council  Head 

Columbus — Mrs.  C.  C.  Cross  of  Columbus 

was  reelected  president  of  the  Ohio  Mo- 
tion Picture  Council  at  the  final  meeting 

of  its  fifth  annual  convention  held 

Wednesday,  Thursday  and  Friday  at  the 

Deshler-Wallick  Hotel.  This  is  Mrs.  Gross’ 
fifth  term  as  president. 

Mrs.  W.  J.  McLachlan  of  Cleveland  was 

reelected  vice-president.  Other  officers: 

Mrs.  O.  W.  Crawshaw,  Cleveland,  record- 

ing secretary;  Mrs.  H.  D.  Van  Kirk,  Co- 
lumbus, corresponding  secretary;  Mrs. 

Williams,  Toledo,  auditor;  Mrs.  Campbell 

Allen,  Middletown,  treasurer;  Mrs.  Stra- 
ter,  Toledo,  northern  district  president; 

Mrs.  C.  A.  Rager,  Groveport,  eastern  dis- 

trict president;  Mrs.  J.  D.  Brate,  Hamil- 
ton, southern  district  president;  Mrs.  Crisp, 

Middletown,  central  district  manager. 

The  Ohio  Motion  Picture  Council  re- 

affirmed its  policies  to  promote  better 

films  work  among  women’s  clubs  through- 
out the  state  and  to  stimulate  the  forma- 

tion of  motion  picture  appreciation  classes. 

About  50  women,  representatives  of  fed- 

erated and  affiliated  women’s  clubs,  were 
present  at  the  convention.  Guest  speak- 

er was  P.  J.  Wood,  business  manager  of 

the  Independent  Theatres  Owners  of  Ohio, 

who  discussed  the  theatre  divorcement  bill 

and  proposed  objectives  of  independent 
theatre  owners. 

The  Cleveland  delegation  to  the  con- 

vention: Mrs.  W.  J.  McLachlan,  vice- 
president  of  the  Ohio  Motion  Picture 

Council;  Mi’s.  E.  F.  Carran,  president  of 

the  Cleveland  Federation  of  Women’s 
Clubs;  Mrs.  O.  W.  Crawshaw,  chairman 

of  the  motion  picture  dviision  of  the  Cleve- 

land Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs;  Mrs. 

E.  C.  O’Rourke,  assistant  motion  picture 
chairman;  Mrs.  Frank  Anderson,  president 

of  the  Cleveland  Cineman  Club;  Mrs.  W.  V. 

Fiske,  review  chairman  of  the  Cinema 

Club;  Mrs.  E.  H.  Sensei,  secretary  of  the 

motion  picture  division  of  the  Federated 

Clubs;  Mrs.  J.  H.  Oster,  motion  picture 

chairman  of  the  Junior  Council,  and  Mrs. 

John  Garvello,  motion  picture  chairman 

of  the  Lakewood  PTA  Council. 

Cleveland  Branch  NTSCo. 

Reports  New  Sound  Jobs 
Cleveland — National  Theatre  Supply 

Co.,  under  the  management  of  L.  H.  Wal- 

ters, reports  the  recent  installations  of 

Western  Electric  sound  in  the  Mar  Jane 

Theatre,  Amherst;  Simplex  4-Star  sound 

in  the  De-Lu  Theatre,  Gibsonburg;  West 
Electric  sound  in  the  Lyric,  Bowling  Green; 

Simplex  E-7  projectors,  base  and  maga- 
zine equipment,  lamps,  generator,  Simplex 

4-Star  sound,  and  miscellaneous  booth  and 

lobby  equipment  for  Joe  Shagrin’s  new 
Youngstown  house. 

New  theatre  construction  is  contemplated 

in  Lorain,  Kilbuck,  New  Philadelphia, 

Bluffton  and  Salem,  according  to  Walters. 

Film  Division  of  Women  s 

Clubs  Has  First  Meeting 
Pittsburgh — First  meeting  of  the  new 

season  of  the  Allegheny  county  motion 

picture  division  of  the  state  federation  of 

women’s  clubs  was  held  Monday  in  the 
Aero  Room,  William  Penn  Hotel,  with 

Mrs.  W.  G.  Kerr,  secretary,  presiding. 

Guest  speaker  was  Mrs.  Norman  Jacobs, 

president  of  the  Allegheny  county  federa- 
tion. Officers  of  the  group  are  Mrs.  Ward 

L.  Gable,  treasurer,  and  Mrs.  George  W. 

Postage,  chairman  of  the  publicity  com- 
mittee. 

This  committee,  one  of  the  first  of  its 

kind  in  this  country  to  publish  a   weekly 

list  of  suitable  films  for  junior-family 
audiences  and  the  theatres  presenting 

them,  consists  of  Mrs.  Wiley  Swope,  Mrs. 

H.  M.  Woolslare,  Mrs.  Hewitt  W.  Cooper, 

Mrs.  W.  V.  Parsons  and  Miss  Gertrude 
Emrick. 

Harris  Senator  Slated  to 

Open  Thanksgiving  Day 
Pittsburgh — The  Harris  Senator  The- 

atre, formerly  the  Aldine,  Liberty  Ave., 

will  be  reopened  on  Thanksgiving  Day 

with  New  Universal’s  “Service  DeLuxe” 
as  the  initial  attraction. 

Ken  Hohl,  manager  of  the  Liberty,  East 

Liberty,  has  been  named  as  manager  of 

Pittsburgh’s  new  first-run  theatre.  John 
O.  Hooley,  veteran  Harris  manager  who 

has  been  under  the  Warner  banner  recent- 

ly, will  return  to  the  Harris  fold  and  to 

East  Liberty  where  he  has  been  identified 

as  a   theatre  manager  for  about  a   quarter 

of  a   century,  succeeding  Hohl  at  the 
Liberty. 

Harry  Grelle  to  Handle 

Malmar  and  Unity  Films 
Pittsburgh — Malmar’s  “Moonlight  So- 

nata,’’ which  features  Ignace  Jan  Paderew- 

ski, world’s  greatest  pianist,  and  Unity’s 

“Spy  of  Napoleon,”  which  returns  Rich- 
ard Barthelmess  to  the  screen,  will  be 

handled  here  by  Harry  F.  Grelle,  veteran 

independent  distributor.  Announcement  of 

the  appointment  of  Grelle  to  handle  these 

two  productions  was  made  this  week. 

Charles  Kranz,  former  local  distributor,  is 

sales  manager  for  Malmar. 
The  Paderewski  picture  is  in  its  fifth 

week  at  the  Art  Cinema  here. 

Brookline  Dark 

Pittsburgh — Warner  Bros,  recently  ac- 

quired the  Brookline  Theatre  and  opened 

the  house  on  a   full  week  policy.  After 

operation  of  several  weeks  the  theatre  was 

closed  and  has.  remained  dark  ever  since. 

The  circuit  operates'  the  Boulevard  The- atre nearby. 

Exploits  "Waltz" Oil  City,  Pa. — John  Ball,  exploitation 

representative  for  Herman  Stahl’s  Drake 

Theatre,  has  tied  in  “The  Great  Waltz” 

with  next  week’s  Million  Dollar  Holiday 

Week,  local  merchants’  business  drive. 

News  in  Brief 

Cincinnati's  New  Avon  Theatre 

opens  on  Thanksgiving  Day.  This  lat- 

est Deluxe  Theatre  in  Cincinnati,  Ohio, 

will  be  owned  and  operated  by  Virgil 

A.  Jackson  and  Associates.  DeLuxe 

Theatre  seating  has  been  supplied  by 

AIR-LOC  SEAT  INDUSTRIES,  INC. 

*   *   * 

Mr.  H.  H.  Johnson  (Madison  Theatre 

Company)  recently  opened  his  new 

1,000  seat  Ohio  Theatre  at  Madison, 

Indiana.  The  very  finest  equipment 

obtainable  was  installed  in  this  new 

Theatre,  including  DeLuxe  AIR-LOC 

Full  Upholstered  Opera  Chairs. 

*   *   * 

Mansfield,  Ohio,  boasts  one  of  the 

finest  Theatres  in  Ohio.  The  Park  The- 

atre, with  a   seating  capacity  of  1400, 

was  opened  recently  with  a   record  at- 

tendance. Decorations  and  equipment 

throughout  was  the  finest  obtainable. 

AIR-LOC  Full  Upholstered  Opera  Seats 

were  used  throughout. 

*   *   * 

The  Interstate  Theatres,  Inc.,  of  Steu- 

benville, Ohio,  (A.  G.  Constant)  now 

have  DeLuxe  AIR-LOC  Full  Uphol- 

stered Opera  Seats  installed  in  their 

Theatres  at  Niles,  Bellaire,  Yorkville 

and  Mansfield,  Ohio. — Adv. 
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Report  George  Gartland 

Will  Build  in  Johnstown 
Johnstown,  Pa. — A   new  theatre  will  be 

erected  in  the  Morrellville  district,  accord- 
ing to  a   report  this  week  which  identifies 

George  Gartland  as  the  owner. 

To  be  constructed  of  steel  and  brick,  the 
seating  capacity  will  be  under  500,  it  is 

contemplated,  with  concrete  floor  and  mod- 
em front  and  marquee. 

Gartland  is  manager  of  the  Roxy  Thea- 
tre, Roxbury. 

Four  Houses  Undergoing 
Renovations  in  Detroit 

Detroit — Four  remodeling  jobs  are  now 

in  process  at  neighborhood  houses  here. 

Wade  Allen’s  Arcade  is  having  its  face 

lifted;  Wisper  &   Wetsman’s  Fenkell  will 
boast  a   new  front;  Edward  S.  Pasco’s  White 
Star  is  undergoing  a   lobby  change;  and 

Mrs.  Max  Mantueffel’s  Martha  Washing- 
ton will  have  a   new  front. 

All  four  jobs  are  under  the  supervision 
of  Wright  &   Rogvoy,  local  architects. 

Commercial  on  Softball 

Ready  for  Distribution 
Detroit — Peter  A.  Simon,  manager  of 

Simon’s  Film  Service,  has  completed  pro- 
duction and  cutting  on  “The  Game  of 

Millions,’’  two  and  a   half  reeler  on  soft- 
ball,  sponsored  by  the  Briggs  Mfg.  Co. 
Prints  of  16mm  are  being  prepared  now. 
The  35mm  print  is  already  available  for 
bookings. 

The  film  is  for  non -theatrical  distribu- 
tion. It  is  available  nationally. 

Trade  Talk  Report 
Before  Ohio  ITO 
(Continued  from  page  65) 

it  is  my  contention  that  the  more  frequent 
the  interchange  of  thought  between  ex- 

hibitor and  producer,  the  quicker  will  be 

the  solution  of  their  problems.”  Speaking 
of  the  industry  trade  conferences  that 

have  been  foremost  in  the  industry’s  ac- 
tivities, Richey  asked  that  the  exhibitors 

have  patience.  “Problems  resulting  from 
the  wrong  operations  of  many  years  can- 

not be  cured  in  60  days,”  he  said,  and  con- 
cluded on  the  optimistic  note  that  “there 

is  no  limit  to  the  possibilities  (of  relief) 
once  the  branches  of  the  industry  learn  to 

work  together.” 
Sees  MPPDA  Death  Knell 

Smith  interpreted  Richey’s  remarks  as 
sounding  the  death  knell  to  the  Hays  or- 

ganization. “I  see  in  this  policy  of  RKO 
the  beginning  of  the  collapse  of  the  Hays 

organization,”  he  told  the  ITO  members. 
“This  move  is  the  result,  in  my  opinion,  of 
the  lack  of  spirit  of  confidence  and  co- 

operation of  the  MPPDA.” 

At  this  point  came  the  principal  ad- 
dress of  the  convention,  delivered  by 

Abram  F.  Myers,  national  Allied  chairman 
and  general  counsel. 

Harry  Goldberg,  head  of  Warner  theatre 

exploitation  and  publicity,  told  the  exhibi- 
tors that  the  producers  are  doing  their  job 

of  selling  these  pictures  to  the  public. 

The  banquet,  well  attended,  was  marked 
by  the  absence  of  all  speeches.  A   well 
selected  floor  show  followed  the  dinner  in 
the  Deshler  Wallick  ballroom. 

Film  Drug  Holds  a   Three 
Game  Margin  in  Bowling 
Detroit— Film  Drug  topped  the  Film 

Bowling  League  this  week,  leading  Mono- 
gram by  three  games. 

Team  standings: 

Monogram    ’   ' .   16  12 20th  Century-Fox      14  44 
Amusement  Supply      14  14 
Cooperative      14  10 

Republic      12  16 
Film  Truck      12  12 
United  Artists      7   21 

High  individual  scores  for  three  games: 

Jones,  608;  Adair,  587.  High  for  single  games: 
Metzger,  238;  Adair,  238,  (twice);  AUen,  225; 
Sturm,  213;  Goryl,  212;  Jones,  202. 

Davis  Remodels  Hall  at 

Lumberport  for  Theatre 
Pittsburgh — Danny  Davis,  Lumberport 

and  Monongah,  W.  Va.,  exhibitor,  is  re- 
modeling a   dine  and  dance  parlor  at  Lum- 

berport which  he  will  reopen  as  the  Opera 
House  on  November  23.  The  original 
Opera  House  was  destroyed  by  fire  a 
number  of  weeks  ago  and  Davis  acquired 
the  dance  hall  at  the  other  end  of  town 

and  has  been  busy  with  remodeling. 

Contract  to  Oliver 
Detroit  —   Oliver  Theatre  Supply  has 

completed  a   contract  for  new  projectors, 
lamps,  and  other  booth  accessories  for  the 

Regal  Theatre,  formerly  the  Ray  and  Nor- 
Glo,  which  is  being  remodeled  for  opening 
December  1   by  Joseph  Ellul. 

Two  to  Monarch 
Detroit  —   Monarch  here  has  received 

prints  of  two  new  pictures  for  distribution, 

“Prison  Train,”  from  Malcolm-Browne, 
and  “The  Headleys  at  Home,”  first  of  a 
series  of  12  by  Standard  Pictures. 

How  Cincinnati  Puts  Over  the  Film  Drive 

mow e   qJm  f   s 
$250,000  PRIZE
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ENTER  CO 
IRRAY  SING  YOU  SINNERS  \ 

Left;  The  huge  illuminated  electric  sign 

that  overlooks  the  city's  busiest  inter- section. 

Lower:  The  street  cars  carry  the  Movie 

Quiz  message. 
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Gregg  Makes  Autrg 

P.  A.  "No  Secret" 
Cleveland — It  was  no  secret  that  Gene 

Autry,  Republic  star,  arrived  in  Cleveland 

on  Friday  to  initiate  the  new  “In  Person” 
policy  at  the  RKO  Palace  Theatre.  A1 

Gregg,  head  of  Republic’s  exploitation  and 
publicity  department,  saw  to  it  that  every- 

one, including  those  who  do  not  follow 
the  film  news,  was  aware  of  the  singing 

cowboy’s  first  local  theatrical  engagement. 
For  more  than  a   week  before  his  coming, 

Gregg  planted  publicity  in  newspapers 
within  a   radius  of  100  miles,  including  all 
of  the  Greater  Cleveland  school  papers. 

Locally  the  newspapers  carried  advance 

stories  with  photographs.  Autry’s  arrival 
created  something  of  a   sensation.  A   uni- 

formed escort  met  him  at  the  Terminal 

Station  and  his  trip  to  the  Carter  Hotel 

was  in  the  nature  of  a   parade  with  mount- 
ed police  as  outriders. 

At  the  Carter  Hotel  more  excitement  followed 

when  Autry’s  famous  horse,  Champion,  was  taken 
into  the  lobby  where  he  registered  and  was  as- 

signed a   special  room. 

WGAR’s  microphones  were  put  at  the  star’s  ser- 

vice when  he  appeared  briefly  on  Sid  Andorn’s 
nightly  hour. 

Personal  appearances  were  also  included  in 

Gregg's  program.  Autry  made  a   trip  to  Parmadale 
to  speak  before  the  assembled  orphan  children. 

He  addressed  the  Women’s  Press  Club  at  a   spe- 
cially arranged  luncheon.  And  he  was  guest  of 

honor,  Monday,  at  a   luncheon  hosted  by  Nat  L. 

Lefton,  Republic  franchise  owner,  and  the  mem- 
bers of  the  local  Republic  office,  to  which  came 

exhibitors  from  all  parts  of  the  territory. 

In  addition  to  newspapers,  Gregg  planted  Gene 
Autry  stories  in  the  suburban  weeklies,  arranged 

window  tieups  with  music  stores  for  displays  of 
Autry  records,  another  with  Buckeye  Stage  Lines 
to  carry  streamers  on  a;ll  stages,  and  a   Gene  Autry 
soda  at  soda  fountains  and  library  bookmarks. 

Opening  of  his  engagement  here  found  a   line 
one  block  long  waiting  at  the  ticket  window. 

GN's  Ralph  Peckham  Sees 
Industry's  "Best"  Year 

Detroit — “Everybody  is  in  a   much  more 
optimistic  frame  of  mind  than  even  two 

weeks  ago,”  Ralph  Peckham,  Grand  Na- 
tional manager,  beamed  this  week.  “Ex- 

hibitors have  nothing  to  worry  about.  They 
will  have  their  best  year  in  the  last  five. 

“There  is  more  employment  and  more 
money  in  circulation,  and  a   large  part  of 
it  is  bound  to  flow  into  the  coffers  of  the- 

atres and  film  companies. 

“Exhibitors  will  make  money  this  year 
if  they  make  any  reasonable  effort  to  ex- 

ploit their  pictures. 

“The  business  slogan  of  today  in  De- 
troit, ‘Jobs  Mean  Sales,’  is  being  carried 

out  by  Grand  National.  We  have  added 
several  new  employes.  Everyone  in  the 

office  is  on  his  toes  and  working  hard.” 

Detroit  Trade  Suffers  a 

Slump  Over  Weekend 
Detroit — Due  mainly  to  Indian  summer 

weather,  show  business  over  the  weekend 

here  slumped  sharply,  with  many  poten- 
tial theatregoers  instead  taking  to  the 

open  road  in  their  cars. 

The  Armistice  Day  parade  Friday  aft- 
ernoon crimped  matinees,  although  the 

trade  got  its  share  of  money  spent  that 
night  by  happy  holiday  celebrators. 

Wins  Honor  Medal 

Columbus — John  L.  Hermann,  Para- 

mount cameraman,  was  presented  the  Con- 
gressional Medal  of  Honor  at  a   luncheon 

of  the  Variety  Club  here  Thursday,  in 

recognition  of  valuable  service  rendered 

his  country  as  head  of  the  news  film  ser- 
vice attendant  upon  the  second  Byrd  ex- 

pedition to  Little  America  in  the  Ant- 
arctic. Hermann  was  with  the  expedition 

during  its  18-month  stay  near  the  South 
Pole.  His  official  pictures  now  rest  in  the 
archives  of  the  government. 

The  accompanying  photo  shows  Her- 
mann in  his  polar  working  clothes  and  the 

faithful  camera  with  which  he  recorded 
thousands  of  feet  of  historic  incidents. 

The  presentation  was  made  by  Gov.  Mar- 
tin L.  Davey,  before  members  of  the  Co- 

lumbus Variety  Club,  state  and  local  offi- 
cials and  friends,  including  Harry  H.  Gold- 

stein, Paramount  district  manager;  “Duke” 
Clark,  Cleveland  Paramount  branch  man- 

ager, and  J.  J.  Oulahan,  Paramount 
branch  manager  in  Cincinnati. 

Carl  Brooks  Sponsors 

Junior  Variety  Night 

Detroit — Carl  Brooks,  superintendent  of 

police  in  Dearborn,  Mich.,  and  a   Variety 
barker,  sponsored  Junior  Variety  Night, 

Friday.  Brooks  brought  in  a   group  of  tal- 
ented boys  to  provide  entertainment,  under 

the  direction  of  St.  John  Bartkowisk.  The 

boys  also  provided  music  for  the  dancing. 
Hostesses  for  the  evening  were  Mrs. 

William  Flemion  and  Mrs.  William  Carl- son. 

Charles  C.  Perry,  manager  of  the  Adams 

Theatre,  has  been  busy  arranging  the  an- 

nual Variety  Keno  Party,  slated  for  Sat- 
urday, November  19,  in  the  Crystal  Ball- 

room of  the  Book-Cadillac  Hotel. 
Committeemen  include  Carl  Buermele, 

Alex  Schreiber,  Harold  C.  Robinson,  Jack 
Saxe,  David  Newman,  Phil  S.  Kaplan, 
William  Flemion,  Jack  Stewart,  E.  E. 

Kirchner,  Irving  Belinsky,  Max  Blumen- 
thal,  Arthur  Caplan,  Michael  J.  Chargot, 
Ralph  Rubin,  Ray  Schreiber,  Bert  Tighe, 
Frank  Wetsman,  Frank  J.  Down,  Mac 

Film  Leaders  Cheer 

Republican  Victory 
Pittsburgh — The  sweeping  Republican 

victory  last  week  was  heartily  hailed  here 

by  motion  picture  industry  leaders  who 

were  “fed  up  with  the  New  Deal  and 

Pennsylvania’s  Little  New  Deal.”  The  com- 
monwealth swung  back  into  the  Repub- 

lican column  at  last  Tuesday’s  election 
with  a   great  majority  of  those  engaged 

in  the  film  and  theatre  industry  support- 
ing the  G.  O.  P.  ticket,  although  many  of 

them  had  refrained  from  too  open  par- 
ticipation, they  told  a   Boxoffice  reporter. 

Among  the  happiest  of  the  G.  O.  P. 
leaders  here  was  Frank  J.  Harris,  the 
theatre  executive  and  Republican  county 
chairman. 

Mae  Vincent  Resigns  as 
Booker  at  Cleveland  GN 

Cleveland — Miss  Mae  Vincent  has  ten- 

dered her  resignation  as  booker  at  the 
local  Grand  National  exchange,  leaving 
Miss  Frances  Kates  of  GB  as  the  only 
girl  booker  in  the  city. 

Miss  Vincent  has  headed  the  Grand 

National  booking  department  ever  since 
the  exchange  was  opened  three  years  ago. 

She  plans  a   short  vacation  and  then  will 
take  up  residence  in  another  city. 

Krim,  Adolph  and  Irving  Goldberg  and 

Frank  Lorentzen.  Publicity  will  be  han- 
dled by  Fred  Schader. 

Horwitz  Named  Variety 

Charity  Fund  Chairman 
Cleveland — Nat  Wolf,  Variety  Club  chief 

barker,  has  named  M.  B.  Horwitz  as  chair- 
man of  the  Variety  Club  Charity  Fund 

committee  and  Horwitz,  in  turn,  has  ap- 
pointed on  his  committee  Frank  D.  Drew, 

I.  J.  Schmertz,  Herbert  Ochs,  Henry  Green- 
berger  and  Jack  Shulman.  The  party  was 

Friday  at  the  club. 

PERMANENT  construction  that  means 
lowest  upkeep  cost  at  a   surprisingly  low 
first  cost. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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fjARRY  HENDEL,  partner  with  Nathan 
Rosen  in  the  operation  of  the  New 

Granada  Theatre,  Center  Ave.,  was  on 
jury  duty  this  week. 

Recent  visitors  included  Harry  LaVine, 
Republic  district  manager;  A.  C.  Knowles, 
New  York  executive  for  Alexander  Film 

Co.;  Edgar  Moss,  20th-Fox  district  mana- 

ger .   .   .   Phil  Rosenberg ,   formerly  of  Film- 
row,  has  departed  for  Florida  for  the  win- 

ter ..  .   Independent  gasoline  dealers  of 
Wilkinsburg  have  arranged  a   tieup  with 
the  State  Theatre  of  that  borough  where- 

by they  post  100  gallons  of  gasoline  and 
$100  in  a   cash  giveaway  every  two  weeks. 

Jake  Richman,  veteran  city  exhbiitor, 
and  Jack  White,  his  nephew  who  has  been 
associated  with  him  in  business  for  several 
years,  are  in  California  where  Richman 

will  spend  the  winter.  His  son,  Ray,  is 
now  general  manager  in  charge  of  the 
Avenue,  formerly  the  Pearl,  and  the  Nov- 

elty theatres  .   .   .   Nathan  Foreman  re- 
mains on  the  job  at  the  Fifth  Ave.  house 

which  in  addition  to  having  a   new  name 
is  in  fact  a   new  theatre. 

Yesterday 

Turning  Back  Our  Pages 
10  Years  Ago 

Variety  Club’s  initial  banquet  attracted 
152  members  and  guests  and  was  one  of 
the  most  brilliant  affairs  ever  held  in  the 

William  Penn  Hotel.  John  H.  Harris  fea- 
tured circus  atmosphere  and  15  vaudeville 

acts  ...  A   mammoth  benefit  show  was 

arranged  by  the  Variety  Club  at  the  Stan- 
ley Theatre,  with  all  proceeds  turned  over 

to  the  local  welfare  fund  .   .   .   Formally 

opened  and  dedicated  were  Hanauer’s 
Rialto,  Beaver  Falls,  and  Paul  Jones'  St. 
Marys,  St.  Marys  .   .   .   Joseph  Murdock, 

manager  of  Stanley’s  Olympic,  Fifth  Ave., 
named  to  the  Strand,  Ridgway,  succeed- 

ing Ernie  Dock  who  had  gone  to  St. 
Marys  .   .   .   Harry  Fleishman  opened  his 
new  Brighton  Theatre,  north  side.  He 
entered  exhibition  in  1917  .   .   .   Film  hits 

of  the  week  here  were  Janet  Gaynor  in 

F.  W.  Murnau’s  “Sunrise,”  Erich  Von 
Stroheim  in  “The  Wedding  March”  and 
Lewis  Stone  in  “Freedom  of  the  Press.” 

Mark  Goldman,  Monogram  manager  for 
several  months,  feels  that  he  has  been 
the  recipient  of  the  finest  testimonial  that 
could  have  been  given  to  him.  With  busi- 

ness far  above  expectations,  and  all  cir- 
cuits and  leading  independent  exhibitor 

accounts  signed,  Goldman  is  happy  in  the 
fact  that  he  is  able  to  reciprocate  the 
same  kind  of  testimonial  to  the  trade. 

Various  screenings  of  Jackie  Cooper's 
“Gangster’s  Boy’’  has  everybody  excited. 
The  picture  will  play  the  Harris  Alvin 
instead  of  the  new  Harris  Senator  as  re- 

cently reported. 

Mike  Karolcik,  the  Perropolis  exhibitor, 

was  pleased  with  the  election,  the  Demo- 

No  Wonder  They 
Are  Such  a   Hit! 

B   A   N   K   O 

or  WINNER 

CARDS 
Perfect  for  All 

Merchandise  or  Cash 
Giveaways 

CARDS  ARE  SOLD  OUTRIGHT. 

No  Other  Charges  or  Royalties 
Whatsoever. 

Write  for  Free  Sample  Today 

LAKE  SHORE  SALES  COMPANY 
Theatre  Premium  Headquarters 

Complete  Salem  China  line  on  Display 

404  Film  Bldgr.  Cleveland 

crats  having  carried  his  county.  He  is  a 
Fayette  county  commissioner. 

Tony  Colose,  Clearfield,  Pa.,  exhibitor, 
flew  into  the  city  the  other  day  to  pick 

up  a   one-sheet  at  Fred  Solomon’s  Ameri- 
can Poster  Supply  Co.  The  Clearfield  ex- 

hibitor, whose  experience  in  show  busi- 
ness has  been  less  than  a   year,  has  a 

monoplane  .   .   .   and  he  goes  places. 

J.  B.  “Pop”  Kane,  veteran  Pitcairn  ex- 
hibitor, is  dieting  and  has  lost  15  pounds. 

Paul  Reith,  RKO  booker,  has  taken  off  40 
pounds  during  recent  months  .   .   .   Jules 
Lapidus,  GN  district  manager,  flew  to 

Washington,  D.  C.,  Tuesday  afternoon. 
His  father  suffered  painful  injuries  last 
week  when  struck  by  an  auto. 

The  aggressive  Stuckeys,  Ace  and  John, 

have  installed  a   complete  heating  and  cool- 

ing system  at  their  Everett  hotel  and  the- 
atre. A.  &   S.  Steinberg,  Inc.,  handled  the 

deal  .   .   .   George  Wheeler,  who  resigned 
several  weeks  ago  as  office  manager  here 

for  GB,  and  who  joined  GN  at  Washing- 
ton, D.  C.,  has  been  assigned  as  Baltimore 

city  sales  representative  for  the  latter  com- 

pany. 

Plans  for  a   stadium  and  amphitheatre 

were  announced  this  week  for  Mt.  Le- 
banon by  the  township  commissioners  and 

school  directors  .   .   .   John  D.  Walsh  arrived 

here  to  take  over  the  management  of  the 
Fulton  Theatre.  He  was  formerly  with 

Shea’s  at  Newport,  R.  I.,  and  previously 
has  been  connected  with  the  E.  M.  Loew 

circuit  of  New  England. 

Lew  Lefton,  Monarch  Pictures  manager, 
was  in  the  West  Virginia  field  this  week 

with  Eddie  Moreels,  newly  appointed  Mon- 
arch sales  representative,  who  has  suc- 

ceeded Joe  Fleshin,  resigned. 

Steve  Rodnenok,  who  has  been  dropping 

weight  and  missing  a   lot  of  sleep  in  re- 
cent months,  experienced  his  busiest  week 

in  final  preparations  for  the  opening  of  his 

Oaks  Theatre,  Oakmont,  which  was  sched- 
uled as  a   special  event  for  November  18. 

The  new  600-seat  house  on  Allegheny  River 
Blvd.  is  nearby  his  old  Lehigh  Theatre, 

Delaware  Ave.  The  borough  of  Oakmont 
caused  Rodnenok  unnecessary  anxiety 
when  after  issuing  a   building  permit,  and 

with  the  building  under  construction  the 
council  refused  to  open  the  boulevard 
which  prevented  the  piping  in  of  water 

lines.  Everything  was  eventually  straight- 

ened out,  but  all  the  delays  didn’t  do 
Steve’s  nerves  any  good. 

Among  exhibitors  we  viewed  reviewing 
the  Armistice  Day  parade  were  Harry 

Myers,  Wilmerding,  and  George  Clair,  Bur- 
gettstown  .   .   .   Filmrow  observed  Armistice 
Day  with  several  exchanges  closed  all  day 
and  the  others  closing  at  1   p.  m. 

Biordi  Bros.’  Majestic  Theatre,  Ellwood 
City,  Pa.,  recently  celebrated  in  grand  style 
in  observance  of  its  21st  anniversary.  The 

attraction  was  “Boys  Town.”  Mrs.  Andrew 
Biordi  answered  the  telephone  and  a   pros- 

pective patron  inquired  regarding  the  of- 

fering. After  hearing  that  “Boys  Town” 
was  regarded  as  one  of  the  best  pictures 

of  the  year,  the  p.  p.  inquired  regarding 

the  merits  of  “21st  Anniversary!” 

First  of  a   series  of  “Great  Waltz”  elimi- nation contests  was  held  last  Wednesday 

evening  in  the  Chatterbox  of  the  William 

Penn  Hotel,  and  fourth  and  final  “waltz” 
for  the  local  area  ivill  be  held  November 

30.  The  winning  team  will  be  sent  to 
Philadelphia,  all  expenses  paid. 

Johnny  Harris’  Hornets  shape  up  well 

in .   early  league  hockey  contests  .   .   .   Ex- 
hibitors Service  tracks  will  extend  their 

southern  route  to  Elkins,  W.  Va.,  when 

Mike  Manos’  new  house  is  opened  Novem- 

ber 21  .   .   .   The  industry’s  presentation, 
“The  World  Is  Ours,”  with  62  stars,  went 

into  local  release  last  week,  with  Loew’s 

Penn  exploiting  the  subject  .   .   .   Shea’s 
Theatre,  Bradford,  Pa.,  managed  by  Jack 

Hynes,  recently  observed  its  16th  anni- versary. 

Bart  Dattola,  New  Kensington  exhibitor, 
contributed  to  the  Republican  campaign 

fund,  then  backed  up  his  selection  with 
an  equal  amount  of  cash,  and  collected  .   .   . 
In  other  election  bets,  poor  Andy  Battiston 

paid  off.  This  week,  however,  he  vaca- 
tioned in  Florida  .   .   .   Charlie  Anderson, 

owner  of  the  Alpine  circuit,  is  now  operat- 
ing only  five  houses.  The  Alpine,  Davis, 

W.  Va.,  was  recently  acquired  by  C.  L. 

Sutton,  Thomas,  W.  Va.,  exhibitor. 
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ID)  IE  T   R   O I Y Football  Discussed 

By  Detroit  Variety 
Detroit  —   Variety’s  noonday  luncheon 

crowds  the  last  three  weeks  have  been 

about  the  heaviest  in  the  organization’s 
history.  Football  was  the  drawing  card 
this  week.  The  Detroit  Times  Football 

Club  met  jointly  with  Variety  and  a   dis- 

cussion was  held  on  last  Saturday’s  games. 
The  day  was  a   personal  tribute  to 

George  McArthur  of  McArthur  Theatre 

Equipment  Co.,  who  had  a   full  table  of 

guests  as  well  as  his  “family.” 
Harry  Kipke,  football  coach  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Michigan,  was  toastmaster,  with 

speakers  including  Kipke  himself;  Joe 

Gembis,  coach  at  Wayne  University;  Gus 

Dorais,  coach  at  the  University  of  De- 
troit; George  Christianson,  left  tackle  on 

the  Detroit  Lions,  professional  team,  and 

Leo  MacDonell,  sports  editor  of  the  De- 
troit Times. 

Others  introduced:  Bill  Heston,  all-time 

all-American  grid  star;  Hunk  Anderson, 
coach  at  the  University  of  Cincinnati; 
John  Brown  and  Ernie  Vick,  officials; 

Harvey  Payton,  and  Harry  Wismer  and 

Jimmy  Stevenson,  sports  commentators  on 
radio  station  WJR. 

Joseph  Gray  Misses  Out 

In  Pennsylvania  Voting 
Spangler,  Pa. — Joseph  Gray,  veteran 

operator  of  the  Gray  Theatre  here,  who 

has  served  several  terms  as  Congressman 

for  the  district  including  Cambria,  Arm- 
strong, Indiana  and  Jefferson  counties, 

was  defeated  for  reelection  last  week. 

The  Democratic  congressman  was  at 

odds  with  the  administration  on  various 

scores.  A   pioneer  in  preaching  the  idea 

that  congressmen  were  elected  to  use 

their  own  judgment  of  what  their  con- 
stituents wanted,  Gray  threatened  suit  in 

July  when  a   magazine  printed  an  allega- 
tion that  all  the  Pennsylvania  Democrats 

voted  the  way  they  were  told  by  Senator 

Joseph  F.  Guffey.  Democratic  Incumbent 

Gray  was  defeated  by  Harve  Tibbott, 

Ebensburg  druggist,  Republican. 

Plan  Christmas  Dinner 

To  Found  Relief  Fund 
Pittsburgh — Plans  were  being  formu- 

lated this  week  for  the  establishment  of 

a   charity  fund  through  a   promotion  which 
will  feature  a   Christmas  dinner.  Tickets 

will  be  available  soon,  according  to  mem- 
bers of  the  temporary  committee.  The 

stag  dinner’s  tentative  date  is  December 
5,  and  proceeds  accumulate  to  the  fund 

which  will  be  used  for  relief  of  those  of 

our  local  industry,  past  and  present,  who 
are  in  need. 

Deadlocked  at  Carmichaels 

Carmichaels,  Pa. — Borough  of  Carmich- 

aels, Greene  county,  deadlocked  on  the  is- 
sue of  Sunday  film  exhibitions  at  last 

week’s  referendum.  Vote  was,  176  for  and 
176  against  Sunday  shows. 

J^USSELL  JOHNSON  POST,  the  American 
Legion’s  theatrical  unit  here,  joined 

with  the  Antler  Post  in  an  Armistice  Day 

dance  at  the  Elks  Club.  A   grand  march, 

vaudeville  show  and  refreshments  were  on 

the  program  .   .   .   Emil  Beck,  independent 

booker,  finds  it  costs  to  keep  up  the  tra- 

dition that  “the  show  must  go  on.”  He 

was  rushing  a   print  from  Lapeer  to  Fen- 
ton when  he  was  stopped  by  a   traffic  cop 

in  Flint  and  fined  ten  bucks  for  speeding. 

William  A.  Cassidy  and  E.  A.  Zuhlke 

of  the  Cassidy  circuit  were  here  consult- 

ing Bennett  &   Straight,  theatrical  archi- 
tects, about  a   new  front  and  marquee  for 

the  Strand  Theatre,  Alma.  They  have 

definitely  decided  to  break  ground  in  Mid- 
land, May  1. 

Ray  Meurer  has  moved  his  headquar- 
ters from  the  Madison  Theatre  Bldg,  to 

603  Fine  Arts,  Bldg  .   .   .   J.  C.  Peck,  owner 

of  the  Fenton  Theatre  at  Rowena,  has 

appointed  Emil  Beck  as  booker  for  his 
house. 

Floyd  Chrysler,  M-G-M  salesman,  is 

spending  his  spare  time  these  chilly  In- 
dian summer  days  on  his  yacht  just 

dreaming. 

Roy  Ruben  has  taken  up  a   new  He-man 
recreation — ping  pong  .   .   .   The  Russell 
Johnson  Legion  Post  met  Monday  night. 

Joseph  Ellul  has  applied  to  the  city 

council  for  a   permit  for  a   new  marquee 

and  sign  on  the  Regal  Theatre.  The  Re- 
gal is  the  old  Greenfield  Theatre. 

E.  T.  Gomersall  of  Universal  was  a   vis- 
itor last  week  .   .   .   Mrs.  Jack  (Universal) 

Stewart  was  a   hostess  at  a   ladies’  bridge 
party  at  the  Variety  Club. 

Ben  Cohn  of  the  Ben  Cohn  circuit  re- 
ports construction  progressing  on  the  new 

Crystal  and  the  Kramer  theatres.  The 

Crystal  will  be  ready  about  December  10, 

with  the  Kramer  following  closely  before 

the  Christmas  season. 

Mildred  Harris,  Chaplin  disclosed  plans 

to  return  to  Hollywood  for  television  work, 

during  her  engagement  at  the  Bowery  here 
this  week. 

Harris  Silverberg  rates  as  guest  of  honor 

Monday  at  Variety  Club,  celebrating  Na- 

tional Screen  Day.  E.  and  K.  Brewery  Fea- 
ture is  expected  to  draw  interest  too  .   .   . 

Edgar  Hayes  of  the  Detroit  Times  sports 

staff,  rated  credit  for  the  lilly  football  set- 

up arranged  for  last  week’s  luncheon. 

George  McArthur  decided  all  his 

“Scotch”  friends  must  have  been  out 
at  Variety  Club,  Monday,  judging  from 

the  big  crowd — figures  they  might  get 

lunch  at  wholesale?  .   .   .   Son  James  Mc- 
Arthur was  so  intent  on  business  he  had 

to  leave  early  .   .   .   Son  George  jr.,  a 

stranger  to  most  showmen,  was  being  in- 

troduced around,  too  .   .   .   Ray  Moon’s  fu- 
ture plans  remain  a   subject  of  fierce  de- 
bate locally.  Latest  is  he  may  take  over  a 

theatre,  two  or  three  east  side  houses  be- 

ing even  named  in  some  reports — it’s  all talk  so  far. 

Jack  Saxe,  Monogram  treasurer,  really 

believes  in  “the  power  of  the  press”  .   .   .   J. 
Edgar  Hoover  was  the  opposition  to  Va- 

riety Monday  at  the  Economic  Club — 
drew  most  of  the  police  staff  not  on  duty 

and  plenty  of  others,  one  floor  above  .   .   . 

Bob  DuChane,  secretary  to  the  chief  of  de- 
tectives, and  a   former  showman  with 

Jessie  Bonstelle,  was  one  loyal  member  of 

“the  force” — at  Variety. 

Ben  Cohen,  recovering  at  University 

Hospital,  Ann  Arbor,  is  coming  along 

nicely,  according  to  Alex  Schreiber  and 
others  who  went  out  to  see  him.  Best 

luck  .   .   .   Edgar  E.  Kirchner  likes  tea  and 

ice  cream — to  continue  our  research  on 

food  tastes;  and  t’other  Edgar  (Kinney) 
likes  his  salads  .   .   .   Milton  Cohen  of  RKO 

looks  like  he  really  enjoys  a   good  dinner 

.   .   .   and  your  scribe  claims  honors  as  the 
slowest  eater. 

The  Ruben  Brothers  are  worried  about 

the  wanderlust — claim  it’s  in  the  family 
.   .   .   Joseph  Ellul,  who  is  opening  the 

Regal  Theatre,  is  distinguished  as  the 

operator  of  the  only  active  theatre  in  De- 
troit not  equipped  to  shoiv  motion  pic- 

tures— the  Empress — page  Ripley  .   .   .   Joe 

is  known  as  Little  Joe,  in  distinction  to  his 

colleague  “Big  Joe”  Ellul — who  also  is  no 

relation.  (And  if  you  can’t  pronounce  it, 
he  answers  to  the  name  of  Allen). 

Harry  Hoffman,  manager  of  the  Colo- 
nial, has  been  transferred  to  the  Majestic, 

succeeding  G.  Hudson — where  he  has  the 
job  of  building  up  the  house  .   .   .   Alden 

Smith,  manager  of  the  Drive-In  Theatre 
in  its  first  season — closed  last  month — has 

moved  indoors  to  take  over  V.  E.  Hudson’s 
post  as  manager  of  the  Grand  Victory  for 
Michael  J.  Chargot. 

Peter  Simon,  Universal  newsreel  repre- 
sentative, bemoans  the  lack  of  news  these 

days — so  somebody  else  has  the  same  trou- 

ble toe  do!  Anyway,  Pete’s  W-year-old 
daughter,  Rose  Marie,  won  an  electric 

percolator  last  week  in  Weil  and  Com- 

pany’s radio  quiz  contest  .   .   .   Mannie  Gott- 
lieb, ex-Universal  manager  here,  was  a 

flying  visitor  on  Monday,  renewing  a   few 

old  acquaintances. 

Clarence  Williamson,  National  Theatre 

Supply  sales  specialist,  grins  at  cold 

weather — says  it’s  the  best  for  selling — 
now  prove  it!  .   .   .   Frank  (Pug)  Wagner  jr., 

Detroit  representative  of  Wagner  Sign 

Service,  was  to  leave  Friday  for  Alpena  to 

hunt  deer  .   .   .   Gus  Coplan,  owner  of  the 

Times  Square,  was  to  leave  for  the  hunt- 

ing regions  also  .   .   .   Lester  Sturm  shep- 
herded a   delegation  of  seven  Fox  men  to 

a   special  sales  meeting  first  of  the  week 

at  Chicago.  Detroit  contingent  en  route 
included  Arthur  Knapp,  Robert  Berke, 

Eddie  Westcott,  Roy  Carrow,  A.  J.  Cham- 
pagne and  Floyd  Keeler. 

To  Supporting  Roles 

Hollywood — Burgess  Meredith  and  Ed- 

ward Arnold  have  been  selected  for  sup- 

porting roles  in  M-G-M’s  “Idiot’s  Delight,” 
co-starring  Norma  Shearer  and  Clark 
Gable. 
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^UGUST  ILG  of  the  Ohio  Theatre,  Lo- 
rain, is  a   public-spirited  man,  but  the 

torn  up  condition  of  the  street  in  front 
of  his  theatre  is  getting  him  down  .   .   . 
Miss  Nazera  Zegiob  is  talking  about 
building  a   new  house  in  Lorain  on  the  site 
of  the  old  Pearl  Theatre. 

Kute  Kris  Kringle,  the  holiday  novelty 
put  out  by  Vermie  Stern  Attractions,  will 
get  exclusive  neighborhood  showing  here 

at  Warner’s  Uptown,  Variety  and  Colony 
theatres  .   .   .   Julius  Lamm,  manager  of 
the  Uptown,  is  up  to  his  ears  in  work  on 
his  annual  merchants  display  which  takes 
place  in  December  this  year. 

Harry  Lyman,  Universal  ad  sales  man- 
ager, is  being  boosted  for  business  mana- 

ger of  the  Film  Exchange  Employes  Union, 
B-5  of  IATSE  local  160,  which  elects  of- 

ficers December  7.  The  boys  and  girls 
of  the  union  are  backing  Lyman  because 
they  want  one  of  their  own  group  as 
business  representative.  Irwin  Sears,  War- 

ner shipper,  is  on  the  ticket  for  the  sec- 
retarial job. 

Dave  Miller,  Universal  district  manager, 

is  back  in  town  after  a   two  weeks’  swing 
around  his  territory  .   .   .   Herb  Ochs,  Vita- 
graph  branch  manager,  is  back  in  harness 

after  an  enforced  four  weeks’  vacation  due 
to  illness. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox’s  Kate  Kelly  was 
married  Saturday  morning  to  John  Cauley 
at  St.  Aloysius  Church.  The  girls  of  the 
office  gave  a   shower  at  New  China  in  her 

honor.  She’ll  be  back  on  the  job  again 
after  a   brief  honeymoon. 

Mrs.  Milton  A.  Mooney,  wife  of  the  head 
of  Cooperative  Theatres  of  Ohio,  is  re- 

ported resting  comfortably  at  Lakeside 
Hospital  where  she  was  operated  on  last 

Thursday  .   .   .   ‘‘Brother  Rat”  bowed  at 
Warner’s  Hippodrome  on  Wednesday  and 
Manager  Ed  Miller,  on  the  strength  of  the 
opening,  predicts  a   record  week. 

George  Goodale,  personal  representative 

of  Gene  Autry,  this  week’s  “In  Person” 
attraction  at  the  RKO  Palace,  drove  all 
night  to  get  here  from  Chicago  in  time 

to  work  with  Republic’s  A1  Gregg  on 
publicity  and  exploitation  .   .   .   Universal’s 
“Mars  Attacks  the  World,”  cashing  in  on 
the  Orson  Welles  radio  program,  played 
its  opening  run  in  the  territory  at  the 
Strand,  Fremont.  Joe  Shagrin  played  it 
at  the  Park,  Youngstown,  starting  No- 

vember 15,  with  great  success. 

Joe  E.  Loeffler,  district  manager  for 
Metro  Premium  Co.  of  Chicago,  in  town 
during  the  week,  announced  the  company 
has  more  than  40  accounts  in  the  Cleve- 

land area  using  Beautyware,  china  and 
glass  premiums.  Loeffler  reports  Beauty- 
ware  has  hiked  receipts  all  along  the  line. 

M.  B.  Horwitz,  general  manager  of  the 
Washington  circuit,  is  holding  his  13th  an- 

nual Thanksgiving  Party  at  the  Falls  The- 
atre, Cuyahoga  Falls.  Schools  are  dis- 

missed early  so  the  children  may  attend 
the  special  matinee  at  which  the  entrance 
fee  is  any  kind  of  food  stuff. 

Allied  Board  Meets 

In  Secret  Session 

Detroit — Directors  of  Allied  Theatres  of 

Michigan  met  behind  closed  doors  last 
week  at  the  general  offices  here.  A   state- 

ment of  the  business  transacted  at  the 

secret  session  was  not  forthcoming,  al- 
though it  was  understood  that  one  of  the 

main  topics  of  discussion  was  the  trade 
practice  parley,  from  which  President  Ray 
Branch  had  recently  returned. 

All  members  of  the  board  were  present 
at  the  confab. 

Benedek  Opens  at  Natrona  Heights 

Pittsburgh — Highland  Theatre,  Natrona 
Heights,  was  opened  last  week  by  Joseph 
P.  Benedek.  House  had  been  under  con- 

struction since  mid-July  and  seats  under 500. 

JI^BE  LIBSON,  brother  of  Ike  Libson,  is 
convalescing  from  a   gallstone  operation 

performed  at  the  Mayo  Clinic  .   .   .   The 
Queen  City  Variety  Club  postponed  the 
opening  of  its  new  and  enlarged  clubrooms 
at  the  Netherland  Plaza.  Alterations  are 
not  yet  completed.  The  affair  has  been 
set  forward  two  weeks,  at  which  time  the 
date  of  the  drawing  for  the  Cadillac  car 
will  be  announced.  Joe  Oulahan,  chief 
barker,  Pop  Wessel,  chairman,  and  Billy 
Bien  are  in  charge. 

Visitors:  Columbia’s  B.  E.  Zeeman  was 
here  for  two  days;  Paul  Russell,  Somer- 

set; Jack  Frisch,  Maysville;  Foster  Lane, 
the  Dixie,  Williamsberg,  Ky. 

Mrs.  Charles  Fine,  wife  of  the  operator 

of  the  Empire  Theatre  here,  is  still  suf- 
fering from  shock  and  severe  bruises  fol- 

lowing a   recent  car  accident  in  Olney, 
HI.  .   .   .   GB  entertained  a   large  group  of 
exhibitors  and  the  press  at  a   preview  of 

“The  Lady  Vanishes”  at  the  RKO  Para- 
mount, November  14. 

Ralph  Kinsler,  division  manager  for 
Grand  National,  reports  the  local  office 
captured  first  place  and  $1,000  bonus 
money  in  the  National  Collection  Drive 
.   .   .   Latest  Trailer -Made  contracts  in- 

clude Newboldt  &   Keesling  circuit  and  the 
John  Elliott- Annabelle  Ward  chain  with 
six  links. 

The  Schine  circuit  is  reported  building 

a   new  theatre  at  Paris,  Ky.  .   .   .   Mono- 
gram’s “Gangster’s  Boy”  opened  here  No- 
vember 17.  The  picture  has  been  booked 

in  all  key  spots,  according  to  an  announce- 
ment by  the  local  Monogram  office. 

Thomas  Bros,  have  opened  their  new 
Fayette  Theatre,  Fayetteville,  W.  Va., 
which  had  been  completely  equipped  by 
National  Theatre  Supply,  including  booth 
equipment,  E- 7   Simplex  projectors,  and 
4 -Star  Simplex  sownd. 

LOUISVILLE 
JS^S  “MEN  WITH  WINGS”  moved  over from  the  Rialto  to  the  Strand  for  its 
second  week  here,  Alton  B.  McCoy,  Strand 

house  manager,  lent  ceremony  to  the  oc- 
casion by  entertaining,  both  at  dinner  and 

at  the  theatre,  Lieut.  Jesse  O.  Creech  of 

Louisville,  Ky.’s  only  surviving  World  War 
ace,  and  his  wife.  Others  in  the  party  in- 

cluded A.  A.  Daugherty,  film  critic  for 

the  Louisville  Times,  and  his  wife.  Lieu- 
tenant Creech,  who  ranked  eighth  among 

America’s  62  war  aces,  claims  15  enemy 

planes. 
Etheridge  Fry,  assistant  manager  at 

Loew’s  and  a   loyal  Georgia  Tech  man,  has 
organized  Louisville’s  Georgia  Tech  alum- 

ni into  a   “good  fellowship”  club.  They 
meet  at  the  Canary  Cottage,  next  door  to 
Loew’s,  where  Etheridge  can  keep  them 
close  to  the  boxoffice.  He  partly  financed 

his  education  by  holding  down  a   door- 
man’s job  at  Loew’s  in  Atlanta. 

Bernard  Evans,  of  United  Artists,  was 

in  town  for  a   few  days  to  plug  the  open- 

ing of  “There  Goes  My  Heart”  at  Loew’s 
.   .   .   The  government’s  film,  “The  River,” 
opened  here  Thursday  for  a   week’s  run 
at  the  Rialto. 

Sam  H.  Reider,  who  was  manager  of  the 
old  Gayety  Theatre  during  its  heyday,  was 
back  in  town  last  week  to  look  over  the 

theatrical  situation  with  the  idea  of  open- 
ing a   darkened  theatre  with  a   series  of 

girl  and  music  shows. 

Sam  Clark,  Warner  exploiteer  from 
Chicago,  left  Thursday  after  conducting 
a   five-day  publicity  campaign  in  behalf 
of  “Angels  With  Dirty  Faces,”  which  will 
be  a   Thanksgiving  special  at  the  Mary 
Anderson. 

An  increase  in  boxoffice  receipts  at  the 
Brown  is  attributed  by  Assistant  Manager 

Jim  Graham  to  more  attractive  front  dis- 
plays. New  chromium- framed  glass  cases 

have  been  installed.  The  seats,  too,  are 
being  reupholstered,  20  or  so  a   day  as  pat- 

ronage permits. 

D.  H.  Long,  secretary-treasurer  of  the 
Fourth  Avenue  Amusement  Co>.  (Strand 
and  Rialto)  was  among  the  former  Boiler- 

makers who  saw  the  Purdue-Indiana  foot- 
ball game  Saturday  (Nov.  19)  at  Lafay- 
ette, Ind.  An  ardent  football  fan,  Long 

roused  friends  of  his  in  the  middle  of  the 
night  not  long  ago  and  whirled  them  up 
to  Columbus,  Ohio,  to  see  the  Purdue-Ohio 
State  battle.  In  that  party  were  Alton  B. 
McCoy  of  the  Strand,  and  Ira  Kerr  and 
Roger  Daly,  two  other  employes  of  the 
Fourth  Avenue  company. 

Equip  the  Midway 
Detroit  —   Joseph  Stoia  and  Joseph 

Miskinis  are  installing  new  projection 
equipment  in  their  Midway  Theatre  at 
Dearborn,  west  side  suburb.  Equipment 
includes  lamps,  projector  and  generator. 
McArthur  Theatre  Equipment  Co.  handled 
the  job. 
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Point  to  Record 
In  Bid  for  Fund 

Boston — “Allied’s  record  of  accomplish- 
ment merits  independent  support  of  the 

organization’s  national  drive  for  funds,” 
Arthur  K.  Howard,  national  recording 

secretary  of  Allied  States  Ass’n,  explained 
to  Boxoffice  this  week. 

“Contributors  can  be  sure  that  they  are 
investing  their  money  in  an  organization 

which  is  without  a   single  shred  of  af- 
filiation with  distributor-exhibitors,  and 

whose  chief  problem  is  to  gain  a   square 

deal  for  the  exhibitor,”  Howard  stated. 
Work  on  the  present  campaign  to  re- 

plenish the  Allied  war  chest  was  started 
from  Boston  last  week.  A   letter  from 

Nathan  Yamins,  Allied  States  Ass’n  presi- 
dent, marked  the  inauguration  of  the 

drive  which  seeks  $5.00  donation  from 
every  independent  theatre  in  the  country. 

Enumerating  Allied’s  strategic  advance- 
ments in  the  past  year  and  stating  that 

“the  tactical  situation  of  the  independent 
exhibitors  today  is  marvelous,”  Yamins 
called  for  emergency  contributions  to 

carry  on  the  battle  which,  he  said,  “is  al- 
most won.” 

Independent  Exhibitors 

Will  Meet  for  Business 

Boston — Monthly  meetings  of  the  In- 

dependent Exhibitors,  Inc.,  have  been  dis- 
carded, according  to  Manager  Arthur  K. 

Howard.  The  custom  for  the  past  few 
years  has  been  to  convene  the  local  Allied 
body  the  second  Tuesday  of  every  month. 

Confabs  will  be  called  from  now  on 

when  spot  business  demands. 

The  move  is  designed  both  to  save  time 
and  to  stimulate  attendance. 

Hub  Lyric's  Conversion  to 
Restaurant  Is  Under  Way 
Boston — Workmen  have  been  over  run- 

ning the  Lyric  Theatre  here  which  is  be- 
ing remodeled  for  opening  as  a   restaurant. 

The  landmark,  at  the  corner  of  Washing- 
ton and  Stuart  Sts.,  was  formerly  operated 

as  one  of  the  Ben  Wilanski  trio  in  the 

downtown  theatre  section.  It  later  be- 
came a   beano  parlor  and,  since  then,  has 

been  idle  for  many  months. 

Recently,  several  theatre  operators  have 
been  surveying  the  property  with  a   view 
to  putting  it  back  on  the  active  theatre 
list.  Probable  difficulties  in  securing  a 
license  deterred  such  a   move. 

Drive-In  at  Weymouth 

Closes  Until  Mid- April 
Boston — The  Weymouth  Drive-In  The- 

atre closed  this  week.  It  was  the  last  of 

the  ozone  locations  in  New  England  to 
remain  open.  During  November,  the  site, 
the  first  outdoor  spot  in  New  England,  has 
been  operating  only  on  Fridays,  Saturdays 
and  Sundays. 

Reopening  is  tentatively  set  for  the  mid- 
dle of  April. 

Carl  Milliken  Addresses  Film 

Seminar  Held  in  Portland,  Me. 

Quite  a   Record 

Bridgeport,  Conn. — Mrs.  Jennie  Lever- 

one  of  the  Loew-Poli  is  marking  her  27th 
year  as  a   theatre  cashier  which  is  quite 

a   record  in  these  parts.  During  this  time 

she  has  been  chiefly  with  the  Poli  inter- 
ests. A   sister-in-law  of  Mrs.  Sylvester 

Z.  Poli — her  husband,  James  L.  Leverone, 
projectionist  at  the  theatre  being  the 

brother  of  the  theatrical  magnate’s  widow 
— she  began  her  ticket  selling  career  at 
the  old  Plaza  and  has  been  at  the  Loew- 
Poli  for  a   number  of  years. 

Successive  changes  in  the  administra- 
tion have  not  dislodged  Mrs.  Leverone. 

In  the  early  stages  of  his  career  as  he 
rose  to  fame  and  affluence,  S.  Z.  Poli 

installed  members  of  his  own  and  his  wife’s 
families  in  key  positions.  None  remain  in 

the  business  now  except  Mrs.  Poli’s  broth- 
er, James,  and  his  wife,  Jennie. 

Connecticut  MPTO 

Meets  for  Report 
New  Haven — Connecticut  MPTO  called 

a   special  luncheon-meeting  at  the  Hofbrau 
Haus  Thursday  to  hear  reports  on  the 
MPTOA  Oklahoma  City  convention  and 
the  ten-point  plan  by  President  Irving  C. 
Jacocks  jr„  Arthur  Lockwood,  first  vice- 
president,  and  Edward  G.  Levy,  executive 
secretary. 

Prior  to  the  meeting  Levy  attended  spe- 
cial meetings  in  New  York. 

A   Reterendum  Hits  Two 

Hampton  County  Tracks 
Boston— Agawam  horse  and  dog  track 

and  the  West  Springfield  dog  spot  must 
be  closed  as  a   result  of  referendum  vote  by 
Hampton  county.  Voters  in  nearby  Hamp- 

shire county  also  turned  thumbs  down  on 
pari-mutuel  betting  following  a   report 
both  loops  might  be  removed  into  the territory. 

Bristol  county  voters  favored  continu- 
ance of  dog  racing  at  Taunton,  but  by  a 

narrow  margin. 

Suffolk  county  was  the  only  section  of 
Massachusetts  to  register  preponderantly 
in  favor  of  turnstiles,  assuring  the  near 
future  of  Suffolk  Downs  and  Wonderland 
Park. 

“The  vote  as  a   whole,”  editoralized  the 
Boston  Transcript,  “indicates  that  the 
wave  of  popular  interest  in  chance-taking 
which  was  one  of  the  by-products  of  the 

depression,  may  now  be  on  the  wane.” 

Portland,  Me. — Carl  E.  Milliken,  for- 
mer governor  of  Maine,  now  director  of 

the  MPPDA,  was  to  have  discussed  “The 
Motion  Picture  as  a   Social  Force,”  at  the 
annual  dinner  meeting  of  the  Portland 
Motion  Picture  Council,  November  19,  at 
the  Eastland  Hotel.  Miss  Helen  Havener, 

in  charge  of  publicity  for  the  same  or- 
ganization, also  was  to  have  addressed  the 

group,  using  “The  Community  and  Mo- 
tion Pictures”  as  her  subject.  Mrs.  Carl 

C.  Coffin  of  Portland  was  general  chair- 
man for  the  event. 

The  speeches  climax  the  first  all-day 
motion  picture  study  being  held  under  the 
auspices  of  the  Council,  which  was  called 
to  order  in  the  Chamber  of  Commerce 

auditorium  at  11  a.  m.  by  Arlyn  E.  Bar- 
nard, president  of  the  Council.  Barnard 

presided  at  subsequent  meetings  as  well. 

Mrs.  James  Looran  of  New  York  City, 

chairman  of  the  motion  picture  depart- 
ment of  the  International  Federation  of 

Catholic  Alumnae,  opened  the  session  with 

a   discussion  of  “The  Screen’s  Responsi- 
bility to  the  Family,”  followed  by  Mrs. 

Fred  Stephenson,  past  president  of  the 

Springfield  (Mass.)  Motion  Picture  Coun- 

cil, who  spoke  on  “Film  Fashions  for  the 

Family.” 

Dean  Howard  M.  LeSourd  of  Boston 

University  and  the  Rev.  Michael  J.  Ahern, 
S.  J.,  of  Weston  College,  Weston,  Mass., 

spoke  on  “The  Church  and  the  Motion 
Picture,”  at  the  afternoon  seminar. 

A   committee  composed  of  Mrs.  Harold 
J.  Conners,  chairman;  Mrs.  Timothy  O. 
Sullivan,  and  Mrs.  Albert  Isaakson,  were 

in  charge  of  arrangements  for  the  recep- 
tion which  was  held  at  the  Eastland  Hotel 

at  6   o’clock.  Mrs.  Stephen  J.  Gaffney  was 
chairman  of  the  hospitality  committee  and 

Mrs.  O.  E.  Haney  arranged  for  the  hos- 
tesses at  the  dinner. 

Other  committee  members  included  Miss 

Lysla  Abbott,  who  had  charge  of  the  ar- 
rangements for  the  speaking  program  and 

Miss  Adelaide  Lehan  of  South  Portland, 
who  directed  the  publicity.  Ralph  M. 
Sommerville,  secretary  of  the  Portland 

YMCA,  was  to  have  been  master  of  cere- 
monies at  the  dinner. 

Bi-Annual  Legislative 

Sessions  lor  Bay  State 

Boston — A   long  fight  to  put  Massa- 
chusetts in  line  with  the  majority  of  other 

states  in  the  matter  of  bi-annual  legisla- 
tive sessions  was  won  last  week  when 

voters  approved  a   necessary  constitutional 
amendment  by  a   heavy  margin. 

The  move,  many  feel,  will  reduce  the 
quantity  of  crackpot  legislation  aimed 

perennially  at  the  motion  picture  indus- 
try. The  retracted  meetings,  too,  will 

shorten  the  periods  of  time  during  which 
unfavorable  film  laws  are  always  a   threat. 

Critics  favoring  the  change  hold,  also, 
that  the  concentrating  of  legal  sessions  to 
one  every  other  year  will  force  a   greater 
efficiency  and  economy. 
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Westerns  as  New 

Peace  Emissaries 

Boston — Increasing  nationalism,  with 
its  growing  armaments  and  intrigue,  is  a 
primary  reason  for  growth  of  popularity 
of  western  pictures  throughout  the  world, 
the  Boston  Globe  opined  in  an  editorial 

last  week.  It’s  all  due  to  escapist  psychol- 
ogy, the  paper  said  in  more  words. 

“One  of  the  interesting  results  of  the 
cult  of  touchy  nationalism  all  around  the 

world  is  reflected  in  reports  from  Holly- 

wood that  American  ‘Westerns’  are  en- 

joying a   huge  growth  of  popularity,”  re- 
ported the  daily. 

“The  ‘Western,’  besides  appealing  to  the 
old-fashioned  ‘he-man,  wide-open-spaces’ 
appetites  of  the  movie  fans  in  this  coun- 

try, possesses  the  additional  advantage 
that,  when  it  is  exported,  it  rouses  a 
minimum  of  wrath  over  suspected  slights 
to  alien  nationalities. 

“The  villains  in  the  ‘Western’  are  gener- 
ally as  American  as  the  heroes  and  hero- 

ines. By  turning  toward  domestic  sources 
for  plot  and  character,  the  producers  find 

that  the  nerves  of  crisis-keyed  Europeans 
or  Asiatics  are  soothed,  foreign  censors  are 

appeased,  and  no  possibility  arises  of  com- 
plaint. The  saber-rattling  Japanese  are 

convinced  that  we  are  not  attempting  to 
put  over  on  them  a   theme  suggesting  the 

inferiority  of  Orientals;  the  hair-trigger 
feelings  of  the  European  Fascists  are  left 
serene;  and  elsewhere  contented  audiences 

contemplate  with  calm,  even  with  enjoy- 
ment, the  frailties  of  Americans  them- 

selves as  admitted  on  the  screen.  All  of 

which,  doubtless,  is  excellent.  But  will  it 
contribute  much  to  a   proper  appraisal  of 

America  abroad?” 

Critics  to  Providence  to 

Welcome  Bartholomew 
Boston — Marjory  Adams  of  the  Globe; 

Prunella  Hall  and  Elliott  Norton  of  the 

Post;  Helen  Eager  of  the  Traveler;  Fred 
Sorrow  of  the  Herald,  and  Joyce  Dana, 
Peggy  Doyle  and  Betty  DiPesa  of  Hearst 

were  among  the  Boston  film  critics  at- 
tending a   dinner  at  the  Biltmore  in  Provi- 

dence last  week  in  honor  of  Freddie 
Bartholomew. 

Hosts  were  H.  M.  Addison,  Loew’s  di- 
visional manager;  Joseph  A.  DiPesa,  Bos- 

ton publicity  director  for  the  circuit,  and 

Edward  McBride,  manager  of  Loew’s  State 
in  Providence. 

Free  Short  lor  Drive 

Participants 

Boston — "The  World  Is  Ours,”  special 
22-minute  short,  is  available  free  of 

charge  to  the  approximately  300  New 

England  theatres  subscribing  to  the 

Motion  Pictures'  Greatest  Year  cam- 
paign. Bookings  must  be  made  through 

Sid  Krivitsky  if  the  campaign  film  is 

to  be  forthcoming  at  prospective 

houses.  Krivitsky  has  35  prints  in  the 

20th-Fox  vaults  to  handle  datings. 

"Waltz"  Winners  Compete 
For  Connecticut  Crown 

New  Haven — Against  the  background  of 

an  admirable  “quickie”  set  arranged  on  the 
stage  of  the  Loew-Poli  and  to  the  tune 

of  Harry  Berman’s  ten-piece  string  en- 

semble, eight  key  city  winners  in  “The 
Great  Waltz”  contest  danced  for  the  cov- 

eted state  championship  and  gold  loving 

cup  last  Wednesday. 

Harry  F.  Shaw,  division  manager,  di- 
rected and  officiated  at  the  novelty  show 

in  his  usual  showmanlike  manner.  A   New 

Haven  couple,  Lenny  Northrup  and  Ethel 
Rematore,  won  the  right  to  compete  in 
the  zone  finals  in  Boston,  escorted  in 

style  by  Robert  Russell,  Loew-Poli  mana- 
ger here,  and  outfitted  by  various  mer- 

chants joining  in  the  contest  publicity. 
Bert  McKenzie,  Boston  publicity  man, 

and  Maurice  N.  Wolfe.  Metro  district  man- 
ager, were  special  guests  at  the  state 

finals,  and  joined  the  audience  in  en- 
thusiastic approval  of  the  show. 

Junior  Film  Councils  in 

New  Haven  Resume  Work 
New  Haven — Established  more  than  three 

years  ago  in  eighth  grades,  junior  highs 
and  high  schools  here,  the  Junior  Motion 

Picture  Councils  are  resuming  activity  un- 
der the  supervision  of  Donald  A.  Eldridge, 

on  the  teaching  staff  of  New  Haven  High. 
Students  are  encouraged  to  plan  their 

own  activity  for  the  year,  which  tentative- 

ly will  include  evening  showings  of  prize- 
winning short  subjects  secured  from  Edu- 
cational Pictures,  New  York. 

Animataphone  Rights  to  Cifre 

Boston — Joseph  Cifre  has  taken  over 

exclusive  eastern  Massachusetts  distribu- 
tion of  Victor  Animataphone. 

■pHE  dual-horror  films,  “Dracula”  and “Frankenstein”  won  another  victory 
here  when  the  combine  played  a   week  at 

the  Empire  Theatre  and  did  the  best  busi- 
ness that  house  has  enjoyed  in  many  a 

moon.  Eerie  green  lights,  spooky  card- 
board skeletons,  skulls,  bats,  ghosts, 

tacked  to  doors,  windows,  entrances  and 

exits,  camouflaged  the  house  most  effec- 
tively. Between  shows  the  lights  were 

turned  out  briefly  and  a   member  of  the 

Empire’s  service  staff  let  out  a   scream, 
through  the  p.  a.  system  in  back  of  the 
screen,  that  made  feminine  hair  stand  on 
edge.  The  inner  lobby  was  converted 
into  a   pseudo  hospital  with  ushers  dressed 
as  internes  and  cashier  and  candy  girl, 

garbed  as  nurses.  Advertising  and  pub- 

licity was  confined  to  the  “challenge”  type 
of  display  ads  in  local  newspapers  and  to 
a   street  ballyhoo  consisting  of  three  boys 
dressed  as  skeletons,  with  catchy  plugs 

fore  and  aft,  who  paraded  the  streets 
Saturday  night  previous  to  the  Monday 

opening  and  again  on  Monday  and  Tues- 
day evenings. 

Credit  for  the  effective  campaign,  which 
had  some  300  patrons  lining  the  street 

outside  the  theatre  at  8   o’clock  opening 
night  necessitating  a   re-showing  of  the 
co-feature,  goes  to  Leo  Young,  city  super- 

visor for  both  the  Empire  and  Strand,  and 
to  Harlan  J.  Boucher,  Empire  manager. 

Marion  Anderson,  the  Negro  contralto, 
comes  to  town  December  2,  to  compete 

with  local  exhibitors  for  the  public’s  favor 
.   .   .   Holiday  business  ranged  from  aver- 

age to  good  among  first-run  houses,  with 
no  one  theatre  cornering  the  trade  .   .   . 
The  Strand  Theatre  ran  an  extra  showing 
of  its  current  feature  on  Armistice  eve, 

beginning  at  10  p.  m.  and  ending  shortly 
before  1   a.  m. 

Among  film  children  to  celebrate  their 

birthdays  on  “Peace  Day”  was  pretty  lit- 
tle Doris  Press,  one-year-old  daughter  of 

Nathan  A.  Press,  assistant  State  Theatre 
manager. 

Harry  Botwick,  State  Theatre  manager, 

is  temporarily  a   bachelor  again.  Mrs.  Bot- 
wick and  baby  daughter,  Lennye,  have 

gone  to  New  Haven  to  spend  a   couple  of 
weeks  with  relatives  and  friends. 

Visitors:  Marion  Cole,  M&P  treasurer, 

Boston;  Gerry  Govan,  M&P  booker,  Bos- 
ton, and  Earnest  Warren,  WB  salesman, 

Boston. 

When  Mrs.  Donald  Sweeney,  nee  Mar- 
jorie Makowski,  and  her  new  husband 

returned  to  their  jobs  at  the  Paramount 

exchange,  November  14,  a   little  surprise 

waited  for  them — $25  in  cash,  hidden  be- 
tween a   pair  of  dolls  wheeled  in  a   doll 

carriage.  The  wedding  present  was  the 
gift  of  the  office  force. 

Lois  Hall,  Empire  cashier,  was  ill  this 

week,  suffering  from  a   slight  touch  of 
ptomaine  poisoning  .   .   .   Employes  of  the 
Strand  and  Empire  theatres  are  planning 

a   Christmas  party  to  be  held  Christmas 
night  at  the  Falmouth  Hotel.  A   dinner 
and  dance  will  feature  the  entertainment. 

Sort  of  Sudden  to  Both 
Boston — The  following  story,  purported  to  reveal  that  the  elevation  to  the  status 

of  big  shot  doesn't  necessarily  mean  increased  cranial  circumference,  is  vouched for. 

An  assistant  manager  for  a   motion  picture  theatre  not  so  far  from  the  center  of 

main  doings  in  New  England,  has  landed  an  important,  and  comparatively  high 

salaried,  position  with  an  enterprise  having  to  do  with  the  entertaining  field. 

"Now  that  you're  on  top,"  a   crony  wrote  him  in  jest,  “how  about  a   hundred?” 
The  sum  was  forthcoming  in  the  next  mail.  Embarrassed  and  touched,  the  local 

filmite  air  mail  specialed  it  back,  together  with  a   long  letter  of  explanation. 
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'y^TLBUR  PETERSON  has  been  ready- 
ing the  Orpheum  in  Somerville  for 

reopening  .   .   .   The  fence  was  still  miss- 
ing this  week  on  the  lower  right  hand  side 

of  Winchester  St.,  heading  toward  Arling- 

ton St.  It  was  blown  down  by  the  hurri- 
cane. The  absence  leaves  a   dangerous 

drop  from  the  sidewalk  to  a   lot  behind  the 

Grand  National  exchange. 

The  Lyric,  old-time  Boston  theatre  at 
the  corner  of  Washington  and  Stuart  Sts., 
is  being  remodeled  for  opening  as  a 
restaurant. 

Catherine  Cannon,  long  with  what  is 

presently  the  Republic  exchange,  died  last 
week. 

Frederick  Geisler,  formerly  with  Special- 
ty Pictures  before  resigning  to  go  on  his 

own,  has  an  interest  in  a   winter  situation 

in  Belfast,  Me.  Geisler  operated  on  a   part- 
nership outside  of  Portland  this  summer. 

Margaret  Griffin,  married  about  a   year 

ago,  is  looking  over  baby  wear.  She  has 

been  at  Decker’s  Film  Exchange  Transfer 
for  the  past  few  years. 

H.  M.  Addison,  Loew’s  divisional  man- 
ager, was  the  host  to  Boston  critics  who 

journeyed  to  Providence  last  week  to  meet 
Freddie  Bartholomew. 

Dick  Gorman,  one  of  the  real  veteran 

film  men,  has  been  in  town.  He  has  a 

leave  of  absence  for  the  winter  from  his 

duties  as  publicity  manager  for  Benson’s 
Wild  Animal  Farm. 

Clayton  Slack,  only  private  in  the 

United  States  Army  to  have  a   Congres- 
sional Medal,  has  been  in  town,  appearing 

at  the  Globe.  The  house  is  managed  by 
Ben  Stein. 

Morey  Goldstein,  M-G-M  city  salesman 
and  brother  of  former  United  Artists  na- 

tional exploitation  manager,  remained 

away  from  his  desk  last  week,  recuperat- 
ing from  a   throat  operation. 

The  film  district  was  practically  de- 
serted Armistice  Day. 

Robert  Rowell,  formerly  of  the  Capitol 

Theatre  Supply  Co.,  is  understood  to  be 

opening  a   film  site  in  Maine. 

Private  taxi  stands  throughout  the  city 
may  be  abolished.  The  approval  of  the 

Boston  city  council  is  needed  for  the  put- 
ting into  effect  a   referendum,  heavily  car- 
ried in  the  city,  to  give  independent  cab 

operators  equal  rights  with  corporation 
owned  systems. 

James  Guarino  and  Thomas  DiMaura 

have  closed  the  Weymouth  Drive-In  The- 
atre for  the  winter. 

Nat  Levin  has  resigned  as  booker  for 
Louis  Gordon,  circuit  operator. 

Reports  persist  a   number  of  theatre  men 

are  dickering  for  Dorchester  locations.  A 

site,  covered  by  a   garage  at  present,  has 
been  prominently  mentioned. 

A   local  film  secretary  complained  this 
week  about  the  inclusion  in  a   recent 

column  of  an  item  regarding  her  birthday. 

She  admitted,  however,  the  gifts  didn’t 

Ask  Bostonians  to  Mail 

During  the  Day 
Boston — Boston  theatres  and  film 

district  establishments  have  been 

urged  by  the  local  postoffice  depart- 

ment to  mail  during  the  day  rather 

than  follow  the  custom  of  depositing 

letters  in  bulk  at  the  end  of  business 

hours.  To  facilitate  collecting  and 

handling  of  bulk  mail,  collectors  will 

begin  Monday  making  pick  ups  at 

11:00  a,  m.  and  at  1:00  and  3:00  p.  m. 

in  the  business  sections  of  the  Hub. 

The  postoffice  department  during  the 

past  weeks  has  been  bogged  with  a 

peak  mail  load  of  almost  1,000.000 

pieces  between  5:00  and  8:00  p.  m. 

start  coming  until  this  publication  carried 
the  news  of  the  anniversary .   A   percentage 

deal  might  be  worked  out  on  future  occa- 
sions. 

One  of  Tyrone  Power’s  lines  in  “Suez,” 
which  opened  at  the  Metropolitan  a   day 

following  election,  has  been  netting  a 

daily  quantity  of  laughs.  Said  Power  in 

his  role  of  DeLesseps:  “I’ve  been  told 

there’s  no  such  thing  as  a   poor  politician.” 

The  offices  of  the  Drive-In  Theatres 
Corp.  are  being  moved. 

Arthur  Greenblatt,  GB  executive,  was 

in  Pittsburgh  last  week  following  a   sev- 

eral-day stay  with  Marcel  Mekelburg,  local 
manager  for  the  distributor. 

Voting  on  a   referendum  regarding  con- 
tinuation of  pari-mutuel  betting  in  re- 

spective Masachusetts  counties  will  close 
several  tracks  in  the  state,  to  no  evident 
discomfiture  of  theatre  me?i  in  the  vicini- ties. 

A1  McCoy,  heavyweight  contender,  re- 
turned to  Boston  last  week  following  a 

convincing  defeat  of  Bob  Pastor  in  Mon- 

treal. McCoy  has  been  the  guest  of  Wil- 
liam S.  Koster,  the  seat  renovation 

executive. 

Herman  Rifkin,  local  Republic  head,  is 
chairman  in  charge  of  a   Boston  Friars 
Club  committee  making  plans  for  a   local 

film  district  trek  to  the  Harvard-Y ale 

game. 
Jimmy  Savo,  in  town  at  the  Shubert, 

has  been  drawing  press  raves  for  his  work 

in  the  new  Rodgers  and  Hart  musical, 

“The  Boys  From  Syracuse.” 

Ranny  Weeks  is  being  featured  at  the 
Mayfair  with  his  own  orchestra  following 

some  months  in  Hollywood  where  he  ap- 
peared in  several  Republic  pictures. 

Work  is  progressing  on  the  Beacon 

Street  site,  formerly  occupied  by  a   niterie 

known  as  Toyland,  where  Charles  Morse 

and  Louis  Rothenberg  will  open  a   motion 

picture  house. 

Edward  Ducey  has  been  making  a   num- 

ber of  films  on  contract  with  local  the- 
atre owners,  featuring  the  localites  of  the 

respective  theatre  men.  A   recent  job  was 

in  Leominster  for  William  Yeager,  opera- 
tor of  the  Plymouth  and  Rialto. 

The  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  office 

is  continuing  to  press  hard  on  the  pri- 
mary stages  of  the  national  campaign  to 

secure  $5.00  donations  from  every  inde- 
pendent theatre  in  the  country. 

George  Kraska,  operator  of  the  Fine 
Arts,  was  in  New  York  most  of  last  week. 
Kraska  sat  in  on  a   number  of  screenings 

of  foreign  product. 

Mickey  Hamilton,  formerly  dance  cap- 
( Continued  on  page  77) 

“Averaged  About 

$7®  Weekly!” Don't  pass  up  this  potential 

source  of  extra  revenue  with- 

out hearing  our  proposition. 

A   Postcard  Brings 

You  Complete  De- 

tails Without  Obliga- tion. 

Box  239 
New  Bedford,  Mass. 
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New  England  Filmites  Are  Leaders 

— Ducey-Thompson  Photos 

Some  of  New  England’s  most  prominent  film  men  are  included  among  the 
officers  of  the  Theatrical  Post  oj  American  Legion,  one  of  the  strongest 
such  units  in  the  industry.  Seated  from  left  to  right  in  the  above  picture  are 

Marcel  Mekelburg,  GB  district  manager ;   Patrick  F.  Healey,  state  film  head; 

State  Commander  John  Maguire  who  presided  at  the  recent  Post  installa- 
tion; W.  H.  McLaughlin,  Stoneham  Theatre  operator;  Harry  A.  Aaronson, 

local  theatre  manager;  (standing)  Alvin  Kenney,  Americanization  officer 

for  the  Post;  Samuel  Levine,  GB  head  booker;  Kenneth  Forkey,  circuit 

operator;  Harry  P.  Smith,  RKO  booker;  Dr.  A.  Edward  Melincoff ,   brother 

of  local  Warner  circuit  head;  Irving  Shiffman,  Universal;  and  Major  Wil- 
liam J.  Cotty  of  the  executive  committee. 

■yAUGHN  O’NEILL,  who  “grew  up”  on 
the  usher  staff  of  Loew’s  State  to 

finally  go  to  the  Boston  area  as  an  as- 
sistant manager,  returned  to  town  last 

Wednesday  to  noid  down  that  assignment 
at  the  State.  Maurice  Druker,  assistant 
to  Manager  Eddie  McBride  for  the  past 
year,  has  resigned  and  returned  to  his 
home  in  Washington,  D.  C. 

At  Newport,  John  Walsh,  manager  of 
the  Paramount  since  that  house  was  taken 

over  by  the  Shea  chain  two  years  ago,  has 

been  transferred  by  the  circuit  to  man- 
agement of  the  Fulton  Theatre  in  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  Walsh  is  succeeded  at  New- 
port by  Vincent  Choate,  brought  here  by 

the  Shea  office  from  the  Roosevelt  in 
Jamestown,  N.  Y. 

Strand  Theatre  carried  a   full  page 

rotogravure  ad  in  the  Providence  Sunday 
Journal  presenting  features  of  the  theatre 

as  it  now  appears  redecorated  and  re- 
seated, after  recent  hurricane  and  flood 

damage. 

The  Playhouse  has  temporarily  dropped 

its  vaude-film  policy  and  is  playing  “I  Was 

a   Captive  of  Nazi  Germany”  with  Author- 
ess-Star Isobel  Lillian  Steele  making  a 

personal  appearance  with  the  film  over 
the  weekend. 

WHEN  LOOKING  FOR 

16  mm  Films  and  Projectors 

DON’T  FORGET 

LILA  IZEN 

WHOLESOME  FILM  SERVICE.  INC. 
48  Melrose  St.  —   HAN  0155  —   BOSTON 

Film  Names  Dominating 

Legit  Field  in  Boston 
Boston — Film  names  continue  to  occupy 

Boston  legitimate  theatregoers  as  the 
most  active  season  in  years  has  every 
available  legitimate  house  in  electrics. 

The  Rodgers  and  Hart  musical,  “The 
Boys  From  Syracuse,”  is  at  the  Shubert 
with  Jimmy  Savo  in  the  leading  role. 

“Blackbirds,”  the  sixth  edition  of  Lew 

Leslie’s  all-Negro  review,  is  at  the  Ma- 

jestic. Hume  Cronyn,  Otto  Hulett,  and  Ajme 

Pennington  are  in  “The  Flying  Ginzburgs” 
at  the  Plymouth. 

Donald  Cook  is  featured  in  “American 
Landscape,”  Elmer  Rice  play,  at  the  Wil- 

bur. Tullio  Carminati  and  Irene  Bordoni 

are  in  “Great  Lady”  at  the  Shubert.  Orson 
Welles  has  “Dr.  Faustus”  at  the  Copley. 

Leaving  town  last  Saturday  were  Julie 
Haydon  and  Fred  Stone,  respectively,  in 

“Shadow  and  Substance”  and  “Lightnin’.” 
Due  are  the  Theatre  Guild’s  “Dame  Na- 

ture;” Helen  Hayes’  “Victoria  Regina; 
Dodie  Smuss’  “Dear  Octopus,”  and  Ethel 

Merman  and  Jimmy  Durante’s  “Swing  to 

the  Last.” 

O'Neill  Is  Transferred 
To  State  at  Providence 

Boston  —   Vaughn  Rockefeller  O’Neill, 
assistant  to  Manager  Fred  Greenway  at 

Loew’s  State,  was  transferred  to  Provi- 
dence on  brief  notice  last  week  to  fill  the 

assistant  manager’s  post  at  Loew’s  State 
vacated  there  by  Maurice  Druker. 

Walter  Murphy  relieved  O’Neill  locally 
as  state  treasurer. 

The  change  is  understood  to  be  tem- 
porary. 

A   Variety 
of 

Religious 
Films 
Now 

Booking: 

"I  Have  Sinned" 
Sole  Snipped  Film 

Boston — Cuts  in  “I  Have  Sinned”  have 

been  ordered  by  the  bureau  of  Sunday 

censorship-  in  Massachusetts.  The  Foreign 
Cinema  Arts,  Inc.,  release  was  the  only 
film  in  a   batch  of  47  to  be  objected  to  in 

any  part  by  the  Commissioner  Eugene  M. McSweeney. 

Scissoring  on  the  ten-reel  feature,  as 
provided  for  by  the  state  house,  included: 

“All  dialogue  and  captions  regarding 
child  and  getting  married,  in  part  2.  Cap- 

tion, ‘When  I   return,  I   will  be  father  to 
our  child,’  and  dialogue  pertaining  thereto, 

in  part  3.” 
Films  okayed  in  their  entirety  included 

First  National’s  “Angels  With  Dirty 
Faces,”  Republic’s  “I  Stand  Accused,”  and 
United  Artists’  “The  Young  in  Heart.” 

Nine  foreign  films,  in  addition  to  “I 
Have  Sinned,”  were  on  the  list.  They  in- 

cluded “The  School  Mistress”  and 

“Seventy  Minutes  of  Italian  Variety”  of 
the  Roma  Film  Co.;  “The  Singing  Black- 

smith” of  New  Star  Films;  “Redemption 

of  Marshlands,”  “Armata  of  the  Skies,” 
and  “School  of  Cavalry  Exercises,”  of  the 

Royal  Italian  Consulate,  and  “River 
Shooter’s  Bride,”  “Finland’s  Champion 

Skiers,”  and  "Finnish  Athletic  Camps”  of 
the  Suoni-Films,  O.  Y. 

The  department  of  public  safety  au- 
thorized the  change  of  name  of  the  Para- 

mount feature,  “Ride  a   Crooked  Mile,” 
from  “Escape  From  Leavenworth.” 
Four  vaudeville  acts  were  disapproved 

for  Sunday  showings  on  an  attached  list. 

Modifications  were  required  on  two  rou- 
tines. Twenty-two  stage  acts  were  passed 

as  reviewed. 

A   Song  Identification 
Contest  in  New  Haven 

New  Haven — Loew’s  inaugurated  a 

“Mystery  Melodies,”  combined  radio-stage 
show  and  contest,  at  the  College  Theatre 

on  Sunday  afternoon,  to  be  a   regular  fea- 
ture from  1   to  2   on  Sundays,  the  pro- 
gram being  aired  for  half  an  hour.  WELI 

broadcasts  the  novelty,  with  Jimmy  Milne, 

studio  manager,  at  the  mike,  the  Lane 

Sisters,  Edith  Jolson,  a   10-piece  Si  Byer 
orchestra,  and  other  artists  presenting 
songs  which  the  audience  is  asked  to 

identify  by  name  and  film.  Prizes  of 
Bulova  watches  will  be  given  each  week. 

Following  the  first  six-week  period,  the 

show  may  be  placed  in  a   week-night  spot. 

Somerville  Remodeling 

Is  Speeded  by  Peterson 
Boston  —   Wilbur  Peterson  has  been 

rushing  remodeling  work  at  the  Orpheum 
in  Somerville  in  an  effort  to  return  the 

suburban  house  to  the  lighted  list  as  soon 

as  possible.  The  roof  of  the  theatre  was 
demolished  by  the  hurricane. 

In  addition  to  making  overhead  repairs, 
Peterson  has  been  extensively  modernizing 
the  location. 
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tain  at  the  Metropolitan,  is  on  tour  with 

“I’d  Rather  Be  Right.” 

The  RKO  Boston  went  off  its  tem- 
porary first-run  policy  this  week  follow- 

ing the  conclusion  of  the  booking  of  “Dark 

Rapture.’’ 

Myer  Ruttenberg,  local  premium  dis- 
tributor, is  hearing  plenty  of  comment 

these  days  and  enjoying  it,  regarding  his 

brother’s  camera  work  on  M-G-M’s  “The 

Great  Waltz.”  Joseph  Ruttenberg  was 
formerly  a   photographer  locally  for  the 
Hearst  papers. 

Irma  Montague,  formerly  with  the  Elida 
Ballet,  permanent  line  at  the  Metropolitan 
when  that  theatre  held  forth  with  stage 

shows,  was  in  New  York  this  week  follow- 
ing her  return  from  the  west  coast. 

The  manager  of  a   local  first-run  has 
discovered  a   new  sort  of  crank — a   young 
girl,  about  19,  who  for  some  reason  or 
other,  has  twice  pulled  weeps  and  a   faint 
following  the  last  evening  show. 

M.  Murray  Weiss,  Joe  Cifre’s  associate 
and  treasurer  at  the  Boston  Friars  Club, 
has  been  called  upon  to  design  some  140 
Massachusetts  bridges  as  an  aftermath  of 
the  hurricane  and  flood. 

Frederick  Rush,  former  local  .RKO  pub- 
licity assistant  and  now  Graphic  manager 

in  Brandon,  Vt„  was  a   recent  visitor  here. 

Hy  Fine,  M&P  Theatres  Corp.  district 

manager,  has  set  his  section’s  Christmas- 
party  for  Weber  Duck  Inn.  Other  district 

heads  along  the  circuit  are  tentatively  ar- 
ranging their  holiday  fetes. 

Richard  Mahn,  recently  married  execu- 
tive secretary  to  Divisional  Manager 

Charles  Koerner  of  RKO,  and  Mrs.  Mahn 
have  moved  from  a   furnished  apartment 
into  their  own  home  in  Roslindale. 

Martin  J.  Mullin  and  Samuel  Pinanski, 
the  M   and  P   of  M&P,  were  in  New  York 
on  business  last  week. 

The  act  of  the  Boston  Elevated  System 
in  upping  all  5-cent  local  fares  to  a   flat 
10-cent  rate,  will  be  no  aid  to  local  first- 
runs  and  other  downtown  film  houses. 

Massachusetts  legislative  sessions  will 
now  be  held  every  other  year  instead  of 
twice  that  often. 

Maurice  Schwartz,  assistant  in  the  M&P 

Theatres  Corp.  publicity  department  un- 
der Harry  Browning,  was  to  have  under- 

gone an  operation  for  the  removal  of  a 
small  growth  on  his  spine. 

Mary  Gray,  receptionist  at  the  Tremont 
St.  offices  of  Circuit  Owner  E.  M.  Loew, 
has  been  vacationing . 

The  sign  of  the  National  Theatre  Sup- 
ply Co.,  down  since  the  hurricane,  is  up 

again. 

M.  V.  Carroll,  treasurer  of  the  National 
Theatre  Supply  Co.,  was  in  town. 

No  date  had  been  set  at  press  time  for 
the  next  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc., 
meeting. 

Boston  film  enterprises  have  been  urged 
by  Postmaster  Peter  Tague  to  mail 
throughout  the  day  rather  than  deposit 
in  bulk  late  in  the  afternoon. 

Hannah  Brand  of  the  main  office  of  E. 

M.  Loew  circuit  is  set  for  a   one-week 
vacation.  She  may  go  to  Long  Island. 

Film  district  money  was  lost  and  won, 
on  the  election  of  Leverett  Saltonstall  as 
governor  of  the  Boy  State. 

John  Hesse,  manager  of  the  Roger 
Sherman  in  New  Haven,  was  winner  of 
the  second  prize  of  $50  in  the  United 

Artists’  exploitation  contest  on  “Adven- 
tures of  Marco  Polo.”  There  were  323  en- tries. 

Special  Armistice  Day  shows  were  put 

on  at  Loew’s  State  and  Orpheum  and  at  a 
number  of  other  theatres. 

John  Carroll  and  Ben  Rosenberg,  man- 
agers of  the  Paramount  and  Fenway,  re- 

spectively, held  “Brother  Rat”  and  “Five 
of  a   Kind”  for  a   second  week  at  the  twin 
M&P  houses. 

All  the  legitimate  houses  in  Boston  were 
running  with  stage  shows  this  week. 

Alice  Tanzman,  secretary  to  Lila  Izen  at 
Wholesome  Film  Service,  Inc.,  has  lost 
her  mother. 

H.  C.  Elwes  jr.,  Photophone  sales  repre- 
sentative, sold  new  RCA  sound  equipment 

to  Pat  McGee  and  Roy  Heffner  for  their 
Tower  Theatre  in  Lowell,  opened  last 

week. 

“Freddie  Bartholomew  is  growing  up,” 

the  Boston  Globe  quipped  last  week.  “He’s 
got  a   football,  and  what’s  more,  he  has  an 

income.” 
Work  is  going  forward  on  a   steel  struc- 

ture for  a   new  drive-in  theatre  in  Saugus. 
A   spring  opening  is  on  tap. 

The  Auditorium  of  Henniker,  N.  H.,  has 
closed  for  the  winter  as  a   motion  picture 
house. 

Lee  Rhodineizer,  Maine  theatre  man 
headquartering  in  Rockland,  was  i?i  town 
last  week. 

Lila  Izen  of  the  Wholesome  Film  Ser- 
vice, Inc.,  here,  is  offering  a   variety  of 

16mm  Christmasi  films. 

Workmen  have  been  cleaning  up  the 

grounds  of  the  open-air  theatre  in 
Shrewsbury .   The  hurricane  toppled  the 
screen  building  there.  The  plant  will  open 
in  the  spring. 

The  Opera  House  in  Dalton,  N.  H„  has 
darkened. 

Donald  Cook  is  scheduled  in  Boston  on 

Monday  in  the  new  play  by  Elmer  Rice, 

“American  Landscape.”  It  goes  into  the 
Wilbur. 

The  Colonial  in  Bethlehem,  N.  H.,  is 
dark  for  the  winter. 

Tullio  Carminati  will  be  starred  in 

“Great  Lady,”  new  Dwight  Deere  Wiman 
(Continued  on  page  80) 

George  Ryan  Gathering 

Documentary  Evidence 

Boston  —   George  S.  Ryan,  anti-trust 

lawyer,  continued  last  week  taking  docu- 
mentary evidence  in  Boston  for  use  in  the 

Morse  and  Rothenberg  monopoly  suit 
against  the  majors. 

Son  to  McAllisters 
Boston  —   James  McAllister  and  Mrs. 

McAllister  are  the  parents  of  a   five- 

pound  baby  boy.  McAllister,  formerly  as- 
sistant manager  at  Keith’s  Memorial  here, 

is  resident  manager  at  the  Regal.  Kurson 
house  in  Franklin,  N.  H. 

Here's 

the 

ideal 

feature 

for  pre- 
Christmas booking 

“THE 

WONDERS 
OF  THE 

LITTLE 

FLOWER” 

'Replete  with  thrills 
and  love  interest, 

packed  with  action 
and  drama  ...  it  yet 

has  a   'different' twist. 

Out  of  a   kidnapping 

comes  a   climax  that 

will  inspire  you — 

an  appeal  to  The 
Little  Flower,  St. 

Marie  Theresa,  and 

and  the  way  it  was 
answered. 

Distributed  by 

SPECIALTY 

FIGURES,  me. 14  Piedmont  St. 

BOSTON,  MASS. 

Exclusive 

New  England 
Distributors 

Mr.  Sullivan,  of  the 

Maine  and  New  Hamp- 

shire Circuit  is  book- 
ing: it  everywhere. 

Father  Aheam  of  Wes- 
ton College  has  given 

it  his  endorsement. 
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CJINCERE  sympathy  to  Hugh  Maguire, 
RKO  booker,  who  lost  his  father,  Hugh 

A.  Maguire,  58,  Old  Age  Assistance  Di- 

rector of  New  Haven,  just  two  weeks  af- 

ter the  death  of  his  mother  .   .   .   New  Brit- 

ain’s second  theatre  opening  is  due  to  take 
place  this  week,  Massachusetts  Theatres 

opening  the  modernized  and  redecorated 

New  Rialto,  formerly  operated  by  Michael 

Daly,  and  closed  for  the  past  several 
months. 

Wide-oven  Bingo,  Bango,  etc.,  are  ex- 
pected in  Savin  Rock  with  the  turn  the 

election  took  .   .   .   Representative-elect  Jack 
Lynch  is  expected  to  champion  such  a   bill 

.   .   .   Pickurick,  Greenwich,  is  rumored  in- 
stituting suit  against  film  companies,  com- 

plaint setting  forth  alleged  unfair  pro- 
tection of  Stamford  and  Port  Chester. 

With  the  finish  of  its  china  giveaway, 

the  Park  institutes  one  10-cent  bargain 
night  weekly  and  one  glass  night  .   .   .   With 

the  roof  already  on  the  new  Casioli  For- 

est Theatre,  the  house  is  expected  to  be 

completed  on  schedule  in  January  .   .   . 

Adolph  Johnson  is  handling  “Marihuana” 
in  this  territory  for  Roy  Heffner  of  Bos- 

ton .   .   .   Hamilton,  Waterbury,  has  booked 

the  picture  for  a   week  of  midnight  shows 

at  25  cents,  beginning  November  27  .   .   . 

Crown  Theatre,  Hartford,  has  just  com- 
pleted a   busy  week  with  the  show. 

Seen  about  town:  Harry  Shaw  “lighting” 
and  “setting”  the  Poli  stage  for  “The  Great 
Waltz”  contest  finals,  right  at  home  in 
every  detail  of  the  business,  even  to  show- 

ing the  musicians  how  it  should  be  done 

.   .   .   Michael  Tomasino  stealing  away  from 
the  White  Way  to  see  two  acts  of  a   Yale 
University  Drama  School  presentation  in 

which  his  son,  Angelo,  acted  creditably 

.   .   .   “The  Citadel”  is  the  latest  in  the 
long  line  of  holdovers  on  the  Loew-Poli 

circuit  .   .   .   “The  Great  Waltz”  breaks  the 
line  .   .   .   Carlyle  Barrett,  Warner  district 
manager,  has  recuperated  from  his  recent 

illness  and  confinement  in  the  hospital 
and  is  back  at  his  desk  .   .   .   Ditto  for 
Chris  Joyce,  manager  of  the  Plymouth, 
Mass,  who  spent  some  time  at  New  Haven 
Hospital  recently. 

Erie  Wright,  just-resigned  Loew-Poli 
publicity  director,  had  been  in  charge  of 
ads  for  the  15  houses  in  Connecticut  and 

Massachusetts  for  five  years  .   .   .   Erie  was 

associated  with  the  Shuberts  in  New  York 

for  some  20  years,  after  which  he  worked 

in  Philadelphia  and  Kansas  City  in  various 

angles  of  the  show  business.  He  has  not 

yet  announced  his  new  plans  .   .   .   Lou 

Schaefer  placed  study  guides  and  special 

historical  flying  illustrations  in  the  schools 

in  connection  with  “Men  With  Wings”  .   .   . 
Stores,  travel  bureaus  and  Western  Union 

were  also  tied  in,  the  latter  displaying 

jumbo  Fred  MacMurray  telegrams. 

Walter  Lloyd,  manager  of  the  Allyn, 

Hartford,  is  serving  on  the  publicity  com- 

mittee for  the  President’s  Ball  here  .   .   . 
Sam  Badamo  put  over  the  first  New  Eng- 

land showing  of  “Dark  Rapture”  in  grand, 
style,  with  Leila  Roosevelt  and  Armand 

Denis  arriving  by  special  trailer  plane,  and 
escorted  to  the  theatre  along  with  Roy  C. 

Phelps,  photographer .   Luncheon  and  re- 
ception were  held  at  the  Taft  .   .   .   Denis 

and  Phelps  spoke  from  the  stage  on  open- 
ing night.  The  lobby  displayed  a   native 

grass  hut,  and  other  native  Belgian  Congo 
articles  loaned  for  the  occasion. 

Arthur  Menard,  former  manager  of  the 

Rialto,  New  Britain,  under  Michael  Daly 

and  later  in  New  York,  is  back  with  the 

Daly  circuit  at  the  Capitol,  Lowell,  re- 

placing Eddie  Sokolowsky  .   .   .   “Lucky”  is 
still  with  us — at  the  Strand,  Thompson- 
ville,  it  is  sponsored  by  the  Veterans  of 

Foreign  Wars.  The  Strand,  Winsted,  also 

runs  the  game,  while  the  Capitol,  East 

Haven,  continues  with  “Honey”  .   .   .   Report 
that  a   Bridgeport  exhibitor  is.  negotiating 

with  Michael  Joyce  for  the  Town  Hall 

Theatres,  Unionville  and  Collinsville,  while 

Joe  Faith  plans  to  build  in  both  these 

spots. 

Hymie  Levine  all  in  a   dither  in  expec- 
tancy of  the  visit  of  his  daughter,  Mrs. 

Harry  Botwick  (wife  of  the  State,  Port- 
land, manager) ,   and  his  granddaughter, 

Lennye  Barbara  .   .   .   Adolph  Johnson  of 

the  Strand,  Hamden,  will  have  his  newly- 
built  home  on  Rochford  Ave.,  Hamden, 

completed  by  December  15  ...  N.  C.  Wris- 

ley  has  signed  the  White  Way  for  an  89- 
week  Golden  Pheasant  china  giveaway  be- 

ginning this  Saturday. 

The  new  Dixwell  Playhouse  is  using 

75-piece  Progressive  dinnerware  weekly, 

and  Wrisley’s  46-piece  Duchess  crystal 
twice  .   .   .   Roger  Sherman  Thanksgiving 

show  will  be  “Angels  With  Dirty  Faces” 

.   .   .   Eddie  Albert  of  the  “Brother  Rat” 

film  cast,  opened  in  “The  Boys  From  Syra- 
cuse” at  the  Shubert  recently  .   .   .   Sunday 

afternoon  stage-radio  shows  at  the  Col- 
lege will  be  sponsored  for  the  first  six 

weeks  by  Spector’s  Jewelry  stores  .   .   .   Sam 
Badamo,  manager  of  the  theatre,  has  had 

plenty  of  experience  with  stage  presenta- 
tions in  Bridgeport  nighteries,  parks  and 

theatres. 

With  legalized  betting  on  horse  racing 
at  Agawam  outlawed  by  vote  of  Hampden 
county  residents  last  week,  the  Saturday 

afternoon  crowd  will  have  to  shift  to  Suf- 
folk Downs  for  the  horses  and  Wonder- 
land Park,  Revere,  for  the  dogs  .   .   .   The 

Sam  Rosens  and  the  various  Hoffmans 

were  among  the  visitors  to  the  Yale- 
Princeton  game. 

" Shanghaied "   for 
A   Fare 

Boston — Julian  Riflrin,  manager  of 

the  Rifkin  circuit,  journeyed  to  Provi- 

dence last  week  after  being  caught 

aboard  a   train  to  which  he  had  es- 

corted his  grandmother.  Despite  Rifkin's 
arguments  he  was  an  unwilling  pas- 

senger, the  conductor  demanded  fare. 

Rifkin  returned  by  bus. 

Film  Contingent  Heads 

For  Harvard-Yale  Game 
Boston  —   A   special  contingent  was 

scheduled  to  attend  the  Harvard-Yale 
game.  The  Boston  Friars  Club  was  to 

have  scheduled  private  Pullmans  for 

transportation  to  New  Haven.  Special 
bus  accommodations  were  to  have  been 
available  to  the  Yale  bowl. 

Charge  for  tickets  and,  in  fact,  every- 

thing but  meals,  was  set  at  $16.20. 

Herman  Rifkin,  Republic  Pictures  of 

New  England  head,  headed  the  committee 
in  charge. 

Gerwing  Named  Regional 

Federal  Theatre  Director 
Boston — George  C.  Gerwing  has  been 

appointed  regional  director  of  the  Federal 

Theatre  Project  in  New  England  and  in 

New  York  state,  exclusive  of  New  York 

City.  He  will  headquarter  in  the  latter locality. 

Gerwing  was  formerly  in  charge  of  WPA 

theatre  work  in  southern  California.  His 

duties  will  include  supervision  of  the 

present  run  of  plays  at  the  Copley  in Boston. 

Lieberman  Adds  a   Single 

Feature  to  Newsreel  Unit 

Boston — Frederick  E.  Lieberman,  fol- 

lowing the  Trans  Lux  experiment  in  New 

York,  has  added  a   single  feature  to  the 

policy  of  his  local  Newsreel  Theatre. 

“Mayerling,”  distributed  locally  by  Sam 
Davidson  of  Cameo  Screen  Attractions, 

will  inaugurate  the  policy.  It  has  been 

rebooked  several  times  at  Lieberman ’s  Tre- mont  Theatre. 

Employment  Increases 
Hartford — The  state  labor  department 

has  reported  an  increase  in  number  of 

persons  returning  to  jobs  in  private  in- 
dustry and  corresponding  decrease  in 

amount  paid  out  in  unemployment  com- 
pensation. Labor  Commissioner  Joseph  M. 

Tone  stated  October  was  the  best  month 

in  the  history  of  the  state  employment service. 

Transport  Fare  Up 

Boston — Five-cent  fares  on  surface  cars 

and  buses  on  the  Boston  elevated  system 

in  metropolitan  Boston  have  been  raised 

to  ten  cents  flat.  The  change  affects  some 

200,000  prospective  patrons  of  downtown 
theatres. 

Just  how  much  this  shift  tends  to  shunt 

theatre  business  to  neighborhood  houses 

remains  problematical. 

Rifkin  Initiated 

Boston — Herman  Rifkin,  Republic  dis- 
tributor in  New  England,  was  initiated 

last  week  into  the  Shriners.  Ceremonies 

were  conducted  at  Aleppo  Temple  of  the 
Ancient  Arabic  Order  of  Nobles  of  the 

Mystic  Shrine  of  Masonry. 
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Into  the  Light 

Boston — Whether  the  old  tale  about 

mysterious  underground  chambers  and 

tunnels,  branching  out  from  a   point  close 

to  the  Worcester  Theatre  now  in  the  pro- 
cess of  being  razed  is  a   fact  or  a   figment 

of  the  imagination,  seems  destined  to  be 
solved  soon. 

For  more  than  half  a   century  amateur 

explorers  have  returned  from  expeditions 

to  the  cellars  of  the  playhouse  and  an  ad- 
jacent theatre  with  findings  that  have 

been  as  indefinite  as  they  have  been 
numerous. 

Included  in  the  findings  are  (1)  a 

dungeon  system  used  as  a   gaol  in  the  city’s 
early  days;  (2)  a   hiding  place  for  fugitive 
slaves  smuggled  into  Worcester  via  the 

underground  railways  from  the  south  dur- 
ing the  Civil  War  days;  (3)  a   secret 

gambling  den  offering  illegal  prize  fights 

and  cock-fighting  as  added  attractions. 

Catherine  Cannon  Dies 

Alter  Prolonged  Illness 
Boston — Catherine  Cannon,  for  years  a 

popular  figure  in  the  local  film  district, 
died  last  week.  She  had  been  in  ill  health 

for  many  months  and  had  been  forced  last 

January  to  take  a   leave  of  absence  from 

duties  as  Republic  cashier  and  personal 

secretary  to  Herman  Rif  kin. 

She  had  long  been  widely  known  in  the 

district  and  had  been  an  outstanding  com- 
petitor for  years  in  swimming  and  diving 

contests  at  annual  film  outings. 

She  went  into  the  film  business  a   dec- 

ade and  a   half  ago  with  Si  Bunce,  pioneer 

theatre  man  who  now  is  a   leading  New 

England  premium  distributor.  She  later 

entered  the  employ  of  Herman  Rifkin, 

when  the  latter  operated  the  Supreme 

Film  Co.,  and  had  been  with  Rifkin  for  the 

past  13  years. 

Holdovers  Prevailing 
In  Two  Boston  Theatres 

Boston — “Brother  Rat”  and  “Five  of  a 

Kind”  were  held  over  at  the  Fenway  and 
Paramount  for  a   second  week  following 

heavy  business  in  the  first  stanza. 
Two  other  holdovers  ended  last  week. 

They  were  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You” 
and  “Vacation  From  Love”  at  Loew’s  State 

and  Loew’s  Orpheum  and  “Men  With 
Wings”  and  “Road  Demon”  at  the  Metro- 
politan. 

The  Globe.  Bridgeport. 

Lowers  Admission  Scale 
Bridgeport — The  Globe  Theatre  admis- 

sions have  been  scaled  down  to  15  cents 

matinees,  and  15  and  25  cents  evenings, 
all  week. 

Former  Saturday  and  Sunday  prices 

were  15-20  cents  matinees,  20-30  cents 
evenings. 

Sidney  to  Direct  Gang 

Hollywood — George  Sidney  has  been 

assigned  Jby  M-G-M  to  direct  the  latest 

Our  Gang  comedy,  “Practical  Joker.” 

TAMES  CONROY’s  wife  is  home  after 

J   three  weeks  in  St.  Vincent’s  Hospital  .   .   . 
Rumor  has  it  the  Park  Theatre,  dark  for 

a   year,  will  again  house  a   federal  theatre 

unit  .   .   .   Sam  Badamo,  who  manages  the 

College  in  New  Haven  and  lives  in  Bridge- 

port, has  just  celebrated  another  birth- day. 

Manager  Edward  Fitspatrick  of  the 

Loew-Poli,  at  Waterbary,  has  the  best  col- 
lection of  cameras  along  the  circuit. 

Anita,  wife  of  Harry  Rose,  manager  of 

the  Globe,  comes  forward  with  the  in- 
formation that  her  husband  dried  the 

dishes  for  her  the  other  night  for  the 

first  time  and  they  have  been  married  19 

years. 

Federal  Theatre  unit  in  town  for  a   one- 

night  stand  of  “Haiti”  at  Central  High 
School. 

Strand,  Stamford,  was  first  in  this  sec- 

tion with  “Mars  Attacks  the  World.” 

Warner  was  the  only  theatre  here  to  try 

an  election  night  opening.  Business  was 

fair. 

The  Palace,  Torrington,  reopened  on 
Armistice  day. 

Capitol,  Danbury,  is  running  four-hour 

night  shows  on  Wednesdays  and  Thurs- 
days. 

Tony  Masella,  assistant  manager  of  the 

Globe  Theatre  here,  entertained  a   group 

of  theatrical  friends  and  associates  at  an 

Italian  dinner  at  his  home  in  New  Ha- 

ven. In  the  group  were  Harry  F.  Shaw, 

Loew’s  New  England  division  chief,  and 
Mrs.  Shaw;  Harry  Rose,  manager  of  the 

Globe,  and  Mrs.  Rose;  Irving  Barrett, 

vaudeville  agent,  and  Mrs.  Barrett,  and 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Fred  H.  Russell. 

Charles  Hatfield  Rites 

Held  in  West  Newton 
Boston — Charles  E.  Hatfield,  president 

and  treasurer  of  the  operating  company 
of  the  University  Theatre  in  Harvard 

Square,  died  last  week  at  the  age  of  76 

years. 
Hatfield  was  formerly  mayor  of  New- 

ton. For  more  than  30  years  he  was 

president  of  the  First  National  Bank  in 

Newton  and  president  and  director  of  a 

number  of  other  banks  and  commercial 

organizations.  He  was  president  of  the 

Scott  Stamp  and  Coin  Co.,  through  which 

he  met  and  became  an  intimate  friend  of 

the  late  Calvin  Coolidge. 

Hatfield  was  born  at  Medford  in  1862. 

He  was  educated  at  Dean  Academy.  He 
opened  a   law  office  at  Newton  where  he 

early  became  interested  in  politics.  He 

was  prominent  fraternally,  belonging  to 
both  Masons  and  Odds  Fellows. 

Funeral  services  were  held  Sunday  in 
the  Unitarian  Church  in  West  Newton. 

Burial  was  private.  Hatfield  left  a   wife, 

Mrs.  Martha  Hatfield,  and  a   daughter, 

Miss  Margaret  Hatfield  of  Washington. 

Who  Gets  Him? 

Boston — A   New  England  theatre  opera- 
tor reports  the  receipts  of  the  following 

letter  from  a   youth  who,  evidently,  has  his 

eyes  turned  toward  a   possible  bright  fu- 
ture in  the  motion  picture  industry: 

“Dear  Sir,”  the  young  man  wrote, 

“Please  forward  to  me  at  your  earliest 
convenience  a   full  description  of  the 

usher’s  uniform  at  your  theatre:  Design 
of  buttons,  markings,  color,  etc.  Also  be 
sure  to  enclose  a   swathe  of  the  actual 

cloth  so  that  I   may  examine  its  texture. 

“Furthermore,  I   would  be  obliged  if  you 
would  send  me  a   chart  of  insignias  you 

make  available  to  your  usher  captains,  etc. 

I   would  appreciate,  also,  photographs  of 

your  present  staff. 

“I  think  it  is  only  fair  to  inform  you 
that  I   am  requiring  the      Theatre  to 

furnish  me  similar  information  with  refer- 

ence to  the  uniform  of  their  usher  corps. 

It  is  my  intention  to  compare  all  these 
points  exhaustively  before  I   make  up  my 

mind  whether  to  apply  to  your  theatre,  or 

the  other  theatre,  for  a   position  on  your 
staff. 

“Yours  very  truly  ...” 

"Captive  of  Nazis"  Is 
Providence  Roadshow 

Boston — Harry  Segal,  Imperial  Pictures 

head,  who  has  taken  over  the  New  Eng- 

land distribution  of  “I  Was  a   Captive  of 

Nazi  Germany,”  opened  a   roadshow  en- 
gagement of  the  special  last  week  at  the 

Play  House  in  Providence  which  he  leased 
for  the  occasion. 

DiMaura.  Guarino  Move 

Drive-In  Headquarters 
Boston — The  Drive-In  Theatres  Corp., 

headed  by  Thomas  DiMaura  and  James 

Guarino,  will  vacate  present  headquarters 
on  Melrose  St. 

The  theatre  operating  concern  plans  to 

take  up  offices  at  164  Stuart  St.,  just  out- 
side the  film  district. 

Seize  Machines 

Portland,  Me. — Fifteen  nickel  and  dime 
machines  were  seized  at  Rockland,  Me., 

November  12  in  raids  conducted  by  City 

Marshal  A.  D.  Fish  and  a   squad  of  Rock- 
land police  who  had  16  warrants.  Five 

of  the  warrants  drew  blanks. 

Off  the  Screen  After 

25  Weeks 
Boston  —   "Moonlight  Sonata,"  the 

English  production  featuring  Padere- 

wski, bowed  out  of  the  Fine  Arts  The- 

atre here  Tuesday  after  a   run  of  25 

weeks,  an  all-time  record  for  Boston 
film  houses. 
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Myers  Balks 

^■RAILING  the  wake  of  Nathan  Yamins’ 
appeal  for  $5  from  each  independent 

theatre  to  replenish  the  Allied  “War  Chest” 
comes  information  via  Boxoffice’s  Red 
Kann  on  the  difference  of  opinion  which 

crept  into  the  organization’s  negotiating 
committee  at  the  Chicago  trade  practice 
parleys  with  major  distributors. 

That  the  “old  guard”  is  stalling  on  the 
trade  practice  program  in  preference  to 

the  continuance  of  its  “on  the  warpath” 
program  of  legislation  and  litigation  was 

the  indication  behind  Abram  F.  Myers’ 
statement  Allied  had  agreed  to  no  agree- 

ment in  Chicago  recently. 

Allied’s  directors  were  reported  to  have 
divided  themselves  into  what  might  be 

described  loosely  as  two  groups.  Myers 
headed  one  and  by  his  side  were  some  of 

the  organization’s  “old  guard,”  including 
Cole  of  Texas,  Samuelson  of  New  Jersey 
and  Blum  of  Maryland. 

New  England’s  Yamins  was  understood 
to  be  aligned  with  Branch  of  Michigan, 
Steffes  of  Minnesota  and  Cohen  of  New 

York;  these  cohorts  resting  on  the  theory 
current  distributor  willingness  to  effect 

reforms  represented  an  encouraging  begin- 

ning, if  not  the  end.  The  “Old  Guard”  is 
understood  to  have  argued  for  hammering 
the  majors  down  the  line  and  to  their 
knees. 

Extremely  significant  was  the  fact  that 

Allied  men  broke  up  under  the  impression, 

and  perhaps,  as  it  appeared  last  week,  la- 

BOSTON 
(Continued  from  page  77) 

musical  comedy  opening  Tuesday  at  the 
Shubert. 

Jack  Granara,  RKO  publicity  head,  is 
not  claiming  credit  for  a   Snow  White 

bridge  party  held  last  week  by  the  Fitch- 

burg Women's  Club.  The  affair  was  so 
completely  in  keeping  with  the  film  theme 

that  an  apple-seller,  garbed  as  a   witch, 
was  in  evidence.  It  was  all  for  sweet 
charity. 

The  Easton  in  Northeastern  is  running 
films  ...  A.  Rudenstein  has  taken  over 
the  Princess  in  Bridgewater  from  C.  Babb. 

RCA  sound  has  been  installed  in  the 

Liberty  in  Providence.  Similar  equipment 
was  put  into  the  second  Bomes  house  in 
the  Rhode  Island  capitol,  the  Hollywood. 

“Good  Used  (But  Not  Abused)  Chairs” 
is  what  Joe  Cifre,  Inc.,  is  offering  .   .   .   and 

quipping. 

boring  under  it,  that  the  trade  practice 
program  was  well  on  its  way  with  the  odds 
much  in  favor  of  ultimate  adoption. 

In  view  of  this,  Myers’  statement  tech- 
nically denying  any  agreement  had  been 

reached  has  raised  a   number  of  eyebrows, 

quickened  a   number  of  pulses  and  shot  up 
an  assortment  of  blood  pressures,  not 

necessarily  in  the  ranks  of  distributors. 
The  mood  appeared  to  be  an  angry  one, 

leading  to  any  assortment  of  deductions. 

10  Years  Ago 

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  Nov.  17,  1928) 

gOUND  continues  to  make  rapid  progress 
in  the  New  England  field,  with  Samuel 

Pinanski  announcing  that  soon  all  houses 
in  the  Netoco  chain  will  be  equipped  with 

the  popular  device  .   .   .   A1  McEvoy  opened 
his  Victory  in  Lowell,  Mass.,  on  election 

day,  supplied  latest  news  of  returns  and, 

as  a   goodwill  gesture,  did  not  charge  ad- 
mission. 

Rhode  Island,  Providence  particularly, 

is  movie  mad,  with  temples  of  cinema  en- 
tertainment reaping  the  harvests  of  good 

bills  and  fancy  presentations  .   .   .   Fred 
Lovett  is  at  the  Royal  in  Olneyville,  R.  I., 

handling  the  reins  after  several  seasons 
with  the  Fay  chain. 

The  Strand  at  Willimantic,  Conn.,  has 

been  sold  to  Myron  W.  Sperry  of  Hart- 
ford .   .   .   Manager  Dan  Finn  of  the  Strand, 

Hartford,  reports  large  attendance  after 
having  installed  sound  in  his  house  .   .   . 

Hartford’s  Fox-Poli  Palace  is  closed  for 
renovation  and,  upon  relighting,  will  pre- 

sent a   combination  film-flesh  show. 

More  renovations:  The  Fox-Poli  house 
at  Springfield,  Mass.,  and  the  Palace  and 
Poli  in  Bridgeport  .   .   .   Harvey  Cooks, 

formerly  assistant  manager  of  the  Fields 
Corner,  Dorchester,  Mass.,  is  now  manager 
of  the  house,  succeeding  J.  J.  Dempsey. 

A1  Jolson’s  “Singing  Fool,”  in  which  the 
mammy  star  is  heard  as  well  as  seen,  is 

smashing  attendance  records  in  Boston. 

How  to  operate  motion  picture  theatres 

profitably 
Here  is  a   new  book  full  of  HOW  TO  DO  IT  information,  written  by  a   man 

who  believes  that  the  first  objective  of  theatre  management  is  to  make  money. 

In  this  book  he  covers  motion  picture  theatre  management  from  A   to  Z, 

giving  the  best  results  of  years  of  experience  as  a   guide  in  establishing 

successful  policies,  building  profitable  business,  and  efficiently  operating  any 
size  theatre. 

The  Management  of 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 

By  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON.  Jr. 

Get  This  Great  Aid  to  Theatre  President.  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Management!  GET  IT  TODAY!!  375  pages,  6x9,  illustrated,  $3.50 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  4704  East  Ninth  Street,  Kansas  City,  Missouri 
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MPTO  OF  OKLAHOMA  ANNUAL  CONVENTION  IS 

SET  FOR  DECEMBER,  REPORTS  LOEWENSTEIN 
Drive-In  Planned 

In  Texas 
Dallas  —   BOXOFFICE  this  week 

learned  from  reliable  sources  that  cer- 

tain interests  are  planning  to  build  one 

— and  perhaps  more  if  the  venture  is 

successful — drive-in  theatre  in  an  un- 

disclosed Texas  situation. 

Prominent  Men  to 

Speak  Before  ITO 
Little  Rock — J.  P.  Norman,  president 

of  the  Arkansas  ITO,  announces  a   num- 
ber of  prominent  speakers  from  out  of  the 

state  will  be  here  for  the  organization’s 
semi-annual  convention  at  the  Hotel  Mar- 

ion, November  20-21. 

Norman  only  recently  returned  from  the 
national  MPTOA  convention  in  Oklahoma 

City  where  he  talked  with  numerous  exec- 
utives of  the  industry  who  expressed  in- 

terest in  the  Arkansas  meeting. 

Several  western  film  stars,  including 
Jack  Hoxie,  Gene  Autry  and  Tex  Ritter, 
will  attend  the  Arkansas  convention. 

Ed  Kuykendall,  president  of  the  MPTOA, 

probably  will  be  one  of  the  speakers,  Nor- 
man stated. 

Frank  Bell  to  Ft.  Myers ; 

Kirkconnell  to  Orlando 

Orlando,  Fla. — Prank  H.  Bell,  manager 
of  Sparks  theatres  here  for  the  past  ten 
years,  has  been  transferred  to  Port  Myers, 
where  he  will  be  in  charge  of  a   new  house 
now  being  built. 

Charles  Kirkconnell  of  Fort  Myers  re- 
placed Bell  here.  The  new  $100,000  the- 

atre in  Fort  Myers  is  expected  to  be  com- 
pleted by  December  1. 

Start  Construction  Soon 

On  New  Plant  City  House 
Plant  City,  Fla. — Construction  of  the 

new  Sparks  Theatre  will  begin  soon,  Joe 
Sparrow,  manager  of  the  Capitol  here, 
announced.  He  said  contracts  will  be 
awarded  within  the  next  few  weeks. 

The  new  house  will  seat  800  persons. 
The  house  is  expected  to  be  completed  90 
days  after  construction  begins,  Sparrow 
said. 

A   Single-Day  Session  Is 
Probable,  But  May 

Be  Extended 

Oklahoma  City — The  annual  conven- 
tion of  the  MPTO  of  Oklahoma  will  be 

held  here  some  time  during  December, 
President  Morris  Loewenstein  announces. 

A   definite  date  has  as  yet  not  been  set, 
although  it  is  tentatively  planned  to  hold 
the  convention  about  the  second  week  of 

the  month  to  enable  delegates  and  wives 
to  Christmas  shop  while  attending  the 
meet. 

It  is  probable  only  a   one-day  conven- 
tion will  be  held  this  year.  The  program 

may  be  extended  a   second  day  if  sufficient 
business  warrants  it.  Originally  it  was 

planned  to  hold  the  Oklahoma  associ- 
ation meeting  with  the  MPTOA  conven- 
tion. The  great  number  of  matters 

brought  before  the  national  meeting  made 

this  plan  impossible. 

Officers  will  be  elected  and  a   number 

of  matters  pending  before  the  board  of 
directors  will  be  acted  upon.  A   resume 
of  what  may  be  expected  in  the  next 

session  of  the  legislature,  to  convene  Janu- 
ary 1,  will  also  be  presented. 

The  state  wage-and-hour  law  as  apply- 

ing to  the  exhibition  branch  of  the  Okla- 
homa industry  will  likely  be  taken  up. 

No  hearings  on  the  matter  were  held  this 

year,  although  a   number  of  important 
industries  were  called  before  the  state 

board  administering  the  law.  Rulings  were 
handed  down  in  retailing,  wholesaling  and 
other  industries.  It  is  understood  theatres 

were  slated  for  a   hearing  before  the  board 
adjourned. 

Also  up  for  consideration  will  be  the 
probability  of  a   divorcement  bill.  The 
MPTO,  of  course,  will  take  no  action  on 
this  matter  in  the  legislature,  but  it  is 
understood  that  a   bill,  modeled  after  the 
one  in  North  Dakota,  will  be  introduced 

at  the  next  session  of  the  Oklahoma  legis- 
lature. 

Wilby-Kincey  Shuflles 
Two  Tennessee  Heads 

Knoxville,  Tenn. — Eugene  Street,  Knox- 

ville city  manager  for  Wilby-Kincey  Corp., 
announces  that  Milton  Newsom  has  been 

shifted  from  the  Park  Theatre,  Knoxville, 
which  he  has  managed  for  several  months, 
to  the  Tennessee  at  Johnson  City,  with 
Robert  C.  Jackson,  who  was  manager  of 
the  Liberty  at  Johnson  City,  coming  to 
the  Park.  Newsom,  who  has  been  with 

the  Wilby-Kincey  chain  for  three  and  a 
half  years,  came  to  Knoxville  two  years 
ago  as  manager  of  the  Riviera. 

Like  Horror  in 
Dallas 

Dallas  —   "Frankenstein"  and  "Drac- 

ula"  drew  overflow  crowds  at  midnight 

shows  recently  at  the  Majestic  and 

Melba  theatres  here.  Then,  as  a   Hol- 

lowe'en  attraction  at  the  Majestic,  the 

combo  did  turnaway  business. 

Plenty  of  "Firsts" In  Miami  Opening 

Miami — Mysteriously  scooping  the  coun- 

try, the  new  Paramount  deluxer  will  open 

in  a   duo-colored  blaze  of  triumph  Thanks- 

giving Day  when  the  strange  World’s 
Fair  lighting  effect  is  flashed  on  under 

its  marquee.  This  effect  gives  an  ap- 
pearance of  red  light  as  one  approached 

it,  but  becomes  a   blazing  white  as  one 
walks  underneath  it. 

It  is  said  that  the  trick  of  this  il- 
lumination stunt  is  so  protected  that  it 

cannot  be  sold  elsewhere  until  a   year 

after  the  opening  of  the  World’s  Fair 
in  New  York  City,  Rollin  K.  Stonebrook, 
who  will  manage  the  new  Paramount, 

told  a   Boxoffice  reporter. 

Also  believed  to  be  a   “first”  is  the  week 
long  stunt  which  Stonebrook  has  arranged 
for  the  person  who  will  buy  the  first 
ticket  when  the  house  opens  at  11:15 
a.  m.  Thanksgiving  Day.  He  signed  a 

contract  with  “Flagpole”  Kelly  for  that 
stunter  to  sit  atop  a   30-foot  pole  above 
the  Paramount  day  and  night  from  Thurs- 

day, November  17,  to  Thursday,  November 
24,  to  wait  for  the  opening  and  the  first 

ticket.  The  sitter’s  perch  will  be  illumi- 
nated by  floodlights  at  night. 

Scarlet  and  grey  is  the  color  scheme 
being  used  in  the  interior  of  this  new 

Paramount  whose  architecture  and  deco- 
rations are  moderne  classic.  Luxurious 

comfort  is  the  key  to  which  the  new 

seats,  loges,  carpets  and  decorations  have 
been  pitched.  The  house  is  to  have  a 
section  for  smokers  and  will  be  equipped 

with  headphones  for  the  hard  of  hearing. 

Lawrenceburg  Reopening 

Lawrenceburg,  Tenn. — The  remodeled 

Princess  Theatre  reopened  the  night  of 

November  16.  The  building  has  been  com- 
pletely modernized  and  redecorated,  with 

new  sound  installed.  Louis  Ruhlander  is 
manager. 
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TEXAS  HOLDS  FIFTH  PLACE  IN  THE  NATION, 

RESULTS  IN  MOVIE  QUIZ  SHOW  THUS  FAR 
Contest  Has  Proven  a   Big 

Boon  for  Increasing 
Attendance 

By  V.  W.  CRISP 

Dallas — In  the  stream  of  1,000  com- 

pleted Movie  Quiz  booklets  a   week  flood- 
ing into  New  York  contest  headquarters, 

the  gratifying  report  is  that  Texas  ranks 
fifth  in  ultimate  results  so  far  in  the 

Greatest  Year  Campaign  by  way  of  in- 
creased attendance.  New  York  state  holds 

first  place. 
A   circuit  official  and  campaign  worker, 

who  .have  been  sold  on  Quiz  advertising 
value  from  the  start,  said  some  exhibitors 

“just  don’t  realize  the  actual  value  they 
are  getting  from  the  contest.”  It  was 
intimated  that  without  the  present  cam- 

paign show  business  would  be  way  off. 
One  direct  result  of  the  Quiz  was  that 

it  put  hundreds  in  film  salesmen’s  pock- 
ets. It  is  recalled  that  when  R.  E.  Grif- 
fith, as  chairman  for  Texas,  inaugurated 

the  Greatest  Year  drive  for  this  state  that 

he,  R.  J.  O’Donnell  and  W.  G.  Under- 
wood dug  into  their  own  pockets  and  of- 
fered $750  to  three  salesmen  turning  in 

the  most  pledges  of  exhibitors  to  donate 
10  cents  per  seat,  so  staunch  were  these 
three  in  support  of  the  move  and  with 

Underwood’s  own  company,  Republic,  not 
being  a   participant  in  the  campaign. 

It  is  also  remembered  that  the  $750, 
at  a   sparsely  attended  Variety  meeting, 

was  awarded  first  to  J.  E.  Gribble,  20th- 
Fox,  $400;  second,  Neal  Houston,  20th- 

Fox,  $250;  and  third,  Fred  Larned,  Para- 
mount, San  Antonio,  $100.  These  men 

turned  in  the  most  pledges  and  the  re- 
sults show  that  the  Fox  men  had  the 

most  fire  (or  the  breaks) ,   although  Jack 

Groves  of  United  Artists  and  Clyde  Hous- 
ton of  M-G-M  made  good  showings. 

'J’HE  San  Antonio  News  cooperated  with 
the  Majestic  Theatre  in  the  “Great 

Waltz”  dance  competition  to  send  two 
local  steppers  to  the  state  contest  at 

Dallas.  Local  winners  were  Alice  Mc- 
Farland and  Raymond  McLean,  who  bid 

fair  to  compete  in  the  national  finals  in 

New  York  City  next  month  when  the  win- 

ners from  the  country’s  12  zones  compete 
for  first  place.  The  national  prize  will 

be  a   three-month  film  contract  offered 

by  M-G-M. 

Kenneth  Taylor  of  Uvalde  goes  to  Lub- 
bock December  1   to  become  assistant  city 

manager  for  Consolidated  there  .   .   .   Rollie 

Moore,  formerly  with  Horne  Film  Co., 

Home  Town  Welcome 

Canyon,  Tex. — Coincidence,  and  alert- 

ness on  the  part  of  W.  J.  Wooten  of  the 

Olympic  Theatre  here,  brought  this  Texas 

town  a   personal  appearance  of  a   film 

actor  in  conjunction  with  his  picture. 

The  Olympic  had  booked  Republic’s 
“Man  From  Music  Mountain,”  a   Gene 
Autry  picture  in  which  Albert  Terry,  local 

boy,  makes  his  first  film  appearance.  At 

the  time  of  the  showing  Albert  Terry, 

called  by  the  illness  of  his  grandmother, 

came  from  Hollywood  back  to  his  home 

town  of  Canyon.  The  resultant  inter- 

views and  pictures  that  made  the  papers 

drew  a   tremendous  crowd  to  the  Olympic, 

where  the  young  star  also  made  a   per- 
sonal appearance. 

Dallas,  is  now  connected  with  Jimmy  Zint- 

graff  photo  studio  here. 

Senor  J.  J.  “Peppe”  Jimenez  of  Latin- 
American  exchange,  is  out  with  Tona  La 

Negra  under  his  wing.  The  Mexican  song- 
bird is  playing  engagements  in  Corpus 

Christi,  Alice,  Kingsville,  Robstown,  San 
Diego  and  Houston. 

Visitors:  “ Fisherman ”   Taylor,  M-G-M, 
Dallas;  Trueman  Hendricks,  Fox,  Dallas; 
Henry  Krum  and  W.  O.  Williamson,  WB, 
Dallas;  Bill  Miller,  Lyric,  Flatonia;  Roy 

Pringle,  Rio,  Fabens;  T.  B.  Phillips,  Junc- 
tion; Carl  Garner,  Llano;  Dr.  A.  Duran, 

Regis,  Rio,  San  Diego,  Tex.;  Bob  Smith, 
Mission,  with  Stooge  Bert  Boswell;  Paul 
Poag,  Empress,  Del  Rio. 

Two  Thanksgiving 

Openings  in  Miami 
Miami — What  will  be  the  second  Thanks- 

giving Day  opening  in  the  area  is  sched- 
uled for  the  newest  acquisition  of  Wo- 

metco  theatres,  the  old  Seventh  Avenue 

Theatre — entirely  reconstructed  during  the 
past  couple  months  by  its  former  owners, 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  Walders.  In  keep- 
ing with  its  new  exterior  and  interior, 

the  house  has  been  renamed  the  Strand. 

Miami’s  other  Thanksgiving  Day  opening, 
previously  announced,  is  to  be  that  of  the 
new  de  luxe  Paramount. 

When  the  Strand  reopens,  it  will  re- 

veal new  stage  equipment,  and  Mirro- 
phonic  sound,  and  new  seats. 

Floyd  Stubbefield,  formerly  assistant 
manager  at  the  Capitol  and  Tower,  will 
helm  the  house.  He  came  here  a   year 

ago  from  Marysville,  Cal.,  where  he  was 
in  charge  of  publicity  for  a   theatre  unit. 

Herman  Berlin,  formerly  assistant  mana- 
ger at  the  Grove,  goes  to  the  Strand  as 

Stubbefield’s  assistant. 
Operating  on  a   neighborhood  policy, 

the  Strand  will  launch  on  the  organization 
of  a   Mickey  Mouse  club  as  soon  as  it 

opens. 

Also  newly  acquired  by  Wometco  is 
the  colored  house  in  Coconut  Grove  known 
as  the  Ace. 

With  the  addition  of  the  Strand  and 

the  Ace,  the  total  of  Wometco-owned  and 
controlled  theatres  in  this  area  mounts  to 
19. 

Fall  Orders  Hitting  Peak 

At  Herber  Bros,  in  Dallas 
Dallas — With  fall  buying  at  its  peak, 

Herber  Bros.,  local  dealers  in  theatre 

equipment  and  supplies,  report  the  follow- 
ing list  of  recent  orders: 

Grand  Theatre,  Cooper,  Tex.,  sound  equipment; 
Texas  State  College  for  Women,  Denton,  Tex., 

lamps,  lens,  screen,  powers  gates,  ballasts;  Castle, 

Logans  Pert,  La.,  lamps,  screen,  rectifiers,  sound 
equipment;  Mexican  Amusement  Co.,  El  Paso, 
Tex.,  converter;  Palace,  Paducah,  Tex.,  lamps, 

rectifiers;  Pastime,  Itasca,  conversion  units; 
Hollywood,  Hillsboro,  N.  C.,  amplifier;  Charles 

Knauf,  Beggs,  Okla.,  machines,  lamps,  rectifiers, 

lens,  rewind,  screen,  sound  equipment  and  acces- 
sories; G.  W.  Eddington,  amplifier,  lens,  ma- 
chines; Rule,  Rule,  Tex.,  popcorn  machine;  Strand, 

Gilmer,  Tex.,  popcorn  machine;  Queen,  Quitaque, 

Tex.,  popcorn  machine;  Carl  Faith,  Robert  Lee, 

Tex.,  popcorn  machine,  and  J.  R.  Sullivan,  Mid- 
lothian, Tex.,  popcorn  machine. 

Close  Carter  in  Reed 

Reed,  Okla. — George  W.  Mayfield  and 
Louis  Venable  have  closed  the  Carter 

Theatre  here.  They  are  looking  around  for 
a   new  location. 
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Wometco  Managers  Ten  Days  of  Above  Par  Takes 

Take  "Time"  Tests  Enjoyed  by  Houses  in  Dallas 
Miami — Coincident  with  its  signing  of 

another  contract  for  the  “March  of  Time” 

releases,  Wometco  theatres  are  question- 

ing all  of  their  houses  on  the  “Current 
Affairs  Test,”  which  is  being  used  for 

school  contacts  in  place  of  last  year’s 

“Photo  Reporter.” 
Walter  Klements,  Wometco  booker,  re- 

quests all  theatre  managers  to  have  all 

of  their  employes  take  the  test  following 

the  showing  of  No.  1   of  the  new  series 

of  “March  of  Time,”  and  to  continue  to 

stage  such  tests  with  each  month's  re- 
lease. Results  of  the  tests  are  to  be  sent 

in  to  Klements’  office  to  be  compiled  for 
us  in  contacting  school  principals  and 
teachers. 

These  tests  offer  a   solution  to  the  prob- 
lem of  bringing  back  into  the  theatres 

much  of  the  junior  patronage  lost  when 

school  reopened,  Klements  believes. 

Their  own  “tests”  will  come  in  the 

children’s  admissions  on  days  when  the 

“March  of  Time”  is  playing,  Klements 
concludes. 

Wometco  secured  a   sufficient  number 

of  advance  tests,  so  that  every  employe  in 

the  circuit  can  answer  the  initial  ques- 

tions, which  are  presented — like  the  movie 

quiz — as  four  possible  answers  to  each  of 
24  questions. 

A   T   1IL  ANT  A 
pRANK  BRYAN,  owner  of  the  Clay  The- atre at  Green  Cove  Springs,  Fla.,  and 

his  brother,  Bob,  were  Row  visitors  this 

week.  They  are  sons  of  the  former  UA 
branch  manager  here. 

John  Jenkins,  district  manager,  Million 

Dollar  Productions,  has  returned  from  a 

3,000 -mile  tour  of  the  southern  territory. 
He  said  exhibitors  welcomed  him  with  a 

nice  reception  toward  “Gang  Smashers.” 

Jack  Lamont,  Grand  National  division 

manager,  recently  completed  a   5,000-mile 
trip  in  the  southern  territory,  closing 
three  circuit  deals  and  deals  in  several 

key  cities.  “Exhibitor  reaction  to  Grand 
National  this  year  was  more  favorable 

than  ever,”  he  said,  “and  with  such  en- 
couragement we  expect  to  deliver  the 

goods.” 
Ray  Whitley,  RKO  cowboy  star,  ivas  a 

recent  visitor  to  the  Atlanta  exchange. 

Name  Contest 

Monticello,  Miss.  —   Z.  A.  Foshee  jr., 

manager  of  the  new  theatre  here,  an- 
nounced the  name  of  the  house  will  be 

chosen  by  votes  of  patrons. 

Dallas — The  trade  here  has  experienced 

above  par  business  the  past  10  days,  the 

spurt  starting  Armistice  Day  and  lasting 

through  the  following  week.  Thousands 

downtown  for  the  parade  wound  up  the 

afternoon  in  theatres. 

Pictures  enjoying  healthy  attendance 

were  “Men  With  Wings,”  “Three  Loves  Has 

Nancy,”  “Youth  Takes  a   Fling,”  “Suez,” 
“Mysterious  Mr.  Moto”  and  “Rhythm  of 

the  Range.”  All  theatres  showed  a   profit 
during  the  period. 

The  Roller  Derby  at  Fair  Park,  at- 
tracting thousands  nightly,  and  in  which 

Interstate  is  reportedly  interested,  did  not 

seem  to  have  any  noticeable  effect  on 
downtown  show  business. 

A   Projection  Booth  Fire 
Loss  at  McGehee  $1,500 

McGehee,  Ark.— Fire  in  the  projection 
room  of  the  New  Theatre  here  Saturday 

night  caused  damage  estimated  at  $1,500. 

Loss  in  the  projection  room  is  estimated 

at  $1,200  while  smoke  and  water  damage 

to  the  auditorium  is  about  $200.  Two  films 

valued  at  about  $200  were  also  destroyed. 

Mrs.  B.  Baradel  is  owner  of  the  New. 

"Waltz"  Prize  Winners 
Are  Named  in  Atlanta 

Atlanta — The  local  “Great  Waltz”  con- 
test was  held  here  recently  before  a 

large  crowd  in  the  Henry  Grady  Hotel, 

with  Mr.  and  Mrs.  H.  H.  Thompson  of 

Atlanta,  winning  first  prize  of  $25  and  a 

chance  to  compete  in  the  state  finals, 
December  1. 

Second  prize,  $15,  was  won  by  Doris 

Jean  Golden  and  Reynolds  Clark. 

Mrs.  E.  D.  Rivers,  wife  of  the  governor, 

and  her  son,  E.  D.  Rivers  jr.,  led  the 

grand  march.  Numerous  prominent  citi- 

zens were  in  the  grand  march.  Emil  Vel- 

asco and  his  orchestra  played  waltz  num- 
bers exclusively. 

Springfield.  Ga Theatre 

Opened  by  Shearhouse 
Springfield,  Ga.  —   Talmadge  Shear- 

house’s  New  Theatre  has  opened,  and  he 
reports  good  business.  Personnel  includes 

Margrette  Hinley,  cashier;  Ruth  Ingram, 

assistant  cashier,  and  Paul  Dutton  and 

T.  E.  Addy,  machine  operators. 

Charlotte  Visitors 
Charlotte — Seen  on  the  Row:  Maurice 

Le  Gendre  and  S.  D.  Trincher  of  Summer- 

ville, S.  C.;  P.  J.  Caudell  of  the  Capitol 

at  Fairmont  and  C.  H.  Caudell  of  Wal- 

lace, Dave  Cook,  of  Kings  Mountain  and 
G.  L.  Faw  of  Biscoe. 

SPEAKING  OF  HIGH  INTENSITY 

\\^  UighftlnlmsLty 

Simplified  High  Intensity 
at  Near  Low  Intensity  Cost! 

Theatre  owners  who  have  Brenkeri  ENARC  in  their  pro- 
jection rooms,  gratefully  state  that  this  lamp  is  in  a   class 

by  itself  for  clear  intense  white  light,  simplicity  of  opera- 
tion, and  dependability. 

WIL-KIH 
150  Walton  St.,  ATLANTA 

Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church.  CHARLOTTE 
Phone  8620 

“ Everything  for  the  Theatre  Except  Film” 
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g   L.  OAKLEY,  district  manager  for  East 
Texas  Theatres  with  headquarters  in 

Nacogdoches,  has  been  moved  back  to  the 

circuit’s  local  offices  in  charge  of  pur- 
chasing. Oakley  is  succeeded  in  Nacog- 

doches by  Donn  Abshier,  who  has  his  of- 
fice above  the  Texan  Theatre.  Abshier, 

former  manager  of  the  Texan,  is  replaced 

by  S.  E.  Tanner,  transferred  from  Gregg- 
ton. 

News  frovi  Houstoyi  reached  here  this 
week  of  the  death  of  Mrs.  Will  Horwitz, 
who  ivas  buried  there  over  the  weekend  .   .   . 

John  Stewart  of  Kaufman,  and  his 
brother,  M.  S.  Stewart  of  DeLeon,  leave 
early  next  week  on  their  annual  Thanks- 

giving visit  to  their  mother  in  their  native 
Hattiesburg ,   Term. 

John  E.  Lilly  of  Sulphur  Springs,  who 

hasn’t  been  to  Filmrow  much  since  1930, 
was  conspicuous  this  week  filling  in  book- 

ing sheets  for  his  Sulphur  Springs  the- 

atres. He  hasn’t  changed  a   bit  in  ten  years. 
He’s  still  his  distinguished  self. 

The  reason  John  Lilly  came  to  town,  we 
learn,  is  that  his  brother,  Jack  of  Green- 

ville, who  looks  after  several  theatre  book- 
ings, had  gone  on  a   deer  hunt,  red  cap 

and  all.  Jack  did  the  same  thing  last  year, 
getting  the  limit. 

Col.  H.  A.  Cole  left  Tuesday  for  Wash- 
ington and  New  York.  In  New  York  he 

will  continue  negotiating  with  the  dis- 

continued on  next  page) 

KNOW 
What's  New  in  Theatre 

Modernization 

SEE:  An  economical 
FRONT  CURTAIN 

Installed 

SEE:  A   modernistic 
TICKET  BOOTH 

SEE:  A   demonstration 
of  the  sensational 

CONTI-GLO  PAINTS 
and  Mercury  Vapor  Lights 

Glad  to  Show  You  and  Explain 

1914  MAIN  ST. 
2   Blocks  off  Film  Row 

DALLAS 

Plans  FREE  on  Remodeling  Jobs 

Oklahoma  City — One  of  the  outstand- 

ing exhibits  of  the  MPTOA  convention 

here,  this  Kroehler  Mfg.  Co.  display  fea- 

tured a   theatre  chair  of  revolutionary  de- 
sign. Built  to  retract  the  seat  at  a   slight 

thrust  of  the  feet,  the  chair  permits  pas- 

sage between  the  rows  without  the  neces- 

sity of  patrons  arising.  “No  more  stand- 

ing up.”  “No  more  stepped-on  toes.”  Thus 
the  display  proclaimed  the  wares. 

Trade's  Favorite  Eating 
Place  in  Dallas  May  Move 

Dallas — Since  1921,  when  the  first  film 

exchange  building  went  up  on  Harwood 
St.,  the  corner  at  Jackson  has  been  the 
favorite  eating  and  refreshment  emporium, 

not  only  for  employes  on  the  market,  but 

for  practically  every  exhibitor  when  they 
visited  here. 

Now,  17  years  later,  that  corner  may  go 
under  lease  to  another  line  of  business 

more  directly  connected  with  the  trade. 
The  deal  is  considered  set,  it  is  said,  but 
names  are  withheld  pending  closing  of  the 
deal. 

In  event  of  this  change,  the  restaurant 
will  move  to  a   nearby  location. 

Radio  Audition 
Plano,  Tex. — The  Palace  here  staged  a 

“radio  audition”  on  its  stage  recently  with 
full  recording  equipment  for  voice  and 
musical  talent.  Prizes  were  awarded  and 

records  given  to  the  winners.  The  results 

were  submitted  to  the  Dallas  Entertain- 
ment Guild,  of  which  Hyman  Charninsky, 

former  theatre  musician,  is  a   member  and 

judge. 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  harwood  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas,  Texas 

OKILA.  CITY 
JjjXCEPT  for  a   few  of  the  boys  and  girls in  town  to  do  some  buying  this  town 

is  at  present  a   very  dead  town  as  far 
as  the  film  business  is  concerned,  but 

you  couldn’t  tell  the  exchange  managers 
that  for  there  are  some  very  important 

and  very  hectic  rows  going  on  over  con- 
tracts for  the  forthcoming  season.  Not 

all  of  the  circuits  in  this  area  have  fin- 
ished signing  yet  and  a   good  deal  of 

bickering  is  going  on  about  contracts, 
particularly  on  the  number  of  percentage 
pictures  which  is  the  present  bone  of 
contention.  The  result  is  that  some  of 

the  independents  in  competition  with  cir- 
cuits are  getting  contract  breaks. 

Pete  Crown  still  in  town  and  host  to 

T.  B.  Noble  on  one  of  those  extra  special 

dinners  just  to  show  him  something  dif- 
ferent; Noble  admits  it  was  .   .   .   Bob 

Pfotenhauer  taking  good  care  of  a   cold 
between  thoughts  about  his  wardrobe  and 
the  women  in  his  life  .   .   .   W.  B.  Shuttee 

a   very  happy  man-about-town  with  many 
of  Standards  troubles  and  worries  now  off 
his  back  .   .   .   Morris  Loewenstein  tying 

up  the  loose  ends  from  the  MPTOA  con- 
vention .   .   .   Buddy  Moran  looking  forward 

to  the  Christmas  showings  of  model  rail- 
road equipment  .   .   .   Claude  Fulgum  con- 

tented in  reflection  about  his  new  house 
in  Nichols  Hills  .   .   .   Ben  Hill,  United 

Artists  man  of  much  . publicity  and  pro- 
motion  in  the  village  to  work  on  a   hand- 

ful of  UA  pictures  including  "Algiers,” 
"Drums,”  “Young  in  Heart”  and  others 

.   .   .   Coming  up  from  Houston  the  square- 
jawed  Ben  got  into  an  argument  with  a 
cow  on  the  highway  and  ended  up  by 

using  his  vehicle  as  a   plow  in  a   farmer’s 
cornfield  .   .   .   State  Theatre  held  a   spe- 

cial screening  for  “Blondie”  (Col)  last 
Saturday  night  for  the  high  school  young- sters. 

It’s  a   record  for  the  town  at  the  State 

Theatre  with  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You”  (Col)  held  over  for  a   fourth  week; 
a   new  consecutive  week  record  for  the 

house  and  for  the  town.  Grosses  follow- 
ing completion  of  the  third  week  have 

remained  well  over  the  100  per  cent  aver- 
age every  week  ...  A   jury  in  the  court 

of  Ben  Arnold,  district  judge,  decided 
that  Morris  Loewenstein,  owner  of  the 

Majestic,  was  not  responsible  if  Mrs. 
Ella  Martin  tripped  and  fell  down  the 
theatre  steps  on  May  9,  1937.  She  had 
sued  for  $10,000  damages,  charging  that 
lighting  in  the  balcony  was  defective. 

James  Shears  says  the  modern  screen 

can’t  touch  the  razzle,  dazzle  days  of 
1898  in  the  film  business.  He  was  the 

first  man  in  America  to  roadshow  pic- 
tures, he  states,  and  is  now  writing  his 

biography.  He  relates  how  he  carried  the 

films,  as  well  as  his  cast,  about  in  a   cov- 
ered wagon  for  one-night  stands  before 

amazed  audiences.  His  machines  were 

Edison  Biographoscopes  and  Kinetoscopes. 
In  1905  he  ended  his  show  career  and 

came  to  live  in  Norman,  Okla.,  where  he 

entered  the  park  concession  business. 

Four  University  of  Oklahoma  students 
(Continued  on  page  27) 
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tributors  committee  for  a   “better  break” 
for  independent  exhibitors.  The  purpose 
of  his  stop  in  Washington,  of  course,  is 
his  secret. 

O.  B.  Bridges,  former  Houston  exhibitor, 

and  his  wife,  were  Dallas  visitors  Wednes- 
day. He  said  he  expects  to  return  to  show 

business  soon. 

Three  qualified  exhibitors  who  sold  out 
their  theatres  during  the  year  are  casting 
about  for  new  locations.  They  are  Paul 
Scott,  Arthur  Keyes,  and  R.  P.  Condron. 

Earnest  Rockett  of  the  Pastime  at 

Itasca,  wasn’t  on  the  Row,  Wednesday, 
and  that’s  news. 

The  season  for  tent  shows  is  here,  with 
most  activity  right  now  in  northwest 
Texas. 

Veterans  called  last  week  the  quietest 
one  ever  on  Filmrow.  Very  few  of  the 
regulars  were  in  town  Monday.  Tuesday 

and  Wednesday  didn’t  record  at  all. 

Mart  Cole  Visits  Brother 

Rosenburg,  Tex. — Mart  Cole  of  the  Cole 

circle,  Eagle  Lake,  visited  his  brother, 
Clarke,  who  has  fully  recovered  from  a 
serious  illness. 

Fredericksburg — Voting  in  favor  of  his 

patrons  and  deciding  to  eliminate  eye- 
strain,  headaches  and  a   number  of  other 
complaints,  Walter  Knoche  installed  new 

projection  lamps  at  the  Palace  and  every- 
body is  happy. 

Jayton — After  several  weeks  in  remod-. 

eling,  the  Kent  Theatre  has  reopened  un- 
der management  of  Joe  Earnest,  former 

gin  manager.  Attendance  for  the  first 
three  attractions  shown  was  reported  good. 
It  is  well  understood  in  Jayton  that  a 

good  picture  show  is  a   proven  asset  to  any 
growing  town. 

Kilgore — W.  L.  Gelling  of  Jacksonville 

has  been  promoted  to  district  manager  of 
the  northern  Texas  territory  for  East 
Texas  Theatres,  Inc.,  and  will  make  his 
headquarters  here.  He  has  been  manager 
for  the  circuit  over  three  years. 

Littlefield — W.  J.  Chesher  is  remodel- 

ing the  Ritz  inside  and  out,  the  work 
following  soon  after  installation  of  his  third 
theatre  with  the  Palace  heading  the  list 
for  the  Chesher  interests. 

Lubbock — At  the  Broadway  patrons  are 

now  enjoying  a   new  sound  and  projection 
system  which  has  just  been  installed  by 

Manager  Andy  Mauldin.  This  theatre  lacks 
little  now,  if  anything,  in  projection  and 
sound  modern  equipment. 

Nixon — The  Nixon  Theatre  has  reduced 

admissions  to  five  and  15  cents. 

Uvalde — With  the  Strand  and  Ritz  sold 

to  the  Griffith  circuit  interests,  Kenneth 

Taylor,  who  has  been  local  manager  the 

past  several  years,  will  be  transferred  to 

Lubbock,  where  on  December  1   he  will  be- 
come assistant  manager  for  the  Griffith 

theatres  there.  Foster  Lyman  has  arrived 
to  manage  the  Uvalde  theatres  under  lease 
to  Jack  Pickens  Theatres. 

Weatherford — Lobbies  of  the  Palace  and 

Princess  have  been  redecorated  under  or- 
ders from  Willard  Sadler,  manager. 

Texas  Finals  in  "Waltz" Contest  Held  in  Dallas 

Dallas — Finals  in  the  “Great  Waltz” 
dance  contest  in  Texas  were  held  this  week 

on  the  stage  of  the  Palace  Theatre.  Zone 
finals  will  be  held  November  25  at  the 

Palace,  with  winners  going  to  New  York  to 
try  for  the  national  dancing  crown  and  a 

three-month  acting  contract  with  M-G-M. 
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m   in  a   mi  M 
gTAFF  members  of  all  of  the  Wometco 

houses  have  started  planning  and  re- 
hearsing the  stunts  and  skits  to  be  pre- 

sented in  competition  for  the  Credit 

Union  placque  at  that  organization’s  an- 
nual show,  business  meeting  and  buffet 

supper.  The  Mayfair  now  has  possession 

of  this  placque,  but  will  have  to  beat  the 
field  to  retain  it  as  all  the  other  houses 

are  starting  their  plotting  extra  early  this 

year. 

Ted  Schlosser,  formerly  assistant  at  the 

Biscayne  Plaza,  comes  over  to  the  Capi- 

tol to  he  Jack  Fink’s  assistant,  while  Wal- 
ter Oakerson  gets  promoted  from  chief 

usher  to  assistant  at  the  Plaza  and 

George  McLaughlin  goes  from  the  Biltmore 

to  be  assistant  to  E.  J.  McKinney  at  the 

Grove  as  a   result  of  the  moveups  accom- 

panying Wometco’s  acquisition  of  the 
Strand.  These  promotions  come  as  birth- 

day presents  for  both  Schlosser  &nd  Mc- 
Donald, and  also  for  Floyd  Stubbefield, 

new  manager  of  the  Strand. 

Most  recent  Paramount  promotion  is 
the  advancement  of  Paul  Lee  from  the 

door  of  the  Olympia  to  be  head  usher  of 
the  new  Paramount  .   .   .   The  annual  Blind 

Bogey  golf  tournament  was  run  off,  ac- 
cording to  schedule,  last  Wednesday,  but 

the  winner  is  still  to  be  decided.  The 

bogey  drawing  hasn’t  been  held  yet. 

No  little  profitable  attention  was  at- 
tracted by  a   stunt  used  by  Al  Weiss  to 

promote  “Stablemates.”  He  had  a   huge 
wheel,  marked  with  the  names  of  25  popu- 

lar race  horses,  set  up  in  the  Olympic 
lobby  for  passersby  to  spin.  When  the 

pointer  stopped  on  “ Lady  Q,”  the  “Sta- 
blemates” filly,  the  spinner  was  awarded 

an  admission. 

Finding  interest  in  the  school  for  as- 
sistant managers,  inaugurated  at  Wometco 

headquarters  this  summer,  continuing  un- 
abated, it  has  been  decided  to  continue 

these  weekly  sessions  on  a   new  schedule 

now  being  prepared  by  Sidney  Meyer.  At- 
tendance at  these  classes  is  not  restricted 

to  assistant  managers. 

Speaking  of  birthdays.  Jack  Fink  cele- 
brated his  by  going  to  a   football  game 

while  Hal  Kopplin  lit  his  candles  mid  came 
back  from  his  vacation  all  in  the  same 

breath  ...  A   revival  of  Muni’s  “Life  of 
Emile  Zola”  was  good  boxoffice  this  week 
at  the  new  Parkway,  Aaron  Courshon’s 
new  neighborhood  house  down  southwest 
on  Coral  Way. 

Beverly  hills  hotel and  Bungaloivs 
A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 

Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 
by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

Thinks  Holdup  Joke, 
Refuses  Bandit 

San  Antonio — A   lone  bandit  walked 

up  to  the  Texas  Theatre  ticket  window, 

and  demanded  of  Ruth  Gallagher, 

cashier,  the  day's  receipts.  Thinking  it 

was  "only  a   joke,"  the  cashier  re- 
fused to  hand  over  any  money. 

Miss  Gallagher  later  told  police  that 

theatre  employes  were  talking  earlier 

in  the  day  of  a   previous  robbery  of  the 

boxoffice  and  that  she  at  first  thought 

the  man  was  only  "kidding"  her.  Two 
men  passing  frightened  the  bandit 

and  he  fled.  The  culprit  was  described 

as  being  around  30  years  old,  six  feet 

tall  and  weighing  about  165  pounds. 

Likes  His  Sound 
Brownwood,  Tex. — L.  D.  Brown,  who 

operates  the  Queen  and  Gem  in  associa- 
tion with  Texas  Consolidated  Theatres, 

claims  his  new  sound  equipment  is  the  best 
sound  in  west  Texas.  Personnel  of  the 

Queen  and  Gem  follows:  The  Queen — 
H.  Clay  Bradshaw,  assistant  manager;  W. 

A.  Pierce,  chief  projectionist;  Blake  Mc- 
Lean, assistant;  Bertie  Lee  Petty,  cashier; 

the  Gem  crew — Bradshaw,  assistant  to 

Brown  as  manager;  E.  M.  Boone  and  Ken- 
neth Hill,  projectionists,  and  Kathryn 

Lathem,  cashier. 

Add  to  Crescent  Chain 
Paris,  Tenn. — Crescent  Amusement  Co., 

Nashville,  has  purchased  the  Capital  The- 
atre Bldg,  and  plans  are  being  drawn  for 

remodeling  it  into  a   motion  picture  house. 
The  Capital  was  erected  and  operated  by 
the  late  T.  B.  Walker.  The  purchase  price 
is  said  to  have  been  $31,000. 

Takes  Ahoskie  House 

Ahoskie,  N.  C. — Ownership  and  man- 
agement of  the  Jackson  Theatre  has 

changed  hands.  R.  C.  Whitehurst,  of  here, 
took  charge  after  purchasing  the  interest 
from  former  owners,  operators  of  the 

Howell-Davis  chain.  Glen  Davis  of  Aho- 

skie, was  formerly  co-owner  and  booking 
agent  for  the  house. 

I.  B.  Jones  Into  Other  Field 
Charlotte — J.  B.  Jones,  for  three  years 

manager  of  the  Carolina  Theatre  in  Lum- 
berton,  has  accepted  a   post  with  the 
American  Credit  Co.,  of  Mullins,  S.  C. 
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^•HE  Country  Show  Theatre,  with  a   seat- 
ing capacity  of  275,  opened  in  Maben, 

Miss.,  in  October.  The  theatre  is  managed 
by  R.  H.  Collins  .   .   .   The  Royal  Theatre 
at  Picayune,  Miss.,  has  been  taken  over 

by  the  Dixie,  Inc.,  but  retains  A.  L.  Royal 
as  its  manager  .   .   .   The  Ritz  at  Picayune, 
Miss.,  with  a   seating  capacity  of  400, 

operated  by  W.  L.  Mosey  and  F.  E.  Stock- 
still, which  closed  October  15,  has  reopened. 

The  Fox  at  Vivian,  La.,  operated  by 

B.  F.  Minshew,  and  the  Scout  at  Min- 
den,  La.,  operated  by  R.  Williams,  have 

reopened  .   .   .   William  Powell  has  a   typi- 
cal double  in  New  Orleans  in  George 

Strickland.  He  is  the  new  manager  of  a 
local  clothing  store. 

A   short  on  the  screen  at  Loew’s  State 
recently,  "Unclaimed  Millions,”  gave  Flo 
Field,  a   writer,  a   sudden  inspiration.  She 
called  a   friend  in  the  banking  business 
and  explained  to  him  that  many  years 

ago  she  had  placed  some  money  in  a   bank 
for  her  son,  Sidney  Field.  The  banker 
checked  Gulf  Coast  banks  and  learned  that 

Flo  had  placed  $10  in  a   Biloxi,  Miss.,  bank. 
The  interest  had  increased  the  original 
$10  to  $18. 

Winners  in  the  first  elimination  in 
M-G-M’s  national  “ Great  Waltz”  contest, 

which  has  already  been  at  the  Loew’s  State 
here  cmd  gone,  were  Virginia  Catalano, 

Cliff  Norton,  Helen  Graff,  Hugh  C.  Chal- 
mers, Mary  Venzien  and  Marion  Clement. 

The  contest  was  held  in  the  Blue  Room 

of  the  Roosevelt  Hotel. 

Jack  M.  Warner,  son  of  the  Warner 

Bros,  motion  picture  magnate,  accom- 
panied by  his  companion,  Al  Gordon, 

stopped  here  last  week  en  route  to  Hol- 
lywood after  a   six-month  automobile  tour 

of  Scandinavia  and  northern  Europe.  "We 
didn’t  see  much  of  the  war  scare,  al- 

though an  American  consul  in  Denmark 

advised  us  to  go  home,”  Warner  said. 
"We  didn’t  take  the  advice,  but  con- 

tinued our  tour  until  we  got  a   cable  from 

my  father  telling  us  to  come  home.” 

Broadcasting  station  WDSU  November  9 
joined  the  other  two  major  stations  here 

in  agreeing  to  employ  only  union  mu- 
sicians, when  a   contract  ivas  signed  by 

Jack  Uhalt,  of  the  station  and  Joachim 

Pipitone,  president  of  the  musicians’  union, 
Local  No.  174,  of  the  AFL.  The  contract 
stipulates  that  musicinas  must  receive  at 
least  $25  weekly,  with  $40  minimum  for 
pianists,  for  a   work  week  of  nine  hours, 
one  and  a   half  hours  of  which  must  be 

put  in  daily  within  an  eight-hour  period. 
No  Sunday  work  will  be  done  by  the  union 

m.usicians.  The  contract  which  runs  un- 
til Jan.  16,  1940,  was  to  have  become 

effective  Monday,  Nov.  14,  1938. 

Improves  Bowdon  Palace 
Bowdon,  Ga. — A   new  front  and  new 

boxoffice  are  among  remodeling  improve- 
ments to  the  Palace  Theatre.  Lynn  Lov- 

vorn  is  manager. 
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T   F.  NORMAN,  president  of  the  Arkansas 

■*  ITO,  en  route  home  from  the  MPTOA 
convention  at  Oklahoma  City  last  week, 

suffered  from  ptomaine  poisoning  and  was 

brought  to  Little  Rock  in  an  ambulance 

from  Sallisaw,  Okla.  He  is  almost  re- 
covered now. 

Little  Rock  Filmrow  visitors:  M.  J.  Has- 

ty, New  Theatre,  Dar danelle ;   K.  H.  Kin- 
ney, Hays  Theatre,  Hardy;  G.  W.  Barber 

jr„  McCrory  Theatre,  McCrory;  H.  J. 

Pitman,  Paradise  Theatre,  Cotter;  J- 

Jackson  Rhodes,  Crittenden  Theatre,  West 

Memphis;  T.  C.  Killebrew,  Rialto,  Siloam 

Springs. 

Among  those  who  attended  the  MPTOA 

meet  in  Oklahoma  City  were:  M.  J.  Pru- 

niski,  and  daughter  Betty,  North  Little 

Rock;  J.  F.  Norman,  Little  Rock;  Miss 

Amy  Jones,  Malco,  North  Little  Rock;  G. 

Carey,  Paris;  Orris  Collins,  Paragould; 

Cecil  Cupp,  Arkadelphia;  M.  A.  Lightman 

jr.,  Hope. 

Franklin  O' Baugh,  four  feet  and  one  inch 

tall,  of  Arkadelphia,  left  Tuesday  for  Hol- 
lywood where  he  will  join  a   midget  troupe 

with  which  he  traveled  last  summer  and 

which  Metro  has  signed  for  five  weeks. 

Gene  Austin,  radio  and  screen  star, 

made  a   personal  appearance  at  the  Rialto, 

North  Little  Rock,  this  week.  With  Austin 

are  Joan  Brooks  and  two  well  known 

comedians,  “Candy”  and  “Coco.” 

W.  L.  Landers,  owner  and  operator  of 

the  Landers  Theatre,  Batesville,  was  strick- 

en with  a   stomach  hemorrhage  while  play- 
ing golf  last  Tuesday.  He  was  taken  to  a 

Little  Rock  hospital  where  hospital  at- 
tendants said  the  latter  part  of  the  week 

that  he  was  resting  comfortably. 

One  hundred  and  forty  youths  from  the 

Arkansas  Boys  Industrial  School,  Pine 

Bluff,  were  guests  of  the  management  of 

the  Saenger  Theatre  in  that  city  Wednes- 
diy  afternoon  at  a   special  showing  of 

“Boys  Town.”  Each  boy  received  a   sack 
of  popcorn  from  Paul  Jones,  manager  of 
the  theatre. 

Tampa  House  Renamed 
Tampa,  Fla. — The  Franklin  Theatre  has 

been  named  the  Florida,  Howard  Jaudon, 

manager,  announced.  The  change  in  name 

was  to  give  the  Sparks  organization  an- 
other Florida,  which  operates  a   Florida  in 

nearly  every  city  in  which  it  does  busi- 
ness. 

Open  at  Columbia 
Columbia,  Tenn. — The  New  Lyric  The- 

atre, with  remodeling  and  the  installa- 
tion of  new  sound  equipment  completed, 

opened  November  17.  J.  B.  Barr  is  house 

manager,  under  A1  E.  Shortley,  city  man- 
ager for  Crescent  Amusement  Co. 

Hale  to  "Stand  Up,  Fight" 
Hollywood — Jonathan  Hale  has  joined 

Robert  Taylor,  Wallace  Beery  and  Flor- 

ence Rice  in  the  cast  of  M-G-M’s  “Stand 

Up  and  Fight.” 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

(Continued  from  page  24) 

stood  on  the  rostrum  of  the  Baptist 

church  here  and  apologized  for  staggering 

into  the  Oklahoma  Women’s  Christian 
Temperance  Union  convention  and  wav- 

ing a   whiskey  bottle  as  a   publicity  stunt. 

The  students  were  hustled  off  to  jail  when 

the  stunt  backfired.  They  said  they 

thought  it  would  be  good  advertising  for 

a   student  play,  “The  Drunkard”  being 
put  on  in  the  Warner  theatre  on  a   per- 

centage deal  with  Standard  Theatres. 

Now,  both  of  you  readers,  guess  who  put 

that  idea  into  the  heads  of  the  students? 

Merle  and  his  Barnyard  Boys,  hillbilly 

band  that  has  been  piling  up  the  mail 

as  a   result  of  their  radio  programs  over 

the  Oklahoma  network  through  KTOK 

here,  have  been  signed  for  13  weeks  by 

Standard  Theatres  to  produce  a   show 

weekly  for  the  Warner.  A   square  dance 

contest  will  be  held  on  the  night  Merle 

Salathiel  and  his  boys  do  their  stuff  .   .   . 

Also  Standard  has  knotted  a   deal  with 

the  University  of  Oklahoma  Players  to 

present  six  of  their  plays  on  the  stage 

of  the  same  theatre;  the  first  being  the 

aforementioned  “Drunkard.” 

Death  came  last  week  to  George  Bar- 
rett, 53,  veteran  Tulsa  stage  hand  and 

theatre  man  who  died  in  Tucson,  Ariz. 

Active  pallbearers  at  his  Tulsa  funeral 

were  Eddie  Grimes,  Joe  Campbell,  Mike 

Hauppman,  Abe  Carter,  Sam  Avey  and 

Cady  Thompson  while  the  honorary  pall- 
bearers were  Jay  Prothero,  Charlie  Parks, 

Martin  Moffett,  O.  B.  Fenton,  E.  J.  Quig- 

ley, F.  B.  Bunch,  G.  J.  Fox,  Rube  Gres- 
son,  P.  D.  Dane,  Charlie  Hathaway,  John 

B.  Campbell,  P.  C.  Bennett,  Wynn  Lang- 
ley and  Harry  Schwartz. 

Public-Owned  Theatre 

Salley,  S.  C.  —   This  little  town  really 

went  to  town  to  get  itself  a   motion  pic- 
ture theatre. 

A   few  months  ago,  it  cost  the  theatre- 
goers of  the  community  time  and  money 

for  gasoline  to  motor  to  larger  cities  to 

see  their  favorite  stars.  Of  course,  the 
situation  had  to  be  remedied. 

The  result  was  a   new  auditorium,  a 

WPA  project,  seating  663.  It  was  equip- 
ped with  a   large,  fireproof  projection  room, 

for  the  theatre  idea  had  moved  right  along 
with  the  building  plans. 

Tire  next  move  was  the  theatre  project. 

A   group  of  citizens,  led  by  H.  A.  Sawyer, 

chairman  of  the  school  board,  pooled  then- 
assets  and  installed  the  best  and  most 

modern  motion  picture  equipment  they 

could  buy.  Last  June  the  house  opened 
for  business. 

The  theatre  is  a   community  proposi- 
tion. No  one  is  paid  salaries.  The  school 

superintendent  acts  as  manager,  and  the 

two  ticket  cashiers,  operators,  and  the 
ushers  donate  their  time. 

Shoots  an  Ace 

San  Marcus,  Tex. — F.  W.  Zimmerman, 

local  theatreman,  golfing  on  the  Spring 

Lake  course  here  with  the  high  school 

principal,  shot  a   hole-in-one  the  other 
day.  He  was  using  a   No.  6   iron  on  the 
168-yard  par  3   hole. 

Remodel  in  Baldwin 
Baldwin,  Miss. — Claude  Gentry,  man- 

ager of  the  Lyric,  announces  the  theatre 

will  be  redecorated  and  new  seats  in- 
stalled soon. 
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fOMTIOIl  BUfifflU 
Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 
products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 

ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 
FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied  • 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 
MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   co: 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 
MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MTS  16  Motors,  constant  speed 
MT517  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 
MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT^29  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 

MT534'  Mirrors 
MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 
MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 

MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

MT554  Floodlight  lamps 
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Remarks:. 

MT555 

MT556 
MT557 

MT558 MT559 

MT560 

MT561 

MT562 
MT563 
MT564 

MTS  69 
MT570 

MT571 
MT572 

MT573 

MT574 
MT575 
MT576 

MT577 

MT578 
MT579 

MT580 

MTS  81 
MT582 

MT583 

MT584 
MT585 

MT586 
MT587 

MT588 
MT589 

MT591 
MT592 

MT593 

MT594 
MT595 
MT596 
MT597 

MTS98 
MTS99 

MT60.0 
MT601 

MT602 
MT603 

MT604 

MT60S 
MT606 

MT60  7 
MT608 
MT609 
MT610 

MT611 

MT612 
MT613 
MT614 
MT615 

MT616 
MT617 
MT618 
MT619 

MT620 
MT621 
MT622 
MT623 

MT624 
MT625 
MT626 
MT627 
MT628 

MT629 

MT630 
MT631 

MT63  2 MT633 

Spotlight  lamps 
Sign  lamps 

Dimmers 

Ultra  violet  lighting 

Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
Flashed  opal  glass 

Pot  metal  opal  glass 

Fuses,  indicator  type 

Fuses,  cartridge 

Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

Expansion  Bolts 

Chair  fastening  cement 

Chair  refinishing  materials 

Upholstering  materials 
Seat  patching  kits 

Seat  decking  materials 

Floor  surfacing  materials 

Carpet  cleaning  systems 
Floor  waxes 

Matting,  rubber 
Paint,  screen 

Paint,  plastic 

Paint,  aluminum 
Polish,  metal 

Polish,  furniture 

Fireproofing  compounds 
Fire  extinguishers 
Ladders,  safety 

Uniforms,  staff 

Screen  cleaning  tools 

Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
Projectors,  standard 

Projectors,  semi-portable 
Projector  pedestals 
Projector  parts 
Lamps,  suprex  type 

Lamps,  reflector  arc 
Lamps,  high  intensity 
Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
Arc  regulators 
Arc  controls 

Control  panels 

Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
Rectifiers,  tube  type 

Bulbs,  rectifier 
Rheostats,  projection 

Motor-generators 
Lenses,  projection 
Lenses,  condenser 
Current  changers 
Mirror  reflectors 

Carbons,  projector 
Carbon  savers 
Reels 
Reel  alarms 

Rewinders,  automatic 

Change-over  devices 
Slide,  projection 

Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
Take-ups,  film 

Film  safety  controls 

Fire  prevention  devices 
Fire  shutters,  porthole 
Film  scales 
Film  scrapers 

Film  splicers 
Film  cleaners 

Air  gun  (cleaner) 
Tool  kits 
Film  cabinets 

Film  cabinet  stands 

Effect  projectors 

Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 
sulphide 

Name.... 

Theatre 
SANITATION 

City. State 
MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 

MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT64S  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 

MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 

MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 
MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 
MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MT678  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glasses 

MT701  Insulation  materials 

MT702  Acoustical  materials 
MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 

MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 

MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 

MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 

MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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ONTARIO  TRADE  PREPARING  TO  FIGHT  MOVE 

TO  RESTORE  AMUSEMENT  LEVY  IN  PROVINCE 

Gov't  Plans  a   New  Source  of 
Revenue  Via  Exhibition  Levy 

Problem  Will  Probably  Be 

Live  Issue  at  Next 

Legislature 

Ottawa — The  federal  department  of  na- 
tional revenue  is  determined  to  add  a   new 

source  of  revenue  from  the  motion  pic- 

ture business  in  Canada  through  the  col- 
lection of  an  exhibition  tax  on  theatre 

performances  in  which  the  talent  or  en- 
tertainment value  of  a   film  will  be  the 

determining  basis.  Officials  of  the  Do- 
minion government  have  already  gone  into 

this  new  phase  of  assessment  which  would 

obviously  make  the  tax  situation  100  per 

cent  complete  insofar  as  the  film  industry 

is  concerned. 

The  department  has  estimated  boxoffice 

returns  in  Canada  represent  7   per  cent  of 

the  world  revenue  secured  by  a   feature 

picture  on  the  average  and  it  has  proposed 

to  impose  a   tax  on  this  portion  of  the 

so-called  value  of  all  films.  Against  this 

is  the  argument  by  the  industry  that 

Canada  is  a   two  per  cent  country  in  world 

film  trade  when  Europe,  the  Orient,  Africa, 

South  America  and  the  Antipodes  are  con- 
sidered as  well  as  the  United  States.  The 

total  annual  gross  receipts  of  the  1,025 

theatres  in  Canada  is  estimated  to  be 

approximately  $30,000,000  and  it  is  on  this 

amount  that  the  federal  government  hopes 

British  Film  Quota 

Suggestion  Is  Old 
Ottawa — Little  excitement  has  been 

aroused  in  Dominion  government  circles 

over  the  proposal  by  W.  L.  Straith,  mem- 
ber of  the  British  Columbia  legislature  for 

Victoria,  to  create  a   British  film  quota  in 

Canada  presumably  to  encourage  domestic 

production  of  feature  pictures. 

The  last  occasion  on  which  a   quota  re- 
quirement was  proposed  for  the  Dominion 

was  in  1932  at  the  Imperial  Economic 

Conference  held  in  Ottawa  with  delegates 

in  attendance  from  all  parts  of  the  Em- 
pire. One  of  the  resolutions  provided  for 

a   quota  for  the  whole  Empire  but  a   num- 
ber of  the  Dominions,  including  Canada, 

did  not  look  with  favor  on  the  sugges- 
tion. When  the  motion  came  before  the 

conference  it  was  shelved,  without  vote, 

after  several  delegates  had  declared  the 

time  was  not  ripe  for  an  Empire  regula- 
tion. 

There  has  been  a   film  studio  at  Victoria, 

to  impose  an  “exhibition  tax.” 
The  industry  in  the  Dominion  is  al- 

ready heavily  assessed  by  the  Ottawa  gov- 

ernment with  the  duty  on  all  film  im- 
ports, coupled  with  an  8   per  cent  sales 

tax,  a   3   per  cent  excise  tax,  corporation 

profits  tax,  a   2   per  cent  remittance  tax 

on  cash  proceeds  sent  out  of  the  country 

by  film  distributors,  to  producers  and  a 

range  of  duties  and  taxes  on  accessories. 

This  does  not  take  into  consideration  the 

numerous  other  levies  imposed  by  Pro- 
vincial and  municipal  governments,  such 

as  real  estate  taxes,  licenses,  censorship 

fees,  corporation  taxes,  income  taxes  and 

amusement  tax,  some  of  which  are  prac- 

tically duplicated  by  the  respective  gov- 
ernments. 

Some  relief  from  customs  and  excise 

charges  are  expected  under  the  new  trade 

agreement  to  be  signed  by  the  United 

States  and  Canada  at  an  early  date  but 

there  is  a   fear  that  the  mooted  exhibition 

tax  by  the  Dominion  government  may  tend 

to  offset  any  advantage  to  be  gained  by 

reduced  tariff  under  the  new  pact  on  film 

imports  from  the  States  and  a   battle  over 

the  issue  is,  apparently  in  the  offing. 

B.  C.,  which  has  produced  a   number  of 

feature  pictures  to  qualify  under  the  quota 

in  the  United  Kingdom  but  it  is  pointed 

out  not  one  of  these  features  has  en- 

joyed general  theatrical  release  in  Canada. 

The  question,  therefore,  has  been  raised 

as,  to  the  desirability  of  any  quota  law  in 

the  Dominion  to  assist  a   studio  project 

whose  pictures  have  not  been  marketed 

within  the  confines  of  the  country. 

Alberta  Blizzard  Cuts 

Armistice  Day  Grosses 
Calgary — A   blizzard  raging  throughout 

Alberta  on  November  10  tied  up  road  traf- 
fic, spoiled  owl  previews  at  theatres  here 

and  cut  down  attendance  on  Armistice Day. 

Winter  now  has  settled  down  on  this 

western  Canadian  province  and  when  the 

folk  adjust  themselves  to  conditions,  social 

activities  will  be  in  full  swing  and  the- 
atres will  enter  their  best  season. 

Boxoffice  returns  for  the  fall  are  ahead 

of  the  past  three  years  with  indications 

all  bright  in  Alberta. 

Ottawa, — After  many  threats,  from  dif- 
ferent fronts  regarding  a   restoration  of 

the  amusement  tax  on  admission  tickets 

for  theatres  and  sport  events  in  Ontario, 

the  exhibitors  have  stirred  themselves,  to 

move  for  defensive  measures  against  the levy. 

It  is  expected  the  suggested  reintroduc- 
tion of  the  ticket  impost  will  become  a 

live  issue  with  the  opening  of  the  next 

session  of  the  legislature  when  parlia- 
mentarians will  speak  in  behalf  of  the 

municipalities  and  universities  for  the  re- 
vival of  the  tax  for  revenue  purposes. 

The  proposal  is  bound  to  come,  it  is  be- 
lieved, and,  in  the  meantime,  the  theatre 

men  and  sports  leaders  are  getting  ready 

for  the  battle. 

Arrangments  are  in  hand  for  the  holding 

of  a   meeting  of  the  Allied  Sports  and 

Amusement  Ass’n  of  which  Col.  Jrtin  A. 
Cooper  is  president  when  the  board  of 

directors,  representative  of  all  affected  in- 
terests, will  be  revised.  Branches  of  the 

association  in  Ottawa  and  other  cities  will 

also  be  brought  up  to  date.  The  chair- 
man of  the  Ottawa  Branch  is,  P.  J.  Nolan, 

former  mayor  of  the  city  and  owner  of 

three  local  theatres. 

In  1932,  the  association  secured  a   con- 
tinuation of  the  tax  exemption  on  all 

tickets  of  25  cents  and  under  and,  again 

in  1935,  the  organization  waged  a   cam- 
paign securing  important  concessions  over 

a   period  of  nine  months  and  finally  the 

total  abolition  of  the  impose.  All  signs  now 

point  to  a   revival  of  the  assessment  with 

the  major  portion  of  the  proceeds  to  be 

devoted  to  unemployment  relief.  Theatre 

managers  are  of  the  opinion  such  a   tax 

will  reduce  revenue  proportionately  be- 
cause the  public  will  not  be  inclined  to 

raise  its  personal  appropriation  for  amuse- 
ments to  the  extent  of  the  tax  which, 

before  its,  abolishment,  represented  10  per 

cent  of  the  face  value  of  admission  tickets,. 

There  is  also  the  “nuisance”  angle  in 

the  purchase  and  use  of  special  amuse- 

ment tax  tickets  by  sport  clubs  and  the- 

atres; the  keeping  of  tax  records  and  mak- 

ing out  of  frequent  reports  to  the  govern- 

ment and  the  inconvenience  of  odd-price 
amounts  for  admissions. 

Garson  to  London 

London — Greer  Garson,  young  M-G-M 
star  who  formerly  was  associated  with  the 

English  stage,  will  arrive  here  shortly  to 

play  the  feminine  lead  opposite  Robert 

Donat  in  “Goodbye,  Mr.  Chips.” 
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MARITfMES Favorable  Interim  Report  on 

Profits  by  F-P;  Credit  Drive 

Ottawa — According  to  an  interim  report 

issued  by  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp., 

the  business  of  the  company  for  the  calen- 
dar year  may  yet  prove  to  be  in  excess 

of  that  for  1937,  thanks  to  recent  improve- 
ment in  returns  at  the  boxoffice  during 

recent  weeks. 

The  statement  points  out  the  company 

has  “experienced  a   decline  in  attendance 
during  the  most  of  this  year,  attributed  to 

the  recession  in  business  generally.”  Im- 
provement has  been  shown  recently,  it  is 

declared,  and  if  the  rate  of  gain  continues 
to  the  end  of  December,  the  results  should 

be  better  than  last  year  when  the  cor- 
poration earned  $2.12  a   share  on  the  com- 

mon stock. 

Although  no  actual  reference  is  made  to 

the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  cam- 

paign, the  inference  is  that  the  industry’s 
drive  is  responsible  to  a   considerable  ex- 

tent for  the  improvement  in  returns  this 

fall.  In  other  words,  receipts  might  be 
below  those  of  the  corresponding  period 
of  1937  if  it  were  not  for  the  benefit  de- 

rived from  the  cooperative  campaign. 

Famous  Players  contributed  $16,600  to- 
ward the  campaign  fund  at  the  rate  of 

10  cents  per  seat  and,  of  course,  incurred 
further  expenditures  for  campaign  features 

such  as  special  advertising,  traveling  ex- 
penses, the  film  parade  in  Toronto,  and 

other  organization  details  but,  apparently, 
it  was  money  well  spent. 

Profits  of  F-P  May 

Exceed  Last  Year's 
Montreal — If  the  present  rate  of  im- 

provement continues  through  the  remain- 
der of  the  year,  the  Financial  Post  reports 

that  profits  of  Famous  Players  Canadian 
Corp.  will  be  slightly  better  than  last  year. 

In  line  with  most  companies,  Famous 
Players  experienced  a   comeback  from  de- 

pression levels  in  1937  continuing  into  the 
current  year.  A   decline  in  attendance  was 
felt  during  a   great  part  of  1938,  but  the 
tide  now  has  turned  and  the  company  is 
looking  for  a   better  year.  In  1937,  net 
profit  amounted  to  $865,731,  equivalent  in 
earnings  to  $2.12  on  common  shares. 

The  company,  by  far  the  largest  ex- 
hibitor of  films  in  the  Dominion,  was 

formed  in  1920.  At  the  end  of  1937,  the 
organization  leased,  owned  or  controlled 
149  theatres,  with  a   total  seating  capacity 
of  169,781.  In  addition,  a   50  per  cent  in- 

terest or  less  was  held  in  102  theatres,  with 
a   total  seating  capacity  of  79,788.  These 
figures  have  increased  during  the  current 
year. 

The  greatest  productive  areas  are  con- 
centrated in  Montreal  and  Toronto,  and 

while  the  downtown  theatres  are  the  cream 
of  the  business,  the  neighborhood  houses 

are  the  bread  and  butter  of  the  organiza- 
tion. 

The  exhibition  and  distribution  of  films 
are  the  important  branches  of  the  film 

industry  in  Canada.  Production  is  rela- 
tively unimportant,  being  confined  to  short 

subjects,  advertising  “trailers”  and  news 

events  for  inclusion  in  regular  news  fea- 
tures. 

Despite  an  improved  financial  showing 
by  the  company  in  1937,  earnings  have 

not  approached  pre-depression  levels.  In 
addition  to  expensive  innovations  found 
necessary  in  buildings,  it  is  pointed  out 
admission  prices  and  total  attendance 

figures  failed  to  reach  figures  common  be- 
fore 1932.  Admission  prices  have  de- 

creased 25  to  30  per  cent.  It  is  reported 
75  per  cent  of  the  theatres  in  Ontario 
charge  25  cents  or  less  as  admission. 

Taxes  have  proved  particularly  burden- 
some and  any  upward  revision  at  this 

time  would  present  serious  problems  to  the 

organization.  No  large  scale  improve- 
ments is  looked  for  in  the  immediate  fu- 

ture. 

On  June  1,  1935,  the  Ontario  govern- 
ment increased  the  amusement  tax  on  the- 

atre admissions.  The  tax  was  subsequent- 
ly reduced  and  eventually  eliminated,  but 

the  air  of  doubt  surrounding  the  issue  has 

not  yet  dissipated.  Recent  agitation  to 
restore  the  tax  recalls  the  experience  of 
operators  in  the  taxation  period,  when  the 
industry  claimed  attendance  figures  were 
reduced.  The  fact  complete  restoration  of 

prices  to  former  levels  was  not  made  is  ex- 
plained by  higher  costs  of  operations. 

In  1937,  Famous  Players  started  on  a 
large  modernization  plan,  which  has  been 
carried  through  to  the  present  time.  The 
organization  is  participating  in  a   vigorous 
campaign  in  conjunction  with  the  United 
States  industry  to  stimulate  theatre  going. 

In  the  United  States,  the  Roosevelt  ad- 
ministration is  attempting  to  segregate 

the  three  functions  of  producing,  dis- 
tributing and  displaying  by  anti-monopoly 

legislation.  As  Canada  hasn’t  any  com- 
parable organizations,  there  isn’t  likely  to 

be  any  repercussions  in  the  Dominion 
from  this  probe. 

United  Amusement  Dividend 

Montreal — United  Amusement  Corp., 

Ltd.,  announces  a   dividend  of  30  cents  a 

share,  plus  an  extra  15  cents,  for  the  six 
months  ended  October  31.  In  the  previous 

six-month  period  the  dividend  was  30  cents. 
This  had  been  a   reduction  from  45  cents 

paid  in  the  preceding  half-year. 

More  Chain  Deals 
Toronto — Charles  Bochner,  manager  of 

the  Canadian  Theatre  Chair  Co.,  reports 
that  the  firm  has  been  favored  during  the 

past  few  months  with  seating  deals  from 
the  following  theatres:  Royal,  Toronto; 
Community,  Hamilton:  Imperial,  Delhi, 
Ont.;  Regent,  Toronto;  Tivoli,  Thorold, 

Ont.;  Rouyn,  Rouyn,  Ont.;  Gregory,  Oak- 
ville, Ont.;  Hudson,  Toronto;  Cartier,  Tim- 
mins, Ont.;  Reviera,  Prescott,  Ont.,  and  a 

new  theatre  in  Louisville,  in  Quebec 
Province. 

Fleming  to  Meg  ”Oz" Hollywood — Victor  Fleming  will  direct 

M-G-M’s  “The  Wizard  of  Oz,”  whose  cast 
will  include  Judy  Garland. 

JJERB  WISENER,  star  hockey  player  with 
New  Glasgow,  N.  S.,  last  winter,  and 

his  father,  C.  H.  Wisener  of  the  Capitol, 

Pictou,  N.  S.,  are  going  in  for  a   hobby  a 

la  Bing  Crosby — horse  racing.  They’ve 
bought  a   horse,  and  may  be  seen  at  the 

trotting  park  every  morning  with  stop- 
watches in  hand. 

While  so?ne  parts  of  the  Canadian  West 
have  been  getting  snow  and  hail,  Maritimes 
have  been  basking  in  an  Indian  summer 

of  almost  unprecedented  warmth,  tending 

to  keep  people  out  in  the  country — swim- 
ming is  still  popular  at  Halifax — and  away 

from  the  shows.  Despite  the  fine  weather, 

however,  Armistice  Day  attendances  were 

reported  generally  good,  with  large  num- 
bers coming  in  from  the  country  districts 

to  spend  the  day  in  town,  see  the  cere- 
monies and  take  in  a   picture. 

A.  E.  Smith,  Regal  Films  branch  man- 
ager at  Saint  John,  returned  recently  from 

a   business  trip  to  Montreal  .   .   .   J.  Lieber- 
man,  Maritime  Film  Co.,  Saint  John,  and 

Mrs.  Lieberman  went  to  Halifax  for  a   holi- 

day weekend  visit. 

So  many  attended  the  farewell  party  for 
Miss  Grace  K.  Patterson,  resigning  from 

the  Empire-Universal  branch  in  Saint 
John,  that  it  became  a   fully  represented 

Filmrow  ball,  and  now  they’re  talking  of 
making  the  get-together  an  annual  affair 
.   .   .Miss  Vonna  Palmer,  formerly  of  Saint 

John,  who  has  been  in  charge  of  the  con- 

tract department  of  Empire-Universal’ s 
head  office  in  Toronto,  will  be  return- 

ing to  her  home  city  the  first  of  Decem- 

ber to  take  over  the  cashier’s  position  va- 
cated by  Miss  Patterson. 

Seen  on  Filmrow  in  Saint  John:  Harry 
Adkins  of  the  new  Kent  in  Richibucto, 

N.  B„  doing  some  booking  to  launch  his 
business  .   .   .   A.  J.  Mason  of  the  Capitol, 

Springfield,  N.  S.,  a   frequent  and  popular 
visitor  .   .   .   Eddie  Finnigan  of  the  Marina, 

St.  Andrews,  N.  B.,  on  his  way  to  Hali- 

fax .   .   .   Tom  O’Rourke  of  the  Gaiety, 
Minto,  N.  B„  attending  a   provincial  Boy 
Scout  conclave  and  meeting  friends  .   .   . 

Charles  E.  Staples  of  the  Queen,  St.  Steph- 

en, N.  B.  .   .   .   Carl  Nelson  of  the  Commun- 
ity, Parrsboro,  N.  S. 

No  definite  report  is  forthcoming  lately 

on  hoio  the  Saint  John  Filmrow  bowling 

team  is  making  out  in  its  league — just  a 
vague  idea.  Asked  about  it,  one  of  the  film 

bowlers  replied  glumly,  “It’s  best  not  even 

to  mention  it  to  us.” 

Larry  Grabum  of  the  Capitol,  Halifax, 
sends  word  to  UA  at  Saint  John  that  he 

is  really  going  to  town  on  exploitation  of 

UA’s  season  headliner,  Drums,”  which  op- 
ens at  his  theatre  December  2   for  a   week. 

It  reaches  the  Capitol  in  Saint  John  for  a 
Christmas  Week  run  on  December  26. 

Nova  Scotian  schools  are  showing  re- 
newed interest  in  the  possibilities  of  films 

as  educational  aids.  The  Braddock  school 

is  the  latest  to  acquire  sound  equipment, 

and  rural  areas  are  sending  representatives 

by  invitation  to  see  it  in  operation. 
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Educators  Ponder  -No  1939  Performing  Right  Fee 

Juvenile  Admission  Change  Suggested  for  Trade 

Montreal — Members  of  the  pedagogical 
committee  of  the  Catholic  school  commis- 

sion have  studied  the  question  of  admit- 

ting children  under  16  years  of  age  to  mo- 
tion pictures.  At  their  own  request  they 

witnessed  a   private  showing  of  “Boys 

Town”  in  the  screen  room  of  Regal  Films, 
arranged  by  Hon.  T.  J.  Coonan,  minister 

in  the  Quebec  cabinet.  They  are  expected 
to  communicate  their  reactions  to  the 

minister  or  Hon.  J.  A.  Paquette,  provincial 

secretary,  within  the  next  few  days. 

Following  the  showing,  Coonan  said 

there  had  been  a   growing  movement  to 

amend  the  law  respecting  children’s  ad- 
mission to  motion  pictures  so  that  those 

under  16,  when  suitable  provision  was 

available,  could  witness  films  of  historical 
or  cultural  value. 

He  suggested  amendments  could  be 

made  to  the  law  so  that  children  might 

witness  specified  pictures  authorized  as 

having,  for  example,  educational  merit. 

Presently,  he  said,  the  statute  restricting 

admission  to  motion  pictures  might  be  re- 

garded as  the  “law  of  the  Medes  and 

Persians”  for  no  latitude  is  allowed  by  it, 
whether  a   picture  might  be  deemed  to 

have  special  merit  for  children  or  not. 

At  the  close  of  the  meeting,  C.  H.  Mac- 
naughten,  faithful  navigator  of  the  fourth 

degree  Knights  of  Columbus,  which  body 

was  also  represented,  said  that  the  Knights 

stand  100  per  cent  behind  the  proposition 
that  children  should  be  permitted  to  see 

films  of  education,  historical  or  cultural 

character. 

Visits  Ontario  to  Get 

Short  Subject  Material 
Ottawa — On  a   visit  to  the  Dominion  is 

Miss  Evelyn  Spice,  director  of  documen- 

tary and  industrial  films,  London,  Eng- 

land, who  is  making  a   survey  of  the  Ca- 
nadian situation  with  a   view  to  the  pro- 
duction of  short  subjects  dealing  with  life 

in  Canada. 

Miss  Spice  declared  Canada  needed  real- 

life  films  more  than  anything  else  in  or- 
der to  advertise  the  possibilities  of  the 

country  in  Great  Britain  and  also  for 

showing  within  the  Dominion  so  that  the 

people  of  the  East  and  West  could  become 

better  acquainted  with  each  other.  There 

were  endless  subjects  for  dramatization, 

she  declared,  with  untouched  material 

everywhere  in  the  Canadian  Provinces.  At 

the  same  time,  there  was,  a   great  desire 

on  the  part  of  people  in  the  United  King- 
dom to  know  more  about  Canada  and  she 

was  somewhat  critical  in  her  remarks  re- 

garding an  alleged  lack  of  Canadian  docu- 
mentary films  on  the  cinema  programs  of 

the  old  land. 

The  visitor  declared  Great  Britain  is 

sending  many  films  to  South  America  to 

combat  the  effect  of  propaganda  films 

distributed  there  by  Germany  and  Italy. 

“It  is  one  of  the  most  effective  ways  to 

advertise,”  she  declared. 

When  an  Adult  Is 

A   Child 

Montreal — In  Quebec's  statutes  it's 
written  "a  man'  may  marry  at  14,  a 

’woman'  at  12."  Yet  they  cannot  at- 

tend motion  picture  shows  until  they 

are  16,  or  drive  a   car  until  they  are  18. 

These  are  the  facts  as  passed  on  to 

the  Zonta  Club  by  Mrs.  Pierre  F.  Cas- 

grain,  president  of  the  League  for  Wom- 
en's Rights. 

Government  Mum 

On  Bingo  Actions 
Ottawa — After  intimating  the  amended 

regulations  of  the  Criminal  Code  prohibit- 

ing the  playing  of  Bingo  and  games  of 

chance  would  not  be  strictly  enforced,  the 

government  has  adopted  still  another,  and 

more  neutral,  attitude  of  silence  in  the 

prosecution  of  Bingo  operators  by  police 
officials. 

No  comment  was  forthcoming  when  E. 

Harte  of  Mimico  was  fined  $200  and  costs 

when  charged  with  keeping  a   common 

gaming  house  and  conducting  a   lottery  by 

operating  Bingo  games  in  contravention 

of  the  Criminal  Code.  In  pronouncing 

sentence,  Police  Magistrate  Browne  an- 
nounced jail  sentences  would  shortly  be 

in  order  for  the  offenses,  in  a   move  to 

stamp  out  the  Bingo  evil. 

Films  Used  as  Evidence 

Before  Montreal  Court 
Montreal — For  the  second  time  in  the 

history  of  the  local  superior  court,  court- 

room blinds  were  drawn  and  moving  pic- 

tures were  flashed  on  a   hurriedly-prepared 
screen  as  evidence  for  a   jury.  The  film 

producers  were  the  Montreal  Tramways 

Company  and  the  star  of  the  screen  was 

Mrs.  Jacques  Eudor  Charles  of  Sherbrooke, 

who  in  addition  is  plaintiff  in  an  action 

against  the  company. 

The  film  depicted  Mrs.  Charles  during  a 

walk  along  Gamier  St.  and  was  taken 

without  her  knowledge  from  an  automo- 
bile following  her.  It  was  offered  by  the 

tramway  company  as  evidence  that  six 

months  after  she  had  suffered  injuries  in 
an  autobus  accident  she  was  able  to  walk 

along  the  street  in  a   normal  manner. 

Air  Service  Functions 

Montreal — Films,  newsreels  and  phono- 

graph records  are  being  transported  to  the 

Pacific  coast  on  the  Trans-Canada  Air 

Lines’  new  Montreal-to-Vancouver  air  ser- 
vice. 

Ottawa — The  Patent  and  Copyright  Of- 

fice has  received  the  schedule  of  pro- 

posed fees,  or  royalties  which  the  Canadian 

Performing  Right  Society,  Ltd.,  desires  to 

impose  upon  amusement  operators  in  the 
Dominion  during  the  calendar  year  1939 

and  for  which  the  society  requests  the  ap- 
proval of  the  Federal  Copyright  Appeal 

Board,  created  under  amendments  to  the 

Canadian  Copyright  Act  authorized  by 
Dominion  Parliament. 

Of  primary  importance  to  the  theatres 
is  the  fact  that  no  change  in  performing 

right  fees  for  1939  is  proposed  by  the  so- 
ciety, the  1938  schedule  remaining  as 

follows: 

For  a   theatre  license  covering  operations 

at  any  time  during  the  year  the  annual 
fee  to  be  imposed  by  the  society  is  graded 
as  below: 

Theatres  having  a   capacity  of  over 

1,600  seats,  15c  per  seat;  801  to  1,599 

seats,  12  cents;  800  seats  and  under, 

10  cents;  800  seats  or  under  operating 

three  days  or  less  per  week,  five  cents; 
the  minimum  fee  in  any  event  to  be 

$10  per  year. 
Under  regulations  of  the  revised  act, 

the  Copyright  Appeal  Board,  headed  by 

Hon.  A.  K.  Maclean,  will  receive  objec- 

tions to  the  proposed  schedule  up  to  No- 
vember 30  from  the  general  public  or  any 

interested  parties,  after  which  a   public 

hearing  will  be  held  to  consider  the  pro- 

tests, if  any.  The  board  will,  subse- 

quently, decide  what  the  fees  will  be  and 

(he  society  will  be  at  liberty  to  notify  the 

theatres  and  other  users  of  musical  works, 

the  copyright  of  which  is  owned  or  con- 
trolled by  the  organization,  as  to  the 

amounts  payable  starting  January  1,  the 

sums  to  be  paid  in  advance.  The  society 

has  stipulated  that  default  of  payment 

when  due  will,  after  official  notification, 

bring  a   penalty  equal  to  ten  per  cent  of 
the  original  charge. 

The  legality  of  the  scheduled  fees  of 

the  Canadian  Performing  Right  Society 

has  been  established  under  the  revised 

act  and  the  only  safeguard  provided  by 

the  government  is  the  provision  for  the 

Copyright  Appeal  Board,  the  duty  of 
which  is  to  decide  whether  a   proposed  levy 

is  excessive  or  not  and  to  make  any  re- 

duction in  fee  which  may  be  considered 
suitable. 

A   Commercial  Building 

Includes  Film  Theatre 
Montreal — Completion  of  a   combina- 

tion theatre,  apartment  and  store  build- 
ing at  St.  Catherine  and  Mackay  Sts., 

marks  a   new  departure  in  commercial 
buildings  for  Montreal. 

Built  at  a   cost  of  approximately  $300,- 
000,  the  structure  is  of  stadium  type 

architecture  with  provision  for  45  apart- 
ment suites  containing  two  and  three 

rooms.  The  theatre  seats  1,200. 

Architects  were  Perry,  Luke  and  Little, 

while  A.  F.  Byers  and  Co.,  Ltd.,  carried 
out  the  work. 
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J^|ONTREAL  motion  picture  fans  are 

x’ejoicing  over  the  excellence  of  the 
fare  provided  this  autumn.  Never  before 

have  so  many  super  films  been  seen  in 

close  succession.  “Boys  Town,”  which  has 
received  more  publicity  in  Quebec  province 

than  any  other  film  since  “Snow  White 

and  the  Seven  Dwarfs,”  is  running  at  the 
Capitol,  while  the  Princess  shows  the 

Technicolor  production  “Valley  of  the 
Giants.”  “The  Young  in  Heart”  and 

"Touchdown  Army”  is  finishing  its  third 

and  final  week.  “Alexander’s  Ragtime 

Band,”  which  made  its  second  Montreal 
appearance  at  the  Imperial  proved  so  at- 

tractive that  it  was  given  an  additional 

three  days  after  filling  the  house  for  a 
week. 

Lionel  Shapiro,  Montreal  Gazette’s 
Broadway  columnist,  has  been  interview- 

ing Douglas  Corrigan  in  RKO  offices  at 

Hollywood,  where  his  picture,  “Born  to 
Fly,”  has  just  started  production.  This  will 
be  one  film  where  the  hero  actually  will 

fly.  “I’m  going  to  do  the  flying,  the  stunts 
and  everything  required  for  the  picture,” 
said  Doug,  who  will  use  the  famous  “crate” 
in  which  he  crossed  the  Atlantic  and 

which,  according  to  an  RKO  executive, 
nobody  else  can  fly.  Corrigan  expressed  his 

special  thanks  to  Shapiro  after  the  inter- 

view, sayings  “You’re  the  only  reporter  I 
ever  met  who  did  not  ask  me  about  fly- 

ing in  the  wrong  direction.” 

Valleyfield’s  new  theatre,  the  Bellerive, 
is  proving  a   moneymaker  for  Jasper 

Major,  its  proprietor.  With  only  300 

seats  and  a   21-cent  net  admission  charged, 

three  days  of  “Marie  Antoinette”  with  six 
performances  brought  in  $550.  Every  seat 

was  sold  at  each  performance. 

In  Montreal  and  throughout  Quebec 

province,  theatres  are  subject  to  an  amuse- 
ment tax  in  aid  of  the  hospitals.  In  To- 
ronto it  is  now  suggested  that  the  city 

should  extract  a   special  amusement  tax 
from  each  theatre  in  order  to  make  a 
contribution  to  the  University  of  Toronto. 
The  proposal  comes  from  university 

sources,  and  George  Stoddart  who  sug- 

gested it,  commented:  “It  seems  logical 
enough  to  put  a   cent  tax  on  theatre 
tickets.  The  total  would  come  to  $150,000  a 
year  without  any  inconvenience  to  the 

theatregoer.” 

Montreal  Standard  announces  that  its 

theatre  reviews  will  in  the  event  of  the 

Quebec  government  reopening  the  doors  of 

theatres  to  children,  carry  a   definite  state- 
ment as  to  whether  or  not  the  reviewer 

would  endorse  each  new  picture  for  both 

adult  and  juvenile  fandom. 

“If  you  want  to  stay  married  for  125 
years  and  still  like  it,  don’t  marry  your 
first  love.”  This  is  the  advice  offered  by 
Glasgow-born  Frank  Lloyd,  director  of 

“ Cavalcade ,”  “Mutiny  of  the  Bounty”  and 
“If  I   Were  King.”  He  says  he  should  know 
because  he  is  the  only  Hollywood  director 

to  celebrate  a   silver  wedding.  “Marry  a 
girl  with  a   past  and  don’t  pry  into  it.  A 
girl  who  has  been  disappointed  in  love 

makes  a   more  understanding  wife”  he 
counsels  prospective  husbands. 

Carmela  Ponselle,  Metropolitan  Opera 

star,  who  has  been  headlining  at  Loew’s, 
was  taken  to  lunch  at  Drury’s  chophouse 

by  Phil  Maurice,  manager  of  Loew’s  and 
Tom  Cleary,  advertising  manager  of  Con- 

solidated Theatres.  Arthur  Fisher  of  New 

York  City  was  in  the  party.  Drury’s, 
known  as  “The  Olde  English  Chop  House,” 
is  owned  by  Leo  Dandurand,  noted  sports- man. 

Films  are  becoming  more  and  more 
useful  in  the  study  of  sporting  events. 
Following  the  race  between  the  Bluenose 
and  the  Gertrude  L.  Thebaud,  Captain 

Ben  Pine  of  the  latter  vessel,  sought  to  ex- 
plain his  failure  by  studying  closely  films 

of  the  third  and  fifth  races,  taking  notes 
on  the  schooner  and  the  set  of  her  sails  in 
light  airs  encountered  in  both  races. 

Visiting  Filmrow  on  a   booking  expedi- 
tion, U.  H.  Pelletier  of  the  Alma  Theatre, 

St.  Joseph  d’Alma,  remarked  that  his  town 
was  probably  the  only  one  in  the  province 

in  which  the  pictures  to  be  shown  were 

actually  selected  by  the  local  Roman 

Catholic  priest.  Films  censored  by  the 

Catholic  Legion  of  Decency  must  not  be 

shown,  and  if  before  dating  Pelletier  finds 

one  of  the  pictures  he  has  booked  is  on 

the  prohibited  list,  he  cancels  it  and  finds 
a   suitable  substitute. 

Harold  Vance  of  the  Arlequin,  Quebec, 

is  receiving  sincere  expressions  of  sym- 
pathy over  the  death  of  his  son,  a   Quebec 

reporter,  killed  in  a   recent  automobile 
accident  in  the  United  States. 

Ralph  Berzan  of  the  Rivoli,  Coaticook; 

L.  Choquette,  Farnham;  C.  Auclair,  Drum- 
mondville  and  Ambrose  Nolan  of  Aylmer 

are  among  Filmrow  visitors. 

“Bill”  O’Regan  of  Ottawa,  brought 

Filmrow  a   piquant  surprise  when  he  ar- 
rived with  his  automobile  loaded  with 

partridges — about  50 —   which  met  a   ready 

distribution.  “Bill”  left  his  retriever  in  his 
car,  parked  behind  the  Row  and  the  dog 
disappeared,  giving  its  owner  a   few 
anxious  minutes  until  it  was  rounded  up. 

Rachel  Carley,  star  of  the  Folies  Ber- 

geres  in  Paris  and  of  “Manhattan  Merry- 
Go-Round"  radio  show  in  New  York,  is 
making  personal  appearances  at  Chez 

Maurice  cabaret — “Tootsie,”  a   two-ton 
elephant  is  billed  to  take  her  place  with 

a   dozen  beautiful  girls  on  Hart  House 

stage  when  University  College,  Toronto 

stages  its  annual  “Follies”  .   .   .   Gus  Van, 
late  of  the  vaudeville  headliners,  Van  and 

Schenck,  heads  the  stage  show  at  Loew’s. 

A   film  dealing  with  Soviet  Russia  which 
the  Young  Communist  League  planned  to 

exhibit,  could  not  be  shown  because  po- 
lice detained  the  secretary  and  seized  his 

effects. 

A   local  department  store  filled  four 

show  windows  with  large  and  artistic 

paintings  of  Greta  Garbo.  The  occasion 

was  not  a   tie-in  with  a   film,  but  an  ad- 

vertising campaign  for  a   brands  of  cos- 
metics, apparently  favored  by  the  actress. 

Arrival  of  the  hockey  season  is  giving 
the  motion  picture  theatres  the  keenest 
competition  of  the  year.  There  is  now  only 
one  National  League  team  in  Montreal. 

Turn  in  $28,000 
For  Trade  Drive 

Ottawa — Canada’s  “Greatest  Year”  cam- 
paign committee  has  paid  $11,000  to  New 

York  headquarters,  according  to  official 

announcement,  while  an  additional  $17,000 

has  been  paid  direct  to  the  same  office 

by  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.  and 

Loew’s  Theatres,  making  a   total  of  $28,- 
000.  There  is  yet  to  be  turned  over  from 
the  Dominion  approximately  $6,000,  a 

small  portion  of  which  has  not  yet  been 

collected  from  participating  theatres. 

The  Canadian  theatres  taking  part  in 

the  campaign  have  a   total  capacity  of 

340,000  seats  of  which  166,600  are  found 

in  the  Famous  Players’  circuit.  This  rep- 

resents about  60  per  cent  of  the  country’s 
accommodation. 

It  is  announced  Associated  Screen  News, 

Ltd.,  donated  a   campaign  trailer  valued 

at  $1,500,  while  raw  film  stock  amount- 
ing to  $900  was  contributed  to  the  cause 

by  the  Canadian  Kodak  Co.,  Ltd.,  an 

Eastman  affiliate  in  the  Dominion.  All 

but  a   handful  of  quiz  booklets  have  been 

distributed  and  the  committee’s  work  is 
practically  ended. 

"Janosik"  a   Czech  Film , 

By  National  Film  Society 
Ottawa — More  than  ordinary  interest 

was  taken  in  the  second  performance  of 

the  season  of  the  Ottawa  Branch  of  the 

National  Film  Society  in  the  Government 

Museum  Building  here,  with  the  presenta- 
tion of  the  Czechoslovakian  feature  film, 

“Janosik,”  which  was  made  in  a   mountain 
area  of  the  European  country  before  the 

recent  crisis,  a   large  attendance  of  mem- 
bers viewing  the  program. 

Short  subjects  comprised  a   nature  study 

picture,  "The  Last  Pelicans  in  Europe,” 

and  an  American  Negro  film,  “We  Work 

Again,”  depicting  the  success  of  the  Works 
Progress  Administration  among  the  col- 

ored people. 

Daioe  Snubs  Offer 

To  Quints 
Ottawa — Following  the  successful 

operations  for  the  removal  of  tonsils 

and  adenoids  of  the  famous  Dionne 

Quintuplets,  Dr.  A.  A.  Dafoe,  physician 

end  trustee  of  the  French-Canadian 

babies,  announces  an  offer  of  $250,000 

by  Billy  Rose  of  New  York  for  their 
presentation  in  person  at  the  1939 

World's  Fair  had  been  rejected.  He 

declares  other  such  bids  will  be  re- 

jected. Dr.  Dafoe  also  intimates  future  con- 

tracts involving  the  Quintuplets  will 

call  for  higher  cash  considerations  than 

in  the  past.  This  will  include  any  ap- 

pearance of  the  children  in  motion  pic- 
tures. 
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^■HE  Dionne  Quintuplets  in  “Five  of  a 

Kind”  had  a   fine  showing  at  the  Do- 
minion. A   window  display  in  a   local  five 

and  ten  cent  store  and  a   tieup  with  a 

children’s  clothing  store  helped  with  the 
boosting. 

Lou  Edelman,  producer  for  Warner 

Brothers,  and  Mrs.  Edelman,  enjoyed  a 

few  days  in  Victoria  recently  .   .   .   The  new- 
ly decorated  lobbies  of  the  Capitol  and 

Atlas  theatres  are  winning  the  patrons’ 
compliments. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  created 
so  much  interest  and  talk  around  Victoria 

that  the  Community  Chest  Drive,  which 

was  in  progress  at  the  same  time  that  the 

picture  was  showing,  adopted  the  title  as 

a   slogan  in  the  campaign. 

Twenty-five  window  tieups,  tieups  with 
music  and  radio  stores,  and  tieups  with 

leading  department  and  grocery  stores 

featuring  Welch’s  grapejuice  in  connection 
with  Irene  Rich,  a   member  of  the  cast, 

were  the  means  of  ballyhooing  “That  Cer- 

tain Age.”  On  its  opening  night  it  drew 
nearly  a   record  attendance  at  the  Capitol. 

Lloyd  Nolan  and  his  wife  spent  a   few 

days  holidaying  in  Victoria  .   .   .   Manager 

M.  Prieswerck  originated  a   novel  idea  for 

the  showing  of  “Four  Daughters”  at  the 
Atlas.  The  week  before  the  showing  pa- 

trons were  asked  the  question,  “How  many 

daughters  have  you?”  To  the  first  25 
families  who  could  boast  of  having  four 

daughters  a   free  pass  was  given  for  the 

showing  of  the  film. 

Calgary  Grand  Planning 

Vaudeville  by  December 
Calgary  —   The  Grand  Theatre  an- 

nounces vaudeville  by  the  end  of  this 

month.  It  will  probably  play  a   five-act 
variety  bill.  The  length  of  an  engagement 

will  depend  on  the  public’s  reception. 

Last  fall,  the  Grand  tried  five-act 
vaudeville  three  months,  playing  with  the 

acts  two  features.  After  a   good  start,  the 

policy  waned  in  popularity  and  was 

dropped. 

Armistice  Day 
A   Windfall 

Toronto — This  Yectr  the  schools  of 

Toronto  including  the  collegiates,  which 

together  have  an  enrollment  of  some 

110,000  scholars,  gave  the  pupils  a 

complete  holiday  on  Armistice  Day. 

The  exhibitors  in  Toronto  were  quick 

to  see  the  advantage  this  fact  offered 

to  enhance  their  boxoffice  grosses  by 

putting  on  special  matinees  in  all  the 

neighborhood  theatres  in  the  city.  At 

these  matinees  many  of  the  theatres 

charged  the  usual  admission  fee  for 

minors  of  ten  cents  and  the  thousands 

of  tickets  bought  aided  considerably  in 

swelling  the  week's  boxoffice  intake. 
Most  of  the  houses  presented  a   special 

showing  of  from  three  to  five  short  sub- 

jects on  Armistice  Day  afternoon. 

More  Modern  Units 

Combat  Fire  Losses 

Toronto — With  fire  losses  in  Canada 

this  year,  up  to  the  present  date,  totaling 

$2,000,000  less  than  for  the  same  period 

in  1937,  this  showing  reflects  the  strict 

regulations  in  respect  to  fireproof  safe- 
guards in  building  which  prevail  in  most 

parts  of  the  Dominion  and  which  of  course 

apply  with  special  force  to  theatre  struc- 
tures. 

It  is  pointed  out,  too,  that  during  the 

present  year  at  least  hundreds  of  thous- 

ands of  dollars  have  been  expended  in  re- 

modeling and  modernizing  scores  of  mo- 
tion picture  houses  in  the  Dominion.  A 

substantial  share  of  this  money  has  been 

spent  in  reconstruction  work  along  the 

line  of  making  the  theatres  fireproof  and 

in  the  redecorating  or  relining  of  the  the- 

atre interior  walls  with  tile  or  other  fire- 
resisting  material.  Many  of  the  theatres 

have  remodeled  so  extensively  in  making 

their  structures  thoroughly  up-to-date 
that  everything  has  been  replaced  with 

new  material  and  equipment  except  the 

roof.  In  practically  all  instances  where 

the  heating  systems  have  been  altered  or 
new  ones  have  been  installed  the  new 

heating  systems  are  of  a   type  which  great- 
ly minimizes  the  fire  hazard. 

It  is  being  emphasized  by  many  of  the 

operators  of  the  regular  theatres  in  On- 
tario as  well  as  the  other  Canadian  pro- 

vinces that  a   definite  fire  hazard  to  the- 
atre patrons  prevails  in  small  centers 

where  the  town  halls,  often  without  ade- 
quate exit  facilities,  are  being  permitted  to 

be  used  for  the  presentation  of  16mm 

pictures. 

^■HE  outstanding  events  of  the  week 
pivoted  on  the  bow  of  the  Bay  and 

Paradise  theatres.  Both  are  new  houses. 

Myer  Chechik,  a   newcomer  in  Vancouver, 

opened  the  Bay  with  an  invitation  per- 
formance to  which  the  film  fraternity 

was  invited.  The  affair  took  on  more 

the  atmosphere  of  an  “open  house”  than 
a   first  performance.  John  Dawson  is 
operator  of  the  Paradise. 

A   new  theatre  is  being  mentioned  for 

the  Kerrisdale  district  .   .   .   Lively  interest 

is  being  evinced  by  those  in  the  local  in- 
dustry regarding  the  deadlock  in  booking 

between  film  distributors  and  the  Inde- 
pendent Booking  and  Buying  circuit. 

Frank  Gow,  Famous  Players  executive, 
is  back  from  the  interior.  He  attended 

the  opening  of  the  circuit’s  Capitol  in 
Vernon,  B.  C.,  reporting  an  enthusiastic 
attendance. 

Joe  Plottel  is  preparing  to  leave  for  To- 
ronto on  November  20  to  attend  the  War- 

ner Bros,  regional  convention,  at  which 

the  campaign  for  the  annual  Sears  Drive 
will  be  planned. 

Mrs.  Hewitt  of  Warner  Bros,  local  staff 
is  receiving  expressions  of  sympathy  on 
the  recent  loss  of  her  sister. 

The  perennial  threat  to  open  a   news- 
reel house  in  the  downtown  district  has 

again  reared  its  head.  Nothing  definite  yet, though. 

Quagliotti  Romano  of  the  Colonial 
Theatre  is  not  cross  by  nature.  A   severe 

cold  is  reason  enough  for  his  gruff  tone. 

Larry  Bearg,  Famous  Players  district 

manager,  left  last  week  on  a   hurried  trip 
to  the  east. 

To  Help  "Sell”  the  Drive 

RKO  Radio’s  booth  in  the  exhibition  held  in  Eaton’s  Annex,  Winnipeg,  in 
connection  with  the  Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign. 
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CO  T   TAWA An  Hellenic  Tribute 

Montreal  —   The  immense  contribution 

made  by  the  Greek  community  in  Can- 

ada to  the  motion  picture  industry  is 
recognized  in  the  trade.  Wherever  one 

travels  in  the  Dominion,  he  is  certain  to 

note  the  names  of  enterprising  Greeks 

among  the  leading  exhibitors.  Montreal, 

particularly,  has  benefitted  by  the  enter- 
prise of  its  Greek  citizens,  notably  in  the 

part  they  have  played  in  building  the 

largest  chain  of  theatres  in  Quebec,  the 

United  Amusement  Corp.,  of  which  George 

Ganetakos  is  managing  director  and  P. 

D.  Demetre,  vice-president. 
The  Montreal  Standard  devoted  a   full 

page  in  a   recent  issue  to  the  activities  of 

the  Greeks  in  Montreal,  in  the  course  of 

which  William  E.  Collier  has  the  follow- 

ing tribute  to  pay  to  the  eminent  busi- 
ness men  mentioned  above: 

“What  England,  Ireland  and  Scotland 
have  done  for  Canada  in  giving  born 

leaders,  Greece  has  duplicated  in  a   large 

measure  when  she  sent  George  Gane- 
takos and  P.  D.  Demetre  (Pergantis)  here 

to  strengthen  the  foundations  of  their 

adopted  country. 

“These  two  figures  stand  out  in  bold 
relief  from  out  of  a   galaxy  of  other  fi- 

nancial stalwarts  in  the  Hellenic  com- 

munity. Coming  here  as  immigrant  boys, 

they  rolled  up  their  sleeves,  got  them- 
selves a   job,  and  as  the  result  of  their 

energy  and  enterprise,  are  able  today  to 

give  employment  to  hundreds  of  Cana- 
dian citizens  with  a   payroll  of  $15,000  a 

week  from  the  United  Amusement  Corp., 
Ltd.,  alone. 

“To  understand  the  how  and  why  of 
the  foregoing  statement,  one  has  but  to 
meet  and  talk  for  a   few  minutes  with  Mr. 

Ganetakos,  managing  director  of  the 

United  Amusements  Corp.  in  his  palatial 

office  on  Monkland  Blvd.;  or  else  Mr. 

Demetre,  in  his  most  unpretentious  one 

at  Mount  Royal  Ave.  and  St.  Lawrence 
Blvd. 

Astute  and  Alert 

“When  you  first  meet  George  Ganetakos, 
at  his  desk  in  his  office,  he  may  appear 

to  you  almost  forbiddingly  severe;  if  you 

have  business  with  him,  then  look  him 

straight  in  the  eye  and  tell  him  the  truth. 

He  is  too  astute  and  too  alert  for  any- 
thing less  and,  doing  so,  you  will  find  him 

a   courteous  kindly  gentleman,  with  a 

heart,  as  the  Irish  put  it,  as  big  as  him- 
self, and  as  simple  and  friendly  as  a 

child’s.  George  Ganetakos  was  bom  in 
Dourali,  Sparta,  Greece,  58  years  ago.  At 

the  age  of  20,  and  without  a   word  of 

English,  which  today  he  speaks  in  classic 

idioms,  he  arrived  in  Montreal  to  do  or 

die.  He  had  no  sooner  put  down  his  pack 

with  all  his  earthly  possessions  in  it  in  his 

humble  boarding  house,  than  he  was  out 

hunting  a   job.  He  found  one  at  his  trade 

as  a   blacksmith  with  the  Canadian  Pa- 

cific Railway,  remained  there  six  months, 

and  saved  enough  money  in  that  period 

from  his  earnings  to  permit  him  to  open  a 

little  fruit  store  on  St.  Catherine  and  Uni- 

versity Sts.  Application  to  business,  hard 

work,  long  hours  and  commercial  acumen 

made  the  way  clear  for  him  after  one 

year  to  open  a   larger  and  better  store 

next  door.  Here  with  his  uncle,  Nicholas 

Ganetakos,  he  carried  on  business  as 

‘George  Nicholas.’ 

“The  keen-eyed  young  merchant,  how- 
ever, after  he  had  seen  a   few  of  the  blood 

and  thunder  (Wild  West)  pictures  of 

those  days,  was  not  slow  to  see  the  pos- 
sibilities of  the  motion  picture  industry. 

With  this  thought  in  mind,  he  set  to  work 
to  get  his  own  theatre.  The  preliminary 
work  and  the  raising  of  the  necessary 
capital  took  a   little  time,  for,  in  this  in- 

stance, Mr.  Ganetakos  made  haste  slow- 

ly. He  opened  the  Moulin  Rouge  on  St. 
Catherine  and  Amherst  Sts.  This  house 

became  the  first  link  in  the  United  Amuse- 

ments chain  of  theatres  of  which  the  sec- 
ond was  the  Strand. 

“Twenty-five  theatres  now  make  up  the 
chain  and  most  of  these  are  as  fine  as 

you  will  find  in  any  other  part  of  America. 

The  York  at  Mackay  and  St.  Catherine 
Sts.  will  open  next  month.  The  chain 

includes  two  in  Sherbrooke  City  and  one 
each  in  Lachine  and  St.  Lambert.  Mr. 

Ganetakos  is  still  looking  for  new  worlds 

to  conquer,  and  who  is  there  to  say,  fore- 
casting the  future  on  deductions  made 

from  his  past  triumphal  record,  that  the 

United  Amusements  will  not  lengthen  its 
chain  to  the  Pacific  and  Atlantic? 

“The  Moulin  Rouge  Theatre  cost  $12,000, 
and  from  this  has  grown,  as  if  by  magic, 

under  the  vigilant  guidance  of  Mr.  Gane- 
takos, the  United  Amusements  Corp.,  with 

its  assets  of  $5,000,000. 

An  Absorbing  Life  Story 

“P.  G.  Demetre’s  (Pergantis)  story  is 
an  absorbing  one  and  worthy  of  the  pen 

of  any  novelist.  It  has  to  do  with  a   boy’s 
running  up  against  the  social  and  eco- 

nomic situations  such  as  an  immigrant 

boy,  without  a   knowledge  of  the  language 

of  the  country,  finds  them.  The  boy’s 
grim  struggle  against  innumerable  ob- 

stacles and  his  manner  of  making  them 

disappear,  his  manly,  sane  reaction  to  ad- 
versity which  finally  won  him  a   place  in 

the  sun,  make  an  inspiring  story  for  Cana- 
dian youth. 

“Mr.  Demetre,  though  only  a   boy  of  16 
when  he  arrived  here  in  1894,  brought 

from  Sparta,  Greece,  all  the  qualities  of 

heart  and  mind  that  go  to  make  the  high- 

est type  of  Canadian  citizen.  He  set  him- 
self to  work  with  a   will,  and  with  a   native 

intelligence  that  has  marked  his  every 

work  in  Canada,  he  took  advantage  of  the 

opportunities  that  this  Dominion  ever  of- 
fers to  every  boy  or  man  who  is  willing 

and  able  to  go  after  opportunities.  And 
it  was  in  this  sense  that  Mr.  Demetre 

created  opportunities  rather  than  waited 

for  them  to  chance  along. 

“Mr.  Demetre  has  vast  interests  in  this 

city  as  well  as  in  other  sections  of  Can- 
ada. His  real  estate  holdings  include  the 

10-story  Demetre  building  at  Mount  Royal 

Ave.  and  St.  Lawrence  Blvd.  and  the  Bel- 
mont Theatre  on  Mount  Royal  Ave. 

“He  is  vice-president  of  the  United 
Amusements,  director  of  Confederation 

Amusements  and  president  of  the  Belle- 

ville Driving  and  Athletic  Ass’n  under 
whose  auspices  and  sponsorship  the 

Stamford  Park  meeting  is  conducted,  and 

he  was  recently  reappointed  to  the  direc- 

jyjRS.  MARGARET  ANNE  MOXLEY  is dead  at  87.  She  is  the  mother  of  James 

T.  Moxley,  for  years  one  of  the  best 

known  theatre  men  of  the  Canadian  capi- 
tal. He  was  originally  the  manager  and 

lessee  of  the  Grand  Opera  House,  home 

of  stage  shows,  now  but  a   memory;  later 

manager  of  the  Regent,  Imperial  and  Ava- 
lon theatres  and  builder  of  the  Victoria 

Theatre.  Two  daughters  also  survive. 

Although  Armistice  Day  was  a   govern- 
ment holiday  in  Ottawa,  with  offices, 

schools  and  financial  institutions  closed, 

local  theatres  did  not  put  the  holiday  price 

scale  into  effect  for  the  day  because  prac- 
tically all  retail  stores  and  factories  were 

open  except  for  a   short  time  in  the  morn- 

ing. 

Commissioner  Thomas  Dann  of  Ottawa, 

who  has  been  promoted  to  be  second-in- 
command  of  the  Royal  Canadian  Mount- 

ed Police  with  headquarters  in  Winnipeg 

and  Regina,  is  an  uncle  of  Harry  S.  Dann, 

formerly  district  manager  of  Famous 

Players  Canadian  Corp.,  and  former  gen- 
eral manager  of  Hanson  Theatres  chain. 

The  Canadian  government  has  decided 

to  take  no  action  in  the  way  of  censor- 

ship of  radio  broadcasting  because  of  the 

alarm  which  was  caused  by  the  realistic 

program,  “ The  War  of  the  Worlds,”  pro- 
duced by  Orson  Welles  from  the  H.  G. 

Wells  story. 

Manager  J.  J.  Paul  of  the  Elgin  Theatre 

took  an  unusual  step  when  he  withdrew 

“Romance  on  the  Run”  from  the  double 

bill  with  “Strange  Boarders”  and  substi- 

tuted the  United  Artists’  reissue,  “Les 
Miserables,”  for  the  remainder  of  the 
week’s  engagement. 

P.  J.  Nolan,  proprietor  of  the  Nola  The- 
atre, is  still  another  local  exhibitor  who 

has  returned  to  the  use  of  his  stage  with 

the  presentation  of  a   weekly  amateur  show 

every  Wednesday  night  in  addition  to  the 

regular  screen  program.  Manager  T.  R. 

Tubman  had  a   variety  show  and  Ted 

Gray's  Gatineau  Orchestra  on  the  stage 
of  the  Capitol  Theatre  Friday  night,  while 

Manager  I.  Singerman  is  offering  the  Im- 
perial Amateur  Hour  as  a   weekly  feature 

at  the  Imperial  on  the  same  night.  The 

Somerset  also  had  stage  presentations 

during  the  past  week. 

torship  of  the  Incorporated  Canadian  Rac- 

ing Ass’n. “Like  ever  so  many  of  his  fellow  Cana- 
dian Hellens,  he  is  an  ardent  lover  of  the 

Laurentians  where  he  is  familiar  with  al- 

most every  nook  and  cranny.  He  has  had 

for  20  years  a   permanent  residence  just 

two  miles  from  St.  Agathe,  and  owns  sev- 
eral farms,  one  of  which  is  in  Alberta.  Mr. 

Demetre  is  a   firm  believer  in  the  back- 
to-the-land  movement.  He  believes  it 

could  be  made  easy  and  attractive  with 
wise  and  energetic  leadership.  He  would, 

also,  build  new  roads,  new  homes,  new 

farms  and  new  towns  with  well  paid 

Canadian  labor.  He  has  no  patience  with 

unemployment  relief,  which  he  considers 
demoralizing  for  the  men  and  women  of 

Canada.” 
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At  Variance  on  Ethics TORONTO 
gXHIBITORS  in  Toronto,  especially 

those  who  are  operating  theatres  in 

the  more  strictly  residential  areas,  are 

noting  that  an  increasing  proportion  of 

the  “Children’s”  division  of  the  theatre 

patrons  are  attending  the  evening  per- 
formances instead  of  going  to  the  regu- 

lar matinees  on  week  days  or  to  the  mati- 
nees held  on  Saturday  afternoons,  when 

the  programs  are  arranged  entirely  to 

meet  the  preferences  of  juvenile  audiences. 

The  youngsters  who  are  changing  over 

from  attendance  at  matinees  to  night 

shows:,  explain,  that  in  most  theatres,  it 

costs  them  no  more  to  go  at  night  than  to 

matinees,  and  it  also  gives  them  an  op- 
portunity to  see  more  feature  hit  films 

than  they  would  otherwise  be  able  to  view. 

The  first  Toronto  showing  of  “Under 
Western  Stars"  was  at  the  Madison  The- 

atre, an  Associated  Theatres’  house,  dur- 

ing the  past  week.  “Stablemates,”  given  its 

Toronto  premiere  at  Loew’s  Theatre,  has 

just  completed  a   two-weeks’  run. 

“You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  has 
come  close  to  breaking  records  in  Toronto. 

At  its  initial  presentation  here,  at  the 

Uptown  Theatre,  this  film  already  has 
achieved  a   run  of  five  continuous  weeks 

and  attendance  to  date  has  totaled 

100,000  persons. 

Canada’s  Deanna  Durbin,  who  aided 
Boy  Scout  apple  week  here  by  requesting 

Toroiitonians  to  “Be  a   Good  Scout  and 

Buy  an  Apple,’’  is  now  reported  to  have 
sent  word  that  she  is  sending  a   doll  here 

to  be  displayed  at  a   sale  in  connection 

with  a   charity  fund  sale  and  drive.  A   year 

ago  Jeanette  MacDonald  aided  the  same 

cause  in  Toronto  by  sending  smaller  edi- 

tions of  herself  in  one  of  her  motion  pic- 
tures. 

William  Lang,  who  presided  at  a   special 

gathering  of  the  Toronto  Anglers’  Ass’n, 
when  those  present  included  Sir  Wm. 

Flavelle,  showed  motion  pictures  of  mas- 
kinonge  fishing  at  Cliff  Lake,  Ont. 

Toronto  theatregoers  this  week  saw  for 

the  first  time  the  UA  film  “South  Riding,” 
an  English-produced  picture  based  on  the 
novel  bearing  the  same  title  by  Winifred 

Holtby,  but  who  did  not  live  to  see  this 

best-seller  in  film  form.  The  picture  was 
showjL  at  the  Eglinton  Theatre. 

He  Helps  Scratch 
Reliei  Rolls 

Ottawa — Lucien  Senecal,  veteran 

proprietor  of  the  Ottawan  Theatre  at 

Hawkesbury.  Ont.,  placed  a   vacant  lot 

at  the  disposal  of  several  unemployed 

residents  of  the  Ottawa  Valley  town 

so  they  could  establish  themselves  in 

the  business  of  washing  and  polishing 

automobiles,  other  business  men  of  the 

community  lending  the  necessary 

equipment. 

Result  is  the  men  have  had  their 

names  removed  from  the  relief  rolls, 

have  built  up  a   modest  and  steady  in- 

come, thanks  to  the  generosity  of  the 

theatre  owner. 

Montreal — Conflict  of  opinion  exists  in 

Canada  over  the  ethics  and  scientific  value 

of  the  “death  movie” — the  electro-cardio- 

graph scientific  motion  pictures  taken  of 

the  heart  action  of  John  W.  Deering,  a 

murderer,  at  the  moment  when  he  met 

death  by  a   firing  squad  at  Salt  Lake  City. 

Opinions  obtained  from  medical  men  by 

the  Globe  and  Mail  varied  from  “a  useless 

spectacular  gesture,”  to  “valuable  evidence 

for  psychologists.” 
Hon.  Harry  C.  Nixon,  attorney-general 

of  Ontario,  commented:  “I  don’t  believe 
such  a   thing  could  happen  in  Ontario. 

In  the  first  place  our  prisoners  under  sen- 

tence of  death  are  hanged,  not  shot.  Sec- 

ondly, under  the  present  system,  doctors 
would  not  be  allowed  to  take  any  pictures 

of  the  prisoner’s  organs  as  he  was  dying, 
because  we  do  not  allow  exploitation  of  a 

condemned  man  in  any  way.  Reporters  are 

not  even  allowed  to  witness  the  hanging.” 
Medical  opinions  follow: 

Dr.  A.  J.  MacKenzie,  president  of  the 

Ontario  Medical  Ass'n:  “I  believe  it  would 
be  quite  ethical  to  take  such  pictures,  as 

they  are  purely  for  the  advancement  of 

scientific  knowledge.  By  such  an  experi- 
ment, it  would  be  possible  to  find  out  how 

long  the  heart  acted  after  it  had  been 

pierced  by  the  bullet.  This  would  be 

valuable  evidence  for  psychologists.” 
Dr.  H.  C.  Wales,  district  councillor  of  the 

Ontario  Medical  Ass’n:  “In  my  opinion  I 

don’t  think  any  doctor  would  want  to  take 

such  pictures.  I   can’t  see  that  there  would 
be  any  scientific  value  in  them,  and  I 

would  say  the  whole  thing  was  merely  a 

spectacular  gesture.” 
Dr.  Harris  McPhedran,  chairman  of  the 

council  of  the  Ontario  Medical  Ass’n:  “I 

Empire  Communication 

System  Film  Recorded 
Montreal — Under  the  heading,  “An  Em- 

pire Link,”  an  informative  all-Canadian 
film  has  been  prepared  and  released  on 

the  subject  of  inter-Empire  communica- 
tions. This  picture,  the  first  complete 

sound  film  to  be  made  in  the  Dominion  by 

the  Bell  Telephone  Co.,  describes  the 

course  of  trans-Atlantic  telephone  con- 
versations, the  specific  case  cited  being 

that  of  a   call  between  Vancouver  and  Lon- don. 

“An  Empire  Link”  was  written  by  F. 
W.  Motton.  Narration  is  by  Jack  Rolph, 

well  known  in  local  theatrical  circles. 

Premiere  to  Morrisburg 

Of  Quints'  Latest  Film 
Montreal — First  showing  of  the  Dionne 

Quintuplets’  new  picture,  “Five  of  a   Kind,” 
owing  to  an  accident  in  distribution,  was 

given  in  the  Morrisburg  (Ont.)  Theatre. 

The  showing,  unannounced  as  a   premiere, 

was  so  in  actual  fact.  News  that  the  honor 

of  introducing  the  new  film  to  the  Ameri- 

can continent  had  come  to  Morrisburg  at- 
tracted a   record  audience. 

suppose  the  doctors,  who  took  the  pictures 

wanted  to  see  just  when  the  heart  died, 

but  I   can’t  tell  just  what  that  would  prove 
other  than  that  the  man  was  dead.  It  was 

quite  ethical  to  take  such  a   picture,  if  it 

were  done  for  purely  scientific  reasons.” 
Dr.  G.  Harvey  Agnew,  associate  secretary 

of  the  Canadian  Medical  Ass’n:  “A  doc- 
tor’s presence  is  required  at  any  public 

execution,  and  if  he  sees  fit  to  make  ob- 
servations for  purely  scientific  reasons, 

which  would  cause  the  condemned  man  no 

harm,  I   would  consider  it  quite  ethical. 

The  value  of  the  pictures  in  question  lies 

in  that  they  give  an  opportunity  for  medi- 
cal men  to  see  how  the  heart  reacts  at 

the  moment  of  death.  We  have  many  ob- 
servations of  the  heart  just  before  death, 

but  here  is  the  cause  of  a   healthy  man 

and  a   healthy  heart  suddenly  stopped.  The 

pictures  will  be  of  considerable  interest,  as 

they  will  show  the  exact  reaction  of  the 

heart  at  the  moment  of  stopping.” 
Dr.  T.  C.  Routley,  secretary  of  the  Cana- 

dian Medical  Ass’n:  “I  fail  to  see  that 
scientific  value  could  possibly  attach  to 

such  an  experiment.  It  is  unlikely  that 

the  knowledge  gained  will  help  many  pa- 
tients who  will  be  shot  through  the  heart. 

Such  an  experiment  could  not  happen  here. 

With  regard  to  the  ethics  of  the  question, 

I   would  hesitate  to  criticize  any  doctor 

who  was  carrying  out  an  experiment  for 

further  scientific  knowledge  and  in  good 

faith.” 

Dr.  A.  D.  Kelly,  secretary  of  the  Ontario 

Medical  Ass’n:  “If  the  observations  made 
were  for  purely  scientific  reasons,  and  with 

the  consent  of  the  condemned  man,  I   con- 

sider it  ethical,  but  in  poor  taste.  I   would 

not  care  to  comment  on  its  value.” 

CBC  and  BBC  Smoothing 

Democratic  Way  of  Life 
Montreal — By  any  exchange  of  pro- 

grams between  the  Canadian  and  British 

Broadcasting  Corps,  an  attempt  is  being 

made  to  make  the  people  of  Canada  and 

England  more  conscious  of  the  democratic 

way  of  life,  says  Capt.  De-Giberne  Sieve- 
king,  BBC  producer,  who  is  in  Toronto 
to  commence  his  duties,  as  an  exchange 

producer.  Instituted  by  Major  Gladstone 

Murray,  general  manager  of  CBC,  the  ex- 
change plan  allows  producers  from  the 

BBC  to  produce  programs  on  Canadian 

stations.  In  turn,  Canadians  are  sent  to 
the  BBC. 

During  Capt.  Sieveking’s  six-month  stay 
here,  he  plans  to  interview  Canadians  who 
can  give  him  a   complete  picture  of  the 

Canadian  scene,  particularly  that  part  of 

it  which  will  interest  radio  listeners  in 

Britain.  He  hoped  in  this  to  receive  as- 
sistance from  Lord  Tweedsmuir. 

Capt.  Sieveking  said  Londoners  now  take 

television  for  granted.  Producer  of  the 

first  television  play,  Luigi  Pirandello’s  “The 
Man  With  the  Flower  in  His  Mouth,”  Capt. 
Sieveking  did  pioneer  work  with  the  mul- 

tiple control  panel. 
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Descendants  of 

De  Lesseps 
Ottawa — The  release  in  the  Dominion 

of  the  20th  Century-Fox  production, 

"Suez,"  has  brought  out  that  the  grand- 
children of  Count  de  Lesseps,  builder 

of  the  canal,  are  residents  of  Canada, 

the  famous  Frenchman  having  married 

Miss  Grace  MacKenzie,  daughter  of  the 

Canadian  railroad  builder.  Sir  William 

MacKenzie. 

There  are  three  surviving  grandchil- 

dren, Guy,  who  is  the  present  Count  de 

Lesseps;  Betty,  who  is  now  Mrs.  Charles 

Downs,  and  Kiki,  an  art  student.  They, 

of  course,  saw  "Suez." 

^yiTH  two  reels  already  showing  in  the 
United  States,  three  more  reels  of  mo- 

tion pictures  taken  this  summer  by  Gen- 
eral Films  for  Ducks  Unlimited  (Canada), 

the  American  sportsmen-sponsored  or- 
ganization seeking  to  improve  wild  fowl 

life  in  the  prairies  where  90  per  cent  of 

the  North  American  continent’s  ducks 
come  from,  are  being  edited  in  Regina. 

T.  C.  Main,  general  manager  of  the  Cana- 
dian organization  in  Winnipeg,  is  in 

charge  of  the  editing. 

The  Tivoli,  Saskatoon,  packed  them  in 

for  its  double  show  opening  Armistice 

Day  for  three  days.  The  program  included 

the  Billy  Barty  Revue  on  the  stage. 

Now  Regina  has  succumbed  to  the  Na- 
tional Film  Society  lure.  November  24,  the 

Regina  branch  will  hold  a   membership 

meeting  with  the  main  attraction  the 

showing  of  "La  Kermesse  Heroique,”  a 
French  film,  in  the  Drake  Hall. 

Class  for  Teachers 

On  Film  Projection 
Montreal  —   Technical  schools  in  the 

province  of  Quebec  and  elsewhere  might 

profitably  take  a   leaf  out  of  the  book  of 

the  London  County  Council  which  is  pro- 
viding at  five  centers  a   course  of  study 

on  film  projection  for  men  and  women 

teachers  who  give  film  lessons  in  their 

schools.  Over  100  teachers  have  enrolled 

in  the  London  course,  which  is  given  at 

the  Regent  Street  Polytechnic,  the  North- 

ern Polytechnic,  Toynbee  Hall,  Wands- 
worth Technical  Institute,  and  Woolwich 

Men’s  Institute. 

One  explanation  of  the  Council’s  inter- 
est in  the  course  is  that  they  intend  ex- 

tending the  use  of  films  as  instructional 

media  in  schools.  The  question  of  install- 
ing additional  motion  picture  equipment 

is  being  studied  by  the  Council’s  electrical 
aids  advsory  committee. 

According  to  Arthur  Periera,  lecturer  in 

cinematography  at  the  Regent  Street  Poly- 
technic, the  main  purpose  of  the  course  is 

“to  instruct  the  teachers  on  how  to  ma- 

nipulate and  take  care  of  a   film  projec- 

tor.” However,  theory  as  well  as  practice 
will  be  taught,  and  the  teachers  (who  in 

this  case  are  students)  will  be  instructed 

in  the  principles  of  projection  and  will  also 

receive  tuition  in  sound  recording  tech- nology. 

Drama  Festival  Grows 
Montreal — The  Dominion  drama  fes- 

tival of  central  Ontario  is  now  too  big 

for  Toronto’s  Hart  House,  President  Hugh 
Eayrs  says.  An  effort  is  being  made  to  find 

a   larger  theatre  for  the  next  program. 

Tradition  of  Theatre 

Is  Upheld 
Montreal — The  tradition  of  the  the- 

atre was  upheld  by  the  John  Holden 

Players  in  Winnipeg  when,  upon  the 

removal  to  hospital  of  Kathleen  Kidd, 

stricken  with  appendicitis,  Isabel  Price 

mastered  40  odd  pages  of  script  within 

24  hours  and  took  over  her  role  in 

"Chicken  Feed,"  the  comedy  current  at 
the  Dominion  Theatre.  Frances  Riddell, 

associated  with  the  Holden  Players 

last  season,  played  the  role  originally 

assigned  to  Miss  Price. 

Miss  Riddell  is  the  niece  of  the  Hon. 

John  Bracken,  premier  of  Manitoba. 

WINNIPEG 
J^RMISTICE  DAY  was  marked  by  out- standing business  at  the  downtown 

houses.  Afternoon  and  evening  crowds 

jammed  houses  to  capacity,  in  spite  of  the 

counter  attraction  offered  by  the  finals 

of  the  Junior  Western  Conference  football 
series. 

Holdovers  in  the  city  consist  of  Deanna 

Durbin’s  “That  Certain  Age”  in  its  second 

week  at  the  Capitol  and  “Love  Finds  Andy 

Hardy”  playing  to  outstanding  business 
in  the  second  week  at  the  Gaiety  .   .   .   The 

recently  redecorated  Gaiety  presents  an 

unusually  attractive  appearance  to  its 
downtown  clientele. 

A   March  of  Time  release,  “Men  of 
Medicine,”  was  shown  by  Manager  Harold 
Bishop  of  the  Capitol  to  the  secretary  of 

the  local  medical  association  resulting  in 

a   satisfactory  tieup  with  students  at  the 

college  and  the  medical  fraternity  of  the 

city. 

Filmrow  men  were  out  in  force  at  the 

football  game  between  Regina  and  Winni- 

peg for  the  junior  championship  of  west- 
ern Canada.  The  defeat  of  the  local 

Y.  M.H.  A.  team  was  the  cause  of  a   good 

deal  of  depression  .   .   .   Setting  a   new  all- 
time  record  for  attendance,  1,100  football 

fans  watched  moving  pictures  of  the  Cal- 
gary-Winnipeg  game  of  a   week  Saturday 
at  a   showing  sponsored  by  the  Winnipeg 

Quarterback  Club  .   .   .   The  presence  of 

Reg.  Threlfall  of  the  Winnipeg  team, 

who  answered  questions  and  explained  the 

plays,  accounted  for  a   good  deal  of  the 

popularity  of  the  filming. 

Foreign  House  Policy  Is 

Announced  by  Don  Gauld 
Winnipeg — Discussing  the  new  foreign 

film  policy  inaugurated  at  the  Times  The- 

atre, which  will  come  into  effect  on  No- 

vember 23,  Don  Gauld,  supervisor  of  West- 
ern Theatres,  Ltd.,  stated  plans  are  to 

run  continuous  showing  nightly  with  a 
matinee  twice  a   week. 

French  and  Yiddish  imports,  together 

with  a   number  of  Russian  films,  will  be 

available  for  showing. 

H.  B.  Shawn  of  Toronto  will  manage 

the  house. 

Distinguished  Guests  at  Premiere 

Manager  Harold  Bishop  of  the  Capitol  at  Winnipeg  was  host  to  the  Hon. 

W.  J .   Tupper,  lieutenant-governor  of  Manitoba,  and  his  party  at  the  premiere 

of  the  Deanna  Durbin  starrer,  “That  Certain  Age.”  King’s  Scouts,  as  a 
guard  of  honor  for  the  lieutenant-governor ,   were  arranged  for  by  Manager 
Bishop  as  part  of  his  exploitation. 
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A   GUIDE  TO  J   CURRENT  RELEASES 

JUNE  4 

"3]  Drama  832 Fhree  Comrades  (98) 
Taylor,  Tone,  Sullavan, 
Young 

EP — Mar.  26;  R — May  28 

Western  3730 

Phantom  Ranger  (67) 
Cim  McCoy 

ft-— July  2 

3]  Rom. Drama  Reis-3769 

^arewell  to  Arms  (79) 
(Reissue) 

,   Cooper-Helen  Hayes 

|]  Melodrama  830 

iaint  in  New  York  (72) 
.ouis  Hayward 

(ay  Sutton 

'   .May  7 

f]  Musical  Comedy  839 
dsette  (70) 

).  Ameche-S.  Simon 
IP — Feb.  19 

JUNE  11 

[9]  Melodrama  222 
Held  for  Ransom  (60) 
Grant  Withers 
R — July  30 

|Tq]  Drama  223 
Rife  Returns  (60) 
Lois  Wilson 

[ip]  Drama  836 
Toy  Wife  (95) 

L.  Rainer-M.  Douglas 
R — June  11 

[~8~|  Comedy  Drama  3712 
Marines  Are  nere  (60) 

J

.
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Oliver 

[loj  Drama You  and  Me  (90) 

Sylvia  Sidney-Geo. 
R — June  4 

3742 

[~6~j  Western  7127 
Desert  Patrol  (56) 
Bob  Steele 
R — June  11 

[ip]  Action  Drama  871 
(Reissue) 

King  Kong  (99) 

Fay  Wray-R.  Armstrong 

[Td]  Comedy  850 
One  Wild  Night  (72) 

June  Lang-D.  Baldwin 
R — May  14 

[j  Western  2058 
Pestern  Trails  (57) 

lob  Baker;  R — July  9 

j]  Drama  2010 

Fives  Under  Suspicion 
(68)  Warren  William 
— June  11 

[]  Com.  Drama  WB219 

little  Miss  Thorough- 
bred (63) 

!anet  Kay  Chapman 
ohn  Litel 

ju]  Mua.  Com.  WB206 
Gold  Diggers  in  Paris 

(97) 

Rudy  Vallee 
Priscilla  Lane 
R — May  21 

{OFFICE 

JUNE  18 

[l5|  Drama  8801 
liHolUlay  (93) 

K

.

 

 

Hepburn-C.  Grant 

BP 
— Apr.  

9;  
R — May  

21 

JUNE  24 

|2o|  Western  8211 Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 

John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

[30]  Western  8206 West  of-  Cheyenne  (53) 

Charles'  Starrett 

I

.

 

 

Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

|l7|  Drama  838 Woman  Against  Woman 

(61)  (For.  One  Woman’s 
Answer) 

V.  Bruce-H.  Marshall 
R — June  25 

|jt]  Melodram
a 

Prison  Parin  (70) 

S.  Ross-L.  Nolan R — June  25 

3743 

[J5J  Western 
 7117 Riders  of  Black  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
R — June  25 

jJ5]  Comedy  Drama  70
12 Ladies  in  Distress  (65) 

Alison  Skipworth 

Polly  Moran;  R — June  11 

|jt]  Comedy  Drama  831
 Blond  Cheat  (63) 

Derrick  de  Marney 

Joan  Fontaine  R-May  28 

[5/7]  Comedy  851 Three  Blind  Mice  (75) 

L

.
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[17]  Drama 
Blockade  (85) 

Madeleine  Carroll 

Henry  Fonda R — June  11 

[17]  Melodrama  2039 
Young  Fugitives  (68) 

D.  Kent  R — July  2 

[tt]  Western  2059 Outlaw  Express  (56) 

Bob  Baker  R — July  30 

|l8]  Mys.  Drama  FN263 
When  Were  You  Born? 

(65) 

Anna  May  Wong 

Margaret  Lindsay 
R — June  18 

[24|  Comedy  Drama  837 
Lord  Jeff  (84) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
Mickey  Rooney 
R — June  25 

(22]  Outdoor  Drama  3702 Romance  of  the  Limber- lost  (81) 

Jean  Parker-Eric  Linden R — June  25 

I24]  Western  3758 Bar  20  Justice  (70) 

Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  16 

I24]  Western 

Border  G-Man  (60) 

George  O’Brien 
R — June  18 

882 

[24]  Melodrama  819 Mr.  Moto  Takes  a 
Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson R — June  18 

[25]  Drama  WB208 
White  Banners  (88) 

Claude  Rains-F.  Balnter 

EP — Feb.  26;  R — June  4 

JULY  2 

[27]  Action  Drama  8029 
Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J

.

 

 

Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 
[J]  

Drama  

8019 

City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 
Leo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

[Y|  Melodr
ama 

I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 

Neil  Hamilton R — July  16 
225 

[Y|  Adven.  Drama  829 
Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M.  O’Sullivan 
R— July  16 

|~1~|  Comedy  819 
Having  Wonderful 
Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP — Oct  23;  R — June  18 

[T|  Drama  852 
Always  Goodbye  (75) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Herbert  Marshall 
R — July  2 

[T|  Action  Drama  2032 Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

[T|  Comedy  2005 
Rage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux R — June  18 

[T|  Drama  GB 
Three  on  a   Weekend  (72) 

Margaret  Lockwood John  Lodge 
R — June  11 

JULY  9 

[¥[  Western 

Rollin’  Plains  (75) 

Tex  Ritter 

226 

[IT]  Comedy  Drama 

Fast  Company  (74) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 
R— July  2 

[~6~|  Western  3742 Man’s  Country  (55) 

Jack  Randall R— Aug.  6 

[T]  Western  3854 

Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy) 

R — July  2 

[~4~|  West,  with  Music  7103 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky (60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes 

R — July  9 

|~8~|  Drama  reissue Little  Women  (99) 

K

.

 

 

Hepburn-J.  
Bennett 

[~8~|  Melodrama  836 Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

[~8~[  Western  853 
Panamint’s  Bad  Man(60) 

Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

[~8~[  Comedy  857 
We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich (78) 

Victor  McLaglen 

Gracie  Fields;  R — July  9 

[~9~[  Drama  FN260 

My  Bill  (60) 
K.  Francis-D.  Moore 
R — June  25 
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28 JULY  16 JULY  23 JULY  30 
AUGUST  6 AUGUST  13 AUGUST  20 

[l5|  Western  8212 
Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay 
R — Sept.  17 

[21]  Action  Drama Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters 
R — June  25 

[28]  Western  8207 Eolith  of  Arizona  (56) 

Chas.  Starrett 
iris  Meredith 
R— Oct.  15 

|l5l  Comedy  80 

The  Gladiator  (72) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  2 

[Ts]  Action  Drama  80: 

Convicted  (58) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigle R — Sept.  3 

Melodrama  227 

The  High  Command  (59) 
Lionel  Atwill 

R— July  30 

|22|  Action  Drama  228 
Renfrew  on  the  Great 
White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

[12]  Western  229 

l   tali  Trail  (59) 

Tex  Ritter 

1^5]  Drama 
 835 

Shopworn  Angel  (85) 
James  Stewart 

Margaret  Sullavan 
R— July  9 

[22|  Comedy  Drama  841 
^Love  Finds  Andy 
Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone 
R — July  16 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  842 The  Chaser  (76) 

Dennis  O'Keefe 
Ann  Morriss R— July  30 

[~5~|  Action  Drama  840 
The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 

Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O'Sullivan R — Aug.  6 

|l2|  Comedy  Drama  843 
Ilich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey R — Aug.  13 

[l9|  Comedy  8 

Block-heads  (58) 

Laurel  &   Hardy R — Aug.  20 

|~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  3810 Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran 
R — Sept.  10 

I22]  Comedy  3744 
Tropic  Holiday  (78) 
Dorothy  Lamour 
Bob  Burns 
R— July  2 

[22]  Adven.  Drama  3745 Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara 
R— July  23 

[29]  Comedy  3746 Professor  Beware  (93) 

Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

|~5~[  Melodrama  3747 
Bulldog  Drummond  in Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel 
R — Aug.  6 [l2]  Outdoor  Drama  3748 

The  Texans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott 
R— July  23 

[19]  Comedy  37 

Give  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hoi 

R — July  30 

gjj]  Drama 
 7002 

Army  Girl  (85) 
Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster 

R — July  23 

|2o]  Western  7118 Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
R — Aug.  13 

[28]  Western  861 
Pals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R — Sept.  17 |~§]  Action  Drama  7024 Come  on  Leathernecks 

(66) Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt R — Aug.  27 

[15]  Romantic  Drama  7 
Desperate  Advent  ure  (6 
Kamon  Novarro 

Marian  Marsh 

[15]  Western  71 

Man  From  Music  Moui 

tain  (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aue  1- 

[22]  Action  Drama  835 
Sky  Giant  (80) 

(For.  Northern  Flight) 
Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix 
R— July  23 

|29l  Com.  Drama  833 
Mother  Carey’s  Chickens (80) 

Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison R— July  23 

[5~|  Com.  with  Music  834 I’m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton R — July  30 

g   Western  883 

Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien 

R — Aug.  6 

[^|  Melodra
ma  81 

Smashing  the  Rackets 
(80) 

(For  Cleanup) 

Chester  Morris 

Frances  Mercer 

R — July  30 

[l5|  Comedy  854 

Passport  Husband  (67) 
Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore 

R — July  2 

[22]  Romantic  Drama  855 
I'll  Give  a   Million  (70) 
Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R — July  16 

|29]  Comedy  Drama  856 Little  Miss  Broadway 
(70) 

Shirley  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 
R— July  9 

[~5~|  Drama  901 Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameche 

Arleen  Whelan R — Aug.  6 [l2]  Drama 
 902 

Keep  Smiling  (77) 

Jane  Withers 

Gloria  Stuart R— June  18 

Musical  Comedy  9< 

^Alexander’s  Ragtime 
Band  (105) 

Tyrone  Power-Alice  Fa 
Don  Ameche 
R — June  4 

[5]  Drama 

Algiers  (95) 
Charles  Boyer 

Sigrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr 
R— July  2 

[l5|  Melodrama  2028 
Prison  Break  (73) 
Barton  MacLane 
Glenda  Farrell 

R — July  23 

|22|  Drama  2008 Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 

“Dead  End”  Kids 
Robt.  Wilcox 
R — July  16 

[22]  Com.  with  Mus
ic 

letter  of  Introduction (1 03) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 

Bergen  and  WcCa-rth' 

[12]  Mystery  Drama  2
031 

Missing  Guest  (69) 

Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore;  R — Aug.  2ft 

|j^|  Western  Reissue
  3C 

Strawberry  Roan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

[Y^j  Western  Reissue
  3( 

Fidd  in’  Buckaroo  (6 

Ken  Maynard 

|l6|  Com.  Drama  WB215 
Men  Are  Such  Fools  (69) 
W.  Morris-P.  Lane 
R — June  25 

[l6]  Melodrama  WB205 
Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

[23]  Com.  Drama  FN276 
Penrod’s  Double 

Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins 
R — April  2 

[30]  Melodrama  FN262 
Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse (85) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 
Claire  Trevor R — July  9 

[~6~|  Comedy  WB227 Mr.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane K—  July  23 

[J-j]  Com.  Music  WB217 Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lan. 

jlH]  Musical  Comedy  GB 

Evergreen  ( .   . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 

Barry  Mackay 
[l]  Drama  

GB 

Strange  Boarders  (79) 

Tom  Walls 

Kenee  Saint-Cyr R — Sept.  10 |l5|  Action  Drama
  < 

Crime  Over  London  (1 

Margot  Grahame 
Paul  Cavanaugh 
R— Aug  13 

BOXOFFICE November  19, 
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AUGUST  27 

Western  231 

King  of  the  Sierras  (GO) 
With  Rex,  the 
Wonder  Horse 

Drama  845 

iMarie  Antoinette  (157) 
Norma  Shearer 

iTyrone  Power 

R — Sept.  17 

j3l|  Drama  3811 

Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 
(For.  Circus  Comes  to 

Town ) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

|26|  Action  Drama  3750 

Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 
iieorge  Raft 

inrothy  Lamour 
lenrv  Fonda 

R— Aug.  27 

;|22|  Action  Drama  7025 

Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

;Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 
Beverly  Roberts 

i'[22|  Western  7128 Durango  Valley  Raiders 

(56) 
Rob  Steele 
li 

Com.  with  Music  845 

Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 
Bobby  Breen 

Irene  Dare  ■ 
R — Sept.  3 

jsj  Action  Drama  904 
peed  to  Burn  (60) 
.lichael  Whalen 

ynn  Bari 

t — June  11 

Exploitation  Adven. 

Dark  Rapture  (79) 
J   Native  Cast — R-Oct.  15 

i|]  Western  Reissue  3059 
ving  of  the  Arena  (60) 

^4en  Maynard 

27]  Com.  Drama  WB303 

Joy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

lagney-O’Brien 

SEPTEMBER  3 

|~2~|  Drama  8005 I   Am  tlie  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  27 

||l]  Western  
8213 Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden-Beth  Marlon 

[~2~[  Comedy  901 
Three  Loves  Has  Nancy (69) 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y 
R— Sept.  3 

[~2]  Com.  with  Music  3801 Sing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 

Bred  MacMurray 
R— Aug.  13 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  7015 
The  Higgins  Family  (64) 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 
The  Gleason  Family 
R — Sept.  10 

j~2~|  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

(linger  Rogers 
Fred  Astaire 

R — Sept.  3 

[~2~|  Comedy  Drama  905 
My  Lucky  Star  (84) 
Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene 
R — Sept.  3 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3025 
Freshman  Year  (68) 
Dixie  Dunbar 
Ernest  Truex 

R — Aug.  27 

j~3~|  Com.  Drama  AVB213 
f   our’s  a   Crowd  (95) 
Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R— July  30 

SEPTEMBER  10 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  8015 Lady  Objects  (67) 

Lanny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

[in  Western  8208 Colorado  Trail  (57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith R — Nov.  5 

[9~|  Comedy  Drama  902 
^Boys  Town  (93) 
Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney 
R— Sept.  10 

[7]  Western  3859 Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

[9]  Western  3865 In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Ilopalong  Cassidy) 
R — Aug.  6 

[7]  Western  851 
Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart R— Sept.  3 

[9]  Comedy  902 Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 
Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie 
R — July  16 

[9]  Comedy  Drama  900 Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family 

R — Aug.  13 

[g~|  Melodrama  3034 Personal  Secretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 

VVm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges R— Oct.  15 

7q]  Drama  FN305 Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 
Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Francis R — Oct.  22 

SEPTEMBER  17 

[15]  Melodrama  8020 
Juvenile  Court  (61) 

Paul  Kelly 

Rita  Hayworth R— Sept.  17 

lie]  Com.  Romance  903 Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy R — Sept.  17 

[14]  Western  3741 
Mexicali  Kid  (56) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Sept.  10 

[lei  Drama  3803 Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 

Lynne  Overman 
Billy  Lee 
R— Sept.  17 

|25]  Western  7107 
Prairie  Moon  (58) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette R — Oct.  29 

HU  Western  884 

Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

George  O’Brien R — Sept.  17 

[Te]  Comedy  907 
Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 

John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver R — Sept.  17 

(l6|  Western  3051 Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) Bob  Halier R — Nov.  5 

|l7|  Drama  YVB305 0Y  alley  of  the  Giants (79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Tie' or R— Sept.  17 

[15]  Melodrama 

The  39  Steps  ( .   . ) 

(Reissue) 
Robert  Donat 
Madeleine  Carroll 

GB 

SEPTEMBER  24 

[

2

2

]

 

 

Western  8284 

Stranger  

From  
Arizona (56) 

Buck  Jones R— Sept.  24 

I23]  Melodrama  230 
Dangerous  Secrets  (60) 
Paul  Lukas R— Oct.  29 

|2i|  Melodrama  38
17 Wanted  by  the  Police 

(60) Frankie  Darro Evalyn  Knapp R — Oct.  1 

[

2

3

]

 

 

Com.  with  Music  3802 

Campus  

Confessions  

(66) Betty  

Grable 

Hank  

Luisetti 

R
—
 
Sept.  

17 

[20]  Wester
n  862 

Overland  Stage  Raiders 

(65) 
Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

[23]  Melodram
a  803 

Fugitives  for  a   Night (63) 

Eleanor  Ljnn 
Frank  Albertson R— Oct.  1 

[23]  Melodrama  
908 

Time  Out  for  Murder(60) 

Gloria  Stuart 
Michael  Whalen 

R — July  2 

[30]  Adventure  Dram
a 

Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson R — Aug.  6. 

[30]  Comedy  Drama  3012 
Youth  Takes  a   Fling(78) 

J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds R— Oct.  1 

[23]  Drama  3017 

Road  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrel 
R— Sept.  3 

[24]  Drama  FN
359 

Four  Daughters  (90) 
Lane  Sisters 
Jeffrey  Lynn R — Aug.  20 

OCTOBER  1 

[30]  Drama  8012 

Girls’  School  (73) 

A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy 

R — Oct.  1 

[29]  Comedy  9101 IjiYou  Can’t  Take  It  With  I 
You  (127)  J.  Arthur 
J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

[30]  Comedy  905 

Vacation  From  Love  (65) 
D.  O’ Keefe-F.  Rice 
R— Oct.  8 

[30]  Melodrama  3804 
King  of  Alcatraz  (57) 

Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh 
R — Oct.  8 

[7]  Melodrama  817 

Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston- J.  Travis 

R — Oct.  1 

[30]  Comedy  901 

Room  Service  (80) 

Marx  Brothers R— Sept.  17 

[30]  Musica
l  Oil 

Straight,  Place  and  Show (65) 

Kitz  Bros. -Ethel  Merman 
R— Oct.  1 

[7]  Mus.  Comedy  FN358
 

Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay 
R — July  30 

[Y|  Drama  Tri-Nat  T 

Orage  ( .   . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 
Michele  Morgan 

[J]  Comedy  Tri
-Nat’l 

Carnival  in  Flan<lers(..) 

( Reissue) Francoise  Rosay 

[7]  Melodra
ma  OH 

Man  With  100  Faces  (72) 
Noel  Madison 

Lilli  Palmer;  R-Nov.  19 

MI
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JUNE,  1939 JULY,  1939 
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12  3 
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1   2   3   4   5 

4   5   6   7   8   9   10 
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11  12  13  14  15  16  17 9   10  11  12  13  14  15 13  14  15  16  17  18  19 

18  19  20  21  22  23  24 

25  26  27  28  29  30 

16  17  18  19  20  21  22 

23  24  25  26  27  28  29 30  31 

20  21  22  23  24  25  26 
27  28  29  30  31 

OCTOBER  8 

1 5]  Melodrama  9021 

Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 
(59) 
Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

f~3~|  Western  9201 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe(57) 
C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

[7|  Comedy  Drama  906 
Stablemates  (89) 
Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney 
R— Oct.  8 

|~5~|  Melodrama  3804 
Mr.  Wongr,  Detective  (69) 
Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent 
R — Oct.  8 

[~7~]  Action  Drama  3805 
Touchdown,  Army  (71) 
J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle 
R — Oct.  1 

|~8~]  Hillbilly  Musical  805 
Down  in  Arkansaw  (66) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 

f~7]  Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off(76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis 
R — Sept.  10 

p7~|  Adven.  Comedy  910 Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari 
R — July  23 

[T]  Musical  Comedy  2007 

That  Certain  Age  (95) 
Deanna  Durbin 

Jackie  Cooper 
R — Oct.  8 

|T|  Drama  FN368 

Broadway  Musketeers(62) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 
R — Oct.  29 

OCTOBER  15 

[l2|  Action  Drama  9026 Flight  to  Fame  (57) 
Charles  Farrell 

Jacqueline  Wells 

[x4]  Drama 
 311 Shadows  Over  Shangliai 

(65) 

James  Dunn 
Glenda  Gray 
R — Sept.  17 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  907 Young  Dr.  Kildare  (81) 
Lew  Ayres 

Lionel  Barrymore 
R— Oct.  22 

(iq|  Musical  Reissue 
Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi 

(•■) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

|l2]  Western  3860 YYTiere  Buffalo  Roam (62) 

Tex  Ritter  R — Oct.  29 

[14]  Comedy  Drama  3706 
Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter 
R— Oct.  8 

|^4]  Drama  
905 

A   Man  to  Remember(80) 
Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley 
R — Oct.  8 

[44]  Comedy  Drama  919 Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints 
R — Oct.  15 

[44]  Comedy  Drama 
There  Goes  My  Heart 

(84) 
F.  March-V.  Bruce 
R — Oct.  1 

[44]  Comedy  Drama  3026 
Swing  That  Cheer  (63) 
Tom  Brown 
Andy  Devine 
R — Nov.  19 

[45]  Drama  WB302 The  Sisters  (99) 
Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis 
R — Oct.  8 

Drama  Trl-Nat’l 
Peg  of  Old  Drury  (..) 
Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 

OCTOBER  22 

[2i|  Western
 

Frontier  Scout  (62) 

Geo.  Houston 
R — Sept.  17 

325 

[24I  Com.  with  Music  9
01 Listen,  Darling  (75) 

Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew 
R— Oct.  22 

Western 
3707 

Mysterious  Rider  (73) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 
R — Sept.  24 

[24]  Mystery  Comedy  906 Mad  Miss  Manton  (78) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda R— Oct.  15 

|2i|  Melodrama  912
 Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 

Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire R — June  4 

[24]  Comedy  3013 Service  De  Luxe  (85) 

C.  Bennett-C.  Ruggles R — -Oct.  22 

1371  Western  3052 

Guilty  Trails  (57) 
Bob  Baker 

|22|  Melodrama  FN369 Girls  on  Probation  (63) 

Ronald  Reagan 

June  Bryan 
R— Oct.  2* 

OCTOBER  29 

[24]  Action  Drama  9020 Little  Adventuress  (62) 

(For.  Thoroughbred) 
E.  Fellows-J.  Wells 

[24|  Western  8285 
Law  of  the  Texan  (57) 

Buck  Jones  R — Oct.  29 

Adventure 

Titans  of  the  Deep  (47) 
Dr.  Wm.  Beebe 

|28|  Drama  909 
The  Citadel  (112) 

Robert  Donat 

Rosalind  Russell R — Oct.  29 

|28|  Drama  (Spec.Rel.)3808 Men  With  YVings  (105) 

Fred  MacMurray 

Ray  Milland R— Oct.  29 

[28|  Melodrama  806 
I   Stand  Accused  (61) 

Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack R — Oct.  22 

|28|  Melodrama  907 
Tarnished  Angel  (67) 

(For.  Miracle  Racket) 

Sally  Eilers 
Lee  Bowman R— Oct.  29 

|28|  Historical  Drama  913 
Suez  (104) 

Tyrone  Power 
Annabella R — Oct.  22 

I27]  Comedy  Drama 
Young  in  Heart  (90) 

Janet  Gaynor 

Douglas  Fairbanks  j'r. 

Melodrama 3016 
The  Storm  (78) 

Preston  Foster 

Action  Drama  3028 

Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent R — Oct.  8 

[29]  Comedy 

Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane R— Oct.  22 

FN355 

NOVEMBER  5 

|~2~|  Western  9211 
In  Early  Arizona  (58) 
Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 

IT!  Melodrama  312 
Cipher  Bureau  (70) 
Ames- Woodbury R — Oct.  29 

0 
Musical  Drama  908 

Great  YValtz  (104) 

Luise  Rainer 
Fernand  Gravet 

|~4~|  Melodrama  3809 Illegal  Traffic  (87) 

J.  Carrol  Naish 

Mary  Carlisle 
R — N   o   v.  5 

|~5~|  Western  7108 
Rhythm  of  the  Saddle (58) 

(For.  Song  of  the  West) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 

pr|  Western  981 

Lawless  Valley  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
Kay  Sutton 

R — Nov.  5 

|~4~|  Comedy  Drama  914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 
Jean  Rogers R — Aug.  20 

|~4~|  Action  Drama  3032 Exposed  (63) 

Glenda  Farrell 
Otto  Kruger 

|~4]  Western  3053 
Prairie  Justice  (57) 

Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

[|]  Comedy  Y
VB310 

Hard  to  Get  (79) 

Dick  Powell 
Olivia  de  Havilland R — Nov.  12 

[~j~|  Melodrama  GB 
Lady  Vanishes  (97) 

Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas R — Oct.  16 

NOVEMBER  12 

frll  Comedy  Drama  911 
Spring  Madness  (67) 
Franchot  Tone 

Maureen  O'Sullivan 

|~9~|  Drama 
Gangster's  Boy  (80) 

Jackie  Cooper 

Lucy  Gilman 

3801 

[iT|  Historical  Drama  381' 

If  I   Were  King  (101) 

Ronald  Colman Frances  Dee R — Oct.  1 

|Y|  Action  Drama  807' 

Storm  Over  Bengal  (65) 

Patric  Knowles 

Rochelle  Hudson R — Nov.  19 

|il|  Comedy  908 
Annabel  Takes  a   Tour 

(61) Jack  Oakie 
Lucille  Ball R — Oct.  22 

im  Comedy  Drama  915 
Just  Around  the  Corner 

(71) Shirley  Temple 

Bert  Lahr 
R — Nov.  5 

[7J|  Comedy  3031 

His  Exciting  Night  (63; 
Chas.  Ruggles 

Ona  Munson 

Drama  YVB31I 
Nancv  Drew,  Detective 

(65) 

Bonita  Granville 

7,; 
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A   GUIDE  TO/  CURRENT  RELEASES 

NOVEMBER  19 NOVEMBER  26 DECEMBER  3 DECEMBER  10 DECEMBER  17 

DECEMBER  24  | 

[lfi|  Action  Drama 

Adventure  in  the  Sahara 
(•  •) 

Paul  Kelly 
Lenora  Gray 

|l5j  Drama Strange  Case  of  Dr. 
Meade  (66) 

(For.  Outside  the  Law) 
J.  Holt-B.  Roberts 
R — Oct.  29 

[Y|  Comedy  Melodra
ma Terror  of  Tiny  Town  ( . . ) 

p   Comedy 

Blondie  (72) 

Penny  Singleton 

Arthur  Lake;  R-Nov.  5 

[~8~|  Western  9202 Rio  Grande  ( .   . ) 

Charles  Starrett 
Ann  Doran HU  Western  

8206 

California  Frontier  ( .   . ) 
Buck  Jones 

[i§|  Melodrama  345 

Sunset  Strip  Case  ( .   . ) 
Sally  Rand 

HU  Drama  912 

Shining:  Hour  (75) 
Joan  Crawford 

Margaret  Sullavan 

Melvyn  Douglas 
R — Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  913 
Out  West  With  the 
Hardys  ( . . ) 

Mickey  Rooney 
Lewis  Stone 

[2]  Comedy 
Flirting  with  Fate  ( . .   ) 
Joe  E.  Brown 

Leo  Carrillo 

|~9~j  Drama 
Dramatic  School  ( .   . ) 

Luise  Rainer 
Alan  Marshal 

Paulette  Goddard 

HU  Comedy  Dram
a 

The  Awakening  of Katherine  ( . . ) 

Franchot  Tone 

Franciska  Gaal 

[23]  Dram
a 

Christmas  Carol  ( .   . ) 

Reginald  Owen 

Terry  Kilburn 

Il6]  Western  3851 
Sun  Packer  (49) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

R — N   o   v.  19 

[23]  Melodrama  3818 
Gang  Bullets  ( . . ) 
Ann  Nagel 
Robt.  Kent 

[30]  Western  3861 Song  of  the  Buckaroo(..) 
(For.  Little  Tenderfoot) 
Tex  Ritter 

[~7~|  Drama 
I   Am  a   Criminal  ( .   . ) 
John  Carroll 

Mary  Kornman 

HU  Action  D
rama 

Tough  Kid  ( .   . ) 

Frankie  Darro 

Hi]  Wes
tern 

Last  Outlaw  ( . . ) 

Jack  Randall 

HU  Comedy  3811 

Thanks  for  the  Memory 
1   (78) 

Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross 
,R — Nov.  12 

[25]  Melodrama  3812 
Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- 

mond (58) 

John  Howard 

Heather  Angel 

|25]  Comedy  3813 
Say  It  in  French  ( . .   ) 
Ray  Milland 

[2~1  Comedy  Drama  3814 Little  Orphan  Annie  ( .   . ) 
Ann  Gillis 

Robert  Kent 

[~9~|  Action  Drama  3815 Ride  a   Crooked  Mile(..) 
Frances  Farmer 

Leif  Erickson 

[l6]  Western  3856 
Frontiersman  ( .   . ) 

William  Boyd 

Evelyn  Venable HU  Comedy  D
rama 

Tom  Sawyer,  Detective 

(■  •) Donald  O’Connor Billy  Cook 

HU  
Drama 

one  third  of  a   nation 
Sylvia  Sidney 

is]  Western  863 

Santa  Fe  Stampede  ( . . ) 
Three  Mesquiteers 

[22]  Drama 
Orphans  of  the  Street 

(•  .) 

Tommy  Ryan 

Bob  Livingston 

[21]  Western  851 
Come  on  Rangers  (   .   . ) 

Roy  Rogers 

HU  Western  
841 Western  Jamboree  ( .   . ) 

Gene  Autry 

Smiley  Burnette 

yj]  Western  909 

Law  West  of  Tombstone 
(72) 

Harry  Carey 
Tim  Holt 

t — Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  948 

Peck’s  Bad  Boy  at  the Circus  ( . .   ) 

Tommy  Kelly 
Ann  Gillis 

[2]  Comedy  910 Trailer  Romance  ( . . ) 
Lucille  Ball 

James  Ellison 
[je|  Action  Drama  911 
White  Slaves  ( .   .   ) 

Anne  Shirley 

Roger  Daniel 
[23]  Action  Drama  9

12 
Gunga  Din  ( .   . ) 

Cary  Grant 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

18]  Action  Drama  916 

harpsliooters  (64) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari 
1 — Sept.  24 

[25|  Action  Drama  909 
Submarine  Patrol  (95) 
Richard  Greene 
Nancy  Kelly 
R — Nov.  5 

[2]  Action  Drama  918 Road  Demon  (70) 

Henry  Arthur  : 
Joan  Valerie 
R — Aug.  27 

[~9~|  Comedy  924 
Up  the  River  (75) 

Tony  Martin 
Phyllis  Brooks R — Nov.  12 

HU  Comedy  Drama  920 
Down  on  the  Farm  (61) 
Jones  Family 

Jed  Prouty-S.  Deane 
R— Oct.  15 

HU  Music
al  917 

Thunks  for  Everything 

(•  •) Adolphe  Menjou 
Arleen  Whelan 

Jack  Oakie 

U   Com.  Drama 

lowboy  and  the  Lady 
(91) 

lary  Cooper 
Herle  Oberson [22]  Action  Dra

ma 

Trade  Winds  ( .   . ) 

Fredric  March 

Joan  Fontaine 

jj]  Action  Drama  3035 

Itrange  Faces  (66) 
Dorothea  Kent 

4ndy  Devine 

[25]  Comedy  Drama 
Little  Tough  Guys  in 

Society  ( . .   ) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer 

[2]  Action  Drama  3022 
Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (69) 
Edmund  Lowe 

Helen  Mack 
R — Nov.  19 

[~9~|  Melodrama Last  Warning  ( .   . ) 

Preston  Foster 

[23]  Action  Drama 

Newsboys  Home  ( .   . ) 

Jackie  Cooper 

Wendy  Barrie 

9]  Com.  Drama  WB318 

’orchy  Gets  Her  Man (62) 
Jlenda  Farrell  j 3arton  MacLane 

R — Oct.  15 

Action  Drama  FN351 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 
(68) 

James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien 
R — Oct.  29 

[F]  Action  Drama Devil's  Island  ( .   . ) 
Boris  Karloff 

Neda  Harrigan Ho]  Action  Dram
a 

Secret  Service  of  the  Air 

(.  .) Ronald  Reagan 

Ila  Rhodes 
|l7]  Drama 

Comet  on  Broadway  ( .   . ) 

Kay  Francis-John  Litel 
[24]  Action  Drama 

Wings  of  the  Navy  ( . . ) 

George  Brent 
Olivia  deHavilland 

|   Melodrama  GB 

’he  Frog  ( . . ) 
4oah  Beery-G.  Taylor 

[T]  Musical  GB Climbing1  High  ( . . ) 
Jessie  Matthews 

Michael  Redgrave 
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Numerals  Following  Titles  are 

Running  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 
tional Release,  1938,  Unless 

Otherwise  Specified. 

(^Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugo  Reisenfeld 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9)  .Apr.  30,  '38 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

A   Nag  in  the  Bag  (..)   Nov.  11 

Ankles  Away  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17%) .   .July  1 
Home  on  the  Rage  (17)   Dec.  9 

Jump  Chump  Jump  (19  %)..Apr.  15 
Firechief  Andy  Clyde  falls  tor  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  ..  .Aug.  19 

Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  1G 
The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 

Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18) ..  .Oct.  28 
The  Soul  of  a   Heel  (16%) .   . .   .   June  4 
Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff’s  daughter. 
COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)  .   .   -   Aug.  2fi 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).  . Nov.  3 
Midnight  Frolics  (..)   Nov.  24 

Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

(7)    Sept.  23 
©The  Big  Birdcast  (X)   .May  13 
The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 

Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 
COLOR  TOUR 

Big  Town  (New  York)  (..).. Dec.  2 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(19)    Nov.  4 

Provincial  Quebec  ( .   . )   Nov.  18 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  June  25 
No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs. ..  July  4 
No..  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No.  12  (..)    Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

Third  Series 

No.  1   College  Songs  (10)   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (10)   Oct.  4 

No.  3   Season’s  Idea  (..)   Dee.  2 
No.  4   Moon  Songs  (..)   Dec.  30 

KRAZY  KAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 

Krazy  Magic  (7)   May  20 

Krazy’g  Travel  Squawks  (7) . .   .   Jul>  4 
The  Little  Buckaroo  (6)   Apr.  II 
The  Lone  Mountie  (6)   Dec.  10 

SPORT  REELS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 
Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Eagle  vs.  Man  (Special)  (..)..  Dec.  2 
Fistic  Fun  (9%)    July  1 

Football  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 
Ski  Rhythm  (10)   Nov.  4 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   .May  10, ’38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTUREGRAPH 

No.  1   (.  .)    Nov.  18 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (6%)    July  22 
Early  Bird  (7)   Sept.  16 

Happy  Birthday  (7)   Nov.  10 

Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7) ....  Apr.  27 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  17) 

No.  10  (10)    May  27.  ’38 
No.  11  (10)    July  8 
No.  12  (10)    July  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (. .)    Sept.  16 
No.  2   (. .)    Oct.  14 

No.  3   (..)    Nov.  4 
No.  4   ( .   . )     Dec.  1 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 
(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 
Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  25 
Three  Missing  Links  (18) ..  .   .July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 

WASHINGTON  PARADE 

No.  1   Harry  Newman  Commen- 
tator (..)    Nov.  11 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Nov.  18 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7)  . . .   .May  27,  ’38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  ( .   .)  .   .   June  10 
Maid  in  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 

The  Big  Top  (7)..   May  13, ’38 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  (10) . . .   Apr.  22 

Return  of  the  Buffalo  (10)  .Apr.  n,  '38 
We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  (. .) .   .July  22 

TWO  BEELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 

capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  (..)   Apr.  29, '38 Jefferson  Machamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( .   . )   .   May  13,  ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17) . . .   .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 

Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

livan’s plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 

Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 
to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 
his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- 
test 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22)..  Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (20)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10)  . . . .   June  25 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)...  .Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 

The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVEl.TALKs 

III  Technicolor 

Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czeclio-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  1 1 
Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (8)...  Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (..)...  Dec.  31 

Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 

( .   . )     Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

OBrovest  of  the  Brave  (11).. Aug.  6 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11) . .   .   Sept.  3 

Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollywood  Handicap  (10)....  May  28 
Miracle  of  Salt  Lake  (11)  ..  Nov.  12 

Streamlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 

QThat  Mothers  Might  Live 
(10)      Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10)  .   .May  7.  '38 
They  Live  Again  (10)   Oct.  22 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 

(10)    July  9 
Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris 
Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 

Eleanor  Lynn  and  Frankie  Albert- 

son. 

Snow  Gets  In  Your  Eyes  (20). May  14 
M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 

Released  twice  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 

Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .May  17, '38 
Football  Romeos  (..)   Nov.  12 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 

Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 

Men  in  Fright  (..)   Oct.  15 
Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26, '38 
PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (10)    Oct.  15 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

^Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)   July  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 

QHot  on  Ice  (10)   Oct.  22 

Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (10)  .   .Nov.  19 
Modeling  for  Money  (10) . . . .   Apr.  30 

Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHI.EY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 

How  to  Watch  Football  (9)...  Oct.  8 
QHow  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9) ..  .July  2 

Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Opening  Day  (..)   Nov.  12 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
On  With  the  New  (7)   Dec.  2 
Out  ot  the  Inkwell  (7)   Apr.  22 

Pudgy  the  Watchman  (7).... Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    .May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7)   Aug.  26 

Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 
Hold  It  (8)     Apr.  29 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 
The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7)..  Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Costa  Rica  (10)    Dec.  2 

Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestru 

(10)    May  6 
Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 
Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 

Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 
Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Ilal  Kemp  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Dec.  2 
Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 

©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   . .   .   Aug.  5 

Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 
Orrin  Tucker  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  4 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 

Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 
Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 
Wynn. 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGRAPHICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  20 

Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

OFind  What’s  Wrong  (10) ..  .June  17 
.Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) .   .   .   Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Raising  Canines  (10)   Nov.  11 
All  about  raising  dogs  based  on 
the  information  supplied  by  expert 
Carl  Spitz. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

OSilver  Millions  (10)    Inly  15 
Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner's 
Immortal  “Tanhaueser”  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 

studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12(10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 

Aquatic  Antics. 
No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oct.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- rises, elephants. 

No.  4   (10)    Nov.  4 

Prospecting  for  oil,  mountain 

climbing  and  a   visit  to  southeast- 
ern United  States. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

A   Date  to  Skate  (7)   Nov.  18 

Big  Chief  Ugh-Amugh-Ugh 

(7)    Apr.  15 
Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7)  . .   .   .Aug.  19 

Goonland  (8)    Oct.  21 
1   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 
The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   “Pipe”  (7) .   .   .June  17 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

No.  5   (10)    May  13 
No.  6   (10)    July  8 

No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

No.  2   (11)    Nov.  4 
SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8).. July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
You  Leave  Me  Breathless  (7).. May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10) .   .   .   .   Oct.  28 
Deals  with  the  fascinating  sport 

of  gliding  and  soaring  in  motorless 

planes. 
Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red.  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)      May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 

Question  answers  in  the  field  ot 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    '»"ne  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 

ing. 

Super- Athletes  (10)    Nov.  25 
An  analysis  of  the  progress  made 
in  track  and  field  sports. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 
(In  Color) 

©No.  5   (10)    

Gold  beating;  circulatin woman  chimney  sweep; 

er  portraits. 
No.  6   (10)    
No.  1   (HI)    

QNo.  2   (10)    
No.  3   (10)    

.   .   .   .   Apr.  15 

g   library: 

tool leath- 
.   .   June  III 
.   .   .   .Aug.  5 

  Oct.  7   Dec.  2 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald’s  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald’s  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. 
©Donald’s  Nephews  (8) ..  Apr.  15,  '38 

Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- 
tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 

and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 
Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 
Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 

A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  foi 

an  escaped  killer 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17, ’38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 

Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 

t}©Tl'e  Moth  and  llie  Flame 

(8)    Apr.  1, ’38 Adventures  of  a   hoy  and  girl  moth. 
The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 

A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

OSWynken,  Blynken  and  Soil 
(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 

wooden-shoe. 
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EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  In  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Fio  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino. 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Bertluiuakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 

child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon's  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
"Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain’s dilemma. 

No.  3   (20)    Oct.  28 
Inside  the  Maginot  line. 

No.  10  (19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

QNo.  11  (17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 
threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  21 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10) .   .   .June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10) .   . .   .Apr.  22,  '38 
Ray  Fabing’s  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris.  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 
Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Reillys,  Paul 
Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10)  . .   .   .Sept.  2 

PATnE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

JjNo.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (15) .   .   .June  17,  ’38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 

difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13, ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

fe^Deep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 

Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 
pions photographed  in  action  by 

the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) . . .   .Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros. 

Underwater  (9)    June  3 

New  underwater  sport  "goggle 

fishing”  and  some  water  polo scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

Twenty  Girls  and  a   Band 

(18)    Apr.  8,  ’38 
RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 

(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 

Cowboy  band. 

REELISMS  (New  Series) 

Submarine  Circus  (10)   .Sept.  16 

20th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 
CAMERAMAN 

Filming  Big  Thrills  (..)....  Sept.  30 
Recording  Modern  Science 

(10)    Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoroughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 

Timber  Toppers  (..)   Oct.  28 
Winter  Sports  ( . . )   Dec.  9 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) .   . .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

Fashion  Forecasts  (..)   Nov.  11 
Winter  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 
(11)    Sept.  2 

What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

(..)    Nov.  25 

I-OWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)   Aug.  5 
Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 
Land  of  Contentment  (..)....  Oct.  14 

TERRY-TOONS 

Chris  Columbo  (7)    Aug.  12 

©Gandy  Goose  in  Doomsday 

(..)    Dec.  16 
Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 
Housewife  Herman  (..)   Nov.  18 
String  Bean  Jack  (7)   Aug.  26 
The  Glass  Slipper  (7)   Oct.  7 
The  New  Comer  (..)   Oct.  21 
The  Stranger  Rides  Again 

(..)    Nov.  4 
Village  Blacksmith  (..)   Dec.  2 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story 

(7)    Sept.  23 

United  Artists 
SCENIC 

Eternal  Fire  (8)    Oct.  1 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  48  (   9)    Apr.  11.  ’38 
No.  49  (   9)    A   pr.  25 
No.  50  (   9)    Muv  9 

No.  51  (10)    June  3 
No.  52  (   9)    June  27 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

No.  56  (9)      Nov.  14 
No.  57  (9)    Nov.  28 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19Vz)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca. 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer 
Fits  ft  Benefits  (19)   Jul>  27 

Yorke  and  King,  Original  Colton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh. 
The  Merry  Macs. 

High-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    Min  IX, ’38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon.  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Hi-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 
Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mo- 
Gums’  Dancers. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19)  .   .   .June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  I, eg  Bates, 
Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers. 
Stearnes  Xr  Anavan 

Music  and  Models  (19)   Dec.  14 
Jack  Arthur,  Carolyn  Marsh,  Six 
Debonairs,  Irene  Vermillion  &   Co. 

Patio  Serenade  (17)   Nov.  16 
Tito  Coral,  Laura  Suarez,  Armida, 
Gloria  Belmonte  and  others. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17 V2)    Oet.  12 
Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 
Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke.  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon 
lea  Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 

Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 

Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)     June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)...  May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s 
Daughter  (7)    June  6 

Nellie  the  Sewing  Machine 

Girl  (7 y2)      Apr.  II 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 
Rabbit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 
Sailor  Mouse  (7)   Nov.  7 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 
Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

WALTER  LANTZ  CARTUNES 

The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  .3 

Disobedient  Mouse  (8)   Nov.  28 

The  Problem  Child  (7) .   . .   May  16,  ’38 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)     July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  50  (9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 
No.  52  (   9)    June  20 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 
No.  55  (9%)    -Oct.  10 

No.  56  (9)    Nov.  21 
No.  57  (9)    Dec.  5 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 
Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  nEADLINKRS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 

Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) .   .   June  1 1,  '38 
BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20) . . .   .   Oct.  29 
Toyland  Casino  (21)    Oct.  8 

Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 

Cleaning  Up  ( .   . )   Nov.  12 
Stardust  (..)    Dee.  10 

Zero  Girl  (22)    Sept.  3 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURES 

The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)..  Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, '38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Mechanix  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4, '38 

Toradja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30, ’38 
THE  COLOR  PARADE 

(New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oet.  1 
Mechanix  Illustrated  (..)   Nov.  5 
Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

I.OONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  in  Wackyland  (7) . . .   . Sept.  24 
Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  .Apr.  16, ’38 
Porky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7)  ..  Apr.  30, ’38 

Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew (7) .   .Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    ...June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7).. July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7, '38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18, '38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, ’38 
(11)    May  28, ’38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 
Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 

Happy  Felton  &   Orch  (..)....  Dec.  3 
Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 

Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 

(10)    Oct.  1 
Kuhinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)    July  30, '38 
MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Feud  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jut.  23 

Daffy  Duck  in  Hollywood  (..).Dec.  3 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  ( .   . )   .May  28, ’38 

Katnip  Kollege  (7)   June  11, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  ft  Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 
Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7) .   . .   .Oct.  8 
Now  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, '38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7) . . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 
No.  8(11)    Apr.  2 

Song  writers  —   bowling  —   rubber 
bathing  suits. 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  30. ’38 
Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 
toy  trains. 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11(10)    July  9, ’38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12  (   .   .)    Aug.  13 

Holly  wood-Sculling-Furs. 
PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Rainbow’s  End  ( .   . )   July  2,  ’38 
Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

(j©Out  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 
A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19)  ..  .July  30, ’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series)  Tech. 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (..)    July  16, ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) ..  May  21. ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  23, '38 
Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20)  ..  .Aug.  27 

Fifi  D’Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  1   I, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) .   . . .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prima 

Bobbin’  Good  (..)   Dec.  10 
Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)    Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10) .   .June  18, ’38 
TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4, ’38 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 
Treacherous  Waters  (..)   Dec.  10 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14,  ’38 

SERIALS 
COLUMBIA 

The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 

Bill  Hickok    June  30 
15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 
(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island ...  Mar.  1 7 

(15  episodes),  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s 
island. 

The  Spider’s  Web   Oct.  22, ’38-39 
15  chapters.  Out  of  the  Spider 

magazine  stalks  crimedom’s  most 
amazing  character  impersonated 
by  Warren  Hull  who  comes  to 

grips  with  The  Octopus.  Iris 
Meredith  is  the  heart  Interest. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Ang.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The .   .   . .   May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 

Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu 

Love. 
Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brlx,  Jill Martin. 

Painted  Stallion    Jane  5, ’38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 
(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 

Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  ’38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  "Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oet.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Withers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 

agents  of  two  foreign  powers  in  a 
Chinatown  setting. 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES,  SERVICES ^Leatlna  -tjouie 
•   Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

HERE'S  AN  ALL-STAR  CAST  FROM 

THE  NEW  S.O.S.  CATALOG.  “Type-it” 
Slide  Mats,  package  of  fifty,  89c.  Photo 

cells,  868  type,  guaranteed,  $1.49.  Seat- 
patch  Kits,  $1.98.  Fire  extinguishers,  $2.95. 
Thumb  tacks,  carton  of  1,000,  79c.  Sand 

urns,  $2.95.  Chair  ash  dispensers,  $1.95. 

G.  E.  Motors,  1/12  h.  p.  220V  3ph.,  $1.95. 
Gold  bronze  exit  boxes,  $1.19.  Thousands 
of  others.  S.O.S. ,   636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 

tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 
reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 
219  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 
OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  219  North 
16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

SOUND  EQUIPMENT 

TWO  MELLOPHONE  wide  range,  up-to- 

date  soundheads  for  Simplex;  one  thea- 
tre amplifier  approximately  10  watts.  All 

tried  and  tested.  O.  K.  condition.  Tired 

of  storage.  As  is — $50.00.  R.  B.  Henninger, 
Beloit,  Kas. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

COMPLETE  RCA  sound  equipment. 
Perfect  condition.  Two  Powers  heads, 
$500.  Terms.  Mesa  Theatre,  Victorville, 
Cal.,  or  call  PArkway  3124. 

30  USED  16mm  sound  projectors,  $135; 
Roshon,  State  Theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

FOR  SALE  —   400  used  chairs,  spring 
cushion  seat,  veneer  back,  also  Strand 
electric  vertical  sign,  bargain  price.  Rivola 
Theatre,  Oskaloosa,  la. 

THEATRE  TICKETS 

UNEXCELLED  QUALITY— 50  rolls  stock 

tickets,  $12.50;  20  rolls,  $5.80;  100,000  spe- 
cial printed  rolls  or  machine  tickets,  $14.90. 

Shipping  charges  paid  to  1,000  miles.  Cash 
with  order.  Kansas  City  Ticket  Co.,  Dept. 
B,  1717  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

EXHIBITORS  READ 
THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

REGULARLY 
For  only  10c  a   word  your  mes- 

sage will  reach  them  in  48 
states  and  all  of  Canada. 

ADVERTISE  FOR 
RESULTS! 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE — Theatre,  four  small  towns 
to  draw  from.  $1,500,  terms.  Randsburg, 
Cal. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

SMALL  TOWN  THEATRE  wanted  any- 
where in  Texas.  Give  full  particulars  first 

letter.  227  W.  Calera  St.,  Uvalde,  Tex. 

THEATRE  WANTED  —   500  to  1,000 
seats;  give  all  information  in  first  letter. 

Must  stand  investigation.  Box  125,  Ken- 
neth Williamson,  Plainwell,  Mich. 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

BUSINESS  OPPORTUNITIES 

WANT  PARTNER — Have  theatre  equip- 
ment if  you  have  building.  Small  town, 

Michigan  or  Indiana.  B-1059,  Boxoffice, 
4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

INTERCOMMUNICATION  SYSTEMS 

WALL  TYPE  TELEPHONES.  Operate 
on  dry  cell  batteries  from  office  to  booth, 

stage  or  boxoffice.  $1.00  each  instrument. 

D'Armand  Supply  Co.,  Grant  &   Grandview 
Ave.,  Portsmouth,  Ohio. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 

81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 
from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- ton. 

HELP  WANTED 

OPERATOR,  sign  writer;  small  town. 
New  Lyric,  Cheyenne,  Okla. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

PROJECTIONIST — Thoroughly  experi- 
enced modern  equipment,  reliable,  sober; 

anywhere.  Paul  Hale,  Middlesboro,  Ky. 

PROJECTIONIST — 12  years’  experience. 
Sober,  reliable,  appreciate  decent  job. 
P.  O.  Box  No.  173,  Canton,  Tex. 

PROJECTIONIST  —   Electrician,  want 

work,  go  anywhere.  J.  Marcum,  Hunting- don, Pa. 

DESIRES  TO  LEARN  operator’s  trade. 
Single,  sincere,  reliable,  courteous  service. 
Ralph  Wright,  Taylorville,  111. 

PROJECTIONIST — 20  years’  experience 
on  any  make  of  equipment.  Married  and 
reliable.  Now  employed;  wish  a   change; 

will  go  anywhere.  B-1051,  Boxoffice,  4704 
E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

What  Do  You  Want? 
—TO  SELL  YOUR  THEATRE 

—TO  BUY  A   THEATRE 

—A  JOB,  A   POSITION  OPEN 
—TO  BUY  OR  SELL  EQUIPMENT 
—MISCELLANEOUS  ARTICLES 

Whatever  you  want — it  will  pay  you  to  advertise  your  needs  in 
THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE, 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 
4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don’t  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 
Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

•   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding  publication  date. 

BOXOFFICE  November  19,  1938 



Y’all! 
NOTICE  OF  A   HEARING 

Hear  Ye!  Hear 

Mr.  T.  O.,  you  are  quite  generally  and  unjustly,  we  believe,  being 

accused  of  contributory  delinquency,  despotic  negligence,  non-support 

and  mechanical  turpitude  in  the  conduct  of  your  projection  affairs. 

We're  ready  to  defend  you  on  each  one  of  the  following  trumped-up 
charges,  with  all  the  evidence  at  our  disposal: 

DO  YOU  theatre  men  who  brag  about  your  projection  really  believe  it's  good 
enough  or  is  it  just  a   bluff  to  ease  your  bothered  consciences? 

DO  YOU  exhibitors  who  buy  entertainment  on  the  spool  and  then  slop  it  ail 

over  the  screen,  really  think  the  public  doesn't  mind? 

DO  YOU  look  beyond  a   discount  when  you  buy  projection  equipment;  or  is 

it  really  the  question  of  screen  results  that  concerns  you  more  than 

cost  price? 

DO  YOU  believe  that  people  pick  out  your  theatre  because  of  the  pictures 

you  play,  or  the  way  you  part  your  hair,  or  has  better  projection 

anything  to  do  with  it? 

DO  YOU  think  economy  of  operation  is  more  important  than  quality  in  the 

performance  of  a   piece  of  projection  equipment? 

DO  YOU  maintain  that  high  prices  are  entirely  responsible  for  the  fact  that 

only  16  per  cent  of  our  theatres  are  efficiently  equipped  for  pas- 
sable projection? 

DO  YOU,  as  often  charged,  regard  the  condition  and  age  of  your  automo- 

bile more  seriously  than  that  of  the  machinery  that  makes  it  pos- 
sible for  you  to  buy  new  automobiles  yearly? 

DO  YOU  regard  projection  equipment  and  the  maintenance  thereof  as  mere- 
ly an  item  of  expense  to  be  held  at  minimum,  or  as  an  investment 

for  profit? 

The  whole  truth  and  nothing  but  (pro  and  con)  will 

be  presented  in  The  Modern  Theatre  section  of 

BOXOFFICE  on  December  10th,  1938,  by  the 

Hon.  Ansel  M.  Moore,  Counsel  and  Conciliator  for 

All  Parties  at  Issue. 

ATTENTION 
Depositions  in  behalf  of  the  defense  will  be  received  by  the  Editor,  at 

332  S.  Michigan  Avenue,  Chicago,  Illinois,  until  November  30,  1938 — 
the  dead-line  for  denials. 



"A  beautiful  and 
deeply  touching 

picture  which  has 

everythin p   to  insure 

box-office  success!” 
PfitUETY 

S.  House  packed,  lobbies  jammed,  lines  wait- 
ing at  Radio  City  Music  Hall  as  .   .   .   crowds 

. . .   crowds  . . .   confirm  critics'  predictions  and 

picture  holds  over  for  second  smash
  week! 
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LESS  HEADLINES,  MORE  HEAD 
WHILE  the  mood  induces  the  thought,  this  is  the  time for  those  who  can  do  such  a   job  if  actually  they 

want,  to  thoroughly  reorganize  the  front  maintained  by 

the  industry  with  its  public. 

Let's  take  a   stroll  down  the  line  and,  for  a   spell,  dis- 
sect the  type  of  publicity  let  loose  on  a   newspaper  fra- 

ternity and  a   public  which  probably  would  rebel  if  they 
could  combine  their  forces  and  descend  upon  Hollywood 

with  mass  meeting  and  picket  lines.  Some  of  the  blurbs 

conceived  by  the  boys  and  girls  basking  in  the  Cali- 
fornia shade  as  they  imagine  what  newspapers  will 

print  and  the  public  will  read  are  as  fantastic  as  some 

of  the  decisions  for  which  Hollywood,  working  within 

its  platinum-lined  coma,  has  earned  its  wonderland 
reputation. 

Since  all  matters  are  comparative,  this  silly  sort  of 

goings-on  can  heap  upon  the  head  of  an  important 
enterprise  endeavoring  to  maintain  position  and  dignity 

only  smiles  and  probably  derision.  They  pale  into  com- 
plete unimportance  alongside  other  matters  currently 

spread  across  the  celluloid  scene. 

For  these  are  the  days  when  the  films,  the  great  Amer- 
ican family  entertainment,  are  insolubly  linked  with 

horse  races,  gambling,  bookmakers  and  race  track  touts. 
These  are  the  times  wherein  Bing  Crosby  tells  millions 
of  air  listeners  about  his  fortunes  as  the  owner  of  a 

string  of  racing  nags;  when  A1  Jolson  informs  the  ether 

audience  of  the  thrills  of  the  "sport  of  kings." 
This  extra-curricula  activity  represents  the  private  right 

of  the  individual  to  do  as  he  pleases,  naturally.  But, 

unfortunately,  it  does  not  rest  there.  What  film  people 

do,  like  the  films  themselves  and  the  players  in  them, 

happen  to  be  pretty  much  in  the  public  domain.  As 

such,  if  they  are  important  and  even  if  they  are  not, 

what  film  people  do  can  be  about  as  private  as  the 

President  making  a   public  address.  The  fact  that  those 

in  whose  veins  the  blood  is  supposed  to  run  blue  are 

horse  fanciers  gives  those  in  this  industry  no  right  to  as- 
sume the  same  prerogatives  are  theirs.  They  obviously 

think  they  have,  since  they  have  assumed  them,  yet  they 
are  miles  off  their  base. 

All  of  this  may  have  a   somewhat  familiar  ring.  It  has 

appeared  in  this  space  before,  and  if  it's  the  facts  you're 
after,  August  27  was  the  issue.  It  appears  again,  not 

only  because  it  makes  columning  easier,  which  is  part 

of  the  reason,  but  because  Howard  Dietz  has  just  made  a 

report.  As  chairman  of  the  advertising  committee  of 

Motion  Pictures'  Greatest  Year  to  George  J.  Schaefer, 
chairman  of  the  overall  committee,  Dietz  recommends  a 

permanent  press  bureau  as  one  outgrowth  of  the  current 

drive.  The  recommendation  is  made  on  this  largely 
essential  reason: 

"We  must  continually  present  the  press  with  the  story 
of  motion  pictures  in  the  best  light.  We  must  not  allow 

this  story  to  be  impaired  by  temporary  gains.  When 

there  is  a   dispute  and  when  there  are  disagreements 

with  the  press,  it  is  essential  for  the  industry  to  open  dis- 
cussion and  represent  the  best  traditions  of  the  screen 

to  the  best  traditions  of  journalism." 
BOXOFFICE,  now  and  herewith,  is  for  the  idea  and 

this  is  to  enter  its  endorsement  quickly  on  the  record. 

There  is  a   job  to  be  done.  For,  this  industry,  sometimes 

by  the  short-sightedness  of  elements  in  its  executive 
ranks,  frequently  by  the  overzealousness  of  its  press 

agents  and  almost  always  by  its  leaning  toward  over- 
emphasis and  bombast,  continues  to  get  sneers  when 

there  could  be  cheers.  Mild  ones,  anyway. 

It  has  to  be  recognized  as  matter  of  fairness  that  the 

business  has  moved  along  on  an  occasional  basis  of 

dignity.  Occasionally,  however,  is  not  sufficient.  There 

ought  to  be  more  and  there  can  be  more  without  trans- 
forming advertising  and  merchandising  into  twin  stuffed 

shirts.  It  is  all  right  and  it  is  necessary  to  constantly 

remain  aware  of  the  razzle  dazzle,  frequently  called 

glamour,  content  which  is  an  inseparable  part  of  pictures. 

But  certainly  no  need  is  around  to  constantly  perpetrate 

offenses  in  its  name.  Copy  and  campaigns  can  be  de- 
veloped in  the  current  tempo  and  in  full  recognizance 

of  the  type  of  business  this  is  without  foredooming  the 

results  by  the  extravagances  of  the  claims.  Besides,  no 

product  can  possibly  justify  fhe  merits  extolled  in  much 
of  the  selling.  Some  repose  and  a   chance  for  the  public 

to  do  some  of  the  appraising  might  not  be  such  a   screw- 
ball approach. 

"We  must  not  allow  this  story  to  be  impaired  by  tem- 

porary competitive  gains,"  the  report  of  recommendation 
reads.  This  observation,  glossed  over  by  its  chairman, 

suggests  appraisal.  We  interpret  it  as  a   direct  refer- 
ence to  sensationalism  in  the  public  utterances  of  fig- 

ures in  this  business  whose  names  usually  assure  head- 
lines. Some  of  these  statements  may  have  been  quite 

impressive  rolling  off  fhe  publicity  mimeographs.  They 

have  been  something  decidedly  different  in  print. 

They  have  brought  protest,  and  by  their  remisses,  they 
have  further  focussed  attention  on  the  undesirability  of 

talking  at  all  if  considered  judgment  on  behalf  of  the 

whole  indicates  the  repercussions  are  apt  to  be  bomb- 
shells. In  this  direction  alone  and  if  any  formula  can 

hold,  a   permanent  press  relations  board  becomes  a 
necessary  and  an  endorsed  move. 



RADIO  PROBLEM  SEVERITY  FADING  AS  RIVALRY 

AMONG  AGENCIES  OVERPLAYS  TALENT  MARKET 
Consensus  Holds  Worst 

Of  the  Competitive 

Force  Spent 

New  York — While  die-hards  may  be 
standing  by  their  guns,  a   growing  opinion 

prevails  among  a   number  of  important  ex- 

hibitors— affiliated  and  otherwise — that 

the  radio  problem  is  showing  definite  signs 
of  wearing  itself  out. 

They  find  enough  satisfaction  in  what 

they  are  convinced  is  the  drift  without 

concerning  themselves  a   great  deal  with 

reasons  why.  Those  reasons,  however,  con- 

solidate themselves  in  an  overplayed  mar- 

ket for  which  the  large  advertising  agen- 
cies who  hire  the  talent  for  the  national 

advertising  clients  are  responsible. 

No  longer  does  there  appear  to  be  any 

wild  scramble  over  film  names.  It  is  true, 

of  course,  that  many  Hollywooders  con- 

tinue to  try  it  over  the  air  lanes.  It  is 

likewise  accepted  as  an  inevitable  con- 

clusion that  prominent  personalities  will 

continue  to  be  lured  by  $2,500-to-$5,000 

agency  bids  for  solo  performances.  In  the 

nature  of  tilings,  exhibitors  say  they  at 

the  top  of  the  situation  understand  this, 
but  refuse  to  be  disturbed. 

Claim  Agencies  Bungled  Job 

What  they  find  comfort  in  is  the  com- 

pression of  the  Hollywood  content,  in 

wholesale,  on  the  air.  They  think  the 

agencies  have  bungled  the  situation  badly 

because  of  the  competition  for  talent  which 

they  themselves  have  set  up.  But  that, 

they  further  argue,  is  not  the  theatre- 

man’s  grief,  but  his  relief. 
Nobody  professes  to  know  whether  the 

original  rush  for  Hollywood  names  de- 

veloped by  way  of  concentrated  activity 

to  skim  the  cream  for  as  long  a   period 

as  it  would  last  and  then  call  it  a   day, 

or  whether  the  headlong  invasion  of  Holly- 
wood merely  grew  because  it  went  out  of 

bounds.  The  chief  reaction,  however,  is 

one  of  growing  conviction  the  peak  was 

passed  months  ago  regardless  of  the  cir- 

cumstances or  the  conditions  which  brought 
it  about. 

There  are  less  programs  depending  upon 

Hollywood  talent  today  than  there  were  a 

year  ago.  Agencies  are  still  interested 

in  outstanding  names,  but  that  goes  for 

whatever  personalities  they  consider  will 

be  an  audience  draw  on  the  air  regardless 

of  the  field  from  which  they  may  be 

drawn.  On  the  other  hand,  and  contrary 
to  the  first  flushes  of  excitement  over 

film  personalities,  near  and  far,  there  is 

no  great  demand  merely  because  a   player 

happens  to  be  reasonably  well  known  to 

picture  audiences. 

One  of  the  inside  reasons  behind  Metro’s 

“Good  News  of  the  Air”  show  was  a   de- 

sire on  the  part  of  the  company  to  con- 

Vice Versa  or 
Versa  Vice? 

Chicago — The  large  question  in  the 

mind  of  Tom  Gorman,  RKO's  acting 
division  manager,  seems  to  be:  Do 

parents  bring  children  to  theatres  or 

do  children  bring  parents? 

The  situation  that  gives  rise  to  his 

quandary  is,  briefly,  this:  A   very  well 

known  cowboy  star  played  the  Palace 

the  week  of  November  4.  Everyone 

seemed  happy  about  the  whole  thing, 

especially  the  kids.  A   very  well-known 

stripper,  one  Gypsy  Rose  Lee,  played 

the  same  theatre  the  very  next  week. 

There  were  200  more  kids  at  the  open- 

ing matinee  for  Miss  Lee  than  for  Mr. Cowboy. 

trol  its  own  players  as  far  as  this  was 

possible.  As  the  original  competition  grew 

apace,  studio  officials  found  it  increasingly 

difficult  to  resist  the  requests,  and  some- 

times the  demands  of  some  of  its  con- 

tract leads  for  radio  engagements. 

A   nebulous  move  discussed  in  some  ex- 

hibitor circles  recently  swung  around  the 

idea  of  refusing  to  assign  dates  to  players 

who  refused  to  remain  off  the  air  during 

theatre  hour  peaks.  It  was  a   case  of  wish 

fulfillment  revolving  around  the  hope  that 

5,000  exhibitors,  or  thereabouts,  declining 

to  play  a   film  in  which  such  a   desig- 
nated individual  was  currently  appearing 

might  supply  a   salutary  lesson.  Noth- 

ing came  of  it  because  of  the  usual  dif- 

ficulties of  attempting  to  persuade  an  as- 

sortment of  men  controlling  5,000  the- 
atres, or  less,  to  proceed  to  organize  any 

united  front. 

Gov't  Keeps  Right 
To  Ask  Injunction 

New  York — The  department  of  justice 

reserves  the  right  to  apply  for  a   tem- 

porary injunction  against  distributor-ex- 
hibitor defendants  in  the  government  suit 

regardless  of  the  oral  agreement,  reached 

weeks  ago,  that  majors  submit  periodic 

reports  of  theatre  activity,  attorneys  say. 

However,  these  same  sources,  admitting 

they  prefer  reading  between  the  lines,  aver 

that  the  chance  is  “slim”  that  the  depart- 
ment will  move  for  a   restraining  order 

“for  the  time  being.”  The  feeling  in  ma- 
jor legal  quarters  is  that,  so  long  as  the 

reports  they  have  agreed  to  submit  to 

Washington  on  the  10th  of  each  month 

show  theatre  deals  are  not  being  made — 
and  there  is  no  disposition  along  these 

lines  at  present — the  department  will 
have  no  cause  to  move  along  injunctively. 

Contrariwise,  however,  major  attorneys 

recognize  that,  should  the  monthly  reports 

indicate  theatre  activity  is  taking  shape, 

the  government  would  not  hesitate  to  at- 
tempt to  halt  such  moves.  An  important 

factor  should  such  a   situation  arise  is 

the  amount  of  pressure  brought  on  the 

department  by  affected  independents. 

Thus,  the  argument  continues,  the  gov- 
ernment is  being  placated  from  forcing 

its  injunctive  hand,  while  the  distributor- 

exhibitor  defendants  adhere  to  their  orgi- 
inal  stand  that  they  will  not  formally  agree 

to  cessation  of  theatre  transactions  dur- 

ing pendency  of  the  equity  action. 

Prices  "Recovered  Somewhat 99 
New  York — A   survey  by  Standard  Statistics  contends  average  admission  prices 

have  “recovered  somewhat”  from  the  1933-35  lows,  despite  an  increase  in  attendance 
at  cut-rate  matinee  performances  at  the  expense  of  the  higher-priced  evening  shows. 
In  consequence  of  the  increased  popularity  of  matinees,  many  exhibitors  now  obtain 
a   substantial  proportion  of  gross  revenues  from  daytime  shows,  whereas  evening 

patronage  formerly  accounted  for  by  far  the  greater  part  of  the  receipts,  the  view 
continues.  The  analysis  breaks  down  receipts  and  the  percentage  of  change,  up  and 

down,  over  the  past  nine  years,  in  the  following  table: 
Total Per  cent Admission Per  cent 

Unit 

Per  cent 

Year 

Receipts'1 

Change Price Change 

Attendance * 

Change 

1938 

$942 

—10 

$0.23 

—4 

4,100 

—7 

1937 
1,050 

+   14 

.24 

+9 

4,400 

+5 

1936 
920 

+22 

.22 

+   10 

4,180 

+   12
 

1935 750 

+   15 

.20 

Unchanged 

3,735 

+   15 

1934 650 

+   16 

.20 Unchanged 

3,250 

+   16 

1933 560 

—10 

.20 

—9 

2,800 

—1 

1932 625 

—22 

.22 

—8 

2,840 

—14 

1931 800 

—27 

.24 

—14 

3,330 

—16 

1930 1,100 Unchanged 

.28 

—7 

3.920 

+7 

1929 1,100 .20 
3,660 

*In  millions. 
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GOING  UP-WAY UP! 
NET  PAID  CIRCULATION 

GAIN: 
3,379 

IN  ONE  YEAR 
(From  July  3,  1937  to  June  25,  1938) 

TOTAL  NET  PAID  CIRCULATION 
(JUNE  25,  1938  ISSUE) 

13,117' 
*   FROM  REPORT  OF  THE  AUDIT  BUREAU  OF  CIRCULATIONS 

'MEMBER' 

OJDIT Bureau OF 

JRCULATIQtJS 
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Heights,  Elsie  Loeb.  Telephone  Fairmount  0046. 

DALLAS — 210  S.  Harwood,  V.  W.  Crisp,  South- 
western editor.  Telephone  7-3553. 

DENVER — 319  S.  Clarkson  St.,  J.  A.  Rose. 

DES  MOINES — 2233  E.  Grand,  Rene  McCluskey. 

DETROIT — 424  Book  Bldg.,  H.  F.  Reves.  Tele- 
phone Cadillac  9085. 

HOLLYWOOD — 6404  Hollywood  Blvd.,  Ivan  Spear, 
Western  editor.  Telephone  GLadstone  1186. 

INDIANAPOLIS — Route  5.  Box  271,  Howard  N. 
Rudeaux.  Telephone  Drexel  3339. 

KANSAS  CITY — 4704  East  Ninth  St.,  Jesse  Shlyen. 
Midwest  editor.  Telephone  CHestnut  7777. 

LITTLE  ROCK — P.  O.  Box  253,  Lynn  Hubbard. 
Telephone  3-0156. 

MEMPHIS — Commercial  Appeal,  Annie  Mae  Day. 

MILWAUKEE — 210  East  Michigan  St.,  H.  C. 
Brunner.  Telephone  Kilbourn  6670-J. 

MINNEAPOLIS — 507  Essex  Bldg.,  Maurice  Wolff. 

NEW  HAVEN — 42  Church  St.,  Suite  915,  Gertrude 
Pearson.  Telephone  6-4149. 

NEW  ORLEANS — 1509  Bodenger  Blvd.,  J.  W. 
Leigh.  Telephone  Algiers  1495. 

NEW  YORK  CITY — 9   Rockefeller  Plaza,  William 
Ornstein,  Eastern  editor.  Telephone  Columbus 
5-6370,  5-6371,  5-6372. 

OKLAHOMA  CITY — P.  O.  Box  4547,  E.  W.  Fair. 
Telephone  7-1038. 

OMAHA — ‘4677  Marcy  St.,  Monte  Davis. 

PHILADELPHIA — Philadelphia  Record,  Broad  & 
Wood  Sts.,  Si  Shaltz. 

PITTSBURGH — 1701  Blvd.  of  the  Allies,  R.  F. 
Klingensmith.  Telephone  Atlantic  4858. 

PORTLAND,  ORE. — -The  News-Telegram,  D.  W. 
Polivka. 

ST.  LOUIS — 6149  Rosa  Ave.,  David  F.  Barrett. 
Telephone  Flanders  3727. 

SALT  LAKE  CITY — 605  Utah  Savings  &   Trust 
Bldg.,  Viola  B.  Hutton.  Telephone  Hyland  4359. 

SAN  FRANCISCO — 5   Kimball  Place,  Phil  Stone. 

SEATTLE — 2417  Second  Ave.,  Joe  Cooper.  Tele- 
phone Elliott  8678. 

WASHINGTON — 1426  G.  St.,  Earle  A.  Dyer. 
IN  CANADA 

CALGARY,  ALTA. — The  Albertan,  Wm.  Campbell. 

EDMONTON,  ALTA. — The  Bulletin,  W.  A.  DeGraves. 

HAMILTON,  O. — 20  Holton  Ave.,  N.,  Hugh  Millar. 

LONDON,  O. — Free  Press.  Chas.  E.  Carruthers. 

MONTREAL,  QUEBEC — 4330  Wilson  Ave.,  N.  D 
G.,  Roy  Carmichael.  Telephone  Walnut  5519. 

OTTAWA,  O. — 1146  Bank  St.,  Milton  Galbraith. 

REGINA,  SASK. — The  Star,  Andy  McDermott. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.  B. — 34  Cranston  Ave.,  S.  Trueman. 

TORONTO,  ONTARIO — 16  Buller  Ave.,  Walter  G. 
Fessey.  Telephone  Howard  0158. 

VANCOUVER,  B.  C. — 615  Hastings,  C.  P.  Rutty. 

VICTORIA,  B.  C. — 350  Robertson,  Tom  Merriman. 

WINNIPEG,  MAN. — 709  Selkirk  Ave.,  Ben  Lepkin. 

Authenticated  by  a   long  and impressive  list  of  sponsors,  an 

organization  known  as  Films  for 

Democracy,  its  hat  in  the  ring,  is 

seeking  money  enough  to  produce 

pictures  to  "safeguard  and  extend 

American  democracy.''  The  assump- tion is  these  men  and  women  are 

not  idly,  or  carelessly  for  that  mat- 
ter, lending  their  reputations  to  what 

they  understand,  in  advance,  to  be 

a   fund-raising  proposal. 

The  group  includes  individuals 

who  are  interested  in  education,  so- 
cial work  and  motion  pictures.  It 

seems  reasonable  to  take  it  for 

granted  that  they  also  believe  in 

democracy,  that  they  understand 

something  of  the  forces  which 
threaten  it  and  that,  finally,  they 

see  in  films  a   way  to  further  safe- 
guard and  extend  what  must  be 

every  thinking  person's  most  cher- 
ished possession. 

If  this,  then,  is  the  purpose  and 

if  the  execution  is  faithful  to  the  ob- 

jective, it  becomes  beyond  this  de- 

partment's comprehension  to  ap- 
preciate the  obstacles  thrown  in  its 

path.  Those  obstacles,  advanced 

before  the  money  is  in  sight,  and, 

thus,  before  any  serious  contempla- 
tion may  be  given  to  production 

and  the  commercial  distribution 

sought,  already  have  been  thrown 

up.  That  the  move  is  designed  to 

smother  the  venture  at  birth  is  ob- 
vious, of  course. 

This  department  doesn't  give  a 
hoot  about  Films  for  Democracy,  as 

such.  However,  it  gives  all  the  hoots 
for  films  for  democracy  in  a   day 
when  totalitarianism  is  further  on 

the  wing  and  in  its  steady  flight 

aloft  endangers  the  freedoms  guar- 
anteed the  man  in  the  street  as 

fundamental. 

Films  for  Democracy  state  the  or- 
ganization seeks  a   story  or  stories 

emphasizing  current  problems. 
There  will  be  no  time  taken  out 

here  to  outline  what  those  prob- 

lems are;  newspapers  and  maga- 
zines, far  removed  from  the  radical 

fringe,  will  inform  those  who  may 

not  know  or  who  may  require  re- 
minders. That  these  problems  will 

be  underlined  is  admitted;  that  much 

is  in  the  clear  and  that,  we  main- 
tain, denotes  a   suggestion,  at  least, 

of  honesty  as  to  intent. 

That  production  enterprise  will 
confine  its  efforts  to  the  American 

scene  is  also  declared,  the  purpose 

£&  /fcL. 

there  being  to  surround  the  issues 
with  entertainment,  but  point  up  the 

evils  for  what  they  may  reveal  and 

perhaps  suggest  a   remedy.  If  a 
program  like  this  is  pursued  along 
its  defined  line,  there  is  in  it  an 

opportunity  for  service. 

And  why  not?  We  do  not  sub- 
scribe to  any  theory  this  industry 

must  stand  forever  more  faithful 

to  the  boy-meet-girl  formula  and 
dare  not  budge  beyond.  It  has 

been  doing  exactly  that  for  many 

years  now  and  the  consequences 

of  the  desire  to  avoid  issues  be- 

devilling the  average  man  who  is 

also  the  average  filmgoer  needs  no 

repetition  at  this  juncture. 

We  do  subscribe  to  the  theory, 

and  it  is  not  a   new  one,  that  the  in- 
dustry will  reach  its  real  majority 

when  it  learns  to  understand  there  is 

no  permanent  permanency  in  the 

escapist  theme  and  that  films  are 

too  close  to  the  rank  and  file  to  per- 

petually dodge  the  problems  of  the 
rank  and  file. 

In  order  that  this  may  be  quite 

clear,  it,  no  doubt,  becomes  essen- 
tial to  make  it  very  evident  this 

argument  has  nothing  at  all  to  do 
with  alterations  in  the  entertainment 

foundation  line  along  which  the  in- 
dustry must  proceed.  Its  job  is  the 

irrevocable  one  of  producing  en- 

tertainment. This  is  the  public  ex- 

pectancy and  it  must  be  observed. 

There  is  the  need,  and  it  is  a   press- 

ing need,  of  making  films  more  vital 

without  endangering  the  entertain- 
ment mould  and  it  is  in  this  direc- 

tion that  we  believe  the  industry 

finally  must  head  in. 
This  is  not  a   new  idea,  of  course 

and  fortunately.  Films  constantly 

propagandize  for  some  issue,  some 
cause  or  some  standard  whether  it 

be  along  properly  established  and 

widely  accepted  moral  lines  or  for 
the  glorification  of  the  army  and 

navy.  The  social  and  economic 
have  been  recognized,  also,  whether 

by  design  or  by  accident.  There  is, 

as  one  example,  the  case  of  "Dead 
End."  We  have  heard  no  voices 

from  any  direction  raised  over  the 
question  of  its  having  been  made. 

The  production  was  hailed  as  a   fine 
dramatic  job.  It  went  around  the 
country  and  it  rolled  up  a   very 

handsome  gross.  It  was  entertain- 
ment expertly  fashioned,  but  it  was 

also,  and  very,  very  definitely,  a 

(Continued  on  page  18) 
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THE 
OF  THE 

SCREEN  S   TWO  MOST 

ROMANTIC  STARS  MEET 

FOR  THE  FIRST  TIME... 

IN  SAMUEL  GOLDWYN'S 
FIRST  PICTURE  OF  THE 

SEASON  .   .   . 

...  ,   v   ' 

. . 

SAMUEL  GOLDWYN 
presents 

GARY  COOPER 
MERLE  OBERON 

in 

THE  COWBOY 
AND  THE  LADY 

with  PATSY  KELLY -WALTER  BRENNAN 
FUZZY  KNIGHT  •   MABEL  TODD  ■   HENRY  KOLKER 

Directed  by  H.  C.  POTTER 

Released  thru  UNITED  ARTISTS 

gteliist;,  . 



"Put  on  your  glad  rags,  folks,  and  go  see 
this  one.  Take  your  best  girl  to  the  theatre, 

watch  the  picture  and  hold  hands.  If  you’re 
in  love,  or  in  the  mood  for  love,  I   definitely 

recommend  for  young  and  old  'The 

Cowboy  and  The  Lady' "   N.  B   c.  se^Tc 

"'It's  box-office.  Cooper  at  his  best. 

Oberon  lovely. "" — Hollywood  Reporter 

"Just  about  the  swellest  entertainment 

that  has  come  along  in  a   long  time. 

A   fast-moving  romance/" —   Los  Angeles  Examiner 

"Sparkling  romantic  comedy  in  the 
best  Goldwyn  tradition  .   .   .   plenty  of 

down-to-earth  showmanship.  Thor- 

oughbred stock  for  audience  appeal 

and  top  profit  grosses. ""  —   Box-Office 

"A  creditable  competitor  among  the 

better  pictures."  —   Daily  Variety 

"A  top-flight  box-office  success. 

Should  be  a   big  money-maker."" 
—   Picture  Reports 

SAMUEL  GOLDWYN 

presents 

GARY  COOPER 
MERLE  OBERON 

in 

THE  COWBOY 
AND  THE  LADY 

with  PATSY  KELLY -WALTER  BRENNAN 
FUZZY  KNIGHT  •   MABEL  TODD-  HENRY  KOLKER 

Directed  by  H.  C.  POTTER 

Released  thru  UNITED  ARTISTS 

Now  Playing  at  WARNER’S  HOLLYWOOD  and  DOWNTOWN  THEATRES,  Los  Angeles  .   .   .   Opening  November  17th 
ot  UNITED  ARTISTS  THEATRE.  San  Francisco  and  November  24th  at  RADIO  CITY  MUSIC  HALL,  New  York  City 



CANCELLATIONS  TO  TEST  PRODUCTION  MERIT; 

UPSURGE  IN  STUDIO  EFFORT  NOW  PREDICTED 
Producers  Must  Exercise 

More  Care  in  Plans 

For  Schedules 

Arnold  Pondering  Additional 

Complaints  in  Chicago  Area 

New  York — Moving  forward  hand  in 

hand  with  the  sometimes  described  Gol- 
den Age  of  selling  and  merchandising 

which  sliding  cancellations  under  the  trade 
practice  formula  are  expected  to  induce 
may  be  a   resurgence  in  production. 
The  general  impression  prevails  that 

producers  will  be  compelled  to  exercise 
more  care  in  their  planning  and  scan  with 

a   closer  scrutiny  the  material  they  con- 
template placing  before  the  cameras.  This 

is  how  the  line  of  reasoning  fashions  it- 
self: 

Under  the  current  system,  there  is  prac- 
tical assurance  the  preponderance  of  the 

product  will  be  played.  With  the  concen- 

tration on  the  “A”  attractions,  the  “B” 
lineups,  which  are  obviously  the  cheaper 
negatives,  are  being  accorded  second  at- 
tention. 

Under,  the  proposed  cancellation  plan, 
there  would  be  no  playdate  guarantee  for 

either  “A”  or  “B”  attractions.  This  im- 
mediately sets  up  a   condition  where  no 

line  of  product  can  be  sidetracked  for  the 
other,  since  the  rejection  privilege  would 

be  the  exhibitors’  under  his  own  selective 
process.  It  follows  at  once  that  produc- 

tion ingenuity  must  be  sharpened  to  im- 
prove the  total  product. 

See  Mutual  Benefit 

If  this  bears  fruit,  the  results  are  viewed 
as  very  plus  from  all  approaches.  Prom 

the  distributor  angle,  improved  “B”  attrac- 
tions will  insure  him  against  widespread 

cancellations.  Prom  the  exhibitor  angle, 

a   stepping-up,  if  it  develops,  will  bring 
cheers. 

The  evidence  also  points  toward  a 
greater  exercise  of  caution  in  ground  cov- 

ered by  distributors  when  they  issue  their 
product  announcements.  It  has  long  been 
the  custom,  of  course,  for  full  seasonal 

lineup  to  undergo  change  as  each  new 
amusement  year  grows  older.  The  failure 
of  the  distributor  to  deliver  all  that  he  sells 
has  created  many  exhibitor  rows,  although 
the  fact  is  the  distributor  has  not  always 
been  in  control  of  the  complete  circum- 

stances responsible  for  the  shiftings. 
Now,  however,  consideration  is  being 

turned  toward  the  feasibility,  plus  the  de- 
sirability, of  announcing  pictures  in 

blocks  of  ten  or  thereabouts,  each  one  of 
the  group  to  be  designated  accurately  as 
to  title,  story,  player  designations  and 
other  essential  production  equations.  This, 

incidentally,  would  beat  down  Allied’s  in- 
sistence for  a   20-25-30  per  cent  cancella- 

tion in  unidentified  product.  The  or- 
ganization is  apparently  satisfied  with  the 

10-15-20  per  cent  arrangement  where  the 

pictures  are  identified.  It  is  Allied’s  pre- 
sumed acceptance,  plus  that  of  the 

MPTOA  and  the  independent  exhibitor 

groups,  of  such  an  arrangement  which 
makes  its  ultimate  and  official  adoption 
practically  assured. 
On  a   straight  theoretical  cancellation 

approach,  there  is  likelihood  of  a   fairly 
wide  realignment  of  distributor  accounts. 
This  is  how  it  may  work  out: 

Estimates  vary  as  to  the  prevalence  of 

double  bills.  A   50-50  national  split  prob- 
ably is  not  a   contestable  breakdown,  al- 

though there  is  some  authority  for  the 
statement  between  50  and  60  per  cent  of 
the  country  runs  duals.  Assuming  50  per 
cent  operates  on  singles,  the  approximate 

600  first  runs  in  key  and  semi-key  cities 
may  be  discounted  since  these  accounts, 
in  the  main,  buy  on  selective  contracts 
anyway  and  the  cancellations  privilege  is 
not  expected  to  apply  widely  in  those 
instances.  Smaller  towns  which  hold  an 
attraction  a   full  week  are  estimated  at 
about  400.  There  are  about  3,500  houses 

with  twice-weekly  program  changes. 
The  400  require  52  pictures  a   year,  the 

3,500  use  104,  or  roughly  two  major  lines. 

If  the  20  per  cent  rejection  is  taken  ad- 
vantage of  to  the  full,  the  avenue  thereby 

would  be  thrown  open  to  a   third  product. 
If  it  is  correct  that  about  5,000  houses 

change  from  three  to  six  times  a   week,  the 
cancellation  setup  would  apply  to  some 

degree  to  the  three-a-weekers  and  only 
remotely  to  the  six-a-weekers  for  the  lat- 

ter need  all  the  product  they  can  get.  In 
the  double  feature  areas,  as  Boxoffice 
has  repeatedly  reported,  the  rejection 
right  causes  no  concern. 

Better  Job  Necessary 

However  and  regardless  of  the  exact  ex- 
tent to  which  cancellations  would  go,  the 

uncertainty  of  what  the  discards  may  be, 
establishes  the  groundwork  on  which  rests 
the  belief  Hollywood  will  have  to  do  a 
better  job  of  it. 

Into  the  welter  of  discussion  and  specu- 
lation over  the  rearrangements  which  the 

cancellation  phase  of  the  trade  practice 
deliberations  is  seen  bringing  about  has 
crept  talk  about  the  possibility  of  cheaper 
pictures,  consciously  made,  to  directly 
meet  the  impending  new  situation.  The 
speculation  rests  on  the  assumption  the 

deliberately  poor  attraction  would  auto- 
matically suggest  itself  as  one  to  be  can- 

celled. 

Here  again,  however,  there  appears  no 
definite  gauge  which  the  distributor  may 
accurately  apply.  Aside  from  the  inability 
to  do  so,  responsible  quarters  are  giving 

no  thought  to  this  approach.  They  de- 
clare their  appreciation  of  the  fact  that, 

while  trade  practice  reform  is  designed  for 
those  within  the  industry,  the  determin- 

ing factor,  which  is  the  public,  must  not 
and  cannot  be  cheated. 

By  GENE  RICH 
Chicago — At  least  four  other  complaints 

involving  the  Chicago  theatre  area  are 

pending  before  Assistant  Attorney  Gen- 
eral Thurman  Arnold,  Boxoffice  learns. 

They  deal  with  allegedly  unfair  compe- 
tition and  reputed  control  of  product. 

While  these  complaints  are  private  and, 

therefore,  are  not  available  at  the  moment, 
it  is  understood  two  bear  on  suburban 

situations  within  the  greater  city  and  two 
on  conditions,  outside  Chicago  proper. 

A   couple  do  not  affect  B&K  or  Great 
States  operations,  but  other  circuits.  In 

a   third  situation,  it  is  understood,  inter- 

vention by  Arnold’s  department  brought 
results  to  the  complaining  exhibitor.  A 

split  of  product  of  some  of  the  majors 
was  arranged. 

RKO  May  Emerge  From 

Long  Court  Row  Friday 
New  York — RKO  probably  will  emerge 

from  the  five-year  shadow  of  its  77-B  pro- 
ceedings Friday.  On  that  day  Federal 

Judge  William  O.  Bondy  is  expected  to  give 

approval  to  the  amended  reorganization 
plan,  but  with  some  minor  modifications. 

This  was  borne  out  Tuesday,  when  Judge 

Bondy,  during  a   brief  hearing  that  brought 

a   10-day  adjournment  on  his  plea  that  he 
wished  further  time  to  study  800  pages  of 

briefs,  remarked:  “The  whole  thing  should 
be  determined  soon.  It  is  very  desirable 

to  have  is  disposed  of  this  year.” 
The  session  developed  but  one  objector 

to  the  present  amended  plan.  He  was 
John  S.  Stover,  attorney  for  E.  W.  Stirn  of 

Milwaukee,  owner  of  1,234  shares  of  Class 

A   stock  in  RKO.  A   debate  developed  be- 
tween Stover  and  Hamilton  C.  Rickaby, 

counsel  for  Atlas  Corp.,  proponents  of  the 

plan,  over  the  technical  approach  on  con- 
sents, to  the  plan. 

Stover  attempted  to  make  an  issue  over 
the  fact  that  Atlas  has  disposed  of  some 
of  its  RKO  stock,  which  he  set  at  328,000 
shares,.  Rickaby  denied  this. 
Then  Stover  insisted  that,  although 

the  required  two-thirds  creditors  had  ap- 

proved the  plan  and  a   majority  of  stock- 
holders had  done  likewise,  there  was  no 

evidence  that  individual  consents  had  been 

certified.  This,  he  claimed,  was  accom- 
plished merely  by  the  affadavit  by  a   junior 

officer  of  a   bank.  Rickaby  protested  this 
charge  and  said  the  objection  of  Stover 
could  be  readily  met.  He  asserted  that 
stockholders  are  not  required  to  file  claims, 
and  was  borne  out  by  Judge  Bondy. 
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UA  "KICKBACK"  PLAN  PREDICATED  ON  GROSS 
MARKS  ACCEPTANCE  FOR  CHAPLIN  FORMDLA 

Circuits  Claim  Distributors 

Are  ” Coasting ”   Until  Xmas 
New  York — Distributor  practice  of  "coasting"  and  "shelving"  better  grade  product 

between  Thanksgiving  Day  and  Christmas  has  already  asserted  itself,  circuit  executives claim. 

Bookings  for  the  larger  chains  for  the  weeks  of  December  3,  10  and  17  are  said  to  be 
well  below  the  standard  of  the  preceding  weeks.  On  the  other  hand,  circuit  leaders 
claim  that  neighborhood  and  subsequent  runs  should  be  able  to  show  a   better  run  of 

product  during  this  usually  dull  period.  This  is  possible  through  the  mechanical  process 
of  clearance,  which  should  make  available  the  pictures  that,  for  the  past  few  weeks,  have 
been  clearing  the  zone  first  runs. 

According  to  the  advance  bookings  set  up  by  one  national  circuit,  United  Artists  has 
no  releases  for  the  first  three  weeks  of  December,  while  RKO  and  Columbia  have  but  two 
each.  There  seems  to  be  no  disposition  to  charge  distributors  with  purposely  withholding 

stellar  attractions,  but  circuits  merely  point  to  the  'strange  maneuvering"  that  appears  to 
take  shape  between  the  two  national  holidays,  "without  fail,"  each  year. 

Without  commenting  on  the  merit  of  the  product  available  during  this  period,  a   circuit 
executive  has  prepared  the  accompanying  comparison  of  bookings  for  the  forthcoming 
weeks  with  those  of  last  year.  He  implies,  of  course,  that  it  tells  its  own  story. 

1938 

Week  of  December  3 December  10 December  17 

M-G-M 
Flirting  With  Fate Dramatic  School 

The  Awakening  of 

Katherine 
Para. 

Little  Orphan  Annie Sunset  Trail 
Say  It  in  French 

RKO Trailer  Romance No  release The  Pure  in  Mind 

UA 
No  release No  release No  release 

20th-Fox Road  Demon 
Up  the  River 

Down  on  the  Farm 

Universal Secrets  of  a   Nurse The  Last  Warning Pirates  of  the  Skies 

Columbia No  release Rio  Grande Outside  the  Law 

WB-FN Heart  of  the  North Comet  Over  Broadway Secret  Service  in  the  Air 

1937 

Week  of  December 4 December  11 December  18 

M-G-M 
Beg,  Borrow  or  Steal 

You're  Only  Young  Once Bad  Man  of  Brimstone 

Para. J   ove  on  Toast Born  to  the  West Daughter  of  Shanghai 
RKO 

Danger  Patrol 

Ouick  Money 
No  release 

UA No  release 
Murder  on  Diamond  Row Action  for  Slander 

20th-Fox Big  Town  Girl 
Borrowing  Trouble No  release 

Universal 
Adventure’s  End 

Prescription  for  Romance No  release 

Columbia I’ll  Take  Romance 
The  Shadow 

Headin'  East 

Under  Suspicion 

WB-FN First  Lady Sh!  The  Octopus She  Loved  a   Fireman 

To  strengthen  his  contention  that  there  is  an  immediate  upswing  in  the  calibre  of 

product  beginning  with  Christmas  Week,  this  source  points  to  "Christmas  Carol,"  "Gunga 
Din,"  “Trade  Winds"  and  "Wings  of  the  Navy,"  which  are  set  for  release  the  week  of 
December  24. 

Idea  Seen  as  Incentive  for 

Special  Effort  by 
Producers 

New  York  —   Charles  Chaplin’s  insist- 

ence that  the  “kickback”  plan  at  UA  be 
set  up  on  a   basis  of  gross  has  won  the  day. 

While  not  so  declaring  in  direct  langu- 
age, Maurice  Silverstone,  chief  executive 

officer  of  the  distributing  organization, 

confirms  this  in  describing  “kickbacks”  as 
an  “award  of  merit”  under  which  those 
producers  whose  pictures  get  the  best  re- 

sults also  will  earn  the  greatest  rewards. 

“That’s  what  makes  it  so  infallible. 
Each  producer  will  go  out  to  do  his  very 

best  because  he  knows  he  benefits  accord- 

ingly,” Silverstone  tells  Boxoffice.  “It 
has  already  resulted  in  cheaper  distribu- 

tion in  England  and  the  producers  have 

already  received  benefits.” 
No  Board  Discussion 

He  adds  there  was  no  reason  to  discuss 

“kickbacks”  or  the  “award  of  merit,”  as 
the  plan  is  now  described,  at  the  com- 

pany’s recent  board  meeting  on  the  ground 
an  agreement  has  prevailed  on  it  from  the 

beginning  with  only  details  remaining  to 
be  worked  out. 

However,  the  history  goes  further  back. 

The  original  plan  was  set  by  Samuel  Gold- 

wyn  when  he  was  in  London  in  consulta- 
tion with  Alexander  Korda.  It  provided 

for  fixed,  but  lowered  distribution  charges 

on  a   fixed  basis  for  all  producers  and  a 

“kickback”  fund  set  up  after  charges,  plus 
a   profit  for  owner-members  of  whom  there 
are  five  had  been  met. 

Chaplin,  it  was  then  understood,  claimed 
he  had  never  been  consulted  as  one  of 

the  owner-members;  that  he,  therefore, 
was  not  bound  by  it.  But  his  chief  ob- 

jection was  to  the  method,  not  the  form- 
ula. He  felt  the  return  to  the  individual 

producer  should  be  predicated  only  on 

boxoffice  merit;  that  the  product  which 

rolled  up  the  greatest  international  gross 

should  get  a   “kickback”  in  unwound  dis- 
tribution charges,  but  after  dollar  per- 
formance had  been  registered. 

Saw  Quality  Boost 

Aside  from  the  fact  that  he  obviously 

was  thinking  in  terms  of  his  own  huge 

grosses,  it  was  represented  for  him  that 

he  felt  a   fixed  basis  applicable  to  all  pro- 

ducers associated  in  UA,  regardless  of  per- 
formance delivery,  ultimately  would  bear 

down  on  the  company’s  reputation  as  the 
distributor  of  superior  product. 

When  Dr.  A.  H.  Giannini  was  president 

of  UA,  he  and  Chaplin  were  in  accord  on 

a   “kickback”  formula.  In  its  general  out- 
line, they  viewed  as  feasible  a   working 

and  sliding  scale  which  would  have  cut 

selling  cost  on  an  attraction  grossing  $4,- 
000,000  to  between  10  and  12  per  cent.  A 

$2  000,000  gross  would  have  been  charged 

off  at  approximately  18  per  cent;  a   $1,- 
500.000  take  at  about  20  per  cent  and 

smaller  grossing  pictures  proportionately 

higher.  While  the  initial  distribution 

charge  to  the  producer  would  have  re- 
mained constant,  his  reward  was  to  come 

in  “kickbacks”  from  the  company  trea- 

sury as  the  specific  attraction  mounted  in 

gross  and  its  selling  cost  fell.  Both  men 

were  in  accord  on  what  they  felt  the  ef- 
fect of  such  a   plan  would  be.  They  saw 

it  dangling  substantial  bait  before  the  pro- 
ducer by  inducing  him  to  strive  for  bigger 

attractions. 

Silverstone  himself  explained  the  origi- 
nal plan  in  the  September  10  issue  of 

Boxoffice. 

“It  is  all  very  elementary.  Under  our 

setup,  it  is  essential  that  producers  get 
their  distribution  for  the  smallest  sum 

possible.  Likewise,  they  are  entitled  to  the 

largest  proportionate  returns  possible. 

They  cannot  afford  to  take  the  chance 
that  others  do.  For  instance,  if  Metro 

takes  a   beating  on  a   particular  picture 
there  are  more  than  25  or  30  others  to 

make  up  for  it. 

“The  obvious  reason  for  a   ‘kickback’  is 
to  encourage  our  producers  to  make  more 

pictures.  We  can  handle  more  pictures 

without  increasing  our  operation  costs. 

Thus,  if  the  profits  on  but  one  additional 

(Continued  on  page  18) 
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It  opens 

That’s  what  SUBMARINE  PATROL  has  been  doing 

in  all  pre-release  runs!  In  its  hold-overs  in  New 

York,  Baltimore,  San  Diego,  Chicago!  And  in  later 

runs  in  Seattle,  Cleveland,  Indianapolis,  Houston 

•   ••where  subsequent  days  (and  this  is  amazing!) 
THE  KEYSTONE  OF  YOUR  FUTURE  ...  ■   ■   ■   ■   .   . were  double  or  more  than  double  opening  days! 

And  that’s  exactly  what  it  will  do  for  you! 



FEAR  ITALIAN  MONOPOLY  PLAN  WILL  SET  OP 

A   PRECEDENT  FOR  OTHER  NATIONS  TO  FOLLOW 

Four  Close  Offices;  Other  Industry  Steps  to  Succor  Nazi 
Nations  Eye  Rome  TT.  ..  ^   , 

For  Action  Cue  Victims  (naming  in  Momentum 

New  York — While  perturbation  over  the 

Italian  situation  has  been  soft-pedaled  by 
distributors,  there  is  an  underlying  fear 
among  a   majority  of  the  executives;  of  the 
foreign  departments  that  the  precedent 
set  by  the  government  monopoly  plan  will 
spread  to  countries  susceptible  to  new 
forms  of  nationalistic  restrictions. 

That  the  distributors  are  faced  with  a 

ticklish  situation  in  Italy  is  not  denied. 

Due  to  the  government’s  decree  setting 
up  a   buying  monopoly,  the  normal  busi- 

ness relations  that  the  companies  en- 
joyed in  Italy  were  terminated. 

As  a   result,  M-G-M,  20th-Fox,  Para- 
mount and  Warner  served  notice  to  their 

employes  in  Italy  that  were  closing  their 
offices  December  31.  The  cessation  of  the 

shipment  of  films  to  Italy  occurred  almost 
immediately. 

Look  to  Five-Year  Pacts 

The  other  four  companies,  Universal, 
RKO,  United  Artists  and  Columbia,  have 
a   Gordian  knot  to  unwind  inasmuch  as 

they  have  contracts  with  Italian  distribu- 
tors running  from  one  to  five  years.  No 

one  yet  seems  to  know  whether  the  con- 
tracts can  be  voided  when  ENIC,  the 

Italian  monopoly,  starts  to  operate  after 
the  first  of  the  year. 

This  is  where  the  danger  lies,  according 
to  some  distributors.  Once  the  monopoly 
plan  functions  even  with  the  slightest  of 

success,  European  nations  with  strong 
nationalistic  tendencies  will  set  out  to 

emulate  the  Italians  in  further  controling 

the  import  of  films  to  their  respective 
countries. 

This  line  of  thought  has  been  dis- 

counted by  others.  But'  Poland,  it  is 
known,  has  indicated  considerable  interest 

in  ENIC  and  already  has  inquired  into 
how  the  monopoly  will  operate.  Poland, 
distributors  say,  is  one  country  where  all 
kinds  of  taxes  on  films  are  continually 
brought  to  the  attention  of  the  Minister 

of  Finance  who, '   thus  far,  has  pigeon- 
holed most  of  them. 

Czech  Film  Commission 

Czechoslovakia,  now  subject  to  Fascist 
ideology,  has  a   film  commission  which 
supercedes  the  censor  board.  It  appraises 
all  contracts  made  with  Czech  distribu- 

tors and  regards  films  from  a   business 

standpoint.  If  neither  is  viewed  as  favor- 

able, it  will  not  approve  the  deal  or  par- 
ticular film. 

How  far  and  easily  ideas  travel  is  per- 
haps aptly  illustrated  by  the  current  situ- 
ation in  Argentina.  When  the  legislature 

convenes  early  next  year,  it  will  consider 

(Continued  on  page  16) 

New  York — The  industry,  responding 
to  the  need  for  humanitarianism  posed  by 
the  German  question,  is  beginning  to  rally 
to  relief  of  the  victims  of  Nazi  oppression. 
The  move  is  beginning  to  crystallize 

along  various  fronts.  An  industry  or- 
ganization, privately  discussed  last  week 

by  a   number  of  advertising  and  publicity 

men,  is  advancing  haltingly,  but  its  spon- 
sors, adhering  to  their  desire  to  work 

quietly,  believe  the  movement  will  shortly 
accelerate  itself. 

They  are  seeking  to  consolidate  a   work- 
ing organization  of  film  men  in  order  to 

fight  anti-Semitism  in  this  country.  But 
because  they  are  aware  of  the  fact  that 
executive  approval  is  essential  to  propel 
their  plan  along  broad  lines,  progress  is 
being  essayed  carefully. 

A   current  difficulty  has  to  do  with  pro- 
cedure. While  combatting  anti-Semitism 

in  this  country  is  the  projected  purpose, 
the  realization  also  is  current  that  the 

immediate  problem  is  ways  and  means  to 
succor  Jews  in  Germany.  It  is,  therefore, 
possible,  if  the  discussions  resolve  into 
action,  that  the  first  objective  will  be 
sidetracked  temporarily  in  order  to  meet 
the  more  immediate  problem. 

The  sponsors,  meanwhile,  have  been 

sounding  out  many  in  New  York  by  pri- 
vate conversation.  They  say  they  are 

willing  to  work  with  any  existing  groups 
whether  these  are  to  be  the  Anti-Defama- 

tion League,  the  Theatre  Arts  Committee 
or  the  four  committees  of  various  faiths 

which  are  engaged  in  relieving  the  condi- 
tions of  the  oppressed  German  minorities. 

Originating  with  a   number  of  art  di- 
rectors employed  by  the  various  companies 

in  New  York  is  a   plan  to  organize  a   na- 
tional art  auction  to  embrace  the  entire 

industry.  Art  works  contributed  by  na- 
tionally known  illustrators  would  go  up 

for  sale  with  tickets  perhaps  priced  as 
low  as  25  cents.  The  anticipation  is 
100,000  or  more  can  be  sold  by  boosting 

the  plan  through  the  industry’s  exchange 
system,  provided  the  approval  of  the  heads 

of  the  distributing  organizations  is  se- 
cured. Steps  have  been  taken  to  ascer- 

tain the  sentiment  of  topflight  executives. 

This  step,  like  the  other,  is  still  em- 
bryonic. It  was  discussed  at  a   meeting 

at  Sardi’s  at  which  about  30  men  and 
women  identified  with  the  advertising  and 

publicity  departments  of  the  major  com- 
panies attended  under  the  temporary 

chairmanship  of  Monroe  Greenthal  of 

UA.  A   second  meeting  will  be  held  Mon- day. 

Meanwhile,  Karl  Hoblitzelle  of  the  In- 
terstate Circuit  in  Texas  has  wired  dis- 

tributors of  his  intention  to  set  aside  De- 

Aiding  Refugees 

New  York — As  a   personal  act,  Nicholas 

M.  Schenck  of  Loew’s,  Inc.,  is  arranging 

a   preview  of  “Pgymalion”  at  the  Astor 
Theatre  the  night  of  November  30.  Re- 

ceipts will  go  to  four  organizations  for 
German  relief.  These  are  the  American 
Jewish  Joint  Distribution  Committee,  the 

American  Committee  for  Christian  Ger- 

man Refugees,  the  Committee  for  Catho- 
lic Refugees  and  the  American  Friends 

Service  Committee. 

cember  7   receipts  for  German  refugees. 
At  the  same  time,  he  requests  distributors 

to  donate  the  day’s  rentals  for  the  same 
purpose.  While  it  has  been  privately  ex- 

pressed that  the  industry,  as  a   quasi- 
public institution,  should  step  into  the 

situation,  opinion  maintains  the  designa- 
tion of  a   portion  of  rentals  would  estab- 

lish a   national  precedent  and  create  dif- 
ficulties, if  not  embarrassment,  in  the  fu- 

ture when  similar  requests  might  be  made. 

Out  of  this  circumstance,  however,  may 

develop  a   campaign  of  appeal  directly  to 

the  public  along  lines  similar  to  the  an- 
nual Will  Rogers  drive.  There  also  is  a 

possibility  theatre  owners,  on  their  own, 

may  elect  to  act.  Adam  Adams,  Para- 
mount’s theatre  partner  in  Newark,  N.  J., 

set  aside  25  per  cent  of  his  Monday  re- 
ceipts, for  refugee  relief. 

Three  Quiz  Tip  Errors 
New  York — Harold  B.  Franklin,  admin- 

istrator of  the  MPAYGE  drive,  has  advised 

the  Walgreen  drug  store  chain  in  Chicago 

that  its  Movie  Quiz  answer  book  contains 
three  errors. 
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WILD  WEST 
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...And  that’s  the  rarest  thing  in  the 
Show  World  —   that’s  why  this  picture 
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BUELL’S 
MIDGETS 
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is  an  exploitation  natural— Just  as 
much  for  adults  as  for  the  kids  — 
Released  at  a   time  when  you  need 

something  different  to  talk  about! 

Screen  play  by  Fred  Myton 
Directed  by  Sam  Newfield 

A   COLUMBIA 
PICTURE 



SEEK  TO  AVOID  DOMESTIC  DISLOCATION  BY 

DEVELOPING  OF  SOUTH  AMERICAN  MARKETS 
Narrowing  European  Mart 

Reveals  Fruitful  Latin 

Potentialities 

New  York — Concerned  over  shrinking 

European  markets  and  faced  with  a   rapid- 
ly crystallizing  necessity  for  maintaining 

current  volume  without  rearrangements  in 

the  domestic  theatre  field,  major  com- 
panies are  turning  to  South  America  as  a 

field  for  immediate  further  development. 
Narrowing  markets  in  Europe  are  one 

important  consideration.  Another  is  a 

realization  that  South  America  is  a   fruit- 
ful, but  thus  far,  largely  potential  field 

remaining  to  be  tapped.  Thirdly  is  the 
necessity  for  retaining  what  they  now  have 
and  the  difficulties  of  doing  this  when 

Spanish-speaking  audiences  are  growing 
impatient  over  Hollywood  versions  con- 

veying entertainment  via  super-imposed 
titles. 

The  move,  therefore,  is  under  way,  using 
Mexico  as  a   production  springboard. 
United  Artists  has  contracted  for  six 

Spanish  talkers  to  be  made  there.  Uni- 
versal has  arranged  for  three,  while  Co- 
lumbia and  20th  Century-Fox  are  under- 

stood to  be  negotiating.  William  Rowland, 
having  made  one  for  RKO  in  New  York, 

now  is  in  Mexico  City  on  further  pro- 
duction. Other  companies,  in  all  likeli- 

hood, will  follow. 

The  Trend  Swells 

Additionally,  UA  is  preparing  to  close 
for  the  production  in  Hollywood  of  one 

Spanish  picture,  in  a   joint  financial  ven- 
ture with  a   Spanish  producer,  with  an  eye 

to  North  as  well  as  South  American  dis- 
tribution. The  project  is  destined  to  be 

the  forerunner  of  others,  taking  the  shape 
of  an  experiment  to  determine  why  a 

first-rate  Spanish-speaking  film  would  not 
compare  favorably  with  a   first-rate  French 
picture  in  this  country,  for  instance. 

Maurice  Silverstone,  UA’s  chief  execu- 
tive, is  believed  to  have  pondered  the 

South  American  market  at  length  during 

his  company’s  board  of  director’s  meet- 
ing. Following  the  session  he  said:  “We 

are  going  to  develop  the  South  American 
market.  We  are  losing  our  markets  in 

Europe.” 
Some  substantiation  for  this  attitude 

is  already  a   matter  of  record.  It  lies  in 

the  amazing  grosses  piled  up  by  “Alla  en 

el  Rancho  Grande,”  Mexican-produced  for 
UA  distribution.  The  film’s  record  in 
Mexico  alone  has  reached  unheard-of  pro- 

portions, according  to  home  office  reports. 
The  producer  of  this  picture,  Fernando 

de  Fuentes,  will  make  Universal’s  three 
Spanish-speaking  films,  at  an  average  cost 

of  250,000  pesos  each.  “Rancho  Grande” 
is  said  to  have  cost  in  the  neighborhood 

of  30,000  pesos.  UA’s  Mexican  pictures 

Why  He  Turns  to 
South  America 

New  York — Here  are  the  reasons 

given  by  Maurice  Silverstone,  chief 

executive  of  UA,  for  developing  the 

South  American  market  because  major 

distributors  "are  losing  our  markets  in 

Europe." Germany — Can't  get  our  money  out. 
Italy — It  looks  hopeless. 

Austria — Confiscating  American 

prints. 
Spain   Favors  German  and  Italian 

pictures. 
Switzerland — Considering  an  import law. 

Poland — May  follow  Italian  decree. 

will  be  produced  by  Felipe  Mier’s  Cisa 
outfit,  also  averaging  about  250,000  pesos 

each.  UA  handled  three  Spanish  lang- 
uage pictures  last  year. 

This  new  trend,  in  some  quarters,  is 

said  to  have  taken  root  over  the  compara- 
tively small  percentage  of  natives  who  can 

read  the  Spanish  titles  on  Hollywood  films. 
This  is  particularly  true  in  outlying  areas, 

where,  nevertheless,  the  aggregate  film- 
going populace  assumes  large  proportions 

considering  some  19  Latin- American  coun- 
tries speaking  Spanish.  Argentina  is  not 

embraced,  the  heavy  Italian  population 

calling  for  almost  strictly  native  produc- 
tion, under  government  supervision. 

Mexican  Technical  Progress 

Informed  sources  say  Mexico,  which  has 

made  rapid  technical  improvements,  will 
make  50  pictures  for  the  new  season,  which 
starts  in  March,  as  against  40  last  year. 

Although  certain  of  these  are  already  un- 
der contract  for  distribution,  most  of  the 

balance  may  be  picked  up  by  American 
producers  as  the  pictures  get  into  work. 

All  majors  have  branches  in  Mexico, 
although  Mexican  producers,  as  a   rule,  re- 

serve distribution  rights  in  that  country 
as  well  as  in  Panama,  Peru,  Brazil,  Cuba, 

Argentine,  Chile  and  Bolivia.  Uruguay  and 
Paraguay  are  served  by  the  Argentine 

branches.  Paramount,  M-G-M,  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox and  UA  maintain  offices  in  Co- 

lombia, while  M-G-M  and  20th  Century- 
Fox  are  in  Venezuela.  Thus,  the  antici- 

pation goes,  American  distributors  are  in 
an  advantageous  position  to  service  these 

countries  once  the  upbeat  takes  shape. 

Tydol  Gasoline  Planning 

Large  Herald  Giveaway 
New  York — Distributors  of  Tydol  gaso- 

line are  contemplating  the  weekly  publi- 

cation of  3,000,000  herald  giveaways  list- 
ing local  theatres  and  their  attractions  in 

12  eastern  seaboard  states.  The  tabloids 

will  be  gratis  to  customers  served  at  Tydol 

German  Hand 

In  Japan  Rift 
New  York — A   possible  explanation  for 

the  difficulties  confronting  American 

films  in  Japan  is  seen  in  an  article  in 
The  Nation  by  R.  R.  Plant  who  declares 

Germany  is  “gradually  inducing  the  Japa- 
nese to  reduce  their  importation  of  all 

other  foreign  pictures  in  order  to  favor 

German  and  Italian  films.”  Pointing  out 
similar  collaboration  exists  between  Ger- 

many and  Italy,  he  reports  three  “big 
joint  productions”  are  planned  this  year. 

Plant  states  the  German  industry  has 

been  in  a   dilemma  since  1933  in  that  pic- 
tures for  home  consumption  must  spread 

the  spirit  of  National  Socialism  while  ex- 
ports have  suffered  since  many  countries 

have  repudiated  Nazi  ideology.  He  views 
one  of  the  difficulties  the  expulsion  of 

producers,  directors,  writers  and  actors. 

Because  the  “German  film  industry  is  in 
such  a   precarious  condition  that  it  must 

at  times  disregard  racial  uncertainties,” 
Plant  declares  “many  of  the  artists  work- 

ing for  German  films  are  closely  related 

to  non-Aryans.”  Adolf  Hitler’s  No.  1 
iilm  favorite,  Leni  Riefenstahl,  is  rumored 

to  be  part  Jewish,  according  to  this  source. 
The  writer  points  out  not  all  German 

films  contain  political  propaganda.  He 

says  detective  and  adventure  stories  are 
still  turned  out  by  Ufa,  Tobis,  Terra  and 

Bavaria.  “But  a   strange  phenomenon  can 
be  observed:  all  such  plots  are  laid  on 

foreign  countries.  Murderers,  thieves,  ban- 
dits and  cruel,  unsympathetic  villains  are 

necessary  for  exciting  plots,”  Plant  writes. 
“By  official  decree  they  no  longer  exist 
in  Germany,  but  fortunately  for  the  film 
producer  they  still  carry  on  in  England, 

France,  the  United  States  and  other  coun- 
tries .   .   .   Only  Italy  and  Japan  are  ex- 

cluded as  backgrounds  for  evil  doings  and 
fatherlands  for  villains.  There  is  close 

collaboration  between  Japan  and  Germany 

in  the  matter  of  films.  Everywhere  in 

Germany  are  shown  Japanese  pictures — 
’Power  of  Japan,’  directed  by  Haussler; 

‘Magic  Hands’  produced  by  the  German- 

Japanese  Ass’n.” 

stations  and  will  list  independent  as  well 
as  affiliated  theatres  in  the  particular  zone 

served  by  respective  stationsi. 
The  full  cooperation  of  the  industry  has 

been  promised,  the  matter  having  been 
brought  up  at  Hays  office  meetings  by 

Tydol’s  advertising  agency.  The  venture 
would  begin  operation  next  spring  and  con- 

tinue through  the  summer.  It  is  said  to 

be  nothing  more  than  a   form  of  advertis- 

ing promotion  that  Tydol  engages  in  dur- 
ing the  peak  seasons  for  its  product. 
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GN  Makes  Quota  List  and 

Distributes  in  England 

New  York — Grand  National  will  distri- 

bute its  own  product  in  England  and  will 
make  its  own  quota  pictures  there  as  well. 

There  will  be  about  eight  in  the  latter  di- 
vision the  first  year. 

Development  of  an  exchange  system  to 

sell  the  company's  features  and  shorts 
will  be  handled  by  Edward  R.  Russell, 
now  managing  director  of  Educational 

Films  Company,  Ltd.  He  has  been  as- 
sociated with  Educational  for  18  years. 

The  decision  brings  to  a   close  extended 
negotiations  with  John  Maxwell  who  had 

been  dickering  for  the  output.  Earle  W. 

Hammons  closed  the  new  deal  by  transat- 
lantic telephone  over  the  weekend. 

Jeffery  Bernerd,  former  managing  di- 
rector of  Gaumont  British,  has  settled  his 

GB  contract  and  will  head  Grand  Na- 
tional distribution  in  London. 

Loyd  Wright,  co-trustee  with  E.  L.  Al- 

person  during  GN's  bankruptcy,  is  here 
for  conferences. 

Congressman  Dies 
Discovers 

New  York — One  of  the  highlights  of 

the  first  TAC  Political  Cabaret  show 

Sunday  was  a   travesty  on  the  Dies 

committee  which  reported  it  had  dis- 

covered three  of  Karl  Marx's  brothers 
had  been  found  working  at  RKO. 

Groucho,  Harpo  and  Chico,  of  course. 

Circuits  Adopting  New 

Dresser-ware  Set  Deal 
Boston — The  new  dresser-ware  set  deal 

being  handled  by  A1  Swerdlove,  head  of 
Federal  Sales,  Inc.,  has  been  contracted 
for  by  such  circuits  as  the  M&P  Theatres 
Corp.,  Interstate  Theatres,  E.  M.  Loew 
and  Rapf  and  Ruden. 

The  deal,  known  as  “Milady  Vanity 
Ware,”  is  designed  exclusively  for  Swerd- 

love, and  is  non-glass,  being  fashioned 
of  a   non-inflammable  composition  resem- 

bling old  ivory. 

Fear  Precedental  Impact 

Of  Italian  Monopoly  Plan 

(Continued  from  page  12) 

a   bill  for  the  establishment  of  a   State 

Cinema  Institute  providing  for  strict  gov- 
ernmental regulations.  The  sponsor  of  the 

bill,  Sanchez  Sorondo,  obtained  his  knowl- 
edge of  the  film  business  by  studying  the 

industry  in  Italy  and  Germany. 

Certain  situations,  like  the  one  in  Aus- 
tralia where  Premier  Stevens  of  New 

South  Wales  is  preparing  to  introduce  a 
quota  act  for  the  third  time,  point  which 

way  the  wind  is  blowing.  Two  former 
bills  sponsored  by  Stevens  were  declared 
unconstitutional  but,  according  to  reports, 
every  effort  is  being  made  to  plug  any 

loopholes  that  might  occur  in  the  current 
effort. 

Some  astute  observers  of  the  foreign 

situation  firmly  believe  that  only  a   com- 
plete harmony  of  outlook  by  the  major 

companies  on  a   foreign  policy  in  all  situ- 
ations will  stem  the  tide  of  encroaching 

restrictions. 

Finds  Attendance  Up,  Admission  Average  Down 

(Reprinted  from  the  United  States  News,  an  independent  publication  issued  weekly  at  Washington) 

Washington- — Posing  the  question,  “What  is  the  secret  of  the  tremendous  increase  in  movie  attendance?” 
the  United  States  News,  in  connection  with  the  above  pictogram,  supplies  this  answer: 

"The  explanation  is  to  be  found  in  the  efficiency  with  which  the  motion  picture  industry  has  used  technical 
developments  such  as  sound  to  improve  its  product  and  at  the  same  time  has  kept  costs  at  a   level  which  has 
enabled  theatres  to  reduce  admission  charges.  The  average  admission  charge  to  theatre  is  reported  to  have  been 

23  cents  last  year,  five  cents  less  than  in  1927.” 
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THRILLING 
CHAPTERS 

THE  FIGHTING 
DEVIL  DOGS 

FOUR  IN  A   ROW 
FOR  A   PERFECT  S CORE/ 

with  HERMAN  (Olympic  Champ)  BRIX  •   MALA 

MONTE  BLUE-JILL  MARTIN-NOBLE  JOHNSON 
Directed  by  William  Witney,  John  English  •   Associate  Producer  Robert 

Beche  •   Based  upon  the  book  of  the  same  name  by  William  L.  Chester 



(Continued  from  page  6) 

pictorial  transcription  of  the  slum 

problem  and  its  socio-economic  im- 
pact upon  those  who  lived  in  slum 

shadows. 

"The  Black  Legion"  struck  at  anti- 
democratic, hooded,  hoodlum  mob 

law.  Generally  hailed  as  a   job  that 
should  have  been  undertaken. 

"They  Won't  Forget"  excoriated 
Southern  lynch  law  and  the  miscar- 

riage of  legalized  justice.  Hailed 

and  praised. 

“All  Quiet  on  the  Western  Front" 
dealt  with  the  horror  and  futility 

of  war.  Accepted  as  one  of  the 

great  pictures  of  its  day  and  viewed 

in  some  informed  quarters  as  a   de- 
terrent, temporarily  anyway,  to  the 

propagandizing  activities  of  interna- 
tional munitions  makers. 

"The  Road  Back"  painted  the  eco- 
nomic, moral  and  social  collapse 

trailing  the  World  War. 

"Make  Way  for  Tomorrow,"  en- 
tertainment and  swell  entertain- 

ment, also  posed  the  social  problem 

presented  by  the  old  and  the  de- 
pendent. 

"You  and  Me,"  a   very  good  melo- 
drama, was  descriptive  of  the  align- 

ment of  anti-social  forces  opposing 
the  rehabilitation  of  released  con- 
victs. 

"I  Am  a   Fugitive  From  a   Chain 

Gang"  was  an  expose  of  the  South- 
ern chain  gang  and,  in  some  direc- 

tions, was  credited  with  having 

launched  a   movement  for  the  hu- 
manization of  that  form  of  penal 

servitude. 

"Valley  of  the  Giants,"  certainly 
pursued  along  straight  entertain- 

ment lines,  nevertheless  also  turned 

out  to  be  a   strong  plea  for  forest 
conservation. 

"The  Life  of  Emile  Zola,"  a   triumph 
of  art  on  film,  told  how  the  military 

caste  system  was  smashed  in  France 

and  depicted  the  noble  story  of  a 

thrilling  fight  for  justice. 

"The  Story  of  Louis  Pasteur"  nar- 
rated an  historic  victory  in  scientific 

research  over  the  prejudices  of  the 
time.  Social  implication  there,  by 

any  approach. 

"The  Citadel,”  critically  hailed  and 
viewed  at  M-G-M  as  one  of  its  cur- 

rent best,  lets  loose  its  powerful 

barbs  at  quackery  in  modern  medi- 
cine and  strikes  for  a   re-ennobling 

of  a   distinguished  profession. 

"Racket  Busters,”  based  on  the 
Dewey  investigations  in  New  York, 

pointed  up  the  duty  of  the  citizen  in 

a   ding  the  public  prosecutor  fight 
organized  racketeering. 

The  “Crime  Does  Not  Pay”  series 
of  shorts  conveys  its  own  message. 

The  series  was  backed  by  social  and 

civic  organizations  and  endorsed 

editorially  in  many  directions. 

More,  many  more,  are  in  the  rec- 

ord. This  list  is  the  outcome  of 

exactly  a   ten  minute  dip  into  the 

memory  and  published  records.  The 
significance  of  the  evidence  rests 

in  the  great  strength  which  this  de- 
partment believes  it  gives  the  gen- 

eral argument. 

The  most  dramatic  story  of  the 

times  is  the  story  which  the  times 
themselves  are  writing.  To  suggest 

that  films  can  prosper  and  progress 

by  completely  avoiding  the  mirror 
which  catches  their  own  reflection 

seems  an  incredible  and  thoroughly 

false  premise  on  which  to  proceed. 

# Kickback '   Plan  Adoption 

Accepts  Chaplin  Formula 

(Continued  from  page  10) 

picture  from  the  world  market  were  to  in- 
crease our  returns  $1,500,000  and  the  pro- 
ducers got  $1,000,000  of  this  sum  back,  the 

company  would  still  be  in  $500,000.  It  is 
as  simple  as  that  and  its  feasibility  and 

attractiveness  is  recognized  by  all  con- cerned. 

“In  fact,  it  is  entirely  a   voluntary  move. 
There  is  no  legal  means  by  which  it  can 
be  forced.  But  the  mechanics  of  the  plan 

have  to  be  worked  out  very  carefully,  be- 
cause before  we  can  kick  back  any  money 

it  is  necessary  that  the  company  not  only 

is  in  a   position  to  do  this,  but  also  have 

a   cash  reserve.  That  is  why  we  are  hold- 
ing off  until  after  the  first  of  the  year 

to  make  it  operative.  This  is  necessary 
because  we  first  must  determine  what  our 

profits  are  for  the  year.” 
UA  will  augment  its  normal  release 

schedule  for  1939-40  with  at  least  one 

picture,  produced  by  and  starring  Charles 
Chaplin,  and  two,  perhaps  three,  from 
Douglas  Fairbanks  sr.  There  will  also  be 

one  picture  from  Alexander  Korda  pro- 
duced in  Hollywood,  to  star  Merle  Oberon 

and  an  English  “personality.” 

For  the  Theatreman  Who’s  Different  and  “The  Woman  Who  Cares 99 

MILADY  VANITY  WARE 
Exclusively  Designed 

Absolutely  no  glass.  Powder  and  vanity  boxes, 
as  well  as  brush  and  mirror  handles,  are  made  of 

patented  non-inflammable  composition  resembling 
old  ivory. 

Comparison  Challenged 

Managers  for  such  circuits  as  Morse  and  Rothen- 
berg.  Interstate,  Rapf  and  Ruden  and  E.  M.  Loew 

say  that  other  dresserware  sets  are  no  competition 
to  this  set. 

SEVERAL  TERRITORIES  STILL  OPEN  TO  REPUTABLE  DISTRIBUTORS 

FEDERAL  SALES,  Inc. 
IF  YOU  WANT  NO  COMPETITION  MILADY  VANITY  WARE  IS  THE  ANSWER 

38-40  CHURCH  ST.  BOSTON 
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Uptown  Normandie 

Tri-National  Outlet 
New  York — Entrance  of  Harry  Brandt 

and  David  Weinstock  in  the  swank-neigh- 
borhood Normandie  is  seen  as  providing 

the  local  show-window  for  John  E.  Otter- 

son’s  Tri-National  lineup.  The  590-seat 
house  debuts  Wednesday  with  “Sacrifice 
D’Honneur,”  number  one  Tri-National  re- 

lease, and  is  committed  to  a   “class”  for- 
eign policy. 

The  Normandie  is  fraught  with  possi- 
bilities. Situated  at  53rd  St.  and  Park 

Ave.,  it  is  the  first  theatre  venture  to  get 
by  the  combined  efforts  of  real  estate  and 
local  business  leaders  to  block  it.  Fur- 

ther, the  house  is  seen  as  giving  Walter 
Reade,  who  has  bought  the  nearby  car- 

riage-trade Plaza,  stiff  competition.  Reade 
takes  over  active  operation  of  the  Plaza 
in  September,  1939.  He  may  revise  the 
policy  to  buck  the  Normandie. 

The  house  has  been  the  objective  of  at 
least  half  a   dozen  local  operators,  but  the 
asking  terms,  said  to  have  been  set  by  the 
developers,  of  an  annual  $60,000  guaran- 

tee and  40  per  cent  of  the  gross,  scared  off 
all  bidders.  The  scale  runs  from  75  cents, 
orchestra,  to  $1.25  for  loges.  Edward  L. 
Delaney  is  manager. 

Takes  Two  More 

Brandt  this  week  also  took  over  the 

Fair,  Jackson  Heights,  and  Drake,  Rego 
Park,  both  Long  Island  suburbans,  from 
Sam  Rhonheimer. 

Billy  Brandt  has  entered  radio  in  asso- 
ciation with  Radio  Attractions,  Inc.,  of 

which  Herbert  R.  Ebenstein  is  president. 

The  company  is  a   producer  of  radio 
shows  which  are  being  sold  territorially 
on  discs  to  broadcasting  stations.  The 
idea  is  to  draw  from  the  well  of  film  ex- 

perience for  selling  and  merchandising 
methods.  Thus,  A1  Fineman  is  now  with 
Radio  Attractions  where  he  is  handling 
its  advertising  and  publicity,  including 
pressbooks  a   la  motion  pictures.  Trade 
shows  also  are  on  the  agenda,  the  first 
slated  for  the  Waldorf-Astoria  on  De- 

cember 7. 

“Fu  Manchu”  is  to  be  “released”  begin- 
ning in  January.  It  will  run  to  78  epi- 

sodes, is  designed  to  be  etherized  twice  a 
week  for  26  weeks  of  its  initial  life.  An 

extension  may  develop,  but  this  is  de- 
pendent upon  acceptance  by  the  public. 

In  March  “Ella  Cinders”  goes  out  and  in 
June,  “Hopalong  Cassidy.”  These,  like- 

wise, will  have  78  episodes  each. 

Brandt  is  in  the  picture,  according  to 

Ebenstein,  for  the  showmanship  knowl- 
edge which  he  feels  he  can  impart  to  the 

production  plan.  Philip  A.  Fuss  is  sales 

manager,  while  Paul  Adler  is  a   new  addi- 
tion to  the  sales  department.  An  office  is 

now  operating  out  of  New  York  covering 
17  eastern  states.  Chicago,  Los  Angeles 
and  Dallas  will  be  established  later,  thus 
rounding  out  the  national  sales  structure. 

Harry  Thomas,  independent  distributor 

and  former  head  of  First  Division  Ex- 

changes, will  distribute  the  Tri-National 
lineup  throughout  the  eastern  states. 

Higher  Education 
Tries  Newsreel 

Philadelphia — Temple  University  has 

its  own  newsreel,  believed  to  be  the 

first  project  of  its  kind  among  eastern 
colleges. 

A   roster  of  13  cameramen  gathered 

material  for  the  first  release,  others  to 

come  monthly.  The  reel  included 

scenes  from  the  football  game  with 

Pittsburgh,  a   freshman-sophomore  tug- 

of-war,  both  of  which  were  photo- 

graphed in  color,  as  well  as  shots  of 

the  annual  president's  reception,  regis- 
tration procedure,  and  a   peace  convo- 

cation. The  Temple  News,  under- 

graduate newspaper,  is  sponsoring  the 

project. 

Television  Demands 

Delaying  S.  Sagall 
New  York  —   Crystallization  of  certain 

events  tending  toward  the  formation  here 
of  the  Scophony  Television  Co.  caused 
Solomon  Sagall,  managing  director,  to 
postpone  his  contemplated  sailing  on  the 
French  liner  Normandie,  Saturday. 

He  feels  definite  progress  has  been 
made  and  a   number  of  important  factors 

have  cropped  up  to  warrant  his  staying 
over  another  week. 

In  his  discussions  around  the  industry, 
Sagall  says  he  has  found  two  divergent 
views.  One  is,  he  goes  on  to  say,  is  that 
television  will  prove  a   serious  menace 

while  the  other  holds  that  television  “won’t 
mean  a   thing”  for  the  next  ten  or  15  years. 

Sagall  himself  believes  television  will 
succeed  here  and  looks  for  the  industry 

to  play  a   very  important  part  because  of 
its  tremendous  entertainment  resources. 

He  predicts  television  here  will  make  its 

bow  in  the  theatres  with  coverage  of  im- 
portant events. 

GN  Into  British 

Sales  on  Its  Own 

New  York — Grand  National  will  open 
its  own  distribution  system  in  Canada  as 
well  as  maintain  its  own  sales  in  England 

under  Jeffrey  Bernerd,  long  a   GB  execu- 
tive, and  Edward  R.  Russell,  managing  di- 

rector of  Educational  Films  of  England. 

A   new  producing  organization,  the  prin- 
cipal factors  of  which  are  being  temporar- 

ily cloaked  in  secrecy,  has  purchased  sub- 
stantially all  of  the  assets  of  Fine  Arts 

Pictures,  Inc.,  and  will  assume  its  produc- 
tion obligations  with  Grand  National. 

Fine  Arts,  headed  by  Franklyn  Warner, 
held  a   contract  for  26  features  of  which 
three  have  been  made  and  delivered  while 

a   fourth  is  being  completed.  The  de- 

livered negatives  are  “Shadows  Over 
Shanghai,”  “Cipher  Bureau”  and  “Fron- 

tier Scout.”  The  fourth  is  “Long  Shot.” 
This  leaves  the  new  company  with  a   con- 

tract for  22  pictures.  It  is  also  under- 
stood Warner  has  expressed  his  willing- 

ness to  pass  on  to  the  new  group  the 

properties  he  had  planned  for  Grand  Na- 
tional with  the  possible  exception  of  about 

three  which  he  intends  retaining  for  his 
own  use. 

The  new  company,  according  to  Earle  W. 

Hammons,  will  be  incorporated  in  Cali- 
fornia next  week.  In  its  plans  are  two 

“top”  pictures.  British  distribution,  the 
GN  president  tells  Boxoffice,  will  be  set 

up  in  about  10  days.  Jack  H.  Skirball  ex- 
pects to  leave  for  Hollywood  so  n. 

What  had  the  earmarks  of  an  internal 

row  at  virtually  the  birth  of  the  organiza- 

tion now  has  been  cleared  away.  GN’s 
statement  stresses  the  fact  the  Warner 

deal  was  concluded  in  “a  most  amiable 
manner.”  Warner  himself  says  in  this 
connection : 

“My  company  has  seen  fit  to  withdraw 
from  the  releasing  of  its  future  produc- 

tions through  Grand  National,  but  in  do- 
ing so  has  nothing  but  the  warmest  feel- 
ings and  sincerest  good  will  toward  Grand 

National.” 
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I   really  can't  see  the  point  in  staying  away  from  cocktail  parties  if  they 

occur  during  office  hours.  I   just  got  into  the  office  and  I   swear  I   haven't 
even  been  within  eye  shot  of  a   scotch  and  soda.  Yet  fancy  black  lace  is 

dangling  before  my  eyes  and  I'm  mumbling  funny  words  about  ladies'  un- 
derwear. When  I   opened  an  envelope  addressed  to  me  from  the  Roxy,  I 

found,  besides  a   press  release,  a   stamped  rose-tinted  envelope,  ecstatically 

perfumed.  Cautiously,  I   opened  it.  On  Hattie  Carnegie  stationery,  the  mes- 
sage went: 

“My  dear  Mrs.  Whoosis,  Waldorf-Astoria.  Enclosed  please  find  black 
ninon  and  lace  and  also  black  myth  crepe  and  lace  for  your  slip.  This  slip 

is  beautifully  made  and  fitted  and  I   am  sure  you  will  like  it.  Shall  be  pleased 

to  hear  from  you." 

Just  for  that  I'm  going  out  for  a   drink.  Or  would  you  rather  I   consult Beatrice  Fairfax? 
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"An  Exceedingly  Fat  Cat ” 

New  York — Bankers,  industrialists  and 

the  representatives  of  big  business  at  large 
currently  are  being  made  aware  of  the 
story  of  Will  H.  Hays  and  the  MPPDA 

in  terms  of  glowing  tribute  via  the  col- 
umns of  Fortune,  the  current  issue  of 

which  carries  a   lengthy  article  captioned 

"The  Hays  Office.” 
Because  investment  totals  about  $2,000,- 

000,000  and  estimated  annual  gross  at  the 
boxoffice  runs  to  about  $1,000,000,000,  the 

industry,  in  Fortune’s  eyes,  is  therefore 
“an  exceedingly  fat  cat  and  by  that  token 
it  requires  luxuriant  and  highly  sensitive 

whiskers.  Hays  is  the  cat’s  whiskers  of  the 
motion  picture  industry”  which  ‘‘relies  on 
Hays  to  guide  it  through  tight  places  and 
around  dangerous  corners  the  way  a   cat 
relies  on  its  whiskers  for  approximately 

the  same  purpose.” 
In  the  affluent  and  searching  manner 

characteristic  of  the  magazine,  the  treat- 

ment stresses  the  industry’s  aims  as  en- 
compassed within  the  Hays  office  frame- 

work. Those  aims  are  minutely  exam- 

ined. They  constitute  a   “heavy  burden” 
on  Hays,  “but  by  and  large  he  has  carried 
his  responsibility  with  few  missteps.  He 
is  despised  by  some  moralists  for  being 
too  liberal,  and  by  some  liberals  for  being 
too  moral.  By  the  former  group  he  has 

been  accused  of  ‘polluting  the  universe’ 
and  of  being  ‘the  greatest  enemy  of  civili- 

zation.’ But  Will  Hays  has  always  tried 
to  find  the  golden  mean,  and  when  the 
criticisms  are  blended  they  indicate  that 

he  has  not  failed.” 

Beginning  with  that  “post-war  Baby- 
lon” that  was  Hollywood — “a  wide  open 

flush  town  where  million-dollar  profits 
could  be  rolled  up  in  a   few  months  on 
cash  investments  of  a   few  thousand  but 

where  bankers’  money  cost  producers  as 
much  as  15  per  cent”  the  article  takes 
the  evolvement  of  the  MPPDA,  step  by 

step,  to  the  present,  giving  it  “a  degree 
of  absolute  power  that  makes  the  motion 

picture  industry  a   shining  example  of  ef- 

fective self-regulation.” 
Hays  is  pictured  as  consumed  with  two 

subjects:  his  responsibility  “of  Iris  position 
as  the  cat’s  whiskers,”  and  his  “vast  re- 

sponsibility of  his  position  as  the  de- 
fender of  the  eternal  verities  and  Ameri- 

can ideals.”  Especially  so  “toward  that 
sacred  thing,  the  mind  of  a   child,  toward 

that  clean  and  virgin  thing,  that  un- 

marked slate.” 

Out  of  this  responsibility  “his  organiza- 
tion can  take  much  of  the  credit,  and 

Hays  himself  most  of  it,  for  the  fact  that 

today  when  the  press  and  the  radio  in- 
dustry live  in  real  or  fancied  terror  of 

political  control,  the  motion  picture  busi- 
ness is  freer  of  such  worries  than  at  any 

other  time  in  the  last  20  years.” 
Lavish  credit,  in  keeping  with  the 

MPPDA’s  accomplishments,  are  bestowed 
on  Joseph  I.  Breen,  Charles  C.  Pettijohn, 
Carl  E.  Milliken  and  Major  Frederick  L. 
Herron. 

Hays’  consuming  desire  for  “good  taste” 
is  asserted  to  be  the  yardstick  by  which 

he  set  up,  in  1927,  the  industry’s  first 

comprehensive  list  of  specific  rules — 11 
“don’ts”  and  26  “be  carefuls” — as  a   guide 
for  producers.  Later,  with  the  advent  of 

sound,  these  were  recast  into  the  12  com- 
mandments of  the  Production  Code.  Not- 

withstanding the  “reverse  trend”  that  set 
in,  in  1932-33,  on  a   wave  of  sex  pictures, 
and  the  formation,  in  1934,  of  the  Legion 

of  Decency,  the  action  taken  to  offset 

these  incidents  “was,  to  advance  the  cause 

of  better  films  by  at  least  a   decade,”  in 
the  words  of  Hays.  A   Production  Code 

with  “teeth”  was  the  answer. 

The  article  notes  Hays’  recognition  that 
“it  was  useless  to  attempt  to  improve  films 
in  accordance  with  the  public  clamor  un- 

less the  public  was  prepared  to  show  its 
appreciation  for  the  improved  product  at 

the  boxoffice.”  And  toward  this  end  is 

reviewed  the  actual  work  of  the  “servic- 
ing” departments. 

These  departments,  including  Hays’  an- 
nual $100,000  salary,  received  $845,000 

from  MPPDA  members  last  year,  the  ar- 

ticle states.  The  figure  includes  the  over- 
head of  the  New  York,  Hollywood,  Wash- 

ington, Paris  and  London  offices.  Broken 

down,  the  “tangible  and  intangible”  bene- 
fits accruing  from  an  extensive  educa- 

tional and  public  relations  mission,  cost 

$350,000:  protecting  the  industry’s  foreign 
markets,  $100,000;  court  and  legislative 

“battles,”  $48,000,  and  $46,000  on  admin- 
istration of  the  advertising  code. 

“In  approximately  17  years,”  the  ar- 
ticle concludes,  “Hays  has  progressed  from 

hired  figurehead  of  the  motion  picture 

industry  to  something  like  its  master,  and 

the  industry  might  have  to  think  a   good 
many  times,  before  deposing  him,  even  if 
it  wanted  to.  Hays  in  the  beginning  was 

set'  up  as  the  industry’s  gift  to  the  pub- 
lic, and  he  still  says  that  his  success  is 

due  largely  to  the  cooperation  of  the 

industry’s  leaders,  and  their  determina- 

tion to  make  good  on  their  promises.” 

Tax  Returns  Show  Sharp 

Decline  in  Theatre  Takes 

Washington — Exhibitors  throughout  the 

country  have  lost  millions  of  dollars  in 
boxoffice  revenues  since  the  beginning  of 

the  government’s  new  fiscal  year  on  July  1, 
last,  it  is  indicated  by  figures  compiled 
by  the  bureau  of  internal  revenue. 

The  slackening  of  receipts  is  evidenced 

by  a   $612,346  drop  in  federal  admission 

taxes  during  the  four  months  ended  Octo- 
ber 31,  during  which  period  the  treasury 

collected  only  $6,309,070  against  $6,921.- 
416  in  the  first  four  months  of  the  1938 

fiscal  year. 

For  the  past  seven  months,  bureau  of- 
ficials disclosed,  admission  tax  collections 

have  been  running  below  those  of  the 
same  period  a   year  ago,  the  October 
total  of  $1,596,367  being  approximately 

$370,000  under  the  $1,966,617  collpcted  in 
the  same  month  in  1937.  Collections  also 

were  under  those  of  September,  which 
amounted  to  $1,668,827. 

Argentinians  Voice 
Film  Bill  Protest 

New  York — Much  resentment  is  mani- 

fested by  Argentinian  producers  and  the- 
atre men  over  the  recent  bill  proposed  for 

the  legislature  which  would  place  the 

operation  of  the  local  industry  from  pro- 
duction to  distribution  under  govern- 

mental control,  reports  Monroe  Isen,  Uni- 
versal manager  for  that  territory. 

According  to  Isen,  there  is  a   good 
chance  of  the  bill  being  defeated  when  the 
legislature  convenes  shortly  after  the  first 
of  the  year.  He  says  the  measure  is  too 

complicated  to  be  comprehensive.  In  addi- 
tion, Argentinian  producers  have  threat- 
ened the  government  that  they  will  move 

out  and  make  their  pictures  in  Uruguay. 

And  production  in  Argentina  is  starting 
to  grow,  Isen  believes.  Supporting  this  are 
some  figures  which  he  proffers.  Since 

January  about  40  films  have  been  pro- 
duced at  an  estimated  cost  of  $1,500,000, 

or  an  approximate  average  of  $35,000  to 
$50,000  per  picture. 

Next  year,  Isen  says,  about  50  pictures 
should  be  made.  The  local  pictures  are 

popular  in  the  subsequent  situations  es- 
pecially the  few  quality  films  which  regis- 

ter big  grosses  in  all  spots.  In  due  time 

when  there  is  an  improvement  in  tech- 
nical skill,  Isen  looks  for  an  impressive 

growth  in  production. 
Isen,  who  has  been  at  his  post  for  the 

last  17  years,  agrees  with  the  current 
views  on  the  increasing  importance  of 

Latin  America  as  a   revenue-bearing  terri- 
tory. He  cites  Argentina  and  Brazil  as 

two  countries  where  American  companies 

are  enjoying  good  business. 

One  of  the  interesting  exhibition  side- 
lights in  Argentina  where  there  are  1,000 

theatres,  according  to  Isen,  is  the  houses 
get  a   big  play  on  Saturday,  Sunday  and 

holidays  and  play  to  meager  audiences  the 
rest  of  the  week.  In  the  subsequent  spots, 

the  policy  is  triple  features,  he  adds. 
In  Argentina  and  Brazil,  American  films 

have  approximately  90  per  cent  repre- 
sentation, he  states.  German  films  have 

lost  considerable  prestige  in  those  two 

countries,  Isen  adds,  while  French  pic- 
tures are  gaining  in  popularity. 

Isen  is  visiting  here  on  his  vacation.  He 

is  one  of  the  veterans  of  the  Universal  or- 

ganization, having  joined  the  Big  U   ex- 
change as  a   salesman  25  years  ago.  From 

1919  to  1921,  he  was  stationed  in  Central 
America.  He  was  then  shifted  to  Buenos 
Aires  where  he  has  been  ever  since.  Isen 

expects  to  return  December  17. 

Tex  Fletcher  Signed  for 

Series  by  Grand  National 
New  York — Setting  up  the  third  of  its 

four  western  series,  Grand  National, 

through  J.  H.  Skirball,  has  signed  Tex 

Fletcher,  the  radio  “Lone  Cowboy”  for  a 
group. 

Dorothy  Page,  meanwhile,  has  finished 

the  first  two  of  her  series.  Arthur  Jar- 
rett,  Lee  Powell  and  A1  St.  John  are 

working  on  the  first  of  the  “Trigger  Pals” 
group. 
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Exhibitors  Liable 

In  Patent  Verdict 
Washington— Exhibitors  using  sound 

equipment  manufactured  by  General  Talk- 

ing Pictures  Corp.  with  the  use  of  am- 
plifiers purchased  from  the  American 

Transformer  Co.  which  were  restricted  by 

license  notice  to  use  in  radio  reception 

are  using  apparatus  which  infringes,  upon 

patents,  under  a   decision  of  the  supreme 
court. 

The  court’s  findings  affirmed  an  opinion 
rendered  last  May,  holding  the  company 

to  have  infringed  the  patent  and,  as  was 

the  case  last  spring,  were  handed  down 

by  a   court  divided  five  to  two,  with  Asso- 

ciate Justices  Black  and  Reed — President 

Roosevelt’s  appointees. — submitting  a   dis- 
senting opinion,  and  Associate  Justice 

Roberts  not  participating. 

The  decision  which  leaves  General  Talk- 

ing Pictures  Corp.  liable  for  triple  dam- 

ages to  the  so-called  radio  patents  pool, 

was  a   rebuff  to  the  department  of  jus- 
tice which,  intervening  as  a   friend  of  the 

court,  filed  a   brief  urging  that  patent 

owners  be  deprived  of  monopolistic  priv- 
ileges which  permit  them  to  control  the 

uses  to  which  the  patented  article  shall  be 

put  after  it  passes  into  the  hands  of  a 

purchaser. 

May  Raise  Revamp  Cry 

What  effect  the  opinion  will  have  on  the 

Administration’s  monopoly  investigation 
was  not  immediately  apparent,  but  it  was 

felt  in  some  circles  that  it  had  given 

ammunition  to  the  department  of  justice 

for  its  campaign  to  restrict  the  monopo- 

listic privileges  conferred  by  the  patent 

laws,  to  which  end,  legislation  also  was 

introduced  in  Congress  last  session. 

The  General  Talking  Pictures  case,  as 

decided  last  Spring,  revolved  around  the 

question  whether  the  company  had  in- 

fringed the  amplifier  patent  by  using  the 

restricted  amplifiers  in  sound  equipment 

for  theatres.  The  court  held  that  it  had, 

and  the  company  filed  a   petition  for  re- 
consideration of  two  points:  (1)  Whether 

the  owner  of  a   patent  may  restrict  the 

use  made  of  the  patented  article  after  it 

has  passed  into  the  hands  of  a   purchaser 

in  the  ordinary  channels  of  trade,  and 

(2)  whether  the  owner  of  a   patent  can 

impose  a   forceable  restriction  upon  the  use 

to  be  made  of  the  article  by  the  pur- 
chaser through  the  mere  attachment 

thereto  of  a   “license  notice.” 
However,  in  the  majority  opinion  of  the 

court  delivered  by  Associate  Justice  Bran- 

deis,  it  was  held  that  these  questions  need 

not  be  answered  because  the  amplifiers 

were  not  manufactured  or  sold  under  the 

patents  and  did  not  pass  into  the  hands 

of  a   purchaser  in  the  ordinary  channels 
of  trade. 

Instead,  it  was  held,  the  American 

Transformer  Co.  having  been  licensed  to 

manufacture  and  sell  amplifiers  for  use  in 

radio  reception  only,  that  company  had 

infringed  the  patents  in  making  them  for 

General  Talking  Pictures  for  the  use  to 

which  they  were  put. 

“Any  use  beyond  the  valid  terms  of  a 

license  is,  of  course,  an  infringement  of 

a   patent,”  the  opinion  pointed  out.  “If 
where  a   patented  invention  is  applicable 

to  different  uses,  the  owner  of  the  patent 

may  legally  restrict  a   licensee  to  a   par- 
ticular field  and  exclude  him  from  others. 

Transformer  Co.  was  guilty  of  an  infringe- 
ment when  it  made  the  amplifiers  for,  and 

sold  them  to,  Pictures  Corporation.  And 

as  Pictures  Corporation  ordered,  purchased 

and  leased  them,  knowing  the  facts,  it  also 

was  an  infringer.” 
Since  restrictions  on  licensees  are  legal, 

and  the  amplifiers  were  produced  and  sold 

outside  the  scope  of  the  license,  the  court 

held,  “the  effect  is  precisely  the  same  as 
if  no  license  whatsoever  had  been  granted 

to  Transformer  Co.  And  as  Pictures  Coip. 

knew  the  facts,  it  is  in  no  better  position 

than  if  it  had  manufactured  the  ampli- 
fiers itself  without  a   license.  It  is  liable 

because  it  has  used  the  invention  without 

license  to  do  so.” 
As  he  did  last  May,  Associate  Justice 

Black  vigorously  criticized  the  majority 

decision,  holding  that  it  contravened  the 

attitude  almost  continuously  maintained 

by  the  court  for  more  than  75  years  with 

respect  to  the  limitations  of  patent 
monopolies. 

“As  a   consequence  of  the  return  to  the 

interpretation  of  the  patent  statutes  pre- 

viously repudiated  and  expressly  over- 

ruled,” he  charged,  “petitioner  is  en- 
joined from  making  full  use  of,  and  must 

account  in  triple  damages  for,  using  tubes 

and  amplifiers  which  he  owns.” 
The  dissenting  opinion  challenged  the 

belief  of  the  majority  that  notice  to  pur- 
chasers can  limit  or  restrict  the  use  of 

patented  articles  after  they  are  sold  and, 

at  the  same  time,  in  the  present  case, 

“knowledge  by  both  vendor  and  purchaser 
that  the  articles  were  purchased  for  use 

outside  the  ‘field’  for  which  the  vendor 
had  been  given  the  right  to  sell,  made 
the  transaction  between  them  no  less  a 

sale.” New  Republic  Deals 
New  York  —   Republic  has  closed  new 

season  deals  with  E.  J.  Sparks  chain  of 

87  Florida  houses,  and  the  Comerford  cir- 
cuit, operating  15  theatres  in  upper  New 

York  state. 

Elliot  Suit  Truce 

Pending  a   Ruling 
Philadelphia  —   A   temporary  truce  has 

been  declared  in  the  federal  monopoly 

suit  by  Herbert  J.  Elliot  of  the  Fern  Rock 
Theatre  here  against  Warner  Bros.,  and 

other  majors  pending  a   further  hearing 
next  Thursday. 

State  Senator  Harry  Shapiro,  Elliot’s 
counsel,  said  that  he  and  opposing  coun- 

sel had  agreed  to  a   plan  that  would  enable 

the  theatre  to  get  protection  in  the  dating 

of  pictures  in  that  area  until  a   final  ad- 
judication of  the  case. 

"Sympathy  Gag"  May 

Force  Philadelphia  Demand 

New  York — In  the  conviction  that 

plaintiffs  in  the  Fern  Rock  Theatre,  Phila- 
delphia, anti-trust  action  against  majors 

are  attempting  to  win  sympathy  from  local 

newspapers  rather  than  basing  their  case 

on  bona  fide  facts,  defense  attorneys  in- 

dicate they  will  move  for  a   bill  of  par- 

ticulars once  the  hearing  on  the  pre- 

liminary injunctions  is  disposed  of. 

Legal  mentors  here,  after  a   perusal  of 

the  plaintiff’s  petition,  are  convinced  that 

it  is  copied  virtually  from  the  govern- 

ment’s equity  action.  Such  parallel  items 
for  injunctions  restraining  Warner  from 

acquiring  additional  theatres,  enjoining 

all  defendants  from  enforcing  discrimina- 

tory film  rentals,  the  divestiture  of  War- 
ner theatre  holdings,  and  that  present 

theatres  be  placed  in  the  hands  of  trus- 
tees during  pendency  of  the  suit,  that 

existing  film  contracts  be  declared  il- 
legal, and  that  Warner  should  not  enjoy 

rental  deals  at  lower  figures  than  inde- 

pendents, are  pointed  to  in  qualifying  this 
contention. 

Seen  as  significant  is  the  presence  of 

Ben  Golder,  attorney  who  represented  in- 
dependents in  the  Perleman  case,  on  the 

side  of  the  majors.  Golder  is  said  to  be 

better  qualified  to  know  the  respective 

positions  of  all  Philadelphia  independents 

than  any  other  man  in  that  area. 

5 -Hour,  30-Minute  'Movie  Picnic ” 
Tarentum,  Pa. — “Movie  Picnic"  has  made  its  appearance  at  the  Harris,  a   War- 
ner house  here.  The  first  one  last  Saturday  ran  five  hours  and  30  minutes.  Starting 

at  noon  each  Saturday  thereafter  an  identical  policy  will  prevail.  Here's  the 
initial  lineup,  at  regular  prices: 

Dick  Foran  in  "Cherokee  Strip,"  western  feature. 

Laurel  and  Hardy  in  “Bohunks,"  comedy  feature. 
“Porky  and  Gabby,"  cartoon. 

Dick  Tracy  in  "Handcuffed  to  Doom,"  serial. 
“Under  Southern  Skies,"  Technicolor  featurette. 

Bergen  and  McCarthy  in  “Africa  Speaks  English." 
“Here  Comes  the  Circus,"  novelty. 

“Uncle  Tom's  Bungalow,"  color  cartoon. 

"Danger,  High  Voltage,"  a   Floyd  Gibbons. 
"The  Fatal  Plunge,"  serial. 

"Thinking  It  Over,"  "Crime  Doesn't  Pay"  short. 
"Football  Grid  Rules,"  Pete  Smith  short. 

"Mutiny  Ain't  Nice,"  Popeye  cartoon. 

Plus,  the  regular  feature  which  was  "Sing,  You  Sinners." 
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B   R   O   A   ID)  W   A   ¥, 
ALTER  READE  gets  back  from  a 
short  Florida  holiday  Monday  .   .   . 

Budd  Rogers  has  engaged  Rudy  Bach,  for- 

merly of  GB’s  home  office,  to  assist  him 
with  metropolitan  sales  of  Columbia’s  new 
foreign  lineup  .   .   .   Manny  Silverstone  got 
up  early  to  get  a   front-line  view  of  the 
Thanksgiving  Day  Parade  ...  Ed  Douglas 

is  getting  Loew’s  Kings  in  Brooklyn  reams 
of  newspaper  space  for  the  special  cere- 

mony, Monday  evening,  honoring  Sid 

Luckman,  Columbia’s  number  one  pig- 
skin toter.  Luckman  is  a   native  of  Flat- 

bush  .   .   .   Budd  J.  Wren,  manager  of  the 

Community,  Morristown,  N.  J„  was  well 
prepared  for  the  blessed  event.  He  chose 

the  monicker,  Gary  Lee,  if  it  was  a   boy, 
and  Marjay  if  the  stork  brought  a   girl. 

Louis  Weinberg,  chided  for  walking 
about  without  an  overcoat,  flipped  back 

with:  “The  worst  I   can  get  is  pneumonia” 
.   .   .   Irving  Ludwig,  manager  of  the  Eighth 
Street  Playhouse,  still  travels  uptown  to 

lunch  at  Lindy’s  with  his  old  cronies  .   .   . 
Walter  Reade  jr„  and  about  15  other 
friends  will  toss  a   bachelor  dinner  to 
Charles  Moss  at  the  City  Athletic  Club, 
Tuesday.  Moss  becomes  a   benedict  De- 

cember 1   and  will  honeymoon  in  Florida 
until  Christmas. 

Sign  in  the  Allied  of  New  Jersey  head- 

quarters card  room:  “This  room  is  re- 
served for  the  use  of  members  of  the  or- 

ganization in  good  standing  only.” 

Dave  Palfreyman  collected  a   football 
debt  from  Ken  Clark  the  other  day  and 
ended  up  for  lutich  at  the  Astor,  which  is 

’way  off  their  beat.  They’re  Algonquin 
frequenters  .   .   .   Al  Fineman  has  joined 

Radio  Attractions,  Herb  Ebenstein’s  com- 

He's Prepared  for 
The  Usual 

New  York — Lucius  Beebe,  who  is  a 

columnist  on  the  New  York  Herald- 

Tribune,  a   bon  vivant  and,  according 

to  Paramount  publicity,  the  only  man 

in  America  who  owns  more  top  hats 

than  polo  shirts,  is  back  in  town  and 

they're  glad  at  the  Colony  Club. 
He  was  in  Hollywood  16  days,  aiding 

Cecil  B.  DeMille  on  railroading  of  which 

Beebe  is  so  much  of  an  authority  he 

wrote  a   book,  and  appearing  in  “Cafe 

Society"  of  which  Beebe  also  is  an 
authority.  His  reactions: 

”1  learned  a   great  deal  from  Mr.  De 

Mille.  and  so  far  as  ’Cafe  Society'  is 
concerned,  I   was  delighted  to  spend 

two  days  with  Miss  (Madeleine)  Car- 

roll,  even  though  I'm  sure  my  work 

will  disappear  in  the  cutting  room." 

pany  .   .   .   L.  W .   Conrow,  president;  G.  L. 

Carrington,  vice-president  and  general 
manager,  and  F.  C.  Gilbert,  chief  engineer 
of  Altec,  have  returned  from  the  coast. 

Reports  Conrow,  “Having  been  privileged 
to  see  what  is  going  on  in  the  studios,  it  is 

gratifying  to  report  the  sincere  and  effec- 
tive efforts  being  made  to  place  product 

in  the  exhibitors’  hands  that  has  real 
boxoffice  appeal.  How  successful  these  ef- 

forts are  will  become  increasingly  appar- 

ent in  the  next  few  months.” 

The  incoming  Normandie  on  Thanks- 

giving Day  also  deposited  Marlene  Diet- 
rich,  Cary  Grant,  Stepha  Treble,  English 
musical  comedy  star;  Roma  June,  British 

dramatics,  and  Eric  Hakim,  English  pro- 
ducer. Jack  L.  Warner  stays  here  until 

December  3   talking  over  this  and  that  with 
Gradwell  L.  Sears,  Major  Albert  Warner 
and  S.  Charles  Einfeld;  then  he  leaves 
with  the  latter  for  the  coast  .   .   .   Fredric 
March  is  to  try  it  again,  this  time  in  a 

stage  play  called  “The  American  Way”  by 
George  S.  Kaufman  and  Moss  Hart.  It  is 
slated  for  a   future  opening  at  the  Center 
Theatre. 

Mary  Boland  is  here  from  the  coast.  She 
guest  stars  Monday  evening  on  the  Eddie 
Cantor  program  ...  Ed  Dubinsky  of  Kan- 

sas City  is  visiting  Gotham  friends  .   .   . 
Stuart  Erwin,  who  has  been  enacting  a 
role  for  Paramount  in  the  Eastern  Ser- 

vice studios  over  the  past  month,  has  re- 
turned to  the  coast  with  Mrs.  Erwin  and 

their  children  .   .   .   The  festive  spirit  took 
hold  of  the  Strand  personnel  Wednesday 

evening  and  accounted  for  a   rip-snortin’ 
Thanksgiving  party.  It  was  the  annual  af- 

fair of  the  theatre  unit  of  the  Warner 
Club,  offered  by  Zeb  Epstin,  George 
Dindas,  Charles  Bowers,  Eddie  Eytorff, 
Len  Lauer  and  Eddie  Brown.  Home  of- 

fice guests  included  John  Holmes,  Nat 
Feldman,  Max  Blackman,  Jules  Levey  and 
Ruth  Weisberg.  Harry  Gourfain,  stage  pro- 

ducer, put  on  a   corking  show  for  the 
guests,  and  the  service  staff  did  a   splen- 

did job  decorating  the  club  room  for  the 
occasion. 

Joseph  R.  Vogel,  Ben  Joel,  Johnny  Mur- 

phy, Mel  Morgenstern,  Lep  Friedman,  Lil- 
lian Jeffrey  and  Leonard  Picker  were 

among  the  local  fraternity  at  the  Yale- 
Harvard  game.  It  was  pouring,  which 

didn’t  dampen  anyone’s  spirits.  Except, 
maybe,  Picker.  He  sat  two  rows  in  front 
of  the  press  box.  A   fire  was  discovered  in 
the  press  box.  Firemen  brought  hoses 
and  gobs  of  water.  Much  of  the  water 
overflowed  on  Picker.  But  he  says  he 

didn’t  feel  it  because  it  was  raining. 

Ernie  Emerling  of  Loew’s  is  on  a   pep-up 
tour  of  Akron,  Canton,  Toledo  and  Cleve- 

land publicity  offices  .   .   .   Lou  Diamond 

may  make  a   coast  trip  along  about  Chrst- 
mas  .   .   .   Major  Albert  Warner  drawing  re- 

marks from  Hth  St.  kibitzers  over  the  ad- 
hesive bandage  on  his  right  cheek  .   .   . 

M-G-M  has  purchased  rights  to  “A  Lady 
Comes  to  Burkburnett ,”  original  by  James 
Edward  Grant  .   .   .   Jack  L.  Warner  and 
Mrs.  Warner,  John  Hay  Whitney  and 
Hugh  Williams,  English  actor  signed  by 
Samuel  Goldwyn,  were  arrivals  on  the 
Normandie  .   .   .   Mort  Blumenstock  is  back 

from  a   tropical  cruise  .   .   .   Harry  Kalmine’s 
secretary,  a   pretty  miss  from  Pittsburgh, 
was  a   weekend  visitor  to  friends  at  the 
Warner  home  office. 

Si  Seadler  says  he  has  been  traveling  in 
circles  and  may  try  it  in  reverse.  Just  to 
find  out  what  happens  .   .   .   Vincent  Price 

is  in  town  from  Hollywood  where  he  ap- 

peared in  “Service  De  Luxe,”  his  first  pic- 
ture .   .   .   Norman  H.  Moray  was  in  Chi- 
cago on  Tuesday,  Cleveland  on  Wednesday, 

Pittsburgh  on  Thursday  and  back  in  New 
York,  Friday.  It  gives  you  an  idea  .   .   . 

George  Friedl  jr.,  director  of  sound  engi- 

He  s   Busy  on  Exhibitor  Relations 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

This  is  Ned  E.  Depinet’s  office  at  RKO.  Its  occupant,  on  the  left,  is  shown 
with  Henderson  M.  Richey,  former  Allied  leader  and  now  director  of  exhibitor 

relations  for  the  film  company.  They’re  giving  Richey  a   dinner  in  Detroit 
Monday  night. 
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neering  for  International  Projector,  is  on 

the  coast.  Has  to  do  with  producer  con- 
ferences. Bill  Rodgers  is  so  tied  up  on  the 

trade  practice  deliberations  that  he  finds 

it  necessary  to  discuss  regulation  M-G-M 
business  across  the  luncheon  table.  Which 
means  the  Astor,  as  usual. 

Tom  Connors,  E.  M.  Saunders,  Max 
Cohen  and  Boh  Christenberry ,   general 
manager  of  the  Hotel  Astor,  made  up  a 
weekend  golf  foursome  at  White  Sulphur 

Springs  .   .   .   Arthur  Eddy,  coast  pub- 
licity representative  for  Warner,  formerly 

with  the  Film  Daily,  is  due  in  town  next 
week  on  his  vacation  .   .   .   Austin  C.  Keough , 
Y.  Frank  Freeman,  Leon  Netter  and  Bob 
Gillham  a   quartet  of  ninth  floor  hallway 
confreres  in  the  Paramount  Building  .   .   . 
Al  Aaronson  of  Artcinema  is  in  London  to 

make  deals  for  “The  Eagle,”  last  film  in 
which  Rudolph  Valentino  appeared.  The 

picture  was  playing  the  Strand  on  Broad- 
way the  week  that  Valentino  died  in 

1926  .   .   .   Clarence  Margand,  Manny  Sil- 
verstone  and  Walter  Gould  made  up  a 

table  of  “furriners”  at  Lindy’s  .   .   .   Eddie 
Carrier  has  set  up  a   separate  office  in  the 
Bond  Building,  with  nine  staff  members, 

to  handle  the  mechanics  of  “The  Great 
Waltz”  competition. 

Hamilton  C.  Rickaby  got  in  from  a   16- 
day  voyage  to  tropical  ports  in  time  for 
the  hearing  on  the  RKO  reorganization 

plan.  He’s  counsel  for  the  proponents  of 
the  plan  .   .   .   Merna  Kennedy,  featured  in 

William  K.  Howard’s  “Small  Town,”  was 
guest  of  honor  at  the  first  of  a   series  of 
Saturday  Hollywood  Nights  at  the  Hotel 

Piccadilly  .   .   .   Charles  Roberts,  Columbia’s 
home  office  supervisor  for  Latin  America, 
has  shifted  his  scene  of  activities  from 

Mexico  City  to  Havana.  Next  stop:  Puerto 
Rico  .   .   .   Roy  Haines  was  in  Montreal  to 

confer  with  Wolfe  Cohen,  WB’s  Cana- 
dian district  manager,  on  the  forthcoming 

Sears’  Drive  .   .   .   Gladys  Swarthout  and 
her  husband-manager,  Frank  Chapman, 
are  here  from  the  coast  for  a   vacation. 

Nate  Blumberg  and  Mrs.  B.  arrive  in 
Hollywood,  Monday  ...  Ed  Kuykendall  is 
back  in  Columbus,  Miss.,  but  in  a   few  days 

returns  here  for  his  trade  practice  meet- 
ings with  Sidney  R.  Kent  .   .   .   Barney 

Glazer  is  here  from  Hollywood  .   .   .   Frank 

R.  Deakins,  a   vice-president  of  RCA,  is  in 
London  .   .   .   Jack  Oakie,  who  has  been  talk- 

ing about  a   European  holiday,  is  slated  to 
sail  December  2   on  the  Queen  Mary  .   .   . 

Francis  S.  Harmon,  who  handles  Produc- 
tion Code  Administration  in  New  York,  is 

hi  Hollywood  for  a   couple  of  weeks  .   .   . 
E.  B.  Hatrick  back  from  California  .   .   . 
Freddie  Meyers  is  on  a   national  tour  of 
RKO  theatres.  Mrs.  Meyers  is  along,  with 
a   vacation  somewhere  on  the  west  coast 

part  of  the  agenda.  They  left  Friday  night. 

Ina  Claire,  who  hasn’t  made  a   picture 
since  “The  Greeks  Had  a   Word  for  It” — 
and  that’s  quite  a   spell  of  years  now — has 
been  signed  by  M-G-M  on  a   long-termer. 
Her  first  role  will  be  in  “I  Take  This 

Woman,”  in  support  of  Spencer  Tracy  and 
Pledy  Lamarr  .   .   .   Grade  Fields  is  back  in 
the  States.  She  arrived  Thursday  on  the 
Normandie  and  heads  west  to  discuss  fu- 

ture pictures  with  20th  Century-Fox  of- 
ficials .   .   .   Nancy  Kelly,  after  a   round  of 

the  spots  and  the  hostess  chore  for  the 

A   Tree's  a   Tree 

New  York— Part  of  the  fun  in  being 

an  advertising  and  publicity  executive  is 
the  unexpected  roles  you  are  called  upon 
to  exercise. 

Take  Lynn  Famol  and  Monroe  Green - 
thal.  One  would  never  think  it,  but  both 
are  now  confirmed  dog  fanciers,  although 

this  isn’t  in  their  contracts. 

Came  a   picture  called  “Young  in 
Heart,”  followed  closely  with  stunts  to  put 
it  over.  One  such  stunt  was  a   contest, 
for  which  prizes  were  to  be  pedigreed 

Sealyham  puppies.  Since  you  don’t  order 
Sealyham  puppies  over  the  phone  as  you 
do  frankfurters,  Greenthal  had  a   kennel 
operator  stage  a   dog  show  in  the  office. 

It  was  a   warm  day  and  Greenthal  re- 
members cutting  off  the  radiator  before 

the  five  pups  were  let  loose  in  his  office. 
He  called  in  Farnol,  who  made  a   quick 

exit  and  returned  wearing  rubbers.  Far- 
nol said  that  since  the  radiators  were 

leaking  so  badly  he  didn’t  want  to  risk 
getting  his  feet  wet.  Greenthal  saw  it  all. 

A   miniature  palm  tree  left  over  from  “The 
Hurricane”  campaign  was  standing  next 
to  the  radiator. 

press,  has  returned  to  the  coast.  As  she 
returns,  Arleen  Whelan,  another  Fox  star- 

let, comes  in  after  a   few  days  in  Wash- 
ington. All  of  this  makes  busy  times  for 

Marc  Lachmann  and  “Pinky”  Wingart. 

Arthur  M.  Loew,  Metro’s  foreign  travel- 
ing chief,  will  be  in  Buenos  Aires  for  the 

remainder  of  the  week  .   .   .   Columbia’s 
vice-president,  Jack  Cohn,  is  due  home  the 
first  week  in  December  .   .   .   Russell  Bell, 

Monogram’s  art  director,  is  confined  to 

his  home  with  injuries  suffered  in  an 

auto  crash  after  the  Syracuse-Columbia 

game  .   .   .   Fred  Ullman  spent  Thanksgiv- 
ing in  Buffalo  with  his  family  .   .   .   Frank 

Donovan,  RKO  Pathe  director,  is  at  Cal- 
lendar,  Ont.,  where  he  is  making  arrange- 

ments to  shoot  a   short  on  the  Dionne 
Quints  sometime  in  January  .   .   .   Tom 
Burney,  RKO  Pathe  cameraman,  is  back 
from  a   Canadian  honeymoon  with  his 

bride,  the  former  Anne  Zimmerman  .   .   . 
Monroe  Isen,  Universal  manager  for 
Argentina,  is  in  town  visiting  his  family 

and  for  home  office  talks. 

Ruth  Morrow,  formerly  secretary  to  Al 

Margolies  at  GB,  has  moved  over  to  Uni- 
versal in  a   similar  capacity  for  Lou  Pol- 

lock .   .   .   Christmas  will  bring  a   flock  of 
20th-Fox  foreign  managers  into  town. 

European  Managing  Director  Ben  Mig- 
gins  is  due  in  on  the  French  liner  Nor- 

mandie, December  17,  with  Walter  J. 
Hutchinson.  Others  expected  are  J. 
Carlo  Bavetta,  Brazil;  F.  L.  Harley,  British 
managing  director,  and  Art  Doyle,  Japan 

.   .   .   Montague  Marks  and  Doug  Fair- 
banks are  at  the  Sherry-Netherland  .   .   . 

Arthur  Levey,  Monogram’s  British  man- 
ager, and  Solomon  Sagall  of  Scophony  are 

homeward  bound  on  the  Normandie  .   .   . 
Bill  Sussman  is  back  after  a   week  on  the 
road  with  the  Kent  Drive  crew. 

C.  C.  Pettijohn  observed  Thanksgiving 

Day  in  something  more  than  the  custo- 
mary manner.  The  day  represented  ex- 

actly 21  years  of  married  life  .   .   .   Fred 

Meyers  knows  that  “the  early  bird  gets  the 
worm”  is  more  than  an  axiom.  Meaning 
that  Junior  Meyers  usually  gets  the  collar 

pins  and  cuff  links  first  .   .   .   Morris  Ep- 
stein trying  to  negotiate  a   film  deal  with 

Si  Fabian  on  the  Paramount  Building 

sidewalk.  “Sorry,  I’m  wanted  on  the 
phone,”  kidded  Fabian  .   .   .   Louis  Phillips 
spent  the  week  in  Chicago \ 

Mr.  Coward,  Miss  Neagle,  et  Al 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Before  W.  G.  Van  Schmus  left  for  his  annual  Hollywood  visit,  he  acted  as  host 
atop  the  Music  Hall  at  a   party  for  Anna  Neagle.  The  camera,  among  others, 
caught  Noel  Coward,  the  guest  of  honor,  Leslie  Howard  and  Illustrator  Neysa 
McMevn. 
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Contempt  Hearing 

Poses  New  Angles 
By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — With  the  government  ready  to 

present  its  evidence  backing  up  its  infor- 
mation charging  criminal  contempt  of  fed- 

eral court  against  Barney  Balaban,  B&K, 

and  the  seven  major  companies  on  Mon- 
day, many  new  aspects  of  the  case  are 

apparent  this  week. 

An  examination  of  the  30-page  bill  of 
complaint  indicates  among  the  govern- 

ment’s star  witnesses  may  be  Johnny 
Jones  and  his  father,  Aaron  Jones  sr. 

of  Jones,  Linick  &   Schaefer.  This  is  predi- 
cated on  the  fact  that  most  of  the  infor- 

mation in  the  bill  pertains  to  the  dealings 

between  B&K  and  J.  L.  S.  over  the  Mc- 

Vickers,  State-Lake  and  Oriental  theatres. 
Even  the  Woods  Theatre,  which  has  not 

been  considered  seriously  by  theatre  in- 
terests as  a   possible  first-run  loop  house, 

was  formerly  operated  by  J.  L.  S.  until 
taken  over  in  September  by  Essaness. 
Thus,  J.  L.  S.  has  been  the  only  loop 

operator  of  possible  first-runs  besides  B&K. 
It  is  said  the  government  is  particularly 

interested  in  looking  over  J.  L.  S.  records 
concerning  the  McVickers  deals  with  B&K 
and  the  exchanges. 

Of  course,  the  Oriental  Theatre  situation 
also  will  be  of  prime  importance,  since  a 

complaint  by  one  of  the  theatre  building’s 
bondholders  was  the  direct  reason  behind 

the  government’s  action. 
There  have  been  no  outward  signs  of 

undue  concern  on  the  part  of  any  of  the 
local  defendants  as  hearing  on  the  case 

draws  closer.  Their  attitude  is  best  sum- 
med up  by  John  Balaban,  who  repeatedly 

has  told  this  writer,  “Once  and  for  all, 

First  Trade  Draft 

Completed 
New  York — The  first  draft  of  the 

trade  practice  revision  program  has 

been  completed  by  lawyers,  who  dis- 

cussed it  Friday  with  major  company 

sales  heads. 

it  will  have  to  be  up  to  the  courts,  after 
hearing  both  sides,  to  determine  what 

should  be  done  in  the  Chicago  situation.” 
Monday’s  hearing  probably  will  be  given 

over  to  a   presentation  of  answers  to  fed- 
eral information  by  the  defendant  attor- 

neys before  Federal  Judge  Charles  Wood- 
ward. Defendant  parties  have  been  or- 

dered to  appear  with  all  records  relating 

to  the  case,  some  running  back  to  1936- 
37.  After  presentation  of  answers,  usual 
procedure  is  for  the  judge  to  set  a   date 
for  trial. 

Among  records  subpoenaed  are  actual 
film  contracts.  If  these  are  read  in  court, 
a   lot  of  faces  may  turn  red. 

Copyright  Law  Revision 
Talks  on  December  15 

New  York — The  next  discussion  on  the 

revision  of  the  United  States  copyright 
law  is  scheduled  for  December  15.  Some 

progress  is  reported  and,  according  to  one 
of  the  members  of  the  committee,  three 
major  issues  which  always  arise  over  the 
law  of  1909  confront  the  representatives 
again.  If  these  can  be  hurdled  at  the  next 
session,  the  meetings  will  have  attained 
the  objective  sought  by  the  delegates. 

Architect  Moves  Office 
New  York — Ben  Schlanger,  architect  ac- 

tive in  the  theatre  field,  has  moved  his 
office  from  67  W.  44th  to  117  W.  46th  St. 

Selznick-UA  Deal 
For  Two-Year  Term 
New  York — Completion  of  a   straight 

two-year  deal  between  United  Artists  and 
Selznick  International  is  indicated  by 

John  Hay  Whitney,  chairman  of  the  S-I 
board,  on  his  return  from  England  via  the 
Normandie. 

Whitney  denies  that  UA  has  offered 
David  O.  Selznick  a   one-sixth  share  in  the 
company  and  doubts  if  the  producer  would 
be  interested  in  the  reported  offer  of  Floyd 
Odium  to  head  RKO  Radio  production. 

Also  aboard  the  Normandie  was  Jack  L. 

Warner,  head  of  Warner  production,  who 
said  that  his  company  planned  no  French 
production  and  expressed  satisfaction  over 
the  English  output.  He  said  Warner  may 

distribute  “They  Drive  at  Night”  in  the 
domestic  market. 

Set  Meeting  Series  for 

Jewish  Charities  Drives 
New  York — Independent  theatre  own- 

ers are  scheduled  to  meet  early  in  De- 
cember for  a   series  of  meetings  in  the  next 

line  of  the  drive  for  the  goal  of  $225,000 
to  be  raised  in  the  film  and  theatrical 
fields  for  the  Federations  of  Jewish 
Charities  campaign. 

One  of  the  most  representative  and  im- 
pressive gatherings  from  the  amusement 

world  met  at  the  Hotel  Astor  to  set  the 

quota.  Co-Chairmen  David  Bernstein  and 
Major  Albert  Warner  agree  it  was  the  best 
meeting  ever  held. 
Those  who  attended  to  pledge  their 

support  were:  Barney  Balaban,  Nate  J. 

Blumberg,  Louis  Bernstein,  Max  B.  Black- 
man, Harry  Brandt,  William  Brandt,  Leo 

Brecher,  Jules  Brulatour,  Irving  Caesar, 
Sam  Forrest,  Leopold  Friedman,  Herman 
B.  Glickman,  Harry  M.  Goetz,  Samuel 
Hacker,  Arthur  Israel  jr„  Alan  Freedman, 
Budd  Lytton,  Marcus  Heiman,  William 
Klein,  Jules  Levy,  B.  S.  Moss,  Paul  Moss, 

Oscar  Doob,  Jack  Goetz,  Louis  Nizer,  Eu- 

gene Picker,  Martin  Quigley,  Budd  Rog- 
ers, Samuel  Rosen,  Max  Rudnick,  Sam 

Saxe,  Aubrey  Schenck,  Fred  J.  Schwartz, 
Max  Seligman,  Fred  Ullman  jr.,  Ed 

Rugoff,  Sam  Strausberg,  Joseph  Phillip- 
son,  Sidney  Piermont,  Marvin  Schenck, 
M.  A.  Schlesinger,  Paul  Felix  Warburg  and 
Jack  Alicoate. 

A   committee  under  the  chairmanship  of 

Louis  K.  Sidney  is  formed  to  enlist  the 

support  of  the  film  colony.  Contributions 
made  in  Hollywood  will  be  credited  to  the 

$225,000  quota  of  the  local  group. 

M.  P.  Associates  Benefit 
Attracts  More  Than  500 

New  York — More  than  500  members, 
friends  and  allied  industry  figures  enjoyed 

the  entertainment,  dinner  and  dance  that 

made  up  the  annual  benefit  affair  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Associates  at  the  Hotel 

Astor  Saturday  evening.  Less  fortunate 
members  of  the  local  industry  will  benefit 
from  the  proceeds. 

300  ROOMS 

With  Tub  and 
Shower 

$2— $2.50— $3 

H.  F.  MOORE. 

Mgr. 

in  ̂D&umt&um 

CLEVELAND 

Opposite  the  new  Civic  Auditorium,  and 

convenient  to  all  important  social,  rec- 

reational, and  business  activities.  Three 

excellent  restaurants.  Visit  the  unique 

Alpine  Tavern. 

HOTEL 

AUDITORIUM 
E.  SIXTH  ST.  AND  ST.  CLAIR  AVE. 
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Another  Dinner ,   But  in  Mexico 

William  Rowland  on  December  20  starts  production  in  Mexico  City  on  “The 

Women  That  Love  in  Vain,”  a   Spanish  talker  for  RKO.  So  Max  Gomez,  RKO 
manager  there,  gave  him  a   dinner  which  this  photograph  proves.  Left  to  right, 

Thomas  Allen  Moore,  associate  producer;  Arcady  Boytler,  Mexican  director; 
Emilio  Azcarraga,  owner  of  Alameda  Theatre  and  Station  XEW ;   Roivland; 

Armando  Espinosa,  secretary  of  the  Union  of  M.  P.  Workers;  Auturo  Diaz  de 

Leon;  Jack  Draper  and  Ralph  S.  Peer,  the  latter  the  owner  of  the  Southern 
Music  Publishing  Co. 

B   U   IF  IF  A\  IL  O 
ROBERT  T.  MURPHY,  director  of  book- 

ings for  Buffalo  Theatres,  Inc.,  the 
Shea  circuit,  will  be  the  1939  chief  barker 

of  the  Variety  Club  of  Buffalo,  succeeding 

Jacob  Lavene,  manager  of  the  Academy 
Theatre,  now  rounding  out  his  second 

year.  Syd  Lehman,  branch  manager  for 

United  Artists,  will  move  up  to  first  as- 

sistant chief,  and  Ralph  W.  Maw,  M-G-M’s 
Buffalo  manager,  moves  from  the  di- 

rectorate to  second  assistant.  W.  E.  J. 

Martin,  drama  editor  of  the  Courier-Ex- 

press, will  begin  his  fourth  year  as  secre- 

tary-treasurer. Seven  directors  will  be 
elected  next  week;  all  terms  to  begin 
January  1. 

Buffalo  has  been  a   Mecca  for  film  dis- 
tribution executives  the  past  week.  Frank 

McCarthy,  New  York,  eastern  division 

sales  manager,  and  Dave  Miller,  Cleve- 

land, district  manager,  directed  a   Uni- 

versal sales  meeting.  William  Sussman, 

New  York,  eastern  sales  manager;  James 

J.  O’Loghlin,  Toronto  Canadian  divi- 
sion manager,  and  George  Roberts,  Cleve- 

land, district  manager,  were  here  for  a 

20 th  Century-Fox  gathering. 

The  Dietrich  Bros.,  owners  of  the  Lyric, 

Endicott,  have  broken  ground  for  a   new 

600-seat  theatre  there,  to  be  known  as  the 
State  .   .   .   The  Palace,  Clifton  Springs, 

formerly  a   Martina  house,  has  been  taken 

over  by  Theodore  Cavalis,  who  has  desig- 
nated Richard  de  Toto  as  manager  .   .   . 

Jules  J.  Jasper,  erstwhile  of  the  Mono- 

gram sales  staff,  has  joined  the  United 

Artists  force  as  representative  in  the  Syra- 
cuse territory,  succeeding  Jack  Zurich. 

James  O’Shea,  18,  son  of  Edward  K. 

(Ted)  O’Shea,  M-G-M  eastern  division 
manager,  narrowly  escaped  death  when  an 

auto  in  which  he  and  four  schoolmates 

were  riding,  plunged  into  a   40-foot  gorge 
at  Ithaca.  Dyke  Katavolos,  Mineola,  L.  I., 

was  killed.  Young  O’Shea  escaped  with 
lacerations.  All  five  attended  Cascadilla 

Prep  School,  Ithaca  .   .   .   Exhibitors  repre- 

senting 60  theatres  gathered  for  the  month- 

ly meeting  this  week  of  the  MPTO,  N.  Y., 

western  zone.  A.  Charles  Hayman,  man- 

aging director  of  the  Lafayette,  zone 

president  and  a   national  director  of  the 

MPTO  A,  reported  on  the  ten-point  pro- 
gram adopted  at  the  national  convention 

in  Oklahoma  City. 

Gus  Lampe,  Schine  city  manager  in 
Syracuse,  has  been  selected  as  master  of 

ceremonies  for  the  testimonial  dinner  for 

Sydney  Samson,  scheduled  for  December 

5   and  sponsored  by  the  Variety  Club  of 
Buffalo.  Jake  Lavene,  chief  barker  of  the 

club,  said  at  least  300  would  be  on  hand 

for  the  affair.  Meanwhile,  Ruth  Rappe- 
port,  president  of  the  Variety  Barkerettes, 
has  a   committee  working  on  a   dinner  the 

same  evening  for  Mrs.  Samson,  and  ex- 
pects 100  women  to  attend  it. 

George  A.  Russell,  19,  son  of  David  Rus- 

sell, Great  Lakes  Theatre  engineer,  has 

provided  police  with  a   mystery.  His  aban- 
doned automobile  was  found  on  the  Peace 

Bridge,  linking  Buffalo  and  Canada.  No 

trace  of  him  has  been  found  by  police  or 
immigration  authorities  .   .   .   Thornton 

Kelly,  executive  secretary  of  the  Allied 

Exhibitors  of  New  York  state,  has  called 

a   meeting  of  exhibitors  here  for  Dec.  5. 

Exploiteers  to  Escort 

Two  UA  Films  in  Keys 
New  York — Key  city  engagements  of 

“The  Young  in  Heart”  and  “The  Cowboy 
and  the  Lady”  will  have  the  benefit  of  a 

special  field  staff  sent  out  by  UA’s  exploi- 
tation and  publicity  department. 

Men  assigned  to  “Heart”  and  the  cities 
they  will  cover  are  Don  Prince,  Atlanta; 

Louis  Ramm,  Nashville;  Joe  Longo,  Provi- 
dence; Ed  Healy,  Rochester;  Floyd  Scott, 

Syracuse;  Max  Abramson,  Dayton;  Art 

Gatlin,  Columbus;  Steve  Edwards,  Akron; 

Ben  Cohen,  Toledo;  Frank  Moneyhun, 

Indianapolis;  Ed  Bellew,  Louisville;  W.  P. 

Bernfield,  Kansas  City;  Bob  Wood,  New 

Orleans;  William  Doll,  Reading  and  Har- 

risburg; Lee  Kugel,  Wilmington;  Ed  Gall- 
her,  Baltimore;  Jesse  Long,  Albany;  E.  M. 

Milburn,  Richmond  and  Norfolk;  Ed  Wal- 
lach,  Stamford;  Ed  Fisher,  Cleveland;  Ben 

Hill,  Houston,  and  Sam  Siegel,  Seattle. 

Those  covering  “Cowboy”  are  Shep 
Henkin,  Hartford  and  New  Haven;  Sam 

Siegel,  Seattle;  Ben  Hill,  Oklahoma  City 
and  Dallas  and  Ed  Fisher,  Buffalo. 

Distributed  Meetings 

Plan  Starts  lor  Allied 
New  York — Allied  of  New  Jersey  meets 

Tuesday  at  the  Cochrane  House,  Newton, 

in  the  first  of  a   series  of  staggered  month- 
ly sessions  that  will  take  the  organization 

through  the  entire  state  by  next  July. 

There  will  be  periodic  meetings  in  New 

York  in  addition  to  the  following  schedule: 

Passaic,  December;  Trenton,  January; 

Essex  county,  February;  Middlesex  county, 

March;  Camden,  April;  Union  county, 

May;  Gloucester,  June,  and  Monmouth, July. 

Replaying  of  Earlier  Quiz 

Films  Suggested  lor  Drive 
New  York- — Although  the  matter  has 

not  been  formally  discussed  at  campaign 

headquarters,  there  is  strong  feeling 

among  exhibitor  leaders  that  an  effort  be 

made  to  re-play,  during  the  closing  period 
of  the  Movie  Quiz  contest,  those  pictures 

that  were  released  during  the  early  stages 

of  the  drive. 

It  is  felt  that,  if  distributors  can  work 

out  a   system  whereby  late  runs  can  book 

some  of  these  pictures  without  having  to 

pass  up  current  releases,  there  might  be 
a   fresh  impetus  among  patrons  who  might 

have  missed  the  first  batch  of  Quiz  pic- 
tures to  see  them  before  the  contest  closes 

on  December  31. 

Paramount  Schedules 

Four  Symphonic  Shorts 
New  York — Paramount  has  scheduled 

four  additional  symphonic  shorts  featur- 
ing the  National  Philharmonic  Orchestra, 

with  Frederick  Feher  conducting.  They 

will  include  “Merry  Wives  of  Windsor,” 
“William  Tell”  and  “Farewell,  Vienna,” 

an  original  composition.  The  series  pres- 

ently embraces  “Tannhaueser,”  “Schu- 
bert’s Unfinished  Symphony”  and  “The 

Blue  Danube.” 

Plans  African  Hop 

Paris — Major  Eduardo  Corniglion-Mol- 

inier,  vice-president  of  Tri-National  Films, 
expects  to  leave  here  Saturday  on  a   solo 

hop  to  Capetown,  South  Africa,  in  an  ef- 
fort to  crack  the  flying  record  for  that 

distance.  The  French  producer  is  a   flying ace. 

Watch 
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WASHINGTON 
^WO  of  those  “gala”  events  are  adding 

life  to  the  town’s  cinema  affairs  .   .   . 
Carter  Barron,  division  manager  for 

Loew’s,  hosted  critics  at  a   turkey  dinner 
before  the  benefit  preview  Wednesday 

night  of  “The  Citadel,”  sponsored  by  the 
National  Library  for  the  Blind  .   .   .   And 

Sidney  Mayers,  Belasco’s  managing  direc- 

tor, brought  Charles  Boyer’s  latest  pic- 

ture, the  French-made  “Orage,”  to  town 
Thursday  night  with  a   bright-light  pre- 

miere, white  tie  and  tiara  crowd  includ- 

ing representatives  of  the  French  Em- 

bassy .   .   .   “Professor  Mamlock,”  Russian- 
made  indictment  of  Nazi  terrorism,  is 

slated  for  showing  here  at  the  Rialto, 

December  9,  10  and  11  .   .   .   Little,  incident- 

ally, is  identifying  all  Austrian  and  Ger- 
man pictures  in  its  festival  with  the 

legend  “B.  H.”,  meaning  “Before  You- 

Know-Who.” 

No  sooner  was  some  recovery  from  Va- 

riety’s annual  banquet  noted  than  did 
Sam  Wheeler  toss  a   cocktail  hour  fiesta 
for  visiting  Arleen  Whelan.  At  which  Tony 
Muto,  of  Movietone  News,  admitted  he  was 
off  soon  to  accompany  the  United  States 
diplomatic  mission  to  Peru  .   .   .   Tallulah 

Bankhead,  here  with  her  new  play,  “I 
Am  Different,”  took  time  off  to  crack  a 
bottle  of  giggle-water  across  the  prow  of 
the  B.  &   O.’s  new  Diesel  locomotive  which 
is  to  pull  the  Capitol  Limited  .   .   .   Paul 
Whiteman  and  his  Orchestra  are  first 

volunteers  for  the  1939  President’s  Birth- 
day Ball  entertainment.  The  Whiteman 

manager  made  the  offer  to  District  Com- 
missioner Melvin  Hazen  last  week  .   .   .   Ap- 
plication for  another  new  theatre  has 

been  filed,  this  by  Frank  J.  Storty  and 
W.  C.  Rick,  to  erect  a   cinema  house  at 
820  Fourth  St.,  S.  W.  Lewis  W .   Giles  is 

the  designing  architect. 

Frank  LaFalce,  Warner  promotion 

chief  for  this  area,  is  passing  out  plaudits 

now  to  the  Earle  in  Washington  for  un- 
derline in  the  Washington  Post  tieing  Bob 

Bums’  column  in  with  “The  Arkansas 

Traveler;”  to  Joe  Cumisky  of  the  Acad- 
emy for  connecting  Dick  Tracy  cartoon 

in  the  Herald  Mail  with  Dick  Tracy  serial 

at  the  Academy;  to  C.  H.  McKinney  for 

“Brother  Rat”  heralds  distributed  at  the 
homecoming  celebration  of  Covington 

High  School;  to  the  Tivoli  in  Frederick 

for  planting  the  “Four  Daughters”  seriali- 
zation in  the  Catoctin  Clarion  at  Thur- 

mont. 

There’s  a   rumor  of  a   romance  between 
Stewart  McDonald,  federal  housing  ad- 

ministrator, and  Ona  Munson,  stage  and 
screen  star  now  making  a   Hollywood 

comeback.  He  says  “Just  say  I’ve  known 
her  five  or  six  years.” 

Warner  Net  Drops 
New  York — Warner  Bros,  reports  a   net 

profit  from  operations  for  the  year  end- 
ing August  28  of  $1,929,182  as  compared 

with  $5,876,182  for  the  previous  year.  This 

is  equivalent  to  40  cents  per  common  share 

as  compared  with  $1.48  per  share  last  year. 

Make  Southern  Deal 

Atlanta  —   Southern  Trailer-Made  has 

been  opened  here  with  a   10-year  fran- 
chise. Offices  are  at  163  Walton  St.,  N.  W. 

Zukor's  Arrival  Delayed ; 
John  Hicks  Due  Shortly 

New  York — Adolph  Zukor’s  arrival  from 
Hollywood  has  been  delayed  to  about  De- 

cember 10.  He  had  planned  to  be  here 

on  Monday.  John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  foreign 
sales  manager,  arrives  from  London  a   few 

days  earlier  for  joint  meetings  on  Para- 
mount foreign  activity  slated  for  New 

York. 

20th-Fox  Home  Office  Men 

To  Coast  Meet  December  8 
New  York — Sidney  R.  Kent,  Chas.  E. 

McCarthy,  William  Sussman,  Wm.  C. 

Gehring  and  William  Kupper  entrain  west 

December  8   for  the  20th  Century-Fox  di- 
visional sales  meeting  in  Hollywood  on 

December  12. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  * 
BEACHCOMBER,  THE  (Para) — Steeped  in 

British  subtlety  and  tediously  paced,  this 

will  probably  prove  boring  to  the  average 

American,  audience;  sophisticated  first- 

run  patrons  will  acclaim  the  superb 

Charles  Laughton  in  this  high-class,  tech- 

nically excellent  film  production.  Charles 

Laughton,  Elsa  Lancaster,  Tyrone  Guthrie. 

Erich  Pommer  produced  and  directed. 

COME  ON,  RANGERS!  (Rep) — A   couple  more 

like  this  and  Roy  Rogers  may  outgallop 

Republic's  other  singing  buckaroo.  Gene 
Autry,  in  the  popularity  race.  Topnotch 

western  filmed  against  some  eye-fetching 

backgrounds  with  average  yarn  about  the 

Texas  Rangers  geared  at  a   fast  clip.  The 

Rogers  singing  sequences  dovetail  smooth- 

ly into  the  narration.  Mary  Hart  is  the 

pulchritudinous  heart  interest.  Charles  E. 

Ford  produced.  Joe  Kane  directed. 

EVERYBODY'S  BABY  (20th-Fox)— Below  par 
for  the  Jones  Family  series.  Lacking  the 

hilarity  and  fast  pace  of  previous  episodes, 

the  latest  chapter  in  the  famous  film  fam- 

ily's adventures  still  cards  enough  laughs 
however,  to  rate  acceptably  with  the 

series'  fans.  Produced  by  John  Stone.  Di- 
rected by  Malcolm  St.  Clair. 

FLIRTING  WITH  FATE  (M-G-M)— The  laughs 

are  few  and  far  between  in  this  flimsy  Joe 

E.  Brown  farce,  which  is  one  of  the  wide- 

mouthed comedian's  poorest  efforts.  Less 

discriminating  fans  may  go  for  the  hack- 

neyed gags  which  apparently  had  Brown 

completely  befuddled.  Produced  by  David 

L.  Loew.  Directed  by  Frank  McDonald. 

LITTLE  ORPHAN  ANNIE  (Para)— Strictly  for 

the  neighborhood  matinee  trade,  where  it 

will  have  the  youngsters  shouting  with 

glee  and  suspense.  Adults,  for  whom  it 

offers  little  in  entertainment,  will  tolerate 

the  picture  because  of  the  comic-strip  wal- 

lop it  packs  for  the  juveniles.  Produced  by 

John  Speaks.  Directed  by  Ben  Holmes. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

THIS  social  whirl  is  getting  the  men  of 
Vine  Street  down.  On  Wednesday  night 

the  Showmen’s  Club  held  its  Thanksgiv- 
ing party  at  the  St.  James  Hotel  and 

paced  by  Allen  Lewis  the  affair  was  a 
huge  success  .   .   .   The  weekend  was  spent 
entertaining  the  visiting  firemen  who 

came  into  town  to  see  the  annual  Army- 
Navy  football  classic  .   .   .   Oscar  Neufeld 
was  the  target  for  everybody  seeking 
tickets  for  the  blue  ribbon  grid  affair  .   .   . 

Saturday  night  was  Frank  Fogel  night  at 

the  Variety  Club  .   .   .   And  so  ended  a   week 

of  hoopla  .   .   .   Now  come  the  hangovers. 

Filmrow  sympathized  with  Dave  Barrist, 
popular  exhibitor  leader  and  premium 

man,  whose  father,  Meyer  Barrist,  died 
last  week  .   .   .   Another  death  which  sad- 
dened  Vine  Streeters  was  that  of  Mrs. 

William  Butler,  wife  of  the  former  opera- 
tor of  the  Clearfield  Theatre  .   .   .   Moe 

Verbin’s  wife  underwent  a   serious  opera- 
tion on  Wednesday.  His  friends  are  pulling 

for  her  to  come  through  OK. 

The  annual  banquet  of  the  Variety 

Club  promises  to  be  the  biggest  and  best 
ever.  Slated  as  toastmaster  and  M.  C. 

for  the  star-studded  show  is  George  Jes- 
sel  .   .   .   The  souvenir  program  will  have 

guest  columns  by  Lou  Sobol,  Walter  Win- 

chell,  Ed  Sullivan  and  Shirley  Temple — 
among  others. 

Jack  Kraker,  the  local  representative 
for  the  Ross  Federal  Survey  service,  and 
Frank  Ackley,  manager  of  the  Carmen 

Theatre,  will  be  “kings-for-a-day”  at  the 
Variety  Club  luncheon  on  November  30 
.   .   .   Herb  Given,  formerly  with  GB,  is  now 

special  Philly  representative  for  Columbia 
pictures  .   .   .   Duane  Esper,  independent 

Hollywood  producer,  in  town  with  a   cou- 
ple of  pictures  .   .   .   Dr.  N.  L.  Ghilini,  for- 

merly of  Hollywood,  is  in  Philadelphia 
looking  over  the  theatre  business  in  this 
territory.  He  is  reported  to  have  acquired 

an  interest  in  the  Temple  Theatre,  Ber- 
wick, and  is  mulling  over  a   couple  of  other 

propositions . 

Ray  O’Rourke  declined  the  nomination 

as  president  of  the  Showmen’s  Club.  For 
his  post  were  nominated  Allen  Lewis  and 
Frank  Hammerman.  Others  named  on 

the  slate  to  be  voted  upon  the  third  Mon- 
day in  December  are:  Bill  Kirby,  Tom 

Lark  and  Dave  Berstein,  for  secretary,  and 

Moe  Verbin,  unopposed  for  treasurer. 
Dave  Milgram,  Affiliated  Theatres  chief, 
will  be  host  at  a   beer  and  hot  dog  party 

on  election  night. 

JJA  Theatre  Circuit's 
Officers  Will  Remain 

New  York  —   Joseph  M.  Schenck,  as 

president,  and  the  entire  current  slate  of 
officers  of  United  Artists  Theatre  Cir- 

cuit, Inc.,  is  expected  to  be  returned  to 
present  posts  when  the  directors,  who,  in 

turn,  are  to  be  re-elected  at  the  stock- 
holders’ annual  meeting  in  Baltimore Monday. 

For  the  year  ending  August  31,  the 

company,  which  has  no  connection  with 
United  Artists  Distributing  Corp.,  showed 

a   net  of  $148,743.  Its  assets  are  listed 

at  $8,265,639.  Cash  on  hand  totals  $547,623. 
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Skoxt  Subject  /Reviews 
Puerto  Rico  —   Island 

Of  Enchantment 
Universal  10  Minutes 

This  grand  travel  subject  is  crammed 
with  scintillating  photography  and  much 
that  should  pique  the  imagination  of  the 
armchair  vagabond.  A   searching  camera 
has  brought  vivid  contrast  between  the 
Old  World  relics  of  San  Juan,  its  principal 

city,  and  the  stately  buildings  and  thor- 
oughfares of  its  modern  counterpart. 

There’s  the  oldest  church  in  the  Western 
Hemisphere,  the  brilliant  16th  century 

grandeur  of  the  governor’s  palace,  El  Mor- 
ro  castle  and  other  landmarks.  Up-to-date 
beach  clubs  for  vacationists,  exotic  plants 

and  flowers  of  the  forests,  sugar  and  cof- 

fee plantations,  aging  fortresses  and  gor- 
geous mountain  scenery  are  other  absorb- 

ing sights. 

Disobedient  Mouse 
Universal  (Lantz  Cartune)  8   Minutes 

Using  a   bagful  of  “crime  doesn’t  pay” 
tricks  attuned  to  the  juvenile  mind,  this 

gets  off  a   share  of  pleasant  entertain- 
ment in  kind.  It  is  natural  that  when 

Mama  Mouse  admonished  Baby  Mouse 
not  to  cross  the  railroad  tracks,  that  is 

precisely  what  Baby  does.  Develop- 
ments come  quickly.  Baby  falls  into 

the  clutches  of  Rat  Enemy  No.  1,  and, 

despite  a   reluctance  to  stray  from  the 
straight  and  narrow,  gets  a   thorough 

schooling  in  crookedness.  Baby’s  ire  is 
finally  aroused,  followed  quickly  by  a 

cop’s  discovery  that  the  rodent  has  flat- 

tened Enemy  No.  1.  There’s  lot  of  cute 
stuff  to  keep  the  kids  happy. 

Mechanix  Illustrated 
Vitaphone  (The  Color  Parade)  10  Minutes 

A   very  capably  handled  short  subject 

employing  good  color  sequences  and  pho- 
tography. Covering  a   wide  range  of  topics, 

the  short  opens  with  a   trip  to  the  weather 
bureau,  providing  an  insight  into  all  the 
various  instruments  that  are  used  to  check 
weather  conditions.  The  second  item  deals 

with  +he  method  of  synthesizing  vitamins 
for  distribution  in  capsule  form.  The  third 

sequence  shows  the  members  of  the  fire- 
department  responding  to  a   fire.  A   peek  at 
a   television  broadcast  rounds  out  the  short. 

The  Night  Watchman 
Vitaphone  (Merrie  Melody)  7   Minutes 

Mostly  incredible  cartooning  about  a 

cat  who  takes  over  his  father’s  place  as 
night  watchman  of  the  kitchen  and  is 

plagued  by  the  rats.  The  cat  is  a   pleasant 
fellow  and  sympathetically  portrayed. 
There  are  a   number  of  amusing  moments 

tempered  somewhat  by  the  strained  ef- 
forts to  achieve  a   new  bent  in  cartoon 

situations. 

Music  and  Models 
Universal  (Mentone  Brevity)  18  Minutes 

By  dint  of  balance,  pace  and  above 
par  talent  this  highly  entertaining  variety 

subject  is  one.  of  the  few  two-reelers  of 
this  category  to  make  the  grade.  It  has 
something  to  please  most  grades  of  taste. 

Jack  Arthur  is  a   personable  master  of  cere- 
monies and  an  impressive  vocalist.  Caro- 

lyn Marsh  sings  the  ballad,  “This  Time 
It’s  Real,”  with  finesse.  The  Six  Debon- 
airs,  male  dancers,  get  off  some  really 
tricky  footwork.  A   sextette  of  girl  singers 
develop  some  lovely  harmony.  Roily  and 
Verna  Pickert,  on  stilts,  perform  in  one 
of  the  most  novel  dance  routines,  to  shag 

music,  seen  around.  There’s  a   team  of 
ballroom  dancers,  very  easy  to  look  at. 
Then  Irene  Vermillion,  acrobatic  dancer, 

and  her  four  girl  cornetists.  Solid  enter- 
tainment throughout. 

Baby  Kittens 
Universal  (Lantz  Cartune)  8   Minutes 

This  won’t  cause  any  stir  among  the 

cartoon  addicts.  It’s  all  right,  but  just 
that.  Mother  cat  decides  to  bring  in  some 

food  before  her  three  new  kittens  have  op- 

ened their  eyes.  This  doesn’t  prevent  the 
trio  from  taking  a   little  stroll,  which  brings 

them  to  a   dog’s  kennel.  At  this  juncture 
the  kittens’  eyes  open,  and  not  knowing 
any  better,  they  adopt  Big  Boy,  who  ac- 

cepts. the  foster-fathership.  But  mother 
cat,  upon  her  return,  misconstrues  this  as 
a   kidnaping.  She  gets  her  feline  friends 
and  Big  Boy  gets  in  trouble. 

You're  an  Education 
Vitaphone  (Merrie  Melody)  7   Minutes 

A   flight  into  fancy  by  the  cartoonists 

that  pays  swell  dividends  as  entertain- 
ment. Done  in  an  ingenuous  and  brilliant 

manner,  the  action  takes  place  on  various 
travel  folders.  As  the  action  shifts  from 

folder  to  folder,  appropriate  music  ac- 
companies the  change.  On  top  of  that, 

there  is  a   villain  who  steals  a   large  diamond 
from  the  Kimberly  mines  and  is  chased 
through  all  the  foreign  cities.  It  rates  as 
one  of  the  best  animation  job  turned  out 

by  this  studio. 

Robbin  Good 

Vitaphone  (Vitaphone  Variety)  10  Minutes 

Here’s  an  interesting  novelty  that  should 
please  audiences.  Object  of  interest  is 
Louis  Zingone  who  is  a   card  expert.  He 
demonstrates  the  various  methods  with 

which  the  gamblers  mulct  the  public.  He 
exposes  their  card  tricks  and  some  of  the 

palming  stunts  employed  in  dice  games.  It 
can  almost  be  classified  as  educational  for 
some. 

Stranger  Than  Fiction 
Universal  (No.  56)  9   Minutes 

There  is  an  assortment  of  odd  subjects 
in  this  reel  that  will  find  a   generally 

amusing  reception.  A   citizen  of  Atlanta 
demonstrates  what  can  be  done  with  privet 

hedges.  His  yard  has  been  converted  into 

something  resembling  a   zoo;  the  life-size 
likeness  of  animals  developed  from  these 

hedges.  In  Mississippi  there’s  a   venerable 
justice  of  the  peace  who  moves  his  entire 
office  to  new  locations  as  businessi  in  the 

old  spot  wanes.  Then  the  floating  Florida 
church  that  ties  up  along  the  river  where 

communities  are  without  a   house  of  wor- 
ship. An  unusual  shot  is  that  taken  in 

Sweden,  during  the  celebration  of  New 

Year’s  Day,  which,  even  at  midnight,  is 
almost  as  bright  as  high  noon.  Also  a 
bit  concerning  a   new  fad,  the  sculpturing 
of  dolls  in  the  image  of  the  youngsters 
who  are  to  own  them. 

Deiying  Death 
Vitaphone  (True  Adventure)  12  Minutes 

Out  of  this  short  dramatic  subject, 

Floyd  Gibbons  manages  to  create  enough 
suspense  which  is  guaranteed  to  keep  the 

audience  on  the  edge  of  their  seat.  Gib- 

bons’ staccato  delivery  tunes  this  true  ad- 
venture yarn  up  to  a   high  pitch  of  ex- 

citement. It’s  about  a   young  married 
woman  who  saves  her  two  children  in  a 

daring  manner  when  the  tenement  home  in 

which  they  live  goes  up  in  flames.  Trap- 
ped in  her  apartment,  she  puts  the  two 

small  children  in  pillow  cases  which  she 

drapes  around  her  neck.  She  then  carries 
them  across  the  courtyard  dangling  from 

the  clothesline.  Director  Henabery  han- 
dles the  fire  scene  in  fine  style. 

Stardust 
Vitaphone  (Broadway  Brevity)  22  Minutes 

Surrounding  a   number  of  Benny  Davis’s 
acts  is  a   clever  little  story  introducing 

the  clitter  clatter  which  Davis  manufac- 
tures. As  Davis  takes  his  guest  through 

the  plant,  one  sees  Bobby  Joyce  and  Jackie 
Strong  dance,  the  Dorn  Brothers  and  Mary 
sing,  as.  does  Frankie  Lanno,  Rollo  and 
Vernon  Pickert  do  a   specialty  dance  on 
stilts,  and  Arline  and  George  go  through 

a   dance  routine.  Davis,  himself,  high- 
lights the  entertainment  by  rendering  a 

medley  of  songs  he  has  written. 

The  Dally  Dog 

Vitaphone  (Looney  Tune)  7   Minutes 

This  one  is  so  silly  it’s  almost  funny. 

In  fact,  in  spots  it’s  quite  hilarious.  There 
is  a   quaint  character  Daffy  Duck  who  is 
supposed  to  be  a   doctor  in  a   hospital. 

He’s  on  the  lookout  for  a   patient  and  nabs 
Porky  Pig.  The  funniest  scenes  are  when 
Daffy  Duck  and  Porky  Pig  come  out  of 

the  lung  respirator. 
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M-G-M  AND  PARAMOUNT  FILMS  IN  CLOSE  RACE 
BOSTON 

Fenway — Brother  Rat  (FN);  Five  of  a   Kind 
(20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   105 

Memorial — Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO);  A   Man 
to  Remember  (RKO)    115 

Metropolitan — Suez  (20th-Fox);  Torehy  Gets 
Her  Man  (WB)    180 

Orpheum — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  Listen, 

Darling:  (M-G-M)    190 
Paramount — Same  as  Fenway    ,..100 
State — Same  as  Orpheum    145 

CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — Girls  on  Probation  (FN)      80 
Carolina — Suez  (20th-Fox),  1st  half    105 
Carolina — Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  2nd  half... 100 

Imperial — If  I   Were  King;  (Para)    100 
State — Come  On,  Leathernecks  (Rep),  1st  part  85 
State — Law  of  the  Texans  (Col),  2nd  part....  100 

State — Young:  Fugitives  (Univ),  3rd  part   100 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — The  Sisters  (WB),  2nd  loop  wk     85 

Chicago — Suez  (20th-Fox),  stage  show,  film 
moved  to  Apollo   100 

Garrick — Dark  Rapture  (Univ)  ;   Time  Out 
for  Murder  (20th-Fox)     90 

Palace — Service  de  Luxe  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show   90 

Roosevelt — Brother  Rat  (WB),  2nd  wk     85 
State-Lake — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN),  plus 

stage  show   85 

United  Artists — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. .   90 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar), 
held  6th  wk   115 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA),  held  over.. 130 

Capitol—  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.,  held 
over    140 

Grand — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  4th  wk   120 
Lyric — Suez  (20th-Fox)    110 

Palace — -3Ien  With  Wings  (Para),  held  over..  130 
Shubert — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk   120 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO)     85 
Hippodrome — Brother  Rat  (FN)    135 
Palace — The  Mad  Miss  31  an  ton  (RKO),  stage: 

Gene  Autry  headlining  name  acts   100 

State — Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)    105 
Stillman — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Safety  in  Numbers  (20th-Fox), 
1st  half      80 

Capitol — Flight  to  Fame  (Col),  2nd  half     90 
Majestic — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    100 
Melba— Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Otf  (RKO)    120 
Palace — Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)    100 

Tower — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Suez  (20th-Fox),  after  a   wk.  at  the 
Denver    110 

Broadway — Stablemates  (M-G-M);  3Ir.  Doodle 
Kicks  Off  (RKO),  both  after  10  days  at  the 
Orpheum      90 

Denham — Men  With  Wings  (Para)    195 
Denver — The  Sisters  (WB)      95 
Orpheum — Citadel  (M-G-M);  Listen,  Darling 
(M-G-M)    110 

Paramount- -Garden  of  the  3Ioon  (FN),  Mys- 
terious 3Ir.  3Ioto  (20th-Fox)    105 

Rialto — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  Yon  (Col), 
after  a   wk.  at  each  the  Denver,  Aladdin 

and  Broadway    110 

DETROIT 

Adams — Suez  (20th-Fox)  2nd  wk.  after  week 
at  the  Fox;  The  Lady  Objects  (Col)     95 

Cinema — Birth  of  a   Baby  (GN),  2nd  wk     90 

Fox — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show   120 

Michigan — Brother  Rat  (FN);  Young  Dr. 
Kildare  (M-G-M)    100 

Palms  State — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  after  wk. 
at  Michigan;  Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para)     80 

United  Artists — Great  Waltz  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk     90 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Alamo — Lawless  Valley  (RKO)      95 

Apollo — Men  With  W’ings  (Para),  2nd  wk     70 
Circle — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para)     90 
Indiana — If  I   W   ere  King  (Para)     90 

Loew’s — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)      85 
Lyric — Just  Around  the  Comer  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show    115 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox)  .   .   115 

Midland — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA) ;   Little 
Adventuress  (Col)      85 

Newman — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  holdover.  ...  80 

Orpheum — Gangster’s  Boy  (Mono)      90 
Tower — Road  Demon  (20th-Fox);  Hal  Kemp 
and  orchestra    170 

Uptown — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox)  .   .   95 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 

The  Citadel — Pittsburgh    200 

Men  With  Wings — Denver   195 

Stablemates  (dual) — Boston   190 

Suez  (dual) — Boston    180 

If  I   Were  King — Omaha   170 

Brother  Rat  (dual) — New  Haven. .155 

Men  With  Wings  (dual)  — 
New  Haven    155 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady — Port- 

land, Ore   150 

Great  Waltz  (dual)  — 
Los  Angeles    150 

Suez — New  Orleans    150 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 
Salt  Lake  City  (2nd  wk.)   150 

Citadel  (dual) — New  Haven   140 

Great  Waltz — Cincinnati 
(2nd  wk.)    140 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  12th  wk.  of  roadshow. 
New  York  City. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  6th  wk.,  Chicago. 

Stablemates,  4th  wk.,  Cincinnati. 

You  Can't  Take  It  With  You,  4th  wk., 
Oklahoma  City. 

Men  With  Wings,  3rd  wk.,  New  York 

City;  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M) ;   Down  on 

the  Farm  (20th-Fox)   135 
Downtown — The  Lady  and  the  Cowboy  (UA) ; 

Torehy  Gets  Her  Man  (WB)   125 
Four  Star — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  first  two 

days       •_   130 
Hillstreet — Room  Service  (RKO);  Breaking 

the  Ice  (RKO)    100 
Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    125 
Paramount — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  plus 

stage  show,  2nd  wk   100 
State — Same  as  Chinese    150 

MILWAUKEE 
Palace — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para);  Glen 

Gray’s  Orchestra  on  stage    150 
Riverside — Exposed  (Univ);  Hawaii  Nights 

on  stage    125 
Strand — Suez  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   100 
Warner — Drums  (UA) ;   Hard  to  Get  (WB)....135 
Wisconsin — Just  Around  the  Comer  (20th- 

Fox) ;   I   Am  the  Law  (Col)    100 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off  (RKO; 

Girls’  School  (Col)    100 
Century — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk.  ...125 

Gopher — Campus  Confessions  (Para)    100 
State — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  wk   100 

Time — Mr.  AA’ong,  Detective  (Mono)      90 
World — Dark  Eyes  (French)      60 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — The  Citadel  (M-G-M);  Listen, 

Darling  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   140 
Loew-Poli — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M) ;   Young 

Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M)    100 
Paramount — Men  With  Wings  (Para);  The 

Higgins  Family  (Rep),  9%  days   155 
Roger  Sherman — Brother  Rat  (FN) ;   Torehy 

Gets  Her  Man  (WB),  7y2  days   155 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Globe — Letter  of  Introduction  (Univ),  2nd  run..  80 

Liberty — Dracula’s  Daughter  (Univ);  Bride 
of  Frankenstein  (Univ),  reissues    100 

Orpheum — Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    120 

Regent — Army  Girl  (Rep);  Gangs  of  New 
York  (Rep)    100 

Saenger — Suez  (20th-Fox)    150 
State — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)    120 
Tudor — 'Men  With  Wings  (Para),  after  wk. 
at  the  Saenger      85 

NEW  YORK  CITY 
Astor-  -Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  12th  wk. 

of  roadshow      65 

Capitol— The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   115 
Criterion — Vacation  From  Love  (M-G-M)     70 

Globe — Gangster’s  Boy  (Mono),  2nd  wk   100 
Paramount — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  3rd 

wk.,  plus  stage  show      95 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — The  Young  in  Heart 
(UA),  2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show     90 

Rialto — Tarnished  Angel  (RKO)      75 
Rivoli — Hard  to  Get  (WB)      50 
Roxy — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  2nd  wk., 

plus  stage  show    120 
Strand — Brother  Rat  (FN),  2nd  wk.,  plus 

stage  show    120 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — Brother  Rat  (FN);  Tarnished 

Angel  (RKO),  3   days  of  2nd  wk. ;   Breaking 
the  Ice  (RKO);  Smashing  the  Rackets 

(RKO),  4   days    120 
Omaha — If  I   Were  King  (Para) ;   Safety  in 

Numbers  (20th-Fox)    170 
Orpheum — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB);  Five 

of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox),  6   days    125 
Paramount — Men  With  Wings  (Para);  Campus 

Confessions  (Para),  3   days  of  2nd  wk. ; 

Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB);  Strange  Faces 

(Univ),  4   days    100 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — The  .   Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)     95 
Liberty — The  Renegade  Ranger  (RKO);  Vaca- 

tion From  Love  (RKO),  4   days   100 

Liberty — Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para);  Torehy 

Gets  Her  Man  (WB),  3   days      90 
Midwest — The  Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)   135 
State — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 

4th  wk   100 
Tower — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  wk., 
moveover  from  Criterion      95 

PHILADELPHIA 
Aldine — Young  in  Heart  (UA)      90 

Boyd — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)    120 
Earle — The  Gladiator  (Col),  plus  stage  show 

featuring  Jimmy  Dorsey’s  Orchestra   120 
Fox — Brother  Rat  (FN),  2nd  wk   120 

Karlton — The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    110 

Keith’s — Suez  (20th-Fox)    100 
Stanley — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  wk     90 

Stanton — Girls’  School  (Col)      95 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — Suez  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   110 
Barry — Mars  Attacks  the  World  (Univ); 

Billy  the  Kid  Returns  (Rep)    130 
Fulton — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox); 

Swing  That  Cheer  (Univ)    110 
Penn — The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    200 

Stanley — Drums  (UA) ;   Major  Bowes’  all  star 
revue        105 

Warner — Girls  on  Probation  (FN);  Vacation 

From  Love  (M-G-M)    105 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway— The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)..150 

Mayfair — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
6th  wk   HO 

Orpheum — The  Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO); 

Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)      90 
Paramount — Suez  (20th-Fox);  Mr.  Doodle 

Kicks  Off  (RKO),  2nd  wk   100 
United  Artists — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M); 

The  Storm  (Univ)    130 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Capitol — The  Jones  Family  (20th-Fox);  The 
Storm  (Univ)    105 

Centre — If  X   Mere  King  (Para)    110 

Paramount — You  Can’t  Take  It  AA’ith  You 

(Col),  2nd  wk   150 
Star — Forever  Yours  (GN)    110 

Studio — Men  AA'ith  AA'ings  (Para),  3rd  wk   110 
Utah — Angels  AVith  Dirty  Faces  (WB)    120 
Victory — Wanted  by  the  Police  (Mono); 

Western  Trails  (Univ)    110 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      90 

Columbia — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  2nd  run  ....100 
Earle — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  plus 

stage  show    110 
Keith’s — Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)      95 

Metropolitan — Brother  Rat  (FN),  2nd  run   120 

Palace— If  1   AA'ere  King  (Para)    100 
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PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWMEN 

i Selling  Seats 

Carload  of  Ideas 

On  "Union  Pacific" 
New  York — Increased  activity  by  Para- 

mount’s publicity  staff  on  national  exploi- 
tation will  be  climaxed  by  the  campaign 

planned  for  “Union  Pacific.” 
The  staff  already  has  lined  up  the  fol- 

lowing :   Simultaneous  premieres  in  half 
a   dozen  cities  with  a   broadcast  emanat- 

ing from  each  point;  a   traveling  train 
theatre  for  reviewers;  traveling  exhibits 
of  Union  Pacific  relics  and  props  from  the 
picture;  a   national  camera  contest  for 

railroad  pictures;  and  a   nationwide  essay 
contest  with  scholarships  as  awards  and 

contact  with  the  National  Ass’n  of  Minia- 
ture Train  Builders. 

In  addition,  the  railroad  company  has 
promised  the  fullest  cooperation  in  posting, 
providing  folders  and  placards,  imprinted 
menus,  servicing  of  mailing  lists  and  on 

all  other  angles  that  will  help  the  promo- 
tion. 

For  other  releases,  novelty  letters  will 

plug  “Paris  Honeymoon”  and  “Zaza.”  For 
the  former,  lucky  horseshoes  will  go  out 
from  Bing  Crosby. 

Always  Ready 

RED  CROSS  ROLL  CALL 

Nov.  11-24,  1938 

Your  memberships  given  NOW  assure 
prompt  disaster  relief,  help  for  disabled 
veterans,  and  life  saving  and  first  aid 
training. 

Motion  Picture  Group 

NEW  YORK  CHAPTER 

AMERICAN  RED  CROSS 

315  Lexington  Ave.  New  York 

Fishy ,   But  Good 

East  Greenwich,  R.  I. — An  inside  lobby 

display  combining  mounted  deep-sea  and 
fresh  water  specimens  and  several  lighted 
aquariums  containing  live  tropical  fish  of 

brilliant  hue  was  used  by  Manager  Ar- 
nold Berger  of  the  Greenwich  Theatre 

here  to  rouse  interest  in  Paramount’s 
“Spawn  of  the  North.”  All  material  in  the 
display  was  borrowed,  making  the  exhibit 
an  inexpensive,  but  effective,  one. 

Saturday  " Toy  Matinee" 
Sponsored  by  Tri-States 

Des  Moines — In  a   tieup  with  Yonker 

Brothers’  department  store,  which  opened 
its  toyland  here  the  same  day,  Tri-States 

Theatre  Corp.  held  a   special  “toy  mati- 
nee” at  the  Paramount  Saturday  featur- 

ing Shirley  Temple’s  new  picture,  “Just 

Around  the  Corner.” 
Merrio,  the  Christmas  clown  from  Yon- 

kers, was  the  idol  of  the  matinee  by  vir- 
tue of  his  pack  of  free  toys  and  prizes 

for  the  kiddies.  The  event  was  planned 

as  a   Thanksgiving  season’s  entertainment 
for  children.  There  was  an  admission 

charge  of  10  and  25  cents. 

A   Grocery  Giveaway  and 
Radio  Utilized  in  Tulsa 

Tulsa,  Okla. — A   radio  program  and  gro- 
cery giveaways  to  build  matinees  have 

proven  successful  for  the  Gem  and  Cozy 

theatres  here,  who  are  sponsoring  “A  Tis- 
ket,  a   Tasket”  over  KTUL  every  Monday, 
Wednesday  and  Friday  at  3   p.  m.  directly 
from  the  theatre. 

Grocery  products  aggregating  $100  are 
distributed  from  the  theatre  during  the 

program — a   question  and  answer  show — 
announcers  asking  questions  of  the  audi- 

ence and  awarding  groceries  for  correct 
answers. 

Programs  are  broadcast  from  the  audi- 
toriums of  the  two  theatres. 

Many  Stunts  Push 

"Men  With  Wings" 
Milwaukee  —   Special  promotions  on 

“Men  With  Wings”  in  Wisconsin  were 
numerous.  Outstanding  were  stunts  staged 
in  Beloit  and  Fond  du  Lac.  In  the  former 

city,  where  the  flicker  played  the  Majes- 
tic, an  airplane  dropped  parachutes  con- 

taining 100  free  ducats  good  to  any  per- 
formance of  the  picture. 

At  Fond  du  Lac,  a   special  bronze  award 

was  presented  from  the  stage  of  the  Fond 

du  Lac  Theatre  to  S.  J.  Wittman,  cham- 

pion speed  flyer  and  Oshkosh,  Wis.,  resi- 
dent, by  Mayor  Rosenthal.  Wittman  plug- 

ged the  picture  with  the  following  com- 

ment which  was  featured  in  the  theatre’s 
newspaper  advertising: 

“By  all  means  see  ‘Men  With  Wings.’ 
I   consider  it  one  of  the  finest  efforts  of 

the  motion  picture  industry  to  further 

the  progress  of  aviation.  The  story  of 
aviation  from  the  Wright  brothers  to  the 

present  day  has  been  well  done.” 

Advance  Aviation  Tieups 

Help  Film  in  Chicago 

Chicago — Roy  Bruder,  manager  of  the 

Chicago  Theatre,  had  his  patrons  aviation- 
conscious more  than  a   week  before  Para- 

mount’s “Men  With  Wings”  went  into  the 
theatre  last  week. 

Bruder  arranged  for  a   special  model  air- 
plane show  tied  in  with  the  Chicago 

Times’  Air  Cadets.  As  patrons  entered  the 
foyer  of  the  theatre,  a   huge  replica  of  a 
United  Airlines  Mainliner  greeted  them, 

in  front  of  which  were  life-size  photos  of 

the  stars  of  “Men  With  Wings.” 

"Wings"  Plugged  Well 

In  St.  Louis 

St.  Louis — The  2,000  members  of  the  air 
club  of  the  Stix,  Baer  and  Fuller  Dry  Goods 

Co.,  one  of  the  town’s  largest  department 
stores,  and  350  boy  scout  masters  were  en- 

listed to  help  plug  Paramount’s  “Men  With 
Wings”  at  Fanchon  &   Marco’s  Ambassador 
Theatre. 

This  connection  was  the  highlight  of  a 

swell  exploitation  campaign  arranged  for 

the  picture  by  Harry  Crawford,  manager 
of  the  Ambassador,  and  Les  Kaufman, 
press  agent  and  advertising  director  for 
the  F&M  interests. 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT’S "TUNES" ■■  , 

TUNES,  INC. 
1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  III. 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES.  SERVICES ^Uatlna  4jou5e 
•   Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

"BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH”  FOR  EV- 

ERY-DAY USE.  BIG  NEW  S.O.S.  CATA- 

LOG FEATURES  “Type-it”  Slide  Mats, 
package  of  fifty,  89c.  Photo  cells,  868  type, 

guaranteed,  $1.49.  Seat-patch  Kits,  $1.98. 
Fire  Extinguishers,  $2.95.  Thumb  tacks, 

carton  of  1,000,  79c.  Sand  urns,  $2.95. 

Chair  ash  dispensers,  $1.95.  G.  E.  Motors, 

1/12  h   p.  220V  3ph.,  $1.95.  Gold  bronze 

exit  boxes,  $1.19.  Thousands  of  others. 

S.O.S. ,   636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 

tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 
reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 
222  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 

OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North 
16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

‘•LOWEST  PRICES  IN  INDUSTRY!” 

Send  3-cent  stamp  for  catalogues.  Wesley 
Trout,  Box  575,  Enid,  Okla. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

COMPLETE  RCA  sound  equipment. 

Perfect  condition.  Two  Powers  heads, 

$500.  Terms.  Mesa  Theatre,  Victorville, 

Cal.,  or  call  PArkway  3124. 

FOR  SALE — Two  Simplex  heads,  double 

bearing  movements,  completely  rebuilt. 

B-1062  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

SIMPLEX  machines,  two,  reconditioned; 

three-pedestal  base;  low  intensity  lamp- 
houses.  Two  hundred  seats.  Six-foot  blow- 

er fan  with  five-horse  a.  c.  motor.  One 
hundred  yards  green  aisle  carpet.  Will  sell 

all  or  part.  A.  C.  Tackett,  407  Willow  St., 
Coffeyville,  Kas. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 

81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 

from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- ton. 

STAGE  CURTAINS 

FOR  SALE — New  curtains,  all  sizes, 

modern  fabrics.  Forward  stage  sizes.  Es- 

timate, samples  furnished  without  obliga- 
tion. Premier  Studios,  340  West  41st  St., 

New  York  City. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

FOR  SALE  —   400  used  chairs,  spring 

cushion  seat,  veneer  back,  also  Strand 

electric  vertical  sign,  bargain  price.  Rivola 

Theatre,  Oskaloosa,  la. 

THEATRE  TICKETS 

UNEXCELLED  QUALITY— 50  rolls  stock 

tickets,  $12.50;  20  rolls,  $5.80;  100,000  spe- 
cial printed  rolls  or  machine  tickets,  $14.90. 

Shipping  charges  paid  to  1,000  miles.  Cash 

with  order.  Kansas  City  Ticket  Co.,  Dept. 

B,  1717  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

BARGAIN  for  quick  sale.  $5,000  cash. 

Don’t  write,  come  and  see.  Midway  The- 
atre, Protection,  Kas. 

FOR  SALE — Theatre,  four  small  towns 

to  draw  from.  $1,500,  terms.  Randsburg, 
Cal. 

SUCCESSFUL  OMAHA  THEATRE  for 

sale.  $5,000  cash  will  handle.  B-1060,  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

THEATRE  WANTED  —   500  to  1,000 

seats;  give  all  information  in  first  letter. 

Must  stand  investigation.  Box  125,  Ken- 
neth Williamson,  Plainwell,  Mich. 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

HELP  WANTED 

MANAGER — Need  married  man  for  one 

of  our  four  theatres;  must  be  able  to  paint 

banners;  sober,  steady,  good  personality 

and  honest.  Write  Doc  Lowe,  Sterling,  Kas. 

OPERATOR,  sign  writer;  small  town. 

New  Lyric,  Cheyenne,  Okla. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

MANAGER-PROJECTIONIST— 12  years 

experience.  Operate  any  equipment.  Paint 

banners.  References,  B-1061,  Boxoffice, 
4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

ACCOUNTING  SYSTEMS 

BRYSON  THEATRE  RECORD.  New 

edition,  complete,  simple,  practical.  Guar- 
anteed satisfaction.  Order  now,  only  $3.00. 

George  Fosdick,  Minneapolis,  Minn. 

BOOKS 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 
bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  (52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping  details  of  book- 
ing, dating,  advertising  and  exploiting 

pictures.  Also  contains  space  for  the  fil- 
ing of  Boxoffice  reviews  on  every  picture 

released.  Order  your  copy  today.  Write 

Subscription  Department,  Boxoffice,  4704 

East  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

EXHIBITORS  READ 

THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

REGULARLY 

For  only  10c  a   word  your  mes- 

sage will  reach  them  in  48 

states  and  all  of  Canada. 

ADVERTISE  FOR 

RESULTS! 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE, 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 
4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 
Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 
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MEWS  AND  VIEWS  OF  THE  PRODUCTION  CENTER 

(Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

CONTROVERSIAL  TOPICS  "TEMPT"  PRODOCERS; 
TABOOED  IN  DEFERENCE  TO  FOREIGN  VIEW 

"Idiot's  Delight"  Is  Put  in 
Work  Despite  Ital- 

ian Frown 

Minority  Oppression  Abroad 

Spurs  Anti-Fascist  Action 
By  IVAN  SPEAR 

Despite  the  meaty  topics  offered  for 
screen  consideration  by  turbulent  world 
events — and  on  one  phase  of  which  one 
boxoffice  success  has  already  been  manu- 

factured— Hollywood  producers  continue, 
with  few  isolated  exceptions,  to  shy  away 
from  overstepping  Hays  office  regulations 
in  bringing  to  the  screen  any  material  of 
a   political  or  sociological  nature  which 
might  arouse  controversy  or  ill-will  either 
here  or  abroad. 

Not  even  the  fact  that  Walter  Wanger’s 
“Blockade” — a   story  of  the  current  Span- 

ish revolution,  released  amid  a   stormy  de- 
bate which  reached  international  aspects 

— was  widely-acclaimed  and  accepted  by 
liberal  elements,  has  been  a   sufficient  spur 

for  other  producers  to  follow  Wanger’s 
lead,  save  in  a   few  scattered  instances. 

Such  a   hands-off  attitude  is  apparently 
self-inflicted,  furthermore,  as  the  Hays 
office  itself  declares  it  has  not  been  called 
upon  to  wield  the  lash  over  any  story 
ideas  submitted  for  its  approval  and  which 
might  provoke  political,  economic  or  social 
argument. 

Treading  closest  to  the  line  at  present 

is  M-G-M.  Long  held  in  abeyance  be- 

cause of  Italian  opposition,  “Idiot’s  De- 
light” went  before  the  cameras  some  weeks 

ago  coincident  with  II  Duce’s  initiation  of 
a   ban  against  distribution  of  any  of  the 

company’s  product  in  that  country.  A 
smash  Broadway  success,  the  story  is 
ardently  pacifistic  in  theme  and  preaches 
a   strong  sermon  against  dictatorships  and 
jingoism.  Resting  on  the  shelf  at  the 
Culver  City  plant  are  two  other  properties 
which  have  long  been  considered  by  studio 
executives  as  a   little  too  dynamite-laden 
to  be  transferred  to  the  screen — Sinclair 

Lewis’  “It  Can’t  Happen  Here”  and  Franz 
Werfel’s  “The  Forty  Days  of  Musa  Dagh,” 
a   scorching  denunciation  of  the  World 

War  and,  specifically,  the  part  played  in 
it  by  the  Turkish  government.  Although 
no  indication  has  been  given  that  the 

Renewed  activity  on  the  part  of  Euro- 
pean dictators  in  the  oppression  of  minor- 

ity groups  abroad  served  as  the  starting 

stimulus  under  which  Hollywood’s  anti- 
Fascist  groups  have  been  indulging  in  one 
of  the  busiest  weeks  that  has  been  on  their 
calendar  for  several  months. 

Having  in  rapid  succession  staged  a   mass 

meeting  and  a   “peace  parade”  demonstra- 
tion, liberal  groups  were  turning  their  at- 

tention toward  perfecting  details  of  their 

next  enterprise — a   “Talent  in  Exile”  pro- 
gram to  be  held  December  2,  with  enter- 

tainment to  be  provided  by  musicians, 
writers  and  other  creators  who  have  been 

ex-communicated  by  their  native  coun- 
tries. 

Scores  of  film  players  participated  in 

the  gigantic  “peace  parade,”  held  Wednes- 

Lewis  play  may  be  whipped  into  script 
form,  it  is  understood  that  interest  is  being 
revived  in  the  Werfel  novel  as  a   possible 

vehicle  for  William  Powell — principally 
because  the  recent  death  of  Kemal  Ata- 
turk,  Turkish  dictator-president,  greatly 
diminishes  the  opposition  to  its  filming 
expressed  by  that  nation. 

Cashing  in  on  current  headlines  relat- 
ing the  oppressive  measures  being  in- 

flicted on  European  minority  groups,  War- 
ners is  rushing  preparations  to  bring 

“Concentration  Camp”  to  the  screen.  The 
story  will,  however,  according  to  the 
studio,  adhere  strictly  to  anonymities  in 
its  development  and  extreme  caution  is 

being  maintained  in  avoiding  any  refer- 
ences which  might  be  construed  as  slaps 

against  any  particular  government,  race 

or  political  beliefs.  On  the  studio’s  1939- 
40  schedule  is  “The  Life  of  Haym  Solo- 

mon,” a   historical  study  of  the  American 
Revolutionary  patriot,  with  a   starting  date 
in  the  distant  future  and  with  no  writers, 

cast  or  technical  staff  assigned — indicat- 
ing that  Warners  are  cogitating  the  ad- 

day  night — Thanksgiving  Eve — under  the 
sponsorship  of  the  American  Committee 

for  Peace  Through  Democracy,  the  Thes- 
pics  joining  social  and  civic  groups,  trade 

unions  and  national  minority  organiza- 
tions in  the  line  of  march.  The  demon- 

stration culminated  in  a   mass  meeting  at 

the  American  Legion  Stadium  after  wend- 
ing its  way  along  Sunset  Blvd.,  and  was 

climaxed  by  speeches  delivered  by  Irving 

Pichel,  Francis  Lederer  and  Melvyn  Doug- 
las of  the  screen  colony,  sharing  the 

speakers’  platform  with  Governor-Elect 
Culbert  L.  Olson  and  other  state,  civic  and 

religious  dignitaries.  Illustrating  the  pa- 

rade theme,  “Democracy  Marches  On,” dozens  of  floats  were  constructed. 

Called  as  an  emergency  measure  by  the 

(Continued  on  page  38) 

visability  of  filming  it  at  all  in  view  of 
present  world  conditions. 
Perhaps  the  most  directly  provocative 

of  all,  judging  from  scanty  details  which 

have  filtered  through  so  far,  is  the  wide- 
ly-discussed and  as  yet  unofficial  disclos- 

ure that  Charles  Chaplin’s  next  picture 
will  be  a   satirical  burlesque  of  Fascistic 
dictatorship  in  which,  as  far  as  can  be 
learned,  Chaplin  intends  to  portray  a   dual 
role — that  of  a   meek  and  unassuming 

house-painter  and  as  the  tyrannical  ruler 
of  some  mythical  country. 

These  constitute  the  only  visible  excep- 

tions to  the  “play-it-safe”  policy,  however. 
Other  studios  are  unanimous  in  steering 

away  from  controversial  topics,  with  none 

on  their  lineups  and,  to  all  outward  as- 
pects, no  indication  that  any  will  be  added. 

In  one  instance  the  fear  of  international 

complications — unofficially  confirmed — led 
to  a   vehicle  being  shelved  after  it  had 

nearly  reached  the  starting  line,  Para- 
mount having  canceled  plans  to  re-make 

“Shanghai  Express”  due  to  uneasiness  con- 
cerning its  acceptance  in  the  Orient. 
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RECORD  PRODUCTION  PACE  IS  NOT  RELAXED 

WITH  CAMERAS  NOW  GRINDING  ON  47  FILMS 
Another  Dozen  Ready  for 

Mill  Before  End  of 

The  Year 

Catching  their  second  wind  in  a   de- 
termined drive  to  maintain  their  record- 

shattering  shooting  speed,  Hollywood’s 
film  plants  had  cameras  turning  on  47 
films  as  the  week  opened  and  gave  proof 
that  they  intend  to  force  the  pace  even 
further  in  the  last  six  weeks  of  1938  by 
scheduling  another  dozen  to  roll  during 
the  week. 

With  28  of  the  52  pictures  it  has  slated 

for  1938-39  release  already  completed, 
Warners  continued  to  hit  on  all  16  cylin- 

ders. Into  the  hopper  this  week  went 

“Broadway  Cavalier,”  keeping  the  studio’s 
pace  at  nine  pictures,  while  from  16  to  18 
more  are  on  the  line  for  production  dur- 

ing the  balance  of  November  and  Decem- 
ber. Included  are  a   number  of  high- 

budgeters,  such  as  “Brother  Orchid,” 
“Tough  Angels,”  “We  Are  Not  Alone,”  and 
“The  Parade  Is  Over,”  and  a   host  of  pro- 

gram pictures. 
Neck-and-neck  with  the  Burbank  plant 

is  M-G-M,  which  turned  its  cameras  on 

“Broadway  Serenade,”  a   Jeanette  Mac- 
Donald musical,  and  “Huckleberry  Finn,” 

with  Mickey  Rooney,  to  card  nine  in  the 
works — equal  to  last  week.  Coming  up  as 

its  next  two  big  efforts  are  “The  Un- 
vanquished” and  “The  Yearling.” 

Paramount  opened  a   triple-barreled 

barrage  by  sending  “I’m  From  Missouri,” 
“The  Lady’s  From  Kentucky”  and  “Me 
and  My  Gal”  to  the  firing  line.  With 
eight  in  the  works,  one  less  than  last 
week,  the  studio  is  slated  for  a   temporary 
breathing  spell,  with  only  a   few  program 
offerings  destined  for  camera  work  during 
the  next  few  weeks. 

Into  action  at  RKO  Radio  went  the 

Richard  Dix  starrer,  “Twelve  Crowded 
Hours,”  the  studio  thus  reporting  an 
eight-picture  total,  even  with  last  week. 

Early  starts  are  listed  for  “The  Saint 
Strikes  Twice”  and  “Sorority  House,” 
while  the  plant  has  taken  an  option  on 
the  services  of  Douglas  (Wrong  Way) 

Corrigan  for  an  additional  pair  of  fea- 

tures which  may  follow  “The  Flying 
Irishman,”  now  in  work. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox,  so  well  along 
that  it  has  all  its  releases  set  up  to  mid- 
April,  has  slowed  up  noticeably.  Twenty- 
nine  of  its  1938-39  program  of  52  pictures 
are  in  the  cans.  Only  three  films — all  in 
the  Sol  Wurtzel  unit — are  carded  for 
starting  dates  during  the  balance  of  the 
year,  two  of  them  this  week.  Getting  the 

gun  are  “Winner  Take  All”  and  “Mr.  Moto 
in  Porto  Rico,”  with  “The  Jones  Family  in 
Hollywood”  coming  up  in  two  weeks. 
Postponed  from  last  week,  “You  Can’t 

Cheat  an  Honest  Man”  and  “Three  Smart 

Girls  Grow  Up”  were  primed  to  start  at 
Universal,  keeping  the  studio’s  total  at  five 

"Deal”  Report  Trailing 
Wilcox  Arrival 

Arrival  here  of  Herbert  Wilcox,  Eng- 

lish producer,  for  conferences  with 

studio  executives,  is  giving  rise  to  pre- 

dictions that  a   production  deal  may 

be  in  the  offing.  Wilcox,  who  was  ac- 

companied here  by  Anna  Neagle,  star 

of  his  "Sixty  Glorious  Years"  and 

“Victoria  the  Great,"  headed  imme- 

diately for  San  Francisco  and  returned 
Wednesday  night. 

RKO  Radio  is  releasing  “Sixty  Glor- 

ious Years." 

films  in  work.  They  will  be  followed 

shortly  by  “Three’s  Company,”  the  Bing 

Crosby  starrer,  and  “Key  Woman.” 
To  be  cast  and  sent  into  production  this 

week  was  Republic’s  “The  Mysterious  Miss 
X”  to  supplement  “The  Fighting 
Thoroughbred,”  now  in  work.  Dropping 

one  under  last  week’s  three-picture  fig- 
ure, the  studio  has  “Flight  at  Midnight,” 

“Undercover  Woman,”  “Ridin’  the  Range” 
and  “Phantom  of  the  Circus”  on  the 
starting  line  for  the  balance  of  November. 

Columbia  put  “The  Lone  Wolf’s  Daugh- 
ter” and  “Let  Us  Live”  into  production, 

right  on  schedule,  raising  its  pace  from 

two  to  four.  Next  to  go  will  be  “Flying 
G-Men,”  a   15-chapter  serial,  scheduled  to 
begin  filming  November  28. 

Monogram  had  no  new  starts  listed, 

continuing  camera  work  on  “Tough  Kid” 
and  “Wild  Horse  Trail.”  December  will 
see  work  launched  on  “The  Streets  of 
New  York,”  “Mr.  Wong  in  Chinatown” 

and  “Navy  Girl.” 
A   trio  of  films  were  in  production  for 

United  Artists.  Edward  Small  has  “King 
of  the  Turf”  before  the  cameras;  Hal 

Roach  is  nearing  completion  of  “It’s 
Spring  Again,”  which  will  be  followed 

shortly  by  “Captain  Midnight;”  and  Wal- 
ter Wanger  is  well  along  with  “Stage 

Coach.”  Next  to  go  will  be  “Wuthering 
Heights,”  bearing  the  Samuel  Goldwyn 
banner. 

Levine's  Headquarters 
Are  Moved  to  Metro  Lot 

Prepared  to  launch  production  on  his 
initialer  shortly,  Nat  Levine  has  moved 

onto  the  Metro  lot,  transferring  his  head- 
quarters from  Selznick  International.  Le- 

vine is  slated  to  make  a   series  of  action 

melodramas  independently  for  M-G-M  re- 
lease. 

Meg  to  Marshall 
George  Marshall  has  been  assigned  to 

direct  “Take  Her  Down,”  the  next  Ritz 
Bros,  comedy  at  20th  Century-Fox. 

A   New  Independent 
Enters  Film  Scene 

Hollywood’s  independent  production 
scene  was  enlivened  by  the  activities  of  a 

new  film-making  organization  during  the 
week  when,  having  filed  incorporation 

papers  in  Sacramento,  Commodore  Pic- 
tures, Inc.,  released  a   preliminary  an- 

nouncement as  to  its  plans. 

Capitalized  at  $500,000,  the  company 

will  be  piloted  by  Samuel  Bronstein,  for- 
merly a   British  distributor,  as  president, 

with  Carl  D.  Freshwater  as  executive  vice- 

president  and  Fred  W.  Boulle,  British  pro- 

ducer, as  vice-president  in  charge  of  pro- 
duction. Present  plans  are  to  produce  four 

features  in  Hollywood,  for  which  a   major 
American  and  British  release  is  currently 
being  negotiated,  according  to  Freshwater, 
who  indicated  the  new  company  will  swing 
into  action  early  in  1939  after  setting  its 
distribution  and  arranging  for  shooting 

space. 
Having  acquired  the  acting  contract  of 

Fred  Scott,  crooning  cowboy,  from  Jed 
Buell,  Producer  C.  C.  Burr  was  set  to  break 
a   long  period  of  inactivity  during  the  week 

by  sending  the  first  of  a   series  of  six 
Scott  westerns  before  the  cameras  at  In- 

ternational Studios.  Buell,  who  had  been 

producing  the  Scott  films,  is  currently 

associated  with  Mack  Sennett  in  the  lat- 
ter’s recently-organized  production  unit 

and  is  preparing  for  an  early  start  on  “The 
Problem  Child,”  a   feature-length  Sennett 
comedy  to  feature  Stan  Laurel. 

First  of  the  new  series  of  Scott  vehicles 

goes  into  work  under  the  title,  “Code  of 
the  Fearless,”  and  is  headed  for  state- 
right  release. 

Hitting  the  cameras  next  Monday  as  the 
third  in  a   series  of  eight  will  be  Sam 

Katzman’s  “Outlaws’  Paradise,”  starring 
Tim  McCoy.  Cast  includes  Benny  Corbett, 

Joan  Barclay  and  Ted  Adams,  with  Katz- 
man  handling  the  megaphone. 

"Sky  Pilot"  Is  Monogram 

Aviation  Series  Initialer 

With  production  to  start  within  two 

weeks,  “Sky  Pilot”  has  been  set  as  first 
of  the  “Tailspin  Tommy”  series  to  be 
made  by  Paul  Malvern  for  Monogram. 

John  Trent,  ex-TWA  pilot,  has  the  title 
role,  with  Milburn  Stone  and  Marjorie 
Reynolds  in  support.  Scott  Darling  wrote 

the  screenplay,  based  on  Hal  Forest’s comic  strip. 

Monogram  will  release  six  of  the  films annually. 
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EVELOPMENTS  of  the  past  few 

weeks  bring  forth  the  unavoid- 
able question  as  to  why  the 

Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League  for  the 

Defense  of  American  Democracy  is  be- 
ing so  materially  handicapped  in  the 

accomplishment  of  its  purposes  be- 
cause of  the  studied  apathy  of  the 

local  press — both  trade  and  metropoli- 

tan— to  the  splendid  activities  of  that 
organization. 

There  can  be  no  doubt  that  the 

League  is  more  active  than  any  other 

local  organization  in  opposition  to  the 

doctrines  and  persecutive  practices  of 

power-crazed  European  dictators  and 
in  its  stand  against  the  spread  of  these 

Nazi  principles  in  democratic  Amer- 
ica. In  fact,  it  is  doubtful  that  there 

is  another  organization  anywhere  in 

the  nation  which  can  point  to  a   more 

impressive  record  of  activity. 

Next,  it  must  be  remembered  the 

League  is  of  necessity  and  by  its  own 

admission,  fundamentally  an  instru- 
ment of  education.  Only  through  the 

widespread  publicizing  of  its  work  and 

purposes  can  it  even  begin  to  ap- 
proach the  goal  it  has  set  for  itself. 

But,  thus  far,  through  a   woeful  and 

deplorable  lack  of  such  publicity,  the 

organization  has  been  jockeyed  into  a 

position  where  it  is  hiding  its  light 

'neath  a   bushel  and  shouting  down  a 
rainbarrel — if  a   mixed  metaphor  is  per- 

missible. Consequently  its  record  to 

date  must  be  viewed  as  one  of  highly 
commendable  endeavor  with  little 

tangible  accomplishment;  a   high- 

geared,  high-powered  machine  slowed 
down  because  a   liberal  supply  of  the 

fuel  of  printer's  ink  is  denied  it. 
A   look  at  the  record  in  this  con- 

nection is  enlightening.  Last  Friday 

night,  under  the  League's  auspices,  a 
mass  meeting  called  for  the  purpose  of 

protesting  the  latest  wave  of  Euro- 
pean minority  persecution  was  held. 

More  than  3,000  persons — a   capacity 
audience — attended  and  another  5,000 

were  turned  away.  On  the  speakers' 
platform  were  such  notables  as  Direc- 

tor Frank  Capra,  Actor  John  Garfield, 

League  Chairman  Donald  Ogden 

Stewart,  Professor  Norman  Byrne  and 

the  Rev.  Roy  L.  Smith,  a   Methodist 

minister.  Among  the  meeting's  ac- 
complishments was  the  whole-hearted 

approval  by  those  attending  of  a   reso- 

lution, subsequently  forwarded  to 

Washington,  asking  President  Roose- 
velt to  take  immediate  action  to 

"quarantine  the  aggressor  nations"  by 
invoking  an  embargo  against  all  com- 

merce with  Germany.  Drafted  also 
was  a   letter  to  be  forwarded  to  Dr. 

Dieckhoff,  the  German  envoy  recalled 

to  the  Fatherland  last  week,  and  con- 
taining a   strong  protest  against  his 

homeland's  Nazi  government.  The  as- 
semblage was  read  a   message  from 

Thomas  Mann,  exiled  German  novel- 

ist, hailing  the  purposes  of  the  gath- 
ering and  assuring  it  of  his  untiring 

support,  while  Joan  Crawford  sent  a 
telegram  expressing  regret  that  picture 

schedules  prevented  her  from  attend- 

ing and  declaring  that  she  "would have  considered  it  an  honor  to  have 

been  present  at  an  occasion  and  in  a 

cause  so  important  to  every  free  think- 

ing American.” 
Certainly  the  most  bigoted  editor, 

and  even  laymen,  must  have  recog- 
nized the  news  value  of  such  a   gath- 

ering to  the  readers  of  both  the  motion 

picture  trade  papers  and  the  metro- 
politan press;  to  the  former,  if  for  no 

other  reason  than  the  prominence  of 

the  industry  names  concerned  and  to 
the  latter  if  for  no  other  reason  than 

the  magnitude  of  the  meeting. 

Yet,  what  was  printed?  In  the  trade 

papers  appeared  full-page  paid  ad- 
(Continued  on  page  40) 

Seven  fr Averages ” 
Mediocrity  marked  the  preview  lineup  for  the  past  week, 

with  none  of  the  seven  features  which  made  their  debut  for 

critical  consideration  qualifying  as  of  more  than  average  worth. 

The  trio  which  rated  at  the  top  in  the  consensus  of  re- 

viewers' reactions  and  which  will  undoubtedly  fare  compar- 
ably in  audience  acclaim  and  patronage  was  headed  by 

Metro's  “Out  West  With  the  Hardys/'  latest  adventure  of  the 

popular  "Judge  Hardy"  screen  family.  It  serves  a   dual  pur- 
pose not  only  in  that  it  provides  excellent,  wholesome  celluloid 

fare  but  also  answers  in  the  affirmative  the  question  as  to 

whether  M-G-M  can  continue  to  maintain  the  solid  entertain- 

ment qualities  which  have,  so  far,  made  the  series  an  audience 

winner.  Ably  piloted  by  Director  George  Seitz,  the  Hardys 

trek  to  the  wide-open  spaces  amid  a   cargo  of  humorous  and 
romantic  complications. 

Lightweight  in  timber  but  given  neat  handling  by  Pro- 

ducer-Director Andrew  L.  Stone,  Paramount's  "Say  It  in  French" 
is  a   satisfactory  farce  comedy.  Among  its  assets  are  a   pair  of 

diverting  performances  by  Ray  Milland  and  the  promising 

Olympe  Bradna.  Although  not  big-scale  in  production,  the 

feature  can  stand  up  well  in  any  company. 

Universal's  rivals  to  the  "Dead  End"  gang  go  social  in  a 

big  way  in  "Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society,"  demonstrating  an 
unfaltering  display  of  roughneck  tactics  that  is  sure  to  delight 

kid  audiences.  The  picture's  appeal  is  not  limited  solely  to 
adolescents,  however,  as  Producer  Max  Golden  included  in 

the  cast  such  established  adult  comedians  as  Mary  Boland, 

Mischa  Auer  and  Edward  Everett  Horton.  The  gang's  antics 
are  kept  moving  briskly  by  Director  Erie  C.  Kenton. 

*   *   * 

Scoring  as  solid  program  fare  but  not  rising  to  exceptional 

heights  were  another  three  contributions.  Sol  Lesser's  "Peck's 

Bad  Boy  With  the  Circus,"  produced  for  RKO  Radio  release, 

presented  Tommy  Kelly  and  Ann  Gillis — of  "Tom  Sawyer"  fame 

— in  a   neat  bundle  of  entertainment  which  will  be  enthusiastic- 

ally received  by  theatre-going  moppets  and  will  serve  passably 

as  adult  fare.  Family  trade  in  particular  should  find  it  a   wel- 
come addition  to  the  program.  Master  Kelly  and  young  Miss 

Gillis  reaffirm  the  ability  they  so  capably  demonstrated  in 

their  previous  time  out. 

Sacrificing  some  of  the  whirlwind  action  that  boosted  them 

to  the  top  as  western  fare,  Harry  Sherman's  latest  Hopalong 

Cassidy  sagebrusher  for  Paramount  release,  "The  Frontiers- 

men," has  been  injected  with  a   lavish  supply  of  musical  inter- 

ludes, furnished  by  the  noted  St.  Brendan  Boys'  Choir.  While 
the  experiment  will  undoubtedly  widen  the  range  of  appeal  for 

the  popular  out-door  series  to  include  movie-goers  who  do 

not,  as  a   rule,  care  for  westerns,  the  reaction  of  Hoppy's  ardent 
admirers  presents  something  of  conjectural  nature.  Bill  Boyd, 

as  usual,  shines  in  his  role  as  Cassidy  and  the  picture  has 

been  given  splendid  production  mounting. 

Paramount's  ace  adventurer  comes  through  in  his  custo- 

marily melodramatic  style  in  “Arrest  Bulldog  Drummond!"  In 
true  dime-novel  style,  the  Bulldog  again  saves  the  world 

from  destruction,  this  time  by  capturing  the  inventor  of  a   death- 

ray  machine.  John  Howard  has  improved  his  characterization 

as  Drummond  by  leaps  and  bounds  and  the  picture  can  be 

tabbed  as  one  of  the  best  in  the  veteran  series.  James  Hogan's 
direction  is  crisp  and  business-like. *   *   * 

Undisputed  blue-ribbon  winner  as  the  worst  film  shown 

during  the  week  was  Universal's  "Exposed."  Although  the 

original  story  idea — capitalizing  to  some  extent  on  the  nation's 
candid  camera  craze — had  some  merit,  a   hackneyed  screen- 

play, wavering  direction  and  complete  lack  of  action  gives  it 

but  few  redeeming  qualities.  Principally  to  be  commended  are, 

the  acting  chores  turned  in  by  Glenda  Farrell  and  Otto  Kruger, 
neither  of  whom,  however,  is  able  to  lift  the  vehicle  out  of 
the  mire. 
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Hollywood  Labor  Scene  Still 

Serene;  Action  in  December 

Despite  the  return  of  Dr.  Towne  Ny- 
lander,  National  Labor  Relations  Board 
regional  director,  from  Washington,  on 

Monday,  Hollywood’s  turbulent  labor  sea 
seemed  destined  to  enjoy  at  least  another 
ten  days  of  an  unaccustomed  armistice  as 

the  government’s  labor  representative  an- 
nounced no  action  will  be  taken  on  the 

veritable  mountain  of  cases  heaped  on  his 
desk  until  after  December  1. 

Although  local  union  chiefs  and  other 
labor  leaders  had  expected  Dr.  Nylander 
to  bring  back  with  him  final  reports  on  a 
number  of  jurisdictional  disputes,  the 
NLRB  official  declared  that  the  Washing- 

ton conference,  two  weeks  in  length,  was 
devoted  entirely  to  general  discussions  of 
NLRB  policies. 

First  dispute  to  be  given  consideration 
on  the  crowded  NLRB  calendar  will  be  the 
complaint  lodged  by  the  Motion  Picture 
Technicians  Committee  charging  the  In- 

ternational Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage 
Employes  with  being  a   company-controlled 
union  and  alleging  that  William  Bioff,  ex- 

official of  the  IA,  accepted  a   $100,000 

“pay-off”  to  “sell  out”  the  organization  to 
the  producers. 

Additionally,  the  NLRB  wil  order  hear- 
ings on  a   similar  petition  filed  by  the 

Studio  Utility  Employes,  challenging  the 

IA’s  jurisdiction  over  some  1,700  utility 
workers  in  the  studios;  and  petitions  seek- 

ing certification  as  exclusive  bargaining 
agents  filed  by  the  cameramen,  techni- 

cians and  mechanics,  affiliates  of  the  IA. 
Two  independent  unions,  now  holding 

contracts  with  the  producers,  have  opened 
negotiations  to  amend  their  present  work- 

ing pacts.  Meeting  with  Pat  Casey,  Hays 
office  labor  contact,  were  Herb  Sorrell, 
business  manager  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Painters  Local  644,  the  union  asking  for  a 
revision  in  overtime  and  hourly  scales. 
The  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Interior 
Decorators  has  named  an  arbitration  com- 

mittee which  will  meet  with  the  producers 
early  in  January,  seeking  changes  in  the 
pact  signed  approximately  a   year  ago. 
The  committee  comprises  George  Sawley, 
Paul  R.  Moyer,  Henry  Grace,  Hugh  Hunt 
and  Paul  S.  Fox. 

ARC  Masters  " Balance " 
Of  Projection  Machine 

Now  available  to  theatres  and  studio 
sound  heads  as  the  latest  development  of 

the  Academy’s  Research  Council  are 
“balancing  films,”  which  make  it  possible 
for  projectionists  to  balance  their  ma- 

chines so  one  will  not  reproduce  louder 
or  softer  than  the  other. 

In  the  announcement  by  Nathan  Levin- 
son, acting  chairman  of  the  council,  the 

new  device  was  tabbed  “a  forward  step” 
in  the  Academy’s  theatre  standardization 
program.  Production  of  the  films  is  un- 

der the  direction  of  John  Hilliard  and 

the  council’s  theatre  standardization 
committee. 

Assign  John  Brahm 

John  Brahm  will  direct  “Let  Us  Live,” 
co-featuring  Henry  Fonda  and  Maureen 
O'Sullivan,  for  Columbia.  The  picture 
goes  into  work  early  in  December. 

" Torchy  at  the  Fair " Frisco  Locale 
Bryan  Foy,  Warner  producer,  has 

concluded  negotiations  with  the  heads 

of  the  San  Francisco  World's  Fair 

whereby  he  has  been  given  permission 

to  produce  a   Torchy  Blane"  series  pic- 
ture built  around  the  exposition.  To 

be  titled  “Torchy  at  the  World's  Fair," 

the  film  will  follow  "Torchy  for  Mayor," 
and  will  again  co-feature  Glenda  Far- 

rell and  Barton  MacLane. 

Jabs  by  Dictators 

Spur  Anti-Fascists 
(Continued  from  page  35) 

Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League  as  a   demon- 
stration against  European  minority  purges, 

the  mass  meeting,  held  last  Friday  night 
at  the  Philharmonic  Auditorium,  was 
generally  declared  to  be  one  of  the  most 
successful  of  the  season.  Speakers  in- 

cluded Frank  Capra,  Rev.  Roy  L.  Smith, 
pastor  of  the  First  Methodist  Episcopal 
Church,  Prof.  Norman  Byrne,  John  Gar- 

field, Warner  player,  and  Donald  Ogden 
Stewart,  chairman  of  the  League,  who 

presided.  Garfield  drew  particular  at- 
tention for  his  speech,  which  stressed  the 

need  for  militance  on  the  part  of  op- 
pressed groups  in  fighting  the  rising  wave 

of  intolerance  both  in  this  country  and 
abroad.  Three  thousand — filling  the  house 
to  capacity — attended  and,  League  of- 

ficials reported,  another  5,000  were  turned away. 

The  meeting  adopted  a   resolution,  for- 
warded to  President  Roosevelt,  calling 

upon  him  to  “quarantine  the  aggressor 
nations”  by  invoking  an  embargo  on  trade 
and  commerce  with  Germany,  the  mes- 

sage carrying  the  signatures  of  more  than 

100  Hollywood  personalities,  and  formu- 
lated, signed  and  mailed  a   letter  to  Dr. 

Dieckhoff,  German  envoy  to  the  United 

States,  who  was  called  back  to  the  home- 
land last  week,  requesting  him  to  deliver 

to  his  government  the  meeting’s  protest 
against  “the  Nazi  government  as  inimical 
to  the  survival  of  civilization.” Read  to  the  assemblage  was  a   message 

from  Thomas  Mann,  exiled  German  novel- 
ist, citing  his  contention  that  in  Amer- 
ica’s hands  lies  the  task  of  becoming  the 

“strong,  unswerving  protectress  of  the 

good  and  the  godlike  in  man.” Also  brought  to  the  attention  of  the 
gathering  was  a   telegram  from  Joan 
Crawford,  expressing  her  regret  that  pic- 

ture schedules  prevented  her  from  at- 
tending and  lending  her  aid  to  “a  cause 

so  important  to  every  thinking  free 

American.” 
Zanuck  Hikes  Budget  on 

" Tailspin "   by  $100,000 
A   $100,000  budget  boost  has  been  given 

20th  Century-Fox’s  “Tailspin”  by  Darryl 
F.  Zanuck.  The  picture,  with  Constance 
Bennett  and  Alice  Faye  in  the  leads,  thus 
goes  back  into  production. 

Morros  Hosts  Famed  Tenor 

During  a   recent  visit  to  the  film  city,  Beniamino  Gigli,  noted  Metropolitan 

Opera  tenor,  was  a   guest  of  Paramount’s  music  director,  Boris  Morros,  at  a 
studio  luncheon.  Shown  at  the  festive  board  are,  left  to  right,  I.  G.  Rossi,  Gigli’s 
manager;  Morros;  Gigli  and  Mario  Marafiotti,  vocal  teacher. 
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An  Award  for  Harry  Warner 

Serving  as  a   stand-in  for  her  father,  H.  M.  Warner,  Betty  Warner  receives 

an  American  Legion  citation  for  ‘‘distinguished  Americanism”  presented  the 
film  executive  at  a   patriotic  mass  meeting  of  3,000  Legionnaires  at  Warner’s 
Hollywood  Theatre  November  20.  Warner,  unable  to  attend  because  of  illness 
which  has  confined  him  to  the  Cedars  of  Lebanon  Hospital,  listened  to  a   broad- 

cast of  the  ceremonies.  Dr.  John  R.  Lechner,  chairman  of  the  Legion’s  Amer- 
icanism committee,  is  shown  here  presenting  the  plaque  to  Miss  Warner. 

Hollywood  Playing  "Waiting 

Game”  on  the  Wage-Hour  Law 

A   Legion  Citation 

For  Harry  Warner 
For  his  “patriotic  efforts”  and  “dis- 

tinguished Americanism,”  Harry  M.  War- 
ner, president  of  Warner  Brothers,  re- 

ceived a   citation  from  the  American 
Legion  and  the  Disabled  Veterans  of  the 

World  War  at  a   mass  meeting  at  War- 

ner’s Hollywood  Theatre  on  Sunday.  In 
Warner’s  absence — he  is  ill  in  Cedars  of 
Lebanon  Hospital  with  a   stomach  ailment 

— his  daughter  Betty  accepted  the  award, 
presented  by  Dr.  John  R.  Lechner,  chair- 

man of  the  Legion’s  Americanism  com- 
mittee. 

Four  Warner  short  subjects,  which 
were  instrumental  in  garnering  the  cita- 

tion for  their  producer,  were  unreeled  for 
the  3,000  veterans  who  attended,  while 
speeches  honoring  Warner  were  delivered 

by  James  Curley,  ex-governor  of  Massa- 
chusetts, Dr.  Lechner  and  Joseph  Scott, 

local  attorney.  Crane  Wilbur,  who  wrote 
and  directed  the  shorts,  and  John  Litel, 
who  starred  in  them,  were  also  on  the 

speakers’  platform. 

Warner’s  letter  of  acceptance,  read  by 
his  daughter,  declared  that  Warner  Bros, 

and  the  industry  in  general  “have  duties 
of  public  service,  education  and  inspira- 

tion which  have  neither  been  fully  realized 

nor  fully  utilized.” 

Army  Officer  Is  Due  for 

Conference  on  ' Invasion 
To  confer  on  details  of  the  forthcoming 

production  of  “Invasion,”  Major  H.  L.  Det- 
weiler,  commanding  officer  of  Fort  McAr- 

thur, San  Pedro,  is  due  in  at  Paramount 
early  next  week. 

Accompanied  by  Capt.  H.  H.  DuVal  and 
Capt.  A.  G.  Mendenhal  of  his  staff,  Major 
Detweiler  will  confer  with  Capt.  William 
F.  Cox,  who  sold  his  story  idea  to  Para- 

mount and  is  collaborating  with  Sy  Bart- 
lett on  the  treatment. 

Title  Role  to  Livingston 

In  "Lone  Ranger  Returns" 
Robert  Livingston  has  been  assigned  the 

title  role  in  Republic’s  “The  Lone  Ranger 
Returns,”  a   15-chapter  serial  which  gets 
underway  at  the  North  Hollywood  studio 
about  December  1.  William  Witney  and 

Jack  English  are  co-directing  for  Pro- 
ducer Robert  Beche. 

Rise  of  McCarthy 
Release  Soon 

Paramount  will  set  an  early  release 

date  on  the  newest  of  the  "Unusual 

Occupations"  short  subject  series,  the 
film  starring  Edgar  Bergen,  Charlie 

McCarthy  and  the  latter's  rival,  Morti- 
mer Snerd.  The  short  reveals  how 

Bergen  conceived  the  idea  of  McCarthy 

and  traces  the  design  and  construction 
of  the  dummy. 

Hollywood  Drive  Offices 

Read  to  Fold  December  1 
Insofar  as  Hollywood  studio  participa- 

tion is  concerned,  the  nation-wide  Great- 
est Year  campaign  becomes  ancient  his- 

tory on  December  1,  when  the  local  drive 
office  will  hold  its  doors  and  dissolve.  The 

film  capital’s  committee,  under  the  ex- 
ecutive supervision  of  Gabe  Yorke  and 

with  George  Thomas  in  active  command, 
has  been  in  virtually  dormancy  since  the 
first  few  weeks  following  the  launching  of 
the  drive  in  September. 

Hollywood’s  efforts  to  stimulate  public 
interest  in  the  MPAYBE  campaign  and  its 

chief  running-mate,  the  $250,000  “Movie 
Quiz”  contest,  reached  their  peak  with 
the  production  and  release,  late  in  Octo- 

ber, of  “The  World  Is  Ours,”  a   short  sub- 
ject in  the  making  of  which  every  studio 

participated.  Otherwise  the  local  com- 
mittee devoted  its  energies  principally  to 

cooperating  with  the  various  publicity  bar- 
rages laid  down  from  time  to  time  by  the 

New  York  headquarters. 

Dorn  Rejoin  Metro 

Dean  Dorn  has  rejoined  Metro’s  pub- 
licity department,  taking  over  the  post  of 

radio  contact  on  the  studio’s  “Good  News” 
airshow  and  also  assigned  to  develop  a 

regular  news  service  for  the  film  capital’s 
radio  gossipers. 

Filmdom  has  temporarily  shelved  the 
exhaustive  data  compiled  on  its  current 

Number  One  bugaboo — the  federal  wage- 
hour  law  and  the  ramifications  of  its  ap- 

plication to  the  motion  picture  industry — 
and  intends,  as  far  as  possible,  to  play  a 
waiting  game  until  a   definite  ruling  is 
handed  down  by  Administrator  Elmer  F. 
Andrews,  expected  here  December  2. 

Such  was  the  mid-week  announcement 
of  Victor  Clarke,  Hays  office  labor  contact 

who,  with  Pat  Casey — also  of  the  Hays 
office — has  been  shouldering  the  burden 
of  efforts  to  clarify  the  chaotic  turmoil 
into  which  studio  routine  was  thrown 

when  the  wage-hour  law  became  effective. 
After  several  discussions  with  studio  ex- 

ecutives, managers  and  attorneys;  a   short 
conference  with  Andrews  in  Washington; 

and  discussions  in  New  York  with  home- 
office  executives  and  officials  of  the  inter- 

national labor  unions  involved,  Clarke  and 

Casey  late  last  week  presented  their  find- 
ings to  local  union  leaders  and  studio  of- 

ficials. Action  was  withheld  when  it  was 
learned  Andrews  would  come  here. 
The  administrator  will  be  called  upon 

to  weigh  the  legality  of  such  considered 

measures  as  an  industry-wide,  five-day 
week,  and  to  scrutinize  the  Clarke-Casey 
report,  which  attempts  to  clarify  the  status 
of  some  30,000  studio  employes.  Andrews 

will  also  be  requested  to  take  prompt  ac- 
tion in  ruling  on  the  possible  exemptions 

of  various  classes  of  film  workers  and  on 

the  validity  of  existing  union  contracts — 
both  of  which  points  have  had  the  indus- 

try running  around  in  circles. 
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W.  G.  Van  Schmus,  managing  director 

of  the  Radio  City  Music  Hall,  arrived 

from  New  York  this  week  to  look  over 

Hollywood’s  crop  of  forthcoming  releases. 
He  is  headquartering  during  his  stay  at 
RKO  Radio. 

* 

Training  in  to  the  film  capital  after  a 

short  vacation  in  the  east  was  Sam  Katz, 
Metro  executive. 

★ 

Sidney  Lanfield,  20th  Century-Fox  di- 
rector, is  back  from  a   three-week  vaca- 

tion in  New  York. 

* 

Terminating  a   month’s  vacation  in  New 
York,  Albert  Mannheimer,  Metro  writer,  is 
back  at  the  Culver  City  plant.  While  in 
the  east  he  wrote  a   musical  which  is  to 

be  produced  in  Gotham. 

★ 

Phases  of  the  filming  of  Selznick  Inter- 

national's “The  Young  in  Heart”  will  be 
related  to  the  University  of  Southern 

California’s  Motion  Picture  Forum  at  its 
December  meeting  by  William  Cameron 

Menzies,  S-I  production  designer.  Los 

Angeles  county  school  instructors  will  at- 
tend. 

* 

With  Charlie  Chase  doing  the  honors, 

the  Masquers  Club  held  its  regular  month- 
ly Seidel  Night  early  this  week  at  its 

headquarters.  A   turkey  raffle  in  anticipa- 

tion of  Thanksgiving  was  also  on  the  pro- 
gram. 

Rev.  Father  Edward  J.  Flanagan  and 

Bishop  Ryan  of  Boys  Town,  Neb.,  were 

guests  of  honor  at  a   dinner  given  last 

week  by  Louis  B.  Mayer.  Nearly  100 
screen  and  civic  notables  attended. 

* 

Lamar  Trotti,  20 th  Century-Fox  scrip- 
ter,  accompanied  by  Col.  Jason  Joy, 

technical  adviser,  is  in  Washington,  D.  C., 

interviewing  members  of  the  Alexander 

Graham  Bell  family.  Trotti  is  writing  a 
screenplay  on  the  subject. 

★ 

To  bake  out  a   severe  cold,  Kenneth 

Thomson,  executive  secretary  of  the 

Screen  Actors  Guild,  is  spending  the  week 
in  Palm  Springs. 

★ 

With  work  on  his  latest  Paramount 

picture  completed.  Producer  Harlan 

Thompso?i  is  vacationing  in  New  York. 

* 

Employes  of  the  Charles  Mintz  cartoon 

plant  staged  their  eighth  annual  Thanks- 

giving party  at  the  studio,  Tuesday  night. 

A   barn-dance  motif  was  employed  and 

turkeys  and  blankets  served  as  door  prizes. 

* 

Back  to  New  York  has  gone  Lucius 

Beebe,  society  columnist,  who  spent  sev- 

eral weeks  at  Paramount  as  technical  ad- 

viser on  Cecil  B.  DeMilles  “ Union  Pacific” 

arid  playing  a   role  in  ‘‘Cafe  Society.” 

Spearheads 
.   (Continued  from  page  21)  _ 

vertisements  announcing  the  mass 

meeting,  while  one  printed  a   four-line 
advance  squib  thereon.  Not  a   word 

appeared  in  report  of  what  happened 

or  was  accomplished  at  the  gathering. 

The  metropolitan  press  completely 

ignored  the  assemblage — both  before 
and  after. 

Without  going  into  further  detail,  it 

may  be  unimpeachably  stated  that  an 

entirely  similar  situation  existed  as  re- 
gards other  recent  and  comparably 

newsworthy  activities  of  the  League- — 

such  as  the  League's  untiring  efforts 
in  tracing  down  the  scurrilous  anti- 

industry literature  which  has  been 

broadcast  in  this  community  and 
throughout  the  nation,  and  the  ultimate 

accusation  of  Henry  Allen  as  the  per- 
petrator thereof;  the  initial  uncovering 

by  the  League  of  the  suit  filed  by  Al- 

len's attorney,  Henry  K.  Elder,  against 
three  Pasadena  women,  which  suit 

was  the  first  revelation  of  the  exist- 

ence of  the  "Militant  Christian  Patri- 

ots," a   self-declared  anti-Semitic  body 
which  later  received  considerable  at- 

tention from  the  metropolitan  dailies 

and,  more  recently,  became  national- 

ly known  when  it  cropped  up  before 
the  Martin  Dies  committee  in  the 

House  of  Representatives. 

True,  these  League  activities  were 

thoroughly  reported  in  "Hollywood 

Now,"  the  organization's  own  weekly 
newspaper;  but,  unfortunately,  circula- 

tion of  "Now"  is  practically  limited  to 
League  members,  who  obviously  need 

not  be  sold  on  the  organization  and 

its  aims  and  who,  by  the  same  logic, 

are  thoroughly  conversant  with  its 

work.  That's  where  the  "shouting 
down  the  rainbarrel"  comes  in. 

So,  in  the  best  interests  of  its  en- 

tirely worthwhile  purposes,  the  Holly- 

wood Anti-Nazi  League  for  the  De- 
fense of  American  Democracy  can  best 

devote  a   goodly  portion  of  its  imme- 
diate energies  to  devising  ways  and 

means  of  surmounting  the  hurdles  be- 
ina  placed  in  its  publicity  path  so  that 

millions  of  its  non-members,  here  and 

throughout  the  nation,  may  be  in- 
formed of  its  principles,  its  aims  and 

its  activities. 

Preview  for  Governor 

David  O.  Selznick’ s   recent  Bermuda 
vacation  developed  into  somewhat  of  a 

postman’s  holiday,  judging  from  this 
photo.  The  Selznick  International 

chieftain,  on  the  left,  is  shown  with 

His  Excellency  the  governor  of  Ber- 
muda, General  Sir  Reginald  Hildyard, 

at  the  Playhouse  Theatre,  in  Hamil- 
ton, attending  the  first  showing  of 

S-I’s  “ The  Young  in  Heart,”  for  UA 
release. 

SCRIPTERS 
— Columbia 

HARVEY  THEW  to  “Repaid,”  on  the  original 
of  which  he  collaborated  with  Manny  Seff. 

AL  DUFFY  to  “Stand  By — All  Networks.” — Dario  Productions 

GABRIEL  NAVARRO  and  ENRIQUE  UTHOFF 

to  “Papa  Soltero,”  a   Tito  Guizar  starrer  for  Para- 
mount release.  Production  starts  December  8. 

— Samuel  Goldwyn 

RICHARD  SHERMAN  to  an  untitled  original 
as  a   vehicle  for  Merle  Oberon. 

BORIS  INGSTER  borrowed  from  20th  Century- 
Fox  to  write  an  original  as  a   Gary  Cooper  starrer. 

— Metro 

ERIC  HATCH  to  “A  Day  at  the  Circus,”  Marx 
Brothers  comedy,  which  Mervyn  LeRoy  will  pro- 
duce. 

DASZDO  VADNAI,  European  scribe,  to  “Ma- 
dame Curie,”  the  Greta  Garbo  starrer. 

— Monogram 

ROBERT  ANDREWS  to  an  untitled  story  for 
Jackie  Cooper. 
— Param  ount 

WALTER  DE  LEON  collaborates  with  ARTHUR 

CAESAR  on  “The  Star  Maker,”  Bing  Crosby 
starrer  which  Charles  R.  Rogers  will  produce. 

BRIAN  MARLOW  to  “Me  and  My  Gal;”  LAURA 

and  S.  J.  PERELMAN  to  “Campus  Dormitory.” 
— Republic 

MICHAEL  SHERIDAN  teams  with  STEVE 

VASS  on  “Capital  Punishment,”  which  will  be 
produced  and  directed  by  John  H.  Auer. 

BEN  MARKSON  completes  “Pride  of  the  Navy” for  Producer  Herman  Schlom. 
—RKO  Radio 

OLIVER  'DRAKE  to  “A  Knight  in  Ghost  Town,” 
slated  as  the  next  George  O’Brien  western.  Bert 
Gilroy  will  produce. 

HAGAR  WILDE  to  “The  Night  of  January  13.” 
George  Haight  produces. 
— 20th  Century-Fox 

BROWN  HOLMES  to  “Army  vs.  Navy.”  Ray- 
mond Griffith  will  produce. 

MANNY  SEFF  to  an  untitled  original  for  Pro- 
ducer Sol  Wurtzel. 

KENNETH  EARL  and  FIDEL  LA  BARBA  com- 

plete “Little  Miss  Hobo,”  a   Kenneth  Macgowan 
production  to  star  Shirley  Temple. — Universal 

STANLEY  RAUH  to  “Swing  Marriage,”  from 
an  original  by  Jerry  Sackheim. — Warner  Bros. 

RICHARD  MACAULAY  and  JERRY  WALD 

complete  “Broadway  Cavalier,”  scheduled  to  go 
into  production  this  week  with  Wayne  Morris  as 

the  star. 

ULRTCH  STEINDORFF  to  “Baby  Doctor.” 
VTNCENT  SHERMAN  to  “Gantry  the  Great,” 

which  will  star  Elmer  Gantry,  famous  blind  horse. 
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Plays  ....  Possibilities Hollywood  Charity 
Arm  Reachiny  Out 

Although  charity  may  begin  at  home,  as 
far  as  Hollywood  is  concerned,  relief  work 
and  donations  of  time,  talent  and  money 
are  not  being  confined  strictly  to  areas 
within  the  film  capital. 

For,  in  addition  to  supporting  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Relief  Fund,  the  Hollywood 

Guild,  industry  participation  in  the  Com- 
munity Chest  drive  and  other  local  relief 

organizations,  members  of  the  motion 

picture  colony  this  'week  were  lending 
their  aid  to  a   pair  of  benefit  shows  spon- 

sored by  agencies  not  connected  with  the 
film  world. 

Taking  place  Thanksgiving  Eve  was  the 
1938  Shrine  Charity  Ball,  sponsored  by  A1 
Malaikah  Temple  and  held  at  the  Shrine 
Auditorium.  Harold  Lloyd,  who  becomes 

Chief  Potentate  in  January,  headed  an  ar- 
rangements committee  which  comprised 

Clark  Gable,  Gene  Autry,  Joe  E.  Brown, 
Buck  Jones,  George  Bancroft,  Dick  Powell, 

Warner  Baxter  and  Wallace  Beery.  Pro- 
ceeds from  the  ball  will  be  used  to  aid 

needy  families  during  the  Christmas 
season. 

On  the  same  evening  The  Helpers  staged 

its  fifth  annual  dinner  dance  at  a   down- 
town night  spot.  Composed  of  prominent 

society  folk,  including  a   number  of  film 

notables,  The  Helpers  lists  the  Children’s 
Clinic  as  its  major  charity. 

OPTIONS 

— Columbia 
WILLIAM  HOLMAN,  studio  manager,  held  for 

another  year. 

LORNA  GREY  signs  new  long-term  acting  con- 
tract. 

-—Larry  Darmour 
JACK  HOLT  signed  for  fourth  successive  year 

to  star  in  a   series  of  pictures  for  Columbia  re- 
lease. The  new  pact  becomes  effective  when 

his  current  deal  has  expired,  still  some  time  away. 

—Monogram 
HOWARD  BRETHERTON  ticketed  to  direct 

“Shore  Leave”  upon  completion  of  his  current 

chore,  “Tough  Kid.” 

— Metro 

GEORGE  MURPHY  signs  new  long-term  acting 
contract. 

INA  CLAIRE  signs  long-term  acting  contract, 

with  a   featured  role  in  “I  Take  This  Woman”  as 
her  first  assignment.  She  arrived  Monday  from 
New  York. 

RUTH  HUSSEY  tied  to  new  acting  agreement. 

—Paramount 

ANDREW  L.  STONE  given  new  one-year  pro- 
ducer-director pact. 

— RKO  Radio 

WENDY  BARRIE  signs  three-picture  acting 
contract,  to  be  co-featured  with  George  Sanders 

in  the  “Saint”  series,  which  Robert  Sisk  will 
produce. 

JAMES  ELLISON  draws  term  acting  contract. 

—20th  Century-Pox 
HILARY  LYNN  joins  scripting  staff. 

JACK  ANDREWS  promoted  from  reading  de- 
partment to  the  junior  writing  staff. 

KANE  RICHMOND  given  new  acting  contract 

and  part  in  “Winner  Take  All.” 
MANNY  SEFF  signs  writing  contract. 

SAM  POKRASS,  song  writer,  draws  new  con- 
tract. 

—Warner  Bros. 

VINCENT  SHERMAN,  writer,  given  new  long- 
term contract. 

IRVING  RAPPER,  dialogue  director,  held  for 

another  term.  He  has  been  assigned  to  “Juarez,” 
co-starring  Paul  Muni  and  Bette  Davis. 
ANEAS  MACKENZIE  and  IVAN  GOFF,  writers, 

draw  new  term  contracts.  Goff  is  currently  on 

“The  Great  Lie,”  which  will  feature  Priscilla 
Lane  and  Jeffrey  Lynn. 

WALLY  KLEIN,  writer,  given  contract  exten- 

sion. He  is  currently  on  “Making  a   Hit.” 
JANE  BRYAN  handed  new  term  acting  contract. 

New  York — The  31sf  play  of  the  season 

was  “Good  Hunting”  which  opened  at 
Hudson,  November  21,  and  closed  the  fol- 

lowing night  after  two  performances.  A 
comedy  by  Nathanael  West  and  Joseph 
Schrank  in  three  acts,  it  was  staged  by 
Jerome  Mayer  and  produced  by  him  and 
Leonard  Field.  The  cast  includes  Estelle 

Winwood,  Aubrey  Mather,  Nicholas  Joy, 

Ben  Smith,  Horace  Sinclair  and  Susie  Lan- 
ner.  The  critics : 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   ap- 
peared to  be  a   waste  of  time.  It  good- 

naturedly  pokes  ridicule  and  a   bit  of  wit 
at  the  British  army  command  in  France 

during  the  World  War  and  gave  every  in- 
dication of  being  another  dud. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (two  stars)  — 
.   .   .   there  are  a   dozen  good  actors  at  the 
Hudson  playing  a   little  something  .   .   . 
Good  humored  spoofing  but  labored  no 
end.  Three  acts  when  one  would  have 

sufficed.  Heavy  drives  at  the  obvious  .   .   . 

But  Jerome  Mayer,  co-producer  and  di- 
rector, has  done  much  with  the  material 

by  engaging  the  excellent  cast  .   .   . 

Richard  Watts  jr„  Herald  Tribune — At 
best  the  result  is  a   fair  musical  comedy 
without  any  music.  For  most  of  the  time 
it  is  considerably  worse  than  that  .   .   . 
Occasionally  it  is  funny  in  a   modest  sort 

of  way,  but  is  so  clumsily  written  and  so  in- 
completely directed  that  it  never  comes 

within  bombing  distance  of  being  a   mad- 
cap sort  of  farce  it  longs  to  be  .   .   .   Never- 

theless, a   competent  cast  works  valiantly  in 

"Hall  an  Angel"  Will  Be 

Darrieux's  Next  Starrer 
A   change  in  the  Danielle  Darrieux  pro- 

duction schedule  at  Universal  puts  “Half 
an  Angel”  ahead  of  “Rio”  as  the  French 
comedienne’s  next  starring  vehicle. 

Joseph  Pasternak  will  produce,  with 

Edward  Ludwig  in  line  to  direct,  the  pic- 
ture to  roll  early  in  January  when  Miss 

Darrieux  has  returned  from  Paris. 

Dorothy  Reid  Heads  Story 

Department  at  Monogram 
Returning  to  Monogram  after  six 

months  in  the  radio  field,  Dorothy  Reid 

has  been  named  head  of  the  story  depart- 
ment. She  succeeds  Arthur  Fitz-Richards, 

who  turned  in  his  resignation.  Mrs.  Reid 
was  formerly  a   production  supervisor  with 
the  company. 

Peach  to  Process  Firm 

The  Motion  Picture  Process  Corp.  has 
signed  Kenneth  Peach,  miniature  and 
process  director,  to  its  technical  staff. 

an  effort  to  salvage  something  from  the 
wreckage. 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American — 
Several  excellent  and  well-known  actors 
are  unhappily  involved  .   .   .   Nicholas  Joy, 
Ben  Smith,  Derek  Williams,  Aubrey 

Mather,  Estelle  Winwood  and  a   Viennese 
newcomer,  named  Susie  Lanner,  all  lend 

their  presences  to  a   play  which  doesn’t seem  to  have  much  else. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — .   .   .   fiasco 
which  bobbed  up  and  then  stayed  down 

.   .   .   Neither  they  (the  cast)  nor  the  audi- 
ence have  been  given  anything  to  work 

with. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun — The  authors 
got,  as  authors  so  often  do,  acting  vastly 

beyond  their  deserts  .   .   .   This  has  natur- 
ally enough,  the  effect  of  enhancing  the 

incongruity  of  the  whole  affair. 
Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — But  the  jokes 

are  faint  and  tedious;  the  direction  is  dis- 
astrous. Don’t  cheer,  boys,  it  is  tougher 

on  them  than  on  you. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
The  trouble  with  it  is,  first,  that  it  is  repe- 

titious to  the  point  of  dullness — the  same 
old  cartoon  drawn  and  redrawn  over  and 
over  again  with  new  lines  providing  an 
occasional  variant  on  the  one  theme  .   .   . 

The  most  refreshing  moments  were  pro- 
vided when  Susie  Lanner,  a   newcomer 

from  Vienna,  was  on  the  stage.  She  needs 
no  lines  other  than  those  nature  bestowed 

upon  her  and  she  has  acting  ability  in  the 
bargain. 

20th-Fox  Previews 

'Kentucky'  Dec.  14 
After  standing  dark  most  of  the  sum- 

mer, the  Carthay  Circle  Theatre  will  be  re- 
opened December  14  for  a   one-night  stand 

when  20th  Century-Fox  tosses  a   gala 

preview  affair  to  introduce  “Kentucky,” 
its  high-budgeted  Technicolor  offering,  to 
critics  and  the  industry. 

Included  on  the  guest  list  will  be  Gover- 
nor Chandler  of  Kentucky,  with  his  fam- 

ily; Lieut.  Governor  Keene  Johnson, 
Mayor  J.  P.  Schultz  of  Louisville  and 
Mayor  Reed  Wilson  of  Lexington.  Studio 
is  sending  out  invitations  also  to  a   host 
of  Hollywood  executives  and  stars.  The 
film  features  Loretta  Young  and  Richard 
Greene. 

Helms  Zukor's  First Paramount  has  signed  Nick  Grinde  to 

direct  “Sudden  Money,”  Eugene  Zukor’s 
first  production  effort,  to  be  made  by  the 
Harold  Hurley  unit. 

Watch  -- 
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STARTING 

THE  LONE  WOLF’S  DAUGHTER  — Warren  Wil- 
liam, Ida  Lupino,  Virginia  Weidler.  Producer: 

Joseph  Sistrom.  Director:  Peter  Godfrey.  Orig- 
inal: Louis  Joseph  Vance.  Screenplay:  Jona- 

than Latimer. 

WELL  ALONG 

RACKETEERS — Alan  Baxter,  Jacqueline  Wells, 
Lola  Jensen,  Jack  Clifford.  Producer:  Irving 
BrislLn.  Director:  C.  C.  Coleman. 

LET  IS  LIVE — Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Henry  Fonda.  Producer:  William  Perl- 

berg.  Director:  John  Brahm. 

COMPLETED 

TEXAS  STAMPEDE — Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Mer- 
dith,  Hank  Bell,  Fred  Kohler  jr.  Producer: 

Harry  L.  Decker.  Director:  Sam  Nelson.  Screen- 
play: Charles  Francis  Royal. 

Z 
o 

TRIGGER  PALS — Arthur  Jarrett,  Lee  Powell,  A1 
St.  John,  Dorothy  Fay,  Marie  Adams.  Producer: 
Philip  N.  Krasne  (Cinemart  Pictures).  Director: 
Sam  Neufeld.  Original  Screenplay:  George 
Plympton. 

EXILE  EXPRESS — Anna  Sten,  Alan  Marshal, 
Paul  Lukas,  Walter  Catlett,  Jed  Prouty,  Ruth 

Donnelly.  Producer:  JJugene  Frenke.  Director: 
Otis  Garrett.  Original:  Edwin  Justus  Mayer. 

2   SONG  OF  THE  WEST— Nelson  Eddy,  Lionel  Bar- 
C5  rymore,  Guy  Kibbee,  Victor  McLaglen,  Ray- 

•   mond  Walburn.  Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Di- 
A   rector:  Jack  Conway.  Screenplay:  Ben  Hecht. 

BROADWAY  SERENADE— Jeanette  MacDonald, 
Lew  Ayres,  Walter  Pidgeon,  Virginia  Grey, 
Frank  Morgan.  Producer:  Robert  Z.  Leonard. 
Director:  Robert  Z.  Leonard. 

HONOLULU — Eleanor  Powell,  Robert  Young, 
George  Burns,  Gracie  Allen,  Judith  Allen.  Pro- 

ducer: Jack  Cummings.  Director:  Eddie  Buzzell. 

2   TOUGH  KID— Frankie  Darro,  Judith  Allen,  Dick 
_   Purcell,  Lillian  Elliott.  Producer:  Lindsley  Par- 
K   sons.  Director:  Howard  Bretherton. 

WILD  HORSE  TRAIL— Jack  Randall,  Dorothy 

Short,  Charles  King,  Warner  Richmond.  Pro- 
ducer: Robert  Tansey.  Director:  Bob  Hill.  Orig- 

inal Screenplay:  Robert  Emmett. 

H 
z 
D 
O   MAN  ABOUT  TOWN — Jack  Benny,  Dorothy  La- 

mour.  Producer:  Arthur  Hornblow  jr.  Direc- 
ts; tor:  Mark  Sandrich.  Original:  Benn  W.  Levy. 

P5  Screenplay:  Allan  Scott. 
< 
a, 

UNION  PACIFIC — Barbara  Stanwyck,  Joel  Mc- 
Crea,  Akim  Tamiroff,  J.  Carroll  Naish,  Lynne 
Overman.  Producer:  Cecil  B.  DeMille.  Director: 

Cecil  B.  DeMille.  Screenplay:  Jack  Cunning- 
ham, Jeanie  Macpherson. 

BULLDOG  DRUMMOND’S  SECRET  POLICE— 
John  Howard,  Heather  Angel,  H.  B.  Warner, 
Reginald  Denny,  Elizabeth  Patterson,  E.  E. 
Clive.  Producer:  Edward  T.  Lowe.  Director: 

James  Hogan.  Original:  H.  C.  McNeile. 

PERSONS  IN  HIDING — Patricia  Morrison,  Lynne 
Overman,  William  Henry,  Elizabeth  Risdon, 
Richard  Carle.  Producer:  Edward  T.  Lowe. 

Director:  Louis  King.  Original:  J.  Edgar  Hoo- 
ver. 

THE  FXYTNG  IRISHMAN  —   Douglas  Corrigan, 
Penny  Singleton,  Paul  Kelly,  Robert  Armstrong, 
John  Arledge.  Producer:  Pandro  S.  Berman. 

Director:  Leigh  Jason.  Screenplay:  Ernest  Pa- 
gano,  Dalton  Trumbo. 

12  CROWDED  HOURS — Richard  Dix,  Donald  Mc- 
Bride, Bradley  Page,  Allan  Lane.  Producer: 

Robert  Sisk.  Director:  Lew  Landers.  Original: 
Garrett  Fort,  Peter  Ruric.  Screenplay:  John 
Twist. 

ARIZONA  LEGION  —   George  O’Brien,  Laraine 
Johnson,  Carlyle  Moore.  Producer:  David  How- 

ard. Director:  Bert  Gilroy.  Original:  Bernard 

McConville.  Screenplay:  Oliver  Drake. 

PACIFIC  LINER — Chester  Morris,  Wendy  Barrie, 
Victor  McLaglen,  Alan  Hale,  Walter  Miller,  Olin 

Howland,  Cy  Kendall,  John  Wray.  Producer: 
Robert  Sisk.  Director:  Lew  Landers.  Original: 

Anthony  Coldeway,  Henry  Robert  Symonds. 
Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

S   THE  FIGHTING  THOROUGHBRED— Ralph  Byrd, 
j   Robert  Allen,  Mary  Carlisle,  Marvin  Stephens, 
*   George  Hayes.  Producer:  Armand  Schaefer. 

Director:  Sidney  Salkow. 

FEDERAL  MAN  HUNT — Robert  Livingston,  June 

Travis,  Ben  Weldon,  Horace  MacMahon.  Pro- 
ducer: Armand  Schaefer.  Director:  Nick  Grinde. 

Original:  Sam  Fuller,  William  Lively.  Screen- 
play: Maxwell  Shane. 

Vi  INNER  TAKE  ALL — Dick  Foran,  Marjorie 

X   Weaver,  Kane  Richmond,  Henry  Armetta,  Jean 
O   Rogers,  Robert  Allen.  Producer:  Jerry  Hoff- 
Lm  man.  Director:  Otto  Brower.  Screenplay: 

Frances  Hyland,  Albert  Ray. 

o   MR.  MOTO  IN  PORTO  RICO— Peter  Lorre,  Jean 
^   Hersholt,  Amanda  Duff.  Producer:  Sol  Wurtzel. 

Director:  Norman  Foster.  Screenplay:  Philip 
Wylie,  Norman  Foster. 

DANGEROUS  CARGO — Preston  Foster,  Lynn  Bari, 
Wally  Vernon,  Joan  Woodbury,  Henry  Wilcoxon. 
Producer:  Sol  Wurtzel.  Director:  Ricardo  Cor- 

tez. 
WIFE,  HUSBAND  AND  FRIEND— Loretta  Young, 
Warner  Baxter,  Joseph  Schildkraut,  George  Bar- 
bier,  Eugene  Pallette,  Helen  Westley,  J.  Ed- 

ward Bromberg,  Lionel  Atwill.  Producer:  Nun- 
nally  Johnson.  Director:  Gregory  Ratoff.  Orig- 

inal: James  Cain. 

I   AII.SPIN — Alice  Faye,  Nancy  Kelly,  John  King, 

Joan  Davis,  Wally  Vernon,  Jane  Wyman.  Pro- 
ducer: Harry  Joe  Brown.  Director:  Roy  Del 

Ruth.  Screenplay:  Frank  Wead. 

IT’S  SPRING  AGAIN — Oliver  Hardy,  Harry  Lang- 
don,  Alice  Brady,  June  Lang,  Jean  Parker, 

Stepin  Fetchit,  Billie  Burke.  Producer:  A.  Ed- 
ward Sutherland  (Hal  Roach).  Director:  Gor- 

don Douglas.  Original:  H.  C.  Bunner.  Screen- 
play: Walter  DeLeon. 

STAGE  COACH  —   Claire  Trevor,  John  Wayne, 
Andy  Devine,  John  Carradine,  Donald  Meek, 
George  Bancroft.  Producer:  Walter  Wanger. 

Director:  John  Ford.  Screenplay:  Dudley 
Nichols. 

THREE  SMART  GIRLS  GROW  UP— Deanna  Dur- 

bin, Nan  Grey,  Helen  Parrish,  Charles  Winnin- 
ger,  Robert  Cummings,  William  Lundigan.  Pro- 

ducer: Joseph  Pasternak.  Director:  Henry  Kos- 
ter. 

NEWSBOYS’  HOME  —   Jackie  Cooper,  Edmund 
Lowe,  Wendy  Barrie,  Little  Tough  Guys.  Pro- 

ducer: Ken  Goldsmith.  Director:  Harold  Young. 

Original  Screenplay:  Gordon  Kahn. 

SON  OF  FRANKENSTEIN— Boris  Karloff,  Bela 
Lugosi,  Basil  Rathbone,  Lionel  Atwill,  Josephine 
Hutchinson.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director: 
Rowland  V.  Lee.  Screenplay:  Willis  Cooper. 

SWING,  SISTER,  SWING— Eddie  Quillan,  Kath- 
ryn (Sugar)  Kane,  Nana  Bryant,  Ken  Murray, 

Johnny  Downs,  Ernest  Truex,  Ted  Weems  and 
Orchestra.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director: 

Joseph  Santley.  Original  Screenplay:  Charles 

Grayson. 

SWEEPSTAKES  WINNER — Marie  Wilson,  Charles 
Foy.  Maxie  Rosenbloom.  Original:  Albert  De- 
Mond.  Producer:  Milton  Shubert. 

SMASHING  THE  MONEY  RING— Ronald  Reagan, 
I   la  Rhodes.  Producer:  Bryan  Foy.  Director: 
Noel  Smith.  Original:  W.  H.  Moran. 

JUAREZ — Paul  Muni,  Bette  Davis,  Brian  Aherne, 
Claude  Rains,  Gale  Sondergaard,  John  Garfield, 

Donald  Crisp,  Montagu  Love.  Producer:  Henry 
Blanke.  Director:  William  Dieterle. 

BROADWAY  CAVALIER  —   Wayne  Morris.  Pat 

<»‘Rrien.  Joan  Blondell,  May  Robson,  Maxie 
Rosenbloom.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff.  Direc- 

tor: Lew  Seiler.  Original:  Dalton  Trumbo. 
Screenplay:  Jerry  Wald,  Richard  Macaulay. 

DARK  VICTORY — Bette  Davis,  George  Brent, 
Humphrey  Bogart,  Ronald  Reagan,  Geraldine 
Fitzgerald.  Producer:  David  Lewis.  Director: 
Edmund  Goulding.  Original:  George  Brewer  jr., 
Bertram  Bloch. 
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Full  Report  of  Trade  Parleys 

Before  Independent  Directors 
gDDIE  NEIMAN  of  the  Bob  White  The- 

atre hurrying  out  of  B.  F.  Shearer’s 
office  .   .   .   A1  Adolph  of  Salem’s  State 
Theatre  discussing  things  in  general  .   .   . 

Jack  O’Bryan  of  United  Artists  saying  he 
doesn’t  like  publicity.  He  went  to  Win- 
clock,  Wash.,  when  we  were  looking  for 

him  .   .   .   Helen  Bush  going  to  her  sister’s 

for  Thanksgiving  dinner — that’s  at  Un- 
derwood, Wash. 

Charles  L.  Skiens  of  Burns  doing  busi- 
ness at  Universal  .   .   .   Gordon  Craddock 

and  Johnny  Harvey  too  busy  to  eat  lunch 
and  running  out  for  a   sandwich  instead 

.   .   .   “Dutch”  Stover  of  Bend  making  the 
rounds  on  the  Row  .   .   .   “Dude”  Smith  of 
Tillamook  doing  the  same  thing  .   .   . 

“Goldie”  Goldstein,  Monogram  ace,  visit- 
ing from  Seattle. 

Practically  the  whole  of  Seattle’s  Film- 
row  down  for  the  Oregon-Washington 
football  game.  Everyone,  including  Ben 

Shearer,  sticking  his  head  in  on  Port- 

land film  men.  Portland’s  Row  taking  in 
the  game,  too,  and  the  Oregon-Oregon 
State  game  .   .   .   Visitors  on  the  Row  in- 

cluding Guy  Garrison  of  St.  Helens,  Ray 
Henderson  of  Albany  and  Wes  Johnson 
of  Eugene. 

Hamrick-Evergreen  opening  their  Ori- 

ental Theatre  to  all  of  Portland’s  school 
teachers  for  a   preview  of  “If  I   Were  King” 
and  the  Motion  Picture’s  Greatest  Year 

film  “The  World  Is  Ours.”  .   .   .   Hamrick- 

Evergreen’s  Paramount  staging  the  U.  of 
O.  rally  and  J.  J.  Parker’s  Broadway 
opening  up  for  Oregon  State. 

A1  Finkelstein  going  duck  hunting  in 
the  Hood  canal  country  and  staying  at 

A1  Rosenberg’s  duck  shack  .   .   .   Ham- 

rick’s Liberty  Theatre  closing  for  a   com- 
plete renovation  from  December  8   to  22 

with  B.  Marcus  Priteca  of  Seattle  as  con- 
sulting architect.  Electrical  Research 

products  installing  the  new  marquee. 

The  Rex  and  McDonald  theatres  being 

remodeled  at  Eugene  .   .   .   Earl  Hunt  brag- 
ging about  the  soft  cushion  he  sits  on 

.   .   .   Hamrick-Evergreen  theatres  raising 
the  ante  for  new  babies  from  $25  to  $50 
with  the  shekels  coming  from  the  em- 

ployes’ emergency  fund  and  Ron  Harring- 
ton and  Roy  R.  “Baron”  Brown  still  hold- 
ing back. 

Eddie  Lewis,  formerly  of  Salem,  open- 
ing the  old  American  as  the  Gaiety  with 

a   musical  comedy  show  on  the  stage  last- 
ing an  hour  and  a   half. 

Timely  Booking 
Los  Angeles — Dealing  with  the  outbreak 

of  the  Spanish  revolution  and  designed 
to  tie  in  with  current  European  unrest, 

“Refugees  in  Madrid,”  Mexican-made  pic- 
ture, opened  a   triple  first-run  at  Frank 

Fouce’s  California,  Electric  and  Roosevelt 
theatres  here  on  Wednesday. 

"Selznick  Month" 
At  Filmarte 

Hollywood — Beginning  Thanksgiving 
Day,  the  Filmarte  Theatre  was  to  set 

aside  a   “Selznick  Month"  during  which 
11  films  produced  by  David  O.  Selz- 

nick will  be  revived. 

Set  for  booking  are  "The  Animal 
Kingdom,"  “A  Bill  of  Divorcement," 
“Anna  Karenini,"  “A  Tale  of  Two 

Cities,"  "Dinner  at  Eight,"  “Dancing 

Lady,"  “Manhattan  Melodrama,"  “To- 
paz," "Street  of  Chance,"  “David  Cop- 

perfield"  and  “Viva  Villa."  All  are  at 
least  two  years  old. 

MPTO  of  Northwest 

Reelects  Full  Slate 

Seattle — The  full  slate  of  officials  was 

reelected  at  the  16th  annual  convention  of 

the  MPTO  of  the  Northwest,  held  at  the 
New  Washington  Hotel  here.  The  officials: 

L.  O.  Lukan,  Seattle,  president;  Milburn 

Kenworthy,  Moscow,  Idaho,  first  vice- 
president;  Paul  Aust,  Seattle,  second  vice- 
president;  Cecil  Gwinn,  Centralia,  third 

vice-president,  and  Jim  Hone,  executive 
secretary.  Directors:  John  Hamrick,  Se- 

attle; Miss  Mildred  Bishop,  Lewiston, 
Idaho;  Henry  Davidson,  Port  Angeles; 
Wm.  F.  Ripley,  Longview;  Ben  Shearer, 
Seattle;  John  Danz,  Seattle;  Fred  Mercy 

jr.,  Yakima;  H.  T.  Moore,  Tacoma,  and 
A1  Rosenberg,  Seattle. 

Wives  and  friends  of  the  exhibitors  were 

entertained  in  the  quarters  of  the  North- 
west Flim  Club  with  Mrs.  B.  F.  Shearer 

in  charge.  In  the  evening,  a   midnight 

jamboree  was  held  at  the  Orpheum  The- 
atre in  the  form  of  ten  acts  of  vaudeville, 

a   special  orchestra  and  a   preview  of  a 
new  picture. 

A   1,000-Seater  in  North 

Hollywood  Makes  Debut 
North  Hollywood,  Cal. — Fox  West 

Coast  opened  its  new  La  Reina  Theatre, 

a   1,000-seat  house,  Wednesday  night.  Ini- 

tial bill  was  Paramount’s  “The  Arkansas 
Traveler”  and  FN’s  “Brother  Rat.” 

Theatre  is  located  on  Ventura  Blvd.  in 

San  Fernando  Valley.  Robert  Rothafel, 
formerly  of  the  Iris  Theatre,  Hollywood, 
is  the  manager. 

Mission  to  Perez 

San  Juan  Capistrano,  Cal. — Nacho  Perez 

has  taken  over  operation  of  the  Mission 
Theatre  here. 

Los  Angeles — Shattering  the  impene- 
trable veil  of  mystery  which  has  shrouded 

a   two-week  series  of  board  meetings, 
President  A1  Galston  of  the  ITO  of  So. 

Cal.  and  Ariz.  officially  announced  this 
week  that  he  and  the  two  other  ITO 

delegates  to  the  distributor-exhibitor 
trade  practice  parleys  in  New  York  had 

completed  their  full  report  to  the  direc- 
torate. Plans  for  still  a   third  board  meet- 

ing, which  was  to  have  been  held  Monday, 
were  canceled  and  Galston  declared  a 

general  membership  meeting  would  be 

called  within  the  next  two  weeks  to  “sub- 
mit the  identical  report  that  was  given 

to  our  board  of  directors,  outlining  a   vivid 

word  picture  of  all  that  transpired  from 

the  beginning  to  the  end  of  every  con- 

ference in  New  York  City.” 
Galston,  who  attended  the  eastern  par- 

leys with  Robert  Poole,  ITO  general  sec- 
retary, and  Hugh  Bruen,  exhibitor,  ex- 
plained that  the  two  board  meetings  held 

since  their  return  were  staged  behind 

closed  doors  “due  to  the  fact  that  our 
delegates  have  been  asked  by  the  trade 

conference  committee  to  make  no  an- 
nouncements imtil  the  drafts  on  points 

submitted  by  our  organization  have  been 

completed  and  mailed  to  us.” 
Secrecy  Is  Removed 

Thus  was  removed  the  reason  for  the 

secrecy  with  which  the  ITO  meetings  had 
been  surrounded,  and  to  obtain  which 

Poole  and  Galston  had  bound  the  direc- 

torate to  a   “gentleman’s  agreement”  to maintain  silence. 

“The  producers’  and  distributors’  rep- 
resentatives are  now  in  New  York  City 

correlating  all  the  issues  involved  in  the 
national  trade  conference  into  a   tentative 

draft,”  Galston  said.  “We  were  advised 
by  them,  in  a   long  distance  telephone  con- 

ference with  New  York  City  this  week, 

that  this  draft  will  be  mailed  to  us  with- 

in the  next  two  weeks.” 

Galston  predicted  a   “successful  cul- 
mination of  all  of  our  efforts”  in  connec- 

tion with  the  trade-practice  parleys,  and 

declared  the  delegation’s  report  was  en- 
thusiastically received  by  the  directorate. 

Ted  Styles  Manager  ot 

Esquire  in  Los  Angeles 
Los  Angeles — Ted  B.  Styles  is  the  new 

manager  of  the  Esquire  Theatre,  replac- 
ing Jim  Hone.  Hone  leaves  for  Portland 

this  week  to  assume  management  of  a 
house  there. 

Dorkel  Opens 

Los  Angeles — Kelly  Seligman  has  open- 

ed his  Dorkel  Theatre,  600-seat  house. 
Formerly  known  as  the  Columbia,  it  is 
located  on  Central  Ave.  and  has  been 

completely  remodeled. 
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$   IE  A   T   T   IL  IE 
pAUL  AUST  off  to  Spokane  to  look  over 

the  Empressi  Theatre  which  he  and 
L.  K.  Brin  have  taken  over.  Policy  at 
this  house  may  be  a   tab  show  along  with 
the  screen  entertainment.  Brin  also  has 
a   house  in  Mount  Vernon  while  Aust 
owns  the  Broadway  Theatre  in  Seattle 
.   .   .   The  stag  dinner  given  at  the  North- 

west Film  Club  in  honor  of  William  “Bill” 
Heineman,  western  sales  manager  for  Uni- 

versal who  was  here  from  New  York,  was 
one  of  the  finest  affairs  of  its  kind  ever 
held  and  proves  that  Bill  is  one  of  the 
most  popular  men  with  the  Northwest 

gang.  A1  O’Keefe,  district  sales  manager 
from  Los  Angeles,  was  among  those  pres- 

ent and  so  was  Matt  Aparton  from  the 
Salt  Lake  exchange. 

Lillian  Spracher  gave  her  husband, 
Dwight,  a   handsome  watch  for  his  birth- 

day. Smart  girl.  Her  birthday  was  just 
a   couple  of  days  later  .   .   .   The  Loren 
Wahls  of  the  Grand  Theatre,  Bellingham, 
have  moved  into  a   new  home.  A   real 
smart  place  .   .   .   Junior  Mercy,  to  prove 
he  shot  a   deer  on  his  recent  hunting 
trip,  had  the  body  shipped  from  northern 
Montana  to  Seattle  .   .   .   Universal  has 
added  another  salesman  to  its  local  force. 
He  is  M.  Whitman  who  came  from  Los 
Angeles  .   .   .   Morris  Safier,  division  mana- 

ger for  Grand  national,  has  left  for  San 
Francisco  and  Los  Angeles  after  confer- 

ences here  with  Lloyd  Lamb,  northwest 
head  .   .   .   Emma  Morse  of  Republic  Pic- 

tures is  in  the  hospital  suffering  from 
a   severe  heart  attack. 

Frank  L.  Newman,  president  of  Fox- 
Evergreen,  is  still  troubled  with  that  se- 

vere cold  that  has  kept  him  home  for  the 
past  several  days  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs. 
George  Ring  up  from  California  for  the 
football  game  that  turned  out  to  be  an 
upset.  George  was  formerly  an  exhibitor 
here  .   .   .   Another  visitor  from  the  South 

is  Jerry  Safron,  district  manager  for  Co- 
lumbia. He  spent  a   weekend  here  .   .   . 

Hugh  Bruen  could  not  wait  over  for  the 
MPTO  meeting  and  he  left  for  his  home 

in  Whittier,  Cal.,  where  he  has  three  the- 
atres. Hugh  also  owns  the  45th  Street 

house  in  this  town  and  was  former  presi- 
dent of  the  MPTO. 

Al  Oxtoby  on  a   business  trip  to  San 
Francisco.  Mrs.  Oxtoby  accompanied  him 
as  far  as  Portland  where  she  will  visit 

with  her  parents  .   .   .   Alys  Johnson  is  re- 
maining at  the  bedside  of  her  father  who 

is  ill  in  the  Deaconess  Hospital  in  Great 
Falls,  Mont.  .   .   .   Art  and  Gladness  Golo- 
fon  demonstrating  the  Lambeth  Walk  at 
the  Film  Club  to  the  hearty  delight  of 
all  present  .   .   .   Rose  Bloom  improving  in 
the  hospital  .   .   .   Manny  Segel  showing  a 

(Continued  on  page  46) 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN"  Facts 
Calling:  a   deuce  a   deuce,  and  a   spade  a 

spade;  How  much  does  your  lobby  make 
you  now, 

“In  Actual  Cash” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284.  SEATTLE 

New  Manager  for 
GN  in  Salt  Lake 

Salt  Lake  City — George  N.  Montgom- 

ery, Grand  National  home  office  repre- 
sentative, has  taken  over  the  management 

of  the  Salt  Lake  exchange  pending  ap- 
pointment of  a   new  branch  manager,  suc- 

ceeding Bradley  Fish,  transferred  to  the 
coast  recently,  it  is  announced. 
Meantime,  Con  Murphy,  for  many  years 

with  Metro  in  the  Montana-Idaho  terri- 
tory, has  been  added  to  the  Grand  Na- 

tional sales  force,  covering  these  two 
states.  A   sub-branch  office  at  Butte  will 
be  established  immediately  to  better  ser- 

vice the  Montana  accounts,  who  have 
heretofore  received  their  films  direct  from 
the  Salt  Lake  offices. 

A   salesman  to  succeed  William  Hughart, 

resigned,  will  be  appointed  to  cover  Utah- 

Nevada.  Meantime,  Booker  “Pete”  Neil- 
son  is  scheduled  to  give  this  territory  the 
once  over. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
BEACHCOMBER,  THE  (Para)  —   Steeped  in 

British  subtlety  and  tediously  paced,  this 

will  probably  prove  boring  to  the  average 

American  audience;  sophisticated  first- 

run  patrons  will  acclaim  the  superb 

Charles  Laughton  in  this  high-class,  tech- 

nically excellent  film  production.  Charles 

Laughton,  Elsa  Lancaster,  Tyrone  Guthrie. 

Erich  Pommer  produced  and  directed. 

COME  ON,  RANGERS!  (Rep) — A   couple  more 

like  this  and  Roy  Rogers  may  outgallop 

Republic's  other  singing  buckaroo.  Gene 
Autry,  in  the  popularity  race.  Topnotch 

western  filmed  against  some  eye-fetching 

backgrounds  with  average  yam  about  the 

Texas  Rangers  geared  at  a   fast  clip.  The 

Rogers  singing  sequences  dovetail  smooth- 

ly into  the  narration.  Mary  Hart  is  the 

pulchritudinous  heart  interest.  Charles  E. 

Ford  produced.  Joe  Kane  directed. 

FLIRTING  WITH  FATE  (M-G-M)— The  laughs 

are  few  and  far  between  in  this  flimsy  Joe 

E.  Brown  farce,  which  is  one  of  the  wide- 

mouthed comedian's  poorest  efforts.  Less 

discriminating  fans  may  go  for  the  hack- 

neyed gags  which  apparently  had  Brown 

completely  befuddled.  Produced  by  David 

L.  Loew.  Directed  by  Frank  McDonald. 

LITTLE  ORPHAN  ANNIE  (Para)— Strictly  for 

the  neighborhood  matinee  trade,  where  it 

will  have  the  youngsters  shouting  with 

glee  and  suspense.  Adults,  for  whom  it 

offers  little  in  entertainment,  will  tolerate 

the  picture  because  of  the  comic-strip  wal- 

lop it  packs  for  the  juveniles.  Produced  by 

John  Speaks.  Directed  by  Ben  Holmes. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 
pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFF1CE. 

<§A\IL¥  LAKE 
]yjR.  AND  MRS.  HARRY  DAVID,  who were  married  in  Colorado  Springs, 

Colo.,  October  9,  are  at  home  to  their 
friends  at  the  Hotel  Utah,  having  re- 

turned from  a   wedding  trip  to  the  At- 
lantic coast  and  to  Bermuda.  Mrs.  David 

is  the  former  Miss  Dora  M.  Kiser  of  Salt Lake  City. 

Wallace  Beery,  film  actor,  and  Noah 

Beery  jr„  his  nephew,  came  to  this  area 
to  hunt  ducks  on  the  Bear  River  migra- 

tory bird  refuge  a   few  days  ago.  Beery 
shot  three  ducks  with  one  shot  and  bagged 
his  limit  in  an  hour  and  a   half  and  was 
so  elated  with  his  success  that  he  thought 
maybe  he  would  build  a   hunting  lodge 
near  the  refuge. 

Salt  Lake  City’s  newsboys  were  guests 

of  the  Intermountain  Theatres  manage- 
ment for  the  Thanksgiving  show  at  the 

Utah  Theatre,  featuring  “Angels  With  Dirty 

Faces.” 

A   short  educational  motion  picture,  “A 
New  Day,”  portraying  the  story  of  the 

fight  against  pneumonia,  will  be  presented 
simultaneously  to  motion  picture  audiences 

in  Salt  Lake  City,  Ogden,  Logan  and  Pro- 
vo during  the  week  beginning  December 

11,  if  has  been  announced  here. 

A   preview  of  “Desert  Empire,”  a   30-min- ute sound  film  produced  by  the  Denver  & 

Rio  Grande  Western  railroad,  dealing  with 

the  history,  resources  and  development  of 

the  state  of  Utah,  will  be  held  at  the  Para- 
mount Theatre  and  will  be  free  to  the 

public,  railroad  officials  announce. 

Lily  Pons,  otherwise  known  as  Mrs.  An- dre Kostelanetz,  paused  in  Salt  Lake  City 

en  route  to  Denver  from  concerts  on  the 
coast. 

Demonstration  of  home  reversing  of  posi- 
tive film  and  showing  of  several  reels  of 

16mm  home  moving  pictures  will  feature 

a   monthly  meeting  of  the  Utah  Amateur 

Movie  club  at  the  Newhouse  Hotel,  Salt 

Lake  City,  this  week,  according  to  S.  K. 
Robbins,  club  president. 

The  Intermountain  Theatres,  Inc.,  gave 

away  to  lucky  winners  one-fourth  of  a 
ton  of  turkeys  from  the  stage  of  the 

Capitol  Theatre,  Salt  Lake  City,  previous 

to  Thanksgiving  Day,  with  Norman 

Sprowl,  house  manager,  officiating. 

W.  W.  McKendrick,  manager  in  this 

city  for  Monogram,  is  in  at  local  head- 
quarters after  working  in  the  Southern 

Utah  territory  .   .   .   G.  B.  Rose,  local  head 

of  the  GB  Pictures  Corp.,  is  in  the  ter- 

ritory on  a   big  trip  covering  Montana  and 

the  northern  section  of  the  Intermountain 
West. 

G.  C.  Parson,  western  division  manager 

for  Republic,  is  spending  some  time  in 

Salt  Lake  City  en  route  to  Denver  con- 
ferring with  the  local  personnel  .   .   .   Sales 

Manager  R.  J.  Cadman  of  the  local  United 

Artists  offices  is  in  from  the  territory, 

having  been  covering  Idaho  and  Montana 

points. 
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Fox  Division  "Juniors”  Convene 

Photo  taken  after  the  luncheon  held  in  Denver  at  the  first  convention  of  junior  executives  ( assistant  managers )   of  the 
Intermountain  division  of  Fox  theatres.  Those  in  attendance  were  from  houses  in  Colorado,  Wyoming,  Nebraska,  New 
Mexico,  Utah,  Idaho  and  Wyoming,  besides  those  from  the  Denver  headquarters.  In  the  photo,  besides  those  attending 
the  convention,  were  exchange  managers  and  others  who  were  guests  at  the  luncheon.  Marked  by  an  X   is  Rick  Ricketson, 
division  manager,  who  called  the  meeting  and  presided  at  its  sessions. 

^FTER  a   two -week  trip  through  the 
northwest  and  stopovers  at  the  Seattle, 

Portland  and  San  Francisco  exchanges, 
W.  J.  Heineman,  western  sales  manager, 

and  A1  O’Keefe,  western  district  manager 
for  Universal,  checked  back  at  the  local 
exchange  this  week. 

Harry  Kerrer,  manager  of  the  Capitol 
film  exchange  in  Salt  Lake  City,  came 
in  for  a   short  visit  with  his  mother.  He 
planned  to  return  on  Saturday. 

Carroll  Peacock,  Paramount  branch 
manager,  went  to  San  Diego  Tuesday  on 
a   short  business  trip. 

In  for  bookings:  Roy  Pawley,  of  the 
Desert  Theatre,  Indio;  Max  Gordon,  from 
his  Roslyn,  local  metropolitan  house; 
Chester  Black,  who  operates  the  West 
Pico  Drive-In. 

W.  E.  Calloway,  Warner  western  dis- 
trict sales  manager,  and  N.  H.  (Jack) 

Brower,  local  exchange  manager,  have  re- 
turned from  San  Francisco,  where  Callo- 

way piloted  a   meeting  of  western  district 
branch  managers.  The  sales  staffs  dis- 

cussed the  Gradwell  Sears  sales  drive, 
which  will  be  launched  nationally  on 
Christmas  Day  and  carry  through  until 
April. 

In  for  a   short  holiday  is  Earl  Bell, 
Vitagraph  branch  manager  in  Denver  .   .   . 
Visitors:  Art  Sanborn  of  the  El  Monte, 
El  Monte;  Charles  Geartner,  who  runs  the 
Simi  Valley  Theatre  in  Moore  Park;  R.  L. 
Clampit,  operator  of  the  Trona  Theatre 
in  Trona,  and  Max  Levinson,  booking  for 
his  Cosy  Theatre,  local  house. 

Filmrow  turned  out  to  welcome  Gov.- 
Elect  Culbert  L.  Olson  when  he  visited 

the  Paramount  exchange  to  make  an  ap- 
pearance before  the  cameras  for  a   forth- 

coming newsreel  clip. 

In  San  Francisco  on  business  is  Sid 

Bernstein,  representative  of  Metro  Pre- 
(Continued  on  next  page) 

Pat  Patterson  Acquires 

The  Sierra ,   Eagle  Rock 
Eagle  Rock,  Cal. — The  Sierra  Theatre 

has  been  purchased  from  Dave  Cantor  by 
Pat  Patterson.  Patterson  also  owns  a   part 
interest  in  the  Daly  Theatre,  in  downtown 
Los  Angeles. 

Buell  Signs  Distributor 
Los  Angeles  —   Majestic  Distributing 

Corp.  has  signed  with  Producer  Jed  Buell 
to  handle  Pacific  Coast  distribution  of 

Buell’s  Fred  Scott  westerns. 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  RE.  9151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

"Theatre  Equipment  Specialists ” 

Hey  wood- Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 

1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

Spyros  Skouras  Finishes 
Conferences  on  Coast 

Los  Angeles — After  three  days  of  con- 
ferences with  his  brother,  Charles  P. 

Skouras,  president  of  Fox  West  Coast, 

Spyros  Skouras,  president  of  National 

Theatres  Corp. — FWC’s  parent  company 
— returned  to  New  York. 

While  here  he  also  conferred  with  Darryl 

Zanuck  and  Joseph  M.  Schenck  of  20th 

Century-Fox. 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

"Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 
1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 
Now  Booking 

CHARLES  DICKENS' "THE  OLD  CURIOSITY  SHOP" 

"THE  FORBIDDEN  TERRITORY" 
starring 

Gregory  Ratoff 
Binnie  Barnes 

“THE  SECRET  OF  STAMBOUL" 

starring 

Valerie  Hobson 

Edgar  Wallace's "THE  CRIMSON  CIRCLE" 

starring 

Noah  Berry 

Wm.  G.  Smith’s  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
-   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR   

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES AIR  CONDITIONING 
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FWC  Snubs  ITO’s  Dual  Blast; 

Work  On  for  rr Understanding ” 
Los  Angeles — Pox  West  Coast,  largest 

theatre  chain  in  the  west  and  an  adherent 

of  the  dual  booking  policy,  does  not  intend 
to  allow  the  possibility  of  a   new  campaign 
against  the  dualers  by  the  Independent 
Theatre  Owners  of  Southern  California 

and  Arizona  to  upset  the  work  being  done 
in  cementing  friendly  relations  between 
independent  showmen  and  the  circuit. 

That  was  the  reaction  expressed  by  FWC 
spokesmen  in  answer  to  a   lengthy  tirade 
against  double  billing,  issued  last  week  by 
Robert  Poole,  ITO  general  secretary,  and 
which  was  interpreted  as  the  first  step 

in  a   new  ITO  drive  to  wipe  out  the  prac- 
tice. Although  scorning  to  take  official 

cognizance  of  Poole’s  manifesto,  FWC  at- 
taches declared  they  consider  it  only  a 

demonstration  of  a   ‘‘difference  in  opinion” 
between  Poole’s  organization  and  other 
showmen — both  circuit  and  unaffiliated — 

which  will  have  no  effect  on  recently  ini- 
tiated moves  toward  more  cordial  rela- 

tionships between  FWC,  the  ITO  and  other 
theatre  operators. 

The  arbitration  committee  initiated  by 
Charles  P   Skouras,  FWC  president,  some 

months  ago  and  under  which  FWC  reports 
a   broader  understanding  of  the  problems 
confronting  both  independent  and  circuit 

showmen  is  being  worked  out,  is  continu- 

ing to  function  “to  the  satisfaction  of  all 
parties  concerned,”  the  FWC  office  said. 

Again  unofficially,  FWC  drew  attention 
to  the  fact  that  virtually  all  of  the  ITO 

members  pursue  the  double-billing  prob- 

lem, indicating  by  innuendo  that  Poole’s 
drive  should  be  confined  to  those  exhibi- 
tors. 

Poole’s  statement  was  prompted,  the 
ITO  secretary  set  forth,  after  he  had  wit- 

nessed a   dual  bill  showing  in  a   local  house 

and  emerged,  he  declared,  with  a   sense 

of  confusion  and  a   complete  loss  of  en- 
joyment because  the  themes  and  scopes 

of  the  two  pictures  on  the  program  were 
so  widely  diversified. 

Through  it,  he  asserted,  he  “came  to  a 
more  perfect  realization  of  why  the  thea- 

tre-going public  are  steadily  increasing 
their  complaints  as  to  the  quality  of  pic- 

tures the  producers  are  releasing. 

“This  example  is  so  enlightening  as  to 
create  the  further  realization  that  there 

is  nothing  wrong  with  the  fine  pictures 
the  producers  are  making,  but  the  method 

of  presentation  on  a   double  bill  is  so  in- 
volved as  to  confuse  the  minds  of  those 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 
by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

witnessing  these  pictures,”  Poole  went  on. 
“One  could  not  but  realize  that  herein  lies 
the  cause  of  the  criticism  of  the  theatre- 

going public  that  the  producers  are  not 

making  better  pictures.” 
Haphazard  and  ill-advised  dual  book- 

ings, Poole  asserted,  “naturally  result  in 
complete  confusion  as  to  the  qaulity  of  the 

pictures  witnessed.” 
Poole  laid  the  impetus  for  his  broadside 

to  the  ITO’s  “continually  increasing  ef- 
forts for  the  past  three  years  to  convince 

producer  and  exhibitor  that  the  double  bill 

policy  is  breaking  down  every  fundamental 
principle  of  the  motion  picture  industry. 

The  elimination  of  this  policy  would  cre- 
ate a   thousand  times  more  good  than  the 

creation  of  the  present  ‘Motion  Pictures 
Are  Your  Best  Entertainment’  campaign 
to  awaken  public  interest  in  motion  pic- 

tures.” FWC  Secures  Extension 

Of  Bond  Issue 

Los  Angeles — Fox  West  Coast  has  se- 

cured approval  of  the  California  Cor- 
poration Commission  for  a   10-year  exten- 

sion of  a   $352,000  bond  issue  for  the  Fox 

Spokane  Theatres  Corp.,  an  FWC  sub- 
sidiary in  Washington. 

Application  for  the  extension  was  made 

last  week  by  Charles  Buckley,  counsel  for 
the  circuit,  after  returning  from  a   trip 
to  the  Northwest  in  the  company  of 
Charles  P.  Skouras,  chain  president.  The 
bonds  cover  the  theatre  and  the  building 
in  which  it  is  lodged. 

SEATTLE 
(Continued  from  page  44) 

group  of  friends  some  very  interesting 
pictures  made  in  France  20  years  ago  .   .   . 

And  of  all  things — the  city  has  finally 
paved  the  alley  on  Filmrow  .   .   .   Joey 

Cooper  getting  a   letter  with  a   newspaper 
clipping  from  his  lady  friend  Patty  Lou 
Moran  in  Oklahoma  City.  The  clipping 
showed  Patty  Lou  with  Mickey  Rooney,  the 

film  star,  as  she  greeted  him  on  his  ar- 
rival in  the  Oklahoma  town. 

Visitors  the  past  few  days  included: 
Dave  Gross  from  Alaska  to  take  a   much 

needed  rest;  Howard  McBride,  in  by  plane 
from  Spokane;  Mickey  DeLeo  and  Dave 

Stevens,  Port  Townsend,  with  a   brace  of 
ducks;  Evor  Halberg,  Port  Angeles;  A.  G. 
Basil,  Raymond;  Ted  Wilson,  Cashmere 

and  Leavenworth;  Dad  Abbott,  Sedro- 
Woolley;  A.  R.  Trimble,  Roxy  Theatre, 
Toppenish;  Carol  Barney,  American,  now 
under  construction  in  Arlington;  Mrs. 

John  Collins,  who  just  recently  opened  a 

house  in  Dishman;  Tom  Shearer,  Port- 
land, and  C.  Roy  Czerny  back  in  town  .   .   . 

Margaret  Lenhart,  that  noted  warbler  of 

radio  station  KOL,  made  another  per- 

sonal appearance  at  the  Palomar  The- 
atre, appearing  with  Capt.  Dobbsie. 

ID)  IE  N   V   IE  R 
^HE  new  Chief  Theatre  being  built  on 

the  site  of  the  old  Rialto  in  Pueblo  will 

be  ready  for  a   Christmas  opening.  The 
house,  to  seat  800,  is  being  built  by  the 
Westland  Theatres  at  a   cost  of  around 

$50,000.  Architecture  is  modern. 

The  Tabor,  after  trying  stage  shows, 

has  dropped  them  and  gone  back  to  dou- 
ble features  for  the  full  week.  Stage 

shows,  built  here,  had  been  used  for  Fri- 
day, Saturday  and  Sunday  for  a   few weeks. 

The  new  Fox  Theatre  at  Sterling,  Colo., 

will  be  given  a   gala  opening  on  Novem- 
ber 30. 

Gibralter  Theatres  will  close  the  Craig 

at  Craig,  Colo.,  recently  taken  over,  for 

a   modernization  fob.  The  house  will  be 

closed  for  two  weeks  to  ready  for  a   Christ- 
mas opening. 

Westland  Theatres  has  moved  head- 
quarters to  the  Old  Victory  Theatre  Bldg. 

The  two  Victory  theatres  were  recently 
taken  over  by  Westland. 

Politicians  expect  the  session  of  the 

legislature  to  last  six  months.  With  state 
finances  said  to  be  in  bad  shape,  the 

senators  a?id  representatives  will  be  look- 
ing for  new  places  to  place  taxes.  The 

new  governor,  Ralph  Carr,  says  he  is  de- 
termined to  pay  the  full  old-age  pension 

of  $45  if  it  is  at  all  possible.  With  present 
old-age  pensions  running  around  $25  to 
$30  it  can  readily  be  seen  that  everything 
will  be  taxed  that  can  be.  Carr  says  it 

may  be  necessary  to  boost  the  sales  tax 
from  two  to  four  per  cent.  However,  the 
Theatre  Owners  and  Managers  of  the 

Rocky  Mountain  Region  are  exceptionally 
well  organized  this  year,  and  they  will 

fight  to  the  limit  any  attempt  to  straddle 

additional  taxation  on  an  already  bur- 
dened industry. 

LOS  ANGELES 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

miums  .   .   .   Fred  Eull,  of  the  Ramona 
Theatre,  Ramona,  in  for  bookings. 

Following  the  unfortunate  example  set 

by  his  nephew,  Paul  Glick  of  the  Canoga 
Theatre,  Canoga  Park,  Harry  Milstein, 

who  operates  the  Torrance  Theatre  in 
Torrance,  was  confined  to  the  Cedars  of 
Lebanon  Hospital  with  bronchial  asthma. 
Glick  has  been  in  the  hospital  for  the  past 

ten  days  with  peritonitis. 

Majestic  Distributing  Corp.  has  added 
Pat  Garlow  to  its  sales  staff,  covering 

suburban  areas,  while  Ralph  Dostal,  for- 
merly a   booker  at  Columbia,  has  joined 

the  organization  as  city  salesman  and 

booker.  Garlow  was  once  southern  district 

manager  for  United  Artists  and  at  one 
time  represented  GB  in  Kansas  City. 

Along  the  Row:  Kelly  Seligman,  with 
Mrs.  Seligman,  booking  for  his  Columbia 
Theatre  downtown  .   .   .   Ray  Boasberg, 

from  the  Ritz,  Inglewood  .   .   .   A1  Olander, 

grabbing  some  pictures  for  his  Vogue  and 
Cameo  theatres  in  Montebello. 
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NEW  ANGLES  DNRAVEL  AS  GOV'T  PREPARES  TO 
PRESENT  CRIMINAL  CONTEMPT  CASE  EVIDENCE 

Night  School  Is  Just 

The  Thing 
Chicago — With  the  myriad  of  legal 

entanglements  facing  the  industry  in 

the  Windy  City  at  present,  trade  paper 

editors  and  reporters  here  have  about 

decided  they  should  have  a   few  courses 

in  law  in  order  to  cope  with  the 

“whereofs,"  "to-wits,"  etc.,  in  the  pend- 
ing cases. 

Or  possibly,  the  attorneys  involved 

could  help  things  along  with  a   pub- 

licity department  to  do  a   bit  of  “tech- 

nical" dissection  as  events  progress  to 
a   conclusion. 

M.  L.  Igoe  Is  Named 

U.  S.  District  Judge 
Chicago — Michael  L.  Igee,  U.  S.  district 

attorney,  in  whose  district  court  the  gov- 
ernment filed  its  information  for  criminal 

contempt  of  federal  court,  has  been  named 

a   judge  of  the  United  States  district  court 

here,  getting  one  of  the  two  new  judges’ 
seats  created  at  the  last  congressional  ses- 
sion. 

Succeeding  him  as  U.  S.  district  attor- 
ney is  William  J.  Campbell,  state  director 

of  the  National  Youth  Administration.  This 

is  not  expected  to  affect  the  government 

personnel  handling  the  case,  as  Warren 

Canaday,  assistant  U.  S.  district  attorney, 

has  been  working  on  the  matter  with  Rob- 
ert L.  Wright,  special  assistant  to  Thurman 

Arnold  of  Washington. 

Indianapolis  Barkers 

Hold  Annual  Election 

Indianapolis — The  Indianapolis  Variety 

Club  held  its  annual  election  Monday 

night  and  the  following  members  were 
elected  to  serve  the  coming  year: 

Fred  Greenberg,  chief  barker;  Louis 

Stockman  first  assistant  chief  barker; 

Lawrence  Shubnell,  second  assistant  chief 

barker;  A1  Blocker,  treasurer,  and  Sol 

Greenberg,  secretary. 

Canvassmen  are  Marc  Wolf,  Carl  Niesse, 

A.  C.  Zaring,  W.  W.  Willman,  Harry  Mar- 
kun,  Earl  Penrod,  Claude  McKean,  T.  C. 
Baker  and  Sam  Gardener. 

Installation  of  officers  will  take  place 
December  5. 

Complaint  Bill  Indicates 

J.  L.  S.  Officers  Will 

Be  Ace  Witnesses 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — With  the  government  ready  to 

present  its  evidence  backing  up  its  infor- 
mation charging  criminal  contempt  of  fed- 

eral court  against  Barney  Balaban,  B&K, 

and  the  seven  major  companies  on  Mon- 
day, many  new  aspects  of  the  case  are 

apparent  this  week. 

An  examination  of  the  30-page  bill  of 

complaint  indicates  among  the  govern- 

ment’s star  witnesses  may  be  Johnny 
Jones  and  his  father,  Aaron  Jones  sr. 

of  Jones,  Linick  &   Schaefer.  This  is  predi- 
cated on  the  fact  that  most  of  the  infor- 

mation in  the  bill  pertains  to  the  dealings 

between  B&K  and  J.  L.  S.  over  the  Mc- 
Vickers,  State-Lake  and  Oriental  theatres. 
Even  the  Woods  Theatre,  which  has  not 

been  considered  seriously  by  theatre  in- 
terests as  a   possible  first-run  loop  house, 

was  formerly  operated  by  J.  L.  S.  until 
taken  over  in  September  by  Essaness. 

Thus,  J.  L.  S.  has  been  the  only  loop 

operator  of  possible  first-runs  besides  B&K. 
It  is  said  the  government  is  particularly 

interested  in  looking  over  J.  L.  S.  records 

concerning  the  Me  Vickers  deals  with  B&K 
and  the  exchanges. 

Of  course,  the  Oriental  Theatre  situation 
also  will  be  of  prime  importance,  since  a 

complaint  by  one  of  the  theatre  building’s 
bondholders  was  the  direct  reason  behind 

the  government’s  action. 
There  have  been  no  outward  signs  of 

undue  concern  on  the  part  of  any  of  the 
local  defendants  as  hearing  on  the  case 

draws  closer.  Their  attitude  is  best  sum- 
med up  by  John  Balaban,  who  repeatedly 

has  told  this  writer,  “Once  and  for  all, 
it  will  have  to  be  up  to  the  courts,  after 
hearing  both  sides,  to  determine  what 

should  be  done  in  the  Chicago  situation.” 
Monday’s  hearing  probably  will  be  given 

over  to  a   presentation  of  answers  to  fed- 
eral information  by  the  defendant  attor- 
neys before  Federal  Judge  Charles  Wood- 

ward. Defendant  parties  have  been  or- 
dered to  appear  with  all  records  relating 

to  the  case,  some  running  back  to  1936- 
37.  After  presentation  of  answers,  usual 
procedure  is  for  the  judge  to  set  a   dale 
for  trial. 

Among  records  subpoenaed  are  actual 
film  contracts.  If  these  are  read  in  court, 
a   lot  of  faces  may  turn  red. 

Tomker  to  Sycamore 

Sycamore,  III. — Stewart  Tomker,  for- 

merly with  B&K  in  Evanston,  has  been 
named  manager  of  the  Fargo  Theatre  here. 

More  Time  to  Answer 
Is  Likely 

Chicago — The  belief  that  an  exten- 

sion in  time  for  the  filing  of  answers 

by  attorneys  for  Barney  Balaban,  B&K, 

and  the  seven  major  companies  on  the 

information  for  the  criminal  contempt 

of  federal  court,  will  be  granted  Mon- 

day by  Tudge  Charles  Woodward  is 

expressed  by  attorneys.  However,  de- 

fendants and  others  subpoenaed  will 

have  to  appear,  according  to  Warren 

L.  Canaday,  assistant  U.  S.  district 

attorney,  who  is  working  on  the  case 

for  the  government. 

Arnold's  Remarks 
Create  Objections 

Chicago — Taking  exception  to  Thurman 

Arnold’s  assertion  that  advertising  is  a 
“creator  of  monopoly,”  Homer  Havermale, 
chairman  of  the  central  council  of  the 

American  Association  of  Advertising  Agen- 
cies, said  this  week  the  assistant  attorney 

general’s  statements  will  be  resented  bit- 
terly by  business,  labor  and  the  public. 

Havermale,  vice-president  of  the  Mc- 
Cann-Erickson  Advertising  Agency  here, 
said  that  competitive  advertising  (the  type 

which  Arnold  said  fosters  monopoly)  not 

cnly  does  not'  do  this,  but  actually  aids 
the  small  business  man  in  informing  the 

public  about  his  products  in  competition 
with  those  of  large  companies. 

The  advertising  head  further  said  such 
competitive  advertising  aids  the  consuming 

public  by  forcing  down  prices.  If  one 
company  introduces  something  new,  and 

advertises  it,  its  rivals  hurry  to  perfect 

something  better  and  announce  that  by 

way  of  advertising.  Such  competition  then 
forces  down  prices,  demand  increases,  and 
more  men  are  put  to  work. 

Arnold’s  remarks  were  in  regard  to  the 

consent  decree  agreement  in  the  automo- 
tive financing  field  with  Ford  and  Chrysler 

and  the  companies’  associated  financing 
organizations.  The  U.  S.  attorney  later 

amended  his  remarks  to  say  the  depart- 
ment of  justice  was  concerned  only  with 

cases  in  which  advertising  might  be  used 
as  an  instrument  of  fraud. 

Will  Hays  Through  Chicago 

Chicago — Will  Hays,  en  route  to  the 

west  coast,  stopped  off  here  between  trains Monday. 
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Industry  Wins  Two  Skirmishes 

Against  Chicago  Police  Censor 

Chicago — The  industry  won  two  skirm- 

ishes with  the  Chicago  police  censor  de- 
partment last  week. 

Tire  opening  of  Amkino’s  "Professor 
Mamlock’’  Wednesday  at  the  Sonolone 
Theatre  was  a   distinct  victory,  after  four 
members  of  the  civil  service  group,  which 
views  pictures  for  censorship,  had  banned 

the  film  on  the  ground  “it  might  inci  e 

Chicagoans  to  riot.” 
Irving  Franklin,  Chicago  distributor  for 

Amkino,  fortified  by  the  presence  of  Am- 

kino’s president,  Samson  Kritzberg,  and 
Mannie  Stutz,  Sonotone  manager,  ap- 

pealed to  Police  Commissioner  James  P. 
Allman,  who,  after  conferring  with  Police 
Censor  Harry  Costello,  chairman  of  the 
censorship  board,  gave  a   permit  okaying 
the  showing.  Only  a   few  feet  of  a   scuffle 
se  ne  between  laborers  and  Nazis  were 
deleted. 

Times  Goes  to  Bat 

For  Untrammeled  Screen 

Chicago — Preceding  the  rescinding  of 
the  ban,  the  Chicago  Times,  champion 
of  a   liberal  attitude  toward  films,  went  to 

bat  for  the  picture. 
Typical  quotes  from  its  editorial  were: 

“Most  important  is  the  fact  that  the 
spirit  of  free  expression  embodied  in  our 

constitutional  guarantees  of  free  speech 
and  free  press  is  being  violated.  The 

‘founding  fathers’  knew  they  were  not 
endowed  with  powers  of  prophecy.  They 
were  unable  to  foresee  motion  pictures  or 

radio  and  include  them  within  the  guaran- 

tee of  freedom  of  censorship.  But  cen- 
sorship of  any  type  of  editorial  expression 

is  an  un-American  and  undemocratic  as 

the  dictatorship  which  ‘Professor  Mamlock’ 
denounces. 

“.  .   .   such  reactionism  is  as  futile  as 
it  is  unreasonable.  A   few  years  hence 

such  films  as  ‘Professor  Mamlock’  will  be 

‘televised’  by  radio.  Moreover,  the  actual 
scenes  as  they  really  occur  on  the  streets 
of  Berlin,  Vienna  or  some  Sudetenland 

of  the  future  will  be  available  by  tele- 
vision. What  will  the  censorship  board  do 

then? 

“The  only  difference  between  ‘Professor 
Mamlock’  and  such  films  as  ‘The  In- 

former’ and  ‘Parnell,’  dealing  with  the 

Ir  sh  persecution  by  the  British,  ‘Marie 
Antoinette,’  dealing  with  the  French  rev- 

olution, ‘The  Road  Back,’  which  tells  of 
the  German  post-war  unrest  and  revolt, 
are  that  these  latter  deal  with  past  history. 

‘Professor  Mamlock’  is  current  history.  The 
facts  it  reveals  have  been  told  by  news- 

papers, magazines,  books,  and  radio.  They 

should  be  told  by  the  screen  .   .   .” 
News  Clip  Saved 

The  other  tiff  with  the  censors  arose 

when  Julien  Bryan,  world-girdling  pho- 

tographer, and  a   March  of  Time  camera- 
man, came  here  for  a   lecture  with  his 

German  films.  Numerous  cuts  were  or- 

dered from  Bryan’s  films,  including  scenes 
showing  signs  in  which  the  Nazis  exclude 

Jews  from  public  places.  The  total  foot- 
age amounted  to  about  150  feet.  However, 

a   personal  protest  to  Mayor  Edward  J. 
Kelly  by  Bryan  resulted  in  the  restoration 
of  the  cut  scenes  and  the  lecture  went  on 

unhampered  at  Orchestra  Hall,  where  a 
large  turnout  greeted  him. 

Large  Turnout  Expected 

At  Kirsch' s   Testimonial 
Chicago — A   large  turnout  is  expected  at 

the  Jack  Kirsch  testimonial  next  Fri- 
day night,  December  2,  at  the  Congress 

Hotel  gold  room. 

Kirsch,  president  of  Allied  of  Illinois, 
made  a   noteworthy  gesture  this  week  when 
he  informed  the  committee  in  charge  he 

would  accept  no  gifts  at  the  dinner.  In- 
stead he  requested  that  proceeds,  above 

the  actual  costs,  go  to  the  proposed  new 
Chicago  Relief  Fund. 

This  fund  will  be  used  for  needy  in  the 
Chicago  trade  and  any  deserving  cases 
brought  to  the  attention  of  the  committee 
outside  the  Chicago  territory. 

Renovates  in  Orion 

Orion,  III. — F.  O.  Slenker,  who  operates 
the  local  opera  house  as  a   film  theatre 

twice  weekly  now,  has  completely  redeco- 
rated the  house. 

Running  to  Wrong 

Goal  Posts 

Chicago — Freddie  Bartholomew's  per- 
sonal appearance  at  the  Oriental  The- 

atre got  a   laugh  out  of  those  in  the  in- 

dustry who  caught  it. 

Appearing  for  Jones,  Linick.  and 

Schaefer,  Freddie  proceeded  to  make 

his  "personal  appearance”  mainly 
through  a   studio-made  trailer  with 

Judy  Garland  and  a   brief  appearance 

of  Mickey  Rooney.  The  payoff,  how- 

ever, was  the  clipped  scene  from 

"Listen,  Darling,”  the  juvenile's  latest 

film,  which  he  finished  off  with  "it's 
playing  at  a   local  loop  theatre  and  I 

hope  you  see  it.” The  loop  theatre  is  B&K's  Garrick. 

Fair  Store  Leads  Loop 

In  Kids  Entertainment 
Chicago — The  season  for  the  loop  de- 

partment stores  to  furnish  entertainment 
for  the  kids  began  this  week,  with  the 
Fair  Store  leading  the  way  again  this  year 

with  Frank  Buck’s  jungle  show.  The  show 
appeared  at  the  store  last  year  and  drew 
thousands  of  youngsters  and  their  parents. 

Most  of  the  other  stores  in  the  loop  are 

running  toy  shows,  designed  primarily  to 

bring  the  kids  and  their  parents  into  the 
stores.  Puppet  shows,  cartoon  characters, 

animals,  well-known  circus  clowns  and 
ether  ballyhcos  are  being  used. 

The  auto  show  of  last  week,  at  the 

stockyards,  also  cut  into  neighborhood 
business,  with  the  management  reporting 
a   considerable  increase  in  attendance  over 

last  year’s  figures. 

Game  Victory  Celebration 

Results  in  Screen  Damage 
Indianapolis  —   While  Butler  University 

was  celebrating  in  honor  of  its  football 
team  Monday,  in  the  Ritz  Theatre  here, 

the  drum  major’s  swinging  baton  decided 
to  break  into  the  movies  and  hit  the 

silver  screen.  The  accident  brought  a   sud- 
den halt  to  the  overbubbling  enthusiasm 

of  the  students.  Needless  to  say  the  screen 
was  damaged.  Wilbur  Davis,  drum  major, 

is  at  a   loss  to  understand  just  what  hap- 
pened and  now  the  Collegian,  campus  pub- 

lication, is  sponsoring  a   campaign  to  raise 

$300  to  pay  the  damage,  although  R.  R. 
Bair,  owner  of  the  theatre,  said  he  did  not 

expect  the  University  to  assume  responsi- 
bility for  the  damage. 

RCA  for  Diana 
Indianapolis — Harry  P.  Vonderschmitt, 

head  of  the  Vonderschmitt  circuit,  with 
headquarters  in  Bloomington,  Ind.,  has 

placed  an  order  for  the  new  RCA  high 
fidelity  sound  reproducing  equipment  for 

his  recently  acquired  Diana  Theatre,  No- 
blesville,  Ind.  The  last  purchase  is  the 
tenth,  and  makes  his  circuit  100  per  cent 

RCA,  according  to  W.  H.  Trunick,  local 
RCA  sales  manager. 

Forget  Anti-Trust  Awhile 
Chicago — Attorneys  for  B&K  and  the  majors  can  now  concentrate  for  a   while 

on  the  criminal  contempt  proceedings  facing  them.  Federal  Judge  James  H.  Wil- 

kerson  last  week  gave  them  an  extension  to  December  15  to  answer  bills  of  com- 

plaint in  the  independents'  anti-trust  clearance  suit. 
Judge  Wilkerson  said  this  would  be  the  final  extension  granted.  He  again 

commented  upon  the  length  of  the  114-page  bill  of  the  independents,  remarking 
such  a   document  required  time  to  gather  data  for  answers. 

Attorneys  for  B&K  and  the  majors  argued  before  Judge  Wilkerson  that  "we 
will  literally  have  to  pour  through  50.000  contracts  to  get  the  data  to  make  these 

answers."  They  added  not  even  half  the  complainants  were  influenced  in  their 
film  buying  by  B&K  contracts. 
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RECENT  visitor  from  California  was  Del- 
phine  Meyer,  whose  father,  Fred  S. 

Meyer,  was  former  managing  director  of 
the  Alhambra  Theatre  here  and  president 
of  the  MPTO  of  Wisconsin  for  many  years. 

Louise  Orlove  is  conducting  M-G-M’s 
waits  contest  in  this  territory  with  the 
finals  held  November  17  on  the  stage  of 

Fox’s  Wisconsin  here  ...  A   permit  has 
been  issued  for  the  erection  of  a   $34,000 
addition  to  the  building  occupied  by  GB 

and  20 th  Century-Fox  exchanges  here. 

Livingston  Lanning,  one  time  manager 

of  Fox’s  Wisconsin  Theatre  here,  is  now  do- 
ing recreational  work  for  the  city  of  West 

Allis,  Wis.  .   .   .   A.  J.  Cooper,  former  opera- 
tor of  the  Riverside  and  Alhambra  thea- 
tres here,  is  scheduled  to  manage  the  old 

Rose  Theatre  when  it  reopens,  after  re- 
modeling, as  the  Regal.  The  house  will 

cater  to  a   Negro  patronage. 

Armand  Denis,  whose  flicker  “Dark 

Rapture”  is  currently  playing  the  River- 
side Theatre  here,  was  a   Milwaukee  visitor 

last  week  .   .   .   Mike  Lencione,  formerly  op- 
erator of  the  Falls  Theatre  in  Sheboygan 

Falls,  has  reopened  the  Lincoln  in  Keno- 
sha. House  has  been  completely  remod- 

eled and  re-equipped  .   .   .   Howard  Still- 
man, 62,  assistant  manager  of  the  She- 

boygan Theatre,  Sheboygan,  was  found 
dead  in  his  auto  last  week.  Burial  was  in 

Chicago,  his  former  home. 

A.  and  S.  Amusement  Co.,  Milwaukee, 
has  taken  over  the  Park  Theatre  from  L. 
F.  Gran  .   .   .   Plans  for  the  New  Chief 

Theatre  in  Oshkosh,  to  be  erected  by  Sam- 
uel Kingsley,  are  being  held  in  abeyance 

.   .   .Tire  Majestic  Theatre  at  New  Holstein 
has  been  dismantled. 

Charles  Loewenberg,  supervisor  of  Fox’s 
south  side  theatres  here,  has  been  named 
publicity  and  advertising  director  of  the 

circuit’s  newly  formed  press  department. 
He  is  succeeded  on  the  south  side  by  Lowell 

Parmentier,  formerly  manager  of  the  cir- 

cuit’s Paradise  Theatre. 

Construction  Go  Signal 

For  New  20th-Fox  Unit 
Chicago — The  lease  for  the  new  20th 

Century-Fox  exchange  building,  to  be 
erected  on  the  northwest  corner  of  13th 

and  Wabash,  has  been  signed,  and  work 

will  begin  immediately  on  construction. 

Preview  "The  Bull" 
Chicago — A   preview  showing  of  “Ferdi- 

nand the  Bull”  was,  the  feature  of  the 
cocktail  party  held  last  week  for  the  Ar- 

chitects’ Movie  Ball,  to  be  held  December 
2   at  the  Drake.  About  150  socialites,  ar- 

chitects, newspaper  men  and  others  at- 
tended. A   plastic  model  of  Ferdinand, 

shipped  from  the  Disney  studios,  was  also 
on  display.  The  picture  will  be  one  of  14 
used  as  motifs  for  the  costume  ball. 

Talk  Sears  Drive 
At  St.  Louis  Meet 

St.  Louis — District  and  branch  mana- 
gers from  St.  Louis,  Chicago,  Milwaukee, 

Minneapolis,  Omaha,  Des  Moines  and  In- 
dianapolis attended  the  sales  meetings 

held  here  last  week  by  Rud  Lohrenz,  Chi- 
cago, district  manager.  The  purpose  was 

to  discuss  product  forthcoming  during  the 
Sears  Drive  from  December  25  to  April  16. 
Those  who  attended  included  Lohrenz, 

Hall  Walsh,  St.  Louis;  Tom  Gilliam,  Wil- 
liam Brumberg,  and  Sam  Clark,  Chicago; 

C.  K.  Olson,  Minneapolis;  Art  Anderson, 
Des  Moines;  Fred  Greenberg,  Indianapolis; 

E.  A.  Perkins,  Omaha,  and  Bob  Smith,  Mil- 
waukee. 

"No"  by  St  Louis  Medics 

On  Exhibition  of  "Baby" St.  Louis — Some  200  members  of  the 
St.  Louis  Medical  Society  are  on  record 

against  public  exhibition  of  “The  Birth  of 

a   Baby.” Dr.  Percy  H.  Swahlen,  president,  intro- 
ducing a   motion  to  this  effect  at  a   recent 

meeting,  said,  while  he  recognized  the 

“excellence”  of  the  film,  he  believed  its 
exhibition  should  be  confined  to  restrict- 

ed women’s  groups. 

“The  birth  of  a   baby,”  he  explained,  “is 
too  sacred  a   thing  to  be  put  before  a 

curious  public.” Medical  opinion  on  the  exhibition  of 

“Birth  of  a   Baby”  followed  a   printed 
announcement  on  the  intention  of  Fan- 
chon  &   Marco  to  play  the  picture  at  the 

Ambassador,  downtown  deluxer  here,  un- 
der the  stringent  restriction  imposed  by 

the  American  Committee  on  Maternal 

Welfare,  film  sponsors. 

Opposition  to  Public 

Showing  Is  Increasing 

St.  Louis — The  Child  Conservation  Con- 

ference, Inc.,  has  joined  in  the  growing 
protest  against  public  exhibition  in  St. 

Louis  of  the  “The  Birth  of  a   Baby.” 
In  a   letter  addressed  to  Fanchon  & 

Marco  through  its  local  ranking  executive, 

Harry  C.  Arthur  jr.,  Mrs.  Jerome  F.  Dug- 

gan, legislation  chairman  for  the  execu- 
tive board  of  the  eighth  district,  Missouri 

Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs,  also  ex- 
pressed opposition  to  any  commercial 

showing  of  the  picture. 
Mrs.  Norman  M.  Windsor,  president  of 

the  Child  Conservation  Conference,  in  a 
letter  sent  to  Fanchon  &   Marco  protesting 

against  the  reported  plans  to  publicly  dis- 

play the  picture  at  the  Ambassador  The- 
atre, the  downtown  de  luxe  house  of  the 

local  Fanchon  &   Marco  fleet',  wrote:  “The 
Child  Conservation  Conference,  Inc.,  does 

not  approve  of  the  showing  of  the  pic- 

ture, ‘Birth  of  a   Baby,’  as  it  caters  to  a 
morbid  curiosity,  is  an  insult  to  the  innate 
modesty  of  refined  women,  and  physicians 
and  nurses  do  not  need  the  information 

conveyed.” 

News  in  Brief 

George  Miner  recently  opened  his 

New  Falls  Theatre,  Chippewa  Falls, 

Wisconsin.  The  New  Falls  has  a   seat- 

ing capacity  of  850  and  is  one  of  the 

most  beautiful  theatres  in  Western 

Wisconsin  and  is  equipped  with  Sim- 

plex Projectors,  ULTRAPHONE  SUPER 

SOUND  SYSTEM  and  Deluxe  AIR-LOC 

full-upholstered  chairs.  Mr.  Miner  also 

operates  the  Rivoli  at  Chippewa  Falls 

as  well  as  theatres  in  Rice  Lake,  Che- 

tek,  Cumberland  and  Ladysmith. 

*   ★   * 

The  Ben  Lasker  Circuit  of  Chicago, 

has  installed  a   latest  type  ULTRA- 

PHONE SUPER  SOUND  SYSTEM  IN 

THEIR  1500  SEAT  VILLAS  THEATRE, 

Berwyn. 

*   *   * 

Although  Hutchinson,  Minnesota, 

has  a   population  of  only  3800,  it  has 

two  theatres,  (both  owned  by  the 

Frank- Woempner  Circuit)  the  Rex  with 

500  seats  and  the  New  State  with  900 

seats.  The  New  State  cost  approxi- 

mately $125,000.00,  being  one  of  the 

most  beautiful  theatres  in  the  North- 

west. The  finest  equipment  obtainable 

was  installed  in  this  beautiful  theatre, 

including  DELUXE  AIR-LOC  full-uphol- 

stered chairs  and  ULTRAPHONE  SU- 

PER MULTI-BEAM  SOUND  SYSTEM. 

*   *   * 

The  Sterns  Bros.  Circuit  have  in- 

stalled ULTRAPHONE  SOUND  SYS- 

TEM in  their  recently  remodeled  Park 

Theatre.  The  Cinema  Theatre  owned 

by  the  same  circuit  is  also  equipped 

with  ULTRAPHONE  SOUND  SYSTEM. 

— Adv. 
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St.  Louis  Giveaways  Continue 

Unabated  Despite  Movie  Quiz 

St.  Louis — If  the  $250,000  Movie  Quiz 
of  the  motion  picture  industry  was  de- 

signed to  eliminate  or  curb  the  giveaway 
situation  it  has  had  no  such  effect  in  these 

quarters. 

A   survey  of  the  local  situation,  including 

St.  Louis,  St.  Louis  County,  East  St.  Louis, 
111.,  and  vicinity  indicates  that  none  of 

the  theatres  has  quit  its  boxoffice  shots- 
in-the-arm  since  entering  into  the  Quiz 
contest. 

Newspaper  displays  of  the  houses  still 

tell  about  the  dishes,  silverware,  vanity 

sets,  etc.,  that  are  thrown  in  with  an  ad- 
mission ticket. 

One  of  the  latest  moves  in  this  direc- 
tion is  a   revival  here  of  the  street  car 

and  motorbus  fare  for  theatre  customers. 

Fanchon  &   Marco’s  Ambassador  Theatre 
has  made  arrangements  with  the  St.  Louis 
Public  Service  Co.  and  its  bus  affiliate, 

the  Peoples  Motorbus  Co.,  under  which  a 

10-cent  street  car  or  bus  fare  refund  can 
be  obtained  by  a   cash  customer  to  the 
Ambassador.  This  refund  is  good  for  the 
purchase  of  an  adult  admission  ticket  after 

6   p.  m.  cn  the  same  night  as.  the  refund 
clip  is  obtained  from  either  the  street  car 
conductor  or  operator  or  the  motorbus 
driver. 

Wage  Settlement 
Hopes  in  Meeting 

Chicago — The  operators  and  exhibitors 
committees  were  to  meet  late  this  week 

in  an  attempt  to  iron  out  difficulties  over 

the  1938-39  contracts.  It  was  hoped  the 
meeting  would  finally  settle  the  situation 
over  whether  or  not  the  operators  resume 

on  their  old  1937-38  figure  or  continue 

with  the  10  per  cent  cut  they  took  volun- 
tarily last  summer. 

Press  Books  for  Stage 

Attractions  Available 
Chicago — Press  books,  on  individual  at- 

tractions, as  lavish  as  those  furnished  by 
the  film  companies,  are  being  prepared 

here  by  William  Green,  publicist  for  Music 
Corporation  of  America.  One  is  on  Bob 
Crosby  and  his  orchestra  and  the  other  is 

for  Paramount’s  Rufe  Davis.  Both  are 
now  being  offered  for  theatre  dates 
throughout  the  country. 

Screenliner! 

Here’s  what  the  committee  of  the 
Architects’  Movie  Ball,  to  be  held  in 
Chicago  December  2,  at  the  Drake 

Hotel,  believe  the  “screenlined  girl” 
should  look  like.  She  is  a   composite 

photo  of  Ann  Sheridan,  Olivia  De  Hav- 
illand,  Gloria  Dickson,  and  Priscilla 
Lane.  The  Chicago  girl  nearest  this, 

will  be  chosen  and  screen-tested. 

Be  Sure  You're  There  .... 

JACK  KIRSCH 
(PRES.  ALLIED  THEATRE  OWNERS  OF  ILLINOIS) 

Stag  Testimonial  Dinner 
THIS  FRIDAY  EVENING,  DECEMBER  2,  1938,  7:00  P.  M. 

GOLD  ROOM,  CONGRESS  HOTEL 

CHICAGO,  ILLINOIS 

GIVEN  BY 

HIS  FRIENDS  IN  THE  MOTION  PICTURE  INDUSTRY 

PROCEEDS  —   Chicago  Film  Relief  Fund 

FOR  RESERVATIONS  WRITE  OR  PHONE 

HENRI  ELMAN 

TICKETS  $10.00  343  S.  WABASH  AVE.  —   CHICAGO  —   HAR.  3425 
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A   Holdup? 

“Jesse  James’’  kidnaped  Nancy  Kelly, 
petite  20th-Century-Fox  starlet  who 
appears  in  the  film  of  the  same  name, 
when  she  came  through  Chicago  last 
week  en  route  to  New  York.  The 

“gang”'  of  Chicago  architects  let  her 
go  when  she  promised  to  come  to  the 

Architects’  Movie  Ball  on  December 

2   at  the  Drake  Hotel.  Here’s  Frederick 
( Jesse  James)  Scott,  one  of  the  gang, 
holding  up  Nancy. 

Sealyham  Pup  Sets  Pace 

For  Campaign  on  'Heart' St.  Louis  —   A   three-months-old  pedi- 

greed Sealyham  pup,  similar  to  the  one 

used  by  Janet  Gaynor  in  “The  Young  in 
Heart,”  was  the  medium  through  which 

Manager  Harold  W.  “Chick”  Evens,  Jimmy 
Harris,  press  agent,  and  Bernie  Evens, 
United  Artists  exploiteer,  put  over  a   sock 

exploitation  campaign  for  that  film  booked 

at  Loew’s. 

A   tieup  was  made  with  the  Star -Times 
with  a   circulation  of  158,000  under  which 
a   contest  to  obtain  a   name  for  the  pup 
was  conducted  during  the  run  of  the  film, 
November  17  to  23.  The  pup  was  shipped 
to  town  by  air  from  the  UA  headquarters 
in  New  York,  was  photographed  at  the 

Lambert-St.  Louis  Flying  Field  and  its 
picture  used  with  stories  and  contest  rules 
in  the  paper. 

Another  attention  getter  of  the  cam- 
paign was  a   deal  made  with  the  Post- 

Dispatch,  the  other  afternoon  paper,  for  a 

full  page  in  its  Sunday  rotogravure  maga- 
zine section  of  Paulette  Goddard.  The  is- 
sue came  out  three  days  after  the  local 

run  had  started.  The  Thompson  chain  of 
restaurants,  for  the  first  time  in  local  film 

history,  permitting  the  imprinting  of  the- 

atre and  “The  Young  in  Heart”  copy  on 
25,000  napkins  used  during  the  run,  500 
tack  cards  were  used  at  newsstands 

through  the  courtesy  of  the  Curtis  Pub- 
lishing Co.  and  5,000  stickers  on  Postal 

Telegraph  Co.  envelopes.  Several  co-op 
ads  were  effected  with  stores. 

Wisconsin  Cities  in  Series 

Of  Promotional  Film  Tieups 

C   H   1   CC  A   CG  (O) 
n   HOLLYWOOD  premiere  opening,  with 

searchlights  and  all  the  trimmings, 

helped  usher  in  the  run  of  M-G-M’s  “The 
Great  Waltz”  at  the  United  Artists  Thea- 

tre last  Friday  night.  Incidentally,  “Ferd- 
inand the  Bull”  had  its  world  premiere  on 

the  same  bill. 

Constance  Talmadge,  former  silent  star, 

has  filed  suit  for  divorce  here  against 
Toionsend  Netcher,  whom  she  married  in 
1929. 

The  fifth  Filmack  employe  to  be  mar- 
ried this  year  is  Ruth  Hork,  biller,  who  was 

to  say  “I  do”  Thanksgiving  Eve. 

Jack  Schlaifer,  United  Artists  western 
sales  manager,  is  here  for  a   few  days. 

Bob  Montgomery,  an  advertising  man, 

not  the  film  star,  has  been  named  assist- 
ant to  Norman  Kassell  at  Essaness. 

A   cooking  school  was  held  last  week  at 
the  Uptown  Theatre  in  conjunction  with 
the  neighborhood  paper  in  that  section, 
the  Edgewater  News.  More  than  8,000 
women  attended. 

Congratulations  to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry 

Blumenthal  of  Ad-Art  Displays.  This 

(Continued  on  page  53) 

Milwaukee — On  the  strength  of  Gov. 

Philip  F.  La  Follette’s  proclamation  nam- 
ing November  13  to  19  motion  picture 

week,  exhibitors  in  various  state  cities 
staged  special  promotional  tieups. 

In  Madison,  the  seven  local  houses — 
Orpheum,  Capitol,  Strand,  Parkway,  East- 
wood,  Majestic  and  Madison— promoted  a 
center  spread  newspaper  advertisement 
with  the  cooperation  of  20  firms.  Keynote 

of  the  promotion  was,  “Let’s  go  to  the 
movies — November  13th  to  19th.” 

A   similar  spread  was  promoted  by  the 

Jeffris,  Myers  and  Apollo  theatres  in 
Janesville  where  City  Manager  Henry 
Traxler  issued  a   statement  to  the  effect 

that  “I  sincerely  hope  that  the  people  of 
Janesville  will  aid  our  local  motion  pic- 

ture houses  during  this  week  as  a   sign  of 
appreciation  to  them  for  their  generous 

aid  in  all  civic  enterprises.” At  Merrill  the  week  was  observed  by 

the  local  library  in  connection  with  Na- 
tional Book  Week.  Through  the  coopera- 

tion of  the  Cosmo  and  Badger  theatres, 

which  were  playing  Moss  Hart’s  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  and  Mark 
Twain’s  “Arkansas  Traveler,”  a   film  poster 
with  a   shelf  of  books  from  which  films 

have  been  produced  was  an  added  library 
attraction. 

The  majority  of  the  theatres  throughout 

the  state  called  attention  to  the  observa- 
tion of  the  week  in  newspaper  ads. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 

  A   HANDY  guide  for  the  exhibitor  --  - 

CHICAGO 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS.  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  5900 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

FELMROW  RESTAURANTS 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

A   KNOCKOUT  KID  GIVEAWAY  lor 

Saturday  Afternoons  and 
Xmas  Parties 

Moving  Picture  Machine  with 
2   sets  of  comedy  movies 

featuring  the  3   Stooges 

2l/z  cents  ea. — $21.25  per  M. 
Attracted  capacity  kid  audiences 

everywhere. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  3311-A  Olive  St 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 
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Nearly  6,000  Deals 

Closed  by  Monoyram 

Chicago — George  Weeks,  Monogram  sales 

manager,  here  last  week  said  the  com- 
pany has  nearly  6,000  deals  closed  this 

season. 

“We  are  better  than  55  per  cent  ahead 
of  last  year.  Business  is  good,  and  we 

are  going  along  in  swell  style,”  he  said. 
He  visited  with  Monogram’s  franchise 
holder,  Henri  Elman. 

Filmack  Trailer  Shows 

Judges  of  Move  Quiz 
Chicago  —   A   special  low-cost  trailer 

which  will  enable  theatres  to  announce  to 

their  patrons  the  Board  of  Judges  just 
selected  for  the  Movie  Quiz  contest,  is 
being  prepared  by  Filmack  Trailer  Co., 
Chicago.  Irving  Mack  believes  showmen 

will  desire  to  capitalize  on  the  prestige  and 

national  importance  of  the  judges’  names 
to  impress  upon  the  public  the  fact  the 

Movie  Quiz  is  to  be  judged  fairly  and  with- 
out partiality. 

Photos  of  the  five  judges,  with  a   brief 
note  regarding  their  positions  in  business 
and  professional  life,  are  being  included 
in  the  special  Filmack  trailer. 

Quiz  Night  Among 

Gross-Booster  Ideas 

Chicago — A   new  quiz  night,  designed  for 
use  during  the  Christmas  season,  is  among 

the  50  December  boxoffice  booster-ideas 

in  the  new  24-page  Christmas  trailer  book- 
let of  Filmack  Trailer  here.  Prepared  by 

Kroger  Babb,  advertising  manager,  the 
plan  suggests  a   Santa  Claus,  on  the  stage 

who  asks  the  audience  25  Christmas  ques- 
tions. Awards  go  to  those  who  answer 

the  most  questions  correctly. 

Quiz  Answers  at 

Drug  Stores 
Chicago — As  was  to  be  expected, 

“bonaiide"  answers  to  the  movie  quiz 

are  making  their  appearance  here  al- ready. 

The  Walgreen  drug  stores  are  offer- 

ing "Thirty  Pictures,  Thirty  Answers," 
in  a   booklet  for  25  cents  at  all  stores. 

^HE  HO-PO-NE  Safety  Club  members 
were  guests  of  the  Fountain  Square 

Theatre  at  a   special  theatre  party  for  the 

occasion  on  Saturday  at  10  a.  m.  Fea- 
ture pictures,  comedies  and  short  subjects 

were  exhibited.  The  police  accident  pre- 
vention bureau  assisted. 

Joe  Platisha,  Lyric  Theatre  lobby  artist, 
is  recovering  from  a   major  operation  of 
the  brain.  He  has  been  confined  to  the 

hospital  for  several  months  and  has  had 
several  blood  transfusions. 

Filmrow  was  practically  deserted  Satur- 
day with  all  the  boys  on  their  way  to 

Lafayette,  Ind.,  to  witness  the  Indiana- 
Purdue  football  game. 

Bruce  Kixmiller,  Bicknell  exhibitor,  is 

very  busy  raising  funds  for  the  Republican 
recount  in  the  state. 

Charles  Olsen,  Lyric  Theatre  operator, 
and  wife  have  gone  to  New  York  and  will 

return  by  way  of  Washington  and  Balti- 
more. Olsen  is  seeking  stage  talent  in  the 

east. 

Mrs.  Anita  Keubler,  Jasper  exhibitor, 

operating  the  Astor  and  Tivoli  theatres, 

is  planning  an  extended  trip  to  the  west 
coast.  She  will  be  accompanied  by  her 
mother. 

The  Indiana  Theatre  will  have  a   stage 
show  December  2   for  the  first  time  since 

last  spring.  Colonel  Collins,  now  fully 
restored  to  health,  and  very  active,  made 
the  announcement. 

Super  Low  intensity  projection  lamp 

with  14-inch  reflector. 

UUi 
LKJ 
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219  NORTH  16™  STREET.  ..  OMAHA.  NEBR. 

Lighting.  Construction 
Firms  Are  Consolidated 

Chicago — A   consolidation  of  the  Henkel- 
Best  lighting  fixture  company  and  the 
Murray  Construction  Co.  into  Henkel,  Inc., 

has  been  effected  and  the  new  corpora- 
tion is  headed  by  Adolph  A.  Henkel. 

The  firm  provides  both  a   designing  serv- 
ice in  the  lighting  and  decorating  fields 

and  a   structural  contracting  service.  This 

extends  to  all  types  of  furnishings,  in- 

cluding furniture,  carpets  and  lighting- 

fixtures,  as  well  as  the  lay-out  of  air- 
conditioning. 

Bookers'  Club  Holds  Open  House 
Chicago — The  Bookers’  Club  of  Ameri- 
ca held  an  open  house  Thanksgiving  party 

Tuesday  night  at  its  club  rooms  in  the 
Crillon  Hotel. 

Gorman  Is  Subbing 

For  James  Christie 

Chicago — With  the  removal  of  James  A. 

Christie,  RKO’s  division  manager,  to  the 
Edward  Sanitarium  in  Naperville,  Tom 

Gorman  temporarily  will  assume  this  post. 

John  J.  O’Connor,  head  of  the  circuit,  and 
Fred  Meyers,  his  assistant,  were  here  to 
visit  Christie  as  well  as  look  into  circuit 

affairs.  Harold  Rodner  of  Warner’s  also 
was  a   visitor  to  Christie. 

Before  arriving  here,  O’Connor  and 
Meyers  made  stops  at  Kansas  City,  where 

they  viewed  the  Boys  Town  choir  at  the 
Tower,  and  Champagne.  The  choir  has 
been  booked  for  the  Palace  here  December 

2,  and  in  Cleveland  December  25.  The  act 

is  made  up  of  the  original  choir  from  the 
town  that  provided  the  background  for  the 
picture  of  the  same  name. 

New  St,  Louis  Suburban 

Theatre  Named  Southway 
St.  Louis — The  Southway  is  the  name 

of  the  new  700-seat  theatre  opened  here 
at  9736  South  Broadway  by  Leo  Lau  jr. 

Lau  is  also  interested  in  the  Lemay  The- 
atre, Luxemburg,  a   suburb. 

The  Hollywood  on  St.  Charles  St.,  near 

Sixth,  has  reopened.  Admission  is  25  cents 
until  6   p.  m„  then  it  jumps  to  35  cents. 

The  Colonial,  Manchester,  Mo.,  on  re- 
opening November  16,  gave  free  shows 

from  4   p.  m.  to  midnight.  Free  parking 

was  provided.  This  250-seater  was  recently 
taken  over  by  Louis  Landau  of  St.  Louis. 
He  improved  the  house  prior  to  reopening. 

Stress  Popular  Angle  in 

Selling  " Great  Waltz" 
Chicago — In  order  to  give  M-G-M’s 

’’The  Great  Waltz”  mass  appeal,  B&K 
sold  the  picture  from  a   popular  angle. 

Copy  emphasized  the  picture  “with  all 
the  heart  and  soul  of  ‘Alexander’s  Rag- 

time Band.’  ” 

In  addition,  to  give  the  picture  a   touch 

of  the  classi  angle,  special  four-page  pro- 
gram leaflets  were  printed,  giving  all  cred- 

its and  cast,  together  with  notes  about 

the  players. 

Lester  Bostwick  Heads 

The  Menasha  Embassy 

Menasha,  Wis. — Lester  E.  Bostwick  of 
Fond  du  Lac  has  been  named  manager  of 

the  Embassy  Theatre  here.  He  succeeds 

John  Ferger  who  recently  went  to  Racine 
to  manage  a   theatre  there. 

Blast  Bigotry 

Springfield,  III. — Springfield  expressed 

disgust  at  the  persecution  of  racial  and 

religious  minorities  in  Europe  and  Amer- 
ica at  a   mass  meeting  in  the  Orpheum 

Theatre  Wednesday. 
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Monday  is  their  15th  wedding  anniversary, 

and  so  help  us,  if  we  didn’t  know  it, 

we’d  think  they’re  newlyweds  .   .   .   United 

Artists’  “Tire  Young  in  Heart”  was 
screened  Tuesday  and  Wednesday  of  this 

week  for  Allied  exhibitors  and  others  at 

I' el’s  screening  room. 

Dizzy  Dean  and  Bob  Elson,  WGN  sports 

announcer,  were  the  headlines  this  week 

of  the  RKO  Palace  stage  show,  with  War- 

ners “Hard  to  Get”  oji  the  screen.  The 
Boys  Town  unit  goes  in  next  week  on  the 

stage. 

Sylvan  Goldfinger,  who  recently  resigned 

as  manager  of  the  B&K  Garrick,  left  this 

week  for  the  west  coast  ...  Ed  Newell, 

partner  of  Lester  Retschen  at  the  Howard 

Theatre,  left  last  week  for  a   six-month 
trip  to  the  Orient  .   .   .   Hugh  Herbert 

stopped  in  last  week  to  see  “The  Great 

Waltz”  at  the  United  Artists  Theatre,  and 
stopped  to  chat  with  Ben  Feldman,  the 

manager. 

Freddie  Bartholomew  got  plenty  of 

space  in  the  Chicago  Times  when  he  visit- 

ed the  paper’s  pet  charity,  La  Rabida 
Sanitarium  for  children  afflicted  with 

heart  disease.  Fritz  Blocki  also  got  the 

Oriental  Theatre  and  the  star  plenty  of 

publicity  in  the  Herald  and  Examiner 

when  he  had  Bartholomew  visit  the  14- 

y ear-old  youngster  at  Mercy  Hospital  who 
is  suffering  from  an  incurable  disease. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Gene  Autry  became  a   flying  cowboy 

and  went  by  TWA  from  here  to  the 

coast  last  week,  back  to  the  Republic 

studios  to  start  work  on  his  next  pic- 
ture .   .   .   Ina  Claire  was  through  here 

Monday  en  route  to  Hollywood  to  be- 

gin work  under  her  new  M-G-M  con- 

tract .   .   .   Herman  Robbins  of  Na- 
tional Screen  Service  was  here  over 

the  weekend. 

There  were  plenty  of  stars  through 
here  over  the  weekend.  Included  were 

Douglas  Fairbanks  sr.,  and  his  wife, 

the  former  Lady  Ashley,  Helen  Twelve- 

trees,  A1  Jolson,  Parkyakarkus,  Doro- 
thy Lamour,  all  going  westward  via  the 

Super-Chief;  and  Jack  Oakie,  Ran- 

dolph Scott,  John  Boles,  and  M-G-M’s 
Sam  Katz,  training  in  on  the  Super- 

Chief  at  Dearborn  Station  from  Holly- 
wood, en  route  to  New  York  .   .   .   Mrs. 

Rex  Cole,  wife  of  the  Hollywood  agent, 

TWA’d  it  en  route  to  New  York  on 
business. 

“Happy”  Meininger,  manager  of  B&K’s 

Berwyn  Theatre,  was  given  a   “birthday 

party”  by  2,000  Berwyn  kids  who  attended 
the  theatre  last  week.  The  merchants  of 

the  toum  cooperatively  gave  numerous 

gifts  for  the  youngsters,  who  attended 

the  affair.  Each  youngster  paid  his  regu- 
lar admission. 

Jack  Schuyler,  National  Theatre  Sup- 

ply manager  in  Milwaukee,  was  here  last 
Monday. 

Harry  Nepo  has  reopened  the  Lindy 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Chicago  Has  a   Disney  Preview 

Chicago  —   RKO  executives  and  sales- 

men are  shown  at  the  Walt  Disney  shorts’ 
screening  at  the  Esquire  Theatre  last  week 

here.  Left  to  right:  Sam  Gorelick,  Nick 

Humn,  Ray  Nolan,  Branch  Manager  Jack 

Osserman,  Ralph  Rolan  of  the  home  of- 

fice, Division  Manager  Walter  Branson, 

and  Harry  Michalson,  short  subjects  sales 

manager,  who  were  here  for  the  showing. 

Chicago — And  here,  some  of  the  many 

exhibitors  who  turned  out  for  RKO’s  screen- 
ing of  Disney  shorts.  Those  shown  in  this 

special  Boxoffice  photo  are,  front,  left  to 

right:  Verne  Langdon,  Hub  and  Oakley: 

Jack  Kirsch,  Allied  president;  Sol  Meyers; 

Fred  Hartman,  Windsor;  Mike  Kurlin, 

Panorama;  Sidney  Mussman,  Langley. 

Second  row,  left  to  right:  Lou  Harrison; 

Nate  Gumbiner;  Herb  Ettelson,  Lake 

Shore;  Harry  Solomon,  Rio;  Bill  Gallagan, 

Esquire;  Lester  Retschen,  Howard;  Ralph 

Wettstien,  B&K  Riviera;  Sherman  Peter- 

son, Oakley.  Back  row,  left  to  right:  Mor- 

ris Kaplan,  Amo;  Mannie  Fieldman,  Lang- 
ley; Sid  Harrison,  Armitage;  E.  Chappie, 

Harvard,  111.;  Ray  Carskey,  B&K  State; 

Jim  Costos,  Grandale. 

Oriental  and  McVickers 

Are  Using  " Kris  Kringle" 
Chicago — Kute  Kris  Kringle,  which 

Michael  Todd  introduced  into  Chicago,  is 

being  used  in  the  loop  at  the  Jones,  Lin- 
ick  and  Schaefer  Oriental  and  McVick- 

ers theatres,  continuing  until  Christmas. 

Todd,  back  after  a   trip  to  his  New  York 

office,  said  that  the  last  minute  rush  of 

business  for  the  novelty  necessitated  set- 

ting up  manufacturing  facilities  in  a   sec- 
ond plant  to  care  for  the  orders. 

Assigned  to  "Dodge  City" 
Hollywood — Ann  Sheridan  and  Gloria 

Holden  have  been  assigned  to  featured 

roles  in  WB’s  “Dodge  City.” 

Gordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 
Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE.  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 
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New  Silk  Stocking  Deal 
Lures  B&K  Consideration 

Chicago  —   Windy  City  women  theatre 

patrons  have  “gone  for”  the  silk  stocking 
deals  numerous  theatres  are  offering  to 
such  a   degree  that  it  is  understood  B&K 
is  considering  using  the  deals  in  several 
of  their  ace  suburban  houses,  such  as  the 

Marbro,  Tivoli  and  others. 

Radio  to  Reynolds 
Milwaukee — Joe  Reynolds,  manager  of 

the  Warner  Egyptian  Theatre  here,  re- 
cuperating at  Will  Rogers  Memorial  Hos- 

pital, Saranac  Lake,  N.  Y.,  was  presented 

with  a   radio  for  his  room  there  by  mana- 

gers of  the  local  Warner  zone.  All  Chi- 
cago and  Milwaukee  managers  participat- 

ed in  presenting  the  gift. 

Schools  Shows  Film 
Indianapolis  —   The  Alliance  Francaise 

presented  a   French  moving  picture,  “Dr. 
Knock,”  a   comedy  by  Jules  Romains, 
Wednesday  night  in  Caleb  Mills  Hall  at 
Shortridge  High  School. 

Raze  Peoria  Site 
Peoria,  III. — Work  has  begun  on  the 

razing  of  the  buildings  for  the  site  of  the 
new  Varsity  Theatre,  to  be  erected  by 
Geroge  Kerasotes.  The  house  will  be  ready 
for  occupancy  about  February,  1939. 

Hollywood  Love 

On  Grill 
St.  Louis — Members  of  the  YMCA 

here  got  a   load  of  Hollywood  on  the 

pan  from  Dr.  Paul  Popence,  director  of 

the  Family  Relations  Institute,  Los 

Angeles. 

"Hollywood  love,  a   wood  pulp  imi- 
tation of  the  real  thing,  is  too  flimsy  a 

foundation  on  which  to  build  a   perma- 

nent marriage,"  said  Dr.  Popenoe. 

Headlining  his  address,  "Changing 

Family  in  a   Changing  World,"  the 
doctor  neglected  to  say  which  was  re- 

sponsible for  the  change  in  the  other. 

Marquee  Explains  Dark 
Chicago — B&K  is  making  good  use  of 

the  marquee  at  the  State-Lake  Theatre, 
even  though  the  house  is  closed  until 
December  24.  The  marquee  and  large  sign 

above  it  are  lighted  nightly  with  the  in- 
formation that  the  house  is  undergoing 

extensive  redecoration  and  remodeling  and 

will  be  reopened  on  Christmas  Eve. 

Redecorate  Palace 

Johnston  City,  III. — The  Palace  The- 
atre here  is  being  completely  redecorated, 

and  new  sound  is  being  installed.  A   cry- 
room  for  mothers  and  babies  is  being  in- 

stalled. Stewart  Cluster  is  manager  of 
the  theatre. 

CHICAGO 
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Theatre  on  Madison  St.,  after  remodel- 
ing, including  new  seats  carpets,  canopy 

and  foyer. 

Kute  Kris  Kringle  opened  exclusively 
on  the  south  side  this  week  at  the  Warner 

Capitol  Theatre. 

Warner’s  “Hard  to  Get”  goes  into  the 
RKO  Palace  Theatre,  instead  of  one  of 

the  B&K  loop  houses,  in  order  to  get  it 

ready  for  regular  release  availability. 

Guy  Packard  of  Photoplay  Advertising 

Co.  is  a   proud  papa  again.  This  time  it’s 
a   bouncing  9-pound  baby  boy,  and  both 
mom  and  the  new  heir  are  doing  fine  at 
Evanston  Hospital. 

A   party  for  children  of  Chicago  news- 
papermen and  women  was  held  at  the 

Congress  Hotel  last  Saturday  in  honor  of 
Freddie  Bartholomew ,   who  was  the  stage 

attraction  at  the  reopened  Oriental. 

Paul  Sittner,  formerly  operator  of  the 

Criterion  Theatre  at  Division  and  Sedg- 
wick, died  last  week  at  the  age  of  69.  He 

had  been  out  of  the  industry  for  nearly 

10  years. 

Bess  Shanahan,  secretary  to  Jimmy  Cos- 
ton  at  Warner  Bros,  theatres,  died  last 
week  in  South  Shore  Hospital. 

How  to  operate  motion  picture  theatres 

profitably 
Here  is  a   new  book  full  of  HOW  TO  DO  IT  information,  written  by  a   man 

who  believes  that  the  first  objective  of  theatre  management  is  to  make  money. 

In  this  book  he  covers  motion  picture  theatre  management  from  A   to  Z, 

giving  the  best  results  of  years  of  experience  as  a   guide  in  establishing 

successful  policies,  building  profitable  business,  and  efficiently  operating  any 
size  theatre. 

The  Management  of 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 

By  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON,  Jr. 

Get  This  Great  Aid  to  Theatre  President,  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Management!  GET  IT  TODAY!!  375  Pa9es- 6x9'  illustrated,  $3.50 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  4704  East  Ninth  Street,  Kansas  City,  Missouri 
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MEET  TO  PONDER  "SNEAK"  DUALLING  PROBLEM 
LIKELY  TO  BE  CALLED  BY  NORTHWEST  ALLIED 

Anti-Ascap  Test  Case  May  Go  Retaliation  by  a   Similar 

To  Nebraska  Federal  Court  P°Th J 
Lincoln  —   Nebraska’s  anti-Ascap  test 

case  probably  will  go  before  the  three- 

judge  federal  court  here  in  December,  ac- 
cording to  latest  word  from  the  attorney 

general’s  office. 
The  office  is  being  let  alone  by  theatre 

and  radio  station  operators,  but  is  being 

belabored  through  the  U.  S.  mail  by  dance- 
hall  and  ballroom  operators  who  wonder 

whether  or  not  they  should  pay  the  1938 

Ascap  assessment.  The  office  has  no  an- 
swer for  them,  except  that  they  consult 

their  own  attorneys. 

Assistant  Attorney  General  Barlow  Nye 

A   "Crazy  Auction" 
By  Minny  Variety 

Minneapolis — As  the  first  entertainment 

under  his  new  regime  as  chairman  of  the 

Twin  City  Variety  Club  entertainment 

committee,  Ray  Wylie  staged  a   “crazy 
auction.”  It  was  a   novel  stunt,  providing 
heaps  of  fun  and  laughs,  and  got  the 

Wylie  season  off  to  a   flying  stunt. 

Earlier  in  the  week  the  club  put  on  a 

turkey  raffle  at  which  holders  of  lucky 

numbers  won  the  Thanksgiving  birds.  The 
raffle  attracted  a   crowd  of  150  and  netted 

a   substantial  amount  for  the  charity  fund. 

The  next  big  club  social  event  will  be 

the  first  of  a   series  of  “exchange  nights,” 
with  20th-Fox  in  charge  of  the  program, 
December  2.  Many  surprise  features  are 

promised. 

Officers  for  the  ensuing  year  will  be 

nominated  at  a   dinner  meeting  November 

26.  Election  of  officers  is  scheduled  for 

December  12. 

Signs  Five  Circuits 
Omaha — D.  V.  McLucas,  local  UA  boss, 

announces  he  has  signed  deals  with  five 

circuits  in  the  Omaha  territory  for  1938-39 

product.  The  circuits  and  number  of  sit- 

uations are  Tri-States,  24;  Central,  35; 

Pioneer,  9;  RKO,  2,  and  Fox-Midwest,  1. 

After  20  Years 

Nora  Springs,  Ia. — Bruce  Powell  is  open- 
ing a   new  theatre  here  on  December  2. 

The  town  has  not  had  a   theatre  in  20 

years. 

says  any  advice  given  by  the  office,  which 

is  under  injunction  to  prevent  enforcement 

of  the  anti-Ascap  law,  would  be  considered 
in  contempt  of  court  and  prejudicial 

against  the  state’s  case. 

Ascapers  say  the  law,  passed  by  the 

1937  legislature,  usurps  the  power  of  the 

national  congress,  acting  in  matters  be- 
yond its  jurisdiction.  Even  one  of  the 

judges  in  federal  court  when  the  test  was 

filed,  granted  the  injunction  because  “he 

had  grave  doubts  of  the  bill’s  constitution- 

ality.” 

Kaycee  Republic 
Franchise  Siyned 

Hollywood  —   Robert  F.  Withers  and 

Clarence  A.  Schultz,  who  operate  Repub- 

lic-Midwest Film  Distributors,  Inc.,  have 

signed  a   new  five-year  franchise  with  Re- 
public. Tire  deal,  retroactive  to  July  1,  was 

signatured  in  Kansas  City  where  Withers 

and  Schultz  make  their  headquarters,  when 

Herbert  J.  Yates  was  there  a   few  days  ago 

en  route  from  New  York  to  the  company’s 
studios. 

Yates  will  be  here  about  three  weeks. 

Metro  to  Aid  Boys  Town 

In  Building  Expansion 
Omaha  —   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  which 

turned  out  the  boxoffice  success,  “Boys 

Town,”  will  assist  the  real  Boys  Town 

just  west  of  Omaha  in  a   building  expan- 
sion program,  according  to  Louis  B.  Mayer, 

M-G-M  vice-president. 

M-G-M  decided  on  the  move  after  the 

picture,  which  created  the  false  impres- 

sion that  the  home  is  a   wealthy  institu- 
tion and  that  Father  Flanagan,  head  of 

Boys  Town,  has  inexhaustible  means  of 

raising  funds,  backfired  on  the  now-fa- 

mous boys’  home.  Contributions  decreased 
and  applications  for  admittance  doubled 

after  the  picture’s  release. 

Oklahoma  Bad  Man 

Hollywood — Harry  Sherman,  Para- 

mount producer,  announces  tentative  plans 

for  a   picture  based  on  the  life  story  of 

A1  Jennings,  reformed  Oklahoma  bandit. 

Minneapolis — Northwest  Allied  is  ex- 

pected to  call  a   meeting  of  Twin  City 

independent  exhibitor  members  within  the 

next  fortnight  to  discuss  ways  and  means 

of  dealing  with  the  “sneak”  double  fea- 
turing by  certain  Minneapolis  and  St. 

Paul  theatre  owners. 

Complaints  have  been  made  to  W.  A. 

Steffes,  president  of  the  organization. 

There  are  threats  that  unless  the  offen- 

ders desist  the  “sneak”  twin  billing,  open 
double  featuring  will  be  adopted  as  a 

policy  even  by  those  opposed  to  it  on  gen- 
eral principle. 

The  “sneak”  twin  billers  do  not  adver- 

tise their  two  features  either  in  the  news- 

papers or  in  their  theatre  lobbies.  They 

publicly  announce  only  their  main  a> 

traction.  But  their  clientele  attends  know- 

ing they’ll  see  two  features  and  customers 
advertise  the  bargain  bills  by  word  of 
mouth. 

A   survey  shows  that  there  is  more  of 

the  “sneak”  double  featuring  in  St.  Paul 

than  in  Minneapolis.  Exhibitors  adhering 

to  the  single  features  charge  that  it  is 

unfair  competition.  One  difficulty  for 

Northwest  Allied  in  dealing  with  the  situ- 
ation is  that  comparatively  few  St.  Paul 

independent  exhibitors  are  members  of  the 

organization. 

Another  cause  for  complaint,  which 

seems  to  have  aroused  more  agitation  in 

St.  Paul  than  in  Minneapolis,  is  the  dou- 
ble featuring  at  15c  admission  by  a   few 

downtown  subsequent-run  houses  which 

enjoy  the  same  protection  as  neighbor- 
hood theatres  playing  single  features  at 

the  similar  admission  scale. 

Christman  Heads  Omaha 

Musicians'  Local  No.  70 
Omaha — Peter  J.  Christman  was  elected 

president  of  Local  No.  70,  American  Fed- 
eration of  Musicians.  Ernest  Nordin,  re- 

tiring president,  was  named  vice-president. 
Other  officers  are: 

Harold  Pace,  recording  secretary;  M.  M. 

Chaloupka,  financial  secretary- treasurer; 

Fred  C.  Borghoff,  sergeant-at-arms;  Leo 
Garnet,  Art  Randall,  Carl  Lamp,  Don 

Wheeler  and  Frank  J.  Elias,  directors. 

Hickerson  Buys  Clarence 

Kansas  City — Mrs.  Ota  Barrow  has  sold 

the  Clarence,  Clarence,  Mo.,  to  A.  R. 
Hickerson. 
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Twin  Cities  Trade  Puzzles 

Over  Retreat  by  Business 

Amusement  Vista 

Appals  Exhibitors 
Minneapolis — Considerably  below  par 

during  recent  weeks,  theatre  business, 

which  was  expected  to  stage  a   comeback 

after  the  election  and  real  estate  tax  pay- 
ment period,  continues  to  be  far  under 

expectations  and  exhibitors  are  seeking 

new  reasons  for  this  unsatisfactory  state 
of  affairs. 

The  current  boxoffice  depression  follows 

on  the  heels  of  a   short-lived  period  of 

exceptional  prosperity.  But  dui’ing  the  last 
month  even  outstanding  pictures  and 

strong  stage  attractions  have  not  been 

drawing  normal  grosses. 

Because  of  the  general  slump,  the  Gay- 
ety,  stock  burlesque,  closed  the  first  half 

of  its  season  this  week,  almost  a   month 

earlier  than  scheduled.  Up  until  about  a 

month  ago,  the  theatre,  which  opened  in 

late  August,  was  doing  the  biggest  busi- 
ness since  1929. 

It  was  figured  that  a   red-hot  stage  elec- 
tion was  diverting  attention  away  from 

the  theatres,  that  Minnesota  football  was 

taking  more  than  its  usual  toll  and  that 

the  real  estate  tax  payments  due  Octo- 
ber 31  kept  many  potential  customers 

from  spending  money  for  film  entertain- 
ment. But  with  these  factors  now  elimi- 

nated little,  if  any,  improvement  is  in 

evidence. 

During  the  fall  and  early  winter  a   num- 
ber of  house  records  fell.  An  unusually 

large  number  of  pictures  enjoyed  extended 

downtown  runs.  Then,  suddenly,  the  bot- 
tom started  to  sag. 

The  theatres  are  not  alone  in  suffering. 

Other  lines  of  business  also  have  been 

complaining.  The  weekly  wrestling  shows 

at  the  Auditorium,  consistent  winners  in 

other  years,  are  now  regular  losing  ven- 
tures. 

It’s  all  very  puzzling,  especially  in  view 
of  the  fact  that  film  product,  on  the 

average,  has  been  exceptionally  high  in 

quality.  Exhibitors  point  out  it  is  much 

too  early  for  the  normal  pre-Christmas 

drop.  They  don’t  know  what  to  make  of 
it,  especially  since  the  outlook  was  re- 

garded as  unusually  bright. 

Berger  Sights  Big  Year 
For  Northwest  Houses 

Minneapolis — Bennie  Berger,  head  of 

one  of  the  territory’s  biggest  independent 
theatre  circuits,  comprising  11  houses,  de- 

clares that  all  signs  point  to  a   big  year 

ahead  for  Northwest  motion  picture  the- 
atres. 

Addressing  his  convention  of  managers 

here,  Berger  asserted  “political  changes 
are  certain  to  bring  greatly  improved 

business.”  He  also  announced  that,  be- 

cause of  “the  better  outlook,”  he  plans 
to  expand  his  theatre  circuit. 

Managers  brought  favorable  reports  to 

the  convention  and  expressed  themselves 

as  “pepped  up”  over  prospects  in  their 
particular  situations. 

Consensus  of  opinion  was  that  the  radio 

is  not  becoming  any  stronger  opposition 

Trade  Treaties  to 

Help  Midwest 
Des  Moines — The  trade  treaties  en- 

tered into  with  the  United  Kingdom  and 

Canada  hold  the  promise  of  bountiful 

gains  in  export  of  midwest  farm  prod- 

ucts, and  farmers  raising  hogs  or 

wheat  will  be  the  principal  bene- 

ficiaries of  the  British  pact.  This  un- 

doubtedly will  improve  the  financial 

status  of  potential  theatre  patrons  in 

this  section  of  the  country,  and  ob- 

viously will  be  reflected  at  the  box- office. 

for  theatres  and  that  no  “trouble”  needs 
to  be  anticipated  from  that  source. 

It  was  agreed,  however,  that  the  current 

time  is  not  propitious  for  any  admission 

price  boost,  even  though  increased  operat- 
ing costs  and  other  circumstances  justify 

such  a   raise. 

The  convention  ended  with  an  elaborate 

banquet  at  the  Hotel  Nicollet  at  which 

Berger  was  host  to  the  managers  and  a 
few  close  friends. 

Federal  Reserve  Report 
Is  Encouraging 

Minneapolis — Minneapolis  Federal  Re- 

serve bank’s  report,  showing  steady  climb 
in  business,  gives  encouragement  to  the 

theatrical  industry  in  the  territory. 

As  reflected  by  bank  credits,  Northwest 

business  in  October  was  ahead  of  Sep- 
tember and  not  trailing  the  corresponding 

month  of  last  year  as  far  as  some  pre- 
ceding months,  according  to  the  report. 

H.  R.  Foster,  Journal  financial  and 

business  editor,  points  out  that  “pros- 

perity” goods  in  particular  are  showing 
sales  increases. 

Kansas  City  RCA  Offices 
Moved  to  213  W.  18th  St. 
Kansas  City — The  RCA  family  moved 

into  their  new  home  at  213  West  18th 

street  this  week.  Modern  offices,  with 

inter-office  communication  system,  heavy 

carpets,  Venetian  blinds,  and  other  ac- 

coutrements of  “a  fine  house,”  charac- 
terize the  new  quarters. 

Among  those  now  headquartering  at 

the  new  address  are  Don  Davis,  Gus  F. 

Holly,  service  manager;  Harry  Somerville, 

sales  engineer;  Dale  Neiswander,  district 

manager,  who  spends  most  of  his  time  on 

radio,  R.  W.  Amos,  B.  D.  Douglas,  L.  R. 

Watson,  assistant  service  manager,  etc. 

Former  location  was  on  the  ninth  floor 

of  the  Davidson  Bldg,  at  17th  and  Main 
streets. 

Raft-Lamour  Co-Starrer 

Hollywood — George  Raft  and  Dorothy 

Lamour  were  recently  selected  for  co- 

starring  roles  in  Paramount’s  forthcoming 
“Two  Time  Loser.” 

Minneapolis — Twin  City  exhibitors  are 

worried  because  more  outside  opposition, 

principally  sports’  events,  looms  for  the 
coming  winter  than  ever.  They  are  won- 

dering where  all  the  money  is  coming 

from  to  support  all  the  entertainment 

events,  including  the  films.  The  outlook 

is  even  worse  than  during  the  summer 

when  the  resorts,  lakes,  fishing,  motoring, 

baseball,  etc.,  cut  heavily  into  the  theatre 
trade. 

There  will  be  two  boxing  clubs  in  oper- 
ation as  compared  with  one  a   year  ago 

and  each  has  announced  a   weekly  show. 

There  also  is  one  wrestling  show  a   week. 

In  addition,  professional  hockey  holds 

sway  three  nights  a   week  much  of  the 

winter,  University  of  Minnesota  basket- 
ball and  high  school  basketball  draw 

heavily  several  nights  weekly  and  more 

legitimate  roadshows  are  booked  into  the 

Lyceum  than  for  many  years. 

Then,  too,  there  are  all  sorts  of  other 
shows,  like  the  radio  exposition,  Sonja 

Henie’s  “Hollywood  Revue,”  night  clubs 
galore  with  floor  shows,  etc. 

This  is  to  say  nothing  of  the  radio  and 

its  extra  big  winter  programs. 

All  in  all,  there  is  good  reason  for  fore- 
boding, according  to  exhibitor  leaders. 

Tom  Baldwin  Covering 

S.  W.  Kas.  lor  Columbia 
Kansas  City  —   Tom  Baldwin,  office 

manager  for  the  Columbia  Pictures  ex- 
change here  under  Ben  Marcus,  has  been 

advanced  as  southwestern  Kansas  sales 

representative,  post  formerly  handled  by 
the  late  L.  E.  Royster. 

Zack  S.  Beiser,  booker  for  the  exchange 

five  years,  succeeds  Baldwin  as  office 
manager.  Beiser  will  retain  his  present 

post  of  head  booker  in  addition  to  his 
new  duties.  Beiser  has  been  with  the 

exchange  eight  years,  having  started  out 

as  manager  of  the  poster  department  and 

later  seeing  experience  in  the  shipping 
room. 

Several  other  changes  have  been  made 

in  the  Columbia  office.  Clarence  Mill- 

berger,  who  has  been  in  the  poster  depart- 

ment, now  is  head  shipper.  Charles  Pur- 
duski  continues  as  assistant  shipper.  Miss 

Virginia  Hudson,  formerly  with  the  Jef- 
ferson Amusement  Co.,  and  with  the  Para- 
mount exchange  in  Dallas,  is  the  new  girl 

on  the  switchboard.  A.  J.  Roberts  is  on 

the  billing  machine;  Howard  Pierce  is 
contract  clerk,  and  Harry  Bradbury  is 

bookkeeper.  Miss  Marie  Campbell  re- 
placed Maybelle  Elsloo,  who  resigned  as 

secretary  to  Marcus  some  weeks  ago. 

Hall  Into  North  Loup 
North  Loup,  Neb. — Warren  G.  Hall,  who 

recently  opened  the  Rodeo  Theatre  at 

Burwell,  Neb.,  has  taken  over  the  Strand 
Theatre  here  from  P.  E.  Doe. 
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^ORA  UDELL,  Paramount  head  inspec- 
tress for  many  years,  leaving  to  enter 

the  state  of  matrimony  .   .   .   Record  break- 
ing advance  sale  for  first  local  appearance 

of  Sonja  Henie  and  her  “Hollywood  Ice 

Revue”  at  the  Arena  December  1   to  3, 
scaled  at  $3.30  .   .   .   The  former  Mary  At- 

kinson, now  Mrs.  Olson,  back  at  her  desk 

at  Columbia  after  a   brief  honeymoon  .   .   . 

Jack  Thoma,  who  came  up  from  Chicago, 

went  to  town  on  his  exploitation  for  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You,”  now  in  the 
midst  of  a   highly  prosperous  two-week  en- 

gagement at  the  Orpheum  here. 

W.  H.  Workman,  M-G-M  branch  man- 
ager, sending  postals  from  Paris  to  his 

many  friends  here.  Not  the  naughty  kind, 

however  .   .   .   “Men  With  Wings”  hitting  a 
fast  boxoffice  pace  in  the  territory.  For 

example,  it  did  record-breaking  business 
for  Herb  Nicholas  in  Fairmont,  Minn.  .   .   . 

Al  Aved,  Columbia  salesman,  investing  in 

new  auto  ...  J.  A.  Zimmerman,  M-G-M 
traveling  auditor,  in  town  .   .   .   Sylvia 

Schoeder  of  Republic  office  staff  recov- 
ering from  a?i  appendectomy. 

E.  J.  MacErlane,  Warner  Bros,  head 

booker,  incapacitated  by  illness  .   .   .   Han- 
nah Pederson,  pretty  and  affable  little 

information  girl  at  M-G-M,  a   “Great 

Waltz”  enthusiast.  Morrie  Abrams,  spec- 
ial exploiteer,  has  been  visiting  Wisconsin 

spots  in  the  interest  of  that  fine  picture 

.   .   .   Max  Roth,  Republic  district  manager, 

a   visitor  .   .   .   Ted  Mans,  St.  Paul  indepen- 
dent exhibitor,  dodging  parking  tags  these 

days  .   .   .   Gene  Meredith,  Warner  Bros.’ 
accountant,  still  gets  big  kick  out  of  wrest- 
ling. 

Among  the  local  film  and  theatre  con- 
tingent that  saw  Minnesota  win  the  Big 

Ten  football  championship  by  winning 

from  Wisconsin  at  Madison  last  Saturday 

were  Harry  Katz,  Abe  Kaplan,  W.  A.  Stef- 

fes.  Bill  Donnelly,  C.  K.  Olson,  Bill  Shar- 
tin,  Eddie  Ruben,  Jerry  Weisfeldt,  Ben 

Friedman,  Ben  Blotcky  and  Gene  Mere- 
dith. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  E.  C.  Sorenson,  Elkton,  S.  D.; 

Lyle  Carisch,  Wayzata,  Minn.;  E.  F.  Mc- 
Carthy, Fergus  Falls,  Minn.;  Paul  Perrizo, 

Blue  Earth,  Minn.;  M.  L.  Sondegaard,  New 

York  Mills,  Minn.;  Everett  Dilley  and  his 

son-in-law,  Irving  Larson,  Northfield, 
Minn.;  E.  P.  Nelson,  Waseca,  Minn.;  Bert 

Parsons,  Springfield,  Minn.;  Andy  Sever- 
son, Osakis,  Minn.;  George  Westerman, 

Milaca,  Minn.,  and  Al  Bang,  Brainerd, 
Minn. 

Esther  Coiner  of  National  Screen  of- 
fice staff  to  wed  Lou  Solub.  After  a 

honeymoon  in  Canada  she’ll  return  to 
work  .   .   .   Moe  Levy,  20 th-Fox  district  man- 

ager, visited  his  Des  Moines  branch  .   .   . 

Germaine  < Burke )   Romness  painfully 

burned  when  her  dress  caught  fire  and 

forced  to  remain  away  from  work  for  part 

of  last  week  .   .   .   “Nickey”  Goldhammer, 
RKO  branch  manager,  visiting  North  Da- 

kota accounts  .   .   .   Fred  Finnegan,  Univer- 

sal office  manager,  so  busy  he  wasn’t  able 

to  get  away  for  Minnesota’s  football  game 
at  Notre  Dame  or  Madison. 

Clarence  K.  Olson,  Warner  Bros.’  branch 
manager,  attended  a   regional  sales  meet- 

ing in  St.  Louis. 

New  Commonwealth 

Link  for  Columbia 

Columbia,  Mo. — A   new  theatre  will  be 

erected  here  by  the  Commonwealth  chain, 

it  is  announced  by  Rex  Barrett,  local  Com- 
monwealth representative.  The  house,  to 

open  about  February  1,  will  operate  at  10- 
15  cents  in  conjunction  with  the  other 

and  higher-priced  Commonwealth  house 
here,  the  Uptown. 

The  Fleck  Construction  Co.  of  Kansas 

City  is  in  charge  of  construction,  but  no 

definite  plans  at  to  design  have  been 
made  as  yet. 

This  addition  to  the  theatrical  business 

of  Columbia  will  fill  the  need  for  another 

low-priced  house. 

John  WoHberg  Acquires 

Excelsior  Springs  Lyric 

Kansas  City  —   John  “Bud”  Wolfberg 
has  taken  over  the  Lyric,  formerly  the 

Casino,  at  Excelsior  Springs,  Mo.,  and  ex- 

pects to  reopen  the  580-seat  house  before 
Christmas.  Wolfberg,  who  operates  the 

Strand  in  Kansas  City,  probably  will  re- 
name the  theatre  the  Colonial.  He  will 

refurbish  the  house  with  new  carpets,  etc. 

George  Miller,  who  has  been  assisting 

Wolfberg  at  the  Strand,  will  manage  at 
Excelsior  Springs. 

Wolfberg  also  is  remodeling  the  Strand, 

installing  a   new  canopy,  laying  new  car- 

pets, etc. 

Minneapolis  Plays  the 

Short  on  " Undressing " Minneapolis — Sensation  of  the  week  here 

was  the  showing  of  the  Elaine  Barrymore 

short,  “How  to  Undress  in  Front  of  Your 

Husband,”  as  the  featured  attraction  of  a 

“triple  thrill  show”  at  the  Time  Theatre 
in  the  loop  here. 

Picture,  which  was  thought  to  be  with- 
drawn from  circulation  and  which  is  in 

the  Hays  organization’s  bad  graces,  was 
advertised  in  sensational  fashion  in  the 

newspapers  and  front  of  the  theatre. 

Switch  Omaha  UA  Posts 

Of  Doty  and  McCarthy 
Omaha  —   D.  V.  McLucas,  UA  exchange 

manager,  has  switched  Leo  J.  Doty,  office 

manager,  and  Danny  McCarthy,  salesman. 

Doty  will  handle  southern  Nebraska. 

Martin  Selling  RKO 
Omaha — Frederick  Martin,  formerly  with 

United  Artists  in  Chicago,  has  joined  the 

local  RKO  sales  staff  under  Branch  Man- 

ager Fay  Dressell.  Martin  replaces  Elmer 
Huhnke. 

In  Dunne-Boyer  Film 

Hollywood — Phyllis  Kennedy  and  Astrid 

Allwyn  have  been  signed  by  RKO  for  fea- 

tured parts  in  “Love  Affair.” 

News  in  Brief 

Although  Hutchinson,  Minnesota  has 

a   population  of  only  3800,  it  has  two 

theatres,  (both  owned  by  the  Frank- 

Woempner  Circuit)  the  Rex  with  500 

seats  and  the  New  State  with  900 

seats.  The  New  State  cost  approxi- 

mately $125,000.00,  being  one  of  the 

most  beautiful  theatres  in  the  North- 

west. The  finest  equipment  obtainable 

was  installed  in  this  beautiful  theatre, 

including  DELUXE  AIR-LOC  full-uphol- 

stered chairs  and  ULTRAPHONE  SU- 

PER MULTI-BEAM  SOUND  SYSTEM. 

*   *   * 

Nate  Sandler  and  Associates  of  Des 

Moines,  who  recently  took  over  the 

Northwood  Theatre,  Northwood,  Iowa, 

have  completed  extensive  improve- 
ments with  both  the  building  and 

equipment  including  complete  mod- 
ernization of  the  ULTRAPHONE  SOUND 

equipment,  which  work  was  done  by 

the  Cinema  Supplies,  Inc.  of  Minne- 

apolis. 
*   *   * 

Mr.  M.  A.  Miller,  who  recently  in- 

stalled new  seats  and  made  other  im- 

provements in  his  Liberty  Theatre,  New 

York  Mills, — last  week  installed  a   lat- 

est type  ULTRAPHONE  SUPER  SOUND 
SYSTEM.  Purchase  was  made  from 

Cinema  Supplies,  Inc.  of  Minneapolis. 
"k  k   k 

George  Miner  recently  opened  his 

New  Falls  Theatre,  Chippewa  Falls, 

Wisconsin.  The  New  Falls  has  a   seat- 

ing capacity  of  850  and  is  one  of  the 
most  beautiful  theatres  in  Western 

Wisconsin  and  is  equipped  with  Sim- 

plex Projectors,  ULTRAPHONE  SUPER 

SOUND  SYSTEM  and  Deluxe  AIR-LOC 

full-upholstered  chairs.  Mr.  Miner  also 

operates  the  Rivoli  at  Chippewa  Falls 

as  well  as  theatres  in  Rice  Lake, 

Chetek,  Cumberland  and  Ladysmith. 

— Adv. 
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Foreign  Policy  at 

The  Vogue  Clicking 

Kansas  City — The  Vogue,  which  opened 
last  week  with  a   foreign  language  picture 

policy,  “Mayerling”  starting,  did  an  ex- 
cellent business  over  the  weekend,  and  it 

appears  a   bow  is  due  to  Herbert  Rosener 
of  San  Francisco  for  introduction  here  of 

a   policy  he  has  successfully  followed  in 
several  coast  and  other  theatres.  While 

it  is  still  early,  the  job  right  now  looks 

like  a   very  good  one,  contrary  to  the 

skepticism  of  most  exhibitors  in  the  in- 
dustry here. 

The  Kansas  City  Times,  Monday  (No- 
vember 21),  made  its  bow  to  the  new 

setup  in  an  editorial: 

“Heretofore,  as  far  as  Kansas  City  has 
been  concerned,  motion  pictures  and 

Hollywood  have  been  virtually  synony- 
mous. We  have  seen  an  occasional  Brit- 

ish production,  of  course,  and  a   few  years 

ago  several  foreign  films  were  shown  in  a 

suburban  theatre  that  was  specializing  in 

pictures  having  a   frankly  limited  popular 

appeal.  But  now,  with  the  establishment 

of  a   new  policy  at  the  Vogue  on  Broad- 
way, we  have  for  the  first  time  a   theatre 

devoted  exclusively  to  the  exhibition  of 

foreign  films. 

“That  is  good  news.  It  means  that 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 
130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr..  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

Kansas  City  will  have  an  opportunity  to 

see  a   series  of  pictures  that  have  achieved 

an  international  reputation  but  would  not 

otherwise  be  presented  here  .   .   .   The  de- 

vice of  superimposing  an  English  trans- 
lation at  the  bottom  of  the  film  elimin- 

ates any  language  difficulty,  and  while  in 

some  instances  the  photography  may  not 

appear  to  be  up  to  American  standards, 

these  pictures  are  generally  agreed  to 

have  special  merits  of  their  own,  par- 
ticularly in  acting  and  direction. 

“Other  cities  in  this  country  have  ex- 
perimented successfully  with  such  the- 

atres. But  it  is  interesting  that  one  now 

has  been  opened  in  the  community  hav- 

ing the  largest  proportion  of  native-born 
inhabitants  of  all  the  major  American 

cities.” 

K,  C,  Sound  Service  Adds 

16mm  Newsreel  Service 

Kansas  City — A   newsreel  service  for  the 

film  trade  is  announced  by  Paul  Hum- 
sion  of  the  Kansas  City  Sound  Service. 

Camera  and  projector  equipment  for  16mm 

film  to  tie  up  with  local  news  events, 

such  as  football  games,  civic  events  and 

so  forth,  are  being  sold. 

Humston  is  making  arrangements  with 

local  film  laboratories  for  speedy  service 

in  developing  prints  on  Saturday,  which  is 

the  usual  day  for  school  football  games. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 

126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 

2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  HUand  2694 

Equipment  Buging 

Reveals  an  Upturn 
Kansas  City — First  to  notice  a   pickup — 

small  enough,  but  appreciable — at  the  box- 
office  in  this  area  are  the  supply  houses. 

Increased  purchases  late  this  fall  have 

been  particularly  remarked  by  such  firms 

because  last  fall  at  the  same  point  the 

sales  curve  was  moving  downward. 

Analysis  by  C.  H.  Badger  of  recent  sales 

made  by  the  Stebbins  Theatre  Supply  here 

reveal  the  tendency  in  exhibitor  spending. 

J.  J.  Newcomb  has  purchased  two  new 

low  intensity  utility  reflector  arc  lamps 

and  a   motor  generator  set  with  other 

equipment  for  his  Newk’s  Theatre  at  Bur- lington, Kas. 

Ward  Spielman  is  installing  two  new 

rectifiers  and  lamps  in  the  Gem  at  Bald- 
win, Kas. 

C.  B.  Kelley,  Kelley  Theatre,  Wakeeney, 

Kas.,  recently  purchased  a   16mm  projec- 
tor and  a   16mm  motion  picture  camera. 

Incidentally  they  have  proved  very  popu- 
lar for  Kelley. 

Charley  Potter  is  installing  new  recti- 
fiers in  the  Murray,  Kansas  City. 

Stebbins  sold  for  George  Harttmann’s 
State,  Mound  City,  Mo.:  pair  new  reflector 

arc  lamps;  pair  rectifiers,  a   new  seamless 

screen,  and  500  new  chairs,  with  other 

equipment. 
Screens  are  among  the  chief  items  be- 

ing bought  by  exhibitors.  Recently  Steb- 
bins has  sold  seamless  sound  screens  to 

the  following:  Jerry  Drake’s  Ritz,  Bolivar, 
Mo.,  along  with  a   pair  of  rectifiers;  M.  J. 

Kilborn’s  house  at  Bentonville,  Ark.,  to- 
gether with  a   pair  of  machines  and  a   pair 

of  reflector  arc  lamps;  F.  L.  Lowe’s  Star, 

Hays;  Frank  Weary’s  Ferris,  Richmond, 

Mo.;  and  R.  D.  Fite’s  Eris,  Eldorado,  Kas. 

Elmer  Dillon  Is  Managing 

Howard  lor  Gus  Diamond 

Arkansas  City,  Kas. — Elmer  Dillon  is 

the  new  manager  of  the  Howard  Theatre 
here.  Dillon  is  a   former  associate  of  Gus 

Diamond,  Salina,  Kas.,  exhibitor,  who  re- 
cently purchased  the  Howard  from  W.  D. 

Fulton  of  Kansas  City.  Dillon  and  Dia- 

mond were  formerly  with  Warner  in  Kan- 
sas City,  both  then  going  with  the  Glen 

W.  Dickinson  Theatres,  Inc.,  Diamond  as 

head  booker  and  Dillon  as  theatre  mana- 

ger. Delay  Remodeling  Work 

On  Orpheum  in  Lincoln 
Lincoln — The  Orpheum  will  probably 

remain  open  until  Thanksgiving  while 

materials  are  being  moved  in  to  start  the 

remodeling  work.  J.  H.  Cooper,  head  of 

the  Lincoln  Theatres  Corp.,  was  in  from 

New  York  with  his  office  manager,  Joe 

Phillipson,  arranging  the  preliminaries. 

Original  closing  date  was  set  for  No- 
vember 9,  but  a   change  in  plans  altered 

the  blueprints,  caused  the  delay. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
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Coffman  Conducts 

Columbia  Conclave 
Kansas  City — H.  C.  Coffman,  exchange 

operations  manager  for  Columbia  Pictures 

Corp.,  was  here  Saturday  and  Sunday  to 

conduct  a   two-day  meeting  of  Columbia 
auditors  from  over  the  country.  B.  E. 

Zeeman,  assistant  exchange  operations 

manager,  arrived  early  last  week  to  make 

arrangements  for  the  conference,  which 
was  held  at  the  Hotel  Muehlebach. 

Auditors  attending  were  D.  E.  Pratt, 

West  Coast;  L.  L.  Savage,  Mideast;  Har- 
old Sachs,  New  England;  Irving  Hanauer, 

East;  Irving  Altschuler,  Midwest;  Frank 
Barry,  South. 

The  group  discussed  auditing  problems. 

Coffman  left  Sunday  evening  for  New 

York.  Zeeman  will  visit  other  exchanges 
in  this  area  before  returning  East. 

Larzelere  Building  New 
Theatre  at  Troy,  Kas. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo.  —   Construction  of  a 

theatre  building  in  Troy,  Kas.,  about  15 

miles  west  of  St.  Joseph,  has  been  started 

by  R.  G.  Larzelere.  The  house,  the  first 

motion  picture  theatre  in  Troy,  will  be 

opened  in  60  to  90  days.  It  will  be  Lar- 

zelere’s  first  venture  as  a   showman. 
Brick,  marble,  glass,  doors  and  other 

materials  salvaged  in  the  demolition  of 

St.  Joseph’s  old  federal  building  are  being 
used  in  construction  of  the  building. 

^HE  Fox  Waldo  here  is  starting  a   58- 
week  deal  on  Metro’s  Caliente-ware. 

Stan  Goldberg  arranged  the  tieup  which 

is  the  Waldo’s  first  dishware  giveaway. 

One  of  those  “friendly  feuds’’  has  de- 
veloped in  the  billiard  room,  of  the  Va- 

riety Club,  according  to  an  authoritative 
source.  It  seems  that  Frank  Hensler  and 

George  Baker  play  Bob  Withers  and  C.  A. 
Schultz  now  and  then.  Also,  Hensler  and 

Baker  have  found  that  they  can  throw 

Schultz  off  his  game  by  standing  over  the 

sand-filled  waste  jar  while  Schultz  is 

studying  a   particularly  difficult  shot.  A 
truce  was  called  this  week. 

Homer  Blackwell,  Independent  Poster 

Exchange,  undertook  the  Shriners’  exami- 
nation Tuesday. 

Boning  it  with  bookers  along  18 th  St. 

this  week  were  Joe  Ghosen,  Sedalia,  Mo.; 

Frank  Weary,  Richmond,  Mo.;  Bob  Robi- 
son, Grant  City,  Mo.;  Stanley  Schwahn, 

Lawrence,  Kas.;  C.  L.  McVey,  Herington, 

Kas.;  George  Lehman,  Plaza,  St.  Joseph, 

Mo.;  H.  A.  Porta,  Humansville,  Mo.;  Larry 

Larsen,  Civic,  Webb  City,  Mo.;  Mrs. 

Marion  Miller,  Casino,  Boonville,  Mo.;  Ben 

Crocker,  Ulysses,  Kas.;  Mrs.  Andrews, 

Olathe,  Kas.;  Tom  Wilhoit,  Plattsburg , 
Mo. 

Frank  Ritter  of  the  Isis  really  knocked 

himself  off  a   score  at  ten  pins  Monday 

evening — 719  for  three  frames,  which 

broke  the  Variety  Club  League  bowling 
record. 

The  rumor  that  the  Mainstreet  will  re- 
open Xmas  under  RKO  with  Ted  Lewis  on 

the  stage  is  just  a   rumor — yet.  Other  ru- 
mors regarding  the  darkened  downtown 

house,  several  of  which  arose  this  fall, 

seem  to  be  just  that,  rumors. 

Johnny  Scott  was  reported  the  only  un- 
envied man  at  the  Film  ball,  Friday  night. 

He  squired  two  dames  to  the  fracas,  and 
after  he  arrived  invited  six  more  to  sit 

at  his  table.  How  scared  he  must  have 

been  to  play  it  that  safe! 

Congressman  U.  S.  Guyer,  Kansas  City, 

Kas.,  was  rummaging  through  some  old 

books  in  his  office  the  other  day  and  came 

across  an  announcement  of  the  birth  of 

Harlean  Harlow  Carpenter.  Jean  Harlow, 

according  to  the  announcement,  was  born 

March  3,  1911,  weight  nine  pounds,  at  3344 

Olive  street,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  Guyer 

passed  along  the  announcement  to  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  S.  D.  Harlow,  Kansas  City,  Kas., 

grandparents  of  the  late  movie  actress. 

Irving  Zussman,  president  of  Metro 

Premium  Co.,  Chicago,  and  Sid  Bernstein, 

Los  Angeles  representative,  were  here  Sat- 
urday visiting  Stanley  Goldberg,  manager 

in  Kansas  City,  and  the  local  trade.  Zuss- 
man departed  for  Boston  on  the  weekend. 

A.  T.  Ball,  representative  of  Beverly 

(Continued  on  page  62) 

HOME-TOWN 
"MOVIE" 

NEWSREELS 
Take  your  own  newsreels — Show  them  on  your  screen.  Local 

newsreels  are  just  as  important  to  you  as  local  news  to  your 

newspaper!  There  is  no  limit  to  the  exhibition  angles.  Anyone 

can  operate  our  simplified  newsreel  cameras. 

Be  the  first  in  your  community  to  show  Local  Newsreels 

WRITE  —   WIRE  —   PHONE  TODAY  FOR  FULL  DETAILS 

KANSAS  CITY  SOUND  SERVICE 
128  W.  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Phone  HA  4783 
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1IL  I   N   C   CO)  IL  M 
BIG  doings  in  town,  what  with  prepara- 

tions for  the  arrival  of  Hollywood’s 
newest  cowboy,  Roy  Rogers.  Bill  Saal 

planed  out  from  New  York  to  personally 

handle  the  setup  for  his  appearances. 

Howard  Federer  dated  him  up  with  a   21- 

girl  salute  at  a   luncheon  at  the  Corn- 
husker  Hotel,  the  girls  coming  from  the 

University  of  Nebraska  sorority  row  .   .   . 

J.  H.  Cooper  was  in  town  for  a   few  days, 
then  went  out  again. 

Ed  Vaughan  says  the  smart  girl  isn’t 

interested  in  how  much  money  a   guy’s 

father  has,  as  how  much  of  his  father’s 
money  the  guy  has  .   .   .   Two  houses  gave 

notices  this  week,  the  Liberty  which  goes 

from  a   J.  H.  Cooper  house  to  the  Ne- 
braska Theatres,  Inc.,  about  December  7, 

and  the  Kiva,  holdover  house  for  the 

Varsity  pictures,  which  may  close  during 

the  pre-Xmas  slump  .   .   .   Iz  Wemer  was 
in  for  a   while  the  other  night,  refusing 

to  be  quoted  on  anything  from  the  elec- 
tion to  film  rentals. 

Theatres  and  newspapers  are  cooping 

here  on  a   pick  of  the  ten  best  pictures  by 

the  public,  the  winner  to  be  sent,  all  ex- 

penses paid,  to  Hollywood  for  a   three- 

day  look-see  at  the  studios  .   .   .   Bob  Liv- 
ingston is  getting  a   lot  of  rest,  preparing 

for  the  marathon  starting  January  1, 

when  he  has  to  keep  up  with  the  legisla- 
ture for  90  days  or  so  .   .   .   M.  E.  Lofgren 

says  he  finally  got  his  dishes  from  Colo- 
rado, so  the  paper  plates  are  out. 

Alvin  Hendricks  has  forsaken  apart- 
ment house  life,  moved  in  with  Howard 

Federer,  his  boss,  so  now  he’s  on  a   24-hour 
shift  .   .   .   Izzy  Kulil  and  the  Mrs.  were 

wearers  of  mouths  down  at  the  corners 

after  the  Pitt  game.  Other  game  attend- 
ants included  the  Bill  Miskells,  Eddie 

Shafton,  Joe  Rosenberg ,   all  of  Omaha; 

Bill  Youngclaus ,   Grand  Island,  and  Chick 

Friedman  of  Des  Moines. 

Hensler  Scores  706 

Bowling  Total 
Kansas  City — Frank  Hensler,  branch 

manager  of  Metro  here,  shot  the  No.  1 

game  of  a   long  and  distinguished  bowl- 

ing career  November  18  at  Pla-Mor, 

rolling  them  for  the  Muehlebach  Pil- 
seners  of  the  Shrine  League.  Hensler 

started  off  with  a   216,  improved  to  a 

234,  and  wound  up  with  a   256  for  a 

total  706.  The  team  opposing  the 

Pilseners  in  the  match  shot  3,054  and 

lost  all  three  games. 

Honors  Go  to  Cresswell 

In  Bowling  League  Race 
Kansas  City — While  Cinema  Club  main- 

tained a   one-game  lead  in  the  Variety 

Bowling  League,  honors  this  week  go  to 
Cresswell  Photos  for  sweeping  three 

matches  with  Film  Delivery  to  tie  Na- 
tional Screen  for  second  place. 

RESULTS  LAST  WEEK 

AV.  L. Film  Delivery  .... 

774 

833 

853  2460 
0   3 

Cresswell  Photos 

899 

848 857  2604 
3   0 National  Screen 

8(10 

657 

789  2306 
2   1 Don  Davis    732 795 

767  2284 
1   2 

Barkers    979 910 916  2805 1   2 

Cinema  Club    

877 

1011 1076  2964 
2   1 

Dubinsky  Bros.  .   .   . 

833 

780 870  2539 O   3 

Finton  Jones    911 954 
942  2807 

3   0 
TEAM 

STANDINGS 

Won 

Lost 

Pet. 
Cinema  Club    

.   15 

9 

.625 National  Screen  .   .   . .   14 10 .583 

Cresswell  Photos ii 10 .583 
Finton  Jones    

.   13 
11 

.542 Barkers    11 13 .458 

Don  Davis    
.   11 

13 

.458 

Dubinsky  Bros. 10 14 .417 
Film  Delivery    8 

16 

.336 

INDIA  IDUAI ,   HIGH SCORES 
Frank  Ritter,  719 

* ; 

Andy 

Anderson, 

653; 

Chuck  Decker,  628;  Jimmie  Lewis,  624;  Frank 

Lambader,  618;  Walt  Lambader,  585;  John 
Much  more,  584;  Kenneth  Levy,  573. 

NEXT  WEEK’S  SCHEDULE 

Alleys 

Finton  Jones  vs.  Cinema  Club   11  and  12 

Dubinsky  Bros.  vs.  Barkers    13  and  14 
Film  Delivery  vs.  National  Screen.  .   15  and  16 
Cresswell  Photos  vs.  Don  Davis   17  and  18 

^Variety  record. 

Bill  Arms,  formerly  the  right  hand  man 
with  the  now  defunct  Wilbur  Cushman 

vaude  circuit,  was  in  trying  to  spot  Faith 

Carlton’s  band  for  three  days  in  this 
town.  Said  he  had  a   week  for  it  with 

Evert  Cummings  at  the  Orpheum,  Omaha. 

"Bugs”  Jitter 

Columbia,  Mo.- — A   “jitterbug”  contest 
supplemented  the  regular  screen  attrac- 

tion at  the  Uptown  Theatre  here  last  Fri- 
day night.  A   prize  of  $25  was  awarded 

to  the  winning  couple. 

A   Film  Finish  for  Filmites 

Omaha — A   thrilling  touchdown  pass  in 
the  last  few  seconds  of  play  featured  the 

annual  football  clash  between  employes 
of  the  Brandeis  and  Omaha  theatres. 

While  the  Brandeis  lads  won,  7-0,  it  was 

a   hard-fought,  push  and  pull  battle  all  the 
way. 

Steve  Luby,  Brandeis  fullback,  heaved 

a   30-yard  pass  to  Ralph  Dickerson,  end, 
who  stood  on  the  goal  line  to  make  the 

catch.  The  game  ended  as  the  extra  point 

was  kicked,  successfully. 

The  Omaha  Theatre  eleven  was  badly 

handicapped  by  injuries.  Pre-game  prac- 
tice put  two  out  of  play  and  an  injured 

foot  early  in  the  game  put  Captain  Art 

Olsen  out.  Fran  Johnson  was  captain 
for  the  Brandeis  team. 

A   crowd  of  over  200  persons  witnessed 

the  game.  Don  Reynolds  coached  the 
Omaha  team  and  Boots  Kostlan  coached 

the  victors. 

Starting  lineup: 

Omaha  Pos.  Brandeis 

Howard  Schonberger .   .   .LE     Lou  Egart 

Clyde  Johnson    LT     Howard  Jensen 
Bill  Stein    LG     Don  Sorensen 

Jack  Stahn    C     John  Mumaugh 
George  Siders    RG     Fran  Johnson 
Tony  Sorenson    RT     Jack  McClung 
Dave  Frohardt    RE     Ralph  Dickerson 
Ed  Brocker    QB     Steve  Luby 
Jack  Powers    LH     Francis  Boren 
Tom,  Batson    RH     Francis  Mullison 
Art  Olsen    FB     Wade  Knapp 

Substitutions — Omaha:  Harry  Pabst,  Walt  Grif- 
fiths; Brandeis:  Jack  Blair,  Jim  Smith,  A1  Knott, 

Ray  Christiansen,  Robert  Huffman. 

Officials — Referee:  Monte  Davis.  Umpire:  Pete 
Broad.  Linesmen:  Cliff  Donnell,  Chet  Washburn, 

Glenn  Fratt.  Timekeeper:  Boots  Kostlan. 

O   M   A   HI  A\ 
J^OY  ROGERS,  the  horse  opera  star, was  here  for  a   personal  appearance 

at  the  Town  Theatre  which  was  a   huge 

success  due  to  the  efforts  of  Elmer  Tilton 

and  Ralph  Goldberg  .   .   .   Take  it  from 
Boxoffice,  Mr.  Tilton  is  a   real  host. 

Walt  Green  of  FEPCO  has  a   new  sign 
card  which  will  set  the  world  afire  during 

1939  because  of  its  stiffness  .   .   .   Don’t  for- 
get the  Omaha  Variety  Club  party  on  De- 

cember 18,  says  Chief  Barker  Green  .   .   . 

A.  P.  Bill,  RCA  expert,  was  in  town  on 
business. 

John  Harms,  Universal  booker,  was 

home  due  to  a   serious  illness.  A1  Hill,  the 

Creighton  flash,  filled  in  at  the  booker 

desk  .   .   .   Regina  Molseed  says  the  Com- 
munity Chest  contributions  are  slowing 

up  this  year  .   .   .   Regina  still  hopes  to  hit 

that  goal  of  $495  for  Filmrow. 

Business  must  be  extra  good  at  the  Co- 
lumbia exchange.  Manager  Iz  Weiner, 

Salesmen  Bill  Foley  and  Sol  Yeager  all 

bought  new  cars  this  week  .   .   .   Leon  Dizon, 
Warner  salesman,  spent  Turkey  day  with 

relatives  at  Madison,  Neb.  .   .   .   Frank  Van 

Husan  said  his  company,  Western  Theatre 

Supply,  had  its  best  October  since  he 
started  in  the  business  30  years  ago. 

Birthdays  this  week  include  Adele  An- 
derson, Warner  exchange;  Sol  Francis, 

Will  Singer  and  Marie  Anderson  .   .   . 

Dorothy  Langstrom  Crouch  celebrates  her 

first  wedding  anniversary  .   .   .   Sam  Stern’s 
boy  is  a   year  old  on  December  1. 

Joe  Rosenberg  went  to  the  hospital  this 

week  for  an  operation  on  his  nose.  Best 

wishes  for  an  early  recovery,  Joe  .   .   .   Jack 

White,  son  of  Carl  White,  is  a   camera  nut 

.   .   .   Pinky  Mcllvaine,  Brandeis  assistant 

manager,  depends  on  Boxoffice  for  his 
football  selections. 

Mary  Francis  had  a   guest  from  Indiana 

at  the  Creighton  game.  Yes,  it  was  a 

male  guest  .   .   .   J.  E.  Holben,  exhibitor  at 

Pisgah,  la.,  had  his  lower  teeth  out  but 
still  is  optimistic  about  business  .   .   .   Fay 

Dressell,  RKO  manager,  was  home  in  bed 

for  a   few  days  but  is  all  right  now. 

Howard  Harvey  lost  his  father-in-law  in 
an  auto  crash  at  Sioux  City  .   .   .   Exhibitors 

at  the  Roy  Rogers  party  included  Frank 

Good,  Iowana,  Red  Oak,  la.;  Socks  Whee- 
ler, Red  Oak;  Toby  Stewart,  Mayfair, 

Shenandoah,  la.;  Ralph  Goldberg,  Omaha 

circuit  owner;  Attorney  General  Walt 

Johnson,  who  is  friendly  to  the  theatre 
interests. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  is  now  moved 
across  the  street.  Watch  Boxoffice  for 

a   special  edition  .   .   .   Bill  Miskell,  Orpheum 

manager,  is  putting  on  weight  .   .   .   Bessie 
Halstead,  RKO  steno,  is  an  aunt,  the 

nephew  was  born  in  Hollywood  and  is  pre- 
paring for  a   screen  career  .   .   .   Mort 

Troxell,  exhibitor  at  Wilber,  Neb.,  is  a 
camera  addict. 

Exhibitors  on  Filmrow  included  Charles 

Sartorius,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hartley,  la.; 

John  Noffsinger,  Capitol,  Madison,  Neb.; 
Albert  M.  Bang,  Bend,  North  Bend,  Neb.; 

Louis  Weiner,  West,  Sioux  City,  la.;  J.  L. 

Irwin,  Avon,  Elgin,  Neb.;  Harry  Lowder, 
Sioux,  Anthon,  la. 
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Battle  by  Griffith 
For  Permit  Goes  On 

Minneapolis — The  two-year  fight  of 

H.  L.  Griffith  to  obtain  a   license  to  build 

and  operate  a   $150,000  theatre  on  his 

property  located  in  one  of  the  city’s  ex- 
clusive neighborhood  sections  was  to  be 

fought  out  on  the  city  council  floor  for 

the  sixth  or  more  time. 

The  aldermen  were  to  have  two  com- 

mittee reports,  a   three-to-two  majority 

one  opposing  it  and  a   minority  report  fa- 
voring its  issuance. 

Fight  against  the  license  is  based  on 

two  grounds — that  the  theatre  would  be 

located  opposed  a   Jewish  house  of  wor- 

ship and  that  the  city  already  is  over- 
seated. 

On  two  other  occasions  the  council 

granted  the  permit,  only  to  rescind  its 

action  later.  The  other  times  it  voted 

the  permit  down.  Griffith  lost  a   court 

fight  to  compel  its  issuance. 

If  the  majority  report  prevails,  the 

council,  in  effect,  will  be  standing  pat 

on  its  present  avowed  policy  not  to  per- 
mit any  further  theatre  construction  here. 

Several  other  individuals,  in  addition  to 

Griffith,  profess  a   desire  to  build  new 
theatres. 

The  council  has  been  requested  by  Rabbi 

A.  G.  Minda  of  the  Temple  involved  to 

agree  upon  some  definite  limitation  to  the 

proximity  of  theatres  to  places  of  wor- 

ship. Building  trade  unions  are  on  Grif- 

fith’s side  because,  they  point  out,  further 
theatre  construction  would  aid  employ- 
ment. 

During  the  debate  before  the  council 

committee  last  week,  anti-semitism  crop- 
ped into  the  proceedings. 

Norris  Joins  Progressive; 

Miller  Trailer-Made  Head 

Kansas  City — W.  L.  Norris,  formerly 

with  Trailer-Made  Service  of  Kansas  City 
as  salesman,  has  resigned  to  go  with 

Progressive  Premium  Co.  Trailer-Made 

has  been  incorporated,  and  Beverly  Mil- 
ler is  president  and  general  manager. 

J.  Harry  Brown,  formerly  an  exhibitor 

at  Lakin,  Kas.,  and  at  one  time  with  Glen 

W.  Dickinson  Theatre,  Inc.,  at  Manhattan 

and  Paola,  Kas.,  has  gone  with  Trailer- 
Made  and  will  sell  in  southwestern 

Kansas. 

R.  C.  Buxton,  exhibitor  at  Ransom,  Kas., 

now  is  representing  Trailer-Made  in 
Northwestern  Kansas. 

Moorman  Office  Manager 

For  Minny  Trailer-Made 
Minneapolis — M.  G.  Moorman,  National 

Screen  head  booker,  has  resigned  to  be- 

come office  manager  at  Trailer-Made  ex- 
change where  he  becomes  associated  with 

Tom  and  Eddie  Burke  and  Reno  Wilk. 

Ray  Hurwitz,  formerly  with  Gillman  the- 
atres, succeeds  him  at  National  Screen. 

Assembled  at  the  Coronado  Hotel  in  St.  Louis  to  formulate  plans  for  the 

forthcoming  Sears  Drive  are  the  Warner  midwest  branch  managers  and  Act- 

ing District  Manager  Rud  Lohrenz.  Left  to  right  are  O.  K.  Olson,  Minne- 
apolis; Art  Anderson,  Des  Moines;  Fred  Greenberg,  Indianapolis;  Earle  Perkins, 

Omaha;  Sam  Clark,  publicity  man  for  the  territory;  Lohrenz,  Bob  Smith, 
Milwaukee;  A.  W.  Bromberg,  assistant  branch  manager,  Chicago;  Tom  Gilliam, 

Chicago;  and  Hall  Walsh,  St.  Louis.  The  drive  runs  from  Dec.  25  to  Apr.  15. 

Junior  Legion  Band  Meets 

Roy  Rogers  in  Des  Moines 

Des  Moines — Fast-shootin’,  hard-ridin’ 
Roy  Rogers  blew  into  town  at  8   p.  m., 
Thursday. 

Rogers,  who  recently  starred  in  some  of 

the  better  action  pictures  turned  out  by 

Republic  studios,  had  the  band  out  to 

meet  him.  The  Junior  Legion  drum  and 

bugle  corps  did  the  honors  at  Hotel  Fort 
Des  Moines  at  9   a.  m. 

Roy  Rogers  Suit  Settled 
Lincoln — Republic  studios  settled  the 

case  of  Vaudevillian  Roy  Rogers  against 

the  studio’s  cowboy,  Roy  Rogers,  out  of 
court  for  $2,500.  Suit  was  for  $150,000  and 

injunction  against  the  use  of  the  name 

Roy  Rogers,  which  the  plaintiff  claimed 
he  had  made  famous  in  vaudeville. 

He  opened  his  personals  with  one  day 

at  the  Colonial,  with  “Billy  the  Kid  Re- 
turns,” after  having  been  greeted  by  the 

Lt.  Gov.  (Nate  Parsons)  of  Nebraska, 

Mayor  Copeland,  being  honored  guest  at 
a   luncheon  with  a   flock  of  college  girls, 

being  interviewed  on  radio,  and  with 

newspaper  splashes. 

He  made  two  appearances  in  Nebraska, 
the  other  in  Omaha. 

A   P.  A.  at  Omaha 

Omaha  —   Complete  in  cowboy  regalia, 

Roy  Rogers,  Republic  Pictures’  new  won- 
der boy  of  the  westerns>,  took  this  city  by 

storm.  Ralph  D.  Goldberg,  local  circuit 

owner,  presented  Rogers  in  personal  ap- 
pearances at  the  Town  Theatre. 

Sanders  in  Saint  Series 

New  York — George  Sanders  recently  left 

for  Hollywood  to  play  the  title  role  in  the 

RKO  Saint  series.  The  second  in  the 

series,  “The  Saint  Strikes  Twice,”  is 
scheduled  for  the  cameras  soon. 

Webber  Sells  His 

Theatre  to  Wiber 

Kansas  City — Morris  Wiber  has  taken 

over  the  Mary  Lue  Theatre  here  from 
E.  E.  Webber.  Wiber,  a   successful  garage 

operator  in  Kansas  City,  assumed  opera- 
tion of  the  house  last  week. 

The  Mary  Lue  has  been  successfully 

operated  by  E.  E.  Webber  the  past  seven 

years.  Before  Mr.  Webber  took  it  over 
the  house  had  been  closed  for  several 

years.  It  has  625  seats  and  serves  the 
southeast  section  of  Kansas  City. 

Webber  will  continue  to  operate  the 

Colonial,  new  $100,000  suburban  at  39tli 
and  Woodland.  E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  president 

of  the  ITO,  has  been  managing  the  Mary 
Lue  for  his  father. 

Dr.  Palensky  Will  Open 

Theatre  in  Leigh  Dec .   1 

Leigh,  Neb. — Dr.  J.  T.  Palensky,  opera- 

tor of  the  Howells  Theatre  at  Howells, 

Neb.,  will  open  a   theatre  here  about  De- 
cember 1.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha 

installed  sound  and  projection,  seats,  screen 
and  carpet. 

Leigh  at  one  time  had  a   community house. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 
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DCS  MOMMIES 

'J'HE  temperature  finally  lost  its  balmy feel  this  week  so  that  Filmrow  could 

start  singing  “Jingle  Bells”  and  wearing 
fur  coats  .   .   .   Lou  Levy,  Grand  National, 

announces  for  Committeemen  Chick  Fried- 
man, Myron  Blank,  and  Frank  Rubel  that 

the  Row  reached  its  Community  Chest 

quota.  Lou  collected  pledges,  he  claims, 
while  his  henchmen  collected  bets  and 

yelled  “Block  That  Kick”  at  the  stadium 
.   .   .   Was  that  Ben  Lass  playing  hand- 

ball at  the  Y ? 

We  saw  Bob  Bernau  of  Lake  City,  Mrs. 
C.  S.  Hoffman  oj  Knoxville,  and  Ray 
Baltzley  of  Busey  this  week  .   .   .   Greetings 
from  here  to  Ft.  Dodge  where  Central 

States’  theatre  manager,  Jess  Day,  is  con- 
valescing after  a   heart  attack  .   .   .   Anne 

Hayes  is  replacing  Mary  Francis  Acheson 
at  National  Screen  .   .   .   Walter  Lowman 

at  Monogram  is  now  comfortably  en- 
sconced in  a   private  office  complete  with 

radio,  et  al.  He’s  expecting  to  graduate  to 
25  cent  cigars  any  day  now. 

Harvey  Schultz,  former  husking  cham- 
pion from  Cresco,  la.,  not  only  showed 

Fox’s  Jones  Family  how  it  is  done,  but 

also  appeared  in  the  film  “Down  on  the 
Farm”  himself  .   .   .   We  haven’t  seen  it  yet, 

but  S.  J.  Mayer  says  the  new  “daylight  ef- 

fect” paint  job  on  20th  Century-Fox’s 
acoustical  ceiling  here  is  amazing.  Mayer 

was  placidly  going  his  own  sweet  way 

down  Forest  Ave.,  Sunday  when  a   young 

lady  sped  around  another  car  and  ripped 

up  the  left  side  of  his  car.  She  was  ar- 
rested for  speeding  and  reckless  driving 

.   .   .   The  Paramount  had  a   pre-Thanks- 

giving  midnight  showing  of  “Angels  With 

Dirty  Faces.” 

Bob  Ringler,  who  holds  the  Monogram 
franchise  in  Omaha,  was  in  town  this  week 

on  business.  Ringler  visited  various  cir- 
cuit heads  in  an  attempt  to  negotiate  an 

arrangement  for  the  Nebraska  territory 
similar  to  the  deal  closed  by  F.  E.  Judd 
last  week  for  the  Iowa  district. 

Victor  Mantz  at  Younkers  is  installing 

a   radio  converter  so  Ogden  Theatre  pat- 
rons can  enjoy  music  before  the  feature. 

Victor  abandoned  a   flourishing  newspaper 

in  Strawberry  Point  in  favor  of  the  flicker 

business.  He  says  the  latter  requires  longer 

hours,  but  is  easier  on  the  nerves  .   .   . 

Spotted:  Dick  Phillips,  Tri-States  theatre 
manager  in  Charles  City,  lunching  at 

These  Cowboys  Are 
Carnivorous 

Lincoln — Republic's  William  Saal, 
New  Yorker,  will  have  to  learn  more 

about  what's  what  in  the  wild  and 
woolly  west.  He  brought  Roy  Rogers, 

the  studio's  newest  western  star,  here 
for  a   personal  appearance  and  threw 

a   luncheon  for  him  at  the  Comhusker 

Hotel  which  30  college  girls  attended. 

Saal  ordered  the  food.  When  Cowboy 

Rogers  spied  the  meat,  he  whooped, 

raising  the  rafters. 

The  entree  was  lamb  chops! 

Michaels  .   .   .   Talked  over  old  friends  with 

Lee  Henry  from  Stuart  the  other  day,  too. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Leo  Gorman  have  sold 

the  Greene  Theatre  here  to  Frank  Work- 
man of  Minneapolis.  Workman  owns  the 

theatre  at  Lake  Mills,  la.,  and  recently 
purchased  the  house  at  Garner,  la.,  from 
Charles  Marks. 

Harry  Murphy,  publicity  chairman  of 

the  Fourth  Division  Ass’n  here,  is  angling 

for  a   spot  to  show  the  war  department’s 
film  of  the  Fourth  Division  in  action  dur- 

ing the  World  War.  Argonne  post  of  the 

American  Legion  is  considering  sponsoring 

a   showing  for  all  veterans,  if  a   suitable 

spot  can  be  found  and  the  date  on  which 

the  film,  available  as  a   result  of  the 

signal  corps’  wartime  activities,  can  be 
obtained  is  satisfactory. 

Art  Anderson  found  plenty  of  thumbs 
when  he  tried  to  assemble  those  Warner 

Bros,  desk  calendars  a   la  daily  reminders 

from  the  main  offices  .   .   .   But  he’d  feel 
well  repaid  for  his  efforts  could  he  see 

what  a   prominent  place  one  of  the  devices 

now  holds  on  Ken  Clayton’s  desk  over  at 

the  Register.  Incidentally ,   Ken’s  darning 
his  own  socks  now  with  the  rest  of  the 

free-lancers  .   .   .   M-G-M’s  Speed  Lambert 
zipped  into  town  and  out  again  Wednes- day. 

Tri-States  employes  get  headachy  when 

they  think  of  all  the  Greatest  Year  con- 
test booklets  in  the  hands  of  potential 

contest  entrants — 82,000  in  Des  Moines 

alone  .   .   .   Hollywood  almost  missed  a   Des 

Moines  Register  plug  by  labeling  Kay  Tab- 

scott,  five-year-old  moppet  now  making 

faces  for  Hal  Roach,  as  being  from  Lin- 

coln, Neb.  .   .   .   Her  picture  ran  one  edi- 
tion before  an  eagle  eye  in  the  editorial 

offices  spotted  her  as  the  daughter  of  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Glen  Tabscott,  formerly  of  Mount 

Ayr,  la.  Little  Kay’s  mother  was  “Miss 
Ringgold  County”  in  a   beauty  contest 

some  years  ago  .   .   .   Kay  landed  in  Film- 
land via  a   dancing  contest  which  she  won 

in  Lincoln,  Neb.,  last  year.  She  won  a 

$1,000  award,  too. 

Jack  Thoma,  Columbia’s  Chicago  ex- 
ploiteer,  will  be  gratified  to  observe  the 

picture-story  of  “Blondie”  in  the  Novem- 
ber 27  Sunday  Register  roto  section  .   .   . 

The  Register  uses  the  Blondie  comic  strip 

both  daily  and  Sunday  .   .   .   Speed  Lam- 
bert should  have  known  better  than  to 

ask  a   newspaper  man  to  fudge  the  Des 

Moines  finals  of  that  “Great  Waltz”  con- 
test, particularly  when  the  newspaper 

man  is  an  ardent  swing  fan  .   .   .   M-G-M 

gets  roto  space  on  Freddie  Bartholomew’s 
exercise  program  in  the  November  27 

Register. 

Mercer  in  Filmusical 

Hollywood — Frances  Mercer,  Clarence 

Derwent  and  Janet  Beecher  have  been 

signed  to  roles  in  RKO’s  “The  Castles,” 
new  Astaire-Rogers  filmusical. 

They  Grin  and 
Bear  It 

Des  Moines — Charlie  Taylor,  aggres- 
sive revivalist  conducting  nightly 

spiritual  recovery  crusades  here  at  the 

Shrine  Auditorium,  is  not  only  packing 

them  in  at  an  estimated  8,000  persons 

per  day,  but  he  is  also  stealing  the 

theatres'  thunder  by  showing  colored 
"movies"  on  some  occasions. 

Theatre  men  have  adopted  a   "grin 
and  bear  it"  attitude,  however,  until 
the  series  of  meetings,  which  opened 

November  6,  is  completed  November  29. 

KAYCEE 
(Continued  from  page  59) 

Miller’s  Trailer-Made  Service  of  Kansas 
City,  still  is  recuperating  from  injuries 
suffered  a   couple  of  weeks  ago  when  his 
car  ran  headon  into  another  near  Leav- 

enworth, Kas.  He  is  expected  up  and 
around  in  a   couple  of  weeks. 

J.  H.  Kelly  of  National  Theatre  Supply 

has  been  on  the  influenza  sick  list  a 

couple  of  weeks,  but  is  expected  back shortly. 

Weekend  visitors  on  18 th  St.  included 

Ensley  Barbour,  Springfield,  Mo.;  Ward 

Spielman,  Baldwin,  Kas.;  R.  E.  Richard- 
son, Mt.  Vernon,  Mo.;  Charley  McCollister, 

Nomar,  Wichita,  Kas. 

J.  Walter  Shreve,  manager  of  National 

Theatre  Supply,  has  returned  from  a   trip 

to  Deepwater,  Mo.,  where  he  sold  new 

sound  and  booth  equipment  and  a   new 

screen  for  John  Travis’  new  theatre  there. 
Travis  also  operates  the  Plaza  at  Crane, 

Mo.  He  expects  to  open  the  new  show, 

which  is  unnamed,  the  first  week  in  De- 
cember. Shreve  has  just  received  an  order 

for  new  seats  and  screen  from  Chester 

Hurdle  for  the  Karyl  at  Milan. 

"Doc"  Cook  Planning  New 

Theatre  at  Maryville ,   Mo. 
Kansas  City — On  Filmrow  this  week,  C. 

E.  “Doc”  Cook,  who  operates  the  Tivoli 
at  Maryville,  Mo.,  announced  that  he 

shortly  will  begin  construction  of  a   new 

theatre  in  Maryville.  The  new  66x132 

house,  seating  approximately  750,  will  be 

handled  by  Robert  O.  Boiler. 

The  house  will  have  a   42-foot  stage. 

Cook  has  been  very  successful  in  the  de- 

velopment of  local  stage  shows  at  Mary- 
ville. He  ran  the  first  amateur  shows  in 

the  state.  The  new  house  will  provide 

ample  facilities  for  producing  stage  pro- 
grams, which  Cook  himself  builds.  The 

theatre  also  will  have  a   large  35x66  lounge. 

Cook’s  present  Tivoli  will  be  converted 
into  shops.  Work  will  start  on  the  new 

house  within  a   week  or  two,  and  is  ex- 
pected to  be  completed  in  April. 

"Ah's  Cornin' " 
Hollywood — Stepin  Fetchit,  screenland’s 

personification  of  inertia,  will  appear  in 

Hal  Roach’s  “It’s  Spring  Again,”  the  Oli- 
ver Hardy-Harry  Langdon  starrer. 
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ITO  OF  OHIO  REAFFIRMS  FAITH  IN  ALLIED; 
LOOKING  TOWARD  BENEFITS  IN  THE  FUTURE 

Optimism  Runs  High;  Push 
Aside  Forum  on  Local 

Problems 

By  ELSIE  LOEB 

Columbus — The  sixth  annual  convention 

of  the  Independent  Theatre  Owners  of 

Ohio  probably  will  stand  out  in  the  an- 

nuals of  the  organization  as  having  ac- 

complished less  for  the  present  and  an- 

ticipating more  for  the  future  for  inde- 
pendent exhibitors  than  any  previous 

meeting  of  unit. 

The  independent  exhibitors  of  Ohio  ob- 

viously are  putting  all  of  their  eggs  into 

Abram  P.  Myers’  basket.  Business  ses- 
sions were  absorbed  almost  completely 

with  Myers’  report  on  the  present  status 
of  the  New  York  trade  parleys  aimed  at 

curing  most  of  the  ills  of  the  independent 
theatre  owner. 

Optimism  at  Peak 

Optimism  ran  high  in  spite  of  Myers’ 

report  that  Allied’s  committee  to  the  trade 
conferences  and  affiliated  representatives 

have  as  yet  made  little  progress  toward 

settling  such  controversial  subjects  as 

block-booking,  blind  buying,  designated 

playdates,  percentage  pictures,  and  clear- 
ance. 

Perhaps  the  most  constructive  for  im- 

mediate use  was  the  proposal  to  increase 

the  exhibitor’s  gross  business  three  per 
cent  by  passing  on  to  the  public  the  three 

per  cent  state  tax  on  gross  receipts  now 

being  absorbed  by  the  majority  of  ex- 

hibitors. P.  J.  Wood,  ITO  secretary,  em- 
phasized the  importance  to  the  exhibitor 

of  passing  this  tax  on  to  the  patron. 

The  open  forum  on  local  problems, 

scheduled  for  Wednesday  morning,  did  not 

materialize.  Most  important  problems 

which  will  confront  the  theatre  owners 

of  Ohio  in  the  immediate  future  are  those 

of  a   legislative  nature. 

A   Unanimous  Reelection 

Martin  G.  Smith  of  Toledo  was  re- 

elected president  for  his  seventh  consecu- 

tive term  through  a   motion  unanimously 

renaming  the  entire  official  roster  as  fol- 

lows: Vice-Presidents,  P.  W.  Huss  jr„ 
Cincinnati,  and  Robert  C.  Menches.,  Akron; 

treasurer,  M.  B.  Horwitz,  Cleveland;  sec- 

retary, P.  J.  Wood,  Columbus. 

Directors  were  reelected  including  Henry 

Greenberger,  Cleveland;  John  D.  Kalafat, 

Cleveland;  Harold  Bernstein,  Norwood; 

Caldwell  H.  Brown,  Zanesville;  L.  F.  Eick, 

Martins  Ferry;  J.  W.  Trunk,  Youngstown; 

Joseph  Stern,  Ironton;  Jerry  Steel,  Ober- 

lin,  and  Hoy  Simmons,  Washington  Court 
House. 

The  convention  for  the  first  time  dis- 

pensed with  the  formality  of  a   nominat- 

ing committee,  all  nominations  coming  di- 
rectly from  the  floor. 

A   resolution  protesting  the  oppression 

When  the  Ohio  ITO  Met  in  Columbus 

Abram  F.  Myers,  national  Allied  general  counsel  and  chairman,  extols  the 

virtues  of  the  lowly  apple  to  Miss  M-G-M  as  Martin  G.  Smith,  ITO  president, 
smiles  approval  of  the  subject,  and,  apparently,  of  the  object. 

And  Metro  turns  monopolist  with  Martin  Smith  to  grab  another  photo,  this 

time  with  P.  J.  Wood,  ITO  secretary,  and  M.  B.  Horwitz  flanking  the  Metroite. 
Smith  is  seated. 

of  minorities  in  Europe  was  presented  by 

Horwitz,  acting  chairman  of  a   committee 
of  three.  It  declared: 

WHEREAS,  the  Independent  Thea- 

tre Owners  of  Ohio  have  learned  with 

profound  sorrow  of  the  religious  and 

racial  persecutions  taking  place  in 
(Continued  on  next  page) 
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Ray  Moon  Establishes  New 

Booking  Service  in  Detroit 

Detroit — Raymond  E.  Moon,  formerly 
general  manager  of  Cooperative  Theatres 
of  Michigan,  has  opened  new  offices  here 

under  the  new  title  of  Consolidated  The- 
atre Service  Corp.  This  new  organization 

will  be  an  independent  booking  organiza- 
tion primarily. 

Moon’s  move  sets  at  rest  a   series  of  wild 
rumors  which  had  him  making  a   number 
of  different  types  of  connections  for  the 
several  weeks  since  he  and  H.  M.  Richey 

left  Cooperative.  The  new  organization 
will  be  a   third  independent  booking  agency 

in  the  Detroit  booking  area,  with  Coop- 
erative itself  as  the  first,  and  Emil  H. 

Beck,  operating  as  a   lone  wolf,  as  the  sec- 
ond. American  Theatre  Science,  Inc.,  a 

former  rival,  evaporated  a   few  months  ago, 

and  ATSI’s  former  general  manager,  Frank 
Stuart,  is  now  booking  for  the  Ray  Schrei- 
ber  circuit. 

“Consolidated  will  offer  a   buying  and 
booking  service  for  the  independent  ex- 

hibitor,” Moon  told  Boxoffice.  “In  addi- 
tion, we  will  distribute  the  Trailer-Made 

trailers,  made  by  I.  Schwartz  of  New 

York,  in  Michigan.” 
Schwartz,  according  to  Moon,  formerly 

had  the  Advance  Trailer  setup,  later  sold 

jyjARTIN  G.  SMITH  is  so  accustomed  to 
the  presidency  of  the  Ohio  ITO,  he 

doesn’t  even  bother  to  make  an  acceptance 
speech  any  more. 

Charlie  Deardourff  and  his  two  M-G-M 
flower  girls  occupied  the  lighter  moments 
of  the  convention.  In  the  afternoon,  the 
girls  handed  out  carnations  to  delegates 
as  they  registered  at  the  desk.  In  the 

evening,  they  greeted  banquet  guests  with 
roses. 

J.  E.  Watson,  M-G-M  exploiteer  in  Cin- 
cinnati, shared  in  the  M-G-M  spotlight. 

Ray  Branch,  president  of  Michigan  Al- 

lied, exemplified  the  adage  “many  are 
called,  but  few  get  up.”  Martin  Smith 
called  on  him  to  take  a   bow  during  the 
Tuesday  session,  only  to  discover  Branch 
was  conspicuous  only  by  his  absence. 

Dave  Palfreyman  was  a   good  listener. 

Nary  a   comment  on  industry  matters  es- 
caped him.  He  seemed  quite  at  home  when 

he  heard  it  said  the  Hays  organization 
was  on  the  way  out. 

LeRoy  Kendis  of  Exhibitors  Poster  Sup- 
ply Co.  of  Cleveland  lost  his  voice  ex- 

pounding the  virtues  of  his  product. 

Gene  Autry,  playing  at  the  RKO  Palace 

to  National  Screen  Service. 

Consolidated’s  new  offices  are  at  807 
Fox  Theatre  Bldg. 

The  new  setup  combines  booking  service 
for  theatre  owners  with  representation  of 

a   film  service  company,  as  the  Trailer- 
Made  trailers,  marking  a   new  type  of 

combined  representation  in  the  local  field. 
Most  persistent  report  concerning  Moon 

following  his  resignation  from  Coopera- 
tive had  him  returning  to  Universal  with 

which  he  was  identified  for  a   number  of 

years. 

Jack  Huriord.  Manager 

Of  the  Fox,  Is  Married 
Detroit — Jack  Hurford,  manager  of  the 

Fox  Theatre,  was  married  Monday  in  the 
Little  Church  Around  the  Corner,  New 

York,  to  Janet  Potter,  a   member  of  the 

Fox  Dansonettes  for  two  years.  Hur- 

ford’s  move  was  a   surprise  to  his  friends. 
He  flew  east  for  the  ceremony. 

A   bachelor  party  was  staged  at  the  last 
minute  Friday  by  some  of  his  friends  in 
the  business  at  the  Stage  Door,  theatrical 
night  spot. 

in  Cleveland,  wired  congratulations  to  the 
conventioneers. 

The  Warner  Cleveland  contingent  was 

here  to  a   man.  It  included  Zone  Manager 

Nat  Wolf,  Branch  Manager  Herbert  Ochs, 
Salesmen  Walter  Brandt,  Eddie  Catlin  and 
Joe  Minsky,  Dick  Wright,  district  manager 
of  theatres  in  northern  Ohio,  and  Ray 

Brown,  district  manager  of  theatres  in 
southern  Ohio. 

Abram  F.  Myers  and  Pete  Harrison  be- 
came friendly  enemies  when  Pete  copped 

the  last  available  seat  in  the  plane  Myers 
wanted  to  take  east.  Myers  had  to  go  by 

train. 

Will  Kerr,  formerly  with  RCA  in  Cleve- 
land and  now  with  Grand  National  in 

Cincinnati,  was  around  renewing  old  ac- 
quaintances. 

A   delegation  of  exhibitors  went  over  to 
call  on  Billy  James,  a   former  president, 
who  is  too  ill  to  attend  conventions. 

Billy  Bien  of  Theatre  Poster  Supply  Co., 
Cincinnati,  was  on  the  sick  list  Wednesday. 
Cause,  undetermined. 

Pete  Harrison  was  busy  accepting  con- 

gratulations upon  the  20th  birthday  anni- 
versary of  his  publication. 

His  Sideline  Is 
Developing 

Louisville — When  Wilbur  Frey  of  the 

Settos  circuit  in  Indianapolis  took  over 

the  management  of  the  Ohio  Theatre 

here,  he  built,  with  his  own  hands,  a 

candy  case  for  the  lobby. 

His  employers  liked  his  carpentry 

work  so  well,  that  during  the  last  two 

months  Frey  personally  has  remodeled 

the  front  and  lobby  of  Settos'  Shelby 
Theatre  at  Shelbyville,  Ky„  and  re- 

fronted the  Ohio  here.  In  the  future 

he  will  build  more  candy  cases. 

Ohio  ITO  Stands 

Firmly  With  Allied 
(Continued  from  preceding  page! 

certain  countries; 

BE  IT  RESOLVED:  That  we  pro- 
pose to  all  branches  of  the  motion 

picture  industry  that  appropriate  steps 
be  taken  to  raise  funds  for  the  relief 

of  the  victims  of  such  persecution. 

A   preview  of  future  legislative  activities 
in  Ohio  was  presented  by  Wood,  instead 
of  a   formal  financial  statement  on  the 

organization’s  past  year’s  activities. 
“We  have  a   lot  of  newly  elected  mem- 

bers of  the  legislature  this  year,”  Wood 
said.  “We,  also,  have  a   big  tax  problem 
confronting  them  this  year.  It  is  the  con- 

census of  opinion  that  the  $17,000,000 

deficit  which  the  new  legislature  inherits 
will  have  to  be  raised,  not  by  finding  new 

sources  of  taxation,  but  by  increases  of 

currently  imposed  taxes.  And  I   advise 
every  member  of  this  organization  to  get 
in  touch,  and  keep  in  touch,  with  your 

local  representative  so  that  if  and  when 
the  movies  are  suggested  as  a   source  of 

added  revenue  through  higher  admission 

taxes,  you  will  have  acquainted  him  with 
your  current  problems  and  your  inability 

to  burden  your  business  further.”  Wood 
said  he  would  get  out  a   bulletin  listing  the 
names  and  addresses  of  the  newly  elected 
state  representatives. 

Ohio  Business  Report 

“The  motion  picture  business  in  Ohio  is 
as  healthy  today  as  it  was  last  year  at  this 

time,”  Wood  told  the  assembled  exhibitor 
members.  As  proof,  he  cited  figures  on  the 

admission  tax  sheet.  “While  the  commod- 
ity sales  tax  has  fallen  off  about  $10,- 

000,000,  the  movie  admission  tax  this  year 
is  within  $25,000  of  what  it  was  last  year, 

a   negligible  drop.” Pete  Harrison,  just  back  from  the  west 

coast,  presented  an  analysis  on  this  year’s 
product. 

“The  product  outlook  at  the  moment,” 

said  the  editor  of  Harrison’s  Reports,  “is 
that  quality  of  this  year’s  pictures  will  be 
about  on  a   par  with  the  quality  of  last 

year’s.”  Low  morale  at  the  studios  was 
blamed  for  failure  to  improve  picture 

quality. 
Harrison  discounted  television  talk  in 

Odds  and  Ends  at 
    THE  ITO  CONVENTION  — 
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relation  to  motion  pictures.  “Television  is 
a   long  way  off,”  he  said.  “RCA  announces 
sets  available  in  the  spring,  but  they,  will 

project  only  15-minute  programs.” 
President  Smith  instructed  Secretary 

Wood  to  draft  a   resolution  thanking  speak- 
ers for  their  contributions  to  the  success 

of  the  convention  and  also  to  prepare  a 
resolution  expressing  confidence  in  Abram 

F
.
 
 

Myers,  general  counsel  for  National 

Allied,  and  commending  
National  

Allied 
for  its  part  in  the  negotiations  

held  thus 
far  in  the  New  York  trade  conferences. 

On  this  note,  the  convention  adjourned. 

Many  Equipment  Displays 

At  ITO  Convention 

Columbus — Among  the  companies  who 
had  theatre  equipment  displays  at  the 
ITO  convention  here,  and  those  in  charge 
of  them,  follow: 

RCA  Photophone,  Edward  Auger,  Russ 
Stein;  International  Seat  Corp.,  W.  A. 
Fannin;  Burch  Mfg.  Co.,  Kansas  City, 
Mo.,  C.  T.  Manley;  Altec  Service  Corp., 
E.  C.  Shriver;  Exhibitor  Poster  Service 

Co.,  Cleveland,  Leroy  Kendis;  Theatre 

Poster  Supply  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Billy  Bien, 
Edwin  Sonz  and  J.  Fleshin;  National 
Screen  Service,  Nat  Barach,  S.  Nathan  and 

L.  George  Ross;  National  Projector  Car- 
bons, G.  J.  Skimin,  W.  C.  Kunzmann  and 

G.  R.  Mayer  jr.;  Kroehler  Mfg.  Co.,  H.  W. 
Peterson;  National  Theatre  Supply  Co.,  H. 
L.  Walters,  Frank  Masek,  J.  Haver  and 
H.  S.  Hummel;  Ross  Federal  Service,  Harry 

Ross;  Alexander  Film  Co.,  B.  C.  Alexan- 
der, W.  S.  Johnson  and  F.  A.  Wayette. 

Also,  Theatre  Underwriters,  Philadel- 
phia, H.  E.  Soule;  Metro  Premium  Co., 

J.  E.  Loeffler  and  Jerry  Morrison;  Oliver 

Theatre  Supply  Co.,  Cleveland,  and  Mid- 
west Theatre  Supply  Co.,  Cincinnati,  L.  P. 

Langford  and  R.  H.  Ramsey;  American 
Seating  Co.,  Frank  Boyd;  Ideal  Seating 
Co.,  E.  A.  Wedemeier;  F&Y  Construction 
Co.,  Columbus,  Leo  Yassenoff;  Acousticon 
Theatrephone,  Frank  S.  Graves;  Book 
Treasures,  Chicago,  David  Flamm;  Argus 
Mfg.  Co.;  Brenkert  Light  Mfg.  Co.,  Wayne 
D.  Brenkert;  Motiograph  Corp.,  F.  J. 
Nuber;  Elaine  Electric  Products  Co.,  M. 
Naftalin  and  F.  W.  Young;  Tad  Screen 

Advertising,  Inc.,  Dallas,  Charles  H.  Kar- 
len; American  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Ted 

Gardner;  Picturfone  Corp.,  Lima,  Ohio, 
A.  H.  Schum. 

"Great  Waltz"  Contest 
Attracts  at  Wheeling 

Wheeling,  W.  Va.— “The  Great  Waltz” 
finals  with  six  couples  competing,  staged 
here  Friday  evening  at  the  Capitol  The- 

atre Ballroom,  attracted  unusual  interest, 
with  the  winning  team  being  Laura 
Adamson  of  Wheeling  and  Sid  Crummitt 
of  Martins  Ferry.  Judges  were  Jack 
Gately  of  the  Wheeling  School  of  Music 
and  Dance,  and  Angella  McKeen  of  the 
McKeen  School  of  Dancing.  Ted  Clare 
was  master  of  ceremonies.  He  was  ap- 

pearing at  the  Capitol  Theatre  with  El 
Brendel.  The  winners  will  be  sent  to 
Philadelphia  for  elimination  waltzes  to  be 
held  December  6   at  the  Adelphi  Hotel. 

Rodnenok  Honored 

At  Oaks'  Opening 
Pittsburgh — Opening  of  the  600-seat 

Oaks  Theatre  in  Oakmont  was  the  occa- 
sion of  a   double  celebration  last  Friday. 

In  addition  to  the  dedication  of  the  new 
theatre,  the  event  was  celebrated  as  the 
15th  anniversary  of  the  popular  theatre 
owner,  Stephen  M.  Rodnenok. 

During  the  dedicatory  program  con- 
sisting of  speeches  by  civic  leaders,  the 

audience  stood  in  honor  of  Stephen  M. 
Rodnenok  when  he  was  called  upon  to 
take  a   bow.  Following  the  program,  the 
theatre  owner  was  host  to  several  hun- 

dred friends  at  a   buffet  supper  at  the 
Oakmont  Republican  headquarters. 

Rodnenok  came  to  Oakmont  in  1923. 

Being  a   stranger,  but  a   film  fan,  he  was 

reluctant  to  inquire  where  the  local  the- 
atre was  located.  He  walked  all  over 

town,  finally  finding  a   dark  house,  the 
Delmont.  He  purchased  it. 

After  a   short  period  of  operation,  he 
improved  the  property  and  changed  the 
name  of  the  house  to  the  Lehigh.  In  the 

years  following,  a   steady  succession  of  pro- 
gressive steps  were  taken  to  afford  pa- 

trons an  increasingly  better  entertain- 
ment service.  A   program  of  remodeling 

and  enlarging  was  carried  out  in  1924 
and  in  1927.  Four  years  ago  the  Lehigh 
was  completely  overhauled  and  reequipped. 

With  the  opening  of  the  new  Oaks  on 
Allegheny  River  Blvd.,  the  Lehigh  will  be 
opened  on  weekends  only. 

Oleszkowicz  Builds  New 

Detroit  950-Seat  House 
Detroit — One  of  Detroit’s  newest  the- 

atres is  the  Atlas,  now  under  construction 
at  15832  Plymouth  Road  for  Stanley 

Oleszkowicz,  who  also  owns  the  Stanley here. 

The  house  will  have  950  seats.  Con- 
cealed lighting  will  be  used  throughout 

the  interior.  The  face  of  the  building  will 

be  of  terra  cotta.  A   combination  air-con- 
ditioning system  will  be  installed  by  Part- 

lan  &   Co. 

General  contractor  is  Anthony  Felker 
and  Robert  J.  West  is  the  architect. 

Remodels  Property 
Lumberport,  W.  Va.  —   Anthony  Varca 

will  remodel  a   local  property  here  into  a 
theatre,  he  announces.  He  has  signed 

contracts  with  three  film  companies,  ac- 
cording to  report.  The  newcomer  to  ex- 
hibition is  a   brother-in-law  of  Sam  An- 

gotti,  former  local  exhibitor. 

Film  Burns 
Louisville — Two  reels  of  film  burned 

in  the  projection  room  of  the  Orpheum 
Theatre,  320  W.  Jefferson,  Monday  night 
of  last  week.  The  fire  was  attributed  by 

W.  A.  Kinney,  manager,  to  an  over-heated 

projector. 

News  in  Brief 

A   beautiful  new  modern  Theatre 

recently  built  is  the  Oaks  Theatre  at 

Oakmont,  Pa.  Mr.  S.  M.  Rodnenok 

equipped  his  Theatre  with  the  finest 

equipment  obtainable,  including  the 

installation  of  700  Deluxe  AIR-LOC 

Opera  Seats. 

ie  ie  ie 

Mr.  Geo.  Clair,  Burgettstown,  Pa., 

reopened  his  Clair  Theatre  at  Burgetts- 

town after  making  extensive  improve- 

ments. He  has  installed  AIR-LOC  Full- 

Upholstered  Opera  Chairs  in  his  Thea- 
tre. 

*   *   * 

Marchesi  Bros,  who  operate  thea- 

tres in  Amboy,  Freeport,  Lockport,  and 

Prophestown,  111.,  have  opened  their 

new  Warren  Theatre,  Warren,  111.  All 

new  and  latest  type  equipment  was 

installed  in  this  new  theatre  including 

AIR-LOC  full-upholstered  opera  chairs. 

*   *   * 

The  Mort  H.  Singer  Circuit,  who 

this  summer  installed  AIR-LOC  Full- 

Upholstered  Opera  Chairs  in  their  3000 

seat  Hennepin-Orpheum  Theatre,  Min- 

neapolis, have  contracted  with  the 

AIR-LOC  SEAT  INDUSTRIES,  INC.,  for 

similar  chairs  to  be  installed  in  the 

circuit's  NEW  1100  seat  Iowa  Theatre, 

Waterloo,  Iowa,  and  the  2200  seat 

Orpheum  Theatre,  New  Orleans,  La. 

— Adv. 
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Detroit's  Variety  Preparing 
Farewell  Affair  for  Richey 

Detroit  —   Detroit’s  farewell  tribute  to 
Henderson  M.  Richey,  a   familiar  figure  in 

the  industry  here  for  nearly  20  years,  will 

be  held  Monday  night  at  the  Book  Cadil- 
lac Crystal  ballroom,  in  the  form  of  a 

banquet  tendered  by  the  Variety  Club. 

Speaking  of  the  event.  Chief  Barker 
William  A.  Carlson  said: 

“This  is  a   grand  opportunity  to  show 

regard  for  not  only  one  of  Detroit’s  most 
energetic  and  faithful  barkers,  but  to  pay 

tribute  to  one  of  the  industry’s  most  pro- 
lific workers  for  the  good  of  both  dis- 

tributor and  exhibitor  groups,  reflected  in 

the  reforms,  adjustments,  and  solution  of 

the  many  and  complex  problems  which  he 

fought  for  during  his  many  years  with 
Allied  of  Michigan. 

“Invitations  have  been  issued  to  top 
executives  in  New  York,  Washington,  and 

the  coast,  in  addition  to  a   group  of  per- 

sonal business  friends  of  ‘Pop’  in  Detroit 
and  other  cities.  Civic,  business,  judicial, 

and  political  leaders  of  the  city  will  be 

present,  plus  an  entertainment  feature  of 
merit. 

“Let’s  show  ‘Pop’  how  much  we  lament 
his  leaving,  but  glory  in  his  elevation  to 

his  present  important  assignment.” 
Richey  is  now  exhibitor  contact  for 

RKO. 

Tickets  for  the  banquet  are  $3.50  a   plate. 

A   Talk  on  Beer  at 

Variety  in  Detroit 

Detroit — Variety  Club’s  Monday  lunch- 
eon featured  a   talk  by  Robert  A.  Dietrich, 

sales  manager  of  Ekhardt  and  Becker 

Brewing  Co.,  on  the  intricacies  of  beer 

making.  The  luncheon  guests  were  given 

ample  opportunity  to  sample  Dietrich’s 
product  in  generous  quantities. 

Harry  Breitenbach  of  the  Detroit  Com- 

munity Fund,  spoke  on  behalf  of  this  or- 

NOW— BUY  THEM 
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LAKE  SHORE  SALES  CO. 
Theatre  Premium  Headquarters 

Complete  Salem  China  Line  on  Display 
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ganization,  which  is  starting  its  annual 
drive. 

Derek  Sydney  of  National  Screen  Ser- 
vice, was  a   third  speaker. 

National  Screen,  under  Manager  Harris 

Silverberg,  was  official  guest  of  the  day. 

A   special  one-reeler  on  activities  of  the 

Pittsburgh  Variety  Tent  No.  1   was  pre- 
sented. 

Variety’s  fall  event  last  Saturday  eve- 
ning drew  a   big  crowd  to  the  Crystal  ball- 

room of  the  Book  Cadillac.  The  Feather 

party  was  in  charge  of  Chairman  C.  C. 

Perry  of  the  Adams  Theatre. 

Detroit  Variety  Resumes 

Shows  for  Shut-Ins 

Detroit — Variety’s  special  program  of 
free  shows  for  shut-ins  is  in  active  opera- 

tion again,  with  Operator  Joe  Sullivan  in 
charge. 

On  the  slate  this  week  was  the  St. 

Francis  Orphanage,  Thanksgiving  eve- 
ning. Another  show  will  be  given  at 

Mount  Clemens,  December  15,  at  St. 

Joseph’s  Hospital. 
Departing  from  the  program  of  motion 

pictures  somewhat,  a   special  show  was 

also  scheduled  for  Thanksgiving  after- 
noon at  the  Sigma  Gamma  Hospital  in 

Mount  Clemens,  when  the  Federal  Theatre 

Players,  sponsored  by  Variety,  were  to 

present  a   show  of  marionettes  and  spe- 
cial variety  acts  for  the  youngsters  at  the 

hospital. 

Celebrate  Jam  Handy 

Night,  November  26 

Detroit — Variety  Club  was  to  celebrate 

Jam  Handy  Night,  November  26,  with  Jack 

Haley  and  Don  Widland  of  the  commer- 
cial film  company  as  hosts. 

A   group  of  professional  actors  from  the 

studios  will  appear,  together  with  other 
talent. 

Variety  Junior  Nights 

Temporarily  Discontinued 

Detroit — Variety  Club  Junior  Nights 

will  be  temporarily  discontinued  because 

of  the  approaching  holiday  season. 

The  event  will  be  resumed  early  in  1939. 

Reprimand  " Bomber " 
Pittsburgh  —   A   17-year-old  Oakland 

youth  who  was  charged  with  breaking 
three  stench  bombs  in  the  William  Penn 

Theatre  last  Wednesday  night  was  dis- 
charged with  a   reprimand  by  Magistrate 

A.  D.  Brandon  in  morals  court.  The  boy 

said  he  didn’t  know  why  he  took  the 
bombs  into  the  theatre. 

New  Marshall  Theatre 

Detroit — W.  G.  Thick,  owner  of  a   the- 

atre at  Marshall,  Mich.,  is  now  construct- 
ing another  house  there. 

MPTO  of  W.  Pa.  directors  will  meet  in 
session  at  exhibitor  headquarters  Fri- 

day afternoon,  December  2   .   .   .   Dick 

Foran  is  appearing  on  the  Stanley  The- 

atre stage  this  week  with  Roger  Pryor’s 
band,  Ann  Miller,  the  dancer,  and  others, 

replacing  Hugh  Herbert  who  has  been  re- 
called to  Hollywood  ...  A   number  of 

local  film  men  were  in  attendance  at  the 

opening  of  the  Manos  Theatre,  Elkins, 

W.  Va.,  Monday  evening  .   .   .   Another  year 

slips  around  and  again  comes  the  veteran 
Burton  Holmes  with  his  travel  films.  New 

series  at  Carnegie  Music  Hall  opens 

January  11,  with  a   change  of  program 

announced  for  the  four  succeeding  Wed- 

nesdays. R.  E.  Baltz  is  local  representa- 
tive for  the  noted  explorer  and  lecturer. 

Arthur  Goldberg,  son  of  the  Hymen 

Goldbergs,  and  Miss  Dorothy  Robbins  of 

this  city  will  be  married  at  the  bride-to- 

be's  home  Sunday,  November  27.  Father 
of  the  groom  is  the  veteran  exhibitor, 
operating  the  Regent  Theatre,  Beaver 

Falls,  Pa.  ...  A   number  of  friends  in  the 
industry  attended  a   housewarming  party 

at  the  Harry  Rachieles’  new  Fox  Chappel 
home  Saturday  night.  Rachiele  has  the- 

atres at  Sharpsburg,  Derry  and  Blawnox. 

Harry  Kalmine,  Warner  theatre  zone 

manager,  was  expected  to  return  to  his 

office  late  this  week  after  a   trip  to  Kan- 
sas City  to  witness  a   performance  of  the 

Boys  Town  choir,  scheduled  to  open  at 

the  local  Stanley  Theatre  on  December  16 

.   .   .   Among  those  in  attendance  at  the 

opening  of  the  Oaks  Theatre,  Oakmont, 

last  Friday  evening  were  three  exhibitors, 
Bart  Dattola,  Sam  Neaman  and  Rudy 

Navarri;  one  film  sales  representative, 

Jack  Graham  of  RKO;  Victor  A.  Rigau- 
mont,  architect;  E.  B.  Morton,  NTS; 
Peter  Alderman,  theatre  supply  dealer; 

Charles  Thonsen,  Altec;  James  O’Keefe, 
theatre  display  representative.  A   fine 

floral  display  was  sent  with  the  good 

wishes  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Oliver  Kihchel, 

owners  of  the  Princess  Theatre,  Jeannette. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  F.  E.  Hasley,  who  recent- 
ly opened  their  new  Terrace  Theatre, 

Bessemer  Terrace,  vacationed  last  week,  in 

Virginia  .   .   .   David  Parry,  son  of  Mrs. 

Florence  Fisher  Parry,  Pittsburgh  Press 

drama  writer  and  columnist,  has  joined 

the  home  office  publicity  staff  of  United 

Artists.  He  graduated  recently  from 

Harvard  .   .   .   Charles  Schwerin,  veteran 

film  distributor,  was  a   visitor  the  other 

day.  Another  who  “ paid  his  respects”  was 
Mannie  Golden,  former  local  exhibitor, 

now  a   liquor  salesman. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 
November  27:  Jim  Alexander,  Sunday; 

Brian  McDonald  and  Jerry  May  hall,  Mon- 

day; Burt  Bishop,  Tuesday;  Charlie  Baron, 

Wednesday;  Mort  and  Art  England,  Fri- 

day family  night;  Mike  Gallagher,  Satur- 
day. Starting  the  week  of  December  4, 

Herb  Dimling  is  scheduled  for  Sunday; 

George  D.  Tyson,  Monday;  J.  B.  Clark, 

Tuesday,  and  Ira  H.  Cohn,  Wednesday. 

Art  England  and  C.  J.  Latta  were  in 

Virginia  on  a   big  game  hunting  expedition 
last  week  but  returned  empty  handed. 

They  reported  a   healthful  holiday,  how- 
<   Continued  on  page  70) 
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Broadcast  Opens 
Milk  Fund  Drive 

Pittsburgh  —   Sixth  annual  Pittsburgh 

Press-KDKA-Variety  Club  Milk  Fund 
drive  opens  with  a   KDKA  broadcast 

Saturday  evening,  December  3,  John  H. 
Harris,  chairman,  announces.  Goal  is  one 

half  pint  of  milk  for  every  child  in  every 

institution  in  the  area  for  every  meal 

every  day  of  the  year,  the  total  cost  being 
$65,000.  Mr.  William  Zeuger  sr.,  as  in 

past  years,  will  donate  $32,500  personally 

if  the  other  half  of  the  total  cost  is  sub- 
scribed. 

Team  captains  for  the  drive  include 

James  G.  Balmer,  John  J.  Maloney,  Archie 

Fineman,  Sam  Fineberg,  Harry  Seed, 

Harry  M.  Kalmine  and  A1  Weiblinger. 
Variety  broadcasts  from  KDKA  will  be 

the  evenings  of  December  3,  10  and  17. 

An  Audience  With  Pope 
Attained  by  J.  Maloney 

Pittsburgh — While  in  Europe  as  one  of 
the  nine  winners  in  the  M-G-M  sales  and 

billings  contest,  John  J.  Maloney,  district 

manager,  with  headquarters  here,  made  a 

special  trip  to  Rome  and  was  granted  an 

audience  by  the  Pope. 

The  layman  was  granted  special  privi- 
leges at  Vatican  City  in  addition  to  being 

received  by  His  Holiness  on  a   Sunday,  a 

rare  privilege  in  itself. 

Autry  in  Cleveland 

Here  Gene  Autry,  Republic’s  singing 
cowboy,  poses  at  the  Cleveland  ex- 

change with  Marcia  Miller  and  Rich- 
ard Miller  jr.  (grandchildren  of  M.  B. 

Horwitz)  and  Lewis  Horwitz  (son  of 
M.  B.) 

Marionettes  Due  November  29 

Pittsburgh  —   M-G-M’s  “Marionette 

Moviettes”  will  be  here  November  29, 
Charles  Baron,  exploiteer,  announced  this 
week.  The  Marionette  theatre  is  now 

presenting  scenes  from  “The  Citadel,” 
“The  Great  Waltz”  and  “Sweethearts.” 

400  Ohio  Showmen 
Greet  Gene  Autry 

Cleveland — From  the  oldest  to  the 

youngest,  400  strong,  the  exhibitors  of 

northern  Ohio  pushed  their  way  into  the 

Republic  exchange  last  Monday  to  meet 

Gene  Autry  and  to  share  in  the  buffet 

luncheon  at  which  Nat  L.  Lefton,  Repub- 
lic franchise  owner,  and  his  associates 

were  hosts. 

Autry,  here  to  play  his  first  local  en- 
gagement at  the  RKO  Palace,  had  to  make 

repeated  trips  to  the  theatre  to  put  on 

his  act  and  then  return  to  the  Film  Bldg, 

where  exhibitors  kept  coming  from  10:30 
a.  m.  to  5   p.  m. 

Oldest  of  the  Autry  fans  to  meet  him 

was  John  F.  Jones,  owner  and  manager  of 

the  Neil  Theatre  at  Frederickstown.  Jones, 

who  boasts  of  his  three  score  and  ten, 

and  his  son,  left  home  at  3   a.  m.  in  order 

to  be  here  on  time. 

Among  the  youngest  of  the  Autry  fans 

are  Marcia  and  Richard  Miller  jr.,  grand- 
children of  M.  B.  Horwitz,  leading  local 

theatre  circuit  owner,  and  his  son,  Lewis. 

Lewis,  now  eight  years  old,  is  a   talent 

scout-in-the-making.  More  than  two  years 

ago  he  saw  Autry  play  a   minor  role  in  a 

western  and  picked  him  for  stardom. 

Gene  Autry’s  memento  of  the  occasion 
is  a   testimonial  placard  signed  by  every 

exhibitor  present  at  the  luncheon. — E.L. 

JIMMIE  GRAINGER 
and  REPUBLIC 

THANK  YOU  FOR  YOUR  PROMPT  RESPONSE 

TO  OUR  JIMMIE  GRAINGER 

CAMPAIGN 

Nov.  7   —   Dec.  17 

As  Friend  to  Friend/  If  You  Know  of  Any  Exhibitors  Who 
Are  Not  Using  Republic  Features,  Westerns  or  Serials, 
Please  Advise  Us.  We  Will  Contact  Them  Immediately. 

_   Thanks. 

REPUBLIC  PICTURES  CORP.  of  PITTSBURGH 
JAMES  H.  ALEXANDER,  Mgr. 

1701  BLVD.  OF  THE  ALLIES ATLantic  4858 
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Miss  Jessie  Peck  Named 

Assistant  State  Censor 
Columbus,  Ohio — Miss  Jessie  Peck  of 

Fostoria,  past  grand  matron  of  the  Order 

of  Eastern  Star,  has  been  named  assist- 
ant censor  on  the  state  board  of  film  cen- 

sorship. 
The  appointment,  made  by  the  state 

director  of  education,  E.  N.  Dietrich,  is 

provisional  under  civil  service  and  is  ef- 
fective as  of  November  15.  This  restores 

the  board  of  censorship  to  three  members 
after  a   period  of  approximately  18  months 
during  which  the  board  operated  with  only 
two  members. 

In  March,  1937,  Miss  Edith  Leuthi  lost 
out  as  a   member  of  the  board  when  the 
civil  service  commission  was  asked  to 

abolish  the  post  because  of  “insufficient 

funds.” 

Remodeling  Teitel  House , 
The  Wariield.  in  Detroit 

Detroit — The  Warfield  (colored)  The- 

atre on  Hastings  St.  is  being  remodeled 
and  redecorated. 

Alterations  have  been  made  in  the  lobby 
and  new  chrome  doors  are  being  installed. 

M.  O.  Teitel,  the  owner,  is  spending  ap- 
proximately $3,000  on  the  job. 

Exhibitor  Bankrupt 
Clarksburg,  W.  Va. — Ray  L.  Strother, 

referee  in  the  Lowndes  Saving  Building 
and  Trust  Co.  Bldg.,  will  hear  a   petition 
in  bankruptcy  for  Sam  Angotti,  former 

Lumberport  and  Philippi  theatre  opera- 
tor, November  30.  Fred  Weems  is  re- 

ceiver and  Angotti’s  attorneys  are  David  A. 
Abruzzino  and  Hardin  R.  Harmer  of 

Shinnston.  Assets  are  listed  as  $13,567. 

Clare  Remodels 

Burgettstown,  Pa.  —   George  Clare’s 
Arco  Theatre  has  been  modernized  with- 

out loss  of  playing  time.  Improvements 
include  new  drapes,  painting,  seats  and 
carpets. 

Get  “Ingagi"  Rights 
Cleveland — “Ingagi,”  exploitation  pic- 

ture, has  been  acquired  for  distribution 

here  by  C.  C.  Linehan,  local  Imperial  fran- 

chise owner,  and  Jacob  Baker.  “Ingagi,” 
when  originally  released,  was  distributed 
in  this  territory  by  W.  N.  Skirball. 

THEATRE 
1500  seats,  completely  equipped,  well 

located,  big  money  maker;  together 

with  stores,  apartment  and  offices. 

Will  lease  theatre  or  entire  building, 

or  sell  entire  property. 
SEE 

ROBERT  L.  SMART  or  M.  TRUMAN 
WOODWARD  JR. 
NOVEMBER  29  and  30 

Book-Cadillac  Hotel  DETROIT 

ID)  IE  T   R   €)  M   T 
gARNEY  ADAIR  was  warmly  toasted 

Monday  by  his  pals,  Jack  Saxe  and 
Ralph  Ruben.  Ruben  is  reported  on  a 
diet,  but  with  no  results  so  far  .   .   .   S.  P. 
Geffen  of  Boston,  who  is  taking  over 

representation  in  Buffalo  for  Metro  Pre- 
ium  Co.,  was  here  several  days  learning 
the  ropes  from  Nat  Haase. 

Mac  Krim  is  paying  for  two  pair  of 

ladies’  hose  ruined  by  his  100-pound  bear 
cub  on  his  debut  at  the  building  the  other day. 

Pete  Ramsey,  Motiograph  representa- 
tive, returned  from  the  Columbus  ITO 

convention,  then  took  out  for  his  home  in 
Indiana  for  Thanksgiving. 

E.  A.  Wedemeier  of  Ideal  Seating  Co., 
has  been  here  working  on  several  deals. 

Sol  Krim  boasts  of  his  abilities  as  a 

judge  of  feminine  pulchritude. 

George  McArthur,  rushing  up  to  Grand 
Rapids  on  a   service  call,  burned  out  a 
bearing  on  his  Packard  at  Howell  and 
had  to  call  a   relief  car  from  Detroit.  He 

reached  G.  R.  with  07ily  two  hours’  delay. That’s  service! 

The  Kibitzers,  unofficial  Variety  stag- 
fiends,  have  shifted  their  weekly  meeting 
from  Thursday  to  Wednesday  on  account 
of  Thanksgiving. 

Everybody  had  a   good  time  at  the  Ball 
given  by  the  Film  Exchange  Employes 
local,  B- 25,  Friday  at  the  Elks  Club.  Andy 
Harvey  chairmaned  the  committee  in 
charge,  consisting  of  Betty  Lehr,  Edgar 
Sullivan,  Art  Lehr,  and  Walter  Corey. 

Ed  Stuckey,  Paramount,  was  host  to  a 

group  from  Toronto  last  week  .   .   .   Frank 

D.  Fitzgerald,  elected  Michigan’s  governor 

a   week  ago,  and  Duncan  C.  McCrea,  re- 
elected Wayne  county  prosecuting  attorney, 

are  both  members  of  Variety  Club. 

Joseph  Stanick,  well-known  theatrical 
cosmetic  manufacturer,  is  remodeling  his 

plant  at  Trumbull  and  Kirby  Aves.  Sta- 
nick himself  is  recovering  from  a   recent 

illness. 

Lewis  M.  Lash,  who  was  chairman  of 
the  committee  on  social  values  in  motion 

pictures,  reports  that  this  organization 
has  entirely  dropped  its  activities  here, 
and  all  work  is  being  carried  on  directly 

through  the  Rockefeller  Foundation  in 

New  York.  Lash,  who  is  a   school  prin- 
cipal in  Dearborn,  Mich.,  is  part  owner 

of  a   suburban  theatre  as  well. 

Carl  Bromel  &   Sons,  theatrical  equip- 

ment manufacturers,  was  legally  re-reg- 
istered last  week,  with  Carl  Bromel  and 

the  sons,  Karl  and  Harold,  as  proprietors. 

Ted  Rogvoy,  theatrical  architect,  se- 
cured a   building  permit  this  week  for  al- 

terations at  Jack  Krass’  Dix  Theatre  .   .   . 
William  V.  (Major  Bill)  Jackson  of  the 
Fox  is  handling  a   nice  line  of  Xmas  cards 
for  the  Fox  staff. 

Several  Remodeling  Jobs 

In  the  Motor  Town  Area 
Detroit — A   number  of  theatres  here  and 

in  the  vicinity  are  busy  remodeling. 

E.  A.  Long  &   Co.  of  Detroit  are  now 

at  work  installing  a   porcelain  enamel  fin- 
ish marquee  and  vertical  sign  for  Allen  & 

Levy  at  the  Lincoln  Park  Theatre  in  Lin- 
coln Park.  . 

Ben  Cohn’s  new  Crystal  Theatre  on 
Michigan  Ave.  is  also  being  equipped  with 

a   combination  projecting  sign  and  mar- 

quee. 
The  same  company  is  erecting  a   porce- 

lain enamel  finish  marquee  at  William 

Cassidy’s  Strand  Theatre  at  Alma,  Mich. 

'Carnival  in  Flanders'  Is 
Revived  for  One  Showing 

Detroit — “Carnival  in  Flanders”  was  re- 
vived Sunday  for  one  showing  by  the 

Contemporary  Theatre  at  their  new  home 
at  Brooklyn  and  Temple  Aves. 

This  group,  formerly  devoted  almost  ex- 
clusively to  the  legitimate  stage,  has  inau- 

gurated a   new  policy  of  film  revivals,  co- 
incident with  establishment  of  their  first 

permanent  playhouse.  Regular  Sunday 

night  productions  are  scheduled  for  the 
season. 

Johnson  Theatrical  Post 
Honors  Past  Commanders 

Detroit — Recent  activities  of  the  Rus- 

sell Johnson  Theatrical  Post  were  cli- 

maxed last  Tuesday  night  when  the  or- 
ganization held  a   party  in  honor  of  past 

commanders. 

The  group  is  now  making  arrangements 
to  host  all  local  orphans  at  a   screening 

of  Metro’s  “Boys  Town.”  The  showing 
probably  will  be  held  at  the  Avalon. 

Handy  Speeds  Pace 
Detroit— Jam  Handy  Picture  Service, 

which  has  released  only  one  industrial 

feature  in  the  past  six  months,  is  return- 

ing to  a   release  schedule  of  one  com- 
mercial a   month,  Jack  Haley  of  the  com- 

pany reported  this  week. 

Smithfield  Snubs  Sunday  Shows 

Steubenville,  Ohio — Voters  of  the  near- 

by village  of  Smithfield  turned  down  Sun- 
day shows,  270  to  233.  All  other  com- 

munities in  the  district  are  enjoying  them. 

“Skids"  Grinding 

Hollywood — “Skids,”  an  original  by 

Milton  Merlin,  has  started  production  at 

M-G-M  studios,  with  Dennis  O’Keefe, 
Alan  Curtis,  Cecilia  Parker  and  Nat  Pen- 

dleton heading  the  cast. 

Added  to  “Hound"  Cast 
Hollywood — John  Carradine  and  Lionel 

Atwill  have  been  added  to  the  cast  of  Sir 

Arthur  Conan  Doyle’s  “Hound  of  the  Bas- 
kervilles,”  which  20th-Fox  is  producing. 
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XHE  Schine  circuit'  is  reported  to  have taken  over  theatres  at  Middlesboro  and 

Corbin,  Ky.,  the  former  deal  to  be  closed 

by  December  15.  And  Barney  Musselman 

reportedly  has  taken  over  Joe  Samu’s 
house,  the  Grand,  in  Dayton,  and  is  plan- 

ning to  remodel  and  reseat  it. 

Ronald  Emerich,  By-jo,  Germantown, 

is  back  home  after  a   three-week  hunting 

trip  in  Canada  .   .   .   L.  B.  Wilson,  Cov- 
ington, left  for  a   winter  sojourn  in  Florida. 

Wilson,  besides  operating  several  houses, 
also  owns  radio  station  WCKY. 

Mrs.  A1  Sugarman,  wife  of  RKO’s  popu- 
lar representative,  left  for  the  winter  in 

Florida,  with  their  son  Charles,  who  has 

just  recovered  from  pneumonia  .   .   .   Word 

comes  Earl  Eveland  of  the  Opera  House, 

McConnellsville,  has  recovered  from  his 
cold. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Will  Shakespeare,  owners 

of  the  National  and  Freeman  here,  were 

victims  of  a   holdup  that  turned  out  hap- 

pily. The  robber  grabbed  Mrs.  Shakes- 

peare’s purse  and  ran,  under  the  erroneous 
impression  it  contained  theatre  receipts. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Herman  Hunt  of  National 

Theatre  Supply  have  departed  for  Florida 

waters.  They  are  expected  to  return 

around  December  6. 

National  Theatre  Supply’s  “Open  House” 
in  suite  437  at  the  Independent  Theatre 

Owners  convention,  Columbus,  was  one  of 

the  high  spots  of  the  convention.  A   full- 
size  bar,  bartender  and  all  the  accessories 

necessary  to  inner  cheer  proved  the  mecca 

of  the  convention.  H.  S.  Rummel  was  on 

the  reception  committee,  assisted  by  Lou 

Walters,  Frank  Matsek,  G.  J.  Skimin,  Roy 

Rummel  and  Jack  Haver.  Other  Cincin- 

natians in  evidence  were  RKO’s  Stanley 
Jacques  and  Al  Sugarman,  Andy  Hettis- 

heimer,  M-G-M’s  E.  M.  Booth,  Publicity 
Shooter  Watson,  J.  M.  Jacobs  and  Asso- 

ciated Theatres’  prexy,  Wess  Huss,  who 
came  home  tagged  with  the  vice-presi- 
dency. 

Leo  Yassenoff,  F&Y  Construction  Co., 

was  host  to  a   large  party  of  exhibitors 

and  film  folk,  at  the  College  Inn,  following 

the  opening  of  the  new  Ada  Theatre,  Ada, 

Ohio,  an  invitational  affair  which  proved 

highly  successful.  Civic  officials,  college 

representatives,  and  prominent  people  of 

the  town,  were  guests  of  Clarence  A.  Mac- 

Donald at  a   buffet  luncheon  following 
the  show. 

Mary  Risso  Rottman  of  the  UA  per- 

sonnel lost  her  father  last  week  .   .   .   Uni- 

versal’s Col.  Paul  Krieger  is  in  Buffalo, 
N.  Y.  .   .   .   Binder’s  Orpheum  at  Zenia  is 
being  remodeled  and  new  seats  installed 

.   .   .   Evelyn  Sweet  is  Paramount’s  new 
“hello”  girl. 

Abe  Libson,  while  still  confined  to  the 

hospital,  is  reported  convalescing  satis- 

factorily, following  his  recent  operation  at 

Mayo’s  ...  All  exchanges  report  business 
good,  and  the  last  quarter  of  the  year 

forging  ahead  briskly.  Milt  Gurian,  Mono- 

gram, reports  Kentucky  contracts  closing 
nicely. 

New  Equipment  Provides 

Different  Game  Nightly 
Cleveland — Lake  Shore  Sales  Co.,  409 

Film  Bldg.,  Cleveland,  announces  it  is  the 
exclusive  distributor  in  northern  Ohio  and 

western  Pennsylvania  of  a   new  equipment 

so  constructed  it  provides  a   different  game 

every  night  in  the  week. 

One  device,  according  to  F.  Arthur  Si- 
mon of  Lake  Shore  Sales  Co.,  through 

the  use  of  removable  or  changeable  slides 

and  varying  game  cards,  will  make  it  pos- 
sible for  any  theatre  to  play  any  number 

of  different  games.  One  royalty  charge 

covers  the  cost  of  all  the  possible  games, 

thus  cutting  down  the  operating  cost  of 
theatre  games. 

In  connection  with  this  device,  Lake 

Shore  Sales  announces  it  has  acquired  the 

distribution  of  an  equipment  by  which 

anyone  in  the  audience  can  operate  the 

numbers  wheel.  This  equipment,  similar 

to  remote  control  now  used  on  advertised 

radios,  is  called  the  phantom  control.  It 

is  operated  without  wires  or  connections 

of  any  kind,  but  is  so  sensitized  that  any 

patron  in  the  audience  can  spin  a   wheel 
on  the  stage. 

Kentucky  Delegation  to 

Hollywood  for  Premiere 
Louisville — Gov.  A.  B.  “Happy”  Chand- 

ler has  accepted  an  invitation  of  20th 

Century-Fox  to  organize  and  head  a   dele- 

gation to  the  world  premiere  of  “Ken- 

tucky,” a   Technicolor  production,  in  Hol- 
lywood early  in  December. 

The  film,  expected  to  be  released  in 

February,  was  made  in  Kentucky.  Tenta- 

tive plans  for  the  advance  showing  in 

Kentucky  were  changed  because  of  the 

wider  advantages  offered  in  a   Hollywood 
opening. 

In  the  governor’s  party  will  be  his  wife, 
their  two  daughters,  Marcella  and  Mimi; 

Mayor  Joseph  D.  Scholtz  of  Louisville  and 

Mrs.  Scholtz;  Mayor  E.  Reed  Wilson  of 

Lexington;  Bo  McMillan,  football  coach 

at  Indiana  University,  and  Mrs.  McMillan; 

Carl  Saunders,  editor  of  the  Kentucky 

Post;  Tom  Underwood,  editor  of  the  Lex- 

ington Herald,  and  Joe  Hart,  Courier-Jour- 
nal reporter. 

M-G-M  Marionette  Show 
Visits  in  Detroit  Sector 

Detroit — M-G-M’s  traveling  Marionette 

Show  arrived  here  this  week.  It  was  sta- 

tioned in  front  of  the  United  Artists  The- 
atre Thursday  evening. 

The  Marionettes  are  costumed  as  the 

characters  in  the  production  plugged,  in- 

cluding “Dramatic  School”  and  “Out  West 

with  the  Hardys.”  Sound  track  from  the 
films  are  used. 

Redecorate  Two 

Detroit — The  Bagley  Theatre  here  and 

the  Vandale  Theatre,  Van  Dyke,  Mich., 

both  in  the  William  Schulte  circuit,  have 

been  redecorated  by  T.  J.  Jagmin  &   Co., 
Detroit. 

CLEVELAND 
JOHN  HIMMELEIN  and  his  Grand  Na- tional crew  are  dickering  for  larger  space 

in  the  Film  Bldg  .   .   .   Lou  Walters  of 

National  Theatre  Supply  Co.  was  some- 

thing of  a   wreck  from  the  strain  of  play- 
ing host  to  most  of  the  ITO  conventioneers 

.   .   .   Harold  Bernstein  of  Norwood,  one 

of  the  ITO  directors,  had  a   good  alibi  for 

not  attending  the  Columbus  convention 

last  week.  He  was  en  route  to  Hollywood 

at  the  time — purpose,  matrimony. 

Billy  Bien  of  Theatre  Poster  Supply  Co. 

of  Cincinnati  was  really  ill  on  W ednesday 

.   .   .   I.  J .   Schmertz,  20 th-Fox  branch  mana- 

ger, has  been  renamed  to  his  last  year’s 
job  as  chairman  of  the  motion  picture  di- 

vision of  the  Cleveland  Community  Fund. 

Mrs.  Georgia  Moffett,  secretary  of  the  Va- 
riety Club,  is  collecting  the  pledges. 

George  Kendis,  distributor  of  “The  Lu- 
tle  Flower  of  Jesus”  reports  that  on  the 

strength  of  the  success  of  its  four-week 
run  at  the  Penn  Square  Theatre,  he  has 

booked  the  picture  into  33  per  cent  of 

all  the  Cleveland  houses,  with  other  con- 
tracts in  the  city  pending. 

Add  Bob  Menches  of  Akron  to  the  pre- 
viously announced  list  of  directors  of  Milt 

Mooney’s  Cooperative  Theatres  of  Ohio  .   .   . 
Miss  June  Finesilver  has  resigned  from 

the  W ashington  circuit  to  join  the  Grand 

National  office  force  .   .   .   GB,  still  in  the 

Fox  Bldg.,  has  moved  into  space  near  the 

front  office  .   .   .   Harry  Sachs,  Columbia 

auditor  in  town  this  week,  is  not  the  Harry 

Sachs  formerly  here  ivith  Warner  Bros. 

Jerry  Steel  of  the  Apollo  Theatre,  Ober- 
lin,  entertained  Mrs.  Steel  in  Cleveland 

last  Thursday  with  a   dinner-for-two  in 
honor  of  her  birthday  .   .   .   Meyer  Kaplan, 

local  theatre  circuit  owner,  is  so  sold  on 

the  double  feature  policy  that  on  Armis- 
tice Day  his  wife  presented  him  with  twins 

— a   boy  and  a   girl.  They  are  named 
Marvin  and  Marlene. 

Variety  Club,  under  Chief  Barker  Nat 

Wolfe’s  direction,  is  making  extensive 

plans  for  the  big  Keno  Party  on  De- 
cember 16  when  drawings  for  the  $1,000 

fox  capes  will  be  held. 

PERMANENT  construction  that  means lowest  upkeep  cost  at  a   surprisingly  low 
first  cost. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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QLIFF  BUECHEL,  manager  of  the  Mary 
Anderson,  paid  dearly  for  one  testi- 

monial on  “The  Birth  of  a   Baby,”  which 
appeared  recently  at  this  house.  At  re- 

quest, a   number  of  Louisville  physicians 
mailed  in  their  appraisals  of  the  film.  The 

hitch  came  when  the  writer  of  one  par- 
ticularly glowing  tribute  closed  with  this 

postscript:  “Please  send  me  six  passes  for 
next  week’s  show.”  He  got  them. 

The  Modern  Amusement  Co.  of  Louis- 
ville, which  operates  houses  here  and  in 

southern  Indiana,  is  planning  extensive 
improvements  on  its  Indiana  and  Grand 
theatres  at  New  Albany,  fust  across  the 
Ohio  River  from  Louisville.  The  Indiana 

gets  a   going-over  inside,  and  the  Grand 
gets  a   new  front.  The  cost:  From  $15,000 
to  $20,000. 

Two  reels  of  “The  Katzenjammer  Kids” 
went  up  in  smoke  in  a   projection  room 
fire  last  week  at  the  Orpheum  .   .   .   The 

old  Hippodrome,  one  of  the  oldest  neigh- 
borhood houses  in  Louisville,  has  been 

razed  .   .   .   Carroll  Hannah,  manager  of 
the  Brown,  has  been  named  a   member,  of 
the  publicity  committee  of  the  Kentucky 

“Boys  Town”  campaign.  Hannah’s  chief 
assistant,  Jimmie  Graham,  is  running 
around  like  a   block  off  the  old  chip  these 

days.  He's  got  a   surprise  party  up  his 
sleeve  for  the  Mrs.  on  Junior’s  first  birth- 

day anniversary,  December  2. 

The  screening  room  of  the  Fourth  Ave- 
nue Amusement  Co.  has  a   new  ceiling, 

painted  walls  in  studio  effect  stripes  and 

improved  lighting  .   .   .   William  H.  Metz- 
ger, former  assistant  manager  at  the 

Rialto,  now  is  managing  the  Rex.  John 
H.  Boswell  went  from  the  Rex  to  the 
Uptown. 

Sam  and  Harry  Switow  (Modern  Amuse- 
ment Co.)  returned  last  week  from  New 

Orleans  where  they  attended  the  wedding 
of  a   relative.  Harry,  formerly  in  charge 

of  maintenance  for  Publix  in  New  Or- 
leans, renewed  acquaintanceship  with  an 

old  friend,  E.  V.  Richards  of  Richards- 
Paramount. 

The  Switows  recently  took  over  the  Ma- 
jestic and  Little  theatres  at  Seymour,  Ind., 

taking  a   35-year  lease  on  both  houses. 
They  formerly  were  operated  by  Mrs. 
Edith  M.  Eagleston.  Improvements  are 
planned  at  the  Majestic. 

O.  H.  Roberson,  former  manager  of  the 

Switows’  Indiana  and  Liberty  theatres  at 
Washington,  Ind.,  has  joined  company 
with  H.  E.  McCarrell  at  Bedford,  Ind.,  as 

NATIONAL  THEATRICAL 
VALANCE  <&  DECORATING  CO. 

HENRY  RAVICK,  Manager 

Marquee  Valances,  Stage  Curtains  and 
Drapes 

“24-Hour  Service  Whenever  Necessary0 

Your  Inquiries  and  Orders  Solicited 

900  Fifth  Avenue  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
Phone:  COurt  8200 

Formerly  Partner  in  American  Theatrical 
Valance  Company 

manager  of  the  Indiana  and  Lawrence 
theatres  there.  A.  J.  Kalberer  replaced 
Roberson  in  the  Switow  setup  .   .   .   Fred  J. 
Dolle,  head  of  Fourth  Avenue  Amusement 
Co.,  has  recovered  from  a   slight  illness 
which  put  him  in  bed  for  a   day  or  so. 

The  Cozy,  another  Switow  house  here, 
will  become  one  year  old,  January  1.  This 
house  has  beeri  taken  as  a   sort  of  inspira- 

tion for  another  neighborhood  house  the 

same  firm  is  building  now,  the  Hi-Land, 
located  in  the  Highland  section  here. 

Three  young  men  arrested  here  in  con- 
nection with  a   break-in  at  the  Uptown 

Theatre  were  sentenced  last  week  in 

criminal  court  to  five  years  each  in  prison. 
A   barking  dog  was  the  giveaway.  This  is 
the  25th  anniversary  season  of  the  Uni- 

versity of  Louisville  players. 

Kentucky  finals  in  M-G-M’s  “Great 
Waltz”  contest  will  be  staged  here  Novem- 

ber 30  at  Madrid  Ballroom.  City  finals 

were  scheduled  at  the  same  place  Wednes- 
day, November  23.  Kentucky  champions 

will  go  to  zone  finals  at  Cleveland,  and  the 

winners  there  go  on  to  the  grand  wind-up 
in  Neiv  York. 

Gene  Autry  P.  A.  Nets  a 
Cathedral  Gross  Record 

New  Castle,  Pa. — Gene  Autry  estab- 

lished new  attendance  and  gross  records 

at  the  Cathedral  Theatre  where  he  ap- 
peared in  person  last  Saturday.  The  newly 

decorated  3,500-seat  auditorium  could  not 
handle  the  overflow  crowd  and  an  extra 

performance  was  necessary,  with  the  No.  1 
cowboy  willing  to  oblige  in  accommodating 
his  thousands  of  fans  and  the  theatre 

management,  although  a   special  permit 
from  local  authorities  was  necessary  for 

the  late  show  and  the  Republic  star’s  de- 
parture for  Hollywood  was  delayed  by  a 

half  a   day.  A   number  of  the  Dipson  The- 
atrical Enterprises  executives  were  in  New 

Castle  for  the  occasion,  and  Autry  was 

greeted  by  Sam  Fineberg  of  Republic  Pic- 
tures Corp.  of  Pittsburgh,  Speer  Marousis 

and  other  exhibitors. 

PITTSBURGH 
(Continued  from  page  66) 

ever  .   .   .   John  Perry,  Belle  Vernon  ex- 
hibitor, was  another  hunter  last  week  who 

was  glad  to  return  home  without  game. 
Gas  fumes  just  about  put  him  out  en 
route,  and  his  car  went  off  the  road  and 
tumbled  down  a   hill.  John  escaped  serious 
injury. 

John  Harrington,  New  York  executive 
of  Monogram,  was  a   recent  visitor  at  the 
local  exchange  with  Mark  Goldman, 

branch  manager  .   .   .   Peter  Quiter,  Uni- 
versal booker,  who  has  been  doctoring  a 

foot  infection  for  a   long  period,  was 
ordered  to  bed  by  his  doctor  last  week. 

Filmrow’s  fire  marshall,  treasurer  of  the 
bowling  league  and  booker  for  the  Variety 

Club’s  shows  for  local  institutions,  is  re- 
ported responding  well  to  new  treatments. 

Edward  Steinfeld,  well  known  in  the 
film  center,  is  promotion  manager  for  the 

Carnevale  Marioiiette  Players.  He  will  ar- 
range theatre  bookings  for  15  productions, 

including  “Ali  Baba  and  the  Forty 
Thieves”  and  “Hansel  and  Gretel.” 

BOWLING 
Pittsburgh — Superior  retained  its  lead 

in  the  Filmrow  Bowling  League  last  Fri- 
day evening,  with  New  Universal  and 

Paramount  tied  for  second  place.  Unusual 
in  the  records  of  the  league  is  the  score 
card  for  W.  Walters  of  the  Paramount 

team;  he  now  holds  first  and  second  high 
individual  scores  for  one  game,  247  and 

229;  also  he  holds  first  and  second  high 

scores  for  three  games,  574  and  554.  Re- 

public’s 774  is  the  high  team  score  for  a 
single  game,  with  New  Universal  second 

with  751.  W.  “Curley”  Hepp,  local  ex- 
hibitor, who  recently  returned  to  the 

league  as  a   member  of  the  Columbia  team, 

copped  the  weekly  $1  award  for  high 
score  with  a   191.  Walters,  having  won 

this  award  three  times,  is  ineligible  for 
further  cash  prizes  until  the  close  of  the 
season. 

STANDINGS  OF  THE  TEAMS 

Won  Lost 

Superior      18  9 

New  Universal      17  10 
Paramount      17  10 
20th-Fox      18  14 

Republic      18  14 
Monarch      18  14 
Columbia      12  15 

Loew’s      5   22 

SCHEDULE  FOR  DECEMBER  2 Alleys 

Columbia  vs.  Superior   1   and  2 
20th-Fox  vs.  New  Universal   3   and  4 

Loew’s  vs.  Republic    5   and  6 
Monogram  vs.  Paramount    7   and  8 

Hecklers  are  invited  to  attend  all  games 

which  are  played  at  the  New  Club  Alleys  each 
Friday  evening. 

Cleveland — A   full  gathering  of  members 

of  the  Cleveland  Film  Bowling  League  met 
this  week  and  failed  to  dislodge  Columbia, 
leader  last  week.  Standings  are: 

W. 

L. Pet. 
Axg. 

Columbia    .   .   23 
7 767 785 

Messengers    
.   17 

13 

567 766 Central  Shippers 
17 13 

567 

741 

National  Supply  .   .   . 
14 

17 

452 

734 

M-G-M    
12 18 400 746 

KKO    7 23 

233 

706 

TEAM  HIGH  SINGLE — Columbia,  886;  Na- 
tional Supply,  867 ;   Central  Shippers,  843. 

TEAM  HIGH THREE — Messengers, 
2426; 

National  Supply, 

,   2420; 
Columbia,  2404. 

INDIVIDUAL, 

HIGH 

SINGLE — Koteles, 

,   245; 
Krupka,  243;  Kice,  237. 

INDIA  ID1  AT, 
HIGH 

THREE — Riee, 

613; 

Fosbentler,  588; 

B~ird, 584. 

INDIVIDUAL, AVERAGES 
Rice    

.   .179 Watts    
Ilaird    

.   .170 Bach    .   .148 
L.  Gross    

..169 Steffons    146 
White    

.169 H.  Fleming  .   . .   .145 
Fosbender    

.169 

Swee    

.   .   143 

Jay  White 

.   .   165 

Sabot    

143 

Gal  lu  pe    
.   .   162 

15.  Andrews  .   .   .   . 141 Sharp    

161 
Braeunig    

E.  Fleming  .   .   . 

.   .161 
S.  Andrews  .   .   . .   .   1 37 Miller    

.   .160 Brooks    .   .136 
Huber    .   .160 Reimann    

.   .129 

Mross    
LaGrow    .   120 

.   .   120 
.   .   154 

.   .120 
Hoobler    

.   .   154 

Walters    119 

Krupka    .   .   152 

M-G-M  Signs  Miliza  Korjus 
Hollywood — Miliza  Korjus,  Viennese 

singer  and  actress,  who  appeared  in  “The 
Great  Waltz,”  has  been  signed  to  a   new 
long-term  M-G-M  contract. 

Genevieve  Tobin  to  Role 
Hollywood — Genevieve  Tobin  has  been 

assigned  to  a   featured  role  in  WB’s  “Yes, 

My  Darling  Daughter.” 
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DI MADRA  EMERGES  VICTOR  IN  FIRST  LEGAL 

SKIRMISH  OVER  THE  DRIVE-IN  THEATRES,  INC. 
"No  Obligation,"  Master's 

Report  to  Superior 
Court 

May  Set  Trial  Date  Soon  in 

Suit  by  Morse  &   Rothenberg 
By  BRAD  ANGIER 

Boston — The  first,  and  perhaps  most 
decisive,  battle  in  the  legal  conflict  that 

has  brought  New  England  outdoor  the- 
atre operators  indoors  to  stuffy  court- 

rooms and  cramped  masters’  chambers, 
has  turned  strongly  in  favor  of  Thomas 

DiMaura  and  the  powers-that-be  of  the 
Drive-In  Theatres,  Inc. 

Lafayette  R.  Chamberlin,  master  sitting 
in  the  case  brought  against  the  present 

Weymouth  Drive-In  Theatre  operator  by 
others  who  earlier  had  a   finger  in  the  pie, 
has  filed  with  Suffolk  superior  court  a 

report  in  which  he  opined  “DiMaura  owes 
the  plaintiff  corporation  no  obligation.” 
Although  the  straightforward  master’s 

report  represents  a   distinct  victory  for 
Herman  Snyder,  attorney  for  DiMaura, 

this  particular  offensive  of  the  legal  cam- 
paign is  not  yet  concluded.  Vernon  Stone- 

man,  prosecuting  attorney  and  relation 
of  the  Interstate  Theatres  partner,  has 

outlined  formal  objections  against  the  ac- 
ceptance of  the  opinion  by  Suffolk  su- 

perior court. 
An  amended  bill  has  been  prepared  in 

behalf  of  Joseph  Buschini,  Woodford  Wil- 
cox, and  Joseph  Singarella  for  filing  to- 

gether with  a   motion  to  recommit  for 
findings  of  fact. 

The  original  bill  of  complaint  sought  to 

wipe  out  at  one  sweep  DiMaura’s  stra- 
tegic postition,  as  operator  of  the  Wey- 

mouth Drive-In  Theatre.  It  was  broadly 
alleged  DiMaura  had  taken  advantage  of 
the  purchase  of  the  Weymouth  Theatre 

site  to  defraud  the  corporation.  The  mas- 

ter’s finding  touched  mainly  on  this  point 
and  let  the  rest  go  with  the  statement: 

“I  make  no  further  finding  as  to  the 
duties  or  obligations,  if  any,  of  Mr.  Di- 

Maura .   .   .   because  it  seems  to  me  that 
such  findings  are  not  material  to  the 

pleadings  in  this  action.” 
Big  Business  Moves  Outdoors 

If  precedent  holds,  the  master’s  report 
will  be  accepted  by  the  superior  court 

judge  sitting  on  the  case.  If  this  hap- 
pens and  if  other  tactics  fail,  the  prosecu- 

tion plans  a   state  supreme  court  appeal.  If 
this  is  unsuccessful,  there  remain  the 
series  of  individual  suits  being  brought  by 
the  respective  plaintiffs,  and  others, 
against  DiMaura  and  his  side. 

The  importance  of  the  litigations  began 

with  the  day  when  drive-in  theatres  in 
this  territory  passed  from  experimental, 
avowedly  idealistic  realms  to  ranks  of  big 
business.  Those  who  at  first  had  scoffed, 
remained  to  wonder  and  perhaps  to  envy. 

E.  M.  Loew,  offered  a   slice  of  the  origi- 
nal Weymouth  Drive-In,  first  of  its  kind 

in  this  territory  and  third  in  the  United 
States,  held  off  from  accepting  it  and, 

Boston — Trial  date  for  the  Morse  & 

Rothenberg  monopoly  suit  against  the  ma- 
jors may  be  determined  Wednesday,  No- 

vember 30,  when  both  litigants  will  be 

represented  at  a   pre-trial  session  in  the 
Federal  Bldg,  before  a   U.  S.  district  court 

judge. 
Prosecuting  Attorney  George  S.  Ryan,  in 

the  meantime,  is  continuing  the  taking  of 

later,  built  his  own  ozone-roofers  from 
Massachusetts  to  Florida.  Phil  Smith, 

who  had  a   non-committal  eye  on  proceed- 
ings from  the  start,  has  gone  west  to  open 

his  outdoor  locations  in  Cleveland  and 
Detroit. 

No  anti-stimulants  were  early  grosses  of 
the  Weymouth  park-in  which,  this  publi- 

cation has  learned  on  good  authority,  ap- 
proximated $68,000  the  first  year  and 

boosted  close  to  $72,000  the  second. 

Drive-In  Situation  Involved 

A   mesh  of  intrigue,  misunderstandings, 

and  lawsuits  has  entangled  the  New  Eng- 
land drive-in  theatre  situation  from,  and 

because  of  its  very  nature,  its  onset. 
Despite  attempts  of  intimidation  and 

blanketing,  together  with  attendant  dif- 
ficulties in  verifying  information,  Box- 

office  has  exclusively  continued  to  report 

the  various  moves  as  they  were  made,  or 

premeditated,  in  the  outdoor  theatre  de- 
sign. And  so  will  Boxoffice  continue. 

The  MPTO  here  has  publicly  taken  a 
stand  against  outdoor  theatres.  Ozone 
operators  have  continually  been  put  hard 
to  it  to  obtain  product.  The  securing  of 
municipal  licenses  has  evoked  its  own 
problems.  Even  the  recent  hurricane  and 

flood  added  a   drastic  touch  to  the  situa- 

tion, completely  destroying  one  newly- 
erected  Bay  State  auto  location  and  dam- 

aging all  others. 

A   Second-Run  Policy  at 
The  RKO  Boston  Theatre 

Boston — The  RKO  Boston,  after  a   ses- 
sion with  subsequent  runs,  has  adopted  a 

second-run  policy. 

The  erstwhile  first-run  house  is  now  on 

the  same  booking  basis  as  the  M&P  Olym- 
pia. The  Boston,  however,  is  booking  Co- 

lumbia and  Universal  product  away  from 
the  latter. 

Tottenham'  to  "Must  Live" 
Hollywood — Merle  Tottenham  has  been 

added  to  the  cast  of  GB’s  “A  Girl  Must 

Live.” 

depositions  in  the  case. 
Deposition  procurement,  the  scene  of 

which  has  been  temporarily  transferred 
from  New  York  to  Boston,  has  been  going 

on  since  a   year  ago  October. 

Tire  A.  B.  Momand  anti-trust  case,  for 
which  Ryan  is  also  prosecuting  attorney, 

may  come  up  before  the  U.  S.  district 
court  here  next  month. 

Viano,  Bank  Night 
Effect  Settlement 

Boston — Arthur  H.  Viano,  circuit  opera- 

tor, and  Roy  E.  Heffner,  owner  of  Bank 
Night  in  New  England,  last  week  settled 
out  of  court  a   long  pending  litiga  icn  on 
alleged  delinquent  royalty  paym:nts. 

Agreement,  according  to  Heffner,  was 
on  the  basis  of  new  Bank  Night  contracts 

for  Viano’s  Somerville,  Teele  Square  and 
Broadway  theatres. 
Monetary  settlement,  Heffner  stated, 

was  for  more  money  than  for  which  Bank 

Night  had  sued.  He  explained  that  the 
theatre  owner  had  been  operating  the 

giveaway  since  the  suit  had  been  filed. 
Agreement  was  reached  in  the  offices  of 

George  S.  Ryan,  attorney  for  Bank  Night. 
Arthur  Viano  was  the  first  theatre  man 

in  the  Boston  territory  to  operate  Bank 

Night. 

Independent  Exhibitors , 

Inc.,  Planning  Meetings 
Boston — Meetings  of  the  Independent 

Exhibitors,  Inc.,  will  probably  be  called 

in  December  and  January,  Business  Man- 

ager Arthur  K.  Howard  told  this  publica- 
tion last  week.  No  meeting  will  be  held 

this  month  per  the  new  local  Allied  policy 
of  not  convening  except  on  call. 

Primary  forthcoming  business  will  be 

the  setting  of  details  for  the  annual  In- 

dependent Exhibitors’  meeting  and  ap- 
pointing of  special  committees  for  the 

confab. 

Wayne  in  “Stagecoach" Hollywood — John  Wayne  will  play  the 

romantic  male  lead  in  “Stagecoach,”  Wal- 
ter Wanger  production  currently  before 

the  cameras. 
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Adverse  Effect  on  Maine  Seen 

By  Signing  of  Trade  Treaties 

Portland,  Me. — On  the  heels  of  the  an- 

nouncement of  the  signing  of  the  reci- 
procal trade  agreements  by  representa- 

tives of  the  United  States,  the  United 
Kingdom  and  Canada,  Maine  exhibitors 

joined  other  Maine  leaders  in  a   quick  per- 
usal of  the  documents  in  an  effort  to  de- 

termine what  effect  the  agreement  will 
have  on  the  state  generally  and  upon  their 
own  industry  in  particular. 

Directly  the  agreement  seems  to  have 

little  if  any  bearing,  but  its  effect  in- 
directly is  manifold.  In  Aroostook  county, 

where  potatoes  furnish  almost  the  entire 
revenue  to  its  citizens,  the  result  is  bound 
to  be  almost  disastrous.  G.  C.  Stone, 
executive  secretary  of  the  Maine  Potato 
Growers  and  Shippers  Committee,  Inc., 

said  the  agreements  would  “result  in 
heavy  losses  to  growers,”  an  opinion 
shared  by  Maine  Agriculture  Commis- 

sioner Prank  P.  Washburn.  Hence  potato 

growers  throughout  the  country  are  look- 
ing with  consternation  on  this  Canadian- 

American  trade  agreement  which  will  al- 
low an  increased  Canadian  potato  quota 

and  lowered  tariff  barriers.  Stone  pre- 

dicted that  “dumping  by  Canadian  in- 
terests would  reduce  Maine’s  income  from 

potatoes  to  cost  of  production  or  lower.” 
Other  Product  Benefits 

Sea  and  Shore  Fisheries  Commissioner 

Arthur  R.  Greenleaf  said  that  “the  Maine 
coast  will  suffer  acutely”  and  termed  the 
concessions  to  Canada  relative  to  reduced 

tariffs  on  fish  and  fish  products,  con- 

tained in  the  new  treaties,  as  “another 
series  of  knockout  blows  for  Maine’s  fish- 

ing industry.” 
The  picture  is  not  entirely  dark,  how- 

ever, since,  according  to  Charles  H.  Priest, 

manager  of  the  Port  of  Portland  Develop- 

ment, the  agreements  “have  cleared  the 
decks  for  shipment  of  Canadian  grain  and 
packing  house  products  through  the  Port 

of  Portland,”  a   business  that  was  taken 
away  from  the  city  in  1932.  Textiles  and 
lumbering  as  well  as  agriculture  and 
fisheries,  however,  will  not  be  benefited 
by  the  agreement,  Priest  believes. 

Governor  Lewis  O.  Barrows  declared 

that  he  regarded  the  treaties  “with  alarm,” 
and  that  he  “could  not  help  but  feel  that 
the  treaties  will  adversely  affect  the  state 

of  Maine.” 

Joseph  Faith  to  Build 

In  Unionville.  Conn . 

Unionville,  Conn. — Joseph  Faith  of  the 

Mayfair,  Terryville,  has  acquired  property 
on  Water  Street  and  will  build  a   small 
theatre  at  once,  he  announces.  Contracts 

have  been  awarded  to  Vincent  Fiore, 
architect;  Modernistic  Decorating  Co.  of 
Boston,  decorating;  RCA,  sound;  Ameri- 

can Seating  Co.,  chairs.  In  addition,  rental 
of  the  Canton  Town  Hall,  Collinsville,  is 
expected  to  be  closed  soon.  Both  Union- 

ville and  Collinsville  have  theatres,  oper- 
ated by  Michael  Joyce. 

They're  Not  Social 
Lions 

Boston — One  executive  of  the  Inde- 

pendent Exhibitors,  Inc.,  held  out 

against  adoption  of  a   proposal  that  a 

dinner-dance  be  included  on  the  pro- 

gram of  the  forthcoming  Allied  sec- 
tional convention  in  Boston. 

His  objection  was:  “Our  membership 

may  be  composed  of  lions — but  not 

social  lions." 

Called  "On  Carpet" For  Permit  Laxity 

Boston — Lou  Walters,  manager  of  the 

Latin  Quarter  in  the  film  district  and  a 

veteran  vaudeville  booker,  was  called  be- 
fore the  Boston  licensing  board  last  week 

to  explain  why  his  night  spot  was  show- 
ing motion  pictures  without  a   permit. 

Walters  contended  he  had  been  using  only 
antiquated  silents.  He  stated  he  had  been 
informed  by  the  Massachusetts  department 
of  public  safety  no  permit,  therefore,  was 
necessary. 

Walters  was  ordered  to  procure  a   per- 
mit if  he  intended  to  continue  to  spot 

movies  on  his  program.  He  said  he  would 

apply  immediately. 

In  subsequent  testimony,  Walters  told 

the  licensing  board  the  only  admission  re- 
quirement enforced  by  the  Latin  Quarter 

was  that  prospective  patrons  be  of  a   re- 
spective appearance.  Walters  said  the  club 

reserved  the  right  to  turn  away  anyone 
considered  undesirable  and  that  an  effort 

was  being  made  to  break  down  public  opin- 

ion “that  the  club  is  exclusive  and  hard 

to  get  into.” 

Sam  Soroker  Is  Now  GB 

Manager  in  Pittsburgh 
Boston — Sam  Soroker  is  now  branch 

manager  for  GB  at  the  Pittsburgh  ex- change. 

Soroker,  most  recently  northern  New 
England  salesman  for  GB,  has  been  asso- 

ciated in  recent  years  with  American  Film 

exchange,  Price  Theatre  Premiums,  Gen- 
eral Pictures,  Novelty  Distributing  Co., 

and  other  local  film  firms. 

Foreign  Substance  in  Eye 

Boston — Fred  Francky,  Universal  audi- 

tor, was  taken  to  the  ‘Eye  and  Ear  In- 
firmary of  the  Massachusetts  General  Hos- 

pital for  removal  of  a   foreign  substance 
from  his  eye. 

AFL  Unit  Pickets 

At  Loew's  Portland 
Portland,  Me. — Charging  the  manage- 

ment of  the  New  Portland  Theatre  with 
violation  of  the  Wagner  Labor  Relations 
Act  by  maintaining  a   company  union  and 
refusing  to  recognize  the  AFL  unit,  the 
Motion  Picture  Operators  Union,  Local 

548,  early  this  week  called  a   strike  and 

placed  pickets  in  front  of  the  subsequent- run  house. 

John  A.  Russell,  motion  picture  opera- 
tor at  the  Empire  Theatre,  and  spokes- 

man for  the  union,  said  picketing  of  the 

theatre  would  continue  “as  long  as  we 
can  stay  on  the  picket  lines  or  until  the 

dispute  is  settled.” The  theatre  involved  is  one  of  the  chain 
of  E.  M.  Loew  Theatres  and  is  managed 

by  Fred  C.  Stone,  who  charged  the  union 
with  violation  of  the  Wagner  act  in  call- 

ing the  strike  and  picketing  the  theatre. 
He  said  the  majority  of  employes  of  the 
house  are  members  of  the  New  England 
Projectionists  Clubs,  Inc.,  a   Massachusetts 

organization. 
The  Portland  is  the  only  theatre  here 

not  unionized. 

Boston  Employes'  Local 
May  Hold  Meeting  Soon 
Boston  —   An  officer  of  the  Theatrical 

Exchange  Employes  local,  organized  about 

two  years  ago  in  answer  to  a   CIO  attempt 

to  form  a   wedge  in  the  district,  has  in- 
formed this  publication  that  the  unit  will 

hold  a   general  meeting  soon.  The  AFL 

body  has  not  convened  in  a   business  ses- 
sion for  more  than  a   year  and  a   half. 

Election  campaigning  has  been  going 

on  for  months  although  no  definite  elec- 
tion date  has  yet  been  set. 

Tickets  tor  Election 

Guesses  Net  Publicity 
Bridgeport,  Conn. — Manager  Morris 

Rosenthal  of  the  Majestic  tied  in  with  the 

Times-Star  to  get  several  columns  of  space 
around  election  time.  He  offered  free 

tickets  to  the  first  25  persons  who  could 
guess  closest  to  the  number  of  votes  to 

be  polled  by  Mayor  Jasper  McLevy  in  his 

campaign  for  governor.  Although  the  con- 
test was  announced  but  a   few  days  be- 
fore the  election,  hundreds  of  letters 

poured  into  the  theatre. 

Pneumonia  Fatal 
Boston — John  Hill,  father  of  Thomas 

Hill  and  John  Hill  jr.,  died  last  week  with 

bronchial  pneumonia.  Thomas  Hill,  for- 
merly with  Epilogues,  Inc.,  is  now  head 

shipper  for  Grand  National.  Jack  Hill 
holds  a   similar  position  with  Monogram. 

Scripting  "Captain  Midnight" Hollywood — Grover  Jones,  author  and 

playwright,  has  been  signed  by  Hal  Roach 

to  pen  the  script  for  “Captain  Midnight.” 
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piLM  MEN  gladly  substituted  pigskin 
for  celluloid  and  attended  the  Yale- 

Harvard  game  in  good  numbers  .   .   .   The 

Friars’  Club  of  Boston  came  down  in  a 
special  railroad  car  bearing  among  many 
others,  Maurice  N.  Wolfe,  Herman  Rifkin, 
Selma  Rifkin,  Edward  Morey,  Nathan 
Yamins,  Julian  Rifkin  Carl  Myshrall, 

Steve  Broidy,  Charles  Morse,  Harry  Rogo- 
vin  .   .   .   The  entire  Loew  office  emigrated 
from  the  Big  City,  and  Connecticut  stood 

by  too  in  spite  of  the  Eli  team’s  lack  of 
brilliance  this  season. 

Engagement  of  Selma  Rifkin,  daughter 

of  Republic  franchise-holder,  to  George 
Rabinowitz,  new  manager  of  the  New 

Haven  Republic  branch,  has  been  an- 
nounced. Congratulations! 

All  distributors  are  defendants  in  the 

action  brought  by  the  Pickwick  Theatre, 

Greenwich,  alleging  Stamford  first-runs 
and  Skouras  Port  Chester  houses  demand 
unfair  clearance. 

Ben  Simon,  Earl  Wright  and  Sam  Ger- 
maine attended  a   district  sales  meeting  in 

Boston,  conducted  by  Tom  Bailey,  last 
Wednesday  .   .   .   Exchange  employes  in 

unit  B- 41  discussed  various  aspects  of  the 
new  wage-hour  law  as  applicable  to  the 
local  situation  at  the  regular  November 
meeting  at  the  Garde. 

The  case  of  Thomasino  vs.  Cascioli, 
concerning  the  Park  Theatre,  Allingtown, 

lease,  alleged  by  the  plaintiff  to  be  defec- 
tive, was  tried  in  the  superior  court  be- 
fore Judge  Edwin  C.  Dickenson  last 

Thursday.  Decision  has  been  reserved. 

Nat  Rubin,  Poli  assistant,  gets  credit 
for  the  novel  idea  of  displaying  three  prize 
white  turkeys  in  the  lobby  of  the  theatre 
for  general  Thanksgiving  atmosphere  and 

with  special  attention  to  the  Thanksgiv- 
ing eve  midnight  show. 

Trouble  arising  the  day  of  the  hurri- 

cane over  substitution  of  “Motherhood”  for 

“Childbirth,”  license  to  show  which  had 
been  obtained  at  the  State,  Torrington, 
was  scheduled  for  airing  in  the  town  court 
this  week,  with  Strand  Amusement,  Dan 
Riccitelli,  and  Sam  Cummins  of  Jewel 
Productions  summoned  in  to  tell  the  tale. 

Although  the  titles  and  pictures  had  the 
same  general  idea,  and  the  substitution 
had  been  made  at  the  eleventh  hour  with- 

out the  knowledge  of  Strand  Amusement, 

the  inspector  who  just  dropped  in  didn’t 
see  it  that  way.  Although  Riccitelli  is  no 
longer  with  the  circuit,  he  was  called  upon 
to  testify  as  manager  at  the  time  of  the 
incident. 

Kathryn  Sullivan  of  United  Artists  on 

the  sick  list  .   .   .   Nathan  Lampert,  “borscht” 
magnate,  is  still  confined  to  a   Pough- 

keepsie hospital,  as  a   result  of  his  acci- 
dent in  September,  but  is  expected  home 

next  month  .   .   .   Sam  Badamo  was  a   genial 
host  at  the  Denis- Roosevelt-Phelps  party. 

Lawrence  Caplan  and  Oscar  Shanken 
are  now  assisting  Abe  Fishman  at  the  new 
Dixwell  Playhouse,  while  A1  Brown,  a 
newcomer,  has  been  appointed  to  the 
Winchester. 

NTS  Sign  Up 
Boston — The  Eagle  Sign  Co.  last  week 

raised  the  sign  of  the  National  Theatre 

Supply  Co.,  which  had  been  blown  down 
by  the  hurricane.  Head  of  the  Eagle  Sign 

Co.  is  Joe  Cifre,  also  head  of  a   local  thea- 
tre equipment  concern. 

Wenzel  to  Comi 
Boston — Edward  Comi  has  been  accord- 

ed the  New  England  franchise  for  Wenzel 

16mm  projectors.  Comi  operates  the  The- 
atre Service  and  Supply  Co. 

Maine  Grown  Products 

For  Disney  and  Bambi 
Portland,  Me. — Bambi,  a   Maine  deer, 

acting  as  a   model  in  the  Walt  Disney  mo- 
tion picture  of  the  same  name,  was  as- 

sured of  a   Thanksgiving  menu  from  its 
home  state  when  carrots  and  cabbages 
were  dispatched  to  Hollywood,  November 

18,  by  the  Maine  Development  Commis- 
sion. With  the  vegetables  went  a   Maine 

grown  turkey  and  all  accessories  so  that 
Disney,  himself,  will  not  go  hungry 
Thanksgiving  Day. 

The  Maine  deer  was  sent  to  Disney  by 
the  state  several  months  ago. 

IMPERIAL  PICTURES,  Inc. 
12  Piedmont  St.  —   Boston  —   LIB.  3803 
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LES  ABBOTT,  Motiograph  sales  man- 
ager, was  in  town  last  week  conferring 

with  Kenneth  Douglass,  Capitol  Theatre 

Supply  Co.,  head  .   .   .   Phil  Engle,  Warner 
advance  man,  has  been  in  town  ahead  of 

“Angels  With  Dirty  Paces”  .   .   .   Charles 
Moning,  old-time  exhibitor,  died  last  week 
in  Plymouth. 

Buddy  Clark,  who  got  his  start  behind  a 
Boston  radio  mike  and  went  thence  to 

Hollywood,  had  a   number  of  Hub  visitors 

while  going  through  his  routine  last  week 
at  the  Paramount  in  New  York  .   .   . 

George  Kraska,  foreign  film  expert,  is 

back  from  a   New  York  business  trip. 

Horace  McNab,  formerly  RKO  publicity 

man,  frightened  his  wife,  Hilda,  last  week 

by  returning  home  with  a   woeful  expres- 
sion and  an  announcement  he  was  in  the 

process  of  being  stricken  with  pneumonia. 

McNab  settled  for  a   nip  of  rum  and  let  it 

go  as  a   cold. 

Doris  Andrews,  progressing  rapidly  at 

the  Will  Rogers  Memorial  Home  at  Sara- 
nac, is  deriving  considerable  pleasure 

from  several  local  newspapers  which 

friends  at  the  Metropolitan,  where  she 

worked,  are  sending  her.  She  is  under- 
going a   rest  cure;  six  months  of  it,  in  bed. 

Eugene  M.  McSweeney,  state  commis- 
sioner in  charge  of  film  censorship,  found 

no  violations  of  Massachusetts  purity  code 

in  the  latest  group  of  films  to  pass  before 

his  scrutiny. 

Marty  Glaser,  Metropolitan  assistant 

publicist,  turned  out  last  week  bedecked 

in  a   new  Sam  Olansky  suit.  Olansky  is 

looking  toward  the  future  with  more 

ardor.  The  film  tailor  was  the  outfitter  for 

Gene  S.  Fox  when  the  present  National 
Screen  Service  west  coast  executive  was 

Metropolitan  advertising  manager  and 

one  of  Boston’s  chosen  “Ten  Best 
Dressed  Men.” 

Steve  Broidy,  local  Monogram  head,  has 

spotted  “Gangster’s  Boy”  at  the  Metro- 

politan. It’s  New  England’s  largest  motion 
picture  house  and  a   definite  coup. 

Lou  Walters,  vaudeville  booker  and 

operator  of  a   newly  opened  night  club  in 

the  film  district,  was  told  by  licensing  au- 
thorities last  week  he  would  have  to  se- 

cure a   permit  if  he  was  to  continue  show- 
ing motion  pictures  at  his  niterie. 

Alleged  tomboy  tactics  in  the  local 

Harvard-Virginia  fracas  caused  Bill  Cun- 
ningham, sports  writer,  to  reminisce 

concerning  the  occasion  when  “Rudy  Val- 
lee  once  caused  a   bum  Georgia  team  to 

Thanksgiving 
Influence 

Boston  —   A   Greater  Boston  theatre 

owner  was  telling  film  district  cronies 

that  he  was  offering  ten  turkeys  in  ad- 

dition to  double-features. 

“That  makes  12  of  them,"  spoke  up  a 
fellow. 

George  Holland 
Sez  So 

Boston — Well,  anyway,  George  Hol- 
land sez  so. 

'   Martin  J.  Mullin  and  Sam  Pinanski, 
the  Boston  theatre  men,  are  being 

mentioned  as  possible  successors  to 

Frank  Freeman,  who  has  been  moved 

to  the  studio  from  his  post  as  boss  of 

the  Paramount  theatre  chain,"  the  Bos- 
ton American  columnist  penned  last 

Saturday. 

tear  a   favorite  Yale  club  to  pieces  by 

greeting  them,  inadvertently,  with 

‘Marching  Through  Georgia’  as  they 
came  on  the  field — Mr.  Vallee  being  the 

Yale  band  leader  at  the  time.” 

Leonard  Kraska,  Fine  Arts  house  man- 

ager, announces  the  theatre  might  com- 

bine “Slalom”  and  “Ski  Chase”  for  a   dual 
return  engagement  stand  this  winter.  It 

would  be  the  first  double  feature  to  hit 
the  house  in  months. 

The  Liberty  in  Dorchester,  M&P  house, 

last  week  ran  the  New  England  premiere 

of  the  new  Yiddish  singing  and  talking 

film,  “The  Singing  Blacksmith”  .   .   .   Joseph 
F.  McNaughton,  former  stage  show  per- 

former, died  last  week  in  Roslindale. 

Commenting  on  the  reports  from  Italy 

that  “   ‘Popeye’  will  hereafter  be  forbidden 

to  Italian  children,”  the  Boston  Tran- 

script remarked  editorially  last  week:  “In 
brief,  the  Italian  government  will  not  per- 

mit the  children’s  minds  to  be  distracted 
from  the  war  to  come.  And  since  the  re- 

moval of  the  comics  might  prove  too 

much  for  the  kids,  the  government  will 

offer  in  their  place  inspiring  stories  of 

‘The  Purity  of  the  Italian  Race’.” 

Ben  Domingo,  RKO  city  manager,  is 

drawing  crowds  with  his  experiment  of 

booking  a   serial  into  the  RKO  Boston 

weekends.  Adults,  as  well  as  children,  are 

succumbing  to  the  lure.  Columbia’s  “The 
Spider”  was  the  vehicle  chosen. 

There  was  a   surprising  amount  of  local 

recognition  last  week  of  the  58 th  birthday 

of  Lewis  Stone.  The  character  actor  was 
born  in  Worcester  .   .   .   Jack  Goldstein, 

former  RKO  publicity  manager  locally, 

handled  exploitation  for  the  Imperial 

roadshowing  of  “I  Was  a   Captive  of  Nazi 
Germany”  in  Providence. 

Anthony  Vololato,  Providence  film  man, 

and  Catherine  Larkin  of  Lowell  have  mar- 
ried .   .   .   A1  Swerdlove,  the  premium  man, 

has  already  signed  such  circuits  as  M&P 

Theatres  Corp.,  Interstate,  E.  M.  Loew’s, 
and  Rapf-Ruden  for  "Milady  Vanity 
Ware.”  Swerdlove  is  arranging  a   national, 

distribution  setup  for  the  new  dresser- 
ware  set. 

Theatre  managers  in  some  cases,  per- 

haps, should  not  be  too  harsh  with  cash- 
iers who  fall  for  counterfeit  money.  When 

the  registration  receipts  of  the  400  bank 

executives  who  attended  a   recent  confer- 

ence here  were  deposited,  there  ivas  found 

among  them  a   bogus  $10  bill. 

Jack  Kirsch’s  stage  testimonial  dinner  is 
set  for  December  2   at  the  Congress  Hotel 

in  Chicago.  Ducats  for  the  affair  in 

honor  of  the  president  of  the  Allied  The- 
atre Owners  of  Illinois  are  going  at  a 

sawbuck  per.  Henri  Elman,  843  South 

Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  is  the  gentleman 
to  contact  for  reservations. 

Another  Hitler  story  prevalent  in  the 

film  district  concerns  the  occasion  when 

the  dictator  sat  with  Goebbels  and  Goer- 

ing  figuring  on  the  next  German  move. 
The  name  of  a   small  neighboring  comitry 
was  mentioned. 

“That,”  declared  Hitler,  “is  the  next  ter- 

ritory we  shall  take  over.” 
“Ah,  yes,”  smiled  Goering,  “that  is  God’s 

country.” 
“Never  mind,”  said  Hitler  impatiently. 

“Send  Him  the  usual  ultimatum.” 

Evelyn  Copeland,  formerly  with  War- 
ner Bros.,  is  now  with  the  local  Republic 

exchange.  She  is  working  under  the  di- 
rection of  Charles  Wilson,  head  Republic 

booker  .   .   .   Sam  Soroker,  former  GB  sales- 
man out  of  Boston,  is  now  Pittsburgh 

branch  manager  for  the  distributor. 

The  current  horror  wave  has  forced 

Harry  Segal,  Imperial  head  in  New  Eng- 

land, to  buy  two  new  prints  of  “White 
Zombie.”  M&P  Theatres  Corp.,  Western 

Massachusetts  Theatres,  and  Loew’s  Poli 
are  among  the  circuits  booking  the  chiller. 

P.  Edward  Comi,  Theatre  Service  and 

Supply  Co.  head,  has  been  appointed  New 
England  distributor  for  the  Wenzel  Co. 

.   .   .   Robert  Cummings,  student  at  the  local 

M-G-M  exchange,  was  to  have  left  Boston 
this  week  for  New  York  where  he  was  to 

have  been  assigned. 

The  father  of  Thomas  and  John  Hill, 

local  head  shippers,  died  last  week  .   .   . 

Fred  Francky,  Universal  auditor,  has  been 
in  Boston. 

The  Exchange  Employes  Union  may 

meet  soon.  When,  and  if,  it  does,  that  will 

be  news.  The  organization  hasn’t  held  a 
general  confab  for  some  20  months. 

Harry  Segal  may  take  over  the  New 

England  distribution  of  “The  Lost  City” 
.   .   .   The  RKO  Boston  has  risen  from  sub- 

sequent-runs  to  second-runs. 

Joseph  A.  DiPesa,  Loew’s  publicist,  col- 
lected no  less  than  2,500  gratis  lines  in  the 

Boston  Traveler  on  a   pup  hookup  by  which 

two  thoroughbred  Scotties,  Mickey  and 

A   New  Kind  of 
Sit-Down 

Boston  —   A   booker  and  a   theatre 

owner  were  heard  arguing  last  week. 

’’If  you  don't  give  me  this  picture," 

the  latter  was  heard  to  threaten,  ‘Til 
stand  right  here  and  put  on  a   sit-down 

strike." 
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Wally,  were  given  away,  ostensibly  gifts 
of  Mickey  Rooney. 

Ed  Hartley,  manager  of  National  Screen 
Service  sound  department,  was  in  town 

last  week  .   .   .   Al  Wheeler,  managing  edi- 
tor of  the  Boston  Traveler,  was  laid  up  last 

week  at  his  Lexington  home. 

Jerry  Callahan,  film  district  pioneer, 

furnished  the  chief  industry’s  surprise 
locally  last  week  by  announcing  severance 
of  connections  with  the  Warner  booking 
department. 

Tom  Manahan,  formerly  maestro  with 
such  showmen  as  Ed  Wynn  and  Earl  Car- 
roll,  seems  set  for  a   local  spot  in  front 

of  his  own  hand  .   .   .   Loew’s  State  and 

Loew’s  Orpheum  spotted  a   preview  en- 
gagement Thanksgiving  Eve  of  “The  Cita- 

del’’ and  “Blondie.” 

Tentative  plans  at  the  headquarters  of 
the  Independent  Exhibitors,  Inc.,  are  for 
meetings  in  December  and  January.  None 

is  set  for  this  month  .   .   .   H.  J.  McKenney’s 
office  at  National  Screen  Service  is  among 
the  spots  in  the  Piedmont  St.  plant  which 
are  undergoing  redecoration. 

Joseph  Brennan,  executive  secretary 
here  for  the  MPTOA,  is  back  from  a   Hot 
Springs  stopover  following  his  organiza- 

tion’s Oklahoma  City  convention  .   .   .   Paul 
DeBreuille  of  the  M&P  Theatres  Corp. 
headquarters  is  awaiting  a   marital  lasso 

— a   double  hitch — on  Thanksgiving  Day. 

William  Rice,  in  charge  of  Magic  Eye 
distribution,  was  in  town  last  week  from 

Chicago.  He  was  closeted  with  Roy  E. 
Heffner,  New  England  distributor  for  the 
patron  stimulant  .   .   .   Maurice  Schwartz 
of  the  M&P  publicity  department  was  con- 

valescing last  week  following  a   successful 
operation,  performed  at  Chelsea  Memorial 

Hospital,  for  the  removal  of  a   spinal 
growth. 

Charles  W.  Koerner,  RKO  divisional 

manager,  has  announced  the  acquisition  of 

“Drums”  for  opening  at  the  RKO  Me- 
morial on  Thanksgiving.  Previous  slant 

was  that  the  United  Artists  release  would 

be  premiered  at  Loew’s  State  and  Loew’s 
Orpheum. 

H.  M.  Addison,  Loew’s  Northeastern 
head,  entrained  from  the  Hub  last  week 

for  a   20-day  business  trip  around  the 
circuit  .   .   .   Cyl-Champlin,  RKO  display 
artist,  snapped  a   bone  in  a   finger  last 
week  while  engaged  in  theatre  work.  A 
plaster  cast  was  necessary. 

William  Scully  and  Fra?ik  J.  McCarthy, 
Universal  executives,  were  in  town  last 
week  .   .   .   Entire  proceeds  from  Elmer 

Rice’s  “ American  Landscape”  last  Tuesday 
evening  were  donated  for  German  refugee 
relief. 

Joseph  Longo,  United  Artists  advance 

man,  is  working  with  Jack  Granara,  local 
RKO  publicist,  on  exploitation  for 

“Drums”  .   .   .   George  Williams,  RKO  stage- 
hand for  four  decades,  has  been  pensioned 

for  life  by  the  theatre  circuit. 

Roy  E.  Heffner,  owner  of  Bank  Night 
rights  in  New  England,  and  Arthur  Viano, 
circuit  owner,  have  settled  their  royalty 
differences  out  of  court  .   .   .   Don  Velve, 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Swerdlove  Puts  Vanity 

Ware  Setup  Into  Gear 
Boston — A   national  distribution  setup 

for  Milady  Vanity  Ware  is  being  put  into 

operation  by  Al  Swerdlove,  well-known 
premium  executive. 

Swerdlove’s  new  deal  is  without  any 
glass  pieces.  Powder  and  vanity  boxes  are 

made  of  a   new  patented  material,  resem- 
bling old  ivory,  which  is  both  non-inflam- 

mable and  non-breakable.  Brush  and  mir- 
ror handles  are  composed  of  the  same 

substance. 

Milady  Vanity  Ware  was  designed  ex- 
clusively for  Swerdlove.  A   number  of  the 

largest  circuits  in  the  country  have  already 
signed  contracts  for  the  deal,  according 

to  Swerdlove’s  office. 

36  Pictures  Escape 
Mass.  Censor  Snips 

Boston — Thirty-six  motion  pictures  have 

been  approved  without  an  elimination  in 

the  latest  group  to  go  before  the  Massa- 
chusetts Bureau  of  Sunday  Censorship. 

Two  vaudeville  routines  were  refused  Sun- 
day licenses  and  seven  others  were  forced 

to  comply  with  modifications. 

Among  the  okayed  flickers  were  Para- 
mount’s “Thanks  for  the  Memory,”  Uni- 

versal’s “His  Exciting  Night,”  Columbia’s 
“Rio  Grande,”  and  Loew’s  “Spring  Mad- 

ness.” 

£jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiimiiiiimiimiiiiiimiimmiiimiiiiiimimiiiimmiiiiiimiiimiiiimiimmiiimi^ 

=   After  Six  Record-Breaking  Months  at  One  Theatre  (Fine  Arts,  Boston) 

=   This  Attraction  Extraordinary  is 

=   Now  Available  tor  Your  Theatre 

A   name  that  implies  greatness . . . 
PADEREWSKI!  A   name  that  stands  alone, 

high  above  all  others  in  his  realm  .   . . 

// 

9<f*tace  fjcwt 

flBBREWSKI 
THE  WORLD'S  GREATEST  PIANIST 

IN  HIS  FIRST  AND  ONLY  MOTION  PICTURE! 

Moonlight  Sonata 
with  CHARLES  FARRELL  and  MARIE  TEMPEST 

// 

"An  event  that  will  surely  cause  many  to  be  grateful  to  the  film 
makers." — Boston  Transcript. 

WRITE,  WIRE  OR  CALL 

IMPERIAL  PICTURES,  Inc. =   12  Piedmont  St. Boston 
LIB.  3803 
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Portland  Motion  Picture  Unit 

Elects  Mrs.  O.  E.  Haney  Head 

Portland,  Me. — Mrs.  O.  E.  Haney  was 
elected  president  of  the  Portland  Motion 
Picture  Council  at  a   dinner  meeting  in 

the  Eastland  Hotel,  Saturday  evening,  No- 
vember 19. 

Other  officers  elected:  W.  B.  Mahoney, 

vice-president;  Mrs.  Gertrude  Potter  Mor- 
in, secretary;  John  C.  Fitzgerald,  trea- 

surer; Miss  Lysla  Abbott,  Miss  Catherine 
Campbell,  Mrs.  Leon  Cole,  Mrs.  Harold 

J.  Conners,  Mrs.  Elsie  M.  Files,  Mrs.  Har- 
old Halpert,  Dr.  William  H.  Jones,  Ed- 

ward J.  Kelley,  Mrs.  Timothy  J.  O’Sulli- 
van, Max  L.  Pinansky  and  Ralph  M. 

Somerville,  directors.  Mrs.  Carl  C.  Cof- 
fin, general  chairman  of  the  seminar,  was 

elected  a   life  member  of  the  board  of 
directors. 

All-Day  Seminar  Held 

The  business  meeting  brought  to  a   close 

the  all-day  seminar  which  was  conducted 
at  the  Chamber  of  Commerce  Bldg,  and 
the  Eastland. 

Speaking  at  the  morning  session  Mrs. 
Fred  Stephenson,  past  president  of  the 

Springfield,  Mass.,  Motion  Picture  Coun- 
cil, stressed  the  importance  of  work 

among  children’s  groups  and  expressed 
the  opinion  that  a   "better  appreciation  of 
finer  pictures  will  create  a   demand  for 

better  pictures.” 
Mrs.  James  Looram,  chairman  of  the 

There's  One  in  Every 
Party 

Boston — It  had  to  come. 

Asked  his  opinion  on  one  oi  those 

horror  pictures,  a   well  known  New 

Hampshire  exhibitor  quipped,  "Hor- 

rible." 

motion  picture  department  of  the  Inter- 
national Federation  of  Catholic  Alumnae, 

also  spoke  at  the  morning  session,  taking 

as  her  subject  “The  Screen’s  Responsibil- 

ity to  the  Family.” 
Former  Governor  Carl  E.  Milliken,  who 

was  scheduled  to  be  the  principal  speaker 
at  the  dinner  meeting,  was  unable  to  be 
present  due  to  a   death  in  his  family.  He 
was  replaced  by  Dean  Howard  M.  LeSourd 

of  Boston  University,  who  discussed  “The 
Motion  Picture  as  a   Social  Force.”  Other 
speakers  included  Miss  Helen  Havener  of 
the  MPPDA  and  the  Rev.  Michael  J. 

Ahern,  S.  J.  of  Weston  College,  Weston, 
Mass. 

Approximately  200  persons  attended  the 
morning  and  afternoon  sessions  with  250 
at  the  dinner  meeting. 

Beat  the  Pre-Christmas 

slump  with  the  show 

that  hasn't  flopped,  in 

fifty  New  England 

engagements. 

Continuous 

Showings  or 

Midnite 

Showings! 
We  play  your  house  on 

the  policy  that  will  make 

you  the  most  money  .   .   . 

we  send  our  full  exploita- 

tion crew  ahead  of  the 

engagement  and  do  all  the 

promotional  work,  thus 

assuring-  you  of  extra- 

ordinary receipts  —   and 

we’ll  play  ball  on  the 

terms  ...  no  guarantees 

needed!  .   .   .   we’ll  take 

ours  out  of  increased  re- 

ceipts. 

Don't  take  our 

word  for  it — 
Just  ask  anyone  who 

has  played  it! 

Morris  Jacobsen  played 

it  in  three  theatres  in 

Bridgeport  —   and  then 
brought  it  back  second 

run!  .   .   .   Adolph  Johnson 

played  it  at  the  Strand  in 
New  Haven  for  a   series 

of  midnite  shows  to  ter- 

rific grosses  —   Morse  and 
Rothenberg  is  playing  it 

everywhere  —   Joe  Flynn 

at  the  Victoria  in  Law- 
rence; Mr.  Sidman  at  the 

Strand  in  Haverhill;  Ken 

Forkey  of  the  Magnet  In 

Dorchester;  Frank  Line- 

han  of  the  Bijou  in  Holy- 

oke; Oze  Tessier  in  New 

Bedford;  Jos.  Mathieu’s whole  circuit  is  playing  it 

now;  Fred  Sharby — just 
ask  any  one  of  themu 

Contact  Roy  Heffner.  Charley  Brent 

or  Pat  McGee  at — 

SPECIALTY  PICTURES,  Inc 
14  Piedmont  St.  —   LIB.  9305 

BOSTON.  MASS. 

BOSTON 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

head  of  the  Paramount  accessories  depart- 
ment, was  in  town  last  week. 

Helen  Peters,  secretary  to  Treasurer 
Marion  Cole  of  the  M&P  Theatres  Corp., 

is  to  be  a   bride  .   .   .   Local  advance  selling 

on  “The  Citadel”  is  being  aimed  mainly 
at  the  medical  profession  and  at  women. 

J.  M.  Cummings,  M-G-M  auditor,  was 
in  Bosto?i  this  week  and  last  .   .   .   Trial  date 

for  the  Morse  and  Rothenberg  anti-trust 
suit  against  the  majors,  being  prosecuted 
by  Attorney  George  S.  Ryan,  may  be  set 
next  week. 

Peter  Espailett  is  now  a   student  at  the 

M-G-M  exchange  .   .   .   Two  plans  are  be- 
ing considered  for  the  remodeling  of  the 

Tremont  St.  building  of  Keith’s  Memorial Theatre. 

Samuel  Horenstein,  New  England  repre- 
sentative for  the  electrical  popcorn  ma- 

chines being  distributed  by  the  Burch 

Mfg.  Co.,  may  be  contacted  by  letter  at 
P.  O.  Box  239  in  New  Bedford. 

Sandwich  men  are  no  longer  included  in 

local  press  agent’s  category.  Commissioner 
George  S.  Hyland  last  week  revoked  the 
license  of  the  single  remaining  sandwich 
man  in  the  Hub.  Hyland  announced  he 
would  grant  no  more  sandwich  sign 
licenses. 

Future  motion  picture  publicists  are  be- 
ing trained,  perhaps,  at  a   modern  pub- 

licity and  public  relations  course  extant  at 
the  State  University  Extension  Center  .   .   . 

Photographs  for  Life,  that  may  even  ap- 
pear in  that  national  weekly,  were  taken 

last  week  at  Casa  Manana,  Jack  Brown 

night  club. 

George  Jones  and  Fred  Greenway,  re- 

spective managers  at  Loew’s  Orpheum  and 
Loew’s  State,  have  announced  the  hold- 

over of  “Stablemates”  and  “Listen,  Dar- 
ling” .   .   .   Shirley  Temple  last  week  con- 

ferred, by  mail,  upon  six  officers  of  the 
Boston  Harbor  Police,  the  Shirley  Temple 
Junior  Police  badge. 

Guests  of  the  Boston  City  Club  and 
members  viewed  a   private  showing  in  their 

rooms  of  “Island  in  the  Sky”  last  week 
.   .   .   Bertha  Luchter,  Fenway  Theatre 

cashier,  foiled  the  attempt  of  passage  of  a 
counterfeit  bill  last  week  when  she  refused 

to  accept  a   $10  bank  note  until  it  had  been 

okayed  by  Manager  Ben  Rosenberg.  The 
man  fled. 

E.  M.  Loew  has  put  a   new  policy  into 
the  Winchester  Theatre  in  the  suburb  of 
the  same  name.  Two  continuous  shows, 
the  first  starting  at  6:30,  are  now  put  on 
evenings.  Matinee  time,  too,  has  been 
changed,  shows  now  getting  under  way 
at  2:00. 

The  collection  of  original  drawings, 
sketches,  and  scrap  books  of  the  late 
Robert  Redington  Sharpe,  American  stage 

designer,  have  been  presented  to  the  the- 
atre collection  of  Harvard  by  Hugh  H. 

Sharpe  II  of  Valley  Falls,  N.  Y.  An  exhibi- 
tion of  some  of  the  best  known  designs, 

including  the  original  sketches  for  “To- 
bacco Road,”  has  been  opened  at  the  Wid- 

dener  Library  at  the  University. 
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Eye  GB  Bookings 

After  Philly  Shift 

WHAT  effect  GB’s  transfer  of  its  Phila- 
delphia bookings  to  20th-Fox  will 

have  on  New  England  offices  remains  to 

be  seen.  However,  it  was  indicated  that 

the  Philly  dissolution  will  mean  that  the 

GB  bookings  will  be  taken  over  nationally 

by  20th  Century-Fox. 

Other  eastern  highlights: 

“On  the  doorstep  of  financing  capital.” 
That’s  where  Walter  Wanger  places  what 
he  terms  the  chief  responsibility  for  the 

industry’s  “plight.”  With  this  as  his 
springboard  he  discusses  the  industry  in 

“The  Wherefore  of  Movie  Ills”  in  a   recent 
edition  of  Ken. 

Maintains  Thurman  Arnold:  The  gov- 

ernment, through  its  anti-trust  division, 

entertains  not  the  slightest  desire  to  in- 
voke legislation  to  restrict  advertising 

volume  which  it  may  regard  as  creative 
of  monopoly. 

“No  German  Inroad  in  Latin-America.” 
Thus  headlined  Boxoffice  over  the  lead: 

“Despite  the  fact  that  the  Nazis  are  mak- 
ing very  serious  effort  to  gain  a   foothold 

in  Latin-America,  German  pictures  enjoy 

little  prestige  in  that  market,  reports  Wal- 
ter Gould,  United  Artists  supervisor  for 

that  territory.” 

“As  long  as  circumstances  permit.”  That 
will  be  how  long  RKO  will  continue  to 

operate  in  Italy,  according  to  a   statement 

made  by  Phil  Reisman,  in  clarifying  the 

company’s  stand  in  the  Italian  situation. 

'White  Zombie'  Accorded 

Bookings  in  Boston  Area 

Boston — “White  Zombie,”  former  Uni- 
ted Artists  release  now  being  distributed 

as  a   reissue  by  Harry  Segal  of  Imperial, 

is  being  widely  booked  throughout  the 

territory  in  conjunction  with  GB’s  “Dr. 

Maniac.” 

“White  Zombie”  popularity  has.  so  sky- 
rocketed that  Segal  was  obliged  last  week 

to  telegraph  rush  orders  to  New  York  for 

two  additional  prints  of  the  goose-flesher. 

Such  class  bookings  as  Western  Massa- 

chusetts Theatres,  Loew’s  Poli,  and  M&P 
are  among  those  being  handled  from  the 

local  Imperial  Pictures,  office. 

''Mayerling''  Held  lor  a 
Second  Week  in  Boston 

Boston — “Mayerling,”  Sam  Davidson  re- 
lease, has  been  held  for  a   second  week  at 

the  Newsreel  Theatre  on  Hunting  Ave. 

The  Frederick  E.  Leiberman  spot,  in  inau- 

gurating a   new  policy  of  combining  a   sin- 
gle feature  with  regular  shorts,  booked 

the  prize-winning  French  film  for  the  ini- 
tial spot. 

“Mayerling”  had  previously  been  re- 
booked a   number  of  times  at  other  Leiber- 

man houses. 

Fete  Explorers 

ArmancL  Denis,  Leila  Roosevelt  and 

Leroy  G.  Phelps  arrived  by  plane  to 

further  impress  New  Haven  press  and 

public  with  the  lure  of  the  Belgian 

Congo  as  shown  in  “Dark  Rapture.” 
A   cocktail  party  preceded  their  per- 

sonal appearance  at  the  theatre.  Left 

to  right:  Denis,  Leila  Roosevelt,  Sam 

Badamo,  manager  of  the  College,  New 

Haven,  and  Phelps. 

Magic  Eye  to  14 
Boston — William  Rice,  Magic  Eye  execu- 

tive in  town  last  week  from  Chicago, 

learned  from  Roy  E.  Heffner,  local  Magic 

Eye  distributor,  that  the  latter  has  al- 
ready placed  14  of  the  patron  pulls  in  this 

territory. 

New  Haven  Honors 

Explorer-Producer 
New  Haven — In  honor  of  Armand  Denis 

and  Leila  Roosevelt  of  Putnam,  Conn., 

and  Leroy  G.  Phelps  of  this  city,  principals 

of  the  Armand  Denis  expedition  to  the 

Belgian  Congo,  which  resulted  in  the  fea- 

ture film,  “Dark  Rapture,”  Harry  F. 
Shaw,  Loew-Poli  division  manager,  and 
Sam  Badamo,  manager  of  the  College 

Theatre,  entertained  at  a   cocktail  party 
at  the  Hotel  Taft  on  the  afternoon  of  the 

film’s  opening  here. 

Among  those  present  in  addition  to  the 

guests  of  honor  were  Lou  Brown,  new 

Loew-Poli  publicity  head;  George  Gould, 
Mrs.  Andre  Roosevelt,  mother  of  Mrs. 

Denis,  Ruth  Quint,  Margaret  Wilson,  Mrs. 

Nelson  P.  Durant,  John  Jackson,  Morris 

Joseph,  Henry  W.  Littlefield,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Morris  Russell,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  James  Haig, 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Morris  Rosenthal,  Jack  Sid- 

ney, Matt  Saunders,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Lou 

Black,  Tom  Frisco,  Jack  Schaefer,  Mrs. 
Wilder  Tileston,  Robert  Russell,  Mrs. 

Harry  Shaw,  and  Mrs.  Harry  Lander.  The 

Denis’s  arrived  by  trailer  plane,  in  which 
they  are  touring  the  country. 

Following  the  party,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Denis 

and  Mr.  Phelps  made  a   personal  appear- 
ance at  the  theatre. 

"Gangster's  Boy"  Shows 
At  Boston  Metropolitan 

Boston — Monogram’s  “Gangster’s  Boy,” 
starring  Jackie  Cooper,  opened  last  week 

Thursday  at  the  Metropolitan  Theatre, 

4,332-seat  location  and  largest  motion  pic- 
ture spot  in  the  New  England  states. 

The  independent  release  was  the  fourth 

to  play  the  Metropolitan  during  its  ap- 
proximate 10  years  of  existence. 

Robb  &   Rowley  Theatres.  Inc. 
OKLA  •   MECCA It 

Horn  Muon 
McAlester.  Oklahoma ISdo 

■cry  ifiucvi 
December  7   1934 

Prejudiced” 
This 

letter  was  written 
Ur.  A.T.  Rowe 
Bui  oh  lifg .   co . , 
Kansas  City,  Wo. 

when  Robb  &   Rowley 

Theatres,  Inc.,  had  but 

Dear  Sir;- 
one  popcorn  machine. 

Laat  April,  I   purchased  from  you,  one  of 

j'ou  r   World  Fair  Uodel  pop  oorn  machines*  Ab  you 
will  xeoall,  I   v.ae  very  much  prejudiced  against 
tile  merchandising  of  pep  corn  around  a   high-claee 
th  eatre . 

The  Robb  &   Rowley 

Theatres,  Inc.,  now 

have  35  Burch  Popcorn 
However,  since  laet  April,  this  machine  has 

more  than  paid  itself  cut,  and  hae  furnished  employ- 
ment for  a   young  lady,  who  otherwise  would  have  been 

out  of  a   Job. 

Machines. 

This  machine  ia  a   fhr-cry  from  the  old  models 
of  machines,  with  their  attendant  griefs,  and  should 
prove  a   source  of  extra  revinue  to  any  wide  awake 
showman  . SRMUE L   HORENSTEIN 

Very  si  n   oe  re  ly , 

ck/tyrr^  c\. 
cam  L.  Stokes 

BURCH  MFG.  COMPANY 

Box  239 New  Bedford,  Mass. 
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"Sonata”  Run  Runs  Up  Record 

Boston — “Moonlight  Sonata”  set  up  an 
all-time  New  England  record  for  any  mo- 

tion picture  and  a   personal  world  record 

in  its  recently  completed  25-week  run  at 
the  Fine  Arts  Theatre. 

George  Kraska,  Fine  Arts  operator  and 
a   foreign  film  distributor  in  his  own  right, 

has  estimated  that  if  the  six-month  show- 
ings had  been  joined  end  to  end,  the 

celluloid  strip  would  measurfe  49,280,000 
feet. 

Harry  Segal  of  Imperial  Pictures  fur- 

nished five  new  prints  of  “Moonlight 
Sonata”  to  the  theatre  during  the  stay. 

Kraska,  who  has  no  financial  interest 
in  the  distribution  of  this  feature,  told 

Boxoffice  “Moonlight  Sonata”  merited 
holding  for  additional  weeks.  He  explained 
he  had  been  forced  to  oust  the  Pade- 

rewski vehicle  because  he  had  become 

“cluttered  up  with  product”  during  the 
extended  run. 

“It  was  like  saying  goodbye  to  an  old 
friend,”  said  George  Kraska. 

A   New  Film  Weekly  Is 
Planned  in  New  Haven 

New  Haven — “The  Movies  .   .   .   and  the 

People  Who  Make  Them,”  new  national 
publication  containing  up-to-the-minute 
information  on  all  phases  of  picture  mak- 

ing and  aiming  at  distribution  among  li- 
braries, schools,  colleges,  clubs,  as  well  as 

film  fans  in  general,  will  make  its  debut 
here  the  first  week  in  January,  with  Jack 

Schaefer,  editor  of  Theatre  News,  as  edi- 
tor-in-chief. Theatre  Patrons,  Inc.,  is 

the  publisher.  The  periodical  will  appear 

in  a   loose-leaf  binder,  to  which  weekly, 
monthly  and  annual  features  will  be  add- 

ed, written  by  authorities  of  nation-wide 
and  state-wide  fame. 

A   revised,  up-to-date  index  and  bibliog- 
raphy will  round  out  the  publication, 

which  thus  plans  to  encompass  a   com- 
plete information  service  for  current  use 

and  future  reference.  Subscription  rate 
of  $5.00  a   year  is  planned. 

Frank  Lanihan  Manages 
Rialto  in  New  Britain 

New  Britain,  Conn.  — *   Massachusetts 

Theatres,  Inc.,  opened  the  1,000-seat 
Rialto,  Friday.  Frank  Lanihan,  formerly 

of  the  Bijou  Theatre,  Holyoke,  will  man- 
age the  house,  lease  of  which  was  ac- 

quired by  the  Massachusetts  circuit  in 

October.  The  house  was  formerly  oper- 
ated by  Michael  Daly  of  West  Hartford. 

New  operators  have  completely  redeco- 
rated and  reseated  it.  The  price  scale  is 

10  cents  matinees  and  10-15  cents  eve- 
nings. 

Callahan  Resigns 

Boston — Jerry  Callahan,  one  of  Boston’s 
old-time  bookers,  has  resigned  from  War- 

ner Bros.  Eli  Levitt,  Warner  office  mana- 
ger, has  appointed  William  Kumens  to 

succeed  him. 

Goldwyn  Announces 
Hollywood — Samuel  Goldwyn  an- 

nounces that  he  will  star  David  Niven  in 
an  untitled  Scotland  Yard  picture. 

WHEN  LOOKING  FOR A   Variety 

16  mm  Films  and  Projectors Religious 

DON’T  FORGET Filins Now 

LILA  IZEN 
Rooking' 

WHOLESOME  FILM  SERVICE,  INC. 
48  Melrose  St.  —   HAN  0155 —   BOSTON 

—   —   —   —   —   —   —       

Connecticut  Delegates 

Report  on  Convention 
New  Haven  —   Connecticut  MPTO  met 

at  the  Hofbrau  Haus  Restaurant  to  hear 

reports  of  the  MPTOA  convention  by  its 
delegates,  Irving  C.  Jacocks  jr„  Arthur 

Lockwood  and  Edward  G.  Levy,  and  ten- 
tatively scheduled  a   new  luncheon  meet- 

ing for  Tuesday,  November  29,  at  the 
same  place.  Members  considered  the 

progress  being  made  on  the  ten-point 
plan  conferences  and  approved  it.  The 
organization  also  heard  and  approved  the 

resolutions  passed  at  the  national  con- 
vention, in  particular  that  condemning 

the  practice  of  exchanging  information  on 

the  part  of  branch  managers.  It  was  be- 
lieved that  further  local  action  might  be 

indicated  by  the  end  of  the  month,  when 
the  next  meeting  will  be  held. 

Allied  Theatres  of  Connecticut  mem- 

bers also  considered  trade  practice  con- 
ference progress. 

Postpone  Discontinuance 

Oi  5-Cent  Rides  in  Hub 
Boston — Downtown  theatres  were  given 

a   boost  last  week  when,  Friday,  the  board 

of  trustees  of  the  Boston  Elevated  Rail- 
way voted  to  postpone  the  discontinuance 

of  five-cent  local  rides  which  was  to  have 
gone  into  effect  Saturday. 

Tire  action  was  taken  following  a   con- 
ference between  the  trustees  and  repre- 

sentatives of  ten  cities  and  towns  served 

by  the  line. 

George  Rabinowitz  and 
Selma  Ritkin  to  Marry 

Boston — Selma  Rifkin,  daughter  of  the 

Republic  executive,  Herman  Rifkin,  and 

George  Rabinowitz,  recently  appointed  Re- 
public branch  manager  in  New  Haven,  are 

to  be  married. 

The  information,  in  this  publication’s 
possession  for  the  past  two  months,  had 
been  withheld  previously  at  the  request  of 
Miss  Rifkin. 

Helen  Twelvetrees  Back 

Hollywood — Back  here  for  the  first 

time  in  more  than  two  years,  Helen  Twelve- 
trees  recently  reported  at  Paramount  to 

play  the  screen  wife  of  Lynne  Overman 

in  Paramount’s  “Persons  in  Hiding.” 

QJ.LOBE  Manager  Harry  Rose  back  from Atlantic  City  where  he  was  called  by 
the  serious  illness  of  his  brother. 

Anne  Kasper,  formerly  of  the  movies, 
became  the  bride  of  George  Popp  in  St. 

John’s  Greek  Catholic  church  here  re- cently. 

Morris  Rosenthal  recently  guested  the 

Post  school  page  editors  at  his  Majestic 

Theatre  .   .   .   “Dawn  Over  Ireland”  played 
one  day  at  the  Lyric  to  good  business  with 

church  sponsorship  .   .   .   “Brother  Rat” was  first  holdover  for  the  new  Warner 
Theatre. 

The  new  Arch  Street  Theatre,  New 

Britain,  is  being  billed  as  “The  Family 
Theatre.”  .   .   .   Manager  Joseph  G.  Sama- 
tano  got  first  page  publicity  with  the 

announcement  of  his  showing  of  “Mars 

Attacks  the  World.” 

Monday  night  vaudeville  continues  to 
be  a   heavy  drawing  attraction  at  the  Globe 
with  even  the  second  balcony  being  forced 

open. 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Morris  Rosenthal  and  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Fred  H.  Russell  from  Bridge- 
port attended  the  cocktail  party  at  New 

Haven  for  the  Denis- Roosevelts. 

Charles  Moning,  Veteran 

Filman.  Commits  Suicide 
Boston — Charles  Moning,  who  left  his 

profession  as  a   barber  to  become  one  of 

New  England’s  first  theatre  owners,  last 
week  committed  suicide  by  severing  his 

jugular  vein  with  a   razor. 

He  was  found  dead  in  his  office  on 

Main  St.  in  Plymouth,  Pilgrim  town  where 

he  controlled  the  motion  picture  busi- 
ness until  Edward  Ansin  and  E.  Harold 

Stoneman  of  Interstate  Theatres  Corp. 
took  over  the  interests  there. 

Moning,  whose  pearl-gray  derby,  wing 

collar,  and  cane  became  highly  recogniz- 
able in  the  film  district,  had  been  a   mem- 

ber of  the  Plymouth  board  of  selectmen, 
board  of  water  commissioners,  and  board 

of  public  welfare. 

Party  oi  Boston  Friars 

At  Harvard-Yale  Classic 
Boston — Members  of  the  Boston  Friars 

Club  journeyed  to  New  Haven  in  private 

Pullmans  last  week  to  view  the  Harvard- 
Yale  annual.  Special  bus  accommodations 
to  the  Bowl,  where  the  film  club  sat  in  a 

body,  had  been  reserved  by  the  organiza- tion. 

Herman  Rifkin,  local  Republic  head, 
headed  the  committee  in  charge. 

/.  F .   McNaughton 
Boston — Jos.  F.  McNaughton,  veteran 

vaudeville  performer,  died  last  week  Fri- 
day following  a   long  illness.  Funeral  serv- 
ices were  held  at  the  Church  of  the  Sacred 

Heart  in  Roslindale.  He  left  a   widow, 
Mrs.  Evelyn  McNaughton. 
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R.N.  SMITH  REPORTED  MAKING  POOL  DEAL 

WITH  INTERSTATE  IN  RIO  GRANDE  REGION 

Allied  States  Organization 
If  Pact  Is  Made,  Allied 

Will  Lose  Another  of 

For  Oklahoma  Is  Considered 
Its  Stalwarts 

Oklahoma  City — An  Allied  States  or- 

ganization will  probably  be  attempted  in 
this  state  within  the  next  eight  weeks, 
it  has  been  learned  by  Boxoffice.  Plans 

for  creation  of  another  statewide  exhibi- 

tors’ association  have  been  brewing  for 
several  weeks  but  none  of  the  parties  in- 

terested is  ready  for  comment  or  will  per- 
mit any  discussion  at  present. 

It  is  known,  however,  that  there  are  at 
least  a   half  dozen  state  theatre  men  very 
interested  in  the  formulation  of  such  an 

organization  and  that  they  have  been 
sounding  out  other  exhibitors  over  the 

state  during  the  past  few  weeks.  Plans 

are  being  laid  for  an  organization  to  com- 
pete with  the  MPTO,  affiliate  of  MPTOA, 

but  whether  an  affiliation  will  be  se- 
cured with  Allied  or  not  remains  to  be 

decided  by  the  parties  interested. 

An  attempt  was  made  several  months 
ago  to  organize  another  group  in  the 

state,  but  lack  of  enthusiasm  on  the  part 
of  prospective  members  forced  sponsors 
to  withdraw  for  the  time  being.  The 

present  state  organizations  membership  is 
said  to  exceed  200,  while  there  are  some 
400  theatres  in  the  state. 

By  V.  W.  CRISP 
Dallas — Current  report  about  the  Row 

is  that  R.  N.  Smith  of  Mission,  who  oper- 
ates there  and  in  Donna,  Raymondville 

and  other  towns  in  the  Rio  Grande  Valley, 
offering  the  only  important  competition 
to  the  Interstate  Circuit  in  that  large 
area,  is  about  to  make  a   deal  with  the 
chain. 

If  so,  Allied  Theatre  Owners  of  Texas, 
and  Allied  nationally,  will  lose  another  of 
its  stalwarts.  Reports  on  this  subject  are 
considered  a   little  premature,  although 

R.  J.  O’Donnell,  general  manager  of  the 
Interstate  circuit,  was  reported  in  the 
Valley  and  said  to  be  working  on  this 
project,  which,  if  culminated,  would 
make  Smith  a   district  manager  in  lower Texas. 

W,  J,  Cammer  Front  Man 

For  Monogram  in  Dallas 
Dallas — Monogram  announces  that  W. 

J.  (Dutch)  Cammer  is  assuming  the  duties 
and  responsibilities  as  office  manager  of 
the  Dallas  office. 

Cammer  is  well  known  throughout  the 
southwest  territory,  and  for  many  years 
was  Educational  manager  in  Oklahoma 

City;  he  also  worked  Texas,  Oklahoma  and 
Arkansas  as  United  Artists  representative 
for  a   period  of  years. 

Blumenthal  and  Franconi  announce 

that  the  ever-growing  number  of  Mono- 
gram accounts  are  responsible  for  the  ad- 

ditional man-power. 

Would  Revive  Theatre 

Cheraw,  S.  C. — Plans  are  under  way  to 
reorganize  the  Little  Town  Theatre  here. 

The  organization  presented  a   few  dramas 

two  years  ago,  and  then  suspended  opera- 
tions. 

Sams  Jr,  Opens 
Charlotte,  N.  C.  —   A.  F.  Sams  jr„ 

opened  his  new  house  at  Boone  last  week 

with  “Breaking  the  Ice.”  The  theatre  was 
equipped  by  Bryant  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

Carl  Glick  Addresses  Lions 

Columbia,  S.  C. — Carl  Glick,  director  of 
the  Town  Theatre,  recently  addressed  the 

Columbia  Lions  Club  in  the  Hotel  Colum- 
bia. 

NTS  in  Dallas  Will  Move 

Into  Their  New  Quarters 
Dallas  —   National  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

will  move  into  its  new  location  on  Film- 
row,  Harwood  and  Jackson  Sts.,  around 

January  1,  taking  the  place  of  Film  Ex- 
change Cafe  which  has  been  there  for  al- 

most 20  years. 

Lee  Hanley,  manager  of  the  Morton  In- 
vestment Co.  real  estate  interests,  owners 

of  the  Film  Bldg.,  said  final  lease  papers 
were  to  be  signed  Tuesday,  allowing  the 
transfer. 

In  that  case  National  will  occupy  the 
corner  and  a   portion  of  the  upstairs.  Film 
Exchange  Cafe  then  will  go  into  quarters 
once  occupied  by  Texas  Theatre  Supply 
Co.,  according  to  Hanley. 

J.  I.  Roberts,  branch  manager  for  NTS, 

would  say  nothing  about  the  deal,  but  in- 
dicated final  papers  were  being  drawn. 

Bell  Remodeled 

Belton,  Tex. — A   shining  new  theatre  is 

the  Bell,  just  remodeled  by  Texas  Con- 
solidated Theatres.  A   new  face,  sign,  foyer, 

and  wall  interior  decorations  inside,  all 

seats  repainted,  with  new  sound  and  screen 
were  included  in  the  improvements. 

Renovate  Princess 

Harriman,  Tenn.  —   Redecoration  and 

renovating  of  the  Princess  Theatre  has 

greatly  improved  the  house. 

Build  at  Milton,  Fla. 

Milton,  Fla. — Ground  has  been  broken 

for  construction  of  a   theatre  at  Jay,  near 

here,  for  R.  C.  Wagner. 

Smith  was  a   party  to  the  Glass  suit  in 

state  court  which  sought  to  enjoin  Inter- 
state from  fixing  prices  and  possibly  clear- 

ance. The  state  threw  it  out,  but  the  gov- 
ernment took  it  up  and  has  won  all  steps 

so  far. 

Now,  Smith,  who  has  been  laboring  un- 
der similar  clearance,  and  who  probably 

is  ammunition  in  the  blanket  suit  filed  by 

the  government  against  distributors,  is 

said  to  be  making  a   deal  with  his  adver- saries. 

The  deal  is  impossible  to  confirm  and 
there  was  no  use  to  ask  for  verification  at 

this  juncture.  It  is  remembered,  how- 
ever, that  after  the  Glass  case.  Smith  had 

Interstate  do  his  booking  for  a   short  time, 
but  withdrew  from  that  arrangement. 

Interstate  is  faced  with  federal  pressure 

against  expansion  of  circuits  at  this  time. 
No  independent  theatre  man  wants  to  sell 
his  theatre  or  theatres  unless  he  gets  a 

good  price.  Interstate  has  not  offered,  so 
far  as  is  known,  to  sell  any  of  its  theatres 
anywhere.  So  it  may  be  that  a   pooling 
deal  will  be  worked  out  similar  to  that 

held  by  Claude  Musselman  in  Paris  and 
W.  M.  Shields  in  Tyler. 

Leases  at  Dillon 
Charlotte,  N.  C. — Morris  La  Gendre  of 

Summerville,  S.  C.,  has  leased  the  Broad- 
way at  Dillon,  S.  C.  He  also  is  contem- 

plating opening  at  Bennetsville  and  Lum- berton. 

Start  Crescent  Unit 
Springfield,  Tenn. — Work  on  the  new 

house  to  be  erected  here  for  Crescent 
Amusement  Co,  has  begun. 
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FIRST-RUN  PICTURES  AT  UNREASONABLY  LOW 

ADMISSION  PRICE  DRAW  IRE  OF  ARKANSAS  ITO 
At  the  ITO  Meet 

Phil  Olinghouse,  Joe  Boneville,  O.  G. 
Wren,  Little  Rock;  Bonnie  Nelms,  El 
Dorado ;   Fred  Lawrence,  and  Mrs. 

Olinghouse,  Little  Rock,  delegates  and 

guests  at  the  ITO  of  Arkansas  conven- 
tion in  Little  Rock. 

J.  F.  Norman,  president  of  ITO  of  Ar- 
kansas, and  R.  V.  McGinnis,  secretary. 

Many  Attend  ITO 
Of  Arkansas  Meet 

Little  Rock,  Ark.  —   The  semi-annual 

convention  of  the  Arkansas  ITO,  Novem- 
ber 20-21,  at  the  Hotel  Marion,  was  well 

attended,  especially  by  representatives 

from  Tennessee  and  the  home  state,  draw- 
ing over  100. 

By  states,  follow  those  who  registered: 
ARKANSAS 

J.  F.  Norman,  Best  Theatre,  England: 

H.  E.  Ruh,  Ozark,  Berryville;  C.  F.  Bon- 
ner, Community,  Pine  Bluff;  R.  V.  McGin- 
nis, New,  Hope;  Herod  Jimerson,  Best, 

England;  Henry  Sanders,  Arkansas 

Amusement  Corp.,  Little  Rock;  S.  M.  Per- 
rin, Alexander  Film  Co.,  Little  Rock;  W.  E. 

Barnes,  Alexander  Film  Co.,  Little  Rock; 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  O.  G.  Wren,  Crescent,  Little 
Rock;  Bonnie  Nelms,  Ritz,  El  Dorado; 
Ralph  Noble  and  Ray  Coley,  Arkansas 
Amusement  Corp.,  Little  Rock;  B.  F.  Busby 
and  Fred  Lawrence,  Republic,  Little  Rock; 
W.  E.  Malin,  Lura,  Augusta;  F.  G.  Roberts, 
Ritz,  Bald  Knob;  H.  Wortsmith,  Republic, 
Little  Rock;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  G.  W.  Jones 
and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  F.  M.  Rouss,  Republic, 
Little  Rock;  G.  Carey,  Strand,  Paris;  W. 
D.  Metcalf,  Ritz,  Morrilton;  W.  E.  Blume 

Express  Condemnation  of 

Cheap  Admission  and 
Preferred  Time 

Little  Rock,  Ark. — The  Independent 

Theatre  Owners  of  Arkansas  in  conven- 

tion here  November  20-21  passed  two  reso- 
lutions on  unfair  trade  practices.  More 

than  100  exhibitors  and  allied  tradesmen 

were  in  attendance  for  the  two-day  con- 
fab at  Hotel  Marion. 

A   resolution  was  adopted  condemning 

“unfair”  trade  practices  of  chain  operators 

offering  first-run  pictures  at  an  “unrea- 
sonably low”  admission  price.  Another 

resolution  passed  condemning  the  prac- 
tice of  certain  bookers  who  give  preferred 

playing  time  to  chain  theatres  over  in- 
dependent operators. 

Discuss  New  York  Parley 

Talks  were  made  by  President  J.  F. 

Norman,  O.  G.  Wren,  Little  Rock  exhibi- 
tor, and  G.  Carey  of  Paris,  Ark.,  on  the 

trade  practice  parleys  held  in  New  York. 
The  resolutions  committee  consisted  of 

G.  Carey,  Paris;  Bill  Malin,  Augusta,  and 

Harry  Ruh,  Berryville. 
The  association  sent  a   large  bouquet  of 

flowers  to  W.  I.  Landers,  who  is  confined 
to  a   Little  Rock  hospital. 

A   banquet  and  dance  in  the  ballroom 

of  Hotel  Marion  were  the  attractions  Mon- 
day night.  Rep.  John  M.  Bransford  of 

Lonoke  county,  speaker  of  the  house,  made 
a   talk. 

Miss  Catherine  Remow  of  the  Remow 

School  of  Dancing  presented  some  of  her 

pupils  in  a   floor  show  that  was  enthusi- 
astically received. 

Screenings  of  the  latest  films  were  con- 
ducted. Exhibitors  who  registered  Sunday 

were  admitted  free  to  all  Little  Rock  the- 
atres. 

and  K.  K.  King,  Rialto,  Searcy;  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Doyle  Branscum,  Lyric,  Harrison;  W. 

R.  Lee,  Gem,  Heber  Springs;  W.  P.  Flor- 
ence, Macco,  Magnolia;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  G. 

Sterling,  Wright  Theatre,  Gurdon;  Mrs. 
John  Harkey,  Ozark  Amusement  Co., 
Hardy;  L.  F.  Haven,  Imperial,  Forrest 
City;  Jim  Kane,  Conway;  Y.  E.  Bonner, 
Community  Theatre,  Pine  Bluff. 

TENNESSEE 

M.  Lindner,  National  Screen  Service;  A. 
H.  Conway,  National  Screen  Service;  F. 
E.  McCormick,  American  Seating  Co.;  Mr. 

and  Mrs.  R.  V.  Reagin,  RKO;  V.  H.  Jor- 
dan, Universal;  A.  M.  Avery,  RKO;  M.  E. 

Wiman.  Monogram;  Dudley  Parker,  Mono- 
gram; W.  O.  Williamson  jr„  Vitagraph; 

J.  A.  Pritchard,  Universal;  Nat  Wyse,  20th 

Century-Fox;  A.  E.  Moore,  Vitagraph;  J. 
A.  Carruth,  Vitagraph;  Bailey  Pritchard, 

Vitagraph,  all  of  Memphis.  W.  H.  Matting- 
ly, Consolidated  Book  Publishing  Co., 

Also  Present 

A.  J.  Delcambre,  Dallas;  Bill  Malin, 

Augusta;  F.  G.  Roberts,  Bald  Knob; 

Dink  Jones,  Little  Rock;  Herod  Jim- 

erson, England,  Ark.;  H.  Wortsmith, 

Little  Rock;  M.  Lindner,  Memphis. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Frank  Rouss  of  the  Little 

Rock  branch  of  Republic  Pictures. 

Arkansas  ITO  in 
Drive  for  Members 

Little  Rock,  Ark.  —   A   membership 
drive  will  be  sponsored  by  the  Arkansas 

ITO,  it  was  voted  at  the  two-day  conven- 
tion here.  Jack  Arnold,  veteran  theatre 

man,  will  be  employed  to  canvass  the  state 
for  new  members.  Various  exhibitors 

urged  that  a   vigorous  campaign  be  made. 

At  the  Monday  afternoon  session,  an 

open  meeting  for  the  members  of  the  ITO 
and  film  representatives  was  held  in 
which  various  film,  screen  service  and 
seating  company  representatives  made 
short  talks. 

Memphis;  Buddy  Mansfield,  Universal; 

Howard  L.  Dean,  Paramount;  E.  M.  Wag- 
ner, Film  Transit  Co.;  R.  P.  Dawson,  Na- 

tional Theatre  Supply  Co.;  Floyd  Shaffer, 
American  Desk  Mfg.  Co.,  all  of  Memphis; 

Todd  Ferguson,  M-G-M,  Memphis;  Jack 
Reville,  M-G-M,  Memphis. 

A.  J.  DelCambre  of  United  Artists,  and 
J.  A.  Mclnaney,  Alexander  Film  Co.,  both 
from  Dallas,  were  representatives  from 
Texas. 
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jyjORRILTON  will  have  a   new  film 
theatre  in  a   few  weeks.  W.  D.  Met- 
calf, formerly  of  Purcell,  Okla.,  closed  a 

long  time  lease  on  a   section  of  the  Drill- 
ing building  on  North  Division  street.  Met- 
calf stated  he  would  begin  remodeling  the 

building  immediately  and  expected  to  have 

the  place  open  before  the  Christmas  holi- 
days. Metcalf  and  his  family  came  to 

Morrilton  about  six  weeks  ago  from  Pur- 
cell, Okla.,  where  he  had  been  engaged  in 

the  theatre  business  for  15  years.  He 
sold  two  theatres  there  before  coming  to 
Morrilton. 

Manager  L.  E.  Gwaltney  of  the  Lyric, 
Mena,  recently  installed  new  picture  and 
sound  equipment,  consisting  of  new  twin 
projectors  and  a   new  amplifying  unit.  O. 
D.  Bland  of  the  National  Theatre  Supply 
Co.,  was  in  charge  of  the  installation. 

" Tootsie "   Comes  Home 

Atlanta — Dixie  Dunbar,  known  to  At- 

lantans as  Tootsie  Dunbar  back  in  the 
days  when  she  was  a   youngster  and 

starred  in  local  “Kiddie  Revues,”  is  back 
home,  visiting  her  family  here. 

Dixie,  with  her  mother,  Mrs.  M.  F. 

Dunbar,  is  visiting  her  sister  and  brother- 
in-law,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Eric  Barton,  and  her 
grandmother,  Mrs.  Anna  Stitch,  who  is  84 

years  old. 
Dixie  denied  romance  had  entered  her 

life.  She  said:  “I’m  very  much  occupied 
with  my  career  and  am  looking  forward 
to  the  time  I   can  make  my  last  bow  over 
the  footlights,  pack  my  bags  and  come 
back  home  to  Atlanta  to  a   home  of  my 

own.” 

She  said  she  was  considering  offers  of 
engagements  on  the  London  or  New  York stage. 

PARAMOUNT  and  RKO  merge,  in  a 
manner  of  speaking,  here  December  3 

when  Miss  Rubye  Hendley  of  the  former 

and  William  W.  Lake  of  the  latter  middle- aisle  it. 

Mrs.  Burtus  Bishop  jr.  and  son  vaca- 

tioned here  while  papa  cavorted  over  Eu- 

rope on  the  Metro  prize-winners’  cruise. 
Burtus,  now  manager  of  the  Pittsburgh 
branch,  formerly  was  local  manager  for 
Metro. 

Ed  Carroll  of  the  Wil-Kin  Theatre  Sup- 
ply Co.,  was  a   recent  visitor  to  Boone, N.  C. 

And  Wat  Parker  and  C.  G.  Lawing  of 
Charlotte  had  business  in  Gastonia. 

The  Carolina  at  Pinehurst  has  reopened 
for  the  season.  New  RCA  equipment  has 
been  installed. 

New  faces  seen  at  the  recent  ITO  con- 
vention here  this  week,  and  which  we  hope 

to  see  at  the  next  one:  Bonnie  Nelms  of 
the  Ritz,  El  Dorado;  Mrs.  John  Harkey, 

Ozark  Amusement  Co.,  Hardy;  A.  J.  Del- 
Cambre,  United  Artists,  Dallas;  M.  Lindner, 
National  Screen  Service,  Memphis;  W.  D. 
Metcalf,  Morrilton. 

The  Plaza  Theatre,  Searcy,  will  cele- 
brate its  first  anniversary  this  week,  and, 

according  to  K.  K.  King,  a   big  time  is  ex- 
pected up  in  White  county. 

A   dinner  dance  at  which  all  employes  and 
their  friends  attended  was  held  at  the 
Claridge  Hotel  in  Memphis  last  week  by 
National  Screen  Service,  celebrating  its 
first  anniversary  opening.  C.  P.  Lester, 
division  manager,  Atlanta,  was  present. 

Hunter  L.  Girault,  of  Little  Rock,  plans 
to  open  a   film  theatre  in  this  city  at  206 

Main  St.  about  December  1.  Incorpora- 
tion papers,  under  the  name  of  Girault 

Theatres,  Inc.,  are  expected  to  be  filed 

this  week.  Work  of  remodeling  the  build- 
ing will  cost  about  $5,000.  The  new  house, 

which  will  be  named  “Rex  Theatre,”  will 
will  have  300  seats. 

C.  Oxford,  it  is  reported,  plans  to  open 
a   new  film  house  at  Green  Forest  about 
December  1. 

Hand  to  Cooking 

Commerce,  Ga. — The  cooking  school 

film,  “Star  In  My  Kitchen,”  drew  large 
crowds  here.  The  show  was  sponsored  by 
local  merchants  and  newspaper. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILLS— CALIFORNIA 

Spencer  Sunday  Showing 

Brings  Violation  Charge 
Charlotte,  N.  C. — Mrs.  J.  W.  Mitchell, 

manager  of  the  Spencer  Theatre  at  Spen- 
cer, was  placed  on  a   $100  bond  Sunday  to 

answer  to  charges  that  she  had  violated 

a   city  ordinance  by  showing  films  on  Sun- 
day. No  admission  was  charged  but  a 

free-will  offering  was  accepted. 

Redecorate  Carolina 

Charlotte,  N.  C. — The  Carolina  Thea- 

tre has  been  redecorated  and  renovated. 

Among  the  visitors:  Staff  Rogers,  Lil- 
lington;  O.  T.  Kirby,  Roxboro;  D.  Holt, 

Troy. 

Little  Theatre  Drive 

Chattanooga,  Tenn. — Plans  have  been 

made  for  a   membership  drive  by  the  Co- 
harda  Little  Theatre  Guild.  The  group 
will  present  four  plays. 

Open  in  Williamston 

Williamston,  S.  C.  —   This  community’s new  theatre  has  opened. 

TWO  ITEMS  THAT  YOU  NEED  DRILY 

Electric  Quick 
Heater 

10i/2"  Wide— 191/4"  High— 6"  Deep 
For  Box  Offices 

Small  Foyers 
Standees 

Manager's  Office Built  for  long  life. 

No  moving  parts. 
Finished  in  Polished  Chrome 

complete  with  6-ft.  cord  and  plug. 
PRICE  ONLY 

1250-watt  size    $8.95 
1500-watt  size      9.95 

A   COMPLETE 

TELEPHONE  SET 

Talk  from  Ticket  Office  to  Projection  Room — 

From  your  office  to  stage. 

Many  Steps  Can  Be  Saved. 

2   Telephones  Complete  with  100-ft.  Cord. 

$8.50  Per  Set 
The  only  extras  needed  are  2   dry  cell  batteries. 

ORDER  NOW  FROM 

150  Walton  Street, 

W1 

DL-] 

m 
J   ATLANTA 

1   Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church 

Street  | 

CHARLOTTE 

Phone  8620 

“Everything  For  The  Theatre  Except  Film" 
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m   in  a   m   in Texas  Theatre  News 

Amherst — A   white  oriental  stucco  front 

with  new  lighting  effects  has  made  the 
Majestic  stand  out  in  the  town  like  a   sore 

thumb.  The  management  is  being  warm- 
ly congratulated  for  a   more  inviting  at- 

mosphere. 

Donna — Floyd  Ennis  has  been  trans- 

ferred by  the  R.  N.  Smith  theatres  at  Mis- 
sion to  manager  of  the  Plaza.  He  for- 

merly was  manager  at  Donna,  but  trans- 
ferred back  to  Mission  and  now  back  to 

Donna  succeeding  Mr.  Anderson. 

Freeport — A   large  Neon  sign  has  been 
installed  in  front  of  the  Freeport  theatre. 
The  name  is  spelled  out  in  big  letters  and 
Neon  streamers  extend  out  full  length  to 
both  sides  of  the  marquee.  M.  N.  Bussey 
is  the  Freeport  manager. 

Malakoff — M.  T.  Todd,  owner  of  the 
Ritz,  has  leased  that  property  to  Chas. 
W.  Mann  of  Carthage.  The  house  has 
been  operated  the  past  year  by  the  Oskar 
Korn  circuit  of  Dallas,  with  Roy  Parnell, 
as  manager. 

Melvin — L.  Schuster  and  DeWitt  Haley 

of  San  Angelo  have  opened  a   show  in 
Melvin,  operating  two  nights  a   week.  It 

is  an  entirely  new  outfit  with  no  connec- 
tion with  the  old  theatre  or  its  equipment. 

Haley  has  been  house  manager  of  two 
shows  in  San  Angelo  and  is  remembered 

over  radio  station  KGKL  as  Uncle  Dick. 
Schuster  and  Haley  operate  other  small 

shows  in  west  Texas  and  recently  ex- 
hibited in  the  school  auditorium  at  Salt Gap. 

Monahans — J.  B.  Cunningham  has  ar- 
rived from  Lubbock  to  be  manager  of  the 

Tower,  succeeding  Glenn  Fannin.  The 
new  manager  is  a   graduate  of  Texas  Tech, 
and  is  associated  with  M.  A.  Sanders  who 
owns  the  Monahans  and  other  houses. 
Fannin  will  handle  publicity  for  Sanders 
in  Lubbock,  it  was  said. 

Panhandle — Bowmer  Skelton,  who  for  a 
number  of  years  was  employed  at  the 
Farmers  Grain  &   Implement  Co.  office 
and  then  transferred  by  the  gin  interests 
to  Claude,  has  purchased  the  theatre  at 
Panhandle. 

Perryton  —   Virby  Conley,  manager  of 

the  Ellis  Theatre,  is  elated  over  the  in- 
stallation of  his  new  sound  and  projection 

system.  The  house  had  good  seats,  was 
air  cooled  and  had  much  fine  carpet.  Now 

the  new  sound  makes  it  rate  up  to  stand- 
ard with  the  best  in  north  Texas. 

Whitney  —   Clovis  Brittain  is  rushing 

work  to  reopen  the  Texan  which  was  de- 
stroyed by  fire  recently.  A   new  roof  has 

been  put  on  the  damaged  building,  many 

of  the  seats  re-upholstered. 

gONNY  SHEPHERD,  who  handles  Wo- 
metco  exploitation  in  addition  to  man- 

aging the  Lincoln  Theatre,  is  paying  the 

price  for  having  an  inspiration.  That  in- 

spiration is  taking  the  form  of  a   “Georgia- 
Miami  week”  to  be  staged  in  connection 
with  two  football  games  to  be  played  here 
on  December  1   and  2.  Each  year  the  local 
Kiwanis  Club  sponsors  a   game  for  the 
benefit  of  underprivileged  children  in 

Greater  Miami.  This  year  it’s  to  be  be- 
tween Boys  High  of  Atlanta  and  Miami 

High  on  Thursday  night,  December  1; 
on  the  next  evening  the  University  of 

Georgia  comes  down  to  play  the  Univer- 
sity of  Miami.  Railroads  and  buses  of 

the  two  states  are  running  special  excur- 
sions to  Miami  for  the  weekend.  Highway 

posters  are  urging  a   duo-state  exodus 
southward  for  this  pre-season  celebration. 
Local  merchants  are  cooperating  and  are 

joining  in  a   big  parade  before  the  game 

Thursday  evening.  And  Sonny  finds  him- 
self in  the  midst  of  the  exploitation  as- 

signment for  this  affair. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sidney  Meyer  will  be  in 
Nassau,  Monday,  for  the  opening  of  the 

new  Savoy  Theatre  here. 

There  have  been  lots  of  familiar  faces  in 

town  this  past  week  .   .   .   Bob  Mochrie,  for- 
mer southern  division  manager  for  United 

Artists,  is  here  with  his  wife  for  a   brief 

vacation  before  going  on  to  a   new  posi- 
tion .   .   .   Abe  Busier  of  the  United  Theatre 

Supply  stopped  here  briefly  on  his  way 

(Continued  on  page  85) 

STRONG 
"THE" 

Projection  Lamp 

Buy  It  From 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
" Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always ‘ 210  SOUTH  HARWOOD DALLAS,  TEXAS 
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Begin  Building  on  a   New 

Theatre  in  Kilgore ,   Tex. 
Kilgore,  Tex. — Construction  has  started 

on  what  probably  will  be  among  the  best 
theatre  properties  in  east  Texas,  although 
there  are  much  larger  towns  in  the  area 
than  Kilgore.  L.  N.  Crim,  oil  capitalist, 
is  owner  of  the  new  house  which  will  be 

leased  jointly  to  East  Texas  Theatres, 
Inc.,  and  to  L.  N.  Crim  Theatres. 

The  new  Crim  theatre,  which  will  bear 
that  name,  is  to  seat  1,000  and  will  be 
completed  in  April  of  next  year.  The  Ritz 
will  be  closed,  it  is  understood. 

Murals  of  the  new  house  will  depict  the 
history  of  Kilgore  and  the  great  east 
Texas  oil  pool,  of  which  this  town  claims 
to  be  the  capital.  Cooling  by  refrigeration 

will  be  employed.  Building  cost  is  esti- 
mated at  $150,000. 

Rubin  Frels  Makes  Deal 

For  Pair  in  San  Diego 
Dallas — Rubin  Frels  of  Victoria,  here 

Tuesday,  told  film  friends  he  has  made  a 
deal  for  the  two  theatres  in  San  Diego 
with  the  owner,  Dr.  A.  Duran.  A   new 
$25,000  theatre  was  recently  completed  in 
the  town;  another  is  in  operation. 
Johnny  Long  of  Bay  City,  a   staunch 

competitor  of  Frels,  also  was  negotiating 
for  San  Diego. 

J^MONG  pictures  to  be  released  during 
the  coming  year  by  Columbia,  accord- 

ing to  Abe  Montague  of  New  York,  the 

company’s  general  sales  manager  who  was 
in  town  over  the  weekend  for  the  firm’s 
quarterly  regional  meeting  held  here  Sat- 

urday and  Sunday,  are  “Plane  No.  4”  and 
“Our  Wife,”  both  starring  Cary  Grant  and 
Jean  Arthur.  “Blondie,”  a   screen  version 
of  the  comic  strip,  will  also  be  offered,  with 
Penny  Singleton  and  Arthur  Lake  in  the 
leading  roles. 

According  to  L.  V.  Seicshnaydre,  man- 
ager of  the  local  Republic  office,  a   deal 

has  been  closed  by  James  R.  Grainger,  gen- 
eral manager  in  charge  of  distribution,  for 

the  firm’s  1938-39  product  to  play  the 
motion  picture  houses  of  the  Saenger 
Amusement  Co.  and  the  Saenger  Affiliate 
Theatres,  involving  nearly  90  outlets. 

A   fire  of  undetermined  origin  destroyed 
the  Gulf  Theatre  at  Waveland,  Miss.  The 
loss  was  placed  at  $25,000.  The  house 

was  built  by  Ed  Ortte  of  Clermont  Har- 
bor, Miss.,  in  1937. 

Harry  Gold,  eastern  division  manager  of 
United  Artists,  is  visiting  here  .   .   .   The 

Capitol  Theatre,  Booneville,  Miss.,  form- 
erly operated  by  W.  W.  Davis,  has  been 

taken  over  by  J.  D.  Henry. 

A.  Ronald  Button,  vice-president  of  the 
Max  Reinhardt  Workshop  in  Hollywood, 
was  here  interviewing  prospective  students 
for  enrollment  in  the  second  semester  of 

the  Workshop,  beginning  in  January  .   .   . 
Joy  Houck  has  turned  over  a   number  of 
his  theatres  to  Cecil  Howard. 

EVERYWHERE  one  goes  in  Dallas  to  do 
business,  they  say  the  man  is  deer 

hunting.  But  not  necessarily  so  in  the 

film  game,  as  the  salesman  might  be  get- 
ting a   fat  contract  while  talking  about 

the  bead  on  a   certain  gun.  Jack  Groves, 
with  his  brother,  Lew  of  Oklahoma;  Sam 
Kirchheimer,  the  Houston  neighborhood 
exhibitor;  Frank  Wilke  and  his  chief 

operator,  Pete  Perryton,  and  one  Mr.  Mc- 
Farrin,  formerly  connected  with  the  Row, 
were  near  Fredericksburg.  They  saw  lots 
of  deer,  but  killed  several  turkeys.  Wilke 
was  the  only  one  in  the  party  who  got  a 
pointer  .   .   .   Monty  Montgomery,  who  many 
film  veterans  will  remember,  has  been 

hobnobbing  in  Dallas  from  his  headquar- 
ters in  Houston.  Monte  was  with  Pathe 

seven  or  eight  years  before  the  mergers. 

It  surprises  that  W.  E.  (Bill)  Finch  is 

no  longer  booker  for  the  fast-growing 
Monogram  outfit  in  Dallas.  He  is  suc- 

ceeded by  W.  J.  (Dutch)  Cammer,  for- 
merly of  Oklahoma.  Finch  was  with  Vita- 

phone  in  Atlanta  when  that  company  was 

soaring  with  such  sound  pictures  as  “The 
Jazz  Singer.”  He  was  transferred  to  Dallas 
in  an  important  capacity  and  then  went 
with  the  Amity  exchange  which  thrived 
on  two  fight  pictures  and  other  product 

and  which  later  developed  into  the  Mono- 
gram franchise.  Finch  said  he  plans  a 

roadshow  or  two  for  Texas  theatres. 

J.  M.  (Soda)  Reynolds  was  another 
Filmrow  migrant  to  west  Texas,  but  not 
necessarily  on  a   deer  hunt.  He  was  out 

calling  on  Allied-inclined  exhibitors  and 
those  who  might  be  somewhat  on  the 
fence.  His  first  stop  was  understood  to  be 
Clarendon  where  Homer  Mulkey  is  in  full 

sway,  then  on  through  the  Panhandle  to 

Canyon  and  other  spots.  “Soda”  should 
have  the  lowdown  on  show  business  when 

he  returns  .   .   .   C.  W.  Niece  of  Hubbard 

was  among  the  week’s  early  visitors. 

C.  H.  Cox  of  Gilmer  is  still  looking  for 
another  theatre  in  Texas  .   .   .   Claude  Ezell, 
one  of  the  Republic  franchise  owners  in 
Texas,  is  headed  south,  they  say,  and  will 

attempt  to  expand  Bank  Night  in  Cen- 
tral and  South  America,  where  there  are 

no  restrictions. 

Leroy  Bickel,  his  30-day  sojourn  in 
Europe  over,  is  glad  to  be  back.  He  lost 
a   few  pennies  at  Monte  Carlo,  saw  where 
the  heavy  losers  jump  into  the  sea.  He 

went  through  England,  France  and  he’s 
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still  glad  to  be  back.  The  women  in  the 
M-G-M  office  were  presented  by  Bickel 
with  2-ounce  bottles  of  a   good  brand  of 
French  perfume.  Men  of  the  exchange  got 
a   scarf  apiece  from  Scotland.  C.  V.  Jones, 

buyer  for  R&R  who  hinted  for  an  ex- 
pectant gift,  got  nothing.  Bickel  again 

thanks  Texas  exhibitors  who  made  it  pos- 
sible for  him  to  make  the  trip. 

Walter  Knoche  of  the  Palace  at  Frede- 
ricksburg, where  the  politicians  are  head- 

quartering on  deer  hunts,  was  wearing  a 

fine  new  hat  on  this  visit  to  film  ex- 
changes. He  said  his  old  hat  was  rifled  by 

stray  deer  shots,  but  that  was  discounted 
in  favor  of  better  business  done  at  his theatres. 

Bert  King  of  RCA;  Joe  Jack  of  Liberty, 
and  Lynn  Stocker  of  Griffith,  arrived 
Tuesday  after  a   deer  hunt.  They  killed 
three  bucks  and  two  turkeys.  They  were 
on  the  Griffith  lease  near  Fredericksburg. 
Burt  said  they  saw  more  deer  on  foot 
than  in  the  past  three  seasons. 

Cliff  Adair,  head  of  Liberty  Film  Lines, 
went  fishing  on  the  coast  and  planned  to 

end  up  in  west  Texas  with  his  rifles  be- 
fore the  week  ends.  At  any  rate,  Cliff  gets 

his  limit  on  either  land  or  water. 

There  wasn’t  much  ballyhoo  about  H.  H. 
Covington  being  among  the  first  to  go 
deer  hunting,  but  this  exhibitor  from 

Teague,  Tex.,  slipped  quietly  onto  Film- 
row  this  week  and  presented  favored 
packages  from  the  venison  he  bagged. 
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GRIFFITH  AMUSEMENT  CO. 

^HIS  circuit,  with  80  individual  work- 
ing partners,  has  over  200  theatres  in 

four  southwestern  states,  Oklahoma,  Texas, 
New  Mexico  and  Arizona  and  almost  every 
month  finds  some  new  addition  to  the 
fold. 

It  is  headed  by  the  three  Griffith  broth- 
ers, L.  C.,  R.  E.  and  H.  J„  who  in  1915 

embarked  in  the  show  business  through 
the  acquisition  of  the  old  Grand  Theatre 
Opera  House  in  San  Marcos,  Tex.  From 
this  modest  beginning  they  have  forged 
ahead  through  the  years,  constantly  ex- 

panding their  holdings  until  today  the 
Griffith  companies  employ  nearly  1,700 
people. 

Following  the  original  venture  at  San 
Marcos,  they  next  acquired  the  Rex  in 
Fairfax,  Okla.,  in  partnership  with  W.  J. 
Moore  and  later  the  Rex  in  Yale,  Okla., 
with  Adam  Hornbeck  as  a   partner.  Wind- 

ing back  into  Texas  they  purchased  the 
Strand  in  Honey  Grove,  with  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Killough  and  Lynn  Stocker  as  partners, 
the  Regal  in  Gatesville,  where  they  were 
associated  with  R.  M.  Avey  and  Lynn 
Stocker,  and  the  Queen  in  Mart,  which 
was  managed  by  H.  J.  Griffith. 

Loyalty  to  Organization 

The  outstanding  thing  about  the  Grif- 
fith organization  is  not  so  much  its  size 

as  the  fact  that  the  partnership  of  more 
than  80  men  and  the  undying  loyalty  of 
every  man  in  the  organization  is  a   thing 
to  marvel  at  in  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry. The  latter  is  accomplished  by 

zealous  interests  of  the  employes’  welfare 
and  a   policy  of  making  every  promotion 
even  from  assistant  managers  of  the  small 
houses  on  up  to  the  top  positions,  from 
the  ranks  of  the  organization  itself.  Every 
Griffith  employe  knows  that  when  a   va- 

cancy occurs  somewhere  higher  up  some- 
one in  the  organization  is  going  to  get  the 

job  and  no  outsider  is  coming  in.  As  a 
result  of  this  policy  one  single  shift  in  the 
organization  often  results  in  as  many  as  15 
transfers  and  promotions  for  men,  neces- 

sary to  fill  the  positions  vacated  by  pro- 
motions from  within  the  organization. 

In  1926,  the  Griffith  brothers  sold  a   one- 
half  interest  in  their  then  small  group  of 
theatres  to  Universal  Chain  Theatrical 

Enterprises,  Inc.  At  that  time,  the  cor- 
poration known  as  Griffith  Amusement 

Co.  was  formed.  It  was  Carl  Laemmle’s 
first  experience  in  circuit  operation.  Be- 

cause of  the  hesitance  of  Universal  in  ap- 
proving the  acquisition  of  additional  the- 

atres in  1929  a   separate  organization  was 

formed  to  promote  the  Griffiths’  own  ideas 
of  expansion.  This  was  the  Consolidated 
Theatres,  Inc.,  organization.  The  51  the- 

atres subsequently  acquired  by  Consoli- 
dated are  now  operated  under  contract  by 

Griffith  Amusement  Co.  In  1931  another 
company  came  into  the  picture,  the  R.  E. 
Griffith  Theatres,  Inc.,  with  headquarters 
in  Dallas.  This  was  organized  to  handle 

the  expansion  program  in  the  states  of 
Texas  and  New  Mexico. 

Then  in  1934,  Griffith  Bros,  their  part- 
ners and  associates  organized  Western 

States  Theatres,  Inc.,  for  the  purpose  of 
buying  Universal  Chain  Theatres  interest 
in  the  Griffith  Amusement  Co. 

The  largest  number  of  Griffith  houses 

The  basic  structure  of  the  Griffith  or- 
ganization consists  of  six  companies, 

though  these  six  in  turn  have  holdings  in 
a   number  of  small  circuits  and  actually 
operate  them.  The  six  parent  companies 
and  their  officers  are  as  follows: 

GRIFFITH  AMUSEMENT  CO. 
OFFICERS 

L.  C.  Griffith   President 
Foster  McSwain    Vice-President 
H.  J.  Griffith  jr   Secretary 

DIRECTORS 
L.  C.  Griffith   Oklahoma  City 
R.  E.  Griffith   Dallas 
H.  J.  Griffith  jr   Oklahoma  City 

CONSOLIDATED  THEATRES,  INC. 
OFFICERS 

L.  C.  Griffith   President 

B.  J.  McKenna   Vice-President 
H.  J.  Griffith  jr   Sec.  and  Treas. 

DIRECTORS 
L.  C.  Griffith   Oklahoma  City 
B.  J.  McKenna   Oklahoma  City 
H.  J.  Griffith  jr   Oklahoma  City 
H.  R.  Falls   Oklahoma  City 
H.  M.  Loewenstein   Ardmore,  Okla. 
C.  O.  Fulgum   Oklahoma  City 
G.  M.  Bond     Oklahoma  City 

R.  E.  GRIFFITH  THEATRES,  INC. 
OFFICERS 

R.  E.  Griffith   President 

G.  M.  Bond   Vice-President 
F.  L.  Stocker.     Secretary 
B.  J.  McKenna   Treasurer 

DIRECTORS 
R.  E.  Griffith   Dallas,  Tex. 
G.  M.  Bond   Oklahoma  City 
F.  L.  Stocker   Dallas,  Tex. 
B.  J.  McKenna   Oklahoma  City 
WESTERN  STATES  THEATRES.  INC. 

OFFICERS 

Foster  McSwain   President 

A.  R.  Powell    Vice-President 

W.  T.  Spears   Sec.  and  Treas. 
DIRECTORS 

Foster  McSwain   Ada,  Okla. 

A.  R.  Powell   Guthrie,  Okla. 

W.  T.  Spears   Altus,  Okla. 

H.  M.  Loewenstein   Ardmore,  Okla. 

H.  J.  Griffith  jr   Oklahoma  City 

ASSOCIATED  INVESTMENT  CO. 
OFFICERS 

H

.

 

 

R.  Falls  

 President 

G.  M.  Bond   Vice-President 

C.  B.  Akers   Secretary 

B.  J.  McKenna   Treasurer 
DIRECTORS 

H.  R.  Falls,  G.  M.  Bond,  C.  B.  Akers, 

B.  J.  McKenna  and  C.  O.  Fulgum 

are  located  in  medium-sized  or  small  towns 
so  the  Oklahoma  City  holdings,  Rialto  and 
Reno  theatres,  are  no  indication  of  the 
type  of  theatres  operated  by  Griffith.  A 
motor  trip  of  20  minutes  south  to  Norman 

will  give  the  traveling  men  the  oppor- 
tunity of  seeing  an  example  of  the  Griffith 

type  of  house  in  the  Sooner  on  the  college 
town’s  main  street. 

Every  Griffith  manager  or  partner  is 
required  to  be  an  active  member  of  his 
local  Chamber  of  Commerce  as  well  as  at 
least  one  civic  club.  He  must  stand  on  his 
own  feet,  accept  responsibility,  and  be  a 
leader  in  his  community.  He  makes  his 

own  decisions  and  is  merely  aided  and  as- 
sisted by  the  home  office. 

CJHOWS  AND  SUCH:  Gladys  Swarthout, 
Paramount  star,  drew  3,000  auditors  to 

the  Municipal  Auditorium  for  her  song 
recital  .   .   .   Vera  Zorima,  nudist  queen, 

played  a   week’s  engagement  at  the  Gleam, 
where  DeLores  Crouch,  dancer- vocalist; 
Ruth  Beaucaire,  Hula  specialist;  Jerry 

McRea’s  orchestra,  and  Frank  Doyle, 

emcee,  hold  sway  .   .   .   Johnny  Fielder’s 
“Football  Jubilee”  midnight  stageshow  at 
the  Majestic  Theatre,  Saturday,  regis- 

tered nicely  at  the  boxoffice,  with  “Mr. 
Doodle  Kicks  Off”  on  the  screen  .   .   . 
Progreso  Theatre,  Mexican  house,  has 
struck  a   new  low  with  2-cent  matinees 
every  day  for  women  and  children  only. 

Sterling  Waters,  actor-announcer,  has 

joined  Phil  Alexander’s  “Texas  on  Parade” 
radio  show  on  KONO,  Sunday  afternoons 
.   .   .   Les  Ketner,  Santone  Boxoffice  staff 
writer,  was  in  Austin,  Saturday. 

The  two  Roadshow  Attractions,  “Sex 
Maniac”  and  “The  March  of  Crime,” 
pleased  large  audiences  at  the  Prince  The- 

atre for  a   four-day  stand  .   .   .   Hal  J.  Ross, 
theatrical  promoter,  was  hailed  into  court 
for  alleged  failure  to  pay  his  amusement 

tax  for  a   local  “jitterbug”  contest  at  the 
Walkathon  Arena  Stadium  recently. 

Travelers:  J.  J.  Jimenez  of  Latin- 
American  Film  exchange,  back  from  a 
tour  of  Texas  towns  as  manager  for  Tona 
La  Negra,  Mexican  songstress  and  film 
star;  Mrs.  Paul  Poag  of  Del  Rio,  here  last 
week  and  making  the  society  pages;  Trudy 
Wood  (Mrs.  Buster  Bryan),  back  from 
Hollywood,  and  Lupe  Beltran  (Mrs.  Eddie 
Martinez),  in  California  working  for M-G-M. 

Joe  Jimenez  jr.,  recently  returned  from 
Mexico  City  where  he  worked  in  several 
pictures  with  Actor-Director-Producer 
Jose  Bohr  .   .   .   Personal  mention:  Benno 
Kusenburger,  the  projectionist,  is  going  in 
for  golf  again  .   .   .   Speaking  of  motion 
picture  operators,  our  good  friend  Genaro 

Garcia  is  really  one  of  the  “biggest”  Box- office  boosters.  He  tips  the  beam  at  440! 

Local  film  exchanges  observed  Armistice 
Day  and  Thanksgiving  by  remaining 
closed  part  of  the  day  .   .   .   New  Azteca 

film  releases  through  Latin- American  of- 

fice are  “Padre  De  Los  Quatro”  (Father  of 

the  Four),  and  “Bajo  Las  Mexicanos” (Under  Mexican  Skies). 
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OK1ILA.  CITY 
pOR  Our  Advice-to-Producers  Depart- ment comes  this  from  Tulsa  last  week 

where  the  United  Daughters  of  the  Con- 
federacy were  meeting:  Among  the  first 

recommendations  which  Mrs.  Walter  D. 

Lamar,  Macon,  Ga.,  president-general, 
made  to  the  convention  in  her  annual  re- 

port was  this:  “That  a   communication  be 
addressed  to  the  Selznick  studios  from 
the  United  Daughters  of  the  Confederacy, 
in  convention  assembled,  stressing  the  im- 

portance of  accuracy  of  detail  in  pre- 
sentation of  ‘Gone  With  the  Wind’.”  She 

stated  that  she  had  written  Selznick  in 

the  “interest  of  a   worthy  presentation”  of 
the  novel.  She  asked  him  to  “emphasize 
naturalness  as  more  important  than  local 
color  in  speech.  The  Southern  accent 
cannot — never  has  been — successfully  re- 

produced by  one  not  native  to  the  section, 
so  do  not  let  anybody  in  the  cast  try  to  do 
it,  for  they  will  exasperate  southerners 
and  be  unconvincing  to  the  general  pub- 

lic.” She  also  read  a   reply  from  Selznick 
in  which  he  promised  to  engage  a   native 

Georgian  as  technical  advisor  for  “the  sole 
purpose  of  making  all  accents  in  the  pic- 

ture acceptable  to  southerners.”  We 
thought  you’d  like  to  know. 

Something  for  E.  B.  Coleman  at  Dallas 
to  do  some  worrying  about  comes  in  the 
form  of  a   disgruntled  pair  of  entrants  who 

didn’t  finish  first  in  the  ‘‘Great  Waltz” 
contest  eliminations  which  were  held 

here.  Coming  out  second  best  to  an  Okla- 
homa City  couple,  Spex  Anderson  and 

Dorothy  Langley,  entrants  from  Tulsa, 
have  decided  they  are  by  no  means  out  of 

the  contest.  “You  know  a   Tulsan  in  Okla- 
homa City  is  just  like  a   Jew  in  Germany,” 

Anderson  told  all  and  sundry  after  the 

eliminations,  “with  the  odds  just  about 
the  same.  We  danced  rings  around  their 

home  toum  entry  but  you  can’t  beat  home 
town  judges.  I   know  that  folks  sometimes 

are  skeptical  of  the  losers’  wail  but  as  far 
as  Dorothy  and  I   are  concerned  this  is 

more  than  a   wail  .   .   .   we’ve  got  a   little 
more  on  the  ball  than  just  a   squawk.”  So 
they  are  going  to  Dallas  for  the  regional 
elimination  and  publicly  challenge  the 
Oklahoma  City  couple  to  dance  against 
them  in  a   theatre  in  Dallas  before  a   neu- 

tral audience  and  let  the  audience  decide 
the  champion  waltzers  of  Oklahoma. 

Protests  against  billboards  as  traffic 
hazards  are  mounting,  with  the  result  that 
undoubtedly  something  is  going  to  be 
done  about  them  in  the  next  legislature. 

Standard  Theatres  employes  kicked  up 

their  heels  and  fed  their  teeth  last  week  ' at  the  Skirvin  Silver  Glade  in  the  annual 

employes’  party  which  didn’t  get  started 
until  11:15  p.  m.  but  lasted  long  enough 
for  all  to  have  a   very,  very  good  time. 

Late  shows  are  again  feeding  the  box- 

office  kitty  with  the  Criterion’s  Jitterbug 
show  taking  care  of  a   thousand  or  so 

every  week  and  the  State’s  special  late 
showings  of  current  films  handling  other 
interested  parties. 

Ascap  decided  that  J.  L.  Groves,  who 

operates  the  Ritz  at  Pawnee,  played  “A 
Stranger  in  Paree”  without  copyright 
owner’s  permission  recently,  so  they  have 
sued  him  in  federal  court  asking  $250 
damages. 

"Holdup"  Fails 

Houston — A   comic  strip  holdup  enlivened 

routine  at  the  Metropolitan  Theatre  this 
week  when  34-year-old  Will  Brooks  used 
a   cap  pistol  in  an  attempt  to  make  Dor- 

othy Daniels,  pretty  cashier,  turn  over 
boxoffice  cash. 

Miss  Daniels  argued  with  the  man  until 

A1  Lever,  city  manager  of  Interstate  thea- 
tres, saw  something  was  wrong  and  walk- 

ed up.  Brooks  fled,  but  was  caught  by  an 
antique  dealer  and  a   newsboy  who  were 
passing  at  the  moment. 

As  the  would-be  bandit  fell  to  the  walk, 
his  pistol  clattered  to  the  pavement  and 
the  newsboy  covered  it  with  his  foot.  A 
policeman,  arriving  at  the  scene  of  the  ex- 

citement, gingerly  picked  up  the  weapon. 
It  was  a   toy  pistol. 

MIAMI 
(Continued  from  page  82) 

back  to  Tampa  from  Nassau.  Down  to 
check  on  last  minute  details,  prior  to  the 
Thanksgiving  Day  opening  of  the  new 
Paramount,  are  Charles  Burton  and  Harry 
Ruben  from  the  New  York  Paramount  of- 

fice. Also  down  on  business  was  Harry 
Graham,  district  manager  for  Universal. 

Joe  Abercrombie  is  having  capacity 

houses  at  his  Cinema  Casino  lately,  hav- 
ing had  two  holdovers  in  as  many  weeks. 

“Four  Daughters”  was  the  first  and 
“Stablemates,”  which  played  this  past 
weekend,  the  second.  “Stablemates,”  inci- 

dentally, broke  all  existing  house  records 
at  the  Cinema.  The  competition  provided 
by  the  new  adjacent  house,  the  Cameo, 
has  stimulated  rather  than  injured  busi- 

ness at  this  Paramount  beach  house. 

Joining  the  ranks  of  proud  fathers  is 

Daniel  Boone,  manager  of  the  Gables.  He’s 
now  showing  “Pour  Daughters;”  the  new- 

comer, a   girl. 

1HI  O   IU  T   CO  N 
^*HE  Metropolitan  Theatre,  Interstate’s largest  here,  and  the  Retail  Grocers 

Ass’n  gave  away  100  baskets  of  groceries 
valued  at  $5  at  the  November  23  mid- 

night pre-Thanksgiving  matinee.  Prizes 
were  given  to  those  answering  correctly 
the  brain  teasers  of  Dr.  I.  Q.  (Ted  Nabors 
of  KTRH  radio  station) .   The  film  attrac- 

tion was  “Fast  Company.” 

Loew’s  State  is  exhibiting  its  annual  dis- 
play of  Houston  art.  Twelve  Houston  ar- 
tists have  125  pictures  exhibited  in  the 

lobby  and  mezzanine.  Some  modern  pieces, 
particularly  a   modernistic  in  brown  a?id 
orange  of  Joan  Crawford,  are  attracting 
much  attention. 

The  first  Majestic  “Jitterbug  Jamboree,” 
midnight  show  for  high  school  and  college 

jitterbugs,  was  such  a   success  it  was  re- 
peated November  26.  Tyler  Mason,  black- 

faced emcee,  John  Sullivan  and  his  sym- 
phonic orchestra,  and  Johnny  Wells, 

drummer,  were  stars  of  the  show.  Prizes 
were  given  to  the  most  original  routines  by 
the  jitterbugs. 

Ray  Jones,  Majestic  manager,  is  greet- 
ing patrons  again  after  a   two-week  siege  of 

influenza  .   .   .   Billy  Bremer,  son  of  Eddie 
Bremer,  Kirby  manager,  and  a   senior  at 
Rice  Institute,  has  been  elected  president 
of  the  Rice  Kamera  Klub. 

Mrs,  Will  Horwitz 
Houston — Mrs.  Margaret  Horwitz,  26, 

wife  of  Will  Horwitz,  owner  and  operator 
of  the  Horwitz  Homefolks  theatres  here, 

is  dead  after  several  months’  illness. 

New  Sound  at  Elkin,  N.  C. 

Elkin,  N.  C. — The  Lyric  has  completed 

installation  of  new  sound  equipment. 

G€T  pcwomil w   With  Y dur  Pminhs,  ote... 

VIS  UCRAPHIC  ^TRAILERS 

Made  up  to  your  own  individual  copy  with  ap- 
propriate and  original  ideas  that  will  appeal  to 

your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

Present  Your  Screen  Announcements  Effectively 

With  a   Dash  of  Local  Color  and  Originality. 

£5ervice,  F^rice 

-   R   ush  Delivery 
Oui5TRnDinc  Quality/ 

dwitfc  PnhnJrt’fc.  
• 

4   STAR  w earn 
SAG-PDQArfo 
THAT’S  VfSUGftAPttiC, 
the  SMART  word 
«>*  SMART  EXHIBITORS 

.**#.■*  -   .S'-'...'  V*4&i 

VIMJGRRPHICFILmCDRP 
MSB  UIRLTOn  ST.,n.UJ.  P.O.B.3S5 ■ 

W.ft.  Kimberly,  -Pres. 
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MTIOn  BUfifflU 
Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

•   just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied  • 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 
MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MTS  10  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MTS  16  Motors,  constant  speed 
MTS17  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 

MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT729  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 
MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 
MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED.  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  "REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago,  111. 11-26-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks: 

MT555 

MT556 

MT557 
MT558 
MT559 

MT560 
MT561 

MT562 

MT563 

MT564 

MT569 

MT570 

MT571 
MT572 

MT573 

MT574 

MT575 MT576 

MT577 

MT578 
MT579 

MT580 

MT581 

MT582 

MT583 

MT584 
MT585 
MT586 

MT587 

MT588 MT589 

MT591 
MT592 
MT593 
MTS  9   4 

MT595 
MT59G 
MT597 
MT598 
MT599 
MT600 
MT601 

MT602 
MT603 
MT604 

MT605 
MT606 

MT607 
MT608 MT609 

MT610 
MT611 

MT612 

MT613 
MT614 

MT615 
MT616 
MT617 

MT618 
MT619 

MT620 MT621 
MT622 
MT623 

MT624 
MT625 
MT626 
MT627 
MT628 
MT629 
MT630 

MT631 

MT632 
MT633 

Spotlight  lamps 

Sign  lamps 
Dimmers 

Ultra  violet  lighting 

Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
Flashed  opal  glass 

Pot  metal  opal  glass 

Fuses,  indicator  type 

Fuses,  cartridge 

Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

Expansion  Bolts 
Chair  fastening  cement 

Chair  refinishing  materials 

Upholstering  materials 

Seat  patching  kits 

Seat  decking  materials 

Floor  surfacing  materials 

Carpet  cleaning  systems 
Floor  waxes 

Matting,  rubber 

Paint,  screen 

Paint,  plastic 

Paint,  aluminum 
Polish,  metal 

Polish,  furniture 

Fireproofing  compounds 
Fire  extinguishers 
Ladders,  safety 

Uniforms,  staff 

Screen  cleaning  tools 

Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
Projectors,  standard 

Projectors,  semi-portable 
Projector  pedestals 
Projector  parts 

Lamps,  suprex  type 

Lamps,  reflector  arc 
Lamps,  high  intensity 
Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
Arc  regulators 
Arc  controls 

Control  panels 

Rectifiers,  copper-oxide Rectifiers,  tube  type 

Bulbs,  rectifier 
Rheostats,  projection 
Motor-generators 

Lenses,  projection 
Lenses,  condenser 
Current  changers 
Mirror  reflectors 

Carbons,  projector 
Carbon  savers 
Reels 

Reel  alarms 
Rewinders,  automatic 

Change-over  devices 

Slide,  projection 

Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
Take-ups,  film 

Film  safety  controls 

Fire  prevention  devices 
Fire  shutters,  porthole 
Film  scales 

Film  scrapers 
Film  splicers 
Film  cleaners 

Air  gun  (cleaner) Tool  kits 

Film  cabinets 

Film  cabinet  stands 

Effect  projectors 

Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 
sulphide 

Name .... 

Theatre 
SANITATION 

City. State. MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 

MT6  43  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  oxone 

MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 
MT654  Rubber  link  matting 

MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 
MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 
MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT6G6  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 

MT6  77  Hearing  aid  systems 
MT678  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 
MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

APT700  Structural  glasses 

MT701  Insulation  materials 
MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 
MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 

MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 

MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 

MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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SASKATCHEWAN  EXHIBITORS  ASSTI  SEEKS 

UNIFORM  REGULATIONS  ON  ALL  SIZE  FILMS 

Copyright  Society  Moves 
To  Assess  a   Wider  Field 

Would  Bring  16mm  Type 
Film  in  Same  Class 

With  35mm 

Regina,  Sask. — Amendment  of  the  Sas- 
katchewan Cinematograph  Act  to  bring 

the  showing  of  all  films  under  the  same 

regulations  as  35mm  films,  with  one  ex- 

ception, was  asked  of  the  provincial  gov- 
ernment last  week  by  a   delegation  from 

the  Saskatchewan  Motion  Picture  Exhibi- 

tors Ass’n. 

The  exception  is  that  non-inflammable 
film  could  be  shown  without  having  the 
machine  located  in  a   projection  booth  of 
standard  construction.  Otherwise  the 

regulations  governing  the  use  of  seats, 

type  of  exits,  increased  inspection  by  gov- 
ernment inspectors,  and  other  safety 

measures  would  apply  if  the  government 
agrees  to  the  amendment. 

The  delegation  made  no  secret  its  sug- 
gestions were  raised  against  the  tide  of 

16mm  film  houses,  and  especially  itinerant 

operators.  Should  the  government  agree, 
and  the  delegates  said  they  received  the 
best  hearing  they  have  ever  had  and  were 
promised  favorable  consideration,  it  would 
bring  16mm  films  right  into  the  same  fold 
as  35mm  type. 

Premier  W.  J.  Patterson  and  most  of  his 

cabinet  received  the  delegation  which  con- 
sisted of  P.  W.  Mahon,  president,  Prince 

Albert;  E.  P.  Field,  vice-president,  Moose 
Jaw;  Harry  Hurwitz,  assistant  secretary, 
Saskatoon;  Bill  Novak,  secretary,  Regina; 
i.  Reinhom,  Regina. 

Executive  members:  Chas.  Bahrynowski, 
Regina;  Harry  Marrs,  Moose  Jaw;  Otis 
Bowes,  Regina;  H.  Humphries,  Grenfell; 
George  Bailey,  Humboldt;  A.  L.  Dove, 

Bengough;  S.  Zaitzow,  Melville;  R.  Suth- 

erland, Weyburn;  H.  A.  Bercovitch,  Re- 
gina. 

Representatives  from  the  labour  councils: 

G.  Dealtry,  Trades  and  Labour  Council, 
Saskatoon;  J.  D.  Watson,  Canadian  Union, 

Regina;  S.  Gordon,  the  IATSE,  Regina; 
Mr.  Stevens,  IATSE,  Moose  Jaw. 

Charlie  Krupp,  Winnipeg,  represented 
the  Film  Exchange. 

The  interview  with  the  government  fol- 
lowed a   meeting  of  the  SMPA  executive 

at  the  Capitol  Theatre.  Aside  from  the 

16mm  problem  the  meeting  principally 
dealt  with  the  matter  of  express  rates  on 
films.  Decision  was  made  to  forward  a 

brief  to  the  Railway  Express  Tariff  Ass’n, 
asking  a   reduction  of  30  per  cent  of  the 
present  charges  to  the  exhibitor  with  a 

50  per  cent  reduction  on  return  express. 

The  meeting  heard  that  practically  every 
other  commodity  but  film  has  received 
express  rate  cuts  in  recent  years. 

Though  the  SMPA  has  had  under  con- 

Ottawa — The  Canadian  Performing 

Right  Society,  Ltd.,  which  has  presented 
its  schedule  of  proposed  fees  for  the  use 

of  its  musical  works  in  1939  to  the  Copy- 
right Appeal  Board,  Ottawa,  for  approval, 

has  its  own  method  of  dealing  with  the 
16mm  shows  in  town  halls  or  lodge  halls 

in  rural  districts  which  may  have  a   re- 

stricting influence  on  the  itinerant  ex- 
hibitors. 

For  performances  “by  mechanical  in- 

struments, loudspeakers  or  pianos”  in  halls 
having  a   capacity  of  less  than  1,000  per- 

sons, the  annual  fee  is  $10,  or  $5  for  six 

months  or  less,  while  for  single  enter- 
tainments, at  which  music  is  performed 

by  any  means,  the  minimum  rate  is  $5 
when  the  capacity  of  the  hall  is  under 

600  persons. 

There  is  another  proviso  covering  “oc- 
casional entertainments”  which  prescribes 

a   fee  of  $1.00  for  each  entertainment  in 
a   hall  of  less  than  200  seats  and  $1  00 
additional  for  every  100  seats. 

The  Society  has  announced  a   tax  of  $10 

per  annum  for  the  use  of  a   gramophone 
or  phonograph  which,  according  to  the 

society’s  definition,  includes  any  and  all 
mechanical  instruments  or  sound  repro- 

sideration  the  possibility  of  setting  up 
some  sort  of  trucking  service,  a   majority 

of  the  members  of  the  executive  ap- 

peared to  feel  they  were  more  than  satis- 
fied with  the  service  given  by  the  railways, 

but  their  only  complaint  was  the  high 
rates. 

Proposals  from  a   trucking  and  express 
concern  were  received  and  considered. 

The  executive,  however,  decided  to  await 

a   reply  to  their  brief  to  the  railway  ex- 
press association  before  taking  any  action 

on  them. 

Two  exhibitors  reported  they  believed 

the  railway  companies  were  anxious  not 
to  lose  the  business  as  they  had  been 
offered  a   20  per  cent  cut  in  rates  only 
within  a   week  of  the  meeting,  and  since 

the  proposal  to  set  up  a   motor  delivery 
service  was  reported  in  Boxoffice. 

Rob  Roxy  Theatre 
Saskatoon,  Sask. — Burglars  took  the 

small  safe  and  $350  cash  from  the  Roxy 
Theatre.  Belief  is  held  that  the  thief  or 
thieves  hid  in  the  showhouse  after  a 

Sunday  night  concert. 

ducers  other  than  radio  receiving  sets 
which  are  otherwise  assessed. 

All  of  this  means  that  the  Society  has 

sought  government  sanction  for  the  im- 

posing of  fees  on  halls,  other  than  the- 
atres, in  which  entertainments  or  per- 

formances are  given,  also  on  single  or 
cccasional  performances  at  $1.00  each  and 

up  and  a   flat  annual  tax  on  any  instru- 
ment reproducing  sound  mechanically.  A 

"haH"  is  described  officially  as  including 

“concert  hall,  dance  hall,  lodge  hall  and 

similar  establishments.”  The  society  has 
also  designated  ice  or  roller  skating  rinks, 

arenas,  clubs  and  roadhouses. 
The  above  fees  are  to  become  effective 

January  1   unless  there  is  a   revision  by 
the  Copyright  Appeal  Board  following  the 

receipt  of  objections  from  interested  per- 
sons before  November  30.  The  Ontario 

government,  through  its  Theatres  and 
Cinematographs  Act,  imposes  a   license  fee 

of  $10  per  year  on  all  halls  to  which  the 

public  is  admitted  regardless  of  the  num- 
ber of  concerts  or  performances  during 

the  12  months  but  a   move  is  on  foot  to 

draw  up  new  regulations  governing  the 
nature  and  use  of  such  licensed  halls  to 

provide  for  increased  safety. 

Bingo  a   Sacrifice 
To  Operators  Tiff 

Glace  Bay,  N.  S. — Bingo  was  its  own 

undoing  in  this  town.  Two  or  more  of  the 
operators  of  the  game,  which  had  enjoyed 

great  popularity  for  years,  had  a   falling- 
out  and  lodged  a   complaint  with  the  pro- 

vincial attorney-general,  Hon.  J.  H.  Mac- 
Quarrie,  who  thereupon  decided  to  ban  all 
the  games. 

The  principal  operators  of  Bingo  were 
the  Army  and  Navy  Veterans,  Glace  Bay 
firemen  and  Glace  Bay  Baseball  Club. 

Bingo  found  a   supporter,  however,  in 

Town  Councillor  John  MacLean,  who  con- 
tended that  before  the  attorney-general 

bothered  about  “a  little  game  of  bingo” 
he  could  well  afford  to  devote  some  at- 

tention to  the  large  number  of  “kitchen 
dives”  or  “booze  joints.”  The  councillor 
asserted  these  made  it  hard  for  the  miners 

of  Glace  Bay  to  reach  their  homes  with 
their  pay  envelopes  intact. 
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MARmMES Suggest  Censor  Board  to  Pick 

Film  Product  for  Juveniles 

.   Montreal — An  independent  board  of  cen- 
sors should  be  appointed  to  review  moving 

pictures  suitable  for  children  between 

7   and  16  years  of  age,  Gerald  A.  Cough- 

lin, K.  C.,  told  the  Catholic  school  com- 

mission at  its  weekly  meeting.  Mr.  Cough- 

lin’s suggestion  came  during  the  commis- 

sion’s discussion  of  this  question  which 
the  president,  Armand  Dupuis,  introduced. 

Dupuis  sought  the  opinion  of  his  col- 

leagues, which  may  ultimately  be  submit- 
ted to  the  investigation  which  began  cn 

this  problem  in  Quebec  recently. 

No  general  rule  could  be  adopted,  Mr. 

Coughlin  stated.  Children  under  seven 

years  of  age  should  not  be  permitted  to 

go  to  theatres,  children  between  7   and 

12  might  be  allowed  to  see  certain  types 

of  pictures,  and  children  between  12  and 

16  might  be  permitted  more  latitude,  Mr. 

Coughlin  declared.  What  pictures  were 

permissible  should  be  decided  by  an  in- 

dependent and  reliable  board  of  censor- 
ship, the  commission  was  told. 

Proper  superintendence  of  theatres  is 

another  major  point,  Mr.  Dupuis  pointed 

out,  to  avert  anything  like  the  Laurier 
Palace  Theatre  disaster. 

Other  commissioners  expressed  different 

views.  One  gave  examples  of  students’ 
imagination  being  fired  by  moving  pictures 

to  the  extent  that  studies  were  neglected 

in  the  intervals  between  visits  to  the  the- 

atre, but  Mr.  Dupuis  believed  that  similar 

after  effects  could  result  from  baseball  and 

hockey  games  as  well.  Another  commis- 
sioner felt  that  admittance  of  children, 

under  proper  circumstances,  might  result 

in  production  of  pictures  exclusively  for 

juvenile  entertainment. 

The  matter  was  finally  referred  to  the 

pedagogic  committee  for  study  and  sug- 

gestions. Le  Petit  Journal  comments:  “It 
was  announced  recently  by  Mr.  Coonan, 

minister,  without  portfolio,  that  Mr.  Du- 
plessis  was  thinking  seriously  of  altering 

the  amusement  law  so  as  to  permit  chil- 
dren under  16  years  of  age  to  attend 

moving  pictures.  If  the  prime  minister 

takes  this  step,  he  will  have  the  approval 

of  a   great  many  people.  There  are  today 

a   number  of  theatres  which  are  absolutely 

fireproof,  where  shows  for  children  can  be 

held  without  danger.  In  addition,  several 

English-speaking  pictures  are  specially 
adapted  to  the  spirit  and  imagination  of 

London,  Ont. — After  years  in  the  na- 

tion’s joke  books,  the  sign,  “Ladies,  please 

remove  your  hats,”  may  again  appear  on 
theatre  screens  here.  Complaints,  mostly 

from  men,  have  been  made  to  at  least  one 

important  theatre  manager  in  London  re- 

garding the  high  hats  worn  by  women  in 

the  audience.  High  bows,  long  feathers, 

tall  crowns,  all  have  been  interfering  with 

the  vision  of  the  audience,  he  complains, 

ihose  under  16.  It  has  been  said  that  any 

ch.ld  can  attend  without  danger  'That 

Certain  Age’  and  'Boys  Town.’  These  are 
tAen  educative,  and  there  are  a   number 
of  others. 

“Are  there  any  films  in  French  calcu- 
lated to  instruct  and  edify  the  children  of 

our  province?  It  is  doubtful,  if  we  may 

judge  by  what  the  adults  are  given  to  see. 

It  may  even  be  said  that  French  pictures 

in  the  province  of  Quebec  are  so  ampu- 
tated that  there  will  soon  be  none  left 

for  grownups.  Since  the  beginning  of  this 

year,  14  French  films  at  least  have  been 

forbidden  by  the  censors.  As  for  the  other 

French  films  which  have  not  been  banned, 

they  have  been  cut,  censored,  made  un- 
recognizable. We  suppose  that  the  censors 

had  their  reasons,  which  would  indicate 

that  the  films  coming  from  France  are 

hardly  made  for  us.  On  the  other  hand, 

since  there  is  only  a   small  number  of 

American  films  which  must  be  out  to  any 

great  extent,  the  choice  for  our  children 

will  actually  be  made  from  the  productions 

of  Hollywood. 

“It  is  a   cruel  dilemma.  We  must  risk 
the  Anglicization  of  our  children  on  the 

one  hand,  and  their  brutalization  on  the 

ether.  What  will  Mr.  Duplessis  do?” 

/.  O.  Scott  Is  Opening 

Prescott's  First  House 
Ottawa — Under  way  since  last  spring, 

the  first  theatre  at  Prescott,  Ont.,  is  cur- 

rently being  opened  by  J.  O.  Scott,  pro- 

prietor for  many  years  of  the  Weston 

Theatre  at  Weston,  Ont.,  and  an  officer 

of  the  Independent  Theatres  Ass’n  of 
Canada.  Known  as  the  Prescott  Theatre, 

the  new  house  has  accommodation  for  650 

persons. 
A   town  of  5,000  population,  Prescott  has 

never  had  a   theatre  and  the  people  have 

been  compelled  to  cross  the  St.  Lawrence 

River  to  Ogdensburgh,  N.  Y„  for  their 

film  entertainment  for  many  years.  Inci- 
dentally, Mr.  Scott  is  also  interested  in 

the  new  Cartier  Theatre  at  Timmins  and 

the  LaSalle  Theatre  which  is  to  open  at 

Kirkland  Lake  in  northern  Ontario  in 
January. 

and,  to  put  it  mildly,  the  audience  is  very 

unhappy  about  the  whole  thing. 

In  solving  the  problem,  managers  are 

faced  with  two  alternatives.  They  may 

instruct  ushers  to  ask  the  ladies  to  re- 
move their  hats,  or  they  may  bring  back 

the  old  fashion  of  flashing  the  warning 

on  the  screen.  The  latter  meth'.J,  at  the 
moment,  seems  the  most  diplomatic.  Ac- 

tion is  expected  shortly. 

JT’S  a   hard  life,  says  Eric  Golding,  Regal booker  at  Saint  John.  He  went  out 

hunting  in  New  Brunswick’s  famed  game 
forests  with  another  fellow  and,  although 

his  friend  got  a   deer,  Eric  returned  empty 

handed.  And  on  the  day  he  got  back  to 

the  city,  a   motorman  of  a   street  car 

“bagged”  a   big  deer  that  somehow  had 
wandered  into  town  when  the  bewildered 

animal  crashed  into  the  car  on  an  uptown 

street  only  a   few  blocks  from  Eric’s  office. 

The  outstanding  hit  of  the  screen  sea- 

son, as  far  as  Lunenburg ,   N.  S.,  was  con- 

cerned, was  the  showing  of  the  short  fea- 
turing the  international  schooner  races 

in  which  Lunenburg’s  Captain  Angus  Wal- 
ters and  his  Bluenose  were  the  winners. 

Country  and  town  people  alike  thronged 

the  Capitol,  and  everyone — including  Wal- 
ters and  the  crew,  who  were  honored 

guests  of  the  management — cheered  lustily 
as  they  watched  the  Bluenose  cross  the 

finish  line  ahead  of  the  Thebaud  in  the 

cup-clinching  race. 

Saint  John’s  Capitol  Theatre  has  a   habit 
of  cooperating  in  community  activities  and 

earning  goodwill.  On  Sunday,  November 

20,  it  was  the  scene  of  the  keynote  meet- 

ing of  the  annual  city  tuberculosis  cam- 
paign, a   civic  gathering  attended  by  high 

government  and  church  leaders  .   .   .   On 

February  19  a   great  mass  meeting  will  be 

held  there  by  Pythian  lodges  and  temples 

to  mark  the  75th  anniversary  of  the  order. 

C.  E.  ( Ned )   Murray,  formerly  of  Saint 

John,  is  now  exploitation  manager  of  the 

Gaiety,  Halifax  ...  E.  A.  Whelpley,  RKO 

branch  manager  at  Saint  John,  is  back 

from  a   trip  through  Nova  Scotia’s  An- 
napolis Valley  with  word  that  conditions 

in  the  valley  towns  are  fairly  bright  .   .   . 

Jack  Bustin,  owner  of  the  Imperial,  Wind- 
sor, is  once  again  active  in  the  business 

after  his  return  from  Montreal,  where  he 
convalesced  from  illness. 

Seen  on  Filmrow,  Saint  John:  Jack 

Kiely  of  the  Nickel  and  Crescent,  St. 

John’s,  Newfoundland,  booking  ahead  for 
spring  on  his  way  home  to  Montreal; 

Colin  Danson,  Sussex;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  A. 

Williams,  Chipman  .   .   .   A.  J.  Mason  of 

Springhill,  N.  S.,  in  Toronto  the  other 

day  .   .   .   A.  C.  Sprague  of  Maritime  The- 

atre Equipment  Co.,  Saint  John,  at  Richi- 
bucto  installing  facilities  in  the  Kent. 

Children’s  sing-so7igs,  conducted  on  Sat- 
urdays at  the  Capitol,  Saint  John,  by  Dave 

Thomson,  have  proved  to  be  equally  as 

successful  as  the  adults’  weekly  community 
sings  run  each  Tuesday  hi  conjunction 

with  picture  programs.  Nearly  2,000  chil- 
dren at  a   time  have  taken  part. 

A.  A.  Fielding,  general  manager  of  the 

Spencer  interests,  and  Mrs.  Fielding  have 

returned  to  their  home  in  East  Riverside 

from  Amherst,  N.  S.,  where  they  visited 

relatives  .   .   .   J.  M.  Franklin  of  the  Frank- 
lin-Herschorn  theatres.  Saint  John  and 

Halifax,  recently  returned  from  Toronto 
to  Halifax. 

Action  Expected  Soon 
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Recent  Mirrophonic  Conversions 

Centre,  Ottawa,  Ont.  New  Brunswick 

Nola,  Ottawa,  Ont. 

Majestic, 

Yarmouth,  N.S. 

Majestic,  New 
Waterford,  N.S. 

Loew’s,  Toronto,  Ont. 
Orleans, 

Montreal,  Que. 

Loew’s,  London,  Ont. 

Palace,  Verdun,  Que. 

Board  of  Censors, 

Saint  John,  N.B. 

Nova  Scotia 

Board  of  Censors, 

Halifax,  N.S. 
Rialto, 

Edmonton,  Alta. 

Dreamland, 

Edmonton,  Alta. 

Capitol,  Vernon,  B.C. 

fT^HANK  YOU,  Mr.  Long,  it  is  nice  to  know  that 

our  job  is  appreciated  and  that  we  can  add  your 
name  to  the  list  of  satisfied  exhibitors  who  have 

installed  Mirrophonic  Conversion  Equipment.  You 

will  find  that  this  equipment  will  increase  your 

attendance  and  reduce  your  expense. 

Mirrophonic  Sound  Reproducing  Equipment  re- 

produces the  sound  as  recorded  at  the  studio  and  is 

truly  a   lifelike  reproduction  of  the  original.  Your 

patrons  will  appreciate  this  and  attend  more  fre- 

quently. The  public  knows  the  difference  between 

fair  and  good  sound  and  will  always  spend  their 

money  where  they  receive  the  best  value.  The  cost 

of  installing  Mirrophonic  Conversion  Equipment  is 

reasonable  and  payments  can  be  arranged  on  extended 

terms,  enabling  you  to  pay  for  the  equipment  out  of 

your  increased  Box  Office  receipts. 

Dominion  Sound  Equipments 
LIMITED 

Head  Office:  1620  Notre  Dame  Street  West,  Montreal 

Branches  at:  HALIFAX  TORONTO  WINNIPEG  REGINA  CALGARY  VANCOUVER 

A   NATIONAL  THEATRE  SERVICE 
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Water  Cooling  Systems  Again 

Made  Target  in  London,  Ont. 

London,  Ont. — City  works  departments 
governing  the  maintenance  of  sewers  will 

add  their  protest  to  that  of  the  water- 
works departments  against  the  use  of 

water  air-conditioning  plants  in  theatres, 
according  to  Public  Utilities  Commission. 

The  Ontario  Waterworks  Ass’n  has  the 
matter  of  prohibiting  the  discharge  of 

water  from  air-conditioning  plants  into 
sewers,  which  they  claim,  are  incapable  of 
handling  large  increases  of  volume. 

The  question  of  the  use  of  city  water  by 
theatres  has  come  to  the  fore  here  with 

applications  from  theatres  for  permission 

to  use  water  during  the  summer  months. 
The  Public  Utilities  Commission  in  charge 
of  the  water  distributing  system  vetoed 

the  plea,  but  it  will  likely  study  the  mat- 
ter at  some  future  date. 

According  to  information  given  to  Box- 
office,  it  appears  the  refusal  of  munici- 

pal authorities  to  allow  water-cooled  air- 
conditioning  plants  in  theatres  will  result 

in  large  expenditures  for  other  systems. 
The  city  engineer  here  has  advised  the 

PUC  that  his  department  will  refuse  the 
use  of  the  sewers  to  theatres  for  water 

discharge  from  air-conditioning  systems. 

mi  CJ>  M   T   R   IE  A   )L 
CHILDREN  under  16  are  not  yet  ad- 

mitted to  motion  picture  theatres  in 
the  province  of  Quebec,  the  doorman  of 
a   downtown  theatre  promptly  challenged 
a   youngster  who  protested  that  he  had 

reached  that  age.  “You  gotta  show  me,” 
insisted  the  doorkeeper.  The  lad  ran  home 
and  brought  his  birth  certificate  showing 
he  was  exactly  16  years  of  age  that  day. 

Prepared  to  celebrate,  he  went  to  the 

ticket  seller’s  window  and  found  that  while 
he  had  been  arguing,  the  price  had  jumped 

from  25  to  40  cents.  He  had  only  a   quar- 
ter, so  he  missed  his  birthday  treat. 

Almost  without  attracting  the  notice  of 
the  public,  prices  of  admission  in  Montreal 

theatres  have  been  advanced  five  and  six 
cents  in  several  cases.  First  run  theatres 

are  now  charging  55  cents  instead  of  50, 
and  some  others  which  charged  34  cents 

have  moved  the  price  up  to  40  cents. 

Morley  Katz  has  been  appointed  mana- 
ger of  the  Seville  in  succession  to  Gordon 

Dann  who  has  assumed  management  of 
the  new  United  Amusement  Theatre,  New 

York  ...  A   new  marquee  and  other  altera- 
tions are  included  amongst  improvements 

made  to  the  Corona. 

The  Rivoli,  according  to  Joe  Ledden, 
manager,  is  leading  again  this  year  in  the 
United  Amusement  Theatres  Bowling 
League.  The  league  includes  teams  from 
the  Rivoli,  Monkland,  Papineau,  West- 
mount,  Granada  and  Francais  of  the 
United  Amusement  chain,  and  two  teams, 

“Red”  and  “Blue”  from  Confederation 
Amusements  theatres. 

John  Grierson,  Scottish  film  expert, 
noted  as  producer  of  British  documentary 

films,  and  now  in  addition  to  other  ac- 

tivities, film  adviser  to  the  Canadian  gov- 
ernment, returned  to  Canada  on  the  liner 

Montrose  November  19.  Mrs.  Grierson  ac- 
companied him  .   .   .   Montreal  Catholic 

Sailors  Club  had  a   film  showing — the  first 

in  its  history — at  the  season’s  closing  con- 
cert. 

Frank  Fisher,  Eastern  division  mana- 

ger of  Empire-Universal,  has  been  visiting 
Toronto.  So,  also,  has  Joe  Lightstone, 

proprietor  of  the  Orpheum  .   .   .   General 

Theatre  Supply  Co.  has  furnished  lamps 
to  the  Imperial  Theatre,  Quebec,  the  house 

taken  over  by  Alexandre  Chouinard,  for- 
merly of  the  Cinema  de  Paris. 

Hon.  Onesime  Gagnon,  a   minister  of  the 

Quebec  cabinet,  spoke  at  a   showing  of  the 

French  and  English  versions  of  “Treasure 

Hunt,”  two-reel  film  produced  by  Associ- 
ated Screen  News  for  the  Quebec  govern- 

ment. The  film  pictures  a   complete  story 

of  Quebec  mining  .   .   .   Trailers  announcing 

Christmas  and  New  Year’s  Eve  showings 
have  been  prepared  by  Associated  Screen 
News  which  has  also  prepared  a   short  flim 
for  Halifax  and  Dartmouth  theatres  to  run 

in  connection  with  "Movie  Quiz.” 

O.  Thuot,  St.  John’s,  Que.;  Albert  Bey, 
Thetford  Mines,  and  Charles  Magnan,  Ma- 
lartic,  were  Filmrow  visitors  .   .   .   Walter 

Aspell,  the  \2-year-old  boy  who  won  the 
United  Amusement  amateur  contest  con- 

ducted by  Al  Plunkett,  has  left  for  New 

York  with  his  mother,  en  route  to  Holly- 
wood for  a   screen  test. 

George  Rotsky,  general  manager  of  Con- 
solidated Theatres,  has  returned  from  a 

vacation  in  New  York  .   .   .   Arthur  Hirsch 

has  been  visiting  New  York,  and  his  part- 
ner, Joe  Rosenthal,  of  New  York,  has  been 

visiting  Montreal  .   .   .   B.  A.  Garson  of  the 
Electra  and  Verdun  Palace,  has  purchased 
a   controlling  interest  in  the  Midway. 

“Boys  Town”  has  entered  its  second  week 
at  the  Capitol,  but  so  far  children  have 
not  been  permitted  to  see  it.  Immediately 
following  the  film,  while  the  audience  is 
still  applauding,  a   suggestion  is  flashed 

on  the  screen:  “If  you  think  your  child 
is  entitled  to  see  this  picture,  drop  a   line 
to  your  provincial  member  or  to  the  Prime 

Minister”  .   .   .   Event  of  the  week  in  Mon- 
treal’s Filmland  was  the  opening  of  the 

United  Amusement’s  new  west-end  the- 
atre, the  York,  November  18. 

Capacity  Crowds  at 
York  Theatre  Bow 

Montreal — Latest  of  26  theatres  in  the 

United  Amusement  Corp.  chain,  the  York 

theatre,  St.  Catherine  St.  west,  was  opened 

to  the  public  Friday  night,  November  18, 
and  attracted  audiences  which  filled  every 

chair  of  its  seating  capacity  of  over  1,100. 

The  theatre  is  housed  in  a   block  which 

contains  apartments  and  stores.  It  is  fire- 
proof and  air-conditioned,  and  modern  in 

every  respect.  From  the  ladies’  room,  with 
electric  shadowless  mirrors  to  the  new  type 

dome  which  cleverly  conceals  air-condi- 
tioning outlets,  to  the  foyer  in  walnut  and 

bird’s  eye  maple  with  matching  furniture, 
and  the  stainless  steel  furniture  in  the 

smoking  room,  everything  is  modernistic. 

The  auditorium,  built  on  the  centre-en- 
trance, one-floor  plan,  eliminating  bal- 

conies, contains  two  loges  seating  64  per- 
sons. There  is  indirect  lighting,  and  a 

clock  is  placed  at  each  side  of  the  stage. 
Eight  murals,  the  work  of  Emmanuel 
Briffa,  conform  with  the  general  plan, 
while  decorative  acoustical  blocks  make 
the  theatre  sound  perfect. 

In  the  projection  room  is  the  latest 
equipment.  The  projectors  are  protected 
by  Vandette  Fire  Eliminators,  invented,  by 

Romeo  Vandette,  United  Amusement’s 
projection  engineer.  They  automatically 
cut  and  stop  the  film  in  the  mechanism 

if  the  film  breaks.  All  electrical  installa- 
tion was  done  by  Stanley  B.  Chauvin,  the 

corporation’s  electrical  engineer,  and  the 

corporation’s  sound  engineer,  S.  Andre- 
sen,  designed  the  sound  equipment. 

Gordon  Dann,  formerly  manager  of  the 
Seville,  and  prior  to  that  of  the  Granada, 
Sherbrooke,  Que.,  is  manager. 

Improved  British  Films , 

Says  Censor  of  Ontario 
Toronto — It  is  reported  by  Mrs.  H.  A. 

Angas,  national  film  committee  convener 

of  the  Daughters  of  the  Empire  for  Can- 
ada, that  O.  J.  Silverthorne,  chairman  of 

the  board  of  motion  picture  censors  for 

Ontario,  had  informed  her  that  the  Brit- 
ish made  films  now  being  submitted  for 

showing  in  Canada  were  of  a   higher  qual- 
ity. Mrs.  Angas  predicted,  in  addressing 

the  D.  of  E.  national  executive  commit- 

tee, that  the  Dominion  could  look  for- 
ward to  seeing  improved  films  from Britain. 

RCA  Extends  Plant 
Montreal — A   contract  for  the  construc- 

tion of  an  addition  to  the  plant  of  the 

RCA- Victor  Co.,  Ltd.,  has  been  awarded. 

Specifications  call  for  a   one-story  addi- 
tion to  the  second  floor  at  the  section 

of  the  plant  near  St.  Antoine  and  La- 
casse  Sts.  The  major  part  of  the  new 
addition  will  be  used  for  rest  rooms  for 

employes  and  a   cafeteria,  said  E.  C. 
Grimley,  president  of  the  company. 
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Active  Season  for 

Ontario  Openings 

Trade  Treaty  Has  Benefits 

For  the  Picture  Industry 

Toronto — Theatre  construction  continues 

active  in  Ontario.  The  new  Prescott  The- 
atre, in  Prescott,  Ont.,  was  scheduled  to 

open  on  Thursday,  November  24.  This  is 
one  of  the  new  houses  of  J.  O.  Scott, 

of  Weston,  Ont.,  and  is  a   650-seater.  Scott 

reports  the  new  LaSalle  Theatre  at  Kirk- 
land Lake,  Ont.,  would  be  completed  in 

time  to  open  on  or  about  the  end  of 

January.  The  LaSalle  and  the  new  670- 
seat  Cartier  Theatre  at  Timmins,  Ont., 

which  opened  early  in  November,  are  own- 
ed by  Cinemas  Rousson  Trudeau,  Ltd., 

which  has  Scott  as  its  booking  agent  and 
theatre  consultant. 

In  Toronto,  Kaplan  &   Sprachman,  ar- 

chitects, have  prepared  plans  for  a   the- 
atre building,  to  cost  $35,000,  to  be  con- 

structed on  the  south  side  of  Bloor  St. 

west,  west  of  Manning  Ave.  It  is  reported 

that  Harry  Davidson,  owner-builder,  will 
commence  construction  work  almost  at 
once. 

Owned  by  Messrs.  S.  Ulster  and  Sidney 
Goldstone,  Toronto  exhibitors,  the  old 
Royal  Theatre  in  Peterborough,  Ont.,  is 

to  be  reconstructed  as  a   new  house,  seat- 
ing 600  persons,  and  will  open  on  Jan.  1. 

Nine  Ottawa  Houses  Tie 

In  Extra  Quiz  Publicity 
Ottawa — Nine  of  the  leading  theatres 

of  Ottawa  combined  in  a   contest-within- 
a-contest  stunt  as  a   boost  for  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year  with  a   page  of 
cooperative  advertising  in  The  Journal 
through  which  27  prizes  were  offered  for 

a   sentence-writing  test,  the  public  being 
invited  to  complete,  with  50  words  or 

less,  the  following:  “Motion  Pictures  Are 
Your  Best  Entertainment  Because  .   .   .   ” 
The  first  six  prizes  consisted  of  one 

month’s  passes;  the  six  next  awards  were 
passes  for  two  weeks  and  the  next  15 

prizes  were  double  passes. 

Contestants  were  also  urged  to  take  part 
in  the  official  Movie  Quiz  feature  for  the 

$250,000  cash  prizes,  reference  being  made 

to  the  quiz  booklets  which  were  still  avail- 

able at  the  theatres,  and  it  was  an- 
nounced that  there  was  still  time  to  enter 

the  main  contest. 

Participating  theatres  were:  Capitol, 
Regent,  Elgin,  Somerset,  Cartier,  Imperial, 
Avalon,  Centre  and  Rideau. 

Rebuild  at  Peterboro 
Ottawa — The  Royal  Theatre  in  the  thriv- 

ing industrial  city  of  Peterboro,  eastern 
Ontario,  and  dark  since  the  days  of  silent 
films,  is  being  reconstructed  by  Messrs. 
Ulster  and  Goldstone,  independents,  for 
reopening  at  Christmas.  Peterboro  has 

two  other  theatres,  one  being  a   unit  of 
Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp. 

'Lost  and  Found'  Was 
Not  the  Film ! 

Halifax,  N.  S. — A   local  resident  man- 

ager recently  suffered  no  little  em- 
barrassment when  misplaced  schedule 

sheets  obliged  him,  to  call  newspaper 

offices  to  ask  what  pictures  he  was 

showing  the  following  day. 

Cl  T   ir  A\  W   A\ 
jyjANAGER  J.  J.  PAUL  made  an  effec- tive advertising  splash  for  the  first 

anniversary  of  the  Elgin,  the  single  fea- 
ture of  the  special  film  program  being 

“The  Young  in  Heart,”  good  crowds  re- 
sponding during  the  week. 

The  Cartier  Theatre  is  another  local 

house  to  make  the  exhibition  of  French 

films  a   portion  of  the  regular  policy,  all- 
French  programs  being  presented  every 

Wednesday  and  Thursday.  The  first  at- 

tractions were  “Port  Arthur,”  starring 
Danielle  Darrieux,  and  “Tamara  la  Com- 
plaisante.”  French  pictures  are  also  shown 
at  the  Laurier,  Rideau  and  Francais  the- 

atres on  certain  days  of  the  week. 

The  Capitol  Theatre,  seating  2,600,  was 
crowded  with  inmates  of  local  orphanages 
and  with  members  of  the  Junior  Humane 

Society  for  a   special  film  entertainment 
Saturday  morning  under  the  auspices  of 
the  Ottawa  Humane  Society  as  a   co- 

operative community  feature  arranged  by 
Manager  T.  R.  Tubman. 

The  official  population  of  Ottawa,  ac- 
cording to  a   current  census,  is  over  the 

144.000  mark  and  there  are  14  moving 
picture  theatres  in  the  city  proper.  This 

means  one  theatre  to  approximately  every 
10.000  persons.  There  are  also  two  the- 

atres in  the  sister  city  of  Hull,  across  the 
Ottawa  River. 

The  screening  room  of  the  Canadian 
government  motion  picture  bureau  was  the 
scene  of  the  presentation  of  a   Technicolor 

film,  “Steel — Man’s  Servant,”  running  38 
minutes,  under  the  auspices  of  the  Ottawa 
Branch  of  the  Engineering  Institute  of 
Canada. 

Manager  Marshall  supervised  a   half- 
hour  broadcast  from  the  stage  of  the 
Rideau  Theatre  over  Station  CKCO  of  Ken 

Soble’s  “ Tour  for  Talent”  Contest.  Prac- 
tically all  Ottawa  theatres  are  now  mak- 

ing use  of  the  stage  for  occasional  book- 
ings and  stunts. 

Harvey  Hunt,  formerly  of  Ottawa,  was  a 
recent  visitor  to  the  city.  He  is  now  on 

the  head-office  staff  of  Famous  Players 
Canadian  Corp. 

Ottawa — In  the  trade  treaty  recently 

jointly  signed  by  the  United  States,  Can- 
ada and  Great  Britain  there  is  the  item 

which  reduces  the  Canadian  duty  on 

“cameras  and  parts  thereof”  from  25  to 
20  per  cent.  Whether  or  not  this,  reduc- 

tion applies  to  moving  picture  cameras 
and  sound  recording  equipment  is  the 

question  which  has  been  placed  before  the 

commissioner  of  taxation,  Dominion  de- 
partment of  national  revenue,  Ottawa, 

for  a   ruling  because  of  its  importance  to 
the  film  business. 

Another  concession  which  may  be  claim- 
ed by  the  film  industry  is  found  in  the 

reduction  from  20  to  10  per  cent  in  the 

Canadian  duty  on  iron  and  steel  ma- 
chinery of  a   kind  not  made  in  Canada 

when  imported  from  the  States.  There  is 
also  a   reduction  from  25  to  17  V2  per  cent 
on  electrical  instruments  and  this  general 

designation  is  believed  to  include  a   wide 

range  of  equipment  used  in  moving  pic- 
ture theatres. 

A   minor  benefit  is  found  in  the  placing 

on  the  free  list  for  import  into  the  Do- 
minion of  “advertising  and  similar  printed 

matter  dutiable  under  the  1936  agreement 

at  12V2  cents  per  lb.  but  not  less  than  27  ̂  

per  cent  ad  valorem  when  shipped  in  indi- 
vidual packages  valued  at  not  more  than 

$1  each.”  This  wipes  out  the  nuisance 
levy  on  small  shipments,  from  U.  S.  film 
producers  of  sample  press  books,  stills, 

posters  and  other  requirements  when  the 
value  is  less  than  $1. 

A   main  amendment  to  the  Canadian 

tariff  is  the  reduction  on  motion  picture 

prints  from  the  United  States  from  3   to 

2y4  cents  per  ft.  Ordinary  prints  are  made 
in  the  Dominion  from  master  negatives, 

brought  from  the  States  and  the  duty  re- 
duction is  not  sufficient  to  cause  a   change 

in  this  plan  but  it  will  represent  a   con- 
siderable saving  on  color  prints  all  of 

which  are  imported  into  the  country 
through  lack  of  color  printing  equipment 

in  Canadian  film  laboratories.  Additional 

black-and-white  prints  ordered  direct  from 
the  U.  S.  after  the  master  negative  has 
been  returned  will  also  come  under  the 

reduced  duty  which  becomes  effective 
January  1. 

As  predicted,  Canada  has  guaranteed 
to  erase  the  special  excise  tax  of  3   per 

cent  on  imports  from  the  United  States 
but  this  is  a   matter  requiring  an  Act  of 
the  Canadian  Parliament  which  will  be 

dealt  with  when  the  House  gathers  in 
Ottawa  about  the  middle  of  January  for  its 
1939  session.  This  deletion  reduces  the 

preference  on  imports  from  Great  Britain. 

See  Prevention  Reels 
Montreal — An  audience  of  over  one 

million  Canadians,  has  seen  the  film  mes- 
sage of  the  Dominion  Fire  Prevention 

Ass’n  running  on  the  screens  of  theatres 
from  coast  to  coast. 
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■p  C.  MAIN,  president  of  Ducks,  Unltd., 
sportsmen’s  organization  sponsored  by 

American  capital  to  build  up  the  number 

of  ducks  whose  major  breeding  place  is 

western  Canada,  has  just  finished  editing 

the  two-reel  picture,  “A  Dam  Site — More 

Ducks!”  General  Films’  cameraman,  Peter 

George,  filmed  it  this  summer.  A   one-reel 
subject  is  also  being  prepared  in  16mm. 

Main  will  premiere  his  picture  in  a   tour 
of  New  York  state  next  month. 

Peter  George  of  General  Films  shot  200 

feet  of  film  for  Universal  and  for  Associ- 
ated Screen  News  on  the  wreckage  of 

Trans-Canada  Airlines’  big  Lockheed 
plane  which  crashed  in  flames  near  Re- 

gina airport  Friday,  killing  two  pilots.  It 

was  TCA’s  first  accident. 

Mrs.  M.  Assaly,  proprietor  of  the  Grand 

Theatre,  Melfort,  visited  her  son  in  Regina 

.   .   .   Heavy  snows  and  what  looked  like  the 

start  of  a   severe  winter  resulted  in  a 

number  of  smaller  theatres  in  the  province 

closing  last  week.  Poor  crops  in  the  areas 

did  not  encourage  business  but  proprietors 

have  promised  they,  like  the  optimistic 

farmers,  will  be  back  again  next  spring. 
Fred  Evans  has  closed  his  house  at  Rose 

Valley.  John  Vopni  of  Davidson  has  shut- 
tered the  Kenaston  at  Kenaston,  and  J.  L. 

Menzies  of  Birch  Hills  has  run  his  last 

picture  this  season  at  Pleasantdale. 

When  Charlie  Krupp  of  Winnipeg,  a 

salesman  for  20 th  Century-Fox,  piled  off 
the  train  at  Regina  last  week,  he  found 

it  solidly  booked  with  his  company’s  prod- 
uct, as  if  in  welcome.  By  a   coincidence, 

the  Capitol  was  playing  “Suez,”  the  Grand, 

“ Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band,”  the  Roxy, 

“Happy  Landing,”  and  the  Metropolitan, 

“Straight,  Place  and  Show”  and  “A  Trip 

to  Paris,”  all  20 th-Fox  product. 

Given  its  Canadian  premiere  at  the  Ti- 

voli, Saskatoon,  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 

You”  broke  house  records.  Commencing 
Friday  before  Thanksgiving,  it  ran  Satur- 

day, Sunday  midnight  anfl  then  two 

straight  weeks,  according  to  Manager 

Harry  Horwitz. 

Manager  Otis  Bowes  of  the  Grand  The- 
atre, Regina,  is  back  on  the  job  again 

after  a   long  sojourn  in  the  Grey  Nuns’ 
Hospital  following  an  operation  .   .   . 

George  Bailey,  operator  of  a   showhouse 

at  Humboldt,  has  announced  his  candidacy 

in  the  forthcoming  municipal  election  as 
councillor. 

It’s  not  every  day  you  can  get  in  on  a 
murder  mystery  in  RCMP-policed  Sas- 

katchewan. So  Isador  Reinhorn,  owner  of 

the  Roxy,  Regina,  and  Frank  Hastings, 

manager,  lost  no  time  driving  to  Sintaluta, 

55  miles  east,  when  reports  came  a   wealthy 

farmer  had  been  shot  and  his  car  stolen 

by  transients  who  thumbed  a   ride.  This 

was  one  time  it  helped  to  have  the  cashier 

a   reporter’s  daughter,  Loma  Phaneuf  let- 

ting the  boss  in  “on  the  ground  floor” 
when  the  flash  came. 

Harry  Fillet  of  Regal  Films,  Winnipeg, 

in  Regina  on  business  .   .   .   Alvin  Reetz, 

mariager  of  the  Princess,  Radville,  also  a 

Regina  visitor  .   .   .   Mrs.  H.  S.  Humphrey, 

Grenfell,  wife  of  the  manager  of  the  own- 
er of  a   series  of  theatres  along  the  main 

line,  is  holidaying  in  Vancouver,  B.  C. 

Complaints  that  a   16mm  show  run  un- 
der church  auspices  by  Father  Bernard 

at  Bruno  is  operating  on  Sundays  as  well 

as  week  days  have  been  made  to  the  Sas- 

katchewan Motion  Picture  Exhibitors’ 

Ass’n.  The  town’s  only  35mm  house  is 
operated  by  R.  Schwinghamer. 

The  major  headache  of  Saskatoon  the- 
atre operators  is  the  comparatively  new 

civic  auditorium  with  its  artificial  ice 

plant.  On  Remembrance  Day,  November 

11,  theatre  attendance  slumped  badly  as 

3,000  stood  in  line  for  a   hockey  match. 

If  they  want  movies,  give  ’em  movies. 
That  seems  to  be  the  idea  of  the  Anglican 

youth  leaders  who  tour  the  small  towns 

of  the  province  in  the  course  of  their  mis- 

sionary work.  Instead  of  the  usual  lec- 
tures and  talks,  the  churchmen  have  been 

pepping  up  their  meetings  and  attendance 

by  showing  motion  pictures  of  the  visits 

of  the  bishops  to  various  points  in  the 

province,  dedication  of  churches,  and 
scenic  subjects. 

Sovereign  Films  is  releasing  a   number 

of  features  in  Saskatchewan  of  fairly  mod- 

ern vintage,  including  “100  Men  and  a 
Girl,”  “My  Man  Godfrey,”  and  others. 
Belief  is  it  will  lend  fuel  to  the  35 mm 

men’s  attempt  to  force  the  government 
to  clamp  down  on  regulations  governing 

show  places,  admittedly  greatly  eased  in 

recent  years  due  to  conditions. 

The  Tivoli,  Saskatoon,  held  a   special 

show  Saturday  morning  for  children  at 

which  admission  price  was  a   toy.  A   thou- 
sand toys  were  obtained  and  later  turned 

over  to  the  Boy  Scouts  Christmas  work- shop. 

The  Maple  Creek  hospital  board  went 

into  the  film  business  three  days  last  week, 

showing  “The  Hurricane”  to  capacity 
houses,  profits  going  to  the  hospital.  As 
admission  was  payable  in  goods,  foods, 

or  furniture,  in  addition  to  cash,  a   roar- 
ing business  was  done.  The  picture  was 

shown  in  the  old  Grand  Theatre. 

Now  Another  Job  for 
Motion  Pictures 

Montreal  —   Lawrence  Tibbett,  the 

opera  singer  and  film  star,  is  concerned 

about  the  waning  interest  in  opera 

manifested  mainly  in  middle-sized  cities 

in  England. 

A   guest  here  of  Athanase  David, 

president  of  Les  Concerts  Symphonique, 

Tibbett  expressed  the  belief  motion  pic- 

tures could  do  a   great  deal  to  popu- 

larize the  opera  and  stem  the  tide  away 

from  such  entertainment. 

F-P  Survey  Shows 
251  Houses  Linked 

Ottawa — In  general  run-of-the-mill  ref- 
erences to  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp., 

it  has  frequently  been  declared  that  the 

coast-to-coast  circuit  comprises  approxi- 

mately 200  theatres.  Information  from 
an  official  source  now  reveals  that  the 

Famous  Players  chain  comprises  251  the- 

atres, or  slightly  less  than  one-quarter  of 

the  1,035  operating  cinemas  in  the  Do- 
minion. The  seating  capacity  of  Famous 

Players  is  placed  at  249,569,  compared  with 

aggregate  accommodation  of  660,000  seats 

in  all  theatres  in  the  country.  The  chain, 

accordingly,  controls  approximately  38  per 

cent  of  Canada’s  seats. 

The  company  has  149  theatres  which 
are  owned  or  leased,  these  having  a   seating 

capacity  of  169,781.  In  addition,  the  cor- 
poration has  an  interest  of  50  per  cent 

or  less  in  102  theatres  with  a   capacity 

of  79,888  seats.  For  a   great  many  of  these 

houses  there  is  a   partnership  arrangement 

whereby  Famous  Players  looks  after  the 

booking  of  programs  while  the  manage- 
ment is  vested  in  the  owner  or  lessee.  It 

is  pointed  out  that  while  the  ace  houses 

in  large  cities  are  the  showplaces  of  the 

business,  the  neighborhood  houses  form 

the  “bread  and  butter”  of  the  organization. 

With  reference  to  present  business  con- 
ditions, it  is  pointed  out  that,  while  the 

company  has  been  able  to  make  a   good 

financial  showing,  gross  earnings  have  not 

approached  pre-depression  levels,  admis- 
sion prices  and  attendance  figures  both 

being  below  the  figures  which  were  com- 
mon before  1932.  On  the  average,  ad- 

mission scales  are  down  between  25  to  30 

per  cent,  the  adult  admission  at  75  per 
cent  of  the  theatres  in  Ontario  being  25 

cents  or  less.  In  spite  of  reduced  earn- 
ings, however,  the  company  has  been  able 

to  do  considerable  in  the  way  of  struc- 

tural improvement,  particularly  with  re- 
spect to  air-conditioning,  ventilation  and 

new  theatre  fronts  as  well  as  increased 

perfection  in  projection.  Many  theatres 

have  also  been  re-seated  in  recent  years 
to  insure  more  comfort  for  patrons. 

Nathanson  Assigned  Radio 

Coverage  Duty  for  Visit 
Ottawa — N.  L.  Nathanson,  president  of 

Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.,  will  have 

an  official  role  in  arranging  the  radio 

coverage  of  the  Canadian  tour  of  Their 

Majesties  King  George  and  Queen  Eliza- 

beth as  a   governor  of  the  Canadian  Broad- 
casting Corp.,  a   post  which  he  has  held 

for  the  past  two  years  on  appointment 

by  the  Dominion  government. 

The  board  of  governors  is  meeting  in 

Ottawa  shortly  to  confer  with  a   Canadian 

Cabinet  committee  on  plans  for  the  broad- 

casting of  the  King’s  speeches  and  for 
actual  broadcasts  of  important  cere- 

monials in  connection  with  the  Royal  visit, 

the  programs  to  have  a   world  hook-up. 
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VICTORIA 
\3tTHEN  Manager  M.  Prieswerck  of  the 

V   Atlas  offered  free  passes  to  the  show- 

ing of  “Four  Daughters”  to  the  first  25 

families  having  four  daughters,  he  didn’t 
know  what  he  was  in  for.  He  was  swarmed 

by  parents  calling  at  the  theatre,  either 

with  their  four  daughters  or  pictures  of 

them.  One  lady  brought  in  a   picture  of 

her  family  of  six  daughters,  all  redheads. 

The  Variety  Theatre  Bldg.,  which  was 

once  a   prominent  moving  picture  house, 

will  soon  be  turned  mto  a   bottling  plant. 

It  has  been  leased  by  the  Seven-Up  Bot- 
tling Co.  of  Toronto  who  have  an  option 

of  purchasing  the  building  at  the  end  of 
1939. 

A   large  number  of  Victorians  availed 

themselves  of  the  opportunity  offered  by 

the  National  Motor  Co.,  Ltd.,  of  seeing 

free  of  charge  three  reels  dealing  with  the 

automobile  industry,  “The  Song  the  Map 

Sings,”  “Making  of  Safety  Glass”  and 
“Harvest  of  Years.”  They  were  also  shown 
in  city  schools. 

An  East  Indian  in  native  garb  was  the 

feature  exploitation  of  Manager  J.  M. 

Robertson  of  the  Capitol  for  “Drums" 
which  was  held  over  for  three  days.  The 

East  Indian  tramped  the  streets  of  Vic- 
toria with  a   board  advertising  the  picture 

and  also  featured  in  a   tieup  with  a   local 

radio  store  linking  with  the  Philco  mystic 

radio  control.  Bumper  strips  on  all  trucks 

of  a   local  transfer  company,  many  window 

cards  and  one  sheets,  and  extensive  news- 

paper advertising  were  other  means  of  ex- 
ploiting the  picture. 

Manager  Cliff  Denham  of  the  Dominion 

rarely  holds  over  pictures,  but  the  in- 

creasing crowds  for  “Stablemates”  made 
it  necessary  for  him  to  run  it  three  extra 

days.  A   number  of  extra  window  displays 

were  used  for  the  publicity. 

Hard-of-hearing  patrons  of  the  Capitol 

are  expressing  their  gratitude  for  the  hear- 
ing aids  which  the  Capitol  has  installed. 

Film  Production  Bureau 

Is  Sought  for  Canada 
Ottawa — The  establishment  of  a   motion 

picture  bureau  in  Ottawa  for  the  produc- 
tion and  distribution  of  Canadian  films 

has  been  undertaken  under  the  joint  aus- 
pices of  the  Canadian  Association  for 

Adult  Education  and  the  National  Film 

Society  of  Canada,  it  was  announced  at 

the  annual  meeting  here  of  the  associ- 
ation. 

A   request  for  a   financial  grant  has  been 

forwarded  to  the  Imperial  Relations  Trust, 

London,  England,  for  the  distribution  of 

British  and  Empire  documentary  films  and 

for  the  encouragement  of  film  production 
in  the  Dominion. 

The  meeting  was  graced  by  the  presence 

of  His  Excellency,  the  governor- general 

of  Canada,  who  took  a   keen  personal  in- 
terest in  the  outlining  of  the  project. 

As  John  Buchan,  Lord  Tweedsmuir  was 

the  author  of  “39  Steps”  which  has  been 
produced  as  a   film  feature. 

Catholics  in  Quebec  for 

Educational  Film  Study 

Montreal — Motion  pictures  and  radio, 

as  media  for  the  spread  of  education  in 

Quebec  Catholic  schools,  will  be  employed 

more  than  ever,  if  a   recommendation  made 

in  a   report  to  the  Catholic  School  Com- 
mittee of  Public  Instruction  is  accepted. 

The  recommendation,  according  to  the 

Hon.  Cyrille  F.  Delage,  superintendent  of 

public  instruction,  is  contained  in  the 

report  of  a   sub-committee  of  the  Catholic 
educational  body. 

Already,  radio  is  being  experimented 

with  in  some  Catholic  schools  in  Quebec, 

it  is  pointed  out,  and  the  results  obtained 

are  so  good  it  is  felt  by  the  sub-commit- 
tee its  utilization  should  be  encouraged 

in  all  parts  of  the  province. 

Among  those  who  attended  the  meeting 

were  Cardinal  Villeneuve  of  Quebec,  Msgr. 

Georges  Gauthier  of  Montreal,  Bishop  Pa- 
pineau  of  Joliette,  Bishop  Lafortune  of 

Nicolet,  Bishop  Forget  of  St.  Johns,  and 

Bishop  Langlois  of  Valleyfield. 

^■HE  Capitol  Theatre  announces  a   new 
service  to  patrons  that  is  being  highly 

appreciated  by  car  owners.  A   commis- 
sionaire picks  up  the  car  at  the  theatre 

entrance  and  drives  it  to  a   free  parking 

lot.  This  allows  the  car  owner  to  go  right 

into  the  theatre  with  his  family.  A   unit 

of  these  commissionaires  has  been  started 

in  Calgary  on  the  lines  followed  for  many 

years  in  London.  Ex-service  men  from  the 

army  and  war  veterans  of  good  character 

are  selected  for  the  corps.  Dressed  in  a 

natty  dark  blue  uniform  with  gold  trim- 
ming, they  are  being  used  by  theatres,  at 

banquets  and  meetings  as  doormen,  by 

large  business  firms  as  watchmen. 

Four-act  vaudeville  with  a   first  run  “B” 
film  started  a   three-day  engagement  at  the 
Grand  on  November  17.  Good  talent  had 

been  sent  by  the  Levy  agency  from  Chi- 
cago and  if  this  calibre  is  kept  up,  the 

combined  stage  and  screen  show  should 

have  a   run  here.  General  admission  price 

is  35  cents. 

Pete  Egan  handed  nearly  three  tons  of 

vegetables  to  the  public  welfare  board  from 

his  annual  vegetable  matinee  sponsored 

each  year  by  the  Palace  and  the  Albertan, 

morning  newspaper.  Kiddies  gain  admit- 
tance to  this  early  morning  show  with  a 

donation  of  vegetables  and  they  come 

with  anything  from  a   potato  to  a   pumpkin. 

Boy  scouts  handle  the  collection  and  trans- 
portation. Variety  is  the  keynote  of  this 

collection.  Cans  of  beans  are  swiped  from 

mother’s  pantry,  some  proudly  exhibit 
large  sized  edibles  grown  at  home  while 

the  odd  freckle-faced  five-year-old  comes 

along  clutching  a   lone  grubby  carrot.  Far- 
mers bring  in  a   sack  or  two  of  spuds  with 

a   truck  full  of  neighbors’  children.  Tire 
event  is  a   popular  one,  gaining  much  good- 

will for  this  Famous  Players  house. 

YAM  COUVER 
COMPETITION  among  the  exhibitors  is 

apparently  not  confined  to  showman- 
ship, as  Major  Castle,  Oak  Bay,  is  in  the 

running  with  Andrew  Digney,  The  Oak, 

in  growing  super  chrysanthemums.  The 

Major  is  going  into  it  in  a   big  way,  and 

recently  scooped  so  many  prizes  at  the 

local  show  that  he  simply  lost  count  of 

them  and  sums  them  up  as  “a  whole  lot.” 

W.  A.  Trout,  builder  of  Zeballos  Thea- 

tre, opened  up  last  week  with  Holmes  pro- 
jection equipment  which  was  supplied  by 

the  Theatre  Equipment  Supply  Co.  Though 

he  was  shopping  around  for  chairs,  no 

one  here  acknowledges  having  received  an 

order  for  them.  Maybe  he  started  off  with 

a   “Standing  Room  Only ”   sign.  The  theatre 
should  be  welcome  to  the  miners  in  that 

camp  where  there  is  little  to  occupy  their 

spare  time. 

Owen  Bird,  shipper  for  Paramount, 

seems  very  pleased  with  himself  since  the 

arrival  of  a   seven  and  a   half-pound  boy. 

There  seems  to  be  an  atmosphere  of 

something  impending  in  the  matter  of  the 

Independent  Booking  and  Buying  Circuit 

and  the  distributors.  Nothing  is  being  said 

by  either  side  to  the  controversy,  yet  con- 
tracts will,  in  the  near  future,  be  running 

out  and  something  HAS  to  happen. 

W.  H.  Robertson,  Capitol  Theatre,  Vic- 
toria, set  an  example  in  showmanship 

when  he  opened  “Drums”  with  the  parade 
of  Highlanders,  in  full  marching  kit,  up  to 

the  theatre  door.  The  tramp  of  feet,  and 

the  skirling  of  pipes  quickens  the  pulse 

and  lifts  the  chin,  creating  a   spirit  of 

adventure  which  action  alone  can  satisfy. 

Joe  Plottel,  Warner  Bros,  distributor, 

is  away  again,  this  time  to  Winnipeg  to  at- 
tend a   meeting  of  the  Canadian  branch 

managers  at  which  details  of  the  coming 

Sears’  drive  will  be  arranged.  It  will  run 
from  December  26  to  April  16. 

Majestic  at  Meadow  Lake 
Demolished  in  Flames 

Meadow  Lake,  Sask. — Fire  destroyed  the 
Majestic  Theatre  here  recently,  causing  a 

loss  estimated  at  $6,000. 

It  was  the  third  theatre  hall  fire  in  the 

northern  part  of  Saskatchewan  this  month. 

A   hall  used  by  W.  S.  Briggs  for  showing 

motion  pictures  at  Shell  Lake  was  de- 

stroyed on  the  early  morning  of  Novem- 

ber 9.  A.  L.  Ody’s  entertainment  troupe 

had  played  the  hall  earlier  in  the  eve- 
ning and  the  fire  destroyed  their  entire 

property.  The  third  fire  was  at  Speers, 

where  the  building  was  completely  de- 
stroyed with  a   loss  of  $5,000  to  George 

Larsen,  the  operator  and  owner. 

In  all  cases  the  fires  occurred  when  no 

patrons  were  in  the  buildings. 

The  Majestic,  operated  by  B.  J.  Cough- 
lin and  E.  Smith,  was  owned  by  J.  B. 

Clark,  now  in  Detroit.  Loss  was  covered 

by  insurance.  The  fire  is  believed  to  have 

started  in  the  projection  room. 
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An  Incipient  Gag  Rule  Is  WINNIPEG 

Seen  in  "Blockade’s”  Ban 

Saint  John — Banning  of  “Blockade”  on 
second  review  by  the  New  Brunswick  board 
of  censors  and  upholding  of  the  board  by 

the  appeal  judge,  were  not  commented 

upon  generally  by  newspapers  of  this  prov- 
ince, but  the  Toronto  Saturday  Night, 

prominent  weekly  feature  newspaper  of 
national  circulation,  has  this  to  say: 

“Excessive  enthusiasm  for  the  laudable 
efforts  of  Mr.  Chamberlain  for  the  pro- 

motion of  European  peace  is  unquestion- 

ably going  to  have  some  dangerous  con- 
sequences, not  only  in  Great  Britain  but 

also  in  Canada.  The  doctrine  is  coming 
to  be  widely  held  that  nothing  must  be 

said  or  done  in  public,  within  the  boun- 
daries of  the  British  Commonwealth  of 

Nations,  which  might  tend  in  any  way  to 

hamper  Mr.  Chamberlain’s  efforts,  as  for 
example  by  conveying  the  idea  that  the 
entire  population  of  the  Commonwealth  is 

not  unanimous  in  support  of  all  the  Cham- 
berlain policies,  or  by  suggesting,  even  to 

people  in  Great  Britain  or  in  Canada,  that 
anything  can  be  said  against  them. 

“The  first  official  promulgation  of  this 
idea  in  Canada  is  to  be  found  in  a   de- 

cision of  Judge  John  A.  Barry  of  the 

county  court  of  Saint  John,  N.  B.,  up- 
holding the  New  Brunswick  board  of  cen- 

sors in  its  ban  of  the  motion  picture, 

Name  W.  L.  Stewart 

"The  Grandest  Guy" 
London,  Ont. — W.  L.  (Bill)  Stewart, 

oldest  in  experience  among  local  theatri- 

cal men,  has  been  voted  “the  grandest 
guy  in  London.”  The  honor  was  accorded 
by  the  Forest  City  Flying  Club.  Formerly 

owner-manager  of  the  Patricia,  an  inde- 
pendent theatre  in  the  downtown  sec- 

tion, Stewart  is  now  owner-manager  of 
the  Rex,  a   neighborhood  house. 

Official  recognition  of  his  kindness  to 

children  during  the  long  years  of  his  rec- 
ord as  a   theatre  manager  was  made  in  a 

formal  resolution  which  will  be  entered 

in  the  records  of  the  Flying  Club. 

It  reads,  “Mr.  Stewart  is.  famous  through 
generations  of  London  boyhood  for  know- 

ing ‘when  a   feller  needs  a   friend.’  No 
patch  pants  youngster  ever  stood  longing- 

ly in  front  of  a   theatre  run  by  Bill  Stew- 
art without  presently  finding  himself  in  a 

seat  where  he  could  yell  his  head  off  at 
cowboy  heroes  and  border  villains. 

“It  is  men  such  as  Mr.  Stewart  who 
make  life  worth  living  when ,   things  are 
not  going  well  at  home  through  sickness 

or  any  other  circumstance  to  which  chil- 
dren of  the  not-well-off  must  submit.  We 

honor  Mr.  Stewart  because  we  are  grate- 
ful to  him  for  the  sort  of  human  kind- 

ness described.  We  are  grateful  for  his 

still  being  a   citizen  of  London  and  show- 

‘Blockade.’  Judge  Barry  gives  as  one  of 

the  reasons  for  his  decision  that  ‘it  is  a 
well  known  fact  that  Italy  has  supported 

“the  rebels”  and  that  Russia  has  given  her 

assistance  to  “the  Loyalists.”  At  the  pres- 
ent time  the  British  government,  through 

Italy,  is  endeavoring  to  bring  peace  to  this 
troubled  land  (Spain) ,   and  such  a   picture 
shown  now  would  not  only  do  no  good  but 

in  my  opinion  would  do  great  harm  to  the 
efforts  of  Mr.  Chamberlain  in  a   worthy 

cause.’ 
“This  is  an  argument  which  can  be  ap- 

plied against  every  conceivable  criticism  of 
British  government  policy  and  against 
every  conceivable  expression  favorable  to 

the  Loyalists  in  Spain,  to  the  Social  Demo- 
crats in  Czechoslovakia,  to  Russia,  to  the 

Kuomintang,  or  for  that  matter  to  the 
League  of  Nations,  whose  policies,  if  they 
were  capable  of  being  carried  out,  would 
certainly  not  be  those  which  are  at  the 

moment  being  carried  out  by  Messrs.  Hit- 
ler, Mussolini,  Daladier  and  Chamberlain. 

The  importation  of  such  ideas  into  the 
decisions  of  Canadian  courts  seems  to  us 

to  be  exceedingly  dangerous,  and  to  be 
likely  to  impair  respect  for  the  courts  to 
making  them  appear  as  instrumentalities 
for  the  forwarding  of  debatable  political 

theories” 

^^HEN  the  National  Society  of  Canada, 
Toronto  branch,  held  its  second  ex- 

hibition meeting  of  the  season  in  the 
Eaton  Auditorium  here,  there  were  shown 

the  full-length  feature,  “Janosik,”  from 
Czechoslovakia,  “Invisible  Clouds”  and 
“The  Last  Pelicans  of  Europe.” 

Ethel  Dalton  of  Toronto,  now  in  New 

York,  is  working  on  a   picture  produced  by 
William  K.  Howard. 

A.  W.  Perry,  general  manager  for  Can- 
ada for  Empire-Universal  Films,  has  just 

returned  from  a   business  trip  to  Montreal. 

United  Amusement's  1938 

Dividends  as  Last  Year's 
Montreal — United  Amusement  Corp.’s 

declaration  of  a   dividend  of  30  cents  a 

share  plus  15  cents  extra  on  “A”  and  “B” 
stocks  brings  the  total  for  1938  up  to  75 
cents,  the  same  as  for  1937,  payable  on 

67,708  “A”  shares  and  13,121  “B”  shares. 
On  May  31,  1938,  a   dividend  of  30  cents 

was  paid.  In  1937  the  company  paid  30 

cents  on  May  31,  and  45  cents  on  Novem- 
ber 30.  In  1936  the  dividends  were  30 

cents  on  June  15,  and  30  cents  plus  an 
extra  of  10  cents  on  December  15,  making 
a   total  of  70  cents  for  the  year. 

ing  by  his  prosperity  that  generosity  of 
life  and  service  really  does  pay.  There  are 
many  millionaires  who  are  infinitely 

poorer  than  our  friend  can  ever  be.” 

fyJANAGER  EDDIE  NEWMAN  broadcast over  radio  the  other  night,  but  did 
not  know  he  was  on  the  air  until  he  heard 

his  own  voice  coming  through  the  loud- 
speaker of  his  radio.  It  happened  this 

way.  Newman  received  a   call  from  radio 
station  CJRC.  While  he  was  on  the  wire, 
his  voice  was  transmitted  to  a   mobile  unit 

touring  the  city.  The  mobile  unit,  in  turn, 
broadcast  Newman  over  short  wave  which 

was  received  by  the  station  and  transmit- 
ted again  in  the  usual  fashion. 

A   new  policy  of  exclusive  showing  of 

foreign  films  went  into  effect  November  19 
at  the  Times  Theatre.  H.  R.  Shawn  is 

managing  the  house.  The  Times  is  the 
only  theatre  in  Canada  playing  foreign 
films  on  an  exclusive  basis. 

Members  of  the  amusement  world  here 

have  been  doing  valuable  work  in  the  in- 
terests of  local  charity  organizations.  The 

Community  Chest  fund  was  aided  to  the 

extent  of  $2,200  through  the  efforts,  of  a 

committee  headed  by  R.  Hurwitz  and  in- 
cluding Ted  Gould  and  Dave  Griesdorf. 

The  John  Holden  Players,  local  stock  com- 

pany, presented  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You,”  setting  aside  part  of  the  proceeds 
for  the  Free  Press  Christmas  Cheer  Fund. 

A   stage  show,  in  the  form  of  a   pantomime, 

will  be  presented  at  the  Capitol  on  De- 
cember 17,  with  proceeds  to  aid  the  Christ- 

mas Cheer  Fund. 

At  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Manitoba 

Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  Ass’n,  the  fol- 
lowing officers  were  elected  for  the  com- 

ing year:  President,  F.  H.  Kershaw;  vice- 
president,  H.  Jernberg;  treasurer,  M. 

Heppner;  secretary,  R.  Hurwitz.  Board  of 
directors  are  H.  Morton,  D.  Gauld,  N. 
Rothstein  and  J.  Freed. 

For  his  showing  of  “Suez,”  Manager 
Harold  Bishop  of  the  Capitol  arranged  a 

special  screening  at  which  were  present 
the  French  consul,  members  of  the  school 

board,  public  library  officials,  and  mem- 

bers of  the  Parent-Teachers  Ass’n  and 
Canadian  clubs  .   .   .   Window  displays  in 
the  Cunard  and  CPR  steamship  company 
offices  and  cards  in  the  libraries  and 

schools  helped  sell  the  20th-Fox  film. 

The  new  theatre  under  construction  on 

Main  St.,  at  the  corner  of  Logan  Ave., 
will  be  known  as  the  Oak,  according  to 
Allen  Rosenblatt,  who  will  manage  the house. 

For  the  exploitation  of  “Dracula”  and 
“Frankenstein,”  Manager  Eddie  Newman  of 
the  Lyceum  has  arranged  for  distribution 
of  500  window  cards,  100  street  car  cards 
and  a   number  of  24  sheets. 

N.  Rothstein,  operating  the  Rothstein 

circuit,  has  added  the  Central  at  Selkirk, 

Man.,  to  his  chain  of  theatres.  The  the- 
atre will  undergo  renovation  and  will  be 

equipped  with  a   new  sign.  It  will  have  its 
name  changed  to  the  Roxy.  This  brings 

the  number  of  houses  in  the  Rothstein 
circuit  up  to  eight. 
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Artcinema 
New  York  Nights  (reissue) .   .   (68)   April  16 

Musical  Drama.  Romance  of  a   charming  little 
militant  chorus  girl  who  matched  wits  and 

warred  love-mad  racketeers  for  her  man.  Norma 

Talmadge,  Gilbert  Roland.  Lewis  Milestone  pro- 
duced. 

Columbia 
Adventure  in  the  Sahara.  .(..)   Nov.  15 
Drama.  French  Foreign  Legionnaires  turn  on  a 

cruel  leader,  forcing  his  withdrawal  by  authori- 
ties. Paul  Kelly,  C.  Henry  Gordon,  Lorna  Gray. 

Director:  D.  Ross  Lederman. 

Call  of  the  Rockies.  .8204. .   (54)   April  30 
Western.  A   cowboy  buys  half  interest  in  a 

ranch  owned  by  a   girl,  and  together  they  ex- 

pose a   gang  of  land-stealing  dealers.  Charles 
Starrett,  Donald  Grayson,  Iris  Meredith.  Direc- 

tor: Allan  James. 

City  Streets.  .8019.  .   (68)    July  1 
Drama.  An  Italian  grocer  takes  a   crippled  girl 
to  his  home  when  her  mother  dies.  He  sells  hts 

business  to  obtain  money  for  an  operation  on 
the  girl  by  a   famous  surgeon,  but  a   civic 

worker  halts  his  plans  by  taking  her  to  an 
orphan  asylum.  Edith  Fellows,  Leo  Carrillo. 

Director:  Albert  S.  Rogell. 

Colorado  Trail  (formerly  “West  of  Santa 

Fe”) . .8208. . (57)    Sept.  8 
Western.  A   cowboy  exposes  a   crooked  cattle 
dealer  who  turns  out  to  be  his  own  father. 

Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Meredith.  Director:  Sam 
Nelson. 

Convicted . .   8039 . .   ( 58 )     Aug.  18 
Action  Dramja.  The  sister  of  a   man  convicted 

of  murder  on  circumstantial  evidence  turns 

night  club  entertainer  and  unearths  the  real 

criminal.  Rita  Hayworth,  Charles  Quigley.  Di- 
rector: Leon  Barsha. 

Crime  Takes  a   Holiday.  .9021. .   (61)   Oct.  5 
Melodrama.  A   prosecuting  attorney  uses  a   friend 
as  bait  to  catch  a   mob  racketeer,  the  friend 

almost  losing  his  life.  Jack  Holt,  Marcia  Ral- 
ston. Director:  Lewis  D.  Collins. 

Extortion.  .8036. .   (58)    April  25 

Melodrama.  An  unsuspected  student  Is  re- 
vealed as  the  murderer  of  a   college  proctor 

after  the  coach  and  various  prominent  stu- 
dents had  been  suspected.  Scott  Colton,  Mary 

Russell.  Director:  Lambert  Hillyer. 

Flight  Into  Nowhere.  .8021.  .   (65)   Apr.  18 
Action  Drama.  An  aviation  company  executive 
leads  an  expedition  Into  the  uncharted  jungles 

of  Central  America  to  save  a   lost  and  Irrespon- 
sible pilot.  Jack  Holt,  Dick  Purcell,  Jacqueline 

Wells.  Director:  Lewis  D.  Collins. 

Flight  to  Fame  (formerly  Wings  of  Doom) 
9026  .   (57)    Oct.  12 

Action  Drama.  An  electronic  death-ray  for  war 
planes  gets  into  the  wrong  hands  and  the 

demonstration  fails,  but  the  party  responsible 
for  the  tampering  is  caught.  Charles  Farrell, 
Jacqueline  Wells.  Director:  C.  C.  Coleman. 

Girls’  School.  .8012.  .   (73)    Sept.  30 
Drama.  A   succession  of  events  following  the  ex- 

pulsion from  school  of  a   girl  for  an  all  night 
escapade.  Anne  Shirley,  Ralph  Bellamy,  Nan 
Grey.  Director:  John  Brahm. 

Gladiator,  The.  .8011.  .   (72)    Aug.  15 
Comedy.  Joe  Brown  returns  to  college  after 

12  years  and  becomes  the  butt  of  the  college 

until  a   professor  who  has  been  perfecting  a 

strength-giving  serum  uses  him  as  a   subject, 

and  Joe  becomes  a   super-man  of  strength.  Joe 
E.  Brown,  Man  Mountain  Dean,  June  Travis. 

Director:  Edward  Sedgwick. 

Highway  Patrol.  .8029.  .   (58)    June  27 
Action  Drama.  A   highway  patrolman  is  hired 

to  supervise  the  guarding  of  an  oil  refinery 
during  a   gas  price  war.  He  captures  the  crooks 

and  thwarts  their  plot  to  wreck  the  plant. 
Robert  Paige,  Jacqueline  Wells.  Director: 
C.  C.  Coleman  jr. 

Holiday.  .8001.  .   (93)    June  15 

Drama.  Poor  boy  falls  in  love  with  rich  girl. 
Their  Ideas  clash  in  a   climax  of  satirical  hu- 

mor, In  which  the  traditions  of  wealth  and 

society  are  ribbed.  Katharine  Hepburn,  Cary 
Grant,  Lew  Ayres.  Director:  George  Cukor. 

I   Am  the  Law.  .8005.  .   (99)   Sept.  2 

Drama.  A   professor  of  law  gets  a   year’s  leave 
of  absence,  and  instead  of  taking  a   vacation 

turns  militant  prosecuting  attorney  and  cleans 

up  the  city.  Edward  G.  Robinson,  Barbara 

O’Neil.  Director:  Alexander  Hall. 

Juvenile  Court ..  8026.  .   (61 )     Sept.  15 
Melodrama.  A   gang  of  east  side  roughnecks  are 
finally  influenced  to  join  a   club  organized  to 

help  the  boys  overcome  their  environment.  Paul 
Kelly,  Rita  Hayworth,  Frankie  Darro  and  His 
Gang.  Director:  D.  Ross  Lederman. 

Lady  Objects,  The.  .8015.  .   (67)    Sept.  9 

Drama.  The  story  of  a   successful  woman  law- 
yer whose  husband  fails  as  an  architect  in  the 

business  world.  She  gives  up  the  career  to  go 
to  his  defense  when  he  is  accused  of  murder. 

Lanny  Ross,  Gloria  Stuart,  Joan  Marsh.  Di- 
rector: Erie  C.  Kenton. 

Law  of  the  Plains.  .8205.  .   (66)   May  12 
Western.  Ranch  hands  round  up  and  capture 

city  gunmen  who  rob  their  foreman  of  the 

proceeds  from  the  sale  of  cattle.  Charles  Star- 
rett, Tris  Meredith.  Director:  Sam  Nelson. 

Law  of  the  Texan.  .8285.  .   (57)   Oct.  24 
Western.  A   Texas  Ranger,  assigned  to  stop  a 
crew  of  border  thieves,  pretends  to  get  fired  for 
insubordination  and  heads  across  the  border 

where  he  joins  the  outlaw  band,  and  captures 

the  leader.  Buck  Jones,  Dorothy  Fay,  Ken- 
neth Harlan.  Director:  Elmer  Clifton. 

Little  Adventuress  (formerly  Thoroughbred) 

9020  .   (62)    Oct.  24 
Action  Drama.  Wonder  Horse  is  entered  in  a 

race  after  the  owners  pawn  all  their  possessions 
to  raise  the  necessary  entry  fee.  Edith  rides 
the  horse  and  wins.  Edith  Fellows,  Jacqueline 

Wells,  Cliff  Edwards.  Director:  D.  Ross  Leder- 
man. 

Lone  Wolf  in  Paris,  The..  (67)   Mar.  24 

Drama.  Europe’s  most  daring  jewel  thief  at- 
tempts to  start  life  anew  in  Paris,  but  a   Prin- 

cess intervenes,  and  enlists  his  aid  In  getting 

back  her  crown  jewels.  Frances  Lederer,  Frances 

Drake,  Walter  Kingsford.  Director:  Albert  S. 
Rogell. 

Main  Event .   .   8037 .   .   (55)   May  5 

Action  Drama.  Traces  an  evening’s  events  start- 
ing with  the  kidnaping  of  the  heavyweight 

champ  on  the  eve  of  the  title  fight.  Robert 
Paige,  Jacqueline  Wells.  Director:  Danny  Dare. 

Overland  Express,  The.  .   (55)   Apr.  11 
Western.  Based  on  the  forging  of  the  first 

Pony  Express  line  from  Sacramento  to  St  Jos- 

eph, with  Indians  and  renegade  whites  attempt- 
ing to  block  passage  of  the  mails.  Buck  Jones, 

Marjorie  Reynolds,  Carlyle  Moore,  William  Ar- 
nold Director:  Drew  Eberson. 

Phantom  Gold  (formerly  Gold  Rush  Days) 

8213..  (56)    Aug.  31 

Western.  Luden  and  his  pals  accidentally  dis- 
cover a   rich  gold  claim  in  a   town  run  by  a 

gang  of  outlaws,  and  there  is  much  gunplay 

before  they  win  the  claim.  Jack  Luden.  Direc- 
tor: Joseph  Levering. 

Pioneer  Trail.  .8212. .   (55)    July  15 
Western.  A   Texas  cowboy  captures  a   band  of 
outlaws  and  their  leader  after  they  seize  his 
herd  of  cattle.  Jack  Luden,  Joan  Barclay, 

Slim  Whittaker.  Director:-  Joseph  Levering. 

Reformatory  (61)    July  21 

Action  Drama.  Jack  Holt  puts  a   boys’  reforma- 
tory on  an  honor  system  and  makes  It  work. 

Jack  Holt,  Bobby  Jordan,  Frankie  Darro.  Di- 
rector: Lewis  D.  Collins. 

South  of  Arizona.  .8207. .   (56)    July  28 

Western.  Charles  Starrett  exposes  cattle  rust- 
lers and  captures  the  heart  of  Tris  Meredith. 

Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Meredith.  Director:  Sam 
Nelson. 

Stage  Coach  Days.  .8211.  .   (58)   June  20 
Western.  A   coachline  owner  is  murdered,  and 
a   scheming  tyrant  anxious  to  obtain  control 

of  the  line,  accuses  the  missing  nephew  and 
heir  of  the  dead  man.  The  real  murderer  is 

exposed  during  an  exciting  coach  race.  .Tack 

Ingram,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Jack  Luden.  Direc- 
tor: Joseph  Levering. 

Stranger  From  Arizona.  .8284.  .   (56)   Sept.  22 
Western.  A   railroad  detective  solves  the  mys- 

terious disappearance  of  cattle  cars.  Buck 
Jones,  Dorothy  Fay.  Director:  Elmer  Clifton. 

There’s  Always  a   Woman  .   .8006.  .   (80)   Apr.  20 
Comedy.  After  the  "Thin  Man”  fashion,  the 
story  portrays  man  and  wife  detectives  pitted 
against  each  other  in  the  solving  of  a   baf- 

fling mystery.  Joan  Blondell,  Melvyn  Douglas, 

Mary  Astor,  Frances  Drake.  Director:  Alexan- 
der Hall. 

West  of  Cheyenne.  .8206.  .   (53)   June  30 

Western.  A   band  of  desperadoes  are  rounded 

up  and  captured  after  many  thrilling  gun 

fights.  Charles  Starrett,  Iris  Meredith.  Di- 
rector: Sam  Nelson. 

West  of  the  Santa  Fe.  .9201.  .   (57)   Oct.  3 
Western.  A   young  cowboy  exposes  a   crooked 
cattle  dealer  who  turns  out  to  be  his  own 
father.  Charles  Starrett.  Director:  Sam  Nelson. 

When  G-Men  Step  In .   .8022 . .   (60)   Apr.  2 
Melodrama.  A   big-time  racketeer  sends  his  kid 
brother  to  law  school,  only  to  have  him  turn 

G-Man  when  he  graduates.  Don  Terry,  Jac- 
queline Wells,  Robert  Paige.  Director:  C.  C. Coleman  jr. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You.  .9101.  .   (127) .   .Sept.  29 
Comedy.  The  story  of  an  eccentric  household 

who  enjoy  life  by  following  their  artistic  in- 
clinations. The  granddaughter  falls  in  love  with 

a   millionaire’s  son,  whose  parents  disapprove, 
but  grandfather  breaks  down  the  barriers.  Jean 

Arthur,  James  Stewart,  Lionel  Barrymore.  Di- 
rector: Frank  Capra. 

First  National 
Adventures  of  Robin  Hood .   .251 ..  (102)  May  14 
Historical  Drama.  Presentation  of  the  swash- 

buckling exploits  of  the  legendary  Robin  Hood. 

Errol  Flynn,  Olivia  de  Havilland,  Basil  Rath- 
bone.  Directors:  Michael  Curtiz  and  William Keighley. 

Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse,  The.  .262.  .   (85)  July  30 

Melodrama.  A   physician  intent  upon  writing  a 
treatise  on  criminal  psychology,  becomes  a 

criminal  and  winds  up  on  trial  for  murder. 

Edward  G.  Robinson,  Claire  Trevor,  Humphrey 
.   Bogart.  Director:  Anatole  Litvak. 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faees.  .(68)   Nov.  26 
Action  Drama.  An  underworld  character,  doom- 

ed to  the  electric  chair,  receives  spiritual  re- 
generation through  a   parish  priest,  who  per- 

suades him  to  die  “yellow”  as  an  object  les- 
son to  hero-worshiping  youngsters.  James  Cag- 

ney, Pat  O’Brien,  “Dead  End”  Kids.  Director: 
Michael  Curtiz. 

Beloved  Brat,  The.  .267.  .   (62)   April  30 
Comedy  Drama.  A   young  girl,  denied  the  love 
and  affection  of  her  wealthy  parents,  becomes 

a   problem  child  and  is  sent  to  a   school  of 
correction.  Bonita  Granville,  Dolores  Costello, 
Donald  Crisp.  Director:  Arthur  Lubin. 

Broadway  Musketeers.  .368.  .   (63)   Oct.  8 
Drama.  A   young  woman  fancies  herself  in  love 

with  a   gambler  and  gives  up  her  husband  and 
baby  to  marry  him.  Margaret  Lindsay,  Ann 
Sheridan,  Richard  Bond.  Director:  John  Farrow. 

Crime  School.  .259.  .   (86)   May  28 

Melodrama.  The  talented  youngsters  of  “Dead 

End”  as  juvenile  crime  problematics  who  show 
the  need  for  revision  of  present  methods  of  cor- 

rection. Humphrey  Bogart,  Gale  Page.  Di- 
rector: Lewis  Seiler. 

Fools  for  Scandal .   .252 ..  (79)   Apr.  16 

Comedy.  A   wealthy  girl  hires  a   penniless  noble- 
man as  her  chef.  He  turns  out  to  be  an  ama- 
teur at  cooking  but  knows  the  recipe  for  love. 

Carole  Lombard.  Fernand  Gravet.  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Allen  Jenkins.  Director:  Mervyn  LeRoy. 

Four  Daughters.  .359.  .   (90)    Sept.  24 
Romantic  Drama.  Four  sisters  are  in  love  with 

a   music  student  who  lives  in  their  household, 
but  the  one  he  really  loves  marries  another. 

Priscilla,  Rosemary  and  Lola  Lane.  Gale  Page, 

Jeffery  Lynn.  Director:  Michael  Curtiz. 

Garden  of  the  Moon.  .358.  .   (74)   Oct.  1 

Musical  Comedy.  A   bitter  feud  is  waged  be- 
tween an  orchestra  leader  and  the  manager  of 

a   world-famed  dancing  spot,  in  which  the  for- 
mer perpetrates  a   colossal  hoax  on  the  latter, 

with  the  aid  of  a   girl  press  agent  for  the  night 
spot.  John  Payne,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Pat 

O'Brien.  Director:  Busby  Berkeley. 

Girls  on  Probation.  .369.  .   (63)   Oct.  22 

Melodrama.  With  a   “crime  does  not  pay” 
theme,  in  which  a   good  girl  is  thrown  into  the 

company  of  a   bad  girl  and  gets  herself  a   prison 
record.  Jane  Bryan,  Ronald  Reagan,  Sheila 
Bromley.  Director:  William  McGann. 

My  Bill.  .260.  .   (60)    July  9 
Drama.  A   widow,  through  extravagance,  finds 
herself  and  her  four  children  penniless.  The 

three  selfish,  older  children  desert  her,  leav- 

ing “Bill”  who  helps  her  fight  her  way  back. 

Kay  Francis,  Dickie  Moore,  Anita  Louise.  Di- 
rector: John  Farrow. 
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Mystery  nouse .   .   277 .   .   (56)   May  21 
Melodrama.  A   hunting  lodge  is  the  scene  of  a 

murder  mystery,  in  which  the  president  of  a 
large  firm  is  found  murdered  after  calling  an 
executive  conference  to  inform  his  men  that 

one  of  them  is  guilty  of  forgery.  Dick  Purcell, 
\nn  Sheridan.  Director:  Noel  Smith. 

Nancy  Drew,  Detective.  .319.  .   (65)   Nov.  12 
Drama.  Bonita  Granville  turns  detective  to  ex- 

pose Charles  Trowbridge,  who  drugs  wealthy 
old  women  out  of  the  way,  then  takes  their 
fortune.  Bonita  Granville,  John  Litel,  Frankie 
Thomas.  Director:  William  Clemens. 

Penrod’s  Double  Trouble.  .276.  .   (60)   July  23 
Comedy.  Penrod  stows  away  in  the  basket  of 

a   barnstormer’s  balloon  at  a   county  fair  and  is 
carried  away.  A   sideshow  operator  tries  unsuc- 

cessfully to  palm  off  his  assistant  as  the  miss- 
ing boy.  Billy  Mauch,  Bobby  Mauch,  Dick 

Purcell,  Gene  Lockhart.  Director:  Lewis  Seiler. 

Torchy  Blane  in  Panama.  .275.  .   (59)   May  7 
Action  Drama.  A   bank  holdup  and  murder 

gives  rise  to  a   boat  trip  to  Panama,  with  a 
girl  reporter  and  her  detective  lover  gunning 

against  each  other  in  their  pursuit  of  the  as- 
sailant. Lola  Lane,  Paul  Kelly,  Tom  Kennedy. 

Director:  William  Clemens. 

When  Were  You  Dorn?.  .263.  .   (65)   June  18 

Mystery  Drama.  A   woman  astrologist  predicts 

a   wealthy  man’s  death  and  is  accused  as  an 
accomplice  when  the  man  is  murdered.  Anna 

May  Wong,  Margaret  Lindsay,  Anthony  Averill. 
Director:  William  McGann. 

Women  Are  Like  That .   .261 ..  (65)   Apr.  23 

Comedy  Drama.  A   man-against-wife  fracas  in 
which  they  become  business  competitors  in  the 

advertising  field.  Kay  Francis,  Pat  O’Brien, 
Grant  Mitchell,  Ralph  Forbes.  Director:  Albert 
H.  Z.  Carr. 

Gaumont  British 
Crime  Over  London  .   (63)    Aug.  15 

Action  Drama.  The  activities  of  a   gang  of 

killers  terrorizing  London  comes  to  a   close 

when  Scotland  Yard  thwarts  their  plans  to 

rob  a   large  London  department  store  on  its 

jubilee.  Joseph  Cawthorn,  Margot  Grahame, 

Paul  Cavanaugh.  Director:  Alfred  Zeisler. 

Evergreen.  .   (82)  reissue    July  15 
Musical  Comedy.  The  daughter  of  a   great  star 

poses  as  the  star  herself  20  years  later.  The 
hoax  is  successful  until  love  enters  the  setup. 

Jessie  Matthews,  Sonnie  Hale.  Director:  Victor 
Saville. 

Lady  Vanishes,  The..  (97)    Nov.  1 

Mystery  Drama.  A   governess  mysteriously  dis- 
appears from  a   Transcontinental  train,  and  a 

spy  plot  and  other  sinister  roles  are  enacted 

before  the  mystery  is  solved.  Margaret  Lock- 
wood,  Paul  Lukas.  Director:  Alfred  Hitchcock. 

Show  Goes  On,  The..  (68)   May  15 

Drama.  Believing  his  best  friend,  whom  he  sent 
to  court  the  girl  he  loved,  betrayed  him  when 

the  girl  fell  in  love  with  her  suitor,  this  trapeze 
artist  attempts  to  kill  his  friend.  When  the 

girl’s  life  becomes  endangered  he  realizes  that 
their  love  was  true  and  fades  from  the  picture. 

Anna  Neagle,  Tullio  Carminati.  Director:  Her- 
bert Wilcox. 

Strange  Boarders.  .   (79)    Aug.  1 

Melodrama.  A   secret  agent,  with  the  assist- 
ance of  his  bride,  succeeds  in  tracking  down  two 

suspects  in  a   boarding  house,  where  all  the 

lodgers  turn  out  to  be  spies  and  plan  to  kill 

him  when  they  learn  of  his  identity.  Tom 

Walls,  Renee  St.  Cyr.  Director:  Herbert  Mason. 

Three  on  a   Weekend ..  (72)    July  1 
Drama.  A   nurse  infatuated  with  the  man  whose 

deceased  wife  she  attended,  the  bereaved  hus- 
band. and  the  young  man  who  loves  the  nurse 

untangle  the  skein  of  their  fate  on  an  English 

holiday.  Margaret  Lockwood,  John  Lodge.  Di- 
rector: Carol  Reed. 

To  the  Victor.  .7005.  .   (78)   May  1 

Drama.  A   homespun  tale  of  a   sheep  herder's 
feud.  Unusual  characterization  and  a   sense  of 

realism,  against  the  background  of  the  Scotch 

glens.  Will  Fyffe.  John  Loder.  Margaret  Lock- 
wood,  Graham  Moffatt.  Director:  Robert  Steven- 
son. 

Grand  National 
Cipher  Bureau..  (70)   Oct.  29 
Melodrama.  Deals  with  the  apprehension  of 

foreign  spies  through  a   counter-espionage  sys- 
tem, in  which  illegal  broadcasting  stations  are 

traced  down  and  their  codes  deciphered.  Leon 
Ames,  Charlotte  Wynters.  Director:  Charles 
Lamont. 

Dangerous  Secrets  (formerly  “Brief  Ecstasy’’) 
230..  (60)    Sept.  23 

Melodrama.  A   coed  marries  her  college  pro- 
fessor, but  still  imagines  she  is  in  love  with  a 

former  sweetheart,  but  when  the  latter  returns 

after  five  years  she  finds  she  loves  her  husband. 

Paul  Lukas,  Linden  Travers,  Hugh  Williams.  Di- 
rector: Edmond  Greville. 

Frontier  Scout.  .   (62)    Oct.  22 

Western.  A   western  with  a   Civil  War  back- 

ground, in  which  Wild  Bill  Hickok  as  a   Kan- 

sas town  marshal  saves  his  friend’s  cattle-com- 
mission house  from  cattle  rustlers.  George 

Houston,  A1  St.  John,  Dave  O'Brien.  Director: 
Sam  Newfield. 

Held  for  Ransom.  .222.  .   (60)   June  9 

Western.  A   heavy  ransom  is  paid  but  kidnap- 
pers fail  to  return  the  victim.  A   young  girl, 

assigned  to  the  case,  poses  as  a   novelist  and 

brings  the  kidnappers  to  justice.  Grant  With- 
ers. Blanche  Mehaffey.  Director:  Clarence 

Bricker. 

High  Command,  The.  .227.  .   (59)   July  15 
Melodrama.  An  English  drama  of  army  life  in 

Africa,  in  which  an  officer,  with  a   murder  on  his 
conscience,  is  discovered  by  a   fellow  officer. 
The  latter  is  found  dead  and  the  first  officer 

is  suspected,  but  fights  to  clear  himself.  Lionel 
Atwill,  Lucy  Mannheim.  Director:  Thorald 
Dickinson. 

I   Married  a   Spy.  .225.  .   (59)   July  1 
Melodrama.  A   French  army  officer  marries  a 

French  woman  spy  to  save  her  from  extradition 
to  the  Germans,  with  the  understanding  that 
the  marriage  would  be  annulled  after  the  war, 
but  he  falls  in  love  with  her.  Neil  Hamilton, 

Brigette  Horney.  Director:  Edmond  Greville. 

International  Crime.  .214. .   (63)    Apr.  22 

Detective  Melodrama.  “Shadow,”  super-sleuth, 
plays  a   battle  of  wits  with  a   pair  of  interna- 

tional criminals  plotting  a   giant  robbery  to  pre- 

vent certain  foreign  investments  from  being  ne- 

gotiated. Rod  La  Rocque,  Astrid  Allwyn.  Di- 
rector: Charles  Lamont. 

Life  Returns.  .223.  .   (60)    June  10 

Drama.  The  operation  of  a   scientist’s  life-re- 
viving experiments  as  a   racket  discourages  him. 

A   chance  to  utilize  his  knowledge  to  bring  hap- 
piness to  his  son  reawakens  him.  Onslow 

Stevens,  Lois  Wilson.  Director:  Eugen  Frenke. 

Renfrew  on  the  Great  White  Trail .   .   228   

(59)    July  22 
Action  Drama.  Renfrew  survives  a   series  of 

close  adventures  to  finally  win  the  daughter  of 
a   trading  post  owner.  James  Newill,  Terry 
Walker.  Director:  A1  Herman. 

Rollin’  Plains.  .226.  .   (75)    July  8 
Western.  A   Texas  ranger  and  his  men  end  a 
feud  between  sheepmen  and  cattlemen  In  a 

backward  valley  town.  Tex  Ritter,  Horace  Mur- 
phv.  Snub  Pollard.  Director:  A1  Herman. 

Six  Shootin’  Sheriff  (formerly  Trails  West) 

224.  .   (59)    May  20 
Western.  A   cowboy  serves  a   term  for  a   framed 
robbery  charge  but  tracks  down  the  guilty 

party.  Ken  Maynard.  Director:  Harry  Fraser. 

Spirit  of  Youth .. 299 .. (66)   April  1 
Action  Drama.  A   young  lad  sets  out  to  win  the 
heavyweight  title  of  the  world,  proving  that 
clean  living  is  what  it  tanes  to  get  ahead.  Joe 
Louis.  Clarence  Muse.  Edna  Mae  Harris,  Mae 
Turner.  Director:  Harry  Fraser. 

Utah  Trail.  .229.  .   (59)    Aug.  12 

Western.  Tex  Ritter  solves  the  “ghost  train’’ 
murder  and  marries  the  girl  whose  father  was 
slain.  Tex  Ritter,  Adele  Pearce.  Director:  A1 
Herman. 

Whirlwind  Horseman.  .221 .   .   (58)   May  7 

Western.  Two  pals  search  for  a   third  friend 
who  had  disappeared  after  gaining  sudden 
wealth,  and  arrive  in  time  to  save  the  ranchers 
from  bandits  and  to  rescue  their  friend.  Ken 
Maynard.  Director:  Robert  Hill. 

Zamboanga.  .218.  .   (60)    Apr.  15 
Melodrama.  A   story  of  the  inhabitants  of  the 
Sulu  Sea  area,  built  around  the  romance  of  a 

pearl  diver  whose  loved  one  Is  captured  by  a 
renegade  chief  during  his  absence,  which  brings 

about  a   battle  between  opposing  tribes.  All  na- 
tive cast.  Produced  by  Tait  and  Harris.  Photo- 

graphed by  William  H.  Jansen. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Block-Heads.  .844.  .   (58)    Aug.  19 
Comedy.  Two  war  buddies  are  reunited  after 

20  years  and  get  into  more  trouble  than  nor- 
mally comes  in  a   lifetime.  Stan  Laurel.  Oliver 

Hardy,  Patricia  Ellis.  Director:  John  G.  Bly- stone. 

OB°ys  Town.  .902.  .   (93)    Sept.  9 

Drama.  Spencer  Tracy  starts  a   small  commun- 

ity, self-governed  by  boys.  One  youth,  a   prob- 
lem boy,  runs  away  and  is  shot  by  bank  bandits 

whom  he  had  recognized.  He  recovers  and 

aids  in  finding  the  bandits  and  is  made  Mayor 

of  Boys’  Town.  Spencer  Tracy,  Mickey  Rooney. 
Henry  Hull.  Director:  Norman  Taurog. 

Chaser.  The.  .842.  .   (75)    July  29 

Comedy  Drama.  Dennis  O’Keefe  plays  the  shy- 
ster lawyer  in  a   story  woven  around  a   mirth- 

quake  of  escapades  in  the  life  of  an  ambulance 

chaser.  Dennis  O’Keefe.  Lewis  Stone,  Nat 
Pendleton.  Ann  Morriss.  Director:  Ed  Marin. 

Citadel,  The.  .909  .   (112)    Oct.  28 

Drama.  From  A.  J.  Cronin’s  novel  of  the  same 
name,  the  screen  version  having  been  filmed 

in  England,  the  story  deals  with  the  ideals  and 

ethics  of  the  medical  profession  and  the  sacri- 
fices made  for  humanity.  Robert  Donat,  Rosa- 

lind Russell.  Director:  King  Vidor. 

Crowd  Roars,  The.  .840  .(92)    Aug.  5 
Action  Drama.  A   lusty  tale  of  the  fight  game, 

with  Robert  Taylor  as  the  m'ain  mitt  slinger. 
Robert  Taylor.  Edward  Arnold,  Frank  Morgan, 

Maureen  O’Sullivan.  Director:  Richard  Thorpe. 

Fast  Company.  .   (75)    July  8 

Comedy  Drama.  Husband  and  wife  turn  ama- 
teur detectives  to  solve  the  murder  of  a   book 

peddler.  Melvyn  Douglas,  Florence  Rice,  Claire 
Dodd.  Director:  Edward  Buzzell. 

Great  Waltz,  The.  .908.  .   (100)   Nov.  4 
Musical  Drama.  A   romance  of  old  Vienna,  built 
around  the  life  and  loves  and  waltzes  of  Johann 

Strauss.  Luise  Rainer,  Fernand  Gravet,  Miliza 

Korjus.  Director:  Julien  Duvivier. 

Hold  That  Kiss.  .833.  .   (74)   May  13 

Comedy.  A   young  salesman  in  a   travel  agency 

and  a   pretty  model  each  think  the  other  is  a 

socialite  and  proceed  to  carry  out  the  decep- 

tion in  high  comedy  fashion.  Maureen  O’Sulli- 
van, Dennis  O’Keefe,  Mickey  Rooney.  Director: Edwin  L.  Marin. 

Judge  Hardy’s  Children .   .828 ..  (77)    Mar.  25 

Comedy  Drama.  Another  of  the  “Judge  Hardy” 
series,  in  which  Judge  Hardy  takes  his  family 

to  Washington  where  he  heads  a   Senate  com- 
mittee to  investigate  a   public  utilities  monopoly. 

Some  of  the  fundamental  principles  of  democ- 
racy are  demonstrated  in  this  film  which  makes 

it  of  great  educational  value.  Lewis  Stone, 
Mickey  Rooney.  Cecilia  Parker.  Fay  Holden, 
Janet  Beecher.  Director:  George  B.  Seitz. 

Listen,  Darling.  .904.  .   (75)    Oct.  21 

Comedy  with  Music.  A   couple  of  adolescents 

pjot  to  get  a   husband  for  their  widowed  mother, 
and  finally  find  him  in  a   trailer.  Freddie 

Bartholomew,  Judy  Garland,  Mary  Astor.  Di- 
rector: Edwin  L.  Marin. 

Lord  Jeff .   .   837 . .   (84)    June  24 

Comedy  Drama.  A   young  boy,  used  as  a   tool 
by  London  crooks,  is  sent  to  a   nautical  school, 
but  is  ostracized  by  the  other  boys  and  runs 

away.  He  comes  back,  wins  the  confidence  of 

the  boys,  and  brings  honor  to  the  school.  Fred- 
die Bartholomew,  Mickey  Rooney.  Director: 

Sam  Wood. 

Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy.  .841.  .   (90)   July  22 

Comedy  Drama.  Another  of  the  Judge  Hardy 

series,  in  which  the  15-year  old  finds  himself 
in  a   predicament  in  choosing  one  of  three  girls 
for  a   dance  date.  Lewis  Stone,  Mickey  Rooney, 

Judy  Garland.  Director:  George  Seitz. 

Marie  Antoinette .. 845.  .   (157)    Aug.  26 

Historical  Drama.  The  tragic,  romantic  story 

of  a   Queen  in  the  Revolutionary  period  in  the 
days  of  Louis  XVT  of  France.  Norma  Shearer, 

Robert  Morley,  Tyrone  Power.  Director:  W.  S. 
Van  Dyke. 

Out  West  With  the  Hardys.  .913.  .   (.  .)   Nov.  25 

Comedy.  The  Hardy  family  visits  friends^ 
on  an  Arizona  ranch,  and  new  problems  blossom 

for  Andy  as  romance  and  adventure  rides  the 

West.  Mickey  Rooney,  Lewis  Stone,  Cecilia  Par- 
ker, Ann  Rutherford.  Director:  George  B.  Seitz. 

Port  of  Seven  Seas.  .829.  .   (81)   July  1 

Drama.  The  sailor  lad  lover  of  a   young  girl 
returns  to  claim  her  and  the  child  she  bore 

him.  though  unmarried.  He  finds  her  the  wife 
of  an  older  man  who  loves  her  and  so  steps 
aside.  Wallnce  Beery.  Frank  Morgan,  Maureen 

O’Sullivan.  James  Whale  directed. 

Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl .   .843.  .   (72)   Aug.  12 

Comedy  Drama.  A   poor-but-honest  working 
girl  and  her  rich  employer  fall  in  love,  but  the 

girl’s  family  is  the  obstacle  between  them  as 
they  do  not  approve  of  his  extreme  wealth. 

Robert  Young,  Ruth  Hussey,  Lew  Ayres.  Di- 
rector: Reinhold  Schunzel. 

Shining  Hour.  .   (75)    Nov.  18 
Drama.  A   story  of  conflicting  emotions  in  which 
a   man  and  woman  find  love  only  after  each 

is  already  married  to  someone  else,  and  the 
woman  makes  an  important  decision  to  save 

the  situation.  Joan  Crawford,  Margaret  Sulla- 
van,  Robert  Young,  Melvyn  Douglas.  Director: 
Frank  Borzage. 

Shopworn  Angel.  .835.  .   (85)    July  15 
Drama.  A   Texas  cowboy  enlists  in  the  army 

and  while  stopping  In  New  York  en  route  to 
France,  meets  and  falls  in  love  with  a   show 
girl,  who  in  turn  is  in  love  with  a   wealthy 
broker.  She  marries  the  cowboy  before  he 

leaves  for  the  front,  but  receives  word  later 
that  he  has  been  killed.  Margaret  Sullavan, 
James  Stewart,  Walter  Pidgeon.  Director:  H.  C. 
Potter. 

Spring  Madness.  .   ( .   .)    Nov.  11 
Comedy  Drama.  A   young  girl  is  unhappy  over 

the  prospect  of  her  sweetheart’s  departure  for 
Russia,  and  a   group  of  her  girl  friends  cause 
him  to  miss  his  boat  so  he  will  stay  and  marry 

her.  Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Lew  Ayres,  Burgess 
Meredith.  Director:  Sylvan  Simon. 

Stableniates.  .906.  .   (89)    Oct.  7 
Comedy  Drama.  The  adventures  of  a   jockey 
and  a   track  follower  who  become  fast  friends. 
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The  latter  turns  out  to  be  an  escaped  convict, 
but  saves  the  boy  and  his  horse  before  going 

back  to  jail,  leaving  the  boy  enough  money  to 
complete  his  education.  Wallace  Beery,  Mickey 
Rooney.  Director:  Sam  Wood. 

Swiss  Miss.  .830..  (73)    May  20 
Comedy.  Two  American  mousetrap  salesmen 
stranded  in  a   Swiss  village,  meet  and  aid  a 

famous  prima  donna,  who  disguises  herself  to 
win  an  operatic  role  in  an  opera  her  husband  is 
writing,  and  for  which  he  had  selected  another 
singer.  Stan  Laurel,  Oliver  Hardy,  Della 
Lind.  Director:  John  Blystone. 

Test  Pilot.  .831.  .   (118)   Apr.  22 

Action  Drama.  The  story  of  a   pilot  who  loved 
his  work  more  than  his  wife.  When  his  pal 

is  killed  in  saving  the  pilot’s  life,  grief  brings 
to  an  end  his  work  as  a   test  pilot.  Clark  Gable, 

Spencer  Tracy,  Myrna  Loy,  Lionel  Barrymore. 
Director:  Victor  Fleming. 

Three  Comrades.  .832.  .   (98)   June  3 
Drama.  The  story  of  the  shattered  lives  of 

three  war  comrades  in  post-war  Germany,  who 
find  difficulty  in  adjusting  themselves  to  the 
tempo  of  a   confused  world.  Based  on  the  novel 
by  Erich  Maria  Remarque.  Robert  Taylor, 
Margaret  Sullavan,  Franchot  Tone,  Robert 
Young.  Director:  Frank  Borzage. 

Too  Hot  to  Handle.  .903. .   (108)   Sept.  16 
Comedy  Romance.  Based  on  the  lives  and  loves 
of  newsreel  cameramen.  Clark  Gable,  Myrna 

Loy.  Director:  Jack  Conway. 

Toy  Wife.  .836. .   (93)    June  10 

Drama.  New  Orleans  in  pre-Civil  War  days, 
and  the  story  of  a   frivolous,  selfish  wife  and 
mother  who  carries  on  a   liaison  with  a   young 

playboy.  Luise  Rainer,  Melvyn  Douglas,  Rob- 
ert Young.  Director:  Richard  Thorpe. 

Vacation  From  Love.  .905. .   (65)   Sept.  30 
Comedy.  A   saxophone  player  falls  in  love  with 

a   society  girl's  photograph,  and  as  she  is  about 
to  be  married  he  crashes  in  and  stops  the  wed- 

ding proceedings,  escapes  with  the  bride,  and 
winds  up  in  a   Paris  divorce  court.  Dennis 

O’Keefe,  Florence  Rice,  Reginald  Owen.  Di- 
rector: George  Fitzmaurice. 

Woman  Against  Woman.  .838.  .   (61)   June  17 

Dram'a.  The  trials  of  a   second  wife  brought 
home  to  the  same  town  where  the  divorced 

spouse  of  her  husband  Is  a   social  favorite. 

Herbert  Marshall,  Virginia  Bruce,  Mary  Astor. 
Director:  Robert  Sinclair. 

Yellow  Jack.  .834. .   (83)   May  27 
Drama.  The  noble  fight  waged  against  yellow 
fever  by  Major  Reed  at  the  turn  of  the  century. 
Robert  Montgomery,  Virginia  Bruce,  Lewis 
Stone.  Director:  George  B.  Seitz. 

Monogram 
Barefoot  Boy.  .   (3810)  . .   (63)    Aug.  3 

Outdoor  Drama.  A   courageous  lad  and  his  coun- 
try pals  bring  to  justice  a   gang  of  crooks  for 

whose  crime  the  boy’s  father  was  punished. 
Jackie  Moran,  Marcia  Mae  Jones,  Ralph  Mor- 

gan. Director:  Karl  Brown. 

Female  Fugitive.  .3713. .   (56)    Apr.  15 
Drama.  An  innocent  wife  becomes  a   fugitive 

when  she  learns  of  her  husband’s  criminal  ac- 
tivities, after  several  murders  bring  his  ne- 

farious dealings  into  the  open.  Evelyn  Venable, 

Craig  Reynolds.  Director:  William  Nigh. 

Gang  Bullets  3818..  (..)    Nov.  16 

Melodrama.  A   district  attorney  "joins”  a   rack- 
eteering mob,  finally  driving  them  out  of 

Bridgetown.  Robert  Kent,  Ann  Nagel,  Charles 
Trowbridge.  Director:  Lambert  Hillyer. 

Gangster’s  Boy..  (80)    Nov.  9 
Drama.  A   high-school  honor  student,  shunned 

by  all  but  two  classmates  because  of  his  father’s 
activities  as  a   labor  racketeer,  takes  the  blame 

when  one  of  his  friends  injures  a   boy  on  a 
bicycle.  Jackie  Cooper,  Lucy  Gilman,  Tommy 
Wonder.  Director:  William  Nigh. 

Gun  Packer  (formerly  "Last  Outlaw”) 
3851 ..(..)    Nov.  9 

Western.  A   government  man,  sent  to  investi- 

gate the  disappearance  of  stolen  gold  ship- 
ments, finds  the  gold  and  the  gang  through 

the  help  of  an  ex-convict.  Jack  Randall,  Louise 
Stanley.  Director:  Wallace  Fox. 

Gun  Smoke  Trail .   .   3740 .   .   (57)   May  8 
Western.  Randall  and  his  Indian  friend  save 

a   girl  from  a   villain  posing  as  her  uncle  and 
custodian  of  an  estate  she  has  never  seen.  Jack 
Randall,  Louise  Stanley,  John  Merton.  Direc- 

tor: Sam  Newfield. 

Land  of  Fighting  Men.  .3739.  .   (53)    Apr.  11 
Western.  A   friend  helps  another  hold  his  ranch, 

although  the  owner’s  sister  would  sell  to  the 
villains,  and  in  time  vindicates  his  stand.  Jack 
Randall,  Herman  Brix.  Director:  Alan  James. 

Man’s  Country.  .3742.  .   (55)    July  6 
Western.  A   young  ranger  Is  sent  out  to  bring 
in  a   gang  of  suspected  outlaws,  but  he  finds 

the  accused  gang  is  innocent  and  rounds  up 
the  real  leader  and  his  band.  Jack  Randall, 
Ralph  Peters,  Walter  Long,  Marjorie  Reynolds. 
Director:  Robert  Hill. 

Marines  Are  Here,  The.  .3712.  .   (60)   June  8 

Comedy  Drama.  The  idealization  of  a   young 

boy  and  the  love  of  a   girl  changes  a   clowning 
marine  to  the  pride  of  the  service.  June  Travis, 
Gordon  Oliver.  Director:  Phil  Rosen. 

Mexicali  Kid.  .3741.  .   (56)    Sept.  7 

Western.  As  a   return  favor  for  saving  his 

life,  a   young  lad  helps  his  friend  fight  a   gang 
of  outlaws  who  plot  to  steal  the  ranch  of  the 

friend’s  sweetheart.  Jack  Randall,  Wesley 
Barry,  Eleanor  Stewart.  Director:  Wallace  Fox. 

Mr.  Wong,  Detective.  .3804. .   (69)   Oct.  5 

Melodrama.  A   detective  meets  with  many  com- 

plications before  solving  three  murders  com- 
mitted by  poison  gas.  Boris  Karloff,  Grant 

Withers,  Maxine  Jennings.  Director:  William 
Nigh. 

Numbered  Women.  .3709. .   (63)   May  22 

Drama.  A   girl,  seeking  evidence  to  clear  her 
brother  of  a   bond-stealing  charge,  takes  a   job 

as  private  nurse  to  the  guilty  banker.  Sally 

Blane,  Lloyd  Hughes,  John  Arledge.  Director: 
Karl  Brown. 

Phantom  Hanger.  . 3730.  .   (57)    May  29 

Western.  Tim  McCoy  leads  a   band  of  counter- 
feiters into  the  hands  of  federal  agents,  and 

wins  a   Spanish  senorita.  Tim  McCoy,  Suzanna 

Kaaren,  Karl  Hackett.  Director:  Sam  New- 
field. 

Romance  of  the  Limberlost.  .3702.  .   (81)  . . .   June  22 

Outdoor  Drama.  Gene  Stratton-Porter’s  famous 
novel  of  the  loves  and  hates  of  the  swamp 

folks.  Jean  Parker,  Eric  Linden.  Director: 
William  Nigh. 

Song  of  the  Buckaroo  (formerly  Little 
Tenderfoot) .   .   (3861)    Dec.  30 
Western.  Tex  Ritter,  a   Robin  Hood  of  the 

range,  deserts  his  pals  for  a   widow  and  her 
young  daughter.  Director:  A1  Herman. 

Starlight  Over  Texas.  .   3859. .   (59)   Sept.  7 
Western.  The  first  in  the  series  of  eight  prairie 

operas  Monogram  will  make.  Story  concerns  a 

Texas  ranger  in  pursuit  of  cattle  rustlers.  Tex 
Ritter.  Director:  A1  Herman. 

Two  Gun  Justice.  .3729.  .   (57)   Apr.  24 
Western.  A   ranger,  disguised  as  a   Spanish 

bandit,  joins  a   gang  he  is  attempting  to  clean 

up,  but  a   jealous  sweetheart  reveals  his  iden- 
tity. Tim  McCoy,  Betty  Compson,  Joan  Bar- 
clay. Director:  Alan  James. 

Under  the  Big  Top  (formerly  The  Circus 
Comes  to  Town)  3811..  (61)   Aug.  31 
Drama.  The  love  of  two  trapeze  partners  in  a 

circus  owned  by  the  girl's  aunt,  who  objects 
to  their  marriage.  They  leave  the  circus  but 

go  back  when  the  aunt  becomes  ill.  Anne 

Nagel,  Marjorie  Main,  Jack  BaRue,  Grant 
Richards.  Director:  Karl  Brown. 

Wanted  by  the  Police.  . 3817 ..  (60)   Sept.  21 
Melodrama.  A   youngster  working  in  a   garage 
discovers  his  bosses  are  auto  thieves  wanted  by 

the  police,  and  he  aids  in  capturing  the  whole 
gang.  Frankie  Darro,  Evalyn  Knapp,  Robert 
Kent.  Director:  Howard  Bretherton. 

Where  the  Buffalo  Roam . .   3860.  .   (62)   Oct.  12 

Western.  Tex  Ritter  captures  a   gang  of  buffalo 
killers,  whose  leader  turns  out  to  be  the  man 

who  had  appointed  him  as  town  marshal  to 

clean  up  the  gang.  Tex  Ritter.  Director:  A1  Her- man. 

Paramount 
Arkansas  Traveler.  .3706. .   (85)    Oct.  14 

Comedy  Drama.  A   hobo  printer-at-large  helps 
a   widow  and  her  daughter  run  their  paper  un- 

der the  handicap  of  the  town’s  political  boss. 
Bob  Burns,  Fay  Bainter,  Jean  Parker,  Irvin  S. 
Cobb.  Director:  Alfred  Santell. 

Arrest  Bulldog  Drummond   Nov.  25 
Melodrama.  An  international  spy  commits  two 

murders  to  gain  possession  of  an  invention  for 
explosives,  valuable  for  use  in  warfare,  but 
Bulldog  Drummond  and  his  girl  friend  bring 
about  the  capture  of  the  criminals.  John 

Howard,  Heather  Angel,  H.  B.  Warner.  Di- 
rector: James  Hogan. 

Bar  20  Justice.  .3758.  .   (70)   June  24 
Western.  The  mysterious  looting  of  a   mine  and 

a   series  of  accidents  terrorizing  its  workers 

are  solved  by  “Hoppy”  and  his  pals.  William 
Boyd,  George  Hayes,  Russell  Hayden.  Director: 
Lesley  Selander. 

Booloo.  .3745.  .   (60)    July  22 

Adventure  Drama.  Filmed  in  the  jungles  of  Ma- 

lay, the  story  deals  with  the  wanton  slaught- 
ering of  tropical  beasts.  Colin  Tapley,  Mamo 

Clark  and  other  native  cast.  Director:  Clyde 
Elliott. 

Bulldog  Drummond  in  Africa.  .3747.  .   (59) .   .Aug.  5 

Melodrama.  Drummond  delays  his  middle-aisling 
to  rescue  his  friend  and  rival  from  a   mob  of 

international  spies.  John  Howard,  Heather 
Angel,  H.  B.  Warner.  Director:  Louis  King. 

Bulldog  Drummond’s  Peril.  .3733.  .   (66)  .   .Mar.  18 
Mystery  Drama.  A   process  for  making  diamonds 

falls  into  the  wrong  hands  and  threatens  Eng- 

land’s economic  stability  until  it  Is  retrieved. 
John  Barrymore,  John  Howard,  Louise  Camp- 

bell. Director:  James  Hogan. 

Campus  Confessions.  .3802.  .   (66)    Sept.  23 

Comedy  with  Music.  The  benefactor  of  Middle- 
ton  College  puts  the  clamps  down  on  athletics 
but  his  young  son  helps  the  college  soar  into 
athletic  prominence  and  finally  overcome  all 

opposition.  Hank  Luisetti,  Betty  Grable,  Wil- 
liam Henry.  Director:  George  Archainbaud. 

Cocoanut  Grove.  .3740.  .   (94)   Ma>  20 

Comedy  with  Music.  A   band  leader  wins  a 
trailer  in  a   contest  and  heads  for  Los  Angeles 

with  his  troupe,  where  he  encounters  stiff 
competition  in  the  annual  contest  staged  for 
selection  of  the  winning  band  to  play  at  the 

famous  “Cocoanut  Grove.”  Fred  MacMurray, 
Harriet  Hilliard,  Ben  Blue,  the  Yacht  Club 
Boys.  Director:  Alfred  Santell. 

College  Swing.  .3737.  .   (87)   Apr.  29 

Comedy  with  Music.  Gracie  Allen  inherits  a 
college  and  starts  a   class  in  Practical  Romance. 
Martha  Raye,  George  Burns,  Gracie  Allen,  Bob 

Hope,  Edward  Everett  Horton.  Director:  Raoul 
Walsh. 

Dr.  Rhythm.  .3739.  .   (80)   May  6 

Musical.  Two  friends,  a   doctor  and  a   cop, 

imbibe  too  freely  and  the  former,  dressed  as  a 

policeman,  takes  the  cop’s  job  of  guarding  a 
young  girl.  Bing  Crosby,  Mary  Carlisle, 
Beatrice  Lillie,  Andy  Devine.  Director:  Frank 
Tuttle. 

Farewell  to  Arms.  .Reissue.  .3769.  .   (79) ...  .June  11 

Romantic  Drama.  From  Ernest  Hemingway’s 
novel,  which  tells  the  story  of  a   man  and 
woman  who  dare  to  face  with  their  love  the 

challenge  of  a   world  gone  mad  with  the  hor- 
rors of  war.  Helen  Hayes,  Gary  Cooper,  Adolphe 

Menjou.  Director:  Frank  Borzage. 

Give  Me  a   Sailor .   .3749.  .   (77)   Aug.  19 

Comedy.  A   matrimonial  mixup  of  two  sis- 
ters, one  a   butterfly,  the  other  a   drudge,  and 

two  brothers,  naval  officers.  Martha  Raye,  Bob 

Hope,  Betty  Grable.  Director:  Elliott  Nugent. 

Heart  of  Arizona.  .3757.  .   (68)    Apr.  22 

Western.  Hopalong  comes  to  the  rescue  of  a 

young  lady  and  helps  her  free  her  ranch  of 
cattle  rustlers.  William  Boyd,  George  Hayes, 

Russell  Hayden.  Director:  Les  Selander. 

Her  Jungle  Love.  .3736.  .   (81)    Apr.  15 
Melodrama.  A   couple  of  American  aviators 
crash  on  a   South  Pacific  Island,  where  one  of 
them  meets  and  falls  in  love  with  a   jungle 

Princess.  Trouble  starts  when  the  man-hating 

natives  find  them  on  the  island.  Dorothy  La- 

mour,  Ray  Milland,  Lynne  Overman,  J.  Carrol 
Naish.  Director:  George  Archainbaud. 

Hunted  Men.  .3741.  .   (67)   May  27 

Drama.  A   regenerated  gang  leader  forces  a 

model  family  in  a   small  town  to  harbor  him 
from  the  law.  Lloyd  Nolan,  Mary  Carlisle, 

Lynne  Overman.  Director:  Louis  King. 

If  I   Were  King..  (101)      Nov.  11 

Historical  Drama.  A   dramatization  of  the  le- 
gendary vagabond  poet,  Francois  Villon,  and 

his  romantic  French  revolution  activities.  Ron- 

ald Colman,  Basil  Rathbone,  Frances  Dee.  Di- rector: Frank  Lloyd. 

Illegal  Traffic .   .   (67)        Nov.  1 
Melodrama.  A   wildcat  line  operator  grows 

wealthy  operating  an  “underground  railway” as  a   getaway  for  crooks  and  gets  away  with 
murder  until  a   G-Man  joins  his  organization. 

J.  Carrol  Naish,  Mary  Carlisle,  Robert  Preston. 
Director:  Louis  King. 

In  Old  Mexico.  .3855.  .(67)   Sept.  9 

Western.  Hopalong  Cassidy  and  his  buddies 

battle  against  a   band  of  border  bad-men  in 

the  gay,  romantic  atmosphere  of  Old  Mexico. 

William  Boyd,  George  Hayes,  Russell  Hayden. 
Director:  Edward  D.  Venturini. 

King  of  Alcatraz .   .   3804 .   .   (57)   Sept.  30 
Melodrama.  The  drama  of  a   gang  king  who 

escapes  from  Alcatraz  prison  and  takes  over 

a   ship  on  the  high  seas,  terrorizing  the  crew. 
Lloyd  Nolan,  Robert  Preston,  J.  Carrol  Naish, 
Gail  Patrick.  Director:  Robert  Florey. 

<v>Men  with  Wings  (Spec.  Rel) .   .   (105)   Oct.  28 
Historical  Drama.  Tracing  aviation  history 

from  the  first  Wright  Brothers  flight  to  the 

modern  army  bomber,  the  story  unfolds  itself 
around  the  lives  of  a   woman  and  two  men  who 

from  childhood  devote  themselves  to  aeronau- 
tics. Fred  MacMurray,  Ray  Milland,  Louise 

Campbell.  Director:  William  Wellman. 

Mysterious  Rider.  .3707.  .   (73)    Oct.  21 
Western.  An  adaptation  of  the  Zane  Grey  novel 

of  the  outdoors,  in  which  a   man,  framed  on  a 
murder  charge,  comes  back  20  years  later  for 

revenge,  disguised  as  a   masked  mystery  rider. 

Douglas  Dumbrille,  Sidney  Toler.  Director: 
Lesley  Selander. 

Pride  of  the  West .   .   3854 .   .   (55)   July  8 

Action  Melodrama.  Hopalong  acts  as  a   special 

investigator  in  thwarting  a   land-grabbing 
scheme  and  in  capturing  the  crooks  who  have 
extended  their  activity  to  a   stage  coach  robbery. 

William  Boyd,  Russell  Hayden,  George  Hayes. 
Director:  Lesley  Selander. 

Prison  Farm.  .3743.  .   (70)    June  17 
Melodrama.  A   young  girl,  innocently  involved 
with  a   murderer,  is  sent  to  the  prison  farm. 
She  falls  in  love  with  the  prison  doctor,  who 
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aids  in  clearing  her  name.  Shirley  Ross.  Lloyd 
Nolan,  J.  Carrol  Naish.  Director:  Louis  King. 

Professor,  Beware.  .3740.  .   (93)    July  29 
Comedy.  An  Egyptologist  finally  gets  his  big 
chance  to  join  an  expedition  but  never  gets 
there.  Harold  Lloyd,  Phyllis  Welch.  Director: 
Elliott  Nugent. 

Sing  You  Sinners .   .   3801 .   .   (90)   Sept.  2 
Comedy  with  Music.  The  story  of  three  crooner 

brothers,  two  of  whom  are  so  lazy  that  the 

third  brother  has  to  forego  marrying  his 

fiancee  to  provide  for  the  family.  Bing  Crosby, 

Fred  MacMurray,  Donald  O’Connor.  Director: 
Wesley  Ruggles. 

Sons  of  the  Legion.  .3803.  .   (60)   Sept.  16 

Drama.  A   group  of  small-town  boys  form  a 

“Sons  of  the  Legion”  branch,  but  two  boys,  un- 
able to  join  because  of  their  father’s  dishonor- 
able discharge  from  the  army,  set  out  to  prove 

their  father’s  innocence.  Lynne  Overman,  Eve- 
lyn Keyes,  Donald  O’Connor.  Director:  James 

Hogan. 

Spawn  of  the  North.  .3750.  .   (113)   Aug.  26 

Action  Drama.  A   drama  of  America’s  last  fron- 
tier, the  salmon  fishing  waters  of  Alaska,  and 

the  war  between  the  trap-site  owners  and  fish 

pirates,  filmed  against  a   scenic  background. 
George  Raft,  Henry  Fonda,  Dorothy  Lamour. 
Director:  Henry  Hathaway. 

Stolen  Heaven.  .3738. .   (88)       May  13 
Drama  with  Music.  A   gang  of  fleeing,  inter- 

national jewel  thieves  are  marooned  in  a   -for- 

est where  they  take  refuge  in  the  home  of  a 

retired  concert  pianist.  Gene  Raymond,  Olympe 
Bradna,  Lewis  Stone.  Director:  Andrew  L. 
Stone. 

Texans,  The.  .3748. .   (93)    Aug.  12 
Historical  Western.  An  epic  of  the  reconstruc- 

tion period  in  Texas  after  the  Civil  War.  Joan 

Bennett,  Randolph  Scott.  Directors  James 
Hogan. 

Thanks  for  the  Memory.  .3811 .   .   (77)   Nov.  18 
Comedy  Drama.  A   salesman  trying  to  write 

a   novel  is  continually  disrupted,  first,  by  an- 
noying friends,  then  by  household  chores  when 

his  wife  gets  a   job  so  he  will  have  time  to 
write.  A   quarrel  sends  him  to  finish  his  novel 
in  a   garret,  but  the  couple  are  reunited  when 

the  book  is  finished.  Hedda  Hopper,  Patricia 

Wilder,  Roscoe  Karns.  Director:  George  Ar- 
chainbaud. 

Tip-Off  Girls.  .3735.  .   (62)    Apr.  1 
Melodrama.  G-Men  apprehend  a   gang  hijacking 
fast  freight  trucks.  J.  Carrol  Naish,  Llovd 
Nolan.  Director:  Louis  King. 

Touchdown,  Army.  .3805.  .   (71)    Oct.  7 
Action  Drama.  A   cadet  breaks  every  known  rule 
to  court  the  Colonel’s  daughter,  and  becomes 
unpopular  with  his  classmen,  but  proves  himself 
a   regular  guy  before  the  big  football  game. 
Robert  Cummings.  Mary  Carlisle.  Director:  Kurt 
Neumann. 

Tropic  Holiday.  .3744.  .   (78)    July  22 
Comedy.  A   writer  hides  out  in  a   little  Mexican 
town  to  work  on  a   movie  script  but  is  beset 
with  charming  distractions  in  the  way  of 
senoritas.  Bob  Burns,  Ray  Milland,  Dorothy 
Lamour,  Martha  Raye.  Director:  Theodore  Reed. 

You  and  Me .   .   3742 .   .   (90)    June  10 
Drama.  The  shadow  of  the  Big  House  looms 
up  as  a   threat  to  romance  in  this  story  of  a 
girl  with  a   past.  Sylvia  Sidney,  George  Raft. 
Director:  Fritz  Lang. 

Republic 
Army  Girl.  .   7002 ..  (85)    July  15 
Drama.  An  army  captain  assigned  to  a   regi- 

ment to  study  the  need  of  mechanizing  that 
post  with  tanks.  He  meets  and  falls  in  love 

with  the  Colonel’s  daughter.  Madge  Evans, 
Preston  Foster,  James  Gleason.  Director: 
George  Nichols  jr. 

Arson  Gang  Busters.  . 7022.  .   (65)    Mar.  28 
Melodrama.  An  arson  squad  member  joins  a 
gang  of  arsonists  and  after  his  identity  is  dis- 

covered the  gang  is  apprehended.  Bob  Liv- 
ingston, Jackie  Moran,  Rosalind  Keith.  Direc- 

tor: Joe  Kane. 

Billy  the  Kid  Returns .. 851 ..  (56)    Sept.  4 

Western.  As  the  “double”  for  the  notorious 
Billy  the  Kid,  the  hero  takes  the  side  of  the 

small  farmers  in  their  war  against  cattle 

barons.  Roy  Rogers,  Smaley  Burnette,  Mary 
Hart.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

Call  of  the  Yukon ..  7011. .   (70)   Apr.  18 
Outdoor  Drama.  Wild  dogs  and  wolves  raiding 
on  game  force  natives  of  an  isolated  Eskimo 
village  to  move  out  or  face  a   winter  of  star- 

vation. A   young  authoress  refuses  to  leave,  but 
a   rugged  trapper  forces  her  to  accompany  him 
south.  Their  adventures  on  the  long  trek  fur- 

nish the  action.  Richard  Arlen,  Beverly  Rob- 
erts. Lyle  Talbot.  Director:  B.  Reeves  Eason. 

Come  on  Leathernecks.  . 7024 ..  (66)   Aug.  8 
Action  Drama.  A   Colonel  in  the  U.  S.  Marines 

has  been  looking  forward  all  his  life  to  wel- 

coming his  son  into  the  service,  but  the  boy 
has  other  ideas.  On  the  island  where  his 

father  is  stationed,  the  boy  experiences  a   gun 

running  episode  and  decides  to  stick  with  the 

Marines.  Richard  Cromwell,  Marsha  Hunt.  Di- 
rector: James  Cruze. 

Desert  Patrol.  .7127.  .   (56)   June  6 
Western.  A   secret  Ranger  out  to  avenge  the 
death  of  his  buddy,  joins  the  gang  responsible 

for  the  murder,  and  then  springs  the  trap. 

Bob  Steele,  Marion  Weldon.  Director:  Sam  New- 
field. 

Desperate  Adventure,  A.  .7013.  .   (65)   Aug.  15 

Romantic  Drama.  A   Parisian  artist  paints  a 

portrait  of  his  imaginary  “dream  girl,”  but 
complications  arise  when  an  American  heiress, 

who  bears  a   startling  resemblance  to  the  pic- 
ture, puts  in  her  appearance.  Ramon  Novarro, 

Marian  Marsh,  Eric  Blore.  Director:  John  H. 
Auer. 

Down  in  Arkansaw.  .805.  .   (66)   Sept.  29 

Drama.  A   government  man,  sent  to  the  back- 
woods  of  Arkansas  to  buy  property  for  a   dam, 

gradually  overcomes  the  hostility  of  the  natives. 
Weaver  Bros,  and  Elviry,  Ralph  Byrd,  Pinky 
Tomlin.  Director:  Nick  Grinde. 

Durango  Valley  Raiders.  .   7128.  .   (56)   Aug.  22 
Western.  The  Durango  Valley  is  terrorized  by 

a   bandit  known  as  the  Shadow,  head  of  a 

gang  of  killers.  Through  a   frameup  the  hero 
is  arrested  for  murder,  but  escapes  and  brings 

the  real  culprits  to  justice.  Bob  Steele.  Di- 
rector: Sam  Newfield. 

Feud  Maker,  The.  . 7126. .   (56)    Apr.  4 
Western.  A   range  war  between  the  cowmen  and 

the  nesters,  following  a   mysterious  slaying. 

Bob  Steele,  Marlon  Weldon,  Karl  Hackett.  Di- 
rector: Sam  Newfield. 

Gangs  of  New  York.  .7004.  .   (67)   May  23 

Melodrama.  An  officer  impersonates  a   big- 

time  gangster  who  is  held  in  prison  but  sup- 
posedly released,  and  cleans  out  gangland. 

Charles  Bickford,  Ann  Dvorak,  Alan  Baxter. 
Director:  James  Cruze. 

Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky .   .   7103 .   .   (60)   Juy  4 

Western  with  Music.  Gene  Autry  as  adminis- 

trator of  a   will  left  by  a   girl’s  father,  has 
difficulty  in  keeping  her  from  selling  the 

ranch,  which  is  the  remains  of  her  father’s 
fortune.  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette,  Carol 
Hughes.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

Heroes  of  the  Hills ..  7118 ..  (55)   July  20 

Western.  The  Three  Mesquiteers  win  a   prison 
camp  experiment  plan  after  befriending  two 

escaped  convicts  who  tell  yarns  of  prison  op- 
pression. Robert  Livingston,  Ray  Corrigan,  Max 

Terhune.  Director:  George  Sherman. 

Higgins  Family,  The.  .7015.  .   (64)   Aug.  29 
Comedy  Drama.  An  advertising  agency  man 

goes  broke  when  his  wife  condemns  the  product 
of  his  prospective  clients  on  her  airshow,  which 
brings  them  into  divorce  court.  They  walk  out 
on  the  judge  when  their  children  get  in  trouble. 
James  Gleason,  Lucille  Gleason,  Russell  Gleason. 
Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Invisible  Enemy .. 7010.  .   (65)    Apr.  4 
Drama.  An  International  oil  ring  is  smashed  by 

a   man  masked  as  a   Parisian  playboy.  Alan  Mar- 
shal, Tala  Birell,  C.  Henry  Gordon,  Herbert 

Mundin.  Director:  John  H.  Auer. 

I   Stand  Accused.  .   (61)    Oct.  28 
Melodrama.  A   struggling  young  lawyer  finds 
the  money  and  notoriety  in  protecting  racketeers 
appealing  until  he  is  forced  to  protect  them 

in  court,  fighting  against  his  best  friend.  Rob- 
ert Cummings,  Helen  Mack,  Thomas  Beck.  Di- 

rector: John  H.  Auer. 

Ladies  in  Distress.  .7012.  .   (65)   June  13 

Comedy  Drama.  A   woman  mayor  and  her  secre- 
tary start  a   reform  movement  to  wipe  out  a 

racketeering  element  and  are  aided  in  their 

efforts  by  the  town’s  bad  boy.  Alison  Skip- 
worth,  Polly  Moran,  Robert  Livingston.  Direc- 

tor: Gus  Meins. 

Man  From  Music  Mountain.  .7104.  .   (58) .   .   .Aug.  15 

Western.  Autry  swings  into  action  when  un- 
scrupulous promoters  subdivide  a   ghost  town, 

in  the  heart  of  a   desert,  on  the  false  claim 

that  the  Boulder  Dam  power  line  will  run 

through  it.  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette, 

Carol  Hughes.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

Night  Hawk,  The .   .   817 .   .   (63)   Oct.  1 
Melodrama.  A   newspaper  reporter  hides  in  the 
iron  lung  of  a   crippled  child  to  unearth  the 

liquor  smuggling  racket.  Robert  Livingston, 

June  Travis,  Robert  Armstrong.  Director:  Sid- 
ney Salkow. 

Overland  Stage  Raiders.  .862.  .   (55)   Sept.  20 

Western.  The  Mesquiteers  own  an  airport  and 
one  of  their  planes  with  a   large  gold  shipment 

disappears,  but  they  find  the  plane  and  deliver 
the  gold.  John  Wayne,  Ray  Corrigan,  Louis 
Brooks.  Director:  George  Sherman. 

Prairie  Moon.  .7107.  .   (58)    Sept.  25 

Western.  As  friendly  guardian  to  three  chil- 
dren, Autry  saves  their  ranch  from  a   gang 

leader  who  pretends  to  hold  their  interest  at 
heart.  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette.  Director: 
Ralph  Staub. 

Rhythm  of  the  Saddle  (formerly  Song  of 

the  West)..  (58)    Nov.  5 
Western.  Gene  Autry  and  Smiley  Burnette  see 

to  it  all  goes  smooth  at  the  Silver  Saddle  Ranch 
on  Rodeo  Day  and  also  win  the  stagecoach 
race.  Gene  Autry,  Smiley  Burnette,  Pert  Kelton. 
Director:  George  Sherman. 

Riders  of  Black  Hills.  .7117.  .   (55)   June  15 

Western.  The  three  Mesquiteers  set  about  prov- 
ing their  innocence  of  a   race  horse  stealing 

charge  and  expose  the  real  gang.  Bob  Living- 
ston, Ray  Corrigan,  Max  Terhune.  Director: 

George  Sherman. 

Romance  on  the  Run.  .7023.  .   (67)   May  11 

Comedy  Drama.  A   private  detective,  retained 
by  an  insurance  company  to  recover  a   stolen 

necklace,  is  blocked  in  his  efforts  by  a   blunder- 
ing cop,  a   suspicious  secretary  and  the  jewel 

thieves  themselves.  Donald  Woods,  Patricia 
Ellis.  Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Santa  Fe  Stampede ..(.. )   Nov.  19 
Western.  Following  the  murder  of  a   rich  ore 
mine  owner  and  his  little  daughter,  the  Three 

Mesquiteers  enter  the  town  at  Santa  Fe  to  cap- 
ture the  culprits  and  replace  the  crooked  mayor 

with  an  honest  man.  John  Wayne,  Ray  Cor- 
rigan, Max  Terhune.  Director:  George  Terhune. 

Storm  Over  Bengal.  .807.  .   (65)   Nov.  7 
Action  Drama.  A   story  of  the  army  activities 

of  British  soldiers  on  India’s  frontiers.  Patric 
Knowles,  Richard  Cromwell,  Rochelle  Hudson. 
Director:  Sidney  Salkow. 

Tenth  Avenue  Kid.  .7025.  .   (56)   Aug.  22 
Action  Drama.  The  son  of  a   mobster  is 

adopted  by  the  cop  who  had  killed  the  boy’s 
father  in  a   gunfight.  The  mob  snatches  the 

boy  to  keep  him  from  talking  but  the  cop  and 

the  youngster  emerge  as  heroes  in  the  gun 
battle  that  follows.  Bruce  Cabot,  Tommy  Ryan, 

Beverly  Roberts.  Director:  Bernard  Vorhaus. 

Under  Western  Stars.  .7800.  .   (67)   Apr.  20 

Musical-Western.  A   crooning  son  of  the  saddle 

saves  the  range  from  its  enemy,  the  dust- 
storm.  Roy  Rogers,  Smiley  Burnette,  Carol 
Hughes.  Director:  Joe  Kane. 

RKO  Radio 
Affairs  of  Annabel,  The .   .902 .   .   (68)   Sept.  9 

Comedy.  A   behind-the-scenes  satire  on  Holly- 

wood, featuring  a   pampered  star  and  a   studio 
press  agent  assigned  to  elevate  her  to  page 

one  publicity.  Jack  Oakie,  Lucille  Ball.  Di- 
rector: Ben  Stoloff. 

Annabel  Takes  a   Tour..  (61)    Nov.  11 

Comedy.  A   motion  picture  celebrity  and  her 

press  agent  go  on  a   tour  to  restore  her  waning 

popularity,  but  the  star  tries  to  swap  her 
career  for  a   one-sided  romance  with  a   titled 
married  novelist.  Jack  Oakie,  Lucille  Ball. 
Director:  Lew  Landers. 

Blind  Alibi.  .829.  .(61)   May  20 

Melodrama.  To  recover  indiscreet  letters  writ- 
ten by  his  sister  that  were  accidentally  left  in 

an  antique  sold  to  an  American  museum,  Rich- 
ard Dix  poses  as  a   blind  man  at  the  museum 

pretending  to  learn  sculptoring  by  the  “touch 
system.”  Richard  Dix,  Whitney  Bourne.  Di- 

rector: Lew  Landers. 

Blond  Cheat. .831. .(62)    June  17 
Comedy  Drama.  An  actress,  hired  by  a   rich 

pawnbroker  to  break  up  the  engagement  of  his 

daughter,  falls  in  love  with  the  man  she  was 

paid  to  vamp.  Joan  Fontaine,  Derrick  de  Mar- 
ney.  Director:  Joseph  Santley. 

Border  G-Man.  .882.  .   (60)    June  24 
Western.  A   Federal  investigator  poses  as  a 

ranch  foreman  and  rounds  up  a   gang  of  gun- 
smugglers  who  are  using  the  ranch  as  their 

base.  George  O’Brien,  Loraine  Johnson,  John 
Miljan.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Breaking  the  Ice.  .845. .   (82)   Aug.  26 

Comedy  with  Music.  A   young  lad  of  much 
promise  in  the  ice  skating  rink,  gives  it  all 

up  to  fulfill  his  ambition  to  take  his  mother 

to  Goshen,  Indiana.  Bobby  Breen,  Dolores  Cos- 
tello, Irene  Dare.  Director:  Eddie  Cline. 

Carefree.  .837.  .   (83)    Sept.  2 

Musical  Comedy.  A   psychiatrist  attempts  to 

aid  a   young  lawyer  and  his  fiancee,  who  re- 
fuses to  marry  him  until  she,  too,  becomes  a 

lawyer.  Humorous  complications  evolve,  and 

when  the  smoke  has  cleared  the  doctor  finds 

he  is  in  love  with  the  girl.  Fred  Astaire,  Gin- 

ger Rogers,  Ralph  Bellamy.  Director:  Mark 
Sandrich. 

Condemned  Women.  .813.  .   (76)   April  3 

Drama.  A   woman  prisoner  whose  outlook  on 

life  is  changed  by  a   doctor’s  love,  becomes  in- 
volved in  a   stirring  prison  break  when  she  feels 

she  is  burdening  the  doctor’s  career.  Sally  Ellers, 
Louis  Hayward,  Anne  Shirley.  Director:  Lew 

Criim^Ring.  .836.  .   (70)    July  8 

Melodrama.  A   newspaper  reporter  exposes  the 
fortune-telling  racket,  with  the  aid  of  a   girl 

who  poses  as  a   mystic  to  gather  evidence 
against  the  syndicate  which  tries  to  collect 

10  per  cent  of  her  “take.”  Allan  Lane,  Frances 
Mercer.  Director:  Leslie  Goodwins. 
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Fugitives  for  a   Night ..  803 ..  (63)   Sept.  23 
Melodrama.  A   studio  manager  is  murdered  and 

a   stooge  he  had  fired,  together  with  the  latter’s 
girl  friend,  are  accused.  Frank  Albertson, 

Eleanor  Lynn,  Bradley  Page.  Director:  Leslie 
Goodwins. 

Go  Chase  Yourself .   .825. .   (70)   Apr.  22 

Comedy.  Bank  robbers  steal  a   trailer  with  Joe 
Penner  in  it.  Further  hazards  arise  when  they 

pick  up  a   runaway  heiress  whom  the  bandits 
hold  as  ransom,  forcing  Penner  to  aid  them. 

Joe  Penner,  Lucille  Ball,  Vicki  Lester.  Direc- 
tor: Edward  Cline. 

Gun  Law.  .881. .   (60)   May  13 
Western.  A   U.  S.  marshal  takes  the  identity 

of  a   dead  bandit  to  gain  a   gang’s  confidence 
and  becomes  town  marshal,  to  make  the  mob 
believe  his  dual  role  is  to  avert  suspicion  of 

his  connection  with  the  gang.  George  O’Brien, 
Rita  Oehman.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Having  Wonderful  Time.  .819.  .   (70)   July  1 

Comedy.  Romances  and  rigmaroles  of  a   sum- 
mer vacation  camp.  Ginger  Rogers,  Douglas 

Fairbanks  jr.  Director:  A1  Santell. 

I’m  From  the  City .   .834.  .   (71)   Aug.  5 
Comedy.  Normally  afraid  of  horses,  Joe  Pen- 

ner shines  as  a   trick  rider  when  under  the  in- 

fluence of  a   ruthless  manager.  Seeing  his  per- 
formance, a   girl  takes  him  west  to  ride  in  a 

race  against  an  Indian.  Joe  Penner,  Richard 
Lane,  Kay  Sutton.  Director:  Ben  Holmes. 

Joy  of  Living.  .826. .   (91)    Apr.  16 
Comedy.  A   mad,  whirlwind  courtship  by  a 

carefree  globe  trotter  of  a   career-minded  stage 
star  who  supports  a   family  of  leeches  in  luxury. 

Irene  Dunne,  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  Guy  Kib- 
bee,  Eric  Blore.  Director:  Tay  Garnett. 

Law  of  the  Underworld.  .827.  .   (61)   May  6 
Melodrama.  The  leader  of  a   dangerous  gang 
poses  as  a   society  man,  and  in  his  efforts  to 

escape  the  prosecutor  two  innocent  youngsters 

become  involved.  Chester  Morris,  Anne  Shir- 
ley, Richard  Bond,  Walter  Abel.  Director:  Lew 

Landers. 

Law  West  of  Tombstone.  .909.  .   (72)   Nov.  18 
Western.  A   dramatization  of  the  days  of  the 

old  west,  in  which  an  ex-outlaw  moves  to  a 
new  frontier  and  establishes  law  and  order. 

Harry  Carey,  Tim  Holt,  Evelyn  Brent.  Di- 
rector: Glenn  Tyron. 

Lawless  Valley.  .981.  .   (69)    Nov.  4 
Western.  A   young  cowboy,  sent  to  prison  on  a 
false  charge  of  stage  robbery,  is  paroled,  and 
returns  to  find  his  sweetheart  held  prisoner  on 

her  ranch  by  a   couple  of  lawless  valley  over- 
lords,  one  of  whom  is  guilty  of  the  robbery 

charge.  George  O’Brien,  Kay  Sutton.  Director: 
David  Howard. 

Mad  Miss  Manton .   .906 .   .   (78)    Oct.  21 

Mystery  Comedy.  A   society  girl  with  a   de- 

tective complex  uncovers  a   murder  but  can’t 
get  the  police  to  believe  her.  A   newspaper 

berates  her  and  is  sued  for  libel,  and  in  the 
interim  the  girl  solves  the  mystery.  Barbara 
Stanwyck,  Henry  Fonda.  Director:  Leigh 
Jason. 

Man  to  Remember,  A.  .905.  .   (80)   Oct.  14 
Drama.  The  life  story  of  a   rural  doctor,  whose 
humanitarianism  stands  out  in  sharp  contrast  to 
the  selfish,  hypocritical  town  biggies  who  are 
antagonistic  to  him  during  his  lifetime.  Edward 
Ellis,  Ann  Shirley.  Director:  Garson  Kanin. 

Mother  Carey’s  Chickens.  .833.  .   (80)   July  29 
Comedy  Drama.  The  struggles  of  an  English 

captain’s  widow  living  on  a   meager  pension, 
and  the  love  triangle  of  her  two  daughters  who 
are  in  love  with  the  same  man.  Anne  Shirley, 

Ruby  Keeler,  James  Ellison,  Fay  Balnter.  Di- 
rector: Rowland  V.  Lee. 

Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off .   .904.  .   (76)   Oct.  7 
Comedy.  The  father  of  a   collegiate  swing  band 
leader,  offers  to  donate  $200,000  to  the  university 
if  the  coaching  staff  can  make  a   football  star 

of  his  son  who  dislikes  the  game.  Joe  Penner, 
June  Travis.  Director:  Leslie  Goodwins. 

Painted  Desert.  .883.  .   (59)    Aug.  12 

Western.  The  hero  thwarts  the  efforts  of  vil- 
lains to  gain  control  of  a   tungsten  mine  located 

on  his  ranch.  George  O’Brien,  Loraine  John- 
son, Ray  Whitley.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Peck's  Bad  Boy  With  the 
Circus.  .948.  .(.. )     Nov.  26 
Comedy  Drama.  Tommy  pinchhits  for  Ann  as 
a   bareback  rider  with  the  circus  when  Ann  is 

hurt.  He  comes  through  with  flying  colors. 
Tommy  Kelly,  Ann  Gillis.  Director:  Edward  F. 
Cline. 

Renegade  Ranger.  .884.  .   (60)   Sept.  16 
Western.  A   girl  attempts  to  remedy  the  wrongs 
of  land  thieves  and  is  arrested  for  murder,  but 
the  hero  pins  the  killing  on  a   crooked  tax  col- 

lector and  wins  the  girl.  George  O’Brien,  Rita 
Hayworth.  Director:  David  Howard. 

Room  Service.  .901.  .   (80)    Sept.  30 
Comedy.  A   penniless  theatrical  producer  and 

his  assistants  fake  measles  to  keep  from  being 
thrown  out  of  their  hotel  and  persuade  the 
manager  to  finance  their  show.  Marx  Brothers, 
Ann  Miller,  Frank  Albertson.  Director:  William 
A.  Seiter. 

Saint  in  New  York.  .930.  .   (72)   June  3 

Detective  Melodrama.  Based  on  the  ’’Saint” 

stories  by  Leslie  Charteris,  in  which  the  "Saint” 
turns  Robin  Hood  and  helps  a   civic  committee 

clean  up  a   gang  of  desperadoes.  Louis  Hayward, 
Kay  Sutton,  Paul  Guilfoyle.  Director:  Ben Holmes. 

Sky  Giant .   .   835 ..( 80)    July  22 

Melodrama.  Two  daredevil  aviators  of  a   com- 
mercial airline  are  assigned  to  map  the  world 

from  the  air,  and  nearly  lose  their  lives  when 
imperfect  maps  cause  them  to  crash.  Richard 
Dix,  Chester  Morris,  Joan  Fontaine.  Director: 
Lew  Landers. 

Smashing  the  Rackets.  . 832 ..  (80)   Aug.  19 

Melodrama.  A   G-Man  quits  to  become  junior 
prosecutor  in  the  office  of  the  D.  A.,  where  he 

learns  of  the  existence  of  protected  rackets,  and 

sets  out  to  clean  up  the  town.  Chester  Mor- 
ris, Bruce  Cabot,  Frances  Mercer.  Director: 

Lew  Landers. 

Tarnished  Angel  (formerly  Miracle  Racket) 
907..  (67)    Oct.  28 
Melodrama.  A   nightclub  hostess,  hiding  out 

from  police,  disguises  herself  as  an  evangelist 

and  plots  to  steal  a   priceless  necklace  until 

she  discovers  her  fake  “faith  cures”  are  get- 
ting results.  Sally  Ellers,  Lee  Bowman.  Di- 

rector: Leslie  Goodwins. 

This  Marriage  Business.  .824.  .   (71)    Apr.  8 

Comedy-Drama.  A   meek,  small-town,  marriage 
clerk  gains  sudden  prominence  and  runs  for 
Mayor  against  the  crooked  element.  Victor 

Moore,  Vicki  Lester.  Director:  Christy  Ca- banne. 

Vivacious  Lady.  .740.  .   (90)   May  13 

Comedy.  A   young  college  professor  marries  a 

night-club  singer,  then  faces  the  problem  of 
breaking  the  news  to  his  parents.  Ginger  Rog- 

ers, James  Stewart,  James  Ellison.  Director: 
George  Stevens. 

State  Rights 
Country  Bride..  (85)    Amkino 
Comedy.  A   gay  Russian  comedy  dealing  with 
the  trials  and  tribulations  of  a   pair  of  collec- 

tive farm  workers  in  love.  F.  N.  Kurikhin,  Marla 
Ladynina.  Director:  Ivan  Plrlov. 

Courier  of  Lyons.  .   (92)   Pax  Films 

Drama.  The  story  of  an  18th  century  mail  rob- 
bery in  France,  in  which  all  the  thieves  but 

the  leader  are  caught.  The  wrong  man  is  mis- 
taken as  the  leader  and  is  guillotined  on  cir- 

cumstantial evidence.  Pierre  Blanchar,  Dita 
Parlo.  Dorville.  Director:  Maurice  Lehamn. 

Dark  Sands..  (75)    Record  Pictures 

Drama.  A   soldier,  unjustly  accused  of  murder, 

flees  the  army  and  becomes  leader  of  a   desert 

tribe,  due  to  his  medical  and  general  knowledge, 

but  is  unaware  that  his  superior  officer  who 

befriends  him  is  court-martialed.  Paul  Robe- 

son, Henry  Wilcoxon.  Director:  Thornton  Free- land. 

Delinquent  Parents  (62)    Progressive 
Drama.  Woman  judge  makes  amends  for  her 
daughter  whom  she  placed  in  a   foundling  home. 

Doris  Weston,  Maurice  Murphy,  Helen  Mac- 
Kellar.  Director:  Nick  Grinde. 

Duke  Is  Tops,  The..  (66)   Million  Dollar  Prod. 

Musical.  An  all-Negro  musical.  The  hero  sac- 
rifices his  own  stage  ambitions  for  his  sweet- 

heart singer,  while  he  goes  down  the  ladder 
and  ends  up  with  a   medicine  show.  Ralph 
Cooper,  Lena  Horne.  Director:  Bill  Nolty. 

Great  John  Ericsson,  The.  .   (94)  ....,  .Scandinavian 
Swedish  picturization  of  a   phase  of  American 

history,  depicting  a   chapter  in  John  Ericsson’s 
life,  the  man  who  turned  the  tide  of  the  Civil 

War.  As  a   prologue,  Count  Bernadotte,  nephew 
to  King  Gustav  V   of  Sweden,  greets  America. 
Victor  Seastrom,  Marta  Ekstrom,  Sigurd  Wallen. 
Director:  Gustaf.  Edgren. 

Lenin  in  October ..  (92)    Amkino 
Drama.  A   chronicle  of  the  life  of  Lenin  and 

the  events  leading  up  to  the  Revolution.  Boris 
V.  Shchukin,  N.  Svobodin.  Director:  Mikhail Romm. 

Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven.  .   (80)   World 

Drama.  A   French  production  bringing  the  im- 
mortal music  of  the  famous  composer  to  the 

screen  and  unfolding  his  tragic  love  stony.  Harry 

Bauer,  Annie  Ducaux,  Pauley  Debucourt,  Janny 
Holt.  Director:  Abel  Gance. 

Paroled  From  the  Big  House..  (60)   J.D.K. 
Drama.  The  story  of  what  happens  to  paroled 

convicts.  the  love  interest  being  centered 

around  a   girl  whose  father  has  been  killed  by 

the  gangsters  and  a   cop  masquerading  as  a 

convict  to  avenge  the  death  of  his  pal.  Jean 
Carmen,  Richard  Adams.  Director:  Elmer 
Clifton. 

Slipper  Episode,  The..  (80)   French  Film 
Farce.  Two  casual  acquaintances  tour  a   large 

slice  of  Europe  to  return  a   missing  slipper  to  a 
faithless  wife.  Betty  Stockfield,  Roger  Treville. 
Director:  Jean  De  Limur. 

Turzan  and  the  Green  Goddess.  .   (72) ...  .Principal 
A   statue  containing  a   secret  formula  for  an 
explosive  is  the  center  of  a   rigorous  search 

TQO.tu.tQ5 
by  an  English  party  and  an  unscrupulous  out- 

fit who  fight  it  out  in  the  Guatemalan  jungle 

for  possession  of  the  formula.  Herman  Brix, 
Ula  Holt.  Director:  Edward  Kull. 

Ten  Laps  to  Go.  .   (67)   Ace  Pictures 
Action  Drama.  A   romance  of  the  speedway  in 

which  a   racing  driver  loses  his  nerve  after  a 

crackup,  but  regains  it  in  time  to  save  his  boss 
from  an  unscrupulous  driver  who  attempts  to 

steal  his  invention  plans  and  wreck  his  ma- 
chine. Rex  Lease,  Muriel  Evans,  Tom  Moore. 

Director:  Elmer  Clifton. 

They  Were  Five..  (78)    Lenauer 

Drama.  Five  friends,  banded  together  by  ad- 
versity, win  a   small  fortune  in  a   lottery  and 

pool  their  resources  to  build  an  inn.  As  the 

picture  closes  only  two  of  the  five  friends  are 
left.  Jean  Gabin,  Charles  Vanel.  Director: 
Julien  Duvivier. 

Three  Legionnaires. .   (63)    General 

Comedy.  Two  doughboys  stationed  in  an  obscure 
Siberian  village,  unaware  that  the  war  is  over, 
stage  some  hectic  incidents  that  nearly  land 

them  before  the  firing  squad.  Robert  Armstrong, 

Lyle  Talbot,  Fifi  D’Orsay,  Donald  Meek,  Anne 
Nagel,  Man  Mountain  Dean.  Director:  Hamilton MacFadden. 

20th  Century-Fox 
Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band.  .903 ..  (105) ...  Aug.  19 

Musical  Comedy.  A   cavalcade  of  American 

music  for  the  past  25  years,  featuring  Irving 

Berlin’s  song  hits  of  those  decades.  Tyrone 

Power,  Alice  Faye,  Don  Ameche.  Director: 
Henry  King. 

Always  Goodbye.  .852.  .   (75)      July  1 

Drama.  A   young  mother  makes  a   sacrifice 

for  her  son  and  for  the  man  she  loves.  Bar- 
bara Stanwyck,  Herbert  Marshall,  Ian  Hunter. 

Director:  Sidney  Lanfield. 

Always  in  Trouble.  .914. .   (70)    Nov.  4 
Comedy  Drama.  Jane  Withers  tries  to  get  her 

family  to  give  up  their  social-climbing  ideas 
after  her  father  suddenly  becomes  a   multi- 

millionaire, and  plunges  everything  into  a   tur- 
moil, which  is  straightened  out  by  the  U.  S. 

Coast  Guard.  Jane  Withers,  Eddie  Collins,  Jean 

Rogers,  Nana  Bryant.  Director:  Joseph  Sant- 

ley. 

Battle  of  Broadway.  .845. .   (84)    Apr.  22 

Comedy.  A   couple  of  steel  workers  are  drafted 
by  their  boss  in  an  attempt  to  save  his  son 
from  a   girl  he  thinks  is  a   gold  digger.  Victor 

McLaglen,  Brian  Donlevy,  Louise  Hoviclt,  Ray- 
mond Walburn.  Director:  George  Marshall. 

Five  of  a   Kind.  .919.  .   (83)     Oct.  14 

Comedy  Drama.  The  Dionne  Quints  in  a   danc- 
ing and  singing  role,  woven  into  a   plot  of 

two  rival  newspaper  reporters,  one  a   girl,  who 

attempt  to  scoop  each  other  on  every  occasion 

until  they  agree  to  pool  their  interests  in  mar- 
riage. Dionne  Quintuplets,  Claire  Trevor,  Cesar 

Romero.  Director:  Herbert  I.  Leeds. 

Four  Men  and  a   Prayer.  .848.  .   (85)   April  29 

Drama.  The  story  of  four  brothers  who  under- 
take to  establish  the  innocence  of  their  father, 

a   disgraced  army  officer  who  is  murdered.  Lor- 
etta Young,  Richard  Greene,  George  Sanders, 

David  Niven,  C.  Aubrey  Smith.  Director/  John Ford. 

Gateway .   .   901 . .   ( 74)    Aug.  5 
Drama.  Innocently  involved  in  a   ship  scandal, 
an  Irish  lass  is  rescued  from  Ellis  Island  by 
efforts  of  the  hero.  Arleen  Whelan,  Don 

Ameche,  Binnie  Barnes,  Gregory  Ratoff.  Di- rector: Alfred  Werker. 

Hold  That  Co-ed .. 907 .. (80)    Sept.  16 

Cqmedy.  Politics  and  football  are  humorously 
blended  when  a   wind-jamming  politician  ties 

up  his  senatorial  campaign  with  the  state  uni- 
versity football  team.  John  Barrymore,  George 

Murphy,  Joan  Davis.  Director:  George  Marshall. 

I’ll  Give  a   Million ..  855 ..( 70)   July  22 

Comedy  Drama.  A   millionaire,  tired  of  money- 
grabbing  leeches,  changes  clothes  with  a   tramp 
and  wanders  off  in  search  of  some  one  who 
would  be  kind  to  him  for  himself.  Warner 

Baxter,  Marjorie  Weaver,  Peter  Lorre.  Direc- tor: Walter  Lang. 

In  Old  Chicago.  .840.  .   (110)    Apr.  16 

Historical  Drama.  An  epic  of  the  rise  of  Chi- 
cago, in  which  is  depicted  the  spectacular  scene 

of  the  great  Chicago  fire.  Tyrone  Power,  Alice 
Faye,  Don  Ameche.  Director:  Henry  King. 

Island  in  the  Sky.  .843.  .   (67)    Apr.  1 

Drama.  A   young  man.  Innocently  accused  of 
murder,  is  saved  from  the  electric  chair  by  the 

•   district  attorney’s  financee,  who  makes  a   pri- 

vate Investigation  to  prove  the  boy’s  innocence. 
Gloria  Stuart,  Michael  Whalen.  Director:  Her- bert I.  Leeds. 

Josette .   .   839 .   .   ( 70)    June  3 
Musical  Comedy.  A   New  Orleans  cafe  cutie 
doubles  for  a   French  songbird  who  has  flown, 

and  finds  herself  a   target  for  the  romantic 
whims  of  two  brothers.  Don  Ameche,  Simone 

Simon.  Robert  Young.  Director:  Allan  Dwan. 
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Just  Around  the  Corner.  .915. .   (71)   Nov.  11 

Comedy  Drama.  America’s  child  sweetheart 
plays  the  role  of  an  architect’s  daughter,  whom 
she  helps  get  a   new  start  in  his  career.  Shir- 

ley Temple,  Joan  Davis,  Bill  Robinson,  Charles 
Farrell.  Director:  Irving  Cummings. 

Keep  Smiling.  .902.  .   (77)    Aug.  12 
Drama.  A   little  girl  treks  to  Hollywood  to  be 
with  her  uncle  and  crashes  the  movies,  at  the 

same  time  helping  her  uncle  who  is  down-and- 
out.  Jane  Withers,  Henry  Wilcoxon,  Gloria 
Stuart.  Director:  Herbert  I.  Leeds. 

Kentucky  Moonshine.  .844.  .   (85)   May  13 
Comedy  with  Music.  Loaded  with  moonshine 

and  gags,  the  Ritz  brothers  turn  hill-billies  and 
go  off  on  another  of  their  rampages.  The 

Ritz  Brothers,  Tony  Martin,  Marjorie  Weaver. 
Director:  David  Butler. 

Kidnapped.  .846.  .   (90)    May  27 
Historical  Drama.  Based  on  the  immortal 

novel  by  Robert  Louis  Stevenson  portraying 

Scotland's  struggle  for  equality  during  the  18th 
century,  with  an  appealing  romantic  interlude 

woven  into  the  theme.  Warner  Baxter,  Fred- 

die Bartholomew,  Arleen  Whelan.  Director:  Al- 
fred Werker. 

Life  Begins  at  40.  . 874. .   ( . . )   May  6   (reissue) 
Comedy  Drama.  Will  Rogers  befriends  a   young 
man  unjustly  convicted  of  a   bank  defalcation 

charge.  This  angers  the  town  banker,  who 

forecloses  on  Rogers’  newspaper  mortgage,  only 
to  learn  that  his  son  is  the  guilty  party.  Will 
Rogers,  Rochelle  Hudson,  Richard  Cromwell. 

Director:  George  Marshall. 

Little  Miss  Broadway.  .856.  .   (70)   July  29 
Musical  Comedy.  An  orphanage  inmate  is 
adopted  by  the  manager  of  a   hotel  catering  to 

show  people  and  she  comes  to  the  rescue  when 
the  hotel  owner  tries  to  foreclose  for  a   $2,500 

debt.  Shirley  Temple,  George  Murphy,  Jimmy 
Durante.  Director:  Irving  Cummings. 

Meet  the  Girls ..  910 ..( 66)   Oct.  7 

Comedy  Drama.  Two  girls,  stranded  in  Hono- 
lulu, inadvertently  stow  away  on  a   liner  bound 

for  the  states  and  become  mixed  up  in  a   jewel 

theft.  June  Lang,  Lynn  Bari,  Erik  Rhodes. 
Director:  Eugene  Ford. 

Mr.  Moto  Takes  a   Chance.  .819.  .   (63)   June  24 

Melodrama.  Peter  Lorre,  as  Mr.  Moto,  and  Ro- 
chelle Hudson,  assume  roles  of  secret  agents 

in  an  Indo-China  village  in  the  throes  of  po- 
litical skullduggery.  Peter  Lorre,  Rochelle  Hud- 

son. Director:  Norman  Foster. 

My  Lucky  Star.  .905.  .   (84)   Sept.  2 
Comedy  Drama.  Sonja  Henie  as  a   modern  girl 

on  a   co-ed  campus  performs  a   series  of  new 
numbers  on  her  silver  skates.  Sonja  Henie, 
Richard  Greene.  Director:  Roy  Del  Ruth. 

Mysterious  Mr.  Moto.  .912.  .   (62)   Oct.  21 

Melodrama.  Mr.  Moto,  on  the  trail  of  inter- 

national assassins,  deliberately  has  himself  im- 

prisoned on  Devil’s  Island,  where  he  “escapes” 
with  a   member  of  the  suspected  band,  who  un- 

wittingly leads  him  to  the  assassins’  hideout. 
Peter  Lorre,  Mary  Maguire.  Director:  Norman 
Foster. 

One  Wild  Night.  .850.  .   (72)   June  10 
Mystery  Comedy.  Three  prominent  men  arrange 

to  be  “kidnaped”  to  escape  nagging  wives  and 
become  the  center  of  mystery  with  every  citi- 

zen a   suspect  until  the  plot  is  exposed.  June 
Lang,  Dick  Baldwin,  Lyle  Talbot.  Director: 
Eugene  Forde. 

Panamint’s  Bad  Man .   .   853 . .   (60)   July  8 
Western.  A   deputy  marshall,  assigned  to  stop 
a   series  of  stage  holdups  near  a   frontier  town, 
poses  as  a   gunman  to  gain  the  confidence  of 
the  outlaws  and  finally  brings  about  their 
capture.  Smith  Ballew,  Evelyn  Daw.  Director: 
Ray  Taylor. 

Passport  Husband.  .854. .   (67)    July  15 
Comedy.  A   Latin  dancer  is  about  to  be  de- 

ported as  an  alien,  but  a   marriage  of  con- 
venience is  arranged  for  her  with  a   dim-wit- 

ted American,  so  she  can  carry  on  her  ro- 
mancing with  a   gangster  sweetheart.  Stuart 

Erwin,  Harold  Huber,  Joan  Woodbury.  Direc- 
tor: James  Tinling. 

Rascals.  .849.  .   (77)    May  20 
Comedy.  A   society  girl  loses  her  memory  and 
is  picked  up  by  a   gypsy  band.  The  girl  and  a 
gypsy  fall  in  love,  and  he  raises  the  money  to 
restore  her  memory,  only  to  have  her  forget 
she  ever  loved  him.  Jane  Withers,  Rochelle 
Hudson.  Robert  Wilcox.  Director:  H.  Bruce 
Humberstone. 

Rawhide.  .842. .   (58)    Apr.  8 
Western.  Lou  Gehrig  refuses  to  join  a   crooked 

cattlemen’s  association  that  controls  the  town 
of  Rawhide,  and  sets  out  to  smash  the  or- 

ganization. Smith  Ballew,  Lou  Gehrig,  Evalyn 
Knapp.  Director:  Ray  Taylor. 

Rebecca  of  Sunnybrook  Farm.  .837.  .   (80) ..  .Mar.  18 
Musical.  A   radio  sponsor  in  search  of  a   child 

star  discovers  her  on  a   farm  next  to  his,  takes 
her  away  and  gets  her  an  audition  with  a 
rival  food  concern,  which  audition  the  child 

spoils  by  pretening  "mike  fright.”  Shirley  Tem- 
ple, Randolph  Scott,  Gloria  Stuart,  William 

Demarest.  Director:  Allan  Dwan. 

Safety  in  Numbers.  .906.  .   (55)   Sept.  9 

Comedy  Drama.  The  Jones  Family  are  taken 

in  by  a   group  of  promoters  who  float  a   stock 
issue  to  the  gullible  townsfolk  by  selling  them 

the  idea  that  the  old  swamp-water  is  laden  with 

health-giving  minerals  and  will  support  a   gi- 

gantic money-making  project.  Jed  Prouty, 

Shirley  Deane,  Spring  Byington.  Director:  Mal- 
colm St.  Clair. 

Sharpshooters.  .916.  .   (64)    Nov.  18 
Action  Drama.  A   couple  of  roving  newsreel 
cameramen  save  a   boy  ruler  of  a   mythical 

European  kingdom  from  assassination.  Brian 
Donlevy,  Wally  Vernon,  Lynn  Bari.  Director: 
James  Tinling. 

Speed  to  Burn.  .904. .   (60)   Aug.  26 

Action  Drama.  A   jockey’s  love  for  his  horse 
outwits  a   group  of  racetrack  racketeers  who 

are  determined  to  obtain  possession  of  the 

horse  before  the  big  race.  Marvin  Stephens, 

Michael  Whalen,  Lynn  Bari.  Director:  Otto 
Brower. 

Straight,  Place  and  Show.  .911. .   (65)   Sept.  30 
Musical.  A   broken-down  race  horse  is  entered 
in  the  steeplechase  and  wins  the  race.  Ritz 
Bros.  Ethel  Merman,  Phyllis  Brooks.  Director: 
David  Butler. 

Submarine  Patrol.  .909.  .   (95)    Nov.  25 

Action  Drama.  A   rich  man's  son,  working  at  the 
Brooklyn  Navy  Yard,  falls  in  love  with  the 
daughter  of  a   munitions  freighter  skipper,  who 

objects  to  the  boy.  But  they  win  him  over 

when  they  sink  an  enemy  U-Boat.  Richard 

Greene,  Nancy  Kelly,  George  Bancroft.  Direc- 
tor: John  Ford. 

Suez.  .913. .   (104)    Oct.  28 
Historical  drama.  A   history  of  the  construction 
of  the  Suez  Canal,  with  the  love  interest  woven 
around  a   countess  who  deserts  the  man  who 

loves  her  to  become  the  wife  of  Louis  Na- 
poleon. Tyrone  Power,  Annabella,  Loretta 

Young,  J.  Edward  Bromberg.  Director:  Allan 
Dwan. 

Three  Blind  Mice.  .851.  .   (75)   June  17 

Comedy.  Three  sisters  who  own  a   Kansas 

chicken  ranch  gamble  their  savings  on  an  ex- 
pensive trip  in  their  search  for  luxury  and  rich 

husbands,  one  of  them  posing  as  an  heiress. 

Loretta  Young,  Joel  McCrea,  David  Niven,  Bin- 
nie  Barnes.  Director:  William  A.  Seiter. 

Time  Out  for  Murder.  .908.  .   (60)   Sept.  23 

Mystery.  A   woman  is  murdered  and  the  young 
bank  clerk  who  had  been  sent  to  pick  up  her 

jewels  is  accused.  Gloria  Stuart,  Michael  Wha- 
len. Director:  H.  Bruce  Humberstone. 

Trip  to  Paris,  A..  847..  (64)   May  6 
Comedy  Drama.  Another  of  the  Jones  Family 

series,  with  Pa  Jones  this  time  planning  a   short 

trip  in  celebration  of  his  25th  wedding  anni- 
versary, but  finding  himself  bundling  the  fam- 

ily off  to  Paris.  Jed  Prouty,  Shirley  Deane, 

Spring  Byington.  Director:  Mai  St.  Clair. 

IVe’re  Going  to  Be  Rich .   .   857 .   .   (78)   July  8 

Comedy.  A   story  of  the  “Gay  Nineties”  in 
which  a   variety  star  and  her  shiftless  husband 

find  themselves  stranded  through  his  invest- 
ment in  a   bogus  mine,  and  she  is  forced  to 

work  in  a   “honky  tonk”  joint,  where  the  boss 
falls  in  love  with  her.  Grade  Fields,  Victor 

McLaglen,  Brian  Donlevy.  Director:  Monty 
Banks. 

United  Artists 
Adventures  of  Marco  Polo..  (104)  ©   April  16 

Romantic  Adventure  Drama.  Polo,  traveling  in 

China,  outwits  his  blood-thirsty  rival  for  his 

princess  sweetheart’s  affections,  and  defeats  his 
forces  in  frenzied  battle.  Gary  Cooper,  Sigrid 

Gurie,  Basil  Rathbone.  Director:  Archie  Mayo. 

Algiers. .   (95)    July  22 
Drama.  The  entrance  of  the  ■   heroine  proves  the 

undoing  of  a   noted  jewel  thief  who  is  safe  so 

long  as  he  maintains  his  hideout  in  the  native 
quarter  of  Algiers.  Charles  Boyer,  Sigrid  Gurie, 
Hedy  Lamarr.  Director:  John  Cromwell. 

Blockade. .   (85)    June  17 
Drama.  The  love  of  a   peasant  for  a   beautiful 

spy  is  dramatically  portrayed  against  the  back- 
ground of  the  Spanish  revolution.  Madeleine  Car- 

roll,  Henry  Fonda.  Leo  Carrillo.  Director:  Wil- liam Dieterle. 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady,  The..  (91)   Nov.  17 
Comedy  Drama.  Gary  Cooper,  this  time  as  a 

cowboy,  teaches  society  folk  good  manners  and 
wins  the  heart  of  rich  Merle  Oberon  for  keeps. 

Gary  Cooper,  Merle  Oberon,  Patsy  Kelly,  Walter 
Brennan.  Director:  H.  C.  Potter. 

©Drums  (99)    Sept.  30 

Adventure  Drama.  Starring  Sabu  of  "Elephant 
Boy”  fame,  this  is  a   story  of  military  adventure 

on  England’s  imperialistic  bypasses  in  Northern 
India,  where  native  tribes  try  to  throw  off  Great 

Britain’s  yoke.  Sabu,  Raymond  Massey. 
Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel ..  (80) ....  April  29 
Romantic  Adventure.  A   sequel  to  its  namelike 

predecessor.  In  this  version  the  French  Revolu- 
tion is  dominated  through  a   reign  of  terror  by 

Robespierre,  who  in  turn  is  annoyed  by  the 
Scarlet  Pimpernel  operating  from  England.  The 

latter’s  wife  is  abducted  by  Robespierre’s  men 
in  their  efforts  to  capture  the  Pimpernel.  Mason, 
Francis  Lister,  David  Tree.  Director:  Hans 
Schwartz. 

There  Goes  My  Heart..  (84)   Oct.  14 
Comedy  Drama.  A   young  heiress  working  in  a 
department  store  meets  and  falls  in  love  with 

a   newspaper  man  with  an  aversion  to  heiresses. 

Fredric  March,  Virginia  Bruce,  Patsy  Kelly.  Di- 
rector: Norman  Z.  McLeod. 

Young  in  Heart..  (90)   Oct.  27 

Comedy  Drama.  A   vagabond  family  is  in- 
vited by  a   rich,  kindly  old  lady,  to  live  at  her 

home.  They  accept  with  the  idea  of  influenc- 
ing her  to  will  them  her  fortune,  but  the  old 

lady’s  faith  in  each  member  of  the  family 
causes  them  to  settle  down.  Janet  Gaynor, 

Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  Roland  Young,  Minnie 
Dupree.  Director:  Richard  Wallace. 

Universal 
Air  Devils .   . 2038 .   .   (60)   May  13 

Action  Drama.  A   pair  of  buddies  join  a 

South  Sea  island  constabulary  and  thwart  the 
efforts  of  a   band  of  natives,  led  by  a   renegade 

white,  to  prevent  the  development  of  a   U.  S. 

air  base  on  the  island.  Larry  Blake,  Dick  Pur- 
cell, Mamo  Clark.  Director:  John  Rawlins. 

All  Quiet  on  the  Western  Front.  .Reissue.  . 
3071.  (87)    May  15 
Drama.  War  drama  of  German  schoolboys 

plunged  into  a   maelstrom  of  terror  that  shat- 
ters every  illusion  and  propels  their  lives  into  a 

new  perspective.  Lewis  Ayres,  Louis  Wolheim, 
Raymond  Griffith.  Director:  Lewis  Milestone. 

Black  Bandit .   .   3051 . .   (57)    Sept.  16 
Western.  A   sheriff,  mistaken  for  his  twin 

brother  who  is  wanted  for  cattle  rustling,  is  ar- 
rested by  cattlemen,  but  the  heroine  leads  the 

posse  to  the  outlaws’  hideout.  Bob  Bak^r,  Mar- 
jorie Reynolds.  Director:  George  Waggner. 

Border  Wolves.  .2056. .   (56)   Feb.  25 

Western.  A   pair  of  wandering  cowboys  who  find 
themselves  victims  of  circumstantial  evidence 

after  stumbling  upon  a   notorious  outlaw  at 

\york,  escape  from  jail  and  capture  the  real  cul- 
prits. Bob  Baker,  Constance  Moore,  Fuzzy 

Knight,  Dickie  Jones,  Willie  Fung.  Director: 
Joseph  H.  Lewis. 

Personal  Secretary.  .3034.  .   (62)    Sept.  9 

Drama.  A   young  woman  reporter  takes  a   job 

as  secretary  to  a   rival  newspaperman,  without 

revealing  her  identity,  in  order  to  prove  the 

innocence  of  a   murdered  man’s  wife.  Joy 
Hodges,  William  Gargan.  Director:  Max  Golden. 

Danger  on  the  Air.  .2032.  .   (65)   July  1 
Detective  Drama.  An  unethical  business  man  is 

murdered  under  mysterious  circumstances  in  a 

broadcasting  station.  Donald  Woods,  Nan  Grey, 

Skeets  Gallagher,  Berton  Churchill.  Director: 
Otis  Garrett. 

Devil’s  Party.  .   (67)    May  20 
Action  Drama.  Story  of  four  churns  brought 

up  in  the  slums  of  New  York  and  how  they 

are  later  brought  together  under  tragic  cir- 
cumstances through  the  crime  activities  of  one 

of  them.  Victor  McLaglen,  William  Gargan, 
Paul  Kelly.  Director:  Ray  McCarey. 

Exposed.  .3032.  .   (63)    Nov.  4 
Action  Drama.  A   girl  reporter  and  a   former 

prominent  prosecutor  on  the  trail  of  a   bandit 
gang  succeed  in  rounding  up  the  criminals  and 
bringing  them  to  justice.  Glenda  Farrell,  Otto 
Kruger.  Director:  Harold  Schuster 

Freshman  Year .   .3025.  .   (68)    Sept.  2 

Comedy  Drama.  Two  college  freshmen  insti- 
tute a   “flunk  insurance’’  bureau  for  students 

after  one  of  the  professors,  shaken  by  an  edi- 
torial in  the  college  paper  about  him,  changes 

the  examination  and  the  whole  class  flunks. 

Constance  Moore,  William  Lundigan,  Stanley 

Hughes.  Director:  Frank  McDonald. 

Goodbye  Broadway.  .2012.  .   (69)   Mar.  25 
Comedy  Drama.  Troupers  who  have  bought  a 
hotel  in  a   small  town  are  harassed  by  the  town 

banker  but  a   nut  foils  the  banker  and  a   Broad- 
way contract  ends  the  settling  down  idea. 

Charles  Wlnnlneer.  Alice  Brady.  Director:  Ray McCarey. 

Guilty  Trails .   .   3052 .   .   (57)        Oct.  21 

Western.  Bob  Baker  gives  up  his  sheriff’s 
badge  after  the  father  of  his  girl  dies.  He  be- 

comes foreman  of  the  girl’s  ranch  to  help  her 
pay  off  a   note.  He  finds  the  note  fraudulent 
and  the  holder  the  murderer.  Bob  Baker,  Mar- 

jorie Reynolds.  Director:  George  Waggner. 

His  Exciting  Night  (formerly  Adam’s 
Evening) .   .3036.  .   (63)    Nov.  11 
Comedy.  Charlie  Ruggles  is  the  victim  of  a 

series  of  practical  jokes  on  the  first  night  of 
his  wedding,  being  snatched  from  his  bride  and 

getting  involved  with  a   blonde.  Director:  Gus Meins. 

Lady  in  the  Morgue,  The.  .2027.  .   (70)   Apr.  22 

Mystery  Drama.  A   Crime  Club  mystery  where- 
in the  body  of  a   murdered  woman  disappears 

from  the  morgue.  Preston  Foster,  Frank  Jenks, 
Rowland  Drew.  Patricia  Ellis.  Director:  Otis 
Garrett. 
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Lady  Tubbs.  .Reissue.  .3074.  .   (69)    May  15 

Comedy.  A   cook  in  a   construction  camp,  affec- 

tionately known  as  “Mom,”  inherits  a   title  and 
shows  up  some  society  snobs.  Alice  Brady, 
Douglass  Montgomery,  Anita  Louise.  Director: 
Alan  Crosland. 

Last  Express,  The..  (63)    Oct.  28 
Mystery  Drama.  An  underworld  chief  hires  a 

private  detective  to  retrieve  damaging  evidence 
made  against  him,  in  the  pursuit  of  which  he 
is  faced  with  the  solution  of  two  murders. 

Kent  Taylor,  Dorothea  Kent,  Addison  Richards. 
Director:  Otis  Garrett. 

Letter  of  Introduction.  .   (103)   Aug.  12 

Comedy  with  music.  An  unheard-of  daughter 
with  stage  ambitions  overwhelms  her  vain 

father,  with  Edgar  Bergen  and  Charlie  Mc- 
Carthy contributing  to  the  action.  Adolphe  Men- 

jou,  Andrea  Leeds.  Director:  James  Whale. 

Let's  Make  a   Night  of  It.  .2041.  .   (67)  .   .   .March  25 
Musical  Drama.  A   wealthy  man  gets  a   London 

night  club  as  a   bad  debt  payment,  but  un- 
known to  him  his  wife  buys  a   rival  place.  Their 

daughter’s  sweetheart  helps  put  over  the 
father’s  club  at  the  expense  of  the  other,  and 
after  a   rollicking  series  of  events,  the  two  es- 

tablishments become  one.  Buddy  Rogers,  June 
Clyde.  Director:  Graham  Cutts. 

Little  Tough  Guy .   .2008.  .   (83)    July  22 

Drama.  Featuring  the  six  “Dead  End”  kids  in 
another  drama  of  the  slums,  dealing  with  much 

the  time  sociological  problems.  Robert  Wilcox, 

the  “Dead  End”  Kids.  Director:  Harold  Young. 

Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society.  .   (.  .)   Nov.  25 
Drama.  The  family  physician  for  a   wealthy 
family  prescribes  as  a   cure  for  their  spoiled  and 
sullen  child,  his  association  with  poor  boys  from 
the  East  Side  of  New  York.  Jackie  Searl, 

Mary  Boland,  Mischa  Auer,  Little  Tough  Guys. 
Director:  Erie  Kenton. 

Love  Before  Breakfast.  .Reissue.  .3073.  .   (70) 

  May  15 
Comedy.  Preston  Foster  wins  Miss  Lombard 

after  a   madcap  courtship.  Carole  Lombard, 

Preston  Foster,  Cesar  Romero.  Director:  Wal- 
ter Lang. 

Missing  Guest,  The.  .2031.  .   (69)   Aug.  12 

Melodrama.  A   newspaperman  is  assigned  to 

bring  in  a   story  getting  at  the  truth  of  the 

ghost  stories  surrounding  a   mysterious  room  in 

a   long-dead  millionaire’s  mansion.  At  a   party 
given  in  the  room,  a   guest  disappears  and  an- 

other is  murdered.  Paul  Kelly,  Constance 

Moore,  William  Lundigan.  Director:  John 

Rawlins.  *4 

Nurse  From  Brooklyn.  .2022.  .   (67)   Apr.  15 
Drama.  The  fiance  of  a   young  nurse  kills  her 
brother  and  blames  it  on  a   policeman  wounded 
in  the  fight.  Ironically,  the  hospital  assigns 
her  as  nurse  to  the  policeman  she  hates  as  the 

murderer  of  her  brother.  Sally  Ellers,  Paul 
Kelly.  Director:  S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

Outlaw  Express.  .2059.  .   (56)    June  17 
Western.  A   young  captain  in  the  U.  S.  Cavalry 

is  sent  to  solve  the  baffling  murders  of  sev- 
eral eastbound  Pony  Express  riders.  Bob  Baker. 

Cecilia  Callejo,  Don  Barclay.  Director:  George 
Waggner. 

Prairie  Justice.  .3053.  .   (57)    Nov.  4 

Western.  The  murderer  of  Bob  Baker’s  father 
and  leader  of  a   gang  of  outlaws  undermining 

Dorothy  Fay’s  ranch,  turns  out  to  be  the  lat- 
ter’s uncle.  Bob  Baker,  Dorothy  Fay,  Jack 

Rockwell.  Director:  George  Waggner. 

Prison  Break.  .2028.  .   (73)    July  15 

Drama.  An  exposition  of  how  the  law  of  cir- 
cumstances takes  its  toll  of  human  lives  as  a 

fisherman  takes  the  “rap”  for  another’s  crime 
and  finds  the  going  tough  on  parole.  Barton 
MacLane,  Glenda  Farrell,  Paul  Hurst.  Director: 
Arthur  Lubin. 

Rage  of  Paris,  The.  .2005.  .   (78)   July  1 
Comedy.  An  unemployed  model  foists  herself 

through  subterfuge  on  a   wealthy  young  man 
who  falls  in  love  with  her.  Danielle  Darrieux. 

Douglas  Fairbanks  jr.,  Louis  Hayward.  Direc- 
tor: Henry  Koster. 

Reckless  Living.  .2021.  .   (69)    Apr.  1 
Comedy  Drama.  A   race  track  story  of  sudden 
wealth  and  a   romance.  Robert  Wilcox.  Nan 
Grey,  Jimmy  Savo.  Director:  Frank  McDonald. 

Reported  Missing.  .1006.  .   (63)   Aug.  15 
Action  Drama.  A   young  man,  whose  device  for 
airplane  navigation  is  held  responsible  for  a 
crash  and  many  deaths  uncovers  the  real  cul- 

prit. William  Gargan.  Jean  Rogers,  Hobart 

Cavanauerh.  Director-  Milton  Carruth. 

Road  to  Reno,  The.  .3017.  .   (69)   .- .   .Sept.  23 
Comedy  Drama.  A   satirical  comedy  based  on 

the  Reno  divorce  mill,  in  which  an  opera  singer’s 
rancher  husband  refuses  to  divorce  her  so  that 

she  can  marry  another.  Randolph  Scott,  Hope 
Hampton.  Director:  S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

Service  De  Luxe.  .   (85)   Oct.  21 

Comedy.  A   young  woman,  operating  a   personal 
service  bureau  is  called  upon  by  an  eccentric 
millionaire  to  sidetrack  his  nephew,  and  does 
herself  a   personal  service  by  saving  the  latter 

from  her  man-crazy  rival.  Constance  Bennett, 
Vincent  Price.  Director:  Rowland  V.  Lee. 

Sinners  in  Paradise.  .   (65)   May  6 

Drama.  A   Shanghai  surgeon  hides  out  on  a 

tropical  isle  with  his  Chinese  servant  from  a 
murder  charge,  but  their  privacy  is  invaded 
with  a   China  clipper  carrying  passengers  is 
forced  down  in  a   storm.  Madge  Evans,  John 

Boles,  Bruce  Cabot,  Gene  Lockhart.  Director: 
James  Whale. 

State  Police .   . 2029 .   .   (63)   Mar.  18 
Melodrama.  A   young  man  wins  back  his  girl 

and  his  father’s  approval  when  he  overcomes 
racketeers  in  coal  mine  troubles,  as  a   member 

of  the  state  police.  John  King,  Constance  Moore. 
Director:  John  Rawlins. 

Storm,  The.  .   (75)    Oct.  28 
Melodrama.  Men  battle  the  elements  and  each 
other  in  this  drama  of  two  feuding  brothers  and 

a   heartless  ship  captain  who  sends  one  of  two 
wireless  operators  needlessly  to  his  death. 

Charles  Bickford,  Preston  Foster,  Barton  Mac- 
Lane.  Director:  Harold  Young. 

Strange  Faces .   .   3035 .   .   (66)    Nov.  18 
Action  Drama.  A   gangster,  murdering  an  honest 
citizen  whom  he  resembles,  is  nipped  by  two 

reporters  in  his  attempt  to  marry  the  town’s 
rich  heiress.  Frank  Jenks,  Leon  Ames,  Doro- 

thea Kent,  Andy  Devine.  Director:  Errol  Tag- 

gart. Swing  That  Cheer.  .3026.  .   (63)   Oct.  14 
Comedy  Drama.  Two  college  football  team 

players  who  can’t  get  along  set  their  prejudices 

aside  when  they  learn  the  coach’s  job  depends 
on  their  winning  the  games.  Tom  Brown,  Andy 
Devine,  Constance  Moore.  Director:  Harold 
Schuster. 

That  Certain  Age .   .   2007 . .   (95)   Oct.  7 
Musical  Comedy.  A   group  of  adolescents,  whose 

play-rehearsing  in  an  empty  house  is  disrupted 

by  new  tenants  moving  in,  arrange  to  “haunt” 
the  house  to  make  them  move.  Deanna  Durbin, 

Melvyn  Douglas,  Jackie  Cooper.  Director:  Ed- 
ward Ludwig. 

Top  of  the  Town.  .1007.  .   (86)   April  18 
Musical  Comedy.  A   very  wealthy  young  lady  gets 
an  exaggerated  idea  and  attempts  to  effect  an 

artistic  uplift  of  night  club  entertainment,  caus- 
ing all  sorts  of  complications.  Doris  Nolan, 

George  Murphy.  Director:  Ralph  Murphy. 

Western  Trails.  .2038.  .   (57)    June  3 

Western.  A   young  man  feels  he  must  avenge 
the  death  of  his  father  before  he  can  find 

happiness  with  the  girl  he  loves.  Bob  Baker, 
Marjorie  Reynolds,  Jack  Kennedy.  Director: 
George  Waggner. 

Wives  Under  Suspicion.  .2010.  .   (75)   June  3 
Drama.  A   hardboiled  prosecutor  finds  himself 

in  the  same  predicament  as  a   man  he  had 
indicted,  when  he  almost  kills  his  wife  in  a 

jealous  rage  over  another  man.  Warren  Wil- 
liam, Gail  Patrick,  Ralph  Morgan.  Director: 

James  Whale. 

Young  Fugitives.  .2039.  .   (68)    June  17 

Melodrama.  The  last  Civil  War  veteran,  hav- 

ing survived  all  of  his  comrades,  inherits  $50,- 
000  and  uses  it  to  redeem  two  young  people  who 

have  strayed.  Harry  Davenport,  Robert  Wilcox, 
Dorothea  Kent.  Director:  John  Rawlins. 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling.  .3012.  .   (78)   Sept.  30 
Comedy  Drama.  A   farm  boy,  with  ambitions 

to  go  to  sea,  comes  to  the  city,  meets  and  falls 

in  love,  and  against  the  girl’s  wishes,  is  de- 
termined to  realize  his  ambition.  On  board 

boat  he  becomes  seasick  and  goes  back  to  shore 

and  the  girl.  Joel  McCrea,  Andrea  Leeds,  Frank 
Jenks.  Director:  Archie  Mayo. 

Warner  Bros. 
Accidents  Will  Happen.  .222.  .   (62)   Apr.  9 
Melodrama.  Fake  accident  claims  racketeers  are 

tripped  up  by  a   young  wife  who,  divorced,  re- 
turns to  help  her  former  husband  round  up  the 

culprits.  Ronald  Reagan,  Gloria  Blondell,  Dick 
Purcell.  Director:  William  Clemens. 

Boy  Meets  Girl.  .303.  .   (80)   Aug.  27 

Comedy  Drama.  With  a   boy-meets-loses-wins- 
girl  theme  against  a   motion  picture  studio 

background  which  burlesques  picture-making 

problems.  James  Cagney,  Pat  O’Brien,  Marie 
Wilson,  Ralph  Bellamy.  Director:  Lloyd 
Bacon. 

Brother  Rat.  .   (89)    Oct.  29 
Comedy.  From  the  Broadway  hit  stage  play, 

revolving  around  the  escapades  and  romances  of 
cadets  at  Virginia  Military  Institute.  Wayne 
Morris,  Eddie  Albert,  Ronald  Reagan,  Priscilla 
Lane.  Director:  William  Keighley. 

Cowboy  From  Brooklyn.  .217.  .   (77)   Aug.  13 

Musical  Comedy.  A   Flatbush  entertainer,  mor- 
tally afraid  of  horses,  gets  on  a   dude  ranch 

and  becomes  a   cowboy  crooning  sensation,  only 
to  find  himself  entering  the  rodeo  show  after 
being  tricked  into  an  expose  by  a   courtship 

rival.  Pat  O’Brien,  Dick  Powell,  Priscilla  Lane. 
Director:  Lloyd  Bacon. 

Footloose  Heiress,  The.  .123.  .   (62)   Aug.  21 
Romantic  Comedy.  The  accidental  appearance 

of  a   wealthy  lad  disguised  as  a   hobo,  changes 

the  marital  status  of  a   young  girl  about  to 
elope.  Ann  Sheridan,  Craig  Reynolds,  Hugh 

O’Connell.  Director:  Williams  Clemens. 

Four’s  a   Crowd.  .213.  .   (95)   Sept.  3 
Comedy  Drama.  A   newspaperman  lampoons 
a   millionaire  stock  market  tycoon,  runs  off 

with  his  daughter,  but  falls  in  love  with  an- 
other girl.  Errol  Flynn,  Rosalind  Russell,  Olivia 

de  Havilland,  Walter  Connolly.  Director: 
Michael  Curtiz. 

Gold  Diggers  in  Paris.  .206.  .   (97)   June  II 

Musical  Comedy.  A   singing  and  dancing  spec- 
tacle, the  theme  revolving  itself  around  a 

French  envoy  who  invites  the  wrong  dancers  to 

appear  in  competition  at  the  Paris  Exposition. 
Rudy  Vallee,  Rosemary  Lane,  Hugh  Herbert, 
Allen  Jenkins.  Director:  Ray  Enright. 

Hard  to  Get..  (79)        Nov.  5 

Comedy.  A   young  would-be  architect,  working 
in  a   gasoline  station,  refuses  to  accept  as  a 
charge  the  gas  bought  by  a   wealthy,  spoiled 

heiress,  and  forces  her  to  work  it  out.  Dick 
Powell,  Olivia  de  Havilland,  Charles  Winninger. 
Director:  Ray  Enright. 

He  Couldn’t  Say  No.  .221.  .   (57)   Mar.  19 
Comedy.  A   timid  clerk  in  a   linoleum  factory 

outwits  a   gang  of  crooks  who  attempt  to  steal 
a   statue  from  him  for  blackmailing  purposes, 

and  takes  time  out  to  win  the  girl  of  his  dreams. 

Frank  McHugh,  Jane  Wyman,  Cora  Wither- 
spoon. Director:  Lew  Seiler. 

Jezebel.  .204.  .(104)    Mar.  26 

Drama.  A   young  girl,  embittered  over  conven- 

tion restrictions  of  the  1850's,  which  broke  her 
engagement,  shuts  herself  from  the  world.  When 
she  meets  her  lover  again  he  is  married,  and 
she  becomes  a   regular  Jezebel  in  her  vengeance. 
Bette  Davis,  Henry  Fonda,  George  Brent,  Fay 
Bainter.  Director:  William  Wyler. 

Little  Miss  Thoroughbred.  .219.  .   (63)   June  4 

Comedy  Drama.  A   child  escapes  from  an 

orphanage  to  search  for  her  father  and  is  be- 
friended by  a   race  track  gambler  and  his  wife 

who  end  up  in  court  on  a   kidnaping  charge. 

Janet  Chapman,  John  Litel,  Ann  Sheridan.  Di- 
rector: John  Farrow. 

Men  Are  Such  Fools.  .215.  .   (69)   July  16 

Comedy  Drama.  Based  on  the  Faith  Baldwin 

story,  in  which  a   secretary  elevates  herself  to 
an  executive  position,  gives  up  her  job  to 

marry  only  to  return  again  after  it  fails.  By 

pretending  to  be  in  love  with  her  benefactor 
a   reconciliation  is  effected.  Wayne  Morris, 
Priscilla  Lane.  Director:  Busby  Berkeley. 

Mr.  Chump.  .227.  .   (60)    Aug.  6 

Comedy.  A   small-town  dreamer  makes  mil- 
lions on  paper  through  his  stock  manipulations. 

Johnny  Davis,  Lola  Lane,  Penny  Singleton.  Di- 
rector: William  Clemens. 

Over  the  Wall .   .212 ..  (59)    r   Apr.  2 

Melodrama.  An  mpetuous  young  truck-driver 
is  framed  on  a   murder  charge,  but  gradually  be- 

comes less  revenge-minded  after  joining  the 
prison  choir,  which  wins  him  many  friends 

who  aid  in  clearing  his  name  and  apprehend- 
ing the  real  criminal.  Dick  Foran,  June  Travis, 

John  Litel,  Dick  Purcell.  Director:  Frank  Mac- 
Donald. 

Racket  Busters.  .205.  .   (71)    July  16 

Melodrama.  A   group  of  truckmen  are  forced 

by  racketeers  to  pay  tribute  and  one  of  them 
who  needs  the  money  is  supposedly  on  the 

racketeers’  side,  but  comes  back  to  aid  his 
friends  when  a   strike  is  staged.  George  Brent, 

Gloria  Dickson.  Director:  Lloyd  Bacon. 

Secrets  of  an  Actress .   .   365 ..(..)   Sept.  10 

Drama.  An  actress,  through  the  help  of  a   pro- 
ducer, becomes  a   Broadway  star,  and  is  soon 

threatened  with  an  alienation  of  affections  suit 

by  the  gold-digger  wife  of  another  man,  but  the 
producer  aids  in  straightening  out  matters.  Kay 

Francis,  George  Brent,  Ian  Hunter,  Gloria 
Dickson.  Director:  William  Keighley. 

Sisters,  The .   .   302 .   .   (99)    Oct.  15 
Drama.  Portrays  the  lives  and  loves  of  three 

sisters  and  the  type  of  man  each  one  marries. 

Bette  Davis,  Errol  Flynn,  Anita  Louise.  Di- 
rector: Anatole  Litvak. 

Torchy  Gets  Her  Man.  .   (62)   Nov.  19 
Comedy  Drama.  The  sixth  of  the  Torchy  Blane 
series,  in  which  a   counterfeiter  poses  as  a 

G-Man  to  gain  police  confidence,  but  is  ex- 

posed by  a   girl  reporter.  Glenda  Farrell,  Bar- 
ton MacLane,  Tom  Kennedy.  Director:  Wil- 
liam Beaudine. 

Valley  of  the  Giants.  . 305.  .   (79) 

Technicolor    Sept.  17 
Drama.  A   life  and  death  battle  between  the 

land  owners  and  a   group  of  financial  barons 
who  want  to  steal  their  timber  land.  Wayne 

Morris,  Charles  Bickford,  Claire  Trevor.  Di- 
rector: William  Keighley. 

White  Banners.  .208.  .   (88)    June  25 

Drama.  A   story,  of  human  loves  and  emotions 
that  might  be  the  story  of  a   neighbor  or  of 
oneself.  Based  on  the  Lloyd  C.  Douglas  story 

of  faith,  philosophy  and  sacrifice.  Claude 

Rains,  Fay  Bainter,  Jackie  Cooper.  Director: 
Edmund  Goulding. 
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Alphabetical  Index  of  Feature  Releases 
Designed  as  a   Time-Saving  Guide  for  Exhibitors  Who  Know  the  Title  of  a   Picture,  but  Do  Not  Recall  the  Producer  or  Distributor.  All  Pictures  Listed 

Here  Appear  in  the  PRODUCTION  INDEX  in  Alphabetical  Order  Under  the  Proper  Company  Headings.  Date  Following  Title  is  Issue  of  Review. 

A 

Accidents  Will  Happen  (WB) 
Adventures  of  Robin  Hood  (FN) 
May  7 

Adventure  in  the  Sahara  (Col) 
Adventures  of  Marco  Polo  (UA)  © 

April  16 
Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO)  July  16 

Air  Devils  (Univ)  May  14 

Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band 

(20th-Fox)  June  4 
Algiers  (UA)  July  2 

Ali  Baba  Goes  to  Town  (20th-Fox) 
Oct.  30 

All  Quiet  on  the  Western 
Front  (Univ)  reissue 

Always  Good  lire  (20th-Foxl  July  2 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox)  Aug.20 
Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse  (FN) 

July  9 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN) 
Oct.  29  ,   . 

Annabel  Takes  a   Tour  (RKO)  Oct.  22 
Arkansas  Traveler  (Para) 

Army  Girl  (Rep)  July  23 

Arrest  Bulldog  Drummond  (Para) 
Arson  Gang  Busters  (Col)  Apr.  9 

B 

Bar  20  Justice  (Para)  April  16 
Barefoot  Boy  (Mono) 

Battle  of  Broadway  (20th-Fox) 
April  2 

Beloved  Brat.  The  (FN)  Feb.  19 

Billy  the  Kid  Returns  (Rep)  Sept.  3 
Black  Bandit  (Univ) 

Blazing  Sixes  (WB) 
Blind  Alibi  (RKO)  May  14 
Blockade  (UA)  June  11 

Block-Heads  (M-G-M)  Aug.  20 
Blond  Cheat  (RKO)  May  28 
Booloo  (Para)  July  2 
Border  G-Man  (RKO)  June  18 
Border  Wolves  (Univ)  Mar.  5 
Ilordertown  (WB)  reissue 

Boy  Meets  Girl  (WB)  July  30 

Boys’  Town  (M-G-M) 
Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)  Sept.  3 
Broadwav  Musketeers  (WB) 

Brother  Rat  (WB)  Oct.  22 

Bulldog  Drummond  in  Africa 
(Para)  Aug.  6 

Bulldog  Drummond’s  Peril  (Para) 

c 
Call  of  the  Rockies  (Col)  June  18 
Call  of  the  Yukon  (Rep) 

Campus  Confessions  (Para)  Sept.  17 
Carefree  (RKO)  Sept.  8 

Chaser,  The  (M-O-M)  July  80 
Cipher  Bureau  (GN)  Oct.  29 

Citadel,  The  (M-G-M)  Oct.  29 
City  Streets  (Col) 

('ocoanut  Grove  (Para)  May  14 
College  Swing  (Para)  Apr.  23 
Colorado  Trail  (Col) 

Come  on  Leathernecks  (Rep)  Aug.  27 

Condemned  Women  (RKO)  April  2 
Convicted  (Col) 

Country  Bride  (Amk)  June  18 
Courier  of  Lyons  fPix)  June  18 

Cowboy  and  the  Rady  (UA) 

Cowboy  From  Brooklyn  (WB) 
June  18 

Crime  Over  London  (GB)  Aug.  13 

Crime  Ring  (RKO)  July  2 
Crime  School  (FN)  May  14 

Crime  Takes  a   Holiday  (Col)  May  7 

Crowd  Roars  (M-G-M)  Aug.  6 

D 

Danger  on  the  Air  (Univ)  July  2 
Dangerous  Secrets  (GN) 
Dark  Sands  (SR)  Aug.  20 

Delinquent  Parents  (Progr)  July  16 
Desert  Patrol  (Rep)  June  11 

Desperate  Adventure  (Rep)  July  30 

Devil’s  Party  (Univ)  May  28 
Down  in  Arkansas  (Rep) 

Dr.  Rhythm  (Para)  April  30 
Drums  (UA)  Aug.  6 

Duke  Is  Tops  (Million  Dollar) 
June  18 

Durango  Valley  Raiders  (Rep) 

E 

Easy  Money  (Tnv) 
Everybody  Donee  (GB) 
Exposed  (Univ) 
Extortion  (Col) 

F 

Farewell  to  Arms  (Para)  reissue 

Fast  Company  (M-G-M)  July  2 
Female  Fugitive  (Mono)  April  16 
Feud  Maker.  The  fRep)  April  16 

Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)  Oct.  15 
Flight  Into  Nowhere  (Col) 

Mar.  19 

Flight  to  Fame  (Col) 

Fools  for  Scandal  (FN)  Mar.  19 
Footloose  Heiress,  The  (WB) 

Four  Daughters  (FN)  Aug.  20 

Four  Men  and  a   Prayer  (20th-Fox) 
April  30 

Four’s  a   Crowd  ( WB)  July  30 
Freshman  Year  (Univ)  Aug.  27 

Frontier  Scout  (GN)  Sept.  17 

Fugitives  for  a   Night  (RKO)  Oct.  1 

G 

Gang  Bullets  (Mono) 
Gangs  of  New  York  c   Ren) 

Gangster’s  Boy  (Mono)  Nov.  12 
Garden  of  the  Moon  (FN)  July  30 

Gateway  f20th-Fox)  Aug.  6 
Girls  on  Probation  (FN)  Oct.  29 

Girls’  School  (Col)  Oct.  1 
Gladiator,  The  (Col) 

Go  Chase  Yourself  (RKO)  April  16 
Gold  Diggers  in  Paris  (WB)  May  2 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky  (Rep) 

Goodbye  Broadway  (Univ) 

Great  John  Ericsson  (Scandinavian) 

June  18 
Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)  Nov.  12 
Guilty  Trails  (Univ) 
Gun  Law  (RKO)  Mav  14 
Gun  Packer  (Mono)  Nov.  19 
Gun  Smoke  Trail  (Mono) 

H 

Hard  to  Get  (WB)  Nov.  12 
Having  Wonderful  Time  (RKO) 
June  18 

Heart  of  Arizona  (Para)  April  16 

He  Couldn’t  Say  No  (WB)  Mar.  5 
Held  for  Ransom  (GN) 

Her  Jungle  Love  (Para)  April  9   0 
Heroes  of  the  Hills  (Rep) 

High  Command  (GN)  July  30 
Highway  Patrol  (Col) 

Higgins  Family  (Rep)  Sept.  10 
His  Exciting  Night  (Univ) 

Hold  That  Coed  (20th-Fox) 
Sept.  17 

Hold  That  Kiss  (M-G-M)  May  14 
Holiday  (Col)  May  21  4J 

Hunted  Men  (Para)  May  21 

i 
I   Am  the  Law  (Col)  Aug.  27 

I   Married  a   Spy  (GN)  July  16 

I   Stand  Accused  (Rep)  Oct.  22 

If  I   Were  King  (Para)  Oct.  1 
Illegal  Traffic  (Para)  Nov.  5 

I’ll  Give  a   Million  (20th-Fox) 
July  16 

I’m  From  the  City  (RKO)  July  30 
In  Old  Chicago  (20th-Fox)  Jan.  8 
In  Old  Mexico  (Para)  Aug.  6 
International  Crime  (GN) 

Invisible  Enemy  (Rep)  April  2 

Island  in  the  Sky  (20th-Fox)  Mar.  19 

i 
Jezebel  (WB)  Mar.  19 

Josette  (20th-Fox)  June  4 
Joy  of  Living  (RKO)  Mar.  26 

Judge  Hardy’s  Children  (M-G-M) Mar.  26 

Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox) 
Nov.  5 

Juvenile  Court  (Col)  Sept.  10 

K 

Kentucky  Moonshine  (20th-Fox) May  7 

Keep  Smiling  (20th-Fox)  June  18 
Kidnapped  (20th-Fox)  May  28 
King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) 

L 

Ladies  in  Distress  (Rep)  June  11 
Lady  in  the  Morgue  (Univ) 

Oct.  23 

Lady  Objects  (Col) 

Lady  Tubbs  (Univ)  reissue 
Lady  Vanishes  (GB) 

Land  of  Fighting  Men  (Mono) 

Law  of  the  Plains  (Col) 
Law  of  the  Texan  (Col)  Oct.  29 
Law  of  the  Underworld  (RKO) 

Mar.  26 
Law  West  of  Tombstone  (RKO) 

Nov.  19 

Lawless  Valley  (RKO)  Nov.  5 
Lenin  in  October  (Amkino) 

Let’s  Make  a   Night  of  It  (Univ) 
Letter  of  Introduction  (Univ)  Aug.  6 
Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven  (World 

Films)  Dec.  25 

Life  Begins  at  40  (20th-Fox)  reissue 

Listen,  Darling  (M-G-M) 
Little  Adventuress  (Col) 

Little  Miss  Broadway  (20th-Fox) July  9 

Little  Miss  Thoroughbred  (WB) 

Little  Tough  Gny  (Univ)  July  16 
Lone  Wolf  in  Paris,  The  (Col) 

Lord  Jeff  (M-G-M) 
Love  Before  Breakfast  (Univ)  reissue 

Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy  (M-G-M) July  16  (J 

M 

Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)  Oct.  15 
Main  Event  (Col)  May  14 

Man  From  Music  Mountain 

(Rep)  Aug.  13 Man  to  Remember,  A   (RKO) 

Man’s  Country  (Mono) 

Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M)  July  30 
Marines  Are  Here  (Mono) 

Meet  the  Girls  (20th-Fox)  July  23 
Men  Are  Snell  Fools  (WB)  June  25 

Men  With  Wings  (Para)  Oct.  29 
Mexicali  Kid  (Mono) 

Missing  Guest  (Univ)  Aug.  20 

Mother  Carey’s  Chickens  (RKO) 
Mr.  Chump  (WB)  July  23 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Oft  (RKO) 

Sept.  10 
Mr.  Moto  Takes  a   Chance  (20th- 
Fox)  June  18 

Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (Mono) 

My  Bill  (FN)  June  25 

My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox)  Sept.  3 
Mystery  House  (FN)  May  14 

Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox) 
Mysterious  Rider  (Para)  Sept.  24 

N 

Nancy  Drew,  Detective  (FN) 
New  York  Nights  (Art) 

Night  Hawk  (Rep)  Oct.  1 
Numbered  Women  (Mono)  May  14 
Nurse  From  Brooklyn  (Univ) 

April  16 

o 
One  Wild  Night  (20th-Fox)  May  14 

Orphans  of  the  Peeos  (Vic) 

Out  West  With  Hardys  (M-G-M) 
Outlaw  Express  (Univ) 

Over  the  Wall  (WB)  Mar.  19 
Overland  Express  (Col)  April  9 
Overland  Stage  Raiders  (Rep) 

P 

Painted  Desert  (RKO)  Aug.  6 

Panamint’s  Bad  Man  (20th-Fox) 
Paroled  From  the  Big  House 

(SR)  Aug.  20 
Passport  Husband  (20th-Fox1  July  2 

Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With  the  Circus (RKO) 

Penrod’s  Double  Trouble  (FN) 

April  2 Personal  Secretary  (Univ) 
Phantom  Gold  (Col) 

Phantom  Ranger  (Mono) 
Pioneer  Trail  (Col) 

Port  of  Seven  Seas  (M-G-M) 
Prairie  Justice  (Univ) 
Prairie  Moon  (Rep) 

Pride  of  the  West  (Para)  July  2 
Prison  Break  (Univ)  July  23 
Prison  Farm  (Para)  June  25 
Professor  Beware  (Para)  July  16 

R 

Racket  Busters  (WB)  Aug.  20 

Rage  of  Paris  (Univ)  June  18 

Rascals  (20th-Fox)  April  9 
Rawhide  (20th-Fox)  Mar.  19 

Rebecca  of  Sunny  brook  Farm  (20th- 

Fox)  Mar.  12 
Reckless  Living  (Univ)  April  9 
Reformatory  (Col)  June  25 

Renegade  Ranger  (RKO)  Sept.  10 
Renfrew  of  the  Great  White  Trail (GN) 

Return  of  the  Scarlet  Pimpernel 

(UA)  April  16 Rhythm  of  the  Saddle  (Rep) 

Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (M-G-M) 
Aug.  13 

Riders  of  the  Black  Hills  (Rep) 
July  25 

Road  to  Reno  (Univ)  Sept.  3 
Rollin’  Plains  (GN) 

Romance  of  the  Limberlost  (Mono) 

June  25 
Romance  on  the  Run  (Rep)  May  7 

Room  Service  (RKO)  Sept.  17 

Rough  Riding  Rhythm  (Conn) 

s 

Safety  in  Numbers  (20th-Fox) 
Aug.  13 

Saint  in  New  York  (RKO)  May  7 
Santa  Fe  Stampede  (Rep) 
Secrets  of  an  Actress  (WB) 

Sharpshooters  (20th-Fox)  Sept.  24 

Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)  Nov.  19 
Shopworn  Angel  (M-G-M)  July  9 
Show  Goes  On,  The  (GB) 

Sing  You  Sinners  (Para)  Aug.  13 
Sinners  in  Paradise  (Univ)  May  7 
Sisters,  The  (WB) 

Six  Shootin’  Sheriff  (GN) 
Sky  Giant  (RKO)  July  23 

Slipper  Episode  (French)  June  18 
Smashing  the  Rackets  (RKO)  July  30 

Song  of  the  Buclcaroo  (Mono) 
Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para)  Sept.  17 
South  of  Arizona  (Col) 

Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)  Aug.  27 

Speed  to  Burn  (20th-Fox)  June  11 
Spirit  of  Youth  (GN)  April  1 

Spring  Madness  (M-G-M) 
Stablemates  (M-G-M) Stage  Coach  Days  (Col) 

Stand-In  (UA)  Oct.  9 

Starlight  Over  Texas  (Mono) 

Sept.  24 Storm  Over  Bengal  (Rep)  Nov.  19 
State  Police  (Univ) 

Stolen  Heaven  (Para)  April  30 

Straight,  Place  and  Show  (20th- 

Fox)  Oct.  1 Strange  Boarders  (GB) 

Strange  Faces  (Univ) 

Stranger  From  Arizona  (Col) 

Sept.  24 

Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox) 

Suez  (20th-Fox)  Oct.  22 
Swing  That  Cheer  (Univ) 

Swiss  Miss  (M-G-M)  May  14 

T 

Tarnished  Angel  (RKO)  Oct.  29 
Tarzan  and  the  Green  Goddess 

(Prin)  June  18 
Ten  Laps  to  Go  (Ace)  June  18 
Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (Rep)  Aug.  27 

Test  Pilot  (M-G-M)  Apr.  23 
Texans,  The  (Para)  July  23 
Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para) 

Nov.  12 
That  Certain  Age  (Univ) 

There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)  Oct.  1 

There’s  Always  a   Woman  (Col) 
Mar.  26 

They  Were  Five  (Lenauer)  June  18 
Thirteenth  Guest  (Mono)  July  31 

This  Marriage  Business  (RKO) 

Mar.  19 

Three  Blind  Mice  (20th-Fox)  June  11 
Three  Comrades  (M-G-M)  May  28 

Three  Legionnaires  (Gen’l) Three  of  a   Kind  (Inv) 

Three  on  a   Weekend  (GB) 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox) 
Tip-Off  Girls  (Para)  Mar.  19 
To  the  Victor  (GB)  Feb.  19 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (M-G-M) 
Sept.  17 

Top  of  the  Town  (Univ)  April  10 
Torchy  Blane  in  Panama  (FN) 

April  23 Torchy  Gets  Her  Man  (WB)  Oct.  15 
Touchdown,  Army  (Para)  Oct.  1 

Toy  Wife  (M-G-M)  June  11 

Trapped  by  G-Men  (Col)  reviewed 
under  title  (River  of  Missing  Men) 

Sept.  11 
Trip  to  Paris,  A   (20th-Fox)  Mar.  26 Tropic  Holiday  (Para)  July  2 
Two  Gun  Justice  (Mono) 

U 

Under  Suspicion  (Col)  Nov.  27 
Under  the  Big  Top  (Mono) 

Under  Western  Stars  (Rep)  April  16 
Utah  Trail  (GN) 

v 
Vacation  From  Love  (M-G-M)  Oct.  8 
Valley  of  the  Giants  (FN)  Sept.  24 
Vivacious  Lady  (RKO)  May  7 

w 
Wanted  by  the  Police  (Mono) 

We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich  (20th.- Fox)  J,uly  9 

West  of  Cheyenne  (Col) 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe  (Col) 
Western  Trails  (Univ) 

When  G-Men  Step  In  (Col)  Mar.  26 
When  Were  You  Born?  (FN)  June  18 
Where  the  Buffalo  Roam  (Mono) 
Whirlwind  Horseman  (GN) 

White  Banners  (WB)  June  4 

Wives  Under  Suspicion  (Univ)  June  11 

Woman  Against  Woman  (M-G-M) 
June  25 

Women  Are  Like  That  (FN)  April  16 

Y 

Yellow  Jack  (M-G-M)  May  28 
You  and  Me  (Para)  June  4 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col) 

Sept.  3 Young  Fugitives  (Univ)  July  2 
Young  In  Heart  (UA) 
Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ) 

z 
Zamboanga  (GN)  Apr.  23 
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HOW  TO  CASH  IN 

ON  THE  GREATEST 

HARDY  PICTURE! 
With  overflowing  heart  you’ll  agree  that  “Out  West  With  The  Hardys” 
is  positively  the  best  of  all  this  amazing  series! 

There  was  roaring  laughter,  there  were  cheers,  and  tears,  when  it  was  screened 

in  M-G-M’s  projection  room,  and  you’ll  react  likewise  when  you  screen  it! 

Never  was  a   picture  sitting  prettier  for  smashing  business!  The  millions 

who  literally  adored  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy”  are  waiting  for  the  new 
Hardy  picture  as  no  previous  attraction  was  ever  awaited! 

SHOUT  the  news  from  your  screen,  from  your  lobby,  from  the  pages  of 

your  newspapers! 

DON’T  LOSE  ONE  single  opportunity  to  tease  it  along  from  this  moment 
to  your  play-date! 

BOOK  it  for  extra  time  immediately  because  you’ll  have  to  hold  it  over! 

INCREASE  your  ad  space  to  sock  it  over! 

EXPLOIT  it  as  you’ve  never  exploited  before! 

THE  FRIENDLY  COMPANY  brings  you  the  friendliest  picture  ever  to 

come  to  the  screens  of  America— “OUT  WEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS”! 
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TECHNICAL  VICTORY  CAN  BE  HOLLOW 
TV/T  R.  A.  F.  MYERS, 

Washington,  D.  C. 

Dear  Mr.  Myers: 

You  feel  very  bitterly  toward  BOXOFFICE.  You 

deeply  resent  the  published  implication  that  you  and 

others  within  Allied  are  endeavoring  to  block  the  trade 

practice  agreement,  preferring  the  war  whoops  and 

your  organization's  old  one  about  legislation  and  litiga- tion instead. 

You  and  the  writer  have  indulged  in  a   great  deal  ol 

correspondence  over  the  years.  Not  always  eye  to  eye 

on  the  subject  matter  and  not  always  by  the  poles  re- 
moved for  that  matter.  There  was  even  the  occasion,  if 

you'll  forgive  the  back  slapping,  when  you  thought  we 

had  been  fairest  of  all  in  reporting  Allied's  activities. 

You  ought  to  remember  H.  M.  Richey's  office  in  Detroit 
five  years  or  so  ago.  In  the  light  of  current  develop- 

ments perhaps  you  feel  differently,  although  we  don't. 
But  how  about  going  down  the  line  with  this  passing 
flurry  and  see  what  comes  out? 

Before  we  do  that,  it  is  necessary  to  point  out  this 

open  letter  apologizes  for  nothing.  We  stand  by  the 

guns  and  are  ready  for  any  return  fire  that  may  head 
this  way.  Now. 

On  Chicago.  Harry  Cole  issued  a   statement.  So  did 

Bill  Rodgers.  Your  associates  left  that  city  with  a   type- 
written memorandum  of  the  points  discussed.  Those 

points  were  pretty  thoroughly  aired  as  you,  some  others 

and  we  well  know.  No  final  agreement  was  submitted 

to  writing  because  it  was  necessary  for  your  board  to 

approve,  a   slight  detail  not  confined  exclusively  to  Allied 

by  the  way.  Your  bulletin  a   couple  of  days  later  denied 

any  such  agreement  had  been  reached.  Rodgers  had 

declared  there  was  one,  but  orally  and  in  principle. 

Now  we  ask  in  all  reasonableness  if  you  sincerely 

think  that  Rodgers,  the  man  you  and  Nate  Yamins  had 

so  generously  praised  at  your  Pittsburgh  convention, 

would  have  issued  such  a   statement  if  he  were  in  any 

doubt.  Or  whether  you  sincerely  believe  he  would  have 

made  a   complete  fool  of  himself  by  so  reporting  to  Sid- 
ney R.  Kent  and  others  in  New  York  unless  concrete  had 

been  poured  into  the  foundation. 

You  may  have  not  thought  so  if  judgment  is  to  rest 

on  your  statement.  But  that  seems  quite  remote.  Sid- 
ney Samuelson,  Herman  Blum  and  Cole,  your  staunch 

supporters,  may  not  have  thought  so.  That's  equally  as 
remote.  But  Yamins,  Ray  Branch,  A1  Steffes  and  Max 

Cohen  thought  otherwise.  Interesting,  isn't  it?  We 

happen  to  know  how  they  feel  and  it  doesn't  augur  too well  for  Allied. 

Thus,  your  bulletin  made  your  real  motives  suspect. 

Unpleasant  word.  Sorry,  it's  the  best  fit  we  can  find. 
We  also  believe  you  approached  something  resem- 

bling hysteria  in  your  letter  charging  the  trade  press 

had  deliberately  garbled  the  Chicago  statements.  The 

other  papers  didn't  come  to  one  another's  defense,  but 
BOXOFFICE  did  for  all  of  them  and,  moreover,  gladly. 

By  their  own  stories,  we  demonstrated  there  had  been 

no  distortion,  but  you  knew  that  before  you  made  the 
accusation. 

When  you  spoke  of  these  "master  minds"  plotting  all 
of  this  trade  paper  activity  to  influence  the  initial  hearing 

on  the  government  suit  in  New  York  and  the  filing  of 

the  criminal  contempt  proceedings  against  B.  &   K.  and 

the  majors  in  Chicago,  the  whole  drama  began  to  get 

away  from  its  playwright.  Definitely.  But  when,  at  the 

same  time  you  absolved  the  distributors'  negotiating 
committee,  you  obviously  desired  to  keep  the  trading 

door  open.  It  was  quite  apparent  and  the  rules  of  the 

game  allow  it. 

However,  this  is  getting  long-winded  and  we  ought 
to  be  reaching  the  point,  which  is  this: 

You  definitely  rest  on  a   legalistic  interpretation  when 

you  maintain  no  agreement  was  reached.  Technically, 

you  are  quite  right,  provided  it  is  a   written  and  signed 
document  to  which  you  refer  and  we  take  it  you  do. 
What  we  are  about  to  urge  upon  you  is  the  greater 
common  sense  in  relegating  such  technicalities  to  the 
background  for  the  success  of  the  job  at  hand. 

There  is  much  at  stake  and  much  in  sight.  You  are  a 
significant  factor  in  the  situation.  As  such,  you  ought  to 
be  broad-minded  in  your  approach  and  in  the  negotia- 

tions leading  out  of  that  approach. 

We  are  not  suggesting,  by  any  manner  of  means, 
that  you  succumb  in  your  determination  to  get  the  best 

possible  deal  for  Allied's  membership.  We  are  sug- 
gesting that  your  determination  is  being  hampered  by 

a   strict  adherence  to  rigorous  and  purist  details. 

They  are  essentially  unimportant.  They  becloud  the 
issue.  They  ruffle  the  calm  and  they  unnecessarily  de- 

lay the  conclusion.  Allied,  we  take  it,  wants  results  and 
won  t   be  content  with  technical,  and  hollow,  victories. 

You  play  an  important  part  in  determining  which  it 
is  to  be.  » 

Yours,  I   J 



FEW  UNSOLD  ACCOUNTS  ELIGIBLE  FOR  TRADE 

CONCESSIONS  NOW;  ALL  WITH  '39-40  DEALS 
Approximately  10  Per  cent  "Irrelevancy”  Warning  Finds Of  Current  Program  D   ry  i   _   _ 

May  Be  Affected  -tiGSpOTlSQ  jDC/ZO  OH  fltlOTlOpoly 

New  York — While  the  MPTOA  is  in- 

sisting that  concessions  granted  under  the 

trade  practice  formula  apply  immediately, 

informed  opinion  believes  not  more  than 

10  to  12  per  cent  of  the  total  contracts 

signed  by  all  distributors  in  a   year  will 

be  affected  if  and  when  the  general  agree- 

ment is  finally  approved.  Thus,  auto- 
matically and  as  consistently  pointed  out 

in  Boxoffice,  the  trade  practice  relief 

will  not  swing  into  its  full  effectiveness 

until  deals  for  the  1939-40  season  are 
made. 

Distributors,  in  the  main,  are  well  sold 

and  will  approach  closer  to  their  ultimate 

by  the  end  of  the  calendar  year.  As 

usual,  the  first  three  months  of  1939  will 

be  turned  over  generally  to  a   drive  for 

playdates,  checking  up  on  delinquent  ac- 
counts and  holidays  for  divisional  and 

branch  managers,  as  well  as  salesmen.  In 

other  words,  it  will  again  be  the  coast- 
ing period  in  the  national  sales  machines 

until  about  April  1   when  plans  for  the 

following  season  will  approximate  their 

completion  and  preliminary  deals  with 

major  circuits  again  placed  in  work. 

Since  there  has  been  no  discussion  about 

retroactive  features  in  the  trade  practice 

program  and  since,  further,  sales  stand 

where  they  are,  there  can  remain  the  10  to 

12  per  cent  unsold  possibilities  which  could 

immediately  benefit  under  the  anticipated 

sliding  cancellation  privilege,  elimination 

of  score  charges  and  divorce  of  shorts  and 

feature  selling. 

To  endeavor  to  dip  back  into  contracts 

sold,  in  some  cases,  months  ago  under  the 

flexible  price  system  that  prevails  is  viewed 

as  embarking  upon  a   dislocation  program 

which  might  precipitate  many  and  severe 

difficulties.  Aside  from  that,  the  bulk  of 

the  deals  already  made  were  predicated 

on  announced  production  programs  and 

the  budgets  that  accompany  those  pro- 

grams. To  consider  that  the  trade  prac- 
tice agreement  might  be  made  retroactive, 

therefore,  is  a   possibility  not  regarded  as 

feasible.  Insofar  as  the  program  itself  is 

concerned,  the  first  consolidated  draft  is 

finished  after  several  huddles  in  which 

sales  managers  and  lawyers  for  all  the 

majors  participated.  This  does  not  mean 

the  end  is  even  yet  in  sight.  Copies  must 

be  scanned  by  all  negotiators.  They  have 

the  right  to  make  changes  either  in  intent 

or  phraseology  after  which  a   new  draft, 

or  drafts,  must  be  undertaken  until  com- 

plete accord  of  all  groups  is  signified. 

Meanwhile,  it  is  believed  it  will  take  from 

three  to  six  months  after  agreement  is 

reached,  and  signed,  before  the  concilia- 

Signs  Parent  Firm 
Pact  Shortly 

New  York — -With  the  clearing  away 

of  the  welter  of  detail  in  compliance 

with  the  RKO  reorganization  plan, 

George  J.  Schaefer  will  sign  a   five-year 

contract  as  president  of  the  parent  as 

well  as  subsidiary  companies.  The 

pact  provides,  at  the  end  of  three  years, 

for  either  side  to  cancel  for  the  remain- 

ing period. 

Shorts  Sales  Dept. 
Is  Paramount  Plan 

New  York — Paramount  will  set  up,  for 
the  first  time,  a   short  subjects  sales  de- 

partment, Neil  F.  Agnew,  general  sales 
manager,  informs  Boxoffice. 

Physical  machinery  will  take  shape 

upon  finalization  of  the  trade  practice 

conferences.  These  new  regulations,  Ag- 
new asserts,  are  the  underlying  factor  for 

the  decision  to  “take  advantage  of  the 

opened  market.” 
Who  will  be  placed  in  charge  of  the 

new  department,  exactly  what  form  it  will 
take  and  how  far  it  will  go  are  matters 

yet  to  be  decided. 

“If  the  market  will  be  opened  through 
the  contemplated  new  trade  practice  reg- 

ulations, and  they  say  it  will,  there  will 

be  an  opportunity  for  competitive  free 

selling,  and  with  the  quality  short  sub- 
jects we  have  there  is  every  reason  why 

we  should  want  to  take  advantage  of  this,” 
Agnew  declared. 

Sale  of  the  company’s  shorts  has  al- 
ways been  left  in  the  hands  of  branch  and 

district  managers.  Lou  Diamond,  in 

charge  of  production,  has  never  con- 
cerned himself  with  sales. 

tion  boards  can  be  set  up  around  the 

country  and  begin  to  function.  It  is  point- 
ed out  that  the  formula  will  outline  basic 

tenets,  but  that  the  application  will  rest 

on  the  conciliation  machinery.  There  is 

also  being  considered  the  possibility  of 

misinterpretation  at  the  outset  and  this 

is  aside  from  the  actual  process  of  setting 

up  conciliation  machinery  and  personnel. 

These  various  obstacles,  however,  are  an- 
ticipated, but  it  is  in  connection  with  them 

that  the  time  lapse  is  forecast. 

New  York — Urging  the  monopoly  inves- 
tigators in  Washington  to  bear  in  mind 

the  “real  evils,”  an  editorial  in  the  New 
York  Times  on  this  phase  of  the  govern- 

ment's activity  is  viewed  in  some  film 

quarters  as  emphasizing  this  industry’s 
cwn  position  in  the  federal  anti-trust  suit. 

It  is  in  connection  with  the  public  hear- 

ings of  the  Temporary  National  Economic 
Committee  which  started  Thursday  that 

the  editorial  dealt.  It  urged  the  commit- 

tee “not  to  lose  itself  in  a   maze  of  ir- 

relevancies.” Pointing  out  that  the  comment  very 

neatly  fits  into  the  position  of  the  ma- 

jors, one  executive  draws  specific  atten- 
tion to  that  portion  of  the  Times  editorial 

which  reads: 

“We  want  to  control  monopoly  only  in 
the  fields  and  to  the  extent  that  it  is 

demonstrably  harmful  .   .   .   The  question 
that  the  committee  must  keep  constantly 

in  mind,  in  short,  is  what  are  the  real 
evils  that  we  are  trying  to  prevent  or 
stamp  out? 

“Should  the  test  of  monopoly,  perhaps, 
be  ‘dominance’  of  the  market?  In  that 
case  what  should  be  the  objective  and 

legal  definition  of  ‘dominance?’  Should  it 
be  control  of  a   stated  percentage  of  an 

industry?  Should  the  control  of  50  per 

cent  of  the  hurricane-lantern  industry  be 
regarded  as  seriously  as  the  control  of  50 

per  cent  of  the  steel  industry?  Should  the 

test  of  monopoly  be  primarily  ‘restraint 
of  trade,’  the  use  of  unfair  practices  or 
certain  price  policies?  How  should  such 

practices  and  policies  be  defined? 

“Such  questions,”  continues  the  editor- 

ial, “indicate  how  many  perplexities  lurk 
in  the  monopoly  problem.  For  what  we 

are  really  asking  is,  what  organization  of 

industry,  physical,  financial  and  legal, 

what  trade  practices,  will  in  the  long  run 

best  promote  the  interests  of  consumers. 

Such  a   problem  could  not  be  solved  by 

a   devil-hunt;  it  can  be  solved  only  by 
the  most  careful  and  dispassionate  study. 

In  its  solution  the  leaders  of  industry 

should  be  given  the  same  freedom  to  tes- 
tify and  present  their  ideas  as  government 

experts.  If  the  joint  congressional-execu- 
tive monopoly  committee  has  tackled  a 

subject  bristling  with  difficulties,  it  also 

has  an  opportunity  to  make  a   fine  con- 

structive contribution.” 

To  Reach  Films,  But  When? 

Washington — The  monopoly  probe,  now 

under  way  by  the  government,  is  ex- 

pected to  reach  motion  pictures  ulti- 
mately. There  is  no  way  of  ascertaining, 

however,  when  films  will  come  within  the 

pale. 
4 BOXOFFICE  ::  December  3,  1938 



FBI  MEN  CONTINUING  THEIR  INVESTIGATION 

OF  CIRCUIT  COMPLAINTS  SANS  ANY  LETUPS 
Additional  Suits  Hinted  If 

Court  Limits  Scope 
Of  Action 

Majors  Maintain  Gov't  Fails 
To  Establish  Trust  Charges 

New  York — Investigation  of  complaints 
by  exhibitors  against  major  circuits  and 

independent  operators  is  being  continued 

by  the  department  of  justice  despite  pre- 

liminary arguments  in  the  federal  court 

on  the  government’s  civil  suit  against  ma- 
jor companies  and  affiliated  companies. 

Ralph  Butterworth  and  Seymour  Kreig- 

er,  FBI  investigators,  are  checking  into 
numerous  allegations  which  have  come  to 
their  attention,  the  former  covering  up- 

state New  York  and  the  latter  concen- 

trating his  activities  in  the  local  area. 
All  Reports  to  Washington 

In  each  instance,  a   report  on  findings 
is  sent  to  department  of  justice  headquar- 

ters in  Washington  and  turned  over  to 
Thurman  Arnold,  Paul  Williamsi  or  assist- 

ants in  the  department. 

Meanwhile,  the  Loew  deal  for  acquiring 
a   half  interest  in  two  Skouras  uptown 
Broadway  houses  is  nearing  the  point 
where  a   contract  will  be  ready  for  sign- 

ing shortly.  Negotiations  originally  start- 
ed back  in  September,  1937. 

Approached  by  Boxoffice,  one  of  the 
FBI  men  on  the  investigation  quest  de- 

clines to  discuss  persons  contacted  and 
nature  of  any  of  the  complaints  and  find- 
ings. 

Whether  the  findings  now  being  accum- 
ulated will  be  used  by  the  government  in 

its  civil  suit  is  contingent  upon  Judge 
William  O.  Bondy’s  ruling  on  the  major 
companies’  motion  for  a   bill  of  particulars. 
The  indication  is,  however,  that,  if  the 
court  grants  the  motion  and  thereby  limits 
the  scope  of  the  government’s  complain- 

ing witnesses  to  those  filed  as  of  the  date 
the  suit  was  filed,  Arnold  may  institute 
additional  suits.  This,  provided  the  com- 

plaints have  substantial  basis  for  bringing 
the  charges  before  the  court  for  determin- 
ation. 

Rush  Appeal  Papers 

On  "Divorce"  Ruling 
New  York — Paramount  attorneys  are 

racing  against  time  to  complete  papers  in 
order  to  file  record  of  appeal  with  the 
U.  S.  supreme  court  in  the  North  Dakota 
theatre  divorcement  case  before  the  De- 

cember 15  expiration  date. 

“We  may  have  to  ask  for  more  time,” it  was  said  at  Simpson,  Thacher  and  Bart- 

lett, attorneys  handling  the  matter,  “but 
there  is  a   chance  that  we  may  just  come 
in  under  the  wire.” 

The  papers,  if  completed,  must  first  be 

filed  in  Fargo,  where  the  ruling  upholding 
the  constitutionality  of  the  statute  was 

(Continued  on  page  11) 

New  York — The  department  of  justice 
has  failed  to  specify  acts  and  practices 

indicating  monopoly,  major  company  de- 
fendants assert  in  a   brief  filed  in  federal 

court  in  support  of  their  motion  for  a 

bill  of  particulars.  The  government 

charges  are  “so  general  with  respect  to  al- 
leged monopolies,  contracts,  combinations, 

conspiracies  and  as  to  acts,  participants 

and  time,  that  defendants  are  left  to 

speculation  as  to  the  actual  claims  of  the 

government  and  the  ultimate  facts  relied 

upon  as  constituting  the  basis  of  its  ac- 

tion,” the  brief  contends. 
In  support  of  its  claim  that  the  petition 

“fails  either  to  allege  an  agreement  or  to 
specify  acts  and  practices  upon  which 

any  claim  of  agreement  can  inferentially 

be  based”  in  respect  to  violation  of  the 
Sherman  anti-trust  act,  the  brief  supports 

its  motion  for  a   bill  of  particulars  by  cit- 
ing four  reasons  and  an  informal  opinion 

of  Judge  William  O.  Bondy. 

These  are:  (1)  to  enable  the  defendants 

to  answer  and  prepare  their  defense  with- 
out needless  expense;  (2)  to  aid  the  court 

in  an  orderly  and  expeditious  disposition 
of  the  case;  (3)  to  clear  up  ambiguities, 
uncertainties  and  indefiniteness  in  the 

petition,  and  (4)  to  prevent  surprise. 
A   counter  argument  to  the  one  offered 

by  a   government  lawyer  at  the  hearing  be- 
fore Judge  Bondy  recently,  in  which  great 

stress  in  opposition  to  the  bill  of  par- 
ticulars was  laid  to  the  fact  that  defend- 

ants have  so  much  more  knowledge  of  the 

general  facts  than  the  government,  is  em- 
braced in  an  informal  opinion  of  Judge 

Bondy,  who  said: 

Court  Cites  Difficulty 

“That  is  the  reason,  and  they  (defend- 
ants) go  out  and  prepare  for  trial  and 

prepare  a   stupendous  lot  of  material  that 

you  people  (the  government)  do  not  think 
is  relevant.  The  purpose  of  the  bill  is  to 
let  them  (defendants)  know  what  they 

have  to  go  and  meet,  not  what  they  im- 

agine they  have  to  meet.” 
In  expanding  on  the  theory  that  avoid- 

ance of  needless  expense  is  desirable,  the 

brief  states  that  in  the  petition  “even  the 
alleged  violations  of  the  Sherman  Anti- 
Trust  Act  are  so  inadequately  and  am- 

biguously alleged  that  defendants  are  in 

doubt  whether  they  are  charged  with  hav- 
ing offended  in  one  or  more  than  one  re- 

spect against  the  Act.” 
The  brief  points  to  precedents  to  estab- 

lish the  fact  that  definition  of  the  issues 

which  are  effected  by  a   bill  of  particulars 
serve  materially  to  aid  the  court  in  the 

trial  of  the  case,  particularly  in  connec- 
tion with  the  presentation  of  evidence. 

In  reply  to  two  technical  objections  to 

defendants’  motion;  (1)  that  the  motion 
is  based  upon  an  affidavit  of  a   party,  and 

(2)  that  the  defects  in  the  petition,  com- 
plained of  by  the  defendants,  are  not 

pointed  out,  the  brief  states:  “We  sub- 

mit that  neither  objection  is  well  taken.” 
Reference  is  made,  to  clear  the  first  ob- 

jection, to  the  provisions  of  Rules  of  Civil 
Procedure  with  which  major  attorneys 

claim  they  are  in  full  compliance.  In  op- 
posing the  second  objection  the  brief 

states  that  “the  pointing  out  of  defects  of 
a   pleading  has  no  appropriate  relation  to  a 
bill  of  particulars,  which  may  be  requested 
and  granted  with  respect  to  a   complaint 

which  is  not  defective.” Brief  Is  Thorough 

A   direct  reply  seeking  to  minimize  the 

government’s  argument  in  attempting  to 
establish  a   distinction  between  conspiracy 
cases  and  others  is  made  in  the  assertion 

that  “the  government’s  proposition  has  no 
relevancy  to  the  monopolies  and  attempts 
to  monopolize  that  are  charged  in  the 

petition.”  In  further  emphasizing  this 
point,  major  attorneys  have  prepared  a   67- 

page  appendix,  citing  precedents  to  estab- 
lish its  position. 

Precedents  also  are  cited  to  establish 

the  defendants’  contention  that  particu- 
lars should  not  be  denied  because  some 

disclosure  of  the  government’s  evidence 
may  result. 

In  a   separate  section  of  the  brief,  de- 
voted entirely  to  argument  in  support  of 

specific  requests  for  particulars,  defendants 
ask  whether  the  government  charges  a 
single  monopolization  and  a   single  attempt 
to  monopolize  and  a   single  combination 
and  conspiracy  to  monopolize;  or  separate 
monopolization,  separate  attempts  to 

monopolize  and  the  period  of  time  cov- 
ered by  such  allegations. 

Defendants  ask  whether  the  government 
claims  that  they  have  employed  any  means 
or  instrumentalities  in  accomplishing  the 
alleged  violations  and,  if  so,  to  describe 
such.  A   request  also  is  made  for  the  time 

and  place  each  contract,  combination  or 

conspiracy  allegedly  in  restraint  of  in- 
terstate trade  and  commerce  in  produc- 

tion, distribution  and  exhibition  was  en- 
tered into,  the  names  of  the  parties  there- 

to and  the  time  when  each  became  a 

party,  the  particular  respect  in  which  in- 
terstate trade  and  commerce  was  re- 

strained and  the  areas  and  localities  and 

persons  affected  by  such  restraint. 

In  relation  to  the  government’s  charge 
that  the  five  producer-exhibitor  defend- 

ants “integrated  the  principal  production 
and  exhibition  facilities  of  the  motion 

picture  industry,”  and  the  prayer  that 
these  defendants  thereby  be  required  to 
disintegrate  or  divorce  their  production 
and  exhibition  facilities,  the  brief  states: 

“Despite  such  charges  and  the  severity 
of  the  relief  sought,  the  petition  does  not 
describe  the  facilities  involved  nor  state 
the  time  when  or  the  manner  in  which  it 
is  claimed  such  facilities  were  integrated 

by  each  of  the  distributor-exhibitor  de- 
fendants. Defendants  are  entitled  to  be 

informed  of  such  relationship,  if  any,  in 
order  to  defend  themselves  against  the 

(Continued  on  page  11) 
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IN  the  dictator  countries,  the  power of  the  screen  is  recognized  in  the 

government  control  under  which  it 

proceeds.  Even  in  England,  the 

democracy  that  countenances  the 

Munich  "peace,"  the  effort  to  build 
a   native  industry  is  years  old  and 
reflects  itself  in  the  first  and  now  the 

second  quota  laws. 

Here,  Washington  is  turning  more 

and  more  to  films  to  further  ex- 

pound and  explain  the  function  and 

the  accomplishments  of  its  various 
administrative  arms.  There  are 

those,  persistently  subscribing  to  the 

belief  government  should  allow  all 

business  to  be  private,  who  see  a 

danger. 

We  are  not  getting  into  that  at 

this  time,  anyway.  The  very  quick 

array  of  facts  outlined  above  is 

turned  to  merely  as  a   springboard 

for  an  entirely  different  approach. 

On  the  domestic  canvass  are 

groups,  their  purposes  usually  clear 
and  sometimes  not  as  obscure  as 

they  would  have  others  believe, 
who  also  understand  the  power  of 

that  strip  of  film  grinding  its  way 

through  the  projector.  Yet  it  con- 
tinues a   strange  commentary  that 

the  industry  itself,  which  ought  to 
know  it  better  than  anyone  else, 

either  does  not  or  forgets  in  its  daily 

competitive  battle. 

For,  within  its  own  structure  and 

as  self-contained  as  any  project 

possibly  could  be,  is  the  opportunity 
for  the  business  to  do  a   job  on  its 

own  behalf  for  a   change.  Why 

there  never  has  been  an  intelligent- 
ly planned  and  executed  campaign 

on  film  in  film  theatres  for  the  film 

business  is  as  difficult  to  understand 

as  it  is  easy  to  have  overlooked.  If 

the  public  will  read  fan  magazines, 
if  it  will  listen  to  film  commentators 

on  the  air,  if  the  newspapers  will  re- 
port film  news  moderately  during 

each  weekday  and  splurge  on  Sun- 
days, this  very  evident  interest  ought 

to  be  transmuted  into  terms  of  cellu- 
loid for  the  approximate  85,000,000 

who  go  to  motion  pictures  weekly. 

Why  the  industry  should  not  reg- 
ularly appraise  its  own  constituent 

parts  and  make  those  assets  work 
for  it  seems  to  us  a   question  posed 
without  successful  answer.  The 

idea  emphasized  itself  in  "The  World 
Is  Ours,"  the  two-reeler  prepared  in 

Hollywood  for  the  industry  cam- 
paign. The  subject  had  something 

I &£ 

to  say.  It  did  a   job  for  the  whole 
business  which  is  the  way  this  sort 

of  job  should  be  done,  but  in  the  do- 

ing it  suggested  the  vast  and  ex- 
citing opportunity  for  extension  up 

and  down  the  line. 

These  are  the  days  when  read- 
justment talk  rents  the  air.  The  trade 

practice  negotiations  for  one  thing. 
The  drive  extension  for  a   second. 

A   permanent  press  relations  board 
for  a   third;  the  trio,  in  one  form  or 

another,  directly  tying  in  with  the 

goodwill  of  the  business  with  its  cus- 
tomers. This  being  so,  films  to  boost 

films  very  easily  fit. 

Subject  matter  is  plentiful.  So  are 
the  resources  to  resolve  the  subject 

matter.  The  message  must  be  in- 
direct, if  there  is  a   message  beyond 

legitimately,  dramatically  and  enter- 
tainingly telling  something  of  the 

romance  of  the  films.  The  produc- 
tion effort  must  not  be  hurried  and 

no  individual  charged  with  it  should 
assume  the  task  is  one  to  be  gotten 

rid  of  quickly.  Distribution,  nat- 
urally, would  be  free  to  all  theatres. 

There  should  be  resisted,  too,  any 

desire  to  surfeit  audiences  with  too 

frequent  releases. 

In  a   word,  the  showmanship  nor- 

mally applied  anyway  faced  toward 

a   virginal  and  potentially  signifi- 
cant direction. 

Waiting  for  Lasker 
Albert  D.  Lasker  has  a   plan  and 

it  concerns  this  industry.  When  he 
returns  from  the  coast,  his  idea, 

nicely  worked  out,  is  expected  to 
travel  with  him.  Meanwhile,  there 

is  speculation  undertoned  with  ex- 
citement and  maybe  even  anticipa- 

tion, as  to  what  it  is  all  about, 
whether  it  is  workable  and  what  the 

reactions  are  apt  to  be. 

Very  Unusual 
A   few  minutes  after  Sam  Rinzler 

completed  his  Randforce  circuit  deal 

with  Jimmy  Grainger  and  Herman 
Gluckman  of  Republic,  he  said: 

"Well,  I've  got  plenty  of  pictures 

now.  All  I   need  is  some  business." 

Case  of  Restraint 

A   Hollywood  producer,  generat- 

ing steam  at  his  New  York  distribu- 
tion headquarters,  wired: 

"This  West  Point  picture  is  the 

greatest  of  its  kind  ever  made.  And 

that's  no  understatement  either." 
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Plan  to  Fight  Anti-Semitism 

Dropped  to  Aid  German  Jews 

Profit-Sharing  Tax 
Concession  Opposed 

New  York — Efforts  to  organize  an  in- 

dustry movement  to  fight  anti-Semitism 
in  America  probably  will  not  bear  fruit. 

The  move  which  had  its  origin  among 
publicity  and  advertising  men  is  meeting 
opposition  from  higher  executive  ranks, 

not  because  there  is  lacking  any  apprecia- 
tion for  the  need,  but  because  it  is  felt 

the  more  immediate  problem  is  relief  for 
German  Jews.  It  is  felt  a   more  effective, 
as  well  as  a   quicker,  job  can  be  done  by 
seeking  to  funnel  all  industry  activity 
along  such  humanitarian  lines  through 
machinery  designed  to  aid  in  relieving  the 
problem  posed  by  the  Nazi  government. 

The  opinion  has  been  advanced  that  re- 
lief measures  might  become  half-way 

measures,  or  perhaps  not  completely  ef- 
fective measures,  by  diffusing  activity.  It 

has  been  argued  that,  while  recognition 

exists  that  the  anti-Semitic  problem  in 
this  country  is  growing,  the  first  recogni- 

tion in  the  circumstances  must  swing  to- 
ward Germany  and  the  Jews  now  being 

further  oppressed  in  that  country. 

The  original  sponsors,  in  the  main,  will- 
ingly submit  to  this  point  of  view  although 

several  of  them  declare  they  have  no  in- 
tention of  completely  abandoning  their 

plan. 
In  the  meantime,  the  plan  to  organize 

an  industry-wide  raffle  of  art  works  col- 
lected from  well-known  illustrators,  art- 

ists and  sculptors  is  moving  forward 
steadily.  Two  meetings  were  held  at 

Sardi’s  during  the  week.  A   preliminary 
canvass  indicates  at  least  100  pieces  of 
art  will  be  assembled  for  the  raffle,  which 
is  designed  to  concentrate  firstly  in  New 
York  and  Hollywood  but  also  to  embrace 
the  entire  exchange  system  throughout 

the  country.  The  fund  which,  it  is  esti- 
mated, may  reach  $100,000  will  be  turned 

over  to  whatever  machinery  within  the 
industry  may  be  formed  for  German 

refugee  aid  and  thereafter  to  the  ac- 
credited organizations  engaged  in  this 

type  of  work. 
The  organization  is  being  called  the 

Motion  Picture  Art  Fund  for  German 
Refugees.  In  it,  home  office  art  directors 

are  playing  a   leading  part.  Morris  Hel- 
prin  of  United  Artists  is  head  of  the  fi- 

nancial committee  which  is  made  up  of 
George  Fraser,  David  Strumpf  and  A1 
Margolies.  The  art  committee,  charged 

with  assembling  the  collection  to  be  raf- 
fled, is  in  charge  of  Vincent  Trotta.  His 

membership  is  a   roll  call  of  the  art  direc- 
tors of  all  the  film  companies.  Max  Ka- 

lish,  well-known  sculptor  and  associate 
National  Academician,  is  honorary  chair- 
man. 

The  plan  on  tickets,  according  to  Hal 
Danson,  chairman  of  this  committee,  calls 
for  books  of  20,  each  to  sell  at  25  cents  at 

the  raffle  which  has  been  set  for  Febru- 
ary 12.  A   committee  composed  of  Gordon 

S.  White,  Alec  Moss,  Helprin  and  Mar- 
golies is  busy  on  a   list  of  names  from 

which  a   permanent  chairman  will  be 
designated.  He  may  be  Howard  Dietz, 
advertising  and  publicity  director  of 
M-G-M. 

Carl  Krueger  is  chairman  of  the  com- 

Relugee Help  on 
Solo  Basis 

New  York — Industry  action  on  funds 

for  German  refugees  has  been  ruled 

out  in  favor  of  individual  and  personal 

action.  Complications,  swinging  large- 

ly around  the  establishment  of  prece- 
dent, constitute  the  reason. 

However,  the  expectancy  is  consider- 

able money  may  be  raised  either 

through  individual  donation  of  all  or 

part  of  a   day's  theatre  receipts  or  per- 
sonal contributions. 

mittee  on  ticket  distribution;  Leonard 
Gaynor,  in  charge  of  newspaper  publicity; 
Herb  Berg,  in  charge  of  trade  paper  pub- 

licity, and  Paula  Fraser,  inter-company 
publicity  and  permanent  secretary.  In 
addition,  there  will  be  a   representative  of 
each  company  assisting  on  each  of  these 
committees. 

The  deferred  preview  of  “Pygmalion” 
for  refugee  aid  will  be  held  at  the  Astor 
Theatre,  Wednesday  night.  Its  regular 
run  gets  under  way  the  following  morning. 

Anti-Nazi  League  Blasts 
At  Leni  Riefenstahl 

Hollywood — The  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League  is  in  arms  against  the  visit  here 

of  Leni  Riefenstahl,  who  has  been  de- 
scribed as  a   favorite  of  Adolf  Hitler  and 

who  enjoys  special  film  prerogatives  in 
Germany.  The  League  describes  her  as  a 

“Nazi  agent”  and  declares  “there  is  no 
room  for  her”  in  Hollywood. 

It  also  reminds  Hollywood  of  the  icy 
reception  given  Vittorio  Mussolini  as  a 

result  of  the  league’s  comparable  cam- 
paign against  II  Duce’s  son.  The  blast 

against  Miss  Riefenstahl  took  the  form  of 
locally  paid  advertising. 

Sees  Brighter  Condition 

On  Coast  Than  in  East 
New  York  —   Returning  from  a   brief 

visit  to  California  where  he  made  a   quick 

survey  of  UA  Theatres  for  the  first  time 

in  17  months,  William  Philips,  vice-presi- 

dent and  treasurer,  states  that  “things 
look  much  brighter  on  the  coast  than  they 

do  here.” He  also  stated  the  impression  prevails 
that  there  are  not  so  many  good  pictures 

being  released  now  as  compared  with  last 

year. As  expected,  all  directors  were  re-elect- 
ed at  the  annual  board  meeting  held  in 

Baltimore.  Likewise,  the  executive  slate 
is  to  be  continued  without  change. 

Frank  Lynch  Promoted 
New  York — Frank  Lynch,  formerly  of 

the  Skouras  home  office  booking  depart- 

ment, has  been  promoted  to  assistant  dis- 
trict manager  in  Long  Island.  The 

Skouras  group  of  theatres  is  part  of  the 
Metropolitan  Playhouse  setup  controlled 

by  UA  Theatres. 

Washington — The  senate  finance  sub- 

committee investigating  profit-sharing  is 
toying  with  the  idea  of  legislation  which 
would  provide  a   form  of  tax  concession 

for  firms  which  adopt  profit-sharing  plans 
for  employes.  While  witnesses  before  the 
committee  of  which  Senator  Clyde  L. 
Herring  (Dem.)  of  Iowa  is  chairman,  thus 
far  have  supported  the  idea,  they  were 

not,  perhaps  strangely  enough,  favorable 
to  the  tax  relief  scheme. 

Executives  of  profit-sharing  companies 

pointed  out  that  they  can  secure  a   de- 
duction from  income  for  the  money  dis- 

tributed to  employes  and  expressed  the 

fear  that,  if  concessions  are  granted,  prof- 
it-sharing schemes  would  be  made  con- 

tingent upon  wage  reductions,  nullifying 
the  whole  purpose  of  the  proposal. 

These  witnesses  so  far  include  com- 
panies like  Eastman  Kodak  and  have 

blasted  away  at  the  general  idea  of  tax 
concessions  as  a   reward  for  the  extension 

of  profit-sharing  for  employes.  The  Na- 
tional Association  of  Manufacturers  and 

the  AFL,  likewise,  have  criticized  the  pro- 

posal. 
Meanwhile,  the  committee,  discouraged 

by  the  disapproval  of  it's  nebulous  plan 
along  these  lines,  has  appealed  to  leaders 
in  important  industries  for  views  on  the 

subject.  Requests  for  opinion  are  under- 
stood to  have  been  sent  to  Will  H.  Hays, 

as  spokesman  for  the  industry,  and  to 

Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  president  of  Loew’s, 
Inc.,  the  stockholders  of  which  recently 

approved  13  profit-sharing  contracts, 
chiefly  with  Hollywood  executives. 

No  Request  to  Schenck  for 

Tax  Concession  Opinion 

New  York — Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  Loew 
president,  has  not  received  any  request 

from  the  senate  finance  sub-committee 
in  Washington  seeking  his  opinion  on  a 
plan  whereby  tax  concessions  would  be 
made  to  companies  sharing  profits  with 
employes. 

GN's  Own  Production  Arm 
In  Action  Within  the  Week 

Hollywood  —   Grand  National’s  own 
producing  arm,  which  takes  up  where 

Franklyn  Warner’s  Fine  Arts  left  off, 
should  be  ready  to  function  by  the  end 
of  the  week. 

The  secretary  of  state  is  expected  to 

approve  one  of  three  names  submitted  for 

the  new  producing  corporation  by  Tues- 
day. Jack  Skirball,  production  head,  is 

due  here  Monday  to  line  up  for  immediate 
shooting.  The  company  is  pressed  for 

product.  Warner  was  in  New  York,  Fri- 
day, where  he  signed  the  papers  for  the 

transfer  of  Fine  Arts  assets  to  GN. 

Meanwhile,  secrecy  surrounds  the  per- 
sonnel of  the  new  production  organiza- tion. 
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Majors  Maintain  Gov't  Fails 
To  Establish  Trust  Charges 

(Continued  from  page  5) 

divorcement  of  their  production  and  ex- 
hibition facilities  which  the  government 

seeks.” 
Demands  “Freezeout”  Charge  Data 
A   statement  is  requested  of  the  manner 

in  which  the  government  claims  defend- 
ants have  excluded  all  other  producers 

of  features  from  first-run  exhibition  and 
the  period  of  time  such  exclusion  has  been 
in  effect.  Also  a   request  is  made  for  the 
names  of  independent  producers  who  have 
been  excluded  from  such  market,  the  cir- 

cumstances surrounding  the  instances  of 
exclusion  and  the  names  of  defendants 
charged  therewith. 

In  connection  with  the  charge  that  pro- 
ducer-exhibitor defendants  have  com- 

pelled independent  exhibitors  to  sell  or 

dispose  of  their  theatres  to  them  ‘‘as  a 
result  of  coercive  methods  employed  by 
said  defendants,  a   request  is  made  to 

specify  the  instances  referred  to  by  de- 
scribing the  name  and  location  of  the 

theatre  in  which  an  interest  was  acquired, 
a   description  of  the  method  employed,  the 
time  and  place  of  the  incident  and  the 
name  of  the  defendant  and  independent 
involved. 

To  the  allegation  that  “each  producer- 
exhibitor  defendant,  acting  in  combina- 

tion with  the  other  defendants  herein,  has 
an  independent  monopoly  of  the  market 
for  the  first-run  exhibition  of  motion  pic- 

tures in  the  respective  area,  or  areas, 

where  each  operates,”  the  brief  requests 
identification  of  each  area  referred  to,  the 
name  of  the  defendant  claimed  to  have  a 
monopoly,  the  manner  in  which  it  is  made 
effective  and  the  period  of  time  during 
which  it  has  existed. 

As  to  the  charge  that  monopolization  of 
first  of  preferred  run  exhibition  has  been 

accomplished  “pursuant  to  a   common  pur- 
pose, plan  and  design,”  whereby  each  pro- 

ducer-exhibitor defendant  is  given  prior- 
ity and  preference  in  exhibition  over  all 

other  exhibitors,  defendants  ask  the  time 

when  and  place  where  such  “common  pur- 
pose, plan  and  design”  was  formed,  the 

names  of  the  participants,  the  time  each 
became  a   party  thereto,  the  nature  and 
scope  thereof,  and  whether  it  has  been 
adopted  or  is  carried  out  pursuant  to  an 
agreement. 

Defendants  ask  for  a   description  of  the 

“priority  and  preference  ...  in  the  ex- 
hibition of  motion  pictures”  which  they 

are  alleged  to  extend  to  each  other  with 
respect  to  pictures  distributed  by  them. 

Wants  “Trading”  Details 

Referring  to  the  allegation  that  a   “corn- 
man  purpose,  plan  and  design”  exists 
“through  a   system  and  series  of  fran- 

chises, contracts,  agreements  and  under- 

standings,” entered  into  by  the  defend- 
ants for  the  exhibition  of  their  pictures 

by  the  producer-exhibitor  defendants,  a 
request  is  made  for  identification  of  such 

“franchises,  contracts,  agreements  and  un- 
derstanding.” 

Identification  is  also  asked  of  specific 

“reservations”  in  the  allegation  that  each 
of  the  producer-exhibitor,  producer-dis- 

tributor and  distributor  defendants  “re- 
serves” its  pictures  for  licensing  “until 

such  time  as  such  pictures  as  are  desired 
by  each  and  all  of  said  producer-exhibitor 
defendants  have  been  selected  and  ex- 

hibited.” 
The  government  charges  that  in  large 

metropolitan  areas  where  two  or  more 
producer-exhibitor  defendants  have  the- 

atres, the  other  defendants  arrange  a 

“convenient  division”  of  pictures  between 
them.  Defendants  ask  identification  of 

such  instances;  as  well  as  for  the  gov- 
ernment to  state  the  manner  in  which  the 

“convenient  division”  was  arranged  and 
whether  it  was  arranged  pursuant  to  any 
agreement  or  understanding. 

The  petition  alleges  “all  independent 
exhibitors  who  operate  ...  in  competition 
with  the  producer-exhibitor  defendants,  or 

any  of  them,  are  systematically  excluded” 
from  procuring  “under  fair  competitive 
conditions,  first  or  preferred-run  of  high 

grade,  quality  films  .   .   .”  and  are  “sys- 
tematically relegated  to  a   secondary,  in- 

ferior position,  where  he  may  only  obtain 
product  on  second  or  other  subsequent  run, 
no  matter  how  fine  his  theatre,  or  the- 

atres, may  be  and  no  matter  how  much 
he  would  be  willing  to  pay  for  pictures  in 

a   free,  open,  and  untrammeled  market.” 
Urges  “Quality  Film”  Definition 

In  this  connection  defendants  ask  for  a 

definition  of  the  phrase  “high  grade,  qual- 
ity films,”  which,  they  claim,  “is  obviously 

a   conclusion  of  the  pleader  and  must  be 

defined  before  the  issue  can  be  met.”  De- 
fendants also  ask  for  identification  of  the 

instances  wherein  independent  exhibitors 
have  been  excluded  from  the  opportunity 

of  securing  such  films  or  have  been  rele- 
gated to  a   secondary,  inferior  position. 

The  government  is  also  asked  to  state 

the  “characteristics”  that  distinguish 
“feature  photoplays  of  the  better  grade 
and  quality”  from  other  photoplays  and 
from  “high  grade  quality  films.”  Also  to 
state  the  minimum  term  of  service,  the 
salary,  the  number  of  pictures  contracted 
to  be  made,  or  any  other  standard  the  gov- 

ernment has  in  mind  which  will  enable 
the  defendants  to  identify  the  valuable 

stars  which  they  are  charged  with  hav- 

ing unlawfully  placed  “under  contract.” Defendants  ask  for  identification  of  the 
instances,  if  any,  wherein  it  is  claimed  any 

“personnel”  was  not  permitted  by  any  de- 
fendant to  be  placed  under  contract  with 

an  independent  producer. 
The  government  makes  the  charge  that 

as  a   result  of  monopolization  of  produc- 
tion, independent  producers  have  been 

forced  “to  the  making  of  cheaper  pictures 
having  entrance  to  only  a   limited  market 
...  in  which  only  small  admission  prices 

and  revenues  are  obtained.” 
Therefore,  a   request  is  made  for  the 

range  of  admission  prices  covered  by  the 

phrase  “small  admission  prices”  and  the 
range  of  the  cost  of  production  of  the  pic- 

tures petitioner  claims  are  “cheaper  pic- 

tures.” 

The  names  and  description  of  the  un- 
fair trade  practices,  if  any,  that  defend- 
ants are  charged  with  imposing  upon  in- 

dependent exhibitors,  “but  not  identified 
or  described,”  is  demanded. 

The  defendants  are  charged  with  hav- 

ing extended  among  themselves  “certain 
benefits,  favors  and  advantages,”  which 
they  generally  refuse  to  extend  to  inde- 

pendent exhibitors,  such  benefits  having 

the  effect  of  “consolidating”  in  them  the 
monopolies  theretofore  charged.  Details 
are  asked  by  a   description  of  the  manner 
in  which  each  of  the  alleged  benefits, 
favors  and  advantages  contributes  to  or 
has  the  effect  of  consolidating  in  them  the 
monopolies  charged  in  the  petition,  which, 
it  is  claimed,  the  petition  fails  to  state. 

Defendants  ask  what  relationship  in  the 

government  claims  exists  between  the  ac- 
quisition by  Warner  Bros.  Pictures  of  con- 

trol of  Stanley  Co.  of  America  and  First 

National  Pictures,  and  the  violations  of 

law  that  are  charged  throughout  the  peti- tion. 

A   request  is  made  for  the  names  and 
locations  of  the  cities  which  the  govern- 

ment claims  are  key  cities. 
The  government  is  asked  to  define  what 

it  claims  constitutes  a   “circuit.” 
Demands  “Trade  Control”  Proof 

Defendants  want  a   definition  of  the 

charge  that  “the  motion  picture  industry 
is  dominated  and  controlled  in  all  its 

branches  by  the  defendants  and  their  af- 
filiated interests,”  the  name  of  each  de- 

fendant and  its  “affiliated”  interests  re- 
ferred to,  and  the  period  of  time  during 

which  it  is  claimed  such  condition  has 
existed. 

Relative  to  the  allegation,  “in  sub- 
stance,” that  defendants  have  gradually 

curtailed  the  number  of  pictures  produced 
by  them,  a   request  is  made  as  to  whether 
the  government  claims  this  has  been  ac- 

complished “pursuant  to  any  agreement,” 
and,  if  so,  that  it  furnish  the  necessary 

particulars. 
The  brief  includes  the  pleadings  of 

Paramount,  Loew’s,  RKO,  20th  Century- 
Fox  and  Universal.  Separate  briefs,  but 

substantially  identical,  have  been  sub- 
mitted by  United  Artists  and  Columbia, 

this  procedure  having  been  adopted  be- 
cause neither  company  owns  or  operates 

theatres.  Although  Universal  is  in  this 
category,  the  company  is  free  to  move  for 
dismissal  of  the  suit,  as  attorneys  for  UA 
and  Columbia  have  indicated  they  will. 

Judge  Bondy  has  permitted  the  depart- 
ment of  justice  to  file  reply  briefs  to  those 

submitted  by  the  defendants.  He  has 
taken  them  all  under  advisement,  but  has 
not  yet  indicated  when  he  will  rule  on  the 
motion.  Major  attorneys  have  asked  Judge 

Bondy  for  a   60-day  extension  for  the  fil- 
ing of  answers.  He  will  determine  this  at 

the  time  he  rules  on  the  motion  bill  of 

particulars. 

Rush  Appeal  Papers  on 

No .   Dakota  Case  Hearing 

(Continued  from  page  5) 

issued.  State  officials  then  have  10  days 
in  which  to  file  objections.  If  there  are 

none  the  papers  are  filed  with  the  su- 
preme court,  the  case  is  docketed  and 

gradually  works  its  way  up  on  the  calen- dar. 

It  is  pointed  out  any  objections  to  the 

plaintiff’s  papers  at  Fargo  would  probably 
be  confined  to  technicalities  in  legal  lan- 

guage and  would  not  be  of  a   far-reaching nature. 

Paramount  Sticks  to  Ban 

On  All  Buying  Combines 
New  York — Although  other  major  com- 

panies are  selling  Associated  Theatres, 

buying  combine  for  15  New  Jersey  inde- 
pendent units,  Paramount  is  adhering  to 

its  policy  not  to  sell  such  groups.  Irving 
Dollinger,  president  of  the  combine,  has 

closed  with  M-G-M,  20th-Fox,  RKO  and 
Warners,  among  others. 

Loew  Headed  Home 
Buenos  Aires — Arthur  M.  Loew,  head  of 

M-G-M’s  foreign  department,  leaves  here 

Tuesday  on  the  Conte  Grande  for  Monte- 
video. Loew  is  scheduled  to  reach  Miami 

by  plane  on  December  26  and  arrive  in 
New  York  the  following  day. 
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COLORFUL  FILM  WITH  ACTION  SUS 

PENSE  AND  ROMANCE  WILL  BE 

STRONG  B.O.  DRAW. 
One  of  the  most  ambitious  efforts  of 

Republic,  this  picture  should  be  a   strong 
box  office  attraction  as  if  offers  all  in- 

gredients demanded  by  audiences.  The 

cast  is  fine,  headed  by  the  handsome  and 

extremely  able  Patric  Knowles.  The  film 
is  replete  with  colorful  pageantry,  and 
crammed  with  action  topped  off  with  a   neat 

romance.  Production  value  is  good  and  the 
direction  is  smooth. 

Film  Daily 

Republic’s  “Storm  Over  Bengal”  justifies  its 
increased  budget  by  its  commercial  and  artistic 
values.  One  of  the  higher  outlay  pictures  of  the 

studio,  "Storm  Over  Bengal”  is  65  minutes 
crammed  with  fast  action,  suspense  and  romance 
laid  in  Northwest  India  during  the  fictional 

uprising  of  a   religous  fanatic  seeking  to  over- 
throw British  rule. 

Generous  exploitation  campaigns,  touching  the 

same  ground  as  Paramount’s  “Lives  of  a 
Bengal  Lancer,”  boxoffice  success  of  several 
years  ago,  are  indicated. 

Motion  Picture  Herald 



Hollywood,  Nov.  16— One  of  the  better  pictures  to  come  from  R
e- 

public,  "Storm  over  Bengal,”  by  virtue  of  its  commercial  and  a
i  tistic 

values,  justifies  the  increased  budget.  Its  65  minutes  are  
filled  with 

action,  suspense  and  romance  set  against  the  background -of  Noithwest 

I n 1 1   i ; l   during-  the  revolt  of  ;i  fiiiKitic  seeking  to  ovcrtlnow  l>iitisl
i  line. 

Motion  Picture  Daily 

JAMES  R.GRAINGER 
SALES  DRIVE 

Nov.  Tth-Dec.  17th 

Republic  reached  a   little  in  '   Storm 
Over  Bengal."  The  large  scope  of  the 

subject  is  not  common  with  this  stu- 
dio's product  But  if  this  film  is  a 

"feeler"  to  test  the  studio's  ability  in 

producing  Class  A   product,  then  it  has 
achieved  its  goal  Its  fast  action, 
beautiful  camera  work  and  excellent 

musical  investiture  give  the  picture 

license  to  play  houses  which  ordinarily 

do  not  book  Republic's  product.  It's 
good  for  a   spot  on  any  bill. 

Hollywood  Reporter 



November  Blue  Ribbon  Award 

Goes  to^  Metro  for  "Citadel" M-G-M's  screen  dramatization  of  the  A.  J.  Cronin  novel,  “The 
Citadel,"  is  the  November  selection  of  the  National  Screen  Council as  winner  of  the  BOXOFFICE  Blue  Ribbon  Award  for  that  month. 

Produced  by  Victor  Saville  and  directed  by  King  Vidor,  the  film 
features  Robert  Donat  and  Rosalind  Russell  in  the  stellar  leads. 
A   supporting  cast  of  one  hundred  speaking  roles  is  headed  by 
Ralph  Richardson,  Rex  Flarrison,  Emlyn  Williams  and  Penelope 

Dudley  Ward.  This  is  M-G-M's  second  British-made  production 
following  “A  Yank  at  Oxford.” 

The  Citadel  is  the  story  of  a   young  doctor  and  his  school- 
mistress wife  who  endure  much  hardship  until  they  move  to 

London,  where  the  doctor,  finding  he  has  a   charming  bedside  man- 
ner, throws  over  all  his  former  ethics  and  ideals,  to  the  dismay  of 

his  wife,  and  makes  a   fat  living  by  needless  operations  and 
cajolery.  He  is  finally  brought  to  his  senses  through  a   bungled 
operation  performed  on  his  lifelong  friend,  and  starts  life  anew  in 
a   small  town,  only  to  have  his  past  threaten  him.  The  young  doctor 
puts  up  an  heroic  battle  to  save  himself,  and  through  his  humani- 

tarian contributions  proves  himself  worthy  and  wins  the  estab- 
lishment of  a   new  clinic. 

Cast  oi  Characters 

Andrew    Robert  Donat 
Christine    Rosalind  Russell 
Denny   Ralph  Richardson 
Dr.  Law  ford   Rex  Harrison 
Owen   Emlyn  Williams 
Toppy  Leroy 
  Penelope  Dudley  Ward 

Ben  Chenkin   Francis  Sullivan 

Mrs.  Orlando   Mary  Clare 

Joe  Morgan   Edward  Chapman 

Lady  Raeburn   Athene  Seyler 

Mr.  Boon   Felix  Aylmer 

Nurse  Sharp   Joyce  Bland 

Mr.  Stillman   Percy  Parsons 

Mrs.  Page   Dilys  Davis 

Doctor  Page   Basil  Gill 

Dr.  A.  H.  Llewellyn   Joss  Ambler 

Production  Statf 

Executive  Producer 

  Louis  B.  Mayer 

Producer   Victor  Saville 
Director   King  Vidor 
Assistant  Director 

  Pen  Tennyson 

Screenplay 

  Ian  Dalrymple, 
Frank  Wead  and 

Elizabeth  Hill 

Additional  Dialogue 
  Emlyn  Williams 

Based  on  the  Novel 

“The  Citadel”  by.... A.  J.  Cronin 
Production  Manager 

  Harold  Boxall 

Musical  Score   Louis  Levy 

Recording   A.  W.  Watkins 
and  C.  C.  Stevens 

Art  Directors 

  Lazare  Meerson  and 
Alfred  Junge 

Photography   Harry  Stradling 
Film  Editor   Charles  Frend 

This  Award  is  given  each 

month  to  the  film  receiving 

the  highest  number  of  votes 

by  the  members  of  the  Na- 
tional Screen  Council,  whose 

selection  is  governed  by  out- 

standing merit  and  suitabil- 

ity of  the  film  to  whole-fam- 
ily entertainment.  Members 

of  the  Council  include  over 

200  motion  picture  editors  of 

leading  newspapers  through- 

out the  country,  motion  pic- 
ture reviewing  committee  of 

the  International  Federation 

of  Catholic  Alumnae,  and 

state  motion  picture  chair- 

men of  the  General  Fed- 

eration of  Women’s  Clubs. 



Schenck  Initial  Witness  in 

Loew  Suit  as  Inside  Unfolds 

By  BILL  ORNSTEIN 

New  York — Nicholas  M.  Schenck  will 

be  the  first  witness  called  Monday  when 

the  actual  trial  in  the  Loew  minority 

stockholders’  suit'  attacking  the  validity  of 
11  profit-sharing  contracts  granted  as 
many  home  office  and  studio  executives 

gets  under  way  before  New  York  Supreme 
Court  Justice  Valente. 

Schenck  was  in  court  Wednesday  and 

Thursday  as  counsel  for  both  sides  pre- 
sented opening  statements.  There  was  no 

session  Friday,  Former  Judge  Joseph  Pros- 

kauer  of  Proskauer,  Rose  &   Paskus  being 

unable  to  attend.  Exhibits  were  entered 

on  the  record  late  Thursday,  when  Pros- 
kauer resumed  his  opening  statements. 

Charge  Salaries  Excessive 

Dwelling  at  length  on  the  contracts  made 

with  Louis  B.  Mayer  Pictures  Corp.  and 

subsequently  with  the  late  Irving  G.  Thal- 
bergl  Louis  B.  Mayer  and  J.  Robert 

Rubin,  Emil  K.  Ellis,  attorney  for  the 

minority  group,  contended  that  “stock- 
holders would  have  profited  to  a   greater 

extent”  if  contracts  with  the  corporation 
and  individuals  had  not  been  made.  In 

summing  up,  he  said  “the  salaries  were 

extortionate  and  profligate”  and  that  the 

“directors  mismanaged,  permitted  and 
caused  waste  of  large  sums  without  rhyme 

or  reason”  and  that  they  were  “guilty 
of  offenses  of  violating  their  duties  and 

should  be  made  to  account  for  the  losses.” 
Judge  Proskauer  later  informed  the 

court  that,  by  reason  of  continuing  the 

contracts  with  the  Mayer  company  and 

the  three  partners — Thalberg,  Mayer  and 

Rubin — the  Loew  profits  rose  steadily  each 
year  and  also  brought  increased  dividends 
to  stockholders. 

Ellis  delved  into  the  history  of  Loew’s 
and  its  acquisition  of  Metro  Pictures  and 

later  the  Louis  B.  Mayer  company  which 

were  merged  and  an  agreement  entered 

whereby  Loew’s  would  receive  a   30  per 
cent  distribution  cost  on  all  pictures  made 

by  the  combined  group,  which  at  that 

time  included  Thalberg,  Mayer  and  Rubin. 

Subsequently  another  arrangement  was 

entered  into  giving  the  Mayer  producing 

company  20  per  cent  of  the  profits  of 

pictures  it  produced.  In  1927,  it  was  de- 

cided to  extend  the  Mayer  partnership 

group  participation  to  20  per  cent  of  all 

profits,  Schenck  2%  per  cent  and  David 

Bernstein  1   y2  per  cent,  after  common 

stockholders  received  $2  a   share  in  divi- 
dendSi. 

Stock  options  granted  Thalberg  (100,- 

000  shares),  Bernstein,  Meyer  and  Rubin 

(50,000  shares  each)  were  also  attacked 

by  Ellis,  who  held  no  restrictions  were 

made  on  how  long  the  stock  was  to  be 

held  before  selling.  He  added,  however, 

that  the  men  could  not  sell  unless  the 

stock  was  quoted  15  points  over  the  pur- 

chase price.  Later,  Proskauer  pointed  out 

that,  while  the  market  price  was  $22  a 

share  at  the  time,  the  option  price  was 

$30,  $35  and  $40  over  a   period  of  two 

years  and  that  none  of  the  men  could  sell 

before  1940  unless  the  selling  figure  was 

$15  a   share  over  the  purchase  price. 

Among  other  points  made  by  Ellis  was 

that  up  to  December  the  Thalberg  estate 

will  have  been  paid  almost  $900,000.  He 

charged  that  this  was  really  paid  to  in- 
duce Norma  Shearer  to  make  six  pictures 

at  the  rate  of  $150,000  a   picture  with 

two  to  be  made  a   year. 

Proskauer’s  answer  to  this  was  that  Miss 

Shearer’s  contract  had  a   clause  which  had 
terminated  with  the  death  of  her  husband. 

After  the  producer  died,  he  said,  the 

estate  made  demands  on  the  company, 

Mayer  and  Rubin,  who  had  personally 

guaranteed  Thalberg  $400,000  a   year,  after 

all  taxes.  It  was  pointed  out  most  of 

the  Thalberg  disaffection  complaints  arose 

over  the  fact  that  most  of  his  salary  was 

eaten  up  by  taxes. 

Miss  Shearer,  Proskauer  added,  was  in 

the  midst  of  making  “Marie  Antoinette,” 
when  she  threatened  to  quit  as  a   result  of 

her  husband’s  death.  Schenck  then  went 
to  the  coast  and  learned,  according  to 

Proskauer,  that  “the  great  Samuel  Gold- 

wyn”  had  offered  her  $250,000  and  half 
of  the  profits  to  make  a   picture.  The 

Shearer  situation  was  settled  by  Loew’s 

agreeing  to  pay  her  late  husband’s  salary 
until  the  end  of  this  year.  Mayer  and 

Rubin  took  “substantial”  reductions  in 

their  percentage  of  profits  with  the  un- 

derstanding the  actress  would  sign  a   con- 
tract for  six  pictures,  two  a   year,  for 

which  she  is  to  be  given  $150,000  a   pic- 
ture. So  far  she  has  only  made  one  film 

under  the  agreement. 

Dispute  Accounting 

Ellis  charged  profits  were  inflated  in 

the  bookkeeping  setup  of  the  Ohio  The- 
atre Corp.  and  in  figuring  the  charges 

in  retiring  a   bond  issue.  He  said  various 

items  were  not  computed.  However  Box- 
office  learns  there  is  a   wide  difference 

in  opinion  on  the  accounting  system  em- 

ployed by  Loew’s  and  accountants  en- 
gaged by  the  Ellis  group  and  that  this 

matter  is  to  be  left  to  the  court  for  de- 
termination. 

The  attorney  for  complainants  also 

brought  up  the  purchase  by  Loew’s  of  a 
“cash  interest  in  GB,”  which  he  said 

operates  theatres,  for  $3,500,000  by  buy- 
ing into  a   trust  company.  He  said  this 

deal  is  of  no  benefit  to  the  company  and 

that  “we  will  prove  that  all  these  are 
not  in  the  trust  with  which  these  officers 

held.” 

When  the  mention  of  the  Schenck  and 

Bernstein  percentage  arrangements  was 

made  by  Ellis,  Proskauer  interrupted  to 
remind  the  court  that  Marcus  Loew  was 

at  the  head  of  the  company  at  the  time. 
This  was  in  1927. 

In  listing  the  profits  for  Loew’s  over 
the  years,  Proskauer  said,  referring  to  the 

Thalberg-Mayer-Rubin  contract,  that  “it 
is  from  this  small  tree  that  large  acorns 

grew.”  He  then  went  into  detail  on 

(Continued  on  page  16) 

Said  Proskauer 
About  Schenck 

New  York — In  making  his  opening 

statement,  Ex-Judge  Joseph  Proskauer, 

for  Loew's,  stated:  "Mr.  Schenck  does 
not  have  to  apologize  for  anything  he 

has  done.” 
This  was  in  answer  to  Emil  K.  Ellis' 

criticism,  in  his  preliminary  statement 

to  the  court,  of  Nicholas  M.  Schenck, 

president  of  Loew's,  who  sat  through 
the  proceedings,  listening  attentively  to 
counsel  on  both  sides. 

Reveals  Loew's  Net 
Increase  Progress 

New  York — In  answer  to  Emil  K.  Ellis’ 

opening  statement  in  the  minority  stock- 

holders’ suit  against  Loew  directors  that 
Irving  Thalberg,  Louis  B.  Mayer  and  J. 

Robert  Rubin  received  in  excess  of  $19,- 

000,000  as  salaries  and  percentages,  For- 

mer Judge  Joseph  Proskauer  of  Proskauer, 

Rose  &   Paskus,  representing  Loew’s,  re- 
vealed that  earnings  of  the  company  in- 

creased from  less  than  $3,000,000  in  1924 

to  approximately  $15,000,000  in  1930. 

Proskauer,  in  his  outline  of  his  case, 

also  informed  New  York  Supreme  Court 

Justice  Valente  that,  during  the  period 

1927  to  1937,  net  earnings  ran  over  $100,- 
000,000.  Dividends  paid  stockholders  for 

the  11  years  aggregated  $64,663,000  in  cash 

and  stock,  of  which  $51,822,000  were  dis- 
tributed to  common  stockholders  in  cash, 

$4,001,000  additionally  in  stock  and  $8,840,- 

000  to  preferred  holders.  Cash  dividends 

paid  to  common  stockholders  from  1924 

to  1937  amounted  to  $57,657,000,  plus 

$4,001,000  as  a   stock  dividend.  Preferred 

stockholders  got  $8,840,000  in  cash.  Dis- 

bursements to  this  group  did  not  start  un- til 1928. 

Net  earnings  for  Loew’s  year  by  year 
for  the  1924-30  period  are  as  follows: Year 

Net 

1924    
    $3,060,000 

1925        4,977,000 
1926        5,998,000 

1927        6,662,000 
1928        8,473,000 
1929        11,756,000 
1930        14,600,000 

Total   
  $55,526,000 

Dividends  year  by  year  from  1924  to  1930 

to  common  and  preferred  stockholders 

totaled  $27,702,000.  The  breakdown: 
Common  Preferred 

1924      $1,591,000    

1925      2,121,000    

1926      2,121,000    

1927      3,182,000    

1928      3,318,000  $593,000 

(plus  25%  stock  dividend 

which  amounted  to  $4,001,- 

000) . 
1929      4,034,000  970,000 

1930      4,817,000  954,000 

Total   $25,185,000  $2,517,000 
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Schenck  Is  Initial  Witness  in 

Loew  Suit  as  Inside  Unfolds 

(Continued  from  page  15) 

Schenck’s  many  discussions  with  Thalberg 
and  how  he  pleaded  and  argued,  always 
coming  out  the  winner,  to  have  Thalberg 
with  the  company. 

“What  was  Mr.  Schenck’s  job?  To 
throw  out  the  man  who  turned  a   losing 

company  into  a   gold  mine?”  Proskauer 
asked.  Referring  to  Thalberg,  he  added, 

“We  were  dealing  with  a   man  who  was 
the  combination  of  a   poet,  a   producer  and 

a   dramatic  artist.” 
Although  Ellis  asserted  the  Mayer  part- 

nership group  pact  did  not  come  before 
the  board  and  stockholders,  Proskauer 
said  there  was  no  secrecy  about  the  deal 

and  that  everyone  was  notified.  The  ap- 
proximate earnings  of  the  Mayer  group 

for  1927,  according  to  the  attorney  repre- 

senting Loew’s,  amounted  to  $1,400,000. 
while  Schenck  received  $254,000  and  Bern- 

stein $158,000  for  the  same  year.  "While 
the  profits  in  ten  years  went  up  100  per 

cent,  Mayer’s  group  went  up  only  17  per 
cent,”  he  said. 

Fox  a   Big  Holder 

William  Fox’s  holdings  and  interest  in 
the  company  also  were  dwelled  upon  by 
Proskauer.  He  said  Fox  owned  660,900 

shares  of  1,500,000  common  shares,  or  40 

per  cent  and  “by  far  was  the  big  boss 
insofar  as  stockholders  were  concerned.” 
Fox  had  placed  Albert  M.  Greenfield  of 
Philadelphia  and  Jacob  Rubenstein  on  the 
board  and  with  these  men  on  it,  it  was 

decided  by  the  directors  to  extend  the 
Mayer  group  pacts  from  1932  to  1937. 
Later  when  Film  Securities  was  formed  to 
take  over  the  Fox  holdings,  the  court 

appointed  three  trustees:  John  R.  Hazel, 
Thomas  Nelson  Perkins  and  Attorney 

General  Gregory.  Eugene  W.  Leake,  at- 
torney for  the  trustees,  then  was  added 

to  the  board,  Proskauer  said.  Leake  made 

an  investigation  of  the  salaries  and  con- 
tracts, after  which  he  complimented 

Schenck  and  Bernstein  for  their  “fine 
work  and  expressed  the  hope  they  would 

continue  with  the  company,”  according 
to  the  defense  attorney. 
Proskauer  briefly  related  the  Schenck 

"nightmare”  with  Thalberg  in  1932  when 
the  Loew  head  finally  suggested  the  stock 

options  which  would  meet  the  tax  ques- 
tion Thalberg  had  balked  about. 

Terms  Action  Destructive 

Continuing  Thursday  afternoon  with 
his  opening  statement,  the  defense  attor- 

ney lashed  at  the  minority  stockholders 

who  filed  the  suit,  charging  “the  plain- 
tiffs are  suing  to  destroy  the  company.” 

He  added,  “If  these  11  contracts,  which 
are  to  go  into  effect  January  1,  should  be 
enjoined,  and  I   say  this  without  fear,  I 

don’t  believe  a   man  within  the  sound 
of  my  voice  could  feel  otherwise.” 

Before  the  session  got  under  way  an- 
other minority  stockholder  attempted  to 

intervene  and  found  his  petition  denied. 

“All  the  employment  contracts,”  Pros- 
kauer went  on,  “with  the  exception  of 

Arthur  Loew’s,  which  was  regarded  as  a 

Another  Thalberg? 

Hunt  Stromberg ,   as  he  arrived  in  New 
York  from  the  coast.  In  supreme  court 

Thursday,  former  Judge  Proskauer, 

defending  Loew’s  against  the  suit  of 
minority  stockholders,  said  Stromberg 
bids  fair  to  become  another  Irving 
Thalberg.  Proskauer  was  discussing  the 

building  of  manpower  in  the  ranks  and 
cited  Stromberg  an  an  example  of 
M-G-M  policy. 

minor  agreement,  were  submitted  to  the 
stockholders  and  approved  by  a   vote  of 

1,085,000  shares.”  Proskauer  pointed  out 
the  percentages  formerly  paid  to  a   group 
of  three  men  had  been  distributed  to  the 
men  receiving  the  11  pacts. 

Entering  into  a   lengthy  explanation  of 
the  human  factor  which  goes  to  make  up 

the  production  department,  Proskauer  as- 

serted “the  personnel  is  the  raw  material, 
the  physical  matter  which  goes  into  the 
motion  picture.  The  thing  that  costs  so 

much  is  the  human  quality.”  He  then 
went  on  to  relate  the  difference  between 

producer  and  director  and  “Mayer’s  acu- 
men in  handling  the  M-G-M  studios.” 

He  added:  “The  money  paid  to  this 
group  of  three  men  is  not  for  management 
only,  but  for  the  raw  material  and  human 

calibre.” 
Pay  for  “Human  Element” 

Proskauer  then  cited  how  Mayer  went 
to  Germany  one  summer  and  saw  a   singer 

there.  “The  result  of  this  incident,”  he 
said,  “was  the  creation  of  Greta  Garbo  as 
one  of  the  greatest  movie  stars  the  world 
has  ever  seen.  This  one  act  has  brought 
millions  into  the  company.  The  same 
thing  happened  to  Miliza  Korjus,  whom 
M-G-M  had  on  the  coast  for  two  years 

training  her  before  casting  her  in  ‘The 
Great  Waltz.’  Now  she  is  a   sensation  in 

the  motion  picture  world,”  he  said. 
“You  can’t  build  genius  like  chalk  and 

cheese,”  Proskauer  stated,  stressing  the 

point  that  the  human  element  “is  as  es- 
sential to  pictures  as  iron  is  to  steel. 

“My  friend  here  (meaning  Ellis)  says 
that  we  made  large  profits  and  that  is  no 
reason  for  large  salaries.  These  profits 
were  never  calculated  once  by  an  officer 
of  the  company  since  1919.  Miller  & 
Donaldson,  an  independent  accounting 
firm,  handled  it. 

“In  distributing  profits,  the  board  did 
not  rely  on  any  one  other  than  outside 
accountants.  The  board  time  and  again 

approved  reports  without  artificial  de- 
ductions.” He  then  talked  about  refund- 

ing the  bond  issue  and  cited  the  opinion 
of  the  accountants  as  justifying  the  de- 

duction of  expenses  for  this. 

“All  of  the  11  contracts  have  a   settle- 
ment clause  at  the  end  of  the  two-year 

period  which  is  to  be  final,”  he  continued, then  adding: 

“We  built  up  an  organization  and  per- 
sons not  with  the  company  can  tell  you 

it  is  unique.  Our  credit  is  outstanding.  We 
have  built  it  up  over  the  years.  We  sold 

debentures  at  3V2  per  cent  while  our  com- 
petitors were  either  in  bankruptcy  or  hav- 

ing financial  trouble.  Our  policy  is  now 

being  attacked  and,  if  this  policy  is  de- 

stroyed, it  will  destroy  the  company.” Proskauer  then  revealed  that  from  1924 

to  1937,  Loew’s  had  earned  $114,000,000. 
In  1937,  the  profits  amounted  to  $14,- 700,000. 

$40,000,000  in  13  Years 

“In  the  years  1924  to  1937,  we  built  up 
an  earned  surplus  of  over  $40,000,000. 

Every  nickel  of  production  cost  is  charged 

off  before  profits  are  listed.”  The  ex-judge 
listed  some  of  the  directors  who  voted  on 
the  contracts,  mentioning  John  R.  Hazel, 

William  A.  Parker,  who  represents  an  in- 
dependent investment  trust  in  Boston 

owning  20,000  shares  of  stock;  George  N. 

Armsby,  chairman  of  Bank  of  America- 
Blair;  William  P.  Phillips,  partner  in  Dil- 

lon, Reed  and  vice-president  and  trea- 
surer of  UA  Theatres  Corp.;  Harvey  Gib- 
son, president  of  Manufacturers  Trust; 

James  Perkins,  chairman  of  City  Bank- 
Farmers  Trust;  Thomas  Nelson  Perkins 

of  Boston,  and  Charles  Schwab  of  Bethle- 
hem Steel  Co. 

“With  the  background  of  success,  in 
face  of  failure  of  others  over  the  years, 
we  are  asked  to  render  an  accounting  of 

directors  to  the  stockholders.” 
Proskauer  went  on  to  say  that,  as  soon 

as  the  suit  was  filed,  the  board  immediate- 
ly retained  his  firm  by  passing  a   resolu- 

tion. “They  didn’t  run  away  from  this. 
The  board  not  only  retained  me  to  defend 

them  but  also  Loew’s,  Inc. 
Would  Present  Auditors 

“The  contracts  are  to  the  best  interest 
of  the  company  and  invalidation  would 
mean  irreparable  loss  to  the  company.  The 
cause  of  action  is  baseless  in  itself.  It  is 

not  only  baseless,  but  also  dangerous  to  the 

future  of  the  corporation.”  He  then  wound 
up  by  asking  the  judge,  after  hearing  all 

the  evidence,  to  render  a   decision  in  be- 
half of  the  defendants. 

David  Bernstein  and  his  son,  Arnold,  a 

member  of  Loew’s  legal  department,  at- 
tended the  Thursday  session. 

After  the  court  session,  the  lawyers  re- 

paired to  Judge  Valente’s  chambers  where 
accountants’  reports  and  memorandums 
to  the  reports  were  discussed  privately. 
Ellis  is  anxious  to  introduce  some  of  the 

comments  by  the  auditors  as  part  of  his 

prosecution. 
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Schenck  Tried  to 

Quit  Loew  in  '21 
New  York— Back  in  1927,  Nicholas  M. 

Schenck,  after  many  years  of  service  with 

Loew’s,  was  seriously  thinking  of  leaving 
the  company  and  going  into  business  with 
his  brother,  Joseph  M.  David  Bernstein 
was  to  go  along. 

This  comes  to  light  publicly  after  11 
years.  And  it  is  Former  Judge  Joseph 
Proskauer  of  Proskauer,  Rose  &   Paskus, 
representing  Loew  stockholders  in  the  suit 

filed  against  them  by  minority  stockhold- 
ers, who  revealed  the  fact  as  he  presented 

his  opening  resume  before  N.  Y.  Supreme 
Court  Justice  Valente. 

“Mr.  Schenck  went  to  Marcus  Loew  and 
reminded  him  he  had  a   brother  by  the 

name  of  Joe,”  Proskauer  stated.  (Joseph 
M.  Schenck  in  the  early  days  of  the  Loew 

circuit  was  employed  in  the  booking  de- 

partment). “Mr.  Schenck  said  he  wanted 
to  go  into  business  with  his  brother  and, 
while  he  wanted  to  resign,  he  did  not  want 
to  leave  Mr.  Loew  in  a   lurch. 

“At  the  time,  David  Bernstein,  who  is 
regarded  as  a   financial  genius,  also  was 
bitten  by  the  same  bug  and  Mr.  Schenck 
was  thinking  of  taking  him  in  with  the 
new  company.  Mr.  Loew  expostulated  with 

Schenck.  (At  this  point  the  court  stenog- 

rapher didn’t  get  the  word  and  so  Pros- 
kauer repeated) . 

Wouldn’t  Let  Him  Go 

“Mr.  Loew  said  he  would  never  let  Mr. 
Schenck,  who  had  told  him  he  did  not 

always  want  to  work  for  a   salary,  leave 
the  company.  It  was  then  suggested  that 

Mr.  Schenck  get  a   percentage  of  2l/2  per 
cent  of  the  net  and  Mr.  Bernstein  1   y2 

per  cent.  And  so  Mr.  Schenck’s  departure 
was  put  off.” 

Just  how  much  Louis  B.  Mayer  thought 

of  Schenck  back  in  1932  was  another  in- 
teresting point  brought  out  by  Proskauer. 

Schenck  was  having  another  “setto”  with 
the  Mayer  group  on  his  visit  to  the  studios 
when  Mayer  told  Schenck  that  he  would 

not  stay  with  the  company  if  he  (Schenck) 
was  not  in  it. 

Circumstances  leading  up  to  Schenck 

signing  his  first  five-year  contract  carry 
with  it  an  interesting  sidelight.  It  was 

shortly  after  Irving  Thalberg’s  death  that 
Schenck  visited  the  studio  only  to  find  a 
rumor  widely  being  circulated  on  the  lot 
that  he  was  leaving  the  company.  Schenck 
had  all  he  could  do  to  convince  the  studio 

personnel  the  reports  were  untrue.  Upon 
returning  to  New  York,  he  decided  to 

quiet  the  reports  by  signing  a   pact,  keep- 
ing with  it  the  percentage  agreement  en- 

tered into  previously. 

Princeton  Arcade  to  Circuit 

New  York — Associated  Playhouses  has 

acquired  the  Arcade,  Princeton,  N.  J.,  mak- 
ing the  third  in  the  town  for  the  circuit. 

The  other  two  are  the  Playhouse  and 
Garden. 

Allen  Denies  Any  Connection 

With  Film  Boycott  Pamphlet 

Universal  Set  to  Cash  In 

With  New  Horror  Feature 
Hollywood — Here  for  a   round  of  studio 

conferences,  Nate  J.  Blumberg,  Universal 
head,  informs  Boxoffice  that  all  possible 

concentration  is  going  into  “The  Son  of 
Frankenstein,”  so  that  the  film  can  have 
the  advantage,  as  a   logical  runner-up,  of 

the  nationwide  enthusiasm  for  “U’s”  dou- 
ble-horror booking  combination.  Blum- 

berg believes  the  picture  may  be  ready  for 
early  January  release. 

Next  in  line  for  “as  soon  as  possible” 
release  are  the  W.  C.  Fields  film  and  the 
Deanna  Durbin  opus. 

Normandie  and  Newsreel 

Theatres  Open  in  Gotham 
New  York  —   Two  new  theatres  made 

their  debut  during  the  week,  the  first  be- 
ing the  Normandie,  seating  about  500  and 

operated  by  Dave  Weinstock  and  Harry 
Brandt  and  showing  foreign  and  domestic 

films.  The  initial  attraction  was  “Sacri- 
fice D’  Honneur,”  produced  in  France  with 

Annabella. 
The  second  house  was  the  Newsreel  in 

the  AP  Bldg,  in  Radio  City.  The  house 
seats  450  and  is  being  managed  by  James 

Brightwell,  who  formerly  was  at  the  Ford- 
ham  and  72nd  St.  theatres  for  Newsreel 

Theatres  circuit,  of  which  W.  French 
Githens  is  president. 

New  Admission  Scale  at 

Astor  Under  Grind  Policy 
New  York — When  the  Astor  swings  into 

a   grind  policy  for  the  first  time  under 
Loew  operation  Thursday,  the  theatre  will 

open  at  9:30  in  the  morning  and  clos,e 
the  following  morning  at  2.  Prices  will 
be  scaled  as  follows:  Weekdays,  25  cen  s 
from  opening  to  1   p.  m.;  35  cents  from 

1   to  6   p.  m„  and  55  cents  from  6   to  clos- 
ing. Saturday  and  Sundays  and  holidays, 

the  afternoon  admission  will  be  40  cents 

and  for  evenings  65  cents. 

“Pygmalion”  will  be  the  initial  attrac- 
tion and  whether  other  films  will  follow 

under  the  policy  depends  on  how  scon  the 

next  roadshow  attraction,  if  any,  is  avail- 
able. 

Fred  Ullman  jr.  Succeeds 

Butterlield  on  Pathe  News 
New  York — Allyn  Butterfield,  editor  of 

Pathe  News  for  the  past  year  and  a   half, 
has  resigned.  Frederic  Ullman  jr.  has 

taken  over  the  title.  Butterfield  is  inter- 
ested in  a   health  institute  development  to 

which  he  now  is  devoting  his  time. 

Shauer  Quits  Paramount 

Hollywood — Mel  Shauer  has  resigned 

as  a   producer  at  Paramount. 

Hollywood — Henry  D.  Allen,  proven  ex- 

convict and  accused  by  the  Hollywood 

Anti-Nazi  League  of  having  distributed 

the  widely-discussed  “Boycott  the  Movies” 
pamphlet  locally,  denies  all  connections 
with  composing  or  circulating  the  leaflet 
in  an  unsigned  affidavit. 

The  document,  a   13-page  affair,  was 
taken  by  Charles  J.  Katz,  attorney  for  the 

League,  and  has  Allen  admitting  that  he 
was  employed  by  Mrs.  Leslie  Fry  and  Mrs. 
Elizabeth  Jewett  to  aid  in  preparing  and 

distributing  what  Allen  termed  anti-Com- 
munistic  literature,  but  which  his  testi- 

mony, according  to  the  affidavit,  clearly 

shows  was  also  anti-Semitic. 
However,  Allen  had  gone  on  record  with 

his  employers  as  being  opposed  to  the 
distribution  of  the  pamphlet  in  question, 

but  admits  his  activity  in  connection  with 

the  preparation  and  circulation  of  com- 
parable literature  and  also  his  general 

affiliations  with  organizations  sponsored 

by  his  employers. 

Allen  was  examined  by  Katz  on  Octo- 

ber 31.  When  a   transcript  of  the  testi- 
mony was  submitted  to  him,  he  refused 

to  sign  and,  under  date  of  November  10, 
addressed  a   letter  to  Katz  stating  such 
refusal  was  on  advice  of  his  attorney, 

Henry  K.  Elder.  The  letter  sets  forth 

Allen’s  claim  that  he  submitted  to  Katz’s 
cross-examination  only  because  the  League 
had  indicated  that  Hollywood  How,  the 

League’s  newspaper,  would  print  a   re- 
traction of  the  allegedly  libelous  statement 

naming  him  responsible  for  the  distribu- 
tion of  the  controversial  leaflet. 

The  Allen  letter,  perhaps  prepared  by 

Elder,  refers  to  Hollywood  Now  and  Ken 

and  other  “pro-Jewish,  Communistic  pub- 

lications” as  having  “done  me  (Allen)  ir- 
reparable harm  and,  regardless  of  any  re- 

tractions made  at  this  late  date,  the  dam- 

age has  been  done  and  can  never  be  com- 

pensated for.” 
He  further  claims  the  affidavit  contains 

a   number  of  inaccuracies  and  omissions 
of  factual  value. 

To  Hear  " Lottery "   Case 
Against  Cohen  Dec.  12 

New  York — Hearing  of  the  complaint 

charging  Max  Cohen’s  Jewel  in  Harlem 
with  conducting  a   lottery  as  a   result  of 

operating  chance  games  will  be  held  De- 
cember 12  in  special  sessions  court.  Harry 

Kosch  is  defending  Cohen. 

Kosch  recently  obtained  dismissal  of 

three  complaints  involving  alleged  viola- 

tion of  the  lottery  law  in  magistrate’s 
court,  Brooklyn.  The  complaints  were 
against  the  New  United,  Subway  and  Paras 
Court. 

De  Rochemont  Sails 

New  York — Richard  de  Rochemont, 

European  editor  for  March  of  Time,  is  on 
the  Champlain  bound  for  Paris. 
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Product  Situation  on  ' Loop’s ’ 
Oriental  May  Bring  New  Suit 

To  Seek  Extension 

In  Peerless  Fight 
Chicago — Whether  the  matter  will  de- 

velop into  another  court  action  to  add  to 

the  maze  of  lawsuits  facing  the  industry 

in  Chicago  or  not,  it  was  learned  this  week 

that  Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer  are  plan- 
ning to  obtain  suitable  product  for  their 

newly-opened  Oriental  Theatre  in  some 
manner. 

J.  L.  S.,  it  is  said,  feel  that  they  are 

stifled  for  product  at  the  house  and  hope 
to  work  out  some  amicable  arrangement 

with  B&K  to  obtain  pictures  suitable  for 
the  Oriental.  It  was  not  learned  what 

plans  they  have  if  no  “amicable  arrange- 
ment” can  be  made. 

It  is  understood  that  United  Artists 

product  was  offered  just  last  week  to  J. 

L.  S.  for  the  Oriental,  but  that  Johnny 

Jones  termed  the  deal  offered  by  Jack 

Schlaifer  as  “ridiculous.” 

Examination  in  Orange 

County  Action  Set 

New  York — Examination  before  trial  of 

executive  defendants  in  the  anti-trust  ac- 
tion brought  by  Orange  County  Theatres 

against  major  distributors  has  been  or- 
dered by  Federal  Judge  Edgar  A.  Conger. 

The  examinations  will  take  place  between 

December  6   and  21.  The  order  also  gives 

defendant  attorneys  the  right  to  examine 

the  plaintiff. 

The  action  was  filed  in  July,  1937,  and 

charges  conspiracy  in  that  the  plaintiff’s 
Academy,  Newburgh,  has  been  moved  from 
a   second  to  third  run.  Defendants  are 

Paramount,  20th  Century-Fox,  RKO, 
Universal,  United  Artists,  Netco  Theatres 

Corp.,  George  Walsh  and  Eugene  Levy. 

Harry  Friedman  is  head  of  Orange,  which 

took  over  the  Academy  a   year  after  Para- 
mount had  given  the  house  up. 

Those  ordered  to  submit  to  examination 

before  trial  are  Neil  F.  Agnew,  Sidney  R. 

Kent,  Milt  Kusell,  Jules  Levy,  Walsh, 

William  R.  Sussman,  Harry  Buxbaum  and 

Joseph  Lee. 

Court  Rules  for  Auditor 

In  New  England  Action 

Boston — At  the  pre-trial  hearing  here 

in  the  Morse  &   Rothenberg  anti-trust  ac- 
tion against  all  major  distributors  and 

New  England  circuits,  the  court  ruled  for 

the  appointment  of  an  auditor,  who,  act- 

ing as  referee,  will  study  the  case  for  find- 
ings of  fact  and  conclusions  of  law  and 

then  report  to  the  court. 

Both  sides  are  exchanging  suggested  ap- 
pointees, one  of  whom  will  be  mutually 

satisfactory  as  auditor. 

Hearings  Near  End 

In  Momand  Action 

Oklahoma  City — The  final  hearings  on 

the  Momand  suits,  pending  in  federal  dis- 

trict court  here  before  Judge  A.  P.  Mur- 

rah,  will  probably  be  held  this  month 

with  all  indications  pointing  to  disposition 

of  the  $4,450,000  suits  against  major  pro- 
ducers, distributors  and  circuits  at  the 

next  hearing,  probably  to  be  held  about 

December  15-20. 

Staten  Island  Theatre 

Likely  to  Be  Si  Fabian's New  York  —   Si  Fabian  probably  will 
take  over  the  Paramount  in  Staten  Island 

when  he  acquires  the  seven  Par-Land 
theatres  from  the  Sol  Brill  estate.  The 

Paramount  unit  has  been  operated  by 

Par-Land  for  several  years  under  a   pool- 
ing arrangement  which  expires  with  the 

transfer  of  management  of  the  other 
seven  houses.  Fabian  for  some  time  has 

been  operating  the  Paramount  in  Brook- 
lyn under  a   pooling  deal  which  includes 

the  Strand  and  Fox. 

Attorneys  are  completing  contracts  and 
the  indications  are  that  the  takeover  will 

not  eventuate  until  the  first  of  the  year. 

Harry  Shiftman,  who  has  been  a   guiding 

facor  in  the  Par-Land  circuit  for  years, 
upon  the  sale  will  open  his  own  office.  He 
is  interested  with  Charles  Moses  and  Max 

Cohen  in  several  small  theatres  around 
town. 

The  deal  now  being  consummated  is  not 

new.  It  has  been  in  work  for  months  and 

Boxoffice  reported  it  exclusively  months 

ago. 

Warner  Bros .   Officials 

Return  to  West  Coast 

New  York — Jack  L.  Warner,  vice-presi- 
dent in  charge  of  production  for  Warners; 

Hal  Wallis,  his  assistant,  and  S.  Charles 

Einfeld,  publicity  and  advertising  direc- 
tor, left  for  the  coast  over  the  weekend 

after  attending  conferences  here  with  Al- 
bert Warner,  Gradwell  L.  Sears  and  Carl 

Leserman  on  product  to  be  distributed 

during  the  16-week  Sears  drive  which  gets 
under  way  Christmas. 

Districts  are  being  set  up  for  the  sales 

drive  and,  as  last  year,  $25,000  in  prizes 
will  be  awarded.  Each  of  the  six  district 

managers  will  act  as  captain  for  his  ter- 
ritory. Sears  is  on  a   tour  of  the  country 

now  and  will  wind  up  at  the  studio,  Janu- 

ary 15.  At  the  Burbank  plant  he  will 

confer  with  Harry  M.  Warner  and  other 
studio  executives. 

Effort  for  Settlement 

Of  Elliott  Suit  Seen 
Philadelphia  —   The  impression  among 

observers  here  is  that  the  indefinite  post- 
ponement of  the  hearing  in  the  federal 

monopoly  suit  by  Herbert  J.  Elliott  against 

Warner  and  other  majors  means  an  at- 
tempted settlement.  The  case,  due  for  an 

airing  Thursday,  was  taken  off  the  docket 
suddenly. 

Warner  is  seen  as  the  key  to  the  project- 
ed settlement. 

Joins  Grand  National 
New  York — Jack  H.  Skirball  has  named 

Adele  Gutman  Nathan  eastern  story  edi- 
tor for  Grand  National.  She  already  has 

taken  up  her  post. 

New  York- -Major  attorneys  will  move 

for  an  extension  of  the  normal  20-day 
limit  for  filing  answers  in  the  $100,000 

anti-trust  action  brought  in  Knoxville, 

Tenn.,  by  Peerless  Enterprises  against  two 
local  circuits  and  four  distributors.  Local 

attorneys  also  are  being  engaged  to  de- 
fend the  case. 

Defendants  are  Crescent  Amusement  Co., 

Cherokee  Amusement  Co.,  Vitagraph,  Co- 

lumbia, Paramount  and  20th  Century-Fox. 

Peerless  operates  the  Rialto  in  Knox- 
ville; Palace,  Fountain  City;  Palace,  Mor- 

ristown; Palace,  Newport  and  Palace, 
Harriman.  Cherokee  has  one  theatre  in 

Newport. 

The  charge  against  Columbia  is  that  the 

company  has  three  years’  product  open  in 
the  Peerless  situations,  but  refused  to 

quote  prices  until  Crescent  has  been  con- 
sulted. Also  that  a   Columbia  salesman 

offered  Peerless  product,  but  demanded 

25  per  cent  of  the  contract  in  advance. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  is  charged  with 
refusing  to  sell  Peerless  on  the  ground 

that  the  circuit’s  houses  are  in  too  small 

locations,  but  sold  Cherokee  first  and  sec- 
ond runs  in  Newport. 

Vitagraph  is  charged  with  accepting 
contracts  from  Peerless  this  summer,  but 

refused  to  confirm  them. 

Paramount  is  charged  with  refusing  to 

sell  Peerless  for  the  past  season,  although 

the  company  has  sold  Peerless  during 
previous  years. 

Peerless  recently  incorporated  the  data 

that  comprises  its  action  in  a   complaint 

to  the  department  of  justice. 

Schines  Add  Milford  Unit ; 

Upstate  to  Fete  Brothers 
New  York — Meyer  and  Louis  Schine 

have  added  the  Milford,  Milford,  Del.,  to 

their  chain  and  on  December  19  in  Al- 

bany the  upstate  theatre  industry  will 

tender  them  a   joint  testimonial. 

Sidney  Samson,  head  of  the  20th-Fox 

exchange  in  Buffalo,  will  be  honored  De- 
cember 5   at  the  Statler  Hotel  on  his  30th 

anniversary  in  the  business. 

Phil  Fox  of  Columbia  and  Ralph  Pie- 
low  of  M-G-M  are  in  charge  of  the 

Schine  affair  and  Sidney  Lehman  of  UA 

and  Ralph  Maw  of  M-G-M  are  handling 
the  Samson  soiree. 

RKO  Revamp  Plan  Is  Set 
Back  Until  December  16 

New  York — Completion  of  RKO  Radio 

reorganization  details,  generally  expected 

to  clear  finally  in  federal  court  Friday, 

again  were  set  back,  this  time  to  December 

16,  on  motion  of  Hamilton  C.  Rickaby,  at- 
torney for  the  Atlas  Corp.,  which  is  the 

proponent  of  the  plan. 

Part  of  the  order  signed  by  Federal 

Judge  Cox  in  1934  relative  to  the  man- 
ner of  filing  creditor  claims  was  vacated. 

George  J.  Schaefer,  RKO  president,  is 

due  back  here  December  12  from  his  first 
studio  visit  as  head  of  the  company. 
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Columbia  Adding 
6   French  Branches 

New  York — Columbia  is  establishing  six 
offices  in  France,  according  to  Jack  Cohn, 

vice-president,  to  handle  the  distribution 
of  French  films  in  addition  to  its  own 

product. 

Cohn,  who  docked  on  the  Cunard  White 
Star  liner  Queen  Mary,  says  his  company 
has  made  deals  with  a   number  of  French 

producers  and  probably  will  handle  four 
pictures  next  season. 

In  the  meantime,  he  adds,  Joseph  Mc- 
Conville,  head  of  the  foreign  department, 
is  staying  over  making  final  arrangements 
for  the  new  branches  in  France.  He  also 
states  McConville  should  return  in  about 

ten  days  and  that  A.  Stein  will  be  in 
charge  of  French  operations. 

That  Columbia’s  interest  in  France  is 
purely  for  physical  distribution  is  em- 

phasized by  Cohn  who  denies  the  com- 

pany is  planning  French  production.  “We 
will  handle  all  the  good  French  films  as 

fast  as  they  can  turn  them  out,”  he  says. 

Renewal  of  Columbia’s  British  quota 
deal  comes  up  for  discussion,  Cohn  in- 

forms, when  Irving  Asher  arrives  Thurs- 
day on  the  French  liner  Normandie.  Cohn 

is  not  certain  which  of  the  British-made 
films  will  be  distributed  here. 

Among  the  countries  Cohen  visited  were 

England  and  France.  He  reports  busi- 
ness there  is  very  good. 

Reported  in  Deals  With 

Two  Mexican  Producers 

New  York — Columbia  is  eyeing  the  in- 
ternational market  as  never  before. 

In  addition  to  having  purchased  certain 
world  distributing  rights  to  seven  French 
pictures,  as  well  as  having  contracted  for 
the  production  in  France  of  at  least  one 
film,  the  company  is  said  to  be  dickering 

with  two  Mexican  producers  for  the  pro- 
duction in  Mexico  of  eight  Spanish  langu- 

age pictures  for  the  South  American 
markets. 

Montague  and  Jackter  in 
San  Francisco  for  Meet 

San  Francisco — Abe  Montague,  Colum- 

bia’s general  sales  manager,  arrived  here 
over  the  weekend  and  will  be  followed 

Thursday  by  Rube  Jackter,  his  assistant, 
to  conduct  the  last  of  three  regional  sales 

meetings  at  the  St.  Francis  Hotel,  Decem- 
ber 10-11.  Sales  personnel  from  six  west- 
ern divisions  will  participate  in  the  ses- 

sions. Montague  then  will  go  to  Hono- 
lulu for  a   vacation. 

Hoff  berg  Names  Two 
New  York — J.  H.  Hoff  berg,  now  on  the 

coast,  is  opening  an  office  in  Los  Angeles. 
William  G.  Smith  has  been  appointed  sales 
manager. 

Helen  Mindlin  has  been  named  special 

representative  to  handle  the  company’s 
16  mm  releases  on  the  coast  and  in  Hawaii. 

M-G-M  Has  1,000  Accounts 

Over  Last  Year,  Says  Rodgers 

Hays  Cites  Latin- 
America  Field 

Hollywood — Advisability  of  concen- 

trating on  Latin-America  as  a   film 
market,  was  cited  by  Will  H.  Hays  in 

his  semi-annual  report  here  to  the 

MPPA.  He  declared  England  and 

Scandinavia  are  the  best  European 

markets  and  forecast  improved  intra- 

industry relations  following  exhibitor- 
distributor  trade  practice  huddles  in 

New  York. 

Cliff  Work  and  R.  J.  McDonough  have 

joined  the  MPPA  directorate. 

UA  Directors  " Clown  Lot " 
During  Five-Hour  Session 
New  York — Although  UA’s  board  of  di- 

rectors spent  five  hours  behind  closed 

doors  at  an  adjourned  session,  only  “rou- 
tine matters”  were  discussed,  Maurice  Sil- 

verstone,  chairman  of  the  board,  said. 
When  asked  what  could  have  consumed  so 

much  time,  Silverstone  added,  “We  were 

clowning  a   lot.” 
On  the  way  to  the  theatre,  where  he 

and  Mrs.  Silverstone  were  playing  host  to 
Mrs.  Arthur  W.  Kelly,  wife  of  the  foreign 
head,  Silverstone  said  Alexander  Korda 

will  remain  in  this  country  until  comple- 
tion of  his  first  picture  in  Hollywood. 

Korda  arrives  Thursday  from  England  and 

shortly  after  will  participate  in  an  ad- 

journed directors’  meeting. 
Korda’s  “versatility  in  the  knowledge  of 

Spanish  and  Portugese”  is  expected  to  play 

a   large  part  in  lending  an  “international 
flavor”  to  his  Hollywood  efforts,  Silver- 

stone asserted. 

He  also  said  he  has  not  made  up  his 
mind  whether  he  will  go  to  the  coast  or  to 

England,  but  he  expects  to  leave  for  one 
or  the  other  in  about  two  weeks. 

Imperial  Offering  Stock 
To  Public  $1,50  a   Share 

New  York — Imperial  Pictures,  Inc.,  is 

offering  an  issue  of  424,000  shares  of 

stock  to  the  public  at  $1.50  a   share.  The 
head  of  the  company  is  William  Pizor 

and  vice-president  and  treasurer  is  Lewen 
Pizor  of  Philadelphia. 

Proceeds  of  the  financing  will  be  used 

for  the  production  and  purchase  of  45  new 

pictures  during  the  current  season,  for 

payment  of  an  obligation  assumed  on  pur- 
chase of  films  and  scripts,  and  for  general 

corporate  purposes. 

The  company  was  incorporated  in  Dela- 
ware in  April,  1937  with  offices  in  New 

York. 

Heads  English  Sales 

New  York — C.  J.  Dickinson  has  been 

named  Paramount  general  Sales  manager 
in  England  to  succeed  Montague  Goldman, 
who  resigned  recently. 

New  York — With  1,000  contracts  ahead 

of  last  year  at  the  same  time,  95  per  cent 

of  M-G-M’s  accounts  are  expected  to  be 
sold  by  the  first  of  the  year,  William 

F.  Rodgers,  general  sales  manager,  states. 
While  actual  figures  are  unavailable,  the 
indications  are  that  the  totals  will  run 

about  the  same  as  last  year.  About  800 
contracts  remain  to  be  closed  to  tie  last 

year’s  record. 

Accompanied  by  E.  M.  Saunders,  west- 
ern sales  head,  Rodgers  left  for  Chicago 

Thursday  night  where  he  will  attend  the 

testimonial  tendered  to  Jack  Kirsch,  Al- 
lied of  Illinois  head,  at  the  Congress 

Friday  night. 

A   Chicago  Meeting 

On  Saturday  and  Sunday,  a   two-day 
M-G-M  mid-season  sales  meeting  infor- 

mal on  past  and  future  business,  was 

held  at  the  Congress.  The  session  was  for 
district  managers  and  division  heads  with 
a   number  of  home  office  men  on  hand. 

Attending  were  the  following  district 
managers:  Charles  Kessnich,  Atlanta; 

E.  K.  (Ted)  O’Shea,  New  York;  J.  J. 
Maloney,  Pittsburgh;  Harris  P.  Wolfberg, 
Kansas  City;  Jack  Flynn,  Detroit;  Morris 
Wolff,  Boston;  Bob  Lynch,  Philadelphia; 

George  Hickey,  Los  Angeles;  Henry  Nath- 
anson,  Toronto.  From  the  home  o.f  ce  in 
addition  to  Rodgers  and  Saunders  were; 

Tom  Connors,  eastern  and  Canadian  sales 
chief;  Edward  Aaron,  Alan  F.  Cammings, 
Howard  Dietz  and  William  R.  Ferguson. 

Fred  C.  Quimby,  short  subject  manager, 

stopped  off  en  route  from  the  coast  to 
attend  the  sessions. 

Shortly  after  the  first  of  the  year, 

Rodgers  will  visit  the  coast.  He  had  plan- 

ned to  go  about  a   month  ago,  but  de- 
layed his  departure  because  of  the  trade 

practice  conferences.  He  first  will  leave 

on  a   short  vacation  after  Christmas,  ac- 
cording to  present  plans. 

Connors,  Aaron,  Cummings,  Dietz  and 
Ferguson  left  for  the  Windy  City  Friday 

night.  They  are  due  back  Monday  while 
Rodgers  will  not  return  before  Tuesday. 

“Pygmalion”  Separately 

Special  and  separate  handling  is  being 

given  “Pygmalion,”  which  opens  for  an 
indefinite  run  at  popular  prices  Thursday 
at  the  Astor.  Similar  engagements  are 

planned  in  Boston,  Philadelphia  and  Chi- 
cago, but  not  with  M-G-M  operating  the 

theatres.  Because  the  company  did  not 

originally  sell  the  British  film  on  the 

current  season’s  contracts,  special  engage- 
ments are  being  arranged  in  various  key 

centers,  following  which  accounts  will  be 
contacted. 

However,  there  is  no  intention  to  force 

the  sale  of  the  picture,  it  is  stated  at  com- 
pany’s headquarters  This  decision  has 

nothing  to  do  with  trade  practice  meet- 
ings at  which  discussions  centered  about 

eliminating  from  general  contracts  English 
films  not  made  by  American  companies 
themselves. 
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Consolidation  of 

4A's  Units  Nearer 
New  York — Machinery  looking  toward 

the  closer  consolidation  of  the  various  en- 

tertainment unions  affiliated  with  the  As- 
sociated Actors  and  Artistes  of  America 

will  start  moving  at  once  with  the  arrival 

of  Kenneth  Thomson,  executive  secretary 

of  the  Screen  Actors  Guild  and  vice-presi- 

dent of  the  4A’s,  from  the  coast. 
The  creation  of  one  big  union  is  still 

a   long  way  off,  according  to  one  executive. 

But  a   number  of  immediate  reforms,  such 
as  the  consolidation  of  the  offices  in  one 

central  location  and  clerical  help,  and  the 

introduction  of  a   uniform  accounting  sys- 
tem are  not  far  from  realization. 

All  hands  agree  that  the  problem  is  not 

a   simple  one  because  a   final  solution  can 

only  be  achieved  by  having  a   central  treas- 

ury. There  also  will  have  to  be  some  pro- 
vision for  the  allocation  of  funds  and  a 

new  executive  setup. 

Nevertheless,  the  membership  feels  that, 

if  the  onerous  burden  of  overlapping  dues 

and  initiation  fees  is  lightened  and  the 

necessity  of  chasing  from  one  office  to 

another  is  removed,  the  present  confer- 
ences will  have  attained  some  modicum 

of  success. 

In  the  forefront  of  the  drive  for  one 

big  union  is  the  SAG.  Close  behind,  and 

officially  on  record,  is  the  American  Fed- 
eration of  of  Radio  Artists,  who  declared 

at  its  last  convention  for  the  plan. 

When  Actors’  Equity  ceded  its  jurisdic- 
tion in  the  motion  picture  field  to  the 

SAG  in  1929  and  later  the  radio  field  to 

AFRA,  the  complexion  of  the  labor  map 
in  the  entertainment  world  took  on  a 

more  aggressive  aspect. 

SAG  Always  Boosted  4A’s 
The  SAG  always  has  pressed  for  the 

strengthening  of  the  4A’s  which  holds  the 
original  American  Federation  of  Labor 

charter.  Until  recently,  the  4A’s  were 

dominated  by  Actors’  Equity.  It  was  a 
quiescent  organization  meeting  once  a 

year. 

A   year  ago,  Frank  Gillmore  resigned 

from  Equity  to  take  over  the  executive 

directorship  of  the  4A’s  on  a   five-year  con- 
tract at  $13,000  a   year.  Infused  with  new 

blood,  including  AFRA  and  the  Ameri- 

can Guild  of  Musical  Artists,  the  4A’s 
is  now  operating  at  a   more  vibrant  pace. 

Several  jurisdictional  knots  were  untied, 

paving  the  way  toward  harmony.  The 

close  cooperation  existing  among  the  vari- 

ous groups  is  evinced  by  the  interchange- 
ability  plan  worked  out  by  the  respective 
units  among  themselves. 

It  provides  for  the  performer  who 
transfers  from  one  branch  to  another. 

The  performer,  in  this  instance,  is  liable 
for  the  difference  in  initiation  fees  of  half 

of  whichever  is  greater.  Furthermore,  he 
can  continue  as  a   member  of  his  former 

group  for  a   year  and  then  obtain  a   with- 
drawal card. 

Equity  and  the  SAG  also  have  an  im- 
portant agreement  in  which  the  SAG  pays 

the  dues  of  all  legitimate  actors  in  pic- 
tures. The  sum  is  considerable  and  the 

arrangement  has  worked  out  satisfactorily. 

Miss  Rietenstahl 

Is  Surprised 
Hollywood — The  film  colony  is  notice- 

ably, and  perhaps  notably,  treading 

lightly  on  the  current  matter  of  Leni 

Riefenstahl's  visit.  Adolph  Hitler's 
close  friend  has  been  described  by  the 

Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League  as  a 

"Nazi  agent."  The  League  also  urged 
Hollywood  to  pull  in  its  welcoming 

mats  during  her  stay. 

All  of  this  surprises  Miss  Riefenstahl. 

She  even  issued  a   statement  and  in  it 

said: 

"At  my  arrival  in  New  York,  I   in- 
formed the  press  my  trip  is  absolutely 

private  and  that  I   have  no  official 

orders  to  ’carry  out.'  I   never  held  an 
official  position  in  Germany.  I   am  an 

independent  artist." Nevertheless  and  despite  her  denial 

that  she  sought  to  hire  a   press  agent 

here,  Dick  Hunt,  who  is  a   press  agent, 

asserts  he  was  approached  and  re- 

jected the  proposition. 

ED.  NOTE:  Miss  Reifenstahl  already 

has  quit  Hollywood  after  general 

snubs. 

Selznick  Will  Stay 

With  UA,  He  Says 
Hollywood — David  O.  Selznick  is  back 

from  New  York,  but  while  in  Chicago  told 

the  press  he  will  “definitely”  remain  with 
UA,  but  interrupt  the  association  with 

production  of  “Gone  With  the  Wind”  for 
M-G-M.  Tire  UA  deal,  he  added,  will  be 

for  six  pictures  with  no  expiration  date 

applying  to  their  completion.  He  stated, 

however,  that  he  hopes  to  make  them  in 

a   year. 

Plans  for  “Gone  With  the  Wind,”  as 
Selznick  explained  them,  provide  for  road- 

shows in  key  cities  beginning  next  Thanks- 
giving and  for  it  the  producer  hopes  the 

two-a-day  plan  will  thrive  for  a   full  year. 

On  reports  that  Russell  J.  Birdwell,  his 

publicity  representative,  will  resign  to  form 

his  own  agency,  Selznick  had  this  to  say: 

“Russ  will  probably  stay  with  me  for  a 

while,  but  I   don’t  think  he’ll  pass  up  those 
accounts  for  long.  And  probably  when  he 

does  go  in  business  for  himself,  I’ll  be- 

come his  partner.  He’s  that  good.” 

This  would  indicate  that,  whether  Bird- 

well  continues  on  the  S-I  payroll  or  not, 
he  will  continue  to  handle  the  account. 

Public  Health  Service 

Producing  Syphilis  Film 
Washington — An  educational  film  deal- 

ing with  the  methods  of  combating  syphi- 
lis and  made  under  the  auspices  of  the 

U.  S.  Public  Health  Service  will  be  dis- 
tributed shortly  after  the  first  of  the  year, 

reports  Science  Service.  The  short  is  en- 

titled “Three  Counties  Against  Syphilis.” 

Nathanson  Eyes 

Odeon-GB  Deal 
By  MILTON  GALBRAITH 

Ottawa — N.  L.  Nathanson,  president  of 
Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.,  is  said 

to  be  playing  a   “waiting  game”  with  re- 
spect to  the  reported  intention  of  Oscar 

Deutsch,  British  theatre  magnate,  to  ex- 
pand his  Odeon  circuit  to  the  Dominion 

where  it  would  come  into  competition  with 

the  coast-to-coast  chain  directed  by  him. 

The  Canadian  theatre  head  is  watching 

developments  in  Great  Britain  with  a   par- 

ticular eye  on  negotiations  for  the  amalga- 

mation of  the  Odeon  and  Gaumont-Brit- 

ish  circuits,  with  the  John  Maxwell  in- 
terests as  a   prospective  third  party. 

Nathanson  controls  the  Canadian  distribu- 

tion of  Gaumont-British  pictures  and,  ac- 
cordingly, holds  at  least  one  trump  card 

in  the  possible  English  deal. 

If  the  big  British  chains  are  united, 

then,  it  is  believed,  Deutsch  would  not 

invade  the  Dominion  with  Odeon  The- 
atres. 

On  the  other  hand,  if  Odeon  Theatres 

enters  Canada,  it  is  thought  Nathanson 

would  proceed  with  the  establishment  of 

theatres  in  Great  Britain  as  direct  oppo- 
sition to  Deutsch. 

A   brief  statement  by  Nathanson  on  re- 

turn to  Canada  from  his  last  trip  to  Eng- 
land lends  substance  to  the  view.  On 

that  occasion,  when  asked  for  comment 

regarding  the  Canadian  Odeon  rumor, 

Nathanson  naively  replied:  “Mr.  Deutsch 
is  on  the  other  side  of  the  Atlantic  and 

I   am  on  this  side.” 
At  this  writing,  the  British  theatre  cir- 

cuits are  negotiating  but  word  has  been 

received  in  the  Dominion  that  Harry  W. 

Weedon,  chief  architect  for  Odeon  The- 
atres, will  make  his  second  visit  to  Canada 

shortly  after  Christmas  when,  according 

to  gossip,  Nathanson  would  make  the 

move  to  enter  the  theatre  field  in  Eng- 
land. 

The  venturesome  even  insist  Nathanson 

would  have  an  ally  in  Adolph  Zukor,  who 
is  now  in  London. 

Fred  Meyers  Starts  Month 

Swing  Over  RKO  Circuit 
Los  Angeles— Having  spent  most  of  the 

week  looking  at  new  product  at  the  RKO, 

Warner  and  20th  Century-Fox  studios, 

Fred  Meyers,  assistant  to  John  J.  O’Con- 
nor, head  of  circuit  operations,  heads  for 

Denver  and  some  dozen  cities  in  a   four- 
week  swing  of  RKO  theatre  operations. 

Following  Denver,  Meyers’  itinerary  calls 
for  stops  at  Omaha,  Kansas  City,  Dubuque, 
Marshalltown,  Sioux  City,  Davenport, 

Chicago,  Cleveland,  Cincinnati,  Rochester 

and  Syracuse,  in  that  order. 

He  is  being  accompanied  by  Mrs.  Meyers. 

Renew  With  Ritzes 
Hollywood  —   Twentieth  Century-Fox 

has  renewed  the  Ritz  Brothers  contract. 

Marjorie  Weaver  is  another  renewal. 
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Suggest  Pictures 

Starring  U.  S.  A. 

Washington — Production  for  distribu- 
tion in  Latin  America  of  motion  pictures 

depicting  truthfully  the  United  States — 

a   project  involving  a   cost  of  $176,500 — 
is  recommended  to  President  Roosevelt  by 

his  interdepartmental  committee  on  co- 
operation with  the  American  Republics  as 

part  of  a   $1,000,000  program  designed  to 
better  the  trade,  cultural  and  economic 

ties  between  the  21  Latin  American  re- 

publics and  the  United  States. 

The  interdepartmental  committee,  cre- 
ated by  the  President  last  May,  has  been 

engaged  for  the  past  six  months  in  studies 

of  the  various  fields  of  cooperation  with 

the  South  American  governments  which 

each  of  a   number  of  federal  agencies  could 

counteract  European  efforts  to  alienate  the 

American  republics  and  bring  about  the 

development  of  an  “American  spirit” 
throughout  the  length  and  breadth  of  the 

western  hemisphere. 

The  motion  picture  program  recom- 
mended is  broken  down  into  three  parts, 

one  covering  production,  another  distri- 
bution and  the  third  the  equipment  of 

embassies  and  legations  in  a   number  of 

countries  with  projectors  and  sound  equip- 
ment. 

Six  Currently  Available 

“The  committee  is  of  the  opinion  that 
various  of  the  activities  of  the  Govern- 

ment of  the  United  States,  including  those 

in  the  technical  and  scientific  field,  are 

susceptible  of  dramatization  through  mo- 
tion pictures,  and  that  such  presentation 

would  be  of  definite  interest  and  value 

to  the  other  American  republics,”  the 
committee  says  in  its  report. 

“It  is  proposed  as  a   beginning  to  uti- 
lize six  such  existing  films,  which  will  be 

sound-tracked  in  Spanish  and  Portuguese. 

It  is  likewise  proposed  to  explore  the  pos- 
sibility of  producing  two  pictures,  one 

for  distribution  in  the  American  repub- 

lics which  will  be  descriptive  of  the  Uni- 

ted States,  and  one  picture  on  the  Ameri- 
can republics,  for  showing  in  the  United 

States.  The  committee  emphasizes  that 

the  contemplated  projects  will  not  be  com- 
petitive with  private  enterprise,  but  will 

endeavor  to  supplement  such  enterprise. 

“In  addition,  it  is  proposed  to  utilize 
the  United  States  Film  Service  as  a   co- 

ordinating agency  and  as  a   clearing  house 

for  motion  picture  matters  of  interest  to 

the  21  American  republics,  and  in  con- 
nection with  the  foregoing  program  to 

equip  the  embassies  and  legations  of  the 

United  States  in  the  American  Republics 

with  motion  picture  projection  equipment.” 
The  report  also  proposes  that  a   cutter 

and  a   patrol  boat  of  the  United  States 

Coast  Guard  be  sent  on  a   cruise  to  the 

various  South  American  republics,  to  car- 

ry as  much  as  possible  of  the  equipment 

used  by  the  service  in  its  work,  with  which 

to  give  demonstrations  at  the  various 

ports  visited.  In  this  connection  it  was 

suggested  that  motion  pictures  which  have 

The  Dear  Public 

New  York — Perhaps  at  no  other  given 

spot  is  the  axiom,  “It  takes  all  kinds  of 

people  to  make  a   world,”  more  in  evi- 
dence than  at  MPAYBE  Quiz  Contest 

headquarters.  The  mail  brings  interest- 
ing correspondence  from  contestants,  of 

which  are: 

Sample  1,  emanating  entirely  from 

Tarrytown,  N.  Y.,  each  letter  being  con- 
fined to  one  line  of  typewritten  message, 

the  same  family  name  used  in  each  in- 
stance, but  the  given  name  differing  in 

each: 

Oct.  16 — “I  liked  because.” 

Oct.  17 — "I  like  because.” 

Oct.  19 — “I  liked  it  because.” 
Oct.  21 — “The  one  I   liked  best  was  see- 

ing that  because.” 
Oct.  23 — “The  one  I   like  best  was  be- 

cause.” 

Oct.  31 — “The  one  I   liked  best  was  fa- 

miliar.” 
No.  7 — “The  one  I   liked  best  was  fa- 

miliarly.” Nov.  9 — “The  one  I   liked  best  was  fami- 

lies.” 

Nov.  11 — “The  one  I   liked  best  was  com- 

plete.” 

Nov.  24— “0  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9.” 
Sample  2,  from  Minneapolis,  written  in 

longhand  on  a   postcard: 

“Quiz  Contest — Explain  your  rules  bet- 

ter. I   don’t  understand  your  rules.  I 

don’t  know,  I   just  can’t  send  my  book  with 
my  statement  written  in  back.  I   did  not 

take  longhand  and  we  have  no  typewriter. 
Please  send  me  a   letter  explaining  why  I 

can’t  send  my  book  and  why  you  have  to 

do  it  in  longhand.” 

been  made  of  the  Coast  Guard  be  dis- 

tributed for  showing  in  the  various  capi- 
tals and  ports  which  are  to  be  visited. 

A   breakdown  of  the  expense  involved 

in  the  motion  picture  project,  which  would 

be  under  the  direction  of  the  United  States 

Film  Service  of  the  National  Emergency 

Council,  shows  that  production  would  cost 

$120,000,  distribution  $18,500,  and  equip- 
ment of  embassies  and  other  expenses 

$38,000. 
Budget  Two  at  $45,000  Each 

The  production  expense  would  involve 

$30,000  for  the  re-scoring,  re-edition  and 
narration  in  Spanish  and  Portuguese  of 

the  six  films  already  available,  and  $45,- 
000  each  for  the  making  of  a   film  on  the 

American  Republics  and  a   picture  on  the 
United  States. 

The  distribution  costs  would  include 

$6,000  for  distribution  and  exploitation  of 

the  six  pictures,  including  press  releases, 

stills,  posters,  exhibits,  press  book,  edu- 
cational study  guides,  special  articles  for 

newspapers,  magazines,  theatres,  schools, 

radio  stations,  etc.;  packing  and  shipping, 

and  general  handling  of  prints;  $6,500 

for  services  of  one  man  and  a   secretary, 

office  expense  and  overhead,  for  a   film 

library  and  film  exchange  serving  the 

Latin  American  republics,  including  ad- 
vertising matter  and  literature,  and  $6,000 

to  be  contributed  toward  the  expense  of 

a   traveling  representative  in  Mexico,  Chile, 

Argentina  and  Brazil. 

WB  Refunding  Plan 

"One  of  Severest" 
New  York — The  debenture  holders’ 

committee  of  Warner  six  per  cent  con- 

vertible debentures  regards  the  company’s 

proposed  refunding  plan  as  “one  of  the 

severest  propositions”  and  will  so  advise 
holders  in  a   letter  being  drafted,  a   spokes- 

man informs  Boxoffice. 

However,  in  order  for  the  letters  to 

reach  their  destination  Warner  must  con- 
sent to  do  the  mailing,  since  the  company 

has  the  only  authoritative  list  of  holders. 

If  the  company  declines  to  do  this  tne 

debenture  holders’  committee  is  prepared 
to  take  the  matter  up  with  SEC,  it  is 

said. 

While  declining  to  go  into  details,  Box- 

office's  source  declared  the  proposed  re- 

funding plan  “provides  fewer  privileges” 

than  exist  at  present.  “We  take  the  po- 
sition that  Warner  should  offer  a   sub- 

stantial benefit  as  an  inducement  for 

granting  the  extension.” 
The  new  debentures  which  are  being 

offered  in  exchange  for  present  holdings 

will  mature  on  Sept.  1,  1948.  Holders  have 

deposited  close  to  $18,900,000  for  ex- change. 

Exchange  Period  Extended 

Meanwhile,  the  Warner  board  of  direc- 

tors has  given  debenture  holders  an  ex- 
tension to  March  15  for  exchanging  their 

bonds.  Present  debentures  outstanding  ag- 

gregate $29,000,000.  The  company  can  de- 
clare the  plan  effective  when  $22,000,000 

of  bonds  are  deposited.  Since  the  pro- 

posal is  a   voluntary  plan  of  capital  re- 

adjustment it  does  not  bind  a   non-de- 
positing holder,  who  is  free  to  present  his 

bonds  and  receive  cash  and  interest. 

Warner’s  report  net  profit,  for  the  fis- 
cal year  ended  August  27,  of  $1,929,721, 

as  compared  with  $5,876,183  for  the  pre- 
vious year.  Losses  incurred  during  the 

summer  quarter,  estimated  at  $1,000,000, 

in  addition  to  undistributed  profits  taxes 

of  about  $370,000,  are  responsible  for  the 

sharp  drop.  Net  profit  for  the  first  nine 
months  was  $3,282,765. 

Y.  Frank  Freeman  jr.  to 

Unnamed  Post  on  Coast 

New  York — Transfer  of  Y.  Frank  Free- 
man jr.  to  an  unnamed  coast  studio  spot, 

is  the  latest  of  the  east-west  Paramount 

personnel  changes  to  be  effected  since  Y. 

Frank  Freeman  sr.  was  named  coordinator 

of  production  with  William  LeBaron.  Free- 
man jr.  leaves  in  about  two  weeks. 

Boris  Morros  withdraws  as  general  musi- 
cal director  of  the  studio  the  end  of  the 

year.  Mel  Shauer,  associate  producer,  al- 
ready has  resigned. 

Barney  Balaban  has  named  Arthur  Israel 

as  his  assistant  here  to  relieve  the  Para- 

mount president  of  the  additional  burden 

of  watching  over  theatre  operations.  Israel, 

however,  will  continue  his  assignments  in 

the  legal  department. 
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T   CHEEVER  COWDIN  flew  to  the  coast 

over  the  weekend  via  TWA  and  is  due 

back  in  a   few  days  .   .   .   Sam  Rinzler  is 

laid  up  and  will  be  for  a   few  more  weeks, 
as  a   result  of  strained  ligaments  in  his  left 

leg.  He  was  playing  golf  when  the  inci- 
dent happened  and  now  has  his  leg  in  a 

cast  .   .   .   Mark  Block,  the  Jersey  exhibitor, 
leaves  next  week  for  his  annual  vacation 

trip  to  Hot  Springs,  Ark.  He’ll  be  gone 
several  weeks  .   .   .   Leah  Peterson,  cashier 

of  the  local  Paramount  exchange,  on  Fri- 
day celebrates  another  birthday,  but 

doesn’t  want  anyone  to  know  about  it. 

We’ll  keep  the  secret  .   .   .   Bill  Stern  of 
NBC  and  Ted  Husing  and  Jimmy  Dolan 

flew  to  the  coast  the  latter  part  of  the 

week  to  cover  the  football  game,  South- 
ern California-Notre  Dame  .   .   .   Sheldon 

N.  Trent,  Altec  service  engineer,  has  a 

newcomer  in  his  household  by  the  name 
of  Richard  Louis  Trent. 

Herbert  J.  Yates  is  due  back  from  the 
coast  either  December  11  or  the  15 th  .   . 

Instead  of  flying  to  Buffalo  for  the  Allied 

of  New  York  State  meeting,  Max  A.  Cohen 

and  Harry  G.  Kosch  took  the  train.  Mrs. 

Cohen  objected  to  air  travel  ...  A   stran- 
ger by  the  name  of  Martin  jr.  is  making 

his  headquarters  at  the  home  of  the  Mar- 

tin Schiffs  now.  He’s  in  the  Warner  for- 
eign department  .   .   .   On  Wednesday,  Al- 
bert S.  Howson,  in  charge  of  censorship 

detail  for  Warners,  uhll  address  the 

Junior  Federation  of  Brooklyn  Charities 

at  the  Jewish  Memorial  Hospital  Audi- 
torium in  Brooklyn. 

E.  M.  Saunders,  after  attending  the 

M-G-M  two-day  mid-season  division  and 
district  managers  meeting  in  Chicago,  is 

on  a   10-day  tour  of  midwest  exchanges 
.   .   .   Harry  G.  Cottrell,  for  many  years 

head  of  Paramount  “still”  department,  is 
mourning  the  loss  of  his  wife  who  passed 

away  after  an  operation  .   .   .   Rouben 

Mamoulian  is  on  the  coast  after  looking 

over  talent  in  the  east  for  “Golden  Boy,” 
which  he  will  direct  for  Columbia  .   .   .   Ed 

Kuykendall  is  due  in  next  week. 

The  scene  at  “21”;  Marlene  Dietrich, 
hatless  but  in  mink,  surrounded  by  men. 

Major  Leslie  E.  Thompson,  devouring  ham 

and  eggs  after  a   two-hour  session  with  the 

stagehands'  union ;   Phil  Reisman  in  very 
serious  conversation.  Lewis  Milestone 

lunching  with  Barney  Glazer.  Dick  Watts, 

in  between  drama  critiques,  at  the  bar. 

Willard  McKay,  again  there  and  of  course. 

Dorothy  Fields  in  fur  coat  and  hat  to 

match.  Gales  of  torrent  chatter  from  un- 
der all  those  funny,  new  hats  .   .   .   Shirley 

Ross  arrives  Monday  from  the  coast.  On 

Wednesday  she  goes  into  personal  appear- 
ances at  the  Paramount  .   .   .   Arlene  Whelan 

in  town  .   .   .   Sidney  R.  Kent  has  returned 

from  a   few  days  in  Texas  .   .   .   Al  Margolies, 

GB’s  advertising  and  publicity  chief,  is  in 

Milwaukee  on  the  run  there  of  “The  Lady 
Vanishes.” 

Mrs.  Arthur  W.  Kelly  sailed  Saturday 

to  meet  her  husband  in  London  .   .   .   Lloyd 

Wright,  Dallas  attorney,  is  in  town  repre- 
senting the  Spanish  producer  who  will 

make  a   picture  for  UA  in  Hollywood  .   .   . 

Within  the  next  few  weeks  a   new,  four- 
color,  tricky  animated  sign  will  grace  the 

Broadway  side  of  the  Palace  Theatre 

Building  ...  Ed  Peskay  will  continue  with 

Commercial  Attractions,  now  sponsoring 

Kute  Kris  Kringle.  The  outfit  is  working 

on  a   theatre  stunt  appropriate  for  Easter. 

Alec  Moss,  Milt  Kusell  and  J.  J.  Unger 
made  a   Paramount  luncheon  trio  at 

Lindy’s  .   .   .   Joe  Felder  had  George  West 
in  tow  .   .   .   Louis  Brandt  made  a   twosome 

with  Norman  Ellson  .   .   .   Joel  Swenson  of 

the  Hays  office  was  an  infrequent  visitor 

.   .   .   Charlie  Cohen  has  been  appointed 

treasurer  of  the  “What’s  Wrong  With  the 
Woodstock?”  luncheon  club.  Members  are 
Manny  Reiner,  Irving  Shiffrin,  Milton 
Pearlman  and  whoever  else  can  stick 

Cohen  with  the  check. 

At  the  Algonquin:  Radie  Harris  lunch- 
ing with  Randy  Scott  and  Cary  Grant, 

with  many  women  onlookers  .   .   .   Gene 

Aiello,  formerly  in  UA’s  publicity  depart- 
ment and  now  a   free  lance  artist,  was 

among  the  aspirants  for  the  lead  in  “Gold- 
en Boy”  interviewed  by  Rouben  Mamou- 

lian .   .   .   Sally  Eilers  is  town  vacationing 

.   .   .   Edith  Craig,  who  appeared  with  Miss 

Eilers  in  “Condemned  Women,”  is  back 
from  Atlantic  City  where  she  recuperated 

from  an  appendicitis  operation  .   .   .   Sol 

Sagall,  managing  director  of  Scophony 

Television,  Ltd.,  and  Arthur  Levey,  Mono- 
gram manager  for  Great  Britain,  again 

put  off  their  return  to  England. 

Carl  E.  Milliken’s  daughter,  Edith,  was 

Cruise  Behind  Them 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

William  A.  Setter,  20 th-Fox  director, 

and  Mrs.  S.  (Marion  Nixon),  back 

from  a   South  American  cruise.  To  the 

coast  next  week  where  “The  Hound 

of  the  Baskervilles”  awaits  the  direc- 
tor as  his  next. 

married  in  Braintree,  near  Boston,  to 

William  E.  Wade  jr.  .   .   .   Arthur  W.  Kelly 

plans  to  spend  Christmas  in  London  and 

hopes  to  return  home  about  January  15 

.   .   .   E.  M.  Hartley,  manager  of  the  sound 
department  of  National  Theatre  Supply, 

is  visiting  the  company’s  branches 
throughout  the  south  .   .   .   Miliza  Korjus, 

Metro's  new  star,  is  coming  east  to  at- 

tend the  finals  of  “The  Great  Waltz” 
contest  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  .   .   .   Ar- 

thur Arent,  author  of  .   .   one  third  of 

a   nation  .   .   .”  is  mourning  the  death  of 
his  father  .   .   .   Monroe  Greenthal  and 

Cal  Swanson  are  achieving  some  sort  of 

local  reputation  as  squash  racqueteers. 

Julian  L.  Lesser,  son  of  Sol  Lesser,  is 

honeymooning  with  his  bride,  Gene  Mae 

Kobacher,  in  Bermuda.  They  were  mar- 
ried in  Columbus,  Ohio,  and  plan  to  make 

their  home  in  Hollywood  .   .   .   Gladys 

Swarthout,  now  making  a   concert  tour, 

arrives  here  December  15.  She  recently 

completed  her  first  straight  dramatic  role 

in  "Ambush.”  .   .   .   Mary  Boland  is  back 

on  the  coast  reading  scripts  for  her  next 
two  films  for  Paramount  .   .   .   That  noise 

at  the  Grand  Central  was  Jack  (Buck) 

Benny  and  entourage  arriving  for  their 
New  York  broadcast. 

Al  Wilkie,  still  on  the  scene,  reports  he 

had  gone  to  the  coast  with  Bob  Gillham, 
notwithstanding.  Wilkie  is  eyeing  a   West 

Indies  cruise  during  Christmas  week  .   .   . 

Hal  Horne  is  due  from  Europe  either  De- 
cember 3   on  the  Nieuw  Amsterdam  or 

December  10  on  the  Queen  Mary.  He  and 

Reginald  Armour,  RKO’s  Continental 
manager,  flew  to  Stockholm  and  Am- 

sterdam over  the  weekend  .   .   .   John  Har- 

rington, in  charge  of  Monogram's  film 
and  accessory  sales,  is  on  a   three-week 
tour  that  will  take  him  to  17  exchanges 

.   .   .   The  New  York  and  Brooklyn  Vita- 
phone  studio  Warner  Clubs  will  hold  a 

joint  Kiddie  Christmas  party  at  the  Brook- 

lyn studios  December  17  .   .   .   The  arrange- 
ments committee  consists  of  John  T. 

Holmes,  Ralph  W.  Budd,  Harry  Mayer, 

Stuart  Aarons,  W.  L.  Gates,  Ann  Martin, 

Morris  Schiff,  Irving  Birnbaum  and 

George  O'Keefe. 

David  O.  Selznick  slipped  by  reporters 

waiting  for  him  at  the  Broadway  Limited 

and  hopped  the  later  Golden  Arrow  on 
his  return  to  the  coast  .   .   .   Oscar  A.  Doob 

is  being  complimented  on  that  very  eye- 
arresting  ad  tribute  in  local  newspapers 

plugging  the  Capitol  engagement  of  “The 
Great  Waltz.”  The  timely  copy  empha- 

sized the  need  of  a   soothing  musical  pic- 

ture in  these  troubled  days  and  was  sig- 
natured by  Swing  Band  Leaders  Kay 

Kyser,  Cab  Calloway,  Eddy  Duchin,  Benny 
Goodman  and  Richard  Himber  .   .   .   Jane 

Bryan  returns  to  the  coast  during  the 

week,  stopping  off  en  route  in  Chicago 

where  she  will  pick  up  a   new  car,  con- 
tinuing her  journey  that  way  .   .   .   Cecil 

Humphrey,  English  character  actor,  has 

gone  to  Hollywood  for  a   role  in  “Wuther- 

ing  Heights.” 
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Hattie  Helborn  spent  the  Thanksgiving 

weekend  in  Atlantic  City  while  Lillian 

Jeffrey,  Joe  Vogel’s  charming  secretary, 
flew  home  to  Minneapolis,  as  she  does 

every  year  .   .   .   N.  L.  Nathanson,  who  has 

a   large  home  in  Miami  Beach,  will  be 

heading  for  southern  shores  any  day  now. 

He  usually  goes  south  this  time  of  the 

year  .   .   .   Alexander  Korda  gets  in  on  the 

Normandie  Thursday  for  another  of  his 

quick  visits  to  New  York  and  Hollyivood 

.   .   .   Bob  Gillham,  strained  ligament  and 

all,  is  in  Hollywood  for  a   brief  sojourn. 

Rube  Jackter  and  family  will  be  off  for 

Florida  about  the  middle  of  next  month, 

as  usual  .   .   .   Clifford  Smith,  new  Erpi 

general  manager  on  the  coast,  has  taken 

up  his  duties  there  after  relieving  him- 

self of  the  title  of  foreign  general  mana- 
ger .   .   .   Freddie  March  was  interviewed 

by  Radie  Harris  on  the  mutual  network 

Thursday  .   .   .   Patric  Knowles,  the  actor, 

has  sailed  on  the  Manhattan  for  England 

.   .   .   Leo  Pillot  is  back  from  a   three-week 

advance  tour  of  the  country  in  connection 

with  the  Armand  Denis  personal  appear- 

ances for  “Dark  Rapture.” 

Earl  Sweigert,  Paramount  Philadelphia 

manager,  visited  the  home  office  during 

the  week  .   .   .   Joe  Seider  plans  to  leave 

on  his  annual  Miami  visit  the  end  of 

February — but  without  his  yacht  .   .   .   Ar- 

thur W.  Eady  of  Warners’  studio  publicity 
staff,  left  over  the  weekend  to  resume  his 

duties  after  a   week  at  Providence,  his 

home  town,  and  another  week  on  Broad- 

way .   .   .   Alec  Moss  is  planning  to  leave 

for  Miami  and  Havana  the  end  of  the 

month.  Usual  vacation  stuff  .   .   .   Bill 

Heineman  did  all  right  on  his  hunting 

trip  in  Montana  .   .   .   Andy  Smith,  back 

from  abroad,  is  continuing  his  vacation 

at  Golden  Beach,  Hollywood,  Fla. 

Bob  Rubin  and  Ed  Hatrick  arm-and- 

arming  it  up  Broadway  during  lunch  hour 

the  other  day,  both  turning  into  the  Loew 

Bldg,  where  each  headquarters  .   .   .   Her- 
man Shiffrin  is  back  at  M-G-M  where 

he  rejoined  the  receptionist  crew  on  the 

sixth  floor.  He  recently  returned  from  a 

It  Goes  to  Show 

New  York — Lou  Lifton,  for  the  lack  of 
something  else  to  do,  took  Mrs.  L.  to  the 

New  Amsterdam  Roof,  Sunday  evening,  to 

listen  to  a   broadcast,  and  thereby  hangs 
a   tale. 

The  program,  sponsored  by  Philip  Mor- 

ris cigarettes,  is  known  as  “What’s  Your 

Name?”  and  goes  over  the  coast-to-coast 
Mutual  network. 

The  announcer,  Arline  Frances,  hap- 

pens to  be  Neil  F.  Agnew’s  wife.  She  also 
happened  to  pick  the  number  Lifton  held. 

He  volunteered  to  participate  in  the  con- 
test and  was  given  a   set  of  clues.  He 

picked  the  correct  character,  Goldilocks, 

just  as  the  gong  sounded.  He  took  the 

other  moments  alloted  to  him  to  make  a 

choice  to  insert  a   few  plugs  for  Monogram. 

Just  for  this  Lifton  walked  off  with  $10 

in  cash  and  a   tin  of  cigarettes.  The 

plugs,  which  he  got  gratis,  were  worth 

plenty  in  ordinary  air  ad  channels. 

Jack  and  Mrs.  Jack 

— Photo  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

As  they  returned  from  Europe  on  the 

Normandie.  Jack  and  Mrs.  Warner, 

having  spent  a   week  in  New  York,  are 

now  en  route  to  Hollyivood. 

six-month  trip  to  the  coast  where  he 

worked  at  the  M-G-M  and  RKO  studios 
.   .   .   Hunt  Stromberg  is  vacationing  in 

town  on  a   sabbatical  leave  from  M-G-M 
.   .   .   Arthur  Lee  made  a   quick  trip  to 

Buffalo,  Cleveland  and  Detroit  .   .   .   Wil- 

liam F.  Barrett,  GB  home  office  repre- 

sentative, is  on  a   two-week  tour  of  Wash- 
ington, Indianapolis,  St.  Louis  and  other 

midwest  key  cities  .   .   .   Bill  Shiffrin,  coast 

agent,  is  now  a   benedict. 

Sam  Cocalis  says  he’s  taking  over  a 

2,400-seat  house,  but  won’t  say  where  .   .   . 
Joseph  Bernhard  limped  through  the  Penn 

station  with  the  aid  of  a   cane  when  he 

left  with  Harry  Goldberg  last  Monday  for 

Chicago  for  the  Warner  Chicago  and 

Milwaukee  zone  managers’  meeting  at  the 
Blackstone.  After  Windy  City,  Bernhard 

and  Goldberg  went  to  Pittsburgh  for  an- 

other zone  managers'  conclave  .   .   .   Jack 
Shapiro  was  in  Miami  Beach  last  week 

talking  over  final  plans  with  the  Good- 
mans  for  whom  he  is  building  a   French 

Casino  style  restaurant.  The  Goodmans 

also  operate  the  Morris  Bros,  department 
store  on  the  beach  .   .   .   The  incoming 

Nerissa  returned  Charles  E.  McCarthy  and 

James  Jerauld  to  these  shores  .   .   .   Mort 

Blumenstock  has  a   warm  weather  cruise 

in  his  memory  book. 

George  Sherman,  who  has  directed 

many  of  the  Gene  Autrys  and  Three 

Mesquiteers  for  Republic,  has  returned  to 

the  coast  following  a   holiday  here  .   .   . 

Dick  Batcheller  is  now  employed  in  the 

contract  department  at  Monogram.  Broth- 

er George  returns  to  Republic  shortly  af- 

ter New  Year’s.  The  Batcheller  family 
transplants  to  Hollywood  in  June  .   .   .   Ken 

Thomson,  executive  secretary  of  the  Screen 

Actors  Guild,  is  due  from  the  coast  short- 

ly ...  Ed  Harrison  reports  100  per  cent 

representation  for  the  film  companies  at 

the  annual  Newspaper  Guild  dance,  De- 
cember 16  ...  At  the  Tavern:  Harry 

Gold  and  Maurice  Silverstone  huddled  in 

a   serious  talk  at  a   corner  table.  Tru- 
man Talley,  Lew  Lehr  and  portly  Tony 

Muto,  Fox  Movietone’s  Washington  rep- 
resentative, grouped  around  the  bar.  Carl 

Krueger  and  a   threesome;  George  Weeks 
and  some  exhibitors. 

Vincent  Lopez  appears  to  be  in  demand 

these  days.  Having  just  completed  a   one- 
reeler  for  Vitaphone,  he  is  scheduled  to 

do  one  for  Paramount  .   .   .   Frankie  Burke, 

counterpart  of  Jimmy  Cagney  in  “ Angels 

With  Dirty  Faces,”  has  been  around  .   .   . 
Don  Mersereau,  general  manager  of  The 

Film  Daily,  is  back  from  a   short  Holly- 
wood trip  .   .   .   Dudley  Nichols  and  Rouben 

Mamoulian  in  deep  and  animated  con- 

versation in  the  Algonquin’s  “back  room.” 
Others  there  included  Radie  Harris,  Roy 

Norr,  Nate  Spingold  and  Sam  Marx  .   .   . 

Seems  to  be  a   drift  toward  the  Broadivay 

Limited  on  the  New  York-Chicago  part 

of  the  New  York- Hollywood  journey.  Nate 

Blumberg  did  it  the  other  night.  Also< 

Freddie  Meyers.  Now  Dave  Selznick.  Jim- 

my Grainger,  of  course,  has  for  years. 

Former  Judge  I.  Frey  of  Loew’s  has 
returned  after  three  weeks  of  Miami  .   .   . 

Sam  Pinanski  was  in  town  again  .   .   . 

Oscar  A.  Doob  has  canceled  plans  for 

going  south  this  winter  and  instead  is 

looking  forward  to  a   trip  abroad  with  the 

missus  .   .   .   Herman  Robbins  has  already 

started  Jack  and  Jill,  his  yacht,  on  its 

way  to  southern  shores  .   .   .   Douglas  Fair- 

banks has  gone  to  London  and  the  Con- 
tinent .   .   .   Maurice  Costello,  a   big  star 

in  silent  days,  is  beating  back.  He  has 

been  cast  in  “King  of  the  Turf.” 

Gradwell  L.  Sears,  president  of  Vita- 

graph,  is  on  a   month’s  hunting  trip  in  the 
south  ...  A.  Montague,  after  attending  the 

coast  regional  Columbia  sales  session  over 

the  weekend,  will  head  for  a   Honolulu 
vacation. 

Time  on  His  Hands 

New  York — One  of  those  “once  in  a 

lifetime”  days  was  Friday  for  Earle  W. 
Hammons,  president  of  Grand  National. 

To  begin  with,  the  day  represented  ex- 
actly 56  years  of  life  in  this  strange  sphere. 

Next  in  point  of  continuity,  but  not 

necessarily  in  importance,  was  the  19th 

year  of  happy  marriage. 

In  the  evening  Hammons  saw  his  niece, 

Doris  Keene,  married  to  Edward  Halley. 

The  event  took  place  at  Edgewater  Point, 

Mamaroneck,  Hammons’  home. 
To  round  out  the  day,  he  managed  to 

find  time  to  sign  the  papers  that  trans- 
ferred the  assets  of  Fine  Arts  to  Grand 

National,  thus  establishing  GN’s  wholly- 
owned  production  arm. 

And  just  to  bring  a   fresh  note  into  the 

day’s  proceedings  he  sent  the  first  mov- 
ing van  off  to  the  new  AP  Building  in 

Radio  City,  where  GN  established  its  new 
home  over  the  weekend. 
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Movie  Quiz  Drive 

Ideas  for  Windup 
New  York — On  the  assumption  that  a 

little  extra  effort  in  the  closing  weeks  of 

the  Movie  Quiz  campaign  should  net  the- 

atres good  dividends,  the  general  commit- 
tee has  framed  a   few  suggestions  for  the 

home-stretch  drive.  They  are: 
Firstly,  there  is  the  matter  of  reviving 

contacts  with  local  newspapers,  possibly 

toward  reviewing  the  achievements  of  the 

drive  and  the  balance  of  the  pictures. 
To  aid  along  these  lines,  new  stories  and 

feature  articles,  as  well  as  the  activities 

at  contest  headquarters  have  been  pre- 
pared for  the  asking. 

It  is  suggested  considerable  local  pub- 

licity would  accrue  if  theatre  groups  spon- 
sored a   buffet  supper  with  local  celebrities 

and  newspaper  men  as  guests.  It  would 

be  appropriate  to  show  the  industry’s  con- 
tribution to  the  drive,  the  featurette  known 

as  '’The  World  Is  Ours.” 
Trailers  No.  10  and  11,  the  first  designed 

for  the  holiday  season;  the  second  show- 
ing the  five  judges,  all  nationally  known, 

who  will  decide  the  winners,  should  get 

prominent  screen  spotting. 

All  news  weeklies  will  carry  a   “sign-off” 
announcement  that  December  31  is  the 

closing  date  of  the  contest. 

This  same  theme  can  be  employed  in 

the  lobby,  where  fresh  banners,  posters 

and  accessories  should  play  on  the  closing 
date. 

This  would  be  a   particularly  appropriate 

time  to  sponsor  cooperative  advertising. 

Scully  and  McCarthy  Due 

Back  irom  South  Monday 
New  York — William  A.  Scully,  general 

sales  manager  of  Universal,  and  F.  J.  A. 

McCarthy,  eastern  and  southern  division 

manager,  are  due  back  Monday  from  New 

Orleans  where  they  conferred  with  Gas- 

ton Dureau,  buyer  for  the  Saenger  circuit. 

They  left  Thursday.  It’s  a   one-year  deal. 

DR.  JAMES  E.  WEST 

_ 

HENDRIK  WILLEM  VAN  LOON 

MRS.  OGDEN  REID 

BRUCE  BARTON 

Television  Leaves 

Experimental  Stage 
New  York  —   The  long  experimental 

phase  of  television  development  is  about 

to  culminate,  is  the  conclusions  of  a   re- 

port by  the  research  council  of  the  Acad- 
emy of  Motion  Picture  Arts  and  Sciences. 

It  is  entitled,  "Television  From  the  Stand- 
point of  the  Motion  Picture  Producing  In- 

dustry.” 

This  conclusion,  the  report  states,  is  not 

intended  to  indicate  experimentation  is  at 

an  end.  Experiment  is  to  continue,  “but 
now  takes  on  a   larger  scope,  with  the  em- 

phasis shifting  from  technical  research  to 
economic  and  social  aspects.  The  public, 

irom  the  role  of  spectators,  will  become 

participants  in  the  project,  and  on  the  ex- 
tent and  manner  of  that  participation  the 

effects  on  the  motion  picture  industry  will 

depend.” 

These  effects,  the  report  continues,  will 

be  evident  in  the  next  two  years. 

“That  the  repercussions  will  result  in 
revolutionary  changes  in  motion  picture 

production  and  exhibition  within  that  pe- 
riod is  unlikely.  When  television  comes 

into  its  own,  it  may  well  open  up  a   vast 

market  for  films  especially  designed  for 

television  distribution,”  it  is  concluded. 

Many  Film  Celebrities 

Arriving  on  Normandie 
New  York — A   number  of  film  celebrities 

will  disembark  from  the  French  liner 

Norinandie  when  it  docks  Thursday. 

John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  head  of  Paramount’s 
foreign  department,  is  on  board  as  well  as 
Alexander  Korda,  Max  Milder,  managing 

director  in  England  for  Warner;  Douglas 

Fairbanks  jr.,  and  the  Count  and  Coun- 
tess Keller,  who  recently  completed  the 

“World  Window”  series  of  Technicolor 
shorts  for  United  Artists. 

David  E.  Rose,  Paramount  production 

head  in  London,  is  another  passenger. 

HELEN  WILLS  MOODY 

The  Quiz  Judges 
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Three  Outstanding 

NEW  FILMS 

EASTMAN  announces  three  important  new 

negative  films  for  the  professional  motion  pic- 

ture field. . . .   Plus-X:  fast,  fine-grained.  Unsur- 

passed for  general  studio  work. ...  Super-  XX : 

super-speed,  surprisingly  small  grain.  For  diffi- 

cult newsreel  shots,  or  for  use  wherever  ex- 

posure is  a   problem. . . .   Background-X :   ultra- 

fine  grain,  ample  speed.  For  backgrounds.  Also 

excellent  for  all-round  exterior  work. . . .   These 

films  not  only  make  dramatic  advances  along 

their  particular  lines,  but  offer  the  high  relia- 

bility and  photographic  quality  typical  of 

Eastman  sensitized  materials.  Eastman  Kodak 

Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E.  Brulatour, 

Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee,  Chicago,  Hollywood.) 

EASTMAN  Plus-X . . . 

Super -XX ...  Background-X 
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— Metropolitan  Photos 

Latest  member  of  the  Loeio  fleet  on  Broadway.  Acquired  a   few  weeks  ago,  the 
confirmatory  sign  now  blinks  out  on  Broadway. 

Italian  Decree  Stymies  Majors; 

Withdraw  Entirely  by  Dec.  31 

New  York  —   Like  the  suitor  who  has 

been  rejected  after  paying  courtship  for 

a   good  number  of  years,  the  American 

companies  are  bidding  farewell  to  Italy 

after  December  31.  To  put  it  plainly,  the 

companies  are  being  “kicked  out”  and  they 

can’t  do  anything  about  it. 
The  fact  that  RKO,  Universal,  Colum- 

bia and  United  Artists  have  distribution 

contracts  in  Italy  doesn’t  mean  a   thing 

Hears  of  Italian 

Extension 
New  York  —   American  companies 

may  receive  a   six-month  extension  in 

Italy,  reports  Jack  Cohn,  who  is  back 

from  a   four-week  stay  abroad.  "I 
heard  some  talk  about  it  when  I   was 

in  France,”  Cohn  told  BOXOFFICE. 

under  the  decree.  Here  is  what  it  says, 

in  part: 

“Should  the  contracting  parties  choose 

not  to  accept  the  conditions  and  modali- 
ties established  for  the  execution  of  the 

contract,  or  should  they  choose  not  to 

agree  to  the  transfer  of  the  contract  it- 

self to  the  Ente  Nazionale  per  le  Indus- 

trie Cinematografiche,  they  have  the  fac- 

ulty of  proceeding  to  the  cancellation  of 

the  contract.” 
Nor  can  the  companies  do  anything  to 

collect  under  their  present  contracts  or  on 

pictures  that  are  running  after  the  dead- 

line. The  decree  bluntly  states,  in  re- 
ferring to  the  abrogation  of  contracts, 

“such  cancellation  does  not  give  right  to 

any  indemnity.” 
Hardest  hit  of  the  American  companies 

are  RKO  and  Universal.  They  both  had 

concluded  favorable  contracts,  Universal 

for  five  years,  which  were  expected  to 

return  a   sizeable  income.  Termination  of 

the  pacts  means  a   considerable  dent  in 

their  respective  foreign  grosses. 

Consensus  of  opinion  among  the  foreign 

executives  of  the  various  companies  is  one 

of  resentment  at  being  forced  out  of  a 

country  where  previously  business  had  been 

conducted  for  many  years  on  a   satis- 

factory basis.  They  point  to  their  wil- 
lingness to  compromise  in  such  matters  as 

dubbing  the  films  in  Italy. 

One  of  the  executives  informs  Box- 
office  that,  despite  the  controlled  Italian 

press,  doubt  has  been  expressed  in  the 

trade  papers  there  concerning  the  avail- 
ability of  product  when  the  decree  goes 

into  effect.  Apparently  Italy  will  find  it 

difficult  to  purchase  films  at  a   flat  rental 

price. 

Grineff  Flying  to  Coast 
For  Prominent  Director 

New  York — Jacques  Grineff  flies  to 
the  coast  December  12  where  he  expects  to 

sign  a   prominent  director  for  his  untitled 

feature  which  goes  into  production  here 

late  this  February. 

Narrow-Gauge  Rights 

New  York — Nu-Art  Films,  Inc.,  has  ac- 

quired the  16mm  foreign  rights  on  “Peck’s 
Bad  Boy,”  Fox  Films  release  starring 
Jackie  Cooper  and  Thomas  Meighan  and 

produced  by  Sol  Lesser. 

French  Film  Boost 
Seen  Foreign  Hgpo 

New  York — Distribution  internationally 

of  French-made  pictures  made  by  Trans- 
continental Films,  Ltd.,  in  which  the  com- 

pany is  financing  half  of  the  negative 
costs,  will  materially  aid  in  the  sale  of 

American-produced  films  in  foreign  mar- 
kets, Budd  Rogers  states. 

Rogers,  who  recently  joined  Columbia 

to  handle  the  new  department  set  up  for 

the  distribution  of  Transcontinental  prod- 

uct, sees  a   “tremendous”  outlet  for  French 
films,  particularly  in  South  America.  He 
feels  that  French  pictures,  produced  in 

the  native  tongue,  have  great  possibilities 

internationally,  having  already  handled 

some  along  these  lines  previously. 

Having  taken  on  Rudy  Bach,  formerly 

with  GB  to  concentrate  on  local  sales, 

Rogers  is  devoting  part  of  his  time  to  the 

Columbia  enterprise  and,  as  the  plan  de- 

velops, may  divorce  himself  from  other 

interests  to  give  all  his  time  to  the  pro- 

ject. 
With  the  first  picture  now  in  work  that 

will  be  distributed  world-wide,  Rogers  con- 

templates employing  about  six  men  as  soon 
as  a   number  of  pictures  come  through. 

Each  man  will  have  charge  of  a   district 

in  the  country  for  sales  and  advertising 
accessories. 

Paul  Graetz,  who  concluded  the  deal 
with  Columbia  for  Transcontinental,  is 

due  from  Paris  in  April.  Julien  Duvivier, 

who  directed  “The  Great  Waltz”  and  “Un 
Carnet  de  Bal,”  will  direct  the  first  under 
the  new  Transcontinental  setup.  Charles 

Boyer  will  star  in  it. 

Cohn  In  From  Europe; 

Columbia  Reports  a   Loss 

New  York — -Jack  Cohn,  vice-president 
of  Columbia,  is  back  from  Europe  where 

he  dipped  into  distribution,  not  only  of 

the  company’s  product  abroad  but  of  for- 
eign-made attractions  through  existing  ex- 

changes. 

For  the  quarter  ending  September  24, 

the  first  in  Columbia’s  fiscal  year,  there 
is  a   loss  of  $233,612,  after  all  charges  and 

tax  provisions  are  met.  Ratio  of  current 

assets  to  liabilities  is  eight  to  one.  Work- 
ing capital  is  listed  at  $10,740,000  of  which 

about  $2,300,000  is  represented  in  cash. 
The  management  anticipates  an  improved 

statement  for  the  second  quarter  which 
ends  December  31. 

In  statements  filed  with  the  New  York 

Stock  Exchange,  Columbia  reveals  it  paid 

Harry  Cohn,  president,  $182,020  in  salary 
in  its  last  fiscal  year.  Jack  Cohn  drew 

$104,220  and  A.  Montague,  general  sales 
manager,  $67,600. 

More  Aid  Refugees 
New  York — All  units  of  the  Paramount 

Pep  Club  are  soliciting  funds  for  Jewish 

refugees  in  Germany.  Members  are  ask- 
ing exhibitors  and  others  identified  with 

the  industry  to  purchase  raffle  tickets  and 

a   number  of  prizes  will  be  awarded  De- 
cember 9   when  the  winners  are  selected. 

There  is  no  limit  to  the  amount  of  money 

to  be  subscribed. 
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New  Pathe  Plan  If 

Current  One  Fails 

New  York — Should  the  stockholders  of 

Pathe  Film  Corp.  fail  to  approve  the 

liquidation  plan  at  the  special  meeting 

December  12,  O.  H.  Briggs,  president,  de- 
clares a   new  one  will  be  submitted  by  the 

officials.  The  plan,  which  is  intended  to 

eliminate  Pathe  Film  as  a   holding  com- 
pany, proposes  the  formation  of  a   new 

company  with  a   capitalization  of  $200,000 
and  $540,000  in  debenture  bonds  for  the 

purchase  of  Pathe  Film  stock. 

In  any  event,  according  to  Briggs,  one 

of  the  first  steps  of  the  new  company  will 

be  to  negotiate  for  the  International  Ci- 
nema Laboratories  in  Los  Angeles,  now 

in  the  hands  of  a   stockholders’  commit- 
tee. A   coast  branch  is  deemed  necessary 

in  the  operations  of  the  contemplated  set- 
up. 

In  the  liquidation  proceedings  Pathe 

Film’s  holdings  of  3,500  shares  in  the  du 
Pont  Film  Mfg.  constituted  35  per  cent 

of  that  company’s  shares,  will  be  pledged 
with  a   bank  as  collateral  for  a   loan  of 

approximately  $1,071,800  to  be  used  in 

retiring  7,968  preferred  shares  of  Pathe 

Film  at  $100  a   share  and  accrued  divi- 
dends. 

Stockholders  would  receive  a   pro  rata 

distribution  of  the  company’s  holdings  of 
65,867  shares  of  Monogram  Pictures  Corp. 

stock,  $240,000  of  Radio  Keith  Orpheum 

Corp.  notes  and  certificates  evidencing 

a   proportionate  share  in  du  Pont  Film 

stock,  which  is  distributable  at  the  rate 

of  one  share  of  du  Pont  film  for  171 

shares  of  Pathe  Film  common. 

Directors  of  the  new  company  would 

be  Robert  R.  Young,  O.  Henry  Briggs,  T. 

P.  Loach  and  Arthur  Miller.  Approval 

of  80  per  cent  of  the  stockholders  is  neces- 

sary and  liquidation  must  be  accomplish- 
ed before  December  31. 

Sixteen  stockholders  of  Pathe  Film  have 

filed  suit  in  the  New  York  supreme  court 

to  restrain  directors  from  holding  the 

special  meeting  at  which  the  liquidation 

plan  is  to  be  voted.  The  plaintiffs  set 

forth  they  hold  2,445  shares  of  stock  and 

argue  there  is  no  sufficient  reason  for  the 

liquidation  which  they  assert  would  bene- 
fit the  defendants  named  in  the  action. 

A   further  complication  develops  in  a 

federal  suit  by  E.  I.  du  Pont  de  Nemours 

&   Co.  of  Wilmington  to  restrain  Pathe 

Film  from  transferring  3,500  common  vot- 

ing shares  of  du  Pont  Film  Mfg.  Co.  with- 
out first  offering  them  to  the  plaintiff  on 

equal  terms.  Pathe  Film,  in  turn,  main- 
tains the  Wilmington  action  is  based  on 

a   contract  which  has  been  superseded. 

Loew  Board  Will  Set  Next 

Meeting  of  Stockholders 
New  York — Date  for  the  annual  Loew 

stockholders’  meeting  will  be  set  at  the 
next  board  session,  December  7.  At  this 

time  election  of  directors  will  be  held  with 

no  changes  in  the  slate  contemplated. 
Officers  will  be  renamed  either  the  same 

or  following  day  by  the  board. 

Nat'l  Theatres  Signs  Two-Year 
Deal  With  Paramount  Pictures 

New  York — Spyros  Skouras,  operating 
head  of  National  Theatres,  has  signed  a 

two-year  contract  with  Paramount,  mak- 

ing the  fourth  two-year  product  deal 
signed  by  the  circuit  this  season.  Other 

similar  term  pacts  include  Universal,  de- 

tails of  which  are  being  concluded,  20th- 
Fox  and  RKO. 

National’s  previous  Paramount  deal  was 
for  two  years  and  expired  with  the  1938- 

39  output.  Next  season,  the  three-year 
M-G-M  deal  and  two-year  Warner  con- 

tract end  and  negotiations  will  get  under 

way  about  May  on  new  playing  arrange- 
ments. 

J.  J.  Sullivan,  Fox  West  Coast  film  buy- 
er, has  returned  to  his  coast  headquarters 

after  spending  six  months  here  working 

with  Skouras,  William  T.  Powers,  Edward 

Zabel  and  Milt  Hossfeld  on  the  new  film 

arrangements.  Hossfeld  early  in  the  week 

left  for  Milwaukee  for  a   four-day  confer- 
ence with  Harold  J.  Fitzgerald. 

Elmer  C.  Rhoden,  operating  head  of  the 

Fox  Midwest  group,  arrives  Monday  for 

general  palavers  with  the  National  The- 
atres home  office  personnel.  He  will  be 

here  for  a   few  days. 

Charles  Skouras,  FWC  operating  chief, 

has  delayed  his  trip  to  Greece  until  after 

the  first  of  the  year.  His  brother,  Spyros, 

visited  their  home  country  last  year 

Deals  signed  with  UA  and  Republic 

recently  are  for  one  year. 

Monogram  has  added  19  circuits  to  its 

list  of  new  season  outlets,  these  including 

the  Schine  group  in  Ohio,  New  York, 

Maryland  and  Kentucky;  Wilby-Kincey  in 
Atlanta  and  Charlotte;  Martin  circuit  in 

Atlanta  and  New  Orleans,  the  E.  J.  Sparks 

string  in  Atlanta,  Publix  Great  States,  Chi- 

cago; Cheseborough,  Cincinnati;  Jefferson 

Amusement,  Beaumont,  Dallas,  Beaumont, 

Tex.;  Central  States  and  Pioneer  Theatres, 

Des  Moines;  Dickinson,  Kansas  City;  War- 

ners, Albany,  Buffalo,  New  Jersey,  Pitts- 

burgh, Washington  and  Los  Angeles;  Pub- 
lix Richards  and  Popkin  and  Ringer,  Los 

Angeles;  Affiliated  Theatres,  New  Orleans; 

Strand  Enterprises,  Memphis;  Rosenblatt 

&   Welt,  New  Jersey;  Comerford,  Scranton; 

E.  K.  Taylor,  Salt  Lake  City,  and  Saen- 

ger,  New  Orleans. 
Sol  Edwards,  circuit  sales  manager  for 

Grand  National,  has  concluded  arrange- 

ments with  the  following  circuits;  Si  Fa- 
bian, for  Brooklyn,  Albany,  Troy  and 

Schenectady,  the  Shea  circuit  for  five  Ohio 

towns;  four  New  England  situations  and 
McKees  Rocks,  Pa. 

Two  Big  UA  Deals 
New  York — United  Artists  has  closed 

two  important  circuit  deals,  one  with  In- 
terstate and  Consolidated  circuits  com- 

prising more  than  100  Texas  houses  and 

the  other  with  the  Schine  string  of  ap- 
proximately 75  units. 

They  See  Freeman  Leave 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

On  Sunday,  a   dinner  to  Y.  Frank  Freeman  by  his  Paramount  associates  at  the 

Waldorf-Astoria.  On  Monday,  a   delegation  at  Grand  Central  to  see  the  com- 

pany’s New  York  representative  at  the  studio  off  for  Hollywood.  Left  to  right: 
E.  Paul  Phillips,  Leonard  Goldenson,  Leon  D.  Netter,  Monty  Gowthorpe,  Mrs. 

Gowtliorpe,  Mrs.  Austin  C.  Keough,  Ross  Treceder,  Edwin  C.  Weisl,  Mrs.  Tre- 

ceder,  Mrs.  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  Y.  F.  “Pete”  Freeman  fr.;  Freeman  sr.;  Mrs. 
Barney  Balaban,  Stanton  Griffis,  Barney  Balaban  and  Austin  C.  Keough.  Last 
minute  scene:  Griffis  and  Balaban  giving  Freeman  body  hugs  in  the  continental 
manner. 
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RKO  Concentrates 

Units  in  Met  Area 

New  York — Geographic  realignment  of 

RKO  theatres  in  the  metropolitan  area, 
creating  four  divisions  where  there  were 

three,  has  been  effected  by  John  J. 

O’Connor,  head  of  circuit  operations.  The 
move  reduces  the  respective  areas  super- 

vised by  three  former  division  managers 
and  is  designed  for  greater  concentration 
of  manpower. 

In  keeping  with  the  company  policy  of 
promoting  within  the  ranks,  Charles 
Schwartz,  long  at  the  Albee,  Brooklyn, 

has  been  put  in  charge  of  Yorkville,  Har- 
lem and  Bronx  theatres.  H.  R.  Emde  will 

supervise  Westchester.  Louis  Goldberg  is 
in  charge  of  Brooklyn  and  Long  Island. 

Charles  McDonald  now  has  upper  Broad- 
way, Washington  Heights  and  Queens. 

Bucky  Harris  will  henceforth  act  as  ad- 

vertising manager  for  Schwartz’s  division. 

Majors'  Representatives 
To  Attend  Allied  Meet 

Buffalo  —   Representatives  of  major 
companies  in  New  York  will  attend  the 
Allied  of  New  York  state  meeting  at  the 

Statler,  Monday.  The  unit  has  400  the- 
atres now  lined  up  in  the  organization. 

There  are  61  theatre  owners  in  this  ter- 
ritory who  have  joined. 

After  the  meeting,  the  Allied  men  will 

attend  the  testimonial  for  Sidney  Sam- 
son, 20th-Fox  manager,  at  the  same  hotel 

in  the  evening. 

Philadelphia  Unit  Calls 

First  General  Meeting 

Philadelphia — The  first  general  mem- 
bership meeting  of  the  new  Allied  unit 

will  be  held  at  the  Broadwood  Hotel  on 

Tuesday,  December  6.  Election  of  officers 

will  be  held  and  plans  for  the  organiza- 

tion’s program  will  be  announced.  The 
meeting  will  be  open  only  to  bona  fide 
independent  exhibitors,  members  of  the 
executive  committee  announced. 

The  session  will  begin  at  11  a.  m.  sharp. 

Somlo  Seeks  Distributor 

To  Handle  "The  Mikado" 
New  York— Joseph  Somlo,  an  executive 

of  General  Film  Distributors,  Ltd.,  and  an 
associate  producer  of  Gilbert  and  Sullivan 

Films,  Ltd.,  is  here  with  the  first  Techni- 

color print  of  “The  Mikado”  to  negotiate 
for  a   distribution  deal  witth  one  of  the 

major  companies.  Somlo  docked  on  the 
Cunard  White  Star  liner  Queen  Mary. 

Somlo  says  his  company  will  make  other 
Gilbert  and  Sullivan  musicals.  He  adds  he 

is  considering  production  of  “The  Gondo- 
lier” and  “The  Yeoman  of  the  Guard.” 

“The  Mikado,”  according  to  Somlo, 

hasn’t  been  shown  yet  and  will  open  in 
London  around  January  15.  The  producer 
is  Geoffrey  Toye  and  the  film  was  directed 
by  Victor  Schertzinger.  Kenny  Baker,  film 
and  radio  star,  has  one  of  the  leads. 

Mandel  Succeeding  Dowd 

In  RKO  Circuit  Ad  Job 
New  York  —   Harry  Mandel  succeeds 

John  Dowd  as  director  of  advertising,  pub- 
licity and  exploitation  for  RKO  Theatres, 

effective  next  Thursday.  Dowd  goes  to 

the  World’s  Fair. 
Other  changes  announced  are:  John  A. 

Cassidy,  as  general  press  representative 
for  Greater  New  York;  Fred  Herkowitz 

continues  with  H.  R.  Emde;  Maurice  Har- 
ris joins  Sol  Schwartz  in  a   newly  created 

division;  Patrick  Russell  assigned  to  Mc- 

Donald’s houses;  Blanche  Livingston  re- 
mains in  charge  of  trailers. 

"Film  Curb"  Suspends 
New  York — Film  Curb  has  ceased  as  a 

publication.  For  years  edited  by  the  late 
Tom  Hamlin  and,  after  his  death,  by 
Stella  Hamlin,  his  widow,  Frederick  W. 

Ayer  has  been  current  editor.  Mrs.  Ham- 
lin is  in  Wyoming,  called  there  by  the 

death  of  her  father. 

Jerauld  Quits  M.  P.  Daily 

New  York — James  J.  Jerauld,  for  ap- 
proximately five  years  managing  editor  of 

Motion  Picture  Daily,  has  resigned.  He  re- 
turned from  a   cruise  aboard  the  Nerissa, 

Thursday. 

LETTERS 

ROSE  BOWER 

Washington— May  I   be  among  the  first 

to  congratulate  you  and  commend  you 
for  the  new,  attractively  smart,  front 
cover  of  Boxoffice. 

Not  only  are  you  in  the  “swing”  with 
the  modern  tempo,  but  your  changeover 
shows  that  you  continue  to  be  so  alert 

that  you  march  with  Time  Magazine  which 
also  changed  its  cover  recently. 

I   note  that  each  change  which  you  make 

in  your  “Pulse  of  the  Motion  Picture  In- 
dustry” not  only  marks  an  improvement, 

but  also  helps  to  make  your  periodical 

more  indispensable  in  our  business. — B. 
BERNARD  KREISLER,  Universal  Film  Ex- 

changes, Inc. 

  o   

HE  LIKES  IT,  TOO 

New  York— I   like  your  new  cover  of 

Boxoffice  very  much.  —   HAROLD  B. 

FRANKLIN ,   Motion  Pictures’  Greatest 
Year,  Inc. 

  o   

LIKES  THE  COVER 

Atlanta — I   do  so  much  like  Boxoffice’s 
new  cover  design.  It  expresses  the  efforts 
of  its  editorial  and  publishing  staff  to  give 
its  subscribers  a   trade  magazine  of  which 
they  may  well  be  proud.  Congratulations! 
—LIONEL  H.  KEENE. 

  o   

FOR  THE  COVER 

Hollywood — I   want  to  congratulate  you 

on  the  new  makeup  of  Boxoffice.  I   think 

it  is  very  attractive. — WALTER  F.  W AN- 
GER. 

Quit  Philadelphia 

Fight  for  Games 
Philadelphia — Exhibitors’  hope  that  the 

state  supreme  court  would  legalize  games 
died  when  the  appellants  in  the  case 
notified  the  high  tribunal  that  they  would 
drop  their  appeal.  This  ended  the  last 

hope  of  legalized  theatre  games  in  Penn- 

sylvania. 
The  appeal  was  filed  by  the  Palm  The- 

atre from  a   decision  by  the  Philadelphia 
common  pleas  court  which  refused  to  grant 
an  injunction  against  the  Philly  police 
which  forbade  the  games.  Joining  the 
case  as  intervenors  were  exhibitors  from 
all  parts  of  the  state. 

Assistant  City  Solicitor  James  Francis 
Ryan,  who  fought  the  games  from  the 
outset,  was  in  court  ready  to  fight  the 
appeal  when  counsel  for  the  appellants 

notified  the  court  they  were  nol-prossing the  fight. 

The  reason  for  dropping  the  appeal,  it 

is  believed,  is  the  opinion  of  exhibitors 

that  the  state  supreme  court  would  up- 

hold the  lower  court’s  ruling  and  thus  put 
the  taboo  on  games  throughout  the  state. 
As  the  situation  now  stands,  although  the 
game  has  been  banned  in  Philadelphia  and 
a   few  other  counties,  it  is  still  being 

played  in  many  parts  of  the  state. 
A   supreme  court  ruling  would  make  it 

mandatory  for  officials  in  all  counties  to 
put  a   stop  to  games  wherever  played. 

Lynn  Farnol  Flies  West 
For  Studio  Conferences 

Hollywood — Immediate  launching  of 

national  magazine  campaigns  on  “Trade 
Winds”  and  “Topper  Takes  a   Trip,” 
brought  Lynn  Farnol,  director  of  adver- 

tising and  publicity  for  United  Artists,  here 

by  plane  from  New  York.  He  had  a   round 
of  conferences  with  studio  officials  and 

planed  out  after  two  days. 
While  here  Farnol  completed  plans  for 

a   personal  tour  for  Louis  Hayward,  who 

has  a   prominent  role  in  “Duke  of  West 
Point.”  Hayward  will  visit  key  cities  in 
conjunction  with  trade  showings  of  the 
film. 

Mulvey  on  Coast 
Hollywood — James  A.  Mulvey,  eastern 

representative  for  Samuel  Goldwyn  and 
member  of  the  UA  board,  arrived  here 

over  the  weekend  for  product  conferences 

with  Goldwyn  concerning  the  1939-40 
schedule.  He  expects  to  remain  about  two 
weeks. 

Back  From  Africa 
New  York — Good  business  conditions  in 

northern  Africa  are  reported  by  J.  J.  Fer- 
retti,  vice-president  of  United  States  Sales 
Corp.  The  trip  was  in  behalf  of  the  U.  S. 
Air  Conditioning  International  Co.,  of 
which  Ferretti  also  is  president.  Roy 

Chandler  is  president  of  the  latter  firm, 

which  is  sponsored  by  the  U.  S.  Air  Con- ditioning Corp. 
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REVIEW  FLASHES ^HE  town  is  beginning  to  look  like  a 
suburb  of  Hollywood,  so  overrun  is  it 

with  cinema  luminaries.  Arleen  Whelan 

is  still  about,  visiting  with  Local  Artist 

Azadia  Newman,  who  emigrated  to  the 

movie  city.  Her  week’s  activities  included 
a   cocktail  party  in  Baltimore,  tendered 

by  Morris  Mechanic,  manager  of  the  New 

Theatre,  that  the  titian-tressed  Darryl  Za- 
nuck  starlet  could  meet  the  Baltimore 

film  critics,  and  a   party  in  her  honor  at 
the  home  of  Sam  Wheeler,  boss  of  the 

local  20th  Century-Fox  exchange.  Also 
here  is  Frances  Farmer,  playing  in  the 

Clifford  Odets  play,  “Golden  Boy.”  Tire 

week’s  arrival  is  Sylvia  Sidney,  here  to 
rehearse  with  the  Group  Theatre  for  a 

New  York  play.  Franchot  Tone  is  due 

any  minute  now. 

Much  excitement  on  F   street  the  morn- 

ing the  year’s  most  surprising  rumor 

popped  up.  Came  the  report  “Col”  Angie 

Ratto,  Mayor  of  the  town’s  rialto,  mana- 
ger of  the  Palace,  for  upwards  of  20  years 

a   greeter  at  the  Loew  show-shops — and  a 
fellow  considered  the  most  confirmed  of 

confirmed  bachelors — had  up  and  eloped. 

Angie,  said  the  rumor,  had  dashed  off 

to  nearby  Rockville,  Md.,  with  a   lass  in 

the  Palace  financial  department.  It’s  still 
(or  was  when  this  ivas  written )   in  the 

unconfirmed  department,  but  the  boys 

who  should  know  insist  the  colonel  took 

a   wife  .   .   .   The  Carolinas  are  trying  to 

vindicate  themselves  for  sending  us  the 

“Big  Apple”  by  proving  there  are  some 
Carolinians  who  can  dance  gracefully,  too. 

Lucille  Wiley  and  Gene  Stokes  of  Myrtle 

Beach,  S.  C.,  won  in  the  zone  finals  of 

the  “Great  Waltz”  contest  Monday  night 
on  the  Capitol  stage  and  will  go  to  New 

York  for  the  national  finals  this  month. 

Martha  Benitez  and  Pablo  Santana,  Wash- 

ington  entries,  placed  second,  and  Helen 

Owenby  and  Melville  Zollicoffer  of  Greens- 
boro, N.  C.,  took  third  honors. 

Earl  Allvine  of  the  New  York  office  of 

Fox  Movietone  is  in  Washington  taking 

Tony  Muto’s  place  while  Tony  jaunts  to 
Lima,  Peru,  with  the  United  States  diplo- 

matic mission  .   .   .   Ronald  Crandall,  weight 

71/2  pounds,  is  the  newest  Payette,  join- 

ing the  John  J.  Payette  household  early 

on  the  morning  of  November  29.  He  has 

a   sister,  Dolores,  and  two  brothers,  John 

jr„  and  Robert  .   .   .   National  is.  reported 

trying  to  book  Fortune  Gallo’s  opera  com- 

pany .   .   .   D’Artega,  who’s  just  ended  a 
long  stretch  of  guest  conducting  in  Bal- 

timore, takes  over  the  Phil  Lampkin  po- 

dium at  the  Capitol  this  week  .   .   .   Sid- 

ney Lust’s  Boro  Theatre  in  Bethseda  is 
holding  two  benefits  to  help  buy  ampli- 

fying equipment  for  the  Leland  Junior 

High  School. 

Hardie  Meakin  of  RKO  Keith’s,  the 

W ashington  Post  and  the  Women’s  Coun- 
cil of  the  District  Federation  of  Churches 

cooperated  Saturday  morning  in  a   spe- 

cial show  at  Keith’s  for  children — admis- 
sion one  toy  per  child,  to  make  Christmas 

brighter  for  the  city’s  underprivileged 
youngsters  .   .   .   First  of  the  Capitol  The- 

atre’s “Jitterbug  Contests”  was  slated  for 
.   .   .   William  Barrett  of  the  GB  home  of- 

fice was  in  town. 

ABUSED  CONFIDENCE  (Col)— Not  one  of  the 

best  Danielle  Darrieux  French  importations 

and  probably  will  be  disappointing  to  her 

fans.  Most  of  the  time  she  goes  around 

with  pale  and  sorrowful  look  and  cer- 

tainly her  role  as  lawyer  is  unconvincing. 

Some  of  the  early  photography  is  bad  and 

reading  many  of  the  sub-titles  is  not  so 

easy  on  the  eyes. 

DRAMATIC  SCHOOL  (M-G-M)  —   The  high- 

brow critics  and  the  carriage  trade  quite 

probably  will  acclaim  this  a   triumph  in 

artistry,  but  the  mass  of  ticket  buyers, 

on  whom  its  subtleties  and  fine-drawn 

nuances  will  be  lost,  are  apt  to  wonder 

what  it  is  all  about,  presaging  a   doubtful 

boxoffice  future  for  the  feature.  Luise 

Rainer  and  Paulette  Goddard  head  a   large, 

none  too  impressive  cast.  Produced  by 

Mervyn  LeRoy.  Directed  by  Robert  B. 

Sinclair. 

GANG  BULLETS  (Mono) — Considerably  more 

than  just  another  gangster  picture  and 

notches  above  average  independent  prod- 

uct. Theme  stresses  inadequacy  of  crimi- 

nal laws  and  perilous  steps  authorities 

must  take  to  gap  loopholes.  E.  B.  Derr's 

production,  Lambert  Hillyer's  direction  and 
performances  of  Anne  Nagle  and  Robert 

Kent  are  commendable. 

LAST  WARNING,  THE  (Univ)— Not  only  the 

best  Crime  Club  production  to  date  but  as 

entertaining  a   concoction  of  mystery, 

laughs  and  thrills  as  has  been  seen  this 

season.  Story  and  director  skillfully  main- 

tain suspense  throughout.  Topnotch  cast 

is  headed  by  Preston  Foster  and  Frank 

Jenks.  Produced  by  Irving  Starr.  Di- 
rected by  A1  Rogell. 

PYGMALION  (M-G-M)— It's  a   honey  of  a 

picture.  Don't  be  dubious  of  its  entertain- 
ment possibilities  because  the  erudite  and 

oft-times  verbose  George  Bernard  Shaw 

did  the  original  and  screenplay.  The 

theme  of  a   poor  girl  made  into  a   lady  has 

universal  implications  and  the  film 

sparkles  with  Shavian  wit.  In  addition, 

it's  acted  magnificently  by  Wendy  Hiller, 

Harry  H .   Thomas  on  Tour 

For  Tri-National  Deals 
New  York — Harry  H.  Thomas,  who  re- 

cently acquired  distribution  rights  in  the 

east  for  Tri-National  product,  is  on  a   visit 
to  various  cities  lining  up  first  runs.  He 

will  be  gone  two  weeks.  The  first  three 

Leslie  Howard  and  Wilfred  Lawson.  Gabriel 

Pascal  produced  in  London.  Anthony  As- 

quith and  Howard  directed. 

RIDE  A   CROOKED  MILE  (Para)— The  custo- 

mers would  be  pleased  to  ride  plenty  of 

miles  to  see  this  red-blooded,  action- 

crammed  drama,  the  most  worthy  enter- 

tainment offering  to  roll  off  of  the  Holly- 

wood assembly  lines  in  several  days.  A 

highly  original  story  is  entrusted  to  a 

sterling  cast,  the  work  of  which  is  high- 

lighted by  a   brilliant  characterization  by 

Akim  Tamiroff.  Produced  by  Jeff  Lazarus. 

Directed  by  Alfred  E.  Green. 

SACRIFICE  D'HONNEUR  (Tri-National)— This 

company's  first  is  a   French-made  triangu- 
lar story  with  a   naval  background.  Mixed 

in  values.  Splendid  in  sea  and  battle 

sequences,  old-fashioned  and  considerably 

less  effective  in  dramatic  sequences.  Anna- 

bella  is  starred,  but  best  performance  rat- 

ing goes  to  Victor  Francen.  Marcel 
L'Herbier  directed. 

SANTA  FE  STAMPEDE  (Rep)— Chockfull  of 
action  as  the  Three  Mesquiteers  gallop 

along  at  a   bristling  pace  in  the  role  of 

the  standard  bearers  of  law  and  order  to 

rid  a   community  of  the  rule  of  a   crooked 

mayor.  It's  better  than  par  for  westerns. 
William  Berke  produced.  George  Sherman directed. 

STRANGE  FACES  (Univ) — This  comedy  crime 

feature  carries  a   load  of  laughs  and  sus- 

pense despite  its  formula  story  of  a   girl 

reporter  in  love  with  rival  newspaperman 

— both  turned  loose  on  the  scoop  of  the 

year.  Frank  Jenks  and  Dorothea  Kent. 

Burt  Kelly  produced.  Errol  Taggart  di- 
rected. 

TWO  SISTERS  (Foreign  Cinema)  —   Heavy 

Yiddish  drama  saved  by  the  comic  antics 

of  Michael  Rosenberg.  He  registers  solid- 

ly and  does  much  to  lighten  the  yarn  of 

the  older  sister  who  is  always  sacrificing 

herself  for  the  more  capricious  and  younger 

one.  Jennie  Goldstein's  emoting  is  effec- 
tive, as  usual,  when  there  are  tears  to  be 

shed.  Ben  Blake  directed. 

films  already  have  played  Broadway,  in- 

cluding “Peg  of  Old  Drury,”  “L’Orage” 
and  “Sacrifice  d’Honneur.” 

Revive  "Birth  of  Nation" 
New  York — A   revival  of  D.  W.  Griffith’s 

“The  Birth  of  a   Nation”  has  been  re- 
leased by  Amos  Paglia. 

Watch--  / 

CINECOLOR/ 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above  pictures  will  appear  in  an 

early  issue  of  BOXOFFICE. 
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^*HE  Variety  Club  banquet  looks  like  a 
sellout  with  nearly  1,000  of  the  1,100 

tickets  already  sold  and  the  rest  going 

fast  .   .   .   The  affair  will  be  held  on  De- 

cember 11  at  the  Bellevue-Stratford  Hotel 

and  will  feature  a   record-breaking  array 

of  headliners.  M.  C.’d  by  George  Jessel, 
the  notables  will  include  William  E.  Todd, 

ex- Ambassador  to  Germany;  Will  Hays, 
Jimmy  Walker,  and  Governors  Earle  of 

Pennsylvania;  Nice  of  Maryland  and  Mc- 
Mullen of  Delaware. 

Ed  Lehrman  has  taken  over  the  opera- 
tion of  the  Lorraine  Theatre  from  the 

! Powers  interests  of  Harrisburg  .   .   .   Sig 

Wittman,  newly  appointed  assistant  sales 

manager  of  Grand  National,  was  in  town 

this  iveek  looking  over  his  old  haunts  .   .   . 

Jack  Beresin,  Variety  Club’s  chief  barker, 
has  been  appointed  one  of  the  district 

managers  of  the  United  Campaign  .   .   . 

With  the  political  campaign  a   thing  of  the 

past,  Jim  Clark  is  again  being  seen  at  his 

old  stamping  grounds  around  13 th  and 

Vine  .   .   .   The  Allied  Film  exchange  is  fea- 

turing the  film  of  the  Londos-Nagurski 
wrestling  match  held  at  Convention  Hall 

a   couple  of  weeks  ago. 

Sights  that  startle:  Norman  Lewis  with 

a   new  cigar  holder — very  impressive  .   .   . 

George  R.  Giroux,  executive  of  the  Techni- 
color Motion  Picture  Corp.,  is  trying  to 

make  local  film  men  color  conscious  and 

is  doing  a   good  job  .   .   .   Friends  of  GB’s 

Lillian  Gimbel  are  glad  to  hear  that  she’s 
to  retain  her  job  at  the  exchange,  despite 

previous  reports  of  her  dismissal  .   .   . 

Harry  LaVine,  Republic’s  district  chief 
here,  won  a   17-pound  turkey  at  the 

Horlacher  raffle  on  Thanksgiving  and  do- 
nated it  to  a   poor  family  .   .   .   George 

Aarons,  UMPTO  secretary,  is  in  Cleveland 

on  a   business  trip. 

Theatre  managers  are  busy  this  week 

making  up  their  annual  Christmas  list  and 

are  hoping  that  people  still  remember  the 

old  adage  that  it’s  the  thought  behind  the 
gift  that  really  counts  .   .   .   Eric  Blore,  the 

droll  film  butler,  is  making  a   persorial  ap- 
pearance this  week  at  the  Earle  Theatre 

.   .   .   Maurice  Gable,  Earle  manager,  had  a 

narrow  squeak  in  the  booking  of  next 

week’s  show.  The  house  was  scheduled  to 
close  doion  due  to  a   spat  with  the  musi- 

cians union,  and  a   show  wasn’t  set  until 
the  last  minute  after  the  strike  was  settled. 

Mike  Siegel  now  has  the  Washington 

territory  for  Imperial’s  Bob  Steele  films 
and  Metropolitan  Pictures’  eight  melo- 

dramas .   .   .   Handling  of  the  film  will  be 

done  by  Clark  Film  Distributors  .   .   .   Harry 

Thomas,  well-known  on  Vine  Street,  is  in 
town  representing  the  newly  formed 

Kline-National  Pictures  organization  and 

handling  “Peg  of  Old  Drury”  and  “The 

Storm.” 

Thomas  P.  Mitchell  has  been  renomi- 

nated for  president  of  IATSE,  without  any 

opposition,  for  his  fifth  successive  term 

...  All  Warner  key  theatres  will  have  mid- 

night shows  on  Xmas  and  New  Year’s  days 
.   .   .   Clay  Boland  and  Bick  Reichner,  local 

songsmiths,  who  cleffed  music  for  the 

Mask  and  Wig  show,  have  been  ap- 
proached for  Hollywood  contracts  by 

agents  of  20 th  Century-Fox  and  RKO. 

Schenck  May  Delay 

Trip  to  Hollywood 
Hollywood — Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  head 

of  Loew’s,  due  here  the  end  of  the  month, 
may  delay  his  visit  until  after  the  minor- 

ity stockholders’  suit  is  disposed  of  by 
N.  Y.  Supreme  Court  Justice  Valente  in 

the  east.  After  a   short  visit  here,  Schenck 

will  return  to  New  York  with  A1  Lichtman, 

who  will  remain  at  the  home  office  for  a 

few  weeks  while  Schenck  goes  on  to  Miami 
Beach. 

Fred  C.  Quimby,  short  subject  manager, 

left  Friday  for  New  York  with  a   stopover 

in  Chicago  to  attend  the  mid-season  di- 

vision and  district  managers  meeting  at 
the  Congress. 

American  Lile  Record 

For  French  Broadcast 
Hollywood  —   Henri  Diamant  Berger, 

well-known  French  director,  is  here 

on  another  leg  of  a   transcontin- 

ental trip  during  which  he  is  re- 

cording a   program  depicting  a   cross-sec- 
tion of  American  life,  business  and  social. 

The  plan  is  the  outcome  of  an  arrange- 
ment between  NBC  and  the  Administra- 

tion des  Postes  Telegraphes  et  Telephones, 

the  official  French  broadcasting  system, 

which  Berger,  in  a   new  role  for  him,  is 

repi'esenting.  J.  Harrison  Hartley,  assist- 
ant director  of  the  special  events  divisions 

of  NBC,  is  representing  the  American  sys- 
tem. 

As  the  programs  which  will  cover  a   large 

number  of  cities  and  encompass  a   wide 

variety  of  material,  are  made,  they  are 

being  sent  across  the  country  for  despatch 

to  Paris  in  diplomatic  pouches  for  re- 
broadcasting over  the  PTT  system. 

Paramount  and  Wometco 

Reopening  Miami  Units 
Miami — Anticipating  a   record  winter  in- 

flux, Paramount  and  Wometco  are  spruc- 
ing up  and  reopening  theatres  previously 

closed  for  the  summer.  After  taking  over 

an  independent  house,  Paramount  last 

week  reopened  it  under  the  name  of  Para- mount. 

In  Miami  Beach,  the  Community  is  be- 
ing readied  for  opening  sometime  this 

month.  Sidney  Meyers  and  Mitchell  Wolf- 
son,  Wometco  heads,  last  week  opened 
a   new  theatre  here. 

Winston  of  Worcester 

En  Route  to  Puerto  Rico 
New  York — Harold  Winston,  formerly 

assistant  manager  of  the  Poli,  Worcester, 

is  en  route  to  Puerto  Rico  where  he  will 

manage  the  new  Metro  which  opens  in 

about  six  weeks.  He  sailed  on  the  Borin- 

quen.  Morris  Drucker,  assistant  mana- 

ger of  Loew’s,  Providence,  moves  into  the 
Worcester  spot. 

B   IU  IF  IF  A   IL  O 
^JONSTANTINE  J.  BASIL,  president  of 

Basil  Bros.  Theatres;  Harry  L.  Beck- 

son.  president  of  Monogram  Pictures  of 

Buffalo;  Charles  Boasberg,  branch  mana- 
ger for  RKO  Radio  Pictures;  Matthew  M. 

Konczakowski,  president  of  Konczakowski 
Theatres;  Kenneth  G.  Robinson,  branch 

manager  for  Paramount  Pictures;  Mat- 

thew V.  Sullivan  jr.,  sales  representative 

for  United  Artists,  and  Murray  White- 

man,  president  of  Murray  Whiteman,  Inc., 
are  the  1939  directors  of  the  Variety  Club 
of  Buffalo.  Elected  early  this  week,  they 
join  Robert  T.  Murphy,  chief  barker;  Syd 
Lehman  and  Ralph  W.  Maw,  assistants, 

and  W.  E.  J.  Martin,  secretary-treasurer, 
on  the  new  board.  An  installation  dinner 

will  be  given  early  in  January,  with  Jacob 

Levene,  retiring  chief  barker,  as  guest  of honor. 

Mrs.  Bessie  Rappeport,  mother  of  R. 

Ruth  Rappeport,  office  manager  and 

booker  for  Warner  Bros.,  suffered  a   frac- 
tured right  collarbone  and  other  injuries 

when  struck  by  an  automobile  while  cross- 
ing a   street  near  her  home. 

Arthur  Boldt  has  been  appointed  as- 

sistant manager  of  Shea’s  Great  Lakes 
Theatre,  succeeding  William  Gibson,  who 

resigned  to  join  the  20th  Century-Fox 
office  staff  here. 

Pennsylvania  Censors 

Drop  Fight  on  ", Deputy " Philadelphia — The  Pennsylvania  state 

board  of  censors  on  Monday  dropped  its 

fight  to  ban  the  Soviet  film,  “Baltic 

Deputy.” 

It  withdrew  the  appeal  to  the  state  su- 
preme court  from  a   decision  from  Judge 

Curtis  Bok  of  the  Philadelphia  common 

pleas  court,  who  set  aside  the  original  cen- 

sorship last  March  as  “incompetent  and 

prejudicial.” 
Patrick  A.  Duffy,  vice-chairman  of  the 

board,  said  the  withdrawal  was  taken  on 

the  advice  of  the  attorney  general  who 

said  the  censors  had  no  legal  grounds  for 
their  action  in  the  first  place. 

In  the  original  action  before  Judge  Bok, 

Mrs.  A.  Mitchell  Palmer,  chairman  of  the 

censor  board,  declared  that  she  banned 

the  picture  because  “she  didn’t  like  Com- 
munism.” She  admitted  that  the  picture 

was  well-made.  The  film  was  also  given 

wide  praise  by  local  film  critics  who  saw 

a   special  preview. 

The  suit  against  the  censors  was  taken 

by  Amkino,  producers  of  the  film.  It  will 
be  released  here  shortly. 

Study  "Baby”  Fate 
Troy,  N.  Y. — Whether  “The  Birth  of  a 

Baby,”  banned  some  months  ago  by  the 
state  board  of  regents,  can  be  shown  in 

this  state  is  up  to  the  appellate  division  of 

the  supreme  court,  Justice  Pierce  H.  Rus- 
sell rules.  In  an  argument  before  Judge 

Russell  in  a   special  term  of  the  supreme 

court  last  September,  owners  of  the  film, 
the  American  Committee  on  Maternal 

Welfare,  Inc.,  sought  a   permit  to  show. 
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£hott  Subject  Review* 
Hawk  of  the  Wilderness 

Republic  (Serial)  1st  Chapter — 29  Minutes 

An  appraisal  of  what  ensued  during  the 

first  episode  strongly  indicates  that  this 

will  do  more  than  its  share  in  swelling 

grosses.  A   generous  dose  of  imagination 

in  a   yarn  crammed  with  action  and  cap- 

ably enacted  is  a   good  boxoffice  prescrip- 
tion. The  action  takes  place  on  an  island 

near  the  Arctic  Circle  and  Herman  Brix 

plays  the  role  of  a   Tarzan  of  the  North. 

It’s  almost  the  same  anyway.  He’s  a 
white  lad  raised  by  a   faithful  Indian. 

What  follows  results  from  an  expedition 

to  the  island  in  search  of  treasure.  In- 

cluded in  the  party  is  an  attractive  new- 
comer to  the  Republic  lot,  Jill  Martin,  who 

scores  effectively  as  the  scientist’s  daugh- 
ter. There  are  the  villainous  Indians  and 

a   double-crossing  crew  to  keep  things 
popping  for  12  episodes.  William  Witney 

and  John  English  directed. 

Hal  Kemp  and  His 
Orchestra 

Paramount  (Headliners)  10  Minutes 

Hal  Kemp  and  his  band  have  been 

right  on  top  for  a   good  many  years.  This 

visual  introduction  is  a   very  pleasing  one. 

In  fact,  it’s  top  for  this  series  with  Kemp 
and  his  gang  as  sock  entertainment. 

Especially  recommended  is  the  “Small 

Fry”  number  done  by  Judy  Starr  and 
her  little  daughter,  Patsy.  Saxie  Dowell 

goes  to  town  in  “Beating  Around  the  Mul- 

berry Bush,”  and  Bob  Allen  renders  “If  I 
Loved  You  More.”  Naturally,  the  boys 

play  the  popular  theme  song,  “How  I   Miss 
You  Tonight.” 

Blue  Grass 
RKO  (Sportscopes)  10  Minutes 

A   rousing  sports  short  climaxed  by  a 

finely  photographed  account  of  the  recent 

War  Admiral-Seabiscuit  race  at  Pimlico. 
Some  of  it  is  screened  in  slow  motion, 

adding  to  the  suspense  of  the  now  historic 
turf  match.  As  the  title  indicates,  it  is 

all  about  colts  from  the  time  they  are 

trained  on  the  Kentucky  farms  to  the  day 

they  reach  the  race  track  at  Hialeah  and 

Saratoga.  One  of  the  best  shots  is  the 

head  study  of  Man  of  War.  It  is  a   splen- 
did camera  portrait  of  Big  Red,  one  that 

horse  lovers  will  cherish.  Clem  McCarthy 

and  Andre  Baruch  share  the  announcing. 

Costa  Rica 
Paramount  (Color  Cruise)  10  Minutes 

This  travelogue  of  Costa  Rica  is  in- 
ferior to  the  general  run  of  similar  film 

expeditions.  On  the  debit  side,  there  is 

some  drab  color  photography  and  an  un- 
imaginative selection  of  items  that  might 

have  some  appeal.  On  the  credit  side  is 

a   view  of  a   country  seldom  photographed 

and  a   couple  of  good  shots  of  a   volcanic 
crater. 

 
 

\ 

€HORT 
the  week 

Schubert's  Unfinished 
Symphony 

Paramount  (Paragraphic)  10  Minutes 

Frederick  Feher  and  the  National 

Philharmonic  Orchestra  of  122  members 

hit  upon  a   happy  choice  in  their  selec- 

tion of  Franz  Schubert's  immortal  com- 
position. Exhibitors  intent  on  catering 

to  the  good  taste  and  intelligence  of 

their  audiences  will  enhance  their 

standing  by  including  a   short  of  this 

calibre  on  the  program.  It  is  obvious 

that  music  lovers  will  appreciate  the 

playing  of  the  Unfinished  Symphony, 

nor  is  it  difficult  to  hazard  a   guess 

that  there  will  be  many  who  will  find 

the  enchanting  strains  of  the  composi- 

tion pleasing.  The  sound  recording  is 

superb  and  apparently  the  editing  has 

been  done  in  a   manner  that  will  not 

detract  from  the  enjoyment  of  the 

score.  This  short  subject  lends  itself 

naturally  for  tieups  with  music  schools 
and  the  like. 

Frolicking  Frogs 

Paramount  (Sportlight)  10  Minutes 

The  boys  are  having  a   difficult  time  in 

digging  up  sport  subjects  when  they  de- 
vote an  entire  reel  to  frogs — the  jumping 

and  trained  kind.  Opening  sequence  deals 

with  a   frog  jumping  contest  in  Angels 

Camp,  Cal.,  where  the  neighboring  folks 

gather  in  old-fashioned  clothes  for  the 
spectacle.  The  camera  next  visits  a   man 

who  makes  a   hobby  out  of  training  frogs 

and  the  critters  go  through  all  kinds  of 

stunts.  This  rates  as  an  average  novelty. 

A   Date  to  Skate 

Paramount  (Popeye)  7   Minutes 

Filled  with  harum-scarum  activity  with 
some  of  it  good  for  a   number  of  laughs. 

Popeye  persuades  Olive  Oyl  to  accom- 
pany him  to  the  roller  skating  rink.  Olive 

goes  through  all  the  gyrations  familiar  to 

the  beginner  and  then  is  started  on  a 

March  of  Time 

“Uncle  Sam — Tire  Good  Neighbor” 

RKO  19  Minutes 

Timeliness  of  this  producer’s  material 
as  it  coincides  with  significant  world  events 

seems,  insofar  as  this  release  is  concerned, 

to  have  been  predicated  upon  psychic 

powers.  For  upon  leaving  the  projection 

room  where  it  was  shown  the  headlines 

on  the  corner  newsstand  were  shouting 

in  three-column  heads:  “Hull  Sends  New 

Note  to  Reich.”  The  same  editions  carried 
at  least  three  other  front  page  stories 

about  foreign  developments  as  they  affect 

American  interests.  Such  is  the  story  of 

Ihe  current  issue.  Oboe  note  is  President 

Roosevelt’s  “good  neighbor”  policy.  Num- 
ber 1   good  neighbor  agitator  is  Secretary 

of  State  Cordell  Hull.  His  objectives  are 

precisely  what  the  film  deals  with.  A 

photographic  fine  comb  has  been  employed 

to  bring  out  some  startling  informative 
facts.  Rank  and  file  audiences  will  see 

here  for  the  first  time  exactly  the  processes 

by  which  this  country  trains  and  main- 
tains a   corps  of  diplomats  whose  sole 

purpose  is  to  build  goodwill  with  all  na- 
tions of  the  world  as  well  as  protect  each 

citizen’s  rights  in  far-flung  corners  of  the 
globe.  Industrial-minded  patrons  will  get 

a   finer  perspective  of  the  cardinal  prin- 

ciple of  the  U.  S.  foreign  policy — “the 
freer  flow  of  international  trade.”  All  in 
all,  the  reel,  albeit  open  to  criticism  from 
extremists  for  some  more  than  faint  chest 

beating  (propaganda)  is  a   gem  of  erudite 

screen  journalism. 

Paramount  Pictorial 

Paramount  (No.  5)  9   Minutes 

Certainly  a   hodge-podge  of  assorted 
topics  go  to  make  up  this  reel.  Starting 

with  a   clip  that  studies  the  17-year  lo- 
custs, there  is  a   brief  bit  with  beautiful 

color  photography  encompassing  natural 

backgrounds,  and  the  final  sequence  in 

which  the  Eton  Boys  attired  in  the  cos- 

tumes of  the  pre-war  days,  render  a   num- 

ber of  nostalgic  tunes.  In  the  latter  ef- 

fort, appropriate  scenes  from  old-fash- 
ioned films  are  injected  during  the  song 

numbers. 

series  of  adventures  when  she  is  propelled 

through  the  door  at  high  speed.  Popeye 

resorts  to  his  spinach  and  rescues  her. 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT'S "TUNES" 
TUNES,  INC. 

1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  III 
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"ANGELS  WITH  DIRTY  FACES"  WINGS  TO  210% BOSTON 

Fenway — Hard  to  Get  (WB) ;   Illegal  Traffic 
(Para)    160 

Memorial — little  Tough  Guys  in  Society 
(Univ) ;   Annabel  Takes  a   Tour  (RKO)     85 

Metropolitan — The  Sisters  (WB) ;   Gangster’s 
Boy  (Mono)    135 

Orpheum — Stablemates  (M-G-M) ;   Listen, 
Darling  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   110 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway    115 

State — Same  as  Orpheum      75 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Suez  (20th-Fox),  3rd  loop  wk     85 
Chicago — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  plus 

stage  show    100 

Garrick — listen,  Darling  (M-G-M) ;   Mysterious 
Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)      90 

Oriental — Vacation  From  Lore  (M-G-M), 
plus  stage  show    115 

Palace — Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society 
(Univ),  plus  stage  show    110 

Roosevelt — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox), 
held  2nd  wk   115 

United  Artists — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M), 
held  2nd  wk   125 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  7th  wk   100 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — If  I   Were  King  (Para)    110 
Capitol — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA),  2nd  wk.  ..110 
Grand — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk.  ...120 

Keith’s — Young  Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M),  held.... 130 
Lyric — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  wk   120 
Palace — Brother  Rat  (FN),  held   130 
Shubert — Affairs  of  Annabel  (RKO),  plus 

stage  show    130 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Brother  Rat  (FN),  2nd  wk   150 

Hippodrome — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)  ....  75 

Palace — Girls*  Sehool  (Col);  Stage:  Gypsy  Rose, 
Lee  and  Vaudeville    100 

State — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)      85 
Stillman — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. .   .   90 

DENVER 

Aladdin — The  Sisters  (WB),  after  a   wk. 
at  the  Denver    110 

Broadway — The  Citadel  (M-G-M);  Listen, 
Darling  (M-G-M),  both  after  a   wk.  at 
the  Orpheum      90 

Denham — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  wk. . .   .   85 
Denver — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA)   105 
Orpheum — Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO) ;   Young 

Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M)    110 

Paramount — Road  to  Reno  (Univ) ;   Youth 
Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    115 

Rialto — Suez  (20th-Fox),  after  a   wk.  at  each 
the  Denver  and  Aladdin;  The  Last  Express 

(Univ)    120 

DETROIT 

Adams — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
after  2   wks.  at  the  Fox;  Crime  Takes  a 

Holiday  (Col)    130 

Cinema — Professor  Mamlock  (Para)    120 
Fox — Room  Service  (RKO),  plus  stage  show..  90 

Michigan — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para);  Four’s 
a   Crowd  (WB)      95 

Palms  State — Illegal  Traffic  (Para);  Young 
Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M),  after  one  wk.  at 
Michigan      85 

United  Artists — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)...  95 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd  wk     50 
Circle- — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)      85 

Indiana — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)   115 

Loew’s — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)      75 
Lyric — Torehy  Gets  Her  Man  (WB)    105 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Dark  Rapture  (20th-Fox)      90 
Midland — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M); 
Blondie  (Col)    110 

Newman — Men  With  Wings  (Para)   175 
Orpheum — Magnificent  Obsession  (Univ) ;   All 

Quiet  on  the  Western  Front  (Univ)     75 

Tower — Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox); 
Boys  Town  Roadshow    125 

Uptown — Same  as  Esquire      75 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Young  Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M) ; 
Listen,  Darling  (M-G-M)    115 

Downtown — Lady  and  the  Cowboy  (UA) ; 
Torehy  Gets  Her  Man  (WB),  2nd  wk   100 

Four  Star— The  Citadel  (M-G-M)    150 
Hillstreet — The  Storm  (Univ) ;   Service  De  Luxe 

(Univ)    100 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    100 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces — 

Omaha    210 

Men  With  Wings — Kansas  City.. ..175 

Out  West  With  the  Hardys — 

(dual) — Omaha    170 

Hard  to  Get  (dual) — Boston   160 

Shining  Hour  (dual) — Omaha. ...160 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (dual) 

— Portland,  Ore   150 

The  Citadel — Los  Angeles, 

Pittsburgh    150 

If  I   Were  King — Los  Angeles   150 

You  Can't  Take  It  With  You — 
Portland,  Ore   150 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  13th  wk.  of  roadshow 
New  York  City. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  7th  wk.,  Chicago. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  7th  wk., 
Portland,  Ore.;  3rd  wk.,  Salt  Lake  City. 

Brother  Rat,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

The  Citadel,  3rd  wk.,  New  York  City. 

The  Great  Waltz,  3rd  wk.,  Cincinnati. 

Suez,  3rd  wk.,  Chicago. 

That  Certain  Age,  3rd  wk.,  Minneapolis. 

Paramount— If  I   Were  King  (Para),  plus 
stage  show    150 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col);  The  Gladiator  (Col)    100 

Riverside — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show    100 

Strand — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para) ;   I   Am  the 

Law  (Col)      85 
Warner — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA) ; 

Nancy  Drew,  Detective  (WB)    100 
Wisconsin — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M); 

Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox)    130 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Sons  of  the  Legion  (Para) ; 

Swing  That  Cheer  (Univ)    100 

Century — Four’s  a   Crowd  (WB)      80 
Gopher — Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)     85 
Orpheum — Stablemates  (M-G-M)    100 
State — Suez  (20th-Fox)      90 

World — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  3rd  wk   100 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Dark  Rapture  (Univ) ;   Affairs  of 
Annabel  (RKO)    120 

Loew-Poli — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M); 
Blondie  (Col),  moved  to  College  for 
2nd  wk   115 

Paramount — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ) ;   Nurse 
From  Brooklyn  (Univ),  5   days     80 

Roger  Sherman — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA) ; 
Nancy  Drew,  Detective  (WB)    130 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — Illegal  Traffic  (Para)    100 

Globe — Spawn  of  the  North  (Para)     80 
Liberty — Broadway  Mnskeeters  (FN)      95 

Orpheum — Straight,  Place  and  Show 
(20th-Fox)    100 

Regent — Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (Mono)     80 
Saenger — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para)    120 

State — Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)    125 
Tudor — Campus  Confessions  (Para)      75 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  13th  wk. 
of  roadshow      60 

Capitol — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk.   100 
Criterion — Ulegal  Traffic  (Para)      70 

Globe — Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (Mono)    110 
Paramount — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  plus 

stage  show    100 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — Sixty  Glorious  Years 
(RKO),  plus  stage  show      80 

Rialto — Exposed  (Univ)      80 
Rivoli — Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society  (Univ)  ...  65 
Roxy — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox),  plus 

stage  show    110 
Strand — Brother  Rat  (FN),  3rd  wk.,  plus 

stage  show      90 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)...,210 
Omaha — Shining  Hour  (M-G-M) ;   Mysterious 

Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox)    160 
Orpheum — Out  West  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M);  Exposed  (Univ)    170 
Paramount — Drums  (UA);  Swing  That  Cheer 

(Univ)    100 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — Tile  Young  in  Heart  (UA)     90 
Liberty — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para) ; 
Touchdown  Army  (Para)    105 

Midwest — Brother  Rat  (FN)    100 

State — Algiers  (UA)    100 
Tower — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  move- 

over  2nd  wk     90 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA),  2nd  wk     85 
Boyd — If  I   Were  King  (Para)    125 
Earle — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ),  plus  stage 

show  featuring  Roger  Pryor’s  orchestra   120 
Fox — Just  Around  the  corner  (20th-Fox)     80 
Karlton — Men  With  Wings  (Para)    100 

Keith’s — Brother  Rat  (FN)    120 

Stanley — Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)    125 

Stanton — Young  Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M)   100 

PITTSBURGH 
Alvin — Girls’  School  (Col);  Mysterious  Mr. 

Moto  (20th-Fox)      95 
Barry — The  Fight  for  Peace  (Monarch); 

Fugitives  for  a   Night  (RKO)    110 
Fulton — Dark  Rapture  (Univ)    110 

Penn — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)   105 
Senator — (New  first-run  Harris  house,  now 

open,  no  average  established). 
Stanley — The  Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO); 

Horace  Heidt  stage  show    185 
Warner — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  d.  t.  wk.  ..150 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 
Broadway — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA), 

2nd  wk   120 

Mayfair — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
7th  wk   150 

Orpheum — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th- 

Fox);  Girls’  School  (Col)    120 
Paramount — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox); 

Five  of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)    120 
United  Artists — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(FN);  His  Exciting  Night  (Univ)   150 

PROVIDENCE 
Albee — Annabel  Takes  a   Tour  (RKO) :   Ted 

Lewis  on  stage    135 
Carlton — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 

3rd  wk     80 

Fay’s — Suez  (20th-Fox),  return  engagement, 
plus  stage  show      80 

Majestic — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th- 

Fox) ;   Sharpshooters  (20th-Fox)      80 
Playhouse — I’m  From  the  City  (RKO),  plus 

stage  show        HO 
State — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M);  Listen, 

Darling  (M-G-M)    125 
Strand — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  Sons  of 

the  Legion  (Para)    HO 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 
Capitol — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para); 

Torehy  Gets  Her  Man  (WB)    105 
Centre — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)   110 

Paramount — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)   110 
Studio — Yon  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 

3rd  wk   125 
Utah — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN) ;   Room 

Service  (RKO)    100 
Victory — Rhythm  of  the  Saddle  (Rep); 

Sharpshooters  (20th-Fox)    HO 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M),  plus 
stage  show    125 

Columbia — Suez  (20th-Fox),  2nd  run   100 
Earle — The  Sisters  (WB),  plus  stage  show.... 110 
Keith’s — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ)      80 

Metropolitan — Brother  Rat  (FN),  2nd  run, 
3rd  wk     15 

Palace — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd  wk     95 
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NEWS THE PRODUCTION  CENTER AND  VIEWS 

(Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

OPEN  WARFARE  FLARES  AGAIN  AMONG  STUDIO 

ONIONS;  LABOR  BOARD  ACTING  AS  MEDIATOR 

'Company  Union'  Charges 
Against  IA,  Move  by 
Ascap  Touch  Fuse 

Open  warfare  among  Hollywood’s  bat- 
tling labor  factions  is  on  again,  with  the 

National  Labor  Relations  Board  as  media- 
tor, after  a   three-week  armistice  caused 

by  the  absence  of  Dr.  Towne  Nylander, 
NLRB  regional  director. 

Furthermore,  a   new  factor  has  been  in- 
jected into  the  already  complex  film  labor 

picture,  with  the  Song  Writers  Protective 
Association  and  the  American  Society  of 
Composers,  Authors  and  Publishers  tak- 

ing preliminary  steps  toward  the  forma- 
tion of  a   studio  songwriters  guild,  seek- 

ing a   basic  working  agreement  with  pro- 
ducers. 

Truce  Ends  With  Abruptness 

The  NLRB’s  imposed  truce  ended  with 
abruptness  when,  preceding  the  December 
1   date  which  Dr.  Nylander  had  set  as  the 
time  for  reconsideration  of  the  myriad  of 
labor  disputes,  officials  of  the  Interna- 

tional Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage  Em- 
ployes met  with  Attorney  Carey  McWil- 

liams, representing  the  Studio  Utility  Em- 
ployes and  the  Motion  Picture  Technicians, 

and  officials  of  the  studio  carpenters’  and 
machinists’  locals,  in  an  effort  to  arbi- 

trate the  complaints  lodged  against  the 
IA  by  those  groups. 

Although  successful  in  two  instances — 
with  carpenters  and  machinists  agreeing 
to  withdraw  their  complaints  and,  instead, 
draft  tentative  compromises — the  IA  failed 
in  its  peace  overtures  to  the  SUE  and  the 
MPTC. 

Both  these  latter  unions  charge  the  IA 

with  being  “company  controlled,”  the  SUE 
additionally  challenging  the  lA’s  jurisdic- 

tion over  some  1,700  utility  workers  in 
the  studios.  Of  lesser  importance  were 
the  complaints  lodged  by  carpenters  and 
machinists,  these  groups  merely  seeking 
to  have  the  NLRB  draw  a   definite  line  of 
work  demarcation  between  their  unions 
and  the  several  IA  locals.  Huddles  with 
the  IA  for  this  purpose  are  scheduled  for 
next  week. 

Projected  organization  of  a   songwriters 

guild  was  launched  at  a   special  dinner 
meeting  attended  by  SWPA  and  Ascap 
representatives,  at  which  a   committee  of 
ten  tunesmiths  was  appointed  to  draft 
details  for  the  welding  of  a   bargaining 
unit.  This  steering  committee  is  headed 

by  L.  Wolfe  Gilbert,  vice-president  and 
western  representative  of  the  SWPA,  and 
includes  Jack  Yellen,  Sigmund  Romberg, 

Jerome  Kern,  Gus  Kahn,  Hoagy  Car- 
michael, Dave  Dreyer,  Harry  Warren,  Yip 

Harberg  and  Johnny  Mercer.  The  meet- 
ing was  marked  by  the  appearance  of 

Anthony  Veiller,  of  the  Screen  Writers 
Guild,  inviting  the  tunesmiths  to  ally 
themselves  with  the  SWG  and  other  film 
Guilds. 

Revision  of  the  existing  contract  with 
producers  held  by  the  Motion  Picture  Film 
Editors  is  the  subject  of  huddles  between 

Pat  Casey,  of  the  producers’  association, 
and  representatives  of  the  film  cutters’ 
organization. 

A   reclassification  of  certain  types  of 

cutters  and  slight  changes  in  wage  scales 
and  overtime  regulations  are  being  sought 

by  the  MPFE. 

Commercial  Film 

Produces,  Finances 
Aiming  to  produce  and  distribute  com- 

mercial films  and  also  to  finance  outside 

producers  in  the  making  of  industrials, 
General  Commercial  Film  Co.  has  been 
incorporated  here  with  Lawrence  W.  Fox, 
who  also  heads  the  General  Film  Co. — 

producing  Crime  Club  mysteries  for  Uni- 
versal— as  president. 

Other  officers  include  Irving  Starr  as 
head  of  the  executive  committee;  Ben 

Hersh,  executive  vice-president;  Nicholas 
S.  Ludington,  William  M.  L.  Fiske,  III, 

and  Robert  A.  Rowan,  board  of  direc- 
tors; Walter  K.  Davies,  secretary  and  ad- 

vertising and  office  manager,  and  Abram 
Robert  Simon,  general  counsel. 

See  UA  As 
Empire  Way 

Possibility  that  a   United  Artists  re- 
lease may  be  obtained  by  Empire  Pic- 

tures— Mae  West’s  recently-incorporated 
$1,000,000  company — has  bobbed  up  as  a 
topic  for  discussion  by  students  cf  Holly- 

wood's independent  production  activity 
following  the  disclosure  that  Empire  is 
negotiating  to  secure  shooting  space  and 
office  headquarters  on  the  UA  lot. 

Although  the  conjectures  were  of  the 

back-fence  variety,  and  as  yet  unconfirm- 
able,  local  dopesters  gave  them  added 
credence  when  UA  studio  attaches  de- 

clared they  expected  Empire’s  deal  for 
space  to  be  signed  by  the  end  of  the  week. 
The  company,  organized  by  Miss  West, 
Louis  R.  Lurie — San  Francisco  financier 
— and  Ralph  Pincus,  has  announced  plans 
to  film  four  features  in  its  first  year, 

initaler  to  be  “Catherine  the  Great,”  with 
the  curvaceous  star  in  the  title  role. 

A   shakeup  in  the  structure  of  Majestic 

Pictures,  production  arm  of  the  Malcolm- 
Browne  Distributing  organization,  found 
Clifford  Sanforth  settling  his  contract  as 

producer.  Sanforth,  who  had  filmed  “The 
Masked  Phantom”  as  the  first  in  a   series 
of  westerns,  has  delegated  the  remainder 
of  the  group  to  Majestic  along  with  the 
personal  contract  he  had  held  with  Monte 
Rawlins,  sagebrush  actor.  He  retains, 
however,  broadcasting  rights  to  the  title. 

C.  C.  Burr  got  underway  with  “Code  of 
the  Fearless,”  first  of  a   new  series  of 
Fred  Scott  musical  westerns  which  he  is 

producing  at  International  studios  for 
state-right  release,  with  Ray  Johnson  di- 

recting. Burr  recently  purchased  Scott’s contract  from  Jed  Buell.  Also  swinging 

into  action  was  Sam  Katzman’s  Victory 
Pictures,  with  Tim  McCoy  going  before 

the  cameras  in  “Outlaws’  Paradise.” 

Directs  Jackie's  Next 
Joseph  Santley  will  direct  Universal’s 

remake  of  “Brown  of  Culver,”  with  Jackie 
Cooper  in  the  title  role. 
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47  ROLLING  IN  FILM  FACTORIES  FOR  THIRD 

SUCCESSIVE  WEEK;  14  MORE  WAITING  TURN 
M-G-M,  Paramount  and 

Warner  Each  Have 

Nine  in  Mill 

Hollywood’s  picture  factories  are  pre- 
senting a   virtually  united  front  in  main- 
taining their  full-speed-ahead  production 

schedules,  having  cameras  turning  on  to- 
tal of  47  features  for  the  third  successive 

week  and  with  14  new  offerings  on  the 
starting  line. 

Metro,  Warner  and  Paramount  are  pro- 
ceeding at  top  speed,  each  with  nine  in 

production,  although  M-G-M  listed  no 

new  starts.  Paramount  puts  “Sudden 
Money”  and,  through  Producer  Harry 

Sherman,  “Heritage  of  the  Desert”  into 
the  mill,  while  Warner  is  sending  “Smash- 

ing the  Money  Ring”  and  “Sweepstakes 
Winner”  onto  its  sound  stages.  The  Metro 
lot,  which  has  hit  a   six-month  high  by 
having  75  per  cent  of  its  stars  and  fea- 

tured players  in  greasepaint,  will  next  gun 

“The  Thin  Man  Returns”  and  the  next 

“Tarzan”  episode.  Warner  has  a   host  of 

offerings  in  script  form,  including  “Broth- 
er Orchid,”  “Tough  Angels”  and  “The  Re- 

turn of  Dr.  X.”  Paramount’s  immediate 

future  production  plans  include  “Man 
About  Town”  and  “Federal  Offense.” 
RKO  Radio  turned  its  cameras  on  “The 

Saint  Strikes  Twice”  to  list  six  in  the 

works,  dropping  two  under  last  week’s 
total,  but  has  “Sorority  House”  and  B.  G. 
De  Sylva’s  “Little  Mother”  scheduled  to 
go  shortly  to  boost  its  index.  20th  Cen- 

tury-Fox, tapering  off  for  the  time  being, 

gunned  “The  Jones  Family  in  Hollywood,” 
but  had  only  five  films  on  its  stages.  A 

pre-Christmas  rush  will  see  “The  Hound 
of  the  Baskervilles,”  “Dude  Ranch,”  “Su- 

sannah of  the  Mounties”  and  “The  Rose 

of  Washington  Square,”  all  high-budget- 
ers,  before  the  cameras. 

With  five  top-budget  offerings  shoot- 
ing, Universal  has  temporarily  sidetracked 

a   number  of  scheduled  program  offerings, 

the  plant  launching  “East  Side  of  Heav- 
en”— the  Bing  Crosby  starrer — to  supple- 

ment-those  already  in  work.  “Bad  Com- 

pany” and  “Key  Woman,”  slated  to  start, 
have  been  set  back  until  the  beginning 
of  the  new  year. 

Samuel  Goldwyn  began  filming  on 

“Wuthering  Heights”  for  United  Artists, 
giving  that  corporation  a   total  of  four  in 

various  stages  of  production — Walter 
Wanger,  Edward  Small  and  Hal  Roach 

each  in  the  throes  of  turning  out  a   pic- 

ture. Roach’s  next  will  be  “Captain  Mid- 
night,” Wanger  will  follow  “Stage  Coach” 

with  “The  Illusionist”  and  Small  sends 

“The  Man  in  the  Iron  Mask”  into  pro- 
duction when  his  current  “King  of  the 

Turf”  is  completed. 
With  32  writers  now  at  work  on  two 

dozen  scripts,  Republic  is  planning  a   tre- 
mendous production  hop-up  in  December. 

Meantime  “Flight  at  Midnight”  was  given 
the  go-ahead  signal  to  give  the  plant  a 
three-picture  total,  one  more  than  last 

week.  “Dr.  Judith  Randell,”  “Mexicali 
Rose”  and  “The  Lone  Ranger  Returns,”  a 
12-chapter  serial,  are  being  given  the  rush- 
act  for  early  starts. 

Monogram,  through  Producer  E.  B.  Derr, 

sent  “Paroled  to  Exile”  into  action,  sup- 

plementing “Tough  Kid,”  with  four  others 
set  to  roll  during  December.  Columbia, 

having  no  new  starts  listed,  continued  film- 

ing on  three  pictures  and  is  rushing  prep- 

arations for  early  camera  work  on  “Plane 
No.  Four,”  which  Howard  Hawks  will  pro- 

duce, and  the  second  in  the  “Blondie” series. 

Lincoln  Cycle  Is 
Ahead  for  Screen 

Revival  of  producers’  interest  in  var- 
ious phases  of  the  life  of  the  Great 

Emancipator  as  possible  screen  material 

indicates  that  the  film-going  public  dur- 
ing the  next,  few  months  will  witness  an- 

other in  the  periodic  revivals  of  the  Abra- 
ham Lincoln  cycle. 

Samuel  Goldwyn  appears  to  have  the  in- 
side track  in  acquiring  screen  rights  to 

Sherwood  Anderson’s  current  Broadway 
play,  “Lincoln  in  Illinois,”  in  which  Ray- 

mond Massey,  stage  and  screen  player,  has 
the  title  role  and  which  presents  the  Civil 
War  president  during  the  days  just  prior 

to  his  election  as  the  nation’s  leader.  Al- 
though its  sale  to  Goldwyn  has  not  been 

consummated  as  yet,  the  United  Artists 
producer  is  expected  to  bob  up  with  the 

property. 

Getting  the  jump  on  the  field,  how- 
ever, is  Darryl  Zanuck,  who  is  rushing 

preparations  at  20th  Century-Fox  for  an 

early  production  start  on  “Lawyer  of  the 
West,”  an  original  screenplay  by  Lamar 
Trotti,  which  has  been  on  the  shelf  at 
the  Westwood  film  plant  for  some  time. 
No  cast  or  director  has  been  announced. 

Warner  will  contribute  to  the  cycle  with 

“Lincoln  in  the  White  House,”  one  of  its 
“patriotic”  short  subjects,  the  title  role 
to  be  played  by  Frank  McGlynn  sr.  The 

picture,  one  of  the  studio’s  historical 
series,  gets  underway  in  January. 

Directs  Darrieux 
Universal  has  signed  Anatole  Litvak  to 

direct  “Almost  an  Angel,”  next  Danielle 
Darrieux  starrer.  Picture  rolls  early  in 

January  with  Joe  Pasternak  producing. 

SCR1PTERS 
— Metro 

LEONARD  PRASKIN  to  an  untitled  story, 

planned  as  a   sequel  to  "Stablemates.” 
DORE  SCHART  and  DAVID  HERTZ  to  "Lady 

of  the  Tropics,”  next  Hedy  LaMarr  picture,  with 
Robert  Taylor  to  play  opposite  and  Joseph  Man- 
kiewicz  producing. 
WILLIAM  LUDWIG  teamed  with  HARRY 

RUSKIN  on  "Milady  Goes  Along,”  an  original  by 
James  Edward  Grant,  which  Frederick  Stephani 

will  produce. 
LIONEL  HOUSER  to  “100  to  1.”  Edward 

Chodorov  produces. — Monogram 

MARTIN  MOONEY  to  “General  Investigator,” 
an  E.  B.  Derr  production. — Paramount 

FRANK  RYAN  to  write  gags  for  “The  Lady's 
From  Kentucky,”  now  in  production  as  a   George 
Raft  starrer. 

GILBERT  GABRIEL  and  ROBERT  THOEREN 

to  “The  World’s  Applause,”  from  a   story  by 

Charles  G.  Booth.  Harlan  Thompson  will  pro- duce. 

JEROME  ODLUM  to  "Two  Time  Loser,”  an 
original  by  Arthur  Sheekman,  which  Jeff  La- 

zarus will  produce. 

VIRGINIA  VAN  UPP  to  “Angeles  in  Furs.”  Jeff 
Lazarus  produces. — RKO  Radio 

DALTON  TRUMBO  to  "Sorority  House,”  sched- 
uled to  roll  December  15  as  a   Robert  Sisk  pro- 

duction. Anne  Shirley  and  James  Ellison  will 
have  the  featured  roles. 
— Eduard  Small 

BEATRICE  JONES  to  an  untitled  original. 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

JOHN  FRANCIS  LARKIN  to  “The  Big  Drum,” 
his  own  original. 
— U   ni  versal 

GEORGE  O’NEIL  to  “Bull  by  the  Horns,”  from 
a   novel  by  Charles  Bonner.  John  M.  Stahl  will 

produce  and  direct. 

MORTIMER  OFFNER  to  “The  Family  Next 
Door,”  from  his  own  original,  for  Producer  Burt 
Kelly. 

ALEX  GOTTLIEB  to  an  untitled  story  for 

Crime  Club  productions. 

BRUNO  FRANK,  German  novelist  and  play- 
wright, signed  to  do  an  original  under  the  title 

“Back  to  Work.”  Joe  Pasternak  will  produce  and 
Henry  Koster  will  direct,  picture  to  roll  in  April. 
— Warner  Bros. 

EARL  SNELL  to  an  untitled  “Torchy  Blane” 
original;  EARL  BALDWIN  to  "Brother  Orchid,” 
from  Richard  Connell’s  original,  in  which  Ed- 

ward G.  Robinson  will  be  featured. 

LAWRENCE  KIMBLE  and  SIG  HERZIG  col- 

laborate on  “The  Holy  Terror,”  from  an  original 
by  George  Carleton  Brown.  Wayne  Morris  will 
be  starred. 
MICHAEL  FESSIER  to  an  untitled  original, 

dealing  with  a   famous  medical  center. 

NORMAN  REILLY  RAINE  to  “The  Working 

Man.” 

OPTIONS 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

LOU  BRESLOW  and  HARRY  TUGEND,  writers, 
draw  new  contracts. 

JUNE  GALE,  actress,  given  one-year  contract extension. 

SIDNEY  TOLER  held  for  further  work  as 

“Charlie  Chan.”  First  of  the  new  series  with 
Toler  in  the  title  role  is  now  nearing  completion. 

THE  RfTZ  BROTHERS  sign  new  term  con- 

tract. Next  picture,  "The  Gorilla,”  starts  in 
January.  MARJORIE  WEAVER,  actress,  also 
draws  contract  extension. — Universal 

RICHARD  ARLEN  signs  long-term  contract  to 
feature  in  six  pictures  yearly.  Films  are  to  be 
of  the  outdoor  action  variety,  but  not  .westerns. 
Arlen  reports  for  his  first  assignment  in  April. 

WHITNEY  BOLTON,  columnist,  signed  to  writ- 

ing contract. — Warner  Bros. 

GEORGIA  HAWKINS,  Little  Theatre  actress, 
draws  term  ticket. 

GABRIEL  DELL  and  HUNTZ  HALL,  of  the 

“Dead  End”  gang,  win  new  contracts. 
LARRY  WILLIAMS,  stage  actor  who  appeared 

in  "Brother  Rat,”  signed  to  long-term  contract. 
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Three  Outstanding 

NEW  FILMS 

EASTMAN  announces  three  important  new 

negative  films  for  the  professional  motion  pic- 

ture field. ...  Plus-X :   fast,  fine-grained.  Unsur- 

passed for  general  studio  work. . . .   Super-XX: 

super-speed,  surprisingly  small  grain.  For  diffi- 

cult newsreel  shots,  or  for  use  wherever  ex- 

posure is  a   problem. . . .   Background-X :   ultra- 

fine  grain,  ample  speed.  For  backgrounds.  Also 

excellent  for  all-round  exterior  work. . . .   These 

films  not  only  make  dramatic  advances  along 

their  particular  lines,  but  offer  the  high  relia- 

bility and  photographic  quality  typical  of 

Eastman  sensitized  materials.  Eastman  Kodak 

Company,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  (J.  E.  Brulatour, 

Inc.,  Distributors,  Fort  Lee,  Chicago,  Holly  wood.) 

EASTMAN  Plus-X . . . 

Super-XX ...  Buchground-X 
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Actors  Guild  Marking  Time 

In  " Waiting  Game”  Defense 
From  the  Stage 

Still  playing  a   waiting  game  in  defend- 
ing itself  against  two  unheralded  chal- 

lenges of  its  jurisdiction,  the  Screen  Ac- 

tors Guild  has  joined  Hollywood’s  two 
other  top  talent  unions — the  Screen  Writ- 

ers and  Screen  Directors  Guilds — in  oc- 

cupying itself  with  less  significant  or- 
ganizational developments. 

SAG  Awaits  NLRB  Notification 

Currently  in  the  throes  of  complex  com- 
plaints involving  the  IATSE,  the  Studio 

Utility  Employes  and  other  labor  factions, 
the  national  labor  relations  board  has  in- 

dicated that  the  pair  of  petitions  disputing 

the  SAG’s  jurisdiction,  as  well  as  the 
status  of  complaints  filed  by  the  SWG  and 
SDG  against  the  producers,  must  take  a 

back  seat  until  mid-December — or  pos- 
sibly even  later. 

Thus  the  SAG  pursues  its  adopted  policy 
of  taking  no  action  on  the  challenges  filed 

in  rapid  succession  by  the  Riders,  Char- 

acters and  Extra  Players  Ass’n  and  by 
Cinema  Players,  Inc.,  until  officially  noti- 

fied by  the  NLRB. 

Taking  advantage  of  this  more-or-less 
quiescent  condition,  Kenneth  Thomson, 
SAG  secretary,  has  planed  to  New  York 

for  two  weeks,  his  business  two-fold:  To 
confer  with  eastern  SAG  representatives 

on  the  status  of  the  Guild’s  recently- 
launched  drive  to  organize  commercial 
film  manufacturers  in  Detroit,  Cleveland, 

New  York  and  other  eastern  and  mid- 
western  cities:  and  to  attend  a   conference 
of  the  Associated  Actors  and  Artists  of 

America,  of  which  the  SAG  is  an  af- 
filiate, December  12. 

Details  Being  Smoothed  Out 

To  be  withheld  until  Thomson’s  return 
will  be  further  conferences  on  the  Guild’s 
19-point  licensing  plan  for  talent  agents, 
discussions  on  which  were  resumed  upon 
the  return  of  M.  C.  Levee,  president  of  the 
Artists  Managers  Guild,  and  Laurence 

Beilenson,  SAG  counsel,  from  out-of-town 
trips.  Details  of  the  franchising  scheme 
are  being  smoothed  out  for  submission  to 

the  SAG  board.  Bobbing  up  for  con- 

sideration by  the  agents’  and  SAG  nego- 
tiating committee  in  the  possibility  as 

sketched  by  an  SAG  spokesman  that  a 
clause  may  be  written  into  the  franchise 
prohibiting  anyone  other  than  licensed 
agents  from  signing  personal  contracts 

with  acting  talent — thus,  if  adopted,  abol- 
ishing the  practice  now  pursued  by  cer- 

tain producers,  directors  and  actors. 

Three  additional  producers  have  signed 
SAG  contracts.  Jed  Buell  Productions  and 
Cinemart  Films  have  affixed  signatures  to 
the  modified  agreement  worked  out  for 

independent  film  makers,  while  Walt  Dis- 
ney has  been  given  a   temporary  contract 

covering  the  hour-and-wage  regulations 
for  Guild  members  employed  as  dialoguists 

and  sound  effects  “voices.”  Upon  com- 
pletion of  a   more  thorough  study  of  the 

application  of  the  Guild’s  new  working 
agreement  to  the  Disney  plant  and  to 
other  cartoon  makers,  special  contracts 
will  be  drafted  covering  this  type  of  film 

production. 

Dorothy  Lovett,  who  at  the  age  of  five 
toddled  on  to  the  stage  of  an  RKO 
theatre,  departs  for  Hollywood  to 
start  her  film  career  under  the  aegis 

of  RKO  Radio  Pictures. 

Wage-Hour  Chief's Coast  Trip  Delayed 

Fear  expressed  by  local  producer-labor 
representatives  that  Elmer  F.  Andrews, 

federal  administrator  of  the  wage-hour 
law,  may  indefinitely  delay  his  visit  to 

Hollywood — on  which  he  was  scheduled  to 
arrive  December  2 — again  brings  to  the 

forefront  industry  leaders’  concern  over 
ramifications  of  the  measure’s  applica- 

tion to  filmdom’s  30,000  studio  employes. 

Though  Victor  Clarke,  Hays  office  la- 
bor contact,  declared  he  had  received  no 

further  word  from  Andrews  since  the  lat- 
ter announced  he  would  make  Hollywood 

one  of  his  stops  on  a   projected  western 

speaking  tour,  Clarke  declared  the  “wait- 
ing game”  policy  would  be  maintained  un- 
til Andrews  has  given  definite  notifica- 

tion as  to  whether  he  intends  visiting  here 
or  not. 

Thus  relegated  to  the  pigeon-hole  for 
the  time  being  is  the  exhaustive  survey 

compiled  by  Clarke  and  Pat  Casey,  also 

of  the  Hays  office,  as  the  result  of  con- 
ferences with  Andrews  in  Washington  and 

huddles  both  here  and  in  New  York  with 

studio  managers,  production  executives 
and  union  officials. 

Action,  consequently,  on  the  considered 

adoption  of  a   five-day  working  week,  ex- 
emption of  certain  types  of  workers  and 

other  factors  currently  contributing  to  the 

wage-hour  headache,  will  again  be  side- 
tracked. 

Terry  Morse  Assigned 

Terry  Morse  directs  “Sweepstakes  Win- 
ner,” starring  Marie  Wilson,  at  WB. 

Nazi  Film  Actress 

Finds  No  Welcome 

Another  emissary  from  Naziland  felt  the 

wrath  of  the  militant  Hollywood  Anti- 
Nazi  League  when  Leni  Riefenstahl,  Ger- 

man film  actress,  arriving  here,  was  made 
the  object  of  a   frigid  reception  by  the 
League,  its  supporters  and  liberal  film 
folk  in  general.  Urging  screenland  to 

“close  your  doors”  to  what  it  branded  as  a 
"Nazi  agent,”  the  League  took  the  stand 

that  there  was  “no  room  in  Hollywood”  for 
her,  although  ostensibly  Fraulein  Riefen- 

stahl came  only  on  a   vacation  and  to  get 

a   peep  into  local  film  plants. 

Apparently  the  League’s  left-handed welcome  had  its  desired  results,  moreover, 
as  there  were  no  open  indications  that  the 
film  world  was  very  greatly  enthused  over 
entertaining  Leni  either  socially  or  with 
a   view  to  giving  her  a   fling  at  Hollywood 
camera  work. 

With  the  exception  of  the  wrath  en- 

gendered over  "Nazi  agent”  Riefenstahl’s invasion  of  local  battlements,  the  League 

found  itself  pausing  for  breath  due  to 

the  seasonal  pre-holiday  activities  of  its 
individual  members — plus  the  natural  let- 

down following  recent  and  hectic  activi- 

ties, including  mass  meetings  and  “peace 
parade”  demonstrations. 
Now  engaging  its  attention  as  its  next 

affair,  to  be  held  December  2   at  the  Phil- 

harmonic Auditorium,  is  a   “Talent  in 
Exile”  program,  the  entertainment  to  be 
provided  by  musicians,  writers,  actors  and 
others  who  have  been  exiled  from  their 

native  countries.  The  presentation  will 
be  patterned  after  the  radio  broadcast  of 

the  same  name,  sponsored  by  the  Anti- 
Nazi  League  and  presented  weekly  over 
Station  KFWB. 

On  November  26  the  local  branch  of 

Associated  Film  Audiences — nation-wide 
organization  which  is  campaigning  for 

freedom  of  the  screen  in  approaching  con- 
troversial political,  economic  and  social 

topics — was  to  hold  its  first  entertainment. 

John  Ford,  Walter  Wanger,  Melvyn  Doug- 
las, Irving  Pichel  and  other  Hollywood 

notables  were  expected  to  attend. 

Hodes  Technical  Adviser 

On  WB's  'Haym  Salomon 
To  insure  authenticity  in  preparing 

the  script  and  producing  the  picture,  Bar- 
nett Hodes,  corporation  counsel  for  the 

city  of  Chicago,  has  arrived  at  Warner  to 

act  as  technical  adviser  on  “The  Life  of 

Haym  Salomon.” Hodes  has  done  considerable  research 

into  the  biography  of  the  American-Jew- 
ish  patriot  of  Revolutionary  War  days, 
announced  for  filming  several  months  ago 

by  the  Burbank  plant. 

McCarey  Megs  " Torchy " Warner  has  signed  Ray  McCarey  to  di- 

rect “Torchy  for  Mayor,”  next  in  the 
“Torchy  Blane”  series,  which  rolls  next 
week  with  Glenda  Farrell  and  Barton 
MacLane  in  top  roles. 
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER  is  set- ting a   splendid  example  for  other 
Hollywood  producers  through  its 

activities  in  behalf  of  Boys  Town,  Father 

Edward  Flanagan’s  Nebraska  institution 
which  furnished  the  story  idea  and  back- 

ground for  Leo’s  recent  smash  hit  of  the 
same  name. 

Certain  of  the  film  capital’s  columnists 
have  done  their  insidious  best  to  create 

the  impression  that  the  studio’s  altruistic 
gesture  is  inspired  by  contriteness  due  to 
the  fact  that  a   mere  $5,000  was  paid 
Father  Flanagan  for  the  film  rights  to 
the  story  of  his  worthy  institution  and  for 

his  cooperation  and  technical  advice  dur- 

ing the  picture’s  filming,  which  sum,  they 
emphasize,  now  appears  niggardly  in  the 

face  of  the  feature’s  staggering  grosses 
and  with  which  they  insinuate  Father 
Flanagan  has  voiced  dissatisfaction.  In 
this  attitude  these  innuendo  specialists 
are  characteristically  inaccurate.  The 
truth  of  the  matter  is  the  studio  offered 

$25,000  to  the  good  Father  and  he  refused 
to  accept  more  than  20  per  cent  of  that 
amount. 

Despite  which,  Louis  B.  Mayer  has  an- 

nounced the  company’s  intention  to  build 
a   wing  at  the  school  as  a   manifestation 

of  the  studio’s  appreciation  of  both  Father 
Flanagan’s  cooperation  and  his  estimable 
charitable  enterprise.  First  step  toward 

financing  the  venture  was  Saturday’s  foot- 
ball game  between  the  teams  from  Boys 

Town  and  the  local  Blacke-Fox  Military 
Academy,  promoted  and  staged  by  John 
W.  Considine  jr.,  with  the  efficient  aid  of 

Leo’s  publicists.  A   reported  $15,000  was 
raised  at  this  gridiron  clash.  Such 
altruistic  and  unselfish  undertakings  can 

do  much  to  earn  the  public’s  good  will  and 
respect  for  the  motion  picture  industry 
and  the  race  which  predominates  in  its 
production  circles. 

In  a   verbose  publicity  release,  Murphy 
McHenry,  who  bandies  facts  and  fables  on 

behalf  of  Edward  Small’s  public  relations 
— if  any,  makes  the  edifying  announce- 

ment that  “Bing  Crosby  is  working  in 
‘King  of  the  Turf’,”  and  then  goes  to 
some  length  to  establish  that  it  is  not  Bing 
Crosby,  the  crooner,  but  Bing  Crosby,  the 
racehorse. 

Why  disillusion  the  theatregoers  with 

this  behind-the-scenes  confidential  infor- 
mation? They  may  never  have  known  the 

difference. 

The  east  coast  was  not  the  only  section  of 

the  United  States  to  experience  a   precedental 

cold  wave  last  week.  Those  frigid  blasts 

which  were  sensed — if  not  felt — in  Hollywood 

were  caused  by  the  great  gobs  of  ice  given 

to  Leni  Riefenstahl,  reported  to  be  Hitler's 

girl  friend,  and  Germany's  Number  One  lady 

of  the  cinema,  who  arrived  here  to  giff  a 

gander  at  how  der  mo-o-otion  bictchures  are 
made  in  Amerika. 

Film  folks'  disinclination  to  give  Leni  a 
tumble,  while  traceable  to  the  reputation 

which  has  preceded  her,  was  no  doubt  ac- 

centuated by  the  blast  issued  by  the  Holly- 

wood Anti-Nazi  League,  calling  upon  the 

screen  colony  to  "close  its  doors"  against 

her  and  branding  her  as  a   "Nazi  agent" — 
the  League  thus  initiating  a   campaign  simi- 

lar to  that  which  subjected  Vittorio  Mussolini, 

son  of  II  Duce,  to  the  now  historic  classic 

dose  of  refrigeration  which  sent  him  home  to 

Papa  a   wiser,  and  sadder,  emissary  of 
bigotry. 

George  Raft’s  personal  publicist,  aided 
and  abetted  by  Columnist  Jimmy  Starr — 

as  usual — declares  that  “George  would 
like  to  suggest  to  the  Academy  bosses  that 
special  awards  be  given  each  year  to  the 
best  animal  actor.  George  thinks  that 
Slicker,  the  seal,  should  get  the  nod  this 

year  for  the  finest  scene  stealing  .   .   .” 
Before  declaring  Slicker  the  undisputed 

champion  scenestealer,  it  might  be  well  to 
subject  him  to  some  competition.  After 
all,  the  only  scenes  he  has  stolen  thus  far 
were  from  George. 

In  the  same  column,  and  from  the  same 
publicist,  Starr  goes  for  this  one: 

“Clarence  Brown  is  somewhat  annoyed 
at  the  reports  that  his  swanky  ranch  was 
in  danger  of  the  brush  fire.  He  figures 
that  such  rumors  automatically  lower  the 

value  of  the  place.  So  far,  his  estate  is  in 

no  danger  .   .   .” 
Press  agentry  has  certainly  been  ele- 

( Continued  on  page  37) 

A   Somniferous  Sextet 

For  the  second  consecutive  week,  the  commonplace  char- 

acterized the  preview  lineup,  with  six  assorted  features  having 

been  projected  for  the  film  capital's  theoretically  critical  audi- 
ences— no  one  of  the  pictures,  however,  being  of  the  type  that 

would  inspire  anyone  to  write  home  about  it.  From  the  stand- 

point of  importance  as  to  cast  and  budget.  Paramount's  re- 

lease of  the  English-made  "The  Beachcomber,"  starring  Charles 
Laughton,  probably  rates  first  attention,  although  not  acclaim. 

Produced  and  directed  in  London  by  Erich  Pommer  from  a 

story  by  W.  Somerset  Maugham,  it  is  not  of  the  entertainment 

calibre  to  insure  wholeheartedly  enthusiastic  reception  in 

American  theatres.  Slow-paced,  the  action  has  been  largely 

sacrificed  to  dialogue,  and  the  brilliant  character  study 

created  by  Laughton  in  the  title  role,  while  a   definite  asset, 

cannot  guarantee  a   brilliant  future  for  the  film  in  this  country 

other  than  in  sophisticated  first-run  spots.  From  a   technical 

standpoint,  however,  it  measures  up  well  with  anything  so 
far  manufactured  on  these  shores. 

*   *   *   * 

In  the  next  grouping  are  four  run-of-the-mill  programmers, 

none  of  which  transcended  mediocrity  with  the  exception  of 

Republic's  "Come  on  Rangers,"  starring  Roy  Rogers.  Despite 
its  sagebrush  classification,  it  probably  rates  as  the  best  pic- 

ture of  the  week  when  its  entertainment  potentialities  are 

weighed  and  compared  with  its  running-mates.  Republic 

again  demonstrates  its  now-perfected  knack  of  turning  out 

ace-high  westerns  and  Rogers  shows  rapid  development  in 
Thespic  and  melodic  ability,  assuring  him  of  increasing  popu- 

larity with  outdoor  fans.  Charles  Ford,  who  recently  bowed 

out  as  one  of  the  studio's  producers,  rates  plaudits  for  his 

part  in  the  picture's  making  and  Joe  Kane  delivers  his  stan- 
dardly fine  directorial  job. 

The  remaining  trio  included  Monogram's  ”1  Am  a   Criminal," 

Paramount's  release  of  the  John  Speaks-Colonial  production, 

"Little  Orphan  Annie"  and  20th  Century-Fox's  latest  Jones 

Family  episode,  "Everybody's  Baby."  The  Monogram  offering 
can  safely  be  tabbed  as  a   praiseworthy  program  product, 

excellently  enacted  by  John  Carroll  and  youthful  Martin 

Spellman  and  reflecting  credit  on  Producer  E.  B.  Derr  and  Di- 
rector William  Nigh  for  workmanlike  jobs.  Departing  from 

the  usual  gangster  formula,  it  should  bring  forth  no  complaints 

from  everage  audiences.  Aimed  largely  for  consumption  by 

adolescent  audiences  at  matinee  showings,  "Little  Orphan 

Annie"  will  pack  a   tremendous  wallop  in  such  situations  and 
may  intrigue  the  legion  of  adults  who  follow  the  comic  strip 

character  in  her  newspaper  adventures  along  with  the  kids. 

Ben  Holmes  wielded  the  megaphone.  Acceptable,  but  not 

outstanding  as  one  of  the  series,  is  "Everybody's  Baby,"  in 
which  the  Joneses’  daughter  and  son-in-law  are  presented 

with  a   "bundle  of  joy."  Disputes  as  to  how  the  child  shall 
be  reared,  resulting  in  a   family  free-for-all,  supply  the  action, 
but  the  merriment  is  not  so  plentiful  as  that  carded  in  previous 
adventures  of  the  family. 

*   *   *   * 

Metro's  "Flirting  With  Fate,"  produced  by  David  L.  Loew 
as  his  final  picture  under  the  contract  held  with  Comedian 

Joe  E.  Brown,  although  more  important  from  a   budgetary  and 

cast  viewpoint  than  the  above-named  features,  turned  out  to 
be  a   far  from  auspicious  farewell  offering  for  Loew.  It  is 

slapstick  at  its  broadest,  the  clumsy  story  sending  Brown 

through  an  endless  series  of  unoriginal  and  unfunny  situa- 
tions completely  unworthy  of  his  talents  despite  his  strenuous 

efforts  to  wring  out  a   few  laughs.  Equally  at  a   loss  was  the 

dependable  Leo  Carrillo,  while  a   competent  supporting  cast 

headed  by  Beverly  Roberts  and  Wynne  Gibson  was  never  given 

an  opportunity  to  get  away  from  the  starting  wire. 
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Plays       Possibilities 

New  York — The  stage  seems  to  have 

taken  on  a   second  wind.  New  plays  are  the 

order  of  virtually  every  night  and  some 

are  closing.  The  current  crop  includes 

these: 

"Ringside  Seat" 
Thirty-second  play,  this  opened  at  the 

Guild  Theatre,  November  22,  and  ran 

seven  performances,  closing  November  26. 

A   play  in  a   prologue  and  three  acts  by 

Leonard  Ide.  Staged  and  produced  by  Ru- 
fus Phillips  with  a   cast  including  Grant 

Mitchell,  Mary  Rolfe,  G.  Pat  Collins,  Roy 

Roberts,  Louise  Larabee,  Lucia  Seger, 
Frank  Rothe,  Richard  Abert,  Leo  Herbert, 
Haldor  de  Becker.  The  critics  think  this: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror — It’s  too 
bad  Author  Ide  and  Producer-Director 

Phillips  didn't  keep  it  in  the  vein  of  satire. 
Instead  they  have  let  it  fall  over  into  the 
realms  of  farce  and  melodrama  with 

rather  unhappy  results  .   .   .   Mr.  Mitchell, 
excellent  actor  that  he  is,  makes  the  most 

of  his  opportunities.  Mary  Rolfe  .   .   .   offers 

another  admirable  performance. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
Leonard  Ide  .   .   .   has  done  a   fairly  good 

job  with  the  old  tricks  .   .   .   Mitchell,  one 

of  the  better  light  comedians,  is  happy 

expressing  the  embarrassments  of  the 
pompous  little  man  with  an  expanding 
self  assurance. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — Mr.  Mitchell 
turns  his  celebrated  charm  on  steadily  all 

evening  and  Leonard  Ide’s  play  just  as 
steadily  turns  it  off  .   .   .   There  is  a   little 

plot  which  may  be  discovered  by  lifting 

the  corner  of  the  curtain,  or  just  a   nos- 
tril. It  has  to  do  with  a   missing  witness, 

a   black  bag  containing  valuable  clues  and 
the  hired  gangsters  of  a   murderous  big 
shot  trying  to  send  an  innocent  man  to 
the  chair. 

R.  W.  jr„  Herald-Tribune — It  has  Grant 
Mitchell  and  a   couple  of  good  melodra- 

matic moments  to  offer,  but  after  one  or 
two  flurries  of  excitement  it  turns  out  to 

be  pretty  disappointing  stuff. 

J.  M.  B„  Post — i   ...  a   very  small  and 
frost-bitten  potato  indeed.  It  is  an  un- 

happy mixture  of  farce  which  is  almost 
resolutely  unfunny  and  of  gun  play  that  is 

not  sadly  exciting.  Mr.  Mitchell  is  ami- 
able and  ingratiating. 

R.  L.,  Sun — Mr.  Sturgis,  played  by  Grant 

Mitchell,  is  really  as  comical  as  the  au- 
thor intended.  But  the  rest  somehow 

doesn’t  jell. 

B.  A.,  Times — It  is  painstakingly  com- 
pounded of  bucolic  humors  and  grisly  ex- 

citements. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — If  “Ringside 
Seat”  is  intended  as  a   satirical  treatment 
of  the  morbid  sensationalism  attending 
our  more  juicy  murder  trials,  it  falls  flat 
on  its  nose  because  the  author  could  not 

stretch  his  imagination  as  far  as  the  fan- 
tastic truth  about  most  spectacles  of  the 

sort. 

"The  Boys  From  Syracuse " 

This  is  the  33rd  play  of  the  season.  “The 
Boys  From  Syracuse”  opened  at  the  Alvin 
November  23.  A   musical  comedy  in  two 

acts  and  nine  scenes  based  on  Shakes- 

peare’s “The  Comedy  of  Errors,”  it  was 
staged  and  produced  by  George  Abbott. 
He  did  the  book  as  well,  while  the  music 

is  by  Richard  Rodgers,  the  lyrics  by  Lo- 
renz Hart,  the  scenery  and  lighting  by 

Jo  Mielziner,  the  choreography  by  George 

Balanchine  and  costumes  by  Irene  Sharaff. 

The  cast  principals  include  Jimmy  Savo, 

Eddie  Albert,  Wynn  Murray,  Muriel  Ange- 
lus,  Marcy  Wescott,  Ronald  Graham, 

Teddy  Hart,  Betty  Bruce  and  Heidi  Vos- 
seler.  The  critics: 

Walter  Winchell,  Daily  Mirror —   ...  an 
enchanting  attraction  .   .   .   The  composers 
have  never  provided  a   lovelier  score.  It 
is  crowded  with  tuneful  airs  .   .   .   Heidi 

Vosseler’s  graceful  toe  work  for  instance, 
lovely  to  witness;  the  singing  of  Eddie  Al- 

bert; Muriel  Angelus,  who  is  also  blessed 
with  considerable  charm;  Roland  Graham, 
Bob  Lawrence  and  the  magical  toes  of 

George  Church,  whose  tapping  is  some- 
thing out  of  the  clouds.  The  choreography 

of  George  Balanchine  is  a   high  spot  in 
his  illustrious  career  .   .   .   The  outstanding 
member  of  the  new  hit  is  Betty  Bruce 
of  the  Metropolitan  Ballet  and  the  French 
Casino.  Her  sirening  and  her  exquisite 
dancing  won  the  major  applause  .   .   . 

B.  M„  Daily  News  (three  stars) —   .   .   . 
the  loveliest  and  most  colorful  of  recent 
bids  for  entertainment  ...  I   should  not 
speak  of  the  comedy  as  being  actually 
riotous.  There  is  usually  something  heavy 
and  irritating  about  mistaken  identity 

plots  .   .   .   But  there  is  enough  fun  to  ex- 
cuse the  lifting  of  the  plot.  Thanks  to 

Jimmy  Savo  .   .   .   The  cast  is  fortunate  in 
its  women,  too  .   .   .   But  it  is  the  spirit  of 

the  ensemble  that  will  carry  “The  Boys 
From  Syracuse”  into  the  demand  class. 
That  and  the  pleasantly  informal  stag- 

ing that  Abbott  has  given  it. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune  .   .   .   the  finest 
and  most  satisfying  musical  comedy  that 
has  reached  New  York  in  many  a   season 
of  weary  waiting.  Its  book  is  funny,  its 
lyrics  delightful,  its  score  entrancing  and 
settings  colorful  and  lovely  and  its  cast 
perfect  ...  If  you  have  been  wondering 
all  these  years  just  what  was  wrong  with 

“The  Comedy  of  Errors,”  it  now  is  possible 
to  tell  you.  It  has  been  waiting  for  a 
score  by  Rodgers  and  Hart  and  direction 

by  George  Abbott.  His  (Savo’s)  playing  is 
a   constant  delight.  In  fact,  every  mem- 

ber of  the  cast  seems  entirely  right. 

J.  A.,  J ournal- American —   .   .   .   among 

the  town’s  indispensable  amusements  .   .   . 

Another  Play  Closes 

New  York — “You  Never  Know”  which 
opened  at  the  Winter  Garden,  September 

21,  closed  November  26  after  78  per- 
formances. 

unfaltering  drive  of  Mr.  Abbott’s  swiftest 
direction  .   .   .   There  is  no  time  to  com- 

plain that  the  old  plot  still  creaks  with 

incredulity  because  in  the  midst  of  such 
crazy  doings  credulity  may  go  hang  and  a 

good  job,  too  .   .   .   The  score  is  irresistible 
throughout. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   .   .   .   uncommonly  beau- 
tiful production,  and  which  includes  some 

of  Mr.  Hart’s  gayest  lyrics  and  certainly 
some  of  the  most  beguiling  music  that  has 

ever  come  from  Mr.  Rodgers’  pen  or  that 
has  floated  upwards  hereabouts  in  many 
a   blue  moon  from  an  orchestra  pit  .   .   . 

Indeed,  reservation  and  all,  “The  Boys 
From  Syracuse”  is  something  to  see  and 
hear — even  if  it  proves  far  less  convulsing 

than  you  had  wanted,  and  far  less  shock- 
ing than  you  had  anticipated. 

R.  L.,  Sun —   .   .   .   one  of  the  season’s  gay- 
est ..  .   The  whole  ridiculous  extravaganza 

of  plot  and  counterplot  is  reeled  off  at  a 
dancing  pace,  growing  steadily  brisker 
until  it  collapses  delightfully  in  one  of  the 

most  outrageous  patterns  of  happy  coin- 
cidence even  Shakespeare  ever  thought 

of. 

B.  A.,  Times —   .   .   .   the  local  theatre 
wakes  up  to  a   beautiful  feast  of  rollicking 
mummery  this  morning  .   .   .   there  is  Savo, 
the  pantomime  genius,  whose  humorous 
gleams  and  fairy-tale  capers  have  never 
been  so  delightful  and  alarming  .   .   .   the 

principal  people  of  the  plot  .   .   .   are  all 
genial  company  ...  As  the  lady  to  the  left 

remarked,  kiss  “The  Boys  From  Syracuse” hello. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — I   believe  it 
will  be  regarded  as  the  greatest  musical 
comedy  of  its  time  .   .   .   With  all  that  is  a 
magnificent  structure,  the  play  is  peopled 
with  men  who  are  masters  of  droll  comedy, 

women  who  are  bewitching  in  their 

roguery,  singers  who  are  not,  thank  God, 
the  usual  faded  castoffs  from  Hollywood 
and  dancers  who  are  afire  with  talent. 

"Rocket  to  the  Moon" 

A   play  in  three  acts  by  Clifford  Odets. 
This,  the  34th  play  of  the  season,  opened 
at  the  Belasco,  November  24.  Staged  by 
Harold  Clurman  in  settings  by  Modecal 
Gorelik,  it  was  produced  by  the  Group 
Theatre  as  its  initial  offering  in  its  eighth 

season.  The  cast  includes  Morris  Car- 
novsky,  Ruth  Nelson,  Eleanor  Lynn,  Art 

Smith,  Luther  Adler,  Leif  Erickson,  San- 
ford Meisner  and  William  Challer.  The 

critics  on  it: 

W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror — It  revealed  a   ma- 
turing fugitive  from  Hollywood  testing  his 

skill  at  Psychology,  Philosophy  and  Logic 
and  selecting  for  his  experiment  a   typical 

struggling  professional-class  background 
.   .   .   There  are  many  interesting  character 

portrayals  of  individuals,  but  their  compo- 
site confusions  fail  to  develop  a   complete 

phychology  .   .   .   Odets  is  approaching  pro- 
founder subjects  which  he  himself  has  not 

completely  digested  and  the  play  shows  it. 

But  he  is  on  the  right  track  ...  He  dis- 
sects the  lives  of  a   dentist  named  Stark 

and  his  lonely  wife;  her  estranged  father; 

the  dentist’s  attractive  secretary  and  a 
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Three  Homeoffice  Moguls  Visit 

Hollywood  for  Quiet  Huddles 

few  other  tenants  on  the  same  office  floor 

.   .   .   Morris  Carnovsky’s  performance 
seemed  outstanding.  Ruth  Nelson  as  the 
wife,  Art  Smith,  Leif  Erickson,  Sanford 
Meisner  and  Luther  Adler  were  also  at- 

tractive in  their  assignments. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 
Clifford  Odets  is  still  considerably  puzzled 
by  this  thing  called  life  .   .   .   Being  puzzled, 
Mr.  Odets  communicates  his  bewilderment 
to  his  audience.  With  the  result  that  we 

did  not  get  much  of  any  place  .   .   .   During 

the  early  scenes  .   .   .   Mr.  Odets  has  writ- 
ten with  his  fine  feeling  for  human  frail- 

ties and  his  artist’s  skill  in  depicting  and 
analyzing  people.  His  people  live  and 
glow  with  all  the  colors  of  the  human 
spectrum  ...  By  the  time  the  third  act  is 
reached  and  there  is  nothing  left  for  Mr. 

Odets’  characters  to  do  but  talk  volubly 
in  circles,  no  one  cares  much  what  hap- 

pens to  any  of  these  tormented  souls  .   .   . 
A   brilliant  little  newcomer,  Eleanor  Lynn, 
arriving  by  way  of  Hollywood,  gives  a 
telling  performance  as  the  knowing  child 
of  the  office  adventure.  Morris  Carnovsky 
.   .   .   gives  honest  character  credibility  .   .   . 
Luther  Adler  proves  again  his  sensitive 
feeling  for  character. 

R.  W.  jr„  Herald-Tribune — Once  more 
he  is  revealed  as  a   writer  of  really  bril- 

liant first  acts,  of  fine  and  moving  dia- 
logue, of  true  and  breathing  characters, 

of  brooding  power  and  plays  that  end  by 
being  curiously  disappointing  .   .   .   has  an 
opening  act  that  is  not  only  the  finest 
thing  that  Mr.  Odets  has  ever  written  but 
is  as  eloquent  and  stirring  as  anything  in 
the  recent  theatre  .   .   .   The  acting  and  the 
direction  seem  to  me  exceptionally  fine. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — It  was  hand- 
somely played  out  by  a   small  but  excel- 

lent cast  .   .   .   and  for  all  I   could  make  out, 
seemed  a   distracted  and  uneven  play 
running  through  stray  scenes  of  clarity 
and  dramatic  impact.  His  dialogue  is  still 

Odet’s  greatest  distinction  as  a   play- 
wright and  when  it  is  good  it  is  power  and 

stinging  precision  ...  It  is  a   yes-and-no 
drama,  on  the  disappointing  side  of  the 
ledger  .   .   .   Luther  Adler  imparts  to  the 
cynical,  eloquent  and  often  humorous  lines 

a   relish  that  makes  it  easily  his  best  per- 
formance, richly  colored  and  self-con- 

tained .   .   .   Mr.  Carnovsky  created  a   sensi- 
tive portrait  .   .   .   Eleanor  Lynn  .   .   .   gives  an 

excellent  account  of  herself. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   .   .   .   tantalizing  mixture 
of  faults  and  virtues  ...  Its  initial  act 
.   .   .   is  by  all  odds  the  finest  act  Mr. 
Odets  has  yet  written  .   .   .   Thereafter,  Mr. 
Odets  disappoints  you  cruelly  ...  It  is  a 
bad  play  written  by  a   man  who  when  he 
writes  well  can  write  magnificently.  But 
even  they  (the  cast)  cannot  make  one 

forget  that  “Rocket  to  the  Moon”  is  a 
disappointing  play  .   .   . 

R.  L.,  Sun — It  has  some  of  Odets’  best 
writing  in  it,  if  it  is  not  his  best  play  .   .   . 
For  an  act  and  a   half  it  is,  as  a   matter  of 

fact  close  to  his  best,  and  in  many  re- 
spects the  most  absorbing  drama  of  the 

season. 

B.  A.,  Times —   ...  it  is  electric  with  the 
anguish  and  rebellion  of  human  beings 

.   .   .   there  is  no  one  to  equal  Mr.  Odets’ 
gift  for  dialogue  ...  In  this  playgoer’s 
opinion,  Mr.  Odets’  facility  with  dialogue 
lures  him  away  from  arriving  at  conclu- 

sions. He  interrupts  speeches  with  amus- 
ing episodes  and  wilfully  complicates  the 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Shop  Talk 

Star,  producer  and  director — John 
Barrymore,  Cliff  Reid  and  Garson 

Kanin  huddle  to  discuss  RKO’s  “The 
Great  Man  Votes,”  in  which  they  por- 

tray the  respective  roles  of  star,  pro- 
ducer and  director. 

Routine  Tasks  Mark 

Hays  Coastal  Visit 
Conferences  with  Joseph  M.  Schenck 

regarding  industry  cooperation  with 

President  Roosevelt’s  forthcoming  national 
infantile  paralysis  relief  campaign,  daily 
visits  to  the  studios  and  conferences  on 

routine  problems  with  local  association 
officials  are  keeping  the  hours  well  filled 
for  Will  Hays,  MPPDA  chieftain,  during 
his  current  fall  visit. 

Hays’  stay  will  be  of  indeterminate 
length,  spokesmen  for  him  declare.  Thus 
far  he  has  called  no  formal  meetings  of 
association  members  and  has  given  forth 
no  announcements  on  organization  policy 
in  connection  with  labor,  production  and 
international  problems  confronting  the 
industry. 

Into  the  laps  of  the  Hays  office’s  New 
York  title  bureau  has  been  dropped  the 

controversy  over  the  title  given  Para- 
mount’s forthcoming  jitterbug  picture, 

“Some  Like  It  Hot.”  The  studio’s  com- 

plaint against  the  Hays  organization’s  ban 
on  the  cognomen  has  been  referred  to  the 

eastern  bureau  for  final  decision,  the  mat- 

ter coming  as  Paramount’s  second  tangle 
with  the  association  during  the  past  few 

weeks.  Only  recently  the  studio  com- 

pleted extensive  re-takes  on  “Zaza”  after 
the  Hays  office  had  banned  the  picture’s 
“can-can”  dance  sequences. 

Smith  to  Meg  "Money  Ring" 
Warner  has  assigned  Noel  Smith  to  di- 

rect “Smashing  the  Money  Ring,”  second 
of  the  “Secret  Service”  series  starring 
Ronald  Reagan. 

Simultaneous  presence  here  of  the  Num- 
ber One  men  of  three  production  organiza- 

tions on  visits  from  their  respective  home- 
offices — an  all-time  high  in  quantity  for 

the  past  several  seasons — is  being  met  by 

the  film  capital  without  the  usual  accom- 
paniment of  knee-shaking  and  whispers  of 

possible  purges. 

Checking  in  at  Universal  and  RKO 

Radio,  respectively,  were  President  Nate 

Blumberg  and  Head  Man  George  Schae- 
fer, the  latter  on  his  first  visit  to  the 

studio  since  his  recent  election  to  the  top 

spot.  Schaefer’s  first  official  act  was  an 
announcement  that  no  changes  in  the 

production  setup  are  being  contemplated 
and  that  he  is  here  chiefly  to  acquaint 

himself  with  RKO  Radio’s  personnel  and 
operational  routine.  The  new  president 

declared  that,  in  all  probability,  produc- 
tion budgets  will  be  boosted  considerably 

on  the  company’s  1939-40  quota  and  indi- 
cated he  will  remain  about  ten  days. 

Pandro  Berman,  production  chief,  is  guid- 
ing Schaefer  around. 

Talk  English  Deal 

While  on  the  coast  Schaefer  will  con- 
clude negotiations  with  Walter  Futter, 

English  producer,  who  is  here  to  set  a 
releasing  deal  on  three  pictures  to  be 
made  in  London,  with  Leslie  Howard  as 
director  and  star. 

Blumberg,  at  Universal,  is  conferring 
with  Cliff  Work,  production  manager, 

Matty  Fox  and  other  studio  executives  and 
straightening  out  details  of  the  heavy 
schedule  lined  up  for  the  next  few  months, 
under  which  at  least  four  top  budgeters 

are  set  for  filming.  He  is  expected  to  re- 
main about  a   month. 

Joining  President  Blumberg  at  Univer- 
sal on  Saturday  will  be  J.  Cheever  Cow- 

din,  chairman  of  the  board,  to  participate 

in  the  general  production  conferences  over 
the  weekend. 

Third  in  the  triumvirate  of  current  visit- 
ing moguls,  Herbert  J.  Yates,  has  been  at 

Republic  since  last  week.  No  earth-shak- 
ing developments  have  thus  far  ensued, 

Yates  continuing  to  huddle  with  M.  J. 

Siegel,  chief  of  production,  concerning 

status  of  the  studio’s  new  airshow,  “Under 
Western  Stars.”  He  heads  east  about 
December  1. 

Freeman  Is  Due 

Paramount  was  to  pass  a   milestone  on 

Friday  when  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  new  chief 

of  studio  operations,  was  to  arrive  to  be- 
gin his  duties  and  Adolph  Zukor,  whom 

he  replaces,  was  to  depart  for  New  York 
on  the  first  leg  of  a   trip  to  London  to 

assume  charge  of  the  company’s  British 
operations.  Arriving  at  the  same  time  were 
to  be  Robert  Gillham,  advertising-pub- 

licity-exploitation chieftain,  and  A1  Wil- 
kie— the  latter  set  to  take  over  the  post 

of  homeoffice  publicity  and  advertising 
representative,  formerly  held  by  Herb 
Moulton. 

David  O.  Selznick  has  returned  from  a 

New  York  and  Bermuda  vacation,  bring- 

ing with  him  an  edited  script  of  “Gone 

With  the  Wind.” 
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Plays  ....  Possibilities 
    (Continued  from  preceding  page)    

theme  .   .   .   Although  Mr.  Odets’  rocket 
leaves  the  stage  in  the  first  act  with  a 

shower  of  sparks  and  a   roar  of  glory,  it 
bursts  before  it  touches  the  moon. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   ex- 
tremely interesting,  but  not,  it  seems  to 

me,  tremendously  important  .   .   .   has  a 
magnificent  flair  for  character  study  and 
for  writing  accurate,  almost  photographic, 
dialogue.  But  throughout  .   .   .   there  is  no 
direct  movement  toward  a   solution  of  the 
much  illumination  of  it  .   .   .   The  play  is 
human  problem  involved  nor.  in  fact, 
splendidly  cast  .   .   . 

"Gloriana” 

Thirty-fifth  play,  “Gloriana”  opened  at 
the  Little  Theatre,  November  25.  By 
Ferdinand  Bruckner  in  three  acts  and  with 

songs  by  Thomas  Jefferson  Scott,  the 
staging  was  by  Tom  Powers  who  also  ap- 

pears in  it.  Theatre  House,  Inc.,  pro- 
duced with  a   cast  including  Blanche 

Yurka,  Sayre  Crawley,  Boyd  Crawford, 
Harold  Vermilyea,  Leslie  Denison  and 
Philip  Faversham.  The  judgment: 

W.  W.,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   Mr.  Bruck- 

ner’s intelligent  queen  is  intelligently  in- 
terpreted by  Miss  Yurka.  Her  best  scene 

is  also  the  author’s  outstanding  one,  in 
the  church  praying  for  victory  over  the 

Spanish  king’s  fleet. 
B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars) —   .   .   .   un- 

inspired historical  drama  detailing  with 
some  care  episodes  from  the  romance  of 

the  60-year-old  queen  of  England  and  the 
21-year-old  Robert  Devereux,  Earl  of 
Essex  .   .   .   another  costly  and  wasteful 
experiment  in  trying  to  sell  playgoers  a 
type  of  muddled  historical  drama  they  are 
not  the  least  interested  in  buying.  Nor 
should  be. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   .   hope- 
lessly bad  drama,  stodgy,  feeble  and  a 

little  kittenish  .   .   .   filled  with  lack  of 
promise  for  the  future.  Through  a   mass 
of  colorless  writing  and  futile  acting  there 
dimly  emerges  the  impression  that  the 
playwright  was  trying  to  say  something. 

J.  A.,  J ournal- American —   .   .   .   seems  to 

need  a   dressmaker’s  yardstick  more  than 
it  does  drama  criticism  .   .   .   odd  assort- 

ment of  bad  history  and  worse  drama. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post  .   .   .   such  a   sour  dish  of 

vegetable  marrow  that  even  a   company 
composed  of  Duse,  Sarah  Bernhardt,  Gar- 

rick, Talma,  all  the  Booths  and  Victor 

Moore  could  not  have  made  it  palatable. 

R.  L.,  Sun — Of  all  the  characters,  only 
the  queen  at  all  comes  to  life  and  about 
her  little  of  significance  is  said. 

B.  A.,  Times — In  a   poorly  directed  per- 
formance Miss  Yurka  gives  a   lackluster 

portrait  of  a   great  and  valiant  figure. 

After  Maxwell  Anderson’s  “Elizabeth  the 

Queen”  which  glowed  with  poetry  and 
passion,  “Gloriana”  seems  like  indifferent 
stuff. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   the  sea- 

son’s second  tedious  lesson  in  history  .   .   . 
a   peculiarly  blatant  distortion  of  fact  and 
it  cannot  be  said  to  have  the  saving  grace 
of  fancy  or  imagination  .   .   .   Blancke 
Yurka  .   .   .   plays  with  her  usual  skill,  but 
even  her  skill  cannot  prevent  the  picture 

from  becoming  tiresome  in  the  extreme, 
for  there  is  no  magic  in  the  lines. 

' 'Glorious  Morning' ’ 
A   play  in  three  acts  by  Norman 

Macowan.  The  season’s  36th,  this  was 
produced  by  Oscar  Hammerstein  in  asso- 

ciation with  Michael  Hillman.  Hammer- 
stein also  staged.  Premiere  was  at  the 

Mansfield,  November  26,  with  a   cast  em- 
bracing Vera  Allen,  Frederic  Tozere,  Lee 

Baker,  Winston  O’Keefe,  Jeanne  Dante, 
and  St.  Clair  Bayfield.  The  critics: 

B.  M„  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus) — I 
think  perhaps  the  best  news  ...  is  a   young 
person  of  the  theatre,  Jeanne  Dante  by 
name,  has  suddenly  grown  up  and  lost 
none  of  the  promise  she  exhibited  when 
she  was  playing  child  parts  a   few  seasons 

back  .   .   .   The  new  play  ...  is  an  emotion- 
ally depressing  exhibit  ...  is  the  protest 

of  Norman  Macowan,  the  actor-son  of  a 
Christian  minister,  against  the  fanatical 

persecutors  of  simple  and  devout  religion- 
ists .   .   .   the  best  of  the  propaganda  plays 

so  far  revealed.  Its  bias  is  strong  but 

not  bitter  nor  incredibly  one-sided.  It  is 
actuated  by  motives  of  tenderness  and 
compassion  and  understanding. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — There  is  a 
spiritual  earnestness  .   .   .   that  might  have 

been  impressive  ...  An  anti-totalitarian 
tract  that  pits  the  religious  forvor  of  a   girl 
against  the  brutality  and  godlessness  of 

the  dictator  nations,  the  new  play  is  ser- 
ious in  its  message  and  unrelenting  in  its 

attack  .   .   .   unfortunately  its  fervor  is  not 
accompanied  by  the  necessary  dramatic 

fire  and  the  play  remains  a   stern,  but  dra- 
matically ineffectual,  essay  on  the  sub- 

ject. 
J.  A.,  Journal- American —   ...  by  no 

means  a   good  play  and  the  angry  fuse  it 
attempts  to  light  against  the  cruelty  and 
tyranny  of  dictatorship  results  simply  in  a 

damp  and  depressing  “plip”  .   .   .   The  cast 
plays  it  with  a   studious  sort  of  monotone. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   ...  a   good  idea  in  terms 
so  tedious  that  he  (the  author)  often 

forces  you  to  forget  how  completely  you 
agree  with  what  he  is  trying  to  get  said. 

R.  L„  Sun — A   brave  and  honest  little 

play  .   .   .   The  acting  also  is  simple  and  sin- 
cere, if  not  often  more. 

B.  A.,  Times — Even  a   play  of  good  in- 
tentions needs  a   little  craftsmanship  .   .   . 

The  phlegmatic  direction  of  the  perform- 
ance is  no  friend  to  either  author  or  actor 

.   .   .   Although  the  ideology  ...  is  demo- 
cratically sound,  the  writing  and  the  act- 

ting  are  counter-revolutionary. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   not 
provocative  because  it  stirs  no  emotions 
.   .   .   The  figures  that  strut  ignobly  on  the 
stage  are  all  stereotyped. 

"Soliloquy” 

Number  37.  In  three  acts  by  Victor 

Victor.  Staged  by  Eugen  Schulz-Breiden 
with  incidental  music  by  Adrian  Mack  and 

settings  by  Norman  Rock.  Henry  Weiss- 
mann  produced  at  the  Empire  where 

“Soliloquy”  opened  November  28.  The  cast 
includes  John  Beal,  Helen  Craig,  Clar- 

ence Derwent,  Ellen  E.  Lowe,  Daisy  Bel- 

more,  Alexander  Lockwood  and  John 
Rutherford.  The  critics  said: 

R.  C.,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   story  of  a 
weakling  .   .   .   who  would  be  a   man  of 
destiny  .   .   .   Falling  in  love  with  a   pretty 
file  clerk  in  the  office  where  he  works, 
losing  his  job  and  winning  a   hundred 
dollars  on  the  races  all  in  one  day  is  too 
much  for  him.  Unbalanced  by  his  luck, 
he  loses  his  winnings  back  and  cuts  his 

wife’s  throat  the  following  day.  He  seems 
to  have  an  alibi  for  the  murder,  but  a 
shrewd  district  attorney  succeeds  in 
breaking  down  his  story  and  sending  him 

to  the  electric  chair  .   .   .   it’s  a   dud. 
B.  M„  Daily  News  ( two  stars ) —   .   .   .   the 

author  runs  ahead  of  his  play,  like  a   flag- 
man ahead  of  a   switch  engine,  warning 

the  audience  of  everything  that’s  going  to 
happen  .   .   .   There  being  no  suspense, 
there  is  practically  no  drama  .   .   .   John 

Beal  plays  Jimmy  with  a   professional  in- 
tensity that  might  be  moving  if  Jimmy 

was  worth  it.  Helen  Craig  is  helpful  .   .   . 

J.  A.,  Journal- American —   .   .   .   part 
sound  track  and  part  drama  .   .   .   What  Mr. 
Victor  tried  to  do  was  to  achieve  some  of 

the  psychological  effect  of  “Strange  Inter- 
lude” by  mechanical  means  ...  It  hap- 

pens Mr.  Beal  is  an  extremely  sensitive 
and  expressive  actor  who  could  probably 
have  made  a   better  job  of  Jimmy  Mimms 
without  all  that  trick  machinery  ...  I 
have  heard  of  plots  jumping  the  track,  but 
this  is  the  first  instance,  I   think,  of  a 
track  jumping  the  plot. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post — If  you  ask  me  (and  even 

if  you  don’t)  Mr.  Victor’s  play  is  a   very 
dull  and  trashy  affair.  It  puts  on  a   lot 

of  high-fallutin’  airs  .   .   .   Mr.  Beal  is  a 
pleasant  and  personable  young  player  who 
is  relieved  of  many  acting  responsibilities 

by  Mr.  Victor’s  reliance  upon  the  sound 
track  .   .   .   Helen  Craig  is  skilfull  .   .   . 

R.  L.,  Sun — It  is,  I   think,  a   remarkably 
sound  psychological  document.  It  is  clear- 

ly written,  and  clearly  acted  and  the  au- 
thor manages  at  once  to  feel  the  sym- 

pathy without  which  the  play  would  be 
unbearably  sadistic  .   .   .   John  Beal  acts 
the  role  of  Jimmy  very  ably  and  it  is  a 
long  and  difficult  role  .   .   .   Helen  Craig 

makes  the  girl  .   .   .   touching  and  believ- able. 

B.  A.,  Tunes — Frankly,  the  whole  thing 
is  incredible. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   ...  a   drab 
and  sordid  story  .   .   .   The  story  itself  is 
not  impossible.  It  is  executed,  however, 

by  the  most  preposterous  of  sob-sister 
methods  and  with  brazen  disregard  for 
legal  fact,  common  police  procedure,  or 

the  rules  of  evidence  .   .   .   Despite  its  in- 
congruities ...  is  not,  however,  an  un- 

interesting play  .   .   .   Helen  Craig  is  an  ex- 
tremely able  young  actress  .   .   . 

" Lorelei ” 

Number  38.  A   play  in  three  acts  by 
Jacques  Deval.  Staged  by  the  author  and 
Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke  in  settings  by  Lee 
Simonson.  Produced  by  Richard  Aldrich, 

Dennis  King,  Richard  Myers  and  Hard- 
wicke. Opening  was  at  the  Longacre, 

November  29,  with  a   cast  including  Philip 
Merivale,  Dennis  Hoey,  Doris  Nolan,  Viola 

Roache,  Arnold  Korff.  The  critics: 

R.  C.,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   one  of  several 
plays  of  current  season  to  protest  against 

dictatorship — and  it  is  by  all  odds  the  most 
distinguished  .   .   .   You  will  recall  that  in 
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mythology  the  Lorelei  were  maidens  who, 
perched  on  a   rock  on  the  River  Rhine, 
lured  boatmen  to  their  doom  .   .   .   Mr.  Deval 

restates  the  story  in  modern  terms,  with 

an  attractive  German  girl  leading  a   fa- 
mous scientist,  exiled  from  his  homeland, 

back  to  death  at  the  hands  of  the  Nazis 

.   .   .   Deval  tells  his  story  with  dignity, 
simplicity  and  on  occasions  eloquence  .   .   . 

Too  often  Mr.  Deval  underwrites,  under- 
states his  case  with  an  attendant  loss  of 

drama  .   .   .   Philip  Merivale  .   .   .   achieves 
scope  and  depth  .   .   .   Doris  Nolan  .   .   .   gives 

a   performance  keyed  to  Mr.  Merivale’s. 
B.  M„  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus)  — 

.   .   .   quite  sensible,  but  hampered  with  a 
weak-willed  bias  that  is  so  subdued  as  to 

be  practically  inarticulate  .   .   .   has  the  ad- 
vantage of  the  most  distinguished  playing 

and  the  most  distinguished  casting  of  any 
of  the  recent  dramas. 

R.  W.  jr„  Herald-Tribune — The  doom 
that  seems  to  hang  over  anti-Nazi  plays 
is  particularly  in  evidence  .   .   .   The  writing 
is  shallow  and  undramatic;  the  acting, 
save  in  the  case  of  Arnold  Korff,  in  a 

minor  role,  is  surprisingly  clumsy;  the  di- 
rection is  flattering  and  the  final  effect  is 

one  of  utter  futility. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American —   ...  a   French- 
made  popgun  blowing  nothing  much 

heavier  than  soft-soap  bubbles  ...  I 
doubt  if  anything  much  sillier  and  more 
pointless  has  ever  been  written  on  a 
serious  and  tragical  subject  .   .   . 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   .   .   .   fundamental  con- 
fusion .   .   .   Deval  .   .   .   has  bungled  a   big 

subject  in  a   big  way  .   .   .   static  drama 

which  soon  reduces  sense  to  nonsense,  ob- 
scures its  central  theme  and  proves  to  be 

as  pointless  as  it  is  wasteful. 

R.  L.,  Sun —   .   .   .   the  least  aggressive  of 
anti-Nazi  plays.  Gracefully  underwritten, 
it  ruefully  pictures  dark  doings  beyond  the 
Rhine  as  they  are  reflected  in  the  placid 
pool  of  a   French  summer  resort  ...  Its 

method  is  reticent  to  the  point  of  ob- 

scurity .   .   .   Merivale’s  performance  in 
itself  is  finely  tempered,  unfortunately 

does  little  to  strengthen  the  central  char- 
acter or  give  weight  to  the  play  .   .   .   Doris 

Nolan  ...  is  unquestionably  tempting 

but  a   little  baffled  by  the  intangible  qual- 
ity of  the  role.  Viola  Roache,  Dennis  Hoey 

and,  particularly,  Arnold  Korff  and  Esther 
Mitchell,  are  excellent. 

B.  A.,  Times —   .   .   .   singularly  fugacious 
drama,  poorly  acted  and  directed.  What- 

ever M.  Deval  is  trying  to  say,  he  has  not 
succeeded  in  finding  the  English  words 
for  it,  nor  have  his  actors  been  much  more 
specific. 

S.  B.  W„  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   marks 
a   slight  advance  over  the  previous  propa- 

ganda pieces  .   .   .   but  the  advance  is  not 
sufficient  to  force  a   revisions  of  this 

column’s  opinion  that  the  subject  is,  so 
far,  beyond  the  capabilities  of  the  average 
dramatist  .   .   .   The  one  department  in 

which  “Lorelei”  stands  head  and  shoul- 
ders above  the  previous  attempts  is  in  its 

acting  .   .   .   Merivale  is  in  fine  form  this 

year  and  he  plays  the  part  of  the  exile 
without  the  overemphasis  that  has  ruined 
the  performance  of  similar  plays  this  year. 

Two  More  Close 

New  York — “Where  Do  We  Go  From 

Here?”,  which  opened  at  the  Vanderbilt, 
Nov.  15,  closed  Saturday  after  15  perform- 

ances. “The  Fabulous  Invalid”  which 
opened  at  the  Broadhurst,  October  8, 
closed  Dec.  3   after  65  performances. 

Comic  Strips  Now 

Imagination  of 

Gripping 

Film-Maker 

REV  I E   W 

FLASHES 
LAST  WARNING.  THE  (Univ)— Not  only  the 

best  Crime  Club  production  to  date  but  as 

entertaining  a   concoction  of  mystery, 

laughs  and  thrills  as  has  been  seen  this 

season.  Story  and  director  skillfully  main- 

tain suspense  throughout.  Topnotch  cast 

is  headed  by  Preston  Foster  and  Frank 

Jenks.  Produced  by  Irving  Starr.  Di- 
rected by  A1  Rogell. 

RIDE  A   CROOKED  MILE  (Para)— The  custo- 

mers would  be  pleased  to  ride  plenty  of 

miles  to  see  this  red-blooded,  action- 

crammed  drama,  the  most  worthy  enter- 

tainment offering  to  roll  off  of  the  Holly- 

wood assembly  lines  in  several  days.  A 

highly  original  story  is  entrusted  to  a 

sterling  cast,  the  work  of  which  is  high- 

lighted by  a   brilliant  characterization  by 

Akim  Tamiroff.  Produced  by  Jeff  Lazarus. 

Directed  by  Alfred  E.  Green. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Malvern  to  Dub  and  Cut 

Trio  of  Baker  Westerns 
Paul  Malvern  is  supervising  the  dub- 

bing and  cutting  on  the  final  trio  of  Bob 
Baker  westerns  on  which  he  acted  as  as- 

sociate producer  under  Trem  Carr  at  Uni- 
versal. Malvern  moved  into  new  offices 

this  week  on  Sunset  Blvd.  and  is  prepar- 
ing story  and  production  details  for  the 

first  of  a   series  of  “Tailspin  Tommy”  pic- 
tures he  will  make  for  Monogram. 

Carr  occupies  offices  in  the  same  build- 
ing and  is  working  with  Fred  Jackman 

on  “The  Lost  Atlantis”  which  they  will 
produce  for  Columbia. 

Directs  "Navy" “Pride  of  the  Navy”  will  be  directed  at 
Republic  by  Charles  Lamont  on  an  out- 

side deal  from  his  producer-director  con- 
tract with  Fine  Arts  Pictures.  Herman 

Schlom  is  the  producer. 

Constantly  casting  about  for  new  and 

fertile  sources  of  screen  materials — and 

periodically  returning  to  fields  whose  pos- 
sibilities have  previously  been  exploited — 

picture-makers  currently  seem  to  be  in- 
tent on  initiating  a   new  cycle  of  pictures 

transplanting  newspaper  comic-strip  char- 
acters to  celluloid. 

Present  popularity  of  cartoon  literature 
as  picture  fodder  is  traceable  not  only  to 
the  exploitation  possibilities  inherent  in 

such  fare — due  to  the  possibility  of  en- 
gendering interest  on  the  part  of  millions 

of  avid  comic-strip  followers — but  also  to 
the  fact  that,  for  the  most  part,  previous 
films  based  on  cartoon  characters  have 

registered  notably  at  the  boxoffice. 

Columbia,  with  “Blondie,”  set  for  early 
release,  was  first  away  from  the  starting 
line  in  the  new  cycle,  and,  capitalizing 

thereon,  has  scheduled  a   December  5   start- 
ing date  on  the  second  in  the  series,  with 

Robert  Sparks  as  production  guide  and 
Penny  Singleton,  Arthur  Lake  and  Larry 
Simms  repeating  in  the  roles  they  created 
as  Blondie,  Dagwood  and  Baby  Dumpling. 
Announcements  from  the  studio  indicate 

that  at  least  two  more  “Blondie”  films 
will  be  made  for  the  1938-39  program — a 
total  of  four  in  all. 

Set  for  early  release  is  Paramount’s 
“Little  Orphan  Annie,”  produced  by  John 

Speaks’  Colonial  Pictures.  Previous  to  its 
filming  Speaks  had  announced  plans  to 
make  from  four  to  six  features  based  on 
adventures  of  the  cartoon  character. 

Under  Paul  Malvern’s  production  guid- 
ance, Monogram  is  aboard  the  bandwagon 

with  its  projected  six-picture  series 

adapted  from  the  “Tailspin  Tommy”  car- 
toon, John  Trent  to  have  the  lead  and 

the  initial er  slated  for  December  15  cam- 
eras. Universal  has  just  completed  a   15- 

chapter  “Buck  Rogers”  serial  and  has  in 

distribution  the  feature-length  “Mars  At- 
tacks the  World,”  originally  made  as  a 

“Flash  Gordon”  chapter-play. 

Warners  has  “The  Adventures  of  Jane 
Arden,”  from  the  comic  strip  of  the  same 
name,  nearing  completion  as  the  initialer 
in  a   series  co-featuring  Rosella  Towne  and 
William  Gargan,  and  has  announced  for 

winter  production  “Joe  Palooka,”  possibly 
as  a   vehicle  for  Maxie  Rosenbloom. 

Although  other  studios  as  yet  have  not 
listed  contributions  to  the  cycle,  local 

dopesters — who  have  watched  Hollywood 
function  before — are  giving  heavy  odds 
that  a   number  of  additions  will  be  made 

before  the  1938-39  season  grows  much 
older. 
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Mr.  and  Mrs.  James  Cagney  will  vaca- 

tion at  the  star’s  home  in  Martha’s  Vine- 
yard, Mass.,  when  Cagney  has  completed 

his  current  Warner  assignment  in  about 
two  weeks.  Cagney  returns  February  1   for 
his  next  picture  chore. 

* 

Attended  by  a   host  of  executives,  play- 
ers and  directors  of  the  company,  War- 
ners tendered  a   luncheon  in  honor  of  W. 

G.  Van  Schmus,  managing  director  of  the 

Radio  City  Music  Hall,  currently  in  Hol- 
lywood getting  a   look  at  the  calibre  of 

product  he  may  expect  to  book  during  the 

balance  of  the  season.  Olivia  de  Havil- 

land,  Dick  Powell,  Pat  O’Brien,  Errol 
Flynn,  Paul  Muni,  Bette  Davis  and  others 
represented  the  Thespians;  Sam  Bischoff, 
Henry  Blanke,  Lou  Edelman,  Bryan  Foy, 
Robert  Lord  and  David  Lewis  represented 

Warner’s  production  staff;  while  direc- 
tors attending  included  Michael  Curtiz, 

Anatole  Litvak,  Lloyd  Bacon  and  William 
Dieterle. 

■k 

The  Boris  Karloffs  are  the  parents  of 

a   girl,  born  to  Mrs.  Karloff  at  the  Holly- 
wood Hospital. 

★ 

After  appearing  as  guest  of  honor  at 

the  “Cotton  Carnival”  and  rodeo  at  Buck- 
eye, Ariz.,  William  Boyd,  star  of  Producer 

Harry  Sherman’s  “Hopalong  Cassidy” 
westerns  for  Paramount,  has  returned  to 

Hollywood.  Arizona’s  governor,  R.  C.  San- 
ford, commissioned  Boyd  Honorary  Gover- 

nor of  the  state. 

★ 

On  hand  for  the  wedding  of  their  son, 

Julian,  to  Regina  Mae  Kobecker  on  Mon- 
day were  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sol  Lesser,  the 

ceremony  taking  place  in  Columbus,  Ohio. 
After  a   Bermuda  honeymoon  the  young 

couple  will  return  here  to  take  up  perma- 
nent residence. 

* 

Producer-Director  Frank  Capra  has  re- 
turned from  a   short  holiday  spent  at  Palm 

Springs. 
* 

Jack  Mintz,  Metro  writer  and  gag  man, 
is  vacationing  in  Death  Valley,  having 
completed  a   studio  assignment. 

* 

Joseph  Schenck,  California  chairman  of 

the  forthcoming  national  infantile  paraly- 
sis campaign,  is  in  Sari  Francisco  organiz- 

ing a   sub-committee  in  that  city.  Harry 
Brand,  2Qth  Century-Fox  studio  publicity 
chieftain,  accompanied  Schenck  north. 

* 

Jack  Benny,  Mary  Livingstone  and 

High  Republic  Budget 
Republic  has  allotted  a   $300,000  budget 

to  “The  Lone  Ranger  Returns,”  an  amount 
which  the  studio  claims  is  an  all-time 

high  for  serials.  The  15-chapter  film  gets 

underway  on  location  at  Mesa,  Ariz.,  De- 
cember 7. 

Benny’s  writing  staff  have  gone  to  New 
York,  where  the  screen-radio  comedian 
will  present  his  next  two  broadcasts  and 

will  work  on  the  script  of  his  next  Para- 
mount picture. 

* 

To  spend  the  Christmas  holidays  with 
his  mother,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ray  Milland  will 
sail  for  England  aboard  the  Queen  Mary, 
December  16. 

★ 

Services  were  held  for  Mrs.  Anita  Tau- 
rog,  66,  mother  of  Director  Norman 
Taurog,  after  her  death  at  the  Cedars  of 

Lebanon  Hospital.  In  addition  to  the  di- 
rector, Mrs.  Taurog  is  survived  by  a 

brother  and  five  sisters. 

* 

Completing  a   two-week  business  and  va- 
cation trip  to  New  York,  Irene  Lee  is  back 

at  her  desk  as  Warner  studio  story  editor. 

* 

The  Screen  Writers  Guild  is  planning 
an  informal  dance  for  members  and 

friends,  to  be  staged  December  17.  Allen 
Rivkin  heads  the  arrangements  committee, 

aided  by  Laura  Perelman,  Ring  Lardner 
jr„  George  Oppenheimer,  Cy  Bartlett  and 
Milton  Sperling. 

* 

Jane  Withers,  20 th  Century-Fox  star- 
let, leaves  December  5   on  an  eastern  per- 

sonal appearance  tour,  not  returning  here 
until  January. 

* 

The  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League’s  Bev- 
erly Hills  division  sponsored  a   party  to  at- 

tend the  showing  of  the  French-made 
“Grand  Illusion”  at  the  Esquire  Theatre. 

* 

Russell  Birdwell,  Selznick-lnternational 
publicity  director,  was  to  take  another 
fling  at  oratory  Thursday  by  addressing 
the  Long  Beach  Advertising  Club  on 

“Purging  Publicity.”  Speech  was  to  be 
broadcast  over  Station  KGER. 

* 

Gene  Fowler  has  cabled  Hollywood 
friends  from  Yokohama,  Japan,  that  he 
will  arrive  here  December  22,  in  time  for 
the  Christmas  holidays.  Fowler  has  been 
working  on  the  preliminary  draft  for  a 
new  book. 

★ 

J.  D.  Trop,  associate  producer,  and 

Lewis  Rachmil,  art  director,  are  in  Kern- 
ville  supervising  erection  of  a   large  set  for 

Producer  Harry  Sherman’s  forthcoming 
“Heritage  of  the  Desert,”  to  be  made  for 
Paramount  release. 

Howard  Delayed 

William  K.  Howard  has  notified  Para- 
mount studios  here  he  will  remain  at  the 

company’s  Astoria,  New  York,  plant  for 
another  directorial  chore  before  returning 

to  Hollywood.  Currently  finishing  up  on 

"Hometown,”  he  will  next  film  “Cafe  New 

Yorker.” 

F.  Warner  Silent 

On  the  FA  Outlet 
Despite  the  fact  that  Franklyn  Warner, 

president  of  Fine  Arts  Pictures,  returned 
from  lengthy  New  York  huddles  with 
Grand  National  executives  on  Tuesday, 

future  plans  for  the  GN  lot  and  for 

further  FA  production,  so  far  as  the  lo- 
cal scene  is  concerned,  are  as  much  in  the 

dark  as  when  Warner  was  conferring  in 
the  east  with  E.  W.  Hammons,  Edward 

Alperson,  Jack  Skirball  and  other  GN  of- ficials. 

The  one  certainty  is  that  Grand  Na- 
tional definitely  will  not  release  any  more 

FA  pictures,  of  which  four  have  been 

made  and  placed  in  distribution.  Mean- 
time, Warner  himself  declines  to  issue 

any  statements  concerning  his  company’s 
plans,  limiting  his  information  to  an- 

nouncing that  two  other  release  channels 

for  future  FA  product  have  been  submit- 
ted to  his  board  of  directors  for  consid- 

eration— neither  of  which  will  be  disclos- 
ed until  one  or  the  other  has  been  nego- 

tiated. 

The  withdrawal  of  FA  from  the  GN  set- 
up has,  most  naturally,  thrown  the  GN 

personnel  into  a   greater  turmoil  than  it 

has  experienced  since  before  the  com- 
pany’s recent  reorganization  and  proposed 

emergence  from  the  77B  status;  as  FA 

was  considered  GN’s  mainstay  and  chief 

production  unit.  Warner’s  organization 
had  been  scheduled  to  deliver  a   minimum 

of  26  features  during  the  1938-39  season, 

neai’ly  50  per  cent  of  the  total  quota  an- 
nounced when  the  reorganized  GN  got 

underway. 

The  GN  lot’s  unsettled  state  has  called 
a   halt  to  all  production  activity,  although 
two  films  are  in  their  last  stages  and  will 

be  shipped  into  the  exchanges  on  sche- 
dule: Eugene  Frenke’s  Anna  Sten  starrer, 

“Exile  Express”  and  Cinemart’s  “Trigger 
Pals,”  first  in  a   new  musical  western 
series.  Both  are  in  the  cutting  rooms. 

Completed,  but  being  held  by  Coron- 
ado Pictures  until  the  GN  tangle  is 

straightened  out,  are  three  “cowgirl”  west- erns produced  by  George  Hirliman  with 

Dorothy  Page  as  the  star.  Neither  Cor- 
onado nor  Cinemart  have  announced 

starting  dates  on  future  pictures,  though 
both  are  contracted  to  deliver  six  pictures 
each  to  the  GN  schedule. 

$300,000  More  Allotted 

For  Shirley  Temple  Film 
Making  it  what  the  studio  reports  will 

be  the  most  expensive  Shirley  Temple  ve- 

hicle yet  filmed,  20th  Century-Fox  has 

allotted  an  additional  $300,000  to  “The 
Little  Princess”  for  added  scenes. 

The  picture,  filmed  in  Technicolor,  was 

completed  a   few  days  ago  under  Walter 
Lang’s  direction. 

Switch  Arthur  Lubin 

Universal  has  assigned  Arthur  Lubin  to 

direct  “Young  Victory”  for  Producer  Max 

Golden,  switching  him  from  “Forgotten 

Boys,”  which  has  been  set  back  tem- 

porarily. 
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Sport  Enterprises 
Lure  Investments 

Steadily  increasing  is  the  tendency  of 
Hollywood  notables  to  embrace  various 

sports  enterprises  as  extra-curricular  ac- 
tivity and  as  a   channel  through  which  to 

invest  surplus  funds. 

Once  considered  “soft  touches”  by  dis- 
pensers of  gold  bricks  and  bottle  mines, 

affluent  toilers  in  the  celluloid  vineyards 

have  adopted  a   more  stable  and  conserva- 
tive viewpoint;  and  as  a   result  therefrom, 

sports — in  diverse  classifications — seems 
more  and  more  to  be  the  outstanding  mag- 

net for  attracting  the  attention  and  extra 

cash  of  filmland’s  more  opulent. 
Most  recent  example  is  the  plan  for 

launching  a   “Hollywood  Sports  Garden,” 
comparable  to  New  York’s  Madison  Square 
Garden,  as  an  athletic  center  for  boxing, 
wrestling,  bicycle  racing  and  other  sports. 

Conceived  by  a   number  of  athletic -minded 
film  folk,  the  enterprise  is  headed  by  Walt 
Disney,  elected  president;  Bing  Crosby, 

vice-president;  William  LeBaron,  secre- 
tary-treasurer; and  a   directorate  com- 

prising Charles  Howard,  Wesley  Ruggles 
and  G.  A.  Richards.  Although  plans  are 

still  in  discussional  stages,  the  sports  cen- 
ter calls  for  a   $1,500,000  outlay. 

Set  to  begin  construction  shortly  after 

the  first  of  the  year  is  the  Southern  Cali- 
fornia Badminton  Club,  backed  by  such 

film  names  as  Frank  Borzage,  Errol  Flynn, 
Douglas  Fairbanks  sr.,  Joan  Crawford, 

Barbara  Stanwyck,  Zeppo  Marx  and  oth- 
ers. Located  near  20th  Century-Fox  stu- 
dios, the  venture  will  represent  an  outlay 

of  some  $250,000. 
Interest  in  boxing  has  grown  from  mere 

attendance  to  financial  backing  offered 

promising  pugilists  by  Hollywood  capital. 
A1  Jolson  has  a   50  per  cent  slice  of  Henry 
Armstrong,  champion  in  his  class,  while 
both  George  Raft  and  Mae  West  have 

at  various  times,  invested  money  to  fur- 
ther the  careers  of  rising  prize-fighters. 

Charles  Farrell  has  for  some  years  been 
successfully  operating  his  Tennis  and 
Racquet  Club  at  Palm  Springs;  Robert 

Young  and  Allan  Jones  are  business  part- 
ners in  a   commercial  riding  academy  and 

stable;  Donald  Novis  is  part  owner  of  a 

midget-racing  car. 

Then,  of  course,  there  is  Hollywood’s  al- 
most wholesale  allegiance  to  the  sport  of 

kings — horse  racing — to  the  extent  not 

only  of  appearing  at  the  pari-mutuel  win- 
dow, but  also  to  owning  strings  of  steeds 

and  the  construction  of  tracks  on  which 
to  race  them.  First,  and  still  most  widely 
patronized,  was  the  Los  Angeles  Turf 

Club’s  Santa  Anita  oval,  set  to  open  its 
fifth  season  January  2   with  Hal  Roach 

again  sitting  in  the  president’s  seat.  Stock- 
holders include  a   host  of  executives,  di- 
rectors, actors  and  writers.  Bing  Crosby 

is  the  leading  light  of  the  Del  Mar  Turf 
Club,  boasting  a   track  near  San  Diego. 
Newest  racing  emporium  is  the  Inglewood 
track,  dominated  largely  by  Jack  and 

Harry  M.  Warner,  Hal  Wallis,  Mervyn  Le- 
Roy  and  Director  Alfred  E.  Green. 

Those  with  racing  stables  are  num- 
bered in  the  dozens.  Harry  M.  Warner, 

Harry  Cohn,  Louis  B.  Mayer,  Sam  Bris- 
kin,  Robert  Riskin,  William  LeBaron,  Bar- 

Little  ” To  Do"  Made  Over 
SAG  and  Gulf  Oil  Airshow 

SPEARHEADS 
  (Continued  from  page  31)   

vated  to  the  ultimate  when  real  estate  ads 

can  find  their  way  into  motion  picture 
gossip  columns. 

Jeff  Davis,  the  Hobo  King,  who  sued  Para- 

mount for  $50,000  for  services  rendered  as 

technical  advisor  on  “The  Arkansas  Tra- 

veler," is  reported  to  have  announced — just 
prior  to  his  desertion  of  the  film  capital — that 
he  had  settled  his  suit  for  $250. 

Just  another  indication  of  the  economy 

wave  which  has  descended  upon  the  indus- 

try. In  the  past,  studios  have  paid  many 

times  that  amount  to  rid  themselves  of  some 

of  the  tramps  they  have  placed  under  con- 
tract in  weak  moments. 

Another  example  of  Paramount’s  new- 
found conservatism  may  be  seen  in  the  re- 

cently-announced resignation  of  Boris 
Morros  as  studio  musical  chief;  and  the 

automatic  elimination  thereby  of  Morros’ 
loud  shirts  and  even  louder  musical  back- 
grounds. 

bara  Stanwyck  and  Zeppo  Marx,  Crosby, 
Sam  Wood,  Joe  E.  Brown,  Clark  Gable, 
Eddie  Mannix,  A1  Jolson,  Jack  Benny  and 

literally  scores  of  Hollywood  artists,  execu- 
tives, producers,  Thespians  and  writers 

are  owners  of  horse-flesh  in  great  and 
small  quantities. 

Analysts  advance  the  theory  that  film- 

dom’s  plunge  into  the  sports  world,  even 
to  the  extent  of  backing  up  their  interest 

with  cold  cash — is  due  chiefly  to  two 
reasons : 

1.  A   genuine  and  general  love  for  ath- 
letic and  sporting  activities. 

2.  Many  who  found  themselves  on  the 

outside  looking  in  while  others  were  count- 
ing the  profits  accrued  from  an  early  entry 

into  the  horse-racing  game  are  deter- 
minedly casting  about  for  some  other 

sporting  enterprise  which  may  afford  them 
a   comparably  handsome  return  on  their 
investment. 

C.  W.  Thornton  Joins  Ed 
Small  as  Business  Head 

C.  W.  Thornton  has  been  named  execu- 
tive business  manager  for  Edward  Small 

Productions,  Inc.,  which  releases  through 

United  Artists.  Thornton  resigned  as  sec- 
retary-treasurer of  General  Service  Stu- 

dios to  take  over  the  new  position. 

Among  important  pictures  scheduled  for 

release  soon  by  Small  will  be  “The  Duke 
of  West  Point.”  The  cast  includes  Louis 
Hayward,  Joan  Fontaine,  Tom  Brown, 
Richard  Carlson  and  Alan  Curtis. 

Scores  "Gunga  Din " RKO  Radio  has  signed  Alfred  Newman 

to  score  “Gunga  Din,”  recently-completed 
by  Producer-Director  George  Stevens,  in 
which  Cary  Grant,  Douglas  Fairbanks 
jr„  and  Victor  McLaglen  are  cast. 

Expectancy  that  the  nation’s  showmen — little  heard  from  of  late  in  protesting 

Hollywood’s  ever-increasing  participation 
in  the  world  of  radio  entertainment — will 
foment  a   veritable  avalanche  of  protest 

regarding  the  latest  screen-radio  tieup  is 
causing  local  broadcasting  and  film  moguls 
to  taper  off  in  the  enthusiasm  with  which 
they  greeted  the  announcement  that  the 
Screen  Actors  Guild  and  the  Gulf  Oil 

Co.  have  finally  signed  contracts  for  the 

long-discussed  SAG-Motion  Picture  Re- 
lief Fund  air  show. 

First  of  the  new  shows  goes  out  Janu- 
ary 8,  network  as  yet  unselected,  under 

the  production  guidance  of  the  Young  and 
Rubicam  agency.  Under  terms  of  the 
deal  the  SAG  will  receive  $10,000  weekly 
from  Gulf,  this  amount  to  be  turned  over 
to  the  MPRF  minus  agency  production 

costs  and  certain  other  fixed  broadcast- 
ing charges.  SAG  has  designated  Huntley 

Gordon  to  round  up  talent  for  the  first 
show. 

Food  for  exhibitor  thought,  also,  was 

the  announcement  that  Republic’s  studio- 
produced  show,  starring  Gene  Autry,  will 

make  its  debut  in  mid-December  via  the 

Columbia  network.  Titled  “Under  West- 
ern Stars,”  it  has  been  in  preparatory 

stages  for  several  months  under  the  guid- 
ance of  Beverly  Barnett.  A   transcription 

of  the  initial  broadcast  was  okayed  by 

Herbert  Yates,  chairman  of  the  company’s 
board,  and  has  been  auditioned  by  CBS. 
No  sponsor  has  been  acquired  as  yet. 

Of  a   less  provocative  nature  were  other 
Radio  Row  activities.  One  of  the  new  fall 

shows,  Texaco  Star  Theatre — which,  inci- 
dentally, boasts  such  film  names  as 

Charley  Ruggles,  Una  Merkel  and  John 
Barrymore — has  been  renewed  for  another 
13-week  stretch,  effective  December  7. 

Necessitating  a   setback  in  the  starting 
date  on  his  next  Paramount  picture,  Jack 

Benny  has  taken  most  of  his  ether  troupe 
with  him  to  New  York,  whence  his  next 
two  broadcasts  will  originate.  The  trek  is 

in  line  with  past  eastern  “vacations”  for 
the  screen-radio  comic. 
One  personnel  change  was  recorded 

when  Meredith  Willson,  musical  director 

for  the  National  Broadcasting  Co.’s  west- 
ern division,  turned  in  his  resignation,  ef- 

fective December  3.  Willison  will  con- 
centrate on  his  orchestral  chores  in  con- 

nection with  three  radio  shows,  with  Frank 
Hodek,  NBC  studio  orchestra  conductor, 
in  line  to  replace  him  in  the  executive 

spot. 
Washing  up  the  last  vestiges  of  CBS’ 

coastal  modernization  and  expansion  pro- 
gram, the  idle  KNX  transmitter,  located 

at  Sherman  Oaks,  has  been  sold  to  Radio 
Manizales,  South  American  broadcasting 
chain,  for  use  in  a   station  in  Brazil.  The 
50,000  watt  unit  will  be  the  most  powerful 
on  the  southern  continent  when  installed. 

Write  "Crosby"  Songs 
Paramount  has  signed  Johnny  Burke 

and  Jimmy  Monaco  to  write  several  songs 

for  “The  Star  Maker,”  the  Bing  Crosby 
film  Charles  R.  Rogers  will  produce. 
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STARTING 
|   WELL  ALONG  COMPLETED 

CO
L.
 LET  US  LIVE — Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Ralph  Bel- 

lamy, Henry  Fonda,  Alan  Baxter,  Henry  Kolker. 
Producer:  William  Perlberg.  Director:  John 
Brahm.  Screenplay:  Anthony  Veiller,  Allen 
Rivkin. 

THE  LONE  WOLE’S  DAUGHTER— Warren  Wil- 
liam, Ida  Lupino,  Virginia  Weidler,  Ralph 

Morgan.  Producer:  Joseph  Sistrom.  Director: 

Peter  Godfrey.  Original:  Louis  Joseph  Vance. 
Screenplay:  Jonathan  Latimer. 

GN 

TRIGGER  PALS — Arthur  Jarrett,  Lee  Powell,  A 
St.  John,  Dorothy  Fay,  Marie  Adams.  Producer: 
Philip  N.  Krasne  (Cinemart  Pictures).  Director: 
Sam  Newfield.  Original  Screenplay:  George 

Plympton. 

M
-
G
-
M
 HUCKLEBERRY  FINN — Mickey  Rooney,  Walter 

Connolly,  Elisabeth  Risdon,  William  Frawley, 
Rex  Ingram,  Lynn  Carver.  Producer:  Joseph 

Mankiewicz.  Director:  Richard  Thorpe.  Origi-  BURN  ’EM  UP  O’CONNOR — Dennis  O’Keefe 
nal:  Mark  Twain.  Harry  Carey,  Cecilia  Parker,  Nat  Pendleton 

SONG  OF  THE  WEST — 'Nelson  Eddy,  Virginia  Alan  Curtis.  Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Director: 
Bruce,  Sarah  Padden,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Guy  Edward  Sedgwick. 
Kibbee,  Victor  McLaglen,  Raymond  Walburn. 
Producer:  Harry  Rapf.  Director:  Jack  Conway. 
Screenplay:  Ben  Hecht. 

2   PAROLE  TO  EXILE — Anne  Nagel,  Robert  Kent, 
5   Sidney  Blackmer.  Producer:  E.  B.  Derr.  Direc- 

O   tor:  Lambert  Hillyer.  Original:  Steve  Fisher. 
2 

TOUGH  KID — Frankie  Darro,  Judith  Allen,  Dick 
Purcell,  Lillian  Elliott.  Producer:  Lindsley  Par- 

sons. Director:  Howard  Bretherton.  Original: 

Karl  Brown.  Screenplay:  Wellyn  Totman. 

H 'Z 

5   HERITAGE  OF  THE  DESERT — Donald  Woods, 
q   Evelyn  Venable,  Russell  Hayden,  C.  Henry 
»   Gordon,  Sidney  Toler,  Robert  Barrat,  Paul  Fix. 
S   Producer:  Harry  Sherman.  Director:  Lesley 
5   Selander.  Original:  Zane  Grey.  Screenplay: 

Harrison  Jacobs. 

a. 

THE  LADY’S  FROM  KENTUCKY— George  Raft,  BULLDOG  DRUMMOND’S  SECRET  POLICE— 
Ellen  Drew,  Hugh  Herbert,  Zasu  Pitts.  Pro-  John  Howard,  Heather  Angel,  H.  B.  Warner 
ducer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Director:  Alexander  Hall.  Reginald  Denny,  Elizabeth  Patterson,  E.  E. 

Screenplay:  Malcolm  Stuart  Boylan.  Clive.  Producer:  Edward  T.  Lowe.  Director: 

„             _   James  Hogan.  Original:  H.  C.  McNeile. 
HOTEL  IMPERIAL — Isa  Miranda,  Ray  Milland, 

Reginald  Owen,  Gene  Lockhart,  Rudolph  For-  PARENTS  ON  PROBATION  • — -   Charlie  Ruggles, 
ster,  Betty  Compson.  Producer:  Harlan  Thomp-  Mary  Boland,  William  Gargan,  Joyce  Mathews, 

son.  Director:  Robert  Florey.  Original:  Lajos  Donald  O’Connor,  Billy  Lee,  Hartley  Tufts. 
Biro,  Gilbert  Gabriel.  Screenplay:  Robert  Producer:  William  H.  Wright.  Director:  George 
Thoeren.  Archainbaud. 

O   The  SAINT  STRIKES  TWICE — George  Sanders, 
M   Wendy  Barrie.  Producer:  Robert  Sisk.  Original: 
DC  Leslie  Charteris.  Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

FISHERMAN’S  WHARF  • — •   Bobby  Breen,  Henry  THE  GREAT  MAN  VOTES  • —   John  Barrymore 
Armetta,  Leo  Carrillo,  Rossina  Galli,  Lee  Pat-  Peter  Holden,  Katharine  Alexander,  Virginia 
rick.  Producer:  Sol  Lesser.  Director:  Bernard  Weidler,  Luis  Alberni.  Producer:  Robert  Sisk 

Vorhaus.  Screenplay:  Bernard  Shubert,  Ian  Director:  Garson  Kanin.  Original:  Gordon  Hill- 
Hunter,  Herbert  Clyde  Lewis.  man.  Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

BEAUTY  FOR  THE  ASKING — Lucille  Ball,  Don- 
12  CROWDED  HOURS — Richard  Dix,  John  Ar-  aid  Woods,  Inez  Courtney,  Frances  Mercer,  Whit- 

ledge,  Lucille  Ball,  Donald  McBride,  Bradley  ney  Bourne,  Patric  Knowles,  Frieda  Inescort 

Page,  Allan  Dane.  Producer:  Robert  Sisk.  Di-  Producer:  Bernie  Fineman.  Director:  Glenn 

rector:  Lew  Landers.  Original:  Garrett  Fort,  Tyron.  Original:  Edmund  L.  Hartmann.  Screen- 
Peter  Ruric.  Screenplay:  John  Twist.  play:  Doris  Anderson,  Paul  Jarrico. 

Q-‘  THE  MYSTERIOUS  MISS  X   —   Michael  Whalen, 
gj  Mary  Hart,  Chick  Chandler,  Regis  Toomey.  Pro- ®   ducer:  Herman  Schlom.  Director:  Gus  Meins. 

FIGHTING  THOROUGHBREDS  —   Ralph  Byrd, 
Robert  Allen,  Mary  Carlisle,  Marvin  Stephens, 

George  Hayes.  Producer:  Armand  Schaefer. 
Director:  Sidney  Salkow. 

X o 
u,  THE  JONES  FAMILY  IN  HOLLYWOOD— Jed 
J,  Prouty,  Spring  Byington,  Russell  Gleason, 

rj  George  Ernest,  Kenneth  Howell.  Producer:  Sol 
o   M.  Wurtzel.  Director:  Malcolm  St.  Clair. 
<N 

MR.  MOTO  IN  PORTO  RICO — Peter  Lorre,  Jean 
Hersholt,  Amanda  Duff,  Warren  Hymer,  Leon 

Ames.  Producer:  Sol  Wurtzel.  Director:  Her- 

bert I.  Leeds.  Screenplay:  Philip  Wylie,  Nor-  DANGEROUS  CARGO — Preston  Foster,  Lynn  Bari, 
man  Foster.  Wally  Vernon,  Joan  Woodbury,  Henry  Wilcoxon, 

CHARLIE  CHAN  IN  HONOLULU — Sidney  Toler,  Harold  Huber.  Producer:  Sol  Wurtzel.  Director: 
Phyllis  Brooks,  Sen  Yew  Cheung,  Richard  Lane,  Ricardo  Cortez. 
Claire  Dodd,  John  King,  George  Zucco,  Robert 
Barrat.  Producer:  John  Stone.  Director:  H. 
Bruce  Humberstone. 

WITHERING  HEIGHTS — Laurence  Olivier,  Merle 

— ■   Oberon,  Flora  Robson,  Geraldine  Fitzgerald, 
5   Cecil  Humphreys.  Producer:  Samuel  Goldwyn. 

83  Director:  William  Wyler.  Original:  Charlotte 
Bronte. 

KING  OF  THE  TURF — Adolphe  Menjou,  Roger 
Daniel.  Alan  Dinehart,  Joy  Kendall.  Producer: 
Edward  Small.  Director:  Alfred  E.  Green. 
Original  Screenplay:  George  Bruce. 

.   YOU  CAN’T  CHEAT  AN  HONEST  MAN — W.  C. 
>   Fields,  Edgar  Bergen,  Charlie  McCarthy,  Frank 
C   Jenks,  Grady  Sutton.  Producer:  Lester  Cowan. 
C   Director:  George  Marshall.  Original:  W.  C. 

Fields.  Screenplay:  George  Marion  jr. 

THREE  SMART  GIRLS  GROW  UP— Deanna  Dur-  T   ,   . 

bin.  Nan  Grey,  Helen  Parrish,  Charles  Winnin-  NEWSBOYS’  HOM
E  —   Jackie  Coopei%  Edmund 

ger,  Robert  Cummings,  Nella  Walker,  William  Lowe,  Wendy  Barrie,  L
ittle  Tough  Guys.  Pro- 

Lundigan.  Producer:  Joseph  Pasternak.  Direc-  ducer:  Ken  Goldsmith 
 Director:  Harold  Young, 

tor:  Henry  Koster.  Screenplay:  Bruce  Manning.  Original  Screenp
lay.  Gordon  Kahn. 

2   THE  BATTLE  OF  CITY  HALL— Humphrey  Bo- 
E   gart,  Ann  Sheridan,  Dead  End  Kids.  Producer: 
-L  Max  Siegel.  Original:  Jonathan  Finn.  Screen- 

play:  Robert  Buckner,  Niven  Busch. 

YES,  MY  DARLING  DAUGHTER— Jeffrey  Lynn, 
Priscilla  Lane,  Fay  Bainter,  Roland  Young, 

Genevieve  Tobin,  May  Robson,  Ian  Hunter.  Di- 
rector: William  Keighley.  Original:  Mark  Reed.  ADVENTURES  OF  JANE  ARDEN  — •   Rosella 

Screenplay:  Casey  Robinson.  Towne,  William  Gargan,  Benny  Rubin,  Peggy 

ALWAYS  LEAVE  THEM  LAUGHING — Dick  Pow-  Shannon,  John  Harron,  James  Stephenson.  Pro- 
ell.  Gale  Page,  Ann  Sheridan,  Zasu  Pitts,  Louis  ducer:  Mark  Hellinger.  Director:  Terry  Morse. 
Prima,  Helen  Broderick,  Maxie  Rosenbloom,  Screenplay:  Charles  Curran,  Larry  Kimble. 
Halliwell  Hobbes.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff. 

Director:  Ray  Enright.  Screenplay:  Jerry  Wald, 
Richard  Macauley. 
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Warpack,  Berkoff  ITO  Unit  Awaits  New  York 

Plan  L.  A.  Houses  Nod  Before  Charting  Course 
Los  Angeles — A   minor  theatre  building 

boom  looms  here  with  the  announcement 
of  plans  for  the  construction  of  two  new 
houses. 

Pete  Warpack,  former  owner  of  the 
Madrid  Theatre,  has  acquired  a   long-term 
lease  on  some  property  at  Western  Ave. 
and  Santa  Monica  Blvd.,  on  which  he  will 
build  a   900-seat  de  luxe  house.  Construc- 

tion starts  wtihin  two  weeks,  the  theatre 

to  open  in  early  spring  on  a   25-cent  ad- 
mission scale. 

Louis  Berkoff  is  planning  to  remodel  a 

store,  also  on  Western  Ave.,  into  an  800- 
seat  theatre,  to  be  open  in  February.  Ber- 

koff owns  the  La  Tosca  Theatre  and  is 
constructing  still  another  house. 

$80,000  House  Planned 

By  Galston  and  Sutton 
Los  Angeles — An  $80,000  theatre  build- 

ing project  has  been  announced  by  A1 
Galston  and  Jay  M.  Sutton.  A   tract  of 
land  on  Whittier  Blvd.  in  East  Los  An- 

geles has  been  leased  and  work  will  start 
December  15  on  a   new  1,000-seat  theatre 
and  store  building. 

Galston,  president  of  the  Independent 
Theatre  Owners  of  Southern  California, 
owns  and  operates  the  Marcal  Theatre  in 
Hollywood. 

New  FTP  Director 
Los  Angeles  —   James  Ullman  has  ar- 

rived from  New  York  to  assume  his  new 
duties  as  southern  California  director  for 
the  Federal  Theatre  Project.  Appointed 
recently,  Ullman  replaces  George  Ger- 
wig,  who  has  been  transferred  to  Wash- 

ington, D.  C. 

Two  Seat  Jobs  by  Riley 
San  Francisco — New  International  seats 

for  the  State,  Grants  Pass,  Ore.,  and  for 

Herb  Rosener’s  new  foreign  film  house  in 
Cleveland,  Ohio,  the  City,  have  been  in- 

stalled by  Jim  Riley  of  Pacific  Coast  The- 
atre Supply  Co. 

Sued  for  Its  Music 

Seattle — Musical  bicycle  pumps  and 

that  sort  of  thing  may  be  sweet  to  the 
ear  for  listening  purposes,  but  certainly 

not  for  dancing.  At  least  that  is  the  con- 
tention of  John  Savage,  owner  of  the 

Trianon  Ballroom  here,  who  filed  suit  in 
superior  court  for  $2,000  against  Freddie 

Fischer  and  his  “Schnickelfritz”  Band,  a 
group  of  novelty  musicians  who  appeared 
at  the  ballroom  from  May  9   to  21. 
Savage  contended  that  he  paid  $1,666 

“on  the  representation  that  the  group  was 
a   dance  band.’’  They  appeared,  however, 
he  continues,  unable  to  produce  “suitable” 
dance  tunes,  but  capable  of  playing  only 
those  of  a   novelty  type.  Because  of  this, 
the  complaint  alleges,  the  Trianon  was 
forced  to  return  admission  fees  to  many 

customers  who  came  to  dance  and  couldn’t, 
and  lost  many  regular  patrons  “who  re- 

fused to  come  while  the  band  was  there.” 
The  $2,000  asked  is  for  goodwill  lost.  Sav- 

age alleged  he  was  forced  to  advertise 
heavily  to  regain  his  former  patronage 
following  their  appearance.  The  suit 
names  Freddie  Fischer  individually  as  well 
as  his  organization. 

0LAUDE  SMITH,  who  can  draw  pictures 
as  well  as  any  professional  cartoonist, 

headed  the  list  of  visitors  on  the  Row 
this  week.  He  hails  from  Tillamook  .   .   . 
John  J.  Taggert,  who  has  the  sideline  of 
a   reserve  officer,  was  in  from  Vernonia 
.   .   .   Guy  Garrison  was  present  talking 
about  hunting  and  fishing  ...  So  was 

Ted  Francis  of  Newberg.  He’s  a   carpenter on  the  side. 

Don  Myers  of  La  Grande  was  down  for 

the  Oregon-Oregon  State  football  game  at 
the  stadium.  Plenty  of  Row  people  took 

in  the  same  contest.  Bill  Ripley  of  Long- 
view, Wash.,  was  another  spectator  .   .   . 

Ted  Kemper  of  the  U.  S.  Army  motion  pic- 
ture service  was  down  from  Seattle.  He 

books  pictures  from  Alaska  to  San  Diego. 

Los  Angeles  —   Still  awaiting  the  “go” 
signal  from  the  New  York  trade  practice 
conference  committee,  executives  of  the 
Independent  Theatre  Owners  of  Southern 
California  and  Arizona  are  indefinitely 

withholding  plans  for  a   general  member- 
ship meeting  for  the  purpose  of  explain- 

ing; in  full,  what  occurred  during  the  re- 
cent exhibitor-distributor  parleys  in  the 

east  and  discussing  the  probable  future 
course  to  be  charted  through  adoption  of 
the  15-point  trade  practice  agreement. 

President  Albert  Galston,  who  with  Rob- 
ert Poole,  general  secretary,  and  Hugh 

Bruen,  exhibitor,  formed  the  ITO’s  dele- gation to  the  parleys,  declared  he  had  not 
yet  received  the  expected  draft  on  points 
submitted  by  the  organization  but  that 
when  it  arrivesi — probably  within  a   week — 
the  general  assembly  will  be  called.  Also 
on  tap,  but  with  no  definite  date  set,  is 
another  meeting  of  the  board  of  directors. 

The  meetings  are  being  held  in  abeyance, 
Galston  explained,  because  the  eastern 
committee  had  requested  that  the  ITO 

make  no  announcements  until  the  work- 
ing draft  of  the  trade  agreement  has  been 

completed. 

Harry  Percy  of  the  Cameo  Theatre  at 
White  Salmon,  Wash.,  was  in  town  talking 
about  fixing  up  his  home  .   .   .   J.  L.  Barber 
has  taken  over  the  Laurelhurst  Theatre 
from  C.  R.  McFadden  and  will  close  the 

house  December  12  for  a   complete  renova- 
tion. It  will  be  reopened  December  23. 

B   F.  Shearer  Co.  is  doing  all  the  work, 
according  to  Tom  Shearer. 

Among  the  many  local  exhibitors  seen 
on  the  Row  were  Joe  Brandt  of  the  Bag- 

dad Theatre  and  William  Graeper  senior 
and  junior  of  the  Egyptian  .   .   .   Mayor  Art 
Kolstad  was  down  from  Hood  River  .   .   . 

Jack  O’Bryan  of  UA  is  out  of  town  .   .   . 
Dutch  Stover  of  Bend  ivas  doivn  for  the 
football  game  and  stayed  over  on  business. 

Portland’s  Paramount  exchange  had  its 
floors  waxed  and  had  to  put  up  signs  so 
that  visitors  would  watch  their  step  .   .   . 
A1  Forman  of  The  Dalles  was  another 
out-of-town  exhibitor  who  made  the  week- 

end for  the  game  and  business  .   .   .   Ray 
Peacock  of  Onalaska,  Wash.,  added  his 

name  to  the  visitors’  list  .   .   .   Sammy  Siegel 

is  back  again  from  Seattle,  this  time,  “The 
Young  in  Heart”  .   .   .   Bill  Parker  of  M-G-M 
expected  in  town  to  explain  his  black  eye. 

He  says  he  “fell  downstairs.” 

O.  H.  Reynolds,  manager  of  Hamrick- 
Evergreen’s  suburban  Hollywood  Theatre, 
reported  to  police  that  prowlers  ransacked 
the  office  of  the  house,  but  failed  to  take 
anything  or  open  the  office  safe. 

Smooth  Cancellation  Differences 
Los  Angeles — Full  authority  to  iron  out  difficulties  resulting  from  the  cancella- 

tions last  September  of  United  Artists  1937-38  distribution  contracts  with  southern 
California  independent  exhibitors  has  been  granted  E.  W.  MacLean,  UA  branch 

manager  here,  by  J.  S.  Schlaifer,  western  general  sales  manager,  in  New  York. 

MacLean  immediately  broadcast  an  urgent  invitation  to  showmen  affected  by 

cancellation  of  the  pacts  to  confer  with  him  on  adjustments  which  he  has  been 

authorized  to  make.  Notification  came  as  the  result  of  conferences  in  New  York 

between  Schlaifer  and  Albert  Galston,  Hugh  Bruen  and  Robert  Poole,  of  the  Inde- 

pendent Theatre  Owners  of  Southern  California  and  Arizona,  during  their  recent 

attendance  at  the  exhibitor-distributor  trade-practice  parleys  there. 
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Bank  Night  Is  Held  Lottery 

By  Circuit  Judge  in  Oregon 

Portland,  Ore. — Theatre  managers  who 

operate  a   Bank  Night  in  their  houses 
violate  the  Oregon  laws  prohibiting  lot- 

teries, Circuit  Judge  Robert  Tucker  rules 
in  a   16-page  opinion  handed  down  here. 

By  ruling  as  he  does  Judge  Tucker  sus- 
tains the  demurrer  of  District  Attorney 

James  R.  Bain  and  Sheriff  Martin  T.  Pratt, 
defendants  in  an  action  brought  by  Carl 
R.  McFadden,  owner  of  the  Laurelhurst 
Theatre,  a   suburban  house,  on  behalf  of 
himself  and  other  owners  of  neighborhood 
theatres,  seeking  a   construction  of  Bank 
Nights  with  respect  to  the  state  laws  and 
constitution  prohibiting  lotteries. 
The  plaintiff  contended  that  Bank 

Nights,  which  suburban  theatres  consider 
vital  to  their  existence,  involves  no  con- 

sideration in  the  participation  of  drawings 
inasmuch  as  certificates  are  passed  out  in 
front  of  the  theatre  immediately  before  the 
drawing. 

McFadden ’s  attorney,  John  H.  Kelly,  as- 
serted the  Bank  Night  system  used  by  the 

Laurelhurst  is  different  from  the  Bank 
Nights  in  wide  operation  in  other  states. 
He  said  steps  would  be  taken  at  once  to 
appeal  the  case  to  the  state  supreme  court. 

Summary  of  Opinion 

Judge  Tucker  summarizes  his  opinion  as 
follows: 

“All  the  authorities  hold  where  coupons 
are  given  in  connection  with  the  admis- 

sion tickets,  the  consideration  is  included 
in  the  price  of  admission,  and  that  if  the 
drawing  is  held  exclusively  with  respect  to 

^^TTH  Thanksgiving  out  of  the  way  for 
another  year  we  now  have  jolly  old 

Xmas  right  on  top  of  us.  From  all  in- 
dications it  looks  like  this  year-end  will 

be  one  of  the  best  in  some  time.  Seattle 
and  its  stores  have  dressed  up  in  their 
holiday  garb,  giving  everyone  that  grand 
old  feeling. 

Northwest  show  business  spent  its 
Thanksgiving  in  various  spots  .   .   .   Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Robert  Fundenberg,  parents  of 
Evelyn  Oxtoby,  came  in  from  Portland  and 
the  bird  was  carved  at  the  Al  Oxtoby 
home  .   .   .   Hal  Boehme,  side-kick  of  Pop- 

corn Smith,  came  in  from  Denver  to  be 
home  for  the  holiday.  Hal  brought  greet- 

ings to  Filmrow  from  our  good  friend  Doc 
Singlelow  who  claims  he  is  the  most  lone- 

some man  in  the  Colorado  capital  .   .   . 
The  Eddie  Lambs  ate  their  repast  with 
the  Lloyd  Lambs  .   .   .   Junior  and  Dorothy 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN”  Facts 
Popcorn  Cash  pays  rent  just  like  any  other 

money.  Even  the  banks  take  it,  and, 

“SO  WELL  YOUR  LANDLORD” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 

those  paying  admissions  there  can  be  no 
question  but  what  all  the  elements  are 
present  and  that  the  plan  is  a   lottery. 

“The  courts  are  somewhat  in  conflict 
with  respect  to  the  consideration  when  the 
coupons  are  distributed  indiscriminately, 
but  the  majority  of  the  decisions  of  courts 
of  last  resort  in  the  various  states  have 
held  that  people  who  come  to  the  theatre 
and  wait  on  the  outside  have  contributed 
a   consideration  and  trouble  in  coming  to 
the  theatre  and  waiting  until  the  award  is 
made,  in  a   large  measure  aid  in  the  general 
advertising  scheme,  which  is  the  purpose 
of  the  Bank  Night. 

“In  addition  to  this,  a   great  many  peo- 
ple going  to  the  theatre  without  the  idea 

of  paying  for  an  admission  later  change 
their  minds  and  enter  the  theatre,  thereby 
increasing  the  boxoffice  receipts. 

“The  Bank  Night  has  been  considered 
by  many  courts,  and  the  originators  of  the 
plan  and  scheme  have  been  denied  the 
facilities  of  the  postoffice  department,  and 
the  United  States  courts  have  declared 
that  the  Bank  Night  plan  is  not  subject 
to  copyright  and  the  name  cannot  be 

registered  as  a   trade-mark. 
“A  preponderance  of  credible  authority 

is  found  in  the  decisions  of  state  and  fed- 
eral courts,  which  have  determined  that 

there  is  present  a   valuable  consideration 
in  the  Bank  Night  plan,  and  therefore  all 
the  elements  going  to  make  up  a   lottery 
are  disclosed,  namely,  prize,  chance  and 

consideration.” 

Mercy  made  a   quick  trip  back  from  Walla 
Walla  to  be  home  in  time  for  the  event. 

Word  from  Hollywood  tells  that  Bill 
Dover  has  resigned  his  post  in  charge  of 
writers  and  directors  personnel  at  20th 
Century-Fox  studio  where  he  has  been  for 
eleven  years.  He  intends  to  become  iden- 

tified with  the  production  phase  of  pic- 
tures .   .   .   Word  from  San  Francisco  tells 

that  Roy  and  Adelaide  Cooper  have  bought 
a   new  home  and  have  already  moved  into 

it  .   .   .   Frank  Christie,  in  charge  of  book- 
ing for  Evergreen  Theatres,  won  a   bronze 

plaque  at  the  Cedarbrook  Hunt  Club. 

J.  and  Gene  Von  Herberg  spending 
some  time  in  Portland  but  taking  time  out 
to  Send  a   postcord  to  Dick  Hays  of  the 
Seattle  Times  .   .   .   B.  F.  and  Mrs.  Shearer 

motored  back  from  the  well  known  foot- 
ball game  in  Portland  with  the  John  Ham- 

ricks .   .   .   C.  G.  Epperson  has  been  ap- 
pointed manager  and  booker  for  Grand 

National  at  Portland. 

The  old  Paramount  Theatre  in  Tacoma 

is  being  renovated  and  will  present  dra- 
matic stock  for  a   couple  of  months.  If 

the  venture  is  okay  the  stock  will  stay 
indefinitely  .   .   .   Jack  and  Mrs.  Flannery 

to  Portland  for  their  holiday  .   .   .   Forty 
members  have  already  signed  for  the 
forthcoming  bridge  tournament  to  be  held 
in  the  Northwest  Film  Club  ...  By  the 
time  you  read  this  column  the  winner  will 
have  been  announced  .   .   .   Ray  Ackles  is 
sporting  a   new  car  .   .   .   M.  G.  Whitman 
has  arrived  from  Los  Angeles  to  join  the 
Universal  sales  staff.  This  is  his  first  visit 
to  the  Northwest. 

The  contemplated  new  theatre  for  Day- 
ton  has  been  indefinitely  postponed  .   .   . 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Paul  Aust  back  from  the 

Spokane  trip  where  Paul  has  added  an- 
other theatre  to  his  holdings  .   .   .   Ed  Hal- 

berg  and  Henry  Davidson  back  to  Port 
Angeles  in  time  to  be  home  for  the  bird 

dinner  .   .   .   George  Smith,  western  divi- 
sion manager  for  Paramount,  in  for  a   spell 

then  out  for  Los  Angeles. 

Charlie  Grieme  of  Wenatchee  in  town 
and  bringing  with  him  his  four  theatre 
managers — Will  Grieme,  his  son,  from 
Omak;  Ted  Bruland  from  Chelan;  Pat 

Tappan  of  the  Vitaphone  Theatre,  Wenat- 
chee; and  Ike  Rogers  of  the  Mission, 

Wenatchee ..  .   .   John  von  Herberg  jr.  round 
and  about  after  the  hospital  siege  .   .   . 
Nancy  Blair  suffering  with  a   severe  cold 
.   .   .   Elmer  Sedin,  RKO  auditor,  here  for 
a   couple  of  weeks  .   .   .   F.  W.  and  Mrs. 
Weskill  on  the  Row  from  Colfax. 

Mike  Berovic  back  from  the  San  Fran- 
cisco trip  where  he  took  his  daughter  for 

an  eye  operation  .   .   .   John  Shabel,  of  the 

Harbor  Theatre  in  Aberdeen,  also  spend- 
ing some  time  here  .   .   .   Frank  Clark,  Para- 

mount manager  in  Portland,  and  Mark 
Corey,  RKO  manager  there,  paid  a   short 
visit  to  Seattle  .   .   .   Bill  Parker  nursing  a 
sore  eye. 

Mrs.  Pete  Higgins  and  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
George  Blair  made  up  a   party  that  drove 

to  the  Portland  football  game  .   .   .   like- 
wise George  and  Mrs.  Ring  who  went  as 

the  guests  of  the  John  Hamricks  with 
whom  they  have  been  staying  for  the  past 
few  days  .   .   .   Mrs.  L.  M.  Cooper,  mother 
of  Joe,  here  for  the  Thanksgiving  session 
.   .   .   Al  Baker  in  from  Bellingham. 

The  Magnolia  Pre-School  giving  a   bene- 
fit show  for  children  at  the  Greenlake 

Theatre  with  special  films  for  the  event 
.   .   .   Eddie  Lamb  and  Eddie  Walton  both 

winning  turkeys  in  a   raffle  .   .   .   The  Holly- 
wood Theatre  fed  39  families  on  Thanks- 
giving Day. 

Booklet  Souvenir 

Los  Angeles — Designed  as  a   souvenir 

for  Hollywood’s  heavy  winter  tourist  trade, 
is  a   16-page  booklet  describing  the  story 
of  Fox  West  Coast’s  Chinese  Theatre  on 
Hollywood  Blvd.  Compiled  by  Manager 
Harry  Marx,  the  pamphlet  contains  a 
short  biography  of  Sid  Grauman,  who 

built  the  house,  a   description  of  the  the- 
atre, the  footprints  in  the  forecourt  and 

other  details. 

Included  are  a   number  of  thumbnail 
sketches  of  players  whose  footprints  are 
imbedded  in  the  concrete  forecourt.  La- 

beled “A  Shrine  to  Art,”  the  booklet  has 
gone  on  sale  at  15  cents  per  copy. 
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ATTENDED  by  several  hundred  Filmrow- ites  and  voted  entirely  successful  was  the 
benefit  dance  staged  by  the  Film  Exchange 

Employes,  Local  B61,  at  the  Diana  Ball- 
room. Dancing  to  the  music  of  Stan  Ken- 

ton’s orchestra,  the  terpsichoreans  com- 

peted in  a   waltz  and  a   “jitterbug”  contest, 
with  Lauri  Haile  and  Oliver  Tucker  cop- 

ping the  waltz  award,  donated  by  LeRoy 
Prinz,  Paramount  dance  director.  Rose 
Shadlick  and  Shorty  Miller  grabbed  the 

“jitterbug”  prize.  Bill  Ring,  Paramount 
newsreel  sound  man,  was  master  of  cere- 

monies, while  A1  Galston,  ITO  president; 

Bill  Quinn,  Joe  Sloate,  Prinz,  Municipal 

Judges  Newcomb  Condee  and  Otto  Faulk- 
ner served  as  contest  judges. 

Winding  up  a   two-week  stay  at  the  local 
branch,  during  which  he  conferred  with 
Harry  Taylor,  western  manager,  President 
Herman  Robbins  of  National  Screen  Serv- 

ice headed  back  to  New  York  last  week- 
end. 

Here  to  purchase  seating  for  his  six 
theatres  in  Panama  City,  Panama,  is  Jose 

Antonio  Molino.  The  Latin-American  ex- 
hibitor, who  plans  to  spend  about  ten 

days  locally,  is  conducting  negotiations 
with  the  Grewell-Wilcox  Seating  Co. 

Visitors:  Joe  Sloate,  in  from  the  May- 
nard, local  house;  Seth  Perkins,  operating 

manager  of  the  San-Val  Drive-In,  in  Bur- 
bank; Arthur  Rawley,  of  the  Robbin- 

Rawley  circuit,  Dallas,  Tex.,  in  for  a   short 
vacation;  Frank  Ullman,  of  the  Broadway, 
El  Centro;  Bob  Dunigan,  operator  of  the 
Rio,  Blythe. 

Majestic  Distributing  Corp.  has  booked 

“Thanks  for  Listening,”  a   Pinky  Tomlin 
musical  produced  by  Maurice  Conn,  into 
the  Los  Angeles  Theatre,  downtown,  for  a 

first-run  engagement  beginning  Novem- 
ber 29. 

Booking:  R.  N.  Elder,  of  the  Arlington 
Theatre  in  Arlington  .   .   .   George  Bromley, 
manager  of  the  Victoria  Theatre,  up  and 
around  after  a   long  illness  .   .   .   Joseph  W. 
Thomas,  in  from  the  Globe  Theatre,  San 
Pedro. 

Harry  Denny,  Majestic  salesman,  has 
gone  to  Arizona  on  a   selling  trip,  while 
Pat  Garlow,  also  of  the  sales  staff,  is  back 
from  a   northern  jaunt. 

Bill  Knotts  of  the  Covina  Theatre,  Co- 
vina, a   visitor  .   .   .   Also  in  on  booking 

jaunts  were  Hollis  Schiermeier,  operator 
of  the  Placentia,  Placentia;  Charles  Ferry, 
from  the  Granada,  Alhambra;  W.  C.  Peck, 
from  the  La  Mode,  Atascadero;  Frank  Dia- 
mos,  partner  in  the  Lyric  Amusement  Co. 
of  Phoenix,  Ariz.,  and  Art  LaShelle,  who 
runs  the  Avalon  Theatre  in  Avalon,  Santa 
Catalina  Island  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Roy  Hunt 
spent  the  Thanksgiving  Day  holiday  in 
San  Francisco.  Hunt  is  operating  partner 
with  Fox  West  Coast  in  the  Fox  Theatre, 
Riverside. 

More  than  200  Warner  theatre  employes 
and  exchange  personnel  were  guests  of  Ben 
Wallerstein,  WB  theatre  chief  in  southern 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Prices  Hiked 

By  FWC 
Los  Angeles — Price  increases  at  sev- 

eral Fox  West  Coast  houses  have  been 

adopted  in  this  area.  The  Highland 

Theatre  goes  from  35  to  40  cents,  the 

newly-opened  La  Reina  takes  a   simi- 
lar jump,  and  the  Van  Nuys  boosts 

from  25  to  30  cents. 

Expect  FWC  Heads  in 
LA  After  Visit  in  Frisco 

Los  Angeles — Expecting  to  return  over 
the  weekend,  a   delegation  of  Fox  West 
Coast  executives,  led  by  President  Charles 
P.  Skouras,  has  been  in  San  Francisco  on 
general  business  in  connection  with  the 
circuit. 

Included  in  the  party  are  Charles  A. 
Buckley,  head  of  the  legal  department; 

George  Topper,  treasurer  of  the  chain;  W. 
H.  Lollier,  real  estate  and  tax  manager; 
and  Mike  Rosenberg,  president  of  Principal 
Theatres,  an  FWC  northern  subsidiary. 

Opens  Glendale  Temple 
Glendale,  Cal. — Louis  Kaplan  has  op- 

ened his  new  Temple  Theatre,  converted 
from  the  old  Masonic  Temple,  charging 

a   10-cent  admission.  House  has  750  seats. 

Millenkoff  Rushes  Plans 

Gardena,  Cal. — Jack  Millenkoff  is  rush- 

ing plans  for  early  construction  of  an  800- 
seat  house  here. 

ID)  IE  N   V   IE  R 
THANKSGIVING  week  saw  business  in 

all  the  first  runs  either  average  or 

above,  with  some  doing  exceptional  busi- 

ness. “Brother  Rat”  and  “Gangster’s 
Boy”  fooled  some  of  the  wise  ones  and 
after  breaking  the  house  record  for  the 

five  years  Harry  Huffman  has  been  con- 
nected with  the  house,  the  double  bill  was 

held  over — the  first  double  bill  to  receive 

that  honor  at  the  Paramount.  “If  I   Were 
King”  went  to  more  than  200  per  cent 
and  was  held  at  the  Denham. 

The  Orpheum  double  bill,  ‘‘Out  West 
With  the  Hardys”  and  “Tarnished  Angel,” 
did  a   phenomenal  business,  but  for  pic- 

ture commitments  would  have  been  held 
over.  However,  Fox  grabbed  them  for  an 

extended  run  at  the  Broadway.  The  Den- 

ver was  strong  with  “Just  Around  the  Cor- 
ner” and  a   stage  show,  with  the  young- 
sters with  their  parents  filling  the  house 

for  the  matinees  to  see  Shirley  Temple, 
and  the  adults  with  some  children  filling 
the  house  at  night  to  see  the  stage  show. 

An  excellent  combination.  And  “Young 
in  Heart”  did  better  in  proportion  at  the 
Aladdin  than  it  did  the  previous  week  at 
the  Denver. 

George  Monroe  has  been  moved  from 

Lincoln,  Neb.,  where  he  was  doing  public- 
ity for  the  Westland  theatres,  to  the  Den- 
ver headquarters,  as  booker. 

Nat  Wolfe  finally  has  had  a   sign  painted 

on  the  windows  of  his  Commercial  Ex- 
change at  2044  Broadway ,   and  has  includ- 

ed his  trade-mark — a   lone  wolf. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
■       A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  = 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  RE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“Theatre  Equipment  Specialists” 
Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 

1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

"Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 
1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 
Now  Booking 

CHARLES  DICKENS' 
“THE  OLD  CURIOSITY  SHOP" 

“THE  FORBIDDEN  TERRITORY" 
starring 

Gregory  Ratoff 
Binnie  Barnes 

"THE  SECRET  OF  STAMBOUL" 
starring 

Valerie  Hobson 

Edgar  Wallace's "THE  CRIMSON  CIRCLE" 

starring 

Noah  Berry 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 
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Annual  Gibralter  Hoedown 

Denver — That  looked-for  annual  event 

— the  yearly  party  of  the  Gibralter  En- 
terprises, Inc.,  for  exchange  managers, 

bookers,  salesmen,  equipment  men,  and 
others  connected  with  the  amusement  and 

film  business,  was  put  on  at  Broadmoor, 
just  outside  the  city  limits,  recently  with 
125  in  attendance. 

The  invitations — spellin’  and  all: 
“Yore  invited — Gibralter  Enterprises  5th 

annual  hoedown  and  bar  stake  supper  at 
the  Broadmoor  country  club  on  Munday, 
Nov.  21st  at  6:30  in  the  evnin  ...  we 

shore  are  akin  to  have  more  fun  than  a 

sow  wollerin  in  the  mud,  so  fergit  yur  feu- 
din  and  kum  a-funnin.  Ware  yur  hill- 

billy close  in  kepin  of  the  occashun  and 

be  prepared  to  swap  lies,  rasle  or  spit  to 
a   crak.  Effin  yore  old  women  wont  let 

you  kum  let  us  no. — Zeke  Gilmour.” 
Costumes  were  as  ordered,  and  some  of 

them  were  worth  seeing.  The  banquet 

started  things  off  and  there  was  some- 
thing doing  all  evening,  with  those  present 

declaring  it  was  the  best  Gibralter  had 

put  on  so  far,  and  that  is  some  state- ment. 

Harris  Wolfberg,  M-G-M,  and  Grover 
Parsons,  Republic,  both  district  managers, 
made  special  trips  here  for  the  affair. 

With  Chas.  R.  Gilmour,  president  of  Gib- 
ralter, bossing,  and  Fred  Knill,  booker, 

seeing  that  things  were  done,  they  were 
aided  by  these  directors: 

Ed  Schulte,  Casper,  Wyo.;  W.  H.  Os- 
tenburg,  Scottsbluff,  Wyo.;  Everett  Cole, 
Alamosa,  Colo.;  Tom  Murphy,  Raton, 
N.  M.;  Ed  Ward,  Silver  City,  N.  M.,  and 
E.  John  Greer,  Santa  Fe.  Nathan  Salmon 
of  Santa  Fe,  one  of  the  directors,  was 
unable  to  attend.  Gibralter  will  have  to 

step  some  to  outdo  this  year’s  event. 

SALT  LAKE 
L   D.S.  CHURCH  officials  and  others  of 

the  city  and  state  attended  a   pre- 
view at  the  Studio  Theatre  here  of  the 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  short  subject  “The 
Miracle  of  Salt  Lake,”  scheduled  for  re- 

lease in  the  near  future.  The  Tribune- 

Telegram,  in  cooperation  with  the  man- 

agement of  the  Centre  Theatre,  has  sched- 
uled a   special  showing  of  the  film  here  at 

a   later  date.  Utah  pioneers  will  be  in- 
vited to  attend. 

Cornelia  Otis  Skinner,  Broadway  stage 

star,  played  to  capacity  houses  at  the  Salt 
Lake  Paramount  in  her  latest  success, 

“Edna,  His  Wife.” 

Turns  Down  Request  to 

Explain  Profit  Policy 

Hollywood — Although  appreciative'  of 
the  offer,  Walt  Disney  has  informed  the 
senate  finance  committee  that  he  will  be 

unable  to  accept  its  invitation  to  appear 

in  Washington,  D.  C.,  before  it  and  ex- 
plain the  workings  of  the  profit-sharing 

policy  under  which  the  cartoon-maker’s 
employes  work.  Spokesmen  for  Disney  de- 

clared he  had  turned  down  the  solons’ 

request  because  of  his  father’s  current  ill- 
ness and  the  recent  death  of  his  mother. 

The  telegraphic  invitation  was  signed  by 
Donald  Despain,  head  of  the  committee 

which  is  surveying  the  profit-sharing  pol- 
icy in  American  industry. 

Visiting  Ford  dealers  viewed  a   motion 

picture  entitled  “The  Harvest  of  the 
Years”  at  the  local  Paramount.  The  car 
men  were  here  in  convention. 

The  new  Roxy  Theatre  at  Pocatello, 
Ida.,  will  be  opened  shortly  by  Ned  B. 

Grosmann,  well  known  exhibitor,  accord- 
ing to  information  reaching  the  Row. 

Does  Double  Duty 
Seattle — Sam  Siegel,  UA  exploiteer,  has 

been  doing  double  advance  duty  here, 

plugging  both  “The  Young  in  Heart”  and 
“The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady.” 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

Research  Council  Issues 

Third  Television  Report 
Hollywood — Coming  when  interest  in 

the  subject  has  reached  a   high  point,  the 

Research  Council  of  the  Academy  of  Mo- 
tion Picture  Arts  and  Sciences  has  issued 

its  third  annual  report  on  television  from 

the  standpoint  of  the  motion  picture  in- dustry. 

The  report  is  being  distributed  among 
studio  production  and  radio  executives 

and  was  prepared  after  a   thorough  in- 
vestigation of  the  present  status  of  sight- 

and-sound  broadcasting  throughout  the 
world.  The  committee  which  prepared  the 

analysis  comprised  Carl  Dreher,  Gordon 

Chambers,  L.  E.  Clark,  J.  G.  Frayne,  Bar- 
ton Kreuzer,  Wesley  C.  Miller,  Hollis 

Moyse  and  William  Mueller. 

Reopen  at  Long  Beach 
Long  Beach — Completely  remodeled  and 

redecorated  at  a   cost  of  near  $15,000,  the 

Long  Beach  Theatre,  a   Fox  West  Coast 

house,  has  reopened  after  being  dark  for 
several  months.  Arnold  Schaack  operates 

in  partnership  with  FWC. 

LOS  ANGELES 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

California,  at  Topsy’s  Inn  as  a   pre- 
Thanksgiving  Day  celebration  .   .   .   Paul 
Glick,  of  the  Canoga  Theatre,  Canoga 

Park,  and  his  uncle,  Harry  Milstein,  op- 
erator of  the  Torrance  Theatre  in  Tor- 
rance, both  left  the  Cedars  of  Lebanon 

Hospital  last  week.  Glick  had  been  seri- 

ously ill  with  bronchial  pneumonia;  Mil- 
stein with  peritonitis  .   .   .   On  sick  leave  at 

M-G-M  is  Doris  Johnston,  office  secretary, 
bedded  with  a   severe  cold. 

In  for  bookings:  Lou  Cohen,  of  the 
Vogue  and  Montebello,  Montebello;  Jack 

Preston,  from  the  Fox  in  Huntington  Park; 
A.  H.  Miller,  in  from  his  Palms  Theatre 
in  Palms;  Fred  Siegel,  acquiring  product 

for  his  Palomar  Theatre  in  Oceanside; 
Harry  Milstein,  the  Torrance,  Torrance; 
C.  H.  Mullins,  of  the  World  and  Mission 

theatres,  local  houses;  and  Lou  Brunen- 

Kent,  operator  of  the  United  Artists  The- 
atre on  Whittier  Blvd. 

Max  Sinker  of  the  Carlin-Sinker  enter- 
prises was  a   Filmrow  booking  visitor,  re- 

porting that  his  partner,  Irving  Carlin,  had 
returned  from  a   short  holiday  trip  to  Muri- 

etta  Springs  .   .   .   Ollie  Wog,  Universal  sales- 
man, went  on  the  road  again,  after  re- 

turning from  a   business  trip  to  Indio  and 
Elsinore. 

Ben  Fish,  United  Artists  western  district 
sales  head,  has  embarked  on  an  extended 

tour  of  UA’s  Pacific  Coast  exchanges  .   .   . 
To  visit  Warner’s  Seattle,  Portland  and 
San  Francisco  exchanges,  W.  E.  Calloway, 

western  division  chief,  and  Ben  Kalmen- 
son,  southern  and  western  division  sales 

manager,  have  headed  northward. 

Visiting  friends  at  the  Azteca  Exchange 
were  Luisa  Zea,  Mexican  starlet,  and  her 
mother.  Senorita  Zea  is  appearing  in  a 

film  being  made  currently  at  Tijuana  .   .   . 

Harry  Taylor,  western  manager  for  Na- 
tional Screen  Service,  has  gone  to  Kansas 

City  for  a   three-week  conference. 

Booking:  Kelly  Seligman  of  the  Dorkel, 
downtown  .   .   .   Sid  Saylor,  operator  of  the 

Palace  Theatre  in  Long  Beach  ...  A   num- 
ber of  Fox  West  Coast  district  and  house 

managers  had  venison  and  moose  steaks 

on  Thanksgiving ,   President  Charles  Skou- 
ras  having  distributed  the  victims  of  his 
gun  on  a   recent  hunting  trip. 

Granada ,   Inglewood ,   to 

FWC  lor  10  More  Years 

Inglewood,  Cal. — Fox  West  Coast  has 

renewed  its  lease  on  the  Granada  Thea- 

tre for  another  ten  years,  the  contract  cov- 
ering the  building  and  theatre  proper. 

New  FWC  Trailer  Deal 
Los  Angeles — Beginning  December  3,  the 

entire  Fox  West  Coast  circuit  will  employ 

the  trailer  service  offered  by  Trailer-Made, 

Inc.  FWC  has  signed  a   one-year  contract 
for  the  product. 
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PRELIMINARY  LEGAL  SKIRMISHES  TAKE  STAGE 

CENTER  IN  CONTEMPT  ACTION  NOW  CURRENT 
Government  Seeks  Order 

To  Impound  Needed 
Documents 

Chicago — It  begins  to  appear  that  nu- 
merous legal  skirmishes  will  occupy  the 

time  of  all  those  concerned  before  the  ac- 

tual trial  in  the  government’s  criminal 
contempt  action  here  against  Barney  Bal- 
aban,  B&K  and  the  seven  major  film  com- 

panies. The  first  two  of  these  occurred  in 
preliminaries. 

The  government  is  seeking  an  order  from 
Judge  Charles  E.  Woodward,  in  federal 
court,  first  of  all  for  the  impounding  of 
the  thousands  of  documents  relative  to  the 

preparation  of  the  case.  This  was  sought 
on  Monday  by  Robert  L.  Wright,  assistant 
to  Thurman  Arnold,  who  is  handling  the 
Washington  end  of  the  case  here. 

Arguments  were  heard  pro  and  con  on 
the  matter  and  when  court  was  adjourned 
on  Monday,  Judge  Woodward  ordered  all 
the  subpoenaes  originally  issued  for  the 
appearance  of  witnesses  and  the  bringing 
of  the  contracts,  letters,  data,  etc.,  asked 
for  by  the  government,  set  for  call  again 
on  Thursday,  when  further  arguments  on 
all  preliminary  motions  were  to  be  heard. 

Robert  N.  Golding  of  Kirkland,  Fleming, 

Green,  Martin  and  Ellis,  Balaban,  Para- 
mount and  B&K  attorney;  Frederick  Burn- 

ham of  Mayer,  Meyer,  Austrian  and  Platt, 

representing  Loew’s,  Inc.;  and  Vincent 

O’Brien  of  Defrees,  Buckingham,  Jones 
and  Hoffman,  representing  Warner  Bros. 

Pictures,  all  spoke  in  court  for  the  de- 
fendants. They  were  opposed  by  Wright 

and  Warren  L.  Canaday,  assistant  U.  S. 
district  attorney  here. 

The  discussion  on  whether  all  of  the 

thousands  of  contracts,  letters,  etc.,  should 

be  impounded  in  the  custody  of  the  gov- 
ernment pending  preparations  for  the  trial 

took  up  all  the  time  on  Monday  morning. 
The  defense  said  that  they  must  use  the 
documents  in  preparation  for  the  trial  and 

that  they  are  available  at  any  time  for 
use  by  the  government.  Wright,  on  the 
other  hand,  contended  that  they  should 
be  placed  in  some  place  available  to  both 

the  government  and  the  defense,  and  ex- 
plained his  stand  further  by  adding  that 

“in  this  way  we  can  have  access  to 
everything  and  not  just  what  the  defense 

wants  to  show  us.” 

There  were  a   few  brief  exchanges  on 
what  appropriate  time  could  be  set  for 

the  trial  date,  with  Wright  saying  that 
the  usual  procedure  in  such  cases  in  the 
Chicago  district  had  been  one  month  or 

less.  Golding  countered  with  a   supposi- 
tion of  six  months,  adding  that  he  merely 

used  that  hypothetical  time  to  show  that 
attorneys  in  the  case  could  not  deter- 

Uncle Sam's  Gumshoes 
Doing  Stint 

Chicago — Uncle  Sam's  educated 
gum-shoe  artists  were  everywhere 

about  the  film  industry.  The  G-men 

were  in  evidence  at  the  opening  of 

the  contempt  case  in  federal  court  on 

Monday  and  were  on  hand  again 

Thursday.  Meanwhile  they  continued 

patroling  other  spots  of  interest  to  the 

government,  such  as  the  film  exchanges, 

attorneys'  offices,  B<SK  offices,  etc. 

Typical  of  their  "answer"  to  such 

queries  as,  "What  are  you  watching 

for,"  "how  many  spots  are  you  watch- 

ing," "what  are  the  names  of  the  men 

working  on  the  case  and  how  many," 
etc.,  was: 

"Just  say  that  several  F.  B.  I.  repre- 

sentatives were  noticed." 

mine  how  long  it  would  take  to  prepare 
the  answers. 

Among  the  preliminary  motions  that 
Judge  Woodward  said  he  would  dispose 
of  on  Thursday  were  the  seeking  of  a 

bill  of  particulars  by  the  defense,  filed 

by  Golding  for  Balaban,  B&K  and  Para- 
mount; the  matter  of  impounding  the 

documents;  and  the  seeking  of  an  exten- 
sion of  time  to  file  the  answers  to  the 

information  to  January  12,  filed  by  Burn- 

ham for  Loew’s,  Inc. 
Golding  at  one  time  surmised  that  the 

number  of  documents  concerned  in  the 

case  would  run  between  500,000  and  750,- 
000,  and  added  that  they  constitute  one 

of  the  principal  defenses  in  the  case. 
Judge  Woodward  inferred  from  the 

bench  on  Monday  that  he  hoped  to  dis- 
pose of  all  preliminary  motions  this  week 

in  order  to  set  a   definite  time  for  calling 
the  case  to  trial. 

Legal  Batteries  Primed 

For  Chicago  Battle 

Chicago — There  were  apparently  more 

attorneys  than  witnesses  in  federal  court 
here  as  the  criminal  contempt  suit  got 

under  way  before  Judge  Charles  E.  Wood- 
ward. 

Among  those  noted  were  Eddie  Silver- 
man  of  Essaness;  Jack  Kirsch,  president 

of  Allied  of  Illinois;  Aaron  Jones  sr.  and 
Johnny  Jones;  I.  B.  Perlman,  attorney  for 
Max  Slott;  Aaron  Stein,  Joseph  and  Ben 

Rosenberg,  independent  exhibitor  attor- 
neys; Edmund  Adcock  and  Arthur  A.  Gold- 
berg, of  Spitz  and  Adcock,  RKO  and  Uni- 

versal attorneys;  Harold  Costello,  mana- 
ger of  the  Oriental  Theatre  Bldg.;  Robert 

N.  Golding  and  T.  M.  Thomas,  Barney 
Balaban,  B&K  and  Paramount  attorneys; 

Frederick  Burnham,  Loew’s,  Inc.,  attor- 
ney; Vincent  O’Brien,  Warner  lawyer; 

(Continued  on  page  41) 

Federal  Press  Releases 

Lacking  on  Present 

Charges  Filed 

Chicago — Conspicuous  by  its  absence  is 
the  lack  of  an  official  government 
press  release  pertaining  to  the  informa- 

tion on  criminal  contempt  filed  by  the 
department  of  justice  here.  Back  of  this, 
however,  there  is  a   story  to  tell.  It  goes 
like  this: 

During  the  filing  of  all  of  the  other 
government  cases,  official  communiques 
came  from  the  department  advising  the 

industry  that,  while  the  government  can- 
not invite  open  settlement  when  charges 

are  filed,  nevertheless  it  is  particularly 

interested  in  correcting  conditions  exist- 
ing in  an  industry.  This  pertains  to  all 

industries  alike. 

Those  statements  further  said,  in  effect, 
that,  if  members  of  an  industry  could  get 
together  and  agree  on  a   solution  of  the 
problems  and  do  a   job  agreeable  to  all 

concerned,  the  department  of  justice  of- 
fices were  not  barred  to  hearing  of  any 

agreement  which  may  have  been  reached; 

also,  that,  if  the  solution  was  satisfac- 
tory, the  government  would  withdraw  its 

action. 

Boxoffice  understands  that,  even  in  this 

case  and  at  this  late  stage,  the  govern- 
ment is  primarily  interested  in  a   solution 

to  the  situation  without  tearing  down  con- 
ditions within  the  industry. 

The  independents  still  are  willing  to 
attempt  to  iron  matters  out.  It  is  thought 
that — even  though  it  appears  to  be  a 
radical  departure  from  the  manner  of 

buying  at  present — if  a   split  of  product 
in  numerous  spots,  including  the  loop 

situations,  would  be  worked  out,  the  gov- 
ernment might  be  inclined  to  consider 

that  a   satisfactory  settlement. 

Contracts,  Clearance  Pacts 

Photostats  to  Independents 

Chicago- — About  750  photostatic  copies 

of  B&K  contracts  and  clearance  agree- 
ments with  the  major  exchanges  here 

have  already  been  turned  over  to  Rosen - 
(Continued  on  page  41) 

RKO  Retains  Spitz 

Law  Firm 
Chicago   The  law  firm  of  Spitz  & 

Adcock,  of  which  Leo  Spitz  is  a   part- 
ner, has  been  retained  by  Universal  in 

addition  to  RKO,  as  defense  counsel  in 

the  pending  criminal  contempt  action  in 
federal  court  here.  Spitz  expects  to  be 

in  New  York  this  weekend  in  regard 

to  the  case  and  other  legal  matters 

pertaining  to  RKO,  of  which  he  still  is 
chief  counsel. 
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CENTRAL  AREA  SPENDS  $1,500,000  ON  NEW 

CONSTRUCTION  AND  REMODELING  THIS  YEAR 
Figure  Only  37  Per  Cent 

Of  That  Reported  in 

Previous  Year 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — Upwards  of  $1,500,000  was 
spent  in  the  Chicago  area  during  1938  for 

remodeling  and  new  construction,  with  the 

major  portion  of  the  work  being  small 

remodeling  jobs.  The  survey  includes  Chi- 
cago and  northern  Illinois. 

This  is  a   far  cry  from  the  $4,284,500 

reported  in  Boxoffice  for  this  area  last 

year,  totaling  only  about  37  per  cent  of 

that  figure.  However,  several  circuits, 

which  this  year  spent  virtually  nothing  on 

remodeling,  have  many  projects  planned 

for  the  Spring. 

Esquire  Stands  Out 

The  $1,500,000  figure  includes  some  36 

projects,  led  by  the  Harry  and  Elmer 

Balaban  Esquire  Theatre,  opened  last 

February,  at  an  approximate  cost  of  $400,- 

0

0

0

.

 

 

It  is  one  of  Chicago’s  several  swank 

theatrical  

show  
palaces. Work  has  started  on  the  new  $150,000 

Varsity  Theatre  the  Kerasotes  Bros,  are 

building  at  Peoria,  111.,  and  on  the  $50,000 

H.  U.  Bailey  Theatre  at  Washington,  111. 

The  A.  J.  Balaban  Coed  Theatre  at  Cham- 

paign cost  $80,000,  while  Bill  Charukas’ 
Elm  Theatre  in  Elmwood  Park,  a   Chicago 

suburb,  ran  approximately  $100,000. 

Another  large  Chicago  renovation  in- 

cluded the  Alex  Theatre,  owned  by  Lou 

Greenberg,  at  an  approximate  cost  of 

$100,000. 

Nearly  all  other  projects  cost  $50,000  or 
less  each. 

The  following  list  installed  either  a   new 

marquee  or  sign  or  underwent  renovation, 

with  all  of  this  work  done  by  Whiteway 

Sign: 

Roscoe,  Bland  Bros.,  new  front,  seats, 

etc.,  $50,000:  Drake,  G.  C.  S.  circuit,  re- 

modeled entirely,  $50,000;  Coed,  Joe  Pas- 

tor and  Eddie  Brunnell,  remodeled  from 

the  old  Morse  Theatre,  $50,000;  Clark, 

Lubliner  &   Trinz,  new  seats,  front  and 

marquee,  $40,000;  Road,  Charles  Nelson, 

to  have  been  ready  for  opening  late  this 

week,  $40,000;  Harper,  Schoenstadts,  new 

front,  foyer,  and  seats,  approximately 

$25,000;  Rialto,  Champagne,  Gene  Russell, 

$35,000;  Rio,  Chicago  Heights,  Si  Griever, 

$30,000;  Forest,  Jack  Miller,  seats  and  new 

front,  $20,000;  Harvard,  Harry  Lorch,  new 

booth,  front,  canopy  and  seats,  approxi- 

mately $20,000;  Douglas,  Goodman  &   Har- 
rison, new  front  and  other  renovations, 

$20,000;  Gold,  Jack  Kirsch,  new  front  and 

other  work,  $20,000. 

Also,  the  Argmore,  Essaness,  new  seats, 

foyer,  lobby,  front,  $15,000;  Irving,  Es- 
saness, new  front  and  canopy,  new  sound 

and  projection,  $10,000;  Crystal,  B&K,  new 

marquee,  and  incidentals,  $10,000;  Alamo 

and  York,  Mueller  and  Sass,  $10,000  each; 

Lindy,  Harry  Nepo,  increased  size  of  house, 

new  front,  etc.,  approximately  $7,500; 

Grand,  Plano,  111.,  Charles  Dyas  refur- 
nished and  remodeled,  $7,500;  Panorama, 

Si  Griever,  $10,000;  Patio,  Mitchell  Bros., 

new  marquee,  air  conditioning,  $12,500; 

Rialto,  Joliet,  Great  States,  $10,000;  Rio, 

Harry  Solomon,  new  seats,  incidentals, 

$5,000;  Commodore,  Nate  Gumbiner,  re- 
modeled marquee,  $5,000. 

Of  the  circuits,  Warners  did  the  most 

remodeling,  including  a   new  marquee,  sign, 

and  work  on  the  front  and  interior  of  the 

Jeffrey,  $25,000;  Highland,  marquee  and 

other  work,  $15,000;  the  same  at  the 

Capitol;  Avalon,  remodeled  marquee, 

$5,000;  redecoration  of  Stratford,  $10,000. 

Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer  spent  about 

$10,000  readying  the  Oriental  for  its  re- 
opening a   few  weeks  ago.  The  only  work 

of  consequence  done  in  the  loop  by  B&K 

was  the  installation  of  the  new  neonized 

upright  sign  on  the  United  Artists,  the 

largest  in  the  middle  west,  at  a   cost  of 

$15,000. 

B&K  is  now  remodeling  the  State-Lake, 

which,  with  the  installation  of  new  seats, 

painting,  recarpeting,  remodeling  of  the 

front,  etc.,  will  cost  about  $50,000. 

Harry  and  Elmer  Balaban  reported 

about  $10,000  to  $15,000  expended  over 

their  circuit  for  seats,  painting  and  re- 
decoration. 

Grade  and  "Art" 

Chicago — Eight  of  Gracie  Allen’s  “sur- 
realistic” paintings  were  to  be  exhibited 

this  week  at  the  Artists’  Union  on  Superior 
St.  Admission  was  50  cents  and  proceeds 

go  into  a   fund  to  provide  medical  aid  for 

China’s  war  victims. 

The  titles  of  the  paintings: 

1.  Man  with  mike  fright  moons 

over  manicurist. 

2.  Dogs  gather  on  street  corner  to 

watch  man-fight. 

3.  Toothless  mouth  munching  on 
tuneless  melody. 

4.  Keg-lined  can  sinking  a   couple 

of  hard  putts  in  no-trump. 

5.  Behind  the  before  yet  under  the 

vest  above  the  world  is  in  tears  and 

tomorrow  is  Tuesday. 

6.  Man  builds  better  mouse  trap 

and  buys  mohair  toupe. 

7.  Gravity  gets  body  scissors  on 

virtue  as  night  falls  upside  down. 

8.  Eyes  adrift  as  sardines  wrench  at 

your  heart  strings. 

Six  Houses  Are  on  Current 

Building  Slate  in  the 

St.  Louis  Area 

By  DAVID  F.  BARRETT 

St.  Louis — The  outlook  for  the  first 

quarter  of  1939  in  regards  to  motion  pic- 

ture theatre  redecorating,  remodeling,  re- 
furnishing and  new  construction  in  the 

St.  Louis  territory  is  very  promising,  not- 
withstanding that  during  the  past  30  days 

things  have  been  somewhat  quiet. 

Early  this  month  construction  contracts 

were  let  for  the  new  theatre  to  be  erect- 

ed at  3116-3118  Laclede  Ave.  by  Alex  Pap- 
pas and  associates.  This  house,  which 

will  have  several  hundred  seats,  will  cater 

to  the  Negro  trade. 

Contracts  were  also  let  here  for  the  new 

improvements  to  the  open  air  Municipal 

Theatre  in  Forest  Park.  The  electric  work, 

including  indirect  lighting  fixtures,  went 

to  the  Gamp  Electric  Co.  of  St.  Louis  at 

$27,396. Down  in  Murray,  Ky.,  a   contract  for  a 

new  theatre  was  let  by  L.  E.  Cord. 

2,000  Seats  in  Richmond  Heights 

The  most  important  new  project  an- 
nounced here  during  the  month  was  the 

proposed  2,000-seat  theatre  to  be  erected 
in  Richmond  Heights,  a   local  suburb.  This 

project  was  promoted  by  Samuel  Shuchart, 

president  of  the  Shuchart  Realty  Co.  of 

St.  Louis.  It  is  understood  that  this 

house  will  be  operated  by  the  same  in- 
terests that  control  the  Norside  Theatre 

here.  With  equipment  the  new  house  will 
cost  upwards  of  $150,000. 

Kerasotes  Brothers  of  Springfield,  111., 

have  purchased  a   site  in  Peoria,  111.,  for  a 

new  1,000-seat  theatre  for  that  city.  Con- 
struction is  to  get  under  way  early  in 

1939  and  the  house,  with  equipment,  is 

to  cost  about  $80,000.  They  now  have 

the  Beverly  Theatre  in  Peoria. 

The  National  Theatre  Supply  Co.  has 

recently  obtained  contracts  for  equipment, 

carpets,  drapes,  etc.,  for  a   400-seat  house 
in  Jerseyville,  111.,  and  also  for  a   new 

650-seat  theatre  in  Quincy,  111.  Both  these 
houses  will  be  independently  owned.  Tire 

equipment  for  the  Quincy  house  will  in- 
clude projectors  with  necessary  accessories. 

It  is  anticipated  that  both  these  houses 

will  open  about  Christmas  Day. 

National  Theatre  Supply  has  also  sold 

new  sound  equipment  to  Everett  H.  Hays 
for  his  Grand  Theatre  in  Sullivan,  111. 

Advance  Bally 

Indianapolis — Frank  Moneyhun,  UA  ex- 

ploiteer,  is  here  on  a   publicity  push  for  the 

Selznick  production,  “The  Young  in 

Heart.” 
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^OM  BENNETT,  Paramount’s  home  of- fice representative,  spent  several  days 

at  the  local  branch  on  business. 

I.  J.  Story  is  building  a   new  200 -seat 
theatre  in  Jamestown,  Ky. 

T.  Whitley  of  National  Theatre  Supply’s 
engineering  staff  spent  several  days  here 

in  the  interests  of  the  new  Simplex  sound 

equipment. 

Ross  Garver,  Terre  Haute  exhibitor,  has 

decided  to  name  his  new  520 -seat  thea- 

tre ‘‘The  Idaho.”  The  opening  date  has  not 
been  decided  on  account  of  delayed  in- 

stallation of  equipment. 

Bob  C.  Adair,  who  formerly  represented 

“Birth  of  a   Baby”  in  Indiana,  is  now  in 
charge  of  distribution  of  the  film  in  Ken- 

tucky .   .   .   The  Ritz  Theatre  will  play  re- 

turn engagements  of  “Snow  White  and  the 

Seven  Dwarfs”  December  4,  5,  6,  7. 

Charlotte  McClamroch  of  the  RKO  of- 

fice staff  was  recently  married  to  Joe 

Lawhorn  .   .   .   Milton  Krueger,  United  Art- 
ists sale&man,  spent  Thanksgiving  with 

his  family  in  Chicago. 

George  Landis,  20th  Century-Fox  mana- 
ger, is  preparing  for  his  annual  hunting 

trip.  This  year  he  will  go  to  Trueman 

Rembusch  Lodge,  south  of  Shelbyville,  on 

the  Brandywine  Creek. 

Government  After  Order 

To  Impound  Documents 

(Continued  from  page  39) 

Robert  L.  Wright  and  Seymour  Simon,  of 

Thurman  Arnold’s  office  in  Washington, 
and  Warren  L.  Canaday,  assistant  U.  S. 

district  attorney  here. 

Among  the  attorneys  from  the  home 

offices  who  had  been  expected  on  Monday, 

but  who  were  not  here,  and  were  ex- 

pected again  for  the  Thursday  hearing 

were:  Austin  C.  Keough,  chief  Paramount 

counsel;  I.  Levinson  of  Warner;  William 

Savage  of  RKO;  Leonard  Picker  of  Co- 

lumbia; Felix  Jenkins,  Sidney  Schreiber 

and  John  Fletcher  Caskey. 

It  was  learned  that  until  the  actual 

trial  begins  the  defendants  may  be  repre- 

sented in  court  by  attorney,  this  preclud- 

ing the  necessity  of  Barney  Balaban  or 

any  of  the  company  officials,  appearing 

for  the  preliminary  motion  hearings. 

Xmas  Charity 
Rockford,  III. — The  local  newspapers, 

the  Morning  Star  and  Register-Republic, 
both  under  one  management,  are  again 
sponsoring  their  annual  Goodfellows  Club 

Christmas  charity  pictures  at  the  Great 

States  Midway  Theatre.  The  film  to  be 

used  this  year  will  be  M-G-M’s  “You’re 

Only  Young  Once.”  The  shows  will  be 
given  December  8,  9,  and  10. 

Skirmishing  Stage 

In  Contempt  Suit 
(Continued  from  page  39) 

berg,  Stein  &   Rosenberg,  attorneys  for 

the  independent  exhibitors,  by  B&K  at- 

torneys in  the  litigation  of  the  indepen- 

dents against  B&K  and  the  major  com- 
panies on  the  Chicago  clearance  situation. 

More  are  still  in  preparation. 

The  furnishing  of  the  photostats  was 

agreed  upon  to  avoid  the  necessity  of 

depositions  from  branch  managers  and 

B&K’s  comptroller,  Elmer  Upton,  as  had 
originally  been  requested  by  motion  of 

plaintiff  counsel. 
The  time  for  filing  of  answers  to  the 

independents’  bill  of  complaint  now  is 
December  15. 

Southern  Independent  Chain 
Files  Monopoly  Charges 

Nashville  —   Alleging  conspiracy  to 

create  a   monopoly,  Peerless  Enterprises, 

Inc.,  operators  of  the  Rialto  Theatre, 

Knoxville,  and  theatres  in  Fountain  City, 

Morristown,  Newport  and  Harriman,  have 

filed  a   suit  asking  $100,000  damages  of 

Paramount  Pictures  Corp.  and  Vitagraph, 

Inc.,  distributors,  Atlanta,  Ga.,  and  Cres- 

cent Amusement  Co.,  Nashville,  and  Cher- 

okee Amusement  Co.,  Knoxville,  as  cir- 
cuits. 

The  petition  claims  these  defendants 

have  conspired  to  keep  the  Peerless  chain 

from  getting  certain  pictures.  Violation  of 

federal  anti-monopoly  laws  of  1914  are 
alleged. 

Hearings  Near  End 
In  Momand  Action 

Oklahoma  City — The  final  hearings  on 

the  Momand  suits,  pending  in  federal  dis- 

trict court  here  before  Judge  A.  P.  Mur- 
rah,  will  probably  be  held  this  month 

with  all  indications  pointing  to  disposition 

of  the  $4,450,000  suits  against  major  pro- 
ducers, distributors  and  circuits  at  the 

next  hearing,  probably  to  be  held  about 

December  15-20. 
At  the  last  hearing  Judge  Murrah  gave 

plaintiff  an  opportunity  to  amend  the 

petition  so  that  it  might  conform  with 

the  rulings  of  his  colleague,  Judge  Edgar 

S.  Vaught,  in  the  previous  Momand  cases 

against  virtually  the  same  defendants. 

Arguments  pro  and  con  upon  this  new 

petition  are  expected  to  be  heard  as  soon 

as  answer  time  for  defendants  has  ex- 

pired. 

Screen  Installations 

Lead  for  Nat'l  Supply 
Indianapolis  —   Recent  installations  by 

National  Theatre  Supply  Co.  include 

screens  in  the  Orleans  Theatre,  Orleans; 

Strand  Theatre,  Crawfordsville;  Von  Ritz, 

Bedford;  Indiana  Theatre,  Bloomington; 

Diana  Theatre,  Noblesville,  and  Von  Cas- 

tle, Greencastle;  ticket  registers  have  been 

installed  in  the  Indiana  Theatre,  Bloom- 

ington; Von  Ritz  Theatre,  Bedford.  The 

Fox  preview  theatre  has  installed  lamps, 
screen  and  rectifiers. 

Mr.  Fred  W.  Wehrenberg,  head  of 

the  MPTOA  of  St.  Louis  and  who  op- 

erates seven  of  the  largest  suburban 

theatres  in  St.  Louis,  recently  installed 

1600  DeLuxe  AIR-LOC  full-upholstered 

opera  chairs  in  his  Melba  Theatre.  Mr. 

Wehrenberg  had  previously  installed 

similar  AIR-LOC  chairs  in  his  Cinde- 

rella, New  Savoy  and  Studio  Theatres. 

★   ★   ★ 

The  S.  J.  Gregory  Circuit  of  Chica- 

go has  contracted  for  the  immediate 

installation  of  new  ULTRAPHONE  SU- 

PER SOUND  SYSTEMS  for  all  of  the 

Circuit  "A"  houses.  Installations  have 

already  been  completed  in  the  Indiana 

and  Sipe  Theatres  in  Kokomo;  also  the 

Roxy  Theatres  at  Frankfort,  Peru  and 

Logansport,  all  in  Indiana.  The  Cir- 
cuit's "A"  houses  each  have  seating 

capacities  of  from  1200  to  1500  seats. 

*   *   * 

The  Mort  H.  Singer  Circuit,  who  this 

summer  installed  AIR-LOC  Full-Uphol- 

stered Opera  Chairs  in  their  3000  seat 

Hennepin-Orpheum  Theatre,  Minne- 

apolis, have  contracted  with  the  AIR- 

LOC  SEAT  INDUSTRIES,  INC.,  for  simi- 

lar chairs  to  be  installed  in  the  circuit's 
NEW  1100  seat  Iowa  Theatre,  Water- 

loo, Iowa,  and  the  2200  seat  Orpheum 

Theatre,  New  Orleans,  La. 

*   *   * 

George  and  Harold  Gollos,  well 

known  and  successful  Chicago  Exhibi- 

tors, have  completed  various  improve- 

ments in  their  beautiful  RAY  and  MID- 

WAY Theatres.  Improvements  includ- 
ed installations  of  new  ULTRAPHONE 

SUPER  SOUND  SYSTEMS  in  both  the- 
atres. 

Adv. 
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BUYING  RUSH  IN  CHICAGO  AS  INDEPENDENTS 

FACE  HARD  FACT  OF  KEEPING  HOUSES  GOING 

Exhibitors  Give  It  to  ’Em 

Chicago — The  theatres  in  the  Windy  City  no  doubt  are  still  showing  pictures, 
for  everyone  knows  that  double  features  are  the  vogue  in  Chicago. 

However,  if  one  will  look  at  the  amusement  advertising  section  of  a   local  daily, 

he’ll  soon  discover  that  the  theatre  business  here  has  become  practically  a   de- 
partment store  business,  too. 

A   year  or  so  ago,  dishes  were  the  main  giveaway.  Sticking  to  one  particular 
giveaway  gave  the  film  business  some  uniformity,  which  was  not  so  bad.  A   theatre 
thus  established  a   regular  group  of  patrons,  returning  weekly  to  add  to  their  set 
of  dishes. 

But,  the  condition  is  different  now.  The  more  merchandise  a   theatre  gives 
away,  the  more  business  it  does,  without  regard  for  the  films  on  the  double  bill. 
And  most  of  those  merchandise  deals  are  short  ones,  which  does  not  help  estab- 

lishment of  a   regular  group  of  patrons. 
Here  are  just  a   few  of  the  many  giveaways  offered  today  in  Chicago  theatres: 

Dishes,  silverware,  glassware,  perfumes,  jelly  (and  not  the  kind  mother  made, 

either) ,   wall  plaques,  candies,  books,  statuettes,  dresserware,  cosmetics,  decalco- 
manias,  toy  motion  picture  machines,  silk  stockings  (which  are  being  considered 
now  by  B&K  for  use  in  its  big  houses),  and  frying  pans.  This  week  one  large 
circuit  using  the  newest  fad  of  silk  hosiery  giveaways  evidently  thought  that  the 
pictures  are  not  the  thing,  for  the  ads  devoted  two  lines  to  the  name  of  the  house 
and  two  features  and  5   to  6   lines  on  the  stocking  giveaway. 

This  list  is  all  we  could  gather  together  without  any  extensive  investigation 
into  the  many  other  deals  available. 

Need  we  add,  what  next? 

60%  of  Possibilities  Are 

Closed  in  City;  20th- 
Fox  Leads  Parade 

Chicago — The  last  two  weeks  have  seen 
a   product  buying  rush  here  and  a   Box- 
office  survey  of  conditions  reveals  most 

exchanges  have  closed  60  per  cent  of  the 
possibilities  in  the  Windy  City. 

This  sudden  buying  turn — despite  the 
pending  action  of  independents  against 
B&K  and  majors  over  the  Chicago  clear- 

ance situation  and  the  government’s  in- 
formation charging  the  same  principals 

with  criminal  contempt — indicates  inde- 
pendent exhibitors  are  faced  with  the  hard 

fact  of  getting  product  to  keep  their  in- 
vestments going. 

Contract  Details  Lacking 

There  is  no  accurate  check  on  contract 
details  for  the  new  season.  In  certain 
spots,  figures  are  higher;  in  other  loca- 

tions, guarantees  and  percentages  are 
lower. 

No.  1   in  the  sales  parade,  at  the  mo- 

ment, is  20th  Century-Fox.  Backed  by 
the  Sidney  R.  Kent  drive  now  in  progress, 
this  company  has  about  90  per  cent  of 
the  Chicago  area  sold  and  the  outstate 
situation  well  in  hand. 
RKO,  Warner  Bros.,  and  Columbia  are 

bunched  immediately  behind  20th-Fox  in 
city  sales,  following  each  other  in  that 
order. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  is  better  than  65 
per  cent  sold  in  the  city,  or  25  per  cent 
ahead  of  last  season  at  a   like  period. 

Republic  is  sold  65  per  cent  better  com- 
paratively than  in  1937-38.  This  com- 

pany, spurred  on  by  the  Jimmy  Grainger 
drive,  is  55  per  cent  ahead  in  sales  here 
and  65  per  cent  over  the  state. 
Paramount  and  Universal  are  coming 

along  nicely  now  after  a   slow  start. 
United  Artists  only  recently  opened  its 

sales  push,  and  company  officials  report 

results  so  far  stack  up  well  with  last  year’s. 
UA  is  seeking  percentage  deals  in  virtu- 

Gordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 

Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 

ally  every  location. 

Monogram  is  way  ahead  of  last  year, 

with  sales  to  date  by  the  local  office  top- 

ping last  year’s  at  a   comparable  point  by 
from  35  to  40  per  cent. 

Grand  National,  infused  with  new  blood 

and  money  following  the  merger  with  Edu- 
cational, is  getting  its  share  of  playdates. 

All  companies  hope  to  have  the  major 
portion  of  their  accounts  and  possibilities 
cleared  up  by  the  first  of  the  year. 

WB's  Theatre  Personnel 
Is  Shuiiled  in  Chicago 

Chicago — When  Robert  Kennedy,  assist- 
ant manager  of  the  Capitol,  was  moved  to 

the  Hamilton  as  manager,  it  necessitated 

many  changes  in  the  Warner  theatre  per- 
sonnel, as  it  is  a   company  policy  to  pro- 

mote from  within  the  ranks. 

The  latest  shuffle  fell  this  way: 

Clifford  Farmer,  to  assistant  manager, 

Capitol;  Edward  Hendrickson,  to  assistant 
manager,  Stratford;  Raymond  Lynch,  to 
assistant  manager,  Symphony;  Martin 

Frain,  chief-of-service,  Grove;  Glen  Du- 
bach,  to  assistant  chief,  Avalon;  James 
McSweeney,  to  assistant  chief,  Symphony; 
Bruce  Singer,  doorman,  Avalon;  Hugh 

Ward,  doorman-usher,  Jeffery. 

Nearly  every  executive  in  Jimmy  Cos- 
ton’s  Chicago  office  is  a   former  usher 
from  the  ranks  of  Warner. 

Reopens  Diana 
Noblesville,  Ind. — The  New  Diana  The- 

atre, remodeled  completely,  has  been  re- 
opened with  Pat  Casey  as  manager. 

Indiana  Reviewers 

Praise  Four  Highly 

Indianapolis— The  picture  committee  of 
the  Indiana  Indorsers  of  Photoplays  in 

their  monthly  report  recommended  28  pic- 
tures. Four  of  these  were  classed  out- 

standing as  follows:  “Suez,”  “Citadel,” 
“Great  Waltz”  and  “If  I   Were  King.” 

“Illegal  Traffic”  was  recommended  be- 
cause it  was  so  well  presented,  with  the 

following  comment:  “Many  people  are  set 
to  thinking  by  such  a   picture  and  a   great 

deal  of  good  may  come  from  it.” 

Prepare  for  Annual 
Christmas  Basket  Parties 

Indianapolis — The  Indiana  Indorsers  of 

Photoplays  are  preparing  plans  for  their 

annual  Christmas  parties  for  underprivi- 

leged children  and  the  less  fortunate  fam- 
ilies. Parent  Teacher  groups  in  all  the 

public  schools  will  participate  and  assist 
in  delivering  baskets  of  food  and  clothing. 
Neighborhood  theatres  will  give  free 

shows  and  children  will  be  admitted  by 

giving  some  article  of  food.  The  shows 
have  been  very  successful  and  last  year 

more  than  five  hundred  baskets  were  dis- 
tributed to  the  needy  families. 

Representatives  from  the  Indorsers’ 
group  will  pack  the  baskets  and  direct  the 
delivery.  In  many  of  the  outlying  dis- 

tricts, city  firemen  assist  in  the  delivery. 

Mrs.  David  Ross,  president  of  the  organ- 
ization, will  direct  the  work. 
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C   1H  I I   C   A   G   (0) 
TOHNNY  MEDNIKOW  announces  Trail- 

er-Made  of  Illinois  is  offering  special 

Christmas  and  New  Year’s  holiday  trailers 
free  to  all  accounts  as  part  of  his  regular 
weekly  service.  They  may  also  be  obtained 

by  non -subscribers  to  the  regular  service 
at  a   special  rate. 

Jim  Gregory  of  the  Gregory  circuit 
celebrated  the  first  anniversary  of  his 
marriage  over  Thanksgiving  weekend  with 

a   party  at  the  Edgewater  Beach  Hotel  on 
Sunday. 

Eddie  Levin  of  the  B&K  advertising  de- 
partment had  Christmas  come  early  at 

his  house.  Eddie  won  the  national  ex- 
ploitation contest  conducted  by  United 

Artists  on  “Marco  Polo.”  He  got  a   check 
for  $100. 

Josephine  Kozberg  of  Hollywood  Amuse- 
ment Co.  was  married  last  Sunday  to  Wil- 

lard Levin,  who  is  not  in  the  industry. 

Walter  Branson,  RKO  district  manager, 
was  seriously  ill  with  sinus  trouble  last 

week,  but  he’s  back  at  his  desk  now. 

Burt  Ofstie  of  Midwest  Film  Studios  is 
working  with  Eddie  Solomon  and  Eddie 
Seguin  of  B&K  on  handling  of  newspaper 
contracts  for  the  fourth  annual  movie 
Christmas  basket  parties. 

For  several  months,  B&K  executives 

have  been  holding  Monday  luncheon-con- 
ferences in  a   dining  room,  converted  from 

office  space  in  the  loop-end  building,  ad- 
joining the  Chicago  Theatre  building, 

and  which  houses  several  B&K  depart- 
ments. 

Johnny  Mednikow  will  go  to  New  York 

next  week  for  a   one-day  business  con- 
ference .   .   .   Jimmy  Savage  is  already  work- 

ing on  the  campaign  that  will  herald  the 

reopening  of  the  B&K  State-Lake  Thea- 
tre, December  24. 

Johnny  and  Aaron  Jones  jr„  managing 

directors  of  the  Oriental  Theatre,  cer- 
tainly have  a   complete  staff  of  managers 

working  under  them,  with  Jack  Hunt,  as 
house  manager;  Sam  Levine  and  Chester 
Amburg,  as  assistant  managers;  and  Dale 
Root,  as  treasurer. 

Bill  Bishop  of  M-G-M  was  in  Columbus 
this  week  attending  the  zone  finals  there 

of  the  “Great  Waltz”  contest.  The  local 
finals  were  to  be  held  this  Friday  night. 

Business  at  Grand  National  must  be 

okay.  Ben  Benjamin,  branch  manager,  is 
having  office  space  for  a   new  salesman 
built. 

Irna  Phillips,  radio  serial  scriptress,  has 
gone  to  Hollywood  to  work  on  a   scenario 

for  Warner  that  will  star  Chicago’s  ex- 
radio star,  Gale  Page. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Jimmy  Durante,  just  finished  at  the 
Chez  Paree,  and  Freddie  Bartholomew, 
having  closed  at  the  Oriental,  left  on 
the  Super  Chief  for  Hollywood  .   .   . 

Universal’s  prexy,  Nate  Blumberg,  was 
on  the  Chief  that  left  last  Saturday 

for  the  coast  .   .   .   George  J.  Schaefer 
was  on  the  Super  Chief  the  same  day, 

Hollywood-bound. 

Windy  City  Sees  No  Tangible 

Results  From  Industry  Drive 

They'll  Know  What 
They're  Eating 

Chicago — Henri  Elman  is  a   practical 

person.  In  getting  the  menu  ready  lor 

the  Jack  Kirsch  testimonial  here  Friday 

night,  the  Congress  Hotel  caterer  asked 

Henri  whether  he  wanted  the  various 

courses  of  the  dinner  to  read  in  French 

or  English. 

Said  Henri:  "Put  them  in  the  good  old 

American  language,  then  they'll  all 

know  what  they're  eating,  and  what 

they've  got  coming.'' 

Milly  Exhibitors  to 
Persist  in  Demands 

Milwaukee  —   Although  a   demand  by 
Milwaukee  county  exhibitors  for  a   12y2 
per  cent  wage  cut  has  been  rejected  by  the 

Motion  Picture  Projectionists’  union,  Local 
No.  1C4,  a   committee  of  theatre  owners  is 

continuing  negotiations  with  union  repre- 
sentatives in  an  effort  to  effect  an  agree- 

ment for  relief. 

There  is  talk  that  some  of  the  theatres 

will  be  obliged  to  close  if  they  continue 
to  pay  the  2%  per  cent  hike  called  for 
as  of  November  1   in  the  two-year  con- 

tract with  the  union,  houses  in  various 
neighborhood  spots  are  reported  to  be 
operating  at  no  profit  to  the  exhibitor, 
while  in  other  spots  theatre  owners  are 
said  to  be  digging  into  their  jeans  to  meet 
operating  expenses. 

The  plight  of  one  exhibitor,  who  is  said 

to  have  had  $20  left  from  a   two-nights’ 
gross  after  paying  for  giveaways  and  film 
rental  to  meet  other  operating  expenses 
with,  is  reported  not  unusual. 

Miller  Opens  Mode 

Waterloo,  Ia. — The  new  Mode  Theatre 

here  has  been  opened  with  H.  L.  Miller 

as  manager,  after  several  months’  con- struction. 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago— With  the  end  still  a   month 

away,  Chicago  exhibitors  generally  con- 
tinue to  talk  of  no  tangible  results  from 

the  industry’s  national  Movie  Quiz. 
We’d  like  to  write  otherwise,  but 

whether  speaking  to  a   circuit  head  or  in- 
dividual theatre  operator,  the  answer  is 

nearly  always  the  same:  “It’s  funny,  but 
the  contest  has  meant  little  to  me  so  far.” 

Exhibitors  do  not  blame  the  idea,  or  the 
committees  in  charge,  for  the  way  things 

have  gone.  They  say  the  public,  almost 
from  the  first,  simply  refused  to  take  hold. 
And  while  contest  headquarters  report 
several  hundred  thousand  booklets  dis- 

tributed through  local  theatrical  chan- 
nels, exhibitors  in  the  majority  come  back 

with  they  found  almost  that  many  clutter- 

ing up  aisles  and  streets  near  their  the- 
atres after  show  hours. 

The  exhibitors  blast  newspaper  colum- 
nists for  their  negative  attitude  toward 

the  contest.  Like  this:  “When  Jimmy 
Fidler,  Sobol,  Sidney  Skolsky,  Winchell, 

Ed  Sullivan  and  others  didn’t  begin  plug- 
ging the  idea  right  away,  you  can  say  a 

million-dollar  idea  was  killed.” 
Theatres  here  are  still  calling  attention 

to  contest  pictures  in  newspaper  advertis- 
ing and  screen  trailers.  They  have  used 

the  contest  short,  “The  World  Is  Ours,” 
which  bolstered  things  somewhat,  but  only 
temporarily. 

One  exhibitor  puts  in  that  “during  this 
last  month,  clearance  should  be  cut  some 
to  enable  us  in  the  subsequent  run  houses 

to  take  advantage  of  more  pictures.” 
There  is  unanimity  here  on  one  point. 

None  doubts  that  the  drive  has  helped 

much  to  restore  the  public’s  once-waning 
faith  in  motion  pictures  as  a   genuine  fac- 

tor contributing  to  a   better  mode  of  living 
in  America. 

Ahead  in  Marion 
Marion,  Ind.  —   Work  of  remodeling 

the  Lyric  Theatre  here  is  going  ahead  with 
no  interference  in  the  operation  of  the 

theatre.  Billy  Connors,  manager,  said  the 
cost  will  total  about  $10,000,  including 

a   new  front,  redecoration,  installation  of 
air  conditioning  and  additional  seats. 

A   AIITI  AN-  the  GENUINE  DAY-LITE VnU  I   I   vll.  SHUTTER  with  the  MAGIC  EYE 
IS  MADE  ONLY  BY  COLORTONE  CO. 

Any  others  are  imitations  and  will  not  give  the  increased  snow  white 

light  on  your  screen  obtained  at  nominal  cost  by  use  of  the  GENUINE 
DAY-LITE  SHUTTER. 

The  DAY-LITE  SHUTTER  is  protected  by  patents  pending  and  is  sold 
Exclusively  by 

COLORTONE  SALES  CORPORATION 
120  SO.  LaSALLE  CHICAGO,  ILLINOIS 
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For  Sears  in  St.  Louis 

Assembled  at  the  Coronado  Hotel  in  St.  Louis  to  formulate  plans  for  the 

forthcoming  Sears  Drive  are  the  Warner  midwest  branch  managers  and  Act- 
ing District  Manager  Rud  Lohrenz.  Left  to  right  are  O.  K.  Olson,  Minne- 

apolis; Art  Anderson,  Des  Moines;  Fred  Greenberg,  Didianapolis ;   Earle  Perkins, 
Omaha;  Sam  Clark,  publicity  man  for  the  territory;  Lohrenz,  Bob  Smith, 
Milwaukee;  A.  W.  Bromberg,  assistant  branch  manager,  Chicago;  Tom  Gilliam, 
Chicago,  and  Hall  Walsh,  St.  Louis.  The  drive  runs  from  Dec.  25  to  April  15. 

Obstructive  Criticism  Blamed 

For  Hampering  Film  Growth 

St.  Louis — The  Catholic  Legion  of  De- 

cency and  similar  organizations  are  ham- 
pering the  development  of  motion  pictures 

into  one  of  “the  greatest  and  most  influ- 

ential arts  of  all  time,”  Ernest  Bernbaum, 
professor  of  English  at  the  University  of 

Illinois,  Urbana,  charged  in  an  address 

here  November  25  before  a   section  of  the 

National  Council  of  Teachers  of  English 
in  convention  at  Hotel  Jefferson. 

Prof.  Bernbaum  conducts  a   course  in 

motion  picture  appreciation  at  the  uni- 
versity. 

“The  future  possibilities  of  the  motion 

picture  industry  are  glorious,”  he  said, 

“but  will  it  achieve  them?  It  can  do  so 
only  if  it  is  continuously  and  just  judged 

and  enlightened  by  intelligent  and  fair- 

minded  criticism.  History  knows  of  no 

art  which  achieved  greatness  without  ac- 

companying criticism  of  its  creations. 

“There  are  two  kinds  of  unsound  ways 
of  talking  and  writing  about  the  movies. 

One  of  these  is  to  ask  only,  ‘Is  this  movie 
entertaining?  Will  it  help  me  escape  from 

the  dullness  of  ordinary  life  or  from  the 

grinding  anxieties  of  harassed  conditions 

by  taking  me  into  a   world  which  is  de- 

lightful and  exciting?’  The  escapist  the- 
ory of  literature  and  art  applauds  such 

movies,  however  untrue  to  real  life  they 
may  be. 

“The  other  unsound  way  of  judging  a 
motion  picture  is  the  way  of  the  Legion  of 

Decency  and  similar  organizations  which 

ask  only,  ‘Is  there  anything  morally  ob- 
jectionable (according  to  our  own  stand- 

ards of  morality)  in  this  picture?  Does  it 

show  a   leg?  Does  it  utter  a   damn?  Does 

it  disclose  that  babies  are  begotten  and 

born?  Does  it  betray  the  fact  that  alcohol, 

sex  and  hatreds  of  many  kinds  are  power- 

ful forces  in  life  as  it  actually  is?  ’ 

“These  groups  ask,  'Does  the  film  show 

disrespect  for  any  nation,  race  or  religion?’ 
Well,  I   wonder  if  we  can  maintain  our  re- 

spect for  honor  and  truth  and  still  respect 

certain  nations  these  days. 

“If  you  rule  out  everything  debatable 
you  get  the  kind  of  picture  which  the  late 

Percy  Hammond  described  by  saying:  ‘I 
went  into  the  theatre  a   full  grown  adult 

and  came  out  sucking  my  thumb.’ 
“As  for  indecency,  no  one,  of  course, 

advocates  it;  but  if  we  want  morally  in- 

nocuous pictures,  we  also  make  them  in- 
tellectually and  emotionally  vapid.  If  you 

don’t  want  to  risk  offending  anyone,  you 

will  never  produce  great  art.” 

F&M  Will  Not  Show 

"The  Birth  of  a   Baby” 
St.  Louis  —   Harry  C.  Arthur  jr„  St. 

Louis  manager  for  Fanchon  &   Marco  Inc., 

has  announced  that  “Birth  of  a   Baby” 
will  not  be  shown  at  any  of  the  local 

Fanchon  &   Marco  theatres.  The  film  had 

been  tentatively  booked  for  the  Ambassa- 

dor, opening  on  December  2,  but  the  Fan- 
chon &   Marco  interests  have  decided  to 

comply  with  numerous  requests  that  there 

be  no  public  showing  of  the  much  dis- 
cussed film  here. 

The  decision  not  to  show  “The  Birth  of 

a   Baby”  marks  another  defeat  for  the 
St.  Louis  Post-Dispatch.  That  paper  edi- 

torially had  advocated  a   public  showing 

of  the  picture  locally  and  had  attacked 

the  St.  Louis  Medical  Society  for  voting 

ing  unanimously  at  a   recent  special  meet- 
ing against  a   public  run  for  the  picture. 

jyjARGARET  KERNAN  and  Tony  Vos- kobonik,  Manitowoc,  won  the  M-G-M 
waltz  finals  at  Fox’s  Wisconsin  here  last 
week  in  competition  with  winners  from 

12  other  Wisconsin  cities.  They  are  repre- 
senting the  state  in  the  zone  finals  at 

Minneapolis. 

Roy  Rogers,  Republic  picture  cowboy 

star,  is  slated  for  a   personal  appearance  at 

Fox’s  Miller  Theatre  here  December  2,  3 and  4. 

T.  W.  Hilgendorf  and  Ralph  Nielsen 
have  taken  over  the  Tosa  Theatre  in 

Wauwatosa  from  Ross  J.  Baldwin.  Former 

was  at  one  time  associated  with  the  Ritz 

Theatre  here  and  the  latter  with  the  Fox 
circuit. 

Garfield  Theatre,  in  exploiting  “Four 

Daughters,”  admitted  free  all  mothers  ac- 
companied by  their  four  daughters. 

Paradise  Theatre  in  West  Allis,  oper- 

ated by  Fox,  observed  its  ninth  anniver- 
sary last  week  with  special  program. 

Myron  Kuhr,  former  assistant  manager 

of  the  Venetian  Theatre  in  Racine,  has 

been  named  to  a   similar  position  at  the 

Sheboygan  Theatre  in  Sheboygan,  suc- 
ceeding the  late  Howard  Stillman. 

Myron  A.  Neumann,  manager  of  the  Fox 
in  Stevens  Point,  was  host  to  members  of 

the  junior  patrols  last  week  at  a   special show. 

Fred  Reeths  jr.,  manager  of  the  Sheboy- 
gan Theatre  in  Sheboygan,  greeted  three 

old  friends  when  the  Federal  Theatre 

Players’  “Post  Road”  played  in  that  city 

last  week.  The  three  actors — Kathryn 

Cameron,  John  Kane  and  Les  O’Brien — 
formerly  belonged  to  a   stock  company 
which  Reeths  managed. 

Lee  Macklin  and  Claude  Wadkins,  man- 
agers of  the  Grand  and  Mermac  theatres 

in  New  London,  have  completed  improve- 
ments at  their  houses. 

A   Green  Bay  tire  dealer  tied  up  with  the 

Grand  Theatre  in  that  city  whereby  chil- 
dren bringing  old  auto  tires  to  the  dealer 

were  given  a   free  ticket  to  the  theatre  .   .   . 

Adler  Theatre  in  Marshfield  and  the  Or- 
pheum  and  Bay  theatres  in  Green  Bay 

are  tieing  in  with  their  local  newspapers 

to  help  promote  Christmas  shopping  ad- 
vertisements in  the  classified  sections  of 

the  papers.  Former  house  is  giving  away 

ten  free  ducats  daily  and  latter  theatre 
60  each  day  for  26  days. 

Day -Lite  Shutter  lor  16 
Links  in  Young  Circuit 

Chicago — The  V.  U.  Young  chain  in 

northern  Indiana  has  installed  the  new 

Day-Lite  shutter  in  projection  machines  of 
16  theatres  in  the  circuit.  Numerous  local 

houses,  including  several  of  the  Schoen- 
stadt  theatres,  have  also  been  equipped 

with  the  new  shutters,  reported  to  give 

considerably  more  white  light  on  the 
screen. 

Local  sales  are  being  handled  by  Color- 
tone  Sales  Corp. 
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New  Exchange  for 

Capitol-Monogram 
Chicago — Detailed  announcement  of  the 

plans  to  erect  the  new  20th  Century-Fox 
exchange  building  at  1250  South  Wabash 

over  the  weekend  stated  a   smaller  ex- 

change building  to  be  occupied  by  Capi- 
tol-Monogram will  be  erected  adjoining  it. 

The  whole  project  will  cost  in  the  neigh- 
borhood of  $200,000,  and  work  is  to  begin 

shortly  after  January  1. 

The  announcement,  made  by  A.  M. 

Brown,  who  also  handled  the  deals  that 

brought  Universal,  Columbia  and  United 

Artists  to  the  opposite  corner  of  which 

the  two  new  buildings  will  be  erected, 

and  who  handled  the  reconstruction  of 

the  new  Exhibitors’  Bldg,  at  1315-25  South 

Wabash,  said  that  Chicago’s  Filmrow  is 
now  a   two-million-dollar  film  center. 

Brown  is  vice-president  of  the  company 
that  erected  the  new  buildings  and  M.  A. 

Rosenthal  is  secretary. 

It  has  been  within  the  last  year  that 

the  Exhibitors’  Bldg,  and  new  Universal 
Bldg,  were  erected.  After  the  completion 

of  the  new  structures,  all  the  major  com- 

panies but  RKO  will  be  in  the  13th  and 
Wabash  area.  Numerous  supply  houses, 

poster  companies,  and  other  associated  en- 
terprises of  the  industry  are  also  located 

in  that  section.  It  is  understood  RKO, 

even  with  some  time  to  go  yet  on  the  lease 

at  1023  South  Wabash,  is  also  dickering 

for  a   location  on  the  new  Filmrow. 

The  new  20th  Century-Fox  exchange 

will  be  entirely  modern,  including  com- 

plete air-conditioning,  a   screening  room, 
and  with  the  latest  shipping  and  vault 

facilities. 

The  architectural  firm  of  Loebl  & 

Schlosman  are  preparing  detailed  plans 
for  the  two  new  buildings  now. 

Indianapolis  Postpones 

"Waltz"  Finals  to  Dec .   4 
Indianapolis — City  finals  in  the  local 

“Great  Waltz”  contest,  originally  scheduled 
for  Thursday  night,  have  been  postponed 

until  Sunday  evening,  according  to  an- 

nouncement by  the  management.  On  Sun- 
day, December  4,  the  state  finals  are  to 

be  held.  These  originally  were  announced 
for  November  30. 

More  than  30  dancers  will  compete  for 

the  right  to  represent'  Indianapolis  in  the 
state  contest.  They  will  be  judged  by  a 

group  of  local  dancing  teachers.  A   gold 

trophy  and  personal  gifts  will  go  to  the 
winners. 

Winners  in  the  state  contest  will  enter 

the  zone  finals  in  Cleveland  December  8, 

and  zone  winners  are  to  go  to  the  national 
finals  in  New  York  December  14. 

Miller  Scripts  "Hawk" 
Hollywood — Seton  I.  Miller  will  script 

“The  Sea  Hawk”  for  Warner  Bros.,  from 
Rafael  Sabatini’s  novel,  as  a   vehicle  for 
Errol  Flynn. 

M   E.  BERMAN,  manager  of  the  Orpheum 
Theatre,  is  taking  advantage  of  pub- 

licity given  M-G-M’s  “The  Great  Waltz” 
contest,  sponsored  locally  by  the  Illinois 
State  Journal  on  November  30,  with  Buddy 

Rogers’  orchestra  furnishing  the  music  at 

the  state  armory,  by  booking  “The  Great 
Waltz”  for  his  theatre  December  4   (it  was 
originally  booked  for  November  27),  and 

also  by  signing  the  winners  of  the  contest 

to  appear  on  the  Orpheum  stage  with 

Jimmy  Dorsey’s  orchestra  on  December  7. 

The  huge  Santa  Claus  parade  of  Mother 

Goose  characters,  staged  in  Springfield 

November  25  by  local  merchants  to  usher 

in  the  Christmas  season,  was  filmed  and 

will  be  shown  at  the  Senate  Theatre  this 

week. 

Edmond  Metzger,  manager  of  Kerasotes 

Bros.’  Strand  Theatre,  spent  a   busman’s 
holiday  in  Chicago  last  weekend  by  at- 

tending a   stage  show  and  three  motion 

picture  theatres. 

Benny  Kleps  was  here  last  weekend  su- 

pervising  a   special  midnight  showing  and 

roadshow  engagement  of  “The  Wages  of 
Sin”  at  the  Strand  Theatre. 

Springfield  was  one  of  20  cities  selected 

by  Columbia  for  a   test  spot  preview  last 

week  of  “Blondie,”  the  first  of  a   new 
family  series.  Patrons  praised  the  picture 

and  indicated  that  they  would  like  to  see 
more  of  the  series. 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 
1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  5900 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  <£  Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

Chicago's  Grosses 
Hold  Near  Average 

Chicago — Though  the  anticipated  pre- 

Christmas  slump  began  taking  effect  dur- 

ing the  middle  of  the  week,  over-the-week- 
end  business,  both  in  the  loop  and  in  the 

suburbans,  was  better  than  had  been  ex- 

pected. Warner’s  “Angels  With  Dirty  Faces” 
gave  the  Chicago  Theatre  top  business  in 

the  loop,  so  good  that  a   second  week  is 
assured.  Other  houses  continued  well  in 

the  face  of  the  anticipated  after-Tlianks- 
giving  recession  and  the  cold  weather. 

In  the  neighborhoods,  business,  as  usual, 

was  spotty,  with  many  houses  reporting 
business  good  and  fair,  depending  upon 
availability  of  product. 

Premiere  of  "Hardy" Pleases  Several  Groups 
Green  Bay,  Wis. — Mayor  Alex  Biemeret, 

Women’s  Club  of  Green  Bay,  Green  Bay 
Better  Films  Council,  Boy  Scouts  and  Girl 

Scouts,  Catholic  Women’s  Club  of  Green 
Bay  and  the  Junior  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce all  extended  their  congratulations 

to  E.  R.  Brennan,  manager  of  the 

Orpheum  here,  for  obtaining  for  the  city 

the  premiere  Wisconsin  showing  of  “Out 

West  With  the  Hardys.” 
“That’s  the  place  that  Green  Bay  en- 

joys— out  ahead  of  the  entire  state,”  the 
congratulatory  message  declared. 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

A   KNOCKOUT  KID  GIVEAWAY  for 

Saturday  Afternoons  and 
Xmas  Parties 

Moving  Picture  Machine  with 
2   sets  of  comedy  movies 

featuring  the  3   Stooges 

2V2  cents  ea. — $21.25  per  M. 
Attracted  capacity  kid  audiences 

everywhere. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  3311 -A  Olive  St 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS.  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
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gILL  GRIFFIN  of  Cairo,  111.,  booker  for 
the  Rodger  circuit,  was  seen  along 

Filmrow  during  the  week.  Other  visitors 
included  Bob  Cluster  of  Johnston  City,  111.; 

Bill  Feldstein,  chief  booker  for  the  Frisina 
circuit  of  Southern  &   Central  Illinois, 

etc.;  Paul  Musser  of  Casey  and  Greenup, 

111.,  and  William  Baker  of  the  United  Art- 
ists sales  organization  in  Chicago. 

Sonja  Henie’s  Hollywood  Ice  Revue 
played  to  79,049  cash  customers  in  its  five 

night  starid  at  the  Arena.  The  final  at- 
tendance was  18,204,  setting  a   record  for 

the  Arena  for  shows  not  able  to  place  seats 

on  the  floor  surface. 

Saturday  night,  November  26,  was  Bar- 
ney Rosenthal  Night  at  the  Variety  Club  in 

its  headquarters  at  the  Roosevelt  Hotel. 

Barney,  by  the  way,  announces  the  sign- 

ing of  contracts  for  Republic’s  1938-39 
pictures  with  Frisina  circuit,  covering  21 
towns  in  Illinois,  eastern  Missouri  and 
southwestern  Iowa,  and  with  the  Fox  West 

Coast  circuit  in  southern  Illinois  and  east- 
ern Missouri. 

The  recently  remodeled  Broadway  The- 
atre, Cape  Girardeau,  Mo.,  has  been  play- 

ing to  nice  business. 

Bobby  Breen,  11-year-old  singer  of  the 
screen  and  radio,  will  head  an  All-Star 
Revue  which  is  to  give  16  performances  at 
the  Municipal  Auditorium  Opera  House 
commencing  with  a   matinee  on  Christmas 

Day  and  continuing  through  on  a   two-day 

basis  up  to  and  including  New  Year’s  Day. 
The  show  is  being  given  under  the  aus- 

pices of  the  Father  Tim  Dempsey’s  Char- 
ities. 

Guy  A.  Bingham,  member  of  th  Ray- 
mond-Whitcomb  cruise  staff,  presented 
colored  motion  pictures  of  a   Mediterranean 
cruise  and  scenes  of  Rio  de  Janeiro  at  the 
Chase  Hotel  at  8:15  p.  m.  last  Monday. 
In  addition  to  Rio  the  second  film  showed 

scenes  in  various  West  Indies  spots. 

Walter  Dix,  advertising  manager  of  the 
Garrick  Theatre,  and  Mrs.  Dix  have  been 

selected  to  act  as  godparents  at  the  chris- 
tening of  the  daughter  of  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Francis  Pickens  at  St.  Mark’s  Church,  Page 
and  Academy  Aves.,  the  afternoon  of  Sun- 

day, December  4. 

The  Melbourne  Theatres,  Inc.,  has  ap- 
plied to  the  Board  of  Public  Service  for  a 

permit  to  erect  and  maintain  a   stationary 
metal  canopy  with  attached  signs  at  the 

Fair  Theatre,  5640  Easto-n  Ave.  .   .   .   Vic- 
tor B.  Thien  is  asking  a   similar  permit  for 

a   canopy  and  signs  for  the  Palm  Theatre, 
3010  North  Union  Blvd. 

Theatregoers,  Inc.,  has  been  incorporat- 
ed with  100  shares  of  $20  par  value  stock 

to  conduct  a   general  amusement  business, 
both  indoors  and  outdoors,  for  gain  and  for 

charity.  Incorporators  were  S.  A.  Wein- 
traub,  Ben  Golden  and  Larry  Atkins. 

"Wind's"  Heroine 
A   Xmas  Revelation 

Chicago — David  O.  Selznick  is  no  doubt 

planning  to  give  the  film  Scarlett  O’Hara 
to  the  motion  picture  public  as  a   Christ- 

mas present.  At  least,  from  his  comments 
at  a   press  conference  here  between  trains 

en  route  to  the  west  coast,  Selznick  inti- 
mated that  the  lucky  girl  to  be  picked 

will  probably  not  be  announced  until  about 
Christmas  time. 

It  appears  that  the  press  conference  was 
definitely  intended  to  get  printed  space 

for  Selznick’s  “The  Young  in  Heart,”  but 

that  when  the  Chicago  American’s  Doro- 

thy Deere,  the  Daily  News’  Clark  Roden- 
bach,  the  Milwaukee  Sentinel’s  Buck  Her- 

zog and  other  news  hounds  got  together 

with  Selznick  all  thought  turned  to  wheth- 

er “Gone  With  the  Wind”  would  be  made 
during  this  generation  or  the  next. 

Of  trade  matters  Selznick  said  that  he 

will  definitely  return  to  the  United  Artists 
banner  after  he  finishes  G.W.T.W.,  which 
goes  before  the  cameras  January  8   or  15. 
Tire  deal  will  no  doubt  be  for  six  pictures 
with  no  time  limit  on  when  they  should 

be  completed.  He  hopes  to  do  the  half 
dozen  in  a   year. 

Back  to  “Gone  With  the  Wind,”  Selz- 
nick said  it  will  be  roadshowed  in  all  key 

spots  in  the  country  beginning  next 
Thanksgiving,  1939.  He  hopes  for  it  to 
run  in  roadshow  form  for  about  a   year. 

The  approximate  length  of  the  film  will 
be  about  16  reels,  making  it  improbable 

to  double  feature  it.  Clark  Gable  as 

Rhett  Butler  is  the  only  definitely  cast 

member  of  the  film.  Among  three  out- 
standing women  candidates  for  Scarlett, 

none  of  whom  is  of  top-ranking  star  cali- 
bre, is  Paulette  Goddard.  It  will  have  a 

2y2  million  dollar  budget. 

Wilbur  Kurtz  of  Atlanta  was  with  Selz- 

nick, as  was  Oliver  Garrett,  who  is  round- 
ing the  script  into  shape.  Kurtz  will  be 

technical  adviser  for  the  southern  details, 

and  said  that  only  a   slight  southern  ac- 
cent will  be  used  by  the  cast. 

Paramount's  Windy  City 
Bowlers  Hit  Fast  Pace 

Chicago — Paramount’s  bowling  team 
soared  high  last  week.  They  bowled  a   high 
game  of  1004  in  defeating  Essaness  two 
out  of  three  games.  They  also  totaled 

high  series  of  2751,  with  both  scores  like- 
ly to  stand  for  a   while. 
Herman  Busch  led  the  Paramount  team 

with  games  of  209,  213  and  209,  totaling 
631. 

The  standings: 
Won Lost 

Republic        20 7 
Paramount        17 10 
Universal        17 10 
Film  Carriers        14 

13 

Photoplay        12 15 
National  Screen        11 16 
Essaness        10 

17 

20th-Fox    
    7 

20 

IP  IE  ©   R   II  A 
^HE  first  jitterbug  contest  on  the  stage 

at  the  Rialto  drew  an  excellent  re- 
sponse from  fans  of  central  Illinois.  The 

SRO  sign  was  hung  out  for  the  finale.  It 

is  planned  to  hold  an  all-colored  jitter- 
bug festival  at  the  house  later  this  month. 

Len  Worley,  city  manager  of  Publix- 
Great  States  Theatres,  was  in  Springfield 

to  look  over  the  Boys’  Choir  from  Father 
Flanagan’s  Boys  Town  which  was  playing 
on  the  Orpheum  stage. 

Jimmy  Dorsey’s  orchestra  will  make  a 
personal  appearance  at  the  Palace  The- 

atre for  one  day  only,  December  8.  A 
good  short  of  the  orchestra,  shown  at  the 
Palace  last  week,  has  pepped  interest  in 
the  coming  event. 

The  Rialto  Theatre  had  such  a   success 

with  its  showing  of  the  double  horror  bill 

of  “Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  that  it 
came  back  with  another  double  dose  of 

chills  in  “White  Zombie”  and  “The  Living 

Dead.” 

Double  Features  Reveal 

Weak  Points  in  Chicago 

Chicago — Maybe  double  features  aren’t 
the  thing  after  all. 

Why  such  a   statement  after  all  the  dis- 
cussion of  the  past  couple  years  in  the 

Windy  City?  All  because  of  a   little  ex- 
periment presently  going  on  on  Ran- 

dolph St. 

Until  some  weeks  ago,  B&K  stuck  fairly 
well  to  a   policy  of  single  features  at  the 

Garrick  Theatre,  with  admission  nearly  al- 

ways pegged  at  a   75-cent  top  nightly. 
However,  it  appears  the  Essaness  Woods 
is  starting  to  do  alright  with  its  policy  of 

freak  attractions — one  change  horror 
films;  the  next  age-old  mysteries;  still 
another  combination  of  well-worn  classics 

of  the  screen,  and  many  other  combina- 
tions. But  all  without  any  top-notch 

product. 

Then,  with  the  booking  of  Universal’s 
“Dracula”  and  “Frankenstein”  into  the 

Garrick,  B&K  decides  to  try  the  catch-as- 
catch-can  policy  for  that  house.  As  long 
as  the  two  horror-twins  played,  it  was 

okay.  After  that,  it  wasn’t  so  good. 
Firstly,  prices  dropped  to  55  cents  at 

night.  Then  product  suitable  to  that  price 
was  offered. 

The  result:  The  public,  on  the  watch 
against  cheap  product,  stayed  away  and 
is  continuing  to  do  so,  even  though  the  last 

couple  changes  have  offered  better  films. 
In  other  words,  the  Garrick  is  doing  a 

lot  worse  now  with  its  dual-cheaper-ad- 

mission  policy,  than  it  did  with  “move- 
over”  top-notch  product  at  a   75-cent  top. 

The  Garrick  was  back  to  singles  for  this 

week,  at  least,  playing  an  extended  first- 

run  engagement  of  Paramount’s  “Men 
With  Wings,”  and  business  was  better  with 
the  single  film  at  75  cents  top,  than  with 
the  dual  low-price  policy. 

Even  the  Woods,  whenever  Essaness  tries 

a   price-cut  there,  on  the  next  program 
change,  has  to  shove  the  tariff  up  a   little 

to  get  some  of  its  “class”  trade  back,  and, 
what’s  more  important,  more  patrons. 
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KANSAS-MISSODRI  THEATRES  ASS'N  SLATES 
SERIES  OF  REGIONAL  MEETS  FOR  A   MONTH 

So  Monkey  Business 

Bears  Watching 
Des  Moines,  la. — Some  lesson  in  ex- 

ploitation might  be  drawn  from  Jess 

Carter's  story  of  how  he  once  offered  a 
$7.E0  live  monkey  to  his  Thursday 

night  theatre  patrons  one  week,  and  a 

$125  diamond-set  wrist  watch  on  the 

same  day  of  the  following  week. 

Although  no  one  wanted  the  monkey, 

those  who  came  to  see  and  kid  the 

winner  doubled  the  take.  The  dia- 

mond-studded watch  which  everyone 

coveted  brought  only  $10.00  more  than 

an  average  night.  Mr.  Carter  is  now 

in  the  theatre  supply  business  here. 

Duals  for  a   Dime, 
Steffes  Threatens 

Minneapolis— W.  A.  Steffes  has  been 

reported  as  declaring  that  he’ll  go  to 
double  features  for  a   dime,  if  necessary, 

at  his  1,600-seat  de  luxe  downtown  the- 

atre, the  Alvin,  if  he  continues  to  en- 
counter present  difficulties  in  obtaining 

product.  It  had  been  Steffes’  plan  to  re- 
open the  house  with  pictures  this  fall, 

but  it  still  remains  dark  and  the  reason 

is  understood  to  be  the  inability  of  the 

owner  to  get  pictures.  Steffes  himself, 

however,  is  silent  regarding  his  “troubles,” 
if  any. 

Government  investigators  also  are  re- 
ported to  have  been  here  looking  into  the 

Alvin  product  situation  in  connection  with 

the  federal  anti-trust  suit  against  major 

film  exchanges.  Before  the  season  start- 

ed Steffes  was  confident  he’d  be  able  to 
get  pictures,  especially  in  view  of  trade 

developments. 

There  have  been  rumors  that  Steffes 

might  get  United  Artists  product,  in  view 

of  the  fact  the  company  hasn’t  made 
a   deal  yet  with  the  Minnesota  Amuse- 

ment Co.  However,  Steffes  himself  and 

Ralph  Cramblet  of  United  Artists  pro- 

fess to  be  in  ignorance  of  any  such  pend- 
ing arrangement. 

Steffes  earlier  announced  he’d  consider 
any  run  and  queried  the  exchanges  as  to 

what  product  would  be  available,  but  he 

didn’t  get  any  satisfactory  replies.  He  es- 
pecially wanted  a   20  cent  run  to  break 

with  20  cent  subsequents. 

Leo  Ross  Opens  Rapids 

Sauke  Rapids,  Minn. — The  new  Rapids 

Theatre  has  been  opened  here  by  Leo 
Ross. 

A   Discussion  of  Problems 

Will  Be  of  Value  at 

General  Meet 

Kansas  City — A   series  of  regional  meet- 
ings will  be  held  in  Kansas  and  Missouri 

by  the  Kansas-Missouri  Theatres  Ass’n 
during  the  30-day  period  beginning  De- 

cember 15,  according  to  Frank  Cassil, 

Rialto,  St.  Joseph,  Mo.,  president  of  the 
association. 

Objective  of  the  series  of  gatherings  is 
to  reach  all  exhibitors  of  the  area  for  a 

thorough  discussion  of  mutual  problems, 

Cassil  said,  with  particular  emphasis  on 

discussion  of  legislative  problems  which 

are  scheduled  to  come  up  during  the  early 

part  of  the  year  at  Jefferson  City,  Mo., 

and  Topeka,  Kas.,  the  state  capitols. 

Other  problems  will  be  discussed.  Infor- 
mation relative  to  exhibitor  views  will  be 

compiled  for  use  at  the  next  general  meet- 
ing of  the  association.  Effort  will  be 

made  also  to  secure  full  cooperation  of  all 

affiliated  and  non-affiliated  theatres. 

Cooperating  in  the  staging  of  the  meet- 

ings are  20th  Century-Fox  Film,  which 

will  present  the  first  showing  of  “Old 

Kentucky”  and  “Jesse  James”  at  these 
meetings;  Exhibitors  Film  Delivery,  Finton 

H.  Jones  of  the  Travelers  Insurance  Co. 

and  Don  Davis  of  RCA.  These  allied 

trade  firms  will  aid  with  entertainment, 

refreshments  and  the  like. 

Plans  at  present  call  for  five  meetings 

in  Kansas- — Salina,  Stockton,  Pratt,  To- 

peka and  Independence,  and  three  in  Mis- 

souri— Joplin,  Maryville  and  Eldon.  Presi- 
dent Cassil  will  preside  at  the  Missouri 

meetings,  Vice-president  Homer  F.  Stro- 
wig,  Abilene,  Kas.,  at  those  in  Kansas. 

All  members  of  the  board  are  planning 

to  attend  each  meeting. 

“We  shall  have  a   complete  synopsis  of 
everything  gained  at  the  trade  practice 

negotiating  conference,  which  is  of  vital 

interest  to  all  exhibitors,”  commented 
Cassil. 

The  association  is  out  to  make  the 

KMTA  the  most  active  individual  unit  of 

the  MPTOA.  Not  only  will  the  meetings 

be  constructive  as  to  individual  problems 

of  exhibitors,  but  will  provide  an  excel- 
lent opportunity  for  good  fellowship  as 

well. 

Sonosky  Quits  GN 
Minneapolis — Because  of  the  ill  health 

of  his  wife,  making  it  necessary  for  him 

to  take  her  to  another  climate,  Abe  So- 
nosky has  resigned  as  Grand  National 

southern  Minnesota  salesman.  No  suc- 
cessor has  been  named  yet. 

Fans  Do  Their  Share 

For  a   Theatre 
Cedar  Rapids,  la. — Film  fans  in 

Riverside,  a   small  town  near  here, 

called  A.  T.  Chado's  bluff  when  he  said 
he  would  open  a   show  shop  if  they 

bought  $300  worth  of  ducats  in  ad- 
vance. Volunteer  solicitors  got  busy 

and  disposed  of  enough  in  a   couple 

of  weeks  to  guarantee  the  bargain. 

Chado,  who  lives  in  Cedar  Rapids, 

will  remodel  a   former  store  in  River- 

side. The  town  has  never  had  a   the- 

atre, although  weekly  open-air  movies 
have  been  shown  there  during  the 
summer  months. 

Ten  Youths  Caught 

In  Drawing  Fraud 
Keokuk,  Ia. — Ten  defendants,  mosTy 

high  school  youths,  pleaded  not  srui.ty  here 

Monday  of  participating  in  a   r.ng  ac- 

cused of  winning  $1,750  since  last  De- 

cember by  a   scheme  to  “fix”  cash  draw- 
ings at  local  theatres. 

The  ten  defendants,  and  another  not 

yet  arrested,  were  indicted  either  on 

charges  of  cheating  by  false  pretenses  or 

conspiracy  to  defraud.  Those  arrested 

were  released  under  $250  bond. 

Police  Chief  E.  G.  McPherson  announced 

that  five  of  the  defendants  have  confessed. 

According  to  McPherson,  the  ring  operated 
in  this  manner; 

Several  of  the  conspirators  would  attend 

the  drawing.  When  the  master  of  cere- 
monies called  for  volunteers  from  the 

audience  to  serve  as  judges,  one  or  more 

cf  them  would  go  up  on  the  stage. 

The  ticket  would  be  drawn  out  of  the 

box  by  a   small  boy  and  handed  to  the 

judges.  Then  one  of  the  judges,  by  sleight 

of  hand,  would  switch  tickets,  handing 

back  one  with  the  name  of  another  con- 
spirator and  keeping  the  one  drawn  from 

the  box.  The  profit  was  divided. 

All  seemed  to  go  well,  the  confessions 

to  Chief  McPherson  state,  until  October 

25  when  a   12-year-old  boy  was  taken  into 
the  deal. 

The  boy  had  trouble  getting  the  substi- 
tute slip  out  of  his  sleeve,  according  to 

McPherson.  The  master  of  ceremonies 

noticed  the  boy  frantically  shaking  his 

hand  in  the  box  and  retrieved  the  slip 
from  his  sleeve. 
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Steffes  Still  Sees  Victory  for 

"Divorce” Bill  Despite  Election 
Minneapolis — W.  A.  Steffes,  president  of 

Northwest  Allied,  emphatically  denies  that 
the  Minnesota  theatre  divorcement  law 

being  sponsored  by  his  organization  has 
been  imperiled  as  a   result  of  the  clean 

sweep  of  the  Republicans  over  the  Farmer- 

Laborites  in  the  recent  state  election.  It’s 
not  true,  he  asserts,  that  the  Farmer- 
Laborites,  as  a   party,  supported  the  meas- 

ure and  the  Republicans  opposed  it  in  the 
last  legislative  session  when  the  bill  died 
in  the  committee. 

Steffes  now  explains  his  assertion  that 
the  chances  for  passage  of  the  law,  which 
would  compel  the  Minnesota  Amusement 
Co.  to  relinquish  its  85  theatres  in  this 
state,  are  as  good  as,  if  not  better  than, 
ever  in  the  legislative  session  which  starts 

early  next  year. 

Questionnaire  Encourages 

“In  reply  to  a   questionnaire,  which  our 
organization  sent  to  all  candidates  prior 

to  the  recent  election,”  says  Steffes,  “49 
out  of  a   total  of  67  state  senate  candi- 

dates elected  pledged  themselves  in  favor 
of  the  measure.  Several  other  members 

of  the  Senate  who  voted  for  the  bill  in  com- 
mittee and  for  the  special  order  to  report 

it  out  at  the  last  session  have  telephoned 

us,  stating  their  position  is  unchanged. 
With  a   poll  overwhelmingly  in  favor  of 

the  bill,  we  have  good  reason  for  confi- 

dence.” 
At  the  last  session,  the  Republicans  and 

Democrats,  not  the  Farmer-Laborites,  were 
lined  up  solid  for  the  bill,  declares  Steffes. 
The  state  senate  had  a   large  Republican 
majority  and  it  brought  the  bill  out  of 

committee.  On  a   motion  to  grant  a   spe- 
cial order,  he  points  out,  the  roll  call 

shows  that  Republicans  voted  in  favor  and 

Farmer-Laborites  against.  But  in  the 
lower  house,  where  the  bill  was  killed  in 

committpe,  the  membership  was  approxi- 
mately 85  per  cent  Farmer-Laborites  and 

15  per  cent  Republican,  according  to  Stef- 
fes who  asserts  the  Farmer-Laborites 

blocked  the  measure  in  committee. 

The  proposed  Minnesota  law  is  pattern- 
ed after  the  North  Dakota  measure  which 

was  declared  constitutional  by  a   federal 
court  tribunal,  the  decision  of  which  now 

is  being  appealed  to  the  U.  S.  supreme 
court. 

Dickinson  Moves  Office 

To  Johnson  County,  Kas. 
Kansas  City — Glen  W.  Dickinson  has 

moved  the  offices  of  the  theatre  circuit  he 

heads  to  5903  Woodson  road,  in  the  Mis- 
sion Hill  Acres  district  of  Johnson  coun- 

ty, Kas.  The  5-room  bungalow  just  across 
from  the  new  Dickinson  has  been  re- 
modeled. 

The  offices  formerly  were  at  3525  Broad- 
way for  several  years. 

New  Association  for 

S,  D .   Exhibitors 
Plankinton,  S.  D. — South  Dakota  the- 

atre owners  have  organized  a   new  as- 
sociation with  Dean  Nash,  Canton,  as 

president.  Other  officers  are  J.  L.  An- 

derson, Plankinton,  vice-president;  A. 

P.  Sorenson,  Alcester,  secretary  and 

treasurer,  and  Ike  Sorenson,  Chamber- 

lain;  Ralph  Bloom,  Redfield;  Charles 

Lee  Hyde  and  Robert  Hippie,  Pierre, 

and  Bert  Johnson,  Rapid  City,  gov- 
ernors. 

Steffes  Reelected 

Variety  Club  Head 
Minneapolis — W.  A.  Steffes  will  con- 

tinue as  chief  barker  of  the  Twin  City 

Variety  Club  for  a   second  term.  Honor- 
ing him  in  recognition  of  his  efforts  in 

guiding  the  club  to  its  “greatest  growth 
and  development,  climaxed  by  the  estab- 

lishment of  the  present  new  greatly  larger 

and  more  elaborate  quarters,”  said  to  be 
the  finest  clubrooms  of  any  Tent  in  the 

entire  United  States,  the  club  at  its  nomi- 
nating meeting  this  week  decided  unani- 
mously to  retain  Steffes,  independent  ex- 
hibitor and  Northwest  Allied  president, 

as  its  head  for  another  year. 

The  club  also  honored  W.  H.  Work- 
man, a   former  chief  barker  and  present 

secretary,  by  retaining  him  in  his  present 
office. 

With  Steffes  absent,  attending  a   De- 
troit, Mich.,  Variety  Club  dinner  for  a 

friend,  H.  M.  Richey,  and  with  Workman 

presiding,  the  club  voted  to  limit  the 

nominations  for  chief  barker  and  secre- 

tary to  Steffes  and  Workman,  respec- 
tively, thus,  in  effect,  electing  them.  Their 

election,  at  the  December  12  election  meet- 
ing, will  be  a   mere  formality. 

However,  at  the  December  12  election, 

a   full  slate  of  other  officers  and  of  Can- 

vasmen  (directors)  will  be  chosen.  An  ap- 
peal has  been  issued  to  all  members  to 

attend  this  dinner  meeting  and  participate 
in  the  election.  Selections  will  be  made 

by  ballot. 

All  incumbents  were  re-nominated,  on 

motion  of  Abe  Kaplan,  independent  ex- 
hibitor and  former  Dough  Man.  At  the 

same  time  there  were  a   number  of  other 

nominees  for  the  remaining  offices.  Ac- 
cordingly, a   lively  election  is  assured. 

Nominees  are  as  follows: 

First  assistant  chief  barker — Ben  Blotcky, 
Paramount  district  manager,  and  Charlie  Weiner, 

Monogram  co-franchise  holder.  (Frank  Mantzke, 
incumbent,  has  been  transferred  to  Milwaukee  as 
Universal  branch  manager). 

Second  assistant  chief  barker — Paul  Mans  (in- 
cumbent), independent  exhibitor;  Harry  Dryer, 

(Continued  on  page  54-H) 

Kaycee's  Filmites 
Pleased  With  Ball 

Kansas  City — “The  best  of  them  all.” 

That’s  the  way  Filmrow  is  characteriz- 
ing the  eighth  annual  Charity  Ball  which 

Variety  Club  and  Filmrow  sponsored  last 

Friday  night  at  Pla-Mor  for  the  benefit 

of  the  club’s  crippled  children’s  fund.  The 
ball,  which  has  become  so  traditional  that 

each  year  it  receives  more  support  both 
from  within  and  without  the  film  and 

theatre  business,  was  probably  the  bright- 

est and  gayest — and  that  doesn’t  mean boisterous — in  eight  years. 

Top  honors  go  to  Earl  Jameson,  general 

chairman,  for  the  affair.  He  field  mar- 
shalled the  event  from  start  to  finish,  and 

the  smoothness  of  the  result  is  adequate 
testimony  to  his  ability  to  wield  a   half 
dozen  batons  at  once.  Flanking  come 

Finton  H.  Jones  and  Norris  Cresswell,  co- 
chairmen,  who  did  plenty,  and  that  well. 

But  it  was  an  industry  party,  and  the  en- 
tire industry  deserves  credit. 

Approximately  1,500  attended  the  af- 

fair, danced  to  Mat  Betton’s  Orchestra, and  watched  the  floor  show  arranged  by 

Harry  McClure,  Stanley  Chambers,  Senn 
Lawler,  George  Baker  and  Barney  Joffee, 
and  generally  enjoyed  themselves. 

George  Baker’s  Popeye  Band  was  one 
of  the  big  features  of  the  entertainment 
.   .   .   Russ  Borg  had  to  sit  a   level  back 
of  his  table  to  find  it.  Those  tables  are 

just  about  big  enough  to  hold  one  drink 

anyway  .   .   .   Johnny  Scott  needed  roller 
skates  to  get  around  from  one  end  of  the 

joint  to  the  other  .   .   .   Earl  Jameson  was 
hurrying  so  fast  he  was  about  to  leave 
his  Tuxedo  behind  .   .   .   Tire  hostesses 

really  made  a   pretty  picture.  And  those 
flower  girls — did  they  take  the  breath 
away  from  the  boys  at  first  glance!  The 
way  Dr.  Medcalf  was  greeted  by  the  gals 
when  he  came  in,  tsk,  tsk! 

Olson  Starts  Campaign 

Plans  for  Another  Record 
Minneapolis — With  the  Grad  Sears 

drive  scheduled  to  start  December  25, 

Clarence  K.  Olson,  manager  of  the  local 
Warner  branch,  already  has  started  to 

map  out  campaign  plans  designed  to  en- 
able him  to  duplicate  the  record  made 

by  Rud  Lohrenz  here  during  his  first 
year.  On  that  occasion,  the  Minneapolis 
exchange  led  the  entire  United  States 
in  the  Sears  drive.  The  district  managed 

by  Leo  Blank,  including  Minneapolis,  was 
first  in  the  country. 

This  is  Olson’s  first  year  as  local  branch 

manager  and  Lohrenz’s  first  as  district 
manager.  Both  are  eager  to  duplicate  their 

predecessors’  success.  As  a   slogan,  they’ve 
adopted  “The  Mid-West  Must  Win.” 

Thompson  Relights  Roxy 

Oslo,  Minn. — A.  L.  Thompson,  Argyle, 

has  opened  the  Roxy  Theatre,  purchased 
from  the  Oslo  Theatre  Co. 
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At  Kaycee’s  Variety  Club  Party 

— Photos  by  Pictorial  Press  Service 

TOP  LEFT — Earl  Jameson,  general  chairman  of  the  eighth  annual  Movie  Ball,  flanked  by  his  co-chairmen,  Norris  Cresswell 

(left)  and  Finton  H.  Jones.  TOP  RIGHT — Around  the  table  (left  to  right)  Dick  Liggett,  A.  F.  “Peck”  Baker,  Gladys 
Green,  Mrs.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Mr.  Biechele,  Mrs.  Dick  Liggett  and  Mrs  Corinne  Offlutt. 

CENTER  LEFT — The  Smiling,  hard-working  hostesses.  Seated,  Betty  McClanahan  and  Mrs.  June  Medcalf.  Standing 

(left  to  right),  Ann  O’Toole,  Nadene  MisSakian,  Virginia  Gaylord.  Arda  Mayer,  Lenora  Herring,  Dorothy  Saferstein, 
Louise  Williams,  Dorothy  O’Brien,  Oval  Winter,  Mabel  Fisk  and  Margaret  O’Toole.  CENTER  RIGHT — H.  P.  Wolfberg, 
M-G-M  district  manager;  Bill  Warner,  Warner  branch  manager;  Pete  Dana,  Universal  district  manager. 

BOTTOM  LEFT — Around  the  table,  Frank  Hensler  and  party.  Mrs.  Hensler  is  third  from  the  left. 

BOTTOM  RIGHT — The  throng  of  merrymakers  reach  out  to  catch  balloons  released  from  a   large  net  overhead. 
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K   A\  Y   C   HE  IE Nebraska  Exhibitors  to  Eye 

Legislators  Closely  on  Taxes 

Omaha — Nebraska  exhibitors  will  be 

watching  closely  the  state’s  unicameral 
legislature  when  that  body  goes  into  ses- 

sion early  in  1939  for  one  of  the  major 

problems  facing  that  group  will  be  the 
tax  situation. 

Nebraska  has  gained  a   nation-wide  repu- 

tation during  the  past  year  as  “America’s 
White  Spot”  because  of  no  sales  tax,  no 
income  tax  and  no  nuisance  taxes.  The 

question  exhibitors  are  asking  themselves 

is:  Will  the  White  Spot  be  kept  white 

•   no  additional  taxes)? 

The  state’s  general  fund  is  now  $1,000,- 
000  in  the  red,  due  to  an  unforeseen  de- 

cline in  tax  collections  this  year.  Thus 

the  state  legislature  will  be  called  upon 

to  provide  funds  to  make  up  this  deficit, 

probably  by  new  taxation. 

Since  there  is  a   strong  feeling  in  Ne- 
braska against  any  increase  in  property 

taxes,  many  persons  feel  the  legislators 

will  turn  to  some  form  of  sales  tax  or 

a   similar  tax.  Gov.  R.  L.  Cochran  is 

considered  certain  to  oppose  any  sort  of 
tax  increase  whatsoever. 

Bader ,   Burke  Shift 
Minneapolis — National  Screen  Service 

has  appointed  David  Bader  to  succeed  Ed 

Burke  as  Minnesota- Wisconsin  salesman. 

He  was  transferred  here  from  Cincin- 

nati. Burke  resigned  to  join  Trailer- 
Made. 

Piller  Improves  His  Iris 

Edgeley,  N.  D. — John  Piller  has  in- 

stalled new  seats  and  made  other  improve- 
ments in  his  Iris  Theatre  here. 

Kaycee  Film  Firms 

In  New  Quarters 

Kansas  City — Commonwealth  Amuse- 

ment Corp.  and  Republic-Midwest  Pic- 
tures are  ensconced  in  their  new  office 

building  at  213-15  West  18th  St.  Com- 
monwealth occupies  the  second  floor  of 

the  building.  Republic  has  the  first  floor 

west  and  basement,  and  RCA  Victor  Man- 
ufacturing Co.,  both  radio  and  film  sound 

divisions,  occupy  the  east  section  of  the 
first  floor. 

C.  A.  Schultz  and  O.  K.  Mason,  heads 

of  Commonwealth,  have  beautiful  new  of- 
fices at  the  front  of  the  building  on  the 

second  floor,  light  coming  through  the 

structural  glass  front  wall  of  the  build- 

ing. The  Commonwealth  offices  through- 
out are  heavily  carpeted  in  a   deep  brown, 

which  contrasts  with  the  light  green  walls 

and  the  white  Venetian  blinds  at  the  win- 
dows. The  move  gives  Commonwealth 

some  much  needed  space,  including  offices 

for  Leland  Allen,  booker;  Lawrence  Par- 
rott and  Walter  Kirkham. 

Hosts  Newsboys 

Kansas  City — R.  J.  Haley’s  Orpheum 
was  host  last  week  at  a   special  showing  of 

"Angels  With  Dirty  Faces”  to  500  news- 
boys and  300  carriers  of  the  Kansas  City 

Star.  November  23,  just  before  the  paper’s 
annual  newsboys’  Thanksgiving  dinner. 

CJTAN  GOLDBERG  has  sold  the  Tower, 
Tulsa,  a   Moran  and  Isely  house,  a   58- 

week  deal  of  Calienteware,  and  the  Plaza, 

Picher,  Okla.,  another  M&I  unit,  a   Sun- burst deal. 

Al  Myles,  Universal  auditor,  just  left 

Kansas  City  after  a   stay  on  his  way  to 
Des  Moines. 

Ed  Solig,  Universal  booker,  was  in  Chi- 
cago and  Madison  over  the  Thanksgiving 

weekend. 

Tom  Edwards  has  had  a   run  of  good 

luck  recently.  The  WPA  closed  his  street, 

and  to  prevent  patrons  tracking  in  mud 

and  dirt,  he  took  up  his  $600  worth  of 

carpet.  He  sent  the  carpet  to  the  Eldon 
Transfer  &   Storage  Co.,  which  promptly 

burned  down  without  insurance. 

Hollywood  currently  is  having  heart 

trouble,  according  to  "Big  Hearted”  Bern- 
field  of  United  Artists.  On  this  year’s 

list  are  “There  Goes  My  Heart,”  “The 

Young  in  Heart,”  “You're  a   Sweetheart,” 
“Heart  of  the  North,”  “Change  of  Heart,” 
“Heart  of  Arizona”  and  “Of  Human 

Hearts.” 

Add  visitors:  John  Braiidt,  Oregon,  Mo.; 

Bob  Robison,  Grant  City,  Mo.;  Ed  Bur- 

gan,  Kansas  City,  Kas.;  Louis  Griefe  and 

son,  Windsor,  Mo.;  M.  J.  Aley,  Eureka, 

Kas.;  Earl  Kerr,  Albany  and  Bethany, 

Mo.;  Bruce  Pearso-n,  Gilman  City,  Mo. 

Lester  Prairie,  Minn.,  is  proud — and 

justly  so — of  one  of  its  native  sons,  Clar- 

ence A.  Schultz.  The  other  day  the  Les- 
ter Prairie  News  reproduced  the  article  on 

Commonwealth  and  Mr.  Schultz  which  was 

originally  published  in  Boxoffice,  and 

added  the  story  of  the  recent  opening  of 

the  Wareham  at  Manhattan,  Kas. 

Frank  Dodson  showed  up  late  in  the 

week  on  one  of  his  infrequent  visits  from 

Ellsworth,  Kas.  .   .   .   R.  E.  Thomas  is 

opening  a   house  in  Everton,  Mo. 

Early  birds:  Cle  Bratton,  Council  Grove, 

Kas.;  Tom  Edwards,  Eldon,  Mo.;  E.  O. 

Briles,  Emporia,  Kas.;  Homer  F.  Strowig, 

Abilene,  Kas.;  Wayne  Jenkins,  Pleasant 

Hill,  Mo.;  M.  D.  Utterbach,  Wellington, 
Kas.;  W.  G.  McKinney,  Topeka,  Kas.; 

Lloyd  Lenhart,  Clinton,  Mo. 

George  Hunter,  manager  of  the  Fox 

Midland  at  Pittsburg,  Kas.,  ivas  celebrat- 

ing his  wedding  anniversary  at  the  Ball 

.   .   ,   And  Stanley  Goldberg  seemed  to  be 

taking  care  of  himself  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Joe  Stark  of  Wichita  spent  the  weekend  in 

Kansas  City  as  guests  of  the  Beverly  Mil- lers. 

E.  E.  Erickson  has  been  named  by  Bev- 

erly Miller  to  represent  Trailer-Made 

Service  of  Kansas  City  in  northern  Mis- 
souri. J.  A.  Downer  is  selling  for  the 

company  in  Southern  Missouri. 

Billie  and  Royal  Cowger  from  Eldon, 

Mo.,  were  here  Friday  to  visit  Jim  Foland 
.   .   .   George  Wiltsey  of  Altec.  Dallas  office, 
was  here  this  week  visiting  Obie  Hunt, 

Jack  Gregory,  et  al,  at  the  local  office. 

Used  Theatre  Equipment 
2   Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamps,  Reconditioned   $   95.00  Each 

2   Peerless  Arc  Lamps      82.50  Each 

1   20-40  Hertner  M-G  Set      135.00 

1   Hallberg  35-35  M-G  Set      125.00 

4   Baldor  Rect-O-Lite  30-amp.  Rectifiers,  Complete  65.00  Each 

2   Simplex  Projectors,  Complete      217.50  Each 

2   Powers,  G-E  Mazda,  Late  Type,  Extra  Good     105.00  Pair 

20  Powers  Projectors    $75.00  to  150.00  Each 

All  of  the  above  is  First  Class  Equipment 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 
“The  Old  Reliable”  —   Since  1899 

1804  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  Phone  GRand  0134;  Night,  DRexel  2791 
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R.  S.  BALLANTYNE,  MOVING  TO  NEW  OMAHA 

QUARTERS,  OBSERVES  28TH  YEAR  IN  TRADE 
Equipment  Firm's  Enlarged 

Offices  Are  in  Heart 

Of  Filmrow 

The  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha  is 

celebrating  R.  S.  Ballantyne’s  28th  year 
in  the  theatre  industry  by  moving  to  new 

and  enlarged  quarters  at  222  North  16th 

St.,  in  the  heart  of  Omaha’s  Filmrow.  The 

firm’s  former  location  was  just  across  the 
street. 

Formed  in  1932 

The  company  was  formed  in  1932,  start- 
ing business  on  February  1   of  that  year. 

At  first  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  intended 

to  devote  its  business  to  sound  and  cool- 
ing equipment.  It  soon  developed  these 

lines  were  so  closely  allied  with  other  the- 
atre equipment  the  company  decided 

The  Firm 

The  home  of  the  cause  of  all  the 

shouting,  the  Scott-Ballantyne 

Co.,  dealers  in  theatre  supplies, 

Omaha,  Neb. 

operations  should  be  expanded  to  serve 
theatres  more  fully. 

Today,  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  em- 
braces every  possible  theatre  need  in  the 

way  of  equipment  and  service. 

“There’s  not  a   finer,  more  up-to-date 
theatre  supply  house  in  the  nation  than 

this  firm’s  new  store  and  plant,”  several 
exhibitors,  salesmen  and  persons  con- 

nected with  the  industry  have  said.  The 

new  quarters  occupy  four  and  one-half 
floors,  totaling  over  10,000  square  feet  of 
floor  space. 

Ultra-Modern  Store 

The  first  floor  of  the  new  Scott-Ballan- 

tyne Co.  home  features  the  main  show- 
rooms, displays  of  new  equipment  and 

supplies,  retail  sales  office  and  cashier. 

The  main  store  is  finished  in  ultra-mod- 
ern fashion  through  the  use  of  chrome, 

maroon  and  black.  Bright  inlaid  linoleum 
covers  the  entire  first  floor. 

The  basement  has  been  fitted  for  stor- 
age and  warehousing  of  used  equipment 

and  heavy  duty  equipment  such  as  motors 

and  generators. 

The  company’s  general  offices,  Mr.  Bal- 
lantyne’s own  office  and  the  offices  of  the 

air  conditioning  engineering  department 
are  all  located  on  the  mezzanine  floor. 

Also  on  the  mezzanine  is  a   ladies’  lounge 

for  the  convenience  of  exhibitors’  wives. 

It’s  the  only  lounge  of  its  kind  on  Film- row. 

The  sound  engineering  department,  ser- 
vice and  repair  for  sound  and  projection 

equipment,  job  makeup  and  heavy 

merchandise  shipping  departments  are 

situated  on  the  second  floor.  The  third 

floor  is  given  over  to  warehouse  and  stor- 
age of  new  equipment. 

Complete  Service  Unit 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.’s  service  depart- 
ment embraces  complete  facilities  for 

servicing  and  repair  of  both  sound  and 

projection  equipment  of  all  kinds.  The 

department  incorporates  every  modern 

type  of  testing  equipment. 

A   special  feature  of  this  firm’s  many 
services  is  a   designing  and  construction 

department  under  the  personal  direction 

of  Mr.  Ballantyne.  The  department  has 

been  developed  with  every  consideration 
for  theatres  located  in  the  small  cities  and 

towns  having  the  type  of  theatres  most 

genei-ally  found  in  the  midwestern  section. 
The  service  includes  the  facilities  of  an 

architect  who  is  available  under  a   com- 

plete theatre  contract  or  in  co-operation 
with  local  contractors. 

Personnel  of  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 

includes  E.  A.  “Gus”  Harms,  veteran  the- 
atre supply  man,  who  is  in  charge  of  the 

retail  theatre  equipment  and  supply  di- 
vision; F.  A.  Thomassen,  in  charge  of 

cooling  and  air  conditioning;  C.  F.  Craig, 

in  charge  of  sound  engineering  and  the 

sound  service  department;  C.  E.  Jones,  in 

charge  of  the  projection  repair  depart- 
ment; James  Snapp,  sales,  and  Robert 

Simeral,  shipper;  Beverly  Ballantyne,  Ce- 
celia Shinier,  Robert  Johnson,  office. 

At  the  Helm 

Robert  Scott  Ballantyne,  head  of  the 

Omaha  theatre  equipment  firm  bearing 

his  name,  was  born  in  1888  in  Hartington, 

Neb.  His  father,  John  A.  Ballantyne  sr., 

still  operates  a   furniture  store  at  Norfolk, 

Neb.  The  elder  Ballantyne  is  85  years  old. 

Mr.  Ballantyne  got  his  start  in  the  the- 

atre industry  in  1910  when  he  began  oper- 
ating the  Crystal  Theatre  at  Norfolk.  He 

decided  the  theatre  field  “looked  like  a 

good  business  for  a   young  man  to  enter.” 
He  sold  the  Crystal  a   year  later  and 

began  working  for  the  Progressive  Film 

Co.  Shortly  afterwards,  when  the  Mutual 

Film  Corp.  was  formed,  Mr.  Ballantyne 

was  appointed  branch  manager  for 
Mutual  at  Des  Moines,  la.  He  served  as 

branch  manager  and  district  manager 
until  1918. 

Then  Mr.  Ballantyne  became  identified 

with  the  exhibitor’s  side  of  the  story 
when  he  was  named  manager  of  the  Moon 
(now  the  Town)  and  Muse  theatres  in 

Omaha.  Three  years  later  he  returned  to 

Norfolk,  Neb.,  to  operate  the  Grand,  Audi- 
torium and  Lyric  theatres  for  the  Norfolk 

National  Bank. 

In  1923,  he  returned  to  Des  Moines  as 

branch  manager  for  Pathe  Exchange,  Inc. 

He  served  this  firm  also  as  assistant  mid- 
west division  manager  at  Des  Moines,  then 

southern  division  manager  at  Kansas  City 

and  finally  as  western  division  manager 

at  Los  Angeles.  When  Pathe  and  PDC 

merged  in  1929,  he  came  to  Omaha  as  dis- 
trict manager  and  a   year  later  was  moved 

to  Chicago  as  midwest  division  manager. 
He  returned  to  Omaha  in  the  fall  of 

1931  to  organize  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 

(Continued  on  page  54) 
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The  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  is  proud  to  announce  the  opening  of  new  and 
enlarged  quarters  at  222  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb.,  where  every 
need  of  the  theatre  both  in  service  and  equipment  will  be  found  .   .   . 

An  institution  which  is  truly  dedicated  to  the  complete  service  of 

theatres  throughout  the  midwest. 

SOUND-HEADS 
With  the  Perfected  Gyro  Filter  and  all 

film  travel  on  rotating  surfaces. 

Hushed  background 

perfect  fidelity  re- 

production. 

AMPLIFIERS 
With  copper  oxide  rectified “DC"  exciter  lamp  supply. 

TWO-WAY  HORN 
SYSTEMS 

With  cellular  horn  for  highs  and 

folded  type  horn  baffle  for  lows. 

The  Golden  Voice  of  the  Silver  Screen 

PROJECTORS  RECTIFIERS  GENERATORS  SCREENS 
OPERA  CHAIRS  CARPETS  DISPLAY  FRAMES 

PROJECTOR  PARTS  FILM  CABINETS  REELS  REWINDS 
CARBONS  TICKETS  STEREOPTICONS  OILS  LAMPS 

Everything  for  the  Theatre 

COMPLETE— SOUND  AND  PROJECTION 
SERVICE  AND  REPAIR  DEPARTMENT 

"MAGIC 

WEATHER" 
Fans 

Air  Washers 

Cold  Water  Units 

Refrigeration 
"CARRIER"  AIR 

CONDITIONING 
Omaha  Trade  Territory 

Only 

DUO 

"LIGHT-MASTER" 
THE  SUPER 

LOW  INTENSITY 

PROJECTION  LAMP 
WITH  THE 

14"  REFLECTOR 

COMPLETE  THEATRE  CONSTRUCTION  SERVICE 

Designing  and  Construction  of  New  Theatres  —   Redesigning  and  Remodeling  Your  Present  Theatre  — 

Available  as  an  Architectural  Service  with  Local  Contractor  or  on  a   Complete  Contract  Basis. 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  COMPANY 
222  NORTH  16TH  STREET  OMAHA,  NEBRASKA  PHONE  JACKSON  4444 
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TOPS ...  in  COmFORT . . .   DURABILITY 

VALUE . . .   BEAUTV SERVICE 

COMFORT  is  one  factor  that  cannot  be  over 

stressed.  Your  patrons  demand  it  above  all 

else.  If  they  can  relax  when  seated,  they 

will  return  again  and  again.  General  Chairs 

are  scientifically  built  to  provide  luxurious 

comfort  throughout  the  years. 

DURABILITY  is  of  vital  importance 

and  must  be  given  serious  thought. 

Theatre  chairs  must  be  rigidly  con- 

structed to  withstand  constant  wear 

over  a   long  period  with  a   minimum 

of  upkeep  expense. 

VALUE  is  the  primary  consideration 

of  the  modern  exhibitor.  General 

Chairs  are  the  greatest  dollar  for 

dollar  value  ever  offered. 

SERVICE  is  one  of  the  main  features  of  the 

General  organization.  Our  trained  engineers 

and  experienced  draftsmen  study  your  seat- 

ing problems  and  offer  sound  advice  with- 

out obligation. 

BEAUTY  is  the  keynote  of  the  mod- 

ern theatre.  Theatre  chairs  must 

have  harmony  of  design  and  color 

that  blend  with  the  surrounding  at- 

mosphere. 

“ Sold  Everywhere  by  Dealers  Square 

77 

Congratulations  to  the  SCOTT  -BALLANTYNE 

COMPANY  on  the  opening  of  their  new  modern 

store  at  222  North  16th  St..  Omaha.  Nebr. 

General  Seating  Company 
CHICAGO,  ILL. 
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A   Look  at  the  Inside 

Modernity,  utility  and  beauty  feature  the  interior  of  the  Scott- 
Ballantyne  Co.  in  Omaha,  as  reflected  in  this  scene  of  the  show 

room.  Complete  theatre  Service  in  equipment  and  supply  lines  is 

the  firm’s  boast,  and  it  services  the  trade  over  a   wide  area. 

The  Biography  of 

R.  S.  Ballantyne 
(Continued  from  page  51) 

which  opened  its  doors  February  1,  1932. 

Mr.  Ballantyne  has  no  hobbies,  since  he 

devotes  seven  days  a   week  to  his  office  and 
business.  He  is  married.  One  daughter, 

Beverly,  works  in  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 
offices  and  another  daughter,  Joyce,  is  a 

student  at  the  American  Academy  of  Art, 
Chicago. 

‘•Bob”  Ballantyne  is  an  active  member 

of  the  Omaha  Variety  Club,  now  serving 

as  a   member  of  the  board  of  directors.  He 

is  also  a   member  of  the  Omaha  Air  Con- 

ditioning Council  and  the  Society  for  Mo- 
tion Picture  Engineers. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Gets 

Carrier  Line  Franchise 
Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha  has 

been  appointed  distributor  of  Carrier 

products  for  the  Omaha  trade  territory. 

The  Carrier  company  pioneered  the  air 
conditioning  field. 

The  Omaha  firm  will  handle  a   general 

line  of  Carrier  air  conditioning,  refrigera- 
tion, cooling  coils,  heating  units,  stokers 

and  all  related  equipment. 

CONGRATULATIONS  TO  SCOTT-  BALLANTYNE  CO. 
It  is  indeed  a   pleasure  to  be  affiliated  with  an  organization  such  as  the  Scott-Ballantyne 
Company  which  is  constantly  striving  to  better  serve  the  theatre  with  the  most  modern 

and  up-to-the-minute  equipment  at  all  times  .   .   .   We  are  happy  to  participate  in  the  open- 
ing of  the  new  enlarged  home  for 

*   DUO  "SOUND-MASTER" 
SOUND  HEADS  AMPLIFIERS 

TWO-WAY  HORN  SYSTEMS 

•   MAGIC  WEATHER 
FANS  AIR  WASHERS 

COMBINATION  UNITS 

•   DUO  "LIGHT-MASTER" 
SUPER  LOW  INTENSITY 

PROIECTION  LAMPS 

LflRGCN  MANUFACTURING  COMPANY 
F.  C.  LARGEN.  Sr.  CLIFF  LARGEN  F.  C.  LARGEN.  Jr. 

CREIGHTON  NEBRASKA 

The  new  home  of 

Scott  -   Ballantyne 
Co.  at  222  North 

1 6th  St.,  Omaha, 

Nebr.,  where  all 

products  manu- 

factured by  the 

Largen  Mfg.  Co. 
are  available  to 

the  trade. 
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A   BETTER  RECTIFIER 

For  Suprex  Arc 

Type  45M — 
$135.00  less  bulbs. 

Rect-O-Lite  rectifiers  produce 

clear  bright  pictures  on  the 

screen.  You  get  better  projection 

at  less  cost  with  Rect-O-Lite. 

Write  for  details  about  new  thirty 

ampere  low  intensity  Rect-O-Lite 

priced  at  $80,  less  ammeter  and 

tubes. 

SOLD  BY 

SCOTT- BALL ANTYNE  CO. 
OMAHA,  NEBR. 

O.  A.  Matisse,  Snc. 
OPTICAL  QUALITY  REFLECTORS 

for  use  in  every  type  of 

projection  lamp,  includ- 

ing obsolete  types. 

Regrinding  and  resil 

vering  of  used  reflec- 
tors a   specialty. 

SARASOTA  FLORIDA 

Congratulations  to 
SCOTT-B  ALL  ANT  YNE  CO. 

FROM  YOUR  FRIENDS  ACROSS  THE  STREET 

THE  HOME  OF  FIRST  QUALITY. 
LOW  PRICE  AND  SUDDEN  SERVICE 

WE  ARE 
SERVING 

MORE  THAN 
2000 

THEATRES 

YOU  TOO 
CAN  SAVE 
MONEY 

■   ■ 
B   — i   ..  i.  — .   ■ 

WRITE  FOR 
SAMPLES 
OF  OUR 
COMPLETE 

LINE 

HERALDS  —   PROGRAMS  —   CALENDARS  —   WINDOW  CARDS  —   BANNERS 

221-223  North  16th  St.  Omaha,  Neb. 
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They  stay  white 

HURLEY 

Sold  by  SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  CO.  g 
OMAHA 

HURLEY  SCREEN  COMPANY 
Exdusivt  Sale% Agents:  HURLEY  SCREEN  DIVISION '   145  VALLEY  ST.,  BELLEVILLE,  N.i. 

Clearer  Pictures  ....  Greater  Visibility 
means  a   Satisfied  Audience 

Be  sure  of  perfect  picture  projection  in  your  theatre. 

Clear  and  distinct  images  are  guaranteed  through  the 

use  of 

SUPER-LITE  and 

PRO-JEX  Lenses 
We  call  attention  to  the  superior  color  correction,  to  the 

perfect  central  definition  and  the  unequalled  flatness  of 

field.  SUPER-LITE  and  PRO-JEX  lenses  are  the  best  in- 

vestment any  exhibitor  ever  made.  Handled  by  Scott- 
Ballantyne  Co. 

Easily  Adaptable  for  All  Makes  of 

Motion  Picture  Projection  Machines. 

PROJECTION  OPTICS  COMPANV,  INC. 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Recognize  General 

Seat  Quality  Mark 
Exhibitors  have  come  to  recognize  the 

General  Seating  Co.’s  slogan,  “Sold  every- 
where by  dealers  square,”  as  a   standard 

of  comfort,  beauty  and  value  in  theatre 

chairs,  according  to  officials  of  Scott- 
Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha,  which  handles 

General  seats  in  the  Omaha  trade  terri- 
tory. 

General  chairs  are  built  to  conform  to 

the  inclines  of  theatre  floors,  yet  to  main- 
tain the  proper  pitch  of  backs  and  seats. 

The  chair  standards  are  constructed  for 

permanent  fastening  to  either  wood,  con- 
crete or  composition  flooring. 

“In  the  past,”  says  R.  S.  Ballantyne, 
“comfort  in  the  theatre  was  a   luxury,  but 
now  it  is  an  obligation  to  the  patron.  It 
is  one  factor  that  cannot  be  overstressed, 

because  if  patrons  can  relax  when  seated, 

they  will  return  again  and  again.” 
Mr.  Ballantyne  pointed  out  that  theatre 

chairs  receive  more  use  and  abuse  than 

any  other  type  of  furniture  and  therefore 

must  be  rigidly  constructed  to  withstand 
constant  wear  with  a   minimum  of  upkeep 

expense.  Yet  the  chairs  must  have  beauty 

of  design  and  color  to  blend  with  the  sur- 
rounding theatre. 

"200th  Year  in  Glass "   Is 
Record  of  Matisse  Firm 

The  firm  of  O.  A.  Matisse,  Inc.,  now 
located  in  Sarasota,  Fla.,  will  celebrate  its 
200th  year  in  the  manufacture  of  glass 
products  in  1939.  Two  centuries  age,  in 

Lyons,  France,  the  name  “Matisse”  was famous  for  the  making  of  stained  glass 

windows  for  cathedrals  throughout  Eu- rope. 

Down  through  the  years,  the  company 

has  followed  the  changing  times,  keep- 

ing step  with  new  experiments,  new  de- 
velopments and  new  products.  Years  of 

manufacturing  experience,  combined  with 
the  latest  in  optical  science,  has  enabled 

them  to  perfect  popular  low  priced  re- 
flectors. 

The  Matisse  plant  at  Sarasota  is 
headed  by  Albert  C.  Matisse  and  Oscar 
A.  Matisse.  This  factory  covers  22,000 

square  feet  of  floor  space  and  is  fully 
equipped  with  the  latest  machinery  and 
technical  devices  to  assure  perfection  and 

speed  in  production. 

Congratulations  to  the 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  CO. 
on  its  removal  to  new  and  enlarged  quarters 

ERNEST  BIHLER 
COMMERCIAL  PHOTOGRAPHERS 

221  Lellang  Bldg. 

16th  and  Capitol  Ave. 

COMPANY 
PHOTOSTAT  PRINTS 

AT  5222 

Omaha,  Nebr. 

Praise  for  Ballantyne 

As  GoldE  Distributor 
The  GoldE  Mfg.  Co.  of  Chicago,  111.,  is 

“indeed  proud  of  the  fact  that  Scott-Bal- 
lantyne  Co.  of  Omaha  is  one  of  their  dis- 

tributors,” quoting  R.  P.  Bedore  of  the 
GoldE  firm. 

The  GoldE  company  is  prominent  as 

designers  and  manufacturers  of  theatrical 

equipment.  Included  in  their  line  of  prod- 
ucts are  automatic  rewinds,  spot  and  flood 

lights  of  all  kinds,  stereopticons  and  auto- 
matic changeovers.  “Specify  the  GoldE 

Standard”  is  the  firm’s  well-known  slogan. 
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FEPCO  Has  Complete 

Advertising  Service 
One  of  the  most  complete  advertising 

services  in  the  country,  especially  in  the 
theatre  field,  is  incorporated  in  FEPCO 
Theatre  Advertisers  of  Omaha,  headed  by 
Walter  M.  Green. 

Recent  installations  of  new  equipment 
now  completes  an  expansion  program 
started  by  FEPCO  over  a   year  ago.  The 

present  plant  includes  all  the  latest  equip- 
ment and  machinery  housed  in  a   large, 

modern  building  at  16th  and  Davenport 

Sts.  in  the  heart  of  Omaha’s  Filmrow. 

FEPCO’s  equipment  includes  the  most 
complete  photo  engraving  plant  in  Omaha, 
a   display  setting  linotype  machine  and 
installation  during  the  past  month  of  an 

all-purpose  linotype  machine  which  casts 
from  six  to  144-point  type  either  in  slug 
form  or  individual  letters.  The  firm  also 

has  enlarged  printing,  sign  and  composi- 
tion departments. 

Every  exhibitor  visiting  Omaha  is  in- 
vited to  take  a   trip  through  the  FEPCO 

plant  to  acquaint  himself  with  what  is  be- 
ing done  in  the  way  of  theatre  advertis- 
ing services. 

Handles  Pact  Financing 

For  Theatre  Project  Jobs 
Pioneer  finance  company  of  the  middle- 

west  is  the  Universal  Finance  Corp.  of 
Omaha,  Neb.  The  firm  was  established 
in  1917. 

This  concern  handles  contract  financing 
of  theatre  modernization  on  projects, 
sound  projection  and  air  conditioning 

equipment  installations.  Contracts  fea- 
ture equitable  terms  and  are  handled 

through  theatre  supply  dealers. 

Many  exhibitors  have  had  the  Univer- 

sal Finance  company’s  assistance  in  fi- 
nancing installation  of  new  sound,  pro- 

jection and  conditioning  equipment. 

Active  in  Insurance 
Exhibitors  may  obtain  all  kinds  of  in- 

surance for  themselves  and  their  theatres 

at  the  Maxey  Insurance  Agency,  operated 
by  George  A.  Maxey,  located  at  601  Union 
State  Bank  Bldg,  in  Omaha.  Mr.  Maxey 
has  handled  considerable  insurance  work 

for  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha 
and  several  other  individuals  and  con- 

cerns connected  with  the  theatre  industry. 

Services  Trade  Autos 
The  service  station  operated  by  Flan- 

ders &   Datomi  at  17th  and  Davenport 
Sts.  in  Omaha  is  well  known  to  Filmrow 

people  and  visiting  exhibitors  and  the- 
atre employes.  This  station  handles  a 

full  line  of  Mobilgas  and  Mobiloil  prod- 
ucts and  is  equipped  for  complete  auto- 

mobile service,  washing  and  lubrication. 

Best  Wishes  to 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  CO. 

Aeumada 
Means  the  Best  in  Motion  Picture  Equipment. 

There  Is  No  Substitute  for  Quality! 

— ™   1111 11 ' 

427  WEST  42ND  ST. NEW  YORK.  N.  Y. 

It  Has  Been  Said  There  Is 

Nothing  New! 
The  ECLIPSE  Louver  Brackets  set  this  rumor  at 

rest.  EXTRA!  !   Who  ever  heard  of  a   REALLY 

attractive  corner  Bracket?  Well,  we  have  it. 

One.  two  or  three  lights. 
Eclipse  Louver  Bracket 

The  SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  CO.  sales  of  these 

brackets  is  a   GOOD  indication  they  are  GOOD! 

Colored  lighting  is  hard  to  describe — it  must  be  seen.  Small  colored 

lamps  in  these  Brackets  will  give  your  Theatre  an  “AIR."  If  you  are  a 
Doubting  Thomas  ask  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  They  will  tell  you  what 
THEY  have  done  and  what  the  ECLIPSE  BRACKETS  have  done  for  the 

theatres  they  have  lighted.  Write  them  or  us  for  a   catalog. 

ELECTRICAL  JOBBERS  EQUIPMENT  CO. 
HARRY  S.  DAVIS.  Repr. 

GE.  4554  —   501  -   4th  Avenue  So.  MINNEAPOLIS.  MINN. 

G-E  FLUORESCENT  MAZDA  LAMPS 
MORE  LIGHT... BRILLIANT  COLORS 

The  new  G-E  Fluorescent  MAZDA  lamps 

offer  theatre  owners  and  operators  un- 

limited possibilities  wherever  daylight  ef- 
fects or  colored  light  sources  are  wanted. 

Available  in  red,  gold,  pink,  blue,  green. 

daylight  and  white,  they  offer  theatres 

new,  dramatic  ways  to  light  marquees,  lob- 

bies, foyers,  auditoriums,  rest  rooms  and displays. 

OMAHA,  NEBR..  BRANCH 
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TICKETS 
Roll 

Machine 

Coupon 

Reserved  Seat 

REES  TICKET  CO. 
404  SOUTH  10TH  STREET 

OMAHA,  NEBR. 

Good  Luck  to 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 

RITE-HITE 
Modern 

Adjustable 

STEEL 

STOOLS 

for 

Box-Office  and 

Projection  Booths 

Write  for  our  illustrated  catalog  on 

steel  seating. 

VITEK  MANUFACTURING  CORP. 
122  No.  11th  Street 
OMAHA,  NEBR. 

GOOD  LUCK  TO 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 

Largen  Firm  Head 
30  Years  in  Trade 

F.  C.  Largen  sr„  head  of  the  Largen 

Manufacturing  Co.,  is  one  of  the  midwest’s 
best  known  veteran  exhibitors.  He  has 

been  connected  with  the  industry  over  30 

years  and  still  operates  the  Lyric  The- 

atre at  Creighton,  Neb.,  where  the  Lar- 

gen plant  is  located. 

Mr.  Largen  built  many  of  the  original 

hydro-electric  plants  in  the  midwest  and 
developed  the  first  blower  type  fan  for 
theatre  operation.  He  is  assisted  in  the 

Largen  firm  by  Cliff  Largen  and  F.  C. 
Largen  jr. 

The  Largen  firm  is  affiliated  with  the 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha  and  the 

latter  handles  the  factory’s  entire  output. 
The  concern  manufactures  Magic  Weather 

fans,  air  washers  and  combination  units; 

Duo  Soundmaster  sound  and  projection 

equipment  and  Duo  Light  Master  products. 

The  plant  at  Creighton  includes  a   com- 
plete pattern  shop,  one  of  the  finest  small 

foundries  in  the  midwest,  and  machine 

shops.  Additions  during  the  past  year  in- 

cluded screw  machines,  gear  cutting  equip- 
ment, and  a   cadminum  plating  plant 

where  all  parts  for  sound  heads  and  lamps 

will  be  processed. 

Boyer  Lumber  Co.  Carries 

Chrome  Moulding  Stock 
Exhibitors  in  the  Omaha  trade  territory 

have  come  to  know  the  Boyer  Lumber  and 

Coal  Co.  of  Omaha  as  headquarters  for 

Masonite  and  insulation  board.  The  Boyer 

company  furnished  the  decorative  mate- 
rials for  the  new  home  of  Scott-Ballan- 

tyne Co. 

Of  special  interest  to  exhibitors  con- 
sidering modernization  or  redecorating 

programs  is  the  fact  that  Boyer’s  carry 
over  one  hundred  patterns  of  chrome 

moulding  in  stock. 

Popular  With  Trade 
Filmrow’s  favorite  cafe,  for  both  Film- 

ites  and  visiting  exhibitors,  is  the  Hayes 

Coffee  Shop,  operated  by  Aaron  Katz,  at 

210  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb.  Its 
location  on  Filmrow  makes  it  handy  for 

theatre  owners  and  operators  and  persons 
connected  with  the  industry. 

Insist  on 

FOREST 
A   Complete  Line  of 

Dependable 

RECTIFIERS 
for  Every  Purse  and 

Purpose 

■   Low  Intensity 

L "30  Rectifiers 

■   f°r  Simplified 

LlraVV  High  Intensity 

£   with  Mallory 
W   ̂   Rectifying  Units 

Thermionic  Rectifying 

Tubes  7 1/2 -15  Amperes 

Sold  By 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 
OMAHA 

FOREST 
BELLEVILLE 

NEW  JERSEY RECTIFIERS 

INSURANCE  OF  ALL  KINDS  FOR 

EXHIBITORS  AND  THEIR 

THEATRES 

Congratulations  to 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE 

George  A.  Maxey 
CO. 
from 

MAXEY  INSURANCE FLANDERS  &   DATOMI 

AGENCY 17th  and  Davenport  Sts. 

601  Union  State  Bank  Bldg., 

OMAHA,  NEBR. 

The  leading  service  station  for 

Filmrow  people  and  visiting 
exhibitors. 

Telephone  AT-5138 MOBILGAS  MOBILOIL 

Best  Wishes  to 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE 

CO. 
from 

WM.  VOLKER  &   CO. 
OF  NEBRASKA,  Inc. 

109  So.  10th  Street 
Omaha,  Nebr. 

WHOLESALE  FLOOR  COVERINGS  OF 
EVERY  TYPE  FOR  THE 

THEATRE 
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Congratulations  to  the 

BIGGEST  and  BEST  in 

the  WEST .... 

SCOTT -BALLANTYNE 
CO. 

Now  in  their  new  home  at 

222  North  16th  St., 

OMAHA,  NEBR. 

from 

BOYER 

LUMBER  &   COAL  CO. 
Omaha,  Nebr. 

Headquarters  for 

MASONITE 

and  Insulation  Board 

We  Carry  Over  100 

Patterns  of  Chrome 

Moulding  in  Stock. 

UNIVERSAL 

FINANCE 
CORPORATION 
1440  First  Nat'l  Bank  Bldg. 

Omaha,  Nebr. 

Phone:  AT-6800 

The  " Pioneer "   Finance 

Company  of  The 

Middlewest 
Established  1917 

MODERNIZATION  —   SOUND 

PROJECTION  AND  AIR 
CONDITIONING 

EQUIPMENT 

Credit  on  Equitable  Terms 

Best  Luck  to 

Scott  -   Ballantyne  Co, 

Theatre  Projects 

By  Ballantyne  Co. 
Theatre  construction  projects  being 

handled  currently  by  Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 
include  the  Times,  Crete,  Neb.;  State, 

Holstein,  la.;  Leigh,  Leigh,  Neb.,  and  the 
Strand,  North  Loup,  Neb. 

Among  the  larger  theatre  jobs  handled 

by  the  Omaha  firm  during  the  past  few 

years  are  the  following  houses: 

Nebraska — Muller,  Omaha;  Mainstreet, 
Fremont;  Tecumseh,  Tecumseh;  Bow, 

Broken  Bow;  Rialto,  Beatrice;  Grand,  Wy- 
more;  Empress,  Grand  Island;  Laurel, 

Laurel;  Rodeo,  Burwell;  Empress,  Verdi  - 

gree. Others  include  the  Iowa,  Onawa,  la.; 

Kaw,  Hanover,  Kas.;  Rex,  Forest  City, 

Mo.;  Oregon,  Oregon,  Mo.;  State,  Idaho 

Springs,  Colo. 

" Eye  Appeal"  Is  Aim  of 
Eclipse  Louver  Brackets 

One  of  the  best  ways  of  giving  a   theatre 

attractive  eye  appeal  is  the  use  of  Eclipse 

Louver  brackets,  handled  by  Scott-Ballan- 
tyne Co.  and  distributed  by  the  Electrical 

Jobbers  Equipment  Co.  of  Minneapolis, 

Minn.  Harry  S.  Davis  is  head  of  the 

jobbing  firm. 

‘   Although  we  have  been  jobbing  this 

type  fixture  only  about  a   year,”  Mr.  Davis 
said,  ‘‘we  have  sold  them  from  Denver  to 

Florida  and  also  in  Canada.” 
The  Eclipse  is  a   really  attractive  corner 

bracket,  fitted  with  one,  two  or  three 

lights.  The  fixtures  are  best  used  with 

colored  lights,  which  give  a   theatre  an 

unusually  attractive  appearance. 

Use  of  Eclipse  brackets  is  an  economical 

way  to  modernize  theatre  lighting  and 

decoration  equipment. 

Tele-Radio  Celebrating 

Its  Fifteenth  Birthday 
Tele-Radio  Corp.  of  Newark,  N.  J.,  is 

presently  celebrating  its  15th  anniversary 

in  the  manufacture  of  quality  rectifier 

bulbs.  The  firm’s  bulbs  have  gained 
world-wide  acceptance  for  exceptional 
long  life,  officials  claim. 

By  increasing  manufacturing  facilities, 

Tele-Radio  has  stepped  up  production  of 
15  ampere  bulbs  and  the  savings  is  passed 

on  to  the  theatre  supply  dealer  and 

eventually  to  exhibitors,  according  to  I.  A. 
Frucht  of  the  company. 

Goldberg  Metal  Products 

Handled  by  Ballantyne 
One  of  the  better  known  manufactur- 

ers of  metal  products  in  the  midwest  is 

the  firm  of  Goldberg  Brothers  at  Denver, 

Colo.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  handles  their 

products. 
C.  B.  Allen,  of  Goldberg  Brothers,  calls 

attention  to  the  firm’s  aluminum  2,000- 
feet  35mm  reels  and  automatic  film  re- 
winders. 

GoldE  Products 
are  indeed  proud  of  the  fact  that 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNECO. 
is  one  of  their  distributors.  We 

know  they  merchandise  only  the 

best.  See  our  equipment  in  their 
new  home. 

Automatic  Rewinds  —   Stere- 

opticons  ■ — New  Micro  Auto- 

matic Changeovers  —   New 
Fresnal  Spot  and  Flood  lights 

—   Color  Spots  —   Aluminum 

Magazines  —   Music  Stands  ■ — - 
Sand  Urns- —   Color  Slide 

Projectors. 

GOLDE  MFG.  CO. 
1214  W.  Madison  St. 

Chicago,  111. 

Success  to  the 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  CO. 
from 

INTERSTATE 
PRINTING  CO. 
1307  Howard  St. 

Omaha,  Nebr. 

Job  and  Commercial 

Printers 

ERNEST  A.  REESE,  Mgr. 

Telephone  AT-8028 

Best  Wishes  to 

SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  CO. 

From 
BEST  DEVICES  CO. 

Manufacturers  of  Spotlight  ami 

Stereopticons 
CXEAELANI),  OHIO 

Baker  Engraving  Co. 

%   VZZpWftfr  % Va  commercial  ait  3 
Ej  —   Phone  At.  4626  —   ̂  

1122  HARNEY  ST.. OMAHA.  N   EBR.  jf 
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GORDOS RECTIFIER 
BULBS 

QUALITY  AND  LEADERSHIP  FOR  OVER  15  YEARS 
Sold by  Discriminating  Dealers  Everywhere  at  New  Low  Prices. 

Manufacturers 

TELE -RADIO  CORP. 86  Shipman  Street 
Newark,  N.  J. 

ALWAYS  AVAILABLE  AT 

SCOTT- BALL ANTYNE  CO. 
To  Whom  This  Compliment  is  Dedicated  on  the  Advent  of  the 

Opening  of  Their  New  and  Larger  Quarters  at 

222  NO.  1GTH  ST..  OMAHA,  NEB. 

Where  they  will  continue  to  serve  the  Exhibitors'  Needs  with 
Quality  Service  and  Merchandise. 

New  Baldor  Rectifier 

Announced  to  Trade 
The  Baldor  Electric  Co.  of  St.  Louis,  Mo., 

announces  the  development  of  a   new,  30- 
ampere  rectifier  for  low  intensity  carbon 

arcs.  Baldor  products  are  handled  in  the 

Omaha  trade  area  by  Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 

G.  A.  Schock,  head  of  Baldor’s  theatre 
division,  said  this  rectifier  will  produce  a 

flickerless  picture  on  the  screen.  It  de- 
livers from  15  to  30  amperes  to  a   low 

intensity  arc  at  50-55  DC  volts.  The 

rectifier  is  called  the  30S  Rect-O-Lite  mo- 

tion picture  rectifier. 

Baldor  rectifiers  feature  better  projec- 
tion, producing  clear  bright  pictures,  at 

less  cost.  Details  of  the  new  model  may 

be  obtained  from  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 

A   Complete  Expert  Service  for  the  Installation  of 

Floor  Coverings  and  Carpet 

SPECIAL  ATTENTION  TO  THEATRES 

UNITED  FLOOR  SERVICE  CO. 
2406  Leavenworth  St.  Omaha,  Nebr. 

Best  Wishes  to  Scott-Ballantyne  Company 

CENTURY-ROTH  ACTODECTORS 

Projection  Improvement 

With  Improved  Lenses 
Blurred  screen  projection,  one  of  the 

exhibitor’s  greatest  everyday  problems,  has 
been  eliminated  largely  through  develop- 

ment of  Super-Lite  and  Pro-Jex  lenses, 
manufactured  by  Projection  Optics  Co.  of 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Many  thousands  of  lenses  made  by  this 

firm  are  giving  satisfaction  at  home  and 

abroad  because  the  greatest  care  has  been 

given  in  manufacture  and  inspection. 
Lenses  can  be  had  in  short  and  long  focus 

fitted  for  all  standard  projectors. 

Bernard  Rose  of  Projection  Optics 

points  out  that  clearer  pictures  and  greater 

visibility  means  a   satisfied  audience  in 
the  theatre. 

FOR  SUPREX  OR  LOW  INTENSITY 

Unvarying  brilliance  on  the 
screen. 

Century  Motors,  constant  and 
multi-speed. 

5C0TT-BALLANTVNE  CO. 
222  North  16th  St.  Omaha,  Nebr. 

GOLDBERG  BROTHERS 
Aluminum  2,000'  35mm  Reels 
Automatic  Film  Rewinders 

Insist  on  "GOLDBERG"  Products 

Your  Theatre  Supply  Dealer  Can  Supply  You 

Best  of  Luck  to ADVERTISING  ART 
SCOTT-BALLANTYNE  CO. 

Drawing’s  of from 
Buildings,  Letterheads,  Equipment, 

HAYES  COFFEE  SHOP Designing  and  Photo  Retouching 
210  No.  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Nebr. 

R.  H.  STANCLIFFE 

'’Filmrow's  Favorite  Cafe” 514  Baum  Bldg:.,  Omaha  Ph.  HA  6533 

Neumade  Is  Geared  for 

Quick  Industry  Service 
Efficient  production  of  the  Neumade 

line  is  carried  on  in  a   factory  at  Buffalo, 

N.  Y.,  where  the  Neumade  Products  Corp. 

manufactures  a   wide  assortment  of  stock 

tables,  cabinets,  sheet  metal  equipment 

and  theatre  accessories  of  all  kinds.  Oscar 

F.  Neu  is  head  of  the  firm. 

Backed  by  many  years’  experience  in 
supplying  theatres,  exchanges  and  cutting 
rooms,  the  Neumade  firm  originated  and 

designed  the  products  manufactured. 
Their  modern  machinery  enables  them  to 

execute  any  order  to  theatre  equipment 
houses  with  facility  and  quick  service. 
Neumade  Products  are  handled  by  the 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha. 

Unusual  Lighting  Effects 
Via  Fluorescent  Mazdas 

Exhibitors  throughout  the  midwest  are 

interested  in  the  new  General  Electric 

Fluorescent  Mazda  lamps,  which  offer  un- 
limited possibilities  in  unusual  theatre 

lighting. 

The  new  lamps  are  available  in  several 

colors,  offering  theatres  new  ways  to  light 

marquees,  lobbies,  foyers,  rest  rooms  and 

displays  of  all  kinds.  Because  these  lamps 
are  essentially  arc  lamps,  they  require 

special  control  equipment  which  is  avail- 
able. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  of  Omaha  handles 
the  new  fluorescent  lamp. 
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"Mr.  Scott"  Was  a 
Fiction 

When  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  was 

first  formed  there  was  no  "Mr.  Scott." 
R.  S.  Ballantyne  decided  the  name 

“Ballcmtyne"  would  be  too  hard  to 
find  in  the  telephone  book,  so  he  used 

his  middle  name  as  the  firm's  first 
name. 

The  humorous  twist  to  the  story  is 

the  fact  a   man  by  the  name  of  Scott 

did  join  the  company  long  after  the 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  was  started. 

Wins  Trade  Reputation 

For  Commercial  Photos 
The  Ernest  Bihler  Co.  of  Omaha  has 

developed  a   topnotch  reputation  among 
exhibitors  in  the  Omaha  trade  territory 

for  work  in  commercial  photography. 

Ernest  Bihler  heads  the  firm  bearing  his 
name. 

The  Bihler  plant  is  located  at  16th  and 

Capitol  Ave.,  less  than  a   block  from  the 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  and  Filmrow.  The 
plant  is  fully  equipped  to  handle  all  sorts 

of  photography  work  and  photostat 

prints,  said  Mr.  Bihler. 

Modern  Printing ,   Layout 

Service  by  Interstate  Co. 
All  the  job  and  commercial  printing  for 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.  is  handled  by  the 

Interstate  Printing  Co.  of  Omaha,  man- 
aged by  Ernest  A.  Reese. 

This  firm  maintains  a   complete  and 

modern  printing  plant  capable  of  handl- 
ing all  types  and  sizes  of  printing  jobs 

and  layouts.  The  Interstate  company 
does  considerable  work  for  theatres, 

amusement  centers  and  organizations  af- 
filiated with  the  industry. 

Adjustable  Steel  Stool 

Is  Developed  by  Vitek 
The  Vitek  Manufacturing  Corp.  of 

Omaha,  which  has  supplied  theatre  own- 

ers with  boxoffice  and  operator’s  stools 
for  a   number  of  years,  has  introduced  a 

new  steel  adjustable  stool. 

The  new  Five-Second  stool  has  several 
features,  the  most  important  of  which  is 

the  ease  of  adjusting  the  stool  to  any 

height.  It  fits  in  with  the  most  modern- 
istic theatre  equipment  and  is  popularly 

priced.  Theatre  owners  now  using  this 
stool  acclaim  it  as  the  most  satisfactory 

they  have  ever  had,  the  firm  claims. 

Proud  of  "Spots" Best  Devices  Co.  of  Cleveland,  Ohio, 

prides  itself  on  the  compact,  powerful  and 

efficient  qualities  of  Best  spotlights.  The 

firm  also  manufactures  stereopticons,  car- 
bon savers,  rewind  pulleys  and  foot  lights. 

New  Series  Release 

Hollywood — The  first  in  Columbia’s  lat- 

est short  subject  series,  “Washington  Pa- 

rade,” dealing  with  goings-on  in  the  na- 

tion’s capital,  was  released  this  week. 

Hurley  Screen  Designed 
For  Maximum  Efficiency 

Widely  sold  by  independent  theatre  sup- 
ply dealers  throughout  the  country  is  the 

Hurley  Even-Lite  “gradationally  perfor- 
ated” sound  screen  perfected  by  the  Hurley 

Screen  Co.  of  Belleville,  N.  J. 

Designed  to  afford  the  maximum  of  light 
value  with  a   minimum  of  sound  loss, 

the  Hurley  Even-Lite  has  been  installed 

in  many  leading  circuit  and  independent 
theatres  over  the  country.  The  line  is 

distributed  in  the  Omaha  area  by  Scott- 
Ballantyne  Co. 

Boasts  a   Rectifier  for 

Every  Purse  and  Purpose 
A   complete  line  of  “dependable  recti- 

fiers for  every  purse  and  purpose”  is  the 
boast  of  the  Forest  company  distributing 

in  the  Omaha  area  through  Scott-Ballan- 

tyne 
Featured  in  the  Forest  line  are:  LD-30 

low  intensity  rectifiers,  LD-60  for  simpli- 
fied high  intensity;  MCS  with  Mallory 

rectifier  units,  and  Thermionic  rectifying 

tubes  of  714  to  15  amperes. 

Dependable,  quality  merchandise  at  rea- 
sonable prices  is  the  consistent  claim  of 

this  firm. 

Installation  of  Floor 

Coverings  Is  Specialty 
Special  attention  to  theatres  with  a   view 

to  rendering  “a  complete  expert  service 
for  the  installation  of  floor  coverings  and 

carpet”  is  the  concern  of  the  United  Floor 
Service  Co.,  of  Omaha. 

The  company,  which  has  serviced  work 

for  the  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  claims  the 

equipment,  the  knowledge  and  the  man- 
power to  handle  installation  details  for  any 

type  house. 

Columbia  Cast  Additions 

Hollywood — Gladys  Blake,  Helen  Lynd 
and  Don  Beddoe  have  been  added  to  the 

cast  of  Columbia’s  “There’s  That  Woman 

Again.” 

He  Learned  to  Be 

Tactful 

It  was  back  in  1910  that  R.  S.  "Bob" 
Ballantyne  learned  a   successful  exhibi- 

tor has  to  combine  tact  with  a   bit  of 

smart  thinking. 

He  was  operating  the  Crystal  The- 
atre at  Norfolk,  Neb.,  his  first  venture 

in  the  industry.  Certain  residents  of 

the  town  regarded  Sunday  shows  as 

very  bad  policy,  but  there  were  plenty 

of  patrons  who  felt  otherwise. 

To  satisfy  both  groups,  Mr.  Ballan- 

tyne  kept  his  front  door  closed  on  Sun- 

day afternoon  but  played  to  a   capacity 

house  of  patrons  who  entered  through 

the  back  door1. 

When  Others  Play , 

He  Works 
Weekends  and  holidays  usually  find 

most  people  as  far  away  from  work  as 

possible,  but  they  always  find  R.  S. 

Ballantyne  by  the  telephone  at  the 
store  or  at  his  home. 

He  has  found,  through  long  experi- 

ence, that  weekends  and  holidays  are 

when  theatres  have  to  have  immediate 

service  or  repairs. 

Hence,  holidays  for  other  people  are 

"work  days"  for  Bob  Ballantyne. 

Century-Roth  Actodectors 
Guard  the  Direct  Power 

Century-Roth  actodectors  are  multiple 

arc  type  motor  generator  sets,  specially 
built  to  meet  the  conditions  encountered 

in  the  modern  projection  booth,  according 

to  Truman  Witt,  Omaha  representative 
for  Century  Electric  Co. 

The  machines,  handled  by  Scott-Ballan- 
tyne Co.,  are  designed  to  supply  direct  cur- 
rent at  the  proper  voltage  required  for  the 

most  satisfactory  operation  of  projection 

arcs.  They  provide  a   dependable,  satisfac- 

tory and  economical  source  of  direct  cur- 
rent power  supply. 

Complete  Ticket  Service 

By  the  Rees  Ticket  Co. 
The  Rees  Ticket  Co.  of  Omaha  has  been 

making  amusement  tickets  for  50  years 

and  makes  a   complete  line  of  roll,  ma- 
chine folded,  reserved  seat  and  coupon 

tickets. 

The  Rees  company  has  developed  its 

own  machinery  in  the  manufacture  of 

tickets.  Its  service  covers  the  entire  mid- 
dlewest  and  features  prompt  delivery  to 

all  parts  of  the  country. 

Volker  Floor  Coverings 
Well-known  to  exhibitors  and  theatre 

owners  throughout  the  midwest  section  is 

William  Volker  &   Co.  of  Nebraska,  Inc., 

managed  by  Jerry  D.  Alexander.  This 
concern  is  strictly  wholesale,  installing 

floor  coverings  only  through  regular  the- 

atre equipment  houses.  The  Volker  com- 

pany has  a   complete  line  of  floor  cover- 
ings of  every  type  for  theatres. 

Active  in  Design 

R.  H.  Stancliffe,  whose  offices  are  lo- 
cated in  the  Baum  Bldg.,  Omaha,  has 

done  considerable  designing  and  com- 
mercial art  work  in  connection  with  the- 

atres, theatre  equipment  and  the  film  in- 
dustry. Stancliffe  does  the  art  work  for 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co. 

Engraving  and  Art 
Baker  Engraving  Co.  operates  a   com- 

plete engraving  and  commercial  art  plant 

at  1122  Harney  St.  in  Omaha.  The  com- 
pany does  considerable  art  and  engraving 

work  for  theatres  and  firms  connected 

with  the  film  industry  throughout  the 

Omaha  trade  territory. 
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Griffith's  Permit  to 
Build  Delayed  Again 
Minneapolis — Because  of  the  absence 

of  a   number  of  the  aldermen  on  hunting 

trips,  the  city  council  this  week  deferred 

a   vote  on  the  application  of  H.  L.  Grif- 

fith to  build  a   $150,000  neighborhood  the- 

atre on  his  property.  A   majority  commit- 

tee report  recommends  denial  of  the  ap- 
plication. 

Opponents  of  the  permit  are  confident 

that  the  council  will  refuse  to  grant  the 

permit  for  which  Griffith  has  been  fight- 
ing for  more  than  two  years.  Opposition 

is  based  on  the  proximity  of  the  property 

to  a   synagogue  and  to  the  alleged  fact 

that  the  city  now  is  considerably  over- 
seated and  that  additional  theatres  would 

result  in  a   deterioration  of  the  quality 

of  entertainment  and  jeopardize  present 

theatre  investments. 

The  council  has  granted  the  permit 

twice  and  then  rescinded  its  action.  It 

also  has  voted  it  down  a   number  of  times 

and  now  is  committed  to  the  policy  of  not 

permitting  any  further  theatre  construc- 
tion here.  A   court  action  by  Griffith  to 

compel  issuance  of  the  permit  was  un- 
successful. 

It's  Deer  Hunting 
Season  Now 

Minneapolis  —   Exchange  managers 
and  salesmen  here  attribute  sudden 

drop  in  sales  the  past  several  weeks 

to  the  deer  hunting  season.  Too  many 

exhibitors  have  been  absent  from  their 

theatres  hunting  deer,  they  say.  The 

shooting  has  been  the  best  in  years, 

they  point  out,  and  that  has  aggra- 
vated the  usual  situation. 

Ross  Federal  Service 

Promotes  Phil  Gearty 

Kansas  City — Phil  Gearty  has  been 
promoted  from  assistant  manager  of  the 

Ross  Federal  office  here  to  Chicago,  where 

he  will  be  for  a   while  in  the  new  credit 

promotion  department  before  going  on  to 

New  York.  W.  C.  Clayton  succeeds  him 
as  assistant  to  Bill  Redden. 

Use  Photo-Pay 
Kansas  City — Photo-Pay  Nite  is  being 

used  now  by  the  Fox  Dodge  at  Dodge  City, 

Kas.,  and  the  Fox  Eldorado  at  Eldorado, 

Kas.  R.  W.  McEwan  of  the  Magic  Eye 

Distributing  Co.  reports. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY  I 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — ■   * 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 
130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 

126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 

2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

Kaycee's  Censor, 
Guy  Holmes,  Dies 

Kansas  City — Guy  Holmes,  film  censor 

for  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  died  Tuesday  at  St. 

Mary’s  Hospital  following  an  illness  that 
extended  over  a   year.  Mr.  Holmes,  63 

years  old,  underwent  major  operations 

last  year  and  early  this  year.  He  was 
back  on  Filmrow  for  a   short  while  this 

summer,  but  active  inspection  of  films,  has 

been  carried  on  by  Mrs.  Eleanor  Walton, 

assistant  city  censor. 

Mr.  Holmes  had  filled  the  censor  post 

since  1926.  He  had  occupied  several  other 

city  posts. 

Cresswell  Ties  Cinema 

Club  in  Bowling  Race 
Kansas  City — Cresswell  Photos  jumped 

into  a   first  place  tie  in  the  Variety  Bowl- 
ing League  race  this  week,  turning  back 

Don  Davis  three  times  in  as  many  matches, 

while  Cinema  Club,  undisputed  leaders  last 

week,  dropped  one  of  three  games  played 
with  Finton  Jones. 

RESULTS  LAST  MONDAY 
Finton  Jones  .   .     779 7X5  775 

2332 1 2 

Cinema  Club  . 
    788 

773  821 

2382 

2 1 

Dubinsky  Bros.  . 
    s:i6 920  781 

2537 

2 i 
Barkers        725 X12  840 

2377 
1 2 

Film  Delivery     738 812  708 

2318 

2 i 
National  Screen     771 733  726 2230 1 2 

Cresswell  Photos ....  77(i 895  842 
2515 

3 0 
Don  Davis    

    751 729  818 
2298 

0 3 

TE SAM  STANDINGS 

Won 

Lost 

Pet. 
Cresswell  Photos 17 

10 

630 

Cinema  Club 

17 

10 

630 

National  Screen .   .   15 12 556 
Finton  Jones  .   .   . 14 13 519 
Barkers    

12 

15 

144 

Dubinsky  Bros. 12 15 414 Don  Davis    
11 

10 

107 

Film  Delivery  .   . 

10 

17 370 

Individual  High  Scores — Walter  Lambader,  618; 
Paul  Robinson,  539;  Leon  Abraham,  533;  John 
Muchinore,  528. 

NEXT  WEEK’S  SCHEDULE 
National  Screen  vs.  Barkers   Alleys  11-12 

Finton  Jones  vs.  Cresswell   Alleys  13-14 

Dubinsky  Bros.  vs.  Don  Davis   Alleys  15-16 
Film  Delivery  vs.  Cinema  Club   Alleys  17-18 

Stefles  Is  Reelected 

Chief  of  Variety  Club 

(Continued  from  page  48) 

independent  exhibitor,  and  “Hy”  Chapman,  Co- lumbia branch  manager. 

Dough  guy  (treasurer) — J.  L.  Stern  (incum- 
bent), independent  exchange  owner;  Leonard 

Weinstock,  expert  accountant;  Charles  Ruben- 
stein,  independent  exhibitor,  and  Norwood  Hall, 

20th-Fox  office  manager  and  city  salesman. 

Canvassmen  (directors)  (six  to  be  elected) — 
Abe  Kaplan;  Eddie  Ruben,  George  Granstrom, 
Don  Buckley,  Bennie  Berger  and  Harry  Dryer, 

independent  exhibitors;  Gilbert  Nathanson,  Re- 
public franchise  holder;  Ray  Wylie,  United  Art- 

ists salesman;  Joe  Podoloff,  20th-Fox  branch 

manager;  Fred  Ableson,  RKO  salesman,  and  Har- 
old Johnson,  Universal  branch  manager. 

Automatically  Don  Woods,  Paramount  sales 

manager;  Bill  Elson,  independent  exhibitor  and 
Workman  become  members  of  the  new  board  of 
directors  as  former  chief  barkers  within  the 

past  three  years.  Chief  Barker  Steffes  also  is  a 
member  of  the  board,  automatically. 

Granstrom,  Woods  and  Elson  declined  nomi- 
nations as  first  assistant  chief  barker;  C.  K. 

Olson,  Warner  Bros,  branch  manager,  Abe  Kap- 

lan and  Buckley  as  second  assistant  chief  bar- 
ker; Abe  Kaplan  and  Les  Rees,  trade  paper 

correspondent,  as  Dough  Man;  Theodore  Hays 

of  the  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.,  Frank  McCor- 
mick and  Les  Rees  as  Canvassmen. 

Tributes  were  paid  to  Steffes  and  Workman 

for  their  work  in  the  club’s  behalf.  Praising 
Steffes’  efforts,  Elson  also  called  attention  to 
the  fine  pioneering  work  of  former  officers  dur- 

ing the  organization’s  infancy  when  there  were 
many  obstacles  to  be  overcome. 

A   report  by  Dough  Man  Stern  showed  the  club 
to  be  in  splendid  financial  condition. 
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0   K.  OLSON,  Warner  branch  manager 
at  Minneapolis  and  former  exchange 

boss  here,  was  in  Omaha  over  the  week- 

end .   .   .   Tom  Kenyon,  Paramount  cash- 

ier, is  putting  on  weight  .   .   .   Larry  Hens- 
ler,  Universal  salesman,  is  among  the 

firm's  leading  salesmen  nationally  and 
might  draw  down  some  prize  money. 

John  Winn,  GN  booker,  is  a   top-notch 

ping-pong  player  .   .   .   Beverly  Ballantyne 

of  Scott- Ballantyne  Co.  has  a   birthday  on 
December  8   .   .   .   George  Siders,  Omaha 

treasurer,  is  24  years  old  on  December  4. 

He  was  born  in  1914  .   .   .   Harry  Shumow, 

M-G-M  exchange  chief,  writes  the  office 

here  he’s  having  a   big  time  in  Mexico. 

Mrs.  E.  H.  Robertson,  wife  of  the  Scrib- 
ner, Neb.,  exhibitor,  makes  delicious  candy, 

and  sells  it  too,  if  you’re  interested  .   .   . 
Allene  Fransen,  pretty  Omaha  cashier, 

was  written  up  by  a   reporter  from  a   Mis- 

souri newspaper  who  “did”  this  city  and 

called  Allene  a   “pretty  blonde.” 

Regina  Molseed,  RKO  booker,  reports  a 

total  of  $512  in  the  Community  Chest 

drive,  well  over  Filmrow’s  quota  of  $495. 
Glad  to  see  Regina  back  at  her  desk  after 

a   bad  cold  .   .   .   Warner  Club  will  have  a 

Christmas  party  December  22  in  the  club- 
rooms.  Committee  in  charge  includes  Etta 

Tatelman,  chairman;  Leon  Mendelson, 

Frank  Hannon  and  Leon  Dizon. 

L.  G.  Ballard,  Rio  Theatre,  Wall  Lake, 

la.,  has  installed  sound  and  projectors 

through  Western  Theatre  Supply  Co.  .   .   . 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Glen  Ban  Wey,  Sun  Theatre, 

Gothenburg,  Neb.,  and  their  son  were  on 

the  Row  .   .   .   George  Norman,  Empire  The- 

atre, Storm  Lake,  la.,  was  spotted  on  Dav- 
enport St. 

The  stork  is  hovering  closely  over  the 

homes  of  Keith  Wilson,  Omaha  World- 

Herald  film  critic,  and  Bill  Miskell,  Or- 

pheum  manager  .   .   .   Will  Singer,  Brandeis 

manager,  says  Turkey  Day  business  ivas 

25  per  cent  ahead  of  last  year. 

Seen  bucking  the  bookers’  line:  R.  V. 
Fletcher,  Lyric  Theatre,  Hartington,  Neb.; 

Jack  Riggs,  Sun,  Central  City,  Neb.;  Mons 

Thompson,  Riviera,  St.  Paul,  Neb.;  Bill 

Bogart,  Orpheum,  Rock  Valley,  la.;  Carl 

Johnson,  Grand,  Red  Oak,  la. 

Omaha  Variety  Club  officials  are  con- 

vinced they  are  under  a   sort  of  evil  eye. 

Harry  Shumow  became  ill  right  after  or- 

ganizing the  club.  Don  McLucas,  UA  boss, 

first  chief  barker,  became  seriously  ill  as 

soon  as  he  assumed  office.  Ted  Menden- 

hall, Paramount  chief,  developed  a   serious 

ailment  soon  after  he  was  elected  barker. 

Walt  Green,  retiring  barker,  is  recovering 

from  a   fractured  right  arm.  Who’s  next, 
boys? 

Lauds  Iowa  Film 

Des  Moines  —   A   half-column  editorial 

lauding  Burton  Jerrel’s  film  “Iowa  Comes 

of  Age,”  ran  in  the  Des  Moines  Tribune 
last  Saturday. 

Trio  in  Lincoln  to 

Darken  in  December 
Lincoln — House  closings  are  to  be  the 

December  vogue  here. 

Notices  have  gone  out  to  union  em- 

ployes of  the  Liberty,  1,400-seater;  the 

Orpheum,  1,350-seater,  and  the  Kiva,  440- 
seater.  Of  the  group,  the  Kiva  probably 
will  shutter  first. 

J.  H.  Cooper  was  originally  slated  to 

drop  his  Liberty  from  the  Lincoln  The- 
atres Corp.  group,  December  1,  but 

stretched  it  out  to  December  11.  On  that 

date,  the  Orpheum,  still  to  be  remodeled, 

is  tentatively  set  to  close  for  the  ham- 
mer-and-saw  session.  The  Liberty  joins 

T.  B.  Noble’s  Nebraska  Theatres,  Inc., 

January  1,  while  the  Orpheum  will  re- 
open still  under  the  Cooper  banner. 

Tentative  plan  is  to  use  the  Kiva  only 
as  a   holdover  house  after  it  reopens,  hope 

being  that  the  closing  of  the  house  will 
better  the  overseated  business  picture. 

" Great  Waltz "   Statewide 
Finals  in  Iowa  Sunday 

Des  Moines — "Speed”  Lambert’s  state- 
wide “Great  Waltz”  exploitation  will  center 

here  Sunday  night  with  the  finals,  fea- 
turing winners  of  waltz  contests  in  all  of 

Iowa’s  key  locations,  scheduled  at  the  Tro- 
mar  ballroom. 

Finalists  from  Fort  Dodge,  Sioux  City, 

Davenport,  Oelwein,  Dubuque,  Cedar  Rap- 
ids, Waterloo,  Mason  City  and  Des  Moines 

will  compete  under  the  joint  sponsorship 

of  Tri-States  Des  Moines  theatre  and  Tom 

Archer’s  Tromar  ballroom. 
The  winning  couple  will  be  awarded  a 

trophy  and  will  compete  in  the  six-state 
zone  finals  at  Omaha  December  7. 

Lambert  hit  Des  Moines  Tuesday  on  a 

swing  over  the  state,  lining  up  final  pub- licity. 

The  film  has  not  played  Des  Moines  yet, 

but  is  expected  to  be  one  of  the  features 

on  the  holiday  season. 

Minneapolis  “Waltz" Finals  Set  December  5 

Minneapolis — “Great  Waltz”  tieup  with 
the  Star,  engineered  by  Maury  Abrams, 

M-G-M  exploiteer,  has  netted  record 
amount  of  newspaper  picture  and  other 

spreads  for  film  which  goes  into  State 

this  month.  Semi-finals  in  the  waltz  con- 
test will  be  held  in  the  Hotel  Radisson 

Flame  Room,  with  Curt  Houck  orchestra 

providing  the  music.  Finals  are  scheduled 

for  December  5   in  the  same  hotel’s  Cha- 
teau Terrace.  There  have  been  90  en- 

tries. 

Win  “Waltz"  Tilt 

Kansas  City — Joslyn  Case,  secretary  to 
R.  W.  McEwan  and  O.  P.  Hill  at  the  Magic 

Eye  Distributing  Co.,  and  her  brother.  Jay 
Case,  won  the  state  finals  of  the  Great 

Waltz  contest,  sponsored  by  M-G-M  last 
week.  The  pair,  widely  known  ballroom 

dancers,  were  a   feature  of  the  Variety  Club 

Charity  Ball  floor  show  last  week. 

News  in  Brief 

Fred  W.  Wehrenberg,  head  of  the 

MPTOA  of  St.  Louis,  and  who  operates 

seven  of  the  largest  suburban  theatres 

in  St.  Louis,  recently  installed  1600 

DELUXE  AIR-LOC  full-upholstered 

opera  chairs  in  his  Melba  Theatre.  Mr. 

Wehrenberg  had  previously  installed 

similar  AIR-LOC  chairs  in  his  Cinde- 

rella, New  Savoy  and  Studio  Theatres. 

*   *   * 

Messrs.  Peaslee  of  Stillwater  and 

Jack  Heywood  of  New  Richmond,  Wis- 

consin, who  recently  purchased  the 

Hudson  Theatre  at  Hudson,  Wisconsin, 

have  completely  remodeled  the  theatre 

and  installed  DELUXE  AIR-LOC  full- 

upholstered  opera  chairs  purchased 

from  AIR-LOC  SEAT  INDUSTRIES,  Inc. 

of  Minneapolis. 

★   *   * 

Henry  S.  Tammen,  who  owns  and 

operates  the  Dakota  and  Moon  The- 

atres in  Yankton,  S.  Dakota,  has  in- 

stalled the  new  ULTRAPHONE  SUPER 

SOUND  SYSTEM  in  the  800-seat  Da- 

kota Theatre.  Recently,  both  theatres 

have  been  completely  rejuvenated  with 

the  installation  of  new  seating  and  new 

decorations. 

*   *   * 

The  Mort  H.  Singer  Circuit,  who  this 

summer  installed  AIR-LOC  Full-Uphol- 

stered Opera  Chairs  in  their  3000-seat 

Hennepin-Orpheum  Theatre,  Minne- 

apolis, have  contracted  with  the  AIR- 

LOC  SEAT  INDUSTRIES,  Inc.,  for  simi- 

lar chairs  to  be  installed  in  the  cir- 

cuit's NEW  1100-seat  Iowa  Theatre, 

Waterloo,  Iowa,  and  the  2200-seat  Or- 

pheum Theatre,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Adv. 
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Redfield  Theatre 

Fire  Quickly  Ends 
Redfield,  Ia. — A   small  fire  backstage  at 

the  Redfield  Theatre  here  was  discovered 

by  one  of  the  workers  after  the  theatre 
had  closed. 

He  notified  Mr.  and  Mrs.  R.  M.  Dawson 

at  their  home  and  they  arrived  with  fire 

extinguishers  ahead  of  the  fire  depart- 
ment. A   hole  was  burned  in  the  floor  and 

a   blower  was  badly  damaged. 

$5,000  Fire  Loss 

In  North  English,  la. 

North  English,  Ia. — Fire  Saturday  dam- 
aged the  Orpheum  Theatre  here  at  an 

estimated  loss  of  $5,000. 
Vance  Smith,  owner,  said  the  blaze 

started  under  the  stage  in  the  building 
about  8:30  a.  m.,  possibly  from  defective 
wiring.  It  was  discovered  by  Les  Roller. 

Fire  departments  from  Williamsburg 

and  Sigourney,  Ia.,  joined  the  North  Eng- 
lish force,  but  nothing  was  saved  ex- 

cept film,  carried  out  before  the  flames 
gained  headway. 

Smith  said  insurance  was  carried  on 

the  building,  but  not  on  the  motion  pic- 
ture equipment. 

This  is  the  second  time  the  Orpheum 

Theatre  has  burned,  the  last  time  being  in 
1915. 

Clayton  to  Hollywood  to 

Check  on  Roto  Features 
Des  Moines — Ken  Clayton,  amusements 

and  Sunday  feature  editor  of  the  Des 

Moines  Register,  is  scheduled  to  leave 

Sunday  on  a   business  trip  to  Hollywood. 

The  paper  is  sending  Clayton  to  the 

coast  to  look  into  possibilities  for  some 

ideas  he  has  in  the  way  of  color  roto  fea- 

tures and  to  check  over  coverage  of  film 

features  now  a   regular  part  of  the  Sunday 
Register. 

Simultaneous  with  his  departure,  Clay- 

ton is  serving  notice  on  Hollywood  pub- 
licity men  they  may  lose  a   choice  spot 

for  their  blurbs  unless  they  hand  out  ma- 

terial he  considers  worth  using.  The  De- 

cember 4   color  cover  on  the  Sunday  maga- 
zine section  will  picture  Cobina  Wright 

jr.,  the  New  York  songstress,  and  will  be 

the  second  time  in  a   month  Clayton  has 

taken  the  page  away  from  the  film  colony. 

Another  Register  magazine  page,  de- 
voted to  gossip  of  stars  of  stage,  screen 

and  radio,  has  jumped  the  Hollywood  cor- 
ral to  ballyhoo  Broadway  chorines  in  big 

pictures  twice  in  the  last  month.  Clayton 

says  the  only  reason  for  such  a   move  is 

the  failure  to  get  what  he  considers  good 

exclusive  leg  art  from  many  of  the  film 

publicity  staffs. 

FOR  SALE 

Two  Complete  Simplex-RCA  semi-portable 
Sound  projectors  rebuilt — like  new — for  2000 
ft.  reels.  Perfect  equipment  for  any  theatre 
up  to  500  seats.  Guaranteed  same  as  new 

equipment. 

CINEMA  SUPPLIES.  Inc. 
38  Glenwood,  Minneapolis,  Minn. 

Winging  Her  Way 

Film  scouts  found  Airline  Hostess 

Dorothy  Quackenbush,  22,  of  Kansas 

City,  after  she  won  the  title  of  “Miss 

American  Aviation  of  1938,”  last 
spring  at  Birmingham,  Ala.  She  was 

recently  signed  by  the  New  York  pro- 

ducing unit,  Odessco  Pictures,  which 

loill  release  through  Paramount. 

Liberal  With  Passes 

Ellsworth,  Kas. — The  Dickinson  The- 
atre here  is  issuing  passes  good  any  time 

and  without  a   string.  The  pass  reads: 

“We  want  you  to  be  our  guest.  This  ticket 
admits  one,  Dickinson,  Ellsworth,  Good 

Any  Time.  Please  sign  your  name  and 

address  on  the  reverse  side.”  It  was  in- 
troduced the  week  prior  to  Thanksgiving. 

New  Theatre  Firm 
Des  Moines — Articles  of  incorporation 

have  been  filed  for  the  American  Theatre 

Co.,  of  Des  Moines.  A   capital  stock  of 

$25,000  was  declared  for  general  enter- 
tainment business.  Frank  D.  Rubel  of 

Des  Moines  was  announced  as  the  presi- 
dent and  secretary. 

R.  E.  Brown  Buys  Harris 

Avoca,  Ia. — Ray  E.  Brown,  exhibitor  at 

Harlan,  Ia.,  has  taken  over  the  Harris 
Theatre  here  from  A.  H.  Lehman,  who 

expects  to  enter  the  lumber  business. 

McErlane  Leaves  Warner 

Minneapolis — Ed  McErlane,  veteran 

head  Warner  Bros,  booker,  has  resigned. 

No  successor  has  been  appointed  yet. 

Saal  Sees  Greatest 
Year  for  Westerns 

Minneapolis — Record  sales  of  Gene 

Autry  and  Roy  Rogers  westerns  are  un- 

aisputable  evidence  of  the  ever-increasing 

popularity  of  westerns,  in  the  opinion  of 
Bill  Saal  of  the  Republic  home  office, 

here  with  Rogers  who  made  a   personal 

appearance  at  the  Palace  Theatre  in  con- 

junction with  his  starring  picture,  “Un- 

der Western  Stars.” 
Saal  declares  that  the  westerns  have  a 

bigger  public  than  ever  before  and  are 
in  for  their  greatest  year,  not  only  in 

the  Northwest  territory,  but  also  over  the 

entire  United  States.  And  the  reason  why 

they  continue  to  forge  ahead  as  boxof- 
fice  attractions,  he  believes,  is  because 

producers  are  turning  them  out  better  and 

better,  with  more  regard  to  plausibility, 

superior  acting  and  finer  productions  and 

elimination  of  “insults  to  the  intelligence.” 
A   veteran  of  the  film  industry,  Saal, 

one-time  head  of  Paramount  theatres  and 

later  a   Hollywood  producer,  points  out 

that  “westerns  represent  the  most  in  en- 
tertainment value — particularly  such  qual- 

ity westerns  as  the  Roy  Rogers.”  They 
have  a   human  appeal  that  spells  boxof- 
fice  in  capital  letters,  he  points  out. 

“The  vast  majority  of  theatre  patrons 

crave  action  and  thrills,”  says  Saal.  “No 
exhibitor  can  dispute  that  fact.  And  the 

fans  get  more  such  action  and  thrills  in 

the  westerns — the  outdoor  action  pictures 

— than  in  any  other  type  of  picture.” 
Saal  is  accompanying  Rogers  on  his 

present  personal  appearance  tour  to  learn 
first-hand  the  audience  reaction  to  this 

up  and  coming  western  star  who  cata- 
pulted into  boxoffice  popularity  in  his  very 

first  starring  productions.  Everywhere, 

says  Saal,  big  crowds  are  turning  out  to 

greet  Rogers  and  accord  him  an  ovation. 

At  the  Palace  here,  Rogers  and  his  pic- 

ture, “Under  Western  Stars,”  played  to 

more  than  8,000  people  in  two  days,  break- 
ing all  boxoffice  records  in  attendance 

and  receipts,  according  to  Gordon  Green, 

manager  of  the  house. 

Gilbert  Nathanson,  head  of  the  local 

Republic  office,  distributors  of  the  Autry 

and  Rogers  pictures,  was  host  at  an  elab- 
orate cocktail  party  at  the  Hotel  Nicollet. 

Rogers  and  Saal  were  guests  of  honor  and 

many  exhibitors  and  exchange  heads  were 
in  attendance. 

Trevor  Jones  Is  Aide 
Kansas  City — Through  an  oversight  in 

last  week’s  story  concerning  C.  E.  Cook’s 
projected  new  Tivoli  Theatre  in  Mary- 

ville, Mo.,  the  name  of  Trevor  C.  Jones, 
associate  architect  on  the  project,  was 

omitted.  Mr.  Jones  will  be  associated 

with  Robert  O.  Boiler  in  designing  the 

new  house.  Still  a   young  man,  Jones 

already  has  experience  in  several  fields, 

including  the  theatre,  and  built  the  suc- 
cessful Coed  Theatre  in  Topeka,  Kas. 
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VEAPOUS 
JJDDIE  RUBEN  is  back  from  a   business 

and  pleasure  trip  in  the  south  and  east. 
While  in  New  York  he  witnessed  the 

Armstrong-Garcia  fight  and  enjoyed  it 

very  much  .   .   .   Bennie  Berger,  indepen- 

dent circuit  operator,  was  the  only  mem- 
ber of  the  film  industry  in  this  territory, 

as  far  as  is  known,  to  take  in  the  Army- 

Navy  football  game  at  Philadelphia.  The 

missus  accompanied  him.  The  couple  vis- 
ited New  York  briefly  before  returning  .   .   . 

W.  A.  Steffes,  Twin  City  Variety  Club 

chief  barker  and  Northwest  Allied  presi- 

dent, went  alone  to  Detroit,  Mich.,  to  at- 

tend the  Detroit  Variety  Club’s  farewell 
dinner  for  his  friend,  H.  M.  Richey. 

"You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  has  been 
doing  tremendous  business  both  in  Minne- 

apolis and  St.  Paul.  It  is  holding  over  for 
a   second  week  at  the  Orpheums  in  both 

cities  .   .   .   Colleen  Moore,  former  film  star, 

is  in  the  Twin  Cities,  exhibiting  her  fa- 
mous $250,000  doll  house  for  charity  at  a 

St.  Paul  department  store  ...  Mel  Evidon 

and  Ben  Marcus,  Columbia  branch  mana- 
gers at  Des  Moines  and  Kansas  City,  Mo., 

respectively ,   former  Minneapolitans,  spent 
the  Thanksgiving  holiday  here. 

W.  H.  Workman,  M-G-M  branch  mana- 

ger, back  from  Paris  and  London  and  hard 

at  work  again,  reports  a   “tremendous”  time 
on  the  trip  won  by  him  because  of  his 

sales  showing.  He  says  he  hasn’t  enough 
adjectives  to  describe  the  wonderful  trip. 

He  was  present  at  the  “Unknown  Soldier” 
ceremony  in  London  and  at  a   command 

performance  at  the  London  Coliseum  at- 
tended by  the  king  and  queen.  He  also 

attended  Parliament’s  opening,  toured  the 
battle  fields  and  champagne  caves  in 

France  and  visited  the  spot  at  the  Copiegne 

front  where  the  Armistice  was  signed. 

Tom  Mouer,  honorary  member  and  coun- 
sel of  the  Twin  City  Variety  Club,  a   Min- 

neapolis civil  service  commissioner  and 
prominent  attorney,  passed  away  at  the 

age  of  51.  He  was  a   close  friend  of  W.  H. 

Workman,  former  Variety  Club  chief  bar- 
ker, and  the  latter  officiated  as  a   pall- 

bearer at  the  funeral  ...  E.  A.  Moe,  Grand 
Theatre,  Oakes,  N.  D.,  passed  through 
Minneapolis  en  route  to  Milwaukee  to 
spend  a   few  days  with  his  daughter  .   .   . 

Joe  Jacobs,  Columbia  city  salesman,  plan- 
ning annual  visit  with  his  parents  in  Los 

Angeles  next  month  .   .   .   Paramount  is  get- 

ting a   big  play  in  the  territory  on  "If  I 
Were  King.” 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  E.  L.  Danielson,  Mabel,  Minn, 

(returning  from  a   successful  deer  hunting 

trip)  ;   Don  Anderson,  Pine  Island,  Minn.; 

Don  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls,  Minn.;  Jack 

Wright,  Red  Wing,  Minn.;  E.  P.  Nelson, 

Waseca,  Minn.;  E.  C.  Sorenson,  Chamber- 
lain,  S.  D.;  Paul  Swanson,  Lewiston,  Minn.; 

C.  Charboneau,  Baldwin,  Wis.,  and  A.  Ol- 
son, Grantsberg,  Wis. 

James  Winn,  Grand  National  district 
manager,  visited  Bill  Crystal,  local  branch 

manager,  this  week.  The  latter  reports 
sales  proceeding  nicely,  considering  late 

start  .   .   .   Paul  Mans,  Twin  City  indepen- 
dent exhibitor,  and  Ernie  Hill,  Warner 

Bros,  salesman,  bagged  two  deer,  each 
weighing  over  160  pounds,  at  the  hunting 

lodge  of  Harry  Simon,  Walker,  Minn.,  ex- 

hibitor. Mails’  a   great  rifle  shot,  according 
to  Hill. 

“Hy”  Chapman,  Columbia  branch  man- 
ager, is  considering  purchase  of  new  auto 

.   .   .   Jack  Thoma,  Columbia  exploiteer, 

returned  to  Chicago  after  doing  swell  job 

on  “You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  and 

"Blondie”  .   .   .   Exhibitor  inquiries  regard- 

ing “Out  West  With  the  Hardys”  pouring 
into  M-G-M  .   .   .   Lillian  Jeffries,  secre- 

tary to  Joe  Vogel,  in  charge  of  Loew  the- 
atres, New  York,  visiting  relatives  here 

.   .   .   Wife  of  Joe  Behan,  popular  Warner 

Bros,  booker,  in  St.  Mary’s  Hospital  re- 
covering from  an  appendectomy. 

Twin  City  Variety  Club  raffled  off  100 

turkeys  at  a   pre-Thanksgiving  party.  Ray 

Wylie’s  "Crazy  Auction”  party  was  a   huge 
success.  It  attracted  a   big  crowd  and 

everybody  had  a   swell  time.  Orchids  to 

Ray  for  his  work  as  chairman  of  the  en- 
tertainment committee  .   .   .   George  Turner, 

M-G-M  salesman,  is  Filmrow’ s   champion 
Lambeth  Walker.  He’s  a   one-time  pro- 

fessional dancer  .   .   .   Harry  Nelson,  St. 

James,  Minn.,  exhibitor,  is  ill. 

Joe  Bloom,  vice-president  of  Blaine- 

Thompson  agency,  Warner  Bros,  subsid- 

iary, here  working  on  “Heart  of  North” 
newspaper  tieups  .   .   .   Universal  compelled 

to  go  out  and  get  five  extra  prints  of 

“Frankenstein-Dracula,”  so  great  is  the 
exhibitor  demand  for  this  combination. 

And  what  a   business  it’s  doing  everywhere 

.   .   .   GB’s  “To  the  Victor”  goes  into  the 

World  here  this  month.  “Moonlight  So- 

nata” now  doing  a   landoffice  business  at 
the  same  house  .   .   .   June  Romm,  20th- 
Fox  contract  clerk,  resigned  to  join  her 

family  in  San  Francisco.  Florence  Stol- 
ler  has  been  promoted  to  succeed  her. 

W.  A.  Steffes  has  bought  RKO’s  "Man 
to  Remember”  for  his  World  Theatre  here 
and  it’s  scheduled  for  January  shoiving. 
Critics  have  acclaimed  this  picture  .   .   . 
Clarence  K.  Olson,  Warner  Bros,  exchange 

manager,  spent  Thanksgiving  with  friends 
in  Omaha  .   .   .   United  Artists  screened 

“ Cowboy  and  the  Lady”  and  they’re  call- 
ing it  “ the  swellest  comedy”  they  ever 

saw  .   .   .   Grand  National  screened  Sally 

Rand’s  “Sunset  Strip  Case”  and  the  com- 
ment was  highly  favorable. 

Bernie  Zeeman  of  the  Columbia  home- 

office  exchange  operations’  department 

spending  a   few  days  with  “Hy”  Chapman 
here  .   .   .   A.  F.  Stern,  RKO  southern  Min- 

nesota salesman,  is  the  proud  owner  of  new 

auto  ...  St.  Paul  critics  lauded  Mono- 

gram’s “Gangster’s  Boy,”  Jackie  Cooper 
picture,  playing  the  World  .   .   .   Morgan 

Ames,  Mort  H.  Singer  general  manager, 

in  town  for  few  days  .   .   .   Mrs,.  Reno  Wilk, 

wife  of  the  state  rights  pictures  distributor, 

recovering  from  a   major  operation.  Reno 

just  has  taken  over  the  distribution  of 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Segal  Acquires  Victoria 

At  Omaha  from  F.  E .   Pace 

Omaha — M.  Segal,  former  operator  of 

the  Time  Theatre,  has  taken  over  the 

Victoria,  suburban  house  in  North  Omaha, 
from  F.  E.  Pace.  Pace  will  continue  to 

operate  the  Empress  Theatre  at  Malvern, 

la. 

IIL  I   N   C   CO  1IL  M 
gOB  HUFFMAN  bundled  the  wife  and 

four  kids  into  the  family  car,  and  did 

an  off-to-grandmother’s  act  to  Pueblo, 
Colo.,  Thanksgiving.  Was  ultra  thankful 

when  learning  business  was  better  all  over 

town  on  the  day  than  a   year  ago  ...  Ed 

Vaughan  and  Harold  Hellerich  saw  early 

morning  from  the  right  side  for  once, 

when  the  University  of  Nebraska’s  col- 
lege show  was  staged  at  9   a.  m.  at  the 

Stuart.  They  had  heard  about  the  dirty 

gags,  so  got  up  in  the  middle  of  the  night 
to  hear  them. 

Toss-up  for  the  most  popular  game  on 
theatre  Row  is  between  dominoes  and 

snooker.  Dominoes  is  leading  on  these  cold 

nights,  because  one  has  to  leave  the  the- 
atre to  get  to  a   pool  hall  .   .   .   Orville  Ren- 

nie planned  to  bring  the  Mrs.  and  be  on 

hand  for  Bob  Crosby’s  appearance  at  the 
Turnpike  .   .   .   Lincoln’s  community  the- 

atre is  readying  their  second  show  for 

December  8   and  9,  "Three  Cornered 
Moon.”  They  have  the  idea  it's  better  to 
put  on  plays  previously  done  in  flickers. 

Boxoffice  has  been  getting  so  many 

pictures  of  Penny  Singleton  as  "Blondie,” 
one  would  almost  think  she  was  Iz  Wei- 

ner’s girl  .   .   .   Howard  Federer  says  he 
uses  only  red  ribbon  on  his  typewriter  and 

his  adding  machine  .   .   .   Bob  Livingston  is 

a   little  wary  about  buying  his  annual 

truckload  of  shoes  for  poor  youngsters 

this  year  for  Christmas.  Says  he  thinks 

he’ll  have  to  sell  newspapers  on  the  street 
corner  to  get  himself  a   pair  .   .   .   With  the 

booking  of  “Five  of  a   Kind”  in  the  Or- 
pheum,  Harvey  Traylor  said  that  was  the 
first  time  Harold  Hellerich  has  ever  held 

a   hand  that  good  in  all  his  poker  ex- 

perience— and  he  probably  wouldn’t  know 
what  to  do. 

Alvin  Hendricks  is  now  the  chief  win- 
dow-shutter-in-the-mornings,  chief  bath- 

tub-just-warm-enough-water-runner,  and 
extra-blanket-getter  on  cold  nights,  now 

that  he’s  living  the  same  place  as  the 
boss  .   .   .   Chuck  and  Jiggs  Miller,  with 

Jack  Hanssen,  moved  their  KFOR  quizzer- 
bee  to  the  Varsity  Theatre  as  a   weekly 
feature.  Did  right  well. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 
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(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

“How  to  Undress  in  Front  of  Your  Hus- 

band,” starring  Elaine  Barrie  Barrymore 
(Mrs.  John).  Picture  has  been  doing  a 

land-office  business  at  the  Time  here  the 
past  several  weeks. 

Charlie  Weiner  reports  that  the  Minne- 

sota Amusement  Co.  has  booked  “Clois- 

tered” into  many  of  its  towns  for  Decem- 
ber and  January.  His  Monogram  ex- 

change is  distributing  this  picture  .   .   . 

Harry  Hirsch  and  Harry  Katz  of  the  Gay- 
ety  (stock  burlesque)  off  to  Mexico  to 
hunt  wild  game.  The  house  will  reopen 

in  the  early  spring,  as  usual  .   .   .   Joe  Podo- 

loff  of  20 th-Fox  anticipates  that  “ Jessie 
James"  and  “Kentucky”  will  be  tremeri- 
douS  boxoffice  pictures  for  this  territory. 

They’re  just  built  to  order,  he  says. 

Nearly  everybody  but  his  own  salesman, 

Morry  Steinman,  listened  to  Charlie  Wei- 
ner of  Monogram  and  went  out  and  laid 

their  money  on  Wisconsin  to  defeat  Minne- 

sota. Morry  doesn’t  have  much  respect 
for  his  boss’  football  opinions  and  he 
wagered  a   hefty  sum  on  the  Gophers.  Now 

he  has  the  laugh  on  Charlie  .   .   .   “Nickey” 
Goldhammer  at  RKO  reports  heavy  repeat 

bookings  of  “Snow  White”  for  the  period 
between  Christmas  and  New  Year’s. 

Herb  Blass.  Warner  Bros.’  office  mana- 
ger, vacationing  in  Chicago  for  a   few  days 

.   .   .   RKO  points  out  that  exhibitors  are 

playing  up  the  Walt  Disney  special, 

“ Ferdinand  the  Bull,”  as  heavily  as  their 
features  and  doing  extra  big  business  with 

it  ..  .   First  boxing  Show  at  Gordie  Green’s 
Palace  Theatre  drew  near-capacity  busi- 

ness and  netted  a   profit. 

15  Years  Ago 
    In  Kaycee  Area    

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  Dec.  1,  1923) 

J^ETTERS  have  been  mailed  to  exhibitors 
in  Kansas  by  the  state  exhibitors’  asso- 

ciation in  which  a   plea  was  made  for  the 
theatre  owners  to  write  a   personal  letter 
to  congressmen,  urging  that  the  admission 
tax  be  repealed. 

Guy  Shriner’s  Gem  (colored)  in  Kaycee 
has  been  extensively  remodeled  and  re- 

decorated .   .   .   Gaston  Glass,  Preferred 
Pictures  star,  made  a   p.  a.  at  the  Apollo 
.   .   .   And  Louise  Lovely,  popular  leading 
lady,  is  doing  a   vaudeville  stint  at  the 
Mainstreet. 

Frank  Newman  is  in  New  York — prob- 
ably getting  some  new  ideas  on  presenta- 
tion and  looking  over  early  releases  .   .   . 

Ben  Blotcky,  Kaycee  Paramount  branch 

manager,  announces  a   long  string  of  re- 
leases for  the  current  season. 

Filmrow  visitors:  Jesse  Goldburg,  presi- 
dent of  the  Independent  Pictures  Corp.; 

Rube  Melcher,  who  has  just  recovered 
from  typhoid  fever;  Conrad  Gabriel,  Gar- 

den City,  Kas.;  Maurice  Jancks,  Topeka; 
Harry  McClure,  Strand,  Emporia,  Kas.; 
W.  H.  Weber,  Echo,  Great  Bend,  Kas.,  and 
Gus  Kubach,  Lyric,  Abilene,  Kas. 

Final  Hearings  on 

Momand  Suit  Near 

Oklahoma  City — The  final  hearings  on 

the  Momand  suits,  pending  in  federal  dis- 
trict court  here  before  Judge  A.  P.  Mur- 

rah,  will  probably  be  held  this  month 
with  all  indications  pointing  to  disposition 

of  the  $4,450,000  suits  against  major  pro- 
ducers, distributors  and  circuits  at  the 

next  hearing,  probably  to  be  held  about 
December  15-20. 

At  the  last  hearing  Judge  Murrah  gave 
plaintiff  an  opportunity  to  amend  the 
petition  so  that  it  might  conform  with 

the  rulings  of  his  colleague.  Judge  Edgar 
S.  Vaught,  in  the  previous  Momand  cases 
against  virtually  the  same  defendants. 

Arguments  pro  and  con  upon  this  new 
petition  are  expected  to  be  heard  as  soon 

as  answer  time  for  defendants  has  ex- 

pired. 

Praise  lor  Reform 

Kansas  City — A   bow  from  a   newspaper 
to  a   theatre  is  unusual.  Why,  no  one 
seems  to  know,  since  theatres  buy  a   great 
deal  of  space  for  which  they  pay  a   special 
rate.  But  last  week  the  Kansas  City 
Kansan  took  off  its  hat  to  a   Kansas  City, 
Kansas,  suburban  house  in  the  tribute  of 
the  week: 

“If  you  would  step  into  the  Midway 
Theatre  at  Seventh  and  Central  today  you 
would  immediately  classify  it  as  one  of 
the  better  suburban  houses.  You  would 

notice  the  comfortable  seats,  tasteful  ap- 
pointments, and  that  the  audience  was 

appreciative  in  a   quiet,  well  ordered  man- 
ner. And  it  has  been  this  way  ever  since- 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  Horrocks  took  over 

control  of  the  show  and  placed  Paul  Mill- 
berger  there  as  manager. 

“Previous  to  their  management,  how- 
ever, the  Midway,  much  better  known  as 

‘the  Garlic,’  was  as  boisterous  and  rowdy 
as  any  theatre  in  its  adolescence  could  be. 
It  began  operating  in  1910  and  in  a   short 

while  was  dubbed  ‘the  Garlic’  because  of 
the  peculiar  odor  that  could  always  be 
found  there.  For  seats  there  were  wooden 
benches,  the  floor  was  of  cinders,  and  the 

roof  leaked,  making  even  the  ‘nickel 
show’  high  priced.  But  then  customers, 
it  is  said,  didn’t  come  to  see  the  show. 
They  came  for  a   fight — and  were  seldom 
disappointed.  It  was  a   common  occurrence 
for  a   fight  in  the  balcony  to  end  up  with 
one  of  the  participants  being  thrown  down 
to  the  first  floor.  In  fact,  so  certain  was 

one  promoter  that  ‘Garlic’  spectators 
liked  fighting  better  than  picture  shows, 
that  for  a   short  time  the  theatre  billed 

wrestling  matches.  But  patrons  soon  tired 

of  the  ‘grunt  and  groan’  artists  who 
would  ‘huff  and  puff’  and  went  back 
to  westerns. 

“As  we  mentioned  in  the  first  paragraph, 
though,  that  is  all  history.  You  are  as 
apt  to  see  a   fight  at  the  Midway,  now,  as 

you  are  at  a   tea  for  your  grandmother’s 

knitting  society.” 

^"WO-YEAR-OLD  Florence  Sokolof  of  the 
National  Poster  Sokolofs  wants  to  know 

why  her  daddy  is  giving  her  old  bassinet 
a   new  coat  of  paint?  .   .   .That  bundle  of 

pink  silk  on  the  table  in  Warner’s  lobby 
turned  out  to  be  Chesteen  Naylor’s  little 
Judy  Ann  slumbering  peacefully.  Mrs. 
Naylor  and  Mrs.  Paul  Leatherby,  aunty, 
were  hovering  nearby. 

Morris  Smith,  Jordan  Smith,  and  R.  E. 
Hacker  of  Film  Transportation  attended 
the  Ames-Oklahoma  game  .   .   .   Chick 

Friedman,  Nate  Sandler,  L.  E.  McKech- 
neay,  Lou  Levy  and  Lou  Elman  went,  too, 

in  Elman’s  car.  They  narrowly  escaped  a 
disastrous  accident  en  route  .   .   .   Jerry 
Spandau  of  Universal  sprained  his  back 

trying  to  be  Atlas  .   .   .   Al  Myles  from  Uni- 
versal’s home  office  in  New  York  was  here 

last  week.  He  was  telling  us  what  a   swell 

fellow  athlete  Joe  McCluskey  is.  He’s  a 

personal  friend  of  Al’s. 
We  bumped  into  Leo  Wolcott  at  least 

three  different  times  on  Filmrow,  Wednes- 

day, without  recognizing  him.  He  wasn’t 
wearing  a   hat  that  day  we  interviewed 

him  for  Independent  Exhibitors’  info  .   .   . 
Saw  M.  L.  Dixon  of  Mt.  Pleasant  .   .   .   We 

like  Earl  Manbeck  jr.’s  leather  jacket  .   .   . 

Tri-States  held  a   special  screening  of  “The 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady”  and  “Blondie”  for the  R&T  newsroom  last  week. 

Spotted  along  the  Row:  Howard  Pol- 
lard from  Dysart  and  Reinbeck,  Charles 

Marks  of  Garner,  A.  D.  Hahn  of  Bedford 
and  Harold  Hall  of  Elkader. 

Art  Anderson  at  Warners’  says  “Angels 
With  Dirty  Faces”  is  doing  a   colossal 

business  everywhere  .   .   .   Art’s  got  a   new 
LaSalle  .   .   .   Mrs.  Lou  Elman  was  operated 

for  an  acute  attack  of  appendicitis  Sat- 
urday .   .   .   Lou  is  commuting  between  the 

RKO  offices  and  the  hospital. 

F.  E.  Judd  of  Monogram  and  his  sister 
Opal  visited  in  Kansas  City  this  week  .   .   . 

The  Northwesterners  were  given  the  fea- 
tured air  spot  on  the  program  broadcast 

in  connection  with  the  1938  novelty  band 

contest  in  KC,  but  were  not  allowed  to 
compete  for  the  cash  prizes.  They  were 

billed  in  great  style  on  the  souvenir  pro- 
grams anyhow.  The  judges  maintained 

that  they  were  movie  stars  and  not  en- 
titled to  an  amateur  radio  ranking. 

Condition  Serious 
Minneapolis — Harold  Klingman,  Re- 

public salesman,  injured  in  an  auto  acci- 
dent which  resulted  in  the  death  of  Walt 

McKeen,  M-G-M  salesman,  has  under- 
gone an  operation  and  is  still  in  a   serious 

condition. 

Kenneth  Levy  Joins  Columbia 

Kansas  City — Kenneth  Levy,  son  of  the 

late  Joe  Levy,  and  himself  well  known  on 
Filmrow,  is  with  the  Columbia  exchange 
as  manager  of  the  poster  department. 

Colome  Theatre  Reopened 

Colome,  S.  D. — The  Colome  Theatre 

here,  closed  for  an  extended  period,  has 
reopened. 
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Holiday  Grosses 
Please  Cleveland 

Exhibitors  Paid  More  for 

New  Product,  Survey  Shows 

Cleveland  —   Holiday  business  at  local 

theatres  was  better  than  any  Thanksgiv- 
ing Day  in  recent  years.  This  condition 

was  general  and  included  both  first  and 

subsequent  run  situations,  a   survey  by 

Boxoffice  of  the  Greater  Cleveland  thea- 
tres reveals. 

Warner’s  Hippodrome,  playing  “Angels 

With  Dirty  Faces,”  reports  it  drew  the  big- 
gest Thanksgiving  Day  business  in  the  an- 

nals of  the  theatre.  RKO  Palace,  show- 

ing Shirley  Temple  in  “Just  Around  the 

Corner”  and  “Ferdinand  the  Bull,”  with 
Ben  Blue  headlining  a   vaudeville  bill,  had 

capacity  matinee  attendance  at  all  per- 

formances. “Out  West  With  the  Hardys” 

at  Loew’s  State  made  the  day  anything 
but  a   holiday  for  everyone  connected  with 

the  theatre.  Neighborhood  houses,  gen- 
erally speaking,  were  pleased  with  the 

day’s  results. 
Outside  of  Cleveland,  as  well  as  in  the 

Greater  Cleveland  area,  a   spirit  of  op- 

timism prevails.  In  Akron  and  Toledo,  the 

two  low  spots  in  the  territory,  a   business 

improvement  of  a   definite  nature  is  noted. 

In  Akron,  which  is  dependent  upon  the 

rubber  industry,  pay  cuts  have  been  re- 

stored and  plants  are  reported  working  full 

time.  The  telephone  company  reports 

over  10,000  new  telephone  installations  and 

utilities  announce  material  increase  in 

electrical  consumption.  In  Toledo,  where 

the  output  of  autmobiles  is  the  city’s  busi- 
ness barometer,  labor  conditions  have  been 

satisfactorily  adjusted  and  plants  are  again 
in  full  blast. 

Detroit  Business 

Takes  a   Tumble 

Detroit — Theatre  business  in  this  state 

took  a   decided  slump  over  the  past  week- 

end, contrary  to  all  expectations.  Holiday 

business  for  Thanksgiving  and  even  the 

day  following  was  very  good  and  theatre 

operators  were  vastly  encouraged  by  this 

fact.  However,  the  Saturday  and  Sunday 

business  dropped  a   bit  lower  than  any 

weekend  since  the  summer  doldrums. 

This  was  more  particularly  true  of  up- 
state theatres  as  far  as  could  be  checked 

in  talking  with  both  local  and  state  oper- 

ators. The  sudden  coming  of  cold  weather 

probably  was  a   major  factor,  as  the  up- 
state houses  tend  to  draw  their  trade  from 

a   larger  area  than  the  city  theatres.  The 

first  mild  snow  of  the  season  was  not 

heavy  enough  to  impede  traffic  in  Michi- 

gan. But  the  sudden  change  from  the 

unusually  warm  weather,  lasting  almost 

to  the  end  of  November,  evidently  kept 
many  people  at  home. 

Assigned  to  Detroit 

Detroit — E.  D.  Ainslie  has  taken  over 

management  of  the  Detroit  territory  for 

the  Armstrong  Cork  Products  Co.  The 

company  has  serviced  many  theatres  in 
the  state. 

Pittsburgh — A   total  of  146  theatres,  all 

independent,  responded  with  reports  for 

the  product  survey  which  was  conducted 

by  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc. 

Report  shows  that  no  flat  deals  were 

sold  by  M-G-M  or  Paramount  and  that 

most  exhibitors  paid  more  for  the  1938-39 

product  than  for  the  1937-38  offerings. 

Here  is  the  report  of  146  independent 

theatres: 

Number 
Sold Sold Percentage  Newsreels 

Paid 
Paid Paid 

Company 
of  Deals Flat Percentage  Over  Split 

Sold Same More Less 

Columbia 105 17 

85 

4 

57 

25 

3 

M-G-M     100 0 

99 

1 

85 

45 

36 

5 

Paramount 75 0 

75 

2 48 

34 

30 
RKO  Radio 

78 

29 

51 

1 43 36 29 5 

20th-Fox     114 

54 

58 5 

90 

33 

64 

6 

UA 66 42 23 3 25 22 2 

Universal 

87 

42 44 3 

21 

29 45 4 
Vitagraph 98 

13 

81 8 30 

52 

8 

Pennsylvania  Law  Corruption  Charge 
Makers  End  Term  Denied  by  Officials 

Harrisburg — Proposed  legislation  pend- 

ing at  press  time  in  the  final  week's  ses- 
sion of  the  special  general  assembly  in- 

cluded “changes  in  existing  laws  fixing 

number  of  fire  exits  for  buildings,”  “mak- 

ing sale  or  use  of  fireworks  illegal,”  “pro- 
hibiting or  regulating  leased-wire  dis- 

semination of  horse  racing  information  for 

gambling  purposes,”  etc.,  with  Democratic 
leaders  here  for  the  19th  and  final  week 

of  the  special  session  that  spanned  their 

state  organization’s  downfall.  Terms  of 
all  house  members  and  half  the  members 

of  the  state  senate  expired  at  midnight 

Wednesday,  and  with  them  died  Demo- 

cratic control  of  the  legislature  of  Penn- 

sylvania. 

In  the  new  legislature,  due  to  convene 

January  3.  the  Republicans  will  hold 

129  votes  to  79  Democrats.  The  senate  will 

be  almost  evenly  divided,  26  Democrats 

and  24  Republicans. 

W,  Leibovitz  Takes  Over 

Cox  Mt .   Pleasant  House 

Mt.  Pleasant,  Pa. — William  Leibovitz 

has  taken  possession  of  the  Cox  Theatre 

here,  with  J.  B.  Cox  retiring  from  the 

theatre  business  after  32  years. 

The  new  owner  is  well  remembered  by 

old-timers  in  the  motion  picture  indus- 

try as  a   partner  with  Sam  Hyman  in  the 

theatre  business  at  New  Kensington,  Pa., 
a   number  of  years  ago. 

The  veteran  J.  B.  Cox  is  retiring  from 

his  theatre,  hotel,  restaurant  and  confec- 
tionery business  because  of  ill  health. 

Leibovitz  will  renovate  the  theatre  prop- 

erty, continuing  the  established  house 

policy. 

Harrisburg  —   Democratic  State  Chair- 
man David  L.  Lawrence  testified  before 

the  House  investigating  committee  that  “I 
was  not  very  keen  for  the  Sunday  movie 

bill  at  all,  but  we  took  no  part  in  it.” 

He  was  speaking  of  the  charge  he  had 

participated  in  a   bribe  of  $100,000  for 

passage  of  the  Sunday  "movies”  bill  in 
1935.  He  made  a   blanket  denial  of  all 

the  various  graft  and  corruption  charges, 

saying  “I’m  innocent.” 
Another  who  recently  appeared  before 

the  committee  was  Ralph  M.  Bashore, 

secretary  of  labor  and  industry  and  secre- 
tary of  the  Democratic  state  committee. 

He  denied  that  he  was  involved  in  graft 

and  said  such  charges  were  “deliberate 
lies.”  Concerning  the  liquor  bribe  charges, 

Bashore  replied:  “I  did  not  receive  $50,- 
000  and  to  the  best  of  my  knowledge  no 

one  else  ever  received  $50,000  for  beer 

legislation,  or  any  other  sum.”  The  same, 
he  added,  went  for  the  Sunday  film  legis- 

lation allegations. 

Governor  Earle,  Lawrence  and  12  oth- 
ers in  his  administration  have  been  ac- 

cused by  former  Attorney  General  Charles 

J.  Margiotti  of  misdemeanors  in  office. 

Chakeres  Will  Remodel 

New  Unit  in  Circleville 

Springfield,  Ohio — A   complete  remodel- 
ing is  in  store  for  the  Grand  Theatre  at 

Circleville,  Ohio,  recently  acquired  by  Phil 

Chakeres,  owner  and  director  of  the  sev- 
en-house Ohio  circuit  bearing  his  name. 

The  house  was  formerly  operated  by  the 

Pickaway  Amusement  Corp.,  owned  by 

George  Mailers  and  Louis  Martin. 

Chakeres  will  increase  the  present  700 

seats  to  1,000  and  plans  to  reopen  the 
house  in  the  early  spring. 
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Tablecloth  Notes Brilliant  Testimonial  for 

Richey  by  Detroit  Variety 

Detroit — In  one  of  the  most  brilliant 

testimonials  ever  tendered  a   former  mem- 

ber, the  local  Variety  Club  Monday  night 

hosted  H.  M.  Richey,  a   past  chief  barker 

of  the  local  tent,  in  the  Crystal  ballroom 

of  the  Book-Cadillac  Hotel. 

Several  associates  during  his  tenure  with 

Allied  were  on  hand  to  do  honor  to  Richey, 

who  only  recently  assumed  his  new  duties 

with  RKO  as  exhibitor  contact.  In  the 

assemblage  also  were  prominents  in  all 

branches  of  the  industry. 

At  Speaker’s  Table 

At  the  speaker’s  table  were:  Circuit 
Judge  Dewitt  H.  Merriam,  Councilman 

Henry  S.  Sweeney,  L.  C.  Hughes-Hallett, 
British  consul;  Councilman  Eugene  I.  Van 

Antwerp,  Circuit  Judge  Vincent  Brennan, 

A1  Steffes,  Allied  leader  and  chief  barker 

of  the  Minneapolis  Variety  Club;  Abram 

F.  Myers,  National  Allied  general  coun- 
sel; Mayor  Richard  Reading  of  Detroit; 

David  M.  Idzal,  manager  of  the  Fox  The- 

atre here;  George  W.  Trendle,  president 

of  UDT;  Jules  Levy,  RKO  general  sales 

manager;  William  Carlson,  chief  barker 

of  the  Variety  tent  here;  David  Newman, 

secretary  of  Variety  here,  and  Ned  Depi- 

net,  vice-president  of  RKO. 

Other  prominent  trade  figures  present 

were:  Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th 

Century-Fox;  Phil  Reisman,  RKO  foreign 

sales  manager;  Y.  Frank  Freeman,  vice- 

president  of  Paramount,  and  David  Pal- 
freyman  of  the  Hays  office. 

Myers  stressed  the  important  part 

Richey  has  played  in  building  National 

Allied  to  a   point  where  it  has  made  “great 

accomplishments.” 

He  also  praised  Richey  for  having  “done 
more  than  any  other  man  in  the  United 

States  to  bring  about  a   condition  of  re- 
spect, understanding  and  trust  among  all 

branches  of  the  industry.” 

At  the  end  of  his  speech,  Myers  pre- 

sented to  Richey  an  elaborate  silver  ser- 

vice award  on  behalf  of  Allied’s  directors. 

A   Coup  for  RKO 

Steffes,  first  paying  tribute  to  Richey 

for  being  “very  instrumental  in  making 

National  Variety  the  success  it  is,”  next 

congratulated  Ned  Depinet  on  “hiring  one 
of  the  greatest  leaders  Allied  ever  had. 

Allied  may  deteriorate  from  now  on,”  he 

added,  “but  I   hope  not.” 

“We  of  Allied,”  continued  Steffes,  “are 
proud  to  have  RKO  invade  our  top  rank 

of  leaders  and  select  Richey.  I   know  he 

will  battle  his  bosses  as  hard  as  he  knows 

how  to  do  something  for  the  independent 
exhibitor. 

“We  hope  Depinet  will  give  Richey  the 
free  rein  he  is  entitled  to;  and,  if  he  does, 

it  will  be  the  greatest  move  any  motion 

picture  company  ever  made.” 

Depinet  spoke  next,  commending  Richey 

and  answering  the  challenge  flung  by 

Steffes.  “I  can  assure  you  that  Richey 

At  the  Head  Table 

Highlighters  at  the  Detroit  testimonial 

dinner  to  H.  M.  Richey,  new  public 

relations  director  for  RKO  Radio.  Left 

to  right:  Mayor  Richard  W.  Reading; 

Harvey  Campbell,  Secretary  Detroit 

board  of  commerce,  who  was  toast- 
master; Richey,  and  Ned  E.  Depinet, 

RKO  vice-president. 

will  have  a   free  hand,”  he  said,  “and  I 

am  mighty  glad  we  got  him.” 
Expressing  gratitude  to  the  industry 

here,  individually  and  collectively,  for 

having  aided  him  during  his  long  career 

in  Detroit,  Richey,  referring  to  his  new 
affiliation,  said: 

“RKO  has  asked  one  thing — that  I   go 
out  and  get  the  facts  and  then  do  the 

thing  that  seems  best.  I   want  to  say 

thanks  for  the  opportunity  to  carry  on 

the  same  kind  of  work  I   have  long  been 

doing.” 
Chief  Barker  Carlson  spoke  briefly 

praising  Richey,  then  presented  him,  on 

behalf  of  the  local  Variety  Club,  a   matched 

traveling  bag  and  brief  case  in  light  brown 
leather. 

Other  talks  were  made  by  Mayor  Read- 

ing and  British  Consul  Hughes-Hallett. 

Congratulatory  Wires 

Among  those  sending  wires  of  congratu- 

lation and  expressing  regret  on  their  in- 
ability to  attend  were:  Will  Hays,  MPPDA 

head;  W.  Ray  Johnston,  president  of 

Monogram;  George  W.  Weeks,  Monogram 

vice-president;  William  F.  Rodgers,  M-G-M 

general  sales  manager;  Ed  Golden,  Mono- 

gram general  sales  manager;  C.  C.  Petti- 
john,  MPPDA  general  counsel;  Leon  J. 

Bamberger,  sales  promotion  manager  for 

RKO;  James  R.  Grainger,  president  of 

Republic;  Pete  Harrison,  Harrison’s  Re- 
ports; and  Jack  Kirsch,  Chicago  Allied 

leader. 

A   wire  from  George  J.  Schaefer,  RKO 

president,  read:  “The  future  holds  great 
(Continued  on  next  page) 

    At  the  Richey  Banquet   

L   C.  HUGHES-HALLETT,  the  British 
consul,  was  one  of  the  hits  of  the  eve- 

ning between  his  pipe  and  his  “speaker’s 
shirt”  .   .   .   Ralph  Rubin  was  another  one 
indulging  in  a   pipe,  unexpectedly. 

Al  Steffes  and  W.  G.  Cross  were  taken 

by  at  least  a   few  people  present  for  broth- 
ers. Others  were  speculating  whether  that 

was  Roger  Kennedy’s  brother  with  him. 

Abram  F.  Myers  had  real  difficulty  find- 

ing the  gift  which  Allied’s  directors  pre- 
sented to  Richey,  but  Ed  Kirchner,  with 

his  usual  efficiency,  saved  the  day. 

Ned  Depinet  spent  the  afternoon  show- 

ing Richey  how  the  job  of  selling  a   pic- 
ture is  done,  using  George  W.  Trendle  and 

Earl  Hudson  for  his  test  case.  Highlight 

of  the  situation  is  that  Trendle  was  once 

Depinet’ s   boss. 

Mayor  Reading  lived  up  to  his  reputa- 
tion as  a   pintful  of  energy  overflowing 

with  puns  ...  By  the  way,  the  little  man 
who  was  lost  in  the  crowd  when  they  all 

stood  up,  was  the  mayor. 

The  Beavers,  who  made  themselves  so 

prominent  at  the  banquet,  are  a   special 

group  interested  in  swimming  at  the  De- 
troit Athletic  Club  .   .   .   Mike  Ames  of  the 

Book-Cadillac,  was  drifting  around  as 

usual,  seeing  that  everything  went  ac- 
cording to  Hoyle. 

Harvey  Campbell,  B.  of  C.  secretary, 

rated  himself  as  a   third-string  toast- 
master after  Carlson  mentioned  that  two 

others  had  disappointed  them  .   .   .   Fred 

Schader  quietly  was  handling  press  rela- 
tions for  the  evening. 

Cliff  Giesman  rates  a   special  vote  of 

thanks  from  this  correspondent  for  his 

carving  abilities  .   .   .   Dow  Thompson, 

strange  as  it  seems,  has  a   son  working 

at  M-G-M  .   .   .   Dow  himself  was  a   very 

adventuresome  youth,  judging  from  the 

tales  he  tells. 

W.  G.  Cross  and  Claude  Cady  were 

resplendent  in  tuxes  .   .   .   Cady  is  an  old- 
time  exhibitor  who  later  became  a   con- 

gressman and  is  now  postmaster  at  Lan- 
sing .   .   .   Joe  Dennison  of  Monroe  was 

the  man  who  first  put  Richey  in  the  mo- 

tion picture  business. 

Alf  Lane  claims  to  be  a   very  original 
contortionist.  He  was  busy  giving  Dow 

Thompson  and  Henry  Zapp  the  kiss  of 

peace  or  something  the  other  night  .   .   . 

George  W.  Trendle  disclosed  his  abilities 

as  a   connoisseur  of  mince  pie  and  pic- 
tures ...  He  unexpectedly  was  forced  to 

go  up  on  the  platform  with  the  celebri- ties. 

William  Schuttenhelm  expresses  his  his- 

toric motto:  “business  just  flows  along” 
.   .   .   Clive  Waxman  of  RKO  disclosed  un- 

expected abilities  in  running  a   piano  as 
well  as  an  office. 
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Testimonial  Dinner 

Is  Held  for  Richey 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

opportunity  for  a   man  of  your  initiative 

and  abilities.” 
The  evening  closed  with  a   floor  show. 
Others  at  the  testimonial:  Ex-Gov.  Wilbur 

Brucken  of  Michigan;  William  Rick,  central  dis- 
trict police  inspector;  Nate  Goldstick,  assistant 

corporation  counsel;  Carl  H.  Shalit,  district  man- 
ager for  Columbia  Pictures;  Jack  Goldhar,  United 

Artists  branch  manager;  Moe  Dudelson,  United 
Artists  branch  manager;  C.  Beatty,  president  of 
Butterfield  Theatres;  Eddie  Heiber  ,   Universal 

branch  manager;  Frank  Downey,  M-G-M  branch 

manager;  Judge  John  P.  Scallen;  Arthur  D.  Mc- 
Guire of  the  Legion  of  Decency;  James  Sharkey, 

RKO  branch  manager;  Nat  Levy,  RKO  district 

manager;  John  Howard,  Paramount  branch  man- 
ager; Rex  White,  Detroit  News;  J.  C.  Ritter, 

former  president  of  National  Allied;  Glen  Cross, 
upstate  exhibitor;  Claude  Cady,  postmaster  at 
Lansing. 

Also  Frank  Couzens,  former  mayor  of  Detroit; 
Jack  Adams,  manager  Detroit  Red  Wings;  Earl 
(Dutch)  Clark,  Detroit  Lions  coach;  Judge 
Christopher  E.  Stein;  Judge  Charles  F.  Rubiner; 

James  O’Dea  of  the  board  of  commerce;  Paxton 
Mendelssohn;  Councilman  John  W.  Smith;  Fred 

W.  Casta  tor,  city  clerk;  William  E.  Scripps  jr., 
of  the  Detroit  News;  Circuit  Judges  Clyde  I. 

Webster,  Harry  B.  Keidan  and  Joseph  A.  Monag- 
han; Harry  S.  Toy,  former  supreme  court  jus- 
tice; Rev.  Bert  W.  Pullinger,  Rabbi  Leon  Fram, 

Variety  chaplains;  Charles  E.  Boyd  of  the  De- 
troit Board  of  Commerce. 

Charlie  Gehringer,  Norma  Durkin,  Jimmie 

Stevenson,  Station  WJR;  Thomas  Reed,  attorney- 
general-elect;  George  Welch,  mayor  of  Grand 
Rapids;  Carl  A.  Brooks,  chief  of  police,  Dear- 

born; Sy  Cosgrove,  Detroit  Free  Press;  William 

Anderman,  Detroit  Times;  Barney  Balaban,  of 

Balaban  &   Katz,  Chicago;  Anthony  Beck,  Michi- 
gan Catholic;  Father  Luther,  dean  of  men  at 

University  of  Detroit;  Frank  Cody,  president  of 
Detroit  Board  of  Education;  Dr.  Henry  Vaughn, 

public  health  com'missioner ;   Prof.  Preston  M. 
Scott,  Wayne  University;  Walter  W.  Fuller  of 
the  Detroit  News;  Joseph  M.  Maloney,  Detroit 
Free  Press;  Superintendent  of  Police  Fred  Frahm; 
Duncan  C.  McCrea,  Wayne  county  prosecutor; 
John  W.  Harris,  national  chief  barker. 

Detroit  Club  Adds 

16  New  Members 

Detroit — Detroit  Variety  Club  has  ad- 
mitted 16  new  members,  including  six 

residents,  one  non-resident  and  nine  as- 
sociates. Roster  of  new  members  includes: 

Actives:  Prank  Munz,  W.  R.  Stebbins, 
Eddie  Stinson,  Frank  Stuart,  Sol  Berns 
and  Nathan  J.  Haase. 

Non-resident:  Sheldon  H.  Fairbanks. 
Associates:  Hon.  John  P.  Scallen,  Hon. 

DeWitt  H.  Merriam,  Hon.  Vincent  M.  Bren- 

nan, H.  F.  Reves,  Sergt.  Charles  W.  Sny- 
der, Wayne  Edwards,  William  Gage,  Jos- 

eph A.  Sullivan  and  Sergt.  Joseph  M.  Hol- 
lar. 

Barkers  Hold  Election 

On  December  12 

Detroit — The  Variety  Club  holds  its 

annual  election  December  12  in  the  Club- 
rooms.  Resident  members  are  entitled  to 

vote.  A   quorum  of  at  least  50  must  be 
present. 

Voting  will  be  by  secret  ballot,  the 
posts  going  to  those  receiving  a   majority 
of  the  total  votes  cast. 

Interest  in  the  nominations  is  running 
high  among  members.  It  looks  like  a 

toss-up  all  the  way  around. 

Two  NTS  Jobs 

Detroit — National  Theatre  Supply  here 

is  furnishing  new  equipment  for  the  Lin- 
coln in  Sebewaing  and  the  Strand  at  Alma. 

One  Reports ,   the  Other 

Doesn't 
Detroit — Drawing  a   name  from  a   hat 

got  a   job  in  films  for  Dale  McEnderfer 

of  Ithaca,  Mich.  He  and  a   college  chum, 

Harry  French,  drew  names  of  promi- 

nent people  to  interview  for  a   job. 

McEnderfer  got  Errol  Flynn.  He  prompt- 

ly went  to  California,  located  Flynn  in 

San  Francisco  and  landed  a   job  as  an 

extra  in  "Dodge  City"  after  a   devious 

pursuit. His  pal,  French,  drew  Sally  Rand. 

He  hasn't  reported  back  to  the  home 
town  yet. 

Variety  Presents  a 

Screening  for  Boys 
Detroit — Members  of  the  local  Variety 

Club  cooperated  to  present  a   special 

Thanksgiving  eve  screening  of  ‘“Boy  of  the 
Streets”  for  some  300  boys  at  the  St. 
Francis  Home. 

Varieteers  contributed  freely  of  their 

time  and  efforts  to  make  the  show  pos- 
sible. Joe  Sullivan,  special  volunteer  op- 
erator for  these  shows,  left  his  projection 

booth  early  in  the  afternoon  at  the  May- 

fair  Theatre  so  that  the  “show  might  go 

on.” 

The  film  was  presented  through  the 
courtesy  of  Monogram,  whose  manager, 

William  Flemion,  is  chairman  of  the  wel- 
fare committee. 

Variety’s  active  members  seldom  have 
the  opportunity  to  witness  a   screening  at 

the  home;  but  lookers-on  at  this  most  re- 
cent show  will  testify  how  enthusiastically 

the  boys  received  the  offering. — H.F.R. 

Coulter  Premium  Has  New 

Display  Room  in  Detroit 
Detroit — Hal  Burriss,  Detroit  distributor 

for  Coulter  Premiums,  has  opened  a   new 

model  display  room  for  his  line  in  the 

Burriss  Bldg  across  from  the  Film  Ex- 
change. 

Tire  new  room  is  of  Gothic  construction. 

It  is  entirely  finished  in  natural-treated 

pine. 
Burriss  is  presently  offering  a   new  cos- 

metic deal. 

Ed  Fisher  Sells  'Heart' 
To  the  Cleveland  Public 

Cleveland — Ed  Fisher,  UA  exploiteer,  is 

here  handling  publicity  details  for  a   broad 

campaign  designed  to  sell  Selznick’s  “The 
Young  in  Heart”  to  the  Cleveland  public. 

In  other  mideastem  cities  the  following 

are  on  identical  assignments:  Max  Abram- 
son, Dayton;  Art  Catlin,  Columbus;  Steve 

Edwards,  Akron;  Ben  Cohen,  Toledo,  and 
Ed  Ballew,  Louisville,  Ky. 

News  in  Brief 

F.  W.  Wehrenberg,  head  of  MPTOA 

of  St.  Louis  and  who  operates  seven 

of  the  largest  suburban  theatres  in  St. 

Louis,  recently  installed  1600  AIR-LOC 

full-upholstered  opera  chairs  in  his 

Melba  Theatre.  Mr.  Wehrenberg  had 

previously  installed  similar  AIR-LOC 
chairs  in  his  Cinderella,  New  Savoy 

and  Studio  Theatres. 

k   k   k 

The  Blatt  Bros.  Circuit  at  Corry,  Pa., 

have  made  installations  of  Deluxe  AIR- 

LOC  Full-Upholstered  Opera  Seats  in 

their  Theatres  at  Pt.  Alleghany,  East 

Brady  and  Somerset,  Pa. 

*   *   * 

Cincinnati's  New  Avon  Theatre, 

owned  and  operated  by  Virgil  A.  Jack- 

son  and  Associates,  opens  on  Decem- 

ber 12.  This  latest  Deluxe  Theatre  in 

Cincinnati  will  have  the  finest  equip- 

ment obtainable,  including  Deluxe  AIR- 

LOC  Full  Upholstered  Opera  Chairs. 

*   *   * 

Mr.  A.  F.  Glazer,  McKees  Rocks,  Pa., 

reopens  his  Parkway  Theatre  at  Mc- 

Kees Rocks  December  20,  after  mak- 

ing extensive  improvements.  Equip- 

ment includes  Deluxe  AIR-LOC  Full 

Upholstered  Chairs. 

— Adv. 
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jyj  B.  HORWITZ,  leading  local  circuit owner  and  official  of  the  Cleveland 

state  and  national  independent  exhibitor 

organizations,  was  rushed  to  Lakeside  Hos- 

pital on  Thanksgiving  Eve  with  what  doc- 
tors diagnosed  as  pneumonia.  Pneumonia 

serum  was  quickly  administered,  resulting 

in  a   favorable  response.  At  last  account 

he  was  out  of  danger  and  resting  com- 
fortably. 

Milton  Mooney ,   head  of  Co-operative 
Theatres  of  Ohio,  and  Mrs.  Mooney,  just 
dismissed  from  the  hospital  following  an 
operation,  celebrated  her  homecoming  and 

their  18 th  wedding  anniversary  last  Fri- 
day. 

Travelers:  The  Nat  Barachs  of  National 

Screen  Service  Co.  spent  Thanksgiving,  as 

usual,  with  relatives  in  Toledo  .   .   .   Saul 

Bragin,  chief  booker  for  Warner  theatres, 

filled  up  on  the  Chicago  brand  of  turkey 

last  Thursday  .   .   .   John  Pekras,  Elyria 

circuit  owner,  left  last  week  to  spend  the 

winter  in  Florida. 

Art  Himmelein,  former  Sandusky  exhibi- 

tor, and  brother  of  Grand  National’s 
branch  manager,  John,  was  taken  ill  sud- 

denly last  week  and  is  now  at  a   Sandusky 
hospital  .   .   .   E.L.  Staup  has  signed  up  ivith 

Co-operative  Theatres  covering  service  for 
his  Capitol  and  Star  theatres  in  Delphos. 

Two  Meetings  for 

Grainger  and  Lefton 
Cleveland  —   Nat  L.  Lefton,  Republic 

franchise  owner,  will  meet  with  Republic’s 
president,  James  R.  Grainger,  in  Cincin- 

nati on  December  5   and  in  Cleveland  on 

the  following  day.  Purpose  of  meetings  is 
to  discuss  the  current  sales  drive  for 

Grainger. 

Lefton  anticipates  every  Republic  ac- 

count in  the  territory  will  be  sold  100  per 

cent  when  Grainger  opens  his  Cleveland 
meeting. 

Canton  Manager's  Berth 
Is  Yielded  by  Schwartz 

Canton,  Ohio — Ben  Schwartz,  who  has 

served  as  manager  of  Warner’s  Ohio  The- 
atre here  for  the  past  18  months,  has 

severed  his  connection  with  the  Warner 

chain  and  plans  to  take  a   short  vacation 

before  announcing  his  plans  for  the  future. 

Schwartz  came  to  Canton  from  Lima 

where  he  was  succeeded  by  Wallace  El- 
liott, former  manager  of  the  Ohio  here. 

Prior  to  his  service  in  Lima  he  was  iden- 

tified with  Warner  in  the  management  of 

theatres  in  Cleveland,  Lorain  and  Mans- 
field. 

His  successor  has  not  been  named. 

Nat  Wolf,  Variety  Club  chief  barker, 

announces  the  annual  Variety  Ball  will  be 

held  on  February  4   instead  of  January  28, 

as  originally  planned  .   .   .   Variety  Post  of 

the  American  Legion  celebrated  Thanks- 
giving Day  by  distributing  baskets  of  food 

to  needy  families. 

Anne  Vickers  and  Grace  Meier  of  the 

M-G-M  front  office  were  among  the  prize 
winners  in  the  annual  Lindner  Company 
Fashion  Clinic.  Grace  came  off  with  a   so 
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big  bottle  of  L’ Anticipation  and  Anne  was 
ahead  of  the  game  by  one  Dobbs  hat. 

Ben  Schwartz  has  resigned  as  manager 

of  Warner’s  Ohio  Theatre  in  Canton  to 
become  general  manager  of  the  Harry 

Reinhart  circuit  of  three  houses,  namely 

the  McKinley,  State  and  Mozart.  This 

releases  Reinhart  from  active  duty  so 

he  can  indulge  in  a   couple  of  months  of 

Florida  sunshine.  Schwartz  has  been  suc- 

ceeded at  the  Ohio  by  William  Hartwell, 

who  chose  this  zero  weather  to  come  up 
from  Atlanta,  Ga. 

The  Mariemont  Co.  is  building  a   1,000- 
seat  theatre  just  outside  Cincinnati,  which, 

according  to  General  Manager  Charles 
Merdus,  will  be  completed  the  early  part 

of  the  new  year. 

The  M-G-M  Marionettes  were  in  town 

last  Saturday  and  created  a   sort  of  minor 

panic  tin  front  of  all  four  local  Loew 

houses  .   .   .   The  Public  Square  last  week 

resembled  the  congested  district  of  Broad- 

way and  42nd  St. — all  on  account  of  the 

Higbee  Co.  window  display  of  “Ferdinand 
the  Bull,”  currently  making  its  debut  at 
the  RKO  Palace. 

Carl  Scheuch,  well  known  film  salesman, 
is  now  associated  with  J.  S.  Jossey,  Bank 

Night  franchise  owner  .   .   .   Bill  Onie,  Mon- 
agram  franchise  owner  in  Cincinnati,  and 

his  family  spent  Thanksgiving  in  Cleve- 
land, making  it  an  Onie-Landon  reunion 

.   .   .   Sid  Andorn,  WGAR  programmer,  was 

so  impressed  with  Nat  ( Republic )   Lefton’s 
Thanksgiving  letter  to  his  customers,  he 
incorporated  it  in  his  holiday  broadcast. 

QUEEN  CITY  Variety  Club’s  grand  open- ing of  their  newly-enlarged  clubrooms 
in  the  Netherland  Plaza  Hotel  has  been 

definitely  set  for  December  10.  Chief 

Barker  Joe  Oulahan,  Allan  Moritz,  J.  J. 

Grady  and  Col.  Arthur  Frudenfeld  of  RKO 

Theatres  are  the  committee  for  the  happy 

occasion.  Following  the  opening,  two  “Fun” 
nights,  devoted  to  games,  dancing  and  en- 

tertainment, will  precede  the  awarding  of 

the  Cadillac  auto  on  December  17. 

Queen  City  Variety,  in  line  ivith  their 
usual  activities,  are  already  making  ar- 

rangements for  their  giant  annual  Xmas 

party  for  underprivileged  children.  This 
year,  it  is  estimated,  1,500  children  will  be 
entertained  in  the  Netherland  Hall  of 

Mirrors.  Elmer  Shard  is  general  chair- 

man. He  will  be  assisted  by  Col  “Pop” 
Wessel  and  Billy  Bein  of  Theatre  Poster 
Supply. 

Virgil  Jackson  and  Maurice  Chase  will 

open  their  new  theatre  at  Reading  Road 

early  in  December  .   .   .   Maurice  White  of 

United  Theatres  announces  ground  pur- 
chased for  a   new  house  at  Bryan,  Ohio, 

for  this  chain.  Construction  starts  in  90 

days  .   .   .   United  Theatres  will  run  spe- 
cial Xmas  matinees  for  children  in  their 

theatres. 

And  the  Xmas  spirit  raises  its  head  in 

the  offices  of  RKO  Theatres,  where  ru- 
mor saith  Joe  Goetz  is  planning  a   come- 

all-ye  for  the  staff  in  the  sign  depart- 
ment, which  is  being  specially  decorated, 

and  where  he  will  demonstrate  his  his- 
trionic ability  in  a   play  written  by  none 

other  than  Col.  Arthur  Frudenfeld. 

All  week,  flowers  were  being  delivered 

and  visitors  were  calling  at  the  new  War- 
ner exchange,  generally  conceded  the  last 

word  in  efficiency  and  beauty  .   .   .   Mr. 

and  Mrs.  Nat  Levene,  George  Gomersall 

and  Florence  Schomaker  spent  a   delight- 
ful three  hours  with  Leila  Roosevelt  and 

Armand  Denis  here  on  a   promotional  visit 

for  “Dark  Rapture.” 

Dorothy  Lang  is  M-G-M’s  new  billing 
clerk.  Ann  Warnell  steps  up  in  the  ranks 

to  take  Miss  Lang’s  place  .   .   M-G-M’s Olga  Hanna  flew  to  Washington,  D.  C., 
over  Thanksgiving  to  spend  the  holiday 

with  her  husband  .   .   .   M-G-M’s  holiday 

contribution  will  be  the  famed  Dicken’s 
“A  Christmas  Carol,”  ready  for  release. 

Charley  Albert  of  Warner’s  Cleveland 
office  visited  the  Row.  Frank  Ferguson 

of  Columbus  also  here  .   .   .   RKO  Theatre’s 
Alameda  Arietta  is  on  the  sick  list  .   .   . 

Joe  Fleshin  is  Theatre  Poster  Supply’s 
new  representative  for  Kentucky  and  West 

Virginia  with  headquarters  at  135  W.  Vir- 
ginia St.  in  Charleston.  Eddie  Sonz  will 

confine  his  efforts  to  southern  Ohio. 

Theatre  Poster  Supply  is  supplying  ex- 
hibitors, free  of  charge,  their  new  art 

metal  40x60  “Merry  Xmas  and  Happy 

New  Year”  display.  For  theatres  with 
screens  not  adapted  to  this  size,  the  com- 

pany is  distributing  a   30x40  with  the  same 
greetings  in  rich  colors. 
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jyjPTO’s  product  survey  has  been  com
- 

pleted and  appears  on  page  15  of  this 

issue  .   .   .   Bert  M.  Steam,  UA  district 

manager,  was  here  last  week  conferring 

with  Abe  Weiner,  newly  appointed  branch 

manager  .   .   .   Sam  Soroker,  new  GB  man- 

ager, was  busy  getting  acquainted  .   .   . 

Both  Weiner  and  Soroker  came  here  from 

Boston  .   .   .   Reports  are  that  George  Gart- 

land,  owner  of  the  Laurel  Theatre,  Johns- 

town, will  not  build  another  theatre  in 

the  Morrellville  district  there,  but  that  he 

contemplates  extensive  remodeling  of  the 

Laurel.  This  is  one  of  the  theatres  booked 

by  Vern  Scott  .   .   .   E.  C.  Grainger,  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  Shea  circuit,  visited 

here  recently  with  John  Walsh,  newly  ap- 
pointed manager  of  the  Fulton  Theatre. 

“Life  Dances  On”  < Un  Carnet  de  Bal ) 

opened  at  the  Art  Cinema  this  week  fol- 

lowing a   six-week  engagement  of  Paderew- 

ski’s “Moonlight  Sonata.”  Harry  Grelle  is 
hooking  the  Paderewski  picture  and  a   new 

Richard  Barthelmes  picture,  “Spy  of  Na- 

poleon” ...  Ed  Kelley,  veteran  film  man 

who  has  been  ill  for  some  weeks,  was  re- 
moved to  Magee  Hospital  last  week  .   .   . 

William  R.  Wheat  jr.,  Sewickley  show- 

man, was  reported  much  improved.  He 

suffered  a   heart  attack  several  weeks  ago 

.   .   .   Sam  Gould,  north  side  hide,  exhibi- 
tor, is  resting  at  home  after  an  illness 

which  confined  him  to  a   local  hospital. 

A   number  of  members  of  the  local  film 

and  theatre  industry  attended  the  third 

annual  Dapper  Dan  Club  banquet  last 

Sunday  evening  in  the  William  Penn  Ho- 
tel ..  .   Harry  Thomas,  veteran  showman, 

has  been  named  as  the  only  honorary 

member  of  the  local  Entertainers’  Club  and 
he  was  testimonialed  at  the  formal  open- 

ing of  the  organization’s  new  permanent 
quarters  at  Ninth  and  Penn  last  Sunday 
afternoon. 

Sympathy  to  Arthur  F.  M   or  rone  and 

members  of  the  family  on  the  death  of 

his  mother,  Mrs.  Carmela  Morrone.  Widow 

of  the  late  Michael  Morrone,  one  of  the 

real  veterans  in  the  motion  picture  indus- 

try, she  is  survived  by  seven  sons. 

R.  J.  Omslaer  Wrecking  Co.  is  at  work 

on  the  old  Davis  Theatre,  Oliver  Ave. 

and  William  Penn  Way.  Only  that  por- 
tion of  the  building  which  houses  several 

small  shops  along  William  Penn  Way  will 

be  spared.  The  land  will  be  leased  for  a 

parking  lot. 

Margaret  Casey,  Hannah  Braff,  Allan 

Douglas,  Max  Shabason,  Hilda  Alvin, 

Norma  Fitzgibbon  and  A.  John  Mayer 

were  in  charge  of  the  M-G-M  Pep  Club 
dinner  last  Saturday  afternoon  which 

honored  John  J.  Maloney  and  Burt  Bish- 

op jr.,  M-G-M  district  and  branch  mana- 
ger, respectively ,   who  have  returned  from 

a   vacation  in  Europe  .   .   .   Nikitas  Dipson, 

the  circuit  executive,  is  due  from  a   five- 
month  vacation  in  Europe. 

Marty  Terner  of  the  American  The- 
atrical Valance  Co.,  has  added  a   new 

line  of  theatre  carpets,  having  been  ap- 

pointed agent  for  a   leading  manufacturer. 
He  manufactures  his  own  valances,  stage 

curtains,  etc.  .   .   .   Managers,  department 
heads  and  executives  from  the  entire 

Warner  Theatre  circuit  in  the  Pittsburgh 

area  will  gather  here  for  their  annual 

confab,  with  Joseph  Bernhard,  president 

and  general  manager  of  Warner  Theatres, 

scheduled  for  important  discussions. 

Canvass  of  independent  exhibitors  for 

donations  of  five  dollars  apiece  for  every 

independent  theatre,  toward  a   special 

fund  needed  to  carry  on  the  work  of  na- 
tional Allied,  is  being  made  by  the  local 

Allied  unit,  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc. 

Checks  are  to  be  made  out  to  Herman  A. 

Blum,  treasurer ,   and  mailed  to  Allied 

States  Ass’n.  of  Motion  Picture  Exhibi- 
tors, 729  15th  St.,  N.  W.  Washington,  D.  C. 

Frank  Austin  of  Morgantown,  W.  Va„ 

has  succeeded  R.  E.  “Fuzzy”  Knight  as 
manager  of  the  Fairmont  Theatre  for 

Warner  Bros,  at  Fairmont,  W.  Va„  and 

James  McHugh  of  Pittsburgh  has  been 

appointed  manager  of  the  Virginia  The- 
atre, Fairmont,  replacing  James  H. 

Brown.  “Fuzzy”  Knight,  who  is  a   brother 
of  the  screen  comedian  of  the  same  name, 

is  heading  a   new  enterprise  at  Fairmont, 

an  800-seat  theatre  on  Main  St.,  which 
is  under  construction. 

Harold  Friedman  of  the  Ritz,  Pittsburgh, 

has  succeeded  William  Martin,  resigned, 

as  manager  of  the  circuit’s  Harris  Etna 
Theatre,  with  the  Ritz  management  be- 

ing entrusted  to  Max  Silverman,  former 

assistant  at  the  Manor  in  Squirrel  Hill. 

New  assistant  at  the  Manor  is  Jack  Kahn, 

formerly  an  assistant  in  the  local  War- 

ner publicity  department  under  the  di- 

rection of  Joe  Feldman.  Kalin  recently 

conducted  a   radio  program,  which  fea- 

tured motion  picture  news,  under  the  name 

of  Jack  Crane. 

Local  civic,  business  and  political  lead- 
ers of  the  city  attended  the  dedication  of 

Pittsburgh’s  newest  theatre,  the  Harris 
Senator,  last  Wednesday  evening,  with  the 

former  Aldine,  now  remodeled,  opened  to 

the  public  on  Thanksgiving  Day.  Par- 
ticipating in  the  dedication  were  Mayor 

Scully,  County  Commissioner  John  S.  Her- 

ron, Judge  H.  Walton  Mitchell  of  orphans’ 
court  and  former  Senator  Frank  J.  Harris, 

president  of  the  Harris  enterprises.  Brian 
McDonald  served  as  master  of  ceremonies 

and  introduced  John  Boles  who  was  fea- 

tured in  the  stage  show.  Walt  Framer 

was  in  charge  of  two  WWSW  broadcasts, 

one  from  the  lobby  and  one  from  the  stage. 

Ken  Hohl  is  manager  of  the  Senator. 

Plenty  of  good  shoivs  were  practically 

wasted  Thanksgiving  Day  when  an  eight- 

inch  snow  blanketed  the  district.  Heav- 
iest November  Snowstorm  in  25  years  ivas 

responsible  for  slim  patronage  at  the  the- 
atres, with  few  persons  venturing  out  of 

their  homes.  Then  followed  a   weekend  of 

more  snow  and  sub-freezing  cold. 

Clarence  Eiseman,  recently  advanced 

from  the  position  of  UA  branch  manager 

to  head  the  New  York  exchange,  was  a 

visitor  here  Saturday  with  Abe  Weiner, 

new  local  manager.  The  Eisemans  have 

located  in  New  York  but  their  son  is  re- 
maining here  where  he  is  a   student  at 

Pitt.  Weiner,  who  is  making  a   lot  of 

friends  here,  reports  that  business  is  good. 

Tivo  Filmrow  girls  are  scheduled  to  take 
the  vows  December  24.  Hazel  Aderhold 

(Continued  on  page  61) 
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1   COMPLETE  DECORATING  and  DRAPERIES  I 

|   MURALS  —   DRAPES  —   STAGE  CURTAINS  | 

1   Specialists  in  Creation  of  Smart  Interiors  I 

If  you  have  a   decorating  or  drapery  problem 

it  will  pay  you  to  get  our  ideas  and  prices. 

Installations  Everyv/here 

NOVELTY  SCENIC  STUDIOS,  Inc. 
E   5713  Euclid  Ave. Cleveland,  Ohio  = 

HEnderson  1141 
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ID)  HE  T   R   0>  II  T B 

JjARL  HUDSON  and  his  cohorts  at  the 
United  Detroit  offices  spent  one  of  the 

busiest  days  of  the  year  last  Wednesday, 
when  they  doubled  up  to  make  up  for  the 
Thanksgiving  holiday.  The  extra  work 
was  caused  by  the  opening  of  new  bills 

at  all  their  houses  on  Thursday  and  Fri- 
day .   .   .   Charles  P.  Nathanson,  Detroit  ex- 

hibitor-attorney, returned  last  Sunday 
from  a   short  stay  in  Florida  and  promptly 

acquired  a   bad  cold.  Incidentally,  he’s  one 
of  the  industry’s  champion  subscribers  to 
magazines.  He  has  a   string  of  them  com- 

ing into  his  office  daily. 

F.  G.  Dickley,  manager  of  Altec  here, 
returned  from  trips  to  Indiana  and  Co- 

lumbus, Ohio,  in  time  for  Thanksgiving. 
He  expects  to  leave  again  this  week  for 
Pittsburgh,  which  he  failed  to  make  on 
his  first  trip. 

Ray  Branch,  president  of  Allied  of 
Michigan,  was  a   visitor  from  Hastings. 

Other  up-staters  in  were  Jil  Olsen  of  Clare 
and  Mrs.  Custer  Carland  of  the  Garden 

Theatre  at  Frankfort  .   .   .   Pearl  Sprott, 

Allied’s  office  manager,  has  an  excellent 
collection  of  travel  postcards  on  her  desk. 

Ray  Moon,  opening  offices  for  Con- 
solidated Theatre  Service  Co.  this  week, 

has  a   suite  of  seven  rooms,  giving  him 
plenty  of  room  for  expansion.  He  went  to 
Chicago  on  Tuesday  to  compare  notes  with 

the  Chicago  distributor  of  Trailer-Made, 
which  product  he  will  handle  in  this  ter- 
ritory. 

Chorines  of  the  Fox  here  went  high-hat 
this  week.  A   full  page  of  them  appeared 
in  Fix,  a   pictorial  sheet  put  out  by  the 
Detroit  Times.  Evelyn  Auburn,  Lee  Robin, 

Frances  Laundy,  and  Nina  Tyson  rated  in- 
dividual chatter. 

To  settle  sundry  rumors,  your  scribe’s 
injury  is  only  a   fracture  of  the  left  arm, 
acquired,  perfectly  innocently,  in  a   fall  at 
his  home.  The  worst  resulting  damage  is 
that  the  typing  of  this  column  is  reduced 

to  one-finger  power  for  a   spell. 

Mrs.  Irving  Belinsky,  wife  of  the  Film 
Drug  manager,  was  hostess  to  ladies  of 
Variety  at  a   bridge  matinee  last  week 
.   .   .   Jack  Saxe,  treasurer  of  Variety,  rated 
a   strong  commendation  this  week  from 
Chief  Barker  Carlson  for  his  capable  work 
in  that  capacity. 

Bud  Cusick  will  be  honor  guest  at  the 

Past  Commanders’  Night,  to  be  staged 
next  month  by  the  Theatrical  Post  of  the 

Legion  .   .   .   Raoul  Cleaver,  former  man- 
ager of  Imperial  Pictures  of  Michigan, 

has  moved  to  Sagenaw,  Mich. 

Jack  Hurford,  manager  of  the  Fox, 

didn’t  go  to  New  York  to  be  married  at 
the  Little  Church  Around  the  Corner,  as 
originally  announced.  Instead,  he  went 

to  Henry  Ford’s  Dearborn  and  was  mar- 
ried at  St.  Clement’s  Church.  He  and  the 

Mrs.  flew  east  on  their  honeymoon. 

Long  Sign  Co.  got  permits  this  week  for 
new  signs  they  are  erecting  on  Ben 

Cohen’s  new  Crystal  Theatre  and  Joseph 
Ellul’s  remodeled  Regal  .   .   .   Jack  Ferentz 
has  returned  from  a   hunting  trip  up 
north  .   .   .   Gil  Light  of  the  Michigan  The- 

atre staff  is  building  a   new  house  in 
Huntington  Woods. 

A1  Dezel,  roadshow  distributor,  is  in 

Chicago.  He’ll  be  gone  ten  days  .   .   .   Ben 
Cohen  is  convalescing  nicely  at  Ann  Ar- 

bor. He  may  return  here  in  about  a   week, 
according  to  Ralph  Ruben  of  Amusement 

Supply,  one  of  his  latest  visitors. 

Detroit  showmen  will  get  a   unique  op- 
portunity to  show  some  home  town  prod- 

uct in  a   few  months.  It  was  disclosed  this 
week  M-G-M  has  decided  to  send  a 

“ shooting ”   crew  for  “The  Hardys  Ride 
High”  to  Detroit  early  in  January. 

The  Sam  Brown  circuit  will  remodel  the 

Dexter,  north  end  house,  after  the  first  of 
the  year.  Meanwhile,  the  circuit  is  about 
to  build  a   new  front  on  the  Woodward 
Grand  Theatre  in  Highland  Park. 

Hall  Smith,  manager  of  the  Radio  Am- 
plifier Co.,  p.  a.  service  organization,  is 

now  affiliated  with  General  Broadcasting 
System  in  the  Buhl  Bldg. 

United  Detroit’s  Michigan  Theatre  has 
shifted  opening  day  ahead  from  Friday  to 

Thursday,  opening  “If  I   Were  King”  and 
“Thanks  for  the  Memory”  one  day  early 
on  account  of  the  Thanksgiving  holiday. 

Harold  Kortes,  manager  of  the  Sun 
Theatre  at  Plainwell,  Mich.,  bagged  a 

1,200 -pound  moose  on  his  recent  trip  into 
northern  Ontario. 

Eddie  Heiber  and  his  Universal  boys 

hold  the  record  for  long-time  telephone 
conversations,  according  to  a   survey  this 
week  .   .   .   Douglas  (Dick)  Dickerson  is 

reported  quite  ill  with  pneumonia.  He 
handles  the  screen  refinishing  department 
at  Cinema  Service  Co. 

S.  C.  Waldron,  marquee  salesman  for 

National  Theatre  Supply,  spent  the  Sab- 

bath hunting  bunnies.  He  returned  with- 
out even  a   rabbit’s  foot,  claiming  he  got 

two,  only  that  his  shotgun  blew  them  to 

pieces. 

William  Flemion,  Monogram  sales  man- 

ager, has  returned  from  a   two-week  deer 
hunt  with  Howard  Paul,  Romeo  exhibitor. 

Each  brought  back  a   buck.  Flemion’s  was 
being  generously  passed  out  to  Detroit 
Filmites  this  week. 

Mayor  Richard  W.  Reading,  Police 

Commissioner  Heinrich  Pickert,  and  Har- 
vey Campbell,  secretary  of  the  Detroit 

board  of  commerce,  were  guests  of  Jack 
Haley  of  Jam  Handy  at  the  Variety  Club 

Saturday  night  .   .   .   Marcel  Schwarz,  sis- 

ter-in-law of  Paul  Frischkorn,  Variety’s 
ace  pianist,  won  a   big  bet  when  she 
danced  with  the  mayor. 

The  M-G-M  boys  are  still  raving  over 
the  big  business  being  done  upstate  by 

“Boys  Town.”  According  to  reports  reach- 
ing the  Detroit  office,  the  priests  in  most 

of  the  small  towns  where  the  picture  is 

playing  are  strongly  backing  the  film. 

Timothy  J.  Cleary,  salesman  for  M-G-M, 
is  slated  to  take  the  fateful  stroll  on  Janu- 

ary 14.  The  other  half  to-be  is  Georgina 
Seivt  of  Cincinnati. 

Today's  Films  for 
The  Entire  Family 

Detroit — Motion  pictures  offer  a   bet- 
ter entertainment  choice  to  the  entire 

family  today  than  they  have  in  a   long 
time,  thanks  to  James  S.  Pooler,  film 
editor  of  the  Detroit  Free  Press. 

“The  movies  still  make  adult  entertain- 
ment— it  would  scarcely  be  proper  to  ask 

the  film  makers  to  design  all  their  films 

for  children — but  a   great  share  of  the 

pictures  are  aimed  for  general  consump- tion .   .   . 

“There  were  many  factors  which  went 
into  making  this  changed  attitude  .   .   . 

There  was  the  Legion  of  Decency  which 
made  Hollywood  turn  from  sex  formulas 
to  more  diverse  material.  There  was  the 

new  trend  to  making  pictures  about  such 
adolescents  as  Deanna  Durbin  and  Mickey 

Rooney,  not  to  overlook  the  even  smaller 

fry,  Shirley  Temple  and  Jane  Withers 
for  example,  who  showed  how  a   little 
child  could  lead  them  to  the  boxoffices  .   .   . 

“Although  around  holiday  dates  it  is 
customary  to  bring  to  town  pictures  which 
will  be  a   lure  to  youngsters  free  from 

school,  a   look  around  the  current  attrac- 
tions would  seem  to  clinch  the  argument 

that  these  days  Hollywood  is  making  plenty 

of  pictures  for  the  whole  family. 

“Why,  even  the  slam-bang  gangster 
stuff — which  brings  a   sparkle  to  the  eyes 
of  some  lads  even  if  their  parents  frown 

on  crime  stuff — has  undergone  quite  a 
revision  since  the  early  days.  No  longer 

does  the  murderous  ‘hero’  get  blotted  from 
the  screen  in  a   wave  of  sympathy.  He 

goes  out  like  a   yellow  rat  and  now  the 
heroes  in  such  gangster  stuff  are  the 

policeman,  the  G-man  and  such  detectives 
as  Charlie  Chan  or  Mr.  Moto. 

“Yes,  it  is  getting  safer  every  day  to 
take  the  kids  to  the  movies — and  more 

profitable,  Hollywood  has  discovered,” Pooler  surmises. 

W.  E.  Lyon  Building  New 
House  Near  Flint ,   Mich. 

Detroit — W.  E.  Lyon,  who  sold  the  St. 
Clair  Theatre  at  St.  Clair,  Mich.,  to  Alex 

Slendek  last  Spring,  is  returning  to  the 
theatre  business  after  an  extensive  tour 
of  the  west. 

He  is  building  a   new  660-seater  in  Bur- 
ton Township,  just  outside  of  Flint.  It  will 

be  called  the  Burton. 

Equipment  is  being  installed  by  Na- 
tional Theatre  Supply  Co.  A   January  1 

opening  is  planned. 

Frank  France  Quits 
Pittsburgh — Frank  France,  veteran  the- 

atre supply  sales  representative,  has  re- 
signed as  of  December  3   from  the  staff  of 

Superior  M.  P.  Supply  Co.  He  expects  to 
go  to  Florida  for  the  remainder  of  the 
winter. 
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Start  Charity  Fund 
For  Filmites 

Pittsburgh — A   charity  fund  will  be 

established  immediately  for  relief  of 

"our  own  people  in  the  motion  picture 

industry,"  according  to  a   committee 
spokesman.  Plans  for  a   stag  dinner  to 

raise  the  fund  have  been  abandoned 

and  the  fund  will  be  established 

through  some  other  means.  All  mem- 
bers of  the  local  film  and  theatre  in- 

dustry are  urged  to  aid  in  this  worthy 
cause. 

(Continued  from  page  59) 

of  the  M-G-M  exchange,  who  has  selected 
this  date,  will  he  honored  by  the  M-G-M 
Pep  Club  at  a   luncheon  December  3. 
Mabel  Sessie  of  RKO  Radio  will  become 

Mrs.  Ian  Buchannan  Packman  the  day 
before  Christmas  .   .   .   Irvin  Turner  is  va- 

cationing from  duties  at  the  Superior  M. 

P.  Supply  Co.  .   .   .   Ed  Kelley  is  progress- 
ing at  Magee  Hospital  and  Col.  Billy 

Wheat  jr.,  is  reported  much  better  .   .   . 

Don  Reed  of  the  ad  sales  department  of 

20th-Fox  has  been  on  duty  here  for  sev- 
eral weeks  with  Joe  V andergrift,  local  ac- 

cessory sales  manager. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 

December  4:  Herb  Dimling,  Sunday;  Geo. 
D.  Tyson,  Monday;  J.  B.  Clark,  Tuesday; 
Ira  H.  Cohn,  new  chief  barker,  in  charge, 

this  is  installation  night  and  the  20th- 
Pox  branch  manager  is  host  to  members, 
Wednesday;  Steve  Cox,  Thursday;  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  John  H.  Harris,  Friday;  Ray 
Downey,  Saturday  .   .   .   Jake  Soltz  of  the 
Rhumba  Circuit  is  King  of  the  Day  for 
the  Monday  dinner,  December  19.  His 

entire  organization,  music  department, 
chorus,  publicity  men,  production  staff, 
etc.,  has  been  working  for  weeks  for  this 

dinner,  presenting  their  own  original  pro- 

duction, “Rhumba  Is  King.” 

William  L.  Pritchard,  who  surprised 
everyone,  including  himself,  when  he  sold 

his  theatres  at  Weston,  W.  Va.,  is  enter- 
ing a   new  field.  He  is  financing  the  con- 

struction of  a   one-mile  racing  track  at 
Weirton,  W.  Va.,  the  project  to  be  started 
early  in  the  Spring  .   .   .   Sympathy  to  Bob 
Caskey,  Paramount  sales  representative, 
whose  mother  passed  away  last  week. 

Max  Cransfield,  the  Filmrow  Restau- 
rant man,  will  be  leaving  soon  for  Holly- 

wood .   .   .   Dave  Victor,  New  Castle  show- 
man, and  C.  C.  Kellenberg,  the  well  known 

film  man,  are  talking  about  another  va- 
cation in  Movieland  .   .   .   The  Ira  H.  Cohns 

depart  December  17  on  the  Nieuw  Amster- 

dam for  Rio  de  Janeiro  .   .   .   Police  or- 

dered 200  persons  from  the  Embassy  The- 
atre, Aspinwall,  Monday  night  when  fire 

started  in  the  adjoining  store,  causing  a 
loss  of  $500.  After  waiting  outside  the 

theatre  20  minutes  the  patrons  were  per- 
mitted to  re-enter.  Elsewhere  in  our  col- 

umns this  week  you  will  read  of  a   trans- 
fer of  this  house. 

Local  444  Starts  Plans 

For  Its  25th  Anniversary 
New  Kensington,  Pa. — Members  of  Lo- 

cal 444  of  the  IATSE  and  MPO  are  ar- 

ranging preliminary  plans  for  the  cele- 

bration of  the  organization’s  25th  anni- versary. 

William  Bordonaro,  president,  has  ap- 
pointed the  entire  membership  to  serve 

on  various  committees,  all  formulating 
plans  so  that  the  event,  to  be  celebrated 
early  next  year,  will  be  one  of  great 
success. 

Local  444  covers  the  Tarentum,  New 

Kensington,  Natrona  and  Springdale  area, 
with  headquarters  at  New  Kensington. 

Butterfield  Chain  Opens 

The  Center  in  Cadillac 
Detroit — Interest  of  the  Butterfield  cir- 

cuit turned  to  Cadillac,  Mich.,  on  the 

opening  of  the  Center  Theatre  there  with 

“Thanks  for  the  Memory.” 

The  house  is  the  former  McGinn  The- 
atre, dark  about  eight  years,  and  now 

equipped  with  sound  for  the  first  time. 
Opening  was  invitational. 

The  New  Harris  Senator 

Makes  Bow  in  Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh — The  new  Harris  Senator 

Theatre,  named  in  honor  of  the  late  Sena- 

tor John  P.  Harris,  operator  of  the  world’s 
first  nickelodeon,  has  opened  here.  For- 

merly the  Aldine,  and  dark  for  many 

years,  the  old  Liberty  Ave.  theatre  has 
been  entirely  remodeled  under  plans  of 
Victor  A.  Rigaumont,  theatre  architect. 

Joseph  Schulte  Acquires 

The  Ideal,  Fremont,  Mich. 
Detroit — Joseph  Schulte  has  bought  the 

Ideal  Theatre  at  Fremont,  Mich.,  from 

R.  L.  Leigh.  Schulte  is  reported  consid- 
ering plans  for  a   new  theatre  there. 

It  is  understood  the  Ideal  will  be  closed 

if  and  when  the  proposed  new  house  is 
built. 

Sues  Ohio  House 
New  Philadelphia,  Ohio  —   The  Union 

Opera  House  here,  a   Shea  unit,  has  been 
named  defendant  in  a   $5,000  damage  suit 
filed  in  common  pleas  court  by  Ada  Steen 

of  Chicago,  111.,  who  alleges  she  was  in- 
jured May  14,  1937,  when  she  fell  as  she 

was  leaving  the  theatre. 

Decision  Rests  With 
Four  Ballots 

Carmichaels,  Pa.  —   Election  officials 

are  hunting  four  missing  ballots  on 

which  the  fate  of  the  Sunday  film 

electoral  question  may  rest.  The  issue 

still  is  in  doubt  after  the  official  count 

ended  in  a   tie. 

More  " Literature "   on 
Allied  Fund 

Pittsburgh — MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc., 

this  week  forwarded  additional  "litera- 

ture" to  independent  exhibitors  of  the 

territory  seeking  $5  from  each  theatre 

for  the  national  Allied  fund.  Local 

Allied  office  has  received  a   list  of  early 

contributors  from  this  area  from  the 

national  headquarters. 

J^UTOGRAPHED  by  stars  in  the  picture, 
a   script  used  in  the  film,  “If  I   Were 

King,”  was  presented  to  H.  F.  Brigham, 
head  of  the  Louisville  Free  Public  Li- 

brary, by  J.  J.  Musselman,  manager  of 
the  Rialto  Theatre. 

Boyd  Martin,  film  critic  for  the  Louis- 
ville Courier-Journal,  will  leave  for  Holly- 

wood about  December  10  to  attend  the 

world  premiere  of  20 th-Fox’s  “Kentucky .” 
A   party  headed  by  Gov.  A.  B.  Chandler 
of  Kentucky  also  will  be  on  hand  for  the showing. 

ATO  of  Indiana  will  hold  a   district 

meeting  December  20  at  New  Albany,  lo- 
cated just  across  the  Ohio  River  from 

Louisville,  with  F.  Shirley  Wilcox,  mana- 

ger of  the  Switow  Theatrical  Co.’s  two 
New  Albany  houses,  in  charge  of  the  ar- 

rangements. Plans  call  for  a   business 

meeting  and  banquet  at  the  new  Tavern 

Hotel.  Maurice  Rubins,  owner  and  mana- 
ger of  the  Tivoli  Theatre  at  Michigan 

City  and  president  of  the  Indiana  ATO, 
announced  another  district  meeting  for 
December  27  at  Evansville. 

Al  Bornstein  of  Louisville  was  aivarded 

the  contract  for  a   $16,000  neighborhood 
house  at  4506  Park  Blvd.  .   .   .   Ed  Ballew  of 
United  Artists  is  here  for  a   few  days 

to  set  the  stage  in  a   publicity  way  for 

the  coming  of  “The  Young  in  Heart.” 

Following  the  trend  in  other  small  de 
luxe  houses  over  the  country,  the  Grand 
Theatre  at  New  Albany,  Ind.,  opened  last 

weekend  with  a   serial,  “The  Lone  Ranger.” 

“Out  West  With  the  Hardys”  packed 

them  in  all  day  Thanksgiving  at  Loew’s 
in  spite  of  a   football  game  in  the  city 

which  attracted  more  than  16,000  enter- 
tainment-seekers. The  SRO  signs  were 

out  the  greater  part  of  the  day.  Manager 
George  N.  Hunt  jr.  wanted  to  see  the 

football  game  himself,  but  the  rush  on 
the  house  kept  him  in  his  office. 

New  Quarters 
Detroit — Decorative  Metal  Products  Co., 

recently  reorganized,  has  moved  into  new 

quarters  at  19326  Conant  Ave.  The  com- 
pany is  now  installing  ornamental  metal 

work  in  the  Martha  Washington  Theatre. 
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Yesterday 
  In  Pittsburgh   

Turning  Back  Our  Pages 
10  Years  Ago 

JN  SYMPATHY  with  the  newly  organized 
Allied  association,  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa., 

Inc.,  decided  not  to  join  at  this  time,  be- 
lieving it  wiser  not  to  do  so  because  of 

several  injunction  proceedings  and  court 

cases  pending  .   .   .   Abram  F.  Myers  men- 
tioned for  the  first  time  as  possible  leader 

of  Allied  .   .   .   Marian  Wiesen  succeeds 

Helen  Brogan  as  stenographer  at  the 

MPTO  office  .   .   .   C.  B.  Pascoe  named  as 

local  Biophone  distributor  .   .   .   Variety 

Club’s  midnight  benefit  show  at  the  Stan- 
ley-Davis-Clark  Corp.  Stanley  Theatre 
realized  $3,700  for  the  Welfare  Fund  .   .   . 

D.  A.  and  Isaac  Victor,  McKeesport  ex- 
hibitors, granted  injunction  restraining 

Columbia  Pictures  Corp.  from  discontinu- 

ing service  and  “blackmailing”  the  plain- 
tiffs .   .   .   Jack  Cohen  rejoins  Tiffany- 

Stahl  .   .   .   Steve  Forrest,  theatrical  agent, 

offers  free  acts  at  charitable  institutions. 

Every  legal  holiday  for  21  years  he  has 

been  presenting  vaudeville  performances 

gratis  at  local  prisons,  orphanages,  war 

veterans’  hospitals,  etc.  .   .   .   Photos  of  the 
week  featured  Eddie  Quillan,  Pathe  star, 

and  scenes  from  Frank  Capra’s  “The 

Power  of  the  Press,”  with  Douglas  Fair- 
banks jr.  .   .   .   Picture  hits  of  the  week 

were  Charles  “Buddy”  Rogers  and  Jean 

Hersholt  in  “Abie’s  Irish  Rose,”  Richard 

Bennett  in  “The  Home  Towners”  and 

Phyllis  Haver  in  “Tenth  Avenue.” 

Michigan  Film  Library 

Into  New  Headquarters 
Detroit — The  Michigan  Film  Library, 

managed  by  Alban  J.  Norris,  has  moved 

from  Rosemont  Ave.  to  the  Insurance  Ex- 
change Bldg. 

The  company  will  handle  16mm  non- 
theatrical  films  for  national  distribution. 

Among  companies  represented  will  be  Wal- 
ter Guthlon,  Inc.,  and  Films.  Inc.,  both  of 

New  York. 

“Golgotha,”  roadshow,  is  being  promoted 
again,  and  a   road  crew,  with  a   special 

house  trailer  to  advertise  the  film,  is  now 

covering  the  western  part  of  the  state, 

booking  church  showings. 

Fuzzy  Knight  Is  With 
New  House  at  Fairmont 

Pittsburgh  —   Fuzzy  Knight,  Warner 

chain  manager  at  Fairmont,  W.  Va.,  for 

a   long  period,  who  recently  resigned  this 
post,  is  identified  with  the  new  theatre  at 
Fairmount  which  has  been  listed  with 

Charles  S.  Hoult  as  owner  with  the  Home 

Savings  Bank.  The  new  corporation  is 

known  as  the  Friendly  City  Amusements, 
Inc.  The  house  on  Main  St.  will  have  a 

seating  capacity  of  800.  The  architect  is 

Peter  S.  Hulsken  of  Lima,  Ohio.  Fuzzy 

Knight  is  a   brother  of  Fuzzy  Knight,  the 
film  comedian. 

Role  for  Bellamy 

Hollywood — Ralph  Bellamy  has  been 

assigned  a   principal  role  in  Columbia’s 
“Let  Us  Live.” 

BOWLING 

Pittsburgh — Universal  went  into  a   one- 

game  lead  in  the  Filmrow  Bowling  League 

contests  last  Friday.  Paramount  follows 

with  Superior  trailing.  George  Ball  of  20th- 

Fox  turned  in  the  high  score  for  the  eve- 
ning, his  168  winning  the  weekly  $1  award 

for  individual  honors. 

Score  card  shows  the  following: 
High  Individual  Score,  1   Game 

W.  Walters,  Paramount   247 
S.  Peril  man,  Republic   225 

High  Individual  Score,  3   Games 

W.  Walters,  Paramount   574 

J.  Scholl,  Loew’s    534 
High  Team  Score,  1   Game 

Republic    774 
Universal    751 

Standing  of  the  teams  to  December  2 : 
Won  Lost 

New  Universal      20  10 
Paramount      19  11 

Superior      18  12 
Monarch      16  14 

20th-Fox      14  16 

Republic      14  16 
Columbia      13  17 

Loew’s      6   24 

Mervis  Bros.  Take  Over 

Embassy,  Aspinwall,  Pa. 
Pittsburgh — Mervis  brothers,  city  ex- 

hibitors for  several  years,  have  acquired 

the  Embassy  Theatre,  Aspinwall,  Ralph 

Mervis  and  Dave  Barnholtz  announced  this 

week. 
Transfer  was  made  from  Joseph  Swartz 

to  the  Mervis  brothers,  effective  date  be- 
ing December  1.  New  operators  of  the 

Aspinwall  theatre  are  established  in  ex- 
hibition at  the  West  End  and  Elliott 

theatres. 

How  to  operate  motion  picture  theatres 

profitably 
Here  is  a   new  book  full  of  HOW  TO  DO  IT  information,  written  by  a   man 

who  believes  that  the  first  objective  of  theatre  management  is  to  make  money. 

In  this  book  he  covers  motion  picture  theatre  management  from  A   to  Z, 

giving  the  best  results  of  years  of  experience  as  a   guide  in  establishing 

successful  policies,  building  profitable  business,  and  efficiently  operating  any 
size  theatre. 

The  Management  of 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 

By  FRANK  H.  RICKETSON.  Jr. 

Get  This  Great  Aid  to  Theatre  President,  Fox  Inter-Mountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Management!  GET  IT  TODAY!!  375  pages.  6x9.  illustrated.  $3.50 

Send  check  or  money  order  to 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  4704  East  Ninth  Street,  Kansas  City,  Missouri 
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study  Two  Plans  for  Court  Upholds  Lena  Cascioli 

Revamping  Memorial  Lease  on  Park  in  Al
lingtown 

Boston — Two  plans  have  been  taken  un- 

der advisement  by  RKO  for  proposed  re- 
modeling of  the  Tremont  St.  adjunct  of 

Keith’s  Memorial  Theatre. 
The  five-story  building,  which  gives 

a   Tremont  St.  front  to  the  show  house,  is 

at  present  a   heavy  expense  to  the  operat- 
ing company.  Main  practical  use  at  pres- 
ent is  the  housing  of  a   ticket  window  and 

a   passageway  through  to  Mason  St.  and  to 

the  Keith’s  Memorial.  The  remaining  four 
floors  are  utilized  for  the  art  department, 
carpenter  shop,  and  storeroom  of  the 

Keith’s  Memorial  and  RKO  Boston.  RKO 
vaudeville  offices  are  situated  next  door. 

The  structure  is  approximately  a   half 

century  old.  Real  estate  is  owned  by  Har- 
vard College  which  also  holds  the  land 

on  which  the  Keith’s  Memorial,  proper,  is 
built. 

One  plan  of  action  being  considered  is 

the  remodeling  of  the  first  floor  with  pre- 
visions for  an  arcade  store.  A   false  front 

would  be  erected  on  Tremont  St.,  extend- 
ing upwards  for  the  five  stories.  A   new 

marquee  and  upright  also  would  be  in- 
stalled. 

Also  under  consideration  is  a   proposed 

single-story  building  which  would  lessen 
taxes  and  do  away  with  the  waste  space. 
The  same  passageway  and  arcade  store 
would  be  included. 

Continue  Waging  Battle 

On  Bi-Annual  Sessions 
Boston — Efforts  are  being  continued  to 

circumvent  a   recently  adopted  amendment 
to  the  state  constitution  by  which  the 

Massachusetts  legislature  would  meet  ev- 
ery other  year  instead  of  annually. 

Rep.  Roland  D.  Sawyer  has  filed  a 

joint  order  to  bring  about  a   “budget  ses- 
sion” on  the  odd  years.  The  opponent  of 

bi-annuals  declared  that  if  a   legislature 

permits  a   budget  to  run  two  years,  “ex- 
travagance and  corruption  will  follow.” 

Film  men  are  closely  watching  the  action. 

Mullin  &   Pinanski  Sign 

New  Operating  Contract 
Boston — M&P  Theatres  Corp.,  Publix 

Netoco  Theatres,  Inc.,  and  New  England 
Theatres,  Inc.,  will  be  operated  until  July 
1,  1944,  by  Martin  J.  Mullin  and  Sam 
Pinanski.  Terms  of  a   new  contract  are 

for  a   percentage  deal,  based  on  a   com- 
bined net. 

Circuit  Books  Chillers 

Boston — The  horror  dual,  “White  Zom- 

bie” and  “Dr.  Maniac,”  has  been  booked 
by  practically  all  the  links  in  the  E.  M. 

Loew  chain.  M&P  Theatres  Corp.,  West- 
ern Massachusetts  Theatres,  and  Feiber 

and  Shea  are  among  other  circuits  widely 
dating  the  chillers. 

Quiz  Film  Booked 

By  Circuit Boston — Western  Massachusetts  The- 

atres, Inc.,  was  the  only  circuit  up  to 

last  week  to  have  booked  “The  World 

Is  Ours”  in  all  its  houses.  The  22- 

minute  short  is  gratis  to  all  paid  par- 

ticipants in  the  Motion  Pictures'  Great- est Year  campaign. 

Hurricane  Short 

Free  to  Exhibitors 
Boston — New  England  theatre  men  may 

show  a   motion  picture  short  depicting 
local  views  of  the  recent  hurricane,  and 

advertise  the  same  in  their  lobbies  and 
on  their  boards,  free  of  charge. 

“Shock  Troops  of  Disaster,”  a   ten-min- 
ute short  depicting  New  England  shots 

of  the  recent  hurricane  is  being  distributed 

gratis  to  local  theatremen  by  David  Am- 
buter  from  the  Ambuter  Film  Laboratories 

in  the  district.  Lobby  displays  and  one- 
sheets  are  also  available  free  of  charge. 

The  short  contains  no  advertising  with 

the  exception  of  the  mention  of  WPA 
in  a   few  instances.  George  S.  Kraska  is 

giving  the  special  its  local  premiere  at 
the  Fine  Arts  Theatre. 

The  film  is  a   compilation  of  motion 
picture  footage  made  for  governmental 
records  under  WPA  supervision.  David 

Ambuter,  in  company  with  Don  Shea  of 
the  WPA  information  service,  traveled 

Massachusetts  from  Cape  Cod  to  North 

Adams,  covering  some  1,800  miles  during 
the  six  days  immediately  following  the 
hurricane.  The  picture  shows  the  rescue 
and  rehabilitation  work  undertaken  by  the 

Red  Cross,  the  Coast  Guard,  the  Army  and 

Navy,  CCC,  WPA  and  local  agencies,  as 
well  as  actual  hurricane  views. 

“Shock  Troops  of  Disaster”  was  sched- 
uled to  open  at  the  Trans-Lux  in  Boston 

on  Friday,  December  2. 

Vaude  Trial  Ends 

Meriden,  Conn.  —   After  a   few  weeks’ 
trial  of  one  night  stands  of  vaudeville 

at  the  Poli  Theatre,  Loew’s  has  closed 
the  Poli  Theatre  again.  The  house  has 
been  dark  since  December,  1937,  when 
Leo  Ricci  returned  to  the  operation  of  his 

own  Capitol  after  operating  the  Poli  for 
three  months. 

Elder  Davidson  Dead 
Boston — Funeral  services  were  held  at 

Dorchester  Thursday  for  Nathan  David- 
son, father  of  Sam  Davidson  of  Cameo 

Screen  Attractions,  who  died  suddenly 

Tuesday  night.  His  widow  and  four  chil- 
dren survive. 

New  Haven  —   Judge  Edwin  Dickenson 

has  ruled  for  the  defendant  in  the  case 
of  Angelo  Tomasino  vs.  Lena  Cascioli, 
which  sought  to  invalidate  the  Cascioli 

lease  on  the  Park  Theatre  in  the  Ailing- 
town  sector  and  oust  the  defendant  from 

possession. The  suit,  started  in  May,  1937,  alleged 
that  Lena  Cascioli  had  never  signed  the 
lease  entered  into  in  June,  1936,  and  that 

certain  clauses  of  the  lease  had  been  vio- 
lated. Judge  Dickenson  found  the  lease 

was  admittedly  signed  by  the  then  owner 

of  the  premises,  and  that  while  Lena  Cas- 
cioli was  not  present  when  it  was  executed, 

her  husband  and  agent,  Michael  Cascioli, 

“represented  her  in  the  transaction,  took 
delivery  of  the  lease,  and  occupied  the 

premises  under  it”  .   .   .   “Upon  execution  of 
the  lease,  the  lessor  was  paid  $1,000  on 

account  of  rent  for  the  last  or  fifth  year.” 
The  memorandum  further  states  the 

plaintiff  admittedly  had  notice  of  the  re- 
cording and  “that  was  sufficient  to  put  a 

prudent  man  on  inquiry.” 
Agreeing  with  certain  citations  that  a 

“lease  may  be  considered  a   unilateral 

agreement,”  the  judge  found  the  lease 
“executed,  delivered  and  a   substantial  con- 

sideration paid”  .   .   .   “Even  were  it  not 
executed  in  accordance  with  the  statute, 

it  would  be  good  as  between  the  parties.” 
Tomasino,  son  of  Michael  Tomasino,  op- 

erator of  the  White  Way  and  Victory  the- 

atres, purchased  the  Park  Theatre  build- 
ing in  March,  1937.  Cascioli  at  present  is 

building  a   new  theatre  one  block  from  the 
Park. 

Earlier  Closing  Law  on 
Amusements  in  Boston 

Boston — Further  elevation  of  Boston  to 

the  ranks  of  “curfew  cities”  is  effected  as 
the  Boston  licensing  board  takes  steps  to 
bar  all  forms  of  restaurant  and  night  club 
entertainment  after  11:30  p.  m„  except  in 
downtown  sections,  effective  January  1. 

The  pre-midnight  dead  line  will  cover  in- 
strumental music,  singing,  dancing,  radio 

reception,  and  the  playing  of  automatic 

music  machines.  Clubs  in  outlying  sec- 
tions now  have  licenses  permitting  enter- 

tainment until  midnight  or  1:00  a.  m. 
Clubs  in  downtown  Boston,  Back  Bay. 

and  north,  south  and  west  ends  must  con- 
clude entertainment  at  1:00  p.  m.  in  1939, 

as  now. 

Additional  tightening  was  evidenced  in 
the  increase  of  the  annual  liquor  license 
fee  for  chartered  clubs  to  $800,  up  33  per 
cent. 

Steal  From  Car 
Boston — Motion  picture  equipment  was 

stolen  from  the  automobile  of  Phil  Cool- 
idge,  Paramount  newsreel  man,  here  last 
week.  Four  men  shattered  a   window  in 

the  machine,  when  parked  in  the  Back  Bay 
section  of  the  city  and  drove  it  away. 
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Italian  Cartoon  Ban  Gets 

Editorial  by  ” Transcript 

77 

Boston — Editorializing  on  the  Italian 

ban  of  ‘‘Mickey  Mouse”  and  “Popeye,”  the 
Boston  Evening  Transcript  stated: 

“It  isn’t  merely  ‘Mickey  Mouse’  that  is 
placed  on  the  taboo  list  in  Italy,  but  some- 

thing much  more  wonderful  which  its 

present  government  would  be  the  last  to 

surmise,  until  it’s  too  late. 

‘‘A  single  phrase  will  at  times  speak 

volumes,  even  as  a   single  action  will  do,” 

the  paper  commented.  “From  Italy  they 

come  together  in  the  news  that  ‘Mickey 

Mouse’  and  ‘Popeye’  will  be  hereafter  for- 
bidden to  Italian  children  as  being  con- 

trary to  ‘the  imperial  spirit  of  fascist  rev- 

olution.’ The  phrase  which  accompanies 
this  edict  is  that  the  children  will  be 

trained  to  ‘sleep  with  the  head  on  a   knap- 

sack.’ 
“In  brief,  the  Italian  government  will 

not  permit  the  children’s  minds  to  be  dis- 
tracted from  the  war  to  come.  And  since 

the  removal  of  the  comic  strips  might 

prove  too  much  for  the  kids,  the  govern- 
ment will  offer  in  their  place  inspiring 

stories  of  ‘the  purity  of  the  Italian  race.’ 
The  kids  will  of  course  be  intoxicated 

with  joy  over  the  prospect. 

“How  eloquently — and  how  grimly — do 
such  little  and  supposedly  unimportant 

news  items  speak  for  what  is  happening 

in  parts  of  Europe!  The  future  is  made 

clear  to  the  boys  just  as  soon  as  they  are 

able  to  grasp  it. 

“There  will  be  no  fun  in  it,  but  plenty 
of  discipline.  To  hundreds  of  thousands 

of  them — to  millions,  perhaps — there  will 
never  be  love,  marriage,  home,  career. 

Before  everything  else  they  are  made 

aware  that  war  is  stalking  around  the 

corner  and  threatening  ‘the  glory  of  Fas- 

cist Italy.’ 

“They  are  to  keep  their  bodies  tuned 
for  the  carnage  of  tomorrow.  And  their 

minds  and  hearts  open  to  the  venomous 

hatred  of  ‘the  enemy’  which  will  precede 
it.  The  unsuspecting  young  minds,  rob- 

bed of  the  comic  strips,  will  duly  absorb 

the  poisons. 

“An  imaginary  rodent  and  a   figurative 
can  of  spinach,  immortalized  by  the  sil- 

verscreen,  have  assumed  national  impor- 

tance.” 

Allied  Denys  MPTOA 
Meld  Planned 

Boston  —   Denying  a   "rumor  that  a 
movement  to  merge  Allied  into  MPTOA 

is  on  foot,"  the  Independent  Exhibi- 
tors, Inc.,  has  issued  a   statement  let- 

ting it  be  known  that  "no  such  action 
is  in  contemplation  so  far  as  Allied  is 

concerned.  Nor  would  such  action  be 

possible  under  the  constitution  which 

restricts  membership  to  independent 

theatres." 

Verbal  Tiff  Over 

Play's  Censorship 
Boston — Use  of  the  word  ‘‘God’’  on  stage 

and  silver  screen  in  Boston  drew  the  ob- 

jection of  censors.  Fourteen  bits  of  dia- 
logue involving  use  of  the  word  were  cut 

from  the  sound  track  of  “When  the  Hus- 

band Travels.”  Elmer  Rice’s  play,  “Amer- 

ican Landscape,”  was  allowed  to  continue 
at  the  Plymouth  only  after  Film  Actor 
Donald  Cook  eschewed  the  utterance  of  five 

allegedly  profane  phrases  involving  the 

Lord’s  name. 

Cuts  on  “When  the  Husband  Travels” 
comprised  the  only  eliminations  ordered  by 

the  Massachusetts  Department  of  Public 

Safety  on  a   group  of  44  motion  pictures. 

The  batch  included  Grand  National’s 

“Sunset  Strip  Murder  Case,”  United  Art- 

ists’ “Cowboy  and  the  Lady,”  20th-Fox’s 

“Up  the  River,”  WB’s  “Comet  Over  Broad- 

way,” and  Columbia’s  “Adventure  in 

Sahara.” Dialogue  cuts  on  “When  the  Husband 

Travels,”  submitted  by  Ben  Brodie  of  New 

York  City,  as  cited  by  the  Sunday  censor- 
ship bureau,  were: 

“Dialogue,  ‘My  God — ’;  ‘Oh.  my  God — , 

in  part  1.  Dialogue,  ‘My  God — ’,  in  part  5. 

Dialogue,  ‘My  God — ’;  ‘ — for  the  name  of 
God;’  ‘Oh  my  God,  My  Gcd — ,’  in  part 

6.  Dialogue,  ‘My  Christ  and  Madonna — ;’ 
‘My  God — ,’  part  7.  Dialogue,  ‘ — God  can- 

not save  you’;  ‘ — God  pardons  your  soul,” 

in  part  9.  Dialogue,  “My  God — ;’  ‘My  God 
— My  God — ’   ‘Oh  my  God,  in  part  10.” 

A   verbal  affray  over  Donald  Cook’s 
“God  Damn”  in  “American  Landscape,” 
which  had  its  world  premiere  last  week  at 

the  Wilbur,  resulted  in  a   controversy  over 

stage  censorship  between  Elmer  Rice,  Pul- 
itzer prize  winner,  and  John  J.  Spencer, 

politically  appointed  Boston  city  censor. 

Said  City  Censor  Spencer,  in  issuing  a 

statement  to  newspapermen  that  his  policy 

would  be  to  bar  all  profanity  from  Boston 

stages:  “People  can  be  arrested  for  saying 

these  two  words  on  the  street,  and  I   don’t 
feel  that  they  have  a   place  on  the  stage. 

The  majority  of  the  people  in  Boston  are 

religious  people,  and  I   don’t  believe  that 
the  name  of  the  Lord  should  be  taken  in 

vain  on  stage,  street,  or  anywhere  else.” 

Rice,  stating  “the  words  are  in  perfect 
accord  with  the  Hollywood  character  in 

the  play  he  speaks  in,”  charged  Spencer 
with  seeking  publicity  and  went  on  to  re- 

mark that,  “censorship  is  difficult  to  re- 
voke because  any  salaried  censor  is  going 

to  make  it  his  business  to  look  for  things 

in  order  to  earn  his  salary.  Boston  can 

still  fight  back  and  win  a   free  stage.” 
A.  G.  Munro,  manager  of  the  Shubert 

interests  in  Boston,  echoed  Rice’s  charge 

by  terming  Spencer’s  action  in  issuing  crit- 
ical statements  to  the  press  before  notify- 

jyjANAGER  MATT  L.  SAUNDERS  of the  Loew-Poli  and  his  young  son, 

Robert,  will  make  an  airplane  trip  to  Chi- 
cago during  the  Christmas  holidays  to 

visit  Mr.  Saunders’  mother. 

Molly  Rosenthal  celebrated  Thanksgiv- 
ing and  her  birthday  together  .   .   .   Lyric, 

which  has  been  open  on  weekends  to  play 

holdovers  from  Loew-Poli,  has  two  road 
shows  booked  for  December.  They  will  be 

city’s  first  legitimate  attractions  in  near- 
ly two  years. 

Manager  Morris  Rosenthal  of  the  Ma- 
jestic found  a   local  man  who  was  head 

mechanic  with  the  Denis-Roosevelt  Afri- 

can expedition  and  got  plenty  of  news- 

paper space  for  “Dark  Rapture.” 

Bingo  is  creeping  back  quietly  and  up  in 

Danbury  a   new  game,  “Marko,”  is  gaining 
a   foothold  .   .   .   Party  here  for  Lou  Brown, 
new  Loew  New  England  press  head,  was 

attended  by  nearly  50  newspapermen. 

Men  ushers  have  replaced  the  girls  at 

the  Loew-Poli  and  Majestic  theatres.  A 

party  was  given  on  the  Majestic  stage  for 
the  departing  usherettes. 

Harry  F.  Shaw  is  now  doing  an  occa- 
siojial  master  of  ceremonies  for  the  Mon- 

day night  vaudeville  at  the  Globe  .   .   . 
Loew-Poli  was  the  only  theatre  giving  a 

midnight  show  on  Thanksgiving  Eve. 

Three  Shifts  in  Sales 

Ranks  in  New  England 
Boston — Three  shifts  have  been  record- 

ed on  New  England  salesmen’s  lists.  Tom 
Jennings,  formerly  with  Fox  and  other 

majors,  has  been  appointed  to  the  Grand 
National  merchandising  force  by  Harry 

Asher,  divisional  manager. 

Sam  Levine,  continuing  his  duties  as 

New  England  head  booker  for  GB,  has 

been  assigned  to  the  sales  territory  of 

Maine,  New  Hampshire  and  Vermont  by 

Manager  Marcel  Mekelburg. 

James  Kennedy,  formerly  with  Fox  and 

other  concerns,  has  left  Grand  National. 

ing  the  theatre  management  “unfair.” 
Munro  claimed  that  “never  before  has  any 
criticism  been  released  to  the  press  after 

an  initial  performance.” 
“This  type  of  censorship  is  a   very  seri- 

ous thing  for  the  legitimate  stage  of  Bos- 

ton,” said  Munro.  “We  have  a   very 

large  and  intelligent  group  of  people  com- 
ing to  our  theatre,  and  I   think  they  are 

able  to  censor  their  own  plays.  If  they 

don’t  like  the  play,  they’ll  stay  away.” 

Spencer  said  he  had  recently  recom- 
mended deletions  of  profanity  from  an- 

other play  and  was  assured  the  expressions 

would  be  dropped.  Later,  he  said,  he  re- 

ceived complaints  the  lines  were  again  be- 
ing used. 

Countered  Spencer,  “If  I   have  any  more 
instances  of  defiance  of  this  sort,  I   may 

find  it  necessary  to  present  the  facts  to 
the  full  board  of  censorship  for  possible 

action.” 
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NEW  HAVEN. 
Gold  Medals  lor  Legion 

Post  Past  Commanders 
Boston — Gold  Medals  will  be  presented 

to  past  commanders  of  the  Theatrical 

Post  of  American  Legion  at  a   dress  meet- 

ing of  the  organization  at  the  Copley- 

Plaza  on  Monday,  December  5.  State  Com- 
mander John  Maguire  and  his  staff  will 

supervise  the  awards. 

Members  are  requested  to  wear  full-dress 

uniforms  at  the  function  which  is  sched- 

uled to  start  at  8:00  p.  m.  Entertainment 
will  follow. 

Dinner  Dance  on 

February  12  Planned 

Boston — Plans  are  being  forwarded  by 
the  Theatrical  Post  of  American  Legion 

for  a   film  district  dinner-dance  to  be  held 

Sunday,  February  12.  The  affair  would 

celebrate  Lincoln’s  Birthday  and  Valen- 

tine’s Day. 
Committees  will  be  announced  in  the 

near  future  by  Maj.  Patrick  F.  Healey, 

state  film  head  and  Post  Commander,  it  is 
stated. 

Union  Votes  Party 
New  Haven — Exchange  employes’  unit 

B-41  under  AFL  has  voted  to  hold  a   second 
annual  Christmas  party  for  members  and 

exchange  managers  as  invited  guests,  on 

Tuesday,  December  20,  at  Dave’s.  The 
committee  in  charge  consists  of  Sam 

Zipkin,  of  Universal,  James  Mahan,  Para- 

mount, and  Jack  Mullen,  Warner. 

JHE  ENTIRE  Poli  circuit  said  it  with 
Thanksgiving  Eve  midnight  shows  .   .   . 

The  Fishman  circuit,  Branford  Theatre 

and  the  Strand,  Winsted,  were  among  the 

many  who  said  it  with  turkey  giveaways 

.   .   .   the  Palace,  Stamford,  had  special 

vaudeville,  “Salici  and  Puppets”  .   .   .   The 
Nat  Fursts  had  turkey  with  the  Harry 

Gibbs  .   .   .   The  Earl  Wrights  had  turkey 

in  Boston  .   .   .   The  weather  man  supplied 

the  snow  and  ice  just  in  time  to  cut  off 

Thanksgiving  night  business  .   .   .   but  all  in 

all,  there  was  much  to  be  thankful  for. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Pep  Club  will 
celebrate  Christmas  with  another  of  those 

annual  office  parties  at  some  gay  spot. 

George  Weber  is  in  charge  of  arrange- 
ments. 

Visitors:  Edward  Schnitzer  paid  a   call 

on  the  local  Warner  exchange  .   .   .   Bill 

Erbb  and  Gus  Schaefer  were  among  the 

Paramount  visitors  .   .   .   Herman  Rifkin 

dropped  in  and  had  lunch  with  his  daugh- 

ter’s fiance,  George  Rabinowitz,  Republic 

manager  .   .   .   Ray  Palmer,  Warner  trav- 
eling auditor,  spent  some  time  in  town. 

New  low  evening  prices  announced  for 

the  Allyn  Theatre,  Hartford,  at  30-40  cents 
.   .   .   Windsor  Theatre  and  Broadbrook 

Theatre  embark  on  Lucky  December  10  .   .   . 

Dick  Cohen  reports  Moodus,  Colchester, 

East  Hampton  and  Glastonbury  in  the 

Lampert  circuit  will  follow. 

Thieves  broke  into  the  Dreamland  The- 

atre manager’s  office  last  week  and  took 
the  contents  of  a   cash  box,  reported  by 

James  DeLucia  at  $340  .   .   .   Joe  Faith  of 

the  Mayfair,  Terryville,  all  set  for  a   498- 
seat  theatre  in  Unionville,  and  leasing  of 

Joyce’s  Town  Hall  in  Collinsville,  which 
he  will  change  from  one-night  policy  to 
three  changes  weekly. 

Morris  and  Sam  Hadelman  have  out- 

fitted the  Capitol,  Bridgeport,  with  new 

carpeting  .   .   .   The  Shelton  postoffice 

project  on  its  way,  the  Hadelmans  look 

forward  to  taking  over  the  present  post- 

office  site  for  expansion  of  the  Shelton 
Theatre. 

Recognition  of  jitterbugs  came  from  both 

the  State,  Hartford,  and  Embassy,  New 

Britain.  Both  offered  cash  prizes  for  the 

best  jitterbug  couple  in  a   contest  on  the 

theatre  stage.  The  Embassy  makes  it  a 

regular  weekly  feature  now  .   .   .   Erie 

Wright,  former  Loew-Poli  publicity  head 

here,  reported  working  for  the  Schine  cir- 
cuit in  Gloversville,  New  York. 

Harry  F.  Shaw,  looking  way  ahead  to 

March  when  he  contemplates  a   trip  to 

Havana,  then  Panama  and  other  ports 

.   .   .   The  Sam  Hadelmans  are  the  latest 

to  be  added  to  the  storkestra  .   .   .   “Brother 
Rat’’  moved  to  Warner’s  Regal,  Hartford, 

for  a   second  week,  as  the  first  picture  to 

make  such  a   move  in  many  a   moon,  stayed 

on  for  a   third  week. 

JUST  OUT! 
Neumade  "Firetite" 

Cabinet 
A   new  absolutely  FIREPROOF  sectional  film 

cabinet  for  2.000  ft.  reels. 

Fireproof  sections — built  like  a   vault  with 

IV2"  double  wall  construction  throughout — 
FILLED  with  a   patented  approved  plastic 

heat  and  fire-resisting  compound,  brick-hard. 

Doors  similarly  constructed — fitted  to  auto- 

matically shut  tight  and  stay  closed. 

APPROVED  BY  THE  STATE  OF  CONNECTICUT ! 
BUILT  TO  WITHSTAND  THE  MOST  SEVERE  FIRE ! 

Eliminate  a   fire  hazard 

— install  a   "Firetite"  cabi- 

net in  your  booth. 

See  the  "FIRETITE"  cabinet 
at  Your  Dealers 

Goi/j. 
eaanz ana  1   ■   mg— • 

Made  in  Units: 

5   Reels —   8   reels 
6   reels — 10  reels 

12  reels 

for  15"  reels 

427  WEST  42ND  ST. NEW  YORK,  N.  Y. 
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^AVE  AMBUTER  is  distributing  a   gratis 

hurricane  short,  “Shock  Troops  of 
New  England,"  from  his  Ambuter  Film 
Laboratory  on  Melrose  St.  Ambuter  him- 

self filmed  the  majority  of  the  footage. 
The  film,  together  with  lobby  displays  and 

one-sheets,  is  free  because  of  a   WPA 
hookup. 

John  Scully,  Universal  branch  manager 
in  Buffalo  and  former  GB  head  in  New 
England,  was  here  for  the  holidays  .   .   . 
Walter  Berganti  of  the  Theatre  Service 
and  Supply  Co.  was  to  have  undergone  an 
operation  for  a   spinal  condition  this  week 
at  Peter  Bent  Brigham  Hospital.  He  was 
in  Vermont  last  week  getting  in  shape. 

A   chimney  atop  the  building  at  the 
northeast  corner  of  Church  and  Melrose 

Sts.  in  the  film  district  has  assumed  a   pre- 
carious sag  ...  A   new  theatre  is  reported 

set  for  Whitingsville.  One  house  is  al- 
ready operating  there. 

Monogram  was  birthday -conscious  last 
week.  Mrs.  Gene  Gross,  wife  of  the  sales- 

man, underwent  an  anniversary  Thanks- 
giving. Gene  followed  up  with  one  on  Fri- 

day, while  Booker  Tom  O'Brien  rounded 
out  the  triple  on  Saturday  .   .   .Tom  Don- 

aldson, who  recently  left  the  local  M-G-M 
office  to  become  New  Haven  brajich  man- 

ager for  the  same  distributor ,   was  in  the 
Hub  for  turkey  festivities. 

Past  commanders  of  the  Theatrical  Post 

of  American  Legion  are  to  receive  medals 
at  a   dress  meeting  of  the  organization  at 

the  Copley-Plaza  on  December  5   .   .   .   James 
Kennedy  has  resigned  from  the  sales  staff 
of  Grand  National. 

Sam  Levine,  GB  booker,  is  norv  selling 

for  the  distributor  in  northern  New  Eng- 
land. He  also  carries  on  his  former  duties 

.   .   .   The  storm  starting  Thanksgiving  Day 
tied  up  film  shipments  in  some  points  of 
New  England. 

William  Cohen,  20th-Fox  auditor,  is  ex- 

pected in  from  Philadelphia  .   .   .   “The 
World  Is  Ours,"  two-reeler  gratis  to  all 
subscribers  to  the  Motion  Pictures’  Great- 

est Year  campaign,  is  available  for  book- 
ings at  the  20th-Fox  exchange.  Dates 

have  been  slow,  despite  the  no-charge  fea- 
ture. 

Phil  Smith,  circuit  owner,  and  New 

York’s  swanky  Park  Ave.  have  severed 
contact  insofar  as  a   proposed  theatre  is 
concerned.  Smith  has  sold  out  his  site  to 

Harry  Brandt  interests  .   .   .   J.  M.  Cum- 

mings is  at  Loew’s  State  and  Loew’s  Or- 
pheum  with  his  adding  machine. 

Eugene  M.  McSweeney,  head  of  the  bu- 
reau of  Sunday  censorship,  found  only  one 

WHEN  LOOKING  FOR A   Variety 

16  mm  Films  and  Projectors 
of 

Religious 

DON’T  FORGET 

I-  ilms 

LILA  IZEN 
Hooking: 

WHOLESOME  FILM  SERVICE,  INC. 
48  Melrose  St.  —   HAN  0155 —   BOSTON 

film  in  the  latest  batch  of  44  required 

eliminations  so  as  to  conform  with  Massa- 
chusetts statutes  .   .   .   Vincent  J.  Mollica, 

Lebanon  theatre  owner,  was  in  from  New 
Hampshire  last  week  Friday  despite  the 
storm. 

The  Cinema  Club  was  to  have  met  Wed- 
nesday at  6:00  p.  m.  in  the  Hancock  Room 

of  the  Hotel  Statler  .   .   .   Ann  Harrington 

of  M-G-M  has  been  ill  with  the  grippe  .   .   . 
Jack  Byrne,  Boston  exchange  manager  for 

M-G-M,  has  been  ill  with  bronchitis. 

Tom  Jennings  is  now  selling  for  Grand 

National  .   .   .   The  Theatrical  Post  of  Amer- 
ican Legion  is  contemplating  running  a 

combination  Lincoln’s  Birthday-Valentine’s 
Day  party  of  a   Sunday  at  the  Cocoanut 

Grove  .   .   .   Horror-picture  combines  are 
still  cracking  in  New  England. 

Maurice  Schwartz  was  expected  to  re- 
turn this  week  to  the  MkP  publicity  staff. 

He  has  been  convalescing  following  an  op- 

eration .   .   .   Vaughn  Rockefeller  O’Neill, 
assigned  at  present  as  assistant  to  Mana- 

ger Edward  McBride  at  Loew’s  State  in 
Providence,  visited  here  on  his  day  off  last 

week,  driving  a   new  sedan. 

Charles  Patterson,  who  left  the  local 
RKO  publicity  office  to  become  a   manager 
for  the  Graphic  circuit,  was  a   recent 

visitor  .   .   .   Harry  Segal  has  sold  “Club 
des  Femmes,”  starring  Danielle  Darrieux, 
to  the  Fine  Arts  for  its  local  premiere. 

Mario  Daru,  publicity  assistant  at  the 
Paramount  and  Fenway,  went  bird  hunting 

10  Years  Ago 

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  December  1,  1928) 

■pHE  Union  Square,  Pittsfield,  Mass.,  was 
destroyed  by  fire  last  week  .   .   .   Marion 

Higgins  was  decreed  “Miss  Greater  Bos- 
ton” at  Boston’s  Keith-Albee  .   .   .   Also 

gutted  by  fire  was  the  Academy  of  Music 

in  Haverhill  .   .   .   Edward  J.  Mathews,  for- 
merly of  the  Merrimac  Square  in  Lowell, 

Mass.,  has  been  appointed  manager  of  the 
Strand,  Pittsfield,  Mass.,  by  Publix. 

Matt  Saunders  has  been  appointed  man- 
ager of  the  Fox  Poli  houses  in  Bridgeport 

.   .   .   The  Commodore  Hull,  Derby,  Conn., 

has  reopened  .   .   .   The  Howard  Theatre, 

newest  link  is  the  Fishman  chain,  was  op- 
ened in  New  Haven  last  week. 

The  Jefferson,  Portland,  Me.,  after  hous- 
ing a   stock  company  for  the  past  two 

years,  will  shutter  soon  .   .   .   Rhode  Island  is 

enjoying  an  era  of  unprecedented  pros- 
perity as  far  as  the  cinema  is  concerned 

.   .   .   The  Colonial,  one  of  Portland’s  smaller 
houses,  is  the  latest  to  install  sound  de- 
vices. 

The  Victory,  Providence,  is  the  latest  of 

the  downtown  houses  to  “go  sound"  .   .   . 
Abram  F.  Myers,  federal  trade  commis- 

sioner, is  mentioned  as  possible  head  of  the 
Allied  States  organization,  which  plans  to 
form  a   national  exhibitor  association  in 

competition  with  the  MPTOA. 

Thanksgiving  Day.  His  “turkey  dinner” 
consisted  of  one  egg  sandwich  .   .   .   New 
England  film  men  will  be  represented  at 

a   testimonial  dinner  to  the  circuit-owning 

Schine  Bros,  in  New  York  City  on  Decem- 
ber 19. 

Frederick  Rush,  formerly  of  Keith’s 
Memorial  and  present  manager  for  Sam- 

uel B.  Kurson  in  Brandon,  Vt„  has  been 

in  Boston  .   .   .   When  H.  M.  Addison,  Loew’s 
divisional  manager,  returns  from  a   three- 

week  business  tour,  he  will  find  his  Loew’s 
State  Theatre  building  offices  redecorated. 

Charles  Brent,  former  Oklahoma  film 
man  now  selling  for  Specialty  Pictures,  is 
recovering  from  an  infected  throat  .   .   . 

Film  men  looking  for  William  S.  Roster’s 
Packard,  which  often  marks  the  presence 

of  the  seat  renovation  expert  in  his  12 
Piedmont  St.  office,  may  identify  the 

sedan  by  its  number  plate  which  reads  the 
same  forward  as  backward. 

The  Maine  fawn  modeling  for  Walt  Dis- 
ney felt  right  at  home  in  Hollywood  on 

Thanksgiving  Day.  Maine  carrots  and 

cabbages  were  forwarded  for  the  deer’s 
dinner.  Disney,  himself,  was  the  recipient 

of  a   20-pound  Maine  Gobbler,  together 
with  potatoes,  squash,  turnips,  pumpkins, 
cranberries,  pickles,  mincemeat,  jelly, 

cider,  and  a   receipt  book  from  the  Granite 
State. 

Arthur  J.  Menard  is  now  managing  the 

Capitol  in  Lowell  for  Charles  Morse  and 

Louis  Rothenberg .   Menard  formerly  han- 
dled the  Colonial  in  Utica,  N.  Y.,  for  the 

circuit.  He  and  his  family  have  set  up 

housekeeping  in  the  Massachusetts  city  .   .   . 
James  P.  Devlin,  New  York  theatre  man, 
was  buried  in  Boston  last  week.  He  was 
born  and  educated  here. 

Tullio  Carminati  and  Irene  Bordoni 

were  among  the  principal  hits  of  “Great 
Lady”  at  the  Shubert.  The  production  of 
Dwight  Deere  Wiman  and  J.  H.  Del 
Bondio  played  to  packed  houses  .   .   .   Roy 

Heffner  jr.,  manager  of  the  Key  Theatre 

in  Middleboro,  scrawls  his  signature  with- 
out the  “er” — or  so  the  result  appears. 

Sally  Hochburg,  secretary  at  Independ- 
ent Exhibitors,  Inc.,  turned  24  last  week 

.   .   .   Liquor  licenses  for  chartered  Boston 
clubs  have  been  upped,  effective  next  year. 

All  forms  of  entertainment  at  restaurants 
and  clubs,  except  those  in  intown  sections, 
will  be  banned  after  11:30  p.  m. 

Thomas  H.  Green,  state  commissioner 

of  Civil  Service,  last  week  authorized  a 
non-competitive  examination  for  James  P. 
Donovan  for  the  position  of  inspector  in 
the  division  of  Outdoor  Advertising  in  the 

Massachusetts  Department  of  Public 
Works.  The  job  carries  an  annual  salary 

of  $1,680.  Donovan  has  been  on  the  sign 

patrol  section  of  the  division  for  approxi- 
mately two  years. 

The  Boston  City  Club  showed  “Rebecca 

of  Sunnybrook  Farm”  at  its  Somerset  St. 
auditorium  one  afternoon  last  week  .   .   . 

Local  Allied  offices  have  been  on  the  track 
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Triple  Threat 
Show 

Bridgeport,  Conn. — Harry  Rose,  man- 

ager oi  the  Globe,  isn't  quite  sure 
perhaps  the  newspaper  rewrite  man 

was  correct  after  all. 

It  all  started  when  Harry  was  play- 

ing the  double  horror  show,  "Franken- 

stein'' and  “Dracula."  Harry  called  his 
showing  time  on  the  two  films  into  a 

newspaper  office  and  then  added  the 

time  for  his  amateur  program.  And  the 

rewrite  cracked: 

"So  you  are  running  a   triple  horror 

show  tonight." 

of  additional  congressional  endorsement 

for  national  legislative  aims  following  elec- 
tions. 

Shirley  Temple’s  “Just  Around  the  Cor- 
ner” opened  Thursday,  day  and  date,  at 

the  Paramount  and  Fenway  for  its  initial 

Boston  run  .   .   .   A1  Swerdlove’s  new  pre- 
mium deal,  comprising  a   dresserware  set  in 

which  a   non-breakable  composition  sim- 
ulating old  ivory  replaces  all  glass  pieces, 

is  Milady  Vanity  Ware. 

There’s  talk  of  another  attempt  at  a 
foreign-film  theatre  in  Boston.  Only  one, 
the  Fine  Arts,  has  ever  been  successful 
.   .   .   Phil  Coolidge,  Paramount  newsreel 

man,  lost  valuable  motion  picture  equip- 
ment when  his  automobile  was  stolen  in 

Boston  last  week.  The  auto  later  was  re- 
covered, undamaged  except  for  a   broken 

window. 

Film  men  took  a   passing  interest  last 

week  in  an  announcement  a   new  inor- 
ganic material,  which  can  be  produced  in 

thin  flexible  sheets  and  used  as  a   substi- 
tute for  transparent  papers  and  labels, 

has  been  developed  at  the  Massachusetts 
Institute  of  Technology  by  Professor 

Ernest  Hauser  of  the  Department  of  Me- 
chanical Engineering. 

There  has  been  a   shakeup  in  the  staff 
of  the  state  racing  commission.  William 

F.  Donovan,  formerly  chief  clerk  in  the 
office  of  Gov.  Charles  F.  Hurley,  has  been 
made  assistant  secretary  with  pay  $2,760 
annually.  Joseph  Ward  has  been  appointed 
supervising  racing  inspector  at  a   $2,520 

per.  James  Doyle  was  made  assistant  su- 
pervising racing  inspector. 

Theatre  treasurers  were  relieved  last 

week  when  federal  authorities,  in  what 

they  described  as  one  of  the  biggest  round- 
ups of  counterfeit  passers  in  New  England 

history,  closed  in  on  a   ring  that  allegedly 
has  been  distributing  an  increasing  amount 
of  bogus  $10  and  $20  bills  throughout 
Greater  Boston. 

“A  Variety  Club  is  being  talked  about 
for  Boston,”  Columnist  George  Holland  of 
the  Boston  American  writes.  Maybe.  It’s 
news  for  the  film  district  where  such  fra- 

ternities as  the  non- affiliated  Boston 
Friers  Club,  the  Cinema  Club,  and  the 

Motion  Picture  Salesmen’s  Club,  have 
strong  memberships. 

Praise  for  Film  Cabinet 

In  a   Police  Test  Report 
Boston — Praise  for  the  Firetite  film 

cabinet  manufactured  by  Neumade  Prod- 
ucts Corp.  is  coupled  with  a   warning 

against  “careless  storage  in  worn-out, 

damaged  or  unsafe  cabinets”  that  “can  be 
responsible  for  a   serious  fire  in  a   theatre” 
in  a   statement  by  Inspector  E.  R.  Morin 
of  the  Connecticut  department  of  state 

police. 

“We  have  found  a   need  for  a   sectional 
film  cabinet  which  is  fireproof,  but  yet 

inexpensive,  as  the  type  commonly  used 

has  only  an  air  space  separating  the  com- 

partments,” says  Inspector  Morin.  “This,” 
he  continues,  “permits  the  film  to  become 
ignited  from  external  heat  and  if  a   fire 
starts  in  one  section  it  continues  on  into 

the  adjacent  compartment  until  the  whole 

unit  has  become  ignited.” 

The  police  inspector  says  that  the  Fire- 

tite cabinet  has  been  subjected  to  “a  se- 
vere fire  and  heat  test”  in  the  presence 

of  Inspector  F.  Starkel,  department  of 

state  police,  and  Paul  P.  Heinz,  fire  mar- 

shal of  New  Haven,  “and  found  to  possess 

a   very  high  degree  of  fire  resistance.” 
The  cabinet  was  developed  at  the  sugges- 

tion of  the  department. 

Describing  the  new  cabinet,  Inspector 

Morin  says:  “It  is  built  of  heavy  gauge 
steel  with  one  and  one-half  inch  double 
wall  construction  throughout,  filled  with 

approved  plastic  heat  and  fire  resisting 

compound,  which,  when  set,  becomes  brick 

hard.  The  doors  are  similarly  construct- 
ed and  are  equipped  to  automatically  shut 

tight  and  stay  closed.” 

The  inspector  recommends  “the  instal- 
lation of  a   Neumade  Firetite  cabinet  in 

every  projection  room  in  the  state  of  Con- 
necticut, as  it  will  naturally  reduce  the 

fire  hazard.” 

It's  Good  in  Some 

Department 
Boston  —   The  publicity  office  of  a 

local  circuit  tells  this  story  on  one  of 

its  assistant  managers  who  appeared 

on  deck  to  pick  up  a   press  book  on  a 

picture  that  played  last  week. 

The  gent  was  mourning  the  fact  that 

the  film  was  a   "cluck."  After  looking 
at  the  press  sheet,  which  made  such 

claims  as  "colossal"  and  “sensational," 
he  began  to  change  his  mind. 

Whereupon  the  exploitation  man 

piped  up  "the  smart  thing  to  do  would 

be  to  play  the  press  book." 

Phil  Smith  Disposes  of 
Gotham  Park  Ave,  Site 

Boston — Phil  Smith,  Boston  theatreman 

operating  a   circuit  extending  westward  to 

Ohio  and  Illinois,  has  disposed  of  his  pro- 
posed Park  Avenue  site  in  New  York  to 

a   holding  corporation  in  which  Harry 

Brandt  and  David  Weinstock  have  a   sub- 
stantial interest. 

The  deluxer,  comprising  600  individual 

loge-type  seats,  was  scheduled  to  open 
Wednesday.  Situated  at  Park  Ave.  and 

53rd  St.,  the  site  was  made  available  for 

film  showings  only  after  lengthy  litiga- 
tion. 

Snow  Storm  Puts  Crimp 
In  Film  Transportation 

Boston — Film  transportation  was  sty- 
mied in  some  New  England  sections  by  the 

Thursday-Friday  snow  storm. 

Harry  Decker’s  Film  Exchange  Trans- 
fer trucks  all  got  through,  but  other  ve- 

hicles were  reported  stuck. 
Trains  were  two  and  three  hours  late  in 

some  instances,  tying  up  a   few  matinees. 
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New  Threats  Face 

Mass.  Bank  Night 
Boston  —   Threatening  “vigorous  prose- 

cution" if  Bank  Night  is  not  out  of  Ply- 
mouth and  Norfolk  counties  in  Massa- 

chusetts by  December  15,  District  Attorney 

Edmund  Dewing  promised  personal  inter- 
vention if  local  authorities  do  not  oust 

the  giveaway. 
Roy  Heffner,  distributor  of  Bank  Night, 

assured  the  greater  Boston  theatre  opera- 
tors involved  that  he,  with  George  S.  Ryan, 

attorney,  would  stand  behind  them  in  de- 
fense of  the  cash  giveaway. 

Heffner  pointed  out  that  no  lottery  in- 
dictment against  Bank  Night  in  Massa- 

chusetts has  ever  been  made  to  stick  and 

cited  the  favorable  decisions  won  in  local, 

superior,  supreme  and  U.  S.  courts. 

O'Toole  and  Hanson  Set 
Sail  With  11  lor  Tahiti 
Boston — A   film  artist  and  a   newspaper 

photographer  were  included  in  the  com- 
pany of  11  young  adventurers  who  set 

sail  from  Gloucester  last  week,  bound  for 
Tahiti  in  a   small  brigantine  which  they 
had  been  assigned  to  deliver  to  a   copra 
trader. 

Laurence  J.  O’Toole,  formerly  of  the 
Metropolitan  Theatre  in  Boston  and  re- 

cently artist  of  a   number  of  sketches 

which  have  appeared  in  20th-Fox  press 
books,  started  on  the  trip.  Bets  were  be- 

ing made,  however,  as  to  how  far  he  would 

get.  O’Toole  started  from  Boston  on  a 
proposed  world  tour  a   few  months  ago 
and  changed  his  mind  at  New  York. 
Arthur  Hanson,  Boston  Herald  staff 

photographer  on  a   leave  of  absence,  also 

set  sail  on  the  square-rigger  which  is  an 
old-timer,  built  with  Ceylon  teak  and  other 
native  hard  woods. 

O'Toole,  30  years  old,  was  the  oldest 
member  of  the  crew.  The  skipper,  Cap- 

tain Sterling  Hayden,  was  the  youngest, 

22.  Hayden  was  denied  Master’s  Papers 
because  “of  inadequate  experience.” 

A .   Drucker  Transferred 

To  Poli,  Worcester ,   Post 
New  Haven — Harry  F.  Shaw,  Loew-Poli 

division  manager,  announces  the  transfer 
of  A.  Drucker,  former  assistant  at  the 
State,  Providence,  to  the  assistantship  at 
the  Poli,  Worcester,  under  H.  H.  Maloney. 
Harold  Winston,  formerly  at  the  Worcester 

house,  has  been  promoted  to  the  man- 

agership of  Loew’s  Metro  in  Puerto  Rico. 

American  Mat  Corp.  Signs 

Wendell  Rogers  as  Agent 
Boston — Wendell  Rogers,  formerly  with 

Joe  Cifre,  has  been  appointed  New  Eng- 
land theatre  representative  for  the  Amer- 
ican Mat  Corp. 

Rogers,  whose  offices  are  at  230  Con- 
gress St.,  may  be  contacted  by  phone  at 

LIBerty  9602. 

SURPRISE  10-inch  snow  storm  tied 

up  traffic  here,  November  24  and  25, 
cutting  business  generally  to  a   minimum, 
but  failed  to  prevent  deliveries  of  films  by 
the  local  Paramount  Pictures  Distributing 
Corp.  Theatres  all  over  town  suffered, 

financially  speaking,  since  a   high  gale  ac- 
companying the  snowstorm  prevented  snow 

plows  from  cleaning  the  streets,  in  time 

for  a   normal  weekend  take.  Holiday  busi- 
ness, too,  was  virtually  at  a   standstill. 

The  blizzard  was  the  worst  in  November 
to  hit  Maine  in  18  years. 

The  storm  brought  with  it  a   few  humor- 
ous incidents.  Pete  Maroux,  State  Theatre 

projectionist,  was  working  the  late  shift. 

Some  helpful  soul  delivered  Pete’s  car  to 
the  rear  of  the  Maine  Theatre  and  the 

key  to  the  doorman  at  the  State  with  in- 
structions that  it  be  given  to  Pete.  Both 

key  and  the  instructions  slipped  the  door- 

man’s mind.  Came  closing  time.  Pete 
caught  the  last  trolley  to  Westbrook,  then 
walked  a   mile  or  more  through  the  storm 
to  his  home.  The  forgetful  doorman  found 
himself  the  next  day  with  a   shovel  in 

hand  trying  to  dig  Pete’s  car  out  of  a 
seven-foot  drift. 

Nathan  Press,  assistant  manager  at  the 

State,  and  Joe  Konan,  a   service  staff 

member,  also  came  in  for  a   bit  of  shovel- 
ing when  they  attempted  to  clear  the  street 

in  front  of  the  theatre  so  patrons  might 

enter.  After  an  hour  or  two  at  the  back- 

breaking job,  a   tardy  snow-plow  came 
along  and  just  like  that  made  light  of 
their  work. 

Only  one  film  salesman  braved  the  storm 
to  come  to  Portland  on  schedule — Bill 
Benjamin,  NSS  salesman  who  thus  won 
for  himself  the  distinction  of  being  the 

week’s  only  Filmrow  visitor. 

Using  three  automobiles  as  gift  awards 
to  lure  the  public  inside  the  doors  of  the 
Exposition  Bldg,  this  week,  the  Automobile 

Show,  in  spite  of  the  storm,  attracted  some 
25,000  patrons  in  two  days.  The  total  for 
the  week  is  expected  to  reach  40,000. 

The  Empire  Theatre  held  a   benefit  show, 

November  27.  Proceeds  went  to  the  Christ- 
mas Fund  for  the  Blind  .   .   .   Leslie  Way, 

Maine  Theatre  operator,  attended  the  Holy 

Cross-Boston  College  football  game  this 
week  .   .   .   Louis  Kaplan  of  the  Paramount 

exchange  office  force,  is  vacationing. 

Because  of  a   fire,  which  destroyed  the 

power  plant  at  Princeton,  November  25, 
the  Opera  House  there,  operated  by  Paul 
Lord,  has  been  closed.  It  will  reopen 

in  about  a   month  .   .   .   George  Gould,  op- 
erator of  the  Maine  Theatre,  has  been  dele- 

gated to  the  New  England  district  con- 
vention of  the  IATSE,  to  be  held  at  the 

Bancroft  Hotel,  Worcester,  December  4. 

Stage  shows  were  added  to  the  Colonial 

Theatre’s  film  fare  this  week.  The  sub- 
sequent-run house  is  managed  by  Wyman 

Packard  .   .   .   Picketing  still  goes  on  in  front 

of  the  Portland  Theatre,  an  E.  M.  Loew’s 
house  .   .   .   Harry  Botwick,  State  Theatre 

manager,  shared  his  enforced  bachelor 
quarters  with  Ray  Winnick,  a   cousin. 

Serial  Experiment  Clicks 

With  Boston  Theatregoers 
Boston — Downtown  Boston  theatrego- 

ers are  being  treated  to  a   novelty  in  the 

Saturday  and  Sunday  showings  of  a   serial 
at  the  RKO  Boston. 

Columbia’s  “Spider’s  Web”  was  booked 
for  the  experiment.  Ben  Domingo,  RKO 

city  manager,  intended  first  to  show  the 
thriller  only  at  matinees.  Adult  reaction, 

presaged  on  misinterpretation  of  news- 

paper advertising,  resulted  in  the  exten- 
sion of  playing  time  to  evenings  where  it 

clicked. 

Frank  Perry  Elected  by 

Local  273  in  New  Haven 
New  Haven — Local  No.  273  of  Motion 

Picture  Operators  (AFL),  including  New 
Haven,  Ansonia  and  Derby,  has  elected 
Frank  Perry  president  for  the  coming 

year. Other  officers  are:  Fred  Frasier,  vice- 
president;  Edward  Barber,  treasurer;  Tony 

Balsilicato,  secretary,  and  Matthew  Ken- 
nedy, business  agent. 

In  addition  to  the  officers,  J.  Wheaton 

and  John  Kelly  will  act  on  the  executive 
board. 

"Brother  Rat"  Plug  Cards 
In  Demand  by  Patrons 

Boston— Handout  cards  devised  by  Max 

Melincoff,  local  Warner  circuit  head,  for 

exploitation  of  “Brother  Rat”  proved  so 
popular  40,000  of  them  had  to  be  printed 
to  satisfy  New  England  demand. 

The  billets,  showing  a   saluting  military 

student  and  bearing  the  legend,  “Hiya, 
Brother  Rat”  were  voluntarily  requested 
in  the  hundreds  by  patrons  for  gag  pass- 
outs  to  their  friends.  Cost  for  the  at- 

tention-getters was  only  $1.00  per  thou- 
sand. 

James  P.  Devlin  Buried 
In  Native  Massachusetts 

Boston — James  P.  Devlin,  New  York 

theatre  man,  was  buried  last  week  from 
the  home  of  his  aunt,  Mrs.  Joseph  T. 

Daly,  of  Arlington.  Solemn  high  mass  was 

performed  in  St.  Paul’s  Church,  Cambridge. 

Devlin,  who  died  in  New  York,  was  bom 
in  Boston  and  received  his  education  in 
Boston  schools.  He  left  two  sisters,  Mrs. 
Charles  C.  McDonald,  Plandome,  N.  Y.,  and 
Mrs.  John  McCormack  of  Wrentham. 

Stir  Up  Interest  lor  Two 
UA  Films  in  New  England 
Providence — Joe  Longo,  UA  exploiteer, 

is  here  (drumming  up  interest  in  the  Selz- 

nick  production,  “The  Young  in  Heart.” 
Ed  Wallach  is  working  Stamford,  Conn. 

Shep  Henkin  is  seeing  that  New  Haven  and 

Hartford  hear  about  Samuel  Goldwyn’s 
“The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady.” 
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Film  Critics  Surround  Young  Star 
Kenneth]  'Censorial' 
Move  Gets  Rapped 

Boston — Under  the  heading,  “Ambassa- 

dor Kennedy  as  Censor,”  the  Boston 
Herald  for  November  26  editorializes  on 

certain  deletions  made  in  a   Paramount 

newsreel  during  the  Munich  “peace”  con- 
fabs as  follows: 

“Is  it  a   legitimate  function  of  an 
American  ambassador  in  England  to  as- 

sist the  English  government  in  suppress- 

ing or  censoring  an  American-made  news 

film  which  the  English  government  con- 
siders pre judical  to  foreign  negotiations? 

“Ambassador  Joseph  P.  Kennedy  ap- 
parently believes  so.  On  request  of  the 

Chamberlain  government,  he  used  his  in- 
fluence with  the  Will  Hays  organization 

in  the  United  States  to  suppress  parts  of 

a   film  which  was  to  be  shown  in  Eng- 
land. The  propriety  of  the  action  has 

been  questioned  in  the  House  of  Com- 
mons, where  Chancellor  Sir  John  Simon 

said,  in  reply  to  questions,  that  he  was 

‘glad  to  think  the  ambassador  of  the 
United  States  and  ourselves  are  in  com- 

plete accord.’ 

“Mr.  Kennedy  explained  that  he  had 

merely  passed  along  the  government’s  re- 

quest to  Will  Hays’  American  office  and 

didn’t  ‘personally  take  any  action  which 

caused  the  news  reel  to  be  changed.’  How- 
ever, as  deletions  were  made  after  he  had 

relayed  the  request,  his  activity  would 

seem  to  have  been  something  more  than 

impersonal.  The  whole  subject  of  cen- 
sorship is  to  be  debated  in  the  House  of 

Commons  December  7. 

“Various  American  representatives  to 
the  court  of  St.  James  have  had  dif- 

ficulty in  confining  themselves  to  the 

customary  and  accepted  role  of  ambassa- 
dors elsewhere.  Glamorous  English 

names,  country  houses,  weekend  parties, 

beguiling  hosts,  charming  hostesses  and 

the  diversions  of  English  social  life  gener- 
ally have  often  dazed  Americans  and  even 

impaired  somewhat  their  sturdy  Ameri- 
canism. It  is  so  disagreeable  to  disagree 

with  persons  who  exert  themselves  to 

make  life  pleasant  for  you  in  a   foreign 

land!  It  is  so  easy  to  agree  that  the 

cabinet  can  do  no  wrong — especially  as 

the  cabinet  sets  the  social  tone  in  Eng- 
land! 

“Walter  Hines  Page,  for  example,  be- 
came as  English  as  the  English  them- 

selves; and,  as  Col.  House  says  in  his 

‘Intimate  Papers,’  was  over-efficient  and 
indefensibly  partisan  in  his  attitude  just 

before  we  entered  the  World  War.  Pre- 

sumably the  accusation  that  Ambassador 

Kennedy  has  become  a   darling  of  the  so- 
called  Cliveden  Set  is  exaggerated.  His 

career  has  been  of  such  a   character  that 

it  would  seem  he  could  not  be  cajoled 

easily  into  a   false  position.  But  the  fre- 
quency with  which  his  name  has  been 

linked  with  that  of  the  loosely  designated 

Cliveden  Set  gives  a   touch  of  color  to  the 

rumors  that  he,  too,  is  inclined  to  see 

things  through  English  spectacles. 

“Americans  will  read  with  keen  atten- 
tion the  report  of  the  debate  on  December 

7.  They  will  be  interested  to  know  pre- 
cisely what  Mr.  Kennedy  did  personally  or 

Boston  —   More  Boston  film  critics 

than  somewhat  were  brought  together  in 

one  group  on  the  occasion  of  a   recent  ex- 
cursion to  Providence  for  the  purpose  of 

interviewing  Freddie  Bartholomew.  Stand- 
ing, from  left  to  right,  are  Marjory  Adams 

of  the  Globe ,   Eliot  Norton  of  the  Post, 

Helen  Eager  of  the  Traveler ,   Divisional 

impersonally.  They  will  be  especially  in- 
terested to  leam  how  far  censorship  has 

gone  in  England.  Whether  the  censorship 

there  is  compulsory  or  not  is  of  little  im- 
portance. Is  it  an  effective  censorship? 

Does  it  substitute  the  judgment  of  the 

government  for  that  of  editors  and  pub- 
lishers? Has  the  press  become  an  arm  of 

the  cabinet?  It  is  because  this  subject  of 

censorship  has  become  so  vital  in  the 
United  States  that  our  citizens  will  follow 

the  developments  in  England  as  carefully 

as  if  the  discussion  were  taking  place  in 

our  own  Congress. 

“If  the  radio,  the  press  and  the  films 

are  already  feeling  the  heavy  hand  of  gov- 
ernment in  England,  naturally  we  should 

be  all  the  more  alert  to  safeguard  our  own 

right  and  privileges.” 

Carl  Milliken  s   Daughter 

Is  Married  at  Braintree 
Boston  —   Edith  Milliken,  daughter  of 

Carl  E.  Milliken  of  the  MPPDA,  and  Wil- 
liam E.  Wade  jr.  were  married  last  week 

in  Braintree  at  the  First  Congregational 
Church. 

Wade  is  a   chemist  on  the  staff  of  the 

Passaic  plant  of  the  United  States,  Rubber 

Co.  Both  graduated  from  Bates  College  in 

Maine  where  the  bride’s  grandfather, 
George  C.  Chase,  was  for  many  years 

president. 
They  will  reside  at  Rutherford,  N.  J. 

Taking  a   Course 
At  the  Show 

Boston — "Alter  four  hours  on  my  an- 

tique chairs,"  quips  a   local  theatre 

owner,  "customers  come  out  doing  the 

Lambeth  Walk." 

Manager  H.  M.  Addison  of  Loew’s.  Peggy 
Doyle  of  the  American,  Fred  Sorrow  of  the 

Herald,  Joyce  Dana  of  the  American,  Pub- 

licist Joseph  A.  DiPesa  of  Loew’s,  Mana- 

ger Edward  McBride  of  Loew’s  State  in 
Providence;  (seated)  Prunella  Hall  of  the 

Post,  Freddie  Bartholomew  and  his  Aunt 

Cissy,  and  Betty  DiPesa  of  the  American. 

THANKSGIVING  midnight  shows  staged 
by  three  first-run  theatres  proved 

profitable  for  all  concerned.  The  Majestic, 

trying  this  holiday  eve  for  the  first  time, 
surpassed  Armistice  Eve  grosses  of  the  past 

two  years.  Loew’s  State,  which  broke  in 
the  Turkey  Day  a   night  before  shows  in 
this  section  last  year,  went  above  the 

1937  total  on  its  “take”  and  the  Strand, 
which  also  ran  such  a   performance  last 

year,  reported  results  satisfying.  The  boys 

now  are  looking  forward  to  New  Year’s 
Eve,  wondering  whether  to  run  midnight 

performances  Saturday  night  (police  will- 

ing), Sunday  night  or  both. 

Many  a   theatre  in  America  gave  per- 
mission to  the  Salvation  Army  lassies  to 

take  up  collections  in  lobbies  for  Thanks- 
giving Day  baskets  for  poor.  But  down  at 

Newport,  the  Colonial  went  a   step  further. 

They  invited  the  Salvation  Army  band  up 

on  the  stage  for  a   matinee  concert  and 

gave  the  group  the  entire  proceeds  of  one 

pre-holiday  matinee.  Manager  Harry  R. 

Horgan  of  the  Opera  House,  Neivport,  ran 

his  annual  food  matinee,  November  19, 

and  through  this  the  Salvation  Army  re- 
ceived a   substantial  amount  of  foodstuffs 

for  distribution  to  the  needy. 

And  speaking  of  food  matinees,  the  one 

by  Jack  Findlay  at  his  Central  and  United 

theatres  in  Westerly,  November  21 — the 
ninth  annual  such  undertaking  by  this 

civic-minded  manager — proved  biggest  to 

date.  Two  theatres-full  of  youngsters 

brought  a   total  of  45  barrels  full  of  vege- 
tables, canned  goods,  bread  and  edibles 

of  every  description — all  of  which  were 

turned  over  to  the  Peoples’  Mission  for 
Thanksgiving  and  Christmas  baskets,  and 

for  use  in  feeding  the  Mission’s  visitors 
and  dependents  through  the  winter. 
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VUli  WeeJe  We  Meet 

J^EW  HAVEN,  the  film  district,  and  the 

Phelps’s  are  particularly  proud  to 
claim  “Roy”  Phelps  these  days  and  wel- 

come him  for  a   stay  at  home  between  ad- 

ventures. “Dark  Rapture,”  which  he  di- 
rected and  photographed,  adds  a   bright 

feather  to  the  cap  Phelps  has  been  stead- 
ily decorating. 

The  camera  should  be  trained  on  Glens 
Falls,  New  York,  for  a   first  shot  in  this 

“short”  of  our  subject’s  rise  to  fame.  From 
1892  through  the  next  18  years  or  so  while 
Phelps  pursued  his  studies  quietly  in  the 
public  and  high  schools  of  Glens  Falls, 

nothing  yet  presaged  Africa,  adventure,  or 

celluloid.  Young  Phelps  found  a   job  proof- 
reading on  a   New  York  paper,  then  came 

on  to  New  Haven,  some  25  years  ago, 
where  he  became  proofreader  on  the  New 
Haven  Union.  It  was  here  that  he  first  be- 

came interested  in  amateur  movie-making, 
and  from  then  on  it  was  a   passion,  which, 
with  experience,  developed  into  a   superb 
art.  It  was  in  the  days  before  16mm  film. 
The  Movette  camera  he  acquired  used 
ny2mm  film,  35mm  split  in  two,  and 

he  amused  himself  taking  various  sub- 
jects, and  doing  his  own  developing  and 

printing.  About  this  time,  he  married  in 
New  Haven,  and  acquired,  as  part  of  his 
domestic  menage,  a   preserve  closet.  We 
muse  upon  what  might  or  might  not  have 
happened  if  Mrs.  Phelps  had  not  been 
indulgent  enough  to  let  him  paint  the 
preserve  closet  black  and  use  it  for  a   dark 
room.  One  of  his  first  experiments  is 
another  thing  to  laugh  at  now,  though 
one  can  only  conjecture  what  Mrs.  Phelps 
said  then.  He  was  washing  a   reel  of  film 
in  the  bathtub.  The  film  was  wound  on  a 

cylindrical  drum;  it  was  mid-summer,  and 
Phelps  did  not  then  know  the  effect  of 
heat  upon  film  emulsions.  He  left  the 

film  for  half  an  hour,  and  when  he  re- 
turned the  emulsion  had  separated  from 

the  celluloid  and  draped  itself  around  the 
tub,  leaving  an  ineradicable  ring. 

As  a   Profession  in  1921 

Came  the  day  when  Phelps  had  to  de- 
cide about  this  consuming  interest.  Movie- 

making was  too  expensive  to  remain  his 
hobby.  He  was  forced  to  choose  between 
dropping  it  altogether  or  making  it  pay 
for  itself.  He  chose  the  latter,  inevitably. 
First  he  went  into  business  with  Coleman 
Bros,  of  New  Haven.  In  1921  he  shifted 

for  himself.  Soon  he  was  appointed  of- 
ficial cameraman  to  the  Yale  Athletic 

Department,  shooting  all  football  games, 
crew  races  and  other  events  for  the  next 

12  years.  During  this  period  he  also 

handled  newsreel  assignments  for  the  In- 
ternational newsreel,  and  produced  many 

industrial  films  for  various  large  accounts. 
In  1927  he  started  Phelps  Films,  Inc.,  with 

a   Meadow  Street  address.  He  made  of- 

ficial slow-motion  pictures  of  the  Demp- 
sey-Tunney  fights,  the  Dempsey-Sharkey, 
and  the  Sharkey-Henie. 

In  1933,  the  depression  had  put  a   defi- 
nite crimp  in  the  industrial  film  business. 

Along  came  Nicholas  Cavaliere  at  a   time 
when  Phelps  was  susceptible  to  trying 

LEROY  G.  PHELPS 

new  paths,  and  lo,  these  paths  presently 
found  him  in  India,  Ceylon,  Sumatra,  and 
Malaya,  with  whole  new  worlds  to  film 
For  Cavaliere  introduced  Phelps  to  Frank 

Buck,  whom  “Nick”  had  accompanied  on 
his  “Bring  ’Em  Back  Alive”  venture.  Buck 
invited  Phelps  to  be  a   member  of  the 
“Wild  Cargo”  expedition,  whose  director 
was  Armand  Denis,  the  producer  of  “Dark 
Rapture.”  With  the  completion  of  this 
first  unforgettable  and  self-finding  sally 
into  adventure,  Phelps  was  invited  by  Ar- 

mand Denis  and  Leila  Roosevelt  to  join 
them  on  their  expedition  into  the  Belgian 
Congo,  sponsored  by  the  Belgian  govern- 

ment, for  the  purpose  of  making  a   pic- 
ture of  animal  and  native  life  in  the 

Congo.  It  was  by  this  time  clear  that  he 
had  special  talents  for  this  type  of  project, 
which  captivated  his  imagination  com- 
pletely. 

For  more  than  a   year  and  a   half  Phelps 
saw  the  life  of  the  Belgian  Congo  tribes 
and  ground  the  film  which  should  intro- 

duce it  to  an  amazed  and  fascinated  pub- 
lic— without  developing  any  of  it  or  know- 

ing what  in  final  finishing  the  films  would 
reveal,  until  he  returned  to  civilization. 

Almost  Lion  Food 

The  trip  itself  was  a   hazardous  one. 

The  party  traveled  from  Belgium  to  the 
Congo  and  back  by  automobile,  altogether 
more  than  42,000  miles  on  African  soil.  It 

crossed  the  Sahara  Desert  twice.  Phelps 
shot  125,000  feet  of  film,  7,500  of  which 

appear  in  “Dark  Rapture.”  Twenty-two 
scientific  subjects  were  delivered  to  the 

Belgian  government.  In  addition  Phelps 

made  a   5-reel  picture,  “Wheels  Across 
Africa,”  for  Dodge  Bros.,  quite  distinct 
from  “Dark  Rapture”  and  dealing  only 
with  the  auto  trip.  One  of  the  narrowest 
escapes  was  an  encounter  with  a   lioness. 

The  party  was  driving  around  Lake  Ed- 
wards Plains  with  a   little  sedan,  camera 

mounted  on  a   platform  on  top,  taking  pic- 
tures of  animals.  The  same  setup  had 

been  used  to  photograph  elephants,  buf- 
falo, antelopes,  rhinoceros.  The  story  went 

that  lions  had  never  been  known  to  at- 
tack an  automobile — simply  regarding  it 

as  a   strange  animal  and  generally  running 
away.  Mrs.  Denis  and  Phelps  were  on  the 
platform,  Mr.  Denis  driving  the  car,  and 
Mechanic  John  Ronspert  of  Bridgeport, 

beside  him,  when  they  spied  a   whole  fam- 
ily of  lions — father,  mother,  three  half- 

grown  young,  and  two  little  cubs — having 
their  midday  siesta  in  the  grass.  The 

group  had  photographed  lions  before  and 
found  they  usually  growled  and  stopped, 
then  walked  away  with  their  tails  in  the 
air.  This  was  a   particular  find  from  the 
point  of  view  of  photographing  the  young 
animals.  The  male  lion  immediately 
walked  away  when  the  car  drew  up.  The 
mother  began  to  lead  her  young  away, 

when  the  car  came  close  enough  to  al- 
most touch  one  of  the  cubs  with  the  front 

bumper.  The  mother,  35  yards  away,  sat 
down  and  growled  at  the  camera,  while 
Phelps  cranked  away.  Suddenly,  the 
lioness  sprang  in  full  charge  toward  the 
little  platform,  leaping  within  six  feet  of 

the  cameraman  and  Mrs.  Denis.  “The 
sweetest  music,”  laughed  Phelps,  “was  the 
mechanic’s  shot  through  the  window  in 
front,  which  we  later  learned  pierced  the 

lioness’  heart  and  lungs.  In  spite  of  this, 
the  animal  ran  65  yards  before  she  fell 
dead.  This  was  the  only  time  that  we 

had  to  shoot  in  self  defense.”  In  fact,  the 
mechanic  was  the  only  good  shot  in  the 

party.  Phelps  toys  with  a   lioness’  claw 
and  is  grateful  the  claw  ended  only  in  his 

pocket,  as  a   souvenir  of  an  adventure 
which  might  have  proved  fatal. 

Paid  With  Pictures 

An  interesting  sidelight  in  the  camera- 
man’s reminiscences,  which  reveal  new 

images  and  observations  too  numerous  to 
recount  at  every  word,  shows  the  Congo 
natives  to  be  rapidly  becoming  wild  west, 

rough-riding  movie  fans.  Only  recently 
have  movies  of  any  kind  been  seen  by 
these  blacks.  Industrialists  are  using  them 
as  inducement  to  native  labor  in  the 

mines,  the  native  having  no  use  or  desire 
for  money  or  earning  money  otherwise. 
For  the  most  part,  they  regard  the  whites 
as  fairly  crazy,  and  rushing  around  at 

much  too  rapid  a   pace,  Phelps  remarked — 

“and  who  knows,  they  may  be  right.” 
“We  feel  we’ve  more  or  less  proven  in 

this  picture,”  he  says,  “that  it  is  possible 
to  make  a   film  of  this  sort  authentic,  free 

from  hokum,  and  none  the  less  full  of  in- 
terest and  thrills.  Educators  who  have 

seen  it  have  been  most  generous  in  their 

praise.”  As  has  the  moviegoer,  attest 
three  weeks  of  enthusiastic  audiences  at 

the  Globe  in  New  York,  and  fine  recep- 
tions everywhere  currently. 

And  next?  The  cameraman  rather 

thinks  he’ll  accompany  the  Denis’s  on 
their  next  expedition,  which,  Armand  says, 

will  be  a   “Corrigan.”  A   color  film — there 
would  be  something — but  not  of  Central 
Africa — of  Morocco  in  May!  Whatever  it 
turns  out  to  be,  Phelps  is  eager  to  be  at  it, 
and  New  Haven  will  be  eager  to  see  the 
results,  as  will  an  increasing  public. 

Nettie  Zussman  Wed 
Boston — Nettie  Zussman,  sister  of  Irvin 

Zussman  of  Metro  Premium  Co.,  and  Alan 

Polesir,  wholesale  fruit  dealer,  were  mar- 
ried here  Sunday  at  the  Hotel  Brunswick. 

Molly  Zussman  attended  the  bride.  William 

P.  Wool,  Metro  Premium’s  advertising 
manager,  was  among  the  out  of  town 
guests  attending.  The  couple  will  live  in 

New  York  following  a   honeymoon  in  Wash- 
ington. 

Rex  O'Malley  in  "Midnight" 
Hollywood — Rex  O’Malley  recently  ar- 

rived from  New  York  to  begin  the  role  of 

Marcel  in  Paramount’s  “Midnight,”  now grinding. 
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BENEFIT  SHOWS  IN  ALL  INTERSTATE  HOUSES 

TO  AID  POLITICALLY  OPPRESSED  IN  EUROPE 

West  Meets  the  Southeast 

Ray  Whitley,  RKO  featured  player  of  cowboy  roles,  dropped  into  RKO  office 
in  Atlanta  for  brief  visit  en  route  to  Hollywood  after  a   short  stay  in  Alabama, 

his  home  state.  Here  he  is  with  the  office  “gang.”  Left  to  right  (standing)  are 
Martha  Crumbley,  Louise  Shearer,  Pauline  Evans,  Caroline  Hinson,  Elizabeth 
Sloan,  Edna  Timms,  Ray  Whitley,  Mildred  Matthews,  Floyd  Stowe,  E.  F. 
Ingram,  Polly  Hayes  and  Mamie  Newman.  Left  to  right  (seated)  are  Edna 
Sarba,  Thornton  Cox,  Kenneth  Laird  and  Fannie  Kinstein. 

RKO  executives  meet  the  cowboy  film  actor  when  Jules  Levy,  general  sales 
manager,  was  in  town  on  circuit  deals.  Left  to  right:  Hubert  M.  Lyons,  south- 

eastern district  manager;  Cresson  Smith,  western  division  manager;  Ray  Whit- 

ley, Jules  Levy,  Guy  Brown,  branch  manager,  in  ivhose  office  “shot”  was  taken, 
and  Ira  P.  Stone,  office  manager.  Whitley  came  to  town  from  Ashland,  Ala., 
his  home  town,  with  Ernest  Ingram,  exhibitor. 

Five-Cent  Show  Attracts 
Crowds  at  Wilby  House 

Lavonia,  Ga.  —   A   “nickelodeon”  twist 
drew  crowds  to  the  Franklin  Theatre  when 
a   tieup  was  held  with  local  merchants  and 
newspaper  to  feature  a   five-cent  show. 

The  house  is  owned  by  George  Wilby  and 
managed  by  W.  S.  Allen.  While  the 
nickel  admission  for  matinee  and  night 
performances  attracted  large  attendance, 
dollar  volume  was  not  unusually  large,  al- 

though a   better  than  average  day  was 
recorded  at  the  boxoffice,  theatre  officials 
said. 

It  is  planned  to  try  the  experiment  fur- 
ther, with  the  nickel  shows  on  Wednes- 

day, it  was  said. 

Beaten  by  Burglar 
Bald  Knob,  Ark. — F.  G.  Roberts,  owner 

of  the  Ritz  here,  is  reported  in  serious 
condition  following  a   beating  by  a   burglar. 

Entire  Gross  Yielded  Will 

Go  to  Mitigate  Plight 

Of  Nazi  Victims 

Dallas — A   broad  plan — first  of  its  kind 

by  a   theatre  circuit — to  help  alleviate  suf- 
fering among  persecuted  minorities  in  Nazi 

Germany  is  announced  by  Karl  Hoblitzelle 

and  R.  J.  O’Donnell  of  the  Interstate  cir- 
cuit, operating  in  137  situations  in  Texas 

and  New  Mexico. 

The  plan  involves  benefit  shows  at  all 
Interstate  houses  on  December  7   and  8, 

with  gross  receipts  going  to  the  Joint  Dis- 
tribution Committee  of  New  York  which 

is  carrying  out  relief  work  among  the 
politically  oppressed  in  Europe. 

Contribute  Product 

Distributor  companies  will  contribute 

product,  gratis,  in  helping  Interstate  of- 
ficials carry  out  the  humanitarian  plan. 

Others  cooperating  include  National 
Screen  and  National  Screen  Accessories, 

which  will  donate  trailers;  Evans  Printing 

and  Poster  Co.,  posters;  and  Weldon,  Wil- 
liams and  Lick  of  Fort  Smith,  Ark.,  tick- 

ets. Duke  and  Rupard  Evans  operate  the 

poster  company,  and  Paul  Short  is  district 
manager  of  National  Screen  and  National 
Screen  Accessories. 

Interstate  will  bear  all  other  operating 

expenses,  including  tax. 

Not  one  cent  of  the  receipts  will  be  de- 
ducted for  any  purpose,  but  will  go  to 

the  cause. 

The  general  statement  issued  by  Hoblit- 
zelle and  O’Donnell  on  the  plan  follows: 

“Interstate  theatres  and  Texas  consol- 
idated theatres  feel  that  this  year,  more 

than  any  other,  we  have  every  reason  to 
be  thankful  for  the  manifold  blessing  that 
we  who  live  in  this  country  enjoy. 

“The  suffering,  hardships  and  degrada- 
tion that  thousands  of  innocent  people 

are  suffering  in  Germany  and  Austria,  be- 
cause of  the  ruthlessness  and  barbarism 

of  their  government,  prompts  us  to  trans- 
late our  Thanksgiving  into  practical  terms. 

We  are  therefore  setting  aside  Wednesday, 

December  7,  in  Dallas,  San  Antonio,  Hous- 
ton, Austin,  Galveston,  El  Paso,  Abilene, 

Amarillo,  Arlington,  Breckenridge,  Browns- 
( Continued  on  page  73) 

Colonel  Cole  Resting  Well 
Dallas — Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  president  of  Allied  Theatre  Owners  of  Texas,  operated 

on  Monday  in  a   local  hospital  for  an  abdominal  disturbance,  was  reported  Wednes- 
day to  be  resting  nicely  although  friends  were  not  admitted  to  his  room. 

The  operation,  as  Colonel  Cole  knew,  was  imminent,  although  he  put  it  off 

due  to  negotiations  between  distributors  and  independents  which  have  been  going 

on  in  the  east.  He  is  chairman  of  the  independent  committee  meeting  with  dis- 
tributors. 
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Antique  Hearse  to 
Push  Horror  Duo 

Ranger,  Tex. — Employing  an  antique 
for  modern  day  exploitation  was  what 

B.  E.  Garner  did  to  put  over  Universal’s 
horror  combination  of  “Frankenstein”  and 
“Dracula.”  He  located  an  old  discarded 
hearse,  put  a   battered  coffin  inside,  at- 

tached his  sign  to  the  vehicle  and  let  it 
go  horse  drawn  about  town  and  vicinity. 

He  parked  the  outfit  in  front  of  the  Ar- 

cadia where  business  was  terrific.  That’s 
all  he  did  outside  of  his  regular  routine 
on  a   picture. 

Garner  is  an  exploiteer  of  some  note 
and  considerable  ability.  He  is  now  city 
manager  for  Interstate.  Years  ago  as  an 
independent  and  hard  up  for  pictures 

while  bucking  the  Dent  and  Paschall  cir- 

cuits, Garner  got  hold  of  the  old  “Last 
Mile,”  a   great  picture  which  nobody  want- 

ed to  play  at  the  time.  He  rented  five 
convict  suits,  attached  a   long  ball  and 
chain  to  that  many  men  and  paraded 
them  about  town  bringing  in  a   landslide 
to  his  little  theatre. 

Another  time  later  he  played  a   picture 

and  advertised  it  as  the  world’s  worst, 
making  a   big  hullabaloo  about  it.  The 

film  was  “Congress  Dances.”  Business 
was  huge  and  as  the  report  got  around 

Will  Horwitz  played  the  picture  in  Hous- 

ton, using  the  same  world’s  worst  theme, 
and  did  great  business. 

Back  to  horror  double  bills,  the  Frank- 

A  Change  Note  With 

Hunting  Note 
“There  are  a   lot  of  ducks  down  in 

this  country,  so  why  not  come  down 

and  get  some/'  advises  a   letter  from 
Taft,  Tex.,  informing  BOXOFFICE  that 
Tom  Crow,  formerly  with  the  Texas 
Theatre  there,  leaves  this  week  to  be- 

come assistant  manager  of  the  Queen 
Theatre  in  Victoria.  Jack  A.  Farr  is 
manager  of  the  Taft  Queen. 

enstein-Dracula  merger,  first  discovered 
by  an  independent  exhibitor  in  the  west, 
has  turned  in  phenomenal  grosses  almost 
everywhere  it  has  played  and  the  extent 
of  sweeping  business  may  be  judged  by 
Universal  already  having  another  double 
horror  cooked  up  and  ready  to  go  with 

“Bride  of  Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula’s 
Daughter,”  using  “Frankenstein”  big  at 
the  top  and  letting  it  fade  in  to  the  other 

carrying  a   small  cast  at  the  bottom.  In- 
cidentally, Universal  shows  a   hearse  in 

connection  with  the  second  horror  of  hor- 

rors and  maybe  they  came  across  Garner’s 
idea  on  the  first. 

“We  dare  you  to  see”  has  been  changed 

to  “We  DEFY  you  to  see”  for  Universal’s 
second  idea. 

Circuits  Buy  UA 

Dallas  —   Hoblitzelle’s  and  O’Donnell’s 
Interstate  and  Consolidated  circuits  have 

closed  with  United  Artists  for  that  com- 

pany’s entire  lineup  of  1938-39  releases. 

ID)  A   IL  IL  A   S 
IT  WAS  indeed  a   sad  Thanksgiving  for 

Ed  Blumenthal,  head  of  the  Monogram 

exchange,  who  on  that  day  in  San  Fran- 
cisco attended  the  funeral  of  his  mother, 

Mrs.  Rosa  Blumenthal.  For  years  Ed  had 

been  spending  the  Christmas  holidays 

with  his  aged  mother,  reserving  his  an- 
nual vacation  for  that  reunion.  He  was 

expected  back  in  Dallas  before  the  end  of 
the  week. 

In  the  corner  cafe  Tuesday,  B.  E.  Gar- 
ner, Interstate  manager  at  Ranger,  seated 

at  table,  had  to  stretch  arms  full  length 

to  table’s  edge  in  order  to  reach  beverage 
he  was  sipping  with  friends.  Reason  for 

the  pose  was  that  he  has  grown  effective- 
ly about  the  middle  region  until  now  he  is 

almost  of  the  Buddy  Harris  type  of  physi- 
cal perfection.  However,  Garner  said  he 

had  lost  a   little  weight  this  summer,  but 
hoped  to  gain  it  back  in  the  cold  months. 
Expanding  the  conversation.  Garner  men- 

tioned that  his  little  daughter  is  now  one 

month  old  and  that  her  name  is  “Gail,” 
spelled  that  way  because  they  are  poor. 
When  they  get  rich,  he  said,  the  name 
may  be  changed  to  Gayle,  but  that  she  will 
have  nothing  to  do  with  moving  pictures. 

C.  D.  Leon  of  Graham,  who  put  in  the 

town’s  third  house  there  over  a   year  ago 
in  competition  to  Lamour  and  Wilke  with 
one  each,  was  straightening  out  bookings 

Tuesday,  his  first  visit  in  several  months. 

Theo  Routt,  Johnny  Long  circuit  booker 
(Continued  on  page  76) 

NOW  READY  FOR  BOOKINGS 

“WOMAN 

UNAFRAID” OR 
POLICE 
WOMAN 

WITH 

WARREN  HYMER 

SHEETS  GALLAGHER 

LUCILLE  GLEASON 

LONA  ANDRE 

GIRL  S   body  Fqunu 

BOOK 
IT 

NOW 
At  These  Offices: 

ATLANTA.  GA. 

SAVINI  FILMS,  189  Walton  St. 

CHARLOTTE,  N.  C. 
ATLANTIC  PICTURES,  212  S.  Poplar  St. 

DALLAS,  TEX. 
ADAMS  FILM  EXCHANGES 

308  S.  Harwood  St. 

NEW  ORLEANS,  LA. 
ATLANTIC  PICTURES,  218  S.  Liberty  St. 

OKLAHOMA  CITY,  OKLA. 
K.  LEE  WILLIAMS  FILM  EXCH..  Inc. 

91/2  N.  Lee  St. 

ASTOR  PICTURES RKO  Building, 
RADIO  CITY,  N.  Y. 
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A   Bomb  Damages  -Nee?  Depinet,  Gene  Autry  and 

Atlanta's  Madison  Ed  Kuykendall  to  Address  TO  A 
Atlanta — Explosion  of  a   mysteriously 

placed  or  hurled  bomb  damaged  the  box- 
office  and  front  doors  of  the  Madison 
Theatre,  neighborhood  house  at  496  Flat 
Shoals  Ave.,  to  the  extent  of  approxi- 

mately $300. 
George  W.  Gaston,  owner  and  operator, 

said  he  was  puzzled  by  the  blast,  which 
occurred  early  in  the  morning.  He  said 
he  had  neither  enemies  nor  labor  trou- 

bles. A   nearby  bank,  beauty  shop  and 
store  were  slightly  damaged  by  flying 
glass. 

Police  are  investigating. 

Interstate  Circuit  Moves 

To  Aid  Victims  of  Nazis 

(Continued  from  page  71) 

ville,  Brownwood,  Corsicana,  Denison,  Den- 
ton, Eastland,  Harlingen,  Mexia,  McAllen, 

Mercedes,  Paris,  Ranger,  Tyler,  Temple, 
San  Benito,  San  Marcos,  Vernon,  Wichita 
Falls,  Waco  and  Weslaco;  and  Thursday, 
December  8,  in  Fort  Worth  and  Albur- 
querque,  N.  M„  a   total  of  137  theatres, 
when  the  entire  gross  receipts  of  every 
theatre  will  be  contributed  to  the  relief 

of  the  refugees  from  Germany  and  Aus- 
tria. 

“These  funds,  without  any  deduction 
whatever,  will  be  turned  over  to  the  joint 
distribution  committee  for  the  help  of 

these  unfortunate  people.  Special  pro- 
grams will  be  arranged  in  each  of  our 

cities,  and  minute-men  speakers  will  ap- 
pear on  the  stages  of  the  principal  thea- 
tres at  the  commencement  of  each  per- 

formance. 

“It  is  our  earnest  hope  that  the  public 
will  respond  in  overwhelming  numbers  to 
these  performances  so  that  these  much 
needed  funds  may  be  raised. 

“Announcement  will  be  made  later  of 
the  names  of  the  film  companies  who  will 
furnish  the  pictures  and  cooperate  with  us 

in  this  movement.” 

Campaign  for  Benefit 
Shows  in  Houston 

Houston — The  ministerial  alliance  of 

all  faiths  and  races  here  is  campaigning 
for  the  benefit  shows  to  be  held  Decem- 

ber 7   in  nine  local  Interstate  houses  to 
aid  persecuted  minorities  in  Germany  and 
Austria. 

Radio  is  being  utilized  and  business 
houses  are  buying  tickets  in  blocks.  Thir- 

ty-two junior  organizations  are  selling 
tickets  to  members. 
Many  Jewish  organizations  are  working 

to  make  the  campaign  a   success. 

Trout  Adds  Lines 
Enid,  Okla. — Wesley  Trout,  equipment 

distributor,  has  been  appointed  distribu- 
tor of  the  Kneisley  Kni-Tron  rectifiers  and 

Bausch  &   Lomb  1014"  reflector  conver- 
sion kits,  also  Bausch  &   Lomb  sound 

lenses  for  Oklahoma  and  Texas. 

jyjRS.  BOBBY  KARSTON  and  Shelly 
Thedford,  Hot  Springs,  will  represent 

Arkansas  in  the  zone  finals  of  the  “Great 
Waltz”  contest  in  Atlanta  next  Thursday 
...  To  raise  funds  to  uniform  members 
of  the  School  Safety  Patrol,  the  Hot 
Springs  Lions  Club  will  sponsor  a   benefit 
wild  west  show  at  the  Rix  Stadium,  Decem- 

ber 4.  Jack  Hoxie  will  donate  his  services 
and  that  of  his  company.  He  was  made  a 
member  of  the  Lions  Club  last  week. 

The  New  Theatre,  McGehee,  damaged 
by  fire  last  week,  will  reope?i  soon,  accord- 

ing to  'Mrs.  B.  Baradel,  owner.  New  equip- 
ment is  expected  to  arrive  this  week.  Fire 

damage  is  estimated  at  $2,000. 

Art  Mix,  western  film  star,  spent  a   day 
at  Newport  recently.  Mix  has  a   few  weeks 
before  his  next  picture  goes  into  produc- 

tion. He  has  a   circus,  in  addition  to  his 
picture  work.  Mix  paid  a   visit  to  the 
Strand  at  Newport  and  had  planned  to  go 
duck  hunting  with  Guy  B.  Snow,  manager, 
but  later  events  prevented  the  hunt. 

Dolf  Kastor,  member  of  the  Saenger 
staff,  Pine  Bluff,  has  fust  returned  from 

(Continued  on  page  76) 

Charlotte,  N.  C. — Ned  E.  Depinet  of 

New  York,  vice-president  of  RKO,  and 
Gene  Autry,  cowboy  star,  will  be  the  prin- 

cipal speakers  at  the  annual  convention 
of  the  TOA  of  North  and  South  Carolina, 
which  meets  in  Charlotte,  December  4   and 
5,  according  to  announcement  by  Pauline 
Griffith,  secretary.  Another  guest  of 
honor  will  be  Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA 

president,  who  will  discuss  various  prob- 
lems of  the  Carolina  and  National  organi- zations. 

The  arrangements  committee  includes  F. 
H.  Beddingfield,  Charlotte;  W.  T.  Gulpep- 
per,  Elizabeth  City;  E.  L.  Hearne,  Albe- 

marle; George  W.  Parr,  Lancaster,  S.  C.; 

Roy  L.  Smart,  Charlotte,  and  H.  E.  Wes- 
singer,  Lexington. 
Members  of  the  board  of  directors  will 

hold  an  informal  meeting  the  evening  of 
December  4.  At  the  business  session  the 

morning  of  December  5,  Depinet,  Kuyken- 
dall and  Autry  will  address  the  conven- 

tion. Autry  will  assist  with  the  entertain- 
ment program  which  will  be  presented  at 

the  banquet  the  evening  of  December  5. 

Dancing  will  follow.  A   five-act  floor 
show  will  be  presented. 

There  will  be  a   closed  session  for  ex- 
hibitors the  afternoon  of  December  5. 

New  officers  will  be  elected  at  that  time. 
S.  S.  Stevenson  of  Henderson  has  served 
as  president  during  the  current  year. 

Service  For  Dll  The  Southeast 
A   Complete  Repair  Department  of 

SKILLED  MECHANICS 

For  All  Makes  of 

PROJECTORS  —   TICKET  MACHINES  —   MOTORS 

ARC  CONTROLS  —   AMPLIFIERS  —   SPEAKERS 

ALL  PARTS  CARRIED  IN  STOCK 

We  furnish  you  free  loan  equipment  of  all  kinds  while  you  have 

your  equipment  repaired. 

Write  Us  Today 

150  Walton  Street, 

WI L-] k: 

IT* 

T   ATLANTA 

J   Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church  Street 
CHARLOTTE 
riione  8620 

“Everything  For  The  Theatre  Except  Film ” 
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A   T   11  A   M   T   A 
^LONG  the  Row:  J.  H.  Thompson, 

Hawkinsville,  Ga.,  of  the  Martin 
Thompson  circuit  .   .   .   M.  Van  Prague, 

sales  manager  of  Trailer-Made,  New  York, 
visited  Atlanta  to  establish  a   local  dis- 

tributor to  handle  his  firm’s  trailers  in 
the  southern  territory.  It  is  understood  a 
distributor  has  been  selected,  but  formal 
announcement  will  be  made  later  .   .   . 

Irving  Zussman,  president  of  Metro 
Premium  Co.,  visited  the  Atlanta  office, 
to  accompany  Ike  Katz  to  New  Orleans 
and  Dallas  for  the  purpose  of  opening 

branch  offices  in  those  exchange  terri- 
tories. 

John  W.  Maugham,  president  of  Mono- 
gram-Southern, announces  that  Dudley 

Parker,  former  screen  advertising  sales- 
man, is  now  in  the  Memphis  office,  cover- 

ing territory  formerly  covered  by  Leonard 

Shea,  who  ■ resigned ;   J.  E.  McElroy  is 
traveling  Alabama  out  of  Atlanta  cover- 

ing the  territory  formerly  covered  by 
Frank  Saiids,  who  also  resigned,  and  that 
Ruth  Roberts,  chief  accountant,  visited 
the  Charlotte  office  installing  several  new 

systems  to  take  care  of  the  company’s  ex- 
panding business. 

David  Katz  and  Harry  Katz  of  Metro 
Premium  Co.,  are  on  an  extended  sales  trip 

through  southern  Georgia,  southern  Ala- 
bama and  Florida  in  the  interest  of  pre- 

miums. 

Willis  J.  Davis,  director  of  public  rela- 
tions for  Lucas  &   Jenkins,  recently  ad- 

dressed a   meeting  of  the  Atlanta  Better 
Films  Committee. 

Adolph  Klaz  of  Los  Angeles,  Cal.,  repre- 
sentative of  Million  Dollar  Productions,  is 

in  Atlanta  in  the  interest  of  their  latest 

picture  “Gang  Smashers.”  His  host  is  John 
Jenkins,  local  branch  manager. 

Azteca  Theatre  Opening 

Joyous  Event  for  McAllen 
McAllen,  Tex. — The  new  Azteca  op- 

ened with  considerable  pomp.  The  mayor 

and  Mexican  vice-consul  made  speeches. 
Baskets  of  flowers  were  received  from  16 

Latin-American  merchants. 

Interstate  Theatres  leased  the  building 

for  five  years  and  spent  $5,000  in  con- 
verting it  into  a   modern  theatre.  New 

sound  equipment  was  installed  and  lounges 
for  both  men  and  women  constructed. 

The  upper  Rio  Grande  Valley’s  large 
Latin-American  population  deserves  a   the- 

atre as  modern  as  the  Azteca,  said  L.  J. 

(Shine)  Mason,  Interstate’s  city  manager, 
who  believes  the  house  will  draw  from 

Mission,  Pharr,  San  Juan,  Alamo,  Edin- 
burg, and  other  Valley  towns.  The  capac- 

ity is  700  and  Alfredo  Hinojosa  is  the 
house  manager. 

Alter  a   Permanent  Writ 

On  "Childbirth"  in  N.  C. 
Charlotte — Springboarding  from  a   tem- 

porary restraining  order  issued  in  superior 

court  here  against  the  showing  of  “Child- 
birth From  Life,”  the  American  Commit- 

tee on  Maternal  Welfare  and  Special  Pic- 
tures Corp.  will  press  for  a   permanent 

injunction  Monday  in  the  same  court. 

Citing  Watt  L.  Parker  individually  and 

trading  as  Amity  Pictures  Exchange,  At- 

lantic Films,  and  Life’s  Dramas,  the  plain- 
tiffs charge  the  defendant  is  attempting 

to  distribute  an  imitation  of  their  film. 

"Birth  of  a   Baby.”  The  petition  further 
alleges  that  advertisements  appearing  in 
the  state  have  been  designed  to  lead  the 

public  to  believe  the  defendant  film  is  the 
same  as  that  owned  by  the  plaintiffs. 

IDEAL 

GGT  P€RSoniiL ^   With  Ydur  PATRnns,  uSe. 
VllllGRAPHII TRAILERS 

Made  up  to  your  own  Individual  copy  with  ap- 
propriate and  original  ideas  that  will  appeal  to 

your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

Present  Your  Screen  Announcements  Effectively 
With  a   Dash  of  Local  Color  and  Originality. 

ervice,  Price 

tusH  Delivery 

ZJumnnDinc  Quality/ 
UtminnDinc 

c0otnifte  Pahade%—m 

4   STAR  m am 
SftO-PDQAnOi THAT'*  VISU6AAPHIC,| 
this  smart  word 

SMART  EXHIBITORS 

VISUGRnPHICFILmCDRP 
HkB  tun  LTD  l~l  5T.fn.UI.  P.O.B.3B5- 

W.K.  Ku* lBBfttv.  Rre\. 

QTLflntR   

m   in  a   m   in 
^■HIRTY  couples  took  part  in  the  Miami 

finals  of  the  “Great  Waltz”  contest  at 
Royal  Palm  Club.  For  the  evening,  Man- 

ager Arthur  Childers  opened  the  club  to 
the  public  without  admission,  cover  or 
minimum  charge.  Headed  by  the  composer, 

Manna-Zucca,  the  waltz  judge  roster  in- 

cludes representatives  of  local  “cafe  so- 
ciety,” a   society  photographer,  an  orches- 

tra leader,  a   financier  and  a   dramatic critic. 

For  months  now  El  Chico  Club  has  been 

the  sole  distributor  of  “live  stock”  on  the 
beach  with  calves  and  kids  adding  inter- 

est and  embarrassment  to  its  weekly  Coun- 
try Store  night.  It  was  turkeys  last  week 

— not  only  at  El  Chico  but  also  at  the 
Cameo  where  the  giveaways  were  an  event 

of  Thanksgiving  Eve.  Saturday,  inciden- 
tally, marked  the  inauguration  of  the 

Kameo  Kiddies  Klub  at  this  new  beach 
house. 

Since  Sonny  Shepherd,  official  Wometco 

greeter,  will  be  in  New  York  when  Tyrone 

Power  passes  through  Miami  on  his  return 
from  a   South  American  airline  jaunt, 

20th  Century-Fox’s  white-haired  boy  will 
be  official  greeter.  Probably  Stanley 

Stern,  formerly  with  Sonny  at  the  Lincoln, 
and  now  manager  of  the  de  luxe  Miami, 
will  draw  the  assignment. 

All  of  the  local  theatres  as  well  as  the 
Homestead  houses  are  aiding  in  the  annual 

Christmas  seal  sale  by  showing  short  fea- 

tures prepared  by  the  Dade  County  Tuber- 
culosis Ass’n.  First  showings  of  these 

shorts  were  made  on  Thanksgiving  Day 

when  the  32 nd  annual  sale  of  Christmas 
seals  was  begun. 

News  for  theatrical  folks  who  plan  a 

local  look-see  during  the  coming  season 
is  the  claim  of  a   new  night  club  opening 

near  the  big  Jai  Alai  fronton.  The  club, 
named  the  Pago-Pago,  also  goes  double  on 
its  atmosphere  claim  which  is  supposed 

to  be  very  Bali-Bali!  Also  new  on  the 
entertainment  front  is  the  ice  skating 

palace  being  created  out  at  the  Coral 
Gables  coliseum. 

Competition  at  the  two  first  run  houses 

on  the  beach  assumed  “seasonal”  propor- 
tions when  “The  Young  in  Heart”  opened 

at  the  Lincoln  and  “The  Shining  Hour” 
bowed  itself  in  at  the  Sheridan.  Largest 

advertising  space  to  be  taken  for  any  pic- 
ture since  last  season  was  the  spread  given 

to  the  Lincoln’s  ace  attraction. 

Max  Fleischer  and  his  animators  out 

at  the  big  new  Miami  studios  were  too  busy 

getting  under  way  on  their  full  length 
“Gulliver’s  Travels”  to  be  much  concerned 

over  Italy’s  “exiling”  of  Popeye  and  Mickey Mouse. 

Popularity  of  the  State’s  checking  serv- 
ice is  resulting  in  the  doubling  of  space 

being  given  over  to  this  feature  at  Mana- 
ger Charlie  Ozburn’s  popular  Flagler  St. house. 
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Wm.  Alfred  Leach 

Dies  After  Illness 

Miami — Theatre  veteran  of  the  Miami 

area,  William  Alfred  Leach,  aged  80,  died 
at  his  home  here  last  Saturday  after  a 

year’s  illness.  Until  1929,  he  had  oper- 
ated 13  theatres  here  in  partnership  with 

S.  A.  Lynch,  now  president  of  Paramount 
Enterprises,  Inc.  At  that  time  Leach  sold 
out  his  interest  to  the  Paramount  Famous 

Players-Lasky  Corp.,  which  later  became 
the  Paramount-Publix. 

Operations  of  Leach  and  Lynch  are  the- 
atrical history  in  Miami.  Coming  to  Flor- 

ida from  Ohio  a   quarter  of  a   century  ago, 
his  first  venture  was  the  old  Fotoshow 
which  stood  on  the  present  location  of 

Wometco’s  State  on  Flager  Street.  Prior 
to  the  boom,  he  added  to  his  holdings  an 
open-air  house,  the  Airdome,  on  the  block 
east  of  the  Fotoshow.  The  old  Airdome 
corner  is  now  occupied  by  the  Olympia. 
Tabloid  legitimate  shows  were  run  at  the 
Airdome  in  addition  to  films. 

Built  during  the  boom  on  the  Airdome 
site,  the  Olympia  was  admittedly  the  most 
beautiful  house  in  the  south.  Stage  shows 
and  a   26-piece  orchestra  accompanied  fea- 

ture pictures  at  this  de  luxe  spot. 
Another  of  his  houses,  the  Park,  was 

never  rebuilt  after  it  was  destroyed  by 
the  1926  hurricane.  In  succession  he  ac- 

quired the  Hippodrome,  now  the  Rex;  the 
old  Fairfax  on  the  site  of  the  new  de  luxe 

Paramount;  the  Community,  first  theatre 
on  Miami  Beach;  the  Rosetta  in  Little 
River;  the  Grove  in  Coconut  Grove;  the 
Gables  in  Coral  Gables;  the  Flagler  and 
the  Temple,  now  occupied  by  the  Federal 
Theatre,  where  Leach  presented  stock 
companies. 

Besides  his  moving  picture  houses,  he 
pioneered  in  de  luxe  legitimate  entertain- 

ment in  Miami,  introducing  Keith  vaude- 
ville, and  road  shows  from  New  York,  the 

first  to  be  seen  on  the  southeast  coast. 

Lead  to  Niven 
Hollywood — Samuel  Goldwyn  has  sign- 

ed David  Niven,  English  actor,  to  play 

opposite  Merle  Oberon  in  “Wuthering 
Heights.”  UA  releases. 

JAMES  A.  FITZPATRICK,  head  of  Fitz- Patrick  Traveltalks,  is  in  town  with  his 
technical  crew  to  shoot  a   travelogue  on 
New  Orleans.  The  picture  will  feature  the 

Vieux  Carre,  the  Mississippi  River  com- 
merce and  docks,  and  also  shots  of  Mardi 

Gras  queens.  It  is  expected  to  be  re- 
leased next  October. 

Dorothy  Mackaill,  star  of  Silent  days, 
was  in  a   floor  show  here  at  the  Hawaiian 
Blue  Room  last  week  .   .   .   The  13 th  annual 
Automobile  Show,  sponsored  by  the  local 
dailies,  opens  at  the  Municipal  Auditorium 
here  on  December  30.  Admission  will  be 

free 

MPTO  of  Oklahoma 

Postpones  Meeting 
Oklahoma  City — Definite  postponement 

of  the  annual  convention  of  the  MPTO 
of  Oklahoma  is  announced  by  President 
Morris  Loewenstein.  Plans  were  being 
made  to  hold  the  convention  here  prior  to 

the  Christmas  shopping  period,  but  a   sur- 
vey by  Loewenstein  indicated  members 

would  rather  meet  next  Spring  than  in 
December. 

The  fact  that  the  legislature  will  be  in 
session  immediately  after  the  first  of  the 
year  also  made  it  advisable  not  to  call  the 
meeting  then,  Loewenstein  states.  It  was 
planned  to  hold  a   one  or  two-day  session 
to  transact  business  and  elect  new  of- 

ficers when  activities  at  the  MPTOA  meet 

here  prevented  holding  the  state  conven- 
tion at  the  same  time,  as  originally 

planned. 

New  Premium  Deals 
Atlanta — Harry  Katz  of  Metro  Prem- 

ium Co.,  attended  the  opening  of  the  Gol- 
den Harvest  Ovenware  deal  in  the  new 

Gem  Theatre,  Kannapolis,  N.  C.,  as  guest 

of  John  Yandell.  He  said  several  addi- 
tional deals  will  open  soon  in  the  Caro- 

lina territory.  Ike  Katz  also  reported 
opening  of  the  Golden  Harvest  Ovenware 
deal  December  8   at  the  Cherokee  Theatre, 
Center,  Ala. 

ACCESSORIES  FOR  THE  THEATRE 
Tickets 

Carbons 

Projection  Lamps 

Rectifiers 

Machine  Parts 

Westinghouse 
Rectifier  Tubes 

Reels 

Amplifiers 

Speakers 
Horns 

Transformers 
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STAR 
POPCORN  MACHINES 

Thumb  Tacks 

Cetron  Photo  Cells 

RCA  Tubes 

Exciter  Lamps 

Amplifier  Repair  Service 

Matching  Transformers 

Deodorants 

Lens 

Film  Cement 

Take  Up  Belting 

Rewinds 
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NEW  state  wage  and  hour  law  may 
be  in  the  offing;  one  that  holds  even 

more  serious  threats  to  Oklahoma  theatre- 
men  than  the  one  tried  last  season  and 
upon  which  the  state  supreme  court  has, 
as  yet,  not  ruled.  No  ruling  for  theatres 
specifically  was  passed  under  the  last  law 
but  theatres  in  the  state  would  have  to 
come  under  it  as  soon  as  rulings  on  wages 
and  hours  were  decided  upon.  Labor 
Commissioner  W.  A.  Pat  Murphy  has  an- 

nounced his  intention  to  present,  to  the 
next  session  of  the  legislature,  a   bill  pro- 

viding for  a   42-hour  week  in  1940  and  a 
40-hour  week  in  1941.  Thus  firms  doing 
business  within  the  state  would  be  on  the 
same  basis  as  those  in  interstate  under 

the  new  federal  wage-hour  law. 

Virginia  Nelson,  former  dramatic  critic 
of  the  Daily  Oklahoman  and  Oklahoma 
City  Times,  is  on  her  honeymoon  in  Holly- 

wood and  carrying  the  tag  of  Mrs.  Charles 
Love.  She  has  been  succeeded  on  the  pap- 

ers by  Bruce  Palmer  .   .   .   The  Midwest 
Theatre  here  is  tying  in  with  a   classified 
ad  Christmas  promotion  stunt  of  the  Okla- 

homa News,  giving  20  free  tickets  to  its 
shows  each  day  .   .   .   Thanksgiving  records 
for  the  local  Criterion  Theatre  were 

broken  this  year  by  “The  Cowboy  and  the 
Lady”  .   .   .   Your  correspondent  wishes  to 
take  this  means  of  thanking  MPTOA’s 
president,  Ed  Kuykendall,  for  his  very  nice 
letter  acknowledging  our  work  during  the 
MPTOA  convention  here.  The  same  goes 
to  Secretary  Morris  Loewenstein  for  his 

KNOW 
What's  New  in  Theatre 

Modernization 

SEE:  An  economical 
FRONT  CURTAIN 

Installed 

SEE:  A   modernistic 
TICKET  BOOTH 

SEE:  A   demonstration 
of  the  sensational 

CONTI-GLO  PAINTS 
and  Mercury  Vapor  Lights 

Glad  to  Show  You  and  Explain 

1914  MAIN  ST. 
2   Blocks  off  Film  Row 

DALLAS 

Plans  FREE  on  Remodeling  Jobs 

letter.  Both  were  deeply  appreciated. 

Ralph  Talbot  signed  this  endorsement 

to  “Listen,  Darling”  when  it  played  at  the 
Majestic  in  Tulsa:  “Sans  Bunk!  A   pic- 

ture that  is  not  an  epoch,  does  not  decide 
any  world  issues,  is  not  a   gigantic  spec- 

tacle— BUT — for  an  hour  and  a   half  of 

rattling  good  entertainment,  we  recom- 
mend ‘Listen,  Darling.’  It  was  wholesome 

fun,  a   dash  of  romance,  some  swell  songs 

by  Judy  Garland,  including  one  outstand- 
ing hit  number  and  a   sparkling  perform- 

ance by  an  exceptionally  capable  cast.  For 

a   real  treat  see  ‘Listen,  Darling’.  ”...  Dee 
Fuller  grabbed  himself  some  nice  publicity 
in  the  Capitol  Hill  Beacon  by  rounding  up 
an  old  ox-driven  wagon  which  he  kept  on 
display  and  offered  to  send  for  anyone 

who  wished  to  come  and  see  “Wells  Fargo.” 

The  schools  at  Ketchum  have  been  or- 
dered closed  by  the  Craig  county  health 

director,  Dr.  D.  B.  Stough,  after  two  cases 
of  scarlet  fever  were  reported  there.  He 
has  also  ordered  out  all  public  meetings 
.   .   .   Burglars  took  $42  from  a   safe  mid 
cash  register  of  the  Gem  Theatre  at  Tulsa, 
entering  through  a   window  in  the  projec- 

tion booth  .   .   .   Ray  Blevins,  12-year-old 
local  boy,  got  hold  of  one  of  the  new  Jef- 

ferson five -cent  coins  and  with  another 
coin  sought  admittance  to  the  Circle  The- 

atre. He  was  turned  down  by  the  cashier, 

who  insisted  the  money  was  “phoney”  and 
made  the  youngster  go  back  home  and  get 
a   “genuine”  five-cent  piece. 

A   special  show  at  the  Criterion  has 
been  reserved  by  Sears,  Roebuck  &   Co.  to 
celebrate  opening  of  its  toy  department, 
with  1,200  free  tickets  given  to  kiddies  who 
called  at  the  store  accompanied  by  their 

parents. 

ARKANSAS 
(Continued  from  page  73) 

a   trip  east.  He  visited  Owensboro,  Ky., 
New  York  City,  and  other  points. 

K.  K.  King,  publicity  manager  for  the 
Plaza  and  Rialto  theatres  at  Searcy,  pa- 

raded the  streets  of  Searcy  last  Saturday 

with  his  hillbilly  band,  advertising  “Ar- 
kansas Traveler.”  King,  according  to  news 

from  Searcy,  gave  an  excellent  imitation 
of  Bob  Burns. 

Coach  Bo  Sherman  and  his  squad  of 
Scrappers  were  guests  of  the  New  Theatre, 
Nashville,  Thursday  night  at  an  apprecia- 

tion program  .   .   .   W.  L.  Mack,  theatre 
operator  of  Jonesboro,  has  been  named  by 
Governor  Bailey  to  the  board  of  trustees 
of  the  Arkansas  State  College,  Jonesboro, 
to  fill  out  the  unexpired  term  of  the  late 

Richard  Whitaker.  Mack’s  term  expires 
in  June,  1939. 

Paul  Jones,  manager  of  the  Strand  and 
Saenger  houses  at  Pine  Bluff,  was  the  main 
speaker  at  the  Rotary  Club  meeting  there 
last  week. 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  harwood  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas.  Texas 

Griiiith  Breaking  Ground 
For  Carlsbad  House  Soon 
Dallas — R.  E.  Griffith  Theatres,  Inc., 

has  accepted  plans  for  a   new  theatre  in 
Carlsbad,  N.  M.,  where  the  circuit  now 
operates  the  Cactus  and  Cavern.  The 
house  will  be  50  feet  wide  on  the  principal 
street,  occupying  a   site  the  circuit  has 
owned  for  some  time.  Construction  will 
start  not  later  than  the  first  of  the  year 
with  the  work  done  by  a   Carlsbad  con- 

tractor. Corgan  &   Moore,  theatre  archi- 
tects in  Dallas,  designed  the  building 

which  will  be  new  from  the  ground  up  and 
with  all  new  equipment,  including  800 
seats. 

The  new  theatre  is  going  up  in  associa- 

tion with  Ray  Bartlett,  Griffith’s  Carlsbad 
partner. 

DALLAS 
(Continued  from  page  72) 

at  Bay  City,  was  in  town  this  week  with 
the  sheets  for  the  lesser  towns  of  the 
chain.  He  used  to  handle  them  all  but  now 
Griffith  takes  care  of  the  seven  main 
Long  towns.  Theo  was  a   Dallas  resident 

many  years  as  booker  for  the  First  Na- 
tional exchange.  He  was  lean  in  stature 

then,  but  the  Bay  City  country  has  added 
lots  of  muscle  to  his  frame. 

One  “Rex  Stewart,”  posing  as  a   Colum- 
bia Pictures’  scout,  has  been  active  in  and 

out  of  the  hill  country  around  Blanco 
.   .   .   C.  Y.  Libby  has  been  added  to  the 
Columbia  poster  department  as  assistant 
to  Heber  Stamps,  manager  of  accessories. 

C.  V.  Jones,  R&R’s  chief  operator  at 
the  home  office  and  an  official  of  the  cir- 

cuit, journeyed  into  southern  Louisiana 
on  a   duck  hunt  with  Gradwell  Sears,  War- 

ner’s general  sales  manager;  Fred  M. 
Jack,  district  manager,  and  Doak  Roberts, 
branch  manager,  all  of  whom  are  crack 
shots.  It  was  intimated  Jones  might  get 
in  a   shot  or  two  on  the  trip. 

V.  A.  (Buddy)  Walker  was  down  from 
Oklahoma  to  confer  with  friends  on  the 
Row.  At  one  time  he  tried  to  invade 
Texas  at  Mt.  Pleasant  and  Talco,  new  oil 

towns.  He’s  now  looking  around  and  it’s 
safe  to  say  he’s  a   good  theatre  man,  man- 

ager, or  what  have  you. 

H.  A.  Daniels  of  Seguin,  was  wearing  an 
unusual  hat  on  the  Row  this  week.  He 

bought  it  in  San  Antonio  although  it  had 

the  trade  mark  of  Czechoslovakia.  “Windy” said  he  felt  sorry  for  those  boys.  He  was 
reminded  his  hat  was  out  of  style,  in  that 
the  Czech  incident  was  over,  and  that  the 
trade  mark  should  be  anti-Hitler . 

John  Stewart  of  Kaufman,  and  his 
brother,  M.  D.,  of  DeLeon,  are  back  safely 
from  their  Thanksgiving  visit  with  their 
mother  in  Hattiesburg,  Miss.  They  were 
booking  on  the  Row  this  week  as  usual. 

E.  R.  “Red”  Slocum,  operating  the  El 
Caro  at  El  Reno,  Okla.,  as  an  independent 
proposition,  was  in  town  and  unable  to 

understand  why  he  bought  films  in  Okla- 
homa City  and  yet  should  wind  up  on  a 

buying  trip  on  the  Dallas  Filmrow.  His 
many  friends  here  are  probably  the 
answer. 
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^AiTOI  IE 
J^MONG  the  recent  visitors  at  Para- 

mount were  Hugh  Braley,  district 
manager  from  Dallas;  Milton  DuBose,  Ma- 

jestic, Cotulla;  John  Henry  Hubbard,  Rio, 
Pearsall,  and  Leon  Maker,  Palace,  Shiner. 

V.  D.  “Buddy”  Welker,  former  house 
manager  of  the  Uptown,  succeeds  Mau- 

rice Gleaves  as  skipper  of  the  Empire. 
Maurice  has  been  sent  to  Houston  to  man- 

age the  new  Eastwood,  Interstate-Consoli- 
dated neighborhood  theatre.  Russell  Rindy 

is  the  new  manager  of  the  Uptown  here. 

Hunting  season  opened  here  with  a 
bang.  Branch  Manager  Mack  McClintock 
of  Paramount  exchange  and  his  able  as- 

sistant booker,  William  Rau,  each  bagged 
a   buck  on  the  first  day  that  deer  season 
began. 

G.  E.  “Red”  Rupard,  business  agent  of 
the  Dallas  projectionists  union,  with  Guy 
Luther  and  Skeet  Holt,  have  returned  to 
Dallas  after  a   recent  visit  to  the  Alamo 
City  .   .   .   Benno  Kusenberger,  Business 
Agent  Bill  Keeler,  Johnny  Dennis,  Walter 
Tinney  and  Homer  Newman,  all  of  the 
local  operators  union,  recently  attended 
the  party  put  on  by  the  Austin  local. 

Doug  Largen  jr„  trade  paper  writer, 
visited  Austin  recently  and  had  a   chat 
with  Miss  Billie  Barrett,  the  stage  artist 
and  radio  singer,  who  will  be  remembered 

as  the  feminine  lead  in  “Rose  of  Algiers,” 
S.  A.  Civic  Opera  play. 

Azteca  Films  releases  here  by  Latin- 
American  exchange  for  the  holiday  sea- 

son include  “El  Rosario  de  Amozaci” 
“Alla  En  el  Rancho  Chico;”  “Tierra 
Brava,”  and  “El  Baul  Macarbo.” 

Sound  motion  pictures  depicting  life  in 
the  U.  S.  Navy,  including  views  of  foreign 
ports,  are  now  available,  free  of  charge, 
to  local  civic,  religious  and  educational 
organizations,  according  to  an  announce- 

ment at  the  naval  recruiting  office  in  the 
Federal  Building  here.  The  office  will 
supply  the  films  and  projection  macnines, 
with  an  operator  to  show  them,  to  any 
interested  party  or  society. 

The  Firemen’s  relief  fund  is  now  about 
$5,500  richer  from  proceeds  of  the  benefit 
shows  staged  Friday  night  in  the  Aztec, 
Majestic  and  Texas  theatres.  This  is  $1,300 
less  than  the  gross  of  a   similar  show  put 
on  here  11  months  ago,  Fire  Chief  Sarran, 
stated.  Shows  presented  at  the  same  time 
in  all  three  downtown  houses  included  acts 
from  local  night  clubs  and  radio  stations 
with  a   stage  program  of  vaudeville. 

Speaking  of  variety  shows,  the  State 
Theatre  presented  a   midnight  show 
Saturday  under  the  sponsorship  of  the 
United  Latin-American  Citizens  League. 
On  the  screen  was  “Alla  en  el  Rancho 
Grande,”  while  the  talent  on  the  stage 
included  typical  Mexican  folk  dances  pre- 

sented by  Rosa  Elida  Garza’s  dancing  en- 
semble; two  champ  “jitterbug”  dance  cou- 

ples, and  Frank  Hernandez  in  charge  of 
the  musical  portion  of  the  stage  show. 

Tennessee  Circuit 

Charges  Monopoly 
Nashville  —   Alleging  conspiracy  to 

create  a   monopoly,  Peerless  Enterprises, 
Inc.,  operators  of  the  Rialto  Theatre, 
Knoxville,  and  theatres  in  Fountain  City, 
Morristown,  Newport  and  Harriman,  have 
filed  a   suit  asking  $100,000  damages  of 
Paramount  Pictures  Corp.  and  Vitagraph, 

Inc.,  distributors,  Atlanta,  Ga„  and  Cres- 
cent Amusement  Co.,  Nashville,  and  Cher- 
okee Amusement  Co.,  Knoxville,  as  cir- 

cuits. 

The  petition  claims  these  defendants 
have  conspired  to  keep  the  Peerless  chain 
from  getting  certain  pictures.  Violation  of 
federal  anti-monopoly  laws  of  1914  is 
alleged. 

Hearings  Near  End 
In  Momand  Action 

Oklahoma  City — The  final  hearings  on 

the  Momand  suits,  pending  in  federal  dis- 
trict court  here  before  Judge  A.  P.  Mur- 

rah,  will  probably  be  held  this  month 
with  all  indications  pointing  to  disposition 

of  the  $4,450,000  suits  against  major  pro- 
ducers, distributors  and  circuits  at  the 

next  hearing,  probably  to  be  held  about 

December  15-20. 
At  the  last  hearing  Judge  Murrah  gave 

plaintiff  an  opportunity  to  amend  the 
petition  so  that  it  might  conform  with 
the  rulings  of  his  colleague,  Judge  Edgar 

S.  Vaught,  in  the  previous  Momand  cases 
against  virtually  the  same  defendants. 

Arguments  pro  and  con  upon  this  new 
petition  are  expected  to  be  heard  as  soon 

as  answer  time  for  defendants  has  ex- 

pired. 

Holiday  Prospects  Are 

Promising  in  Oklahoma 
Oklahoma  City — The  forthcoming  holi- 

day spell  in  the  state  will,  from  all  indi- 
cations, be  one  of  the  best  the  industry 

has  had  in  several  years,  a   survey  by  Box- 
office  shows. 

Preliminary  checkups  reveal  signs  for 
exceptionally  good  business  in  both  large 
and  small  locations. 

Thanksgiving  business  was  generally 
good,  with  houses  playing  big  pictures 
garnering  most  of  the  grosses.  Ordinary 
runs  and  neighborhoods  faired  well  but 
the  percentage  of  business  increase  was 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILLS— CALIFORNIA 

TENNESSEE 
QRESCENT  AMUSEMENT  CO.,  Nash- ville, has  begun  construction  of  the 
Belle  Meade  Theatre,  Harding  Road.  The 
block  of  buildings  of  which  the  theatre 
will  be  a   party  will  contain  five  shop 
spaces  and  the  total  cost  is  estimated  at 

$200,000. 

Led  by  a   group  of  determined  women, 
a   fight  has  been  won  before  the  city  coun- 

cil of  Knoxville  for  the  establishment  of  a 
film  appreciation  class  in  city  schools, 
which  was  recommended  by  Dr.  Harry 
Clark,  superintendent  of  city  schools. 
Classes  will  meet  in  local  theatres  on 
Saturday  mornings  and  the  better  films 
will  be  shown  and  interpreted  to  the  stu- 

dents. The  theatre  charges  10  cents  for 
each  admission  and  the  course,  under  this 
plan,  ivill  be  continued  if  the  theatres  can 
make  expenses.  It  will  be  tried  for  three months. 

Sunday  shows,  recently  defeated  in 
Knoxville,  have  been  voluntarily  aban- 

doned as  unprofitable  in  Jellico  .   .   .   Den- 
ton Theatres,  operators  of  the  Gay,  State, 

and  Joy,  opened  their  new  theatre,  the 
Broadway,  on  Thanksgiving  Day.  G.  E. 
Drumbar  has  sold  his  interest  in  Denton 
Theatres  and  has  resigned  as  manager. 

Thanksgiving  weekend  was  a   sell-out  in 
Nashville  theatres.  Knickerbocker,  with 
“That  Certain  Age,”  Paramount,  with 
“Suez,”  and  Loew’s,  with  “Out  West  With 
the  Hardys”  had  capacity  houses  with 
waiting  lines. 

Unusual  interest  was  created  among 

Nashville  film  goers  by  “The  World  Is 
Ours.”  Many  are  reported  to  have  re- 

mained to  see  it  a   second  time  to  better 
observe  their  favorites  among  the  62 
stars. 

L.  E.  Royster,  salesman  for  Columbia, 
Kansas  City,  killed  in  an  auto  accident 
near  Dodge  City,  Kas.,  was  a   native  of 
Memphis.  He  worked  for  the  Memphis 
Fox  Film  exchange  ujitil  ten  years  ago 
when  he  moved  to  Karisas  City. 

Rehearse  for  Federal  Theatre 

Miami — Rehearsals  for  the  next  Federal 

Theatre  production  are  under  way  here. 
Molka  Reich  is  director. 

not  as  large  as  in  the  first-run  de  luxe 

spots. 
More  active  business  conditions  in  the 

southwest  also  seem  to  point  the  way  to 
a   better  Christmas  holiday  season.  The 
strong  lineup  of  releases  has  many  houses 
feeling  pert  although  some  have  held  off 
playing  big  pictures  in  order  to  have  them 
available  on  Christmas. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 

1912%  Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-8665 
BIRMINGHAM,  ALA. 
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Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT4S1  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 
MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT600  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MTS06  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT516  Motors,  constant  speed 
MTB17  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 

MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 
MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MTET29  Wall  tiles,  interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 
MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 

MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago.  Rl. 12-3-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

MT555  Spotlight  lamps 
MT556  Sign  lamps 

MT557  Dimmers 
MT558  Ultra  violet  lighting 

MT559  Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
MT560  Flashed  opal  glass 

MT561  Pot  metal  opal  glass 

MT562  Fuses,  indicator  type 

MT563  Fuses,  cartridge 

MT564  Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT569  Expansion  Bolts 

MT570  Chair  fastening  cement 

MT571  Chair  refinishing  materials 

MT572  Upholstering  materials 

MT573  Seat  patching  kits 

MT574  Seat  decking  materials 

MT575  Floor  surfacing  materials 

MT576  Carpet  cleaning  systems 
MT577  Floor  waxes 

MT578  Matting,  rubber 

MT579  Paint,  screen 

MT580  Paint,  plastic 

MT581  Paint,  aluminum 

MT582  Polish,  metal 

MT583  Polish,  furniture 
MT584  Fireproofing  compounds 
MT585  Fire  extinguishers 
MT586  Ladders,  safety 

MT587  Uniforms,  staff 

MT588  Screen  cleaning  tools 
MT589  Venetian  blind  cleaners 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 
MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 
MTB54  Floodlight  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED,  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  "REMARKS'' 

Remarks: 

Name   

Theatre     

City       State.. 

PROJECTION 

MT591  Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
MT592  Projectors,  standard 

MT593  Projectors,  semi-portable 
MT594  Projector  pedestals 
MT595  Projector  parts 
MT596  Lamps,  suprex  type 

MT597  Lamps,  reflector  arc 
MT59S  Lamps,  high  intensity 

MT599  Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
MT600  Arc  regulators 
MT601  Arc  controls 

MT602  Control  panels 

MT603  Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
MT604  Rectifiers,  tube  type 

MT605  Bulbs,  rectifier 
MT606  Rheostats,  projection 

MT607  Motor-generators 
MT608  Lenses,  projection 

MT609  Lenses,  condenser 
MT610  Current  changers 
MT611  Mirror  reflectors 

MT612  Carbons,  projector 
MT613  Carbon  savers 
MT614  Reels 

MT615  Reel  alarms 

MT616  Rewinders,  automatic 

MT617  Change-over  devices 
MT618  Slide,  projection 

MT619  Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
MT620  Take-ups,  film 
MT621  Film  safety  controls 

MT622  Fire  prevention  devices 
MT623  Fire  shutters,  porthole 
MT624  Film  scales 

MT625  Film  scrapers 

MT626  Film  splicers 
MT627  Film  cleaners 

MT628  Air  gun  (cleaner) 
MT629  Tool  kits 
MT630  Film  cabinets 

MT631  Film  cabinet  stands 

MT632  Effect  projectors 

MT633  Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 

sulphide 

SANITATION 

MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 

MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 

MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 
MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 
MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 
MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 

MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 
MT678  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MTG88  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glass_es 

MT701  Insulation  materials 

MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 
MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 

MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 
MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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INTEREST  IS  KEYED  HIGH  IN  ANTICIPATION 

OF  ACTION  BY  CONCILIATION  COMMITTEE 

England  Has  Marathon  Film 
London — "Gone  With  the  Wind"  may  hold  the  record  lor  setbacks  in  Holly- 

wood owing  to  the  difiiculty  of  finding  an  actress  to  play  the  role  of  “Scarlett," 

but  England  has  a   rival  in  "Lawrence  of  Arabia." 
In  1933,  Lawrence  rejected  an  offer  of  $50,000  to  appear  in  a   film  based  on 

his  life,  and  the  next  year  refused  permission  asked  by  a   company  to  film  his 

life  in  a   picture  to  be  called  “A  Fugitive  From  Glory."  The  same  year  Alexander 
Korda  secured  film  rights  and  engaged  Leslie  Howard  to  play  the  part  of  Law- 

!   rence.  Later,  Walter  Hudd  was  substituted.  Three  years  elapsed  and,  succes- 

sively, Clifford  Evans,  Howard,  John  Clements  and  "an  unknown"  were  chosen. 
This  year,  Howard  again  was  engaged. 

Now  the  Colonial  Office  announces  that,  on  account  of  the  situation  in  Pales- 

tine, permission  must  be  refused  for  a   film  unit  to  take  shots  there. 

Says  Korda:  "We  are  holding  up  work  on  the  film  a   few  weeks." 

Three  Provinces  in  Dominion 

Regulate  Narrow-Gauge  Films 

Ottawa — Three  provinces  have  enact- 

ments or  regulations  governing  the  exhi- 
bition of  16mm  films  through  license  fees 

and  censorship  charges. 

In  Ontario  the  license  fee  payable  by 

a   film  exchange  for  16mm  motion  pictures 

is  $50  per  year  and  the  fee  for  the  trans- 
fer of  any  such  license  during  the  year 

is  $5.  The  fee  for  examination  by  the 

Ontario  Board  of  Moving  Picture  Censors 

is  $2  per  reel  of  not  more  than  400  feet 

when  the  subject  is  in  English  dialogue 

either  in  sound  or  sub-titles.  Sound  or 

silent  16mm  film  subjects  in  other  than 

English  dialogue  entails  a   charge  of  $3 

per  reel  not  exceeding  400  feet  for  cen- 
sorship. 

The  license  fee  for  16  mm  shows,  trav- 
eling or  otherwise,  is  $10  per  year  and  it 

is  stipulated  “no  person  shall  operate  a 
16mm  motion  picture  projector  in  any 

hall,  building  or  place  of  amusement  until 

he  has  secured  a   license.”  The  license 

fee  for  a   hall  or  building  in  which  a   per- 
formance is  given  is  subject  to  a   license 

fee  of  $10  per  year  as  well,  payable  by 

the  owner  or  lessee.  It  is  required  that 

every  company,  association  or  dealer  in 

16mm  projectors,  supplies  and  equipment 

must  furnish  the  theatre  inspector  with  a 

monthly  report  in  writing  of  the  names 

and  addresses  to  whom  16mm  machines 

and  films  have  been  rented,  leased,  sold 

or  supplied,  together  with  the  addresses 

at  which  it  is  intended  to  use  these  ma- 

chines and  films  so  that  the  regulations 
can  be  enforced. 

In  Manitoba,  the  Board  of  Moving  Pic- 

ture Censors  put  into  effect  a   regulation 

requiring  the  censorship  of  16mm  films 

secured  from  exchanges  or  photographic 
stores  at  the  regular  fee  of  $2  per  reel 

as  in  the  case  of  35mm  films.  Photo- 

graphic supply  stores  had  been  conducting 
film  rental  libraries  without  restriction 

with  as  many  as  300  narrow-width  sub- 

jects including  reissues  of  theatrical  pro- 
ductions. Pictures  taken  by  an  amateur 

with  his  own  camera  for  private  use  are 
exempt. 

Recently,  New  Brunswick  has  adopted 

16mm  regulations  requiring  an  exhibition 

license  for  which  the  fee  is  $100  per  year 

or  $10  per  month.  Operators  of  16mm 

shows  are  prohibited  from  conducting  per- 

formances in  cities  or  towns  where  li- 

censed theatres,  are  located  while  general 

restrictions  are  imposed  to  govern  16mm 

shows  with  a   view  to  public  safety. 

Eastern  Dividend 
Montreal — Directors  of  Eastern  Thea- 

tres, Ltd.,  have  declared  a   dividend  of 

50  cents  a   share  on  the  company's  stock, 
payable  Jan.  16,  1939,  to  shareholders  of 
record  December  23,  1938. 

Giveaways  Invade 
16mm  Shows 

Ottawa — Giveaways  have  already 

invaded  the  16  mm  show  business.  At 

Barry's  Bay,  not  far  from  here.  Rev.  T. 
B.  Biernacki,  parish  priest,  has  been 

regularly  conducting  picture  shows  as 

a   community  entertainment  feature.  In 

order  to  stimulate  patronage.  Father 

Biernacki  purchased  a   supply  of 

kitchenware  for  a   giveaway  stunt,  thus 

emulating  some  exhibitors  in  the  big 
centers. 

Expect  Recommendations 

For  the  Revision  of 

Clearance 

Toronto — Interest  of  the  exhibitors  in 
all  sections  of  the  Dominion  continues 

keyed  up  in  awaiting  the  results  of  the 

next  meeting  of  the  conciliation  commit- 
tee of  the  film  section  of  the  Toronto 

Board  of  Trade,  when  it  is  expected  defi- 
nite action  will  be  reached  and  recom- 

mendations made  for  revision  of  the  clear- 

ance schedule  and  changes  in  the  Cana- 
dian license  agreement. 

This  important  committee,  which  has 

as  its  personnel  some  of  the  outstanding 

men  in  the  film  industry  of  the  Domin- 

ion, met  very  early  in  November  to  dis- 
cuss these  questions,  but  found  these  mat- 
ters were  so  vital  to  the  conduct  of  the 

picture  business,  further,  very  careful 

study  would  have  to  be  accorded  these 

subjects  before  coming  to  decisions. 

It  was  fully  expected  the  second  meet- 
ing of  the  conciliation  committee  would  be 

held  on  November  23,  but  it  was  found 

impossible  for  the  various  members  to  get 

together  on  that  date.  Tentatively,  the 

next  meeting  was  scheduled  for  Wednes- 

day, November  30. 
The  conciliation  committee  of  the  film 

section  of  the  TBT  consists  of:  Lou  M. 

Devaney,  RKO  Radio,  chairman;  Herb 

Allen,  S.  Fine,  H.  Freedman,  N.  A.  Taylor, 

vice-president  of  the  Independent  The- 
atres Ass’n  of  Ontario;  L.  Rosenfeld, 

chairman  of  the  clearance  committee;  J. 

J.  Fitzgibbons,  vice-president  and  direc- 
tor of  theatre  operations  for  Famous 

Players  Canadian  Corp.;  B.  Geldsaler,  also 

of  Famous  Players;  J.  P.  O’Loghlin  of 
20th-Century-Fox ;   T.  J.  Bragg,  comptrol- 

ler of  Famous  Players,  and  O.  R.  Hanson, 

president  of  Hanson  Theatres  Corp. 

Increasing  Demand  lor 

Dominion  Scenic  Films 
Ottawa — The  National  Parks  Bureau  of 

the  Canadian  Department  of  Mines  and 

Resources  has  found  a   greatly  increased 

demand  for  its  scenic  films  from  different 

countries  because  of  the  approaching  visit 

of  the  British  Monarchs  to  the  Dominion 

and  also  prospective  side  trips,  to  Canada 

by  tourists  who  will  be  attending  the  New 

York  World’s  Fair. 

A   report  shows  the  bureau’s  motion  pic- 
ture library  contains  84  subjects,  com- 

prising more  than  1,300  prints,  all  of  which 
are  available  in  both  35  and  16mm  sizes. 

Distribution  of  these  films  has  more  than 

doubled  in  the  past  four  years,  advancing 

from  1,721,  in  1934-35  to  4,026  in  1937-38, 
followed  by  a   sharp  increase  in  recent 
weeks. 
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Film  ff Censorship ”   Is  Hit  in 
Commons  After  Hitler  Talks 

Calgary  Citizens 
Hit  at  Oppression 

Montreal — The  deletion  of  certain 

scenes  from  a   Paramount  newsreel  dur- 

ing the  negotiations  of  Prime  Minister 

Chamberlain  and  Chancellor  Hitler  caused 

considerable  excitement  in  the  British 

House  of  Commons,  with  accusations  of 

censorship  highlighting  the  debate. 

In  substance,  here  is  the  debate  as  re- 
ported by  the  Canadian  press: 

Charges  of  government  censorship  were 
raised  in  the  House  of  Commons  when 

Sir  John  Simon,  chancellor  of  the  ex- 

chequer, admitted  that  “certain  excisions” 
were  made  in  a   newsreel  which  might 

have  had  a   “prejudicial  effect”  on  the 
negotiations  during  the  Czechoslovak 
crisis. 

Sir  John  praised  Joseph  Kennedy, 

United  States  ambassador,  in  connection 

with  the  cutting  of  the  American  news- 
reel. 

The  British  government  made  a   “repre- 

sentation” to  Kennedy,  Sir  John  said,  for 
suppression  of  an  American  (Paramount) 

newsreel  commentary  which  the  govern- 

ment considered  likely  to  have  “prejudicial 

effects”  on  the  talks  at  Godesberg,  Ger- 
many, between  Prime  Minister  Chamber- 

lain  and  Chancellor  Hitler  during  the 
crisis. 

Kennedy’s  version  was  that  he  merely 
passed  along  the  British  request  to  the 

office  of  Will  Hays,  president  of  the  Mo- 

tion Picture  Producers-Distributors  of 

America.  The  ambassador  said  it  was  “in- 

accurate to  give  the  impression”  that  he 

“personally  took  any  action  which  caused 

the  newsreel  to  be  changed.” 

Geoffrey  Mander,  Opposition  Liberal, 

started  the  debate  by  asking  why  the 

government  got  in  contact  with  Kennedy 

for  withdrawal  from  the  newsreel  of  items 

by  Wickham  Steed,  foreign  affairs  writer, 

and  A.  J.  Cummings,  political  writer  for 

the  News  Chronicle  (Liberal)  of  London. 

Steed’s  contribution  was  a   short  state- 

ment criticizing  British  and  French  “fear 

to  take  a   risk”  and  a   charge  that  Anglo- 

French  action  was  “helping  Hitler  to  gain 

a   triumph.” 

Cummings  was  interviewed  in  the  news- 

reel by  a   taxicab  driver  and  said  “the 
fact  is  our  statesmen  have  been  guilty 

of  what  I   think  is  a   piece  of  yellow 

diplomacy.” 
The  newsreel  company  acted,  after  the 

representations  were  made,  with  what  Sir 

John  described  as  a   “sense  of  public  duty” 
and  deleted  these  items. 

Sir  John  said: 

“His  majesty’s  government  considered 
that  certain  passages  in  the  newsreel  re- 

ferred to,  which  was  being  shown  at  the 

time  of  the  Prime  Minister’s  conversa- 
tions with  Herr  Hitler  at  Godesberg,  might 

have  a   prejudicial  effect  on  the  negoti- 
ations. 

“The  ambassador  of  the  United  States, 
I   understood,  thought  it  right  to  indicate 

Cold  to  Theatre  Move 

Ottawa — The  National  Theatre  move- 

ment has  been  dampened  to  a   considerable 

degree  by  the  frigid  attitude  extended 

i   o ward  the  proposal  by  Joseph  Thibeault 
of  Ottawa  for  the  erection  of  a   structure 

in  the  Canadian  capital  as  a   home  for 

the  encouragement  of  talent  on  stage, 

screen  and  radio.  One  of  those  which 

rapped  the  suggestion,  as  discussed  at  a 

recent  meeting  in  Ottawa,  was  the  Ot- 
tawa Journal,  which  declared,  in  part,  as 

follows: 

“It  is  suggested  that  Canada  should  have 

a   ‘national’  theatre.  Perhaps,  but  is  Ot- 

tawa necessarily  the  place  for  the  loca- 
tion of  a   national  theatre?  The  proper 

place  for  a   national  museum  or  a   national 

picture  gallery  is  certainly  Ottawa,  just  as 

it  is  the  proper  place  for  a   national 

archives.  But  a   national  theatre  is  some- 

thing different. 

“The  Journal  is  led  to  make  these  re- 

marks because  it  is  afraid  that  the  dis- 

cussion of  the  need  for  a   national  the- 
atre in  Ottawa  does  affect  the  attitude 

of  the  people  toward  the  erection  of  other 

buildings  in  the  city  much  more  pressing 

than  a   national  theatre.” 

this  to  a   member  of  the  Hays  organiza- 
tion, customarily  dealing  with  matters  of 

this  kind,  and  it  was  brought  to  the  at- 
tention of  Paramount  News  who,  from  a 

sense  of  public  duty  and  in  the  general 

interest,  decided  to  make  certain  ex- 

cisions from  the  newsreel.” 

Mander  then  asked:  “Can  he  quote  pre- 

cedent for  this  form  of  government  cen- 

sorship of  newsreel?” 

Shouts  of  “Answer!  Answer!”  and  a 

“new  tyranny”  was  heard  from  opposi- 
tion benches. 

“I  don’t  think  any  precedent  is  needed,” 

the  Chancellor  replied.  “The  view  one 
takes  on  this  matter  principally  depends 

on  whether  one  wished  there  should  be  a 

prejudicial  effect  on  negotiations.” 
P.  J.  Noel  Baker,  Labor,  then  inquired: 

“Is  it  not  a   fact  that  four  films  of  the 

‘March  of  Time’  series  have  been  sup- 
pressed in  the  last  six  months  and  is  he 

(Sir  John)  aware  that  this  government 

censorship  is  very  much  resented  in  the 

country?” Sir  John  answered:  “I  do  not  know  of 
other  cases,  and  in  the  present  case  His 

Majesty’s  Kingdom  is  grateful  to  the  am- 
bassador of  the  United  States.  I   am  glad 

to  think  that  the  ambassador  of  the 

United  States  and  ourselves  are  in  com- 

plete accord.” 
Wedgwood  Benn,  Labor,  asked:  “Will 

the  chancellor  of  the  exchequer  arrange 

for  some  means  by  which  full  disclosure 

can  be  made  to  see  what  has  been  the 

practice  in  the  past?” 

Sir  Peroy  Harris,  Liberal:  “Will  he  give 

Calgary,  Alta. — Urging  appropriate  and 

sympathetic  action  on  the  part  of  the 

Canadian  government  toward  the  perse- 
cuted and  oppressed  minorities  of  Ger- 

many, a   resolution  was  adopted  at  a   rally 
held  in  the  Capitol  Theatre  here.  Over 

2,000  citizens  packed  the  theatre  at  this 

enthusiastic  meeting  when  speakers 

rapped  Nazi  oppressions.  Mayor  Davison 

of  Calgary  wired  the  resolution  to  Prime 

Minister  Mackenzie  King,  after  the meeting. 

Speakers  voicing  strong  protests  were: 

Rt.  Rev.  L.  Ralph  Sherman,  Anglican 

Bishop  of  Calgary;  Rt.  Rev.  Francis  P. 

Carroll,  Roman  Catholic  Bishop  of  Cal- 
gary; Dr.  Robert  Patson,  Dr.  Warwick  F. 

Kelloway,  Rev.  E.  Melville  Aitken,  United 

Church  ministers;  Rabbi  Soloman  Frank 

of  Winnipeg;  E.  J.  Garland,  organizer  of 

the  C.  C.  F.  The  meeting  was  broadcast 
over  CJCJ.  Similar  resolutions  were 

adopted  over  the  weekend  by  the  Canadian 

Legion  and  the  Canadian  Corps  Ass’n. 
“We  must  join  our  voice  with  that  of 

the  conscience  of  the  world,  here,  in  Eng- 
land, and  by  no  means  least  in  the  United 

States — with  regard  to  the  right  of  our 

Jewish  fellow-citizens  to  live,”  said  the 
Anglican  bishop  in  the  course  of  his 

speech. Dr.  Kelloway  told  the  gathering  that  he 

had  received  letters  in  Calgary  which  told 

him  to  “keep  quiet  or  else — ”   signed  with 
the  Nazi  swastika. 

E.  J.  Garland,  representing  a   political 

organization,  urged,  “.  .   .   we  must  give 
these  Jewish  people  refuge.  It  is  not  a 

case  of  migration,  but  of  desperate  need.” 

Showman  Has  More  Than 

His  Share  of  Bad  Luck 
Ottawa — A   theatre  man  who  has  had 

more  than  his  share  of  bad  luck  is  T.  C. 

Soucie  who  was  proprietor,  manager  and 

projectionist  of  a   theatre  that  is  no  more. 
The  house  was  the  Lyric  at  Hornepayne,  in 

northern  Ontario,  which  recently  was  de- 

stroyed by  fire  and  there  was  no  insur- 
ance because  the  remote  community  was 

just  scraping  along  on  account  of  Ol’ Man  Depression. 

Soucie  readily  admits  he  had  been  mak- 
ing expenses  and  a   little  more  for  himself 

until  he  was  wiped  out.  Now  he  is  on 

job  waiting  lists. 

assurance  that  the  precedent  for  censor- 

ship will  not  be  used  in  the  future?” 
Sir  John  replied:  “Censorship  means 

the  exercise  of  some  compulsory  powers. 

There  is  nothing  of  the  sort  in  the  pres- 
ent case.  Representations  were  made  to 

the  ambassador  of  a   friendly  government 

here  who  was  good  enough  and  thought 

it  right  to  take  action  tending  to  pro- 

mote European  peace.” 
“Owing  to  the  unsatisfactory  nature  of 

the  reply,”  Mander  countered,  “I  give  no- 
tice I   will  take  an  early  opportunity  to 

call  attention  to  efforts  at  censorship 

made  by  the  government  recently.” 
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N.  L.  NATHANSON  IS  WATCHING  ODEON-GB 

DEVELOPMENTS;  PLAYING  "WAITING  GAME" Boon  to  Textiles 

Montreal — The  cinema,  by  introducing 
western  fashionsi  to  women  in  distant 

parts  of  the  world,  is  helping  the  textile 

industry. 

“Lancashire,  by  mobilizing  her  forces, 
can  yet  regain  prosperity  for  its  vast 

cotton  population,”  said  Forrest  Hewit, 
chairman  of  the  joint  committee  of  Cotton 

Trade  Organizations,  in  a   speech  at  a 

luncheon  which  followed  the  opening  of  a 

ten-day  textile  machinery  exhibition  at 
Belle  Vue,  Manchester. 

Hewit  said  “the  cinema  is  introducing 
into  the  remote  parts  of  the  world  western 

fashions  which  women  previously  never 

dreamed  of.  It  is  giving  these  women  an 

appetite  which  they  will  gratify. 

New  CPRS  Fees  to 
Go  in  Effect  Jan.  1 

Montreal — Fees  and  charges  levied  by 

the  Canadian  Performing  Rights  Society, 

which  have  been  from  time  to  time  the 

subject  of  revision,  will  be  changed  in  a 

new  schedule,  applicable  Jan.  1,  1939,  for 

broadcasting  and  other  public  use  of  mu- 

sical and  dramatic  works  and  these  will 

be  studied  by  a   board  headed  by  Justice 

A.  K.  MacLean,  president  of  the  Ex- 

chequer Court  of  Canada,  appointed  by 

the  secretary  of  state,  Hon.  Fernand 
Rinfret. 

The  board  will  sit  in  Ottawa  in  the 

first  week  of  December.  Opposition  to  the 

new  charges  will  be  lodged  by  the  Cana- 

dian Broadcasting  Corp.  and  by  owners 

of  private  stations  which  will  oppose  par- 

ticularly the  Society’s  proposed  increase 
from  8   to  14  cents  on  private  and  domes- 

tic receiving  sets  and  the  new  fee  of  $10 
on  each  commercial  set.  At  present  the 
corporation  pays  the  Society  eight  cents 
out  of  each  $2.50  fee  for  a   private  set 
now  collected. 

The  Society’s  receipts  from  1,104,207  pri- 
vate receiving  sets  under  the  new  schedule 

would  be  increased  from  $89,000  to  $154,- 
588.98  and  the  new  tax  on  3,639  commer- 

cial sets  would  produce  an  additional 
$36,390. 

At  last  session  of  the  Dominion  parlia- 
ment a   bill  proposed  by  W.  K.  Esling,  Con- 

servative member  for  West  Kootenay,  re- 
lieved restaurateurs  and  small  hotel  keep- 

ers from  payment  and  the  Society  is  en- 
deavoring to  make  up  that  loss  by  addi- 

tional collections  from  CBC  and  owners 
of  private  stations,  increasing  the  fee  for 
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Any  Move  to  Enter  Canada 
Would  Be  Countered, 

It  Is  Believed 

By  MILTON  GALBRAITH 

Ottawa — N.  L.  Nathanson,  president  of 
Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.,  is  said 

to  be  playing  a   “waiting  game”  with  re- 
spect to  the  reported  intention  of  Oscar 

Deutsch,  British  theatre  magnate,  to  ex- 
pand his  Odeon  circuit  to  the  Dominion 

where  it  would  come  into  competition  with 

the  coast-to-coast  chain  directed  by  him. 
The  Canadian  theatre  head  is  watching 

developments  in  Great  Britain  with  a   par- 

ticular eye  on  negotiations  for  the  amalga- 
mation of  the  Odeon  and  Gaumont-Brit- 

ish  circuits,  with  the  John  Maxwell  in- 
terests as  a   prospective  third  party. 

Nathanson  controls  the  Canadian  distribu- 

tion of  Gaumont-British  pictures  and,  ac- 
cordingly, holds  at  least  one  trump  card 

in  the  possible  English  deal. 

If  the  big  British  chains  are  united, 

then,  it  is  believed,  Deutsch  would  not 

invade  the  Dominion  with  Odeon  The- 
atres. 

On  the  other  hand,  if  Odeon  Theatres 

enters  Canada,  it  is  thought  Nathanson 

would  proceed  with  the  establishment  of 

theatres  in  Great  Britain  as  direct  oppo- 
sition to  Deutsch. 

A   brief  statement  by  Nathanson  on  re- 

turn to  Canada  from  his  last  trip  to  Eng- 
land lends  substance  to  the  view.  On 

that  occasion,  when  asked  for  comment 

regarding  the  Canadian  Odeon  rumor, 

Nathanson  naively  replied:  “Mr.  Deutsch 
is  on  the  other  side  of  the  Atlantic  and 

I   am  on  this  side.” 
At  this  writing,  the  British  theatre  cir- 

cuits are  negotiating  but  word  has  been 

received  in  the  Dominion  that  Harry  W. 

Weedon,  chief  architect  for  Odeon  The- 
atres, will  make  his  second  visit  to  Canada 

shortly  after  Christmas  when,  according 

to  gossip,  Nathanson  would  make  the 

move  to  enter  the  theatre  field  in  Eng- 
land. 

The  venturesome  even  insist  Nathanson 

would  have  an  ally  in  Adolph  Zukor,  who 
is  now  in  London. 

Police  Lose  Their 

"Auto  Cop" 
Ottawa — A   moving  picture  camera, 

called  the  "Auto  Cop,"  fitted  to  a 
police  car  for  the  purpose  of  taking  pic- 

tures of  fleeing  lawbreakers,  was 

actually  stolen  from  a   parked  auto- 

mobile in  Ottawa.  The  police  did  not 

need  the  device,  however,  in  tracing 

down  George  Lavallee,  local  resident, 

who  pleaded  guilty  to  the  theft  when 

he  appeared  in  court  the  next  day. 

There  Is  No  Demand 

Ottawa — The  presence  on  this  side  of 

the  Atlantic  of  Leni  Riefenstahl,  German 

actress,  film  director  and  reputed  friend 

of  Adolf  Hitler,  has  recalled  the  fact  that 

the  first  picture  to  be  screened  at  the 

Ottawa  Museum  by  the  National  Film  So- 

ciety of  Ottawa  was  her  picture,  “The 
Blue  Light,”  dealing  with  the  legendary 
illumination  supposed  to  be  seen  in  the 

Italian  Dolomites  at  each  full  moon.  It 

was  first  made  in  German  after  which  a 

French  version  was  produced.  On  that 

same  first  program,  given  Dec.  10,  1935, 

was  a   Soviet  feature,  strange  to  relate. 

Even  with  Leni  on  a   publicized  visit  to 

the  United  States,  there  is  no  demand  for 

a   revival  of  “The  Blue  Light.” 

Trade  Treaty  Helps 

Business  Generally 
Ottawa — Apart  from  direct  concessions 

obtained  by  theati'es  of  the  Dominion  un- 
der the  trade  treaty  with  the  United 

States,  there  would  be  a   definite  benefit 
for  the  boxoffice  because  of  increased 

business  activity  and  employment  as  a 

result  of  increased  trade  between  the 

countries  and  wider  markets  for  primary 

producers,  according  to  Canadian  gov- 
ernment leaders. 

Canada  stood  to  lose  $18,000,000  in  gov- 

ernment revenue  when  the  3   per  cent  ex- 
cise tax  is  abolished  by  Act  of  Parliament 

early  in  1939,  but  the  boom  in  inter- 
country trade,  even  with  modified  duties, 

would  bring  an  income  to  the  treasury 

which  would  more  than  offset  the  tax 

loss,  it  was  assured  in  official  circles. 

The  moving  picture  business  would  enjoy 

two-fold  gain  in  the  more  reciprocal  treat- 
ment toward  film  imports  and  increased 

domestic  prosperity. 

Hon.  W.  D.  Euler,  minister  of  trade  and 

commerce,  declared  trade  “in  the  broad 

sense”  would  receive  considerable  impetus 

and  that  Canada  has  gained  a   tremen- 

dous advantage  in  the  United  States  mar- 
ket for  primary  products. 

Labor  Minister  Rogers  predicted  em- 
ployment would  increase  for  two  reasons: 

Through  greater  activity  stimulated  in 

primary  industries,  and  through  an  im- 
proved domestic  market  for  Canadian 

manufacturers  arising  from  greater  spend- 

ing power. 

Metro  Re-Signs  Beval 

Hollywood — Jacques  Deval  has  drawn 

a   new  writing  contract  at  M-G-M. 
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Average  Canadian  Spends 

$2.50  Annually  on  Movies 

Montreal — According  to  the  Financial 
Post,  the  average  Canadian  spends  $2.50 

annually  attending  motion  pictures,  con- 
siderably less  than  the  $7  spent  in  the 

United  States  and  greater  amounts  in  Aus- 

tralia and  England.  Canadians  are  essen- 

tially conservative,  motion  picture  execu- 
tives believe,  but,  by  the  same  token,  their 

film-going  does  not  react  as  violently  to 
depression  as  in  other  nations. 

Other  observations  by  the  paper: 

In  recent  years  the  industry  has  been 

forced  to  meet  changing  conditions;  first, 

the  advent  of  the  talking  picture,  which 

completely  revolutionized  the  industry,  and 

secondly,  radical  departures  in  architecture 

and  air-conditioning  of  buildings,  necessi- 
tating increase  in  capital  expenditures. 

Renovations  and  modernization  pro- 

grams have  the  immediate  tendency  of 

stimulating  attendance,  but  as  the  novelty 

wears  off  the  attendance  levels  off  pro- 
portionately. 

Tastes  vary  little  on  the  continent.  It 

is  safe  to  assume  a   film  that  is  success- 

ful in  the  United  States  will  meet  a   good 

reception  in  this  country. 

Canada  has  contributed  largely  to  head- 

line names  in  the  film  world,  Deanna  Dur- 

bin, youthful  Winnipeg  girl,  has  a   uni- 

versal appeal,  and  Norma  Shearer,  Mon- 

treal-born, has  long  been  an  American 
favorite. 

The  easiest  job  of  the  film-goer  and 
industry  is  picking  the  most  successful 

picture  of  the  year.  “Snow  White  and 

the  Seven  Dwarfs”  leads  the  field  with  a 
few  furlongs  to  spare. 

Most  popular  pictures  of  the  current 

season  have  varied  in  theme  from  fairy 

tales  to  historical  sagas,  and  costs  have 

also  varied.  “Snow  White  and  the  Seven 

Dwarfs”  was  an  expensive  production; 

“Robin  Hood,”  moderate;  “In  Old  Chi- 

cago,” expensive;  “Mad  About  Music,” 

moderate;  “Tire  Awful  Truth,”  inexpen- 

sive; “Alexander’s  Ragtime  Band,”  expen- 

British,  American 

Markets  Shrinking 
Montreal — Phil  Reisman,  RKO’s  foreign 

sales  manager  who  travels  60,000  miles  a 

year  selling  films  and  testing  public  taste 

and  demand  in  different  countries  and 

continents,  finds  it  is  becoming  increas- 
ingly difficult  for  British  and  United 

States  companies  to  place  their  films  with 

the  upward  surge  of  Fascist  ideology  over 
the  world. 

“In  France,  no  English-speaking  ‘talkie’ 
can  be  shown  more  than  15  times  unless 

it  has  French  sub-titles  or  ‘dubbed’  French 
dialogue;  in  Italy,  all  pictures  must  have 

Italian  dialogue,  and  a   new  law  coming 

into  force  soon  will  give  the  government 

sive;  “Test  Pilot,”  inexpensive;  “Love  Finds 

Andy  Hardy,”  inexpensive;  “Marie  An- 

toinette,” expensive;  “The  Buccaneer,”  ex- 
pensive. Popularity,  in  comparison  to  pro- 

duction expense,  seems  indeterminable,  and 

even  the  experts  fall  by  the  wayside  when 

forecasting  the  possible  success  of  films. 

England  has  been  fairly  successful  in 

the  export  field  and  the  quality  of  recent 

productions  has  removed  the  handicap 

that  earlier  poor  productions  created. 

“Drums,”  “To  the  Victor,”  “Action  for 

Slander,”  and  “Storm  in  a   Teacup”  were 
among  the  successful  British  films  this 

year. All  large  features  are  imported  into  this 

country  and  distributed  by  nine  organiza- 

tions, members  of  the  Motion  Picture  Dis- 

tributors and  Exhibitors  of  Canada,  Ltd., 

maintaining  film  exchanges  in  Montreal, 

Vancouver,  Calgary,  Winnipeg,  Toronto 

and  Saint  John.  Films  are  rented  to  the 

theatres  and  the  operator  may  lease  them 

in  any  of  three  ways: 

<   1 )   On  a   percentage  basis,  calcu- 

lated on  boxoffice  receipts.  This  varies 

from  15  per  cent  to  40  per  cent,  the 

average  being  around  27  per  cent. 

The  rate  varies  with  different  pictures, 

the  newness  of  the  film,  and  size  of 

the  theatre.  Most  of  the  larger  houses 

buy  their  programs  on  this  plan. 

(2)  Flat  rental  basis,  under  which 

the  operator  agrees  to  pay  a   fixed 

amount  for  the  film  regardless  of  re- 
sults. This  plan  is  favored  by  many 

small  operators,  for  it  eliminates  part 

of  their  bookkeeping  costs  and  is  fa- 

vored by  the  distributors  when  deal- 
ing with  small  or  distant  theatres  for 

it  eliminates  the  cost  and  bother  of 

auditing. 

(3)  Combined  basis,  in  which  an 

initial  payment  is  agreed  on  with  a 

percentage  to  apply  on  receipts  above 

a   fixed  minimum.  This  plan  is  used 

less  widely  than  the  others. 

full  control  over  all  imported  British  and 

American  films.” 
Reisman  has  come  across  many  strange 

incidents  dealing  with  the  cinema  on  his 

travels.  “In  Spain,  before  the  war,  I   re- 
member stopping  at  a   small  village  cinema 

between  Barcelona  and  Madrid,”  he  said. 

“There,  instead  of  issuing  tickets,  the 
cashier  merely  stamped  the  palms  of  the 

patrons’  hands  after  they  had  paid,  and 
the  doorkeeper  smudged  the  mark  with  a 

much  licked  thumb  instead  of  tearing  off 
the  ticket. 

“And,  to  curb  any  over-eager  film  fan 
who  might  not  wash  too  carefully,  the 

rubber  stamps  are  changed  in  shape  and 
size  every  day. 

“In  some  of  the  poorer  cinemas  in 

Europe,”  he  relates,  “the  screen  is  pur- 
posely very  thin  and  the  cheap  seats  are 

behind  it;  people  can  see  everything  quite 

clearly,  but  backwards,  which  only  matters 

TO  ROM  TO 
“YOUR  chances  are  better  than  if  you spent  five  times  as  much  on  an  Irish 

Sweepstakes  ticket,”  was  a   cheery  note 
sounded  when  local  business  men  staged 
a   combined  picture  show  and  frolic  in  the 
Scarboro  Theatre  here  and  patrons  of  this 
700-seater  house  drew  for  no  less  than 
100  valuable  prizes.  The  frolic  and  show 
started  at  midnight. 

Toronto  theatregoers  are  keenly  antici- 

pating the  staging  of  Sinclair  Lewis’  “It 
Can’t  Happen  Here,”  December  12,  at 
Eaton  Hall,  by  the  Theatre  of  Action 

players. 

The  Affiliated  Theatrical  Offices  of 

America  have  established  business  prem- 
ises in  Toronto  at  3   Dundas  St.,  east. 

Harold  Kay,  prominent  in  the  Indepen- 

dent Theatres  Ass’n,  has  been  made  chair- 
man of  the  committee  arranging  for  a 

frolic  to  be  held  at  his  theatre,  the  Fox, 

under  sponsorship  of  the  Beaches  Business 

Men’s  Ass’n. 

Head  offices  of  Grand  National  Pic- 

tures here  report  that  “Damaged  Goods” 
which  they  are  distributing  in  Canada, 

has  been  recommended  by  the  minister  of 

health  in  nearly  every  province  as  well  as 

being  sponsored  by  other  governmental 

agencies. 

Sonja  Henie  is  coming  from  Hollywood 

to  Toronto  to  present  her  “Ice  Revue”  at 
the  Maple  Leaf  Gardens  here  on  December 

5   and  6.  Though  the  Garden  seats  16,500 

persons,  admittance  prices  will  range  from 

$1.00  to  $2.50  a   person. 

George  Oullahan,  advertising  manager, 

Empire-Universal  Films,  reports  that  all 

exhibitors  who  have  played  “Dracula”  and 
"Frankenstein”  have  carried  out  large,  ex- 

tensive advertising  campaigns  which  have 

resulted  in  top  boxoffice  receipts.  Some 

of  them  have  played  to  record-breaking 

business  in  a   number  of  Canadian  cen- 
ters with  these  two  films. 

W.  D.  McPhee  has  assumed  the  post 

of  chief  inspector  of  theatres  in  Ontario, 

succeeding  Harry  Dobson,  resigned.  The 

change  was  announced  by  O.  J.  Silver- 

throne,  chief  of  the  Ontario  motion  pic- 
ture bureau. 

M.  Dennis  Buys  Site  lor 
New  Theatre  in  Toronto 

Toronto — The  sale  is  reported  of  154 

feet  of  property  frontage  on  Yonge  St., 
Toronto  chief  business  thoroughfare,  at 

Lawrence  Ave.,  to  M.  Dennis,  who  an- 
nounces he  will  build  a   new  theatre,  as 

well  as  stores  adjacent  to  it.  E.  C.  Bastedo 

&   Co.,  of  Toronto  put  through  the  deal. 

when  titles  or  lettering  appear;  then,  al- 

most as  one  person,  I’ve  seen  30  or  40 
people,  all  sitting  on  benches,  turn  their 

backs  to  the  screen,  hold  up  little  mir- 
rors they  carried  for  the  occasion,  and 

so  read  what  was  written.” 
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QLARENCE  ROBSON,  Toronto,  eastern 
supervisor  for  FP  Canadian,  was  a 

visitor  to  the  houses  at  Moncton,  Saint 

John  and  Halifax. 

Headed  by  the  branch  managers,  Regal 

( Captain  A.  E.  Smith)  and  Paramount 

( Captain  P.  J.  Hogan )   have  formed  a 

bowling  league  of  their  own  in  Saint  John. 

It’s  getting  to  be  a   popular  recreation 
with  the  offices  in  the  key  city. 

L.  McKenzie,  Vitagraph  branch  mana- 
ger at  Saint  John,  has  returned  from  a 

Sears  drive  meeting  of  eastern  Canadian 

branch  managers  at  Montreal.  R.  H. 

Haines,  New  York,  eastern  and  Canadian 

general  sales  manager,  and  W.  Cohen, 

Canadian  district  manager,  were  there,  as 

well  as  H.  O.  Paynter,  Toronto,  and  M.  J. 

Isman,  Montreal.  They  expect  to  meet 

again  in  February. 

Mayor  N.  W.  Mason’s  Roseland  in  New 
Glasgow,  N.  S.,  will  close  January  3   for 

modernization,  expected  to  take  six  weeks. 

Changes  will  include  installation  of  an 

air-conditioning  plant,  reconstruction  of 

the  entrance,  lowering  the  ceilings,  al- 
tering the  balcony,  building  a   mezzanine, 

installation  of  new  sound  equipment  and 

replacing  the  seats. 

A   writer  in  the  Evening  Times-Globe, 
Saint  John,  takes  issue  with  the  screen 

and  radio  dramatizations  of  de  Mille’s 

“The  Buccaneer,”  whose  climax  is  the 
Battle  of  New  Orleans,  publicized  as  the 

decisive  encounter  which  “saved  America 

for  the  Americans”  in  the  War  of  1812. 

The  writer  quotes  the  Encyclopedia  Brit- 

tanica  in  that  “the  Battle  of  New  Orleans 
had  no  bearing  on  the  outcome  of  the 

war,  as  peace  had  been  made  at  Ghent 

15  days  before  .   .   .” 

After  a   decade  of  indifferent  attend- 
ances, hockey  is  again  rearing  its  head 

in  Saint  John  as  a   strong  competitor  with 

the  screen.  This  year  the  city’s  senior 
team  looks  strong  and,  despite  the  fact 

that  it  has  no  regular  league  to  play  in, 

is  drawing  well  because  it  is  being  bally- 
hooed  as  a   possible  Allan  Cup  contender. 

Offsetting  this,  however,  is  the  lack  of 

interest  ivhicli  Halifax  citizens  are  show- 
ing in  their  teams,  which  are  mediocre 

compared  with  the  cup-winning  Halifax 
team  of  a   few  years  back.  In  one  match 

the  paid  attendance  in  the  big  artificial 

ice  rink  was  only  225. 

Community  Theatre  Manager  W.  R. 

Golding,  Saint  John’s  champion  marathon 
bowler,  lost  a   100-string  candlepin  match 
to  Nick  Habeeb  at  Grand  Falls,  N.  B.,  by 

a   pinfall  of  10,548  to  9,996.  The  contest 

lasted  from  4   p.  m.  to  4   a.  m.  and  all 

the  theatre  man  got  out  of  it  was  a   blis- 

tered thumb.  He  has  challenged  the  win- 
ner to  a   return  match  in  his  own  city. 

WB  Buys  Field  Novel 

Hollywood — Screen  rights  to  “All  This 

and  Heaven,  Too,”  by  Rachel  Field,  have 
been  bought  by  Warner  Bros.  Bette  Davis 

will  star  in  the  film  version. 

Blizzard  Ties  Up 

Maritimes'  Traffic 
Saint  John — The  worst  blizzard  in  liv- 

ing memory  tied  up  highway  and  sea 

traffic  and  delayed  trains  in  the  Mari- 
times on  Friday,  November  25.  Branch 

managers,  such  as  Charles  Chaplin  of 

UA,  who  was  overtaken  by  the  storm  at 

Bathurst,  N.  B.,  had  to  abandon  their 

car  temporarily  and  return  by  train. 

Films  sent  via  the  Bay  of  Fundy  steam- 

ship Princess  Helene  had  a   day’s  wait 
when  the  vessel  was  held  in  port  at  Digby, 

N.  S.  Branch  salesmen  reflected  thank- 
fully that  they  were  not  making  the  ocean 

trip  from  Halifax  to  Newfoundland  at  the 

time,  remembering  that  it  is  always  rough 

enough,  anyway,  and  in  blizzard  weather 

they  just  don’t  eat  and  only  pray  for  a 
glimpse  of  land.  Even  the  film  men  lucky 

enough  to  be  in  town  had  their  tough 

luck:  Empire-Universal  Manager  “Gerry” 
Hoyt  had  to  dig  his  car  out  of  a   snow- 
bank. 

Most  narrow  escape  from  injury  was 

experienced  by  the  Capitol’s  Walter  H. 
Golding,  who,  after  helping  a   woman  into 

a   store  to  recuperate  after  she  had  been 

bowled  over  by  the  60-mile  gale,  was  him- 
self carried  away  for  the  full  distance  of 

a   city  block,  somehow  managing  agily 

to  keep  his  footing  and  nimbly  dodging 

two  cars  in  his  path  as  the  wind  swept 

him  bodily  down  the  street.  He  checked 

his  headlong  momentum  by  jumping  into 

a   snowbank  up  to  his  hips. 

At  the  time  of  his  “flight”  he  had  been 
trying  to  reach  the  Capitol  to  inspect  the 

wreckage  of  one  of  the  two  large  plate- 
glass  front  display  windows,  shattered  by 

a   piece  of  the  marquee  which  had  been 
torn  away  by  the  gale. 

Revised  CPRS  Charges 

Go  Into  EHect  Jan.  1 

(Continued  from  page  81) 

users  of  private  sets  and  imposing  a   new 

tax  on  the  operation  of  commercial  sets. 

According  to  Samuel  Rogers,  chief  coun- 

sel for  the  CBC,  approval  of  the  Society’s 
new  rates  would  mean  payment  by  Cana- 

dian broadcasting  stations  of  14  cents  more 

on  every  private  receiving  set  in  Canada, 

a   total  of  $154,588. 

When  Judge  Parker  conducted  his  in- 
vestigation of  the  Canadian  Performing 

Right  charges  and  copyright  in  1935,  he 

allowed  the  society  eight  cents  a   radio 

machine  as  a   fair  amount  for  performing 

rights. 

This  has  been  the  charge  ever  since,  but 

every  year  the  Canadian  Performing  Right 

Society  has  tried  to  increase  it.  They  have 

never  succeeded.  They  are  trying  again 

this  year  and  will  be  strenuously  opposed. 

The  broadcasting  stations  would  still 
bear  the  cost  of  the  extra  14  cents  a 

set  if  it  did  go  through.  They  do  not 

want  to  have  it  transferred  to  the  public. 

€>  T   ¥   A\  W   A\ 
^HEN  “Damaged  Goods”  opened  at the  Centre  Theatre,  Ottawa,  the  local 

branch  of  the  Health  League  of  Canada, 

headed  by  Dr.  J.  T.  Clarke,  used  paid 

advertising  space  in  the  newspapers  to 

urge  the  public  to  see  the  picture,  for 

which  children  under  16  years  were  not 
admitted. 

“The  Young  in  Heart”  was  presented 
as  the  first  anniversary  attraction  at  the 

Elgin  Theatre  and  was  promptly  held  over 

for  a   second  week  by  Manager  Joe  Paul 

without  the  aid  of  a   second  feature.  As 

a   matter  of  fact  three  local  houses,  the 

Elgin,  Regent  and  Centre,  have  dropped 

the  double-bill  policy. 

The  big  concert  event  of  the  past  week 

was  the  appearance  of  the  National  Sym- 
phony Orchestra  of  Washington,  D.  C., 

under  Hans  Kindler,  Friday  evening  at  the 

Capitol  Theatre  for  which  Manager  Ray 

Tubman  brought  the  continuous  film  pro- 
gram to  a   close  at  7   p.  m. 

Canadian  theatres  continue  to  pay  divi- 
dends with  regularity ,   thus  discounting 

recession  talk.  United  Amusement  Corp., 

Ltd.,  has  paid  45  cents  on  the  common 

shares  as  a   six-months  apportionment, 

while  Eastern  Theatres,  Ltd.,  has  an- 
nounced a   50  cent  dividend  payable  this 

month.  Both  companies  are  subsidiaries 

of  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp. 

Last  Saturday  local  theatres  experi- 

enced a   temporary  slump  in  matinee  busi- 
ness because  everybody  who  could  get  into 

Lansdowne  Park  crowded  into  the  local 

stadium  for  the  Eastern  football  play-off 
final  between  the  Ottawa  Rough  Riders 

and  the  Toronto  Argonauts,  but  they  made 

up  for  it  Saturday  night  with  all  amuse- 
ment centers  jammed. 

The  Rideau  Theatre  is  putting  on  an 

amateur  stage  show  every  Tuesday  night 

which  is  also  being  used  as  a   radio  pro- 

gram by  Station  CKCO,  the  theatre  get- 
ting Some  nice  plugs  over  the  air. 

The  ratepayers  of  Smiths  Falls  are  to 

vote  on  the  question  of  continuing  daylight 

saving  time  in  the  municipal  elections 

after  the  town  council  had  split  on  a   reso- 
lution to -annul  the  by-law  providing  for 

advanced  time  during  the  summer  months 
each  year. 

Regal  Films,  Ltd.,  sent  to  Montreal  for 

an  extra  print  of  “The  Citadel”  when 

Lady  Tweedsmuir ,   wife  of  Canada's  gov- 
ernor-general, expressed  the  wish  to  see 

the  picture  at  a   private  screening. 

Roly  Young,  Canadian  screen  critic,  has 

come  out  with  the  suggestion  theatres 
should  not  maintain  the  same  scale  of 

prices  for  all  pictures,  outstanding,  good 

or  medium,  using  the  argument  a   big 

picture  should  command  a   higher  price 

of  admission. 

Corrigan  Has  a   Sister 

Hollywood — Peggy  Ryan  has  been 

named  by  RKO  to  play  the  part  of  Doug- 

las Corrigan’s  younger  sister  in  "The  Fly- 

ing Irishman.” 
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Move  to  Regulate 

Legal  Holidag  Dags 
Ottawa  —   The  Associated  Boards  of 

Trade  and  Chambers  of  Commerce  of  On- 

tario have  petitioned  the  Dominion  gov- 
ernment to  regulate  the  holding  of  legal 

holidays  in  Canada  in  moveable  fashion 

so  that  they  will  always  fall  on  a   Mon- 
day, the  only  exceptions  being  Christmas 

and  New  Year’s  Day  which  must  neces- 
sarily occur  on  December  25  and  Janu- 

ary 1,  respectively. 

The  recommendation  has  been  made  by 

the  business  interests  that  this  policy  be 
followed  so  that  a   week  will  be  broken 

by  a   statutory  holiday  as  seldom  as  pos- 
sible and  so  that  the  public  can  have 

the  benefit  of  long  weekends  at  different 

times  during  the  year.  It  is  claimed  Mon- 
day holidays  would  enable  the  people  to 

enjoy  frequent  trips  and  mid-week  busi- 
ness would  not  be  disrupted.  Under  the 

proposal,  Victoria  Day  (May  24),  Domin- 

ion Day  (July  1),  Armistice  Day  (Novem- 

ber 11),  Thanksgiving  Day  and  the  King’s 
Birthday  would  be  celebrated  on  a   Mon- 

day. Religious  holidays  would  not  be 
disturbed. 

Theatre  men  are  not  enthusiastic  about 

the  idea  because  encouragement  of  long 

weekends  for  trips  to  the  countryside 

would  not  help  the  boxoffice. 

VICTORIA 
■pHE  Capitol,  Dominion  and  Atlas  theatres 

have  made  arrangements  whereby  as  a 

service  to  their  patrons  free  parking  for 

cars  may  be  secured  in  a   local  garage 

near  to  the  theatres.  This  has  been  made 

necessary  to  lighten  the  serious  parking 

problem  in  the  Victoria  theatre  district. 

Joe  Plotell,  manager  of  Vitagraph  Film 

Exchange,  and  Charlie  Ramage,  manager 

of  Regal  Films,  spent  a   few  days  drum- 
ming up  business  in  Victoria  recently. 

“My  Lucky  Star”  at  the  Atlas  had  large 
lineups  every  night  of  the  showing.  News- 

paper advertising  formed  most  of  the 

publicity. 

“There  Goes  My  Heart,”  hit  No.  1   of 

Manager  R.  Calladine’s  new  United  Art- 
ists specials  drew  so  well  at  the  Plaza 

that  it  was  held  over  for  three  days. 

“Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula”  provided 
the  thriller  of  the  season  for  Victoria 

fans.  An  extensive  advance  publicity  cam- 
paign by  Manager  Cliff  Denham  of  the 

Dominion  had  Victorians  talking  about 

the  picture  weeks  before  the  actual  show- 
ing. One  sheets  and  window  cards  were 

plastered  all  over  the  city.  Three  thou- 
sand heralds  were  distributed  at  the  the- 

atre, but  the  pride  of  the  theatre  was 

the  “scare”  lobby  display.  The  display 
featured  on  one  side  a   cupboard  with  a 

peek  hole  through  which  patrons  saw  a 

skull  and  some  live  rats  and  on  the  other 

side  a   cupboard  in  which  was  hung  a 

skeleton.  On  the  floor  between  the  cup- 
boards was  a   mummy. 

Will  MM  I   PIE  Cl 
'J'HE  John  Holden  Players,  Winnipeg 

stock  company,  will  present  “Abie’s 
Irish  Rose”  at  a   special  matinee  at  the 
Dominion  Theatre  to  aid  the  Tribune 

Empty  Stocking  Fund.  The  Winnipeg 
YMHA  and  YWHA  will  sponsor  the  show, 
slated  for  December  16. 

Theatremen  here  report  business  bad. 

The  pre-Christmas  slump  has  started 

much  earlier  than  usual.  A   strong  civic 

election  campaign  has  attracted  much  in- 

terest and  proved  a   powerful  counter-at- 
traction to  theatres. 

“The  Defense  of  Siberia,”  opening  bill 
at  the  Times,  whose  foreign  film  policy 

was  announced  recently  in  these  columns, 
has  been  held  over  a   second  week. 

While  theatres  here  generally  deplore 

the  lack  oj  attendance  and  the  consequent 

deficit  at  the  boxoffice,  the  Lyceum  is 

playing  to  capacity  crowds  with  the  twin 

horror  bill  of  “ Dracula ”   mid  “Franken- 

stein.” 
Grand  National’s  release,  “Through  the 

Centuries,”  is  doing  well  at  the  Baddow. 
A   tieup  was  made  with  Catholic  churches 

of  the  city.  Schools  in  St.  Boniface  have 

set  aside  a   special  day  on  which  children 

will  see  the  film  .   .   .   An  attractive  display 

of  colored  stills  in  the  windows  of  Wool- 

worth’s  downtown  store  publicizes 

“Drums,”  playing  the  Metropolitan  this 
week. 

“Damaged  Goods,”  goes  into  the  Fox 
and  the  Tower,  after  playing  the  Windsor 

...  At  the  Osborne,  “Mayerling”  has  been 
doing  good  business. 

Douglas  Dunsheath  of  Celotex  Corp., 

was  here  conferring  with  Leo  Sigurdson  of 

Dominion  Sound  Equipment  .   .   .   Man- 
agers at  the  Film  Exchange  threw  a   party 

at  which  the  honored  guest  was  Stewart’s 

Cream  of  Barley.  The  “guest”  had  the 
undivided  attention  of  all  present,  at  lat- 

est reports. 

A   car  belonging  to  Joe  Huber  of  20 th 

Century-Fox  was  stolen  this  week  ...  I. 

Coval,  salesman  for  Warner  Bros.,  is  sport- 
ing a   new  car  .   .   .   Wolfe  Cohen,  general 

manager  of  Warner  Bros.,  is  expected  here. 

The  Druggists  Do 
It,  Too 

Ottawa — If  the  druggists  can  do  it, 

why  can't  the  film  exhibitors? 

The  Ontario  Retail  Druggists  Ass'n, 
at  its  annual  convention,  adopted  a 

strong  resolution  placing  a   ban  on  all 

giveaways  and  premium  stunts  “or 
any  other  scheme  that  is  readily 

recognizable  as  an  effort  to  gain  ad- 

vantage over  his  fellow  pharmacists 

and  is  equally  unfair  to  those  manu- 
facturers whose  distribution  is  mutu- 

ally beneficial." Commenting  on  the  resolution,  the 

association  president  declared:  “We 
don't  want  to  have  every  other  trade 
in  the  province  thinking  we  are  a 

bunch  of  snipers." 

Projectionist  Hero 
In  a   Theatre  Fire 

St.  John,  N.  B. — Linwood  Fyfe,  pro- 

jectionist of  the  Capitol  Theatre,  Ed- 
mundston,  N.  B.,  was  hero  of  a   fire  which 

destroyed  the  projection  room  last  Mon- 
day evening  when  he  found  Frank  Boyd 

a   cripple,  trying  to  drag  himself  down  the 
stairs  from  the  balcony  and  carried  him to  safety. 

About  150  patrons  made  a   quick  orderly 

getaway  through  two  front  exits  and  two 
rear  entrances.  No  one  was  injured.  Fyfe 

closed  fire  shutters,  but  his  efforts  to 

smother  flames  were  futile.  Three  ex- 
plosions wrecked  the  projection  room  and 

rocked  the  building  like  an  earthquake. 

Manager  Joseph  C.  Lebel  ran  upstairs  with 

an  extinguisher,  but  was  thrown  back  to 

the  main  floor  by  the  last  explosion. 

The  projection  equipment  was  ruined, 
the  theatre  damaged  by  water.  The  loss, 

totaling  around  $6,000,  was  covered  by 

insurance.  The  building  was  under  lease 

to  M.  S.  Bernstein  and  J.  J.  Lieberman  of 

the  B&L  theatre  chain. 

One  feature  film,  “Three  Loves  Has 

Nancy,”  and  four  short  subjects  were  lost 
in  the  flames.  This  is  said  to  be  the  first 

theatre  fire  during  operation  of  modern 
times  in  the  Maritime  Provinces. 

£JITY  business  in  the  province  is  on 
the  upgrade.  Managers  believe  the 

quality  of  pictures  has  improved  and 

this,  together  with  the  go-to-the-movies 
campaign  results  which  are  now  being  felt, 

has  engendered  confidence. 

The  holding  of  Warner  Bros,  sales  con- 
vention this  week  in  Winnipeg  was  prin- 

cipally to  assist  in  the  attendance  of  men 

from  Vancouver  and  western  points.  Gor- 
don  Simons,  manager  of  the  Winnipeg 

office,  was  in  Regina  making  arrange- 
ments last  week. 

Saskatoon  has  an  active  German  langu- 
age organization.  Two  sound  pictures 

were  presented  this  week  at  the  King  Ed- 

ward Hotel  under  auspices  of  the  Ger- 
man school  committee.  The  pictures 

shown  were  “Wir  Erobern  Land”  (We 

Conquer  Land)  and  “Das  Hofkonzert” (The  Court  Concert). 

Dick  Bird,  who  filmed  the  Oxford  Group 

picture,  “ Youth  Marches  On,”  is  off  to 

Cuba  via  the  United  States  for  a   winter’s 
holiday  from  Brid  Films,  Regina.  His 

daughters,  Jean  and  Yvonne,  are  accom- 
panying him. 

Stop  "Dwarf"  Toys Hollywood — The  British  high  court  has 

perpetually  enjoined  the  Lea  Bridge  Rub- 

ber Works  from  infringing  on  the  “Snow 
White”  copyright  by  making  toy  rubber 

dwarfs  and  has  ordered  delivery  of  “all 
offending  material.”  Damages  will  be  paid 

to  a   charity  designated  by  Disney’s  Eng- lish company. 
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MONTREAL 
■pHE  York  Theatre,  United  Amusement’s latest,  has  installed  equipment  for  the 

hard-of-hearing.  Seating  is  arranged  so 
that  the  screen  may  be  seen  equally  well 

from  any  part  of  the  house.  Lighting, 

heating  and  cooling  is  indirect.  The  tem- 

perature is  controlled  through  special  out- 
lets by  thermostats. 

Sonja  Henie’s  ice  show  will  play  Mon- 
treal, Toronto  and  Ottawa  during  the 

first  two  weeks  of  December.  She  is  due 

back  at  20 th-Fox  by  January  2   to  start 

her  new  film  which  is  expected  to  be  “Blue 

Skies,”  by  Art  Arthur,  former  Toronto 
newspaperman. 

“The  Singing  Blacksmith,”  a   new  Yid- 
dish film,  was  given  its  Canadian  pre- 

miere at  the  newly-renovated  Hollywood 

Theatre  here.  The  work  of  the  Collec- 

tive Film  Producers,  who  last  year  pro- 

duced Hirshbein’s  classic,  “Green  Fields,” 
it  stars  Moishe  Oysher,  supported  by  out- 

standing actors  of  the  Yiddish  Art  The- 
atre. 

The  first  English  boxing  picture  since 

the  introduction  of  the  “talkies”  is  being 
prepared  by  Michael  Balcon  at  Ealing 

studios.  He  calls  it  “There  Ain’t  No  Jus- 

tice.” Penrose  Tennyson  is  directing  the 
film. 

Dr.  Allan  Roy  Dafoe,  physician-guardian 

of  the  Dionne  Quintuplets,  informs  Box- 
office  his  charges  have  made  their  last 

appearance  on  the  screen  for  some  time. 

“We  must  think  of  their  education  now,” 
he  adds. 

Empire-Universal’ s   sensational  combina- 

tion, “ Dracula ”   and  “Frankenstein,”  has 
created  something  approaching  a   record 

in  the  phenomenal  crowds  drawn  to  the 

Princess  where  they  lined,  up  ten  deep 

two  hours  before  the  show  opened.  The 

pictures  are  remaining  a   second  week. 

“Suez”  has  reached  Montreal  and  is 

drawing  crowds  to  the  Capitol  ...  In  ad- 

dition to  “A  Man  to  Remember,”  Loew’s 
is  presenting  Hollywood  Laff  Parade  Re- 

vue and  the  Hollywood  Glamor  Girls  .   .   . 

“If  I   Were  King”  is  running  a   second 

week  at  the  Palace,  and  “The  Young  in 

Heart”  is  getting  a   second  week  at  the 
Orpheum. 

The  Midway  offered  a   special  midnight 

show  over  the  weekend,  presenting  “The 

Dancing  Duchess,”  from  the  Hungarian 
light  opera,  with  Martha  Eggerth  and  Paul 

Kemp. 

Reference  to  the  playing  of  “Carefree” 
on  the  dual-bill  opener  of  the  York  The- 

atre was  erroneous.  The  film  was  “Gate- 

way,” with  the  companion  feature 
“Algiers.” 

Grierson  in  Canada 

To  Aid  Producers 

Montreal — John  Grierson,  British  gov- 
ernment film  expert,  invited  to  Canada 

by  the  Ottawa  government  to  aid  in  re- 

modeling the  Dominion’s  motion  picture 
output,  believes  that  the  theatre  could  be 

used  to  build  up  a   sense  of  national  unity 

and  to  break  down  petty  provincial  preju- 
dice. 

Grierson  arrived  at  Quebec  on  the  Ca- 
nadian Pacific  liner  Montrose  and  passed 

through  Montreal  on  his  way  to  Ottawa. 

He  was  in  Canada  earlier  this  year  to 
look  over  the  situation. 

“I  shall  do  all  I   can,”  he  said,  “to  aid 

the  reorganization  of  Canadian  films.” 

The  aim  of  the  Canadian  government’s 

move,  he  explained,  was  “to  tell  the  story 
of  Canada  on  the  screen  in  a   form  of 

dramatization  rather  than  a   lecture,  to 

avoid  skimming  the  surface  as  has  been 

done  in  the  past  and  to  dig  for  the  real 

story.”  He  believed  that  such  films  would 
be  distributed  throughout  the  Dominion 
as  well  as  abroad. 

“I  shall  act  only  in  an  advisory  ca- 

pacity to  Canadian  producers,”  he  stated. 
"Though  he  has  yet  formed  no  schedule 
of  subjects,  he  suggested  Canadian  air- 

ways, mining,  farming,  wheat  and  the 

Mackenzie  river  development  as  suitable 
topics. 

Speculate  on  Industry's 
Adaptation  to  Television 

Toronto — Pondering  the  results  of  the 

advent  of  television  and  its  effect  upon 

the  motion  picture  industry,  Roly  Young, 

film  critic  of  the  Toronto  Globe  and  Mail, 

says  he  wonders  if,  “in  the  next  decade, 
we  will  find  the  old  system  of  shipping 

films  to  individual  theatres  done  away 

with?”  .   .   .   “if  the  theatres  will  not  just 
tune  in  their  program  directly  from  the 

studio  to  which  they  are  under  contract.” 
Young  believes  it  is  not  at  all  impossible 

that  the  time  will  come  when  the  pro- 

ducing companies,  “instead  of  shipping 
hundreds  of  copies  of  films  all  over  the 

country,  merely  will  have  a   series  of  pro- 
jection rooms  at  their  studio  from  which, 

on  different  wave  lengths,  they  will  tele- 

vise first-run  programs,  second-run  pro- 
grams, and  even  double  features,  direct  to 

theatres  which  have  contracted  for  the 

product.” It  is  likely,  says  Young,  that  “in  between 
there  will  be  the  usual  short  subjects,  and 

the  newsreel  probably  will  be  made  up  of 

some  filmed  items  and  some  spot  broad- 

casts from  the  scene  of  action.” 

English  Biography  Scheduled 

Hollywood — Twentieth  Century-Fox  is 

whipping  “Burton  of  Arabia”  into  shape 
as  a   starring  vehicle  for  Tyrone  Power,  a 

biographical  story  written  by  Sir  Richard 

Burton,  English  adventurer. 

Keighley  to  Direct  "Elizabeth" Hollywood — Warner  Bros,  has  assigned 

William  Keighley  to  direct  “Elizabeth  the 

Queen,”  starring  Bette  Davis  and  Errol 
Flynn.  The  film  version  is  from  the  Max- 

well Anderson  play. 

^HE  Agassi  Theatre  is  permanently 
closed,  its  operators,  Little  &   Friesen, 

having  found  it  to  be  unprofitable. 

N.  D.  H.  Evans,  RKO  auditor,  is  con- 
ducting his  work  in  Vancouver,  his  first 

visit  to  the  Pacific  Coast. 

Frank  Gow  and  Ivan  Ackery  are  up  to 

their  necks  in  preparing  details  for  the 

national  preview  of  “Heart  of  the  North” 
which  will  be  presented  at  the  Orpheum 

on  December  9.  It  promises  to  be  a   gala 

affair,  with  the  lieutenant  governor  and 

the  provincial  premier  in  attendance. 

H.  Warren  Cooper  announces  the  open- 
ing of  his  new  theatre  at  Revelstoke  on 

December  22. 

The  suit  for  damages  brought  by  Holly- 
wood Theatres  against  those  responsible 

for  the  “illegal”  picketing  of  the  theatre, 
and  issuing  defamatory  reports,  is  on  the 

docket  for  a   hearing  about  the  middle  of 
the  month. 

L.  A.  Allen,  GN  distributor,  is  hard  at 

work  keeping  up  with  the  many  additions 

to  the  old  schedule  of  productions  made 

by  E.  W .   Hammons,  the  president.  His  at- 
tention is  concentrated,  for  the  moment, 

on  “Club  De  Femmes”  by  Jacques  Deval, 

producer  of  “Tovarich,”  and  “Youth 
Marches  On,”  a   “made  in  Canada”  film. 

Archie  Calladine  has  completed  the  re- 
decoration of  his  Marpole  Theatre. 

G.  G.  Baiss,  Capitol  Theatre,  Duncan, 

came  over  for  the  Horse  Show. 

Willard  B.  Adamson,  RKO  salesman,  is 

on  his  way  back  from  a   business  trip  to 
the  Alaskan  border. 

Leo  M.  Devaney,  Canadian  general  man- 
ager of  RKO,  has  been  postponing  his  trip 

to  the  Coast  on  account  of  his  absorption 

in  the  promotion  of  “Sixty  Glorious  Years” 
which  is  now  making  records  in  the  east. 

Norman  Duncan,  manager  of  the 

Strand,  was  in  an  auto  collision  in  which 
he  was  thrown  forward  and  his  eye 

brought  into  abrupt  contact  with  the 

steering  wheel,  so  do  not  ask  him  what 
the  other  fellow  looks  like. 

“Drums”  scored  another  boxoffice  rec- 

ord, in  New  Westminster  this  time,  where 

it  ran  five  days  at  the  Columbia. 

The  family  of  Jim  Hayworth,  Rialto 

Theatre,  Ladysmith,  is  mourning  the  loss 

of  Mrs.  Hayworth’s  father. 

Four  Other  Symphonic 

Shorts  lor  Paramount 
Hollywood — Four  more  symphonic 

shorts,  featuring  the  National  Philhar- 
monic Orchestra  of  the  United  States,  will 

be  made  by  Paramount  following  the  suc- 

cess of  the  company’s  latest  symphonic 

subject,  “Schubert’s  Unfinished  Sym- 

phony.” 

“The  Blue  Danube”  will  be  included  on 

the  current  program,  with  “Merry  Wives 

of  Windsor,”  “William  Tell”  and  “Fare- 

well, Vienna”  on  the  1939-40  program. 
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From  the  Canadian  Press 

Movie 

Censorship 
Victoria  iJB.  C.)  Times 

Federal  censorship  of  motion  pictures  in 

Canada  is  advocated  by  Laura  Elston  in 

the  official  publication  of  the  Social  Ser- 
vice Council.  She  quotes  the  chairman  of 

the  Ontario  Board  of  Censors  as  saying 

that  for  Canada  two  boards  should  be 

enough — one  to  deal  with  pictures  for  dis- 
tribution in  Quebec  and  one  for  the  rest 

of  the  Dominion. 

This  sounds  like  common  sense.  There 

are  now  eight  provincial  boards  which  “of- 
fer regular,  if  small,  stipends  to  good 

friends  and  party  followers.  Added  to  those 

is  a   regiment  of  projectionists,  cutters, 

bookkeepers,  inspectors  and  secretaries,” 
in  the  various  provinces  duplicating  each 

other’s  work.  In  contrast,  England,  with 
40,000,000  population,  has  one  board.  In 

the  United  States  only  New  York,  Penn- 
sylvania, Ohio,  Kansas,  Maryland  and 

Virginia  have  state  boards.  Australia  has 

one  national  board,  replacing  the  several 
state  boards. 

For  all  of  Canada  during  1937,  only  19 

features  out  of  500  submitted  were  re- 

jected and  of  the  rejections  six  were  Brit- 
ish. The  problem  of  Canadian  censorship 

has  been  simplified  by  the  fact  the  Ameri- 
can films  are  now  censored  at  their  source. 

Hollywood  studios  subscribe  100  per  cent 

to  the  Hays  Code,  a   powerful  weapon  held 

over  producers’  heads,  since  the  campaigns 
of  the  Legion  of  Decency,  the  Federal 

Council  of  Churches  and  Jewish  Syna- 

gogues proved  they  meant  business. 

In  all,  the  21  censors  in  Canada,  who 

are  mostly  political  job-holders,  draw  sal- 

aries up  to  $3,500  each  a   year.  To  support 

them  in  lush  and  unnecessary  jobs  costs 

upwards  of  $25.50  a   reel,  or  $204,000  an- 

nually. While  this  cost  of  censorship  is 

borne  directly  by  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry, indirectly  the  public  pays  in  ad- 
mission fees.  If  the  various  governments 

of  Canada  were  interested  in  cutting  down 

the  cost  of  patronage,  they  would  get  to- 

gether to  eliminate  all  their  unnecessary 

censorship  boards,  retaining  only  one  for 

English-speaking  Canada  and  one  for 

French-speaking. 

The  Latest  Movie 

Of  the  Quints 
Galt  (Out.)  Reporter 

Those  who  think  that  the  Dionne  quin- 

tuplets are  forced  to  be  subjects  of  undue 

publicity,  may  get  some  encouragement 

from  critics  of  the  latest  Dionne  moving 

picture  who  say  that  it  has  little  in  it  to 

warrant  its  existence.  So  far  as  the  New 

York  reviewers  are  concerned,  they  give 

plenty  of  praise  to  the  five  interesting 

children.  Their  complaint  is  against  the 

vehicle  which  they  assert  is  “long-drawn- 

out”  and  trying  on  the  audience. 

Apparently  the  makers  of  the  picture 

lost  sight  of  the  fact  that  what  the  pub- 

lic wants  is  to  look  at  the  children  in  pic- 

tures to  get  some  of  their  moods  and 

antics  and  let  it  go  at  that.  To  make  a 

complete  film,  with  that  objective,  is  a 

difficult  task,  which  the  producers  ought 

to  have  realized.  A   friendly  feud  between 

a   boy  and  girl  reporter,  sandwiched  into 

the  Dionne  main  topic,  would  have  to  be 

handled  very  delicately  to  hold  the  audi- 
ence interested  for  long.  Nevertheless  the 

quintuplets  are  interesting  heroines  and 

it  would  require  an  entirely  bad  accom- 
paniment of  any  kind  to  detract  from 

their  pulling  power.  Naturally,  as  they 

grow  older,  they  may  not  continue  to  prove 

the  magnet  for  popular  acclaim  that  they 

were  as  the  only  surviving  quints  in  the 

world.  Their  publicity  of  the  future  will 

have  to  be  of  a   different  type  than  that 

which  has  been  adequate  to  make  Callan- 
der one  of  the  most  attractive  tourist 

spots  on  the  American  continent. 

The  Movies 
Eliminate  Profanity 

Galt  ( Ont.)  Reporter 

The  moving  picture  industry  emphasizes 

an  effort  that  is  being  made  to  purge  the 

screen  of  many  undesirable  features  such 

as  drinking  scenes,  exaggerated  sex  prob- 
lems and  questionable  dialogue. 

It  would  seem  that  a   conscientious  effort 

is  being  made  to  accomplish  these  reforms 

and  a   striking  illustration  of  this  is  no- 

ticeable in  the  current  production  of 

"Room  Service”  in  which  the  Marx  Bros, 
are  featured.  The  stage  version  of  that 

play  was  definitely  marred  by  the  fre- 

quent resort  to  profanity.  United  States 

audiences  may  not  have  been  discrimina- 

tive cn  this  point  but  the  majority  of 
Canadians  who  saw  the  stage  play  were 

shocked  at  the  pointless  way  in  which  the 

name  of  the  Diety  was  profaned  in  sev- 

eral parts  of  the  conversation.  It  was  the 

one  factor  that  spoiled  an  otherwise  mirth- 
provoking  show. 

In  the  picture  version  of  the  show,  the 

offensive  profanity  is  eliminated.  The  ex- 

asperated hotel  superintendent  who  finds 

himself  the  victim  of  penniless  stage  peo- 

ple who  are  beating  the  hotel’s  exchequer 
for  meals  and  lodging,  in  the  most  elusive 

manner,  does  not  express  his  exasperation 

by  a   crude  resort  to  profanity.  His  much 

preferable  exclamation  is  “jumping  butter- 

balls.” 

The  movie  industry  is  carrying  on  an 

educative  campaign  in  the  newspapers  to 

call  the  attention  of  the  public  to  the  ex- 

cellence and  desirability  of  the  entertain- 

ment they  are  offering  at  very  moderate 

prices.  It  has  also  referred  to  the  effort 

it  is  making  to  present  clean,  high-class 
entertainment.  The  incident  which  we  have 

referred  to  is  one  convincing  illustration  of 

what  is  being  accomplished. 

The  Children 
And  the  Movies 

Quebec  Chronicle-T elegram 

A   movement  has  been  launched  to 

amend  the  present  law  prohibiting  the  at- 

tendance at  motion  picture  theatres  in  this 

Province  under  16  years  of  age.  This  re- 
strictive legislation,  while  it  has  its  good 

features  and  is  strongly  approved  of  by 

some,  also  is  a   handicap  in  certain  re- 

spects and  has  always  been  just  as  vig- 
orously objected  to  by  others. 

A   private  showing  was  given  last  Thurs- 

day evening  of  the  film  “Boys  Town” — 
based  on  a   unique  juvenile  settlement  in 

the  United  States,  founded  and  directed 

by  a   Catholic  Priest — in  the  presence  of 
local  religious  and  educational  authorities 

was  a   demonstration  of  the  kind  of  pic- 
ture that  might  be  made  available  to 

youngsters  in  Quebec  Province,  under  suit- 
able regulations,  if  the  existing  law  is 

amended.  And  another  thoroughly  whole- 
some picture  that  has  just  been  showing 

at  a   local  theatre  is  “Mother  Carey’s 

Chickens.” 
Those  in  favor  of  an  amendment  claim 

with  some  show  of  logic  at  least  that  it  is 

inconsistent  to  say,  on  the  one  hand,  that 

it  is  the  right  of  the  parents,  to  decide 

whether  their  children  shall  go  to  school 

or  not,  and,  on  the  other,  that  it  is  not 

their  right  to  decide  whether  a   child  shall 

see  a   desirable  moving  picture  or  not.  In 

other  words,  they  believe  that  parents 

should  be  permitted  to  take  their  children 

themselves  to  theatres  to  see  certain  pic- 

tures, if  they  wish  it.  And  in  order  that 
there  shall  be  no  abuse,  the  stipulation 

is  made  that  this  permission  shall  be  given 

only  in  the  case  of  pictures  that  have  been 

approved  by  the  Council  of  Education. 

This  would  seem  to  be  a   very  happy  so- 

lution of  the  problem  that  could  do  little 

harm  to  anyone  and  that  should  satisfy 

everyone.  It  will  still  be  illegal  for  chil- 
dren to  attend  the  theatre  unless  they  are 

accompanied  by  their  parents  and  then 

only  to  see  pictures  approved  by  the 

Council  of  Education.  And  even  so,  parents 

who  do  not  wish  their  children  under  16 

years  of  age  to  attend  the  theatre  under 

any  circumstances  will  have  their  wishes 

respected  since  their  children  will  not  be 

admitted  unless  accompanied  by  them- 
selves. 

Properly  directed,  the  moving  picture 

can  be  a   powerful  and  invaluable  agency 

of  education  and  if,  at  the  same  time,  it 

can  be  made  attractive  in  a   wholesome 

way,  that  is  so  much  the  better.  And  there 

would  seem  to  be  no  reason  why  our  chil- 
dren should  be  deprived  of  its  benefits  as 

long  as  proper  safeguards,  against  abuse 
are  maintained. 

PLAN  NOW 
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    — 

JUNE  18 JUNE  24 JULY  2 
JULY  9 JULY  16 

JULY  23 

5j  Drama 
 8001 

^Holiday  (93) 

Hepburn-C.  Grant  ; 
:p — Apr.  9;  R — May  21 

[20]  Western  8211 
Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 

John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

[30]  Western  8206 
West  of  Cheyenne  (53) 
Charles  Starrett 

I.  Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

|27|  Action  Drama  8029 Highway  Patrol  (58)  i 

J.  Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 

[X]  Drama  8019 City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 

Leo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

[jU  Weste
rn  8212 

Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay 
R— Sept.  17 

|2l]  Action  Drama 

Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters 
R — June  25 

|T|  Melodrama  225 1   Married  a   Spy  (59) 

Neil  Hamilton 
R — July  16 

[~g~j  Western  226 Rollin’  Plains  (75) 

Tex  Ritter 
[45]  Melodrama  

227 
The  High  Command  (59) 

Lionel  Atwill 
R — July  30 

|22]  Action  Drama  228 
Renfrew  on  the  Great White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

7J  Dram
a  838 

Voman  Against  Woman 

61)  (For.  One  Woman’s 
Answer) 

\   Bruce-H.  Marshall 
i — June  25 

[24]  Comedy  Drama  837 Lord  Jeff  (84) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
Mickey  Rooney 
R — June  25 

|T|  Adven.  Drama  829 Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M*  O'Sullivan R— July  16 

|~8~|  Comedy  Drama Fast  Company  (74) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice R— July  2 [45]  Drama  835 

Shopworn  Angel  (85) 

James  Stewart 
Margaret  Sullavan 

R— July  9 

[22]  Comedy  Drama  841 ^jfl.ove  Finds  Andy 

Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone 
R — July  16 

[22]  Outdoor  Drama  3702 

Romance  of  the  Limber- 
lost  (81) 

Jean  Parker-Eric  Linden 
R — June  25 

|~6~|  Western  3742 Man’s  Country  (55) 

Jack  Randall R — Aug.  6 

7]  Melodrama 
 3743 

’risen  Farm  (70) 
1.  Ross-L.  Nolan 
t — June  25 

[24]  Western  3758 
Bar  20  Justice  (70) 
Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  16 

[~8~|  Western  3854 Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong Cassidy) 
R— July  2 

[22]  Comedy  3744 
Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Damour 
Bob  Burns 
R — July  2 

[22]  Adven.  Drama  3745 

Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara 
R — July  23 

5]  Western
  7117 

tiders  of  Black  Hills  (55) 
Tiree  Mesquiteers 
t — June  25 

Comedy  Drama  7012 

.adies  in  Distress  (65) 
tlison  Sklpworth 

’oily  Moran;  R — June  11 

[4]  West,  with  Music  7103 Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 

(60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes 
R— July  9 

[45]  Drama  7002 
Army  Girl  (85) 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster R— July  23 

[20]  Western  7118 
Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R — Aug.  13 

^7j  Comedy  Drama  
831 

31ond  Cheat  (63) 

Derrick  de  Marney 

roan  Fontaine  R-May  28 

.   [24]  Western  
882 

Border  G-Man  (60) 

George  O’Brien R — June  18 

(T|  Comedy  819 
Having  Wonderful Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP — Oct  23;  R — June  18 

|~8~|  Drama  reissue Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

|~jT|  Melodrama  836 
Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

[22]  Action  Drama  835 
Sky  Giant  (80) 

(For.  Northern  Flight) 

Chester  Morris Richard  Dix 
R — July  23 

[7]  Comedy  851 

Three  Blind  Mice  (75) 

j.  Young- J.  McCrea 
i — June  11 

[24]  Melodrama  819 
Mr.  Moto  Takes  a 
Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson 
R — June  18 

|Y|  Drama  852 Always  Goodbye  (75) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 

Herbert  Marshall R— July  2 

|~8~|  Western  853 
Panamint’s  Bad  Man(60) 

Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

[g]  Comedy  857 We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich 
(78) 

Victor  McBaglen 

Grade  Fields;  R — July  9 

[45]  Comedy  854 
Passport  Husband  (67) 

Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore 
R — July  2 

[22]  Romantic  Drama  855 

I’ll  Give  a   Million  (70) 

Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver 

R — July  16 

17]  Drama 

Blockade  (85) 
Madeleine  Carroll 

Henry  Fonda 

R — June  11 

lyj  Melodrama  2039 

Young  Fugitives  (68) 

D.  Kent  R — July  2 

£7]  Western  2059 

Outlaw  Kxpress  (56) 

Bob  Baker  R — July  30 

|Y|  Action  Drama  2032 Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

|T|  Comedy  2005 Bage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux 
R — June  18 

[45]  Melodrama  2028 
Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 

Glenda  Farrell 
R — July  23 

|22|  Drama  2008 

Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 
“Dead  End”  Kids 

Robt.  Wilcox R — July  16 

[is]  Mys.  Drama  FN263 

When  Were  You  Born? 
(65) 

Anna  May  Wong 
Margaret  Lindsay 
R — June  18 

[25]  Drama  WB208 
White  Banners  (88) 

Claude  Rains-F.  Bainter 

EP — Feb.  26;  R — June  4 

|~9~|  Drama  FN260 
My  Bill  (60) 

K.  Francis-D.  Moore R — June  25 

[46]  Corn.  Drama  WB215 Men  Are  Such  Fools  (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane R — June  25 

|l6]  Melodrama  WB205 
Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

[23]  Com.  Drama  FN276 
Penrod’s  Double Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins R— April  2 

|Y|  Drama  GB Three  on  a   Weekend  ( 72 ) 

Margaret  Lockwood 
John  Lodge 
R — June  11 

[45]  Musical  Comedy  GB Evergreen  ( . . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 

Barry  Mackay 
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  SEP 

SEPTEMBER  3   ̂  

jgjjj  Weste
rn  8207 

Eolith  of  Arizona  (56) 
Chas.  Starrett 
i   H<a  Meredith 

R — Oct.  15 

|l5]  Comedy  8011 
The  Gladiator  (72) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

[l8|  Action  Drama  8039 
Convicted  (58) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley R — Sept.  3 

jiW 

[U  Drama  81  fa I   Am  tile  I.aw  (99)  ID! 
Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug. 

|3l|  Western  8! 

Phantom  Gold  (561 

Jack  Luden  R — Nov 

|12]  Western  229 l   tali  Trail  (59) I’ex  Ritter 
HU  Western  231 

King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 

Wonder  Horse 

gij]  Comedy  
Drama  842 

The  Chaser  (76) 

Dennis  O’Keefe 
Ann  Morrlss 
R— July  30 

pf]  Action  Drama  840 The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 
Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O'Sullivan R — Aug.  6 

|l2]  Comedy  Drama  843 Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey 
R— Aug.  13 

HU  Comedy 
 844 

Block-lieads  (58) 

Laurel  &   Hardy 
R— Aug.  20 

(26)  Drama  845 
Marie  Antoinette  (157) 
Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power 
R— Sept.  17 

[U  Comedy  9   jjj. 
Three  Loves  Has  Nancy 
J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom 
R — Sept.  3 

[~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  3810 Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran 
R — Sept.  10 

^   Drama  3811 

Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to 

Town) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

;   <tarl 

[29]  Comedy 
 3746 

rrofessor  Beware  (93) 

Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

[~5~]  Melodrama  3747 
Bulldog:  Drummond  in 
Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel 
R — Aug.  6 

|l2|  Outdoor  Drama  374* 1   lie  IVxans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott R— July  23 

[19]  Comedy  3719 
Gi\e  Me  a   bailor  (77) 

Martha  Kaye-Bob  Hope R— July  30 [26]  Action  Drama  3750 
Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 

George  Raft 
Dorothy  Lamour 
Henry  Fonda R— Aug.  27 

pal  Com.  with  Music  381  jj| 

sing  You  Sinners  (90)  1   III Bing  Crosby 

Fred  MacMurray  I- 

R — Aug.  13 

|28|  Western  
861 Pals  of  the  Saddle  (65) 

Three  Mesqulteers 
R — Sept.  17 

[~8~|  Action  Drama  7024 Come  on  leathernecks 
(66) 

Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt 
R— Aug.  27 

|l5]  Romantic  Iirama  70L< Desi>erate  Adventure(65) 
Ramon  Novarro 

Marian  Marsh 

[15]  Western  7104 Man  From  Music  Moun- tain (58) 

Optip  A   lit  rv  •   P   -   Ane  1? 

[22]  Action  Drama  7025 
Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 
Beverly  Roberts 

|22]  Western  7128 
Durnngo  Valley  Raiders 

(56) 

Boh  Steele 

HU  Comedy  Drama  701  | 
The  Higgins  Family  (6 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home  Jo 
The  Gleason  Family  |R- R — Sept.  10 

pa]  Com.  Drama  8
33 

Mother  Carey’s  ChickeTis 
(80) 

Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison 

R— July  23 

|~5]  Com.  with  Music  834 
I’m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton 
R— July  30 

|l2|  Western  883 Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien R — Aug.  6 

[19]  Melodrama  832 Smashing  the  Rackets 
(80) 

(For  Cleanup) 

Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer R— July  30 

HU  Com.  with  Music  845 

Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare 
R — Sept.  3 

i   s 

[2]  Musical  Comedy  82 -y 

Carefree  (83) 

Giugei  Rogers 

Fred  Astaire 
R — Sept.  3 

■   i 

p>9|  Comedy  Drama  856 
Little  Miss  Broadway 

(70) 
Shirley  Temple 
Jimmy  Durante 
R— July  9 

[~5~|  Drama  901 Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameche 

Arleen  Whelan 
R — Aug.  6 

[l2]  Drama  902 Keep  Smiling  (77) 

Jane  Withers 
Gloria  Stuart 
R — June  18 

[19]  Musical  Comedy  903 
^Alexander’s  Ragtime Band  (105) 

Tyrone  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche R — June  4 

HU  Action  Drama  904 

Speed  to  Burn  (60) 

Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari R — June  11 

[~2~|  Comedy  Drama  91 
My  Lucky  Star  (84) 

Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene R — Sept.  3 

[~s]  Drama vlgiers  (95) 
harles  Boyer 

Slgrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr R— July  2 

[l2|  Com.  with  Music letter  of  Introduction(103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 
Bergen  and  WcCarthv 

[l2]  Mystery  Drama  2031 Missing  Guest  (69) 

Paul  Kelly 

f’nn  VJnnrp  R —   Ailff  2^ 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3057 Strawberry  Roan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

H|]  Western  Reissue  3
058 

Fidd  in’  Buckaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

HU  Exploitation  Adven. 

Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast — -R-Oct.  15 

HU  Western  Reissue  3059 

King  of  the  Arena  (60) 

Ken  Maynard 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3021 Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 

Ernest  Truex 
R — Aug.  27 

|30|  Melodrama  FN262 
\   mazing  Dr.  Clitterhonse 
(85) 

Edw  G   Robinson 
Claire  Trevor 

R— July  9 

[6~1  Comedy  WB227 Mr.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane 
R— July  23 

[13]  Com.  Music  WB217 Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 
Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lam 

HU  Com.  Drama  WB303 

Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney-O’Brien 

|~3~|  Com.  Drama  YVB213 Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 

Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R — July  30 

1   ]   Drama  GB 
strange  Boarders  (79) 
Tom  Walls 

Saint-Cyr 

R— Sept.  10 

|l5]  Action  Drama  GB 
Crime  Over  London  (63) 

Margot  Graharne Maul  Cavanaugh 
R— Aug.  13 J| 
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gl  Comedy  Drama  8015 

Lady  Objects  (67) 

janny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

jf|  Western  8208 
Colorado  Trail  (57) 

3.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 
l — Nov.  5 

[l5|  Melodrama  8026 
Juvenile  Court  (61) 
Paul  Kelly 
Rita  Havworth 

R— Sept.  17 

|22|  Western  8284 
Stranger  From  Arizona 

(56) 
Rnok  Jones 
R — Sept.  24 

[30]  Drama  8012 Girls’  School  (73) 

A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy R— Oct.  1 

[29]  Comedy  9101 QYou  Can’t  Take  Jt  With 
You  (127)  J.  Arthur 
J.  Stewart:  R   Sei.t  17 

1 5]  Melodrama  902
1 

Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 
(59) 

Jack  Holt 

Marcia  Ralston 

[~3~j  Western  92**1 West  of  the  Santa  Fe(57) 

CV  Starrett-I  Meredith 

[l2|  Action  Drama  9026 
Flight  to  Fame  (57) 

Charles  Farrell 

Jacqueline  Wells 

[23]  Melodrama  
230 Dangerous  Secrets  (60) 

Paul  Lukas 
R — Oct.  29 

[lil  Drama  311 
Shadows  Over  Shanghai 

(65) 

James  Dunn 
Glenda  Gray 
R — Sept.  17 

Comedy  Drama  902 

JtBoys  Town  (93) 
spencer  Tracy 
dickey  Rooney 

* — Sept.  10 

[l6|  Com.  Romance  903 
Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

(’lark  Gable- My  rna  Loy 
R — Sept.  17 

[30]  Comedy  905 Vacation  From  Love  (65) 

D.  O’Keefe-F.  Rice R — Oct.  8 p7~]  Comedy  Drama  90f> 

Stahlemates  (89) 

Wallace  Beery 
Mi«kev  Rooney R— Oct.  8 

|l4]  Comedy  Drama  907 
Young  Dr.  Kildare  (81 ) 
Lew  Ayies 

Lionel  Barrymore R— Oct.  22 

^7]  Western  
3859 

Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 

'ex  Ritter 

|m]  Western  3741 
Mexicali  Kid  (56) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall 
R— Sept.  10 

[2i|  Melodrama  3817 Wanted  by  the  Police (60) 

Frankie  Dsrrn 
Evalyn  Knapp 
R— Oct.  1 

[~5~[  Melodrama  3804 Mr.  Wong,  Detective  ( 6 9   » 

Boris  Karloff 
Evelyn  Brent R — Oct.  8 

jjOj  M   usual  R#*is
^«r 

Sweetheart  of  Sigma  1’hi 

(65) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

g   Western  
3860 

Where  Buffalo  Roam (62) 

Tex  Rittei  K — «   *   -'v 

j)]  Western  3855 

n   Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

Hopalong  Cassidy) 

!l — Aug.  6 

[lg]  Drama  3803 
Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 
Lynne  Overman 
Billy  Lee 
R — Sept.  17 

[23]  Com.  with  Music  3802 Campus  Confessions  (66) 
Betty  Grahle 
Hank  Luisotti 

R — Sept.  17 

[30]  Melodrama  3804 King  of  Alcatraz  (57) 

Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh R — Oct.  8 

|~7~|  Action  Drama  3805 
Touchdown,  Army  (71  * 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle 
K — Oct.  1 

[YJj  Comedy  Drama  
3700 

Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Balnter 

R — Oct.  8 

T]  Western  851 

Jilly  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 

toy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

R — Sept.  3 

|25|  Western  7107 
Prairie  Moon  (58) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
R — Oct.  29 

[20]  Western  862 Overland  Stage  Raiders (65; 

Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

[~T]  Melodrama  817 Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston- J.  Travis 
R — Oct.  1 

f"jT|  Hillbilly  Musical  805 Down  In  Arkansavv  (66) 

Ralph  Byrd- June  Storey 

j[]  Comedy  
902 

Iffairs  of  Annabel  (68) 
jucille  Ball 
lack  Oakie 

1 — July  16 

|l6|  Western  884 
Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

George  O’Brien 
R— Sept.  17 

[23]  Melodrama  803 
Fugitives  for  a   Night (63) 

Eleanor  Lynn 

Frank  Albertson R— Oct.  1 

|30]  Comedy  901 
Room  Service  (80) 

Marx  Brothers 
R— Sept.  17 

[~7~|  Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis R — Sept.  10 

[Y4]  Drama
  905 

A   Man  to  Keinember(80) 
Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley R— Oct.  8 

[9]  Comedy  Drama  906 

Safety  in  Numbers  (65) 
Tones  Family 

R— Aug.  13 

[l6|  Comedy  907 
Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 
John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R— Sept.  17 

[23]  Melodrama  908 Time  Out  for  Murder  (60) 
Gloria  Stuart 

Michael  Whalen R— July  2 

[30]  Musical  911 Straight,  Place  and  Shou 
(65) 
Ritz  Bros.-Ethel  Merman R — Oct.  1 

|~7~|  Adven.  Comedy  910 Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari 
R — July  23 

|YJ|  Comedy  Dram
a  919 

Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints R — Oct.  15 

[30]  Adventure  Drama Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 
R — Aug.  6. 

|jY|  Comedy 
 Drama 

There  Goes  My  Heart 

(84) 
F.  March-V.  Bruce 
R — Oct.  1 

[~9~]  Melodrama  3034 
Personal  Secretary  (62) 
(For.  The  Comet) 

Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges 
R— Oct.  15 

[l6]  Western  3051 Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Baker 
R — Nov.  5 

[30]  Comedy  Drama  3012 Youth  Takes  a   Fling(78) 

J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds R — Oct.  1 

[23]  Drama  3017 Road  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell R- — Sept.  3 

[7]  Musical  Comedy  2007 
That  Certain  Age  (95) 

Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper R — Oct.  8 

[Yjj  Comedy  Dr
ama  3026 

Swing  That  Cheer  (63) 
Tom  Brown 
4ndv  Devine 
R — Nov.  19 

|l0]  Drama  FN365 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 
Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Francis 

R — Oct.  22 

jl7]  Drama  WB305 
©Valley  of  the  Giants 

(79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor 
R— Sept.  17 

[24]  Drama  FN359 Four  Daughters  (90) 
Dane  Sisters 
Jeffrey  Lynn 
R — Aug.  20 

[~j~|  Mus.  Comedy  1^358 Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay R— July  30 

|~8~|  Drama  FN368 
Broadway  Musketeers(62 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson R— Oct.  29 

^5]  Dram
a  WB302 

The  Sisters  (99) 

Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis 
R— Oct.  8 

[xs|  Melodrama  GB 
The  39  Steps  ( .   . ) 

(Reissue) 
Robert  Donat 

Madeleine  Carroll 

[Y]  Drama  Tri-Nat’l 

Orage  ( .   . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

[Y]  Comedy  Trl-Nat’
l 

Carnival  In  Flanders (..) 

(Reissue) 
Franceise  Rosay 

JY|  Melodrama 
 GB 

Man  With  100  Faces  (72) 

Noel  Madison 

Lilli  Palmer;  R-Nov.  19 

|Jgj  Drama
  Trl-Nat’l 

Peg  of  Old  Drury  ( . . ) 
Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 
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[24]  Action  Drama  9020 
Little  Adventuress  (62) 

(For.  Thoroughbred) 
E.  Fellows-J.  Wells 

[24]  Western  8285 
Law  of  the  Texan  (57) 

Buck  Jones  R — 'Oct.  29 

[~2]  Western  9211 In  Early  Arizona  (58) 

Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 

[15]  Action  Drama  9028 Adventure  in  the  Sahara (57) 
Paul  Kelly 

Lenora  Gray 

[15]  Drama  962 
Strange  Case  of  Dr. Meade  (66) 

(For.  Outside  the  Law) 
J.  Holt-B.  Roberts 
R — Oct.  29 

[21]  Western  325 

Frontier  Scout  (62) 
Geo.  Houston 

R— Sept.  17 

[28]  Adventure  326 
Titans  of  the  Deep  (47) 
Dr.  Wm.  Beebe [4]  Melodrama  312 Cipher  Bureau  (70) 

Ames- Woodbury 
R — Oct.  29 

[Is]  Melodrama  345 
Sunset  Strip  Case  ( . . ) 

Sally  Rand 

[21]  Com.  with  Music  904 

Listen,  Darling  (76) 
Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew 
R— Oct.  22 

[28]  Drama  909 
The  Citadel  (112) 
Robert  Donat 
Rosalind  Russell 
R — Oct.  29 

[4]  Musical  Drama  908 Great  Waltz  (104) 

Luise  Rainer 
Fernand  Gravet 

pj|  Comedy  Drama  911
 Spring  Madness  (67) 

Franchot  Tone 

Maureen  O’Sullivan R — Nov.  26 

[ii]  Drama  912 

Shining  Hour  (75) 

Joan  Crawford 

Margaret  Sullavan 
Melvyn  Douglas R — Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  915 
Out  West  With  the Hardys  (85) 

Mickey  Rooney 

Lewis  Stone 
R— Nov.  26 

j~9~]  Drama  3801 
Gangster’s  Boy  (80) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Lucy  Gilman 

[l6]  Western  3851 

Gun  Packer  (49) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Nov.  19 

[23]  Melodrama  3811 

Gang  Bullets  (63) 
Ann  Nagel 

Robt.  Kent 

■ 

[in]  Western  3707 

Mysterious  Rider  (73) 
Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 

R— Sept.  24 

[Is]  Drama  (Spec. Rel.) 3808 
Men  With  Wings  (105) 
Fred  MacMurray 

Ray  Milland R — Oct.  29 

[4]  Melodrama  
3809 Illegal  Traffic  (87) 

J.  Carrol  Naish 

Mary  Carlisle R — Nov.  6 

[jj]  Historical  Drama  3810 If  I   Were  King  (101) 

Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Dee 
R— Oct.  1 

[l8]  Comedy  3811 
Thanks  for  the  Memory (78) 

Bob  Hope-Shirley  Rosa R — Nov.  12 

I25]  Melodrama  3811 
Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- 

mond (58) 

J.  Howard  R — Nov.  26! 

[25]  Comedy  381! 
Say  It  in  French  (69) 

Ray  Milland 
O.  Bradna  R — Nov.  26:  ■ 

|28]  Melodrama  806 
I   Stand  Accused  (61) 
Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack 
R — Oct.  22 

[~5~]  Western  7108 
Rhythm  of  the  Saddle (68) 

(For.  Song  of  the  West) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette R — Nov.  26 

p7~|  Action  Drama  807 Storm  Over  Bengal  (65) 
Patric  Knowles 

Rochelle  Hudson R — Nov.  19 

[is]  Western  863 
Santa  Fe  Stampede  (66) 

Three  Mesquiteers 

[|I]  Mystery  Comedy  906 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (78) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 
Henry  Fonda 
R — Oct.  16 

[28]  Melodrama  907 
Tarnished  Angel  (67) 
(For.  Miracle  Racket) 
Sally  Ellers 
Lee  Bowman 
R — Oct.  29 

[4]  Western  981 Lawless  Valley  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
Kay  Sutton R — Nov.  5 

[it]  Comedy  908 Annabel  Takes  a   Tour (61) 

Jack  Oakie 
Lucille  Ball 
R — Oct  22 

|l8]  Western  909 
Law  West  of  Tombstone 

(72) Harry  Carey 

Tim  Holt R — Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  948 
Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With 

the  Circus  (68) 

Tommy  Kelly 

Ann  Gillis R— Nov.  26 

[2ll  Melodrama  912 

Mysterious  Sir.  Mote  (62) Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire 
R — June  4 

[28]  Historical  Drama  913 
Suez  (104) 

Tyrone  Power 
Annabella 
R — Oct.  22 

[~4~]  Comedy  Drama  914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 

Jean  Rogers 
R — Aug.  20 

[il|  Comedy  Drama  915 Just  Around  the  Corner 
(71) 

Shirley  Temple 

Bert  Lahr R — Nov.  5 

[l8[  Action  Drama  916 
Sharpshooters  (64) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari R— Sept.  24 
[25]  Action  Drama  909 

Submarine  Patrol  (95) 

Richard  Greene 
Nancy  Kelly R — Nov.  5 

Ii 

[27]  Comedy  Drama 
Young  in  Heart  (90) 
Janet  Gaynor 

Douglas  Fairbanks  Jr. 

[p]  Com.  
Drama 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady (91) 

Gary  Cooper 

Merle  Oberon 
R — Nov.  26 

|lj  Comedy  3013 
Service  De  Luxe  (85) 
C.  Bennett-C.  Ruggles 
R — Oct.  22 

IH  Western  3052 
Guilty  Trails  (57) 
Bob  Baker 

|28|  Melodrama  3016 
The  Storm  (78) 

Preston  Foster 

|28]  Action  Drama  3028 
Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent R — Oct.  8 

[4]  Action  Drama  3032 Exposed  (63) 

Glenda  Farrell 

Otto  Kruger  R— Nov.  26 

[4]  Western  
3053 

Prairie  Justice  (57) 

Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

|jj]  Comedy  3036 His  Exciting  Night  (63) 
Chas.  Ruggles 

Ona  Munson [25]  Comedy  Drama 

Little  Tough  Guys  in Society  (70) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer R— Nov.  26 

[22]  Melodrama  FN369 

Girls  on  Probation  (63) 
Ronald  Reagan 
June  Bryan 
R — Oct.  29 

|29]  Comedy  FN355 
Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Dane 
R — Oct.  22 

[5~|  Comedy  WB310 Hard  to  Get  (79) 

Dick  Powell 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R— Nov.  12 

[12]  Drama  WB319
 Nancy  Drew,  Detective (65) 

Bonita  Granville 
Jjg]  Com.  Drama  WB318 
Torchy  Gets  Her  Man (62) 
Glenda  Farrell 
Barton  MacLane 
R — Oct.  16 |26]  Action  Drama  FN351 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces (68) 
James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien 
R — Oct.  29 

|Y]  Melodrama  GB Lady  Vanishes  (97) 

Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas R — Oct.  15 [15]  Melodrama  GB 

The  Frog  ( . . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 

BOXOFFICE December  3, 
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[T]  Com.  M’drama  9050 
Terror  of  Tiny  Town  (63) 

Ho]  Comedy  9011 

Blondie  (72) 
i   Penny  Singleton 

Arthur  Lake;  R-Nov.  5 

m   Western  9202 
Rio  Grande  (57) 
Charles  Starrett 
Ann  Doran 

[is]  Western  8206 California  Frontier  (57) 
Buck  Jones 

[29]  Melodrama
 

Smashing  the  Spy  Ring (••) 

Ralph  Bellamy 
Fay  Wray 

|~2~|  Comedy  914 

|   Flirting-  With  Fate  (70) Joe  E.  Brown 
Leo  Carrillo 

i   R — Dec.  3 

n   Drama  915 
Dramatic  School  ( .   . ) 
Luise  Rainer 
Alan  Marshal 

Paulette  Goddard 

jib]  Drama  917 Christmas  Carol  (   . . ) 

Reginald  Owen 

Terry  Kilburn 

|23]  Comedy  Drama  916 The  Awakening  of 
Katerina  ( . . ) 

Franchot  Tone 
Franciska  Gaal 

[~7~f  Western  3861 
Song:  of  the  Buckaroo(..) 
(For.  Little  Tenderfoot) 
Tex  Ritter 

[14]  Drama  3812 I   Am  a   Criminal  ( . . ) 

John  Carroll 

Kay  Linaker 

[21]  Action  Drama 
Tough  Kid  ( .   . ) 

F.  Darro-J.  Allen 

|2i|  Western  3852 Wild  Horse  Trail  ( .   . ) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

[28]  Action  Drama 

Sky  Pirate  ( .   . ) 
John  Trent 

|   [g]  Comedy  Drama  3814 

Little  Orphan  Annie  (58) 
1   Ann  Gillis 

R.  Kent  R — Dec.  3 

m   Action  Drama  3815 
Ride  a   Crooked  Mile  (78) 
Frances  Farmer 
Leif  Erickson 

[Te]  Western  3856 Frontiersmen  (74) 

William  Boyd 

Evelyn  Venable R— Nov.  26 

[23|  Comedy  Drama 
Tom  Sawyer,  Detective 

(.  .) 

Donald  O’Connor 
Billy  Cook 

g   
Drama 

one  third  of  a   nation 
Sylvia  Sidney 

[30]  Comed
y 

Artists  and  Models Abroad  (90) 

J.  Benny-Joan  Bennett 
R — Nov.  5 

|~6~|  Melodrama 
King:  of  Chinatown  ( .   . ) Anna  May  Wong 

Akim  Tamiroff 

[IT]  Western  841 

Western  Jamboree  ( . . ) 
Gene  Autry 
Smiley  Burnette 

]31  Drama Orphans  of  the  Street (■•) 

Tommy  Ryan 

Bob  Livingston 

[l6|  Western 
Red  River  Range  ( . . ) 

Three  Mesquiteers 

[17]  Action  Drama Federal  Man-Hunt  ( . . ) 
Robt.  Livingston 
June  Travis 

[23]  Action  Drama 
Fighting  Thoroughbreds 

(..) 

Mary  Carlisle 
Ralph  Byrd 

|3q]  Western 

Shine  on  Harvest  Moon (••) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

I25]  Western  818 
Come  on  Rangers  (57) 

Roy  Rogers  R — Dec.  3 

1   QF]  Comedy  910 

Next  Time  I   Marry  (65) 

|   (For.  Trailer  Romance) 
Lucille  Ball 
James  Ellison 

|30|  Comedy  913 
Great  Man  V otes  ( .   . ) 

John  Barrymore 
Peter  Holden 

|~2]  Action  Drama  918 
Road  Demon  (70) 
Henry  Arthur 
Joan  Valerie 

R — Aug.  27 

[9]  Comedy  924 
Up  the  River  (75) 
Tony  Martin 
Phyllis  Brooks 
R— Nov.  12 

[lb]  Comedy  Drama  920 Down  on  the  Farm  (61) 
Jones  Family 

Jed  Prouty-S.  Deane R — Oct.  15 

[23]  Musical  917 
Thanks  for  Everything: 

(.  •) 
Adolphe  Menjou 
Arleen  Whelan 

Jack  Oakie 

[30]  Action  Drama  923 
(^Kentucky  ( .   . ) Loretta  Young 

Richard  Greene 

[~6~|  Action  Drama  922 
While  New  York  Sleeps 

(.  .) 

Michael  Whalen 

Jean  Rogers 

[22]  Action  Drama 

Trade  Winds  (   .   .   ) 

Fredric  March 
Joan  Fontaine 

[29]  Drama 

Duke  of  West  Point  ( .   . ) 

Louis  Hayward 
Joan  Fontaine 

[~2~|  Action  Drama  3035 
Strange  Faces  (66) 
Dorothea  Kent 
Andy  Devine 

[9]  Action  Drama  3022 
Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (69) 
Edmund  Lowe 
Helen  Mack 
R — Nov.  19 

[lb|  Musical 
Swing,  Sister,  Swing  ( . . ) 
Ken  Murray 

Kathryn  Kane 

[lb]  Western  3054 Ghost  Town  Riders  (60) 
Bob  Baker 

[23]  Action  Drama 
Newsboys  Home  ( .   . ) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Wendy  Barrie 

|T|  Drama  FN370 

Comet  Over  Broadway 
(•  .) 

Kay  Francis-John  Litel 

[lb]  Action  Drama  FN362 
Heart  of  the  North  (85) 

Dick  Foran-G.  Dickson |2i|  Action  Drama 

Dawn  Patrol  ( .   . ) 

Errol  Flynn 

Basil  Rathbone |Y|  Com.  with  Music 
 FN 

Going  Places  ( .   . ) 
Dick  Powell 

Anita  Louise 

[T|  Musical  GB 

Climbing  High  ( . . ) 
Jessie  Matthews 

Michael  Redgrave 
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Numerals  Following  Titles  are 
Running  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 

tional Release,  1938,  Unless 
Otherwise  Specified. 

^Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL.  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugro  Reisenfeld 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9)  .Apr.  30,  ’38 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

A   Nag  in  the  Bag  (..)   Nov.  11 

Ankles  Away  (191   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17V4)  • .   July  1 
Home  on  the  Rage  (17)   Dec.  9 
Jump  Chump  Jump  (19  %)..Apr.  15 
Firechief  Andy  Clyde  tails  tor  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  ..  .Aug.  19 
Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  16 
The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  39 

Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18)  ..  .Oct.  28 

The  Soul  ol  a   Heel  (16Vz) . . .   .   June  4 
Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff’s  daughter. 
COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)... Aug.  26 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).. Nov.  3 
Midnight  Frolics  ( . . )   Nov.  24 

Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

C7)    Sept.  23 
©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 
Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLOR  TOUR 

Big  Town  (New  York)  (..).. Dec.  2 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(10)    Nov.  4 

Provincial  Quebec  ( . . )   Nov.  18 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  .   June  25 

No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs. ..  .July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No.  12  ( . . )     Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

Third  Series 

No.  1   College  Songs  (10)   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (10)   Oct.  4 

No.  3   Season’s  Idea  (..)   Dec.  2 
No.  4   Moon  Songs  (..)   Dec.  30 

KRAZY  HAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 

Krazy  Magic  (7)   May  20 

Krazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)...  July  4 
The  Little  Buckaroo  (6)   Apr.  11 
The  Lone  Mountie  (6)   Dec.  10 

SPORT  REELS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 
Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Eagle  vs.  Man  (Special)  (..)..  Dec.  2 
Fistic  Fun  (9Vz)    July  1 

Football  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 
Ski  Rhythm  (10)   Nov.  4 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10, ’38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTUREGRAPH 

No.  1   (.  .)        Nov.  18 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (6 y2)    July  22 

Early  Bird  (7)   Sept.  16 
Happy  Birthday  (7)   Nov.  10 

Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7)   Apr.  27 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  17) 

No.  10  (10)    May  27, ’38 
No.  11  (10)    July  8 
No.  12  (10)    July  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (. .)    Sept.  16 
No.  2   (. .)    Oct.  14 
No.  3   (. .)    Nov.  4 
No.  4   (. .)    Dec.  1 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 
Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  25 
Three  Missing  I, inks  (18)  .   .   .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 

WASHINGTON  PARADE 

No.  1   Harry  Newman  Commen- 
tator (..)    Nov.  11 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)        Nov.  18 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7)  . . .   .May  27, ’38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (..).. June  10 
Maid  in  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O'Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 

The  Big  Top  (7)   May  13,  ’38 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  (10) ..  .Apr.  22 

Return  of  the  Buffalo  (10). Apr.  8,  '38 
We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  (..).. July  22 

TWO  REELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 
capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  ( . .)   Apr.  29,  ’38 
Jefferson  Machamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( .   . )   .   May  13,  ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17) . . . .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  Is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 

Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

livan’s plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 

Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 
to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 
his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- 
test. 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22).. Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (20)..   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10)  . . .   .   June  25 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)...  .Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 

Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 
The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)      July  10 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALKS 

In  Technicolor 

Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czecho-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 

Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (8)... Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (..)..  .Dec.  31 

Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 
(9)    Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

OBravest  of  the  Brave  (11).. Aug.  6 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  ..  .Sept.  3 

Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 
MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollyw  ood  Handicap  (10)  . . .   .May  28 

Miracle  of  Salt  Lake  (11) ..  .Nov.  12 

Streamlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 

4jfThat  Mothers  Might  Live 
(10)    Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10) .   .May  7, ’38 
They  Live  Again  (10)   Oct.  22 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 
(10)    July  9 

Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris 
Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 

Eleanor  Lynn  and  Frankie  Albert- 
son. 

Snow  Gets  in  Your  Eyes  (20). May  14 

M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 
Released  twice  weekly. 

OCR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 

Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .May  17. '38 
Football  Romeos  (10)   Nov.  12 
Hide  and  shriek  (11)   June  18 
Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 

Men  in  Fright  ( . . )   Oct.  15 
Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26, ’38 
PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (10)    Oct.  15 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

^Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10).   .July  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 

4^Hot  on  Ice  (10)   Oct.  22 
Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (10).. Nov.  19 
Modeling  tor  Money  ( 101  .   .   .   .   Apr.  30 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  oi  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 

How  to  Hatch  Football  (9)... Oct.  8 
SjHow  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)... July  2 
Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Opening  Day  (9)   Nov.  12 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
On  With  the  New  (7)   Dec.  2 
Out  ol  the  Inkwell  (7)   Apr.  22 

Ihidgy  the  Watchman  (7) . . . .   Aug.  12 

Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Sw  ing  School  (7)    May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7)   Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 
Hold  It  (8)   Apr.  29 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 
The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7).. Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Costa  Rica  (10)    Dec.  2 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    May  6 
Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 

Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 
Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Hal  Kemp  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Dec.  2 
Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 

©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   . .   .   Aug.  5 
Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 

Orrin  Tucker  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  4 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 
Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 

Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 

Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 

Wynn. 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGIIAPHICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  20 
Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 
police  officer  undergoes. 

OFind  What’s  Wrong  (10) ..  .June  17 
Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) .   .   Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Raising  Canines  (10)   Nov.  11 
All  about  raising  dogs  based  on 
the  information  supplied  by  expert 

Carl  Spitz. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

Silver  Millions  (10)    July  15 

Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner’s 
Immortal  "Tanhaueser”  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 

studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 

of  California. 
No.  12(10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 

Aquatic  Antics. 

No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- rises. elephants. 

No.  4   (10)    Nov.  4 
Prospecting  for  oi),  mountain 

climbing  and  a   visit  to  southeast- ern United  States. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

A   Date  to  Skate  (7)   Nov.  18 

Big  Chief  Ugh-Amugh-Cgh 

(7)    Apr.  15 Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7)  .   . .   .Aug.  19 

Goonland  (8)    Oct.  21 
I   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 
The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   “Pipe"  (7)... June  17 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

No.  5   (10)    May  13 
No.  6(10)    July  8 
No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

No.  2   (11)    ;   Nov.  4 
SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8)..  July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
You  Leave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- 
LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10)  .   .   .   . Oct.  28 
Deals  with  the  fascinating  sport 

of  gliding  and  soaring  in  motorless 

planes. 
Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red.  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 

Question  answers  In  the  field  of 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 

ing. 

Super-Athletes  (10)    Nov.  25 
An  analysis  of  the  progress  made 
in  track  and  field  sports. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 

(In  Color) 

©No.  5   (10)    Apr.  15 
Gold  beating;  circulating  library; 

woman  chimney  sweep;  tool  leath- 

er portraits. 
No.  6(10)    June  10 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

QNo.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 
No.  3   (10)    Dec.  2 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald's  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald’s  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. ©Donald’s  Nephews  (8) .   .Apr.  15,  ’38 
Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 
and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  In  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 
Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 

Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 
A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17,  ’38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 

Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 

Q©The  Moth  and  the  Flame 

(8)    Apr.  1, ’38 Adventures  of  a   boy  and  girl  moth. 
The  YVhalers  (8)    Aug.  19 

A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

U)©Wynken,  Blynken  and  Nod 
(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem who  sail  through  the  sky  In  a 
wooden-shoe. 
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EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  Joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  in  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Fio  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino, 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Berthquakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 
child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 
Leon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 

sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 
The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 
The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
"Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain’s dilemma. 

No.  3   (20)    Oct.  28 
Inside  the  Maginot  line. 

No.  10  (19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

()No.  11  (17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 

threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10)...  June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10)  ...  .Apr.  22, '38 
Ray  Fabing”s  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 

Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Relllys,  Paul 
Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10)  . .   .   .Sept.  2 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

()No.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  .June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (15)  ..  .June  17,  ’38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  Into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13, ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

jysDeep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 
Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 

pions photographed  in  action  by 
the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) .   . .   .Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros. 

Underwater  (9)    June  8 

New  underwater  sport  "goggle 
fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

Twenty  Girls  and  a   Band 

(18)    .Apr.  8, ’38 
RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 

(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 

Cowboy  band. 

REELISMS  (New  Series) 

Submarine  Circus  (10)  ..... .Sept.  16 

20  th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 

CAMERAMAN 

Filming  Big  Thrills  (..)...  .Sept.  30 
Kei-orumg  Moueru  science 

(10)      Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN -SPORTS 

Thoioughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 

Timber  Toppers  (..)   Oel.  28 
Winter  Sports  ( . . )   Dec.  9 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11)  . . . .   Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

Fashion  Forecasts  (..)   Nov.  11 
Winter  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 
Released  twice  weekly. 

LEM  LEHR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 

(11)    Sept.  2 
What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

( . . )     Nov.  25 
LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)   Aug.  5 

Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 
Land  of  Contentment  (..)...  .Oct.  14 

TERRY-TOONS 

Chris  Columbo  (7)    Aug.  12 

©Gandy  Goose  in  Doomsday 

( . .)    Dec.  16 
Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 
Housewife  Herman  (..)   Nov.  18 

String  Bean  Jack  (7)   Aug.  26 
The  Glass  Slipper  (7)   Oct.  7 
The  New  Comer  (..)   Oct.  21 

Tile  Stranger  Rides  Again 

( .   .)    Nov.  4 
Village  Blacksmith  ( .   . )   Dec.  2 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story 

(7)    Sept.  23 

United  Artists 
SCENIC 

Eternal  Fire  (8)    Oct.  1 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  48  (   9)        Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  25 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 

No.  51  (10)    June  3 
No.  52  (   9)    June  27 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

No.  56  (9)  .       Nov.  14 
No.  57  (9)      Nov.  28 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19y2)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 

Yorke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

High-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18,  *38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Hi-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 
Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mc- 
Gurns’  Dancers. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19) . .   .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Music  and  Models  (19)   Dec.  14 
Jack  Arthur,  Carolyn  Marsh,  Six 
Debonairs,  Irene  Vermillion  &   Co. 

Patio  Serenade  (17)   Nov.  16 
Tito  Coral,  Laura  Suarez,  Armida, 
Gloria  Belmonte  and  others. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17%)    Oct.  12 
Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 
Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 
Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 

Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s 
Daughter  (7)    June  6 

Nellie  the  Sewing  Machine 

Girl  (7%)    Apr.  11 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 
Rabbit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 
Sailor  Mouse  (7)   Nov.  7 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 

Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

WALTER  LANTZ  CARTUNES 

Baby  Kittens  (7)   ...Dec.  19 
The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

Disobedient  Mouse  (8)   Nov.  28 

Tiie  Problem  Child  (7) . .   . May  16, '38 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  50  (9)      May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 
No.  52  (   9)    June  20 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 

No.  55  (9y2)    Oct.  10 
No.  56  (9)    ..Nov.  21 
No.  57  (9)      Dec.  5 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 
Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 
Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) ..  June  11,  ’38 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  anti  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20) . . .   .Oct.  29 
Toyland  Casino  (21)    Oct.  8 

Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 
Cleaning  Up  (..)   Nov.  12 
Stardust  ( .   . )     Dec.  10 
Zero  Girl  (22)      Sept.  3 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURES 

The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)..  .Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Mechanix  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4,  ’38 

Toradja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30, ’38 
THE  COLOR  PARADE 

(New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Mechanix  Illustrated  (..)   Nov.  5 

Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

LOONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  in  Waelcyland  (7) . . .   . Sept.  24 

Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  .Apr.  16, ’38 
Porky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7)  ..  Apr.  30,  ’38 

Porlcy's  Naughty  Nephew ( 7) .   .Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7).. July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7, '38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18, ’38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, ’38 
(11)    May  28, ’38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 

Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 

Happy  Felton  &   Orch  (..)....  Dec.  3 
Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)        Nov.  12 

Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 

(10)    Oct.  1 
Rubinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)    July  30, ’38 
MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Feud  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jill.  23 

Daffy  Duck  in  Hollywood  (..).Dec.  3 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  ( . . ) .   May  28,  ’38 

Katnip  Itollege  (7)   June  11,  ’38 
Johnny  Smith  &   Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7).... Oct.  8 
Now  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)      May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7) . . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 
No.  8(11)    Apr.  2 

Song  writers  —   bowling  —   rubber 
bathing  suits. 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  30, ’38 
Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 
toy  trains. 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 
Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11(10)    July  9, ’38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12(.)    Aug.  13 

Holly  wood-Sculling-Furs. 
PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Rainbow’s  End  ( . .)   July  2,  ’38 

Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

&£©Out  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 
Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19)  . .   .July  30, ’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series)  Tech. 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  ( .   . )     July  16,  ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) .   .May  21.  ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  23. ’38 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, '38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20) ..  .Aug.  27 

Fifi  D’Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10)  . . . .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prima 

Robbin’  Good  (..)   Dec.  10 
Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)    Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10) ..  June  18, '38 
TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4, ’38 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 
Treacherous  Waters  (..).....  Dec.  10 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 
COLUMBIA 

The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 
Bill  Hickok    June  30 
15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 
(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island ..  .Mar.  17 

(15  episodes).  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s 
island. 

The  Spider’s  Web   Oct.  22, ’38-39 
15  chapters.  Out  of  the  Spider 

magazine  stalks  crimedom’s  most 
amazing  character  impersonated 

by  Warren  Hull  who  comes  to 

grips  with  The  Octopus.  Iris 
Meredith  is  the  heart  interest. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The.... May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 
Brlx,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu 
Love. 

Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 
12  chapters;  Herman  Brix,  Jill 
Martin. 

Painted  Stallion    Jane  5, ’38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 

Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22, ’38 15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  "Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Withers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
Is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 

agents  of  two  foreign  powers  in  a 
Chinatown  setting. 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT,  THEATRES,  SERVICES ^leatlna  4/ou.se 
•   Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT USED  EQUIPMENT POSITIONS  WANTED 

ANOTHER  TOUCHDOWN!  S.  O.  S. 

SCORES  AGAIN  WITH  NEW  EQUIP- 

MENT CATALOG.  It’s  Free,  Get  Yours. 
Fire  Extinguisher,  $2.95.  Thumb  Tacks, 
per  1,000,  79c.  Sand  Urns,  $2.95.  Gold 
Bronze  Exit  Boxes,  $1.19.  Thousands  more. 
S.O.S.,  636  Eleventh  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

THOUSANDS  OF  THEATRE  CHAIRS 
AT  BARGAIN  PRICES!  Ideal,  American 

Seating,  Irwin,  other  famous  makes  ve- 
neer and  upholstered  used  chairs,  75c 

up.  List  mailed.  S.OS.,  636  Eleventh  Ave., 
New  York  City. 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  in- 
tensity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch 

reflectors.  More  light  with  no  increase 

in  operating  cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co., 
222  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 
OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest 

prices.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North 
16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

FREE! — “How  to  Set  Sound  Lenses." 
Send  3-cent  stamp.  Wesley  Trout,  Box 
575,  Enid,  Okla. 

STAGE  CURTAINS 

FOR  SALE — New  curtains,  all  sizes, 
modern  fabrics.  Forward  stage  sizes.  Es- 

timate, samples  furnished  without  obliga- 
tion. Premier  Studios,  340  West  41st  St., 

New  York  City. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

THEATRE  CHAIRS— 700  veneer  and 
1,000  cushioned  for  sale.  Jesse  M.  Cole, 
620  Surf  St.,  Chicago,  HI. 

EXHIBITORS  READ 

THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

REGULARLY 

For  only  10c  a   word  your  mes- 

sage will  reach  them  in  48 

states  and  all  of  Canada. 

ADVERTISE  FOR 

RESULTS! 

FOR  CASH  SALE — Two  automatic  More- 
lite  low  intensity  arcs,  A-l  condition,  $35. 
Two  De  Vry  2,000  watt  Mazda  lamps  with 
transformer,  new  condition,  $50.  Four 
Powers  magazines — two  uppers.  Two 
Powers,  A-l  condition,  $10.  P.  O.  Box  193, 
Tererro,  N.  M. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE — Theatre,  four  small  towns 
to  draw  from.  $1,500,  terms.  Randsburg, 
Cal. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

THEATRE  WANTED— Southern  states. 
Must  be  paying  or  have  possibilities.  Pre- 

fer small  town.  B-1064,  Boxoffice,  4704 
E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRE  WANTED — Pennsylvania  or 
Ohio.  Cash  available.  Send  details  first 

letter.  B-1031,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

HAVE  $1,000  for  down  or  full  payment; 
small  town  Texas  theatre  with  prospects. 
Rush  reply.  B-1065,  Boxoffice,  4704  E. 
9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

BOOKS 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 
bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  (52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping  details  of  book- 
ing, dating,  advertising  and  exploiting 

pictures.  Also  contains  space  for  the  fil- 
ing of  Boxoffice  reviews  on  every  picture 

released.  Order  your  copy  today.  Write 
Subscription  Department,  Boxoffice,  4704 
East  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

RELIABLE  married  man  with  wide  ex- 
perience servicing  sound  and  in  theatre 

managment.  Permanent  position  with 
little  or  no  travel  at  either  work  or  com- 

bination of  both.  Prefer  south.  Now  em- 
ployed. Best  of  references  furnished. 

B-1063,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

EXPERIENCED  projectionist  wishes  po- 
sition. Married,  responsible,  and  reliable. 

References.  O.  Jay  George,  Ashley,  N.  D. 

THEATRE  TICKETS 

UNEXCELLED  QUALITY— 50  rolls  stock 
tickets,  $12.50;  20  rolls,  $5.80;  100,000  spe- 

cial printed  rolls  or  machine  tickets,  $14.90. 
Shipping  charges  paid  to  1,000  miles.  Cash 
with  order.  Kansas  City  Ticket  Co.,  Dept. 
B,  1717  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

ACCOUNTING  SYSTEMS 

BRYSON  THEATRE  RECORD.  New 

edition,  complete,  simple,  practical.  Guar- 
anteed satisfaction.  Order  now,  only  $3.00. 

George  Fosdick,  Minneapolis,  Minn. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 
81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 
from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- ton. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE. 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City.  Mo. 
(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 

4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  "CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 
Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

•   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding  publication  date. BOXOFFICE  ::  December  3,  1938 





("WILD  BILL  HICKOK") We  urge  every  exhibitor  to  book 

his  first  starring  picture,  "IN 

EARLY  ARIZONA",  and  to  back  it 

with  a   two-fisted  campaign  that 

will  build  him  up  into  one  of  your 

strongest  Western  attractions. 

THE  TIME  IS  RIPE  FOR  A 

l 



NATIONAL  EDITION 



TRUE 
TALK  ON 

HOLIDAY 

BOOKINGS! 

(By  Leo,  of  The 
Friendly  Company ) 

“Don’t  do  it! 

“I  mean  don’t  take  chances  when  it 
comes  to  booking  attractions  for 
Holiday  time. 

“For  instance — 1   guaranteed  great  busi- 

ness for  Thanksgiving  with  ‘OUT 

WEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS.’ 

“IT  DID  THE  BIGGEST  BUSINESS 
IN  6   YEARS  ON  THE  LOEW 

CIRCUIT  (in  snow-storms!) 

‘“OUT  WEST  WITH  THE  HARDYS’ 
A   CLEAN-UP  EVERYWHERE! 

WAY  AHEAD  OF  ‘BOYS  TOWN’! 

TWICE  THE  BUSINESS  OF  ‘LOVE 

FINDS  ANDY  HARDY.’  IMAGINE! 

“Now  1   give  you  another  tip: 
Ask  smart  showmen  everywhere,  in 

large  towns,  in  small  towns  what 

they’re  booking  for  the  fat  and  lus- 

cious New  Year’s  trade— 

“ask  them  what  picture  they’re  bank- 
ing on  for  the  most  valuable  playing 

time  on  their  calendar: 

“it’s  JEANETTE  MacDONALD, 

NELSON  EDDY  in  ‘SWEET- 
HEARTS’ ( Technicolor )   now  being 

booked  solid  throughout  America  for 
the  holidays. 

“I  guaranteed  ‘OUT  WEST  WITH 
THE  HARDYS’  for  Thanksgiving 

and  it’s  terrific! 

“I  now  guarantee  ‘SWEETHEARTS’ 
for  the  New  Year’s!  It’s  the  biggest 
and  best  holiday  show  in  years! 

DON'T  DO •*-  THIS  WITH 

HOLIDAY 
BOOKINGS! 
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CONSIDER  THIS,  AGAIN 

IT  IS  a   peculiar  commentary  on  this  industry,  as  it  is  on  many  others,  that  direct  action  is  taken when  an  emergency  compels  it. 

In  1934,  the  production  code,  quietly  resting,  had  its  teeth  sharpened.  The  molars  and  the 

bicuspids  began  to  bite  and  bite  hard  into  the  problem  of  cleaning  up  films  and  keeping  them 

that  way.  Successful  was  the  effort  and  successful  it  remains,  despite  scraps  of  discontent  now 

and  then,  transgressions  here  and  there. 

For  several  decades,  distribution,  in  its  essential  fabric,  has  remained  unchanged  and  un- 
touched. The  designated  playdate,  percentage  pictures,  holdovers  have  planted  themselves 

athwart  the  horizon,  but  the  system,  as  a   system,  has  followed  its  original  outline. 

Today,  confronted  by  a   government  lawsuit  seeking  sweeping  changes,  and  with  a   self- 
regulation committee  trying  to  bring  about  changes  without  endangering  the  case  of  the 

majors  in  this  suit,  it  can  be  said  a   state  of  emergency  exists. 

The  committee  is  determined  to,  and  actually  is,  keeping  on  with  its  program  .   .   .Yet,  re- 

gardless of  what  develops  and  whether  the  points  of  issue  are  determined  by  trial  or  by  agree- 
ment, there  is  a   lesson,  certainly,  in  the  lesson  leading  up  to  the  rehabilitated  production  code 

and  the  administrator  named  to  enforce  it. 

It  is  suggested  now  that  what  production  has  done  with  Joe  Breen,  distribution  can  do  with 

Mr.  X   on  behalf  of  itself  and,  obviously,  its  customers,  the  exhibitors. 

This  means,  initially,  a   code  of  fair  practices,  whether  self-imposed  or  drawn  from  mandate 
imposed  by  law.  It  means  the  administration,  of  it  by  an  individual  whose  integrity  is  beyond 

reproach  and  whose  judgment  will  be  respected  and  honored  by  both  sides  because  it  will 
be  recognized  as  fair  and  impartial. 

The  problems  encountered  in  production  every  hour  of  a   normal  Hollywood  day  with  its 

creative  viewpoints  to  weigh  and  consolidate,  its  individual  approaches  to  consider  and  appre- 
ciate, its  international  responsibility  to  contemplate  are  far  greater  than  any  which  might  have 

to  be  made  after  the  product  is  completed. 

Therefore,  if  production  was  parted  from  many  of  its  wrinkles  by  the  code  method,  distri- 
bution can  as  well. 

Consider  this  as  a   process  to  mark  down  for  deliberation.  The  time  is  propitious. 

With  only  fractional  alteration,  this  is  a   reprint  of  an  editorial  which  appeared  in  BOXOFFICE  for  August  20, 

long  before  there  was  the  assurance  now  current  that  a   trade  practice  agreement  would  emerge  from  the  arduous 
effort  which  has  been  applied  to  that  task. 

The  first  consolidated  draft,  representative  of  the  approach  to  various  problems  by  all  of  the  exhibitor  negotiators, 

is  now  in  their  hands.  It  does  not  follow  that  this  initial  document,  finecombed  by  the  attorneys  for  the  negotiating 

majors,  will  be  the  Magna  Charta  ultimately  to  be  adopted. 

That,  we  should  say,  is  comparatively  unimportant  and  we  assume  this  point  of  view  on  the  reasonable  assump- 
tion that,  with  changes  which  are  very  likely,  the  results  will  closely  resemble  the  original  objective  sought.  That 

original  objective  cannot  comprise  Utopia,  for,  obviously  again,  no  basic  set  of  regulations  can  possibly  satisfy  as 

many  diverse  interests,  distributor  and  exhibitor  alike,  as  have  been  drawing  the  plans. 

It  is  exactly  because  trade  practice  reform  seems  nearer  to  success  than  ever  that  BOXOFFICE  revives  its  sug- 

gestion for  an  exhibitor-distributor  administrator.  One  who  will  profit  by  a   knowledge  of  the  pitfalls  into  which  pro- 
duction code  administration  fell,  but  also  one  who  can  draw  on  the  procedure  and  the  wisdoms  established  by  the 

Hollywood  original. 

If  the  time  was  propitious  in  August,  it  is  more  so  in  December.  / 



INITIAL  TRADE  PRACTICE  DRAFT  INDICATES 

EXHIBITOR  "MAGNA  CHARTA"  IS  ON  THE  WAY 
What  the  First  Draft  Says 

New  York — Bearing  the  unmistakable  imprint  of  legal  phraseology,  the  first 
draft  of  the  proposed  trade  practice  agreement  inevitably  heads  for  revision  in  some 

and,  perhaps,  in  many  respects.  One  negotiator  already  states  the  tentative  agree- 

ment includes  “many  points  for  which  we  will  not  go.” 
In  publishing  the  full  text,  Boxoffice  makes  it  clear  that  what  follows  is  not 

necessarily  the  document  which  will  be  finally  signatured. 

Must  Run  Exhibitor  Gamut 

And  Win  Approval  of 

Attorney  General 

New  York — Most  of  the  demands  made 

by  exhibitors  are  granted,  either  partial- 
ly or  in  whole,  in  the  first  tentative  16- 

point  draft  sent  to  exhibitor  associations 
which  participated  in  the  trade  practice 
negotiations,  Boxoffice  learns.  What  is 
seen  by  some  as  a   protective  measure  by 
distributors  is  a   clause,  which  in  essence, 

states  that  the  agreement  does  not  be- 
come effective  unless  approved  by  the 

U.  S.  Attorney  General. 

With  the  first  formula  finally  set  down 

in  writing,  it  is  generally  agreed  90  per 
cent  of  the  work  now  is  in  the  hands,  of 

attorneys.  It  is  hoped  that  a   final  draft 
will  be  completed  and  approved  by  the 
end  of  the  year.  Some  of  the  points  will 
apply  to  current  contracts,  it  is  stated, 
but  the  majority  will  be  written  into  pacts 

for  1939-40.  Virtually  all  that  remains 
now  is  for  distributor  lawyers  and  those 

representing  exhibitor  associations  to  get 

together  on  the  exact  wordage  to  be  writ- 
ten into  the  final  agreement.  Just  what 

points  are  to  apply  to  current  contracts 
have  not  been  specified,  it  is  stated. 

Arbitration  Provided 

The  final  paragraph  in  the  initial  draft 

deals  with  arbitration,  regarded  by  ex- 
hibitors as  a   partial  victory  for  Allied, 

which  not  only  insisted  on  this  form  of 

settling  industry  disputes  but  also  on  the- 
atre divorcement.  On  the  latter  angle, 

distributors  advised  divorcement  is  a   mat- 
ter to  be  determined  by  the  courts.  The 

government’s  civil  suit,  pending  in  the 
Federal  court  here,  embraces  divorcement 

of  theatres  by  producers  and  distributors. 

Distributors  state  in  the  draft  that  they 
have  not  had  time  to  go  into  details  on 

the  setting  up  of  the  boards  and  that  this 
will  be  discussed  further  by  all  parties 

concerned.  The  future  talks  on  this  mat- 
ter will  embrace  personnel  of  the  boards, 

how  they  are  set  up  in  key  cities  and 
what  subjects  are  to  be  handled. 

An  Outstanding  Concession 

Exhibitor  sources  see  as  one  of  the  out- 
standing concessions  the  clause  dealing 

with  the  right  to  buy  and  the  right  to 

sell.  In  a   given  zone  where  an  indepen- 
dent has  a   set  run,  no  major  circuit 

which  has  had  a   theatre  closed  for  more 

than  a   year  may  reopen  the  house  on  a 

prior  run,  even  if  such  were  the  case  be- 
fore the  theatre  in  question  darkened.  The 

exhibitor  also  has  the  right  to  buy  half 

of  any  distributor’s  product  provided  the 
distributor  cannot  sell  the  complete  out- 

put to  the  competitive  account.  This, 

(Continued  on  page  13) 

I . — Cancellation 
Privileges 

If  the  total  number  of  feature  motion 

pictures  offered  at  any  one  time  to  an  ex- 
hibitor by  a   distributor  for  any  run  in 

any  situation  shall  have  been  licensed  by 
the  distributor,  the  exhibitor,  if  he  shall 
have  substantially  performed  the  license 
agreement,  shall  have  the  right  to  exclude 
therefrom  without  payment  therefor  not 
to  exceed  20  per  cent  of  the  total  number 
of  feature  pictures  so  licensed  if  the  li- 

cense fees  of  all  thereof  average  not  more 
than  $100  per  picture,  15  per  cent  of  the 
total  number  of  pictures  so  licensed  if  the 
license  fees  of  all  thereof  shall  average  in 
excess  of  $100  per  picture  and  not  in  ex- 

cess of  $250  per  picture  and  10  per  cent 
of  the  total  number  thereof  if  the  license 
fees  of  all  thereof  shall  average  in  excess 
of  $250  per  picture  provided  the  exhibitor 
shall  give  to  the  distributor  written  notice 

of  the  exhibitor’s  election  to  exclude  each 
of  said  motion  pictures  within  10  days 
after  the  mailing  by  the  distributor  of  the 
first  notice  of  availability  thereof.  If  any 
dispute  should  arise  as  to  whether  or  not 
the  exhibitor  has  substantially  performed 
the  agreement  such  dispute  shall  be  deter- 

mined by  arbitration.  Upon  the  exclusion 
of  each  feature  motion  picture  the  license 
therefore  and  all  rights  thereunder  shall 
terminate  and  shall  revert  to  the  distribu- 

tor and  shall  be  charged  against  the  num- 
ber of  exclusions  to  which  the  exhibitor 

may  be  entitled  whether  or  not  a   new 
license  agreement  for  the  exhibition  there- 

of be  subsequently  entered  into  by  such 
exhibitor.  In  determining  the  number  of 
pictures  that  may  be  excluded  under  the 

foregoing  percentages  fractions  of  one-half 
or  more  shall  be  counted  as  one  and  frac- 

tions of  less  than  one-half  shall  not  be 
counted. 

If  the  license  fee  of  any  feature  motion 
picture  specified  in  the  license  agreement 
is  to  be  computed  in  whole  or  in  part  upon 

a   percentage  of  the  gross  receipts  of  ex- 
hibition, such  license  fee  (for  the  purpose 

of  computing  the  average  license  fee  of 
all  the  motion  pictures  licensed)  shall  be 
determined  as  follows: 

1.  Average  the  license  fees  of  all  of  the 

distributor’s  feature  motion  pictures  of  the 
preceding  motion  picture  season  exhibited 
for  the  same  run  in  such  situation  upon 

a   percentage  basis  at  the  exhibitor’s theatre  (s) . 

2.  If  none  of  the  distributor’s  feature 
motion  pictures  were  exhibited  for  the 
same  run  in  such  situation  upon  a   per- 

centage basis  at  such  theatre (s)  during 
said  period  then  the  average  license  fee 
shall  be  determined  by  agreement  at  the 

time  of  the  making  of  the  license  agree- ment. 

For  the  purpose  of  this  section  “West- 
erns” produced  in  connected  series  or 

groups  (connected  by  a   common  star  or 

continued  story) ,   “re-issues,”  and  features 
produced  in  any  foreign  country  (except 
such  as  may  have  been  produced  outside 
of  the  United  States  in  the  English  langu- 

age by  an  American  producer  or  distribu- 
tor or  subsidiary  thereof)  shall  not  be 

counted  in  determining  the  number  of  fea- 
tures offered  or  licensed  or  the  number 

of  features  which  may  be  excluded  and  if 
listed  on  the  same  license  agreements  as 

the  distributor’s  other  feature  pictures 
shall  be  listed  as  a   separate  group. 

For  the  purposes  of  this  section  only, 
“Westerns”  (produced  as  aforesaid) ,   fea- 

tures produced  in  any  foreign  country 

(except  as  aforesaid)  and  “re-issues”  shall 
be  deemed  to  be  separate  groups  of  pic- 

tures and  each  such  group  shall  be  sub- 
ject to  exclusion  by  exhibitors  on  the  same 

basis  and  subject  to  the  same  conditions 
as  herein  set  forth. 

The  exclusions  under  this  section  shall 
be  exercised  proportionately  among  the 
respective  price  brackets  provided  for  in 
the  license  agreement,  provided  however, 
that  any  number  of  exclusions  may  be 
made  out  of  the  lowest  price  bracket.  For 
example,  if  the  license  agreement  shall 
license  48  pictures  and  the  highest  price 
bracket  shall  relate  to  eight  pictures,  the 
next  highest  price  bracket  relate  to  12 
pictures,  the  next  highest  price  bracket 

relate  to  16  pictures  and  the  next  or  low- 
est bracket  relate  to  the  remaining  12  pic- 

tures, and  if  the  exhibitor  shall  have  the 
right  to  eliminate  a   total  of  ten  per  cent 
or  five  pictures,  then  not  more  than  one 

picture  may  be  eliminated  from  the  high- 
est bracket,  not  more  than  one  picture 

from  the  next  highest  bracket,  not  more 
than  two  pictures  from  the  next  highest 
bracket  and  the  remaining  one  picture 
from  the  lowest  price  bracket,  or  all  or 

any  part  may  be  eliminated  from  the  low- 
est price  bracket. 

Exhibitors  shall  have  the  right  in  addi- 
tion to  the  exclusion  privilege  provided 

for  above,  to  exclude  from  the  license 
agreement  any  picture  which  may  be 
locally  offensive  on  moral,  religious  or 
racial  grounds  provided  the  exhibitor  shall 
give  distributor  written  notice,  within  14 

days  after  the  conclusion  of  the  first  ex- 
hibition thereof  in  the  exchange  territory 

out  of  which  the  exhibitor  is  served,  of  the 

exhibitor’s  desire  to  exclude  such  picture 
as  so  offensive  and  specifying  the  grounds 
thereof.  In  the  event  of  any  dispute  as 
to  whether  or  not  a   picture  is  so  offensive, 

(Continued  on  page  12) 
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HOLLYWOOD  PONDERING  NEED  FOR  PRODDCTION 

UPSURGE  BECAUSE  OF  SLIDING  CANCELLATIONS 
Film  Makers  Keep  Silent  on 

What  Plan  May 
Eventuate 

By  IVAN  SPEAR 

Hollywood — Hollywood  is  awakening  to 
a   realization  that  it  must,  in  the  near 

future,  face  a   number  of  changes  which 
are  certain  to  be  brought  about  in  local 
production  procedure  as  a   result  of  the 

widely-discussed  product  cancellation 

rights  to  be  given  the  nation’s  showmen 
if  revised  distributor-exhibitor  trade- 
practice  operations  follow  lines  drawn  in 
New  York  parleys. 

While  studio  executives  in  general  admit 
considerable  thought  has  been  given  to  the 

impending  problem — created  by  the  freer 
rein  to  be  given  theatre  operators  in 

choosing  product — no  production  leaders, 
at  this  time,  are  willing  to  go  on  record 
with  statements  regarding  what,  in  their 
opinion,  the  ultimate  solution  may  be.  The 
almost  unanimous  reaction  has  been  that, 

in  the  final  analysis,  the  current  modus 
operandi  cannot  be  revamped  locally  until 
instructions  from  the  studio  home  offices 

and  distribution  chieftains  have  been  re- 
ceived outlining  what  can  best  be  done  to 

make  forthcoming  product  conform  to  the 
more  stringent  booking  policy.  Until  such 

a   time,  Hollywood  film  executives  are  re- 
luctant to  do  anything  more  than  ponder. 

Thread  Link  Is  Slender 

In  only  two  instances  can  announced 

changes  in  production  setups  be  traced 

to  the  new  trade  practice  proposals — and 
on  these  thread  linking  them  to  the  New 
York  huddles  is  slender: 

Enlarged  appropriations  for  Warner’s 
program  product,  in  the  hands  of  Bryan 

Foy;  elimination  of  the  term  “B”  in  con- 
nection with  lower  cost  fare,  and  an  anti- 

waste campaign  to  instill  greater  produc- 
tion values  in  all  pictures  are  understood 

locally  to  be  the  topics  under  discussion 

last  week  in  New  York  by  Warner  execu- 

tives, attended  by  Jack  Warner,  Hal  Wal- 
lis and  S.  Charles  Einfeld  from  the  coast. 

Twentieth  Century-Fox  in  recent  weeks 
has  taken  steps  to  revise  the  operation  of 

its  “B”  or  “program”  unit  under  Sol 

Wurtzel’s  guidance.  More  lavish  budget 
expenditures,  a   greater  display  of  “name” 
players  in  casts  and  other  means  of  im- 

proving the  general  tone  of  the  product 
are  to  be  undertaken  in  the  making  of 

forthcoming  Wurtzel  films  at  the  West- 
wood  plant,  to  which  lineup  has  already 
been  added  a   Ritz  Bros,  musical,  a   type 
which  previously  has  been  made  under 

Darryl  Zanuck’s  supervision. 
The  theory  that  the  elimination  of  so- 

called  “B”  product  is  the  defense  against 
the  imminent  danger  of  greatly-increased 

exhibitor  cancellations  is,  for  the  most 

part,  scoffed  at  here.  Several  production 
executives  who,  for  obvious  reasons,  have 
insisted  on  anonymity,  pointed  out  that 

several  months  ago — just  prior  to  the 

companies’  releases  of  product  announce- 
ments for  the  1938-39  season — several  stu- 

dios went  on  record  with  the  declaration 

they  would  make  no  more  “B”  pictures. 
Metro,  Paramount  and  Warner  are  cases 

in  point.  Now,  however,  with  approximate- 
ly 25  per  cent  of  the  new  season  past 

and  with  a   comparable  percentage  of  prod- 

uct completed — sufficient,  at  least,  to  fur- 
nish a   cross  section  of  what  is  to  be  ex- 

pected during  the  balance  of  the  period — 
it  becomes  obvious  that  these  statements 

meant  but  little,  signifying  at  most  only 

the  elimination  of  the  established  alpha- 
betical nomenclature  for  various  product 

classifications.  Apparently,  according  to 

the  general  view,  such  announcements 
were  made  principally  to  remove  some  of 
the  disparaging  and  derisive  odium  which 

had  fallen  upon  these  pictures  in  the  hum- 
ble “B”  category. 

Local  executives,  cautiously  refusing  to 

be  quoted,  have  summed  up  by  pointing 

March  of  Independents 

The  following  communication,  somewhat 

removed  from  the  usual  letter  form,  is 

from  Henry  Goldenberg  of  the  Berkeley 

Theatre,  Berkeley,  Cal.: 

With  might  and  main  the  indies  strain 

To  pass  the  Neely  bill. 
What  a   panacea  that  will  be 

For  curing  every  ill! 

Now  G-men  start  in  action, 
Heralded  with  acclaim, 

To  kill  the  chain-gang  faction — 
At  least,  that  is  their  aim. 

Block  booking  then  will  soon  be  banned: 
Divorcement  be  a   fact, 

If  Uncle  Sam’s  big  civil  suit 
Provokes  a   movie  pact. 

Fifty-two  long  weeks  a   year; 
Two  changes,  double  bill; 

Who  will  provide  two  hundred  “A’s” The  movie  screens  to  fill? 

The  indie  soon  can  take  his  choice. 

But  big  chains  are  more  deft; 

So  they  will  buy  up  all  the  “A’s” 
And  he  will  get  what’s  left. L’Envoi 

There  is  no  law  that  can  defend 
An  indie  from  his  fate; 

And  as  he  started  he  will  end — 
Behind  ball  Number  8. 

Blanket  Budget  Increase 

Unlikely;  Foresee  More 

Competition 

out  that  whether  they  are  called  “B’s”  or 
not,  and  despite  declarations  that  there 
would  be  no  more  of  them,  every  studio 
is  still  turning  out  both  good  and  poor 

pictures,  in  both  high  and  low  cost  alloca- tions. 

Along  another  tangent,  further  in- 
crease in  budgets  on  all  pictures — offered 

as  another  solution — is  deemed  by  studio 
operators  as  obviously  impractical  and 

highly  improbable,  for  three  important  rea- 
sons: 

(1)  Recent  and  current  nosedives  in 

consumption  of  American  pictures  in  for- 
eign markets,  caused  by  turbulent  world 

conditions  and  the  manifested  unfriend- 

liness toward  this  nation’s  pictures  by  sev- 
eral heretofore  large  European  purchasers. 

(2)  Sharp  increases  in  production  costs 
noted  during  the  current  year,  accounted 

for  by  vast  strides  in  unionization  of  near- 
ly every  type  of  studio  labor  and,  it  is 

feared,  still  to  be  augmented  throurh  ap- 

plication of  the  federal  wage-hcur  meas- ure. 

(3)  Declining  domestic  boxoffice  re- 
ceipts noted  during  the  past  year  on  almost 

all  of  Hollywood’s  celluloid  product — in  it- 
self a   prime  factor  in  causing  company 

heads  to  hesitate  over  pouring  in  larger 
investments  per  picture. 

Reduction  Not  Answer 

Again,  and  by  the  same  logic,  local 
executive  reasoning  is  almost  unanimous 
in  holding  that  the  making  of  fewer  and 
more  expensive  pictures,  tilting  quality  and 

production  values  all  along  the  line,  will 

not  answer  because  the  major  companies’ 
distributing  organizations  are  now  and 

have  been  for  a   long  time  geared  to  han- 

dle Hollywood’s  product  in  large  quanti- 
ties. Curtailing  the  bulk,  it  is  felt,  would 

necessitate  costly  revisions  in  sales  han- 
dling and  expensive  experimentation  with 

existing  contract  practices. 

Advanced  by  one  executive  as  the  most 

probable  development  to  result  from  the 
new  cancellation  powers  to  be  granted 

theatremen,  is  the  growth  of  more  highly 

competitive  spirit  in  Hollywood’s  business 
of  making  pictures.  Obviously,  this  spokes- 

man claims,  those  studios  which  can  earn 
the  reputation  of  delivering  a   maximum 

of  hit  films  and  a   minimum  of  flops — re- 
gardless of  the  amount  of  money  allo- 

cated to  “A”  or  “B”  product  and  regard- 
less of  how  they  choose  to  desginate  the 

budget  and  quality  of  their  offerings — are 
the  companies  which  will  be  faced  with 

(Continued  on  page  57) 
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THE  other  week,  this  page  went on  for  a   couple  of  columns  about 

the  need  for  films  reflecting  an 
awareness  of  the  currents  and  the 

tides  that  swirl  and  eddy  around 

this  business,  whether  the  industry 
likes  its  boat  rocked  or  not.  The 

argument,  supported  by  a   quickly 

determined  list  of  pictures,  made  it 

emphatic  such  recognizance  could 

be  applied  comfortably  within  the 

framework  of  the  accepted  enter- 
tainment mold  and  with  no  such 

fatal  mistake  as  swinging  toward 

propaganda,  regardless  of  propa- 
ganda for  what  or  for  whom. 

William  Boehnel,  the  film  critic 

of  the  New  York  World-Telegram, 
has  identical  ideas.  They  are  his, 

generated  out  of  his  own  think  tank, 

and  the  tieup  between  that  which 

this  space  had  to  say  and  BoehneTs 

begins  and  ends  in  the  fact  they 

happen  to  be  identical. 

For  his  reward,  if  there  is  one, 

Bill,  no  doubt,  will  be  called  pink- 

ish, left  or,  maybe,  even  red.  How- 
ever, he  said,  in  part: 

If  ever  the  motion  picture  should  be 
used  to  disseminate  fundamental 

democratic  principles,  to  do  its  share 
to  make  the  world  conscious  of  the 

barbarism,  vandalism  and  intolerance 

which  exist,  now  is  the  time.  And  if 

for  one  reason  or  another  Hollywood 

hasn’t  the  guts  to  do  it,  then  organiza- 
tions like  Films  for  Democracy  should 

be  the  ones  to  start  the  ball'  rolling. 
Tomorrow  may  be  too  late  ...  If 

films  which  protest  against  what  is 

taking  place  in  Germany  are  Leftist 

films,  if  films  which  protest  against 

Fascism  in  any  form  are  Leftists  films, 

if  films  which  attempt  to  show  injus- 

tive  and  bigotry,  which  attempt  to  de- 
fend freedom  and  civil  liberties  are 

Leftist  films,  then  this  writer,  for  one, 

feels  that  the  more  such  so-called 

Leftist  films  there  are  the  better. 

And,  Mr.  Reader,  please  get  this, 
all  of  it: 

Of  course,  it  may  be  that  the  reac- 

tionary critics  already  see  the  hand- 
writing on  the  wall  and  are  fearful  of 

what  might  happen  to  the  movie  in- 

dustry if  something  intelligent  isn't 
done  in  Hollywood  pretty  soon.  Fall- 

ing back  on  the  argument  that  there  is 

no  place  on  the  screen  for  intelli- 
gently made,  entertaining  films  with  a 

social  angle,  because  the  screen,  is 

essentially  an  "escapist"  medium, 
those  critics  fail  to  bring  forth  the  fact 

that  public  interest  has  waned1  so  peril- 
ously in  the  movie  entertainment  it 

has  been  getting  that  a   campaign 

costing  several  million,  dollars  had  to 

be  inaugurated  in  an  effort  to  lure 

the  cash  customers  back  into  the 
theatres  .   .   . 

But,  if  films  like  "Black  Fury," 
"Fury,"  "Black  Legion,"  "The  President 

Vanishes,"  “Our  Daily  Bread,"  and 
others  failed  financially,  that  is  no 

reason  to  assume  that  they  didn't  ful- 

fill their  purpose,  that  they  weren't 

worth  doing  and  that  it  isn't  worth 
while  to  do  more  like  them.  Perhaps 

they  cost  too  much,  perhaps  the  movie 

public  wasn't  ready  for  them  at  the 
time.  But  if  your  front  pages  are  any 
criterion  it  is  ready  for  them  now, 

and  they  nee.dn't  be  million  dollar 
productions,  either. 

This  may  be  a   blind  spot  with  this 

columnar  conductor,  the  idea  of  hav- 

ing films  say  something.  But  he  re- 
fuses to  believe  anything  of  the 

kind.  He  continues  to  maintain  that 

motion  pictures  can,  and  must,  be- 
come more  adult  as  a   natural  de- 

velopment in  their  growth.  Con- 

stantly hammered  home  in  pro-in- 
dustry statements  is  the  up,  up,  up 

in  production  quality.  What  does 

that  mean?  Merely  improved  pho- 

tography, better  sets,  maturing  act- 

ing and  direction?  Or  does  it  not  in- 
clude a   broadening  at  the  base  to 

envelope  better  and  more  intelligent 
material  not  circumscribed  by  the 

palpably  obvious  limitations  of  poor 

gal-rich  fellow. 
Films  are  presumably  advancing. 

They  now  include  a   "Pygmalion"  as 
well  as  an  "Angels  With  Dirty 
Faces."  Sam  Goldwyn  tried  very 
hard  indeed  to  acquire  the  current 

New  York  stage  play,  "Abe  Lincoln 
in  Illinois"  with  its  pre-Civil  War  set- 

ting and  its  very  pointed  references 
to  ageless  intolerance. 

Every  Hollywood  effort  cannot  be 

sugar,  honey  and  light,  although  the 

sugar  coating  can  be,  and  is  con- 
stantly and  thickly,  applied.  The 

drama  of  the  day  is  the  greatest 

untapped  source  of  Hollywood's  ma- terial. It  always  has  been  and  is 

merely  emphasized  currently  by  the 

rapidity  with  which  events  are  pro- 

pelling the  world  toward  a   con- 
clusion which  defies  rationalization. 

Says  a   Professor — 
Ernest  Bernbaum,  professor  of 

English  at  the  University  of  Illinois: 

These  groups  (referring  to  the  Le- 

gion of  Decency  "and  similar  organi- 
zations") ask,  "Does  the  film  show 

disrespect  for  any  nation,  race  or  re- 

ligion?" Well,  I   wonder  if  we  can 
maintain  our  respect  for  honor  and 

(Continued  on  page  57) 
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Technicalities  May 

Delay  RKO  Revamp 
New  York — Clearing  up  of  several  tech- 

nicalities may  hold  up  approval  of  the 

RKO  reorganization  plan  beyond  Decem- 
ber 16,  Federal  Judge  William  O.  Bondy 

indicated  at  the  last  hearing.  Judge  Bondy 
intimated  there  were  certain  matters  he 
wanted  clarified  before  he  could  move 

further.  He  also  stated  at  the  last  ses- 
sion that  he  had  been  receiving  briefs  as 

late  as  December  1   and,  if  these  continued 

to  come  in,  he  would  have  to  consider  them 
and  delay  final  action. 

Because  of  an  objection  raised  by  John 

W.  Stover,  holder  of  a   number  of  old  “A” 
stock,  Hamilton  C.  Rickaby,  attorney  for 

Atlas,  has  moved  that  certain  parts  of 
an  order  signed  by  Federal  Judge  Coxe 
in  1934,  relative  to  filing  consents,  be 
vacated.  Judge  Bondy  agreed  to  this.  It 
was  revealed  later,  outside  the  court,  that 

Stover  had  not  converted  his  “A”  stock  as 
ordered  by  the  court.  During  the  course  of 
the  hearings  he  had  claimed  the  listing 
of  proxies  at  one  of  the  RKO  stockholders 
meeting  was  incorrect. 

The  general  belief  among  lawyers  in- 
volved is  that  Judge  Bondy  is  anxious  to 

approve  the  plan,  either  in  its  present 
modified  form,  or  with  amendments,  by 
the  end  of  the  year. 

It  was  expected  arguments  on  other 

points  would  be  heard  at  the  last  hear- 
ing and,  since  this  did  not  take  place,  it 

is  believed  some  of  the  opposing  counsel 
will  speak  at  the  December  16  session. 

William  Ihrig  of  Milwaukee,  represent- 
ing Ernest  Stirn  of  Chicago;  David  Rosen- 

berg and  other  attorneys  who  have  ob- 
jected to  variousi  parts  of  the  reorgani- 

zation plan  attended  the  hearing  and  will 
be  on  hand  for  the  next  session. 

Quimby  Returns  to  Coast 

Alter  Week  in  New  York 
New  York — Following  conferences  at 

the  home  office  with  William  F.  Rodgers, 
general  sales  manager,  and  other  home 
office  executives,  Fred  C.  Quimby,  gen- 

eral manager  of  M-G-M  shorts,  departed 
for  the  coast  over  the  weekend  after  a 

week’s  stay.  It  was  his  first  trip  east  in 
two  years.  He  discussed  the  number  of 

subjects  on  next  season’s  lineup  and  also 
the  development  of  new  production  ideas. 

In  the  Films  Now 

■ — Acme 

Hollywood — James  Roosevelt,  eldest  son 

of  the  President,  is  entering  his  second 

week  as  a   vice-president  of  Samuel  Gold- 
wyn,  Inc.  His  duties,  not  clearly  defined, 
are  expected  to  concern  the  business  end  of 
the  Goldwyn  enterprise. 

The  announcement,  naturally,  was  giv- 
en a   nation-wide  break.  In  connection  with 

the  move,  Goldwyn  said: 

“It  is  with  pleasure  that  I   announce 
James  Roosevelt  has  joined  my  organiza- 

tion as  vice-president.” 
Roosevelt  said: 

“I  am  very  happy  to  be  associated  with 
Mr.  Goldwyn.  For  a   considerable  time  I 

have  contemplated  becoming  identified 
with  an  industry  in  which  service  to  the 

general  public  is  an  outstanding  feature. 
I   consider  myself  very  fortunate  now  to 

have  an  opportunity  to  join  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry  and  to  work  with  Mr.  Gold- 
wyn in  continuing  a   record  of  service 

which  this  industry  has  so  long  main- 

tained.” 
Washington — Allied  on  James  Roosevelt: 

“A  few  exhibitors  have  become  unduly 
alarmed  by  the  report  (confirmed  this 

morning)  that  the  President’s  son,  James 
Roosevelt,  was  going  to  take  a   position 
with  Sam  Goldwyn,  pretending  to  see  in 
the  affair  an  effort  to  gain  White  House 

support  in  securing  the  dismissal  or 

abandonment  of  the  government’s  prose- 
cution against  the  motion  picture  trust. 

This  imputes  to  the  President’s  son  a   mo- 
tive so  unworthy  that  no  one  who  seriously 

reflects  on  the  matter  can  fairly  entertain 

it.” 

Chadwick  Will  Distribute 

Tri-National  in  the  West 
New  York  —   Tri-National  has  closed 

with  I.  E.  Chadwick  for  the  distribution 

of  its  product  in  the  western  territory  en- 
compassing California,  Hawaiian  Islands, 

Oregon,  Washington,  Nevada,  Idaho,  Utah 
and  Colorado. 

Deny  "Withholding" Of  Topline  Films 
New  York — Major  sales  heads  claim 

they  are  not  “consciously”  witholding  top 
calibre  attractions  during  the  pre-Christ- 

mas weeks,  but  at  the  same  time  admit 

they  regard  this  period  as  “dead  boxof- 
fice.”  Their  views  purport  to  be  an  an- 

swer to  the  charges  of  circuit  heads  that 
the  perennial  distributor  practice  of 

“shelving”  better  grade  product  between 
Thanksgiving  Day  and  Christmas  cuts 
untold  sums  from  their  boxoffices. 

Sales  executives  assert  it  is  only  “nat- 
ural” that,  with  a   limited  number  of  stel- 

lar pictures,  they  pick  the  “choice”  months for  their  release.  As  a   corollary,  they  veer 
to  the  opinion  that  December,  except  the 

Christmas-New  Year’s  week,  is  not  a “choice”  month. 

Summing  up  what,  in  his  belief,  would 
eradicate  an  admitted  shortsightedness  on 
the  part  of  distributors  generally,  one 
sales  head  said: 

“If  the  level  of  achievement  in  Holly- 

wood was  higher,  if  we  all  had  50  ‘A’ 
pictures  instead  of  10  or  15,  there  wouldn’t 
be  any  squawks  that  top-grade  pictures 

are  purposely  shelved  during  the  sum- 
mer or  any  other  time.  But  if  we  only  get 

a   handful  of  ‘bell-ringers’  we  have  to  get 
every  possible  drop  of  revenue  from  them, 
and,  frankly,  this  is  not  possible  during 

certain  months.” 
Circuit  heads  say  the  drop  in  business 

during  the  two  weeks  just  prior  to  Christ- 
mas ranges  from  20  to  30  per  cent.  In 

many  situations  attempts  are  made  to  off- 
set this  by  staging  charity  shows  and  the 

like,  but  this  procedure  does  not  cir- 
cumvent the  loss  attributed  to  inferior 

product. 

Five  Directors  of  Warner 

Are  Up  lor  Re-election 
Wilmington,  Del.  —   Warner  preferred 

stockholders  on  Monday  will  be  asked  to 
re-elect  Samuel  Carlisle,  Stanleigh  P. 
Friedman,  Charles  S.  Guggenheimer,  Sam 

E.  Morris  and  Morris  Wolf  to  the  com- 

pany’s board  for  two-year  terms.  Six  di- 
rectors were  elected  to  the  board  for  two- 

year  terms  on  December  13,  1937.  A   meet- 
ing of  the  board  to  re-elect  officers  is  ex- 

pected to"  be  held  in  New  York  the  fol- lowing day. 

Warner  Zone  Heads  Meet  in 

New  York  December  19 

New  York — -Warner  will  hold  a   zone 

managers’  meeting  here  December  19  to 
discuss  new  season  product.  The  circuit 

personnel  will  hear  talks  by  Joseph  Bern- 
hard,  head  of  theatre  operations,  and 
Harry  Goldberg,  in  charge  of  advertising 
and  publicity. 

Bernhard  and  Goldberg  held  a   meeting 
with  the  Cleveland  zone  men,  under  Nat 

Wolfe,  Thursday.  The  two  executives  re- 
cently conducted  similar  sessions  in  Pitts- 
burgh and  Chicago. 
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such  dispute  shall  be  determined  by  con- 
ciliation or  arbitration. 

2. — Trade  Announcement 
Each  distributor  will  make  general  trade 

announcement  at  or  prior  to  the  begin- 
ning of  each  of  its  seasons,  containing 

such  information  as  it  may  be  practicable 
to  give  of  all  pictures  completed  or  actu- 

ally in  production  then  intended  for  re- 
lease during  such  season,  and  of  any  other 

pictures  then  intended  for  release  during 
such  season,  it  being  understood  that  the 
completion  of  such  pictures  actually  in 
production  and  the  making  of  such  other 
pictures  which  it  is  intended  to  produce 
are  subject  to  the  hazards  and  uncertain- 

ties of  the  business  and  they  may  not  be 
completed,  or  produced,  as  planned. 

3

.

 

 
— Exhibitor's  Limited 

Playing  Time 
When  a   number  of  pictures  is  offered 

for  license  to  an  exhibitor  by  a   distributor 
and  the  exhibitor  refuses  to  license  such 
number  on  the  sole  ground  that  by  reason 
of  the  minimum  number  of  pictures 
agreed  to  be  exhibited  under  the  license 
agreements  theretofore  entered  into  by 
such  exhibitor  it  is  impossible  under  such 

exhibitor’s  operating  policy  to  play  the  en- 
tire number  offered,  then  such  distributor 

will  offer  to  such  exhibitor  such  lesser 
number  of  pictures  as  may  be  agreed  upon 
or  determined  by  arbitration  as  the  maxi- 

mum number  of  pictures  that  could  be 
played  by  such  exhibitor;  provided  that 
distributor  shall  always  have  the  right  at 
any  time  before  or  after  making  such  offer 
to  such  exhibitor  to  solicit  or  license  all  or 
any  of  its  pictures  to  any  other  exhibitor. 

4

.

 

 

— Preferred  
Playing 

Time 
Preferred  playing  time  shall  not  be 

designated  by  the  distributor  for  a   feature 
picture  for  which  the  film  rental  is  either 
a   fixed  sum  or  computed  in  whole  or  in 
part  upon  a   percentage  of  the  admission 
receipts  with  a   minimum  fixed  sum  guar- 

anteed. In  respect  of  each  feature  picture 
for  which  the  film  rental  is  to  be  com- 

puted wholly  upon  a   percentage  of  the  ad- 
mission receipts,  the  number  of  such  pic- 

tures to  be  played  on  preferred  playing 
time  as  well  as  the  days  constituting  pre- 

ferred playing  time  shall  be  determined  by 
mutual  agreement  between  the  distributor 
and  the  exhibitor  at  the  time  of  the  mak- 

ing of  the  license  agreement  and  the  dis- 
tributor shall  then  be  free  to  desig- 

nate the  pictures  to  be  played  in  accord- 
ance with  such  agreement. 

If  the  distributor  pursuant  to  the  pro- 
visions of  its  license  agreement  shall  desig- 

nate for  preferred  playing  time  a   picture 
the  film  rental  for  which  is  based  wholly 
UDon  a   percentage  of  the  admission  re- 

ceipts and  if  the  exhibitor  shall,  within 
five  days  after  the  mailing  of  a   notice  of 
such  designation,  give  distributor  written 
notice  that  such  picture  is  deemed  by  the 
exhibitor  unsuitable  for  such  playing  time 
in  that  theatre  and  specifying  the  reasons 
therefore,  then  upon  the  determination  of 
such  unsuitability  by  agreement  between 
the  distributor  and  the  exhibitor  or  by  im- 

mediate conciliation  or  immediate  arbitra- 
tion in  the  event  of  failure  to  agree,  the 

distributor  may,  at  its  option,  either  desig- 
nate said  picture  to  be  played  upon  the 

same  rental  terms  on  other  days  of  the 
week  or  then  or  thereafter  substitute  an- 

other picture  to  be  played  on  preferred 
playing  time  at  the  originally  designated 
terms;  in  the  latter  event  the  film  rental 
for  the  picture  originally  designated  shall 
be  such  as  is  designated  by  the  distributor 
and  provided  for  in  the  license  agreement. 

5. — Runs  and  Existing 
Customers 

(a)  Provided  an  exhibitor  and  a   dis- 
tributor can  mutually  agree  upon  terms, 

an  exhibitor  shall  be  able  to  obtain  some 

run  of  a   distributor’s  pictures  provided 
that  such  exhibitor’s  theatre  is  not  of  ob- 

solete character,  is  in  good  condition  and 

operates  under  a   policy  which  is  not  de- 
structive or  which  would  not  substantially 

affect  the  business  of  any  other  run  of 

distributor’s  pictures,  and  further  pro- 
vided that  such  exhibitor  is  of  good  repu- 

tation as  a   theatre  operator  and  is  fi- 
nancially responsible.  Any  dispute  as  to 

whether  or  not  the  exhibitor’s  theatre  is 
of  obsolete  character,  is  in  good  condition, 

is  operated  under  a   policy  which  is  de- 
structive or  which  would  substantially  ef- 

fect the  business  of  any  other  run  of  dis- 
tributor’s pictures  or  whether  or  not  ex- 

hibitor is  of  good  reputation  as  a   theatre 
operator  and  is  financially  responsible, 
shall  be  determined  by  arbitration. 

(b)  Exhibitors  have  complained  that 
distributors  have  licensed  their  product 
away  from  an  existing  customer  to  another 
exhibitor  because  such  other  exhibitor 
operates  a   circuit  of  theatres  in  the  same 
or  other  situations  and  licenses  the  dis- 

tributor’s product  for  such  circuit. 
It  is  recognized  that  a   distributor  has 

the  right  to  select  its  own  customers  and 
it  is  also  recognized  that  a   change  of 
customer  is  sometimes  a   hardship  to  an 
existing  customer,  but  that  in  order  to  be 
entitled  to  continue  to  receive  considera- 

tion as  a   customer  the  exhibitor  should 
have  substantially  performed  his  previous 
license  agreements  with  distributor,  main- 

tain and  operate  his  theatre  in  a   modern 
and  up-to-date  manner  and  be  financially 
responsible. 

Having  regard  for  these  principles,  prod- 
uct will  not  be  licensed  away  from  an 

existing  customer  to  a   new  or  another  ex- 
hibitor for  the  sole  reason  that  the  new 

or  other  exhibitor  is  a   customer  of  the 
distributor  in  the  same  or  other  situations 
and  any  dispute  as  to  whether  or  not  a 
distributor  has  licensed  its  product  away 
from  an  existing  customer  for  the  sole 
reason  that  such  other  exhibitor  is  a 
customer  of  the  distributor  in  the  same 
or  other  situations  shall  be  determined  by 
arbitration. 

Bondy  Clearing  Up 

RKO  Case  Trust 

New  York — Federal  Judge  William  O. 

Bondy  will  not  rule  on  motions  made 

by  major  company  attorneys  for  bills 

of  particulars  in  the  government's  anti- 
trust case  until  he  disposes  of  the  RKO 

reorganization  plan.  Indications  are 

that  he  may  hand  down  a   decision  af- 
ter December  16,  when  the  next  RKO 

hearing  is  set.  He  states  that  he  is 

anxious  to  clear  the  RKO  matter  be- 

fore he  can  give  the  anti-trust  suit  his 
undivided  attention. 

6. — Short  Subjects ,   News- 
reels and  Trailers 

No  exhibitor  shall  be  required,  as  a   con- 
dition of  licensing  feature  motion  pictures, 

to  license  short  subjects,  newsreels  or 
trailers,  but  nothing  herein  shall  be 
deemed  to  prohibit  any  effort  by  the  dis- 

tributor to  license  short  subjects,  news- 
reels and  trailers. 

7. — Score  Charges 

In  respect  of  license  agreements  com- 
mencing with  the  seasons  of  1938-39  all 

score  charges,  if  any,  for  pictures  licensed 
on  a   flat  rental  basis  shall  be  added  to  and 

consolidated  with  the  film  rental  and  com- 
mencing with  the  season  1939-40  there 

shall  be  no  score  charge  in  respect  of  pic- 
tures licensed  on  a   percentage  basis. 

8 . — Allocation  of  Pictures 
Except  as  to  first  runs  in  key  cities,  each 

distributor  shall  upon  giving  notice  of 
availability  of  each  picture,  notify  each 
licensee  to  whom  such  notice  is  given,  of 
the  price  classification  of  such  a   picture. 

9 . — Non-Theatrical 

Competition 
Feature  pictures  will  not  be  licensed  to 

a   non-theatrical  account  if  such  non-the- 
atrical account  shall  have  been  determined 

by  arbitration  to  constitute  unfair  com- 
petition to  a   regularly  operated  motion 

picture  theatre,  provided,  however,  noth- 
ing herein  contained  shall  be  interpreted 

to  prohibit  the  licensing  of  motion  pic- 
tures for  exhibition  at  army  posts  or  gov- 

ernment camps  or  on  board  ships  of  the 

United  States’  Navy  or  ships  engaged  in 
carrying  passengers  to  foreign  or  domes- 

tic ports  or  at  educational  or  religious  in- 
stitutions where  attendance  is  confined  to 

members  of  such  institutions,  or  in  institu- 
tions housing  “shut-ins”  such  as  prisons, 

hospitals,  orphanages  and  the  like. 

10, — Form  of  License 

Agreement Each  distributor  will  use  its  best  efforts 
to  simplify  its  form  of  license  agreement. 

J   J . — Selective  Con  tracts 
Whenever  an  exhibitor  shall  have  the 

right  to  select  a   minimum  number  of  pic- 
tures out  of  a   larger  number,  such  exhibi- 

tor shall  be  required  to  exercise  such  right 
in  writing  with  respect  to  each  picture 
within  twenty-one  (21)  days  after  the 
date  of  mailing  of  the  notice  of  availabil- 

ity of  such  picture.  Upon  the  exhibitor’s failure  to  give  such  written  notice  within 
said  period,  each  of  such  pictures  shall  be 
deemed  to  have  been  selected  by  the  ex- hibitor. 

12. — Playing  of  Pictures  in 
the  Order  of  Release 

If  under  any  license  agreement  the  ex- 
hibitor is  obligated  to  play  pictures  in  the 

order  of  release  the  distributor  will  not  re- 
fuse to  deliver  a   picture  if  the  failure  of 

the  exhibitor  to  exhibit  prior  pictures  of 
such  distributor  is  due  to  the  failure  of 
such  distributor  to  make  the  prior  pictures 
available. 

13. — Acquiring  Theatres 
No  distributor  shall  coei’ce  any  exhibitor 

to  enter  into  any  contract  for  the  exhibi- 
tion of  motion  pictures,  by  the  commis- 

sion of  any  overt  act  evidencing  an  inten- 
tion to  build  or  otherwise  acquire  a   mo- 
tion picture  theatre  for  operation  in  com- 

petition with  such  exhibitor,  but  nothing 
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herein  shall  otherwise  in  any  way  abridge 
the  right  of  a   producer  or  distributor  to 
build  or  otherwise  acquire  a   motion  pic- 

ture theatre  in  any  location. 

14. — Boxoffice  Statements 
The  practice  of  rendering  to  a   distribu- 

tor false  reports  of  the  boxoffice  receipts 
in  respect  of  the  exhibition  of  pictures  the 
film  rental  for  which  is  based  in  whole  or 
in  part  upon  a   percentage  of  such  receipts 
is  condemned  by  exhibitors  as  well  as  by 
distributors  as  a   practice  which  not  only 
results  in  loss  of  earned  revenue  to  the 
distributors,  but  is  also  unfair  and  detri- 

mental to  the  business  of  honest  exhibi- 
tors. Exhibitors  will  endeavor  to  discour- 

age and  eliminate  such  practice. 

1 5. — Arbitration 
The  principles  and  factors  involved  in 

the  matters  to  be  arbitrated,  the  rules  and 

regulations  to  govern  submissions,  hear- 
ings and  awards,  the  method  of  selecting 

arbitrators  and  other  matters  in  connec- 
tion with  the  arbitration  proceedings  have 

not  yet  been  fully  discussed.  Subject  to 
agreement  thereupon,  all  matters  herein 
specifically  made  the  subject  of  arbitra- 

tion, all  controversies  concerning  perform- 
ances of  existing  contracts  between  a   dis- 

tributor and  its  customers  and  all  claims 
that  clearance  or  zoning  now  or  hereafter 

existing  is  unreasonable  and  that  an  ex- 
hibitor has  licensed  more  pictures  than  are 

required  shall  be  subjects  of  arbitration. 
Conciliation  also  may  be  found  to  be  a 

speedy  and  feasible  method  of  settling  cer- 
tain classes  of  disputes  preliminary  to  or 

in  lieu  of  arbitration,  as  may  hereafter 
be  determined. 

16. — Effective  Date 
These  provisions  shall  become  effective 

with  the  license  agreements  for  the  season 

1939-40  and  continue  thereafter,  except 
that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be 
deemed  to  affect  any  license  agreements 
now  in  effect. 

Iowa  and  Nebraska 

Study  Pact  Regionally 

Des  Moines — Iowa  and  Nebraska  ex- 
hibitors will  hold  ten  district  meetings  to 

discuss  the  first  trade  practice  draft.  “No 
reaction  is  available  for  this  territory  un- 

til exhibitor  meetings  are  completed  and 

data  therefrom  compiled,”  Leo  F.  Wolcott, 
president  of  Allied  Independent  Theatre 

Owners  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  tells  Box- 
office. 

The  meetings  start  this  week  at  Chero- 

kee and  Council  Bluffs.  “In  addition  there 
will  be  eight  others  at  Britt,  New  Hamp- 

ton, Anamosa,  Hampton,  Rockwell  City, 

Nevada,  Osceola  and  Fairfield,”  adds  Wol- 
cott. “At  these,  the  facts  will  be  presented 

to  exhibitors  relative  to  the  New  York 

conferences,  also  the  discussions  on  the 
various  points  to  the  independent  group 
of  which  we  are  a   member.  We  feel  this 

proposal  should  be  presented  to  all  inde- 
pendent exhibitors  for  their  acceptance  or 

rejection.” 

Allied  Preparing 
To  Analyze  the  Draft 

Washington — An  analysis  of  the  first 
trade  practice  draft  will  be  forwarded  to 

Allied’s  negotiating  committee  “in  a   few 
days,”  an  association  bulletin  states.  But 
further  action,  it  is  repeated,  “must  await 
the  consideration  of  the  proposals  by  the 
negotiating  committee;  ultimate  decision 
in  reference  to  the  proposals  rests  with 

the  board  of  directors.” 
Colonel  H.  A.  Cole,  chairman  of  the 

(Continued  from  page  4) 

it  is  held,  will  eliminate  overbuying  and 
overselling. 

Sliding  cancellations  of  10,  15  and  20 

per  cent  also  are  provided  in  the  draft. 
Where  pictures  average  $100  or  less,  a 
20  per  cent  elimination  will  apply.  On 
films  averaging  $100  to  $250,  the  privilege 

of  15  per  cent  cancellation  is  granted. 
On  films  averaging  $250  or  more,  the 
elimination  is  10  per  cent.  There  is  a 

proviso,  however,  that  eliminations  are 
to  be  allocated  pro-rata  from  the  various 
price  groups.  While  the  exhibitor  has  the 
right  to  use  up  his  entire  cancellation 
privilege  from  the  lowest  priced  group, 

this  does  not  apply  to  any  other  classifi- 
cation, it  is  stated  by  informed  exhibi- tors. 

Pictures  objected  to  on  the  ground  of 
moral,  racial  or  religious  grounds  may  be 
eliminated  without  affecting  percentage 

requirements,  according  to  the  draft.  In 

such  cases,,  exhibitors  must  so  notify  dis- 
tributors 14  days  in  advance. 

Score  charges  are  to  be  entirely  elimi- 
nated. The  understanding  is  that  on  this 

year’s  contracts  the  charges  will  be  added, 
but  in  future  negotiations  such  charges 

will  be  abandoned.  Some  companies  dis- 
carded the  charge  several  seasons  ago. 

The  new  move  will  make  it  unanimous. 
Shorts  and  newsreels  are  to  be  sold  on 

separate  contracts,  the  draft  states,  with 
the  exhibitor  holding  the  option. 

Foreign  films  not  produced  by  major 

companies  for  international  release,  west- 
erns and  reissues  are  not  a   part  of  the 

general  elimination  clause.  Pictures  fall- 
ing into  these  classifications  will  have 

separate  elimination  proviso. 
Each  distributor  may  revamp  present 

contracts  as  he  sees  fit,  another  para- 
graph states.  The  reason  for  this  is  not 

given  in  the  draft  and  exhibitors  do  not 

regard  this  as  important.  The  idea  be- 

negotiating  committee,  is  hospitalized  in 

Dallas,  but  the  bulletin  suggests  Allied’s 
decision  does  not  necessarily  face  delay 
because  of  this  circumstance. 

New  York  Independents 

To  Strike  for  Changes 

New  York — While  no  comment  is  of- 
ficially available  from  the  ITO  of  New 

York,  Boxoffice  learns  there  is  consider- 
able in  the  first  trade  practice  draft  which 

displeases  the  organization  and  that 
changes  will  be  sought. 

Montana  Independents 

Charter  a   New  Group 
Helena,  Mont.  —   Independent  Theatre 

Owners  of  Montana  has  been  formed  and 

incorporated  here.  Joe  English,  Washoe 
Theatre,  Anaconda,  is  president;  Jens 

Hansen,  Rialto,  Deer  Lodge,  vice-president, 
and  Johnnie  Griffin,  Orpheum,  Chinook, 
secretary  and  treasurer. 

hind  it,  exhibitors  state,  is  that,  if  a   dis- 
tributor desires  to  change  the  wordage  of 

his  agreement,  he  has  the  right  to  do  so 
without  consulting  other  companies. 

Threats  and  coercive  tactics  in  the  sale 

of  pictures  are  out,  the  draft  states.  Ex- 
hibitors at  their  meetings  with  distributor 

committees  have  been  told  that  any  sales- 
man reported  employing  such  tactics  will 

be  dismissed  summarily. 
There  is  also  a   clause  which  deals  with 

the  failure  of  exhibitors  to  report  actual 

receipts,  on  percentage  engagements.  What 

the  penalty  will  be  is  not  discussed. 

Where  theatre  operators  object  to  dis- 
tributors serving  non-theatrical  accounts 

with  16mm  films  as  harmful  to  their 

operations,  deals  of  this  nature  will  be 
discontinued.  However,  distributors  reserve 

the  right  to  grant  narrow  width  films,  to 
shutins,  governmental  agencies,  such  as 

the  CCC,  army  and  navy  and  ships  at  sea. 
In  an  effort  to  eliminate  selling  by  num- 

bers, distributors  state  in  the  draft  they 
will  make  every  effort,  at  the  beginning 

of  each  new  season,  to  announce  the  titles 

of  pictures  completed,  in  process,  of  pro- 
duction and  what  they  intend  to  make, 

according  to  their  ability  to  produce  them. 
Tire  latter  angle  is  understood  to  protect 

the  producer  in  the  event  differences  arise 
with  stars,  players  and  directors  which 

may  unwittingly  halt  production  and  af- 
fect completion  of  pictures  scheduled. 

All  pictures  are  to  be  delivered  and 

played  in  order  of  release.  This  is  another 
provision  set  down.  Delinquent  accounts,, 
it  is  explained,  cannot  jump  releases  as  a 
result  of  the  clause. 

As  soon  as  distributors  set  up  a   formula 

for  arbitration,  it  is  to  be  submitted  to 

exhibitor  bodies  for  approval.  Disagree- 

ments on  allocations,  clearance  and  zon- 
ing problems,  overbuying,  designation  of 

playdates  and  other  contractual  disputes 
will  come  before  the  boards. 

A   Campaign  by  Skouras 

For  ”Say  It  in  French " New  York — House  managers  of  Skouras 

theatres  will  vie  for  $500  cash  prizes  to  be 

awarded  for  the  best  campaign  and  box- 

office  results  produced  for  “Say  It  in 
French,”  in  a   Neil  F.  Agnew  exploitation 
contest  inaugurated  by  Paramount. 

First  prize  winner  will  receive  $250,  the 

second  $150  and  $100  for  third.  The  con- 
test on  best  gate  receipts  terminates 

March  8. 

Judges  are  Skouras,  E.  F.  Zabel  and 
George  H.  Balsdon  and  for  advertising  and 

exploitation,  Alec  Moss,  Paramount  ad- 
vertising manager. 

Allied  Board  Meet  Set 
Washington — Allied  will  hold  its  annual 

board  meeting  January  17-18  at  the  Carl- 

ton Hotel  here,  as  usual.  A   “Founders’ 
Day”  dinner  will  be  held  on  the  first  night 

to  mark  the  association’s  tenth  year. 
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Mayer  May  Take  the  Witness 

Box  in  Loew  Stockholder  Suit 

By  BILL  ORNSTEIN 

New  York — Louis  B.  Mayer  is  expected 
to  be  brought  to  New  York  to  testify  on 
his  own  behalf  in  the  minority  stock- 

holders’ suit  against  Loew  directors  and 
executives  for  an  accounting  of  $30,000,000 
and  also  to  nullify  the  11  profit-sharing 
agreements  given  Loew  executives  and 
producers  which  are  slated  to  become  ef- 

fective January  1. 

Considerable  of  the  testimony  entered 
into  the  record  before  Supreme  Court  Jus- 

tice Valente  deals  with  Louis  B.  Mayer 
Productions,  Louis  B.  Mayer  Pictures,  Inc., 
and  contracts  made  with  these  companies 

and  Metro  and  Loew’s.  J.  Robert  Rubin, 
who  played  an  important  part  in  the 
Mayer  companies  and  also  in  the  partner- 

ship arrangements  with  Mayer  and  the 
late  Irving  G.  Thalberg  also  will  be  a 
cardinal  witness  in  the  defense  lineup. 

Kent  on  Stand 

Interrupting  the  regular  procedure,  Sid- 
ney R.  Kent,  president  of  20th-Fox,  took 

the  stand  Thursday,  prior  to  his  departure 
for  the  coast,  at  the  request  of  Former 
Judge  Joseph  M.  Proskauer  of  Proskauer, 

Rose  &   Paskus,  attorney  for  Loew’s  and 
its  directors.  It  was  brought  out  that  Kent 
had  been  called  in  by  Winthrop  W.  Aid- 
rich,  head  of  Chase  National  Bank,  in 
1932  to  make  an  investigation  on  the 
compensation  being  paid  Loew  and 
M-G-M  executives.  Chase,  at  the  time, 
had  loaned  Film  Securities  a   large  sum  of 
money  to  purchase  660,000  shares  of  Loew 
common  held  by  William  Fox.  After  the 
detailed  investigation,  Kent  recommended 
certain  contracts  be  signed.  Later,  Aid- 
rich  also  advised  Nicholas  M.  Schenck  to 
accept  approximately  49,000  shares  of 
common  originally  intended  for  Thalberg 
whose  option  expired  with  his  death. 

Kent  made  a   sterling  witness  and  went 
into  considerable  length  to  discuss  his  in- 

vestigation, his  findings  and  his  report  to 
Aldrich. 

Daniel  O.  Hastings,  receiver  for  General 
Theatres,  in  1932  was  a   member  of  the 
board  and  also  recommended  the  signing 
of  the  producer-executive  contracts.  He 
has  been  attending  the  court  hearings  and 

will  represent  Loew’s  as  defense  counsel 
in  the  Wilmington  suit  brought  by  a   num- 

ber of  other  small  stockholders  whose  mo- 
tions to  intervene  in  the  local  action  were 

denied. 
No  Stromberg  Testimony 

Although  Hunt  Stromberg,  whom  Pros- 
kauer described  as  “the  man  who  bids 

fair  to  being  successor  to  Thalberg”  is  in 
New  York,  he  is  not  expected  to  testify. 
Emil  K.  Ellis,  attorney  for  the  plaintiffs, 
already  has  a   deposition  taken  on  the 
coast. 

Prior  to  the  opening  of  the  trial,  Ellis 
had  hinted  he  would  have  Schenck,  J. 
Robert  Rubin,  Mayer,  David  Bernstein, 
and  a   number  of  other  Loew  home  office 
and  studio  executives  take  the  witness 
stand.  However,  the  situation  changed 
over  the  weekend  with  the  result  that 
parts  of  the  testimony  before  trial,  taken 
both  in  New  York  and  in  Hollywood,  will 

be  sufficient  for  Ellis  for  the  time  being. 
The  indication  is,  however,  that  Ellis  will 
cross  examine  witnesses  brought  in  by 
Proskauer. 

Opening  his  case,  Ellis  introduced  88 
exhibits  the  first  day  and  amended  his 
complaint  to  include  Bank  of  America  Na- 

tional Trust  and  Savings  Association,  Ed- 
win J.  Loeb  and  Norma  Shearer  Thalberg 

as  co-executors  and  trustees  of  the  Thal- 

berg estate.  Bernard  J.  Hyman’s  profit- 
sharing  contract  was  withdrawn  from  the 
complaint  since  he  has  not  signed  the 
pact.  His  current  deal  expires  next  April 
and  he  is  understood  objecting  to  a   five- 
year  agreement. 
Among  the  exhibits  introduced  by  Ellis 

were  the  certificate  of  incorporation  of 

Loew’s,  its  by-laws,  composition  of  direc- 
tors for  the  years  1919-39,  published  fi- 

nancial statements  for  1924-37  inclusive, 
the  current  list  of  officers,  the  original  and 
modified  contracts  between  Metro  and 
Louis  B.  Mayer  dated  April  9,  1924;  April 
10,  1924;  October  6,  1925;  April  18,  1926; 
October  15,  1926;  February  16,  1927;  De- 

cember 19,  1929;  December  15,  1932,  and 
October  26,  1933.  Also  the  agreement  with 
Mayer-Thalberg-Rubin  dated  November 
28,  1935  and  the  contract  of  same  date 
with  Louis  B.  Mayer  Pictures,  Inc.,  Louis 
B.  Mayer,  Margaret  Mayer,  Thalberg  and 
Rubin.  Four  other  agreements  with  the 
same  parties  have  been  introduced,  too. 

Much  Data  on  Record 

Numerous  other  contracts  and  letters  of 

agreements  with  Loew  officers  and  pro- 
ducers are  now  on  the  record.  They  in- 

clude the  personal  service  pact  of  Bern- 
stein of  December  15,  1932  and  the  Mayer- 

Rubin-Thalberg  agreement  with  Loew’s  of 
the  same  date,  and  Schenck’s  contract  of 
December  19,  1932.  These  refer  to  stock 
options.  Other  personal  contracts  and 
option  agreements  with  the  same  parties 
in  1936  and  1937  are  also  in. 

Photostatic  and  original  agreements 

with  Harry  Rapf  dated  June  30,  1924;  De- 
cember 10,  1925;  September  20,  1926;  De- 
cember 4,  1930;  March  9,  1934;  December 

4,  1936,  and  December  16,  1937  are  among 
the  exhibits.  Also  five  contracts  signed 
by  Hyman,  dated  September  19,  1925; 
March  25,  1927;  January  21,  1928;  Janu- 

ary 23,  1929;  March  18,  1936  and  a   pro- 
posed agreement,  not  signed,  dated  De- 

cember — ,   1937.  A   letter  of  assignment 
on  January  3,  1938,  also. 

There  are  nine  photostatic  agreements 
with  Stromberg  starting  September  3, 
1925  and  the  last  dating  December  16, 
1937;  four  letters  and  contracts  with 
Benjamin  Thau  from  June,  1934  to  Janu- 

ary 3,  1938;  three  with  Lawrence  A.  Wein- 
garten  from  January  22,  1937  to  January 

3,  1938;  eight  with  Sam  Katz  from  Sep- 
tember 5,  1934  to  December  16,  1937;  three 

with  Mervyn  LeRoy  from  November,  1937 
to  February  1,  1938;  three  with  Edgar  J. 
Mannix  from  November  7,  1933,  to  Decem- 

ber 16,  1937;  two  with  A1  Lichtman,  dated 
November  5,  1935  and  December  24,  1937 
and  three  with  Norma  Shearer  dated 
September  22,  1930,  December  24,  1937 
and  July  14,  1937,  which  are  supplemented 

But  Proskauer 

Didn't  Know 
New  York — Bernard  Reis  was  dis- 

cussing methods  of  computation  by 

Loew's  in  arriving  at  percentages  and 
additional  compensation  for  Nicholas 

M.  Schenck,  David  Bernstein,  Louis  B. 

Mayer,  J.  Robert  Rubin  and  the  late 

Irving  G.  Thalberg  as  a   witness  for 

the  plaintiffs.  Former  Judge  Pros- 

kauer, defense  attorney,  interrupted 

briefly  to  ask  the  author  of  "False 
Security''  for  a   copy  of  his  book. 

Reis  said,  "You  know.  Judge.  You 

are  quoted  in  the  book.''  Proskauer 

knew  nothing  of  it  and  laughed,  "Am 

I?'' 

by  a   booklet  agreement  between  Loew’s 
and  the  estate  of  Thalberg  and  dated 
July  14,  1937. 

Mayer’s  deposition  was  the  first  to  be 
introduced  as  part  of  the  record.  Pros- 

kauer took  the  witness  stand  and  read 
Mayer’s  answers  to  questions  by  Ellis  on 
the  coast  July  14,  1938.  The  history  of 
Mayer’s  own  company  and  his  various 
agreements  with  Rubin,  Thalberg  and 
First  National  and  Metro  Pictures  was 
given  a   thorough  going  over.  Proskauer 
objected  several  times  to  the  manner  in 
which  Ellis  brought  out  certain  facts  with- 

out giving  other  testimony  which,  he 
claimed,  related  to  the  answers. 

The  first  picture  the  Mayer  Corporation 

made  was  “Virtuous  Wife”  with  Anita 
Stewart.  This  drew  laughs  all  over  the 
court  room,  including  a   few  from  the 
judge.  How  Thalberg  was  brought  into 
the  company  and  later  was  given  an  in- 

terest was  revealed  as  well  as  the  diffi- 
culties which  Mayer  had  with  Thalberg  at 

the  time  the  latter  wanted  to  quit  in  1932. 
Mayer,  in  his  testimony,  reveals  that  he 

consulted  Thalberg’s  doctors  at  the  time 
and  learned  “that  if  Thalberg  lived  a 
sedentary  life  he  could  live  into  the  40’s. 
If  he  continued  the  way  he  had  been  go- 

ing, then  into  the  30’s.” Mayer  also  states  in  his  deposition  that 
he  had  considerable  trouble  with  Thalberg 
on  the  star  situation  and  that  the  latter 
did  not  want  to  build  up  personalities  on 
his  own  to  have  Mayer  cast  them  in  poor 

pictures. 
It  was  also  learned  Schenck  himself  sug- 

gested the  Metro  merger  with  the  Mayer 
company  to  Rubin.  This  was  brought  out 
in  the  Rubin  deposition;  also  details  of 
the  guarantee  Mayer  and  Rubin  made  to 
Thalberg  for  $400,000. 

Schenck  Is  Next 

Schenck’s  deposition  followed.  This  also 
related  to  certain  negotiations  and  con- 

tracts made  by  the  head  of  Loew’s. 
Bernard  H.  Reis,  an  independent  ac- 

countant, then  testified  as  to  the  pay- 
ments and  method  of  computation  of 

salaries  and  also  percentages  and  the 
stock  options.  As  the  case  progresses  the 
method  of  accounting  by  Loew  account- 

ants will  play  an  important  part,  as  both 
sides  are  far  apart  on  this  subject. 
The  general  belief  of  some  attorneys 

is  that  the  case  may  wind  up  next  week, 
late,  when  Judge  Valente  is  expected  to 
reserve  decision  for  further  study  of  the 
testimony. 
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SAMUEL  GOLDWYN  presents 

NEW  YORK  CITY— "Top  b   usiness 
at  the  Music  Hall.  Money 

coming  in  hunks/' 

OKLAHOMA  CITY- "Heftiest 
in  history.  Fast  company 

at  Criterion." 

SAMUEL  OOLDWYN 
present* 

GARY  COOPER 
MERLE  OBERON . 
with  PATSY  KELLY -WALTER  BRENNAN  •   FUZZY  KNIGHT -MABEL  TODD -HENRY  KOLKER  •   directed  by .   C.  POTTER 

RELEASED  THRU  UNITED  ARTISTS 
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Qorni  uuoTi±h  ? 
Apparently  it's  worth  plenty  to  those  who  want  to  buy  it! 
Commercial  advertisers  place  a   high  value  on  the  use  of 

your  screen  to  sell  their  goods.  So  why  shouldn't  you  do 
the  same? 

That  screen  is  YOUR  best  advertising  medium-it  can  be 

your  best  ticket-seller.  Don't  waste  it  by  using  unshow- 
manlike trailers. 

A   good  trailer  on  your  screen  is  the  lowest-cost  advertis- 

ing you  can  buy.  Ever  stop  to  think  how  little  National 

Screen  Service  costs? 

When  the  BEST  is  so  cheap,  there  is  no  economy  in  using 

make-shift  stuff  on  that  valuable  screen.  In  fact,  that  is 

extravagance  and  unfair  to  your  box-office! 

National  Screen  Pre-vues  are  built  to  sell  tickets-by 

showmen  who  have  studied  screen-salesmanship  for 

years. 

JOIN  THE  12,000  EXHIBITORS 

NOW  USING  THE  BEST  —NATIONAL 
SCREEN  SERVICE  PRE-VUES! 
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ATLANTA 

BOSTON 

CHARLOTTE 

I   CHICAGO 

147-73  Walton  St.,  N.W. CLEVELAND  ..... KANSAS  CITY 1706  Wyandotte  St. 
DALLAS 

LOS  ANGELES 
MEMPHIS 

2018  So.  Vermont  Ave. 

500  So  2nd  St 219-21  Mint  St. DENVER 

1307  So.  Wabash  Ave. DES  MOINES  . 
    IO03>/2  High  St. 

MINNEAPOLIS 1 105  Currie  Ave. 
1 19  West  Central  Pkway. DETROIT    2949  Cass  Ave. NEW  ORLEANS 1431  Cleveland  Ave. 

NEW  YORK  430  Ninth  Ave 

PHILADELPHIA  1201-07  Vine  St. 

SAN  FRANCISCO, 148  Golden  GateAve. 
ST.  LOUIS  3318  Olive  St. 
SEATTLE  2418  Second  Ave. 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C..  920  New  Jersey  Ave.,  N.W. 



MAJORS'  ATTORNEYS  CART  TRADE  AGREEMENT 
TO  WASHINGTON  FOR  ANTI  TRUST  SANCTION 

A   Better  Understanding 
New  York — This  is  the  formal  statement  released  by  William  F.  Rodgers,  gen- 

eral sales  manager  of  M-G-M,  for  the  trade  practice  committee  on  the  initial  draft 
sent  to  exhibitor  organizations  participating  in  the  conferences.  Significantly ,   it  was 
approved  by  attorneys  of  major  companies  before  being  made  public.  The  text: 

“The  distributor’s  committee  on  trade  practices  has  today  (December  2)  for- 
warded to  the  interested  exhibitor  bodies  a   memorandum  of  the  understandings 

reached  in  principle  at  conferences  conducted  by  their  respective  committees. 

“To  cover  all  subjects  considered  as  national  in  their  scope,  it  has  been  neces- 
sary to  synchronize  the  thoughts  expressed  by  the  different  theatre  groups  and  the 

draft  form  of  memorandum  represents  only  such  subjects,  it  being  the  belief  that 
another  as  subsequent  method  will  apply  to  those  topics  that  are  purely  local  in 
their  application. 

“Every  subject  of  general  importance  involving  trade  practices  has  been  dis- 
cussed fully,  and  we  believe  the  suggested  means  of  solution  will  create  a   better 

understanding  between  all  branches  of  the  industry.” 

Plan  No  Ultimate  Accord 

Without  Arnold's 
Approval 

New  York — In  keeping  with  the  indus- 

try’s desire  not  to  overstep  the  limita- 
tions of  the  anti-trust  laws,  attorneys  for 

major  companies  will  head  for  Washing- 
ton and  conferences  with  Thurman  Ar- 

nold and  Paul  Williams,  in  charge  of  the 

government’s  suit,  as  soon  as  an  accord 
is  reached  with  various  exhibitor  organi- 

zations on  the  final  wording  of  the  trade 

practice  agreement. 

No  date  has  been  set  for  the  meeting, 

it  is  learned,  but  distributor  attorneys  are 

not  expected  to  consent  to  any  agree- 
ment unless  the  government  puts  its  stamp 

of  approval  on  various  angles  pertaining 

to  the  anti-trust  laws.  It  is  admitted  by 
counsel  for  distributors  some  phases  of 

the  initial  draft  deal  with  anti-trust  pro- 
visions and  that  unless  Arnold  and  his 

aides  accept  the  final  draft,  it  will  not 

become  an  industry  instrument  for  self- 
regulation. 

Washington  Has  Copy 

A   copy  of  the  first  draft  is  now  in  the 

hands  of  the  department  of  justice  in 

Washington.  No  comment  has  been  re- 

ceived by  home  offices  and  none  is  ex- 

pected until  a   final  and  complete  draft 
is  submitted. 

Distributor  attorneys  continue  negoti- 

ations with  Arnold’s  office  on  an  agree- 
ment covering  theatre  acquisitions  by  ma- 

jor circuits.  At  a   recent  meeting  in  Wash- 

ington, J.  Robert  Rubin,  general  counsel 

for  M-G-M,  suggested  the  plan.  This  is 
said  to  have  come  up  at  the  time  Arnold 

raised  a   question  on  the  Criterion  take- 

over. Wording  of  such  an  agreement  is 

being  worked  out  and  a   statement  is  ex- 

pected to  be  made  public  next  week. 

At  the  meetings  with  Arnold,  it  was 

also  stated  he  would  be  advised  of  de- 

velopments in  the  trade  practice  nego- 
tiations and  that  various  drafts  would  be 

sent  him. 

Brandt  in  Conference 

Harry  Brandt,  ITOA  president,  accom- 

panied by  his  attorney,  Milton  C.  Weis- 
man,  had  a   meeting  with  Arnold  and  his 

assistants,  Wednesday  in  Washington. 

While  Brandt  was  tight-lipped  on  his  re- 
turn, it  is  reliably  reported  that  not  only 

was  the  initial  trade  practice  memoran- 
dum discussed  but  also  the  government 

suit  as  it  applies  to  anti-trust  phases  in 
theatre  operations. 

Brandt  told  friends  and  associates  fol- 

lowing the  Capitol  session  that  the  gov- 

ernment is  on  the  right  track  in  its  ef- 

fort to  clear  up  anti-trust  angles  on  the- 

atre operations,  not  only  as  it  affects 

major  circuits  but  independents  as  well. 

Ed  Kuykendall,  head  of  the  MPTOA,  ar- 

Subpoenas  Served 
In  MPGY  Litigation 

New  York — Service  of  subpoenas  on  de- 
fendants has  begun  in  the  $500,000  action 

brought  by  Milton  Spitz  against  Motion 

Pictures’  Greatest  Year,  Inc.,  eight  major 
distributors,  Monogram,  Bobbydick,  Inc., 

and  Moredall  Realty  Corp.  The  two  latter 

corporations  operate  the  Globe  and  Capi- 
tol, respectively. 

Complainant’s  action  is  one  of  copyright 
violation,  in  which  it  is  claimed  that  an 

original  work  entitled  “U-Spot-It”  is  be- 
ing infringed  upon  in  the  execution  of  the 

Movie  Quiz  contest. 

A   spokesman  for  the  plaintiff’s  counsel 
said  that  the  action  against  Bobbydick 

will  be  discontinued.  The  Globe  belongs 

to  Harry  Brandt,  none  of  whose  theatres 

participated  in  the  contest. 

rived  from  Columbus,  Miss.,  Wednesday 

morning  prepared  to  sit  down  with  Sidney 

R.  Kent  and  his  negotiating  committee  on 

trade  practices.  The  meeting  was  sched- 
uled for  Thursday  and  was  indefinitely 

pastponed  until  the  MPTOA  considers 

what  changes  it  desires  and  because  the 

20th-Fox  president  took  the  stand  for 

Loew’s  in  the  minority  stockholders  suit 
before  Supreme  Court  Justice  Louis  A. 

Valente  on  Thursday.  Kent  left  the  fol- 

lowing day  for  the  coast  and  is  not  ex- 
pected back  for  two  weeks. 

Kuykendall  left  Friday  for  Memphis  to 

attend  a   two-day  meeting,  which  started 

Sunday,  of  the  Tri-States  T.  O.  It  is  ex- 
pected M.  A.  Lightman,  a   prime  mover 

in  the  Tennessee  organization,  will  be 

elected  president.  A   Variety  Club  affair 

is  being  held  in  conjunction  with  the  ex- 

hibitor meeting  and  is  also  being  attend- 
ed by  Kuykendall. 

20th-Fox  to  Make 
52  for  Next  Year 

New  York  —   Twentieth  Century-Fox 
will  make  about  52  features  next  season, 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  president,  inform  :d  Box- 
office  before  his  departure  for  Hollywood 
to  confer  with  studio  officials. 

The  company’s  foreign  production  will 
be  limited  to  Great  Britain,  Kent  said. 

A   delegation  of  home  office  and  field 

executives  of  20th-Fox  is  in  Hollywood 
on  sales  cleanups  and  to  attend  a   gala 

preview  of  “Kentucky”  at  the  Carthay  Cir- 
cle in  Los  Angeles.  In  the  group  are: 

William  J.  Kupper,  William  Sussman  and 

W.  C.  Gehring,  division  managers;  William 

J.  Clark,  Martin  Moskowitz,  Jack  Sichel- 
man,  Jack  Bloom,  Charles  E.  McCarthy 

and  Roger  Ferri  of  the  home  office;  Harry 

H.  Buxbaum  and  Joe  Lee  of  the  New  York 

exchange;  Edgar  Moss  of  Philadelphia,  and 

Tom  H.  Bailey  of  Boston,  district  mana- 
gers. From  the  field:  George  A.  Roberts, 

Cleveland:  J.  P.  O’Loghlin,  Toronto;  Harry 
C.  Ballance,  Atlanta;  Morton  A.  Levy, 

Minneapolis;  Clyde  W.  Eckhardt.  Chicago, 

and  Ward  E.  Scott,  Kansas  City,  all  dis- 
trict managers. 

Pathe  Liquidation  Plan 

Takes  a   Court  Hurdle 
New  York — The  Pathe  Films  liquidation 

plan  will  proceed  Tuesday  according  to 

schedule  following  the  denial  of  Justice 

McCook  of  a   restraining  motion  sought 

by  16  stockholders  representing  2,445 
shares  of  common  stock. 

The  stockholders  filed  suit  in  the  New 

York  supreme  court  to  restrain  directors 

from  holding  the  special  meeting  at  which 

the  liquidation  plan  is  to  be  voted.  They 

argued  there  was  not  sufficient  reason  for 
the  liquidation. 
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Urging  Determination  of  Loew 

Profit  Pact  Legality  Quickly 

New  York — The  legality  of  the  profit- 
sharing  contracts  under  fire  in  the  Loew 

minority  stockholders’  suit  will  be  deter- 
mined before  January  1,  which  is  the  ef- 

fective date,  Justice  Valente  indicated  Fri- 
day in  supreme  court. 

This  has  been  urged  by  Joseph  Pros- 
kauer,  defense  attorney,  who  declared  the 

M-G-M  studios  otherwise  “will  be  a   hell- 

hole” of  uncertainty. 

Other  phases  charging  mismanagement 

of  the  company  will  be  left  for  later  de- 
termination. 

The  plaintiffs’  case,  it  is  expected,  will 

be  ended  by  Wednesday.  The  defendants’ 
case  is  expected  to  take  a   week  or  less. 

Importance  of  the  human  element  in  the 

film  business  by  comparison  with  other 

industries,  as  exemplified  by  the  merger 

of  Fox  Film  Corp.  with  20th-Century  when 

the  latter  got  half  of  the  Fox  Film  out- 
standing shares  and  a   block  of  preferred 

stock,  highlighted  the  testimony  of  Sid- 

ney R.  Kent,  20th  Century-Fox  president, 
as  a   witness  for  Loew. 

Kent  was  asked  by  Winthrop  W.  Aldrich 
of  Chase  National  Bank  in  1932  to  check 

into  the  performance  of  Louis  B.  Mayer, 

J.  Robert  Rubin,  the  late  Irving  Thalberg, 
David  Bernstein  and  Nicholas  M.  Schenck 

to  advise  if  they  were  worth  percentage 

contracts,  ultimately  advising  they  were. 

“Financing  is  never  hard  to  find  for  an 
outstanding  producer  or  a   man  who  has 

creative  talent,”  Kent  said.  “That  is  his 
market;  also  what  he  can  get  from  some- 

one else  and  what  he  can  create.” 

FN  Distribution  Deal 

Earlier  in  the  week,  Ellis  read  into  the 

testimony  extracts  from  the  Louis  B.  Mayer 

deposition  taken  in  California,  July  14, 

1938.  It  was  brought  out  that,  when  Louis 

B.  Mayer  Pictures  was  formed  by  Mayer 

and  J.  Robert  Rubin,  a   distribution  deal 

had  been  made  with  First  National  where- 

by the  latter  would  guarantee  $125,000  a 

picture.  Thalberg  did  not  come  into-  the 
company  until  1923  and  was  paid  $500  a 

week.  In  1924,  at  the  initiation  of  Nicho- 

las M.  Schenck,  a   deal  was  made  to  dis- 

tribute through  Metro  Pictures.  Samuel 

Goldwyn’s  company  had  already  been 
merged  with  Metro.  The  deal  provided 

for  the  Mayer  group'  to  get  20  per  cent 

of  the  profits  from  pictures  made  by  them. 

In  negotiating  the  deal,  Mayer’s  depo- 
sition continues,  Mayer  insisted  that  Ab- 
raham Lehr  be  removed  from  the  Goldwyn 

studio  whereupon  Mayer  would  have  com- 
plete supervision  of  the  studio  he  selected 

as  his  headquarters. 

Rubin,  who  had  been  general  counsel  for 

Metro,  was  retained  and  continued  to  han- 

dle production  affairs  for  Mayer  in  the 

east.  The  various  split-ups  of  percentages 
to  Mayer,  Rubin  and  Thalberg  under  the 

Metro  deal  were  gone  into  thoroughly  by 

Ellis.  Some  of  the  differences  encoun- 

tered by  Mayer  with  Thalberg  also  were 

brought  to  light. 

Parts  of  Rubin’s  deposition  taken  in 

New  York,  October  4,  1938,  pivoted  around 

the  contract  arrangements  of  Mayer,  Thal- 

berg and  Rubin  in  the  Mayer  company 

and  with  Loew’s.  A   letter  written  by  Thal- 
berg to  Schenck  in  which  the  former 

stated  he  was  satisfied  with  a   new  ar- 

rangement of  $4,000  a   week,  plus  per- 

centages and  the  understanding  that  Mayer 

and  Rubin  would  provide  the  difference 

if  he  did  not  receive  $400,000  a   year  was 

brought  up.  Thalberg,  at  the  time,  said 

he  was  satisfied  with  the  arrangement. 

Rubin’s  testimony  shows  that  he  knew  in 
February,  1927,  of  the  Schenck  and  Bern- 

stein percentage  of  the  Loew  profits  agree- 
ment when  he,  Mayer  and  Thalberg  agreed 

to  a   new  percentage  contract  for  the  Mayer 
partnership  group. 

Rubin  testified  that  neither  he  nor  Mayer 

expressed  the  thought  of  leaving  M-G-M, 
although  Thalberg  did.  He,  Rubin,  was 

concerned  over  the  Thalberg  situation  be- 

cause of  his  value  to  the  company.  Rubin 

never  insisted  on  the  stock  option,  al- 

though he  wanted  it,  he  said  in  his  depo- 
sition. When  Thalberg  took  ill  in  October, 

1933,  he  was  relieved  of  studio  supervision 

and  became  a   producer.  It  was  Schenck 

who  suggested  Rubin  become  a   vice-presi- 

dent and  director  of  Loew’s.  Mayer  re- 
fused. 

Schenck's  Deposition 

Schenck’s  deposition  was  next.  His  tes- 
timony related  to  his  percentage  arrange- 

ment with  Loew’s,  Inc.,  and  his  making  of 
the  deal  with  Louis  B.  Mayer  Pictures,  and 

the  subsequent  partnership  group.  He 

said:  “My  main  work  was  building  the- 
atres. I   built  every  one  in  the  Loew  cir- 

cuit personally  up  to  1928.” 

Other  parts  of  Schenck’s  testimony  dealt 
with  executive  committee  and  board  meet- 

ings, at  which  time  the  contracts  with  the 

Mayer  group  came  up.  He  said  at  the 

time  Albert  Greenfield  asked  for  post- 
ponement of  a   board  meeting  when  the 

Mayer  group  contract  was  discussed,  “it 
was  not  because  he  objected,  but  to  con- 

sult his  people.”  Greenfield  and  Jacob 
Rubenstein  represented  William  Fox  and 

the  latter  was  absent  at  the  time. 

Schenck  stated  that  when  he  made  his 

deal  for  2>/2  per  cent  of  the  profits  and 
Bernstein  was  to  be  given  iy2  Per  cent, 

they  wanted  it  on  all  Loew  earnings  and 
not  after  a   percentage  was  paid  to  the 

Mayer  group.  Ellis’  contention  is  that  the 
percentage  to  the  Mayer  group  should 

have  been  deducted  first  before  comput- 

ing the  Schenck  and  Bernstein  percentages. 

Schenck  also  stated  he  never  asked  for, 

nor  got,  a   statement  on  how  the  calcula- 
tions were  made.  He  said  he  had  faith 

in  Comptroller  Mills  and  his  assistants, 

who  looked  after  the  Loew  accounts. 

After  discussing  the  split-up  of  the  per- 
centages and  changes  for  the  Mayer  group, 

Schenck  said  he  asked  Thalberg,  when 

he  was  in  New  York.  “What  the  hell  do 

you  do  with  the  money?” 
Coming  as  a   surprise  and  not  generally 

known,  Schenck  has  not  exercised  any  of 

the  stock  options  granted  him  in  1936. 

The  options  provide  that  he  gets  approxi- 

mately 9,000  shares  of  Loew  common  an- 
nually for  a   period  of  five  years.  These 

shares  were  originally  intended  for  Thal- 

berg whose  privilege  expired  with  his  death. 
Loew  stockholders  by  a   large  majority 

have  already  approved  the  transfer  of  the 

options. 
Stock  Options  and  Percentages 

Bernstein’s  deposition  deals  with  the 
Mayer  group  arrangements  and  also  the 
stock  options  and  percentages  granted  to 
him  and  Schenck. 

In  former  Judge  I.  Frey’s  deposition, 

he  says,  "There  never  was  a   controversy 
on  the  particular  method  of  computa- 

tion” by  the  board.  He  said  outside  ac- 
countants figured  the  computations  and 

had  the  contracts  on  which  to  base  per- 
centages of  profit  due  the  executives. 

John  R.  Hazel’s  testimony  also  shows 

that  he  did  not  recall  any  board  meet- 
ing where  specific  items  were  brought  up 

for  computing  compensation  of  executives. 

Rubin’s  deposition  was  again  referred  to. 
He  said  he  received  monthly  copies  of  Loew 

financial  reports  and  sent  them  to  the 

coast.  He  adds,  he  never  objected  to  any 

of  the  reports  and  never  heard  of  anyone 

being  delegated  to  verify  them  by  tbe 

board. 

A.  L.  Pomerantz,  assisting  Ellis,  ques- 
tioned Bernard  J.  Reis,  an  independent 

accountant,  on  an  analysis  he  made  of 

Loew  financial  statements,  payments  to 

executives,  and  records  and  contracts  in- 

volving Loew’s  Ohio  Theatres,  Allied  Own- 
ers and  figures  relating  to  the  refunding 

Three  Counts  of  Objection 
New  York — Formal  objection  to  the  filing  of  the  minority  stockholders'  suit  against 

Loew  directors  and  executives  had  been  entered  on  the  record  by  former  Judge 

Joseph  M.  Proskauer,  representing  Loew's,  on  three  counts: 

“1 — That  no  stockholder  can  begin  a   minority,  or  maintain  a   minority  stock- 

holders' suit,  in  the  absence  of  proof  or  unreasonable  or  fraudulent  refusal  of  the 
company  through  its  directors  to  bring  it. 

"2 — That  the  mere  possibility  that  there  may  be  an  accounting  question  is  not 
sufficient  to  justify  the  maintenance1  of  such  a   suit. 

"3 — That  there  is  absolutely  no  proof  here  of  calling  attention  of  the  board  of 
directors  to  the  particular  item  which  is  now  being  sought  to  be  elicited,  and  there- 

fore absolutely  no  proof  of  any  unreasonable  or  fraudulent  refusal  or  neglect  of  the 

board  to  begin  this  action  for  that  purpose  and  I   am  raising  that  fundamental  ob- 

jection assuming  that  your  honor  would  want  to  have  this  evidence." 
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Expect  Loew's  Profit  Sheet 
To  Total  Over  10  Millions 

of  a   $15,000,000  bond  issue.  He  said  that 

the  resolution  on  percentages  to  Schenck 

and  Bernstein  provides  their  percentages 

be  calculated  after  a   dividend  of  $2  on 

the  common  stock. 

Reis  stated  266,745  shares  of  Loew  com- 

mon were  distributed  as  part  of  a   divi- 
dend in  1928  and  no  deduction  of  $2  a 

share  was  made  on  the  stock.  He  went 

on  to  discuss  percentages  and  Proskauer 

admitted  they  were  not  deducted  before 

paying  or  computing  the  Mayer-Thalberg- 
Rubin  bonuses.  Reis  added  that  three  per 

cent  depreciation  on  theatres  was  charged 

off  in  computing  percentages  to  Schenck 

and  Bernstein.  He  continued  that  $1,574,- 
890.60  of  the  profits  were  eliminated  in 

computing  profits  in  which  additional  com- 
pensation was  paid  to  the  Mayer  group. 

He  listed  six  items  and  said  these  real 

estate  profits  pre-dated  the  Schenck- 
Bernstein  agreement. 

“Paid  Without  Authorization” 

Reis  went  on  to  say  that  Rubin  was 

paid  $1,000  a   week  over  the  contract  com- 
pensation for  a   number  of  years  without 

authorization  of  the  company.  It  was 

later  explained  that  this  sum  is  charged 

to  weekly  expenses  of  the  Mayer  New  York 

office.  On  the  Loew  deal  with  Ohio  The- 

atres, Reis  contends  a   loss  of  $1,406,507.50 

was  written  off  and  deducted  from  the 

1934  income  tax  report.  The  loss,  he  said, 

was  charged  to  surplus  and  not  deducted 

from  the  percentage  computation  for 

Schenck,  Bernstein,  Mayer,  Rubin  and 

Thalberg.  He  then  gave  his  analysis  of 

various  figures  and  computations  in  con- 

nection with  the  redemption  of  a   $15,- 
000,000  bond  issue  and  added  there  was 

a   total  of  $1,108,831.32  savings  between 

the  par  value  of  the  bonds  and  the  fig- 
ure at  which  they  bought  the  new  ones. 

This,  he  said,  was  included  as  profit  in 

computing  percentages  for  compensation  to 
the  five  men. 

He  listed  $375,000  as  paid  to  the  bank- 

ers and  $42,117  in  other  expenses  in  con- 
nection with  the  bond  issue  redemption. 

Reis  contended  the  amount  of  saving  from 

the  call  price  of  $100  and  the  price  paid 

<$1)  is  not  regarded  on  corporate  books 

as  a   profit. 

To  Study  Work  Sheets 

The  accountant  then,  under  Pomerantz’s 
questioning,  said  certain  profits  were  listed 

in  connection  with  Loew’s  assumption  of 
the  Valencia,  Kings  and  Pitkin  from  Allied 

Owners.  He  said  the  cost  of  constructing 

the  houses  was  $7,000,000  and  that  Loew’s 
paid  $9,000,000  and  arranged  payments  at 

six  per  cent  over  a   period  of  15  years 

which  brought  the  actual  cost  to  $14,- 
000,000.  Proskauer  said  that,  under  the 

Loew  system  the  monthly  payments  were 
made  as  rentals  and  that  credit  was  to 

be  given  at  the  end  of  a   certain  time  by 

paying  the  difference  in  order  to  take 

title.  Miller,  Donaldson,  Loew  accountants, 

according  to  Proskauer,  are  to  be  cross- 

examined  on  the  work  sheets  in  connec- 

tion with  the  payments. 

It  was  brought  out  by  Reis,  that  Loew’s 
Ohio  Theatres  defaulted  on  payments  for 

the  13  theatres  then  operated  by  the  com- 

pany and  Cleveland  Theatres,  Inc.,  was 

formed  to  take  over  the  properties  in 

June,  1924.  In  connection  with  this  deal, 

He  Wonders  About 
The  Picture 

New  York — Former  Judge  Proskauer, 

defending  Loew's  against  the  suit  of 
minority  stockholders,  characterized 

Hunt  Stromberg,  M-G-M  producer,  as 

bidding  fair  to  becoming  another  Irv- 

ing Thalberg.  BOXOFFICE  reported 

this,  at  the  same  time  reproducing  a 

photograph  of  Stromberg. 

While  strolling  through  the  M-G-M 
home  office,  Stromberg  was  pulled  up 

short  by  an  enterprising  employe;  who 

thought  the  producer  ought  to  see  the 

story.  Stromberg  glanced  at  it,  smiled 

his  appreciation,  and  coughed  up: 

"Whereinell  did  they  get  that  picture?” 

Loew’s  income  tax  report  deducted  $1,408,- 
000,  which  Proskauer  contends  was  writ- 

ten off  to  the  surplus  account.  Reis,’  con- 
tention is  that  the  loss  should  have  been 

deducted  from  the  percentages  of  the  five 

executives,  not  including  Arthur  M.  Loew. 

Leopold  Friedman  who  drew  the  Schenck 

and  Bernstein  agreements  at  the  request 

of  the  late  Marcus  Loew,  will  take  the 

stand,  probably  this  week,  in  addition  to 

Schenck,  Bernstein,  Rubin  and  several 

Loew  accountants.  Pomerantz  and  Reis 

tried  to  bring  out  that  Friedman  com- 

puted percentages  for  Schenck  and  Bern- 

stein at'  the  latter’s  request,  but  this  was 
denied  by  Proskauer. 

Trade  Reform  Program  Is 

Discussed  in  Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh — M.  A.  Rosenberg,  president 

of  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  and  a   member  of 

national  Allied’s  negotiating  committee, 
addressing  exhibitors  for  the  first  time  on 

the  fair  trade  practice  conferences,  em- 
phatically denied  an  agreement  had  been 

reached  between  representatives  of  dis- 
tributors and  Allied. 

A   general  meeting  Thursday  afternoon, 

attended  by  about  50  exhibitors,  was  de- 

voted to  an  open  discussion  on  the  prog- 
ress of  the  recent  trade  reforms  talks. 

Maximum  concessions  offered  by  distribu- 
tors were  reported.  It  was  announced 

Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel  of  Al- 
lied, would  issue  his  report  on  the  issues 

involved  within  a   few  days. 

The  MPTO  will  send  a   bouquet  of  flow- 
ers to  Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  Dallas  exhibitor 

leader,  who  is  recovering  from  a   recent 

serious  operation.  Cole  is  Allied’s  chair- 
man in  the  meetings  with  distributors. 

Paramount  Dividend 
New  York — A   regular  quarterly  divi- 

dend of  $1.50  per  share  on  Paramount’s 
first  preferred  and  15  cents  per  share  on 

the  company’s  second  preferred,  both  pay- 
able December  24  to  holders  of  record  of 

December  16,  was  declared  at  the  regular 
board  meeting. 

New  York — Loew’s  is  expected  to  show 
a   net  profit  of  approximately  $10,500,000 

for  the  fiscal  year  ended  Aug.  31,  1938, 

it  is  revealed  by  a   spokesman  for  the  com- 
pany. This  would  run  from  $5.50  to  $6 

a   share  on  the  common. 

Accountants  are  still  working  on  the 

report  for  the  current  year  and  it  is  not 

expected  to  be  ready  until  late  in  the 

month.  One  reason  for  the  delay  is  the 

minority  stockholders’  suit.  The  regular 
board  meeting  slated  for  Wednesday,  and 

the  annual  stockholders’  meeting,  also 
have  been  delayed  because  of  the  suit 
now  in  its  second  week  of  trial  in  the 

New  York  Supreme  Court  before  Judge 
Valente. 

Approximate  net  earnings  for  Loew’s  for 
the  years  1924-36  were  revealed  by  For- 

mer Judge  Joseph  Proskauer,  attorney  for 

the  defendants,  in  the  early  stages  of  the 

trial.  At  the  end  of  1937,  the  earned  sur- 
plus balance  was  $44,354,000,  according  to 

Proskauer.  The  year-by-year  reports 
follow: 

Year  Net 

1924    $   2,949,000 

1925      4,708,000 

1926      6,388,000 

1927      6.737.000 

1928      8,568,000 

1929      12,107,000 

1930      14,942,000 

1931      12,163,000 

1932      7,961,000 

1933      4.034.000 

1934      7,479,000 

1935      7,529,000 

1936      11.076,000 

1937      14,426,000 

Dividends  to  stockholders  from  1927  to 

1937  totaled  $64,663,000  in  cash  and  stock 

to  common  holders  in  addition  to  $8,- 

840,000  to  preferred  holders.  The  total 

net  earnings  for  the  years  1924  to  1937 

are  $121,067,000. 

Distributors'  Approach 

Is  Viewed  as  " Sincere " New  York — In  announcing  a   postpone- 

ment of  the  scheduled  December  8-9 

meeting  of  the  MPTOA’s  executive  com- 
mittee to  consider  the  proposals  on  trade 

practices  submitted  by  distributors,  Ed 

Kuykendall,  MPTO  A   president,  states: 

“The  proposals,  while  still  not  including 
some  of  the  things  we  have  insisted,  and 

are  insisting,  upon,  display  a   sincerity  of 

purpose  in  their  approach.” Kuykendall  reiterates  his  hope  that  the 
distributor  concessions  become  effective  at 

the  “earliest  possible  date  and  not  de- 

ferred until  the  new  selling  season.” 

Copies  of  the  distributors’  draft  are  now 
before  the  MPTOA’s  board  for  considera- 

tion and  analysis.  Although  several  ex- 
ecutive board  sessions  will  be  held  within 

the  next  few  weeks,  the  full  board  will 
not  convene  until  after  January  1.  The 

need  for  further  discussion  of  the  draft 

will  depend  upon  the  collective  reaction  of 

respective  unit  heads. 
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Thalberg  Wanted  Kent 
As  Partner 

New  York — During  his  coast  visit  in 

1932,  Sidney  R.  Kent  had  a   five-hour 
conference  with  Irving  Thalberg  when 

the  latter  asked  Kent  to  join  him  in 

his  own  business,  Kent  revealed  at  the 

Loew  trial  here.  This  was  when  Thal- 

berg wanted  to  leave  Metro.  Kent 

said  the  offer  never  was  accepted  by 

him. 

Accountant  Cites 

His  Loew  Figures 
New  York — Bernard  J.  Reis,  indepen- 

dent accountant  retained  by  minority 

stockholders  in  the  suit  against  Loew’s  di- 
rectors and  executives,  informed  the  court 

that  his  calculations  show  $12,819,793.46 

was  paid  to  Nicholas  M.  Schenck,  David 

Bernstein,  Louis  B.  Mayer,  J.  Robert  Ru- 
bin, Arthur  M.  Loew  and  the  late  Irving 

G.  Thalberg  for  the  four  years  from  1934 

to  1937,  inclusive.  He  added  the  aggregate 

amount  of  dividends  distributed  to  com- 
mon stockholders  over  that  period  was 

$21,611,955,  as  he  computed  it,  the  per- 
centage of  compensation  paid  the  six  men 

to  the  net  profits  for  the  four’  years  was 
31.1  and  the  percentage  of  compensation 
to  dividends  to  common  stockholders  was 

59.3.  Dividend  requirements  on  the  pre- 
ferred stock  for  the  four  years  averaged 

$880,000  a   year,  he  said. 

Here  is  the  way  he  broke  it  down,  year 

by  year,  according  to  his  examination  of 

the  company’s  books  and  records: 

In  1934,  the  six  men  were  paid  $1,579,- 
310.71.  Common  stock  dividends  totaled 

$1,096,944.  Net  profits  on  the  books,  $8,- 

646,080.40.  The  percentage  of  compensa- 
tion to  the  six  men  to  net  profits  was  18.2. 

The  percentage  of  compensation  to  divi- 
dends to  common  stockholders,  143.9. 

In  1935,  the  compensation  totaled  $2,- 
133,229.48  (including  the  value  of  stock 

given  them ) .   Dividends  to  common  stock- 

holders $3,316,737.  Net  profits  $7,626,- 
484.21.  Percentage  of  compensation  to 

net  profits  was  27.9.  Percentage  of  com- 
pensation to  common  dividends,  64.3. 

In  1936,  aggregate  compensation  was 
$2,819,223.61.  Common  stock  dividends 

tallied  $3,753,144.  Net  profits  $10,583,- 
537.22,  Percentage  of  compensation  to  net 

profits,  26.6.  Percentage  of  compensation 

to  cash  common  dividend,  75.1.  This  in- 
cludes monies  paid  to  Thalberg,  who  died 

that  year. 

In  1937,  aggregate  compensation  was 

$6,288,029.65.  Cash  dividends  to  common 

stockholders  amounted  to  $13,444,129.  Net 

profits  of  company  $14,033,716.70.  Per- 
centage of  compensation  to  net  profits 

43.8.  Percentage  of  compensation  to  cash 
common  dividends  46.7. 

These  figures  will  be  contested  by  Loew 

accountants  as  soon  as  the  plaintiffs  com- 
plete their  case,  Former  Judge  Proskauer 

states. 

14  Judges  Are  Named  lor 

Finals  of  " Great  Waltz" New  York  —   Leila  Roosevelt,  Armand 
Denis,  Don  Albert,  Arthur  Murray,  Ned 

Wayburn,  Kay  Kyser,  Sammy  Kaye, 
Adrian  Rollini,  Ed  East,  Arthur  Negley,  A. 

Weber,  S.  Feist,  Joe  Reins  and  Rosalind 

Sherman  will  judge  the  “Great  Waltz” 
contest  finals  December  12  at  the  Wal- 

dorf Astoria  main  ballroom. 

Those  named  king  and  queen  will  be 

given  a   three-month  M-G-M  contract. 
Proceeds  go  to  the  Red  Cross. 

Altec  Group  Buying  Plan 

Is  Announced  by  Conrow 
New  York — Exhibitors  can  obtain  the 

advantages  of  group  buying  from  Altec 

Service  Corp.,  according  to  L.  W.  Conrow, 

president,  who  says  that  this  plan  has 

been  developed  after  some  period  of  com- 
mercial research.  Purchases  under  this 

system  are  effective  only  through  recog- 

nized exhibitors’  organizations. 

F&M  and  Republic  Deal 

Covers  Links  in  St.  Louis 
New  York — F&M  has  closed  with  Re- 

public for  a   one-year  first-run  contract 

for  the  circuit’s  St.  Louis  theatres. 
Assisting  James  R.  Grainger  in  the  deal 

with  Harry  C.  Arthur  were  Nat  Steinberg, 

St.  Louis  franchise  holder,  and  Max  Roth, 

midwest  division  manager. 

Yates  Returns 

New  York — Herbert  J.  Yates,  president 

of  Consolidated  Film  Industries,  is  due  from 

Hollywood  Monday. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  • 
A   CHRISTMAS  CAROL  (M-G-M)— A   superb 

bundle  of  Yuletide  entertainment,  captur- 

ing all  the  heartwarming  spirit  of  Dickens' 
classic.  Though  its  money-making  possi- 

bilities are  confined  largely  to  the  holiday 

season,  the  picture  will  prove,  less  tangi- 

bly, a   lasting  asset  to  Metro  and  the  in- 

dustry generally.  Characterizations  are 

flawless,  Reginald  Owen  showing  especial 

brilliance  as  Scrooge.  Joseph  Mankiewicz 

produced.  Edwin  L.  Marin  directed. 

SWING,  SISTER,  SWING  (Univ)  —   Timely, 

tuneful  and  toe-tingling,  this  streamlined 

comedy  finding  its  genesis  in  the  current 

“jitterbug''  craze,  should  draw  plenty  of 

takers  among  all  classes  and  ages  of  the- 
atre patrons.  Ken  Murray,  Johnny  Downs 

and  Eddie  Quillan  head  a   commendable 

cast.  Burt  Kelly  produced.  Joseph  Santley 
directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

And  Now  It's Official 
Washington — James  Roosevelt,  Sam- 

uel Goldwyn's  new  vice-president, 
Monday  sent  a   congratulatory  wire  to 

A.  Julian  Brylawski,  who  was  being 

dined  by  the  local  Variety  Club  on 

completion  of  his  term  as  the  tent's 
chief  barker. 

It  was  Roosevelt's  first  official  act 
since  entering  the  industry. 

20th-Fox  to  Handle 
Sales  ol  6B  Films 

New  York  —   Twentieth  Century-Fox 
will  handle  the  sales  of  all  GB  product, 

in  a   new  plan  evolved  whereby  the  Brit- 
ish company  continues  in  America. 

The  number  of  GB  releases  for  next 

season  depends  on  how  many  the  com- 

pany makes  in  Great  Britain.  Twentieth- 

Fox  will  finance  half  of  the  company’s 
British  productions,  which  may  jump  from 

eight  to  16. 

The  change  in  the  GB  operating  struc- 

ture eliminates  the  company’s  sales  force 
nationally  and  skeletonizes  the  headquar- 

ter’s staff  here,  throwing  100  men  and 
women  out  of  work. 

Arthur  Lee  continues  in  his  post  as  GB 

president  “for  the  time  being.”  It  is  un- 
derstood his  five-year  contract  has  several 

years  to  go. 

Fred  McConnell  Handles 

Sales  of  Four  O'Briens 
New  York — Fred  McConnell  of  Record 

Pictures  is  handling  sales  of  four  George 

O’Brien  reissues  produced  by  Sol  Lesser 

and  originally  released  through  20th-Fox. 
A   deal  has  been  closed  with  Mel  Hirsh  of 

the  Syndicate  exchange  here  for  New  York 
and  New  Jersey. 

“Convicts  at  Large,”  also  handled  by 
Record,  has  been  sold  to  Cameo  Screen 

Attractions,  Inc.,  for  the  New  England 

territory;  Principal  Film  Exchange,  Inc., 

for  New  York  and  New  Jersey  territory; 

Monarch  Pictures  Co.  for  Pittsburgh  terri- 

tory; Big  Feature  Rights  Exchanges  for 
Ohio,  Kentucky  and  Tennessee;  and  the 

Hollywood  Film  Corp.  of  Philadelphia  for 
that  territory. 

For  the  Herbert  Wilcox  picture,  “The 

Gang,”  Record  has  closed  with  the  follow- 
ing exchanges:  Syndicate;  Big  Feature 

Rights;  Progressive  Picture  Co.  of  Buf- 
falo and  Albany;  Hollywood;  Cameo  Screen 

Attractions,  and  the  Sack  Amusement  En- 
terprises for  Atlanta,  Dallas  and  Chicago. 

Pre-Xmas  Party  Set 

New  York — M-G-M’s  Pep  Club  at  the 

local  exchange  will  hold  its  annual  pre- 
Christmas  party  at  the  Astor,  December 

16.  William  F.  Rodgers,  Tom  Connors, 

E.  M.  Saunders  and  Charles  C.  Mosko- 
witz  will  attend. 
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SO  YOU  THINK  YOU’RE  “SAFE,"  DO  YOU  ? 

SO  YOU’VE  OOT  “LIBERTY,”  HAVE  YOU  ? 
Maybe  you  are,  maybe  you  have — but  lor  how  long,  brother,  how  long,  sister? 
Right  now  there  are  over  119  open  and  secret  Nazi  organizations  functioning  in 
the  United  States,  spreading  their  doctrines  of  religious  and  racial  persecution 

and  political  enslavement. 

Right  now,  the  most  vicious  Nazi  propaganda ,   attacking  the  motion  picture 

industry ,   is  being  circulated  by  fuehrers  big  and  little ,   who  are  determined 
to  fascize  the  industry  and  wrest  it  from  those  who  are  earning  their 

living  in  it. 

Not  even  Mr.  O'X,  Mr.  G,  Mr.  S,  Mr.  W,  Mr.  McY  and  Mr.  Z   are  safe 
from  their  attacks.  So  why  are  you? 

What  can  you  do  about  it?  Exactly  what  we're  doing:  protect 

ourselves  by  protecting  others!  .   .   .   Don't  tremble,  hide  and 
worry;  that  only  gives  your  enemies  more  courage.  But  do 

something  about  it;  Join  forces  with  Hollywood's  largest 
organization  for  the  defense  and  preservation  of  free- 

dom, democracy  and  personal  liberty — the  Anti-Nazi 
League. 

The  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League  has  brought  the 
fight  out  into  the  light  of  justice  and  human  de- 

cency— and  has  won  every  encounter  to  date! 
Its  innumerable  outstanding  accomplish- 

ments are  known  to  everyone! 

Don't  stand  by  and  let  America  overrun 
with  fascism  and  anti-semitism,  and 

don't  dissipate  your  energies  with 
talk.  Action  is  the  important  thing 

— and  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League  gives  you  the  chance 
to  act!  Your  influence  is  not 

only  local,  but  national 
and  international.  Use 

it  for  democracy! 

Join  NOW! 
BECOME  AN  HONORARY  MEMBER  FOR  $300  □   IF  YOU  CAN  AFFORD  IT! 

OR  BECOME  A   SUSTAINING  MEMBER  FOR  $30  □   IF  THAT'S  NEARER  YOUR  PURSE! 

OR  BECOME  A   CONTRIBUTING  MEMBER  for  $10  □ 

Call  at.  write  or  phone  THE  HOLLYWOOD  ANTI-NAZI  LEAGUE 

TODAY.  TODAY.  TODAY!  6513  Hollywood  Blvd..  Hollywood  Calif.  —   Hillside  9251 



A   Distributor  "No" 

On  "Technical"  Path 
Buffalo — Major  distributors  are  not  de- 

sirous of  pursuing  a   “technical  course”  in 
the  trade  practice  program,  William  F. 

Rodgers,  chairman  of  the  distributors’  ne- 
gotiating committee  and  general  sales 

manager  for  ivi-G-M,  told  a   meeting  of 
New  York  Allied  members  here.  More 

than  80  exhibitors,  representing  over  150 
theatres,  were  in  attendance. 
Max  A.  Cohen,  president  of  the  New 

York  ATO,  and  Harry  G.  Kosch,  general 
counsel,  also  spoke  on  the  trade  reform 

parleys. 
Kosch  said  the  association  believed  that 

when  conferences  are  completed,  results 
will  include  elimination  of  score  charges, 
rights  to  exhibitors  to  eliminate  or  cancel 

a   larger  percentage  of  pictures,  elimina- 
tion of  threats  to  establish  opposition  the- 

atres, and  a   complete  end  of  the  practice 
of  forcing  exhibitors  to  buy  short  films 
and  newsreels  with  feature  pictures.  He 

also  expressed  hope  that  a   plan  for  set- 
ting up  arbitration  boards  to  pass  on  and 

determine  all  grievances  of  independent 
exhibitors  will  be  put  in  effect  throughout 
New  York  state. 

One  of  the  major  resolutions  adopted 

was  a   call  for  vigorous  combat  against  “all 
efforts  to  eliminate  giveaways  and  games 
until  the  independent  theatres  can  get 

proper  runs.” 
Officers  elected  are:  President,  Max 

Cohen;  first  vice-president,  William  Smal- 
ley, Cooperstown;  second  vice-president, 

Charles  Wilson,  Troy;  treasurer,  Joseph 
Rosenzweig,  Troy;  assistant  treasurer, 
Thomas  Lorence,  New  Paltz;  executive 
secretary,  E.  Thornton  Kelly,  New  York; 
recording  secretary,  Abe  Levy,  New  York; 

regional  vice-presidents,  Mitchell  Connery, 
Ravenna;  R.  P.  Merriman,  Syracuse;  N. 

Pearlman,  Binghamton,  and  M.  Bouman- 
sour,  Malone. 

Two  regional  vice-presidents,  from  the 
Buffalo  and  Rochester  areas,  will  be 
chosen  at  a   meeting  here  next  week. 

No  B&K  Dividend 

Chicago — B&K  directors,  at  their  an- 
nual meeting  on  November  29,  failed  to 

authorize  any  common  stock  dividend  for 
1938,  it  was  announced  late  Thursday.  Last 

payment  was  the  1937  $4-a-share  pay- 
ment. 

An  Idea  Man  Works 

In  Reverse 
Philadelphia — Joe  Conway,  idea  guy 

of  the  Egyptian  Theatre,  offers  a   cou- 

ple of  whoopsedoodles  for  the  sick 

boxoffice. 

A   flock  of  bridge  tables  in  the  prome- 

nade so  that  the  ladies  of  the  matinee 

can  play  a   couple  of  rubbers  if  they 

don't  like  the  picture. 

A   “Spook  Night"  with  a   horror  pic- 

ture, “Lady  in  the  Morgue,"  replete 
with  live  ghosts  running  through  the 

audience,  blood  curdling  screams  in 

the  balcony,  etc. 

“It's  a   screwy  business,"  Joe  opines. 

“As  if  business  wasn't  bad  enough  as 

it  is;  now  you've  got  to  get  up  ideas  to 

scare  'em  out!" 

Metropolitan  Area 

War  on  Giveaways 
New  York — A   working  committee  of  six 

has  been  appointed  by  the  New  York 
ITOA,  in  a   move  designed  to  eliminate 
cash  giveaways  and  premiums  in  the 
metropolitan  area.  The  committee  has 
been  instructed  to  develop  a   plan  and  to 
make  a   report  within  two  weeks. 

License  Commissioner  Paul  Moss  is  un- 
officially, but  morally,  behind  the  move. 

Harry  Brandt,  ITOA  head,  claims  that 

giveaways  cost  exhibitors  $3,000,000  an- 

nually, “which  is  more  profit  than  inde- 

pendents accumulate  in  a   year.” 

See  No  Changes  in  N.  Y. 

Regulations  on  Marquees 
New  York — Present  regulations  cover- 

ing marquees  are  not  expected  to  be  al- 
tered, exhibitors  feel  after  attending  hear- 

ings before  the  legal  committee  represent- 
ing councilmen. 

There  has  been  a   proposal  to  reduce  the 
footage  of  projection  from  nine  feet  to  two 
feet.  Unions  went  to  bat  for  theatre 

operators  at  the  hearing. 

Moskowitz  to  Coast 

New  York — Joseph  H.  Moskowitz,  east- 

ern studio  representative  for  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox, leaves  for  Hollywood  shortly 

after  the  first  of  the  year. 

UA  Is  Beyond  Ken 
Of  Federal  Petition 

New  York — “There  is  nothing  in  the 

(government’s)  petition  to  connect  United 
Artists  with  the  violations  of  law  which 

the  petition  purports  to  state.  The  aver- 
ments by  which  it  is  connected  are  so 

unsatisfactory  and  so  ambiguous  that 
without  a   bill  of  particulars  the  exact 
connection  and  relation  of  United  Artists 

to  the  conspiracy  cannot  be  determined.” 
Such  is  the  declared  position  of  UA  in 

a   memorandum  submitted  in  support  of 

a   separate  motion  for  a   bill  of  particulars 
and  to  strike  out  certain  portions  of  the 

petition  in  the  government’s  suit  against the  industry. 

The  brief  states  that  “irrespective  of 
the  disposition  of  the  motion  for  a   bill 

of  particulars  made  with  respect  to  the 
other  defendants  in  this  action.  United 

Artists  is  entitled  to  its  bill  of  particu- 
lars (1)  to  enable  it  to  answer,  (2)  to 

apprise  it  of  the  matters  from  which  it 
must  prepare  its  defense,  (3)  to  clear  up 

and  make  more  definite  and  certain  mat- 
ters of  which  it  can  have  no  knowledge, 

and  (4)  to  prevent  surprise.” Great  stress  is  laid  to  the  fact  that 

UA  is  not  charged  as  a   principal  par- 
ticipant in  the  violation  of  the  Sherman 

anti-trust  act,  “but  merely  as  an  inci- 

dental or  minor  participant,”  is  not  a   pro- 
ducer, is  not  an  exhibitor,  owns  no  the- 

atres, controls  no  theatres,  has  no  affili- 
ated theatres  or  circuits. 

In  respect  to  offenses  charged  in  the 
government  petition  covering  monopoly  of 

production,  trade  practices  imposed  upon 
independent  exhibitors  and  benefits,  favors 

and  advantages  extended  by  the  defend- 
ants to  each  other,  the  memorandum  asks 

the  court  to  strike  these  out,  insofar  as 
UA  is  concerned,  on  the  ground  they 

charge  no  offense  under  the  Sherman 
anti-trust  act. 

“These  innuendos  and  insinuations  can- 

not be  substantiated,”  the  brief  concludes. 

Interstate  Shows  Bring 

$70,000  lor  Refugee  Aid 
Dallas  —   Interstate  circuit’s  benefit 

shows  to  raise  funds  for  refugee  aid  have 

brought  $70,000,  an  early  compilation  of 
figures  reveals.  More  business  was  done 
at  the  night  shows  than  the  matinees. 
Double  normal  grosses  were  taken  in  at 
the  Palace  and  Majestic  theatres  here. 

A   thousand  dollars  in  cash  was  pre- 
sented in  person  by  an  unidentified  woman 

to  R.  J.  O’Donnell. 

Boston  Translux  Aids 

German  Refugee  Fund 
Boston — Translux  Theatres  has  placed 

100,000  tickets  at  the  disposal  of  local 
charities  for  sale  by  them  for  the  German 
refugee  relief  fund.  Tickets  are  good  for 
anytime  within  the  next  two  months,  the 

money  going  directly  to  the  fund  with 
Translux  getting  none  of  it. 

AAIITIAII-  THE  GENUINE  DAY-LITE V All  I   lUN.  SHUTTER  with  the  MAGIC  EYE 
IS  MADE  BY  COLORTONE  CO. 

Any  others  are  imitations  and  will  not  give  the  increased  snow  white 

light  on  your  screen  obtained  at  nominal  cost  by  use  of  the  GENUINE 

DAY-LITE  SHUTTER. 

The  DAY-LITE  SHUTTER  is  protected  by  patents  pending  and  national, 

Canadian  and  foreign  sales  and  distribution  are  handled 

Exclusively  by 

COLORTONE  SALES  CORPORATION 
120  SO.  LaSALLE CHICAGO,  ILLINOIS 
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Masonic  Rites  Held 

For  Epes  W.  Sargent 
New  York — Masonic  services  for  Epes 

Winthrop  Sargent,  exploitation  editor  of 
Variety  were  held  at  his  home,  1466  E. 
Ninth  St.,  Brooklyn,  Friday  evening.  The 
body  was  cremated  the  following  morning 

in  accordance  with  a   letter  of  instruc- 
tions left  by  Sargent  with  his  widow,  Mrs. 

Evelyn  Sargent. 

The  Rev.  Dr.  John  Gilmore  Addy,  pas- 
tor of  the  Woodlawn  Reformed  Church, 

who  married  the  Sargents  28  years  ago, 
officiated. 

Sargent  was  66  when  he  died  at  his 
home  Tuesday  night  after  helping  to  put 

the  paper  to  “bed”  as  is  his  usual  custom. 
Death  came  from  a   stomach  hemorrhage 
aftermath  of  an  illness  that  stemmed 
from  a   liver  ailment. 

New  York — Pasted  on  the  wall  of 

“Variety’s”  news  room  was  the  as- 
signment sheet  for  copy  readers  for 

the  week  of  December  7.  Heading  the 

list  of  names  was  Epes  W.  Sargent. 
Underneath  it: 

Obits,  outdoors  and  dailies. 

One  of  the  first  of  the  Broadway  chron- 
iclers and  originator  of  vaudeville  criti- 

cism under  the  pseudonym  of  “Chicot,” 
Sargent  joined  in  the  founding  of  Variety 
with  Sime  Silverman  in  December,  1905. 
He  later  left  to  establish  his  own  weekly 
which  lasted  six  months.  He  subsequently 

became  general  press  agent  for  the  Proc- 
tor chain  of  theatres,  joined  the  William 

Morris  agency,  became  scenario  editor  for 
Commodore  J.  Stuart  Blackton,  and  then 
wrote  extensively  on  the  theatre  for  many 

publications.  A   decade  ago,  he  rejoined 
Variety,  where  he  always  had  a   standing 
invitation  from  Sime. 

Born  in  Nassau,  Bahamas,  Aug.  31,  1872, 
Sargent  came  to  New  York  in  Iris  youth 
and,  after  a   short  term  writing  music  for 
the  Musical  Courier,  began  an  association 
with  Leander  Richardson  of  the  Dramatic 

News.  There  originated  the  theatrical 
critiques  that  made  many  an  act  squirm 
and  managers  howl. 

Sargent  also  is  survived  by  a   son,  Epes 
jr.,  who  is  with  CBS  in  Chicago. 

The  Rivoli  in  New  York 

Looks  to  Brighter  Days 
New  York — The  Rivoli,  which,  since  it 

reopened  early  in  September  after  a   sum- 
mer shutdown,  has  been  running  in  the 

red,  is  looking  to  brighter  days  after 
January  1. 

As  figured  by  John  Wright,  managing 

director,  the  house  should  enjoy  a   mini- 
mum of  17  weeks  above  par  business.  He 

points  to  the  selective  contract  signed  re- 
cently giving  him  first  call  on  Universal 

product. 

No  Injunction  " Deal " With  Majors 

New  York — Categorical  denial  that 

the  department  of  justice  is  abstain- 

ing from  seeking  a   temporary  in- 

junction in  the  government's  suit  to 
restrain  further  expansion  by  major 

companies  is  made  to  BOXOFFICE  by 

major  attorneys. 

“There  definitely  is  no  such  under- 

standing/' one  attorney  says.  "All  we 
know  is  that  the  department  of  justice 

is  still  free  to  move  for  an  injunction. 

It  is  not  inequitable  to  build  here  and 

there  to  protect  our  interests.  We 

made  a   voluntary  move  to  submit  re- 

ports every  month,  but  beyond  that 

there  is  no  understanding  that  the  de- 

partment has  agreed  to  do  anything." 

Trade  in  Tribute 

To  Sydney  Samson 
Buffalo — More  than  200  men  prominent 

in  the  industry  in  the  east  paid  tribute 

to  Sydney  Samson,  Buffalo  branch  man- 
ager for  20th  Century-Fox,  at  a   testi- 

monial dinner  sponsored  by  the  Variety 
Club  of  Buffalo,  in  the  Hotel  Statler  here. 

It  marked  Samson’s  30th  anniversary  in 
the  distribution  field. 

On  behalf  of  the  guests,  Edward  K. 

O'Shea,  eastern  district  manager  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  presented  a   watch 
to  the  guest  of  honor,  and  Dave  Miller  of 
Cleveland,  Universal  district  manager, 

presented  a   scroll  bearing  the  names  of 
all  who  attended. 

Among  those  who  joined  in  tributes  to 
Samson  were  William  F.  Rodgers,  New 

York,  general  sales  manager  of  M-G-M; 
William  Sussman,  New  York,  eastern  divi- 

sion manager  of  20th-Fox;  John  Nolan, 

Scranton,  Pa.,  Samson’s  predecessor  in 
Buffalo  and  now  a   Comerford  Theatres 
executive;  Moe  Silver,  Albany,  circuit 
manager,  Buffalo  Theatres,  Inc.;  Eddie 
Schnitzer,  New  York,  eastern  division 

manager  of  Warner  Bros.;  Milton  Ku- 
sell,  New  York,  eastern  division  manager 
of  Paramount;  Michael  Kallett,  Oneida, 
N.  Y.,  president  Kallett  Theatres;  J.  Myer 
Schine  and  Louis  Schine,  Gloversville,  N. 

Y.,  president  and  general  manager  of 
Schine  Theatrical  Enterprises;  Max  A. 
Cohen  and  Harry  G.  Kosch,  New  York, 
president  and  general  counsel  of  Allied 
Theatre  Owners  of  New  York,  Inc.;  George 

Roberts,  Cleveland,  20th-Fox  district  man- 
ager; Isadore  Schmertz,  Cleveland,  20th- 

Fox  branch  manager;  Bert  Stearn,  UA  dis- 
trict manager,  and  Edwin  Aaron,  New 

York,  assistant  to  Rodgers. 

Chicago  Defendants 

Seek  Specific  Data 
Chicago — With  attorneys  popping  up  at 

frequent  intervals,  the  motion  for  a   bill 

of  particulars  by  defendants  in  the  crimi- 
nal contempt  suit  of  the  government  got 

under  way  here  Thursday  afternoon  in 

federal  court  before  Judge  Charles  Wood- ward. 

The  afternoon  was  spent  by  major  and 

B&K  attorneys  in  seeking  to  compel  gov- 
ernment attorneys  to  furnish  specific  data 

on  all  charges  made. 

Following  the  lead  taken  by  the  B&K, 
Paramount  and  Balaban  legal  spokesman, 
Robert  N.  Golding  of  Kirkland,  Fleming, 

Green,  Martin  and  Ellis,  all  defendant  at- 

torneys sought  to  show  the  government’s 
allegations  were  too  generally  drawn,  that 

specific  instances  of  violations  of  the  1932 
consent  decree  here  should  be  shown,  and 

that  the  specific  exhibitors  injured  by  the 
alleged  violations  should  be  named. 

Robert  L.  Wright,  assistant  to  Thurman 
Arnold,  was  to  answer  for  the  government 
on  Friday.  Also  on  Friday  were  to  be 

heard  the  defendants’  motions  to  quash 
the  subpoenas  seeking  the  appearance  of 
certain  witnesses  in  court  and  ordering 

them  to  bring  documents  pertinent  to  con- 
tracts, etc.,  into  court. 

Another  motion  scheduled  for  hearing 

Friday  was  that  of  the  government’s  plea 
to  have  all  those  documents  impounded 
with  the  U.  S.  marshal. 

Here  from  New  York  were  Lou  Phillips 
of  Paramount,  Otto  Koegel  and  Fred  Pride 

of  20th-Fox,  and  Granville  Whittlesey  of 
RKO.  All  are  attorneys. 

Armistead  and  Ramos  Win 

Plaques  in  Bally  Contest 
New  York — Plaques,  emblematic  of  in- 

ternational winners,  are  awarded  to  Har- 
old Armistead  of  the  Lyric,  Easley,  S.  C., 

and  J.  Castro  Ramos  of  the  Cine  Plaza, 

Rio  de  Janeiro,  Brazil,  who  tied  in  Para- 
mount’s $5,000  advertising  and  exploitation 

contest  held  in  connection  with  the  com- 

pany’s recent  sales  drive. 

Armistead  and  Ramos  were  the  $500  win- 
ners in  the  domestic  and  international 

field,  respectively.  Since  their  work  was 
of  equal  merit,  it  was  decided  to  give  each 

a   plaque. 

Judges  were  William  Le  Baron,  manag- 

ing director  of  production;  A.  M.  Bots.- 

ford,  producer,  and  Cliff  Lewis  and  Ed- 
ward Schellhorn,  of  the  studio  publicity 

departments. 
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Done  With  Codes 

M.  SAUNDERS  returns  next  week  after 

a   ten-day  tour  of  M-G-M  midwest  ex- 
changes .   .   .   Ben  Kalmenson  is  back  from 

the  coast  and  Mike  Dodd,  assistant  to 

Norman  Moray,  is  back  from  a   trip  to 

Buffalo,  Cleveland,  Cincinnati  and  In- 

dianapolis .   .   .   Mary  Boland  is  now  work- 

ing with  Charles  Ruggles  in  “Sudden 

Money”  at  the  Astoria  studios  for  Para- 
mount .   .   .   Armanda  Varela,  Argentine 

actress,  is  at  the  Paramount  studios  on 

the  coast  and  will  appear  in  “Papa  Sol- 

tero,”  a   Spanish  film  being  made  by  Dario 
Faralla  .   .   .   Sally  Eilers  was  a   weekend 

arrival  from  the  coast  .   .   .   Bill  Rodgers 

and  Tom  Connors  got  back  Tuesday  from 

Buffalo.  Previous  to  that  they  were  in 

Chicago  for  a   two-day  mid-season  M-G-M 
meeting  of  division  and  district  managers. 

Major  Leslie  E.  Thompson,  an  eye  to  the 

future,  already  has  set  February  1   as  his 
departure  for  Florida,  there  to  remain 
until  sometime  in  March  .   .   .   Charlie  Sonin 

also  is  plotting  it  along  identical  lines, 

only  he’ll  leave  in  January  .   .   .   Meanwhile, 
Jules  Levy  plans  to  spend  the  holidays 

in  the  same  general  area  .   .   .   Tay  Gar- 

nett, ivho  has  just  completed  “Trade 
Winds”  for  Walter  Wanger,  is  a   visitor 
.   .   .   Bill  Setter  and  his  wife,  the  former 

Marion  Nixon,  already  are  back  in  Holly- 
ivood  after  that  South  American  cruise 
.   .   .   Doris  Warner  Le  Roy  is  in  town  from 

the  coast  .   .   .   Before  he  sailed  on  the  Queen 
Mary,  Jack  Oakie  said  he  planned  one  week 

in  Paris  and  another  in  London. 

H.  M.  Richey,  back  after  a   trip  to  De- 
troit, Chicago,  Indianapolis  and  Charlotte, 

will  leave  any  day  for  Chicago  on  behalf 

of  RKO  .   .   .   Georgie  Jessel  was  master- 
of-ceremonies  at  the  Philadelphia  Variety 
Club  affair  over  the  weekend.  Many  home 

office  executives  attended.  He  finished  up 

a   week's  engagement  at  the  State  Thurs- 
day .   .   .   Arthur  Hirsch  in  from  Montreal 

on  one  of  his  usual  visits  .   .   .   Max  Weis- 

feldt  and  Louis  Astor  are  back  from  Phila- 

delphia where  they  spent  the  weekend  .   .   . 

Hal  Sloane,  formerly  with  UA  in  Buffalo, 

is  about  town  again  .   .   .   Ben  Cohn  is  now 

with  Warner’s  home  office  advertising  and 
publicity  staff.  Was  formerly  with  UA 

and  Paramoimt  .   .   .   Joseph  Bernhard  and 

Harry  Goldberg  met  with  Ohio  zone  man- 

agers of  Warner’s  Thursday  in  Cleveland. 

C.  C.  Pettijohn  got  caught  in  the  Windy 

City’s  wind  and  repaired  to  his  bed  to 
shake  off  the  effects  of  a   cold  .   .   .   Tom 

Gerety  and  Sophie  Prizep  of  M-G-M  pub- 
licity also  were  downed  with  colds  .   .   . 

Abe  Waxman  is  handling  Charles  Laugh- 

ton’s personal  publicity  in  connection  with 
the  actor’s  forthcoming  Paramount  re- 

lease, “The  Beachcomber”  .   .   .   Leon  Net- 
ter  and  Monty  Gowtliorpe  hosted  E.  V. 
Richards  to  lunch  .   .   .   Hunter  Perry,  Sam 

Pinanski,  George  W.  Trendle  and  Vincent 
McFaul  were  other  Paramount  partners 
here  on  business  ...  A   Loew  official  has 

already  figured  out  that  when  “Pyg- 
malion” plays  the  circuit’s  Delancey  St. 

houses  it  probably  will  have  to  be  changed 

to  “Lambmalion”  ...  Si  Fabian  is  so  busy 

these  days  he’s  taking  his  lunch  at  his 
desk  .   .   .   Philip  Gerard  is  handling  pub- 

licity for  the  Arthur  Mayer-Joseph  Bur- 
styn  foreign  film  enterprises  .   .   .   Dave 
Palfreyman,  official  conventioneer  for  the 
Hays  office,  has  returned  from  Charlotte. 

New  York — Weeks  before  a   picture  is 

ready  for  release  the  major  publicity  heads 

usually  lay  out  a   draft  for  the  underlings 

to  pursue  as  a   means  of  warning  the  public 

that  another  picture  is  coming  along. 

Herewith  are  some  of  the  results  at- 

tained by  the  lads  on  a   forthcoming  Para- 
mount picture,  the  numbers  corresponding 

to  the  specific  suggestions  contained  in 

the  original  draft: 

1.  Done  on  Shirley  Ross.  Gaal  would 
not  cooperate. 

2.  Done — and  legally. 

3.  Not  done. 

4.  Impractical. 

7.  Crosby  would  not  go  for  this. 
13.  This  cost  $2,000,  so  skipped. 

90.  Will  do. 
94.  No  good. 

110.  She  got  married. 
125.  Killed. 

136.  Done.  Balkan  Big  Apple. 

147.  Will  keep  trying. 

149.  Couldn’t  find  castle  salesman. 
154.  Out. 

162.  No  good.  There  is  no  revival  of 
corsets. 

Arthur  Levey,  Monogram’s  British  man- 
ager, is  on  his  way  home  on  the  Cunard 

White  Star  liner  Aquitania.  His  associate, 

Solomon  Sagall,  managing  director  of 

Scophony,  remains  behind  for  a   few  more 

days  .   .   .   Arthur  M.  Loew,  accompanied 

by  the  David  Loews,  is  in  Rio  de  Janeiro 

on  their  way  back  to  the  states  .   .   .   John 

Laing,  former  page  boy  and  radio  an- 
nouncer, leaves  Thursday  for  the  coast 

with  a   RKO  contract  following  a   success- 
full  screen  test  .   .   .   J.  H.  Seidelman  is 

sizzling  because  the  ticket  brokers  de- 

manded $8.80  for  a   seat  to  “Abe  Lincoln 

in  Illinois.” 

Harry  C.  Arthur  is  in  town.  That  isn’t 
news.  It’s  an  usual  occurrence  with  him 
to  pop  in  now  and  then  to  try  and  find 

“a  live  prospect”  for  his  Shrub  Oak  farm 

at  Peekskill.  He’s  been  flying  from  the 
coast  and  St.  Louis  since  1925  and  never 
has  taken  a   train  to  complete  a   trip  part 

of  the  way.  After  years  of  selling  his 
wife  on  air  travel,  he  finally  got  her  to 
make  the  trip  from  St.  Louis  and,  of  all 

times,  the  plane  grounded  at  Pittsburgh 
and  the  Arthurs  continued  the  rest  of  the 

way  by  rail.  Incidentally,  Mike  Marco, 
who  accompanied  them  east,  already  has 

returned  to  his  headquarters  on  the  coast 
.   .   .   Elmer  C.  Rhoden,  operating  head  for 

Fox  Midwest,  has  been  in  town  for  con- 
ferences with  Spyros  Skouras  and  other 

National  Theatres  home  office  executives 

.   .   .   John  Garfield,  Warner  player,  is 

in  town  from  the  coast  visiting  his  father 
who  is  seriously  ill. 

Lynn  Parnol  was  grounded  on  his  re- 
turn trip  from  Hollywood  and  had  to 

make  the  Pittsburgh-New  York  bit  by 

daylight.  He  didn’t  think  so  much  of  it 
.   .   .   Fred  Quimby  will  be  here  about  a 

week,  then  back  to  Hollywood  and  the 

Mr.  Cohn  Talks  to  the  Press 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Jack  Cohn,  Columbia’s  vice-president,  in  the  dead  center  of  a   dock  interview 
upon  his  return  from  France  where  the  company  decided  to  open  its  own  ex- 
changes. 
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The  Public  Again 

New  York — Just  to  illustrate  that  dull 

moments  are  scarcer  than  the  other  kind 

at  MPAYBE  headquarters,  the  following 

contributions  from  patrons  who  have  sent 

in  replies  in  the  Movie  Quiz  contest  are 
exhibited: 

Miss  X.  Y.  is  troubled  about  the  clause 

in  the  rules  barring  relatives  of  people  en- 

gaged in  the  industry.  “I  am  a   second 
cousin  to  the  third  assistant  chief  usher 

in  the  Orpheum  Theatre.  Most  relatives 

get  in  free.  I   do  not.  Doesn’t  this  make 

me  eligible.” 
An  indignant  urbanite  phoned  the  gen- 

eral committee  to  protest  against  the  ques- 

tion in  “I’m  From  the  City,”  which  reads: 

“What  kind  of  field  do  Joe  Penner,  Lor- 
raine Krueger  and  Paul  Guilfoyle  hide  in? 

Oat  Field?  Corn  field?  Wheat  field?  To- 

bacco field?”  Demanded  the  urbanite: 

“How  should  I   know.  I   was  born  and 

raised  in  Manhattan.” 

Miss  M.  A.  Writes:  “Nearly  everywhere 

I   go  someone  says:  ‘She  looks  exactly  like 

Greta  Garbo?’  This  has  been  going  on  for 
10  years.  Does  it  mean  anything?  Enclosed 

find  return  postage?” 

M-G-M  lot  .   .   .   Adolph  Zukor  in  animated 
conversation  with  E.  V.  Richards  at  Dinty 

Moore’s.  “Rich”  is  back  in  New  Orleans 
after  a   few  days  here.  Clayton  Bond  and 

Harry  Rosenquest,  a   twosome  at  the  46th 

St.  hostelry  .   .   .   Sam  Jaffe — he  plays  the 

title  role  in  “Gunga  Din” — is  in  Pittsburgh 

rehearsing  for  “Gentle  People,”  forthcom- 
ing stage  play  .   .   .   Norman  McLeod,  the 

director,  is  here  on  a   visit  .   .   .   Jimmy 

Grainger  off  to  Boston  and  pretty  soon 

now  to  California  with  way  stops  in  be- 
tween. 

Walter  Branson,  RKO  midwest  district 

manager,  was  in  town  for  a   few  days  for 

home  office  palavers  .   .   .   Dr.  Herbert  T. 
Kalmus,  in  from  the  coast  early  in  the 
week,  sails  on  the  Queen  Mary,  December 
16  to  look  over  the  Technicolor  situation 

abroad  .   .   .   Jimmy  Durante  was  among 

the  week’s  early  arrivals  from  Hollywood 
.   .   .   Sidney  R.  Kent  spent  last  Saturday 
in  the  Broadway  sector  and  part  of  his 
time  in  the  Paramount  Bldg.  .   .   .   Ward 
Morehouse,  N.  Y.  Sun  columnist  on  the 
theatre,  has  returned  from  a   cruise  to 
Haiti  .   .   .   Edwin  Fadiman  says  National 

Pictures  has  taken  over  “Le  Mioche”  for 
distribution  in  this  country.  It’s  a   French 
production. 

Raphael  Hakim,  French  producer,  is 

stopping  at  the  Waldorf-Astoria  Hotel  .   .   . 

Grace  Fischler,  Monroe  Greenthal’s  sec- 
retary, is  back  at  her  desk  after  a   brief 

sojourn  in  a   local  hospital  .   .   .   Also  up  and 

about  is  Russ  Bell,  Monogram’s  art  di- 
rector, who  has  recovered  from  injuries 

suffered  in  auto  accident  .   .   .   L.  W.  Con- 

row,  president  of  Altec  Service,  is  spend- 

ing several  days  in  Washington  on  busi- 

ness .   .   .   Morris  Goodman,  vice-president 

in  charge  of  foreign  activities  for  Re- 

public, is  expected  back  next  week  from 

Havana  .   .   .   Rowland  Brown,  screen  writer, 

is  in  town  accompanied  by  Mrs.  Brown. 

Peggy  Foldes  continues  to  handle  spe- 

PHILADELPHIA 

^■HE  big  news  on  Vine  Street  is  the  com- 
ing banquet  of  the  Variety  Club  this 

Sunday  night.  Everybody  who  is  any- 

body— who  can  scare  up  the  ten  buck  ad- 
mission fee — will  be  there.  Latest  to  be 

invited  is  Captain  Anthony  Eden,  former 

British  foreign  minister,  who  received  his 

bid  by  radiogram  aboard  the  Aquitania 

bound  here.  The  invite  was  wired  by 

Mayor  S.  Davis  Wilson.  The  list  of  digni- 

taries who’ll  be  present  reads  like  the 
“Who’s  Who”  of  the  field  of  entertain- 

ment, politics  and  world  affairs.  Emcee 

will  be  George  Jessel.  William  E.  Dodd, 

former  Ambassador  to  Naziland,  will  be 
main  speaker. 

Bill  Robinson  is  breaking  all  records  in 

his  personal  appearance  at  the  Nixon- 
Grand  .   .   .   Sid  Bloomfield  appeared  on 
Vine  Street  with  a   new  fedora  in  honor  of 
Philadelphia  Hat  Week  .   .   .   The  exodus  to 

the  south  is  getting  underway.  Charlie 
Goodwin  leaves  for  sunkissed  Miami 
strands  within  the  next  couple  of  days. 

He’ll  be  joined  within  a   few  weeks  by  his 
partner,  Dave  Barrist  .   .   .   Edgar  Moss, 
20 th  Century-Fox  biggie,  is  heading  for 
the  coast  and  Honolulu  .   .   .   Lewen  Pizor, 
recently  recovered  from  a   serious  illness, 
will  head  for  the  southland  shortly,  as 

will  his  confrere,  Charlie  Segall  .   .   .   Bill 
Goldman,  carnation-wearing  moviemogul, 

is  looking  at  South  American  cruise  fold- 
ers .   .   .   Who  said  business  was  bad? 

Hattie  Flax  of  Washington’s  Republic 
office,  stopped  off  to  visit  Claire  Segall, 

Harry  LaVine’s  secretary,  while  en  route 
to  her  office  from  a   Puerto  Rican  cruise 

.   .   .   Denny  Welsh  shot  a   couple  of  hundred 

feet  of  film  of  the  chorines  at  Fay’s  for  a 
Lew  Lehr  sequence  for  Fox  Movietone  .   .   . 

Herman  Silver,  of  the  Earle  Theatre,  New 

Castle,  Del.,  was  on  the  street  handling 
out  fistfuls  of  cigars.  He  was  babyboyed 

.   .   .   Mel  (Snagger)  Koff,  the  Darby  film 

gent,  will  be  given  a   stag  party  within  the 

next  couple  of  weeks  by  the  Showmen’s 
Club  preparatory  to  his  plunge  off  the 
deep  end  of  matrimony. 

Charlie  Thomson  has  been  switched 

from  his  old  post  as  manager  of  the  Ches- 
ter Washington  to  the  Camden  Princess 

Theatre  .   .   .   George  “Nonny”  Nonamaker 
is  as  busy  as  a   one-armed  paper-hanger 
with  the  hives.  He’s  press-agenting  for 
Nixon-Grand,  Fay’s  and  Troc  theatres  .   .   . 
Herb  Elliott’s  cracked  ribs,  sustained  in  an 
auto  crash  on  the  Black  Horse  Pike,  are mending. 

cial  assignments  in  the  reorganized  pub- 
licity department  at  RKO  theatres  .   .   . 

Nicholas  M.  Schenck  managed  nine  holes 

of  golf  that  spring-like  Sunday.  He  played 
over  his  own  course  .   .   .   Harold  B.  Frank- 

lin is  having  trouble  with  his  teeth  .   .   . 
Bob  Rubin  was  down  with  a   bad  cold 

earlier  in  the  week.  It  broke  up  the  three- 
so?ne  attending  the  Loew  minority  stock- 

holders' action  in  the  supreme  court.  The 
other  two  are  Schenck  and  David  Bern- 

stein .   .   .   “Bingo"  Brandt  goes  to  Florida 
in  January,  providing  his  mother  goes 

before  him  thus  giving  him  a?i  excuse  to 

pay  her  a   visit  .   .   .   Chester  Morris  is  a 

vacation  fugitive  from  Hollywood  ...  Si 
Seadler  and  Billy  Ferguson  accompanied 

Fred  Quimby  from  Chicago  to  New  York 

after  attending  the  M-G-M  mid-season 
sales  meeting  in  the  Windy  City  over  the 
iveekend. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Benny  Arrive 

— Newspictures,  Inc.  Photo 

Jack  Benny,  having  completed  “Artists  and  Models  Abroad”  for  Paramount, 
brings  Mrs.  Benny  to  the  big  town  for  a   bit  of  holiday -making.  They  seem  to 
like  the  idea. 
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Two  Conferences  on 

Italian  Grab  Delay 
New  York — Continental  managers  of  all 

major  distributors  are  meeting  in  Paris, 
Monday  to  consider  the  Italian  offer  of  six 

months’  extension  on  the  monopoly  decree 
to  RKO,  Universal,  Columbia  and  UA. 

Meanwhile,  resident  foreign  managers 

are  to  meet  at  the  Hays  office  along 
identical  lines. 

There  is  a   feeling  in  some  quarters 

ENIC,  the  Rome  body  that  has  been 

created  to  control  the  Italian  film  indus- 

try, may  be  endeavoring  to  break  the 

“united  front’’  of  American  distributors  in 

declaring  to  do  business  in  Italy  at  ENIC’s 
terms. 

Another  interpretation  is  that  the  six 

months’  extension,  if  ratified  by  both  sides, 
would  permit  the  normal  flow  of  American 

product  in  Italy,  thus  making  possible  an 

accumulation  of  pictures  from  the  eight 

majors  that  would  give  ENIC  sufficient 

product  to  “carry  on”  until  film  deals  with 
European  countries  could  be  negotiated. 

Foreign  observers  claim  that  ENIC  has 

been  “stunned”  at  the  sudden  spurt  in 
rentals  asked  by  England  and  France. 

Since  September  1,  when  Rome  refused 

to  set  quotas  on  American  product  for  the 

last  quarter,  majors’  product  has  been  pil- 
ing up  in  Italian  custom  houses.  If  these 

pictures  are  released  as  a   result  of  the  new 

extension,  it  is  pointed  out,  the  majors 

would  have  to  fulfill  present  contracts. 

Disclaim  Knowledge 
Of  Costa  Rican  Edicts 

New  York — Major  foreign  heads  display 
total  ignorance  of  reports  that  the  Costa 

Might  Have  Been 
Conscience 

Hollywood — When  A.  Edward  Suth- 

erland doesn't  need  certain  players  for 

a   particular  day's  “shooting,"  he  lists 
alongside  their  names  the  notation 

“Will  Not  Work." 

When  Stepin  Fetchit,  who  enjoys  the 

reputation  as  the  slowest  moving  hu- 

man in  town,  saw  said  notation  af- 

fixed to  his  name,  he  apparently  got 

the  impression  that  Sutherland  had 

something  else  in  mind — say,  a   hint 

that  he'd  better  speed  up  the  leg 
muscles,  or  else! 

The  next  day  Sutherland  was  in  re- 

ceipt of  a   note  from  Fetchit:  ”Ah  know 

Ah'm  low-geared,  but  Ah  ain't  never 

said  Ah  wouldn't  work.  Please  give  us 

all  another  chance." 

Rican  government  has  instructed  the  cen- 
sorship board  to  prohibit  the  showing  of 

offending  pictures. 

These  sources  disclaim  any  knowledge 
of  new  restrictions  which  would  have  the 

effect,  as  reported,  of  picturing  Latin 

Americans  as  supermen  living  under 

Utopian  conditions  in  order  to  obtain  dis- 
tribution of  product. 

One  foreign  executive  asserted:  “We 
have  been  on  the  friendliest  of  terms  with 

the  Costa  Rican  government  for  years.  In 

fact,  so  much  so,  that  we  have  not  had 

so  little  as  a   negative  piece  of  correspond- 
ence in  relation  to  our  methods  of  busi- 

ness or  quality  of  product.” 

Marks  Here  Shortly; 
Korda  In  From  London 

New  York — Montagu  Marks,  who  is  in- 

(Continued  on  page  24-D) 

Air  Talent  Search 

Will  Blanket  Field 

New  York — When  Jesse  L.  Lasky’s 
“Gateway  to  Hollywood”  program  goes  on 
the  air  from  the  coast  January  8,  it  will 

mark  the  fruition  of  a   talent  search  that 

is  expected  to  cover  every  city  and  com- 

munity in  the  country.  The  13-week  con- 
test program  will  be  broadcast  over  the 

CBS  network  and  is  sponsored  by  Wrig- 
ley  in  cooperation  with  RKO. 

On  December  15,  trailers  describing  de- 
tails of  the  contest  will  be  flashed  on  the 

screens  of  approximately  8,000  houses 

regularly  showing  RKO  product.  Entry 
blanks  will  be  available  for  contestants 

who  will  be  requested  to  send  in  three  un- 
retouched photographs  of  the  candidate. 

The  idea  is  to  unearth  a   boy-and-girl 

team  of  dramatic  ability.  This  will  be  ac- 
complished by  a   series  of  24  regional 

eliminations.  Casting  experts  in  Holly- 
wood will  study  all  photos  and  select  the 

most  promising. 

Those  chosen  will  be  notified  when  and 

where  to  appear  for  an  interview  with 

RKO’s  talent  scouts,  Arthur  Willi,  east- 
ern representative,  and  Rufus  Le  Maire, 

Hollywood  casting  director.  Two  con- 
testants will  be  selected  in  each  of  the 

24  key  cities  with  the  assistance  of  local 

judges.  Following  that,  new  photos  will 
be  taken  and  a   sound  recording  of  each 

voice.  All  this  and  additional  data  will 

be  sent  to  the  “Gateway  to  Hollywood” 
committee  on  the  coast. 

Out  of  the  ranks  of  the  48  semi-finalists, 
nine  boys  and  nine  girls  will  be  chosen 

and  taken  to  Hollywood  at  RKO’s  expense 
where  they  will  be  placed  in  the  hands  of 

technicians  and  prepared  for  a   series  of 

radio  broadcasts.  Each  contestant  will 

receive  $25  a   week  during  the  stay. 

The  two  successful  entrants  who  will  be 

chosen  on  the  final  broadcast  will  be 

given  a   26-week  contract,  with  options  on 

a   rising  scale,  by  RKO,  at  a   salary  start- 

ing at  $125  a   week.  They  will  be  imme- 
diately cast  in  a   picture  in  the  ingenue 

and  juvenile  roles. 

Eisenstein  Again  Is  Ace 

Russian  Film  Director 

New  York — Sergei  Eisenstein  again  is 

the  Soviet’s  foremost  director.  He  recent- 
ly appeared  to  be  headed  for  oblivion.  His 

emergence  from  the  shadow  that  had  hung 

over  him  since  his  visit  to  America  is  at- 

tested to  by  Pravda,  official  Communist 

party  newspaper.  Such  is  the  essence  of  a 
wireless  dispatch  from  Moscow  to  the 
Times. 

Less  than  two  years  ago  Moscow’s  critics 
virtually  drove  Eisenstein  into  retirement, 

the  story  contends.  His  production  of  the 

Russian  historical  picture,  “Alexander 

Nevsky,”  released  this  week  simultaneous- 
ly in  seven  Moscow  theatres,  was  greeted 

with  universal  acclaim  as  a   “master- 

piece.” 

Entertained  by  the  Warners 

— Schuyler  Crail  Photo 

W.  G.  Van  Schmus,  managing  director  of  the  Music  Hall,  submits  to  a   luncheon 
at  the  Warner  studio.  Left  to  right,  or  in  the  usual  manner,  are  Paul  Muni, 

Joseph  I.  Breen,  the  guest  of  honor,  Bette  Davis  and  George  Brent.  Van 
Schmus  returned  to  New  York,  Friday. 
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AT&T  Denies  Rein 

Over  Sound  Field 

Washington — Excoriating  Commissioner 

Paul  A.  Walker’s  “proposed  report”  on 

the  federal  communications  commission’s 
telephone  investigation,  the  American 

Telephone  &   Telegraph  Co.  has  filed  a 

brief  with  the  commission  denying  that 

its  activities  in  the  motion  picture  field 

have  ever  been  of  more  than  passing  im- 
portance or  aimed  at  securing  for  the  Bell 

System  a   monopoly  in  the  sound-film 
field. 

Such  activities  as  have  been  undertaken 

in  the  motion  picture  and  other  non-com- 

munications fields  have  grown  out  of  in- 

ventions developed  in  the  course  of  tele- 
phone research,  and  instead  of  the  vast 

sums  which  the  report  asserted  have  been 

derived  from  exploitation  of  those  fields 

the  company  in  1937  had  a   gross  revenue 

of  but  $830,000. 

Deems  Investigation  Unfair 

Preliminary  to  undertaking  any  defense 

against  the  hundreds  of  charges  leveled  at 

it  in  the  report,  the  company  alleged  that 

the  investigation  on  which  the  report  is 

based  was,  as  a   whole,  unfair,  and  the 

proceedings  so  conducted  as  to  be  incap- 
able of  producing  reliable  conclusions. 

The  Walker  report  is  incorrect,  it  con- 

tended, and  to  a   large  extent  the  allega- 
tions of  fact  and  to  a   greater  extent  the 

inferences  and  conclusions  drawn  there- 

from are  not  true.  “The  Walker  report  is 
full  of  errors  in  fact,  misstatements  of 

fact,  and  unjustified  inferences  and  un- 

supported conclusions,”  it  charged. 

Further,  the  company’s  brief  asserted, 
the  report  is  incomplete,  with  many  con- 

trolling facts  disregarded  which,  if  con- 
sidered, would  compel  different  findings 

and  conclusions,  and  the  recommendations 

are  unsound,  in  several  cases  “distinctly 

dangerous”  and  in  one  instance  “so  far 
reaching  as  to  be  revolutionary  in  the 

field  of  regulation.” 

Far  from  being  “impressive,”  as  asserted 
in  the  report,  the  operations  of  the  Bell 

System  in  non-communications  fields  have 
been  distinctly  minor  in  character,  the 

brief  indicated.  Over  a   period  of  five 

years,  the  company  received  $135,000  in 

royalties,  and  over  a   period  of  16  years 

received  $3,291,000  for  furnishing  of 

equipment  in  the  public  address,  phono- 

graph and  radio  distribution  fields,  in- 
cluding sound  apparatus  and  equipment 

furnished  to  theatres  by  Erpi. 

Operations  Report  Limited 

“The  language  of  the  Walker  report,  in 

its  references  to  ‘non-communications  ac- 

tivities’ previously  quoted,  is  in  formidable 

strain,”  the  brief  said.  “The  actualities 

respecting  the  System’s  position,  invest- 
ment, and  effort  in  these  fields  and  its 

returns  therefrom,  as  above  set  forth,  con- 
stitute an  almost  amusing  commentary 

upon  the  quoted  expressions  of  the  report 

and  eloquently  reveal  the  talent  of  the  au- 

thor for  exaggeration  and  misstatement.” 
While  Chapter  14  of  the  report  purports 

to  cover  all  non-communications  opera- 
tions, it  was  commented,  the  text,  except 

for  brief  comment  upon  other  activities, 

is  limited  to  discussion  of  “alleged  activi- 

He's  Promoted 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Harry  Mandel,  newly  appointed  na- 
tional director  of  advertising,  pub- 

licity and  exploitation  for  RKO  The- 
atres. 

ties”  of  Erpi  and  affiliated  companies  in 

the  sound  picture  field.  "By  way  of  ex- 
planation of  this  limitation,  it  is  said 

‘therein  (i.  e.,  the  sound  motion  picture 
field)  are  contained  basic  non-communi- 

cations policies  of  the  Bell  System.’  This 
statement  is  not  true;  indeed  the  contrary 
is  the  fact. 

Compelled  to  Manufacture 

“Western  Electric  Company,”  the  brief 

explained,  “started  in  the  motion  picture 
field  as  manufacturer,  licensor  and  sup- 

plier of  equipment,  and  as  technical  ad- 
viser. This  was  in  accord  with  general 

Bell  System  policy  in  non-communication 

fields.  Later,  Erpi  succeeded  to  Western’s 
position  (except  as  manufacturer),  but 

shortly,  by  pressure  of  circumstances,  Erpi 

was  impelled  to  take  over  from  Western’s 
original  licensee  commercial  exploitation 

of  the  licensed  equipment,  installation  of 

the  equipment,  and  the  extensive  service 

activities  necessary,  especially  in  the  early 

days  of  sound  pictures,  for  maintenance 

of  the  apparatus  in  effective  operating 

condition.  This  was  an  exception  to  gen- 

eral Bell  System  policy  in  non-communi- 
cations fields;  it  was  not  sought  by  Erpi 

but  imposed  upon  Erpi  by  conditions  which 

seemed  at  the  time  to  be  of  compelling 
force. 

“Thus,  at  the  very  outset,  Chapter  14, 

in  its  statement  that  Erpi’s  business  in  the 

motion  picture  field  represents  or  ‘con- 
tains’ basic  Bell  System  non-communica- 

tions policies,  presents  a   broad  misrepre- 

sentation as  to  the  significance  of  the  al- 
leged transactions  and  events  of  which  the 

chapter  purports  to  treat. 

“Turning  now  to  the  body  of  the  chap- 

ter,” the  brief  continued,  “this  consists,  as 
above  indicated,  of  a   discussion  of  West- 

ern and  Erpi’s  activities  in  the  talking 
motion  picture  field.  In  general.  West- 

ern and  Erpi  are  charged  with  attempting 

to  dominate  or  monopolize  business  in 

sound  recording  and  reproducing  equip- 

Industry  Activity 

Evolved  Naturally 

ment.  The  means  by  which,  it  is 

charged,  this  attempt  was  implemented 

were,  first  and  more  especially,  alleged  re- 

strictive provisions  expressed  in  agree- 
ments made  by  Erpi  with  producers  and 

exhibitors  of  sound  pictures  and,  second 

and  less  importantly,  acquisition  and 

operation  of  production  studios  and  ex- 
tensions of  financial  aid  to  friendly  in- 

terests.” 

The  company  explained  that  initially 

the  efforts  of  Western  and  later  of  Erpi 

were  directed  to  bringing  about  commer- 
cial adoption  of  talking  pictures  by  the 

film  industry.  When  this  came  about  in 

1928,  it  pointed  out,  the  question  was  still 

unanswered  whether  sound  pictures  would 

satisfy  theatre  audiences;  nor  would  they 

have  been  satisfactory  “unless  sound  pic- 
tures had  been  recorded  in  the  studios  and 

reproduced  in  the  theatres  in  such  fashion 

that  the  quality  of  the  exhibited  product 

would  merit  and  hold  public  esteem.” 
Undergone  24  Suits 

Equipment  was  intricate  and  delicate, 

and  producers  and  exhibitors  were  “abys- 

mally ignorant”  of  its  nature  and  func- 
tions, the  brief  declared,  and  it  was  es- 
sential not  only  that  the  equipment  should 

be  fit  for  the  work  it  was  to  do  but  also 

that  it  should  be  kept  fit  by  proper 

operation  and  adequate  maintenance. 

“It  was  under  such  circumstances  that 

Erpi’s  original  contracts  with  producers 
and  exhibitors,  upon  which  the  emphasis 

of  Chapter  14’s  criticism  is  laid,  were  en- 

tered into,”  the  brief  explained.  “These 
contracts  can  not  be  judged  accurately  or 

fairly  except  with  due  regard  for  these 

facts.  Chapter  14  makes  no  mention  of 

them.” 

A   more  significant  matter  was  the  law- 

suits brought  against  Erpi,  Western  Elec- 
tric and  the  telephone  company.  In  his 

report,  Commissioner  Walker  said  22  such 

suits  were  filed  asking  damages  in  ex- 

cess of  $175,000,000  under  the  anti-trust 
statutes. 

There  were,  the  company  commented, 

24  such  suits,  not  22.  They  followed  a 

suit  brought  in  1932  by  Stanley  Company 

of  America,  a   Warner  Bros,  subsidiary, 

seeking  an  injunction  restraining  the  en- 
forcement of  the  provisions  of  contracts 

made  by  Erpi  with  producers  and  exhibi- 
tors. This  suit  was  explained  in  the  brief 

as  a   “tactical  move  made  by  Warner  Bros, 
in  aid  of  other  litigation  which  was  then 

pending  between  Vitaphone  Corporation, 

also  a   Warner  subsidiary,  and  Erpi. 

Twenty-four  other  suits  followed,  in  22 
of  which  treble  damages  were  asked,  and 

in  all  but  two  of  the  suits  the  complaints 

were  copies  of  that  in  the  Stanley  case, 

which  such  variations  as  might  be  made 

necessary  by  differences  in  the  nature  of 

the  plaintiffs’  businesses  and  of  the  re- 
lief demanded. 

Two  suits  were  tried  in  Wilmington, 

Del.,  and  decided  in  favor  of  the  defend- 
( Continued  on  next  page) 
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^ARIETY  CLUB  held  a   double-barreled 
fiesta  at  Monday’s  luncheon,  wishing 

Julian  Brylawski  godspeed  at  the  end  of 

his  year  of  service  as  chief  barker  and 

helping  him  celebrate  his  birthday.  Mem- 

bers of  Variety’s  board  of  governors  were 

"   Kings- for-a-Day,”  with  the  active  duties 
being  done  by  John  J.  Payette,  first  chief 

barker  of  the  local  tent,  and  Carter  Bar- 
ron, who  preceded  Bsylawski  in  the  post. 

Attorney  Alvin  Newmyer  was  toastmaster, 

and  words  of  felicitation  were  spoken  by 

Dr.  Abram  Simon  and  Commissioner  Mel- 
vin C.  Hazen.  As  a   retiring  gift,  the  Club 

presented  Brylawski  with  a   combination 

phonograph  and  radio. 

Arleen  Whelan,  before  leaving  town, 

was  the  guest  of  honor  who  brightened 

Monday  night’s  Bingo  -party  of  the  Va- 
riety Club,  the  affair  being  part  of  the 

campaign  to  raise  funds  for  incubator 

units  for  Sibley  Hospital  .   .   .   Gordon  Hit- 

tenmark  and  Art  Brown,  local  radio  fa- 

vorites, were  co-masters  of  ceremonies  at 

the  two  benefits  held  at  Sidney  Lust’s 
Boro  Theatre  in  nearby  Bethesda,  Md„ 

the  benefits  being  fund-raising  affairs  for 
a   public  address  system  for  the  Leland 

Junior  High  School  .   .   .   First  of  the  Capi- 

tol Theatre’s  jitterbug  contests  was  voted 
a   success,  some  1,500  persons  staying  up 

till  midnight  to  see  the  kids  go  wild  to 

swing  music. 

Ed  Kuykendall  is  thought  sneaking  up 

on  the  capital  by  degrees.  After  the 

MPTOA  convention  he  has  been  reported 

now  in  Charlotte,  N.  C.  The  Variety  Club 

eagerly  awaits  its  Number  1   terpsichorean 

expert  .   .   .   Richard  Carlson,  in  Balti- 
more, was  greeted  by  some  of  the  local 

critics  who  took  the  jaunt  with  Loew’s 
Ray  Bell  .   .   .   Mordkin  Ballet  engage- 

ment, due  at  the  Rialto,  was  canceled  at 

the  last  minute,  due  to  reorganization  in 

New  York  .   .   .   Frances  Farmer,  playing 

here  in  "Golden  Boy,”  was  feted  at  tea 
at  the  Spanish  Embassy  by  Ambassador 
and  Senora  de  los  Rios. 

AT&T  Brands  Report  as 

'Mock  Heroics  Display 

(Continued  from  page  24-C) 

ants,  and  of  the  other  suits,  18  were  set- 
tled and  discontinued  or  dismissed,  and 

the  amounts  involved  in  the  settlements 

bore  only  a   nominal  relationship  to  the 

paper  demands  of  the  plaintiffs  asserted 

in  their  complaints,  it  was  declared. 

“It  should  be  said,”  the  brief  concluded, 

“that  even  a   superficial  inquiry  into  the 
circumstances  under  which  the  suits  above 

referred  to  were  brought,  and  of  the 

actual  facts  related  to  the  claims  as- 

serted therein,  would  have  strongly  in- 
dicated their  lack  of  merit.  To  represent 

these  suits  as  having  substance  sufficient 

to  constitute  a   real  menace  to  the  Ameri- 

can Company’s  surplus,  as  is  done  and 
repeated  in  the  Walker  report,  is  to  in- 

dulge in  mock  heroics  having  no  place 

in  a   purported  factual  presentation.” 

"End  German  Ties" 
Is  New  Call 

Hollywood — That  the  United  States 
sever  all  economic  connections  with 

Germany  is  a   demand  made  by  Holly- 
wood liberal  leaders  and  forwarded  to 

the  President  and  Congress.  The 

signing  of  the  declaration  urging  this 

action  is  being  re-enacted  at  the  20th- 
Fox  studios  for  the  newsreels  and 

present  plans  call  for  like  action  to  be 

sought  from  theatre  patrons  throughout 

the  land. 

Marks  Here  Soon; 
Korda  From  London 

(Continued  from  page  24-B) 

terested  in  financing  part  of  the  new  Fair- 
banks International  Co.,  is  due  on  the 

Queen  Mary  from  England  in  a   fortnight. 
Also  interested  in  the  new  producing  unit, 

which  will  release  through  UA,  are  Brit- 
ish capital  represented  by  Marks  and  Sir 

Adrian  Bailie  Bart,  M.  P.,  and  Swiss  in- 
vestment interests.  Initial  capital  is 

$2,500,000. 
First  reports  that  the  financing  included 

Selznick  International  subsequently  were 

denied  by  John  Hay  Whitney  who  stated 

he  had  not  made,  nor  did  he  contemplate 

making,  any  investment  in  the  new  com- 

pany. "Certain  facilities”  of  S-I  may  be 
available  to  Fairbanks  International  if 

current  dealings  go  through  “on  the  basis 

of  a   participating  interest.”  The  move  is 
described  as  preliminary. 

Three  pictures  to  be  produced  by  the 

Fairbanks  company  in  Culver  City  and 

Europe  are  "The  Californian,”  “The 
Tenth  Woman”  and  "The  Three  Musket- 

eers,” the  latter  two  in  Technicolor.  Raoul 
Walsh  is  being  sought  to  direct  the  first 
on  the  coast. 

Meanwhile,  Alexander  Korda  arrived 

Friday  on  the  Aquitania  en  route  to  the 

coast  where  he  plans  to  produce  three  fea- 
tures for  Spanish-speaking  markets.  Gary 

Cooper  also  was  on  the  same  ship  and 

headed  for  Hollywood  to  appear  in  “The 
Last  Frontier.”  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr., 
another  arrival,  is  staying  in  town  until 
after  Christmas  when  he  will  return  to 

the  RKO  studios.  James  Whale,  the  di- 
rector, another  Aquitania  passenger,  is  due 

to  depart  for  the  UA  studios  shortly  to 

direct  “The  Man  in  the  Iron  Mask”  for 
Edward  Small. 

New  Shutter  to  Chains 
Chicago — New  Day-Lite  shutter  devices 

have  been  installed  in  16  theatres  of  the 

V.  U.  Young  Indiana  circuit.  Several  Scho- 

enstadt  and  other  units  are  being  simi- 

larly equipped.  Colortone  Sales  Corp.  here 

is  licensee  for  the  United  States  and  for- 
eign countries. 

Book  Small's  Film 
New  York — “The  Duke  of  West  Point,” 

Edward  Small’s  first  for  UA,  opens  at 
the  Music  Hall  Thursday. 

WILM’GTON 
LAWRENCE  D.  TOSELLI  of  the  Stanley- 

Warner  Savoy  was  elected  president  of 

Local  B-94,  IATSE,  this  week  at  the  am 
nual  meeting  to  succeed  Bayard  Barnes, 

assistant  manager  of  the  S-W  Aldine. 

Other  S-W  men  elected:  John  Leach,  Al- 

dine, was  elected  vice-president  succeed- 
ing Stanley  Zebrosky,  Grand,  and  Harry 

Davidson,  Arcadia,  as  business  agent  re- 
placing Toselli.  Francis  Young,  Queen, 

was  re-elected  secretary,  and  Herbert 

Slattery,  Aldine,  re-elected  treasurer. 

Barnes  and  Joseph  Cirino,  Loew’s,  were 
elected  delegates  to  executive  council,  and 

Mrs.  Lawrence  Toselli,  Queen;  Warren 

Hall,  Aldine,  and  William  Walsh,  Loew’s, 
were  named  as  board  trustees.  William 

George.  Loew’s,  was  named  sergeant-at- arms. 

City  Councilman  John  Hopkins,  man- 
ager of  the  National  Theatre,  is  heading  a 

fight  against  one-way  street  regulations 

effecting  two  of  the  city’s  largest  and 
heaviest  used  thoroughfares.  One  of  the 

streets,  French  Street,  passes  his  theatre 

and  instead  of  two-way  traffic  only  one- 
way traffic  is  now  in  force. 

Lewis  S.  Black,  manager  of  the  S-W 
Aldine,  and  a   member  of  the  mercantile 

section  of  the  Wilmington  Chamber  of 

Commerce,  was  largely  responsible  for  the 

extension  of  Wilmington’s  Christmas  street 

lighting  decorations  to  pass  the  new  War- 
ner Theatre  now  under  construction  and 

nearing  completion.  The  theatre  is  just 
off  the  main  downtown  street  where  in 

past  years  there  was  no  Xmas  street  light- 

ing decorations.  The  $660,000  new  2,000- 

seat  theatre,  of  which  Black  is  to  be  man- 
ager, is  scheduled  to  open  this  month. 

Mrs.  Wallace  Harding,  wife  of  Manager 

Wally  Harding  of  the  S-W  Grand,  who 
came  to  this  city  from  Bermuda,  witnessed 

her  first  snowstorm  last  week  .   .   .   Man- 
ager Richard  Kirch  of  the  S-W  Queen 

planted  an  usher  wider  the  theatre  mar- 
quee to  brush  snow  from  the  coat  lapels  of 

theatre  patrons  during  the  last  snow- 
storm. 

The  Service  Club  of  Manager  Benjamin 

Shindler’s  Ace  Theatre  has  been  organized 
and  elected  Frank  Mack  as  president  .   .   . 

The  Warner  Service  Club  will  hold  its  an- 

nual party  soon  .   .   .   Leonard  Howard  is 
chairman  assisted  by  Larry  Toselli  .   .   . 

Loew’s  Service  staff  is  now  publishing  a 
house  paper  containing  theatre  gossip  and 

carrying  serial  stories  on  coming  films. 

Joseph  Cirino,  usher  captain,  is  the  editor 
and  Willard  Walsh,  assistant. 

Mayor  Walter  W.  Bacon’s  Chrstmas 
theatre  party  for  Wilmington  children  will 
be  held  in  theatres  throughout  the  city  on 

December  23.  Tickets  will  be  supplied  the 

tots  by  welfare  groups  and  clubs. 

Host  to  Children 
New  York — Loew’s  will  play  host  to 

about  180,000  underpriviledged  children  at 

special  pre-Christmas  shows  in  125  the- 
atres over  the  country.  Plans  for  the 

special  morning  shows  are  worked  out  in 
cooperation  with  neighborhood  merchants 

as  co-hosts,  as  well  as  with  civic  and  fra- 
ternal organizations. 
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Feature  this  Spectacular  Box  Office  Attraction 

The  Glorified 

BURCH 

Super  World’s  Fair 

POPCORN 
Machine 

★   ★   ★ 

HERE’S  THE  PAY-OFF- 
A   careful  check-up  shows 

lVz  to  3c  average  sale  per 

theatre  patron. 

300%  gross  profit  (70c  per 
$1.00  sale) 

DISPLAY 

DRAWS  LIKE 

A   MAGNET 
The  Light  —   Action  — 

Color  —   and  Showman- 

ship of  the  Burch  has 

irresistible  eye  appeal. 

People  see — .top — buy ! 

In  the  past  five  years 

more  than  3,000  the- 

atres have  boosted 

profits  with  Burch 

equipment. 

w 

No  argument  about  the  eye-catch- 

ing, sales-making  power  of  Burch.  It 

is  demonstrating  that  it  is  the  world's 
greatest  popcorn  salesman.  In  theatre 
lobbies  all  over  the  country  it  is  pulling 
in  the  nimble  nickels  and  dimes  that 

make  PLUS-profit  for  theatre  owner. 

From  hundreds  of  shrewd  showmen 

come  expressions  like  these:  "I  count 
on  Burch  to  buy  me  a   new  car  every 

year";  "Keeps  my  wife  in  spending 

money";  "Is  sending  my  three  children 

to  college". It's  a   fact  that  in  1500  theatres  Burch 
machines  are  actually  paying  the  rent. 

In  1,000  more  they  are  paying  for  the 

installation  and  operation  of  cooling 

systems  and  other  trade-drawing  im- 

provements. Fifty-one  chains  —   large 
and  small  —   are  averaging  an  extra 

$1,000  to  $1,500  per  theatre  NET  with 
Burch  machines. 

Others  are  cashing  [in  on  Burch  equipment?  Why  not  you? 

Send  the  coupon  for  the  way  to  greater  profit 

■   BURCH  MANUFACTURING  CO.,  1906  Wyandotte,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

!j  Please  send  me  full  details  of  your  Burch  Super  World's  Fair  Popcorn  | 

|   Machine  together  with  profit-making  facts. 

I   Name      ■ Address   

BURCH  MANUFACTURING  CO. 1906  WYANDOTTE 

KANSAS  CITY,  MISSOURI 
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Read  the  reactions  to  the  first  installa- 
tion. 

Congratulations  backed  with  orders 

are  pouring  in  from  every  state. 

You,  too,  will  be  impressed  by  the 

new  comfort,  new  beauty,  new  con- 

struction principles,  new  economies, 

new  use-values — values  to  theatre  own- 

ers and  theatre-goers. 

See  the  American  Bodiform  theatre 

chair  at  our  nearest  office. 

GRAND  RAPIDS.  MICHIGAN 

The  beautiful  4- Star  Theatre  in  Grand  Rapids. 
Architect:  FRANK  PROCTOR. 

Pioneers  and  pacemakers  in  theatre,  auditorium,  school,  church,  stadium  and 

transportation  seating  •   Branch  Offices  and  Distributors  in  Principal  Cities 
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The  Annoyance  Factor  in 

Faulty  Presentation 

Moving  picture  projection  ought  to  be  more  gen- 
erally considered  among  theatre  men  for  what  it  really 

is — mechanical  stagecraft. 

In  the  act  of  transferring  the  expensive  art  of  the  stu- 

dio from  an  emulsified  strip  of  super-sensitive  cellu- 
loid to  a   life-like,  life-size,  animated  and  audible  illusion 

on  the  screen,  there  is  an  obligation  to  which  the  ex- 
hibitor alone  must  be  held  strictly  accountable. 

Obviously,  theatre  management  assumes  no  re- 
sponsibility for  what  is  put  on  the  film;  but  the  manner 

in  which  it  is  taken  off  the  film  and  distributed  to  the 

paying  guests  is  another  matter. 

Pictures  may  be  weak  in  entertainment  value  or 

overwhelming  in  patron  appeal.  We  must  take  them 
as  they  come.  But  the  way  they  are  put  on  the  screen 
is  a   problem  for  management. 

Thus,  mechanical  staging — screen  presentation — 
assumes  enormous  importance  as  the  final  step  from 
the  studio  to  the  screen.  Who  will  deny  that  this  is  the 

most  vital  step  in  the  entire  plan  for  entertainment? 

The  lamentable  presence  and  protracted  use  of  worn- 
out,  out-moded  and  unsuited  projection  equipment  in 
many  of  our  theatres  is  unmuted  evidence  that  there 
are  some  theatre  owners,  to  say  the  least,  who  are 

mighty  poor  stage  managers. 

Today,  exhibitors  must  arouse  themselves  to  a   stern 
realization  that  the  discriminating  tastes  of  picture 

patrons  will  not  tolerate  irritation  and  annoyance — 
factors  that  are  no  longer  accepted 

philosophically  by  movie  fans,  as 
they  were  in  the  more  rabid  era  of 

the  past. 
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JieaA  ije!  JleaA 

By  Ansel  M.  Moore 

JEEPERS,  creepers!  What  a   tough  as- signment the  Boss  had  carved  out  for 

us  when  last  week  he  called  us  in  for 

a   cross  examination.  And  folks,  when  we 

say  “cross”  we  mean  something  more  than 
plain  peevish. 

As  usual,  the  Old  Man  was  belligerent, 

brow- beating  and  inhumanely  bent  on 

badgering  us  into  complete  submission  be- 
fore giving  us  the  bad  news.  After  deriding 

us  roundly  for  current  shortcomings  and 

conspicuous  incapabilities  (as  we  had  ex- 

pected), he  finally  came  ’round  to  the 
particular  business  at  hand. 

“Anse,”  said  he,  still  glowering,  “will 

you  ever  learn  that  we’re  publishing  a 

trade-paper  and  that  it’s  generally  con- 
sidered a   function  of  this  small  branch  of 

the  time-honored  Fourth  Estate  to  foster 

improvement  in  trade  practices  and  im- 

partially to  arbitrate  and  conciliate  dif- 
ferences of  opinion  that  frequently  arise 

between  buyers  and  sellers  in  the  industry 

it  chooses  to  represent? 

“Swell  sentiment,  Boss,  and  all  very 

true,”  we  replied,  “but  what’s  the  point  at 

issue?  What’ve  we  done  to  deserve  your 
caustic  reference  to  our  lack  of  under- 

standing?” “Done,  h — 1,”  smirked  he.  “It’s  what  you 

haven’t  done  that  burns  me  up.  Here 

you’ve  been  wooing  and  wet-nursing  a 
bunch  of  backward  equipment  advertisers; 

literally  braying  their  virtues  and  bally- 
hooing  their  products;  actually,  it  seems 

to  me,  espousing  entirely  the  selling  side 

of  the  question.  What  about  the  buyer? 

Doesn’t  his  side  of  the  case  at  least  rate 
some  occasional  mention  in  your  literary 

meanderings?” 

A   Bad  Session  With  the  Boys 

Then  the  story  behind  our  scolding  came 

out.  Der  Fuehrer  had  just  returned  irom  a 

gathering  of  theatre  equipment  men,  where 

ne  d   been  plied  with  all  sorts  of  propa- 

ganda respecting  the  morals  of  our  mar- 

Ket,  and  in  particular  its  alleged  delin- 

quencies and  derelict  negligence  in  pur- 

cnasing  for  the  maintenance  of  its  pro- 
jection equipment. 

Tne  Chief  had  valiantly  countered  these 

tnr usts  with  all  the  cunning  at  ms  com- 
mand. He  had  reproved  the  accusers, 

chided  them  for  their  luke-warm  selling 
eiiorts  and  lackadaisical  mercnandising 

metnods  and  classified  them  generally  as 

a   bunch  of  “coonskin  captains  oi  indus- 

try” who  only  advertise  “just  to  be  in 

style”  or  perhaps  "because  the  competitor 

is  doing  it.” The  upshot  of  it  was  that  the  Old  Man 

got  back  to  his  office  still  boiling  over. 

Bringing  with  him  a   brief  of  the  charges 

he  had  so  bravely  attempted  to  refute,  he 

brazenly  placed  them  before  us  with  a 
command  to  get  busy. 

“Now,  here’s  the  angle,”  said  he.  "Let’s 
investigate.  Why  not  hold  a   hearing? 

Hearings  are  ‘the  nuts’  nowadays.  Any 
time  you  want  to  raise  hell  with  anybody, 

don’t  be  old-fashioned  and  start  a   puny 
little  private  argument.  Just  call  a   hear- 

ing and  make  it  a   free-for-all.  It’s,  good 

politics  even  if  it  doesn’t  get  you  any- 
wnere.  ’   So  saying,  he  appointed  us  a 
committee  of  one  to  hold  a   hearing  in  be- 

hali  of  the  berated  market,  and  commis- 
sioned us  to  act  as  counsel  and  conciliator 

for  all  parties  at  issue.  Here  goes  then, 

and  may  the  saints  preserve  us. 

The  Indictment  Outlined 

Mr.  Theatre  Owner,  you  are  quite  gen- 

erally and  unjustly,  we  hope  to  prove, 

Leing  accused  of  contributory  delinquency, 

despotic  negligence,  non-support  and  me- 
chanical turpitude  in  the  conduct  of  your 

projection  rooms.  Further,  you  are  charged 

with  obstructing  progress  by  your  failure 

to  absorb  more  readily  the  current  prod- 

ucts of  projection  research  and  develop- ment. 

The  specific  charges,  which  formid  the 

basis  of  this  investigation,  are  arranged 

in  question  form.  The  inferences  are  plain. 

The  answers  thereto  are  prima  facie  evi- 
dence in  that  they  embrace  either:  (1) 

what  we’ve  observed;  (2)  what  we’ve  been 

told,  or  (3)  what  we’d  like  to  believe.  And 
we’ve  tried  to  be  fair  in  our  fulminations. 

Anyhow,  we’re  going  to  try  to  explode 
some  fallacies  and  perhaps  confirm  some 
of  the  allegations. 

Do  you  theatre  men  who  brag  about 

your  projection  really  believe  it’s  good 

MODERN  THEATRE  PROJECTION  ROOM  IN  OHIO 

In  the  spacious,  neatly  arranged  projection  room  of  the  Park  Theatre,  in  Mansfield,  Ohio,  one 
may  readily  observe  the  foundation  source  of  the  excellent  screen  results  featured  by  this  modern 

theatre.  The  layout,  of  which  only  a   partial  view  is  shown,  is  a   laudable  example  of  what  is 
being:  done  throughout  the  industry  in  the  interest  of  Projection  Improvement.  (Photo  courtesy 
National  Theatre  Supply  Co.,  Cleveland). 
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enough,  or  is  it  just  a   bluff  to  ease  your 
bothered  consciences? 

Weight  of  evidence  affirms  the  charge. 
On  personal  inspection  and  interview  could 
find  no  exhibitor  who  would  admit  that 
his  projection  was  below  par.  Good,  bad 
or  indifferent  as  case  might  be,  all  seemed 
conscientious  in  opinion  it  was  good 
enough.  Few  expressed  unwillingness  to 

be  shown  better  results,  but  buying  inter- 
est was  admittedly  low.  Many  have  con- 

sciences. Quite  a   few  are  unconscious  of 
wrong-doing. 

Do  you  exhibitors  who  buy  entertain- 
ment on  the  spool  and  then  slop  it  all 

over  the  screen  really  think  the  public 

doesn’t  mind? 

Some  glaring  cases  of  sloppy  projection 
encountered  and  surprisingly  in  large  cir- 

cuit houses.  Some  small  ones  too;  but 
management  in  all  cases  where  conditions 
were  bad  either  disclaimed  responsibility 
or  minimized  effect  of  good  projection. 
Investigation  disclosed  majority  knows 
that  the  public  does  mind.  Depression 
generally  blamed  for  lack  of  improvements 
where  need  was  admitted.  Investigation 

covered  only  houses  known  for  poor  pro- 
jection. Owners  reluctant  to  testify.  In- 

ferred charge  not  well  sustained  by  evi- 
dence evolved. 

Do  you  look  beyond  a   discount  when  you 
buy  projection  equipment;  or  is  it  really 

the  question  of  screen  results  that  con- 
cerns you  more  than  cost  price? 

Evidence  obtained  indicates  buyer  is 
equally  concerned  with  quality  and  cost, 
with  a   shade  of  emphasis  on  latter.  Pre- 

valent willingness  on  part  of  sellers  to 
give  long  discounts  without  persuasion  ab- 

solves buyer  from  full  blame.  All  demand 
quality  and  some  get  it;  but  none  find  it 
difficult  to  get  big  discounts  at  the  ex- 

pense of  quality.  Most  of  them  are  aware 
of  risk  low  price  involves.  Some  openly 
boast  of  chiseling  ability  while  majority 
puts  performance  above  price  when  unable 
to  get  both. 

Do  you  believe  that  people  pick  out  your 

theatre  because  of  the  pictures  you  play, 
or  the  way  you  part  your  hair,  or  has 
better  projection  anything  to  do  with  it? 

Weight  of  opinion  and  observation  still 
indicates  many  exhibitors  all  too  picture- 
minded.  Some  cling  to  pot-luck  in  pic- 

ture booking  and  give  little  credence  to 

personal  hair-dressing,  good  projection  or 
anything  else  as  an  inducement  to  pat- 

ronage. Others  express  themselves  content 
to  subsist  from  hit  picture  to  next  hit, 
patiently  enduring  the  interims  as  a   mat- 

ter of  necessity.  Successful  exhibitors  pin 
a   lot  of  faith  on  better  projection  as  a 
factor  for  steady  patronage.  Evidence 
definitely  refutes  the  charge. 

Do  you  think  economy  of  operation  is 

more  important  than  quality  in  the  per- 

formance of  a   piece  of  projection  equip- 
ment? 

Evidence  overwhelmingly  against  the 
negative  inference.  Few  exhibitors  known 
to  sacrifice  efficient  operation  deliberate- 

ly on  altar  of  economy.  Some  are  misled 
by  extravagant  cost-saving  claims  in  opera- 

tion as  result  of  depression-bred  fetish  to 
economize  too  sharply;  but  most  exhibi- 

tors (especially  successful  ones)  know 

Cover  Illustration 
A   picture  of  the  projection  room  in 

the  Carlton  Theatre,  at  Evansville, 

Indiana,  wherein  the  practical  essen- 

tials of  all-round  projection  efficiency 

are  graphically  presented.  With  the 

modern  appliances  of  his  craft  installed 

under  such  ideal  working  conditions, 

the  projectionist  himself  shows  military 

efficiency  and  personal  neatness — pride 
in  the  performance  of  his  duty  to  his 

employer,  to  the  moving  picture  indus- 

try and  to  the  public.  It  would  be  dif- 
ficult to  associate  anything  but  the  very 

best  of  screen  results  with  such  condi- 

tions as  these.  (Photo  courtesy  Inter- 
national Projector  Corporation) . 

they  can’t  trifle  with  screen  quality  now- 
adays. Majority  rules  with  an  affirmative 

answer  to  this  inquiry.  Not  guilty! 

Do  you  maintain  that  high  prices  are 
entirely  responsible  for  the  fact  that  only 

16  per  cent  of  our  theatres  are  efficiently 
equipped  for  passable  projection? 

Inquiry  proves  that  price  is  no  obstacle 
because  quality  of  equipment  considered, 
costs  are  no  higher  today  than  in  past. 

Some  use  it  as  alibi  but  in  main,  condi- 
tion can  be  charged  to  negligence  on  part 

of  both  buyer  and  seller.  Not  enough  real 
selling  applied  to  obstinate  purchasers. 
Many  dispute  percentage  statement,  and 
deride  source  of  statistics,  so  there  is  need 

for  wider  understanding  of  what  is  “pass- 
able projection.”  Standards  need  to  be 

raised  in  mind  of  management.  Notice- 
able willingness  to  let  machinery  wear  out 

completely  before  it’s  replaced,  and  great 
damage  to  projection  resulting  from  too 

much  traffic  in  “used”  equipment.  Not 
enough  new  equipment  being  installed. 

Progress  impeded  by  procrastination — not 
price  alone.  Charge  sustained;  but  seller 
also  shows  contributory  negligence. 

Do  you,  as  often  charged,  regard  the 
condition  and  age  of  your  automobile  more 

seriously  than  that  of  the  machinery 
(projection)  that  makes  it  possible  for 

you  to  buy  new  automobiles  yearly? 

Charge  sustained  by  facts  at  hand. 
Average  exhibitor  considers  auto  and  its 
accessories  a   personal  pet  while  projec- 

tion improvements  always  a   pet  peeve. 

One  case  found  locally  where  same  pro- 
jection machines  in  use  eighteen  years,  but 

owner  sports  a   new  model  streamlined  sui- 
cide buggy  every  year.  Comparatively  few 

picture  show  men  ever  change  projector 
models  within  period  of  ten  years.  Many 
try  to  modernize  mechanically  piece  by 

piece  but  old  patched-up  models  persist  in 

(Continued  on  page  45) 

POLICY  EXPRESSED  IN  PROJECTION  EQUIPMENT 

The  efficiently  equipped  projection  room  of  the  San  Marco  Theatre,  Jacksonville,  Florida,  most 

recent  addition  to  the  Sparks  Circuit  of  fine  theatres,  discloses  a   high  regard  for  projection  ef- 

ficiency on  the  part  of  management.  From  latest  model  projection  and  sound  reproduction  equip- 

ment right  down  to  incidental  accessories,  no  detail  is  lacking.  (Photo  courtesy  Motiograph,  Inc., 

through  Wil-Kin  Theatre  Supply  Co.) 
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(lema/hkalde  Cade 

By  Helen  Kent 

ENILITY  had  obviously  moved  in  and 
taken  possession  of  the  old  Liberty 
Theatre,  at  16  East  High  Street,  in 

Springfield,  Ohio.  It  was,  as  will  be  seen 
by  the  picture  presented  here,  definitely 

doddering,  rheumatic  and  bleary-eyed  in 
appearance,  and  as  for  operating  ef- 

ficiency, this  had  evidently  passed  (if  in- 
deed it  were  ever  present)  when  the  house 

was  a   mere  stripling  of  youth.  Whatever 
there  may  have  been  to  attract  patronage 
was  simply  not  visible  to  the  naked  eye 
and  it  is  quite  surprising  that  the  house 
could  have  existed  as  a   moving  picture 
theatre  for  as  many  years  as  it  did. 

A   perfect  case  of  hardening  of  the 
arteries  was  taking  place  before  the  eyes 
of  Springfield  moving  picture  patrons  and 
they  were  expected  to  watch  the  slow 

process  of  erosion  as  a   part  of  the  so- 
called  entertainment  which  they  paid  for 
at  the  boxoffice. 

It  seems  that  the  movie-going  public  is 
a   brave  lot  to  entrust  a   couple  of  hours  of 
their  fleeting  lives  to  the  dubious  pleasure 

of  watching  the  screen  in  such  environ- 
ment as  this.  The  old  Liberty  in  Spring- 

field  was  a   striking  example  of  the  far  too 

many  grind-shops  of  its  type  which  are 
scattered  indiscriminately  across  the  coun- 

try in  large  towns  and  small  ones,  each  do- 
ing its  part  to  destroy  the  movie-going 

habit. 

But  somebody  did  something  about  the 
old  Liberty.  William  Settos,  its  present 

manager,  a   veteran  of  27  years’  experi- 
ence in  theatre  business,  14  of  which  were 

spent  in  Springfield,  decided  to  make  of 
the  Liberty  a   theatre  of  which  he  as  well 
as  its  patrons  could  well  be  proud.  He 
employed  the  theatre  division  of  F   and  Y 
Building  Service,  of  Columbus,  Ohio,  to 
design  and  reconstruct  the  old  house.  It 
was  closed  only  from  August  9   to  October 

14,  to  permit  rebuilding  and  moderniza- 
tion. The  well-calculated  transformation 

was  complete. 

This  particular  project  offers  again  a 
prime  example  of  our  very  pet  conviction 
that  this  is  the  most  logical  way  to  foil 
bad  business,  to  forestall  overseating,  and 

to  keep  out  competition.  We’ve  long  been 
in  favor  of  remodeling — making  the  best 
of  what  the  old  building  and  its  location 

may  offer. 
Here  then  is  the  fitting  example  of  an 

old  house  which  offered  no  advantages 

except  that  of  a   proved  location  being 

replaced — rather  than  placed  in  competi- 
tion—with  a   modern  theatre  with  House 

Appeal  plus  an  undefiled  location.  Wisely, 
the  owner  tore  down  the  old  landmark  and 

This  screemvard  view  of  the  new  Liberty's 
auditorium  affords  an  idea  of  the  beauty  and 

efficiency  combined  in  creating:  House  Appeal. 
(Photo  courtesy  F   &   Y   Building:  Service). 

Above — A   foyer  of  unusually  distinctive  de- 
sigm  and  decorative  effect.  Below — A   view  of 
the  comfortably  furnished  loungre  of  the  new 

Liberty.  (Photos  courtesy  F   &   Y   Building: Service). 

put  up  a   sparkling  new  house  on  its  very 
foundation.  The  ghost  of  the  old  veteran 
is  laid  and  it  does  not  remain  to  rise  and 

compete  in  its  half-baked  condition  with 
the  new  theatre,  which  by  reason  of  its 
excellence  deserves  and  will  get  increased 
patronage. 

The  extent  to  which  modernization  was 

necessary  in  the  case  of  the  Liberty  The- 
atre is  evidenced  in  the  fact  that  the  old 

structure  and  an  adjacent  building  were 

demolished  completely  to  the  very  founda- 

tions to  permit  erection  of  the  new  Lib- 

erty Theatre.  It  was  found  that  deteriora- 
tion of  many  years’  standing  had  made 

salvage  of  any  materials  or  equipment  un- 
wise. Hence,  the  modern  counterpart 

bears  relation  to  the  old  solely  in  name 

and  location.  It  is,  in  fact,  a   new  the- 
atre in  every  sense  of  that  designation. 

A   Bright  New  Face  Appears 

The  front  of  the  new  Liberty  Theatre 
now  covers  an  expanse  nearly  twice  as 
broad  as  that  formerly  occupied  by  the 
old  house.  This  was  brought  about  by 
the  conversion  of  an  old  store  building  at 
one  side  of  the  theatre  into  a   part  of  the 

reconstruction.  The  new  building’s  basic 
construction  is  of  brick,  with  the  central 

portion  of  the  facade  and  the  entire  wain- 
scot in  modern,  highly  reflective  vitreous 

material. 

A   small  store  with  profitable  rental  pos- 
sibilities is  located  at  one  side  of  the  the- 

atre entrance  and  a   confectionery  stand 
which  is  an  integral  part  of  the  theatre 
is  to  be  found  on  the  other  side.  The 

centrally  located  V-shaped  marquee  with 
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three  lines  of  modern  silhouette  change- 
able letters  and  the  massive  lettered  hori- 

zontal name-sign  form  a   brilliant  outdoor 
advertising  display  medium  for  the  at- 

tractive new  theatre.  Dignified  poster  dis- 
plays also  add  to  the  attraction  of  the 

front. 

The  lobby  is  located  directly  behind  the 
entrance  doors  which  flank  the  boxoffice 

and  it  also  is  wisely  devoted  to  program 

exploitation  in  a   refined  manner.  A   par- 
ticularly appealing  foyer  is  entered  by 

doors  at  the  far  end  of  the  lobby.  This 
portion  of  the  theatre  is  separated  from 

the  auditorium  merely  by  a   modern  con- 
toured standee  rail,  serving  to  heighten 

interest  in  the  decorative  aspect  of  both 
rooms. 

Indirect  lighting  in  this  room  is  es- 
pecially attractive  and  functional.  It  is 

formed  by  luminous  elements  recessed  in  a 

semi-circular  offset  in  the  ceiling  which 
extends  from  the  standee  rail  pilasters  into 
the  center  of  the  foyer.  A   glossy  white 
ceiling  onto  which  the  light  is  thrown 
reflects  in  such  a   manner  that  the  room 

is  amply  lighted  but  in  no  way  glarey.  An- 
other indirect  luminous  unit  of  the  cove 

type  forms  a   portion  of  the  standee  rail 
and  serves  as  a   direction  finder  as  well  as 

decorative  lighting  effect. 

A   Complementary  Color  Scheme 

The  color  scheme  for  the  lobby  and 
foyer,  as  well  as  the  auditorium,  is  picked 
up  from  the  carpeting  which  is  used 

throughout  the  theatre  in  the  same  mod- 
ern all-over  pattern.  A   dark  wainscot 

runs  completely  around  the  foyer  and  is 
carried  on  into  the  auditorium.  It  is 

topped  by  a   light  tone  that  goes  to  the 
ceiling.  Simplicity  of  design  and  contour 
characterizes  the  decorative  effect  of  the 
entire  house. 

The  auditorium  is  spacious  and  comfort- 
able both  from  the  standpoint  of  restful - 

ness  and  convenience.  It  seats  553  patrons, 
entirely  on  the  main  floor,  and  offers 
ample  space  between  seats  for  feet  and 
knees.  The  aisles  also  are  wider  than 
customary.  Seating  in  the  auditorium  is 

of  the  latest  comfort-type  construction 
and  is  attractively  upholstered  to  comple- 

ment the  decorative  scheme  of  the  room. 

Acoustical  materials  were  used  most  ef- 
fectively in  the  auditorium  to  provide  the 

finest  possible  sound  reception.  Wall 
decoration  is  secured  by  a   damask-like 
wall  covering  that  is  used  above  the  wain- 

scoting in  panels  about  the  room.  The 
modern  wall  panels  on  either  side  of  the 

auditorium  are  accented  by  square-cut 
white  bands  for  additional  interest. 

Lighting  in  the  auditorium  is  entirely 
indirect  from  large  inverted  circular  fix- 

tures in  the  ceiling  and  attractive  mod- 
ern luminous  elements  on  the  side  walls. 

The  cone-shaped  ceiling  fixtures  are 
placed  on  a   panel  which  runs  the  full 
length  of  the  auditorium,  adding  greatly 
to  the  feeling  of  spaciousness  in  the  room. 

Effective  stage  curtain  lighting  also  en- 
hances the  beauty  of  the  auditorium. 

The  mezzanine  floor  of  the  theatre,  lo- 
cated above  the  lobby,  foyer  and  two  stores 

at  the  front  of  the  building,  contains 

lounge  rooms,  offices,  ladies’  rest  room, 
crying  room  and  the  projection  booth.  The 

men’s  room  is  located  on  the  main  floor  at 
one  side  of  the  stairway  leading  to  the 
space  above. 

Lounge  provisions  on  the  mezzanine  are 
especially  attractive  and  inviting  to  patron 
relaxation.  The  lounges  are  furnished 

with  comfortable  leather-upholstered 
chrome  furniture,  mirrors,  smoking  pro- 

visions and  other  accessories  to  effect  a 

home-like  atmosphere.  Decoration  here 
is  in  the  form  of  horizontally  graduated 
colors  enhanced  by  indirect  lighting. 

A   crying  room  for  mothers  of  uncondi- 
tioned young  movie  fans  is  located  at  a 

vantage  place  to  one  side  of  the  projection 
room.  It  contains  a   large  plate  glass 
window,  is  equipped  for  perfect  sound  and 
is  acousticized  to  hold  in  unruly  noise. 

Other  services  provided  by  the  manage- 
ment to  interest  and  hold  patronage  are 

free  telephone  service,  courteous  attend- 

ants and  the  best  of  picture  presentation. 

This  latter  is  insured  by  the  latest  avail- 
able equipment  in  the  projection  booth  for 

the  most  nearly  perfect  presentation  of 
sight  and  sound. 

The  new  building  is  also  completely  air 
conditioned  for  both  summer  and  winter 

by  a   scientifically  correct  system.  The 
new  Liberty  is  said  to  be  the  first  theatre 
in  Springfield  to  have  a   complete  year 
’round  air  conditioning  system. 

If  we  may  finally  wax  poetic  at  this 
point,  the  new  Liberty  Theatre  may  be 

said  to  be  of  the  phoenix-kind.  It  rose 
new-born  from  the  embers  of  its  prede- 

cessor— a   new  theatre  to  carry  on  the  tra- 
ditions, but  in  a   much  better  manner,  of 

the  old  Liberty.  Its  completed  excellence 

offers  indeed  a   remarkable  case  of  prop- 
erty reclamation  of  the  type  that  is  sorely 

needed  in  many  communities  at  this  time. 
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Says  Glen  W.  Dickinson 

N   1937  the  Glen  W.  Dickinson  Theatres, 

Inc.,  of  Kansas  City,  launched  a   plan- 
ned program  of  remodeling  and  re- 

equipping of  its  entire  circuit  of  theatres 

located  at  various  points  throughout  Kan- 
sas and  Missouri.  The  program,  a   pro- 

gressive project,  to  remain  in  effect  until 
all  theatres  are  in  top  condition,  involves 

remodeling  and  re-equipping  each  of  the 
theatres  in  turn. 

“In  each  instance  when  the  ‘crew’  has 
begun  to  work  on  one  of  our  theatres, 
business  in  that  particular  house  has 

picked  up  and  the  increase  has  continued,” 
said  Glen  W.  Dickinson  in  reporting  the 

results  of  the  program.  “Business  in- 
creased as  much  as  25  per  cent  with  inau- 

guration of  the  work.  Remodeling  has  at- 
tracted the  attention  of  patrons  and  re- 

tained it. 

“In  the  case  of  theatres  that  were  run- 
ning in  the  red,  modernization  has  thrown 

them  into  the  profit  columns,  where  they 

have  remained.  This  has  been  particular- 

In  picture  show  business  there  can 

be  no  cut-and-dried  pattern  for  suc- 

cess. No  complete  plan  can  be  de- 
vised that  would  cover  all  contin- 

gencies and  thus  relieve  the  exhibitor 

of  the  necessity  for  thinking  and  acting 
for  himself. 

But  there  is  one  certain  fundamental 

ingredient  for  success  in  theatre  own- 
ership and  operation  that  is  common 

to  all  conditions.  That  certain  funda- 

mental is  property  consciousness — the 

f:rst  step  in  the  direction  of  profitable 
theatre  management. 

Glen  Dickinson,  of  whom  this  article 

is  written,  is  an  outstanding  exponent 

of  House  Appeal.  He  is  property  con- 
scious. To  this  fundamental  he  has 

applied  with  remarkable  success  the 

psychology  of  master  salesmanship 

and  shrewd  business  judgment  in  the 

promotion  of  patronage  for  his  theatres. 

Such  management  regards  house 

attraction  and  efficiency  and  service 

to  the  public  as  equal,  if  not  greater, 

in  importance  than  what  is  presented 

on  the  screen.  And  such  management 

is  invariably  rewarded  with  success. 

— The  Editor. 

ly  true  of  houses  that  were  given  a   com- 

plete modernization  job,”  Mr.  Dickinson 
added. 

The  modernization  program  in  most  in- 
stances included  new  seats  (not  all  new 

seats  in  all  cases) ,   redecoration,  cooling 

systems,  carpets,  canopies,  lobby  frames, 
screens,  improved  booths  and  equipment, 

draperies,  paint,  and  a   general  refurbish- 
ing. Average  expenditure  has  totaled  some 

$6,000  or  $7,000  per  house. 

Work  has  been  completed  on  the  Macon 

Theatre,  Macon,  Missouri;  Dickinson  The- 
atre, Beloit,  Kansas;  Dickinson,  in  Par- 
sons, Kansas;  Dickinson,  in  Chillicothe, 

Missouri;  Dickinson,  in  Osage  City,  Kan- 

sas; and  the  Dickinson,  in  Olathe,  Kan- 
sas. The  crew  will  proceed  with  the  Dick- 

inson Theatre,  Fayette,  Missouri;  the 

Dickinson,  in  Slater,  Missouri,  and  so  on 
around  the  eircuit  until  all  houses  have 

been  renovated,  including  even  those  which 
are  in  the  group  on  a   partnership  basis. 

In  the  cases  of  some  of  the  theatres, 

extensive  remodeling  and  re-equipping  is 

not  and  has  not  been  necessary.  For  in- 
stance, the  Dickinson  and  Varsity  the- 

atres, Lawrence,  Kansas;  the  Dickinson,  in 
Junction  City,  Kansas;  the  Dickinson,  at 
Manhattan,  Kansas;  and  others  were  in 
good  shape,  but  treatment  has  been  given 
lobbies,  foyers  and  fronts.  Here,  too,  a 
noticeable  increase  in  business  is  reported 
as  a   result  of  the  work. 

Why  Do  It  Now? 

“It  needs  to  be  done,  and  it  is  eco- 

nomical to  do  it  now,”  Mr.  Dickinson  ex- 
plained. “Materials  and  labor  in  the  small- 

er cities  and  towns  where  we  operate  are 

plentiful  and  inexpensive.  Even  equip- 
ment from  outside  is  cheaper.  Seats  are 

less  expensive  than  they  have  been  in  sev- 
eral years. 

“Naturally  we  can’t  do  it  all  at  once. 
And  we  have  found  that  proceeding  one 
at  a   time  is  convenient  and  secures  better 

results  with  less  outlay.  The  crew  of  two, 
with  W.  O.  Stevens  in  charge,  supervises 
the  remodeling  job.  Others  are  employed 

locally  as  they  are  needed.” 
The  remodeling  has  accomplished  more 

than  physical  improvement  and  increased 
business.  It  has  improved  the  morale  of 
the  entire  personnel  of  the  circuit.  It  has 

been  like  giving  everyone  in  the  organiza- 
tion a   new  suit  or  a   new  dress,  accord- 

ing to  Mr.  Dickinson.  Unanimously  their 

reaction  has  been:  “This  is  what  we’ve 
needed,”  and  the  result  has  been  25  to 

GLEN  W.  DICKINSON 

50  per  cent  more  effort  and  enthusiasm. 
This  increased  efficiency  is  noted  among 

all  the  employes.  In  the  words  of  Dick- 

inson: “At  Lawrence  we  put  the  usher- 
ettes in  new  uniforms.  It  was  amazing 

the  way  in  which  they  snapped  up,  be- 

came perkier  and  more  courteous  and  ef- 

ficient.” 

Theatres  in  which  major  improvements 

have  been  made  Call  are  “A”  houses) 
have  needed  acoustical  treatment  badly. 

In  each  case,  the  acoustical  improvement 

has  increased  the  quality  of  reception  of 

sound  100  per  cent  or  more. 

“We  have  installed  several  metallic 
screens  (Paola.  Herington  and  Osage  City, 
Kansas,  for  instance) ,   which  increase  the 
light  on  the  screen  about  25  per  cent. 

Also,  we  are  removing  8-inch  mirror  re- 
flectors in  the  lamp  housings  and  re- 

placing with  12-inch  mirrors  which  give 
15  to  20  per  cent  more  light  on  our 

screens,”  said  Dickinson. 

Another  major  improvement  in  all  cases 

of  remodeling  or  redecoration  has  been 
removal  of  dinky  display  boards,  the  11 

by  14’s,  inserts,  etc.,  and  replacement  with 
attractive  frames  that  will  hold  40  by  60 

blow-ups,  illuminated  from  behind. 
Carpet  Maintenance  Man 

The  circuit  has  retained  its  own  carpet 

man,  A.  E.  Bain,  who  devotes  all  his  time 
to  care  of  carpets  over  the  circuit.  Mr. 
Bain  works  with  the  remodeling  crew  part 

of  the  time;  by  himself  the  remainder. 
He  lays  new  carpet,  relays  old  carpet  on 
an  extra  thickness  of  padding  to  make 
it  wear  longer  and  stay  springier  to 
the  foot.  He  stretches  the  carpet,  which 
is  said  to  make  it  last  about  twice  as  long 
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because  it  prevents  its  getting  loose,  push- 
ing up  and  folding  under-foot.  Carpet  is 

resewed,  repaired  and  replaced.  In  most 
cases,  carpets  have  been  inset  in  the  aisles 

of  remodeled  theatres.  Mr.  Bain’s  depart- 
ment is  permanent  with  the  organization. 

Work  of  the  modernization  department 
has  been  interrupted  to  some  extent  by 
the  construction  of  several  new  Dickinson 

theatres.  Following  are  some  of  the  details 

of  completed  remodeling.  Plans  for  these 
and  others  were  worked  out  by  Louis 

Siebers  of  Kansas  City,  the  circuit’s  ar- 
chitect, and  Mr.  Stevens,  the  circuit’s 

decorator. 

At  Osage  City,  Kansas,  the  crew  has 
remodeled  the  entire  Dickinson  building 

and  rebuilt  the  front.  The  chief  objec- 
tive in  connection  with  the  front,  aside 

from  the  general  one  of  increasing  its 

attractiveness,  was  to  secure  a   wider  en- 
trance. Shops  are  located  on  each  side 

of  the  lobby  now,  while  formerly  their 
doorways  adjoined  the  theatre  entrance. 

By  moving  each  to  the  center  of  its  front, 

“we  could  get  our  larger  wallboards  on 
the  shop  front  itself  and  increase  the  4- 

foot  door  to  a   5-foot  width,”  commented 
Mr.  Stevens,  and  continuing: 

Improved  Advertising  Facilities 

“We  put  black  and  white  tile  on  the 
bulkheads,  2y2  feet  up,  and  on  the  box- 
office,  and  stripped  the  joints  with  stain- 

less steel.  A   new  marquee  was  installed 
also.  Like  most  of  the  Dickinson  theatres, 
it  carries  no  attraction  panel.  Wallboards 

advertise  attractions.  These  are  56  by  79 

inches  for  40  by  60  blow-ups.” 
The  wallboard  frames  are  striped  with 

stainless  steel.  The  color  scheme  of  the 

front  is  a   maroon  and  blue  background, 
with  cherry  red,  powder  green  and  some 

blue  neon.  The  stucco  and  brick  top  was 
painted  and  some  of  the  window  openings 
blocked  out.  The  channel  type  letters  of 

the  name  “Dickinson”  in  the  marquee 
were  repainted  and  bulbs  were  replaced 
with  neon. 

Old  11  by  14-inch  frames  in  the  lobby 

were  replaced  by  40  by  60 ’s.  The  lobby 
was  repainted  red,  blue  and  silver  touched 
with  black.  Blue  seats  with  ridged  velour 
backs  were  installed  and  a   new  modern 
carpet  also  adds  to  the  attractiveness  of 
the  house. 

The  auditorium  wall  surface  was  of  hard 

plaster.  The  new  design  covers  three- 

fourths  of  the  surface  with  wood  compo- 
sition tile.  The  new  seats  and  wall  treat- 
ment improved  acoustics  90  per  cent,  and 

the  sound  equipment  was  overhauled.  The 

ceiling  was  left  alone  except  for  painting 
in  buff  with  an  overall  star  and  circle 

design  in  blues,  reds  and  orange.  Air  con- 
ditioning (washer  and  blower)  was  in- 

stalled and  the  total  expenditure  for  mod- 

ernizing the  Osage  City  theatre  was  ap- 
proximately $9,000. 

Structural  Glass  Casements 

At  Olathe,  Kansas,  the  circuit  practical- 

ly rebuilt  the  Dickinson  Theatre.  “There 
were  some  obnoxious,  iron  posts  in  front 
which  held  up  an  T   beam  flush  with  the 

front,”  explained  Mr.  Siebers.  “Because 

they  supported  the  front,  the  posts  couldn’t 
be  removed,  so  we  encased  them  in  black 

natural  glass  up  to  the  level  of  the  cash- 

(Continued  on  page  51) 

DECRIES  OVER  EMPHASIS  ON  COOLING  PHASE 

NCREASED  attention  to  minimum  hu- 
midity and  temperature  allowed  in  an 

air  conditioned  space  was  suggested  by 

Dr.  Willis  H.  Carrier,  at  the  air  condi- 
tioning symposium  held  recently  in  Chi- 

cago, to  protect  the  public  from  “show 
off”  owners  who  run  cooling  systems  “40 

degrees  cooler  inside.” 

In  an  address  before  the  special  meet- 
ing on  air  conditioning  called  by  the 

American  Society  of  Heating  and  Ventilat- 
ing Engineers,  the  Illinois  Society  of 

Architects,  the  Western  Society  of  Engi- 
neers and  others,  Dr.  Carrier  said: 

“A  general  survey  of  air  conditioning 
systems  seems  to  indicate  that  where 
there  is  annoyance  to  the  public,  the 
fault  lies  primarily  in  operation.  Systems 
are  operated  at  too  low  a   temperature  and 
too  high  a   humidity.  Sometimes  this  may 
be  inherent  in  the  equipment,  but  gener- 

ally it  is  found  to  be  due  to  the  desire  of 

the  owner  to  ‘show  off.’ 

“We  need  a   better  customer  understand- 
ing as  to  the  minimum  conditions  allowed 

in  an  air  conditioned  space.  These  con- 
ditions should  be  based  on  the  factors  of 

occupancy  as  well  as  outside  temperatures. 
Places  in  which  people  stay  a   short  time 
should  have  higher  temperatures  than 
those  places  where  they  remain  a   long 

time.” 

Dr.  Carrier  warned  that  in  air  condi- 

tioning for  human  comfort  too  much  em- 
phasis has  been  placed  on  temperature 

and  not  enough  on  humidity.  He  ex- 

plained “a  reasonably  low  relative  humid- 
ity with  a   higher  dry  bulb  temperature  is 

decidedly  preferable  to  a   lower  tempera- 

ture with  a   higher  humidity.” 

“If  air  conditioning  is  not  to  receive  a 
set-back  due  to  conditions  of  installation 
and  operation  which  bring  it  into  public 

disfavor,”  Dr.  Carrier  said,  “it  behooves 
the  engineer,  the  air  conditioning  manu- 

facturer and  the  owner  to  see  that  equip- 
ment is  so  designed,  installed  and  oper- 

ated that  it  will  give  conditions  most  fav- 

orable to  human  comfort  and  health.” 
Turning  to  a   discussion  of  the  future 

prospects  of  this  science,  Dr.  Carrier 

pointed  out  that  despite  predictions  “air 
conditioning  will  be  accepted  as  generally 

as  heating  is  at  present”  two  great  prob- 
lems face  the  industry: 

1.  The  fundamental  difference  be- 
tween true  air  conditioning  and  mere  cool- 

ing must  be  understood  not  only  by  the 
manufacturer,  but  also  by  the  public  and 
purchaser.  Air  cooling  alone  is  not  air conditioning. 

2.  The  cost  of  owning  and  operating 
will  be  reduced.  The  biggest  cost,  both 
in  owning  and  operating,  is  refrigeration. 
This  will  be  simplified  and  there  will  be 
improvement  in  power  costs. 

“Another  field  in  which  air  condition- 

ing will  be  promoted,”  he  noted,  “is  in  a 
more  complete  standardization  in  large 

systems  of  air  conditioning  which  will  re- 
sult in  low  operating  cost  and  much  bet- 

ter year  round  operation. 

“Since  heating  is  a   function  of  air  con- 
ditioning, the  two  must  be  combined 

rather  than  be  distinct  as  at  present.  The 
ideal  system  of  the  future  is  one  that 
automatically  controls  temperature  and 

humidity,  not  only  in  winter  and  summer, 
but  in  intermediate  seasons  as  well  when 
there  is  an  abrupt  change  during  the  day 

from  heating  to  cooling.” 
In  closing,  Dr.  Carrier  said  that  al- 

though air  conditioning  science  would  con- 

tinue to  improve,  “it  will  probably  not  be 
marked  by  any  single  revolutionary 

change.” 

NEW  DUAL-PURPOSE  DECORATIVE  PRODUCT 

TO  MEET  the  current  need  for  an acoustical  product  that  fulfills  the 
requisite  of  acoustical  efficiency  and 

at  the  same  time  is  distinguished  in  ap- 

pearance and  character,  the  Johns-Man- 
ville  Acoustical  Research  Laboratories  re- 

cently developed  a   new  ceramic  tile  known 

as  “Permacoustic.”  Formed  from  a   com- 
bination of  rock  wool  and  clay,  which  is 

baked  at  an  extremely  high  temperature, 
the  material  has  a   warm,  pleasing  light 

cream  color  with  an  interesting,  finely- 
grained  surface  texture  that  provides 
character  and  lends  an  inviting  softness  to 
areas  which  might  otherwise  appear  hard 
and  flat. 

The  new  product  is  not  only  a   utilitarian 
type  material,  but  is  said  to  be  adaptable 
in  large  auditoria  where  a   high  degree  of 

sound  absorption  is  required.  Its  stone- 
like properties  fit  well  into  the  various 

architectural  designs  where  masonry  in- 
terior surfaces  form  the  room  finish,  such 

as  in  auditoria,  foyers  and  lobbies  of 
theatres. 

The  new  product  is  furnished  one  inch 
thick  in  sizes  12  by  12  inches,  9   by  9 

inches  and  9   by  18  inches,  combinations 

of  which  permit  a   wide  variety  of  pat- 
terns. The  9   by  18  inch  size  is  particu- 

larly applicable  for  wall  work  in  the  crea- 
tion of  stone  effects.  The  exposed  edges 

of  each  size  have  an  eighth-inch  bevel, 
though  square-edged  tile  is  available  on 
special  order. 

The  new  material  is  furnished  in  one 

standard  color — the  warm,  cream  buff  of 

the  natural  material  itself — but  the  sur- 
faces of  the  tile,  it  is  pointed  out,  may  be 

primed  and  spray-painted  without  any 

harmful  effect  on  the  product’s  sound- 
absorbing properties. 

Light  reflection  tests  made  on  the  ma- 
terial in  its  natural  color  have  shown  a 

light  reflection  factor  of  60  per  cent, 
which  is  exceptionally  high  for  a   material 

of  this  type.  Moisture  has  no  deteriorat- 
ing effect  on  the  product  since  it  is  a 

ceramic  material:  and  it  may  be  cleaned 

by  means  of  a   brush,  vacuum  cleaner  or 
damp  sponge.  The  use  of  a   calcimine 
brush  with  soap  and  water  is  also  found 

very  successful. 
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Some  candid  comments  on  a   subject-mat- 
ter much  discussed  but  often  misconstrued 

by  management  in  the  institutional  main- 
tenance of  theatres. 

S   THERE  anything  remaining  to  be 
said  in  confirmation  of  the  oft-re- 

peated and  quite  generally  agreed  upon 

proposal  that  “Better  Projection  Pays?” 

Such  a   question  naturally  arises  each 
time  the  subject  comes  up  for  discussion. 
Therefore,  it  is  difficult  to  avoid  repetition 
and  rehearsal  of  acknowledged  fact  in  any 
further  approach  to  the  subject. 

In  this  instance,  therefore,  the  opin- 
ions of  others  are  presented  in  a   bit  of 

offside  discussion  of  the  proposition.  Off- 
side is  used  to  imply  that  the  participants 

are  parties  at  interest  and  not  outsiders. 

They  qualify  as  authoritative  commenta- 
tors because  of  their  proximity  to  the 

mechanical  problems  of  the  projection 
room. 

As  manufacturers  of  theatre  equipment, 
they  have  made  it  their  business  to  study 
and  understand  the  needs  of  our  industry, 
thus  to  be  able  more  efficiently  to  serve  it. 

We  quote  their  comments  (which  were  in- 
vited), confident  that  what  they  have  to 

say  will  inspire  more  concern  for  projec- 
tion efficiency  on  the  part  of  manage- 

ment. 

Does  It  Inspire  Investigation? 

“It  would  be  interesting  to  know,”  says 
John  H.  Hertner,  of  The  Hertner  Elec- 

tric Company,  of  Cleveland,  a   veteran  sup- 

plier to  the  theatre  industry,  “to  what  ex- 
tent the  exhibitors  of  the  country  have 

taken  to  heart  the  slogan  so  often  seen  in 

the  trade  journals,  ‘Better  Projection 

Pays.’ 
“Certainly  this  slogan  appears  largely 

in  advertisements  where  the  manufactur- 

ers of  various  products  are  trying  to  in- 
crease their  sales  and  the  exhibitor  may 

feel  that  he  can,  for  this  reason,  dis- 
count its  sincerity.  Does  it,  however, 

bring  before  the  exhibitor  a   desire  to  see 
for  himself  what  his  fellow  showman  is 

doing  in  a   new  or  perhaps  a   remodeled 
house?  Will  it  not  make  him  feel  that  it 
is  time  to  check  up  on  himself  to  discover 
whether  he  may  be  a   little  behind  the 
times?  Will  he  go  to  such  a   house  to  take 
a   look  at  the  exterior  or  at  the  lobby  and 
make  a   mental  estimate  of  what  the 
other  fellow  spent  on  these  features,  or 
what  it  is  costing  to  run  the  lights? 

“He  should  go  further  than  that.  He 
should  go  into  the  house,  sit  through  a 
picture  and  try  to  carry  away  a   fairly 
clear  conception  of  how  the  light  and 

sound  compare  with  his  own.  If  possible, 
he  should  get  the  opinion  of  others  on 
these  points. 

“If  he  is  in  a   small  town,  he  should  visit 
the  new  houses  in  larger  cities  with  the 
idea  that  his  projection  should  be  equal 
to  that  of  the  best,  partly  because  he  must 
remember  that  these  customers  of  his  do 

not  always  stay  at  home;  they  too  visit 
the  larger  cities  and  go  to  the  newest  and 
best  houses. 

Best  None  Too  Good 

“He  must  remember  that  his  patrons 
will  forgive  his  not  having  the  elaborate 
fixtures  in  his  house  which  they  found  in 
the  large  theatres,  his  seats  may  be  older 
and  less  comfortable;  but  they  will  not 

forgive  nor  forget  his  having  a   light  on 
the  screen  that  is  a   pain  to  the  eye  or  a 
sound  system  that  is  an  offense  to  the 

ear.” 

“My  thought  in  the  matter,”  says  Roy 
P.  Bedore,  of  the  Golde  Manufacturing 

Company,  designers  of  theatre  equipment 

accessories,  “can  best  be  summed  up  by 
saying:  In  this  advanced  day  when  the 
utmost  in  projection  equipment  efficiency 

is  available  to  every  theatre  in  the  coun- 
try, it  should  be  the  urge  of  every  owner 

to  give  his  patrons  the  finest  in  moving 
picture  enjoyment. 

“Why  should  he  give  his  patrons  tht 
best?  Simply  because  they  demand  it.  He 
should  have  the  most  advanced  type  of 

equipment  to  insure  a   smoothly  running 
show,  a   picture  on  the  screen  that  is  clear 
and  steady,  sound  that  is  distinct  and 

audible  in  every  part  of  the  theatre,  com- 
fortable chairs,  and  a   softly  and  con- 

servatively decorated  auditorium  and 
lobby.  Then  too,  a   clean  clear  entrance 
to  the  theatre,  with  a   canopy  of  design 

and  appearance  that  will  not  too  com- 
pletely out-do  the  interior. 

Puts  Blame  on  Programs 

“The  Modern  Theatre  has  done  much 

to  bring  about  this  condition  for  the  the- 

atre owner,  and  is  to  be  highly  com- 
mended for  its  smartly  planned  program 

and  presentation  of  every  phase  of  prop- 

erty improvement  in  the  theatre  to  the 

owner,  by  showing  him  how  he  can  make 
his  house  the  kind  that  patrons  enjoy 

coming  to  regularly  for  entertainment.” 

Quite  as  forceful  is  the  argument  for 

projection  improvement  presented  by  Her- 

man A.  DeVry,  veteran  cinema  equip- 
ment inventor  and  manufacturer;  but  he 

touches  none  too  lightly  on  another 
phase  of  needed  improvement,  which  in 
his  opinion  overshadows  the  point  at  is- 

sue. Says  Mr.  DeVry: 

“Answering  your  question  about  ‘Pro- 
jection Improvement,’  it’s  going  to  be 

hard  to  help  in  this  subject  matter,  as  I 
believe  that  generally  speaking  most  of  the 
theatres  are  going  to  be  hard  to  improve 
in  the  matter  of  projection  and  that  most 

everything  has  been  hashed  out  hereto- fore. 

“But  the  greatest  improvement  and 
crying  need  for  theatre  improvement  is 
the  program  itself,  which  is  rapidly  dying. 
Evidence  of  this  is  shown  by  the  hundreds 

of  theatres  recently  transformed  into  lot- 
teries and  what  have  you.  The  recent 

hypodermic  injection  of  more  nationwide 
propaganda,  none  of  which  is  a   cure,  only 
prolongs  the  agony  of  the  sure  demise  of 
the  present  program. 

“Theatres  are  going  to  survive,  of  course, 
but  it  will  be  without  lottery  and  multiple 
features  (so-called) ,   and  thanks  to  the 

PRIMITIVE  SPEAKER 

Ed.  Jones,  Photophone  advertising  head,  at 

the  recent  M.P.T.O.A.  convention  at  Oklahoma 

City,  held  a   private  povv-wow  with  Chief  Poo- 
law,  full-blooded  Kiowa  Indian.  The  tomtom, 

first  known  sound-reproducing  instrument,  is 

contrasted  critically  with  the  latest  type  of 

multi-cellulor  loud-speaker.  (Photo  courtesy 

RCA  Photophone  Division). 
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quality  of  the  equipment  and  efficiency  of 
the  majority  of  the  projectionists. 

“Now  if  you  (meaning  this  publication) 
ever  get  out  a   special  issue  on  program 
improvements,  John  Q.  Public  can  give 
you  so  much  information  your  issue  could 

be  as  thick  as  our  Chicago  telephone  di- 

rectory and  ‘they  know’  why  they  quit 
going.  More  power  to  you.” 
The  foregoing  comments  represent  the 

opinions  of  men  who  have  watched  the 

struggles,  triumphs  and  set-backs  of  this 
industry  from  its  infancy.  Such  observa- 

tions and  suggestions,  therefore,  are 
worthy  of  serious  thought  on  the  part  of 
theatre  ownership  and  management,  into 
whose  hands  fate  has  delivered  a   large 
share  of  responsibility  for  what  is  going 
to  happen  to  show  business  in  the  future. 

Concerning  the  Relation 
Of  Price  to  Performance 

The  performance  formula  for  efficient 
and  economical  operation  of  any  product 
consists  of  thorough  scientific  research  by 
competent  scientists,  practical  application 
of  these  findings  through  the  means  of  the 

most  extensive  laboratory  tests,  and  pro- 
per blending  of  these  results  with  fine  ma- 

terials and  skilled  labor  in  carefully  su- 
pervised production. 

Products  so  conceived  and  so  con- 
structed are  certain  to  have  the  highest 

index  of  economical  performance. 
The  price  formula  for  these  products  is 

based  on  the  costs  of  these  extensive 

laboratory  and  manufacturing  facilities, 

together  with  the  cost  of  expensive  ma- 
terials and  skill,  to  which  is  added  a   very 

conservative  margin  of  profit. 
Prices  so  computed,  although  in  some 

instances  slightly  higher,  and  often  lower 
than  those  quoted  by  some  competitors, 

are  invariably  derived  from  this  perform- 
ance formula.  A   slightly  higher  first  cost 

often  represents  an  investment  so  eco- 
nomical as  to  yield  a   hundred  per  cent 

return. 

Projection  Rectifiers 

Explained  to  Engineers 
At  the  recent  convention  of  the  So- 

ciety of  Motion  Picture  Engineers,  a   paper 

was  presented  by  C.  A.  Kotterman,  recti- 
fier engineer,  of  P.  R.  Mallory  &   Company, 

manufacturers  of  the  units  employed  in 

the  construction  of  Forest  magnesium- 
copper  sulphide  current  rectifying  units 
such  as  are  used  extensively  in  theatres. 
Among  several  prominent  use  value 

characteristics  pointed  out  by  Mr.  Kotter- 
man which  contribute  to  satisfactory  per- 

formance in  this  type  of  rectifier  was  the 

cooling  factor.  He  then  explained  meth- 
ods by  which  efficient  air  circulation  is 

employed  in  the  construction  of  the 
product. 
The  method  of  mounting  the  power 

transformer  of  the  unit  directly  beneath 

the  rectifying  plates  results,  according  to 
Mr.  Kotterman,  in  causing  a   natural  draft 
air  to  course  upward  through  the  cooling 

fins,  thus  contributing  to  greater  operat- 
ing efficiency  and  longer  life  for  the  unit. 

It  is  claimed  that  the  movie  industry 
must  resell  itself  to  the  public.  The  place 

to  start  selling  is  right  on  the  premises — 
at  the  theatre. 

Wagner  Multiple-Size  Letters  in  Use  by  the  Broadway,  Newburgh,  N.  V. 

ARE  y OUTSMART? 
Smart  exhibitors  buy  Wagner  10",  16"  and  24"  Letters and  have  a 

WAGNER  MULTIPLE-SIZE  LETTER  DISPLAY 
with  a   letter  investment  of  less  than  50%  more  than  for  one  size  of  letters 

for  the  same  board. 

Ask  Us  How. 

Wagner  Letters  and  Structures  Are  Fully  Covered  by  Patents.  Pro- 
tected by  Contract  with  THE  PATENT  PROTECTION  CORPORATION. 

WAGNER  SIGN  SERVICE,  Inc. 
218  S.  Boyne  Ave.,  CHICAGO  123  W.  64th  St.,  NEW  YORK 
706  E.  Hancock  Ave.,  DETROIT  6   Britain  St.,  TORONTO 

Pacific  Coast  Representative:  B.  F.  Shearer  Company 

STRONG 
MOGUL 
PROJECTION 
ARC  LAMPS 

STRONG 

...steady,  brilliant,  snow-white  light 

at  less  cost  per  unit.  Essential  to  satis- 
factory projection  of  color  pictures. 

Write  for  catalog  on  Strong  Prod- 
ucts... the  reliable  guide  to  better 

projection.  Demonstration  without 
obligation.  For  sale  by  Independent 

Theatre  Supply  Dealers  everywhere. 

ELECTiUC  COHPOR.ATION 
351)1  LAGRANGE  STREET  ■   TOLEDO,  OHIO 
f«port  Offire,  Hoorn  2002,  220  W.  42nd  Street,  New  York  City 
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Prefacing  Our  Approach  to  Your 

Decorating  Problems 

By  Hanns  R.  Teichert* 

THEATRE  decora- tion, like  the  art 

it  houses,,  has  run 

the  gamut  of  emotions 

from  A   to  Z.  No  doubt 

you’ve  walked  into 
more  than  one  theatre 

foyer  that  made  you 

expect  a   steam  calliope 

to  burst  upon  your 

ears  at  any  moment 

while  you  looked  about 

for  the  peanuts  and 

pink  lemonade  stands.  Or  you've  walked 

through  the  mirror  and  gilt  of  “French 

Boudoir”  foyers,  momentarily  expecting 
Madame  la  Comptesse  de  Bonque  to  emerge 

haughtily  from  behind  pink  damask  drapes. 

Then  there’s  the  other  extreme,  wherein 
the  theatre  owner  apparently  wanted  to 

“cut  down  a   little,”  so  he  proceeded  to 
ignore  architect  and  specialized  decorator 

and  called  in  “that  painter  around  the 
corner.”  Here  you  find  yourself  walking 
into  a   theatre  with  all  the  charm  and 

gaiety  of  a   prison  cell  and  the  delightful 
cheeriness  of  a   charity  hospital  corridor. 

These,  of  course,  are  the  well  known  ex- 
tremes that  can  easily  be  avoided  with 

architectural  advice  and  an  experienced 
theatre  decorator. 

Studios  Set  the  Pace 

It  is  interesting  to  note  the  remarkable 
degree  in  which  the  theatre  has  brought 
about  its  own  decorative  betterment 

through  the  very  picture  settings  it  shows 
on  its  own  screens.  The  public  taste  has 

been  largely  awakened,  influenced  and  im- 
proved by  the  smart  and  effective  decora- 

tion of  Hollywood  sets. 
This  improved  taste  can  be  thoroughly 

satisfied  in  a   brand  new  theatre,  but  what 

of  the  not-so-new  theatre  already  bur- 
dened with  the  trappings  of  a   dead  past? 

Here  is  where  the  specialist  in  theatre 
decoration  can  work  his  greatest  miracles; 
correcting  faults,  coordinating  present 

trends  of  decoration  with  the  existing  ar- 

chitectural scheme,  and  virtually  develop- 
ing a   new  theatre.  Of  course,  if  the  owner 

insists  on  further  outmoding  and  depre- 

ciating his  property,  then  this  is  the  per- 

*   Theatre  Decorator,  Chicago,  III. 

Introduction 

By  reason  of  training,  experience  and 
outstanding  achievement  as  a   theatre 

decorator,  Mr.  Teichert  was  invited  to 

prepare  for  this  department  of  The 

Modern  Theatre  section  a   series  of  in- 
structive and  serviceable  articles  on  the 

subject  of  Theatre  Decorating.  He  ac- 
cepted the  assignment  and  this  is  the 

initial  presentation. 
Hanns  R.  Teichert  is  a   devout  ex- 

ponent of  functional  form — the  reason- 
ing factor  in  theatre  decorating .   His 

outstanding  characteristic  is  perhaps 

that  of  being  able  to  interpret  accu- 
rately the  decorative  objectives  of  those 

who  design,  build  and  furnish  modern 
theatres.  With  a   clear  perspective  of 
the  creative  aspects  of  his  profession, 
he  has  collaborated  extensively  with 

many  leading  theatre  architects  in  the 
attainment  of  unusual  House  Appeal. 

We  launch  our  new  Decorating  De- 
partment under  the  direction  of  Mr. 

Teichert,  confident  in  the  belief  that 
it  will  be  found  highly  instructive 

and  helpful  to  you,  our  readers. — The 
Editor. 

feet  time  to  call  in  that  aforementioned 

“house  painter  around  the  comer” — and 
then  watch  the  troubles  grow! 

Let  us  examine  some  of  the  average 

problems  of  a   theatre  that  is  architec- 
turally outmoded.  This  article,  the  first 

of  a   series,  will  deal  here  only  with  gen- 

eralities, leaving  specific  decorative  tech- 
niques for  later  treatment. 

First,  your  theatre  specialist  will  con- 
sider the  location  of  the  house  as  to  class 

of  patronage.  His  experience  here  will  pre- 
vent your  having  a   gaudy  Bohemian  at- 

mosphere in  a   staid,  middle-class  Ameri- 
can neighborhood.  He  will  key  the  theatre 

to  its  patrons,  unobtrusively  but  definitely. 
The  Point  of  Focus 

Second,  your  specializing  authority  will 
study  the  picture  sheet  and  its  relationship 
to  the  decorations.  Since  it  is  the  most 

important  focal  point  of  attention  in  the 

house,  the  screen  must  not  be  too  crowded 

upon  with  bright  colors  or  strong  shapes 
in  high  relief  on  the  proscenium  arch. 

Neither  must  it  be  flanked  by  too  defi- 
nite shapes  such  as  vases,  shells,  shields, 

and  so  forth,  that  are,  in  scale,  ridiculous 

beside  most  “shots”  as  they  appear  on  the 
screen,  and  that  distract  the  vision  from 
its  natural  course.  These  are  best  removed 

or  at  least  painted  in  with  a   background 
color  to  lose  them.  Of  course,  organ 

screens,  air  conditioning  grilles  and  walls 
flanking  the  screens  should  not  be  bare, 
but  their  decoration  must  be  blended  in 

shape,  color  and  tone  to  keep  the  eyes  of 
the  audience  focused  on  the  screen. 

Third,  your  theatre  decorative  analyst 
will  consider  the  dimensional  proportions 
of  the  auditorium.  If  it  is  narrow  and 

high,  he  has  tricks  to  make  it  appear 
wider  and  lower.  He  may  use  horizontal 

bands  of  colors  to  “expand”  the  walls. 
The  auditorium  is  too  low?  He  has  more 

tricks,  such  as  vertical  color  treatments 
with  a   light  and  airy  ceiling  emphasized 
by  indirect  lighting  at  the  top. 

Coordinating  the  Colors 

Your  experienced  theatre  decorator  will 

employ  a   color  scheme  that  picks  up  the 
colors  already  used  in  chairs,  carpeting  or 

curtains  at  the  stage.  In  the  use  of  color 

alone,  he  will  bring  you  special  knowledge 

and  experience  in  a   hundred  little  details 
that  mean  a   build-up  of  effect  that  cannot 
be  obtained  by  the  ignorance  or  disregard 

of  any  of  them.  He  knows  which  colors 

have  a   tendency  to  “blacken  out”  in  a 
semi-  or  more  than  semi-dark  room,  where 
other  colors  will  remain  noticeable. 

For  example,  a   blue,  no  matter  how 

deep,  keeps  its  color;  while  reds  will  turn 
completely  colorless  in  dim  light.  And 

again  for  example,  he  won’t  use  ultra- 
marine  blue  (which  contains  a   substan- 

tial proportion  of  red)  in  places  where 
the  less  experienced  painter  will  apply  it 

indiscriminately,  when  he  really  should  be 

using  a   blue  on  the  turquoise  cast. 
If  brightness  is  desired  in  color,  your 

specialist  will  know  which  values  of  yel- 
lows, oranges  and  champagnes  will  create 

just  the  right  effect.  With  color,  he  will 
treat  those  ancient  plaster  ornamentations 

and  moldings  so  that  they  are  less  eye- 
catching and  will  fade,  as  they  should, 

definitely  into  the  background.  With  color, 
he’ll  center  the  attention  in  the  middle  of 

an  ornate,  over-wrought  wall  and  reduce 
eye  confusion.  In  problems  such  as  these, 
he’ll  avoid  glossy  finishes  like  the  plague. 

“The  painter  around  the  comer”  may 
say  that  glossy  paints  are  the  only  really 

washable  ones,  but  your  theatre  specialist 
will  know  of  and  use  just  as  washable 

non-glossy  paints  that  have  a   glareless, 

Adviservice 

Since  modern  theatre  decorating  is  a   spe- 

cialized art  requiring1  counsel,  creative  talent 
and  planning  ability  which  are  not  usually 
available  at  all  points  of  the  country,  Mr. 
Teichert  will  be  glad  to  correspond  with  any 

of  our  readers  who  may  be  confronted  with 

decorating  problems.  All  such  inquiries  will  be 
given  prompt  attention,  without  obligation. 

Address  your  inquiry  to  The  MODERN  THE- 
ATRE, 332  S.  Michigan  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 
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soft  finish.  Even  on  dado  and  woodwork 

he’ll  use  a   dull  gloss.  In  this  regard,  he 
will  also  know  where,  and  where  not,  to 
use  luminous  materials  such  as  silver  and 

gold.  Then  “Cousin  Susie”  and  the 
“Neighbor's  Boy”  won’t  have  to  sit  with 
rays  from  the  projection  beam  reflected  in 

their  eyes  when  they’re  really  just  dying 
to  see  if  he  kissed  her  in  that  dark  shot! 

Acoustical  Applications 

The  capable  theatre  decorator  also 

brings  you  special  techniques  in  the  treat- 
ment of  acoustical  surfaces.  To  decorate 

and  blend  in  certain  surfaces  of  different 

texture  is  an  art  by  itself.  It  requires 
knowledge  of  the  most  modern  materials 
that  have  been  developed  in  the  last  few 
years.  Sometimes  it  is  impossible  to  change 
color  at  the  point  where  the  acoustical 
treatment  begins,  especially  when  only 
portions  of  certain  panels  are  covered  with 

acoustical  material.  Then  it  requires  skill- 
ful blending  so  that  the  porous  surfaces 

will  match  the  smooth-finish  plaster.  In 
some  cases  this  can  be  accomplished  by 

overlay  stencils;  or  the  use  of  the  air-gun 
for  blending;  or  sponge  stippling;  or  the 
new  print  rollers  which  produce  a   tapestry 
effect. 

Unless  you  enjoy  seeing  “the  light  of 
your  life,”  who  sits  all  unsuspecting  there 
beside  you  in  the  darkness,  turn  with  the 

raising  of  the  lights  into  a   livid,  green- 
lipped, hollow-eyed  ghoul,  it  will  be  well 

to  let  the  decorations  correlate  the  lighting 
system  to  the  color  scheme.  Not  only  will 

incorrect  lighting  make  a   “harpy”  out  of 
“the  little  woman,”  but  it  will  also  detract 
much  from  the  environment  of  the  audi- 
torium. 

A   soft  blue  or  green  light  on  a   blue 
wall  will  make  that  wall  so  much  clearer 

in  tone,  whereas  an  orange  light  will  wash 
it  out  to  an  ugly  gray.  Blue  and  green 

lighting  are  frequently  used  in  the  audi- 
torium where  air  conditioning  is  not  all  it 

might  be,  to  help  give  an  illusion  of  puri- 
fied air. 

However,  this  auditorium  lighting  is  the 

very  effect  your  beloved  does  not  appre- 
ciate when  she  tucks  in  a   wisp  of  hair 

before  the  foyer  mirror  or  when  she  scur- 
ries to  the  lounge  to  powder  her  petite  nose 

and  dab  at  her  eyes  after  enjoying  a   tear- 

jerker.  She’ll  bless  you  if  you  let  her  see 
herself  through  rose  colored  glasses — lit- 

erally. But  in  a   later  article,  color  and 
lighting  will  be  discussed  more  specifically 
by  us  and  others. 

Screen  Replacement  a 

Maintenance  "Must" 

How  will  it  wear? 

The  earnest-looking  gentlemen  in  the  photograph  are  finding  the 

answer  for  you. 

The  wear  test  machine,  designed  by  the  U.  S.  Bureau  of  Standards, 

which  they  are  watching  so  intently,  is  proving  once  again,  as  it  has 

proved  time  after  time,  that  Crestwood  is  one  of  the  longest-wearing 

carpets  you  can  buy  at  any  price  .   .   .   One  reason  why  you  will  find 

Crestwood  in  the  majority  of  the  country’s  most  successful  theatres. 

More  frequent  picture  screen  replace- 
ment in  many  instances  would  do  much 

to  raise  the  standard  of  projection 
throughout  the  industry. 

Screen  surface  deterioration  and  dis- 
coloration are  among  the  most  damaging 

deterrents  to  better  projection.  The  con- 
dition is  generally  allowed  to  creep  up 

surreptitiously  on  the  unsuspecting  the- 
atre owner,  who  is  by  nature  or  habit  in- 

clined to  put  off  the  purchase  of  a   new 
screen  as  long  as  the  old  one  holds  to- 
gether. 

Fine  picture  screens  are  no  longer  high 
in  price.  Therefore,  they  should  be 
changed  oftener  in  the  interest  of  good 

projection — to  which  they  are  vital. 

ALEXANDER  SMITH 

Crestwood 

Theatre  Carpet 
Alexander  Smith  &   Sons  Carpet  Co.,  295  Fifth  Avenue,  New  York 
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NOISE  ELIMINATION  HELPS  HOUSE  APPEAL 

—By  LeRoy  Staunton* 

“   .   .   .   but  it’s  too  noisy.” 
That  short  phrase  has  ended  many  ne- 

gotiations for  the  sale  or  rental  of  real 

estate  which,  except  for  the  property’s  ex- 
cessive noise,  would  have  been  completed. 

The  neighborhood,  building  and  space  may 
meet  all  requirements — but  America  has 
become  noise  conscious  and  the  public  is 
including  quiet  as  a   major  consideration  in 

* Advertising  Manager,  Celotex  Corp. 

its  evaluation  of  real  property,  whether  for 
heme  or  business. 

This  critical  attitude  is  only  partially 
attributable  to  the  increase  in  noise  which 

has  accompanied  the  accelerated  tempo 

of  modern  life.  The  demand  for  quiet  has 

been  brought  about  by  the  public’s  under- 
standing that  excessive  noise  injures 

health,  reduces  efficency  and  increases  fa- 
tigue: and,  what  is  more  important,  by  the 

knowledge  that,  in  most  instances,  the 

noise  can  be  controlled,  and  that  compara- 

tive quiet  can  be  achieved  by  the  use  of 
acoustical  materials,  scientifically  applied. 

Annoyances  Banished 

The  addition  of  sound  to  motion  pic- 

tures presented  a   serious  problem  to  thea- 

tre owners  whose  auditoriums  were  de- 

signed primarily  for  visual  entertainment. 

They  turned  to  acoustical  engineers,  and 

many  millions  of  people  saw  unwanted, 

annoying  reverberations  and  echoes  eli- 
minated by  the  installation  of  modem 

acoustical  materials  on  the  walls  and  ceil- 

ing of  movie  houses.  Having  seen  proof 

of  its  possibilities,  they  demanded  noise 

control  elsewhere — in  the  businesses  they 
patronized,  where  they  worked,  and  in 
their  homes. 

Shown  is  THE  CRI- 
TERION, one  of  the 

eight  chairs  compris- 

ing the  new  “500” 
Line. 

SEATING  CO.  •   GRAND  RAPIDS,  MICH. 
EXPORT  OFFICE: 

334  West  44th  Street,  New  York  City 
Attention:  J.  E.  Robin 

before  buying  chairs,  and  be  sure  your 

choice  offers  everything  you  get  with 

IDEAL  SEATING 

V   COMFORT  ....  Maximum 

\   STYLE   Attractively  modern 

V   POSTURE  ....  Correct 

V   SERVICE  ....  Assured  by  quality  materials 
throughout. 

V   PRICE     Popular 
V   VALUE   Unsurpassed 

yj  MANUFACTURER'S  REPUTATION  .   .   .   Long established,  reliable 

Write  today  for  catalog  and  name 

of  your  nearest  dealer. 

This  preference  for  quiet  affects  the 

value  of  real  estate.  Fortunately,  acousti- 

cal correction  has  proved  to  be  economi- 
cally feasible  for  real  estate  owners  and 

operators.  The  added  value  is  reflected 

in  increased  sale  or  rental  price,  and,  in 

many  instances,  acoustical  correction  has 

made  well-located  but  noisy  space  suit- 
able for  occupancy  impossible  without  the 

elimination  of  unwanted  sounds. 

Sound  control  falls  into  two  general 

classes : 

1.  The  construction  of  sound  resisting 

partitions  which  tend  to  confine  noise  to 

a   certain  space,  or  block  it  from  entering 

a   specified  area.  The  noise  of  machinery, 

motors,  factory  operations,  etc.,  is  often 

confined,  or  blocked  from  reaching  other 

parts  of  a   building,  with  such  partitions. 

2.  The  second,  and  more  common,  class 

is  the  use  of  sound-absorbing  materials 
to  reduce  noise  intensity  within  a   room  to 
a   level  at  which  it  ceases  to  be  a   nuisance. 

Economical  Methods 

Regular  cane  fibre  building  board,  such 

as  is  widely  used  for  the  thermal  insula- 
tion of  buildings,  has  been  found  to  have 

STURDY 

Sturdiness  is  a   noticeable  characteristic  in 

the  design  and  construction  of  projector  units 

today.  The  massiveness  of  the  basic  machin- 
ery used  in  the  projection  room  has  done  much 

to  enhance  the  steadiness  of  pictures  on  the 
screen.  This  sectional  view  of  the  projection 

room  of  Schine  Enterprise’s  Vernon  Theatre,  at 
Mount  Vernon,  Ohio,  is  indicative  of  the  trend 
toward  sturdy  equipment  construction.  (Photo 
courtesy  International  Projector  Corp.) 
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characteristics  which  made  it  useful  in 

the  construction  of  sound-resisting  parti- 
tions. Several  types  of  construction  are 

often  used,  depending  upon  the  intensity 
of  the  sound  to  be  controlled.  A   common 

type  is  the  erection  of  a   double  row  of 
studding  with  fibre  boards  nailed  to  the 
outside  of  both  rows,  and  gypsum  plaster 
applied  over  the  surface.  Loose  pieces  of 
the  board  are  laid  between  the  rows  of 

studding.  Another  type  of  construction 
is  achieved  by  the  use  of  fibrous  tiles. 
These  are  manufactured  of  shreds  of  wood 

coated  with  fire-resistant  cement.  Nailed 
to  studding,  they  take  the  place  of  lath  as 
their  rough  surface  takes  plaster  readily 
and  provides  a   strong  bond.  They  are 
highly  resistant  to  the  passage  of  sound. 

For  the  second  type  of  sound  control — 
the  absorption  of  noise  within  a   room — 
acoustical  materials  are  applied  to  ceilings, 
and  sometimes  walls,  the  type  of  material 

and  its  location  being  governed  by  indivi- 
dual problems.  One  of  the  most  efficient 

materials  used  for  this  type  of  noise  cor- 
rection is  fibre  board  tiles  which  are  per- 
forated with  numerous  small  holes.  These 

holes  permit  sound  to  get  inside  of  the  ma- 
terial regardless  of  how  the  surface  of  the 

material  may  be  painted.  When  wash- 
able paints  are  used,  the  material  can,  of 

course,  be  washed  when  soiled.  Main- 
tenance, therefore,  falls  in  with  standard 

practices. 

Although  there  are  several  other  ef- 
ficient types  of  acoustical  materials  avail- 

able— some  of  the  more  popular  ones  be- 
ing special  man-made  stones,  and  tiles 

composed  of  shreds  of  wood,  fire-proofed 
with  coatings  of  cement — the  selection  and 
placement  of  the  proper  material  is  usually 
entrusted  to  business  firms  which  combine 

acoustical  engineering  and  the  sale  and 

application  of  the  special  acoustical  ma- 
terials. 

The  growing  importance  of  quiet  as  a 
measure  of  the  value  of  theatre  property 

is  evidenced  by  the  thousands  of  sound- 
corrective  installations  which  have  been 

made  in  all  types  of  structures  in  all  parts 
of  the  country.  Acoustical  engineering  is 

becoming  an  increasingly  important  fac- 
tor in  creating  satisfactory  conditions  for 

presentation  of  movies — the  world’s  most 
popular  form  of  entertainment. 

Film  Fire  Protector 

Important  Provision 
Film  fire  may  start  at  any  moment. 

Fire  insurance  relieves  the  mind  with  re- 

gard to  partial  payment  for  damage  in- 
curred, but  it  does  not  prevent  disastrous 

fires  nor  protect  your  audience,  your  oper- 
ator and  yourself. 

The  price  of  any  one  of  a   number  of 
good  film  fire  protectors  is  small  and  the 
cost  of  operation  is  negligible.  Modern 
film  fire  prevention  devices  are  so  de- 

signed that  they  no  longer  hinder  the 

operator  in  performing  repairs  or  thread- 
ing the  film,  and  they  prevent  destruc- 

tion of  the  projector,  sound  head  and 
other  equipment  and  property  from  fire 
originating  within  the  projector  head. 
Danger  and  disappointment  are  easily 
prevented  by  provision  of  adequate  film 
fire  protection. 

SPOTLIGHT 

A   new  spotlight  recently  announced  by 
the  Mitchell  Manufacturing  Company,  of 

Chicago,  is  said  to  be  particularly  useful 
to  theatre  owners  and  operators. 

Employing  the  new  Mazda  Projection 

bulb,  which  incorporates  lens,  mirror  re- 
flector and  filament,  all  in  one  unit,  it  is 

a   good-looking,  easily  portable  and  low 
cost  “spot”  or  floodlight  that  can  be 
placed  in  either  auditorium  or  lobby  and 
not  clash  with  or  mar  the  decorations. 

A   feature  of  the  new  lamp  which  is  re- 
ferred to  in  the  announcement  is  the 

“jiffy”  color  filters  of  heat  resistant  Pyrex 
glass,  which  can  be  clipped  on  and  off 
easily  without  in  any  way  impairing  the 
lamp’s  appearance. 

Dust,  or  weather  are  claimed  to  have 
no  effect  on  the  new  lamp,  because  of  the 

three-in-one  integral  design  of  the  bulb. 
The  base  itself  is  smartly  styled  in  a   con- 

servatively modernistic  trend  and  treated 
in  polished  chromium.  Adjustable  to  all 
positions,  it  can  be  set  on  a   table,  shelf, 

floor  or  attached  to  the  wall — with  com- 
plete freedom  of  beam  direction. 

Exhibitors  who  rail  at  the  high  cost  of 
projection  might  find  quick  relief  in  the 
disposal  of  some  outmoded  equipment. 

How  new  Theatre 

dramatizes  Lighting 
WITH  NEW  G-E  FLUORESCENT  MAZDA  LAMPS 

Seven  36"  warm  white  fluorescent  lamps  on  each 

side  of  the  ceiling  and  six  36"  gold  fluorescent 
lamps  in  the  middle  cove  of  the  ceiling  light  the 

Wareham’ s   entrance  lobby. 

In  the  main  foyer,  thirteen  36"  pink  fluorescent 
lamps  provide  a   dramatic  and  flattering  quality 

of  light. 

THE  new  Wareham  theatre  in  Man- hattan, Kansas,  gives  its  lobby  and 

foyer  an  exciting,  dramatic  atmosphere 

by  lighting  them  with  General  Electric 
Fluorescent  MAZDA  lamps. 

These  new  lamps  fit  in  with  modern 

designs  and  give  several  times  more 

light  than  ordinary  incandescent  lamps 

of  the  same  wattage  and  color.  For  the 
same  amount  of  light,  they  are  50% 

cooler. 

Available  in  red,  gold,  pink,  blue,  and 

green,  in  addition  to  white  and  day- 

light, G-E  Fluorescent  MAZDA  lamps 
offer  a   wide  range  of  lighting  applica- 

tion for  marquees,  lobbies,  foyers,  audi- 
toriums, rest  rooms,  and  displays. 

For  further  information  about  these 

new  lamps,  write  to  General  Electric 

Company,  Dept.  166-BO-L,  Nela  Park, 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 

The  new  G-E  Fluorescent  MAZDA  lamps  come 

in  18,  24,  and  36-inch  lengths  and  in  15,  20,  and 
30-watt  sizes.  Prices  run  from  $1.50  to  $2.10. 

GENERAL  ®   ELECTRIC 
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PRACTICAL  DISCUSSIONS  ON  THE 

MECHANICS  OF  PROJECTION  AND  SOUND 

the  optical  axes  shall  be  equidistant  from 

the  center-line  of  the  auditorium;  when 

three  projectors  are  used,  the  optical  axis 

of  the  center  projector  shall  be  on  the 
center-line  of  the  auditorium. 

Planning  the  Projection  Room 

for  Maximum  Efficiency 

TIN  THE  structural  planning  of  motion 

J||  picture  theatres,  the  projection  room 
is  not  always  given  the  study  and  at- 

tention it  deserves.  Many  times  in  the 
design  and  construction  of  this  most  im- 

portant department  of  modern  theatres, 

omissions  and  misapplications  that  ser- 

iously affect  screen  results  as  well  as  econ- 

omies in  operation  of  the  completed  pro- 
ject are  to  be  observed.  Corrections  in 

such  cases  are  costly. 

As  has  often  been  urged  in  this  depart- 
ment, the  modern  theatre  should  be 

planned  and  constructed  "around  its  pro- 

jection and  sound  systems."  The  housing 
for  mechanical  vitals  of  the  motion  pic- 

ture theatre  should  be  the  first  considera- 

tion of  the  builder  and  his  architect. 

Through  practical  experience  and  scien- 

tific study  of  projection  problems  as  they 

are  presented  today,  the  Projection  Prac- 

tice Committee  of  the  Society  of  Motion 

Picture  Engineers  has  evolved  certain 

fundamental  principles  in  the  arrange- 
ment and  outfitting  of  projection  rooms, 

which  are  intended  to  effect  a   standard- 

ization of  practice  in  projection  room 
planning. 

We  quote  from  that  portion  of  the  com- 

mittee’s report  pertaining  to 

PROJECTION  ROOM  PLANS 

The  projection  room  plans  that  follow 

represent  the  third  revision  of  the  plans 

originally  published  by  the  Committee  in 

August,  1932.  The  second  revision  ap- 
peared in  October,  1935.  Such  revisions 

are  necessary  from  time  to  time  in  order 

to  keep  pace  with  the  changes  and  de- 

velopments in  the  art  and  practice  of  pro- 

jecting sound  motion  pictures.  The  Com- 
mittee urgently  recommends  the  adoption 

of  these  recommendations  by  all  archi- 

tects and  builders  in  designing  and  re- 
modeling projection  rooms  so  that  greater 

uniformity  of  construction  and  greater  ef- 

ficiency in  projection  will  exist  in  the  fu- 
ture. 

In  following  these  recommendations, 

proper  authorities  should,  in  all  cases,  be 
consulted  for  possible  deviation  therefrom. 

Any  fire-protection  requirements  speci- 
fied herein  are  in  accordance  with  the 

Regulations  of  the  National  Board  of  Fire 

Underwriters  and  the  National  Electric 

Code,  which  should  be  consulted  for  de- 
tails. 

Projection  facilities  shall  consist  of  (1) 

the  projection  room  proper,  (2)  a   film  re- 

wind and  storage  room,  (3)  a   power  equip- 

Aside  from  prefacing  remarks,  this 
article  is  reprinted  from  the  Journal 

of  the  Society  of  Motion  Picture 

Engineers,  Vol.  XXI,  No.  5,  November, 

1938,  which  presents  a   recent  report 
of  the  Projection  Practice  Committee 

of  the  Society  of  Motion  Picture 

Engineers.  The  remainder  of  the  re- 

port will  be  reprinted  here  in  follow- 

ing issues. — Cine'  Editor. 

ment  room,  and  (4)  a   lavatory  (Fig.  1). 

Projection  Room  Proper 
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needs. The  Committee  recommends  that  the 

projection  room  proper  be  so  located  with 

respect  to  the  screen  that  the  vertical  pro- 
jection angle  shall  not  exceed  18  degrees. 

Optical  axes  of  the  projectors  shall  be  5 

feet  apart.  When  two  projectors  are  used, 

(1.2)  Floor — The  floor  of  the  projec- 
tion room  shall  be  sufficiently  strong  and 

solid  for  the  load  it  is  to  bear,  and  shall 

be  constructed  in  accordance  with  local 

building  regulations.  A   generous  factor  of 

safety  should  be  allowed.  A   type  of  con- 

struction recommended  by  the  Commit- 
tee consists  of  (1)  a   reinforced  concrete 

floor-slab  not  less  than  4   inches  thick; 

(2)  a   tampered  cinder  fill  above  the  floor- 
slab,  not  less  than  2   inches  thick;  and  (3) 
a   troweled  cement  finish  above  the  cinder 

fill  not  less  than  2   inches  thick.  Items  (2) 

and  (3)  have  been  provided  in  order  to 

accommodate  concealed  electrical  con- 
duits, which  should  be  installed  prior  to 

placing  the  fill  and  finish.  (See  Sec.  6.1). 

(1.3)  Walls  —   The  projection  room 

walls  shall  be  built  of  brick,  tile,  or  plas- 
ter blocks  plastered  on  the  inside  with 

%-inch  cement  plaster,  or  all  concrete. 
The  core  of  the  wall  shall  be  not  less  than 

4   inches  thick.  When  plaster  block  is 

used,  it  shall  be  supported  upon  steel 

framework.  All  electrical  conduits  shall 

be  placed  into  masonry  chases  in  the  wall 

construction  so  that  no  pipes  shall  pro- 

ject beyond  the  main  finish  line.  (See  Sec. 
6.1.)  In  all  cases,  the  inside  surface  of  the 

front  wall  shall  be  smooth  and  without 

structural  projections.  (See  Sec.  1.11.) 

(1.4)  Doors — A   door  shall  be  provided 

at  each  end  of  the  projection  room,  at 

least  2   feet  6   inches  wide  by  6   feet  8 

inches  high.  Doors  shall  be  of  the  ap- 

proved 1-hour  fire-test  type  and  shall  be 
arranged  so  as  to  close  automatically, 

swinging  outwardly,  and  shall  be  kept 
closed  at  all  times  when  not  used  for 

egress  or  ingress.  It  shall  be  possible  at 

all  times  to  open  either  door  from  the  in- 
side merely  by  pushing  it.  Door  jams 

shall  be  made  of  steel. 

(1.5)  Windows — Where  a   projection 

room  is  built  against  the  exterior  wall  of 

a   structure,  one  or  more  windows  may  be 

provided  in  the  wall.  Window  construc- 
tion shall  be  entirely  of  steel,  and  the 

FIG.  3 — Functional  diagram  of  projection  and  associated  rooms,  showing  arrangement  for  two 

projectors. 
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Have  You  a   Problem? 

Conductors  of  the  CINE'  CLINIC  will  be 

glad  to  answer  questions  relating  to  problems 

of  projection  and  sound  operation  and  prac- 

tices through  these  columns.  State  your  prob- 

lem clearly,  detailing  symptoms  of  trouble. 

Answers  to  questions  of  general  interest  will 

be  published  in  a   later  issue,  identified  by  in- 

quirer’s initials  only.  Should  you  desire  pri- 
vate information  or  advice,  enclose  stamp  for 

reply.  Address  The  MODERN  THEATRE, 

Room  334,  332  S.  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

glass  shall  be  of  the  shatter-proof  type. 
Metal  adjustable  louvres  or  other  similar 
means  may  be  used  to  exclude  light. 

(1.6)  Ports — (General)  Two  ports 
shall  be  provided  for  each  projector  or 

single-lens  stereopticon,  one  through 
which  the  picture  is  projected,  known  as 

the  “projection  port”  (see  Sec.  1.7),  and 
the  other  for  observation  of  the  screen  by 

the  projectionist,  known  as  the  “observa- 
tion port”  (see  Sec.  1.8). 

The  observation  port  shall  be  located 
above  and  to  the  right  of  the  projection 
port.  The  distance  between  the  horizontal 

center-lines  of  the  projection  port  and  ob- 
servation port  shall  be  14  inches;  the  dis- 

tance between  the  vertical  center-line 
shall  be  21  inches. 

Where  separate  spotlight  or  floodlight 
machines  are  installed  in  the  same  pro- 

jection room  with  motion  picture  projec- 
tors, not  more  than  one  port  opening 

(see  Sec.  1.9)  for  each  machine  shall  be 

provided  for  both  the  projectionist’s  view 
and  for  the  projection  of  the  light,  but 
two  or  more  spotlights  or  floodlights  may 
be  operated  through  the  same  port. 

(1.7)  Projection  Ports — The  finished 
ports  shall  be  10  x   10  inches,  measured 
on  the  inside  wall  (Fig.  1). 

The  required  height  of  the  center-line 
of  the  projection  port  from  the  floor  varies 

with  the  make  and  design  of  the  pro- 
jection and  sound  equipment  and  also  with 

the  projection  angle.  Manufacturers  of 

equipment  being  considered  for  the  pro- 
jection room  should  be  consulted  for  these 

dimensions.  In  no  case  shall  any  part  of 
the  projector  be  less  than  4   inches  from 
the  front  wall  of  the  projection  room. 
Table  I   lists  two  constants  for  various 

angles  of  projection  which  when  substi- 

tuted in  the  formula,  will  permit  calculat- 
ing the  height 

TABLE  i 

Method  of  Locating  Projector  Port 

h   =   H   f   rA  —   DB 

H   is  the  height  of  the  center  of  the  projector 
pivot  from  the  floor;  r   is  the  radial  distance  of 

the  optical  center-line  above  the  center  of  the 
pivot;  I)  is  the  distance  of  the  center  of  the  pivot 
from  the  front  wall  of  the  projection  room;  o 

is  the  angle  of  projection;  and  li  is  the  required 
height  of  the  center  of  the  port  from  the  floor 
of  the  projection  room.  Select  the  values  of 
A   and  15  corresponding  to  the  angle  of  projection, 
and  substitute  in  the  formula. 

of  the  center-line  of  the  port  from  the 
floor,  when  certain  dimensions  of  the  pro- 

jector are  known. 

(1.8)  Observation  Ports — The  finished 
observation  port  shall  be  not  greater  than 

12  inches  wide  x   14  inches  high,  mea- 
sured on  the  inside  wall  of  the  projection 

room. 

(1.9)  Other  Ports — All  other  ports, 
such  as  for  effect  projectors  or  spotlamps, 
shall  be  as  small  as  practicable,  and  in  no 

case  shall  exceed  7y2  square-feet  in  area 
per  machine.  The  location  of  these  ports 

will,  of  course,  be  determined  by  the  di- 
mensions of  the  equipment  and  the  size 

and  shape  of  the  auditorium  and  stage, 
which  determine  the  angles  through  which 

the  light-beams  must  be  projected.  The 
dimensions  should  be  obtained  from  the 

manufacturers  of  the  equipment. 

(1.10)  Ceiling — The  ceiling  shall  be 
constructed  of  4-inch  concrete  slabs  or 

precast  concrete,  or  of  3-inch  plaster 
blocks  supported  by  a   steel  structure  and 

plastered  on  the  inside  with  %-inch  ce- 
ment plaster.  All  wiring  conduit  in  the 

ceiling  shall  be  concealed  (see  Sec.  1.11). 

(1.11)  Acoustic  Treatment  —   It  is 
recommended  that  an  approved  fire-proof 
acoustic  material  be  used  on  the  walls 

above  a   height  of  4   feet  from  the  floor  and 

(Continued  on  following  page) 

Modernize  your  Projection  room ! 

Ten  years  ago  you  used  the  M-A  80  -   160  TRANSVERTER  with 
Hi-Low  lamps  .   .   .   the  best  in  its  day. 

Today,  you  should  have  the  Suprex  arc  and  the  low  voltage 

TRANSVERTER  for  quality  light  and  low  cost  operation. 

Sold  through  The  National  Theatre  Supply  Co.;  in  Canada, 
General  Theatre  Supply  Co.;  or  write  us 

My/ijQfeWfr  THEHERTNER  ELECTRIC  CO. 
12695  Elmwood  Avenue  Cleveland,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 

EXCLUSIVE  MANUFACTURERS  OF  THE  TRANSVERTER 

WHITE,  SILVER  AN  Dp 

SHATTER-PROOF  BEADED! 

  n 

rf*  i.  .   .jig 
vlikuLx  'k  v   Jwi — 

Increase 

Improve 

Projection 
" House  Appeal ” 

Successful  exhibitors  never  risk  loss  of 

patronage  because  of  a   soiled  or  worn 

screen.  If  your  screen  needs  replace- 
ment, choose  a   new  Da-Lite  Screen 

now  and  increase  house  appeal  and 

profits! DA-LITE  SCREEN  CO.,  Inc. 
2725  N.  Crawford  Ave.,  Chicago,  Illinois 

  1 

LONG  LIFE 

HIGH  FIDELITY 

V/SITRON STANDARD  SINCE  1925 

Get  spare  photocells  for 

every  projector.  Order 
from  your  supply  dealer! 

G-M  LABORATORIES,  INC. 

1731  Belmont  *   Chicago 
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TRUE  STORIES  FROM  ALTEC  FILES 

MARTIN  D.  HARRIS 

Vice  President, 

Capitol  Theatre,  Inc. 

Operators  of  the  State  Theatre 

Hartford,  Conn. 

Saves  $3,000  When 
Hurricane,  Flood 

Ravage  Theatre 
HARTFORD,  CONN.— "When  the  hurricane  and 

flood,  that  put  many  New  England  theatres  'in 
the  dark,’  struck  our  big  State  Theatre  here,  we 
immediately  called  our  Altec  inspector,  Charles 

E.  Maass,”  said  Martin  D.  Harris,  vice  president 

of  Capitol  Theatre,  Inc.  "When  he  first  arrived, 
the  auditorium  was  full  of  water,  and  he  had 

to  ride  across  the  stage  on  a   raft  to  inspect  the 
horns. 

"I  fully  realized  for  the  first  time  the  impor- 
tance of  the  testing  and  other  equipment  the 

Altec  man  uses.  By  means  of  it,  Maass  saved  us 

from  having  to  make  almost  a   complete  rewir- 
ing job,  and  enabled  us  to  open  our  theatre, 

one  of  the  largest  in  New  England,  without  any 
serious  electrical  troubles. 

"Our  Altec  service  contract  has  saved  us  ap- 
proximately three  thousand  dollars,  or  the  cost 

of  service  for  many  years  to  come." 

Theatres  in  flood  stricken  New  England 
with  comprehensive  Altec  agreements  re- 

ceived thousands  of  dollars  worth  of  emer- 
gency replacement  parts  without  additional 

cost.  Let  the  Altec  man  in  your  neighbor- 
hood explain  the  value  of  an  Altec  agree- 
ment to  your  theatre. 

.ALTEC 
ALTEC  SERVICE  CORPORATION 
250  West  57th  Street 
New  York  City. 
Gentlemen:  Have  the  Altec  man  call  me  for  an 
appointment.  I   want  to  hear  the  Altec  story. 

NAME 

THEATRE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

.   .   THAT  YOUR  THEATRE  MAY  NEVER  BE  DARK.” 

Planning  the  Projection 

Room  for  Maximum 
Efficiency 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

on  the  ceiling  to  reduce  the  transmission 
of  noise  into  the  auditorium. 

Rewind  Room 

(2.1)  Construction — The  rewind  room 

shall  be  of  fire-proof  construction.  It 
shall  have  a   minimum  area  of  80  square- 
feet  (Fig.  1). 

(2.2)  Floor — See  Sec.  1.2. 
(2.3)  Walls — See  Sec.  1.3. 
(2.4)  Doors — The  door  shall  be  of  the 

approved  1-hour  fire-test  type,  shall  be 
arranged  so  as  to  close  automatically, 
swinging  outwardly,  and  shall  be  kept 
closed  at  all  times  when  not  used  for 

egress  or  ingress.  Door  jams  shall  be 
made  of  steel. 

(2.6)  Ports — An  observation  port  shall 
be  provided  through  which  the  motion 
picture  screen  may  be  seen  from  within 
the  rewind  room.  The  port  shall  be  at 

the  same  height  from  the  floor  as  the  ob- 
servation ports  in  the  projection  room 

proper,  as  described  in  Sec.  1.6. 
(2.8)  Observation  Port — See  Sec.  1.8. 
(2.9)  Other  Ports  —   An  observation 

window  shall  be  provided  between  the  pro- 
jection room  and  rewind  room,  consisting 

of  a   fixed,  fire-proof  frame  and  polished 

plate  wire  glass.  The  window  shall  be 
not  greater  than  14  inches  square. 

(2.10)  Ceiling — See  Sec.  1.10. 
(2.11)  Acoustic  Treatment  —   See  Sec. 1.11. 

Power  Equipment  Room 

(3.1)  Construction — The  room  shall  be 

fire-proof  and  shall  be  similar  in  con- 
struction to  the  rewind  room  (with  the 

exception  of  the  openings  (see  Fig  1).  The 
size  shall  be  governed  by  the  quantity  and 

kind  of  equipment  to  be  installed.  Con- 
sideration should  be  given  to  probable  fu- 

ture needs. 
Lavatory 

(4.1)  Construction — The  lavatory  shall 

be  provided  with  running  water  and  mod- 
ern sanitary  facilities,  with  tiled  floor  and 

built-in  flush-type  medicine  closet. 
Exits 

(5.1)  General — Two  exits  shall  be  pro- 
vided, one  at  each  end  of  the  projection 

room  suite  (Fig.  1),  permitting  direct  and 
unobstructed  egress,  and  shall  conform  to 

the  regulations  of  local  authorities  hav- 

ing jurisdiction.  Any  stairs  communicat- 
ing with  these  exits  should  have  risers  not 

in  excess  of  8   inches  and  minimum  tread 

of  not  less  than  9!/2  inches.  The  distance 
between  walls  should  be  not  less  than  36 

inches.  Winding  or  helical  treads  should 
be  avoided.  A   platform  equal  in  length  to 
the  width  of  the  door  shall  be  provided 
between  the  door  and  the  first  riser. 

Neither  ladders  nor  scuttles  or  trap-doors 
should  be  used  as  means  of  entrance  or 
exit. 

EYE-STRAIN 

Too  often  among  patrons,  motion  pic- 
tures are  spoken  of  as  tiring  and  held  re- 

sponsible for  headaches  and  eye-strain. 
Unfortunately,  the  indictment  is  true — in 
fact,  motion  picture  patrons  are  a   bit  too 
lenient  in  their  condemnation  of  this 

harmful  effect — found  usually  in  the 
poorly  equipped  picture  theatres. 

Faulty  projection  and  poor  house  light- 
ing are  the  main  causes  for  eye  fatigue. 

Both  greatly  accentuate  the  normal  eye 
fatigue  caused  by  motion  pictures  and 
there  is  no  excuse  for  the  existence  of 
either. 

In  the  case  of  poor  projection,  an  out- 
lay of  several  hundred  dollars  may  be  re- 

quired for  better  equipment,  but  this  is  no 

justification  for  the  continuance  of  condi- 
tions which  are  fundamentally  at  fault. 

In  the  case  of  glare — those  shimmering 
bright  spots  in  the  line  of  vision  of  the 

audience — there  is  no  legitimate  excuse. 
Usually,  it  costs  practically  nothing  to 
eliminate  stray  light  beams;  just  a   little 

ingenuity  exercised  on  the  part  of  the  ex- 
hibitor or  someone  connected  with  the 

maintenance  of  the  house. 

Ceiling  and  wall  lights  are  the  com- 
monest causes  of  glare,  while  other  mis- 

cellaneous house  lights  often  add  their 
discomforting  brightness.  By  placing  these 
lights  in  proper  locations  and  using  the 

right  type  of  fixtures — specially  designed, 
if  necessary — all  this  interference  can  be 
removed  from  the  vision  of  the  audience. 

It  will  pay  any  exhibitor  to  spend  a   morn- 

ing occasionally  inspecting  his  house  for 
sources  of  annoyance  to  patrons. 

There  are  many  other  contributing 

causes  for  projection’s  being  hard  on  the 
eyes.  Not  a   few  of  these  causes  are  simple 

to  correct  if  the  owner  will  take  the  trou- 
ble to  trace  them.  Most  projection  im- 

provements are  within  the  immediate 
reach  of  every  theatre  owner,  if  he  will 
but  recognize  them. 

Projection  and  sound  must  complement 
each  other.  If  one  is  below  the  standard 
of  the  other  it  should  be  brought  up  to 

par  immediately.  If  both  are  low,  we  can 

suggest  nothing  better  than  new  equip- 
ment, which  is  probably  needed  badly. 

DUO  'LIGHT-MASTER' 

Super  Low  intensity  projection  lamp 
with  14-inch  reflector. 

222  NORTH  16V  STREET.  ..OMAHA.  NEBR 

€®o 
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HEADS  S.M.P.E. 

E.  Allan  Williford,  newly  elected  president  of 

the  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers.  Mr. 

Williford  is  most  intimately  associated  with 

the  projection  phase  of  theatre  operation  by 

reason  of  liis  position  with  National  Carbon 

Company  as  manager  of  the  Carbon  Sales 

Division. 

Price  Reduction  Made  on 

Mazda  Projection  Lamps 
Substantial  reductions  in  the  list  prices 

of  eight  high-efficiency  lamps  designed  for 
still  and  motion  picture  projection,  effec- 

tive December  1,  1938,  were  announced 
November  25  by  the  Incandescent  Lamp 
Department  of  General  Electric  Company, 
Nela  Park,  Cleveland. 

Increased  demand  for  these  lamps,  it 
was  said,  has  made  it  possible  to  effect 
manufacturing  economies  which,  in  ac- 

cordance with  established  company  policy, 
are  being  shared  with  the  consumer. 

The  projection  lamps  affected  by  the 
price  reduction  are  as  follows: 

Former  New 

Watts Bulb Base  Fist  Price  Fist  Pr 

300 T-10  clear Med.  Prefocus 

$3.10 $2.90 
500 T-10  clear Med.  Prefocus 

4.10 3.75 

500 T-20  clear Med.  Prefocus 2.60 2.40 
500 T-20 Med. 2.60 2.40 
750 T-12  clear Med.  Prefocus 5.00 

4.50 

1000 T-20  clear Mog-.  Prefocus 5.75 
5.25 

1000 T-20  clear Mogul 5.75 5.25 

1000 T-20  clear Med.  Prefocus 
5.25 

5.00 

A   Proclamation  on 

Projection 

(Continued  from  page  31) 

many  projection  rooms.  Automobile  men 
are  crack  salesmen;  equipment  men  too 

modest'  in  sales  approach.  Negligence 
abounds.  Both  parties  to  blame. 

Do  you  regard  projection  equipment  and 
the  maintenance  thereof  as  merely  an  item 
of  expense  to  he  held  at  the  positive  mini- 

mum, or  as  an  investment  for  profit? 

A   very  moot  question  among  theatre 

men.  Some  do.  Some  don’t — even  consider 

the  matter  at  all.  In  many  instances  (but 
not  the  majority)  requisitions  for  repair 
parts  or  replacement  of  emits  is  greeted 
by  owner  with  gnashing  of  teeth  and  loud 
wailing.  Regular  inspection  and  replace- 

ment routine  found  effective  in  some  of 

better  grade  houses  in  which  good  pro- 
jection is  a   feature.  In  such  instances, 

upkeep  expense  carried  as  investment. 
Strangely,  such  theatres  find  total  ex- 

pense for  upkeep  less  than  by  haphazard 

repairs  made  in  frequent  emergencies.  Evi- 
dence here  seems  to  sustain  charge  against 

average. 

Summation  of  Findings 

In  summing  up  the  evidence,  there  is 
admittedly  to  be  found  among  us  a   rather 

too  large  group  of  exhibitors  who  are  de- 
termined to  take  too  much  more  out  of 

their  businesses  than  they’re  willing  to 
put  back  into  them  to  sustain  expected 
profits.  House  attraction  has  suffered, 
patronage  has  fallen  off  and  profits  have 
subsided  as  a   result  of  this  unsound  policy. 

However,  there  is  plenty  of  evidence  on 

the  progressive  side  of  the  question.  Thou- 
sands of  installations  of  complete  new  pro- 

jection plants,  the  latest  developments  of 

science,  are  on  record  this  year  to  dis- 
prove any  statement  to  the  effect  that  all 

theatre  owners  are  derelict  in  their  duty 
to  provide  better  projection. 

On  the  whole,  equipment  consciousness 
and  a   willing-to-be-shown  attitude  of  the- 

atre men  is  not  so  far  behind  that  of 

other  industries.  It’s  only  human  to  pro- 
crastinate unnecessarily  where  a   promis- 

sory investment  for  profit  is  made.  There- 
fore, available  records  and  observations 

absolve  the  theatre  operating  industry 
from  entire  blame  for  an  apparent  lapse 

in  buying  interest  as  it  applies  to  pro- 
jection equipment. 

Our  personal  opinion,  if  we  may  express 

it  candidly,  is  that  the  worthy  complain- 
ants might  do  a   much  better  job  of  sell- 

ing their  wares — with  profit  to  themselves 
and  service  to  the  industry  that  sustains 

all  of  us.  Wailing  won’t  help. 
So  let’s  all  bury  the  hatchet  and  start 

some  reason-why  selling.  Cut  out  the  bun- 
combe and  we’ll  all  do  more  business  right 

down  to  the  final  sale  of  more  theatre  ad- 
missions to  the  public. 

Fire  Shutters  Should 

Be  in  Specifications 
Every  theatre  should  be  protected 

against  fire  and  other  emergencies  in  the 
projection  room.  Porthole  fire  shutters 
that  satisfactorily  meet  all  state  and  city 
inspection  laws  requiring  gravity  doors  or 
shutters  on  portholes  in  projection  rooms 
afford  that  protection. 

Fire  shutters  are  built  in  various  sizes 
to  meet  any  demand  or  condition.  In 
planning  new  theatres  or  remodeling  the 
projection  rooms,  architects  should  include 
underwriter  approved  fire  shutters  in  the 
projection  room  specifications.  They  are 
a   safety  measure  which  cannot  be  over- 

estimated. Quick  action  prevents  fire 

noise  and  smoke  spreading  to  the  audi- 
torium and  averts  the  danger  of  panic  as 

well  as  property  damage. 

Ittsist  OH  fowst 
A   complete  line  of  dependable 

for  every  purse  and  purpose 

LD-30  Low  Intensity  Rectifiers 

LD-60  for  Simplified  High  Intensity 
M   C   S   with  Mallory  Rectifying  Units 
THERMIONIC  RECTIFYING  TUBES,  7!d-15  AMPERES 

FOREST 
BELLEVILLE 

NEW  JERSEY 
RECTIFIERS 

/   BEST  MODEL  "0" 
PEE  WEE  SPOTLIGHT 
...for  short  range,  brilliant 

white  or  colored  lighting 

effects.  Aluminum  castings 

and  compact  design  (Hood 

41/2"x5"x21/2  j   afford  lightest 

^weight.  Easily  focused  from  12'  spot  to  36“ 
spread  at  3   ft.  Greater  spread  possible.  Ade- 

quate ventilation.  Durable  black  and  silver 

wrinkle  finish.  Complete  with  asbestos  cord, 

plug,  mirror,  lens,  universal  mounting  bracket, 

gelatin  holder,  3   sheets  colored  gelatin,  less 

bulb,  $4.75.  75-watt  bulb,  $1.25;  100-watt, 

85c.  400-watt  Best  Spotlights,  less  bulb,  $5. 

BEST  DEVICES  CO.,  10518  Western  Ave.,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

disposal 

20,000  GOOD  USED 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

AT 

COST 

Recently  acquired  from,  Loew’s  Theatre 

circuit.  All  types  and  makes.  Padded  cush- 

ion seats,  panel  backs,  box  spring  seats, 

inserted  panel  backs,  spring  edge  seats, 

full  upholstered  backs.  Inclines  to  fit 

any  theatre. 

Priced  /nh  $1.50  chair  actually 
from  worth  $6.00! 

Quick  Buyers  Opportunity!  Act  NOW! 

EASTERN  SEATING  COMPANY,  INC. 
4910  Metropolitan  Avenue  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
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CONDUCTED  IN  COLLABORATION  WITH  LEAD- 
ING THEATRE  ARCHITECTS  AND  ENGINEERS 

The  Cine ’   Theatre   
Strictly  Modern  Plant  in  a   Small  Town 

From  descriptive  data  supplied  by  ERWIN  G. 

FREDRICK,  Chicago  architect,  who  designed 

and  supervised  the  project  to  completion. A   front  with  plenty  of  eye  appeal  plus  mod- 
em advertising  accessories  to  attract  the 

patronage  of  the  passersby. 

Constructed  and  outfitted  at  a cost  of  approximately  $75,000,  the 

new  Cine’  Theatre,  at  Linton,  In- 
diana, is  a   worthy  example  of  well-di- 
rected investment  in  theatre  properties. 

Thriftily  and  thoughtfully  planned,  it  is 
a   project  that  would  not  be  out  of  place 

in  cities  much  larger  than  Linton,  a   town 
of  some  6,000  inhabitants. 

The  Cine’,  an  entirely  new  modern  the- 
atre with  a   seating  capacity  of  850  patrons, 

was  planned  for  Linton  Theatres  Company 

by  Architect  Erwin  G.  Fredrick,  of  Chi- 
cago, and  was  completed  for  opening  on 

October  19,  1938.  Linton  Theatres  Com- 
pany is  the  operating  name  of  Scherer 

Brothers,  who  entered  theatre  business  in 

Linton  twenty-six  years  ago  when  they 
owned  and  operated  the  Nicklo  Theatre,  a 
nickelodeon  playhouse  of  that  period. 

Later  they  acquired  the  Sher-Ritz  The- 
atre, and  still  expanding,  they  took  over 

the  Grand  Theatre,  which  remained  un- 
der Scherer  direction  until  recently. 

The  new  Cine’  Theatre,  under  the  man- 

agement of  Robert  F.  Scherer,  typifies 

the  extent  to  which  modern  theatre  archi- 
tecture, functional  furnishing  and  the 

finesse  of  House  Appeal,  have  taken  hold 

in  small  towns  and  communities  through- 

out the  nation.  It  is  one  of  Indiana’s  fin- 
est little  movie  theatres. 

Construction  in  General 

The  building  in  its  entirety  is  of  fire- 
proof construction  and  no  expense  was 

spared  to  make  the  theatre  one  that  is 
safe  from  every  angle.  The  predominant 
planning  thought  the  owners  had  in  mind 
was  to  give  the  townspeople  a   theatre 
second  to  none  and  one  which  compared 

favorably  with  even  the  best  in  the  entire 
state.  It  was  their  intention  to  embody  all 
the  latest  comforts  and  improvements 

available  to  make  a   perfect  motion  pic- 
ture theatre — one  that  would  command 

Left — Spacious,  well-lighted  foyer  arranged  for 

the  convenient  access  of  patronage.  Right — 

The  expansive  appearing  lobby  of  the  Cine’ 
is  an  excellent  example  of  modern  functional 
theatre  planning. 

the  attention  of  people  in  nearby  towns 
as  well.  This  they  have  done  to  their 

complete  satisfaction  and  that  of  the  com- 
munity also. 

Modern  treatment  and  the  attractive 
color  scheme  throughout  the  house  met 
with  instant  favorable  response  on  the 

part  of  the  patrons  and  since  it  pro- 
vided such  a   complete  departure  from  the 

usual  in  small-town  theatres,  the  house 
has  been  made  even  more  outstanding 

and  acceptable  to  the  public.  It  has 

brought  big  city  picture  presentation  right 

up  to  the  doors  of  the  inhabitants  of  Lin- 
ton and  its  surrounding  neighborhood. 

Under  such  conditions,  the  small-town  ex- 
hibitor need  not  be  concerned  with  what 

the  big-town  exhibitor  does,  because  he 

also  may  boast  of  big-city  technique. 

The  entire  facade  of  the  Cine’  is  of 
terra  cotta  in  three  colors.  That  portion 
below  the  marquee  is  in  maroon,  the  space 
above  is  in  cream,  and  trimming  is  in  a 

light  shade  of  green.  Formed  in  colors 
to  blend  with  the  front,  the  marquee  is  of 
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the  latest  point-of-sale  type,  with  change- 
able silhouette  letters,  and  lighted  both 

directly  and  indirectly  by  neon  and  in- 
candescent lamps. 

Poster  cases  are  made  of  stainless  steel 
with  a   neon  border  for  illumination.  Of 

particular  note  is  the  fact  that  these  cases 
are  full  height  to  accommodate  any  type 

of  display.  The  attractive  modern  box- 
office  is  also  formed  of  terra  cotta. 

Lobby  and  Foyer 

The  lobby,  which  is  21  by  60  feet,  has 

a   terrazzo  floor  of  five  colors  in  a   delight- 

fully modern  pattern,  and  sand-finished 
plaster  walls  and  ceiling.  Poster  frames 

with  reflectors  above  each  unit  are  fea- 
tured in  the  lobby.  An  ample  number  of 

display  frames  is  provided  to  properly  ex 

ploit  coming  attractions  in  an  artistic 

fashion.  Lighting  in  the  lobby  is  by  di- 
rect and  reflective  coves. 

The  Cine’  foyer  is  16  by  64  feet  in  di- 
mensions and  has  a   carpeted  floor  of  deep 

blue  color.  The  coral  colored  walls  and 

light  blue  ceiling  are  surfaced  with  acous- 

The  auditorium  of  the  Cine*  embodies 

all  the  requisites  to  complete  relaxa- 

tion and  enjoyment  of  the  program.  A 

restful  atmosphere  prevails. 

tic  plaster.  Lighting  is  direct  with  the 
exception  of  the  mirrored  glass  brick  panel 
feature  which  conceals  reflectors  that  give 

a   strikingly  pretty  pattern  and  glow.  The 
mirror  is  etched  and  has  reflectors  above 
it.  This  entire  feature  is  in  French  grey 

and  India  ivory,  making  a   sparkling  con- 
trast to  the  rest  of  the  foyer. 

Spaciousness  in  the  foyer  has  created 

much  favorable  comment  in  that  it  pro- 
vides for  both  hold-out  crowds  within  the 

auditorium  itself  and  yet  allows  ample 
room  for  circulation. 

The  auditorium  has  a   seating  capacity 

for  850  persons  and  is  64  by  90  feet  in 
dimensions,  with  concrete  floors,  acoustic 

plaster  walls  and  sand-finished  plaster 
ceiling.  Its  color  scheme  is  coral  for  the 
walls,  which  increases  in  intensity  at  each 
break  to  the  proscenium,  and  Cobalt  blue 
for  the  ceiling. 

A   continuous  ceiling  plaque  furnishes 

diffusion  facilities  for  heating  and  venti- 
lating and  has  a   running  border  of  con- 
cealed blue  neon  for  lighting  effect.  The 

chairs  are  full  upholstered  with  leather 
seats  and  velour  backs  and  the  aisles  are 

completely  carpeted.  The  stage  is  22  by 
64  feet  and  is  fully  equipped  and  furnished 

(Continued  on  page  53) 

All  Exhibitors, 

Please  Note 
If  you  have  recently  built,  rebuilt, 

remodeled  or  otherwise  modernized 

your  theatre  and  are  particularly 

proud  of  the  result,  please  send  us 

photographs  and  details.  Through  the 

presentation  of  these  Case  Histories, 

it  is  our  purpose  to  raise  the  standard 

of  theatre  construction  and  outfitting 

and  thus  render  a   service  to  the  en- 

tire industry.  Your  cooperation  is  re- 

quested.— The  Editor. 

mi  am. 
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THEATRE  MODERNIZING  GUIDE 
Through  the  co-operation  of  our  affiliated  architects,  leading  manufac- 

turers, their  engineers,  designers,  dealers,  contractors  and  others,  a   ma- 
jority of  whom  are  active  members  of  The  Modern  Theatre  Planning 

Institute,  we  are  prepared  to  assist  the  theatre-owner  in  selection1  and 
application  of  all  commodities  and  services  needed  in  remodeling  and 

modernizing  by  placing  him  in  touch  with  dependable  sources  of  sup- 
ply. As  sponsor  of  the  Institute,  we  strive  to  impartially  relay  each 

inquiry  only  to  sources  of  reliable  information.  However,  we  do  not 

guarantee  all  statements  or  claims  made  in  connection  with  products 

offered. 

MAIL  THIS  FORM  FOR  FREE  INFORMATION 

The  MODERN  THEATRE  Planning  Institute,  12-10-38 

Room  334 — 332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago,  111. 

Gentlemen:  Without  cost  or  obligation  please  arrange  to  have  data  supplied  to  us 
covering  the  following  subjects: 

□   Acoustics 
□   Air  Conditioning 

□   Amplifiers 
□   Architectural  Service 

□   Carpets 
□   Coin  Changers 

□   Complete  Remodeling 

□   Decorating 

□   Heating  Equipment 

□   Lighting  Fixtures 

□   Lounge  Furniture 

□   Plumbing  Fixtures 

□   Projectors 
□   Projection  Lamps 

□   Screens □   Seating 

□   Signs  and  Marquees 

□   Sound  Equipment 

□   Theatre  Fronts 

□   Ticket  Machines 

□   Other  Subjects 

Theatre 

Address 

City    

Seating  Capacity. 

Signed. 
(Owner-Manager) 

State. 
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Soot  and  Dust,  the  Air-Borne  Pests 

of  Depreciation 

By  Gordon  H.  Simmons* 

**'NM!OVING  pic" 

1 V   111  tures  Ar
e 

Your  Best 

Entertainment.”  I   sub- 
scribe fully  to  the  sen- 

timent of  that  slogan. 

But  reading  articles 
in  Boxoffice  is  my 

choicest  form  of  en- 
joyment. Honestly,  I 

get  a   big  kick  out  of 
the  many  masterful 
arguments  (my  own 
modestly  excepted)  carried  on  herein  to 
convince  you  theatre  owning  readers  that 

you’ve  got  to  back  up  that  swell  slogan 
with  something  besides  big  swaying  ban- 

ners and  movie-quiz  contests. 

As  a   constant  reader  of  other  people’s 

ideas  and  opinions  in  this  periodical.  I’m 
becoming  pretty  well  convinced  that  while 

‘‘Moving  Pictures  Are  YOUR  Best  Enter- 
tainment,” the  dear  public  has  a   different 

slant  on  the  slogan,  because  of  the  sinful 
conditions  under  which  some  of  you  show 

them  to  your  comfort-loving  customers. 
But  why  be  too  serious  about  it?  Any- 

way, it’s  more  your  problem  than  mine. 
Don’t  mistake  my  point.  I   like  moving 

pictures.  Moving  pictures  from  the  pages 
on  which  my  articles  appear  either  to  the 
front  cover  or  even  the  rear  cover  of  this 

book  would  afford  me  still  more  enjoy- 

ment. Anyway,  I   don’t  like  it  as  it  is,  for 
my  picture  features  mostly  “nose.”  And 
thereby  gives  some  of  you  reason  and 

excuse  for  calling  me  “nosey.”  Which 

you  do.  All  right;  I’ll  be  that  way. 
An  Orchid  for  Mr.  Shaw 

On  page  66  of  the  November  12  Mod- 
ern Theatre  issue,  I   read  a   masterly 

article  entitled  “Cleanliness  a   Successful 
Curb  to  Deterioration.”  I   read  this  article 
by  William  Shaw  with  mounting  interest 
until  I   got  to  the  end  of  it,  where  he 
exhorted  you  to  get  a   good  vacuum 
cleaner  and  use  it  to  prevent,  among  other 
things,  upholstery  deterioration.  By  all 
means,  do  this.  But  carry  the  thrifty  idea 
a   little  further  and  also  install  air  filters 

*Air  Conditioning  Engineer,  Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. 

to  prevent  vacuum  cleaner  deterioration 

by  excessive  use. 
Air  filters  will  not  prevent  the  patrons 

bringing  in  dirt  on  their  shoes,  peanuts 

in  their  pockets,  or  other  forms  of  ex- 
traneous refuse  too  numerous  to  mention. 

But  they  will  prevent  the  introduction  of 
soot  and  grime  into  the  theatre  as  well 
as  fine  dust  and  dirt  which  discolors  and 

makes  carpets  and  upholstery  and  dra- 
peries shoddy  and  beyond  the  possible 

protection  of  any  vacuum  cleaner. 
Being  in  the  air  conditioning  business 

and  of  an  observing  turn  of  mind,  I   can 

note  the  progress  of  deterioration  of  car- 
pets, upholstery  and  draperies  even  in  my 

own  home.  But  also  being  like  many  of 

you,  I   put  off  ’til  tomorrow  what  I   should do  today. 

Eighteen  months  ago,  the  Little  Wom- 

an got  the  “clean  up  and  paint  up”  idea. 
From  reading  billboards,  I   suppose.  Any- 

way, she  got  the  Spring  Renovating  fever 

and  I   got  a   big  bill  from  a   local  fur- 
niture company  for  new  upholstered  fur- 

niture, carpets  and  draperies  for  every 
window.  And  as  well  a   brand  new  rugged 

type  vacuum  cleaner.  So  we  started  out 

to  live  in  sootless  style  with  full  pro- 
tection against  furniture  deterioration.  At 

least,  that’s  what  we  thought. 

Well,  the  only  thing  that  hasn’t  de- 
teriorated is  the  monthly  payments  on 

the  bill.  The  carpet  is  so  worn  out  that 

it  will  soon  have  to  be  replaced.  Fre- 
quent shaves  by  the  powerful  vacuum 

cleaner  have  made  it  pretty  well  devoid 
of  nap. 

Once  All  Was  Well,  But  Now — 

The  upholstered  furniture  which  orig- 
inally sported  a   gay  pattern,  finally  took 

on  a   dingy  color  and  has  recently  been 

“dry  cleaned”  so  that  it  looks  somewhat 
better.  But  the  once  lovely  draperies  now 

hang  faded  and  forlorn  at  the  windows 
even  though  the  walls  and  ceilings  have 

just  been  cleaned. 

Talk  about  deterioration?  I’ve  got  it 
and  so  have  you.  Cleanliness  is  a   curb 

on  deterioration,  but  I’ve  got  a   vacuum 
cleaner  and  it  is  not  quite  enough.  So  I 

am  going  to  take  a   swig  of  my  own  pre- 
scription and  install  filtered  air  condi- 

tioning in  my  own  home  to  provide  my 
draperies  and  furnishings  with  sootless  air 
even  if  I   have  to  buy  the  equipment  from 

myself,  on  the  monthly  installment  plan 
and  stand  myself  off  on  the  notes  when 

they  come  due. 

Now,  I’ve  no  excuse  for  being  such  a 
dummox — other  than  to  say  I   can  afford 
new  draperies  and  carpets  every  two  years, 

which  is  definitely  not  the  case.  But  can 
you  afford  it?  I   have  a   much  smaller 
investment  than  you  have,  you  know. 

Please  be  informed  that  I   sometimes 

do  more  serious  things  than  write  these 
unserious  articles  for  Boxoffice.  The  local 

tax  office  knows  my  name  and  the  fre- 

quent “please  remit”  notices  are  extreme- 
ly painful  and  embarrassing  to  me.  Yes, 

I’ll  admit  I’m  hard  to  get  money  out  of 
even  for  taxes,  but  I   was  thinking  of 
something  else,  viz: 

Do  you  know  what  the  Milwaukee  tax 
office  charges  off  for  deterioration  on 
theatre  furnishings,  carpets  and  draperies? 
Just  50  per  cent  per  year!  Do  you  know 
how  they  arrived  at  this  figure?  By  a 

personal  inspection  of  over  70  theatres 

in  this  man’s  town  by  your  humble  ser- 
vant as  supervising  head  of  a   com- 

mittee composed  of  ten  architects,  en- 
gineers and  other  technicians.  Draperies 

and  furnishings  were  only  an  incidental 

study.  We  were  interested  in  ascertain- 
ing factual  information  relative  to  de- 

terioration of  the  entire  structure  as  well, 

in  order  to  modify  tax  schedules  in  such 

a   way  that  they  would  not  only  be  fair 
to  the  theatre  owner  but  equitable  so  that 

the  city  could  make  them  stick. 
Oh,  how  you  exhibitors  squawk  when 

you  get  a   tax  bill.  How  I   squawk!  But 
it  costs  money,  even  to  run  a   Democratic 

government. 

No  Big  Break  At  That 

If  you  think  theatre  owners  get  a   break 
when  allowed  a   fifty  per  cent  per  year 
deterioration  on  carpets  and  draperies, 

well  and  good.  I   guess  it’s  needed.  But 
I   don’t  think  it’s  very  much  of  a   break 
at  that.  Sure,  such  furnishings  usually 

last  longer  than  two  years;  but  they  don’t 
usually  stay  that  long  in  their  original 
glory  and  decorative  quality.  However, 
they  could.  Just  as  the  beauty  of  my 

draperies,  carpets  and  what-nots  could 
have  lasted  longer  if  I   had  subjected  them 
to  sootless  air. 

I   must  admit  that  I   live  in  a   sooty, 

dusty  neighborhood,  pretty  close  to  the 
downtown  area  where  the  air  is  not  any 

too  pure.  But  are  not  most  of  your  the- 
atres located  similarly?  I   have  air  con- 

ditioned homes,  theatres  and  stores  hand- 
ling intimate  feminine  frilly  things  that 

the  slightest  touch  of  dust  or  soot  would 

spoil.  Yet  I   permit  the  germs  of  de- 
terioration to  take  over  my  own  house 

and  play  heck  with  it.  “Shoemakers’ 
children  go  barefooted,”  they  say.  But 
you’re  no  shoemaker  and  I   should  know 
better. 

The  cost  of  air  filters  for  a   theatre  is 

low.  Many  of  you  have  them,  of  course. 
But  are  you  taking  care  of  them,  or  do 

you  just  leave  them  in  place  without  giv- 
ing them  an  occasional  cleaning?  Why 
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don’t  those  of  you  who  have  them  take 
a   look  now?  What  you  find  may  surprise 
you. 

Furthermore,  you  will  find  when  you 
use  air  filters  and  maintain  them  proper- 

ly, painting  and  washing  of  walls  will  be 
deferred.  Carpets,  draperies,  upholstery 
and  decorations  will  last  longer.  Your 
vacuum  cleaner  will  also  serve  you  longer 

because  it  won’t  have  so  much  hard  work 
to  do  over  and  over  again. 

I   wonder  if  you,  and  me  too,  are  going 
to  continue  to  procrastinate  about  doing 
the  obvious  things.  My  situation  is  that 
of  locking  the  stable  door  after  the  horse 
was  stolen;  but  many  of  you  may  still 
have  something  to  save.  Anything  that 

costs  you  good  money  is  worth  saving — 
and  protecting. 

This  is  my  first  article  on  the  subject 

of  “maintenance.”  It  was  inspired  by  the 
article  “Cleanliness  a   Successful  Curb  on 
Deterioration,”  which  appeared  under  the 
heading  of  Sanitation  in  the  last  pre- 

ceding issue.  I   commend  that  article  as 
worthy  of  your  reading  time. 

You  may  not  realize  it  fully,  but  ef- 
ficient air  conditioning  is  the  safest  and 

surest  safeguard  for  sanitation  and  health 
safety  in  your  theatre,  as  well  as  a   most 
dependable  protector  of  your  property 
against  the  ravages  of  time — often  referred 

to  simply  as  “wear  and  tear.” 

SCOOP 

“November  24,  1938 

“The  Modern  Theatre, 
332  S.  Michigan  Ave., 

Chicago,  111. 

“Dear  Sir: 

“Since  this  is  the  day  to  give  thanks,  I 
want  to  thank  you  for  all  the  nice  things 
you  have  said  about  me  and  my  theatres 
in  your  Boxoffice,  the  trade  paper  that 
ranks  among  the  best,  and  getting  better 
as  the  time  goes  on. 

“I’m  going  to  favor  you  by  giving  you 
something  that  no  one  else  has  got  nor 
will  get  for  at  least  another  two  weeks. 

“The  Two  Rivers  Theatre  Company,  of 
Two  Rivers,  Wisconsin,  has  closed  a   deal 
for  a   piece  of  ground  60  by  120  feet,  and 
is  now  drawing  plans  for  a   new  up-to-the- 
minute  theatre  and  store  building  located 
on  the  main  business  street  between  the 
Hamilton  Hotel  and  the  Bank  of  Two 
Rivers  in  the  heart  of  the  city  of  Two 
Rivers,  Wisconsin. 

(Signed)  “AUG.  BERKHOLTZ, 

Pres.  &   Treas. 

Two  Rivers  Theatre  Co.” 

“P.  S.  No  other  trade  paper  or  news- 
paper (including  the  Two  Rivers  Re- 

porter) knows  about  this.  I’m  giving  you 
this  as  a   personal  favor.  As  to  size,  I’m 
not  sure  at  this  time.  Maybe  900  seats. 
But  that  is  only  a   guess. 

“Respectfully, 

“Augie.” 

From  out  in  Iowa,  where  they  grow  tall 

corn  and  brag  about  it  in  song  and  story, 

comes  a   letter  from  a   troubled  exhibitor, 
who  says; 

“I  operate  a   330-seat  theatre  and  am 

having  trouble  with  the  air  distribution 

from  our  blower.  I   have  enclosed  a   rough 

sketch  of  the  house.  We  have  a   20,000 

cubic  feet  per  minute  blower  and  an  air 
washer. 

“We  admit  the  air  on  each  side  of  the 

screen;  the  outlets  are  30  inches  square 

and  are  12  feet  from  the  floor.  We  have 

directional  louvres  in  each  outlet.  The 
air  is  exhausted  out  the  front  doors  and 
two  roof  vents.  We  have  severe  drafts  in 
places  and  dead  spots  in  other  parts  of 
the  house  or  a   backward  motion  of  the 
air  which  is  very  objectionable. 

“I  am  wondering  if  we  could  run  a 
duct  on  each  side  along  the  ceiling  the 
full  length  of  the  house  and  have  outlets 
at  intervals  on  the  side  or  bottom  of  each 

duct  and  by  so  doing  get  better  air  dis- 
tribution without  excessive  drafts. 

“I  will  greatly  appreciate  any  sugges- 
tions you  may  have  to  offer.  This  is  a 

small  town  and  any  elaborate  equipment 

is  out  of  our  reach.  Our  present  equip- 
ment does  a   good  job  of  cooling  and  ven- 

tilation under  most  conditions  (we  run  at 

night  only)  except  for  poor  air  distri- 
bution. 

“Thanking  you  and  trusting  I   may  hear 

from  you  at  your  convenience,  I   am — I.  S.” 

The  Answer:  “I  am  in  receipt  of  your 
letter  enclosing  sketch  and  I   want  to 
compliment  you  on  the  neatness  of  your 
drawing. 

“Troubles  can  be  diagnosed  quite  easily 
when  a   sketch  such  as  yours  is  sub- 

mitted. Lots  of  theatre  owners  content 

themselves  with  writing  a   letter,  but  let- 
ters do  not  always  give  me  a   true  picture 

of  the  problem. 

“Many  small  theatres  have  installations 
such  as  yours,  and  some  of  them  have 
voiced  the  same  complaint.  But  the  rem- 

edy is  quite  simple  and  inexpensive  to 
effect.  A   duct  system  down  the  length  of 

the  house  would  be  grand  but  I’d  never 
use  it  in  a   theatre  of  the  width  and  depth 

of  yours  because  it  is  not'  necessary. 

“I  am  doing  a   new  theatre  job  up  here 
in  Wisconsin  that  is  a   duplicate  of  yours, 
but  I   am  only  using  10,000  c.f.m.  of  air. 
And  I   am  admitting  this  air  through  a 
long  and  narrow  grille  22  by  120  inches 
centered  directly  above  the  stage  with  the 
top  of  the  grille  18  inches  below  the 
auditorium  ceiling. 

“This  grille  was  specially  made  for  the 
job  and  cost  $62.00.  Proper  air  supply 
grilles  are  essential  for  elimination  of 

drafts.  The  ones  you  have  are  quite  un- 
suitable. 

“Your  vents  are  in  the  wrong  place.  A 
large  percentage  of  your  air  escapes 
through  your  vents  before  it  has  a   chance 
to  do  any  work,  so  perhaps  this  is  why 
you  have  to  use  so  much  of  it. 

“I  suggest  that  you  place  two  vents  in 
the  rear  of  your  house  and  locate  them 
snugly  in  each  corner  so  that  if  you  want 
to  you  can  run  the  duct  right  down  to 
the  floor,  which  is  what  I   always  do. 

“Place  two  spinner  tops  on  these  vents, 
each  capable  of  handling  5,000  c.f.m.  of 
air,  and  a   register  grille  at  the  ceiling 
line  as  well  as  at  the  floor.  In  this  way, 
you  can  vent  the  air  from  the  ceiling  line 
during  hot  weather,  while  in  the  winter 
time  you  can  take  it  from  the  floor. 

“You  might  find  that  four  inches  of 
rockwool  in  bats  over  your  ceiling  would 

greatly  reduce  your  cooling  load,  thus  en- 
abling you  to  use  a   smaller  quantity  of 

air.  This  rockwool  insulation  is  not  costly 
and  does  save  fuel  in  the  winter  as  well. 
Twelve  cents  per  square  foot  in  place 
would  be  a   maximum  price. 

“I  assume  you  have  a   hydraulic  speed 
regulator  on  your  blower.  Most  of  the 
jobs  such  as  yours  have  one.  After  you 
have  made  the  proposed  changes,  try 

using  the  minimum  possible  amount  of 
air  to  maintain  comfort  in  your  house. 

“No  matter  what  is  done,  if  you  open 
your  blower  wide  you  will  get  breeze. 

So  the  answer  to  your  problem  is  to  in- 
sulate your  attic  (not  less  than  four  inches 

of  rockwool)  against  the  direct  heat  of 
the  sun  and  admit  your  air  differently  so 

you  can  get  comfortable  results  with  only 

half  the  air  you’ve  been  using. 

“You  tell  me  that  you  get  good  cooling 

results.  I’d  like  to  know  if  you  recirculate 
the  water  in  your  washer  or  use  fresh 
water  all  the  time.  What  is  the  tem- 

perature of  your  water  on  a   hot  day  as 
it  comes  from  the  spigot?  This  would  be 
interesting  information  for  me  to  have 
and  might  help  me  solve  the  problem  of 
someone  else  in  your  locality. 

“I  think  this  letter  completely  covers 
your  case.  If  everything  is  not  quite  clear 

to  you,  let  me  know.  Should  you  be  un- 
able to  install  a   long  narrow  grille  di- 

rectly over  your  stage,  two  narrow  grilles 
each  60  by  22  inches  on  each  side  of  it 
and  just  as  close  to  the  ceiling  will  do, 
but  the  other  arrangement  is  preferred. 
Be  sure  that  the  dampers  in  the  present 
exhaust  vents  are  almost  entirely  closed, 
and  completely  so  in  the  winter  time.  But 
the  secret  of  proper  air  diffusion  is  in 
the  type  of  grille  I   always  use.  It  breaks 
up  the  air  just  like  the  nozzle  on  a   garden 

hose  used  to  water  the  lawn. — G.  H.  S.” 
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Bi-Monthly  Cleaning  Reduces 

Decorative  Outlay 

By  Katharine  Hedick 

THE  modern  theatre  must  not  only  be clean  but  it  must  look  clean  if  patrons 
.   are  to  be  convinced  of  its  sanitation. 

Once  a   dingy  look  begins  to  creep  over  the 
exterior  and  interior  of  a   theatre,  no 
amount  of  disinfectant  or  ballyhoo  will 

quite  remove  the  feeling  from  a   patron’s 
mind  that  all  is  not  what  it  should  be! 

The  astute  manager  can  do  much  to  as- 
sure himself  of  the  maximum  wear  from 

decorations,  a   fresh-looking  theatre,  and 
a   pleased  steady  neighborhood  patronage 

by  inaugurating  thorough  bi-monthly 
cleanings. 

We  should  consider  the  attractiveness 

and  longer  service  given  by  decorations 
which  are  well  cared  for,  as  against  the 

impression  of  slip-shod  maintenance  made 
by  dirt,  before  leaping  to  the  conclusion 

that  bi-monthly  cleanings  are  carrying  a 
good  thing  too  far.  The  leaden  dirty  look 
which  is  offensive  to  patrons  does  take  its 
toll  on  the  decorations.  Once  dirt  has 

thoroughly  permeated  decorations  it  is 
impossible  to  restore  them  to  complete 
freshness.  Cleanliness  pays;  without 
cleanliness,  you  pay.  Therefore,  it  is  the 
responsibility  of  an  efficient  manager  to 
supervise  closely  the  cleaning  department 
of  his  theatre  and  insist  on  thorough  bi- 

monthly cleanings. 

A   Protective  Measure 

We  must  not  confuse  these  bi-monthly 

cleanings  with  the  usual  daily  going-over 
given  to  the  theatre.  The  bi-monthly 
cleaning  must  be  on  such  an  extensive 
scale  that  every  hidden  bit  of  dust,  dirt, 

and  stain  is  ferreted  out  and  removed  be- 
fore it  has  a   chance  to  become  ingrained 

in  the  furnishings,  fixtures,  walls  or  floors. 
Since  soap,  water  and  labor  are  the  major 
requisites  for  these  cleanings  the  expense 
will  be  negligible,  while  the  returns  are  a 

thousand-fold. 
The  manager  should  make  the  object  of 

this  bi-monthly  cleaning  plan  clear  to  the 
chief  of  the  cleaning  department,  as  it  is 
of  paramount  importance  that  the  job  be 
done  in  an  efficient  manner  with  atten- 

tion to  every  detail.  We  do  not  insist  the 
manager  should  actually  supervise  these 
cleanings,  but  we  do  believe  that  for  the 
first  two  or  three  cleanings  it  would  be 

wise  of  him  personally  to  look  in  at  fre- 
quent intervals  to  see  that  his  plan  of 

thorough  cleansing  before  the  dirt  shows 

and  has  been  ingrained,  is  grasped. 

Another  duty  of  the  manager,  in  this 
matter  of  cleanliness,  is  the  provision  of  a 
budget  for  the  cleaning  department  which 

permits  the  purchase  of  adequate  equip- 
ment. If  a   job  is  to  be  done  well,  the 

proper  tools  are  essential.  Worn  out 

brushes  should  be  replaced.  An  assort- 
ment of  various  shaped  brushes  saves 

labor.  For  the  bi-monthly  dusting  down 
of  various  types  of  walls,  and  equally  ser- 

viceable for  brushing  the  tops  of  draperies 
where  dust  has  a   fondness  for  settling,  is 
a   brush  which  should  be  in  every  theatre. 
The  brush  itself  has  bristles  that  are  al- 

most downy  for  softness,  and  are  set  in  an 
oval  wire  frame.  The  frame  is  jointed  so 
that  the  brush  can  be  tilted  to  any  angle 
that  is  most  satisfactory  for  a   particular 
job.  The  frame  screws  on  to  a   long  pole. 

No  cobwebs  can  develop  in  ceiling  cor- 
ners, or  stubborn  particles  of  dirt  settle  in 

moldings,  cracks  and  other  hard-to-get- 
at-corners,  when  this  brush  is  given  con- 

scientious use.  A   miniature  scrub  brush, 

with  fibres  instead  of  bristles  is  indis- 
pensible  for  washing  baseboards,  and  for 

giving  dry-suds  shampoos  to  carpets.  An 
oversized  hand  brush  is  just  right  for  dip- 

ping into  the  lathery  foam  of  heavy  suds 

when  upholstered  furniture  gets  a   clean- 
ing. Of  course,  this  cleaning  budget  con- 

tains a   liberal  allowance  for  soap  and 
cleansing  powders. 

Mobile  Cleaning  Tools 

In  order  to  facilitate  thorough  cleans- 
ing, it  will  be  expedient  to  adopt  certain 

time  and  money  saving  devices.  For  ex- 

ample, rolling  equipment  saves  waste  mo- 
tion and  removes  the  temptation  of  a   not- 

too-careful  cleaner  to  omit  certain  neces- 
sary cleaning  measures.  Your  present 

cleaning  equipment  may  be  put  on  wheels 

by  the  simple  expedient  of  attaching  rol- 
lers to  a   piece  of  board.  This  board  forms 

a   convenient  and  easily  moveable  resting 
place  for  the  scrubbing  pail,  brushes, 

soaps,  and  such-like  paraphernalia  used 
in  floor  cleaning  and  related  jobs. 

Also,  the  midwinter  cleaning  of  a   the- 
atre presents  certain  problems  which  it 

would  be  wise  to  call  to  the  attention  of 

the  cleaning  department.  First  is  the 
treatment  of  mud  spots.  The  recent  wet 

weather  has  caused  damp  shoes  and  cloth- 
ing to  come  into  contact  with  carpets  and 

upholstery  and  there  the  moisture  has 
mingled  with  dust.  Mud  should  always 

be  allowed  to  dry  thoroughly  before  any- 
thing is  done  about  removing  it.  There- 

fore, such  spots  should  first  be  given  the 
dry  treatment  of  a   brisk  brushing  with  a 
stiff  brush.  Soap  and  water  may  then  be 

applied  to  remove  the  last  vestiges  of 

spots. 

Every  cleaning  department  should  have 
on  file  a   recipe  for  dry  suds.  These  suds 
are  so  essential  to  satisfactory  cleansing 
of  soiled  upholstery,  window  shades, 
tapestries,  rugs,  etc.  These  dry  suds  are 
made  in  proportions  of  five  cups  of  water 
to  one-half  cup  of  shaved  bar  soap  or 
packaged  soap.  Bring  the  mixture  to  a 
boil,  then  allow  to  cool.  By  that  time  it 
will  have  formed  a   thick,  workable  sub- 

stance that  can  be  easily  whipped  up  into 

a   frothy  “dry  lather.” 
There  is  an  unusual  amount  of  soot  and 

smoke  in  the  air  during  the  winter 

months.  Therefore,  a   midwinter  clean- 
ing of  all  walls  that  are  painted,  or  cov- 
ered with  one  of  the  many  kinds  of  paper 

or  fabric  that  can  be  washed,  is  most  im- 
portant. For  best  results  the  walls  should 

be  dusted  with  the  brush  described  above, 
then  washed  with  dry  suds,  rinsed  and 
dried.  It  is  advisable  to  wash  only  a 
small  space  at  a   time,  to  change  the  water 
often,  and  to  replenish  the  soap  supply 
the  instant  the  suds  flatten  down. 

Renovation  of  Fixtures 

Discolored  or  scratched  drinking  foun- 
tains, lavatories  and  all  porcelain  fixtures 

look  definitely  unsanitary  and  uninviting. 
However,  such  fixtures  properly  cleansed 

may  give  a   good  many  more  years  of 
service.  To  clean  them,  first  dry  them 

thoroughly,  then  sprinkle  generously  with 
a   mild  scouring  powder.  Moisten  this  with 
one  of  the  popular  bottled  bleaches  and 
rub  with  a   soft  cloth.  Follow  this  with  a 

soapsuds  rinsing,  then  with  clear  water. 

Brass  which  is  allowed  to  accumulate 
rust  is  unsightly  looking.  Also,  in  time, 
the  rust  will  corrode  the  brass.  Clean 
brass  fixtures  and  attachments  with  a 

paste  made  of  powdered  chalk  moistened 
with  ammonia.  Wash  with  hot  soapy 
water.  Rinse.  Polish  with  soft  flannel. 
After  being  polished  brass  may  be  coated 

with  a   lacquer  to  retain  its  shine.  Occa- 
sionally the  lacquer  used  on  metal  fixtures 

to  prevent  tarnishing  will  crack.  In  this 

event  the  lacquer  should  be  entirely  re- 
moved and  a   fresh  coat  applied. 

All  light  bulbs  and  lamp  shades  should 

be  thoroughly  cleansed  at  least  bi-month- 
ly. A   cloth  dampened  with  warm  sudsy 

water  will  usually  do  this  satisfactorily. 

There  is  nothing  more  objectionable  to 

a   theatre  patron  than  to  come  into  physi- 
cal contact  with  a   wad  of  chewing  gum 

parked  on  the  arms,  sides,  or  seat  of  his 
chair.  For  this  reason  the  cleaning  de- 

partment should  be  instructed  closely  to 
inspect  seats  and  immediately  remove  the 
offending  gum. 

The  exterior  of  the  theatre  should  be 
cleansed  as  well  as  the  interior.  The 
ticket  office  should  always  be  gleaming. 

All  glass  should  be  polished,  whether  it  be 
in  a   window  or  protecting  a   poster.  A 

sparkling  clean  entrance  puts  the  amuse- 
(Continued  on  following  page) 
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Modernization  Makes 

More  Business  at  the 

Boxoffice 

(Continued  from  page  35) 

ier’s  ledge,  in  4-sided  mirrors  another  2   y2 

feet,  which  brought  them  to  the  top  of 

the  glass  in  the  boxoffice,  and  in  black 

glass  from  there  to  the  ceiling.  Bulkheads 

were  placed  in  black  glass.  Inside  the 

house  there  were  two  iron  poles  half  way 

between  the  lobby  and  foyer  wall.  An 

island  was  created  around  these  by  in- 

stalling a   leather  circular  sofa  with  back. 

Above  the  back  the  poles  are  encased  in 

mirrors,”  said  Siebers. 
The  wall  of  the  7-foot  deep  foyer  was 

moved  forward  to  create  a   13-foot  wide 

promenade.  A   men's  toilet  room  was 
placed  in  one  corner.  Formerly  a   door  in 
the  other  corner  had  led  to  an  outside 

stairway  going  to  the  women’s  rest  room 
on  the  second  floor.  The  stair  was  brought 
inside. 

The  proscenium  arch  was  enlarged  and 

a   larger  screen  was  installed,  along  with 

new  sound  heads  and  a   blower.  Storm 

sewers  of  the  city  won’t  accommodate 
water  from  a   washer;  consequently  no 

washer  was  installed.  The  stage  was  an 

addition  on  the  back  of  the  theatre.  On 

either  side  of  this  addition  another  space 

was  provided  by  the  circuit  in  remodeling 
to  accommodate  heating  apparatus  on  one 

side  and  cooling  equipment  on  the  other. 

At  Parsons,  Kansas,  the  whole  house 

was  remodeled  at  a   cost  of  $12,000.  The 

front  was  rebuilt;  windows  were  removed 

from  above  the  marquee  and  new  frames 

were  installed.  Inside,  a   new  ceiling  of 
wood  fibre  tile  formation  was  worked  out, 

and  on  the  sidewalls  a   diamond  shaped 

design  of  the  same  material  was  created. 

The  new  seats  are  blue,  with  velour  backs, 

providing  an  improved  acoustical  factor. 

New  carpets  were  also  installed. 

Hazard  Eliminated 

The  foyer  wall  was  moved  ahead  three 

rows  of  seats  and  a   new  foyer  was  created. 

Formerly  the  foyer  floor  rose  as  it  ap- 
proached the  head  of  the  aisles  and  then 

sloped  downward.  This  hazard  was  elimi- 
nated and  the  floor  leveled  off.  New  fix- 

tures were  installed  in  the  restrooms  and 

a   new  manager’s  office  provided. 
At  Chillicothe,  Missouri,  the  company 

spent  $3,500  in  redecorating  the  Dickinson 
Theatre  from  front  to  back.  Walls  and 

woodwork  were  repainted.  Here,  as  in 

several  other  houses,  it  was  almost  im- 
possible to  remove  the  plastic  paint  on 

surfaces.  About  the  only  way  Stevens 

found  that  such  surfaces  could  be  re- 

painted successfully  was  to  use  a   four- 
color  blend  and  then  to  glaze  over  the 

finish.  This  was  done  at  Chillicoithe, 

Macon  and  elsewhere. 

Wood  fibre  panels  were  laid  on  side- 
walls  and  ceiling  at  Chillicothe  to  secure 

better  acoustical  properties.  The  auditor- 
ium color  scheme  takes  its  cue  from  the 

natural  color  of  the  acousti-decorative 

material.  Washed  air  equipment  was  also 
installed. 

In  Macon,  Stevens  repainted  the  front, 

lobby  and  foyer,  installed  new  comfortable 

seats,  air  conditioning,  new  sound  equip- 
ment and  a   new  screen,  at  a   total  cost 

of  approximately  $6,500. 

At  Junction  City,  the  foyer,  lobby,  audi- 

torium, mezzanine  and  front  were  redeco- 
rated. The  stucco  front  was  given  three 

coats  of  buff  paint  and  trimmed  in  green. 

Also,  the  sound  equipment  was  over- 
hauled. 

At  Lawrence,  Kansas,  the  circuit  spent 

around  $3,000  redecorating  and  repaint- 
ing the  foyer,  lobby,  mezzanine  and  rest 

rooms  of  both  the  Dickinson  and  Varsity 

theatres,  installing  in  each  new  and  larger 

display  boards. 

In  general,  the  effect  of  Dickinson’s 
modernization  program  has  been  to  make 

his  theatres  individually  much  stronger 

in  bidding  for  and  holding  patronage,  and 

as  a   group  one  of  the  most  aggressive 

independent  circuits  in  the  Middle  West. 

Bi-Monthly  Cleaning  Re- 
duces Decorative  Outlay 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

ment  seeker  in  a   pleasurable  frame  of 
mind. 

Last  but  not  least,  the  manager  should 

enforce  certain  hygienic  measures  upon 

the  cleaning  corps.  These  measures  are 

mutually  protective  to  the  management 

and  the  workers.  Immediately  after  dust- 

ing, sweeping  and  similar  work  the  work- 
ers should  give  their  hands  a   thorough 

going-over  with  soap  and  warm  water. 
This  same  routine  should  be  repeated  at 

the  end  of  the  theatre  cleaning.  The  im- 
portance of  cleanliness  in  guarding  against 

infection  is  backed  with  real  figures.. 

All  these  are  important  points  in  the 

management  of  the  modern  theatre.  The 

wide-awake  manager  will  realize,  that 
aside  from  their  unquestionable  influence 

on  boxoffice  receipts,  they  offer  a   modern 

and  scientific  way  for  reducing  the  item 

"Depreciation”  on  the  Profit  and  Loss 
Statement. 

Clear-cut,  well-defined  presentation  is 
never  overlooked  by  your  patrons.  They 

may  forget  to  compliment  you  if  the  show- 

ing is  good,  but  they’ll  be  quick  to 
“squawk”  if  not  entirely  satisfied  with 
what  they  see  and  hear. 

Providing  the  best  of  equipment  in  the 

projection  room  should  be  a   first  con- 
sideration rather  than  an  afterthought. 

All  the  fine  furnishings  in  the  world  won’t 
compensate  for  neglect  of  this  small  por- 

tion of  the  theatre. 

Reason’s  (greetings lifer 

From  the  makers  of  these  famous, 

dependable  products. 

STABILARC 
Motor  Generators 

ALLENTOWN 
Curtain  Machines 

ALLENTOWN 
Steel  Curtain  Tracks jfcfer 

Automatic  Devices  Co. 
1035  Linden  St.  Allentown,  Pa. 

Export  office,  220  W.  42nd  St..  N.  Y.  C. 

™   E   £f C   H   A I R 
"SOLD  EVERYWHERE  BY  DEALERS  SQUARE" 

ALBANY 
Empire  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

ATLANTA 

N.  E.  Savini  Theatrical 

Supplies 
BOSTON 

Theatre  Service  &   Supply  Co. 

BUTTE 
Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 

DETROIT 
Oliver  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

FARGO 

McCarthy  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Modern  Sales  Company 

KANSAS  CITY 

Independent  Theatre  Sup.  Co. 

LIMA 

Pictur-Fone  Company 

LOS  ANGELES 
Projection  Equipment 

Maintenance 

LOUISVILLE 
Shecltler’s  Theatre  Supplies 

MEMPHIS 
Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

NEW  YORK 

Crown  Motion  Picture  Supplies 

Co. 
OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Dyer  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

OMAHA 

Scott  Ballantyne  Company 

PHILADELPHIA 

Penn  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

PITTSBURGH 

A.  &   S.  Steinberg-,  Inc. 
PORTLAND 

Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 

ST.  LOUIS 

General  Air  Conditioning  Co. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 

R.  A.  Eelcels  Studios 

SEATTLE 
Western  Theatre  Equipment 

Co. 

SHREVEPORT 
Southern  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

TAMPA 
United  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

WASHINGTON 
Ben  Lust  Theatre  Supply  Co. 
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THE  SUPPLy  mflRT 
WHAT  YOU  MAY  NEED 

AND  WHERE  TO  FIND  IT 

You  Clean  Your  Own  Screen 
Suction  cleans  screens,  lamp  houses,  all  floor 
surfaces,  box  and  balcony  fronts,  drapes, 
curtains,  everything  without  removal  or 
scaffolds  with  the  Specialized  Super  Theatre 
Cleaner.  Saves  its  cost  over  and  over  again. 
Free  trial.  Ask  your  wholesaler  or  write 

The  National  Super  Service  Co. 
1941  No.  12th  Street,  Toledo,  Ohio,  U.  S.  A. 

WHEN  YOU  FASTEN  ANYTHING 

IN  MASONRY,  DEPEND  ON  THESE 
CHICAGO  PRODUCTS 

Expansion  nuts  where  exterior  finish 

is  important. 
Four  theatre  style  expansion  bolts 

for  fastening  theatre  seats  perma- 
nently. 

Drill  points,  chucks  and  setting  tools. 

SEE  YOUR  DEALER  —   or  write  us. 

CHICAGO  EXPANSION  BOLT  CO. 
ltdom  601,  1.14  S.  Clinton  St.,  Chicago 

NEW  SEAT  CATALOG 

NOW  READY-WRITE 
Pictures  and  describes 

all  types  Peabody  The- 
atre Seats.  Attractive 

modern  designs.  Comfort- 
able quality  seats  for 

every  theatre  need.  Free 

Catalog  sent  on  request. 

Peabody  Seating  Co. 
North  Manchester,  Ind. CARRIER  CORPORATION— SYRACUSE,  N.  Y- 

[A
 

£LECTR/C  OPERATED 

1   CURTAIN 

1   CONTROLS 

1 
LGH  ^TRACK* 

L 

VALLEN.  INC.  —   Akron.  Ohio 

For  Accuracy  1 

and  Speed  in Making  Change   / 7//*.Ve  JO  HUSO  II  FME  BOX  CO. 
i   t U/lllC  *619  (625  RAVENSWOOD

  CHICAGO. 
CHURCH  ST.  NEW  YORK  150  CAUSEWAY  ST  BOSTON. 

EZY-RUG  Colored  Rubber  Link  MATTING 
Reduce*  cleaning  and  redecorating  co*t*  . . .   Prevent* 

(lipping  on  wet  flooring  .   . .   Prolongs  the  life  of  your 
carpet*  Modernize*  and  beautifie*  your  lobby. 

AMERICAN  MAT  CORPORATION 
1719  ADAMS  STREET  TOLEDO,  OHIO 

A   Mat  for  Every  Purpose 

Specify  GoldE  Standard 
Products  and  know  you 

have  the  best  in  Spotlights, 

Rewinds,  Rewind  Tables, 

Film  Cabinets,  New  Alum- 
inum Magazines,  Stereopti- 

cons,  Cleaner  Stands,  New 

Roto-Chrome  Color  Spot- 

light, Changeover,  Take- 
ups,  etc.  —   New  Catalog. 

GOLDE  MFG.  CO. 
1214-28  W.  Madison  St. 

Chicago,  Illinois 

IMPROVE  YOUR  SOUND 
WITH 

CETRON 
PHOTOCELLS 

CONTINENTAL  ELECTRIC  CO. 

GENEVA,  ILL. 

SOLD  BY  ALL  SUPPLY  DEALERS 

Smart  Interiors 
Complete  Interior  Decorations — Draperies — 

Stage  Curtains — Murals 
Seventeen  years  superior  value  and  superior 

service  is  your  guarantee  of  complete  satis- 
faction. Inquiries  Invited. 

Novelty  Scenic  Studios,  Inc. 
320  WEST  48TH  ST.,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

    Installations  Everywhere!    

b 

Slid  BLOWERS 

cooling. '''\TcoW  W°<*'  *pe 

71°  out.
.  Vibraii°n_

 

up  including
  varia; 

ADLER  SILHOUETTE 
LETTERS  and  STAINLESS 

STEEL  SUPPORTING  FRAMES 
in  All  Sizes  and  Constructions. 

Protected  by  National  Patent  Corp. 

ADLER  SIGN  LETTER  COMPANY 
2909  Indiana  Ave.  CHICAGO 

IRWIN  SEATING 
famous  for  its 

“NECK  TO  KNEE”  COMFORT 
AND  SNAPPY  APPEARANCE 

IRWIN  SEATING  COMPANY 
Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 

Distributed  by  National  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

Fast  Accurate  Change  -   Maker 
Saves  time.  Eliminates  mistakes.  Attractive 
and  efficient.  Works  with  new  or  worn  coins. 

Many  special  features.  10  year 
guarantee!  Used  in  thousands  of 

theatres.  Write  today  for  de- 
scriptive circular  and  price  list. 

Universal  Stamping  &   Mfg.  Co. 
2839  N.  Western  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

C0IN0METER 

Quick,  Fas  if  Waif  to  Make 
LOBBY  DISPLAYS 

Now,  make  swell  business  getting 

lobby  displays.  Less  time.  Less 
work.  Simply  trace  enlargements 

of  photos,  ads,  etc.,  in  natural 
color  with  Postoscope  Projector. 
Anvone  can  do  it. 

Get  full  details,  liberal 
TRIAL  OFFER,  1   o   w 

prices  now.  Write 

FREE 

Dept.  102 
F.  D.  EEES  MFG.  COMPANY 

Beatrice,  Nebraska 

Something  Entirely  New  in  Theatre  Dec- 
oration! Predecorated ,   beautifully  finished 

KOLOR-TRIM  MOLDINGS  for  use  with  NU- 

WOOD  —   the  modern  interior  finish  that 

decorates,  insulates,  controls  sound. 

Write  for  complete  facts. 

WOOD  CONVERSION  COMPANY 

Room  134-12  First  National  Bank  Building 

ST.  PAUL,  MINN. 

HEYWOOD  -   WAKEFIELD 

Streamline 
SEATS 

Made  to  Order  for  the  Modem  Theatre 

WHEN  ANSWERING 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

LISTED  ON  THIS  PAGE 

OR  ELSEWHERE  HEREIN 

—TELL  THEM  YOU  SAW 

IT  IN  THE 

MODERN  THEATRE 
section  of 
BOXOFFICE! 
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Advisory  Board 
The  PLANNING  INSTITUTE  Is  conduct- 

ed in  collaboration  with  the  following  thea- 
tre architects,  structural  designers  and  en- 

gineers, who  have  agreed  to  act  as  technical 
advisers  to  the  Institute  and  editorial  text 
contributors  to  THE  MODERN  THEATRE 

from  their  respective  localities. 

Charles  N.  Agree, 

Detroit,  Michigan. 

Samuel  C.  Allen, 

Saginaw,  Michigan, 

Clifford  A.  Balch, 
Los  Angeles,  Calif. 

Bruce  F.  Barnes, 

St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Arnold  E.  Baschen  &   Assoc., 
Hannibal,  Mo. 

ltoy  A.  Benjamin, 
Jacksonville,  Fla. 

Bennett  &   Straight, 
Dearborn,  Mich. 

T.  H.  Buell  &   Co., 
Denver,  Colo. 

Corgan  &   Moore, 
Dallas,  Tex. 

Eugene  DeRosa, 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

Wm.  I.  Holiauser,  Inc., 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

Houston  &   Smith, 
Dallas,  Tex. 

Mark  I).  Kalischer, 
Chicago,  111. 

Kaplan  &   Sprachman, 
Toronto,  Ont.,  Can. 

Clarence  Itivett, 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

S.  Charles  Lee, 
Los  Angeles,  Calif. 

Edward  Paul  Lewin, 
Chicago,  111. 

Liebenberg  &   Kaplan, 
Minneapolis,  Minn. 

MacKie  &   Kaiurath, 
Houston,  Tex. 

Marr  &   Holman, 

Nashville,  Tenn. 

Pereira  &   Pereira, 
Chicago,  111. 

H.  F.  Pettigrew, 
Dallas,  Tex. 

H.  A.  Itaapke, 

Omaha,  Neb. 

C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp,  Inc., 
Chicago,  III. 

Victor  A.  Rigamount, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Ben  Schlanger  Associates, 

Eliasopli  &   Greenspoon, 
Montreal,  Que.,  Canada 

Spillman  &   Spillman, 
San  Antonio,  Tex. 

O.  W.  Stiegemeyer, 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 

David  Supowitz, 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Wetherell  &   Harrison, 
Des  Moines,  la. 

NOTE:  The  Institute  does  not  undertake 

the  practical  functions  of  an  architect  or 
designer.  Its  service  is  intended  merely 
to  place  our  readers  in  touch  with  reliable 

local  sources  of  preliminary  information 

and  advice  on  theatre  planning  and  struc- 
tural problems.  Inquiries  pertaining  to 

Architectural  Service  will  be  relayed 

promptly  to  the  nearest  member  of  the  ad- 
visory board. 

The  Cine'  Theatre  . . . 

Strictly  Modern  Plant 
In  a   Small  Town 

(Continued  from  page  47) 

for  theatrical  productions.  Dressing  rooms 
are  located  beneath  the  stage. 

Lounge  and  Comfort  Facilities 

The  lounge,  50  by  16  feet,  is  located  on 
the  mezzanine  floor.  Here  the  floor  is 

also  of  terrazzo  in  a   modern  pattern  and 
the  walls  and  ceiling  are  of  colorfully 

decorated  sand-finished  plaster.  A   fea- 
ture of  the  lounge  is  its  provision  for 

nursery  use  by  mothers  with  infants  who 
might  disturb  the  audience  in  the  audi- 

torium. One  end  of  the  room  is  enclosed 
and  outfitted  with  a   vision  panel  and 
sound  system.  This  also  has  met  with  a 
great  deal  of  approval  from  the  patrons. 

Men’s  and  women’s  toilet  and  rest  rooms 
are  off  the  main  lounge  and  are  fully 
equipped. 

The  projection  room  is  located  directly 
off  to  one  end  of  the  lounge  and  it  is 

equipped  with  all  the  latest  types  of  equip- 
ment and  accessories  for  a   high  standard 

of  projection  and  sound  reproduction. 

Management  offices  are  at  the  opposite 
end  of  the  lounge  and  have  provisions  for 

ushers’  dressing  rooms,  printing  rooms, 
advertising  and  various  other  operating 
functions.  Full  control  of  the  entire 
mezzanine  floor  is  made  possible  by  this 

grouping;  thus  reducing  the  cost  of  opera- tion. 

The  building  is  heated  by  a   steam  boiler 
and  has  direct  radiation  for  the  boxoffice, 

lobby,  lounge,  toilets,  offices  and  other 
areas.  The  auditorium  is  heated  by  means 
of  coils  and  a   blower  fan  located  above  the 

stage  through  an  overhead  distribution 
system.  Cooling  also  is  handled  in  a 
similar  fashion.  A   well  furnishes  cold 

water  for  the  cooling  coils,  thereby  elimi- 
nating the  expense  of  a   compressor  and 

condenser.  Recirculation  is  accomplished 

by  means  of  a   continuous  tunnel  around 
the  auditorium,  which  connects  to  the  fan 
room. 

NAP  ON  CARPET 

Sometimes  we  find  carpets  with  heavy 

naps  where  the  floor-cleaning  tool  may  go 
jumpy.  It  will  go  smoothly  with  the  nap, 
but  jumpy  against  it.  This  is  prevented 
in  several  ways,  according  to  Fred  Bissell, 
the  National  Super  Cleaner  man. 
The  best  way  is  to  drop  the  hand  when 
making  the  forward  stroke,  thus  raising 
the  front  lip.  On  the  reverse  stroke  raise 
the  hand,  thus  lifting  the  rear  lip,  the 
one  toward  the  operator.  This  is  wise  to 
do  in  many  places  where  no  nap  trouble 

is  present. 
Another  way  is  to  run  the  tool  across  the 

nap,  neither  with  nor  against  it,  and  then 
it  runs  smoothly.  Or  maybe  a   diagonal 

stroke  if  that  is  more  convenient.  Inci- 
dentally, these  differing  directions  of 

strokes  on  the  same  carpet  give  better  re- 
sults in  cleaning,  according  to  Mr.  Bissell. 
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SO . . .   YOO  BOUGHT  A   CORN  POPPER 
-   ■         By  CHAS.  T.  MANLEY*—      

YOU  bought  a   popcorn  machine  be- cause the  man  said  it  was  a   cure  for 

“Boxoffice  Anemia.”  He  made  some 
other  crack  about  good  pictures  being  the 

red  meat  of  theatre  entertainment,  but  de- 
licious popcorn  was  the  desert.  Now  what 

the  man  said  about  that  popcorn  machine 

was  all  true,  but  don’t  think  for  a   minute 
that  you  can  put  the  popcorn  machine 
over  in  some  corner  of  the  lobby  with  a 

now-damn-you-let’s-see-you-make-money- 

for-me  attitude  and  go  very  far. 

Popcorn  is  nature’s  finest  health  food 
and  confection.  Every  mouthful  can  be  a 

delicious,  palatable  delight,  but  only  de- 
licious popcorn  is  fit  to  eat.  It  has  been 

said,  and  with  reason,  that  the  popcorn 

business  is  one  of  the  world’s  greatest  and 
most  unique  businesses.  Ten  or  fifteen 
thousand  people  in  various  parts  of  the 
country  are  making  a   living,  paying  the 
rent  of  stores  and  theatres,  and  actually 
making  money  and  lots  of  it  in  one  way 
or  another  from  their  popcorn  machines, 

yet  there  isn’t  one  of  these  machines  in 
50  that  actually  serves  popcorn  that  is 
half  as  good  as  it  ought  to  be.  No  other 
business  in  the  world  could  do  this. 

Food  for  Serious  Thought 

Recently  we  came  across  an  article  in 

“Printer’s  Ink”  about  candy  bars.  It 
seems  that  scores  of  new  candy  bars  are 
started  annually,  all  fairly  good,  and  many 
of  them  start  out  with  a   bang.  Pretty 
soon  they  fade  and  go  out  of  business. 

Now  here  is  what  happens,  quoting  “Print- 
er’s Ink”: 

* President ,   Burch  Manufacturing  Co., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

“The  manufacturer,  in  order  to  ob- 
tain the  greatest  possible  market, 

makes  sure  there  is  a   handsome  profit 

in  the  bar  for  the  wholesaler  and  re- 
tailer in  the  form  of  large  margins 

or  various  free  deals.  For  a   year  the 
bar  is  conspicuous  on  many  counters 

and  then  disappears.  The  casual  ob- 
server gets  the  impression  that  there 

are  many  bars  that  enjoy  fleeting  suc- 
cess, coming  and  going  like  song  hits, 

but  he  is  wrong.  What  has  hap- 
pened is  that  manufacturer,  whole- 

saler, and  retailer  have  tried  hard  to 
put  something  over  on  the  consumer, 
but  the  consumer  somehow  discovered 

he  wasn’t  getting  his  nickel’s  worth. 
The  consumer  has  a   way  of  knowing, 
whether  or  not  he  ever  formulates  his 

opinions,  his  stomach  seems  to  let  him 

know.  There  are  too  many  horrid  ex- 

amples for  us  to  believe  otherwise.” 
It  is  our  hope  that  this  item  will  give 

the  average  owner  of  a   popcorn  machine 

something  to  think  about.  Manufactur- 
ers of  candy  bars  every  year  try  to  put 

something  over  on  the  public  and  they  go 
out  of  business  just  as  regularly  as  they 

start,  yet  thousands  of  popcorn  machines 
in  all  parts  of  the  country  are  making 
money,  and  only  a   small  percentage  of 
them  actually  give  the  public  what  they 
are  entitled  to  have — the  most  delicious 
popcorn  it  is  possible  to  make.  Delicious 
popcorn  can  be  a   thrill  to  the  appetite. 
Your  patrons  will  enjoy  the  satisfying 
purity  and  goodness  of  perfectly  popped 
corn,  popped  in  sweet  pure  seasoning  and 

popcorn  salt,  if  there  is  plenty  of  season- 

The Christmas  Spirit  is  cleverly  associated 

with  the  tasty  appeal  of  delicious  popcorn  as 

a   lure  to  patronage  in  the  lobby  of  the  Capitol 
Theatre,  in  Atlanta,  Georgia.  (Photo  courtesy 
Burch  Manufacturing  Co.) 

ing  and  the  corn  is  popped  at  the  correct 
temperature  for  perfect  expansion  with 
no  hard  centers  or  hulls. 

Popcorn  Helps  Patronage 

The  theatre  is  the  ideal  location  for  a 

popcorn  machine.  People  who  go  to  the 
theatre  are  pleasure  bent,  hunting  for 
amusement  and  relaxation,  and  the 

American  Public  has  been  trained  to  con- 
sider eating  as  part  of  their  enjoyment 

and  relaxation. 

There  is  a   certain  amount  of  dramatiza- 
tion and  showmanship  in  the  right  pop- 
corn machine,  properly  operated.  Beauty 

sells  merchandise  whether  it  is  automo- 
biles or  popcorn.  With  popcorn,  beauty, 

glamour,  and  cleanliness  of  the  equipment, 
and  personality  of  the  operator  make  the 
first  sale,  but  repeat  business  is  dependent 

upon  quality  or  taste  of  the  product  and 
quality  is  entirely  dependent  on  plenty  of 

the  finest  seasoning  it  is  possible  to  ob- 
tain, real  quality  popcorn,  and  popcorn 

salt.  The  right  equipment  presupposes 

equipment  that  is  designed  and  con- 
structed so  as  to  obtain  the  greatest  pos- 

sible volume  out  of  the  raw  popcorn. 

Theatre  owners  and  large  chains  operat- 
ing popcorn  machines  in  scores  of  houses 

maintain  their  equipment  enjoys  the  es- 
teem of  the  citizens  in  the  community  be- 

cause it  is  run  for  their  entertainment 

and  amusement.  They  state  that  enter- 
taining the  public  is  their  creed  and  prac- 

tice, and  that  they  have  found  delicious 
popcorn,  properly  made,  is  all  part  of  the 
evening’s  entertainment. 

The  extra  profits  from  the  proper  pop- 
corn machine  in  a   theatre,  properly  oper- 
ated, serving  the  most  delicious  product 

it  is  possible  to  make,  can  be  extremely 
profitable  to  you  as  a   theatre  man,  and 
all  you  have  to  do  to  obtain  the  extra 
profit  is  to  remember  that  the  operation 
of  this  equipment  should  be  looked  upon 
as  part  of  the  business  of  entertaining  the 

public,  and  the  public  will  not  be  enter- 
tained or  satisfied  with  anything  other 

than  a   perfect  product. 

Simplified  Projection 
An  Improvement  Angle 

Simplified  high  intensity  projection  for 
small  and  medium-sized  theatres  has 
gained  steadily  in  popularity  since  the 
idea  was  introduced  to  the  theatre  indus- 

try a   little  more  than  a   year  ago. 

The  term  “simplified”  is  used  to  de- 
scribe a   new  process  in  the  development 

of  a   better  light  source  for  projection,  em- 
bodying a   simplified  lamp  mechanism  with 

fewer  wearing  parts  and  a   decrease  in 
current  consumption  over  all  previous 
high  intensity  lamp  installations. 

The  method  sustains  both  economy  of 

operation  and  improved  screen  results — 
a   most  interesting  combination  for  the  at- 

tainment of  improvement  in  projection. 
Aside  from  its  economic  advantages  as 

compared  to  high  intensity  projection  of 

the  past,  the  simplified  method  offers  the 
following  definite  advantages  of  the  high 

intensity  light  source:  It  provides  the 

screen  brightness  and  sharp  definition  re- 
quired by  a   large  percentage  of  theatre 

patrons  not  blessed  with  perfect  vision.  It 
gives  the  most  realistic  reproduction  of 
the  increasingly  popular  color  features.  It 
permits  a   comfortable  and  safe  level  of 
general  illumination  in  the  auditorium. 

The  MODERN  THEATRE  SECTION 



lip  "National”  Low IFF  Intensity  Carbons 
®   for  Condenser  Type Low  Intensity 

w   Lamps 

f   0.10  screen  lumens 

per  watt.  Theaters 

very  dark.  Patrons 

groped  blindly  for 
seats.  Definitely 

yellow  light. 

SCREEN  LUMENS 
PER  WATT 

"National** 
SRA  Carbons 

[   for  Reflector  Type 
Low  Intensity 

Lamps 

0.63  screen  lumens 

per  watt.  Theaters 
still  too  dark  for 

safety  and  comfort. 
Whiter  light  but 

yellowish  tint. 

SCREEN  LUMENS 

PER  WATT Simplified  High 

Intensity  projection 

with  "National" 
"Suprex”  Carbons 

1.60  screen  lumens 

per  watt.  Safe  and 

comfortable  general 

illumination.  SNOW 

WHITE  LIGHT. 
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National  Carbon  Company,  Inc.  has  revolution- 

ized motion  picture  projection  through  steady 

improvement  in  projection  light  sources. 
You  cannot  afford  to  retain  1928  standards 

of  theater  illumination.  Ask  your  dealer  about 

the  economy,  low  cost  and  box  office  value  of 

Simplified  High  Intensity  projection. 



THESE  NATIONALLY  KNOWN 
CIRCUITS  AND  A   LARGE  NUMBER 
OF  THEATRES  THROUGHOUT  U.S. 
HAVE  FOUHD  IT 

PROFITABLE  TO  INSTAII 

★★★★  SOUND  SYSTEM 
Martina  Circuit 

Fox  Intermountain  Theatres,  Inc. 

Griffith  Amusement  Company 

St.  Louis  Amusement  Company 

Warner-Saxe  Theatres 

Robb  &   Rowley  United,  Inc. 

Schine  Circuit,  Inc. 

Paramount  Pictures,  Inc. 

Comerford  Publix  Theatres  Corp 

★★★★ 

Fox  Midwest  Agency  Corp. 
Fox  West  Coast  Theatres 

Randforce  Amusement  Corp. 

Cascade  Theatres  Corp. 

Maine  &   New  Hampshire  Theatres  Co. 

Netco  Theatres  Corp. 

Central  States  Theatre  Corp. 

Neighborhood  Theatre,  Inc. 

E.  M.  Loew's  Theatres,  Inc. 

SOUND  SYSTEM  • 

MAKE  YOUR  PATRONS  WITH  SOUND  REPRODUCED 

AS  RECORDED  DY  HOLLYWOOD 
MANUFACTURED  BY 

INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR 

CORPORATION 

88-96  COLD  STREET,  NEW  YORK.  N.Y. 

DISTRIBUTED  BY 

NATIONAL  THEATRE  SUPPLY 
COMPANY 

BRANCHES  IN  PRINCIPAL  CITIES 



Hollywood  Studying 
Cancellation  Plans 

(Continued  from  page  13) 
the  newest  cancellations.  Into  the  discard 

will  go  the  shoulder-shrugging  attitude — 
created  to  a   certain  degree  by  the  present 
block-booking  policy — with  which  Holly- 

wood has  greeted  the  news  that  one  or 
another  of  its  film  efforts  has  proved 
itself  negligible  as  entertainment  and  a 

sheer  waste  of  raw  materials.  The  prob- 
lem of  holding  cancellations  down  to  the 

minimum,  this  executive  holds,  will  be 

clearly  put  up  to  the  film  capital’s  creative 
artisans — directors,  writers,  producers — for 
showmen  will,  henceforth,  play  pictures 
more  on  merit  than  ever  before. 

Hollywood’s  costly  tendency  to  experi- 
ment and,  periodically,  to  turn  out  an 

“art-for-art’s-sake”  production,  the  money- 
making or  money-losing  possibilities  of 

which  have  never  been  clearly  recorded 

because  of  the  block-booking  and  dual- 
billing system,  must  inevitably  be  wiped 

out,  in  the  executive’s  opinion,  in  favor  of 
clear-cut,  entertainment-laden  fare.  For, 
in  the  last  analysis,  the  number  of  such 
pictures  of  which  any  one  studio  can 

boast  will  be  that  company’s  greatest  pro- 
tection against  the  losses  resulting  from 

a   landslide  of  cancellations. 

LETTERS 

SO  HE  WONDERS 

New  York — Here  is  a   corner  of  a   Chi- 

cago newspaper  movie  section  that  I   hap- 
pened across.  I   do  not  know  how  the 

North  Center  expects  to  get  by  with 

“Broadway  Musketeers,”  “Storm  Over 
Bengal,”  and  “Sing  You  Sinners”  when 
the  Rosewood  is  giving  “Assassin  of 
Youth,”  “Portia  on  Trial,”  “Down  in  Ar- 
kansaw,”  plus  a   comedy,  travelogue,  sport 
reel,  novelty  reel  and  a   news  for  15  cents. 
You  would  think  the  Rosewood  would  be 
sport  enough  to  throw  in  a   Disney  and 
March  of  Time  for  such  a   high  admission. 

The  Adelphi,  with  a   double  feature, 
gives  a   nine-inch  dinner  plate  free  and 
a   sandwich  and  drink  free  with  each  plate. 

The  last  looks  kind  of  “chintzy”  to  me. 
I   wonder  why  they  do  not  give  a   turkey 
dinner  with  it. 

Theatres  in  Chicago  are  giving  away 

ladies’  hosiery,  plants,  lace,  glassware,  tur- 
keys, linen,  table  runners,  beauty  ware, 

crazy  auction,  comforters,  silverware,  etc., 

and  occasionally  are  throwing  in  a   “bomb”: 
Better  be  careful — all  the  department 

store  trade  journals  will  be  running  a 
movie  section  next. — ONE  WHO  MERELY 
WONDERS. 

The  Editors  welcome  letters  from 
readers  on  picture  reports  or  other 
trade  topics.  All  letters  must  he  signed. 
Identity  withheld  on  request. 

(Continued  from  page  8) 

truth  and  still  respect  certain  nations 
these  days? 

If  you  rule  out  everything  debatable, 

you  get  the  kind  of  picture  which  the 
late  Percy  Hammond  described  by 

saying,  “I  went  into  the  theatre  a 
full-grown  adult  and  came  out  suck- 

ing my  thumb." 
As  for  indecency,  no  one,  of  course, 

advocates  it,  but  if  we  want  morally 

innocuous  pictures,  we  also  make 

them  intellectually  and  emotionally 

vapid.  If  you  don't  want  to  risk  of- 
fending anyone,  you  will  never  pro- 

duce great  art. 

We  know  the  answer,  in  advance. 

Films  are  made  to  make  money,  not 
create  art. 

It  Is  Possible 

Much  written,  much  spoken  about 

Hollywood  takes  jibes  at  the  spread- 

ing cream  puff  kind  of  organization- 
al enterprise  which  prevails  there. 

This  department  has  rarely  spared 

the  horses.  Now,  however,  it  bends 

a   knee  in  forgiveness. 

Hollywood  can  organize.  It  can 
coordinate.  The  case  of  Leni  Rie- 

fenstahl,  disciple  of,  and  favored  by, 

Hitler,  proves  it. 

Also.  The  popgun  is  loaded  and 
directed  toward  the  first  individual 

who  now  bleats  the  damage  this 

will  do  to  American  pictures  in Germany. 

kL 

Hidden  Concession 

In  Trade  Treaty 
Ottawa — The  trade  agreement  between 

Canada  and  the  United  States  contains  a 
hidden  concession  for  film  companies  in 
the  Dominion  which  is  of  fairly  large  pro- 
portions. 
Down  in  the  clauses  of  the  pact  there 

is  information  that  Item  238A  of  the 
Canadian  tariff  schedule  is  amended  by 
the  reduction  of  the  duty  on  imports  from 

the  
United  

States  

from  

32  
y2  
to  

21* l/z  

per 

cent.  This  item  covers  motion  picture 
negatives  of  all  widths. 

First  examination  of  the  agreement  re- 
vealed a   reduction  of  from  3c  to  2y4c  per 

foot  on  positive  prints,  but  subsequent 
discussion  of  the  terms  brings  out  that  a 
similar  reduction  has  been  made  with  neg- 

ative films.  The  duty  is  based  on  the  fair 
market  value  of  negatives. 

With  negatives  of  close  to  400  features 
imported  into  the  Dominion  in  a   year, 

the  benefit  to  be  derived  by  film  distribu- 
tors becomes  appreciable  over  a   period  of 

time.  Black  and  white  negatives  of  fea- 
tures and  shorts  are  brought  in  so  that 

prints  can  be  made  in  Canadian  labora- 
tories with  a   substantial  saving  in  duty 

charges.  The  duty  reduction  on  negatives 
becomes  effective  January  1. 

The  duty  on  professional  film  cameras 
and  equipment  from  the  States  is  to  be 
reduced  from  30  to  10  per  cent,  while  that 

for  projection  machines  and  parts  re- 
mains at  15  per  cent.  Projection  equip- 

ment to  the  value  of  $317,000  was  im- 
ported from  the  United  States  in  1937, 

while  imports  of  positive  films  were  valued 

at  $254,000.  Canada  will  continue  to  im- 

port all  Technicolor  prints,  as  the  labora- 
tories are  not  equipped  to  take  care  of 

the  color  process. 

Under  British  preference,  the  duty  on 
negative  film  imports  from  the  United 
Kingdom  is  10  per  cent  as  compared  with 
the  reduced  tariff  of  27  V2  per  cent  on 
similar  imports  from  the  States  after 
January  1. 

Readies  Grounds 

Detroit — Preparations  for  the  1939  na- 

tional convention  of  Variety  Clubs,  to  be 

held  here  in  April  at  the  Book-Cadillac 
Hotel,  already  are  under  way  and  are 

being  supervised  by  John  E.  Flynn,  dis- 

trict manager  for  M-G-M. 
Twenty  units  are  at  present  embraced 

in  the  national  Variety  Club  organization 

and  three  new  tents  are  being  formed  in 

New  York,  Chicago  and  Los  Angeles. 
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Skott  Subject  Review! 
Scouts  to  the  Rescue 

Universal  (Serial — 12  Chap.)  21  Minutes 

This  serial  attains  a   new  high  for  imag- 
inative incongruity.  But  since  apparently 

there  is  no  limit  to  the  gullibility  of  young- 
sters as  far  as  serials  are  concerned,  this 

one  should  have  a   wide  range  of  appeal 
among  them.  The  best  bet,  obviously,  is 
the  tieup  with  the  boy  scouts  of  America 
which  should  pay  heavy  dividends  at  the 
boxoffice.  Jackie  Cooper  is  the  leader  of 
his  troop  and  they  become  involved  with 

G-Men,  counterfeiters  and,  believe  it  or  not, 
a   wild  tribe  of  Indians,  who  guard  their 

tribal  secret  on  a   mountain  top.  Some- 
body made  a   mistake  when  they  made  the 

Indians  speak  in  a   guttural  for  it  all 
sounds  suspiciously  like  a   Russian  dialect. 
Nevertheless,  the  sequences  have  a   goodly 
quota  of  action  and  suspense  for  the 
youngsters.  Cooper  handles  his  role  in  a 
convincing  manner.  Others  in  the  cast 

are  William  Ruhl,  Jack  Mulhall  and  Bill 
Cody  jr. 

Opening  Day 
M-G-M  (Robert  Benchley)  §   Minutes 

Bob  Benchley,  or  his  scenario  writers, 

missed  a   great  chance  here.  The  opening 
day  of  the  baseball  season  in  thousands 

of  community  ball  parks  is  a   tradition 

not  without  its  humorous  aspects.  Only  in 
a   few  spots  does  the  refreshing  Benchley 
wit  assert  itself.  As  treasurer  of  a   small 

town  he  is  called  upon  to  throw  out  the 
first  ball.  He  manages  to  drive  everyone 
nuts  as  he  drags  in  the  state  of  the  town 

budget,  the  high  cost  of  buying  the  town 

from  the  Indians,  etc.  The  entire  pro- 
ceedings are  forced  and  very  short  of 

Benchley’s  previous  efforts. 

Football  Romeo 
M-G-M  (Our  Gang  Comedy)  10  Minutes 

Kids  will  undoubtedly  get  the  biggest 

kick  out  of  this  one.  It  isn’t  as  brightly 
contrived  as  some  of  its  predecessors  to 
ruffle  the  adults.  Tire  main  idea  is  that 

in  order  to  get  Alfalfa  into  the  football 

game  the  “gang”  employs  cute  little  Darla 
to  try  to  get  him  jealous.  Her  device  is 
to  strut  around  with  the  captain  of  the 

rival  team.  Instead  of  getting  jealous,  Al- 
falfa disappears.  The  scripters  arrange  for 

Alfalfa  to  get  into  the  game,  which  the 

“gang”  is  losing,  in  the  nick  of  time.  He, 
of  course,  pulls  them  to  victory. 

Going  Places 
Universal  (No.  57)  9   Minutes 

Yellowstone  National  Park  and  its  nat- 

ural wonders  always  puts  on  a   good  show 
and  this  screen  tour  is  no  disappointment. 

The  camera  covers  the  geysers,  hot  springs 
and  other  weird  volcanic  scenes  of  water- 

falls and  canyons. 

Miracle  of  Salt  Lake 
M-G-M  (Miniature)  11  Minutes 

Although,  for  entertainment  purposes, 
the  motivation  for  this  fine  subject 
is  slightly  remote,  it  does  bring  out  a   full 
round  of  vastly  interesting  material.  The 
subject  is  intended  to  answer  the  question: 

“What  brought  the  sea  gulls  to  Salt  Lake 
in  1848  to  end  a   plague  of  grasshoppers 

and  save  the  city  from  starvation?”  While 
it  is  not  possible  to  estimate  how  many 
people  in  this  country  have  ever  been 
curiously  aroused  over  this  question,  the 
film  unearths  what  it  visualizes  to  be  the 

hardships  encountered  by  a   band  of  pio- 

neers, led  by  Brigham  Young,  to  find  re- 
ligious freedom.  The  result  of  this  strug- 

gle is  known  today  as  Mormonism,  the 
home  of  which  is  Salt  Lake  City.  The 
subject  has  been  intelligently  handled  and 
should  make  a   worthy  addition  to  any 

program. 

Newest  Spoor  Film 
Development  Near 

Chicago — Three  major  companies  are 

definitely  interested  in  the  new  “enter- 
tainment feature”  of  the  most-recent  film 

development  of  George  K.  Spoor,  pioneer 
Chicago  producer,  he  tells  Boxoffice. 

Spoor,  who  threw  his  first  moving  pic- 
ture on  the  screen  43  years  ago,  says  that 

the  new  plan  now  in  the  process  of  being 
patented,  does  include  third  dimension, 
and  requires  only  one  laboratory  process 
additional  to  that  used  now  in  film  work. 

He  says  that  he  will  be  ready  to  an- 
nounce his  major  affiliation  within  the 

next  six  weeks  and  that  it  may  be  ready 
for  use  in  theatres  within  five  months. 

“Our  present  mode  of  film  entertainment 

must  be  changed,”  Spoor  contends.  “And 
I   believe  I   have  the  medium  with  which 

to  do  it.  I   hope  to  be  able  to  eliminate 

the  ‘B’  feature  from  the  tiresome  double 
features  of  the  present-day  and  substi- 

tute my  plan  for  one  film.” 

Now  He  Fills 

The  Dishes 
Chicago — Ludwig  Sussman  caused 

quite  a   flurry  of  comment  here  when  he 

advertised  not  only  two  features  and 

dish  night  at  his  north  side  Adelphi 

Theatre,  but  ALSO  a   free  sandwich 

and  drink  with  every  dish. 

As  patrons  entered,  he  gave  them 

the  dish  plus  a   coupon  entitling  them 

to  the  sandwich  and  drink  at  a   sand- 

wich shop  with  whom  he  made  a   tieup. 

Mans  Greatest  Friend 
M-G-M  (Pete  Smith)  10  Minutes 

A   wealth  of  human  interest,  not  usually 
associated  with  shorts  efforts,  has  gone 

into  this  splendid  all-appeal  subject.  Its 
theme  is  this:  Because  hundreds  of  dogs 

have  given  their  lives  to  science,  man  no 

longer  suffers  from  many  dangerous  dis- 
eases. Bringing  the  narrative  up  quickly 

from  the  rock  ages,  when  man  depended 
on  the  wolf  dog  to  defend  him,  the  film 
delves  into  the  part  Louis  Pasteur  played 

in  developing  a   cure  for  rabies.  The  screen 

story  and  the  manner  in  which  it  is  dram- 
atized is  a   compact,  enlightening  and  in- 

tensely absorbing  effort.  It  solidifies  a 
thought  already  dominant  in  hundreds  of 
thousands  of  minds;  that,  through  the 

ages  dogs  have  probably  been  man’s  great- 
est friend.  And  as  such,  its  reception  un- 

doubtedly will  be  in  kind.  Pete  Smith 
handles  the  narrative  sans  humor. 

The  Captains  Christmas 
M-G-M  (Captain  and  the  Kids)  9   Minutes 

This  was  designed  expressly  for  the  kid- 
die holiday  trade.  It  is  precisely  that.  It 

seems  that  Long  John,  of  the  comic  strip 

Long  Johns,  replaces  the  Captain  just  as 
the  latter  is  to  assume  the  role  of  Santa 

Claus  for  his  youngsters.  It  further  seems 
that  Long  John  gets  more  than  a   little 
destructive  with  the  toys  that  the  Captain 
had  selected,  thus  bringing  a   very  sour 

note  into  the  otherwise  cheery  home.  Tak- 
ing a   cue  from  an  angelic  spirit,  Long 

John  and  his  cronies  go  out  and  perform 
some  vocalizing.  They  are  rewarded  with 

a   flock  of  toys  which  they  use  to  restore matters. 

Stranger  Than  Fiction 
Universal  (No.  57)  9   Minutes 

Truly  a   collection  of  unusual  phenomena 
that  contains  loads  of  audience  interest. 

The  reel  opens  by  introducing  a   retired 
millionaire  whose  hobby  is  to  make  toys 

for  poor  kids,  then  in  quick  order  pre- 
sents a   cow  that  had  quadruplets,  a   man 

who  sculptures  in  metal,  a   religious  ser- 
vice conducted  by  the  deaf,  a   family  of  13 

children,  an  artist  of  Toronto  who  paints 

in  miniature,  one  of  the  smallest  post- 
offices  in  the  world,  and  a   youngster  who 
comes  close  to  being  a   human  pretzel. 

Little  Blue  Blackbird 
Universal  (Walter  Lantz)  7   Minutes 

Nothing  very  original  to  distinguish  this 

from  the  ordinary  run-of-the-mill  car- 
toons. In  this,  a   mother  blackbird  hatches 

a   brood  of  three,  but  one  is  of  a   light 
blue  vintage.  He  is  immediately  cast  into 
disfavor  with  the  group,  but  wins  back 
their  affection  when  he  saves  the  other 
two  little  blackbirds  from  a   hawk. 
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ELLING  THE  PICTURE AIDS 
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"ANGELS  WITH  DIRTY  FACES"  TRANSCENDS  ALL BOSTON 

Fenway — Suez  (20th-Fox);  Torchy  Gets 
Her  Man  (WB)    125 

Memorial — Drums  (UA) ;   Swing  That  Cheer 

('Univ)    160 
Metropolitan — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN) ; 
Down  on  the  Farm  (20th-Fox)    290 

Orpheum — The  Citadel  (M-G-M);  Blondie 
(Col)    155 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway   130 
State — Same  as  Orpheum    140 

CHARLOTTE 

Broadway — Broadway  Musketeers  (FN),  1st 
half     60 

Broadway — Blockheads  (M-G-M),  2nd  half.... 100 
Carolina — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)   100 

Imperial — Brother  Bat  (FN)    120 

State — The  Renegade  Ranger  (RKO),  1st  half.. 100 
State — Prairie  Moon  (Rep),  2nd  half   110 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox) .   .   .   85 

Chicago — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN),  stage 
show,  held  2nd  wk   125 

Garrick — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  held  3rd 
loop  wk     95 

Oriental — Road  to  Reno  (Univ),  plus  stage 
show     90 

Palace — Hard  to  Get  (WB),  plus  stage  show..  90 
Roosevelt — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox),  2nd 
wk     90 

United  Artists — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk     90 

World-Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar), 
held  8th  wk   100 

CINCINNATI 

Aibee — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)    110 
Capitol — Brother  Rat  (FN),  2nd  wk.,  held 
over    130 

Grand — Young  Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.  .120 

Keith’s — Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)      120 
Lyric — Blondie  (Col)    120 
Palace — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 

held  over    130 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Peck’s  Bad  Boy  at  the  Circus  (RKO), 
2   days;  Annabel  Takes  a   Tour  (RKO), 
5   days      75 

Hippodrome — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)..135 

Palace — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 
Stage:  Ben  Blue  and  vaudeville   100 

State — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M)..  140 
Stillman — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk   100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich  (20th-Fox), 
1st  half      95 

Capitol — Freshman  Year  (Univ),  2nd  half....  90 

Majestic — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)   150 
Melba — Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox)      100 
Palace — Just  Around  the  Comer  (20th-Fox) .   .   110 

Tower — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)    150 

DENVER 

Aladdin — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA),  after  a 
wk.  at  the  Denver    110 

Broadway — Young  Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M);  The 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO),  both  after  a   wk. 
at  the  Denver    100 

Denham — If  I   Were  King  (Para)    230 
Denver — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 
and  stage  show    135 

Orpheum — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M); 
Tarnished  Angel  (RKO)    150 

Paramount — Brother  Rat  (FN);  Gangster’s 
Boy  (Mono)    225 

Rialto — The  Sisters  (WB),  after  a   wk.  at  each 
the  Denver  and  Aladdin;  Swing  That  Cheer 
(Univ)    110 

DETROIT 

Adams — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
2nd  wk.  after  2   weeks  at  Fox;  Flight  to 
Fame  (Col)        120 

Cinema — Professor  Mamlock  (Amkino), 
2nd  wk   115 

Fox — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 
plus  stage  show    105 

Michigan — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  Thanks 
for  the  Memory  (Para)      95 

Palme-State — Girls  on  Probation  (FN);  In 
Old  Mexico  (Para)          90 

United  Artists — Out  West  With  the  Hardys 
(M-G-M)      85 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Alamo — Romance  of  the  Rockies  (Mono); 
Phantom  Gold  (Col)      75 

Circle — Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society  (Univ)..  80 
Indiana — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 
2nd  wk     50 

Loew’s — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M).  .100 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 
Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(dual) — Boston    290 

If  I   Were  King — Denver    230 

Brother  Rat  (dual) — Denver   225 

I   Am  the  Law — Minneapolis   200 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(dual) — New  Haven    180 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces — 

Pittsburgh    175 

Strange  Adventures — Minne- 

apolis   175 

Just  Around  the  Corner 

(dual) — Omaha    170 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady — Okla- 
homa City    165 

A   Man  to  Remember  (dual)  — 
Oklahoma  City    160 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces — 
Kansas  City    160 

Citadel  (dual) — Omaha    160 

Drums  (dual) — Boston    160 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  14th  wk.  of  roadshow, 
New  York  City. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  8th  wk.,  Chicago. 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You,  8th  wk., 
Portland,  Ore. 

That  Certain  Age,  4th  wk.,  Minneapolis. 

Men  With  Wings,  3rd  wk.,  Chicago. 

Lyric — Nancy  Drew,  Detective  (WB),  plus 
stage  show    115 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)     60 
Midland— Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M); 
Adventure  in  Sahara  (Col)    125 

Newman — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  holdover..  75 
Orpheum — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)  ...160 
Tower — Campus  Confessions  (Para);  Bernie 
Cummins  and  orchestra  on  stage     95 

Uptown — Same  as  Esquire      60 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox);  Five 

of  a   Kind  (20th-Fox)   125 
Downtown — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)....150 

Four  Star — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk   100 
Hillstreet — That  Certain  Age  (Univ) ;   Swing 

That  Cheer  (Univ)    135 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown   150 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet   120 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  plus  stage 

show,  2nd  wk   100 

State — Same  as  Chinese       125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — If  I   Were  King  (Para) ;   Thanks  for 
the  Memory  (Para)    140 

Riverside — I   Stand  Accused  (Rep),  Stroud 
Twins  on  stage    125 

Strand — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col); 
The  Gladiator  (Col)    100 

Warner — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 
Service  De  Luxe  (Univ)    135 

Wisconsin— Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox) ; 

Down  on  the  Farm  (20th-Fox)    120 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Always  in  Trouble  (20th-Fox);  Illegal 
Traffic  (Para)     100 

Century — Young  Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M)     90 
Gopher — Secrets  of  An  Actress  (FN)     80 

Orpheum — I   Am  the  Law  (Col),  plus  stage 
show   200 

State — If  I   Were  King  (Para)   100 

Time — Strange  Adventures  (SR),  triple  three 
show   175 

World — That  Certain  Age  (Univ),  4th  wk     90 

NEW  HAVEN 
College — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M); 

Blondie  (Col),  2nd  wk   10C 
Loew-Poli — Out  West  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M);  The  Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO), 
8   days  and  midnite  show    140 

Paramount — Hold  That  Co-Ed  (20th-Fox); 

Gangster’s  Boy  (Mono),  8   days    100 
Roger  Sherman — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 
Road  to  Reno  (Univ)    180 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para)     80 

Globe — My  Lucky  Star  (20th-Fox),  subse- 
quent run      85 

Liberty — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO)     80 

Orpheum — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)....115 
Regent — Desperate  Adventure  (Rep),  1st  half.  .   75 
Regent — I   Stand  Accused  (Rep),  2nd  half....  75 
Saenger — If  I   Were  King  (Para)    135 

State — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M)..  120 
Tudor — Suez  (20th-Fox),  subsequent  run   105 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  14th  wk. 
of  roadshow      55 

Capitol — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)    105 
Criterion — Listen,  Darling  (M-G-M)    110 
Globe — Crime  Takes  a   Holiday  (Col)    100 
Paramount — Arkansas  Traveler  (Para),  2nd 

wk.,  plus  stage  show      90 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
(UA),  plus  stage  show    115 

Rivoli — Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society  (Univ), 
2nd  wk     50 

Roxy — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk., 
plus  stage  show      90 

Strand — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (WB),  plus 
stage  show    150 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)...165 
Liberty — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO) ;   The 
Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO)    160 

Midwest— Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox)..  95 
State — Girls’  School  (Col);  Romance  of  the 
Limberlost  (Mono)    125 

Tower — Young  in  Heart  (UA),  moveover 
from  Criterion      90 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 

2nd  wk   110 

Omaha — The  Citadel  (M-G-M);  Torehy  Gets  Her 
Man  (WB)    160 

Orpheum; — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox); 
Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)    170 

PHILADELPHIA 

Aldine — Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (M-G-M)   110 
Boyd — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd  wk     90 
Earle — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para),  with 

stage  show  featuring  Jan  Savitt's  Orchestra.. 125 
Fox — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)   145 
Karlton — Just  Around  the  Comer  (20th-Fox)..  95 

Keith’s — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA)   110 
Stanley — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)     80 
Stanton — Illegal  Traffic  (Para)    100 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — Just  Around  the  Comer  (20th-Fox) .   . .   .   70 
Fulton — Little  Tough;  Guys  in  Society  (Univ) .   70 
Penn — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)    175 
Senator — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ);  John  Boles 

in  person,  grand  inaugural  program — Business 
poor.  No  average  established. 

Stanley — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA);  Roger 
Pryor  and  his  orchestra,  Ann  Miller,  Maxine 
Sullivan  and  Dick  Foran  stage  show     90 

Warner — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO);  Nancy 

Drew,  Detective  (WB)      70 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA) ;   Service 
De  Luxe  (Univ)    140 

Mayfair — You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You  (Col), 
8th  wk   110 

Orpheum; — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para); 

King  of  Alcatraz  (Para)      90 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para) ;   A   Man 

to  Remember  (RKO)      120 

United  Artists — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 

His  Exciting  Night  (Univ),  2nd  wk   110 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA),  plus 
stage  show      85 

Columbia — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox).  90 
Earle — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN),  plus 
stage  show    120 

Keith’s — Peck’s  Bad  Boy  at  the  Circus  (RKO) .   .   90 

Metropolitan — Girls’  School  (Col)      80 

Palace — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)     90 
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JfeUlnj  *?eat5 
Varied  Tieups  Plug 

-Fox  Feature 

New  York — Radio,  telegraph,  depart- 
ment stores  and  even  charity  drive  are 

being  utilized  by  20th-Fox  for  its  cam- 

paign on  “Thanks  for  Everything”  at  the 
Roxy  here. 

Through  a   nation-wide  hookup  with 
Postal  Telegraph,  posters  with  pictures  of 

all  the  leads  will  be  spotted  in  1,708  sta- 
tions. They  read  that  the  stars  join  Postal 

in  saying  “   ‘Thanks  for  Everything’  and 
a   Merry  Christmas.”  Space  is  provided 
at  bottom  for  local  exhibitor  to  imprint 

name  of  his  theatre  and  opening  day  of 
the  picture. 

A   tieup  with  Russek’s  department  store 
featured  Arleen  Whelan,  identifying  her 

with  “Thanks  for  Everything,”  in  a   series 
of  display  ads.  Another  Fifth  Avenue 

store,  Altman’s,  had  Miss  Whelan  go  a 
shopping  tour  selecting  gifts  as  the  aver- 

age girl  would  from  the  average  man. 

At  a   rally  for  the  Stryker’s  Lane  Com- 
munity Center  charity  drive,  Miss  Whelan 

appeared  with  other  celebrities. 

For  Undersea  Film 

Diving  equipment,  undersea  cameras 
and  miniature  bathysphere  in  the 

lobby  of  New  York  City’s  Criterion 
Theatre  for  the  showing  of  Grand 

National’s  “Titans  of  the  Deep.”  The 
diving  and  camera  equipment  actually 

was  used  by  Otis  Barton  in  the  mak- 
ing of  the  picture. 

Aviation  on  Display 

Aviation  enthusiasts  in  Salt  Lake  City  indulged  themselves  in  this  excellent 
lobby  display  arranged  by  Charles  M.  Pincus,  manager  of  the  Centre  Theatre 

during  the  run  of  Paramount’s  Technicolor  aviation  cavalcade,  “ Men  With 
Wings.”  The  picture  title  display  (right)  was  hooked  up  electrically . 

"Orphans  Show" For  Xmas  Goodwill 

Toronto — Christmas  is  a   good  time  for 

the  exhibitor  to  spread  goodwill  and 

Loew’s  here  has  made  impressive  headway 

with  their  plans  for  an  “Orphan’s  Show” to  be  held  December  25. 

For  the  first  time,  permission  has  been 

granted  for  a   projection  booth  to  be  in 
operation  in  the  province  of  Ontario  on Sunday. 

Working  with  S.  Branson  Hahl,  presi- 
dent of  Radio  Broadcasts,  invitations  will 

be  extended  to  the  Protestant  Orphan 
Home,  the  Sunnyside  Orphanage,  the 

Children’s  Aid  Society,  the  inmates  of  the 

Orthopedic  and  Sick  Children’s  Hospitals, 
Dr.  Barnado’s  Home,  and  the  Protestant 

Orphans’  Homes,  to  attend  the  special show. 

After  appropriate  pictures  have  been 

shown,  Santa  Claus  will  make  his  en- 
trance in  the  conventional  manner.  The 

Canadian  Broadcasting  Co.  has  promised 

to  air  the  arrival.  Junior  League  members 
will  handle  refreshments  and  help  Santa 

distrbiute  gifts.  Transportation  is  being 

arranged  by  the  Shrine  Temple. 

Stanley  E.  Gosnell  and  Manager  Jules 
Bernstein  are  staging  the  show. 

' Hardy  Family '   Greetings 

In  Special  Xmas  Trailer 

Hollywood  —   Metro’s  “Judge  Hardy” 

family  is  going  to  extend  the  season’s 
greetings  in  27  different  languages  in  a 

special  Christmas  trailer  “Hearty  Greet- 
ings from  the  Hardy  Family.”  Prints  and 

negatives  already  have  been  shipped  to 
South  Africa,  New  Zealand,  Australia, 

Ireland,  Scotland  and  Canada  and  the  stu- 
dio is  currently  preparing  sound  tracks 

in  other  tongues  for  distribution  around 
the  world. 

Holiday  Trailers 
New  York — National  Screen  Service  has 

ready  now  a   complete  series  of  holiday 
trailers  suitable  for  use  in  every  type  and 

size  theatre.  The  list  includes  two  differ- 
ent types  of  Christmas  and  New  Year 

trailers.  One  is  the  De  Luxe  and  the  other 

Junior,  introducing  and  announcing  the 
customary  midnight  holiday  show. 

In  the  December  issue  of  the  Pro- 

fessional Golfers’  Ass’n  magazine,  there  is 
a   story,  with  pictures,  centered  around 

Donald  Duck’s  debut  as  a   golfer  in  “Don- 
ald’s Golf  Game.” 
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Look  Magazine  Tieup 

This  attractive  frame  display  was  used 
by  the  Palace  Theatre  in  New  York 

City  to  publicize  the  two-page  spread 

in  Look  Magazine  on  “The  Brave 
Little  Tailor.’’  Copies  of  the  maga- 

zine still  are  available  and  will  be 

sent  to  any  theatre.  Write  to  Harold 

B.  Clemenko,  Look  Magazine,  551 
Fifth  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

Physicians'  Criticisms  on 
Film  Displayed  in  Lobby 

Canton,  Ohio  —   Postcards  filled  in  by 

some  250  physicians  were  used  for  a   lobby 
display  by  Manager  R.  H.  Shaffer  of  the 

Palace  in  his  campaign  on  “A  Man  to 
Remember.”  They  were  invited  to  attend 
a   morning  screening  and  were  handed  the 
self-addressed  cards  for  their  criticism. 
These  were  mounted  and  placed  in  the 
main  lobby. 
The  campaign  included  special  letters 

mailed  to  local  hospitals,  old  prescriptions 
mounted  and  displayed  in  drugstores  along 
with  medicinal  supplies  and  first  aid  kits, 

with  special  tie-in  copy,  display  of  old- 
fashioned  instruments  contrasted  with 
modern  medical  equipment. 
RKO  Exploiteer  William  Blum  assisted 

Shaffer. 

It’s  not  too  early  to  advertise  special 
New  Year’s  eve  shows.  Tell  your  patrons 
to  make  reservations  now. 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT’S 

"TUNES" 
TUNES,  INC. 

1 1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  111 

.Seat* 
F.  L.  Myers  Fashions  a 

Book  Jacket  for  Films 
Cleveland — Frederick  L.  Myers,  public- 

ity director  for  the  Cleveland  Public  Li- 
brary, which  originated  the  film  book- 
mark, has  evolved  the  film  book  jacket. 

Through  the  medium  of  a   paper  book 
jacket,  the  public  is  kept  informed  on 
current  motion  pictures  and  related  books. 
One  side  of  the  jacket  bears  a   printed 
list  of  suggested  reading  matter  that  will 
enlarge  more  fully  the  time,  place  and 
period  of  the  picture.  On  the  reverse 
side  of  the  jacket  may  be  found  the  play- 
date  and  theatre  location  of  the  picture. 
The  jacket  protects  the  book  while  in 

transit  from  library  to  home  and  at  the 
same  time  suggests  the  related  screen  ver- 

sion and  the  theatre  where  it  is  currently 
exhibited.  The  jacket  was  designed  by 
Charles  E.  Rush,  now  head  of  the  Cleve- 

land Public  Library. 

Letter  Contest  Promotes 

"Moonlight  Sonata"  Run 
Los  Angeles — How  a   letter  contest  in  a 

typical  college  community  could  be  put 
over  was  demonstrated  by  Dave  Martin, 
manager  of  the  Fox  Bruin,  Westwood,  in 

conjunction  with  the  showing  of  ‘‘Moon- 
light Sonata.”  The  contest  was  put  on  by 

the  Westwood  Hills  News-Press.  Free  tick- 

"Drums"  Ballyhoo 

A   turbaned  nonentity,  not  Sabu,  led 

a   bannered  elephant  along  Randolph 

Street,  Chicago’s  “little  Broadway ,”  as 
street  ballyhoo  for  the  opening  of 

UA’s  “ Drums’ ’   at  B&K’s  Apollo 
Theatre. 

ets  were  awarded  for  the  25  best  letters 

on  the  subject:  “Why  I   Liked  the  Bruin 
Theatre  Presentation  of  ‘Moonlight  So- 

nata,’ featuring  Ignace  Jean  Paderewski.” 

Sell  Seats  Ulith  favors 
Last  Year  Theatres  from  Coast  to  Coast,  Solti 

Standing  Room  as  Well  as  Seats  Through  Use  of 
Favors— YOU  CAN  1)0  THE  SAME. 

Paper  Hats — Assorted  $1.00  per  100 

Horns    $1.00  per  100 

Balloons      $1.00  per  100 

Blowouts    $1.00  per  100 

Fancy  Paper  Hats — asstd.  $2.00  per  100 

Miniature  Paper  Hats   $2.90  per  100 

Noisemakers — Assorted  $2.00  per  100 

Serpentine    $2.90  per  100  Pkgs. 

Chip  Roping — Red,  Green  or  Blue, 
per  piece  (GO  yards)  $0.24 

Icicles,  per  pound  $0.45 

Christmas  Wreaths,  14  in.,  per  doz..$1.90 

Silver  Foil  Wreaths — 1 7x/2  in.,  ea.  $0.45 

Electric  Wreaths,  10-in.,  each  $0.23 

Electric  Tree  Light  Set,  each  $0.38 

Christmas  Trees,  26-in.,  per  doz.  $2.40 

Christmas  Bells,  18-in.,  per  doz.  $2.40 

Fn  VI  VI  FOR  YOUR  ORCHESTRA  or  USHERS-12  Unusually  Brilliant, JK  El  El  Elaborate,  Fancy  Paper  Hats— with  Every  Order  of  $10.  or  More. 

NET.  F.  O.  B.  KANSAS  CITY  CATALOG  ON  REQUEST 

OPTICAN  BROTHERS 
301  W.  NINTH  ST.  IMPORTERS  KANSAS  CITY,  MO. 
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STARTING 

THE  GlEItlELAS — Bill  Elliott,  Dorothy  Gulli- 
ver, Lee  Shumway,  Charles  King,  Harry  Har- 

vey. Producer:  Larry  Darmour.  Director: 
.   Joseph  Levering. 

O   FIRST  OFFENDER — Walter  Abel,  Diana  Lewis, 
tJ  Johnny  Downs,  Rita  Haworth.  Iris  Meredith. 

Producer:  Irving  Briskin.  Director:  Frank 
MacDonald.  Screenplay:  Walter  Wise. 

WELL  ALONG 

LET  US  LIVE — Maureen  O’Sullivan,  Ralph  Bel- 
lamy, Henry  Fonda,  Alan  Baxter,  Henry  Kolker. 

Producer:  William  Perlberg.  Director:  John 
Brahm.  Screenplay:  Anthony  Veiller,  Allen 
Rivkin. 

THE  LONE  WOLF’S  DAUGHTER— Warren  Wil- 
l.am,  Ida  Lupino,  Virginia  Weidler,  Ralph 
Morgan.  Producer:  Joseph  Sistrom.  Director: 
Peter  Godfrey.  Original:  Louis  Joseph  Vance. 
Screenplay:  Jonathan  Latimer. 

COMPLETED 

RACKETEERS — Alan  Baxter,  Jacqueline  Wells, 

Lola  Jensen,  Jack  Cl  fiord,  Gordon  Oliver.  Pro- 
ducer: Irving  Briskin.  Director:  C.  C.  Cole- 

man. 

2 
o 

2   DIARY  OF  A   NURSE — Kent  Taylor,  Florence 
.1  Rice.  Producer:  Nat  Levine.  Director:  S. 

Sr  Sylvan  Simon 

IDIOT’S  DELIGHT — Clark  Gable,  Norma  Shearer, 
Charles  Coburn,  Joe  Yule,  Lana  Turner,  Laura 

Hope  Crews,  Skeets  Gallagher,  Virginia  Grey. 
Producer:  Hunt  Stromberg.  Director:  Clarence 
Brown.  Original:  Robert  E.  Sherwood. 

I   TAKE  THIS  WOMAN — Hedy  Lamarr,  Spencer 
Tracy,  Walter  Pidgeon,  Louis  Calhern.  Producer: 

Lawrence  Weingarten.  Director:  Frank  Bor- 
zage.  Original:  Charles  MacArthur. 

ICE  FOLLIES — Joan  Crawford,  Dew  Ayres,  James 

Stewart,  Oscar  Johnson,  Bess  Ehrhardt.  Pro- 
ducer: Harry  Rapf.  Director:  Reinhold  Schun- 

zel.  Original  Screenplay:  Leonard  Praskins, 
Florence  Ryerson,  Edgar  Allan  Wolf. 

o 
a 

PAROLE  TO  EXILE — Anne  Nagel,  Robert  Kent, 

Sidney  Blackmer,  Ben  Alexander,  Joan  Bar- 
clay. Producer:  E.  B.  Derr.  Director:  Lam- 

bert Hillyer.  Original:  Steve  Fisher. 

TOUGH  KID — Frankie  Darro,  Judith  Allen,  Dick 

Purcell,  Lillian  Elliott.  Producer:  Lindsley  Par- 
sons. Director:  Howard  Bretherton.  Original: 

Karl  Brown.  Screenplay:  Wellyn  Totman. 

ME  AND  MY  GAL — Buck  Jones,  Helen  Twelve- 

trees,  Robert  Armstrong,  Donald  O’Connor,  Dor- 
othy Howe,  Grant  Withers.  Producer:  Melville 

Shauer.  Director:  Kurt  Neumann. 

I’M  FROM  MISSOURI — Bob  Burns,  Gladys  George, 
Judith  Barrett,  William  Henry,  Gene  Lockhart, 
E.  E.  Clive.  Producer:  Paul  Jones.  Director: 

Theodore  Reed.  Original:  Homer  Croy.  Screen- 
play: John  Moflitt. 

MIDNIGHT  — -   Claudette  Colbert,  Don  Ameche, 
Francis  Lederer,  Mary  Astor,  Elaine  Barrie,  John 

Barrymore.  Producer:  Arthur  Hornblow  jr. 

Director:  Mitchell  Leisen.  Original:  Edwin  Jus- 
tus Mayer,  Franz  Schulz.  Screenplay:  Charles 

Brackett,  Billy  Wilder,  Ken  Englund. 

CAFE  SOCIETY — Madeleine  Carroll,  Fred  Mac- 
Murray,  Shirley  Ross,  Harlan  Briggs,  Claude 

Gillingwater.  Producer:  Jeff  Lazarus.  Direc- 
tor: Edward  H.  Griffith.  Original:  Lucius 

Beebe.  Screenplay:  Virginia  Van  Upp. 

o 
M 
« 

THE  CASTLES — Fred  Astaire,  Ginger  Rogers, 
Edna  May  Oliver,  Walter  Brennan,  Robert 
Strange,  Jack  Carson,  Donald  McBride,  Esther 
Muir.  Producer:  George  Haight.  Director: 
Henry  Potter. 

THE  FLYING  IRISHMAN  • — ■   Douglas  Corrigan, 
Dorothy  Appleby,  Paul  Kelly,  Robert  Armstrong, 
John  Arledge.  Producer:  Pandro  S.  Berman. 

Director:  Leigh  Jason.  Screenplay:  Ernest  Pa- 
gano,  Dalton  Trumbo. 

FISHERMAN’S  WHARF  —   Bobby  Breen,  Henry 

Armetta,  Leo  Carrillo,  Rossina  Galli,  Lee  Pat- 
rick. Producer:  Sol  Lesser.  Director:  Bernard 

Vorhaus.  Screenplay:  Bernard  Shubert,  Ian 
Hunter,  Herbert  Clyde  Lewis. 

PRIDE  OF  THE  NAVY — Dick  Purcell,  Gordon 
Oliver,  Rochelle  Hudson.  Producer:  Herman 
Schlom.  Director:  Charles  Lamont. 

FLIGHT  AT  MIDNIGHT — Roscoe  Turner.  Pro- 
ducer: John  H.  Auer.  Director:  John  H.  Auer. 

Screenplay:  Hugh  King,  Daniel  Moore. 

THE  MYSTERIOUS  MISS  X   —   Michael  Whalen, 

Mary  Hart,  Chick  Chandler,  Regis  Toomey.  Pro- 
ducer: Herman  Schlom.  Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Original:  George  Yates.  Screenplay:  Olive 
Cooper. 

FIGHTING  THOROUGHBREDS  —   Ralph  Byrd, 
Robert  Allen,  Mary  Carlisle,  Marvin  Stephens, 

Charles  Wilson,  George  Hayes.  Producer:  Ar- 
mand  Schaefer.  Director:  Sidney  Salkow.  Ori- 

ginal: Clarence  E.  Marks,  Robert  Wyler.  Screen- 

play: Wellyn  Totman. 

X 
o 
u, 

X 

e- o 
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THE  JONES  FAMILY  IN  HOLLYWOOD — Jed 

Prouty,  Spring  Byington,  Russell  Gleason,  Matt 

McHugh,  George  Ernest,  Kenneth  Howell.  Pro- 
ducer: Sol  M.  Wurtzel.  Director:  Malcolm  St. 

Clair. 

WINNER  TAKE  ALL  —   Dick  Foran,  Marjorie 
Weaver,  Kane  Richmond,  Henry  Armetta,  Jean 

Rogers,  Robert  Allen.  Producer:  Jerry  Hoff- 
man. Director:  Otto  Brower.  Screenplay: 

Frances  Hyland,  Albert  Ray. 

CHARLIE  CHAN  IN  HONOLULU — Sidney  Toler, 
Phyllis  Brooks,  Sen  Yew  Cheung,  Richard  Lane, 

Claire  Dodd,  John  King,  George  Zucco,  Robert 
Barrat.  Producer:  John  Stone.  Director:  H. 
Bruce  Humberstone. 

WIFE,  HUSBAND  AND  FRIEND — Loretta  Young, 
Warner  Baxter,  Joseph  Schildkraut,  George  Bar- 
bier,  Eugene  Pallette,  Helen  Westley,  J.  Ed- 

ward Bromberg,  Lionel  Atwill.  Producer:  Nun- 
nally  Johnson.  Director:  Gregory  Ratoff.  Orig- 

inal: James  Cain. 

WUTHERING  HEIGHTS— Laurence  Olivier,  Merle 
Oberon,  Flora  Robson,  Geraldine  Fitzgerald, 

Cecil  Humphreys,  Romaine  Callender.  Pro- 
ducer: Samuel  Goldwyn.  Director:  William 

Wyler.  Original:  Charlotte  Bronte. 

IT’S  SPRING  AGAIN — Oliver  Hardy,  Harry  Lang- 
don,  Alice  Brady,  June  Lang,  Jean  Parker, 

Stephin  Fetchit,  Billie  Burke.  Producer:  A.  Ed- 
ward Sutherland  (Hal  Roach).  Director:  Gor- 

don Douglas.  Original:  H.  C.  Bunner.  Screen- 
play: Walter  DeLeon. 

>'  EAST  SIDE  OF  HEAVEN— Bing  Crosby.  Pro- 
g   ducer:  Herb  Polesie.  Director:  David  Butler. 
C   Original:  Herb  Polesie. 

YOU  CAN’T  CHEAT  AN  HONEST  MAN — W.  C. 
Fields,  Edgar  Bergen,  Charlie  McCarthy,  Frank 
Jenks,  Grady  Sutton.  Producer:  Lester  Cowan. 
Director:  George  Marshall.  Original:  Charles 
Boyle.  Screenplay:  George  Marion  jr. 

TOUCHY  FOR  MAYOR — Glenda  Farrell,  Barton 
MacLane,  Tom  Kennedy,  John  Miljan.  Pro- 

ducer: Bryan  Foy.  Director:  Ray  McCarey. 

HELL’S  KITCHEN — Humphrey  Bogart,  Gale  Page, 
Dead  End  Kids,  Stanley  Fields.  Producer: 
Mark  Hellinger.  Director:  William  McGann. 

Original  Screenplay:  Crane  Wilbur. 

DODGE  CITY— Errol  Flynn,  Ann  Sheridan.  Olivia 

deHavilland,  George  Bancroft,  Humphrey  Bo- 

gart, Charles  Bickford,  Bruce  Cabot,  Paul  Gull- 
foyle,  Victor  Jory,  Walter  Brennan.  Producer: 
Robert  Lord.  Director:  Michael  Curtiz. 

BROADWAY  CAVALIER  —   Wayne  Morris,  Pat 

O’Brien,  Joan  Blondell,  May  Robson,  Maxie 
Rosenbloom.  Producer:  Sam  Blschoff.  Direc- 

tor: Lew  Seiler.  Original:  Dalton  Trumbo. 

Screenplay:  Jerry  Wald,  Richard  Macaulay. 

THE  OKLAHOMA  KID — James  Cagney,  Rosemary 

Lane,  Humphrey  Bogart,  Donald  Crisp,  Edward 

Pawley,  Wade  Boteler.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff. 
Director:  Lloyd  Bacon. 

NANCY  DREW,  REPORTER — Bonita  Granville, 
Frankie  Thomas,  Astrid  Allwyn,  Beulah  Bondi, 

Sheila  Bromley,  John  Litel.  Producer:  Bryan 
Foy.  Director:  William  Clemens. 
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NEWS THE PRODUCTION  CENTER AND  VIEWS  OF 

(Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

"RED  MEAT  OF  CONTROVERSY"  FARE  TREND  SETS 
HOLLYWOOD  RAILBIRDS  ATWITTER  OVER  CAUSE 

Studios  Taking  a   Header 

Into  Topical  Subjects 

Heretofore  Taboo 

No  Pauses  in  Production 

Pace  Till  After  the  First 

Ranking  as  one  of  the  most  popular 

extra-curricular  pastimes  for  Hollywood 
railbirds  is  venturing  guesses  as  to  rea- 

sons for  the  fact  that  studio  executives  are 

currently  throwing  to  the  winds  the  timid- 
ity with  which,  up  until  a   few  months 

ago,  they  had  approached  the  matter  of 

filming  any  crusading,  controvei’sial  sub- 
jects of  political,  social  or  economic  na- 

ture. 

With  several  studios  announcing,  pre- 
paring and  filming  vehicles  whose  subject 

matter  touches  on  these  events  and  packs 

plenty  of  argumentative  material,  the  ex- 
planation generally  conceded  to  be  most 

logical  is  offered  by  dopesters  who  declare 

that  the  new  trend  is  a   natural  showman’s 
reaction  in  grasping  a   particularly  timely 
subject  and  rushing  it  to  the  screen  for  its 
exploitation  and  financial  value. 

See  Press  Pressure  Effect 

Other  theorists  hold  that  filmdom  has 

capitulated  to  the  barrage  of  editorials  in 
metropolitan  newspapers,  the  trade  press 
and  on  the  radio  urging  the  industry  to 
use  the  powerful  weapon  at  its  disposal 

in  a   determined  fight  against  Nazi  prin- 
ciples and  Nazi  policies;  some  declare  the 

changed  viewpoint  was  brought  about  by 
the  recent  new  high  in  the  persecution  of 
minority  groups  in  Nazi  European  nations 

in  past  weeks.  The  wave  of  public  resent- 
ment against  such  persecution,  climaxed 

by  official  cognizance  thereof  from  Wash- 
ington, may  have  been  instrumental,  ac- 
cording to  one  school  of  thought. 

Regardless  of  what  the  real  reason  may 

be,  however,  the  fact  remains  that  Holly- 

wood’s production  geniuses  are  stepping 
in  with  both  feet  on  a   subject  heretofore 

considered  “verboten” — the  semi-expose, 
semi-propagandistic  type  of  material  here- 

tofore left  almost  untouched. 

Plunging  headlong  is  Warner,  which 
has  Scenarist  Milton  Krims  working  on 

“Confessions  of  a   Nazi  Spy,”  for  imme- 

Although  lineups  for  early  weeks  in  1939 
indicate  a   sharp  letdown  in  pace,  studios 
are  set  to  maintain,  during  the  balance  of 
December,  the  breathless  production  speed 

which  has  put  most  well  ahead  of  them- 
selves on  product  being  delivered  on  1938- 

39  schedules.  Currently,  and  for  the 
fourth  successive  week,  47  features  are 
rolling,  with  13  others  awaiting  the  nod. 

Hitting  a   new  high  for  the  year,  Metro 

lists  ten  in  the  works,  including  “Diary 
of  a   Nurse,”  which  Nat  Levine  put  into 
production  as  an  independent  feature  for 

release  by  M-G-M.  Being  rushed  for  De- 

cember starts  are  a   new  “Tarzan”  and 
“The  Thin  Man  Returns.” 
Paramount  and  Warners  are  each  film- 

ing nine,  none  of  them  new  starters. 
Paramount  has  four  ready  to  go  before 
January  1,  including  a   Wesley  Ruggles 

production  and  Jack  Benny’s  “Man  About 
Town.”  Warners  will  gun  a   trio  during 
the  remainder  of  the  month — Edward  G. 

Robinson’s  “Brother  Orchid”  the  topper  in 
importance. 

Universal,  postponing  “East  Side  of 
Heaven”  until  next  week,  has  sent  “Bad 
Company”  before  the  cameras  to  main- 

tain a   four-picture  schedule.  Columbia, 
also  with  four  on  its  sound  stages,  gained 

one  over  last  week  with  two  new  starts — 

diate  production,  with  Anatole  Litvak  as 

director;  “Concentration  Camp,”  original 
screenplay  by  Vincent  Sherman,  also  be- 

ing rushed  for  early  filming;  and  a   third, 
untitled,  script  being  written  by  Casey 

Robinson,  also  dealing  with  espionage  ac- 
tivities. Robinson  and  Krims  are  being 

aided  by  Leon  Turrou,  former  G-Man  who 
was  instrumental  in  cracking  the  Nazi 

spy  ring  on  which  the  scripts  are  being 
based.  The  writers  were  present  at  the 

New  York  spy  trial  some  weeks  ago.  In 
scripting  stages,  to  be  produced  by  Bryan 

Foy  as  a   four-reeler,  is  “The  Life  of  Haym 

“First  Offender”  and  “The  Guerrillas,”  the 
latter  a   Larry  Darmour  production.  Studio 
plans  December  starts  on  the  second  in  its 

“Blondie”  series  and  on  “Plane  No.  4.” 
Twentieth  Century-Fox  has  hit  a   low 

point  in  activity.  Filming  continues  on 

four  features,  with  “Tailspin”  and  “The 
Girl  From  Brooklyn”  going  back  into  the 
mill  for  added  scenes.  “Hound  of  the 
Baskervilles”  and  “The  Rose  of  Washing- 

ton Square”  are  marked  for  December 
cameras,  with  four  to  go  early  in  January. 
RKO  Radio  has  set  back  the  starting 

date  on  “The  Saint  Strikes  Twice”  until 
next  week,  leaving  the  studio  with  a   quar- 

tet in  production,  two  under  last  week. 

“The  Saint”  and  “Picardy  Max”  will  be 
gunned  before  the  end  of  the  year.  Re- 

public is  busy  on  a   pair  of  new  ones — 
“Pride  of  the  Navy”  and  “Dr.  Judith 
Randall,”  with  a   total  of  three  in  work, 

and  plans  to  start  “Wagons  Westward,”  a 
special,  and  “Forged  Passport”  this  month. 
Monogram  has  four  on  the  line  for  De- 

cember but  currently  is  shooting  only  one 

— an  E.  B.  Derr  production,  “Paroled  to 
Exile.”  United  Artists  producers  account 
for  a   total  of  four  in  work,  with  Hal 

Roach  scheduled  to  take  a   spurt  Decem- 

ber 15  by  starting  “Captain  Midnight,” 
upon  completion  of  “It’s  Spring  Again.” 

Salomon,”  announced  as  a   biographical 
study  of  the  American  Revolutionary 

patriot. Well  along  in  its  production  phases  at 

Metro  is  “Idiot’s  Delight,”  the  Robert 
Sherwood  play  which  pleads  fervently  for 

pacifism  and  takes  a   slap  against  dictator- 
ship and  militaristic  policies.  Should  the 

trend  reach  greater  proportions,  M-G-M 
has  at  least  two  other  subjects  on  hand 

in  “It  Can’t  Happen  Here,”  the  Sinclair 

Lewis  blast  against  dictatorship,  and  “The 

Forty  Days  of  Musa  Dagh,”  which  at- (Continued  on  page  72) 
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Work  Is  Begun 

Wage-Hour 

Brief  though  his  stay  was,  the  visit  of 
Elmer  F.  Andrews,  administrator  of  the 
federal  wage-hour  law,  had  a   heartening 
effect  on  the  heretofore  muddled  situa- 

tion in  which  the  studios  found  themselves 
concerning  application  of  the  law  to  the 
industry  and  its  some  30,000  employes. 

For,  although  a   number  of  loose  threads 
still  remain  to  be  woven  into  the  com- 

pleted picture,  latest  developments  indi- 
cate studios  are  treading  on  firmer 

ground  than  they  have  since  the  measure 
went  into  effect  more  than  two  months 
ago;  chiefly  because  Andrews  put  his  okay 
on  the  exhaustive  work  already  done  and 
clarified  one  important  and  vexing  ques- 

tion by  ruling  the  wage-hour  legislation 
definitely  supersedes  existing  studio-union 
contracts. 

Following  Andrews’  visit,  Pat  Casey  and 
Victor  Clarke  of  the  Hays  office  plunged 
into  conferences  with  studio  managers  and 
attorneys  and  expect  by  next  week  to  bob 
up  with  a   standardized  and  uniform  ap- 

New  GN  Production 

Starts  December  15 

Indicating  that  it  intends  to  keep  the 
production  wheels  turning  despite  Fine 

Arts’  withdrawal  from  the  setup — and 
with  Grand  National  spokesmen  stamping 
as  unfounded  the  reports  that  a   resump- 

tion of  the  recently-terminated  FA  deal 
may  be  in  the  making — the  GN  lot  is  pre- 

paring to  swing  into  action  again  by  get- 
ting a   picture  before  the  cameras  about 

December  15. 

Jack  Skirball,  GN’s  production  manager, 
and  Edward  Alperson,  chief  of  sales,  have 
returned  from  the  New  York  parleys  at 
which  Franklyn  Warner,  president  of  FA, 
notified  GN  executives  that  he  was  ter- 

minating his  deal  upon  delivery  of  the 
first  four  of  a   projected  quota  of  26  pic- 

tures, and  have  announced  that  GN’s  new- 
est production  effort  will  be  the  first  in 

a   series  of  westerns,  starring  Tex  Fletcher. 

Warner  remains  silent  as  to  future 

plans  for  FA,  having  made  no  further  an- 
nouncement concerning  an  earlier  dis- 

closure that  two  other  release  channels 

for  future  FA  product  were  under  con- 
sideration. 

Meantime,  another  step  in  GN’s  strug- 
gle to  emerge  completely  from  its  77-B 

status  was  taken  in  federal  court  when  a 
compromise  settlement  was  reached  with 
the  First  International  and  State  Theatre 
Co.  of  Denver,  Colo.,  GN  to  turn  over 
$5,500  in  cash  and  $27,500  in  stock  in 
payment  of  a   $267,000  claim. 

The  Fletcher  picture  is  the  only  one  so 
far  definitely  set  for  filming.  Plans  for 
further  film-making  efforts  by  Coronado 
Pictures  and  Cinemart,  for  GN  release, 
are  being  held  in  abeyance. 

oiz  Applying 

Law  to  Studios 

plication  of  the  law  to  be  applied  in  large 
measure  throughout  the  industry  within  a 
few  weeks.  Immediate  attention  is  being 
given  its  effect  on  unorganized  workers, 
who  will  be  placed  on  44-hour  weeks. 

Andrews’  ruling  that  the  law  supplants 
present  studio  basic  agreements — some  of 
which  provide  for  longer  work  weeks — was 
duly  passed  on  to  New  York,  as  negotia- 

tions affecting  those  unions  are  being  car- 
ried on  with  their  international  leaders 

there. 

Clarke,  optimistic  concerning  the  proba- 

bility that  the  industry’s  current  Number 
1   headache  will  soon  be  a   thing  of  the 

past,  nevertheless  admitted  other  stumbl- 
ing blocks — chiefly  the  possible  exemption 

of  actors,  directors,  writers  and  other 

“professionals” — will  not  be  considered  un- 
til the  plan,  in  the  main,  has  been  placed 

in  operation. 
Andrews,  spending  only  two  days  here, 

left  for  San  Diego  to  continue  his  Pa- 
cific Coast  speaking  tour. 

An  Active  Season 

For  Independents 
Action  is  apparently  to  be  the  watch- 

word for  Hollywood’s  independent  film- 
makers during  the  balance  of  December, 

with  production  plans  on  various  fronts 
indicating  the  independents  not  only  in- 

tend to  make  1938  something  of  a   come- 
back year  but  that  they  propose  to  carry 

their  upswing  even  further  during  1939. 

Most  recently-organized  independent 
company,  Commodore  Pictures,  has  leased 
office  and  shooting  space  at  General  Ser- 

vice Studio  and  has  lined  up  “There’s  Al- 
ways a   Future,”  by  Kurt  Siodmak  and 

Gilbert  Wright,  as  its  first  production, 
gunning  in  January.  With  Fred  Boulle  as 
vice-president  and  production  guide,  the 
company  intends  to  make  four  features 

during  1939  for  English  and  American  dis- 
tribution. 

Now  in  work  as  the  second  in  a   series 
for  Paramount  release  is  Dario  Produc- 

tions’ “Papa  Soltero,”  a   Spanish-language 
feature  starring  Tito  Guizar. 

Sam  Katzman’s  Victory  Pictures,  hav- 
ing completed  the  third  in  a   series  of 

eight  Tim  McCoy  westerns  for  1938-39 
distribution,  has  announced  an  expansion 
in  its  production  program.  Six  action 
melodramas  will  be  added  to  the  schedule. 

Equity  Pictures,  producing  for  distribu- 
tion by  Malcolm-Browne,  turns  its  cam- 
eras in  two  weeks  on  “The  Great  Dia- 
mond Scandal,”  second  in  a   series  of  eight, 

while  Standard  Pictures,  which  recently 
established  a   franchise  distribution  system 

throughout  the  country’s  32  key  cities,  is 
casting  “20,000,000  Witnesses”  for  an  early 
production  start.  Chris  Beute  will  direct 
and  B.  W.  Richards,  Standard  president, 
will  supervise  its  making. 

"End  German  Ties," 
Demands  Industry 

Complete  severance  of  all  economic  con- 
nections between  the  United  States  and 

Germany  is  urged  upon  the  President  and 
Congress  by  an  organization  committee  of 
56  industry  leaders  who  have  signed  a 

first  declaration  of  democratic  indepen- dence. 

Arrangements  have  been  made  at  20th- 
Fox  studios  for  re-enaction  of  the  actual 
signing  of  the  declaration,  the  action  to 
be  filmed  for  all  newsreels.  Plans  are  be- 

ing perfected  to  have  exhibitors  urge  thea- 
tre patrons  to  sign  similar  declarations 

when  the  newsreels  are  shown.  From  30,- 
000,000  to  50,000,000  signatures  are  hoped 
for  in  this  latest  fight  on  Nazism. 
Clark  Eichelberger  was  the  principal 

speaker  at  the  organizational  meeting 

which  was  held  at  Edward  G.  Robinson’s 
home.  Prominent  among  the  signers  of 
the  declaration  are  Carl  Laemmle  sr.,  Jack 
Warner,  Walter  Wanger,  John  Ford,  Joan 
Bennett,  Melvyn  Douglas,  Claude  Rains, 
Donald  Ogden  Stewart  and  Anatole  Lit- vak. 

Other  progressive,  anti-Fascist  organi- 
zations have  been  crowding  their  calen- 

dars for  the  remainder  of  the  month. 

Designating  December  as  “Boycott  Ja- 
pan” month,  the  Motion  Picture  Artists 

Committee  plans  to  crystallize  that  slogan 

at  a   huge  “boycott”  rally  at  the  Shrine 
Auditorium,  December  11. 

The  Pact  Sealed 

In  the  motion  picture  business  now  is 
James  Roosevelt,  son  of  the  President, 
who  is  shown  here  being  initiated  into 
his  new  duties  as  vice-president  of  the 
Samuel  Goldwyn  organization  by  his 
employer  (left) .   Roosevelt  goes  to  work 
officially  early  in  January,  his  affilia- 

tion with  Goldwyn  putting  an  end  to 
a   host  of  conjectures  concerning  his 
entrance  into  the  motion  picture  in- dustry. 
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SO  YOU  THINK  YOU’RE  “SAFE,”  DO  YOU  ? 

SO  YOU’VE  GOT  “LIBERTY,”  HAVE  YOU  ? 
Maybe  you  are,  maybe  you  have — but  for  how  long,  brother,  how  long,  sister? 
Right  now  there  are  over  119  open  and  secret  Nazi  organizations  functioning  in 
the  United  States,  spreading  their  doctrines  of  religious  and  racial  persecution 
and  political  enslavement. 

Right  now,  the  most  vicious  Nazi  propaganda,  attacking  the  motion  picture 
industry .   is  being  circulated  by  fuehrers  big  and  little ,   who  are  determined 
to  iascize  the  industry  and  wrest  it  from  those  who  are  earning  their 
living  in  it. 

Not  even  Mr.  O'X,  Mr.  G,  Mr.  S,  Mr.  W,  Mr.  McY  and  Mr.  Z   are  safe 
from  their  attacks.  So  why  are  you? 

What  can  you  do  about  it?  Exactly  what  we're  doing:  protect 
ourselves  by  protecting  others!  .   .   .   Don't  tremble,  hide  and 
worry;  that  only  gives  your  enemies  more  courage.  But  do 

something  about  it;  Join  forces  with  Hollywood's  largest 
organization  for  the  defense  and  preservation  of  free- 

dom, democracy  and  personal  liberty — the  Anti-Nazi 
League. 

The  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi  League  has  brought  the 
fight  out  into  the  light  of  justice  and  human  de- 

cency— and  has  won  every  encounter  to  date! 
Its  innumerable  outstanding  accomplish- 

ments are  known  to  everyone! 

Don't  stand  by  and  let  America  overrun 
with  fascism  and  anti-semitism,  and 

don't  dissipate  your  energies  with 
talk.  Action  is  the  important  thing 

— and  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 
League  gives  you  the  chance 
to  act!  Your  influence  is  not 

only  local,  but  national 
and  international.  Use 

it  for  democracy! 

[loin  NOW!  ~j BECOME  AN  HONORARY  MEMBER  FOR  $300  □   IF  YOU  CAN  AFFORD  IT! 

OR  BECOME  A   SUSTAINING  MEMBER  FOR  $30  □   IF  THAT'S  NEARER  YOUR  PURSE! 

t   OR  BECOME  A   CONTRIBUTING  MEMBER  for  $10  □ 

Call  at,  write  or  phone  THE  HOLLYWOOD  ANTI-NAZI  LEAGUE 

TODAY,  TODAY,  TODAY!  6513  Hollywood  Blvd.,  Hollywood  Calif.  —   Hillside  9251 
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NLRB  Temporarily  Is  Letting 

I   A   Work  Out  Own  Problems 

Apparently  of  the  opinion  that,  given 

sufficient  time  and  opportunity,  the  Inter- 
national Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage  Em- 

ployes may  be  able  to  successfully  settle 
for  itself  the  numerous  challenges  against 

its  jurisdictional  powers,  the  national 
labor  relations  board  has  temporarily 

washed  its  hands  of  the  IA’s  arguments 
with  other  film  unions.  For  the  next  two 

months  the  labor  body  will  turn  its  at- 
tention to  the  scores  of  other  petitions  and 

complaints  before  it,  chiefly  those  of  the 
Screen  Writers  and  Screen  Directors 
Guilds. 

Hopes  for  such  a   settlement  of  the  IA’s 
labor  turmoils  persist  despite  the  rejec- 

tion of  a   peace  plan  offered  by  Dr.  Towne 
Nylander,  regional  director  of  the  NLRB, 
and  the  adjournment  until  February  14 

of  further  conferences  between  union  of- 
ficials, producer  attorneys  and  the  labor 

board.  Dr.  Nylander’s  plan  for  concilia- 
tion, calling  for  cancellation  of  the  studio 

basic  agreement  insofar  as  it  effects  the 
IA,  and  holding  a   general  labor  election 
to  decide  jurisdiction,  was  turned  down  by 

attorneys  for  two  challenging  organiza- 
tions, the  Studio  Utility  Employes  and  the 

Motion  Picture  Technicians  Committee. 

Both  charge  the  IA  with  being  “company- 
controlled”  and  ask  bargaining  rights  for 
certain  workers  now  claimed  by  the  IA. 

Meantime,  however,  the  NLRB  con- 
tinues to  carry  a   staggering  load  of  film 

labor  complaints.  Latest  petition  to  be 
filed  with  it  is  that  of  the  American  So- 

ciety of  Cinematographers,  asking  for 
recognition  as  bargaining  agent  for  first 

cameramen — the  request  again  involving 
the  IA,  which  has  petitions  before  the 
NLRB  seeking  certification  for  all  film 
photographers.  The  ASC  charges  that  its 
right  to  represent  head  cameramen, 
granted  in  a   contract  drawn  up  in  1934, 
was  illegally  rescinded  by  the  IA  late  in 
1935  when  it  served  notice  that  all  cam- 

eramen must  join  the  IA. 

So  great  is  the  NLRB  burden  that  an 
additional  attorney  has  been  assigned  to 
assist  Nylander  and  William  Walsh,  senior 

counsel.  Expected  to  be  handed  down  be- 
fore the  first  year  is  an  NLRB  certifica- 

tion of  the  Screen  Publicists  Guild  and  the 

Society  of  Art  Directors,  Artists  and  Il- 
lustrators as  exclusive  bargaining  agents 

for  their  respective  crafts.  Hearings  on 
both  requests  were  held  some  weeks  ago 

and  the  findings  have  been  under  con- 
sideration by  Walsh. 

SWG,  SAG,  and  SDG 

To  Get  NLRB  Ear 

The  national  labor  relations  board’s  ac- 
tion, in  postponing  until  mid-February 

further  hearings  on  other  labor  cases, 
brings  into  the  running  for  immediate 

consideration  a   group  of  complaints  in- 

volving Hollywood’s  three  top  talent 
unions — the  Screen  Writers,  Screen  Ac- 

tors and  Screen  Directors  Guilds. 

Though  the  SAG  as  yet  has  not  been 

notified  by  the  NLRB  concerning  two  re- 
cent challenges  to  its  jurisdiction,  the 

SWG  has  learned  a   hearing  on  its  com- 
plaints against  the  producers  will  be 

scheduled  not  later  than  December  15. 

Further,  William  Walsh,  NLRB  counsel, 

has  been  advised  by  the  labor  board’s 
Washington  headquarters  that  a   decision 

anent  the  SDG’s  bargaining  petition  can 
be  expected  before  the  end  of  the  year. 

Meantime  the  SWG’s  feud  with  the 
Screen  Playwrights,  Inc.,  continues.  Hold- 

ing NLRB  certification  as  exclusive  bar- 
gaining agent,  the  SWG  recently  warned 

SP  leaders  against  further  negotiations 
with  the  producers  anent  contemplated 
changes  in  the  SP  contract;  and,  at  its 

regular  board  meeting  this  week,  autho- 
rized its  members,  in  renewing  their  in- 

dividual writing  contracts,  to  formally 

protest  clauses  requiring  that  any  dif- 
ferences be  submitted  to  arbitration  by 

the  SP.  Paying  no  heed  to  these  develop- 

ments, however,  the  SP’s  negotiating  com- 
mittee will  meet  with  the  producers  within 

two  weeks  to  discuss  changes  in  the  con- 
tract which  the  SP  now  holds. 

The  SAG,  in  its  weekly  board  meeting, 

again  tabled  action  on  the  NLRB  com- 
plaints filed  against  it  by  the  Riders, 

Characters  and  Extra  Players  Ass’n  and 
by  Cinema  Players,  Inc.,  limiting  discus- 

sion to  the  new  SAG-Motion  Picture  Re- 
lief Fund  airshow. 

Satisfactory  progress  in  discussions 

concerning  the  Guild’s  19-point  licensing 
program  for  talent  agents  was  reported 
by  Laurence  Beilenson,  SAG  counsel,  who 
is  representing  the  actors  in  negotiations 
with  M.  C.  Levee,  president  of  the  Artists 
Managers  Guild. 

With  trial  set  for  January  15,  subpoenas 
have  been  issued  for  Ralph  Morgan,  SAG 

president;  Kenneth  Thomson,  executive 
secretary,  and  several  members  of  the 
board  of  directors,  who  are  commanded 
to  appear  as  witnesses  in  the  suit  brought 
by  Seymour  Simons  over  discontinuance 
of  the  Screen  Guild  magazine.  Simons, 
who  edited  the  magazine  until  it  ceased 

publication  last  spring,  seeks  approxi- 
mately $17,000  on  the  grounds  that  his 

contract  was  illegally  broken. 

Confer  on  Allocating 

Thespic  Publicity  Time 
In  an  attempt  to  clarify  the  exact  ap- 

plication of  the  Screen  Actors  Guild’s  rul- 
ing on  time  consumed  by  Thespians  for 

special  publicity  work  under  the  SAG’s 
new  48-hour  maximum  week,  producer 

contract,  studio  publicists  at  SAG  repre- 
sentatives met  with  Tom  Pettey,  publicity 

director,  and  Fred  Beetson,  secretary- 
treasurer  of  the  Hays  office. 

Chief  point  up  for  discussion  was  that 
concerning  an  arrangement  under  which 

interviews  with  the  players  may  be  ar- 
ranged without  the  interview  being  con- 
sidered as  overtime. 

Record  Short  Shipment 

By  Schlesinger 
Constituting  a   new  record,  Leon 

Schlesinger,  cartoon  producer  for  War- 

ner, has  shipped  six  subjects  since 

November  6.  Going  into  the  exchanges 

in  that  period  were  two  Looney-Tunes 
and  four  Merrie-Melodies. 

Will  Hags  Back  to 
New  York  Offices 

His  stay  characterized  by  extreme  brev- 
ity and  his  activities  highlighted  by  the 

presentation  of  a   semi-annual  report  to 
the  Association  of  Motion  Picture  Pro- 

ducers which  left  that  body  with  consider- 
able food  for  thought,  Will  Hays,  chief- 
tain of  the  MPPDA,  is  back  at  his  New 

York  office  after  spending  but  ten  days 
in  Hollywood  on  his  yearly  fall  visit. 

Hays’  report,  drafted  after  a   quick 
round  of  conferences  with  association 

members  and  local  officials  of  his  organi- 
zation, strongly  urged  the  advisability  of 

further  concentration  on  Latin-American 
nations  as  potentially  vast  and  rapidly 

growing  markets  for  American-made  films, 
to  replace  the  loss  in  grosses  which  this 

nation’s  picture-makers  and  distributors 
have  suffered  in  other  foreign  fields.  Sub- 

mitted for  discussion  was  Hays’  suggestion 
that  ways  and  means  be  considered  for 

regulating  production  costs  in  ratio  to  di- 
minishing international  returns,  the 

MPPDA  president  declaring  that  England 
and  the  Scandinavian  nations  are  the  best 

remaining  European  markets  for  American films. 

Members  of  the  association  were  told  of 

the  distributor-exhibitor  trade  practice 
parleys  which  recently  concluded  in  New 

York,  Hays  predicting  a   widespread  im- 
provement in  relations  between  various 

branches  of  the  industry  as  a   result 
therefrom. 

Elected  as  new  members  of  the  associa- 
tion’s board  of  directors  were  Cliff  Work, 

production  manager  at  Universal,  and  J. 

R.  McDonough,  RKO  Radio  studio  execu- 
tive. Joseph  M.  Schenck,  president  of  the 

Producers  Ass’n,  presided. 

International  Projector 

Provides  ARC  Consultant 
As  a   means  of  cooperating  with  the 

Academy  Research  Council  and  the  var- 
ious technical  committees  in  their  efforts 

to  standardize  and  improve  sound  and 

projection  facilities  in  theatres,  the  Inter- 
national Projector  Corp.  has  appointed 

Jack  Durst  factory  representative  in  Hol- 
lywood. 

Durst,  identified  with  the  development 

of  International’s  new  Simplex  Four-Star 
sound  equipment,  has  been  instructed  to 
lend  his  aid  and  advice  to  the  Research 

Council.  George  Friedl  jr.  made  the  ap- 
pointment. 
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OW  that  Samuel  Goldwyn  has 

stopped  taking  bows  for  having 

signed  James  Roosevelt  as  a   vice- 
president  of  his  organization,  and  with 

the  subsiding  of  Hollywood’s  first  en- 
thusiasm over  a   member  of  so  important 

a   family  joining  its  production  ranks,  the 
railbirds  are  relaxing  sufficiently  to  pro- 

ject on  the  celluloid  horizon  a   very  large 

and  clearly  indicated  “Why?” 
Prom  a   publicity  standpoint  it  was  a 

ten  strike.  Probably  there  is  nothing 
Goldwyn  could  have  done  to  command 
more  newspaper  space.  And,  as  a   formula 
adjunct  of  such  publicity,  were,  of  course, 
the  rather  obvious  and  coy  statements 
from  Roosevelt  to  the  effect  that  he 

wanted  to  join  an  industry  with  a   future 
and  from  Goldwyn  declaring  that  he  liked 

the  President’s  son  from  the  first  moment 
he  met  him  and  that  he  would  teach  him 

the  motion  picture  business  from  the 
ground  up  before  deciding  just  how  and 
where  his  new  executive  would  fit  into 

his  organizational  picture. 
But  the  precedental  publicity,  in  itself 

alone,  hardly  justifies  the  five-year  con- 
tract— and  quite  probably  at  a   very  fancy 

and  thus  far  unpublished  figure — in- 
volved. 

At  this  stage  very  few  people  know,  and 
even  fewer  can  successfully  guess,  what 
Goldwyn  has  on  his  active  mind  or  up  his 
well-tailored  sleeve. 

Leni  Riefenstahl  hasn’t  the  slightest  in- 

SPEARHEADS 

fh/  Ivan  i&ptax 
terest  in  Hollywood  or  its  motion  picture 
industry,  according  to  spokesmen  for  the 
German  actress  and  producer.  In  fact, 
Mount  Wilson  (only  a   terrestrial  pimple 
when  compared  to  the  Alps  which  are 
practically  in  her  hack  yard) ,   the  Olvera 
Street  Mexican  quarter  and  the  other 
standard  tourist  attractions  of  Southern 
California  are  intriguing  the  attentions  of 

the  Titian-haired  Teutonic  Thespic  much 
more  than  the  film  foundries — despite  the 
fact  that  she  traveled  6,000  miles  to  the 
screen  citadel  accompanied  by  a   retinue 
of  advisors  and  business  managers. 

Ernest  Jaeger,  a   member  of  the  Riefen- 
stahl party,  and  an  attache  of  Dr.  Georg 

Gyssling,  German  consul  to  Los  Angeles, 
both  went  on  record  in  vehement  denial 

that  any  attempt  had  been  made  to  es- 
tablish liaison  between  the  actress  and 

the  studios;  thus  attempting  to  minimize 

the  effects  of  the  Hollywood  Anti-Nazi 

League’s  plea  that  the  film  plants  ignore 

her  as  a   “Nazi  agent.” 
Some  centuries  ago  one  Aesop  penned  a 

fable  about  a   fox  and  a   bunch  of  grapes 

• — but,  then,  it  is  hardly  to  be  expected 
that  Hitler  Kultur  would  permit  knowl- 

edge of  anything  so  non- Aryan  as  Aesop. 

From  Metro's  praisery: 

"Mickey  Rooney  will  have  star  billing  on 

the  main  title  of  ‘Huckleberry  Finn'  at 

M-G-M.  Mark  Twain's  name  will  also  ap- 

pear above  the  title.” 
Mighty  decent  of  Leo  to  give  Mark  a   break thataway. 

And,  while  on  the  subject  of  “Huckle- 
berry Finn,”  it  might  be  reported  that 

there  are  plenty  of  people  who  question 
the  wisdom  of  casting  Mickey  Rooney  in 

the  title  role  of  Twain’s  immortal  saga. 
Rooney’s  past  several  pictures,  which  have 
skyrocketed  him  to  stardom  and  the  top- 

brackets  of  popularity — the  “Judge  Hardy” 
pictures  particularly — have  shown  him  as 
an  adolescent  of  high  school  age.  The 

popular  conception  of  Tom  Sawyer  and 

Huckleberry  Finn  constructs  a   mental  pic- 
ture of  youngsters  10  to  12  years  old.  Wit- 

ness: The  successful  portrayal  of  Tom  by 

Tommy  Kelly,  at  least  five  years  Mickey’s 

junior. How  the  public  generally  and  his  large 
legion  of  fans  will  react  to  this  casting  in 

a   boy’s  role  is  a   moot  question. 

Giggles ,   Goose-Pimples  and  Grievous 
Hollywood's  preview  business  experienced  a   seasonal  up- 

swing during  the  past  week  in  the  general  quality,  although 

not  quantity,  of  the  features  offered  for  the  plaudits  and  pcm- 

nings  of  critics  and  other  assorted  free-lunch  fiends. 

Of  the1  six  screened  for  pre-release  reaction,  three  rate  first 

attention  from  the  perspective  of  importance — 20th  Century- 

Fox's  "Thanks  for  Everything;”  Paramount's  "Ride  a   Crooked 
Mile,"  and  Metro's  “Dramatic  School."  The  first  two  named 

qualify  comparably  as  to  entertainment  value,  while  the  M-G-M 
offering  finds  its  way  into  the  top  category  only  because  of 

the  lustre  of  its  cast  and  its  high  budget  rating.  Classifying 

as  the  best  of  the  week's  output  was  “Thanks  for  Everything," 

which  served  again  to  prove  that  Darryl  Zanuck's  production 
organization  is  a   master  at  turning  out  fast-moving  comedy 
musicals,  original  in  plot  and  unstintingly  mounted.  Paced  by 

the  reliable  comedy  work  of  Adolphe  Menjou,  Jack  Haley  and 

Jack  Oakie,  the  feature  is  tuned  to  the  modern  tempo,  adeptly 

mingling  laughs,  music,  a   novel  story  and  a   smattering  of 

patriotic  sentiment  under  the  experienced  piloting  of  William 

Seiter  and  production  guidance  of  Harry  Joe  Brown.  As  such 

it  is  certain  to  come  close  to  the  boxoffice  records  set  by  such 

previous  Fox  features  as  "Wake  Up  and  Live"  and  “Love  and 

Hisses." 
Completely  different  in  character  but  no  less  potent  as  gen- 

eral audience  fare  is  Paramount's  “Ride  a   Crooked  Mile." 
Stacking  up  well  with  any  offering  screened  in  the  past  few 
weeks  and  one  of  the  best  to  come  from  the  Marathon  St.  film 

factory  all  season,  it  is  refreshingly  unusual  in  story  and  car- 
ries a   generous  burden  of  thrills  and  action;  all  of  which 

should  earn  it  a   welcome  from  exhibitors  and  fans  everywhere. 

Nothing  short  of  superb  is  the  character  study  created  by 

Akim  Tamiroff,  who  thus  earns  star  rating,  while  the  other 

Thespic  chores  are  entrusted  to  such  capable1  players  as  Fran- 
ces Farmer,  Leif  Erikson  and  Lynne  Overman.  Jeff  Lazarus 

rates  bows  as  producer. 

Considerably  more  limited  in  appeal  is  Metro's  "Dramatic 

School."  Undoubtedly  it  will  be  designated  an  artistic  suc- 
cess by  the  lorgnette-and-tails  patrons,  but  is  apt  to  be  met 

with  bewilderment  in  its  other  playdates — principally  because 

the  large  majority  of  theatregoers  probably  will  be1  unappre- 
ciative of  the  delicate  character  shadings  and  subtle,  sophisti- 

cated dialogue.  Even  Luise  Rainer  and  Paulette  Goddard, 

heading  a   potentially  brilliant  cast,  do  not  cover  themselves 

with  the  glory  that  might  have  been  expected. 

*   *   * 

Three  of  the  six  preview  features  were  contributed  by  Uni- 

versal, of  which  two  earn  the  rating  of  better-than-standard 

program  offerings.  In  this  classification  are  "The  Last  Warn- 

ing," latest  of  the  Crime  Club  mysteries,  and  “Strange  Faces," 

also  a   comedy-crime  opus.  “The  Last  Warning"  is  by  far 
the  best  of  the  Crime  Club  series  turned  out  to  date,  with  a 

logical  and  suspenseful  story  framework  and  an  abundance 

of  comedy  and  spine-chilling  episodes.  Under  the  superior 
directorial  guidance  of  A1  Rogell.  Preston  Foster  and  Frank 

Jenks  turn  in  solid  performances  as,  respectively,  the  alcoholic 

and  amorous  Detective  Crane  and  his  reliable  but  none-too- 

bright  stooge.  Of  its  type,  the  picture1  has  been  only  infre- 

quently surpassed  this  season. 
Familiar  in  plot  but  original  in  treatment  and  long  on  laughs 

and  thrills  is  “Strange  Faces."  Showmen  will  hail  it  as  a 
serviceable,  although  not  startling,  bundle  of  entertainment 

and  Frank  Jenks  makes  it  two  in  a   row  by  scoring  commend- 

ably  in  his  co-featured  lead  with  Dorothea  Kent.  As  rival 

newshawks  who  match  wits  to  uncover  the  year's  biggest  story, 
they  present  strong  evidence  a   new  and  potentially  popular 

screen  duo  is  in  the  making. 

*   *   * 

The  third  feature  from  the  Universal  plant  fared  not  so  well, 

however,  with  “His  Exciting  Night"  undisputably  taking  a 
strangle-hold  on  the  cellar  position.  Belying  the  title,  it  will 

provide  anything  but  an  exciting  evening  for  the  cash  custo- 

mers, faltering  chiefly  because  of  a   too-slender  story  thread. 
Although  the  plot  could  have  been  used  to  better  advantage 

in  a   comedy  short,  it  sags  dismally  when  stretched  to  feature 

length.  Resultantly,  the  valiant  work  of  Charlie  Ruggles, 

Stepin  Fetchit,  Bennie  Baker  and  other  comedy  veterans  is, 

for  the  most  part,  nullified  by  unfunny  lines  and  unoriginal 
continuity. 
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Plays  ....  Possibilities 

New  York — Described  as  “a  biography 
loith  music”  by  its  producers,  Dwight 
Deere  Wiman  and  J.  H.  Del  Bondio, 

‘‘Great  Lady”  opened  at  the  Majestic,  De- 
cember 1.  Earle  Crooker  and  Lowell  Bren- 

tano  wrote  the  book,  Crooker  alone  is  re- 
sponsible for  the  lyrics,  while  the  music  is 

by  Frederick  Loewe.  Albert  R.  Johnson  did 

the  settings,  William  Dollar  the  choreo- 
graphy, and  Lucinda  Ballard  and  Scott 

Wilson  the  costumes.  In  this,  the  39 th  play 
of  the  season,  the  cast  includes  Norma 
Terriss,  Irene  Bordoni,  Helen  Ford,  Tullio 

Carminati,  Shepperd  Strudwick  and  Jos- 
eph Macaulay.  The  critics: 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   . 
boasts  an  excellent  cast,  lavish  sets,  gor- 

geous costumes,  a   pleasing  score,  but  it 
lacks  a   libretto  of  merit  .   .   .   somehow,  the 
real  Madame  Jumel  seems  to  have  eluded 
the  Messrs.  Crooker  and  Brentano  .   .   . 
Norma  Terriss  has  the  title  role  .   .   .   she 

scores  a   triumph.  Tullio  Carminati,  fine 
actor  that  he  is,  works  wonders  for 
Stephen  Jumel.  Irene  Bordoni,  charming 
as  ever,  won  several  ovations  with  her 
magnetic  performance. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (three  stars) 

—   ...  beautifully  staged  and  admirably 

cast,  is  a   first  class  addition  to  the  town’s 
musical  plays.  Daintier  than  any  of  the 
others,  and  with  more  charm  than  any  of 
the  others. 

Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune —   .   .   . 
it  is  a   dull,  ponderous  and  lugubrious  af- 

fair .   .   .   The  players  work  earnestly,  al- 
though I   cannot  say  always  impressively 

.   .   .   I   hope  that  “Great  Lady”  makes  a 
worthy  vehicle  for  Jeanette  MacDonald 

and  Nelson  Eddy  when  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  get  around  to  purchasing  it. 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American —   .   .   . 
seemed  last  night  to  be  having  not  its 

debut  but  a   relapse.  From  my  mourner’s 
bench  it  appeared  to  be  lying  magnifi- 

cently in  state.  What  the  experts  did,  I 
hear,  was  to  perform  a   handsome  job  of 

taxidermy  on  a   show,  that  looks  life-like, 
but  overstuffed. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — Miss  Bordoni 
has  lost  none  of  her  animation  .   .   .   But 
neither  Miss  Bordoni  nor  her  companions 
can  hide  the  fact  that  as  a   musical  com- 

edy “Great  Lady”  is  a   very  dull  and  dated 
affair. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun — The  story 
moves  with  the  dignity  suitable  to  the 

form;  even  the  jokes  have  the  proper  mas- 
siveness and  the  occasional  bursts  of 

friskiness  have  that  slight  air  of  unreality 

such  moments  always  have  in  the  oper- 

etta— the  orthodox  operetta  which  isn’t 
trying  anything  new. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — Probably  this 

courier  is  wrong  in  suspecting  “Great 
Lady”  of  being  a   routine  bore. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
The  kindest  criticism  .   .   .   would  be  to  ig- 

nore it  .   .   .   for  it  is  beyond  the  bounds 
of  reason  that  this  combination  of  bad 

melodrama  and  worse  acting  can  long 
exist  in  our  enlightened  city. 

"American  Landscape" 
A   play  in  three  acts  by  Elmer  Rice. 

Staged  by  the  author  in  settings  and  cos- 

tumes by  Aline  Bernstein.  Produced  by 
the  Playwrights  Company  as  its  third  of 
the  new  season.  This  is  the  40th  play  of 

the  year.  It  opened  at  the  Cort  Theatre, 
December  3   with  a   cast  including  Donald 
Cook,  Phoebe  Foster,  Charles  Waldron, 
Sylvia  Weld,  Rachel  Hartzell,  Howard  Mil- 

ler and  Theodore  Newton.  The  critics 
thought  this: 

R.  C„  Daily  Mirror — His  (Rice’s)  be- 
liefs are  admirable  and  they  are  stated 

with  integrity,  often  with  eloquence,  often 
with  moving  effectiveness,  and  in  a   spirit 
of  good  will,  something  sorely  needed  in 

these  parlous  times.  However,  “American 
Landscape”  too  often  takes  on  the  aspects 
of  a   pageant  and  a   debate  and  forsakes 
drama  .   .   .   The  cast  is  large  and  of  such 
uniform  excellence  as  to  make  it  the  part 
of  ungraciousness  to  single  out  individual 
members  for  special  mention. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (three  stars  plus)  — 
The  story  is  of  the  Dales  of  Dalesford, 
Conn.  For  eight  or  nine  generations  they 
have  made  shoes  in  Dalesford  and  lived 

upright  lives  .   .   .   when  Capt.  Frank,  at  75, 
is  faced  with  the  problem  of  paying  union 

wages  and  meeting  a   strengthening  com- 
petition, he  is  ready  to  sell  out  and  go  to 

Florida  .   .   .   The  menace  is  a   heel-clicking 
representative  of  a   German-American 
bund  that  wants  to  buy  the  Dale  place 
for  an  athletic  field  .   .   .   For  two  acts 
there  is  tense  and  fine  drama.  The  last 
act,  though  sentimentally  satisfying,  is 
dramatically  static  .   .   .   The  spirit  of  the 

Rice  direction  is  superb.  The  actors’  per- 
formances measure  nobly  up  to  it. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — There  is  a 
fineness  of  spirit  .   .   .   that  makes  one  long 
to  be  friendly  toward  it,  to  be  stirred  by 
its  plea  for  all  that  is  best  in  our  tradition 
and  to  be  moved  to  enthusiasm  by  its 
ringing  affirmation  of  the  national  spirit 
...  I   cannot  help  fearing,  though,  that  the 
new  drama,  for  all  its  excellence  of  pur- 

pose and  goodness  of  soul,  is  curiously 
superficial  and  unpersuasive  in  its  drama 

.   .   .   Both  acting  and  direction  are  excel- lent. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American — Mr.  Rice’s 
play  falls  sadly  short  of  its  noble  aim 
and  honorable  intentions.  To  me  it  seemed 

to  lack  the  power  and  dramatic  strength 
to  make  its  sentiments  affecting  so  that 

the  play  became  merely  muddled  .   .   .   Most 
of  it  is  acted  with  the  fervor  that  Mr. 

Rice  always  commands  from  his  players. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   ...  a   sincere  sermon 
written  in  defense  of  a   great  principle 
...  As  is  not  uncommon  with  him,  Mr. 
Rice  attempts  to  say  too  much  without 
having  quite  thought  through  what  he  was 
trying  to  get  said  .   .   .   Although  it  is  very 

unevenly  acted,  it  includes  some  satisfac- 
tory performances  by  George  Macready, 

Donald  Cook,  Rachel  Hartzell,  Charles 
Waldron,  Charles  Dingle  and,  above  all, 
Sylvia  Weld. 

R.  L„  Sun — The  acting,  in  its  integrity, 
matches  the  play  .   .   .   And  a   fine  play  it 
is;  the  best,  I   think,  that  Mr.  Rice  has 
written. 

B.  A.,  Times — But,  handicapped  by  what 

may  have  been  a   poor  first  night  perform- 

ance, “American  Landscape”  is  an  un- 

Paramount  Provides  More 

Space  for  Ad  Department 
Additional  office  space  and  facilities  for 

Paramount  studio’s  advertising  depart- 
ment under  Cliff  Lewis  have  been  made 

possible  through  renovation  of  the  bunga- 
low the  staff  has  occupied  for  the  past 

several  years.  The  bungalow,  originally 

built  as  a   super-dressing  room  for  Ru- 
dolph Valentino,  has  been  completely  mod- 

ernized and  enlarged. 

Farrow  on  "Saint" RKO  Radio  has  signed  John  Farrow  to 

direct  “The  Saint  Strikes  Twice,”  second 
in  the  “Saint”  series,  in  which  George 
Sanders  will  have  the  title  role.  Wendy 

Barrie  appears  opposite.  Film  rolls  next 
week  with  Robert  Sisk  producing. 

Foster  Directs  "Chan" Norman  Foster  will  direct  “Charlie 
Chan  in  Reno,”  19th  in  the  20th  Century- 
Fox  series,  for  20th  Century-Fox.  It  will 
be  the  second  in  which  Sidney  Toler  es- 

says the  title  role. 

Sign  Walter  Temple 

Walter  Temple  has  joined  20th  Century- 
Fox,  being  placed  in  charge  of  preparing 
foreign  trailers.  He  was  formerly  with 
National  Screen  Service. 

OPTIONS 
— Columbia 

J.  ROBERT  BREN  and  GLADYS  ATWATER 

sign  one-picture  writing  ticket. 
— Commodore  Pictures 

KURT  SIODMAK  signed  as  story  editor  for  the 
newly-formed  independent  company. 

— Metro 

SAMUEL  CHAIN,  parasitology  authority,  joins 
shorts  department  writing  staff. 
— Selznick  International 

WILBUR  G.  KURTZ  signs  as  technical  advisor 

on  “Gone  With  the  Wind."  F'rom  Atlanta,  Ga., 
Kurtz  is  an  artist  and  accepted  authority  on 
Confederate  Civil  War  history. 
— 20th  Century-Fox 

PETER  LORRE  draws  extension  on  his  acting 

contract.  Four  more  “Mr.  Moto"  pictures  have 
been  lined  up  for  the  balance  of  the  1938-39  sea- 

son, with  Lorre  playing  the  title  role. 

JOHN  RUSSELL,  five-year-old  player,  held  for 
new  term. 
EDDIE  COLLINS,  comedian,  and  GEORGE 

SANDERS,  leading  man,  both  held  for  additional 
terms. — Universal 

HALLY  CHESTER  signed  to  two-picture  deal 

as  a   member  of  the  “Little  Tough  Guys"  group. — Warner  Bros. 

GEORGE  BRENT  draws  new  long-term  acting 
contract.  He  is  currently  opposite  Bette  Davis  in 
“Dark  Victory." 

HUMPHREY  BOGART,  actor,  held  for  another 
tei  m. 

RAY  McCAREY  signs  new  long-term  directorial 

contract.  He  is  now  megaphoning  “Torchy  Blane 

for  Mayor." 
ARTHUR  RIPLEY  and  TED  THOMAS  signed 

to  term  contracts  as  dialogue  directors. 

MORTON  LOWRY,  English  actor,  given  term 

pact.  He  makes  his  American  debut  in  “Dawn 

Patrol." wieldy  pronouncement  that  has  difficulty 
in  lifting  itself  up  on  the  stage  .   .   .   But 

the  play  has  such  sprawling  form  that 

toward  the  end  the  thoughts  become  iso- 
lated speeches  rather  than  passionate  ut- 

terances out  of  the  heart  of  the  theme 

...  In  philosophy  it  ranks  high.  In  drama 
it  is  diffuse. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram — There  is  a 
measured  quantity  of  leisurely  enjoyment 
.   .   .   but  little  of  the  dramatic  power  one 

hoped  for  and  expected  ...  It  is  a   verbose 
play.  Its  characters  are  garrulous  ...  It  is 
splendidly,  beautifully  acted. 
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"Monroe  Doctrine"  in  Two 

Tongues  a   Warner  Plan 
To  be  filmed  in  English  and  Spanish 

versions  and  timed  for  release  at  the 

height  of  the  government’s  campaign  to 
strengthen  friendly  relations  with  Latin- 
America,  Warner  has  announced  plans  to 

film  “The  Monroe  Doctrine.” 
Gordon  Hollingshead  will  produce  under 

Bryan  Foy’s  supervision,  the  film  to  be 
made  in  Technicolor  as  a   four-reel  sub- 

ject. John  Litel  will  portray  President 
James  Monroe. 

SCRIPTERS 

—Columbia 

STUART  PALMER  to  an  untitled  original, 

starring  Edward  G.  Robinson,  for  Producer  Ever- 
ett Riskin. 

WILLIAM  ULLMAN  jr.,  to  an  untitled  original 
for  Producer  Fred  Kohlmar. 

— Larry  Darmour 

GORDON  RIGBY  and  ERIC  TAYLOR  to 

“Enemy  Within,”  forthcoming  Jack  Holt  starrer, 
which  Lewis  Collins  will  direct  for  Columbia 
release. 

— Metro 

HARRY  RUSKIN  teamed  with  WILLIS  GOLD- 

BECK  on  the  next  in  the  "Dr.  Kildare”  series 
featuring  Lew  Ayres. 

JAMES  HILTON  to  “Cargo  of  Innocents”  for 
Producer  Frank  Davis. 

WANDA  TUCHOCK  teamed  with  LEONARD 

PRASKINS  on  “May  Flavin,”  from  the  Myron 
Brinig  novel,  which  Harry  Rapf  will  produce. 

CHANDLER  SPRAGUE  to  “Death  in  a   Top 

Hat.” — Paramount 

HENRY  MYERS  to  “The  Cat  and  the  Canary.” 
ANTHONY  VE  IDLER  collaborates  with  SY 

BARTLETT  on  “Invasion.” 

PRESTON  STURGES  to  “The  Amazing  Mar- 
riage” for  Producer  Albert  Lewin;  MALCOLM 

S.  BOYLAN  to  “Lives  of  a   Texas  Ranger,”  which 
Jeff  Lazarus  will  produce;  HENRY  MYERS  to 

“The  Cat  and  the  Canary,”  for  Producer  Arthur 
Hornblow. 

JERRY  CADY  to  “I’m)  From  Missouri,”  Bob 
Burns  starrer,  now  in  production. 

— Principal 

MICHAEL  SIMMONS  to  an  untitled  original  to 
star  Bobby  Breen. 

— RKO  Radio 

BERNARD  McCONVILLE  to  an  untitled  origi- 

nal, to  star  George  O’Brien,  with  Bert  Gilroy  as 
producer. 

RICHARD  KANIN  to  “The  Second  Shot.”  Cliff 
Reid  will  produce. 

BERT  GRANET  to  an  original,  "Career,”  which 
Robert  Sisk  will  produce. 

— Republic 

BEN  MARKSON  to  “Women  Make  News.”  Her- 
man Schlom  produces. 

FRANKLYN  COEN  to  “Forget  Passport”  for 
Producer-Director  John  H.  Auer;  JAMES  WEBB 

to  “Highway  Police  Patrol”  for  Producer  M.  H. 
Hoffman. 

— Hal  Roach 

JACK  JEVNE  teams  with  CLAUDE  MARTIN 

on  “The  Housekeeper’s  Daughter,”  by  Donald 
Henderson  Clarke. 

— Clifford  Sanforth 

JOSEPH  O’DONNELL  to  “The  Mask  of  Chu- 

Seng,”  first  in  a   projected  series  of  melodramas. 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

PAUL  PEREZ  to  "Charlie  Chan  in  Reno.” 
— Universal 

EDMUND  L.  HARTMANN  to  “Bad  Company. ” 
Arthur  Lubin  directs. 

JAMES  MULHAUSER  collaborates  with  EVER- 

ETT FREEMAN  in  polishing  “You  Can’t  Cheat  an 
Honest  Man,”  now  in  production. 
GORDON  KAHN  collaborates  with  ARTHUR 

T.  HORMAN  on  a   "Little  Tough  Guys”  vehicle. 
— Warner  Bros. 

RING  LARDNER  jr.,  to  “The  Holy  Terror,”  by 
George  Carleton  Brown,  as  a   starring  vehicle  for 
Wayne  Morris. 

CHARLES  PERRY  to  an  original  for  the 

“Secret  Service”  series  starring  Ronald  Reagan. 
JERRY  WALD  and  RICHARD  MACULEY  to  “A 

Little  Child  Shall  Lead  Them,”  aimed  as  a 
starring  vehicle  for  five-year-old  Janet  Chapman. 

CHARLES  TEDFORD  to  "The  Life  of  Benjamin 

Franklin,”  next  in  the  series  of  historical  shorts; 
ROBERT  ROSSEN  and  ULRICH  STEINDORFF  to 

“Baby  Doctor.” 

CHARLES  TEDFORD  to  “Trail’s  End,”  a   sequal 
to  “Heart  of  the  North.” 
SETON  I.  MILLER  and  ROBERT  ROSSON  to 

“Dust  Be  My  Destiny,”  by  Jerome  Odium.  John 
Garfield  will  be  starred. 

ROWLAND  LEIGH  to  “Forgiee  Us  Our  Tres- 

passers,” a   Lloyd  C.  Douglas  novel. 
JEROME  ODLUM  completes  “Perhaps  We  Un- 

derstand.” 

RKO  Radio’s  studio  story  editor,  Lillie 
Messenger,  is  back  at  work  following  a   two- 
week  vacation  in  New  York. 

* 

Back  from  a   New  York  holiday  are 
William  Seiter  and  his  wife,  Marian  Nixon, 

Seiter  reporting  to  20 th  Century-Fox  to 
begin  preparations  for  his  next  directorial 
assignment. 

* 

In  for  a   week  of  conferences  on  cam- 
paigns for  forthcoming  pictures,  Sam 

Clark,  Warner  exploitation  man  for  the 
Chicago  district,  is  huddling  with  S. 
Charles  Einfeld  and  Robert  Taplinger  at 
the  Warner  studio. 

* 

Jane  Bryan  has  returned  to  the  Warner 

lot  after  a   six-week  trip  to  New  York  on  a 
combined  personal  appearance  tour  and 
vacation. 

* 

Gloria  Dickson,  Warner  featured  player, 

made  a   personal  appearance  at  the  Or- 
pheum  Theatre,  Vancouver,  British  Co- 

lumbia, in  conjunction  with  the  world 

premiere  of  “Heart  of  the  North,”  in  which 
she  has  a   leading  role. 

★ 

Technicians,  extras  and  cast  principals 

of  Paramount’s  “Midnight”  celebrated 
with  food  and  jitterbugging  in  the  studio 
commissary  the  fact  that  the  popular  local 

dance,  La  Conga,  has  made  its  picture  de- 
but in  the  film.  Director  Mitchell  Leisen 

led  a   snake  dance  into  the  dining  room, 
followed  by  Claudette  Colbert,  Mary  Astor, 
Francis  Lederer,  John  Barrymore  and 
others. 

* 

Marlene  Dietrich  has  returned  to  Holly- 
wood from  a   seven-month  vacation  in 

New  York  and  Europe. 

* 

The  Screen  Writers  Guild’s  annual  din- 
ner dance,  first  set  to  be  held  December 

22,  has  been  moved  up  to  December  16  by 
vote  of  the  executive  board.  The  affair  will 
be  staged  at  the  Roosevelt  Hotel. 

* 

Sam  Bischoff,  Warner  producer,  and  his 
wife  have  left  for  New  York  to  sail  for  a 

two-month  European  vacation. 
* 

Richard  Pease,  head  of  Warner’s  studio 
cost  department,  and  Sue  Evans  of  New 
York  City,  are  honeymooning  in  Idaho 

after  their  marriage  at  All  Saints  Episco- 
pal Church,  Santa  Barbara. 

* 

Director  George  Sherman  is  back  at 
Republic  from  a   New  York  vacation  and 
is  awaiting  the  starting  gun  on  his  next 
assignment. 

Guests  of  honor  at  the  U.  S.  Army  Air 
Corps  military  ball  at  Langley  Field,  Va., 
were  Allan  Jones  and  wife  Irene  Hervey. 

They  stopped  off  en  route  to  New  York 
for  a   short  vacation. 

* 

Fred  Quimby,  supervisor  of  Metro’s  short subjects  production,  is  in  New  York  for 
the  week  conferring  with  W.  F.  Rodgers, 

general  sales  manager,  on  new  short 

product. * 

Discussing  “Advertising  and  Publicity,” 
Pete  Smith,  Metro  shorts  producer,  was 

guest  speaker  before  the  Los  Angeles  Ad- 
vertising Women,  later  playing  host  to 

them  at  the  studio  at  a   showing  of 

Smith’s  latest  “Specialties.” * 

Director  and  Mrs.  Norman  Z.  McLeod 

are  vacationing  for  a   few  days  in  New 

York,  McLeod  having  put  the  finishing 

touches  on  his  latest  picture  for  Hal Roach. 
* 

Joan  Marsh,  film  actress,  and  Charles 
S.  Belden,  scenarist,  are  honeymooning 
following  their  marriage,  performed  by 
Judge  Cecil  Holland  of  Beverly  Hills. 

* 

To  do  display  work  for  the  national 

promotional  campaign  on  “Union  Pacific,” Duke  Wellington,  former  head  of  the  New 
York  Paramount  Theatre  art  department, 

is  headquartering  at  Paramount  studio. 
* 

John  Garfield,  on  leave  from  Warners, 

is  at  the  bedside  of  his  father,  David  Gar- 
field, in  New  York.  The  elder  Garfield 

underwent  a   crucial  operation  in  the  east. 
★ 

Glenda  Farrell,  elected  mayor  of  North 

Hollywood  in  a   recent  election,  was  form- 
ally installed  in  office  with  Mayor  Fletcher 

Bowron  of  Los  Angeles  officiating  and 

scores  of  prominent  screen  residents  of 
the  community  attending.  Ceremonies 

were  to  be  staged  at  the  El  Portal  The- atre. 
* 

John  Considine  jr.,  Metro  producer,  and 
Mrs.  Considine  have  left  for  Seattle  where 

Considine  will  exhume  data  for  his  forth- 

coming picture  chore,  “Seattle.” 

Vehicle  Awaits  Morris 
With  Lew  Landers  directing,  “Picardy 

Max”  has  been  set  as  the  next  starring  ve- 
hicle for  Chester  Morris  at  RKO  Radio, 

the  picture  to  be  launched  following  the 

player’s  return  from  New  York.  Anne 
Shirley  will  have  the  feminine  lead.  Har- 

old Shumate  did  the  original. 

U/atch  —   / 
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Unusually  Large  Executive 

Influx  Finds  Studios  Calm 

Despite  the  fact  that  still  another  studio 
was  expecting  a   delegation  of  visiting 
home  office  executives  over  the  weekend, 
thus  boosting  the  quantity  of  New  York 
moguls  on  hand  locally  to  unprecedented 
seasonal  heights,  studio  personnel  seems  to 
be  taking  the  situation  in  stride  and  with 
a   minimum  of  jitters. 

Scheduled  to  hold  a   four-day  session  on 
both  distribution  and  production  at  20th 

Century-Fox,  beginning  December  12,  are 
a   host  of  New  York  executives  of  the 

company,  including  President  Sidney  R. 

Kent;  Charles  E.  McCarthy,  publicity-ad- 
vertising chief;  William  Clark,  short  sub- 

jects sales  manager;  Herman  Wobber, 

general  sales  manager,  and  an  undeter- 
mined number  of  other  eastern  repre- 

sentatives. 

Kent’s  arrival  here  will  find  the  top  men 
of  four  companies  currently  in  Hollywood, 
as  Universal  is  entertaining  and  conferring 
with  President  Nate  Blumberg;  RKO 
Radio  is  hosting  its  new  chief,  George 
Schaefer,  and  Republic  is  being  visited  by 
Herbert  J.  Yates,  chairman  of  its  board  of 
directors.  The  latter  three,  whose  presence 

so  far  has  been  largely  routine,  are  ex- 

pected to  remain  over  the  holidays.  Kent’s 
stay,  however,  will  be  shorter. 

Officially  supplanting  Adolph  Zukor  as 

chief  of  Paramount's  studio  operations,  Y. 
Frank  Freeman  arrived  to  begin  work, 
bringing  with  him  the  cheerful  prediction 

that  the  coming  year  will  be  “a  banner 
one  at  the  movie  boxoffice.”  Freeman 
cited  improved  quality  of  product  as  the 

only  means  of  stemming  “the  recent  tide 
of  boxoffice  depression  and  bringing  about 

an  up-swing.”  Another  arrival  at  Para- 
mount was  Robert  Gillham,  advertising- 

exploitation-publicity  chief.  Altering  his 
plans,  however,  Gillham  did  not  bring  A1 
Wilkie  with  him,  indicating  that  Wilkie 

— set  to  take  over  the  post  of  home  office 
publicity  and  advertising  representative — 
would  follow  in  a   few  days. 

Their  lengthy  production-distribution 
conferences  in  New  York  concluded.  Jack 
Warner,  Hal  Wallis  and  Charles  Einfeld 
are  back  at  Warner;  while  Louis  Hyman, 

distribution  chief  for  Principal  Produc- 
tions, has  returned  from  the  same  eastern 

city  after  several  weeks  of  conferences 
with  RKO  Radio  executives  on  distribu- 

tion of  “Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With  the  Circus.” 
In  for  the  week  to  map  exploitation 

plans  on  “The  Duke  of  West  Point”  with 
its  producer,  Edward  Small,  is  Lynn  Far- 
nol,  exploitation  head  for  United  Artists. 

“The  Duke,”  Small’s  first  for  UA,  is  tenta- 
tively set  for  release  December  29. 

Move  Benchley  East 
The  remainder  of  the  Robert  Benchley 

shorts  on  Metro’s  1938-39  program  are  to 
be  produced  in  New  York  shortly  after  the 
first  of  the  year,  with  Jack  Chertok,  short 
subject  chief,  planing  east  at  that  time 
to  supervise.  Four  other  shorts  will  also 
be  made  in  New  York  while  Chertok  is 
there. 

Product  Huddle 

W.  G.  Van  Schmus  (left),  managing 

director  of  New  York’s  Radio  City 
Music  Hall,  discusses  the  production 
and  exhibition  outlook  with  Mark 

Hellinger  (right),  and  Bryan  Foy, 
Warner  Bros,  producers,  during  a 
luncheon  tendered  the  shourman  at 
the  Warner  studio. 

Ponder  Reasons  for 

Crusading  Pictures 
(Continued  from  page  65) 

tacks  the  reasons  behind  the  World  War 
and  the  results  of  that  conflict. 

Shaped  along  satirical  lines  and,  as  yet, 
only  sketchily  outlined  to  Hollywood,  are 

Charlie  Chaplin’s  plans  for  his  next  pro- 
duction. The  veteran  producer-star  in- 

tends, according  to  what  meager  informa- 
tion is  available,  to  burlesque  Nazi  policies 

and  personages,  himself  assuming  a   dual 
role  as  dictator  and  mild,  bewildered 
citizen. 

Already  scoring  at  the  boxoffice  is  Wal- 

ter Wanger’s  “Blockade,”  produced  with 
an  accompaniment  of  international  debate 
and,  during  its  screenings,  engendering 

considerable  comment  both  pro  and  con — 
although  its  producer  repeatedly  stressed 
that  the  picturization  of  a   phase  of  the 
Spanish  rebellion  took  no  sides  and,  in 
the  main,  was  a   preachment  against  war 

in  general. 

Other  studios  have  not  so  far  com- 
mitted themselves  by  announcing  plans  for 

similar  crusading  efforts;  but  the  ice- 
breaking endeavor  of  the  above-named  in- 

dicates, to  students  of  filmdom  psychology, 

that  a   cycle  of  tremendous  potential  sig- 
nificance is  in  the  making. 

"Fancy"  for  Powell 

Dick  Powell  will  star  in  “A  Young  Man’s 
Fancy”  at  Warner  as  his  next  assignment, 
the  picture  to  roll  December  20.  Norman 
Reilly  Raine  wrote  the  original  script. 

World  Now  Lures 

Brain  of  Birdwell 

Russell  Birdwell  confirms  reports  he 

will  resign  as  Si’s  chief  publicist  to  set 
up  a   world-wide  publicity  bureau  on  a 
partnership  basis  with  David  O.  Selznick. 

“When  I   give  up  my  post  here,”  Bird- 
well  says,  “we  will  be  associated  together. 
I   look  upon  Mr.  Selznick  as  the  greatest 

publicity  man  I   have  ever  known.” Also  from  the  Birdwell  brain  on  how 

things  now  stand  on  the  SI  lot: 

(1)  While  there’s  nothing  official  on 
the  matter,  odds  are  two  to  one 
SI  will  renew  its  distribution  deal 

with  UA  for  1939-40. 
(2)  Paulette  Goddard  has  the  inside 

track  for  the  “Scarlett”  role  in 
“Gone  With  the  Wind,”  but  15 
others  are  still  in  the  running. 

(3)  “Wind”  rolls  in  January,  George 
Cukor  directing,  Clark  Gable  as 
Rhett  Butler,  Metro  releasing. 

Word  from  the  east  has  John  Hay  Whit- 
ney, SI  board  chairman,  negotiating  for 

an  interest  in  Douglas  Fairbanks’  newly- 
formed  Fairbanks  International  produc- 

tion company.  The  deal  reportedly  would 
make  available  to  Fairbanks  certain  of 

Si’s  facilities  for  the  production  of  a 
number  of  films  here  and  abroad. 

Birdwell  Advocates 

Licenses  for  Publicists 

Continuing  his  oratorical  analysis  of 

Hollywood’s  public  relations  setup,  Rus- 
sell Birdwell,  chief  publicist  for  Selznick 

International,  advocated  licenses  for  all 

press  agents  in  an  address  before  the  Ad- 
vertising and  Sales  Club  of  Long  Beach, 

titled  “Purging  Publicity.” 
Fifth  in  Birdwell’s  current  series  of  talks 

given  before  various  advertising  clubs,  the 
address  cited  the  need  for  a   licensing 

board  and  a   code  of  qualifications  “for 
the  good  of  publicity  clients,  the  public 

and  the  entire  field  of  motion  picture  ad- 

vertising and  publicity.” 
Top  Hollywood  publicists,  Birdwell  said, 

are  Howard  Strickling  and  Frank  Whit- 

beck  of  Metro,  Harry  Brand  of  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox and  Terry  De  Lapp  of  Para- 

mount— “in  the  vanguard  of  men  who  be- 
lieve in  publicity — not  only  now  but  for 

all  time.” 
Canadian  Government 

Sanctions  Col .   Films 
Columbia  has  been  notified  that  the  two 

latest  Cinecolor-processed  short  subjects 

in  its  “World  in  Color”  series  have  re- 
ceived official  sanction  from  the  Cana- 
dian government.  Shorts  are  titled 

“Friendly  Neighbor”  and  “Province  of 
Quebec,”  and  were  filmed  in  Canada. 

Next  lor  "Touqhies" Next  in  the  “Little  Tough  Guys”  series 
at  Universal  will  be  “Code  of  the  Streets,” 
featuring  Joseph  McCallion,  Frankie 

Thomas  and  the  remainder  of  the  “Tough 
Guys”  aggregation.  Harold  Young  megs. 
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Priming  Exploitation  Guns 

To  Rout  Pre-Holiday  Slump 

PORTLAND 
"KAP  KUHN  and  his  son  were  visitors 

on  Portland’s  Filmrow  during  the 
week.  They  hail  for  Lebanon  .   .   .   Harry 

Aiken  of  Portland’s  Capitol  Theatre  made 
one  of  his  few  visits  the  other  day.  He 
does  most  of  his  booking  by  telephone  .   .   . 
A1  Adams  of  Silverton  hurrying  to  get 
away  from  the  Rose  City  before  the  heavy 
fog  settled  down. 

Walter  Leverette  and  Lee  Ryan,  his 
booker,  in  Portland  about  every  three 

months,  made  one  of  those  stops.  They’re 
from  Ashland,  Weed  and  Yreka  .   .   .   Others 
seen  on  the  Row  were  Oscar  Phelps  of 
Hillsboro,  Don  Watrous  of  Forest  Grove, 
Carl  Porter  of  Salem,  Ray  Henderson  of 

Albany’s  Rialto  and  Hal  Vaughn  of  Al- 
bany’s Venetian  and  Granada,  Art  Adams’ 

houses. 

Jimmie  Beale,  Columbia  exchange  man- 
ager here,  was  seen  trying  out  new  cars 

during  the  week  .   .   .   Local  exchanges  have 

ceased  booking  after  4   p.  m.  during  week- 
days and  noon  on  Saturdays  in  order  to 

comply  with  the  new  wage  and  hours  law 
.   .   .   J.  L.  Williams  of  Milwaukee  made  the 
rounds  recently. 

Burton  Jones  left  for  Seattle  after  his 

“Assassin  of  Youth”  broke  attendance  rec- 
ords at  the  New  Rivoli  here  and  held 

through  a   second  week. 

On  the  visitors’  list:  L.  E.  Spraker  of 
Staton,  C.  H.  Smith  of  Tillamook  and 
K.  C.  Hartung  of  the  State  Theatre  in 

Portland  .   .   .   James  O’Connell  of  Eugene 
closed  the  McDonald  Theatre  there  De- 

cember 7   and  will  reopen  December  24 
after  new  seats,  a   new  marquee  and  other 
new  furnishings  have  been  installed. 

Ernest  Silcox  to  Manage 

Studio  City  in  Van  Nuys 
Van  Nuys,  Cal. — Ernest  Silcox  has  been 

appointed  manager  of  the  Gore  Bros. 

Studio  City  Theatre,  replacing  M.  D. 
(Doc)  Howe. 

Silcox  previously  managed  the  Para- 
mount Theatre  in  Santa  Monica,  owned  by 

the  Hollywood  Theatres  Corp. 

Max  Shapiro  Proposes 

600-Seater  for  Los  Angeles 
Los  Angeles — Max  Shapiro  has  an- 

nounced plans  to  convert  a   store  build- 

ing at  60th  St.  and  Broadway  into  a   600- 
seat  theatre,  opening  in  two  months. 

Shapiro  is  co-partner  with  George  Fink 
in  the  Metro  Theatre,  San  Diego. 

Burbank's  Third  House 
Now  A1  Minor  Property 

Burbank,  Cal. — A1  Minor  can  safely 

claim  to  be  the  theatre  tycoon  in  this  city. 

Having  just  purchased  the  Burbank  Thea- 
tre from  the  Jimmy  Edwards  circuit,  Minor 

now  operates  all  three  theatres. — adding 
the  Burbank  to  his  Loma  and  Major 
houses. 

" Ferdinand "   Outruns 
Features 

Portland,  Ore. — Some  sort  of  a   record 

was  made  here  during  the  past  month 

when  Hamrick-Evergreen's  Orpheum 

Theatre  held  over  RKO's  "Ferdinand 

the  Bull"  short  even  though  the  main 
features  changed. 

"Ferdinand"  opened  with  “Just 

Around  the  Corner"  and  “Girls'  School" 
and  proved  so  popular  during  the  first 

week  that  advertising  was  centered  on 

it  during  the  second  when  it  was  billed 

with  “King  of  Alcatraz"  and  "Thanks 

for  the  Memory." 

ITO  Is  Awaiting 

Trade  Agreement 
Los  Angeles — What  reaction  the  Inde- 

pendent Theatre  Owners  of  So.  Cal.  and 

Ariz.  membership  and  directorate  may 

have  to  the  tentative  draft  of  the  pro- 
jected distributor-exhibitor  trade  practice 

agreement  drawn  up  after  recent  parleys 
in  New  York  probably  will  not  be  made 
known  until  next  week. 

A   copy  of  the  code  was  expected  to  be 
received  here  on  Friday,  according  to 

Robert  Poole,  ITO  general  secretary.  Upon 

its  receipt  a   general  membership  meet- 
ing will  be  called,  possibly  on  Monday,  to 

explain  the  points  contained  therein. 

Poole,  President  Albert  Galston  and  Hugh 

Bruen,  local  exhibitor,  were  ITO  dele- 
gates to  the  New  York  huddles,  and,  upon 

their  return,  presented  a   full  report  of 
what  transpired  in  the  east  to  the  board 

of  directors.  Strict  secrecy  has  been  main- 
tained, however,  Galston  adhering  to  the 

eastern  committee’s  request  that  no  an- 
nouncement be  made  until  a   working  draft 

of  the  proposed  agreement  was  completed. 

E.  W.  Page  Will  Open 
Torrance  House  Jan.  15 

Torrance,  Cal. — E.  W.  Page  will  open 
his  new  theatre  here  by  January  15.  To 

be  a   700-seater,  construction  has  been 
underway  for  several  months. 

Page  formerly  owned  the  Exeter  at 
Exeter. 

Roy  Keehne  Leaves  Helm 
Of  Huntington  Park  Unit 
Huntington  Park,  Cal.  —   Roy  Keehne 

has  resigned  as  manager  of  the  Park 
Theatre  after  two  years  with  the  house. 
William  Norton  is  the  owner. 

Los  Angeles — Already  complaining  pret- 

ty generally  about  poor  business,  Soutnern 

California  exnibitors  are  striving  to  over- 
come a   further  drop  in  grosses,  anticipated 

during  the  Christmas  holidays,  by  plan- 
ning ambitious  revenue  stimulators. 

Blunts  being  planned  range  from  auto- 
mobile giveaways  to  special  parties  and 

cnanty  events  aimed  at  tne  juvenile  trade. 

Most  lavish  is  the  program  announced 

by  Fox  West  Coast,  wnich  has  decided  to 

oreak  away  from  its  “racket’’  ban  tem- 
porarily by  giving  away  20  automobiles 

in  its  theatres  throughout  the  district  on 

Christmas  Eve.  Further,  Cullen  Espy,  su- 

pervisor of  District  No.  1,  has  issued  in- 
structions to  house  managers  to  arrange 

tieups  on  merchandise  with  local  mer- 
cnants,  including  lobby  displays  and  con- 

tests. FWC’s  two  local  first-run  houses — 

Urauman’s  Chinese  and  Loew’s  State — 
will  open  December  14,  day  and  date,  with 

Metro  s   “Christmas  Carol.” 

Bob  Mason,  operator  of  the  Washing- 
ton Theatre  in  Altadena,  is  holding  a   pre- 

Christmas  matinee  December  17,  admit- 
ting children  under  14  for  one  item  of 

canned  food,  which  will  be  turned  over  to 
local  welfare  agencies  for  Christmas  work. 
On  December  22  he  has  announced  an 

an  “open  house”  party,  to  run  all  day,  for 
residents  of  the  neighborhood.  Mason  ex- 

pects 5,000  to  attend  at  an  admission  price 

of  only  one  dime — half  of  which  he  will 
donate  to  charity. 

The  La  Habra  Theatre  in  La  Habra, 

operated  by  Merrill  Shapiro,  is  giving  in- 

expensive toys  away  to  children  at  Satur- 
day matinees  and,  just  before  Christmas, 

will  stage  a   “canned  goods”  show  similar 
to  that  planned  by  the  Washington  The- 
atre. 

Other  exhibitors  are  patterning  their 

special  attractions  along  these  lines.  In 
addition,  a   number  of  showmen  are  again 

resorting  to  the  ever-popular  scheme  of 

giving  away  turkeys  to  draw  the  pre- 
holiday crowds. 

Robert  Cannon  Resigns 

FWC  City  Manager  Post 
Pomona,  Cal. — Robert  Cannon  has  re- 

signed as  city  manager  for  the  Fox  West 
Coast  chain,  supervising  operations  of  the 
Fox  and  Sunkist  theatres.  He  managed 
the  Fox  for  more  than  seven  years  and 

was  promoted  to  the  supervisory  spot  only 
three  months  ago. 

Popkin,  Majestic  Deal 
Los  Angeles — Harry  Popkin’s  circuit  of 

14  houses,  including  the  Million-Dollar 
Theatre  downtown,  has  booked  the  product 

lineup  of  the  Majestic  Distributing  Corp. 

for  the  balance  of  the  1938-39  season.  Hi 
Peskay,  Majestic  manager,  made  the  deal. 
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SALT  LAKE 
JUDGE  P.  C.  EVANS  has  issued  a   man- 

damus writ  ordering  A.  B.  Floor  and 
Marie  A.  Floor  to  give  B.  E.  White  access 
to  the  books,  records  and  monies  of  the 

Roxy  Theatre  here  or  to  “show  cause”  why 
they  have  failed  to  do  so.  In  his  petition 

for  the  writ,  White  asserted  he  was  presi- 
dent, treasurer  and  director  of  the  thea- 

tre company,  and  that  the  defendants  ex- 
cluded him  from  the  building  as  well  as 

from  his  rightful  share  of  profits  realized 
from  the  property.  The  case  comes  up 
in  a   few  days. 

City  covimissioners  of  Ogden,  Utah,  will 
probably  enact  an  ordinance  licensing 

marble  games  as  “games  of  skill”  .   .   . 
The  Roxy  is  holding  special  amateur  night 
contests  .   .   .   Equipment  installations  in 

the  Roxy,  Pocatello,  Ida.,  and  the  Olym- 
pus, Holladay,  Utah,  were  handled  by 

Intermountain  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

The  annual  Winter  Sports  Carnival  held 

here  this  week  cut  into  theatre  grosses. 

A   motion  picture,  “Slalom,”  was  part  of 
the  entertainment,  including  modeling, 
dancing,  and  ski  instruction.  Admission 

was  free  and  capacity  crowds  were  in  at- 
tendance .   .   .   The  local  UA  branch  may 

move  into  new  quarters,  near  their  present 
location. 

Charles  Huff,  operator  of  the  Castle 

Gate,  in  the  Utah  town  of  that  name,  was 
a   Row  visitor  here  .   .   .   R.  M.  Reber  of  the 
Gaiety,  St.  George,  Utah,  was  here,  too. 
Reber  is  building  a   new  home  in  St.  George 
.   .   .   No  successor  to  Bradley  Fish  as  GN 
branch  manager  here  has  been  named. 

FWC  Gross  Less 
For  Current  Year 

Los  Angeles  —   Fox  West  Coast  theatre 

grosses  for  the  calendar  year  of  1938  have 

nosedived  sharply,  preliminary  and  un- 
official figures  for  the  first  11  months 

showing  an  18  per  cent  decrease  as  com- 
pared to  the  corresponding  period  of  1937. 

Circuit  spokesmen  admitted  that  reve- 
nues had  been  further  affected  through 

the  fact  that  the  cost  of  film  rentals 

during  the  year  had  risen  approximately 

10  per  cent. 

Five  From  Los  Angeles  to 

Columbia's  Frisco  Meet 
Los  Angeles — Local  delegates  to  Colum- 

bia’s western  regional  sales  meeting  in  San 
Francisco  this  weekend,  December  9-10, 

were  to  include  Jerry  Saffron,  western  di- 
vision manager;  Harry  Weinberg,  branch 

manager,  and  Salesmen  Sam  Nathanson, 
Red  Lentz  and  Marty  Solomon. 
The  annual  winter  parley  was  to  be 

piloted  by  Abe  Montague,  Columbia’s  gen- 
eral sales  manager,  and  Rube  Jackter,  his 

assistant. 

Rubidoux  Relights 

San  Bernardino,  Cal. — The  Rubidoux 

Theatre,  a   Fox  West  Coast  house,  is 
operating  again. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
■   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  ■■  ■— = 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 

1969  So.  Vermont  RE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

“Theatre  Equipment  Specialists” 

Heywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 
1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  &   SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

"Air  Conditioning  Engineers” 
1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 

Now  Booking 

CHARLES  DICKENS' 
"THE  OLD  CURIOSITY  SHOP" 

“THE  FORBIDDEN  TERRITORY" starring 

Gregory  Ratofl 
Binnie  Barnes 

"THE  SECRET  OF  STAMBOUL" starring 

Valerie  Hobson 

Edgar  Wallace's 
“THE  CRIMSON  CIRCLE" starring 

Noah  Berry 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 

ID)  IE  M   V   IE  R 
WORD  received  from  C.  G.  (Chuck) 

Doty,  formerly  publicity  director  with 
the  Civic  Theatres  here,  is  that  he  has 

been  promoted  from  the  Fox  Lyric,  Hunt- 
ington, Cal.,  to  the  Fox  California  at 

Venice,  Cal.,  as  manager. 

Harold  Rice,  whose  home  is  in  Denver, 
has  been  moved  here  as  manager  of  the 
Paramount.  Rice  comes  from  Laramie, 

Wyo.,  where  he  has  been  city  manager 
since  selling  to  Fox  a   few  years  ago.  Jack 

Copeland,  Paramount  manager,  goes  to  the 
Aladdin,  Denver,  while  Sterling  Way  was 

moved  from  the  Aladdin  to  the  post  at 
Laramie. 

Mark  J.  Bennett,  manager  of  the  Tabor 
when  it  was  an  independent  house,  was 

high  man  on  the  Independent  ticket  at 
the  recent  election  for  state  representative 

from  Denver,  but  failed  of  election.  Ben- 
nett wishes  to  send  Christmas  greetings 

to  his  old  friends  in  the  show  business. 
Mark  is  now  selling  insurance. 

Salt  Lake  City  Capitol 

Theatre  Is  Closed  Down 

Salt  Lake  City — Intermountain’s  Capi- 
tol Theatre  here,  for  many  years  a   first 

run  house,  has  been  shuttered.  The  cir- 
cuit’s new  Centre  displaced  the  Capitol  as 

one  of  the  largest  and  most  popular  local 
houses. 

With  the  closing  of  the  Capitol,  Inter- 
mountain’s Utah  Theatre  changes  from  a 

single  feature  to  a   dual  policy. 

Ed  Patterson  Acquires 

Theatre  at  Eagle  Rock 
Eagle  Rock,  Cal. — Ed  Patterson  has 

purchased  the  Sierra  Theatre  from  Dave 
Cantor  and  immediately  institutes  a 

straight  10-cent  admission  policy.  Pat- 
terson is  a   partner  with  Mac  Sinift  in  the 

Daly  Theatre,  Los  Angeles. 

New  Shutter  to  Chains 
Chicago — New  Day-Lite  shutter  devices 

have  been  installed  in  16  theatres  of  the 

V.  U.  Young  Indiana  circuit.  Several  Scho- 

enstadt  and  other  units  are  being  simi- 

larly equipped.  Colortone  Sales  Corp.  here 

is  licensee  for  the  United  States  and  for- 
eign countries. 

Assign  Waggner 
Hollywood — George  Waggner  will  di- 

rect “Sky  Pilot,”  first  of  the  series  of 
“Tailspin  Tommy”  features  which  Paul 
Malvern  will  produce  for  Monogram. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 
Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 

nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I A 
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REVIEW 

FLASHES 
SWING,  SISTER,  SWING  (Univ)  —   Timely, 

tuneful  and  t   e-tingling,  this  streamlined 
comedy  finding  its  genesis  in  the  current 

"jitterbug"  craze,  should  draw  plenty  of 
takers  among  all  classes  and  ages  of  the- 

atre patrons.  Ken  Murray,  Johnny  Downs 

and'  Eddie  Quillan  head  a   commendable 
cast.  Burt  Kelly  produced.  Joseph  Santley 
directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 
of  BOXOFFICE. 

Sees  Television  as 

Under  Film  Control 

Hollywood — The  development  of  tele- 

vision and  its  effect  on  the  film  industry — 
more  and  more  becoming  a   topic  for  con- 

jecture and  discussion  among  screen  lead- 
ers— need  cause  no  fear  in  Hollywood,  ac- 

cording to  Edward  Small,  United  Artists 
producer,  latest  film  executive  to  comment 

on  the  future  of  sight-and-sound  broad- 
casting. 

“If  the  time  comes  for  television,  men 
within  the  motion  picture  industry,  and 

that  includes  both  producers  and  ex- 

hibitors, will  be  ready  for  the  transition,” 
Small  predicted.  “They  will  be  the  ones 
who  will  stand  ready  to  take  over  a   new 
territory  and  develop  it,  just  as  they  took 
the  flickering  films  of  30  years  ago  and 

developed  them  to  their  present  day  per- 

fection.” 
Small  based  his  argument  on  the  fact 

that  radio,  once  hailed  as  the  medium 
which  would  supplant  screen  fare  as  the 

world’s  entertainment,  has  not  done  so — 
pointing  out  that  today’s  best  radio  pro- 

grams are  those  which  are  built  around 
motion  picture  personalities. 

Team  Carroll-MacMurray 
Hollywood — Madeleine  Carroll  and  Fred 

MacMurray  will  be  co-starred  in  Para- 

mount’s forthcoming  “Angels  in  Furs.” 

A   GORGEOUS  EYE  APPEALING 

ATTRACTION 

In  your  theatre,  that  will  make  your 

bank  deposits  grow  like  a   mushroom 

after  a   spring  shower. 

BURCH  SUPER-SMART 
POPCORN  MACHINES 

L.  C.  DENEHIE 

2441  Haste  Street  Berkeley,  Cal. 

LOS  AWC.IIEIILIIES 
^HE  Film  Exchange  Club  is  sponsoring 

a   pre-Christmas  party,  December  22,  for 
the  wives  and  children  of  Fox  West  Coast 

employes,  Filmrow  workers  and  indepen- 
dent exhibitors,  with  Guy  Gunderson, 

United  Artists  salesman,  handling  arrange- 
ments. FWC  has  donated  the  Boulevard 

Theatre  for  the  affair,  and  the  IATSE 

Projectionists  Local  will  donate  the  ser- 
vices of  a   projectionist  to  unreel  a   se- 
lected program  of  cartoons  and  short  sub- 
jects. W.  H.  Lollier  is  in  charge  of  ticket 

sales  for  FWC,  while  Robert  Poole,  of  the 
Independent  Theatre  Owners,  is  dishing 
out  the  ducats  for  unaffiliated  showmen 

and  Filmrow  personnel. 

Funer al  services  were  held  for  Mrs.  Myr- 

tle Keller,  mother  of  Gary  Keller — secre- 
tary to  W.  E.  Calloway,  Warner  western 

division  manager — after  her  death  from 

pneumonia. 

Fred  Meyers,  of  RKO  Radio’s  New  York 
sales  staff,  is  here  for  a   two-week  stay 
and  making  his  headquarters  at  the  local 
exchange.  He  has  been  huddling  with  Jack 
Gross,  western  division  manager,  and 

Rodney  Pantages,  manager  of  the  Hill- 
street  and  Pantages  theatres. 

Art  Brick  of  the  Palace  Theatre,  Las 

Vegas,  Nev.,  combined  business  with  pleas- 
ure by  stopping  over  to  see  the  University 

of  Southern  Calif  or  nia-Notre  Dame  foot- 
ball game  as  well  as  visiting  along  the 

Row  and  doing  some  booking. 

Buck  Wade,  Universal  salesman,  return- 
ed from  a   two-day  business  trip  to  Cata- 

lina Island. 

Visitors:  George  Hanes,  Raymond  The- 
atre, Pasadena;  William  Swanson,  opera- 

tor of  the  Ojai,  Ojai;  Harry  Goldfarb, 
up  from  his  Vista  Theatre  in  San  Diego; 

Dick  Meers,  who  runs  Bard’s  in  Glendale. 

Lou  Berkoff  turned  over  his  La  Tosca 

Theatre  to  the  American  Legion’s  Greater 
Clover  Post  December  3   for  a   special  mid- 

night show  for  the  Legion’s  benefit.  The 
veterans  witnessed  ten  acts  of  vaudeville 
and  a   dual  feature. 

Arthur  Klein,  owner-operator  of  the  re- 
cently-opened Tele-View  Theatre  in  Holly- 

wood, has  formed  a   club  for  16 mm  cam- 
era amateurs  and  plans  to  hold  weekly 

contests  at  which  members  will  submit 

their  efforts  to  be  fudged  as  to  continuity, 

pictorial  value  and  news  content.  Win- 

ning clips  each  week  will  be  spliced  into 

the  Tele-View’s  regular  newsreel  program. 

James  Coston,  Warners’  Chicago  district 
sales  manager,  was  in  over  the  weekend 

to  catch  the  Notre  Dame-Southern  Cali- 
fornia football  game  and  to  visit  W.  E. 

Calloway,  western  district  supervisor. 

Filmrow  visitors:  Hugh  Bruen,  Whittier 
Theatre,  Whittier;  Kurt  Donath,  Mission, 
Fallbrook;  Floyd  Ward,  Valley,  Lancaster; 
Boris  Posner,  Arlington,  local  house,  and 

Manny  Hoffman,  Avalon. 

George  Nasser  of  the  Nasser  Bros,  cir- 
cuit of  San  Francisco,  and  Ken  Hodkins, 

with  the  GB  exchange  in  that  city,  came 

in  to  catch  the  Southern  California-Notre 

Dame  football  game  and  renew  acquaint- 
ances along  Filmrow. 

Catching  up  on  their  bookings:  Gene 

O’Keefe,  from  the  Maywood,  Maywood; 
Nick  Diamos  of  the  Lyric  Amusement  Co., 
Phoenix,  Ariz.;  Al  Bowman,  operator  of 

the  La  Salle  in  Eagle  Rock,  and  Pat  Pat- 
terson, who  ru?is  the  Sierra  in  the  same 

suburb;  Louis  Vega  of  the  Lyric,  Hunting- 
ton  Park. 

Filmrow  friends  of  Paul  de  Outo,  for- 
merly manager  of  the  GB  exchange,  and 

now  in  the  production  end  of  the  busi- 
ness, have  learned  that  he  is  preparing  a 

commercial  two-reeler  sponsored  by  a   na- 
tional oil  company  and  utilizing  the  pro- 

jected coast  highway  from  Alaska  to  Cen- 
tral America  as  its  subject. 

Different  from  the  usual  run  of  visitors 
along  the  Row — most  of  whom  book  for 
regular  theatres — was  Ted  Kemper,  who  is 
in  charge  of  supplying  screen  fare  for  all 
the  United  States  Army  camps  west  of 

Denver.  Kemper  books  for  showings  at  en- 
campments, hospitals  and  other  army bases. 

In  for  bookings:  Harry  Nace  jr„  whose 
father  owns  the  Nace  circuit  of  Phoenix, 
Ariz.  .   .   .   A.  L.  Woods  of  the  Chino,  Chino 
.   .   .   Bob  Leonard,  from  the  Pala  Theatre, 
Escondido  .   .   .   J.  V.  Thomas,  operator  of 
the  Globe,  San  Pedro. 

Lillian  Herman  is  back  at  the  Universal 

exchange  as  telephone  operator  after  a 
month’s  absence. 

In  for  bookings:  Mrs.  Grace  Mullins  of 
the  Harry  Nace  circuit,  Phoenix,  Ariz.;  Art 

LaShelle,  operator  of  the  Avalon  and  Rivi- 
era theatres  at  Avalon,  Catalina  Island. 

AAIlTlftll-  THE  GENUINE  DAY-LITE Vftll  HUH.  SHUTTER  with  the  MAGIC  EYE 
IS  MADE  ONLY  BY  COLORTONE  CO. 

Any  others  are  imitations  and  will  not  give  the  increased  snow  white 
light  on  your  screen  obtained  at  nominal  cost  by  use  of  the  GENUINE 
DAY-LITE  SHUTTER. 

The  DAY-LITE  SHUTTER  is  protected  by  patents  pending  and  national, 
Canadian  and  foreign  sales  and  distribution  are  handled Exclusively  by 

COLORTONE  SALES  CORPORATION 
120  SO.  LaSALLE  CHICAGO,  ILLINOIS 
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'J'HE  MOVIE  BALL  planned  for  this 
month  by  the  Northwest  Film  Club 

has  been  postponed  until  some  time  in 
January.  This  will  give  the  committees 
more  time  to  formulate  their  plans,  for  at 

the  present  time  the  club  has  made  ar- 
rangements for  seven  different  events  and 

parties  during  December  ...  Jim  Hone,  at 
his  home,  prepared  a   duck  dinner  for  his 
guests  a   few  days  ago.  Jim  did  all  the 
cooking  and  cutting  and  all  present  ate 
heartily.  Among  those  at  the  dinner  were 
Rev.  Warren  Hastings  and  wife;  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  L.  O.  Lukan;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  John 
Danz;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Bill  Bedgisoff;  Mrs. 
C.  W.  Walton;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Doctor  George 
Beeler  and  Mrs.  Hone. 

George  Cruickshank,  well  known  here 

among  the  boys  of  show  business,  is  now 
in  New  York  and  has  been  given  the  sole 
rights  to  promote  ski  contests  and  allied 
winter  sports  a   t   Randall  Island,  New 

York’s  biggest  and  best  outdoor  arena. 
George  has  an  exclusive  contract  with  the 
city  of  New  York  and  you  can  bet  your 
bottom  dollar  that  this  plum  is  making 
many  eastern  promoter  gnash  his  teeth. 

Word  from  him  tells  of  his  plans  to  inau- 
gurate his  first  extravaganza  the  latter 

part  of  January  when  the  greatest  ski 
stars  in  the  world  will  compete  in  the 
giant  arena. 

And  now  comes  to  town  Producer  John 

W.  Considine  jr.  and  his  wife  Carmen, 
daughter  of  the  late  Alex  Pantages.  And 

with  the  arrival  of  this  well-known  pair, 
announcement  has  been  made  Seattle  is 

about  to  be  glorified  on  the  screen.  Ac- 
cording to  plans,  Considine  will  look  up 

data  on  Seattle’s  history  from  the  first, 
and  when  this  historical  record  is  com- 

plete, M-G-M  will  make  another  epic  titled 

“Seattle.”  Yes,  folks,  this  is  the  home 
town  of  John  Considine  jr.  and  you  can 

bet  he’ll  give  this  picture  “the  works.” 

Changes  on  the  Row  find  Archie  Holt  re- 

signing from  GB  to  join  forces  with  Mono- 
gram, and  Floyd  Heninger  in  from  San 

Francisco  to  take  over  Archie’s  spot.  Al 
Goldstein,  northwest  head  for  Monogram, 
made  Holt  an  attractive  offer.  Hence  the 
change  .   .   .   Eddie  Hudson,  former  film 
salesman,  has  bought  the  General  Film 
Exchanges  in  Seattle  and  Portland  from 

Wayne  Christy.  Art  Bishell  will  be  sales- 
man for  General  while  Wayne  moves  over 

to  Grand  National,  according  to  Lloyd 
Lamb,  GN  manager. 

Walter  Wessling,  N.  W.  division  man- 
ager for  GB,  in  town  to  introduce  his  new 

Seattle  office  manager,  got  the  bad  news 
while  here  of  the  drowning  of  his  nephew, 
Lloyd  Jones  of  Portland.  Jones  was  co- 

pilot of  the  ill-fated  ship  that  fell  in  the 
bay  near  Oakland.  Only  two  of  the  crew 
were  saved  .   .   .   The  former  Universal  ex- 

change which  has  stood  empty  for  the 
past  few  months,  is  about  to  be  remodeled 

and  20th  Century-Fox  will  move  in.  Fox 

has  a   ten-year  lease  on  the  space.  Hern- 
don Edmond  is  the  local  branch  manager 

for  the  company  .   .   .   The  Empress  in 
Spokane,  now  operated  by  K.  L.  Brin,  is 
featuring  a   tab  show  under  the  direction 
of  Smokey  Wells. 

Roy  Cooper,  former  general  manager  for 
Sterling  chain  here  and  now  division  head 

for  Golden  State  Theatres  in  San  Fran- 

cisco, will  be  back  home  by  the  time  you 
read  this.  Roy  is  coming  to  spend  a   few 

days  visiting  his  folks  and  saying  hello  to 
the  gang  .   .   .   Paul  Aust  has  resigned  from 
the  partnership  in  the  Empress,  Spokane 
.   .   .   Rose  Bloom  is  out  of  the  hospital  and 
continues  to  improve  at  her  home  .   .   . 

Jimmy  O'Neal  and  Lee  Kirby  to  Spokane 
for  a   weekend. 

John  McGeehan  of  the  RKO  New 

York  office  is  here  exploiting  “Gunga 
Din.”  He  and  Mrs.  McGeehan  have  taken 
an  apartment  .   .   .   L.  O.  and  Eva  Lukan 
hosting  ten  people  at  a   special  dinner  .   .   . 

Leroy  Johnson,  general  manager  for  Jen- 
sen-von  Herberg,  to  Great  Falls,  Mont., 
to  attend  the  funeral  of  J.  G.  Anthony, 

Mrs.  Johnson’s  father.  Mrs.  Johnson  has 
been  in  Great  Falls  for  the  last  month  .   .   . 

Junior  Mercy,  Jack  Flannery  and  Bjarne 
Moe  to  Walla  Walla  for  the  opening  of 

the  Capitol  Theatre,  which  has  been  ex- 
tensively remodeled. 

J.  V.  Ward’s  theatre  in  Goldendale  was 
destroyed  by  fire.  Loss  was  covered  by  in- 

surance and  a   new  house  will  be  started 

right  away  .   .   .   Cecil  Gwinn’s  planning  to 
open  his  new  house  in  Chehalis  .   .   .   Diana 
Marie  Miller  celebrating  her  birthday 
with  two  candles  .   .   .   Rex  Thompson  and 
Junior  Mercy  comparing  pictures  taken 
on  the  recent  hunting  trip  .   .   .   Report  is 

around  that  Neal  East,  Paramount  man- 
ager in  San  Francisco,  is  to  come  here  on 

a   hunting  trip.  In  telephone  conversation 
with  Morrie  Segal,  Seattle  Manager  Neal 
says  the  rumor  is  in  error. 

Ned  Holmes  here  from  Hollywood  to 

handle  publicity  on  “Angels  With  Dirty 
Faces”  .   .   .   W.  E.  Calloway,  WB  west- 

ern district  manager,  and  Ben  Kalmenson, 

southern  and  western  division  sales  man- 
ager for  the  same  company,  spending  some 

time  here  with  Al  Oxtoby,  local  manager 
.   .   .   Ben  Fish,  western  division  head  for 
United  Artists,  also  here  for  a   spell. 

Roy  Peacock  and  Tony  Filigno  both  on 
the  sick  list  with  severe  colds  .   .   .   Pete 

Higgins  entertaining  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Fritz 
Lee  of  Spokane. 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN"  Facts 
A   hard  seat,  bum  projection,  rotten 

sound,  and  a   terrible  picture,  but  the  pop- 
corn was  swell,  so 

“A  good  time  was  had  by  all” 

POPCORN  SMITH,  BOX  284,  SEATTLE 

DOUBLE  HORROR!  PROGRAMS 
ARE  GETTING  THE  BUSINESS! 

Exhibitors!  Take  adavntage  of  These 
“4  Chillers”  and  Book  Them  Now. 

“MURDER  BY  TELEVISION" 
BETA  LUGOSI 

“HOUSE  OF  SECRETS" 
MURIEL  EVANS  -   SIDNEY  BLACKMER 

“VAMPIRE  BAT" 
FAY  WRAY  -   MELVYN  DOUGLAS 

’THE  DARK  HOUR" 
RAY  WALKER  -   IRENE  WARE 

For  Immediate  Play  Dates  Write  or  Wire 

COMMERCIAL  FILM  EXCHANGE 
2044  Broadway  Denver,  Colorado 

-HOTEL 

BR1VGDRT 
•   FREE  OUTDOOR  SWIMMING  POOL  •   LUXURIOUS 

CATHEDRAL  LOBBY  •   DINING  ROOM  •   SIDEWALK 

CAFE  •   COCKTAIL  ROOM  •   NEAR  BUSINESS  CENTERS 

YET  SECLUDED  AND  QUIET  •   FREE  PARKING 

ALL  OUTSIDE  ROOMS.O 

Each  With  Private  Bath... 
(3;< 

SINGLE  $4 DOUBLE 

BUNGALOW  SUITES  SET  IN  TROPICAL  GARDENS 

From  535  PER  WEEK  (or  TWO,  AMERICAN  PLAN 

From  525  PER  WEEK  fo.  TWO,  EUROPEAN  PLAN 

••  ̂ -HOLLY  WOOD 
CALIFORNIA 
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JACK  KIRSCH  TESTIMONIAL  FETE  IN  CHICAGO 

DEVELOPS  INDUSTRY  PEACE  POW-WOW  ASPECT 
Off-Schedule  Huddle  May 

Point  to  Amicable 

Settlement 

Chicago  —   C.  C.  Pettijohn’s  keynote 

phrase  of  advice  to  the  industry,  “live  and 
HELP  live,”  touched  off  efforts  of  those 
speakers  at  the  Jack  Kirsch  testimonial  to 
steer  the  Chicago  and  national  scene  into 

more  peaceful  zones.  Speaking  with  the 

same  messages  were  M-G-M’s  William  F. 
Rodgers  and  Monogram’s  Edward  A.  Gol- 
den. 

How  well  they  succeeded  can  be  gleaned 

from  the  fact  that  already  there  are  defi- 
nite signs  that  understandings  may  be 

reached  some  time  soon  by  the  independ- 
ent exhibitors  and  B&K.  It  was  a   sports- 

manship gesture  on  the  part  of  John 

Balaban,  Walter  Immerman,  Morris  Leon- 
ard and  Nate  Platt,  in  appearing  at  the 

dinner,  a   gesture  which  was  seized  upon 
for  mention  by  many  of  the  speakers. 

Boxoffice  learned  that  on  Saturday 

Pettijohn  is  understood  to  have  met  with 

independent  leaders,  as  he  did  on  Friday 
before  the  dinner  with  Jack  Kirsch,  and 
that  out  of  these  informal  discussions  may 
develop  concrete  moves  to  eliminate  all 

court  action  in  favor  of  settling  the  in- 
dustry troubles  in  Chicago  at  the  round- 

table. 

Pettijohn  in  his  talk  said,  in  brief: 

“It  is  time  today  that  we  amend  the 
old  slogan  of  ‘live  and  let  live’  to  a   more 

liberal  one  of  ‘live  and  help  live.’  In  that 
way  we  can  take  the  good  fellowship  and 
good  sportsmanship  that  is  evident  here 
tonight  and,  turning  it  into  the  proper 

Would  Feed  All 
At  Once 

Chicago — Eddie  Golden  of  Monogram 

voiced  the  sentiment  of  scores  when 

he  lambasted  testimonial  dinners  as 

such,  in  a   humorous  angle  in  his  speech 

here  at  the  Kirsch  dinner. 

"The  boys  in  New  York  are  getting 

groggy.  We're  not  salesmen  any  more, 

but  speech-makers.  We've  got  a   sched- 
ule that  will  take1  us  from  now  up  to 

next  February  26.  at  dinners  for  this 

guy  and  this  guy  and  that'a  guy. 
"There  are  17,262  exhibitors  in  this 

country.  I've  figured  out  that  New 

York's  Madison  Square  Garden  will 

hold  them  all.  Let's  bring  'em  to  New 

York,  give  'em  a   good  dinner,  some 

good  speeches  and  send  'em  back — 

we  hope,  satisfied." 

channels,  find  that  there  will  be  no  need 
for  controversies,  not  only  in  Chicago, 

but  anywhere  else  in  this  industry. 

“There  is  communism  and  fascism 

gnawing  at  democracy  today,  but  if  Amer- 
ica fights  together  they  can  both  be  erad- 

icated from  this  country.  By  the  same 

token,  if  we  fight  together  in  the  industry 

toward  one  aim  and  strive  to  get  some- 
where together,  we  can  iron  out  any 

wrinkle  or  disturbance  without  strife.” 
Paying  tribute  to  Rodgers  for  his  work 

on  the  recent  trade  practice  conferences, 

Pettijohn  said:  “I  have  never  in  25  years 
seen  any  man  work  so  faithfully  with  his 

heart  in  any  endeavor  as  has  Bill  Rodgers.” 
Praising  others,  including  Sidney  Kent. 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Settled  Relationships  Cue 
Is  Picked  Up  by 

Leaders 

By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — It  was  billed  as  Jack  Kirsch’s 
Testimonial  Dinner. 

However,  the  gay  all-Chicago  industry 
affair  at  the  Congress  Hotel  Casino  will 
no  doubt  have  more  far  reaching  effects 
than  the  mere  social  enjoyment  the  more 
than  400  received. 

For,  definitely — as  echoed  by  numerous 
speakers —   the  dove  of  peace  that  fluttered 
about  the  banquet  hall,  amid  the  gayety 

of  circuit  and  independent  exhibitors  and 
distributors,  did  not  fly  away  immediately 
after  the  last  light  was  out.  Boxoffice 
learns  from  usually  reliable  sources  that 

the  olive  branch  extended  in  all  direc- 
tions during  the  night  has  been  grabbed 

by  numerous  leaders  in  the  industry  not 

only  in  Chicago  but  also  in  New  York. 
More  of  this  is  discussed  elsewhere  in 

these  columns  this  week. 

The  party,  one  of  the  best  ever  staged  in 
the  Windy  City  trade  circles,  was  a   credit 
to  all  who  participated  in  its  preparation. 

Above  all,  it  was  a   tribute  to  one  of 

the  acknowledged  great  men  of  this  in- 
dustry, the  late  Aaron  Saperstein,  presi- 

dent of  Allied  of  Illinois  since  its  incep- 
tion in  1929,  and  whose  successor,  Jack 

Kirsch,  was  the  honored  guest. 
Kirsch  could  not  have  made  a   more 

ncble  gesture  than  he  did  in  centering 
his  address  of  thanks  about  the  leader 

whom  he  succeeded.  And  doubtless,  there 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

The  speakers’  table  at  the  Kirsch  dinner  in  Chicago,  shown  above,  left  to  right:  H.  M.  Richey,  Van  Nomikos,  Jack 
Miller,  Clyde  Eckliardt,  Alderman  Jacob  Arvey,  Mayor  Edward  J.  Kelly,  Jack  Kirsch,  Jack  Schlaifer,  Bennie  Berger, 
Henri  Elman,  William  F.  Rodgers,  Al  Steffes  and  Eddie  Golden. 
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Tablecloth-Cuff  Notes 
    ( From,  the  Kirsch  Dinner )   

Chicago — If  and  when  the  Chicago  in- 

dustry scene  should  become  peaceful  and 

serene  again,  Henri  Elman  of  Capitol  - 
Monogram  may  well  take  a   bow  as  the  am- 

bassador of  goodwill  who  started  it.  The 

Kirsch  testimonial  was  Henri’s  brain-child 
and  under  his  tutelage  developed  into  one 
of  the  outstanding  affairs  ever  held  in  the 
Windy  City. 

Aiding  and  abetting  him  capably  were 

Johnny  Mednikow,  Johnny  Jones,  Maurice 
Salkin,  Moe  Wells,  Frank  Smith,  Herb 
Elisburg,  Henry  Markbreit,  Tom  Flannery, 

Charlie  Nelson,  Charlie  Cooper,  Van  Nomi- 
kos,  Tippy  Harrison,  Sinuel  Roberts,  Nate 
Gumbiner,  Eddie  Brunnell,  Harry  Nepo, 
Harry  Goldman,  Larry  Stein,  Charlie  Ryan, 
Herb  Wheeler  and  Lou  Abramson. 

The  printed  program,  as  arranged  by 

Freddie  Mindlin,  was  well  done.  The  in- 
clusion of  Chicago  area  theatre  trade 

directory  brought  numerous  favorable 
comments. 

Incidentally,  our  thanks  to  Fred  Mindlin 

and  Herb  Elisburg  for  helping  us  gag-up 

our  “dream”  of  the  industry,  and  to  Harry 
(Winchell)  Smythe  for  doing  a   swell  job 
of  announcing  BOXOFFTCE  FLASHES. 
We  hope  you  liked  it. 

Tony  Caputo  and  Ralph  Saunders  han- 
dled the  taking  of  the  special  newsreel  by 

Pathe  News.  General  Film  Lab  did  a   quick 

job — and  a   good  one — of  getting  the  print 
back  in  time  to  show  later  in  the  evening. 

Aaron  Saperstein’s  beneficent  spirit 

seemed  to  hover  above  the  party  all  eve- 
ning. His  worth  to  the  industry  is  even 

more  greatly  appreciated  today.. 

Jack  Schlaifer’s  opening  remarks  brought 
a   laugh  when  he  said,  wholly  uninten- 

tionally: “Gentlemen,  and,  Jack  Kirsch 

After  Mayor  Kelly  had  finished  praising 

the  industry,  Jack  Miller  quipped:  “Just 
fix  it  up,  Mr.  Mayor,  so  we  can  get  Bank 

Night  back  and  everything  will  be  swell.” 
To  which  Kelly  replied:  “I  didn’t  put  it 

out  in  the  first  place.” 

Telegrams  by  the  scores  were  received 
from  leading  industry  executives  in  the 

east,  who  were  unable  to  attend.  A   wire 
also  came  from  Lily  Pons,  who  had  been 

invited  to  appear  briefly;  and  from  Gov- 
ernor Henry  Horner,  who  is  recuperating 

in  Florida  from  his  recent  illness. 

When  Alderman  Jacob  Arvey  did  his 

stint  as  m.  c.,  it  began  to  appear  that  the 
party  was  turned  into  a   Democratic  rally, 
as  Arvey  introduced  one  good  senator  and 
congressman  after  another. 

Clyde  Eckhardt,  20th  Century-Fox 
branch  manager,  always  charitable  mind- 

ed, remarked  in  his  brief  talk,  that  he 
hoped  the  fund  raised  from  the  Kirsch 

dinner  was  only  the  beginning  of  a   poten- 
tially larger  fund. 

The  birthday  cake,  which  Kirsch  tried 
to  cut,  was  too  large  and  Henri  Elman 
was  quick  to  come  to  the  rescue.  The 

decorations,  incidentally,  were  well-chosen. 

Speakers  Express 

Will  to  Cooperate 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

Ned  Depinet,  and  Allied’s  A1  Steffes,  Petti- 
john  concluded  with: 

“Knowing  the  integrity  of  the  men  who 
are  behind  the  distributors’  trade  practice 
agreements,  in  the  mails  tonight,  I   will 

unqualifiedly  endorse  them  without  hav- 

ing seen  them  at  all.” 
Relief  Fund  Suggestion 

Introduced  by  Jack  Miller  as  “one  of  the 
few  distributor  men  who  is  sincere  and 

really  has  at'  heart  the  theatre  owners’ 
lot,”  Rodgers  spoke  briefly  on  what  the 
distributors’  side  of  the  trade  practice 
agreement  was,  his  hope  that  the  Chicago 
strife  be  settled  amicably,  and  then: 

“It  was  a   splendid  thought  of  Jack 
Kirsch  to  decline  any  gift  tonight  and  give 
the  money  to  charity.  However,  to  those 
of  us  here  who  know  of  the  persecution 

and  strife  in  Europe  to  all  creeds — your 
kind  and  my  kind — it  would  be  a   great 
tribute  to  Jack  Kirsch  to  begin  a   fund 

here  tonight  to  be  turned  over  to  some 

joint  distribution  committee  for  European 
racial  relief.  And  I   would  want  to  be 

among  the  first  to  contribute.”  This 
brought  a   burst  of  applause. 

Rodgers’  reference  to  the  trade  practice 
agreements: 

“In  the  mails  tonight,  to  Allied,  inde- 
pendent, and  affiliated  exhibitors  are  the 

trade  practice  offerings  of  the  distribu- 

tors. True,  we  haven’t  given  all  that  was 
asked  but  we  believe  we  have  made  a 

sincere  effort  to  meet  every  issue  and  con- 
sider every  point  carefully.  We  hope  to 

give  everybody  a   break  and  with  a   united 

interest  we  can  all  do  the  industry  un- 

limited good.” 
Monogram’s  Eddie  Golden  concluded  the 

evening’s  speakers  with  one  of  his  char- 
acteristic humorous  talks,  beginning,  “fol- 

lowing the  tears  of  Rodgers  and  the 
American  Eagle  spreading  of  Petti john, 

this  is  no  spot  for  Golden.”  Adding  a   se- 
rious note,  he  said:  “We  are  spending 

entirely  too  much  time  in  the  court  these 
days.  Yes,  I   am  for  minority  rights,  but 

we  still  can’t  destroy  the  majority  in  this 
business.  We  shouldn’t  walk  around  with 
a   chip  on  our  shoulder.  There  are  en- 

tirely too  many  lawyers  getting  mixed  up 
in  this  business  and  it  is  high  time  it 

stopped.” 

Kirsch  Testimonial 

A   Peace  Pow-Wow 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

was  a   tug  at  every  heart  in  that  room 
when  the  new  Allied  leader  led  a   moment 

of  silent  respect  to  the  memory  of  Aaron 

Saperstein. 
But  to  get  back  to  the  gayety  of  the 

evening.  Numerous  industry  leaders  from 

New  York  attended,  including  C.  C.  Petti- 
john,  Hays  office  legal  head;  William  F. 

Rodgers,  M-G-M  sales  manager;  Jack 
Schlaifer,  United  Artists  western  sales 
manager;  Edward  Golden,  Monogram  sales 

manager;  H.  M.  Richey,  exhibitor  relations 

chief  of  RKO.  Others  at  the  speakers’ 
table  were  Jack  Miller,  toastmaster;  Aider- 
man  Jacob  Arvey,  political  toastmaster; 

Mayor  Edward  Kelly,  A1  Steffes  and  Ben- 
nie Berger  of  Minnesota;  Clyde  Eckhardt, 

Van  Nomikos,  Michael  Igoe,  newly  named 

U.  S.  district  judge;  Henri  Elman  and  Jack Kirsch. 

Speakers  Hold  Attention 

From  7:30,  when  the  dinner  began,  until 

after  midnight,  the  attention  of  the  guests 

was  riveted  on  well-chosen  remarks  of 
the  speakers,  outstanding  entertainment 
from  the  leading  clubs  and  the  Oriental 

Theatre,  and  the  usual  finale  to  such  in- 
dustry affairs — social  games  of  African 

golf. 
The  concluding  event  of  the  dinner 

proper  was  the  showing  of  a   special  Pathe 
Newsreel,  taken  early  in  the  evening,  and 

developed  by  General  Film  Laboratories, 
showing  many  of  the  guests  and  including 
the  address  of  Jack  Kirsch,  thanking  all 

those  who  participated  in  making  the  eve- 
ning a   success. 

The  plea  for  industry  peace  was  sound- 
ed by  Pettijohn,  Rodgers  and  Golden, 

whose  addresses  are  reported  elsewhere 
in  this  issue. 

Mayor  Kelly  patted  the  industry  on  the 

back  as  he  congratulated  Kirsch.  “The 
moving  picture  educates  the  mind  and 

helps  people  forget  their  troubles”  he  said, 
as  he  complimented  Hollywood  for  the 

clean  productions  coming  from  the  cinema 
capital  today. 

Richey  Promises  “Open  Door” 

RKO’s  H.  M.  Richey  forecast  the  indus- 
try was  heading  for  a   new  and  greater  era. 

Having  been  a   close  associate  of  the  late 
Saperstein  he  eulogized  him  and  at  the 
same  time  said  that  Kirsch  would  be  a 

worthy  successor.  Commenting  upon  his 

new  RKO  post,  Richey  said  that  “anything 
we  can  do  to  help  exhibitors  make  their 
path  easier  will  be  our  mission.  Our  door 

will  always  be  wide  open.” 
The  entertainment  was  capably  han- 

dled by  Johnny  Jones,  who  presented  the 
Oriental  show,  Billy  House  of  the  Wrigley 

air  show,  Eddie  White  and  his  Royal  Frol- 
ics troupe,  Willie  Shore  and  the  Rose  Bowl 

girls,  the  Chez  Paree’s  Varsity  Eight  and 
John  Boles.  Numerous  other  acts  were 

unable  to  be  presented  due  to  the  length 
of  the  banquet  program. 
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Again  Recommend 
Soref  Resolution 

Milwaukee — For  a   second  time,  the  pub- 

lic utilities  and  health  committee  recom- 
mended for  adoption  the  Soref  resolution 

proposing  the  appointment  of  a   special 
committee  of  five  citizens  to  study  health 
and  morality  aspects  of  motion  pictures. 

Ben  Miller,  secretary  of  the  Film  Board 
of  Trade,  said  he  saw  no  objection  to  the 
appointment  of  such  a   committee,  but 
added  that  all  crime  pictures  point  good 

morals  and  that  there  were  gangsters  be- 
fore there  were  gangster  pictures. 

“Morality  begins  at  home,”  Miller  said, 
“and  because  a   parent  sends  his  child  and 
15  cents  to  a   theatre  he  cannot  expect 

the  movie  producer  or  exhibitor  to  guar- 

antee the  child’s  morals.  Many  fine  edu- 
cational films  are  produced,  and  good  pic- 

tures far  outnumber  bad  ones.  Some  peo- 
ple, furthermore,  object  to  pictures  others 

favor.” 
Frank  B.  Metcalfe,  chairman  of  the  city 

motion  picture  commission,  declared  he 
has  received  100  per  cent  cooperation  from 

exhibitors  during  the  15  years  the  com- 
mission has  been  in  operation.  He  said 

he  did  not  see  what  good  the  Soref  reso- 
lution could  accomplish,  but  was  willing 

to  see  it  tried. 

Walter  Lyons  Chairman 

Ot  B&K  Employes  Party 
Chicago — Walter  Lyons  was  chairman  of 

the  general  committee  in  charge  of  the 
B&K  Employes  Club  annual  party  held 
Friday  night  in  the  grand  ballroom  of  the 
Palmer  House. 

Other  committees:  Roy  Bruder,  Charles 

Cottle,  Lou  Lipstone,  A.  P.  Conroy,  Harry 
J.  Potter,  and  Lou  Machat,  entertainment; 

Otto  Zeman,  Jim  Savage,  Eddie  O’Donnell, 
and  Hugh  McGinnis,  tickets  and  invita- 

tions; J.  J.  Katz  and  William  Briscoe, 
party  favors;  Boris  Riedel,  Leo  Stahr, 

Francis  Pallester,  and  Gordon  Bier,  dec- 

orations; William  Me  the,  Roy  C.  MacMul- 
len,  Harry  Odenhal,  and  George  Brandt, 
seating  arrangements. 

The  unique  program  was  designed  by 
Art  Thaler  fo  the  art  department. 

Loew's  Theatre  Cashier  Is 
Robbed  in  Indianapolis 
Indianapolis  —   Ruth  Hall,  cashier  at 

Loew’s  Theatre,  was  thrown  to  the  ground 
by  a   colored  man  and  robbed  of  $3  late 
Monday  night  shortly  after  she  alighted 
from  a   street  car  on  her  way  home. 

The  man  left  the  rear  of  the  car  as 

she  left  the  front,  and  about  a   half  square 
away  he  seized  her  and  threatened  to  kill 
her  if  she  screamed.  While  her  condition 

was  not  serious,  she  was  taken  to  St.  Vin- 

cent’s Hospital  suffering  a   nervous  shock. 
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Metro  District  Men 

In  Chicago  Parley 
Chicago — A   discussion  of  forthcoming 

product  and  announcement  of  exploita- 
tion and  advertising  plans  occupied  the 

regular  M-G-M  mid-season  conference  of 
district  managers  at  the  Congress  Hotel 
here  with  William  F.  Rodgers,  general 
sales  manager,  presiding. 
Those  in  attendance  besides  Rodgers 

were:  E.  M.  Saunders,  western  division 
manager;  W.  R.  Ferguson,  exploitation 
manager;  Si  Seadler,  advertising  manager; 
Alan  Cummings,  chief  accountant;  Fred 

Quimby,  short  subjects  sales  manager;  Ed- 
die Aaron,  assistant  to  Rodgers,  and  the 

following  district  managers,  J.  T.  Flynn, 
Chicago;  Maurice  Wolf,  Boston;  E.  K. 

(Ted)  O’Shea,  New  York;  Robert  Lynch, 
Philadelphia;  J.  J.  Maloney,  Pittsburgh; 
C.  E.  Kessnich,  Atlanta;  H.  P.  Wolfberg, 
Kansas  City;  G.  E.  Hickey,  Los  Angeles; 
W.  E.  Banford,  Chicago  branch  manager; 

and  Henry  Nathanson  and  Walter  Hayner 

of  Regal  Films,  Toronto,  Canadian  dis- 
tributors for  M-G-M. 

New  Silent  Seat-Seller 
Is  Now  Being  Prepared 

Chicago — A   silent  seat-seller  is  the  new- 

type  gold  and  silver  short  subject  an- 
nouncement cards  being  prepared  here  now 

by  National  Program  and  Printing  Co. 
Printed  in  aluminum  metal  foil,  there  are 

special  8x10  and  11x14  announcement 
cards  on  all  short  subject  series,  such  as 
March  of  Time,  all  cartoons,  etc. 
The  surface  of  these  cards  may  be 

cleaned  with  a   damp  cloth. 

Brunet  to  W.  Allis 
Milwaukee — L.  J.  Brunet,  formerly  man- 

ager of  Fox  Wisconsin’s  Plaza  Theatre 

here,  has  been  assigned  to  the  circuit’s 
Paradise,  W.  Allis,  Wis. 

Silk  Hosiery  Giveaways 
are  proving  the  biggest  business 
getter  of  the  year. 

Offered  by  the  original  concern 

now  serving  Essaness,  Schoen- 
stadts,  and  scores  of  independent 
theatres. 

GUARANTEED 

sheer  3-thread — Pure  Silk — ring- 
less— fitted  toe — tailored  heel — 

“stretchee"  top — all  sizes — Rock- 
Bottom  Prices. 

Call  or  write 

JERRY  ROSENTHAL  at 

Northwestern  Distributing  Co. 
RAN.  2919 — 208  No.  Wells  St.— Chicago 

News  in  Brief 

Construction  of  the  New  Wallace 

Theatre,  Peru,  Indiana,  is  nearing  com- 

pletion, and  tentative  opening  has 

been  set  for  Christmas  Day.  This  new 

and  beautiful  theatre  is  being  built  by 

the  S.  J.  Gregory  Circuit.  The  theatre 

will  have  seating  capacity  of  approxi- 

mately 1,000  and  will  be  equipped  with 

latest  type  ULTRAPHONE  SUPER 
SOUND  SYSTEM. 

★   *   * 

Latest  type  Ultraphone  Super  Sound 

System  was  recently  installed  in  the 

Strand  Theatre,  Marshalltown,  Iowa. 

This  theartre  is  owned  by  the  Mort  H. 

Singer  Circuit,  who  own  the  Hennepin- 
Orpheum  Theatre,  Minneapolis,  plus 

10  or  12  other  Deluxe  Theatres  in  the 

Minnesota  and  Iowa  territories. 

*   *   * 

The  Alex  Manta  Circuit  who  operate 

many  of  the  best  theatres  in  Northern 

Indiana  are  making  extensive  improve- 
ments in  several  of  their  theatres.  At 

the  Vic  Theatre,  Indiana  Harbor,  and 

Roxy  Theatre  La  Porte,  the  Ultraphone 

Sound  equipment  in  each  of  these  re- 
spective theatres  are  being  brought  up 

to  date  with  installation  of  complete 

new  amplification  and  other  parts, 

which  work  is  being  done  by  the  Ultra- 

phone Sound  System  of  Chicago  which 

is  now  located  on  Filmrow,  at  62  E. 

13th  Street. 

*   *   * 

Leo  F.  Wolcott,  Head  of  Iowa-Neb. 

Independent  Exhibitors  Organization 

and  who  owns  and  operates  the  beau- 
tiful Grand  Theatre  at  Eldora,  Iowa, 

recently  completed  many  improve- 
ments in  his  Grand  Theatre,  including 

modernization  of  his  Ultraphone  Sound 

equipment.  Complete  new  amplifica- 

tion was  included  in  this  moderniza- 
tion. Mr.  Wolcott  now  boasts  that  there 

is  no  theatre  in  the  State  of  Iowa  that 

has  more  beautiful  Sound  than  his 

Grand  Theatre.  The  Sound  moderni- 
zation work  was  done  by  Minneapolis 

office  of  Cinema  Supplies,  Inc. 

— Adv. 
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Major  Distributors  Win  Victory 

In  18-Year-Old  Anti-Trust  Suit 

Indianapolis  —   The  major  distributors 

here  emerge  as  victors  in  the  anti-trust 

action  filed  against  them  by  the  Indian- 
apolis Amusement  Co.,  seeking  $266,000 

in  damages.  The  verdict  came  from  a   fed- 
eral jury  which  took  less  than  an  hour 

to  reach  the  decision. 

That  the  petitioner  executives  drew  “ex- 
orbitant salaries”  was  among  the  charges 

by  the  defendants  in  the  long-drawn  dam- 
age suit. 

The  amusement  company,  which  former- 
ly operated  the  old  Colonial  Theatre,  was 

under  a   handicap  in  the  requirement  to 

book  pictures  en  bloc,  it  was  alleged.  The 
case  originally  was  filed  in  1920. 

Among  those  who  testified  were  H.  M. 

Richey,  now  with  RKO  Radio;  Charles 

Reagan,  New  York;  Sam  Sax,  New  York; 

Harry  Bailey,  Toronto,  Canada,  and  man- 
agers of  the  local  exchanges  involved. 

Edmund  H.  Bingham,  an  officer  of  the 

company,  was  the  first  witness.  He  was. 

Attention  . . . . 
Mr.  Exhibitor ! 

The  one  cmd  only  PHOTO  NITE.  No 

lobby  too  large  or  small  for  PHOTO 
NITE.  Patrons  do  not  have  to  stop  or 

pose  with  PHOTO  NITE.  Requires  no 
clumsy  platforms  to  clutter  up  your 

lobby — no  element  of  chance — requires 
no  attention,  is  serviced  by  PHOTO 

NITE  engineers. 

PHOTO  NITE  is  not  a   one-shot  af- 
fair. It  takes  a   picture  of  every  patron 

entering  your  theatre.  Requires  no 

books  or  ledgers,  and  little  space.  At- 
tractive in  color,  chrome  trimmed — an 

asset  to  any  theatre.  Fully  covered  in 
U.  S.  Patent  Office.  Be  the  first  to 

use  PHOTO  NITE  in  your  territory. 

WIRE  OR  WRITE 

ROBINSON, ILLINOIS 

Operators  Accept 

Compromise 
Chicago — The  long-awaited  settle- 

ment of  the  operators'  contract  with 
the  exhibitors,  announced  last  week, 

calls  for  a   5   per  cent  hike  over  the 

summer  schedule  that  has  been  effec- 

tive currently.  The  new  rate  is  not 

effective  until  March,  1939. 

This  is  a   compromise,  the  operators 

having  held  out  for  their  original 

1937-38  deal,  and  the  exhibitors  for  the 

summer  rate,  which  was  10  per  cent 
less. 

represented  by  the  law  firm  of  Bachelder, 

Bachelder  &   Stump.  Dailey,  O’Neal,  Dailey 
&   Efroymoson  represented  distributors. 

Criminal  Contempt  Case 

Motions'  Inning  Near 
Chicago — There  was  to  have  been  a 

field  day  for  attorneys  in  federal  court 
before  Judge  Charles  E.  Woodward  on 
Thursday  of  this  week  when  the  jurist 

promised  the  legal  staffs  connected  with 

ihe  criminal  contempt  case  that  all  pre- 
liminary motions  would  be  taken  care  of 

then.  This  is  the  suit  in  which  the  govern- 

ment seeks  action  against  Barney  Bala- 

ban,  B&K  and  the  seven  major  com- 

panies. 
The  judge  himself,  commenting  last 

Thursday  on  the  mass  of  preliminary  mo- 

tions entered,  remarked:  “It  begins  to 
appear  that  we’ll  have  to  have  a   field  day 
for  all  these,  and  I’ll  dispose  of  them  all 

next  Thursday.” 
However,  he  cautioned  that  while  he 

would  hear  all  of  the  arguments,  he  might 
take  them  under  advisement  and  give  his 
orders  on  each  at  a   later  date. 

The  motions  to  be  disposed  of  were: 

1.  The  application  of  the  government  to 
have  all  of  the  contracts,  letters,  data  and 

documents  connected  with  the  case  im- 
pounded with  the  U.  S.  marshal. 

2.  Motion  of  several  defendants  to  have 

the  time  for  answers  extended  to  Jan- 
uary 12,  1939. 

3.  Motion  of  several  defendants  seek- 
ing to  have  the  government  file  a   detailed 

account  of  the  charges  in  a   bill  of  partic- 
ulars. 

4.  A   surprise  motion  given  to  Robert  L. 

Wright,  the  government  attorney,  shortly 
before  the  hearing  last  week,  to  have  the 

subpoenas  calling  for  all  of  the  documents 

quashed. 

Last  week’s  hearing  was  a   brief  affair, 
lasting  only  a   few  minutes.  Wright  at  one 
point  in  the  arguments  sought  to  find 
United  Artists  in  default  for  not  having 

answered  the  original  call  of  the  sub- 
poena on  Monday,  November  28,  a   point 

which  Judge  Woodward  immediately  ig- 
nored. 

Most  of  the  argument  was  on  whether 

witnesses  in  the  case  would  have  to  ap- 

pear this  week.  After  considerable  cross- 
argument between  Wright  and  Robert 

Golding  of  the  defendants’  staff  of  at- 
torneys, Judge  Woodward  ruled  that  they 

would  not'  have  to  appear  until  the  trial 
proper  got  under  way  and  could  be  called 

for  any  preliminary  hearings  on  short  no- tice. 

Government  May  Spring 

“A  Few  Surprises" 
Chicago — Whether  it  was  to  have  been 

“sprung”  this  week  or  not,  Boxoffice  did 
not  learn  as  it  goes  to  press,  but  it  is 

understood  that  Robert  L.  Wright,  assist- 
ant U.  S.  attorney  general,  and  Warren 

Canaday,  assistant  U.  S.  district  attor- 
ney, handling  the  government  prosecution 

in  the  contempt  case  here,  have  a   few 

surprises  to  pull  before  the  case  gets  very 
old. 

At  the  same  time,  it  was  learned  that 
they  would  make  a   determined  stand 
against  having  the  subpoenas  originally 
issued,  calling  for  all  of  the  documents 

in  the  case  being  surrendered  to  the  gov- 
ernment, quashed  as  the  defendants  were 

seeking.  It  was  said  that  a   large  part 

of  the  government’s  case  rests  upon  ob- 
taining use  of  these  documents  as  the  at- 
torneys and  F.B.I.  men  see  fit  to  use 

them. 

So  far  the  defendants’  attorneys  are 
ahead  in  the  arguments,  having  easily 

succeeded  in  getting  two  postponements 
without  any  argument  whatsoever. 

Wright  and  Canaday,  together  with  Sey- 
mour Simon,  another  Washington  justice 

department  man,  are  up  against  some  of 
the  best  legal  talent  Chicago  has  to  offer. 

Conservative  estimates  of  disinterested  at- 
torneys are  that  the  fees  of  the  various 

attorneys  for  the  defense — and  at  the 
hearings  there  appears  to  be  scores  of 
them — will  run  well  over  the  $200,000  mark, 

depending  primarily  upon  the  results  they 
obtain. 

Engaged  thus  far  are  Mayer,  Meyer, 
Austrian  and  Platt;  Defrees,  Buckingham, 

Hones  and  Hoffman;  Sonnenschein,  Berk- 
son,  Lautmann,  Levinson  and  Morse; 
Kirkland,  Fleming,  Green,  Martin  and 
Ellis;  Matthews,  Harmon,  Karr  and 

Springer,  all  top  firms  in  the  legal  fra- 
ternity in  Chicago.  And  by  the  time  this 

appears  in  print,  there  may  have  been 
other  firms  added.  Additionally  the  home 

office  staffs  of  the  company  legal  depart- 

ments are  assisting,  with  last  week  find- 

ing William  Youngman  and  Ranville  Whit- 
telsey  of  RKO,  and  Otto  E.  Koegel  and 

Fred  W.  R.  Pride  of  20th  Century-Fox 
here  for  the  half-hour  hearing.  Repre- 

sentatives of  all  the  other  local  firms  were 
also  in  court. 

Also  in  court  last  week  were  Tom  Gil- 

liam, Warner  branch  manager;  Jack  Os- 

serman,  RKO;  Clyde  Eckhardt,  20th-Fox; 
Mannie  Gottlieb,  Universal,  and  John 

Kemptgen,  M-G-M  office  manager.  Others 

noticed  were  Joseph  Rosenberg,  Ben  Ros- 
enberg and  Aaron  Stein,  attorneys  for  the 

independent  exhibitors;  Jack  Kirsch,  pres- 
ident of  Allied;  Johnny  Jones,  Aaron  Jones 

sr.,  Nate  Gumbiner,  Lester  Retschen  and 
Mort  Goldberg. 
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Several  Theatres  in  Wisconsin 

Follow  Milwaukee  Price  Cuts 

She  Started  It 

C   H   11  C   A   (G  CO) 
TOE  KAUFMAN,  B&K  booker,  is  home 

J   from  the  hospital  after  an  emergency 
appendicitis  operation  .   .   .   Harry  Smith, 
well  known  along  the  Row,  is  back  after 

a   siege  of  illness  in  the  Veterans’  Hos- 
pital in  Milwaukee  .   .   .   Lola  Lane  and  Max 

Terhune,  film  folk,  were  headliners  on 
the  Oriental  stage  show  last  week;  John 
Boles  ditto  at  the.  Chicago. 

Charlie  House  of  the  State  and  Capitol, 
Rockford,  is  back  from  the  west  coast, 
seeing  that  all  runs  well  at  his  theatres 
before  starting  westward  again. 

HERE  and  AWAY:  Numerous  film  folk 

passed  through  the  city  over  the  weekend, 
coming  in  from  the  coast  or  leaving  for 

Hollywood  on  the  Chief  and  Super-Chief. 
Among  them:  Jack  Benny,  Mary  Livings- 

tone and  the  rest  of  the  air  troupe;  Mer- 
vyn  LeRoy  of  M-G-M,  June  Travis,  Allan 
Jones,  and  Director  Tay  Garnett,  all  com- 

ing from  the  sunny  west;  and  Jack  War- 
ner, together  wtih  Charles  Einfeld  and 

others,  left  last  Saturday  for  the  film 
capital.  Will  Hays  was  through  Sunday 
en  route  to  New  York  after  his  periodical 

trip  to  the  west  coast  .   .   .   George  Sher- 
man, Republic  director,  stopped  off  for  a 

few  days  here,  visiting  Henri  Elman  and 
Johnny  Mednikow,  before  returning  to 
the  studio  .   .   .   Moe  Koppelman,  Universal 
office  manager  here  for  nearly  two  years, 
returned  to  his  old  post  in  Philadelphia 
this  week  .   .   .   Lily  Pons  was  here  for  a   day 
as  headliner  at  the  Civic  Opera. 

They’re  even  double- featuring  Russian 
product  here  now.  They  played  two  Am- 
kino  pictures  together  at  the  B&K  Alba 

last  week  .   .   .   Incidentally,  Amkino’s  “Pro- 
fessor Mamlock”  has  broken  all  Sonotone 

house  records,  and  the  first  week’s  re- 
ceipts topped  anything  ever  recorded  be- 

fore here  in  any  house  for  Russian  product. 

Lawrence  Stern  of  Stern,  Wampler  and 
Co.,  who  is  interested  in  the  Oriental  The- 

atre with  Jones,  Linick  and  Schaefer, 

will  be  elected  to  the  board  of  the  Ameri- 
can National  Bank  and  Trust  Co.  here  at 

the  annual  meeting  of  stockholders  in 

January.  He  is  slated  also  to  become  chair- 
man of  the  executive  committee  of  the 

bank. 

Tom  Keogh,  graduate  of  the  Notre  Dame 
school  of  art,  has  been  added  to  the  art 
department  of  Filmack  Trailer  Co.  .   .   . 
Great  States  has  signed  for  the  new  Fil- 

mack Trailerettes. 

Steve  Montgomery  has  taken  over  the 
distribution  of  the  12  pictures  which 
Standard  Pictures  will  produce.  He  is 

working  out  of  the  Capitol-Monogram  of- 
fice. 

Our  thanks  to  B&K’s  Lou  Lipstone  for 
helping  us  go  cowboy  for  the  Architects’ 
Movie  Ball  last  week  .   .   .   Incidentally ,   the 

party  drew  more  than  2,500  of  Chicago’s 
socialites  to  the  Drake  Hotel. 

Bill  Bishop  had  his  M-G-M  “Great 

Waltz”  contest  winners  at  the  Architects’ 
Movie  Ball  last  Friday  night.  Following 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

Chicago — In  case  you  exhibitors  who  are 

now  in  the  general  department  store  busi- 
ness don’t  realize  it,  one  young  woman, 

Mrs.  Jerry  Rosenthal,  is  the  innocent  cause 

of  it  all — which  has  resulted  in  local  sub- 
urban houses  doing  swell  business  on  silk 

stocking  nights,  whether  they  have  product 
available  that  night  or  not. 

Mrs.  Rosenthal  likes  to  get  things  when 
she  goes  to  a   theatre,  and  so  when  she 

received  a   few  nick-nacks  at  a   couple 
theatres  she  suggested  to  her  husband,  who 
is  a   silk  hosiery  jobber,  that  it  might  be 
a   good  idea  for  theatres  to  give  away 
stockings. 

Rosenthal  got  busy  and  out  of  his  con- 
tacts with  Essaness,  Schoenstadts  and  oth- 

ers, came  the  current  rage  of  silk  hosiery 
nights,  with  theatres  finding  those  nights 
practically  their  best  nights  in  business. 
Now  Rosenthal  is  working  the  idea  with 

a   vengeance,  taking  bows  on  one  side 

for  his  wife’s  business-getting  idea  for  the 
theatres,  and  taking  orders  on  the  other 
side  from  the  same  exhibitors  who  want  to 

get  some  of  that  business. 

Party  for  “Kentucky" Chicago — A   cocktail  party  will  intro- 

duce 20th-Fox’s  “Kentucky,”  Saturday. 

Milwaukee  —   A   downward  revision  in 
theatre  admissions  evidenced  at  local 
neighborhood  theatres  during  the  past 

month  is  also  being  evidenced  in  various 

spots  throughout  the  state. 
In  Manitowoc,  the  Capitol  and  Strand, 

first-run  houses,  have  reduced  their  top 
prices  from  40  to  35  cents.  In  Kenosha, 

the  Vogue,  which  has  a   25-cent  top,  is 
offering  pre-Christmas  weekend  prices  of 
15  cents  for  Saturdays,  Sundays  and  Mon- 

days, while  the  recently  reopened  Lincoln 
in  that  city  has  dropped  its  top  from  25 
to  20  cents. 

The  Retlaw  at  Fond  du  Lac  has  an- 
nounced a   new  mid-week  price  policy  with 

admissions  of  25  cents  against  a   former 

top  of  35  cents,  while  the  Mermac  in  West 
Bend  has  similarly  reduced  its  admission 

all  during  the  week.  The  revisions  are 

being  affected  by  circuit  and  independent 
exhibitors  alike. 

Game  to  Mednikow 
Chicago — Johnny  Mednikow  has  taken 

over  distribution  of  “Treasure  Chest,”  a 
giveaway  plan,  in  the  middle  west,  and  also 

of  the  Revolvo  theatre  display  unit.  Treas- 
ure Chest  has  been  used  for  some  time  on 

the  west  coast  and  is  to  be  introduced 
here  shortly.  The  Revolvo  display  units 

are  on  display  in  his  office  here. 

CASH  IN  ON  THE  BEST  HORROR  UNIT  OF  ALL  — 

“WHITE  ZOMBIE” Starring 

BELA  (DRACULA)  LUGOSI 
Held  Over  Second  Week,  Fox  Strand,  Milwaukee. 

Full  Week  Run  at  Apollo,  Indianapolis;  Capitol,  Fort  Wayne,  Ind.,  and 
others. 

Extended  Runs  42  Fox-Wisconsin  and  Fox-Midwest  houses.  Also  B&K, 
Essaness,  Schoenstadts,  Great  States,  Van  Nomikos  circuits. 

“THE  LIVING  DEAD” A   combination  Horror  Show  that  Can't  Be  Beat ! ! ! 

CONTACT  YOUR  NEAREST  EXCHANGE 

SUPERIOR  PICTURES,  Inc. 
CHICAGO  INDIANAPOLIS  MILWAUKEE  ST.  LOUIS 
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Calls  Trade  to  Vigilance 

Against  Burdensome  Laws 

St.  Louis — A   call  to  lend  every  effort 
individually  and  collectively  toward  block- 

ing adverse  legislation  in  Missouri  and 

Illinois  as  the  law-making  bodies  near  the 
early  1939  convening  date  has  been  issued 
by  Fred  Wehrenberg,  president  of  the 
MPTO  of  St.  Louis,  Eastern  Missouri  and 
Southern  Illinois. 

His  letter  to  exhibitors  within  his  or- 
ganization area  follows: 

“On  January  2,  1939,  the  legislative 
body  will  again  be  in  session  in  Missouri 

and  Illinois  and  legislation  affecting  this 
industry  will  no  doubt  be  introduced,  the 
same  as  it  has  been  in  the  past. 

“The  majority  of  these  measures  are 
commonly  known  as  sand-baggers,  but 
nevertheless  sometimes  some  of  these  sand- 

bagging bills  slip  by  and  become  a   law, 
unless  theatre  owners  are  on  the  alert. 

“It  has  been  the  policy  of  this  organ- 
ization to  keep  in  touch  with  all  bills 

affecting  this  industry,  both  in  Jefferson 

City,  and  Springfield.  It  behooves  every 
exhibitor  to  contact  both  his  senator  and 

representative  in  his  district,  get  acquain- 
ted with  him,  so  that  when  the  time  comes 

for  you  to  ask  a   favor  of  him,  you  will 
be  in  a   better  position  to  do  so,  as  I   have 
been  informed  that  admission  tax  bills 

will  be  presented  as  the  state  is  in  dire 

TRAILER  SERVICE 

TRAILERS  ON  ALL  PICTURES 

Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

Save  Screen  Time — Show  Your  Week's 
Trailers  in  3   Minutes. 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE 
OF  ILLINOIS,  Inc. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 

1300  So.  Wabash  —   Phone  CALumet  5900 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  <&  Maintenance  Co. 

Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 
1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

need  of  funds. 

“Another  bill  that  is  in  the  offing  is  a 
bill  that  will  masquerade  under  the  guise 
of  a   public  safety  measure,  compelling 
theatre  owners  throughout  the  state  to 

have  two  operators  in  the  booth;  don’t 
laugh  and  say  ‘it  can’t  be  done’  or  ‘they 
will  never  pass  a   bill  like  this  in  Mis- 

souri or  Illinois.’ 

“We  theatre  owners  in  St.  Louis  thought 
the  same  way  until  a   bill  was  finally  put 

through  after  a   three-year  legislative  bat- 
tle, compelling  all  theatre  owners  in  St. 

Louis  to  have  two  men  in  the  booth  and 

other  regulations  that  cost  each  theatre 
owner  several  thousand  dollars. 

“In  the  state  of  Illinois  the  theatre  own- 
ers are  very  fortunate  in  having  Senator 

Louis  J.  Menges,  who  is  a   theatre  owner, 
representing  them,  but  Senator  Menges 
cannot  defeat  these  bills  alone,  he  must 
have  the  cooperation  of  every  theatre 
owner. 

“This  organization  needs  your  financial 
and  moral  support  and  if  you  are  not  a 
member  you  should  join  immediately  as 
the  dues  are  only  2c  per  seat;  in  fact,  as 

I.  W.  Rodgers  of  Cairo,  111.,  so  often  has 

stated,  that  his  membership  in  this  or- 
ganization is  the  cheapest  insurance  he 

has  ever  bought.” 

POSTER  EXCHANGES 

A   KNOCKOUT  KID  GIVEAWAY  for 

Saturday  Afternoons  and 
Xmas  Parties 

Moving  Picture  Machine  with 
2   sets  of  comedy  movies 

featuring  the  3   Stooges 

2V2  cents  ea. — $21.25  per  M. 
Attracted  capacity  kid  audiences 

everywhere. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  3311 -A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 

CHICAGO 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

the  appearance  of  Gertrude  Lawrence, 
they  made  a   big  hit. 

Dave  Katz  of  Hollywood  Advertising  Co. 

was  out  in  the  territory  during  the  -past 
several  days,  reporting  that  exhibitors  who- 
continue  to  plug  their  attractions  are  find- 

ing business  better. 

Ed  Trunk,  assistant  to  Elmer  Upton  at 

B&K,  is  back  at  the  office  after  a   two- 
week  illness  .   .   .   Helen  Hansen,  Chicago 

artists’  model,  won  the  “screenlined  girl” 
contest  at  the  Architects’  Movie  Ball.  She 
gets  a   two-week  trip  to  Hollywood  and  a 
screen  test  at  Warners. 

Marlene  Dietrich,  passing  through  here 

Sunday,  was  met  by  a   flock  of  newspaper 
reporters  and  many  admiring  fans. 

The  toy  moving  picture  cameras  which 

Photoplay  Advertising  is  offering  have  re- 
sulted in  doubling  kid  attendance  at  spe- 

cial matinees  wherever  they  have  been 

used.  They  are  to  be  used  by  numerous 
exhibitors  in  this  territory  for  special 

Kiddy  Christmas  parties. 

Did  you  know  they  conducted  an  African 

golf  marathon  after  the  Jack  Kirsch  din- 
ner the  other  night?  Reports  vary  on  the 

length,  but  they  say  it  began  at  midnight 
Friday  and  continued  to  10  or  12  the  next day. 

Sidney  Selig  jr.,  formerly  with  the  Gem 
Theatre,  has  resigned  from  Filmack  Trailer 
Co.  to  become  associated  with  Ludwig 

Sussman  at  the  Adelphi  Theatre  .   .   .   Les 

Simansky  has  been  named  exclusive  sales 
representative  for  Colortone  Sales  Corp. 
for  the  Day-Lite  Shutter,  for  the  Chicago 
and  Illinois  territory.  He  will  headquarter 
at  1243  South  Wabash. 

Rube  Jackter,  assistant  sales  manager 

of  Columbia,  was  through  on  Tuesday  en 
route  to  the  west  coast,  to  prepare  for  the 

district  sales  meeting  in  San  Francisco 

.   .   .   Carl  Shalit,  district  manager  for  Co- 
lumbia in  Detroit,  was  through  en  route 

to  Kansas  City. 

Joe  Schaffer  to  Helm 
No,  38  in  Springfield 

Springfield,  III.  —   Joe  Schaffer  has 

been  elected  president  of  the  Theatrical 
Stage  Employes  local,  No.  38. 

Others  elected:  James  Connors,  vice- 
president;  Nicholas  Bonansinga,  recording 
secretary;  William  A.  Schaffer,  financial 
secretary;  Jess  McCoy,  treasurer;  and  Sam 
Bonansinga,  business  agent. 

It  Looks  Like  " Scarlett " Goes  to  Chaplin  Protege 
Chicago — The  New  York  World-Tele- 

gram’s story  that  Paulette  Goddard  is  to 

play  Scarlett  O’Hara  in  “Gone  With  the 
Wind,”  confirms  the  statement  of  David 
O.  Selznick  made  here  at  a   press  con- 

ference last  week  when  he  admitted  the 
outstanding  candidate  among  the  top  three 
is  the  Chaplin  protege. 
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B&K,  Great  States  Bank  Night  Equipment  Is 

Sign  for  UA  Deals  Seized  in  La  Crosse,  Wis. 
Chicago — UA  has  officially  confirmed 

deals  with  B&K  and  Great  States  circuits 

here  for  the  showing  of  the  1938-39  line- 
up. The  deal  covers  75  key  city  runs  in 

the  Chicago  territory  and  its  consumma- 
tion automatically  opens  one  of  the  coun- 

try’s largest  territories  to  UA  product. 
The  B&K  deal  was  closed  by  Walter 

Immerman,  representing  the  circuit,  and 

L.  J.  Schlaifer,  western  general  sales  man- 
ager, acting  for  UA.  Schlaifer  also  set 

the  Great  States  deal  with  Jules  Rubens. 

The  product  involved  in  the  deal  in- 
cludes the  output  of  Samuel  Goldwyn, 

Alexander  Korda,  Walter  Wanger,  David 
O.  Selznick,  Hal  Roach  and  Edward  Small. 

Hodes  Technical  Adviser 

On  WB's  'Haym  Salomon 
Hollywood — Barnett  Hodes,  corpora- 

tion counsel  for  the  city  of  Chicago,  has 
arrived  at  the  Warner  Bros,  studio  to 

act  as  technical  adviser  on  “The  Life  of 

Haym  Salomon,”  which  the  Burbank  plant 
announced  for  filming  several  months  ago. 
Hodes  has  done  considerable  research 

into  the  biography  of  the  American-Jew- 
ish  patriot  of  Revolutionary  War  days. 

Equips  New  Idaho 
Indianapolis — The  new  Idaho  Theatre, 

Terre  Haute,  Ind.,  has  been  completely 
equipped  by  National  Theatre  Supply  Co. 
Installations  include  chairs,  carpet,  screen, 

mechanisms,  lamps,  transverter,  mod- 
ernistic lighting  fixtures,  miscellaneous 

booth  equipment,  and  lobby  equipment. 

Maribelle  Samen  to 

20th-Fox  Studios 
Chicago — Maribelle  Samen,  the  beau- 

ty contest  winner  hired  by  the  Chicago 

American  as  a   reporter  after  she  was 

found  "too  beautiful  to  get  a   job,"  will 

leave  shortly  for  the  20th  Century-Fox 
lot.  Screen  tests  made  of  her  by  Joe 

Holton  when  the  talent  scout  was  here 

recently,  were  accepted  on  the  coast 

and  Maribelle  may  blossom  out  short- 

ly in  Zanuck  films. 

A   behind-the-scenes  angle  is  that  the 

American's  film  critic,  Dorothy  Deere, 
urged  Holtcn  to  test  Maribelle,  as  a 

publicity  gag. 

Fox  Circuits  Sign 

Trailer-Made  Deal 

Chicago — Johnny  Mednikow  of  Trailer- 
Made,  Inc.,  of  Illinois  announces  he  has 
closed  a   deal  with  Harold  Fitzgerald  of 

Fox-Wisconsin  Theatres,  Milwaukee, 

whereby  Trailer-Made  will  furnish  its 
trailers  for  the  43  Fox-Wisconsin  houses. 
The  local  Trailer-Made  office  also  will 
service  14  of  the  Fox-Midwest  theatres 
in  southern  Illinois  and  eastern  Missouri, 

which  are  in  this  territory.  The  other 

Fox-Midwest  houses  in  Kansas  City  will 
be  serviced  from  that  office. 

La  Crosse,  Wis. — Charges  hurled  by 

Circuit  Judge  Robert  S.  Cowie  in  an  ad- 
dress before  the  annual  dinner  of  the 

county  board  of  supervisors  denouncing 
commercialized  gambling  activities  here, 
resulted  in  confiscation  of  Bank  Night 

equipment  at  the  Rivoli  and  Hollywood 
theatres  here  and  the  issuing  of  a   war- 

rant charging  operation  of  a   lottery 

against  the  La  Crosse  Theatres  Co.,  opera- 
tor of  the  Rivoli.  William  Freise,  mana- 
ger of  the  house,  pleaded  not  guilty  and 

an  early  trial  is  anticipated. 

Judge  Cowie  declared  it  was  “rather  a 
sad  commentary  on  the  civic  conscience 

of  the  people  of  the  city  of  La  Crosse 
that  they  will  permit  open  commercialized 
forms  of  gambling,  including  Bank  Nights, 

which  absorbs  a   great  portion  of  the  tax- 

payers’ money  intended  for  the  care  of 

needy  children  and  old  people.” 
Acting  upon  Judge  Cowie ’s  accusations, 

the  county  board  unanimously  voted  to 
refer  to  District  Attorney  William  H. 

Stevenson  a   resolution  requesting  legis- 
lative action  in  the  enactment  of  laws 

declaring  Bank  Night  illegal. 

In  September  of  this  year.  Bank  Night 

equipment  at  the  two  houses  was  simi- 
larly confiscated,  but  a   six-man  jury 

found  Ted  Bolnick,  manager  of  the  Hol- 

lywood, not  guilty  of  conducting  a   lot- 
tery, and  as  a   result  similar  charges 

against  the  La  Crosse  Theatres  Co.  were 
dismissed. 

Actions  against  other  exhibitors  in 

Kenosha  and  Fort  Atkinson,  Wis.,  on  sim- 
ilar charges  have  failed  to  draw  convic- tions. 

Co-Star  in  "Graham  Bell" 
Hollywood  —   Loretta  Young  and  Don 

Ameche  will  co-star  in  20th-Fox’s  “The 
Life  of  Alexander  Graham  Bell.” 

gEN  B.  POBLOCKI  &   SONS  have  been 
awarded  the  contract  for  improve- 

ments to  the  front  of  Harold  Mirisch’s 
Oriental  Theatre  here.  Mirisch’s  Tower 
was  recently  fitted  with  a   new  marquee. 
Both  are  neighborhood  houses. 

Kute  Kris  Kringle  is  an  exclusive  local 

attraction  in  the  lobby  of  Fox’s  Palace 
Theatre  here.  The  three-inch  figure  is  also 

present  at  the  Grand  Theatre  in  Osh- 
kosh, the  Fond  du  Lac  in  Fond  du  Lac  and 

the  Gateway  in  Kenosha. 

Eddie  Weisfeldt,  managing  director  of 
the  Riverside  Theatre  here,  had  charge 
of  the  entertainment  in  connection  with 
the  annual  luncheon  of  the  Milwaukee 

County  Better  Films  Council  held  Decem- 
ber 5   at  the  Milwaukee  Athletic  Club.  The 

gathering  was  attended  by  the  managers 

of  a   number  of  the  city’s  theatres. 

The  Grand  Theatre  at  Wausau  last  week 

held  the  city’s  first  official  jitterbug  con- 
test on  its  stage  .   .   .   The  Dells  Theatre 

at  Wisconsin  Dells  has  had  its  front  mod- 
ernized. 

Miss  Rebecca  Marcus,  Columbus,  will 

receive  $400  damages  for  injuries  she  al- 
leged she  received  in  August  of  last  year 

in  a   fall  down  stairs  at  the  Parkway  The- 
atre in  Madison,  from  the  insurer  of  the 

Ashley  Theatre  Co.,  operator  of  the  Park- 
way. In  a   damage  action  against  the  the- 
atre, Miss  Marcus  sought  $3,000.  The 

suit  was  settled  last  week. 

The  old  town  hall  at  Elayne  Park  is 

being  converted  into  a   theatre,  which  is 
expected  to  be  ready  when  the  tourist 
season  opens  next  year  .   .   .   The  new  Towne 
Theatre  was  opened  December  3   at  New 

Holstein  .   .   .   Roy  Rogers  made  a   personal 

appearance  at  Fox’s  Miller  Theatre  here 
December  2   in  connection  with  his  latest 

flicker,  “Billy  the  Kid  Returns.” 

Garden  Theatre,  local  downtown  house 

long  dark,  was  slated  for  reopening  De- 
cember 9   as  the  Little  Theatre  with  for- 

eign films  .   .   .   Fox  theatres  here  publicized 
Downtown  Day  December  1   by  suggesting 
shoppers  attend  a   downtown  Fox  theatre. 
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Spotlight  Focused 

Brightly  on  Jimmy 
Chicago — The  arch  foe  of  the  New  Deal, 

the  Chicago  Tribune,  editorially  under  the 

title  “Jimmie’s  in  the  Movies,”  rapped 

the  naming  of  the  President’s  son,  James 
Roosevelt,  as  vice-president  of  Sam  Gold- 
wyn,  Inc.  this  week,  while  the  Chicago 

Daily  News,  under  the  title,  “Modernistic 
Alger,”  did  it  a   little  more  subtly. 

The  Tribune  inferred,  without  the  slight- 
est doubt,  that  Jimmie  Roosevelt  had  been 

selected  to  help  the  industry  over  its  rough 

spots  with  the  department  of  justice. 
Part  of  the  editorial  ran: 

“It  is  now  announced  that  James  has 
entered  the  moving  picture  business  .   .   . 

The  business  is  in  trouble  with  the  gov- 
ernment again.  Mr.  Jackson  and  Mr.  Ar- 

nold of  the  department  of  justice  are  after 
it  and  it  has  a   top  place  on  the  list  of 

monopolies  to  be  liquidated  or  brought  un- 
der New  Deal  bureaucratic  control  .   .   .   The 

members  of  the  president’s  family  have 
gravitated  to  lucrative  positions  where  the 
inference  would  be  that  the  value  of  the 

service  would  be  in  part  political.  That 
inference  in  the  case  of  James  and  the 

movie  business  is  unescapable. 

“The  family  has  never  denied  itself  any 
opportunity  to  use  the  by-products  of  pub- 

lic life.  If  Jimmie  doesn’t  know  why  he 

is  in  the  movies  Hollywood  does.” 
The  News,  in  its  shorter  editorial,  com- 

mented upon  the  President’s  son’s  abili- 
ties to  be  at  home  anywhere,  and  added: 

“Jimmy  has  solved  many  puzzling  prob- 
lems for  bankers,  distillers,  utility  mag- 
nates and  tobacco  kings.  There  is  every 

reason  to  think  that  he  can  coach  Holly- 
wood, too.  Hollywood  has  problems,  many 

problems,  including  some  Sherman  Act 
lawsuits.  It  is  always  well  to  have  men 

around  who  know  their  way  around.” 

St,  Louis  Barkers  Name 

Louis  K,  Ansell  Chief 

St.  Louis — Louis  K.  Ansell,  head  of  An- 
sell Bros,  circuit,  has  been  elected  chief 

barker  of  the  Variety  Club  here  and  will 
be  installed  at  the  annual  banquet  in  the 
Roosevelt  Hotel,  December  12. 

Other  officers  to  be  installed:  A.  L. 

Matreci,  manager  of  the  Uptown  Theatre, 
first  assistant  chief  barker;  Harry  Hynes, 

assistant  manager  of  the  Universal  ex- 
change, second  assistant  chief  barker; 

Herbert  Washburn,  National  Screen  Serv- 
ice, property  master;  and  Joseph  Ansell, 

Ansell  Bros,  circuit,  dough  guy. 

Harold  W.  “Chick”  Evens,  manager  of 

Loew’s  and  retiring  chief  barker,  will  be 
presented  with  a   gift  for  his  work  in  office 
during  the  past  year. 

Chief  Barker  Evens  announces  Variety 
has  perfected  arrangements  for  a   special 
midnight  show  January  21  on  Captain  W. 

J.  Menke’s  showboat,  The  Golden  Rod. 
The  proceeds  will  be  turned  over  to  the 

summer  camp  for  underprivileged  chil- 
dren, an  adopted  charity  by  local  Variety. 

^HE  Better  Films  Council  of  Greater 
St.  Louis,  Inc.,  gave  a   Cinema  Tea  at 

the  Melba  Theatre  early  this  week.  Mrs. 
John  Franklin  Noble  is  president  of  the 
council. 

F.  E.  Barnes,  head  of  the  Strand  Thea- 
tre Co.,  owner  of  the  Strand  Theatre  at 

Carmi,  111.,  is  reported  to  have  plans  for 

the  construction  of  a   new  750 -seat  house 
there. 

Harold  W.  “Chick”  Evens,  manager  of 

Loew’s,  has  started  his  ninth  year  in  that 
post.  “Chick”  has  presided  over  the  down- 

town deluxer  longer  than  any  of  his  pred- 

ecessors. Under  his  direction  Loew’s  has 
developed  into  one  of  the  biggest  money- 

makers in  middle  western  theatrical  circles. 

State  Senator  Lou  Menges  of  East  St. 

Louis  is  a   patient  at  St.  Mary’s  Hospital 
in  that  city  following  a   recently  performed 
abdominal  operation.  The  latest  reports 
were  that  he  was  doing  nicely.  He  operates 
several  motion  picture  theatres  in  St. 
Louis. 

Workers  labored  night  and  day  to  ready 

the  Empress  Theatre  for  its  reopening, 

December  8.  The  first  show  included  “Too 

Hot  to  Handle”  and  “I  Am  the  Law.” 

John  Heflinger  of  the  Fanchon  &   Marco 

publicity  bureau  did  fine  work  in  exploit- 

ing the  Jonior  Ad  Club’s  Jungle  Ball  at 
the  Edgewater  Club  the  night  of  Decem- 

ber 3.  Mel  Brooks  and  a   splendid  floor 
show  were  among  the  special  features  at 
the  hall. 

The  Southway  Theatre  has  been  added 

to  the  Fred  Wehrenberg  circuit.  Also  the 

Lemay  Theatre,  Luxemburg,  St.  Louis  sub- 
urb. Leo  Lau  jr.  is  interested  in  both 

houses.  The  Southway,  a   700-seater,  was 
opened  late  in  October.  The  Lemay  and 

the  Southway  will  have  all  of  the  ad- 
vantages of  the  booking  and  advertising 

facilities  of  the  Wehrenberg  circuit.  Other 

houses  in  the  circuit  are  the  Apollo,  Mel- 
ba, Michigan,  Cinderella,  Virginia,  Savoy, 

Studio  and  Melvin. 

Missouri  sales  tax  collections  for  Novem- 

ber totaled  $1,721,243  compared  with  $1,- 
714,927  in  October  and  $1,900,133  in  No- 

vember, 1938,  State  Auditor  Forrest  Smith 
announces. 

Melbourne  Theatre,  Inc.,  has  been  gran- 

ted a   permit  to  erect  and  maintain  a   sta- 
tionary metal  canopy  with  signs  attached 

in  front'  of  the  Fairy  Theatre.  The  con- 
tract for  the  erection  of  the  canopy  has 

been  awarded  to  M.  L.  Rosenblum  &   Co., 
builder  and  architect. 

The  St.  Louis  Amusement  Co.  has  award- 
ed a   contract  to  the  M.  L.  Rosenblum 

&   Co.,  builder  and  architect,  for  altera- 
tions to  the  projection  booth  of  the  Aubert 

Theatre.  The  improvements  will  cost  about 

$500. 
Fifi  D’Orsay,  comedienne,  will  be  fea- 

tured in  the  All-Star  Revue  headed  by 

Bobby  Breen,  which  opens  an  eight-day 
stand  at  the  Municipal  Auditorium  Opera 
House  Christmas  Day  for  the  benefit  of 

Father  Dempsey’s  Charities. 

Projectionists  in 
St.  Louis  in  Deal 

St.  Louis — Clyde  Weston,  business  agent 
of  Local  No.  143  of  the  IATSE,  has  an- 

nounced that  the  operators’  union  has  re- 
cently signed  a   new  contract  with  126 

motion  picture  theatres  in  St.  Louis  and 
St.  Louis  county.  For  the  greater  majority 

of  the  projectionists,  especially  in  the 
larger  houses,  the  wage  scale  remains  the 

same  as  in  the  1937-39  season,  but  an  in- 
crease of  $2.50  a   week  has  been  granted 

to  the  men  employed  by  about  50  of  the 
smaller  neighborhood  and  suburban  houses. 

The  new  contract  replaces  one  that  ex- 
pired on  September  1. 

Grand  Jury  May  Probe 

Ad  " Shakedown "   Charge 
St.  Louis — The  December  term  grand 

jury  of  the  circuit  court  for  criminal 
charges  may  investigate  the  charge  of 
Robert  E.  Allan,  manager  of  the  St.  Louis 
branch  of  the  Superior  Pictures,  Inc.,  that 

a   man  claiming  to  be  Alderman  Charles 
E.  Routledge  had  sought  a   $100  ad  from 

Superior  Pictures  for  Routledge’s  “Munic- 
ipal Reference  Guide,”  promising,  in  re- 

turn, City  Hall  “favors.” Allan  on  December  3   visited  the  circuit 

attorney’s  office  in  the  municipal  courts 
building  and  told  his  story  to  Assistant 
Circuit  Attorney  James  E.  McLaughlin 
who  has  charge  of  the  grand  jury. 

McLaughlin  told  reporters  the  new  grand 

jury,  impaneled  on  December  5,  will  make 
the  investigation  if  the  evidence  submit- 

ted to  the  circuit  attorney’s  office  is  con- 
sidered sufficient  to  warrant  such  action. 

^HE  new  theatre  at  Jamestown,  Ky„ 
named  the  Jamestown,  is  being  com- 

pleted with  unusual  rapidity  and  is  ex- 
pected to  open  shortly  after  the  New  Year. 

Harry  Kornblum,  Evansville  exhibitor, 
who  met  with  a   serious  automobile  acci- 

dent recently,  is  reported  on  the  way  to  re- covery. 

Sam  Weinberg,  operator  of  the  Shelmar 

Theatre,  Louisville,  Ky„  is  making  prep- 
arations to  raze  the  old  house  and  build 

a   new  strictly  modern  500-seat  de  luxe 
theatre. 

Roy  Churchill,  RKO  branch  manager, 
has  left  for  Huntington  Park,  Cal.,  for  an 
extended  vacation. 

George  Levy,  formerly  with  Universal 
Pictures  exchange,  and  one  of  the  pioneer 
motion  picture  men  along  Filmrow,  will 
join  Big  Feature  Rights,  Inc.,  exchange  as 
manager. 

John  Doerr,  booker  for  the  Gregory  cir- 

cuit, spent  several  days  on  Filmrow  on  busi- 
ness. 
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Steffes  Bars  Ross 

Checker  From  World 
Minneapolis — W.  A.  Steffes,  president 

of  Northwest  Allied,  made  his  organiza- 

tion’s edict  against  Ross  Federal  checkers 
stick  when  he  refused  to  permit  one  of 

the  company’s  employes  to  check  his 

World  Theatre  during  the  “Moonlight 

Sonata”  engagement. 

Steffes  notified  Malmar,  the  film’s  dis- 
tributor, that  it  would  have  to  send  one 

of  its  own  staff  members  or  some  other 

individual  to  do  the  checking.  He  ejected 

the  Ross  representative. 

Complying  with  the  Steffes  ultimatum, 

Malmar  designated  another  checker.  Thus, 

in  the  first  showdown  resulting  from  the 

body’s  fight  against  Ross,  the  organization 
emerged  victorious. 

The  Northwest  Allied  resolution  aimed 

at  Ross  was  adopted  at  the  last  conven- 
tion. Members  went  on  record  to  bar  the 

company’s  employes  from  checking  assign- 
ment at  their  theatres. 

Independent  exhibitors’  antagonism  was 
aroused  by  allegations  that  the  Ross  com- 

pany had  induced  distributors  to  blind 

check  theatres,  divulged  grosses  to  com- 
panies other  than  those  employing  it  and 

to  competitors  and  endeavored  to  per- 
suade the  exchanges  to  sell  more  pictures 

on  percentage  in  order  to  create  addition- 
al checking  business. 

Up  to  this  time,  however,  as  far  as  is 

known,  none  of  the  independent  exhibi- 
tors had  come  into  direct  conflict  with 

Ross  over  the  issue.  M-G-M  and  Warner 
Bros,  have  been  employing  their  own 
checkers  and  there  was  no  friction  from 

this  source. 

Carrying  the  fight  to  Ross,  Northwest 

Allied  arranged  with  one  of  its  exhibitor 

members  to  swear  out  a   complaint  in 

municipal  court  charging  Ross  with  con- 

ducting a   detective  agency  without  a   li- 
cense. By  raising  this  issue  it  was  hoped 

to  put  the  company  out  of  business  in 
Minnesota. 

However,  counsel  for  the  company  show- 
ed that  the  alleged  offense  was  a   gross 

misdemeanor  and  that,  accordingly,  the 

charges  were  brought  in  the  wrong  court. 

As  a   result,  the  complaint  was  dismissed. 
No  move  was  made  to  file  new  charges  in 
district  court. 

Exploitation  Ideas  for 

Paramount  Book  Sought 
Des  Moines — Cliff  Lewis,  head  of  Para- 

mount’s advertising  department  in  Hol- 
lywood, is  requesting  that  exhibitors  all 

over  the  country  submit  the  exploitation 

stunts  used  in  connection  with  all  Para- 

mount pictures  shown.  From  this  data, 

Lewis  is  planning  to  put  out  regularly  a 

publication  which  will  supply  exhibitors 

with  exploitation  ideas. 

Greene  to  Hessel 

Greene,  Ia. — Robert  Hessel  has  bought 
the  Greene  Theatre  here  from  Leo  Gorman. 

Four,  Maybe  Five,  Film  Bills 

Before  Nebraska's  Unicameral 

Three  Holdovers  Do 

Record  Business 
Minneapolis — Holdovers  are  in  order 

here  again.  “You  Can't  Take  It  With 

You"  finished  a   two-week  run  to  very 

big  business  at  the  Orpheum.  “Moon- 
light Sonata”  is  in  its  third  week  at 

the  World  and  still  drawing  large 

crowds.  A   "triple  thrill  show,"  with 

Elaine  Barrymore  in  “How  to  Undress 

in  Front  of  Your  Husband,”  drew  pat- 
ronage far  above  normal  for  three 

weeks  at  the  Time. 

Price  Premium  Branch 

Again  in  Kansas  City 
Kansas  City — Price  Theatre  Premium 

Co.  is  re-establishing  an  office  here  at 
1717  Wyandotte  St. 

Max  Barewin,  who  has  been  in  St.  Louis 

the  past  eight  months,  but  who  formerly 

was  here,  will  have  charge  of  this,  as  well 

as  the  St.  Louis  office. 

Louis  Price,  sales  manager  of  the  com- 

pany, has  been  here  the  past  week  mak- 

ing arrangements  for  the  office  and  dis- 

play. 

Commonwealth  Acquires 

Half  Interest  in  Her  mo 
Kansas  City — C.  A.  Schultz,  head  of 

Commonwealth  Amusement  Corp.,  says  the 

company  has  formed  a   partnership  with 

Caspar  Bassman  under  which  Bassman 

and  Commonwealth  will  operate  the  for- 

mer’s Hermo  Theatre,  Herman,  Mo.,  af- 
ter January  1.  The  house  seats  450. 

Show  for  Chest 
Lincoln — The  Stuart  Theatre  staged  a 

free  show  for  the  benefit  of  the  Commun- 

ity Chest  here,  giving  the  kids  an  okay 

at  the  door  in  exchange  for  an  old  toy 

which  will  be  repaired  and  distributed  at 

Christmas  to  the  needy.  Bob  Huffman,  city 

manager,  engineered  the  stunt  as  a   good- 
will gesture,  and  handled  it  without  resort 

to  ballyhoo  of  any  kind. 

By  B.  O.  TELLER 
Lincoln — Four,  and  possibly  five,  film 

bills  are  expected  to  get  into  the  uni- 

cameral legislature’s  lawmaking  hopper 
here,  when  the  single  house  gathers  for 

the  second  time,  January  2.  The  film 

lobby,  headed  by  Bob  Livingston,  as  usual, 

is  facing  a   tough  session,  since  there  will 

probably  be  a   great  deal  of  juggling  in 

tax  matters.  Up  to  now,  they’re  in  the chatter  stage. 

Modeling  after  the  North  Dakota  plan, 

one  of  the  newest  types  of  measureSi  will 

be  one  for  theatre  divorcement  from  pro- 
duction affiliations. 

Similarly  attacking  the  chains,  will 

likely  be  another  revival  of  the  five  or 

ten  per  cent  tax  on  gross  boxoffice  and 

film  rental  takes.  This  one  came  out  last 

time,  with  an  old-age  assistance  tag,  and 

was  only  batted  down  after  a   hefty  fight. 

Still  another  is  likely  to  be  the  gradu- 

ated occupation  tax  on  chain-operated 
theatres.  This,  tied  in  with  the  chain 

stores  bill  last  session,  was  killed. 

Some  time  ago,  when  the  PTA  howl 

was  highest,  one  solon  had  the  idea  of 

passing  a   law  prohibiting  a   single  show 

to  run  more  than  150  minutes  steady  on 

the  screen,  a   sock  at  dual  bills.  This 

probably  won’t  show  up. 
Labor’s  prize,  the  two-man  booth,  will 

be  trying  again  for  the  nth  time.  It  has 

never  done  anything  but  go  in  a   straight 

line  from  committee  to  pigeonhole. 

The  industry  will  have  a   busy  time 

keeping  ahead  of  the  solons  this  season, 

after  batting  1,000  against  the  tax-bit- 
ing attempts  made  in  the  last  session. 

Work  Night  Used  by  Two 

More  Nebraska  Theatres 
Kansas  City — Two  more  theatres,  in 

Nebraska  are  using  Work  Night,  boxoffice 

stimulant  devised  by  Howard  White  here. 

H.  S.  Conroy  is  using  the  idea  in  his 

Roxie  at  Shelton,  and  the  Avalon  The- 
atre Corp.  in  their  Avalon  and  Strand 

at  Schuyler. 

Altogether,  32  theatres  in  Nebraska  now 

are  using  Work  Night.  Among  those  in 

Kansas  with  the  idea  are  the  Regent, 

Wellington;  Orpheum,  Wichita;  Iola, 

Iola;  Strand,  Hays,  and  Tucker,  Liberal. 

Social  Themes  Essential 
Omaha — Motion  pictures  must  deal  with  American  social  problems  in  order  to 

be  financially  successful,  Meyer  Levin  of  Chicago,  "Esquire"  magazine  film  critic, 
told  BOXOFFICE.  Levin  was  here  to  fill  a   speaking  engagement. 

Levin  asserted  that  “all  motion  pictures  are  propaganda.  But  propaganda  does 
not  necessarily  mean  taking  sides  in  the  presentation  of  social  problems.  It  is 

enough  merely  to  show  the  presence  of  the  problem.” 

Levin  was  especially  complimentary  of  Metro's  “Boys  Town,”  picture  about 

Father  Flanagan's  boys'  home  west  of  Omaha,  which  has  proven  a   boxoffice  smash. 
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Steffes  Calls  Allied  Meeting 

To  Mull  Trade  Code  Proposals 

Minneapolis — Twin  City  independent 
exhibitors,  members  of  Northwest  Allied, 
were  to  be  called  together  by  President 
W.  A.  Steffes  to  discuss  and  consider 

industry  code  proposals  emanating  from 

the  conferences  between  producer-dis- 
tributors on  the  one  hand  and  exhibitor 

representatives  on  the  other. 

A   survey  indicated  that  the  Minneapolis 
and  St.  Paul  independent  theatre  owners 
were  inclined  to  look  with  favor  upon  any 

reasonable  program  designed  to  end  fric- 
tion within  the  industry  and  to  result 

in  closer  cooperation  among  all  branches 
for  the  mutual  welfare  and  improvement 
of  the  business. 

Prospects  pointed  to  the  local  indepen- 
dents approval  of  the  proposed  code  which 

eliminates  many  of  the  trade  practices 
which  have  been  assailed  as  unjust  and 
unfair. 

If  the  approval  is  forthcoming  and  the 
code  is  finally  adopted  by  the  industry 
as  a   whole  and  becomes  effective  the 

present  Northwest  Allied  campaign  for  a 
Minnesota  theatre  divorcement  law  un- 

doubtedly will  be  abandoned. 

In  advance  of  the  meeting.  President 
Steffes  declined  to  make  any  statement 
or  to  commit  himself. 

New  Northrup  Marquee 

Syracuse,  Kas. — Owner-Manager  Frank 
F.  Northrup  has  installed  a   new  Neon 
marquee  on  the  Northrup  Theatre  here. 

Winstead  to  Zachman 

Winstead,  Minn. — Bernard  Zachman 
has  acquired  the  Winstead  Theatre  here. 

For  $25  They're Not  Alraid 
Minneapolis — Minneapolis  members 

oi  the  fair  sex  are  anything  but  timid 

or,  at  least,  they  don't  permit  fears  to 
deter  them  when  money-making  op- 

portunities arise. 

More  than  1,000  of  the  femmes  ap- 

plied when  the  Minnesota  Amusement 

Co.,  as  a   publicity  stunt,  announced 

it  would  pay  $25  to  any  woman  who'd 
sit  entirely  alone  in  the  Aster  The- 

atre through  a   midnight  showing  of 

the  "Dracula-Frankenstein"  combina- 
tion, with  sound  effects.  The  girls 

ranged  in  age  from  15  to  65. 

W.  L.  Norris  Opens  Oil  ice 
For  New  Premium  Firm 

Kansas  City — W.  L.  Norris  has  opened 

a   display  room  and  office  at  128  West 

18th  St.,  the  former  location  of  the  Kan- 

sas-Missouri  Theatres  Ass’n.,  for  his  Pro- 
gressive Premium  Co.,  Inc.  Norris  is  dis- 

tributing “Royal  Etched  Dinnerware,” 
“Southern  Belle  Silverware,”  “Hollywood 

Varietyware,”  and  “Sue-Ellen  Cosme- 
tiques.”  The  “Varietyware”  consists  of 
toilet  articles  to  appeal  to  women  patrons, 

and  the  “Cosmetiques”  are  geared  for  like 

appeal. 

New  Carpet  at  GN  Offices 

Des  Moines — Service  Theatre  Supply 

laid  carpet  in  the  new  offices  of  Grand 
National  here. 

When  Columbia  Screened  in  Kansas 

Stockton,  Kas— Ben  Marcus,  manager, 

and  Herbert  Stulz,  salesman,  of  the  Kan- 
sas City  Columbia  exchange,  conducted  a 

screening  here  recently,  with  the  above 

in  attendance.  The  films  were  “You 

Can’t  Take  It  With  You”  and  “Blondie.” 
Included  among  the  guests  were  the  J.  N. 
Weltys,  Midway  Theatre,  Hill  City;  Jesse 
DeLong,  Blair,  Mankato;  the  Richard 

Ruffs,  Mainstreet,  Logan;  the  Ralph  Win- 
ships,  Majestic,  Phillipsburg;  the  George 

Moores,  Moore,  Plain ville;  the  Bill  Blairs, 

Blair,  Osborne,  and  the  Merle  M.  Swanks, 
Nova,  Stockton. 

A   luncheon  was  served  in  connection 

with  the  screening,  attended  by  26  exhibi- 
tors and  their  friends. 

Report  a   Lessening 
Of  Program  Changes 
Kansas  City — The  report  along  Filmrow 

is  that  a   number  of  exhibitors  in  the 

smaller  cities  and  towns  in  western  Mis- 

souri and  Kansas  are  cutting  down  ma- 
terially on  the  number  of  changes  per 

week  as  an  economy  move  in  face  of 

poor  business. 
The  Shafer,  operated  by  George  and 

A.  F.  Baker  at  Edgerton,  Mo„  has  been 

closed,  and  R.  R.  Biechele  temporarily  has 
closed  the  Osage,  Kansas  City,  Kas. 

On  the  other  hand,  there  is  some  in- 
creased activity  among  exhibitors  in  small- 

er towns.  John  Travis,  operator  of  the 

Ozark,  Crane,  Mo.,  opened  the  Tile  The- 
atre, a   300-seat  house,  at  Deepwater,  Mo., 

December  6.  This  is  the  first  sound  the- 
atre the  town  has  had.  Orville  Conard 

is  opening  the  Ritz  at  Lincoln,  Ark.  He 

runs  the  theatre  at  Huntsville,  Ark.  Les- 
ter McCormick  is  opening  the  New  Ma- 

jestic at  Green  Forest,  Ark.,  which  makes 
two  for  the  town. 

A.  M.  Strafuss  now  is  operating  the 
former  Lee  Sproule  house,  the  Cozy,  at 
Ottawa,  Kas. 

"Extra  Feature"  Idea  Is 
Tried  to  Boost  Grosses 

Omaha — Tri-States  officials,  who  closed 

the  Paramount  Theatre  here  last  week 

after  an  unsuccessful  month-long  trial 

period,  are  using  an  “extra  feature”  idea 
to  boost  boxoffice  figures  which  have  been 
none  too  high  the  past  eight  weeks. 

At  the  Omaha  Theatre,  “Drums”  was 
shown  at  10:30  a.  m.  and  11:45  p.  m.  in 

addition  to  the  house’s  regular  dual  bill. 
Patrons  at  the  first  and  last  show  saw 
this  film  without  extra  charge,  and  the 

idea,  originated  by  District  Manager  Evert 
R.  Cummings,  meant  about  $1,000  more  in 
the  till  at  the  end  of  the  week. 

At  the  Orpheum,  a   preview  of  “Young 
Dr.  Kildare”  was  shown  at  11:45  p.  m. 

Saturday  night  and  late-comers  saw  it 
in  addition  to  the  regular  dual. 

State-Wide  Equipment 

Sales  Made  by  Western 
Omaha — F.  A.  Van  Husan  of  Western 

Theatre  Supply  Co.  reports  the  following 
recent  sales:  Bob  Livingston,  Capitol, 

Lincoln,  Neb.,  two  projectors;  Joe  Swo- 

boda,  Schuyler,  Neb.,  300  seats  and  car- 

pet; Charles  Fraser,  Havelock,  Neb.,  car- 

pet; R.  W.  Small,  Wymore,  Neb.,  conver- 
sion units;  Auditorium  Theatre,  Chester, 

Neb.,  drapes;  Henry  Hower,  Worthington, 

Minn.,  carpet;  Tribe  of  Yessir,  Omaha, 

spots  and  floods. 

Gets  Jetmore  Majestic 

Jetmore,  Kas. — Howard  M.  Wilson  has 

purchased  the  Majestic  here  from  Herman Lee. 
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Omaha  Varieteers 

Elect  H.  Shumow 
Omaha — Harry  J.  Shumow,  M-G-M  ex- 

change manager,  was  elected  chief  barker 
of  the  Omaha  Variety  Club  for  1939  at 

the  organization’s  annual  business  meet- 
ing and  election  in  club  headquarters  this 

week.  Shumow  is  a   charter  member  of 
Omaha  Tent  No.  16  and  served  as  the 

group’s  first  chief  barker.  He  succeeds 
Walter  M.  Green  of  FEPCO. 

John  J.  Gillin,  general  manager  of  radio 
station  WOW,  was  named  first  assistant 
chief  barker  to  succeed  Sol  J.  Francis, 
head  of  American  Distributing  Corp. 

Francis  was  elected  dough  guy,  replac- 
ing Sam  Epstein,  unaffiliated  theatre  cir- 
cuit owner.  Epstein  was  named  second 

assistant  chief  barker. 

Edward  Shafton,  attorney  connected 

with  the  industry,  was  re-elected  property 
master,  an  office  he  has  filled  since  the 
Omaha  Tent  was  organized.  Shafton 
starts  his  fifth  term. 

Named  as  canvassmen  were  William  J. 

Foley,  Columbia  salesman;  Roy  Palmquist, 

Universal  branch  manager;  Earle  D.  Per- 
kins, Warner  exchange  boss;  Joe  Rosen- 
berg, Nebraska  representative  for  Na- 
tional Screen  Service;  Morris  Cohn,  Strand 

Theatre,  Council  Bluffs,  la.;  Joe  Jacobs 
of  General  Outdoor  Advertising.  Ted 
Mendenhall,  Paramount  exchange  chief; 
Don  V.  McLucas,  United  Artists  branch 
manager,  and  Green  are  also  on  the  board 
automatically. 

Clowns  to  the  national  convention  are 

Green  and  Mendenhall,  Green  received 

the  highest  number  of  votes  for  this  of- 
fice and  is  automatically  a   national  can- 

vassman.  Alternates  are  Jacobs  and  Ep- 
stein. 

Des  Moines  Xmas  Party 

For  Shut-ins  Planned 

Des  Moines — Variety  Club  plans  for  the 

fourth  annual  Christmas  party  for  shut- 
ins  are  well  under  way,  according  to  R.  W. 
Copeland,  general  chairman. 

The  party  is  scheduled  for  Saturday 
morning,  December  17.  Invitations  are 
usually  extended  to  between  3,000  and 

4,000  shut-ins  on  the  club  list  which  is 

kept  up-to-date  from  year  to  year  by  con- 
sulting the  records  of  various  organiza- 

tions handling  such  cases.  In  other  years, 
about  1,800  have  attended  the  party. 

The  Paramount  Theatre  is  being  do- 
nated for  the  occasion  by  Tri-States.  The 

Des  Moines  next  door  will  also  be  avail- 
able if  the  crowd  warrants.  The  club  has 

decided  not  to  take  money  out  of  the 
treasury  for  the  party  this  year,  so  Nate 
Sandler  and  L.  M.  McKechneay  have  been 
appointed  to  solicit  donations  from  mem- 

bers. This  decision  was  made  in  order 
that  funds  set  aside  by  the  club  for  the 
purchase  of  an  iron  lung  might  be  kept 
intact. 

Lou  Levy  has  charge  of  the  transporta- 
tion. This  is  usually  handled  by  using 

members’  cars,  chartering  buses,  taxis,  and 

Raid  Two  Theatres 

Holding  Bank  Night 
La  Crosse,  Wis. — Following  charges  by 

Circuit  Judge  Robert  F.  Cowie  of  “open 
commercialized  gambling”  here  and  his 
condemnation  of  Bank  Night  at  two  the- 

atres along  with  slot  machines,  poker 
games  and  roulette  wheels  in  pool  halls, 
District  Attorney  William  H.  Stevenson 

raided  the  two  local  showhouses,  the  Ri- 
voli  and  Hollywood,  which  had  been  hold- 

ing Bank  Nights. 

The  district  attorney  seized  all  the 
Bank  Night  paraphernalia  and  ordered 
the  theatres  to  cease  the  stunt. 

Bank  Night  immediately  was  suspended 
at  the  Hollywood,  but  at  the  Rivoli,  where 
there  was  $3,600  waiting  to  be  drawn,  the 

drawing  continued  with  duplicate  equip- 
ment. Jewell  Filler,  unemployed  school 

teacher  at  Onalaska,  three  miles  from 
here,  drew  the  lucky  number  and  walked 
out  with  $3,600. 

A   warrant  immediately  was  issued  for 
William  Freise,  manager  of  the  Rivoli, 

and  for  the  LaCross  Theatres  Co.,  charg- 
ing operation  of  a   lottery. 

The  defendants  both  have  pleaded  not 
guilty.  Trial  of  the  case  probably  will  not 
be  held  for  a   fortnight.  Pending  the  trial, 

a   truce  has  been  declared  on  the  “war- 
fare” against  “gambling.” 

Twin  City  Variety  Club 

" Cabaret  Night"  Is  Set 
Minneapolis — The  Warner  Bros.’  Twin 

City  Variety  Club  party  at  9   p.  m.  Friday, 

December  16,  has  been  styled  “Cabaret 
Night”  by  Bill  Shartin  who  is  in  charge 
of  arrangements. 

There  will  be  a   floor  vaudeville  show 

with  professional  talents  as  the  top  at- 
traction. A   union  band  will  provide  music 

for  dancing.  Refreshments  will  be  served 
at  midnight. 

Tickets  are  being  sold  at  50  cents  a 
couple  and  all  Twin  City  Variety  Club 
members  and  their  friends  have  been 
invited  to  attend. 

Alley  Will  Open  in  Panora 

Panora,  Ia. — J.  W.  Alley  will  open  the 
Ritz  Theatre  here  about  December  15. 

The  house  has  been  closed  most  of  the 
time  for  the  past  several  years. 

Another  to  Henry 

Ackley,  Ia. — Lee  Henry,  who  operates 
the  theatre  at  Stuart,  Ia.,  has  purchased 

the  Ackley  Theatre  from  R.  H.  Frantz. 

distributing  street  car  passes.  David 

Dewey  is  arranging  for  a   cash  night  fea- 
ture, and  gifts  of  candy  and  merchandise. 

A.  G.  Stolte  is  responsible  for  the  theatre 

details.  Irving  Grossman  will  secure  tal- 
ent for  a   gigantic  stage  show  which  will 

feature  acts  from  almost  every  entertain- 
ment field  in  the  city.  A   motion  picture 

also  will  be  shown. 

News  in  Brief 

Leo  F.  Wolcott,  Head  of  Iowa-Neb. 

Independent  Exhibitors  Organization, 

and  who  owns  and  operates  the  beau- 
tiful Grand  Theatre  at  Eldora,  Iowa, 

recently  completed  many  improve- 

ments in  his  Grand  Theatre,  includ- 

ing modernization  of  his  Ultraphone 

Sound  equipment.  Complete  new  am- 

plification was  included  in  this  mod- 
ernization. Mr.  Wolcott  now  boasts 

that  there  is  no  theatre  in  the  State 

of  Iowa  that  has  more  beautiful  Sound 

than  his  Grand  Theatre.  The  Sound 

modernization  work  was  done  by  Min- 

neapolis office  of  Cinema  Supplies, 
Inc. 

•k  k   * 

Crosby,  N.  Dakota,  which  is  located 

near  the  Montana-Canadian  border  in 

the  extreme  northwestern  part  of  the 

state  of  North  Dakota,  and  with  popu- 

lation of  only  1,800,  boasts  of  one  of 

the  most  beautiful  theatres  in  the  state 

of  North  Dakota.  The  New  Crosby 

Theatre  which  was  recently  completed 

at  a   cost  of  approximately  $40,000.00, 

is  owned  and  operated  by  Mr.  W.  A. 

Ingwalson.  All  new  and  most  modern 

type  of  equipment  was  installed  in  this 
beautiful  theatre  including  latest  type 

Ultraphone  Sound  System  and  DeLuxe 

AIR-LOC  full-upholstered  opera  chairs. 

★   *   * 

The  New  Fox  Theatre  at  Warroad, 

Minnesota,  recently  completed  at  a   cost 

of  approximately  $25,000,  is  perhaps  as 

beautiful  a   theatre  as  can  be  found 

anywhere  in  a   town  the  size  of  War- 
road.  All  new  and  most  modern  type 

of  equipment  was  installed  in  this 

beautiful  theatre,  including  AIR-LOC 

full-upholstered  opera  chairs. 

★   ★   ★ 

Latest  type  Ultraphone  Super  Sound 

System  was  recently  installed  in  the 

Strand  Theatre,  Marshalltown,  Iowa. 

This  theatre  is  owned  by  the  Mort  H. 

Singer  Circuit,  who  own  the  Hennepin- 
Orpheum  Theatre,  Minneapolis,  plus 

10  or  12  other  Deluxe  Theatres  in  the 

Minnesota  and  Iowa  territories. 

— Adv. 
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25  Years  of  Uninterrupted  IL  M   M   C   CO)  IL  M 

Shows  For  Kaycee's  Summit 
Kansas  City  —   On  December  12,  the 

Summit  Theatre  here  will  celebrate  the 

25th  anniversary  of  uninterrupted  opera- 
tion. Twenty-five  years  is  not  a   long  time 

in  history,  or  in  the  story  of  many  busi- 
nesses, but  the  period  since  1913  covers 

the  tremendous  and  amazing  growth  of 
the  industry  from  the  nickelodeon  to  the 
modern  picture  theatre  which  represents 

the  retail  outlet  of  one  of  the  four  larg- 
est businesses  in  the  United  States. 

Mrs.  C.  H.  Burkey,  who,  since  the  death 

of  her  husband  in  October,  1934,  has  op- 
erated the  Summit,  and  who  has  been 

active  in  its  management  since  it  was  op- 
ened 25  years  ago,  will  present  a   special 

program  Monday  night  to  mark  the  anni- 

versary. Besides  Hopalong  Cassidy  in  "Bar 
20  Justice”  and  Jane  Withers  in  "Keep 
Smiling,”  there  will  be  two  Paramount 
shorts  which  tell  the  story  of  progress  in 

motion  pictures:  "Movie  Milestones”  and 
“Mildewed  Melodrama.”  These  compari- 

sons of  old  with  new  films  makes  a   fitting 

part  of  the  anniversary  celebration  since 
the  Summit  has  shown  on  its  screen  the 

early  films  that  appear  so  crude  and 

strange  now,  as  well  as  the  latest  repre- 
sentative of  technical  perfection  out  of 

Hollywood.  There  are  seven  units  on  the 

program,  which  will  run  three  hours  and 

ten  minutes,  and  which  will  be  the  long- 
est show  the  Summit  ever  has  run. 

1,500  Attended  Opening 

The  Summit  was  built  by  Bernard  Cor- 
rigan, a   name  famous  in  Kansas  City,  for 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Burkey.  The  building  itself 
represented  an  investment  of  over  $50,000 

before  it  was  equipped.  In  those  days 
that  was  a   large  investment  for  a   house 

that  was  to  get  a   nickel  admission.  Over 

HOME-TOWN 
“MOVIE” 

NEWSREELS 
16  mm  CAMERA 

16  mm  PROJECTOR 

Reasonably  Priced. 

Pay  for  Themselves  in  a   Short 

Time  .   .   .   Operating  Cost  as  Low 

as  $5  per  Newsreel. 

A   Natural  For  Exploitation  Uses. 

Show  That  "Baby  Show/'  "Santa 

Claus  Parade/'  Style  Show, 
School  Activity,  etc.  on  Your 
Screen. 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 
126  West  18th  Street 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

1,500  people  attended  the  opening  of  the 

800-seat  theatre,  and  the  Burkeys  were  op- 
timistic about  the  future.  The  location 

was  on  the  edge  of  the  "Quality  Hill”  dis- 
trict, which,  although  it  had  already  pass- 

ed its  peak  as  a   fine  residential  section 
for  the  wealthy  of  the  city,  still  was  a 
good  neighborhood,  thickly  populated.  The 
next  evening  there  were  15  people  in  the 
house,  and  for  five  years  the  Burkeys 

fought  an  uphill  battle.  But  they  fought' 
it  successfully. 

The  oldest  theatre  in  Kansas  City,  the 

Summit  has  been  under  one  management 
throughout  its  history.  When  Burkey  died 
in  October,  1934,  his  wife  took  over  the 
management.  She  was  cashier  when  it 

opened  and  always  has  figured  in  the  man- 
agement. Burkey  had  many  friends  in  the 

industry.  At  one  time  president  of  the 

Missouri  exhibitors’  association  and  later 
vice-president  of  the  regional  group  of 
exhibitors  from  which  stems  the  present 

Kansas-Missouri  Theatres  Ass’n,  he  was 
constantly  working  during  his  lifetime  in 
the  show  business  for  the  general  welfare 
of  the  industry. 

8,700  Features  in  25  Years 

The  Summit  now  gets  10  and  15  cents. 

When  it  first  opened  with  sound,  just  be- 
fore the  depression,  the  Burkeys  raised 

the  price  to  20  cents  and  tried  the  policy 
for  about  a   year.  With  hard  times  they 
returned  to  15  cents.  The  advance  from 
5   to  10  cents  occurred  before  the  World 

War,  during  which  the  special  tax  made 
an  increase  to  15  cents  essential. 

The  theatre  has  used  double  bills  about 

18  months,  and  even  now  does  not  run 
them  every  change.  About  two  years  ago, 

Mrs.  Burkey  reluctantly  initiated  the  use 

of  premiums  on  two  nights  a   week,  Wed- 
nesday and  Thursday,  but  she  charges  an 

extra  5   cents  admission  to  those  who  wish 
them. 

For  20  years  the  Summit  changed  pro- 
grams daily,  which  means  that  in  that 

period  the  theatre  showed  7,300  features. 
For  a   year  there  were  five  changes  a   week; 
for  four  years  the  number  has  been  four. 
Total  number  of  pictures  played  by  the 

house  in  its  entire  career  is  roughly  esti- 
mated at  8,700. 

Originally  Had  Open  Lobby 

Like  other  theatres  built  in  those  times, 
the  Summit  had  a   large  lobby  open  to  the 

street.  When  Burkey  found  how  difficult 
it  was  to  heat  the  theatre,  which  sits  on 

a   hill  anyway,  he  enclosed  the  lobby.  At 
first  the  house  was  heated  from  a   plant 

which  furnished  two  other  Corrigan  prop- 
erties heat  also,  but  in  1918  the  Summit 

installed  its  own  heating  unit. 
When  the  Summit  changed  over  to  sound 

the  walls  and  ceiling  were  covered  with 

Celotex  blocks,  and  Western  Electric 

equipment  was  installed.  Outside  of  re- 
pairs, there  have  been  no  other  changes 

necessary  in  the  sound  system,  which  com- 
pares favorably  with  the  best  in  the  city. 

The  building,  of  brick  and  fireproof,  is 

extremely  substantial.  It  is  28  feet  from 

A.  McCLURE,  the  Foxwesco  gent,  said 
he  had  heard  this  was  the  only  town 

in  the  country  where  an  honest  man  could 

make  $1,000,000  in  the  show  business,  so 

came  up»  to  look  it  over.  Found  the  mil- 
lion referred  to  headaches,  not  dollars 

.   .   .   Chain  letters  are  going  the  rounds 

again,  this  time  it’s  a   Christmas  money 
gag.  Boxoffice  tagged  by  Orville  Rennie, 
who  previously  had  been  approached  by 

U.  S.  mail  from  Chicago  .   .   .   (P.  S.  Box- 
office  passed  right  along  to  Ike  Hoig, 

Pueblo,  Colo.;  Ed  Vaughan,  here;  Carl 
Rose,  York,  and  Hy  Chapman,  way  up  in 
Minneapolis) . 

Charlie  Morehead,  who  visited  up  here 

tost  week,  says  he’s  talking  up  the  Lincoln 
Theatres-newspapers  ten  best  film  poll  in 
Beatrice,  thinking  it  has  more  local  sock 
than  the  $250,000  Movie  Quiz  .   .   .   Come 
the  spring,  odds  are  given  Bob  Livingston 
and  Hoivard  Federer  will  start  playing 

marbles  in  the  street.  Right  now,  since  it’s 
cold,  they’re  playing  with  blocks — domi- 

noes .   .   .   Bob  Huffman,  halfway  between 
Thanksgiving  and  Christmas,  still  talks 
about  that  turkey  his  mother  did  up  for 
him  last  holiday  in  Pueblo. 

Film  boys  might  like  to  know  the  na- 
tional A.  A.  U.  games,  which  are  a   prevue 

of  the  1940  Olympics,  will  be  held  in  Lin- 
coln in  the  memorial  stadium.  Eight 

years  ago,  Joe  E.  Brown  couldn’t  resist,  so 
they  made  some  shots  for  “Local  Boys 
Make  Good”  here  at  the  meet.  Cost  War- 

ner Bros,  a   pretty  penny  for  Joe  and 

Mervyn  LeRoy  to  see  that  meet,  consider- 
ing they  only  used  a   few  feet  of  the  film 

.   .   .   That  was  the  time  Charlie  Shire  near- 
ly pulled  out  all  his  own  hair,  because  Joe 

didn’t  show  up  at  the  Stuart  Theatre  on 
time  for  a   scheduled  personal  appearance 

and  the  house  was  full.  He  wanted  in- 

stead to  go  to  Bob  Livingston’s  shooting 
gallery,  the  Strand,  which  was  playing  one 
of  his  pictures  at  the  time. 

Harvey  Traylor  says  if  there  ever  was  a 
girl  who  would  make  an  honest  man  of 

him,  she  ivouldn’t  want  to  be  his  girl  any- 
more .   .   .   Pat  O’Shea,  fresh  out  of  a   10- 

iveek  session  in  the  hospital,  is  running  the 

Liberty  projection  machines  for  the  time 
being  ...  It  appears  the  Sun  is  closed  for 

good,  and  that  there  may  be  an  edict  com- 
ing from  authorities  concerning  its  condi- 

tion, soon  .   .   .   Delay  is  on  again  for  the 

closing  of  the  Orpheum  and  Liberty.  It’s unsure  yet,  although  probably  December 
11  will  catch  them  both. 

None  of  the  theatres  have  started  sell- 
ing ticket-Christmas  cards  yet,  and  may 

pass  it  altogether  this  year. 

floor  to  ceiling  at  the  stage,  and  there  are 
two  rows  of  windows,  6   feet  deep,  down 
the  sidewalls.  The  gas  jets  used  in  the 

days  before  electricity  still  form  a   part  of 

the  theatre’s  fixtures  for  use  in  an  emer- 
gency. Such  an  emergency  occurred  this 

summer. 

It  is  not  uncommon  for  businesses  to 
continue  uninterruptedly  for  a   quarter  of 

a   century,  but  it  is  extremely  unusual  for 

a   unit  in  an  extraordinarily  volatile  in- 

dustry such  as  motion  pictures,  particular- 
ly during  the  period  of  its  coming  of  age. 
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Will  Be  "Blow"  to 
Italy,  Says  Paper 

Des  Moines — Attempts  by  Italian  offi- 
cials to  obtain  a   film  monopoly  in  their 

country  at  the  expense  of  American  com- 

panies will  prove  a   “blow”  to  Italy  in 
the  long  run,  the  Des  Moines  Register 
comments  editorially. 

“The  Italians  apparently  mean  to  take 
over  the  business  for  themselves  sooner 

or  later,”  the  paper  says,  “but  this  is 
too  soon.  According  to  American  sources, 

the  Italians  produced  less  than  40  feature- 
length  pictures  last  year. 

“For  the  American  film  industry,  it 
would  also  be  a   blow.  About  40  per  cent 

of  the  profits  from  American  motion  pic- 
tures come  from  foreign  sales,  and  Italy 

is  still  one  of  the  good  customers  in  spite 
of  all  restrictions. 

“The  American  public,  however,  may 
take  it  coolly.  The  tastes  of  foreign  dic- 

tators indirectly  influence  American  pro- 
duction. In  order  not  to  forego  the 

‘Gravy’  of  foreign  sales,  many  producers 
hesitate  to  put  in  anything  that  would 
offend  the  tender  sensibilities  of  other 
nations. 

“Cornelius  Vanderbilt  told  the  recent 

teachers’  convention  that  he  had  made  a 
lot  of  pictures  of  German  concentration 

camps,  and  the  Hays  office  wouldn’t  let 
him  show  them.  The  projected  films,  ‘Per- 

McManus  Effects  Tieup 

With  Driving  Campaign 
Kansas  City — John  McManus,  manager 

of  Loew’s  Midland,  tied  in  with  an  ex- 
tremely “hot”  local  subject  when  he  ar- 

ranged with  the  Journal  to  award  a   com- 
plimentary ticket  to  careful  drivers  during 

the  period  between  December  1   and  Christ- 
mas. 

There  has  been  a   concerted  drive  on 

careless  automobile  driving  in  Kansas  City 
by  police,  newspapers,  and  civic  leaders 
for  several  weeks.  Three  drivers  whose 

careful  and  courteous  driving  are  spotted 
by  Sgt.  Barney  Mahoney  of  the  police 

department’s  traffic  division,  will  receive 
a   pair  of  ducats  each  day. 

Mahoney  is  in  charge  of  the  police 

department’s  white  safety  car  which  tours 
the  city  daily  keeping  an  eye  on  traffic 
and  warning  motorists  by  loudspeaker. 
Announcements  of  the  awards  will  be 

made  daily  in  the  newspaper. 

Kaycee  Variety  Election 

Slated  for  Monday  Night 
Kansas  City  —   Chief  Barker  R.  R. 

Biechele  asks  that  all  members  of  the 

Variety  Club  attend  an  important  dinner 
meeting  slated  Monday  night,  December 
12.  An  election  of  officers  will  highlight 

the  evening’s  business.  Problems  and  pol- 
icies for  the  coming  year  will  be  discussed. 

Biechele  stresses  that  it  is  urgent  for 
every  member  to  be  present  in  order  to 
help  plan  a   successful  year. 

Toasting  and  Roasting  for 

"Greatest  Year”  Campaign 
Minneapolis — Harold  Field  and  Bennie 

Berger  are  owners  of  two  of  the  largest 
and  most  successful  independent  theatre 
circuits  in  this  section  of  the  country. 

Their  opinions  relative  to  the  industry’s 
Motion  Pictures’  Greatest  Year  campaign 
are  as  opposite  as  the  poles. 

Field  approves  the  campaign  highly — 
says  it  has  been  a   great  thing  for  the 
industry. 

Berger  hasn’t  a   single  good  word  to  say 
for  the  drive.  He  claims  it  has  been  a 

complete  “fizzle.” 
“Any  concerted  move  on  the  entire  in- 

dustry’s part  to  boost  film  merits  com- 
plete approbation,”  says  Field.  “We  should 

not  judge  the  project  on  the  failure  or 
success  of  these  initial  efforts,  but  should 

attempt  to  gauge  the  potentialities  which 

are  almost  unlimited. 

“I  can’t  say  for  sure  if  there  has  been 

any  direct  boxoffice  help  or  gain  in  con- 
sequence of  the  drive.  But  I   do  know  that 

it’s  a   step  in  the  right  direction  of  co- 
operation among  all  the  branches  of  the 

industry  to  promote  their  mutual  welfare.” 
“A  waste  of  time,  money  and  energy,” 

is  Berger’s  appraisal  of  the  drive. 
“Not  one  constructive  thing  has  been 

accomplished,”  asserts  Berger.  "Not  an 
extra  nickel  has  been  brought  into  the 

boxoffice.  Just  as  I   predicted  at  the  out- 

set, it  hasn’t  meant  a   single  worthwhile 
thing.  The  idea  behind  it  was  bad  and  the 

execution  worse.  It  not  only  wasn’t  100 

per  cent  successful.  It  wasn’t  even  5   per 
cent  so.  We  must  move  in  another  direc- 

tion the  next  time.” 

sonal  History’  and  ‘Exiles,’  were  dropped 

entirely,  and  ‘Men  With  Wings’  was  toned 
down. 

“The  production  code  adopted  by  the 
American  industry  in  1930  and  adminis- 

tered by  the  Hays  office  says  merely: 
“   ‘The  history,  institutions,  prominent 

people  and  citizenry  of  other  nations  shall 

be  represented  fairly.’ 
“But  the  only  fairness  that  will  satisfy 

at  once  the  Hays  office,  our  melting  pot 

public,  and  the  foreign  dictators  is  a   blank 
sheet.  No  wonder  movies  are  limited  to 

so  few  types  of  stories.” 

Ed.  Note:  America’s  major  production 
companies  will  withdraw  completely  from 

the  Italian  market  by  December  31,  ac- 
cording to  a   dispatch  from  New  York  last week. 

"THEY'RE  HERE" 
THE  TWO  MOST  OUTSTANDING  THEATRE  PREMIUMS  OF  ALL  TIME. 

ROYAL  ETCHED  GOLD  DINNERWARE 
The  Most  Expensive  Service  Ever  Given  in  Any  Theatre. 

All  22  Karat  Hand  Rolled  Etched  Gold  Design. 

Complete  Service  for  Eight. 

AND 

SOUTHERN  BELLE  SILVERWARE 
Guaranteed  by  The  National  Silver  Co.  for  Twenty  Years. 

Opening  Item — Pastry  Server — Retail  Value  $1.50 
Service  for  Six 

ALSO 

HOLLYWOOD 

VANITY  WARE 

For  Complete  Information 

PHONE  -   WIRE  -   WRITE 

PROGRESSIVE  PREMIUM  00.,  Inc. 
128  West  18th  St.  Phone  HA.  4783  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
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€>  m   A   IHII  A 
gILL  MISKELL  is  looking  around  for  a 

top-notch  stage  show  for  the  Or- 

pheum  for  New  Year’s  ...  In  last  week’s 
special  Ballantyne  section,  Cecelia 

Schinker’s  name  was  misspelled,  for  which 
we’re  very  sorry  .   .   .   Add  steadies:  Evelyn 
Knudsen,  secretary  to  E.  R.  Cummings, 
and  Harold  Martin,  Warner  poster  clerk. 

Peggy  Libbe  Wasson,  former  Warner 
cashier  here,  7iow  in  Des  Movies,  visited 
Alice  Neal  .   .   .   B.  A.  Tomte,  Paramount 
salesman,  and  his  wife,  leave  December  17 
for  a   few  weeks  in  Los  Angeles  .   .   .   Carl 
Nedley  is  acting  M-G-M  exchange  boss 
while  Harry  Shumow  is  in  Mexico.  Harry 
will  be  back  in  time  for  Christmas. 

Walt  Bradley,  Moon  Theatre,  Neligh, 
Neb.,  brought  his  son,  Bill,  to  the  Meth- 

odist Hospital  here  for  treatment  of  a 
leg  injury  sustained  some  time  ago  .   .   . 
Beverly  Ballantyne  is  in  Chicago  to  see 
her  sister,  Joyce.  They  will  return  next 

week  .   .   .   Saw  “Blondie”  at  a   screening 
and  the  picture  is  great  entertainment. 

Elvera  Roslund,  RKO  steno,  has  been 
seriously  ill  ...  Joe  Rosenberg  said  he 
will  definitely  go  to  the  hospital  this  week 
for  an  operation  .   .   .   Ben  Kalmenson, 
Warner  western  sales  manager,  was  here 
...  Ted  Mendenhall,  Paramount  boss,  is 
a   tobacco  expert  and  has  worked  in  that 
line,  but  ■ not  as  an  auctioneer . 

There  will  be  a   Christmas  tree  and  two 
presents  for  everyone  at  the  Warner  ex- 

change party,  limited  to  employes  .   .   . 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  DuWayne  Hartzell,  Rivoli 
Theatre,  Charter  Oak,  la.,  were  on  Film- 
row  with  their  six-month-old  baby  and 
all  the  gals  at  Metro  tried  to  coo. 

Sorry  to  hear  of  the  death  of  Mrs. 
Arthur  Ofe,  wife  of  the  assistant  mana- 

ger at  the  Capitol  Theatre,  Sioux  City, 
la.  Art  was  formerly  chief  of  service  at 
the  Omaha  Theatre  .   .   .   Earl  Kerr,  Iowa 
exhibitor,  was  one  of  the  winners  at  a 
little  game  after  the  Variety  Club  elec- 
tion. 

Visitors  along  Davenport  St.  included 

R.  W.  Briggs,  Pilger  Theatre,  Pilger,  Neb.; 

Frank  Good,  Iowana,  Red  Oak,  la.;  Mi-, 
and  Mrs.  John  Noffsinger,  Capitol,  Madi- 

son, Neb.;  Bob  Pennington,  Rialto,  Vil- 
lisca,  la. 

Joe  Roseiiberg  has  moved  the  National 

Screen  Service  offices  from  the  Republic 
exchange  to  the  American  Distributing 
Corp.  .   .   .   Gordon  Anderson,  Tri-States 
sound  engineer,  and  Elsa  Easterly  were 
married  recently. 

Beverly  hills  hotel and  Bungalows 
A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 

Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 
by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

Lane  Sisters  Draw  in 
Home  Town 

Indianola,  la. — An  all-time  attend- 

ance record  at  the  Empress  Theatre 

here  was  set  when  the  iilm,  "Four 

Daughters,"  starring  Priscilla,  Lola  and 
Rosemary  Lane,  was  presented. 

W.  H.  Eddy,  theatre  proprietor,  said 

Thursday  that  a   total  of  1,850  tickets 

was  sold  for  six  shows  during  three 

days. 

The  Lane  sisters  are  former  Indianola 

girls. 

Variety  Club-Star 

Tourney  Dec.  17-18 
Kansas  City — The  annual  Variety  Club- 

Kansas  City  Star  bowling  tournament, 
funds  from  which  are  used  by  the  school 

board  to  purchase  milk  for  underprivi- 
leged children  in  both  Kansas  Cities,  will 

be  held  December  17  and  18  (Saturday 

and  Sunday) .   Games  will  be  rolled  at  the 

Pla-Mor  in  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  and  the 
Grindel-Lemke  alleys  in  Kansas  City,  Kas. 

Frank  Hensler,  Metro  branch  manager, 
and  Ernest  Mehl,  Kansas  City  Star  sports 
writer,  are  handling  the  tournament  again 
as  they  successfully  have  in  the  past.  Jim 
Lewis  of  the  RKO  Radio  exchange  is  in 
charge  of  ticket  sales  on  Filmrow.  George 
Baker  heads  ticket  sales  in  Kansas  City, 
Kas. 

As  in  the  past  there  will  be  a   myriad 

of  prizes  for  participants.  Tickets  are  one 
dollar  each.  Exhibitors  are  urged  to  lend 
their  support. 

15  Years  Ago 

( From  Boxoffice  Files,  Dec.  8,  1923) 

I'HE  case  of  Charles  G.  Binderup,  Oma- 
ha exhibitor,  against  Pathe  Exchange, 

Inc.,  was  returned  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff 
by  the  U.  S.  supreme  court.  Binderup 
charged  that  he  had  been  forced  out  of 
business  as  an  exhibitor  in  Nebraska 

through  a   conspiracy  among  producers  and 
exhibitors  who  refused  to  furnish  him  with 

product. 
LOST — A   perfectly  good  pair  of  spats; 

somewhere  between  the  Crescent  Film 

Exchange  and  Hollywood.  The  finder  will 

kindly  return  them  to  Sid  Rosenthal. — 
Free  Ad.  .   .   .   Frank  Cassil  is  now  with 

Metro  .   .   .   Baby  Peggy’s  sister  may  make 
personal  appearances  in  Kaycee  and  vi- 

cinity .   .   .   Manager  Maurice  Joseph  of 
the  Kaycee  Universal  exchange  says  he 
likes  the  west. 

"Doc”  Cook  of  the  MPTO  of  Kansas  is 

touring  the  state  in  quest  of  new  mem- 
berships .   .   .   The  first  full  length  com- 

edy featuring  Buster  Keaton  went  over 
big  at  the  Pantages  in  Kansas  City  .   .   . 
Charles  Russell  has  rejoined  the  Universal 
sales  staff  .   .   .   Earl  Wachter  was  an 
unexpected  visitor  on  Filmrow  .   .   .   Sam 

Harding  and  Joe  Cooper  are  in  New  York. 

mm  MOINES 
gOB  CROSBY  says  there’s  nothing  to  the 

rumor  Brother  Bing  has  a   “corn”  on  his 
vocal  chords  to  give  his  voice  that  fine 

quality  it  has.  He  says  Bing  couldn’t  even 
sing  at  all  if  he  had  something  like  that. 

Bob  played  here  at  the  Tromar,  Thurs- 
day ...  No  other  state  in  the  union  had 

more  than  eight  cities  entered  in  the 

"Great  Waltz”  contest  with  the  exception 
of  Iowa,  with  11  entries.  Either  Iowans 

are  super  waltzers  or  M-G-M’s  Speed  Lam- 
bert is  a   super  exploiteer. 

The  stork  has  been  observed  flying  up 

Filmrow  gazing  purposefully  at  buildings 

on  both  12 th  and  13 th  Sts.  .   .   .   We’re  not 
alone  in  thinking  Tri-States  gals  are 

pretty.  One  of  them  is  slated  for  a   dia- 
mond December  25,  according  to  reliable 

rumors.  Although  one  of  the  busiest,  Dor- 

othy Day,  publicity  chief  at  Tri-States, 
still  is  one  of  the  most  gracious  persons 
on  the  Row  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  A.  H.  Blank 

are  at  the  Elms  Hotel  in  Excelsior  Springs. 
The  office  staff  says  A.  H.  is  probably 
doing  his  level  best  to  draw  13  spades. 

Mrs.  Slater  O’Hare  saw  her  first  snow- 
storm several  weeks  back  when  she  ar- 

rived here  from  Oklahoma  City  with  Mr. 

O’Hare,  Paramount  salesman.  She  says 
she  couldn’t  tell  whether  she  was  thrilled 
to  death  or  just  frozen. 

lies  and  McKinney  have  the  darndest 

calendar  from  Milwauke  hanging  in  their 

office  at  Iowa  Film.  Did  anyone  ever  tell 

you  that  they’re  a   couple  of  YMCA  boys? 

It’s  a   fact  .   .   .   H.  P.  Wolfberg,  M-G-M 
manager  from  Kansas  City,  dropped  in  to 

see  D.  C.  Kennedy  at  Metro  .   .   .   P.  T.  Dana 

was  here  to  see  Jerry  Spandau  at  Univer- 
sal .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Norman  Hanson  of 

Woodward,  Lee  Henry  of  Stuart,  and  Mr. 
Hall  of  Elkader  visited  the  Row  this  week. 

Rod  Wagoner,  RKO  publicity  man, 

spent  Wednesday  afternoon  at  the  R&T 

trying  to  get  space  from  Mary  McGuire 

or  Ken  Clayton  for  "Gunga  Din.”  He’s 
making  a   flying  tom*  across  country  in  an 
effort  to  hit  22  cities  in  21  days,  he  says 

.   .   .   “Angels  With  Dirty  Faces”  moved 
over  to  the  Orpheum  for  a   holdover  .   .   . 

Art  Anderson  says  it’s  doing  unprecedent- 
ed business  everywhere. 

RKO’s  Robert  Leach,  National  Screen’s 

Harry  Lloyd,  and  Film  Transportation’s 
Mike  Riley  are  all  bunking  together  now  at 
the  Tours  Apartments  .   .   .   J .   W .   Biddle, 
Inland  driver,  paid  $500  for  a   cake  and 

$500  for  a   dish  of  ice  cream  at  the  Tromar 

the  other  evening  (shh,  t’was  stage money) . 

Warming  Up  to  His 
Business 

Minneapolis — Now  that  he  no  longer 

can  exploit  his  cooling  and  ventilat- 

ing system,  Harry  Dryer,  owner  of  the 

Savoy,  lower  loop  grind  dime  theatre, 

is  advertising  ’’Heating  Plant  Now  in 
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The  Tower,  Kaycee, 
Will  Reduce  Prices 

Kansas  City — A   revision  of  admissions 

at  the  Tower  is  announced  by  Stanley 

Chambers,  managing  director.  Reduction 

of  prices  from  25,  35  and  55  cents,  which 
the  first  run  combination  house  has  been 

charging  since  earlier  this  year,  represents 

the  first  substantial  admission  break  in 

the  territory.  The  Tower  will  get  25  and 

40  cents  for  shows  of  which  Henry  Busse 

and  his  band  is  an  example,  beginning 

December  9. 

The  Tower  brought  in  more  top  flight 

stage  entertainment  in  the  past  six  months 

than  the  city  has  had  in  the  same  period 

for  many  a   year,  well  worth  the  top  of 
55  cents  or  more. 

Party  for  Poor  Children 

At  Kansas  City  Midland 
Kansas  City — Underprivileged  children 

of  Kansas  City  will  be  guests  of  Loew’s 
Midland  and  the  Kiwanis  Club  the  morn- 

ing of  December  17  at  the  club’s  annual 
party. 

Operators  and  stagehands  are  donating 

their  time;  Columbia  is  furnishing  “Over- 

land Express,”  with  Buck  Jones;  United 
Artists  are  bringing  two  Walt  Disneys, 

and  WHB  will  supply  an  organist  for 

group  singing.  Kiwanians  are  gathering 

the  ingredients  of  individual  bags  for  the 

children:  apples,  oranges,  candy,  toys. 

The  children  will  be  transported  to  the 

theatre  by  the  Kansas  City  Public  Ser- 
vice Co.  except  in  cases  of  children  who 

live  close  enough  to  the  theatre  to  come 

on  foot.  Tickets  are  by  Hughes  Printing. 

Charities  Would  Profit 

Omaha — If  the  Omaha  Variety  Club  is 

lucky  enough  to  hold  the  winning  ticket 

in  the  Irish  Sweepstakes,  it  means  that 

the  $150,000  first  prize  will  go  to  Omaha 

charities.  Fifty  members  chipped  in  a 

dime  each  for  two  tickets  at  $5. 

Installing  New  Sound 

Des  Moines — Service  Theatre  Supply  is 

installing  new  sound  at  the  Front  Street 

in  Bloomington,  111.,  for  Mrs.  M.  Ewing. 

The  Stork  Makes 

A   Landing 
Omaha — BOXOFFICE  prints  news 

while  it's  still  hot  news  and  here's  a 
good  example.  In  the  Omaha  column 

printed  December  2   for  December  3 

was  the  statement:  "The  stork  is  hov- 
ering closely  over  the  home  of  Keith 

Wilson,  Omaha  World-Herald  film 

critic." 
A   G-pound  daughter  was  bom  to  the 

Wilsons  on  December  2.  She'll  be 
named  Diane  Elizabeth  Wilson. 

JOSLYN  CASE,  secretary  to  R.  W.  Mc- Ewan  and  O.  P.  Hill  at  the  Magic  Eye 

Distributing  Co.,  goes  to  Chicago  De- 
cember 9   with  her  brother  to  take  part 

in  regional  finals  in  the  “Great  Waltz” 
dancing  contest  sponsored  by  Metro.  The 

Cases  won  the  Missouri  title  last  week. 

Lee  Jones  has  returned  from  a   sojourn 

in  the  Ozarks  .   .   .   Fred  Meyn  has  changed 

the  name  of  the  Pershing  in  Kansas  City, 
Kas.,  to  the  Park. 

Naomi  Good,  formerly  at  Majestic,  now 

is  on  the  board  at  Universal  .   .   .   Stanley 

Goldberg  has  placed  a   58-week  Caliente- 
ware  deal  with  the  Fox  Vista. 

Exhibitors  booking:  J.  W.  Grantham, 

Baxter  Springs,  Kas.;  F.  L.  “Doc”  Lowe, 
Sterling,  Kas.;  Lloyd  Morris,  Great  Bend, 
Kas.;  M.  B.  Smith,  Garden  City,  Kas.; 

G.  J.  Spencer,  Trenton,  Mo.;  C.  A.  Bot- 
kin,  Harper,  Kas.;  the  Joe  Ghosens,  Se- 
dalia,  Mo.;  Tom  Wilhoit,  Plattsburg,  Mo. 

We  air  our  hair  to  Fox  Midwest  for  the 

canned  goods  matinee  at  suburban  houses. 

The  food  collected  goes  to  Mercy  Hos- 

pital. 

Joseph  Skirball  is  headquartering  here 
while  he  covers  the  midwest  and  southwest 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 

Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Inc. 

309  West  Douglas  Ave.  Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr.,  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

territory  in  the  interests  of  “ Birth  of  a 

Baby.” 

Visitors:  O.  F.  Sullivan,  Civic,  Wichita; 

M.  B.  Pressley,  Savannah,  Mo.;  H.  C.  Mus- 

grave,  Wamego  and  Minneapolis,  Kas.; 
John  Brandt,  Oregon,  Mo.;  A.  W.  Heyl, 

Junction  City,  Kas.;  Crump  Taylor,  Ap- 

pleton City,  Mo.;  A.  J.  Simmons,  Lamar, 

Mo.;  C.  S.  Laird,  Madison,  Kas.;  Mrs.  E. 

Nolan,  Cassville,  Mo.;  C.  E.  Lancaster, 

Strong  City,  Mo.;  R.  F.  Fite,  Eris,  Eldo- 
rado, Kas. 

Leo  J.  McCarthy,  “Mac”  to  you  and  you, 
was  in  town  over  the  weekend.  Mac,  now 

a   Hollywood  producer,  formerly  was  dis- 
trict manager  for  Fox  Midwest  .   .   .   Those 

Sosna  brothers,  Louis  of  Moberly  and 

Sammy  of  Manhattan,  were  in  town  Fri- 
day and  Saturday. 

“Cipher  Bureau,”  Grand  National  film, 
goes  into  the  Midland,  December  9,  for, 

according  to  Russ  Borg,  “an  indefinite 
run”  .   .   .   Some  of  those  traffic  tickets  the 

boys  on  Filmrow  had  stopped  “worrying” 
about  came  home  to  roost  last  week. 

George  Harttmann  and  Earl  Jameson 
have  returned  from  a   hunting  trip  in  the 
southwest. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 
Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 

109  W.  18th  St.— Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 

126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 
2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
—   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  — 

KANSAS  CITY  TERRITORY 
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■yNITED  ARTISTS  had  an  invitational 
trade  showing  of  “Young  in  Heart”  at 

the  Alvin  Theatre  here  Monday  night.  It 

attracted  a   large  turn-out  of  exhibitor  and 
members  of  the  trade  who  waxed  enthu- 

siastic over  this  fine  picture,  starring 
Janet  Gaynor  and  Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 
Looks  like  sure-fire  boxoffice,  what  with 
its  cast  names  and  entertainment  quali- 

ties. Cram  full  of  human  interest  and 
heart  appeal. 

W.  A.  Steffes  and  Bennie  Berger  are 
still  raving  over  the  Jack  Kirsch  dinner 
in  Chicago  which  they  attended.  Steffes 
was  only  back  a   day  or  two  from  Detroit, 
where  he  attended  the  dinner  for  H.  M. 
Richey,  than  he  set  in  again  for  the 
Windy  City  to  help  do  honor  to  the  new 
Chicago  Allied  head.  Berger  stopped  over 
for  the  Kirsch  dinner  en  route  home  from 
a   pleasure  trip  in  the  east,  during  which 
he  and  the  missus  had  the  time  of  their 
lives,  attending  the  Army-Navy  game, 
taking  in  all  the  good  shows  in  New  York 
and  visiting  the  leading  night  spots.  Just 
ask  him  about  the  entertainment  heaped 
on  him  if  you  want  to  see  him  brighten 
up. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Filmrow 
included  Billy  McGowan,  Ortonville, 
Minn.;  Jack  Heywood,  New  Richmond, 
Wis.;  Hall  Swanson.  Lewiston,  Minn.;  J.O. 

Judrud,  Rosseau,  Minn.;  L.  E.  Davis,  Wa- 
conia,  Minn.;  Clarence  Kaak,  Duluth, 
Minn.,  and  Don  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls, 

Minn.  Kaak  notified  the  exchanges  he’s 
closing  his  Doric  Theatre  part  time  in 

order  to  make  alterations  and  improve- 
ments .   .   .   Moe  Levy,  20th-Fox  district 

manager,  off  for  Los  Angeles  to  attend 

a   meeting  of  his  company’s  district  man- 
agers. He’ll  vacation  in  California  an  ad- 

ditional fortnight. 

Louis  Orlove,  M-G-M  exploiteer  in  Mil- 
waukee, came  up  from  the  city  of  suds 

with  two  teams  of  dancers  to  participate 

in  Morrie  Abram’s  “Great  Waltz”  contest 
finals  at  the  Hotel  Radissori  Flame  Room. 
The  contest  drew  a   capacity  crowd.  It 
copped  reams  of  free  publicity  in  the  Star, 
the  local  sponsoring  newspaper.  Speaking 
of  Orlove,  he  just  was  a   blood  donor  for 
an  ailing  sister  who  required  a   trans- 

fusion. They’re  wondering  whether  the 
sister,  now  o?i  the  road  to  recovery,  will 

Putting  Realism  in 
Their  Acting 

Des  Moines — Vemer  Johnson  of  Og- 

den, la.,  an  extra  in  the  filming  of 

M-G-M's  "Northwest  Passage,"  declares 
the  rangers,  of  which  he  was  one, 

shown  wading  the  icy  stream  did  not 

wear  rubber  underwear.  Studio  em- 

ployes who  waded  across  pulling  the 

barge  on  which  the  cameras  were 

mounted  wore  the  gutta  percha  un- 

dies, he  said.  And  the  tortured  ex- 

pressons  of  the  rangers  were  not  faked. 

The  director  left  them  in  water  26  min- 

utes so  that  the  expressions  would  be 

real. 

blossom  forth  an  exploiteer,  too,  acquir- 
ing that  up-and-doing  disposition  from 

the  brother  via  his  blood. 

A   big  crowd  attended  the  20th-Fox 
Twin  City  Variety  Club  party  and  an  ex- 

ceptionally good  time  was  had  by  all. 
There  were  games  and  dancing  and  plenty 
of  fun.  This  week  Paramount  exchange  is 

host  with  a   “Days  of  ’49”  party  .   .   .   Shir- 
ley Shuman,  attractive  Universal  clerk- 

stenographer,  recovering  at  home  from 
a   nervous  breakdown  that  had  her  con- 

fined to  the  hospital  for  two  weeks  .   .   . 
20th-Fox  salesmen  start  their  two  weeks 

mid-winter  “vacation  with  pay”  Decem- 
ber 17.  And,  of  course,  the  Cohn  brothers 

will  pay  their  annual  visit  to  Florida. 

“Nickey”  Goldhammer,  RKO  branch 
manager,  visited  Duluth  and  Superior  ac- 

counts this  week  .   .   .   Norma  Nelson,  Uni- 
versal bookkeeper,  has  been  discharged 

from  the  hospital  after  a   long  siege  of 
illness  and  is  recuperating  at  home  .   .   . 

Bill  Crystal,  Grand  Natio?ial  branch  man- 
ager, and  Bill  Watmough,  salesman  at  the 

same  exchange,  visited  South  and  North 
Dakota,  respectively  .   .   .   C.  K.  Olson, 

Warner  Bros.’  branch  manager,  driving  a 
swell  new  Lincoln  Zephyr — purchased  from 
one  of  his  exhibitor  customers. 

Filmrow’s  burning  question:  “Where  is 
Bennie  Spewack  going  to  build  his  the- 

atre this  week?”  .   .   .   Mamie  Moody  of 
the  Grand  National  office  staff  cele- 

brated a   birthday  .   .   .   Mrs.  Fred  Holzap- 
fel,  wife  of  the  prominent  and  popular 
north  Minneapolis  independent  exhibitor, 

in  St.  Mary’s  hospital,  recuperating  from 
an  operation.  She’s  on  the  same  floor 
with  the  wife  of  Joe  Behan,  Warner  Bros.’ 
booker,  who  underwent  an  appendectomy 
.   .   .   Wrestling  is  far  from  dead  here  when 

the  Nagurski-Kempfer  match  at  the  Audi- 
torium can  draw  a   $3,500  gross. 

W.  K.  Workman,  M-G-M  branch  man- 
ager, made  his  first  trip  into  the  territory 

since  his  return  from  his  European  trip, 

visiting  Minnesota  accounts  .   .   .   Les  Cole- 
man, Paramount  homeoffice  booking  de- 

partment representative,  in  town  .   .   . 

Daughter  of  Bill  Shartin,  Warner  Bros.’ 
salesman,  played  one  of  the  leads  in  the 

Washburn  high  father -and- daughter’s  play 
and  showed  real  histrionic  ability.  Dad 
led  the  community  sing  and  also  scored 
a   big  hit. 

Seen:  Ernie  Lund,  Paramount  North 
Dakota  salesman,  at  wheel  of  new  car  .   .   . 

E.  T.  Westgard  of  Warner  Bros,  cele- 
brating another  blessed  event — his  second 

since  he  joined  the  company  .   .   .   Bernie 
Zeeman,  Columbia  homeoffice  exchange 

operations  department  representative,  de- 
parted for  Milwaukee  after  a   brief  visit 

here  .   .   .   Sonja  Henie  and  her  “Hollywood 
Ice  Revue,”  dividing  a   week  between  the 
Minneapolis  Arena  and  St.  Paul  Auditor- 

ium, and  drawing  immense  crowds,  pro- 
vided plenty  tough  opposition  for  the  film 

houses. 

“Hy”  Chapman,  Columbia  branch  man- 
ager, as  usual,  will  spend  the  Christmas 

Won't  Leave  Theatre 
Short-Handed 

Omaha — An  old  employe,  forty  years 

on  the1  job,  was  fired.  Bitterly  he  com- 
plained to  the  boss. 

"When  I   came  here,"  he  sobbed,  "you 

told  me  the  job  would  be  permanent!" 
Twisting  this  about  somewhat,  we 

have  the  case  of  Wade  Knapp,  Bran- 

deis  Theatre  doorman,  since  the  house 

opened  five  years  ago.  The  very  soul 

of  consideration,  he  told  Manager  Will 

Singer  he  will  quit  his  post  in  exactly 

one  year! 

It  seems  he  will  graduate  from  Oma- 

ha U.  in  that  length  of  time. 

Big  Names  Have  Always 

Intrigued  Sam  Goldwyn 
Hollywood — In  signing  James  Roose- 

velt as  a   vice-president  in  his  firm,  Sam- 

uel Goldwyn  is  “indulging”  in  one  of  his 

favorite  pastimes  of  “surrounding  him- 
self with  important  names,”  writes  Harold 

Heffernan,  NANA  correspondent  in  the film  colony. 

In  his  early  days  in  the  industry,  Gold- 
wyn idolized  Theodore  Roosevelt.  At  con- 

ferences, Heffernan  relates,  Goldwyn  would 

apply  the  stormy,  hard-hitting  tactics  of 
the  first  Roosevelt  to  his  colleagues  in  his 

own  peculiar  ways. 

“Theodore  Roosevelt  taught  me  a   man 

has  to  fight,”  Goldwyn  is  quoted  as  say- 
ing in  the  way  of  an  explanation. 

His  alliance  with  Jesse  Lasky,  the  big 

vaudeville  name  25  years  ago,  is  recounted, 
as  well  as  his  association  later  with  Cecil 
B.  DeMille. 

“Next  to  Roosevelt’s,”  concludes  Hef- 

feman,  “perhaps  the  name  that  has  always 
held  greatest  fascination  for  Goldwyn  is 

that  of  George  Bernard  Shaw.”  Tire  pro- 
ducer once  made  a   trip  to  Europe  to  talk 

terms  with  the  Shavian  wit.  It  ended  with 

this  “priceless”  gem  by  the  novelist  and 

playwright: 
“   ‘Mr.  Goldwyn,  I   see  we  have  no  chance 

of  getting  together.  You  are  interested 
only  in  art,  and  I   am  interested  only  in 

money.’  ” 

Buys  16mm  Outfit 
Kansas  City  —   A.  J.  Simmons  of  the 

Plaza  Theatre  at  Lamar,  Mo.,  has  pur- 
chased a   16mm  Keystone  camera  and  pro- 

jector from  the  Kansas  City  Sound  Service 

for  the  showing  of  home  town  “movies.” 

holidays  with  his  parents  in  Milwaukee 

.   .   .   M-G-M  has  two  girls’  bowling  teams, 
the  Leo’s  and  the  Lions.  The  Leo’s  are 
in  first  place  in  the  Park  Board  league. 

Morrie  Abrams,  the  company’s  exploiteer, 
foolishly  wagered  the  Lions  would  defeat 
the  Leo’s  last  week.  It  cost  Morrie  the 
price  of  a   dinner  for  the  two  teams  .   .   . 

Gene  Meredith,  Warner  Bros.’  chief  ac- 
countant, seems  to  be  losing  his  interest 

in  wrestling.  He  has  been  one  of  the 
town’s  red-hottest  fans  .   .   .   Ray  Wylie, 
chairman  of  the  Twin  City  Variety  Club 
entertainment  committee,  the  recipient  of 

many  congratulations  because  of  the  suc- 
cess of  his  “Crazy  Auction”  party. 
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Legality  Question 

Delaying  New  Law 
Harrisburg — Until  a   court  rules  on  its 

constitutionality  the  Pennsylvania  “gas 
gadget”  law  will  not  be  enforced.  The 
measure  was  to  have  been  effective  this 

week,  and  would  have  forced  owners  of 

thousands  of  buildings  in  the  state,  out- 
side of  Pittsburgh,  Philadelphia  and  Scran- 

ton, and  excepting  private  homes,  to  in- 
stall outside-of-the-building  gas  shut-off 

valves,  for  use  by  firemen  in  event  of 
emergency.  Dauphin  county  court  has 
held  a   series,  of  hearings  on  a   suit  brought 

by  the  Harrisburg  Gas  Co.  to  determine 
constitutionality  of  the  law,  enacted  at 

the  regular  1937  session  of  the  legisla- 
ture. Appeal  from  this  decision,  now 

awaited,  will  be  taken  to  the  state  su- 
preme court.  Ralph  M.  Bashore,  secre- 

tary of  labor  and  industry,  said  that  while 

orders  have  been  served  on  property  own- 
ers for  installation  of  the  valves,  no  prose- 

cutions will  be  ordered,  pending  the  out- 
come of  the  test  suit. 

Tire  situation  as  to  the  gas  gadget  law 
is  almost  exactly  similar  to  that  brought 

about  by  the  state’s  sweeping  attempt  to 
enforce  a   general  44-hour  law,  enforce- 

ment of  which  was  suspended  pending  a 
court  decision  in  which  the  law  was  held 
unconstitutional. 

Theatre  owners  in  various  parts  of  the 
state  had  been  notified  to  install  one  of 

five  valves  approved  by  the  department 
of  labor  and  industry. 

Pennsylvania’s  chain  store  and  theatre 
tax  law  is  still  in  the  courts. 

May  Appeal  Fine  Imposed 

For  Holding  Sunday  Show 
Cambridge,  Ohio  —   Attorneys  for  the 

Cort  Theatre  here  are  considering  appeal- 
ing $50  fines  imposed  on  Dan  Gilhula, 

manager,  and  three  employes  on  charges 

of  violating  an  ordinance  prohibiting  Sun- 
day shows. 

The  fines  were  set  by  Mayor  Homer 
Sheppard  after  the  defendants  were  found 
guilty  in  municipal  court.  The  theatre 

opened  to  test  the  Sunday  ordinance,  re- 
peal of  which  was  rejected  by  voters  at 

the  recent  election. 

Carmichaels  Still  in 

Doubt  on  Sundays 

Waynesburg,  Pa. — Residents  of  nearby 

Carmichaels  still  don’t  know  whether 

they’ll  have  to  go  away  from  home  to  see 
a   Sunday  show. 

The  official  recount  broke  a   tie  vote, 
showing  177  votes  against  Sunday  shows 
and  175  for  them.  Four  ballots  were 
missing. 

After  a   court  hearing,  in  which  pro- 
ponents charged  the  four  missing  ballots 

or  votes  constituted  “possibility  of  fraud, 
intentional  or  otherwise,”  Judge  Challen 
Waychoff  said  a   final  decision  would  be 
made  within  a   few  days. 

Pennsylvania  "Graft”  Pry 
Finds  Charges  Unfounded 

", Movie  Picnic"  Idea 
Increasing 

Pittsburgh  —   "Movie  Picnics,"  live- 
and-a-hali-hour  Saturday  afternoon 

shows,  inaugurated  at  the  Harris  Etna 

Theatre,  a   Warner  house,  some  weeks 

ago,  has  been  adopted  by  the  circuit 

at  Tarentum,  New  Kensington,  Butler 

and  Johnstown,  and  will  spread  to 

other  situations,  it  is  believed.  Oppo- 

sition houses  are  seeking  ways  of  hav- 

ing such  long  programs  eliminated. 

The  "Movie  Picnics"  for  the  most  part 

offer  two  strong  feature1  attractions,  a 

serial  and  short  subjects,  in  some  in- 

stances numbering  13,  with  the  regu- 

lar admission  price  prevailing  for 
children. 

Free  Store  Shows 

Divert  Attendance 

Cleveland — The  big  Thanksgiving  holi- 
day business  which  was  pretty  general 

throughout  this  area,  was  followed  by  the 
usual  post  holiday  slump.  This  was  aided 
and  abetted  by  a   spell  of  bad  weather  with 
heavy  snowfall  and  icy  streets. 

Although  the  Cleveland  chamber  of 

commerce  reports  a   sharp  drop  in  unem- 

ployment, department  stores  are  not  an- 
ticipating as  much  holiday  business  as  last 

year.  Reason  for  this  is  that  people  are 

catching  up  on  their  debts  contracted  dur- 
ing the  early  unemployment  period  of  the 

year. 
Department  stores  are  making  a   bigger 

play  than  ever  with  free  entertainment 

for  children.  The  marionette  perform- 

ances of  “Ferdinand  the  Bull”  in  the  win- 
dow of  the  Higbee  Company  so  congested 

traffic  that  extra  policemen  were  assigned 
to  the  corner  to  handle  the  crowds.  It 
was  noticeable  that  the  bulk  of  the  crowd 

watching  the  performance,  was  composed 
of  adults. 

Every  store  on  Euclid  Ave.,  the  main 

shopping  stem  of  the  city,  offered  free  en- 
tertainment for  children.  This  was  de- 

cided theatre  competition  and  had  a   di- 
rect effect  on  attendance.  These  free  at- 

tractions will  continue  right  up  to  Christ- mas Day. 

Chakeres  Addition 

Circleville,  Ohio — Phil  Chakeres,  head 

of  the  Regent-State  Corp.,  Springfield, 
Ohio,  has  added  the  Grand  here  to  his 
chain.  The  house,  acquired  from  the 

Piqua  Amusement  Corp.,  will  be  modern- 
ized and  the  seating  capacity  increased 

from  750  to  1,000. 

Harrisburg — The  special  session  of  the 

Pennsylvania  legislature  adjourned  after 

deciding  that  political  graft  charges 
against  Gov.  George  H.  Earle  and  13 
Democratic  associates  were  unfounded. 

Democratic  majority  report,  following  the 

House  investigation  into  graft  and  cor- 
ruption charges,  found  that  such  charges 

were  “political  frameups,”  while  the  Re- 
publican minority  called  the  entire  probe 

a   “farce  and  a   whitewash.”  The  minority 
demanded  further  investigation. 

Alleged  sale  of  the  Sunday  film  legis- 

lation of  1935  for  “cold  cash”  in  the 
amount  of  $100,000  is  denied  in  the  Demo- 

cratic report,  as  follows: 

Melchiorre  Denies  Charge 

“Mr.  Margiotti  (former  state  attorney 
general)  testified  that  Mr.  Melchiorre 
(member  of  the  House  and  chairman  of 

the  committee  which  passed  on  the  Sun- 

day film  bill)  in  Mr.  Spatola’s  (deputy 
attorney  general)  presence,  told  him 
$100,000  was  obtained  for  the  passage  of 
the  Sunday  movie  bill.  Mr.  Melchiorre 
flatly  denied  this,  and  was  corroborated 

by  Mr.  Spatola. 
“Mr.  Margiotti  further  testified  that  the 

committee  could  obtain  a   copy  of  a   $75,- 

000  check  in  the  Tradesmen’s  National 
Bank  and  Trust  Co.,  (Philadelphia)  Mr. 
Albert  M.  Greenfield  rental  account.  Mr. 

Greenfield  (real  estate  broker;  prominent 
Democrat  and  agent  for  Warner  Bros.), 

denied  receipt  of  any  money  in  connec- 
tion with  the  movie  legislation,  and  Her- 
bert Goodall,  president  of  the  bank,  tes- 

tified that  bank  records  showed  no  such 

check.  Not  one  lead  given  to  the  commit- 
tee by  Mr.  Margiotti  led  to  any  evidence 

substantiating  the  movie  bribe  charge, 

which  in  the  committee’s  opinion,  was 
“manufactured  out  of  whole  cloth.” 
On  September  22  the  former  attorney 

general  suggested  to  the  committee  which 

was  investigating  graft  charges  that  sub- 
poenas should  be  issued  for  the  records  of 

the  Philadelphia  Record  and  the  New  York 

Post,  securities  records  of  bonds  and 

stocks;  records  of  Warner  Bros,  in  Phila- 
delphia showing  the  ownership  of  se- 

curities in  either  one  of  these;  also  rec- 
ords of  Warner  Bros,  to  show  with  whom 

they  were  doing  their  bonding  and  insur- 
ance business  before  the  Sunday  movie 

bill  was  passed  and  to  whom  they  changed 
after  that  time;  also  the  records  of  Mr. 
Greenfield. 

Sunday  Shows  Intrenched 

Reform  groups  and  Sabbath  associations 
are  determined  to  continue  their  campaign 

against  Sunday  film  exhibitions  in  Penn- 
sylvania, having  taken  much  interest  in 

this  and  other  angles  of  the  legislative 

investigation.  Various  group  conventions 
here  have  taken  action  to  follow  through. 

Assuming  that  the  graft  charges  should 

be  proven,  they  were  of  the  opinion  that 
the  Sunday  film  referendum  act  would 
be  nullified,  and  Sunday  exhibitions 

(Continued  on  page  95) 
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West  Virginia  Exhibitors  Ally 

Against  Adverse  Legislation 

Wheeling,  W.  Va. — Independent  The- 

atre Owners  of  West  Virginia  at  a   regu- 
lar meeting  here  proposed  an  invitation  to 

officers  of  the  West  Virginia  Managers 

Ass’n,  for  their  presence  at  the  next  regu- 
lar meeting  of  the  ITO  which  was  ar- 

ranged for  Tuesday,  January  3,  at 
Charleston. 

Thirty-five  exhibitor  members  of  the 
newly  organized  ITO  met  here  to  set  up 

fences  against  an  extensive  adverse  legis- 
lative program  which  has  been  threat- 

ened from  within  and  without  the  indus- 

try. Extensive  labor  measures  will  be  in- 
troduced into  the  legislature  and  a   new 

censorship  bill  is  expected. 

Richard  Marks  of  Clarksburg,  vice- 
president  of  the  ITO,  presided  in  the  ab- 

sence of  R.  J.  Hiehle,  of  Parkersburg, 

president,  who  was  ill  and  unable  to  at- 
tend. I.  T.  Cohen,  representative  of 

Ascap,  was  one  of  the  speakers. 

Independent  exhibitors  are  joining  the 

ITO  in  large  numbers,  according  to  of- 
ficers of  the  group,  and  a   record  crowd  is 

expected  at  Charleston.  New  legislature 

will  convene  there  January  11.  The  Janu- 
ary 3   meeting  has  been  planned  so  that 

the  battleline  can  be  drawn  before  the 

lawmakers  go  to  work. 

Labor  Seeks  Peace  With 

Pennsylvania  GOP  Head 
Harrisburg — A   “peace  meeting”  is  being 

arranged  by  officials  of  the  State  Federa- 
tion of  Labor,  representing  AFL  unions  in 

Pennsylvania,  with  Republican  state  lead- 
ers in  the  interests  of  the  legislative  pro- 

gram which  will  be  forwarded  by  the  labor 
group.  Republicans,  termed  hostile  to 
labor  before  that  party  was  swept  into 
power  at  the  recent  election,  are  not  now 
considered  hostile  to  the  SFL. 

Gov.-Elect  Arthur  H.  James  and  new 
administration  officials  will  be  solicited 

to  support  the  adopted  program  of  the 

labor  group,  which  includes  a   dozen  im- 
portant items,  among  which  is  opposition 

to  any  legislation  restricting  signs  or  out- 
door advertising,  endorsement  of  the  gen- 

eral state  authority’s  new  building  pro- 
gram, protection  of  interests  of  AFL 

groups  against  the  rival  CIO,  opposition 

to  any  change  in  the  unemployment  com- 
pensation law  which  would  place  part  of 

the  cost  on  employes,  support  of  WPA, 
PWA,  GSA,  et  al. 

Musicians'  House-Warming 
Detroit — The  Detroit  Federation  of  Mu- 

sicians held  a   private  house-warming  for 
members  in  the  new  club  rooms  on  Second 
Blvd. 

New  IATSE  Local  Formed 

Phillipsburg,  Pa. — Moving  picture  ma- 
chine operators  have  organized  a   local  of 

IATSE  here. 

A   Woman  Praised 

Clearfield,  Pa. — Miss  Mae  E.  Shively, 

manager  of  the  Mid-State  Theatre  Co., 
has  made  a   mark  in  the  local  business 

world  that  is  equaled  by  few  other  women, 
the  Clearfield  Progress  emphasized  in  a 
recent  edition. 

When  she  was  called  to  this  city  in  1929 

as  secretary  in  the  theatre  company’s  of- 
fice, she  knew  little  or  nothing  of  the 

actual  details  of  operation  of  such  enter- 
prises. Now  she  books  the  pictures  for  six 

theatres  and  handles  a   multitude  of  ad- 
ministrative duties. 

“The  only  stars  I   knew  were  Mary  Pick- 

ford  and  Fatty  Arbuckle,”  she  said  with 
a   chuckle.  Then  she  added :   “But  it  doesn’t 
take  you  long  to  get  on  to  a   business  when 

you  do  the  bookkeeping.” 
Miss  Shively  was  born  on  a   farm  near 

Petersburg,  Huntingdon  county,  and  was 
educated  at  Curwensville,  Williamsport, 
Philadelphia  and  New  York.  For  13  years 

prior  to  coming  to  the  Clearfield  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  predecessor  to  the  Mid-State 

Theatre  Co.,  she  was  secretary-treasurer 
of  the  Alex  H.  Irvin  Co.,  a   world-wide 
concern. 

The  Clearfield  Progress  reports  that  she 
works  long  hours  every  day  of  the  week, 
but  her  pleasant  manner  indicates  that 
the  work  is  not  only  a   job  but  a   hobby. 
She  lives  in  Curwensville. 

Seek  Contributions  lor 

Pitt  Filmrow's  Needy 
Pittsburgh — Christmas  relief  commit- 

tee, with  James  H.  Alexander  as  trea- 
surer, is  making  an  appeal  for  contribu- 
tions for  a   fund  for  relief  of  Filmrow 

friends  formerly  employed  in  the  motion 
picture  business  in  the  local  area. 

Two  of  those  in  need  of  immediate  re- 
lief are  in  local  hospitals.  One  or  two 

are  on  relief.  Another  is  in  need  of  medi- 
cine. 

Instead  of  promoting  a   dinner  the  com- 
mittee decided  to  keep  expenses  down  and 

is  appealing  to  each  member  of  the  trade 
for  a   cash  donation.  Mayer  Publishing 
and  Printing  Co.  has  furnished,  without 

cost,  contribution  blanks,  and  each  sub- 
scriber will  be  furnished  a   receipt. 

All  checks  should  be  made  payable  to 
James  H.  Alexander,  treasurer,  1701  Blvd. 
of  the  Allies,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

Cadillac  Reopening 
Detroit  —   The  newly  opened  500-seat 

Center  Theatre  (formerly  the  McGinn)  at 
Cadillac,  by  Butterfield  circuit,  has  proved 
to  be  one  of  the  most  modernly  equipped 
small  houses  in  this  part  of  the  state. 
Plans  for  remodeling  were  drawn  by  Roger 
Allen,  Grand  Rapids  architect. 

A   Minor  Panic  With 

Horror  in  Alliance 

Alliance,  Ohio — A   minor  panic,  result- 

ing in  broken  window  panes,  and  lobby 
frames  and  jammed  doors,  was  caused  last 
Saturday  night  at  the  Strand  Theatre  by 
impatient  crowds  waiting  to  see  the  mid- 

night performance  of  Universal’s  twin 

horrors,  “Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula.” 
Ray  Wallace,  head  of  Tri-Theatres,  Inc., 

operating  all  three  Alliance  houses,  re- 
ports that  when  the  cashier  had  sold  more 

admissions  than  there  are  seats  in  the 

house,  he  quickly  decided  to  turn  the  over- 

flow into  the  Columbia,  and  to  “bicycle” 
the  reels  from  one  house  to  the  other. 

This  is  the  first  time  two  midnight  per- 
formances have  run  simultaneously  here, 

according  to  Wallace. 

Leon  Reichblum  Adds 

The  State  at  Wilkinsburg 
Pittsburgh  —   State  Theatre,  Wilkins- 

burg, was  transferred  last  week  to  Leon 
Reichblum,  with  H.  H.  Paul  withdrawing 
from  the  operation  of  the  house. 

New  operator  is  well  established  in  ex- 
hibition at  Charleroi  where  he  operates 

the  Menlo  Theatre.  Lou  Miller  remains  on 

the  job  as  manager  of  the  State  and  no 
other  changes  in  house  staff  or  policy  are 
contemplated  by  Reichblum. 

Paul,  who  was  the  former  active  opera- 
tor of  the  Wilkinsburg  house,  and  who 

has  three  theatres  in  the  New  England 

states,  will  spend  the  winter  in  Florida. 

Leon  Reichblum’s  brother  Sam,  who  is 
identified  with  exhibition  at  Wheeling,  W. 

Va.,  and  East  Liverpool,  Ohio,  visited  at 
the  State  Theatre  on  December  1,  date  of 
the  transfer,  to  look  over  the  property 
and  to  extend  best  wishes  to  the  new 

operator. 

Return  to  Exhibition 

Is  Planned  by  Schroth 
Pittsburgh — Elmer  T.  Schroth,  veteran 

exhibitor  who  has  been  engaged  elsewhere 
for  a   dozen  years,  plans  a   comeback.  An 
exhibitor  at  Carrolltown,  Pa.,  his  Nixon 

Theatre  there  was  destroyed  by  fire  be- 

fore the  “sound”  era. 
Schroth  is  preparing  to  reopen  the  the- 

atre at  Twin  Rocks,  Pa.,  between  Nanty 
Glo  and  Vintondale,  operated  a   number 
of  years  ago  in  the  silent  days  by  Vern 

Scott. 

Fenkell  and  Royal  Oak 

Undergoing  Remodeling 
Detroit — The  Wisper  &   Wetsman  cir- 

cuit is  putting  a   new  front  of  red  struc- 
tural glass  on  the  Fenkell  Theatre. 

The  Royal  Oak  in  the  north  end  sub- 
urb of  the  same  name,  operated  by  Komer 

&   Goldberg,  is  also  being  remodeled.  Work 
on  the  front  is  completed.  Lobby  work  is 
now  in  progress. 
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LOUISVILLE 
CJTUDENTS  at  the  University  of  Ken- 

tucky, Miss  Mildred  Griffin,  17,  and 

Carroll  Hamilton,  22,  captured  the  Ken- 

tucky state  championship  in  M-G-M’s 
“Great  Waltz”  contest  ...  In  picking  what 
he  called  the  ten  best  pictures  of  the 

year,  Boyd  Martin,  film  critic  for  the 

Courier-Journal,  placed  Walt  Disney’s 
“Snow  White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs”  at 
the  head  of  the  list  .   .   .   Floyd  Brown  of 

Universal  was  in  last  week  to  see  the 

Switows. 

Otis  Massey,  utility  man  at  the  Rex, 

probably  has  a   tangle  of  beard  by  this 

time.  Somebody  stole  his  razor  and  over- 
coat last  week  from  the  basement  of  the 

shoivliouse.  Police  recovered  the  o’coat, 
but  the  razor  is  cleaning  off  somebody 

else’s  chin  now. 

The  Strand  bowling  team,  headed  by 

J.  Flaherty,  chief  projection  operator 

there,  and  C.  Schroeder,  chief  operator 

at  the  Rialto,  hung  up  high  team  and  in- 
dividual scores  last  week  in  the  Movie 

Bowling  League.  Flaherty  spilled  the  pins 

for  a   237  total.  Right  behind  him  came 
Schroeder  with  236. 

D.  H.  Long,  secretary -treasurer  of  the 
Fourth  Avenue  Amusement  Co.,  recently 

returned  from  a   three-day  hunting  trip 
through  the  wilds  of  old  Kentucky.  Long 

really  goes  for  this  sort  of  activity.  Before 

the  season  opened  in  this  state,  he  pro- 

cured a   non-resident  license  across  the 
Ohio  River  in  Indiana  and  betook  him- 

self to  Hoosier  woods  .   .   .   Ira  Kerr,  auditor 

for  the  same  concern,  is  going  home  to 
Texas  for  the  holidays. 

The  Switows  (Modern  Amusement  Co. 

in  Kentucky  and  the  Switow  Theatrical 

Co.  in  Indiana)  will  work  with  charitable 

groups  again  this  year  in  sponsoring  free 

entertainment  and  providing  eats  for  un- 
derprivileged children  in  the  cities  where 

they  operate.  This  has  been  the  policy 

of  this  firm  for  the  last  15  years. 

Jerry  Adams.  M-G-M  salesman,  who 
covers  Kentucky,  Indiana  and  part  of 

Tennessee,  was  in  for  business  chats  .   .   . 

Twentieth-Fox’s  Mr.  McCleaster  dropped 
in,  too  .   .   .   J.  J.  Musselman,  manager  of 

the  Rialto,  has  been  dabbling  around  with 

magician’s  arts  a   long  time.  It’s  a   hobby. 

Pennsylvania  Exhibitors 

Discuss  Trade  Practices 
Pittsburgh — Discussion  and  analysis  of 

the  proposed  trade  agreement  differences 

featured  a   general  meeting  of  exhibitors 

at  the  William  Penn  Hotel.  M.  A.  Rosen- 

berg, president  of  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa., 
Inc.,  presided. 

Dismantle  House 
Detroit — The  new  Fowlerville  Theatre 

at  Fowlerville,  Mich.,  a   152-seat  house,  is 

reported  dismantled.  The  house,  only  one 

there,  was  owned  by  Albert  C.  Bower. 

"Graft"  Charges 
Fail  to  Stand  Up 
(Continued  from  page  93) 

would  be  declared  illegal  in  the  common- 
wealth. 

Plans  are  being  formulated  for  a   state- 
wide attack  on  Sunday  film  exhibitions, 

with  another  year  to  go  before  these 

groups  may  register  petitions  calling  for 

new  referendums,  under  the  law,  on  this 

subject  where  the  issue  was  approved  by 

the  voters  in  1935. 

In  the  motion  picture  trade,  however, 

it  is  felt  that  Sunday  theatre  operation 

is  so  well  established  in  a   great  majority 

of  the  communities  of  Pennsylvania  that 

little  opposition  will  be  encountered  on 

this  score.  In  fact,  according  to  promi- 
nent industry  executives,  it  is  believed 

that  where  the  issue  was  defeated  in  for- 

mer years,  a   new  referendum  on  the  sub- 

ject would  find  the  citizen  attitude  en- 
tirely changed,  with  business  associations 

generally  favoring  Sunday  theatre  opera- 
tion. 

The  reform  groups  are  awaiting  the 

outcome  of  the  long  attempted  grand  jury 

investigation  of  the  various  charges  of 

graft  and  corruption  which  includes  the 

alleged  sale  of  the  Sunday  movie  bill. 

Paramount  Night 

Detroit — Saturday  was  Paramount  Night 

at  Variety  Club.  It  proved  an  interest- 
ing evening,  with  the  following  events 

noted  by  Branch  Manager  John  Howard. 
The  AMOS  AND  ANDY  broadcast  for 

Variety,  direct  from  Hollywood  to  the  club 

rooms,  by  special  wire. 
WALT  SHAFER,  drinking  sweet  cider 

and  eating  doughnuts. 

LOU  WISPER,  whispering  the  date  of 

his  approaching  wedding. 

FRANK  DOWNEY,  expounding  on 

Shakespeare. 

PROFESSOR  QUIZ,  interviewing  SAM 
BARRETT. 

IRVING  BELINSKY,  toting  his  pestle 
and  mortar. 

KEM  MERRITT,  surrounded  by  a   flock 

of  pulchritude. 
JUDAS  RYDER,  cavorting  on  his  first 

night  out  in  69  years. 

The  GOLDBERG  TWINS,  with  their 

usual  finesse,  looking  ’em  over. 

The  twins’  competition — MAC  KRIM — 
playing  hard  to  get. 

EDDIE  KIRCHNER,  smiling  broadly  as 

the  machines  jingle. 

CHARLIE  PERRY,  deep  in  a   chemical 

analysis  of  those  meat  balls. 

BILL  CARLSON,  with  that  paternal 
look  for  all. 

CULLY  BUERMELE,  ALEX  SCHREI- 

BER,  FANNY  WETSMAN,  MOE  DUDEL- 
SON,  in  a   spelling  bee. 

FRANK  LORENZEN,  wondering  why 

all  are  not  wearing  bouttonieres. 

JOE  LENAHAN,  wanting  to  sell  “mob” insurance. 

News  in  Brief 

The  Oaks  Theatre,  Oakmont,  Pa., 

had  a   very  beautiful  opening.  This 

beautiful  theatre  is  owned  by  Mr.  S.  M. 

Rodnenok.  All  of  the  latest  and  finest 

in  modern  decorations  and  equipment 

was  included  in  the  construction  and 

equipment  of  this  beautiful  theatre 

which  was  seated  throughout  with 

AIR-LOC  full-upholstered  opera  chairs 

purchased  from  the  AIR-LOC  SEAT  IN- 

DUSTRIES, Inc.,  of  Minneapolis. 

*   *   * 

Oglietti  Bros,  have  opened  their  new 

beautiful  Palace  Theatre  at  Leechburg, 

Pa.,  which  is  one  of  the  most  modern 

and  beautiful  theatres  in  that  section 

of  the  state.  All  new  and  finest  quality 

equipment  was  installed  including  700 

Deluxe  AIR-LOC  full-upholstered  opera 
chairs. 

*   *   * 

The  Main  Theatre  at  Altamont,  Illi- 

nois, recently  opened  after  being  com- 

pletely re-modernized  and  re-equipped 

including  installation  of  Deluxe  AIR- 

LOC  full-upholstered  opera  chairs  pur- 

chased through  Mr.  George  Busher, 

who  is  St.  Louis  distributor  for  the  AIR- 

LOC  SEAT  INDUSTRIES,  Inc. 

*   *   * 

The  Interstate  Theatres,  Inc.  (A.  G. 

Constant),  with  headquarters  at  Steu- 

benville, Ohio,  announce  the  opening 

of  their  beautiful  Deluxe  Park  Theatre, 

at  Mansfield,  Ohio,  which  was  con- 

structed at  a   cost  of  approximately 

$150,000.00.  Mr.  Constant  selected  De- 

luxe AIR-LOC  full-upholstered  opera 

chairs  for  this  beautiful  theatre  and 

also  installed  similar  AIR-LOC  opera 

chairs  in  his  theatres  at  Niles,  Bellaire 

and  Yorkville. 

— Adv. 
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J£ARL  KRUG,  Sun-Telegraph  film  critic, 
has  turned  beer  salesman  over  WJAS 

with  a   Monday,  Wednesday  and  Friday 

airing  at  6:45  p.  m„  the  new  program 
featuring  theatre  news,  gossip  and  reviews 
.   .   .   William  J.  Lewis,  drama  editor  of  the 

same  paper,  vacationing  in  the  south,  will 
return  for  Christmas. 

Every  member  of  the  local  industry  is 

urged  to  contribute  to  the  Christmas  Re- 
lief Committee  fund  for  relief  of  those 

in  this  business  who  are  in  need.  There 

is  no  overhead  in  the  campaign,  every 
cent  going  to  the  unemployed  and  ill. 
Checks  should  be  made  payable  to  James 
H.  Alexander,  treasurer. 

Joe  Vandergrift,  20th-Fox  accessory 
manager,  on  a   sales  trip  with  Don  Reed, 
executive  of  the  accessory  department, 

sustained  an  attack  of  lumbago  at  Sis- 

tersville,  W.  Va.,  and  was  unable  to  re- 
port for  work  this  week. 

Bill  and  Charlie  Blatt,  circuit  operators, 
vacationed  at  Pinehurst,  N.  C.,  arid  took 
to  golf  in  a   big  way. 

Frank  Panoplos,  Clairton  exhibitor,  got 

his  deer.  Nice  goin,’  Pop.  Panoplos  has 
a   hunting  dog  which  was  sold  to  him  for 
a   quarter  by  Eddie  Beedle,  Canonsburg 
exhibitor,  the  canine  equipment  proving 
up  a   good  investment. 

Some  local  theatres  are  scheduling  New 

Improve  Your  Light .   .   . 
with 

WHITE-LITE  SHUTTERS 
Pat.  Pending 

20%  to  30%  more  light  with 

White-Lite  Shutters.  Elimin- 

ates eye  strain,  also  gives 

that  white  light  that  is  so 

necessary  for  perfect  projec- 
tion of  black  and  white  or 

colored  pictures. 

Write  us  for  full  details  of 
free  trial  offer. 

WHITE-LITE  SHUTTER  CO. 
Box  256 

Hopkinsville,  Ky. 

Yesterday 

Turning  Back  Our  Pages 
10  Years  Ago 

gERNIE  ARMSTRONG  succeeded  Alec 
Taylor  as  organist  at  the  Stanley  .   .   . 

Ben  Nadler  opened  the  New  Ambridge 
Theatre  .   .   .   Jack  Lawrence  named  as 
manager  of  Standard  Film  Service  .   .   . 
George  Otte  assumed  duties  as  manager 
of  the  new  Capitol,  Wheeling  .   .   .   Joseph 

I   Schnitzer  of  the  city  was  elected  presi- 
dent of  FBO  Pictures  Corp.  .   .   Fred  Solo- 
mon joined  hands  with  Mort  England  as 

representative  for  Phototone. 
Stanley  Corp.  closed  the  Davis  Theatre 

which  had  been  featuring  Keith-Albee 
vaudeville  and  pictures  .   .   .   James  G.  Bal- 
mer,  connected  with  the  amusement  busi- 

ness since  1909  when  he  started  as  sec- 
retary to  Harry  Davis,  named  as  manager 

of  the  new  Enright  Theatre  .   .   .   Harry 
Reiff  was  offering  premium  deals  .   .   . 
M.  A.  Sybert  theatres  at  Moundsville  and 
McMechen  were  offered  for  sale. 

New  Indiana  Theatre  was  reopened  af- 
ter being  entirely  remodeled  by  Stanley 

Elkin  .   .   .   James  H.  Nash  and  M.  J. 

Robinson  were  named  as  representatives 
for  Alexander  Film  Co.  .   .   .   Anthony  P. 

Jim  made  a   theatre  purchase  at  Browns- 
ville .   .   .   Local  film  releases  included  “Red 

Dance,”  “The  Farmer’s  Daughter,”  “Abie’s 
Irish  Rose,”  “Mask  of  the  Devil”  and 
“Show  Girl.” 

Year’s  Eve  midnight  shows  although  De- 
cember 31  is  a   Saturday,  and  Sunday 

shows  are  forbidden  until  2   p.  m. 

Chris  Velas,  operator  of  the  State, 

Wheeling,  W.  Va.,  has  received  news  of 
the  death  of  his  mother  in  Greece.  Jim 

Velas,  veteran  showunan  and  uncle  of  the 
Wheeling  exhibitor,  also  in  Greece,  has 

recovered  from  an  operation  for  the  re- 
moval of  a   growth  on  his  neck. 

With  the  Erie  finals  in  “The  Great 
Waltz”  contest  won  by  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Wil- 

liam H.  Talbott  at  Shea’s  Theatre,  Char- 
lie Baron,  M-G-M  exploiteer,  hurried  to 

Philadelphia  with  the  Pittsburgh,  Wheel- 
ing and  Erie  winners. 

Donn  Wermuth,  formerly  of  the  local 

Warner  publicity  department,  has  been 

appointed  as  the  circuit’s  manager  at  the 
Ambridge  Theatre.  He  will  fill  the  post 
formerly  assigned  to  Harry  Kendrick,  who 

died  of  pneumonia  more  than  a   month 

ago. 

Pittsburgh  theatre  employes’  union  of 
the  IATSE,  local  B- 12,  will  nominate  and 
elect  officers  for  1939  at  a   special  meeting 
Sunday,  December  11. 

Chester  M.  Wallace,  54,  instructor  in 
dramatics  and  playwrighting  at  Carnegie 
Institute  of  Technology  for  19  years,  died 

at  Allegheny  General  Hospital,  December 
1   following  an  emergency  operation  for 
appendicitis.  Among  his  students  were 

Hardie  Albright,  Norman  Foster  and  Ken- 
neth Thomson. 

Thieves  looted  the  boxoffice  of  the  Eng- 

land Brothers’  Triangle  Theatre,  Franks- 
town  Avenue,  last  Friday,  escaping  with  a 
small  amount  of  cash  and  tickets. 

Miss  Vaughan  Stephens  and  James 
Josephi,  both  of  this  city,  won  the  local 

championship  in  the  “Great  Waltz”  con- 
test at  the  William  Penn  Hotel  last  week. 

The  couple  was  scheduled  to  compete  in 
the  state  finals  this  week  in  Philadelphia. 

Irving  Stein  of  20tli-Fox  exchange  was 
the  donor  of  blood  in  a   transfusion  to 
Grace  Rupert  of  the  same  exchange.  Miss 

Rupert  has  been  dangerously  ill  at  Monte- 
fiore  Hospital. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 
December  11:  H.  Feldman,  Sunday;  Car- 

ver &   Stucky,  the  plush  and  leather  seat 
men,  Monday;  F.  Carver,  Tuesday;  W. 

Stucky,  Wednesday;  Robert  Clark,  Thurs- 
day; Mr.  and  Mrs.  Bernie  Armstrong,  Fri- 
day, Family  Night;  Jake  Soltz,  Saturday. 

For  the  following  week,  Sunday,  Decem- 

ber 18,  finds  Ray  Downey  listed  as  chair- 

man; Jake  Soltz  presents  “Rhumba  Is 
King”  at  the  regular  Monday  dinner;  Bob 
Caskey,  Tuesday;  Morty  Henderson, 
Wednesday;  Harry  Kalmine  is  in  charge 

of  the  Family  Night  party  Friday,  Decem- 
ber 16. 

Harry  Harris  is  managing  the  Senator 
Theatre  which  recently  opened  on  Liberty 

Avenue,  and  Ken  Hoel,  formerly  men- 
tioned as  manager,  is  in  charge  of  pub- 

licity .   .   .   Irving  Turner,  who  resigned 

several  weeks  ago  as  manager  of  the  me- 
chanical department  of  Superior  M.  P. 

Supply  Co.,  has  returned  to  booth  opera- 
tion as  a   relief  man  in  the  city. 

Larry  Katz,  William  Thompson  and 
Louis  Indo,  IATSE  officers  of  this  city, 
were  delegates  to  the  recent  Harrisburg 
conference  of  the  State  Federation  of 

Labor  .   .   .   Howard  Brooks  is  the  new  me- 

chanical repairman  for  Art  Morrone’s  Su- 
perior M.  P.  Supply  Co.  ...  A   number  of 

local  Variety  Club  members  are  attending 
the  annual  banquet  of  the  Philadelphia 
tent,  December  11. 

Pennsylvania  censors  have  dropped 

their  fight  to  ban  the  Soviet  film,  “Baltic 
Deputy.”  This  action  was  taken  because 
the  attorney  general  determined  that  the 
censors  had  no  legal  grounds  for  their  ban, 

according  to  Patrick  A.  Duffy,  vice-chair- 
man of  the  censor  board  .   .   .   Sylvia  Sid- 

ney and  Sam  Jaffe  were  here  this  week 

rehearsing  a   new  Group  Theatre  produc- 
tion. This  organization  featured  Frances 

Farmer  in  “Golden  Boy”  at  the  Nixon  this 
week.  Jaffe,  well  remembered  as  the  High 

Lama  in  “The  Lost  Horizon,”  has  fust 

completed  the  title  role  in  “Gunga  Din.” 

Pennsylvania  exhibitors  who  hoped  that 

the  state  supreme  court  would  legalize 
“games”  were  disappointed  when  the  ap- 

pellants in  the  Philadelphia  case  dropped 

their  appeal.  The  case  involved  cash 
games  other  than  Bank  Night.  Reason  for 

dropping  the  appeal,  it  is  believed,  is  the 

opinion  of  exhibitors  that  the  state  su- 
preme court  would  uphold  the  lower 

court’s  ruling  and  thus  put  the  taboo  on 
(Continued  on  page  99) 
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Personnel  Changes 

In  Ohio  Territory 
Canton,  Ohio — A   number  of  personnel 

changes  in  the  Ohio  area  are  recorded. 

Bill  Harwell  succeeds  Ben  Schwartz,  re- 

signed, as  manager  of  the  Ohio,  a   War- 
ner theatre  here.  Harwell  previously  man- 

aged theatres  in  the  south  and  southwest. 
After  seven  years  as  manager  of  the 

Mozart  Theatre  here,  Elwood  E.  Blanc  has 
resigned  to  become  manager  of  the  Allen 
in  Akron.  His  successor  will  be  announced 

shortly  by  Harry  H.  Reinhart,  owner. 
H.  E.  McManus,  who  has  managed  the 

Allen  in  Akron  the  last  two  years,  has 

been  promoted  to  booker  of  the  C&A  cir- 
cuit, of  which  the  Allen  is  a   link. 

Clarence  Wire  is  now  managing  the 

Columbia  in  Alliance,  moving  up  from 
assistant  manager  of  the  Paramount, 

Youngstown.  Henry  Schneider,  his  prede- 
cessor, resigned.  The  Columbia  is  a   Tri- 

Theatres,  Inc.,  house. 

Big  Features  Has  Eight 
Westerns  to  Distribute 

Cincinnati  —   Lee  Goldberg,  Big  Fea- 

tures Rights  Corp.,  returned  from  a   busi- 
ness trip  to  New  York  City,  with  contracts 

for  eight  new  Bob  Steele  western  features 
and  eight  melodramas,  for  distribution  by 
his  company  in  Cleveland,  Cincinnati, 
Indianapolis  and  Memphis.  The  features 
will  be  made  by  Metropolitan  Features  Co., 

under  the  direction  of  Harry  Webb,  well- 
known  producer.  Two  features  from 

Record  Pictures  Corp.,  were  also  con- 

tracted for,  entitled  “Convicts  at  Large,” 
and  “The  Gang.” 
The  reissue  “Zombie,”  starring  Bela 

Lugosi,  originally  released  by  UA,  will  be 
handled  by  Big  Features. 

Excitement  Provided  by 
Fire  on  Detroit  Filmrow 

Detroit — Tenants  of  the  Film  Exchange 
Building  were  given  a   thrill  when  a   ser- 

ious fire  broke  out  in  the  attic  of  the  two- 
story  frame  house  directly  across  the  street 
on  Cass  Ave.  The  event  almost  had  a 
dress  rehearsal,  incidentally,  as  a   small 

fire  was  reported  there  about  six  o’clock 
the  evening  before. 

The  fire,  with  its  close  proximity  to  the 
Film  Building,  drew  out  a   huge  array  of 
fire  apparatus  and  caused  a   diversion  of 
traffic  on  the  street. 

Jack  Krass  Completes 
Alterations  on  House 

Detroit  —   Jack  Krass,  who  recently 
opened  the  Dix  Theatre  on  West  Vernor 

Highway,  has  completed  minor  alterations 
on  the  house,  under  the  direction  of  Archi- 

tect Ted  Rogvoy. 

Krass  has  appointed  Louis  Stavalie,  for- 
merly with  the  Jacob  Schreiber  circuit,  as 

house  manager. 

ID)  IE  T   R   €)  III  T B 

MAC  KRIM,  circuit  operator,  was  awak- ened the  other  morning  by  a   phone 

call  informing  him  his  pet  bear,  which  he 
keeps  in  the  back  yard,  had  escaped  and 

was  raising  ned  in  the  neighborhood.  En- 
couraged by  his  brother,  Saul,  he  raced 

out  into  the  alley  in  his  pajamas  only  to 
find  his  bear  peacefully  asleep. 

Jack  Hurford,  newly-wed  manager  of 
the  Fox  Theatre,  held  a   house-warming 
at  his  Lee  Crest  apartment  Saturday  night. 

More  friends  turned  out  than  did  cus- 
tomers at  his  theatre  .   .   .   Lola  Lane,  of 

the  Lane  Sisters  of  the  screen,  is  slated 
to  open  a   personal  appearance  at  the  Fox, 
December  31. 

Harry  Remington,  Fox  Theatre  publicist, 
is  busy  these  days  handling  puffs  for  the 

Detroit  Times’  Old  Newsboys  Benefit  to 
be  held  at  the  Fox,  and  for  the  Detroit 

News’  Toy  Party  for  crippled  children  .   .   . 
Krim  Bros,  have  moved  from  the  Fox 

Theatre  Bldg.,  to  their  Lasky  Theatre. 

Alex  Schreiber  of  Associated  Theatres 
is  busy  getting  Community  Fund  sub- 

scriptions from  the  trade  .   .   .   John  Gol- 
den, the  boy  from  Lewiston,  now  at  the 

Irving  Theatre,  was  a   guest  at  Variety’s 
luncheon  on  Monday.  Harold  Heffernan, 

who  formerly  had  a   theatre  at  Coopers- 
ville,  Mich.,  was  active  in  staging  the  show 
for  the  luncheon. 

Bill  Flemion  has  placed  “Gangster’s 
Boy,”  latest  Monogram  release,  for  a 
Friday  opening  at  the  Adams  Theatre  .   .   . 

The  source  of  Bill  Carlson’s  new  coats 
was  explained  to  the  trade  on  Monday  by 

a   ventriloquist  .   .   .   The  approaching  Va- 
riety election  Monday  night  is  stirring  real 

interest. 

Bernard  Brooks  has  completed  redeco- 
rating his  President  Theatre.  New  booth 

equipment  will  be  installed  the  first  of 
the  year  .   .   .   Irving  Kessler  from  Cape 
Town,  South  Africa,  who  made  a   big  hit 
at  a   recent  Variety  luncheon,  left  these 

parts  Wednesday  for  home,  via  England. 
He  has  been  staying  with  his  cousin, 

Bernard  Brooks  .   .   .   A.  L.  Herald,  former 

house  manager  of  the  President,  is  now 

out  of  the  business.  Bernard  Brooks  is 

managing  the  house. 

Lobdell  Movie  Sign  Service  has  added 

three  new  accounts,  Clare  Winnie’s  Wol- 
verine; Ray  Schreiber ’s  Palmer  Park,  and 

Gus  Coplan’s  Times  Square  .   .   .   W.  Emer- 
son Clyma,  manager  of  National  Picture 

Service,  has  moved  to  new  quarters  at 
18980  Dresden  Ave. 

William  Marley,  manager  of  National 
Theatre  Engineering  Co.,  has  installed  new 

Mirroplionic  Sound  in  Morris  Robbins’ Echo  Theatre  .   .   .   Robert  Fullerton  of 
Great  Lakes  Sound  Service  has  given  up 

this  business  and  is  now  operating  a   the- 
atre at  Trenton,  Mich. 

Russell  N.  Carr  is  specializing  in  the- 
atre seat  repairs  and  installations.  His 

father  is  representative  of  International 
Seat  Co.  .   .   .   Bessie  M.  Just,  manager  of 

Children’s  Cinegraf  Co.,  is  producing  spe- 
cial motion  pictures  of  youngsters  as  well 

as  16mm  commercial  films. 

William  Ray  Cusick  has  closed  his 

sound  company  in  favor  of  the  electrical 
business  .   .   .   George  Davidson  is  busy 

selling  cars  to  the  trade,  again  .   .   .   Miss 
Ella  Fabrique  has  genuine  responsibility 

as  manager  of  the  Hollywood,  Detroit’s largest  neighborhood  house. 

Ben  Cohen  will  probably  be  in  the  Uni- 
versity Hospital  at  Ann  Arbor  about  four 

weeks  more.  Best  wishes,  Ben  .   .   .   Arthur 
(Continued  on  page  99) 

NOW  PLAYING 

CINEMA  THEATRE 
DETROIT 

PAUL  ROBESON IN 

"THE  SONG  OF  FREEDOM" 
PAUL  ROBESON  SINGS  "LONELY  ROAD"  AND  "SLEEPY  RIVER" 

Wire  or  Write 

WADE  E.  ALLEN 
2954  WOODWARD  AVE.  —   DETROIT.  MICH. 

For  Booking 

Telephone — Cadillac  7772;  Cherry  6964 
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Larger  Territory 

Assigned  Lapidus 
Pittsburgh — Jules  Lapidus,  Grand  Na- 

tional district  manager,  has  been  assigned 
supervision  over  the  branch  offices  at 
Cincinnati,  Cleveland  and  Detroit. 

With  the  new  promotion,  Lapidus’  dis- 
trict covers  six  film  territories,  he  having 

retained  his  authority  for  Pittsburgh, 
Philadelphia  and  Washington,  D.  C. 

District  headquarters  will  remain  at  the 
Pittsburgh  office,  which  is  managed  by 
Charles  Dortic. 

Lande  &   Gerson  Handle 

" The  Call”  in  Two  States 
Cleveland — Harry  Lande  and  Nate  Ger- 

son, operators  of  the  Independent  Film 

Service  exchange,  have  acquired  “The 
Call”  for  Ohio-Kentucky  distribution. 

The  picture,  produced  by  Best  Film  Co., 
played  at  the  Astor  Theatre,  New  York,  at 
$2.00  top.  It  was  awarded  a   grand  prize 

for  merit  by  a   jury  consisting  of  repre- 
sentatives of  52  nationalities. 

Two  Projector  Installations 

Cleveland — Leroy  P.  Langford  of  Oliver 
Theatre  Supply,  Inc.,  reports  that  he  just 

completed  installation  of  new  K   projec- 
tors in  the  Liberty  Theatre,  Toledo,  and 

in  the  Virginia  Theatre,  North  Baltimore. 

Anti-Nazi  Film  Released 

Pittsburgh — Concerned  with  the  timely 

topic  of  Nazi  terrorism,  “Professor  Mam- 
lock,”  Russian  production,  was  on  view 
here  this  week  at  the  Art  Cinema. 

NOW  -   BUY  THEM 
OUTRIGHT -AT  A 

LOW  COST 
IDEAL  FOR 

MERCHAN- 
DISE 
and 

CASH 

GIVE 

AWAYS 

CARDS  ARE  SOLD  OUTRIGHT. 

No  Other  Charges  or  Royalties 
Whatsoever. 

Send  in  a   Trial  Order  Today! 

LAKE  SHORE  SALES  CO. 
Theatre  Premium  Headquarters 

Complete  Salem  China  Line  on  Display 
404  FILM  BLDG.  —   CLEVELAND,  OHIO 

Phone — PRospect  4583 

JT’S  TWINS — a   boy  and  a   girl — born  to 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Erwin  Bock  at  Christ’s 

Hospital,  this  week.  Bock,  manager  of 
the  downtown  RKO  Palace,  promptly 
bought  an  extra  box  of  cigars. 

George  Levy,  formerly  branch  manager 
for  Pathe  exchange  in  Indianapolis,  and 
more  recently  connected  with  Universal, 
has  been  appointed  branch  manager  for 

Big  Features  Rights  Indianapolis  ex- 
change, effective  December  2. 

Incidentally,  Lee  Goldberg,  having  pre- 

viewed “The  Headley’s  at  Home,”  a   new 
series  feature  to  be  handled  by  Big  Fea- 

tures in  this  territory,  reports  enthusi- 

astically on  the  picture’s  reception  in  New York. 

J.  Shea,  L.  Bowers  and  D.  Guhila  of 

Shea’s  visited  this  week  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Crist  of  Ripley,  Ohio,  were  seen  on  the 
Row  as  were  Roy  Edgington  of  the  Odeon, 
Augusta,  Ky.  and  R.  Smeltzer,  Warner 
district  manager. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Stanley  Jacques,  (RKO) 
left  for  the  west  to  visit  their  two  sons, 
Donald  and  Robert,  now  at  school  on  the 
coast  .   .   .   J.  W.  Nordloh  has  broken 

ground  for  a   new  house  in  Silverton,  sub- 
urb of  Cincinnati.  The  house,  to  be  called 

the  Silverstone,  will  have  600  seats  and 
will  be  opened  around  March  1. 

A.  J.  Holt,  the  Idle  Hour,  Carthage,  is 

planning  a   new  front  for  his  theatre,  in- 
cluding a   new  marquee  .   .   .   Orville  Wood, 

Camden,  Ohio,  here  booking.  George  Lynch 

also  spent  several  days  for  Schine  Enter- 
prises, who  are  including  Harlan  and 

Pikeville  in  their  Kentucky  bookings  .   .   . 

Father  Cletus  Miller,  Variety  Club’s  genial 
chaplain,  has  been  signally  honored  by  be- 

ing made  a   Monsignor . 

A   wave  of  new  theatres  is  hitting  Cin- 
cinnati and  suburbs.  This  week  brings  the 

report  of  a   new  theatre  to  be  erected  in 
Elmwood  by  the  Queen  City  Holding  Co., 
reportedly  controlled  by  Nat  Galli  and 
Charles  Mervis,  exhibitors  running  the 

Mariemont  and  the  Rialto.  The  lot,  pur- 

chased by  the  company,  is  located  at  6105- 
6107  Vine  St.  A   market  will  occupy  a   30- 
foot  front  to  the  left  of  the  lobby  en- 

trance. In  the  same  square,  6217  Vine  St., 
Elmwood,  the  Elmwood  Amusement  Co. 
has  leased  the  building  for  20  years  and 
will  remodel  and  build  an  addition  in  the 

rear  of  a   900-seat  theatre.  A   confection- 
ary store  will  occupy  one  side  of  the  foyer. 

Unconfirmed  report. 

Governor  Chandler  of  Kentucky,  has 

accepted  20 th-Fox’s  invitation  to  attend 
the  premiere  of  “Kentucky,”  in  Hollywood, 
and  is  leaving  for  the  coast  .   .   .   J.  E.  Loef- 
fler,  district  manager  of  Metro  Premiums, 
visited  Cincinnati,  calling  on  the  trade. 

Queen  City  Variety  Club  held  their  first 

“FUN”  night,  following  opening  of  the 
new  clubrooms,  December  5.  An  election 
is  set  for  December  12.  Members  and 

guests  are  invited. 

Attack  Is  Fatal 

To  Jess  Fishman 
Cleveland — Jess  Fishman,  district  man- 

ager for  Warner  theatres,  was  stricken 
with  a   heart  attack  in  his  office  Monday 
and  died  shortly  after  as  he  was  taken  to 
Mt.  Sinai  Hospital. 

Mr.  Fishman  had  apparently  been  in  ex- 

cellent' health  and  his  death  was  a   shock 
to  the  entire  industry. 

A   leading  figure  in  local  motion  picture 
distribution  in  Cleveland  for  the  past  20 

years,  he  was  one  of  the  founders  of  the 
Standard  Film  Service  Co.,  for  many  years 

the  largest  independent  film  distributing 
company  in  this  territory.  About  six  years 
ago  he  joined  Warner  Bros,  where  he  was 
associated  with  the  real  estate  department 

as  well  as  with  one  of  the  districts  un- 

der Nat  Wolf’s  supervision. 

Surviving  are  his  wife  and  two  daugh- 
ters. 

Novelty  Scenic  Studios 
Remodel  at  McKees  Rocks 
Cleveland — Novelty  Scenic  Studios,  Inc., 

has  just  finished  a   complete  renovizing 

and  redecorating  job  at  the  Parkway  The- 
atre, McKees  Rocks,  Pa. 

Alfred  Glazer,  owner  of  the  house, 

rushed  the  job  in  order  to  have  it  com- 
pleted before  the  holiday  season.  Treat- 

ment included  decorating,  draperies,  wall 

murals  and  painting.  Chief  aim  of  both 

owner  and  decorator  was  to  achieve  an  at- 
mosphere of  intimacy  and  informality. 

Design,  execution  and  installation  was 
all  under  the  direct  supervision  of  Lou 

Qpper,  sales  representative  of  the  Cleve- 
land office  of  Novelty  Scenic  Studios,  Inc., 

5713  Euclid  Ave. 

Films  for  Morristown 

Morristown,  Ohio  —   The  city  council 
has  contracted  to  show  films  weekly  in 

the  new  community  hall  here.  The  village 
has  no  theatre. 

BOWLING 

Cleveland — B.  Andrews,  playing  on  the 

M-G-M  team,  was  the  highlight  of  last 

week’s  game  of  the  Cleveland  Film  Bowl- 
ing League  when  he  jumped  from  an  in- 

conspicuous score  to  top  listing.  A   gen- 

eral shifting  in  scores  resulted  in  the  fol- 
lowing listing: 

Won  Lost 
Pet. 

Columbia    11 

.694 
Messengers    . .   .   22 14 

.611 Central  Shippers 
.   .   .   18 

18 

.500 National  Supply .17 
19 

.472 
M-G-M    

.   .   .   17 19 

.472 
RKO    

.   .   9 
27 

.250 Team  High  Single Individual 

High 

Single 
Columbia    

.   886 
Koteles 

.   . .   245 Messengers    
.   868 

Krupka  . 
. ..  243 National  Supply  .   . 

.   867 
Rice  . . . . .   .   .   237 

Team  High  Three Individual  High Three 
Messengers    .2426 

Rice  .   .   .   . 
. . .   163 National  Supply  . 

.2420 
Fosbender 

. . .   588 Columbia    

.2404 

B.  Andrews  .... 
. . .   588 
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Hunt,  manager  of  the  Capitol,  pushed  a 

pair  of  scissors  into  his  eye  while  cutting 

out  ads.  He  narrowly  missed  the  eyeball. 

No  permanent  injury  will  result  .   .   .   Jos- 
eph B.  Mitchell  will  not  remodel  his  Rex 

Theatre  until  spring,  if  then. 

George  W.  Carr,  representative  of  In- 
ternational Seat  Co.,  has  returned  from 

an  extended  trip  to  his  native  Chicago. 

He  will  reseat  Harry  Brown’s  Dexter  there, 
starting  December  18.  It  is  a   1,200 -seater. 
Carr  recently  installed  700  seats  in  Mitch- 

ell Victor’s  Astor  Theatre  .   .   .   Sidney 
Stern,  proprietor  of  the  Lincoln  Motion 
Picture  Co.,  has  folded  and  is  now  on  the 
road  as  a   film  salesman. 

Cohen  Bros,  are  completing  alterations 

on  their  Reo  Theatre  Bldg.  .   .   .   Gene 

Buck,  ex-Detroiter  and  now  head  of  Ascap, 
spoke  at  an  anniversary  banquet  of  the 

Adcraft  Club  here  .   .   .   They’re  organizing 
a   Deanna  Durbin  fan  club  here. 

Jack  Adams  and  Lou  Giffels,  Varieteers 

from  Olympia,  are  now  busy  with  the 
hockey  season  .   .   .   William  Foster,  who 

formerly  handled  service  for  General  Reg- 
ister ticket  machines,  is  now  servicing 

boxoffice  equipment  on  his  own. 

J.  G.  Kalec,  of  Kalec,  Inc.,  reports  an 
off  season  in  the  commercial  16mm 

field  in  which  the  company  is  a   pro- 
ducer. Scarcity  of  new  machinery  lines  is 

principal  reason  for  falling  off  in  produc- 
tion in  this  field. 

James  Laughlin  is  now  Detroit  manager 

for  the  Major  Equipment  Co.,  distribu- 
tors of  theatre  lighting  equipment.  He 

succeeds  the  late  H.  H.  Norton. 

Arthur  Caplan,  president  of  Metropoli- 
tan Motion  Picture  Co.,  has  opened  a   new 

camera  shop  in  the  Fisher  Building,  a   few 

doors  away  from  his  old  location,  and 

claims  the  new  one  to  be  “the  finest  in 

the  country.”  Incidentally  he  is  starting 
work  on  production  of  a   new  commercial 
film. 

Colin  G.  O’Dell,  formerly  a   partner  in 
the  Detroit  Sound  Engineering  Co.,  and 

who  has  operated  the  O’Dell  Engineering 
Co.  for  the  past  three  years,  has  closed  his 
business  and  is  now  affiliated  with  the 
Bond  Electric  Co.  .   .   .   Raymond  Schroeder, 
operator  of  the  National  Sound  Co.,  has 

given  up  the  theatrical  division  of  his  com- 
pany, turning  all  work  of  this  type  to  the 

Reiss  Sound  Co. 

Charles  H.  Powell,  state  distributor  of 

Skillful  Screeno,  is  away  on  a   trip  to 

Erie,  Pa.  .   .   .   Carl  Krueger,  of  the  the- 
atrical distribution  department  of  Jam 

Handy  Pictures  Service,  Inc.,  is  in  Pitts- 
burgh this  week  on  a   business  trip. 

W.  Hedwig,  producer  with  Nuart,  and 
Harry  Kapit,  producer  with  Walter  Guth- 
lon,  Inc.,  were  in  town  this  week,  confer- 

ring with  Edward  F.  Knop,  president  of 
Cosmopolitan  Film  Libraries. 

The  Commercial  Film  Co.,  organized 

about  two  years  ago  by  Albert  C.  Doyle  and 

Odillion  B.  Weed,  as  a   new  motion  pic- 

( Continued  on  next  page) 

Schreiber  Quintet 

Gets  Selling  Spur 

Detroit — An  aggressive  policy  of  mer- 

chandising showmanship  is  being  follow- 
ed in  the  five  theatres  taken  over  by  Ray 

Schreiber  a   few  months  ago  from  his 

uncle,  Jake  Schreiber.  The  houses  involved 

have  been  placed  under  the  new  Midwest 

Theatres,  Inc.,  a   $25,000  corporation,  with 

headquarters  in  the  Colonial  Theatre  Bldg. 

Ray  Schreiber  is  president  and  general 

manager  of  the  organization.  Personnel 

management  as  well  as  booking  has  been 

placed  in  charge  of  Frank  Stuart,  who 

was  formerly  general  manager  of  American 

Theatre  Science,  Inc.  Display  and  all  pub- 
licity are  handled  by  Bernard  Samuels, 

who  has  been  with  the  organization  some 

years. 
Harry  Hoffman,  who  recently  came  from 

New  York  to  manage  the  Colonial,  has 

been  moved  up  to  the  Majestic  Theatre 

and  his  place  at  the  Colonial  taken  by 

Larry  Nyberg.  Eddie  Jacobson,  another 

progressive  house  manager,  has  been  moved 

back  to  the  Forest  Theatre  from  the  Gar- 
den, and  Harry  McIntyre,  who  used  to  be 

with  Ray  Schreiber  in  the  old  Crystal 

Theatre,  now  demolished,  has  been  made 

manager  of  the  Garden. 

The  fifth  of  the  newly  acquired  houses, 

the  Blackstone  No.  2,  is  now  being  re- 
modeled after  being  closed  for  a   long 

time  and  is  to  be  reopened  in  about  ten 

days.  A   manager  has  not  yet  been  ap- 

pointed. 
Despite  the  fact  that  a   large  sum  of 

money  has  been  spent  remodeling  most  of 

these  theatres  during  the  past  year, 

Schreiber  is  now  making  plans  to  air  con- 

( Continued  on  next  page) 

PITTSBURGH 
(Continued  from  page  96) 

games  throughout  the  state.  As  the  situa- 
tion now  stands,  theatre  cash  games  are 

banned  in  three  counties,  but  are  being 

played  in  most  parts  of  the  state.  The 

Bank  Night  case  is  pending  in  the  courts 
at  Meadville. 

Warner’s  Columbia  Theatre,  Sharon, 
will  discontinue  its  cash  game.  Pat  No- 

taro, manager,  teas  arrested  recently  on 
charges  of  conducting  a   lottery.  District 

Attorney  Edwin  C.  Moon  said  that  the  sys- 
tem used  at  the  theatre  was  identical  to 

Bank  Night  which  he  banned  in  the 
spring. 

Please  contribute  to  the  Filmrow  Christ- 

mas Relief  Fund.  Help  those  in  our  in- 
dustry who  need  help. 

CALLING  ALL  MICHIGAN  EXHIBITORS 

You  too,  like  hundreds  of  other  ex- 
hibitors, can  add  many  dollars  weekly 

to  your  profits  by  the  installation  of  a 
Burch  Popcorn  Machine  in  YOUR  thea- 

tre. Write  today  for  full  details. 

Kernel  Pop  Klinkel  —   ALBION,  MICH. 
Your  Burch  Mfg\  Co.  Representative 

QOOD  NEWS  OF  1938— M.  B.  Horwitz, who  was  rushed  to  Lakeside  Hospital 

last  week  at  the  first  sign  of  pneumonia, 

is  getting  along  nicely,  and  while  he  is  not 
receiving  visitors,  he  is  kept  busy  reading 

messages  of  friends  from  all  points  of  the 

compass  .   .   .   Another  convalescent  is  Art 

Himmelein,  brother  of  Grand  National’s 
John,  and  himself  a   prominent  exhibitor 

in  these  parts  once  upon  a   time.  Art  is  at 
a   hospital  in  Sandusky. 

Bad  news — Eddie  (M-G-M)  Brauer’s 
father,  Fred  Brauer,  71,  died  last  week 
after  a   short  illness.  He  is  survived  by  his 

wife,  four  sons  and  a   daughter  .   .   .   Funeral 
services  were  held  last  Friday  for  Jacob 

Vincent,  father  of  Mae  Vincent,  until  re- 
cently booker  at  the  Grand  National  ex- change. 

Visitors  of  the  week — John  J.  Huebner 

of  Marion;  George  Lynch  and  Ray  Frisz 

of  the  Schine  circuit  and  Jack  Shea  of 

the  circuit  which  bears  his  name. 

Bingo,  sold  by  Movie  Sweepstakes,  Inc. 
of  Cleveland,  having  completed  a   long 

term  contract  at  the  Cozy  Theatre,  La- 
Porte,  Indiana,  proved  so  popular  that  the 

theatre  renewed  the  game  for  another  13- 
week  period  .   .   .   L.  P.  Langford,  head  of 
Oliver  Theatre  Supply,  Inc.,  announces 

that  he  now  has  on  exhibition  the  “Re- 
volvo”  display  stand  which  attracted  such 
wide  attention  at  the  ITO  convention  in 
Columbus.  Langford  has  acquired  the 
northern  Ohio  selling  rights. 

R.  W.  Russell  is  now  managing  the  Pal- 
ace Theatre,  Canton,  where  he  succeeded 

R.  H.  Shaffer,  now  managing  the  Park, 

Mansfield.  Both  houses  belong  to  the  A. 

G.  Constant  circuit  .   .   .   H.  E.  McManus, 

former  manager  of  the  Allen  Theatre, 

Akron,  has  joined  Cooperative  Theatres  of 
Ohio  as  booker.  Succeeding  McManus  as 

manager  of  the  Allen,  is  E.  E.  “Woody” 
Blanc,  former  manager  of  the  Mozart  in 
Canton.  Ben  Schwartz  is  now  in  charge 

of  the  Reinhart  houses  in  Canton,  of  which 
the  Mozart  is  one. 

G.  W .   Erdmann  has  been  laid  up  with  a 

cold,  and  Carl  Evers  of  Sun  Ray  Films, 
(Continued  on  next  page) 

PERMANENT  construction  that  means 
lowest  upkeep  cost  at  a   surprisingly  low 
first  cost. 

Write  for  details 

THE  F&Y 
BUILDING  SERVICE 
328  E.  Town  —   Columbus,  O. 
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Parade  for  Movie  Quiz 

In  the  main  here  you  see  Boy  Scouts,  rounded  up  by  the  Butterfield  circuit, 

massed  for  a   parade  in  the  interests  of  the  industry’s  national  Movie  Quiz 
at  Kalamazoo,  Mich.  The  several  banners  advertise  as  many  Quiz  pictures. 

Tied  in  on  the  -promotion  were  the  State,  Capitol,  Fuller,  Michigan  and 
Uptown  theatres. 

CLEVELAND 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

owner  of  “Little  Flower  of  Jesus,”  is  in 
New  York  arranging  for  a   Broadway  run 
of  the  picture. 

Bob  Bial  has  moved  his  Art  Guild 

Studios  into  larger  space  in  the  Film  Bldg, 

and  invites  inspection  .   .   .   George  L.  Her- 
mann, Paramount  News  representative, 

has  packed  up  his  cameras  and  his  newly 
acquired  Congressional  medal  and  is  now 
covering  the  news  front  in  the  south. 

Practicing  what  they  preach,  Exhibitors 
Poster  Rental  Co.  is  keeping  up  to  date 
with  a   completely  remodeled  office  which 

promises  to  be  very  elegant  when  com- 
pleted .   .   .   Jerry  Morrison  of  Metro  Prem- 

ium Co.,  reports  that  there  was  a   capacity 

crowd  at  Al  Ptak’s  Lyceum  Theatre  the 
other  night,  when  the  Beauty  Ware  Toilet 
Set  was  first  introduced  to  the  public. 

Frank  Boyd,  local  sales  representative 

for  American  Seating  Co.,  has  under  spot- 

light display  in  his  offices  in  the  Scho- 

field Bldg.,  models  of  the  new  “Bodiform” 
chairs.  Made  without  screws,  the  seat 
upholstery  can  be  easily  removed.  Another 
feature  is  a   self  folding  mechanism. 

A   motion  picture  camera  and  projector 
outfit,  valued  at  $75.00,  is  being  given 
aivay  each  week  at  the  Knickerbocker 
Theatre,  an  Associated  circuit  house.  The 

Lake  Shore  Sales  Co.  of  Cleveland,  deal- 
ers in  premiums,  handles  the  deals  on  a 

merchant’s  cooperative  plan. 

New  Year's  Greeting 
Pittsburgh — Jane  Withers  will  be  fea- 

tured on  the  stage  of  the  new  Harris  Sena- 
tor Theatre  for  the  week  beginning  De- 

cember 30. 

Korjus  in  "Rosza  Sandor" 
Hollywood — Miliza  Korjus,  who  made 

her  American  debut  in  “The  Great  Waltz,” 
will  next  be  starred  in  M-G-M’s  “Rosza 

Sandor.” 

Ray  Schreiber  Quintet 
Is  Given  Selling  Spur 

(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

dition  both  the  Colonial  and  the  Majestic 
for  next  season. 

The  Palmer  Park  Theatre,  which  was 
the  only  house  Ray  Schreiber  operated 

immediately  before  taking  over  the  Mid- 

west group  of  five,  is  being  managed  in- 
dependently, and  Walter  Morgan,  who  was 

formerly  at  the  Times  Square  Theatre,  has 
been  made  house  manager,  succeeding 
Leonard  Salsbury. 

All  the  theatres  are  on  a   strict  picture 
basis  except  the  Colonial,  which  is  using 

vaudeville  of  a   calibre  topped  in  this  ter- 
ritory only  by  the  big  shows  at  the  Fox. 

Ted  Cook  came  into  the  house  this  week 

as  master  of  ceremonies,  and  the  line  of 

girls  is  being  handled  by  Jim  Bennett  who 
was  formerly  with  various  downtown 
houses. 

The  Finer  Shades 
Of  Dedication 

Pittsburgh — John  M.  Walker,  newly 

elected  state  senator  in  the  44th  dis- 

trict, a   resident  of  Oakmont,  was  in- 

vited to  make  the  dedication  address 

at  the  opening  of  the  new  Oaks  The- 

atre, Oakmont,  recently.  Never  hav- 

ing had  the  pleasure  and  uncertain  as 
to  what  should  be  done,  he  phoned 

for  advice  from  his  friend  and  veteran 

theatre  operator,  former  State  Senator 

Frank  I.  Harris. 

“When  you  open  a   theatre,"  Harris 

told  Walker,  “you  get  down  on  your 

knees  and  pray  for  a   large  crowd." 

Walker  told  this  story  at  the  Oaks' 
opening.  The  audience  laughed  and 
Steve  Rodnenok,  owner  of  the  new 

house,  applauded! 

DETROIT 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

ture  firm  here,  has  gone  out  of  business 
.   .   .   George  DeVos,  manager  of  Neon 

Flasher  Service,  Inc.,  reports  that  his  com- 
pany, which  has  been  one  of  the  import- 

ant installation  firms  for  marquee  signs 
for  the  past  few  years,  is  giving  up  this 

end  of  the  business  entirely  and  will  con- 
fine its  activities  to  regular  commercial 

work. 

George  C.  Cossaboom,  representative  of 

Building  Accessories  Co.,  handling  the- 
atrical acoustic  installations,  formerly  in 

the  New  Center  Bldg.,  has  moved  the  of- 
fices of  his  company  to  199  Tennyson  Ave., 

Highland  Park,  northerly  suburb  of  De- 
troit. 

W.  C.  Bieneman,  manager,  has  moved 
the  offices  of  the  Sonotone  Detroit  Co.  to 
Room  547  Book  Bldg.  .   .   .   Howard  Craven, 
manager  of  Exhibitors  Service,  was  away 
on  a   hunting  trip  last  week  .   .   .   Nat  Haase, 
manager  of  Metro  Premium  Co.,  returned 
from  Washington,  where  he  spent  a   week. 

Eddie  Murphy,  one  of  Michigan’s  vet- 
eran film  salesmen,  is  handling  the  west- 

ern Michigan  territory  for  Grand  National. 

“The  Birth  of  a   Baby”  which  he  was 
handling,  will  be  distributed  through 

Ralph  Peckham’s  organization  in  the  ter- 
ritory ...  Max  Blumenthal  is  moving  into 

a   new  home  on  Calvert  avenue  this  week. 

He  and  Mrs.  Blumenthal  are  being  re- 
united after  she  had  been  quarantined 

three  weeks.  Their  son,  Sidney,  has  just 

recovered  from  an  attack  of  scarlet  fever. 

Bob  Adler,  Columbia  booker,  has  been 
transferred  to  Omaha  and  his  place  here 

taken  by  Walter  Corey,  promoted  from 

the  poster  room.  Harold  Heilman,  for- 

merly in  the  shipping  department  of  Uni- 
versal, who  has  been  ill  some  time  and 

has  now  recovered,  is  Columbia’s  new 
poster  clerk  .   .   .   Lloyd  Hammond  has  a 
new  addition  to  his  studio  staff  in  the 

person  of  Bozo,  the  office  cat. 

Mrs.  McKee  Robison,  who  was  the  mov- 
ing spirit  of  the  Bonstelle  Theatre,  is  di- 

recting a   large  staff  of  volunteer  women 
workers  for  the  Detroit  Community  Fund 
.   .   .   Charlie  Chaplin  was  a   contributor  to 
the  campaign  fund  of  Governor  Murphy  in 
the  recent  election  to  the  tune  of  $200,  it 
was  disclosed  this  week. 

Jack  Wald’s  Wald  Neon  Co.,  now  lo- 
cated at  4145  West  Grand  River  Ave.,  has 

taken  over  the  business  of  the  Wald  Neon 

Co.,  manufacturers  of  neon  signs.  Isa- 
dore  Wald,  who  was  owner  of  the  old 
company,  is  now  a   salesman  for  the  new company. 

Harry  Lotz,  booker  for  United  Artists, 
has  been  appointed  office  manager  and 
city  salesman  as  well,  and  will  perform 
both  duties  in  addition  to  his  old  job  of booking. 

Harris  Silverberg,  manager  of  National 
Screen  Service,  has  been  spending  much 
more  time  up  state  recently,  especially  in 
western  Michigan. 

Role  for  Gracie  Fields 

Hollywood — Gracie  Fields  draws  a   top 

role  in  “Shipyard  Sally”  for  20th-Fox.  It 
will  be  made  in  England. 
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Colonial  Theatre, 

Southington,  Sold 

Intend  to  Counter  Move 

On  Bank  Night  Vigorously 

Southington,  Conn. — Abraham  M.  Schu- 
man  of  Bridgeport  and  Joseph  A.  Davis 

of  New  Haven  have  sold  the  Colonial  The- 
atre Bldg.,  Southington,  to  Joseph  W. 

Walsh  of  West  Hartford  at  an  estimated 

price  of  $100,000. 

The  property  includes  the  800-seat  the- 
atre purchased  by  Schuman  and  Davis  in 

May,  1936,  three  stores,  offices,  apart- 
ments and  an  auditorium,  all  recently  re- 

modeled 

The  new  firm  formed  to  operate  the 
theatre  is  called  Southington  Colonial 

Corp.  and  has  a   capital  stock  of  $50,000, 

with  $18,000  paid  in  to  commence  busi- 
ness. Incorporators  are  Joseph  W.  Walsh 

of  West  Hartford,  Mrs.  Florence  W.  Thal- 
berg  and  Miss  Mary  Zoufaly,  both  of 
Southington. 

Walsh  is  president  and  treasurer,  and 

Attorney  Joseph  H.  Thalberg  of  South- 
ington is  secretary.  Walsh  will  also  man- 

age the  house,  assisted  by  Raymond  Eng- 
land, present  manager.  The  new  mana- 

ger is  credited  with  23  years’  experience 
in  the  theatre  field,  operating  the  Colonial 
and  Rialto  and  Hartford  and  Embassy, 

Danbury,  before  Warner  took  over  the 

houses,  and  serving  at  one  time  as  presi- 

dent of  the  Connecticut  Theatre  Owners’ 
Ass’n. 

Negotiations  are  pending  for  the  sale 
of  the  interest  of  Joseph  A.  Davis  in  the 
Black  Rock  Theatre,  Bridgeport,  in  which 
he  was  also  associated  with  Schuman,  so 
that  he  will  be  entirely  divorced  from 
theatre  interests.  Davis  reports  he  plans 
to  return  to  the  distributing  end  of  the 

business,  with  which  he  was  associated 
for  many  years  prior  to  his  entry  into 
theatre  operation. 

Mascoli  Will  Operate 

The  Garden ,   Waterbury 
Waterbury,  Conn. — Nicholas  Mascoli, 

operator  of  the  Carroll  Theatre  here,  has 

acquired  a   lease  on  the  500-seat  Garden 
Theatre,  operated  for  the  past  five  years 

by  Steve  Panora,  who  also  runs  the  Pal- 
ace, Stafford  Springs,  Strand,  Williman- 

tic,  and  Twentieth  Century,  New  Mil- 
ford. 

Mascoli  has  closed  down  the  Garden  and 

will  renovate  the  house  before  reopening 
for  operation. 

Former  policy  was  last  run,  with  gen- 
erous use  of  westerns. 

Schmuck  Retains  Sales 

Post  With  Trailer-Made 
Boston  —   Joe  Schmuck,  initial  sales 

manager  in  New  England  for  Trailer- 
Made,  is  still  selling  for  the  concern  in 
this  territory.  Ben  Wilansky,  whose  film 

interests  include  operation  of  an  indepen- 
dent circuit  and  a   slice  of  Monogram  dis- 

tribution, recently  bought  the  Trailer- 
Made  franchise  in  New  England. 

At  Any  Rate , 
No  Passes 

Boston — A   suburban  theatre  owner  is 

a   bit  perplexed. 

A   clergyman  recently  assailed  the 

worthy's  theatre,  from  the  pulpit,  either 

as  "A  den  of  iniquity"  or  "A  den  of 

inequity." The  theatreman  isn't  sure.  However, 
when  the  Ecclesiastic  phoned  him  for  a 

pair  of  passes  several  days  later,  they 

weren't  forthcoming. 

A   High  Civic  Post 
To  Martin  J.  Mullin 

Boston — Martin  J.  Mullin,  partner  of 

the  M&P  Theatre  Corp.,  has  been  ap- 
pointed vice-chairman  for  the  Greater 

Boston  Community  Fund  of  1938-1939. 
The  film  industry  has  always  given 
staunch  support  to  this  annual  charitable 
endeavor. 

Joseph  Brennan,  executive  secretary  of 
the  MPTOA,  is  chairman  in  charge  of  the 
theatre  division.  Edward  A.  Cuddy,  M&P 

division  manager,  is  vice-chairmah. 

Maurice  N.  Wolf,  M-G-M  district  man- 
ager, is  chairman  in  charge  of  solicitations 

among  the  distributors.  John  Dervin, 

United  Artists  branch  manager,  is  vice- 
chairman. 

John  Loftus,  M&P  equipment  head,  as- 
sisted by  Mollie  Brecker,  has  charge  of  the 

theatre  equipment  group.  Hy  Fine,  an 
M&P  district  manager,  is  chairman  of  the 
music  and  entertainment  field.  John  Liner, 

orchestra  man,  is  vice-chairman. 
Such  film  executives  as  H.  M.  Addison, 

Charles  W.  Koerner,  Frank  Lydon,  Ben 
Domingo,  George  Jones,  Frank  Wolf,  and 
Max  Finn  are  committee  men. 

4,000  Feet  of  Film  Burn 

In  Skowhegan,  Me Fire 
Portland,  Me. — A   fire,  caused  by  the 

explosion  of  a   film  in  the  projection  room 
of  the  Strand  Theatre,  Skowhegan,  Me., 

resulted  in  a   loss  of  4,000  feet  of  film 
and  overcoats  and  hats  of  two  operators. 
The  machines  were  uninjured  and  hand 

extinguishers  quickly  killed  the  fire.  A 
new  film  was  rushed  from  Portland  in  time 
for  the  evening  show. 

Carl  Beals,  manager  of  the  house,  was 

in  the  projection  room  at  the  time  of  the 
explosion  but  was  unable  to  say  exactly 
what  caused  the  fire.  Parker  Noble  and 

Alden  Roderick,  operators,  were  on  duty 
at  the  time. 

Murphy  Signs  M-G-M  Pact 
Hollywood — George  Murphy,  actor- 

singer-dancer,  has  been  signed  to  a   long- 

term contract  by  M-G-M. 

Boston  —   “S’death,”  is  the  answer  of 

Roy  E.  Heffner,  owner  of  Bank  Night  in 

New  England,  to  the  ultimatum  of  Dis- 
trict Attorney  Edmund  Dewing  that  he 

will  personally  inaugurate  “vigorous  prose- 
cution” if  Bank  Night  is  not  out  of  all 

theatres  in  Plymouth  and  Norfolk  Coun- 
ties by  December  15. 

George  S.  Ryan,  Bank  Night  attorney 

in  this  territory,  conferred  with  the  dis- 
trict attorney.  Ryan  presented  decisions 

from  local  superior,  supreme,  and  federal 
courts  in  which  lottery  charges  levelled  at 

Bank  Night  were  not  sustained.  A   sec- 
ond conference  was  scheduled. 

If  Dewing  continues  in  his  widely  pub- 
licized campaign  against  the  cash  give- 

away, Bank  Night  plans  “to  meet  him  with 

legal  cudgels  at  every  turn.” 
“Individual  theatre  owners,”  Heffner  as- 

sured, “will  be  fully  backed  by  the  Bank 
Night  office  and  legal  staff  if  Dewing  takes 

any  steps  against  them.” 

Boston  Community  Fund 

Headquarters  Are  Moved 
Boston  —   Greater  Boston’s  Community 

Fund,  in  which  the  local  motion  picture 
industry  has  become  an  integral  part,  has 

moved  its  off-season  force  from  the  Bos- 
ton Chamber  of  Commerce  to  the  old  Lee, 

Higginson  Bldg,  at  70  Federal  Street,  cor- 
ner of  Franklin,  where  it  will  maintain  ac- 
tive campaign  headquarters  from  now  un- 

til February  for  the  fifth  consecutive  year. 

The  skeleton  force  will  be  built  up  to 

about  200  persons  in  the  main  office  on 
the  banking  floor  and  upstairs  quarters 
will  be  used  for  the  other  departments. 

Today,  the  offices  of  Stuart  C.  Rand, 
general  chairman  for  1939,  and  Otto  F. 

Bradley,  executive  director,  and  the  chair- 
man of  the  metropolitan  division,  districts, 

industry  and  finance  and  special  gifts  will 
be  open  for  business. 

The  telephone  number  of  the  headquar- 
ters is  HUBbard  8600  with  30  trunk  lines 

leading  into  the  building  and  80  outside 
stations. 

Fourth  Newsreel  House 

For  Hub  Still  Hovers 
Boston  —   Reports  continue  concerning 

the  opening  of  a   newsreel  theatre  in  the 
Park  Square  Bldg. 

Three  newsreels,  the  first  operated  by 
Joe  and  Max  Levenson,  the  second  by 
Frederick  E.  Leiberman  and  the  third  by 
Trans  Lux,  are  now  extant. 

Property  to  Van  Doren 
Waterbury,  Conn. — Frederick  Van  Doren 

of  the  Hamilton  Theatre  has  added  a 

piece  of  property  to  a   site  recently  ac- 
quired on  the  west  side  of  the  city,  and 

will  build  a   650  to  700-seat  theatre  there 
in  the  spring. 
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Morse-Rothenberg  Suit  May 

Go  to  Auditor  in  January 

Boston  — .   The  Morse  and  Rothenberg 

anti-trust  suit  against  the  majors,  being 
prosecuted  by  Attorney  George  S.  Ryan, 

may  be  sent  to  an  auditor  early  in  Janu- 
ary, U.  S.  District  Judge  Sweeney  indi- 

cated at  a   pre-trial  session  at  federal 
court  here. 

Counsel  agreed  that  it  would  take  more 
than  a   month  to  try  the  action. 

Judge  Sweeney  is  expected  to  send  the 
case  to  a   local  auditor,  yet  unnamed, 
within  the  next  few  weeks.  Hearings  will 
start,  probably,  soon  after  January  1. 

George  S.  Ryan,  Boston  lawyer  who  is 
also  handling  the  A.  B.  Momand  suit,  told 
the  court  that  production  of  documents 

by  the  defense  would  no  doubt  take  an- 
other week.  He  has  been  collecting  depo- 

sitions for  approximately  one  year. 

United  with  the  Morse  and  Rothenberg 
actions  is  a   similar  suit  that  Ryan  is 

bringing  for  the  present  Connecticut  cir- 
cuit operators,  Anger  and  Walsh.  The 

latter  case  involves  one-time  operation  of 
the  Metropolitan  in  Providence. 

Appeal  Likely  in  Ascap 

Copyright  Litigation 
Boston — Newsreel,  Inc.,  defendants  in 

an  infringement  of  copyright  suit  leveled 
by  Ascap,  may  appeal  a   decision  made  by 
Judge  Francis  Fort  of  the  U.  S.  district 

court,  not  to  consider  averred  combina- 
tion and  restraint  of  trade  as  a   defense. 

Newsreel,  Inc.,  in  which  Frederick  E. 
Leiberman  has  an  interest,  operates  the 

Square  in  Medford,  the  Holyoke  in  Holy- 
oke, and  the  Repertory  in  Boston. 

Loew's  Renews  Lease  on 
The  Palace  in  Hartford 

Hartford — Loew’s  has  renewed  its  lease 

on  the  2,000-seat  Palace  Theatre  for  ten 
years,  as  of  this  month. 

The  house,  usually  dark  most  of  the 
summer,  has  been  open  throughout  this 
year.  It  is  reported  extensive  repairs  will 
be  undertaken. 

" Angels "   Hits  the  Pace Of  Record  Setters 
Boston — Following  the  second  best 

weekly  gross  of  the  year,  “Angels  With 

Dirty  Faces"  was  held  for  a   second 
week  at  the  4,332-seat  Metropolitan. 

The  companion  film  was  “Down  on  the 

Farm."  With  a   take  almost  three 

times  as  large  as  normal,  the  film's 

initial  week's  gross  was  only  slightly 
beyond  the  record  figure  set  up  by 

“Alexander's  Ragtime  Band,"  which 
headed  the  first  and  only  bill  ever  to 

remain  three  weeks  at  New  England's 
largest  motion  picture  house. 

Now  a   Believer 

Manchester,  N.  H.  —   Fenton  Scribner, 
manager  of  the  Strand  here,  is  now  a   firm 

believer  in  the  saying  “It’s  an  ill  wind  that 

blows  no  §ood.” The  Strand  plays  vaudeville  along  with 

feature  pictures  and  when  a   blizzard — the 
worst  in  many  years — struck  this  city 
transportation  was  crippled. 

Out  of  six  acts  booked  to  start  a   new 

week,  only  four  appeared. 

Luck  was  with  Scribner,  however.  Mor- 
ley  and  Anger,  who  played  the  Strand  a 
few  weeks  earlier,  were  on  their  way  from 

Bangor,  Me.,  to  Poughkeepsie,  N.  Y.,  and 
dropped  in  to  volunteer  their  services. 
Then,  some  clever  local  talent  stepped 

into  the  emergency,  with  William  Calla- 
han and  Leo  Manning  offering  comedy 

recitations  and  Bernard  Reagan  singing 

popular  songs. 
As  an  appreciated  climax,  a   young  man, 

unannounced,  sauntered  onto  the  stage 

during  Reagan’s  song  number  and  swung 
into  a   “jitterbug”  number. 
The  audience  was  highly  satisfied.  So 

was  Manager  Scribner. 

Finnish  Film  Only  One 

Undergoing  Censorship 
Boston — A   Finnish  feature,  “Women  of 

Niskavouri,”  was  the  only  film  out  of  33 
to  incur  deletions  in  the  latest  list  re- 

leased by  the  Massachusetts  Bureau  of 
Sunday  Censorship. 

Cuts  on  the  8-reeler,  “Women  of  Nis- 
kavouri,” were: 

“Captions  from  ‘Take  that  collar  of 
Arne’s  away — ’,  to  and  including,  ‘ — I   hope 

nothing  has  happened’  in  part  6.  Caption, 
‘What  damn  silly  comedy  are  you  going  to 

play  now?’;  caption,  ‘You  ask  this  immoral 
woman  to  pardon  you!’  She  will  wreck  our 
marriage!  Have  you  lost  your  senses?,  in 

part  8.” 

Included  in  the  feature  to  be  passed 

without  restrictions  were  RKO’s  “Next 
Time  I   Marry,”  Republic’s  “Storm  Over 
Bengal,”  First  National’s  “Hearts  of  the 
North,”  and  Universal’s  “Secrets  of  a 

Nurse.” 

Out  of  a   similar  number  of  vaudeville 

routines,  two  were  condemned  for  pros- 

pective Sunday  showings,  while  three  oth- 
ers were  modified. 

New  Angle  to  Film 
Boston — GB’s  “To  the  Victor”  is  being 

given  its  local  premiere  by  George  S. 

Kraska  who  has  retitled  the  film,  “Bob, 
Son  of  Battle,”  and  has  redesigned  the 
publicity  campaign  to  hit  dog  lovers.  The 
film  stars  Will  Fyffe. 

Purchases  Grant  Rights 

Hollywood — M-G-M  has  purchased 

rights  to  “A  Lady  Comes  to  Burkbumett,” 
an  original  by  James  Edward  Grant. 

Pressure  on  Films 

Will  Penalize  Italy 

Boston  —   Commenting  on  Italy  and 

American  “movies,”  the  Boston  Post  edi- 
torializes on  the  “fears”  of  Vittorio  Mus- 

solini for  the  immediate  future  of  the 
Italian  film  industry. 

“The  eldest  son  of  Italy’s  premier  sees 
a   rather  doleful  immediate  future,  at  least, 

for  Italy’s  motion  picture  industry  after 
the  first  of  the  year  when  American  dis- 

tributors will  withdraw  from  the  country 

rather  than  deal  with  its  new  film  mo- 

nopoly. The  young  man  came  to  Holly- 
wood a   year  ago  to  study  our  movie  in- 

dustry. What  he  saw  must  have  convinced 

him  that  it’ll  be  many  years  before  Italy 
can  hope  to  catch  up  with  the  American 
film  product. 

“He  fears  Italians  will  stay  away  from 
the  cinema  houses  if  they  are  forced  to  ac- 

cept a   substitute  for  the  American  movie. 
He  realizes  we  predominate  the  field  and 
will  continue  to  do  so  for  many  years  to 

come.” 

Quittner  Will  Build  on 

A   New  Jewett  City  Site 
Jewett  City,  Conn — Joseph  Quittner, 

formerly  of  the  Palace,  Torrington,  has 

acquired  an  option  on  a   site  on  the  main 
street  and  plans  to  building  a   theatre, 
with  John  Barnett  as  manager. 

Barnett,  at  present  showing  pictures  in 

the  Griswold  High  School,  formerly  oper- 

ated Finn’s,  which  was  demolished  by  the 
recent  hurricane.  He  also  operates  the 

Lily,  Plainfield. 

Barnett  had  previously  considered  re- 

building in  the  rear  of  the  former  Finn’s. 

New  Foreign  Film  House 

Again  Talked  tor  Boston 
Boston — Talk  has  another  foreign  the- 

atre attempt  in  line  for  Boston.  Such 
ventures  are  no  novelty.  Imported  product 

has  been  spotted  in  past  years  at  such 
theatres  as  the  Columbia,  Majestic,  Reper- 

tory, and  Tremont. 
The  only  arty  policy  that  continues  to 

click  here  year  after  year  in  the  so-called 
cradle  of  culture,  however,  remains  George 

Kraska ’s  the  Fine  Arts. 

Buster  Holt  Takes  Over 

Satuit  Helm  in  Scituate 
Boston— Buster  Holt  has  resigned  as 

assistant  to  Manager  Ben  Rosenberg  at  the 

Fenway  Theatre.  Holt  will  take  over 
management  of  the  Satuit  Playhouse  in 

Scituate  on  December  18  for  Circuit- 
Owner  Louis  Gordon. 

Nate  Hotchburg  leaves  the  Satuit  Play- 
house on  the  same  Saturday  to  open  a 

new  theatre  in  Ayer. 

Rights  to  “Henry”  Stories Hollywood — M-G-M  has  acquired  film 

rights  to  the  “Henry”  western  stories. 
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QEORGE  S.  RYAN  and  Roy  E.  Heffner 
were  closeted  last  week  with  District 

Attorney  Edmund  Dewing  concerning  the 

latter’s  ultimatum  that  Bank  Night  must 
be  out  of  Plymouth  and  Norfolk  counties 
by  December  15.  Heffner  reiterated  to 
Dewing  a   statement  made  previously  to 
this  publication,  that  Bank  Night  will 
fight  any  ouster  action  to  the  limit. 

Carroll  Sullivan,  Plymouth  Theatre 

treasurer,  died  last  week,  apparently  sui- 
cide .   .   .   Jarl  Hermanson,  former  M&P 

scenic  artist  now  at  the  Strand  in  New 

York,  was  a   recent  visitor  to  the  Hub. 

An  audience  stimulant  being  used  with 
success  by  a   number  of  New  England 
houses  is  the  coupon  book  idea,  with  six 
tickets  going  for  the  price  of  five  .   .   .   Phil 
DePetro,  manager  for  M&P  at  the  Jamaic 
Plain,  is  prominently  mentioned  as  a   city 
councillor  from  that  district,  Ward  19. 

The  Metropolitan,  Keith’s  Memorial, 
Loew’s  State,  and  Loew’s  Orpheum  had 
holdovers  this  week.  The  Paramount  and 

Fenway  were  the  only  two  Boston  first- 
run  theatres  to  go  into  initial  showings. 

The  Morse  and  Rothenberg  anti-trust 
suit  against  the  majors,  being  prosecuted 
by  George  S.  Ryan,  may  go  before  an 
auditor  for  hearings  early  next  year. 

Buster  Holt,  assistant  manager  at  the 
Fenway  for  the  past  few  years,  resigned 
last  week  to  take  over  the  management  of 
the  Satuit  Playhouse  in  Scituate. 

Maurice  Schwartz  returned  to  the  M&P 

publicity  office  this  week.  He  had  been 
convalescing  following  an  operation  .   .   . 
Frank  Murphy,  former  member  of  the 

local  Loew’s  managerial  staff  and  present 
residential  manager  of  Loew’s  State  in 
Syracuse,  is  expected  in  Boston  over  the 
holidays. 

Leon  Bamberger,  RKO  publicity  execu- 

tive, is  on  the  speaker’s  docket  of  the 
Boston  Advertising  Club  .   .   .   Irene  Sulli- 

van of  the  M-G-M  checking  department 
has  lost  her  mother. 

Christmas  parties  are  very  much  in  the 

wind  along  Boston’s  theatre  and  exchange 
Rows  .   .   .   William  Murphy,  booker  for  the 

Louis  Gordon  circuit,  has  been  ill  .   .   .   Ar- 
thur Phifield  has  opened  the  Park  The- 

atre in  South  Berwick,  Maine. 

Maurice  N.  Wolf,  M-G-M  New  England 

head,  attended  a   district  manager’s  meet- 
ing in  Chicago  .   .   .   Bob  Burns,  Fredric 

March,  Dorothy  Lamour,  and  Gene  Autry 
are  among  the  stars  featured  in  a   special 
Christmas  and  New  Year  short  now  being 

pushed  here  by  Harry  Kirchgessner ,   Na- 
tional Screen  Service  manager  .   .   .   Walter 

Murphy,  treasurer  at  Loew’s  State,  had 
his  office  changed  around  last  week. 

Some  film  men  felt  a   certain  glee  this 

week  in  reading  the  Boston  Globe’s  edi- 
torialization  that:  “All  this  complaint 
about  ‘favoritism’  is  wasted.  There  is 
favoritism  every  time  you  pick  one  man 
for  a   job,  one  woman  for  a   wife,  one 
clergyman  to  do  your  marrying  and  one 

grocer  to  trade  with.” 

“Standing  Room  Only,”  new  play  by 

O   S   T   O 

At  Least  He's Keeping  One 
Boston — A   Greater  Boston  theatre 

owner  walked  in  on  his  matinee  the 

other  afternoon  and  found  only  one 

customer  in  the  auditorium.  He  or- 

dered the  manager,  thereupon,  to  turn 

out  all  but  one  house  light.  When  45 

minutes  had  passed  and  no  other 

patron  had  yet  evidenced  himself,  the 

exhibitor  personally  escorted  the  one 

paying  guest  to  the  candy  counter  in 
the  rear  of  the  house  and  stood  the 
treat. 

Phillip  Hopkins,  was  tried  out  last  week 
by  the  Boston  Playhouse.  The  Boston 
Evening  American,  for  which  Playwright 
Hopkins  works,  reviewed  the  offering  with 

the  headline:  “Newspaper  Farce  Shows 
Sign  of  Merit.”  A   jobless  newspaperman 
becomes  assistant  financial  editor  on  a 
small  paper  and  works  his  way  up  to  the 
managing  editorship  .   .   .   George  Kraska 

brought  back  “Slalom”  to  the  Fine  Arts 
last  week  for  a   return  engagement.  Ameri- 

can premiere  of  the  film  was  spotted  at 
the  same  theatre  two  years  ago. 

John  Hayes  Hammond  jr.,  RCA  direc- 
tor and  inventor  of  a   revolutionary  sound 

system  for  theatres,  has  been  granted  a 
patent  on  a   torpedo  that  will  turn  back 
and  strike  a   ship  if  it  misses  it  the  first 
time.  Hammond  conducts  most  of  his 

experiments  some  30  miles  north  of  Bos- 
ton at  Magnolia.  He  has  a   home  mod- 
eled after  a   medieval  castle  and  contain- 

ing appropriately,  antique  furniture,  sev- 
eral pieces  of  which  were  brought  to  this 

country  by  Christopher  Columbus. 

A   course  in  “Modern  Publicity  and  Pub- 

FRANK  C.  FCJRESMAN 

(EST  POINT,  MISSISS" 

March, 5, 1936 

To  Shorn  It  May  concern: 

It  la  Indeed  a   pleasure  for  me  to  reocommend 

the  tsurch  Pop  Com  Machine  to  anyone  Interested  In  the 
purohase  of  a   Pop  Corn  Machine. 

I   have  had  my  machine  In  operation  for  the 

past  t*enty  three  months,  using  It  every  day  and  have 
not  had  one  partlole  of  trouble.  It  Is  efficient,  and 

wholly  dependable. 

*ou  might  be  Interested  to  know  that  my 
tjurch  paid  for  Itself  In  about  four  months,  which  Is 

quite  an  lt9m  In  Itself. 

rtny  exhibitor  who  Is  Interested  In  bigger 

profits  from  his  side  line,  would  do  well  to  put  a   buroh 
machine  in  his  lobby.  Over  the  period  that  I   have  boon 

operating  my  macnlne  it  has  averaged  a   little  better 
than  $   35.00  a   week  In  sales. 

I   would  be  to  have  anyone  wire  or 

oa  11  me  .regarding  the  merit  and  success  of  r.y  machine. 

Yours  very  truly. 

Frank  0.  Poresman. 

Box  239 

lie  Relations”  is  being  offered  by  the  uni- 
versity extension  division  of  the  Massa- 

chusetts state  department  of  education. 

There  is  also  a   class  in  “ Story  Telling” 
.   .   .   Frank  Lanihan,  recently  manager  of 

the  Bijou  in  Holyoke,  is  managing  the  re- 
opened Rialto  in  New  Britain. 

Kitty  Hughes  returned  to  her  Keith’s Memorial  desk  last  week  following  a   brief 
session  with  grippe  .   .   .   Sam  Levine,  GB 

booker-salesman,  and  Mrs.  Levine  planned 
to  leave  December  15  on  a   cruise  to  Ber- 

muda .   .   .   Harry  Reiner,  RKO  advance 
publicist,  has  been  in  town  ahead  of  the 

opening  of  “Gunga  Din”  at  Keith’s  Me- morial. 

Local  officers  of  the  Society  for  Pre- 
vention of  Cruelty  to  Animals  were  so  im- 

pressed at  the  special  screening  of  “Bob, 
Son  of  Battle”  (“To  the  Victor”),  put  on 
by  George  Kraska  last  week  at  the  20th- 
Fox  exchange,  that  they  broke  a   long- 

standing precedent  and  recommended  the 
film.  Not  only  did  the  Fine  Arts  operator 
receive  a   testimonial  letter,  but  the  so- 

ciety reviewed  the  retitled  GB  release  this 
week  on  their  regular  radio  program. 

The  Star  Theatre  in  Whitingsville  is 
being  returned  to  the  open  list  .   .   .   The 
diverse  M&P  Theatres  Corp.  districts  are 
planning  holiday  fetes  .   .   .   Ascap  won  a 
point  here  last  week  when  Federal  Judge 

Francis  J.  Ford  ruled  that  alleged  com- 
bination and  restraint  of  trade  could  not 

be  used  as  a   defense  in  a   suit  for  in- 
fringement of  copyright.  Frederick  E. 

Leiberman  interests  made  the  appeal, 

Meyer  Marcus,  assistant  to  M&P’s  pub- 
licity head,  Harry  Browning,  has  taken  an 

apartment  on  Fayette  Street,  30  yards 

south  of  the  film  district  .   .   .   Alice  McKay 
is  now  with  National  Screen  Service  .   .   . 

(Continued  on  page  106) 

"Not  One  Particle 

of  Trouble ,7 

Available  for  cash  or  on 

terms  convenient  to  you. 

Burch  Popcorn  Machines 

are  guaranteed  for  life. 

New  Bedford,  Mass. 

SAMUEL  HORENSTEIN 

BURCH  MANUFACTURING  CO. 
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j^OGER  SHERMAN  brought  back  “Angels 
With  Dirty  Faces”  for  a   three-day  run, 

with  a   return  engagement  of  “Brother 
Rat”  rounding  out  the  week.  Both  pic- 

tures outdistanced  usual  business  by  75 
per  cent  or  more  .   .   .   Turkey  giveaways 
were  stopped  at  the  eleventh  hour  in  many 
New  Haven  houses  because  of  the  state 

lottery  law.  Hamden  found  them  okay, 
however. 

A   former  New  York  executive  is  ru- 

mored behind  the  new  Colonial,  Southing- 
ton, deal  .   .   .   Windsor  Locks  and  New  Hav- 

en are  whispered  as  next  locations  in  a   pro- 
posed new  circuit  .   .   .   Bob  Russell  is  en- 
tering the  suggestion  that  the  next  Hardy 

picture  be  made  in  New  Haven,  with  a 
Yale  and  football  background. 

Poli  ushers  in  New  Haven  theatres  will 

stage  a   formal  dinner-dance  at  the  Seven 
Gables  Inn,  December  14  .   .   .   Bridgeport 
Poli  employes  will  hold  their  Christmas 
party  on  December  17  at  the  American 

Legion  Ballroom  .   .   .   M-G-M  Pep  Club 
celebrates  the  16th  .   .   .   B-41  Exchange 
Employes  make  it  the  20th.  Hail!,  hail! 

Monday  nights  are  proving  increasingly 
popular  at  the  Globe,  Bridgeport,  where 
Harry  Rose  concocts  various  novelties  to 

go  with  the  vaudeville,  such  as  Night  in 
a   Court  Room,  Radio  Revue,  Candid  Cam- 

era Night,  etc.  He  invited  candid  camera 

fans  to  take  pictures  of  people  in  the 

theatre;  pictures  were  developed  and  post- 
ed, and  prizes  awarded  for  identification. 

“Pins  and  Needles,”  New  York  stage 
success,  will  be  at  the  Lyric,  Bridgeport, 
January  10,  11  and  12.  The  house  has 
been  open  only  for  weekend  holdovers 

from  the  Poli  or  Majestic  .   .   .   Metro’s  new 
student  booker  is  David  Lesser,  from  the 

New  York  office  .   .   .   Philip  Gravitz,  Metro 

booker,  is  an  any-day  expectant  daddy. 

Vincent  Fiore  started  Monday  on  the 

Palace,  New  Britain,  lobby  remodeling. 
Stairway  to  balcony  is  being  changed  to 
ascend  from  second  inner  lobby. 

“Marihuana”  is  continuing  to  draw  at 
the  Hamilton,  Waterbury;  Astor,  East 
Hartford;  Alcazar,  Naugatuck,  and  other 
spots.  The  Strand,  Hamden,  planned  to 

hold  “Unashamed”  for  a   second  week, 
after  a   buildup  first  week  of  midnight 
shows  only. 

Shep  Henkin,  UA  exploiteer,  was  here 

plugging  ‘‘Cowboy  and  the  Lady”  .   .   . 
J.  W.  Levine,  Grand  National  home  office 
auditor,  in  for  a   visit. 

Fred  Quatrano,  one  of  the  operators  of 

the  Lido,  Waterbury,  and  a   well-known 
builder,  has  moved  into  his  new  home  he 

built  himself  .   .   .   Phil  Fox  of  the  Co- 

lumbia Albany  office  will  wed  Ida  Perl- 

stein  of  Everett,  Ben  Lourie’s  sister-in- 
law.  The  pair  were  down  for  the  Yale- 
Harvard  game. 

The  Earl  Wright  family  sails  on  the 

S.  S.  Chattanooga  for  Savannah  on  De- 
cember 19,  proceeding  from  that  port  to 

St.  Petersburg  by  car  .   .   .   Marquee  of  the 
Strand,  Waterbury,  crashed  to  the  street 
when  three  men  climbed  out  on  top  to 
shovel  snow. 

William  Jefferson  of  American  Display, 

New  York;  A.  Levonis  of  the  same  outfit; 

Harry  Shaw,  and  Lou  Brown  made  the 
Poli  circuit  with  a   view  to  lobby  sprucing 
.   .   .   All  managers  now  busy  with  special 

Christmas  effects  .   .   .   Lou  Schaefer  ar- 
ranged several  tieups  on  music  from 

"Thanks  for  the  Memory”  with  local  stores 
and  on  the  WICC  airwaves. 

Donald  Blain  and  Joseph  Berens  are 

closing  a   deal  for  new  sound  in  the  Jodoin, 
Baltic.  Theatre  has  just  started  Price 
dresserware  giveaway  series. 

Fred  Van  Doren  of  the  Hamilton,  Wat- 
erbury, has  returned  from  a   motor  trip  to 

Florida,  making  the  trip  in  37  hours  .   .   . 
Charlotte  Maguigan  is  weighing  the  pros 
and  cons  of  a   trip  to  Florida  after  the 
new  year. 

Seen  in  New  York:  Harry  Shaw  bump- 

ing into  his  old  friend  Mayor  Rollie  Mar- 
vin of  Syracuse  and  making  it  a   grand 

reunion  .   .   .   Barney  Pitkin,  John  Pavone 
and  Eddie  Ruff  in  on  business. 

New  700-seat  Lockwood  and  Gordon 

house  in  Weymouth,  Mass.,  reported  pro- 

gressing toward  completion  .   .   .   “White 
Zombie”  and  “Dr.  Maniac,”  horror  special, 
tried  at  the  Allyn,  Hartford  .   .   .   Hart- 

ford Courant  holds  forth  editorially  on 

“Ferdinand  the  Bull,”  saying  “Americans 
ought  to  like  a   bull  that  has  the  sense  to 

be  very  happy  under  his  cork  tree,  smell- 
ing the  flowers  with  nostrils  that  seem 

especially  made  for  that  purpose.  Ferdi- 
nand indeed  deserves  to  be  a   national  ani- 

mal hero.” 
The  Poli,  Meriden,  cooperated  with  local 

service  clubs  in  an  annual  food  show. 
Two  hundred  baskets  of  food  were  realized. 

After  all  these  years  Frank  McDermott, 
chief  elevator  man  of  the  Film  Bldg.,  has 
blossomed  forth  in  a   uniform  .   .   .   Helen 

Sullivan,  of  the  Warner  exchange  staff, 

has  been  married  to  Edgar  Platt  .   .   .   Ar- 
mand  Denis  and  Leila  Roosevelt  of  the 

“Dark  Rapture”  expedition  were  inter- 
viewed on  WICC,  following  a   recent  one 

over  WELI. 

They  Had  to  Go 

Newport,  N.  H. — A   film  was  suggested 

the  other  night  as  diversion  for  the  Sul- 
livan county  jury  hearing  evidence  in  a 

murder  trial  of  two  men. 

A   sheriff  arranged  the  party  and  es- 
corted the  12  men,  good  and  true,  to  a   local 

theatre. 

When  the  film  program  was  only  20 

minutes  gone,  the  sheriff  passed  the  word 
the  jurors  had  to  return  to  their  quarters. 

The  picture  was  “Angels  With  Dirty 
Faces,”  but  a   newsreel  was  all  the  jurors 
saw  completely. 

Xmas  Week  Attractions 

Lined  Up  in  New  Haven 
New  Haven — The  lineup  of  Xmas  week 

attractions  in  the  downtowns  look  like 

“Christmas  Carol”  at  the  Poli,  “Dawn 

Patrol”  at  the  Roger  Sherman,  and  “Ar- 
tists and  Models”  at  the  Paramount. 

The  Poli  will  repeat  its  Saturday  morn- 

ing Xmas  toy  show,  with  Bob  Russell  ap- 
proaching merchants  to  buy  blocks  of  tick- 

ets to  admit  children  from  various  insti- 
tutions. The  money  will  be  used  to  buy 

new  toys  for  Xmas  distribution.  Gus  Bau- 
man of  the  Institute  of  Music  and  Elsie 

Roberts  of  Connecticut  Child  Welfare 
Ass’n  are  cooperating. 

Matt  Saunders  of  the  Poli,  Bridgeport, 

is  also  planning  a   morning  show,  with 

toys  as  admission.  Ed  Fitzpatrick  of  the 

Poli,  Waterbury,  will  have  a   similar  show 
with  food  as  admission. 

New  Year’s  Eve  midnight  shows  will  be 
held  in  Warner,  Loew  and  M&P  houses, 
with  the  Paramount  first  to  announce 

vaudeville.  Because  of  the  Massachusetts 

blue  laws,  Warner  and  Loew  offices  re- 
port houses  in  that  state  will  have  mid- 

night shows  Sunday,  while  in  Connecti- 

cut they  will  go  on  Saturday.  “Sweet- 
hearts” will  be  the  Poli  New  Year’s  Eve 

headliner. 

New  Hampshire  Winners 

Of  "Waltz"  Contest  to  Hub 
Manchester,  N.  H. — Executive  Councillor 

Thomas  A.  Murray,  representing  Gov. 

Francis  P.  Murphy,  presented  a   Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  trophy  to  Earl  Emmons 
and  Miss  Eleanor  Bennett  of  Laconia  as 

winners  in  the  New  Hampshire  finals  of 

the  nation-wide  “Great  Waltz”  contest  at 
the  Cocoanut  Grove  ballroom  here  No- vember 30. 

Mayor  Mamase  Caron  and  managers  of 
theatres  in  several  New  Hampshire  towns 
and  cities  witnessed  the  crowning  of  the 

state  champions,  who  were  to  participate 

in  the  New  England  finals  of  the  M-G-M 
contest  in  Boston,  December  9. 

Ticket  Books  as  Xmas 

Presents  Are  Put  Forth 
Boston — With  Christmas  present  time 

close  at  hand,  a   number  of  New  England 
exhibitors  are  looking  with  increasing 
favor  on  ticket  books  for  their  respective 
theatres.  Another  profitable  angle  is  the 

fact,  exhibitors  state,  that  such  books  oc- 
casionally become  lost  and  are  then  a   com- 

plete profit  for  the  exhibitor.  Goodwill 

and  advertising  angles  are  also  to  be  con- 
sidered. One  scheme  is  the  merchandis- 

ing of  six-ticket  pads  for  the  price  of  five 
tickets. 

Bruce-Eddy  Co-Starrer 
Hollywood — Virginia  Bruce  will  play 

opposite  Nelson  Eddy  in  M-G-M’s  “Song 
of  the  West,”  which  Jack  Conway  is  to 
direct  with  a   cast  including  Lionel  Barry- 

more, Edward  Arnold,  Guy  Kibbee  and 
Victor  McLaglen. 
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p RE-CHRISTMAS  slump  in  business  be- 
ginning to  be  felt  at  all  theatres  here 

this  week.  Sunday  weather  good  and 
warm  but  business  not  up  to  recent  weeks 

in  most  houses.  Managers  are  not  seem- 
ingly worried,  however,  as  they  busy  them- 

selves with  planning  lobby  dress-ups  for 
holidays  and  arrangements  for  special 

New  Year’s  shows. 

Harry  Reimer,  in  town  for  a   few  hours 
Sunday,  laying  out  plans  with  Manager 
Ken  Rockwell  of  the  Albee  for  a   heavy 

campaign  on  “ Gunga  Din”  booking  at  that 
house.  Rockwell,  incidentally,  through  a 

tie-up  with  the  confectionary  opposite  the 
theatre,  is  providing  free  lollipops  for  the 
theatregoers. 

A   couple  of  locally  popular  stage  per- 
formers down  on  the  books  for  early  visits. 

Nils  T.  Granlund  due  at  the  Playhouse 
with  his  girl  revue  unit  December  21. 

Granlund  is  a   former  Providence  news- 
paper man,  with  a   host  of  friends  in 

Rhode  Island.  The  Albee  has  Harry 
Blackstone  and  his  magic  show  booked  for 
December  31  week. 

Woonsocket  Elks  will  play  Santa  to  more 
than  3,000  children  from  homes  of  the 
poor  in  that  city  Christmas  morning. 
Morning  matinees  will  be  held  for  the 
youngsters  at  Rialto,  Olympia  and  Laurier 
theatres. 

A   year  ago  this  month  projection  equip- 
ment was  installed  in  the  Tuberculosis  di- 

vision of  the  Fall  River,  Mass.  General 
Hospital,  with  Nathan  Yamins,  theatre 
impresario  of  that  city,  paying  installation 

costs  for  the  projection  and  sound  equip- 
ment out  of  his  own  pocket.  And  through 

Yamins’  generosity  and  cooperation  pic- 
tures shown  in  Fall  River  theatres  have 

been  projected  once  a   week  for  the  hos- 
pital patients.  During  the  year  attend- 

ance at  these  shows  totaled  approximately 

5,000.  Dr.  Daniel  F.  Gallery,  medical  di- 
rector of  the  hospital,  discussing  the  sub- 

ject last  week,  said  the  films  had  “done  a 
world  of  good  for  the  mental  welfare  of 
the  patients,  brightening  their  spirits  and 

being  highly  beneficial.” 

Mailing  Piece  Claims 

"The  Best  in  Pictures" 
Boston  —   In  a   unique  and  distinctive 

handout  to  patrons,  George  S.  Kraska, 
operator  of  the  Fine  Arts  Theatre  in  Bos- 

ton, recounts: 

“Practical  Experience  Has  Taught  Us 
to  Regard — 

“Stradivarius,  Michelangelo,  Rembrandt, 
Shakespeare,  Steinway,  Rolls  Royce,  ad 
infinitum,  as  the  finest  in  their  particular 
field! — And  so  the  Fine  Arts  Theatre  in 
Boston,  under  the  direction  of  George 
Kraska — 

“Enjoys  the  reputation  of  presenting  the 
finest  motion  pictures,  culled  from  the 
choicest  of  films  available  in  the  world 
market. 

• 

“Endeavoring  to  retain  this  enviable 
standing  the  Art  Cinema  Guild  invites  a 

perusal  of  the  next  pages.” 
Then  follows  a   list  of  some  dozen  com- 

ing attractions,  each  characterized  by  a 
brief  review. 
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"Shock  Troops"  Single 
Reeler  Demand  Is  Good 

Boston — Dave  Ambuter  has  ten  prints 

of  “Shock  Troops  of  Disaster”  in  the 
vaults  to  fill  demands  for  the  gratis  one- 
reeler  of  the  recent  New  England  hurri- 

cane. Exploitation  accessories  also  are 
free. 

The  only  advertising  is  an  occasional 

mention  of  the  WPA,  under  whose  aus- 

pices the  footage  was  compiled  for  gov- 
ernmental records.  WPA  workers,  inci- 

dentally, are  being  circulated,  both  per- 
sonally and  in  groups,  and  urged  to  catch 

local  showings  of  the  special. 

Segal  Reports  "Zombie" Booked  Solid  to  January 
Boston — “White  Zombie,”  according  to 

Harry  Segal  of  Imperial,  has  been  booked 

solid  to  January.  Segal  has  six  prints,  in- 
cluding three  he  recently  purchased  as  a 

result  of  the  current  horror  favor. 

“Moonlight  Sonata,”  which  recently  es- 
tablished a   New  England  record  by  play- 

ing 25  consecutive  weeks  at  the  Fine  Arts, 
has  also  been  booked  solidly  from  the 
same  office. 

Ingram  in  "Huckleberry  Finn" 
Hollywood — Rex  Ingram  has  been  sign- 

ed by  M-G-M  for  a   featured  role  in  Mark 

Twain’s  “Huckleberry  Finn.”  Ingram  por- 
trayed De  Lawd  in  the  film  version  of 

"The  Green  Pastures.” 

JJDGAR  LYNCH  of  the  Warner  in  New 
York  looking  over  the  models  at  the 

automobile  show. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  Rose  entertained 
at  a   midnight  surprise  party  for  Mother 
Grann.  Guests  included  Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Harry  F.  Shaw,  Mrs.  Ida  Shaw,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Matt  L.  Saunders  and  Mr  and  Mrs. 
Morris  Rosenthal. 

“All  Quiet  on  the  Western  Front”  did 
exceptionally  good  business  at  the  Globe, 
while  Shirley  Temple  took  an  unexpected 

nose  dive  in  “Just  Around  the  Corner”  at 
the  Majestic. 

The  Palace,  Stamford,  is  first  with 

Christmas  stunts,  having  “Kute  Kris  Krin- 
gle,”  a   midget,  in  the  lobby. 

Motion  picture  equipment  has  been  in- 
stalled in  Weathersfield  High  school  for 

the  teaching  of  history. 

‘‘Angels  With  Dirty  Faces”  is  second 
consecutive  film  to  be  held  over  an  ad- 

ditional week  at  the  Warner. 

Loew-Poli  and  Majestic  have  switched 
back  from  Thursday  to  Friday  openings. 

Embassy,  New  Britain,  is  giving  jitter- 
bugs an  opportunity  to  dance  for  prizes 

on  the  stage  each  Monday  night. 

Some  members  of  local  theatre  staffs 

are  going  in  for  a   bit  of  skiing,  but  to 
date  there  have  been  no  reports  of  serious 
injuries. 

J^OCKLAND  exhibitors  and  business  men are  cheered  by  the  report  they  may  get 

a   new  industry  soon.  Incorporation  pa- 

pers for  the  new  concern,  Knox  Indus- 
tries, Inc.,  were  issued  at  Augusta  this 

week.  The  company  expects  to  erect  a 

four-story  building  to  employ  between  300 

and  400  persons.  The  Central  Maine  Pow- 
er Co.  has  offered  them  a   four-acre  tract 

in  an  excellent  location  and  their  decision 

will  be  given  within  a   few  days. 

William  F.  Freiday,  York  Harbor  ex- 
hibitor and  a   Portland  resident,  has  been 

appointed  manager  of  the  winter  sports 
show  to  be  conducted  here  by  the  chamber 

of  commerce  January  2   to  9.  The  show 
is  sponsored  by  retail  merchants.  The 
carnival  was  inaugurated  five  years  ago 

by  Harry  Botwick  manager  of  the  State 
Theatre  .   .   .   The  annual  automobile  show 

attracted  29,000  persons,  11,000  under  last 

year’s  total. 

William  Fields,  formerly  assistant  mana- 
ger at  the  Strand,  is  now  in  charge  of 

the  Empire,  replacing  Harlan  J.  Boucher, 
who  managed  the  house  for  the  past  21 

years.  Dick  Quimby,  former  doorman  at 
the  Strand,  has  been  promoted  to  assistant 
manager,  with  two  ushers,  John  Hilton  and 
Henry  Wilson,  moving  into  his  place  at 
the  door. 

Local  ships’  agents  report  a   small  ‘‘boom” 
is  due  for  the  Port  of  Portland  in  time  for 
Christmas  spending.  During  the  next  five 

weeks,  17  foreign  vessels  will  load  and  un- 
load some  47,000  tcms  of  coal,  clay,  pulp 

and  scrap  metal;  four  inter-coastal  freigh- 
ters will  load  and  discharge  several  thou- 

sand tons  of  general  cargo,  and  the  cus- 

tomary steady  stream  of  oil  and  coal  im- 
ports from  domestic  ports  will  continue.  All 

of  which  will  bring  fat  purses  to  water- 
front workers. 

Local  visitors:  Saul  Hayes,  operator  of 

the  Strand,  Boothbay  Harbor,  whose  fox 
terrier  won  the  hearts  of  the  Paramount 

exchange  gang,  and  Bill  Benjamin,  NSS 
salesman,  Boston  .   .   .   Out  of  town:  Mrs. 

Phyllis  Thaxter,  author  of  “Thru  the 
Stage  and  Screen  Door,”  a   weekly  column 
in  the  Portland  Sunday  Telegram,  who  was 

the  guest  of  Paramount  at  Eastern  Service 
Studios,  New  York. 

Paper  Sees  Slow  Motion 

Films  as  Sports  Arbiter 
Boston  —   “The  film  industry  should 

benefit,”  the  Boston  Herald  states,  sug- 
gesting that  minute  motion  pictures  be 

taken  of  athletic  events  so  as  to  do  away 

with  “unsatisfactory  rulings  on  the  field.” Comments  the  paper: 

“A  showing  of  slow  motion  pictures  of 
the  disputed  play  would  go  far  to  en- 

lighten a   court.  In  the  meantime,  excite- 
ment over  a   game  could  continue  for 

months,  and  the  mind  of  a   nation  be  di- 

verted from  trivialities.” 

Choir  in  "Spring  Again" 
Hollywood — The  Hall  Johnson  Negro 

choir  has  been  signed  for  a   musical  se- 

quence in  Hal  Roach’s  “It’s  Spring  Again.” 
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J^OU  BROWN,  new  Loew-Poli  publicity 
head  with  offices  in  New  Haven,  has 

had  the  question  “Where  can  one  find  a 
more  fascinating  business  than  motion 

pictures?”  popped  at  him  hundreds  of 

times,  and  his  answer  is  still,  “There  is 
none  more  fascinating  .   .   .   for  it  presents 
variation,  thoughtfulness,  ingenuity  and 

action.” 
“Once  a   person  becomes  affiliated  with 

motion  pictures,  which  means  the  the- 
atres as  well  as  the  production  end,  his 

work  seems  to  grow  upon  him,”  he  ex- 
plains. “It’s  like  being  innoculated  with  a 

serum.  It  gets  into  your  blood.  Working 

hours  and  conditions  are  put  in  the  back- 
ground and  your  soul  goes  into  new  ideas, 

new  angles,  new  ways  to  sell  a   picture, 
and  ways  and  means  of  getting  your  story 

over  to  your  prospective  patrons  to  swell 

the  boxoffice  take.” 

“Fright”  Gets  Him 

Lou  Brown’s  desire,  to  enter  “show  busi- 
ness” was  born  quite  a   few  years  ago  when 

Mary  Eaton,  later  to  become  a   Ziegfeld 

star,  and  Lou  attended  dancing  school  to- 

gether. He  vows  he’ll  never  forget  his 
first  stage  appearance  at  the  National 

Theatre  in  Washington,  D.  C.,  when  “old 

man  fright”  got  the  best  of  him  and  he 
upset  several  glasses  on  a   table  nearby. 

“As  they  say  about  Washington,  I   am 
one  of  the  few  native  born  sons.”  Lou 
attended  grade  school  and  high  school  and 
then  decided  to  try  newspaper  work,  so 

attended  George  Washington.  The  news- 
paper bug  bit  him  when  his  uncle,  Louis 

Seibold,  a   famous  newspaper  man,  began 
telling  of  his  experiences.  After  a   year 
at  college  he  had  the  chance  to  go  with 
the  Washington  Post  as  cub  reporter  and 

grabbed  the  opportunity.  By  his  own  con- 
fession, he  learned  more  from  his  actual 

experience  than  from  his  college  work. 

After  five  years  with  the  Post,  he  re- 
signed as  assistant  city  editor  to  become 

editor  of  a   news  picture  service,  but  only 
stayed  in  this  enterprise  a   few  years.  His 

next  step  was  in  the  advertising  depart- 
ment of  Fox  Theatres  when  Gabe  Yorke 

was  on  top.  After  four  years  with  that 
company  came  a   period  on  the  road  for 

William  R.  Ferguson  of  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer.  Eight  years  ago  he  became  asso- 

ciated with  Oscar  A.  Doob  and  the  Loew 

advertising  and  publicity  department. 

“In  my  first  survey  of  the  Loew-Poli 
New  England  circuit,  governed  by  Harry 
F.  Shaw,  division  manager,  I   found  people 

most  cooperative,”  remarks  Lou. 
Purpose  and  Philosophy 

“It  is  easy  to  see  that  the  residents  of 
this  section  are  movie  conscious  and  they 

want  entertainment.  That’s  where  Mr. 
Shaw,  the  theatre  managers  and  staff, 

and  myself  come  into  the  picture.  We’re 
here  to  sell  entertainment,  and  that’s  what 
we  are  doing.  There  isn’t  a   person  alive 

today  who  can  take  the  attitude  of  know- 
ing everything.  We  are  always  open  to 

suggestion  and  criticism.  Everyone  con- 

nected with  Loew’s  believes  in  working 
together  in  the  development  of  methods 
of  selling  our  shows.  That  goes  from  the 
porter  to  the  heads  of  the  organization. 

“Anyone  connected  with  theatre  pub- 
licity must  bear  in  mind  the  fact  that  con- 
tacts mean  a   great  deal.  One  must  know 

the  newspaper  fraternity,  the  police  chief, 

mayor  and  other  city  officials,  clergy- 
men, radio  men,  shop  owners,  members  of 

the  chamber  of  commerce,  board  of  trade, 

merchants,  organizations,  civic  and  social 

clubs — for  you  can  never  tell  when  you 
will  need  their  help  in  putting  across 

some  publicity  or  exploitation  idea.  It  is 
also  a   good  idea  to  always  be  friendly 
with  these  people.  Sometimes  we  burn  up 
because  someone  turns  down  an  idea,  but 

it’s  wise  not  to  show  it,  for  on  the  next 
trip  around  the  idea  may  click.  A   little 

smile  and  a   pleasant  ‘hello’  goes  a   long 

way  in  our  business.” 
Hobbies  and  Dreams 

In  spite  of  the  exhausting  program 

Brown  has  set  up  for  himself,  he  con- 
fesses to  several  hobbies,  including  golf — 

in  which  he  has  yet  to  break  a   hundred — 

football,  fishing  .   .   .   and  his  family,  “the 
boss  of  which  is  four-and-a-half-year 

Shirley  Lou,”  with  Mrs.  Brown  as  assist- 
ant boss.  On  top  of  that,  he  has  a   yen 

to  own  a   farm  where  he  may  some  day 

retire.  “But  at  this  wilting,  it  looks  like 

it'll  be  a   long  time  before  I   can  make  this 

dream  a   reality,”  he  adds. 

Topping  the  hobby  list  is  his  habit  of 
reading,  carefully,  every  newspaper  he 
lays  his  hands  on.  The  layout  of  ads  and 
selling  copy  is  always  of  interest,  for  he 
has  found  that  many  times  he  has  been 

able  to  pick  up  an  angle  that  goes  well 
in  a   theatre  ad.  News  stories  sometimes 

bring  out  other  angles  for  him. 

Lou  Brown’s  new  associates  in  New 
Haven  have  accepted  him  100  per  cent 

for  his  ability,  his  industry  and  his  co- 

operative manner.  And  there’s  little  doubt 
he’s  sincere  when  he  emphasizes,  “Don’t 
say  I   didn’t  tell  you  that  motion  pictures 
is  the  most  fascinating  profession  in  the 

world.” 

Indoor  Circuses  In 
Earlier 

Bridgeport,  Conn. — Indoor  circuses  are 

invading  the  state  much  earlier  this 

year  than  usual.  First  appearance  will 

be  under  the  auspices  of  the  Grotto 

at  Norwich,  with  several  other  dates 

to  follow. 

BOSTON 
(Continued  from  page  103) 

Joe  Longo,  United  Artists  advance  man, 

has  been  working  here  ahead  of  “The 

Young  in  Heart.” 
Two  different  men,  making  their  living 

in  the  local  film  district,  are  respectively 

negotiating  for  the  sale  of  inventions  de- 
signed as  improvements  to  present  pro- 
jection setups  .   .   .   Dave  Cowan,  projec- 

tionist at  the  Uptown,  died  of  heart  trou- 
ble last  week. 

Harry  Segal  has  sold  “I  Was  a   Captive 

of  Nazi  Germany”  and  “Fight  for  Peace” to  Frederick  E.  Leiberman  for  the  opening 

of  the  independent  tycoon’s  proposed  local 
de  luxer,  the  Normandie  .   .   .   H.  M.  Addi- 

son, Loew’s  divisional  manager,  has  re- 
turned to  his  Boston  headquarters,  reno- 

vated during  his  recent  circuit  circle. 

A   new  corporation,  involving  several 
well-known  film  men,  is  in  the  works  for 
distribution  of  16mm  product  .   .   .   Dave 

Ambuter,  the  Ambuter  Film  Laboratories 

head,  is  the  distributor  for  a   one-reel  New 

England  hurricane  short,  “Shock  Troops 
of  Disaster.”  Both  the  film  and  acces- 

sories, including  stills  and  one-sheets,  are 
available  without  charge  .   .   .   More  than 

100,000  people  saw  “Moonlight  Sonata” 
during  its  25-week  run,  all-time  Boston 
record,  at  the  intimate  Fine  Arts. 

Bill  McLaughlin,  son  of  the  Stoneham 

Theatre  operator  and  senior  vice-com- 
mander of  the  theatrical  post  of  American 

Legion,  is  this  year’s  co-captain  of  Stone- 

ham  High  School’s  hockey  team.  It’s  the 

first  year  Stoneham  has  ever  had  co- 
captains in  any  sport  .   .   .   Joseph  Brennan 

has  been  appointed  chairman  in  charge 

of  theatres  for  the  Greater  Boston  Com- 
munity Fund  of  1938-1939.  Maurice  N. 

Wolf  is  chairman  of  the  Distributors  di- 
vision. John  Loftus  has  charge  of  the  The- 

atre Equipment  segment,  while  Hy  Fine  is 

directing  musical  and  entertainment  line- up. 

Nate  Hotchburg,  formerly  associated 

with  Louis  Gordon  in  Scituate,  plans  to 

open  a   theatre  in  Ayer  .   .   .   Eleanor  Gla- 
zier is  now  with  Grand  National  .   .   .   Mrs. 

Marianne  Moore,  wife  of  Cape  Cod  the- 
atre owner  Raymond  Moore,  was  found 

lying  unconscious  in  a   snowbank  on  the 

front  lawn  of  her  home  in  Dennis  last 

week.  It  was  believed  that  she  had  been 

overcome  while  fleeing  a   fire  in  her  cot- tage. 

Massachusetts  film  censors  decided 

eliminations  necessary  on  only  one  mo- 

tion picture  in  the  latest  group,  compris- 

ing 33,  to  be  given  the  onceover  .   .   .   The 
Boston  tax  rate  of  $44.30,  an  increase  of 

$3.00  over  the  present  rate,  has  been  pre- 

dicted for  next  year  by  a   special  commit- 
tee of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce. 

No  less  than  the  Chase  Brass  and  Cop- 

per Co.  is  manufacturing  the  new  Milady 

Vanity  Ware  sets  for  A1  Swerdlove  of 

Federal  Sales,  Inc.  The  same  concern  de- 
signed the  utensils  exclusively  for  the 

premium  concern  .   .   .   Lynn  Sherman,  for- 

merly singer  at  the  Flamingo,  is  sched- 

uled to  open  with  Jack  Marshard’s  or- chestra in  Detroit. 

Not  that  it  necessarily  matters  so  much 

(Continued  on  next  page) 
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Sure  Burned  Up 

Boston  —   Wrote  Actor  Joe  Cook  to  a 

local  friend,  regarding  certain  important 
local  developments: 

‘•I  have  a   Boston  gold  fire  badge  .   .   . 
I   learn  that  these  badges  have  been  voided 
.   .   .   That  makes  it  fine  for  me  .   .   .   When 
I   come  to  Boston,  I   shall  wear  my  gold 
badge,  and  if  the  hotel  catches  fire,  the 
policemen  and  firemen  doubtless  will  have 
it  brought  to  their  attention  .   .   .   They 

then  should  throw  me  out  of  the  fire-zone 
— and  with  a   good  toss  I   should  land  far 
outside  the  lines.  Thus,  once  again,  I   shall 

be  saved.”  .   .   .   Silly?  .   .   .   Yes. 

Vanity  Ware  Deal  Made 

Exclusively  for  Federal 
Boston— The  new  Milady  Vanity  Ware 

dresserware  being  distributed  by  Federal 

Sales,  Inc.,  headed  by  A1  Swerdlove,  is  be- 
ing manufactured  exclusively  for  the  firm 

by  the  Chase  Brass  and  Copper  Co.  of 
Waterbury,  Conn. 

The  ivory-like  composition,  used  in  place 
of  any  glass  in  the  deal,  is  the  same  used 
by  the  manufacturers  in  their  expensive 
merchandise. 

Carroll  Sullivan  Dead 
Boston  —   Carroll  Sullivan,  Plymouth 

Theatre  treasurer,  is  dead  at  the  age  of 
42  years.  A   bullet  wound  over  the  heart 
was  the  immediate  cause  of  death.  John 

Davis,  a   night  watchman  at  the  Plymouth, 

discovered  Sullivan’s  body  in  the  men’s 
lounge.  The  police  said  he  apparently 
was  a   suicide. 

David  Cowan 

Boston — David  Cowan,  veteran  projec- 

tionist, is  dead  here  at  the  age  of  62.  He 
had  replaced  Edward  Magann,  deceased, 
as  operator  at  the  Uptown  some  18 
months  ago.  Burial  was  Sunday. 

Santa-clausette 
Boston — Fred  Greenway,  Loew’s  State 

manager,  has  gone  the  Girl-in-the-Gold- 
fish-Bowl  one  better.  Greenway,  armed 
with  lenses  and  reflectors,  is  working  out 

what  he  calls  a   Santa-clausette.  It’s  for  a 
holiday  lobby  eye-getter. 

Jane  Cowl  to  Open 
Boston — Jane  Cowl  is  scheduled  to  open 

in  Max  Reinhardt’s  production  of  “The 
Merchant  of  Yonkers”  at  the  Colonial  here 
December  12.  The  engagement,  directly 

preceding  the  New  York  premiere  of  the 
play,  is  for  two  weeks. 

Too  Few  "Right" Angles 
Boston — "The  motion  picture  busi- 

ness is  full  of  angles/'  one  of  its  mem- 

bers remarked  this  week,  "but  too  few 

of  them  are  the  ’right'  kind,"  the  same 
wit  wags. 

BOSTON 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

to  the  local  industry,  but  November  29  was 
the  deadline  for  the  filing  of  breach  of 

•promise  suits  in  Massachusetts.  A   law 
banning  heartbalm  actions  became  effec- 

tive midnight  that  day  .   .   .   Vittorio  Mus- 
solini,  according  to  the  Boston  Post, 

“Realizes  we  predominate  the  (motion  pic- 
ture production)  field  mid  will  continue  to 

do  so  for  many  years  to  come.” 

William  S.  Koster,  seat  renovation  ex- 
pert, was  out  of  town  on  business  last 

week  .   .   .   “Tarnished  Angel”  was  sub- 
stituted for  “Swing  That  Cheer”  as  sec- 

ond feature  in  the  holdover  of  “Drums” 
at  Keith’s  Memorial.  “Ferdinand  the 
Bull”  was  also  on  the  program  .   .   .   Frank 
Perry  has  been  named  president  of  the 

projectionists’  union  in  New  Haven,  with 
Fred  Frasier,  vice-president  and  Edward 
Barger  as  treasurer.  Business  agent  is 
Matt  Kennedy. 

John  Reilly,  program  director  of  WMEX 

and  former  WOLE  film  critic,  and  Vivi- 
enne Mae  Cocca  (Cameron)  are  engaged. 

Reilly  is  also  president  of  Northern  Radio 
Corp.  .   .   .   Comments  the  Boston  Globe: 

“The  Hitler  formula — 7   want — gimme — 
or  else,’  will  some  day  run  into  a   tough 

guy  who  will  respond,  ‘Oh,  yeah’?” 

Nyra  Nash,  singer  at  the  Mayfair  in  the 

film  district,  gives  as  her  reason  for  re- 
cent extended  sessions  at  the  dining  table 

the  explanation  that  she  has  signed  a 

Paramount  contract,  containing  the  stipu- 
lation that  she  must  gain  eight  pounds 

.   .   .   Loew’s  Poli  has  dropped  prices  a 
nickel  at  the  Globe  in  Bridgeport.  After- 

noon admissions  are  now  15  cents,  while 
evening  tallies  are  scaled  from  15  to  25 
cents. 

Abraham  Isenberg  is  now  assistant  to 
Ben  Rosenberg  at  the  Fenway.  Isenberg 
was  formerly  at  the  Paramount  .   .   .   Joseph 

Burke  and  William  Cohen,  traveling  audi- 
tors, have  been  at  the  20 th-Fox  exchange. 

Dorothy  Lee  in  Dix  Starrer 

Hollywood — Dorothy  Lee,  Wheeler- 
Woolsey  leading  lady  for  several  years, 
has  been  signed  by  RKO  for  a   featured 

role  in  “Twelve  Crowded  Hours,”  Richard 
Dix  starrer. 

That's  That! 

Boston  — •   Local  film  writers,  Marjory 
Adams  and  George  Holland,  settled  three 
crucial  problems  in  their  columns  last 
week. 

Penning  an  opinion  on  vaudeville,  Miss 

Adams  wrote  that  she  feels  “the  motion 
pictures  have  crowded  out  such  entertain- 

ment.” The  Boston  Globe  scribe  also  told 

her  fans,  “I  think  it  was  silly  for  Joan 
(Bennett)  to  make  up  so  artificially  in 

‘The  Texans.’  Naturally  in  those  days, 

their  hair  wasn’t  waved  in  such  a   fashion.” 
Squibbed  Mr.  Holland  of  the  Boston 

American:  “Another  year  or  two  and  Cag- 
ney may  be  a   permanent  addition  to  the 

village  of  Chilmark,  Mass.  .   .   .   He’s  in  love 
with  the  town,  and  they  say  he  cannot 

abide  Hollywood.” 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  Dec.  8,  1928) 

JI^GAIN  has  the  city  of  Lynn,  Mass.,  raised 
the  question  of  censorship  of  “objec- 

tionable” motion  pictures,  and  some  of  the 
most  recent  offerings  of  the  producers 
have  been  barred  from  showing  in  that 

city  .   .   .   Boston’s  Casino  recently  relight- 
ed ..  .   Plans  have  been  made  for  re- 

constructing the  recently-gutted  Union 
Square  at  Pittsfield. 

A   modern  house  is  the  new  Plymouth 

in  Worcester,  Mass.  .   .   .   The  Princess  in 
Hartford,  Conn.,  has  been  wired  for  sound 
.   .   .   Vincent  Madeno  is  manager  of  the 
Elmwood  at  Burlington,  Vt.  .   .   .   A   new 

1,500-seater  is  under  construction  at  Clare- 

mont, N.  H.  .   .   .   The  Elm  at  West  Spring- 
field,  Mass.,  opened  recently  with  a   four- 
change  policy. 

Sound  pictures  have  proved  a   big  boon 

to  pictures,  say  Rhode  Island  exhibitors, 
after  six  months  of  experimentation  with 

the  “latest  caprice  of  the  cinema”  .   .   . 
James  S.  Powers  has  been  promoted  to 
assist  Forster  Lardner,  general  manager 
of  the  Keith  force  .   .   .   The  new  Moriarity 

in  Waterbury,  Conn.,  is  nearing  comple- 
tion .   .   Work  is  progressing  on  the  new 

Kenmore  at  Fitchburg,  Mass. 

Loew-Poli  Press  Agent 

Completes  European  Trip 
Bridgeport,  Conn. — Alan  H.  Olmstead, 

press  agent  for  the  Loew-Poli  theatres 
here,  has  returned  from  Europe  where  he 
was  gathering  material  for  a   series  of 
articles  on  the  foreign  situation  for  the 
Times-Star. 

He  has  resumed  his  press  duties  which 

were  handled  by  his  wife  during  his  ab- sence. 

Holdovers  for  Three  Features 

Boston — FN’s  “Angels  With  Dirty  Faces” 

and  “Down  on  the  Farm”  (20th-Fox)  have 
been  held  for  a   second  week  at  the  Met- 

ropolitan. UA’s  “Drums,”  and  the  car- 
toon, “Ferdinand  the  Bull,”  were  held  at 

Keith’s  Memorial. 

RKO  Signs  Lombard 
Hollywood — Carole  Lombard  has  been 

signed  by  RKO  for  “Memory  of  Love,” 
a   romantic  drama  based  on  the  Bessie 

Breuer  best  seller  of  several  seasons  back. 

“Broadway  Serenade"  to  Grind 
Hollywood  —   “Broadway  Serenade,” 

starring  Jeanette  MacDonald,  will  start 

production  soon  at  M-G-M. 

They  Haven't  Come Back  Yet 

Boston — "I  played  two  horror  pictures 

Monday  and  Tuesday,"  a   Greater 
Boston  exhibitor  told  BOXOFFICE  five 

days  later.  "The  people  were  so 

scared  they  haven't  come  back  yet." 
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infORMon  BORteu 
Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 
products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 

ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 
FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

•   just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 
MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT488  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT489  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   com- 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 
MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 

MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT516  Motors,  constant  speed 
MTB17  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 

MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT3^9  Wall  tiles,  Interior 

MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 

MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED.  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 

UNDER  -REMARKS'' 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago,  111. 12-10-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks:. 

Name   

Theatre   

City     State.. 

MT555  Spotlight  lamps 
MT556  Sign  lamps 

MT557  Dimmers 

MT558  Ultra  violet  lighting 

MT559  Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
MT560  Flashed  opal  glass 

MT561  Pot  metal  opal  glass 

MT562  Fuses,  indicator  type 

MT563  Fuses,  cartridge 

MT564  Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

MT569  Expansion  Bolts 

MT570  Chair  fastening  cement 

MT571  Chair  refinishing  materials 

MT572  Upholstering  materials 
MT573  Seat  patching  kits 

MT574  Seat  decking  materials 

MT575  Floor  surfacing  materials 

MT576  Carpet  cleaning  systems 

MT577  Floor  waxes 

MT578  Matting,  rubber 

MT579  Paint,  screen 

MT580  Paint,  plastic 

MT581  Paint,  aluminum 
MT582  Polish,  metal 

MT583  Polish,  furniture 

MT584  Fireproofing  compounds 
MT585  Fire  extinguishers 
MT586  Ladders,  safety 

MT587  Uniforms,  staff 

MT588  Screen  cleaning  tools 
MT589  Venetian  blind  cleaners 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 
MT552  Lumiline  lamps 

MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

PROJECTION 

MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 
MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 

MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT650  Soap  dispensers 
MT651  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 

MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 

MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 

MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 
MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  horn 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MT678  Acoustical  materials 

MT591  Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
MT592  Projectors,  standard 

MT593  Projectors,  semi-portable 
MT594  Projector  pedestals 
MT595  Projector  parts 
MT596  Lamps,  suprex  type 

MT597  Lamps,  reflector  arc 
MT598  Lamps,  high  intensity 

MT599  Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
MT609  Arc  regulators 
MT601  Arc  controls 

MT602  Control  panels 

MT603  Rectifiers,  copper-oxide 
MT604  Rectifiers,  tube  type 

MT605  Bulbs,  rectifier 
MT606  Rheostats,  projection 

MT607  Motor-generators 
MT608  Lenses,  projection 

MT609  Lenses,  condenser 
MT610  Current  changers 
MT611  Mirror  reflectors 

MT612  Carbons,  projector 
MT613  Carbon  savers 
MT614  Reels 

MT615  Reel  alarms 

MT616  Rewinders,  automatic 

MT617  Change-over  devices 
MT618  Slide,  projection 

MT619  Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
MT620  Take-ups,  film 
MT621  Film  safety  controls 

MT622  Fire  prevention  devices 
MT623  Fire  shutters,  porthole 
MT624  Film  scales 

MT625  Film  scrapers 
MT626  Film  splicers 

MT627  Film  cleaners 
MT628  Air  gun  (cleaner) 
MT629  Tool  kits 
MT630  Film  cabinets 

MT631  Film  cabinet  stands 
MT632  Effect  projectors 

MT633  Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 
sulphide 

SANITATION 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 

MT688  Curtain  tracks 
MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 

MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glasses 

MT701  Insulation  materials 
MT702  Acoustical  materials 

MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 

MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 

MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 

MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 

MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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PEACE  AND  CONCILIATION  EMPHASIZED  AT 

CONVENTION  OF  CAROLINAS  AT  CHARLOTTE 
Lyle  Wilson  Is  Named  as 

President  of  Theatre 

Owners  Group 

Charlotte — Succeeding  S.  S.  Stevenson, 
Lyle  E.  Wilson  of  Roanoke  Rapids,  N.  C., 

was  named  president  of  the  Theatre  Own- 
ers of  North  and  South  Carolina  in  con- 

vention here. 

Other  officials:  Frank  H.  Bed.dingfield 

of  Charlotte  and  H.  R.  Berry  of  Harts- 
ville,  S.  C.,  vice-president. 

Directors — ,   from  North  Carolina — C.  A. 
Turnage,  Washington;  H.  E.  Buchanan, 
Hendersonville;  J.  F.  Miller,  Hickory;  H.  F. 

Kincey,  Charlotte;  J.  E.  Massie,  Waynes- 
ville;  S.  S.  Stevenson,  Henderson;  Charles 
W.  Picquet,  Pinehurst,  who  served  many 
years  as  president;  Roy  Rowe,  Burgaw, 
and  A.  F.  Sams  jr„  Statesville.  From  South 

Carolina — Albert  Sottile,  Charleston;  Boyd 
Brown,  Winnsboro;  Robert  E.  Bryant, 
Rock  Hill;  J.  I.  Sims,  Orangeburg;  George 
W.  Parr,  Lancaster. 

Mrs.  Pauline  Griffith,  executive  secre- 
tary, holds  office  by  appointment  of  the 

directors. 

The  resolutions  committee  is  composed 
of  Roy  Rowe,  A.  F.  Sams  jr.,  and  H.  R. 
Berry.  The  nominating  committee,  also 

named  at  the  opening  session  by  Presi- 
dent Stevenson,  consists  of  J.  E.  Massie, 

H.  E.  Buchanan  and  George  W.  Parr. 

Those  registered  at  the  convention  in- 
cluded the  following: 

W.  D.  Sears,  Taylorsville,  N.  C.;  Ben  L.  Strozier, 
Rock  Hill,  S.  C. ;   Frank  Allen,  North  Wilkesboro, 
N.  C. ;   H.  B.  Moog,  Atlanta;  S.  S.  Stevenson, 
Henderson,  N.  C.. 

H.  F.  Kincey,  Charlotte;  M.  F.  Schnibben, 

Florence,  S.  C. ;   Geo.  Bailey.  Wilmington,  N.  C. ; 

Roy  L.  Smart,  Charlotte;  Jay  Schrader,  Char- 
lotte; E.  L.  Hearne,  Albemarle,  N.  C.;  C.  T. 

Kirby,  Roxboro,  N.  C.;  C.  B.  Kirby,  Roxboro, 
N.C  . 

Dean  House,  Charlotte;  H.  H.  Jordan,  Charlotte; 
Mrs.  L.  D.  Eaves,  Union,  S.  C.;  J.  S.  McNeill, 

Ninety-Six,  S.  C. ;   J.  F.  Miller,  Hickory,  N.  C. 

Mike  Carmichael,  Charlotte;  F.  H.  Bedding- 
field,  Charlotte;  R.  C.  Saunders,  Mooresville, 
N.  C. ;   Morris  Nuger,  Charlotte;  C.  D.  Carpenter, 

Valdese,  N.  C. ;   Ed  Kuykendall,  Columbus,  Miss.; 
Bill  Talley,  Charlotte. 

A.  C.  Phillips,  Walhalla,  S.  C. ;   Roy  Rowe, 
Burgaw,  N.  C. ;   Mrs.  Roy  Rowe,  Burgaw,  N.  C. ; 
Manly  George,  Elizabethtown,  N.  C. ;   C.  G.  Law- 
ing,  Badin,  N.  C.;  J.  E.  Massie,  Waynesville,  N.  C. ; 
Frank  Massie,  Sylva,  N.  C.;  IT.  E.  Buchanan, 
Hendersonville,  N.  C. ;   David  Palfreyman,  New 
York,  N.  Y. ;   C.  I.  Sheely,  Clinton.  S.  C. ;   Robert 

M.  Dewey,  Philadelphia,  Pa.;  W.  E.  Osborne, 
Charlotte;  R.  G.  Crews,  Oxford,  N.  C. 

Chas.  W.  Picquet,  Pinehurst,  N.  C.;  Fuller 

Samis  jr.,  Statesville,  N.  C. ;   J.  W.  Sims,  RCA, 
Charlotte;  Fred  J.  Powell,  Chester,  S.  C. ;   G.  P. 

Knapp,  RCA  Mfg.  Co.;  Merritt  Davis,  Charlotte; 
Sarri  Hinson,  Charlotte. 

G.  A.  Hughes,  Albemarle,  N.  C.;  Mrs.  Lola 

Saunders,  China  Grove,  N.  C. ;   Lewis  Saunders, 
China  Grove,  N.  C. ;   Martin  Wagner,  Radio  City, 
N.  Y.;  R.  H.  Kennedy,  Winston-Salem,  N.  C. ; 
Lyle  M.  Wilson,  Roanoke  Rapids,  N.  C.;  C.  A. 

Turnage,  'Washington,  N.  C. ;   J.  B.  Brecheen, 
Charlotte;  PI.  M.  Lyons,  Atlanta,  Ga.;  E.  L. 
Swinson,  LaGrange,  N.  C. ;   C.  H.  Arrington, 
Rocky  Mount,  N.  C.;  R.  Fiore,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

R.  E.  Heller,  Charlotte;  Jas.  E.  Estridge,  Gas- 
tonia, N.  C.;  Roger  Mitchell,  Charlotte;  J.  H. 

Highsmith,  Robersonville,  N.  C. ;   Geo.  W.  Parr, 
Lancaster,  S.  C. ;   Boyd  B.  Horton,  Concord, 

Trade  Agreement 
Provisions 

The  complete  text  of  the  provisions 

recommended  by  the  trade  practices 

agreement  appear  on  pages  4,  12  and 

13  of  this  issue  of  BOXOFFICE. 

No  Deal  Pends  by  Smith 

And  Interstate  in  Valley 

By  V.  W.  CRISP 

Dallas — A   report  in  the  November  26 

issue  of  this  publication  that  negotiations 
were  up  between  R.  N.  Smith  of  Mission, 
Tex.,  and  the  Interstate  Circuit  involving 
a   Rio  Grande  Valley  tieup,  which  report 
has  been  well  talked  on  the  Row  lately, 
has  been  declared  without  foundation. 

When  the  principals  were  contacted 
they  asked  that  the  reports  be  denied  most 

emphatically.  Smith  said  he  had  not  dis- 
cussed any  such  deal  with  any  official  of 

Interstate  in  over  a   year  and  that  he  is 

not  considering  any  deal  now.  “The  whole 
report  is  a   little  far-fetched,”  he  said. 

Smith  said  he  was  not  a   party  to  the 
Glass  suit  and  is  not  active  personally  in 

any  government  suit  against  anybody.  “I 
am  too  busy  trying  to  run  my  own  the- 

atres to  spend  my  time  in  the  courthouse,” he  said. 

R.  J.  O’Donnell  of  Interstate  was  highly 
concerned  over  the  report,  and  branded  it 
as  altogether  false.  He  said  he  had  not 
been  into  the  valley  as  the  report  said, 

and  that  there  positively  were  no  negotia- 
tions between  his  circuit  and  Smith. 

Landmark  Falls 

Greenville,  Miss. — The  Grand  Opera 

House,  39-year-old  landmark  and  one  of 

Mississippi’s  finest  theatres  in  its  day,  is 
to  be  demolished. 

N,  C. ;   H.  M.  Richey,  Detroit,  Mich. ;   Bob  Bryant, 
Rock  Hill.  S.  C.;  H.  R.  Berry,  Hartsville,  S.  C. ; 
D.  C.  Patterson,  Fort  Mill,  S.  C. 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  New  York  City;  A.  B.  Craver, 
Charlotte;  Mrs.  M.  W.  Johnson,  Durham,  N.  C. ; 

Henry  L.  Anderson,  Charlotte;  J.  I.  Sims,  Orange- 

burg-, S.  C. ;   R.  F.  Branon,  Charlotte;  Harold 
K.  Green,  Charlotte. 

J.  A.  Bachman,  Charlotte;  J.  B.  McIntyre, 

Raeford,  N.  C. ;   H.  Keeter,  Charlotte;  Mrs.  H.  T. 
Green,  Manning,  S.  C. ;   E.  M.  Covell,  New  York 
City;  C.  B.  Andrews,  Bishopville,  S.  C. ;   B.  B. 
Benfield,  Myrtle  Beach,  S.  C. ;   H.  E.  Wessinger, 

Lexington,  S.  C. ;   Harry  K.  Lucas,  Charlotte; 
Mrs.  J.  W.  Mitchell,  Spencer,  N.  C. ;   J.  W. 
Mitchell,  Spencer,  N.  C. ;   Ike  Katz,  Atlanta,  Ga.; 

Harry  Katz,  Atlanta,  Ga. ;   J.  C.  Thompson,  Jack- 
sonville, N.  C.;  W.  T.  Jessup,  Jacksonville,  N.  C.; 

R.  S.  Rogers  jr.,  Cheraw,  S.  C. ;   N.  Natalon,  Char- lotte 

Max  Bryant,  Charlotte;  A.  C.  Bromberg,  At- 
lanta, Ga. ;   A.  L.  Burks,  Charlotte;  Tom  Bailey, 

Charlotte;  C.  C.  Kauffman,  Charlotte;  D.  F. 
Killmer,  Charlotte;  R.  W.  Ramsey,  Charlotte; 
Harry  M.  Paul,  Atlanta,  Ga. ;   Weldon  C.  Girand, 
Atlanta,  Ga. ;   J.  Ed  Carroll,  Charlotte;  T.  C. 
Frazier,  Siler  City,  N.  C. ;   F.  W.  Yancy,  Atlanta, 
Ga. ;   M.  Na.ftalin,  Minneapolis,  Minn.;  Gus  King, 
Birmingham,  Ala.;  Ray  Ervin,  Washington,  D.  C. 

Murray  Starr,  Charlotte;  Chas.  P.  Lester,  At- 

Kuykendall  and  Depinet 
Are  the  Principal 

Speakers 
Charlotte — Peace,  conciliation,  coopera- 

tion and  arbitration  constituted  the  key- 
note of  the  annual  convention  here  of  the 

Theatre  Owners,  of  North  and  South  Car- 
olina, highlighted  by  addresses  of  Ned  E. 

Depinet,  RKO  Radio  vice-president,  and 
Ed  Kuykendall,  MPTOA  president. 

The  speakers  explained,  and  discussed 

at  length,  the  new  conciliation  agreement 

proposed  between  distributors  and  ex- 
hibitors, which  MPTOA  members  regard 

as  in  line  with  the  ten-point  plan  sub- 
mitted by  them  several  years  ago. 

Agreement  to  U.  S. 

It  was,  explained  the  agreement  will  be 
submitted  to  the  department  of  justice 

for  possible  objections  and  to  the  various 

exhibitor  organizations,  but  hope  was  ex- 
pressed it  would  become  effectice  imme- 

diately. Depinet  and  Kuykendall  traced 
the  negotiations  and  the  latter  read  a 
memorandum  of  the  proposal  as  part  of  his 
address. 

The  convention  adopted  a   resolution 

praising  the  principals  for  their  work  to- 
ward accord,  but  deferred  action  on  the 

proposed  pact  for  formal  submission  and 
further  study. 

Hits  Trade  Recalcitrants 

People  within  the  trade  who  aided  and 

abetted  the  department  of  justice  monop- 
oly suit  against  the  major  companies  will 

regret  their  action  before  the  case  is  end- 

ed, Kuykendall  predicted.  “Never,”  he 
said,  “have  there  been  so  many  lawsuits 
in  the  trade,  nor  has  there  been  so  much 

bitterness  and  confusion.” 
The  result  of  the  trade  practice  con- 

ferences will  begin  the  dawn  of  a   new 

day,  the  MPTOA  head  assured  his  audi- 
( Continued  on  next  page) 

lanta,  Ga. ;   R.  L.  Sim^pson,  Charlotte;  R.  O. 

Yancey,  Salisbury,  N.  C. ;   Benn  H.  Rosenwald, 

Charlotte;  Edgar  Auger,  Camden,  N.  J. ;   Clar- 
ence Kuester,  Charlotte;  W.  M.  Richardson,  Char- 

lotte. 

R.  H.  Masterman,  Charlotte;  J.  L.  Weiner, 

Saluda,  S.  C. ;   W.  L.  Parker,  Charlotte;  R. 

D.  Williamson,  Charlotte;  Geo.  Roscoe,  Char- 
lotte; J.  W.  Greenleaf,  Charlotte;  John  Yandell, 

Kannapolis,  N.  C. ;   R.  J.  Ingram,  Charlotte; 

W.  T.  Culpepper,  Elizabeth  City,  N.  C. ;   J.  H. 
Webster,  Elizabeth  City,  N.  C. ;   John  H.  Vickers, 
Charlotte;  Walter  Griffith,  Charlotte;  M.  F. 

Josey,  Albermarle,  N.  C.;  E.  Levy,  New  Haven, 
Conn. 

W.  H.  Hendrix,  Greensboro,  N.  C. ;   Chas.  Myers, 
Rich  Square,  N.  C. ;   W.  C.  Ormond,  Ayden,  N.  C.; 
Robt.  Simril,  Charlotte;  F.  S.  Barker,  Mebane, 
N.  C.;  J.  H.  Anderson,  Tabor  City,  N.  C. ;   J.  B. 

Harvey,  Clover,  S.  C. ;   Harry  Cooke,  Mt.  Olive, 
N.  C. ;   A.  E.  Groom,  Mooresville,  N.  C.;  R.  P. 

Rosser,  Sanford,  N.  C. ;   H.  H.  Everett,  Charlotte; 
Gene  Autry,  Hollywood,  Cal. 

M.  Funderburk,  Charlotte;  Cy  Dillon,  Char- 
lotte; H.  B.  Cook.  Walterboro,  S.  C. ;   J.  London, 

Charlotte;  Nick  Warren,  Durham,  N.  C. ;   Boyd 

Brown,  Winnsboro,  S.  C. ;   R.  T.  Good,  Charlotte; 
Warren  Irvin,  Columbia,  S.  C. ;   C.  H.  Caudell, 

Wallace,  N.  C. ;   LI.  A.  Hartman,  Charlotte;  Doro- 
thy Little,  Charlotte;  Ruth  Hardin,  Charlotte. 
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Conciliation  and 

Peace  Emphasized 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

ence.  He  said  the  major  distributor  rep- 
resentatives had  shown  sincerity  of  pur- 

pose in  the  negotiations,  and  expressed 
the  hope  the  benefits  could  be  applied 
immediately. 

Kuykendall  declared  the  Motion  Pictures’ 
Greatest  Year  campaign  had  proved  suc- 

cessful and  had  aided  everyone  in  the 
trade,  directly  and  indirectly.  He  said  he 

hoped  it  could  be  made  an  annual  affair. 

Depinet  summarized  the  history  of  the 

fair  trade  practice  conferences  and  de- 

clared that  although  “we  wanted  to  adopt 
the  MPTOA  ten-point  program  we  could 
not  see  how  to  do  it  if  we  were  to  con- 

tinue providing  pictures  to  keep  the  thea- 

tres open.” 

Following  Kuykendall’s  condemnation  of 
litigation  as  a   method  of  trade  problem 

adjustment,  Depinet  said:  “I  do  not  think 
we  get  anywhere  by  lawsuits.  We  can  do 
more  by  talking  things  over  than  by  legal 
fights. 

Urges  Foreign  Film  Support 

Depinet  urged  the  assembled  conven- 
tioneers to  turn  attention  to  what  he  de- 

scribed the  necessity  for  a   greater  play 

of  worthwhile  British  product  in  this  mar- 
ket. 

He  said  it  was  necessary  to  protect  the 

large  revenue  taken  from  England  an- 
nually by  all  American  companies  and 

pointed  out  the  industry  here  could  not 
expect  to  continue  to  take  millions  from 
Britain  annually  without  evidencing  its 
desire  to  extend  reciprocity. 

“This  is  your  problem  as  well  as  ours,” 
he  said.  “The  situation  in  Germany,  Italy, 
Spain,  Czechoslovakia,  Austria  and  Japan 
is  such  that  our  revenue  is  shrinking. 
Therefore,  we  must  protect  our  British 
market.  Otherwise,  rentals  must  go  up 

or  the  cost  of  pictures  come  down  and 
you  know  how  difficult  it  is  to  cut  costs. 
I   urge  you,  therefore,  to  seriously  consider 
worthwhile  British  product,  to  publicize  it, 
to  get  behind  it  with  something  beyond 

merely  posting  a   one-sheet  or  playing  good 
English  pictures  a   day  and  then  let  them 

go  at  that.” 
The  RKO  official  predicted  that  his  com- 

pany soon  would  be  out  of  receivership. 

Tire  convention  concluded  with  a   ban- 
quet and  entertainment  program  Monday 

night,  featured  by  the  personal  appearance 
of  Gene  Autry. 

Retiring  President  S.  S.  Stevenson  pre- 
sided at  the  business  sessions. 

Madisonville  Birthday 
Madisonville,  Tex. — R.  B.  Weatherall’s 

Palace  Theatre  celebrated  its  first  anni- 

versary a   few  days  ago.  The  house  mana- 
ger is  John  Weatherall;  Miss  Blanch  Dun- 

agan  is  cashier,  and  Floyd  Caldwell  is  pro- 
jectionist. 

Where  They  Don't Play  So  Often 
Biscoe,  Ark. — The  motion  picture,  si- 

lent or  talking,  is  not  too  familiar  here; 

there  is  no  permanent  film  house  and 

roadshows  play  only  occasionally. 

Tuesday  night,  a   tent  show  was  fea- 

turing a   western  thriller.  One  specta- 

tor took  the  gun-slingers  seriously.  In 

the  midst  of  the  melee,  with  cowboys 

and  "bad  men"  shooting  it  out,  he 

arose,  whipped  out  his  own  six-shooter 

and  ripped  four  holes  through  the 

screen. 

He  failed  to  dispose  of  the  screen 

villain,  but  he  did  spoil  a   good  show, 

for  the  tent  emptied,  and  rapidly. 

Polaroid  Light  Mag 

Bring  Third  Plane 
Oklahoma  City  —   The  possibilities  of 

three-dimensional  motion  pictures  was 
demonstrated  here  in  a   private  presenta- 

tion of  Polaroid  light,  given  by  the  Polar- 
oid Co.  with  the  Oklahoma  Gas  and  Elec- 
tric Co. 

“Polaroid  makes  it  possible  to  add  the 
third  dimension,”  explained  A.  E.  Warner, 
O.  G.  &   E.  engineer,  “the  impression  of 
depth,  roundness  and  realness  of  things 
looked  at.  In  Polaroid  three-dimensional 
movies,  the  camera  looks  at  the  scene  just 
as  a   pair  of  human  eyes  would  look  at  it, 
and  takes  two  simultaneous  views  of  it. 

“The  two  views  are  projected  on  the 
same  screen,  one  over  the  other.  Each 
image  is  projected  through  Polaroid,  set 

in  such  a   way  that  the  left-eye  image 
reaches  the  screen  with  its  light  vibrations 

vertical,  the  right-eye  image  with  vibra- 
tions horizontal. 

“The  audience,  supplied  with  Polaroid 
glasses  with  the  lenses  set  at  correspond- 

ing angles,  sees  one  image  with  the  left 
eye  and  the  other  with  the  right.  Each 
eye  sees  one  picture  and  one  picture  only. 
The  screen  itself  seems  to  disappear.  The 
observer  feels  that  he  is  looking  through  a 

great  open  window  at  real  actors  and  ac- 
tresses engaged  in  real  action  taking  place 

right  then  and  there.  The  illusion  is 

complete.” 

Wometco  Chain  Opens 

Strand  Theatre  at  Miami 

Miami,  Fla. — The  Strand  Theatre,  con- 
structed on  the  site  of  the  old  Seventh 

Avenue  Theatre,  has  opened  as  a   neigh- 
borhood unit  of  Wometco  Theatres,  Inc. 

The  main  auditorium  has  three  sec- 
tions, with  a   total  seating  capacity  of  901 

persons.  All  lighting  is  indirect,  and  the 
auditorium  is  decorated  in  a   scheme  of 

electric  and  ultra-green  in  combination 
with  shades  of  cream. 

Flynn  Stubblefield  is  manager,  and 
Herman  Berlin  jr.  is  assistant  manager. 

Metro  Is  Named  in 

Infringement  Suit 
Charlotte — Suit  for  $250,000  has  been 

filed  in  federal  district  court  here  by  Le- 
Gette  Blythe  of  Charlotte,  author  of 

“Marshal  Ney:  A   Dual  Life,”  against 
M-G-M  and  Loew’s,  Inc.,  on  the  ground 

that  the  motion  picture,  “The  Bravest  of 
the  Brave,”  dealing  with  the  life  of  Ney, 
was  based  on  the  Blythe  book. 
The  complaint  charges  that  the  book 

contains  a   large  amount  of  material  wholly 
original  with  Plaintiff  Blythe,  all  of  which 
is  copyrighted:  that  in  April,  1937,  the 
book  was  submitted  to  the  plaintiff, 

M-G-M,  and  was  read  by  the  directors, 
agents  and  employes  of  the  defendant 
companies,  and  was  in  their  possession  at 
the  time  the  defendant  companies  pro- 

duced “The  Bravest  of  the  Brave.” 
The  complaint  further  states  that  the 

defendants  were  notified  last  August  they 

were  infringing  on  the  rights  of  the  plain- 
tiff, that  the  infringement  was  continued, 

and  that  the  picture  has  been  exhibited 
in  theatres  in  Charlotte  and  elsewhere. 

The  suit  asks  the  court  to  permanently 

enjoin  the  defendant  companies  from  fur- 
ther infringing  on  the  rights  of  the  plain- 

tiff and  award  him  such  damages  as  have 
been  sustained,  and  that  the  producer  be 
ordered  to  account  for  and  pay  to  him 

all  gains,  profits  and  advantages  derived 
from  the  picture,  and  that  the  aggregate 
award  be  not  less  than  $250,000. 

Grants  an  Injunction 

Against  "Childbirth" Charlotte — “Childbirth  From  Life”  has 
been  barred  from  exhibition  in  North 
Carolina  by  an  injunction  signed  by  Judge 
Hubert  E.  Olive  in  state  superior  court 
here.  It  must  not  be  advertised  or  shown 
under  that  title. 

The  injunction  was  obtained  after  a 

two-day  court  hearing  in  which  the  Amity 
Pictures  Exchange  and  Atlantic  Films, 

both  of  Charlotte,  and  Life’s  Dramas,  Inc., 
of  New  York,  had  been  cited  to  show  cause 

why  the  new  picture  should  not  be  per- 
manently enjoined.  The  action  was 

brought  by  the  American  Committee  on 

Maternal  Welfare,  Inc.,  and  Special  Pic- 
tures Corp.,  of  New  York,  producers  and 

sponsors  of  “Birth  of  a   Baby.” 
The  plaintiffs  contended  the  producers 

and  sponsors  of  “Childbirth”  were  cap- 

italizing on  the  reputation  of  “The 
Birth  of  a   Baby”  and  on  the  publicity 
it  had  gained:  that  it  was  an  imitation  of 
the  original  childbirth  picture;  and  that 

publicity  given  to  it  was  designed  to  mis- 
lead the  public. 

The  court  required  the  plaintiffs  to  post 

$500  bond  to  cover  possible  damage  to  the 
defendants  as  a   result  of  the  injunction. 
The  defendants  had  the  right,  under  North 
Carolina  law,  to  demand  a   trial  by  jury, 

but  did  not  immediately  indicate  their  in- 
tention. A   jury  trial  could  not  be  had 

earlier  than  several  months  in  the  future, 
it  was  said  authoritatively,  because  of  the 
congested  condition  of  the  superior  court 
docket  in  Mecklenburg  county  (Charlotte). 
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ID)  A   IL  IIL  A   S Little  Construction  Is  Seen 

For  Oklahoma  in  New  Year J^OY  V.  STARLING,  who  has  been  selling 
Republic  films  since  that  exchange  op- 

ened about  five  years  ago,  has  resigned  and 
will  be  succeeded  January  1   by  Douglas 
Rathbone,  formerly  of  Fox,  who  will  travel 
south  Texas.  Starling  will  devote  full  time 
in  operating  his  Grove  Theatre  at  Pleasant 
Grove,  about  five  miles  southeast  of  Dallas. 

Monogramers  Connie  Dreher  and  Carl 
Mock  were  in  high  gear  over  the  weekend 
with  smiles  predominating  everything  and 
the  cause  being  bonus  money.  It  seems 
that  John  Franconi  won  a   substantial  bet 

that  Dallas  would  top  San  Francisco  in 
the  Ray  Johnston  silver  anniversary  drive. 
The  west  paid  off  and  Franconi  split  with 
his  salesmen. 

L.  C.  Baxley,  veteran  Dallas  film  man, 

back  home  and  says  he’s  never  going  to 
leave  again.  Baxley  has  been  on  the  up- 

per west  coast  over  a   year  selling  War- 
ner Bros,  out  of  Portland.  He  has  always 

been  rated  as  one  of  the  “A”  film  sales- 
men and  it  is  expected  he  will  have  a   local 

connection  soon. 

Wesley  Trout,  who  operates  an  equip- 
ment business  at  Enid,  Okla.,  was  a   re- 

cent Dallas  visitor. 

Mary  Pickford,  who  in  former  years  was 
responsible  for  many  a   dollar  going 
through  the  tills  of  theatres  in  the  south- 

west, and  who  now  is  engaged  in  the 
manufacture  of  cosmetics,  was  scheduled 

(Continued  on  page  115) 

Interstate  Nets  $70,000 

For  Refugee  Aid 
Dallas — The  benefit  shows  held'  by 

Interstate  circuit  to  raise  funds  for 

refugee  aid  have  netted  $70,000,  ac- 

cording to  the  first  check-up.  Average 
business  was  done  at  the  matinees  but 

night  grosses  surged  upward.  The 
Palace  and  Majestic  in  Dallas  did  twice 

their  normal  business.  An  unidentified 

woman  personally  presented  R.  I. 

O'Donnell  a   thousand  dollars  in  cash. 

Dallas  Showman  Pleads 

Against  Early  Fireworks 
Dallas  —   Louis  Chaminsky,  hustling 

manager  of  the  Rialto  and  Capitol,  is 

credited  with  passage  of  an  ordinance  pro- 

hibiting pre-Xmas  fireworks  in  Dallas. 

He  represented  Interstate  circuit,  as 
well  as  the  business  men  in  Dallas,  as  he 

appeared  before  the  city  council  telling  of 
personal  injuries  and  destruction  caused 

by  the  promiscuous  shooting  of  fireworks 
before  the  holidays.  He  convinced  that body. 

Oklahoma  City — A   checkup  by  Boxof- 

fice  on  possible  theatre  building  and  re- 
modeling over  the  state  after  the  first 

of  the  year  reveals  new  construction  proba- 
bly will  be  limited  in  1939,  but  that  there 

will  be  a   great  deal  of  remodeling  work. 
Indications  are  the  new  year  will  see 
one  of  the  largest  sums  of  money  spent 

in  years  for  remodeling  and  new  equip- 
ment, particularly  by  the  smaller  houses 

over  the  state. 

A   great  many  small  units  need  not  only 

remodeling,  but  new  equipment.  Uncer- 
tainty of  business,  rather  than  lack  of 

cash,  has  been  the  main  drawback  in  this 
regard. 

The  results  of  the  holiday  season  and 
the  outlook  for  farmers  will  determine 
how  much  of  this  work  will  be  done  next 

year.  Checkups  with  supply  firms  and 

manufacturers’  salesmen  reveal  interest 

is  high  in  equipment  and  many  “maybe” 
orders  have  been  expressed  by  exhibitors 

during  the  last  six  weeks. 

New  Littlefield  Delay 
Littlefield,  Tex. — W.  J.  (Bill)  Chesher 

retarded  the  opening  of  the  new  Rio 

a   few  days  because  of  delay  in  arrival  of 
materials  and  equipment.  The  Rio  is 
Chesher ’s  third  local  house. 

What  About  1938? 

How  About 

1939? 

You  can 

BANK  THE  DIFFERENCE 

buying  theatre 

equipment  from 

Were  your  patrons  entirely  satisfied  the  past 

year  as  to  your  theatre's  projection,  sound 
and  cooling? 

In  this  regard  did  you  pay  too  much  for  the 

results  your  obtained? 

We  are  confident  we  can  show  any  exhibitor, 

and  cite  the  proof,  how  he  can  get  results,  as 

good  as  the  best,  and  still  keep  down  his 

theatre  investment  and  operating  overhead. 

210  SOUTH  HARWOOD f   Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always1 DALLAS.  TEXAS 
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piVE  Arkansas  Confederate  Home  resi- 
dents, Little  Rock,  were  film  stars  for 

a   day  here  Wednesday  when  they  took 

part  in  a   scene  showing  the  historic  War 

Memorial  building.  The  film,  “Travelogue 

of  Arkansas,”  of  which  the  scenes  shot 
will  become  a   part,  will  be  shown  in  con- 

nection with  the  Arkansas  exhibit  at  the 

World’s  Fair  in  New  York.  Scenes  taken 
here  showed  the  veterans  as  they  strolled 

about  the  War  Memorial  building  lawn, 

looking  at  the  cannon  and  various  other 

relics. 

Toys,  canned  goods  and  other  articles 

which  can  be  distributed  to  needy  fami- 
lies on  Christmas  Day  will  be  used  as  the 

admittance  price  to  the  Rialto,  North 

Little  Rock,  Saturday  morning.  The  gifts 

will  be  turned  over  to  the  Goodfellows 

organization.  Another  benefit  show  was 

scheduled  December  10,  Max  Pruniski  an- 
nounced. 

Jitterbug  enthusiasts  had  their  big 
chance  at  the  Rainbow  Garden  in  Little 

Rock,  Wednesday  night.  Miss  Marian 

Raley  and  Larry  Burks,  both  of  Little 

Rock,  won  the  honors  of  a   short  Holly- 

wood contract  at  $25  a   week.  Ted  Merri- 
man,  Hollywood  film  scout,  and  Miss  Ethel 

Mae  Smith,  Miss  Maryland  and  runner-up 
of  the  1938  beauty  contest  in  Atlantic  City, 

N.  J.,  conducted  the  contest. 

Jack  Hoxie,  western  film  star  who  re- 
cently opened  a   film  colony  near  Hot 

Spruigs,  sponsored  a   stunt  for  a   benefit 

show  Saturday  which  is  believed  to  be  one 

that  has  never  been  tried  in  this  state  be- 

fore. Cowboy  “Slim”  Sullie,  veteran  actor 
and  stunt  man,  rode  a   saddle  strapped  on 

the  fuselage  of  an  airplane.  While  Sullie 

was  in  the  air  he  dropped  circulars  ad- 
vertising the  Lions  Club  Hoxie  rodeo 

which  was  being  held  to  raise  money  to 

buy  uniforms  for  a   school  safety  patrol. 

Hoxie  was  made  a   member  of  Hot  Springs 
Lions  Club  recently. 

A   Little  Rock  visitor  this  week  is  Yates 

Henderson  of  Los  Angeles,  who  several 

years  ago  served  as  cashier  of  the  old 

Capitol  Theatre.  Henderson  is  visiting  his 

cousin,  G.  DeMatt  Henderson. 

The  opening  picture  to  be  shown  at  the 

Ritz  at  Malvern,  Thursday  night,  will  be 

“The  Mad  Miss  Manton,”  in  which  a   Mal- 

vern girl,  Miss  Catherine  O’ Quinn,  plays  a 
part  .   .   .   Frederick  J.  Schmutz  jr.,  who  re- 

cently finished  a   four-week  tour  on  the 
west  coast  playing  with  Ann  Harding  in 

George  Bernard  Shaw’s  “Candida,”  is  in 
Little  Rock  for  a   few  weeks  visiting  his 

parents,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  F.  J.  Schmutz. 

George  Raft,  popular  film  star,  recently 

received  what  is  believed  to  be  the  world’s 
largest  telegram.  It  measured  8V2  feet 

long  by  5V2  feet  wide,  and  bore  the  signa- 
ture of  more  than  1,000  Hot  Springs  fans, 

including  city  and  county  officials.  The 

telegram  was  sent  to  Raft  by  W.  Clyde 

Smith,  Hot  Springs  manager  of  the  Malco 

theatres,  in  connection  with  the  recent 

showing  of  the  star’s  picture,  “Spawn  of 

the  North.” 
Manager  Henry  A.  Brownlee  of  the 

Malco  theatres  at  Russellville,  recently  re- 
ceived a   check  for  $5  from  the  Kellogg  Co., 

Battle  Creek,  Mich.,  as  a   prize  in  a   con- 

test for  the  Kellogg  All-American  Base- 

ball poll  for  the  week  ending  Septem- 
ber 27. 

A   number  of  improvements,  costing 

over  $9,000,  have  been  made  at  the  Ma- 
jestic, Stuttgart,  recently.  Two  new  rest 

rooms  have  been  built,  new  seats  have 

been  placed  throughout,  and  a   new  pro- 
jector has  been  installed. 

Sunday  Violation 

Charge  Is  Cleared 
Atlanta — Thomas  T.  Miller,  operator  of 

the  Emory  Theatre,  has  been  acquitted 

on  charges  of  violating  Sunday  blue  laws. 

The  case  was  booked  by  Police  Chief 

J.  T.  Dailey,  on  complaint  of  neighbors. 

Testimony  was  introduced  in  Decatur  city 

court  proving  proceeds  of  the  shows  went 

to  charity,  and  the  charges  were  dropped. 

Several  weeks  ago,  operators  of  the 

Avondale  Theatre  were  convicted  of  Sun- 

day operations  in  DeKalb  county  su- 
perior court,  and  sentence  was  suspended 

providing  no  shows  would  be  presented  on 

Sunday  in  future. 

Georgia  Court  Upholds 

Hogansville  Sunday  Films 

Atlanta — An  effort  to  halt  Sunday  mo- 

tion pictures  in  Hogansville,  Ga.,  was  de- 
feated in  the  state  supreme  court  when, 

in  a   divided  opinion,  the  court  upheld  the 

Troup  county  superior  court’s  refusal  to 
grant  an  injunction  against  the  Lam 
Amusement  Co. 

A   group  of  Hogansville  citizens  sought 

the  injunction,  to  prevent  the  company 

from  operating  its  Royal  Theatre  on  Sun- 
days. Solicitor  General  W.  Y.  Atkinson 

excepted  the  superior  court  ruling  and 

appealed  to  the  supreme  court. 

The  defendant  pointed  out  in  the  lower 

court  that  Hogansville  recently  voted  for 

Sunday  films  for  charity  and  maintained 

the  Royal  Sunday  showings  were  for  char- 
itable purposes. 

Urges  Sunday  Shows 

Eastman,  Ga. — A   resolution  sponsoring 

Sunday  movies  for  Eastman,  proceeds  to 

be  used  for  the  community  empty  stock- 

ing fund,  was  passed  at  a   meeting  of  the 
Junior  Chamber  of  Commerce. 

Olin  Morgan  Is  New 

Manager  of  the  Grand 
Macon,  Ga. — Olin  N.  Morgan  has  been 

named  manager  af  the  Grand  Theatre, 

according  to  an  announcement  by  A.  P. 

Berry,  manager  of  Lucas  &   Jenkins  here. 

Warren  Bailey,  manager  of  the  Grand 

for  about  a   year,  becomes  manager  of 

the  Capitol,  succeeding  Stephen  D.  Man- 
derson,  who  has  been  transferred  to Atlanta, 

New  Wolison  Home 

Asheville,  N.  C. — Mitchell  Wolfson,  Mi- 
ami theatre  chain  operator,  has  purchased 

15  acres  of  Beaverdam  road  property  from 

Charles  H.  Neal,  and  plans  to  erect  a 

Scandinavian  farm  type  residence. 

Cordele  Remodeling 

Cordele,  Ga. — Frank  Woods  is  repair- 

ing and  remodeling  his  theatre  here. 

G€T  P€RSonnL ^   With  Your  Patrihh,  uAe... 

VmiCMPHIE  ̂ TRAILERS 
Made  up  to  your  own  individual  copy  with  ap- 

propriate and  original  ideas  that  will  appeal  to 
your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

Present  Your  Screen  Announcements  Effectively 
With  a   Dash  of  Local  Color  and  Originality. 

Iervice,  Price 

^tuSH  DeLIVERV 

CJumnnDinc  Ourlitv/ 

4   STAR  waww 
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the  SMART  word 

«*  SMART  EXHI6IT0RS 

c$otn  Pahade  to . 

VISUGRRPHICFILmCDRP 
148  UIRLTOR  ST.,n.UJ.  P.O.B.385- 

W.f4.  Kimberly.  Pres. 
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A   T   1L  A   NT  A 
■yiSITORS:  Mack  Jackson,  Alexander 

City,  Ala.;  Hugh  Manning  of  the  Man- 
ning &   Wink  circuit;  A1  Dunn,  West  Point, 

Ga.;  H.  J.  Woodward,  Strand  Theatre, 
Winder,  Ga.;  Mr.  Ingram,  Ashland;  Mrs. 
O.  C.  Lamb  and  Mrs.  M.  W.  Barclay. 

Oscar  Lamb  and  Riley  Davis  hunted  for 

quail  in  south  Georgia  last  week  .   .   .   Jack 

Frost  and  Sid  Reams  plan  a   two-day  bird 
hunt  this  week. 

Mrs.  Jack  Lamont,  wife  of  the  division 
manager  of  Grand  National,  has  returned 
from  a   nine-week  vacation  in  California. 

John  Jenkins,  local  manager  of  Leo 
Popkin  Distributing,  was  in  Savannah  on 
business  last  week. 

A1  Whittle,  formerly  with  the  Rialto 
Theatre,  is  now  doing  publicity  and  other 
work  for  George  Wilby. 

This  city  and  Georgia  took  no  back  seat 

in  leading  the  educational  field  into  prac- 
tical application  of  radio  and  screen  for 

classroom  application;  it  was  brought  here 
during  the  three-day  southern  confer- 

ence on  audio-visual  education  at  the 
Henry  Grady  Hotel. 

Row  Visitors:  Nat  Hancock,  Jefferson, 

Ga.;  Harold  Laird,  booker  for  Lam  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  Rome,  Ga. 

Jack  Lamont,  Grand  National  southern 
division  manager,  reports  deals  closed  in 
key  cities  and  circuits  of  the  territory. 

Mrs.  Vernon  Rencher,  of  Paramount’s 
accounting  department,  suffered  an  at- 

tack of  flu. 

Transportation  leads  the  motion  picture 
bowling  league,  with  Warner  second  and 

M-G-M  third.  The  boys  bowl  on  Wednes- 
day nights. 

Mrs.  Ola  Higgins,  Paramount  chief  in- 
spectress, is  still  away  from  the  exchange. 

She  recently  underwent  an  operation. 

K.  Lee  Williams  Takes 

Two  Houses  in  De  Queen 
De  Queen,  Ark. — Sale  of  the  Grand 

and  Gem  theatres  here  to  the  K.  Lee 

Williams  Enterprises,  film  distributors  of 
Oklahoma  City,  is  announced  by  H.  T. 
Head. 

The  Grand  will  be  remodeled  through- 
out. New  seats  and  sound  equipment  will 

be  installed,  in  addition  to  a   new  screen, 

lighting  fixtures  and  other  furnishings. 

IATSE  Convention 
Gastonia,  N.  C. — More  than  75  IATSE 

members  assembled  here  for  the  mid- 
winter convention,  converging  on  the  city 

from  Virginia,  Tennessee,  South  Carolina 
and  North  Carolina. 

Centre  at  Durham,  N ,   C. 

Set  lor  Opening  Dec,  16 
Durham,  N.  C. — The  Centre  Theatre  will 

be  opened  December  16,  it  was  announced 
by  J.  Noble  Arnold,  manager.  The  house 
seats  1,350. 

Details  of  the  dedication  program  have 

not  yet  been  completed,  but  ceremonies 

will  be  held  at  9   o’clock  on  opening  night. 
The  theatre  will  open  at  6:30  p.  m.  for 

inspection,  and  two  complete  shows  will 
be  presented. 

Caswell  at  Yancey ville 

Clicking  Since  Opening 
Yanceyville,  N.  C. — The  Caswell  The- 

atre has  opened  and  attendance  at  the 

new  theatre  has  been  unusually  good,  ac- 
cording to  E.  W.  Sell,  manager. 

A   novel  selling  twist  in  connection  with 

the  opening  was  a   contest,  through  co- 
operation of  the  local  paper,  in  which  12 

passes  were  given  as  prizes  for  “un- 
scrambling” a   sentence.  The  contest  drew 

a   big  response. 

Two-for-One  Policy 
Walterboro,  S.  C. — H.  B.  Cook,  mana- 

ger of  the  Ritz  Theatre,  announces  a 

special  admission  price  for  Wednesdays. 
Instead  of  the  usual  double  feature,  a 

first-run  film  will  be  shown,  and  two 
patrons  will  be  admitted  for  both  night 
and  afternoon  performances  for  the  price 
of  the  one  usual  admission. 

Johnston  Stresses 

Films  With  Action 

New  Orleans — An  early  return  to  mo- 

tion pictures  that  emphasize  action  and 

emotional  content  rather  than  sophistica- 
tion is  predicted  by  W.  Ray  Johnston, 

president  of  Monogram,  a   visitor  to  the 
local  exchange  managed  by  J.  Harry 

Spann. 
There  is  a   general  demand  today  for 

films  with  “family  appeal,”  Johnston  said. 
He  declared  the  studios  have  met  this  de- 

mand by  making  fewer  expensive  musicals 
and  more  films  based  on  action  formulas. 

He  cited  the  number  of  “series”  pictures 
featuring  the  same  group  of  players  in 
different  stories. 

Here  with  Johnston  were  John  W. 

Mangham,  Atlanta,  president  of  Mono- 
gram-Southern Film  Co.,  and  George  W. 

Weeks,  general  sales  manager  of  the  com- 

pany. 
While  here,  the  officials  conferred  with 

representatives  of  the  Saenger  circuit  on 
bookings  for  the  coming  year. 

Gets  Marquee  Permit 
Macon,  Ga. — F.  Joe  Bishop,  building  in- 

spector, issued  a   permit  of  $1,600  for 

erecting  a   marquee  and  sign  at  451-3 

Third  St.,  for  the  new  Bibb  Theatre.  The 

permit  was  issued  to  the  F&W  Amuse- ment Co. 

Jfor  Clji'istmns THE  PARAMOUNT 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

Has  Installed 

INTERNATIONAL  CHAIRS 
You,  too,  can  install  these  fine  chairs  for  all 

around  yearly  comfort. 

PRICES  RIGHT  —   EASY  TERMS 

Investigate  Now 

W1L-KIN 
150  Walton  St.,  ATLANTA 

Phone  WALnut  4613 

321  S.  Church,  CHARLOTTE 

Phone  8620 

‘Everything  for  the  Theatre  Except  Film” 
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n   \\n  I   ■   n 
bcores  boasting; 

Data  Shows  None 
Oklahoma  City — Bruce  Palmer,  at  the 

finish  of  his  first  month’s  service  as  mo- 
tion picture  critic  of  The  Daily  Okla- 

homan, published  the  following  “advice” 
to  Dinty  Moore  and  T.  B.  Noble,  head  of 
Standard  and  of  the  State  theatres,  re- 

spectively : 

“This  corner  is  in  receipt  of  several 
plaints  inspired  by  the  occurrences  of 
other  years,  namely  the  usual  Christmas- 
New  Year  holiday  picture  doldrum.  The 
gist  of  the  expressed  fears  is  that  the  the- 

atre powers  of  the  city  will,  as  has  hap- 
pened so  many  times  before,  regard  the 

holiday  season  as  a   boom  time  at  the  box- 
office  no  matter  what  pictures  are  shown, 
and  let  the  entertainment  angle  go  hang. 

“Believe  me,  sirs,  there  is  genuine  re- 
sentment over  what  seems  to  have  been 

other  holiday  policies.  Theatregoers  are 
not  a   little  perturbed  over  the  prospect  of 
having  to  endure  low-grade  pictures  for 
two  weeks  during  the  gala  season.  Al- 

though they  don’t  know  in  advance  what 
you  plan  to  show  during  that  period,  they 
seem  to  think  that  you,  as  heads  of  Stand- 

ard Theatres  and  the  State  Theatre,  re- 
spectively, will  assume  that  during  the 

holiday  time  they  are  going  to  the  the- 
atres anyway,  so  what  matter  the  worth  of 

the  entertainment? 

“Knowing  both  of  you,  this  corner 
doesn’t  believe  for  a   minute  you  will  de- 

liberately overlook  the  pleasures  of  your 
regular  patrons  in  favor  of  the  relatively 
small  profits  you  would  make  by  carrying 
out  such  a   policy.  For  the  most  part  and 
to  the  best  of  your  ability,  you  supply  a 
high  order  of  entertainment  for  your 
customers. 

“Now,  is  it  not  only  fair  that  this  same 
high  order  of  entertainment  should  be  car- 

RECORD OPPORTUNITY  OFFER 
Help  Uncle  Sam  Keep 
Your  Records  Clear 

No  Exhibitor  Should  be  Without 

One 

Get  Yours  Now  for  1939  and 

Start  the  New  Year  RIGHT! 

THE  MONARCH  THEATRE  RECORD 

LEDGER  is  ideal'  for  the  Exhibitor  de- 
sirous of  keeping  accurate  records  of 

operations.  This  STREAMLINED  Mod- 
ernistic Book  has  the  latest  Pressboard 

Covers,  bound  in  Red  Plastic  and  with 

more  than  50  pages  of  high  grade  led- 
ger paper  for  each  week  of  the  year. 

It  briefly  and  conclusively  gives  you  all 

Expenses,  Receipts,  Admissions,  Ticket 

Numbers,  Taxes,  Dates  Played  and 
Film  Rentals. 

Regular  $2.00  Value 

MONARCH  SPECIAL 
Pin  ONE  DOLLAR  ($1.00)  to  this  Ad 
and  mail  to  us  at  once,  and  we  will 

send  you  this  valuable  book — Postpaid. 
494  S.  Second  St.,  Memphis,  Tenn. 

ried  unbroken  through  the  coming  holi- 
day season,  when  people  are  ready  and 

eager  to  give  you  their  business?  Don’t 
you  think  a   grand  Christmas  gift  to  the 
public  would  be  a   swell  motion  picture 
schedule  for  those  two  weeks? 

“So,  speaking  on  behalf  of  everyone  in 
Oklahoma  City  who  likes  the  cinema,  this 
corner  is  moved  to  ask  you  to  start  plan- 

ning now  to  allay  the  doubts  of  your  pa- 
trons by  arranging  to  present  a   series  of 

really  good  motion  pictures  from  Decem- 
ber 22  through  January  4.  In  confidence 

you  will  do  your  best  to  satisfy  your  pub- 

lic, we  remain,  etc. — B.  B.  P.” 
Pictures  shown  here  during  the  1937- 

holiday  season  included,  “Angel”  (Para) 
with  a   Major  Bowes  unit  and  “Wells 
Fargo”  (Para)  at  the  Criterion;  “Flight 
From  Glory”  (RKO)  and  "Adventurous 
Blonde”  <FN)  at  the  Liberty;  “Navy  Blue 
and  Gold”  (M-G-M)  and  “Tovarich” 
i   WB)  at  the  Midwest;  “Dr.  Syn”  (GB) 
and  “Boots  and  Saddles”  (Rep)  at  the 

State,  and  “Thoroughbreds  Don’t  Cry” (M-G-M)  at  the  Tower. 

In  1936  the  lineup  for  the  holiday  sea- 
son included:  “Murder  With  Pictures” 

(Para);  “White  Hunter”  (20th-Fox) ; 
“Smartest  Girl”  (RKO);  “After  the  Thin 
Man”  (M-G-M) ;   “All-American  Chump” 
(M-G-M);  “Gay  Desperado”  (UA) ; 
"Stowaway”  (20th-Fox). 

Ml  IE  MI  P IHIl  III  S 
gOB  ROBERTS,  owner  of  the  Ritz  The- 

atre at  Bald  Knob,  Ark.,  beaten  re- 
cently by  an  unknown  assailant,  is  re- 
ported improving  favorably  .   .   .   Exhibitors 

on  the  Row:  Burris  Smith,  sporting  a 
beautiful  new  Chrysler;  Bill  Florence, 
Magnolia,  Ark.,  also  sporting  a   new  car 
(his  first  visit  here  in  many  moons); 
Clyde  Smith,  Malco  Hot  Springs  manager, 
and  Steve  Stein,  owner  of  the  new  Met 
Theatre,  Jackson,  Tenn. 

Steve  Stein  opened  the  Met  at  Jackson 
to  a   capacity  crowd.  He  had  to  contend 
with  a   heavy  downpour  of  rain  on  his 
opening.  His  many  friends  wish  him  loads 
of  luck  .   .   .   Frank  Willingham,  Metro 
branch  manager,  has  returned  from  a 

month’s  prize-winning  trip  to  Europe. 

Film  Transit,  Inc.,  will  dine  50  employes 
and  wives  at  the  Marion  Hotel,  Little 
Rock,  December  11  .   .   .   Oscar  Morgan, 
district  manager  for  Paramount,  has  been 
transferred  to  the  foreign  staff. 

The  annual  convention  of  the  Tri-States 
Exhibitors  Ass’n  will  be  held  in  Memphis, 
December  11-12,  at  the  Gayoso  Hotel.  A 
large  attendance  is  expected. 

Hunter  L.  Girault  of  Little  Rock,  will 
reopen  the  Rex  there  around  December  15. 
The  house  is  being  remodeled  to  the  tune 

of  $5,000. 

St.  Petersburg  Bow 
St.  Petersburg,  Fla. — The  Ninth  Street 

Theatre  has  opened  here  with  a   regular 
policy  of  double  features,  opening  daily 
at  6   p.  m.  and  showing  continuously  until 

11  p.  m.  Doors  open  on  Saturdays,  Sun- 
days and  holidays  at  2:45  p.  m. 

Standard  Counters 

Restraining  Order 
Oklahoma  City — A   motion  to  dissolve 

the  temporary  restraining  order  issued  in 
district  court  on  behalf  of  the  local  stage 
employes  union  has  been  filed  by  Stan- 

dard Theatres,  operators  of  four  down- 
town houses  and  a   number  of  neighbor- 
hood spots  here. 

The  union,  Local  No.  112,  went  into 
court  and  asked  for  an  injunction  and 
restraining  order  preventing  Standard 

“from  the  cancellation  of  contract.”  A 
temporary  order  was  issued  and  a   hear- 

ing date  set  for  December  30. 
Dispute  arose  over  dismissal  of  two 

stage  employes  by  Standard  which  the 
union  cited  in  violation  of  a   contract 
signed  October  11  between  Joe  Campbell, 
business  agent  for  the  union,  and  Dinty 
Moore,  Standard  general  manager. 

The  contract  called  for  wage  agree- 
ments as  well  as  the  number  of  union 

men  to  be  hired. 

Christmas  Benefit  Shows 
For  Oklahoma  Territory 

Oklahoma  City — Christmas  benefit  per- 
formances again  will  play  a   large  part  in 

theatres  throughout  the  state  during  the 

next  few  days  prior  to  Christmas.  Spe- 
cial toy  and  clothing  matinees  are  held 

each  year  in  nearly  all  Griffith  houses 
in  this  area  as  well  as  at  local  Standard 
neighborhood  houses. 

There  has  been  some  talk  locally  of 
holding  benefit  performances  for  German 
refugees  along  the  line  of  that  followed 
by  Interstate  as  announced  last  week. 
Such  action  is  being  debated  at  present, 
but  final  consideration  will  be  held  off 
until  more  is  learned  of  plans  to  hold  an 
industry-wide  national  benefit  that  has 
been  talked  the  last  two  weeks. 

Malvern  Amusement  Co. 

Opens  Ritz  in  Malvern 
Malvern,  Ark. — The  Ritz  Theatre  here 

has  been  opened  by  the  Malvern  Amuse- ment Co. 

It  was  built  by  W.  H.  Cooper  of  Mal- 
vern at  a   cost  of  $20,000.  Bruegeman, 

Swaim  &   Allen,  Little  Rock,  were  the 
architects. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  R.  W.  Morrow,  residents 
of  Malvern  for  the  past  eight  years  as 
owners  of  the  Liberty,  will  have  charge 
of  the  Ritz. 

In  addition  to  all  modem  conveniences, 

the  house  is  equipped  with  an  air-con- ditioning system. 

The  theatre  represents  a   total  cost  of 

$60,000. 

Pulaski  "Sam  Davis"  Open 
Pulaski,  Tenn. — Cumberland  Amuse- 

ment’s newest  house,  the  Sam  Davis  The- 
atre, has  opened.  The  house  seats  800 

persons. 
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Texas  Celebrates 

A   Ninth  Birthday 
San  Angelo,  Tex. — The  Texas  Theatre, 

largest  house  in  west  Texas,  has  cele- 
brated its  ninth  anniversary.  It,  with  oth- 

er local  theatres,  is  owned  by  John  D. 

Jones,  city  manager,  and  the  Robb  &   Row- 
ley-United circuit.  The  Texas  represents 

an  investment  of  around  $225,000. 

Since  Thanksgiving  of  1929  the  R-J-R 
group  here  has  taken  in  about  3,250,000 
tickets. 

On  only  one  day  in  nine  years  were  San 
Angelo  theatres  dark.  That  was  in  1936 
when  the  Concho  ungenerously  overflowed 
to  disturb  all  light  and  power. 

Three  Texas  employes  on  hand  at  the 
start  are  still  on  duty.  They  are  Leslie 

Miers,  projectionist;  Alma  Sweeden,  cash- 
ier, and  one  of  the  porters,  Houston  Coun- 

ter. 
John  D.  Jones  is  city  manager  for  San 

Angelo  and  H.  L.  Youngblood  is  his  as- 
sistant. 

The  smile  of  Mrs.  Jones  has  been  an 
asset  at  the  Texas  window  during  the 
entire  anniversary  period. 

Bill  Harrison,  former  San  Angelo  high 
school  athlete,  is  familiar  as  the  ticket 
taker  in  the  lobby  of  the  Texas.  Other 

employes,  bringing  the  total  to  20,  in- 
clude Ray  Howell,  Mrs.  Alma  Holbert, 

Luther  Cummings,  Harry  Harrison,  E.  H. 

Millican,  J.  R.  Davis,  Lester  Duke,  Char- 
lie Anderson,  Arvis  Duke,  Lillian  Jones, 

Mrs.  Lee  Jones,  Marjorie  Hill,  Justine 
Threlkeld,  Cathryn  Parish  and  Coley  Cal- 
lahan. 

Texas  Openings  Continue 

As  New  Year  Approaches 
Dallas — Among  the  many  theatre  op- 

enings in  Texas  during  the  fall  and  winter 
season  are  three  small-towners  in  widely 
separated  sections,  one  of  which  replaces 
a   fire  loss. 

Clovis  Brittain  has  opened  his  new  Texan 

at  Whitney  which  he  rebuilt  and  re- 
equipped after  a   fire  about  60  days  ago. 

Forrest  White,  of  Index  Booking  Sendee, 
is  handling  the  Whitney  bookings. 
Down  at  Ingleside,  six  miles  south  of 

Aransas  Pass,  Newbury  Bros,  will  open 
their  new  Studio  Theatre  on  December  31. 
Finishing  work  is  now  in  progress  on  the 
new  house.  Forrest  I.  Newbury  will  be 

active  in  the  management.  Ingleside  like- 
wise will  be  booked  by  Index  Booking 

Service  in  Dallas. 
Out  at  Happy,  Tex.,  in  the  western  part 

of  the  state,  Solon  May  has  opened  a   small 
house  which  he  named  after  the  town. 
A1  Cook  is  the  manager. 

Rush  Arp  House 
Arp,  Tex. — Construction  on  a   new  thea- 

tre, to  seat  about  600,  for  Jefferson  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  is  being  rushed  with  the  opening 

scheduled  for  Christmas  Day.  The  circuit’s 
former  theatre,  the  Rex,  was  destroyed  by 
fire  a   few  weeks  ago. 

DALLAS 
(Continued  from  page  111) 

Friday  to  address  dealers  and  other  manu- 
facturers of  that  industry  at  a   luncheon 

in  the  Adolphus  Hotel. 

Latest  additions  to  the  Variety  Club 
membership  are  Henry  Sorensen,  owner 
of  Modern  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  and 
J.  B.  Cunningham  of  the  Cactus  Theatre 
at  Lubbock. 

J.  E.  Gribble  (of  20th-Fox)  who  recent- 
ly fell  heir  to  a   nice  piece  of  change  for 

securing  the  most  exhibitor  pledges  in  the 
“Greatest  Year”  campaign,  once  more 
enters  the  limelight  of  high  finance  in  an 
investment  in  copper.  The  story  goes  that 
Bob  Wygant  had  a   big  bag  of  pennies  at 
the  Heights  Theatre  in  Houston  and 
everybody  coming  along  guessed  how 
many.  Then  came  Gribble,  presumably 
to  sell  pictures,  and  was  so  sure  there 
were  2,500  that  he  just  paid  Wygant  $25 
for  the  whole  lot.  Final  count  was 
around  2,400. 

At  a   screening  the  other  day  of  a   new 
Tex  Ritter  western,  one  of  the  principles 

in  the  film  was  “Buck  Weaver,”  which 
gave  quite  a   kick  to  the  gallery  of  film 
men  and  bookers  present.  They  knew  Buck 

was  quite  active  as  a   “Paramounteer”  in 
this  territory,  but  it  was  news  he  had  de- 

veloped into  a   featured  player. 

J.  M.  “Soda”  Reynolds,  Allied  repre- 
sentative, returned  on  schedule  from  a 

two-week  trip  through  west  Texas  con- 
tacting exhibitors.  He  was  high  in  his 

praise  for  the  up-to-dateness  of  many  of 
the  theatres  he  saw.  Exhibitors  out  there 
have  the  shows,  he  said,  in  talking  about 
modern  fronts,  good  sound,  high-class 
equipment  all  round,  and  from  any  other 
yardstick. 

Report  late  Wednesday  was  that  Col. 
H.  A.  Cole  continues  to  improve  and  that 
he  expects  to  be  taken  from  the  hospital 
to  his  home  on  Saturday. 

W.  E.  (Bill)  Finch,  formerly  of  the 
Monogram  office,  is  contacting  his  friends 

as  a   representative  of  the  Trailer-Made 
Service  of  Texas,  which  sales  and  dis- 

tributing office  was  recently  opened  on 
the  Row  by  Pat  Garyn. 

Among  other  new  connections  is  that  of 
Al  Wolf  now  selling  Grand  National.  Al  is 
a   film  man  of  years  standing,  broke  traces 
and  went  into  exhibition  for  a   time,  but 

came  back  to  the  selling  end.  During  re- 
cent months  he  did  a   good  business 

handling  “Son  of  a   Sheik”  in  Texas. 

Eph  Charninsky,  San  Antonio  exhibi- 
tor, is  a   grandpa  and  has  been  widely 

congratulated  by  wire  and  letter.  Twins, 
a   boy  and  girl,  were  born  to  Mrs.  Louis 
Pullen,  his  daughter.  That  makes  Louie 
Charninsky  of  Elm  Street  fame,  a   great 

uncle,  and  he’s  playing  the  part  in  char- acteristic style. 

M.  A.  Sanders  of  Lubbock,  and  his  right 
hand  man,  Glenn  Fannin,  were  working 
the  Row  last  week. 

O'Donnell  Renamed 
Dallas  Club  Head 

Dallas — At  its  annual  election  it  was 

decreed  that  R.  J.  O’Donnell  remain  as 
chief  barker  of  the  Variety  Club,  Tent 
No.  17,  for  another  year.  R.  E.  Griffith 
was  elected  first  assistant  chief  barker; 
James  O.  Cherry,  second  assistant  chief 
barker;  Lloyd  Rust,  of  Republic,  secretary; 
J.  B.  Underwood,  of  Columbia,  treasurer. 

Louis  Charninsky,  Rialto  manager;  P. 

E.  Wilson,  Dallas  exhibitor;  Meyer  Rachof- 
sky,  vice-president  of  Mercantile  National 
Bank;  W.  G.  Underwood,  of  Republic; 
Wallace  Walthall,  of  National  Screen,  and 
Harry  Sachs,  of  Interstate,  directors. 

Ray  Johnston  and  Weeks 
Are  Visitors  in  Dallas 

Dallas — W.  Ray  Johnston,  president,  and 

George  W.  Weeks,  general  sales  manager 

of  Monogram,  spent  a   few  hours  in  Dal- 
las Wednesday  on  a   trip  they  are  making 

to  the  various  southern  exchanges.  They 

visited  Ed  Blumenthal  and  John  Fran- 
coni  of  the  Dallas  branch  and,  in  turn, 

Ed  and  John  were  hosts  at  a   noon  lunch- 
eon in  the  Adolphus  Hotel  honoring  their 

bosses  when  a   group  of  local  film  and 
theatre  men  were  invited  guests. 

KNOW 
What's  New  in  Theatre 

Modernization 

SEE:  An  economical 
FRONT  CURTAIN 

Installed 

SEE:  A   modernistic 
TICKET  BOOTH 

SEE:  A   demonstration 
of  the  sensational 

CONTI-GLO  PAINTS 
and  Mercury  Vapor  Lights 

Glad  to  Show  You  and  Explain 

KING5"""
 

1914  MAIN  ST. 

2   Blocks  off  Film  Row 
DALLAS 

Plans  FREE  on  Remodeling  Jobs 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  harwood  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas,  Texas 
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$   A   Mir  O   W   HE 
THE  Paramount  gang  had  its  final  get- 

together  last  Sunday  afternoon  in  the 
form  of  an  outdoor  party  in  the  Olmos 

Dam  Basin,  (not  a   swear  word).  Manager 
L.  W.  (Mack)  McClintock  was  honored 
by  his  fellow  employes  with  the  usual 
refreshments,  and  a   grand  time  was  had 

by  the  boys  and  girls  before  the  booking 
half  of  the  exchange  moved  to  Dallas  on 
December  10.  The  Paramount  corner  is 

somewhat  deserted  these  days  with  the  ex- 
ception of  the  shipping  department  which 

is  kept  busy  most  of  the  time  with  orders 
pouring  in  from  exhibitors  in  south,  east 
and  west  Texas. 

The  Interstate  Circuit  has  moved  into 

new  quarters  at  701  Majestic  Theatre  Bldg. 
The  new  city  offices  are  modern  in  every 
respect. 

While  making  weekly  rounds  along  Main 
Ave.,  your  Boxoffice  columnist  ran  into 

William  T.  Hawkins,  who  recently  start- 
ed to  serve  the  Hill  Country  towns  with 

his  fast  film  delivery  service.  Hawkins 

also  makes  connections  here  with  Texas- 
Valley  Film  Service. 

“The  Spanish  Earth,”  a   roadshow  film, 
played  a   matinee  and  night  showing  at 

the  San  Pedro  Playhouse  December  8.  Ad- 
mission price  was  40c. 

Due  to  popular  demand,  Miss  Vera 

Zorima,  billed  as  “queen  of  the  nudists,” 
was  held  over  for  a   second  week  at  the 

Gleam,  nitery. 

Newest  man  to  go  into  training  here 
on  the  Interstate  managers  staff  is  Jerry 

O’Donnell,  nephew  of  City  Manager  Bill 
O’Donnell.  Gerald  is  19  years  of  age  and 
comes  from  a   theatrical  family. 

Word  was  received  here  last  month  of 

the  death  of  George  H.  Kern,  formerly 

with  the  Federal  Theatre  Project  in  Hol- 
lywood. Kern  was  here  two  years  ago 

and  was  a   brother-in-law  of  Lester  Ket- 
ner,  Boxoffice  representative  here.  Burial 
was  in  the  film  center. 

Bill  Wesley,  UA  salesman,  was  in  town 
from  Dallas  last  week  calling  on  Juan 

and  Paul  Garza  of  the  Progreso  and  Ob- 
rero.  West  Side  Mexican  theatres. 

On  the  sick  list  at  press  time:  As- 
sistant Manager  and  Treasurer  LeeRoy 

Handley  of  the  Majestic  Theatre.  Here’s 
hoping  he  is  back  on  duty  long  before  you 
read  this. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 

1912%  Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-8665 
BIRMINGHAM.  ALA. 

$50,000  Loss  to  Ritz  at 

Waxahachie  After  Fire 

Dallas  —   Robb  &   Rowley-United’s  com- 

paratively new  Ritz  Theatre  in  Waxa- 
hachie is  a   mass  of  total  ruin  after  a   fire 

thought  to  have  originated  in  the  bal- 
cony. The  house  had  just  recently  been 

remodeled.  Nothing  was  saved,  and  the 
loss  is  around  $50,000. 

Additional  loss  was  a   new  and  late  model 

sound  equipment  stored  in  the  Ritz  build- 
ing, which  equipment  was  about  to  be  in- 

stalled in  the  Empire,  “B”  house.  “A” 
bookings  will  be  shown  in  the  Empire 
temporarily,  it  was  said. 
R&R  officials  have  been  extremely  busy 

discussing  plans  for  a   new  theatre,  de- 
tails of  which  were  not  made  known  at 

this  time.  It  is  believed  safe  to  say,  how- 

ever, that  an  entirely  new  and  ultra- 
modern house  soon  will  replace  the  de- 

stroyed Ritz. 

Ml  HI  A   Ml  111 
pERHAPS  it  was  because  of  the  smooth- 

running operation  of  the  new  Para- 
mount Theatre  that  it  was  chosen  as  the 

one  to  cooperate  with  the  Miami  Daily 
News  in  its  current  contest  for  the  best 

letters  on  ways  and  means  of  efficient 
household  management.  Whatever  the 
reason,  the  Paramount  is  getting  some  nice 
publicity  out  of  the  connection. 

The  New  Gulf  Theatre  at  Venice,  one 
of  the  five  houses  owned  by  Mary  H. 
Davus  of  LaBelle,  reopened  December  1. 
At  Everglades,  the  house  by  that  name  is 

now  being  managed  by  Hermit  Stamford 

of  Naples. 

Arriving  for  the  season  on  Miami  Beach, 
F.  Ray  Comstock  blamed  what  he  termed 

the  “present  slump”  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture business  to  inferior  picture  material. 

It  will  take  good  vehicles  to  get  the  pay- 

ing public  back  in  the  motion  picture  pal- 
aces and  in  the  legitimate  theatres  as  well, 

he  added.  The  retired  show  producer 

confidently  believes,  however,  that  the 
show  business  will  come  back. 

Working  with  J.  O.  Jeffrey,  district 

sales  manager  for  the  C.  C.  Alexander 
Film  Co.,  are  these  two  new  men:  H.  G. 

Cook  of  Panama  City,  who  has  been  as- 
signed to  the  northwest  Florida  territory, 

and  Edward  S.  Nye  of  Deland,  who  is  a 
new  contact  man  in  the  central  Florida 

region. 

Mrs.  Catherine  King,  owner  and  mana- 
ger of  the  Grand,  colored  house  at  Ft. 

Myers,  has  installed  new  seats  and  a   new 
front. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

OKLA.  CITY 
fHE  Palace  Theatre  at  Claremore  is 

showing  syphilis  films  provided  by  the 
state  health  department  at  two  special 
shows  each  for  two  days.  Children  under 
high  school  age  must  be  accompanied  by 
their  parents.  The  films  are  talking  pic- 

tures giving  the  cause,  spread  and  cure 
of  syphilis  ...  A   big  gunfire  scene  was 
on  the  western  showing  at  the  Joy  The- 

atre here  with  the  sound  of  gunfire  filling 
the  auditorium  when  realism  came  into 

the  setup  as  plaster  fell  from  the  ceil- 
ing onto  the  heads  of  the  assembled  pa- 

trons. That  was  too  much  realism  for 

Johnny  Ryan,  manager,  so  he  scurried  up 
to  the  roof  and  found  a   13-year-old 
youngster  thereon  doing  his  own  cowboy 
scenes  with  great  gusto. 

J.  J.  Culbertson  jr.  of  Oklahoma  City, 

has  purchased  the  Ritz  building  in  Tulsa 
which  adjoins  the  Ritz  Theatre  owned  by 
Ralph  Talbot.  Culbertson  now  owns  the 
land  on  which  the  theatre  is  built,  but  the 

building  itself  is  still  registered  in  Tal- 
bot’s name.  Consideration  was  said  to  be 

around  the  $100,000  figure. 

Bob  Pfotenhauer,  manager  of  the  State 

Theatre,  has  acquired  a   new  apartment 
with  the  arrival  of  his  mother  from  Kan- 

sas City.  His  father,  recovering  in  Kan- 
sas City  from  a   hit-and-run  accident,  will 

join  them  shortly.  Bob’s  brother  is  in 
town  for  a   short  visit,  hailing  from  sunny 
Florida  .   .   .   The  Circle,  neighborhood 

house,  stood  them  up  on  its  three-day 

second  run  of  “Snow  White.”  Dee  Fuller, 
manager,  did  a   lot  of  pavement  pounding 
and  skull  exercise  on  the  picture  and  got 
results. 

E.  B.  Coleman,  southern  publicity  dis- 
trict manager  for  M-G-M,  in  town  visit- 

ing the  boys  peacefully  and  quietly  in  di- 
rect contrast  to  the  way  visiting  was  done 

on  his  last  visit,  during  the  MPTOA  con- 
vention when  his  job  was  to  see  that 

Mickey  Rooney’s  name  managed  to  get  into 
the  newspapers  .   .   .   Claude  O.  Fulgum, 
Griffith  district  manager,  caught  in  the 

toy  department  of  a   downtown  department 
store;  buying  playthings  for  a   relative  no 
doubt. 

The  Criterion  with  radio  station  WKY 

tried  out  something  last  week  that  secured 
rounds  of  applause  from  its  audiences.  The 

radio  station’s  news  editor,  Ben  Bezoff, 
presented  news  flashes  between  its  change 

of  show  direct  from  WKY’s  studios  and 
news  wires.  Line  went  from  the  studio  to 

the  theatre  projection  booth  where  sound 
was  then  put  on  the  regular  sound  system 

between  each  show  change  .   .   .   The  Cush- 
ing Lions  Club  is  filming  a   local  show 

with  a   local  cast,  “Movie  Queen,”  to  be 
shown  at  one  of  the  theatres  there. 

T.  B.  Noble  jr.  had  that  prize  trout  he 
caught  in  Colorado  several  years  ago 

shipped  here  so  that  he  could  reflect  on 
the  experience  in  his  own  office. 

The  Super  Showman 
BURCH 

POPCORN  MACHINES 

C.  W.  HOUSEWORTH 
Box  1615  Birmingham,  Ala. 
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DUAL  FORM  SUGGESTED  AS  MEANS  TO  ACHIEVE 

DOMINION  CENSOR  BOARDS'  NATIONALIZATION 
New  Clearance  Plan  Recommended 

Toronto — The  conciliation  committee  in  session  here  to  consider  recommenda- 

tions for  the  revision  of  clearance  practices,  decided  Wednesday  to  recommend  a 

plan  suggested  by  N.  A.  Taylor,  vice-president  of  the  Independent  Theatres  Ass'n 

of  Ontario,  and  sole  representative  of  the  independents,  whereby  "A"  clearance1  will 

be  on  a   reversed  schedule  on  ’’B''  pictures — these  being  defined  as  those  which  do 

not  play  as  first  features  at  Loew's  Imperial  or  Uptown  theatres. 

Famous  Players  representatives  who  participated  in  the  conciliation  commit- 

tee's sittings  said  that  they  would  ask  their  company  to  adopt  this  plan. 

A   Royal  Birthday 

Observance  May  20 
Ottawa — The  Dominion  government  has 

decided  by  order-in-council  to  set  aside 
Monday,  May  20,  as  a   statutory  holiday 

for  the  official  observance  of  His  Majesty’s 
birthday  while  the  British  monarchs  are 

visiting  Canada  when  practically  all  places 
of  business  with  the  exception  of  theatres 

will  be  closed.  This  year  the  King’s  Birth- 
day was  celebrated  on  June  10,  but  the 

date  has  been  brought  forward  so  that 
tribute  can  be  personally  accorded  the 
King  of  Canada  while  he  is  actually  in 
Ottawa,  the  Canadian  Capital,  according 
to  the  tour  program. 

Of  interest  to  exhibitors  is  that  the  re- 
vised statutes  of  Canada  provide  for  15 

statutory  holidays  which  are  to  be  gen- 
erally observed.  In  addition,  there  are  a 

number  of  religious  feasts  which  are  ob- 

served as  holidays  in  the  Province  of  Que- 
bec because  of  the  Roman  Catholic  in- 

fluence. 

The  legal  holidays  for  1939,  as  given 

below,  should  be  clipped  by  theatre  man- 
agers for  future  guidance. 

January  1 — New  Year’s  Day  (to  be  ob- 
served Monday,  Jan.  2). 

January  6 — Feast  of  Epiphany  (Friday ) . 
March  1 — Ash  Wednesday  (Wed.). 

April  7 — Good  Friday  (Friday) . 
April  10 — Easter  Monday  (Monday) . 
May  18 — Ascension  Day  (Thursday) . 

May  20 — King’s  Birthday  (Saturday). 
May  24 — Victoria  or  Empire  Day  (Wed.) . 
July  1 — Dominion  Day  (Saturday). 
September  7 — Labor  Day  (Monday) . 
October  9 — Thanksgiving  Day  (Monday) . 
November  1 — All  Saints  Day  (Wed.). 

December  8 — Feast  of  Conception  (Fri.) . 
December  25 — Christmas  Day  (Monday). 

(Also  Monday,  August  7,  is  Civic  Holi- 

day, authorized  by  municipalities  individ- 
ually) . 

New  Twist  Around 

"Lottery"  Statutes 
Calgary — An  interesting  sidelight  on 

the  Canadian  lottery  laws  has  arisen  here 
that  should  interest  all  theatre  operators. 

Sunday  legally  being  a   non-show  day,  two 
independent  theatres  have  been  present- 

ing an  owl  show  on  Sunday  midnight,  just 
evading  the  law  and  catching  a   night 
trade.  Both  are  independents. 

The  Isis  Theatre  had  been  running 
these  owl  shows  solo  for  some  years.  The 
Grand  started  them  a   year  ago  and  also 
began  giving  away  cash  prizes  to  patrons 
selected  by  a   drawing.  When  two  city 

detectives  dropped  down  to  scan  the  draw- 
ing, the  manager  of  the  Grand  immedi- 
ately blamed  the  opposition  for  making  a 

complaint  and  retaliated  by  presenting 
dinnerware  to  lady  patrons,  a   premium 
used  by  the  opposition. 

As  just  a   competitive  situation  existing 
in  other  cities,  this  incident  would  not  be 
worth  relating.  But  no  charge  was  laid 

by  the  police.  The  money  prizes  are  still 
being  given  away. 

An  interview  with  the  manager  of  the 

Grand  Theatre  brought  some  enlighten- 
ment. J.  B.  Barron  not  only  controls  the 

Grand;  he  also  is  a   lawyer.  The  system 
of  cash  giveaway  is  the  presentation  of  a 
coupon  to  patron  at  the  current  owl  show 
which  is  used  the  following  week  at  the 
draw.  If  the  patron  attends  the  second 

show  and  the  coupon  wins  a   prize,  he  col- 
lects. No  prizes  are  promised  in  adver- 

tisements, in  notices  around  the  theatre, 
nor  verbally  from  the  stage  or  by  any 
member  of  the  staff.  The  customer  merely 
becomes  aware  that  cash  prizes  are  given 
away.  According  to  Barron,  this  entails 
no  contractual  or  moral  obligation,  can 
be  withdrawn  any  time  without  notice  and 
nothing  is  promised.  He  also  affirms  that 
under  these  circumstances  no  infraction 
of  the  lottery  laws  takes  place. 

There  is  a   fine  legal  point  here  that  at 

Concession  to  Quebec  in 

Present  Plan  for 

Unification 

Ottawa — The  question  of  nationalization 
of  censor  boards  has  again  been  raised 
after  lying  dormant  for  years. 

On  previous  occasions  the  proposal  has 
been  made  for  the  establishment  of  one 

censor  for  the  whole  of  Canada  to  replace 

the  present  system  of  individual  censor- 
ship for  eight  of  the  nine  Canadian  prov- inces. 

Tire  current  suggestion,  offered  for  the 

consideration  of  the  Dominion  govern- 

ment, is  for  a   form  of  dual  censorship — 
one  film  board  for  the  Province  of  Quebec 

and  another  for  the  rest  of  the  country. 

The  reason  for  this  division  is  that  Que- 
bec is  predominantly  Roman  Catholic  and, 

to  a   large  extent,  French  speaking,  with 

views  regarding  the  screen  which  are 
somewhat  at  odds  with  other  provinces. 
Pictures  dealing  with  divorce  are  taboo 

in  Quebec  while,  for  many  months,  all 
Soviet  films  have  been  banned  from  the 

one  province  although  many  have  been  ap- 
proved in  other  sections  of  the  Dominion. 

Incidentally,  “The  Life  of  Emile  Zola”  was 
kept  out  of  Quebec. 

There  is  already  an  interesting  arrange- 
ment with  respect  to  the  censoring  of 

French-language  films  which  are  shown  in 
considerable  number  in  Quebec  theatres. 
These  are  first  passed  upon  by  the  Quebec 
censor  board  and,  following  approval  by 

that  board,  such  films  are  accepted  by  the 

Ontario  censors  without  further  examina- 
tion because  of  the  language  difficulty. 

With  films  in  other  foreign  languages,,  the 

Ontario  censor  calls  in  an  interpreter  to 
check  on  the  dialogue  during  the  visual 
examination. 

William  Karp  Will  Build 
Suburban  Ottawa  House 

Ottawa — Ottawa  is  destined  to  have  its 

15th  theatre  shortly  upon  the  erection  of 
a   500-seat  house  at  311  Rideau  St.  to  be 
owned  and  financed  by  William  Karp  of 
Montreal.  Plans  for  the  theatre  have  been 

drawn  by  Lucien  Leblanc,  Ottawa  archi- 
tect. The  cinema  will  be  operated  as  an 

independent  enterprise  and  will  cater  to 
residents  of  the  east  end  and  the  suburban 
town  of  Eastview  in  which  there  is  no theatre. 

some  future  time  may  be  contested.  Does 
not  the  matter  of  custom  constitute  a   con- 

tract if  carried  on  consistently  for  a 

period  of  time?  That  is  the  current  ques- 
tion. 
Meanwhile,  the  situation  has  aroused 

interest  in  theatrical  circles  here. 
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Fourteen  Current 

Films  Win  Approval 
Ottawa — The  Canadian  Welfare  Coun- 

cil, Ottawa,  has  issued  the  following  cur- 
rent list  of  approved  pictures  for  the  guid- 
ance of  the  Canadian  public: 

“Listen,  Darling”  —   Delightful  comedy 
with  human  appeal.  The  family. 

“Just  Around  the  Comer” — Simple  and 
appealing  story  for  Shirley  Temple  fans. 
For  young  children. 

“Stablemates” — A   story  combining  sym- 
pathy, pathos,  comedy  and  sacrifice.  Out- 

standing entertainment  for  the  whole  fam- 
ily. 

“That  Certain  Age” — Charming  presen- 
tation of  adolescent  years,  starring  lovely 

Deanna  Durbin  whose  singing  and  acting 
are  excellent.  The  family. 

“The  Young  in  Heart” — Very  good  com- 
edy-drama, superbly  acted,  with  two  ap- 

pealing romances.  The  family. 

“Tire  Sisters” — A   human  drama.  A   bit 
mature  but  also  approved  for  young  peo- 
ple. 

“Suez” — Historical  drama,  lavishly  pro- 
duced, revealing  two  thrilling  episodes.  The 

family. 

“There  Goes  My  Heart” — Fairly  good 
comedy  with  Patsy  Kelly  provoking  most 
laughter.  Family. 

“A  Man  to  Remember” — Intimate  and 
appealing  portrayal  of  the  life  of  a   small- 

town doctor.  Adults  and  older  children. 

“The  Gaunt  Stranger” — Amusing  and 

intriguing  picture  based  on  “The  Ringer.” 
Adults  and  older  children. 

“Thirty  Glorious  Years” — Historical  bi- 
ography, somewhat  similar  to  its  forerun- 

ner, “Victoria  the  Great.”  The  family. 
“Keep  Smiling” — Good  musical  comedy 

featuring  Gracie  Fields  who  sings  songs 

ranging  from  “The  Holy  City”  to  blues.  The 
family. 

“Brother  Rat” — Delightful  comedy  cen- 
tering around  the  lighter  side  of  student 

life.  The  direction  is  excellent. 

“Down  on  the  Farm” — Most  entertain- 

ing picture  so  far  produced  in  the  “Jones 
Family”  series.  Excellent  for  the  family. 

“Ferdinand  the  Bull” — One  of  the  best 
Disney  cartoons,  whimsical  and  well-col- 

ored. The  family. 

“The  Ugly  Ducklings” — Delightful  and 
pathetic  but  ends  happily.  Tire  family. 

“Nostradamus” — Excellent  for  adults 
and  young  people. 

The  14  features  in  the  list  were  pro- 
duced by  the  following:  20th-Fox,  4; 

M-G-M,  2;  Radio,  2;  United  Artists,  2; 

Warner  Bros.,  2;  Paramount,  1,  and  Uni- 
versal, 1. 

Hamper  Thought  and 

Emotion 

Montreal — "Baby  talk"  in  motion 

pictures  “is  helping  to  destroy  our 
ability  to  express  emotion  or  real 

thought,"  is  a   thought  passed  on  by 
Lord  Tweedsmuir,  governor-general. 

" Mounties "   May  Get 

Training  by  Films 

Regina,  Sask.  —   Canada's  famed 
"Mounties"  may  soon  be  getting  their 
training  via  films. 

Purchase  of  16mm  motion  picture 

equipment  capable  of  projecting  both 

silent  and  sound  pictures  is  being  con- 

sidered by  the  Royal  Canadian  Mount- 
ed Police.  Primarily  it  is  planned  to 

use  the  equipment  in  the  new  crime 

laboratory  at  Regina  which  is  headed 

by  Dr.  Maurice  Powers.  It  would  also 

be  used,  however,  to  show  general 

training  topics  to  classes. 

CO)  T   TAW  A 
J^FTER  getting  a   swell  editorial  boost  for 

the  picture  in  the  Ottawa  Journal, 

Manager  A.  Stevens  held  over  “Suez”  for 
a   second  week  at  the  Regent  Theatre. 

Eugene  Leblanc,  a   graduate  of  Ottawa 
theatres,  has  been  appointed  manager  of 
the  Cartier  Theatre  which  was  opened 
recently  in  Timmins,  northern  Ontario 
mining  center. 

Exhibitors  are  making  use  of  their  mer- 
chandising ability  with  an  eye  on  Christ- 

mas by  urging  the  early  shoppers  to  solve 
their  gift  problems  by  buying  books  of 

admission  tickets.  Manager  T.  R.  Tub- 
man  of  the  Capitol  had  a   Christmas  sug- 

gestion on  the  back  of  his  Movie  Quiz 
booklets  as  far  back  as  last  September 
and  the  response  has  been  good. 

“Britain’s  Dilemma,”  the  issue  of  the 
March  of  Time  which  was  prohibited  in 
England  for  political  reasons,  has  been 
approved  by  Canadian  censors  without  a 
cut  and  will  shortly  be  seen  in  theatres 
of  the  Canadian  capital. 

The  annual  Dominion  Drama  Festival 

for  amateur  leagues  and  Little  Theatre 

groups,  which  is  directed  from  headquar- 
ters in  Ottawa,  has  been  awarded  to  the 

western  Ontario  zone  and  the  final  com- 

petition for  the  Lord  Bessborough  Tro- 
phy will  be  held  on  the  stage  of  the  Grand 

Theatre  in  London,  Ont. 

Eight  hundred  juveniles  of  the  junior 

branch,  Ottawa  Humane  Society,  attend- 
ed the  first  show  treat  of  the  season  at 

the  Capitol  Theatre  when  Manager  Ray 

Tubman  presented  “The  Prince  and  the 
Pauper”  and  cartoons.  Officers  of  the 
society  gave  brief  talks  on  kindness  to 
animals. 

Hon.  J.  E.  Lawson,  member  of  the  Ca- 
nadian House  of  Commons,  has  announced 

his  candidacy  for  the  office  of  leader  of 

the  Conservative  party  in  Ontario.  A   for- 
mer member  of  the  Dominion  cabinet, 

Lawson  is  the  lawyer  for  numerous  the- 
atre and  film  exchange  companies  in 

Canada. 

Manager  Bob  Maynard  had  one  of  the 
best  crowds  of  the  season  at  the  Cartier 

Canadian  Excise 

Tax  Off  April  1 
Ottawa — According  to  information  sup- 

plied to  Boxoffice  from  an  official  source, 
the  special  excise  tax  of  three  per  cent 

applied  to  the  duty  paid  value  of  imports 
from  the  United  States  will  be  removed 

starting  April  1,  1939  in  accordance  with 
the  terms  of  the  recently  signed  trade 

agreement  between  the  two  countries. 

The  fiscal  year  terminates  March  31 

and  it  is  therefore  evident  that  the  Do- 
minion plans  to  continue  to  collect  the 

extra  levy  until  the  close  of  the  fiscal 
period  around  which  time  the  minister  of 

finance  brings  down  his  budget  in  the 

House  of  Commons  along  with  an  assort- 
ment of  tax  and  tariff  changes  effective 

immediately  for  the  ensuing  period.  If 

the  department  of  national  revenue  per- 
sists in  its  proposal  to  impose  an  enter- 

tainment tax  on  the  exhibition  of  motion 

pictures,  this  would  probably  be  the  oc- 
casion for  the  launching  of  this  new  as- 

sessment which  might  liquidate  the  bene- 
fit to  be  gained  by  film  distributors  in 

Canada  in  the  removal  of  the  three  per- 
cent excise  tax  on  imports  from  the 

United  States. 

Canadian  Parliament  is  scheduled  to 

open  January  12  and  one  of  the  first 
steps,  after  the  traditional  formalities  of 

opening  including  the  speech  from  the 
throne  and  the  drawing  room  reception 
and  state  dinner,  will  be  the  presentation 
of  measures  to  give  effect  to  guarantees 
under  the  new  trade  treaty.  One  of  these 

will  be  the  bill  entitled  “An  Act  to  Amend 
the  War  Revenues  Act”  to  abolish  the 
three  per  cent  excise.  Unless  the  oppo- 

sition agrees  to  forego  debate  in  order 
to  expedite  the  business  of  Parliament 
before  the  arrival  in  Canada  of  Their 

Majesties  King  George  and  Queen  Eliza- 
beth, there  may  be  a   lengthy  discussion 

on  the  floor  largely  for  political  reasons 

but,  in  any  event,  it  is  believed  that  the 
passage  of  the  bill  will  take  place  in  time 
to  become  law  on  April  1.  In  a   sense  this 
procedure  is  unusual  because  tax  and 
tariff  changes  are  made  without  warning 
because  of  their  effect  upon  business  and 

commerce  generally.  With  the  knowledge 
that  the  excise  tax  is  to  be  abolished, 

there  may  be  a   falling  off  in  imports  prior 
to  the  scheduled  date  with  a   consequent 

lack  of  tariff  revenue  for  the  public  treas- 

ury in  the  current  fiscal  year  but  noth- 
ing can  be  done  about  it  because  the 

excise  tax  subject  is  one  for  the  decision 
of  Parliament  only. 

Theatre  for  the  French  double  bill  which 

comprised  “Aloha,  le  Chant  des  lies”  and 
“Au  Soleil  de  Marseille.” 

P.  J.  Nolan,  proprietor  of  the  Nola  and 

Rexy  theatres,  decided  not  to  toss  his  po- 
litical cap  into  the  ring  as  a   candidate 

for  the  1939  Ottawa  city  council  although 
he  has  held  municipal  offices  many  times, 
his  record  including  mayor  for  two  years. 
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THE 

NEW  SOUND  THRILL 

THAT  Brings  Them  In! 
Here  is  a   new  idea  in  sound  reproduction — 
MIRROPHONIC,  the  true  reproduction  of  the 

original  that  will  help  you  pack  them  in.  It's  a 
new  angle:  a   natural  for  publicity  build-up  with 
press  releases  the  papers  will  gladly  run  and 

with  general  promotional  work  for  which  we 

will  supply  free  material. 

Write  us  for  full  information  on  MIRRO- 

PHONIC SOUND  and  its  business-building 
possibilities  in  your  theatre. 

ALSO 

R.  C.  A.  Photophone 
Sound  Systems 

Celotex  Acoustical  Materials 

Motiograph  Projectors 
Mazda  Lamps 

Vallen  Curtain  Controls 

and  Tracks 

Ashcraft  Arc  Lamps 

Canadian  National  Carbons 

Neumade  Booth  Supplies 

Forest  Rectifiers 

Robin  Imperial  Generators 

Hurley  Screens 

Pyrene  Fire  Extinguishers 

Universal  Reels  and  Busch 
Neokino  Lenses 

Every  Electrical  Requirement 

the  hew 

Northern  Elecrric 
M I   KltOI’IIONlO 
SOUND  SYSTEM 

Sold  and  Serviced  by 47© 

Dominion  Sound  Equipments  Limited 
Head  Offi  ce:  1620  Notre  Dame  Street  West,  Montreal 

Branches  ATi  HALIFAX  TORONTO  WINNIPEG  REGINA  CALGARY  VANCOUVER 

A   NATIONAL  THEATRE  SERVICE 
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OUIZ  contests  are  being  put  on  by  boards 
of  trade  in  several  small  theatres 

throughout  Saskatchewan  towns  in  a   co- 
operative effort  with  house  managers.  The 

idea  is  to  draw  crowds  to  town  to  shop  be- 
fore show  time  then  use  purchase  coupons 

to  answer  “Professor  Quiz”  and  possibly 
win  a   prize  donated  by  merchants.  It  is 
just  the  old  country  store  idea  with  a   new 
slant. 

Work  has  commenced  on  a   new  theatre 

at  Meadow  Lake  to  replace  that  destroyed 
by  fire  recently.  J.  B.  Clarke,  the  owner, 
was  holidaying  in  California  at  the  time  it 

burned.  It  was  leased  to  the  Boyle  broth- 
ers. The  Majestic  fire  was  the  fourth 

entertainment  house  to  be  destroyed  by 
fire  and  the  second  time  one  owned  by 
Clarke  went  up  in  flames,  the  previous 
fire  being  in  1934. 

Swell  tieups  arranged  by  prairie  show- 

men for  “Men  With  Wings”  are  attract- 
ing attention.  In  Winnipeg  the  Free  Press 

aided  with  a   big  spread  which  tied  in  all 
the  aviation  companies,  of  which  there 
are  a   large  number  operating  in  Manitoba. 

The  theme  taken  was  “Pioneering  the  Air- 
ways in  Canada.”  It  was  good  readable 

stuff  and  plugged  the  picture  suavely. 
Frank  Miley  of  the  Capitol,  Saskatoon, 
and  Bill  Novak  of  the  Capitol,  Regina, 
have  tied  in  with  the  British  American  Oil 

Co.  dramatic  radio  serial,  “Jimmy  Allen’s 
Adventures.”  It  is  heard  daily  and  is 
plugging  the  picture.  At  Regina,  a   gas 
model  aircraft  to  be  given  away  to  young 
Allen  cadets  by  oil  company  is  on  display 
at  the  theatre.  Plugs  are  carried  in 

Simpson  Co.  departmental  store  advertis- 
ing in  connection  with  the  presence  there 

of  a   trainer  craft  through  arrangement 
with  B.  A.  Oil. 

Twentieth-Fox  Films  is  collecting  data 

on  the  manner  in  which  the  picture  “Suez” 
was  sold  to  the  public  in  Saskatchewan 
owing  to  the  court  action  being  brought 
by  Comte  Paul  de  Lesseps.  The  picture 
had  a   successful  run  in  the  Capitol, 
Regina,  but  was  rushed  into  Saskatoon  so 
fast  available  prints  were  not  to  be  had. 
One  was  finally  sped  from  Winnipeg  to 

Regina  by  train  then  Jack  Parsons,  Capi- 
tol assistant  manager,  carried  it  by  car  to 

Davidson  where  a   Saskatoon  car  met  him 

and  took  the  film  in  time  to  get  it  on  the 
Capitol  screen  there  for  the  opening. 

Opening  of  Queen  City  Gardens,  the 
new  Regina  artificial  ice  palace,  last 
Thursday  hit  the  theatres  hard  as  6,000 
jammed  the  rink  for  the  first  hockey  game 

of  the  season.  They  will  continue  two-a- 
week  until  March. 

Lou  Geller,  manager  of  Warners’  Cal- 
gary office,  en  route  home,  and  Babe  Ko- 

bel,  salesman  for  the  Winnipeg  office, 
visited  Regina  after  attending  a   pep  sales 
conference  in  Winnipeg  last  week.  The 
Manitoba  meeting  was  featured  by  the 
presentation  of  the  1939  product  by  Wolf 

Cohen,  Warner  general  manager  in  Can- 
ada, who  came  up  from  Toronto  for  the 

occasion. 

Assignment  for  Hogan 

Hollywood  —   Paramount  has  assigned 

James  Hogan  to  direct  “Grand  Jury  Se- 
crets,” featuring  John  Howard. 

Loews  Net  Profit 

Greater  Currently 
Montreal — Official  report  of  Marcus 

Loew’s  Theatres,  Ltd.,  covering  the  year 
ending  August  31,  shows  net  profit,  after 
all  charges,  of  $125,547,  or  $19.19  per  share 

on  the  7   per  cent  preferred  stock,  com- 
pared with  profit  of  $17.09  per  share  for 

the  previous  fiscal  period.  Operating  prof- 
it amounted  to  $201,158  compared  with 

$188,447  for  the  year  previous. 

During  the  fiscal  year,  there  were  pre- 
ferred dividend  payments  of  8%  per  cent 

covering  the  period  to  Sept.  30,  1932,  and, 
after  the  deduction  earned  surplus  was 
increased  from  $753,930  to  $822,261.  The 

company’s  working  position  remains 
strong,  with  cash  on  hand  at  $400,550, 

compared  with  current  liabilities  of  $30,- 
010.  Working  capital  of  $370,539  com- 

pared with  $264,999  at  end  of  the  former 
period.  Annual  meeting  has  been  called 
for  December  16. 

Report  of  Loew’s  London  (Ontario) 
Theatres,  covering  fiscal  year  ending  Au- 

gust 25  last,  indicates  a   mild  improvement 

over  the  previous  period.  Net  profit,  af- 
ter depreciation,  is  reported  at  $15,722 

equal  to  46  cents  a   share  on  the  7   per 
cent  preferred,  compared  with  $15,597  for 

the  former  year.  Gross  revenue  at  $142,- 
553,  showed  fair  gain  over  $137,005  for 
the  previous  year. 

During  the  year  dividends  of  7   per  cent 
were  paid  on  preferred,  covering  period 

up  to  Sept.  30,  1934,  and  that  was  re- 
sponsible for  reducing  surplus  account 

from  $14,529  to  $8,632.  Net  working  capi- 
tal is  shown  at  $41,003,  compared  with 

$69,575  a   year  earlier.  Annual  meeting 
has  been  called  for  December  15. 

Paramount  Aviation  Epic 

Ballied  Well  by  Bishop 
Winnipeg — Manager  Harold  Bishop  of 

the  Capitol  here  carried  through  an  in- 
tensive exploitation  campaign  for  Para- 

mount’s “Men  With  Wings.”  A   major 
tieup  was  made  with  the  Jimmy  Allen 
Cadet  Club  of  British  American  oil.  Cards 

were  displayed  in  all  service  stations  and 
3 -sheet  boards  and  signs  were  carried  on 
all  company  trucks.  Announcements  were 
made  on  the  Jimmy  Allen  radio  program 

urging  all  cadets  to  see  a   special  show- 
ing on  Saturday  morning.  Notices  also 

appeared  in  the  Jimmy  Allen  bi-weekly 
newspaper. 

The  airplane  text  of  the  picture  was 

carried  out  with  displays  of  model  air- 
planes in  the  entrances  of  the  house  and 

toy  plane  displays  in  downtown  stores. 
An  advance  screening  was  arranged  for 

heads  of  flying  clubs  and  aviation  com- 
panies in  the  city. 

The  tieup  with  the  history  of  aviation 
in  Canada  resulted  in  full  page  publicity 

in  both  daily  newspapers.  In  addition,  150 
window  cards  and  15  24-sheets  were  used. 

Looks  for  "Golden  Boy" 
New  York  —   Rouben  Mamoulian,  who 

will  direct  “Golden  Boy”  for  Columbia, 
was  here  looking  for  a   suitable  player  for 
the  title  role. 

piNANCIAL  aid  will  be  sought  from  the 
Quebec  government  to  build  up  a   film 

library  for  use  in  developing  visual  edu- 

cation work  in  Montreal's  Roman  Catholic 
schools  .   .   .   Because  a   Toronto  theatre 

manager  was  unable  to  change  the  start- 

ing time  of  the  film,  “The  Citadel,”  even 
to  accommodate  Lady  Tweedsmuir,  an  ex- 

tra print  was  sent  from  Montreal  and 
shown  to  Her  Excellency  and  party  at  a 

private  screening  .   .   .   The  Orpheum  will 
change  programs  on  Thursday  instead  of 
Friday  hereafter. 

The  American  Women’s  Club  held  a 
“movie  quiz”  day  when  two  teams  of  mem- 

bers underwent  a   test  of  their  knowledge 

of  the  theatre  and  the  cinema.  Mrs.  Florian 

Leduc  was  in  charge  .   .   .   “Marusia,”  with 
English  titles,  was  premiered  at  the  Arcade 
.   .   .   Vittorio  Mussolini,  visiting  England  as 

unofficial  ambassador  for  raising  the  quota 

of  films  to  be  interchanged  between  Britain 
and  Italy,  may  act  in  a   British  film  .   .   . 
Sgt.  Maj.  Ernest  Thomas,  who  reputedly 

fired  the  first  shot  for  Britain  in  the  Great 

War,  is  now  doorman  at  a   Brighton  ( Eng- land) cinema. 

Mount  Royal  Theatre  held  the  Canadian 

premiere  of  the  Yiddish  film,  “The  Dyb- 
buk”  .   .   .   Walter  Aspell,  12-year-old  win- 

ner of  the  United  Amusement’s  amateur 
contest,  is  in  Hollywood  accompanied  by 

his  mother.  He  has  been  given  a   prelim- 

inary test  by  M-G-M.  Walter  is  a   char- 
acter singer  and  actor. 

Condolences  are  being  sent  to  Charles 

Auclair  of  the  Hollywood  071  the  death  of 

his  father  .   .   .   Dave  Copeland,  general 
sales  manager  for  Columbia  in  Canada, 
was  here  on  a   visit  from  Toronto  .   .   .   Jules 

Levy,  general  sales  manager  for  RKO  on 
this  continent,  is  here  from  Hew  York. 

Filmrow  visitors  include:  E.  Venne,  Ra- 

dio Theatre,  Longueuil;  Carl  Brock,  Prin- 
cess, Cowansville;  Rudolph  (Rudy)  Vallee 

of  the  Granada  and  Premier,  Sherbrooke, 

A.  J.  B.  Robert  of  the  Capitol  and  Rialto, 

Three  Rivers,  and  U.  H.  Pelletier  of  the 

Alma,  St.  Joseph,  d’  Alma 

Roland  Friday  of  the  Scala,  Buckmgham, 

and  the  Town  Hall,  Hudson,  had  an  un- 

comfortable experience  motoring  to  Mon- 
treal. Caught  in  a   blizzard,  he  had  both 

hands  frozen  badly  as  he  held  the  steer- 
ing wheel. 

L.  C.  Pearson,  sales  manager  of  Domin- 
ion Sound  Equipments,  Ltd.,  has  been  in 

Quebec  on  a   business  trip. 

Moishe  Oysher,  star  of  “The  Singing 
Blacksmith,”  appeared  in  person  at  the 
weekend  shoivings  of  the  film  at  the  Holly- 

wood Theatre  here  where  it  is  in  its  sec- 
ond record-breaking  week. 

F<SH  Install  Equipment 

St.  John — Two  Franklin  &   Herschorn 

theatres  here  and  one  in  Halifax  have  had 

new  lamps  and  rectifiers  installed. 
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pRANK  SOBEY,  owner  of  the  Jubilee  in 
Stellarton,  N.  S„  and  Roxy  in  Westville, 

N.  S.,  had  some  tough  luck  when  fire 
gutted  his  Stellarton  grocery. 

A.  J.  Jeffery,  Montreal  ranch  manager 
for  TJA,  a   visitor  to  the  Saint  John  office 
.   .   .   Others  seen  on  Filmrow:  Clarence 

Robson,  Toronto,  FP-Canadian  eastern  su- 
pervisor, back  after  visits  to  Maritime 

houses;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  F.  S.  King,  in  town 

from  Shelburne,  N.  S.;  Harry  Adkins,  back 
again  from  Richibucto. 

Monday  is  the  date  for  the  reopening 
of  the  Capitol  at  Edmundston,  N.  B„  after 
fire  destroyed  the  projection  room.  New 

sound  and  projection  equipment  was  or- 
dered from  Dominion  Sound  Equipments 

by  the  B&L  Theatres  partners,  M.  S. 
Bernstein  and  J.  Lieberman.  The  latter 

went  up  to  Edmundston  from  Saint  John 
to  inspect  the  damage. 

Hizi  Koyke,  famed  Japanese  singer,  af- 
ter completing  a   tour  of  the  United  States 

with  the  San  Carlo  Opera  Co.,  is  visiting 
friends  in  Saint  John. 

Screen  and  Air  Campaign 
Restrictions  Will  Obtain 
Ottawa — With  federal  elections  in  the 

offing  for  Canada,  the  Liberal  Party  now 

in  power  evidently  banking  on  the  prom- 
ised results  from  the  trade  pact  with  the 

United  States  for  a   return  ticket  to  seats 

in  the  House  of  Commons,  it  is  interesting 
to  note  the  prospective  arrangements  for 
campaigning  with  respect  to  the  screen 
and  radio. 

In  the  last  elections  in  Ontario,  Premier 
M.  F.  Hepburn  banned  all  use  of  moving 

pictures  for  electioneering,  even  to  the  ex- 
tent of  refusing  to  permit  the  appearance 

of  himself  on  the  theatre  screen  in  any 

role.  The  board  of  moving  picture  cen- 
sors was  instructed  to  delete  any  news 

clips  of  any  candidate,  regardless  of  party 
affiliations,  and,  therefore,  this  visual 
medium  was  entirely  neutral.  It  is  under- 

stood that  this  procedure  will  be  followed 

in  similar  degree  in  the  Dominion-wide 
elections  with  all  provincial  censor  boards 
cooperating  because  of  the  stand  that 
people  go  to  theatres  to  be  entertained  and 
not  to  hear  political  speeches. 

With  regard  to  broadcasting,  regulations 
have  already  been  adopted  which  prohibit 
all  political  programs  from  the  airways 

for  48  hours  prior  to  election  day  to  pre- 
vent any  semblance  of  a   last-minute  roor- 

back. With  a   spread  in  time  of  four 
hours  between  the  Atlantic  and  Pacific 

Coasts,  there  will  be  no  broadcasting  of 
election  returns  until  10  p.  m.  on  the 
voting  day  or  until  after  the  polls  have 

closed  in  the  far  west  so  that  balloting 

cannot  be  influenced  by  early  announce- 
ments from  the  east.  There  will  be  no 

restriction  on  the  announcing  of  election 

returns  in  theatres  in  any  part  of  the 
country  as  a   patronage  inducement  for 
which  theatre  managers  will  make  their 
own  arrangements. 

Film  Questionnaire 

To  Young  Patrons 
Montreal — Children  in  Quebec  province 

have  few  opportunities  of  expressing  their 
preference  on  films.  The  only  one  they 
have  seen  (legally}  in  several  years  is 

“Snow  White  and  the  Seven  Dwarfs.” 
In  London  an  effort  has  been  made  to 

ascertain  their  ideas  and  the  following 

conclusions  were  announced  by  an  inves- 
tigator, the  Hon.  E.  Plumer: 

“Romance  is  regarded  as  silly  and  slop- 
py, and  most  children  are  definitely  bored 

by  love  stories. 
“Villains — Children’s  sense  of  right  is 

strongly  developed  and  they  feel  that  right 
must  triumph;  the  death  of  a   villain  in 
gangster  films  is  not  looked  upon  as  being 
in  any  way  tragic,  but  as  being  a   good 
way  of  tidying  up  the  world  to  make  room 
for  better  people  to  live  in  it. 

“Horrific  films  do  frighten  children  and 
are  the  cause  of  night  dreams  and  other 
psychological  effects. 

“Juvenile  crime  and  films — there  is  no 
connection  between  them,  except  when 
children  steal  money  to  pay  for  admission. 

“Death — If  there  are  no  close-ups  or 
prolonged  scenes  of  violence  no  harm 

seems  to  come  to  them  by  this,  ‘taste  of 

aggressive  living  by  proxy.” 
The  system  of  matinees  for  children  is 

now  being  generally  introduced  although 

out  of  5,000  cinemas  in  the  United  King- 
dom not  more  than  8   per  cent  ran  Sat- 

urday matinees  for  children,  the  report 
said. 

It  was  estimated,  however,  that  about 
700,000  children  attended  these  matinees 

at  ages  ranging  from  5   to  13.  Experi- 
ence showed  that  the  length  of  program 

suitable  for  children  should  not  exceed 
two  hours,  made  up  of: 

A   feature  film — 60  minutes;  a   comedy 
or  cartoon  reel — 20  minutes;  one  careful- 

ly chosen  interest  film — 15  minutes,  and 
one  serial — 20  minutes. 

Three  Theatre  Fires 

Recently  in  the  East 
Ottawa — Reports  on  three  theatre  fires 

in  eastern  Canada  in  the  past  few  days 
received  at  the  office  of  J.  Grove  Smith, 
Dominion  fire  commissioner,  Ottawa,  show 
that  the  blaze  started  with  the  films  in 

only  one  instance,  this  being  at  the  Cap- 
itol Theatre,  Edmundston,  N.  B.,  where 

the  patrons  made  a   hasty  exit  when  the 
operator  could  not  extinguish  the  flames. 

A   furnace  defect  is  said  to  have  caused 

the  destruction  of  the  20-year-old  Classic 

Theatre  at  Quebec  City  but  no  perform- 
ance was  in  progress  at  the  time. 

The  Strand  Theatre,  Port  Colborne,  Ont., 

was  damaged  to  the  extent  of  $20,000  dur- 

ing the  night-  but  the  fire  did  not  start 
in  the  projection  room.  The  Strand  is 
operated  by  Premier  Theatres,  Ltd. 

Ina  Claire  Signs  Contract 

Hollywood — Ina  Claire  has  been  signed 

to  a   long-term  contract  by  M-G-M  and 

will  have  a   role  in  “I  Take  This  Woman,” 
starring  Spencer  Tracy  and  Hedy  Lamarr. 

WINNIPEG 
pOREIGN  films  are  on  the  ascent  this 

week  with  “The  Country  Bride,”  a   Soviet 

release  playing  the  Times,  and  “Cossacks 
in  Exile,”  produced  by  Avramenko,  local 
Ukrainian  film  unit,  in  its  premiere  at 
the  Orpheum. 

Special  screening  of  the  March  of  Time 

short,  “ The  Man  at  the  Wheel,”  should 
result  in  excellent  returns  for  the  Capitol 
where  it  is  now  playing.  The  short  was 

filmed  for  a   number  of  safety  organiza- 
tions of  the  city  and  province  and  elicit- 

ed very  favorable  comment  from  those 

who  witnessed  it.  Among  the  organiza- 
tions invited  to  the  showing  by  Harold 

Bishop  were:  Manitoba  Motor  League,  Pro- 
vincial Government  Safety  Bureau,  City  of 

Winnipeg  Traffic  Squad,  Western  Canada 

Insurance  Underwriters  Ass’n,  Winnipeg 
Electric  Co.,  Winnipeg  Board  of  Trade, 

Winnipeg  Tourist  and  Convention  Bureau, 

Winnipeg  School  Board-Safety  Patrol 
Division,  Winnipeg  Traffic  Commission. 

It  is  reported  a   western  man  will  go  to 

Montreal  to  take  the  management  of  Em- 
pire Universal  .   .   .   Larry  Berg,  district 

manager  for  FP  in  Vancouver,  and  Mrs. 
Berg  visited  the  city  on  their  return  from 
New  York  and  Montreal. 

Horror  Combinations  Are 

Hit  in  British  Columbia 
Victoria,  B.  C. — Mrs.  Dorothy  Steeves,  a 

member  of  the  British  Columbia  legisla- 

ture, is  on  record  for  “governmental  ac- 
tion” if  “parents  are  not  wise  enough  to 

keep  their  children  away”  from  “horror” programs  at  motion  picture  theatres. 

She  told  the  body  she  attended  a   show- 

ing of  “Frankenstein”  and  “Dracula”  and 
that  she  was  “amazed”  by  the  number  of 
children  in  attendance  at  a   program 

which  “should  have  been  censored  by  the 

censors.” 
Attorney-General  Wismer  defended  the 

British  Columbia  board  of  censors  as 

showing  “discretion  and  tolerance  in  carry- 

ing out  their  duties  of  censorship.” 

Objects  to  Censorship 

Of  "Stop  Silicosis" 
Victoria,  B.  C. — Objection  to  the  cen- 

sorship of  certain  portions  of  the  film, 

“Stop  Silicosis,”  which  was  shown  to 
British  Columbia  hard  rock  miners  to  warn 

them  of  the  disease,  were  made  at  the 

present  sitting  of  the  British  Columbia 
legislature  by  Hon.  George  S.  Pearson, 
minister  of  labor. 

Pearson  said  the  Workmen’s  Compensa- 
tion Board  had  objected  to  some  particular 

gruesome  parts  of  the  film  because  they 

had  “no  application  to  British  Columbia 
mining,  would  unduly  alarm  miners  and 
would  not  be  helpful  in  controlling  the 

disease.” 

The  film,  he  explained,  was  issued  in  the 
United  States  campaign  to  arouse  public 

opinion  for  anti-silicosis  legislation  and 

was  not  needed  for  the  purpose  in  Brit- 
ish Columbia  which  has  the  protection. 
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Necessary  Nuisance 

Montreal — The  most  expensive  movie 
personality  in  Hollywood  is  not  Garbo  or 
Gable  or  Colbert.  He  is  an  innocent  little 

fellow  called  “mike  shadow.”  He  doesn’t 
appear  in  pictures  but  he  costs  every  stu- 

dio millions  of  dollars  a   year,  comments 
Lionel  Shapiro,  of  the  Montreal  Gazette, 
who  has  been  visiting  Hollywood  studios. 

“When  the  stars  are  rehearsed  and 
ready,  the  set  burnished  and  shining,  and 
the  lights  and  camera  in  place,  someone 

yells  ‘mike  shadow’  and  the  whole  scene 
is  spoiled.  Sometimes  it  takes  hour's  to 

correct  ‘mike  shadow.’ 

“As  the  lights  beat  down  from  catwalks 
on  top  of  the  set,  and  the  traveling  micro- 

phone must  be  suspended  immediately  over 

the  heads  of  the  players,  ‘mike’  often  casts 
a   shadow  that  shows  in  the  picture.  To 
get  rid  of  the  shadow  means  long  and 
intricate  experimenting  with  counter  and 
crosslights.  The  delays  this  entails  make 

‘mike  shadow’  the  No.  1   menace  of  talk- 
ing pictures. 

“   ‘Mike  shadow’  is  ornery,  tempera- 
mental and  expensive.  If  I   were  a   cynic 

I   would  say  that  this  qualifies  ‘mike’  for 
an  Academy  award.  Some  actors  are  just 

as  big  a   nuisance.” 

Bandits  Escape  With  $634 

From  Regina  Metropolitan 
Regina,  Sask.  —   Planning  their  crime 

perfectly  to  fit  in  between  checking  of 
police  located  a   block  away,  yeggs  cracked 
the  Metropolitan  Theatre  safe  and  escaped 
with  $634. 

The  theatre  had  been  hit  three  times 

previously  during  the  years  so  unusual 

precautions  were  taken  to  prevent  any- 
thing of  like  nature  happening  again — it 

was  thought.  The  safe  was  mounted  on 

a   platform  in  the  manager’s  office  with 
a   white  border  painted  around  the  door 
and  a   light  always  hung  before  it.  The 
whole  business  could  easily  be  seen  through 
a   window  in  the  office  from  any  point 
along  two  streets  and  from  the  police 

headquarters’  office.  Automatically  on 
leaving  end  entering  H.  Q„  police  looked 
for  the  light  and  white  border. 

On  November  26  the  light  was  noticed 
many  times  and  so  was  the  safe.  When 

dawn  came,  police  did  not  check  so  con- 
stantly and  it  is  believed  it  was  about  then 

the  thieves  did  their  work.  The  office  was 

wrecked  by  the  blast,  yet  no  one  appears 
to  have  heard  it.  The  loss  was  covered  by 
insurance. 

" Memory  of  Love"  Is  a 
Lombard  Vehicle  at  RKO 

Hollywood — Carole  Lombard  has  signed 

with  RKO  to  star  in  “Memory  of  Love,” 
Bessie  Bruer  novel,  the  deal  being  handled 
on  a   percentage  basis  which  gives  Miss 
Lombard  a   flat  $100,000  payment  and  a 

cut  on  the  picture’s  grosses — if  any — over 
$1,500,000. 

John  Cromwell  will  direct  from  a   script 
by  Dudley  Nichols  and  Hagar  Wilde,  film 
to  go  into  production  under  George 

Haight’s  guidance  early  next  year. 

Regina  Exhibitors  Seek 

Midnight  Frolic  Permit 
Regina,  Sask.  —   Application  has  been 

made  by  the  theatre  operators  of  Regina 

to  the  city  council  to  revise  the  by-law 
which  now  governs  midnight  frolics  so  as 

to  permit  one  to  be  held  for  New  Year’s. 
The  operators  charge  that  the  present 

ban,  which  makes  it  necessary  to  close  all 
theatres,  dances  and  amusement  centers 

at  12  o’clock  midnight  Saturdays  and  re- 
main closed  until  7   a.  m.  the  following 

Mondays  is  a   restraint  of  trade,  ultra  vires 

of  the  One  Day’s  Rest  in  Seven  Act,  and 
something  no  other  city  operators  in 
Canada  have  to  contend  with. 

It  is  anticipated  the  change  will  gain 
favor  with  public  and  city  council  alike. 

The  operators  point  out  they  want  no  in- 
terference with  the  law  as  at  present  be- 

fore religious  holidays,  but  they  hardly 

think  New  Year’s  is  in  that  category. 

Grade  Fields  as  "Sally” 
For  20th-Fox  in  London 

Hollywood — Darryl  Zanuck  has  okayed 

“Shipyard  Sally”  as  the  next  Grade  Fields 
starring  comedy  for  20th  Century-Fox  to 
be  made  in  London.  Miss  Fields  and  Monty 

Banks,  who  wrote  the  story  and  will  di- 
rect, have  been  here  conferring  with 

Zanuck. 

"Elizabeth"  in  Color 

Hollywood— “Elizabeth,  the  Queen”  will 
be  filmed  in  Technicolor  by  WB. 

VIC  TO  IK  111  A 
PUBLICITY  for  Shirley  Temple  in  “Just Around  the  Corner,”  which  played  at 
the  Dominion,  included  a   full  window 

display  in  a   local  department  store  fea- 
turing a   special  cut  out  and  pictures 

tying  up  with  Shirley  Temple  dresses  and 

dolls  .   .   .   The  display  of  65  pots  of  beau- 
tiful Japanese  chrysanthemums  in  the 

foyer  of  the  Oak  Bay  Theatre  is  drawing 
admiring  comments  from  patrons.  The 

blooms  were  grown  in  Manager  Ray  Cas- 

tle’s garden  by  his  Japanese  cook  whose 
hobby  is  flower  growing. 

Ushers  of  the  Plaza  are  sporting  bright 

new  uniforms  in  readiness  for  the  Christ- 
mas season  .   .   .   Six  tieups  with  drug  stores 

and  electrical  appliance  shows  were  in- 

cluded in  ballyhoo  for  “Boys  Toum’’  by 
Manager  M.  Prieswerck  of  the  Atlas. 

Johnny  Garrard  of  the  Atlas  reports 
that  in  his  spare  time  he  is  planning  to 

put  a   new  top  on  his  speedster  Auburn. 

Johnny’s  pet  hobby  is  working  on  his  car, 
which  is  one  of  the  fastest  in  Victoria. 

Sam  N eagle  of  United  Artists  spent  a 
few  days  here  looking  over  the  theatre 
business  .   .   .   Marching  to  the  Capitol 

Theatre  through  the  mam  streets  of  Vic- 
toria, members  of  the  16 th  Canadian  Scot- 
tish attended  an  evening  showing  of 

“Drums”  as  guests  of  Manager  J.  M.  Rob- 
ertson. 

Gift  tickets  to  the  Capitol,  Dominion 

and  Atlas  are  proving  popular  in  Vic- 
toria. 

Knew  Her  When — 

Calgary,  Alta. — “Love  Finds  Andy  Har- 

dy,” making  its  second  run  here,  opened 
to  capacity  business  at  the  Strand  The- 

atre. While  this  episode  is  certainly  tops 

in  the  Hardy  series  with  Mickey  Rooney 
prime  favorite  with  patrons,  the  Hardy 

family  pictures  have  an  additional  appeal 
to  Calgary  folks  with  the  presence  of  Fay 
Holden  in  the  cast. 

They  knew  her  here  as  Gaby  Fay,  her 

stage  monicker.  Miss  Holden  played  a 
season  in  stock  at  the  Grand  here  some 

years  ago,  being  leading  lady  with  the 
British  Guild  Players,  a   stock  company 

run  by  her  husband,  David  Clyde.  This 

company  was  also  well  known  in  Van- 
couver where  they  worked  a   number  of 

seasons. 

David  Clyde  now  plays  small  Scotch 
character  bits  in  the  films  occasionally. 
He  is  a   brother  of  Andy  Clyde,  the  screen 
comedian.  Both  come  from  the  noted 

Clyde  family  of  Scotland,  connected  with 
the  theatre  for  some  generations.  Jean 

Clyde,  a   sister,  brought  her  own  company 
from  London  on  a   Canadian  tour  some 

years  ago  in  “Marigold.” 

Lord's  Day  Act  Permits 
No  Holiday  Concession 

Ottawa — Following  indications  that  New 

Year’s  Eve  shows  in  theatres  will  be  held 
early  on  Sunday  morning,  January  1,  and 
that  civic  authorities  may  be  inclined  to 

leniency  in  the  enforcement  of  the  law  be- 

cause New  Year’s  Day  is  a   Sunday,  warn- 
ing has  been  issued  by  the  federal  de- 

partment of  justice  that  the  Lord’s  Day Act  is  a   Dominion  statute  and  cannot  be 

amended  by  local  authorities  because  the 
federal  government  alone  has  jurisdiction 
over  criminal  laws. 

Enacted  in  1906,  the  Sunday  law  is  offi- 

cially known  as  “The  Act  for  the  Proper 

R-espectful  Observance  of  the  Lord’s  Day 
in  Canada.”  Many  of  its  provisions  are 
now  as  antiquated  as  the  name  sounds,  but 
its  requirements  are  still  on  the  books, 

thus  precluding  the  possibility  of  special 

dispensation  in  the  holding  of  after-mid- 

night theatre  shows  for  New  Year’s  Eve. 
However,  the  following  day,  Monday, 

has  been  made  a   legal  holiday  and  mid- 

night shows  can  be  held  after  12  o’clock 
Simday  night  without  restriction  except 

where  there  is  a   local  ban  on  the  admis- 
sion of  children  at  late  performances. 

'Wagons  Westward'  Role 
Awarded  to  Richard  Dix 

Hollywood — Republic  has  signed  Rich- 
ard Dix  for  the  role  of  Sam  Houston  in 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  the  studio’s 
Anniversary  Specials  and  most  expensive- 

ly-budgeted films  in  the  company's  history. 
Dix  reports  to  Republic  upon  comple- 

tion of  “Twelve  Crowded  Hours,”  now  in 
production  at  RKO  Radio.  The  Republic 
outdoor  special  will  get  the  gun  late  in 

December,  with  George  Nieholls  jr.,  di- 
recting and  Sol  Siegel  as  the  producer. 
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A   GUIDE 
CURRENT  RELEASES 

JUNE  24 JULY  2 JULY  9 

|2p|  Western 
 8211 

Stage  Coach  Days  (58) 
John  Luden-E.  Stewart 

g   Western  
8206 

West  of  Cheyenne  (53) 
Charles  Starrett 

I

.

 

 

Meredith;  R — Sept.  10 

|24|  Comedy  Dram
a  837 

Cord  Jeff  (84) 

Freddie  Bartholomew 
Mickey  Rooney 

R — June  25 

|22|  Outdoor  Drama  37
02 

Romance  of  the  Clmber- 
lost  (81) 

Jean  Parker-Erlc  Linden 
R — June  25 

I24]  Western  3758 

Bar  20  Justice  (70) 
Wm.  Boyd  (Hopalong 

Cassidy)  R — Apr.  16 

I24]  Western 

Border  G-Man  (60) 

George  O'Brien 
R — June  18 

882 

[24]  Melodrama  819 
Mr.  Moto  Takes  a 

Chance  (63) 

Peter  Lorre-R.  Hudson 
R — June  18 

|25]  Drama  WB208 

White  Banners  (88) 
Claude  Rains-F.  Bainter 

EP — Feb.  26;  R— June  4 

[27]  Action  Drama  8929 
Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J

.

 

 

Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 

D
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8019 0 
City  Streets  (68) 

(For.  City  Shadows) 

Deo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

(Y|  Melodrama  225 
I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 

Neil  Hamilton 
R— July  16 

[Y|  Adven.  Drama  829 Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M,  O'Sullivan R— July  16 

IT]  Comedy  819 
Having  Wonderful 
Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP — Oct  23;  R — June  18 

ft]  Drama  852 
Always  Goodbye  (75) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 
Herbert  Marshall 
R — July  2 

m   Action  Drama  2032 
Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

jTj  Comedy  2005 
Rage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux 
R — June  18 

m   Drama  GB 
Three  on  a   Weekend  (72) 

Margaret  Dockwood 
John  Lodge 
R — June  11 

[j~|  Western Rollin’  Plains  (75) 
Tex  Ritter 

[~8~|  Comedy  Drama Fast  Company  (74) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice R — July  2 

flTl  Western  3742 Man’s  Country  (56) 

Jack  Randall 
R — Aug.  6 

[5]  Western  3854 Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong Cassidy) 

R — July  2 

|~4~|  West,  with  Music  7103 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 

(60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes R — July  9 

[8~|  Drama  reissue Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

[~8~|  Melodrama  836 Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

|~8]  Western  853 Pannniint's  Bad  Man  (60) 
Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

|~8]  Comedy  857 
We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich (78) 

Victor  McLaglen 

Grarie  Fields;  R — July  9 

fiTI  Drama  FN260 My  Bill  (60) 

K

.
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JULY  16 JULY  23 

|l5|  Western  
8212 

Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay 
R — Sept.  17 

[l5|  Melodrama  227 The  High  Command  (59) 

Lionel  Atwill R — July  30 

|l5|  Drama  835 Shopworn  Angel  (85) 

James  Stewart 

Margaret  Sullavan 
R— July  9 

[22]  Comedy  3744 Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Bob  Burns 
R— July  2 

[15]  Drama 

Army  Girl  (85) 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster R — July  23 

7002 

[l5|  Comedy  85 Passport  Husband  (67) 
Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore R — July  2 

[l5|  Melodrama 

Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 

Glenda  Farrell R — July  23 202?* 

[l6|  Com.  Drama  WB215 Men  Are  Sueli  Fools  (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane R — June  25 

[l6]  Melodrama  WB205 Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

[15]  Musical  Comedy  GB Evergreen  ( .   . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 
Barry  Mackay 

[21]  Action  Drama 

Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters R — June  25 

|22|  Action  Drama  228 Renfrew  on  the  Great White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

[22]  Comedy  Drama  841 
^Love  Finds  Andy Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone R — July  16 

[22]  Adven.  Drama  3745 

Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara 
R — July  23 

[20]  Western  7118 
Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R— Aug.  13 

[22]  Action  Drama  
835 

Sky  Giant  (80) 
(For.  Northern  Flight) 

Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix 
R — July  23 

[22|  Romantic  Drama 
 855 

I’ll  Give  a   Million  (70) 

Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R — July  16 

JULY  30 

[28l  Western  8207 

South  of  Arizona  (56) 

Chas.  Starrett 

Iris  Meredith 
R — Oct.  15 

[29|  Comedy  Drama  842 

The  Chaser  (76) 

Dennis  O’Keefe 
Ann  Morrlss 
R — July  30 

[29]  Comedy  3746 

Professor  Beware  (93) 

Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

Com.  Drama 
833 

Mother  Carey’s  Chickens 

(80) Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison 
R — July  23 

|22|  Drama 
 2008 

Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 
"Dead  End”  Kids 

Robt.  Wilcox R — July  16 

[23]  Com.  Drama  FN
276 

Penrod’s  Double Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins R — April  2 

[29]  Comedy  Drama 
 856 

Little  Miss  Broadway 

(70) 

Shirley  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 

R — July  9 

||oj  Melodrama 
 FN262 

Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse (85) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Claire  Trevor 

R — July  9 
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Hooking  Hhatt To  ✓ 
A   GUIDE CURRENT  RELEASES 

JANUARY, 1939 
FEBRUARY, 

1939 
MARCH, 

1939 
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25 

29 
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27 
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29 
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AUGUST  6 AUGUST  13 AUGUST  20 
AUGUST  27 SEPTEMBER  3 SEPTEMBER  10  i 

HU  Comedy
  8011 

The  Gladiator  (72) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

H|]  Action  Dram
a  8039 

Convicted  (68) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley R — Sept.  3 

|~2~|  Drama  8005 I   Am  the  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  27 

^   Western  
8213 

Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden  R — Nov  26 

|~9~|  Comedy  Drama  8015  ' 
Lady  Objects  (67)  j, 

Lanny  Ross-GIoria  Stuar  n 

[~8~|  Western  8208  !' Colorado  Trail  (57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

R — Nov.  5 

[H]  Western  229 
Utah  Trail  (59) 
Tex  Ritter [26]  Western  231 King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 

With  Rex,  the 

Wonder  Horse 

|~5~|  Action  Drama  840 
The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 
Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 
R — Aug.  6 

[12]  Comedy  Drama  843 
Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey 

R — Aug.  13 

HU  Comed
y  844 

Block-heads  (58) 

Laurel  &   Hardy 
R — Aug.  20 

[26]  Drama  845 
Marie  Antoinette  (157) 

Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power R — Sept.  17 

[~2~j  Comedy  901 Three  Loves  Has  Nancy (69) 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y 
R — Sept.  3 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  002 
^)Boys  Town  (93) 
Spencer  Tracy 

Mickey  Roonev 
R — Sept.  10 

[~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  3810 
Barefoot  Boy  (63) 
Jackie  Moran 

R — Sept.  10 

[31]  Drama  3811 
Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to Town) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

|~7~]  Western  3859 
Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

[~5~[  Melodrama  3747 
Bulldog  Drummond  in 
Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel 
R — Aug.  6 

[12]  Outdoor  Drama  3748 
The  Texans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott 
R — July  23 

[19]  Comedy  3749 Give  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hope R — July  30 
[26]  Action  Drama  3750 Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 
George  Raft 

Dorothy  Lamour 

Henry  Fonda R— Aug.  27 

[~2~|  Com.  with  Music  3801 Sing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 
Fred  MacMurray R— Aug.  13 

[9]  Western  3855 

In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) 
R — Aug.  6 

[28]  Western  861 
Fals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 
Three  Mesquiteers 

R — Sept.  17 

|~8~|  Action  Drama  7024 
Come  on  Leathernecks (66) 

Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt 
R— Aug.  27 

|l5]  Romantic  Drama  701 Desperate  Adventure  (65) 
Ramon  Novarro 

Marian  Marsh 

[15]  Western  7104 Man  From  Music  Moun- tain (58) 

Gene  Autry:  R-Aug.  13 

[22]  Action  Drama  7025
 

Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 

Beverly  Roberts 

[22]  Western  7128 Durango  Valley  Raiders 
(56) 

Bob  Steele 

|29]  Comedy  Drama  7015 
The  Higgins  Family  (64) 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 
The  Gleason  Family R — Sept.  10 

|T|  Western  851 
Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

R — Sept.  3 

|~5~|  Com.  with  Music  834 
I’m  From  the  City  (71) 
Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton 
R— July  30 

[12]  Western  883 
Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O'Brien R — Aug.  6 

[19]  Melodrama  832 Smashing  the  Rackets 
(80) 

(For  Cleanup) 

Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer R — July  30 

[26]  Com.  with  Music  845
 Breaking  the  lee  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare 
R — Sept.  3 

[~2~|  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers 

Fred  Astaire 
R — Sept.  3 

|~9]  Comedy  902 
Affairs  of  Annnbei  (68) 
Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie 
R — July  16 

[5~|  Drama  901 
Gateway  (74) 
Don  Ameche 
Arleen  Whelan 

R — Aug.  6 

[l2|  Drama  902 
Keep  Smiling  (77) 
Jane  Withers 
Gloria  Stuart 
R — June  18 

[19]  Musical  Comedy  903 
^Alexander’s  Ragtime Band  (105) 

Tyrone  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche R — June  4 

[20I  Action  Drama  904 Speed  to  Burn  (60) 
Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari 
R— -June  11 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama  905 
My  Lucky  Star  (84) 

Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene R — Sept.  3 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  906 Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family R — Aug.  13 

|~&~1  Drama 
Algiers  (95) 
(diaries  Boyer 

Sigrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMari 
R— July  2 

[l2]  Com.  with  Music Letter  of  Introduction  (103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 
Bergen  and  McCarthv 

[12]  Mystery  Drama  2031 
Missing  Guest  (69) 
Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore:  R — Aug.  20 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3057 Strawberry  Roan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3058 Fidd  in’  Buckaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

[26]  Exploitation  Adven. 
Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast — R-Oct.  15 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3059 King  of  the  Arena  (60) 

Ken  Maynard 

[~2~j  Comedy  Drama  3025 Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 

Ernest  Truex R— Aug.  27 
[9]  Melodrama  3

034 

Personal  Secretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 
Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges 
R — Oct.  15 

[|]  Comedy  WB
227 

Mr.  Chump  (60) 
Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane 

R— July  23 

[13]  Com.  Music  WB217 Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 
Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lane 

[27]  Com.  Drama  WB303 Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney-O'Brien 

[~3~j  Com.  Drama  WB21 3 Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 

Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R— July  30 [ip]  Drama  FN365 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 

Geo.  Brent 

Kav  Franc-is 

R— Oct.  22 

[l~|  Drama  GB Strange  Boarders  (79) 
Tom  Walls 

Renee  Saint-Cyr 
R— Sept.  10 

[15]  Action  Drama  GB Crime  Over  London  (63) 

Margot  Grahame 
Paul  Cavanaugh 

R — Aug.  13 

• 

i 
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Soolclnq  (?ha%t E   T   O   f   * 
A   GUIDE CURRENT  RELEASES 

SEPTEMBER  17  ! 
«   1 

SEPTEMBER  24 OCTOBER  1 OCTOBER  8 OCTOBER  15 OCTOBER  22 

15 

“   [15]  Melodrama  8026 Juvenile  Court  (61) 
Paul  Kelly 

#   Rita  Hayworth 
R— Sept.  17 

1 

[22]  Western  8284 
Stranger  From  Arizona 

(56) Buck  Jones 

R— Sept.  24 

[30]  Drama  8012 Girls*  School  (73) 

A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy R — Oct.  1 

[29]  Comedy  9101 
ilYou  Can’t  Take  It  With 
You  (127)  J.  Arthur 

J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

[5]  Melodrama  9021 
Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 

(59) 
Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

[~3~|  Western  9201 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe(57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

[12]  Action  Drama  9026 
Flight  to  Fame  (57) 

Charles  Farrell 
Jacqueline  Wells 

g   Melodrama  230 
Dangerous  Secrets  (60) 
Paul  Lukas 
R— Oct.  29 

[14]  Drama  311 
Shadows  Over  Shanghai (65) 

James  Dunn 
Glenda  Gray 
R — Sept.  17 

|2l]  Western  325 

Frontier  Scout  (62) 

Geo.  Houston R— Sept.  17 

|Jg]  Com.  Romance  
903 

!   Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy 

R — Sept.  17 

[30|  Comedy  905 Vacation  From  Love  (65) 

D.  O'Keefe-F,  Rice R — Oct.  8 

j~7~]  Comedy  Drama  906 Stablemates  (89) 

Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney R— Oct.  8 
[14]  Comedy  Drama  907 
Young  Dr.  Kildare  (81) 
Lew  Ayres 
Lionel  Barrymore R — Oct.  22 

|2i]  Com.  with  Music  904 

Listen,  Darling  (75) 

Judy  Garland Freddie  Bartholomew R— Oct.  22 

[JJ]  Western 
 3741 

M   Mexicali  Kid  (56) 
(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall 

R— Sept.  10 

[21]  Melodrama  3817 
Wanted  by  the  Police 

(60) 
Frankie  Darro 
Evalyn  Knapp 
R — Oct.  1 

[5]  Melodrama  3804 Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (69) 

Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent R— Oct.  8 

[id|  Musical  Reissue 
Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi 

(65) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

[l2|  Western  3860 
Where  Buffalo  Roam(62) 

Tex  Ritter  R — Oct.  29 

[l0|  Drama  3803 

Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 
Lynne  Overman 
Billy  Lee 

R— Sept.  17 

[23]  Com.  with  Music  3802 
Campus  Confessions  (66) 

Betty  Grable 
Hank  Luisetti 
R — Sept.  17 

[30[  Melodrama  3804 lung  of  Alcatraz  (57) 

Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh R — Oct.  8 

[~7~|  Action  Drama  3805 Touchdown,  Army  (71) 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle R — Oct.  1 

Comedy  Drama  3706 
Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter R — Oct.  8 
[21]  Western  3707 

Mysterious  Kider  (73) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler R — Sept.  24 

|25|  Western  7107 

Prairie  Moon  (58) 

i   Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
i   R— Oct.  29 

[2q|  Western  862 
Overland  Stage  Raiders 

(55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

fU  Melodrama  817 Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston-J.  Travis R — Oct.  1 

[~8~|  Hillbilly  Musical  805 Down  in  Arkansaw  (66) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 

r
~
 

[ie]  Western  884 

Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

1   George  O’Brien 
R— Sept.  17 

[23]  Melodrama  803 
Fugitives  for  a   Night 

(63) 
Eleanor  Lynn 
Frank  Albertson 
R — Oct.  1 

[30]  Comedy  901 Room  Service  (80) 

Marx  Brothers 
R— Sept.  17 

[7]  Comedy  904 Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis R — Sept.  10 

[14]  Dram
a  905 

A   Man  to  Keineniher(80) 
Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley R — Oct.  8 

|2x|  Mystery  Comedy  906 

Mad  Bliss  Manton  (78) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda 
R— Oct.  16 

lie]  Comedy  907 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 
John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver 

R — Sept.  17 

[23|  Melodrama  908 
Time  Out  for  Murder (60) 
Gloria  Stuart 
Michael  Whalen 
R— July  2 

[30]  Musical  911 Straight,  Place  and  Show 
( 65) 

Ritz  Bros.-Ethel  Merman R — Oct.  1 

[~7~]  Adven.  Comedy  910 Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari R— July  23 

Comedy  Drama  919 
Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints R — Oct.  15 [21]  Melodrama  912
 

Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 

Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire 
R — June  4 

[30]  Adventure  Drama 
Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 
R — Aug.  6. 

Comedy  Drama 

There  Goes  Sly  Heart 

(84) 
F.  March-V.  Bruce R — Oct.  1 

[ie]  Western  3051 

Black  Bandit  (57) 
(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Baker 

R — Nov.  5 

|30[  Comedy  Drama  3012 
Youth  Takes  a   Fling(78) 

J.  McCrea-A.  Deeds 
R— Oct.  1 

[23|  Drama  3017 
Road  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell 
R — Sept.  3 

J~7~|  Musical  Comedy  2007 That  Certain  Age  (95) 

Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper R — Oct.  8 

[l4|  Comedy  Drama  3026 
Swing  That  Cheer  (63) 
Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine 
R— Nov.  19 

[21]  Comedy  3013 
Service  De  Luxe  (85) 

C.  Bennett-C.  Ruggles R— Oct.  22 

[21]  Western  3052 

Guilty  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker 

[17]  Drama  WB305 

©Valley  of  the  Giants 
(79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor 

R— Sept.  17 

[24]  Drama  FN359 
Four  Daughters  (90) 
Lane  Sisters 

Jeffrey  Lynn 
R — Aug.  20 

U]  Mus.  Comedy  FN358 Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay R — July  30 

|~8~]  Drama  FN368 
Broadway  Musketeers( 62) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson R— Oct.  29 

[25]  Drama.  WB302 

The  Sisters  (99) 
Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis 
R— Oct.  8 

[22]  Melodrama  FN369 

Girls  on  Probation  (63) 
Ronald  Reagan 
June  Bryan R— Oct.  21 

|l5|  Melodrama  GB 
The  39  Steps  ( .   . ) 

(Reissue) 
Robert  Donat 

Madeleine  Carroll 

[T]  Drama  Tri-Nat*i 
Oragc  ( .   . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

[T|  Comedy  Tri-Nat’l Carnival  in  Flanders (..) 

(Reissue) 
Francoise  Rosay 

[T|  Melodrama  GB Man  With  100  Faces  (72) 
Noel  Madison 

Lilli  Palmer;  R-Nov.  19 

[15]  Drama  Trl
-Nat’l 

Peg  of  Old  Drury  ( .   . ) 
Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke MI
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Hooking  Hhatt A   GUIDE  TO  f   CURRENT  RELEASES CURRENT  RELEASES 

JULY,  1939 AUGUST,  1939 SEPTEMBER,  1939 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

1 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

1   2   3   4   5 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 
1   2 

2   3   4   5   6   7   8 6   7   8   9   10  11  12 3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

9   10  11  12  13  14  15 13  14  15  16  17  18  19 10  11  12  13  14  15  16 

16  17  18  19  20  21  22 20  21  22  23  24  25  26 
17  18  19  20  21  22  23 

23  24  25  26  27  28  29 

30  31 

27  28  29  30  31 24  25  26  27  28  29  30 

OCTOBER  29 NOVEMBER  5 NOVEMBER  12 NOVEMBER  19 NOVEMBER  26 DECEMBER  3 

[24]  Action  Drama  9020 

Little  Adventuress  (62) 

(For.  Thoroughbred) 

E.  Fellows-J.  Wells 

|24|  Western  8285 
Law  of  the  Texan  (57) 

Buck  Jones  R — Oct.  29 

|T|  Western  9211 
In  Early  Arizona  (68) 
Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 

[15]  Action  Drama  9028 Adventure  in  the  Sahara (57) 

Paul  Kelly 
Lenora  Gray 

[T|  Com.  M’drama  9050 

Terror  of  Tiny  Town  (63) 

g   Comedy  9011 

Blondie  (72) 

Penny  Singleton 

Arthur  Lake;  R-Nov.  5 

|2|j]  Adventure  326 

Titans  of  the  Deep  (47) 
Dr.  Wm.  Beebe 

[T|  Melodrama  312 
Cipher  Bureau  (70) 
Ames- Woodbury 
R — Oct.  29 

|fs]  Melodrama  345 Sunset  Strip  Case  ( . . ) 

Sally  Rand 

[28]  Drama  909 
The  Citadel  (112) 
Robert  Donat 
Rosalind  Russell 

R — Oct.  29 

[~4~|  Musical  Drama  908 
Great  Waltz  (104) 
Luise  Rainer 
Fernand  Gra.vet 

[ffj  Comedy  Drama  911
 

Spring  Madness  (67) 
Lew  Ayres 

Maureen  O’Sullivan R — Nov.  26 

|l8j  Drama  912 
Shining  Hour  (75) 

Joan  Crawford 

Margaret  Sullavan 
Melvyn  Douglas R — Nov.  19 

|25]  Comedy  Drama  913 
Out  West  With  the Hardys  (85) 

Mickey  Rooney 

Lewis  Stone R — Nov.  26 

|Y|  Comedy  914 

Flirting  With  Fate  (70) 
Joe  E.  Brown 
Leo  Carrillo 
R — Dec.  3 

Qf]  Drama
  3801 Gangster’s  Boy  (80) 

Jackie  Cooper 

Lucy  Gilman 

|fg|  Western  3851 
Gun  Packer  (49) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall R— Nov.  19 

[23]  Melodrama  3818 
Gang  Bullets  (63) 
Ann  Nagel 

Robt.  Kent R — Dec.  10 

|28]  Drama  (Spec.Rel.)8808 
Men  With  Wings  (105) 
Fred  MacMurray 
Ray  Milland 
R— Oct.  29 

|~4~]  Melodrama  3809 
Illegal  Traffic  (87) 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh 
Mary  Carlisle 
R— Nov.  6 

|ff]  Historical  Drama  3810 If  I   Were  King  (101) 

Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Dee 
R — Oct.  1 

[f8|  Comedy  3811 Thanks  for  the  Memory 
(78) 

Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross R — Nov.  12 

[25]  Melodrama  3812 Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- 
mond (58) 

J.  Howard  R — Nov.  26 

|25|  Comedy  3813 
Say  It  in  French  (69) 

Ray  Milland 
O.  Bradna  R — Nov.  26 

[Y|  Comedy  Drama  3814 
Little  Orphan  Annie  (58) 
Ann  Gillis 

R.  Kent  R — Dec.  3 

[28]  Melodrama  806 

I   Stand  Accused  (61) 
Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack 
R — Oct.  22 

[if]  Western  7108 
Rhythm  of  the  Saddle (58) 
(For.  Song  of  the  West) 
Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
R — Nov.  26 

|~7~|  Action  Drama  807 Storm  Over  Bengal  (65) 
Patric  Knowles 
Rochelle  Hudson 
R — Nov.  19 

[ig]  Western  863 
Santa  Fe  Stampede  (56) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
|25|  Western  818 

Come  on  Rangers  (57) 

Roy  Rogers  R — Dec.  3 

|T|  Western  841 

Western  Jamboree  (..) 
Gene  Autry 

Smiley  Burnette 

[28|  Melodrama  907 

Tarnished  Angel  (67) 

(For.  Miracle  Racket) 
Sally  Ellers 
Lee  Bowman 

R — Oct.  29 

[i]  Western  981 
Lawless  Valley  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
Kay  Sutton R- — Nov.  5 

[if]  Comedy  908 Annabel  Takes  a   Tour 
(61) 

Jack  Oakie 
Lucille  Ball 
R— Oct.  22 

|fg|  Western  909 Law  West  of  Tombstone 

(72) 
Harry  Carey 

Tim  Holt R — Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  948 
Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With 

the  Circus  (68) 

Tommy  Kelly 

Ann  Gillis R — Nov.  26 

n   Comedy  910 

Next  Time  I   Marry  (65) 

(For.  Trailer  Romance) 
Lucille  Ball 
James  Ellison 
R — Dec.  10 

|28]  Historical  Drama  913 

Suez  (104) 
Tyrone  Power 
Annabella 

R — Oct.  22 

|T|  Comedy  Drama  914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 

Jean  Rogers 
R — Aug.  20 

|ff]  Comedy  Drama  915 Just  Around  the  Corner 
(71)  i 

Shirley  Temple 

Bert  Lahr R — Nov.  5 

|jg]  Action  Drama  916 
Sharpshooters  (64) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari 
R — Sept.  24 

[25]  Action  Drama  909 
Submarine  Patrol  (95) 

Richard  Greene 
Nancy  Kelly R — Nov.  5 

(~2~|  Action  Drama  918 
Road  Demon  (70) 

Henry  Arthur 
Joan  Valerie R — Aug.  27 

|27]  Comedy  Drama 
Young  in  Heart  (90) 
Janet  Gaynor 

Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. [l7|  Com.  Dram
a 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
(91) 

Gary  Cooper 

Merle  Oberon R — Nov.  26 

[28|  Melodrama  3016 

The  Storm  (78) 
Preston  Foster 

|28]  Action  Drama  3028 

Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent 
R — Oct.  8 

|~4~|  Action  Drama  8032 
Exposed  (63) 

Glenda  Farrell 

Otto  Kruger  R — Nov.  26 

|~4~]  Western  3053 
Prairie  Justice  (57) 

Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

[ff|  Comedy  3036 His  Exciting  Night  (63) 
Chas.  Ruggles 

Ona  Munson R — Dec.  1 0 

[25]  Comedy  Drama 

Little  Tough  Guys  in Society  (70) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer R — Nov.  26 

n   Action  Drama  3035 
Strange  Faces  (66) 

Dorothea  Kent 
Andy  Devine 
R — Dec.  10 

|29|  Comedy  FN355 
Brother  Rat  (89) 
Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane 
R — Oct.  22 

[if]  Comedy  WTB310 Hard  to  Get  (79) 

Dick  Powell 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R — Nov.  12 

[l2]  Drama  WB319 Nancy  Drew,  Detective 
(65) 

Bonita  Granville 
|l9j  Oom.  Drama  WB318

 Torchy  Gets  Her  Man (62) 

Glenda  Farrell 
Barton  MacLane R— Oct.  15 

[26]  Action  Drama  FN351 Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 
(68) James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien 
R — Oct.  29 

[3]  Drama  FN370 

Comet  Over  Broadway 
(69) 

Kay  Francis- John  Litel 

|T]  Melodrama  GB 
Lady  Vanishes  (97) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 
R — Oct.  16 

[15]  Melodrama  GB 
The  Frog  ( . . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor |Y|  Musical  G
B 

Climbing  High  ( . . ) 

Jessie  Matthews 
Michael  Redgrave 

1 
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I   [g]  Western  9202 

1   Rio  Grande  (57) 
Charles  Starrett 
Ann  Doran 

|jD  Western  8206 California  Frontier  (57) 
Buck  Jones 

fl5|  Drama  9032 
Strange  Case  of  Dr. 
Meade  (66) 

(For.  Outside  the  Law) 

J.  Holt;  R-Oct.  29 

[24I  Comedy  Mystery There’s  That  Woman 
Again  ( .   . ) 

Melvyn  Douglas 

Virginia  Bruce 

[29]  Melodram
a 

Smashing  the  Spy  Ring 
(•  •) 

Ralph  Bellamy 
Fay  Wray 

[~5~[  Melodrama North  of  Shanghai  (..) 
James  Craig 

Betty  Furness 

|~9~]  Drama  915 
Dramatic  School  (78) 
Luise  Rainer 
Alan  Marshal 

Paulette  Goddard 

R — Dec.  10 

|l6|  Drama  917 
Christmas  Carol  (69) 
Reginald  Owen 

Terry  Kilburn 

[23]  Comedy  Drama  916 The  Girl  Downstairs  ( .   . ) 

(For.  The  Awakening  of 
Katerina) 

Franchot  Tone 
Franciska  Gaal 

|~(f|  Action  Drama 
Stand  Up  and  Fight  ( .   . ) 
Wallace  Beery 

Robert  Taylor 
[13]  Action  Drama

 
They  Made  Me  a Criminal  (..) 

John  Garfield 

H|]  Comedy 
 Drama 

Burn  ’Em  Up  O’Connor 

(.  .) 
Dennis  O’Keefe 

|~7~|  Western  3861 

Song-  of  the  Buckaroo( .   . ) 
(For.  Little  Tenderfoot) 
Tex  Ritter 

[14]  Drama  3812 
I   Ain  a   Criminal  (73) 
John  Carroll 

Kay  Linaker 
R — Dec.  3 

[21 ]   Action  Drama Tough  Kid  ( .   . ) 

F.  Darro-J.  Allen 

[21]  Western  3852 Wild  Horse  Canyon  ( .   . ) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

[23]  Melodrama
 

Parole  ( .   . ) 

|T|  Action  Drama  3815 

Ride  a   Crooked  Mile  (70) 
Frances  Farmer 
Leif  Erikson 

R — Dec.  10 

[l6|  Western  3856 
Frontiersmen  (74) 
William  Boyd 

Evelyn  Venable 
R— Nov.  26 

[23]  Comedy  Drama Tom  Sawyer,  Detective 
(.  ■) 

Donald  O’Connor 
Billy  Cook 

[23]  Drama 

one  third  of  a   nation 

Sylvia  Sidney 

||o]  Com
edy 

Artists  and  Models Abroad  (90) 

J.  Benny-Joan  Bennett R — Nov.  5 

[~6~|  Melodrama 
King  of  Chinatown  ( .   . ) 
Anna  May  Wong 

Akim  Tamiroff 

[13]  Dram
a 

Zaza  ( .   . ) 

Claudette  Colbert 
Herbert  Marshall 

|T|  Drama 

Orphans  of  the  Street 
(..) 

Tommy  Ryan 
Bob  Livingston 

[l6|  Western Red  River  Range  ( .   .   ) 

Three  Mesquiteers 

[17]  Action  Drama Federal  Man-Hunt  ( .   . ) 
Robt.  Livingston 
June  Travis 

[23I  Action  Drama Fighting  Thoroughbreds (•  •) 
Mary  Carlisle 

Ralph  Byrd 

[30]  Western 
Shine  on  Harvest  Moon 

(.  .) 
Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

[30]  Comedy  913 Great  Man  Votes  (..) 

John  Barrymore 

Peter  Holden 

|~6~|  Action  Drama Pacific  Liner  ( .   . ) 

Victor  McBaglen 
Chester  Morris 

[13]  Drama 

Pure  in  Mind  ( .   . ) 
Anne  Shirley 

n   Comedy  924 

Up  the  River  (75) 
Tony  Martin 
Phyllis  Brooks 

R — Nov.  12 

[l6]  Comedy  Drama  920 
Down  on  the  Farm  (61) 
Jones  Family 

Jed  Prouty-S.  Deane 
R— Oct.  15 

[23]  Com.  with  Music  917 Thanks  for  Everything 
(70) 

Adolphe  Menjou 
Arleen  Whelan 

Jack  Oakie R — Dec.  10 

[30]  Action  Drama  923 ©Kentucky  ( .   . ) 
Loretta  Young 

Richard  Greene 

|~6~|  Action  Drama  922 While  New  York  Sleeps (61) 

(For.  Inside  Story) 

Michael  Whalen 
Jean  Rogers R — Oct.  22 

[13]  Action  Drama  925 

Tail  Spin  ( .   . ) 

Alice  Faye 

Charles  Farrell 

[22]  Action  Drama 
Trade  Winds  (..) 

Fredric  March 

Joan  Fontaine [29]  Drama 

Duke  of  West  Point  ( .   . ) 

Louis  Hayward 
Joan  Fontaine 

m   Action  Drama  3022 

Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (69) 
Edmund  Lowe 
Helen  Mack 

R — Nov.  19 

[is]  Musical Swing,  Sister,  Swing  (..) 
Ken  Murray 

Kathryn  Kane 

[l6]  Western  3054 
Ghost  Town  Riders  (60) 
Bob  Baker 

[23]  Action  Drama 
Newsboys  Home  ( .   . ) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Wendy  Barrie 

|~6~|  Melodrama Last  Warning  ( .   . ) 
Preston  Foster 

Frances  Robinson R — Dec.  10 
[13]  Melodrama 

Son  of  Frankenstein  ( .   . ) 

Basil  Rathbone 
Boris  Karloff 
Bela  Lugosi 

[lo]  Action  Drama  FN362 

Heart  of  the  North  (85) 
Dick  Foran-G.  Dickson 

[24]  Action  Drama 
Dawn  Patrol  (103) 
Errol  Flynn 

Basil  Rathbone 

[31]  Com.  with  Music  FN Going  Places  ( .   . ) 
Dick  Powell 
Anita  Louise 

|~7~|  Action  Drama Devil’s  Island  ( .   . ) 

Boris  Karloff 
Nedda  Harrigan 
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Numerals  Following:  Titles  are 

Running'  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 
tional Release,  1938,  Unless 

Otherwise  Specified. 

O   Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating. 

©Indicates  color. 

Artcinema 
MUSICAL  CLASSICS 

Produced  by  Hugo  Reisenfeid 
(Reissues) 

Americans  Come,  The  (9) .   Apr.  30, ’38 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

A   Nag  in  the  Bag  (..)   Nov.  11 

Ankles  Away  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17Va) .   .   July  1 
Home  on  the  Rage  (17)   Dec.  9 

Jump  Chump  Jump  (19  y2) .   .Apr.  15 
Firechief  Andy  Clyde  falls  for  a 
school  teacher. 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  . .   .Aug.  19 

Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  16 
The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 

Charlie  Chase. 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18) ..  .Oct.  28 
The  Soul  ot  a   Heel  (16y2)   June  4 

Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff's  daughter. 
COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)  ... Aug.  26 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).. Nov.  3 
Midnight  Frolics  ( .   . )   Nov.  24 

Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

(7)    Sept.  23 
©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 

The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 
Window  Shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLOR  TOUR 

IJlg  Town  (New  York)  (..).. Dec.  2 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(10)        Nov.  4 

Provincial  Quebec  (..)   Nov.  18 
COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies.  June  25 
No.  lo  (9) — Patriotic  Songs.  ..  July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No-  12  <••)    Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

Third  Series 

No.  1   College  Songs  (10)   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (10)   Oct.  4 

No.  3   Season’s  Idea  (..)   Dec.  2 
No.  4   Moon  Songs  (..)   Dec.  30 

KRAZY  KAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 

Krazy  Magic  (7)   May  20 

Krazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)  .   .   .July  4 
The  Little  Buckaroo  (6)   Apr.  1 1 

The  Lone  Mountie  (6)   Dec.  10 
SPORT  REELS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 
Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Eagle  vs.  Man  (Special)  (..)..  Dec.  2 

Fistic  Fun  (9y2)    July  1 
Feotball  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 
Ski  Rhythm  (10)   Nov.  4 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10, '38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTUREGRAFH 

No.  1   (.  .)    Nov.  18 

SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (0'/2)    July  22 
Early  Bird  (7)   Sept.  16 
Happy  Birthday  (7)   Nov.  10 

Scrappy’s  Playmates  (7)   Apr.  27 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  17) 

No.  10  (10)    May  27.  ’38 
No.  11  (10)    July  8 
No.  12(10)    July  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (..)    Sept.  16 
No.  2   (.  .)    Oct.  14 
No.  3   (. .)    Nov.  4 
No.  4   (. .)    Dec.  1 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 
Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  25 
Three  Missing  Links  (18) .   .   .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 

WASHINGTON  PARADE 

No.  1   Harry  Newman  Commen- 
tator (..)    Nov.  11 

WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Nov.  18 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7)   May  27, ’38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (..).. June  10 
Maid  in  China  (7)   Apr.  29 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 

The  Big  Top  (7)  ..   May  13, ’38 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

TREASURE  CHEST 

Kingdom  for  a   Horse  (10) .   . .   Apr.  22 
We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  (.  .).  .July  22 

TWO  HEELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 
capturing  him. 

Cute  Crime  ( . .)   Apr.  29,  '38 
Jefferson  Machamer. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( .   . )   .   May  13,  ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17) .   .   .   .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Sing  for  Sweetie  (19)   Apr.  15 
Gangsters  interfere  with  Lee  Sul- 

livan’s plans  for  the  elopement 
but  he  manages. 

Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 
Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 

to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 

his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- 
test. 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 

Coine  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22).. Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (20)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10) .   . .   .   June  25 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Christmas  (8)   Dec.  17 

Captain’s  Pup  (9)   Apr.  30 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)...  .Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 

The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAYELTALKS 

In  Technicolor 

Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czeclio-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 

Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (8)... Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  (8)   May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (9)...  Dec.  31 

Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 
(9)    Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

OBravest  of  the  Brave  (11).. Aug.  6 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  ..  .Sept.  3 
Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Holly  wood  Handicap  (10) . . .   .May  28 
Miracle  of  Salt  Lake  (11) . .   . Nov.  12 
Streamlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 
4ifTliat  Mothers  Might  Live 

(10)    Apr.  30 

The  Forgotten  Step  ( 10)  .   .   May  7, '38 
They  Live  Again  (10)   Oct.  22 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 

(10)    July  9 

Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris 
Weston. 

The  Magician's  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 
Eleanor  Lynn,  Frankie  Albertson. 

Snow  Gets  In  Your  Eyes  (20). May  14 

M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 
Released  twice  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 
Came  the  Brawn  (11)   Apr.  16 

Feed  'Em  and  AYeep  (11)  .May  17, ’38 
Football  Romeos  (10)   Nov.  12 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 

Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 

Men  in  Fright  ( .   . )   Oct.  15 
Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  . Mar.  26, ’38 
PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (10)    ;   Oct.  15 
PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

QFisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)   July  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 
OHot  on  Ice  (10)   Oct.  22 

Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (10).. Nov.  19 
Modeling  for  Money  (10) .   .   . .   Apr.  30 

Penny’s  Picnic  (..)   Dec.  17 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCH  I.EY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 

How  to  Watch  Football  (9)... Oct.  8 

QHow  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)...  July  2 
Music  Made  Simple  (8)   Apr.  16 

Opening  Day  (9)   Nov.  12 

Paramount 
BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 

On  With  the  New  (7)   Dec.  2 
Out  of  the  Inkwell  17)   Apr.  22 

Pudgy  in  Thrills  and  Chills 

(7)    Dec.  23 
Pudgy  the  AVatchman  (7) . .   . .   Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7)   Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 
Hold  It  (8)   Apr.  29 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 
The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7).. Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Costa  Rica  (10)    Dec.  2 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 

HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 
(10)    May  6 

Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 
Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 

Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Hal  Kemp  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Dec.  2 
Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) .   . . Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 
©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   . . .   Aug.  5 

Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 
Orrin  Tucker  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  4 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra, 
Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw.  Jean 
Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 

Wynn. 
PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGRAPIIICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  20 
Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

OFind  AATint’s  AVrong  (10)  .   .   June  17 
Mildewed  Melodramas  (11)  ..  Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Oh  Say,  Can  You  Ski?  (10).. Dec.  16 
Skiing  in  Sun  Valley,  Idaho. 

Raising  Canines  (10)   Nov.  11 
All  about  raising  dogs  based  on 
the  information  supplied  by  expert 

Carl  Spitz. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

^JSilver  Millions  (10)    July  15 
Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner's 
immortal  "Tanhaueser”  as  played 

by  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 
tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

The  Bike  Parade  (10)   Apr.  22 

The  saga  of  the  bicycle  from  1900 
to  the  present.  Narrated  by  Ted 

Husing. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12  (10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 
Aquatic  Antics. 

No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- 
rises, elephants. 

No.  4   (10)    Nov.  4 
Prospecting  for  oil,  mountain 

climbing  and  a   visit  to  southeast- ern United  States. 

No.  5   (9)    Dec.  9 
17  year  locusts,  outdoor  scenes  and 
the  hit  parade  of  yesterday. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

A   Date  to  Skate  (7)   Nov.  18 

(7)    Apr.  15 Bulldozing  the  Boll  (7)  ....Aug.  19 

Cops  Is  Always  Right  (7) .   .   .   .Dec.  30 
Goonland  (8)    Oct.  21 
1   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain't  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 

The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   "Pipe”  (7) .   .   .June  17 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

No.  5(10)    May  13 
No.  6   (10)    July  8 

No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

No.  2   (11)    Nov.  4 
SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8).. July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
You  Leave  Me  Breathless  ( 7 ) .   May  2 7 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GBANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10) . . .   .   Oct.  28 
Deals  with  the  fascinating  sport 

of  gliding  and  soaring  in  motorless 

planes. 
Frolicking  Frogs  (10)   Dec.  23 

Hijinks  with  trained  frogs  in- 
cluding a   jumping  contest. 

Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world's  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 
Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red.  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 
Question  answers  in  the  field  of 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 

ing. 

Super-Athletes  (10)    Nov.  25 
An  analysis  of  the  progress  made 
in  track  and  field  sports. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 

(In  Color) 

No.  6(10)    June  10 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

QNo.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 
No.  3   (10)    Dec.  2 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald’s  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald's  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. 
©Donald’s  Nephews  (8) .   .Apr.  15, ’38 

Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 

and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 

Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow. 
Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 

A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17, ’38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 

Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 

Q©The  Moth  and  the  Flame 

(8)    Apr.  1, ’38 Adventures  of  a   boy  and  girl  moth. 
The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 
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A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

0©Wynken,  Blynken  and  Nod 
(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem 
who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 
wooden-shoe. 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar's  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy's  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  in  with  her 

friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  lor  Dove  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 

Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Flo  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino. 

LEON  ERROR  COMEDIES 

Berthquakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 
child  psychology. 

Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Reon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCn  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 
date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
’’Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain's 
dilemma. 

No.  3   (20)    Oct.  28 
Inside  the  Maglnot  line. 

No.  10  (19)    May  13 
Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

ONo.  11  (17)    June  10 

A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 
threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATRAS  MUSIC  A   RS 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10) .   .   .   June  3 
Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 

ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 
Chivo. 

Maids  and  Music  (10) ...  .Apr.  22, ’38 
Ray  Fablng’s  Ingenues  with  Jan- 

ice Walker.  Also  Bernice  Parks. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13, ’38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 
Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 
Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 

rison &   Fischer,  Marlon  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Relllys,  Paul 

Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10) .   . .   .Sept.  2 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

()No.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FI, ASH  COMEDIES 

The  Photographer  (15) ...  June  17, ’38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 
Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 

counter complications  at  home 
after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13, ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

ODeep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 

Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 
pions photographed  in  action  by 

the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) .   . .   .Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Fenthers  (9)    June  24 
Story  of  badminton. 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 
The  North-South  Open  Golf 

Tournament  with  the  country’s 
leading  pros. 

Underwater  (9)    JuneS 

New  underwater  sport  "goggle 
fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 

(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 
Cowboy  band. 

REERISMS  (New  Series) 

Submarine  Circus  (10)   Sept.  16 

20  th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 

CAMERAMAN 

Filming  Big  Thrills  (..)....  Sept.  30 
Recording  Modern  Science 

(10)    Aug.  19 

ED  THORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoroughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 
Timber  Toppers  ( . . )   Oct.  28 
Winter  Sports  ( .   . )   Dec.  9 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) . . .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

Fashion  Forecasts  (..)   Nov.  11 
Winter  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 

(11)    Sept.  2 
What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

(..)    Nov.  25 

ROWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)   Aug.  5 
Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 
Land  of  Contentment  (..)....  Oct.  14 

TERRY- TOONS 

Chris  Columbo  (7)    Aug.  12 

©Gandy  Goose  in  Doomsday 
(..)    Dec.  16 

Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 
Housewife  Herman  (..)   Nov.  18 

String  Bean  Jack  (7)   Aug.  26 
The  Glass  Slipper  (7)   Oct.  7 
The  New  Comer  (..)   Oct.  21 
The  Stranger  Rides  Again 

(   .   .   )     Nov.  4 
Village  Blacksmith  (..)   Dec.  2 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story 

(7)    Sept.  23 

United  Artists 
SCENIC 

Eternal  Fire  (8)    Oct.  1 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  48  (   9)    Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  49  (   9)    Apr.  25 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 
No.  51(10)    June  3 

No.  52  (   9)    June  27 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

No.  56  (9)    Nov.  14 
No.  57  (9)    Nov.  28 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19%)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 

Torke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

High-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18, ’38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Latin  Ili-Hattin  (18)   Apr.  27 
Dorothy  Stone,  Charles  Collins, 
Geraldine  and  Joe,  Del  Campo, 

Bernice  Parks  and  the  12  Mc- 
Gurns’  Dancers. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19) .   . .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Musie  and  Models  (19)   Dec.  14 
Jack  Arthur,  Carolyn  Marsh,  Six 
Debonairs,  Irene  Vermillion  &   Co. 

Patio  Serenade  (17)   Nov.  16 
Tito  Coral,  Laura  Suarez,  Armida, 
Gloria  Belmonte  and  others. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17%)    Oct.  12 
Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 

Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed's  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 

Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 
Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s Daughter  (7)    June  6 
Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 

Rabbit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 
Sailor  Mouse  (7)   Nov.  7 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 
Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

WALTER  LANTZ  CARTUNES 

Baby  Kittens  (7)   Dec.  19 
Disobedient  Mouse  (8)   Nov.  28 
Little  Blue  Blackbirds  (7)  .   . .   .Dec.  26 
The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

The  Problem  Child  (7) ..  .May  16, ’38 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  50  (9)      May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 

No.  52  (   9)    June  20 
No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 

No.  55  (9y2)    Oct.  10 

No.  56  (9)        .Nov.  21 
No.  57  (9)      Dec.  5 

No.  58  (9)    Jan.  2 
UNIVERSAL  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 
Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) ..  June  11, ’38 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20)  . . . .   Oct.  29 

Toyland  Casino  (21)    ..Oct.  8 

Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 

Cleaning  Up  (..)   Nov.  12 
Stardust  (22)    Dec.  10 
Zero  Girl  (22)    Sept.  3 

COLORTOUR  ADVENTURES 

The  nermit  Kingdom  (..)..  .Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Meclianlx  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4, ’38 
Toradja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30,  ’38 

THE  COLOR  PARADE 

(New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Meclianix  Illustrated  (10)  .   .   .   .Nov.  5 

Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

I.OONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Daffy  Doc  (7)   Nov.  26 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  In  Wackyland  (7) . . .   . Sept.  24 

Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  .   Apr.  16,  ’38 
Porky’s  Hare  Hunt  (7)  ..  Apr.  30. ’38 

Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew(7) .   .Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7).. July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7, ’38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18, ’38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, '38 
(11)    May  28, ’38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 

Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 

Happy  Felton  &   Orch  (..)....  Dec.  3 
Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 

Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 
(10)    Oct.  1 

Rubinoff  and  His  Violin 

(10)    April  16, ’38 Saturday  Night  Swing  Chib 

(10)    July  30, ’38 
MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Fend  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  .Tnl.  23 

Daffy  Duck  in  Hollywood  (..).Dec.  3 

Isle  of  Plngo  Pongo  ( .   . )   May  28,  ’38 

Kntnip  Kollege  (7)   June  It, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  &   Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 
Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7).... Oct.  8 
Now  That  Summer  Is  Gone 

(..)      May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7) . . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 

No.  9(10)    Apr.  30. ’38 
Making  of  silver  —   ice  boating  — 
toy  trains. 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 
Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11  (10)    July  9, ’38 
Balcelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12(.)    Aug.  13 

Holly  wood-Sculling-Furs. 
PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Rainbow’s  End  ( .   . )   July  2,  ’38 

Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

4£©Out  Where  the  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 

Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19)  . .   .July  30,’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series)  Tech. 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (..)    July  16, ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) .   .May  21.  ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Hold  That  Ball  (21)   Apr.  2.3,  ’38 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20) ..  .Aug.  27 

Flfi  D'Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) .   . .   .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prlma 

Robbin’  Good  (10)    Dec.  10 
Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)    Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10) .   .June  18, ’38 
TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4. ’38 
Defying  Death  (12)   Oct.  15 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 

Treacherous  Waters  ( . . )   Dec.  10 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 

COLUMBIA 
The  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 

Bill  Ilickok    June  30 
15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol 
Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 
(30) — FTank  Buck,  Sasha  Slemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island ..  .Mar.  17 

(15  episodes),  Story  of  burled 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s island. 

The  Spider’s  Web   Oct.  22, ’38-39 15  chapters.  Out  of  the  Spider 

magazine  stalks  crimedom’s  most 
amazing  character  Impersonated 

by  Warren  Hull  who  comes  to 

grips  with  The  Octopus.  Iris 
Meredith  is  the  heart  Interest. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The.... May  28 
12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 
Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu 
Love. 

Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brix,  Jill Martin. 

I’nlnted  Stallion    Jane  5, ’38 

With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 
son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 
Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash,  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  ’38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  "Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Withers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 

agents  of  two  foreign  powers  in  a 
Chinatown  setting. 

BOXOFFICE  : :   December  10,  1938 



SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES.  SERVICES @leatlna  4iou5e 
•   Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word.  Payable  in  Advance. Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

PRE-INVENTORY  CLOSEOUT  — i   Auditorium 

speakers:  Jensen  V-10  and  M-10,  with  matching- 
transformer,  $39.50.  Jensen  V-18  and  L-18,  with 

matching  transformer,  $57.00.  Five  only,  26-watt 
Duophonie  amplifiers  with  separate  amplifiers 

for  booth  monitor  and  hard-of-hearing  aids,  com- 
plete with  tubes,  $135.  ALL  NEW  EQUIPMENT. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North  16th  St.,  Omaha, 
Neb. 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  intensity  pro- 
jection lamps,  with  14-inch  reflectors.  More  light 

with  no  increase  in  operating  cost.  Scott-Bal- 
lantyne Co.,  222  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECONOMY 

MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest  prices.  Scott- 
Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

FREE! — "How  to  Set  Sound  Lenses.”  Send  3- 
cent  stamp.  Wesley  Trout,  Box  575,  Enid,  Okla. 

STAGE  CURTAINS 

FOR  SALE — New  curtains,  all  sizes,  modern 
fabrics.  Forward  stage  sizes.  Estimate,  samples 
furnished  without  obligation.  Premier  Studios, 
340  West  41st  St.,  New  York  City. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

SIX  HUNDRED  AND  FIFTY  fully  upholstered 

box-spring  seats,  new  metal  backs,  all  refinished 
like  new,  ready  for  immediate  delivery;  bargain. 
Stanley  Theatre  Supply,  1235  South  Wabash,  Chi- 

cago, 111. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE — Theatre  in  town  of  1,400  popula- 
tion; excellent  farming  and  tourist  section  of 

west  central  Minnesota.  Must  be  sold  before 

January  1.  B-1067,  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  9th  St„ 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

LEASE  FOR  SALE — New  deluxe  theatre,  900 

seats.  Town,  4,500;  trade  territory,  10,000.  Part- 

ners can’t  agree.  B-1069,  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E. 
9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

THEATRE  WANTED — Southern  states.  Must 

be  paying  or  have  possibilities.  Prefer  small" town.  B-1064,  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  9th  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

SCREEN  GAMES 

ROCK  BOTTOM  PRICES — Write  us  today  for 
further  information.  B-1071,  BOXOFFICE,  4704 
E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRE  TICKETS 

UNEXCELLED  QUALITY — 50  rolls  stock  tick- 
ets, $12.50;  20  rolls,  $5.80;  100,000  special  printed 

rolls  or  machine  tickets,  $14.90.  Shipping  charges 

paid  to  1,000  miles.  Cash  with  order.  Kansas 
City  Ticket  Co.,  Dept.  B,  1717  Wyandotte  St., 
Kansas  City,  Mo. 

BOOKS 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  combined 

with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is  yours  with  a 

year’s  subscription  to  BOXOFFICE — only  $2.00  a 
year  (52  issues).  Provides  for  all  bookkeeping, 

dating,  advertising  and  exploiting  pictures.  Also 

contains  space  for  the  filing  of  BOXOFFICE  re- 
views on  every  picture  released.  Order  your  copy 

today.  Write  Subscription  Department,  BOX- 
OFFICE,  4704  East  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

RELIABLE  married  man  with  wide  experience 

servicing  sound  and  in  theatre  management. 
Permanent  position  with  little  or  no  travel  at 
either  work  or  combination  of  both.  Prefer  south. 

Now  employed.  Best  of  references  furnished. 

B-1063,  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

PROJECTIONIST — And  Assistant  Manager  at 
liberty;  dependable  and  reliable;  good  references. 
Box  383,  La  Mesa,  Cal. 

PROJECTIONIST — Young,  married,  experienced 
and  reliable.  L.  V.  Steele,  R.  R.  1,  Idaville,  Ind. 

EXPERIENCED  SHOWMAN  desires  position  as 

manager,  assistant  manager  or  booker.  Excel- 
lent references.  Will  accept  small  salary.  B-1068, 

BOXOFFICE,  4704  E,  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

MANAGER,  now  employed;  desires  opportunity 

to  better  himself  with  progressive  concern;  ex- 
perienced booking,  exploitation,  advertising,  stage 

productions.  B-1070,  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  9th  SL, Kansas  City,  Mo. 

ACCOUNTING  SYSTEMS 

BRYSON  THEATRE  RECORD.  New  edition, 

complete,  simple,  practical.  Guaranteed  satisfac- 
tion. Order  now,  only  $3.00.  George  Fosdick, 

Minneapolis,  Minn. 

BOXOFFICE  STIMULATORS 

FASCINATING  Big  Boxoffice  Screen-Game  At- 
traction. It’s  legal  and  can  be  operated  any- 

where within  the  jurisdictions  of  the  lottery  laws 
of  this  country.  Write  Screen  Games  Attractions, 
Inc.,  1303  S.  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 81c  per 
yd. ;   Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats  from  two  yards. 

Samples  on  request.  Commercialeather,  116  Mer- 
rimac  St.,  Boston. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

FOR  SALE — Approximately  2,000  rebuilt  and 
used  upholstered  opera  chairs  with  box  spring 
and  spring  edge  seats  and  insert  panel  backs  at 

real  bargain  prices.  Ben  B.  Poblocki  &   Sons, 
2159  South  Kinnickinnic  Ave.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

FOR  SALE — Two  Complete  Simplex-RCA  semi- 
portable sound  projectors;  rebuilt  like  new  for 

2,000-foot  reels.  Perfect  equipment  for  any  thea- 
tre up  to  500  seats.  Guaranteed  same  as  new 

equipment.  Cinema  Supplies,  Inc.,  38  Glenwood, 
Minneapolis,  Minn. 

FILMS  FOR  SALE 

DRUG  HORROR  SHORT — New  print  with  lobby, 
$25.00;  Talking,  extremely  sensational.  Great 
added  attraction.  Write  for  circulars.  Sen-Art 

Pictures,  608  So.  Westlake,  Los  Angeles. 

EXHIBITORS  READ 

THE  CLEARING  HOUSE 

REGULARLY 

For  only  10c  a   word  your  mes- 

sage will  reach  them  in  48 

states  and  all  of  Canada. 

ADVERTISE  FOR 

RESULTS! 

BUY  GUARANTEED  TIRES  55%^K 
Lifetime 

Guaranteed  I 
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jr i   Below  Value  Through  Our 
^yO  Co-Operative  Association 

NEW  HIGH  QUALITY  AT  A   NEW  LOW  PRICE. 
SOURCE  DIRECT  TO  YOU.  ONLY  ONE  AGENT  TO 

A   DISTRICT.  WE  HELP  WITH  LOWEST  PRICES. 
ALL  PROSPECTS  TURNED  OVER  TO  YOU  WEEKLY 
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6.00-16 

OTHER  SIZES  for  TRUCKS,  BUSSES 
PROPORTIONATELY  LOW. 

PRICES  ON  REQUEST. 

SEND  ONLY  $1.00  WITH  ORDER. 

BALANCE  ON  DELIVERY. 
LOWEST  PRICES  GUARANTEED. 

55%  BELOW  VALUE.  GOOD  1NNERTUBES  ONLY  $1.39  EACH 

Oiir  Co-Op  supplies  our  farmer  members  and  our  customers  with  1st.  class  and  best 

grades  of  highest  quality.  Working  on  a   non-profit  basis,  all  profits  if  any  returned 
to  members.  Our  large  output  nationally  enables  us  to  supply. you  with  many,  items 
at  less  than  jobbers  cost  and  a   big  saving  to  you.  Act  as  our  jobber  and  distributor. 
We  buy  farmers  crops  for  cash  or  tires  and  cash.  Old  tires  are  dangerous.  Equip 
with  our  1st  class  tires  at  55%  below  value.  SEND  ORDERS  AND  WRITE  TO 
Co-OPERATIVE  ASSOCIATION  OF  AMERICA.  4S3S  W.  I30th  ST..  CLEVELAND.  O. 

•   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo, 
Forms  close  Monday  noon  preceding  publication  date. BOXOFFICE  ::  December  10,  1938 



Picture  Section 

Blue  Ribbon  Picture  Winners  of  1938 

Winners  in  Past  Years 

The  All-American  Favorites  of  '38 

The  Action  Favorites  of  '38 

Picture  Ratings  at  the  Boxoffice 

Outstanding  Hits 

The  Best  Shorts  of  the  Year 

Directors  of  the  Year's  Big  Hits 

Producers  of  the  Year's  Hit  Films 

Writers  of  the  Hits  of  the  Year 

Product  Trends 

Looking  Ahead  at  Coming  Features 

Music  in  1938  Feature  Releases 

Feature  Index  to  1938  Releases 

Alphabetical  Index  of  Features 

Shorts  Index  of  1938  Releases 

Property  Section 

A   Resume  of  Progress  in  Theatre  Plan- 

ning. 

A   Forecast  of  Structural  Form  and 

Furnishings  for  1939. 

New  Products  of  the  Period. 

Architectural  Round  Table,  conducted 

by  Members  of  The  Modern  Theatre 

Planning  Institute  Advisory  Board. 

Outstanding  Theatre  Projects  of  1938. 

A   Manual  of  Theatre  Modernizing  Re- 

quirements. 

The  Key  to  Better  Buying,  a   classified 

directory  of  all  commodities  used  in 

theatre  construction  and  operation. 

(See  sample  pages  inside). 

•   For  the  third  year  BOXOFFICE  pre- 

pares to  publish  its  Annual  Review  of 

progress  in  all  phases  of  motion  picture 

production  and  theatre  operation.  The 

BAROMETER,  compiled  expressly  for  the 

guidance  of  those  who  serve  entertain- 

ment, is  in  reality  the  measuring  rod  by 

which  the  entire  motion  picture  industry 

may  map  its  future.  Intense  in  reader 

interest  and  outstanding  in  USE  VALUE, 

the  BAROMETER  finds  daily  favor  on  the 

desks  of  thousands  of  exhibitors  who. 

after  first  reading,  retain  it  for  regular 

reference  throughout  the  year  as  an  au- 

thoritative guide  to  booking,  buying  and 

exploitation  of  pictures.  Further  intimate 

interest  and  perpetual  use  value  are  pro- 

vided in  the  "Properties"  division  of  the 

BAROMETER,  compiled  by  the  editors  of 

The  MODERN  THEATRE  section  of  BOX- 

OFFICE — a   manual  covering  all  struc- 

tural and  mechanical  requirements  of  the 

modern  theatre  .   .   .   HERE  IS  AN  EXCEL- 

LENT MEDIUM  FOR  INFORMATIVE 

ADVERTISING,  because  it  GETS  TO,  and 

STAYS  WITH,  the  man  you  want  to  sell. 



9   • 
He  killed  with- 

out mercy...  stole 

without  fear  .   .   . 

till  a   boy  touched 

the  heart  that 

bullets  couldn’t 
reach ! 

JOHN  CARROLL 
KAY  LINAKER  •   MARTIN  SPELLMAN 

CRAIG  REYNOLDS 
Produced  by  E.  B.  DERR 
Directed  by  WILLIAM  NIGH 

Associate  Producer  FRANK  MELFORD 

Screenplay  by  JOHN  W.  KRAFFT 
Story  by  HARRISON  JACOBS 



GENERAL  WASHINGTON  CONFERENCE  ON  CONCESSIONS  LOOMING  .   .   .   SALES 
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NEXT  SEASON  TO  GET  EARLY  START 
SEE  PAGE  3   FOR  "IT  QUICKENS  THE 

PULSE,"  AN  EDITORIAL ALSTEFFES  WRITES  AND  GETS  AN  ANSWER 
■           

REVIEWS,  FEATURE  AND  SHORT  .   .   .   SELLING  SEATS  . . .   COMPLETE  BOOKING  CHART 



WRITE  YOUR  OWN  TICKET! 

"I  WANT  POWERFUL  PRE-HOLIDAY  ATTRACTIONS!" 

Okay,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  here  are  big  productions  now,  when  your  box-office  needs  them  most!  “DRAMATIC 

SCHOOL”  starring  Luise  Rainer,  Paulette  Goddard.  Enthusiastic  World  Premiere  Radio  City  Music  Hall. 

It’s  the  most  powerful  heart  drama  since  “Stage  Door”  and  in  its  Hollywood  Preview  has  been  acclaimed 

one  of  the  strongest  box-office  hits  of  the  year. 

• 

Other  current  M-G-M  money  attractions  to  keep  your  house  packed  are  “OUT  WEST  WITH  THE 

HARDYS,”  latest  sensation  of  this  famed  family,  beating  even  the  previous  one,  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy.” 

Also  Joan  Crawford,  Margaret  Sullavan,  Robert  Young,  Melvyn  Douglas  in  “THE  SHINING  HOUR.” 

Also  “THE  GREAT  WALTZ”  starring  Luise  Rainer,  Fernand  Gravet,  Miliza  Korjus.  Also  “THE 

CITADEL”  starring  Robert  Donat,  Rosalind  Russell. 

I   WANT  THE  FINEST  XMAS  FEATURE  EVER  MADE! 

Okay,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  here’s  “A  CHRISTMAS  CAROL.”  Please  screen  it  immediately  and  w'e’ll  guar- 

antee that  with  tears  in  your  eyes,  happiness  in  your  heart,  you’ll  agree  it’s  the  fullest  7   reels  of  audience 

thrill  and  joy  you’ve  seen  since  M-G-M’s  previous  Charles  Dickens  masterpiece,  “ David  Copperfield.” 

And  “A  CHRISTMAS  CAROL”  is  a   knockout  attraction  for  any  season  of  the  year! 

I   WANT  A   BIG,  GALA  NEW  YEAR’S  SHOW!" 

Okay,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  here’s  a   NewYear’s  show  as  big  as  a   $6.60  Broadway  musical  hit!  It’s  “SWEETHEARTS” 

starring  JEANETTE  MacDONALD,  NELSON  EDDY.  Entirely  in  Technicolor  and  the  most  magnificent 

production  that  ever  combined  star-names,  hit-songs,  soul-stirring  love  story  and  unique  spectacular  pre- 

sentations! It  will  play  day-and-date  in  hundreds  of  theatres  across  America,  a   positive  clean-up  for 

the  most  popular  theatre-going  time  of  the  year!  “SWEETHEARTS”  will  write  new  box-office  history 

for  the  greatest  number  of  simultaneous  bookings  and  for  attendance  beyond  all  previous  records. 

//  Mi/ 

METRO- GO LDWYN-M  A   YER,  THE  FRIENDLY  COMPANY 
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IT  QUICKENS  THE  PULSE 

XT1  ROM  a   public  statement  by  Karl  Hoblitzelle  and  Robert  J.  O'Donnell: 

“•  "Interstate  Theatres  and  Texas  Consolidated  Theatres  feel  that  this  year,  more  than 
any  other,  we  have  every  reason  to  be  thankful  for  the  manifold  blessings  that  we  who 
live  in  this  country  enjoy. 

"The  suffering,  hardships  and  degradation  that  thousands  of  innocent  people  are  suf- 
fering in  Germany  and  Austria  because  of  the  ruthlessness  and  barbarism  of  their 

government,  prompts  us  to  translate  our  Thanksgiving  into  practical  terms.  We  are, 

therefore,  setting  aside  Wednesday,  December  7,  in  Dallas,  San  Antonio,  Houston,  Aus- 

tin, Galveston,  El  Paso,  Abilene,  Amarillo,  Arlington,  Breckenridge,  Brownsville,  Brown- 
wood,  Corsicana,  Denison,  Denton,  Eastland,  Harlingen,  Mexia,  McAllen,  Mercedes, 

Paris,  Ranger,  Tyler,  Temple,  San  Benito,  San  Marcos,  Vernon,  Wichita  Falls,  Waco  and 

Weslaco;  and  Thursday,  December  8,  in  Fort  Worth  and  Albuquerque,  N.  M.,  a   total 

of  137  theatres,  when  the  entire  gross  receipts  of  every  theatre  will  be  contributed  to  the 

relief  of  the  refugees  from  Germany  and  Austria." 
It  was  done.  Special  programs  were  arranged,  minute-men  speakers  made  appeals 

from  the  stages  of  a   number  of  these  houses.  Tickets  in  blocks  were  sold.  A   telegraphic 

appeal  asking  distributors  to  lift  rentals  for  two  days  was  generally,  but  not  completely, 

met.  Interstate  assumed  all  expenses  and  tax  committments.  Now,  by  preliminary  but  al- 

most final  count,  approximately  $40,000  is  to  be  turned  over  to  the  authorized  organiza- 
tions handling  the  Catholic,  Protestant  and  Jewish  problems  in  Germany  and  Austria. 

Thus,  the  national  spotlight  concentrates  chiefly  on  the  two  men  who  evolved  the  plan 

and,  by  sweepingly  generous  decision,  pointed  the  broad  way  for  others  in  the  industry  to 
follow. 

In  New  York,  the  start  along  the  humanitarian  road  carved  out  by  the  movement  be- 
gun in  Dallas  is  the  subject  of  deep  discussion.  There  is  a   proper  understanding  of  the 

high  purpose  and  complete  admiration  for  the  expert  thoroughness  with  which  that  pur- 
pose was  developed  and  brought  to  fruition. 

The  monetary  results  are  important.  Yet,  there  is  something  beyond.  That  something 

exemplifies  itself  in  a   continued  realization  of  the  place  the  industry  must  constantly  assume 

in  the  community  and  the  fabric  of  the  nation.  That  something  again  emphasizes  the 

impossibility  of  motion  pictures  and  all  that  bear  on  them  to  attempt  to  remain  entirely  apart 

from  the  social,  the  political  and  the  economic  currents  that  flow  calmly  or  rage  violently 
around  them. 

If  there  should  be  merit  in  the  argument  to  which  BOXOFFICE  does  not  subscribe  that 

films  themselves  must  remain  in  vacuum-like  aloofness  from  the  problems  of  the  day,  it 

could  follow  Hoblitzelle  and  O'Donnell  were  wrong  by  injecting  a   technically  foreign 
issue,  and  certainly  a   religious  issue,  into  the  normal  function  of  their  business. 

But  who  is  there  who  would  question  the  intent,  the  need  or  the  propriety  of  their  step? 

What  they  have  done  quickens  this  pulse,  as  it  ought  the  pulse  of  the  whole  industry. 

This  is  a   new  and  proud  chapter,  a   line  to  hew  to  and  to  follow  in  the  four  corners  of 
the  land. 

iC 
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FAILURE  TO  INCLUDE  RETROACTIVE  CLAUSES 

IN  TRADE  PACT  HEADS  FOR  HEATED  PARLEY 
MPTOA  Certain  to  Object 

In  Citing  "Unfairness" 
To  Old  Customers 

Kent  Queries  About  Exhibition 

Reforms;  Says  He'd  Like  Some 
New  York  —   Aside  from  whatever 

changes  may  be  sought  by  exhibitor  nego- 

tiators in  the  trade  practice  draft,  indica- 
tions point  to  heated  discussion  over  the 

failure  to  embrace  in  the  initial  draft  any 
retroactive  features.  It  is  definite  that  the 

MPTOA  will  proceed  along  this  line,  but 

whether  or  not  any  of  the  other  exhibitor 

groups  will  assume  a   similar  stand  has 

not  yet  come  to  light. 

MPTOA  has  maintained  consistently  its 

desire  to  have  as  many  concessions  as 

possible  immediately  apply  to  theatremen 

with  the  final  adoption  of  the  agreement. 

The  organization  believes  this  is  desirable 

from  the  distributor  point  of  view,  but  also 
asserts  it  is  essential  from  the  exhibitor 

point  of  view. 

In  the  instance  of  the  approximate  10 

to  12  per  cent  of  unsigned  deals,  trade 

concessions  would  apply  at  once.  But  the 

concern  now  appears  to  revolve  around 

the  operators  who  are  proceeding  under 

two  or  three-year  contracts.  If  the  effec- 

tive date  of  the  pact  strikes  these  situa- 
tions within  the  life  of  existing  film  deals, 

the  cancellation  clause,  the  elimination  of 

score  charges,  the  divorce  of  shorts  from 

feature  sales,  for  instance,  would  not  apply 

since  no  provisions  for  such  a   purpose  are 
now  included  in  the  text  of  the  draft. 

The  general  query  thus  posed  is  one 

which  fears  benefits  extended  to  new  deal- 
ers will  not  apply  to  old  dealers,  in  many 

cases,  the  established  customers  of  the  dis- 
tributors. 

An  authoritative  distributor  reply  to 

this  runs  along  these  lines: 

“The  retroactive  element  is  not  regarded 
as  essential  where  long-term  contracts 

now  prevail  because  all  possible  conces- 
sions were  extended  in  those  situations  at 

the  time  the  contracts  were  signed.” 
Whether  or  not  this  will  be  acceptable 

in  the  situations  so  affected  remains  to  be 

seen. 

In  the  meantime,  scraps  of  information 

which  may  or  may  not  indicate  a   trend 

are  reaching  New  York  along  other  lines. 

It  is  reported  some  exhibitors  are  speculat- 
ing and  worrying,  over  the  possibility  of 

new  theatre  competition  springing  from 

the  belief  the  sliding  cancellation  arrange- 
ment will  make  product  not  heretofore 

available  open  for  additional  houses.  Dis- 
tributors discount  such  an  eventuality. 

Buffalo  MPTOA  Wants 
Retroactive  Feature 

Buffalo — The  Buffalo  zone  of  the 

MPTOA,  in  generally  approving  the  first 

draft  of  the  trade  practice  draft,  will  seek 

to  have  Clause  16  altered  so  that  the  doc- 

ument finally  adopted  becomes  retroactive 
on  all  existing  contracts. 

New  York — “There  are  a   lot  of  reforms 

on  the  exhibitor  side  that  haven’t  been 

touched  upon.  I’d  like  to  see  someone  get 
us  (referring  to  distributors)  some.  No 

one  has  talked  about  that,”  Sidney  R.  Kent, 

president  of  20th  Century-Fox  and  chair- 

man of  the  distributors’  negotiating  com- 
mittee on  trade  practices,  told  Boxoffice 

on  his  departure  for  the  coast. 

Cancellation  concessions  offered  by  dis- 
tributors in  the  first  trade  practice  draft, 

ranging  from  10  to  20  per  cent  under  con- 
ditions bearing  on  price  and  price  groups, 

represent  a   serious  problem  to  some  major 

companies,  including  his  own,  Kent  added. 

His  contention  is  that  the  elimination 

right  does  not  guarantee  a   full  market  for 

any  company’s  product  after  it  is  sold. 
“Personally,”  he  declared,  “I’d  rather 

chuck  block  booking  and  sell  indepen- 
dently, but  others  are  not  of  the  same 

opinion. 
Speaking  for  himself  and  20th-Fox,  Kent 

added  the  present  trade  draft  “represents 
the  maximum  concessions”  he  feels  his 
company  can  make. 

“I  think,”  he  continued,  “that  the  trade 
draft  as  it  stands  is  a   fair  compromise  and, 

as  far  as  20th-Fox  is  concerned,  that’s  all 

we’ll  give  or  should  be  asked  to  give. 

“If  we  don’t  get  together  I'll  take  my 

chances  on  whatever  is  to  come.  I’ve 
worked  damned  hard  to  bring  them  (the 

concessions)  about.  If  this  doesn’t  do  it, 

let  nature  take  its  course.” 
“Surprised”  at  Program 

Referring  to  the  meetings  held  during 

the  past  weeks  by  various  negotiating  com- 

mittees, Kent  said,  “I’m  surprised  we  got 
so  far  as  we  did  due  to  lack  of  cooperation 

from  some  quarters.”  Asked  specifically 
whom  he  had  in  mind,  the  20th-Fox  head 

stated,  “I  won’t  say.  It  may  be  the  hind- 

quarters and  it  may  be  the  forequarters.” 
Asked  to  comment  on  the  outcome  of 

Sees  No  Agreement 
Before  Spring 

New  York — "By  the  time  Washington 

and  the  others  get  through"  with  the 

trade  practice  draft,  “we'll  be  lucky  if 

we  get  finished  with  it  by  next  spring," 
Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th-Fox 

and  an  important  factor  in  the  indus- 

try negotiations,  told  BOXOFFICE. 

However,  he  is  hopeful  an  accord 

will  be  reached  by  all  interests  so 

that  the  agreement  will  be  put  into 

effect  with  next  season's  contracts. 

SIDNEY  R.  KENT 

further  meetings  with  exhibitors,  Kent  de- 
clined to  speculate. 

“If  the  trade  agreement  fails,  it  will  be 

because  someone  sinks  it  on  purpose,”  he 
asserted.  “There  are  enough  points  in  it 
for  the  people  who  want  it.  We  can  work 

a   final  agreement  out  of  it,  but  if  they 

don’t  want  a   settlement  it  won’t  do  any- 

one any  good.” Kent  was  hopeful  that  the  effort  spent 

in  negotiating  the  pact  will  not  be  in  vain. 

“I’m  not  expecting  it  to  fail,”  he  said. 
Further  meetings  with  exhibitor  groups 

will  probably  be  held  after  Christmas,  he 

said.  “There  is  a   lot  to  be  accomplished 
on  conciliation.  In  others  it  cannot  and 

therefore  arbitration  is  necessary.  We 

want  both,”  he  said,  and  pointed  out  that 

in  conciliation,  such  action  will  be  volun- 

tary while  arbitration  will  have  a   fixed 
formula. 

At  the  future  meetings  among  distribu- 
tor and  exhibitor  groups,  the  problems  to 

come  before  arbitration  boards  and  the 

personnel  setup  of  such  boards  are  to  be 
ironed  out. 

“If  we  can  do  anything  at  all,  a   final 

trade  practice  agreement  should  be  ready 

by  next  year.”  Kent  added  that  selling 
of  new  product  is  expected  to  get  under 

way  by  April  and  that  if  the  provisions  of 
the  trade  agreement  are  to  apply  a   final 

and  complete  understanding  should  be 

ready  by  then. 
Kent  returns  from  the  coast  Monday. 

He  spent  five  days  at  the  20th-Fox  studios 

conferring  with  studio  and  sales  execu- 

tives on  next  season’s  lineup. 
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PLAN  A   JOINT  TRADE  PRACTICE  CONFERENCE 

IN  WASHINGTON;  TO  ASK  ARNOLD  TO  ATTEND 
A   Letter  From  Yamins Distributors  Would  Meet 

All  Exhibitor  Groups 

For  Discussion 

New  York — Distributors,  it  is  learned 

by  Boxoffice,  are  planning  to  hold  their 
next  meeting  with  negotiating  committees 

of  the  MPTOA,  Allied  and  the  seven  in- 
dependent exhibitor  groups  in  Washing- 

ton and  will  ask  Thurman  Arnold,  head  of 

the  anti-trust  division  in  charge  of  the 

government’s  suit  against  major  companies, 
to  sit  in.  While  the  present  plan  is  to 
call  such  a   meeting  either  December  18 

or  20,  the  pre-holiday  rush  most  likely 
will  preclude  such  a   gathering  until  after 

New  Year’s. 
Synchrony  of  Thought  Aim 

Behind  the  meeting,  it  is  further  learned, 

is  a   determination  to  “synchronize  the 
thoughts”  of  the  two  national  exhibitor 
organizations,  the  seven  independent  the- 

atre owner  organizations,  distributors  and 

the  government  principally  as  they  re- 
late to  arbitration  and  other  clauses  in 

the  trade  draft. 

It  is  admitted  in  distributor  quarters  that 
there  are  some  phases  of  the  draft  which 

bear  directly  on  the  anti-trust  laws.  Be- 
fore any  definite  moves  are  taken  to 

adopt  the  draft,  Arnold,  or  his  aides, 
must  be  sounded  out,  it  is  stated. 

Two  distributor  heads  who  sat  in  on 

the  trade  pact  negotiations  are  vacation- 
ing now.  They  will  not  return  before 

December  20.  This  is  seen  as  another  rea- 
son for  delaying  the  Capitol  conference, 

Gradwell  L.  Sears,  Warner  general  sales 
manager,  is  hunting  in  the  south  and, 

after  he  winds  up  a   month’s  vacation,  will 
head  for  the  studios  for  product  confer- 

ences. A.  Montague,  sales  chief  at  Co- 
lumbia, likewise  is  vacationing.  He  is  in 

Honolulu  and  is  not  due  back  for  several 

weeks.  Sidney  R.  Kent,  20th-Fox  head, 
returns  Monday  from  a   five-day  visit  to 
the  coast.  William  F.  Rodgers,  in  charge 

of  sales  at  M-G-M,  is  on  a   coast  trip. 
Says  Majors  Give  Much 

Discussing  briefly  the  tentative  draft, 
one  important  major  company  head  told 

Boxoffice  “it  represents  a   heavy  dollar 
commitment  for  major  companies  to  take 

on  in  the  interest  of  peace.”  He  was  par- 
ticularly referring  to  the  cancellation  priv- 

ileges as  well  as  the  clause  for  eliminating 

score  charges.  This  same  topflight  exec- 
utive said  further  that  last  year  the  com- 

pany’s take  on  score  charges  amounted 
to  $1,800,000  “and  we  stand  to  lose  half 
of  it  this  year  and  practically  all  of  it 

when  the  draft  goes  into  effect.” 
It  was  pointed  out  90  per  cent  of  one 

major  company’s  accounts  will  be  affect- 
ed by  the  20  per  cent  elimination  privilege. 

Feeling  that  all  distributors  have  made 

New  York — Nathan  Yamins,  president 

of  Allied,  in  a   letter  to  Red  Kann,  editor- 

in-chief  of  Boxoffice,  states: 

“I  have  just  read  the  editorial  in  your 
December  3rd  issue  and,  though  my 
practice  as  president  of  Allied  has  been 

to  avoid  statements  to  the  press — you 
yourself  have  on  file  letters  from  me 

marked  ‘Not  for  Publication’ — I   feel  com- 
pelled, since  you  have  involved  me  person- 

ally, to  make  my  position  clear  so  that 
independent  exhibitors  may  get  the  facts 
as  they  are  and  not  as  misrepresented  by 

you,  in  all  probability  due  to  wrong  in- 
formation. 

“The  negotiating  committee  represent- 
ing Allied  had  an  understanding  with  the 

distributors’  committee  that  no  publicity 
was  to  be  given  its  discussions  and  no 
statements  made  except  joint  statements 
mutually  agreed  upon.  So  much  has, 
however,  gotten  into  the  press  that  I   do 
not  believe  that  I   would  be  breaking  any 
confidences  in  stating  what  I   feel  I   must 
say  in  fairness  to  myself. 

“In  the  fourth  paragraph  you  intimate, 
if  you  do  not  say  directly,  that  the  negoti- 

ating committees  entered  into  a   verbal 
agreement  and  that  no  agreement  was 

submitted  to  writing  because  a   ‘slight  de- 
tail’ was  necessary — the  approval  of  our 

board  of  directors.  You  say  that  Rodgers 
(William  F.,  general  sales  manager  of 

M-G-M)  must  have  thought  an  agreement 
must  have  been  reached  and  you  intimate 
quite  strongly  that  Yamins,  Ray  Branch, 
A1  Steffes  and  Max  Cohen  felt  that  an 

agreement  had  been  reached,  even  though 
Myers  and  others  did  not  think  so. 

Speaking  for  Himself 

“Now  I   am  going  to  speak  for  myself 
and  myself  alone.  In  the  first  place, 
when  the  final  meeting  was  held  by  the 
two  negotiating  committees  in  Chicago,  I 
was  on  a   plane  bound  for  New  York  and, 

therefore,  couldn’t  have  been  a   party  to 
any  so-called  agreement,  verbal  or  other- 

wise, and  couldn’t  have  seen  any  state- 
ments made  by  Rodgers  and  Cole.  You 

are,  therefore,  definitely  wrong  when  you 

say  that  I   felt  in  Chicago  that  an  agree- 
ment had  been  reached  and  it  was  merely 

a   matter  of  detail  to  get  the  board  of  di- 

rectors to  approve  the  ‘agreement.’ 
“Let  me  say  something  further — that 

sweeping  concessions  never  before  grant- 
ed in  the  industry,  this  same  executive 

told  Boxoffice: 

“If  the  exhibitors  are  not  satisfied  with 

the  concessions  in  the  draft  I’ll  take  my 
chances  on  legislation,  if  that  is  the  way 

it  is  to  be.” 

during  all  other  meetings  at  which  I   was 

present,  no  one  was  given  the  right  to  as- 
sume that  the  Allied  negotiating  commit- 

tee had  agreed  to  any  program  and  that 

the  matter  of  approval  by  its  board  of  di- 
rectors was  a   matter  of  detail.  It  is  true 

that  some  matters  were  agreed  to,  others 

were  passed  because  it  was  impossible  to 
secure  the  concessions  that  our  commit- 

tee desired,  but  when  any  one  matter  was 

disposed  of,  it  was  with  the  strict  under- 
standing that  the  program  as  an  entirety 

is  what  was  important,  and  that  our  com- 
mittee would  pass  on  the  program  as  a 

whole,  not  in  piecemeal — and  it  was  also 
made  clear  that  we  would  have  to  secure 

the  approval  of  our  board  of  directors,  just 

as  it  was  made  clear  by  the  distributors’ 
committee  that  on  certain  matters  they 

would  have  to  secure  the  approval  of  their 

companies.  To  state  my  position  clearly 
and  beyond  any  possible  misinterpretation, 
at  no  time  did  I   feel  that  we  had  arrived 

at  an  agreement,  and  I   do  not  use  this 
word  in  its  legal  meaning,  and  I   cannot 
see  how  anyone  else  had  the  right  to  draw 
that  inference. 

“True  Progress  Was  Made” 

“It  is  true  that  progress  was  made,  a 
better  understanding  of  the  problems  of 
both  sides  reached,  and  it  may  be,  and 

I   sincerely  hope,  that  we  will  arrive  at  a 
real  binding  agreement,  but  frankly,  I 

think  you  are  destroying  the  good  feel- 
ing and  confidence  that  existed  among  all 

members  of  the  negotiating  committee 

and  I   personally  think  that  the  industry 
would  be  better  off  if  all  arguments  were 
left  to  the  negotiating  committees.  I   am 

not  going  to  reiterate  my  confidence  in 

Mr.  Rodgers’  fairness  nor  in  Mr.  Myers’ 
ability  and  integrity.  I   feel  certain  that, 
if  left  alone,  the  negotiating  committees 

can  accomplish  something  really  construc- 
tive and  the  men  comprising  the  commit- 
tee should  be  free  from  personal  attacks 

and  insults  from  the  trade  press.” 

This  is  the  second  communication 

reaching  Boxoffice  from  Allied  leaders  in 

the  last  few  days.  Al  Steffes  likewise  took 

exception  to  the  open  letter  written  to 

Abram  F.  Myers  and  published  on  De- 

cember 3   under  the  caption,  “Technical 

Victories  Can  Be  Hollow.” 

The  Steffes  communication,  in  some  re- 
spects similar  to  the  Yamins  letter,  is  not 

only  published  in  full  in  the  “Notes  to  You” 
department  on  page  6,  but  it  is  also  an- 

swered, as  will  be  Yamins’. 
But  one  at  a   time. 
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IN  which  this  and  the  "Letters" department  enter  upon  a   one- 

time merger,  with  full  acknowledg- 
ment to  A1  Steffes  and  the  postal 

service. 

It's  all  about  this:  Two  weeks  ago, 
neighboring  page  three  carried  an 
open  letter  to  Abram  F.  Myers.  It 

was  captioned  "Technical  Victory 
Can  Be  Hollow”  and  it  even  deco- 

rated BOXOFFICE's  new  cover.  You 
know,  the  one  which  everyone  likes 
and  has  written,  or  called  in,  to  say 
so. 

Al,  it  appears,  read  that  column 
and,  since  trade  papers  in  this  field 

are  "subsidized"  according  to  Myers, 
there  we  feel  we  are  being  com- 

plimented. Maybe.  However,  Stef- 
fes gets  going  with  this: 

Personally,  I   have  no  objection  to 

you  and  Myers  carrying  on  a   con- 
troversy through  the  trade  papers  as 

you  have  a   perfect  right  so  to  do  if 

you  desire.  Nevertheless,  I   sincere- 
ly and  honestly  believe  that,  if  the 

trade  papers  would  have  allowed  the 

negotiating  committee  to  negotiate 
without  a   lot  of  interference  that  a 

solution  to  the  industry  problems 

would  have  been  solved  quite  some 
time  ago. 

Nice,  very  nice  of  Al  to  recog- 
nize he  has  no  control  of  that  which 

BOXOFFICE  may  do  and,  in  the 

true  democratic  procedure,  to  ap- 
preciate the  right  of  free  wheeling 

is  still  around.  But,  let's  proceed 
before  we  further  interject: 

I   do  take  exception  to  that  portion  of 

your  editorial  appearing  in  your  issue 

of  December  3   when  you  state  Al 

Steffes  and  others  thought  otherwise 

and  you  happen  to  know  how  they 
feel. 

I   don't  know  about  the  others,  Red, 

but  if  you  can  tell  me  what  my  feel- 
ings are  in  the  entire  matter  you  are 

a   better  man  than  I   am  as  I   have  not 

as  yet  definitely  made  up  my  mind. 
I   went  into  these  conferences  with  an 

open  mind  and  it  is  still  open.  By 

what  right  you  can  definitely  state 

that  you  know  how  I   feel  about  the 
statements  issued  by  various  people? 

All  I   can  say  is  you  are  just  plain 

nuts,  for  at  no  time  have  I   ever  dis- 
cussed this  trade  paper  controversy 

with  you,  any  of  your  representatives, 

or  any  one  else,  not  even  the  mem- 
bers of  the  organization  which  I   rep- 

resent. 

So  I   am  going  to  request  that  you 

keep  my  name  out  of  your  silly  con- 

troversy. However,  I   don't  mind  tell- 
ing you  at  this  time  that  I   feel  quite 

satisfied  that  if  there  is  a   deal  made 

it  will  have  the  entire  and  whole- 

&  /cL 
hearted  support  of  Allied  and,  on  the 

other  hand,  if  there  should  come  a 

time  when  Allied  breaks  on  negotia- 
tions you  will  also  find  that  Allied 

will  be  100  per  cent  in  accord. 

We  have  been  called  a   number  of 

things.  To  date,  never  "nuts."  But 
that's  all  right.  We  don't  mind,  for 
exactly  as  we  reserve  the  right  to 

think  as  we  please  so  must  the  same 

privilege  be  extended  to  Steffes  and 

all  others  up  and  down  the  line. 

However,  we  do  think  Al  is  being 

extremely  naive  and,  furthermore, 

presenting  himself  in  new  character, 
if  actually  he  believes  his  reactions 

to  the  Chicago  trade  practice  meet- 
ing are  sealed  and  locked  merely 

because  he  has  never  discussed  the 

situation  with  the  writer,  "any  of 
your  representatives,  or  anyone  else, 

not  even  the  members  of  the  organ- 

ization I   represent."  We  wonder,  by 
the  same  token,  how  the  members 

of  Allied  of  the  Northwest  might  re- 
act to  this  latterly  frank  admission 

on  Steffes'  part?  But  that,  it  is  to 

be  supposed,  is  irrelevant  and  im- 
material. 

The  fact  is,  that  out  of  Chicago 

which  was  the  springboard  of  the 

cross  statements  subsequently  is- 

sued, came  the  story  Steffes  had 

taken  exception  with  Myers,  Sam- 
uelson,  Cole  and  Blum  on  ground 

covered  and  offered  by  the  distribu- 
tor committee.  The  story,  believed 

authentic  then  and  believed  authen- 

tic now,  simply  was  that  Steffes  was 

one  of  the  Allied  men,  not  neces- 

sarily satisfied  with  the  concessions 

discussed,  but  at  least  ready  to  pro- 
ceed on  the  theory  they  represented 

a   hopeful  beginning.  Whether  it  is 

construable,  as  Steffes  himself  in- 
dicates, that  this  was,  at  least,  pos- 

sible and  probable  when  he  writes 

his  mind  was  open  and  "is  still 
open"  becomes  conjecturable  ma- 

terial. Because  it  is,  it  might  be  well 
not  to  rule  it  off  completely. 

Anyway,  as  he  goes  on,  Al  gets 

in  a   nice  plug  for  Allied.  He  can 
have  that,  too: 

Allied,  under  its  present  setup,  is 

ten  years  old  and  I   will  venture  to 

say  that  they  have  had  as  many  ar- 
guments within  the  coniines  of  their 

own  board  of  directors  as  is  consist- 

ent with  good  business,  but  after  the 
brush  was  all  cleared  away  and 

everybody  had  an  opportunity  to 

voice  their  opinion,  you  have  always 

found  Allied  100  per  cent  in  accord 

on  any  movement  and  I   am  sure  you 

(Continued  on  page  29) 
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HE  KENTUCKY  OF  GREAT 

TRADITION  HAS  INSPIRED 

A   GREAT  PICTURE  .   .   .   . 

Greater  in  the  splendor 

of  TECHNICOLOR! 

1 
Hith  especial  pride  20th  Century-Fox  offers 

"KENTUCKY”  to  the  exhibitors  of  America  for  December 

30th  release...a  picture  that,  from  every  aspect,  stands  with 

the  highest  entertainment  achievements  of  this  company. 



POWERFUL 

IN  THEME 

STIRRING 

LOVE  STORY 

"KENTUCKY”  possesses  a   powerful  and  an  inspiring 

theme  —   the  thoroughbred  spirit  that  fills  the  hearts  of  a 

people  ever  faithful  to  their  courage. 

Touching  only  briefly  on  the  drama  of  the  strife-torn  South, 

the  story  is  of  our  own  time  —   revealing  how  the  sudden 

bitter  hatreds  of  those  troubled  days  left  their  scar  on 

today’s  generations.  Stirringly  is  portrayed  a   love,  all  fire 

and  pride,  straining  against  the  fetters  of  family  enmity. 



M WF'i.rwB 

Kentucky — land  of  beautiful 

women,  gallant  men  and  spirited 

thoroughbreds — its  people  as  un- 

swerving in  their  pride  as  they 

are  loyal  to  their  loves. 



with 

LORETTA  YOUNG 
RICHARD  GREENE 

WALTER  BRENNAN 
DOUGLAS  DUMBRILLE 

KAREN  MORLEY 

MORONI  OLSEN 

a   20th  Century-Fox  Picture 

DARRYL  F.  ZANUCK 
in  Charge  of  Production 

Directed  by  David  Butler 

Associate  Producer  Gene  Markey  *   Screen  Play 

by  Lamar  Trolli  and  John  Tainior  Foote  ‘From  the 

story  "The  Look  of  Eagles”  by  John  Taintor  Foote 



"KENTUCKY”  and  TECHNICOLOR  . . . 

made  for  each  other! 

I 
In  the  heart  of  Kentucky,  Technicolor 

has  captured  the  actual  lush  richness  of  the  Blue  Grass  country  .   .   . 

where  the  magnificent  thoroughbreds  "with  the  look  of  eagles”  live 

only  for  the  day  when  glistening  silks  flash  at  Churchill  Downs  and 

the  Derby  parades  all  its  brilliant  spectacle. 



CAST  IS 

BRILLIANT 
Under  the  sensitive,  understanding  direction  of  David 

Butler,  Loretta  Young  acquires  a   new  glowing  glamor  as 

the  imperious  daughter  of  a   lordly  line*  Richard  Greene 

steps  decisively  forward  to  the  top  of  stardom  —   as  the 

headstrong  scion  of  a   rival  house.  Walter  Brennan  gives 

a   performance  unsurpassed  for  human,  kindly  humor. 

SUPERLATIVE 

PRODUCTION 
Produced  by  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  in  the  highest  tradition  of 

20th  Century-Fox,  "KENTUCKY”  is  released  at  a   time  to 

give  exhibitors  maximum  returns  from  this  great  attraction 

...which  demands  corresponding  attention  when  you  play  it! 

Printed  in  U.S.A. 
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HELD  OVER 

at  the  ROXY! 
—for  anofher  grand  week 

of  roof-raising  laughter! 

THANKS  FOR 
EVERYTHING 
The  big  Christmas  show  that  has 

every  reviewer  on  the  rave! 



MAJORS  QUIETLY  GROOMING  AMERICANISM 

CAMPAIGN  WITH  HOLLYWOOD  THE  FUNNEL 
But  No  Blatant  Approach; 
Warner  Bros,  a   Leader 

In  the  Trend 

Interstate  Stresses  Nation's 
Sinews  Via  Series  of  Shorts 

New  York — There  has  been  no  formal 

word  of  it,  and  probably  thei’e  won’t  be, 
but  major  companies  may  be  expected  to 

sound  a   predominant  note  of  American- 
ism in  product  now  being  made  and  plot- 
ted for  some  time  to  come. 

In  private  conversation,  many  of  the 
topflight  executives  are  talking  about 

such  a   trend.  Publicly,  it  is  proving  dif- 
ficult to  line  up  expressions  of  opinion 

for  publication.  Despite  this,  the  flow  is 
in  this  direction. 

The  intent  will  evidence  itself  in  Hol- 
lywood product  before  many  months  go 

by.  It  is  felt  the  forthcoming  stress  on 
Americanism  in  theme,  without  making 
the  approach  blatant  to  a   degree  which 
which  will  remove  product  so  impressed 
from  the  entertainment  formula,  is  neces- 

sary at  this  time  as  a   move  to  fight  the 
various  political  ideologies  that  end  their 

monickers  in  “ism,”  no  matter  what  the 
“ism”  may  be  if  it  is  anything  but Americanism. 

“Time  Is  Propitious'' 
One  leading  executive,  who  refuses  to 

have  his  remarks  identified  by  his  name, 

sums  up  an  already  widespread  and  grow- 
ing point  of  view.  He  says: 

“I  feel  the  time  is  completely  propiti- 
ous to  stress  the  fundamentals  of  the 

American  system.  I   believe  this  will  prove 
the  most  effective  sort  of  answer  to  the 

various  ‘isms’  that  dominate  so  many  of 
the  newspaper  headlines  these  days. 

“We  do  not  have  to  make  the  American- 
ism angle  stick  out  all  over  the  product, 

but  in  Hollywood,  by  selection  of  mate- 
rial which  is  dramatically  sound  and  po- 

tentially entertaining,  a   job  can  be  done 

along  these  lines.” 
Of  significance,  perhaps,  is  a   press  re- 

lease from  Warner  which  tells  of  the  or- 
organization  of  an  Americanization  de- 

partment “which  will  cooperate  with  these 
organizations  (American  Legion  posts  and 
other  patriotic  groups  throughout  the 

country)  particularly  as  regards  the  show- 

ing of  its  historical  subjects.” 
Bob  Taplinger,  studio  director  of  pub- 

licity, will  be  the  head  man,  but  the  de- 
partment itself  will  be  headed  by  Jack 

Holmes  who,  according  to  the  Warner 

statement,  “has  devoted  the  past  months 
to  working  with  various  patriotic  and  civic 
groups  which  regard  the  Warner  shorts  as 
a   great  national  medium  for  promoting 

Americansm.” 
Shortly,  Holmes  will  leave  Hollywood 

on  a   contact  tour  to  further  the  Warner 

purpose  “to  make  America  conscious  of 
the  nation’s  great  history.”  It  is  also 
pointed  out  these  subjects  “have  the  per- 

KARL  HOBLITZELLE 

Dallas — The  history  of  Texas  and  the 

part  the  growth  of  the  Lone  Star  state 
has  played  in  building  Americanism  are 
to  be  shown  in  all  Interstate  theatres  via 

a   series  of  12  shorts  produced  for  the  cir- 
cuit with  the  cooperation  of  National 

Screen  Service,  Inc. 

The  idea  springs  from  the  political  free- 
dom speech  made  by  Karl  Hoblitzelle  at 

Ned  E.  Depinet’s  banquet  here  early  this 
year.  The  first  subject  is  in  350  feet  and 

is  called  “Texas  Marches  On.”  It  shows 
the  flag  in  Technicolor  while  an  unseen 
chorus  sings  the  national  anthem  with  the 

audience  invited  to  join.  The  short  sce- 
nario stresses  the  elements  of  American- 

ism which  went  into  the  building  of  the 
Texan  frontier.  The  film  includes  still 
shots  of  the  battle  of  the  Alamo,  shows 

the  state  capitol  at  Austin  and  other 
Texan  landmarks  and  quotes  from  the 
Declaration  of  Independence. 

Robert  J.  O’Donnell,  general  manager 
of  Interstate,  in  explaining  the  plan,  points 
out  the  British  national  anthem  always 

sonal  attention  of  both  Harry  M.  and 

Jack  L.  Warner”  and  that  plans  have  been 
made  to  increase  substantially  the  pro- 

gram for  1939.  Included  in  the  group  are 

“Lincoln  in  the  White  House,”  “The  Man 

Without  a   Country,”  “Romance  of  Louisi- 
ana,” “The  Declaration  of  Independence,” 

ROBERT  J.  O'DONNELL 

precedes  theatrical  performances  in  Eng- 
land. “An  equivalent  observance  should 

take  place  in  American  theatres,  espe- 
cially in  the  picture  houses.  These  reels 

are  devoted  only  to  the  basic  ideas  of 

Americanism — ideas  that  everybody  sub- 

scribes to  and,  in  this  day  and  time,  cher- 
ishes with  a   deeper  feeling  than  ever. 

The  reels  are  entirely  non-political — just 
an  opportunity  for  theatre  audiences  to 
renew  faith  in  the  character  of  their  coun- 

try,” he  explains. 
The  remaining  11  subjects,  likewise,  will 

deal  with  phases  of  Texas’  history  and 
development.  Each  will  run  a   week  at 

various  Interstate  houses  with  a   replace- 
ment every  fourth  week. 

In  reporting  the  initial  showing  of  the 
first  subject  at  the  Majestic,  Eddie  Barr, 

writing  in  the  Dispatch- Journal,  says: 
“The  Majestic  audience  stood  as  one  .   .   . 

Suddenly  the  audience  began  singing  .   .   . 
and  then  a   few  brief  words  concerning 
Texas  ...  It  took  about  three  minutes 
and  audience  reaction  was  terrific. 

“Give  Me  Liberty,”  “Song  of  a   Nation.” 
The  Warner  organization  appears  to  be 

a   leader  in  this  whole  idea.  The  sound 

recording  on  film  of  “The  Star  Spangled 
Banner”  which  was  used  experimentally 

in  the  company’s  Chicago  theatre  zone 
has  been  adopted  on  a   national  scale. 

(See  Editorial  on  page  3) 
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Coast  Notables  Hurl 

Invectives  at  Nazis 

Hollywood — “The  Declaration  of  Demo- 

cratic Independence,”  urging  the  President 
and  Congress  to  end  all  economic  rela- 

tions between  Germany  and  the  United 

States,  is  one  of  the  strongest,  and  per- 
haps the  strongest,  documents  ever  made 

public  by  any  group  identified  with  the 

industry. 

In  scathing  terms,  it  denounces  the 

Hitler  government  and  lets  go  without  res- 

ervation in  the  process  of  “calling  a   space 

a   spade.”  The  protest  has  been  signed  by 
a   number  of  important  Hollywood  pro- 

jessionals,  largely  identified  with  the  Hol- 

lywood  Anti-Nazi  League  but  it  is  also 

significant  to  note  that  its  original  sig- 

natories include  men  like  Harry  M.  War- 

ner, president  of  Warner  Bros.;  his  broth- 

er, Jack  L.,  vice-president  in  charge  of 
production;  Joseph  M.  Sclienck,  chairman 

of  the  board  of  20 th  Century-Fox,  and 
Walter  Wanger. 

Here  is  the  text: 

“On  July  4,  1776,  the  people  of  this 
country  determined  to  submit  no  longer  to 
an  implacable  despot.  Men  of  free  spirit, 

they  had  no  choice  but  to  dissolve  the 
bonds  which  bound  them  to  a   callous 

tyrant.  Through  their  chosen  representa- 

tives, they  called  upon  the  world  to  wit- 
ness their  Declaration  of  Independence 

rooted  in  the  self  evident  truths  of  the 

‘unalienable  rights’  of  man  to  ‘life,  liberty 

and  the  pursuit  of  happiness.’  These 
sacred  principles  became  the  foundation  of 
our  government.  And  since  that  time, 
they  have  been  adopted  and  respected  by 

liberty-loving  people  of  all  lands  as  the 

measure  of  man’s  dignity  in  the  civilized 
world. 

“Today,  a   new  tyranny  has  arisen  to 

challenge  democracy’s  heritage.  The  lead- 
ers of  Nazi  Germany  openly  threaten  na- 

tional security,  defy  international  decency 

and  proclaim  the  end  of  the  democratic 

world.  Once  again  the  people  of  our  coun- 
try ask  to  submit  these  facts  which  evince, 

on  the  part  of  the  leaders  of  Nazi  Ger- 

many, ‘a  design  to  reduce  the  world  un- 

der absolute  despotism.’ 
“Hitler  and  his  Nazi  dictatorship  have 

attacked  the  religions  of  the  world  and 

substituted  paganism  in  their  stead. 

“They  have  abolished  freedom  of  speech, 
press  and  assemblage,  imposing  their  will 
upon  75,000,000  people  and  preparing  a 

similar  imposition  of  will  upon  all  man- 
kind. 

“They  have  brought  chaos  and  disunity 
into  sovereign  nations  and  then  seized  and 
dismembered  them. 

“They  have  degraded  women  to  the  sole 
function  of  producing  soldiers  for  their 

(Continued  no  page  22) 

Strike  for  Economic  Divorce  From  Germany 

JOSEPH  M.  SCHENCK  HARRY  M.  WARNER  JACK  L.  WARNER 
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THE  MENACE  OF 

193 9’s  SCREEN 
CHALLENGE  TO 
COURAGE! 

L'MIVCRSAL 



LUGOSI 
Lionel 

ATWILL 
in 

SON  of 
FRANKENSTEIN 

with 

Josephine  HUTCHINSON 
Original  Screenplay  by  Willis  Cooper 

Directed  by  ROWLAND  V.LEE 

Emma  Dunn  •   Donnie  Dunagan  •   Edgar  Norton 

A   ROWLAND  V.  LEE  PRODUCTION 

Basil 

RATHBONE 

The  greatest  fear 
figures  in  screen 
history  .   .   •   All  in 

Universal's  NEW 
Cavalcade  of  Profit- 

Horror  ! 



FINDS  INDUSTRY  OUTLOOK  IS  IMPROVED,  BUT 

GOV'T  SDIT  PROVIDES  UNCERTAIN  ELEMENT 
Spending  Power  Greater 

And  Amortization  Is 

Lower 

New  York — The  outlook  for  the  indus- 

try is  “materially  improved,”  according  to 
Poor’s  Industry  and  Investment  Surveys. 
This  is  why: 

“Rising  consumer  spending  power, 
which  is  accompanying  the  betterment  in 

general  business,  is  being  reflected  in  in- 
creased theatre  attendance.  With  amor- 
tization charges  on  recent  film  releases 

lower  than  those  experienced  earlier  this 
year,  a   substantial  portion  of  the  gain  in 
boxoffice  receipts  is  being  carried  through 
to  net  earnings.  Since  most  expenses  in 

both  the  exhibition  and  production  of  mo- 
tion pictures  are  more  or  less  fixed,  ex- 

pansion in  net  income  is  rapid  once  the 

pay  point  has  been  passed.” 
The  survey,  however,  finds  elements  of 

uncertainty.  It  views  the  government  suit 

as  “particularly  disturbing,”  but  no  worry 
over  possible  theatre  divorcement  from 

an  investment  point  of  view  because  stock- 

holders “presumably  would  receive  their 
pro  rata  share  through  receipt  of  partial 

liquidating  dividends.” 
On  the  foreign  situation,  this  is  the 

conclusion : 

“Prospects  in  the  foreign  market  are  far 
from  impressive.  Receiving  approximately 
40  per  cent  of  all  revenues  from  abroad, 
the  industry  is  particularly  concerned  over 
the  steps  taken  by  many  foreign  countries 

to  foster  their  own  film  producing  and  ex- 
hibiting industry  through  stringent  quota 

systems  or  similar  programs.  Some  do- 
mestic producers  have  protected  them- 

selves as  to  a   certain  extent  through  in- 

vestment in  companies  operating  in  lead- 

ing countries  throughout  the  world.” 
Finances  Soundest 

The  industry  now  has  “the  best  fi- 
nancial and  operating  management  in  its 

history,”  says  the  survey  which  continues, 
“top  heavy  capitalization  and  other  faults 
having  their  origin  in  expansion  policies 
of  prior  years  have  been  righted  through 
drastic  reorganizations.  Companies  that 
were  on  the  verge  of  receivership  a   few 

years  ago  have  put  their  financial  struc- 
tures in  order.  Obviously,  the  industry  is 

on  firmer  footing  than  it  has  been  for 

some  time.” 

“In  many  cases  finances  are  on  a   sound 
footing  for  the  first  time,”  the  consensus 
continues.  “But  diagnosis  of  vacillating 
public  taste  remains  difficult:  foreign  com- 

petition both  at  home  and  abroad  is 
pressing:  development  of  television  or  a 

new  competing  sport  is  an  ever-present 
threat:  last,  but  not  least,  the  very  luxury 

nature  of  the  industry’s  products,  with 
consequent  dependence  upon  business  con- 

ditions, is  to  be  considered,”  is  the  view 

leading  to  the  recommendation  that  “most 
equities  should  be  held  at  prevailing  mar- 

ket levels.” 
Film  costs  are  described  as  “lower.” 

Average  film  costs  in  1936-37,  at  $246,800, 
were  slightly  more  than  21  per  cent  higher 
than  in  the  1934-35  season.  For  the  1937- 
38  season,  roughly  $135,000,000  was  spent 
on  some  600  features,  or  an  average  of 

$225,000  a   picture,  is  the  estimate.  Re- 
issues played  a   large  part  in  the  indus- 

try’s program  to  reduce  production  costs. 

“Generally  speaking,”  the  survey  states, 
“the  older  films  outgrossed  releases  under 
the  1937-38  schedule  and  receipts  thereon 

were  practically  clear  profit,  since  charge- 
offs  for  amortization  already  had  been 

made.”  From  all  indications,  the  approxi- 
mate 580  features  announced  for  1938-39 

will  bear  the  same  level  of  production 
costs  as  those  for  the  previous  season  it 
continues. 

Attendance  “Rising” 

Theatre  attendance  is  noted  as  “rising.” 
During  the  first  nine  months  of  1938  ad- 

mission taxes  collected  by  the  Bureau  of 
Internal  Revenue  were  off  less  than  three 

per  cent,  as  against  a   decline  of  more  than 
seven  per  cent  in  total  income  receipts  of 

individuals.  “Since  amusement  taxes  ap- 
ply only  on  admissions  over  40  cents, 

these  figures  indicate  the  public’s  unwill- 
ingness to  give  up  its  theatre  entertain- 

ment, despite  reduced  income.  With  con- 
sumer spending  power  currently  expand- 

ing, a   rise  in  theatre  attendance  is  be- 

The  Revealing  Graph 

Key  to  the  units:  Business  activity, 

1923-25  equal  100:  average  weekly  at- 
tendance and  receipts,  in  millions; 

admission,  in  cents. 
Sources  of  data:  Annalist  Index  of 
Business  Activity  from  The  Annalist, 

motion  picture  attendance  and  re- 
ceipts from  The  Film  Daily  Year  Book. 

Doubt  Influence  of  Self- 

Regulation  on  Federal 
Action 

ing  registered,”  the  survey  concludes. 

Commenting  on  the  government’s  anti- 
trust suit  and  the  current  trade  practice 

negotiations,  the  survey  states  the  pro- 

posed program  of  self -regulation  “is  not 
expected  to  have  any  influence  in  the 

pending  government  suit.”  Should  pro- 
ducers be  obliged  to  liquidate  their  theatre 

investments,  stockholders  presumably 
would  receive  their  pro  rata  share  through 
stock  distribution,  is  the  view. 

An  interesting  commentary  is  made  on 

theatre  lotteries  which  is  regarded  as  “de- 
creasing.” Going  back  to  the  1929-32 

depression,  the  survey  holds  that  the  seat- 
ing capacity  for  the  industry  was  far 

greater  than  total  attendance. 
“Exhibitors  resorted  to  various  price- 

cutting  methods:  but  worst  of  all,  once 
committed  to  these  competitive  practices 

they  continued  them  through  the  early 
stages  of  recovery.  From  the  first,  they 
have  been  objects  of  litigation  and  legal 
controversy.  An  analysis  of  court  decisions 
bearing  on  theatre  giveaways,  made  by  the 
American  Lawyer,  concluded  that  such 
operations  were  illegal.  At  present,  with 

picture  quality  improving,  inducements 
of  this  nature  are  diminishing  of  their 
own  accord.  A   recent  substitute  has  been 
the  local  independently  produced  newsreel, 
in  which  the  patron  may  thrill  at  the 
sight  of  himself,  his  acquaintances,  or  at 

least  familiar  scenery.” 
“Cut  Duals  or  Up  Prices” 

The  outlook  toward  double  features  is 

viewed  as  “disturbing.”  And  this:  “From 
the  operator’s  view,  however,  either  the 
practice  of  double  billing  must  diminish 
— the  alternative  is  better  quality  single 

feature  programs — or  admission  prices 
must  advance  if  theatres  are  to  operate 

more  profitably.” Earnings  of  the  major  companies  are 

reported  as  “improving.”  In  1929,  six 
companies  reported  aggregate  net  profits 
of  $28,460,000.  Although,  the  survey  says, 
gross  revenues  expanded  in  1930  and  1931, 
increased  production  expenditures  more 
than  offset  these  gains.  When  grosses 
declined  sharply  in  1932,  these  same  six 
companies  reported  an  aggregate  deficit 

of  $34,940,000. 
Drastic  reorganizations,  with  attendant 

reductions  in  fixed  charges,  and  recovery 
in  business  activity  which  swelled  gross 
earnings  resulted  in  the  same  companies 
recording  a   $24,200,000  profit  in  1936  and 
a   net  of  $30,980,000  in  1937.  For  the  first 

half  of  1938,  the  industry’s  earning  power 

suffered  a   44  per  cent  slump  under  tha* 
of  a   year  earlier.  However,  signs  of  im- 

provement subsequently  have  been  no- 
ticeable, the  survey  concludes. 
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Coast  Notables  Attack  Nazis; 

Ask  Trade  Split  With  Berlin 
(Continued  from  page  15) 

battle  fields;  they  have  enslaved  labor  and 
destroyed  its  free  organizations;  they  have 

consigned  youth  to  the  role  of  cannon 
fodder;  they  have  transformed  education 

and  the  arts  and  sciences  into  instru- 
ments of  war  and  hurled  these  instru- 
ments against  all  mankind. 

“They  have  dedicated  Germany  exclu- 
sively to  the  glorification  of  war  and  are 

forcing  us  to  arm  at  the  expense  of  our 
human  budget. 

“They  have  subjected  countless  hundreds 
of  thousands  of  men,  women  and  children 

to  torture  and  mass  murder  for  their  eco- 
nomic gain. 

“They  have  thrown  their  own  victimized 

citizenry  upon  the  world’s  charity  and  pro- 
claimed that  this  victimization  has  but 

begun. 

“They  send  their  war  planes  over  friend- 
ly nations  to  bomb  innocent  women  and 

children. 

“They  hurl  maledictions  upon  the  peace- 
ful acts  of  the  people  of  the  world  and 

send  spies  and  provocateurs  into  their 
lands. 

“They  dictate  to  sovereign  nations  the 
form  and  personnel  of  their  governments. 

“They  denounce  and  destroy  those  prin- 
ciples upon  which  just  governments  are 

founded  and  from  which  peoples  derive 

their  liberties  and  happiness. 

“They  break  international  treaties,  vio- 
late international  law  and  are  instituting 

world  anarchy. 

The  reenactment  of  the  League-in- 
spired declaration  for  all  newsreels 

except  “News  of  the  Day,”  the  Hearst 
reel ,   was  held  late  in  the  week  at  the 

20th  Century-Fox  studio.  The  two 
Warners,  Carl  Laemmle  sr.,  and  Wal- 

ter Wanger  were  among  those  who 
appeared.  Signatures  totalling  many 
millions  are  anticipated  from  theatre 
audiences  throughout  the  nation,  these 
to  be  forwarded  to  Washington  in  one 
gigantic  petition  for  presidential  and 
congressional  attention. 

“They  are  dumping  the  products  of  their 
enslaved  laborers  upon  the  markets  of  the 

world  and  thereby  endanger  the  standard 

of  living  of  free  men  and  women  through- 
out the  world. 

“They  have  threatened  American  citi- 
zens within  their  borders  and  have  in- 

timidated American  citizens  of  German 

extraction  within  our  own  borders. 

“They  have  organized  military  bunds 
within  our  country,  have  attempted  to 
undermine  the  loyalty  of  our  military  and 

flaunt  their  intention  to  do  for  this  coun- 

try ‘What  Hitler  is  doing  for  Germany’  in 
strident  contempt  for  our  democracy  and 
its,  institutions. 

“We  have  waited  patiently  for  con- 
science to  check  oppression,  only  to  see 

oppression  turn  into  brutality.  We  have 

tried  reason  but  reason  meets  with  ridi- 

cule and  protest  only  evokes  more  per- 
secution. As  defenders  of  liberty  we  can 

no  longer  appeal  or  temporize.  Once  more 
we  must  act  swiftly  and  courageously  to 

preserve  democracy  and  to  prevent  its 
being  surplanted  by  despotism. 

“Therefore,  we,  the  undersigned,  re- 
spectfully petition  the  President  and  the 

Congress  of  the  United  States  of  America, 

to  make  such  executive  orders,  adopt  such 

legislative  measures  and  alter  such  exist- 

Coast  Praise  for  Stand 

In  Support  of  League 
Boxoffice  is  in  receipt  of  several  letters 

in  comment  on  Ivan  Spear’s  article  com- 
mending the  activities  of  the  Hollywood 

Anti-Nazi  League  and  speculating  over  the 

reasons  why  its  endeavors  are  being  regu- 
larly ignored  by  the  Los  Angeles  and 

Hollywood  press.  The  article  appeared  in 

Boxoffice  for  November  26. 

The  letters  from  Hollywood  and  Los 

Angeles: 

“As  one  of  the  sponsors  of  the  Holly- 
wood Anti-Nazi  League,  I   cannot  resist 

writing  to  you  to  tell  you  how  swell  it 
was  to  read  the  article  in  Boxoffice  which 

was  reprinted  in  our  own  publication 

( Hollywood  Now ) .   With  the  growing  ag- 
gressiveness of  the  Nazis  in  Europe  and 

the  constant  danger  of  their  finding  sup- 

port in  this  country,  the  courage  and  pub- 
lic spirit  your  article  displayed  certainly 

merits  the  applause  of  every  lover  of 

American  democracy.  May  I   offer  my  sin- 

cere and  cordial  congratulations. — FRANK 
TUTTLE. 

“As  one  of  the  directors  of  the  Holly- 
wood Anti-Nazi  League,  I   want  to  thank 

you  for  the  excellent  piece  about  us  which 

appeared  in  the  November  26  issue  of 

Boxoffice.  I   have  heard  a   lot  of  favor- 
able comment  about  it  around  town. 

“Apparently  people  out  here  are  start- 
ing to  wake  up,  and  you  have  helped  to 

jolt  them  out  of  their  lethargy.  It  isn’t 
the  first  time  you’ve  done  it.  But  nothing 
you  have  ever  done  before,  and  nothing 

that  any  of  us  can  do,  is  more  important 

than  this. — CARL  DREHER. 

ing  legislation  and  laws  as  may  be  neces- 

sary to  the  end  that  all  economic  con- 
nections between  the  people  of  the  United 

States  and  Germany  be  totally  severed, 
until  such  time  as  Germany  is  willing  to 

re-enter  the  family  of  nations  in  accord- 

ance with  the  humane  principle  of  in- 

ternational law  and  universal  freedom.” 
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They  Huddled 

— Photos  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  vice-president  in 

charge  of  foreign  distribution  for 

Paramount,  and  David  E.  Rose,  in 

charge  of  British  production,  upcm 

their  arrival  in  New  York  from  Lon- 

don to  confer  and  discuss  with  Barney 

Balaban  and  Stanton  Griffis. 

Distributors  Meet 

On  Musicians'  Grab 
New  York — A   conference  will  be  held 

at  Pat  Casey’s  office  here  Monday  at  which 
distributor  representatives  will  cross 

swords  with  delegates  from  the  American 

Federation  of  Musicians  over  the  latter’s 

demand  for  an  annual  $20,000,000  “score 
charge”  to  alleviate  unemployment. 

The  session  is  designed  to  fix  the  dis- 

tributors’ position  so  that  the  matter  can 

be  properly  discussed  at  the  AFM’s  execu- 
tive council  meeting  at  Miami  Beach 

January  8. 

Under  the  proposed  plan,  distributors 

would  assess  exhibitors  a   small  fee,  this, 

in  turn,  to  be  handed  over  to  the  AFM 

as  a   permanent  fund  to  relieve  its  unem- 

ployed. The  AFM’s  position  is  that,  since 
the  exhibition  arm  of  the  industry  re- 

fuses to  reinstate  orchestras  in  theatres 

and  studios  have  shown  no  inclination  to 

supply  new  orchestras  for  duplicate  re- 
cordings where  music  is  employed,  the  bur- 

den of  caring  for  its  unemployed  rests 
with  distributors. 

Nicholas  M.  Schenck  is  expected  to  take 

a   leading  part  in  presenting  the  distribu- 

tors’ position  at  the  conference. 

Rodgers  and  Hickey  Talk 

Over  Golden  State  Deal 
San  Francisco — William  R.  Rodgers  and 

George  A.  Hickey  of  Loew’s,  Inc.,  have 
been  here  conferring  with  R.  A.  McNeil 

and  Mike  Naify  on  a   new  deal  with  Golden 

State  Theatres.  This  is  the  only  import- 

ant circuit  not  signed  by  M-G-M  this  sea- 
son, a   three-year  pact  having  expired. 
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COURT  ORDERS  SPEED-DP  IN  SDIT  HITTING 

LOEW  POLICIES  AND  PROFIT-SHARING  PACTS 
System  of  Accounting  and 

Management  of  Firm 

Under  Fire 

Stromberg  Has  Own  Slant  on 

M-G-M  Studio  Tops— And  Tells 
By  BILL  ORNSTEIN 

New  York — Impatient  with  unnecessary 
delays  in  presenting  the  case  and  the 

quibbling  by  attorneys  over  minor  points 

of  law,  Supreme  Court  Justice  Valente 

has  cautioned  lawyers  in  the  minority 

stockholders’  suit  against  Loew  directors 

and  executives  to  “speed  it  up;  we  want 

to  get  through.”  He  also  told  Joseph 
Nemerov  of  Pollack  &   Nemerov,  associate 

counsel  with  Emil  K.  Ellis  for  the  plain- 

tiffs, to  “stop  wrangling”  with  Former 
Judge  Joseph  M.  Proskauer,  representing 
the  defendants. 

Regarded  as  the  most  important  suit  in 

the  history  of  Loew’s,  the  action  chal- 
lenges an  accounting  system  which  has 

been  employed  by  the  major  company  for 

15  years.  Tire  suit  also  “imperils”  11  pro- 
ducer-executive profit-sharing  contracts 

which  are  to  become  effective  January  1. 

Additionally,  the  action  questions  the  man- 

agement’s operations,  and  policies.  These 
very  same  operations  and  policies  are  gen- 

erally regarded  in  the  industry  as  out- 
standing and  directly  responsible  for  the 

success  of  the  company  over  the  years, 

particularly  in  the  depression  years  when 

other  companies  were  experiencing  finan- 

cial difficulties  while  Loew’s  continued  to 
distribute  the  usual  dividends  to  common 

and  preferred  stockholders. 

Analyst  Disapproves 

Loew’s  method  of  accounting,  in  charg- 
ing write-offs  on  production  and  operation 

of  theatres,  is  one  of  two  major  points 

under  fire.  Bernard  J.  Reis,  an  indepen- 
dent accountant,  has  made  an  analysis  of 

the  Loew  system  over  the  past  few  months 

and  says  “it  is  not  good  business.”  How- 
ever, David  Bernstein,  vice-president  and 

treasurer  of  Loew’s,  will  have  his  say  about 
this  as  soon  as  the  defense  presents  its 
side  of  the  case. 

Another  question  raised  is  whether  the 

percentages  provided  for  in  the  profit- 
sharing  agreements  with  11  producers  and 

executives  in  Hollywood  and  New  York 

are  out  of  proportion  to  net  profits  and 

dividends  paid  to  stockholders.  Nicholas 

M.  Schenck,  president  of  Loew’s;  Winthrop 
W.  Aldrich,  head  of  Chase  Bank  and  at 

one  time  head  of  Film  Securities,  which 

had  a   $19,000,000  interest  in  Loew’s  by 
virtue  of  a   purchase  of  660,900  common 

shares  from  Fox  Film;  and  Eugene  Leake, 

a   former  director  of  Film  Securities,  will 

answer  this  question. 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th-Fox, 
and  a   former  director  of  Film  Securities, 

already  has  voiced  his  opinion  on  the 

personal  contracts.  In  brief,  he  said  that 

without  the  agreements  the  company  would 

Combs  Got  M-G-M 
In  a   Jam 

New  York — Louis  B.  Mayer's  experi- 
ence with  an  expert  on  Spanish  cus- 

toms for  the  production  of  “Valencia" 
drew  a   round  of  laughs  from  the  court 

room  when  Former  Judge  Joseph  M. 

Proskauer  read  the  deposition  in  the 

Loew  minority  stockholders'  suit. 
On  the  advice  of  the  expert,  a   cer- 

tain type  of  comb  was  used  to  adorn 
the  hair  of  the  women  in  the  film, 

which  subsequently  led  to  banning  of 

the  picture  in  Spain  and  getting  the 

company  in  a   jam  with  the  government. 

“We  found  out  later,"  Mayer  stated, 

“that  the  combs  used  were  those  worn 

by  prostitutes." 

be  ruined.  Meanwhile,  chief  witnesses  for 

the  defense,  Schenck,  Bernstein,  Aldrich 

and  Leake  have  yet  to  be  heard  from. 

So  far  it  has  been  the  plaintiffs’  case 
with  Reis  as  star  witness.  There  is  a 

similar  action  pending  in  Wilmington 

brought  by  three  stockholders  whose  mo- 
tion to  join  the  other  stockholders  has 

been  previously  denied.  Former  Senator 
Daniel  O.  Hastings  has.  been  retained  by 

Loew’s  for  this  action  while  Harry  Bijur, 

who  is  sitting  through  the  current  pro- 
ceedings, will  act  for  the  complaining 

stockholders.  The  indication  is  that  Judge 

Valente’s  decision  may  carry  considerable 
weight  in  determining  the  Wilmington 
action. 

The  warnings  for  speeding  up  the  trial 

came  from  Judge  Valente  during  Neme- 

rov’s  examination  of  Reis  on  write-offs  for 
books,  stories  and  continuities  as  outlined 

in  various  Loew  financial  reports.  Com- 

ments on  these  reports  by  Miller  &   Don- 
aldson, accounting  firm  which  makes  up 

the  Loew  reports,  also  were  referred  to 

by  Reis,  who  said  they  were  “sound.” 
Proskauer  objected  to  some  items 

brought  up,  declaring  they  had  been  list- 

ed in  Louis  B.  Mayer’s  contract.  Pros- 
kauer, during  the  interrogation,  handed 

a   copy  of  the  agreement  to  the  judge. 

Ellis  wanted  to  see  the  clause  the  Loew 

attorney  had  specific  reference  to  and  left 

his  seat.  Meanwhile,  Nemerov  halted  the 
examination. 

Noticing  this,  Proskauer  apologetically 

told  the  court,  “I  didn’t  mean  to  stop  the 

proceedings,”  to  which  Nemerov  quickly 

retorted,  “But  you  did!” 
“No  remarks,”  admonished  the  judge, 

(Continued  on  page  26,  Column  1) 

New  York — Hunt  Stromberg,  who  has 

been  with  M-G-M  14  years  and  seen  as  the 

likely  successor  to  the  late  Irving  G.  Thal- 

berg,  has  his  own  opinion  of  various  pro- 
ducers on  the  lot.  It  is  revealed  in  his 

deposition,  taken  by  Emil  K.  Ellis  in  con- 
nection with  the  Loew  minority  stock- 

holders suit,  he  has  this  to  say: 

“Harry  Rapf:  He  is  chiefly  instrumental 
for  my  joining  the  company.  He  aroused 

my  keen  interest  14  years  ago  and  that 

was  the  start.  I   was  an  independent  pro- 
ducer at  the  time  and  making  pictures 

with  Harry  Carey  and  Priscilla  Dean  as 

stars.  When  I   first  joined  Metro  I   made 

comedies  under  Hunt  Stromberg  Produc- 
tions with  my  own  financing.  Charles  R. 

Rogers  was  my  business  partner  at  the 

time.  I   was  getting  $1,000  a   week  and, 

under  an  additional  arrangement,  re- 

ceived 33  1/3  per  cent  of  the  profits  on  a 

two-picture  deal  a   year  as  director-pro- 
ducer. 

“Sam  Zimbalist:  As  a   producer  I   have 
quite  a   high  opinion,  naturally,  because 

he  worked  as  my  assistant  for  eight  or 

nine  years.  His  first  three  pictures  were 

hits,  including  ‘Navy,  Blue  and  Gold’  and 
‘Three  Men  in  the  Snow.’ 

“Lou  Ostrow:  He  is  responsible  for  the 

Hardy  series  and  is  an  outstanding  pro- 
ducer. 

“Norman  Krasna:  I   consider  him  as  a 

man  who  shows  great  promise.  He  shows 

promise  as  one  of  our  finest  producers.  I 

think  he  is  a   very  clever  boy.  He  worked 

with  me  as  a   writer  and  wrote  the  script 

for  ‘Wife  Against  Secretary.’  He  is  one 
of  the  most  brilliant  boys  in  the  business. 

Some  of  the  pictures  he  has  produced  are 

‘The  Big  City’  and  ‘Three  Loves  Has 

Nancy.’ 

“Herman  Mankieivicz:  My  opinion  of 

him  is  the  same  as  Krasna’s.  He  is  a 
graduate  from  the  writing  ranks  also. 

Some  of  his  pictures  are  ‘Gorgeous  Hussy,’ 
‘Mannequin,’  ‘Love  on  the  Run,’  among 
others,  all  of  which  have  been  successful. 

“Louis  D.  Lighton:  He  produced  ‘Test 

Pilot’  and  is  now  working  on  ‘Sea  of 

Grass.’  He  also  made  ‘Captains  Courage- 
ous.’ He  is  a   quite  capable  producer  and 

one  of  the  best.  I   have  a   high  regard  for him. 

“Jack  Cummings:  He  produced  the 

‘Broadway  Melody’  series  and  is  one  of  the 
most  valuable  men  on  the  lot. 

“John  Considine:  I   think  he  is  a   very 

capable  man.  He  has  shown  good  show- 

manship. He  makes  pictures  as  reason- 

ably as  can  be  made.  He  is  a   good  com- 

mercial producer. 

“I  know  they  all  have  unusual  talent  or 

they  wouldn’t  be  where  they  are  today.” 
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Says  Loew  Overhead 

$4,805,435  in  '37 (Continued  from  page  23) 

turning  to  Nemerov.  “Get  along  and  carry 
on.  I’ve  learned  to  read  and  listen  at  the 

same  time  over  the  years.” 
Later,  Nemerov  asked  for  a   short  recess 

to  check  up  on  some  figures  when  the 

judge  issued  the  warning  to  “speed  it  up.” 
After  the  Monday  session,  the  various 

lawyers  gathered  around  the  bench  and 
the  judge  then  stated  he  was  under  the 
impression  every  industry  had  its  own 
method  of  accounting.  He  also  gave  as 
his  opinion  the  understanding  that  Reis 

had  not  shown  he  is  an  expert  on  ac- 
counting methods  employed  in  the  motion 

picture  business. 

Attorneys  for  Loew’s  would  not  commen 
on  the  import  of  the  judge’s  remarks. 
For  some  time  these  same  lawyers  and 

executives  of  Loew’s  have  told  Boxoffice 
that  the  whole  case  was  a   matter  of 

accounting  and  that  “there  is  a   wide  dif- 
ference of  opinion”  on  the  subject. 

Reis,  on  examination,  stated  that  ac- 
cording to  the  Loew  financial  reports  the 

surplus  in  1931  was  $33,716,000  and  in 
1937  it  jumped  to  $44,354,000,  the  increase 

in  six  years  being  $10,638,000.  The  com- 

pany’s inventory  showed,  according  to  Reis, 
that  in  1931  the  item  was  listed  at  $29,- 
165,000.  In  1937,  this  grew  to  $39,709,000. 

which  represented  a   difference  of  $10,547,- 
000  for  the  six  years.  The  total  assets 
listed  on  August  31,  1937  was  $142,544,000. 

According  to  the  Loew  records,  40  fea- 
tures were  released  in  1937.  Inventory 

items  on  books,  plays  and  continuities  in 
1924  were  listed  at  $8,700,000,  Reis  stated. 

Play  Venture  Costly 

It  was  also  brought  out  that  only  $10,- 
000  was  paid  Carl  Laemmle  jr.  on  his 
$25,000  contract.  Reis  stated  that  from 

1934-36,  Loew’s  lost  $341,000  in  its  sub- 
sidiary, Comar  Plays.  This  was  the  com- 

pany formed  whereby  Max  Gordon  and 
Sam  Harris  produced  plays  with  Lo_w 
backing  and,  because  of  a   disagreement 

with  the  Dramatists’  Guild,  the  deal  had 
been  called  off.  It  developed  that  Comar 

lost  money  on  “Jubilee,”  “Ethan  Frame, ” 
"Lone  Frontier”  and  the  sale  of  “Room 
Service”  to  George  Abbott.  However,  “Pride 

and  Prejudice”  made  money  and  Loew’s 
paid  $50,000  for  the  film  rights.  Loew’s 
also  made  a   profit  of  $1,957  on  its  10 

per  cent  investment  in  “Winterset.” 

Various  items  in  connection  with  “Ben 
Hur”  were  then  mentioned  by  Reis.  It  de- 

veloped that  the  picture  cost  $4,327,453.30 
to  produce  and  the  total  gross  from  all 
countries  aggregated  $7,919,000.  Reis  said 

the  company  lost  $390,958.52  on  the  pic- 
ture. There  were  two  items  on  distribu- 

tion expenses  in  connection  with  the  film, 
one  for  $3,900,000  and  another,  $1,300,000. 

Schenck  later  told  Boxoffice  that,  when 
Metro  took  over  the  Goldwyn  company, 
the  latter  had  already  spent  $2,800,000  for 
production  in  Italy.  Fred  Niblo  was  hired 

to  complete  the  job  and  later  was  re- 
placed by  Mayer  who  had  to  scrap  all 

“shots”  made  in  Italy  and  start  all  over 
-again.  The  process  of  amortizing  the 

silent  version  for  the  years  1933  to  1916 
inclusive  were  outlined  by  Reis. 

The  cost  of  various  continuities  by 

writers  for  a   group  of  pictures  then  fol- 

lowed. Expended  on  “Maytime”  was  a 
total  of  $568,000.  For  “Marie  Antoinette” 
there  were  11  different  writers  whose  sal- 

aries aggregated  $420,688.49.  On  “Lily 
Mars,”  which  was  written  off  to  profit 
and  loss  while  the  others  were  not,  the 
continuity  amounted  to  $6,237.79.  Various 
notations  by  Miller  &   Donaldson  in  regard 

to  writing  off  costs  on  “Bugle  Sounds” 
were  mentioned.  In  1932,  the  picture  which 

was  listed  as  in  “process  of  production,” 
cost  $457,269.89.  At  the  time,  the  Loew 
management  said  it  intended  to  resume 
production  and  nothing  was  done  to  write 
off  the  cost.  In  1934,  M&D  again  urged 

the  write-off  and  again  the  management 
said  it  intended  to  complete  and  release 
the  picture.  In  1936,  the  amount  was 
eliminated  and  charged  off  to  profit  and 
loss.  The  contention  of  Nemerov  was  that 

the  cost  was  not  charged  off  when  it 
should  have  been.  A   similar  situation  de- 

veloped on  “Soviet,”  which  was  carried 
on  the  books  until  1936  and  then  written 
off. 

Payment  of  $150,000  to  Cosmopolitan 
Productions  for  a   picture  Marion  Davies 
did  not  make  and  subsequently  charging 

this  item  to  “Going  Hollywood”  also  was 

brought  up.  Loew’s  had  a   three-picture 
deal  with  Cosmopolitan  and  only  two  were 
made  with  the  star  who  was  paid  $450,000 

as  provided  in  the  agreement.  Nemerov 
claimed  the  amount  was  charged  off  in 
1933-34  instead  of  when  payment  was 
made. 

Although  the  total  estimated  cost  on 

“Maytime”  at  the  time  of  Irving  G.  Thal- 

berg’s  death  was  $1,059,074,  Nemerov  said 
that  an  accumulated  cost  of  $770,580.39 

was  added  after  his  death.  It  was  re- 
vealed that  with  the  sale  of  the  Goldwyn 

company,  Metro  acquired  26  stories  listed 
at  a   total  of  $163,000. 

One  Intervention  Denied 

Before  the  Monday  afternoon  session 

got  under  way,  another  minor  stockholder 
attempted  to  intervene.  His  application 
was  denied.  He  then  brought  up  the  fact 

that  a   columnist  reported  a   pending  set- 
tlement of  the  suit  for  $1,500,000.  The 

story  was  first  run  by  a   Hollywood  daily 
publication  and  vigorously  denied  by  all 
Loew  executives.  Judge  Valente  said  he 

never  pays  any  attention  to  newspaper 
reports,  following  which  Proskauer  added, 

“this  case  will  be  tried  on  its  merits  and 

there  will  be  no  settlement.” 

Reports  of  a   settlement,  reputedly  in- 
stigated by  interests  close  to  the  plaintiffs, 

have  been  circulated  for  some  time.  It 

has  been  the  contention  of  Loew  execu- 

tives that  the  management  of  Loew’s  does 
not  fear  any  challenge  of  its  policies,  which 

they  believe  are  right.  But  since  the 

challenge  has  been  made  it  should  be  de- 
cided once  and  for  all  now,  they  insist. 

Rejected  continuity  items  in  connection 

with  “30  Days  of  Musa  Dagh,”  “Elegance,” 

New  York — The  general  overhead  ex- 

pense of  Loew’s  for  1937,  according  to  the 
company’s  financial  report,  totaled  $4,- 
805,435.89,  Bernard  J.  Reis,  witness  for 

the  plaintiffs  in  the  minority  stockholders’ 
suit  against  Loew  directors  and  execu- 

tives, informed  Supreme  Court  Justice 
Louis  A.  Valente.  He  broke  down  the 
various  items  as  follows: 

Executive  salaries,  exclusive  of 

$35,000  expenses    $594,000 

Accounting  department  salaries, 
exclusive  of  $56,000  expenses     192,000 

Production  office  salaries     109,000 
Salaries  for  police  service     148,000 
Legal  salaries      44,000 

Taxes,  city  and  state      248,000 
Entertainment      17,700 
Donations      23,600 

(Including  $3,500  to  the  mayor 
of  Los  Angeles  for  his  campaign 

and  $5,000  for  Irving  G.  Thal- 
berg’s  funeral) . 

Rejected  continuities      193,000 
London  office      13,000 
Dues      68,000 

Telephone      132,000 
Telegraph      23,000 
Private  and  studio  dining  room....  30,000 

“Tish,”  "Silent  Night”  and  “Heavenly  Sin- 

ner” were  then  listed  by  Reis.  In  1937, 
the  financial  report  showed,  according  to 

plaintiffs’  accountant,  that  $7,547,880.60 
had  been  spent  on  continuities,  books  and 
stories  not  used.  There  were  also  on  hand, 

at  the  end  of  that  year,  532  books  and 

scenario  rights.  In  1934,  M-G-M  released 
43  pictures;  in  1935,  a   total  of  47;  and  in 
1936,  it  released  43,  according  to  Reis. 

In  four  years  the  company  released  170 
pictures  and  only  in  nine  instances  were 
books  or  continuities  used  which  were 

started  two  years  before  production. 

According  to  Reis,  the  1937  financial 
report  shows  $9,000,000  invested  in  books, 
right  and  continuities  before  reserve. 

About  $1,500,000  has  been  set  aside  as 
reserve.  It  was  also  pointed  out  that 

$3,000,000  of  the  $7,500,000  for  books, 
rights  and  continuities  is  more  than  three 

years  old  and  $4,656,000  is  less  than  three 
years  old.  Reserve  for  loss  on  books,  rights 
and  continuities  is  figured  by  adding  10 

per  cent  to  the  cost  of  production  on 
each  picture  after  it  is  completed. 

In  1936,  Reis  revealed,  the  investment 
in  Comar  Plays  increased  to  $377,000  and 

the  report  states,  “recovery  doubtful.” 
A   loss  of  $58,000  on  the  sale  of  the 

rights  to  “Prisoner  of  Zenda”  to  David  O. 
Selznick  for  $100,000  was  also  noted. 

Reis  read  from  a   Miller  &   Donaldson 

report  where  it  was  suggested  to  write  off 
50  and  60  per  cent  for  books  and  stories 
rather  than  10  per  cent. 

Resuming  the  stand  Tuesday,  the  ninth 

day  of  the  trial,  Reis  said  Loew’s  has  out- 
standing, as  of  1937,  $4,697,255  for  books 

and  rights  while  the  financial  statement 

(Continued  on  page  27) 
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for  that  year  shows  $7,547,880,  or  a   dif- 
ference of  $2,850,624. 

In  answer  to  a   question,  the  accountant 

stated  “good  accounting  practices  demand 

inventories  should  not  be  overstated.” 

Judge  Valente  then  declared:  “You  don’t 
have  to  be  an  accountant  to  know  that 

inventory  should  not  be  overstated.” 
Reis  also  testified  the  Loew  books  for 

1937  show  $1,891,987.44  is  due  Mayer, 

Rubin  and  the  Thalberg  estate  and,  for 

1938,  based  on  approximate  earnings,  $1,- 
102,361.53  is  due  the  group. 

In  Rubin’s  deposition,  it  was  revealed 

“Soviet”  and  “Bugle  Sounds”  were  in- 
cluded in  the  rejected  items  amounting  to 

$447,631. 

Questions  and  answers  relating  to  write- 
offs in  the  depositions  of  Weingarten, 

Schenck,  Bernstein,  Mannix  and  Thau 

were  then  read.  Mannix’s  testimony 
pointed  out  that,  while  Thalberg  had  esti- 

mated the  cost  of  “Romeo  and  Juliet”  at 
$800,000  before  production,  the  finished 

product  tallied  about  $2,000,000. 
Rapf  in  14  Years 

Rapf’s  testimony  revealed  he  started  14 
years  ago  at  Metro  at  $600  a   week,  plus 

20  per  cent  of  the  profits  on  his  pictures. 

His  income  ran  between  $1,500  and  $2,000 

a   week.  Then  he  made  a   new  deal,  with- 
out percentages,  for  $2,000  a   week,  a   $500 

increase  after  two  years  and  got  only  $200. 

When  demanding  the  raise,  he  told  Mayer: 

“I  don’t  want  to  be  the  richest  man  in  the 
world  like  the  younger  fellows.  I   am 

convinced  I   have  come  back.” 

Katz’s  deposition  shows  that  in  the  new 
profit-sharing  contract  he  would  get 
$3,000  a   week  and  1.4  per  cent  of  the  net 

profits  after  common  dividends.  At  var- 
ious times,  he  said,  he  supervised  such 

producers  as  Lucien  Hubbard,  Jack  Cum- 
mings and  John  Considine. 

Judge  I.  Frey’s  testimony  states  he  is 

assistant  secretary  of  Loew’s  and  receives 
$700  a   week  in  comparison  with  $100 

weekly  when  he  started  in  1919.  He  is  a 

director  of  the  company  at  Bernstein’s  in- 
vitation. 

It  was  Frey’s  remarks  on  the  record 
that  brought  out  the  fact  that  when  the 

Loew  directors  asked  Schenck  to  sign  a 

five-year  contract  he  (Schenck)  wanted 
the  50,000  shares  of  common  which  he 

had  turned  down  in  1932  when  he  de- 

clined to  signature  a   term  pact.  “The 
board  voted  the  arrangement  because 

Schenck  wanted  it  that  day  and  the  men 

thought  it  was  a   good  idea  because  it 

would  make  him  happy.” 

William  A.  Parker’s  deposition  centered 
around  Loew  board  meetings  when  the 

Schenck  and  Bernstein  options  were  dis- 

cussed and  approved.  “Schenck  did  not 
say  he  was  underpaid  or  threaten  to  leave 

the  company.”  Former  Judge  John  R. 

Hazel’s  testimony  on  the  subject  then  was 
introduced. 

According  to  C.  C.  Moskowitz’s  deposi- 

tion, he  started  26  years  ago  with  Loew’s 
at  $12  a   week  and  now  gets  $1,700.  Marvin 

Schenck’s  salary  as  general  assistant  to 

Schenck  Tussie  With  Thalberg 

Dramatically  Unfolds  at  Trial 

New  York — This  may  sound  like  the 

script  of  a   thrilling  drama.  The  situa- 
tion was  tense.  It  was  dramatic;  very 

dramatic,  in  fact  Nicholas  M.  Schenck  was 

arguing  with  the  late  Irving  G.  Thalberg 

about  the  latter’s  contract.  Thalberg  had 

been  claiming  he  “was  a   very  tired  fellow” 

and  getting  “nothing  out  of  this  thing.” 
Louis  B.  Mayer,  in  his  deposition  in  the 

Loew  minority  stockholders’  suit  against 

the  company’s  directors  and  executives, 
explains  what  took  place  at  one  meeting 

when  Thalberg  “wanted  to  get  out.” 
Former  Judge  Proskauer  is  asking  the 

question  of  Mayer.  “What  do  you  mean 

‘getting  nothing  out  of  this  thing’.” 
Mayer:  “Because  income  taxes  were 

swallowing  it  up,  and  he  felt,  considering 

the  strain  he  had  gone  under  during  three 

years,  he  wasn’t  a   strong  fellow;  I   knew 
of  his  illness;  that  was  supposed  to  be  a 

secret,  and  he  would  rather  quit  and  re- 
tire and  not  work  in  pictures  unless  there 

v/as  some  way,  somehow,  that  he  saw  there 

was  something  for  him  and  his  family  in 

the  event  anything  happened  to  him  and 

he  got  played  out. 

“And  when  Mr.  Schenck  was  here,  right 
in  this  hotel  (the  Biltmore  in  Los  Angeles) 

Oh,  boy;  that  was  some  struggle.  I 

wouldn’t  take  what  Schenck  took  for  the 

company.  But  Irving  fought  a   hard  bat- 
tle and  nothing  could  convince  him  that 

he  ought  to  go  on  and  discharge  his  obli- 

Moskowitz  is  $700  a   week.  Eugene  Picker’s 
earnings  were  not  listed.  Neither  were 

Joseph  R.  Vogel’s,  Moskowitz  holding  he 
did  not  know. 

Hyman  Opposes  Profit-Sharing 

Hyman’s  testimony  shows  he  took  cuts 
during  depression  years  and  later  was  re- 

imbursed. He  has  been  with  M-G-M  13 

years  and  has  refused  to  sign  the  profit- 
sharing  agreement.  He  is  insisting  on 

more  than  seven-tenths  of  one  per  cent 
in  profits.  Schenck  has  informed  him  it 

is  too  late  to  do  anything  since  the  board 

and  stockholders  have  ratified  the  agree- 

ment. Hyman’s  contention  is  he  is  as  im- 
portant to  the  company  as  Stromberg,  Le 

Roy,  Thau  and  Rapf. 

Bernstein’s  testimony  holds  that 
when  he  called  Mayer  on  paring  studio 

operating  costs,  the  inventory  on  finished 

pictures  and  those  in  work  had  increased 

$5,000,000. 
On  Wednesday,  Nemerov  introduced 

testimony  in  connection  with  Loew’s  deal 
with  20th-Fox  for  a   quarter  interest  in  GB 
for  $3,500,000.  The  contention  here  is  that 

the  investment  has  not  made  money. 

Schenck  told  Boxoffice  that  “We  do  not 
always  invest  for  immediate  returns.  It 
is  not  such  a   bad  deal  and  we  will  make 

money  on  it  in  the  future.” 
Indications  over  the  weekend  were  that 

William  Fox  may  be  called  by  the  plain- 
tiffs Monday.  Attorneys  for  the  minority 

stockholders  have  asked  that  Mayer  be 

brought  in  from  the  coast,  but  this  is  sub- 

ject to  further  consultation  between  coun- 
sel for  both  sides. 

Zanuck  Is  Zanuck 

Under  Any  Name 
New  York — Darryl  F.  Zanuck  may  be 

particular  about  the  way  his  name  is 

spelled  on  all  releases  emanating  from 

20th-Fox.  In  all  references  to  him  in 

the  Loew  minority  stockholders'  suit 
his  name  is  either  spelled  Israel  Zelt- 
ner  or  Darryl  Zannuck. 

gations.  He  said  that  we  had  built  plenty 

of  millions;  that  he  didn’t  have  any 
scruples  whether  he  went  on  or  anything 

because  when  you  analyze  what  we  took 
and  what  we  now  have,  it  was  hell. 

“It  went  on  for  a   long  while.  I   was 

watching  Schenck.  His  fingernails  were 

purple  as  he  held  on  to  the  side  of  Ms 

chair  because  Irving  was  riding  him  ter- 
ribly hard,  and  driving  him,  and  told  him 

that  he  didn’t  give  a   damn;  that  he  was 

cold  as  ice;  he  wasn’t  even  human  just  as 
long  as  we  made  lots  of  money  for  the 

company.” Mayer  is  still  talking — via  the  deposi- 

tion route — 
“Oh,  it  was  just  fierce.  And  Schenck 

kept  yelling  back  ‘Damn  it,  I   have  been 
decent  and  right  with  you.  This  is  a 

corporation.  I   have  got  legal  responsi- 

bilities.’ 

“It  was  hell.  We  got  out  of  the  room.” 
The  situation  is  not  yet  over.  Mayer 

then  adds: 

“That  was  when  Schenck  saw  Irving 

was  absolutely  sincere,  that  he  would  quit. 

And  Schenck  said,  ‘We  will  sue  you  for 

damages.’ 
“And  Irving  laughed  and  said,  ‘Well,  we 

will  meet  the  suit  later.’ 
“And  the  upshot  of  it  was  that  Schenck 

then  wanted  a   meeting  with  me  and  Rubin 
(J.  Robert)  and  Mr.  Loeb  (Edwin  J„  who 

was  Thalberg’s  attorney.)” 
It  is  later  brought  out  that  Schenck 

called  in  his  brother,  Joseph  M.,  to  plead 

with  Thalberg.  “Joe  had  a   great  influ- 
ence on  this  boy.  He  worshipped  him.  It 

was  almost  like  a   son  with  Joe.  He  got 

nowhere;  Irving  was  adamant.” 
At  another  portion  of  Mayer’s  deposi- 

tion, he  tells  where  he  had  his  own  little 

set-to  with  Thalberg  and  the  “bitter  strug- 
gle” over  personnel  when  Thalberg  de- 
cided to  set  up  his  own  production  unit. 

“I  wouldn’t  yield  and  Irving  wouldn’t 

yield,”  Mayer’s  testimony  continues.  Thal- 
berg wanted  first  call  and  all  and  every 

player  and  artist  on  the  lot  and  Mayer refused. 

“   ‘If  this  happens,  I   told  him.  I   will 

have  to  throw  up  my  hands,’  I   said.  ‘Irv- 
ing, you  ought  to  be  fair.  You  are  not 

going  to  place  me  in  a   position  at  this 
time  that  I   am  going  to  flop.  You  are  not 

going  to  tie  me  up.’  I   said,  ‘I  will  give 
you  every  darned  thing  you  want,  as  if 

you  were  my  own  son,  but  I   have  got  to 

run  that  plant  successfully.’  Anyway,  we 
compromised.  But  Thalberg  was  bitter. 

He  wanted  to  get  out.  He  didn’t  want  to 

stay  there  at  all.” 

BOXOFFICE  ::  December  17,  1938 
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Prints  soon  in  all 

United  Artists  Exchanges 

Your  local  branch  manage 

will  be  glad  to  arrange  an 

early  screening.  Contact  him 
immediately! 



(Continued  from  page  6) 

are  going  to  continue  to  find  them 

that  way. 

Allied  is  a   democratic  organization 

where  each  and  every  member  has  a 

right  to  think  for  himcel’f  and  voice 
and  express  his  opinion.  After  he  has 

done  that  we  have  failed  to  find  any- 

one in;  Allied's  ranks  who  has  been  so 

obstinate  or  bull-headed,  if  you  please, 

not  to  see  the  other  fellow's  point  of 
view  and  would  always  go  along 

with  the  majority  without  any  further 

grumbling  or  dissatisfaction. 

The  last  paragraph  is  worth  re- 
reading, if  you  are  at  all  interested 

in  this  extended  correspondence.  It 

has  a   revealing  air  about  it,  or  may- 

be we're  just  carrying  on  again. 
Indicating  a   phase  of  the  Steffes 

makeup  which  we,  for  one,  never 

suspected  was  around,  up  comes 
this: 

Why  is  it,  Red,  that  other  lines  of 

business  can  hold  conferences  with- 

out being  bothered  by  reporters? 

Why  is  it  so  necessary,  in  this  indus- 

try, that  every  time  a   man  takes  a 

trip  over  thirty  blocks  that  at  least 

three  trade  paper  reporters  have  to 

ask  him  what  the  purpose  of  the  trip 

was,  whom  he  saw  and  what  he  did? 

I   believe  you  people  were  all  told 

at  the  beginning  of  these  conferences 

by  Mr.  Rodgers  that  as  soon  as  there 

was  anything  of  any  importance, 

statements  would  be  issued.  That 

should  have  been  entirely  satisfac- 

tory to  the  trade  papers,  but,  lo  and 

behold,  what  happened?  The  moment 

every  conference  broke  up  we  were 

all  met  at  the  door  by  a   half  dozen 

reporters  of  trade  papers  and  our 

telephones  were  kept  busy  way  into 

the  small  hours  of  the  morning  by  re- 

porters looking  for  additional  news. 

Why  don't  you  try  it,  just  once,  to 
leave  the  conferees  alone  on  a   mat- 

ter as  important  as  they  have  been 

conferring  on.  I   am  sure  when  there 

is  a   solution  arrived  at  you  people 

will  be  given  the  entire  story  and, 

if  there  is  a   break,  then  what  dif- 

ference does  it  make  what  took  place? 

I   don't  think  the  theatre  owners 

are  interested  in  trade  papers  guess- 

ing as  to  what  has  happened  or  what 

is  going  to  happen  and  up  to  the 

present  time  I   haven't  been  able  to 
find  a   trade  paper  that  has  given  a 

true,  unbiased  and  fair  report  of  the 

conferences. 

Everyone  to  his  own  idea  and  it 

may  be  A1  has  been  reading  the 

wrong  papers.  We  should  imagine, 

however,  that,  since  the  industry  has 

the  sort  of  alert  and  on-its-toes  trade 

press  which  Steffes  apparently  be- 
lieves it  has,  he  ought  to  be  proud 

of  it  and  not  otherwise.  A1  ought  to 

remember  the  grandstand  plays  he 

has  staged  at  some  of  the  Allied 

confabs  for  organizational  and  trade 

paper  headline  purposes.  He  ought 

to  remember,  as  well,  that  the  in- 
stitution does  not  fall  into  disrepute, 

nor  should  it  be  charged  with  anti- 
industry intent,  merely  because  his 

current  tune  happens  to  be  differ- 
ent today.  He  ought  to  bear  in 

mind,  too,  that  his  obligato  may  be 

in  different  key  as  soon  as  next 

week.  If  you  don't  get  what  we 
mean,  this  will  have  to  slide  by  you 
in  default.  Sorry. 

Anyhow,  there  are  two  more  para- 
graphs and  that  suggests  going  all 

the  way.  Steffes'  closing  note: 
So  now  your  editorial  in  which 

you  leave  the  .door  open  for  an  an- 

swer and  then  another  editorial  per- 

haps and  for  what  purpose?  What 

are  you  aiming  to  accomplish?  The 

only  thing  I   can  see  is  you  are  try- 
ing to  do  everything  you  possibly 

can  to  retard  the  conferences  from 

arriving  at  a   solution  of  the  problems 

of  the  industry.  That,  of  course,  is 

your  privilege  if  you  think  you  are 

doing  right.  In  my  opinion,  you  are not. 

However,  you  have  no  right,  re- 

gardless of  what  you  might  think,  of 

stating  that  you  know  how  I   feel  about 

this  controversy.  So  will  you  please 

correct  the  impression  that  I   have 

talked  to  you  or  anybody  connected 

with  your  trade  paper  or  anyone 

else? 

What  is  BOXOFFICE  aiming  to 

accomplish?  Over  it  again  we  go: 

To  persuade  the  negotiating  ex- 
hibitors that,  whether  they  like  it  or 

not,  the  trumps  are  in  the  hands  of 
the  distributors  and  to  be  smart, 

therefore.  At  least,  until  the  gov- 
ernment suit  is  solved  and  that  may 

take  a   long,  long  time. 
To  induce  the  realization  that 

everybody  cannot  get  all  that  he 
demands,  or  even  strikes  for;  that 

there  must  be  give  and  take  be- 
cause progress,  as  per  the  history 

books,  is  so  recorded;  that  there  is  a 
stake  on  both  sides  of  the  fence 

and  its  existence  must  not  be  con- 

fused or  lost  by  allegiance,  blindly 

or  politically,  to  one  side  or  the 
other. 

To  endeavor  to  have  shoved  on 

the  siding,  for  once  at  least,  personal 

aggrandizement  and  the  desire  to 

perpetuate  jobs  foundationed  on 

turmoil,  upset  and  emotion. 
In  short,  to  drum  up  a   common 

sense  approach  with  both  eyes  fas- 

Goldwyn  Says  No 

Hollywood — Walter  Winchell  may  have 

told  it  to  “Mr.-and-Mrs.-North-America- 
and-all-the-ships-at-sea,”  but  Samuel 

Goldwyn  says  it  isn’t  so. 
On  his  Sunday  night  broadcast,  Win- 

chell said:  “Flash!  Samuel  Goldwyn,  the 
motion  picture  magnate,  requests  me  to 

deny  the  rumor  about  his  new  vice-presi- 
dent, James  Roosevelt.  That  Jimmy  was 

hired  to  influence  the  government  in  the 

forthcoming  trust  investigation.  ‘The  fact 

is,’  says  Mr.  Goldwyn,  ‘I  will  testify  for 

the  government!’” Goldwyn  declares  this  statement  is  un- 

authorized. He  admits  readily  “Jock”  Law- 
rence, a   Goldwyn  executive,  had  called 

Winchell  for  the  purpose  of  seeking  to 

quash  the  “insidious”  rumors  the  signing 
of  Roosevelt  is  designed  to  bear  on  the 

federal  acton.  In  pointing  out  the  “un- 
fairness of  such  reports,”  Lawrence  is  said 

to  emphasized  that  Goldwyn  is  not  a   party 

to  the  action  because  of  his  status  as  an 

independent  producer  and  because  he 

owned  no  theatres.  It  is  argued  from  the 

Goldwyn  side  of  the  controversy  that 

Winchell  “jumped”  to  the  conclusion  Gold- 
wyn might  line  up  with  the  government. 

The  producer,  further,  emphatically  states 

he  has  expressed  no  reaction  or  future 

intent,  pro  or  con,  where  the  impending 
action  is  concerned. 

New  York — Walter  Winchell  is  in  Flori- 

da. His  office,  therefore,  is  unable  to  com- ment. 

" Pygmalion "   for  General 
Release :   Shaw  Appeased 

New  York — M-G-M  has  cleared  “Pyg- 

malion” rights  and  is  now  preparing  to  re- 
lease the  British  film  generally  in  this 

market.  The  difficulty  had  developed  over 

the  question  of  royalty  payments  to 

George  Bernard  Shaw,  author  of  the  play 

and  scenarist,  as  well.  Key  city  engage- 
ments will  be  spotted  immediately. 

tened  on  the  whole  picture,  not  part 

of  it,  and  to  remember  the  industry 

rates  some  consideration  beyond  a 

perpetual  cat-and-dog  fight. 

That  goes  for  exhibitors  and  dis- 
tributors, share  and  share  alike. 
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"BROTHER  RAT"  IS  HIGHEST  IN  PRE-XMAS  DROP BOSTON 

Fenway — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th- 

Fox) ;   Arrest  Bulldog'  Drummond  (Para) ....  125 
Memorial— Drums  (UA),  2nd  wlc. ;   Tarnished 
Angel  (RKO)    110 

Metropolitan — Angels  \\  it li  Dirty  Faces  (FN) ; 
Down  on  the  Farm  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   115 

Orpheum — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk.; 
Dlondie  (Col)    100 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway    130 

State — Same  as  Orpheum      75 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  3rd 
loop  wk     90 

Chicago — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN),  plus 
stage  show,  2nd  wk   100 

Garrick — Men  With  Wings  (Para),  2nd  loop 
wk     85 

Oriental — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN),  plus 
stage  show      90 

Palace — A   Man  to  Remember  (RICO), 
plus  stage  show      90 

Roosevelt — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  held  2nd  wk.  .100 

United  Artists-  The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
(UA),  held  2nd  wk   110 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  9th  wk   100 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — The  Cowboy  and  the  I.ady  (UA), 
held    130 

Palace — Out  West  with  the  Hardys  (M-G-M), 
held    130 

Capitol — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 
2nd  wk.,  held    130 

Lyric — A   Ulan  to  Remember  (IlICO)   110 

Grand — Brother  Rat  (FN),  3rd  wk   210 

Keith’s — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)   120 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Clirls  on  Probation  (FN),  5   days     00 

Allen — Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (Univ),  4   days     60 

Hippodrome — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 
2nd  wk     85 

Palace — Service  dc  l   uxe  (Univ).  Stage:  Ozzie 
Nelson.  Harriet  Hilliard  and  Co   105 

State — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA)      90 

Stillman — Out  Best  With  the  Hardys 
(M-G-M),  2nd  wk   100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Swing  That  Cheer  (Univ),  1st  half.  .   .   75 

Capitol — Under  the  Big  Top  (Mono),  2nd  half..  100 

Majestic — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA).  .   .   .150 

Melba — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ)      90 
Palace — Brother  Rat  (FN)    125 

Tower — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN),  3rd 
wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar)      85 

Broadway — Out  West  With  the  Hardys 
(M-G-M);  Tarnished  Angel  (RKO),  both 
after  a   wk.  at  the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd  wk     95 

Denver — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)   130 
Orpheum — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M); 

Spring  Madness  (M-G-M)    115 

Paramount — Brother  Rat  (FN);  Gangster’s 
Boy  (Mono),  2nd  wk   115 

Rialto — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 
after  a   wk.  at  the  Denver;  Exposed  (Univ).. 105 

DETROIT 

Adams — Dark  Rapture  (Univ) ;   The  Road 
to  Reno  (Univ)      90 

Cinema — The  Song  of  Freedom  (Treo)   100 

Fox — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      80 

Michigan — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 
Hard  to  Get  (WB)      85 

Palms  State — Mars  Attacks  the  World  (Univ); 
Prison  Train  (Equity)      85 

United  Artists — Out  West  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M)    105 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Breaking  the  lee  (RKO)      80 
Alamo — Night  Hawk  (Rep);  Call  of  the 
Rockies  (Col)      75 

Indiana — Annabel  Takes  a   Tour  (RKO), 
plus  stage  show    110 

Loew’s — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk     SO 

Lyric — Comet  Over  Broadway  (WB),  plus 
stage  show      90 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Service  De  Luxe  (Univ)     80 

Midland — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA);  Flirting 
With  Fate  (M-G-M)    120 

Newman— Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para); 
Chick  Webb  &   Ella  Fitzgerald  on  the  stage..  75 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 

Brother  Rat  ( 3rd  wk.)  — 

Cincinnati    210 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(2nd  wk.) — Pittsburgh    165 

Brother  Rat — Pittsburgh    160 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces — 

Philadelphia    150 

You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You — 

Minneapolis    150 

I   Am  the  Law — Oklahoma  City....  135 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

Marie  Antoinette,  15th  wk.,  New  York 
City. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  9th  wk.,  Chicago. 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faees,  3rd  wk.,  Port- 

land, Ore. 

Citadel,  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles. 

Great  Waltz,  3rd  wk.,  Chicago. 

Orpheum — Angels  With  Dirty  Faees  (FN), 
2nd  wk   130 

Tower — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para);  Buddy 
Rogers  &   Orchestra  on  stage    110 

Uptown — Service  De  Luxe  (Univ)   70 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA);  Always 

in  Trouble  (20th-Fox)    125 

Downtown — Angels  With  Dirty  Faees  (FN) ; 
Declaration  of  Independence  (WB  short), 
2nd  wk   100 

Four  Star-  The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk     75 
Hillstreet — That  Certain  Age  (Univ); 
Reformatory  (Col),  2nd  wk   110 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    120 
Paramount —   Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  plus 
stage  show      75 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Girls’  School  (Col);  Hal  Kemp  and 
His  Orchestra  on  stage    145 

Riverside — The  Storm  (Univ);  Ina  Ray  Hutton 
on  stage  ..    150 

Strand — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  Thanks  for 
the  Memory  (Para),  2nd  wk   100 

Warner — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 
Service  de  Luxe  (LTniv),  2nd  wk     90 

Wisconsin— Out  West  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M);  Listen,  Darling  (M-G-M)   125 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Sharpshooters  (20th-Fox);  Adven- 
tures in  Sahara  (Col)      90 

Century — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)    100 
Gopher — Hard  to  Get  (WB)      95 

Orpheum-  You  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col)    150 

State — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)      95 
World — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar)      125 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M); 
The  Mad  Miss  Manton  (RICO),  2nd  wk   145 

Loew-Poli — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA)  ; 

Spring  Madness  (M-G-M)      95 
Paramount — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)     80 

Roger  Sherman— The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
(UA)  ;   His  Exciting  Night  (Univ)   125 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center—  King  Kong  (RKO),  reissue,  1st  half... 115 
Center-  Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox), 

2nd  half    115 

Globe — Draeula  (Univ),  reissue      75 

Liberty — Strange  Case  of  Dr.  Meade  (Col)....  105 
Orpheum — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 

2nd  wk   100 

Regent — Gangster’s  Hoy  (Mono)      90 
Saenger — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox) .   .   .   120 
State  The  Young  in  Heart  (UA)    125 

Tudor — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  subsequent  run..  80 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  15th 
wk.  of  roadshow      50 

Capitol— The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. ..  90 

Criterion — Spring  Madness  (M-G-M)      05 

Globe — Sharpshooters  (20th-Fox)    100 
Paramount — Say  It  in  French  (Para), 

plus  stage  show      90 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — The  Cowboy  and  the 

Lady  (UA),  2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show     90 

Rivoli — Up  the  River  (20th-Fox)      50 
Roxy — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show      85 
Strand— Angels  With  Dirtj  Faces  (FN), 

2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show    140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion-  -If  I   Were  King  (Para)   115 

Liberty — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB);  Seerets 
of  an  Actress  (FN)    125 

Midwest — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)   100 
State-  1   Am  the  Law  (Col)    135 
Tower — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA), 

moveover  from  Criterion      95 

OMAHA 
Brandeis — Girls’  School  (Col);  Comet  Over 

Broadway  (FN)    100 
Omaha — The  Sisters  (WB);  Always  in 

Trouble  (20th-Fox)    125 
Orpheum — Algiers  (UA) ;   Young  Dr.  Kildare 
(M-G-M)    115 

PHILADELPHIA 
Aldine — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)     80 

Earle — Up  the  River  (20th-Fox),  with 

stage  show,  2nd  wk   110 
Fox — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)    150 
Karlton — Adventures  of  Robin  Hood  (FN), 

2nd  run    100 

Keith's — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)      90 
Stanley-  Out  West  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M)    125 
Stanton — Storm  Over  Bengal  (Rep)    100 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)    115 

Barry — Paroled  From  the  Big  House  (Mon- 
arch); Frontier  Scout  (GN)      85 

Fulton — Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (Univ) ;   Down 

on  the  Farm  (20th-Fox)      55 
Penn — Brother  Rat  (FN)    100 

Senator — The  Lady  Objects  (Col);  The  Storm 

(LTniv)  ...(Business  Poor)  No  Avg.  Established 

Stanley — Young  Dr.  Kildare  (M-G-M);  Duke 
Ellington  &   Negro  stage  show      75 

Warner — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 

2nd  d.  t.  wk   165 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA);  Service 

de  Luxe  (Univ),  2nd  wk   100 
Mayfair—  Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 

His  Exciting  Night  (Univ),  3rd  wk   100 

Orpheum — Hard  to  Get  ( WB) ;   Down  on  the 

Farm  (20th-Fox)      90 
Paramount — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  A   Man 

to  Remember  (RKO),  2nd  wk     90 
United  Artists— -Out  West  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M)    130 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Centre — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)    100 

Paramount— Brother  Rat  (FN)    100 

Studio— Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk   100 

Utah-  Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society  (Univ); 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      100 

Victory — Santa  Fe  Stampede  (Rep);  Sons  of 

the  Legion  (Para)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol  Drums  (UA),  plus  stage  show     90 
Columbia — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M), 

2nd  run      85 

Earle — Hard  to  Get  (WB),  plus  stage  show...  85 
Keith’s— A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO)      85 
Metropolitan — Men  With  Wings  (Para), 

2nd  run      90 

Palace — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. ..  85 
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Schenck  Turns  Back 

Loew  History  Book 
New  York — Taking  the  stand  Thurs- 

day afternoon  as  the  first  witness  for  the 

defense  in  the  minority  stockholders’  suit 
against  Loew  directors  and  executives, 
Nicholas  M.  Schenck  gave  the  court  a 

complete  picture  of  his  joining  the  com- 
pany 32  years  ago  as  a   booker,  the  pur- 

chase of  Metro  Pictures  by  Loew’s  and 
his  subsequent  survey  for  the  late  Marcus 

Loew  of  the  studio  situation,  his  negotia- 
tions with  Louis  B.  Mayer  for  assuming 

picture-making  operations  on  the  coast, 

and,  finally,  his  desire  to  leave  Loew’s  to 
join  his  brother,  Joseph  M.,  in  busi- 

ness, a   move  forestalled  by  Loew  who  of- 
fered Schenck  two  and  a   half  per  cent  of 

the  profits  to  stay  on. 

Bought  Metro  in  1921 

At  the  time  Schenck  joined  Loew’s,  the 
circuit  had  40  to  50  theatres,  principally 
in  the  east,  where  admissions  ran  from 
10  cents  to  a   quarter.  In  1920,  or  1921, 

the  circuit  acquired  Metro  “because  the 
pictures  were  a   detriment  to  our  theatres 

to  run  them.”  Then  followed  a   three- 
week  survey  of  the  Metro  studio  for  Mar- 

cus Loew.  When  he  got  back  from  the 
trip,  Schenck  recommended  a   change  in 
management.  Negotiations  were  shortly 
started  with  Louis  B.  Mayer,  who  had 
been  distributing  through  the  company. 

“The  Mayer  company  was  producing 
three  or  four  pictures  at  the  time,  and 

with  the  exception  of  ‘The  Four  Horse- 
men,’ they  were  the  only  good  ones  we 

had.  Metro  was  making  from  40  to  50  a 

year.” 
It  took  Mayer  seven  months  to  reorgan- 

ize the  lot  and  move  to  the  Goldwyn 
studio,  which  also  had  been  acquired. 

“The  pictures  started  coming  in  better 
and  they  improved  as  they  (Mayer  and 
the  late  Irving  Thalberg)  went  along. 

In  the  summer  of  1926,  Mayer  and  Thal- 
berg complained  they  were  not  getting  as 

much  as  they  thought  they  should.  “They 
got  impatient  and  wanted  a   guarantee  of 

$500,000  a   year,  based  on  a   two-year 

average,”  Schenck  testified,  adding: 
“I  felt  it  was  no  risk  for  us  to  satisfy 

them  because  better  pictures  were  rolling 

in.  I   asked  for  a   five-year  extension  of 
their  contract,  which  was  for  three  years 
with  an  option  for  another  three  years. 

The  pictures  were  getting  better  and  bet- 
ter all  the  time.  We  were  taking  in  a   lot 

of  money  and  Thalberg  was  considered 
sort  of  a   genius.  Some  people  talked  to 

him  and  tried  to  spoil  him  and  all  that.” 
Shortly  after,  Schenck  got  a   call  from 

Mayer  to  visit  the  studios.  When  he  ar- 
rived there,  Schenck  said,  Mayer  com- 

plained he  was  not  getting  the  returns 

they  anticipated,  claiming  he  was  produc- 

ing the  “finest”  pictures  and  M-G-M 
should  “get  top  money.”  Schenck  ex- 

plained to  Mayer,  he  said,  that  the  prod- 
uct had  not  yet  been  established  and  that 

Mayer  could  not  expect  to  get  the  terms 
which  Paramount  received  with  their  stars 

and  product.  Then  Mayer  complained 
over  the  30  per  cent  distribution  charge 
on  his  pictures.  Schenck  then  insisted 

Said  Miss  Shearer 

To  Schenck 
New  York — In  making  his  deal  with 

Norma  Shearer  lor  six  pictures  at 

$150,000  a   picture  in  lieu  ol  Samuel 

Goldwyn's  offer  for  $250,000  a   picture, 

the  star  told  Schenck:  "In  other  words 
you  are  asking  me  to  donate  $100,000 

a   picture  toward  the  settlement  of  the 

Irving  G.  Thalberg  estate  claim." 
To  which  Schenck  replied:  "You  are 

carrying  the  load  to  some  extent."  Miss 
Shearer  was  ready  to  put  up  $50,000, 

as  provided  in  the  contract,  to  cancel 

heT  agreement  at  the  time. 

this  was  what  it  was  costing  the  company. 
The  Loew  head  stated  he  then  went 

back  to  his  hotel  with  the  intention  of 

“bringing  the  thing  to  a   head.”  Instead 

of  doing  work,  Schenck  continued,  “there 
we  were  wrangling  over  figures.”  Schenck 
figured  the  only  solution  was  to  give  the 
Mayer  group  a   smaller  percentage  of  all 
M-G-M  profits.  The  Mayer  group  wanted 
the  cut  from  the  first  dollar,  but  Schenck 
reasoned  with  them  that  it  was  impossible 

because  various  deductions  for  taxes,  ex- 
penses, depreciations,  charges  on  the  bond 

issue  and  a   $2  common  stock  dividend 

annually  that  had  to  be  taken  into  con- 
sideration. It  was  then  agreed  to  give  the 

Mayer  group  20  per  cent  of  the  net  profits 
up  to  $2,500,000  and  15  per  cent  above 
that. 

Approached  Loew  in  1925 

As  for  his  own  welfare,  Schenck  de- 
clared he  approached  Loew  late  in  1925, 

or  early  1926,  and  advised  him  he  was 

“getting  to  the  age  where  I   want  to  do 
something  for  myself.  I   want  to  go  into 
business  with  my  brother,  Joe.  I   want 

you  to  feel  I   am  going  to  leave,”  Schenck 
told  Loew,  according  to  his  testimony. 

Loew  laughed  at  him,  saying,  “You’re  go- 
ing to  stay  here  forever.”  Schenck  tried 

to  convince  Loew  he  was  going  into  busi- 
ness with  his  brother,  to  which  Loew  re- 

marked, “That’s  silly.” 
On  another  occasion,  Schenck  ap- 

proached Loew  and  brought  up  his  resig- 
nation. “It’s  only  a   matter  of  time  when 

you’re  going  to  take  my  place,”  Loew  in- 
formed Schenck,  who  said  “that’s  not  my 

ambition.”  There  were  further  talks  and 
subsequently  Loew  offered  the  two  and  a 

half  per  cent  of  the  net  profit  arrange- 
ment. Schenck  still  balked  about  staying 

on.  He  said  something  should  be  done 
about  David  Bernstein,  who  was  planning 
to  leave  the  company,  too.  At  first  Loew 

suggested  a   one  per  cent  profit-sharing 
deal.  Schenck  objected  because  of  the 
difference  between  his  arrangement  and 

it  was  finally  decided  to  give  Bernstein 
one  and  a   half  per  cent. 

When  the  question  of  computing  the 
percentages  arose,  Loew  said  they  were  to 
be  on  the  same  basis  of  the  Mayer  group 

deal.  Schenck  objected  and  asked  for  a 

MORE  ON  SUIT 

See  pages  23,  26  and  27  for 
additional  developments  in  the 

Loew  minority  stockholders'  suit. 

percentage  on  all  Loew  operations  and  not 
limited  to  the  picture  company.  This  was 
agreed  to  and  a   resolution  passed  by  the 
board  to  that  effect. 

Bernard  J.  Reis,  in  addition  to  testi- 

fying on  other  matters,  went  into  con- 
siderable discussion  Wednesday  afternoon 

on  the  method  Loew’s  employed  in  listing 
returns  from  subsidiaries  in  Germany  and 

Italy.  He  concluded  his  analysis  by  stat- 
ing there  is  a   difference  of  $407,623,  which 

was  not  received  from  abroad  and  cn 

which  bonuses  were  paid  Loew  executives. 

On  completion  of  direct  testimony  Fri- 

day, Schenck  declared:  “With  me,  the 
company  first,  last  and  all  the  time.  I 
always  wanted  to  do  what  was  best  for 

the  company.”  The  reference  was  to  the 
contracts  he  made  with  11  producers  and 

executives,  adding,  that  for  himself,  he 

has  built  up  such  an  organization  that 

“I  can  leave  today  and  they  will  continue 
along  lines  which  have  been  set  up,  it  is  so 
well  organized.  I   am  proud  of  everything 
I   did  and  everything  I   recommended  to 

the  board.” Says  GB  “Good  Investment” 
Revealing  his  relations  pertaining  to  the 

purchase  of  the  GB  interest,  which  he 

held  “was  a   good  investment  if  the  man- 

agement can  be  improved,”  Schenck  re- 
counted difficulties  with  Irving  Thalberg 

who  had  an  offer  of  $1,000,000  and  a 
bonus  and  percentage  proposal  to  join 
another  company. 

Schenck  told  of  his  dealings  with  Norma 
Shearer,  the  settlement  of  the  Thalberg 

contract,  and  the  new  arrangement  with 
the  star  for  six  pictures  at  $150,000  each. 
He  disclosed  how  he  got  Louis  B.  Mayer 
to  reconsider  his  resignation,  revealing  he 

planned  to  put  A1  Lichtman,  Sam  Katz 

and  Benjamin  Thau  in  charge  of  the  stu- 
dio when  Mayer  resigned  and  he  later 

convinced  Mayer  he  would  have  the  sup- 
port of  these  three  men  and  others  under 

contract  to  work  on  a   well-organized  stu- 
dio basis. 

Under  further  examination,  Reis  on 

Thursday  stated,  that  according  to  the 
Price,  Waterhouse  statement  on  the 
Italian  subsidiary  the  books  show  64,727 
lira  marked  up  as  profit.  He  also  made 
these  points:  On  the  Loew  income  report 
for  1937,  a   profit  of  $135,510.26  is  listed 

for  this  subsidiary.  The  Price,  Water- 
house  books  on  the  Germany  subsidiary 

show  a   profit  of  15,869  marks  while  the 
consolidated  income  statement  prepared 

by  Miller,  Donaldson  lists  $22,165.78.  A. 

L.  Pomerantz’  contention  here  was  that 
the  mark  was  transmitted  on  the  Loew 

books  at  $1.50  while  in  reality  it  was 
worth  only  nine  cents. 

Reis  then  went  into  an  analysis  of  the 
stock  options.  He  said  that,  according  to 
the  records  he  had  looked  up,  J.  Robert 
Rubin  owned  no  Loew  stock  in  December, 
1934.  Neither  did  Treeboor,  a   private 

company  owned  by  Rubin.  On  Decem- 
ber 31,  1937,  Rubin  had  2,075  common 

shares  of  Loew’s,  and  Treeboor  Investment 
Co.,  500  shares.  From  February,  1935  to 
February,  1937,  Rubin,  according  to  Reis, 
exercised  options  on  27,800  shares  and 

paid  $962,300.  The  market  value  at  the 
time,  it  was  stated,  was  $1,785,693.75.  Reis 
held  this  transaction  resulted  in  an  excess 

Of  $823,393.75. 
The  analysis  by  the  accountant  further 

claims  that  on  February  25,  1937,  Rubin 

(Continued  on  page  36) 
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Pacts  Under  Attack 

"Musts,"  Holds  Kent 

Explains  Secrecy  Over  LeRoy 
New  York — Discussing  the  secrecy  which  prevailed  over  the  signing  of  Mervyn 

Le  Roy's  contract  as  far  as  other  producers  on  the  M-G-M  lot  were  concerned,  Louis 
B.  Mayer,  in  his  deposition  read  into  the  testimony  of  the  Loew  minority  stock- 

holders suit,  states: 

"If  they  (the  producers)  found  out  I   would  be  in  trouble  because  when  David 
O.  Selznick  came  into  the  company  I   had  hell.  They  called  him  the  Prince  of 

Wales.  They  called  him  everything." 

Former  Judge  Proskauer  then  asked:  "He  was  your  son-in-law?" 
Mayer:  "Yes,  and  the  greatest  loss  was  suffered  when  he  left  us.  So  we  had 

to  hide  it  (referring  to  LeRoy's  contract).  We  also  had  to  hide  part  of  Selznick's 

earnings;  we  had  to  hide  part  of  certain  stars  and  we  had  to  hide  part  of  Mannix's 

earnings." Proskauer:  "That  was  to  avoid  jealousies  and  envies." 

Mayer:  "That  is  right." 

Mayer  Tells  Why  LeRoy  Got 

Two  Pacts;  "Hell”  at  Studio 

New  York — Taking  the  stand  as  the  first 

witness  for  Loew’s  in  the  minority  stock- 
holders’ suit  charging  mismanagement  and 

asking  an  accounting,  Sidney  R.  Kent  told 

the  court  it  would  be  “disastrous”  to 
Loew’s  not  to  have  the  contracts  with  pro- 

ducers and  executives  which  are  being  at- 

tacked by  suing  stockholders’  attorneys. 
When  asked  by  Former  Judge  Joseph  M. 
Proskauer  to  comment,  Kent  said: 

“Having  had  a   great  deal  of  experience 
with  a   company  that  did  not  have  this 

type  of  asset,  I   am  within  my  right  in 

stating  it'  would  be  disastrous  if  we  did 
not  have  these  men — if  they  lost  them. 
I   know  what  has  happened  since  they 

have  them,  and  to  lose  them,  it  would  not 
only  be  the  loss  of  the  men  who  did  the 

job,  but  it  would  strengthen  the  competi- 
tors, to  whom  these  men  would  naturally 

flow.  I   personally  think  it  would  be  a   very 
disastrous  thing  for  any  company  to  lose 
a   line  of  good  men  such  as  they  have.  I 

would  like  to  get  them.” 
Opinion  on  Manpower 

Previous  to  that  the  20th-Fox  head  was 
asked  what  he  thought  of  Bernard  J. 

Hyman,  Sam  Katz,  Mervyn  LeRoy,  A1 
Lichtman,  Edgar  J.  Mannix,  Harry  Rapf, 

J.  Robert  Rubin,  Hunt  Stromberg,  Ben- 
jamin Thau  and  Lawrence  A.  Weingarten, 

the  studio  executives  whose  contracts  are 
under  fire.  Kent  had  this  to  say: 

“Hyman:  I   know  him  as  a   producer  in 

a   general  way.  I   don’t  know  him  inti- 
mately. His  standing  as  a   producer  is 

very  good,  as  far  as  I   know.  He  is  not  a 
Thalberg.  He  is  a   younger  producer  that 
has  not  attracted  the  same  amount  of 
attention  or  done  the  same  thing  as  Mr. 

Thalberg,  but  for  the  future  they  are 

probably  grooming  him  as  a   very  im- 
portant producer. 

“Katz:  I   think  he  is  a   very  outstanding 

showman.  I   don’t  know  as  much  of  his 
work  in  Loew’s.  I   saw  some  of  the  pic- 

tures he  made  when  he  first  went  there. 

I   haven’t  followed  his  work  closely  since 
that  time. 

“LeRoy:  I   know  him  quite  well,  both 
when  he  was  with  Warners  and  since 

then.  He  is  considered  a   very  outstand- 
ing director  and  producer. 

“Lichtman:  I   have  known  him  intimate- 
ly for  20  years.  I   got  my  training  under 

him  as  a   distributor  in  this  business.  I 
think  he  is  considered  the  father  of  most 
of  our  modern  distribution  systems  and 

probably  is  one  of  the  three  or  four  out- 
standing executives  we  have  in  the  young- 

er group. 

“Mannix:  I   have  known  him  as  long  as 
I   have  Mr.  Schenck.  I   know  him  very 
well.  I   think  he  is  an  asset  that  any 

studio  would  grab  if  they  had  a   chance 
to.  I   think  he  is  an  outstanding  handler 
of  personalities  and  is  valuable. 

“Rapf:  I   have  not  known  him  intimate- 
ly except  by  general  reputation  through 

the  years,  which  is  very  good.  He  has 
made  some  very  fine  productions. 

“Rubin:  I   have  known  him  for  20  years 
and  believe  he  occupies  rather  a   unique 

New  York — Circumstances  leading  up  to 

the  signing  of  two  contracts  with  Mervyn 
LeRoy,  one  for  the  studio  files  and  the 
second — the  legal  document — for  New  York 
in  addition  to  the  general  situation  among 

producers  and  directors  on  the  M-G-M 
lot  were  outlined  in  Louis  B.  Mayer’s  depo- 

sition read  into  the  record  of  the  minor- 

ity stockholders’  suit  against  Loew  direc- 
tors and  executives. 

Mayer’s  deposition  states  that  the  studio 
was  “a  hell”  when  David  O.  Selznick  left 

it,  as  the  producer’s  departure  was  a   defi- 
nite loss  to  the  company. 

In  his  negotiations  with  Le  Roy,  Mayer 

said  the  producer-director  wanted  $300,- 
000  annually,  Mayer  was  not  anxious  to 
guarantee  such  a   figure,  but  eventually 
gave  in.  In  order  to  keep  the  terms  of 
the  deal  a   secret,  two  contracts  were 

drawn  up.  The  one  for  the  studio  pro- 
vided for  a   $3,500  weekly  salary,  but  the 

one  sent  to  New  York  included,  in  addi- 

tion to  the  salary,  a   percentage  of  seven- 
tenths  of  one  per  cent  and  a   guarantee 
of  $300,000  annually. 

Letter  Revealed  Terms 

The  only  time  the  Le  Roy  terms  became 
generally  known  was  when  a   letter 
was  sent  to  stockholders  asking  them 

to  approve  the  profit-sharing  agree- 
ments of  11  producers  and  executives. 

Mayer’s  deposition  also  brought  out  the 
fact  that,  when  LeRoy  concluded  his  deal, 
he  wanted  to  talk  it  over  with  Harry  M. 

Warner,  his  father-in-law.  Mayer  object- 

ed on  the  ground  he  didn’t  want  Warner 
to  know  what  he  was  doing  and  so  the 
secret  was  kept. 

“We  are  worried  over  Sam  Zimbalist’s 

short  term  contract,”  according  to  Mayer’s 
deposition.  He  gets  $750  a   week  as  a   pro- 

ducer. Norman  Krasna  got  $2,500  a   week 
as  a   writer,  it  is  revealed. 

When  LeRoy  joined  M-G-M  he  turned 
over  to  the  company  all  personal  con- 

tracts held  by  him,  including  that  of 

position  from  the  standpoint  of  us  who 
are  competitors.  He  is  probably  the  best 
posted  man  on  stories  and  books  and 
plays.  He  has  a   greater  acquaintance 
with  authors  and  writing  personalities 

Fernand  Gravet. 

Mayer’s  deposition  also  stated  that  he 
only  discussed  the  more  important  con- 

tracts with  Nicholas  M.  Schenck.  When 
someone  was  signed  for  $300  or  $500  a 

week,  “I  would  just  tell  Schenck  I   did 
it”  without  consulting  him  further,  Mayer 
said. 

After  he  got  an  order  from  David  Bern- 
stein, Mayer  said  he  cut  the  studio  pay- 

roll $80,000  a   week.  It  takes  about  two 

years  for  overstaffing  to  “mushroom  it- 
self.” And  the  weekly  payroll  at  the  studio 

totals  $400,000,  according  to  Mayer. 
Edgar  J.  Mannix  gets  $2,500  a   week 

plus  $500  expenses,  it  is  revealed.  When 

he  left  Joseph  M.  Schenck  to  join  M-G-M 
he  was  getting  $25,000  a   year.  Mannix 
felt  for  some  years  he  was  entitled  to  a 

percentage  of  the  profits  because  “he  con- 
tributed to  the  success  of  the  company.” 

He  also  wanted  Hunt  Stromberg  and  Ber- 
nard Hyman  on  a   similar  basis.  Although 

Mayer  didn’t  discourage  Mannix,  he  said, 
he  told  him  it  was  not  possible  at  the 
time.  This  was  about  five  or  six  years 

ago. Advice  From  Lichtman 

Part  of  AI  Lichtman’s  deposition  was 
read  and  it  was  brought  out  that  he  ad- 

vised Schenck  “in  a   general  way”  how  the 

percentages  should  be  divided.  “It  was 
like  a   man  having  a   piece  of  bread  and 

having  to  divide  it  among  his  children,” Lichtman  said. 

“I  never  told  Mr.  Schenck  that  if  I 

didn’t  get  a   percentage  I   would  walk  out. 
We  don’t  work  that  way  with  Mr.  Schenck. 
If  I   was  dissatisfied  I   would  have  made 

my  demands  or  asked  for  a   new  contract 

on  different  terms  when  my  pact  was  up.” 
Emil  K.  Ellis,  who  elicited  this  informa- 

tion from  the  deposition,  then  said,  “pro- 
duction people  always  claim  they  are  un- 

derpaid, no  matter  how  much  they  are 
paid.  The  name  of  this  trial  should  be 

‘What  Price  Happiness?’  ” 

than  any  man  in  the  industry.  I   say  that 

because  we  suffer  the  experience  of  be- 
ing beaten  to  a   good  many  pictures  and 

plays  because  of  the  inside  he  has.  I 
(Continued  on  page  35) 
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Says  Trade  Asset 

Is  Its  Manpower 
(Continued  from  page  34) 

think  he  is  one  of  the  most  constructive 

forces  in  that  company  and  is  an  asset 

to  the  entire  industry  in  addition  to  be- 

ing an  asset  to  the  Metro  and  Loew  com- 
panies. 

“Stromberg:  I   look  upon  Hunt  Strom- 
berg  personally  as  probably  the  man  who, 

in  time,  will  step  into  Thalberg’s  shoes. 
As  an  individual,  I   believe  Mr.  Stromberg 

could  go  out  today  and  handle  any  major 

studio  that  he  would  be  called  upon,  or 

where  he  could  get  an  opening,  and  there 

is  no  doubt,  in  my  personal  opinion,  that 

he  could  make  a   great  deal  more  money 

on  his  own  than  he  is  now  making  under 

his  contract.  I   think  he  is  a   very  out- 

standing producer. 

“Thau:  I   know  him  only  slightly.  I 
would  not  express  any  opinion. 

“Weingarten:  I   know  him  in  a   general 

way,  too,  not  specifically  enough.” 
Earlier  in  his  testimony,  Kent  stated 

that  shortly  after  the  Mayer-Rubin-Thal- 
berg  group  entered  Metro,  he,  as  general 

sales  head  of  Paramount,  the  outstanding 

company  at  the  time,  saw  “our  position 
seriously  threatened  by  the  tremendous 

improvement  in  a   program  that  before  was 

not  considered  competitive  to  us  from  a 

quality  standpoint.” 

Referring  to  Thalberg,  Kent  said,  “He 
climbed  to  a   position  that  has  never  been 

equaled  in  this  industry  that  I   know  of. 

He  was  the  outstanding  quality  producer 

of  his  time.  There  isn’t  any  doubt  about 

that.” 
As  to  Louis  B.  Mayer,  Kent  said  he 

knew  him  as  far  back  as  1918  when  Mayer 

was  handling  Anita  Stewart  in  the  early 

days  of  First  National.  He  had  heard  of 

him  as  a   New  England  state  lighter. 

When  asked  if  he  had  been  friendly 

with  Mayer  and  Thalberg,  Kent  answered: 

“I  was  not  always  friendly,  but  I   knew 

them  well.”  He  also  said,  “We  also  had 

a   good  many  battles.  Yes,  sir.” 
Persons  the  Assets 

Kent  then  related  how  he  observed 

Mayer’s  activities  at  the  M-G-M  studios 

and  “I  saw  many  personalities  and  direc- 
tors come  to  the  front  that  before  had 

not  been  of  great  importance  to  the  in- 

dustry.” He  cited  the  instance  of  Greta 

Garbo  and  Robert  Montgomery.  “The  sum 

total  of  this,”  he  added,  “was  what  was 
coming  out  at  the  end  of  the  spigot,  so 

to  speak,  with  a   very  even  consistent  flow 

of  quality  product.  That  was  the  most 

important  thing.” 
When  asked  to  tell  the  court  what  im- 

Five-Year Vouchers 
Too  Much 

New  York — One  of  the  requests  made 

by  Emil  K.  Ellis  was  for  Loew  attorneys 

to  produce  studio  vouchers  for  the  past 

five  years.  Former  Judge  Joseph  M. 

Proskauer  flatly  refused,  asserting  "it 
would  entail  an  unreasonable  expense 

and  we  won't  go  through  the'  trouble!'' 

portance  personnel  is  in  the  film  industry 
as  distinguished  from  other  industries,  the 

20th-Fox  head  asserted: 

“Well,  the  only  assets  we  have  in  this 
particular  industry,  your  honor,  are  the 

human  assets.  Anyone  can  go  out  with 

money  and  buy  theatres,  or  real  estate  or 

studios,  but  the  ability  to  manufacture 

entertainment,  the  organization  which  has 

the  quality  men  as  against  the  organiza- 
tion which  lacks  it — the  man  who  has  the 

imagination  to  guess  what  is  going  to  be 

popular  as  next  year’s  entertainment  as 
against  that  which  is  going  to  be  a   failure 

— the  man  who  has  the  talent  to  pick  per- 

sonalities, to  pick  a   person  out  of  the 
mob  and  make  of  that  an  outstanding 

boxoffice  star — the  man  who  can  say 

which  shows  or  stories  or  books  in  his 

opinion  will  be  successful,  that  the  public 

will  pay  to  see,  and  then  take  all  of  these 
elements  and  weld  them  together  and  put 

them  into  a   successful  picture  that  will 

appeal  to  the  world’s  market — that  is  the 
sort  of  personality  that  is  valuable  to  us 
and  that  we  have  to  pay  a   lot  of  money 

for,  and  that  is  scarce  and  hard  to  geo. 

Judge  Proskauer  then  stated  that  criti- 
cism has  been  made  in  regard  to  increas- 

ing emoluments  while  contracts  are  still 

in  force,  to  which  Kent  declared  “we 
have  no  such  thing  in  this  industry  as 

a   static  contract,  that  is,  a   static  condi- 

tion as  to  contracts.”  He  added  that  the 

“elements  of  happiness  and  contentment 

are  so  large  in  the  making  of  entertain- 
ment that  an  artist  or  an  executive  with 

a   sour  stomach  is  not  very  much  good  to 

you.” 

Creativity  Determines  Value 

When  asked  about  handling  men  such 

as  Thalberg,  Kent  responded,  “In  the  case 
of  a   man  like  Thalberg  and  a   few  others 

of  that  general  type  that  fall  within  that 

category  there  is  no  exact  formula  that 

anybody  can  apply  to  say  that  the  man 

is  worth  $250,000  or  is  not  worth  it  be- 
cause he  is  worth  a   fair  proportion  of  what 

he  can  create  and  produce;  that  is,  the 

market  value  for  it.  In  other  words,  what 

he  can  get  from  somebody  else  and  what 

he  can  create”  also  determine  his  mar- 
ket value. 

As  an  example  of  that  a   company  will 

do  “just  for  personnel,”  Kent  told  of  his 
deal  with  20th  Century  Pictures. 

“We  were  weak  on  the  studio  end  of 
Fox  Film  from  1933  to  1935.  During  the 

two  years  we  had  earned  $1,000,000  to 

$1,250,000  a   year,  although  otherwise  we 

had  a   good  organization.  We  did  not 

have  enough  personalities  or  enough  stars 

or  enough  producers. 

“I  saw  a   20th  Century  unit  which  com- 
prised several  men,  Darryl  F.  Zanuck, 

Nicholas  M.  Schenck’s  brother.  Joseph  M„ 
and  a   young  gentleman  by  the  name  of 
William  Goetz.  I   negotiated  to  get  these 

men  for  the  Fox  company.  We  purchased 

their  assets  finally  by  giving  them  one 

half  of  our  common  stock,  which  was  what 

they  demanded,  600,000  shares  of  stock  in 
addition  to  the  salaries  we  paid  them. 

The  600,000  shares  were  for  personal  con- 
tracts. The  result  was  so  beneficial  to 

us,  and  to  them,  I   may  say,  that  the  three 

years  following  the  merger  our  earnings 

rose  from  $7,500,000  to  $8,000,000  a   year 

against  $1,000,000  or  $1,250,000  previously.” 
While  Fox  reorganized  and  Paramount 

and  RKO  went  into  receivership  and  while 

Warner  was  having  financial  difficulties, 

Mayer  Didn't  Want Katz  at  First 
New  York  —   When  Nicholas  M. 

Schenck  first  informed  Louis  B.  Mayer 

about  bringing  Sam  Katz  into  the  com- 
pany, the  latter  objected  strenuously, 

according  to  Schenck's  deposition. 

"Mayer  didn't  like  Katz  and  he 

didn't  want  him  around,"  was  the  way 

Schenck  put  it.  “Mayer  was  against 
it  at  first,  but  he  changed  his  attitude 

later  and  admitted  he  was  wrong." 

Kent  observed  during  the  depression  years 

that  two  factors  kept  Loew’s  out  of  “dif- 
ficulty.” He  cited  as  one  the  consistent 

supply  of  quality  pictures  that  came  from 

their  studios,  “but  even  more  important 
than  that,  in  my  opinion,  was  the  policy 

I   knew  Mi-.  Schenck  and  Mr.  Bernstein 
had  laid  down  in  the  matter  of  avoiding 

extravagant  and  costly  theatre  expansion, 

the  buying  of  theatres  in  tremendous 

groups  that  was  thought  necessary  by  the 

majority  of  their  competitors. 

“I  did  not  feel  at  the  time  that  Mr, 
Schenck  was  right  in  his  viewpoint,  but 
now  I   know  that  he  was.  He  told  me  then 

when  he  saw  his  competitors  buying  great 

quantities  of  theatres  he  was  going  to  bet 

on  quality  product;  that  was  where  he  was 
going  to  invest  his  money;  that  he  felt 
if  he  made  desirable  pictures  everybody 

would  buy  them  and  that  if  they  could 

not  make  good  pictures  the  additional 
theatres  might  be  a   detriment.  He  refused 

to  participate  in  the  general  scramble  go- 
ing on  at  the  time  and  to  that  policy 

I   think  can  be  attributed  the  fact  that 

the  company  stood  out  as  it  did.” 
Kent  then  discussed  the  investigation  he 

made  for  Winthrop  W.  Aldrich,  head  of 

Chase  Bank,  which  had  $19,000,000  of  a 

note  issue  of  $28,000,000  outstanding 

against  Film  Securities  which  had  pur- 
chased 660,900  shares  of  Loew  common 

stock  from  Fox  Film.  Kent  also  related 

details  of  a   conference  which  took  place 

in  New  York  with  Aldrich,  Schenck,  Thal- 
berg and  himself  present.  This  session 

was  held  in  October,  1932,  and  “Mr.  Aid- 
rich  expressed  himself  as  believing  the 

plan  Mr.  Schenck  had  discussed  with  him 

of  giving  these  options  of  200,000  shares 

was  something  that  should  be  done  for 

the  best  interests  of  the  company — and 

stockholders.” Planned  Own  Unit 

The  meeting,  it  developed,  was  called 

after  Thalberg  had  complained  to  Kent 
on  the  coast  about  taxes  eating  up  his 

income  and  also  had  told  of  plans  for 

forming  his  own  unit  so  that  he  could 
live  better  and  longer. 

Kent  also  told  of  a   Film  Securities  board 

meeting  where  the  entire  situation  was 

gone  over.  “Mr.  Aldrich  objected  to  these 
contracts  (those  of  Mayer,  Rubin  and 

Thalberg)  being  put  through  unless  Mr. 
Schenck  was  tied  in;  that  he  felt  that, 

while  they  might  be  correct  in  their  effort 

to  make  it,  as  he  called  it,  a   three  ring 

circus  in  California,  he  thought  it  was 

equally  important  for  Schenck  and  Bern- 
stein on  this  end,  who  were  principal  exec- 

utives, to  be  tied  into  the  company,  too, 

and  he  was  going  to  press  that  point.” 
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Schenck  Turns  Back 

Loew  History  Book 
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picked  up  his  option  on  13,890  shares  and 
on  the  same  date  a   transfer  was  noted  on. 
the  books  without  specific  disposition.  On 
September  14,  1936,  Rubin  also  exercised 

his  option  on  7,890  shares  and  no  disposi- 
tion is  noted,  Reis  holds,  adding  that  on 

November  19,  1935,  Rubin  bought  1,500 
shares  on  his  option  and  sold  the  entire 
block  three  days  later.  On  December  9, 
1935,  he  bought  2,500  shares  on  his  option 
and  disposed  of  2,200,  it  is  claimed. 

Reis  further  contends  Louis  B.  Mayer 

picked  up  a   stock  option  by  paying  $972,- 
000  when  the  market  price  was  $1,711,- 
782.50,  making  a   difference  between  mar- 

ket price  and  the  price  paid  of  $729,482.50. 
Mayer  held  14,390  shares  on  November 

18,  1938,  according  to  Reis’  testimony.  The 
accountant  further  said  that  on  Novem- 

ber 12,  1935,  Mayer  bought  6,000  shares  on 
his  option  and  disposed  of  the  block  in 
the  same  day.  On  November  19,  1935, 
Mayer  then  exercised  an  option  for  3,000 
shares  and  disposed  of  them  three  days 
later,  it  is  alleged.  Schenck  did  not  pick 
up  any  of  his  stock  options  and  as  to  the 

present  date  this  position  still  holds,  ac- 
cording to  Reis. 

Relative  to  Irving  Thalberg  and  Norma 
Shearer,  Reis  said  that  on  December  31, 
1934,  Miss  Shearer  held  531  shares  and 
Thalberg  1,100.  On  December  31,  1937, 
it  appears  in  the  Thalberg  estate  account 

New  York — Emil  K.  Ellis,  attorney  for 

minority  stockholders  in  the  suit  against 
Loew  directors  and  executives,  this  week 

attacked  the  deal  made  by  Loew’s  with 
20th-Fox  for  an  interest  in  Metropolis  & 
Bradford  Trust,  holding  company  for  GB, 
without  getting  control  of  the  board.  He 
pointed  out  through  an  examination  of 

Bernard  J.  Reis,  accountant  for  the  plain- 
tiffs, that  Loew  and  20th-Fox  each  had 

one  representative  on  the  M.  &   B.  board 
while  the  Ostrers  had  three.  Loew  and 

20th-Fox  jointly  designated  four  of  11 
directors  on  the  GB  board.  However,  both 
American  companies  each  had  two  men 

on  the  board  of  United  American  In- 
vestment Co.,  the  subsidiary  originally 

formed  by  20th-Fox  when  it  bought  a 
49  per  cent  interest  in  M.  &   B.  Loew  s 
paid  $3,500,000  for  a   half  interest  in  UAI. 

David  Bernstein’s  testimony  revealed 
that  when  Sidney  R.  Kent  returned  from 

England  in  1936,  the  20th-Fox  head  said 
he  wanted  to  get  out  of  GB.  He  also  said 

he  wanted  $8,000,000  cash  for  his  com- 

pany’s interest.  On  Feb.  4,  1937,  Loew’s 
bought  a   half  interest  in  Fox’s  holdings 
for  $3,500,000.  Fox’s  interest  in  M.  &   B. 
was  75  per  cent.  M.  &   B.  had  57  per  cent 
of  GB,  which  was  control. 

that  Miss  Shearer  had  1,000  shares  and 

Thalberg  2,000  shares.  The  Thalberg  es- 
tate on  that  date  picked  up  an  option  for 

17,000  shares  for  $545,000.  The  market 
was  then  $707,625,  indicating  a   difference 
of  $185,625.  On  November  6,  1936,  the 

Thalberg  estate  had  an  option  to  buy  34,- 
508  shares  at  $1,207,780.  The  market 

value  at  the  time  was  $2,165,357,  indicat- 

ing an  excess  of  $957,577.  Schenck’s  op- 
tion provides  for  48,492  shares.  These 

are  statements  made  by  Reis. 
He  concluded  that,  although  David 

Bernstein,  Rubin,  Mayer,  Thalberg  and 
his  estate  picked  up  134,848  shares,  they 
still  have  options  on  115,152  shares;  this 
also  includes  Schenck.  Reis  held  that  on 

August  31,  1937,  the  book  value  of  each 
share  was  $53.49  and  on  December  15, 
1938,  the  market  value  was  $57.75  a   share. 
The  difference  between  the  book  value  and 

market  price  on  the  115,152  shares,  ac- 
cording to  Reis,  is  $2,043,948. 

Harry  Rapf’s  deposition  was  again  re- 
ferred to,  this  time  in  connection  with  a 

payment  to  him  of  $99,500.  His  conten- 
tion is  that  he  had  been  paid  $29,833.34, 

or  $1,000  a   week  for  33  weeks  instead  of 
$3,000  a   week.  He  said  that  he  had  made 

an  oral  agreement  with  Mayer  on  his  in- 
crease in  salary  and  when  the  contract  was 

signed  it  became  retroactive  to  the  date 
when  the  oral  arrangement  was  agreed 
upon.  The  sum  due  him,  he  said, 
amounted  to  $99,500. 

Reis  then  figured  the  salary  cuts  insti- 
tuted in  July,  1932,  and  which  continued 

to  December  31,  1934,  saved  the  company 
either  $1,859,000  or  $2,705,768.  Except  for 
four  weeks  in  July,  1932,  no  information 
was  furnished  him  for  exact  computations. 
However,  he  says,  for  the  week,  July  8, 

1932,  the  home  office  books  show  a   pay- 

Bernstein’s  testimony  states  that  “in  my 
opinion  we  could  suffer  more  in  one  year 
than  by  the  investment  if  GB  wanted  to 

merge.  The  laws  are  different  in  Eng- 
land. By  our  deal,  GB  could  not  merge 

without  our  consent. 

“We  considered  our  investment  in 
Metropolis  &   Bradford  according  to  the 

value  of  GB.  We  were  interested  in  get- 
ting control  of  GB  for  whatever  little 

investment  we  could  make.  It  did  not 

necessarily  have  anything  to  do  with  in- 
creasing distribution  or  exhibition  of 

M-G-M  product  abroad.” 
Bernstein  then  said  he  did  not  know  of 

any  specific  benefits  derived  from  the  in- 
vestment, as  yet. 

Reis  then  took  the  stand  and  delved 

into  the  capital  structure  and  earnings 
of  GB  and  M.  &   B.,  indicating  by  his 
tabulations  that  neither  company  has 

shown  a   profit.  Because  Bernstein,  in 

his  deposition,  referred  to  the  word  “in- 
surance,” considerable  argument  devel- 

oped over  its  interpretation. 
Little  known  as  part  of  the  Loew  deal 

with  20th-Fox  is  the  provision  in  the 
agreement  that  neither  company  can 

“alienate  or  sell  its  interest  for  10  years 

without  the  consent  of  the  other.” 

Lawyers  Having 

By -play.  Too 
New  York — There's  no  love  lost  be- 

tween opposing  counsel  in  the  Loew 

minority  stockholders'  suit.  At  one  of 
the  sessions,  A.  L.  Pomerantz,  associate 

counsel  with  Emil  K.  Ellis,  for  the  plain- 

tiffs, accused  Former  Judge  Joseph  M. 

Proskauer  of  staging  a   "theatrical  in- 

terruption." 
Somewhat  annoyed  at  Pomerantz's 

examination  of  Bernard  J.  Reis  on  Loew 

theatre  operations,  Proskauer  asked  the 

judge  to  have  Pomerantz  to  proceed 
with  the  case,  when  Pomerantz  shot 
back: 

"Judge  Proskauer  has  a   habit  of  giv- 

ing a   body  punch  and  then  saying 

proceed." 

The  by-play  garnered  laughs  from  a 
crowded  court  room. 

roll  of  $437,005;  for  the  week  of  July  15, 

same  year,  $454,327;  for  the  week  of  July 
22,  $417,506;  for  the  week  of  July  29, 

$402,294. The  accountant  adds  the  Loew  books  on 

August  31,  1937  showed  a   credit  of  $438,- 
397.49  to  the  Thalberg  estate.  On  Septem- 

ber 8,  1937  and  July,  1938,  he  says  pay- 
ments of  $146,115.52  were  made  to  the 

estate,  leaving  a   balance  of  $292,287.  Reis’ contention  was  the  1937  Loew  statement 

credits  the  Thalberg  estate  with  $438,- 
397.49,  which  was  not  deducted  before  ar- 

riving at  profits  for  computing  bonuses. 
Judge  Proskauer  then  spent  the  next  15 

minutes  cross  examining  the  witness.  Reis 
said  he  finished  a   course  in  law  and  has 

not  been  paid  for  his  work  in  the  case, 

adding  he  did  not  expect  to  receive  re- 
muneration if  the  plaintiffs  lost  the  suit. 

Proskauer  then  asked,  “Did  you  ever  hear 
of  professional  ethics?”  Reis  answered  this 
by  declaring  “I  am  not  one  who  prostitutes 
my  name  to  petitions.  I   am  not  interested 

in  selling  my  name  to  the  public.”  It  also 
was  revealed  that  Reis  held  stock  in 

Loew’s  before  the  1938  annual  stockhold- 
ers’ meeting  “and  got  rid  of  it.”  He  made 

a   little  profit.  He  said  he  became  in- 
terested in  the  Loew  investigation  when  a 

stockholder,  a   friend  of  his,  asked  him  to 
look  into  the  situation. 

Loew  Answers  Wilmington 

Action  by  3   Shareholders 

Wilmington — Loew’s  has  filed  answers  to 
the  suit  filed  by  three  stockholders  for 
an  accounting,  the  action  being  similar  to 
the  one  being  heard  before  Supreme  Court 
Justice  Louis  A.  Valente  in  New  York. 

Federal  Wage-Hour  Law 
Into  Studios  Next  Week 

Hollywood — A   progressive  application 
of  the  44-hour  week  called  for  under 

terms  of  the  federal  wage-hour  law  is  to 

begin  at  the  studios  next  week,  accord- 
ing to  a   decision  reached  at  a   conference 

held  Thursday. 

The  minimum  will  apply  to  all  workers 

except  executives,  administrators,  profes- 
sionals and  artists. 

Attacks  Loew  on  GB  Deal  on 

Failure  to  Acquire  Control 
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Rubin  Next  Loew 
Witness  to  Stand 

New  York  —   Following  Nicholas  M. 

Schenck,  president,  on  the  stand  for  the 

defense  in  the  Loew  minority  stockholders’ 
suit  will  be  J.  Robert  Rubin,  vice-president 
and  general  manager  for  M-G-M;  Eugene 
W.  Leake,  a   former  director  of  the  com- 

pany; David  Bernstein,  vice-president  and 

treasurer  of  Loew’s;  Winthrop  W.  Aldrich, 
head  of  Chase  National  Bank;  Leopold 

Friedman,  secretary  of  Loew’s;  Harry  M. 
Bardt  of  Bank  of  America  National  Trust 

&   Savings  Ass’n;  William  Donaldson  and 
Andrew  Keating  of  Miller,  Donaldson,  out- 

side accounts  for  Loew’s,  and  possibly  one 
or  two  others. 

Bardt,  who  arrived  Thursday  from  the 
coast,  is  representing  the  bank  which  is 
co-trustee  with  Norma  Shearer  in  the 
Irving  G.  Thalberg  estate. 

Censure  on  Two  Loans 

To  Advertising  Agency 
New  York — Criticism  of  two  loans  made 

by  Loew’s  to  Donahue  &   Coe,  advertising 
agency,  headed  by  E.  J.  Churchill,  is  voiced 
by  minority  stockholders.  According  to 

Emil  K.  Ellis,  attorney  for  the  stock- 
holders, he  wants  credit  for  the  return 

payment. 

Loew’s,  according  to  Bernard  J.  Reis,  ac- 
countant, made  two  payments  to  the  ad- 
vertising firm,  one  of  $28,840  and  the 

second  for  $25,000.  Tire  first  was  made 
November  20,  1932,  and,  like  the  second 

one,  was  marked  among  “notes  receiv- 
able.” Later  this  was  transferred  to  “mis- 

cellaneous” items  and  at  no  time  was 
interest  paid.  At  the  time,  Reis  went  over 
the  Loew  books  a   few  months  ago,  the 

notes  were  still  due.  Former  Judge  Pros- 
kauer  said  in  court  that  they  are  now 
paid,  following  which  Ellis  jocularly  took 
the  credit  for  having  the  notes  wiped  out. 

Stromberg  Names  Metro 
Ace  Directors,  Writers 

New  York — W.  S.  Van  Dyke,  Clarence 
Brown,  Robert  Z.  Leonard,  Richard 
Thorpe,  Jack  Conway,  Sam  Wood,  King 
Vidor  and  Victor  Fleming,  in  the  order 

named,  are  M-G-M’s  top  directors,  accord- 
ing to  testimony  made  by  Hunt  Strom- 

berg in  the  Loew  minority  stockholders’ 
suit.  “I  think  they  are  among  the  ablest 
in  the  business,”  he  added. 

Then  Stromberg  was  asked  who  the  ace 
writers  are.  He  named  Frances  Goodrich 

and  Albert  Hackett,  John  Meehan,  F. 
Scott  Fitzgerald  and  Frances  Marion. 

The  producer  thereafter  was  questioned 
on  his  talks  with  Nicholas  M.  Schenck  and 

Louis  B.  Mayer  on  a   percentage  arrange- 
ment. After  repeated  requests,  he  said, 

Schenck  and  Mayer  told  him  he  was  to  get 

1.05.  “I  never  asked  for  a   particular  per- 
centage and  I   was  never  told  what  the 

others  were  to  get.” 

Arthur  Loew  Started  at  $25; 

Reached  $182,000  in  1934-5 

New  York — Arthur  M.  Loew’s  rise  from 
a   $25  clerk  to  head  of  the  Loew  foreign 
department,  a   post  which  now  brings  him 
$182,000  annually;  his  resignation  from 
the  board  with  his  brother,  David  L„  and 
their  intention  of  quitting  the  company 
to  become  affiliated  with  the  Lehman 

Brothers-Atlas  Co.  syndicate  which  was 

seeking  control  of  RKO  and  Arthur’s  sub- 
sequent deal  with  Nicholas  M.  Schenck  fcr 

five  per  cent  of  the  profits  of  the  for- 
eign department  are  revealed  for  the  first 

time  publicly  in  A.  Loew’s  deposition  read 
into  the  record  of  the  minority  stock- 

holders suit  against  the  company. 
Loew  said  he  started  with  the  Loew 

circuit  in  1919  at  $25  a   week  and,  when 

he  took  charge  of  the  foreign  depart- 
ment three  years  later,  was  getting  less 

than  $100  a   week.  In  1927,  his  salary  was 
jumped  to  $1,000  a   week;  in  1928,  to 

$70,000  annually;  in  1929,  to  $79,500  an- 
nually; in  1930  and  1931  he  received  $78,- 

000  a   year;  in  1932,  $116,000;  in  1933, 

$156,000;  in  1934  and  1935,  $182,000  an- nually. 

In  May,  1935,  Loew’s  testimony  stated, 
he  and  his  brother,  David  L.,  resigned 
as  directors  with  intentions  of  leaving  the 
company.  Three  months  later,  David  did. 
At  the  time  of  his  resignation,  Arthur 

began  discussing  “better  terms”  with 
Schenck.  It  was  then  that  he  told  the 

Loew  president  of  his  deal  with  the  Leh- 
man Brothers-Atlas  Corp.  syndicate  for 

the  purchase  of  5,000  RKO  common  shares 
and  $25,000  face  value  debentures  at  the 

cost  of  $75,000  for  which  he  and  his  broth- 
er would  receive  H/2  per  cent  participa- 

tion in  the  syndicate.  The  syndicate  was 
interested  in  the  brothers  taking  over 
the  management  of  RKO,  but  as  soon  as 
the  Loews  lost  interest  in  the  syndicate, 

the  syndicate  lost  interest  in  them.  The 
brothers  held  optionsi  on  additional  RKO 

they  still  retain  the  common  shares  and 
stock  which  they  did  not  exercise,  but 
the  debentures. 

Loew  also  stated  in  his  deposition  that 
he  and  his  brother  were  approached  by 
Samuel  Goldwyn  for  UA  and  an  executive 

of  Universal,  “who  wanted  us,  but  we 
did  not  negotiate  because  we  were  more 

interested  in  the  RKO  deal.” 
David  left  Loew’s  three  months  after 

his  resignation.  In  September,  1935,  Ar- 
thur concluded  his  arrangement  with 

Schenck  for  five  per  cent  of  the  profits 

of  the  foreign  department  with  the  un- 
derstanding his  weekly  salary  was  not 

to  be  less  than  $3,500  a   week. 

When  Arthur  had  resigned  in  January, 

1935,  he  informed  Schenck  he  was  not 

interested  “in  any  terms.”  He  never  re- 
signed as  an  officer  of  the  company, 

however. 

Arthur  said  he  was  not  certain  about 

intra-company  booking  items,  such  as  a 

charge  of  $660,000  to  the  foreign  depart- 
ment for  indirect  services  of  Louis  B. 

Mayer,  J.  Robert  Rubin  and  Irving  G. 
Thalberg.  Another  item  totaling  $960,000 

as  “percentage  of  compensation  to  the 

Louis  B.  Mayer  Pictures  Corp.,”  also  was 
brought  up  and  about  which  Loew  knew nothing. 

That  the  Loew  brothers  disposed  of  their 
stock  in  the  company  to  William  Fox 

in  1929  also  was  included  in  the  depo- 
sition. Other  than  Loew,  the  highest  sal- 

ary in  the  foreign  department  is  $30,000 

annually  to  Morton  Spring.  He  is  gen- 
eral foreign  sales  manager.  There  are 

five  other  important  executives,  includ- 
ing H.  F.  Krecke,  who  receives  $300  a 

week,  and  Paul  Crane,  whose  stipend  was 
not  quoted.  The  home  office  payroll  in 
the  foreign  department  averages  $10,000, 
or  more,  weekly. 

Mayer  Eastern  Trip  Hangs 

On  Rubin-Bardt  Response 
New  York — Although  counsel  for  the 

plaintiffs  insist  on  having  Louis  B.  Mayer 

brought  in,  the  M-G-M  production  head 

may  not  make  the  trip  east  if  the  attor- 
neys can  elicit  from  J.  Robert  Rubin  and 

H.  M.  Bardt  of  Bank  of  America  Na- 

tional Trust  &   Savings  Ass’n,  trustee  for 
the  Irving  G.  Thalberg  estate,  the  in- 

formation desired. 

Former  Judge  Proskauer  promised  to 
deliver  Mayer  earlier  in  the  trial  but  due 
to  Edgar  J.  Mannix  being  confined  in  a 

hospital  on  the  coast,  Mayer’s  departure 
at  this  time  “would  disrupt  the  studio 
organization.”  Proskauer  also  said  he  is 
not  in  a   position  to  produce  Norma 
Shearer.  Her  presence  is  sought  by  Harry 

Bijur,  co-counsel  with  Emil  K.  Ellis. 

“The  whole  burden  of  the  studio  is  now 

on  Mr.  Mayer,”  Proskauer  said,  “and  it 

is  impossible  to  get  him  now.”  Bardt  is 
due  next  week  and  will  take  the  stand. 

Demands  Dissolution  of 

Detroit  Booking  Group 

Detroit — Ray  Schreiber,  who  recently 
took  over  five  theatres  here  from  his  uncle, 
Jacob  Schreiber,  Wednesday  announced 
he  is  instituting  suit  against  Cooperative 
Theatres  of  Michigan,  in  which  he  will 
charge  the  buying  and  booking  combine 

with  “conspiracy,  restraint  of  trade,  and 

violation  of  charter.” 
Claiming  he  has  been  having  trouble 

keeping  his  houses  going  with  sufficient 

product,  Schreiber  said  “we  are  going  to 
both  Michigan’s  attorney-general  and  to 

the  federal  department  of  justice,”  in  an 
effort  to  rectify  the  situation. 

Fred  DeLodder,  president  of  Coopera- 
tive, said  his  group  was  unable  to  book 

film  for  Schreiber  inasmuch  as  Schreiber’s 
houses  are  in  direct  opposition  to  theatres 

operated  by  members  of  the  booking  com- bine. 

Schreiber  said  his  Colonial  Theatre  has 
been  short  over  150  films  the  past  year. 
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RKO  Seen  After  Greater  U.  K. 

Stride  Via  Deal  With  Wilcox. 

New  York — Behind  RKO’s  deal  with 
Herbert  Wilcox  for  a   series  of  two  to 

four  pictures  annually,  each  to  cost  $750,- 
000,  over  a   period  of  years  is  seen  the 

distributor’s  intention  of  further  strength- 
ening its  hold  in  British  and  the  Empire 

markets. 

The  deal,  described  as  a   partnership 

venture,  calls  for  the  formation  of  Im- 
perator-Radio  Pictures,  Ltd.,  a   British 
company  to  be  organized  shortly  in  Lon- 

don with  an  equal  split  in  the  direc- 
torate. The  contract  was  struck  in  Hol- 
lywood between  George  J.  Schaefer,  RKO 

president,  and  Herbert  Wilcox  and,  thus, 

becomes  the  former’s  first  major  nego- 
tiation since  he  assumed  his  present  pos  . 

The  initial  picture  is  expected  to  be 
launched  in  March,  but  subject  matter 
has  not  as  yet  been  designated.  In  the 
meantime,  Anna  Neagle,  the  Wilcox  star, 

who  is  now  on  the  ocean  bound  for  Lon- 
don and  the  holidays,  will  return  to  Hol- 

lywood shortly  after  Christmas  to  do  a 
picture  there  for  RKO.  The  purpose  is 
to  build  her  up  in  the  domestic  market. 
In  return  for  the  loan,  Wilcox  will  get 

a   topflight  RKO  star  for  a   film  in  Lon- 
don. Who  this  is  to  be  it  was  not  di- 

vulged at  a   Ritz-Carlton  luncheon  when 
the  new  partnership  was  made  known  by 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  RKO  vice-president,  and 
Wilcox.  The  interchange  of  talent  on  a 
regular  basis  is  part  of  the  setup. 

Asks  Support  for  Britain 

The  American  and  British  press  were 
guests  at  the  function.  There,  Depinet 
went  over  ground  already  discussed  by 

him  at  the  convention  of  Carolina  ex- 
hibitors in  Charlotte  a   couple  of  weeks 

ago.  He  again  urged  upon  American  ex- 
hibitors the  need,  as  he  sees  it,  of  play- 

ing quality  British  attractions  in  order 

to  make  it  possible  for  American  com- 
panies to  further  solidify  their  English 

and  Empire  markets  in  the  face  of  shrink- 
ing overseas  revenues  emanating  from  the 

totalitarian  states  which  Depinet,  how- 
ever, did  not  mention  by  name. 

“Good  British  pictures  must  get  the 
recognition  to  which  they  are  entitled. 

Those  of  the  English-speaking  tongue 

must  stick  together.  We  don’t  know  about 
the  balance  of  our  markets,”  he  said  in 
stressing  what  he  openly  admitted  is  now 
a   definite  campaign  on  his  part. 

For  his  part,  Wilcox  said  he  felt  the 

arrangement  “would  prove  a   beacon  light 
to  a   British  industry  practically  instinct.” 
He  continued: 

“Unemployment  in  many  branches  there 
now  is  up  to  94  per  cent.  We  have  tried 
to  build  our  industry  on  a   fallacy  and, 
by  that,  I   mean  on  quotas  which  have 
ruined  the  industry.  This  partnership, 
however,  is  different.  It  is  unlike  the  Metro 
plan  which  calls  for  the  production  of  big 
pictures,  wholly  financed  in  London.  That 

is  admirable,  but  I   don't  feel  it  solves  the 
problem  as  a   partnership,  such  as  this  with 

RKO,  can.  But  production  of  ‘A  Yank  at 
Oxford’  and  ‘The  Citadel’  is  profitable  and 

Pure  Coincidence 
At  Paramount 

Hollywood — The  mechanical  age  is 

creeping  up  on  Paramount.  Installa- 

tion of  a   56-unit  automatic  electric  fire 

alarm  switchboard  with  connections  be- 

tween all  buildings  and  the  American 

District  Telegraph  office  has  been  com- 

pleted. 
Air-conditioning  of  the  writers'  an- 

nex was  ordered  the  next  day.  Purely 

a   coincidence. 

20th-F ox  GB  Absorption 

Seen  as  Aid  to  Metro 

New  York — Absorption  by  20th-Fox  of 

GB’s  American  distribution  will  be  bene- 
ficial to  M-G-M,  which  has  one-fourth 

interest  in  the  British  company,  because 
of  the  economy  effected,  David  Bernstein, 

vice-president  and  treasurer  of  Loew’s, 
states.  He  contends  the  deal  will  be  a 

money  saver  all  around. 

The  next  board  meeting  of  Loew’s  most 
likely  will  be  held  next  Wednesday.  Bern- 

stein says  he  does  not  believe  the  annual 
fiscal  report  will  be  ready  by  that  time. 

The  company’s  accountants  have  been 
working  on  figures  for  the  suit  by  minority 

stockholders  and  now  being  heard  by  Su- 
preme Court  Justice  Valente. 

I   have  been  told  by  a   Metro  official  both 
of  these  pictures  will  stand  up  very  well 
by  comparison  with  any  of  the  product 
made  by  the  company  in  Hollywood. 

“Moreover,  it  stresses  the  value  of  inter- 
changing stars.  There  is  reason  to  be- 

lieve that  as  a   result  of  ‘Yank  at  Ox- 
ford’ Robert  Taylor  has  become  increas- 
ingly important  to  Metro  in  the  foreign field. 

“I  plan  to  explain  to  the  financial  of- 
ficials in  London  the  details  of  this  new 

arrangement.  I   believe  it  will  help  to  again 
swing  the  banks  which  have  not  financed 
pictures  for  the  last  two  years  to  agai 

do  so.  I   also  think  this  step  will  be  fol- 
lowed by  other  American  companies  and 

that  the  partnership  arrangement  which 
prevailed  generally  20  years  ago  will  be 

once  more  restored.” 
Wilcox  also  praised  W.  G.  Van  Schmus, 

managing  director  of  the  Music  Hall  and 

one  of  the  guests,  for  his  consistent  sup- 
port of  better  British  pictures.  He  used 

this  as  a   springboard  to  develop  an  argu- 
ment that  other  exhibitors  in  America 

might  well  follow  suit.  Tire  British  pro- 
ducer left  for  London  on  the  Queen  Mary Friday. 

Depinet  stated  “Sixty  Glorious  Years” 
will  have  a   delayed  release.  Effort  will  be 
made  to  take  advantage  of  the  publicity 
surrounding  the  impending  visit  of  the 
British  king  and  queen  next  year  when 

the  Neagle  film  will  be  released  as  “Lady 

at  Windsor.” 

Argentinian  Impost 

On  Films  Disturbs 

New  York — Major  distributors  have 

asked  the  state  department  in  Washington 
to  intervene  in  their  behalf  toward  seek- 

ing a   clarification  of  an  Argentina  decree 

that  imposes  a   tax  on  film  imports  equiv- 
alent to  20  per  cent  of  net  profits. 

And  example  of  the  severity  of  the  situ- 
ation is  the  position  of  one  distributor, 

whose  interpretation  of  the  application 
of  the  decree  resulted  in  a   proffer  of 
$19,000  in  taxes  for  one  year,  but  was 
informed  by  the  Argentine  government  that 
the  sum  should  have  been  $40,000. 

Argentina’s  provisional  government  in- 
stituted the  decree  against  film  import- 

ers on  April  15,  1931,  after  major  com- 

panies protested  an  earlier  proposed  im- 
port duty  that  was  considerably  higher. 

In  due  course,  distributors  produced  their 
figures  for  1931,  the  only  year  the  decree 
was  in  force,  and  included  as  expenses  the 
percentage  agreed  upon  and  paid  in  the 
sense  of  rental  or  royalty  for  the  films 
furnished. 

Argentina’s  internal  revenue  office  did 
not  accept  these  payments  as  expenses, 

claiming  the  agreement  between  the  com- 
pany furnishing  the  films  and  the  dis- 

tributor in  that  country  was  an  intra- 
company contract  and  that  the  percentage 

remitted  to  the  former  was  a   net  profit. 
Therefore,  they  also  claimed  20  per  cent 
of  these  remittances. 

When  this  was  appealed  to  the  treas- 

ury department,  the  decision  of  the  in- 
ternal revenue  office  was  confirmed  as  to 

the  existence  of  one  company  but  profits 
were  considered  as  50  per  cent  of  the  grers 
cash  receipts,  the  amount  collectible  by 

the  internal  revenue  office  thus  being  re- 
duced. 

Distributors  disagree  with  the  treasury 

department  ruling.  They  hold  that  no  in- 
tra-company contract  existed;  that  there 

was  instead  a   rental,  or  “nameless”  con- 
tract, which  is  required  by  the  rental 

contract  provisions. 
In  accordance  with  Argentina  legislation, 

the  amounts  claimed  by  the  internal  reve- 
nue office  must  be  paid  under  protest,  a 

claim  drawn  up,  and  later  judicial  action 
for  return  of  improper  payments  brought. 

Eastern  Wing  of  the  SAG 

Meets  Monday  at  Astor 
New  York — A   general  membership  meet- 

ing of  the  eastern  group  of  the  Screen 

Actors’  Guild  will  be  held  Monday  at  the 
Hotel  Astor. 

The  first  producer  to  return  his  con- 
tract signed  under  the  new  contract 

modification  is  Harold  Orlob  of  Triple  A 
Productions.  George  Goman  of  the  West 

Coast  Sound  Studios  also  signed  the  re- 
vised agreement. 

W.  E.  Dividend 

New  York  —   Western  Electric’s  board 
has  declared  a   25-cent  dividend  on  the 
common,  payable  December  28  to  stock  of 
record  December  23. 
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First  Approval  on 
Distributor  Draft 

Buffalo — The  western  zone  unit  of  the 

New  York  MPTOA  has  put  its.  stamp  of 

approval  on  the  distributors’  trade  practice 

draft,  “with  a   few  minor  exceptions.” 
This  is  the  first  voluntary  exhibitor  or- 

ganization expression  on  the  proposed 

agreement. 

After  a   meeting  of  the  group,  presided 

over  by  A.  C.  Hayman,  president,  a   com- 

munication was  ordered  sent  to  Ed  Kuy- 
kendall, MPTOA  president,  requesting  the 

national  body  to  act  quickly  on  approval 

of  the  draft  so  that  exhibitors  might  en- 
joy immediate  relief. 

With  more  than  100  Buffalo  zone  ex- 
hibitors present,  it  was  recommended  that 

Clause  14,  relating  to  boxoffice  state- 
ments, be  stricken  from  the  draft.  It  was 

also  recommended  that  Clause  15,  relat- 
ing to  arbitration,  be  put  into  working 

order  as  soon  as  physically  possible.  The 

suggestion  was  made  that  Clause  16  be 

changed  so  that  the  various  articles  in 

the  draft  become  effective  on  all  con- 

tracts, and  that  any  agreement  now  in 

effect  be  included  for  future  years. 

Rejection  of  Draft 

The  Answer  in  Denver 

Denver — A   unanimous  vote  to  reject  the 

trade  practice  agreement  was  the  re- 

sponse of  the  Theatre  Owners  and  Man- 
agers of  the  Rocky  Mountain  region  to 

the  distributor-exhibitor  effort.  The  or- 

ganization ordered  the  preparation  of  an- 
other agreement  which  will  embody  its 

original  demands,  the  principle  of  which 

is  a   straight  20  per  cent  elimination 
clause. 

"More  Acceptable  Code" 
Goal  of  ITO  in  Los  Angeles 

Los  Angeles — A   need  to  continue  fight- 
ing for  a   more  acceptable  code  was  the 

expressed  conviction  of  A1  Galston,  presi- 
dent of  the  ITO  of  Southern  California, 

voiced  to  William  P.  Rodgers,  distributor 

chairman.  Failure  to  include  most  points 

submitted  by  his  organization  mars  the 

present  agreement,  is  Galston’s  contention. 

Western  Massachusetts 

Chain  May  Add  New  One 
New  York — Western  Massachusetts 

Theatres  may  add  a   unit  to  the  20  it  now 

operates  with  a   new  house  in  Utica  on 

a   plot  owned  for  some  time,  according 

to  Nate  Goldstein,  president.  If  the  de- 
cision is  to  go  ahead,  construction  wi.l 

start  next  spring. 

Goldstein  was  here  for  home  office 

conferences  at  Paramount,  with  whom  he 

is  affiliated.  The  Paramount  in  Spring - 
field,  Mass.,  is  getting  a   new  marquee. 

Close  for  "Illusion" 
New  York — World  Pictures  has  closed 

with  the  Warner  circuit  in  Philadelphia 

for  “Grand  Illusion.” 

N.  Y.  Film  Critics  Vote  Best 

Pictures  Soon;  On  Air  Jan.  8 

They  Were  Strung 

In  Lights  Once 
Hollywood — Time  isn't  the  only  thing 

that  marches  on.  Screen  popularity  is 

in  the  same  van.  As  witness  some  of 

the  former  big  career  people  drawing 

the  $8.25  per  diem  that  Harry  Sherman 

is  paying  to  extras.  In  a   new  western 

are  Clara  Kimball  Young,  William 

Duncan,  Gertrude  Astor  and  Emily Fitzroy. 

New  Pathe  Plan  to 

Stockholders  Soon 

New  York — Pathe  Film  Corp.  will  sub- 
mit to  its  stockholders  within  a   few  days 

a   new  plan  providing  for  the  disposition 

of  its  physical  assets  and  liabilities,  but 

will  retain  the  assets  consisting  of  its  own 

preferred  stock  and  holdings  in  other  com- 

panies. 
The  new  move  follows  the  failure  of 

previous  liquidation  plan  to  receive  the 

required  approval  of  80  per  cent  of  the 

stockholders  at  a   special  meeting.  Proxies 

were  received  from  approximately  60  per 
cent. 

Due  to  the  time  limitations  placed  upon 

the  corporation  by  federal  statute,  requir- 
ing completion  of  dissolution  by  the  end 

of  December,  further  solicitation  of  prox- 

ies is  futile.  According  to  the  manage- 
ment, it  would  take  more  than  two  weeks 

to  liquidate  the  corporation  even  though 

it  might  have  been  possible  to  round  up 

the  required  number  of  proxies. 

It  is  pointed  out  the  litigation  insti- 
gated by  E.  I.  du  Pont  de  Nemours  &   Co. 

and  minority  stockholders  was  responsible 

for  the  lack  of  necessary  proxies  because 

a   number  of  stockholders  were  deterred 

from,  or  delayed,  in  voting.  The  meet- 
ing was  originally  scheduled  for  Dec.  6. 

O.  H.  Briggs,  president,  presided  at  the 

meeting  attended  by  approximately  100 

shareholders.  Concerning  a   reported  lab- 

oratory deal  with  Paramount,  Briggs  re- 
plied that  there  were  negotiations  with 

another  major  company  but  were  dropped 

when  no  agreement  could  be  reached. 

He  also  revealed  Pathe  had  received  a 

number  of  bids  on  its  holding  of  du  Pont 

film  stock  but  had  not  received  any  firm 

offers.  Briggs  also  stated  Pathe  was  in- 

terested in  the  International  Cinema  lab- 
oratories on  the  coast. 

Briggs  later  intimated  Pathe  might  wail 

to  see  if  the  present  United  States  Reve- 
nue Act  of  1938  would  be  extended  at  the 

approaching  session  of  Congress  so  the 

same  plan  could  be  submitted  at  a   pro- 
pitious time. 

New  York — The  New  York  Film  Critics, 

organization  that  parallels  the  stage  critics, 

will  divulge  their  vote  on  the  best  pictures 

of  1938  on  January  2.  The  following 

Sunday,  January  8,  will  mark  the  annual 

broadcast  of  the  selections  over  the  NBC- 
Blue  network  with  the  ceremonies  again 

concentrated  in  the  Rainbow  Room  atop 
the  RCA  Bldg. 

Dudley  Nichols  will  be  master  of  cere- 
monies. Howard  Barnes  of  the  New  York 

Herald-Tribune,  who  is  the  chairman; 

Frank  Nugent  of  the  New  York  Times  and 

William  Boehnel,  of  the  New  York  World- 
Telegram — film  critics  all — will  figure  in 

the  program. 

This  year  the  lineup  will  include  a   “rov- 
ing” prize  to  go  to  any  picture  the  voting 

critics  may  select.  It  may  be  awarded 

for  photography,  sets  or  a   supporting  per- 
formance, but,  in  view  of  the  internal 

discussion  over  the  category  into  which 

“Snow  White”  fits  and  the  deliberation  as 
to  whether  or  not  it  is  to  be  construed 

as  a   feature,  the  probability  is  the  special 

award  will  go  to  the  Disney  film. 

Instead  of  a   medal,  the  first  prize,  which 

goes  to  the  best  English-speaking  film 
shown  along  Broadway  during  the  year, 

will  take  the  form  of  a   plaque.  There  is 

no  restriction  as  to  point  of  production 

origin  and,  therefore,  the  film  could  be 

one  made  in  England,  for  instance.  Other 

classifications  include  the  best  foreign- 
language  film;  the  best  direction,  best  male 

performance  and  best  female  performance. 
There  will  be  one  award  each  in  the  latter 

three  divisions,  the  recognition  to  take 
the  form  of  scrolls. 

This  year  the  voting  list  has  been  ex- 
tended to  include  Bosley  Crowther,  as 

well  as  Nugent  and  Ben  Crysler  of  the 

Times;  and  Robert  Dana,  second-string 
critic  on  the  Herald-Tribune.  The  Times, 

it  is  explained,  gets  three  votes  in  order 

to  make  certain  the  largest  possible  num- 
ber of  pictures  may  be  embraced  by  that 

newspaper’s  reviewing  staff  which  splits 
the  assignments. 

Grainger  Is  on  Way  to 

Hollywood  lor  Holidays 
New  York — James  R.  Grainger,  with 

exchange  stops  on  the  way,  is  en  route 

to  Hollywood  to  spend  the  holidays,  a 

custom  of  years,  standing  with  him.  He 

will  return  by  approximately  January  15 

through  the  southern  tier  of  key  cities. 

Mrs.  Grainger  accompanied  him  as  far 

as  Chicago  where  he  stopped  off.  She, 

however,  continued  to  the  coast  to  spend 
the  winter. 

Signs  Circuit  Deals 
New  York — RCA  has  signed  the  Blank 

and  Commonwealth  circuits  to  servicing 

contracts,  the  former  for  80  theatres  and 

the  latter  for  32. 
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B   R   CD  A   ID  W   A   1Y, 
^•HE  new  officers  of  the  local  Film  Board of  Trade  will  be  installed  sometime  in 

January.  They  are:  Harry  Hummel,  War- 
ner, president;  Eddie  Bell,  Paramount, 

first  vice-president;  Bob  Fannon,  Repub- 
lic, second  vice-president;  Jack  Bowen, 

M-G-M,  treasurer;  Myron  Sattler,  Para- 
mount, secretary,  and  David  Levy,  M-G-M, 

sergeant-at-arms  .   .   .   Over  100,000  tickets 
have  been  distributed  by  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Art  Fund  for  German  Refugees  to  all 
the  exchanges  and  leading  theatres  in  the 
country.  After  Christmas  all  the  large 
corporations  in  other  industries  will  be 
approached.  In  each  New  York  company 

headquarters,  one  individual  has  volun- 
teered to  keep  sales  moving.  Gene  Murphy 

has  taken  on  the  assignment  at  Loew’s; 
Jimmy  Boyle  at  RKO;  Ruth  Weisberg, 
Warner;  A1  Sherman,  Columbia;  Arthur 
Jeffrey,  UA;  Leon  Schreibman,  Republic; 

Lou  Shanfield,  20th  Century-Fox;  Marion 
Orford,  Universal;  Ruth  Schwerin,  Mono- 

gram and  Milt  Silver,  National  Screen. 

Alexander  Korda  shook  a   lot  of  friendly 
hands  around  the  town  before  he  shoved 

off  for  Hollywood  .   .   .   Ray  Milland  and 
the  missus  are  aboard  the  Queen  Mary  to 

spend  the  holiday  with  the  player’s  moth- 
er in  England.  Before  leaving  the  coast, 

he  finished  “Hotel  Imperial’’  in  which 
Isa  Miranda  is  his  running  mate.  Back 
in  eight  weeks  which  is  nice  work,  if,  as 
usual,  one  can  get  it  ..  .   Bill  Scully  and 
that  other  Bill — Heineman — met  Nate 
Blumberg  in  Chicago  and  returned  with 

him  to  New  York  Friday.  Train  discus- 
sions included  contracts  and  plans  for  a 

district  managers’  meeting  at  which  the 
Universal  president  will  tell  what  he  saw 
and  learned  at  the  studio. 

Tyrone  Power  is  aboard  the  Southern 

Prince  on  the  way  up  from  Rio  de  Ja- 
neiro. This  will  be  the  final  lap  of  his 

extended  vacation,  launched  after  he  fin- 

ished work  in  “Jesse  James.”  He  arrives 
here  December  22,  spends  the  holidays, 

then  repairs  west  for  "Rose  of  Washing- 
ton Square.”  That’ll  have  Alice  Faye  and 

A1  Jolson  in  it,  too  .   .   .   Meanwhile,  Arleen 
Whelan,  having  been  photographed  and 

whirled  about  the  town  by  the  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox publicity  boys,  is  back  on  the 

coast,  and  probably  plenty  tired  at  that 

.   .   .   Now  it’s  Colonel  W.  Ray  Johnston 
and  Colonel  George  W.  Weeks.  Oklahoma 
Indians  did  it  and,  by  that,  the  real  thing, 

not  film  men,  is  meant  .   .   .   Jean  Benoit- 

Levy,  who  directed  "Ballerina”  arrives 
from  Paris  exactly  on  Christmas  Day  .   .   . 

Harry  Cui'ry  is  here  from  London  again 
to  palaver  with  Jack  Hoffberg. 

Richard  Carlson,  one  of  the  leads  in 

“ The  Duke  of  West  Point,”  took  in  one  of 
the  performances  of  the  film  at  the  Music 
Hall  Thursday,  if  that  matters  at  all  .   .   . 
Over  1,000  children  and  young  ones  whose 

parents,  grandparents,  brothers  and  sis- 
ters are  Warner  employes  attended  the 

studio’s  annual  Christmas  party  Saturday. 
The  show  took  the  form  of  a   one-ring 
circus  on  the  new  stage  and  gifts  were 
around  for  all  comers.  John  T.  Holmes, 
national  president  of  the  Warner  Club; 
Ralph  W.  Budd,  Harry  Mayer,  A.  W. 
Schwalberg ,   Max  Blackman,  George 

O’Keefe,  Ed  Savin,  Sam  Schneider,  Stuart 
Aarons,  Jules  Levy,  Harold  Rodner,  Nat 

Fellman,  Irving  Birnbaum  and  Ann  Mar- 
tin made  up  the  committee  in  charge. 

Joe  McConville,  general  foreign  sales 
manager  of  Columbia,  and  Joe  Friedman, 
long  managing  director  for  the  company 
in  England,  were  Queen  Mary  arrivals. 

Mrs.  Friedman  is  along  .   .   .   The  Associ- 
ation of  Foreign  Press  Correspondents  held 

its  usual  luncheon  at  the  Lombardy  Fri- 
day. Present  were  Raymond  Massey,  cur- 

rent star  of  “Abe  Lincoln  in  Illinois,”  but 
also  featured  in  “Drums”;  Zorina  now  in 
“I  Married  an  Angel,”  but  also  fea- 

tured in  "The  Goldwyn  Follies;”  Doug- 

las Fairbanks  jr.,  featured  in  “The 
Young  in  Heart;”  Richard  Carlson,  fea- 

tured in  “The  Duke  of  West  Point;”  Tay 

Garnett,  who  directed  “Trade  Winds;”  Nor- 
man McLeod,  director  of  “Topper  Takes 

a   Trip,”  and  Countess  Eleanor  Keller,  co- 

producer of  “World  Windows.”  In  other 
words,  a   UA  aggregation — complete. 

Mrs.  Florence  Marston,  eastern  secre- 
tary of  the  SAG,  who  has  been  confined 

to  her  home  in  Bronxville  because  of  ill- 
ness as  a   result  of  overwork,  is  due  back 

at  her  desk  Monday  .   .   .   Monroe  Isen, 
Universal  branch  manager  in  Argentine, 

departed  Saturday  for  his  post  .   .   .   J.  P. 
Pattison,  assistant  sales  manager  in  Great 

Britain  for  20 th-Fox,  gets  in  this  week  on 
the  United  States  liner  Manhattan  .   .   . 

20 th-Fox’s  Foreign  Chief  Walter  J.  Hutch- 
inson docks  on  the  French  liner  Normandie 

Thursday  .   .   .   James  Whale  has  returyied 

to  the  coast  to  start  work  on  “The  Man 
With  the  Iron  Mask.”  He  hopes  to  ob- 

tain Doug  Fairbanks  jr.,  who  is  staying 
here  over  the  holidays  for  the  part  .   .   . 

It's  the  Coopers 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Gary  Cooper  arid  his  wife,  snapped 

aboard  the  Aquitania  on  their  return 
from  a   European  holiday.  Cooper 

heads  west  shortly  to  appear  in  “The 

Last  Frontier.” 

Max  Milder,  general  manager  for  Warner 
in  Great  Britain,  returns  next  Monday  on 
the  Normandie  .   .   .   Gordon  Ellis,  head  of 
British  Empire  Films  of  Australia,  is  in 

town  .   .   .   Morris  Goodman,  vice-president 
in  charge  of  foreign  activities  for  Republic, 
has  returned  from  Havana. 

The  John  J.  O’Connors  were  on  a   veni- 
son diet  all  week.  So  were  most  of  their 

neighbors.  It  all  came  about  when  Louis 

Schine  dragged  along  that  part  of  a   Glo- 
versville  deer  that  makes  the  best  eating. 

He  had  it  stored  in  an  RKO  building  res- 

taurant refrigerator  until  O’Connor  found 
a   trailer  to  get  it  home  .   .   .   Adolph  Zukor, 

Neil  Agnew,  J.  J.  Unger  and  Barney  Bala- 
ban  made  the  Paramount  Bldg,  tenants 
detour  to  accessible  doors  while  they  held 

an  impromptu  lobby  conference  .   .   .   Wal- 
ter Reade  is  sporting  a   zippy  looking 

scratch  on  his  right  cheek.  A1  Rosen  seems 

to  have  the  inside  track  on  how  it  hap- 

pened. 
Herbert  Wilcox  and  Anna  Neagle  sailed 

for  England  on  the  Queen  Mary  Friday  .   .   . 
Mort  Blumenstock  burst  a   blood  vessel  in 

his  left  eye.  Not  serious,  but  plenty  both- 
ersome .   .   .   Bill  Althaus,  treasurer  of  West- 

ern Massachusetts  Theatres,  stopped  off  to 
visit  Leon  Netter  on  his  way  home  from 
a   Havana  cruise  .   .   .   Mitchell  Rawson  of 

Warner  publicity  is  back  on  the  job  af- 

ter a   week's  belated  vacation.  He  spent 
part  of  it  in  Washington  .   .   .   Rutgers 
Neilson  is  on  his  feet  again  after  four 

days  of  illness  and  on  his  back,  too. 

Nick  Mamula,  Paramount  fan  magazine 

contact,  was  quietly  married  over  the 
weekend.  He  and  his  betrothed  are  living 
in  Jackson  Heights  .   .   .   Gertrude  Selig 

of  Warner  publicity  is  fit  to  be  tied.  All 
because  she  crushed  a   $40  gift  bottle  of 

perfume  in  her  handbag — and  the  hand- 
bag leaked  .   .   .   Karl  Krueger  keeps  a   daily 

tabulation,  by  ounces,  of  Karl  jr’s  weight 
.   .   .   Irving  Windisch,  Strand  p.  a.,  has  a 

peeve  against  Broadway  bus  drivers  who 

let  passengers  off  15  feet  from  the  corner 

on  rainy  days,  so  they  are  “forced  to 
slosh  through  rivulets  of  water”  to  get  to 
the  curb  .   .   .   Earle  W.  Hammons  says 
Grand  National,  Ltd.,  is  now  settled  in  its 

new  home  in  Wallace  House,  113-117  War- 
dour  St.,  London,  W.  1. 

Scene  at  Dinty  Moore’s:  Bob  Rubin 
lunching  with  Dick  Rowland,  here  from 
the  coast;  Hunt  Stromberg,  who  left  for 
the  coast  Friday,  a   late  arrival  and  busy 

with  corned  beef  and  cabbage.  Bill  Pow- 
ers in  a   foursome  which  also  embraced 

Carl  Leserman,  Ben  Kalmenson  and  Eddie 

Zabel.  Up  near  the  cashier’s  wicket,  Roy 
Haines  and  Johnny  O’Connor .   Lowell  V. 
Calvert  in  a   twosome  with  Harry  D.  Buck- 
ley;  Murray  Silverstone  with  Jim  Mulvey; 
Alex  Korda  with  Manny  Silverstone  and 
Morris  Helprin.  By  themselves  John  C. 
Flinn  and  Chris  Dunphy.  And  at  other 
tables,  Frank  C.  Walker  and  Alec  Moss, 
but  not  together  .   .   .   Joseph  Mankiewicz, 
M-G-M  producer,  in  from  Hollywood.  He 

made  “A  Christmas  Carol”  and  next  will 
do  “Huckleberry  Finn”  . . .   Louise  Rousseau, 
assistant  to  Frank  Donovan,  in  charge  of 

(Continued  on  page  40-F) 
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At  the  luncheon  at  the  Hotel  Astor  where 
the  divisional  and  committee  chairman  of 

the  motion  pictures  and  theatrical  division 

of  the  Federation  for  the  Support  of  Jew- 

ish Philanthropies  gathered  to  hear  en- 
couraging reports  on  the  progress  made 

in  meeting  the  quota  of  $225,000.  Jack 

Cohn  presided  in  the  absence  of  Co-chair- 
men Major  Albert  Warner  and  David 

Bernstein.  The  latter  was  taken  up  with 
court  matters. 

The  group  assumed  sponsorship  of  the 
luncheon  for  Ben  Bernie  Monday  at  the 
Astor  Hotel  at  which  Eddie  Cantor  will 
act  as  chairman  and  toastmaster.  Those 

present  signed  for  40  tables  which,  Cohn 

estimated,  should  bring  the  attendance  at 

the  Bernie  affair  close  to  a   1,000.  Cohn 

declared  in  a   brief  opening  address  that 

the  amusement  division,  gathering  mo- 
mentum daily,  was  reaching  out  this  year 

to  include  the  largest  number  of  con- 
tributors and  the  record  total  of  contri- 

butions in  its  history.  Following  an  ad- 
dress by  William  Klein,  chairman  of  the 

legitimate  theatres’  people,  it  was  agreed 
to  widen  the  drive  to  include  the  legal 

profession  connected  with  the  entertain- 
ment industry. 

In  a   short  talk,  Spyros  P.  Skouras,  on 
behalf  of  his  brother,  George,  and  himself, 
donated  $1,000.  A   little  later  Herbert  J. 
Yates  said  he  was  so  impressed  with  the 

non-sectarian  work  of  the  organization 
that  he  was  doubling  his  original  con- 

tribution. A   substantial  contribution  run- 
ning into  four  figures  was  made  by  J.  H. 

Seidelman  on  behalf  of  Universal.  Other 

speakers  included  Harry  Brandt,  William 
Morris  jr.,  Louis  Bernstein,  B.  S.  Moss, 
Sam  E.  Morris,  Malcolm  Kingsberg  and 
Herman  Robbins. 

Among  those  who  broke  bread  for  the 
aid  of  charity  were  Jules  E.  Brulatour, 
Irving  Caesar,  Samuel  M.  Forrest,  Harry 
M.  Goetz,  Leon  Goldberg,  Max  Gordon, 
Marcus  Heiman,  Arthur  Israel  jr.,  Herman 
H.  Landwehr,  Abe  Lastvogel,  Mark  Leddy, 
Budd  Lytton,  Ralph  I.  Poucher,  Sidney 
Piermont,  Jark  Robbins,  Budd  Rogers, 
Sam  Rosen,  Sam  Sax,  Aubrey  Schenck 

and  Abe  Schneider.  Joseph  Somlo,  as- 
sociate producer  of  General  Film  Distribu- 

tors, Ltd.,  was  an  interested  spectator. 

Meet  for  Charity's  Sake 

Sam  E.  Morris,  Jack  Cohn,  William  Klein  and  William  Brandt. 

Ralph  I.  Poucher.  Herbert  J.  Yates  and  Sam  Sax.  Back  to  camera:  Jack  Robbins. 

Budd  Rogers,  Joseph  H.  Seidelman  and  Joseph  Somlo. 

Jules  E.  Brulatour  and  Walter  Reade, 

pere. 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Spyros  Skouras,  Aubrey  Schenck,  Herman  Robbins  and  Jack  Cohn  again. 
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Giveaways  Death  in  N.  Y. 

Hinges  on  Six  Independents 

New  York — What  started  out  as  a   com- 

mittee of  six  to  function  for  the  eradica- 

tion of  games  and  premiums  in  metro- 
politan theatres,  is  pictured  here.  In  fact, 

a   10th  exhibitor,  wasn’t  around  when  the 
photographer  was.  The  net  result,  then, 

is,  from  left  to  right,  standing:  Samuel 

Seelen,  Mermaid,  Brooklyn;  Abraham 

Shenk,  Center,  Brooklyn;  Oscar  A.  Doob, 

in  charge  of  publicity  and  advertising  for 

Loew’s;  Marvin  Schenck,  executive  as- 

—   Metropolitan  Photo9 

sistant  to  C.  C.  Moskowitz,  of  Loew’s. 
Seated,  left  to  right:  David  Weinstock, 

independent  operator  and  partner  with 

Harry  Brandt  in  a   number  of  theatres; 

John  J.  O’Connor,  head  of  RKO  theatre 
operations;  Harry  Brandt,  head  of  the 
circuit  bearing  his  name  and  president  of 

the  ITOA;  C.  C.  Moskowitz,  head  of  the 

Loew  Metropolitan  circuit;  and  Walter 

Reade,  head  of  the  circuit  bearing  his 
name.  Max  Cohen  is  the  missing  one. 

New  York — The  fate  of  blanket  elimi- 

nation of  games  in  the  metropolitan  area 

rests  with  six  independent  circuits.  Their 

representatives  have  been  invited  to  at- 
tend a   meeting  with  the  group  of  ten  af- 

filiated and  independent  operators  who 

met  at  the  Hotel  Astor,  and  who,  save 

one,  committed  themselves  to  abandon- 
ment of  the  practice  if  all  circuits  in  the 

area  did  likewise. 

Circuits  invited  to  participate  in  the 

session  that  will  develop  the  final  step 

toward  complete  elimination  are  Interboro, 

Randforce,  Sam  D.  Cocalis,  Skouras,  Cen- 
tury and  Prudential  Playhouses.  Those 

who  met  at  the  Astor  were  John  J.  O’Con- 
nor, head  of  RKO  theatres;  C.  C.  Mosko- 

witz, chief  of  operations  for  the  Loew 

metropolitan  circuit;  Walter  Reade,  Harry 

Brandt,  David  Weinstock,  Max  Cohen, 

Samuel  Seelen,  of  the  Mermaid  Theatre, 

Brooklyn,  and  Abraham  Shenk,  Center, 

Brooklyn,  representing  independent  opera- 
tions, and  Oscar  A.  Doob  and  Marvin 

Schenck  of  Loew’s. 
All  but  Cohen  committed  themselves  to 

elimination  of  games.  Cohen  was  in  favor 

of  holding  up  a   final  decision  until  the 

distributors  trade  practice  draft  became 

operative.  Brandt,  in  addition  to  commit- 
ting his  circuit,  also  acted  as  spokesman 

for  the  entire  membership  of  the  ITOA, 

of  which  he  is  president,  and  which  is  said 

to  embrace  about  200  small,  independent 

operations. 

It  was  decided  to  begin  at  once  a   survey 

of  the  game  situation  in  other  key  cities, 

the  theory  being  that  whatever  procedure 

obtains  where  the  practice  is  not  employed 

could  be  successfully  invoked  in  New  York. 

The  fact  games  and  premiums  are  usually 

operated  under  contract  is  said  not  to  be 
viewed  as  an  obstacle. 

Although  License  Commissioner  Paul 

Moss  recently  told  an  open  meeting  of 

affiliated  and  independent  operators  that 

he  would  bring  pressure  to  bear  on  church, 

fraternal  and  civic  organizations  which 

operate  games  in  competition  to  theatres 

if  the  industry  presented  a   united  front, 

a   new  strategy  has  been  adopted. 

Sentiment  among  most  theatre  men  is 

that  if  they  take  the  first  step  in  eliminat- 
ing the  games,  it  will  be  comparatively 

simple  to  urge  the  “outside”  game  opera- 
tors to  follow  suit.  It  is  said  a   rigid  en- 

forcement of  fire  laws,  as  an  instance, 

would  compel  most  of  these  operators  to 
close  down.  In  New  York  State  armories 

are  forbidden  to  house  games  of  chance. 

This,  however,  does  not  apply  in  New  Jer- 
sey, where,  over  the  weekend,  a   crowd 

of  Bingo  players  at  the  armory  in  Tren- 

ton was  so  large  that  a   nearby  Elks’  Hall 
had  to  take  the  overflow. 

Those  who  heard  Moss,  who  called  him- 

self “a  friend  of  the  theatre,”  implore 
them  to  get  back  to  the  picture  business 

and  “let  the  department  stores  handle  mer- 

chandise,” feel  that  the  license  commis- 
sioner’s moral  support  can  go  a   long  way 

toward  bringing  itinerant  game  operators 

Ten-Year  Agreement 
ITOA  -   306  Guide 

New  York — The  current  10-year  agree- 
ment between  the  ITOA  and  Local  306, 

projectionists’  union,  will  be  recognized  by 
both  parties  in  the  settling  of  wage  dis- 

putes, it  is  learned.  In  other  words,  re- 
gardless of  what  Local  306  asks  for,  which 

presently  is  a   48  per  cent  increase  and  two 
week  vacations,  the  current  pact  wage 

provisions  will  ultimately  be  the  deciding 

factor,  it  is  said. 

Although  the  master  agreement  calls  for 

a   revision  of  wages  every  two  years,  con- 
ferences that  began  after  Labor  Day  for 

this  purpose  have  not  been  fruitful.  Al- 
though the  ITOA  has  made  counter  pro- 

posals to  Local  306’s  demands  for  a   48  per 
cent  increase,  the  union  has  not  indicated 

a   willingness  to  compromise.  To  combat 

what  the  ITOA  believes  might  be  a   move 

by  Local  306  to  submit  the  situation  to 

arbitration,  the  organization  has  com- 

piled statistics  to  show  that  economic  con- 
ditions prohibits  giving  an  increase. 

Lack  of  Quorum  Delays 

MPPDA  Board  Meeting 
New  York — Due  to  lack  of  a   quorum, 

the  regular  quarterly  meeting  of  the 

MPPDA  board  of  directors  has  been  post- 

poned to  Tuesday.  At  the  time  of  the 

scheduled  meeting  Wednesday,  Nate  Blum- 
berg,  Sidney  Kent  and  George  J.  Schaefer 
were  on  the  coast.  Each  of  the  directors 

returned  over  the  weekend. 

into  line.  More  than  100  theatre  men, 

including  small  independents,  larger  un- 
affiliated circuits  and  major  chain  heads, 

heard  Moss’  flat  assertion  that,  regardless 
of  the  court  of  appeals  ruling  holding 

games  to  be  legal  provided  a   monetary 
consideration  is  not  involved  for  pubhc 

participation,  he  could  prove  them  to  be 

illegal  as  they  are  practiced  in  more  than 

95  per  cent  of  local  theatres. 

It  was  the  opinion  of  Walter  Reade, 

large  operator  of  New  Jersey  theatres, 

some  of  which  are  in  partnership  with 

RKO,  that  theatres  are  not  responsible  for 

making  patrons  “premium  minded.” 
“Tire  flour,  coffee  and  soap  industries 

are  to  blame,”  he  said,  “and  I   resent  that 
the  license  commissioner  should  threaten 

theatres  alone.  If  any  city,  county  or 

state  official  finds  a   way  to  stop  all  pre- 

miums we’ll  all  bless  him.  Everybody  wants 
to  stop  this  sort  of  thing.  But  we  have 

the  same  rights  as  any  other  industry  in 

New  York,  and  we  should  not  be  picked 

on.” 

Reade’s  attitude  was  occasioned  by 

Moss’  remark  that,  if  Max  Cohen’s  Jewel 
should  be  found  guilty  of  violating  the 

lottery  law  when  the  case  comes  up  in 

special  sessions  on  January  9,  he  will  re- 

voke the  theatre’s  license. 
William  Brandt  asserted  $3,000,000  a 

year  is  given  away  in  cash  at  metropolitan 

theatres,  “which  is  much  more  profit  than 

independents  accumulate  in  a   year.” 
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Morgan  Heads  New  Korda  Taking  Hollywood  Look; 

Paramount  Division  No  U.  S.  Films  Until  Next  June 

The  usual  shipboard  interview  with  the  scribes  as  the  Aquitania  steamed 

up  New  York  harbor  with  Alexander  Korda,  the  bespectacled  one,  aboard. 

New  York — Oscar  A.  Morgan  becomes 

southern  divisional  manager  for  Para- 
mount in  a   split  of  the  country  into  three 

divisions,  where  two  until  now  have  pre- 
vailed. Morgan  will  remove  headquarters 

to  New  York  from  Atlanta. 

The  change  leaves  Charles  M.  Reagan, 

western  divisional  manager,  untouched 

and  rearranges  the  territory  handled  by 

Joseph  J.  Unger,  eastern  divisional  man- 
ager, in  that  it  divorces  him  from  the 

south,  but  gives  him  Canada,  hitherto  un- 
filled, as  a   replacement.  The  east  is  not 

affected  in  any  manner. 

Harold  Wilkes,  currently  New  Orleans 

branch  manager,  becomes  district  mana- 

ger succeeding  Morgan.  Wilkes  will  trans- 
fer to  Atlanta,  out  of  which  point  he  will 

handle  that  city.  New  Orleans,  Dallas 

and  Charlotte.  E.  B.  (Jack)  Price,  Jack- 
sonville manager,  succeeds  Wilkes  in  New 

Orleans. 

These  changes  are  effective  with  the  new 

year.  At  the  same  time,  Paramount  is  re- 

ducing four  full-time  exchanges  through- 
out the  country  to  shipping  stations.  These 

are  Portland,  Me.,  Jacksonville,  Fla.,  San 

Antonio,  Tex.,  and  Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.  Sales 

and  bookings  in  the  Portland  area  will 

clear  through  Boston.  San  Antonio’s  cur- 
rent assignments  are  to  be  grafted  onto 

Dallas;  Minneapolis  will  absorb  Sioux  Falls 
books  and  sales  and  Atlanta  will  take  over 

Jacksonville. 

J.  Harold  Stevens,  Portland  manager, 

will  go  to  Indianapolis  as  branch  man- 
ager, succeeding  the  late  E.  J.  Barnard, 

Donald  L.  Sweeney,  ad  sales  manager,  re- 
mains in  Portland  to  supervise  shipping 

and  film  inspection  for  Maine  and  New 

Hampshire.  The  San  Antonio  booking 
force  has  been  transferred  to  Dallas  with 

the  exception  of  Fred  Larned  and  Thomas 

Bridge,  salesmen,  who  continue  to  work 
out  of  the  former  branch. 

Five  Foreign  Pictures 

Taken  by  Zimmerman 
New  York — Abraham  J.  Zimmerman, 

Boston  attorney,  has  acquired  from  Ar- 
thur Mayer  and  Joseph  Burstyn  the  New 

England  distribution  to  five  foreign  pic- 
tures. 

They  are  “Ballerina,”  “The  Eternal 

Mask,”  “Lower  Depths,”  “Club  de  Femmes” 

and  “Generals  Without  Buttons.” 

A   Cut-Rate  Dual  Policy 
For  Costello,  New  York 

New  York — First  neighborhood  cut-rate 

double-feature  foreign  operation  has  been 
inaugurated  by  the  Costello,  Washington 

Heights  house  run  by  Charles.  Goldreyer. 

The  scale  is  15  cents  in  the  afternoon, 

20  cents  at  night.  Current  program  con- 

sists of  “Life  Dances  On”  and  “Generals 

Without  Buttons.” 

Hollywood — Alexander  Korda  is  here 

for  a   survey  of  production  possibilities, 

but  has  no  immediate  plans  in  view. 

Qualifying  his  denial  that  he  would  make 

a   series  of  pictures  here  at  this  time,  Kor- 

da states.,  “If  I   do  anything  here,  it  won’t 

be  until  June  or  July.” 
The  head  of  London  Films  says  he  must 

be  back  in  London  around  January  15 

because  work  is  scheduled  to  start  then 

on  “The  Thief  of  Bagdad.”  Before  he 
leaves,  Korda  hopes  to  attend  a   United 

Artists  stockholders’  meeting  here. 

Other  films  on  Korda’s  program  include 
Kipling’s  “Jungle  Book”  to  be  followed  by 
two  more  starring  Merle  Oberon.  He  says 

Five  Managerial  Berths 

Shifted  by  Loew  in  N.  Y. 
New  York — The  following  managerial 

personnel  shifts  have  been  effected  in  the 

Loew  metropolitan  circuit: 

George  Ahrens,  83rd  St.,  has  been  pro- 

moted to  assistant  manager  at  the  Dyck- 
man;  Frank  L.  Cronon,  assistant  at  the 

Warwick,  moves  to  the  Astor;  Herbert 

Schoenhof,  chief  usher  at  the  Lexington, 

is  promoted  to  assistant  manager  at  the 

Warwick;  Daniel  Harris,  assistant  at  the 

Metropolitan,  goes  to  the  Prospect;  and 

John  Cusack,  assistant  at  the  Prospect, 

transfers  to  the  Metropolitan. 

Crowded  Calendar  Delays 

Max  Cohen  Lottery  Trial 
New  York — A   crowded  court  calendar 

has  caused  postponement  of  the  trial  of 

the  management  of  Max  Cohen’s  Jewel 
on  lottery  charges  until  January  9. 

The  case  was  scheduled  to  get  under 

Way  in  special  sessions  Monday. 

he  will  deliver  five  to  UA  for  1939-40 

including  “Four  Feathers”  which  was 

slated  for  this  season’s  release. 
At  present,  Korda  says,  he  is  debating 

the  advisability  of  filming  “Pocahontas” 
starring  Miss  Oberon,  entirely  in  America. 

He  states  the  background  shots  will  be 

made  in  Virginia,  but  doesn’t  know  wheth- 
er he  will  complete  the  remainder  of  the 

picture  in  London. 

Korda  gave  no  reason  for  the  visit  of 

his  legal  adviser,  C.  H.  Brown,  who  ac- 
companied him  on  the  Cunard  White  Star 

liner  Aquitania  to  New  York.  Brown,  who 

is  also  connected  with  Prudential  Assur- 

ance, sailed  Friday  on  the  Queen  Mary. 

Technicolor's  1938  Net 
Doubles  Profit  in  1937 

New  York — Technicolor’s  estimated  1938 

net  profit,  before  taxes,  is  put  at  $1,200,- 
000  as  compared  with  $571,395  in  1937,  by 

Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kalmus,  president  and  gen- 
eral manager. 

The  board  has  declared  a   dividend  of 

15  cents  per  share  payable  December  28 
to  stockholders  of  record  on  December  21. 

This  makes  a   total  of  $1  paid  during  the 

year  as  compared  with  75  cents  paid  dur- 

ing 1937. 

Grineff  Dickering  for 

" 130  Million "   Director 
Hollywood  —   Jacques  Grineff,  French 

film  man,  arrived  here  over  the  weekend 

by  plane  to  dicker  with  a   prominent  di- 
rector for  his  tentatively  titled  produc- 

tion, “130  Million  People,”  slated  to  go 
into  production  in  the  east  sometime  after 
the  first  of  the  year. 

Arthur  Arent,  author  of  .   .   one-third 

of  a   nation  .   .   did  the  original  script. 
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James  Roosevelt  in 

An  Answer  to  Critics 
By  GENE  RICH 

Chicago — Without  sidestepping  any  is- 

sues, James  Roosevelt,  newly  named  vice- 
president  of  Samuel  Goldwyn,  Inc.,  an- 

swered critics  who  charge  his  new  post 

was  given  him  to  help  solve  the  industry’s 
legal  entanglements  with  the  government. 

In  a   formal  press  conference  here,  where 

he  is  on  business  until  Friday  before  pro- 
ceeding east  for  the  holidays,  Roosevelt, 

soft-spoken  and  at  ease,  even  said  in  his 
statement  that  both  he  and  his  new  boss 

are  in  full  sympathy  with  the  govern- 

ment’s attitude  on  the  industry,  making 
clear  he  stands  both  for  divorcement  of 

exhibition  from  distribution  and  produc- 
tion. and  for  abolition  of  block  booking. 

His  statement  follows: 

“After  consultation  with  Samuel  Gold- 
wyn and  with  his  full  approval,  I   want  to 

make  perfectly  clear  my  position  with  re- 
gard to  the  government  suits  against  cer- 
tain members  of  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry. I   do  this  only  because  of  certain 

statements  which  have  given  the  impres- 
sion my  connection  with  the  motion  pic- 
ture industry  had  a   direct  connection  with 

the  suits. 

“1 — I   shall  take  no  part  whatsoever  in 
the  negotiations  or  proceedings  with  the 
government. 

“2 — Samuel  Goldwyn  and  myself  hap- 
pen personally  to  agree  with  the  govern- 

ment’s position  in  favor  of  separation  of 
the  producing  companies  from  theatre 
ownership  and  operation. 

“3 — The  company  by  which  I   am  em- 
ployed, Samuel  Goldwyn,  Inc.,  is  not 

named  in  any  of  the  suits. 

“4 — Mr.  Goldwyn  and  I   were  in  agree- 
ment long  before  my  association  with  his 

company  became  effective  concerning  the 
above  facts. 

“5 — I   am  going  to  work  in  the  motion 
picture  industry  as  a   private  citizen  in 
business  with  no  political  aspects  of  any 

kind.” 
Informally,  Roosevelt  talked  with  re- 

porters about  various  phases  of  the  indus- 
try. He  said  he  will  have  no  connection 

with  United  Artists,  will  be  in  New  York 

about  six  weeks,  and  expects  to  start  west 

in  February  to  assume  his  post  as  vice- 

president  of  Goldwyn’s  company.  Giving 
as  one  of  his  qualifications  for  his  new 

post,  Roosevelt  said  he  had  been  a   mem- 
ber of  the  board  of  the  Boston  Para- 

mount Theatre  back  in  1934  to  1936. 

He  will  retain  his  holdings  in  Roosevelt 
and  Sargeant,  his  insurance  firm,  but  will 
take  no  active  interest.  He  confirmed  the 

story  from  Washington  that  his  mother, 
wife  of  the  president,  had  been  appointed 
a   director  to  look  after  his  interests  in  the 
insurance  company. 

His  post  with  Goldwyn  begins  January 
5   and  is  for  a   five-year  period. 
He  emphasized  numerous  times  to  the 

daily  press  reporters  here  that  he  is  defi- 
nitely and  completely  out  of  politics  and 

would  not  even  discuss,  informally,  the 
heated  mayorality  contest  starting  in 
Chicago. 

He  declined  to  answer  a   question  on  his 
opinions  on  production,  double  features 

and  other  inter-industry  problems,  excus- 

ing himself  on  the  basis  that  “I  believe  its 
a   little  premature  for  me  to  answer  those.” 

Urges  Easing  of 

Spanish  Embargo 
New  York — Over  200  film  workers  heard 

Jay  Allen,  former  correspondent  for  the 
Chicago  Tribune,  in  a   plea  for  action  to 
lift  the  Spanish  embargo  at  a   meeting 
sponsored  by  the  motion  picture  division 
of  the  Theatre  Arts  Committee  at  the 
Union  Methodist  Church. 

Allen,  who  has  spent  the  last  14  years 
in  Europe  as  a   foreign  correspondent  for 
leading  American  papers  and  periodicals, 

described  the  rise  of  fascism  as  he  ob- 
served it  in  Germany,  France  and  Spain. 

He  also  urged  the  audience  not  to  be 

“tolerant  of  intolerance”  and  and  as- 

serted that  “there  is  nothing  as  corrosive 

as  indignation  contained.” 
The  other  speaker  of  the  program  was 

Sidney  Kaufman  who  dwelled  on  the 
problems  faced  by  the  industry  in  dealing 
with  fascist  countries. 

Plans  for  a   dance  for  industry  workers 
were  also  announced.  It  will  probably  be 

held  on  the  eve  of  Lincoln’s  birthday. 

In  Middle  of  Deal 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

Mike  Marco  sees  Walter  Branson, 

RKO’s  midwestern  divisional  mana- 
ger, off  for  Chicago.  The  trainshed 

also  witnessed  a   long  huddle  on  a   deal 

whereby  RKO  will  play  the  F.  &   M. 
St.  Louis  Theatres.  Marco  headed  for 
the  coast  the  next  day. 

Big  Crowd  Expected  lor 
Testimonial  to  Schines 

Albany — A   capacity  house  is  anticipated 
for  the  testimonial  dinner  to  Myer  and 

Louis  Schine  at  the  Ten  Eyck  Hotel  Mon- 
day. Harry  Hershfield  will  be  toastmaster 

and  Louis  Nizer  will  be  one  of  the  prin- 
cipal speakers. 

Two  special  trains  have  been  booked 

to  bring  industry  executives  from  all  over 
the  state,  one  leaving  New  York  at  4:30 
p.  m.,  the  other  departing  from  Buffalo 

at  1:30  p.  m.  A   pick  of  Broadway  en- 
tertainment will  be  on  hand. 

Phil  Fox  is  chairman  of  the  testimonial. 

Bernard  Kranze  is  chairman  of  arrange- 
ments. M.  N.  Grassgreen  heads  the  en- 

tertainment committee. 

A   Big  Deal  in  Hawaii 

Engrosses  A .   Montague 
San  Francisco — A   66-theatre  franchise 

deal  involving  every  important  operation 
in  the  Hawaiian  Islands  is  the  objective 

of  A.  Montague,  Columbia’s  general  sales 
manager,  who  sailed  for  Honolulu  Friday 

to  negotiate  with  Consolidated  Amuse- 
ment Co.  The  circuit  operates  20  theatres 

and  services  46  others. 

Support  of  Youth  Groups 

Sought  by  New  Film  Firm 
New  York — Films  for  Democracy,  as 

part  of  its  drive  for  1,000,000  audience- 
members  for  the  support  of  its  program 

of  progressive  films,  held  a   conference  of 
youth  organizations  at  the  West  Side 
YMCA,  Friday  night. 

Cement  International  Alliance 

— Metropolitan  Photos 

The  production  and  distribution  partnership  struck  between  Herbert  Wilcox 
and  RKO  was  observed  at  a   Ritz-Carlton  luncheon.  In  the  picture,  left  to  right, 
are  included  W .   G.  Van  Schrnus,  Anna  Neagle,  Ned  E.  Depinet,  Wilcox,  Phil 
Reisman,  Douglas  Williams  of  the  London  Daily  Telegraph  and  William 
Boehnel,  film  critic  of  the  New  York  World-Telegram. 
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Expansion  Accord 
Memo  to  Arnold 

New  York — Attorneys  for  the  five  pro- 

ducer-exhibitor defendants  in  the  govern- 
ment suit  have  sent  a   two-page  letter  to 

Thurman  Arnold,  latest  in  the  exchange 
of  correspondence  between  the  department 
of  justice  and  distributors,  relating  to  a 
proposed  form  of  procedure  to  apply  in 
acquiring  theatres,  as  well  as  building  and 
buying  sites.  Terms  of  the  agreement,  the 

purpose  of  which  is  said  to  crystallize  sen- 

timent concerning  the  government’s 
threatened  preliminary  injunction  action, 

will  be  released  as  soon  as  the  depart- 
ment of  justice  approves  the  form. 

Meanwhile,  the  department  has  entered 

its  final  objection  to  major  attorneys’ 
motion  for  a   bill  of  particulars.  In  a   sup- 

plemental 38-page  memorandum  to  briefs 
filed  earlier  by  defendants,  the  department 

makes  its  strongest  plea  against  the  mo- 
tion for  more  definite  statements  with  the 

assertion  that  defendants  “need  only  be 
informed  of  the  issues  which  they  will 
have  to  meet  and  not  of  the  evidence 

which  may  be  adduced.” 
Rap  Particulars  Plea 

Again  pleading  the  importance  of  speed 
in  getting  the  case  to  trial,  the  point  is 

raised  that  “a  motion  for  a   bill  of  par- 
ticulars delays  answer  until  after  particu- 

lars are  furnished  and  unnecessarily  de- 
lays the  joinder  of  issues  when  the  mo- 
tion is  not  well  founded  .   .   .   and  if  in- 

advisedly granted  ties  down  the  complaint 
to  technical  details  of  time,  place  and 
event,  thereby  limiting  and  embarrassing 
the  leader  in  the  effective  presentation  of 

his  case.” 

In  denying  the  majors’  position  that  the 
government’s  petition  does  not  adequately 
apprise  them  of  violations  of  which  they 

are  charged,  the  memorandum  states  “that 
each  of  these  charges  and  allegations  must 
be  read  and  considered  in  the  light  of  the 
entire  case.  Each  charge  is  very  closely 

interrelated  with  the  others.” 
The  memorandum  then  goes  on  to  re- 

iterate generally,  and  in  some  instances 
with  new  precedents,  the  conclusiveness 
of  its  charges  as  contained  in  the  petition. 
Other  cases  where  bills  have  alleged  a 

broad  conspiracy  to  monopolize  and  con- 
trol an  industry  upon  a   nationwide  basis, 

and  where  bills  of  particulars  were  denied, 
are  the  United  States  of  America  vs.  Swift 

&   Co.,  and  United  States  of  America  vs. 
The  Sugar  Institute,  Inc. 

“It  is  peculiarly  significant,”  the  memo- 
randum states  in  criticizing  major  at- 

torneys’ briefs,  “that  the  defendants  have 
studiously  avoided  any  discussion  or  men- 

tion of  these  cases,  which  are,  without 
doubt,  the  most  pertinent  cases  in  the 
lav/  books  on  the  very  problem  now  before 

the  court.” 
The  observation  is  made  that  “it  must 

be  concluded  that  the  great  mass  of  the 

requests  of  the  defendants  for  bills  of  par- 
ticulars are  not,  in  reality,  directed  at 

securing  material  and  information  to  en- 

able them  properly  to  prepare  a   respon- 
sive pleading  and  to  prepare  for  trial,  but 

that  they  really  are  directed  toward  pro- 
curing, through  the  office  of  a   bill  of  par- 

ticulars, a   trial  brief  of  the  government’s 
case  with  a   full  disclosure  of  all  evidentiary 

matters  as  well  as  the  names  of  its  wit- 

nesses.” 
In  a   separate  brief  opposing  United 

Artists’  motion  to  strike  out  certain  por- 
tions of  the  petition  on  the  ground  they 

are  immaterial  and  irrelevant  as,  to  the 

government’s  claim  against  the  company, 
the  department  of  justice  brings  up  two 

points. 
One  is  that  UA  has  adopted  a   “flag- 

rant misconstruction”  of  Paul  Williams’ 
statement  at  an  oral  hearing  before  Fed- 

eral Judge  William  O.  Bondy,  when  it 

states  that  “the  government  substantial- 
ly admitted  that  it  actually  lacked  suf- 

ficient knowledge  to  connect  UA  with 

alleged  violations  of  the  Sherman  anti- 

trust act.” The  department  contends  that  there 

never  was  any  such  intimation.  The  lan- 
guage of  the  statement  made  by  Williams, 

who  is  presenting  the  case  for  the  govern- 
ment, referred  to  only  those  items  in  the 

petition  alleging  monopoly  of  production, 

“which  by  their  very  terms  omitted  United 

Artists.” 
The  department,  secondly,  terms  as 

“fallacious,”  UA’s  contention  that  the 
company  is  not  bound  as  an  offender  on 
the  ground  that  trade  practices  imposed 
upon  exhibitors  and  benefits,  favors,  and 
advantages  extended  by  the  defendants 
to  each  other  do  not  constitute  a   violation 
of  the  Sherman  Act. 

Arnold  Gets  Letter; 

Answers  It  Next  Week 

Washington — Thurman  Arnold  has  re- 

ceived the  communication  signed  by  at- 

New  York — With  40  lawyers,  more  or 

less,  engaged  to  defend  the  major  com- 
panies in  the  government  suit  and  the 

complexity  of  the  suit  as  it  might  bear  on 

the  collective  public’s  mind,  “someone 
must  be  a   common  denominator  for  pub- 

lic expression.”  That,  in  Steve  Hanna- 
gan’s  mind,  is  why  the  industry,  through 
the  attorneys,  has  engaged  Steve  Hanna- 

gan  press  agent,  “forget  the  public  rela- 

tions.” 
Hannagan  says  the  procedure  is  not  un- 

usual in  big  industries.  He  acts  in  similar 
capacities  for  Union  Pacific,  Cities  Service 
and  consultant  to  General  Motors.  He 

was  active  in  the  early  days  of  Pioneer 
Pictures  for  Jock  Whitney.  He  still  is,  on 
the  allure  angle,  for  Sun  Valley  and  Miami 
Beach. 

All  public  pronouncements  on  the  suit 
will  clear  through  Hannagan.  This,  he 
says,  will  constitute  his  sole  function. 

“Imagine,”  he  imagined,  “if  and  when 
this  case  should  come  to  trial.  The  law- 

yers will  be  busy  trying  their  case.  Re- 
porters will  have  to  go  to  someone  with  a 

minimum  of  annoyance  and  a   maximum 
of  accuracy  for  their  facts.  If  they  made 
a   habit  of  tugging  away  at  each  of  the 
lawyers,  each  with  his  own  version,  you 
can  picture  the  confusion.  This  way,  all 
public  news  matter  will  be  correlated  and 

cleared  through  me.” 

Pan-American  Film 

Problems  Studied 

New  York — Practical  problems  involved 

in  the  interchange  of  motion  pictures  be- 
tween the  United  States  and  the  countries 

of  South  and  Central  America  to  promote 
friendship  through  mutual  understanding 

will  be  analyzed  in  a   study  to  be  con- 

ducted by  the  American  Film  Center.  An- 
nouncement was  made  by  Donald  Sles- 

inger,  executive  director. 

Information  gathered  on  such  Pan- 
American  film  interchange  problems  such 

as  tariff,  quota,  codes  and  censorship  will 
be  converted  to  recommendations  for  ac- 

tion which  should  help  promote  production 

and  distribution  of  films  between  the  re- 
spective countries. 

The  Center  is  a   non-profit  corporation 
established  to  promote  the  use  of  films  for 

educational  and  public  purposes.  The  cur- 
rent study  is  made  possible  by  two  grants, 

one  by  the  Rockefeller  Foundation,  the 

other  by  the  American  National  Commit- 
tee on  Intellectual  Cooperation,  of  which 

Dr.  James  T.  Shotwell  is  chairman.  Sles- 
inger  recently  resigned  as  director  of 

education  of  the  World’s  Fair  to  head  the 
Center. 

torneys  from  five  major  circuits  rela- 
tive to  the  form  of  procedure  in  acquir- 
ing and  building  new  theatres.  He  has 

informed  William  Donovan  of  Donovan, 

Leisure,  Lumbard  &   Newton  by  telephone 
he  will  answer  next  week. 

Hannagan  likes  to  think  of  himself  as 

a   press  agent.  “A  press  agent  is  a   good 
newspaper  man  with  some  business  judg- 

ment.” The  trouble  with  public  relations, 

he  says,  is  “they  use  eight  syllable  words 
trying  to  explain  why  they  couldn’t  get 
monosyllable  words  into  the  newspapers.” 

— Photo  by  Hal  Phyfe 

uThe  Common  Denominator ” 
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RKO  Pathe  short  production,  is  swinging 

around  the  country,  a-calling  on  exhibitors. 

George  J.  Schaefer  is  back  from  the 

coast.  It  was  his  first  visit  to  the  RKO 

studios  since  joining  the  company  .   .   . 

Wallace  Ford  has  gone  back  to  Hollywood 

.   .   .   Sol  Lesser  is  in  town  visiting  his 

brother,  Irving,  and  also  discussing  busi- 

ness matters  with  Ben  Solomon,  his  east- 
ern representative  .   .   .   Jim  Tully  is  here 

from  the  studio  sector  and  has  been  seen 

at  Eastern  Service  Studios  at  Long  Island 

looking  over  the  “roughs”  on  “Home 

Town,”  which  deals  with  some  portions  of 
his  life. 

Max  Alperin  has  opened  up  his  own  law 
office  and  it  is  known  as  Sheinfeld  & 
Alperin  .   .   .   Irwin  Zeltner,  formerly  with 

Loew’s  publicity  department,  now  has  his 
own  agency  in  the  Chanin  Bldg.  It’s  called 
Trans-Continental  Publicity  Service  .   .   . 
Karl  MacDonald,  Latin  American  super- 

visor for  Warners,  is  back  from  another 
trip  to  Havana,  and  Kingston,  Jamaica 
.   .   .   Julius  Stein,  head  of  MCA,  is  on  the 
coast.  He  left  on  the  same  train  with 
Sidney  R.  Kent,  Charles  E.  McCarthy, 
Mort  Singer  and  Walter  Branson. 

Danielle  Darrieux  is  resting  in  the 

French  Alps  while  Universal's  attorneys 
in  Paris  are  trying  to  straighten  out  her 

contract  tangle  with  one  Gregoire  Rabino- 
vitsch  .   .   .   Christmas  wrapping  over  at 

Monogram  will  be  handled  by  Miriam  Gib- 

son’s mother,  who  does  up  very  fancy 
gifts  as  a   hobby,  assuring  the  girls  over 

there  of  some  nice  packages,  anyway  .   .   . 

Pathe  Director  Bert  Cunningham  is  in 

Delaware  making  some  additional  scenes 

on  the  hunting  of  wild  geese.  And  Camera- 
man Harry  Smith  flew  down  to  Miami 

with  Gar  Wood  to  make  a   sequence  for  a 

sport  aviation  short  .   .   .   Scene  on  board 

the  White  Star  liner  Aquitania:  Morris 

Helprin  introducing  UA’s  Ben  Washer  to 
Alexander  Korda. 

Walter  Reade  jr.,  passed  another  mile- 

stone Friday.  He’ll  celebrate  it  at  the 
Schine  brothers’  dinner  in  Albany,  Mon- 

day night  .   .   .   Arthur  Mayer  has  some- 
thing to  celebrate,  too.  The  new  Rialto 

will  be  three  years  old  December  25  .   .   . 
Henry  Randall  and  Harry  Brandt  went  in 
for  some  body  hugging  during  a   lighter 

moment.  “Sure,  he’s  my  best  friend,”  quoth 
Randall,  in  whose  office  the  scene  took 

place  .   .   .   Laurence  Bolognino’s  Tivoli  on 
Eighth  Ave.,  is  sporting  some  enticing 

marquee  copy:  “Come  and  Get  It,”  “Down 
in  Arkansaw”  “Tonight  $2,030  Screeno” 
.   .   .   Bingo  Brandt’s  honey  will  be  Havana- 
cruising  after  December  27  .   .   .   Bernie 

“Banjo  Eyes”  Brooks  usually  winds  up  his 
night  rounds  of  New  Jersey  theatres  with 
a   spread  of  Chinatown  chop  suey.  He  takes 
Sol  Simon  along  to  keep  him  awake. 

Dr.  Seymour  Rinzler,  son  of  Sam,  was 

tendered  a   bachelor’s  party  at  the  Astor, 

Wednesday  night.  The  doctor’s  father 
and  his  partner,  Louis  Frisch,  threw  the 

party  and  on  Sunday  night  Rita  Bernard 

became  Mrs.  Rinzler,  the  ceremony  taking 

place  at  the  Waldorf.  On  Wednesday  the 

couple  leave  for  Bermuda  honeymoon. 

Among  those  who  attended  and  spoke  at 

the  Astor  affair  were  Milton  C.  Weis- 

man,  who  acted  as  m.  c.;  C.  C.  Mosko- 

witz,  Sam,  Seymour  and  Emanuel  Rinz- 
ler, Frisch,  Si  Fabian,  Moe  Streimer,  Eddie 

Schnitzer,  Tom  Connors  and  Moe  Streimer 

.   .   .   Harry  Green  is  the  new  manager  of 

the  Tavern  where  film  men  foregather  for 

lunch  regularly.  “Toots”  Shor  is  no  longer 
with  the  establishment. 

William  J.  Quinn  now  is  managing  the 
Normandie  on  Park  Avenue  .   .   .   Joseph  L. 
Mankiewicz  arrived  on  the  coast  over  the 

weekend  .   .   .   Jacques  Deval,  French  play- 
wright, and  Baron  De  Knyff,  producer, 

docked  on  the  French  liner  Paris  .   .   . 

Brigadier  General  J.  L.  Benedict,  com- 
mandant at  West  Point,  and  Mrs.  Bene- 

dict entertained  the  senior  staff  of  the 

military  academy  at  dinner  and  the  pre- 

miere showing  of  “The  Duke  of  West 
Point”  at  the  Music  Hall  .   .   .   Ray  Milland, 
who  is  vacation-bound  for  England,  gave 

the  girls  of  Paramount’s  foreign  depart- 
ment an  unexpected  thrill  when  he  shoived 

up  before  he  sailed  .   .   .   The  Child  Adop- 
tion Committee  of  the  State  Charities  has 

arranged  a   benefit  preview  show  of  “40 
Little  Mothers”  (“Le  Mioches”)  for 
Thursday  night  at  the  55 th  Street  Play- 

house. Nancy  Post  heads  the  debutante 
committee. 

Hal  Horne,  the  Disney  man,  returned  on 

the  Queen  Mary.  Countries  on  the  itiner- 
ary included  England,  Holland,  France  and 

Italy  .   .   .   Jules  Levy,  RKO’s  general  sales 
manager,  is  back  from  Chicago  where  he 

conferred  with  Walter  Branson,  his  mid- 

western  district  manager,  and  Jack  Osser- 
man,  Chicago  branch  chief  .   .   .   Chester 

Morris,  having  stopped  off  in  Albany  to 

pay  a   family  call,  is  back  in  Hollywood 

following  a   two-week  vacation  here  that 

included  the  usual  quota  of  visits  to  “21” 
.   .   .   Harry  Goldberg  is  away  from  his  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  desk  at  Warner 

Theatres.  It’s  pneumonia. 

Cole  Porter,  the  superior  songsmith,  is 
aboard  the  Santa  Paula,  cruising  in  the 

Caribbean  .   .   .   Jack  H.  Levin  of  the  Copy- 
right Protection  Bureaeu  has  that  cross- 

country swing  behind  him  now  .   .   .   Bill 

Howard  has  found  a   title  for  his  Astoria- 
made  film  which  Paramount  will  dis- 

tribute. It  is  now  called  “Back  Door  to 

Heaven”  when  formerly  it  was  “Home 
Town”  .   .   .   Mike  Dolid,  assistant  to  Nor- 

man H.  Moray,  is  back  from  a   short  foray 
into  the  middle  west  .   .   .   Lester  Allen  will 

be  master-of -ceremonies  aboard  the 
Champlain  when  Christmas  Day  finds  that 
vessel  in  warm  Southern  waters  .   .   . 

“Dash”  Hammett  was  guest  “m.  c.”  on  the 
third  Refugee  Theatre  of  the  Air  broad- 

cast over  WHN,  Friday  night. 

Benefit  Matinee 
Philadelphia — Warner  Bros.  State  The- 

atre, in  west  Philadelphia,  held  its  an- 

nual “canned  goods”  matinee  last  Thurs- 
day. Admission  was  by  presentation  of 

canned  goods  at  the  boxoffice.  Proceeds 

went  to  the  Women’s  Aid  for  Crippled 
Children. 

Care  Is  Taken  Not 

To  "Misuse"  Screen 
Utica — Care  is  being  exercised  “never 

to  misuse”  the  power  of  the  screen,  for 
“in  Europe’s  dictator-controlled  countries 
the  talking  motion  picture  is  being  used 

not  to  inform  and  educate,  but  to  mold 

and  direct  public  opinion  as  the  dictator 

desires.” 

Such  was  the  oboe  note  of  an  address 

by  Louis  de  Rochemont,  March  of  Time 

producer,  at  the  United  Palestine  Appeal 

New  York  State  Emergency  Conference, 

attended  by  some  500  delegates.  The 
conference  was  devoted  to  a   consideration 

of  the  current  refugee  problem  and  a   dis- 

cussion of  fund-raising  activities  for  the 

upbuilding  of  Palestine.  Coincidentally, 

De  Rochemont’s  speech,  entitled  “The 

Battle  Against  Propaganda,”  was  predi- 
cated on  the  material  contained  in  the 

new  MOT  release,  “The  Refugee — Today 

and  Tomorrow.” The  producer  said  of  the  two  schools  of 

thought  in  the  production  of  pictures,  he 

preferred  being  a   member  of  the  group 

believing  the  screen  has  a   two-fold  pur- 

pose; “for  entertainment  and  also  for  in- 

formation and  for  thought.”  The  “older” 
group  of  the  two  believes  the  screen 

should  be  reserved  “exclusively  for  enter- 

tainment.” 
The  gathering  was  told  that  the  MOT 

release  on  the  problem  of  the  refugee 

shows  that,  “given  adequate  support,  the 
refugee  can  reestablish  himself  and  his 

family.” Fabian  May  Soon  Take 
Over  7   Brill  Theatres 

New  York — Legal  entanglements  in- 

volved in  the  surrogate’s  court  are  being 
gradually  ironed  out  and  it  appears  Si 

Fabian  will  take  over  active  operation  of 
seven  Staten  Island  theatres  of  the  Sol 

Brill  estate  and  the  Paramount  next  week. 

The  Brill  holdings  are  known  as  Par- 
Land.  The  deal  is  divided  between  real 

estate  and  theatre  leasing,  and  becomes 

effective  on  the  day  the  contract  is  signed. 

UA  Buffalo  Exchange  Is 

Turned  to  Bert  Stearn 
New  York — Charles  Stern  has  given  up 

the  Buffalo  exchange  from  his  district  to 
Bert  Stearn.  Stern  has  added  duties  now, 

assisting  Harry  Gold,  eastern  and  south- 
ern sales  manager  for  UA.  Gold  returned 

over  the  weekend  from  a   southern  trip, 

while  Stern  has  been  in  and  out  of  Boston. 

Jules  Levy  Makes  Deal 
With  Essaness  for  RKO 

New  York— Jules  Levy,  in  charge  of 

sales  for  RKO,  has  closed  a   one-year  deal 
with  the  Essaness  circuit  in  Chicago.  He 

made  the  journey  to  the  Windy  City  for 
that  express  purpose. 
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Elliott  Will  Drop 

"Monopoly"  Action 
Philadelphia — Herbert  J.  Elliott,  oper- 

ator of  the  Fern  Rock  Theatre,  will  drop 

his  anti-monopoly  suit  in  federal  court 
against  Warner  Bros,  and  eight  major 

distributors,  following  an  out-of-court  set- 
tlement, he  announces. 

The  agreement,  to  be  signed  probably 

before  the  end  of  the  week,  gives  Elliott 

the  right  to  supervise  the  Colney  Theatre, 
Warner  house  in  the  same  area  as.  the 

Fern  Rock.  Elliott  will  book  both  houses 

and  share  in  the  profits. 

Meanwhile,  a   similar  suit  is  underway 

in  the  U.  S.  court  against  Warner.  This 

time  it  involves  Harry  Fried,  Main  Line 

exhibitor.  Briefs  in  this  case  were  filed 

Friday. 

REVIEW 

FLASHES 
DAWN  PATROL  (WB) — Deserves  superlative 

critical  acclaim,  but  projects  a   very  defi- 

nite question  mark  as  to  its  revenue  possi- 
bilities. Production  and  direction  are 

flawless,  the  all-male  cast  sterling  and  the 

story  timely  as  an  eloquent  preachment 

against  war  and  its  futilities.  Errol  Flynn, 

Basil  Rathbone.  Robert  Lord  produced.  Ed- 

mund Goulding  directed. 

GAMBLING  SHIP  (Univ) — A   commonplace 

crook  melodrama,  with  an  undistinguished 

cast,  striking  a   novel  note  only  in  that  the 

action,  for  the  most  part,  takes  place  on  a 

boat.  Irving  Starr  produced.  Aubrey  Scotto 

directed. 

KENTUCKY  (20th-Fox) — Thoroughbred  people 

and  thoroughbred  horses  furnish  the  motif 

of  this  Technicolor  classic  which,  through 

the  wizardry  of  lavish  production,  superb 

direction  and  a   star-dotted  cast,  merits 

comparable  designation  —   a   thoroughbred 

picture.  Loretta  Young,  Richard  Greene, 

Walter  Brennan.  Gene  Markey  produced. 

David  Butler  directed. 

PARIS  HONEYMOON  (Para)— Bing  Crosby 

gives  out  with  more  acting,  less  crooning 

in  a   highly  original,  delightful  romantic 

comedy,  studded  with  hilarious  gags  and 

winning  performances.  Measures  up  well 

with  previous  Crosby  pictures.  Harlan 

Thompson  produced.  Frank  Tuttle  directed. 

SWEETHEARTS  (M-G-M) — This  rates  among 

the  best  filmusicals  ever  produced  for  the 

screen.  Victor  Herbert's  light  opera, 
streamlined  the  Hollywood  way,  still  re- 

tains his  immortal  music  and  is  all 

wrapped  up  in  the  most  gorgeous  Techni- 

color yet  achieved.  It's  sure  money.  Nel- 
son Eddy  and  Jeanette  MacDonald.  Hunt 

Stromberg  produced.  W.  S.  Van  Dyke 
directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 
of  BOXOFFICE. 

J^AVE  (SKIP)  WESHNER  is  being  con- 
gratulated on  the  great  job  he  did  as 

chairman  of  the  entertainment  committee 

of  the  Variety  Club’s  jamboree  last  Sun- 
day night.  Other  committee  chairmen  who 

deserve  a   big  hand:  Ben  Amsterdam, 

ticket;  Ted  Schlanger,  speakers;  Earle 

Sweigert,  reception;  Lou  Krouse,  electrical; 

E.  O.  Wilschke,  p.  a.  and  microphone; 

E.  M.  Orowitz,  publicity;  Ben  Fertel,  din- 

ner; Bill  Clark,  transportation;  A1  Blof- 

son,  program;  Paul  Greenhalgh,  out-of- 
town  guests.  Bill  Clark  was  inducted  as 

chief  barker  prior  to  the  dinner. 

Condolences  to  Whitey  Molish  of  Hor- 
lachcrs,  whose  mother  passed  away  last 

week  .   .   .   The  entire  GB  staff  was  “purged” 
over  the  weekend,  with  20 th  Century-Fox 
staff  taking  over  distributing  of  GB  .   .   . 

Manny  Lewis,  the  Jumbo  Theatre  nabob, 

is  looking  positively  nude  these  days.  He's 
shaved  his  moustache.  “It  made  me  look 

too  much  like  Hitler,”  confides  Manny. 

Joe  Hurtig,  former  operator  of  the  Co- 
lumbia wheel,  is  reopening  the  Shubert 

Theatre  .   .   .   The  much-ballyhooed  stag 

party  for  Mel  (Casanova)  Koff  will  be 

held  at  the  Showmen’s  Club  December  28. 
Tickets  are  being  peddled  for  two  bucks 

a   throw.  Rumors  tell  of  scalpers  trying 

to  get  a   hold  of  them — the  party  is  ex- 

pected to  be  that  hot  .   .   .   Election  of  of- 

Condemns  Lottery 

Law  in  Acquittals 
Philadelphia — The  state’s  anti-lottery 

law  was  assailed  as  “ridiculous”  by  Judge 
Eugene  C.  Bonniwell  in  municipal  court  on 

Wednesday  as  he  acquitted  two  exhibi- 
tors accused  of  violating  the  statutes  by 

playing  “Quizzo”  in  a   local  theatre. 
The  exhibitors  were  Nat  Abelove,  mana- 

ger of  the  Ritz  Theatre  in  north  Phila- 
delphia, and  Alfred  Shrier,  his  assistant. 

Abelove  is  the  brother-in-law  of  David 

Barrist,  president  of  the  Quality  Premium 

Co.,  distributor  of  “Quizzo.” 
In  ordering  the  acquittal.  Judge  Bonni- 

well said: 

“The  spirit  of  chance  is  in  every  red- 
blooded  man  or  woman  and  they  will  con- 

tinue to  gamble  whether  it  is  called  legal 

or  illegal.  The  trouble  is  that  one-half  of 

the  people  have  to  play  Bingo  or  similar 
games  but  others  in  better  circumstances 

play  the  stock  market  and  are  called  fi- 
nanciers. 

“The  average  church  today  operates  a 
lottery  and  it  is  blinked  at;  but  if  some 

obscure  person  plays  a   similar  game  he 

is  classified  as  a   common  gambler.  I   think 

the  whole  thing  is  ridiculous.” 

ficers  of  the  Showmen’s  Club  for  the  com- 
ing year  will  be  held  Monday,  December 

19  .   .   .   Tire  Arcadia  Theatre  will  play  a 

first  run  Monogram  film  for  the  first 

time  when  they  open  with  Jackie  Cooper’s 
“Gangster’s  Boy”  some  time  early  in  Jan- uary. 

Ray  Smith  has  returned  to  the  Allied 

Films  exchange  .   .   .   Lawrence  Jones,  for- 

mer manager  of  the  State  Theatre,  Ches- 

ter, now  being  demolished,  is  now  mana- 
ger of  the  Washington  .   .   .   Feminine 

hearts  were  all  atwitter  here  on  Tuesday 

when  Fredric  March  paid  a   visit  in  con- 
nection with  the  world  premiere  of  his 

picture,  “Trade  Winds,”  at  the  Aldine 
Theatre.  Everybody  who  could  wangle  an 

invitation  jammed  into  the  Warwick  Ho- 

tel for  the  cocktail  party  thrown  by  War- 

ners in  March’s  honor.  Also  visiting  here 
were  Tay  Garnett,  director,  and  Munro 

Leaf,  originator  of  Ferdinand  the  Bull. 

Bill  Goldman  leaves  next  week  for  a 

10-week  cruise  to  the  Orient  .   .   .   “Grand 

Illusion,”  the  French  film  that  broke  all 

records  at  the  Studio,  opens  in  five  War- 

ner neighborhoods  on  Tuesday  .   .   .   Tie- 

ups  with  schools,  women’s  clubs,  libraries 
and  stores  have  been  made  by  Warners 

in  connection  with  the  showing  of  M-G-M’s 
“Christmas  Carol,”  which  opened  at  the 
Fox  on  Thursday. 

Zukor  on  a   Survey; 

Rose  Top  U.  K.  Man 
New  York — Adolph  Zukor  is  on  the 

first  leg  of  a   world-wide  survey  to  meet 

all  of  Paramount’s  foreign  personnel. 

Aboard  the  Queen  Mary,  which  sailed  Fri- 
day, is  also  David  Rose,  with  the  new  title 

of  managing  director  in  England  and  Ire- 
land. John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  vice-president  in 

charge  of  foreign  affairs,  remains  here 

until  mid-January,  and  then  sails  for 
London  and  his  regular  annual  survey  of 

the  Continental  film  situation. 

After  conferences  with  Hicks  in  Lon- 
don, and  about  three  months  of  travel 

throughout  Europe,  Zukor  will  sail  for  Cen- 
tral and  South  America  where  he  will 

make  a   survey  of  Latin-American  opera- 
tions. He  then  plans  to  return  here  and 

will  be  accompanied  by  Hicks  to  New 

Zealand,  Australia  and  the  Far  East. 

In  his  new  capacity,  Rose  will  assume 

the  direction  of  all  distribution,  exhibition 

and  production  activities,  this  including 

the  creation  and  delivery  of  Paramount’s 
British  film  program.  Tire  appointment 

elevates  Rose  to  the  post  held  temporarily 

by  Hicks  for  the  past  three  months,  oc- 
casioned by  resignation  of  J.  C.  Graham. 
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WASHMWCTOM 
Y^ARNER  BROS,  give  northeast  Wash- 

ington a   Christmas  present,  throwing 

open  the  doors  of  the  new  Beverly  The- 

atre Friday,  December  23.  A   “sister  the- 
atre” to  Warner’s  Penn,  Sheridan,  Up- 

town and  Calvert,  all  opened  within  the 
last  three  years,  the  Beverly  is  on  15th  St., 
N.  E.,  between  Tennessee  Ave.  and  E   St. 
Designed  by  John  Eberson,  it  seats  1,000 
patrons  on  one  floor.  Arthur  Kilburg, 

now  manager  of  Warner’s  Apollo,  goes  to 
the  managerial  helm  of  the  new  house. 

The  British  custom  of  playing  “God 
Save  the  King”  at  the  close  of  all  cinema 
performances  is  being  followed  here  by  at 

least  one  chain,  “The  Star  Spangled  Ban- 
ner” being  played  at  the  beginning  of  the 

first  show  and  at  the  close  of  the  last  in 

all  Warner  theatres.  Much  favorable  com- 
ment from  patrons  has  resulted  .   .   .   Frank 

C.  Walker,  treasurer  of  Motion  Pictures 

Are  Your  Greatest  Year,  Inc.,  and  presi- 
dent of  the  Comerford  circuit  is  now 

chairman  of  the  Educators -Historians 
Committee,  in  which  capacity  he  will  di- 

rect fund-raising  activities  of  the  drive 
for  preservation  of  Roosevelt  and  Hew 
Deal  material  at  Hyde  Park.  He  also  will 
aid  President  Roosevelt  in  seeking  cabinet 

papers  and  other  administration  docu- 
ments to  be  included  in  the  permanent 

public  exhibition. 

At  the  same  time  he  announced  the 

opening  of  the  Beverly  Theatre,  John  J. 

Payette,  Warners’  zone  manager,  an- 
nounced a   list  of  managerial  changes  and 

promotions  in  the  Warner  ranks.  Sidney 
Hoffman  goes  from  manager  of  the  Home 
to  manager  of  the  Apollo;  Clyde  Abell, 
from  assistant  manager  of  the  Earle  to 
manager  of  the  Home;  Ernest  Wells,  from 

treasurer  of  the  Earle  to  assistant  mana- 
ger there;  Arthur  Molle,  from  chief  of 

service  at  the  Earle  to  treasurer  at  that 

theatre;  Alfred  Gibbons,  from  student 

manager  at  the  Colony  to  assistant  mana- 
ger at  the  Beverly;  James  Bott,  from 

student  manager  at  the  Seco  to  student 
manager  at  the  Colony;  William  Forney, 
from  chief-of-service  at  the  Sheridan  to 

student  manager  at  the  Seco;  William  Mc- 
Dermott, from  captain  of  ushers  at  the 

Uptown  to  chief  of  service  at  the  Beverly; 

George  Colliflower,  from  captain  of  ush- 
ers at  the  Calvert  to  chief-of-service  at 

the  Penn;  Frank  Hames,  from  captain  of 
ushers  at  the  Silver  to  chief-of-service  at 
the  Calvert,  and  Carlton  Robinson,  from 

captain  of  ushers  at  the  Sheridan  to  chief- 
of-service  at  the  Sheridan. 

The  Legion  of  Decency’s  list  of  con- 
demned motion  pictures  grows  smaller 

every  year,  according  to  the  National 
Catholic  Welfare  Conference.  The  reason, 
according  to  the  announcement,  is  that 
most  producers  have  shown  a   continually 
increasing  willingness  to  make  pictures 
which  would  not  be  considered  offensive. 

New  RKO  Delay 
New  York — The  hearing  on  approval  of 

the  RKO  reorganization  has  been  post- 
poned to  December  29.  The  Friday  ses- 

sion before  Judge  Bondy  was  taken  up 
with  technicalities  by  John  Stover,  sole 
opponent  of  the  proposed  plan,  over  proxies 
and  consents. 

To  Seek  Depositions 
From  Major  Heads 

Chicago — Without  having  had  an 

opportunity  to  look  into  the  answers  of 

defendants,  Joseph  Rosenberg,  chief 

counsel  for  the  independent  exhibitors 

in  their  clearance  suit  here,  told  BOX- 

OFFICE  late  Thursday  they  will,  as 

their  next  step  in  the  case,  seek  depo- 

sitions from  all  major  companies'  ex- 
ecutives, mentioning  specifically  Sid- 

ney Kent  and  Will  Hays. 

They  will  also  seek  subpoenas  to  ob- 
tain additional  documents  in  addition 

to  the  more  than  750  photostatic  copies 

of  B&K  contracts  which  already  have 

been  delivered  to  the  plaintiffs  by  the 
defense. 

French  April  Start 
In  Columbia  Plans 

New  York — Columbia’s  French  produc- 
tion schedule  of  three  pictures  gets  under 

way  in  April  with  Julien  Duvivier  as  the 
director  of  the  first  film,  according  to 
Joseph  A.  McConville,  head  of  the  foreign 
department,  who  docked  on  the  Cunard 
White  Star  liner  Queen  Mary. 

Columbia  will  finance  the  productions 

up  to  50  per  cent  in  conjunction  with 
Trans-Continental  Films  of  which  Paul 
Graetz  is  president,  McConville  states.  In 
addition  to  the  six  branch  offices  which 

will  be  opened  in  France,  McConville  says, 
an  office  will  be  opened  in  Belgium  and 
Algiers. 

For  the  coming  calendar  year,  Colum- 
bia will  make  four  quota  films  in  England. 

Irving  Asher  is  scheduled  to  arrive  here 
December  30  to  discuss  a   renewal  of  the 

British  production  deal. 

Columbia’s  foreign  chief  reports  that 
Alex  Stein,  who  has  been  in  charge  in 
France,  will  direct  all  activities  on  the 

continent.  One  of  the  British  quota  pic- 

tures, “Q  Planes,”  will  be  distributed here. 

Gabriel  Pascal,  British  producer,  ar- 
rived here  with  the  news  that  he  has 

cleared  up  all  the  questions  of  American 
screen  rights  with  George  Bernard  Shaw 
and  has  obtained  the  rights  to  three  more 
plays,  one  of  which  was  completed  an 
hour  before  Pascal  left. 

Distribution  rights  to  the  Shaw  plays 

have  been  promised  to  M-G-M.  Pascal 

adds  that  “Doctor’s  Dilemma,”  which  he 
will  make  for  General  Film  Distributors, 
Ltd.  at  Pinewood,  does  not  come  under 
this  classification  but  M-G-M  has  the 
world  rights. 

Pascal  has  signed  Wendy  Hiller  to  an 

exclusive  five-year  contract.  He  left  for 
the  coast  over  the  weekend  to  prepare  the 

Spanish  dubbing  for  “Pygmalion”  and 
ready  the  script  for  “Devil’s  Disciple.” 
Montagu  Marks,  associated  with  Douglas 

Fairbanks  sr.,  in  Fairbanks  International, 
also  left  for  the  coast  to  consolidate  plans 
on  the  production  of  three  films  for  United 
Artists  release. 

Fairbanks  leaves  England,  December  27, 

Q.ORDON  CULLEY,  assistant  manager 
of  the  Venus,  marries  Anne  Thomp- 
son December  21  .   .   .   Barney  Frank,  Uni- 

versal salesman,  says  he  has  two  boys 
going  to  Columbia  University;  both  were 

on  the  football  team.  He  also  has  a   daugh- 
ter modeling  in  New  York  .   .   .   Sam  Bend- 

heim  jr.  won  the  ping-pong  tourney. 

Al  Nowitsky,  Wilmer  &   Vincent  mana- 

ger; Floyd  Stawls,  manager  of  the  Caril- 
lon Theatre,  and  Bill  Attmore,  RCA  en- 

gineer, have  taken  up  aviation  .   .   .   Gar- 
rett Leahey,  manager  of  the  State,  goes 

hunting  on  his  day  off  .   .   .   Paul  Baron, 

from  Philadelphia,  pinch-hitting  for  Nate 

Sauber,  manager  of  the  Universal  Wash- 
ington exchange,  during  his  illness,  was 

in  town  .   .   .   Horace  Freeman,  of  the  ser- 
vice staff  of  the  State,  resigned.  He  is 

succeeded  by  John  Cummings  .   .   .   Char- 

lie Yerby,  assistant  manager  at  Loew's, 
is  quite  a   horseback  rider. 

The  Blackstone  city  council  has  passed 
an  ordinance  banning  fairs  and  carnivals. 

George  Seay  should  be  glad  to  hear  this 
.   .   .   Petersburg  theatres  have  organized 

a   Duckpin  League  .   .   .   Loew’s  Theatre 
has  gone  back  to  Friday  openings  after 

stepping  up  to  Thursday  during  Thanks- 
giving .   .   .   Conrad  McRee  and  Marion 

Whiteside  have  announced.  Conrad  is  as- 

sistant manager  of  the  State  .   .   .   Eliza- 
beth Randolph,  film  critic  of  the  News- 

Leader,  is  now  two  with  Fillmore  Nor- fleet. 

Afore  than  2,000  crowded  into  the  Para- 
mount Theatre,  Charlottesville,  last  Sat- 
urday. Admission  was  canned  goods  for 

the  poor  .   .   .   The  Be-Jo  Theatre  in  Ma- 
thews, closed  to  children  for  some  time 

on  account  of  diphtheria,  has  reopened 
.   .   .   The  Eastern  State  Hospital  for  the 
Insane  in  Williamsburg,  has  purchased 

sound  equipment,  and  film  will  be  shown 
once  a   week  to  inmates  in  an  experiment 
proven  successful  in  other  places. 

to  be  on  the  coast  in  time  to  start  produc- 
tion on  “The  Californian”  in  January, 

Marks  said.  The  second  film  on  the 
schedule  will  be  made  in  England,  the  last 

in  Hollywood.  He  said  the  budget  will 
come  close  to  $2,500,000. 

Hal  Horne,  eastern  representative  for 

Walt  Disney,  returned  after  a   seven-week 
trip  abroad  where  he  visited  England,  the 
Scandinavian  countries,  France,  Holland 
and  Switzerland.  He  estimates  that  the 

world  gross  of  “Snow  White”  at  near 
$8,000,000  without  repeat  runs  figuring  in 
the  calculations.  He  says  the  film  has 

grossed  approximately  $2,000,000  in  Eng- 
land, should  do  about  $500,000  in  France 

and  another  $1,000,000  on  the  continent. 

Horne  adds  that  the  deal  on  “Snow 
White”  with  the  Russian  government  has 
not  been  closed  yet. 

Other  arrivals  included  Robert  Ritchie, 

a   director  of  M-G-M’s  British  company, 
who  is  here  to  discuss  with  Louis  B.  Mayer 

production  plans  for  the  new  season; 
George  Arliss,  who  leaves  next  week  to 

talk  a   one-picture  deal  with  one  of  the 
major  companies,  and  Harry  Ham,  British 
representative  for  Myron  Selznick,  who 
left  for  Hollywood  to  visit  relatives. 
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jShott  Subject 
Home  on  the  Rage 

Columbia  (All-Star  Comedies)  17  Minutes 

Andy  Clyde  has  more  brother-in-law 
trouble  in  the  person  of  Shemp  Howard. 

The  result'  is  a   feeble  comedy  with  obvious 
and  antiquated  situations.  Andy  is  all  set 
to  make  a   business  deal  when  Howard 

busts  in,  spoiling  it.  The  brother-in-law 
sells  Andy  insurance  and  later,  when  Andy 
hears  his  wife  and  her  brother  talking 

about  poisoning  the  dog,  he  thinks  they 
are  talking  about  him  and  calls  his  lawyer. 
When  the  excitement  dies  down,  Andy 
finds  he  has  received  a   check  on  the  big 
deal.  He  then  encourages  the  dog  to  go 
after  Howard. 

Mutts  to  You 

Columbia  (Three  Stooges)  18  Minutes 

One  thing  a   reviewer  can  be  thankful 
about  is  that  it  is  inconceivable  that  the 

Stooges  can  make  any  more  so-called 
comedies  worse  than  this  one.  The  whole 

thing  is  compiled  in  a   juvenile  manner 
and  barren  of  any  humorous  interludes. 
In  this,  they  have  a   dog  clinic,  get  mixed 
up  with  the  disappearance  of  a   child  of 
one  of  their  customers  and  the  ending 

has  the  Stooges  cleaning  the  child  on  the 
same  assembly  line  they  use  to  clean 

dogs.  It’s  strictly  amateurish  ammunition 
to  fire  at  the  youngsters  for  program  filler 
...  as  a   last  resort. 

Nature's  Mimics 
Vitaphone  (The  Color  Parade)  10  Minutes 

A   cute,  novelty  short  which  is  high- 
lighted by  the  amazing  performance  of 

trained  birds  from  the  Far  East.  The  reel 

presents  animals  who  imitate  man  in  a 
number  of  stunts  such  as  seals  juggling, 

bulls  racing,  an  elephant  playing  the  har- 
monica and  monkeys  performing  in  the 

zoo.  The  birds,  which  come  from  the 
parrot  family,  pull  a   miniature  rickshaw, 
drive  a   tiny  automobile,  shoot  a   bow  and 
arrow,  a   small  cannon  and  do  various 
stunts  on  a   trapeze.  This  is  definitely 
recommended. 

A   Nag  in  the  Bag 
Columbia  (All-Star  Comedies)  17  Minutes 

Joe  Smith  and  Charles  Dale,  well-known 
in  vaudeville  as  part  of  the  Avon  Comedy 

Four,  feature  this  two-reeler.  Their  deliv- 
ery is  a   series  of  gag  lines.  Some  register, 

but  most  of  it  could  stand  a   speeding  up 
in  both  the  action  and  tempo.  Gags  are 
built  around  the  story  which  has  Smith 

and  Dale  running  a   drive-in  restaurant, 
but  spending  most  of  their  time  trying  to 
select  a   winner  at  the  tracks.  They  get 

into  debt  with  a   bookie  until  a   happy  mis- 
take pays  off  in  big  dividends. 

Swingtime  in  the 
Movies 

Vitaphone  (Technicolor)  20  Minutes 

Here  is  a   breezy  and  cheerful  bit  for 

any  program.  It's  one  of  the  best  two- 
reelers  to  come  out  of  Hollywood  in 

many  a   moon.  Fritz  Feld,  as  the  direc- 

tor, and  Charles  Foy,  as  his  assistant, 

are  an  uproariously  funny  comedy 

pair.  Fortunately,  they  are  given  a 

story  suitable  to  their  talents.  It  has 

to  do  with  the  making  of  a   musical 

western;  an  ideal  vehicle  for  enjoyable 

satire.  John  Carroll,  a   prominent  west- 

ern star  in  his  own  right,  has  the  lead 

with  a   charming  newcomer,  Katherine 

Kane.  Both  Carroll  and  Miss  Kane  sing 

delightfully.  In  addition,  the  color  is 

about  tops  for  chromatic  photography. 

Jerry  Colonna  also  scores  in  a   brief 

bit.  There  are  a   few  sly  plugs  for  the 

Warner  product,  but  it's  all  done 
smoothly  by  showing  George  Brent,  the 

Lane  Sisters  and  John  Garfield  lunch- 

ing informally  in  the  studio  cafeteria 

where  some  of  the  action  takes  place. 

Crane  Wilbur's  direction  deserves  spe- 
cial mention. 

The  Washington  Parade 
Columbia  (No.  1)  10  Minutes 

First  of  what  promises  to  be  an  inter- 

esting study  of  what  goes  on  in  the  na- 
tion’s capital.  The  camera  takes  a   peek 

at  Congress  in  session,  a   ride  in  the  Capitol 
subway  to  the  Senate  office  building,  the 
Lincoln  Memorial,  Supreme  Court,  Bureau 

of  Standards,  the  Treasury,  showing  the 
printing  of  money,  and  the  Department  of 
Justice  and  some  of  the  activities. 

Ski  Rhythm 
Columbia  (World  of  Sports)  10  Minutes 

For  the  winter  sport  fans.  Prominent 
skiers  swing  into  open  spaces,  sliding  down 
the  course  in  curving  figures  of  eights  and 

taking  jumps  with  reckless  abandon.  As 
background,  there  is  the  majestic  setting 
of  the  Alps. 

Little  Moth's  Big  Flame Columbia  (Color  Rhapsody)  8   Minutes 

A   cartoon  whose  implications  are  broad 
and  reflect  a   lack  of  good  taste.  Certainly 

not  for  the  matinee  trade  and  blunder- 

ingly handled  to  rate  as  good  entertain- 
ment. It’s  about  a   moth  attracted  to  the 

home  of  a   flame  in  a   lamp.  The  flame  is 
insistent  in  his  attentions  to  the  moth 

who  tries,  to  flee  in  vain.  After  the  black- 
out, the  moth  returns  home  with  singed 

wings.  Her  father,  with  a   shotgun,  and 
all  the  other  moths  set  out  after  the  flame 

and  put  him  out.  The  moral  being,  “those 

who  play  with  fire  are  apt  to  get  burnt.” 

Treacherous  Waters 
Vitaphone  (True  Adventures)  10  Minutes 

This  yarn  is  not  up  to  par  for  the 

Floyd  Gibbons’  series.  Perhaps  it  is.  the 
locale,  but  the  story  lacks  the  gripping 

suspense  so  abundant  in  the  previous  ef- 
forts. It’s  about  three  youngsters  who  fall 

off  a   pier  into  a   swiftly  moving  river.  An 
engineer  of  a   train  saves  one  and  then  one 
of  the  lads  get  up  enough  courage  to  save 

the  third  from  the  rapids.  Joseph  Hena- 
bery  directed. 

Frosty  Frolics 
Lenauer  International  11  Minutes 

A   modest,  but  timely,  winter  sports  reel. 
Most  of  it  is  shot  at  St.  Moritz  in  the 

Alps.  The  early  portion  of  the  reel  de- 
votes itself  to  ice  skating  and  scenes  of 

the  outdoor  cafes  where  waiters  deliver 
their  orders  on  skates.  The  remainder  of 
the  film  deals  with  skiing.  Nothing  very 

sensational,  but  interesting,  nevertheless. 
Commentary  by  an  unnamed  Englishman 
is  refreshingly  different. 

Count  Me  Out 
Vitaphone  (Merrie  Melody)  7   Minutes 

This  screwball  cartoon  has  its  moments, 

but  whether  it  will  go  over  depends  on  the 

audience’s  risibility  to  this  type  of  com- 
edy. It  features  Elmer,  who  sounds  like 

a   Joe  Penner  takeoff  although  there  is 
where  the  resemblance  ends,.  Elmer  takes 

boxing  lessons  from  a   correspondence 
school.  He  knocks  himself  out  shadow 

boxing  and,  while  in  a   coma,  dreams  of 

a   gruelling  fight  with  a   champion. 

Dave  Apollon  and  His 
Orchestra 

Vitaphone  (Melody  Master)  11  Minutes 

A   rather  entertaining  musical  short  with 

Dave  Apollon  and  his  versatile  orchestra. 

They  play  all  types  of  music  from  swing 
to  rhumba  in  characteristic  settings. 

Apollon  acts  as  master  of  ceremonies.  Aunt 
Jemina  is  one  of  the  vocalists  giving  out 

with  a   typically  hot  number.  Bobby  Gra- 
ham does  a   clever  dance  routine. 
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Selling  Seat* PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWMEN 

Original  Tieup NU T 

[vIaxTeRHUNE 
WHO  PLAYS  THE  PART 

"LullabyJoslin' 
3   MESqUITEERS 
WESTERNS 

VviLL  BE  ONJ 

OUR  STAGE 

IN  PER50N 

1-NlTE  WEDNESDAY  Nov  50™ 

OzarK 
Kodak  Finishing 

PER  ROLL 

miller 

PHOTO 
Service 

10  N. MAPLE 

ELDCN.MO 

J 

Eldon,  Mo. — Tom  Edwards,  who  operates 

the  Ozark  here,  has  devised  an  inexpen- 
sive method  of  advertising  attractions, 

which  can  be  used  on  almost  any  sort  of 
offering.  In  this  instance  Edwards  used 

it  in  connection  with  a   one-night  appear- 
ance of  Max  Terhune,  who  plays  the  part 

of  “Lullaby  Joslin”  of  the  Three  Mesqui- 
teers  in  Republic  westerns.  He  took  a 
still  of  Terhune  from  one  of  his  pictures, 

put  his  message  on  the  picture,  and  pho- 
tographed the  result.  He  then  had  the 

local  photographer  print  a   number  of  4x5 
inch  reproductions,  which  he  gave  out  at 
the  theatre.  People  regard  them  as  a 

novelty,  and  keep  them.  Tire  photog- 
rapher added  to  the  picture  a   small  plug 

for  his  own  shop,  and  in  exchange,  gave 
the  theatre  the  reproductions  free. 

TRANSPORTATION  tieup  with  the 
Public  Service  Co.  has  been  effected  by 

F&M's  Ambassador  Theatre  in  St.  Louis. 
Street  car  conductors  and  bus  drivers  give 

out  refund  slips  worth  10  cents  at  the 
boxoffice. 

• 

A   caption-writing  contest  was  held  at 

Loew’s  State  in  Norfolk,  Va.,  for  Metro’s 
“ Out  West  With  the  Hardys.”  The  best 
ones  were  used  in  local  advertising  copy. 

Harness  bowling  competition  by  ar- 
ranging with  operators  of  alleys  to  spot 

your  weekly  program  cards.  Award  tick- 
ets as  prizes  to  top  bowlers  of  the  week. 

H.  B.  Cook  runs  double  features  six 

days  a   week  at  the  Ritz  Theatre  in  Wal- 
terboro,  S.  C.  On  Wednesday,  however, 

he  goes  to  singles,  and  two  patrons  are 
admitted  for  the  price  of  one. 

With  Christmas  close  at  hand,  many 
exhibitors  in  New  England  are  selling 

ticket  books  at  reduced  prices  as  “the 
thing  to  give  one’s  friend  as  a   suitable 

present.” "Rat"  Contest 

Atlanta — A   “Brother  Rat”  contest  was 

held  by  the  Atlanta  Constitution,  in  con- 
junction with  the  Fox  Theatre  showing. 

Contestants  won  cash  prizes  and  tickets 
for  50  words  or  less  relating  the  school 

days  “situation”  which  meant  the  most  to them. 

SELL  SEATS  WITH  FAVORS 
Last  Year  Theatres  from  Coast  to  Coast  Sold  Standing  Room  as  Well 

as  Seats  Through  Use  of  Favors — YOU  CAN  DO  THE  SAME. 

Paper  Hats — Assorted  $1.00  per  100 
Horns  $1.00  per  100 

Balloons  $1.00  per  100 

Blowouts  $1.00  per  100 

Crickets  $1.00  per  100 

Whistles  $1.00  per  100 

Fancy  Paper  Hats — 
Assorted  $2.00  per  100 

Miniature  Paper  Hats  $2.90  per  100 

Noisemakers — Assorted  $2.00  per  100 

Serpentine  $2.90  per  100  Pks. 

SPECIAL  OFFER  +   *   * 
You  Can  Give  Every  Patron  a   Hat 

— Horn — And  a   Package  of  Serpen- 
tine 

For  Less  Than  4c 
Assortment  No.  BO-101 

100  Paper  Hats  1   ALU 

100  Noisemakers  /   for' 

100  Pkgs.  Serpentine  ) 

Order  by  Number — BO-101 :$3-75 

FREE FOR  YOUR  ORCHESTRA  or  USHERS-12  Unusually  Brilliant, 
Elaborate,  Fancy  Paper  Hats— with  Every  Order  of  $10.  or  More. 

NET.  F.  O.  B.  KANSAS  CITY CATALOG  ON  REQUEST 

OPTICAN  BROTHERS 
301  W.  NINTH  ST.  IMPORTERS  KANSAS  CITY,  MO. 

Christmas  Punch  by 
Fox  Midwest 

Kansas  City — A   Christmas  stunt 

working  out  well  for  Fox  Midwest  the- 
atres here  is  the  use  of  a   punch  board 

in  the  lobby.  Punches  cost  a   nickel 

each.  One  in  five  patrons  wins  a 

25-cent  ticket,  good  at  any  Fox  subur- 

ban theatre  (at  the  Plaza,  which 

charges  35  cents,  an  additional  dime 
with  the  ticket  is  necessary). 

With  the  ticket  goes  an  attractive 

envelope  and  card,  so  that  the  tickets 

may  be  used  by  patrons  to  send  to 
friends  as  a   Christmas  greeting.  The 

tickets  are  good  any  time  starting 
Christmas  day. 

Idea  of  sending  tickets  as  Christmas 

greetings  is  being  used  by  Fox  houses 

with  and  without  the  punchboard. 

Promote  Regulation  Army 

Tank  to  Sell  "Army  Girl" Indianapolis— A   regulation  tank  used  by 

the  United  States  army  was  the  pinion 
point  of  a   campaign  executed  by  Manager 
Forest  Quinn  of  the  Vogue  Theatre  here 

for  Republic’s  “Army  Girl.” 
Quinn  promoted  the  tank  from  the  man- 

ufacturer. During  the  day  he  had  it 

driven  through  the  city  placarded:  “This 
is  the  tank  in  which  Madge  Evans  Ro- 

mances With  Preston  Foster.”  In  the  eve- 
ning it  was  on  display  in  front  of  the 

Vogue,  with  a   manufacturer’s  representa- 
tive on  hand  to  explain  mechanical  details 

to  inquirers. 

Owner  Carl  Niesse  is  patting  Manager 

Quinn  on  the  back  for  the  novel  promo- 
tion, which,  he  says,  really  pulled  them 

into  the  Vogue.  And  he  ought  to  know. 

Capitol  Goes  "Native"  tor 
"Rapture"  in  Miami ,   Fla . 
Miami,  Fla.  —   The  Capitol  here  went 

“native,”  exploitatively  speaking,  for  the 

Universal  release,  “Dark  Rapture.” Three  wildmen  in  a   jungle  hut,  one 

loudly  whamming  a   tomtom,  were  driven 

all  over  town  on  a   large  truck.  The  Cap- 
itol was  transformed  to  give  off  the  effect 

of  a   jungle.  The  wildmen  were  spotted  on 
the  marquee. 

Downtown,  newsboys  were  outfitted 
with  jungle  helmets  bearing  the  imprint 

“Dark  Rapture.”  Ten  thousand  heralds, 
distributed  from  door  to  door,  completed 
the  exploitation. 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT'S "TUNES" 
TUNES,  INC. 

1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  III, 
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A   GUIDE  TO  y   CURRENT  RELEASE
S 

JULY  2 

[27]  Action  Drama  8029 

Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J.  Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 

Drama  8019 m 
City  Streets  (68) 
(For.  City  Shadows) 
Leo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

JULY  9 JULY  16 

8212 

HU  W
estern 

Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay 
R— Sept.  17 

JULY  23 
Action  Drama 

Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters R — June  25 

JULY  30 

|28]  Western 

South  of  Arizona  (56) 

Chas.  Starrett 

Iris  Meredith R— Oct.  16 

8207 

AUGUST  6 

|Y|  Melodrama  225 

I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 
Neil  Hamilton 

R — July  16 

Western 0 
Rollin’  Plains  (75) 
Tex  Ritter 

226 

HU  Melodram
a  227 The  High  Command  (59) 

Lionel  Atwill 
R — July  30 

[Y|  Adven.  Drama  829 

Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery-M,  O’Sullivan 
R — July  16 

[jfj  Comedy  Drama Fast  Company  (74) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 
R— July  2 

HU  Drama
  835 Shopworn  Angel  (85) 

James  Stewart 

Margaret  Sullavan R— July  9 

[6l  Western  3742 
Man’s  Country  (55) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Aug.  6 

m   Western  3854 
Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong 
Cassidy) 

R— July  2 

[22|  Comedy  3744 Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Bob  Burns R— July  2 

[~4~|  West,  with  Music  7103 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 

(60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes 
R — July  9 

HU  D
rama 

Army  Girl  (85) 

7002 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster 
R — July  23 

819 
[Y]  Comedy 

Having  Wonderful 
Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP — Oct  23;  R — June  18 

0 
Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

Melodrama 

Crime  Ring  (70) 

836 

Allan  Lane  R- — July  2 

[~Y|  Drama  852 
Always  Goodbye  (75) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 
Herbert  Marshall 

R— July  2 

m   Western  853 
Panamint’s  Bad  Man(60) 
Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

m   Comedy  857 
We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich 

(78) 
Victor  McLaglen 

Gracie  Fields;  R — July  9 

HU  Comedy 
 854 Passport  Husband  (67) 

Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore R— July  2 

[~T]  Action  Drama  2032 
Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

|J|  Comedy  2005 

Rage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux 

R — June  18 

HU  Melodra
ma 

Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacLane 

Glenda  Farrell R — July  23 

2028 

[9]  Drama  FN260 
My  Bill  (60) 
K.  Francis-D.  Moore 
R — June  25 

H|]  Corn.  Drama  WB215 Men  Are  Such  Fools  (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane R — June  25 

|~T]  Drama  GB 
Three  on  a   Weekend  (72) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
John  Lodge 

R — June  11 

HU  Melodrama  WB205 Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

HU  Musical  Comedy  GB Evergreen  ( . . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 
Barry  Mackay 

|22|  Action  Drama  228 Renfrew  on  the  Great 
White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

g   Comedy  Drama  841 ^jfLove  Finds  Andy 
Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone R — July  16 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  842 

The  Chaser  (76) 

Dennis  O’Keefe Ann  Morriss R — July  30 

[~5~|  Action  Drama  840 The  Crowd  Roars  (92) 

Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 

R — Aug.  6 

|~3~|  Outdoor  Drama  3810 Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran R— Sept.  10 

I22]  Adven.  Drama  3745 
Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara R— July  23 

|29]  Comedy  3746 
Professor  Beware  (93) 
Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

|~5~[  Melodrama  3747 
Balldog  Drummond  in 
Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel 
R — Aug.  6 

|2o|  Western  7118 Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R— Aug.  13 

HU  Western 

Pals  of  the  Saddle 
Three  Mesquiteers R — Sept.  17 

861 
(55) 

|22|  Action  Drama  835 Sky  Giant  (80) 
(For.  Northern  Flight) 
Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix R— July  23 

[29]  Com.  Drama  833 Mother  Carey’s  Chickens 
(80) 

Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison R — July  23 

|~5~|  Com.  with  Music  834 I’m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  penner-Kay  Sutton 
R — July  30 

|22|  Romantic  Drama  855 
I’ll  Give  a   Million  (70) 

Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver R— July  16 

|22]  Dra
ma 

Little  Tough  Guy 

“Dead  End”  Kids 

Robt.  Wilcox R — July  16 

2008 

(83) 

HU  Com.  Drama  FN276 Penrod’s  Double Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins 
R — April  2 

HU  Comedy  Drama  
856 

Little  Miss  Broadway 

(70) Shirley  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 

R— July  9 

[5]  Drama
 

Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameche 

Arleen  Whelan R — Aug.  6 

901 

|~5|  Drama 

\lgiers  (96) 

Charles  Boyer 

Sigrid  Gurie-Hedy  LaMarr 

R— July  2 

HU  Melodrama  FN262 
Amazing  Dr.  Clitterhouse 

(85) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Claire  Trevor 

R— July  9 

|~6~]  Comedy 
Mr.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davis 
Lola  Lane 
R— July  23 

WB227 

[~l~|  Drama  GB 
Strange  Boarders  (79) 
Tom  Walls 

Renee  Salnt-Cyr R — Sept.  10 
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31 AUGUST  13 AUGUST  20 AUGUST  27 SEPTEMBER  3 SEPTEMBER  10 SEPTEMBER  17 

[15]  Comedy  8011 
Tlie  Gladiator  (72) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

fig]  Action  Drama  8039 
Convicted  (58) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley 
R — Sept.  3 

j~2~[  Drama  8005 I   Am  the  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  27 
Western  8213 

Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden  R — Nov  26 

|~9]  Comedy  Drama  8015 
Lady  Objects  (67) 

Lanny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

|~g]  Western  8208 
Colorado  Trail  (57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 
R — Nov.  5 

(15]  Melodrama  8026 
Juvenile  Court  (61) Paul  Kelly 

Rita  Hayworth R— Sept.  17 

g2|  Western  
229 

Utah  Trail  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

[26]  Western  231 King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 

Wonder  Horse 

[12]  Comedy  Drama  843 

Rich  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey 

R — Aug.  13 

[19]  Comedy  844 
Block-heads  (58) 
Laurel  &   Hardy 
R — Aug.  20 

|26]  Drama  845 Marie  Antoinette  (157) 
Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power R — Sept.  17 

|~2]  Comedy  901 Three  Loves  Has  Nancy  (69) 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y 
R— Sept.  3 

[9]  Comedy  Drama  902 ©Boys  Town  (93) 
Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney R — Sept.  10 

[ie|  Com.  Romance  903 
Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy R— Sept.  17 

||lj  Drama 
 3811 

Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to Town) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

p7~]  Western  3859 Starlight  Over  Texas  (69) 
Tex  Ritter 

[ii]  Western  3741 

Mexicali  Kid  (56) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Sept.  10 

[12]  Outdoor  Drama  3748 
The  Texans  (93) 

Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott 
R — July  23 

|l9]  Comedy  3749 
Give  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hope 
R — July  30 

[2e|  Action  Drama  3750 Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 

George  Raft 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Henry  Fonda R— Aug.  27 

[7f|  Com.  with  Music  3801 Sing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 
Fred  MacMurray 
R— Aug.  13 

[~9~|  Western  3855 In  Old  Mexico  (67) 

William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) 
R — Aug.  6 

go]  Drama  3803  1 

Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 

Lynne  Overman Billy  Lee R — Sept.  17 

[~8~[  Action  Drama  7024 
Come  on  Leathernecks 

(66) 
Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt 

R— Aug.  27 

[l5|  Romantic  Drama  7013 
Desperate  Adventure(65) 
Ramon  Novarro 
Marian  Marsh 

fl5|  Western  7104 
Man  From  Music  Moun- tain (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aug.  13 

[22J  Action  Drama  70
25 Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 
Beverly  Roberts 

H   Western 
 7128 Durango  Valley  Raiders 

(56) 

Bob  Steele 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  7015 The  Biggins  Family  (64) 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 
The  Gleason  Family R— Sept.  10 

[~j]  Western  851 Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 
Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

R — Sept.  3 

[25]  Western  
7107 

Prairie  Moon  (58) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
R — Oct.  29 

[12]  Western  883 

Tainted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
R — Aug.  6 

[19]  Melodrama  832 
Smashing  the  Rackets 

(80) 
(For  Cleanup) 
Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer 
R— July  30 

|26]  Com.  with  Music  845
 Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare R — Sept.  3 

[~2~|  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers 

Fred  Astaire R — Sept.  3 
[9]  Comedy  902 
Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 

Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie 
R — July  16 

ggj  Western  
884 

Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

George  O'Brien 

R — Sept.  17 

[12]  Drama  902 

Keep  Smiling  (77) 
Jane  Withers 

Gloria  Stuart 
R — June  18 

[19]  Musical  Comedy  903 

QAlexander’s  Ragtime Band  (105) 

Tyrone  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche 
R — June  4 

[26]  Action  Drama  904 Speed  to  Burn  (60) 

Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari R — June  11 

[~2~|  Comedy  Drama  905 
My  Lucky  Star  (84) 
Sonja  Henle 
Richard  Greene R — Sept.  3 

|~9~[  Comedy  Drama  906 
Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family R — Aug.  13 

|xb]  Comedy  907 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 

John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R— Sept.  17 

|l2|  Com.  with  Music 
letter  of  Introduction(103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 
Bergen  and  McCarthy 

[l2]  Mystery  Drama  2031 
Missing  Guest  (69) 
Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore:  R — Aug.  20 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3057 
Strawberry  Roan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

[l5|  Western  Reissue  3058 
Fidd  in*  Buckaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

[26]  Exploitation  Adven. Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast — R-Oct.  15 

|l5]  Western  Reissue  3059 King  of  the  Arena  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

|~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3025 Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 

Ernest  Truex R — Aug.  27 

|~§~[  Melodrama  3034 Personal  Secretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 

Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges R— Oct.  15 

gjj]  West
ern  3051 

Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Baker 
R — Nov.  5 

[13]  Com.  Music  WB217 
Cowboy  Prom  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 
Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lane 

|27|  Com.  Drama  WB303 Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney- O’Brien 

[~3~|  Com.  Drama  WB213 Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 

Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland R — July  30 
go]  Drama 

 FN365 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 

Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Francis 
R — Oct.  22 

gg]  Dram
a  WB305 

©Valley  of  the  Giants 

(79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor R — Sept.  17 

g5|  Action  Drama  GB 
Crime  Over  London  (63) 

Margot  Grahame 
Paul  Cavanaugh 
R— Aug.  13 

g|j  Melo
drama  GB

 

The  39  Steps  ( .   . ) 

(Reissue) 

Robert  Donat 
Madeleine  Carroll 
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Hooking  (2k 
A   GUIDE  TO  f   CURRENT  R 

E   L   E   A   S   E   S 

SEPTEMBER  24 OCTOBER  1 OCTOBER  8 OCTOBER  15 OCTOBER  22 OCTOBER  29 

H|  Wester
n  8284 

Stranger  From  Arizona 

(56) 
Buck  Jones 

R— Sept.  24 

J30]  Drama  8012 
Girls’  School  (73) 
A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy 
R — Oct.  1 

[29]  Comedy  9101 

OTou  Can't  Take  It  With 
You  (127)  J.  Arthur 

J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

[5]  Melodrama  90
21 Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 

(69) 

Jack  Holt 

Marcia  Ralston 

[3]  Western  9201 West  of  the  Santa  Fe(57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

[l2]  Action  Drama  9026 Flight  to  Fame  (57) 

Charles  Farrell 

Jacqueline  Wells 

5   Action  Drama  9020 
Little  Adventuress  (62) 

(For.  Thoroughbred) 

E.  Fellows-J.  Wells 

5   Western  8285 

I .aw  of  the  Texan  (67) 

Buck  Jones  R — Oct.  29 

|23[  Melodrama  230 

Dangerous  Secrets  (60) 
Paul  Lukas 

R— Oct.  29 

[51  Drama  311 Shadows  Over  Shanghai (66) 

James  Dunn 
Glenda  Gray 
R— Sept.  17 

5   Western  325 

Frontier  Scout  (62) 

Geo.  Houston R— Sept.  17 |28|  Adventure  326 

Titans  of  the  Deep  (47) 

Dr.  Wm.  Beebe 

[30]  Comedy  905 
Vacation  From  Love  (65) 

D.  O’Keefe-F.  Rice 
R — Oct.  8 

[~7~]  Comedy  Drama  906 Stablemates  (89) 

Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney R— Oct.  8 

j   [14]  Comedy  Drama  
907 

Young:  Dr.  Kildare  (81) 
Lew  Ayres 

Lionel  Barrymore 
R — Oct  22 

5   Com.  with  Music  904 
Listen,  Darling  (75) 

Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew R— Oct.  22 

[28]  Drama  909 
^The  Citadel  (112) 
Robert  Donat 
Rosalind  Russell R— Oct.  29 

|2ij  Melodrama  3817 

Wanted  by  the  Police 
(60) 

Frankie  Darro 

Evalyn  Knapp 
R — Oct.  1 

[5]  Melodrama  3804 Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (69) 
Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent R— Oct.  8 

|10|  Musical  Reissue Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi 
(65) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

[l2|  Western  3860 Where  Buffalo  Roam(62) 

Tex  Ritter  R — At  29 

|23]  Com.  with  Music  3802 

Campus  Confessions  (66) 
Betty  Grable 
Hank  Luisetti 

R — Sept.  17 

|30l  Melodrama  3804 
King  of  Alcatraz  (57) 
Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Naish 
R — Oct.  8 

[7]  Action  Drama  3805 Touchdown,  Army  (71) 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle R — Oct.  1 
[5]  Comedy  Drama  3706 
Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter R — Oct.  8 
[21]  Western  3707 
Mysterious  Rider  (73) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler 
R — Sept.  24 

5   Drama  (Spec.  Rel.)3808 ©Men  With  Wings  (105) 
Fred  MacMurray 

Ray  Milland 

R— Oct.  29 

|2p|  Western  862 
Overland  Stage  Raiders 

(65) 
Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

QJ  Melodrama  817 Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston-J.  Travis 
R — Oct.  1 

[~g~|  Hillbilly  Musical  805 
Down  in  Arkansaw  (66) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 
[28]  Melodrama  806 

I   Stand  Accused  (61) 

Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack 
R — Oct.  22 

[23]  Melodrama  803 

Fugitives  for  a   Night 
(63) 

Eleanor  Lynn 
Frank  Albertson 

R — Oct.  1 

[30|  Comedy  901 
Room  Service  (80) 
Marx  Brothers 

R— Sept.  17 

|~7~|  Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis 
R — Sept.  10 5|  Drama 

 905 
A   Man  to  Remember(80) 
Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley R — Oct.  8 

5   Mystery  Comedy  906 Mad  Miss  Manton  (78) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda R — Oct.  15 

|28]  Melodrama  907 

Tarnished  Angel  (67) 

(For.  Miracle  Racket) 
Sally  Eilers 
Lee  Bowman 
R — Oct.  29 

[23]  Melodrama  908 

Time  Out  for  Murder(60) 
Gloria  Stuart 

Michael  Wihalen 

R — July  2 

[30]  Musical  911 
Straight,  Place  and  Show 
(65) 

Ritz  Bros.-Ethel  Merman 
R— Oct.  1 

|~7~|  Adven.  Comedy  910 
Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari R— July  23 
5   Comedy  Drama  919 
Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints R — Oct.  15 

5   Melodrama  912 
Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 

Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire R — June  4 

[28[  Historical  Drama  913 

Suez  (104) 

Tyrone  Power 
Annabella 
R — Oct.  22 

[30]  Adventure  Drama 

©Drums  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 

R — Aug.  6. 

5   Comedy  Drama 
There  Goes  My  Heart (84) 

F.  March-V.  Bruce R— Oct.  1 

5   Comedy  Drama 

Young  in  Heart  (90) 

Janet  Gaynor 
Douglas  Fairbanks  Jr. R — Nov.  12 

[30]  Comedy  Drama  3012 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling(78) 
J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds 
R — Oct.  1 

[23]  Drama  3017 

Road  to  Reno  (69) 
Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell 
R — Sept.  3 

[~7~|  Musical  Comedy  2007 
That  Certain  Age  (95) 

Deanna  Durbin 
Jackie  Cooper R— Oct.  8 

5   Comedy  Drama  3026 Swing  That  Cheer  (63) 
Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine R — Nov.  19 

5   Comedy  3013 
Service  De  Luxe  (86) 

C.  Bennett-C.  Ruggles R — Oct.  22 

5   Western  3052 
Guilty  Trails  (57) 

Bob  Baker 

[28]  Melodrama  3016 

The  Storm  (78) 

Preston  Foster 

[28]  Action  Drama  3028 

Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent 

R — Oct.  8 

j   |24j  Drama  FN359 
Four  Daughters  (90) 
Dane  Sisters 

Jeffrey  Lynn  1 
R— Aug.  20  j 

m   Mus.  Comedy  FN358 
Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay R — July  30 

|~8~|  Drama  FN368 
Broadway  Musketeers (62) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 
R — Oct.  29 

[15]  Drama  WB302 
The  Sisters  (99) 

Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis R— Oct.  8 

[22]  Melodrama  FN369 
Girls  on  Probation  (63) 

Ronald  Reagan 

June  Bryan R— Oct.  2* 

I29]  Comedy  FN355 

Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane R— Oct  22 

|T|  Drama  Tri-Nat’l Orage  ( . . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

[T]  Comedy  Tri-Nat’l Carnival  in  Flanders (..) 
(Reissue) 

Francoise  Rosay 

IT]  Melodrama  GB 
Man  With  100  Faces  (72) 
Noel  Madison 

Lilli  Palmer;  R-Nov.  19 

5   Drama  Tri-Nat’l 
Peg  of  Old  Drury  ( . . ) 
Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 
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Hooking  Gh A   GUIDE  TO  f   CURRENT  R E   L   E   A   S   E   S 

JULY,  1939 
AUGUST,  1939 SEPTEMBER,  1939 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

1 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

1   2   3   4   5 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 1   2 

2   3   4   5   6   7   8 6   7   8   9   10  11  12 
3   4   5   6   7   8   9 

9   10  11  12  13  14  15 13  14  15  16  17  18  19 
10  11  12  13  14  15  16 

16  17  18  19  20  21  22 20  21  22  23  24  25  26 
17  18  19  20  21  22  23 

23  24  25  26  27  28  29 30  31 27  28  29  30  31 
24  25  26  27  28  29  30 

NOVEMBER  5 NOVEMBER  12 NOVEMBER  19 NOVEMBER  26 DECEMBER  3 DECEMBER  10 

|~2~|  Western  9211 
In  Early  Arizona  (68) 
Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 

[l5|  Action  Drama  9028 Adventure  in  the  Sahara 

(57) Paul  Kelly 

Lenora  Gray 

|~1~|  Com.  M’drama  9050 Terror  of  Tiny  Town  (63) 

[30]  Comedy  9011 

Blondie  (72) 

Penny  Singleton 

Arthur  Lake;  R-Nov.  5 

|1F]  Western  9202 

Rio  Grande  (57) 

Charles  Starrett 

Ann  Doran 

|~4~]  Melodrama  312 
Cipher  Bureau  (70) 
Ames- Woodbury 
R — Oct.  29 

|l8]  Melodrama  345 Sunset  Strip  Case  (65) 

Sally  Rand 

|~4~|  Musical  Drama  908 
Great  Waltz  (104) 
Luise  Rainer 
Fernand  Gravet 

[n]  Comedy  Drama  911
 

Spring  Madness  (67) 
Lew  Ayres 

Manreen  O’Sullivan 
R— Nov.  26 

|jg|  Drama  912 Shining  Hour  (75) 

Joan  Crawford 
Margaret  Sullavan 
Melvyn  Douglas R— Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  913 Out  West  With  the Hardys  (85) 

Mickey  Rooney 

Lewis  Stone R — Nov.  26 

[~2~|  Comedy  914 
Flirting  With  Fato  (70) 
Joe  E.  Brown 
Leo  Carrillo 
R — Dec.  3 

|~9~|  Drama  915 Dramatic  School  (78) 

Luise  Rainer 

Alan  Marshal 
Paulette  Goddard 

R — Dec.  10 

|~9~|  Drama  3801 
Gangster’s  Boy  (80) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Lucy  Gilman 

[16]  Western 
 3851 

Gun  Packer  (49) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 
R— Nov.  19 

[23]  Melodrama  3818 
Gang  Bullets  (63) 
Ann  Nagel 

Robt.  Kent R — Dec.  10 [7]  Western  3861 

Song  of  the  Buckaroo(..) 
(For.  Little  Tenderfoot) 
Tex  Ritter 

|T|  Melodrama  3809 
Illegal  Traffic  (87) 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh 

Mary  Carlisle 
R — N   o   v.  5 

[TT]  Historical  Drama  3810 
If  I   Were  King  (101) 
Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Dee 
R — Oct.  1 

|l8|  Comedy  3811 Thanks  for  the  Memory 
(78) 

Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross R — Nov.  12 

[25]  Melodrama  3812 Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- mond (58) 

J.  Howard  R — Nov.  26 

[25]  Comedy  3813 Say  It  in  French  (69) 

Ray  Milland 
O.  Bradna  R — Nov.  26 

[~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3814 Little  Orphan  Annie  (58) 

Ann  Gillis 

R.  Kent  R — Dec.  3 

‘ 

[9]  Action  Drama  3815 

Ride  a   Crooked  Mile  (70) 
Akim  Tamiroff 
Frances  Farmer 

Leif  Erikson 
R — Dec.  10 

[~5~|  Western  7108 
Rhythm  of  the  Saddle (58) 

(For.  Song  of  the  West) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
R — Nov.  28 

[~7~|  Action  Drama  807 
Storm  Over  Bengal  (65) 
Patric  Knowles 

Rochelle  Hudson 
R — Nov.  19 

[is]  Western
  863 Santa  Fe  Stampede  (5  6) Three  Mpcrjulteers 

R— Dec.  17 [25]  Western  
818 

Come  on  Rangers  (67) 

Roy  Rogers  R — Dec.  3 
[2]  Western  841 

Western  Jamboree  (59) 
Gene  Autry 

Smiley  Burnette 

[5~|  Drama  819 ! Orphans  of  the  Street 

(64) Tommy  Ryan 

Boh  Livingston R — Dec.  17 

[41  Western  981 

Lawless  Valley  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
Kay  Sutton 
R — Nov.  5 

[n]  Comedy  908 Annabel  Takes  a   Tour 
(61) 

Jack  Oakie 

Lucille  Ball 
R — Oct.  22 

|l8]  Western  909 Law  West  of  Tombstone 

(72) 
Harry  Carey 

Tim  Holt 
R — Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  
948 Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With 

the  Circus  (68) 

Tommy  Kelly 

Ann  Gillis R — Nov.  26 

[2]  Comedy  910 
Next  Time  I   Marry  (65) 

(For.  Trailer  Romance) 
Lucille  Ball 

James  Ellison R — Dec.  10 

f 

|~4~|  Comedy  Drama  914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 

Jean  Rogers 
R — Aug.  20 

[ll]  Comedy  Drama  915 
Just  Around  the  Corner 

(71) 

Shirley  Temple 
Bert  Lahr 
R — Nov.  5 

[lg]  Action  Drama  916 Sharpshooters  (64) 

Brian  Donlevy-Lynn  Bari 
R — Sept.  24 [25]  Action  Drama

  909 
Submarine  Patrol  (95) 

Richard  Greene 
Nancy  Kelly R — Nov.  5 

[~2~[  Action  Drama  918 Road  Demon  (70) 

Henry  Arthur 
Joan  Valerie R — Aug.  27 

|~9~]  Comedy  924 
Up  the  River  (75) 

Tony  Martin 
Phyllis  Brooks 

R — Nov.  12 

[j7|  Com.  Dra
ma 

Cowboy  and  the  Lady (91) 

Gary  Cooper 

Merle  Oberon 
R — Nov.  26 

[T|  Action  Drama  3032 

Exposed  (63) 
Glenda  Farrell 

Otto  Kruger  R — Nov.  26 

[T|  Western  3053 

Prairie  Justice  (57) 

Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

[ill  Comedy  3036 
His  Exciting  Night  (63) 
Chas.  Ruggles 
Ona  Munson 

R — Dec.  10 

|25|  Comedy  Drama 
Little  Tough  Guys  in Society  (70) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer R— Nov.  26 

|~2~1  Action  Drama  3035 Strange  Faces  (66) 

Dorothea  Kent 

Andy  Devine R — Dec.  10 

[~9~|  Action  Drama  3022 Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (69) 
Edmund  Lowe 
Helen  Mack R— Nov.  19 

| 
6 

|T|  Comedy  WB310 

Hard  to  Get  (79) 
Dick  Powell 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R — Nov.  12 

[ii]  Drama  WB319 
Nancy  Drew,  Detective 

(65) 
Bonita  Granville 

|yoj  Com.  Drama  WB318
 

Torchy  Gets  Her  Man  (62) 

Glenda  Farrell 
Barton  MacLane R — Oct.  16 

[26]  Action  Drama  FN35
1 Angels  With  Dirty  Faces (68) 

James  Cagney 

Pat  O'Brien R — Oct.  29 

[~3~|  Drama  FN370 
Comet  Over  Broadway (69) 

Kay  Francis-John  Litel 
R — Dec.  17 

1   * 

[lo]  Action  Drama  FN362 

Heart  of  the  North  (74) 

Dick  Foran-G.  Dickson 
R— Dec.  17 

PH  Melodrama  GB 

Lady  Vanishes  (97) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 
R — Oct.  16 

[l5|  Melodrama  G
B The  Frog  ( .   . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 

[~T]  Musical  GB Asking  for  Trouble  (   .   . ) 
(For.  Climbing  High) 

Jessie  Matthews 

Michael  Redgrave 

) 
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A   GUIDE  TO  /   CURRENT  RELEASES 

DECEMBER  17 DECEMBER  24 
DECEMBER  31 JANUARY  7 JANUARY  14 

JANUARY  21 

[is]  Western  8206 

California  Frontier  (57) 
Burk  Jones 

[ja  Drama  9022 
Strange  Case  of  Dr. 
Meade  (66) 

(For  Outside  the  Law) 

J.  Holt:  R-Oct.  29 

|24]  Comedy  Mystery 
There’s  That  Woman 

Again  (70) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Virginia  Bruce 
R — Dec.  17 

[29]  Melodrama  
9015 Smashing  the  Spy  Ring 

(63) 
Ralph  Bellamy 
Fay  Wray 

|~5~[  Melodrama North  of  Shanghai  ( .   . ) 
James  Craig 

Betty  Furness 

[12]  Western  9203 
Thundering  West  ( .   . ) 

Chas.  Starrett 

Iris  Meredith 
[l9|  Western  9212  1 
Frontiers  of  '49  ( . . ) 
B.  Elliot-L.  DeAlcaniz 

[l6]  Drama  917 

Christmas  Carol  (69) 
Reginald  Owen 
Terry  Kilhurn 

R — Dec.  17 

[23]  Comedy  Drama  916 
The  Girl  Downstairs  ( .   . ) 

(For.  The  Awakening  of 
Katerina) 

Franchot  Tone 

Franciska  Gaal 

[30]  Musical  Drama
  910 Sweethearts  (115) 

N.  Eddy-J.  MacDonald 

[~6~|  Action  Drama  918 Stand  Up  and  Fight  ( .   . ) 
Wallace  Beery 

Robert  Taylor 

|l3|  Comedy  Drama  919 Burn  ’Em  Up  O’Connor 
(.  .) 

Dennis  O'Keefe [2(j|  Comedy  Drama  92
0 

Idiot’s  Delight  ( .   . ) 

Norma  Shearer 

Clark  Gable 

[m|  Drama  3812 

I   Am  a   Criminal  (73) 
John  Carroll 

Kay  Llnaker 

R — Dec.  3 

[21]  Action  Drama 
Tough  Kid  ( .   . ) 

F.  Darro-J.  Allen 

[2l|  Western  3852 
Wild  Horse  Canyon  ( .   . ) 
(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

[is]  Western  3856 

Frontiersmen  (74) 
William  Boyd 
Evelyn  Venable 
R— Nov.  26 

[23]  Com.  Drama  3816 
Tom  Sawyer,  Detective 

(■  •) 

Donald  O’Connor 
Billy  Cook 

[30]  Comedy  3817 Artists  and  Models 
Abroad  (90) 

J.  Benny-Joan  Bennett R — Nov.  6 

|~6~|  Melodrama 
King  of  Chinatown  ( .   . ) 
Anna  May  Wong 

Akim  Tamiroff 
[13]  Drama 

Zaza  ( . . ) 

Claudette  Colbert 

Herbert  Marshall 
[2q|  Action  Drama

 

Ambush  ( . . ) 

Gladys  Swarthout 

Lloyd  Nolan 

|2p|  Action  Drama
 

Disbarred  ( .   . ) 

Otto  Kruger 

Gail  Patrick 

|l6]  Western  864 

Red  River  Range  ( . . ) 

11  Three  Mesquiteers 

|   [17]  Action  Drama 

Federal  Man-Hunt  ( . . ) 
Robt.  Livingston 
June  Travis 

[23]  Action  Drama 
Fighting  Thoroughbred 

(•  •) 
Mary  Carlisle 
Ralph  Byrd 

[30]  Western
 Shine  on  Harvest  Moon 

(..) 
Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

[30]  Comedy  913 Great  Man  V   otes  ( .   . ) 
John  Barrymore 
Peter  Holden 

|~6~[  Action  Drama Pacific  Liner  ( .   . ) 

Victor  McBaglen 
Chester  Morris [13]  Drama 

Pure  in  Mind  ( . . ) 

Anne  Shirley 

|2p|  Comedy  Drama 

Fisherman's  Wharf  ( .   . ) 

Bobby  Breen 
Leo  Carrillo 

|i6|  Comedy  Drama  920 

i   Down  on  the  Farm  (61) 
Jones  Family 

Jed  Prouty-S.  Deane 
R — Oct.  15 

[23]  Com.  with  Music  917 
Thanks  for  Everything 

(70) 
Adolphe  Menjou 
Arleen  Whelan 
Jack  Oakie 

R — Dec.  10 

|3q|  Action  Drama  923 ^Kentucky  ( .   . ) 
Loretta  Young 

Richard  Greene 

[e]  Action  Drama  922 While  New  York  Sleeps 

(61) 
(For.  Inside  Story) 

Michael  Whalen 
Jean  Rogers R— Oct.  22 

[13]  Action  Drama  925 

Tail  Spin  ( .   . ) 
Alice  Faye 

Charles  Farrell 
[2q|  Action  Drama 

 928 Charlie  Chan  in  Hono- 

lulu ( .   . ) 

S.  Toler-P.  Brooks 

[2(jl  Musical  933 
Smiling  Along  (..) 

Grade  Fields 

Mary  Maguire 

I22]  Action  Drama 
Trade  Winds  ( . . ) 
Fredric  March 

Joan  Fontaine 
[29]  Drama

 
Duke  of  West  Point  ( .   . ) 

Louis  Hayward 

Joan  Fontaine 

[li]  Musical 

Swing,  Sister,  Swing  (69) 
Ken  Murray-K.  Kane 
R — Dec.  17 

|l6]  Western  3054 

;   Ghost  Town  Riders  (60) 
Bob  Baker 

[23]  Action  Drama 
Newsboys  Home  (   .   . ) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Wendy  Barrie 

[~6~|  Melodrama Last  Warning  (63) 

Preston  Foster 

Frances  Robinson R — Dec.  10 

[13]  Melodrama 

Son  of  Frankenstein  ( .   . ) 

Basil  Rathbone 
Boris  Karloff 

Bela  Lugosi 

[13]  Western 

Honor  of  the  West  ( .   . ) 

B.  Booker-M.  Bell 

[20]  Action  Dram
a 

Gambling  Ship  ( .   . ) 

Robert  Wilcox 

Helen  Mack 

[24|  Action  Drama 
Dawn  Patrol  (103) 
Errol  Flynn 
Basil  Rathbone 

[32]  Com.  with  Music  FN Going  Places  ( .   . ) 
Dick  Powell 

Anita  Louise 

[7]  Action  Drama 
Devil’s  Island  ( .   . ) 
Boris  Karloff  j 

Nedda  Harrigan 
[13]  Action  Drama 

They  Made  Me  a Criminal  (..) 

John  Garfield 
[2i|  Comedy  Drama 

Off  the  Record  ( .   . ) 

(Form.  Unfit  to  Print)  1 

Pat  O’Brien 
Joan  Blondel] 
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Skotii 
Numerals  Following:  Titles  are 
Running:  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 

tional Release,  1938,  Unless 
Otherwise  Specified. 

U   Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating:. 

0 Indicates  color. 

Columbia 
ALL-STAR  COMEDIES 

A   Nag-  in  the  Bag  (17)   Nov.  11 
Ankles  Awaj  (19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  ( 17  Va)  ■   ■   July  1 
Home  on  the  Rage  (17)   Dec.  9 

Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  .   .   .Aug.  19 
Mutiny  on  the  Body 

(..)    Feb.  10,  ’39 
Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Pie  A   La  Maid  (18)   Dec.  23 
With  Charley  Chase. 

Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  1C 
Swing  You  Swingers 

(..)    Jan.  20, ’39 
With  Andy  Clyde. 

The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 
Charlie  Chase 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18) ..  .Oct.  28 

The  Soul  of  a   Heel  <   16Vi)  •   ■   •   •   June  4 
Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff's  daughter. 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)...  Aug.  2(5 
Kangaroo  Kid  ( .   . )     Dec.  23 

Little  Match  Girl  (re-sale) 
(8%)    Dec.  16 

Little  Moth’s  Big  Flame  (7).. Nov.  3 
Midnight  Frolics  (..)   Nov.  24 

Peaceful  Neighbors  ( .   . ) .   .Jan.  26,  ’39 
Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 
Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Craeker  Circus 

(

7

)

 

 
 

 

Sept.  
23 

©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
The  Frog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 

The  Gorilla  Hunt  (..)..  .Feb.  24, ’39 
Window  ^hopping  (7)   June  3 

COLOR  TOUR 

Big  Town  (New  York)  (..).. Dec.  2 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(10)    Nov.  4 

Province  of  Quebec  (..)   Nov.  18 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

Jungle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Flat  Foot  Stooges  (..)   Dec.  5 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 

(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle content. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 

Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  25 
Three  Little  Sews  and  Sews 

(..)    Jan.  6, ’39 
Three  Missing  Links  ( 18) .   .   .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curlv 

(18)    Sept.  2 

WASHINGTON  PARADE 

No.  1   Harry  Newman  Commen- 

tator (10)    Nov.  11 
No.  2   Inside  the  White  House 

(.  .)    Jan.  6, ’39 
WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©Friendly  Neighbors  (..)...  .June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Nov.  18 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7)  .   . .   .May  27,  '38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  (..)   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (.  .) .   .June  10 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 

The  Big  Top  (7)   May  13, '38 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

TREASURE  CHEST 

We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  ( .   . ) .   .July  22 

TWO  HEELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  in 
capturing  him. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( .   . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  ( .   . )   May  13,  ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17) .   .   .   .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. Winner  Lose  All  (..)   June  17 
Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 

to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 
his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $50,000  con- test. 

Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doris Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(1*0    July  16 
Eleanor  Lynn,  Frankie  Albertson. 

Snow  Gets  In  Your  Eves  (2U).Mavl4 
M-G-M  NEWS  OF  THE  DAY 

Released  twice  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .   May  17, ’38 
Football  Romeos  (10)   Nov.  12 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 

Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 
Men  in  Fright  ( . . )   Oct.  15 

Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26, ’38 

PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (10)    Oct.  15 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

QFisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)   July  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 

0Hot  on  Ice  (10)   Oct.  22 

Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (10).. Nov.  19 

Penny’s  Picnic  ( . . )   Dec.  17 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 
The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 

How  to  Watch  Football  (9)  .   .   .Oct.  8 
QHow  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)...  July  2 

Opening  Day  (9)   Nov.  12 

Paramount 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzzy  Boop  (7)    July  22 
On  With  the  New  (7)   Dec.  2 

Pudgy  in  Thrills  and  Chills 

(7)    Dec.  23 
Pudgy  the  Watchman  (7) . . .   . Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 
The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 

COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7) .   . .   .   Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 
The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7).. Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Costa  Rica  (10)    Dec.  2 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

Boh  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 

GO)    May  6 
Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 

Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 

Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

Hal  Kemp  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Dec.  2 
Lights!  Action!  Lucas  (11) ..  .Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 

©Moments  of  Charm  (10)  .   . .   .   Aug.  5 
Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 

Orrin  Tucker  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  4 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra. 

Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 
Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 

Wynn. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGRAPHICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  211 
Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

OFind  What’s  Wrong  (101  ...  June  17 
Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) ..  Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Oh  Say,  Can  You  Ski?  (10).. Dec.  16 
Skiing  In  Sun  Valley,  Idaho. 

Raising  Canines  (10)   Nov.  11 
All  about  raising  dogs  based  on 
the  information  supplied  by  expert 

Carl  Spitz. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 
(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

Os'lver  Millions  (10)    July  15 
Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner’s 
Immortal  "Tanhaueser”  as  played 
hv  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 

tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  10(10)    May  6 
Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the 
animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12(10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropica]  trophies;  Canyon  country; 
Aquatic  Antics. 

N°-  2   (10)    Sept.  2 
Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 

ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 
Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- 

rises. elephants. 

No.  4   (10)    Nov.  4 
Prospecting  for  oil,  mountain 

climbing  and  a   visit  to  southeast- 
ern United  States. 

No.  5   (9)    Dec.  9 
17  year  locusts,  outdoor  scenes  and 
the  hit  parade  of  yesterday. 

POPEYE  CARTOONS 

Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7)  ....Aug.  19 

Cops  Is  Always  Right  (7) .   . .   .Dec.  30 
Goonland  (8)    Oct.  21 
I   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 
The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   “Pipe”  (7)... June  17 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

(In  Cinecolor) 

No.  5(10)    May  13 
No.  6(10)    July  8 
No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

No.  2   (11)    Nov.  4 
SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8)..  July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
You  leave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10) .   . .   .Oct.  28 
Deals  with  the  fascinating  sport 

of  gliding  and  soaring  In  motorleas 

planes. 
Frolicking  Frogs  (10)   Dec.  23 

Hijinks  with  trained  frogs  in- 
cluding a   jumping  contest. 

Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Rar  ing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 

Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. 
Red,  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 
Question  answers  In  the  field  of 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 

ing. 

Super-Athletes  (10)    Nov.  25 
An  analysis  of  the  progress  made 
in  track  and  field  sports. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 

(In  Color) 

No.  6   (10)    June  10 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

ONo.  2   (10)    Oct.  7 
No.  3   (10)    Dec.  2 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  Little  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald’s  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald's  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. 
Donald’s  Lucky  Day  (8) ..  Jan.  13,  ’39 

©Donald’s  Nephews  (8)  ..  Apr.  15,  ’38 
Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- 

tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 
and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Ferdinand  the  Bull  (8)   Nov.  25 
Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 

Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow 
Mer  Babies  (9)    Dec.  9 

Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 
A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Mother  Goose  Goes  Hollywood 

(8)    Dec.  23 

Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17, ’38 
Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 
in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 
Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 
The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 

A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

0©W>  nken,  Blynken  and  Nod 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  June  25 

No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs. ..  July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No.  12  (..)    Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

Third  Series 

No.  1   College  Songs  (10)   Oct.  1 
No.  2   South  Seas  (10)   Oct.  4 

No.  3   Season’s  Idea  (11)   Dec.  2 

No.  4   Girls’  Names  (..)   Dec.  30 
No.  5   Friendship  Songs 

< .   . )     Jan.  27,  ’39 

No.  6   Moon  Songs  (..)..  Feb.  24,  ’39 

IvRAZY  KAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 
Kraz.i  Magic  /71      Mnv  ?o 

Krazy’s  Bear  Tale  (..)..  .Jan.  27,  ’39 
Krazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)  July  4 
The  Lone  Mountie  (6)   Dec.  10 

SPORT  REELS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 
Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 
Eagle  vs.  Man  (Special)  (..).. Dec.  2 

Fistic  Fun  (9y2)    July  1 
Football  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 

Get  Ready  Navy  (..)   Jan.  6, ’39 
King  Vulture  (..)   Dec.  23 

Ski  Rhythm  (10)   Nov.  4 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   Slay  10.  '38 
Thrilling  Moments  GO)   June  10 

PICTI  REGRAPH 

No.  1   (..)    Jan.  15, ’39 

SCRAI’I’l  CARTOONS 
City  Slicker  (6V2)    July  22 

Early  Bird  (7)   Sept.  16 
Happy  Birthday  (7)   Nov.  10 

Scrappy’s  Added  Attraction 

(..)    Jan.  13, ’39 

SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  17) 

No.  10(10)    Slay  27. ’38 
No.  ll  (10)    July  8 
No.  12(10)    July  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (10)   Sept.  16 
No.  2   (10)   Oct.  14 

No.  3   (10)   Nov.  4 

No.  4   (10)   Dec.  15 

No.  5   (10)    Jan.  16, ’39 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   Slay  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22).. Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (20)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10) .   . .   .   June  25 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Christmas  (8)   Dec.  17 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)....  Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9)   Apr.  16 

The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Aug.  6 
What  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALKS 

In  Technicolor 

Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo — City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czeclio-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 

Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (8)... Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  (8)    May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (9)... Dec.  31 
Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 

(9)    Dec.  3 

HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

ClBravest  of  the  Brave  (11).. Aug.  6 

The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  ..  .Sept.  3 
Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 
Hollywood  Handicap  (10)  .   . .   .May  28 
Miracle  of  Salt  Lake  (11)  ..  .Nov.  12 
Streamlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10)  .   .May  7.  '38 
They  Live  Again  (10)   Oct.  22 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 

(10)    July  9 
Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 
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(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field's  poem 
who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 

wooden-shoe. 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

A   Clean  Sweep  (17)   Dec.  2 
Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy's  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  in  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Romancing  Along  (21)    Dec.  30 
sea  Melody  (19)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Flo  Rito  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
oellino. 

Swing  Vacation  (19)   Feb.  24,  ’39 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Bcrthquakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 
child  psychology. 

Major  Difficulties  (19)    Nov.  18 
Stage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

Tlie  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
“Heaven  on  the  Hudson." 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain’s 
dilemma. 

No.  3   (20)    Oct.  28 
Inside  the  Maginot  line. 

No.  4   (19)   Nov.  25 

Uncle  Sam — The  Good  Neighbor. 
No.  10(19)    May  13 

Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

ONo.  11  (17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 
threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Cafe  Rendezvous  (   .   .)   Dec.  23 

Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 
Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10) .   .   .June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13,  '38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 
Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrill,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marion  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 

Irene  Beasley,  Five  Reillys,  Paul 
Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10)  .   .   .   .Sept.  2 
Venetian  Moonlight  (11)   Nov.  25 
Mario  Cozzi,  Laura  Suarez,  Six 
Debonairs. 

PATHE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  (*36-'37  re- 
leases) 

ONo.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

Hectic  Honeymoon  (17)   Nov.  4 

The  Photographer  (15)  .   .   .June  17,  '38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bird  Dogs  (10)    Nov.  4 

Bit  and  Bridle  (10)   May  13,  '38 
A   trip  to  Aiken,  S.  C.,  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

Blue  Grass  (10)    Dec.  2 

t>Deep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 

Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 
pions photographed  in  action  by 

the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman's  Paradise  (9) .   .   .   .Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

Underwater  (9)    June  3 

New  underwater  sport  “goggle 
fishing"  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  18 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 

(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 
Cowboy  band. 

Prairie  Poppas  (18)  .       Dec.  16 

REEL1SMS  (New  Series) 

Dude  Ranch  (9)    Dec.  9 
Submarine  Circus  (10)   Sept.  16 

Trans-America  (11)    Nov.  11 
Passenger  air  travel. 

20th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 
CAMERAMAN 

Filming:  Big:  Thrills  Sept.  30 
Recording  Modern  science 

(10)    Aug.  19 

ED  rilORGERSEN-SI’ORTS 
Thoroughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 
Timber  Toppers  ( . . )   Oct.  28 

Winter  Spurts  ( .   . )   Dec.  9 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) . . .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

Fashion  Forecasts  (..)   Nov.  11 
Winter  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 

(11)    Sept.  2 
What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

(..)    Nov.  25 
LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)   Aug.  5 
Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 

Land  of  Contentment  (..)...  .Oct.  14 

TERRY-TOONS 

Chris  Coluinbo  (7)    Aug.  12 

©Gandy  Goose  in  Doomsday 

(..)    Dec.  16 
Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 
Housewife  Herman  ( . . )   Nov.  18 
String  Bean  Jack  (7)   Aug.  26 
The  Glass  Slipper  (7)   Oct.  7 
The  New  Comer  (..)   Oct.  21 
The  Stranger  Rides  Again 

(..)    Nov.  4 
Village  Blacksmith  ( .   . )   Dec.  2 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story 

(7)    Sept.  23 

United  Artists 
SCENIC 

Eternal  Fire  (8)    Oct.  1 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  48  (   9)    Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 
No.  51(10)    JuneS 
No.  52  (   9)    June  27 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 

No.  56  (9)    Nov.  14 
No.  57  (9)    Nov.  28 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19 Yt)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogens  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 

Yorke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

High-Jack  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18, ’38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19) .   . .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 
Royal  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  A   Anavan. 

Music  and  Models  (19)   Dec.  14 
Jack  Arthur,  Carolyn  Marsh,  Six 
Debonairs,  Irene  Vermillion  &   Co. 

Nautical  Knights  (19) .   .   .   .Jan.  11,  *39 
Arthur  &   Morton  Havel,  Moore  & 
Ravel,  Judy  Starr,  Stump  and 

Stumpy,  The  Ghezzis. 
Patio  Serenade  (17)   Nov.  16 

Tito  Coral,  Laura  Suarez,  Armlda, 
Gloria  Belmonte  and  others. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17Y2)    Oct.  12 
Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 

Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed's  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Borneo  (7)   Aug.  1 
Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 
Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s 
Daughter  (7)    June  6 

Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 
Ilabhit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 
Sailor  Mouse  (7)   Nov.  7 

The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 
Mousie  (7)    Aug.  15 

WALTER  LANTZ  CARTCNES 

Baby  Kittens  (7)   Dec.  19 
Disobedient  Mouse  (8)   Nov.  28 

Little  Blue  Blackbird  (7)   Dec.  26 

The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

Tlie  Problem  Child  (7) .   .   . May  16, ’38 
Voodoo  Harlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  50  (9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 
No.  52  (   9)    June  20 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 
No.  55  (9 y2)    Oct.  10 

No.  56  (9)    Nov.  21 
No.  57  (9)    Dec.  5 

No.  58  (9)    Jan.  2 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 
Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, '38 
Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) .   .June  11, ’38 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20)  . . . . Oct.  29 
Toyland  Casino  (21)    Oct.  8 

Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 
Cleaning  Up  (..)   Nov.  12 
Stardust  (22)    Dec.  10 
Zero  Girl  (22)    Sept.  3 

CO  I, OR  TO  UR  ADVENTURES 

The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)..  .Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Cong  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Meclianix  Illustrated  (10)  .   .June  4, ’38 

Torad.ia  Land  (10)    Apr.  30,  '38 
THE  COLOR  PARADE 

(New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Meclianix  Illustrated  (10) .   .   .   .Nov.  5 
Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

I.OONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Daffy  Doc  (7)   Nov.  26 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  in  Waekyland  (7)  . . .   .Sept.  24 
Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  and  Ten  (7)  Apr.  16,  ’38 

Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew(7) .   . Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)      .   .June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7).. July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODY  MASTERS 

Carl  “Deaeon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7,  '38 
Clyde  Lucas  and  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18, ’38 Don  Hester  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9, ’38 

(11)    May  28, ’38 
His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 

Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 

Hnppy  Felton  &   Oreh  (..)...  .Dec.  3 
Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oet.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 
Ray  Kinney  and  nis  Hawaiians 

(10)    Oct.  1 
Saturday  Night  Swing  Chib 

(10)    July  30, ’38 
MERRTE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Feud  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
Cinderella  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jul.  23 

Daffy  Duck  in  Hollywood  (..).Dec.  3 

Cle  of  Plngo  Pongo  ( . . )   .   May  28, ’38 

Kntnip  Kollcge  (7)   June  11, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  &   Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 
Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7).... Oct.  8 
Now  That  Slimmer  Is  Gone 

(.  .)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Daw  n 

(..)    Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7) . . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 
(Some  sequences  in  color) 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 
Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11(10)    July  9, '38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds — Perfume. 

No.  12(.)    Aug.  13 

Holly  wood-Sculling-Furs. 
PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Rainbow’s  End  ( .   . )   July  2,  ’38 
Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

t>©Out  Where  tlie  Stars  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armlda,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 

Foy 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19) . .   .   July  30,’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series)  Tech. 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

\   ITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (..)    July  16, ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) .. May  21. ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, '38 
There  Goes  the  Bride  (20) .   .   ,   Aug.  27 

Fifl  D’Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  14, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) .   . . .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prima 

Bobbin’  Good  (10)    Dec.  10 
Tabic  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
Tlie  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)    Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10) .   .June  18, ’38 
TRIE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4. ’38 
Defying  Death  (12)   Oct.  15 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 
Treacherous  Waters  ( .   . )   Dec.  10 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 
COLUMBIA 

Flying:  G-Men    Jan.  28,  '39 15  chapters. 

Tht*  Great  Adventures  of  Wild 
Bill  Hickok    June  30 

15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol 
Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 
(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
in  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island.  .   .Mar.  17 

(15  episodes),  Story  of  burled 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s 
island 

The  Spider's  Web   Oct.  22, '38-39 
15  chapters.  Out  of  the  Spider 

magazine  stalks  crimedom's  most 
amazing  character  Impersonated 

by  Warren  Hull  who  comes  to 

grips  with  The  Octopus.  Iris 
Meredith  Is  the  heart  interest. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The.  .   .   .May  28 

12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 
Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu 
Love. 

Hawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dee.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brlx,  Jill 
Martin. 

Painted  Stallion    June  5, '38 
With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 

son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 
Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon's  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  '38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  “Buster"  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oet.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Withers- 
Catherlne  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES.  SERVICES (?leatlna  4jou.se 
•   Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

PRE-INVENTORY  CLOSEOUT  —   Audi- 

torium Speakers:  Jensen  V-10  and  M-10, 
with  matching  transformers,  $39.50.  Jensen 

V-18  and  L-18,  with  matching  transformer, 

$57.00.  Five  only,  26-watt  Duophonic  am- 
plifiers with  separate  amplifiers  for  booth 

monitor  and  hard-of-hearing  aids,  com- 

plete with  tubes,  $135.  ALL  NEW  EQUIP- 
MENT. Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North 

16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

XMAS  COMES  ONCE  YEARLY— SO 
DOES  THE  100  PAGE  S.O.S.  CATALOG. 

These  are  taken  at  random — 868  type 

Photocells,  $1.49.  Aislelights,  $1.95.  Seat- 

Patch  Kits,  $1.98.  2,000'  Reels,  49c.  Crys- 
tal Microphones,  $9.95.  6   ampere  Mercury 

Rectifier  Bulbs,  $1.98.  Send  for  your  copy. 

S.O.S. ,   Cinema  Supply  Corp.,  New  York. 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  inten- 

sity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch  reflec- 

tors. More  light  with  no  increase  in  oper- 

ating cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222 
North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 
OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest  prices. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North  16th  St., 
Omaha,  Neb. 

FREE! — “How  to  Set  Sound  Lenses.” 
Send  3-cent  stamp.  Wesley  Trout,  Box 
575,  Enid,  Okla. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

COMPLETE  EQUIPMENT  of  closed  the- 

atre for  sale  very  reasonable.  Two  Sim- 
plexes,  Preddy  sound,  Operadio  amplifier, 

double  channel;  chairs,  speaker,  screen, 

blower.  A   real  bargain.  Act  quickly. 

B-1072,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo. 

FOR  CASH  SALE  —   Two  automatic 

Morelite  low  intensity  arcs,  A-l  condition, 
$35.  Two  DeVry  2,000  watt  Mazda  lamps 

with  transformer,  new  condition,  $50.  Four 

Powers  magazines — two  uppers  and  two 

lowers,  A-l  condition,  $10.  P.  O.  Box  193, 
Tererro,  N.  Mex. 

68,000  CUBIC-FOOT  BLOWER— 20  h.p. 
G.  E.  motor,  starter  switch  and  variable 

speed  clutch;  complete  with  accessories. 

B-1073,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

PRETTY  SOFT  FOR  YOUR  PATRONS 

—AND  CHEAP,  TOO!  THOUSANDS  OF 
excellent  used  chairs,  famous  makes,  75c 

up.  List  mailed.  S.O.S.  Cinema  Supply 

Corp.,  New  York. 

STAGE  CURTAINS 

FOR  SALE — New  curtains,  all  sizes,  mod- 
ern fabrics.  Forward  stage  sizes.  Estimate, 

samples  furnished  without  obligation.  Pre- 
mier Studios,  340  West  41st  St.,  New  York 

City. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

ILL  HEALTH — Must  sell  theatre  with 

building,  $3,000.  Terms,  Sun  Theatre, 
Otis,  Colo. 

LEASE  FOR  SALE — New  deluxe  theatre, 
900  seats.  Town,  4,500;  trade  territory, 

10,000.  Partners  can’t  agree.  B-1069,  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WANTED  —   Theatre,  Texas  territory; 
town  1,500  or  over,  now  operating  at 

profit.  Cash  available.  Will  buy  or  lease. 

Send  full  particulars.  E.  M.  Hudders,  Gen- 
eral Delivery,  Dallas,  Tex. 

THEATRE  WANTED — Southern  states. 

Must  be  paying  or  have  possibilities.  Pre- 
fer small  town.  B-1064,  Boxoffice,  4704 

E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRE  TICKETS 

UNEXCELLED  QUALITY— 50  rolls  stock 

tickets,  $12.50;  20  rolls,  $5.80;  100,000  spe- 
cial printed  rolls  or  machine  tickets, 

$14.90.  Shipping  charges  paid  to  1,000 

miles.  Cash  with  order.  Kansas  City  Ticket 

Co.,  Dept.  B,  1717  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 

81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 
from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commercialeather,  116  Merrimac  St„  Bos- 
ton. 

BOOKS 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 
bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  <52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping,  dating,  adver- 

tising and  exploiting  pictures.  Also  con- 
tains space  for  the  filing  of  Boxoffice 

reviews  on  every  picture  released.  Order 

your  copy  today.  Write  Subscription  De- 
partment, Boxoffice,  4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

THEATRE  experience,  12  years;  can 

operate  any  type  machine  or  sound  equip- 
ment; also  paint  banners  and  build  fronts. 

Married,  sober  and  reliable.  References. 
Eddie  Jones,  General  Delivery,  Pampa, Tex. 

PROJECTIONIST — 18  years’  experience, 
best  references.  Married,  sober  and  de- 

pendable. Andrew  Scardino,  Box  307,  Tay- 
lor, Tex. 

RELIABLE  married  man  with  wide  ex- 

perience servicing  sound  and  in  theatre 

management.  Permanent  position  with 

little  or  no  travel  at  either  work  or  com- 

bination of  both.  Prefer  south.  Now  em- 
ployed. Best  of  references  furnished. 

B-1063,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

PROJECTIONIST — And  Assistant  Man- 

ager at  liberty;  dependable  and  reliable; 

good  references.  Box  383,  La  Mesa,  Cal. 

EXPERIENCED  SHOWMAN  desires  po- 
sition as  manager,  assistant  manager  or 

booker.  Excellent  references.  Will  accept 

small  salary.  B-1068,  Boxoffice,  4704  E. 
9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

SCREEN  GAMES 

ROCK  BOTTOM  PRICES — Write  us  to- 

day for  further  information.  B-1071,  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

FASCINATING  Big  Boxoffice  Screen- 

Game  Attraction.  It’s  legal  and  can  be 
operated  anywhere  within  the  jurisdictions 

of  the  lottery  laws  of  this  country.  Write 
Screen  Games  Attractions,  Inc.,  1303  S. 
Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  HI. 

ACCOUNTING  SYSTEMS 

BRYSON  THEATRE  RECORD.  New  edi- 

tion, complete,  simple,  practical.  Guaran- 
teed satisfaction.  Order  now,  only  $3  00. 

George  Fosdick,  Minneapolis,  Minn. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE. 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 
(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 
4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don’t  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 

Blind  ads — 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 
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Paramount  Portland,  Momand  Suit  in  Boston  Is 

Me.,  Branch  Switches  On  Trial  List  for  January 
Portland  —   Paramount  Pictures,  Inc., 

only  film  producing  company  to  maintain 

an  exchange  in  Maine,  will  move  its  ac- 
tivities, with  the  exception  of  distribution 

and  inspection,  to  Boston,  January  1,  ac- 
cording to  J.  Harold  Stevens,  Paramount 

branch  manager. 

Stevens,  who  has  had  charge  of  the 
local  exchange  since  May,  1936,  will  be 
transferred  to  Indianapolis,  to  become 

branch  manager  there,  a   post  he  held  be- 
fore coming  to  Portland.  This  move  par- 

allels that  made  in  1931  when  Stevens, 
after  serving  approximately  two  years  as 
manager  of  the  local  exchange,  was 
transferred  to  Indianapolis  in  a   like 
capacity. 

Others  affected  by  the  change  include 
members  of  the  executive,  accounting, 
booking  and  advertising  departments. 

The  local  exchange  will  be  converted 
into  a   film  depot  for  the  distribution  and 
inspection  of  films  for  Maine  and  eastern 
and  northern  New  Hampshire.  Donald  L. 
Sweeney,  present  ad  sales  manager,  will 

have  charge  of  the  depot,  assisted  by  Wal- 
ter Dyer,  now  assistant-booker  and  two 

inspectresses,  Pauline  Veedy  and  Kathe- 
rine Hanson. 

Booking  of  films  in  this  territory  will 

be  handled  out  of  Boston  by  E.  C.  Brad- 
ley, present  sales  representative,  and  W. 

Lester  Hughes,  local  booking  manager, 
who  will  become  a   sales  representative. 

Bradley  will  have  the  southern  Maine  ter- 
ritory, Hughes,  northern  Maine. 

To  Expand  Activities 

Marian  Conley,  who  has  been  with  the 
Exchange  as  accountant  since  its  inception 

22  years  ago,  will  be  transferred  to  Bos- 
ton, to  work  in  the  Paramount  offices 

there.  No  other  member  of  the  office 

force  is  being  transferred. 

The  change  is  expected  to  expand  the 
activities  of  the  local  film  depot  to  take 

in  eastern  New  Hampshire  as  far  as  Man- 
chester. Heretofore  only  northern  New 

Hampshire  has  been  covered,  in  addition 
to  the  state  of  Maine. 

The  exchange  was  opened  here  in  1916 

under  the  managership  of  the  late  Mox- 
ley  Hill  of  Chicago.  In  1918  he  was  suc- 

ceeded by  William  O’Brien,  who  at  present 
resides  in  Portland.  The  following  year 
the  offices  were  closed  and  activities 
transferred  to  Boston,  but  in  1921  officials 
decided  to  try  the  venture  a   second  time. 
The  present  building  at  263  St.  John 
Street  was  constructed  and  in  September, 
under  the  management  of  L.  F.  Britton  of 
Boston,  the  present  Paramount  Pictures 
Distributing  Corp.  was  officially  opened. 

There  followed,  at  fairly  regular  two- 
year  intervals,  a   succession  of  branch 
managers,  including  J.  H.  McIntyre  of 
Boston,  now  district  manager  for  RKO; 

William  H.  Erbb,  present  Paramount  dis- 
trict manager,  Boston;  Alfred  Bevan,  Bos- 
ton; J.  Harold  Stevens,  Boston,  present 

exchange  manager  here;  John  Howard, 

Boston;  Edward  Ruff,  now  branch  man- 

" Drums"  in  3rd  Week 
At  Memorial 

Boston — The1  longest  recent  holdover 

in  town  was  "Drums''  at  Keith's  Me- 
morial. The  United  Artists  release 

stayed  for  a   third  week  at  the  down- 

town house.  It  has  been  accompanied 

by  no  less  than  three  different  co-fea- 
tures, a   new  one  each  stanza.  Walt 

Disney's  "Ferdinand  the  Bull"  also  was 
held  for  the  21  days. 

A   Sales  Tax  Bill 

Up  in  Bap  State 
Boston — A   proposed  two  per  cent  sales 

tax  bill  has  been  filed  with  the  Bay  State 
legislature  by  Henry  F.  Long,  state  tax 
commissioner. 

Informed  theatremen  stated  that  if  the 

bill  should  be  passed,  its  provisions  would 

no  doubt  include  theatre  admission  tick- 
ets. Probabilities  are  that  a   mill  system 

would  be  invoked. 

The  sales  tax  bill  is  patterned  largely 
after  the  retail  sales  tax  bill  rejected  at 

the  1938  legislature.  It  was  pointed,  how- 
ever, that  turning  down  of  the  measure 

last  year  had  to  do  with  the  fact  that  elec- 
tions for  legislative  offices  were  forthcom- 
ing. The  probability  is  strong,  it  was 

said,  that  the  bill  will  be  passed  at  the 
coming  session. 

State  Tax  Commissioner  Long  intro- 
duced the  bill  as  a   means  of  providing 

some  measure  of  taxation  relief  on  real 

estate.  The  present  real  estate  tax,  Long 
said,  is  approaching  confiscatory  stages. 

Boosts  Novel 
Boston — The  motion  picture  version  of 

“The  Citadel,”  which  has  concluded  a 
two-week  run  at  Loew’s  State  and  Loew’s 
Orpheum,  stimulated  the  sales  of  the  A.  J. 
Cronin  novel  in  Boston.  The  book  lifted 

to  13th  place  on  the  Boston  Herald  “Best 
Seller”  list. 

ager  at  New  Haven  and  again  Mr.  Stevens. 

During  the  20  years  of  its  existence  the 

exchange  has  made  an  enviable  sales  rec- 
ord, winning  many  first,  second  and  third 

places  in  the  national  quota  drives  which 
took  place  annually  from  1918  to  1924.  It 
has  given  effective  support  in  defeating 
legislation  which  would  have  proved  costly 

to  Maine  exhibitors,  particularly  the  lux- 
ury tax  bill,  which  was  eventually  killed 

due  to  the  efforts  of  Maine  exhibitors  and 

friends,  led  by  the  present  branch  man- 
ager, Mr.  Stevens. 

Boston  —   The  Boston  segment  of  the 

$5,000,000  Momand  anti-trust  suit  has 
been  placed  on  the  trial  list  for  January 
by  Federal  Judge  George  C.  Sweeney. 
Meanwhile  new  complaints  were  filed  in 
federal  court  in  Oklahoma  by  Attorney 
Ryan  of  Boston,  who  is  prosecuting  the 

case.  This  action  followed  denial  of  de- 
fendants’ motions  to  quash. 

The  fact  that  the  long-pending  monop- 
oly suit  has  been  listed  for  early  trial 

here  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  hear- 
ings will  start  for  some  time  yet.  The 

Morse  and  Rothenberg  anti-trust  suit  is 
at  present  occupying  counsels  in  the  Mo- 

mand action.  The  Momand  case  is  not 

likely  to  go  to  trial  before  Morse  and 
Rothenberg  hearings  before  a   master, 
scheduled  to  begin  here  early  next  year, 
have  been  completed. 

See  Vodvil  Comeback 

At  Boston  First  Runs 
Boston — Flesh  may  return  to  first-run 

Boston  after  an  absence  of  months.  Stage 
show  plans  for  the  RKO  Boston  were  on 

see-saw  at  the  time  of  going  to  press.  The 
house  has  been  going  along  on  subse- 

quent-run films  these  recent  weeks. 
The  major  Boston  outlet  for  tradition 

vaudeville  talent  these  past  few  moons  has 
been  local  niteries  and  dineries. 

RKO  is  raring  to  go  and  awaiting  only 
the  word,  while  there  are  those  affiliated 

with  Loew’s  and  M&P  interests  who,  de- 
spite the  knowledge  that  headaches  lay  in 

wake  along  the  blood-and-bone  lane, 
would  like  to  see  variety  again  prevalent 

in  their  respective  houses.  It  wasn’t  too 
long  ago  when  Boston  was  regarded  as  an 
ace  show  town. 

Hub  Cinema  Club  Will 

Meet  to  Name  OHicers 
Boston — Nomination  of  officers  was  to 

have  headlined  a   meeting  of  the  Boston 
Cinema  Club,  called  for  the  Hotel  Statler 
last  Wednesday  evening.  Election  for  the 

1939  booker-fraternity  officialdom  is 
scheduled  for  January  4. 

Christmas  welfare  problems  were  also 

on  the  program  for  last  Wednesday’s 
meeting,  according  to  President  Charles 
Repec. 

George  French  Slated 
For  New  M&R  Unit  Helm 

Boston — George  French  is  scheduled  to 

manage  the  Kenmore  when  the  new  Morse 
and  Rothenberg  theatre  opens  here. 
French,  a   veteran  in  show  business,  was 
long  associated  with  RKO  interests.  He 

managed  the  Keith’s  Memorial  for  years 
and  eventually  left  the  circuit,  a   few 
months  ago,  when  the  RKO  Boston  was 

dropped  as  a   first-run  house. 
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Injunction  Sought 

Against  Local  458 
Portland,  Me. — A   bill  in  equity  has  been 

filed  in  supreme  judicial  court  here  ask- 
ing temporary  and  permanent  injunctions 

restraining  Local  458  of  the  MPMO,  its 
officers  and  members  and  two  other 

unions  from  picketing  or  otherwise  inter- 
fering with  the  business  of  the  New  Port- 

land Theatre,  an  E.  M.  Loew  house.  Date 

of  the  hearing  has  been  set  for  Decem- 
ber 16. 

The  theatre,  through  its  Maine  agent, 
Frederick  C.  Stone,  charges  that  the  strike 

started  November  11  is  an  “unlawful  con- 

spiracy’’ designed  to  injure  the  business 
of  the  theatre,  and  asks  an  accounting  of 
the  damage  suffered  by  the  theatre  and 
assessments  by  the  court  of  the  damages 
against  the  defendants. 

The  court  was  also  asked  to  issue  in- 
junctions restraining  the  defendants  from 

circularizing  the  public  in  any  manner  for 

the  purpose  of  inducing  persons  to  re- 
frain from  patronizing  the  theatre,  from 

maintaining  pickets  near  the  theatre,  from 
displaying  banners  or  signs  stating  that 
the  theatre  is  unfair  to  organized  labor 
and  from  inducing  any  person  to  leave  the 
employ  of  the  theatre. 

Defendants  named  are  George  R.  Gould, 

president;  Morris  W.  Eaton,  vice-presi- 
dent; Carl  Ham,  treasurer;  Chelsea  A. 

Waldron,  business  manager  and  John  A. 

Russell,  chairman  of  the  special  organiz- 
ing committee,  all  of  Local  458,  MPMO, 

and  Donald  F.  Conrad,  Fred  Mitchell, 
Kingman  Noyes,  Owen  Olsen,  Abraham 
Ackerman  and  William  Wilkinson. 

Connecticut  1ATSE  Unit 

Elects  O'Connell  Head 
New  Haven — Unit  No.  74  of  IATSE,  cov- 

ering the  New  Haven,  Derby  and  An- 

sonia  territory,  has  elected  John  O’Connell 
as  president  for  the  coming  year.  Other 
officers  elected  were  Charles  McBride, 

vice-president;  Dan  Cummings,  business 
agent;  Robert  Watson,  secretary;  and  Sam 

Wasserman,  treasurer.  Installation  of  of- 
ficers is  scheduled  for  Sunday,  December 

25.  Motion  Picture  Operators  will  install 
their  new  offices  Sunday,  December  18. 

The  annual  IATSE  ball  will  be  held 

at  the  Hotel  Bond,  Hartford,  on  January 

27,  with  headline  acts  and  other  enter- 
tainment offered. 

Boston  Union  Plans 

Meeting  in  1939 

Boston  —   A   meeting  of  the  Exchange 

Employes  local,  film  district  AFL  union, 
may  be  held  early  next  year,  an  officer 

informs  this  publication.  A   general  con- 
fab has  been  lacking  for  nearly  two  years. 

Increase  Dishware  Line 

Boston — Sam  Davidson,  New  England 
representative  for  the  Salem  China  Co., 
has  seven  new  sample  sets,  now  on  dis- 

play. The  additional  dishware  swells  the 

number  of  available  patterns  to  16. 

British  Can  Laugh 

Boston  —   Terming  Gracie  Fields  “the 
highest  paid  woman  entertainer  in  the 

world,”  the  Boston  Post  editorializes  that 
although  “the  British  sense  of  humor  has 
always  been  a   matter  of  amusement  to 
Americans,  the  Britishers  pay  well  for 

their  laughs.” 
“Take  the  case  of  Gracie  Fields,  who 

is  now  in  this  country,”  said  the  Post. 
“At  the  age  of  40,  she  is  the  highest  paid 
woman  entertainer  in  the  world.  In  1936, 

she  received  $750,000  salary,  and  in  addi- 
tion, large  amounts  from  personal  appear- 

ances and  recordings. 

“In  addition,  so  highly  are  her  services 
prized,  that  King  George  VI  this  year 
awarded  her  the  ribbon  and  badge  of  a 
Dame  Commander  of  the  Order  of  the 
British  Empire.  It  would  be  hard  to  match 

this  record,  anywhere.” 

Several  Promotions 

Made  bg  Leiberman 
Boston — Frederick  E.  Leiberman,  Pro- 

ven-Pictures purveyor  and  New  England 
independent  circuit  operator,  has  an- 

nounced a   number  of  personnel  changes 
in  his  theatre  setup. 

Sam  Richmond  has  been  appointed  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  Leiberman  interests. 

Richmond,  formerly  associated  with  Jack 
Meyers  as  a   booker,  left  the  film  district 

a   few  years  ago  to  become  Portland  man- 
ager for  the  independent  chain.  He  has 

been  booking  manager  for  Leiberman  dur- 
ing recent  months. 

William  Alperin,  former  Warner  ex- 
change cashier  and  more  recently  assist- 

ant to  Leiberman,  has  been  named  cir- 
cuit booker. 

Russell  Burke  has  been  jumped  to  the 

head  of  Leiberman  publicity.  Burke  for- 
merly managed  the  Tremont. 

Charles  Kellerman,  formerly  manager 
of  the  Keith  in  Portland,  is  now  office 
manager  at  circuit  headquarters. 

Howard  Patton,  past  assistant  to  Burke 
at  the  Tremont,  has  been  upped  to  the 

managership  of  the  local  subsequent-run. 
Allan  Stone,  manager,  has  been  moved 
from  the  Bijou  to  the  Normandie.  Lew 
Stone  will  replace  him  at  the  Bijou. 

Fortune's  Editor  Tells 
Writers  Films  in  Slump 

New  Haven — Speaking  before  the  con- 
vention of  the  Connecticut  branch  of  the 

League  of  American  Writers,  Archibald 
MacLeish,  editor  of  Fortune,  declared  that 
films  are  at  present  in  a   great  slump,  and 
among  the  reasons  is  the  fact  that  the 

“movies  are  so  cowardly  in  presenting  the 
American  scene.”  He  declared  that  any 

art  which  attempted  to  be  completely  de- 
tached without  touching  any  vital  points 

of  the  life  of  its  times  could  not  survive. 

Aid  bg  Cantor  to 
Educate  Refugees 

Boston — Eddie  Cantor  handed  over  a 

personal  check  for  $1,500  here  as  the 
initial  contribution  for  a   Harvard  under- 

graduate drive  to  raise  $10,000  with  which 
to  finance  scholarships  for  20  student 
refugees  from  Germany.  The  film  star 

appeared  with  Governor-elect  Leverett 
Saltonstall  before  an  audience  of  2,000  at 
Sanders  Theatre  in  Cambridge.  Directors 
of  the  meeting  announced  that  $4,000  had 

been  pledged  at  the  start. 

Cantor  provoked  applause  when  he  de- 
clared in  reference  to  the  current  jitter- 

bug craze,  that  he  would  “rather  have  the 
younger  generation  hailing  a   bandleader 

than  heiling  a   bund  leader.” 
Messages  lauding  the  purpose  of  the 

campaign  were  received  from  such  promi- 
nent individuals  as  Gov.  Herbert  Lehman, 

Mayor  Fiorella  LaGuardia,  Albert  Einstein, 
Thomas  Mann,  and  Msgr.  John  A.  Ryan. 

“We  have  something  in  this  country  in 

the  way  of  freedom,”  spoke  Governor- 
elect  Saltonstall,  “that  other  countries  are 
taking  away  from  their  young  people  at 

this  very  minute.” 
“We  have  a   wonderful  foi’m  of  govern- 

ment, given  to  us  by  the  fighting  efforts 

of  our  ancestors,  and  later  by  their  in- 
tellectual ability  in  formulating  the  con- 

stitution. 

“Today  democracy  is  at  stake.  Its  fu- 
ture is  uncertain.  As  the  United  States 

is  the  leader  of  democracy,  it  must  see  to 
it  that  democracy  survives,  not  only  here 

but  in  other  countries  where  it  exists.” 
“We  take  the  liberties  we  have  too  much 

for  granted.  We  must  realize  that  we 
must  fight  for  these  liberties,  because  we 
have  seen  what  has  happened  in  other 

countries  where  they  were  taken  away.” 

Frank  and  Ralph  Morgan 

Are  Cited  as  Delendants 
Bridgeport,  Conn. — Frank  and  Ralph 

Morgan,  film  actors,  have  been  named  de- 
fendants in  an  action  filed  in  superior 

court  here  by  Mrs.  Josephine  W.  Langdon 
and  the  Chemical  Bank  and  Trust  Co.  of 

New  York  City,  executors  and  trustees  of 

the  estate  of  the  late  Mrs.  Josephine  Wup- 
perman  of  Greenwich,  who  died  Sept.  17, 1936. 

The  plaintiffs  ask  that  the  court  clarify 
the  use  of  insurance  left  in  the  estate 
and  whether  the  proceeds  may  be  used  to 

defray  expenses  of  the  estate.  The  Morgans, 
sons  of  Mrs.  Wupperman,  were  named 
beneficiaries  of  two  insurance  policies  of  a 

value  of  $20,000,  which  are  being  held  in 

escrow  pending  disposition  of  the  estate. 

Monogram  Into  Film  Building 

New  Haven — Monogram  Pictures  has 
leased  office  space  in  the  Film  Bldg.,  with 
Philip  Sherman  as  manager.  Nat  Furst 
will  come  down  from  Boston  at  least  once 
a   month. 
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The  Old  Howard  Scores A   Beethoven  Picture 

Tops  Art  Film  Poll 
Boston — A   recent  audience  poll  for  de- 

termination of  the  20  most  popular  films 
booked  into  the  Fine  Arts  in  recent  years 

found  “The  Life  and  Loves  of  Beethoven’’ 
heading  the  foreign  and  arty  list  with 
13.5  per  cent  of  the  total  balance. 

“Mayerling’’  was  second  with  13.2  per 
cent  tally. 

Following,  in  respective  order,  were: 

“Swei  Herzen,”  8.1  per  cent;  “Masquerade 
in  Vienna,”  5.2  per  cent;  “Ski  Chase,” 
5.2  per  cent;  “Slalom,”  4.9  per  cent;  “Un- 
Carnet  de  Bal,”  4.7  per  cent;  “The  Guards- 

man,” 4.7  per  cent;  “Maedchen  in  Uni- 
form,” 4.6  per  cent;  “Carnival  in  Flan- 

ders,” 4.6  per  cent. 

Three  Theatre  Robberies 

Admitted  by  Boston  Gang 
Boston — Holdups  at  three  Greater  Bos- 

ton theatres  were  believed  solved  with  the 

arrest  of  a   gang  of  four  Boston  youths 

who,  police  state,  signed  confessions  ad- 
mitting their  implication  in  a   parade  of 

armed  robberies  in  which  they  grossed  in 
excess  of  $40,000. 
The  quartet  allegedly  admitted  holding 

up  four  employes  at  the  RKO  Boston  The- 
atre on  May  26  and  stealing  $600.  They 

held  up  another  quartet  at  the  Oriental 
in  Mattapan,  an  M&P  house  on  June  19 
and  stole  $56.  The  youths  told  the  police 

they  waited  outside  in  an  automobile  un- 
til Police  Commissioner  Eugene  Timilty 

came  out  of  the  theatre  before  entering  to 
stage  the  robbery. 

A   poorly  planned  attempt  to  rob  the 
Metropolitan  failed  on  July  10.  An  usher 
was  accosted  on  the  second  floor  of  the 

house,  yards  away  from  where  the  money 
is  kept. 

The  Scenic  in  Rochester , 

N,  H„  Is  Being  Enlarged 
Rochester,  N.  H. — Enlargement  of  the 

Scenic  Theatre  here  to  seat  1,000  has  been 
started.  According  to  Manager  William  J. 
Stanton,  the  improvements  will  cost 
$50,000. 

The  Scenic  will  become  the  first  theatre 

in  New  England  to  install  new  fluorescent 
lighting.  Indirect  lighting  will  be  used  on 
the  new  stage. 

Ray  Allard  of  Plymouth,  Mass.,  chief  of 

construction  for  Interstate  Theatre  Corp., 
is  in  charge  of  the  project.  The  work  is 
expected  to  require  about  ten  weeks,. 

Return  to  Show  Business 

Planned  by  Edw.  Rosen 
Boston — Edward  Rosen  is  understood  to 

be  planning  a   return  to  show  business  and 
to  be  looking  for  a   possible  site.  Rosen 
recently  disposed  of  the  State  Theatre  in 
East  Milton  to  the  M&P  Theatres  Corp. 

Boston — The  best  local  theatre  newspa- 

per publicity  hookup  in  years  was  evident 
when  the  Boston  Evening  Transcript,  con- 

servative financial  daily,  devoted  a   full 
page  in  its  rotogravure  section  to  the  Old 
Howard  Theatre,  burlesque  house  which 

doesn’t  advertise  in  the  newspaper.  Con- 
siderable reading  space,  in  addition  to  no 

less  than  11  pictures,  was  given  the 
theatre. 

The  press  agent  to  praise  for  the  stunt 
was  not  so  easy  to  locate,  as  the  office 
of  A1  Somerby,  who  operates  the  Howard 
in  addition  to  the  Bowdoin  Square,  stated 

there  is  no  “particular”  advertising  man 
at  the  flim  and  burlesque  house. 

“Always  something  doing  ...  1   to  11,” 
headlined  the  Transcript,  going  on  with: 

"The  legend  is  that  no  Harvard  man  is 
entitled  to  a   diploma  when  Commencement 
rolls  around  unless  he  has  been  to  the 
Old  Howard  at  least  once. 

“Two  things  are  not  generally  known 

about  it,”  the  generally  reticent  Repub- 
lican daily  went  on  to  comment,  “i.  e.  its 

name  and  its  address.  Its  name  is  ‘The 
Howard  Atheneum,’  and  its  address  is  34 

Howard  St.  But  that  ignorance  doesn’t 
interfere  with  its  patronage. 

“Now  in  its  93rd  season  with  its  origi- 
nal asbestos,  curtain,  the  Old  Howard  pio- 

neered in  burlesque,  just  as  it  did  earlier 

in  mellerdrammer.  It  boasts  many  regu- 
lars who  have  the  same  seats  reserved 

week  after  week. 

“Built  as  a   church,  its  architectural 
changes  have  been  few  and  minor.  The 
footlight  troughs  once  housed  kerosene 
lamps.  The  ancient  lights  out  front  are 

probably  unique.  All  in  all,  it’s  a   Boston 
institution  that  has  weathered  all  sorts  of 

change,  and  looks  good  for  another  90- 

odd  years.” 

The  first  Transcript  picture  is  of  the 
Howard  front.  Readers  are  advised  to, 

“Note  the  antique  lighting  fixtures.”  Cap- 
tion under  a   reproduction  of  a   poster 

states,  “That  the  show  changes  every  week 
and  so  does  the  billing,  but  the  cheap 

lithographic  poster  remains  for  weeks  on 

end.”  A   boxoffice  scene  gives  rise  to  the 
revelation,  “Women  as  well  as  men  are 

steady  patrons,  but  minors  are  barred.” 
The  Transcript  told  its  readers,  under  an 

appropriate  dressing  room  picture,  that 

Ann  Corio  “is  Queen  of  Burlesque  today. 
A   woman  of  real  charm,  a   riding  enthu- 

siast, she  packs  them  in  around  the  cir- 
cuit, not  only  because  of  her  beauty  but 

for  her  superb  technique.  Her  husband 

is  the  manager.” 
Six  candid  camera  shots  “The  ABC  ' 

a   strip  tease,  chapter  1.  Ann  Corio  does 
her  apple  song,  ending  with  a   pat  on  a 

bald  head,  before  real  business  begins.” 
The  RKO  Boston,  which  has  spent 

thousands  of  dollars  for  Transcript  ad- 
vertising, booked  Miss  Corio  some  months 

ago  but  was  unable  to  garner  even  com- 
parable publicity  as  that  now  given  the 

non-advertising  Howard  Atheneum. 

“There  are  three  stock  acts:  A   court- 
room scene,  the  unexpected  return  of  a 

husband,  and  one  man  advising  another 

how  to  meet  a   woman,”  the  daily  told  its 
readers  in  picturing  an  incident  of  the latter. 

The  final  of  the  11  photographs  is  one 

showing  the  line  of  girls  in  action.  Wrote 

the  paper,  “The  Old  Howard  has  a   ‘house 
line’  of  eight  girls,  augmented  by  each 
roadshow.  Weekly  pay  is  $17.50  to  $26.50 
and  the  work  is  hard,  with  no  future  and 

little  distinction  in  performance.” 
It  might  have  added  such  stars  as  Mae 

West  and  Joe  Penner  got  their  start  in burlesque. 

*   A   postcard  will  get 

you  full  particulars 

of  our  profit-guaran- teed proposition. 

ABOUT  95% 

°f  BUY 

Our 

Patrons  POPCORN” 

SAMUEL  HORENSTEIN 
BURCH MANUFACTURING  CO. 

Box  239 New  Bedford,  Mass. 
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^HE  portion  of  the  A.  B.  Momand  anti- trust suit  filed  in  Massachusetts  has 

been  put  on  the  Boston  trial  list  for  Janu- 
ary by  Federal  Judge  George  C.  Sweeney. 

Carl  Miller,  whose  parents  were  former- 
ly well-known  vaudevilleans,  has  been  ap- 

pointed projectionist  at  the  Community 
in  Wellesley  by  Les  Bendslev. 

Vera  Prosser  of  the  Metropolitan  staff 

is  ill  at  Beth  Israel,  following  an  opera- 
tion .   .   .   Ben  Domingo,  RKO  city  manager, 

has  held  “Drums”  and  “Ferdinand  the 
Bull”  for  a   third  consecutive  week  at 
Keith’s  Memorial. 

Sam  Davidson,  Cameo  Screen  Attrac- 
tions head,  has  acquired  New  England 

distribution  rights  of  “Convicts  at  Large” 
and  “The  Gang”  from  Fred  McConnell  of 
Record  Pictures. 

Nominations  for  the  1939  officers’  list 
of  the  Boston  Cinema  Club  were  to  have 

been  made  at  a   meeting  of  the  organiza- 
tion at  the  Hotel  Statler  last  Wednesday. 

Sam  Richmond,  formerly  booker  for 

Frederick  E.  Leiberman,  has  been  pro- 
moted to  the  general  managership  of  the 

independent  circuit.  William  Alperin  be- 
comes booker. 

Herb  Elwes,  Photophone  sales  repre- 
sentative, has  sold  new  RCA  equipment 

to  Charles  Morse  and  Louise  Rothenberg 
for  the  Roxbury  in  suburban  Boston. 

George  Pettengill  has  darkened  the 
Cameo  in  Mattawamkeag,  Maine.  The 
closing  may  be  permanent  .   .   .   Flesh  may 

return  to  first-run  Boston.  RKO  interests 
have  been  negotiating  for  welcoming  home 
of  vaudeville  to  the  RKO  Boston. 

Mario  Daru,  assistant  to  Publicity  Man- 
ager Jack  Saef  of  the  Paramount  and 

Fenway,  took  a   shotgun  into  the  western 
Massachusetts  hills  Saturday.  Hunting  in 

the  Bay  State  hasn’t  been  so  good  this 
year,  Daru  states. 

The  National  Screen  Service  office  force 
has  been  planning  a   Christmas  party  .   .   . 
Margaret  Tedder  of  Columbia  has  been 
ill  .   .   .   Mrs.  Frank  Hookailo,  widow  of  the 
former  district  manager  for  the  M&P 
Theatres  Corp.  on  the  South  Shore,  has 

lost  her  mother.  Fred  Hookailo,  brother- 
in-law,  is  projectionist  at  the  Olympia. 

Prefer  the  Real 

Jungle 
Boston — Armand  Denis  and  his  wife, 

Leila  Roosevelt,  who  filmed  “Dark 

Rapture,"  struck  an  original  note  here 

when  they  pronounced  Jungle  life  pre- 
ferable to  civilization. 

“One  doesn't  have  to  worry  in  the 
bush;  at  least,  not  in  the  hectic,  nerv- 

ous way  of  city-bred  moderns,"  Mrs. 
Denis  said,  elucidating  the  novel  line 

of  thought. 

Edward  Rosen,  who  recently  sold  the 
State  in  East  Milton  to  M&P,  is  on  the 
outlook  for  a   theatre  .   .   .   George  French, 

former  manager  for  the  local  RKO  The- 
atres, has  been  offered  the  managership 

of  the  Kenmore,  new  Morse  and  Rothen- 
berg unit. 

The  mother  of  Max  Magovsky,  presi- 
dent of  the  exchange  employes  local,  is 

reported  improving  from  a   recent  illness 
that  caused  Magovsky  and  his  wife  to  rush 
to  New  York  not  so  long  ago. 

Miriam  Harris  is  the  addition  at  Uni- 
versal .   .   .   Margaret  Griffin,  formerly  at 

Decker’s  Film  Exchange  Transfer,  has  left 
St.  Elizabeth  Hospital,  accompanied  by  a 
new-born  son. 

Kenneth  C.  Gorham,  Vermont  exhibitor, 
will  probably  be  the  next  New  England 
entrant  into  the  anti-trust  suit  lists  .   .   . 
Allan  Stone  has  been  transferred  from  the 

Bijou  to  the  managership  of  the  Norman- 
die. Lew  Stone  takes  over  the  former  posi- 

tion. 

Max  Reinhardt,  Jane  Cowl,  Thornton 
Wilder,  and  Herman  Shumlin  arrived  in 
town  last  week  prior  to  the  opening  of 

“The  Merchant  of  Yonkers”  at  the  Colo- 

nial .   .   .   “Angels  With  Dirty  Faces”  and 
“Down  on  the  Farm”  have  moved  day- 
and-date  into  the  first-run  Paramount 
and  Fenway  following  two  weeks  at  the 
Metropolitan.  First  week  of  the  bill  at 
the  Met  was  only  slightly  behind  the 

record  first  week  of  “Alexander’s  Ragtime 
Band”  .   .   .   Sonja  Henie  was  due  to  head- 

light an  ice  revue  here  Wednesday,  Thurs- 
day, Friday,  Saturday,  and  Sunday. 

Skiers,  finding  local  snow  lacking  last 
week,  consoled  themselves  with  the  present 
epidemic  of  ski  films.  George  S.  Kraska 

booked  “Frosty  Frolics”  into  the  Fine  Arts 
following  “Slalom.”  The  Trans  Lux  had  a 
Siviss  short.  New  Hampshire  skimg  was 
on  view  at  the  South  Station,  while  ski 
shorts  were  available  at  practically  every 
other  house  in  town  via  the  newsreel  route. 

Harry  Thomas  was  in  town  from  New 

York  last  week  .   .   .   George  Patten,  opera- 
tor at  the  Community  in  Wellesley,  died 

last  week  .   .   .   The  Normandie,  latest  link 
in  the  Leiberman  chain,  was  scheduled  to 
get  under  way  Friday  .   .   .   Harry  Asher, 
Grand  National  district  manager,  was  in 
and  out  of  Albany  last  week. 

Jack  Saranga,  operator  of  the  Madison 
in  Jamaica  Plain,  has  had  a   new  neon 
upright  installed  ...  Ed  Ducey,  who  has 
furnished  local  angles  for  a   number  of 
New  England  theatres  during  recent 
months,  was  shooting  motion  pictures  in 
Northampton  last  week. 

Kenneth  R.  Douglass,  Capitol  Theatre 

Supply  head,  plans  to  make  a   surprise  an- 
nouncement to  the  trade  within  the  next 

two  weeks  .   .   .   Sam  Davidson  is  now  of- 
fering 16  different  patterns  in  Salem 

China  Co.  dish  premiums. 

Morse  and  Rothenberg  have  shuttered 

the  Comique  in  Lynn  .   .   .   Mickey  Hamil- 
ton, former  dance  line  captain  at  the 

Metropolitan,  is  still  on  the  road  with 

“Pd  Rather  Be  Right.” 

After  Pat  McGee,  Roy  Heffner,  Charles 
Brent,  and  Paul  Ketchum  rushed  work 

last  week  on  a   flood  barricade  for  pro- 
tection of  the  Tower  in  Lowell,  cold 

weather  dispersed  rising  waters  and 
averted  flood  danger. 

Sayde  Gotz  has  resigned  from  Grand 
National  to  join  the  Bank  Night  office 

force.  Eleanor  Glazer  of  Western  Massa- 
chusetts Theatres  has  replaced  her. 

A   two  per  cent  sales  tax,  threatening 

theatres,  was  filed  last  week  in  the  Massa- 
chusetts legislature  .   .   .   Howard  Paton, 

former  assistant  at  the  Tremont,  is  now 
managing  the  house  .   .   .   Tickets  for  the 

Policemen’s  Ball  were  plentiful  in  the  film 
district  last  week,  for  one  reason  or  an- other. 

One  motion  picture  out  of  46  was  cen- 
sored in  the  latest  weekly  list  to  be  re- 

leased by  the  Massachusetts  Department 
of  Public  Safety.  It  was  a   foreign  flicker 
that  caught  the  scissors. 

Seth  Field  is  now  at  Gloversville,  New 
York  .   .   .   Arthur  Jerome,  Metro  Premium 
Co.  district  manager,  in  New  England,  is 
back  from  an  excursion  into  upstate  New 

York  territory  .   .   .   Capitol  Theatre  Sup- 
ply is  now  merchandising  Hygrade  and 

General  Electric  fluorescent  lamps. 

Bert  McKenzie,  M-G-M  exploiteer,  and 

Joseph  A.  DiPesa,  publicist  for  Loew’s 
State  and  Orpheum,  planned  to  be  in  New 

York  this  week  for  finals  of  “The  Great 
Waltz”  contest. 

Harry  Segal  of  Imperial  Pictures  has 

sold  “White  Zombie”  and  “Moonlight  So- 
nata” to  Warner  locally  .   .   .   Fred  Green- 

way, George  Jones,  Walter  Murphy,  Wal- 
ter Kessler,  Joe  DiPesa,  and  A1  Longo  are 

now  holding  weekly  publicity  sessions  on 

Saturday  mornings  in  the  Loew’s  State Theatre  Bldg. 

Eddie  Cantor  addressed  an  audience  of 

2,000  who  packed  Saiiders  Theatre  in 

Cambridge  last  week  to  inaugurate  a   cam- 
paign among  Harvard  undergraduates  to 

(Continued  on  page  39) 

So  He  Drank  Some 

Coffee 
Boston — It  was  one  of  those  brutal 

matinees. 

The  exhibitor  couldn't  stand  it  any 
longer  and  wanted  to  go  out  for  a   cup 

of  coffee.  He  called  his  house  man- 

ager to  take  the  door. 
“What's  the  matter?"  the  latter 

asked.  "Expect  a   rush?" “No,  but  we've  got  one  guy  in 

there,"  the  exhibitor  pointed  out,  “and 

we  don't  want  to  lose  him." 
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Tentative  Dates  Set  for 

Racing  in  New  England 
Boston — New  England  racing  dates  for 

1939  were  settled  tentatively  last  week. 
Judge  James  E.  Dooley,  theatre  man  who 
doubles  as  operator  of  Narragansett  track, 
sat  in  with  Charles  P.  Adams  of  Suffolk 

Downs  and  Thomas  McCoy  of  Rocking- 
ham at  the  deliberations. 

The  plans  call  for  the  New  England 

horse  racing  season  to  open  at  Narragan- 
sett on  April  22.  Suffolk  Downs  is 

scheduled  to  draw  from  Greater  Boston 
theatres  from  May  15  to  July  23,  three 
more  days  than  last  year.  Rockingham 

will  pick  up  next.  The  long  New  Eng- 
land campaign  will  close  November  15,  it 

is  expected,  with  a   27-day  meeting  at 
Narragansett. 

The  schedule  calls  for  178  days  of  rac- 
ing in  New  England  as  against  204  days 

for  the  same  tracks  in  1938. 

Cameo  Concludes  a   Deal 

For  Metropolitan  Lineup 
Boston  —   Sam  Davidson  of  Cameo 

Screen  Attractions,  Inc.,  has  concluded 
negotiations  with  Harry  S.  Webb  of 

Metropolitan  Pictures  Corp.  for  New  Eng- 
land distribution  rights  on  eight  motion 

picture  features.  Both  Davidson  and 
Webb  guarantee  deliveries  on  the  films. 

The  lineup  includes:  “The  Port  of  Hate,” 
“Streets  of  Paris,”  “Sheik  of  Stambul,” 
“Boys  of  Fate,”  “Missing  Blondes,”  “Gypsy 
Secrets,”  “Daughter  of  the  Tong,”  “60 
Seconds  to  Go.” 

Davidson  also  has  taken  over  “The 
Gang”  and  “Convicts  at  Large,”  these  lat- 

ter from  Fred  McConnell  of  Record  Pic- 
tures. 

Loew-Poli  Dinner-Dance 

In  Bridgeport  Dec .   17 
Bridgeport,  Conn. — The  annual  dinner- 

dance  and  Christmas  party  of  the  em- 
ployes of  the  four  Loew-Poli  theatres  here 

will  be  held  in  the  American  Legion  ball- 
room at  midnight  on  December  17.  A 

full  course  dinner  will  be  served  and  a 
floor  show  will  be  the  feature  of  the 

evening,  with  music  by  Jack  Sidney  and 
his  orchestra. 

Manager  Matt  L.  Saunders  of  Loew- 
Poli  is  honorary  chairman,  assisted  by 

Jack  Sidney,  Arthur  “Otto”  Esposito, 
Thomas  Shea,  Dorothy  Peddle,  Joseph 
Jeannette,  Robert  Munzer  and  Anthony 
Mussella. 

Boston  s   New  Normandie 

Opening  Date  Scheduled 
Boston— The  Normandie,  new  local  the- 

atre, was  scheduled  to  open  Friday.  Initial 

film  offerings  were  to  have  been  “I  Was 
a   Captive  of  Nazi  Germany”  and  “Fight 
for  Peace.”  Jack  Goldstein,  former  United 
Artists  exploitation  man,  has  been  pub- 

licizing both  in  behalf  of  Imperial  Pic- 
tures, New  England  distributor. 

gVERYBODY  seems  agreed  the  Christ- mas slump  set  in  especially  early  this 

year.  Downtown  Xmas  and  New  Year’s 
bookings  have  been  pulled,  switched  and 
left  in  the  air  until  managers  and  ad  men 

are  slightly  frantic.  Poli  looks  like  “Ken- 
tucky” and  “Christmas  Carol”  all  over 

the  circuit’s  A   houses,  except  Worcester 

and  Springfield,  which  will  have  “Cow- 
boy and  the  Lady”  as  first  feature  .   .   . 

Fishman  houses  will  have  special  morn- 

ing-before-Christmas  children’s  shows, 
with  one  feature  and  shorts,  and  candy 

giveaway  as  added  inducement  .   .   .   How- 
ard, Community  and  Lyric  will  have  food 

collection  shows  .   .   .   Poli,  Springfield,  is 

among  the  many  in  the  territory  to  col- 

lect toys  at'  special  shows. 

Michael  Tomasino  states  he  is  planning 

to  appeal  the  Tomasino  vs.  Cascioli  Park 
Theatre  lease  case,  recently  decided  for 
the  defendant  in  the  superior  court  here. 

Joseph  Quittner  has  secured  a   site  in 
Jewett  City  and  will  proceed  to  build  a 
theatre  in  the  spring,  with  John  Barnett 

as  manager.  Quittner,  one  time  Torring- 
ton  operator,  has  recently  acquired  theatre 
interests  in  New  York  state. 

With  the  assumption  of  all  GB  sales 

and  distribution  by  20 th-Fox  exchanges, 
Charles  Leach,  local  GB  representative  for 
the  past  year  has  been  released.  GB  has 
had  salesmen  here  for  the  past  four  years. 

Lou  Brown,  new  Loew-Poli  advertising 
chief  for  the  territory,  moves,  Mrs.  Brown 
and  their  daughter  up  from  New  York  to 
a   Howe  St.  apartment  this  week. 

Bob  Russell  arranged  a   special  screen- 

ing of  “Dramatic  School”  at  the  Poli 
screening  room  for  teachers,  Yale  drama 
school  chiefs,  and  other  selected  guests 

Tuesday.  While  “Dramatic  School”  holds 
forth  at  the  Poli,  “Girls’  School”  competes 
at  the  Roger  Sherman. 

Nathan  Lampert  is  expected  to  return 
to  his  home  this  week  after  several  months 

confinement  in  a   Poughkeepsie  hospital 
as  a   result  of  an  auto  accident  .   .   .   With 

Wethersfield  site,  plans  and  permit  set, 
Lampert  is  reported  ready  to  go  ahead 
with  construction  early  this  spring  .   .   . 
Nick  Mascoli  is  scheduled  to  reopen  the 
Garden,  Waterbury,  acquired  recently  and 
closed  for  repairs,  on  Christmas  Day,  with 
a   third  run  policy. 

The  Earl  Wrights  are  Savannah -bound 
by  boat  .   .   .   Milton  Hyams  of  Metro  will 

use  his  vacation  time,  beginning  Decem- 
ber 26,  for  a   visit  to  his  daughter  in  St. 

Louis  .   .   .   Barnett  Tabackman  has  drop- 

ped the  proposed  operation  of  the  Frank- 
lin, Springfield,  and  returned  to  Devon. 

A   new  party  is  reported  interested  in  ac- 
quiring the  house  .   .   .   The  Abe  Fishmans 

and  Lawrence  Caplans  are  motoring  to 
Florida,  where  they  will  sojourn  for  a 
month. 

Kute  Kris  Kringle  made  a   second  ap- 
pearance in  the  territory  at  the  State, 

Hartford  .   .   .   Glen  Gray  and  his  Casa 
Loma  orchestra  warranted  an  extended 

stay  from  the  usual  five  to  seven  days 

at  the  State  .   .   .   Charles  Kranz,  of  New 

York  Select  Pictures,  was  a   visitor  at  the 
Morton  Katz  residence. 

Al  Daitz  of  Metro  Premium  has  sold 

Capitol,  East  Haven;  Alhambra,  Water- 

bury, and  State,  New  Haven,  his  Bak-In- 
Ware  in  recent  deals  .   .   .   Metro  Pep  Club 

has  chosen  the  Oakdale  Tavern  for  its 

Christmas  fest  .   .   .   Universal  may  cele- 

brate in  the  exchange  quarters  on  De- 
cember 22  .   .   .   Invitations  have  gone  out 

to  branch  managers  to  attend  the  second 

annual  exchange  employes’  Christmas  din- 

ner party,  December  20,  at  Dave’s. 

A   succession  of  parties  followed  on  the 

heels  of  the  announcement  of  the  engage- 
ment of  Selma  Rifkin  and  New  Haven 

Republic  manager,  George  Rabinowitz. 

Two  hundred  guests  were  entertained  at  a 

formal  dinner  at  the  Southern  House  Ho- 

tel, Brookline,  in  their  honor,  while  the 

younger  set  celebrated  the  following  night 

at  the  home  of  Miss  Rifkin.  Honeymoon 

plans  are  in  the  direction  of  Mexico. 

“Angels  With  Dirty  Faces”  follows 
“Brother  Rat”  as  a   third  week  holdover 

at  the  Regal,  Hartford  .   .   .   E.  M.  Loew’s 
holds  over  “That  Certain  Age.” 

Ben  Simon  has  been  asked  to  serve 

as  honorary  fire  inspector  for  the  dis- 
trict for  a   period  of  time  .   .   .   What  would 

Columnist  Durant  of  the  Echo  do  without 

Bob  Russell?  .   .   .   Paramount  vaudeville 

will  have  competition  New  Year’s  eve  in the  ten  acts  set  for  the  Arena,  under  the 

auspices  of  the  Montowese  Club,  at  $1.00. 
Paramount  plans  $1.10  .   .   .   Poli  houses 
50-75C  for  straight  pictures. 

College  Sunday  stage  show,  broadcast 
on  WELI,  is  seeking  a   new  big  sponsor 

after  expiration  of  present  six-week  period. 
Comments  from  radio  critics  have  been 
excellent,  and  theatre  audience  building steadily. 

Bernard  E.  Hoffman  was  chairman  of 

the  reception  committee  for  the  conven- 
tion of  the  Connecticut  division  of  the 

American  Jewish  Congress  at  the  Hotel 

Taft  Sunday  and  for  the  banquet  to  Dr. 
Nahum  Goldmann  of  Geneva. 

Among  New  Haven  taxpayers  who  ha  c 
assessments  of  real  estate  and  personal 

property  in  excess  of  $100,000  are:  The 

Arena  Co.,  $509,000;  Bernhart  E.  Hoff- 
man et  al,  $137,450;  Howard  Theatre  Co., 

$105,460;  Harry  L.  Lavietes,  $114,680;  New 
England  Theatres,  Inc.,  $444,325,  and  Poli 
New  England  Theatres,  Inc.,  $1,516,925. 

The  feeling  is  prevalent  that  there  will 
be  a   more  liberal  attitude  toward  games 

in  this  state  with  the  approaching  ses- 
sion of  the  legislature. 

IF  YOU  HAVE  ANY 

OLD  CHAIRS  YOU 
CAN’T  SELL  SEE  .   .   . 

Vincent  Bellacqua 

WANTED 
16  Piedmont  Street 

BOSTON 
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JF  RHODE  ISLAND  theatremen’s  co- 
operation is  any  aid,  there’ll  be  no 

hungry  poor  families  in  the  State  come 
Christmastide.  Strand  Theatre,  Provi- 

dence, is  running  a   canned  goods  show 
the  morning  of  December  17,  sponsored  by 
R.  I.  Better  Films  Council;  an  annual  af- 

fair at  that  house.  In  Woonsocket,  the 

Stadium  Theatre  will  have  a   “milk  mati- 

nee” that  same  morning,  with  a   can  of 
milk  as  admission,  same  to  be  turned  over 
to  Woonsocket  Day  Nursery  and  Chil- 

dren's Home.  Greenwich  Theatre,  East 
Greenwich,  is  staging  its  first  attempt  at 
canned  goods  shows  Saturday,  with  the 

town’s  community  welfare  council  taking 
charge  of  distribution  of  foodstuff.  Strand 

in  Newport  also  has  one  with  Manager 
David  J.  Dugan  turning  over  his  collection 

to  the  Mercy  Home  and  School,  and  play- 
ing host  to  youngsters  from  the  home  at 

the  show.  The  Kiwanis  Club  at  North 
Attleboro,  Mass.,  will  sponsor  one  at  the 
Community  Theatre. 

The  Greenwich  had  a   break  in  electrical 

service  which  threatened  loss  of  a   per- 
formance recently  when  all  current  in  the 

town’s  business  district  went  off  at  6:30 
and  didn’t  return  until  8   p.  m. 

Sam  Kaufman,  manager  of  Fays,  en- 
joyed pardonable  parental  pride  last  week 

when  his  daughter,  Annette,  guest  starred 
in  Sock  and  Buskin,  Brown  University 

dramatic  society’s  production  of  Clifford 
Odet’s  “Till  the  Day  I   Die.”  Press  reviews 
particularly  praised  Miss  Kaufman’s  per- 
formance. 

Edmond  Brandhorst,  after  a   brief  period 
of  service  on  the  managerial  staff  at 

Loew’s  State,  has  gone  to  Rochester,  N. 
Y.,  where  he  takes  the  managerial  post  at 

Schine’s  Riviera. 

RKO-Albee,  Fays  and  Majestic  theatres 
are  all  selling  gift  books  of  tickets  this 
holiday  season.  Fays  launched  its  sale 

Tuesday  with  a   “Dollar  Day”  stunt,  offer- 
ing patrons  two-books-for-one,  with  $1 

the  price.  Albee’s  scale  a   bit  stiffer  for 
the  gift  purchasers,  $3  and  $5. 

" Pohjalasia a   Finnish 
Film ,   Is  Given  Scissors 

Boston — A   film  importation  from  Fin- 

land, “Pohjalasia,”  was  the  only  motion 
picture  in  46  to  be  scissored  by  the  Massa- 

chusetts Bureau  of  Sunday  Censorship  in 

the  department's  latest  report. 
Okayed  were  Paramount’s  “Artists  and 

Models  Abroad,”  Loew’s  “Flirting  With 
Fate,”  and  GB’s  “The  Lady  Vanishes.” 
Cuts  on  the  12-reel  “Finnish  Blood,” 

distributed  by  the  Finnish  Film  Industry, 
Ltd.,  were: 

“Caption,  ‘Buy  those  shoes  for  Maija’s 
bastard  baby.’;  caption,  ‘But  I   want  to 
avenge  the  man  myself,  who  calls  your 

baby  a   bastard.’,  in  part  2.  Caption,  ‘Well, 
where  in  hell  is  he  then?’,  in  part  8.” 

Geo.  Patten  of  Wellesley  Dead 

Boston — George  Patten,  operator  of  the 
Community  in  Wellesley,  is  dead  of  heart 
trouble.  Carl  Miller  replaced  him. 

A   Surprise  Party  for 
Maurice  Wolf 

Boston — M-G-M  exchange  employes 

and  Maurice  N.  Wolf,  district  manager, 
had  a   party. 

Someone  brought  in  a   birthday  cake 

on  which  was  perched  one  candle. 

Wolf  blew  “them"  all  out  with  one 
breath. 

Hotel  Statler  furnished  the1  cake. 

Somebody  else  furnished  Dubonnet 

and  Port.  Wolf  furnished  the  breath. 

Western  Union  telephoned  in  and  fur- 
nished a   song. 

It  was  all  a   surprise. 

pRIENDS  of  Edward  Kennedy,  former 
assistant  manager  of  the  Empire  The- 

atre, were  glad  to  hear  that  he  has  made 
connections  with  Warner  Bros,  in  Phila- 

delphia .   .   .   “Recess  Time,”  popular  juve- 
nile program  conducted  each  Saturday 

morning  from  the  stage  of  the  State  The- 
atre, is  now  being  handled  by  Harry  Bot- 

wick,  house  manager.  The  program  was 
formerly  conducted  by  Arlyn  E.  Barnard, 
3-A  Safety  man. 

The  Strand  Theatre  held  a   benefit  show 
Sunday,  December  11,  proceeds  going  to 
the  Christmas  Fund  for  the  Blind  .   .   . 
Principal  competition  for  film  men  to 

worry  about  this  week  is  the  big  three- 
ring  circus  being  staged  by  the  Elks  for 
the  benefit  of  Christmas  Charity  and 

Crippled  Children’s  Fund. 

James  McKenna,  a   member  of  the 

Musicians  Local,  is  a   candidate  for  trea- 
surer of  the  Central  Labor  Union.  The 

election  is  scheduled  for  January  4. 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  Dec.  15,  1928) 

J^ICHOLAS  M.  SCHENCK,  president  of 
Loew’s,  Inc.,  labels  rumors  that  that 

company  and  M-G-M  will  be  absorbed  by 

another  film  firm  as  “absolutely  untrue 
and  unfounded.”  .   .   .   Fredric  March,  stage 
actor  for  David  Belasco,  has  signed  a   con- 

tract with  Paramount  and  will  co-star  with 
Clara  Bow  in  her  first  talking  picture, 

“The  Wild  Party.” 

With  the  passing  of  control  of  First 

National  to  Warner  Bros,  last  week,  Her- 
man Starr,  an  executive  with  WB,  as- 

sumes top  spot  in  the  new  FN  organiza- 
tional setup.  Starr  succeeds  Irving  D. 

Rossheim.  Others  who  step  out  following 
the  change  are  M.  L.  Finkelstein,  A.  H. 
Blank,  Barney  Balaban,  E.  V.  Richards 
and  Albert  S.  Smith. 

Pola  Negri,  following  a   visit  with  George 
Bernard  Shaw,  reports  she  has  agreed  to 

play  in  the  screen  version  of  “Caesar  and 
Cleopatra,”  by  the  Shavian  wit  .   .   .   The 
legitimate  stage  will  vanish  now  that 

“talkies”  are  here,  says  William  A.  Brady, 
theatrical  producer.  Leading  actors,  with 

good  voices,  are  flocking  to  the  film  stu- 
dios, he  explains. 

■pHE  lobby  of  the  Loew-Poli  Theatre  has received  a   new  coat  of  paint  and,  with 

the  passing  of  usherettes,  the  press  room 
has  been  revived  .   .   .   Jack  Sidney  sr.  has 
returned  to  Hollywood  after  visiting  his 

son,  Jack  jr.,  assistant  manager  at  the 
Loew-Poli. 

A   toy  matinee  was  held  by  the  Com- 
munity, Fairfield  .   .   .   State,  Torrington, 

booked  “Sunkist  Varieties,”  stage  show. 

Horace  Vitalie  of  the  Loew-Poli  is  a 
grandfather  .   .   .   Morris  Rosenthal  is  an 

ardent  collector  of  match  covers  .   .   .   Sym- 
pathy to  James  J.  Conroy  on  the  death  of 

his  mother. 

Danbury  theatres  will  have  stock  com- 

pany opposition  once  a   week  .   .   .   “Peter  the 
Great”  played  Horticultural  Hall  one  day 
at  Stamford. 

Michael  Carroll  hosted  the  East  Side 

Post-Telegram  carriers  at  his  American 
Theatre  .   .   .   Harry  Rose  opened  the  Globe 
Theatre  to  members  of  the  Bridgeport 
Amateur  Camera  Club  and  allowed  them 
to  take  shots  of  the  vaudeville  acts.  Passes 

were  given  for  all  photos  displayed  in  the lobby. 

Strand,  Stamford,  started  the  serial, 

“ The  Spider’s  Web,”  on  a   Saturday.  At- 
tendance was  marred  by  a   heavy  snow- 

storm, so  the  theatre  ran  both  the  first 
and  second  chapters  on  the  following Saturday. 

Friars  New  Year  Frolic 

Attendance  Held  to  300 

Boston  —   The  annual  Friar’s  Frolic 
sponsored  by  the  Boston  Friars  Club,  will 
be  held  this  year  at  the  Cocoanut  Grove 
on  New  Year  Sunday.  Accommodations 
are  to  be  strictly  limited  to  300,  with 

reservations  going  to  those  who  first  ap- 
ply. Festivities  will  get  under  way  at 

10:00  p.  m„  with  night  club  entertainment 
and  favors  following  dinner. 

Steve  Broidy,  local  Monogram  head,  is 
chairman  of  the  committee  in  charge  of 

the  Boston  Friar’s  Frolic. 
“Because  of  the  fact  that  we  shall  be 

able  to  accommodate  only  300  guests,” 
Broidy  told  Boxoffice,  “we  are  accepting 

reservations  on  the  strict  policy  of  ‘First 

come,  first  served’.” 

Helps  Xmas  Party 
Littleton,  N.  H. — John  B.  Eames,  man- 

ager of  the  Premier  Theatre,  cooperated 

with  the  Littleton  Lions  Club  in  present- 
ing a   benefit  motion  picture  show  to  aid 

in  financing  a   free  Christmas  party,  in- 
cluding a   matinee,  for  local  children. 

Half-Hour  Symphonies 
Boston — One-half  hour  canned  sym- 

phonic concerts  are  now  being  offered  free 
to  Fine  Arts  Theatre  patrons  by  George 
S.  Kraska.  The  recorded  innovation  is 

put  on  daily  from  12:30  until  1:00  p.  m. 
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raise  $10,000  for  proposed  scholarships  for 
refugee  students  from  Germany. 

A   brother-in-law  of  a   film  notable, 
ostensibly  negotiating  in  good  faith  for  a 

New  England  circuit  operator,  has  “suc- 
ceeded” in  recent  months  in  causing  two 

different  circuit  owners  to  pay  higher 
rents  when  renewing  leaseholds  on  local 
Washington  Street  theatres. 

Theatremen  took  interest  this  week  in  a 

local  “Hidden  Tax”  party,  modern  version 
of  the  tax-protesting  Boston  Tea  Party  of 
1773.  The  1938  enactment  was  held  Friday 
on  the  156 th  anniversary  of  the  Colonial 

action.  It  called  attention  to  “the  moun- 

tain of  hidden  taxes”  prevalent  today. 

The  annual  Canned  Food  Show,  spon- 

sored locally  by  Loew’s,  Inc.,  in  behalf  of 
the  Boston  American  Christmas  Basket 

Fund,  was  held  Saturday  at  Loew’s  State 
.   .   .   Charles  Kellerman  is  now  office  man- 

ager for  the  Leiberman  interests. 

Theatres  damaged  by  New  England 
floods  in  recent  years  took  notice  last 
week  of  a   threatened  Massachusetts 

Federation  of  Taxpayers’  suit  to  enjoin 
payment  of  $4,500,000  for  flood  control. 

A   fraternity  initiation  stunt,  the  sing- 
ing of  a   Chinese  lullaby  on  the  stage  of  a 

local  theatre,  landed  two  M.  I.  T.  students 
in  a   police  cell  last  week.  Walter  Tweed, 
special  officer,  made  the  arrest.  The 
youths  were  released  on  $25  bail  apiece 

for  appearance  in  court  on  charge  of  dis- 
turbing a   public  assembly. 

Barbara  Weeks,  actress  who  recently 
eloped  to  Yuma  with  Lewis  Parker,  is  from 

Boston.  Parker’s  father  is  a   stock  broker 
here  .   .   .   Lillian  Connolly,  Warner  re- 

minder, has  been  ill  .   .   .   Helen  Reardon  of 

the  M-G-M  inspection  department  has 
been  on  the  sick  list. 

Bank  Night  interests  continued  to  hold 

conferences  last  week  with  District  Attor- 

ney Edmund  Dewing  on  the  latter’s  re- 
cently announced  ultimatum  against  con- 

tinuance of  the  cash  giveaway  in  Norfolk 
and  Plymouth  counties. 

Recent  holdups  at  three  Boston  theatres 

were  believed  solved  last  week  with  the  ar- 
rest of  four  Boston  youths  who  came 

through  with  signed  confessions,  accord- 
ing to  the  police. 

Louis  B.  Mayer,  Hollywood  producer 
who  got  his  theatrical  start  here,  has 

made  reservations  for  ten  entries  at  Hia- 
leah. Mayer  has  nominated  five  horses 

for  the  $50,000  Widener  Challenge  Cup. 

Hear  Elissa  Landi 

Boston — Elissa  Landi  discussed  “Arti- 

fice vs.  Naturalism  in  Acting”  at  the  new 
Stoneleigh  College  Theatre  here  last  week. 

She  was  the  guest  of  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Rich- 
ard D.  Currier. 

Jack  Holt  Starrer 

Hollywood — Jack  Holt  stars  in  Colum- 

bia’s “The  Strange  Case  of  Dr.  Meade.” 

Chamberlain  Perfects 

A   " De-fuser "   of  Light 
Hollywood — Made  for  studio  projection 

rooms,  but  held  to  be  applicable  in  small 

theatres,  is  a   “de-fusing”  device  perfected 
by  Merle  Chamberlain,  head  of  the  M-G-M 
projection  department.  It  consists  of  a 
diffusion  shield,  installed  in  front  of  the 
lamp  on  the  projector,  reducing  the 
amount  of  light  hitting  the  screen. 

Present  plans  are  to  market  it  for  use 
in  smaller  houses  where  excessive  glare 
has  been  a   bugaboo. 

Three  Gleasons  Sign  for 

4   Annually  at  Republic 
Hollywood — James,  Lucile  and  Russell 

Gleason  will  be  featured  in  four  “Higgins 
Family”  films  annually  at  Republic,  the 
studio  having  handed  out  contracts  to  the 
trio  after  several  weeks  of  negotiations. 
Sol  C.  Siegel  will  produce. 

Sign  Herbert,  Pitts  for 

" Lady's  From  Kentucky " 
Hollywood — Hugh  Herbert  and  Zasu 

Pitts  have  been  signed  by  Paramount  as 

the  comedy  team  in  “The  Lady’s  From 
Kentucky,”  the  George  Raft  starrer.  El- 

len Drew  has  the  feminine  lead. 

Alexander  Hall  will  direct,  Jeff  Lazarus 
producing. 

" Briton  at  Yale "   for  Fox 
With  Greene  in  Title  Role 
Hollywood — Darryl  Zanuck  announces 

addition  of  “A  Briton  at  Yale”  to  20th 
Century-Fox’s  winter  production  schedule, 
with  Richard  Greene  slated  to  play  the 
title  role.  Picture  will  be  filmed  on  a 

high-budget  scale  from  an  original  story 
by  Anne  Herendeen  and  Jack  Andrews. 

Garbo  in  " Madam  Curie " 
First  Franklin  Metro  Job 

Hollywood — “Madame  Curie,”  starring 
Greta  Garbo,  has  been  signed  as  Sidney 

Franklin’s  first  assignment  under  his  re- 
cently-signed M-G-M  producer-director 

ticket.  F.  Scott  Fitzgerald  and  Claudine 
West  are  on  the  script. 

A   Pension  After 

40  Years 

Boston — George  Williams,  for  the 

past  40  Years  a   stagehand  at  what  are 

now  RKO  interests,  has  been  given  a 

life  pension  by  the  theatre  circuit. 

Williams  is  a   member  of  the  Stage- 

hand's Union.  Pension  is  forthcoming, 
however,  from  RKO. 

Jerry  Galvin  has  been  assigned  to 

the  RKO  Memorial  to  replace  the 

veteran. 

" Honest He  Said 

Boston — C.  F.  Millett,  former  Publix 

executive  who  operates  and  owns  the  State 

in  Bridgton,  Me.,  and  who  is  an  in- 

veterate sportsman,  moans  that  his  “hunt- 
ing this  fall  is  confined  to  purely  local 

habitats.  I   get  out  an  hour  or  two  after 

sunrise  or  the  same  before  sunset.” 
“However,”  adds  “Dutch”  Millett,  “I 

had  an  experience  I   think  you  should 
know  about.  It  concerns  a   forage  with  an 

old  muzzle-loading  gun,  with  bayonet  at- 
tached. 

“As  you  know,  the  old  muzzle-loading 
guns  carried  a   lot  of  black  powder  and 
one  hilarious  ball  of  ammunition.  What 
that  ball  did  to  prospective  game,  from 

squirrels  up,  is  nobody’s  business.  Sitting 
Bull  shot  this  round  on  a   vacation,  and  he’s still  standing  up. 

“Anyway,  I   heaved  to  with  the  muzzle- 
loading gun,  bayonet  attached,  on  a   pri- 

vate hunting  expedition.  This  is  what 

happened : 
“Not  very  far  into  the  black  forest,  I 

came  across  a   deer  and  a   partridge,  at 

right  angles.  Having  only  one  ball  and  a 
bayonet,  I   had  to  figure  close  to  get  the 

game.  In  front  of  me  stood  a   ‘V’  shaped 
bolder.  I   figured  that  by  taking  close 

air,  I   could  get  what  I   wanted. 

“So  I   took  a   bead  at  the  boulder,  and 
sure  enough,  when  the  ball  hit,  it  split, 
and  killed  the  deer  to  the  right  and  the 

partridge  to  the  left.  I   didn’t  notice  the 
rabbit  sitting  at  the  foot  of  the  boulder 

until  the  gun  went  off,  but  the  old  muzzle- 
loader  kicked  me  off  balance  and  I   drop- 

ped the  gun  and  the  bayonet  killed  the 

rabbit.  I   staggered  back  and  lost  my  bal- 
ance and  fell  in  the  brook  and  when  I 

stood  up  the  seat  of  my  pants  were  full  of 
trout. 

“Honest,”  said  Millett. 

Foreign  Outrages  Speed 

" Concentration  Camp " 
Hollywood — Spurred  by  headlines  con- 

cerning new  persecution  of  various  Euro- 
pean populations,  Warner  is  speeding 

preparations  to  send  “Concentration 
Camp”  before  the  cameras,  advancing  its 
starting  date  by  several  months.  John 
Garfield,  Fay  Bainter  and  Claude  Rains 
have  been  set  for  the  leads  and  Vincent 
Sherman  has  completed  his  original screenplay. 

Readies  " Sundown " 
Hollywood — “Sundown  on  the  Prairie,” 

Tex  Ritter’s  next  musical  western  for  Mon- 
ogram, is  being  readied  by  Edw.  Finney 

for  an  immediate  start,  with  Ritter  hav- 
ing returned  recently  from  a   personal 

appearance  tour  through  the  midwest. 

Slate  " Lillian  Russell " 
Hollywood — Added  to  20th  Century- 

Fox’s  early  spring  schedules  is  “The  Life 
of  Lillian  Russell,”  with  Alice  Faye  slated 
to  play  the  title  role.  Leonard  Hoffman 
is  doing  the  screen  treatment  for  Pro- 

ducer Kenneth  Macgowan. 
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MfORIMIOn  BUREAU 
Readers  of  BOXOFFICE  will  find  this 

page  a   ready  source  of  information  on 

products  which  have  been  filed  for  refer- 
ence with  The  MODERN  THEATRE  IN- 

FORMATION BUREAU. 

Information  on  the  following  items  may  be  secured  by  sending  in  the  coupon. 

Use  the  key  numbers.  If  data  on  subjects  other  than  those  listed  is  wanted, 

•   just  state  your  requirements.  We  will  endeavor  to  see  that  you  are  supplied 
with  details  promptly. 

ADVERTISING 

MT481  Main  signs  and  marquees 

MT482  Signs,  Neon 

MT483  Signs,  structural  glass 

MT484  Signs,  travel  word 
MT485  Attraction  boards 

MT486  Letters,  attraction  board 

MT487  Letters,  changeable  silhouette 

MT48S  Price  signs,  boxoffice 

MT4S9  Display  frames 

MT490  Poster  lights 

MT491  Poster  projectors 

MT482  Cut-out  machines 

MT493  Time  schedule  clocks,  electric 

MT494  Monogrammed  mats,  rubber 

MT495  Slides,  advertising 

MT496  Slides,  announcement 

MT497  Sound  truck  P.  A.  systems 

MT498  Transformers,  Neon 

MT499  Ladders,  safety 

MT500  Moving  words  projector 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

MT505  Air  conditioning  plants  —   coi 

plete 
MT506  Heating  systems 

MT507  Refrigeration 

MT508  Air  washers 

MT509  Blowers 

MT510  Air  circulators 

MT511  Fans,  exhaust 

MT512  Grilles  and  registers 

MT513  Temperature  control  devices 
MT514  Air  conditioning  accessories 

MT515  Motors,  multi-speed  fan 
MT516  Motors,  constant  speed 
MT617  Air  filters 

MT518  Air  diffusers,  high  velocity 
MT519  Cooling  coils 

DECORATIONS  and  FURNISHING 

MT520  Architectural  service 

MT521  Decorating  service 

MT522  Seating  service 

MT523  Theatre  chairs 

MT524  Chair  covers 

MT525  Theatre  carpets 

MT526  Carpet  padding 

MT527  Rubber  matting 

MT528  Furniture,  lounge 

MT5'29  Wall  tiles,  interior 
MT530  Fabrics,  decorating 

MT531  Brass  railings 

MT532  Rope  railings 

MT533  Metal,  ornamental 
MT534  Mirrors 

MT535  Luminous  colors 

MT536  Ticket  booths 

MT537  Directional  signs 

MT538  Exit  boxes 

MT539  Curtain  controls 

MT540  Curtain  tracks 

MT541  Curtains,  fireproof 

MT542  Fountains,  drinking 

MT543  Fountains,  ornamental 

MT544  Rubber  seat  upholstery 

MT545  Rubber  floor  &   wall  coverings 

LIGHTING 

MT550  Fixtures,  lighting 

MT551  Colored  lamps 

MT552  Lumiline  lamps 
MT553  Candle  flame  lamps 

MT554  Floodlight  lamps 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

IF  WHAT  YOU  WANT  ISN'T  LISTED.  ASK  FOR  IT  BY  NAME 
UNDER  "REMARKS" 

The  MODERN  THEATRE 

Room  334  —   332  S.  Michigan  Ave. 
Chicago.  111. 12-17-38 

Please  obtain  for  me  free  descriptive  literature  on  the  following 

items.  (List  Key  Numbers  Below.) 

Remarks:. 

MT555 

MT556 
MT557 

MT558 
MT559 

MT560 

MT561 

MT562 

MT563 

MT5  64 

MT569 

MT570 

MT571 

MT572 

MT573 
MT574 

MT575 

MT576 
MT577 

MT578 

MT579 

MT580 
MT581 

MT582 

MT583 MT584 

MT585 
MT586 

MT587 

MT588 MT589 

MT591 
MT592 
MT593 
MT594 
MT595 
MT596 
MT597 
MT598 

MT599 
MT600 
MT601 
MT602 

MT603 
MT604 

MT605 
MT606 
MT607 
MT608 

MT609 
MT610 

MT611 
MT612 
MT613 

MT814 
MT615 
MT616 
MT617 

MT618 MT619 

MT620 
MT621 
MT622 
MT623 

MT624 
MT625 MT626 

MT627 

MT628 MT629 

MT630 
MT631 
MT632 MT633 

Spotlight  lamps 
Sign  lamps 
Dimmers 

Ultra  violet  lighting 

Silhouette  letter  mounting  units 
Plashed  opal  glass 

Pot  metal  opal  glass 

Fuses,  indicator  type 

Fuses,  cartridge 

Lighting  plants,  individual 

MAINTENANCE 

Expansion  Bolts 
Chair  fastening  cement 

Chair  refinishing  materials 

Upholstering  materials 

Seat  patching  kits 

Seat  decking  materials 

Floor  surfacing  materials 

Carpet  cleaning  systems 
Floor  waxes 

Matting,  rubber 

Paint,  screen 

Paint,  plastic 

Paint,  aluminum 
Polish,  metal 

Polish,  furniture 
Fireproofing  compounds 
Fire  extinguishers 
Ladders,  safety 

Uniforms,  staff 

Screen  cleaning  tools 

Venetian  blind  cleaners 

PROJECTION 

Projectors,  complete  with  sound 
Projectors,  standard 

Projectors,  semi-portable 
Projector  pedestals 
Projector  parts 

Lamps,  suprex  type 

Lamps,  reflector  arc 
Lamps,  high  intensity 
Lamps,  incandescent  projection 
Arc  regulators 
Arc  controls 

Control  panels 

Rectifiers,  copper-oxide Rectifiers,  tube  type 

Bulbs,  rectifier 
Rheostats,  projection 

Motor- genera  tors 
Lenses,  projection 

Lenses,  condenser 
Current  changers 
Mirror  reflectors 

Carbons,  projector 
Carbon  savers 

Reels 
Reel  alarms 

Rewinders,  automatic 

Change-over  devices 

Slide,  projection 

Lamps,  spot  and  flood 
Take-ups,  film 

Film  safety  controls 

Fire  prevention  devices 
Fire  shutters,  porthole 
Film  scales 
Film  scrapers 

Film  splicers 
Film  cleaners 

Air  gun  (cleaner) 
Tool  kits 

Film  cabinets 

Film  cabinet  stands 

Effect  projectors 

Rectifiers,  magnesium-copper 

sulphide 

Name... 

Theatre 
SANITATION 

City. State. 
MT641  Cleaning  compounds 

MT642  Cleaners,  vacuum 

MT643  Disinfectants 

MT644  Deodorant  blocks 

MT645  Insecticides 

MT646  Disseminators 

MT647  Air  purifiers,  ozone 
MT648  Air  perfumes 
MT649  Air  sprays 

MT6S0  Soap  dispensers 
MT65I  Soaps,  liquid 

MT652  Hand  driers,  electric 

MT653  Chewing  gum  solvents 

MT654  Rubber  link  matting 
MT655  Exhaust  fans 

MT656  Plumbing  fixtures 
MT657  Toilet  seats 

SOUND 

MT661  Sound  systems,  complete 
MT662  Sound  heads 

MT663  Amplifiers 

MT664  Pre-amplifiers 
MT665  Speakers 

MT666  Rectifiers 

MT667  Condensers 

MT668  Photo-electric  cells 

MT669  Tubes,  amplifier 

MT670  Tubes,  rectifier 
MT671  Exciter  lamps 

MT672  Baffles,  hern 

MT673  Lens  assemblies,  sound 

MT674  Public  address  systems 
MT675  Microphones 

MT676  Microphone  stands 
MT677  Hearing  aid  systems 

MT678  Acoustical  materials 

STAGE  EQUIPMENT 

MT685  Screens,  moving  picture 
MT686  Lighting,  stage 

MT687  Curtain  controls 
MT688  Curtain  tracks 

MT689  Stage  draperies 
MT690  Stage  rigging 
MT691  Scenery,  stage 

MT692  Footlights 

MT693  Switchboards 

STRUCTURAL  MATERIALS 

MT700  Structural  glasses 
MT701  Insulation  materials 

MT702  Acoustical  materials 
MT703  Fibre  boards 
MT704  Fronts,  glass 

MT705  Fronts,  vitreous  enamel 
MT706  Fronts,  porcelain  enamel 
MT707  Fronts,  stainless  steel 
MT708  Toilet  partitions,  metal 
MT709  Flooring,  asphalt  tile 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MT715  Accounting  systems 

MT716  Change  makers 
MT717  Safes,  boxoffice 
MT718  Tickets 
MT719  Ticket  choppers 

MT720  Ticket  issuing  machines 
MT721  Ticket  registers 
MT722  Ticket  holders 

MT723  Pop  corn  machines 
MT724  Uniforms,  staff 
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Extensive  Warner 

Shuffling  in  Ohio 

Firmly  Denies  an  Agreement 

By  Allied  on  Trade  Proposals 

Cleveland  —   Nat  Wolf,  Warner  zone 

manager,  announces  the  following  per- 
sonnel changes  in  the  northern  district: 

Frank  Harpster,  former  city  manager  in 
Mansfield,  has  been  promoted  to  district 
manager,  covering  the  Ohio,  Madison  and 
Majestic  theatres,  Mansfield:  the  Ohio  and 
Plaza  theatres,  Sandusky;  the  Sixth  Street 
and  Pastime  theatres,  Coshocton,  and  the 
Palace,  Lorain. 

Dick  Wright  retains  management  of  his 

former  district  which  includes  Youngs- 
town, Canton,  Massilon,  Akron  and  the 

Uptown  and  Variety  theatres  in  Cleveland. 
Bill  Dworsky,  formerly  manager  of  the 

Madison  Theatre,  Mansfield,  has  been 
made  city  manager  and  manager  of  the 

Ohio.  Grattan  Johnson  has  been  trans- 

ferred from  manager  of  the  Sigman  The- 
atre, Lima,  to  manager  of  the  Madison, 

Mansfield. 

Other  changes  are:  Carl  Skelly,  from 
assistant  manager  at  the  Ohio,  Canton,  to 
assistant  manager  at  the  Sigma,  Lima; 
Ben  Padua,  from  assistant  manager  at  the 
Strand,  Akron,  to  assistant  manager  at 
the  Ohio,  Canton;  Don  Meyers,  chief  of 

service  at  the  Uptown,  Cleveland,  to  as- 
sistant manager  at  the  Strand,  Akron. 

Bill  Hartwell  succeeds  Ben  Schwartz  as 

manager  of  the  Ohio,  Canton. 
A   change  of  policy  which  goes  in  effect 

with  the  change  of  personnel  provides  that 
the  district  managers  in  the  zone  shall 

negotiate  labor  deals  within  their  indi- 
vidual districts,  with  D.  Leonard  Halper 

adding  the  final  touches  to  the  deals.  All 

labor  negotiations  were  previously  han- 
dled by  the  late  Jess  Fishman. 

Wage  Concession  Period 
At  an  End  in  Cleveland 

Cleveland — The  ten  week  period  start- 

ing September  26  during  which  local  mo- 

tion picture  operators’  union  Local  160 
of  the  IATSE  granted  a   ten  per  cent  wage 
scale  cut,  has  expired,  and  the  scale  has 
gone  back  to  what  was  established  last 
spring. 

The  temporary  cut  was  granted  as  a   re- 
lief measure  when  exhibitors  operating  in- 

dependent theatres  showed  that  business 
had  dropped  more  than  25  per  cent. 

New  Local  Formed  at 

Phillipsburg,  Pa. 

Phillipsburg,  Pa. — A   new  local  union  of 
the  IATSE  covers  Ramey,  Osceola  Mills, 
Coalport,  Madera,  Bellefonte,  Houtzdale 
and  Phillipsburg.  Officers  named  at  the 

organization  meeting  are:  Woods,  presi- 
dent; Wilson,  vice-president;  Graffius,  re- 

cording secretary;  Kelce,  financial  secre- 
tary; Mayes,  business  representative; 

Thomas,  sergeant-at-arms;  Messrs.  Hahn, 
Kalnish  and  Pusey,  trustees. 

Hunt  Theatre  Bandits 

Columbus  —   Police  are  searching  for 
thieves  who  broke  into  the  Rivoli  and 

Westmont  and  obtained  more  than  $400. 

Censors  in  Ohio 
Kept  Busy 

Columbus  —   Ohio  censors  reviewed 

665  reels,  from  which  47  eliminations 

were  ordered,  during  the  five-week 

period  in  November.  Eight  reels  were 

rejected  during  the  week  ending  No- 
vember 4,  and  a   like  number  for  the 

week  ending  November  18. 

These  figures  compare  with  509 

reels  reviewed,  with  24  eliminations, 

in  October,  and  621  reels  and  55 

eliminations  in  November,  1937. 

Fold  Cleveland  GB 

Exchange  Speedily 
Cleveland — The  GB  exchange  closed  on 

two  days’  notice  from  the  home  office. 
Word  was  received  by  Branch  Manager 

George  Rosenbaum  and  Booker  Frances 
Kates  to  dispose  of  all  office  equipment 
and  to  turn  over  the  GB  product  to  20th 

Century-Fox. 
Rosenbaum  came  here  from  Buffalo 

about  two  months  ago  to  take  over  the 
branch.  Miss  Kates  has  been  GB  booker 
for  more  than  four  years. 

Fiorina  Buys  Acosta  Theatre 

Acosta,  Pa. — The  Acosta  Theatre  has 

been  acquired  by  Albert  Fiorina.  The 

house  was  formerly  operated  by  the  Con- 
solidation Coal  Co.  of  Fairmount,  W.  Va. 

Pittsburgh  —   That  an  agreement  had 

been  reached  between  representatives  of 

distributors  and  Allied  exhibitor  negotia- 
tors on  a   fair  trade  practice  program  was 

emphatically  denied  by  one  of  the  national 
Allied  representatives  of  the  committee 
when  M.  A.  Rosenberg,  president  of  the 

MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  addressed  a   gen- 
eral exhibitor  meeting  at  the  William 

Penn  Hotel  here. 

Speaking  at  an  open  meeting  for  the 
first  time  since  before  the  negotiations 
were  started,  Rosenberg  reported  and 

analyzed  the  maximum  concessions  of- 
fered by  the  distributors,  with  open  forum 

discussions  following.  No  action  was  taken 

on  the  program.  He  announced  that 

Abram  F.  Myers,  general  counsel  for  Al- 
lied who  is  celebrating  his  tenth  anni- 

versary with  the  exhibitor  organization 
December  17,  would  issue  his  analysis  on 
the  up-to-date  standings  on  the  various 
issues  involved  sometime  this  week. 

About  50  theatre  owners  were  in  at- 
tendance and  there  were  discussions  of 

various  local  problems. 
Grievance  committee  reported  a   serious 

condition  being  brought  about  by  Warner 
Bros.  Theatres  and  others  in  offering 

Saturday  morning  and  afternoon  shows 

publicized  as  “’Movie  Picnics”  and  “Jam- 
borees,” these  shows  offering  upwards  of 

three  feature  pictures  and  14  short  sub- 
jects, together,  in  some  cases  with  candy, 

toys  and  cash  awards,  or  film  star  photos, 
with  Santa  Claus  in  person,  and  for  ten 
cents,  and  in  two  situations  for  five  cents 
for  children. 

Recent  product  survey  of  the  MPTO, 

published  in  Boxoffice,  December  3,  re- 
sulted in  the  best  exhibitor  response  in 

the  country,  according  to  Rosenberg,  who 
is  in  touch  with  other  Allied  units  on  this 
subject. 

A   Blast  at  Barbarism 
Pittsburgh — The  "bestial  and  barbarous"  persecution  of  religious  and  political 

minorities  in  dictator-ridden  Europe  is  condemned  in  a   resolution  adopted  by  the 

MPTO  of  West  Pennsylvania.  The  complete  resolution  follows: 

“WHEREAS,  it  is  impossible  for  any  body  of  men  or  women,  whether  in  the 
field  of  business  or  any  other  activity  of  life,  to  ignore  the  menace  of  barbarism, 
persecution  and  intolerance  which  civilization  now  faces;  and 

“WHEREAS,  in  many  parts  of  our  distraught  world  minority  groups  of  all  re- 
ligious affiliation  are  persecuted,  oppressed,  dispersed  and  mistreated  in  such  a 

bestial  and  barbarous  manner  as  to  cause  all  decent  and  civilized  men  and  women 

to  raise  their  voices  in  protest;  and 

"WHEREAS,  we  who  live  in  America  must  not  only  give  thanks  to  the  Almighty 
for  the  blessings  of  Peace  and  Tranquillity  which  we  here  enjoy,  but  must  join  all 

lovers  of  tolerance  and  democracy  in  protest  against  these  atrocities;  and  at  the 

same  time,  pledge  our  loyalty  and  support  to  our  Government  in  its  policy  of  main- 

taining and  fostering  our  traditional  democratic  institutions,  in  preserving  our  Con- 
stitution and  the  Bill  of  Rights,  and  in  extending  sympathy,  aid  and  asylum  to  these 

oppressed  and  expropriated  minorities; 

“Now,  therefore,  be  it  resolved  that  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
Western  Pennsylvania,  Inc.,  in  meeting  assembled,  unanimously  adopts  this  reso- 

lution and  pledges  itself  to  support  our  Government  in  these  policies  to  the  end  that 

America  may  remain  free  of  the  encroachment  of  the  movements  now  rending  Eu- 
rope and  other  parts  of  the  World,  and  moreover  pledges  itself  to  aid  materially  and 

otherwise  the  victims  of  these  inhuman  persecutions; 

"Be  it  further  resolved  that  this  resolution  shall  be  publicized  to  the  trade  and 
through  any  and  all  other  channels  possible." 
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Ray  Moon,  Claiming  Back 

Salary,  Sues  Cooperative 

Detroit — Suit  has  been  filed  in  Wayne 
county  circuit  court  by  Ray  Moon  against 

Cooperative  Theatres  of  Michigan  to  col- 
lect salary  he  alleges  is  due  him  under  a 

contract  with  that  firm.  Moon  formerly 
was  general  manager  of  Cooperative  and 

now  is  head  of  his  own  booking  organiza- 
tion, Consolidated  Theatre  Service  Co. 

He  left  Cooperative  following  differ- 
ences with  groups  in  the  organization  last 

fall. 

Moon  claims  he  has  a   written  contract 
which  continues  his  salary  from  the  last 
date  of  payment,  October  31,  until  April 
27.  He  is  suing  for  damages  represented 
by  the  total  loss  of  his  salary  he  claims  is 

due  him,  less  such  income  as  he  may  re- 
ceive between  now  and  April  27.  He  points 

out  his  new  organization  has  not  yet 

started  to  function,  and  that,  consequent- 
ly, no  income  has  so  far  accrued  to  him 

from  that  source. 

Spokesmen  for  Cooperative  decline  to 
issue  an  official  statement  on  the  suit. 

Charleston  Construction 

Starting  by  Mid-January 
Charleston,  W.  Va. — E.  R.  Custer,  local 

exhibitor,  expects  to  have  construction  un- 
der way  for  a   new  600-seat  theatre  here 

by  mid- January.  Unannounced  plans  have 
been  in  progress  for  some  time  and  general 
construction  contract  will  be  awarded 

about  January  1. 

F&Y  Building  Service  of  Columbus, 

Ohio,  designed  the  new  theatre  for  Cus- 
ter which  will  be  a   one  and  two-story 

building  and  base  40x150  feet,  with  two 
small  storerooms  in  front.  Estimated  cost 

is  $70,000. 

Cromwell  Names  His  New 

Bedford  Theatre  the  Pitt 
Bedford,  Pa. — H.  R.  Cromwell,  veteran 

local  exhibitor,  has  named  his  new  the- 
atre the  Pitt.  The  house  will  be  ready  for 

opening  in  about  six  weeks.  Architects 
for  the  Pitt  are  Joseph  B.  Smithyman 
and  W.  M.  Braziell  of  Pittsburgh. 

Warner  to  Drop 

" Movie  Picnics" 
Pittsburgh — "Movie  Picnics,"  live  and 

six-hour  Saturday  shows  inaugurated 

by  Warner  theatres  some  weeks  ago 

and  recently  adopted  by  other  the- 

atres, will  be  discontinued  after  De- 

cember 17  by  the  Warner  houses.  This 

was  the  understanding  that  resulted 

from  a   meeting  of  Frank  Panoplos, 

Harry  Walker  and  Sam  Fleishman,  re- 

presenting independents,  and  Harry  M. 

Kalmine,  Warner  zone  manager,  at  the 

latter's  office. 

A   Glowing  Welfare 

Report  bg  Varietg 
Detroit — A   report  by  William  Flemion, 

chairman  of  the  Welfare  Committee  of 

Variety  Club,  showed  that  this  most  im- 
portant activity  of  the  club  resulted  in  an 

expenditure  of  $778.19  more  this  year  than 
during  1937. 

Fifty-nine  free  film  programs  were 

given  to  shut-ins  in  20  different  institu- 
tions in  Detroit  and  vicinity  during  the 

year,  an  increase  of  33  over  last  year. 

These  included  orphanages,  children’s 
fresh  air  camps,  hospitals  and  sanitariums. 

Among  special  activities  of  the  depart- 
ment during  the  year  were  donations  to  a 

vaudeville  performer  and  his  family  in 
dire  need;  services  for  former  and  present 
members  of  the  film  industry  in  poor 

health;  food  and  lodging  to  a   former  song 
composer;  services  to  several  actors  in 

poor  health  and  in  need;  trailers  for  re- 
building the  Goodwill  Industries,  destroyed 

by  fire;  and  burial  of  two  members  of  the 
trade. 

The  members  of  this  committee  include, 
in  addition  to  Chairman  Flemion:  Ed 

Kirchner,  Ralph  Rubin,  Alex  Schreiber, 
Roger  Kennedy,  Arthur  Robinson,  Jack 
Stewart,  John  Ryder  and  Harry  Zapp. 

Activity  Around  Detroit 
Detroit — Five  new  theatres  are  in  the  construction  or  planning  stage  in  and 

around  Detroit. 

Work  on  Ben  Cohen's  Crystal,  in  the  west  side  here,  is  progressing  rapidly. 
It  bows  the  latter  part  ol  the  month. 

In  Detroit's  east  side,  with  the  foundation  for  the  new  Esquire  laid,  workmen 
are  proceeding  with  the  steel  work.  George  Sampson  is  directing  the  project. 

Leighton  Leight,  now  operating  a   theatre  there,  is  planning  another  one  for 
Fremont,  Mich. 

W.  J.  Thick  is  building  a   new  600-seat  theatre  in  Marshall,  Mich.  He  hopes  to 

open  by  the  first  of  the  year.  The  Garden  in  Marshall  also  is  operated  by  Thick. 

In  Flint,  work  is  going  ahead  on  the  Burton  Theatre  W.  E.  Lyons  is  building 
there. 

Nat  Wolf  Heading 

Cleveland  Barkers 

Cleveland  —   Nat  Wolf,  Warner  zone 

manager,  serving  as  chief  barker  of  the 
local  Variety  Club  during  the  unexpired 
term  of  Dave  Miller,  who  resigned  because 
he  was  out  of  town  so  much  of  the  time, 
was  unanimously  elected  to  serve  as  chief 
barker  for  the  coming  year. 

"Duke”  Clark,  Paramount  district  man- 
ager, was  elected  first  vice-president;  Bert 

Stearn,  United  Artists  district  manager, 

second  vice-president.  Re-elected  were 

I.  J.  Schmertz,  20th  Century-Fox  branch 
manager,  as  treasurer  and  Frank  Boyd, 
American  Seating  Co.,  as  secretary. 

Peter  Klein  was  named  to  the  board  of 

directors  to  which  Harry  E.  Long,  Harry 

H.  Goldstein  and  Jack  Shulman  were  re- elected. 

Will  Host  300  Children 

At  Annual  Xmas  Party 

Cleveland — 'The  Cleveland  Variety  Club 

will  hold  its  annual  Children’s  Christmas 
Party  at  the  Allerton  Hotel  on  Tuesday, 
December  22. 

Jack  Shulman,  chairman  of  the  com- 
mittee in  charge  of  arrangements,  states 

the  club  will  entertain  300  underprivileged 

young  folks  with  dinner,  games  and  a 
special  show. 

Pittsburgh  Barkers 

Hosts  to  Family  Nites 

Pittsburgh  —   Variety  Club  hosts  for 

Family  Nites,  under  the  New  Cohn  Deal, 
are  announced  as  follows: 

January  6 — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  Kurtzman; 

January  13 — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Mark  Goldman;  Janu- 

ary 20 — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Joe  Hiller;  January  27 — 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  A1  Weiblinger;  February  3 — Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Harry  Kramer;  February  10 — Mr.  and  Mrs. 

Jules  Lapidus;  February  17 — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Arthur 

Levy;  February  24 — Dr.  and  Mrs.  L.  G.  Beinhauer; 

March  3 — Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jerry  O’Neill. 

Kings  for  the  Monday  dinners  are  as  follows: 

January  9 — Jos.  R.  Kauffman,  Peter  Quiter, 

Francis  Guehl  and  A1  Lostetter;  January  16 — Art 

Morrone;  January  23 — Joe  Misrach;  January  30 — 
Dave  Leff;  February  6 — C.  J.  Latta;  February  13 
— Joe  Hiller;  February  20 — A1  Glazer;  February 27 — Joe  Gins. 

Women’s  Theatrical  Club’s  meeting  will  be  the 

Tuesday  following  the  week  of  New  Year’s,  with 
Mrs.  Arthur  Morrone  and  Mrs.  George  Collins  as 
hostesses. 

Variety  Club’s  Monday  dinners  of  December  26 
and  January  2   have  been  cancelled  because  of 
the  holidays. 

Fifth  monthly  show  was  staged  last  Wednes- 
day at  the  Veterans  Hospital,  Aspinwall,  being 

presented  by  the  American  Legion  Post  of  the 

No.  1   tent  of  Variety.  Benefit  show  for  the  or- 

ganization’s charity  fund  will  be  held  as  the 
opening  of  the  Ice  Follies  at  Duquesne  Garden, 

Sunday,  Christmas  night.  The  club  has  scheduled 
a   Christmas  show  at  the  Veterans  Hospital  for 

December  21,  and  on  Christmas  morning  will  pre- 
sent its  annual  entertainment  for  prisoners  in  the 

Western  Penitentiary. 

Freedom  Progresses 
Freedom,  Pa. — The  former  hotel  prop- 

erty here  which  is  being  remodeled  for  a 
500-seat  theatre  for  the  St.  Clair  The- 

atre Co.  of  which  George  Davis  is  presi- 
dent, is  more  than  half  completed.  Gen- 
eral contractor,  working  from  private 

plans,  is  C.  J.  Vogel,  Home  Loan  Bldg., 
Wellsville,  Ohio. 
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JJARRY  CHARNAS,  who  flew  in  from  the 

west  coast  to  attend  Jess  Fishman’s 
funeral  last  week,  is  staying  on  for  an- 

other week  with  his  mother.  This  is  the 

longest  stay  Chamas  has  made  since  he 

picked  up  stakes  and  moved  away. 

George  Roberts,  district  manager  for 

20 th  Century-Fox,  left  for  a   meeting  of 
district  managers  and  officials  to  be  held 

on  the  west  coast.  He  expects  to  be  back 

in  time  to  spend  Christmas  in  the  bosom 

of  his  family. 

George  W.  Erdmann,  secretary  of  the 

Cleveland  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  Ass’n, 
called  a   meeting  of  the  board  of  directors 
to  set  a   date  for  the  annual  election  of 

officers. 

Earl  Seitz,  with  theatres  in  Sandusky, 

made  a   personal  appearance  tour  of  the 

exchanges  this  past  week — his  first  visit 
in  a   long  time. 

Joe  Leavitt,  who  operates  the  Indepen- 
dent Screen  Room  in  the  Film  Bldg.,  has 

been  dismissed  from  the  hospital  and  is 

convalescing  at  home  from  a   throat  opera- 

tion .   .   .   And  M.  B.  Horwitz,  circuit  own- 

er, also  has  been  given  his  hospital  walk- 
ing papers.  After  three  weeks  at  Lakeside 

Hospital  and  a   successful  fight  against 

pneumonia,  he  has  been  put  on  the  con- 
valescent list  and  is  receiving  callers  at 

his  home  on  Washington  Blvd. 

John  Himmelein,  GN  branch  manager, 
was  host  last  week  to  his  new  district 

manager,  Jules  Lapidus  of  Pittsburgh. 

Lapidus  was  appointed  district  manager 

upon  the  resignation  of  Ralph  Kinzler. 

Bernie  Zeeman,  Columbia  home  office 

representative,  spent  a   few  days  in  the 

local  Columbia  office  .   .   .   Lester  Zucker, 

Columbia  branch  manager,  announces  that 

“Blondie,”  Columbia  comedy  based  on  the 
cartoon  strip  of  the  same  name,  will  be 

the  New  Year’s  screen  attraction  at  the 
RKO  Palace. 

Movie  Sweepstakes,  now  playing  its  third 

year  at  the  Grand  Theatre,  Steubenville, 

has  been  bought  by  A.  R.  Miller  for  his 

Broadway  Theatre  in  Audubon,  la.  ..  . 

George  Kendis  is  back  from  New  York 

where  he  arranged  for  an  indefinite  run 

of  “The  Little  Flower  of  Jesus”  at  the 
Belmont  Theatre. 

James  McBride,  father  of  Jack  McBride, 

manager  of  the  Metropolitan  Theatre,  a 

city  employe  for  more  than  39  years,  died 

last  week.  He  had  been  employed  at  the 

Kirtland  pumping  station.  Surviving  are 

his  widow,  a   daughter,  five  sons  and  a 
brother. 

Correction:  Carl  Scheuch  is  with  the 

Oliver  Theatre  Supply,  Inc.,  selling  the- 
atre equipment  and  not  with  Bank  Night 

as  reported  several  issues  ago. 

Lemotto  Smith,  with  theatres  in  Cos- 
hocton, Warren  and  Huntington,  W.  Va„ 

left  last  week  to  spend  the  winter  in  Cali- 
fornia .   .   .   The  James  Scovilles  also  are 

assorting  their  summer  clothes  in  antici- 

pation of  trekking  down  to  Florida  right 

after  the  first  of  the  year. 

"Snow  White"  Again 
Playing  in  Detroit 

Detroit — The  long  delay  in  the  booking 

of  “Snow  White”  for  a   second  run  here 
ended  this  week  when  the  film  returned 

to  the  United  Artists  Theatre. 

Originally  it  was  booked  by  United  De- 

troit for  the  first  day  and  date  engage- 
ment in  the  history  of  Detroit  theatres, 

running  about  six  weeks  at  the  United 
Artists  and  the  Madison  theatres. 

The  present  engagement  at  the  ace 

United  Artists  is  at  regular  firstrun  prices. 

Delay  of  the  second  run  bookings  was 

reported  due  largely  to  the  reluctance  of 

United  Detroit  circuit  to  agree  to  RKO’s 
terms  for  this  picture,  particularly  the 

percentage  aspect. 

Republic  Conventioneers 

Enthusiastic  Over  Lineup 

Cleveland — Enthusiasm  for  Republic’s 
1938-39  product  by  officials  and  sales  rep- 

resentatives was  the  keynote  of  the  Cin- 
cinnati and  Cleveland  December  meetings, 

presided  over  by  Republic’s  head,  James 
R.  Grainger. 

Grainger  announced  at  these  gatherings 

that  Republic  pictures  have  been  sold  to 

every  circuit  in  the  United  States  and  are 

playing  at  theatres  this  season  which 

never  before  played  them. 

Special  interest  was  displayed  over 

“Wagons  Westward,”  forthcoming  Repub- 
lic epic,  with  a   cast  of  players  that  looks 

like  a   list  of  Who’s  Who  in  Hollywood. 
Listed  as  top  players  in  the  cast  are 

Richard  Dix,  Gail  Patrick,  Ann  Sothern, 

Edward  Ellis,  George  Hayes,  Joseph  Schild- 
kraut  and  Harry  Carey.  Sol  Siegel  will 

produce. 

Warner  Ohio  Managers 

Confer  on  New  Policies 
Cleveland— A   meeting  of  Ohio  Warner 

theatre  managers  to  discuss  holiday  poli- 
cies and  outline  plans  for  the  new  year 

was  held  here  last  Thursday.  Joseph 

Bernhard,  general  manager  of  Warner 

theatres  and  Harry  Goldberg,  director  of 

advertising  and  publicity,  presided  over 
the  meeting. 

Joins  Reinhart 
Canton — Ben  Schwartz,  former  man- 

ager of  the  Ohio  here,  has  joined  Rein- 

hart Amusement  Co.,  operators  of  an  in- 

dependent group  of  subsequent  run  the- 
atres, including  the  Mozart,  State  and 

McKinley.  Schwartz  will  manage  the 
three  theatres. 

Tile  on  Rear  Wall 

Detroit — The  Nichols  Floor  and  Tile  Co. 

is  installing  acoustical  tile  on  the  rear 

wall  of  the  Oakland  at  Pontiac,  Mich.,  for 
Butterfield. 

The  Franklin  Amusement  Company 

has  remodeled  its  Franklin  Theatre  at 

Minneapolis,  Minnesota.  A   striking 

canopy  and  sign  was  installed,  in  ad- 
dition to  changing  the  entire  front  of 

the  building.  The  interior  was  redec- 

orated and  one  thousand  DeLuxe  AIR- 

LOC  Chairs  were  installed. 

*   *   * 

Many  Theatres  are  celebrating  their 

second  Anniversary  this  Christmas. 

This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  an  unusual 

number  of  theatres  opened  on  Christ- 

mas Day  of  last  year.  AIR-LOC  Seat 

Company  is  sending  felicitations  and 

Christmas  Greetings  to  all  those  ex- 

hibitors who  opened  on  that  date  (and, 

of  course,  installed  AIR-LOC  Chairs). 

Amongst  those  are  the  Southern  Thea- 

tre, Philadelphia,  Pa. — Hollywood  The- 

atre, Frankfort,  New  York — Yorkville 

Theatre,  Yorkville,  Ohio — Studio  The- 

atre, St.  Louis,  Mo.— Mingo  Theatre. 

Mingo  Junction,  Ohio — West  Theatre, 

Duluth,  Minn. — Fifth  Avenue  Theatre  at 

La  Crosse,  Wisconsin — Orpheum  The- 

atre, Lancaster,  Wise. — Horn  &   Morgan 

Theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Nebraska — Rex 

Theatre,  Hutchinson,  Minn. — King  The- 

atre, Oak  Hill,  W.  Va. — Dundee  Thea- 
tre, Omaha,  Nebraska. 

*   *   * 

Theatre  owners  in  recent  years  have 

utilized  the  holiday  season  as  a   time 

of  making  changes  and  improvements. 

Due  to  the  great  strides  in  the  devel- 

opment and  refinements  in  Sound  dur- 

ing the  past  two  years,  quite  a   num- 
ber of  Exhibitors  are  now  modernizing 

or  changing  their  Sound  equipment. 

Ultraphone  reports  numerous  installa- 
tions throughout  the  territory  with  its 

Multi-Beam  Reproducing  Sound  Sys- 

tem. This  system  is  now  regarded  as 
one  of  the  leaders  in  the  industry. 

— Adv. 
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P   I T   T   S   B 1U  R   G 1IHII 
JT’S  A   BOY,  Jack,  at  the  George  F.  Calla- 

han juniors,  executive  of  Exhibitors  Ser- 
vice Co.  Second  son  is  the  fourth  child 

in  the  family  circle.  Grandpop  Callahan, 
senior  veteran  film  delivery  man,  after  30 
years  in  the  business,  is  an  enthusiastic  as 
ever  and  is  enjoying  good  health  .   .   .   Sam 
Gould,  north  side  exhibitor  who  has  been 
incapacitated  for  several  months  due  to  a 
sciatic  condition,  is  able  to  make  short 
visits  to  his  theatres,  hobbling  on  a   cane. 

Pittsburgh  Musicians  Union,  Local  60, 

made  only  two  changes  in  the  recent  elec- 
tion, naming  Hal  Davis  and  Gene  Urban 

as  board  members  with  Mike  Hickley, 
George  Wilkins,  Hook  Osborn  and  Emil 

Bielo  continuing  in  service  ...  Miss  Ma- 

thilda Kiel,  MPTO’s  assistant  secretary, 
has  been  on  the  sick  list  during  the  past 
week  ...  A   number  of  your  Filmrow 
friends  are  unemployed  arid  several  of 
them  are  ill.  We  feel  that  you  will  enjoy 
a   happier  holiday  season  if  you  contribute 
to  the  Filmrow  Christmas  Relief  Fund. 
Make  checks  payable  to  James  H.  Alexan- 

der, treasurer  .   .   .   The  Oxford  Group- 

backed  “Youth  Marches  On”  is  on  a   dou- 
ble bill  at  the  new  Senator. 

Sympathy  to  Harry  Rubins,  Donora  ex- 
hibitor, whose  mother,  Mrs.  Anna  Rubins, 

75,  died  December  11  at  her  home  in  Wil- 
kinsburg  .   .   .   Christmas  recess  at  the  local 
schools  is  from  December  19  to  January 
4,  with  some  undergraduate  schools  hav- 

ing started  their  recess  period  Friday.  Ex- 
hibitors have  booked  the  most  suitable 

product  available  in  an  effort  to  keep  their 
heads  above  water.  Also  a   number  of 

unwrapped  toy  admission  shows  have 

been  arranged  and  other  kiddie  stunt  pro- 
grams are  being  exploited. 

Robert  W.  McKnight  has  joined  the  dis- 
trict Alexander  Film  Co.  staff  as  city 

representative.  He  was  introduced  to 
members  of  the  trade  by  Mr.  June  Baker, 
district  manager,  who  is  making  a   new 
survey  of  the  theatre  situation  in  the 
local  area  .   .   .   Representatives  of  the 

MPTO’s  labor  committee  and  of  the  IATSE 
met  in  regular  session  Tuesday  at  ex- 

hibitor headquarters,  the  meeting  having 
been  postponed  from  December  6   .   .   .   Mrs. 

Charles  Stanton,  widow  of  the  local  com- 
mercial film  producer,  is  up  and  around 

again  after  an  illness  suffered  due  to  an 
infection  of  the  throat.  She  is  carrying  on 
at  Atlantic  Screen  Service. 

Bart  Dattola,  the  happy  New  Kensing- 
ton exhibitor,  plans  to  attend  the  inaugu- 

ration of  Republic  Governor-elect  Arthur 
H.  James  at  Harrisburg  on  January  17 
...  Ed  Kelley  has  said  goodbye  to  his 

teeth  at  Magee  Hospital  .   .   .   Don  D’Carlo, 
Filmrow  theatrical  booker,  is  featuring 

“Jitterbugs”  contests  and  has  booked  many 
theatres  for  special  shows  during  the  holi- 

day season  .   .   .   One  local  exchange  man- 
ager was  displeased  with  the  MPTO  prod- 

uct survey  which  was  published  here  sev- 
eral weeks  ago  .   .   .   Harry  Thomas,  inde- 

pendent distributor,  was  in  from  New 

York  in  the  interest  of  his  “Monastery,” 
which  is  a   Fulton  attraction. 

Hew  Year’s  Eve  will  be  celebrated  in  the 
arena  at  midnight  Saturday,  December  31, 

and  Sunday  midnight,  January  1   ...  It 
all  depends  .   .   .   George  E.  A.  Fairley,  city 
safety  director,  says  that  he  understands 

that  New  Year’s  will  be  celebrated  on 

Monday  .   .   .   Pennsylvania’s  Liquor  Control 
Board  is  neither  going  to  wink  at  nor  cru- 

sade against  violations  of  the  midnight 

closing  rule  for  drinking  spots  on  Christ- 
mas and  New  Years  Eves.  Normal  enforce- 
ment— no  more,  no  less — will  prevail  on 

the  two  nights  most  likely  to  produce  late- 

hour  “whoopee”  in  public  places  .   .   .   Some 

of  the  boys  have  yet  to  set  New  Year’s 
Eve  shows  .   .   .   Your  guess  is  as  good  as 
ours. 

Abie  Beter  has  been  having  difficulties 
with  the  state  department  of  labor  and 
industry  but  apparently  everything  is 
straightened  out  and  he  has  reopened  the 
Slickville,  Pa.,  theatre  .   .   .   The  Harris 
executives  have  decided  to  put  Jane 
Withers  into  the  Alvin  instead  of  the 
Senator  for  the  week  of  December  30.  This 

will  be  the  first  time  in  several  years  that 
a   stage  attraction  has  been  featured  at 
the  Alvin. 

As  far  as  Bill  Hock  is  concerned  his 
ushers  need  not  uphold  the  honors  of  the 

Enright  Theatre  on  the  grid  field  any- 

more. Although  Hock’s  boys  defeated  the 
Stanley  ushers  in  their  contest  at  Schen- 
ley  Oval  last  Sunday  by  a   score  of  18  to  6, 
the  casualties  were  such  that  he  had  a 

task  in  recruiting  ushers  the  following  day. 
Next  time  a   challenge  is  issued,  Hock 

hopes  the  game  will  be  ping-pong. 

Mabel  Sessi  of  the  RKO  exchange,  be- 
came Mrs.  Ian  Packman  on  Thanksgiv- 

ing. RKO  office  staff  has  presented  the 
bride  with  a   chest  of  silver  .   .   .   Report 
comes  to  us  that  Chris  Velas,  Wheeling, 
W.  Va„  exhibitor,  is  thinking  of  taking  a 
wife.  He  is  building  a   new  home  at  St. 
Clairsville,  Ohio. 

(Continued  on  page  40) 
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Turning  Back  Our  Pages 

10  Years  Ago 

JJARRY  GRELLE  scooped  the  boys  by 
handling  “Two  o'clock  in  the  Morning,” 

first  independent  sound  picture,  which  he 

booked  into  “silent”  houses  by  carrying 
portable  sound-projection  apparatus  .   .   . 
Construction  of  the  Latonia  Theatre,  Oil 

City,  progressing  .   .   .   Joe  Lefko,  salesman 
with  First  National,  named  to  manage  a 

new  exchange  for  World-Wide  .   .   .   Abram 
F.  Myers  signed  a   contract  December  17, 
1928,  as  president  and  general  counsel  for 
Allied  States  .   .   .   J.  H.  Thompson  and 

Charles  Richilieu  purchased  seven  the- 
atres at  Bellefonte,  Clearfield  and  Cur- 

wensville  .   .   .   Numerous  theatres  closed 
because  of  the  flu  .   .   .   Harold  Dyggert  and 

Larry  Jacobs,  publicity  representatives  for 

the  Stanley-Davis-Clark  Corp.,  were  tak- 

ing bows  for  their  grand  jobs  on  A1  Jol- 
son’s  “Singing  Fool,”  initial  hit  of  the 
talking  pictures  .   .   .   Downtown  screens  of- 

fered Richard  Barthelmess,  Pauline  Frede- 
rick, Conrad  Veidt  and  Norma  Talmadge. 

Holiday  Season  Bookings 

For  Pittsburgh  Listed 
Pittsburgh  —   Holiday  season  bookings 

were  not  set  definitely  at  press  time,  the 

lineup  reading  something  like  this: 

“Thanks  For  Everything,”  20th-Fox  pro- 
duction, was  underlined  for  Christmas 

Week  at  the  Alvin,  with  the  New  Year’s 
show  to  feature  Jane  Withers  in  person 

with  Columbia’s  “Blondie.” 
Universal’s  “Newsboy’s  Home”  is  sche- 

duled for  the  Fulton  for  Christmas  week. 

The  Penn’s  Christmas  offering  will  be 
M-G-M’s  “Out  West  With  the  Hardys.” 

Dick  Powell  in  FN’s  “Going  Places”  is 
booked  for  the  Stanley  screen  for  Christ- 

mas week  with  a   big  stage  show  including 

Ken  Murray,  Borrah  Minnevitch’s  Har- monica Rascals,  Gene  Austin,  Candy  and 

Cocoa.  Bob  Crosby’s  orchestra  is  set  for 
New  Year’s  week. 

Charles  Dickens’  “A  Christmas  Carol,” 
from  M-G-M,  will  be  featured  at  the 
Warner  for  Christmas  week. 

Nixon,  legit  house,  for  the  week  of  De- 
cember 26,  will  present  the  Pulitzer  Prize 

Play  of  1938,  "Our  Town,”  featuring  Frank Craven. 

From  December  20  through  January  7, 

the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse  in  its  fifth  sea- 
son, will  offer  the  Lawrence  Riley  play, 

“Personal  Appearance.” 

Beedle  Bros,  Celebrate 

32nd  Year  in  Industry 
Canonsburg,  Pa. — Beedle  Brothers  are 

celebrating  their  32nd  anniversary  in  the 
theatre  business  throughout  the  week  of 
December  19. 

Illustrated  songs  and  slides  showing 

photos  of  the  Spanish  American  War  were 

initial  attractions  at  the  Dreamland  The- 
atre here  which  opened  December  15, 

1906.  Proprietor  was  the  late  E.  T.  Beedle 
sr„  and  the  manager  was  his  son,  Eddie. 

Eddie  and  his  brother  Fred  took  over 

complete  exhibition  activities  when  their 
father  died  in  1921. 

During  their  32nd  anniversary  week  the 

Beedle  Brothers’  theatres,  the  Alhambra 
and  Continental,  will  present  outstanding 

pictures  and  will  distribute  cash  awards 
of  $10  each  to  at  least  60  patrons. 

Fred  and  Eddie  Beedle  are  active  mem- 
bers of  the  MPTO  of  W.  Pa.,  Inc.,  the 

latter  being  a   veteran  member  of  the  board 
of  directors  of  this  association. 

Curb  on  Floor  Shows 
Pittsburgh — Judge  Frank  P.  Patterson 

has  suggested  that  the  liquor  control 
board  forbid  floor  shows  in  places  which 
have  club  liquor  licenses.  He  dismissed 

an  appeal  of  the  Allegheny  Athletic  Asso- 
ciation, Inc.,  of  McKeesport,  from  revoca- 

tion of  its  licenses.  He  said  floor  shows 
were  held. 

Another  Cullen  Promotion  Seen 

Pittsburgh— Mike  Cullen,  recently  ad- 
vanced from  the  post  as  manager  of 

Loew’s  Penn  Theatre  here  to  that  of  dis- 
trict manager,  is  in  line  for  another  pro- 

motion in  Loew’s  ranks. 
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E.  HARVEY,  of  the  Ross  credit  pro- 

motion division,  of  Federal  Service  De- 
troit was  married  December  3   at  Cincin- 

nati to  Florence  Mayor  of  Cleveland. 

L.  A.  Flickinger  has  left  the  Audiphone 

Distributors  who  handled  Western  Elec- 
tric installations  for  the  hard  of  hearing. 

Robert  Matson  of  the  Engineering  Spe- 
cialties Corp.,  is  going  into  the  field  of 

plastic  mould  manufacturing  as  well  as 

motion  picture  screens  and  the  other  lines 
which  his  firm  has  handled  for  some  time. 

L.  B.  Jameson,  Detroit  architect,  is  busy 

preparing  plans  for  a   new  1,500 -seat  house 
to  be  erected  early  in  the  new  year. 

Ben  Cohn,  Detroit  theatre  operator,  is 

still  in  the  hospital  at  Ann  Arbor  suffer- 
ing from  a   leg  ailment,  but  is  reported 

coming  along  nicely. 

Charles  H.  Powell,  state  representative 
for  Skilful  Screeno,  has  returned  from  a 
stay  at  Erie,  Pa.,  where  his  sister  was 
seriously  ill  .   .   .   Powell  reports  that  I.  J. 
London  still  has  the  Wayne  county  rights 
for  Screeno. 

A.  Francis  Breyfogle,  acoustical  sales- 

man for  Johns-Manville  Sales  Corp.,  re- 
ports installation  of  Sanicoustic  at  the 

Martha  Washington  Theatre  for  Mrs.  Max 

Manteuffel  and  at  the  Royal  Oak  Theatre 

in  Royal  Oak,  Mich.,  for  Komer  and  Gold- 
berg. 

Louis  J.  Habib,  manager  of  Super  Neon 

Co.,  is  specializing  in  Neon  sign  mainten- 
ance and  installation  for  theatres  .   .   . 

L.  A.  Yockelle,  has  been  appointed  office 
manager  of  the  credit  promotion  division 

of  Ross  Federal  Service  in  Detroit.  Yoc- 
kelle comes  to  Detroit  from  Cleveland 

where  he  was  formerly  office  manager  of 
the  Cleveland  branch. 

Sam  Carver,  former  independent  book- 

er here,  and  lately  manager  of  Gus  Cop- 

Ion’s  Times  Square  Theatre,  is  the  latest 
addition  to  the  booking  department  of  the 

Gus  Sim  offices  .   .   .   Harris  Silverberg,  of 

National  Screen  Service,  is  a   specialist  on 

where  and  how  to  get  northern  Michigan 
fish. 

Columbia  office  staff  is  taking  a   vaca- 
tion December  18  to  January  3.  Clare 

Townseiid  is  going  to  Florida.  George 
McCoy  is  stopping  at  Parkersburg ,   W.  Va., 
to  pick  up  his  mother,  whom  he  will  take 
to  Florida,  and  Ray  Cloud  is  going  to 
New  Orleans.  Carl  Slialit  was  away  this 
week  on  his  usual  trip  to  St.  Louis  and 
Kansas  City  and  may  take  his  vacation 
in  Florida  also. 

Don  Dickerson  has  just  got  out  of  the 

hospital  following  a   severe  case  of  pneu- 
monia. He  is  working  on  screens  for  the 

Palms-State  and  Cinderella  Theatres  and 

has  just  finished  the  Annex — all  for 

United  Detroit  circuit.  Dickerson  has  re- 
surfaced the  screens  of  78  theatres  since 

July  4,  including  all  houses  of  the  Cohen, 
DeLodder  and  Ritter  circuits. 

Warren  Slee,  M-G-M  publicist,  was  in 
Cleveland  last  week  .   .   .   Howard  Craven 

is  maintaining  a   collection  box  in  his  office 
for  the  Old  Newsboys  Goodfellow  Fund  for 
Christmas  .   .   .   Craven  returned  from  an 

18 -day  deer  hunting  trip  without  a   deer. 

Nat  Haase,  Metro  Premium  distributor, 

was  delayed  in  his  recent  return  from 

Washington  by  a   severe  snow  storm,  and 

has  been  extra  busy  catching  up  on  local 
business  as  a   result. 

William  Rogers,  manager  of  Wade  Al- 

len’s Fine  Arts  Theatre,  is  still  suffering 
from  the  ill  effects  of  fumes  inhaled  in 

the  booth  fire  at  the  theatre  last  sum- 
mer .   .   .   Eddie  Heiber,  Universal  mana- 
ger, and  his  staff  were  busy  signing  con- 

tracts with  independent  exhioitors  this 
week. 

I.  C.  Chadwick,  Hollywood  producers 

agent,  was  a   visitor  to  the  local  inde- 

pendents this  week  .   .   .   Mrs.  O.  K.  Hel- 
more,  of  United  Film  Distributors,  reports 

that  her  company  has  stepped  out  of  the 

film  rental  field  and  is  now  specializing 

in  projection  service  and  sales  in  the  16mm 

non-theatrical  field  .   .   .   Dave  Manley, 
former  sales  manager  for  Auction  Night 

here,  has  gone  to  California. 

The  Ford  Movie  Co.,  operated  by  Wayne 

Juntunen,  has  gone  into  the  development 
of  a   new  sound  machine  for  projection, 
to  be  sold  at  a   low  cost,  Juntunen  said 
this  week.  Concentrating  on  this  new 
field,  they  have  given  up  their  equipment 
sales  division. 

Robert  Watson  has  succeeded  Ray  Des- 

lierres  as  sales  representative  for  theatri- 
cal and  general  acoustical  installations  at 

Turner-Brooks,  Inc.  .   .   .   Alex  Zesser  has 
repainted  the  front  of  his  Ritz  Theatre. 

Joint  Magocs,  head  of  Theatre  Sound 
Engineering,  is  planning  installations  of 

his  company’s  equipment,  through  Amuse- 
ment Supply  Co.,  for  several  Detroit  the- 

atres .   .   .   Joint  Tatu,  proprietor  of  Ca- 
sino Theatre,  who  recently  returned  from 

a   visit  to  Rumania,  is  glad  to  be  back 
in  the  U.S.A.  these  days. 

Sally  Fields,  Detroit  booking  agent,  was 

injured  this  week  in  an  automobile  acci- 
dent. No  permanent  injuries  are  reported, 

but  she  is  suffering  severely  from  shock 

.   .   .   George  C.  Cossaboom,  representative 

of  Building  Accessories  Co.,  has  given  up 

the  acoustical  end  of  his  business  and  is 

now  handling  metal  door  frames  and  metal 

specialties  for  building. 

Peter  Roth,  of  Roth  Screen  Refinish- 
ing System,  has  just  completed  screens  for 

the  Highland  Park  and  Center  Theatres, 

both  operated  by  Associated  Theatres  Cir- cuit. 

Frank  Lorenzen,  theatrical  florist,  has 

the  contract  for  Christmas  decorations  in 

all  houses  of  the  United  Detroit  circuit. 

He  is  also  decorating  the  Film  Exchange 

Bldg.  .   .   .   Sam  Brown  Circuit  is  making 
minor  alterations  at  the  Dexter  Theatre. 

Altec  Service  Corp.  is  putting  Western 

Electric  Four  Star  equipment  in  the  Lin- 
coln Theatre  at  Sebewaing,  Mich.,  Fred 

G.  Dickely,  manager  reports.  Frank  C. 

Gilbert,  chief  engineer  for  Altec,  visited 
Dickely  at  Columbus  last  week. 

Lobdell  Movie  Sign  Service,  makers  of 

hand-painted  banners  and  signs  for  the 

theatre  trade,  have  moved  their  head- 
quarters from  McClellan  Ave.  to  10360 

Roxbury  Ave.  .   .   .   RCA  Photophone  office 
is  now  located  at  1050  Book  Bldg. 

A   special  benefit  show  for  the  Goodfel- 
lows  of  Highland  Park,  given  Friday  night 
at  the  RKO  Uptown,  drew  a   record  crowd. 

Lou  Emery,  manager,  stated  this  was  the 
second  vaudeville  performance  in  this 
house  in  about  eight  years. 

Jess  Fishman,  district  manager  for  War- 
ner theatres,  who  was  fatally  stricken  last 

week  at  his  office  in  Cleveland,  was  one 

of  the  founders  of  the  Standard  Film  Ser- 

vice Co.  here  about  a   quarter  of  a   cen- 

tury ago.  Among  Fishman’s  old  employes 
were  Max  Blumenthal,  William  Flemion 

and  Ann  O’Donnell. 

Nicholas  J.  Flemion,  oldest  brother  of 

William  Flemion,  sales  manager  of  Mono- 

gram, Detroit,  is  dead  of  heart  failure  in 
Findlay,  Ohio.  He  was  60  years  of  age  and 

ivas  engaged  in  the  contracting  business 
.   .   .   Joseph  S.  Gibson  sr.,  owner  of  the 
Gibson  Theatre  at  Greenville,  Mich.,  died 

suddenly  at  his  home  in  that  city.  He 
ivas  57  years  old.  His  three  sons  were 
associated  with  him. 

Columbia  Cast  Additions 

Hollywood — Columbia  has  added  Larry 

Wheat,  Charles  McMurphy  and  Eddie 

Featherston  to  the  cast  of  “There’s  That 
Woman  Again,”  starring  Melvyn  Douglas 
and  Virginia  Bruce. 

Baxter-Wells  Team 

Hollywood — Columbia  has  spotted  Alan 

Baxter  and  Jacqueline  Wells  for  top  roles 

in  “Racketeers.” 

No  Wonder  They 

Are  Such  a   Hit! 

B   A   N   K   O 

or  WINNER 

CARDS 
Perfect  for  All 

Merchandise  or  Cash Giveaways 

CARDS  ARE  SOLD  OUTRIGHT. 

No  Other  Charges  or  Royalties 
Whatsoever. 

Write  for  Free  Sample  Today 

LAKE  SHORE  SALES  COMPANY 
Theatre  Premium  Headquarters 

Complete  Salem  China  Line  on  Display 

404  Film  Bldg'.  Cleveland 
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J   J.  GRADY,  20th-Fox,  and  a   party  of 
Kentuckians,  headed  by  Gov.  "Happy” 

Chandler  and  wife,  with  Elizabeth  Dain- 
gerfield,  Daingerfield  Stock  Farm;  Keene 

Johnson,  Ky„  Lieut-Gov.;  Jim  Denton,  Fox 
publicity;  Mark  Luchman  and  Boyd  Mar- 

tin, Louisville  Courier -Journal;  “Bo”  Mc- 
Millin  and  wife;  Hon.  Reed  Nelson,  mayor 
of  Lexington;  Hon.  Joseph  Sholtz,  mayor 
of  Louisville;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Carl  Saun- 

ders, Cincinnati  Post;  Joe  Hart,  Tom  Un- 
derwood and  Louise  Bush  left  in  three 

special  cars  for  the  preview  of  20th-Fox’s 
“Kentucky”  in  Hollywood. 

A   visit  to  the  Fox  studios,  also  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayor  lot;  a   day  at  La  Caliente 
and  a   golf  contest  between  J.  J.  Grady, 
Governor  Chandler  and  Bing  Crosby  were 
scheduled.  Denton  spent  several  days  in 
Cincy  arranging  the  party.  Sidney  R. 

Kent  and  Charles  McCarthy,  20 th-Fox 
executives,  were  scheduled  to  join  the 
cavalcade  at  Chicago. 

Cincy’s  genial  Mayor  Stewart  will  act 
Santa  Claus  for  Queen  City  Variety’s  an- 

nual Children’s  Xmas  Party.  Orphans  of 
Kenton  and  Campbell  counties,  Ky„  are 
added  to  the  list  of  guests.  Col.  Arthur 

Frudenfeld  is  importing  a   special  vaude- 
ville show  for  the  kiddies.  The  affair  is 

slated  for  the  RKO  Orpheum  Theatre 

with  “Pop”  Wessel,  Joe  Goetz,  Jake  Gel- 
man,  Elmer  Shard  and  Billy  Bein  head- 

ing the  committee  of  arrangements. 

Joe  Goetz  will  be  grand  ?narshal  of  the 
Walnut  Hills  parade  adventing  the  Xmas 
party  in  that  suburb  for  kids.  It  will  be 

Goetz’s  first  attempt  at  horseback  riding 
and  a   substantial  road  from  the  local 
brewery  is  slated  for  the  parade,  which, 

if  you  haven’t  guessed  it,  will  wind  up  at 
RKO  Paramount  Theatre.  That  is,  if  Joe 

doesn’t  fall  off  the  horse. 

Paramount’s  Joe  Oulahan  is  the  uncon- 
tested nomination  for  Queen  City  Variety 

Club  chief  barker.  Oulahan  succeeds  him- 

self .   .   .   The  Mayfair,  Cincy’s  intimate 
little  theatre,  will  open  its  doors  Christ- 

mas week  for  an  eight-week  run  of  im- 
ported film.  Ebersole  Crawford  is  running 

the  house  and  season  tickets  are  being 
peddled,  an  innovation  here  for  picture 
shows  .   .   .   Martin  Perlman  is  taking  Bill 

Burns'  place  at  Columbia  as  booker.  Burns 
joined  Monogram’s  staff,  effective  Decem- 

ber 12  .   .   .   Bill  Onie  of  Monogram  an- 
nounces the  local  office  has  taken  over 

the  distribution  of  Tom  Keene  and  Tom 

Tyler’s,  formerly  handled  by  Chase  Pic- 
tures, here.  Monogram  also  is  handling 

“Tarzan  and  the  Green  Goddess.” 

Carl  Rohs,  Cynthiana,  let  his  patrons 
know  about  his  recent  remodeling .   Well 
written  exploitation,  flashed  before  the 

feature,  told  all  about  the  new  improve- 
ment to  his  audience.  And  they  liked  it 

.   .   .   The  Evanston  Theatre,  operated  by 

Mrs.  Neidenthal,  mother  of  Andy  Neiden- 
thal,  is  the  first  of  the  smaller  theatres, 
with  only  350  seats,  to  install  refrigerated 
air.  Business  during  the  summer,  which 

usually  dropped  one-third,  held  to  last 

winter’s  level,  and  made  the  installation 
profitable. 

International  Seating  Co.  will  hold  its 
annual  convention  January  16  and  17  at 
Union  City,  Ind.  The  local  concern  took 

the  seating  contract  for  the  new  Para- 
mount Theatre,  42nd  and  Broadway,  New 

York,  also  “Katz,”  State  and  Lake,  Chi- 
cago. Jake  Gelman  and  J.  Stallings,  Mid- 
west Theatre  Supplies  will  attend  the 

convention  from  Cincy. 

Commenting  on  the  past  year,  Jake  Gel- 
man  of  Midwest  reports  business  substan- 

tial. Three  salesmen  of  the  local  con- 
cern received  watches  for  sales  of  Mo- 

nograph machinery  and  $300  m   prizes  ivas 

awarded  for  sales  on  air-conditioning 
equipment. 

Ralph  Kinsler  and  wife  are  leaving  for 

three  weeks  in  Florida,  for  rest  and  recre- 
ation before  Kinsler  takes  over  his  new 

duties  as  head  of  the  local  Trailer-Made 
sendee  .   .   .   A1  Sugarman  also  leaves  for 
Florida  to  bring  home  his  wife  and  son, 
who  are  on  an  extended  vacation. 

Co-Featured  in  "Shanghai" 
Hollywood— Betty  Furness  and  James 

Craig  are  co-featured  in  Columbia’s  “North 
of  Shanghai.”  New  cast  additions  are 
Dorothy  Gulliver,  James  V.  Leong  and 
Victor  Wong. 

Joins  Trailer-Made 

Cincinnati  —   Ralph  Kinsler,  division 
manager  for  Grand  National  Films  in  the 
mideast  territory,  is  resigning,  effective 

December  17,  to  handle  Trailer-Made, 
Inc.,  service  exclusively,  in  this  territory. 

Kinsler,  formerly  the  local  business 

manager  for  GN,  entered  the  film  busi- 
ness 20  years  ago,  serving  with  Fox  Films 

and  First  National,  and,  later  for  a   num- 
ber of  years,  was  city  salesman  for  RKO 

here.  He  is  widely  known  both  for  his 
genial  disposition  and  executive  ability, 
and  has  many  friends.  Large  quarters  for 
Trailer-Made  service  have  been  opened 
on  Filmrow. 

Republican  Entertainment 

Group  Is  Granted  Harris 
Pittsburgh — The  showman  in  Frank  J. 

Harris,  Republican  chairman  of  Alle- 
gheny county  and  president  of  the  Harris 

Amusement  Companies,  came  out  at  a 

GOP  meeting  last  week  when  he  sug- 
gested that  an  entertainment  committee 

be  formed  to  arrange  social  events.  More 

than  300  party  leaders  gave  him  a   un- 
animous vote  of  confidence  after  he 

spiked  minor  revolt  plans  in  the  GOP 
ranks. 

Recent  political  campaign  expenditures 
were  revealed  and  showed  that  former 
Senator  Harris  contributed  $1,700  to  the 
Republican  fund  and  his  nephew,  John  H. 
Harris,  gave  $1,200. 

Sound  Equipment  Sales 

Boom  in  Pitt  Territory 
Pittsburgh — RCA  High  Fidelity  sound 

equipment  sales  have  been  moving  rapid- 
ly, with  the  following  theatres  having 

contracted  with  the  company  during  the 

past  two  weeks,  according  to  W.  C.  Jer- 
vis, in  charge  of  Photophone  sales: 

Parkway,  McKees  Rocks,  Pa.;  Lincoln, 
Chester,  W.  Va.;  Family,  Bridgeport,  Ohio; 

Cromwell’s  new  theatre,  Bedford,  Pa.; 
Embassy,  Aspinwall,  Pa.,  and  the  Ford, 
Ford  City,  Pa. 

Ray  Allison  has  purchased  seven  RCA 

sound  re-enforcement  systems  for  his  the- 
atres at  Cresson,  Ebensburg,  South  Fork, 

Colver,  Beaverdale,  Hastings  and  Portage, Pa. 

Equipment  Manufacturing 

Company  Is  Reorganizing 
Detroit — The  Uhler  Cine  Machine  Co. 

which  manufactures  projection  sound 

equipment,  distributing  primarily  to  the 
non-theatrical  and  commercial  picture 
field,  is  being  reorganized  as  the  Detroit 
Projector  Corp. 

The  company  will  retain  its  location, 

converting  it  into  a   retail  store  and  sales- 
room, and  is  establishing  a   new  factory 

for  manufacturing  purposes.  The  firm  re- 
mains under  the  management  of  Louis  S. 

Uhler. 

Pittsburgh  Catholics 

Renew  Pledge  on  Films 
Pittsburgh  —   Pledge  of  the  Legion  of 

Decency — to  avoid  offensive  motion  pic- 
tures— was  renewed  Sunday  at  the  Masses 

in  all  Catholic  Churches  in  this  diocese. 

Hugh  C.  Boyle,  Bishop  of  Pittsburgh,  is 
one  of  the  high  officers  of  the  national 
Legion  organization. 

Change  at  Martinsburg 
Martinsburg,  Pa. — Roxy  Theatre  has 

been  transferred  from  William  Salmond 
and  Leo  Mullen  to  Howard  Helleburg.  The 

theatre  was  opened  six  months  ago.  Helle- 
burg, a   former  art  student,  has  had  no 

prior  theatre  experience.  Charles  Stover 
has  remained  as  house  manager. 
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Union  Operators  Have 

Bowling  League  Season 
Pittsburgh — IATSE  and  MPMO,  Local 

No.  171,  which  organized  its  own  bowling 
league,  has  completed  its  first  seven  weeks, 
with  averages  established  in  22  games  and 

with  a   new  setup  scheduled  for  a   com- 
plete season  of  21  weeks. 

The  “warmup”  season  honors  were 
copped  by  the  Rectifiers,  captained  by 
Johnny  Lengyel,  who  is  the  secretary  of 

the  league,  with  the  Sound  Heads,  cap- 
tained by  League  President  George  Eng- 

stler,  taking  the  second  prizes.  The  Rec- 
tifiers not  only  finished  in  first  place, 

winning  19  and  losing  2   games,  but  car- 
ried off  high  team  honors  for  both  one 

and  three  games.  Ken  McGuire,  with  an 

average  of  145.16,  was  the  season’s  leader 
and  George  Engstler  held  high  individual 
score  honors  with  a   206  game. 

Officers  of  the  league  are  George  Eng- 
stler, president;  John  Lengyel,  secretary, 

and  Bill  Thompson,  treasurer.  Games  are 

rolled  Friday  nights  at  the  Liberty  Al- 
leys, across  from  the  Seventh  Avenue 

Hotel,  with  the  season  continuing  until 
May  12. 

Games  are  not  scheduled  during  the 

holidays  but  they  resume  on  January  6, 
at  which  time  there  will  be  a   beer  and 
sandwich  party. 

Following  are  the  teams,  with  individual 
and  team  averages: 

AMPLIFIERS 

John  lndo  (C)      138.1 

A.  Hopkins      120.5 
D.  Thomas      115.5 

E.  Shawhan      103.9 

J.  Snyder      95-5 
J.  Erdelock      88.0 

E.  Mahoney      85.0 

745.9 

GENERATORS 

Jim  Caskey  (C)      124.0 

D.  Caskey      117.11 
W.  Freeman      114.5 
E.  Jones      105.7 

M.  Ventrone      102.13 

Puseroff      93.6 

B.  Thompson      81.17 

738.17 
RECTIFIERS 

John  Lengyel  (C)      134.1 

C.  Lang      118.9 
J.  Sipe      116.17 

P.  Ferry      106.15 

A

.

 

 

Engstler   

 

  99.12 

J.  Nickel      83.1 

J.  Drexler      68.3 

726.16 

SPROCKET  HOLES 

Louis  lndo  (C)      133.15 
Wunderliek      123.8 

M.  Orris          115.13 

J.  Martier      105.20 

J.  Dean      103.4 

W.  Honestzy      85.15 

Open      68.0 

735.13 

LOUD  SPEAKERS 

Henry  Link  (C)    123.17 
T.  Loeffler      137.4 

Zeke  Gayzakin        110.13 

M.  Capalbo      108.2 
J.  Orris      99.2 

D

.

 

 

Flask   

 

 
 91.17 

Open      65.0  "v 

735.14 

MAGAZINES 

Jim  Collela  (C)      135.20 
G.  Ross      121.16 
P.  Kalaba      117.9 

Lejune      103.5 

N.  McKelvey      98.11 
Wm.  Dorsch      90.16 

Open      68.0 

735.15 
REELS 

Ken  McGuire  (C)      145.16 

H.  Stanley    *     120.8 

OWLING 
CLEVELAND 

W. 

I.. Pet. 

Avg. 

Columbia    .   .   28 11 718 776 

Messengers    .   .   22 17 

564 764 National  Supply  .   .   . .   .   20 19 

513 

741 

Metro    19 20 487 750 

Central  Shippers 

18 

21 

462 

741 RKO    

10 

29 250 716 

Team  High  Single — Columbia,  886;  Messengers, 
868;  National  Supply,  867. 

Team  High  Three — Messengers,  2426;  National 

Supply,  2420;  Columbia,  2404. 

Individual  High  Single — Ivoteles,  245;  Krupka, 
243;  Riee,  237. 

Individual  High  Three — Riee,  163;  Jay  White, 
590;  Fosbender,  588;  B.  Andrews,  588. 

Pittsburgh — New  Universal  went  into  a 

commanding  position  by  taking  Para- 
mount for  three  games  last  Friday  eve- 

ning, the  former  having  a   five  game  lead 
in  the  Filmrow  Bowling  League.  Herb 

“Curley”  Shearer,  Homewood  exhibitor, 
who  bowls  for  Superior,  rolled  a   181  game, 

copping  the  weekly  $1  award  for  high 
individual  score.  Superior  turned  in  a 
768  game  which  is  the  second  best  team 
score  of  the  season  to  date. 

Standing  of  the  teams  to  December  16: 

New  Universal  .   .   . 
Won     26 

    21 

Lost 

10 

15 

Paramount    
    20 

16 

Monarch        19 

17 

Republic        18 18 

20th-Fov        16 

20 

Columbia        16 

20 

    8 28 

No  {fames  are scheduled  for  December 
23  or  30. 

Monarch  Adds  16  Webb 

Productions  to  Lineup 
Pittsburgh — Monarch  Pictures  has  add- 

ed 16  productions  for  distribution  in  the 
local  area,  having  closed  contracts  with 
Bill  Steiner,  distributor  for  the  Harry 
Webb  productions  of  eight  Bob  Steele 
westerns  and  eight  melodramas. 

Recent  visitors  at  the  exchange  with 
Lew  and  Milt  Lefton  were  Max  Alexander, 
producer  of  the  Gene  Austin  productions, 
and  I.  E.  Chadwick,  who  is  reissuing  some 
Hoot  Gibson  westerns,  all  distributed  here 

by  Monarch. 

Sells  in  Fremont 

Fremont,  Mich. — The  Schulte  Amuse- 
ment Co.  has  acquired  the  Ideal  Theatre 

here  from  Leighton  Leigh.  The  amuse- 
ment firm  plans  to  build  a   new  house 

here  but  will  operate  the  present  one  until 
construction  is  completed.  Walter  Nichols 
is  manager  of  the  Ideal. 

W.  Keil      114.9 
B.  McElhattan      105.10 

C.  Turner      93.8 
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Rigaumont  Accepts  Bids 

On  New  Titusville  House 
Titusville,  Pa. — Victor  A.  Rigaumont, 

Pittsburgh  architect,  has  accepted  bids 

on  revised  plans  for  a   new  950-seat  the- 
atre here.  Names  of  the  parties  interested 

were  not  divulged.  Rigaumont  had  an- 
nounced original  plans  several  months 

ago  for  a   new  theatre  in  this  Crawford 
County  community. 

Location  of  the  proposed  theatre  is  on 
Spring  street,  between  Exchange  Place  and 
Franklin  streets.  Estimated  cost  is  $100,- 

000  for  an  irregular  dimensioned  or  “T” 
shaped  one-story  building  with  part  base- 

ment, for  theatre  and  store  with  a   long 
theatre  lobby. 

Warner  Bros,  operate  the  Orpheum  The- 
atre, Titusville. 

John  Maloney  Addresses 

W omen's  Club  on  Films 
Mt.  Union,  Pa.  —   John  J.  Maloney, 

M-G-M  district  manager,  addressed  the 

Women’s  Twentieth  Century  Club  here 

last  Wednesday,  his  subject  being  “Mo- 
tion Pictures — How  They  are  Made — And 

How  to  Appreciate  Them.”  In  attend- 
ance among  the  capacity  audience  were 

Joseph  C.  Shapiro,  Mt.  Union  exhibitor; 
Paul  O.  Klingler,  manager  of  the  Rialto, 

Lewistown,  and  Solly  Gottleib,  M-G-M’s 
city  sales  representative. 

Hosts  Detroit  Bowlers 

At  Annual  Stag  Party 

Detroit — Members  of  the  film  bowling 

league,  as  well  as  most  of  the  bookers 
of  local  exchanges,  were  to  be  the  guests 

of  Wade  Allen,  of  the  Fine  Arts  Theatre, 
at  his  home  on  Friday.  This  stag  affair 
has  become  an  annual  event  for  bowlers 
and  bookers. 

Allen  has  become  a   chronic  host,  giv- 
ing a   birthday  party  last  Saturday  for 

his  wife. 

Polly  Rowles  Wed 
Pittsburgh — Polly  Rowles,  leading  lady 

in  a   number  of  film  productions  of  last 
season,  was  married  last  week  to  Frank 

C.  Snyder  at  a   ceremony  in  the  Twen- 
tieth Century  Club.  Former  queen  of 

the  local  campus  of  Carnegie  Institute  of 

Technology  and  her  husband,  now  honey- 
mooning in  the  east,  will  reside  here  on 

Callowhill  street. 

Invited  to  Pick 
Detroit — James  S.  Pooler,  film  editor 

of  the  Detroit  Free  Press,  is  inviting  read- 
ers to  submit  their  choice  for  the  ten  best 

pictures  of  the  year.  Pooler  commented 
on  the  extraordinarily  large  number  of 
comedies  this  year  and  hazarded  the  guess 
that  comedy  may  win  top  rating  for  the 

first  time  since  “The  Gold  Rush”  in  1925. 

Board  Meet  " Routine " Detroit  —   No  formal  statement  issued 

from  the  year’s  last  monthly  meeting  of 
the  state  Allied  board  here.  “Routine 
matters  only,”  was  the  reply  to  queries. 
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Q.EORGE  WEIDERHOLT,  former  man- ager of  a   neighborhood  house  in 
Louisville,  is  playing  Santa  Claus  on  a 
commercial  program  over  Radio  Station 

WHAS.  George  is  an  accomplished  voca- 
list .   .   .   George  Hunt  jr„  manager  of 

Loew’s  in  Louisville,  is  bubbling  over  with 
ideas  for  Christmas  effects,  publicity  and 

advertising  stunts.  To  begin  with,  his 

Christmas  decorations  include  a   15-foot 

pine  tree  with  spotlight  trained  in  such 

a   way  as  to  make  the  trimmings  glitter 

blindingly.  This  really  is  a   knockout. 

One  of  his  publicity  ideas  has  to  do  with 

“The  Christmas  Carol,”  which  will  ac- 

company “The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady”  on 
Loew’s  Christmas  bill.  Hunt  is  encourag- 

ing Louisville  merchants  to  play  on 

Dickens’  immortal  piece  as  the  theme  of 

their  holiday  advertising,  which  will  work 

out  very  well  for  his  Yule  idea. 

Speaking  of  Loew’s,  much  confusion 

has  resulted  from  the  strikingly  close  re- 

semblance between  Etheridge  Fry,  assist- 

ant manager,  and  Loew’s  chief  of  service, 

Harry  J.  Newton.  The  latter’s  friends  oc- 
casionally meet  him  in  the  lobby,  and 

then  think  they  see  him  sitting  at  a   desk 

as  they  pass  Fry’s  office  a   few  steps  away. 
Both  men  are  blond,  have  the  same  sort 

of  wavy  hair,  and  are  much  alike  in  other 
respects. 

The  Brown  is  getting  some  new  perma- 
nent trimmings.  Some  25  modernistic  wall 

brackets  shedding  indirect  light  are  to  re- 

place old-fashioned  fixtures.  Some  300 

refinished  seats  will  be  ready  for  service 
at  this  house  Christmas  Day. 

“Angels  With  Dirty  Faces”  was  held 
over  at  the  Mary  Anderson  for  a   third 

week,  and  may  be  held  over  for  a   fourth. 

“Brother  Rat”  recently  remained  at  this 
house  for  three  weeks. 

A.  A.  Daugherty,  film  critic  for  the 

Louisville  Times,  is  back  at  his  desk  after 

a   week's  illness.  A.  E.  Campbell,  manager 
of  the  Grand  and  Lyric,  Louisville  colored 

houses,  has  been  commuting  between 
Louisville  and  Indianapolis,  his  former 

home,  taking  in  holiday  social  functions 

up  there. 

F.  Shirley  Wilcox,  manager  of  the 
Grand  and  Indiana  (Switow  Theatrical 

Co.)  in  New  Albany,  Louisville’s  sister  city 
across  the  Ohio,  is  liaridling  arrangements 
for  a   district  ATO  of  Indiana  meeting 
December  20  at  New  Albany. 

Theatre  Union  Re-elects 

Chas.  E .   Kennedy  Head 
Pittsburgh — Charles  E.  Kennedy  was  re- 

elected president  of  the  IATSE’s  B-12  the- 
atre union,  which  is  comprised  of  ushers, 

cashiers,  doormen  and  other  front-of-the- 
house  employes. 

Other  officers  elected  this  week  to  serve 

during  1939  include:  William  Hessinger, 

vice-president;  Elaine  DeSchants,  finan- 
cial secretary;  Katherine  Schertzinger,  re- 

cording secretary;  J.  Nolte,  treasurer;  trus- 
tees are  Miss  Benlien,  Mr.  Finley  and  Mr. 

McAvoy. 

Strong  Turn  Toward  Vaud 

For  Holiday  Presentation 

Detroit — Early  reports  of  New  Year’s 
Eve  bookings  show  a   marked  increase  over 

previous  years  in  the  booking  of  vaude- 
ville shows. 

Jack  Dickstein,  of  the  Gus  Sun  office, 
probably  holds  high  record  for  the  year, 
with  the  booking  of  special  shows  for  nine 

major  theatres — the  largest  number  of 
out-of-town  houses  for  this  occasion  list- 

ed by  a   Detroit  booker  in  some  years. 

Included  in  this  list  are:  State,  at  Pon- 
tiac; Roxy,  Cleveland;  Garrick,  St.  Louis; 

Gayety,  Cincinnati;  Albion.  Albion,  Mich.; 
Tivoli,  Sandusky,  Ohio;  Ohio,  Toledo,  Ohio; 
Avenue,  at  Detroit,  and  Casino,  Toronto. 

Garner  Is  Distributor 

Of  " Sonata "   in  Detroit 
Detroit — Charles  A.  Garner,  indepen- 

dent film  distributor,  has  been  appointed 

distributor  for  this  territory  for  “Moon- 
light Sonata”  featuring  Paderewski.  This 

film  opened  at  the  Cinema  Theatre  last 
fall  for  a   record  run  of  three  weeks,  and 

is  being  brought  back  for  a   return  en- 

gagement. 

Loew's  State  Books  3   UA 
Pictures  in  Succession 

Cleveland — Three  United  Artists  pic- 
tures in  succession  have  been  booked  into 

Loew’s  State  Theatre.  They  are  “The 
Young  in  Heart,”  “The  Cowboy  and  the 
Lady”  and  “There  Goes  My  Heart.” 

The  RKO  Palace  has  selected  “Drums” 
for  its  Christmas  week  screen  attraction. 

Soroker  to  New  York 
Pittsburgh — With  20th-Fox  taking  over 

sales  and  bookings  for  GB,  Sam  Soroker, 

who  came  here  a   month  ago  from  Bos- 
ton to  assume  the  post  as  branch  man- 

ager, was  called  into  the  home  office.  His 

post  has  been  abandoned  and  Miss  Ce- 
celia Guehl,  secretary,  has  joined  the 

ranks  of  the  unemployed. 

Change  at  Carleton 
Detroit — The  Temple  Theatre  at  Carle- 

ton,  Mich.,  has  been  taken  over  by  A.  D. 
Stanchfield  from  the  former  owners, 
Charles  Letourneau  and  A.  Sampson.  The 
house  is  being  renamed  the  Carleton. 

To  Beat  Year  In 

Youngstown,  Ohio — Youngstown’s  new- 
est neighborhood  theatre,  the  Foster, 

probably  will  be  opened  before  January  1, 
Joseph  E.  Shagrin,  head  of  the  theatre 
company,  announces.  Work  on  the  new 
800-seater  is  progressing  rapidly. 

Xmas  Baskets  for  Poor 

Akron,  Ohio  —   The  Motion  Picture 

Operators  local.  No.  364,  of  which  Albert 
Wright  of  the  Strand  Theatre  is  president, 
plans  to  send  baskets  of  food  to  at  least 
20  needy  families  this  Christmas. 

(Continued  from  page  36) 

R.  J.  Jeffries,  the  Burch  Popcorn  Ma- 
chine representative,  is  back  in  town  after 

a   successful  sales  trip  over  the  state. 

Business  is  good  at  George  Jaffe’s  Casino 
burlesque  theatre,  which  reports  a   35  per 

cent  increase  in  this  season’s  grosses  over 
last  year  .   .   .   Leon  Reichblum,  Charleroi 

exhibitor,  who  acquired  the  State,  Wil- 
kinsburg,  on  December  1,  has  plans  for 
extensive  improvements. 

Variety  Club  chairmen  for  the  week  of 
December  18:  Ray  Downey,  Sunday;  Jake 

Soltz,  Monday;  Bob  Caskey,  Tuesday; 

Morty  Henderson,  Wednesday;  Sam  De- 
Fazio,  Thursday;  no  family  nite  party 

scheduled,  Friday;  Christmas  Party  for 
children,  members  and  guests,  12:30  noon, 

with  George  Barker,  11,  the  club’s  ward, 
as  host,  and  with  Mr.  and  Mrs.  A1  Weib- 
linger  in  charge,  Saturday.  The  club  will 
be  closed  Christmas,  Sunday,  as  the  final 
week  of  the  year  opens;  Andy  Sheridan  is 
in  charge  the  day  after  Christmas. 

Nixon  Theatre,  dark  the  week  of  the 

19 th,  will  light  up  again  for  “Our  Town” week  of  the  26 th.  The  legit  house  observed 
its  35 th  birthday  last  week  .   .   .   C.  E.  Gable, 
veteran  exhibitor  and  uncle  of  Clark 

Gable,  is  wintering  as  usual  at  St.  Peters- 
burg, Fla.  The  Sharpsville  showman  is  ap- 

proaching 80. 

George  Lefko,  RKO  manager,  and  Mrs. 
Lefko  were  scheduled  to  leave  for  Florida 

at  press  time.  Mrs.  Lefko  will  remain  there 
for  the  winter  but  the  film  man  is  ex- 

pected back  at  his  desk  soon. 

Warner  Almost  Ready  to 

Film  Knute  Rockne  Story 
Hollywood — Warner  virtually  has  com- 

pleted negotiations  with  Notre  Dame  Uni- 
versity and  the  Knute  Rockne  family  to 

produce  a   film  around  the  title  “The 
Fighting  Irish,”  with  Pat  O'Brien  portray- 

ing Coach  Rockne. 
Listed  as  a   high-budget  offering  for  the 

1939-40  season,  the  story  will  be  prepared 

by  studio  scripters  with  the  aid  of  Art 

Haley,  business  manager  for  the  univer- 
sity, currently  here  on  a   stopover  after 

the  recent  Southern  California-Notre 
Dame  football  game. 

Opens  at  Belle,  W.  Va . 
Montgomery,  W.  Va. — A.  R.  Clemens, 

local  circuit  exhibitor,  has  acquired  the 

Belle  Theatre,  Belle,  W.  Va.,  and  follow- 
ing renovations  the  house  is  scheduled 

for  reopening  around  December  20.  RCA 
sound  equipment  has  been  installed. 

Clevelanders  to  Albany 

Cleveland — Among  the  Cleveland  film 

folks  who  will  go  to  Albany  on  Sunday 
to  attend  the  20th  Anniversary  Schine 

celebration  will  be  “Duke”  Clark,  Harry 
H.  Goldstein,  Dave  Miller,  Bert  Stearn,  A. 

M.  Goodman,  I.  J.  Schmertz  and  Nat 
Barach. 
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" Jackrabbit ”   Circuits  Not 

Hibernating  in  Wisconsin 

Plea  for  Dismissal 

For  RKO,  Universal 
Chicago  —   Former  Judge  Edmund  Ad- 

cock, law  partner  of  Leo  Spitz,  leading  up 
to  his  plea  that  RKO  and  Universal  should 

rightfully  be  dismissed  from  the  proceed- 
ings here  in  the  criminal  contempt  action, 

in  analyzing  the  1932  consent  decree,  upon 
which  the  action  is  based,  said,  in  part: 

“The  decree  specifically  states  that  RKO 
has  the  right  to  contract  for  and  play  its 

own  pictures  in  its  own  theatre,  the  Pal- 
ace, and  also  has  the  right  to  contract  for 

one  other  company,  here  happening  to  be 

Universal.” 

Sees  a   Criterion 

In  "If"  Exhibitors 

Chicago — Robert  N.  Golding,  one  of  the 
defense  attorneys  in  the  criminal  contempt 

case  here,  during  the  course  of  his  argu- 
ments last  week  on  a   motion  for  a   bill  of 

particulars,  drew  an  analogy  between 

some  of  the  independent,  unaffiliated  ex- 

hibitors referred  to  in  the  government’s 
bill,  and  “Randolph  Street  impresarios 
who  are  always  talking  about  the  big  deals 

they  could  make  IF  they  had  the  oppor- 

tunity and  IF  they  had  the  money.” 
Carrying  the  reference  further,  he  said 

there  are  a   lot  of  exhibitors  referred  to  in 
the  case  who  are  in  the  same  class.  He 

said  that  in  the  same  way  they  would  go 

into  first-run  exhibition  in  the  loop  IF 
they  could  get  the  film  and  theatre  cheap 

enough,  provided  “they  could  get  a   touch 
of  $10,000  somewhere  to  make  the  deposit 

to  get  the  sign  in  front  of  the  theatre  run- 

ning.” 
After  these  remarks,  Golding  added  that 

perhaps  those  who  brought  the  case  had 
been  paying  too  much  attention  to  the 
type  of  exhibitors  to  which  he  referred. 

Indiana-Illinois  Chain 

Testing  Patron  Tastes 
Chicago — Using  as  subjects  more  than 

200  girls  from  eight  Indiana  towns  in 

which  the  circuit  operates,  Indiana-Illi- 
nois  Theatres  is  in  the  process  of  com- 

pleting a   survey  on  patron  likes  and  dis- 
likes. The  survey  has  been  conducted  in 

conjunction  with  the  quiz  campaign  and 
is  expected  to  be  completed  shortly. 

Some  of  the  queries  asked  included  what 
stars  were  favorites  of  the  fans;  whether 
they  were  attracted  to  see  a   picture 
through  screen  trailers,  radio  advertising, 
newspaper  advertising,  star  or  story  value; 
and  when  they  go  to  the  theatre  and  how 
often. 

A   copy  of  the  quiz  book  was  left  with 
each  girl  interviewed. 

Clearing  Site 
Mountain  Grove,  Mo. — C.  P.  Moody  is 

clearing  the  site  preparatory  to  rebuilding 
the  Cameo  Theatre,  recently  damaged  by 
fire.  The  new  building,  in  addition  to  the 
theatre,  will  include  two  store  rooms. 

In  the  Courtroom 
  With  GENE  RICH   

Chicago — One  of  the  oldest  showmen 

living  in  the  United  States,  was  a   specta- 
tor at  one  of  the  court  sessions  last  week 

— Harry  Powers.  Now  around  80  years 
old,  he  was  a   former  partner  of  the  late 

Abe  Erlanger,  and  operated  the  old  Iro- 
quois Theatre,  at  the  time  it  was  burned 

causing  the  death  of  numerous  patrons. 
He  also  operated  the  Colonial,  Powers  and 
Erlanger  at  various  times. 

New  York  attorneys  here  were  Granville 
Whittlesey  of  RKO;  Fred  W.  R.  Pride  and 

Otto  E.  Koegel  of  20th  Century-Fox,  and 
Lou  Phillips  of  Paramount.  Koegel  was 
the  only  one  to  speak  in  court. 

Among  those  spotted  in  court  were  Har- 
old Costello,  Oriental  Theatre  building 

manager;  Jack  Kirsch  of  Allied;  Bill  Pearl, 
Lester  Retschen,  Eddie  Brunnell,  Eddie 

Silverman,  Mort  Goldberg,  Morris  Leon- 
ard of  B&K,  Joseph  and  Ben  Rosenberg 

and  Aaron  Stein. 

The  proceedings  became  a   little  mo- 
notonous on  Thursday  afternoon,  and  we 

noticed  numerous  persons  taking  an  in- 
formal afternoon  nap  as  one  attorney  after 

attorney  paraded  by  Judge  Woodward. 

Defense  Attorney  Robert  Golding  reiter- 

ated that  the  movies  are  everybody’s  busi- 
ness when  he  said:  “Everybody  knows 

something  or  other  about  the  movie  busi- 

ness.” Golding,  beginning  the  Friday  after- 
noon defense  rebuttal,  began  by  saying 

that  Barney  Balaban  had  not  received 

“one  penny  of  rent”  from  the  Roosevelt 
Theatre,  where  the  government  charges  he 
obtained  $5,000  a   week  rental  as  principal 

shareholder  in  the  building.  The  govern- 
ment attorney,  Robert  L.  Wright,  quickly 

had  Golding  stopped,  adding  testimony 
was  not  being  taken  at  that  time. 

Lester  Retschen  must  definitely  be 
taking  up  law  as  a   sideline.  He  has  not 
missed  a   single  one  of  the  court  sessions 
on  any  of  the  industry  cases  pending  in 
federal  court. 

Capture  Bandit 
St.  Louis  —   A   19-year-old  robber  who 

held  up  Kelly  Marie  Hadgis,  cashier  of  the 
Ambassador  Theatre,  and  escaped  with  $33 
in  bills  and  small  change,  was  captured 

later  by  Patrolman  Christ  Anton,  who  en- 
tered a   few  seconds  after  the  holdup. 

Milwaukee,  Wis  —   Wisconsin  exhibitors 

plagued  during  the  past  summers  by  rov- 
ing circuit  operators  are  facing  compe- 

tition from  similar  sources  in  the  smaller 
cities  around  the  state. 

In  Campbellsport,  for  example,  a   town 
of  about  800,  films  are  being  shown  on 

Saturday  nights  in  Boecker’s  Hall  by 
means  of  a   special  arrangement  with  a 
half  dozen  local  merchants  whereby  a 

special  price  reduction  ticket  from  these 
dealers  will  admit  either  children  or  adults 
to  the  shows  for  five  cents.  Releases 

shown  are  said  to  have  included  Para- 

mount’s “Double  or  Nothing”  and  “The 

Buccaneer,”  as  well  as  Ambassador-Conn’s 
“Song  of  the  Trail”  and  “Black  Gold.” 

Sohre’s  Hall  at  Elmore,  a   hamlet  near 
Campbellsport,  is  sporting  films  on  Friday 

nights  at  10  and  15 -cent  admissions  with 
a   fish  fry  following.  Recent  attraction 

was  reported  as  Majestic’s  “Hearts  of 
Humanity,”  with  “Alaskan  Adventures” 
and  “The  Black  Crow,”  supposedly  added 
attractions. 

The  Gem  Theatre  Circuit  also  is  re- 
ported to  have  instituted  Sunday  night 

shows  in  Kewaskum,  another  town  of 
about  800  population,  where  the  same 
special  discount  ticket  arrangement  is 

used,  thereby  establishing  a   five-cent  gen- 
eral admission  charge. 

Reports  are  that  the  films  are  furnished 
directly  from  New  York  and  are  of  16mm size. 

Low  Priced  Vaude-Film 

Policy  at  State -Lake 
Chicago — B&K  is  expected  to  offer  the 

lowest  priced  vaude-film  policy  in  the  loop 
in  many  years  when  the  State-Lake  The- 

atre reopens  under  its  banner  next  Sat- 
urday. With  Helen  Morgan  and  Dick 

Foran  as  the  “in-person”  attractions  to 
head  a   vaudeville  show,  plus  a   feature 

picture,  the  top,  including  Saturdays  and 
Sundays,  will  be  40  cents,  it  is  understood. 
As  Boxoffice  goes  to  press,  the  opening 
picture  has  not  yet  been  set. 

Bill  Holden,  now  at  the  Southtown,  will 

be  the  State-Lake  manager,  with  Ambrose 
Conway  moving  to  the  Southtown  from 
the  Uptown,  and  Ben  Bloomfield,  now 
Harding  manager,  going  to  the  northside 
Uptown  Theatre. 

B&K  Gives  No  Reason 

For  Passing  Up  Common 
Chicago — No  reason  was  advanced  by 

B&K  for  passing  the  annual  dividend  on 
the  common  stock  at  the  annual  meeting 
of  the  board  of  directors. 

The  dividend  voted  for  1937  was  $4  a 
share. 

It  is  assumed  the  business  drop  referred 

to  in  the  first  quarter  of  1938  at  the  an- 

nual stockholders’  meeting  by  Barney 
Balaban,  has  continued  throughout  the 
remainder  of  the  year. 
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Travelogue  Air  Advertising  Dickmann  Tries  for 

Refusal  Brings  Complaint  A   City  Sales  Levy 
Chicago— Refusal  of  three  local  radio 

stations  to  accept  advertising  copy  for 

Julien  Bryan’s  film  travelogue  appearance 
here  caused  a   complaint  to  be  registered 

with  the  federal  communications  commis- 

sion. Bryan  spoke  at  Orchestra  Hall  here, 

using  his  films  called,  “Inside  Nazi  Ger- 

many.” He  is  scheduled  for  another  ap- 
pearance Monday  evening,  December  19, 

on  the  same  subject. 

Bryan,  whose  films  have  been  used  by 

March  of  Time  and  Pathe  News,  made  his 

appearance  under  the  auspices  of  the 

Emergency  Refugee  Fund,  headed  by  Judge 

Harry  M.  Fisher.  Carl  F.  Kuehnle,  presi- 
dent of  the  Central  National  Bank,  is 

treasurer. 

Tire  protest  to  the  FCC  was  made  by 

Don  L.  Davis,  publisher  of  the  Jewish  Ad- 

vocate, one  of  the  sponsors  of  Bryan’s 
talks.  He  said  that  Gene  T.  Dyer,  presi- 

dent of  the  company  operating  stations 

WSBC,  WGES,  and  WCBD,  would  not  per- 
mit the  announcement  to  go  on  the  air 

because  it  pleaded  for  aid  for  refugees  in 

a   foreign  country.  Dyer  was  quoted  as 

saying  such  a   statement  was  “contro- 

versial.” 
Among  members  of  the  committee  spon- 

soring the  talk  were  Robert  M.  Hutchins, 

president,  University  of  Chicago;  Rabbi 

Solomon  Goldman;  Bishop  George  Craig 

Stewart  of  the  Episcopal  Church;  Col. 

Frank  Knox,  Chicago  Daily  News  pub- 

lisher; Merrill  C.  Meiggs,  Chicago  Amer- 

ican publisher;  Walter  Dill  Scott,  presi- 
dent of  Northwestern  University;  S.  E. 

Thomason,  publisher  Chicago  Times;  and 

numerous  other  leading  Chicago  clergy- 
men and  civic  leaders. 

Maybe  They'll  Sign Him  Up 

Chicago — As  an  Irishman,  Tom  Flan- 

nery of  Whiteway  Sign,  makes  a   good 

lew. The  story:  It  seems  Lou  Harrison  of 

Goodman-Harrison  theatres  is  president 

this  year  of  the  Lake  View  B'nai  B'rith 
Lodge.  As  such,  Lou  aspires  to  a   lot 

of  new  members.  So,  as  an  aide  to 

him,  Tom  lately  has  been  expounding 

the  ideals  of  B'nai  B'rith  to  eligible 
men.  So  far,  he  has  five  new  mem- 

bers to  his  credit. 

Maybe,  they'll  do  right  by  Tom  and, 
perhaps,  should  we  say,  sign  him  up. 

"Kentucky"  Party 
Is  Held  in  Chicayo 

Chicago — With  Sidney  Kent  leading  the 

group  of  hosts  present,  20th  Century-Fox 
threw  a   cocktail  party  last  Saturday  as 

the  beginning  of  the  $15,000  exploitation 

campaign  Darryl  Zanuck  is  using  to  start 

off  ’   Kentucky.”  And  as  guests  were  no 
less  than  a   governor,  two  mayors,  and 
others. 

Gov.  A.  B.  (Happy)  and  Mrs.  Chandler 

of  Kentucky,  their  daughters,  Marcell  and 

St.  Louis — Mayor  Bernard  F.  Dickmann, 

in  his  seven-point  legislative  program  to 

be  pursued  in  the  Missouri  general  as- 

sembly when  that  body  convenes  at  Jef- 
ferson City  early  next  month,  has  included 

a   request  that  the  barrier  be  removed 

against  a   city  sales  tax. 

A   provision  was  inserted  in  the  state 

sales  tax  law  just  prior  to  its  passage  by 

the  last  general  assembly  prohibiting  mu- 
nicipal sales  tax  ordinances.  The  mayor 

has  announced  if  this  section  of  the  pres- 
ent state  law  is  repealed  St.  Louis  will  be 

in  a   position  to  levy  such  a   tax  to  help 

overcome  the  present  large  city  deficit. 

The  mayor  will  also  ask  the  state  law 

makers  to  repeal  the  Jones-Munger  law, 
covering  sales  of  property  for  delinquent 

taxes;  to  pass  an  enabling  act  to  permit 

St.  Louis  to  obtain  federal  funds  for  hous- 

ing projects;  to  enact  a   bill  granting  the 

Social  Security  Commission  funds  to  pro- 
vide more  efficient  operation  of  its  office 

in  St.  Louis;  also  bills  permitting  the 

state  to  take  over  the  operation  of  City 

Sanitarium  and  to  provide  funds  for  Koch 

Hospital  for  tubercular  patients.  Also  an 

act  by  which  certain  expenses  of  the  pro- 
bate court,  now  borne  by  city  out  of  general 

funis,  would  be  paid  from  fees  collected 
in  court. 

All  of  these  measures  are  of  interest  to 

the  owners  of  theatre  property  in  St.  Louis 

since  they  will  affect  the  taxes  collected 

by  the  city  from  local  property  owners. 

Mimi;  Lieut.  Gov.  and  Mrs.  Keene  John- 
son of  Kentucky;  Mayor  and  Mrs.  Joseph 

Scholtz  of  Louisville;  Mayor  and  Mrs. 

Reed  Wilson  of  Lexington;  Bo  McMillin, 

the  football  coach  and  his  wife;  and  a 

crew  of  Louisville  and  Lexington  news- 
paper men  were  the  guests  at  the  party, 

which  drew  more  than  100  to  the  Black- 
stone  Hotel  here.  The  party  left  Saturday 

night  on  the  Super  Chief  for  the  coast. 

They  were  en  route  to  the  west  coast 

for  the  premiere,  which  was  to  have  been 
held  in  Los  Angeles  on  Wednesday  night. 

With  Kent  on  the  receiving  line  were 

Charles  McCarthy,  eastern  advertising 

manager;  Marc  Lachman,  national  exploi- 
tation manager;  Jim  Denton,  of  the  studio 

publicity  staff;  J.  J.  Grady,  20th  Century- 

Fox  manager  in  Cincinnati;  Clyde  Eck- 
hardt,  Chicago  branch  manager;  Arthur 

Van  Dyke,  local  office  manager  for  20th 

Century-Fox,  and  numerous  others. 

Local  details  were  handled  by  Eckhardt 

and  B&K’s  Archie  Herzoff.  Everything 
went  off  well  and  the  newspapers  plugged 

the  visit  of  Kentucky’s  political  royalty 
with  the  picture  getting  good  mention. 

While  on  the  coast  the  party  will  be 

guests  of  Zanuck  at  the  Trocadero  one 

night;  guests  of  Rudy  Vallee  at  a   “Ken- 
tucky Eve”  celebration  one  night  at  the 

Cocoanut  Grove;  and  guests  of  M-G-M’s 
Louis  B.  Mayer  at  a   rally  luncheon  for 

President  Roosevelt’s  infantile  paralysis 
foundation. 

Kentuckians  in  Chicago 

— Candid  Illustrators 

The  goodwill  party  from  Kentucky  as  it  arrived  at  Chicago’s  Michigan  Central  sta- 
tion en  route  to  the  premiere  of  20 th-Fox’s  “Kentucky on  the  coast.  Left  to  right 

are  Mayor  Reed  Wilson,  Lexington;  Mrs.  and  Governor  “Happy”  Chandler ;   Mrs. 
and  Lieutenant-Governor  Keene  Johnson;  standing,  rear,  Mrs.  and  Mayor  Joseph 
Scholtz  of  Louisville. 
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Pridefully  We  Announce 

the  Opening  of  Our 

CHICAGO  EXCHANGE 
1325  SOUTH  WABASH  AVENUE 

In  the  New  Exhibitors'  Building 

SAUL  GOLDMAN,  Branch  Manager 

To  Better  Serve  the  Midwest  with 

our  exclusive  line  of 

ALL-NEGRO  PRODUCT 
and 

INDEPENDENT  WHITE  FEATURES  OF  QUALITY 

SACK 
AMUSEMENT 
ENTERPRISES 

FOUNDED  1919 

1325  South  Wabash  Avenue 
CHICAGO.  ILLINOIS 

Film  Exchange  Building 
DALLAS.  TEXAS 

109  Walton  Street 
ATLANTA.  GEORGIA 

NOW: 
"THE  GANG" 

Herbert  Wilcox  Musical  Production 

Directed  by  Alfred  Goulding 

// 

HELL  BOUND" Supreme  Saga  of  Gang  Life with 

LEO  CARRILLO  AND  LOLA  LANE 

"TWO-GUN  MAN 

FROM  HARLEM" Negro  Musical  Western 
Starring 

HERBERT  JEFFREY 
Sensational  Singing  Colored  Cowboy 

"The  SIN  of  LENA  RIVERS" 
Based  on  the  Famous  Novel  by 

Mary  J.  Holmes 
with 

CHARLOTTE  HENRY  CLARENCE  MUSE 

JOSEPHINE  BAKER 
The  Real  Rage  of  Paris  in 

"PRINCESS  TAM  TAM" 

Available  January  1: 

"The  Bronze  Buckaroo" 
Negro  Musical  Western 

with 

HERBERT  JEFFREY 

Available  February  1: 

"Harlem  Rides  the  Range" 
Negro  Musical  Western with 

HERBERT  JEFFREY 
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Sack  Exchange  in 

Chicago  Makes  Bow 
Chicago  —   Formal  opening  of  Sack 

Amusement  Enterprises  offices  here  at 

1325  South  Wabash  Ave.,  under  the  man- 
agement of  Saul  Goldman,  is  announced. 

This  is  the  third  Sack  exchange  for  the 

distribution  of  all-Negro  features  and  short 
subjects.  The  others  are  in  Dallas  and 
Atlanta. 

The  company’s  “Two-Gun  Man  From 

Harlem”  just  closed  a   successful  one-week 

stay  at  B&K's  Regal  on  the  south  side. 

Two  new  all-Negro  musical  westerns  are 

set  for  release  as  follows:  “The  Bronze 

Buckaroo,”  January  1,  and  “Harlem  Rides 

the  Range,”  February  1. 
Goldman  has  two  Tiffany  reissues  for 

distribution,  “The  Sin  of  Lena  Rivers,” 

with  Clarence  Muse,  and  “Hell  Bound,” 
with  Leo  Carrillo  and  Lola  Lane.  “The 

Gang,”  a   Herbert  Wilcox  production,  is  also 
available. 

A   partial  list  of  other  films  now  available 

at  the  Sack  exchange  includes:  "Sugar 

Hill  Baby,”  “Harlem  After  Midnight,” 

“Lem  Hawkins’  Confession,”  “Princess  Tam 

Tam,”  “The  Exile,”  “Policy  Man,”  and 
“Gone  Harlem.” 

NTS  Installations 
Indianapolis — Recent  installations  by  the 

local  branch  of  the  National  Theatre  Sup- 

ply Co.:  Screen  and  light  fixtures,  Creigh- 
ton Theatre,  Ft.  Wayne,  Ind.;  carpets, 

Ritz,  Tipton,  Ind.:  Rialto,  Ft.  Wayne,  and 

the  Douglas,  here;  lamps  and  transverter, 

Diana,  Noblesville,  Ind.  The  Douglas  here 
also  had  installed  200  new  Irwin  chairs. 

Sack  Exchange  Head 

■ — Photo  by  Lue  Denet 

Saul  Goldman,  manager,  who  announces 
the  formal  opening  this  week  of  the  new 
Sack  Amusement  Enterprises  offices  in 
Chicago  at  1325  South  Wabash  Ave.  The 

distribution  company  specializes  in  all- 
Negro  features  and  short  subjects. 

Belleville  Opening 
Chicago  —   Fox-Midwest  is  opening  its 

new  Belleville,  111.,  house,  the  Illinois  The- 
atre, on  Christmas  Day.  C.  C.  Murray  is 

city  manager  there,  the  other  Fox  house 

being  the  Lincoln  Theatre. 

C   1HI  111  C   A   Cl  Cl 
BOB  FUNK,  Universal  salesman,  stricken 

suddenly  ill  last  week,  is  reported  im- 
proved at  Evangelic  Deaconness  Hospital. 

Johnny  Mednikow  had  his  first  experi- 
ence hi  flying  when  he  took  the  plane  back 

from  New  York  last  week. 

A.  P.  Conroy,  manager  of  the  B&K  Up- 
town, has  a   special  toyland  display  in  the 

lobby  of  the  house,  which  is  attracting 

plenty  of  kid  patrons. 

J.  A.  A.  Smith  and  O.  K.  Bourgeois, 
Grand  National  auditors,  were  here  this 
week.  The  new  office  girl  there  is  Ruth 
Crackow  .   .   .   Incidentally ,   Peg  Sheldon 
has  been  promoted  to  be  secretary  to 

Jimmy  Winn,  district  manager. 

M-G-M’s  “Naughty  Marietta”  was  hav- 
ing its  fourth  return  engagement  this 

week  at  Warner’s  Beverly  Theatre. 

Buddy  Rogers,  Jimmy  Dorsey  and  Fletch- 
er Henderson  and  their  bands  were  to 

play  Wednesday  night  for  the  jitterbug 
jamboree  sponsored  by  the  Herald  and 
Examiner  at  the  Chicago  Stadium. 

HERE  and  GONE: 

Margo,  en  route  to  New  York  for  a 

play,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jimmy  Ritz, 
were  among  those  on  the  Super  Chief 

when  it  arrived  here  last  week  at  Dear- 
born Station  .   .   .   Marlene  Dietrich 

was  another  Chicago  visitor  en  route 

westward  for  her  Columbia  picture 

.   .   .   Ray  Jenks,  Ann  Miller,  Dorothea 

Kent  and  Red  Skelton,  all  co-fea- 
tured  in  the  Palace  stage  show  last 

week,  scattered  to  various  parts  of 

the  country  after  their  week  here. 

Newest  Christmas  wrinkle  is  the  “talk- 
ing Santa  Claus,”  being  offered  by  Photo- 

play Advertising  on  Filmrow.  Numerous 
Essaness  and  independent  exhibitor  houses 

are  using  the  plan,  which  is  sold  outright 
to  the  theatre.  Plans  also  call  for  use 

of  Shirley  Temple,  Dopey,  Charlie  Mc- 
Carthy and  other  talking  dolls  later  in 

the  season. 

B&K  employes  frolicked  at  their  annual 

party  last  Friday  in  the  main  ballroom 
of  the  Palmer  House. 

Henri  Elman  said  this  week  details  on 

the  proceeds  from  the  Jack  Kirsch  testi- 
monial, held  recently,  will  be  announced 

shortly,  upon  the  completion  of  collections 

for  tickets  and  advertisements  in  the  din- 
ner program. 

Jimmy  Savage  is  handling  publicity  on 

the  reopening  of  the  B&K  State-Lake.  So, 

since  Helen  Morgan  is  the  star,  he’s  look- 

ing for  a   photographer  who’ll  make  him  a 
photo-montage  of  the  piano  sitting  on  La 
Morgan. 

The  seventh  annual  Warner  Club  Em- 
ployes' kiddie  party,  with  Santa  in  person, 

will  be  held  next  Thursday  afternoon  in 
the  club  rooms  at  1307  South  Wabash,  in 
the  Warner  Bldg. 

J.  J.  Jovaney  held  sales  conferences  with 
his  St.  Louis  and  Milwaukee  managers 

over  the  weekend.  The  Superior  Films 

(Continued  on  page  38) 

THE  MOST  TALKED  ABOUT 
PICTURE  OF  THE  YEAR 

Amkino  Presents  Friedrich  Wolf's 

PROFESSOR  MAMLOCK 

A 

CRUSHING 

INDICTMENT 

OF 
NAZI 

TERROR 

Distributed  by  AMKINO  CORP. — Midwest  Office 
I.  Franklin,  Mgr.  831  S.  Wabash 
Phone  WAB.  7615  CHICAGO.  ILL. 
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MILWAUKEE 
'J'HE  long-dark  Garden,  downtown  house, 

reopened  December  9   as  the  Little  The- 
atre. House  is  under  direction  of  Walter 

Ronson  and  will  play  single  feature  pro- 
grams of  foreign  flickers. 

The  common  council  has  approved  the 
appointment  of  Mrs.  J.  C.  Buckland, 
Charles  W.  Trampe  and  E.  J.  Kluckow  to 
the  motion  picture  commission  for  four 
years  by  Mayor  Daniel  W.  Hoan. 

Miss  Deladene  Orr,  well  known  theatre 
organist,  is  appearing  at  the  organ  in  the 
Plankinton  Hotel  here. 

The  Avalon  Theatre  is  being  graced  with 
a   new  boxoffice,  Ben  B.  Poblocki  &   Sons 
doing  the  work. 

L.  J.  Burnet  has  been  named  manager 

of  Pox’s  Paradise  Theatre,  succeeding  Low- 
ell Parmentier,  who  has  been  named  dis- 

trict manager  for  the  circuit’s  eight  south 
side  houses.  Burnet  was  formerly  mana- 

ger of  the  Plaza.  Joseph  Klauzer  jr.  con- 
tinues as  assistant  manager  at  the  Para- 

dise. 

Jack  Jaster,  former  Fox  publicity  man 

here,  is  author  of  “The  Marriage  Clinic,” 
a   weekly  program  being  aired  over  WEMP, 
local  station  .   .   .   Ben  Louthain,  former 
Pathe  newsreel  cameraman  and  now  man- 

ager of  the  Camera  Mart  here,  addressed 
the  Movie  Makers  club  last  week. 

Safe  burglars  obtained  about  $50  from 
the  Lyric  Theatre  here  last  week  .   .   . 
Directors  of  the  ITPA  of  Wisconsin  have 

selected  January  24  and  25  as  the  dates 

for  the  organization’s  annual  meeting. 

Warner  Theatre  here  is  offering  to 
check  parcels  of  Christmas  shoppers  free 
of  charge,  while  the  Jeffris  Theatre  in 

Janesville  is  issuing  special  courtesy  tick- 
ets for  holiday  shoppers  desiring  to  use 

the  house’s  lounge  and  rest  rooms. 

Benny  Katz,  former  manager  of  the 
Warner  Theatre  here  and  now  associated 

with  theatres  in  the  east,  visited  his  father 
who  is  ill  here  last  week  .   .   .   William  Van 
Dyke,  operator  of  the  Vaudette  Theatre 
at  Kaukauna,  has  sold  his  old  Vaudette 
to  the  local  Masons  who  are  converting 
it  into  a   temple. 

Fox’s  Venetian  and  Sherman  theatres 
here  are  distributing  tickets,  the  stubs  of 
which  when  deposited  at  the  theatres  on 

Friday  and  Wednesday  nights,  respective- 
ly, entitle  the  individual  to  chances  on 

various  merchandise  prizes  furnished  by 
community  merchants. 

Several  local  exhibitors  protested  last 

week  the  admission  of  high  school  stu- 
dents to  a   Tuesday  matinee  at  Wamer- 

Saxe’s  Garfield,  north  side  neighborhood 
house  for  10  cents,  when  the  regular  price 
is  25  cents.  Pictures  on  the  bill  were 

“Boys  Town”  and  “Speed  to  Burn.” 

The  Motion  Picture  Projectionists  Union, 
Local  164,  has  agreed  to  permit  exhibitors 
closing  Christmas  eve  to  use  the  four  hours 
running  time  on  Christmas  matinee. 

Archbishop  Samuel  A.  Stritch  has  asked 
the  cooperation  of  Milwaukee  Catholics  in 
a   crusade  to  clean  up  obscene  literature. 

SRO  Business  Seen  for 

Henie  Show  in  Chicago 
Chicago  —   From  the  advance  sale  of 

tickets  it  appears  that  Sonja  Henie’s  one 
week’s  personal  appearance  at  the  Chicago 
Stadium  beginning  Christmas  night  will 
have  the  SRO  sign  out  practically  all  the 
time  she  is  here. 

"~Severa.r'scenes  from  her  latest  20th  Cen- 
tury-Fox film  will  be  used  among  her  five 

appearances  in  the  revue  here  by  Miss 

Henie.  She  will  make  her  first  appear- 
ance in  a   doubles  number  in  her  career 

when  she  appears  with  Canada’s  great 
figure  skater,  Stewart  Reburn. 

Her  film  director,  Harry  Losee,  of  20th 

Century-Fox,  directed  the  review.  Coming 
with  him  will  be  the  studio  musical  direc- 

tor, Jack  Pfeiffer. 

Bob  Hickey,  well-known  press  agent  in 

Chicago,  is  handling  publicity  on  the  star’s 
tour. 

Newspaper  Advertising 

In  Bank  Night  Tussle 
La  Crosse,  Wis. — The  La  Crosse  The- 

atres Co.,  used  large  newspaper  advertis- 
ing space  to  present  its  side  of  the  Bank 

Night  controversy  as  the  case  of  William 
Freise,  Rivoli  manager,  and  the  operating 
firm  was  continued  in  county  court  a   week. 

The  La  Crosse  trades  and  labor  council 

adopted  a   resolution  declaring  itself  as 

being  “opposed  to  hasty  action  in  condemn- 
ing Bank  Night”  and  urging  “careful  con- 

sideration of  all  facts  before  final  action 

is  taken.” 

James  Roosevelt  Visits 
Chicago — James  Roosevelt,  newest  of 

Sam  Goldwyn’s  film  associates,  was  a   local 
visitor  this  week.  He  was  here  for  several 

days  before  going  east  to  spend  the  holi- 
days with  his  parents  and  family. 

P   HE  CO)  R   III  A 
M   M.  RUBENS,  division  manager  of  Great 

States  Theatres,  was  here  last  week  to 

attend  the  annual  dinner  of  the  Associ- 
ation of  Commerce.  He  spoke  briefly  at 

the  meeting  following  the  dinner. 

A   Buick  will  be  given  away  by  Great 

States  Theatres  December  20  at  a   draw- 

ing. Patrons  of  four  theatres,  the  Madi- 
son, Palace,  Rialto  and  Apollo,  receive 

chances  with  each  ticket  purchased. 

Len  Worley,  city  manager  of  Great  States 
Theatres,  was  in  Chicago  last  week  for 
a   meeting  of  city  managers  of  Illinois. 

Managements  of  Great  States  Theatres 
are  organizing  sales  staffs  among  em- 

ployes in  the  biggest  drive  yet  to  sell 
books  of  thatre  tickets  as  Christmas  gifts. 

Gene  Sheridan  and  Polly  Cavender,  win- 

ners of  the  “Waltz”  contest  put  on  by 
the  Madison  Theatre  and  the  Star,  had 
their  big  moment  when  they  were  featured 
on  the  stage  of  the  Palace  Theatre  with 

Jimmy  Dorsey’s  orchestra. 

News  in  Brief 

The  Franklin  Amusement  Company 

(Frank  -   Woempner  -   Nearpass  Circuit) 

are  now  using  ULTRAPHONE  SOUND 

SYSTEMS  in  eleven  theatres,  namely: 

The  Park,  Lyndale,  Chateau,  Franklin, 

Boulevard,  La  Salle,  and  Avalon  in 

Minneapolis;  the  State  in  Owatonna, 

the  State  in  Hutchinson,  the  State  and 

Willmar  in  Willmar,  Minnesota. 

*   *   ★ 

Cinema  Supplies,  Inc.  of  Minneapo- 

lis, who  distributes  the  ULTRAPHONE 

SOUND  SYSTEMS  in  the  Minnesota 

and  Iowa  territories,  reports  that  with 

the  installation  of  one  of  their  ULTRA- 

PHONE SYSTEMS  in  the  Grundy  The- 

atre, Grundy  Center,  Iowa,  that  there 

are  now  75  theatres  in  the  state  of  Iowa 

alone  equipped  with  the  ULTRAPHONE 

SOUND  SYSTEMS.  The  Grundy  The- 

atre is  now  under  the  management  of 

the  Pioneer  Theatre  Corp.  Circuit,  who 

operate  17  theatres  in  Iowa,  16  of 

which  are  equipped  with  the  ULTRA- 
PHONE SOUND  SYSTEM. 

*   *   * 

The  Majestic  Theatre,  Rice  Lake, 

Wis.,  is  now  equipped  with  Deluxe 

AIR-LOC  full  upholstered  opera  chairs. 

Mr.  George  Miner,  who  is  the  owner 

of  the  Majestic  Theatre,  has  installed 

similar  chairs  in  his  new  Phillips  and 

Chippewa  Falls  Theatres. 

*   *   * 

Mr.  "Bill"  Pearl,  owner  of  both  the 

Pearl  and  Deluxe  Alcyon  Theatres  at 

Highland  Park,  111.,  has  installed  a   new 

ULTRAPHONE  MULTI-BEAM  SOUND 

SYSTEM  in  his  Alcyon  Theatre.  His 

Pearl  Theatre  is  also  equipped  with 

ULTRAPHONE. 

— Adv. 
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^/JISS  CAPPIE  MONTGOMERY  and  Wil- 
liam Jockey,  Springfield,  winners  of 

the  central  Illinois  “Great  Waltz’’  contest, 
lost  out  in  the  state  and  zone  semi-finals 

December  9   in  Chicago  when  Harry  Ma- 
rella  and  Rita  Brooks,  both  of  Chicago, 
won  the  two  contests.  The  local  winners 

appeared  on  the  Orpheum  Theatre  stage 

with  Jimmy  Dorsey’s  orchestra  Decem- 
ber 7. 

The  Ballet  Russe  appeared  at  the  state 

armory  in  Springfield  December  13  under 

the  auspices  of  the  Illinois  State  Register 

and  the  Springfield  Civic  Orchestra  Ass’n. 

Remodeling  of  the  Fox-Illinois  Theatre 

at  Jacksonville  is  rapidly  nearing  comple- 

tion. The  work  goes  on  while  patrons  at- 
tend the  programs.  The  theatre  will  be 

closed  soon  to  enable  work  on  the  interior 

and  auditorium  to  be  finished. 

Jules  Serkowich,  RKO  representative, 

was  in  Springfield  last  week  planning  a 

campaign  for  “Gunga  Din”  with  M.  E. 
Berman,  manager  of  the  Orpheum  Theatre. 

All  Springfield  theatres  are  offering  for 

sale  as  Christmas  gifts  coupon  books,  many 
of  them  with  Yule  cards  attached. 

“Boys  Town,”  making  a   second  run  ap- 
pearance at  the  Senate  Theatre,  was  well 

attended  throughout  the  week. 

Most  Springfield  theatres,  in  coopera- 
tion with  local  charitable  organizations, 

have  scheduled  Christmas  parties  for  un- 

derprivileged children  the  morning  of  De- 
cember 17. 

State-Lake  in  Chicago 
Installs  Sound  by  RCA 

Chicago  — <   The  State-Lake,  which  re- 

opened this  week  under  B&K  operation, 
heads  the  list  of  recent  installations  of 
RCA  sound. 

Others  announced  for  this  territory  by 

Eddie  Klein  include:  Avaloe,  I.  Brotman; 

Vision,  Reingold  and  Wolf,  and  Oakwyn  in 

Berwyn,  Gus  Economy,  all  Chicago;  Bay, 

Standard  Theatres,  Green  Bay,  Wis.; 

Capitol,  H.  U.  Bailey,  Morrison,  111.;  Iowa, 

Mort  Singer  circuit,  Waterloo,  Iowa;  Lit- 
tle, H.  L.  Ransom,  Milwaukee. 

Gordon  H.  Simmons  Co. 

Theatre  Heating, 

Ventilating 

and  Air  Conditioning 

Plans  and  Estimates  Furnished. 

No  Obligation. 

926  North  Cass  Street 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS. 

Phone,  Daly  2552 

List  Only  Three  Films 

For  Family  in  Chicago 
Chicago — Only  three  pictures  were  placed 

in  the  family  group  by  the  Better  Films 

Council  of  Chicago  for  November.  They 

were  “Just  Around  the  Corner”  and 

“Suez,”  20th  Century-Fox;  and  “Listen, 

Darling,”  an  M-G-M  film. 
The  adult  and  young  adult  classifica- 

tion included:  “Brother  Rat,”  “Girls  on 

Probation,”  “Garden  of  the  Moon,”  War- 

ner; "The  Citadel,”  “The  Great  Waltz” 

and  “Vacation  From  Love,”  M-G-M; 
"Time  Out  for  Murder,”  “Submarine  Pa- 

trol” and  “Mysterious  Mr.  Moto,”  20th- 

Fox;  “Men  With  Wings,”  Paramount; 

"Service  De  Luxe,”  “The  Road  to  Reno,” 
"Dark  Rapture”  and  “Little  Tough  Guys 

in  Society,”  Universal;  and  “The  Mad 

Miss  Manton,”  RKO. 

Two  adult  pictures  listed  were  “Broad- 

way Musketeers,”  Warner;  and  “Smash- 

ing the  Rackets,”  RKO. 
The  council,  assisting  in  the  Christmas 

basket  parties  of  the  theatres  next  Tues- 
day, December  20,  has  sent  out  notices  to 

all  members  to  assist  theatre  managers  in 

any  way  possible.  The  group  will  meet 
again  on  January  20. 

Bill  Bishop  in  Charge 

Of  "Waltzers"  to  N.  Y . 
Chicago — Bill  Bishop,  M-G-M  divisional 

exploiteer,  was  in  charge  of  the  special  car 
aboard  the  New  York  Central  en  route  to 

New  York,  carrying  zone  winners  in  the 

"Great  Waltz”  contest  to  the  finals  held 

at  New  York’s  Waldorf-Astoria. 
The  train  stopped  off  in  Cleveland,  and 

picked  up  the  winners  there,  chaperoned 

by  Exploiteer  Charlie  Deardorff. 

Bishop  and  Ben  Feldman,  manager  of 
the  United  Artists  Theatre,  were  among 

the  judges  of  the  Chicago  finals  held  here 

last  week  at  the  Aragon  Ballroom. 

Republic  Is  Entered  in 

Chicago  Bowling  Tourney 
Chicago — Republic’s  bowling  team,  lead- 

ing the  film  bowling  league  at  present, 

will  represent  the  trade  in  the  city  tourna- 

ment to  be  held  January  9.  Four  of  Re- 

public’s bowlers  are  among  the  first  five 
in  the  film  league.  Universal  and  Film 

Carriers  may  also  enter  the  tournament. 

Standings  to  date  still  find  Republic 

leading  by  three  games  in  the  film  league, 
with  Universal  and  Paramount  a   close 

second  and  third. 

Chicago's  Oldest  Theatre 
Yields  to  Store  Building 
Chicago — The  oldest  standing  theatre  in 

the  Windy  City,  the  Academy,  at  16  South 

Halstead,  is  being  wrecked  to  make  room 
for  a   new  store  building. 

The  theatre,  erected  the  year  of  the 

Chicago  fire,  1871,  is  67  years  old.  In  its 

hey-day,  it  was  the  leading  dramatic  the- 
atre in  the  city;  then  it  became  a   variety 

vaudeville  house;  still  later  it  turned  to 

burlesque  house,  and  of  recent  years  it 

has  been  a   motion  picture  theatre. 

CHICAGO 
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manager  in  St.  Louis,  who  came  here  is 

Robert  Allan,  together  with  the  city  sales- 

man, Arthur  Kaiser.  The  Milwaukee  man- 

ager is  William  Stern. 

We  shook  the  hand  that  shook  the  hand 

of  Commander  Richard  E.  Byrd  this  week. 

In  other  words  we  met  Paramount’s  ace 
cameraman,  John  L.  Herrmann,  of  the 

Hew  York  News  office,  here  to  pinch-hit 
for  Red  Felbinger,  bureau  manager  for  the 

Windy  City,  who  is  vacationing.  Herrmann 

was  recently  honored  with  the  Congres- 
sional Medal  of  Honor  for  his  trip  to  the 

South  Pole  with  Commander  Byrd. 

Have  you  received  one  of  the  “special 

programs”  to  the  Miller  Theatre?  It’s 
Louis  H.  Miller’s  way  of  announcing  the 
birth  of  a   daughter,  Helaine  Barbara. 

Miller  operates  the  Grand  Theatre. 

Henry  Herbel,  former  Universal  mana- 
ger here,  is  doing  right  well  by  himself 

in  San  Francisco,  where  he  is  Warner 

branch  manager.  Henry  is  leading  the 

western  exchanges  at  present  in  the  Sears 
Drive  .   .   .   Henri  Elman  and  Van  Nomikos 

were  in  New  York. 

Golde  Davidson  is  handling  details  for 

arrangements  for  the  special  shut-in  par- 
ties being  given  this  year  again  by  B&K 

and  the  Chicago  American  at  all  B&K 

houses  from  Monday  of  this  week  till  next Friday. 

Eloise  Robinson  at  Trailer-Made  is  now 

a   synthetic  mother.  She’s  adopted  “Tub- 
by,” the  company  cat  .   .   .   Dave  Waller- 

stein  is  showing  off  how  much  weight  he 

lost  to  everybody  around  the  B&K  office 

by  wearing  his  “before”  suits. 

The  Warner  theatre  and  exchange  em- 

ployes, will  hold  their  annual  pre-Christ- 
mas party  next  Monday  night  in  the  club 

rooms,  as  an  inauguration  of  the  Grad 
Sears  Drive  which  begins  Christmas  Day 

.   .   .   George  Weinberg,  Warner  salesman,  is 

sailing  on  a   16-day  southern  cruise  from 
New  York  on  December  23. 

Amkino’s  “Professor  Mamlock”  is  due  to 
remain  at  the  Sonotone  Theatre  till  New 

Year’s  Eve,  a   stint  of  some  six  weeks  .   .   . 
Capt.  McLeod  Baynes,  associate  of  John 

Otterson  in  Tri-National  Films,  was  a   vis- 
itor here. 

Ludwig  Sussman’s  giveaway  stunt  with 
sandwiches  and  drinks  at  his  Adelphi  The- 

atre the  other  week  caused  plenty  of  na- 

tional breaks  in  columns,  including  promi- 
nent mention  in  the  syndicated  column  of 

Ted  Cook,  appearing  in  over  140  dailies. 

“Farmer  John”  Balaban — the  head  of 

the  B&K  theatres  to  you  and  me — has 

plenty  of  fresh  eggs  brought  in  regularly 
from  his  farm  which  B&K  employes  get 

at  lowest  prices  .   .   .   Incidentally ,   Balaban 

spent  this  week  at  Hot  Springs,  resting. 

John  Field  at  the  Stratford  Theatre 

says  his  bowling  average  is  going  up  now 

that  he  has  a   new  ball,  given  to  him  as 
a   wedding  anniversary  present. 

Clyde  Eckhardt  is  due  back  in  town 

Monday  from  Hollywood  where  he  attend- 
ed a   20 th  Century-Fox  sales  meeting. 
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pART  of  the  proceeds  from  an  “extra 
special”  show  at  the  Vogue  Theatre, 

Friday  night,  was  turned  over  to  the  In- 
dianapolis News  Christmas  Cheer  Fund  by 

Carl  Niesse,  manager  .   .   .   Les  Savage,  Co- 
lumbia auditor,  who  has  been  here  for 

several  months  checking  records  at  the 

local  branch,  has  gone  on  to  the  St.  Louis 
branch  where  he  will  spend  at  least  a 
month. 

The  Fort  Branch  Theatre,  Fort  Branch, 

I?id.,  will  close  temporarily  while  the  the- 
atre  is  being  moved  to  a   new  location. 
P.  D.  Massey  is  the  operator  .   .   .   Ted 
Nicholas,  Lyric  manager,  spent  several 
days  in  Chicago  on  business. 

The  new  officers  of  the  Indianapolis  Va- 
riety Club,  Tent  No.  10,  were  installed 

Monday  night.  A   dinner  preceded  the  in- 
stallation. 

Sam  Switow,  Louisville  exhibitor,  will  re- 
place the  old  Hiland  Theatre  with  a   new 

750-seat  house  next  door.  The  old  Hiland 
closes  when  the  new  theatre  is  ready. 

Paul  Allison,  RKO  home  office  repre- 
sentative in  charge  of  the  advertising  and 

accessories  department,  is  at  the  local 
branch  on  his  annual  inspection. 

The  local  Warner  Bros.  Club  will  hold  its 

annual  Christmas  party  December  14.  A 
chicken  dinner  will  precede  the  party  at 
the  Variety  Club.  Mildred  Seig  is  in  charge. 

Mack  Whitney,  traveling  publicity  rep- 
resentative for  RKO,  spent  several  days 

here  on  advance  exploitation  for  “Gunga 
Din,”  to  be  shown  here  in  the  near  future. 

Big  Feature  Rights  exchange  announces 
it  will  distribute  Record  and  Standard 

product;  also  eight  new  Bob  Steeles  tor 
1939. 

Visitors  along  Filmrow:  H.  J.  Vonder- 
schmitt,  Bloomington;  R.  F.  Scherer,  Clin- 

ton; Pete  Mailers,  Ft.  Wayne;  Trueman 
Rembusch,  Franklin;  Walter  F.  Easley, 
Greensburg;  and  J.  B.  Sconce,  Greenwood. 

M.  Lencione  Reopens  the 

Lincoln  in  Kenosha ,   Wis. 
Kenosha,  Wis. — Michael  Lencione,  well- 

known  as  an  exhibitor  in  the  state,  has  re- 
turned here  after  an  absence  of  five  years 

to  reopen  the  Lincoln  Theatre. 
Until  recently  he  had  operated  the  Falls 

Theatre  in  Sheboygan  Falls. 
Lencione  has  remodeled  and  reequipped 

the  Lincoln. 

Mike  Godshaw  Is  Judell' s 
Sales  Manager  in  Chicago 
Chicago — Mike  Godshaw,  well  known  on 

Filmrow  and  formerly  with  Universal  and 

GB,  has  been  named  Chicago  sales  mana- 
ger by  Ben  Judell  for  his  local  exchange. 

Judell,  who  has  been  here  for  a   month 

from  the  coast,  is  taking  personal  super- 
vision of  his  exchanges  in  the  middle  west. 

St.  Louis  Film  Council 

Holds  Tea ;   Raise  Money 
Sx.  Louis — A   Cinema  Tea  was  held  here 

at  the  Melba  Theatre  by  the  Better  Films 
Council  to  raise  funds  to  carry  on  their 
work. 

Fred  Wehrenberg  donated  the  theatre 
for  the  occasion  and  product  and  services 
were  also  contributed. 

Among  those  who  poured  were  Mrs. 
Frank  Ives,  Mrs,.  Guy  Randall,  Mrs.  H.  W. 
Schmale,  Mrs.  Arrestus  F.  Burt,  and  Mrs. 
John  Franklin  Noble. 

Mrs.  Noble  is  president  of  the  council; 

Mrs.  Burt,  the  founder,  is  honorary  presi- 
dent. 

Craigs  on  Stage 
Indianapolis  —   The  Craigs  of  Muncie, 

Ind.,  selected  a   year  ago  as  America’s 
most  typical  family,  appeared  on  the  stage 
of  the  Indiana  Theatre  in  connection  with 

the  premiere  of  “Thanks  for  Everything,” 
whose  theme  is  based  on  the  farcical  ad- 

ventures of  the  “average  man”  in  New York. 

Grant  Sign  Permits 
St.  Louis — The  Board  of  Public  Service 

has  granted  permits  to  the  Ansell  Amuse- 
ment Co.  for  the  erection  of  a   stationary 

metal  canopy,  with  signs  attached,  in 

front  of  the  Empress  Theatre,  and  to  Vic- 
tor B.  Thien  for  a   canopy  and  signs  in 

front  of  the  Palm  Theatre. 

COMPLETE  WEEKLY  SERVICE 

Animated — Full  Length  Trailers  on  All 
Pictures — Inquire  Now 
Lowest  Weekly  Cost 

TRAILER-MADE  SERVICE  OF  ILL.,  INC. 

Johnny  Mednikow,  President 

1300  So.  Wabash — Chicago — CALumet  5900 

SIGNS  -   MARQUEES  AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Whiteway  Electric  Sign  &   Maintenance  Co. 
Tom  Flannery,  President 

315-17  W.  Walton  Street 
Phone  DELaware  9111 

FILMROW  RESTAURANTS 

GATEWAY  GARDENS 

1136-38  South  Wabash  —   Phone  WEB  0799 

COCKTAIL  BAR— RESTAURANT 

Banquets  —   private  parties  —   business  meet- 
ings—   card  parties — our  private  dining  room 

is  ideal. 

10  Years  Ago 

(From  Boxoffice  Files,  Dec.  15,  1928) 

■yiTAPHONE  is  now  a   part  of  the  For- 
est Theatre,  Forest  Park,  111.  The  For- 

est is  one  of  several  theatres  owned  by 
Simansky  &   Miller,  who  operate  in  and 
around  the  Windy  City  .   .   .   Completely 

recovered  from  a   severe  attack  of  “flu,” 
Simon  Simansky  is  again  at  his  desk. 

Sidney  H.  Selig,  who  operates  the  Gem 
and  Cozy  in  Chicago,  is  in  New  York  on 

a   business- pleasure  trip.  His  wife  is  with 

him  .   .   .   “Flu”  caught  up  with  Frank 
Schaefer  and  his  wife  on  their  return 
from  St.  Louis  where  they  attended  the 

opening  of  the  New  Jefferson  Hotel. 

Control  of  First  National  passed  this 

week  to  Warner  Bros.  Herman  Starr  suc- 
ceeds Irving  D.  Rossheim  as  president. 

Other  biggies  who  step  out:  A.  H.  Blank, 
Barney  Balaban  and  E.  V.  Richards  .   .   . 
The  merger  of  RCA  and  Victor  Talking 
Machine  Co.  is  reported. 

On  the  eve  of  a   new  year,  Sydney  S. 

Cohen,  former  president  of  the  MPTOA, 

issued  a   statement  to  the  industry  call- 
ing for  a   six-month  campaign  to  benefit 

all  units  of  the  trade.  “New  and  larger 
audiences  are  needed,”  Cohen  stressed  in 
making  his  point. 

Warner  Bros,  reportedly  will  take  over 
the  Skouras  Bros,  enterprises  in  St.  Louis 
and  Indianapolis.  Spyros  Skouras,  was 
named  a   director  of  First  National  with 

the  passing  of  that  company  this  week 
to  WB. 

A   KNOCKOUT  KID  GIVEAWAY  lor 

Saturday  Afternoons  and 
Xmas  Parties 

Moving  Picture  Machine  with 
2   sets  of  comedy  movies 

featuring  the  3   Stooges 

2i/2  cents  ea. — $21.25  per  M. 
Attracted  capacity  kid  audiences 

everywhere. 

PHOTOPLAY  ADVERTISING  COMPANY 

1243  S.  Wabash  Ave.  331 1-A  Olive  St. 

Chicago  St.  Louis 

THEATRICAL  PRINTING 

A.  B.  C.  PRINTERS,  INC. 

We  Print  Everything  Theatrical 

1225  South  Wabash  —   Chicago 

For  lowest  prices  Call — VIC  3456 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 

  A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR      

CHICAGO 

WEEKLY  TRAILER  SERVICE POSTER  EXCHANGES 
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Ruling  on  Contempt  Suit's 
Preliminary  Moves  Jan.  16 

Chicago — After  declaring,  in  utter  ex- 

asperation, “I’ve  heard  all  I   want  to  on 
bills  of  particulars  and  motions,”  Federal 
Judge  Charles  E.  Woodward  set  January 
16  as  the  date  upon  which  he  will  rule  on 
all  the  preliminary  motions  pending  prior 

to  the  actual  trial  of  the  criminal  con- 
tempt proceedings  here  growing  out  of  the 

1932  consent  decree. 

That  decree,  entered  into  between  the 

government  and  B&K  and  the  seven  ma- 
jor companies,  made  arbitrary  zoning  and 

clearance  schedules  and  monopolistic  prac- 
tices of  obtaining  film,  illegal  in  the  Chi- 
cago loop.  The  information  charges  with 

criminal  contempt,  B&K,  Barney  Balaban, 
and  all  of  the  major  companies  with  the 
exception  of  Columbia,  who  was  not  a 
party  to  the  decree. 

Judge  Woodward  has  before  him  mo- 
tions of  the  defendants  seeking  a   bill  of 

particulars  from  the  government  in  re- 
gard to  its  charges  of  why  the  decree  has 

been  violated,  a   group  of  motions  to  quash 

the  subpoenas  seeking  witnesses  and  docu- 
ments in  the  case,  and  the  government 

plea  for  impounding  all  of  those  docu- 
ments in  care  of  the  U.  S.  marshal. 

After  three  successive  postponements, 

at  each  of  which  more  motions  were  pre- 
sented, Judge  Woodward  began  hearing 

the  preliminary  motions.  Then  began  a 
parade  of  defense  attorneys  reading  like 

the  who’s  who  of  Chicago’s  legal  fra- 
ternity. Those  who  did  not  speak  were 

present  to  offer  moral  support  and  to  be 
available  for  conferences. 

Query  Status  of  Suit 

One  of  the  major  points  raised  during 
the  two  days  of  arguments  by  counsel  was 
whether  the  current  conspiracy  charged 
is  a   continuation  of  the  original  conspiracy 

charged  back  in  1926  and  1927  which  re- 
sulted in  the  consent  decree,  or  whether 

this  is  an  entirely  new  conspiracy  charge 
of  the  government.  Robert  L.  Wright, 
assistant  U.  S.  attorney  general,  here  to 
prosecute  the  case  for  the  government, 
contended  it  was  a   continuation  but  that 

the  mention  of  only  three  years’  violation 
in  the  criminal  contempt  information  is 
there  because  of  statutory  limitations. 

Defense  arguments  on  the  motions  to 
have  the  government  furnish  the  bill  of 

particulars  were  pleaded  in  detail  by  Rob- 
ert N.  Golding,  speaking  for  Balaban, 

B&K  and  Paramount. 

Ask  Specific  Names 

Summing  up  his  arguments,  in  brief 

asked  that  the  government  cite  specifical- 
ly the  exhibitors,  by  name,  who  have  been 

injured  by  alleged  violations  of  the  1932 
decree;  and  specifically,  the  coercive  and 

unreasonable  acts  resorted  to  by  the  de- 
fendants. He  asked  that  the  government 

show  how  the  clearance  and  protection 

of  the  loop  houses  is  unreasonable;  defi- 
nitely and  conclusively  how  B&K  and  the 

others  have  restrained  trade  and  con- 
ducted business  through  a   conspiracy. 

Golding  argued  that  the  government’s 
contention  of  “systematic  exclusion”  of  in- 

dependent unaffiliated  exhibitors  from 
loop  operation  must  be  definitely  shown. 

“The  mere  fact  that  one  exhibitor  might 
have  offered  only  20  per  cent  of  the  net 
for  rental  of  the  theatre  and  another  20 

per  cent  of  the  net  proceeds  as  film 
rental  and  been  refused  does  not  con- 

stitute ‘systematic  exclusion’,”  he  said. 
Golding  demanded  that  a   copy  of  the  al- 

leged uniform  clearance  and  zoning  agree- 
ment between  B&K  and  the  major  com- 

panies, referred  to  in  the  bill  of  complaint, 
be  produced. 

A   Clearance  Permitted 

Frederick  Burnham  of  Mayer,  Meyer, 

Austrian  and  Platt,  representing  Loew’s, 
Inc.,  offered  substantially  the  same  argu- 

ment, but  added  an  important  note  when 

he  showed  that  the  consent  decree  spe- 
cifically permits  a   clearance  scheduled  as 

employed  here,  and  that  the  government 
must  show  by  its  bill  of  particulars  just 
how  this  is  illegal. 

David  Levinson,  for  United  Artists,  add- 
ed that  while  the  different  companies  may 

have  taken  the  same  action  on  selling, 
clearance,  etc.,  that  so  long  as  it  is  not 
concerted  action,  there  was  no  consent 
decree  violation. 

Leo  Spitz’s  law  partner,  former  Judge 
Edmund  Adcock,  speaking  for  RKO  and 

Universal,  in  seeking  the  bill  of  particu- 
lars, went  even  further,  and  said: 

“There  is  no  specific  allegation  of  a 
violation  of  the  decree  here  by  RKO  or 

Universal,  and  so  far  as  I   can  see,  I   be- 
lieve that  RKO  and  Universal  should  be 

dismissed  entirely  from  the  proceedings 

here.” 

Otto  E.  Koegel  of  New  York,  appeared 

for  20th  Century-Fox,  and  stated  that  his 
arguments  were  substantially  the  same  as 

the  others  in  seeking  the  bill  of  particu- lars. 

Wright  contended  that  the  defendants 
are  in  possession  of  sufficient  information 
to  prepare  their  case,  clinching  it  with  a 
final  announcement  that  never  before  in  a 

criminal  contempt  information  of  this  type 

had  a   judge  granted  such  a   bill  of  par- 
ticulars to  the  defendants. 

“The  defendants,  at  the  time  of  the 

decree,  volunteered  to  conduct  their  busi- 

ness within  its  bounds,”  said  Wright,  “and 
they  should  be  prepared  at  all  times  to  de- 

fend their  actions  .   .   .   The  government’s 
petition  clearly  shows  the  information  re- 

fers only  to  the  first- run  clearance  and 
zoning  as  it  applies  to  the  ten  theatres  in 
the  loop,  all  of  which  are  definitely 

named.” 
“Defense  After  Evidence” 

Wright  argued  that  since  the  indepen- 
dent exhibitors  referred  to  are  all  com- 

petitors of  B&K  and  customers  of  the  ex- 
change defendants  that  their  attorneys 

definitely  know  to  whom  the  charges  re- 

fer. He  even  went  so  far  as  to  name  “Max 
Slott,  Eddie  Silverman  and  Johnny 

Jones,”  as  the  three  who  dickered  for  the 
Oriental,  prior  to  the  time  Jones,  Linick 
and  Schaefer  recently  took  over  its 

operation. 
The  government  attorney  said  that 

what  the  defense  was  seeking,  was  not  a 
clarification  of  issues  and  charges,  but 

ST.  LOUIS 
j^JANY  old  folks  from  charitable  homes and  institutions  attended  the  Christ- 

mas party,  sponsored  by  the  St.  Louis 
Better  Films  Council,  Friday  at  the  Mis- 

souri Theatre.  A   bow  to  Harry  Arthur 

jr.  for  this  kind  gesture  .   .   .   Charles  G. 

Ross,  editor  of  the  Post-Dispatch  editorial 

page,  is  a   new  board  director  of  the  Mu- 

nicipal Theatre  Ass’n. 

A   women’s  club  in  East  St.  Louis,  111., 
voted  “Boys  Town”  the  best  picture  of  the 
year  .   .   .   Jimmy  Grier  and  his  orchestra 
are  playing  an  engagement  at  the  Chase 
Club  here  .   .   .   The  Garrick,  only  burley 
house  here,  and  dark  since  December  8, 

reopens  for  the  New  Year’s  trade.  The  de- 
mand will  determine  how  long  it  stays 

open  after  that. 

Edward  B.  Arthur  and  Rosalind  “Mitzi” 
Alch  are  now  one.  Arthur  is  in  charge  of 
bookings  for  Fanchon  and  Marco  first 

runs  and  a   brother  of  Harry  Arthur,  F&M 

biggie.  “Mitzi,”  before  the  merger,  man- 
aged the  Shady  Oak  in  Clayton,  Mo. 

Maude  Adams  of  Peter  Pan  fame  gave 

photographers  plenty  of  room  last  week, 
breaking  a   lifetime  rule.  Miss  Adams,  dra- 

matic teacher  at  Stephens  College,  Colum- 
bia, Mo.,  was  here  in  the  interests  of 

“Alice  in  Wonderland,”  to  be  presented 

by  her  students. 

Tieup  With  Library  Is 

Sought  lor  Film  Books 
Indianapolis — The  local  branch  of  the 

Indiana  Indorsers  of  Photoplays  will  be- 
gin a   movement  early  in  1939  to  place 

well-known  books  in  branch  libraries  and 

maintain  what  will  be  known  as  a   “book 
shelf  of  books  which  have  been  the  basis 

for  motion  pictures.” The  plan  has  been  approved  by  the  local 
librarian,  Luther  L.  Dickerson.  The  move 
will  encourage  the  reading  of  stories  and 

increase  theatre  attendance  when  the  pho- 
toplays are  shown. 

If  the  plan  is  successful,  the  organiza- 
tion later  hopes  to  employ  trained  persons 

to  tell  the  stories  to  interested  groups,  old 

and  young,  at  evening  sessions  in  the 
branch  libraries. 

Melrose  Park  Commercial 

Center  Is  Being  Planned 
Chicago — Si  Griever,  Rube  Levine  and 

associates  plan  to  erect  in  the  spring  a 

950-seat  theatre  and  commercial  center  in 
Melrose  Park. 

In  addition  to  the  theatre,  there  will  be 

a   string  of  store  buildings  and  apartments erected. 

rather  the  actual  evidence  of  the  prosecu- 
tion, to  enable  the  defense  to  prepare  its 

case  easier. 

It  was  after  Golding,  Burnham  and 
Levinson  had  appeared  in  rebuttal  to 

Wright,  offering  substantially  the  same 
arguments  they  did  earlier,  and  as  Adcock 
was  about  to  address  the  court,  that  Judge 
Woodward  said  he  had  heard  enough  to 

enable  him  to  decide  the  issues  in  the  va- 
rious motions. 
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FIREWORKS  AD  EPITHETS  ARE  MIXED  AS  RIFT 

THREATENS  PEACE  WITHIN  NORTHWEST  ALLIED 
Cooler  Heads  Fend  Off  a 

Danger  to  Existence 

Of  Organization 

Minneapolis — A   rift  in  Northwest  Al- 

lied that  threatened  the  organization’s 
very  existence  and  which  had  President 
W.  A.  Steffes  on  the  brink  of  walking 
out  of  his  office  is  now  in  the  process  of 
healing.  Indications  are  harmony  will  be 
restored  and  that  Steffes  will  be  prevailed 
upon  to  continue  as  head. 

It  all  came  about  when  an  internal 

fight  over  theatre  operation  policy  and 
involving  Steffes  and  Bennie  Berger,  a 
former  president,  was  interjected  into  the 

latest  Twin  City  members’  meeting  called 
to  take  action  on  the  proposed  trade  prac- 

tices program. 

There  were  fireworks  galore,  heated  ac- 
cusations and  plenty  of  angry  words. 

Program  Not  Ratified 

In  the  end,  the  organization  refused  to 
ratify  the  proposed  program,  although 
Steffes  himself  was  hopeful  that  it  would. 

At  the  same  time  the  president  was  in- 
structed to  call  another  meeting  to  pro- 

test an  announced  policy  of  M-G-M  to 
henceforth  sell  runs  of  pictures,  instead  of 
basing  clearance  on  admission  prices 
charged  by  theatres,  as  hitherto. 

That  the  effect  of  the  proposed  policy 

would  be  to  get  Twin  City  independent  ex- 
hibitors, in  particular,  to  bid  against  each 

other  competitively  for  prior  runs,  bring 

antagonisms  and  a   breach  in  the  inde- 

pendent theatre  owners’  ranks  and  boost 
the  level  of  film  rentals  substantially,  was 

the  declaration  of  those  making  a   big  is- 
sue of  the  matter. 

The  friction  within  the  organization 
that  came  to  a   head  during  the  meeting 
was  caused  by  the  fact  that  the  Paradise 
Theatre,  local  neighborhood  house,  owned 

by  Steffes  and  Berger,  bought  first-run  of 
M-G-M  in  its  section  with  no  stipulation 
in  the  contract  regarding  admission  to  be 
charged  and  instituted  15  cent  matinee 

admissions,  whereas  competing  independ- 
ents having  later  clearance  charge  20  cents 

and  25  cents. 

Although  foreign  to  the  topic  under  dis- 

cussion, the  “grievance”  was  dragged  in 
by  the  heels  when  one  of  the  members 

suddenly  declared  “there’s  no  use  trying 
to  get  together  with  the  distributors  when 

our  own  members  won’t  even  cooperate 
for  their  common  good  among  them- 

selves.” 
Fireworks  and  Epithets 

That  started  the  pyrotechnics  that 
nearly  led  to  exchanges  of  blows  and  that, 

at  one  juncture,  had  President  Steffes  re- 
flecting by  use  of  an  uncomplimentary 

epithet  on  the  ancestry  of  a   member  who 
insinuated  he  was  misusing  his  office. 

“I  have  no  voice  in  the  operation  of 

Steffes  Writes  and 

Is  Answered 
A1  Steffes  fakes  exception  to  a   BOX- 

OFFICE  editorial,  writes  a   letter  and 

gets  a   reply,  all  on  page  6   this  issue. 

Nathan  Yamins  also  writes  a   letter  (see 

page  5   this  issue)  and  will  get  a   reply. 

the  Paradise  Theatre,”  declared  Steffes. 
“The  operation  is  entirely  in  Berger’s 
hands  and  I   can’t  control  him  in  the 
slightest  degree.  I   will  say,  however,  that 
any  member  has  been  privileged  to  buy 

M-G-M  runs,  the  same  as  Berger  did.” 
It  was  at  this  juncture  that  one  mem- 

ber, replying  hotly  to  Steffes,  said  that  he, 

the  member,  probably  wouldn’t  be  able  to 
do  this  because  he  wasn’t  the  head  of  the 
exhibitors’  organization. 
That  got  the  rise  out  of  Steffes.  He 

said  that  no  so-and-so  could  insinuate 
that  he  ever  used  his  office  to  gain  any 
film  buying  advantage. 

In  an  instant  a   half-dozen  members 
were  on  their  feet,  wildly  shouting  and 

gesticulating.  When  it  seemed  the  meet- 
ing would  break  up  in  a   row,  cooler  heads 

asserted  themselves.  One  member  said 

an  apology  was  in  order  to  Steffes.  At  the 
same  time,  however,  Berger  made  it  known 

that  he  wouldn’t  be  influenced  by  the  or- 
ganization itself  or  any  of  its  members 

in  the  Paradise’s  operation. 
Stand  by  Berger 

“Nobody  is  going  to  tell  me  how  I   should 
run  my  theatres  or  what  I   should  pay  for 

film,”  shouted  Berger,  operator  of  one 

of  the  territory’s  largest  independent  cir- 
cuits. “I  can’t  operate  the  Paradise 

profitably  unless  I   obtain  M-G-M  first- 
runs  on  the  north  side  and  I’m  going  to 

charge  whatever  admission  I   please.” 
Steffes  said  one  way  to  solve  the  prob- 

lem would  be  for  the  objecting  exhibitors 
to  buy  the  Paradise  which,  he  said,  is  for 

sale.  He  admitted  Berger  paid  “exorbi- 
tant” prices  for  film  and  called  the  lat- 

ter “a  menace”  to  the  industry.  He  also 

declared  he’d  much  prefer  to  have  the 
Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  as  opposition. 

In  opposing  approval  of  the  trade  prac- 
tices program,  one  member  suggested  that 

before  Northwest  Allied  acted  favorably 
the  distributors  should  consent  to  agree 
not  to  sell  runs. 

A   National  Policy 

“You’ll  have  to  take  the  program  as  is, 

instead  of  wying  to  bargain,”  declared 
Steffes.  “Moreover,  you  can’t  dictate  to 
the  companies  the  selling  polices  or  the 

prices  they  should  charge  for  their  prod- 
uct, regardless  of  whether  you  ratify  the 

program  or  not. 

“As  a   matter  of  fact,  selling  of  runs  is 
a   national  policy  with  M-G-M.  Not  only 
that,  but  this  is  the  only  territory  in 

An  Internal  Fight  Over 

Theatre  Policy  Cause 

Of  Explosion 

which  the  companies  haven’t  been  sell- 

ing runs.” 
Those  who  had  been  the  most  belliger- 

ent threatened  Berger  “two  can  play  at 

the  same  game.” Principal  complaint  on  the  proposed 

trade  practices  program  centered  around 
arbitration,  score  charges  and  exhibitors 

being  required  to  take  pictures  in  order 
of  release. 

Several  called  attention  to  unsatisfac- 
tory experiences  with  arbitration  under 

the  old  film  board  of  trades.  Steffes 

conceded  everything  depended  upon  the 

arbitration  setup  put  into  effect  and  de- 
clared the  one  proposed  would  be  fair  to 

everybody  concerned. 

Then  one  member  expressed  the  opin- 
ion that  exhibitors  are  better  off  today 

obtaining  readjustment  of  contracts,  etc., 

than  they’d  be  under  the  proposed  20  per 
cent  cancellation  clause  if  adherence  to 
the  latter  was  demanded. 

“What’s  the  matter  with  living  up  to 

contracts  that  we  make?”  asked  Steffes. 
That  the  independents  would  be  100 

per  cent  better  off  under  the  new  program 

than  at  present,  was  Steffes’  expressed 
opinion. 

Most  of  the  exhibitors  liked  the  can- 
cellation clause  and  most  of  the  other  pro- 

posed features,  but  didn’t  think  the  pro- 
gram went  far  enough  and  felt  more  “con- 

cessions” should  be  forthcoming. 

Northwest  Allied  Seeks 

Support  of  Stassen 
Minneapolis  —   Governor-elect  Harold 

Stassen  has  been  importuned  by  North- 
west Allied  States  to  lend  his  good  offices 

to  the  passage  of  a   Minnesota  theatre 

divorcement  law,  similar  to  the  North  Da- 
kota measure,  requiring  the  Minnesota 

Amusement  Co.  to  relinquish  its  85  the- 
atres in  the  state. 

Acting  on  the  organization’s  behalf, 
President  W.  A.  Steffes  dispatched  a   com- 

munication to  the  governor-elect,  asking 
him  to  commit  himself  in  his  inaugural 

address  in  the  divorcement  law’s  favor. 
Steffes  claims  in  the  lengthy  letter  that 

the  independent  exhibitors,  as  “indepen- 

dent merchants,”  require  this  “protection” 
from  “monopoly”  if  they  are  to  continue 
to  exist. 

An  extension  to  January  6   has  been 

granted  Paramount,  et  al,  plaintiffs  in  the 
suit  attacking  the  North  Dakota  theatre 

divorcement  law’s  constitutionality,  for  fil- 
ing its  appeal  to  the  U.  S.  supreme  court 

from  the  lower  federal  court  tribunal’s 

adverse  decision  upholding  the  measure’s validity. 
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$25, 000  for  Refugees  Is  Goal 

Set  by  Twin  City  Variety 

Minneapolis  —   Launching  the  greatest 

project  in  its  history,  the  Twin  City  Va- 
riety Club  will  raise  a   minimum  of  $25,- 

000  for  German  refugees’  relief.  Greet- 
ing with  unbounded  enthusiasm  the  sug- 

gestion and  recommendation  of  W.  A. 

Steffes,  unanimously  reelected  Chief  Bar- 
ker, it  pledged  itself  to  put  the  campaign 

far  over  the  top. 
The  club  will  sell  50,000  or  more  tickets 

at  50  cents  each  and  these  will  be  hon- 

ored in  all  Twin  City  theatres  at  a   Febru- 
ary date  to  be  fixed  later.  Out  of  its  own 

treasury,  too,  the  club  will  buy  and  im- 
mediately destroy  $2,000  of  these  tickets. 

At  the  annual  meeting  this  week  members 
themselves  also  agreed  to  buy  and  destroy 
at  least  $1,000  of  the  tickets. 

Steffes  announced  he’d  accept  reelection 
only  on  condition  the  club  would  under- 

take some  big,  really  worth-while  charity 
which  would  enable  members  to  point  with 

pride  to  their  association  with  the  organi- 
zation. Then  he  explained  what  he  had 

in  mind — aid  for  victims  of  the  Hitler 
persecution. 

It  developed  that,  unknown  to  Jewish 
members  of  the  club  or  industry,  Steffes, 
on  his  own  initiation,  had  gone  ahead  and 
set  the  wheels  in  motion  for  the  project, 
assuming  there  would  be  the  wholehearted 

commendation  and  support  which  was 
forthcoming  from  every  member  present. 

He  had  contacted  newspaper  editors,  in- 
dustry heads  and  civic  leaders  to  enlist 

their  cooperation. 

George  Granstrom,  St.  Paul  independent 
exhibitor,  seconded  the  Steffes  proposal 
which  was  unanimously  carried. 
Completely  surprised  and  overcome, 

Jewish  members  of  the  club  expressed 
their  gratification  the  splendid  proposal 
had  come  from  non-Jews. 

In  order  to  refute  charges  the  motion 
picture  industry  is  completely  controlled 

by  non-Aryans,  Steffes  said  he  had  de- 
cided to  place  Gentiles  only  on  a   commit- 

tee of  20  to  handle  the  project’s  details. 
Committee  members  are  W.  H.  Work- 

man, Henry  Baker,  Mike  Kelly,  Pat  Kelly, 
Hiller  Hoffman,  Paul  Mans,  George 
Granstrom,  W.  E.  Hamilton,  Don  Woods, 

C.  K.  Olson,  Theodore  Hays,  Jay  Mac- 
Farland,  L.  J.  Ludwig,  Eddie  Burke,  John 

J.  Friedl,  Ralph  Cramblet,  William  Don- 
nelly, Charlie  Jackson,  Neil  Messick  and 

Frank  McCormick. 
The  funds  raised  will  be  turned  over  to 

the  national  German  refugees’  committee. 
“I  am  not  speaking  for  any  religious 

group  in  urging  this  project,”  said  Steffes. 
"We  all  know  there’s  a   crazy  man  in  Eu- 

rope, tightening  the  screws  on  many  peo- 
ple of  all  religious  and  political  opinions. 

1   don’t  know  anything  finer  this  club  can 
do  than  to  help  the  victims  of  this  bar- 

baric persecution.  I   pledge  myself  that  I 
will  work  that  much  harder  the  ensuing 
year  to  bring  back  into  our  treasury  all 

that  we  spend  for  this  grand  cause.” 
Everybody  called  upon  by  the  chair  con- 

gratulated Steffes  and  acclaimed  the  pro- 
ject. MacFarland  recommended  the  club 

bend  every  effort  to  go  far  ahead  of  its 

Heads  K.  C.  Variety  Club 

GEORGE  BAKER 

Kansas  City— Barkers  of  Tent  No.  8 

Monday  night  elected  George  Baker  chief 
barker  of  Variety  Club  to  succeed  R.  R. 
Biechele.  The  election  followed  dinner  at 

the  clubrooms.  This  is  Baker’s  second 
term  at  the  helm  of  the  club’s  affairs.  He 
served  as  president  in  1934. 

Finton  Jones  of  Travelers  Insurance, 

was  named  first  vice-president;  George 
Harttmann  of  North  Kansas  City,  Mound 

City,  and  Lees  Summit,  Mo.,  second  vice- 
president;  Sam  Abend  of  Film  Delivery, 
treasurer,  and  Arthur  Cole  of  Paramount, 
secretary. 

Three  new  directors  were  elected  by  the 
club  to  fill  vacancies:  Charley  Shafer  of 
Fox  Midwest;  Jim  Lewis  of  RKO,  and 

Earl  Jameson  of  Film  Delivery.  Carry- 
over directors  are  E.  C.  Rhoden  of  Fox 

Midwest;  R.  R.  Biechele,  Frank  Hensler 
of  Metro.  The  five  officers  also  serve  as 
directors. 

goal.  Woods  declared  everybody  would 

“work  their  heads  off”  to  make  the  project 
a   smashing  success. 

“A  marvelous  idea,”  declared  Hays,  “and 
I’ll  esteem  it  an  honor  to  participate.” 

Don  Buckley,  Redwood  Falls,  Minn.,  ex- 
hibitor, thought  the  project  should  be 

made  state-wide  and  it  may  be  extended 

later.  “A  noble  gesture,”  said  Frank  Mc- Cormick. 

“I  am  in  hearty  accord  with  the  plan,” 
said  Bob  Seiberlich.  Warner  Bros.’  sales- 

men will  acquaint  exhibitors  in  every  town 

with  it,  said  Olson.  “Let’s  think  in  terms 
of  $50,000,”  said  Workman.  “I  am  happy 
this  worthy  cause  started  with  non-Jews,” 
said  Ben  Friedman. 

“The  attitude  expressed  here  tonight 
means  even  more  than  the  money  to  be 

raised,”  said  Eddie  Ruben,  visibly  over- 
come. “Getting  ourselves  into  the  frame 

of  mind  to  object  to  what’s  going  on  in 
Germany  and  to  keep  it  from  spreading  is 

just  as  important.  I   am  thrilled  that  non- 

Jews  have  taken  the  lead.” 
“It’s  the  grandest  thing  I   ever  heard 

from  any  social  or  charitable  organiza- 
tion,” said  Bill  Elson.  “A  marvelous 

thing,”  asserted  Bennie  Berger.  “I  have 
many  pictures  in  my  vault  and  will  sup- 

ply them  to  theatres  gratis  on  the  day 

when  tickets  are  to  be  redeemed,”  said 
Gilbert  Nathanson,  Republic  branch  man- 

ager. “I  pledge  100  per  cent  support  and 
the  satisfaction  I’ll  get  out  of  the  work  of 
helping  to  foil  this  mad  man  of  Europe 

makes  me  feel  selfish,”  declared  Harold Johnson. 

Steffes  and  Workman,  secretary,  were 

reelected  unanimously  without  opposition. 
Other  officers  chosen  were:  Ben  Blotcky, 
first  assistant  Chief  Barker;  Paul  Mans, 
second  assistant  Chief  Barker  (reelected) ; 
Norwood  Hall,  Dough  Man,  and  George 

Granstrom,  Don  Buckley,  Ray  Wylie,  Ed- 

die Ruben,  Harold  Johnson  and  Abe  Kap- 
lan, directors. 

Steffes  reported  the  club  was  in  the 

best  financial  condition  in  its  history,  de- 

spite the  cost  involved  in  the  establish- 
ment of  new  larger  and  more  elaborate 

quarters. 

Twin  City  Club  Considers 
Trade  Dinner  Suggestion 

Minneapolis  —   The  Twin  City  Variety 
Club  has  referred  to  its  executive  board 

with  power  to  investigate  and  act  on  a   pro- 
posal of  the  Minneapolis  Journal  that  it 

co-sponsor  a   gala  industry  dinner  in 

February  when  the  Journal’s  awards  are 
made  in  the  film  critics’  poll  to  deter- 

mine the  year’s  best  picture  and  best 
acting. 

As  proposed,  one  of  the  Hollywood  stars 
would  act  as  master  of  ceremonies.  The 
dinner  would  be  broadcast  over  the  radio 

and  Governor-elect  Harold  Stassen  would 

be  a   guest  of  honor. 
There  would  be  a   Hollywood  hook-up, 

with  Merle  Potter,  Journal  dramatic  and 
film  editor,  presenting  the  medals  in  the 

film  capital  during  the  course  of  the  din- ner here. 

The  club  will  inaugurate  Sunday  screen- 
ings of  new  releases  in  its  clubrooms. 

There  will  be  one  afternoon  and  one  eve- 
ning screening  for  members  of  the  club 

and  their  families.  Sunday  night  suppers 
also  will  be  served. 

Weekly  sponsored  parties  will  be  dis- 
continued over  the  holidays,  resuming 

January  7   when  M-G-M  will  be  host. 
Chief  Barker  W.  A.  Steffes,  at  the  meet- 

ing this  week  congratulated  20th-Fox, 
Paramount  and  Universal,  on  the  success 

of  their  parties.  “Everybody  had  a   good 
time,”  he  said.  Harold  Johnson  announced 
Universal  was  planning  a   novel  masquer- 

ade party. 

The  club  voted  to  hold  a   Christmas 

party  for  children  of  members  of  the  in- 
dustry. Abe  Kaplan,  confirmed  bachelor, 

suggested  this  party.  Bill  Elson  was 
named  chairman  of  the  committee  in charge. 

Gifts  of  $25  to  the  Salvation  Army  and 
$10  to  the  Hennepin  county  Tuberculosis 

society  were  voted.  The  board  of  direc- 
tors will  investigate  film  people  in  need of  aid. 
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<D>  M   A   H   A 
JJENRY  SAGGAU,  Ritz  Theatre,  Deni- 

son, la.,  has  had  a   very  sore  arm  .   .   . 
The  local  Grand  National  offices  had  a 

new  paint  job  and  now  have  a   new 
branch  manager,  Bert  Day  of  St.  Louis 
.   .   .   Danny  McCarthy,  UA  booker,  is  back 
on  the  job  after  being  off  a   week  due  to 
illness. 

Jack  Thoma,  Columbia  exploiteer,  was 
here  helping  Louise  Cotter,  Brandeis  press 
agent.  Jack  is  an  exponent  of  the  art  of 
gastronomy  .   .   .   Elvera  Roslund,  RKO 
steno,  is  much  better  now  .   .   .Jim  Winn, 
GN  midwest  division  manager,  was  in  town 
on  business. 

Sorry  to  hear  of  the  death  of  Dorothy 

Nelson’s  father-in-law.  She’s  the  20th-Fox 
steno  .   .   .   E.  E.  Earhart  is  putting  new 
seats  in  his  Strand  Theatre  at  Milford, 
la.  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ed  Kugel,  State 
Theatre,  Holstein,  la.,  were  on  the  Row 

.   .   .   “Dawn  Patrol”  was  well-liked  by  ex- 
hibitors who  attended  a   screening. 

Most  of  the  film  peddlers  will  start  their 
Christmas  holidays  soon  .   .   .   A.  G.  Myrick, 

State  Theatre,  Lake  Park,  la.,  says  busi- 
ness is  good  in  his  territory  .   .   .   Dick  Stahl 

of  Des  Moines  was  here  over  the  weekend 
.   .   .   Don  Gilinsky  has  been  pushed  to  the 

sales  force  at  Columbia.  Bob  Adler  of  De- 
troit is  the  new  booker  there. 

Kay  Stewart,  daughter  of  Toby  Stew- 
art, Mayfair  Theatre,  Shenandoah,  la.,  is 

home  for  the  holidays.  Kay  recently  com- 

pleted a   role  in  “Dramatic  School.”  She 
visited  here  with  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Carl  Reese. 

Local  exhibitors  thought  donkey  basket- 
ball, sponsored  by  the  Junior  Chamber  of 

Commerce,  might  be  strong  competition 
but  they  were  wrong,  fortunately  .   .   .   Now 
that  20 th-Fox  has  taken  over  sales  and 
distribution  for  GB,  Ed  Cohen  is  out  look- 

ing around  .   .   .   Fred  Martin,  RKO  sales- 
man, has  resigned. 

Evert  Cummings  and  Bill  Miskell  clicked 
on  a   publicity  tieup  with  the  Omaha 

World-Herald’s  Goodfellow  fund  .   .   .   Lou 
Kozal,  Tri-States  artist,  keeps  the  Christ- 

mas toys  for  his  twins  at  the  office  so  he 

can  play  with  them.  (We’re  only  kidding, 
Mr.  Blank!)  .   .   .   Ray  Brown,  Harlan,  la., 
was  in  town. 

Don  Nelson,  Monogram  booker,  and  Ed 

Youtz  of  Republic,  Filmrow’s  aspiring  at- 
torney, are  roommates  .   .   .   Mildred  Bickler 

of  Warners  has  a   birthday  this  week  .   .   . 
Max  Rosenblat  of  Capitol  has  the  build  for 
a   good  prize  fighter  .   .   .   What  happened  to 
the  deal  on  a   new  exchange  building  for 
Universal,  Roy  Palmquist? 

Sophie  Volkert  is  learning  to  operate  a 
typewriter  .   .   .   Iz  Weiner  always  looks 
prosperous  .   .   .   Harry  Shumow,  Metro 
boss,  will  be  back  from  Mexico  one  of 

these  days  wearing  a   Caballero’s  outfit  .   .   . 
Joe  Jacobs  is  even  more  enthusiastic  about 

Variety  Club  work,  now  that  he  is  a 
member  of  the  board. 

Bob  Ballantyne  is  still  receiving  con- 
grats about  his  new  store  .   .   .   Due  to  warm 

weather,  general  business  in  Omaha  is  not 

so  good  and  the  theatre  grosses  are  show- 
ing it  .   .   .   Ralph  Goldberg  is  readying  a 

news  flash  about  the  State  Theatre. 

Mainstreet  Takes 

Bankruptcy  Step 
Kansas  City — The  Kansas  City  Junior 

Orpheum  Co.,  operators  of  the  Mainstreet 
Theatre  here,  have  entered  a   voluntary 

petition  in  bankruptcy  on  the  2,500-seat 

property  which  has  been  dark  since  sum- mer. 

The  petition  states  the  company  is  un- 
able to  meet  its  debts  on  the  property  in 

full  and  is  willing  to  turn  over  its  assets 
to  its  creditors. 

Federal  Judge  Merrill  E.  Otis  has  given 

the  company  30  days  to  submit  a   list  of 

the  Mainstreet’s  assets  and  liabilities. 

Paramount  and  Cinema 

Club  Aid  Needy  Families 
Kansas  City — Employes  at  Paramount 

and  the  Cinema  Club,  Reel  1,  have  adopted 
needy  families  from  the  Kansas  City 

Star’s  list  of  100,  and  will  furnish  them 
with  the  necessities  for  a   bright  Christ- 

mas: Fuel,  clothing,  toys,  food,  etc.  For 
Paramount  this  is  not  the  first  year  em- 

ployes have  performed  this  same  fine  bit 
of  charity. 

For  the  Cinema  Club,  formed  during 
the  past  year,  it  is  the  first  venture  of 
this  kind.  The  club  will  give  a   Xmas 

party,  Thursday,  December  22,  at  Variety 
clubrooms.  Each  of  those  attending  will 
not  be  admitted  unless  he  presents  two 

items  of  canned  goods.  The  “receipts” 
will  go  to  the  Xmas  family. 

The  club  also  will  pass  along  items  of 
clothing,  and  anyone  who  has  some  to 
donate  can  leave  it  with  Stanley  Goldberg, 
president  of  the  club,  at  Metro  Premium, 
or  call  VI.  8187  and  the  club  will  arrange 
to  have  the  clothing  picked  up. 

Community  Turns  Out 

For  New  Tile  Opening 
Deepwater,  Mo. — The  opening  of  the 

Tile,  John  Travis’s  new  theatre  here,  was 
a   community  affair.  Seating  300,  the 
theatre  was  created  from  the  auditorium 

building  formerly  used  by  the  high  school 

for  its  group  functions.  Among  out-of- 
town  guests  who  attended  the  opening 
were  Eddie  Green  of  M-G-M,  Walter 
Shreve  and  Francis  Keilhack  of  National 

Theatre  Supply,  all  of  Kansas  City. 
Travis  operates  the  house  at  Crane, 

Mo.  His  father,  Charles  Travis,  runs  the 
Avalon  at  Sarcoxie,  Mo. 

"Waltz"  Winners 
Minneapolis — A1  Wiklund  and  Cathe- 

rine Larson  of  Minneapolis  won  the  zone 
finals  and  a   trip  to  New  York  in  the 

“Great  Waltz”  contest  finals.  The  Minne- 
apolis Star  sponsored  the  contest  which 

proved  one  of  the  most  successful  pub- 
licity stunts  ever  pulled  here  and  reflected 

great  credit  on  Morry  Abrams,  M-G-M 
exploiteer,  who  promoted  it. 

News  in  Brief 

John  Piller,  who  owns  and  operates 
the  Piller  and  Rex  Theatres  in  Valley 

City,  N.  D.,  recently  purchased  the  Iris 
Theatre  at  Edgeley,  N.  D.  The  theatre 

is  being  completely  rebuilt  with  the 

inclusion  of  the  purchase  and  imme- 
diate installation  of  the  finest  in  new 

seating  and  sound  equipment.  Deluxe 

AIR-LOC  full  upholstered  theatre  chairs 

and  the  latest  type  ULTRAPHONE  SU- 
PER SOUND  SYSTEM  is  to  be  installed. 

The  remodeled  Iris  Theatre,  when  fin- 

ished will  be  one  of  North  Dakota's 
finest  treatres,  with  all  the  comforts 

and  appointments  found  in  the  largest 
Deluxe  houses.  The  theatre  will  be 

under  the  management  of  John  Piller, 

Jr. 

*   *   * 

The  Franklin  Amusement  Co.  (Frank- 

Woempner-Nearpass  Circuit)  are  now 

using  ULTRAPHONE  SOUND  SYS- 
TEMS in  eleven  theatres,  namely:  The 

Park,  Lyndale,  Chateau,  Franklin, 
Boulevard,  La  Salle,  and  Avalon  in 

Minneapolis;  the  State  at  Owatonna, 
the  State  at  Hutchinson,  the  State  and 

Willmar  at  Willmar,  Minnesota. 
*   *   * 

Cinema  Supplies,  Inc.,  of  Minneap- 
olis, who  distributes  the  ULTRAPHONE 

SOUND  SYSTEMS  in  the  Minnesota 

and  Iowa  territories,  reports  that  with 

the  installation  of  one  of  their  ULTRA- 

PHONE systems  in  the  Grundy  Thea- 
tre, Grundy  Center,  Iowa,  that  there 

are  now  75  theatres  in  the  State  of 

Iowa  alone  equipped  with  ULTRA- 
PHONE SOUND  SYSTEMS.  The  Grun- 

dy Theatre,  Grundy  Center,  Iowa,  is 
now  under  the  management  of  the 

Pioneer  Theatre  Corp.  Circuit  who  op- 
erate 17  theatres  in  Iowa,  16  of  which 

are  equipped  with  ULTRAPHONE 
SOUND  SYSTEMS. 

★   *   ★ 

S.  E.  Heller  and  Associates,  who  own 

the  theatres  in  Grand  Rapids,  Coleraine 

and  Nashwauk,  Minnesota,  recently 

completed  extensive  improvements  in 

the  theatres  at  Coleraine  and  Nash- 

wauk. The  Grand  Theatre  at  Nash- 

wauk was  completely  rebuilt  and  re- 
modeled, and  as  a   result,  is  today  one 

of  the  most  beautiful  theatres  on  the 

Iron  Range.  All  new  equipment  was 

installed  including  400  new  AIR-LOC 

full  upholstered  opera  chairs  and  com- 
plete modernization  of  the  Ultraphone 

sound  system,  which  work  was  done 

by  Cinema  Supplies,  Inc.  of  Minne- 

apolis. 

— Adv.: 
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Allied  Campaigns  Against  Two  Council  Still  Rules 
Forms  of  Outside  Competition  New  Theatres 
Minneapolis — Northwest  Allied  has  aim- 

ed double  barrel  action  against  the  ex- 
hibition of  University  of  Minnesota  foot- 

ball games’  pictures  by  the  school’s  ath- 
letic department  in  public  outside  of  regu- 

lar theatres,  for  admission  or  otherwise, 
and  against  the  showing  of  old  silents  in 
Twin  City  night  clubs.  Unfair  competition 
is  claimed  by  the  organization. 

A   committee  of  theatre  owners  was  to 
call  upon  President  L.  D.  Ford  of  the 

university  with  a   request  that  the  foot- 
ball films  be  shown  only  in  regular  thea- 

tres. If  the  president  fails  to  grant  “re- 
lief” the  committee  will  carry  its  com- 

plaint to  the  board  of  regents. 
Unless  night  clubs  cease  showing  the 

silents  Northwest  Allied  proposes  to  prose- 
cute the  owners  for  operating  motion  pic- 
ture theatres  without  licenses.  Steps  also 

will  be  taken  to  have  the  council  amend 

the  present  ordinance  governing  the  ex- 
hibition of  pictures  to  have  its  provisions 

relative  to  exits,  safety  measures,  operators’ 
booths,  etc.,  cover  the  niteries. 

The  university  athletic  department  has 

Phil  Brain,  tennis  coach,  take  motion  pic- 
tures of  all  the  football  games  for  the 

football  coaches  to  study  after  every  con- 
test. The  department  started  public  ex- 

hibition of  the  films  at  high  school  grid- 
iron banquets  throughout  the  state  in  or- 

der to  interest  prep  stars  in  the  Gopher 
school.  Then  luncheon  clubs,  other  similar 

organizations,  churches,  etc.,  started  ask- 
ing for  the  films  and  the  department, 

figuring  the  pictures  were  good  advertis- 
ing for  Minnesota  football  and  helped  to 

create  goodwill  for  the  university,  com- 
plied with  the  requests. 

Two  years  ago  Brain  began  asking  a 

“small  fee”  for  showing  and  explaining 
the  films.  So  popular  have  they  become 
that  he  and  his  pictures  now  are  booked 
solid  for  one  to  three  showings  well  into 
March.  The  athletic  department  permits 
Brain  to  pocket  the  fees  and  his  income 

from  this  source,  at  the  university  ath- 

letic department’s  expense,  is  said  to  run 
as  high  as  $150  a   week.  It  is  claimed  by 

Northwest  Allied  that  recently  25-cent  ad- 
mission was  charged  to  see  the  pictures, 

including  all  the  highlights  of  the  past 

season’s  games,  at  a   high  school  audi- 
torium which  was  packed  to  its  1,000 

capacity  at  two  showings. 
Last  week  the  pictures  were  exhibited 

again  for  admission  at  a   benefit  show  at 
which  admission  was  charged  and  which 
drew  several  thousand  people. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

Anything  for  a 
Laugh 

Lake  Mills,  la. — Floyd  Featherhuff, 

manager  ol  the  Mills  Theatre  here,  con- 

vulsed theatre  patrons  the  other  eve- 

ning by  running  a   ten-minute  Betty 

Boop  short  backwards  and  upside 

down.  Betty  Boop  lisped  her  lines 

backwards  while  standing  on  her  head 

and  doing  her  skit  in  reverse  order! 

The  trick  went  over  with  a   bang,  and 

Lake  Mills'  fans  are1  clamoring  for more. 

“Anything  for  a   laugh,"  says  Feather- 
huff  sadly,  and  prepares  to  give  it  to 
them. 

Liberty,  Orpheum 
Close  in  Lincoln 

Lincoln — Two  more  theatres  saw  the 

lights  go  out,  the  Liberty,  a   1,400-seat 
house,  and  the  Orpheum,  a   1,350-seater. 
Both,  when  shuttering,  were  Lincoln  The- 

atres Corp.-J.  H.  Cooper  theatres.  One, 
the  Orpheum.  stays  with  LTC  when  re- 

opening, but  the  Liberty  comes  over  to 
his  opposition,  the  Nebraska  Theatres, 
Inc.,  owned  by  T.  B.  Noble,  and  an  ally 
of  the  L.  L.  Dent  string. 

Slated  opening  dates  for  both  houses 
will  be  January,  the  Liberty  early  in  the 
month,  and  the  Orpheum  late.  It  is  esti- 

mated nearly  $40,000  will  be  spent  on  the 
two  places  to  redecorate  and  equip  them 
before  the  next  bow. 

Closing  of  the  houses  presents  an  un- 
usual problem,  especially  for  the  LTC 

group.  It  means  only  two  theatres,  the 
Stuart  and  the  Lincoln,  are  available  to 

play  the  releases  of  M-G-M,  20th-Fox, 
Paramount,  half  Warner  Bros,  and  United 

Artists,  Universal,  and  RKO,  for  nearly 
eight  weeks,  and  product  is  backed  up 
already.  NTI,  on  the  other  hand,  has 
two  of  four  houses  closed,  and  just  enough 
celluloid  to  keep  the  present  ones  going. 

Minneapolis — New  theatres  still  are 

“out”  as  far  as  Minneapolis  is  concerned. 
Once  more  the  city  council  voted  down 

the  application  of  H.  L.  Griffith  to  build 
a   new  $150,000  neighborhood  theatre  on 
his  property.  This  time  the  vote  was  17 
to  6.  A   substitute  motion  to  refer  the 
matter  back  to  the  committee  also  was 
defeated. 

Action  was  tantamount  to  confirmation 

of  the  policy  not  to  permit  any  new  show- 
houses  here  on  the  ground  that  the  city 
already  is  overseated,  more  theatres  would 
lower  the  standard  of  entertainment  and 

the  additional  showhouses  would  jeopar- 
dize present  investments. 

Griffith  has  been  fighting  for  the  li- 
cense two  years.  It  was  granted  twice, 

but  the  aldermen  later  rescinded  their 

action.  A   court  suit  also  was  unavailing. 

In  this  instance,  the  property’s  proximity 
to  a   synagogue  also  influenced  the  council. 

/.  C.  Collin  to  Have 

Offices  in  Des  Moines 
Des  Moines — J.  C.  Collin,  district  repre- 

sentative for  Consolidated  Book  Publica- 
tions, will  have  his  headquarters  in  Des 

Moines.  He  covers  Omaha,  Minneapolis, 
Denver  and  Kansas  City. 

Consolidated  Book  Publications  are  in- 
troducing coupons  which  theatre  patrons 

may  save  and  later  cash  for  books. 

Christmas  Opening  lor 

Eddie  Ruben  s   Theatre 

Sioux  Falls,  S.  D. — Eddie  Ruben’s  new 
Hollywood  Theatre  here  will  be  completed 

and  formally  opened  about  Christmas  day. 
It  is  a   $100,000  showhouse  seating  900. 
Joe  Floyd,  formerly  of  Minneapolis,  will 

be  the  manager. 

Ownership  Reverts 
Wichita,  Kas. — The  Plaza  Theatre  Co. 

has  turned  back  operation  of  the  Kansas 

and  Crawford  theatres  here  to  W.  P.  Hus- 
ton, from  whom  the  company  took  over 

some  months  ago. 

No  Substitute  for  Good  Results 

Kansas  City — “That  BOXOFFICE  certainly  carries  an  advertising  wallop!"  ex- 

claimed F.  L.  “Doc"  Lowe,  while  on  Filmrow  booking  pictures.  “Last  week  I   wired 
in  an  advertisement  for  a   manager  at  the  Star,  Hoisington,  Kas.  Responses  came 

in  by  telegraph,  long  distance,  special  delivery,  air  mail  and  mail  from  15  different 

states,  including  Texas,  Oklahoma,  Kansas,  Missouri,  Illinois,  Indiana,  Iowa,  Wis- 
consin, North  Dakota,  California,  New  Mexico,  Arkansas,  Colorado,  Louisiana,  and 

Nebraska.  And  they're  still  coming  in!" 
Lowe  hired  Ben  Donaldson,  who  has  been  working  for  Lester  Dollison  at  the 

Nebraska,  Omaha. 

Speaking  of  advertising  results  (what  a   long  arm!),  Paul  Humston  advertised 

equipment  for  hometown  "movies."  The  advertisement  was  inserted  in  the  Midwest 
edition.  But  one  of  the  best  inquiries  Humston  has  received  was  from  New  Jersey! 
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K   A   Y   C   E   IE 
HOVE  to  along  the  Hub  this  week  were 

Jerry  Drake,  Bolivar,  Mo.;  John  Travis, 
Crane  and  Deepwater,  Mo.;  Paul  Taylor, 
Richmond,  Mo.;  Lee  Sproule,  Newton, 
Kas.;  Bob  Gorham,  Liberty,  Horton,  Kas.; 

Kate  Blair,  Belleville,  Kas.;  Lloyd  Len- 
hart,  Clinton,  Mo.;  Glen  Neely,  Empress, 
Arma,  Kas.;  Charles  Brooks,  Marshfield, 
Mo.;  Ralph  Hackett,  Fairfax,  Mo.;  Nick 

Kotsis,  Holden,  Mo.;  E.  O.  Briles,  Em- 
poria, Kas.;  Walt  Talbott,  Rogers,  Ark.; 

Homer  Garber,  Baxter  Springs,  Mo. 

June  Medcalf,  KMTA  secretary,  plans 

to  leave  next  week  for  Phoenix  and  Cali- 
fornia to  spend  the  holidays. 

Louis  Griefe,  in  from  the  Windsor, 

Windsor,  Mo.,  reports  that  “Down  in  Ar- 
kansaw”  broke  house  records  at  the  the- 

atre last  week. 

Ralph  Lamed  of  LaCrosse,  Kas.,  and  C. 

A.  Bessier  of  Humboldt,  Kas.,  were  week- 
end visitors. 

Reading  the  ads:  “No  dishes  today,” 
Mokan.  “The  Biggest  and  Best  Show  in 
Town  for  the  Money,”  Gillham’s  promo- 

tion of  three  bills  for  15  cents.  “A  Triple 
Bill  for  a   Dime!”  Bagdad.  “Three  Features 
and  Color  Cartoon,  Entertainment  for  the 

Entire  Family,”  Circle. 

Chuck  Esterle  of  the  State,  Bijou,  et  al., 
spent  last  week  ensconced  in  a   bed  at  Re- 

search Hospital  recuperating  from  an 
operation.  We  have  the  word  of  his  nurses 
that  he  was  a   very  good  patient  .   .   .   Jack 
Gregory  is  back  at  his  desk  after  a   bout  in 
the  same  kind  of  an  institution. 

Columbia  (Ben  Marcus,  Zack  Beiser, 
Tom  Baldwin,  Bill  Bradfield,  Herb  Stulz, 
et  al)  held  its  annual  Xmas  party  at 
Variety  Club,  December  10.  Warner  Bros, 

will  have  their’s  at  the  same  place  De- 
cember 20,  and  on  December  23,  Metro 

has  one  scheduled. 

The  horse  that  Gene  Autry  purchased 
at  the  Wherry  Stables,  Lenexa,  Kas.,  while 
he  was  here  recently,  was  picked  up  by 
truck  for  the  trip  to  the  West  Coast  last 
week. 

George  Weeks,  general  sales  manager 

for  Monogram,  was  here  Saturday  visit- 
ing Les  Durland. 

Half  the  members  of  George  Baker’s 
Popeye  Band,  which  has  a   total  enrollment 
of  108,  were  guests  at  the  Paramount 

screening  room  to  see  ‘‘Little  Orphan 
Annie”  arid  several  shorts  that  included 
Popeyes,  sports  reels,  and  others.  The 
other  half  of  the  band  will  be  entertained 
at  a   screening  December  17. 

The  House  of  Good  Shepherd,  Kansas 

City,  has  purchased  a   DeVry  portable  pro- 
jector and  sound  equipment  from  the  Steb- 

bins  Theatre  Supply  Co. 

Bill  Parsons  sojourned  over  the  week- 
end in  the  Ozarks  with  Tom  Edwards  of 

Eldon,  Mo.,  and  quail  .   .   .   Frank  Weary 
has  his  new  theatre  in  Richmond,  Mo.,  the 
Vogue,  open  and  doing  business. 

He's  Back  on  the 

Job  Now 
South  St.  Paul — Emery  Eckberg,  man- 

ager of  the  Hollywood  Theatre  here, 
broke  an  enviable  record  here  when, 

for  the  first  time  in  his  16  years  in  the 

show  business,  he  missed  a   day  at  the 
theatre  on  account  of  illness.  He  is 

back  on  the  job  again  now  and  well. 

A   Radio  Station  s   Reel 

Into  Over  350  Houses 
Omaha — An  indication  of  possible  fu- 

ture trends  in  the  film  industry,  as  re- 
lating to  the  smaller  theatres,  is  seen  in  a 

five-minute  newsreel  type  picture  being 
released  this  week  by  Radio  Station  WOW 
of  Omaha. 

More  than  350  theatres  in  Iowa  and  Ne- 
braska already  have  booked  the  picture, 

John  Gillin,  the  station’s  general  man- 
ager, told  Boxoffice.  Each  theatre  may 

use  the  film  five  days  and  there  is  no 
charge  to  the  exhibitor. 

Titled  “Radio  Goes  to  the  Fair,”  the 
film  depicts  the  station’s  activities  at  the 
recent  Iowa  and  Nebraska  state  fairs  at 
Des  Moines  and  Lincoln,  respectively.  It 
was  filmed  by  H.  F.  Chenoweth,  Omaha 

photographer. 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

A.  A.  Electric  Machinery  Co. 

Ernest  Amoneno,  Mgr. 

1117  Cherry  St.  Phone:  Victor  8796 

Central  Theatre  Equipment  Company 

— Western  Electric-Motiograph  Mirrophonic 

Sound — 130  West  18th  St.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Phone — HArrison  3345 

Great  Western  Stage  Equipment  Co. 

817  Holmes  St.  T.  L.  Greening,  Mgr. 
Phone:  Victor  9078 

Stebbins  Theatre  Equipment  Co. 

1804  Wyandotte  St. 

C.  H.  Badger,  Mgr.  Phone:  GRand  0134 

Southwest  Theatre  Equipment  Co.,  Indp't 
Wichita,  Kas. 

C.  D.  Peck,  Mgr.  Phone  2-2153 

EXHIBITOR  ASSOCIATIONS 

Independent  Theatre  Owners  Association 

1214  Brush  Creek  Road  —   VAlentine  2770 

E.  E.  Webber  jr„  Pres.  John  Wolfberg,  Sec. 

K.  M.  T.  A. 

128  W.  18th  St.  —   Harrison  4825 

John  Staple,  Pres.  R.  R.  Biechele,  Sec.-Treas. 

KMTA  Schedule  for 

Regional  Meets  Set 
Kansas  City  —   The  series  of  regional 

meetings  for  the  discussion  of  mutual  ex- 

hibition problems  which  the  Kansas-Mis- 

souri  Theatres  Ass’n  scheduled  for  Kan- 
sas and  Missouri  in  January  definitely  are set. 

Frank  Cassil  of  the  Rialto,  St.  Joseph, 

president  of  the  association;  R.  R.  Bie- 
chele of  Kansas  City,  Kas.;  George  Hartt- 

mann,  secretary  of  the  association;  John 
Stapel,  past  president  and  a   director,  went 
to  St.  Louis  Tuesday  to  confer  with  Fred 
Wehrenberg,  president  of  the  MPTO  of 
Eastern  Missouri  and  Southern  Illinois,  on 
the  problem  of  coordinating  the  meetings 
in  the  eastern  half  of  the  state  with  those 

the  KMTA  will  hold  in  the  western  section. 

The  regional  conferences  will  start 

January  9   in  Kansas,  and  the  five  in  that 

state  will  be  held  that  week.  The  follow- 
ing week  the  Missouri  exhibitors  will  hold 

their  series. 

Cocklin  Closes  at  Walnut,  la. 

Walnut,  Ia.— Guy  Cocklin  has  closed  the 
Strand  Theatre  for  an  indefinite  period. 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

National  Air  Conditioning  and 

Engineering  Corp. 

VI.  3535 
109  W.  18th  St. — Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Manufacturing — Engineering — Installation 

SOUND  SERVICE
  ~ 

K.  C.  SOUND  SERVICE 

Syncrofilm  Sound  Equipment  and  Service 
126  W.  18th  St. 

W.  P.  Humston  HA  4783 

SOUND  ENGINEER 

ENGINEER  C.  R.  BUTLER 

Sound  System  Installation  and  Service 

Midwest  Service  Corporation 
2606  Monterey  St. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Phones  2-4012—2-4115 

"Service  As  Near  As  Your  Telephone" 

SCREEN  PUBLICITY 

Alexander  Film  Company 

Motion  Picture  Advertising 

E.  L.  Harris,  Dist.  Mgr.,  Mo.,  Kan.,  Neb.,  Iowa 
239  East  72nd  Terrace 

Phone:  Hlland  2694 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
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DES  MOINES Bargains  Instead  of  Cuts 

Bolster  Grosses  in  Kaycee 

Kansas  City — Business  being  what  it  is, 
it  is  surprising  that  more  theatres  here 

and  in  the  territory  have  not  reduced  ad- 
missions more  than  they  have,  observers 

say.  Yet  there  has  been  little  reduction. 
Pressure  of  poor  grosses  and  competition 
are  being  reflected,  however,  in  a   variety 
of  schemes  for  selling  seats  at  a   bargain. 

A   list  of  such  schemes  in  itself  indi- 
cates to  some  extent  the  spread  of  the 

practices,  which  have  increased  this  fall. 
There  are  a   variety  of  methods  for  selling 
two  tickets  for  the  price  of  one:  Lady  free 
with  a   paid  admission;  a   simple  schedule 
of  two  persons  admitted  on  one  ticket; 

men  free  with  ladies’  admissions;  free 
passes  without  any  strings  whatsoever; 
coupons  good  for  a   part  of  the  admission; 

“pay  nights”  when  everyone  gets  a   credit 
of  from  2   cents  to  $1 — this  one  is  spread- 

ing from  Kansas  City  into  the  territory; 
one  free  ticket  with  one  paid  admission; 
a   group  of  tickets  at  all  the  way  from  20 
to  50  per  cent  off,  etc.  There  is  also  an 
increased  use  of  dime  nights. 

Giveaways,  essentially  an  admission  re- 
duction idea,  are  increasing.  Theatres  are 

giving  away  money,  popcorn,  all  forms  of 
dishes,  candy,  photos,  silverware,  lace, 

cosmetics,  toilet  articles,  ice  boxes,  auto- 
mobiles, radios,  luggage,  cigarettes,  groce- 

ries, etc.,  etc. 

Just  now  exhibitors  are  waiting  for  holi- 
day business,  and  are  not  expected  to 

change  price  policy  much  until  after  that 

time.  If  it  isn’t  better  after  the  holidays 
than  it  is  currently,  direct  price  cutting  is 
expected  to  result.  Up  to  the  present 
however,  most  of  the  decreasing  has  been 
by  indirection. 

Blank ,   Commonwealth 

Sign  RCA  Service  Pacts 
Kansas  City — Service  contracts  for  RCA 

sound  equipment  have  been  signed  by  the 
Blank  circuit  of  80  theatres  and  Common- 

wealth’s chain  of  32. 
Myron  Blank  and  Dave  Dewey,  Blank 

executives,  and  C.  A.  Schultz,  and  Dick 

Orear,  Commonwealth  officials,  nego- 
tiated the  deals  with  G.  P.  Holly,  E.  C. 

Cahill  and  H.  B.  Snook  of  the  RCA  dis- 
trict branch. 

Adams  New  Head  Booker 

At  RKO  in  Minneapolis 
Minneapolis  —   Vi  Netzinger,  veteran 

RKO  head  booker,  has  resigned.  L.  E. 
Goldhammer,  branch  manager,  named 

Ted  Adams,  assistant,  formerly  with  Para- 
mount, to  the  post — a   promotion.  No  suc- 

cessor to  Adams  has  been  appointed  yet. 

Enlarge  New  Ulm 
New  Ulm,  Minn. — The  New  Ulm  The- 

atre here,  an  Eddie  Ruben  circuit  house, 

will  be  enlarged  by  the  addition  of  a   bal- 
cony. Work  will  start  shortly  after  the 

first  of  the  year. 

Will  Santa 
Find  It 

Omaha — Metro's  "Boys  Town”  has 
already  proved  a   boxoffice  smash,  but 

Father  Flanagan  of  Boys  Town,  Neb., 

is  looking  anxiously  to  Christmas  do- 

nations for  his  boys'  home  to  find  out 
if  the  film  has  been  a   hindrance  or  a help. 

After  the  film  appeared,  receipts 

dropped  off  because  people  thought 

the  home  must  be  permanently  fi- 

nanced. The  number  of  boys  applying 

for  admission,  however,  increased. 

Minneapolis  Going 

For  "Horror"  Combo 
Minneapolis  —   The  “Dracula-Franken- 

stein”  is  proving  the  biggest  boxoffice 
smash  in  months  in  the  local  loop.  On 
the  opening  days  it  turned  hundreds  away 
at  the  Aster  and  broke  the  house  boxoffice 

record  by  a   big  margin.  Its  first-week 
business  was  approximately  300  per  cent 
above  normal  for  the  Aster. 

The  regular  Aster  scale  is  15  cents  to  5 

p.  m.  and  25  cents  thereafter.  For  this  en- 
gagement the  price  was  boosted  to  25 

cents  all  day  and  the  theatre  opened  at 
9:45  a.  m.  daily,  instead  of  noon. 

The  Minnesota  Amusement  Co.  un- 

doubtedly would  have  spotted  the  attrac- 
tion into  the  Orpheum  or  one  of  the  other 

larger  downtown  theatres,  except  for  the 

double  feature  angle.  The  circuit  is  con- 
fining twin  bills  here  to  the  Aster. 

Hayob  Spending  $10,000 

On  Marshall  Mary  Lue 
Marshall,  Mo. — Approximately  $10,000 

will  be  spent  on  the  Mary  Lou  Theatre 
here  by  George  Hayob  in  a   program  of 
remodeling  and  redecoration.  Hayob  is 
raising  the  roof  for  the  installation  of  a 
balcony.  In  addition,  he  will  install  new 
seats  and  redecorate,  add  a   new  marquee 
and  refinish  the  front. 

A   Timely  Short 
Minneapolis — The  State  Theatre,  tak- 

ing advantage  of  gambling  raids  and  grand 
jury  investigations  of  gambling  here,  made 

a   timely  booking  of  a   short,  “Robbin’ 
Good,”  a   complete  expose  of  the  gambling 
racket,  as  one  of  its  featured  attractions. 

Picture  shows  cheating  tricks.  Newspa- 

pers gave  the  booking  plenty  of  free  pub- licity. 

^HE  Larry  Paulsons  (he’s  a   Fox  sales- man) got  their  Christmas  present  early. 

It’s  a   7   M2 -pound  boy  born  December  12 
.   .   .   Harry  Gottlieb  will  play  Santa  as 

usual  at  20th-Century’s  Christmas  party 
Saturday  night  in  the  Fort  Des  Moines 
Cabin  .   .   .   Warner  will  be  in  the  throes 
of  the  third  annual  Sears  Drive  December 

25-April  16  .   .   .   E.  D.  Perkins,  Omaha 
manager,  was  here  this  week  working  with 
the  circuits. 

Monogram  has  a   new  salesman,  Bob 

Hoese  (pronounced  ‘Hazy’).  He’s  a   tall, 
dark  ’n  handsome  from  KC  .   .   .   Opal  Judd 
did  a   Jack  and  Jill  last  Friday,  only  she 

had  to  fall  down  twice  since  there’s  just 
one  of  her  .   .   .   We’ve  been  bribed  by  Walt 
Lowman  not  to  mention  his  dimples  here, 

so  of  course  we  won’t. 

Ernest  Cass,  Strawberry  Point  exhibitor, 
has  his  own  plane,  and  sometimes  flies  to 
Des  Moines  to  do  his  booking  .   .   .   Leo 

Wolcott  of  Eldora,  and  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  G. 
Fair  of  Lorenz  were  on  the  Row  this  week 
.   .   .   Margaret  Sullivan  has  been  added  to 
the  staff  at  National  Screen. 

What  Paramount  salesman  says  noth- 
ing ever  happens  to  him,  that  is,  nothing 

that’s  fit  to  print?  .   .   .   They’re  having 
horse  races  up  at  Warners’  now  .   .   .   Four 
nags  as  handsome  and  spirited  as  any  that 

ever  graced  the  track  are  entered  in  the 
Warner  Derby. 

Eleven  Filmrowers  know  Morris  Smith 

of  Film  Transportation  doesn’t  have  a 
poker  face.  For  a   week  there  was  wet  paint 

all  over  the  new  offices  of  Grand  Na- 

tional, but  nary  a   “WET  PAINT”  sign! .   .   .   Chick  Friedman  is  really  going  to  give 

that  Christmas  party.  It  starts  at  noon 
December  24,  but  you  have  to  see  Grace 
Simons  for  an  invitation. 

Films  that  remind  us  of  Filmrowers: 

“Stablemates” — lies  &   McKinney;  “Safety 
in  Numbers” — Bachelors  Lou  Levy  &   Chick 

Friedman;  “The  Citadel” — Carol  Baldwin; 
“Angels  With  Dirty  Faces” — Joe  Smith  & 
Joe  Ancher;  “Carefree” — Art  Anderson 
(sorry  it’s  an  RKO  film.  Art) ;   “Keep 

Smiling” — Dorothy  Day;  “Pioneer  Trail” — Frank  Rubel. 

Marjorie  O’Laughlin,  who  used  to  hang 
her  hat  at  Monogram,  is  now  parking  it  on 

the  Universal  rack  .   .   .   Those  cute  Deanna 
Durbin  dolls  at  Universal  make  us  wonder 

why  we  used  to  prefer  footballs  .   .   .   Jerry 
Spandau  leaves  for  Pittsburgh,  December 

22.  He  says  he’ll  stay  two  weeks  .   .   .   Milt 
Goodman  of  Columbia  will  visit  his  folks 
in  New  York  soon.  He  already  has  made 

reservations  for  a   Caribbean  cruise  while there. 

The  charge  that  distributors  withhold 

topnotch  films  during  the  busy  days  be- 
fore Christmas  is  certainly  disproved  by 

the  features  billed  at  Des  Moines  theatres 

for  this  period.  “The  Great  Waltz”  and 
“Christmas  Carol”  opened  at  the  Des 
Moines  Theatre,  Thursday.  A   Technicolor 

version  of  Peter  B.  Kyne’s  “Valley  of  the 
Giants”  and  “Tarnished  Angel”  opened  at 
the  Orpheum,  Friday.  The  Paramount  is 

showing  “Blondie”  on  a   double  bill  with 
“Hard  to  Get.” 
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Des  Moines  Fine  Arts 

Presents  Film  Series 
Des  Moines  —   The  first  films  of  an 

American  survey  series  of  the  Des  Moines 

Pine  Arts  Ass’n,  were  presented  last  Tues- 
day evening  at  the  Jewish  Community 

Center  here. 

Pictures  traced  the  development  of  mov- 
ing picture  narratives  from  1895  to  1912. 

The  films  are  from  the  Museum  of  Mod- 
ern Art  Film  library,  New  York. 

Because  the  films  were  donated  by  mo- 

tion picture  companies  with  the  under- 
standing that  no  admission  be  charged, 

the  association  restricted  admittance  to 
association  members  and  their  families. 

A   musical  score  of  the  oldtime  nickelo- 
deon-house type  was  provided  with  the 

films.  The  accompanist  was  Kenneth 
Haynes,  Des  Moines  architect,  who  played 
motion  picture  accompaniments  for  silent 
films. 

Raze  President  Theatre, 

St,  Paul,  lor  Parking  Lot 
St.  Paul — The  President  Theatre,  for- 

merly the  Orpheum  and  the  one-time 
home  of  big-time  vaudeville  and  dra- 

matic stock,  is  being  torn  down  so  that 

the  property  can  be  converted  into  a 
parking  lot. 

Two  other  Twin  City  houses,  the  Min- 
neapolis and  St.  Paul  Metropolitans,  have 

been  torn  down  in  recent  years  for  a   simi- 
lar purpose. 

Mrs,  E,  C,  Walton  Named 

Head  Kansas  City  Censor 
Kansas  City — Mrs.  Eleanore  C.  Walton, 

a   familiar  figure  on  Filmrow  through  her 

work  as  assistant  city  film  censor  for  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo.,  has  been  appointed  city 

censor.  She  succeeds  the  late  Guy 
Holmes,  who  was  named  to  the  post  in 
1926. 

C,  A,  Lane  Acquires  House 

From  Lathrop  at  Manilla 
Manilla,  Ia. — C.  A.  Lane,  who  has  suc- 

cessfully operated  portable  circuits  out  of 

Carroll,  la.,  has  taken  over  the  Iowa  The- 
atre, formerly  operated  by  A.  W.  Lathrop. 

Bladoe,  Trowler  Up 
Minneapolis — Jerry  Bladoe,  treasurer, 

has  been  promoted  to  assistant  manager 
at  the  Orpheum  here.  He  succeeds  Milt 
Trowler  who  has  been  promoted  to  the 
post  of  manager  of  the  Mort  H.  Singer 
house  at  Marshalltown,  Ia.  Bill  Sears  is 
Orpheum  manager. 

A   Galva  Opening 
Galva,  Ia. — John  C.  Eding,  who  oper- 

ates the  Community  Theatre  at  Aurelia, 
Ia.,  will  open  the  Galva  Theatre  soon. 
The  house  will  be  managed  by  A.  J.  Allen 
of  Galva.  The  theatre,  closed  for  15 
years,  will  seat  250  patrons  and  will  have 
two  changes  a   week. 

JJELEN  HILLMAN,  popular  young 
woman  formerly  employed  by  the  Ed- 
die Ruben  circuit  and  more  recently  with 

the  Gillman  theatres,  bids  farewell  to 

Minneapolis  and  a   host  of  her  local  the- 
atrical friends  wish  her  a   happy  journey 

to  Los  Angeles,  where  she’ll  make  her 
home  .   .   .   Ben  Spewak  visited  his  friend, 
Hal  Kemp,  when  the  latter  played  the 

Orpheum  here.  He’s  trying  to  line  up 
the  noted  band  leader  for  the  opening  of 
his  proposed  outdoor  theatre  here. 

Jay  MacFarland,  National  Screen 
branch  manager,  proved  his  prowess  as  a 
deer  hunter  by  returning  from  northern 
Minnesota  with  his  car  well  stocked  with 

venison.  However,  he  modestly  gave  credit 
to  his  son  for  the  kill  .   .   .   The  Minneapolis 
Visitor,  hotel  publication  telling  of  the 
film  and  other  attractions,  has  subscribers 
as  far  distant  as  Los  Angeles  and  Canada. 

The  Fiddlers  Club  of  young  theatrical 
and  film  people  will  sing  Christmas  carols 
on  downtown  street  corners  this  Yuletide 

.   .   .   Pantages  Theatre,  loop  15  cent  subse- 
quent-run house,  now  goes  into  two  days 

of  its  game,  ‘Lucky  Star’  .   .   .   “Hy”  Chap- 
man, Columbia  branch  manager,  heading 

for  Milwaukee  to  visit  his  mother.  Joe 

Jacobs,  salesman  at  the  same  exchange, 

en  route  to  California  to  spend  the  holi- 
days with  his  folks  .   .   .   Lew  Sunberg,  for- 
mer theatrical  booker,  is  dead. 

Eddie  Ruben,  independent  circuit  oper- 
ator, among  those  present  at  the  South 

St.  Paul  testimonial  dinner  for  Governor- 
elect  Harold  Stassen  .   .   .   Leo  Grossman, 

the  ‘mad  auctioneer,’  going  great  guns  in 

the  Twin  Cities  with  his  ‘Crazy  Auction’ 
show  and  other  theatre  promotions  .   .   . 
Harriett  Miller,  the  erstwhile  Paramount 

‘good  afternoon’  girl  with  the  sweet  voice, 
now  answering  telephone  calls  at  20th- 
Fox  just  as  lovely. 

Max  Roos  of  the  American  Ticket 

Corp.  visiting  Twin  City  accounts  .   .   . 

Frank  Branen  of  the  Hollywood  Amuse- 
ment Co.  another  Chicagoan  in  town  .   .   . 

Eileen  McConville  is  that  sweet  young  lady 

who  now  answers  your  questions  at  Sly- 

Fox  Films.  She’s  Earl  Sly’s  new  secre- 
tary .   .   .   Harry  Dickerman,  who  has  the 

Alhambra  and  Northtown  theatres  here, 
has  taken  over  the  lease  of  the  Arcade, 
St.  Paul  neighborhood  theatre,  from  the 
Northland  Amusement  Co.  .   .   .   Morrie 

Abrams,  popular  M-G-M  exploiteer,  passed 
around  cigars  and  candy  to  celebrate  his 
birthday. 

The  10-month-old  child  of  the  late  Walt 

McKeen,  M-G-M  salesman  killed  recently 
in  an  auto  accident,  passed  away  .   .   . 

Take  a   bow,  Bill  Grant,  M-G-M  city  sales- 

man, said  Halsey  Hall,  Journal  sports’ columnist.  The  reason:  Grant  suggested 
that  the  Minneapolis  professional  hockey 

team  demonstrate  the  rules  between  per- 
iods or  prior  to  the  start  of  the  games  and 

his  suggestion  finally  has  been  adopted 

by  the  entire  league  .   .   .   Wolf  Cohen,  War- 
ner Bros.’  Canadian  district  manager, 

with  headquarters  in  Toronto,  stopped 
over  here  briefly  en  route  home. 

Out-of-town  exhibitors  visiting  Film- 
row  included:  E.  G.  Gannon,  Lidgerwood, 
N.  D.;  Harry  Simon,  Walker,  Minn.;  Andy 
Severson,  Osakis,  Minn.;  Leo  Allender, 
Northolm,  Minn.;  Loyal  Larson,  Kennedy, 

Minn.;  Mrs.  R.  K.  Rasmussen,  Perham, 
Minn.;  Brin  Lakne,  Barnesville,  Minn.,  and 
Edna  Bogumill,  Thorp,  Wis.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Joe 

Behan,  wife  of  the  Warner  Bros.’  head 
booker,  brought  home  from  the  hospital 

where  she’s  recuperating  nicely  following 
her  appendectomy. 

Jimmy  Chapman,  brother  of  ‘Hy,’  local 
Columbia  branch  manager  and  a   Colum- 

bia salesman  in  Milwaukee,  a   one-day 

visitor  .   .   .   Warner  Bros.’  Christmas  party 
is  scheduled  for  December  23  in  the  club- 
rooms.  Columbia  held  its  party  last  week, 
a   little  early  .   .   .   Mrs.  Lou  Solub,  nee 

Esther  Coiner,  of  National  Screen’s  office 
staff,  back  on  the  job  after  a   honeymoon 
in  Kansas  City  .   .   .   Bill  Crystal  of  Grand 
National  jubilant  because  Merle  Potter, 

Journal  screen  editor,  has  included  “Girl 
Said  No’’  in  his  list  of  the  year’s  20  “best 
pictures”  from  which  readers  are  invited 
to  select  the  ten  which  they  believe  Pot- 

ter has  at  the  head  of  his  own  list.  Those 
coming  closest  receive  season  passes  to 

loop  theatres. 

Many  film  men  and  theatre  owners  at- 
tended the  testimonial  dinner  given  for 

George  Barton  in  recognition  of  his  35 

years  of  service  as  a   sports’  writer  and 
editor  here  .   .   .   Cliff  Gill,  Fiddlers  Club 

head,  has  a   new  nickname — “Pockets”  .   .   . 
Paramount  screened  “Artists  and  Models 
Abroad,”  and  the  boys  are  saying  nice 
things  about  it.  It  contains  a   maximum 
of  comedy  and  minimum  of  music  and 
artists’  models  stuff. 

Warner  Bros.’  staff  wearing  lapel  but- 

tons boosting  “Brother  Rat,”  an  Orpheum 
underline  .   .   .   Flu  brought  down  Genevieve 
Donovan  and  Edna  Walsh,  Columbia 
cashier  and  inspectress,  respectively  .   .   . 

A   large  audience  enthusiastically  received 

United  Artists’  “Young  in  Heart”  at  the 
Alvin  Theatre  invitation  screening  .   .   . 

“Nickey”  Goldhammer,  RKO  branch  man- 
ager, visited  northern  Wisconsin  accounts. 

Phil  Dunas,  Columbia  district  manager, 

a   visitor  .   .   .   Exhibitors  throughout  the 
territory  re  playing  up  the  RKO  Walt 

Disney  short,  “Ferdinand  the  Bull”  almost 
as  heavily  as  they  plug  their  features  .   .   . 

Shirley  Shuman,  Universal  bookers’  secre- 
tary, back  at  work  after  lengthy  absence 

due  to  illness  .   .   .   Harold  Johnson,  Uni- 
versal branch  manager,  took  a   jaunt  into 

North  Dakota. 

The  Warner  Bros.’  exchange  sponsored 
a   cabaret  night  at  the  Twin  City  Variety 
Club  this  week.  Bill  Shartin  was  in 

charge  of  arrangements.  Gordon  Green 

provided  the  entertainment — the  entire 
vaudeville  bill  from  his  Palace  Theatre. 

Paramount’s  “Days  of  49”  party  at  the 
Variety  Club  also  was  a   big  success,  boast- 

ing many  unusual  entertainment  features. 
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IOWA  TRAVELOGUE 
    By  JANET  PACKER   

■po  STIMULATE  holiday  trade,  Joe  Ja- 
cobsen’s State  Theatre  at  Dubuque  is 

conducting  a   three-night  gift  drawing. 
Merchants  cooperate  by  donating  prizes. 
Manager  K.  E.  Murphy,  who  accidently 
cut  his  finger  on  a   glass  panel  and  has 
kept  it  bandaged,  has  been  too  busy  to  be 
bothered  with  a   sore  spot,  trying  to  earn 

enough  money  for  his  three-year-old 

daughter.  Her  heart’s  desire  is  to  own  a 
yellow  Packard  some  day.  The  new  gen- 

eration develops  swanky  tastes  early  in  life. 

Louis  McComish  has  succeeded  Jack 

Neary  as  manager  of  the  Orpheum  The- 
atre at  Dubuque.  Neary  now  is  manag- 

ing the  Orpheum  in  Davenport. 

Dew  Brittain,  manager  of  the  Grand  at 

Dubuque,  announces  that  his  circuit’s  Avon 
in  the  same  town  is  being  overhauled 
during  the  holiday  lull  for  reopening  by 
January  1. 

The  new  Iowa  Theatre  at  Waterloo  is 

being  redecorated  and  slated  to  open 
Christmas  day.  New  equipment  includes 
RCA  sound  and  soft  cushion  seats.  The 
house  will  be  renamed. 

Robert  K.  Fulton,  manager  of  the  Para- 
mount, Waterloo,  is  the  winner  of  a   $250 

exploitation  prize  on  Paramount’s  “Her 
Jungle  Love.”  Merchants  shared  in  a 
full  page  cooperative  ad  in  the  Waterloo 
Courier. 

Tire  Capitol  and  RKO  Orpheum  at  Wat- 

erloo are  being  remodeled.  The  Capitol’s 
name  will  be  changed  to  the  New  Iowa. 
Grand  opening  for  both  theatres  will  be 
on  Christmas  day. 

The  projection  room  at  the  Broadway, 
Brooklyn,  has  been  remodeled  and  new 

projectors  installed.  Manager  M.  A.  Fau- 
ver  raised  his  own  popcorn  last  year,  but 

the  “heat”  was  too  much  for  him.  So 
perhaps  he  will  be  taking  in  the  motion 
picture  exhibits  at  the  New  York  and 

San  Francisco  fairs  to  “cool”  off. 

Joe  Behan  WB  Booking 

Chief  in  Minneapolis 
Minneapolis — Joe  Behan,  Warner  as- 

sistant booker,  has  been  promoted  by  C. 
K.  Olson,  branch  manager,  to  head  booker, 
succeeding  Ed  McErlane,  resigned. 
Don  Schwartz,  general  clerk,  has  been 

advanced  to  assistant  booker. 

Visits  Parents 

Shenandoah,  Ia. — Kay  Stewart,  M-G-M 
starlet  and  former  Northwestern  Univer- 

sity cheer  leader,  is  here  for  a   holiday 
visit  with  her  parents.  She  says  she  will 
probably  make  a   personal  appearance  here 

when  “Dramatic  School,”  in  which  she  ap- 
pears with  Luise  Rainer,  is  shown  at  her 

father’s  theatre. 

The  Elk  in  Elk  River  Is 

Purchased  by  Hamilton 
Minneapolis — W.  E.  Hamilton,  owner  of 

the  Princess  Theatre,  local  neighborhood 
house,  has  bought  the  Elk  River  Theatre, 
Elk  River,  Minn.,  from  H.  V.  Micaelson. 

The  Volk  brothers,  who  have  two  local 
neighborhood  houses,  will  take  over  the 
Aster,  St.  Paul  uptown  theatre,  shortly 
after  the  first  of  the  year. 

Central  States  Managers' 
Parley  Held  in  Iowa  City 
Des  Moines  —   Lionel  Wasson  of  Des 

Moines,  conducted  a   district  meeting  of 
Central  States  Theatre  Corp.  managers 
at  Iowa  City. 

Managers  from  Clinton,  Burlington, 
Iowa  City,  and  Fort  Dodge  attended  to 
discuss  policies  for  the  coming  season. 

Bert  Day  Is  Named  GN 
Branch  Head  at  Omaha 

Omaha— Bert  Day,  former  GN  salesman 

at  St.  Louis,  -has  been  named  manager  of 

the  company’s  Omaha  office,  succeeding 
Hymie  Novitsky.  Announcement  was 
made  at  the  same  time  of  the  resignation 
of  Bill  Barker,  salesman. 

Theatre  Premiums  Lure 

Max  Mazur  to  Chicago 
Minneapolis  —   With  20th-Fox  taking 

over  the  distribution  of  GB  pictures,  Max 

Mazur,  GB  branch  manager  here,  will  re- 
turn to  Chicago. 

He  plans  to  enter  the  theatre  premium 
business. 

Taylor  in  Des  Moines 
Des  Moines — Harry  Taylor,  western  di- 

vision manager  of  National  Screen  Service 
with  headquarters  in  Los  Angeles,  visited 
L.  C.  Friedman,  branch  manager.  Taylor 
attended  a   meeting  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska 
salesman  during  his  stay  here. 

An  Epidemic  of 
Robberies 

Minneapolis — Another  epidemic  of 

theatre  holdups  is  afflicting  the  Twin 

Cities.  A   gunman  smashed  the  glass 

in  the  cashier's  cage  at  the  Randolph 
Theatre,  St.  Paul,  while  pointing  his 

pistol  at  the  cashier.  He  escaped  with 

$25,  firing  two  shots  at  a   group  of 

pursuers,  including  J.  A.  Walsh,  the 

manager. 

An  unmasked  bandit  who  held  up 

the  New  Lake  Theatre  boxoffice  es- 

caped with  $300  loose  change.  Sunday 

receipts  were  in  the  safe.  A   short- 

change artist  defrauded  one  of  the  Or- 

pheum Theatre  cashiers  out  of  a   small 
amount. 

)L  H   ICO  IL  M 
gY  LETTER  comes  news  that  John 

Cherry,  formerly  house  manager  at  the 
Stuart,  but  now  in  Ottumwa,  la.,  is  ex- 

pecting an  heir  to  the  House  of  Cherry 
come  next  June.  Also,  in  that  vein,  two 
radio  boys  here.  Tommy  Watson  and  Jim 
Finlayson,  are  on  the  stork  list  .   .   .   How- 

ard Federer  took  a   week  in  Chicago  and 
then  spent  two  days  in  bed  when  he  got 
home  .   .   .   L.  L.  Dent  drove  through  from 
Dallas  and  went  on  out  to  Denver. 

Brought  T.  B.  Noble  from  Oklahoma  City 
this  far  with  him.  They  all  wanted  to  see 

the  money  roll  in  the  boxoffice  for  “You 
Can’t  Take  It  With  You.” 

Ed  Vaughan  says  his  experience  with 
the  gossips  tells  him  they  hope  for  the 
worst  arid  suspect  the  best  .   .   .   Harold 
Hellerich  served  on  the  jury,  had  visions 
of  a   nice  fat  check,  and  then  saw  from 
it  deducted  all  but  a   few  cents  for  taxes 
he  had  forgotten  to  pay  the  county.  He  is 
convinced  not  all  the  chiseling  is  in  the 
show  business  .   .   .   Orville  Rennie  is  set- 

ting up  pins  already  for  another  of  those 
shows  he  does  so  well  for  a   weekend  early 
in  February  at  the  Rivoli,  Hastings.  First 
thing  he  knows,  the  circuit  probably  will 
haul  him  out  of  Hastings  and  send  him 

over  the  string  doing  these  home-talent 
shows  to  boost  the  old  boxoffice  in  each 
town. 

Charles  “Buddy”  Rogers,  here  for  a 
dance  date  at  the  Turnpike  Casino,  said 

he  was  going  to  Christmas  with  Mary 
Pickford  at  the  Roosevelt,  New  Orleans, 

where  he  goes  shortly  for  a   month’s  stand. 
Rogers  gave  the  social  set  quite  a   flurry 

while  here,  since  this  is  his  sister’s  home 
town  .   .   .   Alvin  Hendricks  says  he’s  going 
to  make  one  New  Year’s  resolution  for 

Boxoffice,  and  that’s  to  lay  off  his  do- mestic life. 

J.  H.  Cooper,  Joe  Phillipson,  and  L.  J. 
Finske,  biggies  in  the  Lincoln  Theatres 
Corp.,  were  all  in  town  to  watch  the  dual 
shuttering,  Liberty  and  Orpheum,  Sunday 
fill  ...  Bob  Livingston  took  his  Mrs.  and 

went  on  a   week’s  holiday,  of  undisclosed 
destination  .   .   .   Rod  Waggoner,  formerly 
a   legit  agent  who  made  this  territory  for 
years,  came  in  meeting  newspapermen 

and  heralding  the  coming  of  RKO’s 
“Gunga  Din.”  Called  on  Frank  Zehrung, 
too,  the  former  mayor  and  operator  of  the 
Oliver  (now  the  Liberty),  when  it  was  a 
legit  stop. 

Capitalizes  on  Title 
Minneapolis — Taking  advantage  of  the 

heavy  newspaper  advertising  and  other 

publicity  accruing  to  “Angels  With  Dirty 
Faces,”  Orpheum  screen  attraction,  Gor- 

don Greene,  manager  of  the  Palace  here, 

titled  his  stage  show  “Angels  With  Pretty 
Faces,”  referring  to  the  line  of  girls. 

Rialto  to  Sedar 

Lineville,  Ia. — Mrs.  O.  Benson  has  sold 
the  Rialto  Theatre  here  to  Orvis  Sedar. 
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(Hollywood  Office — Suite  219  at  6404  Hollywood  Blvd.;  Ivan  Spear,  Western  Manager) 

GRAND  JURY'S  PROBE  OF  LABOR  COMMITTEE 
AND  IATSE  AFFAIRS  IS  HOLDING  ATTENTION 

Labor  Ranks  Profit  by  Boom 
True  to  the  old  adage,  Hollywood's  labor  legions  are  making  hay  while  the  sun 

shines- — the  sun  in  this  case  being  a   record-shattering  production  pace  that  has 

swelled  employment  to  new  high  levels — even  though  the  expected  post-holiday 
slump,  it  is  feared,  will  cut  deeply  into  the  work  calls  and  earnings  of  nearly  every 

type  of  film  toiler.  In  one  instance — that  of  the  Studio  Utility  Employes  Local — a 
shortage  of  manpower  is  imminent  as  every  available  member  is  on  duty. 

Among  executive  and  creative  talent,  however,  the  customarily  numerous 

changes  were  reported. 

Terminating  a   nine-year  association,  Ralph  Hammeras  has  resigned  as  head  of 

20th  Century-Fox's  miniature  and  process  work  and  is  vacationing  in  Palm  Springs 
for  a   month  before  announcing  a   new  affiliation. 

Both  Dick  Powell  and  Joan  Blondell  will  leave  the  Warner  contract  list  within  a 

few  weeks,  upon  completion  of  their  current  respective  assignments.  Powell  was 

with  the  studio  for  six  years,  his  wife  eight. 

After  doing  two  pictures  for  the  producer,  Sigrid  Gurie  has  been  granted  a 

release  from  her  acting  contract  with  Samuel  Goldwyn  and  has  announced  plans 
to  free-lance. 

Charles  Henderson  has  checked  off  the  Universal  lot,  where  he  spent  two  years 

as  a   composer-arranger. 

Notables  Attend 

20th-Fox  Preview 
One  of  the  most  important  pre-show- 

ings of  a   film  to  engage  Hollywood’s 
critical,  as  well  as  social  attention  in  sev- 

eral months,  was  staged  with  the  preview 

of  20th  Century-Pox’s  “Kentucky,”  for 
which  the  studio  reopened  the  Carthay 

Circle  Theatre  and  invited  most  of  film- 

dom’s  elite  to  attend. 
The  affair  was  lent  even  further  im- 

portance by  the  presence  of  Gov.  A.  B. 

“Happy”  Chandler  of  the  Blue  Grass  state, 
who  was  guest  of  honor  at  the  preview 

and  who,  with  his  party,  was  made  the 

object  of  a   round  of  entertainment  and 

Hollywood  hospitality  during  his  stay. 

Held  with  all  the  formality  and  lavish- 
ness of  a   world  premiere,  the  preview  of 

“Kentucky”  was  followed  by  a   reception 
and  supper  at  a   prominent  Hollywood 

night  spot,  with  Joseph  Schenck  and 

Darryl  Zanuck  as  the  hosts  and  Gov. 

Chandler  sharing  the  limelight  with  Lor- 
etta Young  and  Richard  Greene,  stars  of 
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the  picture,  and  an  impressive  array  of 
other  notables. 

Before  the  preview,  which  was  held 

Wednesday  night,  Gov.  Chandler  appeared 

at  the  infantile  paralysis  campaign  lunch- 
eon which  launched  the  drive  in  Cali- 

fornia under  State  Chairman  Schenck; 

and  a   luncheon  and  visit  around  the 

M-G-M  lot  with  Louis  B.  Mayer  as  host. 

The  governor’s  itinerary  for  the  remain- 
der of  the  week  was  to  include  luncheon 

at  20th  Century-Fox,  overnight  stays  at 
Palm  Springs  and  Coronado,  a   visit  to 

Caliente  and  an  evening  in  Los  Angeles 

before  heading  homeward  next  Sunday.  In 

the  governor’s  party  are  Mrs.  Chandler 
and  two  daughters;  Lieut.-Gov.  and  Mrs. 

Kenne  Johnson;  Mayor  Wilson  of  Lexing- 
ton; Mayor  and  Mrs.  Scholtz  of  Louisville; 

Louise  Busch,  the  governor’s  secretary, 
and  a   number  of  Kentucky  newspaper 

representatives. 

Helms  ' Jitterbug '   Opus 
Kurt  Neumann  will  direct  “Some  Like 

It  Hot”  for  Paramount.  The  “jitterbug” 
picture  will  co-star  Bob  Hope  and  Shirley 

Ross,  with  Gene  Krupa  and  his  orchestra 
featured.  William  Thomas  produces. 

William  Bioff  and  Louis 

Mayer  Are  Prominent 
In  Testimony 

With  temporary  peace  still  reigning  on 

the  Hollywood  labor  front,  followers  of 

the  manifold  inter-organizational,  indus- 
try embroglios  are  once  again  turning 

their  eyes  northward  to  Sacramento, 

where  a   grand  jury  probe  of  the  state  as- 

sembly’s capital-labor  committee  investi- 

gation into  the  affairs  of  the  Interna- 
tional Alliance  of  Theatrical  Stage  Em- 
ployes again  is  being  reopened. 

Figuring  prominently  in  the  probe,  sev- 
eral hearings  on  which  have  already  been 

recorded,  are  such  well-known  names  as 
William  Bioff,  ex-executive  of  the  IATSE, 
and  Louis  B.  Mayer,  who  has  already 

given  testimony  as  to  his  dealings  with 
Bioff  and  the  union.  The  investigating 

body’s  interest  has  been  directed  chiefly 
at  delving  into  the  charges  of  William 

Mosely  Jones,  head  of  the  capital-labor 
committee,  of  collusion  between  the  IA 
and  certain  film  executives  and  other 

labor  union  leaders  in  connection  with  the 

Federated  Motion  Picture  Crafts’  de- 
feated walkout  in  the  spring  of  1937. 

Meanwhile,  the  NLRB  has  been  con- 
fronted with  another  new  chore,  the 

Screen  Readers  Guild  having  filed  a   peti- 
tion asking  certification  as  sole  bargaining 

representative  for  members  of  that  craft 
in  the  studios.  Handling  the  claim  for 

the  SRG  is  George  Bodle,  of  the  Pacific 

Coast  Labor  Bureau.  The  petition  named 

Columbia,  Metro,  Paramount,  RKO  Radio, 

20th  Century-Fox,  Universal,  Warners  and 

Samuel  Goldwyn  as  the  production  organi- 
zations involved. 

The  Readers  Guild’s  petition,  however, 
has  been  tabled  by  the  NLRB,  not  to  be 

taken  up  for  consideration  until  after 

the  labor  body  has,  on  February  14,  re- 
opened its  hearings  into  the  numerous 

complaints  filed  against  the  IATSE  by  the 
Motion  Picture  Technicians  Committee, 

the  Studio  Utility  Employes  and  the 

American  Society  of  Cinematographers. 
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Studio  Production  Pace  Is  Biographical  Yarns 
Crowding  Its  Own  Record  Attain  Prominence 

Not  content  with  merely  maintaining 

the  record-breaking  production  pace  hit 
in  past  weeks,  studios  are  pushing  ahead 

to  precedental  heights  of  film-making  ac- 
tivity during  the  last  weeks  of  the  old 

year,  with  48  pictures  currently  before  the 
cameras  and  another  13  on  the  firing  line. 

No  less  than  three  plants  each  have 
nine  films  in  work,  crowding  the  sound 
stages  at  Paramount,  Warners  and 

M-G-M.  Paramount,  through  Dario  Far- 

alla,  gunned  “Papa  Soltero,”  second  in 
Faralla’s  Spanish-language  features  and, 
during  the  balance  of  the  month,  will  get 

three  more  underway — including  Jack 

Benny’s  “Man  About  Town.”  Warners  sent 
“The  Strickland  Murder  Case”  into  pro- 

duction, keeping  abreast  of  last  week’s 
pace,  and  has  “Brother  Orchid”  and  “The 
Return  of  Dr.  X”  on  schedule  for  1938 
starts.  Metro,  holding  off  new  starts, 

dropped  one  under  last  week’s  speed,  but 
plans  pre-New  Year  launching  for  “The 
Hardys  Ride  High”  and  “Fast  and  Loose.” 

Staging  the  biggest  drive  is  Columbia, 
with  three  new  films  hitting  the  cameras 

in  “Sabotage,”  a   Larry  Darmour  produc- 
tion;” “Plane  No.  4,”  and  the  second  in 

its  “Blondie”  series,  untitled.  The  plant 
has  seven  in  work  against  three  last  week 
and  will  augment  this  figure  even  further 

by  gunning  “Power  to  Burn”  December  19. 
Monogram  Starts  Series 

Monogram  is  filming  a   pair  of  new  ones, 

“Sky  Pilot”  —   initialer  in  its  “Tailspin 
Tommy”  series — and  “Santa  Fe  Bound,” 
a   Jack  Randall  western,  while  Producer 

E.  B.  Derr  has  sent  “Parole  to  Exile”  into 
the  cutting  room.  Universal  has  all  of 
its  15  stages  crowded  with  units  filming  a 

total  of  five  features — among  them  a   new 

one,  “Code  of  the  Streets,”  a   “Little 
Tough  Guys”  episode,  launching  of  which 
raised  the  studio’s  total  from  last  week’s 
four. 

After  several  delays,  RKO  Radio  sig- 

naled a   start  for  “The  Saint  Strikes 

Back,”  duplicating  Universal’s  production 
speed  by  gaining  a   notch  over  the  four 
it  had  in  work  last  week.  Republic  sent 

Gene  Autry  before  the  lenses  in  “Ridin’ 
the  Range”  and  gunned  “Forged  Passport,” 
giving  it  four  features  and  a   serial — 

“The  Lone  Ranger  Returns”  to  work  on. 
a   boost  of  one  over  last  week.  Coming  up 

are  “Undercover  Woman”  and,  possibly, 
a   December  start  for  “Wagons  Westward.” 
Twentieth  Century-Fox,  wallowing  in 

pre-holiday  doldrums,  has  but  three  fea- 

tures in  work,  dropping  from  last  week’s 
four-picture  total,  and  does  not  intend 

perking  up  until  January,  when  “Alexan- 
der Graham  Bell,”  “Stanley  and  Living- 

stone,” “The  Return  of  the  Cisco  Kid,” 

“Dude  Ranch”  and  other  high-budgeters 
will  enliven  the  scene.  United  Artists  pro- 

ducers likewise  are  content  to  continue 

filming  on  four  offerings,  Hal  Roach  hav- 
ing set  back  until  December  29  his  sched- 

uled start  on  “Captain  Midnight”  and  Ed- 
ward Small  planning  a   January  15  start 

for  “The  Man  in  the  Iron  Mask.” 

It’s  “Hizzoner”  Glenda  Farrell  now. 
The  Warner  player  herein  accepts  the 
key  to  North  Hollywood,  having  been 

elected  its  mayor,  in  formal  cere- 
monies at  the  El  Portal  Theatre  in 

that  city. 

Four  Lantz  Cartoons  Now 

In  Work;  3   More  Due  Soon 
Despite  the  approaching  holidays,  the 

Walter  Lantz  cartoon  production  organi- 
zation continues  at  peak  activity,  with  four 

short  animated  subjects,  for  Universal  re- 
lease, now  in  work  and  three  more  set  to 

go  into  production  within  30  days. 

In  the  mill  are  “Just  a   Jitterbug,” 
“Birth  of  a   Toothpick,”  “A-Haunting  We 
Will  Go”  and  “Dead  End  Mice.”  Com- 

pleted and  shipped  during  the  first  weeks 

of  December  were  “Crack  Pot  Cruise,” 
“Soup  to  Mutts”  and  “Little  Blue  Black- 

bird.” 
Lead  to  Ellison 

James  Ellison  draws  the  lead  in  RKO 

Radio’s  “Picardy  Max,”  a   story  by  Harold 
Shumate.  Cliff  Reid  will  produce  and  Les 
Goodwine  will  direct. 

With  two  such  films  already  before  the 

cameras,  the  second  phase  of  Hollywood’s 
1938-39  production  scene  is  scheduled  to 
be  characterized  by  a   marked  trend  to- 

ward pictures  of  a   biographical  nature, 
in  which  noted  citizens  not  only  of  this 
country  but  of  other  lands,  and  covering 
several  hundred  years  in  scope,  will  be 
brought  to  life  on  celluloid.  More  than 

a   dozen  such  themes  have  been  an- 
nounced for  production  at  various  studios 

and  are  now  in  some  stage  of  preparation. 
Biggest  contributor  to  the  impending 

cycle  will  be  Warner.  Now  shooting  is 

“Juarez,”  a   picturization  of  Mexico  un- 
der Emperor  Maximilian,  with  Paul  Muni 

in  the  title  role  as  the  revered  patriot  of 
that  country.  Soon  to  get  underway  is 

“Tire  Life  of  Haym  Solomon,”  telling  of 
the  life  of  that  American  Revolutionary 

financier,  while  just  purchased  was  “Eliza- 
beth the  Queen,”  to  be  filmed  under  the 

title  “The  Knight  and  the  Lady”  from 
the  current  stage  success  built  around  the 

career  of  England's  16th  century  sover- 
eign. Announced  for  production  at  the 

Burbank  film  plant  are  “The  Life  of  O.  O. 
McIntyre”  and  “The  Life  of  William  Tell.” 
Names  which  were  famous  in  the  enter- 

tainment world  are  the  subjects  of  two 

other  films.  RKO  Radio  has  nearly  com- 

pleted production  of  “The  Castles,”  depict- 
ing the  lives  of  Vernon  and  Irene  Castle, 

celebrated  ballroom  dancers,  while  Charles 

R.  Rogers  is  preparing  “The  Star  Maker” 
— a   biography  of  Gus  Edwards,  stage- 
screen-vaudeville-radio  major-domo — for 
Paramount. 

Shortly  after  the  first  of  the  year  20th 
Century-Fox  will  get  underway  with 
“Alexander  Graham  Bell,”  dramatizing  the 

life  of  the  telephone’s  inventor,  and 
“Stanley  and  Livingstone,”  picturing  the 
high  points  in  the  careers  of  the  New 

York  newspaperman  and  the  African  ex- 

plorer. Columbia  has  just  announced  plans  to 

film  a   biography  of  Alfred  Nobel,  the  in- 
ventor of  dynamite  whose  name  is  borne 

on  the  yearly  award  presented  each  year 
for  various  efforts  in  the  cause  of  peace, 

and  has  “Chopin”  on  the  shelf  for  pos- 

sible inclusion  on  the  year’s  schedule — 
although  plans  to  have  Marlene  Dietrich 
appear  as  one  of  its  stars  were  recently 
abandoned. 

Being  prepared  at  Metro  as  a   vehicle 

for  Greta  Garbo  is  “Madame  Curie,”  while 
the  same  studio  is  planning  to  produce  a 

biographical  study  of  the  little-known 
Hungarian  bandit  and  patriot,  Rozsa  San- 
dor,  featuring  Miliza  Korjus. 

Set  to  get  underway  shortly  at  Repub- 
lic is  “Wagons  Westward,”  with  Richard 

Dix  essaying  the  biographical  role  of  Sam 
Houston,  famed  frontier  scout  and  Texas 

pioneer. 

Assign  Joseph  Santley 

Joseph  Santley  has  been  assigned  to  di- 

rect the  re-make  of  “Brown  of  Culver,” 
in  which  Jackie  Cooper  will  play  the  title 

role,  at  Universal. 
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TRADEPAPER  reports  to  the  contrary, present  indications  are  that  neither 

the  Hays  office  nor  the  Screen  Actors 

Guild  will  take  any  action  regarding  a 

story  in  the  current  issue  of  Photoplay 

magazine,  titled  “Hollywood’s  Unmarried 
Husbands  and  Wives,”  written  by  one 

Kirtley  Baskette  and  undertaking  to  re- 
veal the  close  relationships  between  such 

famous  Hollywood  “just  friends”  couples 
as  George  Raft  and  Virginia  Pine;  Clark 

Gable  and  Carole  Lombard;  Robert  Taylor 

and  Barbara  Stanwyck;  Gilbert  Roland 

and  Constance  Bennett.  Baskette’s  article 
goes  into  great  detail  and  is  replete  with 

insinuations — sometimes  subtle,  sometimes 

bordering  on  the  obvious. 

Although  the  Hays  organization  has 

admitted  that  the  yarn  has  aroused  wide- 
spread indignation,  particularly  among 

the  studios  whose  contract  players  are 

involved,  a   spokesman  pointed  out  that 

no  official  complaints  have  yet  been 

registered — either  by  the  studios  or  the 

players  themselves — with  the  producers 
association  or  the  SAG.  It  was  admitted 

that  the  matter  is  “under  consideration” 
and  that  the  New  York  department  of  the 

Hays  office  has  been  contacted,  but  that 

until  such  a   time  as  official  complaints 

have  been  lodged,  neither  Photoplay  nor 
Author  Baskette  will  be  called  on  the 

carpet. 

In  failing  to  take  official  cognizance  of 

such  fan  fodder,  the  producers’  organiza- 

tion and  the  actors’  union  will  manifest 

good  judgment.  Undoubtedly,  Photoplay 

is  a   financially  responsible  publication. 

There  are,  in  democratic  America,  plenty 

of  courts  and  an  equal  plentitude  of  laws 

on  the  matter  of  libel  and  slander.  Thus, 

if  the  broad  innuendoes  in  which  the 

article  in  question  deals  are  rooted  in  un- 

truths and  if,  resultantly,  they  have  dam- 
aged the  reputations  or  jeopardized  the 

earnings  of  those  concerned,  redress  is 

available  in  large  doses  through  the  sim- 
ple expedient  of  justifiable  litigation. 

Hollywood's  pampered  personalities,  to 
whom  the  very  essence  of  life  is  wide- 

spread and  sometimes  nauseatingly  sac- 
charine publicity,  must  learn  to  accept 

with  good  grace,  situations  which  are 

created  when  this  steady  flow  of  honey- 

dipped  printers’  ink  turns  a   bit  sour 

around  the  edges.  And  if  they  can’t 
learn  to  “take  it,”  their  best  protection 

against  material  of  this  nature  appearing 

in  fan  magazines  is  to  so  regulate  their 

personal  lives,  conduct  any  connections 

that  they  will  not  be  targets  for  the  film 

capital’s  legion  of  pot-boilers. 

Granting  for  a   moment  that  the  article 
was  in  bad  taste,  any  move  on  the  part 

of  the  Hays  office  or  the  SAG  to  exercise 

what  meager  authority  is  at  their  com- 

mand to  curb  Baskette  and  the  publica- 

tion which  printed  his  “expose,”  could 
very  easily  develop  what  is  now  a   molehill 
into  a   mountain  of  additional  unpleasant 

publicity  by  dignifying — unwisely  and  un- 
necessarily— what  the  author  hints  is  an 

unsavory  mess  in  certain  Hollywood 

closets;  and  by  inviting  the  lightning  of 

other  publications  and  organizations  which 
believe  in  championing  a   free  press  even 

though  it  might  occasionally  tread  on  the 

carmen-tinted  and  highly-pedicured  toes 

of  celluloid  darlings — assuming,  through- 
out, that  no  libel  is  committed. 

Hollywood’s  production  moguls  seem  to 
he  taking  a   step  in  the  right  direction  in 

the  matter  of  grooming  new  megaplion- 

ists.  Instead  of  importing  more-or-less 
unproven  directors  from  abroad  because  of 

their  allegedly  glamorous  or  cultural 

European  backgrounds — most  of  whom 
have  delivered  but  little  for  the  good 

American  money  they  pocket  and  take 

back  to  their  respective  homelands  when 

(Continued  on  page  38) 

Seasonal ,   Strafing  and  Swing 
Paradox  predominated  in  the  Hollywood  preview  lineup, 

with  the  two  most  important  features  unwound  for  critical  cog- 

nizance dealing  respectively  with  the  peace-on-earth-good-will- 

toward-men  spirit  of  Christmas  and  the  hates  and  horrors  of 

warfare.  Metro's  "A  Christmas  Carol"  unquestionably  rates 
first  attention  because  of  its  seasonalness  and  the  joyous, 

heart-warminq  manner  in  which  Charles  Dickens'  immortal 
Yuletide  fable  has  been  brought  to  the  screen,  the  script  by 

Hugo  Butler  carefully  adhering  to  the  outlines  of  the  original 

and  Edwin  L.  Marin's  direction  showing  an  intelligent  grasp  of 
the  theme.  Producer  Joseph  Mankiewicz  carefully  selected  a 

well-nigh  perfect  cast  in  which  Reginald  Owen  as  Scrooge, 
Gene  Lockhart  as  Bob  Cratchit  and  Terry  Kilburn  as  Tiny  Tim 

shine  brightest.  Undoubtedly  the  film  can  be  brought  back 

year  after  year  as  an  especial  Christmas  treat. 

Far  removed  in  theme  and  atmosphere  is  “Dawn  Patrol." 
Well  mounted  by  Producer  Robert  Lord,  it  is  a   hard-hitting, 
none-too-cheerful  tale  of  World  War  aviation  and  the  reaction 

of  front-line  fliers  to  their  suicidal  occupation;  which,  coupled 
with  the  fact  that  not  a   feminine  name  appears  in  the  cast, 

marks  it  principally  for  male  consumption.  Nevertheless  com- 
mendable on  the  credit  side  is  the  business-like  scenario 

turned  in  by  Seton  I.  Miller  and  Don  Totheroh,  and  the  crisp 

direction  of  Edmund  Goulding. 

*   *   * 

Three  above-par  programmers  were  included  in  the  week's 

output — two  from  Warner  in  “Heart  of  the  North"  and  “Comet 

Over  Broadway,"  and  Columbia's  “There's  That  Woman 

Again."  “Heart  of  the  North"  is  a   lusty  story  of  the  big-tree 
country,  bringing  the  Royal  Canadian  Mounted  Police — who 

always  get  their  man — back  into  cinematic  prominence.  One 

of  Bryan  Foy's  most  ambitious  production  undertakings,  it  fea- 
tures gorgeous  Technicolor  filming;  a   thrill-crammed  script  from 

the  pens  of  Lee  Katz  and  Vincent  Sherman,  full  advantage  of 

which  was  taken  by  Director  Lewis  Seiler,  and  a   thoroughly 

competent,  though  not  strong  boxoffice,  cast  headed  by  Dick 
Foran. 

The  other  offerinq  from  the  Burbank  film  foundry,  “Comet 

Over  Broadway,"  is  an  adequate  curtain-call  for  Kay  Francis 

in  her  fadeout  as  a   Warner  star.  Faith  Baldwin's  original  has 

been  well  tailored  to  Miss  Francis'  talents  by  Mark  Hellinger 
and  Robert  Buckner,  the  story  being  developed  along  mother- 

love,  career-above-happiness  lines.  Hellinger  makes  his  bow 
as  a   Warner  associate  producer  and  Busby  Berkeley  can  be 
credited  with  a   neat  directorial  job. 

Columbia's  “There's  That  Woman  Again,"  a   sequel  to 

“There's  Always  a   Woman,"  is  a   cleverly  concocted  comedy- 

mystery,  relating  the  further  adventures  of  the  man-and-wife 
private  detective  team  of  Melvyn  Douglas  and  Virginia  Bruce, 

the  latter  competently  filling  the  shoes  of  Joan  Blondell  as 

Douglas'  dumb  but  willing  helpmate.  No  less  than  five  writers 
collaborated  to  turn  out  a   suspenseful,  logical  script,  with 

James  Edward  Grant,  Ken  Englund,  Gladys  Lehman,  Philip 

Epstein  and  Wilson  Collison  sharing  credit.  Alexander  Hall's 
direction  is  of  superior  calibre  and  B.  B.  Kahane,  in  his  first 

fling  at  production,  showed  an  unstinting  and  tasteful  hand. 
*   *   * 

Another  pair  with  melodic  backgrounds,  almost  verging  on 

the  straight  musical  category,  comprised  "Smiling  Along," 
20th  Century-Fox's  Enqlish-made  Gracie  Fields  starrer,  and 

Universal's  timely  “Swing,  Sister,  Swing,"  which  takes  the 
current  jitterbug  craze  for  a   ride.  The  popular  English  come- 

dienne's latest  vehicle  for  20th  Century-Fox  has  been  carefully 
designed  to  expand  her  appeal  for  American  audiences,  and 

Miss  Fields,  dominating  throughout,  delivers  enough  laughs 

and  songs  to  achieve  that  purpose.  Monty  Banks'  direction 
is  capital  and  the  screen  play  by  William  Conselman  is  brisk 
and  well-developed. 

Hepcats,  ickies,  alligators  and  all  the  rest  of  those  who  wor- 
ship at  the  shrine  of  the  jitterbug  will  be  more  than  pleased 

with  “Swing,  Sister,  Swing,"  and  even  audiences  which  are  not 
jazz  addicts  should  find  nothing  to  complain  about  in  point  of 

entertainment  delivered.  A   spirited  cast,  workmanlike  pilot- 

ing by  Joseph  Santley  and  adequate,  though  not  lavish,  produc- 

tion mounting  by  Burt  Kelly  all  succeed  in  capturing  the  youth- 

ful rhythmic  tempo  created  in  Charles  Grayson's  script,  and 
the  presence  of  Ted  Weems  and  his  orchestra  can  be  listed  an 

added  asset  for  swing-minded  film  goers. 
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Sparring  for  Clarity  Slows 

Wage-Hour  Law  Application 

Hollywood’s  current  Number  One  foot- 
ball— application  of  the  federal  wage-hour 

law  to  the  film  industry — seems  destined 
to  be  kicked  around  indefinitely,  latest  in- 

formation from  those  in  charge  of  at- 
tempting to  create  a   standardized  and 

uniform  version  of  the  measure  indicates. 

Though  earlier  reports  had  pointed  to  the 
probability  that  some  sort  of  regulatory 
enforcement  of  its  provisions  would  be 

underway  in  the  studios  within  two  weeks, 
its  application  has  again  been  delayed. 

The  decision  to  spar  for  more  time  came 

after  a   four-hour  meeting  of  studio  ex- 

ecutives, attorneys  and  officials  of  the  pro- 
ducers association,  as  a   result  of  which, 

according  to  a   statement  issued  by  Joseph 

M.  Schenck,  president  of  the  body,  “a 
number  of  vexing  questions  relating  to  the 

industry’s  efforts  to  comply  with  the  wage- 
hour  law  may  be  re-submitted  to  Federal 
Administrator  Elmer  F.  Andrews  for  clari- 

fication.” 
Officials  here  intend  to  forward  to  An- 

drews a   copy  of  the  proposed  plan,  drafted 
by  Pat  Casey  and  Victor  Clarke  of  the 
Hays  office  after  numerous  conferences 
with  studio  attorneys,  executives  and  labor 

leaders — the  plan  applying  to  all  non- 
union workers  and  members  of  those 

guilds  which  do  not  have  producer  work- 
ing agreements.  Application  of  the  law 

to  union  workers  under  basic  studio 

agreements  is  being  studied  in  New  York. 

Despite  the  delay,  Clarke  and  Casey 
have  indicated  they  will  watch  closely,  for 
possible  inclusion  in  the  formulated  code, 
developments  at  Republic,  where  studio 

executives  are  making  a   “test  tube”  of 
“The  Lone  Ranger  Rides  Again.”  Accu- 

rate and  exhaustive  records  are  being 

kept  by  the  accounting  department,  with 

Aaron  Rosenthal,  studio  counsel,  cooperat- 

ing with  Mac  d’Agostino,  unit  manager, 
and  will  be  turned  over  to  the  Hays  office 

upon  completion  of  the  picture  for 
scrutiny. 

Borrow  Gary  Cooper  for 

Remake  of  " Beau  Geste " 
Paramount  has  borrowed  Gary  Cooper, 

formerly  under  contract  to  the  Marathon 
St.  plant,  from  Samuel  Goldwyn  to  star 

in  a   re-make  of  “Beau  Geste,”  plans  fcr 
which  are  being  rushed.  An  early  Janu- 

ary starting  date  is  being  aimed  for,  with 
Robert  Carson  on  the  script  and  William 
Wellman  slated  to  produce  and  direct. 

The  loan-out  cancels  Goldwyn’s  immedi- 

ate plans  for  “The  Last  Frontier,”  in 
which  Cooper  will  be  featured. 

Russell  and  Douglas 
Rosalind  Russell  and  Melvyn  Douglas 

will  co-star  in  “Fast  and  Loose,”  a   mys- 
tery-comedy, at  Metro,  with  Frederick 

Stephani  producing  and  Edwin  Marin  as 
the  director. 

Co-Viewers 

Pausing  betweeri  scenes  to  watch  a   re- 
hearsal on  the  Universal  set  where 

they  are  making  “You  Caii’t  Cheat  an 
Honest  Man”  are  W.  C.  Fields,  left, 

and  Director  George  Marshall,  respec- 
tively star  and  pilot  of  the  film.  Edgar 

Bergen  and  Charlie  McCarthy  have 

featured  roles. 

Radio  Row  Keyed 

Over  Preparations 
Final  preparations  for  the  launching  of 

two  new  transcontinental  airshows  eman- 

ating from  Hollywood’s  radio  center  after 
the  first  of  the  year,  plus  widespread  in- 

terest in  the  large-scale  “Re-Dedication 
Day”  airer  for  which  an  unprecedented 
round-up  of  film  talent  was  supplied,  has 
kept  Radio  Row  at  a   busy  pitch. 

Successfully  smoothed  over  was  what 
appeared  as  a   threat  to  the  amicable 

initialing  of  both  the  Screen  Actors  Guild- 
Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund  show,  which 

guns  January  8,  and  the  new  Kellogg 
broadcast,  starting  one  week  later.  In 
question  was  the  placement  of  Carole 

Lombard,  recently  signed  to  head  the  Kel- 
logg show  and  who  also  held  a   commit- 

ment to  be  guest  star  on  the  first  SAG- 
MPRF  broadcast.  Production  agency  for 

the  former  protested  her  spotting  on  the 
SAG  show  so  soon  before  her  debut  on  the 

Kellogg  program  and,  after  conferences, 

Miss  Lombard’s  withdrawal  from  the  SAG 
lineup  was  announced. 

The  “Re-Dedication  Day”  program  went 
out  over  the  National  Broadcasting  net. 
Jeanette  MacDonald,  Paul  Muni  and  a 

host  of  other  players  made  appearances 

on  the  hour-long  show. 
The  Columbia  network  launched  a   new 

Pacific  Coast  show  under  the  title  “The 

Executive  Visitors 

Take  Their  Leave 

Their  departures  as  lacking  in  attend- 
ant excitement  as  were  their  stays  here, 

the  majority  of  Hollywood’s  record-shat- 
tering deluge  of  home  office  visitors  has 

headed  eastward  again  for  the  holidays, 

their  present  business  on  the  coast  ap- 
parently completed.  The  travelers  left 

in  their  wake  a   surprised  group  of  film 

capital  dopesters  who,  despite  official 
notification  that  the  visits  would  be  rou- 

tine in  nature,  had  been  occupying  them- 

selves with  predictions  as  to  earth-quak- 
ing shakeups  in  personnel  and  operations 

as  a   result. 

Completing  his  tour  of  inspection  and 
conferences  with  Pandro  Berman,  studio 

chief,  on  future  production,  RKO  Radio’s 
new  president,  George  Schaefer,  has  gone 
back  to  New  York,  to  return  here  shortly 

after  the  holidays.  Herbert  Yates,  chair- 
man of  the  board  of  directors  of  Republic, 

also  wound  up  a   two-week  stay,  during 
which  his  principal  item  of  business  was 
the  mapping  of  definite  starting  dates  on 
a   number  of  forthcoming  films — including 

“Wagons  Westward,”  one  of  the  com- 
pany’s Anniversary  Specials. 

Universal  has  bid  adieu  to  its  two  top 
officers,  President  Nate  Blumberg  and  J. 
Cheever  Cowdin,  chairman  of  the  board, 
both  of  whom  are  returning  to  New  York. 
Blumberg  spent  three  weeks  on  the  lot  in 
conferences  with  Cliff  Work,  studio  chief, 
Matty  Fox  and  other  executives,  while 

Cowdin’s  stay  was  limited  to  only  a   few days. 

Eastward  bound  also  were  Herbert  Wil- 
cox, English  producer,  and  Anna  Neagle, 

British  star,  Wilcox  having  conferred 
briefly  with  Schaefer  at  RKO  Radio; 
Francis  Harmon,  executive  assistant  to 

Will  Hays,  who  spent  two  weeks  in  con- 
ference with  local  officials  of  the  pro- 

ducers’ association;  while  Ralph  Clark  jr„ 
manager  for  Warner  in  Sydney,  Aus- 

tralia, headed  down  under  after  a   short 
stay  at  the  Burbank  plant. 

Dr.  Herbert  T.  Kalmus,  president  of 
Technicolor,  has  gone  to  New  York  and 
will  sail  December  17  for  a   series  of  busi- 

ness conferences  in  London,  returning 
here  in  February. 

Sole  expected  arrival  is  Alexander 
Korda,  en  route  from  London,  reportedly 
due  here  shortly  before  Christmas  to  plan 

the  making  of  a   picture  in  Hollywood. 
Korda  will  probably  make  the  United 
Artists  lot  his  headquarters. 

Inside  Story”  and  originating  in  Holly- 
wood at  Station  KNX.  It  is  styled  as  a 

dramatic  recreation  of  historic  events. 

Personnel  changes  found  Dema  Harsh- 

barger,  general  manager  of  NBC’s  Artists 
Bureau,  resigning  after  four  years  in  the 
post.  Donald  W.  Thornburgh,  western 
division  chieftain  for  Columbia,  has 
headed  for  New  York  to  attend  a   meeting 

of  the  National  Association  of  Broad- 
casters and  also  for  parleys  with  the  home 

office.  He  returns  shortly  before  Christ- mas. 
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Plays   Possibilities 

New  York — The  pre-holiday  slump  has 
hit  the  Broadway  stage.  Two  openings  only 
are  on  the  current  list.  As  is  customary, 
little  or  no  activity  will  mark  the  theatre 
until  Christmas  is  passed. 

" Here  Come  the  Clowns” 
Number  41.  Phillip  Barry  is  author  of 

this  play  in  three  acts.  Robert  Milton 
staged  in  settings  by  John  Koenig.  Eddie 
Dowling  produced.  Opening  was  at  the 
Booth,  December  7,  with  a   cast  including 
Eddie  Dowling,  Doris  Dudley,  Madge 
Evans,  Leo  Chalzel,  Jerry  Austin,  Ralph 
Bunker.  The  critics : 

Robert  Coleman,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   Mr. 

Barry  in  pretty  much  the  same  metaphysi- 
cal mazes  through  which  he  wandered  in 

“Hotel  Universe”  .   .   .   concerned  with  the 
mess  into  which  the  world  has  twisted 

itself,  or  rather  the  mess  into  which  we, 
the  people,  have  twisted  it.  We  are 
clowns,  he  thinks,  playing  our  weird  roles 

in  a   cosmic  vaudeville  show  .   .   .   Mr.  Dowl- 
ing is  excellent  ...  It  is  honest,  sincere 

and  compassionate.  But  it  hasn’t  the 
lucidity  and  the  dramatic  vigor  necessary 
for  success  in  the  theatre. 

Burns  Mantle,  Daily  News  (two  stars 

plus) —   .   .   .   type  of  drama  into  which 
audiences  are  privileged  to  read,  in  fact, 
are  invited  to  read,  as  many  meanings  as 
suit  them.  And  it  has  been  my  experience 
that  any  play  that  depends  upon  such  aid 

is  never  very  popular  .   .   .   However  the  ef- 
fort is  honest  and  high-minded. 

Richard  Watts  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — 
...  a   strange  and  puzzled  rewriting  of  the 
Book  of  Job  that  fights  out  the  struggle 
of  God  and  the  Devil  for  the  soul  of  man 

...  It  is  Mr.  Barry’s  strangest  play,  even 
stranger  than  his  eloquent  but  obscure 

metaphysical  “Hotel  Universe”  ...  It  is  a 
play  that  is  beautifully  written  and  only 
partially  thought  out  .   .   .   Eddie  Dowling 
...  is  remarkably  fine  .   .   .   Leo  Chalzel 
...  is  admirably  sardonic  and  brilliantly 
satanic  .   .   .   The  women  are  less  effective. 

John  Anderson,  Journal- American —   .   .   . 
though  there  are  stretches  of  excellent 
writing  in  it,  and  characters  that  are 
superbly  drawn,  I   found  it  .   .   .   regretfully 
unmoving  and  undramatic  and  over  com- 

plicated. It  has  several  scenes  that  are 

touching,  and  it  is  written  throughout  with 
obvious  emotion  and  sincerity,  but  it 
never  gathers  its  full  forces  together, 
never  lands  its  solid  wallop  beneath  the 
heart. 

John  Mason  Brown,  Post — It  is  a   diffi- 
cult play  .   .   .   Often  it  is  static.  Some- 

times it  is  wilfully  obscure  .   .   .   Yet  the  play 
has  its  virtues  .   .   .   And  they  deserve  re- 

spect in  spite  of  the  fact  that  the  play  in 
which  they  are  to  be  found  leaves  you 
dissatisfied  .   .   .   He  (Barry)  has  style.  He 
has  a   perceptive  mind.  He  is  sensitive  and 
adroit.  He  can  put  dialogue  to  uses  that 

are  truly  revelatory.  And  he  is  a   pains- 
taking craftsman  capable  of  ingenious 

planning  .   .   .   Eddie  Dowling  .   .   .   gives  the 

evening’s  best  performance. 

Richard  Lockridge,  Sun —   .   .   .   reveals 
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confusion  of  mind  .   .   .   robs  ...  of  most 

of  its  impact  and  leaves  the  philosophical 
point  about  as  unclarified  as  it  has  been 
through  the  ages.  The  play  is  one  of 
slowly  diminishing  interest,  oddly  lacking 
in  the  lyric  quality  which  must  have  been 

the  author’s  aim  .   .   .   Eddie  Dowling  plays 
the  part  of  Clancy  with  quiet  sincerity,  but 
gives,  one  suspects,  only  the  accurately 

shaded  externals  of  the  character  the  au- 
thor had  in  mind. 

Brooks  Atkinson,  Times — But  this  de- 
partment is  ashamed  to  confess  that  it 

does  not  understand  Mr.  Barry’s  con- 
clusions. They  are  lost  in  a   golden  haze 

of  words  .   .   .   The  characters  are  uncom- 
monly warm  and  attractive  .   .   .   perhaps 

the  performance  might  be  more  illumi- nating. 

Sidney  B.  Whipple,  World-Telegram — 
.   .   .   challenging  in  its  conception  and 
poignant  in  many  of  its  scenes,  but  it 
leaves  me,  as  I   am  sure  it  left  a   greater 

part  of  last  night’s  audience  at  the  Booth, 
utterly  baffled  and  bewildered  ...  It  is 
very  difficult  to  follow  the  thread  of  Mr. 

Barry’s  discourse,  and  his  meanings  are 
extremely  obscure. 

'   'Sprin g   Meeting ’   ’ 

Number  42.  By  M.  J.  Farrell  and  John 
Perry,  this  was  directed  by  John  Gielgud, 
designed  by  Roger  K.  Furse  and  produced 
by  Gladys  Cooper  and  Philip  Merivale,  in 
association  with  George  Jessel  and  Lee 

Ephraim.  It  opened  at  the  Morosco,  De- 
cember 8.  with  a   cast  including  Miss 

Cooper,  A.  E.  Matthews,  Aideen  O’Connor, 
Shelah  Richards,  Robert  Flemyng,  Jean 

Cadell,  and  Denis  Carey.  The  critical  ap- 

praisal : 

R.  C.,  Daily  Mirror —   .   .   .   pleasant  lit- 
tle play  about  Irish  country  life  with  a 

distinct  British  flavor  .   .   .   notable  chiefly 
for  its  amusing  characterizations  which 
are  portrayed  with  gorgeous  relish  by  a 
grand  cast.  They  are  strung  on  a   slender 
thread  of  a   plot,  which  takes  too  long  in 
gaining  momentum. 

B.  M.,  Daily  News  (two  stars  plus) — A 
warming  play,  it  is,  if  you  like  it  at  all. 

A   little  muffled  in  speech  to  ears  unac- 
customed to  the  particular  dialects  in- 

dulged. And  never  either  romantically  or 
sentimentally  or  dramatically  exciting  .   .   . 
It  is  Jean  Cadell,  however,  who  focusses 
the  most  satisfying  attention  upon  a 
peppery  old  maid  ...  A   nice,  wholesome, 
homey  troupe  playing  that  sort  of  comedy. 
The  British  colony  and  a   lot  of  their 
cousins  should  love  it. 

R.  W.  jr.,  Herald-Tribune — It  seemed  to 
me  that  they  were  a   pleasant  but  dull  lot 
and  while  I   am  glad  that  everything 

turned  out  well  for  them  they  hardly  ap- 

peared worth  an  evening  of  contempla- 
tion. 

J.  A.,  Journal- American —   ...  an  amiab- 
ly entertaining  show  admirably  acted  by 

Gladys  Cooper,  A.  E.  Matthews,  Jean  Ca- 
dell and  company.  Especially  Miss  Cadell 

...  an  hilarious  piece  of  acting  .   .   .   They 
all  make  of  it  what  the  authors  must 

have  intended,  a   pleasant  evening  with 

some  crankly-humored  people  in  a   com- 
edy that  is  trivial  and  amusing. 

J.  M.  B.,  Post —   ...  it  is  a   pleasant  little 
play  which  is  sometimes  very  funny  and 
which  is  so  adroitly  acted  by  a   group  of 

well-known  English  and  Irish  players  that 

on  the  whole  it  provides  an  enjoyable  eve- 
ning’s relaxation  .   .   .   Its  scene  is  Ireland, 

and  its  story  a   scarcely  breath-taking  one 
which  tells  how  love  comes  to  the  two 

daughters  of  Sir  Richard  Furze  and  how 
Sir  Richard,  a   gruff  old  widower  who 

pinches  pennies  except  when  it  comes  to 
liquor  and  horses,  surrenders  to  a   pretty 
and  charming  sweetheart  of  former  years. 

R.  L.,  Sun — If  the  Morosco  has  a   house 
flag  it  can  run  it  to  the  top  of  the  staff 
today  in  salute  to  the  actors  who  gathered 
under  its  roof  last  evening  and  conspired 

to  give  one  of  the  season's  best  perform- 
ances to  a   little  British  item  .   .   .   The  flag 

can  then  be  lowered  a   bit  to  acknowledge 

the  presence  of  the  play,  which  is  a   cheer- 
ful but  tiny  piece  and  needs  all  the  acting 

it  can  get. 

B.  A.,  Times —   .   .   .   skilfull  band  of  come- 
dians ...  It  is  written  with  impish  aban- 

don and  acted  with  gayety  and  relish. 

S.  B.  W.,  World-Telegram —   .   .   .   bubbling 
little  comedy  .   .   .   But  it  is  good  fun,  there 

are  many  sparkling  lines  and  a   number  of 
fascinating  characters.  It  provides,  with 

good  humor,  an  enjoyable  evening  .   .   . 
capably  acted. 

Wage-Hour  Law  Demands 
Into  Eilect  Next  Week 

This  progressive  application  of  the  44- 
hour  week  as  provided  for  under  the  terms 

of  the  federal  wage-hour  law,  is  to  begin 
next  week,  according  to  a   decision  reached 

Thursday  in  a   conference  of  studio  man- 
agers, attorneys  and  the  Hays  office.  The 

minimum  will  apply  to  all  workers  other 

than  executives,  administrators,  profes- 
sionals, and  artists. 

A   committee  has  been  named  to  outline 
the  entire  situation  and  inform  workers 
in  each  studio  of  their  status. 

Four  “Higgins"  Annually 
James,  Lucile  and  Russell  Gleason  will 

be  featured  in  four  “Higgins  Family”  films 
annually  at  Republic. 
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CINEMARKS 

Independents'  Revival  Is 

Backed  by  Cohen's  Return 
Submitting  further  evidence  that  1939 

is  slated  to  be  characterized  as  a   highly 

active  year  for  producers  on  the  indepen- 
dent scale — indications  of  which  have  been 

seen  in  the  last  few  months  of  this  year 

— comes  the  announcement  that  Maury 
Cohen,  emerging  from  a   lengthy  hiatus, 

is  returning  to  that  production  field  on 
an  ambitious  scale. 

Cohen,  formerly  one  of  the  top  men  in 

Chesterfield  Pictures  and,  later,  an  RKO 

Radio  associate  producer,  has  closed  a 

deal  with  the  Meglin  Dancing  Academy 

to  bring  the  Meglin  Kiddies,  juvenile 

stage  entertainers,  to  the  screen  in  a 

group  of  independently-made  features,  and 
has  also  announced  plans  to  produce  a 

series  of  westerns  starring  Dick  Foran, 

who  recently  left  the  Warner  contract  list. 

Cohen  is  seeking  studio  space  and  is 

negotiating  a   major  release.  As  yet  he 

has  not  indicated  the  number  of  pictures 

he  will  make  or  the  production  aides  he 
will  enlist. 

Next  independent  production  going  into 

work  will  be  Standard  Pictures’  “20,000,000 

Witnesses,”  first  in  a   batch  of  six  mystery 
melodramas,  with  a   December  16  starting 
date.  Dick  Purcell  and  Muriel  Evans  have 

the  leads.  Perfecting  its  organizational 

setup,  the  newly-organized  Stand- 
ard Pictures  Distributing  Co.  has  filed 

incorporation  papers  with  the  county 

clerk,  with  B.  W.  Richards — president  of 

Standard  Productions — Harvey  Leavitt, 
George  Laganas,  Alice  Laganas,  George 

Trainer,  Dr.  Percy  Goldberg  and  Charles 
Taylor  as  directors. 

Simultaneously  the  Standard  distribut- 

ing organization  announced  that  the  1938- 

39  production  lineup  has  been  booked  by 
the  Midwest  theatre  chain  of  Detroit  and 

the  American  Amusement  Co.’s  circuit 
operating  in  Ohio. 

RKO  Gunning  11  Two-Reel 
Shorts  for  Season  Windup 
RKO  Radio  is  gunning  a   total  of  11 

two-reel  comedies  before  the  end  of  the 

year,  under  the  supervision  of  Bert  Gil- 
roy, head  of  the  short  subjects  division, 

to  wind  up  the  studio’s  1938-39  quota. 
Going  into  the  works  are  four  Leon  Errol 

starrers,  two  “Radio  Flashes,”  a   Ray  Whit- 

ney musical,  a   “Headliner”  and  three  Ed- 

gar Kennedy  “Average  Man”  comedies. 

Cinecolor  Common  Earns 

Dividend  on  December  23 
Owners  of  common  stock  in  Cinecolor, 

Inc.,  will  receive  a   Christmas  present  on 

December  23  in  the  form  of  a   $21,210  divi- 

dend covering  a   five-month  period.  A 
similar  amount  was  paid  out  early  last 
June. 

The  color  processing  company  expects 

to  move  into  its  new  $150,000  plant  in 

Burbank  by  January  15. 

Production  Windups  Are 

Making  Tours  Inviting 
Personal  appearance  tours  for  film  folk, 

dwindling  in  popularity  in  recent  weeks, 

are  slated  for  an  upturn  at  the  first  of 

the  year,  traceable  chiefly  to  indications 

that  Hollywood  production  will  hit  a 

slump  during  the  first  weeks  of  1939  and 

consequently  will  leave  a   number  of  now- 
busy  players  without  immediate  picture 
commitments. 

Mabel  Todd,  screen-radio  comedienne, 
resumes  in  Washington,  D.  C.,  after  New 

Year’s,  having  interrupted  her  tour  to  do 

a   role  in  Republic’s  “Mysterious  Miss  X,” 
now  completed.  The  same  studio  plans 

to  send  its  new  child  star,  Tommy  Ryan, 

on  the  road  with  showings  of  his  latest 

picture,  “Orphans  of  the  Streets,”  when  it 
goes  into  release.  Back  for  a   picture  but 

planning  to  go  out  again  upon  its  com- 

pletion is  Gene  Autry,  who  has  just  com- 

pleted a   six-week  engagement  through  the 
mid -west  and  south. 

Another  western  player,  Tom  Keene, 

heads  out  December  30  for  a   six-week  trek 

through  the  Rocky  Mountain  territory, 

including  stops  at  Salt  Lake,  Ogden,  Den- 
ver and  houses  in  Idaho  and  Utah. 

SPEARHEADS 

(Continued  from  page  35) 

their  services  are  no  longer  required  here 

— the  rapidly -growing  trend  has  been  to 

develop  picture  pilots  from  the  ranks  of 

those  who  gain  their  knowledge  of  the 

picture  business  before  the  cameras,  as 
actors. 

Witness  the  20  th  Century-Fox  lot, 
where  Buster  Keaton,  veteran  comedian, 

has  been  assigned  the  directorial  job  on  a 

‘‘Jones  Family”  picture;  where  Ricardo 
Cortez  has  completed  his  second;  and 

where  Norman  Foster  has  proven  his  di- 
rectorial ability  on  a   number  of  films. 

Metro  is  pursuing  the  same  policy  with 

Leslie  Fenton,  and  RKO  Radio  has  erst- 

while Comedian  Glenn  Tryon  under  con- 
tract to  direct. 

Paramount's  future  becomes  several  shades 

brighter  with  the  announcement  that  its 

erstwhile  star,  Gary  Cooper,  has  been  bor- 

rowed from  Sam  Goldwyn  to  portray  the 

title  role  in  the  forthcoming  re-make  of 

Percival  Wren's  popular  "Beau  Geste.''  Had 
the  Marathon  St.  tycoons  had  their  choice  of 

all  the  male  luminaries  in  the  Hollywood 

firmament,  they  could  not  have  made  a   bet- 

ter selection  for  the  Thespic  chore. 

Of  course,  it  must  be  pointed  out  that  the 

re-make  could  have  been  filmed  much  more 

advantageously  two  years  ago — when  Coo- 

per was  under  contract  to  the  studio,  and 

at  which  time  "Beau  Geste"  was  resting  on 

the  shelf. 

Madeleine  Carroll  plans  to  leave  De- 

cember 21  for  a   European  vacation,  hav- 

ing completed  her  latest  assignment  at 
Paramount.  She  will  sail  for  France  the 

day  after  Christmas. 

★ 

Jack  Benny  and  wife,  Mary  Livingstone, 

are  back  from  a   two-week  sojourn  in  New 

York,  during  which  Benny  did  two  broad- 
casts and  worked  on  the  script  of  his  next 

Paramount  starr er. 

* 

Robert  Montgomery,  M-G-M  star,  has 
returned  from  an  extended  vacation  in 

New  York  and  has  begun  preparations  for 
his  next  film  assignment. 

* 

Armand  Schaefer,  Republic  producer, 

and  his  wife  are  planning  to  sail  for  Pan- 

ama just  before  Christmas  on  a   month’s 
holiday. 

* 

Winding  up  a   picture  assignment  at 
Metro,  Franchot  Tone  has  returned  to  New 

York  to  appear  in  a   Group  Theatre  play. 

★ 

To  confer  with  Darryl  Zanuck  on  plans 

for  his  next  20 th  Century-Fox  picture, 
Irving  Berlin  is  visiting  at  the  Westwood 

film  plant  from  New  York.  He  was  one 

of  the  hundreds  attending  the  studio’s 

lavish  preview  of  “Kentucky”  at  the  Car- 
thay  Circle  Theatre. 

* 

Producer  Joseph  Mankiewicz  of  M-G-M 
is  vacationing  in  New  York  for  ten  days. 

★ 

Albert  Lewin  is  to  leave  for  New  York 

over  the  weekend  as  the  first  leg  on  a 

projected  three-month  European  vacation. 

The  Paramount  producer  has  “Knights  of 

the  Round  Table”  in  preparation  as  his 
next  assignment. 

* 

Jerry  Factor,  nephew  of  the  late  Max 
Factor,  has  joined  his  cousin,  Ted  Factor, 

in  the  latter’s  advertising-publicity  agency 
as  an  account  executive. 

★ 

Something  unusual  along  preview  lines 

was  staged  by  Warner  when  some  200 

members  of  the  Federated  Music  Clubs 

visited  the  studio  as  guests  of  Max  Steiner, 

music  arra?iger,  and  Leo  Forbstein,  head 

of  the  music  department,  to  hear  a   “pre- 
view” of  a   new  score  written  by  Steiner 

for  a   forthcoming  picture. 
★ 

Director  James  Whale  has  returned  from 

New  York  to  prepare  for  a   commitment 

with  Edward  Small,  United  Artists  pro- 
ducer. 

★ 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sol  Lesser  are  back  from 

a   month’s  vacation  in  Neio  York. 

•k 

Ray  Milland  and  his  wife  have  finally 

left  on  their  oft-delayed  trip  to  England, 
a   sojourn  which  will  keep  them  away  from 

Hollywood  for  two  months. 

Borrow  Gail  Patrick 
Republic  has  borrowed  Gail  Patrick 

from  Paramount  for  the  feminine  lead  in 

“Wagons  Westward,”  rolling  shortly  with 
Richard  Dix  as  the  star. 
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Pre-Holiday  Relief 
Work  Stacked  High 

From  present  indications,  demands  for 
donations  of  Hollywood  time  and  talent 
to  charity  affairs  and  relief  work  of  every 

description — always  heavy  throughout  the 
year — will  reach  staggering  proportions 
during  the  period  remaining  before  the 
Christmas  holidays. 
Among  the  benefits  being  planned  is 

that  of  the  “Committee  for  One-Third  of 

the  Nation,”  under  the  chairmanship  of 
Melvyn  Douglas  and  his  wife,  Helen  Gaha- 
gan,  with  some  5,000  migratory  agricul- 

tural workers  now  located  at  Camp  Shaf- 
ter,  near  Bakersfield,  to  enjoy  the  bounty. 
Backed  by  the  American  Newspaper  Guild, 
the  Agricultural  Rehabilitation  Committee 

and  other  nation-wide  organizations, 

Douglas’  group  will  trek  to  Camp  Shatter 
on  Christmas  Eve  to  stage  a   special  show 
for  the  agricultural  workers  and  their 
children.  Working  with  Douglas  and  Miss 

Gahagan  are  Dr.  Remsden  Bird,  presi- 
dent of  Occidental  College;  Edward  G. 

Robinson,  Virginia  Bruce,  Irving  Pichel, 
Donald  Ogden  Stewart,  Miriam  Hopkins 
and  scores  of  others  from  the  film  capital; 

and  other  state  and  local  civic  and  edu- 

cational leaders.  An  hour’s  time  over  the 
National  Broadcasting  Co.  net  has  been 
sponsored  by  the  Newspaper  Guild  and 
Jackie  Cooper,  Billy  and  Bobby  Mauch, 
Jackie  Searl  and  other  Thespians  have 

promised  to  appear.  Douglas’  committee 
is  currently  conducting  a   drive  for  con- 

tributions of  toys,  clothing  and  food. 

The  Motion  Picture  Relief  Fund,  mean- 
while, observed  the  reaching  of  a   mile- 
stone when  ground-breaking  ceremonies 

were  held  for  the  new  building  which  it 
has  long  planned  as  a   home  for  aged 
actors. 

SCRIPTERS 

— Columbia 
KAREN  DE  WOLF  and  ROBERT  CHAPIN  to 

an  untitled  story  for  the  Irving  Briskin  produc- 
tion unit. 

— Metro 

ERLE  STANLEY  GARDNER  to  an  untitled 

mystery  for  production  by  Lucien  Hubbard. 
VIRGINIA  FAULKNER  and  GOTTFRIED 

REINHARDT  to  “Maiden  Voyage,”  which  will 
star  Robert  Montgomery. 

— Paramount 

EDDIE  WELCH  to  “The  Gracie  Allen  Murder 

Mystery.”  George  Arthur  will  produce. 

— RKO  Radio 

JO  PAGANO  to  an  untitled  original  for  Pro- 
ducer Robert  Sisk. 

FRANK  FENTON  and  LYNN  ROOT  to  “The 

Saint  in  London,”  third  in  the  “Saint”  series. 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

SID  SILVERS  to  “The  Gorilla,”  doing  gags 
and  dialogue. 

— Universal 

CHARLES  GRAYSON  to  “Risky  Business.” 
Burt  Kelly  produces. 

— Warner  Bros. 

NORMAN  REILLY  RAINE  to  “Each  Dawn  I 

Die,”  an  original  by  Jerome  Odium,  in  which 
James  Cagney  and  John  Garfield  will  co-star. 

ANTHONY  COLDEWAY  to  “Blind  Spot,”  pic- 
turization  of  a>  New  York  taxi  war,  with  Gale 

Page  in  the  lead;  ROBERT  BUCKNER  to  “Epi- 
sode,” co-featuring  Priscilla  Lane  and  Jeffery 

Lynn;  LEE  KATZ  to  “Hero  for  a   Day,”  featur- 
ing Harry  Davenport,  which  Lewis  Seiler  will 

direct. 

SETON  I.  MILLER  and  HAL  ROgSON  to  “Dust 
Be  My  Destiny,”  from  a   story  by  Jerome  Odium. 

.   REVIEW 

FLASHES  • 
CALIFORNIA  FRONTIER  (Col)— A   flawless 

western  and  a   top-notch  story,  which  the 

scripters  have  filled  with  some  splendid 

and  dramatic  episodes.  Cast  is  great  all 

the  way.  Buck  Tones,  Carmen  Bailey,  Mil- 

burn  Stone.  Monroe  Shaff  produced.  El- 
mer Clifton  directed. 

DAWN  PATROL  (WB) — Deserves  superlative 

critical  acclaim,  but  projects  a   very  defi- 

nite question  mark  as  to  its  revenue  pos- 
sibilities. Production  and  direction  are 

flawless,  the  all-male  cast  sterling  and  the 

story  timely  as  an  eloquent  preachment 

against  war  and  its  futilities.  Errol  Flynn, 

Basil  Rathbone.  Robert  Lord  produced.  Ed- 

mund Goulding  directed. 

CONVICTS  AT  LARGE  (Principal)— What 

was  intended  as  a   comedy  of  errors,  turns 

out  to  be  a   preponderance  of  errors.  Fun- 

damentally, the  film  suffers  from  a   silly 

plot,  poor  direction,  inexpert  casting,  bad 

lighting  and  irritating  dialogue.  Ralph 

Forbes,  Paula  Stone,  Paul  Kelly.  Scott  E. 

Beal  and  David  A.  Freedman  directed. 

KENTUCKY  (20th-Fox) — Thoroughbred  people 

and  thoroughbred  horses  furnish  the  motif 

of  this  Technicolor  classic  which,  through 

the  wizardry  of  lavish  production,  superb 

direction  and  a   star-dotted  cast,  merits 

comparable  designation — a   thoroughbred 

picture'.  That  it  will  be  a   boxoffice  hit 

seems  doubtless.  Walter  Brennan  per- 

forms grand  larceny  on  acting  honors.  Lor- 

etta Young,  Richard  Greene.  Gene  Markey 

produced.  David  Butler  directed. 

NEIGHBORS  (Best) — A   Jewish  comedy,  with 

sub-titles,  where  a   mixup  in  names  pro- 

vides a   goodly  quota  of  laughs.  Sure  to 

click  where  pictures  of  this  kind  are  popu- 

lar. Helen  Gross,  Joseph  Orwid,  E.  Bodo. 

OLD  CURIOSITY  SHOP,  THE  (Empire)— 

Colorful  picturization  of  Charles  Dickens' 
classic  rendered  highly  entertaining 

through  faithful  adaptation  and  splendid 

performances.  British  made  for  English 

tastes,  it  should  still  prove  popular  to 

American  audiences.  Alliance  Films  pro- 

duced. Thomas  Bentley  directed. 

ORAGE  (Tri-NatT) — A   stark  domestic  drama 

of  an  engineer  who  gives  up  his  wife  for 

the  genuine  love  of  a   temptress  who  kills 

herself  when  she  learns  he  will  leave  her 

to  return  to  his  wife,  who  has  been  blessed 

with  a   baby.  Sub-titles  clear  the  way  for 

those  unversed  in  the  French  language. 

Charles  Boyer,  Michele  Morgan,  Lisette 
Lanvin. 

PARIS  HONEYMOON  (Para)— Bing  Crosby 

gives  out  with  more  acting,  less  crooning 

in  a   highly  original,  delightful  romantic 

comedy,  studded  with  hilarious  gags  and 

winning  performances.  Measures  up  well 

with  previous  Crosby  pictures.  Harlan 

Thompson  produced.  Frank  Tuttle  directed. 

COMPLETE  REVIEWS  on  the  above 

pictures  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

of  BOXOFFICE. 

Color  Development 

May  Speed  Growth 
The  already  rapid  growth  in  popularity 

of  all-color  pictures,  seen  in  the  past  two 
years  with  constant  improvements  in  this 
type  of  photography  and  processing,  may 
reach  new  heights  during  the  coming  year 
following  the  twin  announcements  that  a 

new  and  inexpensive  process  has  been  de- 
veloped by  the  Telco  Corp.  and  that  the 

company  will  launch  construction  early  in 

1939  of  a   new  two-suit  laboratory  in  San 
Fernando  Valley. 

Basically  a   two-color  process,  Telco- 
Color  utilizes  standard  cameras,  stand- 

ard film,  standard  makeup,  conventional 
black-and-white  lighting  and,  according 
to  its  developers,  boosts  production  costs 
only  an  approximate  10  per  cent  over 

ordinary  black-and-white  films.  Patented 
by  Bob  Hoyt,  president,  and  Leon  Ungar, 

the  process  has  been  given  its  initial  try- 

out in  “Winds  of  the  Wasteland,”  a   west- 
ern produced  independently  by  A1  Lane, 

uncut  reels  of  which  have  been  screened 

by  Telco  for  industry  reaction.  Process 

emerged,  in  the  test  screenings,  as  a   clear- 
cut  and  satisfactory  method  of  applying 

color  to  low-budgeted  films,  particularly 
of  the  western  variety,  as  it  captures  both 
indoor  and  outdoor  sequences  to  good 
effect. 

Hoyt  and  Ungar  assert  the  laboratory 
run-through,  including  a   special  buffing 
process,  consumes  less  than  four  hours. 

Basically,  the  process  comprises  a   double- 
emulsion film  and  a   lens  filter — known  as 

an  addative  process  as  differentiated  from 

blending  or  "bleaching.” 
Hoyt  and  Ungar  head  for  New  York 

within  two  weeks,  after  “Winds  of  the 
Wasteland”  in  completed  form  has  been 

previewed,  to  set  final  plans  for  construc- 
tion of  the  new  laboratory,  planning  par- 

leys with  Oscar  E.  Dooley,  chairman  of  the 

board.  Building  blueprints  call  for  an  ex- 
penditure of  close  to  $1,000,000. 

OPTIONS 
— Metro 

SPANKY  MacFARBAND  held  for  another  term. 
LARAINE  JOHNSON  signs  acting  contract, 

with  a   role  in  “I  Take  This  Womian”  as  her  first 

assignment. —RKO  Radio 

TIM  HOLT,  actor  and  son  of  Jack  Holt,  wins 

long-term  contract. 
DALTON  TRUMBO  draws  new  term  writing 

contract. 
— Republic 

GEORGE  NICHOLLS  jr.,  gets  extension  of  his 

directorial  contract.  Next  assignment:  “Wagons 

Westward.” 

— 20th  Century-Fox 

RUSSELL  GLEASON  held  at  20th  Century-Fox 

for  future  “Jones  Family”  pictures. 
— Universal 

HAROLD  YOUNG  signed  to  direct  three  films 

in  addition  to  his  eight-picture  contract. 
RICHARD  ARLEN  signs  term  contract  to  do 

six  pictures  yearly,  retaining  the  right  to  make 
outside  commitments. 

FRANK  SKINNER,  composer-arranger,  and 
DAN  KELLEY,  casting  director,  handed  new 
contracts. — Warner  Bros. 

HUNTZ  HALL  and  GABRIEL  DELL,  of  the 

“Dead  End”  kids,  held  for  additional  terms. 
JAMES  STEPHENSON,  English  actor,  given 

new  term  contract. 

CRANE  WILBUR  given  new  writer-director 

contract. 
HEINZ  ROEMHELD,  composer,  given  new 

contract. 
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POWDER  TO  BIRX — Charles  Bickford.  Producer: 

Irving  Briskin.  Director:  Charles  Vidor.  Origi- 
nal: Jack  London. 

i-i 

O   PLANE  NO.  4 — Richard  Barthelmess,  Jean  Ar- 
U   thur,  Cary  Grant.  Producer:  Howard  Hawks. 

Director:  Howard  Hawks.  Screenplay:  Jules 

Furthman.  William  Rankin,  Eleanor  Griffin. 

WELL  ALONG 

THE  GUERILLAS— Bill  Elliott,  Dorothy  Gulli- 
ver, Lee  Shumway,  Charles  King,  Harry  Har- 

vey. Producer:  Larry  Darmour.  Director: 
Joseph  Levering. 

FIRST  OFFENDER — Walter  Abel,  Beverly  Rob- 

erts, Diana  Lewis,  Johnny  Downs,  Rita  Hay- 
worth, Iris  Meredith.  Producer:  Irving  Briskin. 

Director:  Frank  MacDonald.  Screenplay:  Walter Wise. 

COMPLETED 
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WOMEN  IN  WHITE — Kent  Taylor,  Florence  Rice, 

Alan  Marshall,  Una  Merkel,  Jessie  Ralph.  Pro- 
ducer: Nat  Levine.  Director:  S.  Sylvan  Simon. 

HUCKLEBERRY  FINN — Mickey  Rooney,  Walter 
Connolly,  Elisabeth  Risdon,  William  Frawley, 

Rex  Ingram.  Lynne  Carver.  Producer:  Joseph 

Mankiewicz.  Director:  Richard  Thorpe.  Origi- 
nal: Mark  Twain. 

IDIOT’S  DELIGHT — Clark  Gable,  Norma  Shearer, 
Charles  Coburn,  Joe  Yule,  Lana  Turner,  Laura 
Hope  Crews,  Skeets  Gallagher,  Virginia  Grey. 
Producer:  Hunt  Stromberg.  Director:  Clarence 
Brown.  Original:  Robert  E.  Sherwood. 

SANTA  FE  BOUND — Jack  Randall.  Producer: 

Robert  Tansey.  Director:  Robert  Hill.  Original 
.   Screenplay:  Robert  Emmett. 

O   STAR  REPORTER — John  Carroll.  Producer:  E.  B. 

Derr.  Original  Screenplay:  John  T.  Neville. 

O   SKY  PIRATE — John  Trent,  Milburn  Stone,  Mar- 
21  jorie  Reynolds,  Jason  Robards.  Producer:  Paul 

Malvern.  Director:  George  Waggner.  Original: 
Hal  Forrest. 

PAROLE  TO  EXILE — Anne  Nagel,  Robert  Kent, 

Sidney  Blackmer,  Ben  Alexander,  Joan  Bar- 
clay. Producer:  E.  B.  Derr.  Director:  Lam- 

bert Hillyer.  Original:  Steve  Fisher. 

O 
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HERITAGE  OF  THE  DESERT— Donald  Woods, 
Evelyn  Venable,  Russell  Hayden,  C.  Henry 

Gordon,  Sidney  Toler,  Robert  Barrat,  Paul  Fix. 
Producer:  Harry  Sherman.  Director:  Lesley 

Selander.  Original:  Zane  Grey.  Screenplay: 
Harrison  Jacobs. 

SUDDEN  MONEY  —   Charles  Ruggles,  Marjorie 

Rambeau,  Broderick  Crawford,  Billy  Lee,  Eve- 

lyn Keyes.  Producer:  William  C.  Thomas.  Di- 
rector: Nick  Grinde. 

NEVER  SAY  DIE— Bob  Hope,  Martha  Raye,  Er- 

nest Cossart,  Paul  Harvey,  Alan  Mowbray.  Pro- 
ducer: Paul  Jones.  Director:  Elliott  Nugent. 

THE  SAINT  STRIKES  TWICE — George  Sanders, 
Wendy  Barrie,  Neil  Hamilton,  Jerome  Cowan. 
Producer:  Robert  Sisk.  Director:  John  Farrow. 

Original:  Leslie  Charteris.  Screenplay:  John 

S   THE  KNIGHT  OF  GHOST  TOWN  —   George  Twist. 

«   O’Brien.  Producer:  Bert  Gilroy.  Director:  David  12  CROWDED  HOCKS — Richard  Dix,  John  Ar- Howard.  Screenplay:  Oliver  Drake.  ledge,  Cucille  Ball,  Donald  McBride,  Bradley 
Page,  Allan  Lane.  Producer:  Robert  Sisk.  Di- 

rector: Lew  Landers.  Original:  Garrett  Fort, 

Peter  Ruric.  Screenplay:  John  Twist. 

J   DR.  JCDITH  RANDALL — Frieda  Inescourt,  Henry 
3   Wilcoxon,  Claire  Dodd,  Sybil  Jason.  Producer: 
i   Sol  Siegel.  Director:  Sidney  Salkow. 

PRIDE  OF  THE  NAVA' — Jimmy  Dunn,  Gordon 
Oliver,  Rochelle  Hudson,  Horace  MacMahon, 
Gordon  Jones,  Charlotte  Wynters.  Producer: 
Herman  Schlom.  Director:  Charles  Lamont. 

Original:  James  Webb,  Joseph  Hartman.  Screen- 
play: Ben  Markson,  Saul  Elkins. 

THE  MYSTERIOUS  MISS  X   —   Michael  Whalen, 

Mary  Hart,  Chick  Chandler,  Regis  Toomey.  Pro- 
ducer: Herman  Schlom.  Director:  Gus  Meins. 

Original:  George  Yates.  Screenplay:  Olive 
Cooper. 

O   HOUND  OF  THE  BASKERVILLES — Basil  Rath- 
(l,  bone,  Nigel  Bruce,  Anita  Louise,  Richard 
m   Greene.  Producer:  Gene  Markey.  Director: 

William  Seiter.  Original:  Arthur  Conan  Doyle, 

g   Screenplay:  Ernest  Pascal. 

MR.  MOTO  IN  PORTO  RICO — Peter  Lorre,  Jean 
Hersholt,  Amanda  Duff,  Warren  Hymer,  Leon 

Ames.  Producer:  Sol  Wurtzel.  Director:  Her- 

bert I.  Leeds.  Screenplay:  Philip  Wylie,  Nor- 
man Foster. 

CAPTAIN  MIDNIGHT — Brian  Aherne,  Victor  Mc- 
Laren, Francine  Bordeaix.  Producer:  Hal 

Roach.  Director:  Norman  Z.  McLeod.  Original: 

®   Jack  Jevne.  Screenplay:  Jack  Jevne,  W.  P. 
Lipscomb,  Grover  Jones. 

STAGE  COACH  —   Claire  Trevor,  John  Wayne, 
Andy  Devine,  John  Carradine,  Donald  Meek, 
George  Bancroft.  Producer:  Walter  Wanger. 
Director:  John  Ford.  Screenplay:  Dudley 
Nichols. 

IT’S  SPRING  AGAIN — Oliver  Hardy,  Harry  Lang- 
don,  Alice  Brady,  June  Lang,  Jean  Parker, 

Stepin  Fetchit,  Billie  Burke.  Producer:  A.  Ed- 
ward Sutherland  (Hal  Roach).  Director:  Gor- 

don Douglas.  Original:  H.  C.  Bunner.  Screen- 
play: Walter  DeLeon. 

THREE  SMART  GIRLS  GROW  UP — Deanna  Dur- 

bin, Nan  Grey,  Helen  Parrish,  Charles  Winnin- 
ger,  Robert  Cummings,  Nella  Walker,  William 

Lundigan.  Producer:  Joseph  Pasternak.  Direc- 
tor: Henry  Koster.  Screenplay:  Bruce  Manning. 

SON  OF  FRANKENSTEIN — Boris  Karloff,  Bela 
Lugosi,  Basil  Rathbone,  Lionel  Atwill,  Josephine 
Hutchinson.  Producer:  Burt  Kelly.  Director: 

Rowland  V.  Lee.  Screenplay:  Willis  Cooper. 

P   RETURN  OF  DR.  X — Boris  Karloff,  Claude  Rains. 
•   Producer:  Milton  Shubert.  Director:  William 

5   McGann.  Screenplay:  Fred  Niblo  jr. 

SWEEPSTAKES  WINNER — Marie  Wilson,  Charles 
Foy,  Maxie  Rosenbloom,  Allen  Jenkins,  Johnny 

(Scat)  Davis.  Original:  Albert  DeMond.  Pro- 
ducer: Milton  Shubert. 

JUAREZ — Paul  Muni,  Bette  Davis,  Brian  Aherne, 
Claude  Rains,  Gale  Sondergaard,  John  Garfield, 

Donald  Crisp,  Montagu  Dove.  Producer:  Henry 
Blanke.  Director:  William  Dieterle. 

ALWAYS  LEAVE  THEM  LAUGHING — Dick  Pow- 
ell, Gale  Page,  Ann  Sheridan,  Zasu  Pitts,  Louis 

Prima,  Helen  Broderick,  Maxie  Rosenbloom, 
Halliwell  Hobbes.  Producer:  Sam  Bischoff. 

Director:  Ray  Enright.  Screenplay:  Jerry  Wald, 
Richard  Macauley. 
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INITIAL  TRADE  PRACTICE  DRAFT  GETS  BOOT 

IN  DENVER;  NOT  ENODGH  DISTRIBUTOR  'GIVE' 
ffKeen  Disappointment 99  in  L.  A . 

Los  Angeles — Expressing  "keen  disappointment"  with  the  initial  draft  oi  the 

distributors'  trade  practice  proposal  and  asserting  the  concessions  failed  to  include 
most  points  submitted  by  his  organization,  A1  Galston,  president  of  the  ITO  of 

Southern  California,  has  advised  Wm.  F.  Rodgers,  distributor  chairman,  that  it  is  his 

"firm  conviction  ITO  must  continue  the  fight  to  obtain  a   more  acceptable  code  for 
unaffiliated  exhibitors." 

The  ITO  president's  statement  followed  closely  the  action  of  the  Theatre  Owners 
and  Managers  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Region  which  voted  at  its  Denver  meeting  to 

reject  the  first  draft  proffered  by  distributors. 

Reach  Compromise 

On  Disney  Shorts 
Los  Angeles — Ending  several  weeks  of 

controversy  over  booking  privileges,  Pox 
West  Coast  and  the  RKO  Theatres  have 

reached  a   compromise  agreement  on  the 

showings  of  six  Walt  Disney  shorts,  in- 

cluding “Ferdinand  the  Bull.”  Both  cir- 

cuits claimed  “Ferdinand,”  FWC  emerg- 
ing the  victor  after  conceding  three  others 

to  RKO. 

Contracts  provide  for  alternate  distribu- 

tion as  the  Disney  subjects  go  into  re- 

lease, but  RKO  had  objected  in  this  in- 

stance on  the  grounds  that  such  a   plan 

would  give  FWC  not  only  “Ferdinand” 

but  “Mother  Goose  Goes  Hollywood.”  Un- 

der the  compromise,  RKO  gets  “Mother 

Goose,”  “The  Practical  Pig”  and  “The 

Brave  Little  Tailor,”  while  FWC  draws,  in 

addition  to  “Ferdinand,”  “The  Ugly  Duck- 

ling” and  “The  Autograph  Hound.” 

Six  IATSE  Units  Present 

Chas.  Skouras  a   Plaque 
Los  Angeles — Cited  for  his  cooperation 

and  “in  recognition  of  human  understand- 

ing and  services  rendered,”  Charles  P. 
Skouras,  Fox  West  Coast  president,  has 

been  given  a   life  membership  in  six  locals 
of  the  International  Alliance  of  Theatrical 

Stage  Employes. 

Presentation  was  made  at  the  Ambassa- 

dor Hotel,  Skouras  being  given  a   gold 

life  membership  plaque  by  Locals  150,  297, 

504,  521,  577  and  656. 

New  Royal  Operating 
Los  Angeles — The  new  Royal  Theatre, 

fourth  link  in  the  chain  operated  by  the 

Hulbert-Cantor  Theatrical  Enterprises, 

has  gone  into  operation.  Located  on  Whit- 

tier Blvd.,  it  is  a   750-seat  house. 

$100,000  Theatre 
For  Los  Angeles 

Los  Angeles  —   Construction  will  be 

launched  about  January  15  on  a   new 

$100,000  theatre,  to  be  built  for  joint 

operation  by  Dave  Bershon  and  Fox  West 

Coast,  in  the  Leimert  Park  residential  dis- 
trict. 

The  house  will  have  a   seating  capacity 

of  1,000  and  will  be  operated  in  addition 

to  the  Leimert  Theatre,  also  a   FWC  show- 
case, which  has  been  running  for  eight 

years. 

Greater  Interest  Shown  in 

New  Type  Film  Course 
Denver— Heavy  interest  is  being  shown 

by  pupils  as  well  as  teachers  in  the  series 
of  educational  films  to  be  produced  by  the 

Denver  public  schools.  The  students 

themselves,  besides  being  used  in  the  films, 

will  prepare  the  script  and  do  all  other 

work  preparatory  to  production.  The 
course  is  the  first  of  its  kind  in  the  U.  S. 

and  is  being  started  with  the  aid  of  the 

American  Council  on  Education,  of  Wash- 
ington, D.  C.  The  council  sent  two  of  its 

officials,  Charles  F.  Hoban  jr.  and  F.  E. 

Brooker,  here  to  assist  in  starting  the 

project. 

Five  films  are  planned  for  this  year 

with  the  first  to  be  on  “How  to  Get  a   Job.” 
Others  will  feature  Denver  food  supply, 

health,  housing  and  recreation,  and  will 

be  supervised  by  Dr.  Roy  A.  Hinderman, 

public  service  director  of  the  schools,  with 
camera  work  under  the  direction  of  E.  H. 

Harrington,  school  principal  with  wide 

photographic  experience. 

Unusual  interest  is  being  shown  in  the 

course  by  teachers  and  students  alike. 

The  films,  after  use  in  the  classroom,  will 

be  made  available  for  use  by  clubs  and 

other  civic  groups,  besides  being  used  as  a 
model  for  similar  courses  in  other  cities. 

Order  Another  Agreement 

To  Embody  Original 

Requisitions 

Denver  —   At  a   special  meeting  of  the 
board  of  directors  and  the  members  of 

the  Theatre  Owners  and  Managers  of  the 

Rocky  Mountain  Region  it  was  voted  un- 
animously to  reject  the  proposed  fair 

trade  practice  agreement  promulgated  by 

the  exhibitors  and  distributors.  The  or- 

ganization ordered  their  directors  to  pre- 

pare another  agreement  which  will  em- 

body their  original  demands,  the  prin- 
cipal of  which  is  a   straight  20  per  cent 

elimination  clause. 

Insufficiently  Studied 

Other  demands  will  include  the  elimina- 
tion of  the  score  charge,  an  end  to  the 

alleged  forcing  of  shorts  along  with  the 

buying  of  features,  as  well  as  an  end  to 

the  practice  of  taking  one  first-run  film 
direct  from  one  house  to  another  in  the 
same  city. 

Local  exhibitors  feel  the  distributors  and 

producers  have  not  given  sufficient  study 

to  the  problems  of  the  exhibitor,  or  if 

they  have  studied  them  sufficiently  are  not 

willing  to  help  them  meet  and  solve  them. 

In  the  absence  of  President  Charles  Gil- 

mour,  ill,  the  meeting  was  presided  over 

by  Vice-President  A.  P.  Archer.  Both 
men  are  former  exchange  managers. 

Seattle  Employes  Again 

Name  Charles  Crickmore 

Seattle — Reelection  of  Charles  Crick- 
more  for  the  tenth  consecutive  time  as 

president  of  the  Theatrical  Stage  Em- 
ployes Union,  Local  15,  is  announced. 

Other  results:  E.  A.  Clark,  reelected  for 
the  20th  consecutive  time  as  financial 

secretary;  Colin  Durie,  ninth  consecutive 

time  as  treasurer;  E.  C.  Booth,  ninth  con- 
secutive time  as  recording  secretary;  Basil 

Gray,  15th  consecutive  time  as  business 

agent  and  delegate  to  the  Seattle  Central 

Labor  Council;  A1  McKay,  tenth  consecu- 
tive time  as  sergeant-at-arms;  and  Earl 

O.  Gunther,  elected  delegate  to  the  Cen- 
tral Labor  Council. 

The  annual  election  of  Motion  Picture 

Operators  was  entirely  different  from  the 

stagehands’  election.  The  booth  boys  made 
a   clean  sweep  of  their  official  heads,  the 

election  results  being:  Harry  Lampman, 

president;  Andy  Evans,  vice-president; 

Jay  Brown,  recording-secretary;  Bob 

Cameron,  financial  secretary;  James  Mc- 
Nabb,  business  agent;  Frankie  Myers, 

treasurer;  P.  A.  Snider  and  Don  Dvorak, 

members-at-large,  and  Warren  Smith, 
Frank  Cook,  Harry  Clark,  trustees. 
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A   Strictly  Business  Attitude 

Marks  20th  -   Fox 's  Meeting 
Hollywood — With  a   get-down-to-busi- 

ness  attitude,  characterized  by  a   minimum 

of  publicity  and  termed  a   more-or-less 
informal  means  of  discussing  details  of 

exchange  operations  and  surveying  the 

company’s  product  lineup  for  the  new  year, 
20th  Century-Pox’s  office  sales  and  de- 

partmental chieftains  assembled  here  for 

a   three-day  conference  in  conjunction  with 
studio  officials. 

Program  for  the  first  two  days  was  high- 
lighted by  business  sessions  conducted  by 

President  Sidney  R.  Kent  and  Charles  Mc- 

Carthy, advertising-publicity  head.  Kent, 
opening  the  parleys,  discussed  the  aspects 

of  foreign  distribution  phases  during  the 

coming  season,  tracing  ways  and  means 

devised  to  cope  with  the  unsettled  Euro- 
pean situation.  McCarthy  addressed  the 

assemblage  on  the  necessity  of  coopera- 
tion by  all  exchanges  and  distribution 

channels  with  the  exploitation  and  pub- 
licity work  carried  on  by  that  department. 

Scheduled  to  meet  with  the  various  dis- 

trict managers  was  Herman  Wobber,  gen- 
eral sales  manager,  to  report  that  a   new 

delivery  record  for  the  winter  quarter  is 

expected. 

Visitors  included  Kent,  Wobber  and  Mc- 
Carthy; William  Clark,  short  subjects 

sales  manager;  J.  P.  O’Loghlin,  Canadian 
sales  head;  William  J.  Clark,  Jack  Sichel- 
man,  Harry  Buxbaum,  Joseph  Lee,  Jack 

Bloom  and  Martin  Moskowitz,  assistants 

to  Wobber;  Roger  Ferri,  editor  of  Dynamo, 

house  organ;  and  district  managers,  M.  A. 

Levy  of  Minneapolis;  Tom  Bailey,  Bos- 
ton; G.  A.  Roberts,  Cleveland;  Edgar  Moss, 

Philadelphia;  W.  E.  Scott,  Kansas  City; 

H.  G.  Ballance,  Atlanta;  C.  W.  Eckhardt, 

Chicago;  G.  M.  Ballantine,  San  Francisco; 

Jack  Dillon,  Los  Angeles;  William  Suss- 
man,  William  C.  Gehring  and  William  J. 

Kupper,  divisional  sales  heads;  and  Har- 

vey Day,  representing  Terry-Toons  car- 
toons. 

Although  Darryl  Zanuck,  William  Goetz, 

Sol  Wurtzel  and  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  of  the 

Westwood  film  plant,  have  been  on  hand 

intermittently,  the  studio  itself  is  appar- 
ently taking  but  little  active  part  in  the 

huddles.  Local  executives  principally  are 

screening  finished  but  unreleased  product 

for  the  distribution  moguls,  “Jesse  James” 
having  been  so  presented.  Schenck  him- 

self is  in  the  midst  of  organizing  his  staff 

to  launch  the  forthcoming  infantile  par- 
alysis drive  in  California,  he  having  been 

appointed  state  chairman. 

Beverly  hills  hotel and  Bungalows 
A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 

Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 
by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 

Personnel  Shifts 

Bq  Intermountain 
Salt  Lake  City — A   number  of  personnel 

changes  in  the  Intermountain  circuit  fol- 

low with  the  closing  of  the  Capitol  here 
for  repairs. 

Norman  Sprowl,  manager  of  the  Capitol, 

moves  to  the  helm  of  the  Utah  here;  John 

Krier,  who  managed  the  Utah,  takes  over 

supervision  of  the  Orpheum  and  Idaho 

Falls  theatres  in  Idaho  Falls,  Ida.,  and 

Earl  Baughman  leaves  Idaho  Falls  to 

manage  the  Roxy  and  Grand  at  Logan 
Utah. 

The  Pinney  Theatre  in  Boise,  Ida.,  has 

been  reopened  with  B.  Braith waite  as 

manager.  Wallace  Cowen  is  now  manag- 

ing the  Roxy  at  Brigham  City,  Utah,  mov- 
ing over  from  the  Roxy  and  Grand  at 

Logan. 

Includes  Spanish  Films 
Anaheim,  Cal. — In  a   change  of  booking 

policy.  Milt  Arthur’s  Anaheim  Theatre  is 
now  playing  one  Spanish-language  fea- 

ture weekly.  A   dual  bill  of  English-speak- 
ing pictures  is  booked  for  the  first  four 

days,  with  a   Spanish  feature  running  the 
remainder  of  the  week. 

FWC  Reopening  in  Pomona 

Pomona,  Cal. — Dark  for  more  than  a 

year,  Fox  West  Coast’s  California  The- 
atre reopens  December  24,  giving  the  cir- 
cuit three  houses  in  operation  here.  Now 

running  are  the  Fox  and  Sunkist. 

Lights  in  San  Bernardino 

San  Bernardino,  Cal. — The  California 

Theatre,  a   Fox  West  Coast  house,  will  re- 
open Christmas  Eve  after  being  shuttered 

for  three  months. 

SALT  ILAKIE 
^*HE  GEM  here  is  quitting  singles  for 

doubles,  second  run.  W.  E.  Shipley 

operates  .   .   .   Salt  Lake  Sea  Scouts  will  be 

guested  by  the  Centre  Theatre  at  the 

opening  of  20th-Fox’s  “Submarine  Patrol,” 
undersea  drama. 

Maurice  Saffle,  who  won  a   trip  to  Paris 

in  a   sales  campaign  by  M-G-M,  says  he 

had  a   “wonderful  time ”   over  there  .   .   . 
With  the  closing  of  the  Capitol  here,  the 

Popeye  Club  shows  move  to  the  Utah, 

Manager  Norman  Sprowl  announces. 

“The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady,”  after  a 
successful  stint  at  the  Centre,  goes  into 

the  Studio  .   .   .   “Marie  Antoinette”  is  do- 
ing right  well  in  a   second  run  engagement 

at  the  Gem  Theatre. 

^ORD  comes  from  Eugene  that  the 
Lions  Club  toy  drive  at  the  Heilig  The- 
atre was  so  successful  last  Saturday  that 

after  filling  the  house  to  capacity,  the 

overflow  was  delivered  at  the  Mayflower. 

A.  Wes  Johnson,  Heilig  manager,  had 

Ray  Corrigan,  Hollywood  screen  star,  on 
the  stage  for  the  show. 

Universal’s  Gordon  Craddock  in  confer- 
ence .   .   .   Jack  Kloepper  of  United  Artists 

talking  about  judging  a   contest  and  dic- 
tating to  Helen  Bush  .   .   .   Milicent  Smith 

being  efficient  .   .   .   Johnny  Harvey  snowed 
under  with  new  business  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs. 

M.  L.  Ritter  of  Florence,  on  the  Row. 

Eno  Hemmila  of  Medford,  Donn  Rada- 
baugh  of  Roseberg,  S.  G.  Mendenhal  of 

Grants  Pass,  Guy  Garrison  of  Ashland, 

and  Walter  Leverett  of  Medford,  adding 

their  names  to  the  visitors’  list  .   .   .   Betty 

Mount,  Ted  Gamble’s  secretary,  suffering 
with  a   cold  after  four  successful  years  of 

cold-shot  treatment  .   .   .   Harry  Percy  of 

White  Salmon,  Wash.,  making  the  rounds. 

Doris  Stillwell,  20th-Fox  inspectress, 
having  her  tonsils  out  .   .   .   Denzel  Percy  of 

Waitsburg,  Wash.,  and  Jerry  Randolph  of 

Cathlamet,  Wash.,  on  the  Row  .   .   .   Co- 

lumbia’s Jimmie  Beale  back  from  a   meet- 
ing in  San  Francisco.  He  says  the  Bay 

region  is  a   great  place,  but  Portland  is 

better. 

B.  Marcus  Priteca,  Seattle  architect; 

Kenneth  Schultz,  Hamrick-Evergreen  pur- 
chasing agent,  and  Eton  Randall,  district 

manager  for  National  Theatre  Supply,  in 

Portland  in  conjunction  with  the  remodel- 
ing of  the  Liberty  Theatre  .   .   .   G.  L.  Rose 

in  from  Milton  and  Freewater,  W.  E.  Rob- 
bins from  Wheeler  and  Garibaldi  and 

George  W.  Gould  from  Dallas. 

The  Playhouse,  managed  by  Cedric  Hess, 

sold  the  most  tickets  in  Hamrick-Ever- 

green’s  goodwill  ticket  drive.  The  Orph- 
eum, Ron  Harrington,  manager,  was  sec- 

ond. Lee  Maynard  of  the  Liberty  was  high 

man  .   .   .   Hamrick-Evergreen  screening 

“Blondie”  for  the  News-Telegram  staff 

.   .   .   Bill  Parker  of  M-G-M  in  town  .   .   . 
Sammy  Siegel  of  United  Artists  out  of 
town. 

Transfer  Dave  Martin 

To  Paramount  Theatre 
Los  Angeles  —   Fox  West  Coast  has 

transferred  Dave  Martin  from  the  Bruin 

Theatre  in  Westwood,  which  he  managed, 

to  the  top  spot  at  the  Paramount  The- 
atre on  Hollywood  Blvd. 

Ted  Hathaway,  assistant  manager  at 

the  Egyptian  Theatre,  succeeds  Martin 
at  the  Bruin. 

"Ez-Keeno"  Offices 

Los  Angeles  —   Fred  Standiford  has 

opened  offices  here  to  distribute  his  new- 

ly-developed business  stimulator,  “Ez- 
Keeno.”  Game  gives  audiences  a   crack  at 
a   total  jackpot  of  $480  and,  Standiford 

claims,  is  fast  and  easy  to  play.  Standi- 

ford formerly  handled  “Screeno”  in  this territory. 
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g   P.  (BUZZ)  BRIGGS  is  back  on  the 

job  as  manager  of  the  State  Theatre 

here  after  an  eight-month  vacation. 

Briggs,  who  managed  the  house  eight 

months  for  Pathe  and  then  Grand  Na- 

tional, was  bumped  when  the  latter  com- 

pany sent  M.  J.  Baranco  here  from  New 

York.  But,  with  its  return  to  Pathe  as 

part  settlement  of  their  claims  against 

Grand  National,  Briggs  was  ordered  back 

to  work.  Briggs  has  been  busy  acknowl- 
edging congratulations  from  his  many 

friends.  Briggs  is  treasurer  of  the  The- 
atre Owners  and  Managers  of  the  Rocky 

Mountain  Region. 

George  Milton,  traffic  manager  for  Civic 

Theatres,  and  Miss  Lorraine  Tripple, 

merge  December  18  .   .   .   The  Alma  Theatre 

at  Craig,  Colo.,  taken  over  by  Gibralter 

Enterprises  from  Alma  Evans,  is  closed 

for  a   thorough  overhauling .   It  reopens 
Xmas  Eve  with  500  seats. 

The  new  Chief,  being  built  by  Westland 

at  Pueblo,  Colo.,  on  the  site  of  the  old 

Rialto,  will  be  ready  for  a   Christmas  open- 
ing. The  house  cost  about  $30,000  and  will 

seat  750  .   .   .   Tom  Murphy,  Raton,  N.  M. 

exhibitor,  was  in  town. 

C.  L.  Wheaton,  Grand  National  booker, 

has  resigned  to  become  booker  for  the 
Westland  Theatres  in  Colorado.  George 

Monroe,  attached  to  the  home  office  of 

Westland  here  temporarily ,   has  been  sent 

to  Pueblo,  where  Westland  is  erecting  a 

new  house  .   .   .   Margaret  Fitzsimmons , 

booker  for  Westland,  and  Thomas  Mc- 
Williams, baking  company  salesman,  were 

married.  They  will  live  here. 

The  Plaza,  dime  grind,  booked  two  hor- 

ror films,  “House  of  Secrets”  and  “Vam- 

pire Bat,”  and  in  four  days  did  its  best 
business  in  six  months. 

Two  more  Colorado  towns  have  been 

opened.  Henry  Beatty  is  operating  the 

Cederedge  in  Cederedge,  Colo.,  and  Danial 

Laflan  has  opened  the  Peoples  in  Walsh. 

Both  were  without  films  over  a   year. 

Funeral  Services  Held 

For  Ben  Fey  in  Renton 
Seattle — Funeral  services,  attended  by 

many  of  the  Northwest  show  business, 

were  held  for  Benjamin  Fey,  who  died  at 

his  home  in  Renton,  Wash. 

Born  in  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  64  years  ago, 

Fey  came  to  Seattle  in  1919  when  he 

opened  the  old  Madison  St.  Theatre.  He 

moved  to  Renton  in  1925  and  opened  the 

New  Renton.  He  opened  the  Roxy  there 

in  1936.  He  was  operating  both  houses 

at  the  time  of  his  death.  Surviving  are 

his  widow,  Lillie,  and  a   son,  Erwin,  who 

has  been  taking  care  of  the  theatre  busi- 
ness the  past  few  months. 

Garbo  Vehicle 
Hollywood — Greta  Garbo  draws  the 

title  role  in  “Madame  Curie”  at  M-G-M 

which  is  Sidney  Franklin’s  first  assignment 
under  his  recently-signed  producer-direc- 

tor contract  at  the  studio.  F.  Scott  Fitz- 

gerald and  Claudine  West  will  script. 

N.  Y.  Film  Critics  Vote  Best 

Pictures  Soon;  On  Air  Jan.  8 

1!L€M  ANGELES 
'J'RAILER-MADE,  Inc.,  has  moved  into 

larger  quarters  in  the  Foreign  Film  Ex- 
change Bldg.,  now  that  remodeling  on  the 

edifice  has  been  completed. 

Arthur  Klein,  operator  of  the  Tele-View 

Theatre  on  Hollywood,  Blvd.,  has  an- 
nounced plans  to  build  another  newsreel 

house  in  San  Francisco,  bearing  the  same 

name  and  running  on  the  same  policy. 

The  Fox  West  Coast  Employes  Club  has 

scheduled  a   dinner-dance  at  the  Ambassa- 
dor Hotel,  December  23,  with  Charles 

Skouras,  FWC  circuit  president,  as  honor- 

ary chairman. 

Harry  Popkin,  head  of  the  Popkin  The- 
atre Circuit,  has  flown  to  New  York  on 

business  .   .   .   Rubie  Butler,  assistant 

cashier  at  Columbia,  has  resigned  and 

heads  back  to  Omaha,  Neb.,  to  be  married 
and  turn  housewife. 

Jake  Cohn,  Filmrow  sportsman  and 

man-about-the-exchanges,  has  opened  his 

new  “Monkey  Farm”  in  San  Fernando 
Valley,  the  project  boasting  some  5,000 

imported  and  domestic  simians,  from 

which  he  hopes  to  profit  not  only  by  col- 
lecting admissions  but  also  by  renting 

(Continued  on  next  page) 

New  York — The  New  York  Film  Critics, 
organization  that  parallels  the  stage  critics, 

will  divulge  their  vote  on  the  best  pictures 

of  1938  on  January  2.  Tire  following 

Sunday,  January  8,  will  mark  the  annual 

broadcast  of  the  selections  over  the  NBC- 
Blue  network  with  the  ceremonies  again 

concentrated  in  the  Rainbow  Room  atop 
the  RCA  Bldg. 

Dudley  Nichols  will  be  master  of  cere- 
monies,. Howard  Barnes  of  the  New  York 

Herald-Tribune,  who  is  the  chairman; 
Frank  Nugent  of  the  New  York  Times  and 

William  Boehnel,  of  the  New  York  World- 

Telegram — film  critics  all — will  figure  in 

the  program. 

This  year  the  lineup  will  include  a   “rov- 
ing” prize  to  go  to  any  picture  the  voting 

critics  may  select.  It  may  be  awarded 

for  photography,  sets  or  a   supporting  per- 
formance, but,  in  view  of  the  internal 

discussion  over  the  category  into  which 

“Snow  White”  fits  and  the  deliberation  as 
to  whether  or  not  it  is  to  be  construed 

as  a   feature,  the  probability  is  the  special 

award  will  go  to  the  Disney  film. 

Instead  of  a   medal,  the  first  prize,  which 

goes  to  the  best  English-speaking  film 
shown  along  Broadway  during  the  year, 

will  take  the  form  of  a   plaque.  There  is 

no  restriction  as  to  point  of  production 

origin  and,  therefore,  the  film  could  be 

one  made  in  England,  for  instance. 

TRADE  DIRECTORY 
.   A   HANDY  GUIDE  FOR  THE  EXHIBITOR  ■ 

LOS  ANGELES 

EQUIPMENT  AND  SUPPLIES 

Breck  Photoplay  Supply  Company 

A   Complete  Line  of  Theatre  Supplies  and 

Equipment 
1969  So.  Vermont  HE.  3151 

B.  F.  SHEARER  COMPANY 

"Theatre  Equipment  Specialists’’ 
Hteywood-Wakefield  Seats 

Wagner  Silhouette  Letters 

Motiograph  Projectors 
1968  So.  Vermont  RE.  8212 

THEATRE  DECORATORS 

Specialists  in  Theatre  Decoration 

NAT  SMYTHE  <£  SONS 

Decorators 

1914  So.  Vermont  RE.  3578 

AIR  CONDITIONING 

Carabin  Engineering  Company 

"Air  Conditioning  Engineers" 
1914  So.  Vermont  Los  Angeles 

—   Over  30  Theatres  in  1937  — 

EXPLOITATION  PICTURES 
Now  Booking 

CHARLES  DICKENS' 
"THE  OLD  CURIOSITY  SHOP" 

“THE  FORBIDDEN  TERRITORY" 
starring 

Gregory  Ratoff Binnie  Barnes 

"THE  SECRET  OF  STAMBOUL" 
starring 

Valerie  Hobson 

Edgar  Wallace's "THE  CRIMSON  CIRCLE" 

starring 

Noah  Berry 

Wm.  G.  Smith's  Jewel  Productions 
1912  So.  Vermont  RO.  2205 
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TIM  HONE,  executive  secretary  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 

Washington,  suffered  several  cracked  ribs 

and  the  Rev.  Warren  Hasting  of  the  Uni- 

versity Christian  Church  was  shaken  up 

and  bruised  when  Hone’s  car  was  struck 
by  a   municipal  bus.  Jim  was  driving  Dr. 

Hastings  to  Renton  to  officiate  at  the 

funeral  of  Ben  Fey,  theatre  owner,  when 
the  accident  occurred. 

Another  friend  of  show  business  has 

passed  on.  He  is  Edward  Kelly,  former  ex- 
alted ruler  of  the  Seattle  Lodge  of  Elks. 

Ed  has  tied  up  many  times  with  local  the- 
atres, granting  them  the  assistance  of  the 

Elks  band  and  drill  teams  .   .   .   Bill  Parker, 

who  has  been  busy  staging  a   “Great 

Waltz”  contest  in  this  state,  is  breathing 
more  freely  now  that  it  is  over  .   .   .   Al 

Bloom  announces  he  has  obtained  the 

rights  in  Oregon  and  Washington  for 

“Book  Treasures,”  a   new  type  of  theatre 
stimulant. 

Arthur  St.  John  and  Cecil  Gwinn  have 

opened  their  new  theatre,  the  Pix,  in  Che- 

halis  with  a   grand  turnout  from  Seattle’s 
Filmrow  .   .   .   Mike  Berovic  confined  to  his 

home  with  a   heavy  cold  .   .   .   Archie  Holt  is 

off  on  his  first  trip  for  Monogram.  He  is 

now  in  Spokane  .   .   .   Ned  Holmes,  the  War- 
ner special  exploiteer,  is  in  the  Swedish 

Hospital  here.  Ned  suffered  a   heart  at- 
tack that  knocked  him  over.  His  wife  is 

here  from  Los  Angeles. 

Roy  Cooper  and  family  are  here  from 

San  Francisco  for  the  holidays.  They  are 

staying  with  his  folks,  the  Al  Blooms. 

Jimmy  and  Sylvia  O'Neal,  close  friends  of 
the  Coopers,  entertained  their  supper  club 

in  honor  of  their  arrival  .   .   .   Norman  and 

Mrs.  Clyde  of  the  Clyde  Theatre,  Langley, 

spending  a   few  days  here  .   .   .   Ben  Fish, 

western  division  head  for  UA,  pulled  out 

for  Portland  and  Salt  Lake  a   few  days  ago. 

He  will  be  home  in  time  for  Christmas  .   .   . 

Don  Beckman  attended  a   funeral,  then  he 

kept  going  on  to  Portland  to  attend  to  his 
business  there. 

Tom  and  Mrs.  Shearer  staying  over  in 

Seattle  a   week  longer  than  expected  .   .   . 

Fred  Mercy  jr.  announces  he  has  closed 

the  Liberty  in  Walla  Walla  to  make  altera- 

tions similar  to  those  done  at  the  Capitol, 

which  was  reopened  recently  .   .   .   Alys 
Johnson  is  home  again  from  Montana 

where  she  has  been  for  the  past  few  weeks 

.   .   .   J.  and  Gene  von  Herberg  and  young 

Dennis  came  all  the  way  over  from  Bain- 

bridge  Island  to  attend  a   preview. 

Mickey  DeLeo  in  for  a   couple  of  days 

from  Port  Townsend  .   .   .   Guy  Navarre 

tripping  to  Portland  and  back  ...  By  the 

time  you  read  this,  it  will  be  time  and  pro- 

per to  wish  you  all  a   very  Merry  Christ- 
mas and  a   grand  New  Year. 

Burch  “SUPER  SHOWMAN”  Facts 

"A  VERY  MERRY  XMAS" 
To  All  My  Exhibitor  Friends.  Now, 

“For  a   Popping  New  Year” 

POPCORN  SMITH.  BOX  284.  SEATTLE 

E.  W.  Wilson  GN's 
Salt  Lake  Manager 

Salt  Lake  City — E.  W.  Wilson,  former- 

ly a   salesman  for  Grand  National  cover- 
ing Utah  and  Idaho,  has  been  named  the 

company’s  branch  manager  here.  He  suc- 

ceeds Bradley  Fish,  transferred  to  GN’s 
San  Francisco  offices  about  a   month  ago. 

Williams  has  a   wide  friendship  in  the 

northwest.  Before  joining  GN,  he  was 
associated  with  the  local  Paramount 
offices. 

George  Montgomery,  home  office  repre- 

sentative, here  the  last  month  as  tem- 
porary manager  of  the  GN  branch,  has 

gone  to  San  Francisco,  his  future  head- 

quarters. 

Litigation  Involving 
Filmites  Is  Receding 

Hollywood  —   Court  actions  involving 

filmites  have  dropped  to  low  levels,  with  a 

few  new  developments,  being  recorded  in 

screen  personalities’  extra-curricular  li- 
tigious pursuits. 

Among  them  was  a   $700,000  action  filed 

against  Producer  Hal  Roach  by  Stan 

Laurel,  comedian,  charging  in  superior 

court  that  the  film-maker  is  guilty  of 
breach  of  contract.  Some  months  ago 

Roach  released  Laurel  from  his  acting 

agreement  on  the  grounds  that  Laurel  had 

violated  several  of  its  terms.  This  Laurel 

denies,  however,  and  further  maintains 

that  Roach’s  action  has  inflicted  serious 
damage  on  his  professional  reputation. 

In  an  agent-client  battle,  the  Small  Co. 
has  brought  suit  in  superior  court  against 

C.  Aubrey  Smith,  character  actor,  seek- 
ing $10,900  in  damages  on  the  grounds 

that  Smith  waited  until  his  agency  con- 

tract had  expired  before  accepting  an  act- 
ing termer  with  Selznick  International 

which,  the  plaintiffs  allege,  they  nego- 
tiated for  him. 

Butterlield  Renews  Pact 
With  Alexander  Film  Co. 

Colorado  Springs,  Colo. — A   three-year 
renewal  agreement,  dated  Jan.  1,  1939, 

has  been  given  Alexander  Film  Co.  here, 

commercial  producers,  by  W.  W.  Butter- 
field Theatres,  Inc.  of  Michigan,  it  has 

been  announced  by  J.  Don  Alexander,  head 
of  the  film  company. 

The  deal  was  negotiated  by  B.  C.  Alex- 
ander, acting  for  the  producers,  and  E.  C. 

Beatty,  president  of  Butterfield. 

$1,000,000  Allotment  on 

RKO's ' Nevada '   With  Dix 
Hollywood— To  be  made  on  a   like  scale 

with  “Cimarron,”  its  hit  of  some  years 
ago,  RKO  Radio  will  allot  $1,000,000  to  the 

making  of  “Nevada,”  with  Richard  Dix 
in  the  starring  role,  from  a   story  by  Ber- 

nard McConville. 

No  production  credits  have  been  allo- 
cated as  yet,  the  feature  to  be  held  in 

abeyance  until  Dix  has  finished  “Wagons 
Westward”  for  Republic  early  next  year. 

LOS  ANGELES 
(Continued  from  preceding  page) 

them  to  studios  with  animal  pictures  on 
their  schedules. 

J.  L.  Steinbach,  operator  of  the  Fair 
Oaks  Theatre  in  Pasadena,  has  planed 

to  Chicago  to  meet  his  wife,  just  returned 

from  a   trip  to  Havana  and  stopping  over 
in  the  Windy  City. 

Back  along  the  Row  after  a   long  illness, 

during  which  he  spent  most  of  his  time 

at  the  White  Clinic,  was  William  Riden- 

our, owner-operator  of  the  Oatman  The- 
atre in  Oatman,  Ariz. 

In  for  bookings:  Charles  Simons,  Nee- 
dles Theatre,  Needles;  Charlie  Olds, 

Grande,  Arroyo  Grande;  Les  White,  Gar- 
den Grove,  Garden  Grove;  Sam  Powis, 

Rex,  Bakersfield;  Earl  Strebe,  Plaza,  Palm 
Sprmgs. 

Jules  Wolf  has  booked  “Gang  Busters,” 
the  all-colored  action  feature  starring 

Nina  Mae  McKinney,  into  his  Lincoln 

Theatre,  on  Central  Ave.,  for  Christmas 

week.  Wolf’s  Lincoln  is  the  largest  theatre 
catering  exclusively  to  the  colored  trade  in 
California. 

Ben  Bernstein  has  booked  Majestic  Dis- 

tributing Corp.’s  product  into  his  local  cir- 
cuit for  the  balance  of  the  1938-39  season. 

Bernstein  has  two  houses  in  operation,  one 

under  construction  and  one  being  re- 
modeled. 

Harry  Rackin  of  Exhibitors’  Service,  has 
purchased  booking  service  contracts  for 
the  Knoll  and  Victoria  Theatres  here  and 

the  Biltmore  in  Santa  Barbara  from  Wil- 

liam Fitzhenry,  who  is  folding  his  South- 
land Theatre  Service  to  take  a   position  in 

San  Francisco. 

Hugh  Brawley,  southern  district  man- 
ager for  Paramount,  was  expected  to  drop 

in  on  the  local  exchange  for  a   short  visit 

.   .   .   Al  J.  O’Keefe,  district  manager  for 

Universal,  has  left  for  New  York  on  busi- 
ness, with  a   scheduled  Denver  stopover. 

Wilbur  Freeman  is  back  on  the  job  as 

counter-man  and  hamburger  dispenser  at 

Mrs.  Mac’s  Filmrow  cafe,  after  an  ab- 
sence of  two  months  .   .   .   David  Samuels, 

RKO  Radio  salesman,  has  returned  from 
an  Arizona  selling  trip. 

Minus  his  tonsils,  yanked  recently,  but 

still  in  good  voice,  Max  Gardens  was  in  to 
book  for  his  Roxy  Theatre,  San  Diego. 
Other  bookers:  Frank  Ullman  of  the 

Broadway  in  El  Centro;  Mason  Siler,  from 

the  Ritz,  Balboa;  William  Swanson,  opera- 
tor of  the  Ojai,  Ojai;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Ray 

Pierson  of  the  Lone  Pine  in  Lone  Pine. 

B.  F.  Shearer,  head  of  the  theatre  equip- 
ment organization  which  bears  his  name, 

is  spending  a   few  days  at  the  local  branch 
discussing  business  routine  with  Frank 

Harris,  office  manager,  and  his  assistant, 

Glenn  Slipper.  Shearer,  who  headquar- 
ters in  Seattle,  was  accompanied  by  his 

son.  Frank. 

In  for  bookings:  Matt  Freed,  operator  of 

the  Tujunga  Theatre,  one  of  the  Jimmie 
Edwards  circuit  houses,  in  Tujunga;  Nick 

Lemucchi,  owner  of  the  Granada  in  Bak- 
ersfield and  the  Arvin  in  Arvin. 
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BUSINESS  RECORD Week  ending . 
u 

TICKET  SALES 

GENERAL  WEEKLY  EXPENSE PAYROLL 

This  is  an  EXACT  SIZE  facsimile  of  the  Newly  Improved  Record 

Form  in  the  1938-’39  BOXOFFICE  PICTURE  GUIDE  &   DATE 

AND  RECORD  BOOK.  Plenty  of  Space  Provided  for  All  Neces- 
sary Entries.  (Dating-  Form  for  Picture  Booking  is  on  Reverse 

Side.) 

Sun. LAST  No. 

$ 

FIRST  No. 
TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH * * 
TOTAL $ 

Mon. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH $ 
TOTAL 9 

Sue. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH $ 
TOTAL 9 

Wed. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

TOTAL 

Jhur. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

<t 

TOTAL 

3ri. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

<t 

TOTAL 

Sat. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

<■ 

TOTAL 
$   <t 

WEEK'S  TOTAL 
$ ♦ 

RECEIPTS 

FOP.  DAY 

We  find  your  Date  and  Record  Book 

very  valuable.  In  fact,  it  is  the  best 

theatre  bookkeeping  book  we  have 

had  yet  and  we  intend  to  use  it  per- 

manently. Be  sure  and  keep  my 

name  on  your  list  of  annual  receiv- 

ers of  this  marvelous  service  book. 

— Mark  Rubin  sky 

LYRIC  THEATRRE. 

WILLIAMSTOWN.  PA. 

WORTH  A   YOUNG 

FORTUNE— yet  VOU 
MAY  HAVE  IT 

ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
RENT 

& POSITION NAME SALARY 

HEAT MANAGER 

POWER  SLIGHT ASSISTANT 
MANAGER 

FILM  RENTAL OPERATOR 

ADVERTISING 
ASSISTANT 
OPERATOR 

ADV.  ACCESSORIES CASHIER 

LICENSE DOORMAN 

TAXES JANITOR 

TRAILERS USHERS 

INSURANCE 

FILM  DELIVERY 

SOUND  COST 

SOUND  REPAIRS 

EQUIPMENT  COST 

EQUIP.  REPAIRS 

SUPPLIES 

MISCELLANEOUS TOTAL  PAY  ROLL  EXPENSE 

DEPRECIATION TOTAL  RECEIPTS 

TOTAL  EXPENSE 

OVERHEAD  COST NET 

IT'S  YOURS!  The  most  important  sell- 

ing aid  to  showmen  since  the  incep- 

tion of  the  press  book — the  BOXOF- 
FICE PICTURE  GUIDE  <S  DATE  AND 

RECORD  BOOK!  Newly  designed, 

newly  improved  in  quality  and  sim- 

plicity, the  Picture  Guide's  "step" 
filing  system  holds  the  entire  report 

on  all  Major  and  Independent  Pro- 
ductions intact.  The  book  is  a 

beauty  to  behold  physically  and  a 

joy  forever  to  those  who  use  it — 

for  filing  of  BOXOFFICE  Reviews 

and  for  the  daily  record  of  pic- 

tures booked  and  pictures  play- 

ed. It's  the  handiest  thing  yet 

devised  for  use  in  operation  of 

a   theatre!  It's  Yours!  With  a 

subscription  to  BOXOFFICE. 

Get  it  now! 

Date  <   133   

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS. 

4704  East  9th  St.,  Kansas  City.  Mo. 

Please  enter  my  subscription  for  one  year  (52  issues)  for 

BOXOFFICE  (13  of  which  contain  The  MODERN  THEATRE  
section), 

including  BOXOFFICE  PICTURE  GUIDE,  and  Annual  BAR
OMETER. 

Herewith  is  S2.00. 

Theatre 

Signed 
Address 

City 

State 
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FAILURE  TO  GIVE  TRADE  PACT  RETROACTIVE  CLAUSE  HEADS  FOR  HEATED  PARLEY 

.   .   .   GENERAL  WASHINGTON  CONFERENCE  ON  CONCESSIONS  LOOMING  .   .   .   SALES 

NEXT  SEASON  TO  GET  EARLY  START  .   .   .   SEE  PAGE  3   FOR  "IT  QUICKENS  THE       ,«*>•»***» 

PULSE,"  AN  EDITORIAL  .   .   .   AL  STEFFES  WRITES  AND  GETS  AN  ANSWER  .   .   . 

WZZ;  , 

REVIEWS,  FEATURE  AND  SHORT  .   .   .   SELLING  SEATS  . . .   COMPLETE  BOOKING  CHART 



WRITE  YOUR  OWN  TICKET! 

"I  WANT  POWERFUL  PRE-HOLIDAY  ATTRACTIONS!" 

Okay,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  here  are  big  productions  now,  when  your  box-office  needs  them  most!  “DRAMATIC 

SCHOOL”  starring  Luise  Rainer,  Paulette  Goddard.  Enthusiastic  World  Premiere  Radio  City  Music  Hall. 

It’s  the  most  powerful  heart  drama  since  “Stage  Door”  and  in  its  Hollywood  Preview  has  been  acclaimed 

one  of  the  strongest  box-office  hits  of  the  year. 

• 

Other  current  M-G-M  money  attractions  to  keep  your  house  packed  are  “OUT  WEST  WITH  THE 

HARDYS,”  latest  sensation  of  this  famed  family,  beating  even  the  previous  one,  “Love  Finds  Andy  Hardy.” 

Also  Joan  Crawford,  Margaret  Sullavan,  Robert  Young,  Melvyn  Douglas  in  “THE  SHINING  HOUR.” 

Also  “THE  GREAT  WALTZ”  starring  Luise  Rainer,  Fernand  Gravet,  Miliza  Korjus.  Also  “THE 

CITADEL”  starring  Robert  Donat,  Rosalind  Russell. 

I   WANT  THE  FINEST  XMAS  FEATURE  EVER  MADE!" 

Okay,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  here’s  “A  CHRISTMAS  CAROL.”  Please  screen  it  immediately  and  we’ll  guar- 

antee that  with  tears  in  your  eyes,  happiness  in  your  heart,  you’ll  agree  it’s  the  fullest  7   reels  of  audience 

thrill  and  joy  you’ve  seen  since  M-G-M’s  previous  Charles  Dickens  masterpiece,  “ David  Copperfield.” 

And  “A  CHRISTMAS  CAROL”  is  a   knockout  attraction  for  any  season  of  the  year! 

I   WANT  A   BIG,  GALA  NEW  YEAR’S  SHOW!" 

Okay,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  here’s  a   NewYear’s  show  as  big  as  a   $6.60  Broadway  musical  hit!  It’s  “SWEETHEARTS” 

starring  JEANETTE  MacDONALD,  NELSON  EDDY.  Entirely  in  Technicolor  and  the  most  magnificent 

production  that  ever  combined  star-names,  hit-songs,  soul-stirring  love  story  and  unique  spectacular  pre- 

sentations! It  will  play  day-and-date  in  hundreds  of  theatres  across  America,  a   positive  clean-up  for 

the  most  popular  theatre-going  time  of  the  year!  “SWEETHEARTS”  will  write  new  box-office  history 

for  the  greatest  number  of  simultaneous  bookings  and  for  attendance  beyond  all  previous  records. 

METRO-GOLDWYN-M  A   YER,  THE  FRIENDLY  COMPANY 
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IT  QUICKENS  THE  PULSE 

■p*ROM  a   public  statement  by  Karl  Hoblitzelle  and  Robert  J.  O'Donnell: 
™   "Interstate  Theatres  and  Texas  Consolidated  Theatres  feel  that  this  year,  more  than 
any  other,  we  have  every  reason  to  be  thankful  for  the  manifold  blessings  that  we  who 
live  in  this  country  enjoy. 

"The  suffering,  hardships  and  degradation  that  thousands  of  innocent  people  are  suf- 
fering in  Germany  and  Austria  because  of  the  ruthlessness  and  barbarism  of  their 

government,  prompts  us  to  translate  our  Thanksgiving  into  practical  terms.  We  are, 

therefore,  setting  aside  Wednesday,  December  7,  in  Dallas,  San  Antonio,  Houston,  Aus- 

tin, Galveston,  El  Paso,  Abilene,  Amarillo,  Arlington,  Breckenridge,  Brownsville,  Brown- 
wood,  Corsicana,  Denison,  Denton,  Eastland,  Harlingen,  Mexia,  McAllen,  Mercedes, 

Paris,  Ranger,  Tyler,  Temple,  San  Benito,  San  Marcos,  Vernon,  Wichita  Falls,  Waco  and 
Weslaco;  and  Thursday,  December  8,  in  Fort  Worth  and  Albuquerque,  N.  M.,  a   total 

of  137  theatres,  when  the  entire  gross  receipts  of  every  theatre  will  be  contributed  to  the 

relief  of  the  refugees  from  Germany  and  Austria." 
It  was  done.  Special  programs  were  arranged,  minute-men  speakers  made  appeals 

from  the  stages  of  a   number  of  these  houses.  Tickets  in  blocks  were  sold.  A   telegraphic 

appeal  asking  distributors  to  lift  rentals  for  two  days  was  generally,  but  not  completely, 

met.  Interstate  assumed  all  expenses  and  tax  committments.  Now,  by  preliminary  but  al- 

most final  count,  approximately  $40,000  is  to  be  turned  over  to  the  authorized  organiza- 
tions handling  the  Catholic,  Protestant  and  Jewish  problems  in  Germany  and  Austria. 

Thus,  the  national  spotlight  concentrates  chiefly  on  the  two  men  who  evolved  the  plan 

and,  by  sweepingly  generous  decision,  pointed  the  broad  way  for  others  in  the  industry  to 
follow. 

In  New  York,  the  start  along  the  humanitarian  road  carved  out  by  the  movement  be- 
gun in  Dallas  is  the  subject  of  deep  discussion.  There  is  a   proper  understanding  of  the 

high  purpose  and  complete  admiration  for  the  expert  thoroughness  with  which  that  pur- 
pose was  developed  and  brought  to  fruition. 

The  monetary  results  are  important.  Yet,  there  is  something  beyond.  That  something 

exemplifies  itself  in  a   continued  realization  of  the  place  the  industry  must  constantly  assume 

in  the  community  and  the  fabric  of  the  nation.  That  something  again  emphasizes  the 

impossibility  of  motion  pictures  and  all  that  bear  on  them  to  attempt  to  remain  entirely  apart 

from  the  social,  the  political  and  the  economic  currents  that  flow  calmly  or  rage  violently 
around  them. 

If  there  should  be  merit  in  the  argument  to  which  BOXOFFICE  does  not  subscribe  that 

films  themselves  must  remain  in  vacuum-like  aloofness  from  the  problems  of  the  day,  it 

could  follow  Hoblitzelle  and  O'Donnell  were  wrong  by  injecting  a   technically  foreign 
issue,  and  certainly  a   religious  issue,  into  the  normal  function  of  their  business. 

But  who  is  there  who  would  question  the  intent,  the  need  or  the  propriety  of  their  step? 

What  they  have  done  quickens  this  pulse,  as  it  ought  the  pulse  of  the  whole  industry. 

This  is  a   new  and  proud  chapter,  a   line  to  hew  to  and  to  follow  in  the  four  corners  of 
the  land. 

1C 



FAILURE  TO  INCLUDE  RETROACTIVE  CLAUSES 

IN  TRADE  PACT  HEADS  FOR  HEATED  PARLEY 
MPTOA  Certain  to  Object 

In  Citing  "Unfairness" 
To  Old  Customers 

New  York  — <   Aside  from  whatever 

changes  may  be  sought  by  exhibitor  nego- 

tiators in  the  trade  practice  draft,  indica- 
tions point  to  heated  discussion  over  the 

failure  to  embrace  in  the  initial  draft  any 
retroactive  features.  It  is  definite  that  the 

MPTOA  wall  proceed  along  this  line,  but 

whether  or  not  any  of  the  other  exhibitor 

groups  will  assume  a   similar  stand  has 

not  yet  come  to  light. 

MPTOA  has  maintained  consistently  its 

desire  to  have  as  many  concessions  as 

possible  immediately  apply  to  theatremen 

with  the  final  adoption  of  the  agreement. 

The  organization  believes  this  is  desirable 

from  the  distributor  point  of  view,  but  also 

asserts  it  is  essential  from  the  exhibitor- 
point  of  view. 

In  the  instance  of  the  approximate  10 

to  12  per  cent  of  unsigned  deals,  trade 

concessions  would  apply  at  once.  But  the 

concern  now  appears  to  revolve  around 

the  operators  who  are  proceeding  under 

two  or  three-year  contracts.  If  the  effec- 

tive date  of  the  pact  strikes  these  situa- 
tions within  the  life  of  existing  film  deals, 

the  cancellation  clause,  the  elimination  of 

score  charges,  the  divorce  of  shorts  from 

feature  sales,  for  instance,  would  not  apply 

since  no  provisions  for  such  a   purpose  are 
now  included  in  the  text  of  the  draft. 

The  general  query  thus  posed  is  one 

which  fears  benefits  extended  to  new  deal- 
ers will  not  apply  to  old  dealers,  in  many 

cases,  the  established  customers  of  the  dis- 
tributors. 

An  authoritative  distributor  reply  to 

this  runs  along  these  lines : 

“The  retroactive  element  is  not  regarded 
as  essential  where  long-term  contracts 

now  prevail  because  all  possible  conces- 
sions were  extended  in  those  situations  at 

the  time  the  contracts  were  signed.” 
Whether  or  not  this  will  be  acceptable 

in  the  situations  so  affected  remains  to  be 

seen. 

In  the  meantime,  scraps  of  information 

which  may  or  may  not  indicate  a   trend 

are  reaching  New  York  along  other  lines. 

It  is  reported  some  exhibitors  are  speculat- 
ing and  worrying,  over  the  possibility  of 

new  theatre  competition  springing  from 

the  belief  the  sliding  cancellation  arrange- 
ment will  make  product  not  heretofore 

available  open  for  additional  houses.  Dis- 
tributors discount  such  an  eventuality. 

Buffalo  MPTOA  Wants 
Retroactive  Feature 

Buffalo — The  Buffalo  zone  of  the 

MPTOA,  in  generally  approving  the  first 

draft  of  the  trade  practice  draft,  will  seek 

to  have  Clause  16  altered  so  that  the  doc- 
ument finally  adopted  becomes  retroactive 

on  all  existing  contracts. 

Kent  Queries  About  Exhibition 

Reforms;  Says  He'd  Like  Some 

New  York — ••There  are  a   lot  of  reforms 

on  the  exhibitor  side  that  haven’t  been 

touched  upon.  I’d  like  to  see  someone  get 
us  (referring  to  distributors)  some.  No 

one  has  talked  about  that,”  Sidney  R.  Kent, 
president  of  20th  Century-Pox  and  chair- 

man of  the  distributors’  negotiating  com- 
mittee on  trade  practices,  told  Boxoffice 

on  his  departure  for  the  coast. 

Cancellation  concessions  offered  by  dis- 
tributors in  the  first  trade  practice  draft, 

ranging  from  10  to  20  per  cent  under  con- 
ditions bearing  on  price  and  price  groups, 

represent  a   serious  problem  to  some  major 

companies,  including  his  own,  Kent  added. 

His  contention  is  that  the  elimination 

right  does  not  guarantee  a   full  market  for 

any  company’s  product  after  it  is  sold. 
“Personally,”  he  declared,  “I’d  rather 

chuck  block  booking  and  sell  indepen- 
dently, but  others  are  not  of  the  same 

opinion. 

Speaking  for  himself  and  20th-Fox,  Kent 

added  the  present  trade  draft  “represents 
the  maximum  concessions”  he  feels  his 
company  can  make. 

“I  think,”  he  continued,  “that  the  trade 
draft  as  it  stands  is  a   fair  compromise  and, 

as  far  as  20th-Fox  is  concerned,  that’s  all 

we’ll  give  or  should  be  asked  to  give. 

“If  we  don’t  get  together  I’ll  take  my 

chances  on  whatever  is  to  come.  I’ve 
worked  damned  hard  to  bring  them  (the 

concessions)  about.  If  this  doesn’t  do  it, 

let  nature  take  its  course.” 
“Surprised”  at  Program 

Referring  to  the  meetings  held  during 

the  past  weeks  by  various  negotiating  com- 

mittees, Kent  said,  “I’m  surprised  we  got 
so  far  as  we  did  due  to  lack  of  cooperation 

from  some  quarters.”  Asked  specifically 
whom  he  had  in  mind,  the  20th-Fox  head 

stated,  “I  won’t  say.  It  may  be  the  hind- 

quarters and  it  may  be  the  forequarters.” 
Asked  to  comment  on  the  outcome  of 

Sees  No  Agreement 
Before  Spring 

New  York — "By  the  time  Washington 

and  the  others  get  through"  with  the 

trade  practice  draft,  “we'll  be  lucky  if 

we  get  finished  with  it  by  next  spring," 
Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th-Fox 

and  an  important  factor  in  the  indus- 

try negotiations,  told  BOXOFFICE. 

However,  he  is  hopeful  an  accord 

will  be  reached  by  all  interests  so 

that  the  agreement  will  be  put  into 

effect  with  next  season's  contracts. 

SIDNEY  R.  KENT 

further  meetings  with  exhibitors,  Kent  de- 
clined to  speculate. 

“If  the  trade  agreement  fails,  it  will  be 

because  someone  sinks  it  on  purpose,”  he 
asserted.  “There  are  enough  points  in  it 
for  the  people  who  want  it.  We  can  work 
a   final  agreement  out  of  it,  but  if  they 

don’t  want  a   settlement  it  won’t  do  any- 

one any  good.” Kent  was  hopeful  that  the  effort  spent 

in  negotiating  the  pact  will  not  be  in  vain. 

“I’m  not  expecting  it  to  fail,”  he  said. 
Further  meetings  with  exhibitor  groups 

will  probably  be  held  after  Christmas,  he 

said.  “There  is  a   lot  to  be  accomplished 
on  conciliation.  In  others  it  cannot  and 

therefore  arbitration  is  necessary.  We 

want  both,”  he  said,  and  pointed  out  that 

in  conciliation,  such  action  will  be  volun- 

tary while  arbitration  will  have  a   fixed formula. 

At  the  future  meetings  among  distribu- 
tor and  exhibitor  groups,  the  problems  to 

come  before  arbitration  boards  and  the 

personnel  setup  of  such  boards  are  to  be 
ironed  out. 

“If  we  can  do  anything  at  all,  a   final 

trade  practice  agreement  should  be  ready 

by  next  year.”  Kent  added  that  selling 
of  new  product  is  expected  to  get  under 

way  by  April  and  that  if  the  provisions  of 
the  trade  agreement  are  to  apply  a   final 

and  complete  understanding  should  be 

ready  by  then. 
Kent  returns  from  the  coast  Monday. 

He  spent  five  days  at  the  20th-Fox  studios 

conferring  with  studio  and  sales  execu- 

tives on  next  season’s  lineup. 
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PLAN  A   JOINT  TRADE  PRACTICE  CONFERENCE 

IN  WASHINGTON;  TO  ASK  ARNOLD  TO  ATTEND 
A   Letter  From  Yamins Distributors  Would  Meet 

All  Exhibitor  Groups 

For  Discussion 

New  York — Distributors,  it  is  learned 

by  Boxoffice,  are  planning  to  hold  their 
next  meeting  with  negotiating  committees 

of  the  MPTOA,  Allied  and  the  seven  in- 
dependent exhibitor  groups  in  Washing- 

ton and  will  ask  Thurman  Arnold,  head  of 

the  anti-trust  division  in  charge  of  the 

government’s  suit  against  major  companies, 
to  sit  in.  While  the  present  plan  is  to 
call  such  a   meeting  either  December  18 

or  20,  the  pre-holiday  rush  most  likely 
will  preclude  such  a   gathering  until  after 

New  Year’s. 
Synchrony  of  Thought  Aim 

Behind  the  meeting,  it  is  further  learned, 

is  a   determination  to  “synchronize  the 
thoughts”  of  the  two  national  exhibitor 
organizations,  the  seven  independent  the- 

atre owner  organizations,  distributors  and 

the  government  principally  as  they  re- 
late to  arbitration  and  other  clauses  in 

the  trade  draft. 

It  is  admitted  in  distributor  quarters  that 
there  are  some  phases  of  the  draft  which 

bear  directly  on  the  anti-trust  laws.  Be- 
fore any  definite  moves  are  taken  to 

adopt  the  draft,  Arnold,  or  his  aides, 
must  be  sounded  out,  it  is  stated. 

Two  distributor  heads  who  sat  in  on 

the  trade  pact  negotiations  are  vacation- 
ing now.  They  will  not  return  before 

December  20.  This  is  seen  as  another  rea- 
son for  delaying  the  Capitol  conference. 

Gradwell  L.  Sears,  Warner  general  sales 
manager,  is  hunting  in  the  south  and, 

after  he  winds  up  a   month’s  vacation,  will 
head  for  the  studios  for  product  confer- 

ences. A.  Montague,  sales  chief  at  Co- 
lumbia, likewise  is  vacationing.  He  is  in 

Honolulu  and  is  not  due  back  for  several 

weeks.  Sidney  R.  Kent,  20th-Fox  head, 
returns  Monday  from  a   five-day  visit  to 
the  coast.  William  F.  Rodgers,  in  charge 

of  sales  at  M-G-M,  is  on  a   coast  trip. 
Says  Majors  Give  Much 

Discussing  briefly  the  tentative  draft, 
one  important  major  company  head  told 

Boxoffice  “it  represents  a   heavy  dollar 
commitment  for  major  companies  to  take 

on  in  the  interest  of  peace.”  He  was  par- 
ticularly referring  to  the  cancellation  priv- 

ileges as  well  as  the  clause  for  eliminating 

score  charges.  This  same  topflight  exec- 
utive said  further  that  last  year  the  com- 

pany’s take  on  score  charges  amounted 
to  $1,800,000  “and  we  stand  to  lose  half 
of  it  this  year  and  practically  all  of  it 

when  the  draft  goes  into  effect.” 
It  was  pointed  out  90  per  cent  of  one 

major  company’s  accounts  will  be  affect- 
ed by  the  20  per  cent  elimination  privilege. 

Feeling  that  all  distributors  have  made 

New  York — Nathan  Yamins,  president 

of  Allied,  in  a   letter  to  Red  Kann,  editor- 

in-chief  of  Boxoffice,  states: 

“I  have  just  read  the  editorial  in  your 
December  3rd  issue  and,  though  my 

practice  as  president  of  Allied  has  been 

to  avoid  statements  to  the  press — you 
yourself  have  on  file  letters  from  me 

marked  ‘Not  for  Publication’ — I   feel  com- 
pelled, since  you  have  involved  me  person- 

ally, to  make  my  position  clear  so  that 
independent  exhibitors  may  get  the  facts 
as  they  are  and  not  as  misrepresented  by 

you,  in  all  probability  due  to  wrong  in- 
formation. 

“The  negotiating  committee  represent- 
ing Allied  had  an  understanding  with  the 

distributors’  committee  that  no  publicity 
was  to  be  given  ‘its  discussions  and  no 
statements  made  except  joint  statements 
mutually  agreed  upon.  So  much  has, 
however,  gotten  into  the  press  that  I   do 
not  believe  that  I   would  be  breaking  any 
confidences  in  stating  what  I   feel  I   must 

say  in  fairness  to  myself. 

“In  the  fourth  paragraph  you  intimate, 

if  you  do  not  say  directly,  that  the  negoti- 
ating committees  entered  into  a   verbal 

agreement  and  that  no  agreement  was 

submitted  to  writing  because  a   ‘slight  de- 
tail’ was  necessary — the  approval  of  our 

board  of  directors.  You  say  that  Rodgers 

(William  F„  general  sales  manager  of 
M-G-M)  must  have  thought  an  agreement 
must  have  been  reached  and  you  intimate 

quite  strongly  that  Yamins,  Ray  Branch, 
A1  Steffes  and  Max  Cohen  felt  that  an 

agreement  had  been  reached,  even  though 
Myers  and  others  did  not  think  so. 

Speaking  for  Himself 

“Now  I   am  going  to  speak  for  myself 
and  myself  alone.  In  the  first  place, 
when  the  final  meeting  was  held  by  the 

two  negotiating  committees  in  Chicago,  I 
was  on  a   plane  bound  for  New  York  and, 

therefore,  couldn’t  have  been  a   party  to 
any  so-called  agreement,  verbal  or  other- 

wise, and  couldn’t  have  seen  any  state- 
ments made  by  Rodgers  and  Cole.  You 

are,  therefore,  definitely  wrong  when  you 

say  that  I   felt  in  Chicago  that  an  agree- 
ment had  been  reached  and  it  was  merely 

a   matter  of  detail  to  get  the  board  of  di- 

rectors to  approve  the  ‘agreement.’ 
“Let  me  say  something  further — that 

sweeping  concessions  never  before  grant- 
ed in  the  industry,  this  same  executive 

told  Boxoffice: 

“If  the  exhibitors  are  not  satisfied  with 

the  concessions  in  the  draft  I’ll  take  my 
chances  on  legislation,  if  that  is  the  way 

it  is  to  be.” 

during  all  other  meetings  at  which  I   was 

present,  no  one  was  given  the  right  to  as- 
sume that  the  Allied  negotiating  commit- 

tee had  agreed  to  any  program  and  that 

the  matter  of  approval  by  its  board  of  di- 
rectors was  a   matter  of  detail.  It  is  true 

that  some  matters  were  agreed  to,  others 

were  passed  because  it  was  impossible  to 

secure  the  concessions  that  our  commit- 
tee desired,  but  when  any  one  matter  was 

disposed  of,  it  was  with  the  strict  under- 
standing that  the  program  as  an  entirety 

is  what  was  important,  and  that  our  com- 
mittee would  pass  on  the  program  as  a 

whole,  not  in  piecemeal — and  it  was  also 
made  clear  that  we  would  have  to  secure 

the  approval  of  our  board  of  directors,  just 

as  it  was  made  clear  by  the  distributors’ 
committee  that  on  certain  matters  they 

would  have  to  secure  the  approval  of  their 

companies.  To  state  my  position  clearly 
and  beyond  any  possible  misinterpretation, 
at  no  time  did  I   feel  that  we  had  arrived 

at  an  agreement,  and  I   do  not  use  this 
word  in  its  legal  meaning,  and  I   cannot 
see  how  anyone  else  had  the  right  to  draw 
that  inference. 

“True  Progress  Was  Made” 

“It  is  true  that  progress  was  made,  a 
better  understanding  of  the  problems  of 
both  sides  reached,  and  it  may  be,  and 

I   sincerely  hope,  that  we  will  arrive  at  a 
real  binding  agreement,  but  frankly,  I 

think  you  are  destroying  the  good  feel- 
ing and  confidence  that  existed  among  all 

members  of  the  negotiating  committee 

and  I   personally  think  that  the  industry 
would  be  better  off  if  all  arguments  were 
left  to  the  negotiating  committees.  I   am 

not  going  to  reiterate  my  confidence  in 

Mr.  Rodgers’  fairness  nor  in  Mr.  Myers’ 
ability  and  integrity.  I   feel  certain  that, 
if  left  alone,  the  negotiating  committees 

can  accomplish  something  really  construc- 
tive and  the  men  comprising  the  commit- 
tee should  be  free  from  personal  attacks 

and  insults  from  the  trade  press.” 

This  is  the  second  communication 

reaching  Boxoffice  from  Allied  leaders  in 

the  last  few  days.  Al  Steffes  likewise  took 

exception  to  the  open  letter  written  to 

Abram  F.  Myers  and  published  on  De- 

cember 3   under  the  caption,  “Technical 

Victories  Can  Be  Hollow.” 

The  Steffes  communication,  in  some  re- 
spects similar  to  the  Yamins  letter,  is  not 

mily  published  in  full  in  the  “Notes  to  You” 
department  on  page  6,  but  it  is  also  an- 

swered, as  will  be  Yamins’. 
But  one  at  a   time. 
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IN  which  this  and  the  "Letters" department  enter  upon  a   one- 

time merger,  with  full  acknowledg- 
ment to  A1  Steffes  and  the  postal 

service. 

It's  all  about  this:  Two  weeks  ago, 
neighboring  page  three  carried  an 
open  letter  to  Abram  F.  Myers.  It 

was  captioned  "Technical  Victory 
Can  Be  Hollow"  and  it  even  deco- 

rated BOXOFFICE's  new  cover.  You 
know,  the  one  which  everyone  likes 
and  has  written,  or  called  in,  to  say 
so. 

Al,  it  appears,  read  that  column 
and,  since  trade  papers  in  this  field 

are  "subsidized"  according  to  Myers, 
there  we  feel  we  are  being  com- 

plimented. Maybe.  However,  Stef- 
fes gets  going  with  this: 

Personally,  I   have  no  objection  to 

you  and  Myers  carrying  on  a   con- 
troversy through  the  trade  papers  cos 

you  have  a   perfect  right  so  to  do  if 

you  desire.  Nevertheless,  I   sincere- 
ly and  honestly  believe  that,  if  the 

trade  papers  would  have  allowed  the 

negotiating  committee  to  negotiate 
without  a   lot  of  interference  that  a 

solution  to  the  industry  problems 

would  have  been  solved  quite  some 
time  ago. 

Nice,  very  nice  of  Al  to  recog- 
nize he  has  no  control  of  that  which 

BOXOFFICE  may  do  and,  in  the 

true  democratic  procedure,  to  ap- 
preciate the  right  of  free  wheeling 

is  still  around.  But,  let's  proceed 
before  we  further  interject: 

I   do  take  exception  to  that  portion  of 

your  editorial  appearing  in  your  issue 

of  December  3   when  you  state  Al 

Steffes  and  others  thought  otherwise 

and  you  happen  to  know  how  they 
feel. 

I   don't  know  about  the  others.  Red, 

but  if  you  can  tell  me  what  my  feel- 
ings are  in  the  entire  matter  you  are 

a   better  man  than  I   am  as  I   have  not 

as  yet  definitely  made  up  my  mind. 
I   went  into  these  conferences  with  an 

open  mind  and)  it  is  still  open.  By 

what  right  you  can  definitely  state 

that  you  know  how  I   feel  about  the 
statements  issued  by  various  people? 

All  I   can  say  is  you  are  just  plain 

nuts,  for  at  no  time  have  I   ever  dis- 
cussed this  trade  paper  controversy 

with  you,  any  of  your  representatives, 

or  any  one  else,  not  even  the  mem- 
bers of  the  organization  which  I   rep- 

resent. 

So  I   am  going  to  request  that  you 

keep  my  name  out  of  your  silly  con- 

troversy. However,  I   don't  mind  tell- 
ing you  at  this  time  that  I   feel  quite 

satisfied  that  if  there  is  a   deal  made 

it  will  have  the  entire  and  whole- 

hearted support  of  Allied  and,  on  the 

other  hand,  if  there  should  come  a 

time  when  Allied  breaks  on  negotia- 

tions you  will  also  find  that  Allied 

will  be  100  per  cent  in  accord. 

We  have  been  called  a   number  of 

things.  To  date,  never  "nuts."  But 
that's  all  right.  We  don't  mind,  for 
exactly  as  we  reserve  the  right  to 

think  as  we  please  so  must  the  same 

privilege  be  extended  to  Steffes  and 
all  others  up  and  down  the  line. 

However,  we  do  think  Al  is  being 

extremely  naive  and,  furthermore, 

presenting  himself  in  new  character, 

if  actually  he  believes  his  reactions 

to  the  Chicago  trade  practice  meet- 
ing are  sealed  and  locked  merely 

because  he  has  never  discussed  the 

situation  with  the  writer,  "any  of 
your  representatives,  or  anyone  else, 

not  even  the  members  of  the  organ- 

ization I   represent."  We  wonder,  by 
the  same  token,  how  the  members 

of  Allied  of  the  Northwest  might  re- 
act to  this  latterly  frank  admission 

on  Steffes'  part?  But  that,  it  is  to 

be  supposed,  is  irrelevant  and  im- material. 

The  fact  is,  that  out  of  Chicago 

which  was  the  springboard  of  the 

cross  statements  subsequently  is- 
sued, came  the  story  Steffes  had 

taken  exception  with  Myers,  Sam- 
uelson,  Cole  and  Blum  on  ground 

covered  and  offered  by  the  distribu- 
tor committee.  The  story,  believed 

authentic  then  and  believed  authen- 

tic now,  simply  was  that  Steffes  was 

one  of  the  Allied  men,  not  neces- 

sarily satisfied  with  the  concessions 

discussed,  but  at  least  ready  to  pro- 
ceed on  the  theory  they  represented 

a   hopeful  beginning.  Whether  it  is 

construable,  as  Steffes  himself  in- 
dicates, that  this  was,  at  least,  pos- 

sible and  probable  when  he  writes 

his  mind  was  open  and  "is  still 
open"  becomes  conjecturable  ma- 

terial. Because  it  is,  it  might  be  well 
not  to  rule  it  off  completely. 

Anyway,  as  he  goes  on,  Al  gets 

in  a   nice  plug  for  Allied.  He  can 
have  that,  too: 

Allied,  under  its  present  setup,  is 

ten  years  old  and  I   will  venture  to 

say  that  they  have  had  as  many  ar- 
guments within  the  confines  of  their 

own  board  of  directors  as  is  consist- 

ent with  good  business,  but  after  the 
brush  was  all  cleared  away  and 

everybody  had  an  opportunity  to 

voice  their  opinion,  you  have  always 

found  Allied  100  per  cent  in  accord 

on  any  movement  and  I   am  sure  you 

(Continued  on  page  29) 
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HE  KENTUCKY  OF  GREAT 

TRADITION  HAS  INSPIRED 

A   GREAT  PICTURE  .   .   .   . 

Greater  in  the  splendor 

of  TECHNICOLOR! 

1 
I lith  especial  pride  20th  Century-Fox  offers 

"KENTUCKY”  to  the  exhibitors  of  America  for  December 

30th  release. ..a  picture  that,  from  every  aspect,  stands  with 

the  highest  entertainment  achievements  of  this  company. 



POWERFUL 

IN  THEME 
"KENTUCKY”  possesses  a   powerful  and  an  inspiring 

theme  —   the  thoroughbred  spirit  that  fills  the  hearts  of  a 

people  ever  faithful  to  their  courage. 

STIRRING 

LOVE  STORY 
Touching  only  briefly  on  the  drama  of  the  strife-torn  South, 

the  story  is  of  our  own  time — revealing  how  the  sudden 

bitter  hatreds  of  those  troubled  days  left  their  scar  on 

today’s  generations.  Stirringly  is  portrayed  a   love,  all  fire 

and  pride,  straining  against  the  fetters  of  family  enmity. 



Kentucky — land  of  beautiful 

women,  gallant  inen  and  spirited 

thoroughbreds — its  people  as  un- 

swerving in  their  pride  as  they 

are  loyal  to  their  loves. 



with. 

LORETTA  YOUNG 
RICHARD  GREENE 
WALTER  BRENNAN 

DOUGLAS  DUMBRILLE 

KAREN  MORLEY 

MORONI  OLSEN 

a   201h  Century-Fox  Picture 

DARRYL  F.  ZANUCK 
in  Charge  of  Production 

Directed  by  David  Butler 

Associate  Producer  Gene  Markey  *   Screen  Play 

by  Lamar  Trotti  and  John  Tainior  Foote*  From  the 

story  “The  Look  of  Eagles"  by  John  Taintor  Foote 

■1 

e   Leaden 

DECEMBER  30th 



"KENTUCKY"  and  TECHNICOLOR » «   » 

made  for  each  other! 

In  the  heart  of  Kentucky,  Technicolor 

has  captured  the  actual  lush  richness  of  the  Blue  Grass  country  .   .   . 

where  the  magnificent  thoroughbreds  "with  the  look  of  eagles”  live 

only  for  the  day  when  glistening  silks  flash  at  Churchill  Downs  and 

the  Derby  parades  all  its  brilliant  spectacle. 



CAST  IS 

BRILLIANT 
Under  the  sensitive,  understanding  direction  of  David 

Butler,  Loretta  Young  acquires  a   new  glowing  glamor  as 

the  imperious  daughter  of  a   lordly  line.  Richard  Greene 

steps  decisively  forward  to  the  top  of  stardom  —   as  the 

headstrong  scion  of  a   rival  house.  Walter  Brennan  gives 

a   performance  unsurpassed  for  human,  kindly  humor. 

SUPERLATIVE 

PRODUCTION 
Produced  by  Darryl  F.  Zanuck  in  the  highest  tradition  of 

20th  Century-Fox,  "KENTUCKY”  is  released  at  a   time  to 

give  exhibitors  maximum  returns  from  this  great  attraction 

...which  demands  corresponding  attention  when  you  play  it! 
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HELD  OVER 

at  the  ROXY! 
—for  another  grand  week 

of  roof- raising  laughter! 

THANKS  FOR 

The  big  Christmas  show  that  has 

every  reviewer  on  the  rave! 



MAJORS  QUIETLY  GROOMING  AMERICANISM 

CAMPAIGN  WITH  HOLLYWOOD  THE  FUNNEL 

Interstate  Stresses  Nation's 
Sinews  Via  Series  of  Shorts 

KARL  HOBLITZELLE  ROBERT  J.  O'DONNELL 

( See  Editorial  on  page  3) 

But  No  Blatant  Approach; 

Warner  Bros,  a   Leader 

In  the  Trend 

New  York — There  has  been  no  formal 

word  of  it,  and  probably  there  won’t  be, 
but  major  companies  may  be  expected  to 

sound  a   predominant  note  of  American- 
ism in  product  now  being  made  and  plot- 
ted for  some  time  to  come. 

In  private  conversation,  many  of  the 
topflight  executives  are  talking  about 

such  a   trend.  Publicly,  it  is  proving  dif- 
ficult to  line  up  expressions  of  opinion 

for  publication.  Despite  this,  the  flow  is 
in  this  direction. 

The  intent  will  evidence  itself  in  Hol- 
lywood product  before  many  months  go 

by.  It  is  felt  the  forthcoming  stress  on 
Americanism  in  theme,  without  making 
the  approach  blatant  to  a   degree  which 
which  will  remove  product  so  impressed 

from  the  entertainment  formula,  is  neces- 
sary at  this  time  as  a   move  to  fight  the 

various  political  ideologies  that  end  their 

monickers  in  “ism,”  no  matter  what  the 
“ism”  may  be  if  it  is  anything  but 
Americanism. 

“Time  Is  Propitious” 
One  leading  executive,  who  refuses  to 

have  his  remarks  identified  by  his  name, 

sums  up  an  already  widespread  and  grow- 
ing point  of  view.  He  says: 

“I  feel  the  time  is  completely  propiti- 
ous to  stress  the  fundamentals  of  the 

American  system.  I   believe  this  will  prove 
the  most  effective  sort  of  answer  to  the 

various  ‘isms’  that  dominate  so  many  of 
the  newspaper  headlines  these  days. 

“We  do  not  have  to  make  the  American- 
ism angle  stick  out  all  over  the  product, 

but  in  Hollywood,  by  selection  of  mate- 
rial which  is  dramatically  sound  and  po- 

tentially entertaining,  a   job  can  be  done 

along  these  lines.” 
Of  significance,  perhaps,  is  a   press  re- 

lease from  Warner  which  tells  of  the  or- 

organization  of  an  Americanization  de- 

partment “which  will  cooperate  with  these 
organizations  (American  Legion  posts  and 
other  patriotic  groups  throughout  the 

country)  particularly  as  regards  the  show- 

ing of  its  historical  subjects.” 
Bob  Taplinger,  studio  director  of  pub- 

licity, will  be  the  head  man,  but  the  de- 
partment itself  will  be  headed  by  Jack 

Holmes  who,  according  to  the  Warner 

statement,  “has  devoted  the  past  months 
to  working  with  various  patriotic  and  civic 
groups  which  regard  the  Warner  shorts  as 
a   great  national  medium  for  promoting 

Americansm.” 
Shortly,  Holmes  will  leave  Hollywood 

on  a   contact  tour  to  further  the  Warner 

purpose  “to  make  America  conscious  of 
the  nation’s  great  history.”  It  is  also 
pointed  out  these  subjects  “have  the  per- 

Dallas — The  history  of  Texas  and  the 

part  the  growth  of  the  Lone  Star  state 

has  played  in  building  Americanism  are 
to  be  shown  in  all  Interstate  theatres  via 

a   series  of  12  shorts  produced  for  the  cir- 
cuit with  the  cooperation  of  National 

Screen  Service,  Inc. 

The  idea  springs  from  the  political  free- 
dom speech  made  by  Karl  Hoblitzelle  at 

Ned  E.  Depinet’s  banquet  here  early  this 
year.  The  first  subject  is  in  350  feet  and 

is  called  “Texas  Marches  On.”  It  shows 
the  flag  in  Technicolor  while  an  unseen 
chorus  sings  the  national  anthem  with  the 

audience  invited  to  join.  The  short  sce- 

nario stresses  the  elements  of  American- 
ism which  went  into  the  building  of  the 

Texan  frontier.  The  film  includes  still 
shots  of  the  battle  of  the  Alamo,  shows 

the  state  capitol  at  Austin  and  other 
Texan  landmarks  and  quotes  from  the 
Declaration  of  Independence. 

Robert  J.  O’Donnell,  general  manager 
of  Interstate,  in  explaining  the  plan,  points 
out  the  British  national  anthem  always 

sonal  attention  of  both  Harry  M.  and 

Jack  L.  Warner”  and  that  plans  have  been 

made  to  increase  substantially  the  pro- 
gram for  1939.  Included  in  the  group  are 

"Lincoln  in  the  White  House,”  “The  Man 

Without  a   Country,”  “Romance  of  Louisi- 

ana,” “The  Declaration  of  Independence,” 

precedes  theatrical  performances  in  Eng- 
land. “An  equivalent  observance  should 

take  place  in  American  theatres,  espe- 
cially in  the  picture  houses.  These  reels 

are  devoted  only  to  the  basic  ideas  of 
Americanism — ideas  that  everybody  sub- 

scribes to  and,  in  this  day  and  time,  cher- 
ishes with  a   deeper  feeling  than  ever. 

The  reels  are  entirely  non-political — just 
an  opportunity  for  theatre  audiences  to 

renew  faith  in  the  character  of  their  coun- 
try,” he  explains. 

The  remaining  11  subjects,  likewise,  will 

deal  with  phases  of  Texas’  history  and 
development.  Each  will  run  a   week  at 

various  Interstate  houses  with  a   replace- 
ment every  fourth  week. 

In  reporting  the  initial  showing  of  the 
first  subject  at  the  Majestic,  Eddie  Barr, 

writing  in  the  Dispatch- Journal,  says: 
“The  Majestic  audience  stood  as  one  .   .   . 

Suddenly  the  audience  began  singing  .   .   . 
and  then  a   few  brief  words  concerning 
Texas  ...  It  took  about  three  minutes 
and  audience  reaction  was  terrific. 

“Give  Me  Liberty,”  “Song  of  a   Nation.” 
The  Warner  organization  appears  to  be 

a   leader  in  this  whole  idea.  The  sound 

recording  on  film  of  “The  Star  Spangled 
Banner”  which  was  used  experimentally 

in  the  company’s  Chicago  theatre  zone 
has  been  adopted  on  a   national  scale. 
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Coast  Notables  Hurl 

Invectives  at  Nazis 

Hollywood — “The  Declaration  of  Demo- 

cratic Independence,”  urging  the  President 
and  Congress  to  end  all  economic  rela- 

tions between  Germany  and  the  United 

States,  is  one  of  the  strongest,  and  per- 
haps the  strongest,  documents  ever  made 

public  by  any  group  identified  with  the 

industry. 

In  scathing  terms,  it  denounces  the 

Hitler  government  and  lets  go  without  res- 

ervation in  the  process  of  “calling  a   space 

a   spade.”  The  protest  has  been  signed  by 
a   number  of  important  Hollywood  pro- 

fessionals, largely  identified  with  the  Hol- 

lywood Anti-Nazi  League  but  it  is  also 

significant  to  note  that  its  original  sig- 

natories include  men  like  Harry  M.  War- 

ner, president  of  Warner  Bros.;  his  broth- 

er, Jack  L.,  vice-president  in  charge  o j 
production;  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chairman 

of  the  board  of  20 th  Century-Fox,  and 
Walter  Wanger. 

Here  is  the  text: 

“On  July  4,  1776,  the  people  of  this 
country  determined  to  submit  no  longer  to 
an  implacable  despot.  Men  of  free  spirit, 

they  had  no  choice  but  to  dissolve  the 
bonds  which  bound  them  to  a   callous 

tyrant.  Through  their  chosen  representa- 

tives, they  called  upon  the  world  to  wit- 
ness their  Declaration  of  Independence 

rooted  in  the  self  evident  truths  of  the 

‘unalienable  rights’  of  man  to  ‘life,  liberty 

and  the  pursuit  of  happiness.’  These 
sacred  principles  became  the  foundation  of 
our  government.  And  since  that  time, 

they  have  been  adopted  and  respected  by 

liberty-loving  people  of  all  lands  as  the 

measure  of  man’s  dignity  in  the  civilized 
world. 

“Today,  a   new  tyranny  has  arisen  to 

challenge  democracy’s  heritage.  The  lead- 
ers of  Nazi  Germany  openly  threaten  na- 

tional security,  defy  international  decency 

and  proclaim  the  end  of  the  democratic 

world.  Once  again  the  people  of  our  coun- 
try ask  to  submit  these  facts  which  evince, 

on  the  part  of  the  leaders  of  Nazi  Ger- 

many, ‘a  design  to  reduce  the  world  un- 

der absolute  despotism.’ 
“Hitler  and  his  Nazi  dictatorship  have 

attacked  the  religions  of  the  world  and 

substituted  paganism  in  their  stead. 

“They  have  abolished  freedom  of  speech, 
press  and  assemblage,  imposing  their  will 
upon  75,000,000  people  and  preparing  a 

similar  imposition  of  will  upon  all  man- kind. 

“They  have  brought  chaos  and  disunity 
into  sovereign  nations  and  then  seized  and 
dismembered  them. 

“They  have  degraded  women  to  the  sole 
function  of  producing  soldiers  for  their 

(Continued  no  page  22) 

Strike  for  Economic  Divorce  From  Germany 

JOSEPH  M.  SCHENCK HARRY  M.  WARNER JACK  L.  WARNER 
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THE  MENACE  OF 

THE  FRIGHTFULNESS  OF 

THE  TERROR  OF 

THE  HATE  OF 

ATWILL 

193 9’s  SCREEN 
CHALLENGE  TO 
COURAGE! 



The  greatest  fear 
figures  in  screen 
history  •   •   All  in 

Universa  l's  NEW 
Cavalcade  of  Profit- 

Horror  ! 
Basil 

RATHBONE 
Boris 

KARLOFF 
Bela 

LUGOSI 
Lionel 

ATWILL 
in 

SON  of 
FRANKENSTEIN 

with 

Josephine  HUTCHINSON 
Original  Screenplay  by  Willis  Cooper 

Directed  by  ROWLAND  V.  LEE 

Emma  Dunn  •   Donnie  Dunagan  •   Edgar  Norton 

A   ROWLAND  V.  LEE  PRODUCTION 



FINDS  INDUSTRY  OUTLOOK  IS  IMPROVED,  BUT 

GOV'T  SUIT  PROVIDES  UNCERTAIN  ELEMENT 
Spending  Power  Greater 

And  Amortization  Is 

Lower 

New  York — The  outlook  for  the  indus- 

try is  “materially  improved,”  according  to 
Poor’s  Industry  and  Investment  Surveys. 
This  is  why: 

“Rising  consumer  spending  power, 
which  is  accompanying  the  betterment  in 

general  business,  is  being  reflected  in  in- 
creased theatre  attendance.  With  amor- 
tization charges  on  recent  film  releases 

lower  than  those  experienced  earlier  this 
year,  a   substantial  portion  of  the  gain  in 
boxoffice  receipts  is  being  carried  through 
to  net  earnings.  Since  most  expenses  in 

both  the  exhibition  and  production  of  mo- 
tion pictures  are  more  or  less  fixed,  ex- 

pansion in  net  income  is  rapid  once  the 

pay  point  has  been  passed.” 
The  survey,  however,  finds  elements  of 

uncertainty.  It  views  the  government  suit 

as  “particularly  disturbing,”  but  no  worry 
over  possible  theatre  divorcement  from 

an  investment  point  of  view  because  stock- 

holders “presumably  would  receive  their 
pro  rata  share  through  receipt  of  partial 

liquidating  dividends.” 
On  the  foreign  situation,  this  is  the 

conclusion: 

“Prospects  in  the  foreign  market  are  far 
from  impressive.  Receiving  approximately 
40  per  cent  of  all  revenues  from  abroad, 
the  industry  is  particularly  concerned  over 
the  steps  taken  by  many  foreign  countries 

to  foster  their  own  film  producing  and  ex- 
hibiting industry  through  stringent  quota 

systems  or  similar  programs.  Some  do- 
mestic producers  have  protected  them- 

selves as  to  a   certain  extent  through  in- 
vestment in  companies  operating  in  lead- 

ing countries  throughout  the  world.” 
Finances  Soundest 

The  industry  now  has  “the  best  fi- 
nancial and  operating  management  in  its 

history,”  says  the  survey  which  continues, 
“top  heavy  capitalization  and  other  faults 
having  their  origin  in  expansion  policies 
of  prior  years  have  been  righted  through 
drastic  reorganizations.  Companies  that 
were  on  the  verge  of  receivership  a   few 

years  ago  have  put  their  financial  struc- 
tures in  order.  Obviously,  the  industry  is 

on  firmer  footing  than  it  has  been  for 

some  time.” 

“In  many  cases  finances  are  on  a   sound 
footing  for  the  first  time,”  the  consensus 
continues.  “But  diagnosis  of  vacillating 
public  taste  remains  difficult;  foreign  com- 

petition both  at  home  and  abroad  is 
pressing;  development  of  television  or  a 

new  competing  sport  is  an  ever-present 

threat;  last',  but  not  least,  the  very  luxury 
nature  of  the  industry’s  products,  with 
consequent  dependence  upon  business  con- 

ditions, is  to  be  considered,”  is  the  view 

leading  to  the  recommendation  that  “most 
equities  should  be  held  at  prevailing  mar- 

ket levels.” 
Film  costs  are  described  as  “lower.” 

Average  film  costs  in  1936-37,  at  $246,800, 
were  slightly  more  than  21  per  cent  higher 

than  in  the  1934-35  season.  For  the  1937- 
38  season,  roughly  $135,000,000  was  spent 
on  some  600  features,  or  an  average  of 

$225,000  a   picture,  is  the  estimate.  Re- 
issues played  a   large  part  in  the  indus- 

try’s program  to  reduce  production  costs. 

“Generally  speaking,”  the  survey  states, 
“the  older  films  outgrossed  releases  under 
the  1937-38  schedule  and  receipts  thereon 

were  practically  clear  profit,  since  charge- 
offs  for  amortization  already  had  been 

made.”  From  all  indications,  the  approxi- 
mate 580  features  announced  for  1938-39 

will  bear  the  same  level  of  production 
costs  as  those  for  the  previous  season  it 
continues. 

Attendance  “Rising” 

Theatre  attendance  is  noted  as  “rising.” 
During  the  first  nine  months  of  1938  ad- 

mission taxes  collected  by  the  Bureau  of 
Internal  Revenue  were  off  less  than  three 

per  cent,  as  against  a   decline  of  more  than 
seven  per  cent  in  total  income  receipts  of 

individuals.  “Since  amusement  taxes  ap- 
ply only  on  admissions  over  40  cents, 

these  figures  indicate  the  public’s  unwill- 
ingness to  give  up  its  theatre  entertain- 

ment, despite  reduced  income.  With  con- 
sumer spending  power  currently  expand- 

ing, a   rise  in  theatre  attendance  is  be- 

Key  to  the  units:  Business  activity, 

1923-25  equal  100;  average  weekly  at- 
tendance and  receipts,  in  millions; 

admission,  in  cents. 
Sources  of  data:  Annalist  Index  of 
Business  Activity  from  The  Annalist, 

motion  picture  attendance  and  re- 
ceipts from  The  Film  Daily  Year  Book. 

Doubt  Influence  of  Self- 

Regulation  on  Federal 
Action 

ing  registered,”  the  survey  concludes. 

Commenting  on  the  government’s  anti- 
trust suit  and  the  current  trade  practice 

negotiations,  the  survey  states  the  pro- 

posed program  of  self -regulation  “is  not 
expected  to  have  any  influence  in  the 

pending  government  suit.”  Should  pro- 
ducers be  obliged  to  liquidate  their  theatre 

investments,  stockholders  presumably 
would  receive  their  pro  rata  share  through 
stock  distribution,  is  the  view. 

An  interesting  commentary  is  made  on 

theatre  lotteries  which  is  regarded  as  “de- 
creasing.” Going  back  to  the  1929-32 

depression,  the  survey  holds  that  the  seat- 
ing capacity  for  the  industry  was  far 

greater  than  total  attendance. 
“Exhibitors  resorted  to  various  price- 

cutting  methods;  but  worst  of  all,  once 
committed  to  these  competitive  practices 

they  continued  them  through  the  early 
stages  of  recovery.  From  the  first,  they 
have  been  objects  of  litigation  and  legal 
controversy.  An  analysis  of  court  decisions 
bearing  on  theatre  giveaways,  made  by  the 
American  Lawyer,  concluded  that  such 
operations  were  illegal.  At  present,  with 

picture  quality  improving,  inducements 
of  this  nature  are  diminishing  of  their 
own  accord.  A   recent  substitute  has  been 
the  local  independently  produced  newsreel, 
in  which  the  patron  may  thrill  at  the 
sight  of  himself,  his  acquaintances,  or  at 

least  familiar  scenery.” 
“Cut  Duals  or  Up  Prices” 

The  outlook  toward  double  features  is 

viewed  as  “disturbing.”  And  this:  “From 
the  operator’s  view,  however,  either  the 
practice  of  double  billing  must  diminish 
— the  alternative  is  better  quality  single 

feature  programs — or  admission  prices 
must  advance  if  theatres  are  to  operate 

more  profitably.” Earnings  of  the  major  companies  are 

reported  as  “improving.”  In  1929,  six 
companies  reported  aggregate  net  profits 
of  $28,460,000.  Although,  the  survey  says, 
gross  revenues  expanded  in  1930  and  1931, 
increased  production  expenditures  more 
than  offset  these  gains.  When  grosses 
declined  sharply  in  1932,  these  same  six 
companies  reported  an  aggregate  deficit 

of  $34,940,000. 
Drastic  reorganizations,  with  attendant 

reductions  in  fixed  charges,  and  recovery 
in  business  activity  which  swelled  gross 
earnings  resulted  in  the  same  companies 
recording  a   $24,200,000  profit  in  1936  and 
a   net  of  $30,980,000  in  1937.  For  the  first 

half  of  1938,  the  industry’s  earning  power 

suffered  a   44  per  cent  slump  under  tha" 
of  a   year  earlier.  However,  signs  of  im- 

provement subsequently  have  been  no- 
ticeable, the  survey  concludes. 
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for  the  Good  of  Your  Corn- 

Country,  YOU  Must  Show 

Managing  Director,  Radio  City  Music  Hall 

ith  JOHN  LITE L» Ted  Osborne  •   Rosella  Towne  •   Richard  Bond  •   Owen 

ing»Directed  by  Crane  Wilbur»Original  Screen  Play  by  Charles  L.  Tedford 
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more  overwhelming- 
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2-Reel  Short  Subject  In 
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“Congratulations  to 

WARNER  BROS. 
for  an  extraordinarily  fine 

film’.’  W.  G.  Van  Schmus 
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Coast  Notables  Attack  Nazis; 

Ask  Trade  Split  With  Berlin 
(Continued  from  page  15) 

battle  fields;  they  have  enslaved  labor  and 
destroyed  its  free  organizations;  they  have 
consigned  youth  to  the  role  of  cannon 
fodder;  they  have  transformed  education 
and  the  arts  and  sciences  into  instru- 

ments of  war  and  hurled  these  instru- 
ments against  all  mankind. 

“They  have  dedicated  Germany  exclu- 
sively to  the  glorification  of  war  and  are 

forcing  us  to  arm  at  the  expense  of  our 
human  budget. 

“They  have  subjected  countless  hundreds 
of  thousands  of  men,  women  and  children 

to  torture  and  mass  murder  for  their  eco- 
nomic gain. 

“They  have  thrown  their  own  victimized 
citizenry  upon  the  world’s  charity  and  pro- 

claimed that  this  victimization  has  but 
begun. 

“They  send  their  war  planes  over  friend- 
ly nations  to  bomb  innocent  women  and 

children. 

“They  hurl  maledictions  upon  the  peace- 
ful acts  of  the  people  of  the  world  and 

send  spies  and  provocateurs  into  their 
lands. 

“They  dictate  to  sovereign  nations  the 
form  and  personnel  of  their  governments. 

“They  denounce  and  destroy  those  prin- 
ciples upon  which  just  governments  are 

founded  and  from  which  peoples  derive 
their  liberties  and  happiness. 

“They  break  international  treaties,  vio- 
late international  law  and  are  instituting 

world  anarchy. 

The  reenactment  of  the  League-in- 
spired  declaration  for  all  newsreels 

except  “News  of  the  Day,”  the  Hearst 
reel,  was  held  late  in  the  week  at  the 
20 th  Century-Fox  studio.  The  two 
Warners,  Carl  Laemmle  sr„  and  Wal- 

ter Wanger  were  among  those  who 
appeared.  Signatures  totalling  many 
millions  are  anticipated  from  theatre 
audiences  throughout  the  nation,  these 
to  he  forwarded  to  Washington  in  one 
gigantic  petition  for  presidential  and 
congressional  attention. 

“They  are  dumping  the  products  of  their 
enslaved  laborers  upon  the  markets  of  the 
world  and  thereby  endanger  the  standard 
of  living  of  free  men  and  women  through- 

out the  world. 

“They  have  threatened  American  citi- 
zens within  their  borders  and  have  in- 

timidated American  citizens  of  German 
extraction  within  our  own  borders. 

“They  have  organized  military  bunds 
within  our  country,  have  attempted  to 
undermine  the  loyalty  of  our  military  and 
flaunt  their  intention  to  do  for  this  coun- 

try ‘What  Hitler  is  doing  for  Germany’  in 
strident  contempt  for  our  democracy  and 
its  institutions. 

“We  have  waited  patiently  for  con- 
science to  check  oppression,  only  to  see 

oppression  turn  into  brutality.  We  have 
tried  reason  but  reason  meets  with  ridi- 

cule and  protest  only  evokes  more  per- 
secution. As  defenders  of  liberty  we  can 

no  longer  appeal  or  temporize.  Once  more 
we  must  act  swiftly  and  courageously  to 
preserve  democracy  and  to  prevent  its 
being  surplanted  by  despotism. 

“Therefore,  we,  the  undersigned,  re- 
spectfully petition  the  President  and  the 

Congress  of  the  United  States  of  America, 
to  make  such  executive  orders,  adopt  such 

legislative  measures  and  alter  such  exist- 

Coast  Praise  lor  Stand 

In  Support  of  League 
Boxoffice  is  in  receipt  of  several  letters 

in  comment  on  Ivan  Spear’s  article  com- 
mending the  activities  of  the  Hollywood 

Anti-Nazi  League  and  speculating  over  the 

reasons  why  its  endeavors  are  being  regu- 
larly ignored  by  the  Los  Angeles  and 

Hollywood  press.  The  article  appeared  in 
Eoxoffice  for  November  26. 

The  letters  from  Hollywood  and  Los 
Angeles : 

“As  one  of  the  sponsors  of  the  Holly- 
wood Anti-Nazi  League,  I   cannot  resist 

writing  to  you  to  tell  you  how  swell  it 
was  to  read  the  article  in  Boxoffice  which 

was  reprinted  in  our  own  publication 

( Hollywood  Now) .   With  the  growing  ag- 
gressiveness of  the  Nazis  in  Europe  and 

the  constant  danger  of  their  finding  sup- 
port in  this  country,  the  courage  and  pub- 

lic spirit  your  article  displayed  certainly 
merits  the  applause  of  every  lover  of 

American  democracy.  May  I   offer  my  sin- 
cere and  cordial  congratulations.— FRANK 

TUTTLE. 

“As  one  of  the  directors  of  the  Holly- 
wood Anti-Nazi  League,  I   want  to  thank 

you  for  the  excellent  piece  about  us  which 
appeared  in  the  November  26  issue  of 

Boxoffice.  I   have  heard  a   lot  of  favor- 
able comment  about  it  around  town. 

“Apparently  people  out  here  are  start- 
ing to  wake  up,  and  you  have  helped  to 

jolt  them  out  of  their  lethargy.  It  isn't 
the  first  time  you’ve  done  it.  But  nothing 
you  have  ever  done  before,  and  nothing 
that  any  of  us  can  do,  is  more  important 
than  this. — CARL  DREHER. 

ing  legislation  and  laws  as  may  be  neces- 
sary to  the  end  that  all  economic  con- 

nections between  the  people  of  the  United 
States  and  Germany  be  totally  severed, 
until  such  time  as  Germany  is  willing  to 

re-enter  the  family  of  nations  in  accord- 
ance with  the  humane  principle  of  in- 

ternational law  and  universal  freedom.” 

Fay  Bainter 
Lucille  Ball 

Ralph  Bellamy 
Joan  Bennett 
Herbert  Biberman 

George  Brent 
James  Cagney 
Edward  Chodorov 
Claudette  Colbert 
Donald  Crisp 

John  Cromwell 

George  Cukor 
Bette  Davis 
Melvyn  Douglas 
Philip  Dunne 
John  Ford 
Bryan  Foy 
Bruno  Frank 
Helen  Gahagen 
Ira  Gershwin 
Bonita  Granville 
Ben  Hecht 
Jean  Hersholt 
Miriam  Hopkins 
Arthur  Hornblow 
Nunnally  Johnson 
William  Keighley 

Carl  Laemmle  sr. 
Priscilla  Lane 
Rosemary  Lane 
Robert  Lord 
Myrna  Loy 
Anatole  Litvak 
Jeffrey  Lynn 
Kenneth  Macgowan 
Aline  MacMahon 

Tony  Martin 
Groucho  Marx 
Paul  Muni 
Elliott  Nugent 

George  O’Neil Claude  Rains 
Edward  G.  Robinson 

Joseph  M.  Schenck 
Allan  Scott 

Gale  Sondergaard 
Donald  Ogden 

Stewart 
Gloria  Stuart 
Walter  Wanger 
Jack  L.  Warner 

Harry  M.  Warner 
John  Wexley 
Roland  Young 

They  Huddled 

— Photos  by  Cosmo-Sileo 

John  W.  Hicks  jr.,  vice-president  in 
charge  of  foreign  distribution  for 

Paramount,  ayid  David  E.  Rose,  in 

charge  of  British  production,  upon 

their  arrival  in  New  York  from  Lon- 

don to  confer  and  discuss  with  Barney 

Balaban  and  Stanton  Griffis. 

Distributors  Meet 

On  Musicians'  Grab 
New  York — A   conference  will  be  held 

at  Pat  Casey’s  office  here  Monday  at  which 
distributor  representatives  will  cross 
swords  with  delegates  from  the  American 

Federation  of  Musicians  over  the  latter’s 
demand  for  an  annual  $20,000,000  “score 
charge”  to  alleviate  unemployment. 

The  session  is  designed  to  fix  the  dis- 

tributors’ position  so  that  the  matter  can 

be  properly  discussed  at  the  AFM’s  execu- tive council  meeting  at  Miami  Beach January  8. 

Under  the  proposed  plan,  distributors 
would  assess  exhibitors  a   small  fee,  this, 
in  turn,  to  be  handed  over  to  the  AFM 

as  a   permanent  fund  to  relieve  its  unem- 

ployed. The  AFM’s  position  is  that',  since 
the  exhibition  arm  of  the  industry  re- 

fuses to  reinstate  orchestras  in  theatres 
and  studios  have  shown  no  inclination  to 

supply  new  orchestras  for  duplicate  re- 
cordings where  music  is  employed,  the  bur- 

den of  caring  for  its  unemployed  rests 
with  distributors. 

Nicholas  M.  Schenck  is  expected  to  take 

a   leading  part  in  presenting  the  distribu- 
tors’ position  at  the  conference. 

Rodgers  and  Hickey  Talk 

Over  Golden  State  Deal 
San  Francisco — William  R.  Rodgers  and 

George  A.  Hickey  of  Loew’s,  Inc.,  have 
been  here  conferring  with  R.  A.  McNeil 
and  Mike  Naify  on  a   new  deal  with  Golden 

State  Theatres.  This  is  the  only  import- 

ant circuit  not  signed  by  M-G-M  this  sea- 
son, a   three-year  pact  having  expired. 
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COURT  ORDERS  SPEED-DP  IN  SUIT  HITTING 

LOEW  POLICIES  AND  PROFIT-SHARING  PACTS 
System  of  Accounting  and 

Management  of  Firm 
Under  Fire 

Stromberg  Has  Own  Slant  on 

M-G-M  Studio  Tops--And  Tells 
By  BILL  ORNSTEIN 

New  York — Impatient  wiih  unnecessary 
delays  in  presenting  the  case  and  the 

quibbling  by  attorneys  over  minor  points 

of  law,  Supreme  Court  Justice  Valente 

has  cautioned  lawyers  in  the  minority 

stockholders’  suit  against  Loew  directors 

and  executives  to  “speed  it  up;  we  want 

to  get  through.”  He  also  told  Joseph 
Nemerov  of  Pollack  &   Nemerov,  associate 

counsel  with  Emil  K.  Ellis  for  the  plain- 

tiffs, to  “stop  wrangling”  with  Former 
Judge  Joseph  M.  Proskauer,  representing 
the  defendants. 

Regarded  as  the  most  important  suit  in 

the  history  of  Loew’s,  the  action  chal- 
lenges an  accounting  system  which  has 

been  employed  by  the  major  company  f oi- 

ls years.  The  suit  also  “imperils”  11  pro- 
ducer-executive profit-sharing  contract? 

which  are  to  become  effective  January  1. 

Additionally,  the  action  questions  the  man- 

agement’s operations  and  policies.  These 
very  same  operations  and  policies  are  gen- 

erally regarded  in  the  industry  as  out- 
standing and  directly  responsible  for  the 

success  of  the  company  over  the  years, 

particularly  in  the  depression  years  when 

other  companies  were  experiencing  finan- 

cial difficulties  while  Loew’s  continued  to 
distribute  the  usual  dividends  to  common 

and  preferred  stockholders. 

Analyst  Disapproves 

Loew’s  method  of  accounting,  in  charg- 
ing write-offs  on  production  and  operation 

of  theatres,  is  one  of  two  major  points 

under  fire.  Bernard  J.  Reis,  an  indepen- 
dent accountant,  has  made  an  analysis  of 

the  Loew  system  over  the  past  few  months 

and  says  “it  is  not  good  business.”  How- 
ever, David  Bernstein,  vice-president  and 

treasurer  of  Loew’s,  will  have  his  say  about 
this  as  soon  as  the  defense  presents  its 
side  of  the  case. 

Another  question  raised  is  whether  the 

percentages  provided  for  in  the  profit- 
sharing  agreements  with  11  producers  and 

executives  in  Hollywood  and  New  York 

are  out  of  proportion  to  net  profits  and 

dividends  paid  to  stockholders.  Nicholas 

M.  Schenck,  president  of  Loew’s;  Winthrop 
W.  Aldrich,  head  of  Chase  Bank  and  at 

one  time  head  of  Film  Securities,  which 

had  a   $19,000,000  interest  in  Loew’s  by 
virtue  of  a   purchase  of  660,900  common 

shares  from  Fox  Film;  and  Eugene  Leake, 

a   former  director  of  Film  Securities,  will 

answer  this  question. 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  president  of  20th-Fox, 
and  a   former  director  of  Film  Securities, 

already  has  voiced  his  opinion  on  the 

personal  contracts.  In  brief,  he  said  that 

without  the  agreements  the  company  would 

Combs  Got  M-G-M 
In  a   Jam 

New  York — Louis  B.  Mayer's  experi- 
ence1 with  an  expert  on  Spanish  cus- 

toms for  the  production  of  "Valencia" 
drew  a   round  of  laughs  from  the  court 

room  when  Former  Judge  Joseph  M. 

Proskauer  read  the  deposition  in  the 

Loew  minority  stockholders'  suit. 
On  the  advice  of  the  expert,  a   cer- 

tain type  of  comb  was  used  to  adorn 

the  hair  of  the  women  in  the  film, 

which  subsequently  led  to  banning  of 

the  picture  in  Spain  and  getting  the 

company  in  a   jam  with  the  government. 

“We  found  out  later,"  Mayer  stated, 

"that  the  combs  used  were  those  worn 

by  prostitutes." 

be  ruined.  Meanwhile,  chief  witnesses  for 

the  defense,  Schenck,  Bernstein,  Aldri.h 

and  Leake  have  yet  to  be  heard  from. 

So  far  it  has  been  the  plaintiffs’  case 
with  Reis  as  star  witness.  There  is  a 

similar  action  pending  in  Wilmington 

brought  by  three  stockholders  whose  mo- 
tion to  join  the  other  stockholders  has 

been  previously  denied.  Former  Senator 
Daniel  O.  Hastings  has.  been  retained  by 

Loew’s  for  this  action  while  Harry  Bijur, 

who  is  sitting  through  the  current  pro- 
ceedings, will  act  for  the  complaining 

stockholders.  The  indication  is  that  Judge 

Valente’s  decision  may  carry  considerable 
weight  in  determining  the  Wilmington 
action. 

The  warnings  for  speeding  up  the  trial 

came  from  Judge  Valente  during  Neme- 

rov’s  examination  of  Reis  on  write-offs  for 
books,  stories  and  continuities  as  outlined 

in  various  Loew  financial  reports.  Com- 

ments on  these  reports  by  Miller  &   Don- 
aldson, accounting  firm  which  makes  up 

the  Loew  reports,  also  were  referred  to 

by  Reis,  who  said  they  were  “sound.” 
Proskauer  objected  to  some  items 

brought  up,  declaring  they  had  been  list- 

ed in  Louis  B.  Mayer’s  contract.  Pros- 
kauer, during  the  interrogation,  handed 

a   copy  of  the  agreement  to  the  judge. 
Ellis  wanted  to  see  the  clause  the  Loew 

attorney  had  specific  reference  to  and  left 

his  seat.  Meanwhile,  Nemerov  halted  the 
examination. 

Noticing  this,  Proskauer  apologetically 

told  the  court,  “I  didn’t  mean  to  stop  the 

proceedings,”  to  which  Nemerov  quickly 

retorted,  “But  you  did!” 
“No  remarks,”  admonished  the  judge, 

(Continued  on  page  26,  Column  1) 

New  York — Hunt  Stromberg,  who  has 

been  with  M-G-M  14  years  and  seen  as  the 

likely  successor  to  the  late  Irving  G.  Thal- 

berg,  has  his  own  opinion  of  various  pro- 
ducers on  the  lot.  It  is  revealed  in  his 

deposition,  taken  by  Emil  K.  Ellis  in  con- 
nection with  the  Loew  minority  stock- 

holders suit,  he  has  this  to  say: 

“Harry  Rap}:  He  is  chiefly  instrumental 
for  my  joining  the  company.  He  aroused 

my  keen  interest  14  years  ago  and  that 

was  the  start.  I   was  an  independent  pro- 
ducer at  the  time  and  making  pictures 

with  Harry  Carey  and  Priscilla  Dean  as 

stars.  When  I   first  joined  Metro  I   made 

comedies  under  Hunt  Stromberg  Produc- 
tions with  my  own  financing.  Charles  R. 

Rogers  was  my  business  partner  at  the 

time.  I   was  getting  $1,000  a   week  and, 

under  an  additional  arrangement,  re- 
ceived 33  1/3  per  cent  of  the  profits  on  a 

two-picture  deal  a   year  as  director-pro- 
ducer. 

“Sam  Zimbalist:  As  a   producer  I   have 
quite  a   high  opinion,  naturally,  because 

he  worked  as  my  assistant  for  eight  or 

nine  years.  His  first  three  pictures  were 

hits,  including  ‘Navy,  Blue  and  Gold’  and 
‘Three  Men  in  the  Snow.’ 

“Lou  Ostrow:  He  is  responsible  for  the 

Hardy  series  and  is  an  outstanding  pro- 
ducer. 

“Norman  Krasna:  I   consider  him  as  a 

man  who  shows  great  promise.  He  shows 

promise  as  one  of  our  finest  producers.  I 

think  he  is  a   very  clever  boy.  He  worked 

with  me  as  a   writer  and  wrote  the  script 

for  ‘Wife  Against  Secretary.’  He  is  one 
of  the  most  brilliant  boys  in  the  business. 

Some  of  the  pictures  he  has  produced  are 

‘The  Big  City’  and  ‘Three  Loves  Has 

Nancy.’ 

“Herman  Mankiewicz:  My  opinion  of 

him  is  the  same  as  Krasna’s.  He  is  a 
graduate  from  the  writing  ranks  also. 

Some  of  his  pictures  are  ‘Gorgeous  Hussy,’ 
‘Mannequin,’  ‘Love  on  the  Run,’  among 
others,  all  of  which  have  been  successful. 

“Louis  D.  Lighton:  He  produced  ‘Test 

Pilot’  and  is  now  working  on  ‘Sea  of 

Grass.’  He  also  made  ‘Captains  Courage- 

ous.’ He  is  a   quite  capable  producer  and 
one  of  the  best.  I   have  a   high  regard  for him. 

“Jack  Cummings:  He  produced  the 

‘Broadway  Melody’  series  and  is  one  of  the 
most  valuable  men  on  the  lot. 

“John  Considine:  I   think  he  is  a   very 

capable  man.  He  has  shown  good  show- 

manship. He  makes  pictures  as  reason- 

ably as  can  be  made.  He  is  a   good  com- 
mercial producer. 

“I  know  they  all  have  unusual  talent  or 

they  wouldn’t  be  where  they  are  today.” 
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REGIS  TOOMEY  •   ANN  DORAN 
Screen  play  by  Arthur  T.  Horman  •   Dorrell  McGowan  •   Stuart  E.  McGowan 

Directed  by  CHRISTY  CABANNE  •   A   COLUMBIA  PICTURE 



Court  Orders  Speed-Up  in  Says  Loew  Overhead 

Suit  Against  Loew  Policies  $4,805,435  in  '37 
(Continued  from  page  23) 

turning  to  Nemerov.  “Get  along  and  carry 
on.  I’ve  learned  to  read  and  listen  at  the 

same  time  over  the  years.” 
Later,  Nemerov  asked  for  a   short  recess 

to  check  up  on  some  figures  when  the 

judge  issued  the  warning  to  “speed  it  up.” 
After  the  Monday  session,  the  various 

lawyers  gathered  around  the  bench  and 

the  judge  then  stated  he  was  under  the 

impression  every  industry  had  its  own 

method  of  accounting.  He  also  gave  as 

his  opinion  the  understanding  that  Reis 

had  not  shown  he  is  an  expert  on  ac- 
counting methods  employed  in  the  motion 

picture  business. 

Attorneys  for  Loew’s  would  not  commen 

on  the  import  of  the  judge's  remarks. 
For  some  time  these  same  lawyers  and 

executives  of  Loew's  have  told  Boxoffice 
that  the  whole  case  was  a   matter  of 

accounting  and  that  “there  is  a   wide  dif- 

ference of  opinion”  on  the  subject. 

Reis,  on  examination,  stated  that  ac- 
cording to  the  Loew  financial  reports  the 

surplus  in  1931  was  $33,716,000  and  in 

1937  it  jumped  to  $44,354,000,  the  increase 

in  six  years  being  $10,638,000.  Tire  com- 

pany’s inventory  showed,  according  to  Reis, 
that  in  1931  the  item  was  listed  at  $29,- 
165,000.  In  1937,  this  grew  to  $39,709,000. 

which  represented  a   difference  of  $10,547,- 
000  for  the  six  years.  The  total  assets 

listed  on  August  31,  1937  was  $142,544,000. 

According  to  the  Loew  records,  40  fea- 
tures were  released  in  1937.  Inventory 

items  on  books,  plays  and  continuities  in 

1924  were  listed  at  $8,700,000,  Reis  stated. 

Play  Venture  Costly 

It  was  also  brought  out  that  only  $10,- 
000  was  paid  Carl  Laemmle  jr.  on  Iris 

$25,000  contract.  Reis  stated  that  from 

1934-36,  Loew’s  lost  $341,000  in  its  sub- 
sidiary, Comar  Plays.  This  was  the  com- 

pany formed  whereby  Max  Gordon  and 

Sam  Harris  produced  plays  with  Lo.w 

backing  and,  because  of  a   disagreement 

with  the  Dramatists’  Guild,  the  deal  had 
been  called  off.  It  developed  that  Comar 

lost  money  on  “Jubilee,”  “Ethan  Frome,” 
“Lone  Frontier”  and  the  sale  of  “Room 

Service”  to  George  Abbott.  However,  “Pride 

and  Prejudice”  made  money  and  Loew’s 

paid  $50,000  for  the  film  rights.  Loew’s 
also  made  a   profit  of  $1,957  on  its  10 

per  cent  investment  in  “Winterset.” 

Various  items  in  connection  with  “Ben 

Hur”  were  then  mentioned  by  Reis.  It  de- 
veloped that  the  picture  cost  $4,327,453.30 

to  produce  and  the  total  gross  from  all 

countries  aggregated  $7,919,000.  Reis  said 

the  company  lost  $390,958.52  on  the  pic- 
ture. There  were  two  items  on  distribu- 

tion expenses  in  connection  with  the  film, 

one  for  $3,900,000  and  another,  $1,300,000. 

Schenck  later  told  Boxoffice  that,  when 

Metro  took  over  the  Goldwyn  company, 

the  latter  had  already  spent  $2,800,000  for 

production  in  Italy.  Fred  Niblo  was  hired 

to  complete  the  job  and  later  was  re- 
placed by  Mayer  who  had  to  scrap  all 

“shots”  made  in  Italy  and  start  all  over 
-again.  The  process  of  amortizing  the 

silent  version  for  the  years  1933  to  19C6 
inclusive  were  outlined  by  Reis. 

The  cost  of  various  continuities  by 

writers  for  a   group  of  pictures  then  fol- 

lowed. Expended  on  “Maytime”  was  a 

total  of  $568,000.  For  “Marie  Antoinette” 
there  were  11  different  writers  whose  sal- 

aries aggregated  $420,688.49.  On  “Lily 
Mars,”  which  was  written  off  to  profit 
and  loss  while  the  others  were  not,  the 

continuity  amounted  to  $6,237.79.  Various 

notations  by  Miller  &   Donaldson  in  regard 

to  writing  off  costs  on  “Bugle  Sounds” 
were  mentioned.  In  1932,  the  picture  which 

was  listed  as  in  “process  of  production,” 
cost  $457,269.89.  At  the  time,  the  Loew 

management  said  it  intended  to  resume 

production  and  nothing  was  done  to  write 

off  the  cost.  In  1934,  M&D  again  urged 

the  write-off  and  again  the  management 
said  it  intended  to  complete  and  release 

the  picture.  In  1936,  the  amount  was 

eliminated  and  charged  off  to  profit  and 
loss.  The  contention  of  Nemerov  was  that 

the  cost  was  not  charged  off  when  it 

should  have  been.  A   similar  situation  de- 

veloped on  “Soviet,”  which  was  carried 
on  the  books  until  1936  and  then  written 
off. 

Payment  of  $150,000  to  Cosmopolitan 

Productions  for  a   picture  Marion  Davies 

did  not  make  and  subsequently  charging 

this  item  to  “Going  Hollywood”  also  was 

brought  up.  Loew’s  had  a   three-picture 
deal  with  Cosmopolitan  and  only  two  were 

made  with  the  star  who  was  paid  $450,000 

as  provided  in  the  agreement.  Nemerov 

claimed  the  amount  was  charged  off  in 

1933-34  instead  of  when  payment  was 
made. 

Although  the  total  estimated  cost  on 

“Maytime”  at  the  time  of  Irving  G.  Thal- 

berg’s  death  was  $1,059,074,  Nemerov  said 
that  an  accumulated  cost  of  $770,580.39 

was  added  after  his  death.  It  was  re- 
vealed that  with  the  sale  of  the  Goldwyn 

company,  Metro  acquired  26  stories  listed 
at  a   total  of  $163,000. 

One  Intervention  Denied 

Before  the  Monday  afternoon  session 

got  under  way,  another  minor  stockholder 

attempted  to  intervene.  His  application 

was  denied.  He  then  brought  up  the  fact 

that  a   columnist  reported  a   pending  set- 
tlement of  the  suit  for  $1,500,000.  The 

story  was  first  run  by  a   Hollywood  daily 

publication  and  vigorously  denied  by  all 

Loew  executives.  Judge  Valente  said  he 

never  pays  any  attention  to  newspaper 

reports,  following  which  Proskauer  added, 

“this  case  will  be  tried  on  its  merits  and 

there  will  be  no  settlement.” 

Reports  of  a   settlement,  reputedly  in- 
stigated by  interests  close  to  the  plaintiffs, 

have  been  circulated  for  some  time.  It 

has  been  the  contention  of  Loew  execu- 

tives that  the  management  of  Loew’s  does 
not  fear  any  challenge  of  its  policies,  which 

they  believe  are  right.  But  since  the 

challenge  has  been  made  it  should  be  de- 
cided once  and  for  all  now,  they  insist. 

Rejected  continuity  items  in  connection 

with  “30  Days  of  Musa  Dagh,”  “Elegance,” 

New  York — The  general  overhead  ex- 

pense of  Loew’s  for  1937,  according  to  the 

company’s  financial  report,  totaled  $4,- 
805,435.89,  Bernard  J.  Reis,  witness  for 

the  plaintiffs  in  the  minority  stockholders’ 
suit  against  Loew  directors  and  execu- 

tives, informed  Supreme  Court  Justice 
Louis  A.  Valente.  He  broke  down  the 

various  items  as  follows: 

Executive  salaries,  exclusive  of 

$35,000  expenses    $594,000 

Accounting  department  salaries, 

exclusive  of  $56,000  expenses     192,000 

Production  office  salaries     109,000 

Salaries  for  police  service     148,000 

Legal  salaries      44,000 

Taxes,  city  and  state      248,000 
Entertainment      17,700 

Donations      23,600 

(Including  $3,500  to  the  mayor 
of  Los  Angeles  for  his  campaign 

and  $5,000  for  Irving  G.  Thal- 
berg’s  funeral). 

Rejected  continuities      193,000 
London  office      13,000 

Dues      68,000 

Telephone      132,000 

Telegraph      23,000 

Private  and  studio  dining  room....  30,000 

“Tish,”  "Silent  Night”  and  "Heavenly  Sin- 

ner” were  then  listed  by  Reis.  In  1937, 
the  financial  report  showed,  according  to 

plaintiffs’  accountant,  that  $7,547,880.60 
had  been  spent  on  continuities,  books  and 
stories  not  used.  There  were  also  on  hand, 

at  the  end  of  that  year,  532  books  and 

scenario  rights.  In  1934,  M-G-M  released 
43  pictures;  in  1935,  a   total  of  47;  and  in 

1936,  it  released  43,  according  to  Reis. 

In  four  years  the  company  released  170 

pictures  and  only  in  nine  instances  were 
books  or  continuities  used  which  were 

started  two  years  before  production. 

According  to  Reis,  the  1937  financial 

report  shows  $9,000,000  invested  in  books, 

right  and  continuities  before  reserve. 

About  $1,500,000  has  been  set  aside  as 
reserve.  It  was  also  pointed  out  that 

$3,000,000  of  the  $7,500,000  for  books, 

rights  and  continuities  is  more  than  three 

years  old  and  $4,656,000  is  less  than  three 
years  old.  Reserve  for  loss  on  books,  rights 
and  continuities  is  figured  by  adding  10 

per  cent  to  the  cost  of  production  on 

each  picture  after  it  is  completed. 

In  1936,  Reis  revealed,  the  investment 
in  Comar  Plays  increased  to  $377,000  and 

the  report  states  “recovery  doubtful.” 
A   loss  of  $58,000  on  the  sale  of  the 

rights  to  “Prisoner  of  Zenda”  to  David  O. 
Selznick  for  $100,000  was  also  noted. 

Reis  read  from  a   Miller  &   Donaldson 

report  where  it  was  suggested  to  write  off 

50  and  60  per  cent  for  books  and  stories 
rather  than  10  per  cent. 

Resuming  the  stand  Tuesday,  the  ninth 

day  of  the  trial,  Reis  said  Loew’s  has  out- 
standing, as  of  1937,  $4,697,255  for  books 

and  rights  while  the  financial  statement 

(Continued  on  page  27) 
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for  that  year  shows  $7,547,880,  or  a   dif- 
ference of  $2,850,624. 

In  answer  to  a   question,  the  accountant 

stated  “good  accounting  practices  demand 
inventories  should  not  be  overstated.” 

Judge  Valente  then  declared:  “You  don’t 
have  to  be  an  accountant  to  know  that 

inventory  should  not  be  overstated.” 
Reis  also  testified  the  Loew  books  for 

1937  show  $1,891,987.44  is  due  Mayer, 

Rubin  and  the  Thalberg  estate  and,  for 

1938,  based  on  approximate  earnings,  $1,- 
102,361.53  is  due  the  group. 

In  Rubin’s  deposition,  it  was  revealed 

“Soviet”  and  “Bugle  Sounds”  were  in- 
cluded in  the  rejected  items  amounting  to 

$447,631. 

Questions  and  answers  relating  to  write- 
offs in  the  depositions  of  Weingarten, 

Schenck,  Bernstein,  Mannix  and  Thau 

were  then  read.  Mannix’s  testimony 
pointed  out  that,  while  Thalberg  had  esti- 

mated the  cost  of  “Romeo  and  Juliet”  at 
$800,000  before  production,  the  finished 

product  tallied  about  $2,000,000. 
Rapf  in  14  Years 

Rapf’s  testimony  revealed  he  started  14 
years  ago  at  Metro  at  $600  a   week,  plus 

20  per  cent  of  the  profits  on  his  pictures. 

His  income  ran  between  $1,500  and  $2,000 

a   week.  Then  he  made  a   new  deal,  with- 
out percentages,  for  $2,000  a   week,  a   $500 

increase  after  two  years  and  got  only  $200. 

When  demanding  the  raise,  he  told  Mayer: 

“I  don’t  want  to  be  the  richest  man  in  the 
world  like  the  younger  fellows.  I   am 

convinced  I   have  come  back.” 

Katz’s  deposition  shows  that  in  the  new 
profit-sharing  contract  he  would  get 
$3,000  a   week  and  1.4  per  cent  of  the  net 

profits  after  common  dividends.  At  var- 
ious times,  he  said,  he  supervised  such 

producers  as  Lucien  Hubbard,  Jack  Cum- 
mings and  John  Considine. 

Judge  I.  Frey’s  testimony  states  he  is 

assistant  secretary  of  Loew’s  and  receives 
$700  a   week  in  comparison  with  $100 

weekly  when  he  started  in  1919.  He  is  a 

director  of  the  company  at  Bernstein’s  in- 
vitation. 

It  was  Frey’s  remarks  on  the  record 
that  brought  out  the  fact  that  when  the 

Loew  directors  asked  Schenck  to  sign  a 

five-year  contract  he  (Schenck)  wanted 
the  50,000  shares  of  common  which  he 

had  turned  down  in  1932  when  he  de- 

clined to  signature  a   term  pact.  “The 
board  voted  the  arrangement  because 

Schenck  wanted  it  that  day  and  the  men 

thought  it  was  a   good  idea  because  it 

would  make  him  happy.” 

William  A.  Parker’s  deposition  centered 
around  Loew  board  meetings  when  the 

Schenck  and  Bernstein  options  were  dis- 

cussed and  approved.  “Schenck  did  not 
say  he  was  underpaid  or  threaten  to  leave 

the  company.”  Former  Judge  John  R. 

Hazel’s  testimony  on  the  subject  then  was 
introduced. 

According  to  C.  C.  Moskowitz’s  deposi- 

tion, he  started  26  years  ago  with  Loew’s 
at  $12  a   week  and  now  gets  $1,700.  Marvin 

Schenck’s  salary  as  general  assistant  to 

Schenck  Tussle  With  Thalberg 

Dramatically  Unfolds  at  Trial 

New  York — This  may  sound  like  the 

script  of  a   thrilling  drama.  The  situa- 
tion was  tense.  It  was  dramatic;  very 

dramatic,  in  fact  Nicholas  M.  Schenck  was 

arguing  with  the  late  Irving  G.  Thalberg 

about  the  latter’s  contract.  Thalberg  had 

been  claiming  he  “was  a   very  tired  fellow” 

and  getting  “nothing  out  of  this  thing.” 
Louis  B.  Mayer,  in  his  deposition  in  the 

Loew  minority  stockholders’  suit  against 

the  company’s  directors  and  executives, 
explains  what  took  place  at  one  meeting 

when  Thalberg  “wanted  to  get  out.” 
Former  Judge  Proskauer  is  asking  the 

question  of  Mayer.  “What  do  you  mean 

‘getting  nothing  out  of  this  thing’.” 
Mayer:  “Because  income  taxes  were 

swallowing  it  up,  and  he  felt,  considering 

the  strain  he  had  gone  under  during  three 

years,  he  wasn’t  a   strong  fellow;  I   knew 
of  his  illness;  that  was  supposed  to  be  a 

secret,  and  he  would  rather  quit  and  re- 
tire and  not  work  in  pictures  unless  there 

was  some  way,  somehow,  that  he  saw  there 

was  something  for  him  and  his  family  in 

the  event  anything  happened  to  him  and 

he  got  played  out. 

“And  when  Mr.  Schenck  was  here,  right 
in  this  hotel  (the  Biltmore  in  Los  Angeles) 

Oh,  boy;  that  was  some  struggle.  I 

wouldn’t  take  what  Schenck  took  for  the 

company.  But  Irving  fought  a   hard  bat- 
tle and  nothing  could  convince  him  that 

he  ought  to  go  on  and  discharge  his  obli- 

Moskowitz  is  $700  a   week.  Eugene  Picker’s 
earnings  were  not  listed.  Neither  were 

Joseph  R.  Vogel’s,  Moskowitz  holding  he 
did  not  know. 

Hyman  Opposes  Profit-Sharing 

Hyman’s  testimony  shows  he  took  cuts 
during  depression  years  and  later  was  re- 

imbursed. He  has  been  with  M-G-M  13 

years  and  has  refused  to  sign  the  profit- 
sharing  agreement.  He  is  insisting  on 

more  than  seven-tenths  of  one  per  cent 
in  profits.  Schenck  has  informed  him  it 

is  too  late  to  do  anything  since  the  board 

and  stockholders  have  ratified  the  agree- 

ment. Hyman’s  contention  is  he  is  as  im- 
portant to  the  company  as  Stromberg,  Le 

Roy,  Thau  and  Rapf. 

Bernstein’s  testimony  holds  that 
when  he  called  Mayer  on  paring  studio 

operating  costs,  the  inventory  on  finished 

pictures  and  those  in  work  had  increased 

$5,000,000. 
On  Wednesday,  Nemerov  introduced 

testimony  in  connection  with  Loew’s  deal 
with  20th-Fox  for  a   quarter  interest  in  GB 
for  $3,500,000.  The  contention  here  is  that 

the  investment  has  not  made  money. 

Schenck  told  Boxoffice  that  “We  do  not 
always  invest  for  immediate  returns.  It 
is  not  such  a   bad  deal  and  we  will  make 

money  on  it  in  the  future.” 
Indications  over  the  weekend  were  that 

William  Fox  may  be  called  by  the  plain- 
tiffs Monday.  Attorneys  for  the  minority 

stockholders  have  asked  that  Mayer  be 

brought  in  from  the  coast,  but  this  is  sub- 

ject to  further  consultation  between  coun- 
sel for  both  sides. 

Zanuck  Is  Zanuck 

Under  Any  Name 
New  York — Darryl  F.  Zanuck  may  be 

particular  about  the  way  his  name  is 

spelled  on  all  releases  emanating  from 

20th-Fox.  In  all  references  to  him  in 

the  Loew  minority  stockholders'  suit 
his  name  is  either  spelled  Israel  Zelt- 
ner  or  Darryl  Zannuck. 

gations.  He  said  that  we  had  built  plenty 

of  millions;  that  he  didn’t  have  any 
scruples  whether  he  went  on  or  anything 

because  when  you  analyze  what  we  took 
and  what  we  now  have,  it  was  hell. 

“It  went  on  for  a   long  while.  I   was 

watching  Schenck.  His  fingernails  were 

purple  as  he  held  on  to  the  side  of  his 

chair  because  Irving  was  riding  him  ter- 
ribly hard,  and  driving  him,  and  told  him 

that  he  didn’t  give  a   damn;  that  he  was 

cold  as  ice;  he  wasn’t  even  human  just  as 
long  as  we  made  lots  of  money  for  the 

company.” Mayer  is  still  talking — via  the  deposi- 

tion route — 
“Oh,  it  was  just  fierce.  And  Schenck 

kept  yelling  back  ‘Damn  it,  I   have  been 
decent  and  right  with  you.  This  is  a 

corporation.  I   have  got  legal  responsi- 

bilities.’ 

“It  was  hell.  We  got  out  of  the  room.” 
The  situation  is  not  yet  over.  Mayer 

then  adds: 

“That  was  when  Schenck  saw  Irving 

was  absolutely  sincere,  that  he  would  quit. 

And  Schenck  said,  ‘We  will  sue  you  for 

damages.’ 
“And  Irving  laughed  and  said,  ‘Well,  we 

will  meet  the  suit  later.’ 
“And  the  upshot  of  it  was  that  Schenck 

then  wanted  a   meeting  with  me  and  Rubin 
(J.  Robert)  and  Mr.  Loeb  (Edwin  J.,  who 

was  Thalberg’s  attorney.)” 
It  is  later  brought  out  that  Schenck 

called  in  his  brother,  Joseph  M.,  to  plead 

with  Thalberg.  “Joe  had  a   great  influ- 
ence on  this  boy.  He  worshipped  him.  It 

was  almost  like  a   son  with  Joe.  He  got 

nowhere;  Irving  was  adamant.” 

At  another  portion  of  Mayer’s  deposi- 
tion, he  tells  where  he  had  his  own  little 

set-to  with  Thalberg  and  the  “bitter  strug- 
gle” over  personnel  when  Thalberg  de- 
cided to  set  up  his  own  production  unit. 

“I  wouldn’t  yield  and  Irving  wouldn’t 

yield,”  Mayer’s  testimony  continues.  Thal- 
berg wanted  first  call  and  all  and  every 

player  and  artist  on  the  lot  and  Mayer 
refused. 

“   ‘If  this  happens,  I   told  him.  I   will 

have  to  throw  up  my  hands,’  I   said.  ‘Irv- 
ing, you  ought  to  be  fair.  You  are  not 

going  to  place  me  in  a   position  at  this 
time  that  I   am  going  to  flop.  You  are  not 

going  to  tie  me  up.’  I   said,  ‘I  will  give 
you  every  darned  thing  you  want,  as  if 

you  were  my  own  son,  but  I   have  got  to 

run  that  plant  successfully.’  Anyway,  we 
conipromised.  But  Thalberg  was  bitter. 

He  wanted  to  get  out.  He  didn’t  want  to 

stay  there  at  all.” 
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(Continued  from  page  6) 

are  going  to  continue  to  find  them 

that  way. 

Allied  is  a   democratic  organization 

where  each  and  every  member  has  a 

right  to  think  for  himself  and  voice 

and  express  his  opinion.  After  he  has 

done  that  we  have  failed  to  find  any- 

one in.  Allied's  ranks  who  has  been  so 

obstinate  or  bull-headed,  if  you  please, 

not  to  see  the  other  fellow's  point  of 
view  and  would  always  go  along 

with  the  majority  without  any  further 

grumbling  or  dissatisfaction. 

The  last  paragraph  is  worth  re- 
reading, if  you  are  at  all  interested 

in  this  extended  correspondence.  It 

has  a   revealing  air  about  it,  or  may- 

be we're  just  carrying  on  again. 
Indicating  a   phase  of  the  Steffes 

makeup  which  we,  for  one,  never 

suspected  was  around,  up  comes 
this: 

Why  is  it,  Red,  that  other  lines  of 

business  can  hold  conferences  with- 

out being  bothered  by  reporters? 

Why  is  it  so  necessary,  in  this  indus- 

try, that  every  time  a   man  takes  a 

trip  over  thirty  blocks  that  at  least 

three  trade  paper  reporters  have  to 

ask  him  what  the  purpose  of  the  trip 

was,  whom  he  saw  and  what  he  did? 

I   believe  you  people  were  all  told 

at  the  beginning  of  these  conferences 

by  Mr.  Rodgers  that  as  soon  as  there 

was  anything  of  any  importance, 
statements  would  be  issued.  That 

should  have  been  entirely  satisfac- 

tory to  the  trade  papers,  but,  lo  and 

behold,  what  happened?  The  moment 

every  conference  broke  up  we  were 

all  met  at  the  door  by  a   half  dozen 

reporters  of  trade  papers  and  our 

telephones  were  kept  busy  way  into 

the  small  hours  of  the  morning  by  re- 

porters looking  for  additional  news. 

Why  don't  you  try  it,  just  once,  to 
leave  the  conferees  alone  on  a   mat- 

ter as  important  as  they  have  been 

conferring  on.  I   am  sure  when  there 

is  a   solution  arrived  at  you  people 

will  be  given  the  entire  story  and, 

if  there  is  a   break,  then  what  dif- 

ference does  it  make  what  took  place? 

I   don't  think  the  theatre  owners 

are  interested  in  trade  papers  guess- 

ing as  to  what  has  happened  or  what 

is  going  to  happen  and  up  to  the 

present  time  I   haven't  been  able  to 
find  a   trade  paper  that  has  given  a 

true,  unbiased  and  fair  report  of  the 

conferences. 

Everyone  to  his  own  idea  and  it 

may  be  A1  has  been  reading  the 

wrong  papers.  We  should  imagine, 

however,  that,  since  the  industry  has 

the  sort  of  alert  and  on-its-toes  trade 

press  which  Steffes  apparently  be- 
lieves it  has,  he  ought  to  be  proud 

of  it  and  not  otherwise.  A1  ought  to 

remember  the  grandstand  plays  he 

has  staged  at  some  of  the  Allied 

confabs  for  organizational  and  trade 

paper  headline  purposes.  He  ought 

to  remember,  as  well,  that  the  in- 
stitution does  not  fall  into  disrepute, 

nor  should  it  be  charged  with  anti- 
industry intent,  merely  because  his 

current  tune  happens  to  be  differ- 
ent today.  He  ought  to  bear  in 

mind,  too,  that  his  obligato  may  be 

in  different  key  as  soon  as  next 

week.  If  you  don't  get  what  we 
mean,  this  will  have  to  slide  by  you 
in  default.  Sorry. 

Anyhow,  there  are  two  more  para- 
graphs and  that  suggests  going  all 

the  way.  Steffes'  closing  note: 
So  now  your  editorial  in  which 

you  leave  the  do  or  open  for  an  an- 

swer and  then  another  editorial  per- 

haps and  for  what  purpose?  What 

are  you  aiming  to  accomplish?  The 

only  thing  I   can  see  is  you  are  try- 
ing to  do  everything  you  possibly 

can  to  retard  the  conferences  from 

arriving  at  a   solution  of  the  problems 

of  the  industry.  That,  of  course,  is 

your  privilege  if  you  think  you  are 

doing  right.  In  my  opinion,  you  are not. 

However,  you  have  no  right,  re- 

gardless of  what  you  might  think,  of 

stating  that  you  know  how  I   feel  about 

this  controversy.  So  will  you  please 

correct  the  impression  that  I   have 

talked  to  you  or  anybody  connected 

with  your  trade  paper  or  anyone 

else? 

What  is  BOXOFFICE  aiming  to 

accomplish?  Over  it  again  we  go: 

To  persuade  the  negotiating  ex- 
hibitors that,  whether  they  like  it  or 

not,  the  trumps  are  in  the  hands  of 
the  distributors  and  to  be  smart, 

therefore.  At  least,  until  the  gov- 
ernment suit  is  solved  and  that  may 

take  a   long,  long  time. 
To  induce  the  realization  that 

everybody  cannot  get  all  that  he 
demands,  or  even  strikes  for;  that 

there  must  be  give  and  take  be- 
cause progress,  as  per  the  history 

books,  is  so  recorded;  that  there  is  a 
stake  on  both  sides  of  the  fence 

and  its  existence  must  not  be  con- 

fused or  lost  by  allegiance,  blindly 

or  politically,  to  one  side  or  the 
other. 

To  endeavor  to  have  shoved  on 

the  siding,  for  once  at  least,  personal 

aggrandizement  and  the  desire  to 

perpetuate  jobs  foundationed  on 
turmoil,  upset  and  emotion. 

In  short,  to  drum  up  a   common 

sense  approach  with  both  eyes  fas- 

Goldwyn  Says  No 

Hollywood — Walter  Winchell  may  have 

told  it  to  “Mr.-and-Mrs.-North-America- 

and-all-the-ships-at-sea,”  but  Samuel 

Goldwyn  says  it  isn’t  so. 
On  his  Sunday  night  broadcast,  Win- 

chell said:  “Flash!  Samuel  Goldwyn,  the 
motion  picture  magnate,  requests,  me  to 

deny  the  rumor  about  his  new  vice-presi- 
dent, James  Roosevelt.  That  Jimmy  was 

hired  to  influence  the  government  in  the 

forthcoming  trust  investigation.  ‘The  fact 
is,’  says  Mr.  Goldwyn,  'I  will  testify  for 

the  government!’” Goldwyn  declares  this  statement  is  un- 

authorized. He  admits  readily  “Jock”  Law- 
rence, a   Goldwyn  executive,  had  called 

Winchell  for  the  purpose  of  seeking  to 

quash  the  “insidious”  rumors  the  signing 
of  Roosevelt  is  designed  to  bear  on  the 

federal  acton.  In  pointing  out  the  “un- 
fairness of  such  reports,”  Lawrence  is  said 

to  emphasized  that  Goldwyn  is  not  a   party 

to  the  action  because  of  his  status  as  an 

independent  producer  and  because  he 
owned  no  theatres.  It  is  argued  from  the 

Goldwyn  side  of  the  controversy  that 

Winchell  “jumped”  to  the  conclusion  Gold- 
wyn might  line  up  with  the  government. 

The  producer,  further,  emphatically  states 

he  has  expressed  no  reaction  or  future 

intent,  pro  or  con,  where  the  impending 
action  is  concerned. 

New  York — Walter  Winchell  is  in  Flori- 

da. His  office,  therefore,  is  unable  to  com- ment. 

" Pygmalion "   for  General 
Release ;   Shaw  Appeased 

New  York — M-G-M  has  cleared  “Pyg- 

malion” rights  and  is  now  preparing  to  re- 
lease the  British  film  generally  in  this 

market.  The  difficulty  had  developed  over 

the  question  of  royalty  payments  to 

George  Bernard  Shaw,  author  of  the  play 

and  scenarist,  as  well.  Key  city  engage- 
ments will  be  spotted  immediately. 

tened  on  the  whole  picture,  not  part 

of  it,  and  to  remember  the  industry 
rates  some  consideration  beyond  a 

perpetual  cat-and-dog  fight. 

That  goes  for  exhibitors  and  dis- 
tributors, share  and  share  alike. 
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"BROTHER  RAT"  IS  HIGHEST  IN  PRE-XMAS  DROP BOSTON 

Fenway — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th- 

Fox) ;   Arrest  Bulldog-  Drummond  (Para)  ....  125 
Memorial — Drums  (UA),  2nd  wk. ;   Tarnished 
Angel  (RKO)    110 

Metropolitan — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 
Down  on  the  Farm  (20th-Fox),  2nd  wk   115 

Orpheum — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. ; 
Blondie  (Col)    100 

Paramount — Same  as  Fenway    130 

State — Same  as  Orpheum      75 

CHICAGO 

Apollo — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  3rd 
loop  wk     90 

Chicago — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN),  plus 
stage  show.  2nd  wk   100 

Garrick — Men  Witli  Wings  (Para),  2nd  loop 
wk     85 

Oriental — Secrets  of  an  Actress  (FN),  plus 
stage  show      90 

Palace — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO), 
plus  stage  show      90 

Roosevelt — Stablemates  (M-G-M).  held  2nd  wk.  .100 

United  Artists — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
(UA).  held  2nd  wk   110 

World  Playhouse — Moonlight  Sonata  (Mal- 
mar),  held  9th  wk   100 

CINCINNATI 

Albee — The  Cowboy  ami  the  Lady  (UA), 
held    130 

Palace — Out  West  with  the  Hardys  (M-G-M), 
held    130 

Capitol — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 
2nd  wk.,  held    130 

Lyric — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO)   110 

Grand — Brother  Rat  (FN),  3rd  wk   210 

Keith's — Tile  Shilling  Hour  (M-G-M)   120 

CLEVELAND 

Allen — Girls  on  Probation  (FN),  5   days     GO 

Allen — Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (Univ),  4   days     60 

Hippodrome — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 
2nd  wk     85 

Palace — Service  de  Luxe  (Univ).  Stage:  Ozzie 
Nelson.  Harriet  Hilliard  and  Co   105 

State — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA)      90 

Stillman — Out  Best  With  the  Hardys 
(M-G-M),  2nd  wk   100 

DALLAS 

Capitol — Swing  That  Cheer  (Univ),  1st  half.  .   .   75 

Capitol — Under  the  Big  Top  (Mono),  2nd  half..  100 

Majestic — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)....150 

Melba — Service  DeLuxe  (Univ)      90 
Palace — Brother  Rat  (FN)    125 

Tower — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN),  3rd 
wk   100 

DENVER 

Aladdin — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar)      85 

Broadway — Out  West  With  the  Hardys 
(M-G-M);  Tarnished  Angel  (RKO),  both 
after  a   wk.  at  the  Orpheum    125 

Denham — If  I   Were  King  (Para),  2nd  wk     95 

Denver — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)   130 
Orpheum — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M); 

Spring  Madness  (M-G-M)    115 

Paramount — Brother  Bat  (FN);  Gangster's 
Boy  (Mono),  2nd  wk   115 

Rialto — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 
after  a   wk.  at  the  Denver;  Exposed  (Univ)..  105 

DETROIT 

Adams — Dark-  Rapture  (Univ) ;   The  Road 
to  Reno  (Univ)      90 

Cinema — The  Song  of  Freedom  (Treo)   100 

Fox — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox),  plus 
stage  show      80 

Michigan — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 
Hard  to  Get  (WB)      8   5 

Palms  State — Mars  Attacks  the  World  (Univ); 
Prison  Train  (Equity)      85 

United  Artists — Out  West  With  the  Hardys 
(M-G-M)    105 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Apollo — Breaking  the  Ice  (RKO)      80 
Alamo — Night  Hawk  (Rep);  Call  of  the 
Rockies  (Col)      75 

Indiana — Annabel  Takes  a   Tour  (RKO), 
plus  stage  show    110 

Loew’s — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk     80 

Lyric — Comet  Over  Broadway  (WB),  plus 
stage  show      90 

KANSAS  CITY 

Esquire — Service  Be  Luxe  (Univ)     80 

Midland — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA);  Flirting 
With  Fate  (M-G-M)    120 

Newman — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para); 
Chick  Webb  &   Ella  Fitzgerald  on  the  stage..  75 

(AVERAGE  IS  100%) 

Top  Hits  of  the  Week 

Brother  Rat  (3rd  wk.)  — 

Cincinnati    210 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(2nd  wk.) — Pittsburgh    165 

Brother  Rat — Pittsburgh    160 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faces — 

Philadelphia    150 

You  Can't  Take  It  With  You — 

Minneapolis    150 

I   Am  the  Law — Oklahoma  City..  .   135 

EXTENDED  RUNS 

-Marie  Antoinette,  15th  wk.,  New  York City. 

Moonlight  Sonata,  9th  wk.,  Chicago. 

Angels  With  Dirty  Faees,  3rd  wk.,  Port- 

land, Ore. 

Citadel,  3rd  wk.,  Los  Angeles. 

Great  Waltz,  3rd  wk.,  Chicago. 

Orpheum- -Angels  With  Dirty  Faees  (FN), 
2nd  wk   130 

Tower — King  of  Alcatraz  (Para);  Buddy 
Rogers  &   Orchestra  on  stage    110 

Uptown — Service  De  Luxe  (Univ)   70 

LOS  ANGELES 

Chinese — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA);  Always 
in  Trouble  (20th-Fox)    125 

Downtown — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN); 
Declaration  of  Independence  (WB  short). 

2nd  wk   100 

Four  Star — The  Citadel  (M-G-M),  3rd  wk     75 

Hillstreet — That  Certain  Age  (Univ); 
Reformatory  (Col),  2nd  wk   110 

Hollywood — Same  as  Downtown    100 

Pantages — Same  as  Hillstreet    120 

Paramount — Dark  Rapture  (Univ),  plus 

stage  show      75 

State — Same  as  Chinese    125 

MILWAUKEE 

Palace — Girls’  School  (Col);  Hal  Kemp  and 
His  Orchestra  on  stage    145 

Riverside — The  Storm  (Univ);  Ina  Ray  Hutton 
on  stage  .   .     150 

Strand — If  I   Were  King  (Para);  Thanks  for 
the  Memory  (Para),  2nd  wk   100 

Warner — Angels  With  Dirty  Faees  (FN); 
Service  de  Luxe  (Univ),  2nd  wk     90 

Wisconsin — Out  Best  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M);  Listen,  Darling  (M-G-M)   125 

MINNEAPOLIS 

Aster — Sharpshooters  (20th-Fox);  Adven- 
tures in  Sahara  (Col)      90 

Century — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M)    100 
Gopher — Hard  to  Get  (WB)      95 

Orpheum — Y'ou  Can’t  Take  It  With  You 
(Col)    150 

State — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M)      95 
World — Moonlight  Sonata  (Malmar)      125 

NEW  HAVEN 

College — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M); 
The  Mad  Miss  Manton  (RKO),  2nd  wk   145 

Loew-Poli — There  Goes  My  Heart  (UA); 

Spring  Madness  (M-G-M)      95 
Paramount — Thanks  for  the  Memory  (Para); 

Time  Out  for  Murder  (20th-Fox)     80 

Roger  Sherman — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady 
(UA);  His  Exciting  Night  (Univ)   125 

NEW  ORLEANS 

Center— King  Kong  (RKO),  reissue,  1st  half... 115 
Center — Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (20th-Fox), 

2nd  half    115 

Globe — Dracula  (Univ),  reissue      75 

Liberty — Strange  Case  of  Dr.  Meade  (Col).... 105 
Orpheum — Angels  With  Dirty  Faees  (FN), 

2nd  wk   100 

Regent — Gangster’s  Boy  (Mono)      90 
Saenger — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox) .   .   .   120 
State — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA)    125 

Tudor — Stablemates  (M-G-M),  subsequent  run..  80 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Astor — 'Marie  Antoinette  (M-G-M),  15th 
wk.  of  roadshow      50 

Capitol — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. ..  90 

Criterion — Spring  Madness  (M-G-M)      65 

Globe — Sharpshooters  (20th-Fox)    100 
Paramount — Say  It  in  French  (Para), 

plus  stage  show      90 

Radio  City  Music  Hall — The  Cowboy  and  the 

Lady  (UA),  2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show     90 

Rivoli — Up  the  River  (20th-Fox)      50 
Roxy — Just  Around  the  Corner  (20th-Fox), 

plus  stage  show      85 
Strand — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 

2nd  wk.,  plus  stage  show    140 

OKLAHOMA  CITY 

Criterion — If  I   Were  King  (Para)   115 

Liberty — Valley  of  the  Giants  (WB);  Secrets 
of  ail  Actress  (FN)    125 

Midwest — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)   100 
State— -I  Am  the  Law  (Col)    135 
Tower — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA), 
moreover  from  Criterion      95 

OMAHA 

Brandeis — Girls’  School  (Col);  Comet  Over 

Broadway  (FN)    100 
Omaha — The  Sisters  (WB);  Always  in 

Trouble  (20th-Fox)    125 

Orpheum— Algiers  (UA);  Young  Dr.  Kildare 
(M-G-M)    115 

PHILADELPHIA 
Aldine — The  Cowboy  and  the  Lady  (UA)     80 

Earle — Up  the  River  (20th-Fox),  with 
stage  show,  2nd  wk   110 

Fox — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN)    150 
Karlton — Adventures  of  Robin  Hood  (FN), 

2nd  run    100 

Keith's — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)      90 
Stanley — Out  Best  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M)    125 

Stanton — Storm  Over  Bengal  (Rep)    100 

PITTSBURGH 

Alvin — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)    115 

Barry — Paroled  From  the  Big  House  (Mon- 
arch); Frontier  Scout  (GN)      85 

Fulton — Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (Univ);  Down 

on  the  Farm  (20th-Fox)      55 
Penn— Brother  Rat  (FN)    160 

Senator — The  Lady  Objects  (Col);  The  Storm 

(Univ)  .   .   .   (Business  Poor)  No  Avg.  Established 
Stanley — Young  I)r.  Kildare  (M-G-M);  Duke 

Ellington  &   Negro  stage  show      75 
Warner — Angels  With  Dirty  Faces  (FN), 

2nd  d.  t.  wk   165 

PORTLAND,  ORE. 

Broadway — The  Young  in  Heart  (UA);  Service 

de  Luxe  (Univ),  2nd  wk   100 
Mayfair — Angels  With  Dirty  Faees  (FN); 

His  Exciting  Night  (Univ),  3rd  wk   100 

Orpheum — Hard  to  Get  (WB) ;   Down  on  the 

Farm  (20th-Fox)      90 
Paramount — If  I   Mere  King  (Para);  A   Man 

to  Remember  (RKO),  2nd  wk     90 

United  Artists — Out  Best  With  the  Hardys 

(M-G-M)    130 

SALT  LAKE  CITY 

Centre — Submarine  Patrol  (20th-Fox)    100 

Paramount — Brother  Rat  (FN)    100 

Studio — Out  West  With  the  Hardys  (M-G-M), 
2nd  wk   100 

Utah— Little  Tough  Guys  in  Society  (Univ); 
Youth  Takes  a   Fling  (Univ)      100 

Victory — Santa  Fe  Stampede  (Rep);  Sons  of 

the  Legion  (Para)    105 

WASHINGTON 

Capitol — Drums  (UA),  plus  stage  show     90 
Columbia — The  Shining  Hour  (M-G-M), 

2nd  run      85 

Earle-  Hard  to  Get  (WB).  plus  stage  show...  85 
Keith’s — A   Man  to  Remember  (RKO)      85 
Metropolitan — Men  With  Bings  (Para), 

2nd  run      90 

Palace — The  Great  Waltz  (M-G-M),  2nd  wk. ..  85 
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VARIED  FORMS  OF  MONEY  GIVEAWAYS  ARE 

DISCONTINUED  BY  ALL  DALLAS  THEATRES 

Fleischer  Staff 

To  Miami  Public 

Miami — Initial  introduction  to  the  gen- 

eral public  of  the  staff  of  artists  and  tech- 
nicians associated  with  the  new  Fleisch  r 

studios  at  Miami  occurred  when  a   recep- 
tion at  the  Olympia  Theatre,  prior  to  the 

opening  there  of  “The  Great  Waltz,”  hon- 
ored these  animated  cartoon-makers. 

Staged  as  a   feature  of  National  Art 

Week,  this  reception  served  to  reveal  the 

personality  behind  the  “voice  of  the  stu- 

dio,” the  phrase  used  to  tag  Jack  Mercer, 
director  of  dialogue  and  the  voice  of  Pop- 
eye.  It  also  will  introduce  Max  Fleischer, 

president  of  the  studio;  Sam  Buchwald, 

general  manager;  Izzy  Sparber,  produc- 
tion manager;  Aaron  Krawetz,  director  of 

the  tracing  department;  Leisel  Hawson, 

director  of  coloring;  Shane  Miller,  feature 

backgrounds;  Willard  Bowsky,  director  of 

animation;  Seymour  Kneitel,  co-director  of 
feature  pictures;  Roland  Crandall  and  Tom 

Johnson,  head  animators;  Charles  Schett- 
ler,  director  of  camera  department;  Bill 

Turner,  director  of  story  department; 

Frank  Paiker,  director  of  in-betweening; 

and  Eric  Schenk,  director  of  background- 
ing. 

Introductions  will  be  made  by  Animator 

Thomas  A.  Moore,  who  will  speak  on  the 

making  of  an  animated  cartoon. 

Wilby-Kincey  Chain  Holds 
Ninth  Annual  Convention 

Winston-Salem,  N.  C. — Officials  of  Wil- 

by-Kincey theatre  group  of  North  Caro- 
lina, South  Carolina  and  Virginia  held  the 

ninth  annual  convention  here  December 

15.  Urey  K.  Rice,  manager  of  the  Caro- 
lina here,  was  chairman. 

More  than  100  managers  and  their  wivesi 

assembled  for  the  get-together  in  the  Rob- 
ert E.  Lee  Hotel.  Social  features  included 

a   dance  and  presentation  of  a   film  written 

and  “shot”  by  the  Carolina  members  of 
the  organization. 

Eastern  Carolina  Division 

Assembles  for  Meeting 

Wilson,  N.  C. — Eastern  Carolina  man- 
agers of  North  Carolina  Theatres,  Inc., 

recently  gathered  here  for  a   district  meet- 

ing. M.  S.  Hill,  Greensboro,  district  man- 
ager, led  discussions. 

Those  attending  included  A.  S.  Grist 

and  S.  F.  Spencer,  Wilson;  H.  S.  Orr, 

Rocky  Mount;  T.  V.  Walker,  Greenville, 

and  Frank  Remsburg,  Goldsboro. 

Fayetteville  Sunday 
Shows  Lose 

Charlotte — The  Fayetteville  board  of 

aldermen  voted,  five  to  three,  against 

an  ordinance  to  permit  the  operation  of 

motion  pictures  on  Sunday.  Delegation 

appeared  for  and  against  the  measure. 

It  had  been  proposed  in  a   petition 

signed  by  several  hundred  persons. 

Morgan  Heads  New 
Paramount  Sector 

New  York — Oscar  A.  Morgan  becomes 

southern  divisional  manager  for  Para- 
mount in  a   split  of  the  country  into  three 

divisions  where  two  until  now  have  pre- 
vailed. Morgan  will  remove  headquarters 

to  New  York  from  Atlanta. 

The  change  leaves  Charles  M.  Reagan, 

western  divisional  manager,  untouched 

and  rearranges  the  territory  handled  by 

Joseph  J.  Unger,  eastern  divisional  man- 
ager, in  that  it  divorces  him  from  the 

south,  but  gives  him  Canada,  hitherto  un- 
filled, as  a   replacement.  The  east  is  not 

affected  in  any  manner. 

Harold  Wilkes,  currently  New  Orleans 

branch  manager,  becomes  district  mana- 

ger succeeding  Morgan.  Wilkes  will  trans- 
fer to  Atlanta,  out  of  which  point  he  will 

handle  that  city,  New  Orleans,  Dallas 

and  Charlotte.  E.  B.  (“Jack”)  Price,  Jack- 
sonville manager,  succeeds  Wilkes  in  New 

Orleans. 

These  changes  are  effective  with  the  new 

year.  At  the  same  time,  Paramount  is  re- 

ducing four  full-time  exchanges  through- 
out the  country  to  shipping  stations.  These 

are  Portland,  Me.,  Jacksonville,  Fla.,  San 

Antonio,  Tex.,  and  Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.  Sales 

and  bookings  in  the  Portland  area  will 

clear  through  Boston.  San  Antonio’s  cur- 
rent assignments  are  to  be  grafted  onto 

Dallas;  Minneapolis  will  absorb  Sioux  Falls 
books  and  sales  and  Atlanta  will  take  over 

Jacksonville. 

J.  Harold  Stevens,  Portland  manager, 

will  go  to  Indianapolis  as  branch  man- 
ager, succeeding  the  late  E.  J.  Barnard. 

Donald  L.  Sweeney,  ad  sales  manager,  re- 
mains in  Portland  to  supervise  shipping 

and  film  inspection  for  Maine  and  Npv 
Hampshire.  Tire  San  Antonio  booking 
force  has  been  transferred  to  Dallas  with 

the  exception  of  Fred  Larned  and  Thomas 

Bridge,  salesmen,  who  continue  to  work 
out  of  the  former  branch. 

Opening  at  Albermarle,  N.  C. 
Albemarle,  N.  C. — The  Oakboro  Theatre 

opened  recently  with  a   showing  of  “Land 

of  Fighting  Men.” 

Opinion  All  Prize  Schemes 

Dropped  With  Slot 
Machine  Drive 

By  V.  W.  CRISP 
Dallas — Without  much  formal  notice  or 

announcement  all  Dallas  theatres  have 

eliminated  money  giveaways  in  all  its 

forms.  James  Owen  Cherry,  Interstate  city 

manager,  said  that  Dr.  I.  Q.,  Buck-Nite, 

Hot  Seat  Nite,  Ten-O-Win  and  others 
have  been  dropped  in  Dallas  by  his  circuit. 
He  declined  to  give  any  reason,  merely 

saying  they  had  been  discontinued. 
R&R  in  Oak  Cliff  also  has  discontinued 

money  giveaway  plans,  and  no  Dallas  the- 
atre today  is  using  them,  as  far  as  could 

be  learned. 

Interstate  has  been  pursuing  giveaways 

the  past  few  months,  starting  with  Buck- 

Nite  after  the  Texas  supreme  court  out- 
lawed Bank  Night.  Later  more  stimulators 

were  added. 

Opinion  is  that  the  giveaways  went  out 

along  with  the  latest  drive  against  slot 
machines  and  all  forms  of  marble  tables, 

because  go  where  you  will,  you  will  not 

find  a   table  of  any  sort.  Further,  it  is 

understood  the  Dallas  district  attorney 

advised  against  theatre  giveaways  here. 

Crescent  to  Construct 

Theatre  at  Paris ,   Tenn. 
Paris,  Tenn. — Construction  of  a   new  the- 

atre with  1,000  seats  will  start  within  a 

few  months,  it  was  announced  by  Crescent 

Amusement  Co.,  following  purchase  from 
Mrs.  Lavinia  F.  Walker  of  the  lot  and 

building  on  south  Poplar  St.  occupied  by 

the  Capitol. 

The  present  structure  was  built  at  the 

turn  of  the  century.  It  will  be  virtually 

dismantled.  Architect’s  drawings  and  com- 
plete plans  will  be  finished  soon,  com- 

pany officials  stated. 

Kincey's  Dilworth  Due 
For  Opening  in  April 

Charlotte — Dilworth’s  new  community 
theatre,  South  Blvd.  at  the  East  Park  Ave. 

intersection,  will  be  completed  in  April, 

according  to  an  announcement  by  H.  F. 

Kincey,  president  of  North  Carolina  The- 
atres, Inc. 

Architect’s  plans  are  nearly  completed, 

and  bids  will  be  opened  before  Christ- 
mas, Kincey  said.  Construction  will  start 

around  January  1. 

New  Sound  at  Edgefield 

Edgefield,  S.  C. — The  Edgefield  Theatre 
has  installed  new  sound  equipment. 
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MOMAND'S  ANTI-TRDST  PETITION  IS  AMENDED 
CONSISTENT  WITH  ORDER  RY  FEDERAL  JUDGE 

Necessary  Detailed  Infor- 

mation Supplied  by 
Plaintiff 

By  ERNEST  W.  FAIR 

Oklahoma  City — In  conformance  with 

orders  by  District  Judge  A.  P.  Murrah,  the 

petitions  of  A.  B.  Momand  in  his  $4,500,- 
000  suit  against  major  producers,  distribu- 

tors and  circuits  have  been  amended  and 

filed  in  the  U.  S.  district  court  clerk’s 
office  here. 

At  the  last  hearing  before  Judge  Murrah 
the  plaintiffs  were  instructed  to  make 
their  petition  conform  with  the  orders  of 
Judge  Edgar  S.  Vaught  resulting  from  a 
previous  similar  suit.  Judge  Murrah  inti- 

mated unless  this  was  done  he  would  sus- 
tain the  defense  motion  to  quash  the  suits. 

Important  Changes 

A   number  of  important  changes  over 

the  original  petition  have  been  incorpor- 
porated  in  this  new  amended  petition  and 
considerable  material  added.  Most  of  the 
added  material  involves  more  detailed  des- 

ignation of  specific  instances  leading  up 

to  the  alleged  “conspiracy”  and  “viola- 
tion of  the  anti-trust  laws.” 

The  suit  involves  several  specific  items, 
with  each  theatre  or  location  of  Mo- 

mand’s  being  itemized.  In  each  complaint 

specific  actions  in  the  alleged  “conspiracy” 
are  now  set  forth  in  detail  and  as  elab- 

orately as  possible.  Most  of  these  involve 

statements  of  acts  and  situations  “known 
to  the  defendants  but  which  cannot,  of 

necessity,  be  presented  in  detail.” 
Of  particular  interest  are  paragraphs 

36  and  37  in  suit  6517L,  master  suit  of 
the  two.  These  new  paragraphs  explain 
the  progress  of  the  preceding  action  upon 
which  the  current  suits  are  based  and 

present  in  detail,  Momand’s  specific  rea- 
sons for  filing  these  suits  here  in  the 

U.  S.  district  court  for  the  western  dis- 
trict of  Oklahoma  and  in  the  U.  S.  disrtict 

court  at  Boston.  Suit  6516L  was  filed  there 

as  well  as  in  Oklahoma  City  to  make  cer- 
tain of  services  upon  some  of  the  de- 

fendants. 

“On  or  about  April  17,  1930,  the  plain- 
tiff brought  an  action  in  this  court  against 

the  defendants  and  the  said  major  dis- 
tributors and  certain  other  persons  and 

corporations  engaged  in  the  said  combina- 

( Continued  on  page  381 

Financial  Backing  Aiding 

Fulgham' s   Tyler  Theatre 
Tyler,  Tex. — The  Joy  Theatre,  inde- 

pendent house  opened  early  in  the  year  by 

H.  E.  Fulgham,  former  Dallas  film  man 
and  booker,  is  now  in  the  expansion  stage 

with  considerable  new  capital  and  a   mod- 
ernizing program  in  progress. 

For  future  operation,  a   Texas  charter 
has  been  granted  to  Fulgham;  W.  A. 

Pounds  jr.,  vice-president  of  Tyler  State 
Bank  and  oil  man;  and  Leslie  Neill,  direc- 

tor of  that  bank  and  prominent  young  at- torney. 

Fulgham  will  continue  to  operate  ma- 
chines in  the  booth.  A   house  manager 

will  be  employed.  All  new  upholstered 

chairs  and  new  sound  will  be  installed,  ac- 
cording to  Pounds. 

Peoples  Annexes  One 
Luverne,  Ala. — The  Ritz  Theatre  at 

Brantley  has  been  purchased  by  Peoples 

Theatre,  Inc.,  of  Alabama.  A.  L.  Morgan, 
who  established  the  house,  is  with  the 

Peoples  organization  in  a   managerial  ca- 
pacity. Charlie  Orr  is  manager  of  the Luverne. 

GUARANTEED 
THEATRE  EQUIPMENT 

IS  only  as  good  as  the  guarantee  behind  it; 

The  guarantee  is  only  as  good  as  the  maker  of  the 

guarantee; 

All  these  years  our  guarantees  have  been  backed  up 

to  the  letter.  Our  customers  will  verify  this.  As  in  years 

gone  by,  our  guarantee  will  be  the  same  in  1939. 

HERBER  BROTHERS 
'Fair  Treatment  and  Adequate  Service  Always' 

210  SOUTH  HARWOOD DALLAS.  TEXAS 
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Pridefully  We  Announce 

the  Opening  of  Our 

CHICAGO  EXCHANGE 
1325  SOUTH  WABASH  AVENUE 

In  the  New  Exhibitors'  Building 

SAUL  GOLDMAN,  Branch  Manager 

To  Better  Serve  the  Midwest  with 

our  exclusive  line  of 

ALL-NEGRO  PRODUCT 
and 

INDEPENDENT  WHITE  FEATURES  OF  QUALITY 

SACK 
AMUSEMENT 
ENTERPRISES 

FOUNDED  1919 

1325  South  Wabash  Avenue 
CHICAGO.  ILLINOIS 

Film  Exchange  Building 
DALLAS,  TEXAS 

109  Walton  Street 
ATLANTA,  GEORGIA 

NOW: 
"THE  GANG" 

Herbert  Wilcox  Musical  Production 

Directed  by  Alfred  Goulding 

"HELL  BOUND" 
Supreme  Saga  of  Gang  Life 

with 

LEO  CARRILLO  AND  LOLA  LANE 

"TWO-GUN  MAN 

FROM  HARLEM" Negro  Musical  Western 
Starring 

HERBERT  JEFFREY 
Sensational  Singing  Colored  Cowboy 

"The  SIN  o I   LENA  RIVERS" 
Based  on  the  Famous  Novel  by 

Mary  J.  Holmes 
with 

CHARLOTTE  HENRY  CLARENCE  MUSE 

JOSEPHINE  BAKER 
The  Real  Rage  of  Paris  in 

"PRINCESS  TAM  TAM" 

Available  January  1: 

"The  Bronze  Buckaroo" 
Negro  Musical  Western with 

HERBERT  JEFFREY 

Available  February  1: 

"Harlem  Rides  the  Range 
Negro  Musical  Western with 

HERBERT  JEFFREY 

n 
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TRI-STATE  MPTO  CONVENTION  IN  MEMPHIS 
PROTESTS  16MM  SERVICING  RY  PRODUCERS 

Inferior  Product  Charge 
Is  Also  Heard 

At  Meet 

By  ANNIE  MAE  DAY 

Memphis— A   unanimous  protest  of  the 
sale  of  16mm  films  by  producers  to  other 

than  legitimate  motion  picture  theatre 

operators  was  voiced  by  the  exhibitors 
assembled  at  the  winter  convention  of  the 

MPTO  of  Arkansas,  Mississippi  and  Ten- 

nessee held  at  the  Hotel  Gayoso  here  Sun- 
day and  Monday. 

A   committee,  composed  of  M.  S.  McCord, 

Sidney  Wharton  and  L.  F.  Haven,  was 

named  to  draft  resolutions  on  the  issue, 

to  be  forwarded  to  producers. 

“Too  Many  Low  Class  Pictures’' 
A   charge,  leveled  by  R.  X.  Williams,  the 

re-elected  president  of  the  organization, 

that  “producer  are  making  too  many  low 

class  pictures,”  also  met  with  general  ap- 
proval at  the  gathering,  which,  inciden- 

tally was  one  of  the  largest  in  the  his- 
tory of  the  organization. 

In  addition  to  the  naming  of  Williams 

as  president,  the  assemblage  elected  Y.  D. 

Moore  of  McKenzie,  Tenn.,  secretary- 

treasurer;  W.  S.  Tyson  of  Water  Valley, 

Miss.;  L.  F.  Haven  of  Forest  City,  Ark., 

and  W.  F.  Ruffin  of  Covington,  Tenn., 

vice-presidents. 

On  the  board  of  directors,  again  chair- 

manned  by  M.  A.  Lightman,  are  the  fol- 
lowing: For  Arkansas — J.  F.  Norman  of 

England;  Cecil  Cupp,  Arkadelphia;  W.  E. 

Bloom,  Searcy;  Sidney  Wharton,  Warren, 

and  W.  L.  Landers,  Batesville.  For  Mis- 
sissippi— Earl  Elkin,  Aberdeen;  W.  A.  Rush, 

Houston;  Clyde  Westbrook,  Cleveland,  and 

Dave  Flexer,  New  Albany.  For  Tennessee 

— Fred  Ford,  Joseph  Wheeler  and  Howard 

Waugh. 
Ed  Kuykendall  Speaks 

Preparations  for  a   fight  in  the  Ten- 
nessee legislature  this  January  against 

the  elimination  of  Sunday  amusements  and 

possible  increases  in  the  amusement  tax 
also  marked  the  convention. 

Among  the  speakers  at  the  sessions  were 

Ed  Kuykendall,  president  of  the  MPTOA, 

who  predicted  negotiations  on  the  10-point 
trade  agreement  between  distributors  and 

exhibitors  would  soon  be  completed.  Dave 

Palfreyman  represented  the  MPPDA  and 

other  speakers  included  Mack  Jackson  of 

Alexander  City,  Fla.,  and  Sol  Sachs  of 
Dallas. 

Johnston  and  Weeks  Are 

Honored  in  Okla .   City 
Dallas — When  W.  Ray  Johnston  and 

George  Weeks  left  Dallas  the  other  day 

they  were  Oklahoma  City  bound,  coming 

out  of  that  territory  with  all  the  glory 

the  land  affords.  The  Oklahoma  City 

Chamber  of  Commerce  gave  them  a   ban- 
quet and  500  attended. 

Johnston  was  Chief  Wapoo  Mirror  Lake, 

having  to  do  with  reflection  of  beauty  in 

motion  pictures.  Weeks  was  made  a   big 

warrior.  Anyway,  these  Monogram  high 

executives  made  a   big  hit  in  Oklahoma 

City. 

Oklahoma  City  as  Locale 

For  A1  Jennings  Picture 

Oklahoma  City — Monogram  will  filmize 

the  life  of  A1  Jennings,  former  Oklahoma 

outlaw  later  reformed,  and  who  once  ran 

for  governor  of  the  state,  W.  Ray  John- 
ston, president,  announced  here  on  a   visit. 

Locale  of  the  film  will  be  here,  with 

cameras  to  grind,  with  the  coming  of 

spring.  Jennings,  now  in  his  seventies,  is 
in  Hollywood  writing  his  life  story. 

Johnston  was  accompanied  here  by 

George  Weeks,  general  sales  manager,  and 
Cecil  Maberry. 

George  Jones  President 

Of  Atlanta's  Jolly  Club 
Atlanta — The  annual  meeting  of  the 

Jolly  Club  was  held  at  the  Ansley  Hotel, 

and  the  following  officers  for  1939  were 
elected:  George  Jones,  president;  Riley  P. 

Davis,  vice-president;  Billy  Haines,  secre- 
tary, and  N.  E.  Savini,  treasurer. 

A   rising  vote  of  thanks  was  given  the 

retiring  officers,  Harold  Spears,  president, 

successor  to  H.  P.  (Dusty)  Rhodes,  who 

resigned  because  of  being  transferred  to 

Charlotte,  in  the  middle  of  his  second 

year  as  president,  T.  H.  Lucy,  treasurer, 
and  A.  C.  Cowles,  secretary. 

The  Jolly  Club  membership  is  com- 

prised of  persons  in  film  and  allied  busi- 
nesses. The  new  administration  plans,  a 

variety  of  interesting  and  entertaining  a"- fairs  in  the  coming  year. 

A   New  Corporation 
Little  Rock,  Ark. — Girault  Theatres, 

Inc.,  here  filed  incorporation  articles  in 

the  secretary  of  state’s  office  this  week 
listing  authorized  capital  stock  at  100 

shares  of  no  par  value  and  paid  in  capital 

at  the  opening  of  business  at  $300.  In- 
corporators are  H.  L.  Girault,  named  agent 

for  the  service,  William  P.  Woods  and 

J.  B.  Girault,  all  of  Little  Rock. 
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j   THERE  IS  R   SANTA  CLAUS!  | 
=   For  Exhibitors  who  Purchase  horn  | 

WIL-KIN 
|   You  get  extra  dividends  in  extra  quality  equipment  | 

|   and  supplies  | 

1   ALWAYS  THE  SAME  PRICES  TO  EVERY  ONE  | 

|   LET  US  SOLVE  YOUR  EQUIPMENT  PROBLEMS  | 

—   150  Walton  Street,  — 

WIL-KI* 
T   ATLANTA 

J   Phone  WAT. nut  4613 

321  S.  Chnreh  Street 

CHARLOTTE 

—   I'hone  8620  ” 

E   ‘‘Everything  For  The  Theatre  Except  Film”  = 
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J^AT .T i AS  friends  are  jubilant  over  the  fine 
promotion  of  Harold  Wilkes,  Para- 

mount’s New  Oi’leans  branch  manager 
who  is  now  district  manager  over  the 

Quaint  City,  Atlanta,  Charlotte  and  Mem- 

phis. Under  the  new  setup,  Harold  Pick- 
ett, former  Dallas  manager,  is  now  branch 

manager  at  Charlotte.  In  the  same  report, 

Paramount’s  branch  at  Jacksonville,  Fla., 
is  closed,  it  was  said. 

Gradwell  Sears,  the  three  Griffiths,  L. 
C.,  R.  E.  and  H.  J .,  Fred  Jack  and  Doak 
Roberts,  were  last  heard  from  hunting 
ducks  off  the  Rockport  coast. 

It  was  surely  a   festive  occasion  the  night 

of  December  14  when  the  daughter  of 
Harold  Robb  was  married  in  Pasadena, 

Cal.,  to  a   prominent  manufacturer  of  that 

town.  Details  were  little  known  here.  Mr. 

Robb,  E.  H.  Rowley  and  Yuill  Robb  of 

Big  Spring  were  there  in  person  for  the 

ceremony  and  social  engagements  which 
followed. 

J.  I.  Roberts,  National  Theatre  Supply 
Co.  manager,  said  his  company  may  be  in 
its  new  corner  location  during  January. 

The  upstairs  will  be  ready  early  in  the  year, 
but  downstairs  will  require  a   longer  time 
for  the  transformation.  The  cafe  will  move 
down  on  Jackson  St.  in  new  and  improved 
quarters.  The  National  offices  will  occupy 
that  location  when  remodeling  and  moving 
can  be  accomplished. 

H.  S.  Usry,  Majestic,  Decatur,  was  a   vis- 
itor as  usual  Wednesday.  He  had  just  lost 

his  brother,  a   newspaper  man  at  Roanoke. 

W.  W.  McNatt  of  Naples  has  a   circuit 
since  it  takes  three  houses  in  this  business 
to  attain  that  status.  He  has  just  taken 
over  the  Village  at  Hughes  Springs  from 
Frank  Keasler,  wealthy  lumberman  of 
those  parts.  McNatt  is  associated  in  that 

deal  with  his  son-in-law,  W.  O.  Irving  jr. 
Besides  Hughes  Springs,  McNatt,  with  Mrs. 
McNatt,  owns  the  Morris  at  Daingerfield 
and  the  Inez  at  Naples,  all  three  towns 
being  relatively  close  together. 

And  so  goes  it  that  Andy  Mauldin  of 

Lubbock  has  a   new  theatre,  the  new  and 

modern  subsequent  run  house  Johnny 

Blocker  opened  at  Abilene  recently,  called 

the  Texas.  Blocker  will  seek  a   new  sit- 
uation, it  was  said. 

Wallace  Walthall,  whose  traditional 
Xmas  party  is  an  institution  on  Filmrow, 
will  not  be  found  lacking  this  year.  On 
the  afternoon  of  December  24,  at  National 

Screen,  there  will  be  sandiviches,  refresh- 
ments, music,  dancing,  etc.,  and  this  is 

printed  particularly  for  the  benefit  of  cer- 
tain out-of-towners  who  always  come  for 

the  occasion.  Harold  Robb  will  be  Santa 

Claus,  in  fine  official  garb  as  last  year. 

However,  he  may  try  Jitterbugs  this  sea- 

son, as  last  year  he  didn’t  fare  so  well 
with  the  Big  Apple. 

Burt  King  and  Duke  Evans,  on  the  Va- 
riety Club  ways  and  means  committee  for 

making  this  year’s  New  Year’s  party  sure 
fire,  have  been  elected  delegates  to  the 

Variety  national  convention  in  Detroit 

calendared  for  May.  Other  delegates  pre- 

(Continued  on  page  39) 

Sack  Amusement  Handles 

Ginger  Rogers  Feature 
Dallas  —   Sack  Amusement  is  presently 

reissuing  “A  Shriek  in  the  Night,”  murder 
mystery  picture  starring  Ginger  Rogers, 

for  the  Texas-Oklahoma-Arkansas  terri- tory. 

Produced  by  M.  H.  Hoffman,  the  film  is 

one  of  two  independent  feature  made 

with  Ginger  Rogers  before  her  RKO  con- 
tract. 

The  Sack  deal  was  made  here  last  Sat- 

urday with  I.  E.  Chadwick  of  Hollywood, 

Hoffman’s  representative.  The  deal  also 
provides  for  the  reissue  by  Sack  of  11 
Hoot  Gibson  westerns. 

J.  G.  Long  String 

Now  Hits  30  Mark 
Dallas — J.  G.  (Johnny)  Long  of  Bay 

City  has  annexed  his  30th  theatre  in  Texas 

with  the  purchase  of  the  Star  and  Ritz  in 

Teague  from  Mr.  and  Mrs.  H.  H.  Coving- 
ton, who  have  operated  there  for  18  years. 

The  Teague  purchase  is  a   joint  enter- 
prise between  Johnny  Long  and  his  father, 

Frank  Long  of  Alvin.  Louis  F.  Long  has 

a   like  number  of  theatres  in  Arizona  and 

is  Johnny’s  brother. 

MOVED  TO  1416  MAIN  ST. 

Now  the  Largest  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Store  in  the  Southwest 

We  Invite  You  to  Visit  Our  Store 

Distributors  for: 

IDEAL  SEATING 

MOHAWK  CARPETS 

MOTIOGRAPH  PROJECTORS 

MIRROPHONIC  SOUND 
SYSTEMS 

STRONG  LAMPS 

FOREST  RECTIFIERS 

ROTH  GENERATORS 

CINEPHOR  LENSES 

SUPERLITE  LENSES 

NEUMADE  PRODUCTS 

WEAVER  CHANGEOVERS 

GOLDE  PRODUCTS 

KLISGL  SPOTLIGHTS 

VALLEN  CONTROLS  &   TRACKS 

DRAPERIES 

HURLEY  EVENLITE  SCREENS 

DA-LITE  SCREENS 

U.  S.  AIRCO  BLOWERS  and 
WASHERS 

IMGERSOLL  RAND  PUMPS 

CENTURY  MOTORS 

IIEWMANCO  TICKET  CHOPPERS 

NEWMANCO  FRAMES 

GENISTER  TICKET  REGISTERS 

COINMETER  CHANGEMAKERS 

LIGHTNING  CHANGEMAKERS 

PUBLIC  ADDRESS  EQUIPMENT 

Complete  Stock  of  Supplies,  Parts,  Repairs 

and  Service 

Write  or  Wire  Us  For  Your  Needs 

SOUTHWESTERN  THEATRE  EQUIP.  CO. 
1416  MAIN  ST. HOUSTON,  TEXAS 

"Everything  For  the  Theatre" 

Phone  CAP.  1879 
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Momand  Anti-Trust  Petition 

Amended  With  Court  Order 

(Continued  from  page  34) 

tion  and  conspiracy”  paragraph  36  states, 
“for  the  same  cause  of  action  set  forth 
therein,  the  said  action  being  entitled 

'A.  B.  Momand  vs.  Paramount  Publix  Corp., 
et  al,’  and  numbered  4520.  Tire  said  ac- 

tion was  dismissed  by  this  court  on  a 
question  of  pleading;  and,  or  about  April 

8,  1937,  after  a   decision  had  been  ren- 
dered by  the  circuit  court  of  appeals  for 

the  tenth  circuit  on  the  plaintiff’s  appeal 
from  the  said  judgment  of  dismissal,  the 
said  court  denied  a   motion  for  rehearing. 

Action  Is  Dismissed 

“Thereafter,  a   mandate  from  the  said 
circuit  court  of  appeals  having  been  re- 

ceived, this  court  dismissed  the  said  ac- 

tion, without  costs  and  without  prejudice.” 
The  next  paragraph,  number  37  of  the 

amended  petition  6517,  continues  the  ac- 
count of  the  procedure: 

“During  the  year  1933  the  defendant 
Paramount  Pictures,  Inc.,  files  its  peti- 

tion in  the  U.  S.  district  court  for  the 

southern  district  of  New  York  under  sec- 
tion 77B  of  the  U.  S.  Bankruptcy  Act  in 

proceedings  for  the  reorganization  of  a 
corporation,  number  56,763.  On  or  about 
Aug.  29,  1934,  the  petitioner  duly  filed  a 
proof  of  claim  in  that  proceeding.  On  or 
about  Dec.  6,  1937,  the  plaintiff  herein 
filed  in  the  said  proceedings  in  said  court 
a   motion  to  have  his  claim  against  the 
said  defendant  liquidated  by  bringing  of 
a   new  action  against  the  said  defendant 
and  other  defendants.  On  or  about  Mar. 

8,  1938,  the  said  U.  S.  district  court  for 
the  southern  district  of  New  York  entered 

an  order  in  said  proceedings  permitting 
the  plaintiff  to  commence  this  action 
against  the  said  defendant,  Paramount 

Pictures,  Inc.,  in  this  court,  and  authoriz- 
ing and  directing  the  said  defendant  to 

defend  the  action  and  to  retain  counsel 

for  that  purpose,  upon  the  condition  that 

the  plaintiff  should  proceed  with  reason- 
able diligence  in  the  prosecution  of  the 

action  to  final  judgment;  the  court  re- 
serving the  right  to  determine,  in  the 

event  the  plaintiff  should  recover  a   judg- 
ment against  the  said  defendant  in  the 

action  and  should  apply  to  the  said  court 

in  said  proceedings  for  an  order  liquidat- 
ing and  allowing  said  claim  in  the  amount 

of  such  judgment,  to  determine  whether 
or  not  such  judgment  constitutes  a   proper 
liquidating  of  said  claim,  and  whether  or 
not  said  claim  is  provable  against  the 
said  defendant  in  any  amount  in  excess 

of  the  actual  damages  sustained  by  rea- 
son of  the  alleged  violations  by  the  said 

debtor  of  the  anti-trust  laws  of  the  United 
States  and  whether  the  claimant  shall 

have  proceeded  with  reasonable  diligence 
in  the  prosecution  of  this  action  to  final 
judgement,  and  to  make  such  orders  as 
may  be  proper  if  the  court  shall  find  that 
the  claimant  has  not  proceeded  with  such 

diligence.” Not  in  First  Petitions 

These  paragraphs  were  not  included  in 
the  first  petitions  filed  in  the  current  suit. 
Another  new  paragraph  is  that  citing  the 

specific  paragraphs  of  the  law  under  which 

the  cause  of  action  arises  “out  of  the 
Sherman  Anti-Trust  Act,  being  the  act  of 
July  2,  1890,  c.  647,  26  Stat.  209,  15  U.S.C. 
sections  1,  2,  7   and  8;  and  the  Clayton 

Anti-Trust  Act.  being  the  act  of  Oct. 
15,  1914,  c.  323,  38  Stat.  730,  15  U.S.C. 

secs.  12,  13,  14,  15,  16,  18,  22  and  23.” 
Included  also  are  specific  paragraphs 

ELIVERY 

T   P€IHOnflL V"-P  With  Vm  Patroiis,  uAe... 
VlfUGRAPHIE  wTMILERS 

Made  up  to  your  own  Individual  copy  with  ap- 
propriate and  original  Ideas  that  will  appeal  to 

your  particular  locality  and  patronage. 

Present  Your  Screen  Announcements  Effectively 
With  a   Dash  of  Local  Color  and  Originality. 

4   STAR 
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A   T   IL  A   MY  A 
J^LONG  the  Row:  Carter  Welbom,  Gun- ters ville,  Ala.;  Mrs.  Osman,  Covington, 

Ga.;  Wallace  Smith,  Barnesville,  Ga. 

Johnny  Harrington,  one  of  Monogram’s 
officials  from  New  York,  arrived  by  plane 

for  a   two -day  visit  with  the  southern 
franchise  holder,  John  W.  Mangham. 

J.  U.  McCormick  of  Amity  Exchange  re- 

ports good  business  with  “Wages  of  Sin.” 
He  just  returned  from  Nashville,  Char- 

lotte and  trips  in  the  Carolinas,  Alabama 

and  Georgia.  McCormick  said  he  received 

favorable  grosses  and  good  reaction  every- 
where with  the  film. 

Capitol  Theatre  played  host  to  sons  of 
the  American  Legion  drum  and  bugle  corps 

from  Atlanta  Post  No.  1   and  Decatur  Post 

No.  66  during  the  run  of  “Sons  of  the 
Legion.”  Added  local  interest  was  the  ap- 

pearance in  the  film  of  Evelyn  Keyes, 
beautiful  Atlanta  girl,  for  whom  big  things 

are  promised  in  screenland. 

John  Jenkins,  branch  manager  for  Pop- 

kin  Distributing,  screened  “Gang  Smash- 
ers” for  a   group  of  friends. 

On  the  Row:  John  Gaither  of  Heflin, 

Ala.;  V.  S.  Golden,  Acworth,  Ga.;  N.  W. 
Remond,  Lake  Wales,  Fla. 

Howard  Wallace  of  Sack  Amusement 

Company  spent  last  week  in  Jackson- 
ville and  closed  the  Sparks  circuit  deal 

on  colored  pictures.  He  reports  the  Selig- 
man’s  Strand  Theatre  will  reopen  Christ- mas. 

explaining,  in  detail,  the  meaning  of  and 

use  of  the  terms  “first  run,”  “block  book- 
ing,” “blind  buying”  and  “protection,” 

since  these  points  all  enter  heavily  into 

the  points  brought  out  in  the  two  petitions. 
Added  also  are  dates  as  to  when  each 

of  the  defendants  allegedly  entered  into 
the  conspiracy  charged  in  the  suits,  this 

paragraph  reading  as  follows: 
“On  or  about  Feb.  4,  1923,  Warner  Bros. 

Pictures,  Inc.,  became  party  to  the  con- 
spiracy. About  June,  1924,  Metro-Gold- 

wyn  Pictures  Corp.  and  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  Distributing  Corp.  In  or  about 
1924,  United  Artists  Corp.  In  December, 
1925,  Universal  Chain  Theatres  Corp.  and 
Universal  Chain  Theatrical  Enterprises, 

Inc.  About  July  1,  1926,  Publix  Theatres 
Corp.  Jan  1,  1926,  Pathe  Exchange,  Inc., 
and  Film  Booking  Offices,  Inc.  In  year 

1926,  the  Vitaphone  Corp.  and  the  Grif- 
fith Amusement  Co.  During  or  prior  to 

1928,  Regal  Theatres,  Inc.  On  or  about 
Oct.  25,  1928,  RKO  Corp.  On  or  about 

Jan.  1,  1929,  Columbia  Pictures  Corp.,  War- 
ner Bros.  Theatres,  Inc.,  Consolidated 

Amusement  Co.  and  Consolidated  Theatres, 

Inc.” 

There  also  are  certain  other  minor 

changes  which  help  to  bring  these  amend- 
ed petitions  into  conformity  with  the  or- 

ders issued  by  Judge  Edgar  S.  Vaught. 

Twenty  days  must  elapse,  following  the 
filing  of  this  amended  petition,  for  the 

study  of  defendants  and  their  legal  coun- 
sel and  for  them  to  formulate  their  plans 

to  answer,  at  which  time  the  matter  again 
will  reach  the  attention  of  Judge  A.  P. 
Murrah  in  U.  S.  federal  district  court  here. 
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viously  elected  were  Elmer  Zrenner,  My- 
ron Rachofsky,  Loyd  Rust,  J.  B.  Under- 

wood, and  of  course,  the  chief  barker,  R. 

J.  O’Donnell. 

J.  T.  O’Hearn  and  Mrs.  O’Hearn  of 
Lockney  were  in  Dallas  Monday  on  various 
business  matters  and  were  interested  in 

selling  or  leasing  the  Isis  there  to  some 
responsible  party.  In  fact,  they  inserted 

an  advertisement  in  Boxoffice  to  that  ef- 
fect. The  Lockney  show  has  long  been 

said  to  be  ahead  of  the  town  in  both  con- 
struction and  capacity.  Incidentally,  the 

O’Hearns  renewed  their  Boxoffice  sub- 
scription for  a   year. 

Ben  Furguson,  connected  with  his  moth- 
er at  the  Ritz  at  Hamlin  and  the  Kamay 

at  Kemp  City  on  his  own,  is  the  newest 
Variety  Club  member.  He  was  in  the 
fold  once  but  withdrew.  Now  the  local 

club  is  on  the  up  and  at  ’em  in  a   big  way 
and  Ben  is  back  with  his  membership,  so 
Snoopie  says. 

Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  up  from  his  operation 
in  fine  shape,  and  who  was  accompanied 
briefly  to  Filmrow  by  three  fine  looking 
nurses,  saw  the  game  Saturday  between 
Highland  Park  and  the  Masons.  Cole  said 
he  would  return  to  his  office  this  week  at 
200914  Jackson  St. 

Mart  Cole,  Rosenberg,  south  Texas  chain 

operator  of  about  ten  theatres,  was  look- 
ing fine  in  Dallas  this  week  after  a   siege 

with  pneumonia  in  a   Houston  hospital.  His 

theatres  are  set  up  in  the  Jefferson  Amuse- 
ment Co. 

IH1  (0)  U   §TOi 
^HE  Ritz,  one  of  the  Horwitz  local  chain 

of  subsequent  runs,  is  closed  for  re- 
modeling. 

A   solid  silver  drinking  cup  from  the 
table  of  the  late  Czar  of  Russia  is  the 
proud  possession  of  the  Ray  Jones  family. 
Jones  is  manager  of  the  Majestic.  The 

cup  was  presented  to  Jones’  four -month- 
old  son,  Jerry,  by  a   close  friend  who  can 
document  the  history. 

A   local  high  school  paper  recently  pub- 
lished an  editorial  based  on  a   student  in- 

terview with  Eddie  Bremer,  Kirby  man- 
ager, in  which  he  decried  the  door  crash- 

ing of  a   certain  group  of  students.  “En- 
tertainment is  the  same  to  theatres  as 

merchandise  in  the  store  is  to  the  mer- 

chant,” Bremer  said.  “If  a   high  school 
student  stole  merchandise  from  a   store 

and  someone  cried,  ‘Stop,  thief,’  high 
school  students  would  be  the  first  to  give 
chase  and  would  want  the  thief  brought 

to  justice.  But  sometimes  these  same  stu- 
dents will  crash  the  gate,  even  refusing 

to  pay  the  federal  tax  on  passes,  and 

‘steal’  the  theatre’s  merchandise.” 

Reopen  in  Fort  Myers 

Fort  Myers,  Fla. — Sparks  circuit’s  Ar- 
cade Theatre,  remodeled  at  a   cost  of  $100,- 

000,  was  set  for  opening  this  month.  It 
is  modern  throughout. 

Benefits  for  Refugees  Held 

By  Jefferson  Amusement  Co. 

Over  $40,000  Now 

For  Refugees 
Dallas — Total  funds  raised  by  the  In- 

terstate circuit  for  the  benefit  of  Ger- 

man refugees  was  approximately  $40,- 
000  at  the  latest  count.  A   delay  in 

computation  is  experienced  due  to  the 

block  circulation  of  50-cent  tickets 

calling  for  admission  at  any  of  the 

circuit's  houses.  Dallas  led  the  parade 
with  $8,900;  San  Antonio,  $5,500,  and 

Ft.  Worth,  $3,600.  An  estimate  prev- 

iously reported  at  a   much  higher  fig- 
ure included  block  ticket  sales  still 

out,  and  which  are  not  included  in  the 

present  approximation. 

Southwestern  Reports 

A   Larger  Sales  Volume 
Houston — Southwestern  Theatre  Equip- 

ment Co.  is  boasting  a   larger  volume  of 
sales  since  its  removal  into  new  and  larger 

quarters  at  1416  Main  St.  The  three 
moguls  of  the  company,  George  Heck, 
A1  Mortenson  and  Jimmie  Hill,  are  pleased 

with  their  modernized  store,  brilliantly  il- 
luminated with  Neon.  An  innovation  is 

the  elaborately  equipped  projection  room. 
Recent  sales  have  been  made  as  follows: 

Long’s  Rex  Theatre,  Port  Lavaca,  Tex. — Chairs, 
carpet,  lighting  fixtures,  draperies,  curtain  tracks, 
screen,  cooling  system,  ticket  register,  motors, 
conversion  units  and  boxoffice  chair. 

Ritz,  Ft.  Worth,  Tex. — Projectors,  lamps,  rec- 

tifiers, lenses,  film  cabinet,  booth  table,  auto- 
matic. rewind,  sound  system,  screen,  fire  ex- 

tinguishers, splicer,  reels,  etc. 

Jefferson's  Rex,  Arp,  Tex. — Chairs,  lamps,  rec- 
tifiers, lenses,  rewind,  splicer  and  screen.  Heights, 

Houston,  Tex. — Storage  cabinet,  fire  extinguishers. 

Regis,  San  Diego,  Tex. — Fire  extinguishers.  Dud- 

ley’s Lake  Breeze  Pavilion,  Erath,  La. — Projectors, 
lamps,  rectifiers,  lenses,  sound  system,  fire  ex- 

tinguishers, screen  and  accessories. 

National,  Weslaco,  Tex. — Stereopticon  effect 
machine;  Queen,  Houston,  Tex.,  public  address 
system;  Rialto,  Cuero,  Tex.,  stereopticon;  D.  J. 

Young’s  El  Tiro,  Brownsville,  Tex.,  rectifiers; 
Calvary  Baptist  Church,  Beaumont,  Tex.,  carpet; 

Ozona,  Ozona,  Tex.,  fire  extinguishers;  Long’s 
Casino,  Hebbronville,  Tex.,  popcorn  machine; 

Long’s  Queen,  Palacios,  Tex.,  popcorn  machine; 
Arthur  Cluff  Tent  Shows,  projector  and  sound 
heads. 

Dixie  in  January 
Kannapolis,  N.  C. — The  Dixie,  new  the- 

atre nearing  completion  near  Midway  on 
south  Main  St.,  is  expected  to  open  in 
January. 

Lease  or  Sell 

ISIS  THEATRE 
LOCKNEY.  TEXAS 

Population  2500 

Dallas — Simultaneous  with  the  well- 
known  statewide  benefit  shows  given  by 
Interstate  circuit  for  refugees,  Jefferson 

Amusement  Co.,  headquartering  at  Beau- 
mont, put  on  the  same  generous  campaign 

throughout  its  circuit,  and  its  subsidiary, 
East  Texas  Theatres. 

It  is  said  that  the  amount  raised  through 
east  Texas  ran  far  into  five  figures.  S.  L. 

Oakley,  Jefferson’s  manager  in  Dallas,  did 
not  have  final  figures  on  the  benefits. 

Ovation  at  Fair  Park 

Given  to  Hoblitzelle 

Dallas — When  Karl  Hoblitzelle  arose  to 

introduce  H.  V.  Kaltenborn  at  Fair  Park 
Auditorium  Tuesday  night  there  was  an 
ovation  never  before  heard  or  seen  in  that 
edifice.  The  downstairs  was  packed,  and 

mostly  with  those  of  the  Jewish  faith. 
Hoblitzelle  came  through  a   few  days  ago 
with  benefit  shows  for  victims  of  Hitler. 
The  entire  floor  arose  when  his  name  was 

mentioned  and  the  applause  was  deafen- 
ing. 

Install  Heating  System 

Union  Springs,  Ala. — New  heating  sys- 
tem has  been  installed  in  the  Lilfred,  one 

of  the  Peoples  Theatres  of  Alabama. 

KNOW 
What's  New  in  Theatre 

Modernization 

SEE:  An  economical 
FRONT  CURTAIN 

Installed 

SEE:  A   modernistic 
TICKET  BOOTH 

SEE:  A   demonstration 
of  the  sensational 

CONTI-GLO  PAINTS 
and  Mercury  Vapor  Lights 

Glad  to  Show  You  and  Explain 

SCEN 

1914  MAIN  ST. 

2   Blocks  off  Film  Row 
DALLAS 

Plans  FREE  on  Remodeling  Jobs 

BUFFALO  COOLING  EQUIPMENT 
315  s.  HARWOOD  BUFFALO  ENGINEERING  CO.,  INC.  Dallas,  Texas 
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^■O  PARAMOUNT’S  big  beach  house,  the 
Sheridan,  went  the  honor  of  staging 

their  first  world  premiere  of  the  season 

in  the  area.  The  showing,  “Artists  and 

Models  Abroad,”  was  Wednesday  night. 
It  was  the  first  Miami  premiere  for  George 

Hoover,  new  Sheridan  manager  .   .   .   Also 

looming  large  in  the  week's  news,  was  the 
break  the  Drive-In  Theatre  received  when 

it  had  the  opportunity  to  play  host  to 

an  internationally  famous  young  man,  Fred 

Snite  jr„  whose  big  air-conditioned  trailer 

which  takes  the  iron-lung  and  its  famous 
occupant  everywhere,  gave  the  ramps  of 
this  outdoor  house  an  acid  test.  Fred 

and  his  party  saw  “The  Return  of  Arsene 

Lupin.” 

Bob  Epstein,  Miami  Herald  cartoonist 
who  conducted  classes  in  animated  car- 

tooning at  the  Miami  Art  School  during 

the  past  spring  and  summer,  is  transfer- 
ring his  own  center  of  activity  this  month, 

joining  the  staff  of  the  Max  Fleischer 
Animated  Cartoon  studio.  Some  30  mem- 

bers of  his  classes  are  already  at  work  in 

various  capacities  in  this  new  Miami  stu- 
dio. 

With  all  exterior  work  completed,  the 

new  Surf  Theatre  on  Miami  Beach  is  be- 
ing rushed  to  completion  on  the  inside 

for  a   Christmas  opening.  Seating  and 
interior  decorations  will  be  identical  with 

those  of  the  Cameo,  first  in  the  chain  of 

houses  to  be  built  in  the  Greater  Miami 

area  by  Herman  Weingarten,  who  is  an- 
nouncing in  the  near  future  the  Miami 

location  on  which  he  will  erect  his  third 

house.  The  first  two  were  on  Miami 

Beach. 

New  Marquee  for  Riviera 
West  Point,  Ga. — A   new  and  attractive 

marquee  has  been  added  to  the  Riviera 

Theatre,  of  the  Al-Dun  Amusement  Co. 

RECORD  OPPORTUNITY  OFFER 

Help  Uncle  Sam  Keep 
Your  Records  Clear 

No  Exhibitor  Should  be  Without  One 

Get  Yours  Now  for  1939  and 

Start  the  New  Year  RIGHT! 

THE  MONARCH  THEATRE  RECORD 

LEDGER  is  ideal'  for  the  Exhibitor  de- 
sirous of  keeping  accurate  records  of 

operations.  This  STREAMLINED  Mod- 
ernistic Book  has  the  latest  Pressboard 

Covers,  bound  in  'Red  Plastic  and  with 
more  than  50  pages  of  high  grade  led- 

ger paper  for  each  week  of  the  year. 

It  briefly  and  conclusively  gives  you  all 

Expenses,  Receipts,  Admissions,  Ticket 

Numbers,  Taxes,  Dates  Played  and 
Film  Rentals. 

Regular  $2.00  Value 

MONARCH  SPECIAL 
Pin  ONE  DOLLAR  ($1.00)  to  this  Ad  and 

mail  to  us  at  once,  and  vve  will  send  you 

this  valuable  book — Postpaid. 

Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co. 
494  S.  Second  St.,  Memphis,  Tenn. 

For  Five  More  Years 

Arthur  C.  Bromberg,  president  of  Re- 
public Pictures  Corp.  of  the  Southeast, 

who  has  just  signed  a   new  five-year 
distribution  agreement  with  Republic 
covering  exchanges  in  Atlanta,  Tampa, 
Charlotte,  New  Orleans  and  Memphis. 

A   FUND  totaling  $5,249  was  raised  by 
Interstate  Theatres  here  for  refugees 

from  Germany,  it  was  announced  last 
week  by  officials  of  the  company.  The 
amoimt  was  raised  from  all  gross  re- 

ceipts for  the  day  and  will  be  added  to 
the  general  fund  for  persons  leaving  Nazi 
Germany  for  political  and  religious  rea- 

sons. Interstate  controls  168  showhouses 
in  three  states  and  the  film  rentals  were 
donated  free  by  the  distributors  and  pro- 

ducers of  Hollywood  and  New  York  City. 

The  Sa?i  Antonio  Evening  News  con- 
ducted a   poll  recently  to  determine  the 

local  film  fans  choice  for  the  “ten  best 
pictures  of  1938.”  Coupons  printed  in  the 
newspaper  served  as  ballots  for  the  voting 

theatregoers  and  at  this  writing  “Alex- 

ander's Ragtime  Band,”  “Marie  Antoi- 
nette,” “Boys  Town”  and  “Snow  White 

and  the  Seven  Dwarfs”  were  nip  and  tuck 
for  number  one  place  to  select  the  favor- 

ites of  the  passing  year.  Miss  Mary  Louise 
Walliser,  motion  picture  editor  for  the 

sheet,  played  up  the  idea  nicely  on  the 
theatrical  page  daily.  One  fan  sent  his 
vote  in  from  Monterrey,  Mexico,  proving 
the  poll  drew  interest  even  in  a   foreign 
country.  Contest  ran  six  days. 

Billed  as  the  first  talking  picture  ever 

made  in  the  Holy  Land,  “The  Dream  of 

My  People”  was  presented  at  the  Jewish 
Community  Center  here  Sunday  evening, 

under  the  auspices  of  the  San  Antonio 
Zionist  organization. 

(0)IKILA\.  CITY 
LEE  WILLIAMS  has  stepped  into  ex- 

hibition with  the  acquisition  of  theatres 

in  Arkansas.  It  is  announced  he  has 

bought  the  Grand  and  Gem  theatres  in 

De  Queen  from  H.  T.  Head  and  C.  D. 

Hughes.  Williams  is  understood  planning 

a   circuit. 

Judy  Blame  and  Tex  Hall,  who  appear 

in  Republic’s  horse  operas,  were  in  town 
getting  acquainted  .   .   .   Tom  Kelley  is  a 
new  booker  at  the  K.  Lee  Williams  Film 
Exchange  here. 

Jack  Watkins,  new  manager  of  National 

Theatre  Supply  here,  feeling  chipper  with 

business  picking  up.  Watkins  comes  from 

Dallas  .   .   .   Tire  Temple  at  Ardmore  is 

testing  out  vaudeville. 

Biggest  concern  of  most  boys  and  girls 
in  the  business  right  now  is  making  out 

the  Christmas  lists  with  one  and  all  shop- 
ping and  addressing  greeting  cards. 

Jose  J.  Jimenez  jr.  of  Latin- American 
Film  Exchange,  has  returned  from  a   tour 
with  Tona  La  Negra,  Mexican  singing 

film  star  who  had  a   very  successful  en- 
gagement in  south  Texas  and  Lower  Rio 

Grand  Valley  towns. 

Tiny  “Kute  Kris  Kringle,”  a   real  live, 
human  Santa  Claus  only  three  inches  in 

height,  is  on  exhibition  for  the  first  time 

here  at  the  Majestic  Theatre’s  mezzanine 
floor  where  the  busy  little  old  Saint  Nick 

is  seen  in  his  doll-like  house  making  toys 

and  planning  for  another  trip  to  the  home 
of  San  Antonio  youngsters.  Spectators 

talk  to  the  little  man  of  the  North  through 

a   French  telephone  and  he  even  answers 

questions  pertaining  to  Christmas  gift 

shoppers’  problems. 

Mrs.  Velma  Montague,  who  manages  the 
Azteca  Theatre  over  in  Edinburg,  was  a 
recent  visitor  here,  calling  on  Manager 
Dick  Betts  at  the  Paramount  branch  and 

Manager  J.  J.  Jimenez  sr.,  of  the  Latin- 
American  Film  office  to  set  her  booking 
and  shipping  dates  for  the  coming  new 
season. 

SERVING  THE 

Southern  Exhibitor 
With 

Satisfactory  Service 

The  Queen  Feature  Service,  Inc. 
Quality  Theatre  Equipment  &   Supplies 

1912V>  Morris  Ave.  Phone  3-8665 
BIRMINGHAM,  ALA. 

EVERLY  HILLS  HOTEL 
and  Bungalows 

A   Country  Club  in  the  heart  of  the  City. 
Near  the  various  studios  and  surrounded 

by  homes  of  the  Movie  Stars. 

Acres  of  Gardens,  Swimming  Pool,  Ten- 
nis Courts,  Badminton. 

European  Plan.  The  rates  are  some- 
thing of  a   pleasure  in  themselves. 

BEVERLY  HILL  S— C   A   L I F   O   R   N I   A 
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Shott  Subject  72evle us5 
Home  on  the  Rage 

Columbia  (All-Star  Comedies)  17  Minutes 

Andy  Clyde  has  more  brother-in-law 
trouble  in  the  person  of  Shemp  Howard. 

The  result  is  a   feeble  comedy  with  obvious 

and  antiquated  situations.  Andy  is  all  set 
to  make  a   business  deal  when  Howard 

busts  in,  spoiling  it.  The  brother-in-law 
sells  Andy  insurance  and  later,  when  Andy 
hears  his  wife  and  her  brother  talking 

about  poisoning  the  dog,  he  thinks  they 

are  talking  about  him  and  calls  his  lawyer. 

When  the  excitement  dies  down,  Andy 

finds  he  has  received  a   check  on  the  big 

deal.  He  then  encourages  the  dog  to  go 

after  Howard. 

Mutts  to  You 

Columbia  (Three  Stooges)  18  Minutes 

One  thing  a   reviewer  can  be  thankful 
about  is  that  it  is  inconceivable  that  the 

Stooges  can  make  any  more  so-called 
comedies  worse  than  this  one.  The  whole 

thing  is  compiled  in  a   juvenile  manner 

and  barren  of  any  humorous  interludes. 

In  this,  they  have  a   dog  clinic,  get  mixed 

up  with  the  disappearance  of  a   child  of 
one  of  their  customers  and  the  ending 

has  the  Stooges  cleaning  the  child  on  the 

same  assembly  line  they  use  to  clean 

dogs.  It’s  strictly  amateurish  ammunition 
to  fire  at  the  youngsters  for  program  filler 
...  as  a   last  resort. 

Nature's  Mimics 
Vitaphone  (Tire  Color  Parade)  10  Minutes 

A   cute,  novelty  short  which  is  high- 
lighted by  the  amazing  performance  of 

trained  birds  from  the  Far  East.  The  reel 

presents  animals  who  imitate  man  in  a 

number  of  stunts  such  as  seals  juggling, 

bulls  racing,  an  elephant  playing  the  har- 
monica and  monkeys  performing  in  the 

zoo.  The  birds,  which  come  from  the 

parrot  family,  pull  a   miniature  rickshaw, 

drive  a   tiny  automobile,  shoot  a   bow  and 

arrow,  a   small  cannon  and  do  various 

stunts  on  a   trapeze.  This  is  definitely 
recommended. 

A   Nag  in  the  Bag 
Columbia  (All-Star  Comedies)  17  Minutes 

Joe  Smith  and  Charles  Dale,  well-known 
in  vaudeville  as  part  of  the  Avon  Comedy 

Four,  feature  this  two-reeler.  Their  deliv- 
ery is  a   series  of  gag  lines.  Some  register, 

but  most  of  it  could  stand  a   speeding  up 

in  both  the  action  and  tempo.  Gags  are 

built  around  the  story  which  has  Smith 

and  Dale  running  a   drive-in  restaurant, 
but  spending  most  of  their  time  trying  to 

select  a   winner  at  the  tracks.  They  get 

into  debt  with  a   bookie  until  a   happy  mis- 
take pays  off  in  big  dividends. 

^HORT THE  WEEK 

Swingtime  in  the 
Movies 

Vitaphone  (Technicolor)  20  Minutes 

Here1  is  a   breezy  and  cheerful  bit  for 

any  program.  It's  one  of  the  best  two- 
reelers  to  come  out  of  Hollywood  in 

many  a   moon.  Fritz  Feld,  as  the  direc- 

tor, and  Charles  Foy,  as  his  assistant, 

are  an  uproariously  funny  comedy 

pair.  Fortunately,  they  are  given  a 

story  suitable  to  their  talents.  It  has 

to  do  with  the  making  of  a   musical 

western;  an  ideal  vehicle  for  enjoyable 

satire.  John  Carroll,  a   prominent  west- 

ern star  in  his  own  right,  has  the  lead 

with  a   charming  newcomer,  Katherine 

Kane.  Both  Carroll  and  Miss  Kane  sing 

delightfully.  In  addition,  the  color  is 

about  tops  for  chromatic  photography. 

Jerry  Colonna  also  scores  in  a   brief 

bit.  There  are  a   few  sly  plugs  for  the 

Warner  product,  but  it's  all  done 
smoothly  by  showing  George  Brent,  the 

Lane  Sisters  and  John  Garfield  lunch- 

ing informally  in  the  studio  cafeteria 

where  some  of  the  action  takes  place. 

Crane  Wilbur's  direction  deserves  spe- 
cial mention. 

The  Washington  Parade 
Columbia  (No.  1)  10  Minutes 

First  of  what  promises  to  be  an  inter- 

esting study  of  what  goes  on  in  the  na- 

tion’s capital.  The  camera  takes  a   peek 
at  Congress  in  session,  a   ride  in  the  Capitol 

subway  to  the  Senate  office  building,  the 
Lincoln  Memorial,  Supreme  Court,  Bureau 

of  Standards,  the  Treasury,  showing  the 

printing  of  money,  and  the  Department  of 
Justice  and  some  of  the  activities. 

Ski  Rhythm 
Columbia  (World  of  Sports)  10  Minutes 

For  the  winter  sport  fans.  Prominent 
skiers  swing  into  open  spaces,  sliding  down 

the  course  in  curving  figures  of  eights  and 

taking  jumps  with  reckless  abandon.  As 

background,  there  is  the  majestic  setting 

of  the  Alps. 

Little  Moth's  Big  Flame 
Columbia  (Color  Rhapsody)  8   Minutes 

A   cartoon  whose  implications  are  broad 

and  reflect  a   lack  of  good  taste.  Certainly 

not  for  the  matinee  trade  and  blunder- 

ingly handled  to  rate  as  good  entertain- 
ment. It’s  about  a   moth  attracted  to  the 

home  of  a   flame  in  a   lamp.  The  flame  is 

insistent  in  his  attentions  to  the  moth 

who  tries  to  flee  in  vain.  After  the  black- 
out, the  moth  returns  home  with  singed 

wings.  Her  father,  with  a   shotgun,  and 

all  the  other  moths  set  out  after  the  flame 

and  put  him  out.  The  moral  being,  “those 

who  play  with  fire  are  apt  to  get  burnt.” 

Treacherous  Waters 
Vitaphone  (True  Adventures)  10  Minutes 

This  yarn  is  not  up  to  par  for  the 

Floyd  Gibbons’  series.  Perhaps  it  is  the 
locale,  but  the  story  lacks  the  gripping 

suspense  so  abundant  in  the  previous  ef- 

forts. It’s  about  three  youngsters  who  fall 
off  a   pier  into  a   swiftly  moving  river.  An 
engineer  of  a   train  saves  one  and  then  one 

of  the  lads  get  up  enough  courage  to  save 

the  third  from  the  rapids.  Joseph  Hena- 
bery  directed. 

Frosty  Frolics 
Lenauer  International  11  Minutes 

A   modest,  but  timely,  winter  sports  reel. 
Most  of  it  is  shot  at  St.  Moritz  in  the 

Alps.  The  early  portion  of  the  reel  de- 
votes itself  to  ice  skating  and  scenes  of 

the  outdoor  cafes  where  waiters  deliver 

their  orders  on  skates.  Tire  remainder  of 

the  film  deals  with  skiing.  Nothing  very 

sensational,  but  interesting,  nevertheless. 

Commentary  by  an  unnamed  Englishman 
is  refreshingly  different. 

Count  Me  Out 
Vitaphone  (Merrie  Melody)  7   Minutes 

This  screwball  cartoon  has  its  moments, 

but  whether  it  will  go  over  depends  on  the 

audience’s  risibility  to  this  type  of  com- 
edy. It  features  Elmer,  who  sounds  like 

a   Joe  Penner  takeoff  although  there  is 

where  the  resemblance  ends.  Elmer  takes 

boxing  lessons  from  a   correspondence 
school.  He  knocks  himself  out  shadow 

boxing  and,  while  in  a   coma,  dreams  of 

a   gruelling  fight  with  a   champion. 

Dave  Apollon  and  His 
Orchestra 

Vitaphone  (Melody  Master)  11  Minutes 

A   rather  entertaining  musical  short  with 

Dave  Apollon  and  his  versatile  orchestra. 

They  play  all  types  of  music  from  swing 
to  rhumba  in  characteristic  settings. 

Apollon  acts  as  master  of  ceremonies.  Aunt 
Jemina  is  one  of  the  vocalists  giving  out 

with  a   typically  hot  number.  Bobby  Gra- 
ham does  a   clever  dance  routine. 
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PRACTICAL  IDEAS  BY  PRACTICAL  SHOWMEN 

Original  Tieup 

f*!AX'lEP'HUNE WHO  PLAYS  THE  PART 

"Lullaby  Joslin* 
3   MES5JUITEERS 
WESTERNS 

Vyill  be  okj 

OUR  5TACE 

IN  PERSON 
1   “   N   !TE  WEDNESDAY  Nov  30™ 

OzarK 
Kodak  Finishinc 

PER  ROLL 

MILLER 

PHOTO SERVICfe 

N.MAPLE 

ELDON, MO 

Eldon,  Mo. — Tom  Edwards,  who  operates 

the  Ozark  here,  has  devised  an  inexpen- 
sive method  of  advertising  attractions, 

which  can  be  used  on  almost  any  sort  of 
offering.  In  this  instance  Edwards  used 

it  in  connection  with  a   one-night  appear- 
ance of  Max  Terhune,  who  plays  the  part 

of  “Lullaby  Joslin”  of  the  Three  Mesqui- 
teers  in  Republic  westerns.  He  took  a 
still  of  Terhune  from  one  of  his  pictures, 

put  his  message  on  the  picture,  and  pho- 
tographed the  result.  He  then  had  the 

local  photographer  print  a   number  of  4x5 
inch  reproductions,  which  he  gave  out  at 
the  theatre.  People  regard  them  as  a 

novelty,  and  keep  them.  The  photog- 
rapher added  to  the  picture  a   small  plug 

for  his  own  shop,  and  in  exchange,  gave 
the  theatre  the  reproductions  free. 

J ̂   TRANSPORTATION  tieup  with  the Public  Service  Co.  has  been  effected  by 

F&M’s  Ambassador  Theatre  in  St.  Louis. 
Street  car  conductors  and  bus  drivers  give 

out  refund  slips  worth  10  cents  at  the 
boxoffice. 

• 

A   caption-writing  contest  ivas  held  at 

Loew’s  State  in  Norfolk,  Va.,  for  Metro’s 
“ Out  West  With  the  Hardys.”  The  best 
ones  were  used  in  local  advertising  copy. 

Harness  bowling  competition  by  ar- 
ranging with  operators  of  alleys  to  spot 

your  weekly  program  cards.  Award  tick- 
ets as  prizes  to  top  bowlers  of  the  week. 

H.  B.  Cook  runs  double  features  six 

days  a   week  at  the  Ritz  Theatre  in  Wal- 
terboro,  S.  C.  On  Wednesday,  however, 

he  goes  to  singles,  and  two  patrons  are 
admitted  for  the  price  of  one. 

With  Christmas  close  at  hand,  many 
exhibitors  in  New  England  are  selling 

ticket  books  at  reduced  prices  as  “the 
thing  to  give  one’s  friend  as  a   suitable 

present.” "Rat"  Contest 

Atlanta — A   “Brother  Rat”  contest  was 

held  by  the  Atlanta  Constitution,  in  con- 
junction with  the  Fox  Theatre  showing. 

Contestants  won  cash  prizes  and  tickets 
for  50  words  or  less  relating  the  school 

days  “situation”  which  meant  the  most  to 
them. 

SELL  SEATS  WITH  FAVORS 
Last  Year  Theatres  from  Coast  to  Coast  Sold  Standing  Room  as  Well 

as  Seats  Through  Use  of  Favors — YOU  CAN  DO  THE  SAME. 

Paper  Hats — Assorted  $1.00  per  100 

Horns  $1.00  per  100 

Balloons  $1.00  per  100 

Blowouts  $1.00  per  100 

Crickets  $1.00  per  100 

Whistles  $1.00  per  100 

Fancy  Paper  Hats — 
Assorted  $2.00  per  100 

Miniature  Paper  Hats  $2.90  per  100 

Noisemakers — Assorted  $2.00  per  100 

Serpentine  $2.90  per  100  Pks. 

SPECIAL  OFFER  *   *   * 
You  Can  Give  Every  Patron  a   Hat 

— Horn — And  a   Package  of  Serpen- 
tine 

For  Less  Than  4c 

Assortment  No.  BO-101 
100  Paper  Hats 

100  Noisemakers 

100  Pkgs.  Serpentine 

Order  by  Number — BO-101 

FREE FOR  YOUR  ORCHESTRA  or  USHERS-12  Unusually  Brilliant, 
Elaborate,  Fancy  Paper  Hats— with  Every  Order  of  $10.  or  More. 

NET.  F.  O.  B.  KANSAS  CITY CATAEOG  ON  REQUEST 

OPTICAN  BROTHERS 
301  W.  NINTH  ST.  IMPORTERS  KANSAS  CITY,  MO. 

Christmas  Punch  by 
Fox  Midwest 

Kansas  City — A   Christmas  stunt 

working  out  well  for  Fox  Midwest  the- 
atres here  is  the  use  of  a   punch  board 

in  the  lobby.  Punches  cost  a   nickel 

each.  One  in  five  patrons  wins  a 

25-cent  ticket,  good  at  any  Fox  subur- 

ban theatre  (at  the  Plaza,  which 

charges  35  cents,  an  additional  dime 
with  the  ticket  is  necessary). 

With  the  ticket  goes  an  attractive 

envelope  and  card,  so  that  the  tickets 

may  be  used  by  patrons  to  send  to 
friends  as  a   Christmas  greeting.  The 

tickets  are  good  any  time  starting 
Christmas  day. 

Idea  of  sending  tickets  as  Christmas 

greetings  is  being  used  by  Fox  houses 

with  and  without  the  punchboard. 

Promote  Regulation  Army 

Tank  to  Sell  "Army  Girl" Indianapolis — A   regulation  tank  used  by 

the  United  States  army  was  the  pinion 
point  of  a   campaign  executed  by  Manager 
Forest  Quinn  of  the  Vogue  Theatre  here 

for  Republic’s  “Army  Girl.” 
Quinn  promoted  the  tank  from  the  man- 

ufacturer. During  the  day  he  had  it 

driven  through  the  city  placarded:  “This 
is  the  tank  in  which  Madge  Evans  Ro- 

mances With  Preston  Poster.”  In  the  eve- 
ning it  was  on  display  in  front  of  the 

Vogue,  with  a   manufacturer’s  representa- 
tive on  hand  to  explain  mechanical  details 

to  inquirers. 
Owner  Carl  Niesse  is  patting  Manager 

Quinn  on  the  back  for  the  novel  promo- 
tion, which,  he  says,  really  pulled  them 

into  the  Vogue.  And  he  ought  to  know. 

Capitol  Goes  "Native"  lor 
"Rapture"  in  Miami ,   Fla. 
Miami,  Fla.  —   The  Capitol  here  went 

“native,”  exploitatively  speaking,  for  the 

Universal  release,  “Dark  Rapture.” 
Three  wildmen  in  a   jungle  hut,  one 

loudly  whamming  a   tomtom,  were  driven 

all  over  town  on  a   large  truck.  The  Cap- 
itol was  transformed  to  give  off  the  effect 

of  a   jungle.  The  wildmen  were  spotted  on 
the  marquee. 

Downtown,  newsboys  were  outfitted 
with  jungle  helmets  bearing  the  imprint 

“Dark  Rapture.”  Ten  thousand  heralds, 
distributed  from  door  to  door,  completed 
the  exploitation. 

NEED  A   LEGAL  GAME? 

THEN  IT'S "TUNES" 
TUNES,  INC. 

1246  S.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  III, 
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national  release  date,  1937-38.  Production  number  is  at  right. 
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A   GUIDE  TO  J CURRENT  R E   L   E   A   S   E   S 

JULY  2 JULY  9 
JULY  16 JULY  23 JULY  30 

AUGUST  6 

I27]  Action  Drama  8029 

Highway  Patrol  (58) 

J.  Wells-Page — R-Aug.13 

[Y|  Drama  8019 

City  Streets  (68) 
(For.  City  Shadows) 
Leo  Carrillo-E.  Fellows 

[15]  Western  8212 Pioneer  Trail  (55) 

J.  Luden-Joan  Barclay R — Sept.  17  J 

[2i|  Action  Drama 

Reformatory  (61) 

Jack  Holt-C.  Winters R — June  25 
|28]  Western  8207 
>outh  of  Arizona  (56) 

Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith R — Oct.  16 

[Y|  Melodrama  225 

I   Married  a   Spy  (59) 
Neil  Hamilton 

R — July  16 

|T|  Western  226 
Rollin'  Plains  (75) 
Tex  Ritter 

|is|  Melodrama  227 The  High  Command  (59) 
Lionel  Atwill 
R— July  30 

[22|  Action  Drama  228 Renfrew  on  the  Great 
White  Trail  (59) 

James  Newill 

Terry  Walker 

|Y|  Adven.  Drama  829 

Port  of  Seven  Seas  (81) 

W.  Beery- M,  O’Sullivan 
R — July  16 

n   Comedy  Drama 
Fast  Company  (74) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Florence  Rice 
R — July  2 

|l5|  Drama  835 Shopworn  Angel  (85) 

James  Stewart 
Margaret  Sullavan R— July  9 

[22]  Comedy  Drama  841 aytLove  Finds  Andy Hardy  (90) 

Mickey  Rooney-Judy 
Garland-Lewis  Stone R— July  16 

|29|  Comedy  Drama  842 
The  Chaser  (75) 

Dennis  O’Keefe Ann  Morriss R — July  30 

[5]  Action  Drama  840 

The  Crowd  Roars  (92)  j 

Robert  Taylor 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 

R — Aug.  6 

n   Western  3742 
Man’s  Country  (55) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Aug.  6 

[3]  Outdoor  Drama  3810 

Barefoot  Boy  (63) 

Jackie  Moran R— Sept.  10 

|~8~|  Western  3854 
Pride  of  the  West  (55) 

William  Boyd  (Hopalong Cassidy) 

R— July  2 

|22]  Comedy  3744 Tropic  Holiday  (78) 

Dorothy  Lamour 
Bob  Burns R— July  2 

|22|  Adven.  Drama  3745 
Booloo  (60) 

Colin  Tapley 

Suratna  Asmara R — July  23 

[29]  Comedy  3746 
Professor  Beware  (93) 

Harold  Lloyd 

Phyllis  Welch;  R-July  16 

[~5~j  Melodrama  3747 
Bulldog  Drummond  in 
Africa  (59) 

John  Howard-H.  Angel R — Aug.  6 

n   West,  with  Music  7103 
Gold  Mine  in  the  Sky 

(60) 

Gene  Autry-C.  Hughes R — July  9 

|l5|  Drama  7002 Army  Girl  (85) 

Madge  Evans 
Preston  Foster 
R— July  23 

[20]  Western  7118 
Heroes  of  the  Hills  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R— Aug.  13 p>8]  Western  861 

Pals  of  the  Saddle  (55) 

Three  Mesquiteers R— Sept.  17 

[Y|  Comedy  819 

1   Having  Wonderful 
Time  (70) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Douglas  Fairbanks  jr. 

EP — Oct  23;  R — June  18 

n   Drama  reissue 
Little  Women  (99) 

K.  Hepburn-J.  Bennett 

n   Melodrama  836 
Crime  Ring  (70) 

Allan  Lane  R — July  2 

[22]  Action  Drama  835 Sky  Giant  (80) 
(For.  Northern  Flight) 
Chester  Morris 
Richard  Dix R— July  23 

[29]  Com.  Drama  833 Mother  Carey’s  Chickens 

(80) Ruby  Keller-Anne  Shirley 
James  Ellison R— July  23 

|~5~|  Com.  with  Music  834 I’m  From  the  City  (71) 

Joe  Penner-Kay  Sutton 
R — July  30 

|Y|  Drama  
852 

Always  Goodbye  (75) 
Barbara  Stanwyck 
Herbert  Marshall 

R — July  2 

n   Western  853 
Panamint’s  Bad  Man(60) 
Smith  Ballew-E.  Daw 

n   Comedy  857 
We’re  Going  to  Be  Rich 

(78) 
Victor  McLaglen 

Grade  Fields;  R — July  9 

[l5|  Comedy  854 Passport  Husband  (67) 
Stuart  Erwin 
Pauline  Moore R — July  2 

|22|  Romantic  Drama  855 
I’ll  Give  a   Million  (70) 

Warner  Baxter 

Marjorie  Weaver R— July  16 

|29|  Comedy  Drama  856 
Little  Miss  Broadway 

(70) 

Shirley  Temple 

Jimmy  Durante 

R — July  9 

|~5~[  Drama  901 
Gateway  (74) 

Don  Ameche 

Arleen  Whelan 
R — A   u   g.  6 

|~5~[  Drama Mgiers  (95) 

Charles  Boyer 

Sigrid  Gurle-Hedy  LaMarr 

R— July  2 

|Y|  Action  Drama  2032 

Danger  on  the  Air  (65) 

Donald  Woods  R — July  2 

[Y|  Comedy  2005 

Rage  of  Paris  (78) 
Danielle  Darrieux 

R — June  18 

|l5|  Melodrama  2028 Prison  Break  (73) 

Barton  MacBane 

Glenda  Farrell 
R — July  23 

[22]  Drama  2008 Little  Tough  Guy  (83) 

"Dead  End”  Kids 

Robt.  Wilcox R — July  16 

f 

|~9~|  Drama  FN260 
My  Bill  (60) 
K.  Francis-D.  Moore 
R — June  25 

lii]  Com.  Drama  WB215 Men  Are  Such  Fools  (69) 

W.  Morris-P.  Lane 
R — June  25 

[l6|  Melodrama  WB205 Racket  Busters  (71) 

Geo.  Brent;  R-Aug.  20 

|23|  Com.  Drama  FN276 Penrod’s  Double Trouble  (60) 

Mauch  Twins R — April  2 

|30|  Melodrama  FN262 Amazing  Dr.  Clitterliouse (85) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Claire  Trevor 

R— July  9 [6]  Comedy  WB227 

Mr.  Chump  (60) 

Johnnie  Davla 

Lola  Lane 

R— July  23 

[~j~|  Drama  GB 
Three  on  a   Weekend  (72) 
Margaret  Lockwood 

John  Lodge 
R — June  11 

[15]  Musical  Comedy  GB 
Evergreen  ( .   . )   reissue 
Jessie  Matthews 
Barry  Mackay 

[Y|  Drama  GB 

Strange  Boarders  (79) 
Tom  WallB 

Renee  Salnt-Cyr R— Sept.  10 
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[isl  Comedy  8011 
Tile  Gladiator  (72) 
Joe  E.  Brown 

June  Travis;  R-Aug.  20 

[l8]  Action  Drama  8039 
Convicted  (68) 

R.  Hayworth-C.  Quigley 
R — Sept.  3 

[2]  Drama  
8005 

I   Am  the  Law  (99) 

Edw.  G.  Robinson 

Wendy  Barrie;  R-Aug.  27 

g   Western  
8213 

Phantom  Gold  (56) 

Jack  Luden  R — Nov  26 

[9~|  Comedy  Drama  8015 
Lady  Objects  (67) 

Lanny  Ross-Gloria  Stuart 

|~8~[  Western  8208 Colorado  Trail  (57) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 
R — Nov.  5 

[Hi]  Melodrama  8026 

Juvenile  Court  (61) Paul  Kelly 

Rita  Hayworth R — Sept.  17 

[l2]  Western  229 

Utah  I'rail  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

|26]  Western  231 King  of  the  Sierras  (60) 
With  Rex,  the 

Wonder  Horse 

[12]  Comedy  Drama  843 
Kicli  Man,  Poor  Girl  (72) 

(For.  It’s  Now  or  Never) 
R.  Young-  R.  Hussey 

R — Aug.  13 

[19]  Comedy  844 Block-heads  (58) 

Laurel  &   Hardy 
R — Aug.  20 

[26]  Drama  845 Marie  Antoinette  (157) 
Norma  Shearer 

Tyrone  Power 
R— Sept.  17 

|~2~|  Comedy  901 
Three  Loves  Has  Nancy (69) 

J.  Gaynor-R.  Montgom’y 
R — Sept.  3 

[9]  Comedy  Drama  902 {JBoys  Town  (93) 
Spencer  Tracy 
Mickey  Rooney R — Sept.  10 

[l6]  Com.  Romance  903 

Too  Hot  to  Handle  (108) 

Clark  Gable-Myrna  Loy R— Sept.  17 

[3l|  Drama  3811 Under  the  Big  Top  (61) 

(For.  Circus  Comes  to 
Town) 

Marjorie  Main 
Ann  Nagel 

[~7~[  Western  3859 
Starlight  Over  Texas  (59) 
Tex  Ritter 

[14]  Western  3741 

Mexicali  Kid  (66) 

(For.  Last  Frontier) 
Jack  Randall 
R — Sept.  10 

[l2|  Outdoor  Drama  3748 

The  Texans  (93) 
Joan  Bennett-R.  Scott 

R — July  23 

[19]  Comedy  3749 
Give  Me  a   Sailor  (77) 

Martha  Raye-Bob  Hope 
R — July  30 

HH  Action  Drama  37
50 Spawn  of  the  North  (113) 

George  Raft 
Dorothy  Lamour 

Henry  Fonda R — Aug.  27 

[Y|  Com.  with  Music  3801 Sing  You  Sinners  (90) 
Bing  Crosby 
Fred  MacMurray R — Aug.  13 

[9]  Western  3865 

In  Old  Mexico  (67) 
William  Boyd 

(Hopalong  Cassidy) R — Aug.  6 
[l6|  Drama  3803 

Sons  of  the  Legion  (60) 

Lynne  Overman Billy  Lee R — Sept.  17 

[~8~|  Action  Drama  7024 
Come  on  Leathernecks 

(60) 
Richard  Cromwell 
Marcia  Hunt 

R— Aug.  27 

[15]  Romantic  Drama  7013 
Desperate  Adventure(65) 
Ramon  Novarro 
Marian  Marsh 

[15]  Western  7104 
Man  From  Music  Moun- tain (58) 

Gene  Autry;  R-Aug.  13 

[22]  Action  Drama  7025 
Tenth  Avenue  Kid  (56) 

Bruce  Cabot;  R-Aug.  27 
Beverly  Roberts 

[22]  Western  7128 Durango  Valley  Raiders 

(56) Bob  Steele 

[29]  Comedy  Drama  7015 The  Higgins  Family  (64) 

(For.  Home  Sweet  Home) 
The  Gleason  Family 
R — Sept.  10 

|~4~|  Western  851 
Billy  the  Kid  Returns 

(56) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

R — Sept.  3 
[25]  Western  7107 

Prairie  Moon  (58) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette  1 
R — Oct.  29 

|l2|  Western  883 

Painted  Desert  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
R — Aug.  6 

[19]  Melodrama  832 
Smashing  the  Rackets 

(80) 
(For  Cleanup) 

Chester  Morris 
Frances  Mercer 
R— July  30 

[26]  Com.  with  Music  845 Breaking  the  Ice  (82) 

Bobby  Breen 
Irene  Dare R — Sept.  3 

[~2~|  Musical  Comedy  837 Carefree  (83) 

Ginger  Rogers 
Fred  Astaire R — Sept.  3 

|~9~|  Comedy  902 Affairs  of  Annabel  (68) 

Lucille  Ball 

Jack  Oakie 
R — July  16 

[jo]  Western  884  | 
Renegade  Ranger  (60) 

George  O’Brien 
R— Sept.  17 

[12]  Drama  902 

Keep  Smiling  (77) 
Jane  Withers 
Gloria  Stuart 

R — June  18 

[19]  Musical  Comedy  903 

OAlbxatder’s  Ragtime Band  (105) 

Tyrone  Power-Alice  Faye 
Don  Ameche 
R — June  4 

[26]  Action  Drama  904 Speed  to  Burn  (60) 
Michael  Whalen 

Lynn  Bari R — June  11 

|~2~]  Comedy  Drama  905 
My  Lucky  Star  (84) 

Sonja  Henie 
Richard  Greene R — Sept.  3 

[~9~|  Comedy  Drama  906 Safety  in  Numbers  (55) 
Jones  Family R — Aug.  13 

|jg|  Comedy  907 

Hold  That  Co-ed  (80) 

John  Barrymore 

Marjorie  Weaver 
R— Sept.  17 

[12]  Com.  with  Music 
letter  of  Introduction(103) 

Andrea  Leeds — R-Aug.  6 
Bergen  and  McCarthy 

[12]  Mystery  Drama  2031 

Missing  Guest  (69) 
Paul  Kelly 

Con.  Moore;  R — Aug.  20 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3057 
Strawberry  Roan  (63) 

Ken  Maynard 

[is]  Western  Reissue  3058 
Fiddin’  Buckaroo  (60) 
Ken  Maynard 

[26]  Exploitation  Adven. Dark  Rapture  (79) 

Native  Cast — R-Oct.  15 

[15]  Western  Reissue  3059 King  of  the  Arena  (60) 

Ken  Maynard 

[~2~|  Comedy  Drama  3025 Freshman  Year  (68) 

Dixie  Dunbar 

Ernest  Truex R— Aug.  27 [9]  Melodrama 
 3034 

Personal  Secretary  (62) 

(For.  The  Comet) 
Wm.  Gargan-Joy  Hodges R— Oct.  15 

[Jgj  Weste
rn  3051 

Black  Bandit  (57) 

(For.  Twins  of  the  West) 
Bob  Baker 
R — Nov.  5 

[13]  Com.  Music  WB217 

Cowboy  From  Brooklyn 

(77)  R — June  18 
Dick  Powell  Priscilla  Lane 

[27]  Com.  Drama  WB303 Boy  Meets  Girl  (80) 

Cagney-O’Brien 

[3]  Com.  Drama  WB213 Four’s  a   Crowd  (95) 

Errol  Flynn 

Olivia  de  Havilland R— July  30 [Yq]  Drama  
FN365 

Secrets  of  an  Actress  (70) 

Geo.  Brent 

Kay  Franc4s 
R — Oct.  23 

^]  Drama 
 WB305 

©Valley  of  the  Giants 

(79) 

Wayne  Morris 
Claire  Trevor R— Sept.  17 

|l6|  Action  Drama  GB 
Crime  Over  London  (63) 

Margot  Grahams 
Paul  Cavanaugh 

R — Aug.  13 

[xa|  Melodrama  GB  | 
The  39  Steps  ( . . ) 

(Reissue) 

Robert  Donat 

Madeleine  Carroll  j| 
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SEPTEMBER  24 OCTOBER  1 OCTOBER  8 
|   OCTOBER  15 

OCTOBER  22 OCTOBER  29 

|22|  Western  8284 

Stranger  From  Arizona 

J   (56) 
Buck  Jones 

R — Sept.  24 

jsoj  Drama  8012 
Girls’  School  (73) 
A.  Shirley-R.  Bellamy 
R — Oct.  1 

[29]  Comedy  9101 

t|You  Can't  Take  It  With 
You  (127)  J.  Arthur 

J.  Stewart;  R — Sept.  17 

[5]  Melodrama  902
1 Crime  Takes  a   Holiday 

(59) 
Jack  Holt 
Marcia  Ralston 

[~3~|  Western  9201 
West  of  the  Santa  Fe(67) 

C.  Starrett-I.  Meredith 

[xg|  Action  Drama  9026 night  to  Fame  (57) 

Charles  Farrell 

Jacqueline  Wells 
^   Action  Drama  9020 
Little  Adventuress  (62) 

(For.  Thoroughbred) 

E.  Fellows-J.  Wells 

HU  Western  8285 

l,aw  of  the  Texan  (67) 

Buck  Jones  R — <Oct.  29 

g   Melodrama  230 

I   Dangerous  Secrets  (60) 
Paul  Lukas 

R— Oct.  29 

|Y]  Drama  311 Shadows  Over  Shanghai (66) 

James  Dunn 
Glenda  Gray 

R — Sept.  17 

[21]  Western  325 
Frontier  Scont  (62) 

Geo.  Houston R— Sept.  17 
HU  Adventure  326 

Titans  of  the  Deep  (47) 

Dr.  Wm.  Beebe 

|30|  Comedy  905 
Vacation  From  Love  (65) 

D.  O’Keefe-Fy  Rice 
R — Oct.  8 

[~7~]  Comedy  Drama  906 Stableinates  (89) 

Wallace  Beery 

Mickey  Rooney 
R— Oct.  8 

j   F4]  Comedy  Drama  907 Voting1  Dr.  Kildare  (81) 
Lew  Ayres 

Lionel  Barrymore R — Oct.  22 

|2i|  Com.  with  Music  904 
Listen,  Darling  (75) 

Judy  Garland 
Freddie  Bartholomew R— Oct.  22 

|2§|  Drama  909 
^iThe  Citadel  (112) 
Robert  Donat 
Rosalind  Russell R — Oct.  29 1 

jgj]  Melodrama  3817 

Wanted  by  the  Police 

;   (60) Frankie  Darro 

Evalyn  Knapp 
R — Oct.  1 

[~5~|  Melodrama  3804 
Mr.  Wong,  Detective  (69) 
Boris  Karloff 

Evelyn  Brent R — Oct.  8 

|jo|  Musical  Reissue Sweetheart  of  Sigma  Chi 
(65) 

Betty  Grable 
Larry  Crabbe 

|l2|  Western  3860 Where  Buffalo  Roam(62) 

Tot  Ritter  R — Oet  29 

I 
HH  Com.  with  Music  3802 

Campus  Confessions  (66) 
Betty  Grable 
Hank  Luisetti 

R — Sept.  17 

|3o|  Melodrama  3804 
King  of  Alcatraz  (57) 
Lloyd  Nolan 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh 
R — Oct.  8 

[7]  Action  Drama  3805 Touchdown,  Army  (71) 

J.  Howard-M.  Carlisle R — Oct.  1 
HU  Comedy  Drama  3706 
Arkansas  Traveler  (85) 

Bob  Burns-Fay  Bainter R— Oct.  8 

[2l|  Western  3707 
Mysterious  Rider  (73) 

Douglas  Dumbrille 
Sidney  Toler R — Sept.  24 

HU  Drama  (Spec.  Rel.)3808 
QjMen  With  Wings  (105) 
Fred  MacMurray 

Ray  Milland 

R— Oct.  29 I 
|2o|  Western  862 

Overland  Stage  Raiders 
(55) 

Three  Mesquiteers 
Louise  Brooks 

m   Melodrama  817 

Night  Hawk  (63) 

B.  Livingston-J.  Travis 
R — Oct.  1 

|Y|  Hillbilly  Musical  805 Down  In  Arkansaw  (66) 

Ralph  Byrd-June  Storey 
HU  Melodrama  806 

f   Stand  Accused  (61) 

Robt.  Cummings-H.  Mack 
R — Oct.  22 

[23]  Melodrama  803 

Fugitives  for  a   Night 
(63) 

Eleanor  Lynn 

\   Frank  Albertson 
;   R — Oct.  1 

[30]  Comedy  901 
Room  Service  (80) 

Marx  Brothers 
R— Sept.  17 

|~7~|  Comedy  904 
Mr.  Doodle  Kicks  Off (76) 

Joe  Penner-J.  Travis 
R — Sept.  10 HU  Drama 

 905 
A   Man  to  Renieinber(80) 
Edward  Ellis 
Anne  Shirley 
R — Oct.  8 

[2i|  Mystery  Comedy  906 
Alad  Miss  Manton  (78) 

Barbara  Stanwyck 

Henry  Fonda R — Oct.  15 

HU  Melodrama  907 

Tarnished  Angel  (67) 

(For.  Miracle  Racket) 
Sally  Ellers 
Lee  Bowman R — Oct.  29 

■ 

|H  Melodrama  808
 

;   Time  Out  for  Murder  (60) 

|   Gloria  Stuart 
Michael  Whalen 

R— July  2 

[30]  Musical  911 
Straight,  Place  and  Show 
(65) 

Rltz  Bros. -Ethel  Merman 
R— Oct.  1 

p7~|  Adven.  Comedy  910 Meet  the  Girls  (66) 

June  Lang-Lynn  Bari R— July  23 
HU  Comedy  Drama  919

 Five  of  a   Kind  (83) 

Dionne  Quints R — Oct.  15 
HU  Melodrama  912 
Mysterious  Mr.  Moto  (62) 
Peter  Lorre 

Mary  Maguire R — June  4 

HU  Historical  Drama  013 
Suez  (104) 

Tyrone  Power Annabella R — Oct.  22 

pjog  Adventure  Drama 

©Drams  (99) 

Sabu-Raymond  Massey- 
Valerie  Hobson 

R— Aug.  6. 

HU  Comedy  Drama
 

There  Goes  My  Heart 
(84) 

F.  March-V.  Bruce R — Oct.  1 

HU  Comedy  Drama 

Yonng  tn  Heart  (90) 
Janet  Gaynor 
Douaias  Fairbanks  Jr. R — Nov.  12 

|30]  Comedy  Drama  3012 

Youth  Takes  a   Fling(78) 

1   J.  McCrea-A.  Leeds 
R — Oct  1   ! 

!   gH  Drama  3017 
Road  to  Reno  (69) 

Randolph  Scott-G.  Farrell 
R — Sept.  3 

|~7~|  Musical  Comedy  2007 That  Certain  Age  (96) 

Deanna  Durbin 

Jackie  Cooper R — Oct.  8 

HU  Comedy  Drama  3026 Swing  That  Cheer  (63) 
Tom  Brown 

Andy  Devine R— Nov.  19 

HU  Comedy  3013 
Service  De  Luxe  (85) 

C.  Bennett-C.  Ruggles R — Oct.  22 

HU  Western 
 3052 

Guilty  Trails  (67) 

Bob  Baker 

HU  Melodrama  3016 

The  Storm  (78) 

Preston  Foster 

HU  Action  Drama  3028 

Last  Express  (63) 

K.  Taylor-D.  Kent 
R — Oct.  8 

p>4|  Drama  FN359 

Four  Daughters  (90) 
i   Lane  Sisters 

!   Jeffrey  Lynn 
|   R — Aug.  20 

[Yj  Mus.  Comedy  FN358 
Garden  of  the  Moon  (74) 

Pat  O’Brien-Mar.  Lindsay 
R— July  30 

|~8~|  Drama  FN368 
Broadway  Musketeers (62) 
Margaret  Lindsay 
Marie  Wilson 
R — Oct.  29 

(is]  Drama  WB302 The  Sisters  (99) 

Errol  Flynn 

Bette  Davis R — Oct.  8 

[22]  Melodrama  FN369 
Girls  on  Probation  (63) 
Ronald  Reagan 

June  Bryan R — Oct.  2* 

|29|  Comedy  FN355 

Brother  Rat  (89) 

Wayne  Morris 
Priscilla  Lane 
R — Oct.  22 

[T]  Drama  Tri-Nat’l Orage  ( . . ) 

Chas.  Boyer 

Michele  Morgan 

[~T]  Comedy  Trl-Nat’l Carnival  In  Flanders (..) 

(Reissue) 
Francoise  Rosay 

[T|  Melodrama  GB Man  With  100  Faces  (72) 
Noel  Madison 

Lilli  Palmer;  R-Nov.  19 

jjgj  Drama  Tri-NatT 
Peg  of  Old  Drury  ( . . ) 
Anna  Neagle 

Sir  Cedric  Hardwicke 

It 
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Hooking  Hkatt A   GUIDE  TO  ̂    CURRENT  RELEASES 

JULY,  1939 
AUGUST,  1939 SEPTEMBER,  1939 

S   M   T   VV  T   F   S 

1 
2   3   4   5   6   7   8 
9   10  11  12  13  14  15 

16  17  18  19  20  21  22 
23  24  25  26  27  28  29 30  31 

S   M   T   W   T   F   S 

1   2   3   4   5 
6   7   8   9   10  11  12 

13  14  15  16  17  18  19 

20  21  22  23  24  25  26 
27  28  29  30  31 

S   M   T   \V  T   F   S 1   2 

3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
10  11  12  13  14  15  16 
17  18  19  20  21  22  23 

24  25  26  27  28  29  30 

.       

NOVEMBER  5 NOVEMBER  12 NOVEMBER  19 NOVEMBER  26 DECEMBER  3 DECEMBER  10 

[2]  Western  9211 

In  Early  Arizona  (68) 
Bill  Elliott 

Dorothy  Gulliver 

[15]  Action  Drama  9028 Adventure  in  the  Sahara 
(57) 

Paul  Kelly 

Lenora  Gray 

[Y]  Com.  M’drama  9050 

Terror  of  Tiny  Town  (63) 

[30]  Comedy  9011 

Blondie  (72) 

Penny  Singleton 

Arthur  Lake;  R-Nov.  5 

[~8]  Western  9203 

Rio  Grande  (57) 

Charles  Starrett 

Ann  Doran 

f!~|  Melodrama  312 
Cipher  Bureau  (70) 

Ames- Woodbury 
R — Oct.  29 

Melodrama  345 

Sunset  Strip  Case  (65) 

Sally  Rand 

[~4~|  Musical  Drama  908 
Great  Waltz  (104) 
Luise  Rainer 
Fernand  Gravet 

[lij  Comedy  Drama  911 
Spring  Madness  (67) 
Lew  Ayres 

Maureen  O’Sullivan 
R — Nov.  26 

[jg]  Drama  912 Shining  Hour  (75) 

Joan  Crawford 
Margaret  Sullavan 
Melvyn  Douglas R— Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  913 Out  West  With  the Hardys  (85) 

Mickey  Rooney 

Lewis  Stone R — Nov.  26 

[~2~[  Comedy  914 Flirting  With  Fate  (70) 

Joe  E.  Brown 

Leo  Carrillo 
R — Dec.  3 

|~9~|  Drama  915 Dramatic  School  (78) 

Luise  Rainer 

Alan  Marshal 
Paulette  Goddard 

R — Dec.  10 

[~9~|  Drama  3801 
Gangster's  Boy  (80) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Lucy  Gilman 

[l6]  Western  3851 Gun  Packer  (49) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 
R— Nov.  19 

[23]  Melodrama  3818 Gang  Bullets  (63) 
Ann  Nagel 

Robt.  Kent R — Dec.  10 
pf]  Western  3861 

Song  of  the  Buckaroo(..) 

(For.  Little  Tenderfoot) 
Tex  Ritter 

|~4~]  Melodrama  3809 
Illegal  Traffic  (87) 
J.  Carrol  Nalsh 

Mary  Carlisle 

R — Nov.  6 

[n]  Historical  Drama  3810 
If  I   Were  King  (101) 
Ronald  Colman 
Frances  Dee 
R— Oct.  1 

|Jg|  Comedy  3811 Thanks  for  the  Memory 
(78) 

Bob  Hope-Shirley  Ross R— Nov.  12 

[25]  Melodrama  3812 Arrest  Bulldog  Drum- mond (58) 

J.  Howard  R — Nov.  26 

[25]  Comedy  3813 Say  It  in  French  (69) 

Ray  Milland 
O.  Bradna  R — Nov.  26 

[2]  Comedy  Drama  3814 
Little  Orphan  Annie  (58) 
Ann  Gillis 

R.  Kent  R — Dec.  3 

[~9~1  Action  Drama  3815 Ride  a   Crooked  Mile  (70) 
Akim  Tamlroff 
Frances  Farmer 

Leif  Erikson 
R — Dec.  10 

[~5~|  Western  7108 
Rhythm  of  the  Saddle (58) 
(For.  Song  of  the  West) 

Gene  Autry-S.  Burnette 
R — Nov.  26 

p7~[  Action  Drama  807 Storm  Over  Bengal  (65) 
Patric  Knowles 
Rochelle  Hudson 
R — Nov.  19 

[is]  Western 
 863 Santa  Fe  Stampede  (66) 

ThrAo  MAcquiteers 
R— Dec.  17 

|25|  Western  818 Come  on  Rangers  (57) 

Roy  Rogers  R— Dec.  3 

[~ 2 1   Western  841 
Western  Jamboree  (59) 
Gene  Autry 

Smiley  Burnette 

|~5~1  Drama  819 
Orphans  of  the  Street 

(64) 
Tommy  Ryan 
Bob  Livingston R— Dec.  17 

[T|  Western  981 

Lawless  Valley  (59) 

George  O’Brien 
Kay  Sutton 
R — Nov.  5 

|ll]  Comedy  908 
Annabel  Takes  a   Tour 

(61) 
Jack  Oakie 
Lucille  Ball 
R — Oct.  22 

[l8]  Western  909 Law  West  of  Tombstone 

(72) 
Harry  Carey 
Tim  Holt 
R— Nov.  19 

[25]  Comedy  Drama  94
8 Peck’s  Bad  Boy  With 

the  Circus  (68) 

Tommy  Kelly 

Ann  Gillis R— Nov.  26 

|~2~|  Comedy  910 
Next  Time  I   Marry  (65) 

(For.  Trailer  Romance) 
Lucille  Ball 
James  Ellison R — Dec.  10 

|T]  Comedy  Drama  914 
Always  in  Trouble  (70) 
Jane  Withers 

Jean  Rogers 

R — Aug.  20 

[ll]  Comedy  Drama  915 
Just  Around  the  Corner 

(71) 

Shirley  Temple 
Bert  Lahr 
R — Nov.  5 

H|]  Action  Drama
  916 Sharpshooters  (64) 

Brian  Donlevy-Bynn  Bari 
R— Sept.  24 

[25]  Action  Drama  90
9 Submarine  Patrol  (95) 

Richard  Greene 

Nancy  Kelly R — Nov.  5 

[~2~[  Action  Drama  918 Road  Demon  (70) 

Henry  Arthur 
Joan  Valerie R— Aug.  27 

[Y|  Comedy  924 
Up  the  River  (75) 

Tony  Martin 
Phyllis  Brooks 
R — Nov.  12 

[l7|  Com.  Dram
a Cowboy  and  the  Lady (91) 

Gary  Cooper 

Merle  Oberon 
R — Nov.  26 

[4]  Action  Drama  3032 
Exposed  (63) 
Glenda  Farrell 

Otto  Kruger  R — Nov.  26 

|T|  Western  3053 

Prairie  Justice  (57) 
Bob  Baker-Dorothy  Fay 

(nj  Comedy  3036 His  Exciting  Night  (63) 
Chas.  Ruggles 
Ona  Munson 

R — Dec.  10 

[25]  Comedy  Drama 
Little  Tough  Guys  in Society  (70) 

Mary  Boland 
Mischa  Auer R— Nov.  26 

|~2~|  Action  Drama  3035 Strange  Faces  (66) 

Dorothea  Kent 

Andy  Devine 
R — Dec.  10 

|~9~)  Action  Drama  3022 Secrets  of  a   Nurse  (69) 
Edmund  Lowe 

Helen  Mack R— Nov.  19 

(~5~1  Comedy  WB310 
Hard  to  Get  (79) 
Dick  Powell 

Olivia  de  Havilland 
R — Nov.  12 

[l2|  Drama  WB319 
Nancy  Drew,  Detective 

(65) 
Bonita  Granville 

[l9|  Com.  Drama  WB318
 

Torchy  Gets  Her  Man(62) 
Glenda  Farrell 
Barton  MacLane R — Oct.  15 

|2g|  Action  Drama  FN351
 Angels  With  Dirty  Faces 

(68) 
James  Cagney 

Pat  O’Brien R— Oct.  29 

[~3~[  Drama  FN370 
Comet  Over  Broadway (69) 

Kay  Francis-John  Litel 
R— Dec.  17 [lo]  Action  Drama  FN362 

Heart  of  the  North  (74) 

Dick  Foran-G.  Dickson R— Dec.  17 

|T|  Melodrama  GB 

Lady  Vanishes  (97) 
Margaret  Lockwood 
Paul  Lukas 

R — Oct.  16 
|l5|  Melodrama  

GB 
The  Frog  ( . . ) 

Noah  Beery-G.  Taylor 

|Y]  Musical  GB 
Asking  for  Trouble  ( .   . ) 
(For.  Climbing  High) 

Jessie  Matthews 

Michael  Redgrave 

j 
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DECEMBER  17 DECEMBER  24 
DECEMBER  31 JANUARY  7 JANUARY  14 

JANUARY  21 

!j'  |lij]  Western  8206 California  Frontier  (57) 
!   Buik  Jones 

j|  [lU  Drama  9022 
Strange  Case  of  Dr. 
Meade  (66) 

(For  Outside  the  Law) 

J.  Holt;  R-Oct.  29 

[24]  Comedy  Mystery 
There’s  That  Woman 

Again  (70) 

Melvyn  Douglas 
Virginia  Bruce 
R — Dec.  17 

[29]  Melodrama  901
5 Smashing  the  Spy  Ring 

(63) 
Ralph  Bellamy 
Fay  Wray 

|~5~j  Melodrama North  of  Shanghai  ( .   . ) 
James  Craig 

Betty  Furness 

[12]  Western  9203 
Thundering  West  ( .   . ) 

Chas.  Starrett 
Iris  Meredith 

[19]  Western  
9212 

Frontiers  of  ’49  ( .   . ) 
B.  Elliot-L.  DeAlcaniz 

[l6]  Drama  917 
Christmas  Carol  (69) 
Reginald  Owen 
Terry  Kilhurn 

R — Dec.  17 

[23]  Comedy  Drama  916 
The  Girl  Downstairs  ( .   . ) 
(For.  The  Awakening  of 
Katerina) 

Franchot  Tone 

Franciska  Gaal 

[30]  Musical  Drama  
910 Sweethearts  (115) 

N.  Eddy-J.  MacDonald 

|~6~]  Action  Drama  918 
Stand  Up  and  Fight  ( .   . ) 
Wallace  Beery 
Robert  Taylor 

[13]  Comedy  Drama  919 Burn  ’Em  Up  O’Connor 
(.  .) 

Dennis  O’Keefe |2o|  Comedy  Drama  
920 

Idiot’s  Delight  ( .   . ) 

Norma  Shearer 

Clark  Gable 

[jj]  Drama  3812 

I   Am  a   Criminal  (73) 
John  Carroll 

Kay  Linaker 
R — Dec.  3 

|2l|  Action  Drama 
Tough  Kid  ( .   . ) 

F.  Darro-J.  Allen 

[2l|  Western  3852 
Wild  Horse  Canyon  ( .   . ) 

(For.  Last  Outlaw) 
Jack  Randall 

[l6|  Western  3856 

Frontiersmen  (74) 
William  Boyd 
Evelyn  Venable 
R— Nov.  26 

|2§|  Com.  Drama  3816 
Tom  Sawyer,  Detective 

(•  •) 

Donald  O’Connor 
Billy  Cook 

[30|  Comedy  3817 Artists  and  Models 
Abroad  (90) 

J.  Benny-Joan  Bennett R — Nov.  6 

[~6~|  Melodrama 
King  of  Chinatown  ( .   . ) 
Anna  May  Wong 

Akim  Tamiroff |lU  Drama 

Zaza  ( .   . ) 

Claudette  Colbert 

Herbert  Marshall 
Ho|  Action  Dram

a 

Ambush  ( .   . ) 

Gladys  Swarthout 

Lloyd  Nolan 

HU  Action  Dra
ma 

Disbarred  ( .   . ) 
Otto  Kruger 

Gail  Patrick 

[is]  Western  864 

Red  River  Range  ( . . ) 
Three  Mesquiteers 

|   [n]  Action  Dram
a 

Federal  Man-Hunt  ( .   . ) 
Robt.  Livingston 
June  Travis 

HU  Action  Drama Fighting  Thoroughbred 
(•  •) 

Mary  Carlisle 
Ralph  Byrd 

|3q[  Western
 Shine  on  Harvest  Moon (•  •) 

Roy  Rogers-Mary  Hart 

|30|  Comedy  913 Great  Man  Votes  ( .   . ) 

John  Barrymore 
Peter  Holden 

[~6]  Action  Drama 
Pacific  Liner  ( .   . ) 

Victor  McLaglen 
Chester  Morris [lU  Drama 

Pure  in  Mind  ( .   . ) 

Anne  Shirley 

HU  Comedy  Drama
 

Fisherman’s  Wharf  ( .   . ) 

Bobby  Breen 
Leo  Carrillo 

[l6]  Comedy  Drama  920 

Down  on  the  Farm  (61) 
Jones  Family 

Jed  Prouty-S.  Deane 
R — Oct.  15 

Ip]  Com.  with  Music  917 
Thanks  for  Everything 

(70) 
Adolphe  Menjou 
Arleen  Whelan 
Jack  Oakie 

R — Dec.  10 

|3p|  Action  Drama  923 ©Kentucky  ( .   . ) 
Loretta  Young 
Richard  Greene 

[~6~|  Action  Drama  922 
While  New  York  Sleeps 

(61) 

(For.  Inside  Story) 
Michael  Whalen 
Jean  Rogers R — Oct.  22 

[13]  Action  Drama  925 

Tail  Spin  ( . . ) 

Alice  Faye 

Charles  Farrell |U  Action  Drama
  928 

Charlie  Chan  in  Hono- 
lulu ( .   . ) 

S.  Toler-P.  Brooks 

HU  Musical
  933 

Smiling  Along  ( .   . ) 
Gracie  Fields 

Mary  Maguire 

[22|  Action  Drama Trade  Winds  ( .   . ) 
Fredric  March 
Joan  Fontaine 

[29]  Drama
 

Duke  of  West  Point  ( .   . ) 

Louis  Hayward 
Joan  Fontaine 

|ii[  Musical 

Swing,  Sister,  Swing  (69) 
Ken  Murray-K.  Kane 
R — Dec.  17 

[i§]  Western  3054 

Ghost  Town  Riders  (60) 
Bob  Baker 

HU  Action  Drama Newsboys  Home  (..) 
Jackie  Cooper 

Wendy  Barrie 

[6~|  Melodrama 
Last  Warning  (63) 

Preston  Foster 

Frances  Robinson R — Dec.  10 

[13]  Melodrama 

Son  of  Frankenstein  ( .   .   ) 

Basil  Rathbone 

Boris  Karloff 

Bela  Lugosi 

[13]  Western 

Honor  of  the  West  ( .   . ) 

B.  Booker-M.  Bell 

p>q]  Action  Dra
ma 

Gambling  Ship  ( .   . ) 

Robert  Wilcox 

Helen  Mack 

I24]  Action  Drama  I 
Dawn  Patrol  (103) 
Errol  Flynn 
Basil  Rathbone 

[3l|  Com.  with  Music  FN Going  Places  ( .   . ) 
Dick  Powell  j 
Anita  Louise  j 

|T1  Action  Drama 
Devil’s  Island  ( .   . ) 

Boris  Karloff 
Nedda  Harrigan [13]  Action  Drama 

They  Made  Me  a Criminal  ( .   .   ) 

John  Garfield [2i|  Comedy  Drama 

Off  the  Record  ( .   . ) 

(Form.  Unfit  to  Print) 
Pat  O’Brien 
Joan  Blondell 
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Skoiti 
Numerals  Following  Titles  are 

Running  Time.  Date  Is  Na- 
tional Release,  1938,  Unless 

Otherwise  Specified. 

Cj Indicates  short  of  the  week 
rating. 

©Indicates  color. 

Columbia 
ai/l-Star  comedies 

A   Nag:  in  the  Bag:  (17)   Nov.  11 

Ankles  Away  *19)   May  13 
Andy  Clyde. 

Halfway  to  Hollywood  (17*4).. July  1 
Home  on  the  Rage  (17)   Dee.  9 
Many  Sappy  Returns  (18)  .   .   .Aug:.  19 
Mutiny  on  the  Body 

(..)    Feb.  10,  ’39 
Not  Guilty  Enough  (18)   Sept.  30 
Pie  A   La  Maid  (18)   Dec.  23 

With  Charley  Chase. 

Sue  My  Lawyer  (17)   Sept.  10 

Swing-  You  Swing-ers 

(..)    Jan.  20, ’39 
With  Andy  Clyde. 

The  Mind  Needer  (18)   Apr.  29 
p   Q   rl  {p  P   Iso  QP 

The  Nightshirt  Bandit  (18) ..  .Oct.  28 
The  Soul  of  a   Heel  ( 16(4)  ■•  ••  June  4 

Andy  Clyde  has  a   time  trying  to 

marry  the  sheriff's  daughter. 

COLOR  RHAPSODIES 

Hollywood  Graduation  (7)...  Aug.  2fi 

Kangaroo  Kid  (..)    Dec.  23 

Little  Match  Girl  (re-sale) 
(8 y2)    Dec.  Hi 

Little  Moth's  Big  Flame  (7).. Nov.  3 
Midnight  Frolics  ( .   . )   Nov.  24 

Peaceful  Neighbors  ( .   . ) .   .   Jan.  26, '39 
Poor  Elmer  (7)   July  22 

Poor  Little  Butterfly  (8)   July  4 
The  Animal  Cracker  Circus 

(7)    Sept.  23 
©The  Big  Birdcast  (8)   May  13 
The  FYog  Pond  (7)    Aug.  12 

The  Gorilla  Hunt  (..)...  Feb.  24,  ’39 
Window  shopping  (7)   June  3 

COLOR  TOUR 

Big  Town  (New  York)  (..).. Dec.  2 

COLUMBIA  TOUR 

Bermuda  Isle  of  Paradise 

(10)    Nov.  4 
Province  of  Quebec  (..)   Nov.  18 

COMMUNITY  SING 

No.  9   (10) — Spanish  Melodies  .   June  25 
No.  10  (9) — Patriotic  Songs ...  July  4 
No.  11  (10)    Aug.  26 

Songs  of  Yesteryear. 

No.  12  (..)    Sept.  15 
Scotch  Songs 

Third  Series 

No.  1   College  Songs  (10)   Oct.  1 

No.  2   South  Seas  (10)   Oct.  4 

No.  3   Season’s  Idea  (11)   Dee.  2 

No.  4   Girls’  Names  (..)   Dec.  30 
No.  5   Friendship  Songs 

(..)    Jan.  27, ’39 

No.  6   Moon  Songs  (..)..  Feb.  24,  '39 

KRAZY  KAT 

Gym  Jams  (7)    Sept.  9 
Hot  Dogs  on  Ice  (7)   Oct.  21 
Kraz>  Magic  i71      .   .Slav 

Krazy’s  Bear  Tale  (..)..  Jan.  27,  ’39 
Krazy’s  Travel  Squawks  (7)  .   July  4 
The  Lone  Mountie  (6)   Dec.  10 

SPORT  REELS 

Athletic  Youth  (10)   July  29 

Demons  of  the  Deep  (9)   Aug.  19 

Eagle  vs.  Man  (Special)  (..).. Dec.  2 
Fistic  Fun  (9%)    July  1 
Football  Giants  (10)   Sept.  28 

Get  Readyr  Navy  ( .   .)   Jan.  6,  ’39 
King  Vulture  (..)   Dec.  23 

Ski  Rhythm  (10)   Nov.  4 

Sport  Stamina  (10)   May  10, '38 
Thrilling  Moments  (10)   June  10 

PICTI  REGRAPH 

No.  1   (..)    Jan.  15, ’39 
SCRAPPY  CARTOONS 

City  Slicker  (6V2)    July  22 

Early  Bird  (7)   Sept.  16 
Happy  Birthday  (7)   Nov.  10 

Scrappy’s  Added  Attraction 

(..)    Jan.  13, ’39 
SCREEN  SNAPSHOTS  (Series  17) 

No.  10(10)    May  27. '38 
No.  11  (10)    July  8 
No.  12  (10)    July  29 

Series  18 

No.  1   (10)   Sept.  16 
No.  2   (10)   Oct.  14 

No.  3   (10)       Nov.  4 

No.  4   (10)   Dec.  15 

No.  5   (10)    Jan.  16, ’39 

SPECIAL 

The  New  Nation  (10)   June  1 
Story  of  Czechoslovakia. 

.■angle  Babies  (10)   June  1 

THREE  STOOGES  COMEDIES 

Flat  Foot  Stooges  (..)   Dec.  5 

Healthy,  Wealthy  and  Dumb 
(16)    May  20 
All  sorts  of  things  happen  to 

the  trio  when  Curly  wins  a   puz- 
zle contest. 

Mutts  to  You  (18)   Oct.  14 
Three  Goofy  Gobs  (..)   July  25 
Three  Little  Sews  and  Sews 

(..)    Jan.  6, ’39 
Three  Missing  Links  (18)  .   .   .   .   July  29 
Violent  Is  the  Word  for  Curly 

(18)    Sept.  2 

YVASHINGTON  PARADE 

No.  1   Harry  Newman  Commen- 
tator (10)    Nov.  11 

No.  2   Inside  the  White  House 

( .   . )     Jan.  6,  '39 
WORLD  IN  COLOR 

©FYiendly  Neighbors  (..)....  June  1 
Views  of  Ontario. 

©Quebec  (10)    Nov.  18 

Educational 
(Distributed  through  20th-Fox) 

TERRY-TOONS 

Devil  of  the  Deep  (7) . . .   .May  27,  '38 
Eliza  Runs  Again  < .   . )   July  29 

Here’s  to  Good  Old  Jail  (..).. June  10 
Milk  for  Baby  (7)   July  8 

Mrs.  O’Leary’s  Cow  (7)   July  22 

The  Big  Top  (7)   May  13, ’38 
The  Last  Indian  (7)   June  24 

TREASURE  CHEST 

We  Live  in  Two  Worlds  (.  .) .   .July  22 

TWO  HEELERS 

Cactus  Caballeros  (19)   May  27 

Harry  Gribbon  and  Joey  Haye,  al- 
though scared  stiff,  set  out  after 

a   Mexican  bandit  and  succeed  In 

capturing  him. 

Jitter  Bugs  ( . . )   May  20,  ’38 
Buster  West  and  Tom  Patricola  re- 

cover a   stolen  bracelet  after  they 
steal  a   turkey. 

Money  on  Your  Life  (. .)  .May  13, ’38 
Revolutionary  antics  with  Kem- 

per and  Kaye. 

Pardon  My  Accident  (17) .   .   .   .   June  10 
Willie  Howard  fakes  an  accident 

and  is  mistaken  for  a   famous  sur- 

geon. 
Winner  I.ose  All  (..)   June  17 

Charles  Kemper  devotes  his  time 

to  puzzle  contest  and  almost  loses 
his  girl  because  he  signed  away 

the  prize  rights  in  a   $60,000  con- test. 

M-G-M 
CRIME  DOESN’T  PAY 

A   Criminal  Is  Born  (21)   June  25 
Come  Across  (20)   May  14 

They’re  Always  Caught  (22)  .   .Sept.  3 
Scientific  crime  detection  unearths 

the  murderer  of  a   mayor  of  a   large city. 

Think  It  Over  (20)   Sept.  24 

CAPTAIN  AND  THE  KIDS 
CARTOONS 

A   Day  at  the  Beach  (10) . . . .   June  25 
Buried  Treasure  (8)   Sept.  17 

Captain’s  Christmas  (8)   Dec.  17 
Honduras  Hurricane  (..)....  Oct.  15 

Old  Smokey  (7)    Sept.  3 
Poultry  Pirates  (9).   Apr.  16 

The  Pygmy  Hunt  (8)    Ang.  6 
YVhat  a   Lion  (9)    July  16 

FITZPATRICK  TRAVELTALKS 

In  Technicolor 

Beautiful  Budapest  (9)   Apr.  16 

Cairo— City  of  Contrast  (9).. Sept.  10 
Czecho-Slovakia  on  Parade 

(9)    June  11 
Jaipur — The  Pink  City  (8)... Oct.  29 
Madeira — Isle  of  Romance 

(8)    Oct.  1 
Paris  on  Parade  (9)   July  9 
Rural  Sweden  18)    May  14 

Singapore  and  Jahore  (9)...  Dec.  31 

Sydney — Pride  of  Australia 

(9)    Dec.  3 
HISTORICAL  MYSTERIES 

OBravest  of  the  Brave  (11).. Aug.  6 
The  Man  on  the  Rock  (11)  .   .   .   Sept.  3 

Strange  Glory  (11)   July  2 

MINIATURES 

City  of  Little  Men  (11)   Aug.  20 

Holly  wood  Handicap  (10)  .   . .   .May  28 
Miracle  of  Salt  Lake  (11)  ..  .Nov.  12 
Streamlined  Swing  (9)   Sept.  10 

The  Forgotten  Step  (10)  .   .May  7.  *38 
They  Live  Again  (10)   Oct.  22 
Tracking  the  Sleeping  Death 
(10)    July  9 

Tupapao  (11)    June  11 

MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

It’s  in  the  Stars  (19)   July  30 

Gay  college  yarn  with  Eleanor 
Lynn,  Johnny  Downs  and  Doria 
Weston. 

The  Magician’s  Daughter 
(18)    July  16 
Eleanor  Lynn,  Frankie  Albertson. 

Snow  Gets  In  Your  Eyes  (20).  May  14 
M-G-M  NEYVS  OF  THE  DAY 

Released  twice  weekly. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES 

Aladdin’s  Lantern  (10)   Sept.  17 
Awful  Tooth,  The  (10)   May  28 

Feed  ’Em  and  Weep  (11)  .   May  17, ’38 
Football  Romeos  (10)   Nov.  12 
Hide  and  Shriek  (11)   June  18 
Little  Ranger  (10)    Aug.  6 
Men  in  Fright  ( .   . )   Oct.  15 

Party  Fever  (10)    Aug.  27 

Three  Men  in  a   Tub  (10)  .Mar.  26,  ’38 
PASSING  PARADE  (New  Series) 

No.  1   (10)    Oct.  15 

PETE  SMITH  SPECIALTIES 

Fisticuffs  (9)    Aug.  27 
Maxie  Baer  in  cute  white  trunks 
shows  what  to  and  not  to  do  in 
the  ring. 

Football  Thrills  of  1937 

(10)    Sept.  10 
Follow  the  Arrow  (10)   July  30 

Grid  Rules  (10)   Oct.  15 

CjHot  on  Ice  (10)   Oct.  22 

Man’s  Greatest  Friend  (10).. Nov.  19 

Penny’s  Picnic  (..)   Dec.  17 
Story  of  Dr.  Carver  (10)   June  18 
Surf  Heroes  (10)   May  28 

ROBERT  BENCHLEY 

PARAMOUNT  PICTORIAL 

No.  10  (10)    May  6 

Chesapeake  fishermen  —   camera 
studies  of  clouds  —   feeding  the animals. 

No.  11  (10)    June  3 
Alpine  streams,  a   visit  to  the 
Guadalupe  Islands,  and  vineyards 
of  California. 

No.  12  (10)    July  1 

Gigantic  farming — Streaming  scen- 

ery— a   day  in  a   dog’s  life. 
No.  1   (10)    Aug.  5 

Tropical  trophies;  Canyon  country; 
Aquatic  Antics. 

No.  2   (10)    Sept.  2 

Wellesley  College;  Amazon  activi- 
ties; and  Paris  at  night. 

No.  3   (10)    Oet.  7 

Oceanic  oddities,  mountain  sun- rises. elephants. 

No.  4   (10)    Nov.  4 

Prospecting  for  oil,  mountain 

climbing  and  a   visit  to  southeast- 
ern United  States. 

No.  5   (9)    Dec.  9 
17  year  locusts,  outdoor  scenes  and 
the  hit  parade  of  yesterday. 
I’OPEYE  CARTOONS 

Bulldozing  the  Bull  (7>  ...  .Aug.  19 

Cops  Is  Always  Right  (7)  . . .   .Dec.  30 
Goonland  (8)    Oct.  21 
I   Yam  Love  Sick  (8)   May  20 

Mutiny  Ain’t  Nice  (7)   Sept.  23 
The  Jeep  (7)    July  15 

Plumbing  Is  a   “Pipe”  (7)... June  17 
POPULAR  SCIENCE 

An  Evening  Alone  (9)   May  14 

The  Courtship  of  the  Newt 

(8)    July  23 
How  to  Read  (9)    Aug.  27 
How  to  Watch  Football  (9)...  Oct.  8 

4>How  to  Raise  a   Baby  (9)...  July  2 

Opening  Day  (9)   Nov.  12 

Paramount 

BETTY  BOOP  CARTOONS 

Buzzy  Boop  at  the  Concert 

(7)    Sept.  16 
Buzz.v  Boop  (7)    July  22 
On  With  the  New  (7)   Dec.  2 

Pudgy  in  Thrills  and  Chills 

(7)    Dec.  23 
Pudgy  the  Watchman  (7)  .   . .   .   Aug.  12 
Sally  Swing  (7)    Oct.  14 
Swing  School  (7)    May  27 

The  Lost  Kitten  (7)   June  24 
COLOR  CLASSICS 

All’s  Fair  at  the  Fair  (7)  .   . .   . Aug.  26 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Hunky  and  Spunky  (7)   June  24 

The  Playful  Polar  Bears  (7).. Oct.  28 

COLOR  CRUISES 

(New  Series  in  Cinecolor) 

Costa  Rica  (10)    Dec.  2 
Guatemala  (10)    Aug.  12 

Mexico  (10)    Oct.  7 
HEADLINER 

Bob  Crosby  and  His  Orchestra 
(10)    May  6 

Busse  Rhythm  (10)    Oct.  7 

Henry  Busse  and  His  Orchestra. 
Easy  on  the  Ice  (10)   June  3 

Henry  King  and  his  orchestra  with 
Shirley  Foster. 

nal  Kemp  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Dec.  2 
Lights!  Action!  Lucas  ( 11) .   . . Sept.  2 

Clyde  Lucas  and  orchestra. 

©Moments  of  Charm  (10) .   .   .   .   Aug.  5 
Phil  Spitalny  and  Girl  Orchestra. 

Orrin  Tucker  and  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  4 
Queens  of  the  Air  (10)   July  8 

Vincent  Lopez  and  his  orchestra. 
Benay  Venuta,  Hollace  Shaw,  Jean 

Ellington,  Betty  Hutton  and  Nan 
Wynn. 

PARAMOUNT  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

PARAGRAPHICS 

Crime  Fighters  (10)   May  20 
Depicting  the  thorough  training  a 

police  officer  undergoes. 

OFind  YVhat’s  Wrong  (101  .   .   .June  17 
Mildewed  Melodramas  (11) ..  Sept.  2 

Three  old-time  films  re-edited  for 
modern  audiences. 

Oh  Say,  Can  You  Ski?  (10).. Dec.  16 
Skiing  in  Sun  Valley,  Idaho. 

Raising  Canines  (10)   Nov.  11 
All  about  raising  dogs  based  on 
the  information  supplied  by  expert 

Carl  Spitz. 

Rube  Goldberg’s  Travelgab 

(9)    Oct.  14 
Rube  Goldberg,  in  person,  gives 
the  lowdown  on  the  Manhattan 
lowlifes. 

O^'lrer  Millions  (10)    July  15 
Story  of  the  Alaskan  salmon  and 
their  spawning  habits. 

Tanhaueser  (12)    Aug.  12 

A   special  arrangement  of  Wagner's 
immortal  "Tanhaueser”  as  played 
hv  the  National  Symphony  Orches- 

tra under  baton  of  Frederick  Feher. 

(In  Cinecolor) 

No.  5(10)    May  13 
No.  6(10)    July  8 
No.  1   (10)    Sept.  2 

No.  2   (11)    Nov.  4 
SCREEN  SONG 

Beside  a   Moonlit  Stream  (8) .   .July  29 

Frank  Dailey  and  His  Orchestra. 
Y’ou  I,eave  Me  Breathless  (7). May  27 

Jimmy  Dorsey  and  orchestra. 

GRANTLAND  RICE  SPORT- LIGHTS 

Champion  Airhoppers  (10) . . .   .Oct.  28 
Deals  with  the  fascinating  sport 

of  gliding  and  soaring  in  motorless 

planes. 
Frolicking  Frogs  (10)   Dec.  23 

Hijinks  with  trained  frogs  in- 
cluding a   jumping  contest. 

Horseshoes  (10)    July  15 

Ted  Allen,  world’s  champion  horse- 
shoe artist,  demonstrates  his  skill. 

Hunting  Thrills  (10)    Sept.  2 

Racing  Pigeons  (10)    Sept.  30 

Story  of  the  racing  of  homing 

pigeons. Red,  White  and  Blue  Champions 

(10)    ...May  20 

A   unique  group  of  aquatic  young- 
sters of  the  Panama  Canal  zone. 

Sporting  Test  (10)    Aug.  5 

Question  answers  in  the  field  of 
sport  supplied  by  Ted  Husing. 

Strike  (10)    June  17 

Not  baseball  but  a   reel  about  fish- 
ing. 

Super- Athletes  (10)    Nov.  25 
An  analysis  of  the  progress  made 
in  track  and  field  sports. 

UNUSUAL  OCCUPATIONS 

(In  Color) No.  6   (10)    
No.  1   (10)    

ON  o.  2   (10)    
No.  3   (10)    

June  10 

.Aug.  5 

.   .Oct.  7 .   .Dec.  2 

RKO  Radio 
DISNEY  CARTOONS 

Brave  IJttle  Tailor  (9)   Sept.  23 

Mickey  becomes  a   giant  killer 
through  no  fault  of  his  own. 

Donald’s  Golf  Game  (8)   Nov.  4 

Donald’s  nephews  ruin  a   pleasant 

golf  game. 
Donald’s  Ducky  Day  (8)  .   .Jan.  13, ’39 

©Donald’s  Nephews  (X)  .   .Apr.  15,  ’38 
Introducing  three  mischievous  edi- tions of  Donald  Duck,  Huey,  Dewey 
and  Louie. 

Farmyard  Symphony  (8)   Oct.  14 
Fun  in  an  old  world  farm  in  which 

the  highlight  is  a   duet  between  a 
rooster  and  a   hen. 

Ferdinand  the  Bull  (8)   Nov.  25 
Good  Scouts  (8)    July  8 

Donald  Duck  takes  his  nephews 

camping,  much  to  his  sorrow 
Mer  Babies  (9)    Dec.  9 

Mickey’s  Parrot  (8)    Sept.  9 
A   concealed  parrot  is  mistaken  for 
an  escaped  killer. 

Mother  Goose  Goes  Hollywood 

(8)    Dec.  23 
Polar  Trappers  (8)   June  17,  ’38 Adventures  of  Donald  and  Goofy 

in  the  Arctic. 

The  Fox  Hunt  (8)   July  29 
Adventures  of  Donald  Duck  and 

Goofy  during  a   fox  hunt. 
The  Whalers  (8)    Aug.  19 

A   whaling  expedition  costs  Mickey, 
Donald  and  the  Goof  their  boat. 

Blynken  and  Nod 
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(8)    May  27 
The  adventures  of  the  three 

youngsters  in  Eugene  Field’s  poem 
who  sail  through  the  sky  in  a 
wooden-shoe. 

EDGAR  KENNEDY  COMEDIES 

A   Clean  Sweep  (17)   Dec.  2 
Beaux  and  Errors  (18)   Oct.  7 

Edgar’s  father-in-law  again  starts 
all  the  mischief  as  Edgar  becomes 

the  butt  of  a   practical  joke  be- 
cause of  his  obesity. 

Fool  Coverage  (16)   July  15 

Kennedy’s  Castle  (17)   May  28 
Edgar  brings  the  boss  and  the 
customers  home  to  play  poker 
when  the  wife  walks  in  with  her 
friends. 

HEADLINER  COMEDIES 

Picketing  for  Love  (17)   June  3 
Betty  Jane  Rhodes,  Joe  Morrison, 
Phyllis  Kennedy,  Jack  Carson  and 
Barbara  Bedford. 

Romancing  Along  (21)    Dec.  30 
>ea  Melody  (18)   Oct.  21 
Ted  Flo  Rlto  and  His  Orchestra 

with  Rita  Oehman  and  Muzzy  Mar- 
cellino 

Swing  Vacation  (19)   Feb.  24, ’39 

LEON  ERROL  COMEDIES 

Bertluiiiakes  (16)    May  6 
Errol  tries  his  hand  at  applying 

child  psychology. 

Major  Difficulties  (19)    Nov.  18 

Mage  Fright  (18)   Sept.  23 

Leon’s  wife  cures  him  of  his  aver- 
sion to  her  being  on  the  stage. 

The  Jitters  (19)    July  1 

The  wife’s  yen  for  dancing  sets 
Errol  off  on  a   Jag  which  ends  in 
a   rousing  finale. 

MARCH  OF  TIME 

No.  1   (20)    Sept.  2 

The  Czech-German  crisis  up-to- 

date  and  Father  Divine’s  new 
‘‘Heaven  on  the  Hudson.” 

No.  2   (18)    Sept.  30 

U.  S.  Fire  Fighters  and  Britain’s 
dilemma. 

No.  3   (20)    Oct.  28 
Inside  the  Maginot  line. 

No.  4   (19)   Nov.  25 

Uncle  Sam — The  Good  Neighbor. 
No.  10  (19)    May  13 

Racketeers  vs.  Housewives. 

ONo.  11  (17)    June  10 
A   study  of  the  American  physician. 

No.  12  (17)    July  8 
Work,  training  and  activities  of 
the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard. 

No.  13  (19)    Aug.  5 

America’s  traffic  problem  and  the 
threat  to  England’s  Gibraltar. 

NU-ATLAS  MUSICALS 

Cafe  Rendezvous  (..)   Dec.  23 
Carnival  Show  (10)    June  24 

Clyde  Hager,  Jan  Peerce,  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band. 

Hock-Shop  Blues  (10)   July  15 
International  Rhythm  (10)...  June  3 

Roy  Smeck  and  his  Aloha  Island- 
ers, Ada  Brown,  Mara,  Princess 

Chivo. 

Salt  Shakers  (11)   May  13,  '38 
Jay  C.  Flippen,  Joe  Dorris,  Mae 
McKim  and  Her  Three  Boy 
Friends,  Vera  Haal. 

Styles  and  Smiles  (10)   Sept.  30 

Virginia  Verrlll,  Charles  King,  Har- 
rison &   Fischer,  Marlon  Daniels. 

Talent  Auction  (10)   Oct.  28 
Irene  Beasley,  Five  Reillys,  Paul 

Robinson,  The  Merry  Macs,  Bobby 
Bernard. 

Under  a   Gypsy  Moon  (10) .   .   .   .Sept.  2 

Venetian  Moonlight  (11)   Nov.  25 
Mario  Cozzi,  Laura  Suarez,  Six 
Debonairs. 

I'ATHE  NEWS 
Released  twice  weekly. 

PATHE  PARADE  <’36-’37  re- 
leases) 

()No.  6   The  Count  of  Ten  (9)  June  17 
Development  of  the  Golden  Gloves. 

No.  7   (10)    Aug.  12 
Trip  through  Walt  Disney  studios 
and  expose  of  spiritualism. 

RADIO  FLASH  COMEDIES 

Hectic  Honeymoon  (17)   Nov.  4 

The  Photographer  (15) ..  .June  17,  '38 
A   candid  camera  bug  runs  into 
difficulties  over  a   picture. 

SMART  SET  COMEDIES 

Hunting  Trouble  (16)   Aug.  6 

Jed  Prouty  and  Richard  Lane  en- 
counter complications  at  home 

after  a   wild  time  at  a   fraternal 
order  convention. 

PATHE  SPORTSCOPE 

Bird  Dogs  (10)    Nov.  4 

Bit  anti  Bridle  (10)   May  13, ’38 
A   trip  to  Aiken.  S.  C..  haven  of 
horse  lovers  and  their  horses. 

Blue  Grass  (10)    Dec.  2 

ODeep  End  (10)    Oct.  7 

Top-ranking  women  diving  cham- 
pions photographed  in  action  by 

the  slow  motion  camera. 

Fisherman’s  Paradise  (9) .   . .   .Sept.  19 
Fishing  off  Catcay  Bay,  Bahamas. 

Flying  Feathers  (9)    June  24 

Pinehurst  (9)    Apr.  22 

Underwater  (9)    JuneS 

New  underwater  sport  "goggle 
fishing”  and  some  water  polo 
scenes. 

RADIO  MUSICAL  COMEDIES 

Russian  Dressing  (16)   Aug.  12 

Ben  Alexander  and  band,  Elea- 
nor Hansen,  Walter  Miller. 

RAY  WHITLEY  WESTERNS 
(New  Series) 

A   Western  Welcome  (18)   Sept.  9 
Cowboy  band. 

Prairie  Poppas  (18)    Dec.  16 

REEHSMS  (New  Series) 

Dude  Ranch  (9)    Dec.  9 
Submarine  Circus  (10)   Sept.  18 

Trans-America  (11)    Nov.  11 
Passenger  air  travel. 

20th  Century-Fox 
ADVENTURES  OF  A   NEWS 

CAMERAMAN 

Filming  Big  Thrills  (..)...  .Sept.  30 
Recording  Modern  science 

(10)    Aug.  19 

ED  IHORGERSEN-SPORTS 

Thoioughbreds  (10)    Sept.  30 

Timber  Toppers  (..)   Oct.  28 
Winter  Sports  ( .   . )   Dec.  9 

FASHIONS 

©Fashion  Forecasts  (11) .   . .   .Sept.  16 
Autumn  styles. 

Fashion  Forecasts  (..)   Nov.  11 
Winter  styles. 

FOX  MOVIETONE  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

LEW  LEHR  AND  HIS  KINDER- 
GARTEN 

What  Every  Boy  Should  Know 

(11)    Sept.  2 
What  Every  Girl  Should  Know 

(..)    Nov.  25 

LOWELL  THOMAS  MAGIC 

CARPET 

Golden  California  (10)   Aug.  5 
Isle  of  Pleasure  (11)   Dec.  23 

A   trip  to  Cuba 
Land  of  Contentment  (..)...  .Oct.  14 

TERRY-TOONS 

Chris  Columbo  (7)    Aug.  12 

©Gandy  Goose  in  Doomsday 
(..)    Dec.  16 

Goose  Flies  High  (7)   Sept.  9 
Housewife  Herman  (..)   Nov.  18 
String  Bean  Jack  (7)   Aug.  26 

The  Glass  Slipper  (7)   Oct.  7 
The  New  Comer  (..)   Oct.  21 

The  Stranger  Rides  Again 

(..)    Nov.  4 
Village  Blacksmith  ( .   . )   Dec.  2 

Wolf’s  Side  of  the  Story 

(7)    Sept.  23 

United  Artists 
SCENIC 

Eternal  Fire  (8)    Oct.  1 

Universal 
GOING  PLACES  WITH  LOW- 

ELL THOMAS 

No.  48  (   9)    Apr.  11,  ’38 
No.  50  (   9)    May  9 
No.  51  (10)    June  3 
No.  52  (   9)    June  27 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  22 

No.  54  (9)    Sept.  12 
No.  55  (9)    Oct.  3 
No.  56  (9)    Nov.  14 
No.  57  (9)    Nov.  28 

MENTONE  PRODUCTIONS 

Beauty  Shoppe  (19 Vi)   Sept.  28 
Buck  and  Bubbles,  Imogene  Coca, 

Marty  May,  Harrison  and  Fischer. 
Fits  &   Benefits  (19)   July  27 

Yorke  and  King,  Original  Cotton 
Club  Tramp  Band,  Carolyn  Marsh, 
The  Merry  Macs. 

Hlgh-Jaek  ’n  the  Show 

(17)    May  18, ’38 
James  Barton,  Bea  Saxon,  The 

Three  Marshalls,  Starnes  Four- 
some. 

Music  and  Flowers  (19) .   .   .   .   June  15 
Block  &   Sully,  Peg  Leg  Bates, 

Roya!  Swedish  Bell  Ringers, 
Stearnes  &   Anavan. 

Music  and  Models  (19)   Dec.  14 
Jack  Arthur,  Carolyn  Marsh,  Six 
Debonairs,  Irene  Vermillion  &   Co. 

Nautical  Knights  (19) .   .   .   .Jan.  11,  ’39 
Arthur  &   Morton  Havel,  Moore  & 

Ravel,  Judy  Starr,  Stump  and 

Stumpy,  The  Ghezzis. 
Patio  Serenade  (17)   Nov.  16 

Tito  Coral,  Laura  Suarez,  Armida, 
Gloria  Belmonte  and  others. 

Rhythm  Cafe  (20)    Sept.  7 
Oshins  &   Lessy,  Virginia  Verrill, 
Four  Eton  Boys,  Vic  Hyde. 

Side  Show  Fakir  (17y2)    Oct.  12 
Stars  and  Stripes  (17)   July  6 

Ed  East,  Ralph  Dumke,  Ada 

Brown  and  Carl  Freed’s  Harmon- 
ica Band. 

OSWALD  CARTOONS 

Barnyard  Romeo  (7)   Aug.  1 
Cheese  Nappers  (7)    July  4 

Ghost  Town  Frolics  (7)   Sept.  5 

Happy  Scouts  (7)   June  20 
Movie  Phoney  News  (..)   May  30 

Nellie,  The  Indian  Chief’s 
Daughter  (7)    June  6 

Pixie  Land  (7)    Sept.  12 
Rabbit  Hunt  (7)    Oct.  17 
Sailor  Mouse  (7)   Nov.  7 
The  Big  Cat  and  the  Little 

Mousie  (7)      Aug.  15 

WALTER  LANTZ  CARTUNES 

Baby  Kittens  (7)   Dec.  19 
Disobedient  Mouse  (8)   Nov.  28 

Little  Blue  Blackbird  (7)   Dec.  26 
The  Cat  and  the  Bell  (7)   Oct.  3 

The  Problem  Child  (7) ..  .May  16, ’38 
Voodoo  Ilnrlem  (7)   July  18 

STRANGER  THAN  FICTION 

No.  50  (9)    May  2 

No.  51  (   9)    June  6 
No.  52  (   9)    June  20 

No.  53  (9)    Aug.  29 
No.  54  (9)    Sept.  19 
No.  55  (9ya)    Oct.  10 

No.  56  (9)    Nov.  21 
No.  57  (9)    Dec.  5 

No.  58  (9)    Jan.  2 

UNIVERSAL  NEWS 

Released  twice  weekly. 

Vitaphone 
BROADWAY  HEADLINERS 

Forget  Me  Knots  (21)   May  7, ’38 
Prisoner  of  Swing  (21) .   .June  11,  ’38 

BROADWAY  BREVITIES 

Hats  and  Dogs  (..)   Nov.  12 
Murder  With  Reservations 

(20)    Sept.  24 
The  Knight  Is  Young  (20)  . . .   . Oct.  29 

Toylnnd  Casino  (21)    Oct.  8 
Two  Shadows  (20)    Oct.  22 

Cleaning  Up  (..)   Nov.  12 
Stardust  (22)    Dec.  10 
Zero  Girl  (22)    Sept.  3 

COLOR TOUR  ADVENTURES 

The  Hermit  Kingdom  (..)..  .Aug.  27 
Isles  of  Enchantment 

(10)    July  23, ’38 
Long  Bright  Land  (10)   Sept.  25 

A   trip  to  New  Zealand. 

Mechanix  Illustrated  (10) .   .June  4, ’38 

Toradja  Land  (10)    Apr.  30, ’38 
THE  COLOR  PARADE 

(New  Series) 

China  Today  (10)    Oct.  1 
Mechanix  Illustrated  (10)  .   .   .   .Nov.  5 
Miracles  of  Sport  (10)   Sept.  10 

l.OONEY  TUNES  CARTOONS 

Daffy  Doc  (7)   Nov.  20 

Injun  Trouble  (7)   May  21, ’38 
Porky  in  Egypt  (7)   Nov.  5 
Porky  In  Wackyland  (7) .   . .   . Sept.  24 

Porky  the  Gob  (7)    Nov.  26 
Porky  and  Daffy  (7)   Aug.  6 

Porky’s  Five  anil  Ten  (7)  .Apr.  16, ’38 

Porky’s  Naughty  Nephew(7) .   .Oct.  15 
Porky’s  Party  (7)    June  25 
Porky’s  Spring  Planting  (7).. July  16 
Wholly  Smoke  (7)    Aug.  27 

MELODV  MASTERS 

Carl  "Deacon”  Moore  and 

Orchestra  (10)    May  7, ’38 
Clyde  Lucas  anil  Orchestra 

(10)    June  18,  ’38 Don  Bestor  and  Orchestra 

(10)    July  9. ’38 
(11)    May  28, ’38 

His  Busy  Day  (10)   Aug.  20 
Clyde  McCoy  and  orchestra. 

Happy  Felton  &   Orch  (..)...  .Dec.  3 
Jimmy  Dorsey  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Oct.  22 
Larry  Clinton  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Sept.  3 
Merle  Kendrick  and  His  Orchestra 

(10)    Nov.  12 

Ray  Kinney  and  His  Hawaiians 
(10)    Oct.  1 

Saturday  Night  Swing  Club 

(10)    July  30, ’38 
MERRIE  MELODIES  (In  Color) 

A   Fend  There  Was  (7)   Sept.  24 
Clnderelln  Meets  Her  Fella  (8)  Jill.  23 

Daffy  Duck  in  Hollywood  (..).Dec.  3 

Isle  of  Pingo  Pongo  (   .   .   )   .   May  28,  '38 

Katnip  Kollege  (7)   June  11, ’38 
Johnny  Smith  &   Poker  Huntas 

(7)    Oct.  22 
Little  Pancho  Vanilla  (7).... Oct.  8 
Now  That  Slimmer  Is  Gone 

(..)    May  14, ’38 
Penguin  Parade  (7)   Apr.  23, ’38 
The  Major  Lied  Till  Dawn 

( .   . )     Aug.  13 
The  Night  Watchman  (7)  .   . .   .Nov.  19 
Freddie  Rich  and  Orchestra 

You’re  An  Education  (7)   Nov.  5 

©PICTORIAL  REVUES 

(Some  sequences  in  color) 

No.  10  (10)    June  4, ’38 Beavers — Polo — Woolens. 

No.  11(10)    July  9, ’38 
Bakelite — Greyhounds- — Perfume. 

No.  12(.)    Aug.  13 

Holly  wood-Sculling-Furs. 
PRESENTATION  REVUES 

Rainbow’s  End  ( . . )   July  2,  ’38 
Up  in  Lights  (..)   Aug.  13 Pat  Rooney. 

TECHNICOLOR 

Campus  Cinderella  (19)   Sept.  17 
Declaration  of  Independence 

(18)    Nov.  26 

t>©Out  Where  the  Stnrs  Begin 

(19)    May  28, ’38 
A   young  dancer  makes  good 
through  the  aid  of  a   makeup  man. 
With  Evelyn  Thawl,  Jeffrey  Lynn, 

Armida,  Fritz  Feld  and  Charley 
Foy. 

Sons  of  the  Plains  (19)  . .   .   July  30,’38 
Mauch  Twins,  Rosella  Towns. 

SPECIALS  (New  Series)  Tech. 

Pow  Wow  (9)    Oct.  1 
Immortal  Brush  (9)   Nov.  19 

VITAPHONE  COMEDIES 

My  Pop  (..)    July  16, ’38 
Stocks  and  Blondes  (20) ..  May  21. ’38 

VITAPHONE  GAY-ETIES 

Rise  and  Sing  (21)   June  25, ’38 There  Goes  the  Bride  (20)  ..  .Aug.  27 
Flfi  D’Orsay. 

VITAPHONE  VARIETIES 

A   Vaudeville  Interlude  (..).. Nov.  19 

Juggling  Fool  (11)   May  1 1, ’38 
Swing  Cat’s  Jamboree  (10) .   . .   .   Aug.  6 

Louis  Prlma 

Rolibin’  Good  (10)    Dec.  10 
Table  Manners  (11)    Oct.  15 
The  Great  Library  Misery 

(11)    Sept.  10 

Vitaphone  Capers  (10) .   .June  18, ’38 
TRUE  ADVENTURES 

(By  Floyd  Gibbons) 
A   Dream  Comes  True 

(11)    June  4, '38 
Defying  Death  (12)   Oct.  15 
Identified  (12)    Sept.  17 
The  Fighting  Judge  (12)   July  2 

Toils  of  the  Law  (12)   Nov.  12 
Treacherous  Waters  (..)   Dec.  10 

Wanderlust  (12)    May  14, ’38 

SERIALS 

COLUMBIA 

Flying:  G-Men    Jan.  28,  *39 15  chapters. 

Tin*  Great  Ad  ventures  of  Wild 
Bill  lliekok    June  30 

15  chapters. 

Gordon  Elliot,  Monte  Blue,  Carol 
Wayne. 

Jungle  Menace    Sept.  1 

15  episodes  (20),  first  chapter  runs 
(30) — Frank  Buck,  Sasha  Siemel, 
Charlotte  Henry,  Rubber  hijackers 
In  the  Malayan  jungle. 

Secret  of  Treasure  Island ...  Mar.  17 

(15  episodes).  Story  of  buried 

pirate’s  treasure  on  an  adventurer’s 
island. 

The  Spider’s  Web   Oct.  22, ’38-39 
15  chapters.  Out  of  the  Spider 

magazine  stalks  crlmedom’s  most 
amazing  character  Impersonated 
by  Warren  Hull  who  comes  to 

grips  with  The  Octopus.  Iris 
Meredith  Is  the  heart  Interest. 

REPUBLIC 

Dick  Tracy  Returns   Aug.  20 

15  Chapters  —   Dick  Byrd  -   Lynn Roberts. 

Fighting  Devil  Dogs,  The....  May  28 

12  chapters.  Lee  Powell,  Herman 
Brix,  Eleanor  Stewart,  Montagu 
Love. 

Ilawk  of  the  Wilderness   Dec.  3 

12  chapters;  Herman  Brix,  Jill Martin. 

Fainted  Stallion    Jane  5, ’38 

With  Ray  Corrigan  and  Hoot  Gib- 
son. The  first  chapters  runs  about 

(7)  and  the  rest  average  (19). 

UNIVERSAL 
Flaming  Frontiers    July  5 

15  chapters,  average  about  20  min- 
utes each.  With  Johnny  Mack 

Brown  and  Eleanor  Hansen. 

Flash  Gordon’s  Trip  to 

Mars    Mar.  22,  *38 
15  episodes,  approximately  (20) 

each.  Larry  “Buster”  Crabbe  and 
Jean  Rogers  in  exciting  adventures 
on  Mars. 

Radio  Patrol    Oct.  4 

12  episodes  (20) — Grant  Wlthers- 
Catherine  Hughes.  The  valuable 
formula  for  flexible  steel  and  its 

possession  by  a   number  of  people 
is  the  basis  for  this  one. 

Red  Barry    Oct.  18 
13  chapters  averaging  about  20 
minutes  each.  Larry  (Buster) 

Crabbe  brings  the  popular  comic 

strip  character  to  life  as  the  de- 
tective who  matches  wits  with 
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SELLS  AND  BUYS  EQUIPMENT.  THEATRES.  SERVICES ^leatlna  4jou.se 
•   Classified  Ads  10c  Per  Word,  Payable  in  Advance. Minimum  $1.00.  Display  Rates  on  Request 

GENERAL  EQUIPMENT 

PRE-INVENTORY  CLOSEOUT  —   Audi- 

torium Speakers:  Jensen  V-10  and  M-10, 
with  matching  transformers,  $39.50.  Jensen 

V-18  and  L-18,  with  matching  transformer, 

$57.00.  Five  only,  26-watt  Duophonic  am- 
plifiers with  separate  amplifiers  for  booth 

monitor  and  hard-of-hearing  aids,  com- 

plete with  tubes,  $135.  ALL  NEW  EQUIP- 
MENT. Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North 

16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

XMAS  COMES  ONCE  YEARLY— SO 
DOES  THE  100  PAGE  S.O.S.  CATALOG. 

These  are  taken  at  random — 868  type 

Photocells,  $1.49.  Aislelights,  $1.95.  Seat- 

Patch  Kits,  $1.98.  2,000'  Reels,  49c.  Crys- 
tal Microphones,  $9.95.  6   ampere  Mercury 

Rectifier  Bulbs,  $1.98.  Send  for  your  copy. 

S.O.S. ,   Cinema  Supply  Corp.,  New  York. 

DUO  LIGHT-MASTER  super  low  inten- 

sity projection  lamps,  with  14-inch  reflec- 

tors. More  light  with  no  increase  in  oper- 

ating cost.  Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222 
North  16th  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

NEW  EQUIPMENT 

DUO  SOUND-MASTER  NEW  ECON- 
OMY MODEL.  Top  quality  at  lowest  prices. 

Scott-Ballantyne  Co.,  222  North  16th  St., 
Omaha,  Neb. 

FREE! — “How  to  Set  Sound  Lenses.” 
Send  3-cent  stamp.  Wesley  Trout,  Box 
575,  Enid,  Okla. 

USED  EQUIPMENT 

COMPLETE  EQUIPMENT  of  closed  the- 

atre for  sale  very  reasonable.  Two  Sim- 
plexes,  Preddy  sound,  Operadio  amplifier, 

double  channel:  chairs,  speaker,  screen, 

blower.  A   real  bargain.  Act  quickly. 

B-1072,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo. 

FOR  CASH  SALE  —   Two  automatic 

Morelite  low  intensity  arcs,  A-l  condition, 
$35.  Two  DeVry  2,000  watt  Mazda  lamps 

with  transformer,  new  condition,  $50.  Four 

Powers  magazines — two  uppers  and  two 

lowers,  A-l  condition,  $10.  P.  O.  Box  193, 
Tererro,  N.  Mex. 

68.000  CUBIC-FOOT  BLOWER— 20  h.p. 
G.  E.  motor,  starter  switch  and  variable 

speed  clutch;  complete  with  accessories. 

B-1073,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

PRETTY  SOFT  FOR  YOUR  PATRONS 

—AND  CHEAP,  TOO!  THOUSANDS  OF 
excellent  used  chairs,  famous  makes,  75c 

up.  List  mailed.  S.O.S.  Cinema  Supply 

Corp  ,   New  York. 

STAGE  CURTAINS 

FOR  SALE — New  curtains,  all  sizes,  mod- 
ern fabrics.  Forward  stage  sizes.  Estimate, 

samples  furnished  without  obligation.  Pre- 
mier Studios,  340  West  41st  St.,  New  York 

City. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

ILL  HEALTH — Must  sell  theatre  with 

building,  $3,000.  Terms,  Sun  Theatre, 
Otis,  Colo. 

LEASE  FOR  SALE — New  deluxe  theatre, 
900  seats.  Town,  4,500;  trade  territory, 

10,000.  Partners  can’t  agree.  B-1069,  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WANTED  —   Theatre,  Texas  territory; 
town  1,500  or  over,  now  operating  at 

profit.  Cash  available.  Will  buy  or  lease. 

Send  full  particulars.  E.  M.  Hudders,  Gen- 
eral Delivery,  Dallas,  Tex. 

THEATRE  WANTED — Southern  states. 

Must  be  paying  or  have  possibilities.  Pre- 
fer small  town.  B-1064,  Boxoffice,  4704 

E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRE  TICKETS 

UNEXCELLED  QUALITY— 50  rolls  stock 

tickets,  $12.50;  20  rolls,  $5.80;  100,000  spe- 
cial printed  rolls  or  machine  tickets, 

$14.90.  Shipping  charges  paid  to  1,000 

miles.  Cash  with  order.  Kansas  City  Ticket 

Co.,  Dept.  B,  1717  Wyandotte  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

SEAT  RECOVERING 

ARTIFICIAL  LEATHER  MOLESKIN— 

81c  per  yd.;  Sateen  60c  yd.  Six  seats 

from  two  yards.  Samples  on  request. 

Commereialeather,  116  Merrimac  St.,  Bos- 
ton. 

BOOKS 

FREE  COPY  of  the  Picture  Guide  com- 
bined with  the  Date  and  Record  Book  is 

yours  with  a   year’s  subscription  to  Box- 
office — only  $2.00  a   year  (52  issues).  Pro- 

vides for  all  bookkeeping,  dating,  adver- 

tising and  exploiting  pictures.  Also  con- 
tains space  for  the  filing  of  Boxoffice 

reviews  on  every  picture  released.  Order 

your  copy  today.  Write  Subscription  De- 
partment, Boxoffice,  4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

POSITIONS  WANTED 

THEATRE  experience,  12  years;  can 

operate  any  type  machine  or  sound  equip- 
ment; also  paint  banners  and  build  fronts. 

Married,  sober  and  reliable.  References. 

Eddie  Jones,  General  Delivery,  Pampa, Tex. 

PROJECTIONIST — 18  years’  experience, 

best  references.  Married,  sober  and  de- 

pendable. Andrew  Scardino,  Box  307,  Tay- 
lor, Tex. 

RELIABLE  married  man  with  wide  ex- 

perience servicing  sound  and  in  theatre 

management.  Permanent  position  with 

little  or  no  travel  at  either  work  or  com- 

bination of  both.  Prefer  south.  Now  em- 
ployed. Best  of  references  furnished. 

B-1063,  Boxoffice,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

PROJECTIONIST — And  Assistant  Man- 

ager at  liberty;  dependable  and  reliable; 

good  references.  Box  383,  La  Mesa,  Cal. 

EXPERIENCED  SHOWMAN  desires  po- 
sition as  manager,  assistant  manager  or 

booker.  Excellent  references.  Will  accept 

small  salary.  B-1068,  Boxoffice,  4704  E. 
9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

SCREEN  GAMES 

ROCK  BOTTOM  PRICES — Write  us  to- 

day for  further  information.  B-1071,  Box- 
office,  4704  E.  9th  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

FASCINATING  Big  Boxoffice  Screen- 

Game  Attraction.  It’s  legal  and  can  be 
operated  anywhere  within  the  jurisdictions 

of  the  lottery  laws  of  this  country.  Write 
Screen  Games  Attractions,  Inc.,  1303  S. 
Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  HI. 

ACCOUNTING  SYSTEMS 

BRYSON  THEATRE  RECORD.  New  edi- 

tion, complete,  simple,  practical.  Guaran- 
teed satisfaction.  Order  now,  only  $3  00. 

George  Fosdick,  Minneapolis,  Minn. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  HANDY  “AD  ORDER”  BLANK 
BOXOFFICE. 

4704  East  Ninth  St., 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 
(Send  Cash With  Order) 

10c  a   word 

4   insertions 

at  price  of  3 

Kindly  insert  the  following  ad   times  in  your  “CLEARING 

HOUSE"  section,  running  through  ALL  eight  sectional  editions  of  BOXOFFICE: 

(Don't  forget  to  count  words  in  name  and  address  that  is  to  appear  in  the  ad). 

Blind  ads— 10c  extra  to  cover  cost  of  postage. 

52 •   Address  copy  to  BOXOFFICE,  4704  E.  Ninth  St.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
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BUSINESS  RECORD Week  ending. 

TICKET  SALES 

Sun. LAST  No. 

* 

FIRST  No. 
TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH * $ * 

TOTAL $ 

Mon. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

TOTAL 9 

Sue. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH $ 

<- 

* 

TOTAL $ 

Wed. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

«f 

TOTAL $ 

t/hur. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH < 

TOTAL 9 

Sri. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH 

<■ 

TOTAL $ 

Sat. LAST  No. 

FIRST  No. 

TOTAL  SOLD 

PRICE  EACH * 

TOTAL 

$   <t 

WEEK'S  TOTAL 
9 $ 

RECEIPTS 

GENERAL  WEEKLY  EXPENSE PAYROLL 

RENT 
4 

POSITION NAME SALARY 

HEAT MANAGER 
4 

POWER  SLIGHT ASSISTANT 
MANAGER 

FILM  RENTAL OPERATOR 

ADVERTISING 
ASSISTANT 
OPERATOR 

1 

ADV.  ACCESSORIES CASHIER 

LICENSE DOORMAN 

TAXES JANITOR 

TRAILERS USHERS 

INSURANCE 

FILM  DELIVERY 

SOUND  COST 

SOUND  REPAIRS 

EQUIPMENT  COST 

EQUIP.  REPAIRS 

SUPPLIES 

MISCELLANEOUS TOTAL  PAY  ROLL  EXPENSE 

DEPRECIATION TOTAL  RECEIPTS 

TOTAL  EXPENSE 

OVERHEAD  COST NET 

This  is  an  EXACT  SIZE  facsimile  of  the  Newly  Improved  Record 

Form  in  the  1938-’39  BOXOFFICE  PICTURE  GUIDE  &   DATE 
AND  RECORD  BOOK.  Plenty  of  Space  Provided  for  All  Neces- 

sary Entries.  (Dating  Form  for  Picture  Booking  is  on  Reverse 
Side.) 

We  find  your  Date  and  Record  Book 

very  valuable.  In  fact,  it  is  the  best 
theatre  bookkeeping  book  we  have 

had  yet  and  we  intend  to  use  it  per- 

manently. Be  sure  and  keep  my 

name  on  your  list  of  annual  receiv- 

ers of  this  marvelous  service  book.  yy 

— Mark  Rubinsky 

LYRIC  THEATRRE, 

WILLI  AMSTOWN.  PA. 

WORTH  A   YOUNG 

FORTUNE —yet  VOU 
MAY  HAVE  IT  PpPP  I 
ABSOLUTELY  I   If  C   k   ■ 

IT'S  YOURS!  The  most  important  sell- 

ing aid  to  showmen  since  the  incep- 

tion of  the  press  book — the  BOXOF- 
FICE PICTURE  GUIDE  &   DATE  AND 

RECORD  BOOK!  Newly  designed, 

newly  improved  in  quality  and  sim- 

plicity, the  Picture  Guide's  “step" 
filing  system  holds  the  entire  report 

on  all  Major  and  Independent  Pro- 
ductions intact.  The  book  is  a 

beauty  to  behold  physically  and  a 

joy  forever  to  those  who  use  it — 

lor  filing  of  BOXOFFICE  Reviews 

and  for  the  daily  record  of  pic- 

tures booked  and  pictures  play- 

ed. It's  the  handiest  thing  yet 

devised  for  use  in  operation  of 

a   theatre!  It's  Yours!  With  a 

subscription  to  BOXOFFICE. 

Get  it  now! 

Date 

ASSOCIATED  PUBLICATIONS,  | 

■   4704  East  9th  St.,  Kansas  City.  Mo. 

Please  enter  my  subscription  for  one  year  (52  issues)  for  i 

BOXOFFICE  (13  of  which  contain  The  MODERN  THEATRE  section), 

1   including  BOXOFFICE  PICTURE  GUIDE,  and  Annual  BAROMETER. 
I   Herewith  is  S2.00.  ' 1   I 
j   Theatre    
I   Signed      | 

|   Address  | 

j   City  
State 
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